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PREFACE

What Do Health Economists Do?

This encyclopedia gives the reader ample opportunity to read

about what it is that health economists do and the ways in

which they set about doing it. One may suppose that health

economics consist of no more than the application of the

discipline of economics (that is, economic theory and eco-

nomic ways of doing empirical work) to the two topics of

health and healthcare. However, although that would usefully

uncouple ‘economics’ from an exclusive association with ‘the

(monetized) economy,’ markets, and prices, it would miss out

a great deal of what it is that health economists actually do,

irrespective of whether they are being descriptive, theoretical,

or applied. One distinctive characteristic of health economics

is the way in which there has been a process of absorption into

it (and, undoubtedly, from it too); in particular, the ab-

sorption of ideas and ways of working from biostatistics,

clinical subjects, cognitive psychology, decision theory, dem-

ography, epidemiology, ethics, political science, public ad-

ministration, and other disciplines already associated with

‘health services research’ (HSR) and, although more narrowly,

‘health technology assessment’ (HTA). But to identify health

economics with HSR or HTA would also miss much else that

health economists do.

... And How Do They Do It?

As for the ways in which they do it, in practice, the over-

whelming majority of health economists use the familiar

theoretical tools of neoclassical economics, although by no

means all (possibly not even a majority) are committed to the

welfarist (specifically the Paretian) approach usually adopted

by mainstream economists when addressing normative issues,

which actually turns out to have been a territory in which

some of the most innovative ideas of health economics have

been generated. Health economists are also more guarded

than most other economists in their use of the postulates

of soi-disant ‘rationality’ and in their beliefs about what un-

regulated markets can achieve. To study healthcare markets is

emphatically not, of course, necessarily to advocate their use.

A Schematic of Health Economics

To think of health economics merely in these various restricted

ways would be indeed to miss a great deal. The broader span

of subject matter may be seen from the plumbing diagram, in

which I have attempted to illustrate the entire range of topics

in health economics. A version of the current schematic first

appeared in Williams (1997, p. 46). The content of the

encyclopedia follows, broadly, this same structure. The arrows

in the diagram indicate a natural logical and empirical order,

beginning with Box A (Health and its value) (Figure 1).
Box A, in the center-right of the schematic, contains fun-

damental concepts and measures of population health and

health outcomes, along with the normative methods of wel-

farism and extra-welfarism; measures of utility and health

outcomes, including their uses and limitations; and methods

of health outcome valuation, such as willingness to pay and

experimental methods for revealing such values, and their uses

and limitations. It includes macro health economic topics like

the global burden of disease, international trade, public and

private healthcare expenditures, Gross Domestic Product

(GDP) and healthcare expenditure, technological change, and

economic growth. Some of the material here is common to

epidemiology and bioethics.

G 
Economic
evaluation

F
Markets in health

care

B
Determinants of
health and ill-

health

A 
Health and its

value

C
Demand for 

health and health
care

E
Health insurance

H
Efficiency and

equity

D
Supply of health 

services

Figure 1 A schematic of health economics.
Box B (Determinants of health and ill health) builds on

these basics in various ‘big-picture’ topics, such as the popu-

lation health perspective for analysis and the determinants of

lifetime health, such as genetics, early parenting, and school-

ing; it embraces occupational health and safety, addiction

(especially tobacco, alcohol, and drugs), inequality as a de-

terminant of ill health, poverty and the global burden of

disease in low- and middle-income countries, epidemics,

prevention, and public health technologies. Here too, much is

Box A Health and its value

Concepts and measures of population health and health outcomes.
Ethical approaches (e.g., welfarism and extrawelfarism).
Measures of utility and the principal health outcome measures, their uses,
and limitations.
Health outcome valuation methods, willingness to pay, their uses, and
limitations.
Macro health economics: global burdens of disease, international trade,
healthcare expenditures, GDP, technological change, and economic growth.
xvii



xviii Preface
Box B Determinants of health and ill health

The population health perspective.
Early determinants of lifetime health (e.g., genetics, parenting, and
schooling).
Occupational health and safety.
Addiction: tobacco, alcohol, and drugs.
Inequality as a determinant of ill health.
Poverty and global health (in LMICs).
Epidemics.
Prevention.
Public health technologies.
shared, both empirically and conceptually, with other

disciplines.

From this it is a relatively short step into Box C (Demand

for health and healthcare): here we are concerned with the

difference between demand and need; the demand for health

as ‘human capital’; the demand for healthcare (as compared

with health) and its mediation by ‘agents’ like doctors on

behalf of ‘principals’; income and price elasticities; infor-

mation asymmetries (as in the different types of knowledge

and understandings by patients and healthcare professionals,

respectively) and agency relationships (when one, such as a

health professional, acts on behalf of another, such as a pa-

tient); externalities or spillovers (when one person’s health or

behavior directly affects that of another) and publicness (the

quality which means that goods or services provided for one

are also necessarily provided for others, like proximity to a

hospital); and supplier-induced demand (as when a pro-

fessional recommends and supplies care driven by other

interests than the patient’s).

Then comes Box D (Supply of healthcare) covering human

resources; the remuneration and behavior of professionals;

investment and training of professionals in healthcare; mon-

opoly and competition in healthcare supply; for-profit and

nonprofit models of healthcare institutions like hospitals and

clinics; health production functions; healthcare cost and pro-

duction functions that explore the links between ‘what goes in’

and ‘what comes out;’ economies of scale and scope; quality of

care and service; and the safety of interventions and modes of

delivery. It includes the estimation of cost functions and the

economics of the pharmaceutical and medical equipment in-

dustries. A distinctive difference in this territory from many

other areas of application is the need to drop the assumption

Box C Demand for health and healthcare

Demand and need.
The demand for health as human capital.
The demand for healthcare.
Agency relationships in healthcare.
Income and price elasticities.
Information asymmetries and agency relationships.
Externalities and publicness.
Supplier-induced demand.
Box D Supply of health services

Human resources, remuneration, and the behavior of professionals.
Investment and training of professionals in healthcare.
Monopoly and competition in healthcare supply.
Models of healthcare institutions (for-profit and nonprofit).
Health production functions.
Healthcare cost and production functions.
Economies of scale and scope.
Quality and safety.
The pharmaceutical and medical equipment industries.
of profit-maximizing as a common approach to institutional

behavior and to incorporate the idea of ‘professionalism’

when explaining or predicting the responses of healthcare

professionals to changes in their environment.

Supply and demand are mediated (at least in the high-

income world) by insurance: the major topic of Box E and a

large part of health economics as practiced in the US. This

covers the demand for insurance; the supply of insurance

services and the motivations and regulations of insurance as

an industry; moral hazard (the effect of insurance on utiliza-

tion); adverse selection (the effect of insurance on who is in-

sured); equity and health insurance; private and public

systems of insurance; the welfare effects of soi-disant ‘excess’

insurance; effects of insurance on healthcare providers; and

various specific issues in coverage, such as services to be cov-

ered in an insured bundle and individual eligibility to receive

care. Although the health insurance industry occupies a

smaller place in most countries outside the US, the issues

invariably crop up in a different guise and require different

regulatory and other responses.

Then, in Box F, comes a major area of applied health

economics: markets in healthcare and the balance between

private and public provision, the roles of regulation and

subsidy, and the mostly highly politicized topics in health

policy. This box includes information and how its absence or

distortion corrupts markets; other forms of market failure due

to externalities; monopolies and a catalog of practical dif-

ficulties both for the market and for more centrally planned

systems; labor markets in healthcare (physicians, nurses,

managers, and allied professions), internal markets (as when

the public sector of healthcare is divided into agencies that

commission care on behalf of populations and those that

Box E Health insurance

The demand for insurance.
The supply of insurance services.
Moral hazard.
Adverse selection.
Equity and health insurance.
Private and public systems.
Welfare effects of ‘excess’ insurance.
Effects of insurance on healthcare providers.
Issues in coverage: services covered and individual eligibility.
Coverage in LMICs.



provide it); rationing and the various forms it can take; welfare

economics and system evaluation; waiting times and lists; and

discrimination. It is here that many of the features that make

healthcare ‘different’ from other goods and services become

prominent.

Box G is about evaluation and healthcare investment,

a field in which the applied literature is huge. It includes

cost-benefit analysis, cost-utility analysis, cost-effectiveness

analysis, and cost-consequences analysis; their application in

rich and poor countries; the use of economics in medical

decision making (such as the creation of clinical guidelines);

discounting and interest rates; sensitivity analysis as a means

of testing how dependent one’s results are on assumptions; the

use of evidence, efficacy, and effectiveness; HTA, study design,

and decision process design in agencies with formulary-type

decisions to make; the treatment of risk and uncertainty;

modeling made necessary by the absence of data generated in

trials; and systematic reviews and meta-analyses of existing

literature. This territory has burgeoned especially, thanks to

the rise of ‘evidence-based’ decision making and the demand

from regulators for decision rules in determining the com-

position of insured bundles and the setting of pharmaceutical

prices.

The final Box, H, draws on all the preceding theoretical

and empirical work: concepts of efficiency, equity, and

possible conflicts between them; inequality and the socio-

economic ‘gradient;’ techniques for measuring equity and in-

equity; evaluating efficiency at the system level; evaluating

equity at system level: financing arrangements; evaluating

equity at system level: service access and delivery; institutional

arrangements for efficiency and equity; policies against global

poverty and for health; universality and comprehensiveness as

global objectives of healthcare; and healthcare financing and

delivery systems in low- and middle-income countries

(LMICs). This is the most overtly ‘political’ and policy-

oriented territory.

A Word on Textbooks

The scope of a subject is often revealed by the contents of its

textbooks. There are now many textbooks in health eco-

nomics, having various degrees of sophistication, breadth of

coverage, balance of description, theory and application, and

political sympathies. They are not reviewed here but I have

tried to make the (English language) list in the Further

Reading as complete as possible. Because the assumptions that

textbook writers make about the preexisting experience of

readers and about their professional backgrounds vary, not

every text listed here will suit every potential reader. Moreover,

a few have the breadth of coverage indicated in the schematic

here. Those interested in learning more about the subject to

supplement what is to be gleaned from the pages of this en-

cyclopedia are, therefore, urged to sample what is on offer

before purchase.
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Glossary
Difference-in-differences It is subtracting the change in

an outcome for a ‘control’ group from the change in the

same outcome among the ‘treated’ group.

Household production It is the use of time and goods to

create commodities such as health.

Identification strategies These are research designs that

uncover parameters or associations of interest.

Induced abortion An intentional stoppage of a pregnancy

by medication or by surgery.

Infant mortality These are the deaths within the first year

of life.

Instrumental variables A statistical method in which a

variable is used to isolate variation in a regressor variable

that is orthogonal to unobserved components of the

outcome of interest.

Pregnancy intention It is the status of a pregnancy as

planned, mistimed, or unwanted.

Spontaneous abortion It is the natural termination of a

pregnancy.

Introduction

Induced abortion is not an obvious topic in a volume on

health economics. Although being a common procedure,

abortion does not contribute to rising medical expenditures or

inflation. There were 1.1 million surgical abortions in the US

in 2008, but the number of abortions has fallen overtime,

although the inflation-adjusted cost of a first trimester abor-

tion has remained remarkably stable at approximately $450.

Nor have there been dramatic technological breakthroughs in

the delivery of abortion. The most significant innovation is

RU-486, more commonly referred to as the ‘abortion pill.’

However, its impact on the demand for and availability of

abortion services has been modest at best. Finally, abortions

are extremely safe with only 0.7 deaths per year per 100 000

procedures between 1988 and 1997. In contrast, the maternal

mortality rate in the US is 15 times greater.

So why include an article on abortion? Two reasons. First,

induced abortion, a medical procedure performed only by

physicians, is one of the most contentious and divisive issues

in the politics of many countries today. In the US, clinicians

who perform abortions and staff workers who assist them

have been murdered and their clinics vandalized. Politicians

are defined by their stance on abortion and Supreme Court

nominees must tread carefully when discussing the precedent

set by the Court’s decision in Roe versus Wade. Academic re-

search on abortion has not been protected from this scrutiny.

Donohue and Levitt’s (2001) study linking the legalization of

abortion to the decrease in homicide rates 20 years later was

extremely controversial, received widespread exposure in the

popular press, and became a central chapter in the hugely

successful book Freakonomics.

The second reason to include a review of abortion is because

the indirect effect of abortion on health is potentially large but

empirically challenging to document. Induced abortion, the

focus of this article, also represents a conscious decision to end

a pregnancy, unlike spontaneous abortion which is an in-

voluntary and largely random termination of pregnancy. Ar-

guably the most notable link between abortion and health or

well-being is the hypothesized relationship between abortion

and crime (Donohue and Levitt, 2001). If Donohue and Levitt

are correct, then the legalization of abortion averted 15 000

homicides over a 10-year period (Joyce, 2009). But homicide is

but one measure of well-being. If abortion has a profound ef-

fect on crime, then it likely affected other measures of well-

being such as marriage, schooling, drug use, and sexually

transmitted diseases to name but a few. And yet the empirical

challenge of isolating a cohort effect from constantly evolving

period effects may be insurmountable given the data and

methods available to researchers.

In this article the focus is on the link between induced

abortion and health. Health is broadly viewed to include

measures of well-being such as crime and drug use in addition

to the more commonly associated measures of health such as

infant mortality. Given space limitations, the author concen-

trates primarily on the US experience with legalized abortion

from roughly 1970 to present. The history of abortion in the

US is available from a number of sources (Garrow, 1998). The

author concentrates instead on two empirical challenges for

researchers that have tried to uncover a link between abortion

and health. The first is identification. How does one measure

the impact of a pregnancy that is never carried to term? The

second is data. Unlike births, induced abortions are not part of

a national vital registration system. Moreover, abortions are

poorly reported in surveys as women are reluctant to admit to

them. Finally, the review is selective. The author discusses in

detail papers believed to be the most important because of the

quality of the research design and their impact on subsequent

research. There is more to be learned by careful study of the

best papers than a quick pass through the entire literature.

The article is organized as follows. The author first dis-

cusses the conceptual mechanisms by which abortion is linked

to health. This is followed by a description of data on abortion

and the demographics of abortion. The next few sections

discuss empirical work supporting possible links. The litera-

ture is broadly divided between studies on the determinants of

abortion and its impact on fertility and those that estimate

either the structural or reduced-form association between

abortion and health. There has been relatively little work on

the supply side of abortion markets.
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Conceptual Link between Abortion and Health

How does one study the health of a fetus that has never been

born? The simple answer is that you cannot, which necessi-

tates indirect approaches. Demographers, for example, con-

sider abortion as an expression of an unwanted pregnancy.

They assume that the wantedness of a pregnancy varies along a

continuum from those that are aborted to pregnancies that are

mistimed but carried to term. Thus, even pregnancies that

result in live births may be characterized as unwanted and

contrasted with the outcomes of births described as wanted.

Data on wantedness in the US come from surveys of new

mothers in which they are asked about their pregnancy in-

tention when they first discovered that they were pregnant.

Births are classified as wanted, mistimed, or unwanted on the

basis of a series of responses by the mother. Mothers whose

pregnancies are unwanted at conception are hypothesized to

smoke more or receive less prenatal care than mothers whose

pregnancies were planned. As a result, births from pregnancies

that are unwanted are expected to be less healthy than births

from pregnancies that are wanted. Neglect is hypothesized to

continue after birth. Children who were unwanted at con-

ception may receive less nurturing than those who are wanted.

The result would be lower academic achievement, behavioral

problems, and possible delinquency as adolescents (Brown

and Eisenberg, 1995).

It is unclear whether unwanted pregnancies based on post

hoc surveys of women who gave birth provide insights as to

the outcomes of pregnancies that are aborted had they instead

been carried to term. Early studies of wantedness in Europe

tried to estimate the impact of the latter by analyzing out-

comes of women who were denied abortion. The most famous

sample is the Prague Cohort of 1961–63. A total of 220 chil-

dren whose mothers were twice denied an abortion for the

same pregnancy were matched to children whose pregnancies

had been wanted and followed for 30 years. There were few

differences between the unwanted cohort and their wanted

controls at birth, but by the age of 20 years, there was evidence

of less personal satisfaction and psychological instability.

Economic models that linked abortion and health were first

discussed by Grossman and Jacobowitz (1981). The authors

argued that abortion as a method of fertility control helps

parents to achieve a desired family size. Using models of the

family and household production pioneered by Becker and

Lewis (1973); Grossman and Jacobowitz (1981) incorporated

abortion reform into a model of infant mortality. Parents

maximized a utility function that depended on consumption

goods, the number of births, and the survival probability of

each. Both the number of children and their survival prob-

ability were choice variables. The survival probability depended

on a set of endogenous inputs. Thus, parents affected the health

of an infant by their choice of goods (e.g., cigarettes) and

medical care during pregnancy. The model generated a struc-

tural and reduced-form production function of child survival.

Grossman and Jacobowitz (1981) argued that subsidized family

planning services and legalized abortion decreased the cost of

fertility control which lowered the optimal number of births

but raised the survival probability of each.

This quantity–quality framework became the explicit

model in many of the empirical analyses that followed.

Lowering the price of an abortion allowed women and parents

greater control over the timing and number of children. This

gave parents more control over the quality of each child as

parents used time and market goods to enhance a child’s

health and human capital. Thus, pregnant teens could delay

birth until they were more financially and emotionally pre-

pared for parenthood. Older women could terminate un-

wanted fetuses that could divert resources from their current

children or abort fetuses that were at a greater risk of poor

health. With the advent of genetic testing and advanced

sonography, abortion as a fetal selection mechanism became

even more explicit.

Refinements of the selection mechanism followed. Abor-

tion was characterized as one decision along a sequence that

included the decision to get pregnant, the decision to abort or

give birth, and the decision to marry or remain single

(Grossman and Joyce, 1990; Lundberg and Plotnick, 1990).

Increases in the cost of abortion impacted these other de-

cisions. For instance, some women use pregnancy as a way to

assess the suitability of a potential father. Increasing the cost of

an abortion raises the price of this ‘option,’ resulting in fewer

abortions but fewer pregnancies as well.

Abortion as a sorting mechanism is not the only pathway

through which women and their potential offspring were af-

fected. Akerlof et al. (1996) developed a model in which

women’s bargaining position with men was weakened by the

availability of safe, legal abortion. Before abortion, sex was

more closely linked to commitment. If an unmarried woman

became pregnant, there was pressure on the man to ‘to do the

right thing’ by marrying her. Abortion altered that expectation.

Women willing to abort could have sex without an implied

commitment of marriage in the case of pregnancy. Men could

insist that a pregnancy be terminated instead of marriage. This

put women opposed to abortion at a disadvantage in at-

tracting men. To compete for men they had to be more willing

to have sex without a commitment of marriage. The model

predicts that the legalization of abortion will result in a de-

crease in ‘shotgun’ marriages and an increase in out-of-wed-

lock childbearing. Both predictions are consistent with the

stylized facts in the 1970s. The link to health comes through

the immiseration of women and children as the number of

female-headed households rise. Economists used the model

by Akerlof et al. (1996) to argue that the legalization of

abortion could be associated with the rise in crime, in direct

contradiction to Donohue and Levitt (2001).

The Akerlof et al. (1996) framework has not been used in

the empirical literature on abortion and health. The

quantity–quality framework has been the mainstay in the lit-

erature. By enabling parents to achieve an optimal number of

births, abortion enhances the resources devoted to the chil-

dren who are born. Thus, any empirical association between

abortion and health rests importantly on the association be-

tween abortion and fertility. This may seem obvious because

an aborted pregnancy is an averted birth. However, other

methods of fertility control are substitutes for abortion which

implies that a rise in the abortion rates need not be associated

with a fall in birth rates. Couples that may have used condoms

before the legalization of abortion may be less vigilant about

contraception after legalization. A pregnancy that occurs

under a regime on legalized abortion may not have occurred
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under a regime in which abortion is prohibited. Without

demonstrating that a change in the birth rate is associated with

a decrease in the price of an abortion, it is difficult to establish

that parents are trading off quantity for quality.

Abortion: Data and Demographics

Data

One of the biggest challenges in studying abortion is meas-

uring its incidence. There was no national surveillance system

for abortion until 1973, the year of the US Supreme Court

decision in Roe versus Wade. In that year the Alan Guttmacher

Institute (now the Guttmacher Institute) published its first

national estimate of abortions by state. The Guttmacher survey

of abortion providers was conducted annually from 1973 to

1988 with exception of 1983. After 1988, however, the peri-

odicity of the survey was increased to every 4 years: 1992,

1996, 2000, 2004, and 2008.

The second major population-based source comes from

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The

CDC collects data from state health departments and reports

abortions by state, year, and several demographic factors: age,

race, marital status, gestational age, type of procedure, parity,

and previous induced abortions. There are two advantages to

the CDC data. First, the availability of abortion by character-

istics of the patient enable studies of policies based on age or

gestational age. Second, data are available annually, whereas

the Guttmacher Institute reports data periodically. As with

data from the Guttmacher Institute, the CDC reports abortions

by state of occurrence. In addition, the total number of

abortions as reported by the CDC is approximately 15% lower

than that reported by the Guttmacher Institute, and the degree

of undercounting varies substantially by state. Further, not all

states report abortions to the CDC or abortions cross-classified

by characteristics of the patient; California and Florida are two

populous and notable examples. Finally, the limited cross-

tabulation of the data prevents analyses by race or by

gestational age.

Although the Guttmacher Institute’s periodic survey of

abortion providers yields the most widely accepted estimate of

the number of abortions, they have two important limitations

for policy evaluations. First, abortions are tallied according to

the state in which they occur and not according to the state in

which a woman resides; and second, data are not available by

age or any other characteristic at the state level. To overcome

these limitations, Guttmacher researchers have applied the

distribution of abortions by state and age as reported by the

CDC to estimate the number of abortions by age. They also

use information from the CDC on the proportion of abortions

provided to nonresidents in a state along with other sources to

estimate abortions by state of residence. Thus, it is important

to remember that Guttmacher’s report of abortions by state of

residence are an estimate and that they are unlikely to accur-

ately measure cross-state travel by subpopulations in response

to a change in policy. This is an important drawback, which is

often ignored.

The third major source of data is state health departments.

The CDC uses these same data in its surveillance reports. The

major advantage of obtaining them directly from the state is

that some states make available to researchers individual-level

data on induced abortions, which allows for a more refined

aggregation of data than what is available from the CDC. This

can substantially improve the internal and external validity of

an analysis (the ability to measure what one sets out to

measure). The two major drawbacks to these data are similar

to those stated above: completeness of reporting varies by state

and residents who leave their state for an abortion are rarely

counted by the state in which they reside. However, the latter

drawback can be overcome if researchers are able to secure

data from neighboring states.

The lack of data by state of residence is a major limitation.

Studies of parental involvement (PI) laws and mandatory

delay statutes based on data by state of occurrence will over-

estimate the decline in abortions associated with the laws, not

only because residents leave the state for an abortion but also

because nonresidents stop entering the state for an abortion.

Studies of PI laws in the 1980s and the early 1990s were

particularly vulnerable to this source of bias, as only 13 states

had such laws in 1988. This made travel outside one’s state of

residence feasible. More recent evaluations are less vulnerable

to this source of bias because 35 states, including almost all

states in the South and Midwest, now have PI laws. This makes

traveling to a state without a law very challenging.

Other information on abortion is available from popu-

lation-based surveys. The National Longitudinal Survey of

Youth 1979 and 1997 ask respondents about previous abor-

tions. The National Survey of Family Growth also queries re-

spondents about past abortions. However, surveys grossly

underestimate the number of abortions as many women do

not report them. Moreover, the underreporting is not random:

young, poor, and minority women appear to underreport

more than other demographic groups. This has greatly limited

the use of these data to evaluate policy.

Another source of data on the characteristics of women

who have abortions comes from the Guttmacher Institute and

its periodic survey of abortion patients. Using a sample of

nationally representative abortion clinics, researchers survey

patients waiting to have an abortion. The data are weighted to

be nationally representative. In addition to data on age and

race, they have information on income and insurance status.

Demographics

The abortion rate is defined as number of induced abortions

per 1000 women of 15–44 years of age. In the US in 1973,

there were 744 600 abortions and the rate was 16.3. As shown

in Figure 1, the abortion rate rose after the decision in Roe

versus Wade and peaked in 1981 at 29.3. It has fallen almost

continuously since then. In 2008, there were 1 212 400

abortions and the rate stood at 19.6.

Table 1 shows the abortion rates by characteristics of the

patients in 1998 and 2007 based on the CDCs annual sur-

veillance of reporting states. The abortion rate was greatest for

women of 20 to 24 years of age at 35.6 per 1000 in 1998 and

30.0 per 1000 in 2007. The teen abortion rates fell 25.3% over

the same period from 19.8 to 14.8. The abortion rate of Blacks

(37.8 in 1998) was more than 3 times that of Whites, and the
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rate for Hispanics more than 2 times that of Whites in both

1998 and 2007. Abortion rates have fallen for all three groups

since 1998. More than 90% of abortions are performed at 13

weeks or less gestation. The percent of abortions less than or

equal to 8 weeks gestation has risen from 55.8% in 1998 to

63.6% in 2007. This coincides with the growth in medical

abortions which accounted for almost 14% of abortions

among reporting states. The percent of abortions at or after 21

weeks gestation fell from 1.5% to 1.3% between 1998

and 2007.

Abortions by education, poverty status, and insurance

coverage are shown in Table 2. These estimates are from the

Guttmacher Institute’s periodic survey of abortion patients

and are weighted to be nationally representative. Several fig-

ures stand out. First, differences by poverty status are striking.

In the year 2000, women from families with less than 100% of

Table 1 The US abortion rates by characteristics of patients, 1998
and 2007

1998 2007 % Change

Age (years)a

o15 1.9 1.2 � 36.8
15–19 19.8 14.8 � 25.3
20–24 35.6 30.0 � 15.7
25–29 24.2 22.0 � 9.1
30–34 13.6 13.7 0.7
35–39 7.3 7.9 8.2
404 2.5 2.7 8.0

Raceb

White 12.4 10.9 � 12.1
Black 37.8 33.5 � 11.4
Other 25.7 23.3 � 9.3

Ethnicityb

Hispanic 27.1 22.2 � 18.1
Non-Hispanic 16.9 15.1 � 10.7

Gestation (%)c

o¼13 wks 90.6 91.6 1.1
o¼8 55.8 63.6 14.0
9–13 34.8 28.0 � 19.5

413 wks 9.4 8.4 � 10.6
14–15 3.4 3.3 � 2.9
16–17 2.1 1.8 � 14.3
18–20 2.3 2.0 � 13.0
4¼21 1.5 1.3 � 13.3

aAbortions per 1000 women of the specific age.
bAbortions per 1000 race or ethnic-specific women.
cPercent distribution of abortions.

Source: Reproduced from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2011). Abortion

Surveillance – US, 2007. Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report 60(1), 1–39.
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Figure 1 Number of abortions (in thousands) and abortion rate in the US, 1973–2008. Reproduced from Jones, R. K. and Kooistra, K. (2011).
Abortion incidence and access to services in the United States, 2008. Perspectives on Sexual and Reproductive Health 43(1), 41–50.

Table 2 Abortion rates by socioeconomic characteristics of
patients, 1994 and 2000

1994 2000 % Change

Educationa

Not HS grad 22 23 7
HS grad/GED 20 20 1
Some college 29 26 � 12
College grad 19 13 � 30

Poverty status7

o100% 36 44 � 12.1
100–199% 31 38 � 11.4
200–299% 25 21 � 9.3
4¼300% 16 10 � 9.3

Medicaid coverage7

Yes 50 57 14
No 20 18 � 12

aAbortions per 1000 women 15–44 in the respective category.

Abbreviations: GED, general educational development; HS, high school.

Source: Reproduced from Jones, R. K., Darroch, J. E. and Henshaw, S. K. (2002).

Patterns in the socioeconomic characteristics of women obtaining abortions in

2000–2001. Perspectives on Sexual and Reproductive Health 34(5), 226–235.
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the federal poverty level in that year have more than four times

the abortion rate of women from families at 300% or more

of the federal poverty level. The abortion rate of women with

Medicaid coverage, at 57 per 1000 Medicaid recipients, are

even higher than those of women in poverty. However, dif-

ferences in abortion rates by education, a permanent measure

of human capital, are much more muted.

In sum, age, race, and income are the three most important

correlates of abortion rates in the US. They suggest that young,

Black women in poverty are at much higher risk of an un-

intended pregnancy than their older, White counterparts. The

figures also underscore the importance of abortion as a

method of fertility control among young, poor, and minority

women. If the elasticity of demand for abortion services is

greater among less advantaged groups, then policies that raise

the cost or lessen the availability of abortion services are likely

to impact these groups more than women whose rate of un-

intended pregnancy is less.

Overview of Studies on Health

Studies of the relationship between abortion and health

have progressed with advances in the field of applied micro-

econometrics. Borrowing from the medical sciences, random

control trials (RCTs) have become the gold standard. RCTs

remain rare in economics, but their acknowledged quality has

pushed researchers to design studies with strong internal val-

idity and transparent sources of identification. In this section,

the author reviews the evolution of studies linking abortion

and health through the improvement in research design. Early

studies of abortion and health relied on cross-sectional vari-

ation to identify an association. The second phase of studies

on abortion and health leveraged panel data and changes in

policy to understand the determinants of abortion and its

impact on fertility. A related group of studies used panel

methods to estimate the cohort effect of abortion legalization

on broad measures of well-being. The most recent set of

studies has employed abortion legalization as an instrument

for births in an effort to estimate changes not only in the

health of birth cohorts exposed to legalized abortion in utero

but also to estimate the potential health of children that were

not born.

Early Studies of Abortion and Health

As noted above, Grossman and Jacobowitz (1981) were the

first to use the household production function framework to

associate access to abortion with infant health. The empirical

work involved regressions of county-level neonatal mortality

rates averaged over 3 years from 1970 to 1972 on measures of

the cost of fertility control and other inputs into the pro-

duction of health. They used two measures of abortion

availability: Dichotomous indicators of whether the county

was in a state that had reformed or legalized abortion by 1970

and the 3 year average of the state abortion rate (abortions per

1000 live births) from 1970 to 1972. And they applied co-

efficients from the cross-sectional regression to estimate the

reduction in neonatal mortality attributable to each input.

Overall the model could explain between 35% and 53% of the

decline in neonatal mortality between 1971 and 1977. How-

ever the most striking result was that the abortion rate ac-

counted for more than 50 of the explained decline for both

White and non-Whites.

A series of papers followed the Grossman and Jacobowitz

(1981) framework but with more recent data and greater at-

tention to the endogeneity of abortion in the production of

infant health. In one study economists estimated the reduced

form production function of infant health. The outcome was

again the county-level neonatal mortality rate averaged over 3

years (1976–78). They included proxies for the price of inputs

such as the number of abortion providers in the county or the

number of maternal and child health clinics. The results sug-

gested that an increase in the number of abortion providers

was strongly associated with decreases in neonatal mortality.

Other economists used the county-level neonatal mortality

rate in an effort to estimate the structural production function

of infant health. They were interested in the pathways through

which abortion affected survival. Thus, they also estimated

structural models of low birth weight and preterm births. They

included the abortion rate as well as the number of teenage

users of family planning clinics as determinants of each out-

come. They used two-stage least squares (TSLS) to account for

the endogeneity of the abortion rate with number of abortion

providers per county as an instrument (more on the instru-

ments below). They found that state-level abortion rates were

inversely correlated with neonatal mortality, low birth weight,

and preterm birth. Moreover, they argued that abortion im-

proved newborn survival by lowering the incidence of low

birth weight births. Others followed this approach by esti-

mating structural models of infant survival. However, their

objective was to understand the relative contribution of gov-

ernment programs. These include participation in the Sup-

plemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and

Children (WIC), inpatient days in neonatal intensive care

units, use of family planning clinics, as well as maternal and

child health clinics. As did other economists, these authors

used TSLS with the availability of clinics, abortion providers,

and neonatal beds as instruments. They reported that the

abortion rate explained approximately half of the decline in

neonatal mortality between 1964 and 1977 accounted for by

the model.

The aforementioned studies used aggregate data to correl-

ate the abortion rate with county-level measures of health. All

reasoned that areas with higher abortion rates had a more

optimal distribution of birth outcomes as less healthy or de-

sired fetuses were aborted. An ecological approach appeared

the only way to associate abortion to health. At the individual

level, a pregnancy that is terminated is eliminated from the

sample of births. There seemed to be no individual-level

analog to the aggregate analysis. However, in two papers,

economists applied the emerging econometrics on censored

samples to analyze the effect of pregnancy resolution on birth

outcomes (Grossman and Joyce, 1990). In both papers, the

authors used individual-level data on births and abortions in

New York City. The birth and abortion files contained infor-

mation on age, race, marital status, parity, schooling, as well as

measures of the availability of family planning and abortion

services by neighborhood. The authors concatenated the files
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to create a sample of pregnancies that resulted in either an

induced abortion or a live birth. They argued that the sample

of births represented a nonrandom draw from the population

of pregnancies. In one paper, the authors used the decision to

give birth conditional on pregnancy as an expression of

wantedness. Women who were selected in the birth sample

were more likely to obtain timely prenatal care than those

who aborted had they instead carried to term. They estimated

the observed counterfactual by using the inverse Mill’s ratio to

obtain the expected number of months a woman would have

delayed prenatal care had she not aborted. The difference

between the expected and actual months of delay for women

with the same observables became an estimate of the impact

of ‘wantedness’ on the demand for health-producing inputs.

They found that women who had a greater probability of

giving birth had less than expected delay in prenatal care.

Grossman and Joyce (1990) extended the model to include

birth outcomes while treating prenatal care as an endogenous

input into the production of health. They also provide a

framework that signed the effect of changes in the cost of

abortion, the cost of contraception, and underlying health

endowment of the fetus. They treated contraception and

abortion as substitutes. An increase in the cost of contra-

ception or a decrease in the cost of abortion raises the prob-

ability of becoming pregnant. However, an increase in the cost

of abortion holding the cost of contraception constant raises

the probability of giving birth, conditional on becoming

pregnant. For instance, assume that Black women face a higher

cost of contraception due to less access and information. A

decrease in the cost of abortion will lower the probability of

giving birth conditional on pregnancy, increase the demand

for healthy inputs, and increase birth weight. This is what the

authors found for Black women but not for Whites.

These early papers were important because they tried to

develop an empirical test of the association between abortion

and health. They used the household production framework

to incorporate the cost of fertility control in models of the

quantity and quality of children. The statistical analyses be-

came progressively more sophisticated as researchers applied

recent advances in econometrics to account for the endo-

geneity of inputs. However, the identification strategies used

then would never meet the standards of today. First, all data

were cross-sectional. The lack of a panel precluded fixed ef-

fects, which would have limited the identifying variation to

within-area changes in policy. Instead, authors compared the

impact of abortion rates on birth outcomes in, for example,

Utah relative to New York. Given the limited number of cov-

ariates, the likelihood of omitted variable bias was large. Even

reduced-form analyses suffered from problems of endogeneity.

The number of abortion providers in a state or county, for

instance, represents the interplay of the supply and demand of

abortion services instead of some exogenous measure of price.

The sample selection models used by Joyce and Grossman

(1990) were novel applications at the time but again lacked a

credible identification strategy. More importantly, the robust-

ness of these models depends on the availability of instru-

ments that predict the probability of giving birth but which

have no direct effect on the birth outcome. None of the in-

struments in the two papers could be credibly excluded from

the birth outcome equation. Despite these serious drawbacks,

this early work motivated subsequent studies that paid much

greater attention to identification and for much of the 1990s

focused on reduced-form policy questions.

A paper by economists in the mid-1990s provided a segue

to the reduced-form policy-orientated papers that soon fol-

lowed. The authors took the model of Grossman and Joyce

(1990) as their starting point. They used individual data from

the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79) to

estimate the impact of the price of abortion on birth out-

comes. State policies regarding the public financing of abor-

tion through Medicaid served as proxies for the price of

abortion in the reduced-form production function of infant

health. They found no association between Medicaid finan-

cing restrictions and birth weight. In the second part of the

paper, they estimated the birth probability equation and

found a robust association between Medicaid financing of

abortion and the decreased probability of giving birth. For

Black women, the availability of Medicaid financing lowered

the probability of birth by 0.10 over a mean of 0.88, which is a

large effect.

Several features of the analysis are noteworthy. First, the

authors used 10 years of data from the NLSY79 and were able

to exploit changes in policy over time. Second, they focused

on the reduced form instead of the structural production

function of health. However, they used random effects instead

of state-fixed effects to control for unobserved cross-state

heterogeneity. A random effects specification assumes that

unobserved state factors (the random effects) are uncorrelated

with the policy under study; in this case Medicaid financing of

abortions. This was unlikely because mostly liberal states

continued to use public funds for abortion after the Hyde

Amendment in 1976. In addition, there is very little within-

state variation in Medicaid financing of abortion. The big

changes in Medicaid came in the late 1970s with the Hyde

Amendment. In other words, despite the use of longitudinal

data, their policy estimates are essentially obtained from cross-

sectional variation in Medicaid financing of abortion. Never-

theless, the paper represented a bridge to subsequent papers in

the 1990s that took advantage of panel data with state-fixed

effects to eliminate confounding from hard-to-measure dif-

ferences between states and counties.

Abortion Policy and Fertility in the 1990s

Work on abortion and health in 1990s was shaped by the

advances in applied microeconometrics. A series of seminal

papers in the econometric literature described the conditions

that must hold before instrumental variable methods would

yield even limited estimates of treatment effects. The 1990s

also saw more emphasis on transparent sources of variation

and the quality of the comparison group. The difference-in-

difference (DD) methodology became popular because it fo-

cused on the reduced form and plausible counterfactuals.

There was also much more use of panel data given the at-

tention to pre–post contrasts. Another development was

interest in the effect of abortion policy on fertility. This rela-

tionship is key to the household production model. If re-

searchers can not demonstrate a relationship between the

price of fertility control and the number or timing of births,
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then abortion may not play an important role in the

quality–quantity trade-off envisioned by its early proponents.

The most important policy change in the US was the le-

galization of abortion. This occurred largely in two steps.

From September of 1969 through December of 1970, abortion

became de facto or de jure legal in 5 states (Alaska, California,

Hawaii, New York, and Washington) and the District of Col-

umbia (Lader, 1974). Abortion became legal nationally with

the US Supreme Court decision in Roe versus Wade in January

of 1973. The two-step process toward national legalization

provided plausibly exogenous sources of variation with which

to identify the effect of the availability of abortion services on

fertility. An early paper looked at the impact of the legalization

of abortion in New York on teen birth rates in New York City

in the years before Roe. Lacking data from a control state, the

authors used an interrupted time series analysis to estimate the

monthly change in White and non-White teen births after

abortion became legal in July of 1973. They found that White

and non-White births fell 14% and 18%, respectively, in the

24 months after the law went into effect.

Levine et al. (1999), however, were the first to exploit the

staggered process of legalization within a DD strategy to ob-

tain the most credible estimates of the effect of a decrease in

the price of fertility control on birth rates. Using natality data

from all 50 states and the District of Columbia, they con-

trasted changes in fertility from 1961 to 1980 among the early

versus the later legalizing states. Overall birth rates fell almost

5% more among women in the early compared with later

legalizing states. However, when the authors took account of

distance to the nearest legalizing states, the results showed that

birth rates fell 10% among those that lived more than 750

miles away from the nearest state in which abortion was legal.

Surprisingly, there was no distance gradient for those who

lived within 750 miles. Specifically, birth rates fell 4.5% re-

gardless of whether women resided 250 miles away or be-

tween 250 and 750 miles from a state with legalized abortion.

The study was a classic example of a DD and provided con-

vincing evidence that the early legalization of abortion had an

immediate effect on fertility. Some of these same authors

would further exploit this natural experiment to analyze

changes in well-being associated with changes in fertility.

Post-Roe Policies

Although induced abortion was declared a fundamental right,

it remained highly controversial. State governments moved

quickly to find the legal limits of regulation. Three state pol-

icies have dominated both the political discourse and aca-

demic research. The first is the Hyde Amendment, which

prohibited the use of federal funds to cover the cost of an

abortion unless the mother’s life is in danger. The second is PI

laws which require that a physician notify or obtain consent

from a parent or parents before performing an abortion on a

minor, usually defined as girls less than 18 years of age. The

third policy is a mandatory delay and counseling statute. This

requires that women receive state-mandated information re-

garding the abortion procedure, the status of the fetus, and

alternatives to abortion usually 24 h before the termination.

Each policy has been used by economists to analyze changes

primarily in abortion and birth rates, although some have

looked at the reduced-form association with health. In this

summary the focus is on a selected group of studies based on

the quality of the design and their impact on subsequent

work.

Medicaid
In 1976, Congress passed the Hyde Amendment, which bans

federal funding of abortion in all but the most extreme cir-

cumstances. The statute prohibits expenditure of federal funds

for abortion services except in cases where the continuation of

the pregnancy threatened the woman’s life. Currently, 17 states

use their own funds to pay for all or most medically necessary

abortions sought by Medicaid recipients.

The impact of Medicaid financing restrictions has been

analyzed extensively. A review by researchers at the Guttma-

cher Institute in 2009 listed 37 studies related to the Hyde

Amendment. In this article, the focus is on studies by econo-

mists that use panel data designs or that exploit a particularly

unique experiment. The Journal of Health Economics pub-

lished two studies of the Hyde Amendment in the same issue

in the Winter of 1996. In both the studies, researchers used a

panel of states. In one study, authors analyzed abortion rates

from 1974 to 1988, whereas in the other researchers used data

from 1977 to 1988. Both studies found that the restrictions

were associated with a decline in abortion rates of between 3%

and 5%. One group of researchers used TSLS to account for

the endogeneity of abortion providers; however, the instru-

ments were not convincing. The authors used the natural

logarithm of the number of hospitals to predict the natural

logarithm of abortion providers and yet many hospitals pro-

vided abortions, which undermined the exclusion restriction.

The other group of researchers analyzed birth and pregnancy

rates in addition to abortion rates. They found that increases

in the cost of an abortion lowered birth rates in models that

used a 1-year lag in the Medicaid restrictions. Moreover, the

decline in births was greater than the fall in abortion rates. The

latter finding is hard to reconcile for as it suggests that the

decline in births not only offsets the likely rise among some

women who carry to term but also induces an even larger

group to avoid pregnancy altogether.

Arguably the best ‘natural experiment’ of the Medicaid fi-

nancing of abortions occurred in North Carolina (Cook et al.,

1999). The State allocated a fixed sum of funds to be used by

poor women for abortions as a substitute for resources re-

stricted by the Hyde Amendment. However, between 1978 and

1994, the fund expired five times before the end of the fiscal

year in June. The cutoff occurred once in months of December,

January, and March and twice in the month of February. The

authors found that the cutoff was associated with a fall in

abortions and a commensurate rise in births. The effects were

greater for Blacks than for Whites and for women with less

than 12 years of schooling compared with those with more.

Specifically, abortion among Blacks fell 9.5% overall, whereas

births rose by 4.7%. In absolute terms, there was a one-to-one

correspondence between the fall in abortions and rise in births

among Blacks.

The study from North Carolina is particularly convincing.

The timing of the funding cutoff varied by year and month

and thus would have been difficult for a woman to anticipate.
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The authors found no jump in abortions in July as the fund

was replenished. The fall in abortions coincided with a rise in

births, and effects were greater among groups with higher rates

of poverty. The study in North Carolina provides a useful

contrast to the previous studies of publicly funded abortions

in the US. There is an important trade-off between internal

and external validity in these studies, which will be relevant in

the discussions that follow. The study in North Carolina has

the stronger internal validity, but it pertains to a single state.

Nevertheless, the funding cutoff occurred five times, which

strengthened the design considerably. However, the panel data

studies have the advantage of analyzing changes in 50 states

with more than 34 ‘natural experiments.’ However, the num-

ber of experiments is misleading. There is limited state vari-

ation in the timing of Medicaid funding restraints as the vast

majority of restrictions went into effect in 1977 or 1981. Fi-

nally, the natural experiment in North Carolina was only able

to address short-term changes in abortion and births, whereas

the panel studies were able to test for longer term impacts,

which may dissipate over time as women adjust to the re-

strictive funding environment. Despite these caveats, a clear

conclusion is that the cutoff of public funding for abortions

reduced abortion rates among poor women. The first-order

effect should be a rise in births, for which the study in North

Carolina provides convincing evidence.

Parental involvement laws
The Supreme Court’s decisions in Planned Parenthood of

Central Missouri versus Danforth in 1976 and Bellotti versus

Baird in 1979 made it constitutional for states to require

minors seeking abortions to obtain parental consent or to

notify their parents provided that there is an alternative ap-

proval mechanism such as a court bypass procedure. Thirty-

eight states currently require parental consent or notification

of at least one parent or in some instances other adults such as

a grandparent or guardians.

Evaluation of PI laws on abortion and births has been

hampered by limited data. Ideally, researchers would like age-

specific abortion rates by state of residence from 1974 to 2008.

These data do not exist. The CDC collects abortions by age for

approximately 40 states, but they refer to abortions by state of

occurrence. The Guttmacher Institute has used the CDC data

to estimate abortions by state of residence, but the Guttmacher

researchers acknowledge that their estimates do not take into

account travel by subgroups. This becomes a major source of

bias in studies of PI laws because resident minors leave the

state in response to a PI requirement and nonresident minors

stop coming into the state. Abortions by state occurrence will

show a substantial drop in abortions to minors when in fact

many abortions to minors that would have occurred in the

state before the law are performed in other states after the law.

This has been demonstrated repeatedly (Cartoff and Klerman,

1986). A second important issue is that researchers have used

abortions and birth rates of 18- and 19-year olds as either a

counterfactual for changes in birth and abortion rates for

minors or as a falsification test. However, the most affected

group of minors is 17-year olds. They have the most preg-

nancies and they are the least willing to involve their parents.

Yet, three-quarters of minors who are 17 years of age when

they become pregnant will give birth as 18-year olds. As a

result, a comparison group of 18-year olds in a DD analysis is

contaminated because it includes a large proportion of girls

who were exposed to the PI law during pregnancy when they

were 17 years of age. Similarly, a falsification test in which the

birth rates of 18- or 19-year olds is regressed on a PI law may

show little change or even a rise in births. Here too the test is

compromised because the 17-year olds who were exposed to

the law as minors gave birth when they were 18 years of age.

As with Medicaid financing restrictions, economists have

tended to use panel data of state abortion rates to evaluate PI

laws. One author reported that PI laws were associated with a

20% fall in the abortion rate of teens of 15–19 years of age.

The major limitations were that the author used CDC occur-

rence data from 1978 to 1990, which fails to account for travel

by resident and nonresident minors and the author included

18- and 19-year olds who were unaffected by the law. Another

economist used Guttmacher data on teen abortion rates by

state of residence for 1985, 1988, 1992, and 1996. He re-

ported a 15% decline in the abortion rate of minors. However,

his data do not take into account movement across borders

and he only had 4 years of nonconsecutive data. Two econo-

mists analyzed data from three states: South Carolina, Ten-

nessee, and Virginia. They found little association with the

conditional probability of abortion given pregnancy. They

attributed the null finding to travel by minors out-of-state.

However, pregnancy resolution as an outcome was un-

informative about possible decreases in pregnancy in response

to the law. Two other economists analyzed county birth rates

from 1973 to 1988. They found that PI laws were associated

with a 3% decrease in the birth rate of minors but a 2% de-

crease in the birth rate of teens of age 18 and 19 years. In

absolute terms, however, the fall in the older teen birth rate

exceeded that of minors, a result that could be interpreted as a

relative rise in the birth rate of minors.

Finally, a study in Texas was able to overcome a number of

the empirical challenges that have hampered previous studies

(Joyce et al., 2006). First, the authors had data on abortions to

residents of Texas. Second, they were able to collect data from

the neighboring states as to the number of Texas minors that

went out of state after the law. Few minors left Texas because

all of the border states except New Mexico enforced a PI law.

Third, the authors measured abortions and births by age at

conception, which minimized the misclassification bias in

previous work. They found that the Texas notification law was

associated with a 16% fall in abortion rates among minors

who were 17 years and 6–9 months of age at conception and a

4% rise in births. Subsequent work demonstrated that some

minors who were almost 18 yeas of age when they conceived

waited until they were 18 years of age to abort, even if the

delay caused them to terminate substantially later in preg-

nancy. Finally, they showed that using age at the time of the

abortion or birth and ignoring the misclassification resulted in

a much larger fall in abortions with no rise in births. This

provides some explanation for the findings by other econo-

mists who reported no change in births associated with PI

laws. In all the other studies authors used age-specific birth

rates based on the teen’s age at the time of birth and not at

conception.

The studies of Texas by Joyce and colleagues are to the PI

literature what the study by Cook et al. (1999) is to the
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literature on Medicaid financed abortions. Both studies have

strong internal validity, given the design and quality of data,

but both pertain to a single state, which limits their external

validity. Studies that use state panels with many law changes

would seem superior, but less accurate data on residents and

the difficulty of accounting for trends in the outcomes have

undermined their internal validity. This trade-off between in-

ternal and external validity continues in the studies of man-

datory delay and counseling laws as will be shown next.

Mandatory delay and counseling
Many states require a waiting period between the time a woman

has been counseled about her abortion and the actual pro-

cedure. About 23 states require a mandatory waiting period of

24 h. Utah requires a waiting period of 72, another state 18 h,

and one state requires that counseling take place on a day be-

fore the abortion but did not specify the length of the waiting

period. Four other states had mandatory counseling and wait-

ing period laws whose enforcement had been enjoined. These

laws specify that certain information must be given or offered to

the women at the initial visit. The required counseling usually

includes, among other things, the gestational age of the fetus,

information about fetal development, the risks of abortion and

childbirth, and resources available for pregnant low-income

women. Some mandatory counseling and waiting period laws

stipulate or have been interpreted to mean that a woman can be

counseled via mail or phone about her procedure; others re-

quire that the woman be counseled in person, which usually

means she must visit the facility twice – once for counseling

and again for the procedure.

The constitutionality of mandatory delay statutes was not

confirmed until the 1992 US Supreme Court decision Planned

Parenthood of Pennsylvania versus Casey. Thus, there have

been relatively few studies and few have found any significant

impact of these policies on abortion and birth rates. One

problem has been the use of state panels through 1997 or

1998. These studies were statistically underpowered as only a

small percentage of women in these panels were exposed to

the law. Another reason why these laws have had relatively

little impact is because most states allow information to be

given over the phone or the internet. This imposes relatively

little burden on either the patient or the clinic and would only

affect abortions if the required information was persuasive. A

recent case-study analysis in Texas found no change in the

abortion rate of Texas residents after the state required a 24 h

delay and mandated information in January of 2004. The law

did not have an inperson requirement as women could obtain

the information over the internet (Colman and Joyce, 2011).

In contrast, states that require that patients receive the man-

dated information in person, at least 24 h before the pro-

cedure, have demonstrated a greater impact on abortion rates.

The burden of an inperson statute is potentially substantial if

it necessitates that a woman who lives far from the clinic stay

overnight. Mississippi provides such a case. The state imposed

a mandatory delay and counseling law with an inperson re-

quirement in August of 1992. Three studies of the law’s im-

pact, all using different counterfactuals, found that the law was

associated with approximately a 10% decrease in abortion

rates, an increase in second trimester abortion rates, and a

substantial rise in women leaving the state for an abortion.

The key to each study was the quality of the data. Researchers

were able to measure abortions to residents of Mississippi

obtained in other states. They also had data on the gestational

age of the fetus at the time of the termination. However, as

with Medicaid financing of abortions and PI laws, the external

validity of studies based on a single state is a key limitation.

What conclusion can bedrawn from analyses of state pol-

icies in the post-Roe era? The first is that raising the cost of

abortion affects behavior. Abortion rates fall, women travel to

less restrictive states, and abortions occur later in pregnancy.

What is less clear is the magnitude of these changes. The im-

pact of a policy depends on the availability of alternatives.

Very poor women may be unable to raise the necessary funds

for an abortion. If minors have to travel hundreds of miles to

find an abortion provider in a state without a parental noti-

fication statute, then they may carry the pregnancy to term. If

women must see a physician twice and wait at least 24 h be-

tween visits before a procedure can go forward, then her ter-

mination is likely to be delayed. Measuring the impact of these

policies on births is more challenging. Statistical power is

limited. If the birth rate is approximately 3- to 4- times the

abortion rates, then even a 10% decrease in abortion would at

most result in a 2.5% increase in births. If some women re-

spond to the new law by avoiding pregnancy, the increase will

be even less.

The small change in births induced by these policies makes

it very difficult to detect changes in health associated with

each. The finding from studies report changes in suicide,

maltreatment of children, and homicide associated with these

laws are implausible. The reduced-form strategy used in many

of these studies is vulnerable to omitted variable bias. One

researcher, for example, reports that Medicaid restrictions in-

crease suicides among women but mandatory delay laws

protect against suicide. Two other economists report an in-

crease of 30–60% in child abuse victims associated with

mandatory delay laws. The rationale is that mandatory delay

laws result in more unwanted children, but they never show

that mandatory delay laws increase birth rates. Another study

found that PI laws increase rates of gonorrhea among women

less than 20 years of age compared with women 20 years of

age and older from 1981 to 1998. However, it has been dif-

ficult to show that PI laws had any impact on abortion rates in

the 1980s and the early 1990s and so any effect of sexually

transmitted diseases is suspect. Moreover, data on sexually

transmitted diseases by race are poorly reported in the US. In

large racially diverse states, race was unknown in 30–40% of

reported cases of gonorrhea.

In the next section the issue of abortion and health will be

taken up but with the next generation of studies. The research

designs improve. There is more attention to the credibility of

the ‘first-stage’ and the quality of the instruments. The

underlying theory can still be traced to the quantity–quality

model of household production, but there is less interest in

theory and more emphasis on the empirics.

Back to the Future: Roe versus Wade as an Instrument

Advances in research design and insistence on greater rigor in

the application of instrumental variables greatly has improved
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applied economics since the late 1990s. The literature on

abortion and health was similarly affected. Researchers real-

ized that changes in policies regarding Medicaid financing of

abortion, PI laws, and mandatory delay statutes did not alter

the timing or number of children sufficiently to power ana-

lyses of maternal health and child well-being. Thus, re-

searchers returned to abortion legalization in the US and

abroad in which there was greater evidence of changes in

fertility associated with the more dramatic fall in the price of

fertility control. Two papers led the way. In the first, re-

searchers used the legalization of abortion in the US as an

instrument for teen childbearing in models of schooling and

labor market outcomes. With data from the 1980 Public Use

Microdata Samples (PUMS) from the US Census , the authors

showed that the longer a teen was exposed to legalized abor-

tion, the lower the likelihood of becoming a teen mother or

married before the age of 20 years. The impact of legalization

on childbearing was substantially greater among Blacks than

among Whites. The racial pattern persisted in the reduced-

form models of high school graduation, college attendance,

and labor force participation. The authors then used exposure

to legalized abortion as an instrument for Black teen out-of-

wedlock childbearing in models of school, work, and poverty.

They did not pursue a similar analysis for Whites because there

was no reduced-form evidence to support it. The results were

large. Teen motherhood reduced college entrance by 20 per-

centage points when estimated by ordinary least squares

(OLS) but by 56 percentage points when estimated by TSLS.

Differences between OLS and TSLS for labor force partici-

pation were even greater. The authors concluded that on bal-

ance the data suggested that abortion legalization increased

schooling and employment among Black women. Neverthe-

less, the authors noted that despite the change teen fertility, it

was difficult to detect the consequences of teen childbearing

even with large samples from the US Census. They go on to

encourage researchers to find other sources of exogenous

variation in fertility in order to identify the effects of teen

childbearing on downstream outcomes.

In the same year, Gruber et al. (1999) published an im-

portant paper entitled, ‘Abortion Legalization and Child

Living Circumstances: Who is the Marginal Child?’ They too

used the 1980 PUMS to analyze changes in the health and

well-being of cohorts born before and after the legalization of

abortion. Legalized abortion, they argued, changed the dis-

tribution of women who gave birth which, in turn, altered the

average circumstances under which subsequent cohorts of

children were raised. Improved circumstances after Roe would

be evidence of positive selection. They also noted that in-

creases in the average circumstance of a cohort implied that

the conditions of the marginal child, the one who would have

been born had the women not ended the pregnancy, would

have to have been worse for average well-being to rise.

The authors estimated both reduced-form and structural

models of child well-being using the two phases of abortion

legalization in the early 1970s. The reduced form showed that

the average change in each outcome was associated with in-

creased access to legalized abortion. In these regressions, the

authors found that the rate of low birth weight birth associ-

ated with pre-Roe legalization fell from 7.7% to 7.6%, whereas

infant mortality dropped from 1.9 per 1000 live births to 1.86

per 1000. The reduced-form results also suggested that chil-

dren after legalization were less likely to live with a single

parent, to live in poverty, or to receive welfare. Effect sizes were

approximately 3% of the mean for each outcome. Changes in

well-being associated with the marginal child were much lar-

ger. The TSLS estimates suggest that the probability of dying in

the first year was 40% greater for the marginal child, although

the rate of low birth weight was 14% greater. The results by

race were less consistent. Although the impact of abortion

legalization on the birth rates of non-Whites was twice as large

as on Whites, none of the reduced-form estimates of changes

in non-White living circumstances or infant health were as-

sociated with abortion legalization. The same was true for the

marginal child as estimated by TSLS.

In a sequel to the marginal child, the researchers analyzed

the impact of abortion legalization on adult outcomes with

data from the 2000 census. As before, cohorts pertained to

individuals born between 1965 and 1979 and who were 21 to

35 years of age as of the 2000 census. As in Gruber et al.

(1999), they regressed measures of well-being on the two-

phases of legalized abortion in 1970s. The outcomes include

the percent in poverty, in single-parent household, on welfare,

incarcerated, employed, a high school dropout and a non-

college graduate. In only 2 of the 7 outcomes was there an

association with early legalization and in only 3 of the out-

comes was there any association with all phases of legal-

ization. In the TSLS models in which each outcome was

regressed on the birth rate instrumented by the cost of abor-

tion, less than half the outcomes were associated with worse

conditions for the marginal child.

The ‘marginal child’ papers provided a novel and more

general empirical framework for estimating the impact of

abortion legalization on the child that was not born. Instead,

of only associating abortion legalization with average changes

in affected cohorts, these authors provided a clever method of

estimating the counterfactual outcome. There are, however,

important limitations to the empirical work and results. First,

in both papers, the authors could not separate age from period

effects because they only had data on each outcome at a single

point in time. The inclusion of state-specific quadratics in age

may have accounted for some of the variation in period ef-

fects, but period effects can be very powerful determinants of

crime, employment, single parenthood, etc. Second, a lack of

selection effects among non-Whites is difficult to explain, es-

pecially in light of other work that demonstrated robust effects

of abortion legalization on education and employment

among Black women. Not only did the legalization of abor-

tion affect non-White fertility more than Whites, but also the

non-Whites are more likely to be incarcerated, on welfare,

single parents, and high school dropouts. If abortion is im-

proving the circumstances of White children, indicative of

positive selection, why would an even greater relative and

absolute decrease in fertility among non-Whites not affect

their circumstances even more? Either there is negative selec-

tion among non-Whites or unmeasured period effects are

confounding estimates. Third, it is difficult to interpret the

first-stage estimates in this study. There are many interactions

in which the omitted category is obscure and the exclusion

restrictions are hard to justify. Despite these issues, the mar-

ginal child papers were an important advance in the literature.
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Abortion and crime
Clearly, the most sensational association with abortion came

from Donohue and Levitt’s (2001) paper linking the legal-

ization of abortion to the precipitous drop in crime. The

mechanism was not novel. Citing Grossman and Jacobowitz

(1981) and Gruber et al. (1999), Donohue and Levitt (2001)

argued that the child who was not born would have grown up

in worse living circumstances, received less parental support,

and as a result would have been more prone to criminal be-

havior as a teen and adult. The paper received remarkable

attention in the popular press and its basic finding reached an

even broader audience with the publication of Levitt and

Dubner (2005) book, Freakonomics. The empirics were sim-

ple. The authors regressed total crime rates on lags of the

abortion rate adjusted for state and year-fixed effects. They also

regressed age-specific arrest rates for those of 15–24 years of

age on the lagged abortion rate. In both specifications they

found that abortion rates could explain upward of 50% of the

decrease in crime in 1990s.

The results were quickly challenged. It was straightforward

to show that their story did not line up with simple plots of

age-specific homicide rates (Joyce, 2009). For instance,

homicide rates soared between 1985 and 1992 among young,

African-American males in large urban areas and then drop-

ped almost as precipitously thereafter. There were relatively

modest changes in murder rates among other groups who

were also exposed to legalized abortion in utero. Most crim-

inologists attributed the increases in homicides to the crack

cocaine epidemic which spurred a rise in gang violence.

However, no credible data on crack-cocaine use by state, year,

and age existed which created a potentially significant omitted

variable problem. This was aptly demonstrated by two

economists who first replicated Donohue and Levitt’s re-

gressions but then added state–year interactions. The associ-

ation with the abortion rate fell by 50–60%. Another

economist used a triple difference strategy to eliminate the

confounding effect of crack cocaine by comparing the crime

rates of 19-year olds born before abortion was legalized to that

of 17-year olds born just after. Both groups experienced the

same period effects (i.e., the crack-cocaine epidemic) but only

the younger cohort was exposed to legalized abortion in utero

(Joyce, 2009). Joyce found no association between legalized

abortion and crime. A full airing of the debate is beyond the

scope of this article. Regardless of the ultimate judgment of the

Donohue and Levitt thesis, their work stimulated further re-

search. Economists examined the association between legal-

ized abortion and drug use, whereas others correlated

legalized abortion with teen pregnancy, a female proxy for

delinquent behavior. Economists also convincingly linked le-

galized abortion to sexually transmitted diseases. The strength

of these papers rested on use of abortion legalization as the

identifying source of variation. Legalization, much more than

subsequent policies regulating abortion, had a clear, measur-

able impact on fertility. And yet the challenge in all these

papers is identification of a cohort effect amidst often

powerful period effects. In the case of abortion and crime, it

was the crack epidemic of the late 1980s and the early 1990s

that confounded estimates. With teen pregnancy, it was wel-

fare reform and the expanding economy in the 1990s. Thus,

studies that analyzed changes in outcomes around the time of

legalization are more convincing because the confounding

from period effects is arguably more easily controlled. Even

with more proximate outcomes, the health effects of abortion

are exceedingly difficult to identify. Recall that Gruber et al.

(1999) found exceedingly modest declines in low birth weight

and infant mortality among cohorts exposed versus un-

exposed to legalized abortion. In fact, more recent research

suggests that the 1–2% declines in their paper are probably

too small to be detected with the proper adjustment of the

standard errors.

One paper illustrates just how difficult it can be to associate

even dramatic changes in the cost of fertility control with well-

being (Pop-Eleches, 2006). In December of 1966, Romania

outlawed abortion and all methods of fertility control in re-

sponse to the declining birth rate in the country. The result

was an immediate doubling of the birth rate from 14.3 births

per 1000 population to 27.4 a year later. The author used this

unprecedented fertility shock to estimate its impact on the

educational and labor market outcomes of the birth cohorts

born just before and after the ban. The overall result was an

increase in well-being, a result directly at odds with the US

experience. The seemingly contradictory finding resulted from

the positive increase in childbearing among families of higher

socioeconomic status. Once the author adjusted for the

composition change, exposure to the ban was associated with

decreased schooling. The author interpreted the latter effect as

the negative impact of unwantedness. The author found no

association with labor market outcomes. The author also re-

ported a 27% increase in infant mortality and a 30% increase

in low birth weight. The changes in infant health were rela-

tively short lived and thus may have been caused in part by

lack of prenatal and obstetric services.

The increase in fertility in Romania was 20 times the de-

crease observed with abortion legalization in US and yet, even

with such a huge jump in the birth rate, changes in well-being

were somewhat modest or relatively short lived. This under-

scores the point made previously: detecting cohort effects on

downstream outcomes is extremely challenging. Without

large, exogenous shocks, distinguishing cohort from age and

period effects may exceed researchers’ ability to detect them

with extant data.

Summary

The Romanian study provides an appropriate bookend to the

work of Grossman and Jacobowitz (1981). The 25-year inter-

val saw a large body of research devoted to identifying an

empirical link between abortion and well-being. A tentative

conclusion would argue for a positive association between the

availability of legalized abortion services and increases in the

health and well-being of the exposed cohorts. But even this

modest assessment comes with many caveats. The early cross-

sectional estimates must be discounted because the potential

for confounding is overwhelming. Reduced-form estimates

based on panel data that exploit change in policies such as

parental involvement laws or Medicaid financing restrictions

lack a sufficiently robust first stage to identify effects on health.

The return to the early years of abortion legalization improved

the first stage, but even then, statistically significant findings
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were not consistent and the most sensational estimates with

respect to homicide have been largely discredited. Thus, the

author ends with the Romania study for it provided the out-

sized experiment so valued in applied microeconometrics. But

even in this case, the association between large changes in

fertility and more schooling among the affected cohorts was

modest. This suggests that long-term effects of changes in the

cost of fertility control on the well-being of affected cohorts

may well exist, but effects are probably too small and data too

imprecise to identify them econometrically.

See also: Fertility and Population in Developing Countries. Health
Care Demand, Empirical Determinants of. Instrumental Variables:
Informing Policy. Observational Studies in Economic Evaluation.
Panel Data and Difference-in-Differences Estimation
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Abbreviations
ACSC Ambulatory care sensitive condition.

HIE Health insurance experiment.

TANF Temporary assistance for needy families

(welfare scheme in the US).

Glossary
Adverse events Negative outcomes of treatments, such as

death or rehospitalization.

Ambulatory care Care provided outside hospitals

to patients who are not bedridden and live in the

community.

Attrition Reduction in number of a sample of

respondents to a repeated survey (from initial survey year to

subsequent ones).

Catastrophic care Care that is needed to prevent death or

extreme disability.

Cost sharing, copayments, and coinsurance These three

terms are used interchangeably in this article, to mean a

payment made at the point of use by the patient that is not

reimbursed by any health insurance.

Exogenous A variable is exogenous if it is not a function

of other parameters or variables in the model.

Income effect Change in consumption of a good as a

result of a change real income.

Instruments or instrumental variables Variables used as

proxy of factors which are suspected of being not entirely

exogenous. The instrument correlates with the factor but its

influence on the dependent variable is exogenous.

Longitudinal studies Studies in which the same

individual subject is observed repeatedly over time.

Marginal value The maximum value attached to a little

more or less of a good, service or desired characteristic.

Moral hazard Moral hazard refers to the possibility that

insured individuals will behave in such a way after an

insured event has occurred that will increase the claim cost

to insurers, partly because the user-price of care is lower

through insurance and demand may therefore rise.

Out-of-pocket Amount of money spent directly by a

patient at the point of use and is not reimbursed by

insurance (see cost sharing: what is not covered by any

insurance plan).

Social epidemiologists Social epidemiologists are

interested in the social determinants of the distribution of

health in a population.

Social experiment A field experiment (not in the

laboratory) to answer an economic or social policy

questions.

Subsidy Part of the price of a service that is covered by an

insurance plan or a public agency.

Introduction

It is evident that lack of (or poor) insurance coverage is

a barrier to access healthcare. Evidence that insurance status

is linked to access to healthcare seems overwhelming: those

with insurance always use substantially more than those

without.

Economists tend to be more skeptical, for the following

two reasons: they question the causality behind the observed

link between coverage and utilization; they question the in-

ference from differences in utilization to differences in access

to care. The causality issue is currently not important and it is

summarized briefly in Section Health Insurance Increases

Utilization. The distinction between utilization and access is

currently a matter of scientific investigation among econo-

mists and social epidemiologists, and this review of the lit-

erature will mostly focus on this issue. Section Interpreting the

Causal Effect of Insurance: Moral Hazard or Access? sum-

marizes the theoretical debate on the inference question,

which can be described as follows: Is the difference in util-

ization resulting from insurance coverage a matter of moral

hazard – the insured use more than they need – or access – the

uninsured do not use what they need? It is shown that the

empirical answer depends on how healthcare need is defined

and measured. Sections Effect of Insurance on the Subjective

Assessment of Unmet Need by Survey Respondents, Insurance

and Utilization of Medically Necessary Care, and Effect of

Insurance on Health Outcomes: Adverse Events and General

Health and Mortality then review the empirical evidence on

the impact of insurance on the utilization of care that is

needed, using three different definitions of need. In Section

Effect of Insurance on the Subjective Assessment of Unmet

Need by Survey Respondents, a subjective definition (what is

perceived as unmet need) is used; in Section Insurance and

Utilization of Medically Necessary Care, a more objective

definition of need as what is clinically recommended to sur-

vive or maintain good health is used; last, in Section Effect of

Insurance on Health Outcomes: Adverse Events and General
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Health and Mortality, an outcome-oriented definition of need

and evidence on the effect of lack of coverage on mortality and

health status is used. Section Policy Implications concludes

and draws policy recommendations.

Health Insurance Increases Utilization

The causality issue is as follows: When we observe differences

across insurance it is noticed that individuals are not assigned

to a given health insurance status but they make their own

decisions on whether to be insured or not. Of course, these

decisions are constrained, by how much individuals can spend

overall compared to the price of health insurance, but,

nevertheless, individuals at the same level of income and faced

with the same premiums make different decisions regarding

coverage (Bundorf and Pauly, 2006). If that decision is

somehow linked to their utilization of healthcare services in a

way that is not observed (in the survey used by the analyst),

the correlation between insurance status and utilization may

be spurious and it would be wrong to infer causality from it.

For example, if individuals were to buy health insurance only

because they wanted to commit to visit a doctor once a year,

and get their tension and cholesterol checked, the correlation

between insurance status and utilization of these services

would be perfect. However, that would not mean that covering

the uninsured would change their behavior: if the reason why

they do not buy insurance is as they do not value the services it

covers, they then might not be interested even if the services

were free of charge at the point of use.

One way to address the issue is to run a social experiment:

the health insurance experiment (HIE), conducted by the

RAND Corporation randomly assigned approximately 2000

households to a variety of plans with varying cost-sharing

arrangements (Newhouse and the Insurance Experiment

Group, 1993). Because individuals were assigned to the plans

rather than choosing them, any difference in utilization can

be safely interpreted as causal. The results from that social

experiment indicate a clear causality from coverage to util-

ization: individuals assigned to plans with lower copayments

used more outpatient services, prescription drugs, and even

inpatient services. The latter finding has been recently dis-

puted by Nyman (2007), who argued that it is an artifact

because of attrition (those who are poorly covered through the

experiment and need hospital care quit the experiment and

revert to their former plan); Newhouse et al. (2008) re-

sponded that subjects have no incentive doing that because

they are more than compensated for the loss if (and only if)

they stay in the experiment. It is true that the attrition rate was

much higher in the higher coinsurance plan than in the free

plan but it remains undecided whether subjects left the ex-

periment (although they had no interest doing it) when in

need of hospital care and not well covered (Nyman’s sugges-

tion) or whether they left for other reasons (the HIE Group’s

response to Nyman).

Beside social experiments, which are costly and constrained

by ethical issues (it is not feasible to assign subjects to no

coverage at all and some stop loss must be put in place, which

does not allow the researchers to test the effect of not

being insured), economists use a variety of econometric

strategies to test causal inference in observational studies and all

find a causal link from insurance status to utilization pattern.

Interpreting the Causal Effect of Insurance: Moral
Hazard or Access?

It is evident that coverage influences utilization and it can

be said that not being insured causes lower levels of utilization

of healthcare services. The remaining issue is one of inter-

pretation: Do the uninsured use less because they cannot af-

ford the services when they are ill? Or do the uninsured

buy exactly the amount of healthcare they need, whereas

the insured overconsume healthcare because they do not have

to pay for it at the point of use? Or is it that both interpret-

ations are partially true: Some among the insured ‘over-

consume’ and some among the uninsured cannot access the

care they need. To understand the issues underlying the dif-

ference in interpretations we need to go back to the economic

theory of health insurance and introduce concepts such as

moral hazard. As will be clear at the end of this section, a key

concept for the understanding of the access versus moral

hazard controversy is the concept of need: if we could tell what

is needed and what is a matter of preference in healthcare

services utilization, we could tell which part of the variation in

utilization across insurance status is a problem of access for

the uninsured and which is moral hazard of the insured.

Andersen (1995), and most social epidemiologists,

equated access to utilization: if one uses fewer services it is

because they cannot use as much. He distinguishes between

‘potential access’ (enabling factors such as availability of ser-

vices, coverage, regular source of care, travel costs, and waiting

time) and ‘realized access’ (actual utilization). But the

economists disagree on the proposed theory. As noted by

Hurley (2000), access is a process-oriented concept and is

unrelated to actual use: the difference between such a con-

ception and Andersen’s is that, for a given level of accessibility,

individuals with different preferences make different choices.

For most economists, access is similar to ‘opportunity,’ and

individuals are always free to use opportunities as they see fit.

Some of the difference between the insured and the uninsured

is a matter of access (the medical need of the uninsured is not

met), and some is a matter of want (the insured use

nonneeded care).

The objective is of course to evaluate the respective roles of

access and want in the difference in utilization across insur-

ance status. To do so, one needs to understand the way health

insurance works and interferes with decisions made by indi-

viduals regarding their utilization of healthcare services. The

following is drawn from Nyman (2003).

Although standard (nonhealth) insurance pays a lump

sum in case a detrimental event occurs (life insurance pays a

given sum in case the insured dies), health insurance typically

pays back through reduced prices of healthcare. Being covered

by health insurance, therefore, means gaining access to dis-

counted healthcare services. Some plans have a limit on re-

imbursement, but most public plans do not set such limits on

reimbursements for acute care (hospitalizations, visits to a

family doctor, and drugs prescribed by a doctor).
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As a result, insured individuals live ‘in a different world’

than the uninsured, a world with lower prices of health-

care services. Proponents of the moral hazard hypothesis

posit that because the uninsured are faced with the true

price of healthcare, they buy units of healthcare services until

they reach a level at which the marginal value of an extra

unit is less than the price they have to pay. The insured do

the same, but because they face a lower price of health-

care they buy more than what would satisfy them (to be

exact, what would maximize their satisfaction) if they were

not insured. The analysis of health insurance is similar to

the analysis of subsidies for specific goods (e.g., food):

when a price is artificially lowered, individuals do not get

the right information about the relative values of goods and

favor the subsidized one to the detriment of nonsubsidized

goods.

The economic theory of health insurance is not only about

this substitution effect but also involves what economists call

income effects: If we compare two individuals with the same

level of income, one benefiting from a discount on the price of

one specific good but not the other one, it is clear that the

former has more purchasing power than the latter. In that

sense, they are richer and can make the decision to allocate

that extra purchasing power as they see fit. If they decide to

buy more healthcare services, because they are sick and made

richer by their health insurance coverage, they are not substi-

tuting away from other potential uses of their money. They

make a rational decision to allocate their extra purchasing

power where it is needed.

The moral hazard story goes as follows: ‘‘Being insured

means I will take advantage of lower prices of healthcare to

use more of them, whether I am sick or not, need it or not. It is

the fact that they are cheaper than if I was uninsured that

motivates me the most.’’

The income transfer story is as follows: ‘‘Being insured

means that when sick and in need of care, I will be richer than

if I was uninsured. I will then spend more on healthcare be-

cause this is what I need to do (I am sick) and I can

afford it. It shows clearly that the ‘income effect’ is the trans-

lation in economic theory of the access problem of social

epidemiology.’’

It is of course impossible to separate these two mechanisms

empirically on the basis of the difference in utilization across

insurance status: they both predict the exact same difference

in utilization.

The only notion being observed that would allow to sep-

arate the two mechanisms is ‘need’: Recall that the income

effect occurs because the insured benefits from an income

transfer when sick, whereas the substitution effect is in-

dependent of health states. One useful way to look at access

versus moral hazard would, therefore, be to look at the dif-

ferential effect of coverage on care that is ‘needed’ versus care

that one could go without.

So far, we have only moved the question one step further

and still need to define what ‘needed’ means in healthcare. As

shown by Culyer (1998) and the literature on equity in

healthcare utilization, need is an elusive concept, and it is

impossible to provide a theoretical definition of need that

would satisfy most. Rather, need is defined as how it is

measured in empirical studies.

How do we measure need? Here, three ways of defining

needed care are suggested:

• Subjective: Do they feel they could not access care they

needed?

• Objective, process-oriented: Needed care is the type of care

that is clinically necessary to maintain health.

• Objective, outcome-oriented: Access barrier can be inferred

from lower utilization if and only if lack of coverage causes

poorer health outcomes.

These questions were investigated in the RAND HIE: the

objective was not only to measure the causal link between

coverage and utilization but also to describe which services

were underused by the less well covered (or overused by the

better covered) and to measure the impact of being less well

covered on health (a 2–4 years follow-up was included in

the experiment). It is very often stated that the RAND shows

a strong difference in utilization as a result of differences

in coverage but no difference at all in health outcomes. Some

use that often stated conclusion to infer that 100% of the

difference in utilization is because of moral hazard and

nothing to access problems. Interestingly, this is not the in-

terpretation of the HIE group members themselves: first, they

show that the insured utilize more of both clinically recom-

mended and futile care than the uninsured, implying that the

difference is due in part to both access problems and moral

hazard. Second, they observe that in some groups (the poor

and the sick) being less well covered has consequences on

health. However, the effect is offset on average because the

better covered also seem to suffer (surprisingly) from ‘too

much healthcare.’ The combination of these two effects is the

often cited ‘no effect on health’ but the RAND experiment

itself does not conclude to the absence of a link between being

less well covered and deteriorating health. In a sense, there

must be an effect because one of the result of the RAND is that

those in the plans with higher copayments used less inpatient

care, and it is hard to imagine that the better covered would be

admitted to a hospital to receive treatments with absolutely

no effect on their health, simply for the sake of staying in a

hospital.

Effect of Insurance on the Subjective Assessment of
Unmet Need by Survey Respondents

A simple way to assess needed care is to directly ask re-

spondents of a survey to state whether they had to forgo care

they needed in the recent past (typically 12 months). The price

to pay for such simplicity is the subjective component of the

perception of need: if subjective perceptions of need correlate

in a systematic way with decisions not to buy insurance, the

value of such subjective assessment is low. Also, it must be

noted that unmet needed care can be the result of many fac-

tors beyond lack of insurance (lack of time, procrastination,

and fear).

An idea to test a causal link between coverage and per-

ception of unmet need that should not be affected by sys-

tematic variations in how subjective need is defined is to take

advantage of exogenous changes in health insurance coverage.
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One such shock is the 1996 Reform of Welfare in the US that

led to reductions in the caseload of the temporary assistance

for needy families (TANF). Women who lost TANF also lost

public health insurance after 12 months and follow ups show

substantial increases in self-reported unmet need for a variety

of healthcare services.

Insurance and Utilization of Medically Necessary
Care

To overcome the subjectivity of self-reported unmet need, we

can define needed care as what is necessary to maintain

health. A stringent definition is that care is needed if and only

if not receiving it would lead to death or severe disability, and

the evidence on the causal effect of coverage on utilization of

such care is reviewed (see Section Care That is Needed in Life-

Threatening Situations or When Quality of Life Would Be

Greatly Affected without Treatment). A more lenient defin-

ition is that care is needed as long as clinical consensus is that

not receiving that type of care would affect intermediary

health outcomes and the evidence based on that clinical def-

inition of need is reviewed in Section Differences in Utiliza-

tion of Clinically Recommended Care.

Care That is Needed in Life-Threatening Situations or When
Quality of Life Would Be Greatly Affected without Treatment

A first approach is to describe what individuals facing a health

shock (an illness or injury necessitating treatment if the pa-

tient wants to recover) do when they are not covered. Most of

the literature on insurance and the economic consequences of

health shocks is recent and from low- and middle-income

countries; the literature on health shocks in rich countries

is mostly about health and labor supply, and the case of

the uninsured is less often considered because in most rich

countries, to the possible exception of the US, public insur-

ance covers potentially catastrophic health shocks.

In low- and middle-income countries (Ethiopia, Vietnam,

and Laos), the uninsured pay for medical care in case of health

shocks necessitating catastrophic spending through informal

insurance mechanisms (microfinance schemes, informal

lending, or transfers), drawing from their assets and savings,

or cutting back on other consumption items. The only ex-

ceptions seem to be China, where the uninsured spend less

out-of-pocket than the insured in case of health shocks, and

Thailand, where the poor who need treatment for end-stage

renal disease use therapeutic strategies or less frequent dialysis,

which have side effects but keep them alive.

In the US, bankruptcy can be used to protect assets in case

of large medical bills. Approximately 1 million households

filed for bankruptcy caused by medical bills in excess of

US$1000 in the US in 2001. Bankruptcy is not enough,

though, and 61% of them also had to cut back healthcare.

In the US, as in China, the uninsured spend less out of

pocket than the insured in case of a severe health shock,

suggesting that lack of insurance makes medical services less

affordable and, therefore, reduces access. Of course, another

way to spend less out of pocket is to receive care free of charge,

through charity. It is documented that public and not-

for-profit hospitals in the US deliver care free of charge to

patients unable to pay for care in cases of severe illnesses and

accidents.

A less stringent definition of health shocks is ‘nonavoidable

hospitalizations.’ These are hospitalizations that cannot be

avoided by effective, timely, and continuous outpatient (am-

bulatory) medical care for certain chronic conditions – they

are also called admissions for non-ambulatory care sensitive

conditions (non-ACSCs). Among adults, their necessary

character can be disputed: for instance, a cataract excision is a

non-ACSC (no primary care can really prevent cataract), can

be ‘necessary’ in some cases (to cure near blindness) but can

also be discretionary in other cases (when vision quality is

diminished); similarly, a hip replacement can be needed (the

patient cannot walk without it) or discretionary (the patient

can walk but feels some pain or discomfort). However, in the

case of children (younger than 15 years of age), it can be

argued that what is not preventable is more likely to be needed

to prevent future health problems.

A study of non-ACSC pediatric admissions from 1983 to

1996 based on the US National Hospital Discharge Survey

uses exogenous expansions of the Medicaid program between

1983 and 1996 (increase in children population covered by

16% points overall but at different times in different states) to

estimate a causal link, rather than a simple correlation, be-

tween Medicaid coverage and use of hospital care for non-

ACSC. If utilization of non-ACSC hospitalizations increases

with enrollment in Medicaid, this is an indication of a causal

link between lack of coverage and difficulties to access needed

care. They find that Medicaid expansions led to an increase in

non-ACSC admissions: any increase in enrollment by 1% in-

creases the probability of admission for a non-ACSC by

0.81%. Therefore, there was an access problem to inpatient

care for children without insurance before the expansion.

When admitted, these newly covered children also receive

more procedures than when they were not covered.

Similarly, the implementation of a universal National

Health Insurance for the elderly in Taiwan had a stronger

effect on low- and middle-income elderly than on high-

income elderly individuals, suggesting that there was an access

problem linked to ability to pay for treatment without

insurance.

Differences in Utilization of Clinically Recommended Care

Although ambulatory care services are less expensive, some

authors consider that they are ‘needed’ when proven to be

effective, in the sense that not using them negatively affects

health. As a result, if the uninsured can be shown to use less

preventive services than the insured that could be interpreted

as a problem of access to care. What is known on the causal

effect of insurance on the utilization of clinically recom-

mended services (such as mammography) or intermediary

clinical outcomes (such as blood pressure) is now reviewed.

Changes in insurance status in longitudinal studies identify

both a causal effect of copayments on mammography and a

causal effect of loss of coverage on postemergency room visit

to an ambulatory care doctor in the US.
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Levy and Meltzer (2001, 2004, 2008) reviewed studies on

insurance and intermediary health outcomes. Studies testing

for a causal link are selected. Some of the studies reviewed in

Levy and Meltzer will be reviewed in Section Effect of Insur-

ance on Health Outcomes: Adverse Events and General Health

and Mortality (those on final outcomes such as mortality, self-

assessed health, or functional ability). They show a clear effect

of loss of coverage on blood pressure, but some of these

studies cannot conclude at any substantial effect of coverage

on intermediary health outcomes.

Effect of Insurance on Health Outcomes: Adverse
Events and General Health and Mortality

Introduction of copayments in public schemes (medication

insurance for the elderly and welfare recipients in Quebec in

1996 or the California Public Employees Retirement System

(CalPERS) in 2001) reduces utilization and substantially in-

creases the probability of adverse events (more than double in

Quebec).

Moving to studies testing the effect of insurance on mor-

tality and general health; most studies do not measure the

effect of insurance on utilization and infer access problems

directly from detrimental effect of lack of insurance on health

outcomes. Historical data (European countries in 1870–1914)

show that an increase of 10% points in the proportion of

population covered by health insurance led to a reduction in

mortality by 0.9–1.6 per 1000. The 1.6 effect is certainly im-

plausibly high but it should be kept in mind that expansions

of coverage were usually targeted at individuals toward the

lower end of the income distribution, where mortality was

very high and at a time when their income did not allow them

any contact with a doctor. As a result, these estimates are of

effects at the maximum rate of return of coverage on access

and of access on health. On the contrary, the introduction of

Medicare in 1965 had no discernible effect on the change in

mortality around 1970: Regions in the US with lower rates of

insurance after the age of 65 years did not see any more

substantial decrease in their mortality than regions with

higher rates (which were less affected by Medicare as a result).

The fact that Canadian provinces did not implement universal

coverage at the same time (between 1962 and 1972) can be

used to identify a significant effect of universal coverage: a

reduction of 4% in infant mortality and of 1.3% in low birth

weight.

Another approach uses the exogenous discontinuity in in-

surance status for most Americans when they turn 65 years:

There is indeed a decrease in the mortality rate (compared to

the trend before the age of 65 years) of approximately 13%,

but it is hard to attribute it entirely to Medicare (Americans

tend to retire at the age of 65 years as well, which can be good

for health). Moreover, the effect does not vary at all across race

and location or self-employed status although insurance status

pre-Medicare varies substantially across these variables. A

randomized trial in Oregon studies the effect of getting cov-

erage on health outcomes (30 000 low-income individuals

were randomly selected to benefit from Medicaid coverage and

10 000 applied – these are compared to similar individuals on

the waiting list who were not selected) and finds an effect on

self-assessed health at 1 year follow-up. The data are still under

analysis and more should be known soon about objective

measures such as blood pressure.

Studies using instruments (variables that affect health

through insurance but are not subject to the endogeneity issue

of insurance status, such as spouse’s union status, immigration

status, and number of years in the US, work loss in the pre-

vious 5 years, or state-level unionization rates or Medicaid

eligibility and generosity of benefits) find large and significant

effects of insurance on health (self-assessed health, general

mortality, and human immunodeficiency virus-acquired im-

munodeficiency syndrome-related mortality), but the quality

of the instruments can be discussed.

One particular relationship has been studied in more detail

and remains disputed in the empirical literature: the effect of

insurance on infant and children health. The effect of expan-

sions of health insurance for pregnant women, infants, and

children in the 1980s (1979–92) in the US on birth outcomes

and children health is estimated as strong and negative on

mortality (expansions yielded a decrease in mortality by al-

most 40%) by Currie and Gruber (1996). However, Dave et al.

(2008) rightly pointed out that this is implausibly high. Their

objection is that the quasiexperiment is not methodologically

sound: if some unobserved variable explains that states where

efforts on public maternal and natal health were made also

were those states where Medicaid expansions took off first,

using eligibility by year and state will overestimate the effect of

insurance on mortality).

The study of expansions in insurance for infant and preg-

nant women finds a weak effect on birth weight (likely be-

cause of crowding out: overall, the expansions led to only a

10% points increase in the proportion insured) but a sub-

stantial effect on infant mortality (expansions decreased it by

8.5%). Last, the study of expansions in insurance for pregnant

women on infant mortality found that the effect was strong for

infants whose mother lived closest to a hitech hospital. It is

also found that better educated women (not dropouts or teen

mothers) actually used less hitech care (notably caesarian

section) after the expansions, likely because of the fact that

they switched from a private insurance to Medicaid, but

without any notable effect on their infant’s health (a case

of futile care because of private insurance and generous

coverage).

Overall, the lack of insurance increases the probability of

adverse events and is the cause of poorer self-assessed health

and higher infant mortality. Its effect on adult mortality and

low birth weight is less clearly documented.

Policy Implications

It can be safely concluded that access problems are part of the

difference in utilization across insurance status: It is not only

about moral hazard and the difference also stems from the

fact that the uninsured do not benefit from an income

transfer when sick and, as a result, cannot access needed

medical care. They access charity care if the intervention is a

matter of survival or to prevent disability, delay recom-

mended care such as follow-up after emergency admission or

ambulatory care after new symptoms of a chronic condition,
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and are much less likely to be screened for cancer, or have

their blood pressure or cholesterol measured. As a result,

not being insured has consequences on health, documented

by downstream adverse events, self-assessed health, and,

possibly, longevity.

From a normative perspective, this means that some of the

difference in utilization between the insured and the un-

insured is welcome: it does not mean that the insured spend

‘too much’ on care because they are overcovered but that the

sick who are insured can use the income transfer they receive

from the healthy to access needed care. This review shows that

inpatient services that are nonavoidable and expensive should

enter a universal plan; it also shows that preventive services

and ambulatory care services that meet clinical recom-

mendations should also be covered for the less well-off, who

cannot afford it if not covered. There is no literature that

would allow us to determine what is not affordable if not

covered. It has been suggested in some countries with public

insurance that affordability should be the main criterion for

coverage: for instance, the ‘bouclier sanitaire’ (health shield)

discussed in France in 2007–08 was a project to replace the

current universal public plan with various copayments for

various services (and exemptions for the chronically ill) with a

full coverage plan with a deductible set at 10% of income. In

Ontario, Canada, the same idea forms the basis of a tax de-

duction for those who have to spend more than a share of

their taxable income on prescription drugs out of the pocket.

The issues with such attempts at solving moral hazard

(through deductible) and access (universal coverage and no

copayment beyond the deductible) are threefold: first, there is

no clear definition of affordability and the 10% threshold is

rather arbitrary (Glied 2008); letting physicians determine

what is needed without imposing any cost sharing on patients

seems to be a more promising avenue to solve moral hazard

and access simultaneously (the difficulty being to provide

doctors with the right incentives to deliver services that are

needed only). Second, the chronically ill with low or middle

income will reach the deductible every year and will be pen-

alized for being chronically ill though they are not at fault. In

the US, this would prove a progress compared to the situation

before the latest reform (where preexisting condition were a

cause for exclusion of coverage), but in most European

countries and Canada that would be a regression. Third, the

deductible set at 10% of income would not address the issue

of access to preventive care: in the case of preventive care, the

issue does not seem to be that individuals cannot pay for it

(except the very poor), but rather that the benefits (positive

effect on health) accrue in the future, whereas the cost is borne

immediately.

See also: Demand for and Welfare Implications of Health Insurance,
Theory of. Demand for Insurance That Nudges Demand. Health and
Health Care, Need for. Health Care Demand, Empirical Determinants
of. Health Insurance and Health. Managed Care. Moral Hazard. Price
Elasticity of Demand for Medical Care: The Evidence since the RAND
Health Insurance Experiment. Value-Based Insurance Design
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Glossary
Dynamic rationality A decision process such that a plan

made in the present for a future period is consistent in the

sense that the plan remains optimal when the future period

arrives.

Exponential discounting Discounting future costs or

benefits through a process in which the rate of time

preference does not depend on the time interval between

the moment of choice and the actual events.

External cost An involuntary cost that is imposed on a

third party. For example, second-hand smoke from

cigarettes, or traffic accidents resulting from alcohol-

impaired driving.

Hyperbolic discounting Discounting future costs or

benefits through a process in which the rate of time

preference depends on the time interval between the

moment of choice and the actual events, specifically, the

instantaneous rate of time preference for a choice t time

units away can be expressed as g(1þ at)�1, where g and a
are positive parameters.

Mental accounting The process by which an individual

weighs the costs and benefits of an action or a consumption

choice.

Normative implications Logical conclusions from a

theory, which refer to the actions that should be taken by a

welfare-maximizing policy maker.

Present bias The tendency to overweigh benefits or costs

that are incurred in the present relative to those which are

incurred in the future. Present bias suggests individuals do

not discount exponentially.

Rational choice Behavioral patterns that are minimally

consistent in the sense that if A is selected over B and B

is selected over C, then A must be selected over C. May

loosely be considered as behaviors intended to achieve

some goal through weighing off broadly defined costs and

benefits.

Reinforcement Consuming more of an addictive good

today will increase the value given to consumption of the

addictive good tomorrow.

Tolerance The consumption of a given amount of

an addictive good in the future will yield less satisfaction,

the higher is consumption of the addictive good

today.

Utility A numerical representation of preferences in

which more preferred consumption choices are given

a higher number than less preferred consumption

choices.

Utility projection bias The tendency of an individual to

incorrectly predict that future preferences will closely

resemble current preferences.

Introduction

What do economists add to the multidisciplinary discussion

of addiction? In this article, economic theories of addiction,

statistical evidence produced by economists on addictive be-

haviors, and resulting policy implications are described.

The manner in which economists approach addictive be-

haviors differs in some ways from the approaches of other

disciplines. Medical and public health research often views

addiction as, by definition, maladaptive. Addicts passively

submit to urges rather than actively make rational con-

sumption decisions. Consumption of an addictive good is it-

self beyond the control of the individual. The National

Institute on Drug Abuse uses the following definition:

Addiction is defined as a chronic, relapsing brain disease that is

characterized by compulsive drug seeking and use, despite harmful

consequences. It is considered a brain disease because drugs change

the brain – they change its structure and how it works. These brain

changes can be long lasting, and can lead to the harmful behaviors

seen in people who abuse drugs.

By this definition, addiction is characterized by physio-

logical changes and research often focuses on the neurological

and psychological mechanisms underlying those changes (see

Redish et al., 2008 for a cross-disciplinary review of addiction

research). Alcohol and other drug addictions are found to

cause physical changes in body functioning, such as re-

ductions in functioning of neurotransmitter activity like

dopamine, and these neurotransmitters are part of the brain’s

reward system (Koob and Le Moal, 2008). These physiological

changes are often observed in conjunction with, and indeed

difficult to disentangle from, psychological changes such as

increased depression and anxiety (Newlin, 2008).

Economists differ in generally focusing on models in-

tended to reveal how social phenomena involving addictive

behaviors emerge, which requires models suitable for in-

vestigating the manner in which addicts alter their behaviors

as incentives change. By how much do smokers change their

cigarette consumption if tobacco taxes increase, and over what

time period? Do illicit drug addicts change their behavior as

criminal penalties imposed on drug possession vary, and if so,

how is the market for illicit drugs affected? What are the
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private and social costs of addictive behaviors? How are ad-

dictive behaviors related to income? Which policies tend to

reduce harms to addicts and to nonaddicts? These sorts of

questions are better addressed using a combination of abstract

behavioral models combined with statistical evidence on ad-

dictive behaviors, prices, and other incentives than by detailed

exploration of physiological mechanisms.

Following Becker and Murphy (1988), economists often

use the following definition:

Addiction: A good or activity is addictive for a given person

at a given time if an increase in the person’s consumption

today causes an increase in consumption tomorrow, other

things equal.

Loosely speaking, you are addicted to cigarettes in the

economic sense if smoking more today causes you to smoke

(or want to smoke) more tomorrow. Increased consumption

of a nonaddictive good, however, does not cause you to

want to consume more today if you happened to consume

more of it yesterday; your desire to drink milk today is in-

dependent of your past milk consumption. Note that this

notion of addiction does not require the addiction to operate

through an action of the drug on the brain, although it

is consistent with such an action. Nor does this definition

require that the activity is maladaptive; a person may be

addicted in the economic sense to, for example, health-

enhancing exercise. Finally, whether a given good or activity is

addictive may vary across people and over time within a given

person’s life.

The economic definition of addiction is a purely be-

havioral definition, as opposed to alternate conceptions in-

volving physiological processes. Nonetheless, in Becker and

Murphy’s canonical model, people exhibit reinforcement and

tolerance, elements of alternate conceptions of addiction. Re-

inforcement here means that increasing consumption of an

addictive good today increases the marginal value that is given

to consumption of the addictive good tomorrow. Tolerance

suggests that consuming a given amount of the addictive good

today yields less utility when consumption of the addictive

good yesterday was higher.

The implications of this apparently straightforward notion

of addiction are surprisingly complex. In the next Section

Perfectly Rational Addiction, the canonical addiction model in

economics, the rational addiction model of Becker and Mur-

phy (1988), is discussed. This model is highly stylized, im-

posing strong assumptions about preferences and

information, but the model is able to mimic many aspects of

addictive behavior, make predictions that are possibly sur-

prising but verified by evidence, and provide a framework for

empirical analysis of taxation and other policies intended to

limit consumption of addictive goods. Research building on

this framework to incorporate more realistic behavioral and

information assumptions is considered in Sections Imperfectly

Rational Models of Addiction and Irrational Models of Ad-

diction. Following Cawley (2008) economic models are dis-

tinguished as falling into one of the three categories: models

of perfect rationality, models of imperfect rationality, and

models of irrationality. Finally, in Sections Empirical Evidence

and Policy Implications of Addiction Perspectives the stat-

istical evidence and policy implications stemming from this

line of research are discussed.

Perfectly Rational Addiction

Economic models typically assume that people have well-

defined goals and tend to make decisions that further those

goals. For example, one’s goal as a commuter driving home

from work may be to choose a route to minimize your driving

time, and model worlds with many drivers each attempting to

achieve that goal are used to predict how changes in a road

system would affect traffic patterns. People in a model are

‘rational’ if they make decisions that are consistent with their

goals. It is important to emphasize that ‘rational’ in this

context is a technical jargon: It loosely means people weigh

the benefits and the costs of a given action when making their

decision, but it does not make any judgment about what

defines a cost or a benefit per se (Mas-Colell et al., 1995).

Consider a simple example of a model of consumer choice

invoking this rationality assumption. A person can buy cig-

arettes or various other goods and services with a given

amount of money. Given income and the prices, all affordable

combinations of cigarettes and other goods define a ‘menu’

from which the person must choose. If the price of cigarettes is

US$10 per pack and people have US$100 to spend, then

11 packs of cigarettes is not on their menu. If they can con-

sistently rank these options from most to least preferred,

which implies that if they rank A higher than B and B higher

than C, they must rank A higher than C, then they are rational

in the economic sense of the word. Given their rankings, how

their choices will vary as the economic environment varies can

be predicted. Whether a given change in economic environ-

ment makes the person better off in a well-defined sense – that

is, makes an option available which is preferred to the current

choice – can also be deduced from the model.

The rational addiction model extends this sort of analysis

to capture special properties of addictive goods and activities.

Canonical models of consumer choice take preferences as

given: At some time, for example, a consumer has preferences

over cigarettes and other goods and services, and chooses ac-

cordingly. The rational addiction model is dynamic; it is a

model of decisions and outcomes over time, a complication

which is necessary to capture the idea that addictive behaviors

today affect behavior and outcomes in the future. Preferences

over the addictive good and other goods and services at a

given time are endogenous in the rational addiction model, as

they depend on previous behavior.

The standard rational addiction model makes strong as-

sumptions over this dynamic process, although these as-

sumptions are weaker and more realistic than had been

previously invoked in the literature. Before Becker and Mur-

phy (1988) some economists had attempted to model con-

sumption of addictive goods as ‘habits’ that have some but not

all features of addictive behaviors. In these models, how much

you smoke today depends on how much you have smoked in

the past, but you do not take into account that your con-

sumption in the future will change if you choose to smoke

more today. People in these models are myopic and naive:

They are constantly surprised when they discover that how

much they smoked yesterday has changed their desire for

cigarettes today.

Becker and Murphy (1988) consider the other extreme

case: Instead of completely failing to understand that
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tomorrow’s outcomes depend on today’s behaviors, Becker

and Murphy consider a world in which people understand this

relationship perfectly. They model addiction as stock, not

unlike a capital stock, that increases or decreases over time

according to the flow of consumption. Abstinence leads to

depreciation in the addictive stock over time – if you quit

smoking today, your level of addiction to cigarettes will decay

over time. This decay is offset by consuming the addictive

good – smoking more today increases your stock of addiction.

Whether you become more or less addicted over time depends

on whether you consume enough of the addictive good to

offset the decay in your addiction. This model is intended

to capture stylized facts about the dynamics of addiction:

Addiction does not start or stop instantaneously, rather, an

addiction is built up over time through use of the addictive

substance and addiction decays over time with abstinence or

decreased consumption. The rational addicts choose current

consumption being fully aware of how their behavior today

affects their stock of addiction, and thus their behavior,

tomorrow.

Becker and Murphy prove that people in such a world will

display behaviors that are typically associated with addiction.

The model predicts that a rational addict builds tolerance

and goes through withdrawal. Sufficiently strong addictions

generate ‘cold turkey’ quitting behavior as opposed to quitting

slowly by gradually decreasing consumption over time. Fur-

ther, the model allows economists to predict how addicts will

respond to a change in the price of the addictive good, and

hence provides a lens through which tax policy toward

tobacco, alcohol, and other addictive goods can be viewed.

Finally, the model generates a falsifiable prediction about

behavioral responses to price changes: An anticipated future

increase in the price of the addictive good will cause rationally

addicted people to immediately reduce consumption of the

addictive good. This effect follows from the rational addict

understanding that a future price increase will make con-

suming at current levels in the future more costly, and the pain

of withdrawal is diminished if consumption is reduced by

small amounts over time rather than a large amount in the

future. Likewise, a price decrease in the past will result in more

past consumption, leading to a higher addictive stock, and

greater consumption levels today. A consequence of this

model is that all prices, past, current, and future, influence the

person’s current consumption decision.

An extension of the rational addiction framework to mul-

tiple addictive behaviors can also explain cyclical binging and

abstinence. Palacios-Huerta (in press) shows binging behavior

is a prediction of the rational addiction model in which there

are multiple, substitutable, addictive goods. For example,

consider someone who is addicted to both cannabis and to

alcohol but considers them substitutes. If the two behaviors

deplete one’s health stock in different ways (one through liver

damage and the other through lung damage), binging be-

havior will result as individuals alternate between the two

activities, binging on alcohol while lung health recovers and

binging on cannabis while liver health recovers.

These models help us understand addictive behaviors in

realistic settings in which there is a complicated relationship

between consumption of various drugs and policies, which

may fail if they ignore these relationships.

The rational addiction model has a number of important

consequences with respect to how the policy is evaluated and

implemented. First, people who discount the future heavier

are more likely to engage in addictive behaviors. This is par-

ticularly relevant in explaining why smoking uptake is so

much higher among youth rather than adults. Second, the full

effect of a permanent change in prices on individual behavior

cannot be judged in the short run. Facing a price increase, the

addict will reduce consumption gradually over time. Becker

and Murphy predict that in the long run addiction leads to a

more price-responsive demand, a hypothesis that is confirmed

in the empirical literature discussed in Section Imperfectly

Rational Models of Addiction. Finally, announcing future

change in tax policies will impact current consumption.

The Becker and Murphy (1988) model is subject to two

major criticisms. The first is that the model predicts that ad-

dicts will never regret their choices. A large body of evidence

falsifies this prediction. The second criticism is that strong

assumptions are made about information. In particular, peo-

ple can accurately predict the future effects of their current

consumption. A much-criticized welfare implication follows:

The rational consumer always makes optimal consumption

choices, and policy interventions designed to deter con-

sumption of addictive goods are generally welfare reducing.

Imperfectly Rational Models of Addiction

Several extensions followed the Becker and Murphy (1988)

model to address the restrictive assumptions of perfect

rationality. Two assumptions that have received attention are

the assumption of perfect information and foresight and the

assumption of exponential discounting. Models that address

these concerns otherwise follow a common strategy to Becker

and Murphy (1988); people continue to make decisions that

they believe – at the time the decision is made – are in their

best interest.

The perfectly rational consumer correctly predicts the effect

that consumption of an addictive good will have on their

behavior in the future. However, this assumption is contrary to

evidence that suggests people are very poor judges of their

future preferences and tastes: People tend to bias estimates

of their future tastes toward being like their current tastes

(Loewenstein et al., 2003). This utility projection bias is par-

ticularly troublesome when nonaddicted people need to make

judgments about the impact that consumption of an addictive

good will have on their future preferences. Badger et al. (2007)

show that even seasoned heroin addicts underestimate the

influence of their addiction on behavior. To address this issue,

Orphanides and Zervos (1995) extend the rational addiction

model to allow people to be uncertain about how addictive

they will find a good or activity. People update their beliefs

about the addictiveness of the good by observing the actions

of those around them and through their own experimen-

tation. People try their first cigarette, for example, without

knowing how addictive they will find smoking. In this model,

addicts may regret their past choices even though they make

the best choices they can with the information available at the

time. Some people will underestimate their potential for

addiction and regret having become an addict.
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For most addictive goods, such as cigarettes or narcotics,

consumption leads to an immediate benefit while the cost,

such as poor health, is realized in the future. For this reason

the manner in which people discount the future has important

consequences for the rational addiction model. Dynamic ra-

tionality implies that people discount exponentially and

consistently. That is, a predetermined and constant rate of

discount is applied to every period in the future. Models of

hyperbolic discounting instead assume that people have a

present bias, applying a larger discount rate to events far in the

future than events that are to occur sooner. A number of

controlled experiments find that hyperbolic discounting is a

more accurate depiction of behavior than exponential dis-

counting (for a review of the evidence on hyperbolic dis-

counting see Frederick et al. (2002)). If this type of

discounting accurately reflects the decision process, then

people will underweigh the future costs of their actions at the

time decisions are made. Gruber and Koszegi (2001) extend

the perfectly rational model to include hyperbolic dis-

counting. This model yields dramatically different normative

implications than the Becker and Murphy (1988) framework,

as there is an ‘internality’ – one’s smoking today harms one’s

future self, and one’s present self and one’s future self are, in

effect, in conflict.

In the canonical rational addiction model, and some ex-

tensions thereof, people make lifetime consumption plans

and adjust them as new information is revealed. A different

approach to modeling the behavior of a rational addict is

taken by Gul and Pesendorfer (2007) who consider people

who make a consumption plan, but need to exert costly self-

control to see it through. Consider a rational alcoholic who

determines an optimal consumption plan of four drinks per

day. According to the Becker and Murphy framework, absent

any changes in information, the rational alcoholic will see this

plan through, consuming four and only four drinks daily.

However, such a plan requires self-control. The temptation of

having extra alcohol in the house may cause the alcoholic to

deviate from the four drink per day plan, and instead have five

or six drinks. This deviation from the plan in the current

period makes self-control in future periods even more dif-

ficult. In this framework, an addictive good is harmful if

people experience an ever-widening gap between their plan-

ned optimal consumption and their actual consumption. Like

the Becker and Murphy model, addicts in this model respond

to anticipated future price increases by decreasing current

consumption patterns, and may exhibit binging and abstin-

ence cycles. However, unlike the Becker and Murphy model,

this model can explain the use of short-term commitment

devices, such as rehabilitation centers, by addicts.

Irrational Models of Addiction

Most researchers outside the field of economics do not think

about addiction in a rational decision framework. This largely

follows from an empirical anomaly: Addicts commonly ex-

press a strong desire to reduce or stop their consumption of

addictive goods but fail to follow through. The ability of ad-

diction to override rationality is captured in a statement made

by David Kessler, former commissioner of the Food and Drug

Administration: ‘‘Once they have started smoking regularly,

most smokers are in effect deprived of the choice to stop

smoking’’ (statement to the House Subcommittee on Health

and the Environment 25 March 1994).

The economist views a consumer as irrational if decision

making ignores relevant information and incentives. For ex-

ample, models of myopic decision making can be thought of

as irrational; people do not consider how current decisions

will impact future outcomes. It has been argued that addiction

leads to a failure in the processing of information, and

therefore causes the addict to deviate from rational decision

making. Clinical evidence suggests that addicts exhibit a bias

in their mental accounting, placing too little weight on the

negative consequences of their behavior (see Tomer (2001)

for a discussion). Further, the observed procrastination of

addicts, wishing to quit but continually putting off action,

suggests that rational behavior does not fully capture addictive

behavior.

Even if the consumption of addictive substances is ir-

rational, surely addicts are rational in some facets of their

lives. Bernheim and Rangel (2004) model a ‘cue-triggered’

decision process built on three premises. First, the con-

sumption of addictive goods by an addict is often a mistake.

Second, increased consumption of addictive goods makes

addicts more sensitive to random environmental cues that

trigger mistaken consumption. Third, addicts understand the

cue-triggered process and take steps to manage their sus-

ceptibility. The cue-trigger model draws on neurological evi-

dence that addictive substances interfere with the operation of

pleasure and reward processes in the brain. In this model,

people face a dynamic decision process in which environ-

mental cues trigger a ‘hot’ decision-making mode during

which the substance is consumed regardless of relevant in-

centives and information. When operating in a ‘cold’ mode

people fully consider the current and future consequences of

their actions, including how decisions influence the likelihood

of being cued into a hot mode. For example, if stressful cir-

cumstances exacerbate the cravings associated with cigarette

addiction, then a person trying to quit smoking will likely take

steps to avoid stressful circumstances. Addicts in this model

are aware of their propensity to make consumption mistakes

and will take steps to precommit to future consumption and

mitigate cues.

Empirical Evidence

How well do any of the models previously discussed capture

the behavior of addicts? In this section, the econometric lit-

erature on addictive behaviors are discussed.

An advantage of the rational addiction model is that it

provides a framework in which to develop statistical models

of the consumption of addictive goods (Becker et al., 1994).

A key insight from this framework, and a testable implication,

is that past, current, and future prices will all affect con-

sumption behavior. From models that estimate the size of

these effects researchers can predict how policy changes

such as tax increases or decreases will impact across people

and across time. These models are estimated using either

aggregate or individual-level data on consumption of
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addictive goods, prices, incomes, and other determinants of

consumption. The addictive good under scrutiny varies across

studies: There are many studies of tobacco and smoking

behavior; other possibly addictive goods that have been

empirically examined in this framework include alcohol,

marijuana, cocaine, gambling, and even coffee.

The key and oft-replicated finding from the empirical lit-

erature on addictive goods is that people, even addicts, respond

to an increase in the current price of addictive good by de-

creasing current consumption (Chaloupka and Warner, 2000;

Gallet and List, 2002; DeCicca et al., 2008; Sen et al., 2010). If

the consumption of addictive goods were an entirely irrational

behavior, then consumption would not vary systematically and

predictably with prices. Contrary to irrationality, it is well es-

tablished that consumption of addictive goods responds to

price incentives. This implies that the consumption of addict-

ive goods is, at least to some degree, rational.

Much of the empirical literature considers one addictive

good or activity in isolation, but some work attempts to

model joint consumption of multiple addictive goods.

Generally, a change in the price of one addictive good will

affect consumption of all addictive goods. Examples include

Dinardo and Lemieux (2001), who present statistical evidence

suggesting that youths substitute alcohol and cannabis,

and Cameron and Williams (2001), who estimate own- and

cross-price effects in demand for alcohol, tobacco, and

cannabis and find that alcohol and cannabis may be substi-

tutes, whereas alcohol and cigarettes are complements.

Jofre-Bonet and Petry (2008) document a complex pattern of

substitutes and compliments between various addictive sub-

stances for heroin and cocaine addicts. They find that heroin

and cocaine addicts use marijuana, valium, and cigarettes as

substitutes.

The intertemporal influence of prices on behavior consti-

tutes the main estimable difference between nonaddictive

goods and addictive goods: The consumption of nonaddictive

goods is not influenced by past or future prices. Using this

testable hypothesis, many papers claim to find strong evidence

of rational addiction, even for goods such as coffee (Olekalns

and Bardsley, 1996). However, Auld and Grootendorst (2004)

demonstrate that using aggregate data (e.g., total cigarette sales

by the US state over time) to estimate addiction models tends

to yield spurious evidence in favor of addiction; these meth-

ods are biased in favor of finding evidence of addiction even

when the good under scrutiny is actually nonaddictive. This

problem can be avoided by using individual-level data or

using quasi-experimental empirical strategies. For example,

Gruber and Koszegi (2001) use the preannouncement of state

excise taxes on tobacco and show that smokers are forward

looking in their behavior.

Similarly, statistical models show that past consumption

affects future consumption in the manner predicted by ra-

tional addiction models, with an effect that diminishes over

time (Gilleskie and Strumpf, 2005). The effect of past con-

sumption on current behavior has also been found to vary

markedly across people in the manner predicted by economic

theory (Auld, 2005). Keeler et al. (1999) find that smokers

respond to price incentives and that smokers with higher

socioeconomic status are more likely to quit, all of which is

predicted by the rational addiction model.

The empirical literature has had less success in cleanly

distinguishing between different models of addiction. Gold-

farb et al. (2001) note that commonly used empirical methods

in this literature cannot be used to support or refute rational

models over nonrational models. In particular, all economic

models of addiction predict the observed responsiveness to

prices. Levy (in press) extends the empirical literature by de-

riving the conditions under which the perfectly rational model

of addiction can be tested against models that exhibit present

bias and utility projection bias. Further, he derives estimating

conditions that allow him to distinguish between the two

forms of bias. Using data from the US National Health

Interview Survey he finds that observed behavior strongly re-

jects perfect rationality, and estimates of projection bias and

utility bias are strong and consistent with previous studies of

nonaddictive behaviors. Consistent with the existence of these

biases, Gruber and Mullainathan (2005) find that tobacco

taxes increase self-reported happiness for people with a high

propensity to smoke. This is suggestive that taxes are correcting

for an internality.

Policy Implications of Addiction Perspectives

The extent to which people operate in the perfectly rational

framework of Becker and Murphy has important normative

implications that impact policy. Under the assumptions of

the perfectly rational framework, people consume addictive

goods according to their individual preferences and policy

interventions are welfare improving only to the extent that

they account for externalities associated with addictive con-

sumption. For example, policy to reduce alcohol consumption

is only welfare improving to the extent that it reduces ex-

ternalities (involuntary benefits or, here, costs imposed on

third parties), such as traffic accidents and violent crime.

However, even small departures from perfect rationality

may imply a greater role for policy (Laux, 2000; Suranovic

et al., 1999). Policy intervention can be welfare enhancing

when people have incorrect or insufficient information, or if

the decision-making process is in part driven by irrational

behavior such that ‘internalities’ (costs a person imposes on

their future self as a result of irrational behavior) result.

However, the specific type of policy intervention that should

be implemented depends to a large extent on the model of

consumer behavior. Further, it should be cautioned that pol-

icies designed to correct internalities are by definition pater-

nalistic and hence controversial (Viscusi, 2002).

Taxation

One oft-suggested tool for intervention policy is taxation.

There are sound reasons to tax addictive goods that do not

hinge on their addictive property. The external costs of some

addictive goods, such as second-hand smoke from cigarettes,

can and should be internalized with taxes. Generating gov-

ernment revenue by taxing inelastically demanded goods cre-

ates fewer market distortions than taxing goods with elastic

demand. Therefore, addictive goods with inelastic demand

should be heavily taxed for revenue creation. These arguments
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do not rest on improving the welfare of potential addicts

per se.

Addiction itself has no clear-cut implication for tax policy

because different models generate different optimal tax pol-

icies. For example, if people have time-inconsistent prefer-

ences, such as in hyperbolic discounting models, or incorrectly

forecast utility with a present bias, then the optimal tax will be

higher than those predicted by perfectly rational models of

addiction with only externalities (Gruber and Koszegi, 2001;

Levy, in press). Present bias and utility-projection bias mean

that people place too little importance on, or systematically

misjudge, how current behavior will impact their future selves.

Therefore, taxes on addictive goods can enhance welfare by

forcing people to internalize the impact of their current be-

havior on their future selves. In a simulation of their hyper-

bolic discounting model, Gruber and Koszegi (2001) estimate

that a tax of at least US$1.00 per pack of cigarettes should be

applied to correct the present bias in discounting. With both a

utility projection bias and a present bias in discounting, Levy

(in press) estimates that an optimal corrective tax should be

set considerably higher.

Not all economic models of addiction imply corrective tax

policy to improve the well-being of addicts and potential ad-

dicts. In the temptation model of Gul and Pesendorfer (2007),

individuals optimally consume the addictive good given the

temptation they face and their ability to commit to future

consumption. In this framework, tax policy, when used alone,

is always welfare reducing: A tax increases the cost of con-

suming the addictive good but does not remove or reduce

temptation. Likewise, in the cue-triggered decision-making

model, Bernheim and Rangel (2004) find that taxation of

addictive goods may be harmful, as it may do little to change

the consumption behavior of addicts and instead crowds out

consumption of nonaddictive goods. Even if taxation is

beneficial, Bernheim and Rangel find that banning con-

sumption of the addictive good may be a superior policy to

taxation.

Bans

Bans and restrictions are perhaps the most commonly used

policy intervention with respect to addictive substances. Many

models of imperfect rationality and irrational behavior predict

that bans can be welfare improving. Gul and Pesendorfer

(2007) show that prohibitive policies are always welfare im-

proving because they limit the opportunity to make addictive

consumption choices, thereby reducing temptation. A partial

ban, say in the workplace but not at home, is considered by de

Bartolome and Irvine (in press) who model the short-run

behavior of an addict. The addict likes higher overall con-

sumption of the addictive good but dislikes variance in con-

sumption throughout the day. The workplace ban reduces

daily consumption through the addict’s dislike of variance;

reductions in workplace consumption of the addictive good

are not fully reallocated to consumption at home. These

models, however, are not designed to evaluate the overall

implications of prohibitions and, in particular, do not attempt

to assess unintended consequences of prohibitions (Miron

and Zweibel, 1995) nor the operation of black markets

(Lee, 1993), so these policy implications must be considered

as only part of a much larger story.

Partial bans in the form of controlled distribution offer

another policy instrument. In a cue-triggered model of be-

havior these can be used to improve welfare. Specifically, when

distribution is controlled in such a way that addicts are forced

to ‘stock-up’ in cold states, rather than make purchases as hot

states arise, they will choose the optimal level of consumption

for their future selves. Partial bans allow the cold state decision

maker to commit to hot state consumption. Such policy could

potentially be achieved through the use of prescriptions or

time-specific restrictions on sales.

Information and Insurance

When people lack information about their susceptibility to

addiction, public provision of accurate information about

addictive goods can enhance welfare (Orphanides and Zervos,

1995). Further, continued research and dissemination of in-

formation on the assessment of individual risk with respect to

addiction can be welfare enhancing, even when people know

the true distribution of risk across the population. Such efforts

will assist people in better assessing their uncertain suscepti-

bility to addiction. The need for accurate information also

means that there is a welfare case to be made for restricting

misleading advertising campaigns (Orphanides and Zervos,

1995). Similarly, limiting cue use in advertising for addictive

goods is potentially beneficial (Bernheim and Rangel, 2004).

When uncertainty exists about susceptibility to addiction or

the environmental cues which an individual will face in the

future, there is an opportunity for a welfare-enhancing policy

intervention through insurance provision. This insurance may

come in the form of subsidization for rehabilitation and

withdrawal treatment. It should be noted that the moral

hazard and asymmetric information problems that accompany

this market are nontrivial (Orphanides and Zervos, 1995).

Finally, Tomer (2001) argues that even with full information

addicts may incorrectly weigh the costs and benefits associated

with their behavior, placing too little weight on the negative

consequences of their actions. In this way, continued addiction

may be the result of systematic mental accounting of errors in

which the addict places too little weight on the potential loss of

family, friends, and other forms of social capital, and too much

weight on the immediate cravings associated with addition. In

this case, interventions by family and friends, to make the

benefits of abstinence salient, will be welfare improving. Such

interventions are commonly used in cases of severe addiction.

Summary

Economists approach addiction from a behavioral point of

view and with a focus on assessing and measuring the effects of

policy interventions, such as taxation and prohibitions.

The canonical model, Becker and Murphy’s (1988) rational

addiction model, considers a world in which people are aware

that their consumption of addictive goods today will affect their

behavior in the future and make choices accordingly. This

model provides a framework to analyze addictive behaviors and
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has led to a large and detailed body of empirical evidence. The

model has also been extended in many ways to incorporate

more realistic psychological, physiological, and social aspects.

The standard model makes several predictions that are fal-

sified, notably including the prediction that addicts do not re-

gret their past decisions. A number of theoretical investigations

relax or otherwise modify the assumptions of the standard

model to address this failing. In these models, people may not

know themselves well enough to predict whether they will find

some good or activity addictive, or they may have self-control

problems that prevent them from quitting a harmful addiction

even though they realize that addiction is harmful. Policy im-

plications vary across theoretical models as the assumptions

driving the model vary, so the theoretical literature has not

come to a consensus on optimal policy toward addictive goods.

Current research continues to incorporate results from other

disciplines, such as neuroscience, into economic models.

Economists have also produced a large body of statistical

evidence detailing what kind of people consume various ad-

dictive goods, the extent to which people respond to changes

in the price of addictive goods, and how consumption varies

with prices, income, and other incentives over short and long

time periods. This literature shows that addicts do respond to

prices and other incentives, that past consumption of addict-

ive goods causes current consumption of addictive goods, and

that consumption of a given addictive good is best understood

as a part of a profile of consumption of various addictive

goods rather than in isolation, for example, policy makers

should consider the effects of a change in heroin policy on

alcohol consumption in addition to heroin consumption.
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Glossary
Acceptability The requirement that economic analyses

provide information that is seen by end-users to be relevant

and appropriate to the decisions they face, takes into

account relevant contextual factors, and is delivered in a

timely fashion.

Accessibility The requirement that economic

analyses can readily be understood and interpreted by

end-users.

Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve (CEAC) The

CEAC plots the probability that the intervention in

question is cost-effective against a range of possible

threshold values.

Coverage A decision to ‘cover’ a technology indicates that

its cost will be reimbursed as part of an insurance package.

Interactive model of research utilization A model in

which policy formulation is understood as a nonlinear

process involving multiple agents and influences.

Net-benefit statistic The net-benefit statistic expresses the

additional health effects in monetary units by using an

estimate of the ‘maximum willingness to pay’ per unit of

health gain.

Problem-solving model of research utilization A model

in which empirical and analytical evidence is applied

directly to a policy problem, enabling the optimal solution

to be identified and implemented.

Introduction

The overarching central issue addressed by the discipline of

economics is resource scarcity. In one sense or another, all

economists are working on questions that have some con-

nection to scarcity and limits. Thus, the primary purpose of

economic analysis, and cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness

analysis (CEA) in particular, is to support decision-making

necessitated by the scarcity problem. Therefore, economic

evaluation information is generated with the direct intention

of influencing policy – but is that objective achieved? This is

the central question addressed in this article.

The policy frame here relates to decisions on coverage of

medical interventions. A decision to ‘cover’ a technology indicates

that its cost will be reimbursed as part of an insurance package,

and so it involves setting limits on the health care services that can

be accessed or provided. Coverage decisions are taken in health

systems where private insurance is widely seen and in systems

dominated by publicly funded insurance programs.

This article initially provides a definition of economic

evaluation typically undertaken to inform coverage decisions

and then introduces a case study, the UK’s National Institute

for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE). The problem, re-

flected in the lack of use of such information, is then outlined,

with supporting evidence from the published literature pre-

sented. The article then provides a discussion of how some of

the barriers and obstacles to use might be overcome.

Normative Economic Evaluation

Much economic evaluation work in health care, seeking

to support coverage decision making, has a ‘normative’ bent.

That is, the role of the economist has been to indicate the nature

of the resource allocation decision that ought to be followed if

certain objectives are to be achieved. An important prerequisite

for such a normative stance is that the analyst has a good

understanding of the objective function (i.e., what should the

health service be seeking to achieve?) and the decision rules to be

applied. As Culyer (1973) points out, the process of agreeing

objectives is not necessarily straightforward:

In the real world y policy makers and most other people who seek

economic advice do not have well-articulated ideas of their object-

ives. One of the first tasks of a cost-benefit analyst, for example, is

usually to seek to clarify the objectives – even to suggest some.

Culyer (1973, p. 254)

Many health economists have taken Culyer at his word,

proposing an objective of maximising population health bene-

fits and, although there are those who argue for a broader set of

objectives, the proposition does receive some support from

policy makers and the public more generally. The difficulties

and disputes arise primarily around attempts to measure health.

Over the course of the past 20 years or so the subdiscipline of

health economics has had a methodological focus on health

measurement and valuation. The result is a measure of health

that can be operationalized for use in policy making, that is, the

quality-adjusted life-year (QALY). The decision rule, therefore, is

to invest in those technologies that produce the largest QALY

gains for a given level of cost. To inform such decisions, nor-

mative analyses tend to provide results in the form of an incre-

mental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER), a net-benefit statistic and a

cost-effectiveness acceptability curve (CEAC).

• The ICER reports the ratio of additional costs to additional

health effects associated with a new intervention (e.g., cost

per QALY gained).

• The net-benefit statistic expresses the additional health ef-

fects in monetary units by using an estimate of the
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‘maximum willingness to pay’ per unit of health gain,

where available.

• The CEAC plots the probability that the intervention in

question is cost-effective against a range of possible threshold

values to define cost-effectiveness.

A National Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence Case Study

Perhaps the most researched example of use of economic

evaluation in coverage decision making is the UK’s NICE.

In many respects, NICE has set the standard for evidence-

informed coverage decision making and openness to the ap-

plication of economic analyses.

The Institute, established in 1999, has as one of its funct-

ions the appraisal of new and existing health technologies.

Coverage decisions made by NICE are based on explicit criteria

and are informed by evidence, including an economic

evaluation. The evidence is interpreted and considered by the

Technology Appraisal Committee, and that Committee for-

mulates recommendations and guidance on the use of the

technology in the National Health Service (NHS) in England

and Wales.

There can be no doubt that the technology appraisal de-

cisions at NICE are driven in large part by the results of eco-

nomic analyses. This was stated explicitly by the Institute’s

Chairman, Sir Michael Rawlins, who stated that in deter-

mining its guidance, NICE would take six matters into ac-

count, including both clinical and cost-effectiveness (Rawlins

and Culyer, 2004). Further, in the Secretary of State’s Direction

to NICE when it was established in 1999, the intent was

clearly stated: NICE should consider the broad balance of

clinical benefits and costs.

As a crude example to demonstrate that cost-effectiveness

drives decisions, in the appraisal of statin therapy for sec-

ondary prevention of coronary heart disease, the ICER ranged

from d10 000 to d16 000 per QALY gained and the guidance

from NICE states: ‘Statin therapy is recommended for adults

with clinical evidence of coronary vascular disease’ (NICE,

2006). However, when the ICER is much less favorable, in the

case of Anakinra for rheumatoid arthritis the ICER was in the

region of d105 000 per QALY gained, the guidance tends to be

negative: ‘‘Anakinra should not normally be used as a treat-

ment for rheumatoid arthritis. It should only be given to

people who are taking part in a study on how well it works in

the long term’’ (NICE, 2003).

This general picture is supported by the analyses of de-

cisions taken by NICE and other agencies presented by

Clement et al. (2009, p. 1437): agencies such as NICE make

‘‘recommendations that are consistent with evidence on ef-

fectiveness and cost-effectiveness but that other factors are

often important.’’ Qualitative work by Bryan et al. (2007, p. 41)

tells a very similar story – examples of quotes from NICE

committee members:

‘‘I think economic evaluation was regarded as being important from

day one.’’

‘‘It [the CEA] seems to me to be the clincher really. If it’s too high

then it’s not going to get funded.’’

The Problem

The NICE story is positive but it is important to understand

that it is an outlier in terms of policy use of economic

evaluation in health care. The broader literature on this topic

has a consistent refrain, with concern expressed regarding the

usefulness, or more precisely the lack thereof, of CEAs when

applied in decision making processes. Responses to this con-

cern have tended to centre on questions of how evaluation

research by health economists can be made more useful and

accessible to policy makers.

As a framework for considering these issues, the authors

have previously grouped barriers to the use of economic

analyses in health care decision-making under two headings:

accessibility and acceptability. The accessibility concern in-

cludes issues such as interpretation difficulties, the aggregation

of results, difficulties in accessing information, shortage of

relevant skills, etc. Under an acceptability or relevance banner,

a whole range of barriers might be considered relating to the

timeliness of information provision, and the quality and na-

ture of the information.

Thus, if one accepts this framework, the necessary re-

quirements for economic evaluation evidence to be used in

decision-making, relate both to accessibility and to accept-

ability. For the information to be accessible, it is required that

the results of the economic analyses can readily be understood

and interpreted by end-users. This is mainly concerned with

issues of the presentation of information. For the information

to be acceptable, it is necessary that economic analyses provide

information that is seen by end-users to be relevant (i.e.,

providing data on parameters that are likely to influence the

decision of the policy maker), information that is appropriate

to the decisions they face, taking into account relevant con-

textual factors (e.g., budgetary arrangements commonly seen

in the NHS), and that such analyses are seen as providing

information in a timely fashion.

This article will now summarize the main themes that

emerge from the published literature on this topic. The

authors will then return to NICE and reflect further on its use

of economic evaluation in light of these accessibility and ac-

ceptability criteria. The article will conclude with reflections of

going forward, drawing on contributions from a more ‘posi-

tive’ approach to economics.

Empirical Work

This part of the article discusses the work of others who have

researched the use of economic evaluation in health care de-

cision making. A formal review of literature in this area has

been published by Williams et al. (2008) and this article

draws, in part, from that work.

The vast majority of empirical work in this field was

conducted from the mid-1990s onwards. In terms of method,
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there are three strands to the empirical literature:

• Surveys and questionnaires.

• Studies specifically of the NICE appraisals process, drawing

solely on secondary sources.

• A prospective, case study approach, represented by a single

study.

One of the most innovative pieces of research, going be-

yond surveys and interviews, was conducted by McDonald

(2002). Based within an English Health Authority, she offered

health economics support as a participant observer of a Cor-

onary Heart Disease Strategy. She found that CEA was not

geared toward assisting in the decision making processes

prevalent at local levels of the NHS in England. This work

highlighted barriers beyond those identified in previous UK

studies. These are discussed below.

In a US context, use of formal CEA in technology coverage

decisions is, if anything, even less commonly seen.

Successful application of CEA to policy has thus proved to

be a challenge to decision makers across a range of health care

systems. This low level of use occurs despite evidence sug-

gesting that decision makers appreciate the potential value of

cost-effectiveness information to the policy.

Studies of NICE have largely relied on data collected from

secondary sources. Although these vary in approach to data

analysis, each identifies CEA as a prominent feature in the

Institute’s work, in contrast to decision makers from all other

studies.

Barriers to the Use of Economic Evaluation

Research indicates a plethora of active barriers to use of CEA. In

relation to accessibility, there are three dimensions reported as

significant within the literature. The first relates to the shortage

of relevant analyses. Early studies in particular emphasize the

difficulties decision makers face in obtaining economic evalu-

ations. The second barrier derives from uncertainty or ignor-

ance over how and from where existing studies can be accessed.

This is compounded by the funding and access difficulties in-

herent in commissioning a new CEA that can be delivered in a

timely manner. Finally, and – within this category of barriers –

most consistently, studies demonstrated a lack of expertise in

comprehension and interpretation. It is clear from studies at

local levels that decision makers struggle to understand health

economic analyses including the concepts and language used,

and the presentational styles adopted.

These problems of accessibility are compounded by bar-

riers relating to the perceived acceptability and ease of im-

plementation of CEA. A small number of studies indicated

that perceived methodological flaws were a major impediment

to utilization. More commonly, studies found that decision

makers did not always consider the source of CEAs to be in-

dependent. The pharmaceutical industry has been active in

using CEAs to promote their products and studies repeatedly

emphasize the distrust this engenders in decision makers.

Studies employing qualitative methods have uncovered

factors relating to the complexity and interactive nature of the

decision making environment, and therefore the competing

drivers of decisions. Far from reflecting a problem-solving

research-led model, health care decision making is subject to

multiple influencing factors including: political considerations,

administrative arrangements, equity concerns, societal opinion

and the values and attitudes of decision makers. Interestingly,

this multiplicity of competing considerations was also indi-

cated in more recent quantitative analysis of NICE decisions.

The study by McDonald (2002) uncovered fundamental

value conflict between decision makers’ guiding principles

and those underpinning normative health economics. She

reinforces the assertion that single objectives are not routinely

present in decision making and details instances of decision

making which could not be said to be following any single

maximization principle. As a participant observer, her at-

tempts to introduce a rational, problem-solving approach to

resource allocation resulted in a ‘paralysis’ caused, in part, by

complex funding constraints. Rational approaches to policy

formulation were considered by decision makers to be less

satisfactory than standard nonrational practices of ‘muddling

through’ in a context of resource scarcity.

Finally, studies from across the range of methodological

types suggest that decision makers perceive recommendations

from CEAs to be difficult to implement. For example, budget

holders operating within short-term budgeting cycles may be

under pressure to contain cost over and above promoting ef-

ficiency and others experience difficulties redirecting resources

across inflexible financial structures. Such barriers have been

expressed in terms of the savings identified in economic

evaluations being unrealisable in practice. Health economists

are then accused of being ill informed on structural aspects of

health systems.

Overall, the literature reveals a growing realization that

interventions by health economists in the area of research

utilization have neither addressed the totality of factors which

influence policy makers nor accounted for the complexity of

health care decision making processes.

Prescriptions for Improvement

Typically, the published research draws on a similar range of

potential solutions to the problem of low levels of usage.

These include the need to standardize and improve methods

of CEA and to increase the available evidence base for decision

makers both in terms of volume and timeliness. A strong

strand within prescriptions for greater usage focused on edu-

cation and training for decision makers so that CEA can be

better accessed, understood and applied.

Overall, responses to reported barriers tended to centre on

questions of how research by health economists can be made

more useful and accessible to policy makers. Prescriptions for

overcoming accessibility barriers usually involve a combin-

ation of increasing resources, improving the means of com-

munication with decision makers, and providing decision

makers with training in interpreting health economics.

However, it is less clear from the literature how barriers

relating to organizational and political context are to be ad-

dressed. There is little, for example, by way of prescriptions for

shaping the health care system in order to incentivize and

facilitate the use of CEA. Indeed, one study author, McDonald

(2002), is pessimistic as to the appropriateness of seeking to
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increase the use of CEA. Her argument is that, as a result of the

complex and sometimes perverse structures of the English

NHS, it is unhelpful to prescribe rational frameworks for NHS

decision makers because this serves only to highlight to de-

cision makers the gap between the rationalist ideal and the

structural and political reality of the system.

Further National Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence Reflections

This part of the article draws on the authors’ qualitative empirical

work looking at the challenges for NICE in making full use of

economic evaluations. Although issues of accessibility, broadly

speaking, are not acute at the national level in the UK, organ-

izations like NICE still have some important issues to address in

this field. The NICE Appraisals Committee is in the highly un-

usual situation of having, for every topic they consider, an eco-

nomic analysis undertaken specifically for their purposes. Thus,

they avoid the frequently cited problems encountered by those

working at a local level in the NHS of not being able to access

cost-effectiveness (CE) information in a timely manner.

In terms of the challenge of interpreting CEAs, the quali-

tative study uncovered poor levels of understanding of CE

information. The extent to which this is a serious barrier de-

pends, to some extent, on the role NICE Committee members

are expected to play and the overall approach to decision

making being adopted. If all Committee members have a vote

on the policy decision then they all need to understand all

relevant information presented, including the CEA. A failing

on the part of analysts that was revealed from the authors’

research concerned the presentational style of CE studies. The

highly technical nature of the CE studies being undertaken for

NICE, and their presentational style, make for difficulties in

understanding for the noneconomist. The need for improve-

ments in the presentation of CE studies was a strong message

from the authors’ work.

A commonly cited acceptability concern with the CEAs is

that they fail explicitly to consider the opportunity costs of the

decisions being made. In the authors’ research this was raised

by a number of committee members including both health

economists and health care managers. The CEA at NICE

typically presents the problem in terms of a one-off decision

concerning the coverage of a given health technology, com-

monly a new drug. No explicit consideration is therefore given

to the sacrifice that would be required in order for the add-

itional resources to be made available (assuming that the in-

cremental cost is positive). An attempt to negate this problem

involves use of a CE threshold, and defining technologies that

have ICERs that fall below the threshold as cost-effective uses

of NHS resources (regardless of their true opportunity cost).

This issue has been highlighted by other commentators.

However, although the necessity of using a CE threshold was

acknowledged by most of the authors’ research subjects, it was

also viewed as problematic because the basis for the threshold

value or range is very unclear.

In summary, the data from the authors’ qualitative work

with NICE suggest that for analyses to be viewed as acceptable,

it is necessary that they provide information: (1) that end-

users see as relevant (i.e., providing data on parameters

that are likely to influence the decision of the policy maker),

(2) that is appropriate to the decisions being faced, taking into

account relevant contextual factors (e.g., budgetary arrange-

ments commonly seen in the NHS), and (3) that can inform

implementation of decisions in a complex decision making

environment.

The Research-Practice Divide

This article has explored some of the reasons for the moderate

impact of economic evaluation on health policy. There is little

dispute that such findings are a source of concern to the dis-

cipline of health economics and that for such analyses to be a

valuable decision making tools then change of some form is

required. Commentators have identified weaknesses in meth-

odologies adopted in economic analyses and there have been

concerted attempts to improve their quality through, for ex-

ample, the development of methodological standards. Dif-

ficulties in implementation may also derive from limits to the

generalizeability of studies, resulting from factors such as: vari-

ations in disease epidemiology, relative prices, levels of health

care resources, organizational arrangements, and clinical practice

patterns.

However, one of the most challenging issues is contextual

and relates to the difficulty in implementing hypothetical

savings predicted by CEAs. It has been noted that the erro-

neous assumption of incremental divisibility of interventions

and their benefits underpins many CEAs. Adang et al. (2005)

have developed checklists to address the issue of reallocating

resources within a real world context in order to get better

information as to whether savings can indeed be made.

Important as these developments undoubtedly are, they

also need to be accompanied by a concerted attempt to

understand the differences in respective domains of ‘research’

and ‘practice’. Much valuable work has been done on techni-

ques for reducing or bridging the gap between the ‘two com-

munities’ of researchers and decision makers. A review of

studies by Innvaer et al. (2002) suggests that ‘personal contact’

between researchers and decision makers is one of the most

commonly reported facilitators of evidence-based decision

making. Lavis et al. (2003) argue that such interaction enables

researchers to improve the production of analyses although

simultaneously enhancing their adaptation by policy makers.

However, these prescriptions for closer contact between re-

searchers and decision makers also need to avoid naivety: it

has been seen that other barriers exist. Also, incentives and

rewards for researchers are less likely to recognize the value of

incremental influence than they are outcomes that have a

more direct influence on policy formation. In other words, the

academic institutional environment in which economic

evaluations are produced is not always conducive to such an

interactive approach.

Much of the health economics literature to date has con-

centrated on barriers of accessibility of CEA results. This sug-

gests a view that improvement in the process by which

evaluations are communicated to decision makers, and the

latter’s capacity to understand their recommendations, ought to

be the focus of attention and activity if impact is to be maxi-

mized. In other words, the emphasis is on tweaking the process
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at both ends in order to support rational implementation of

research findings. A focus on barriers to the acceptability of

economic evaluation directs us away from such an approach.

Instead, it is seen that there is substantive disjuncture between

researchers and decision makers in terms of objective functions,

institutional contexts and professional value systems. The lit-

erature in this area charts a growing realization of the con-

ditions and contingencies of the health decision making

environment. There has been a move away from an assumption

of policy involving simple, rational choices to a realization of

an interactive process with competing aims and considerations.

Issues such as system rigidities, value conflict and competing

objectives are difficult to overcome as this requires broader

changes to the macropolitical and institutional environment of

health care policy making.

A More ‘Positive’ Approach?

In contrast to the default normative approach taken in eco-

nomic evaluation in health care, a positive analysis would

simply generate information on the likely costs and benefits

associated with alternative courses of action. Dowie (1996)

describes such research as knowledge-generating, as opposed

to decision-making. A distinguishing feature of positive ana-

lyses is that there is no a priori objective specified. Such ana-

lyses might involve the use of profile or cost consequence

approaches to reporting results. This is where the predicted

impacts of the intervention in question are detailed, possibly

in a tabular form, without any attempt to summarize or ag-

gregate across different dimensions. Kernick (2000) is a strong

advocate of such an approach:

Cost consequence analysis emphasises the importance of presenting

data on costs and benefits in disaggregated form, implying a rec-

ognition of the value judgement from decision makers and an ac-

ceptance that benefits and disadvantages cannot always be

condensed into a single output measure.

Kernick (2000, p.314)

Traditional economic evaluation work evokes a conception

of research utilization defined by Weiss (1979) as the ‘prob-

lem-solving model’. In this model empirical and analytical

evidence is applied directly to a policy problem and supplies

the information required to enable the optimal solution to be

identified and implemented. For the problem-solving model

to apply, the recommendations of a normative economic an-

alysis, for example, would need to be implemented directly by

the relevant policy maker and would be seen as the driving

force behind the decision reached. As Weiss (1979) indicates:

y when this imagery of research utilisation prevails, the usual

prescription for improving the use of research is to improve the

means of communication to policy makers.

Weiss (1979, p.428)

However, there are a number of weaknesses with the

problem-solving model. For example, some have called into

question the likelihood of establishing a single, agreed ob-

jective. Although many economists may adopt a normative

view that the problem-solving model has much to recom-

mend it, it has to be recognized that, the real world rarely lives

up that aspiration. For example, in a review of UK studies into

factors effecting evidence-based policy-making, Elliott and

Popay (2000) conclude that many policy problems are often

intractable or not clearly enough delineated to be tackled

directly and comprehensively. They also find that research

evidence is frequently unlikely to be sufficiently clear-cut and

unambiguous to translate directly into policy. They also call

into question the assumption of a straightforward policy

process in the problem-solving model and conclude that dis-

semination of health services research results has been ham-

pered by a preoccupation with the rational, problem-solving

model. In these circumstances, Weiss’s ‘interactive’ model of

research utilization, in which policy formulation is under-

stood as a nonlinear process involving multiple agents and

influences, has far greater descriptive validity.

The distinction between problem-solving and interactive

models of research utilization correlates, to some extent, with

the binary of normative and positive approaches to health

economic analyses. The requirement for agreement of purpose

and objectives between researcher and decision maker is a

defining premise of both normative economic evaluation and

problem-solving conceptions of policy research utilization.

Positive approaches to evaluation, however, may be seen as

more helpful to decision makers involved in policy processes

that are marked by interaction and competing or multiple

objectives. An understanding by the analyst of the nature of

the policy environment into which the analyses are being

placed is required. This will allow more informed choice to be

made concerning the appropriate approaches to analysis and

presentation of results.

In highlighting the failure of health economists to consider

issues of the acceptability of the data they generate, Kernick

(2000) argues that:

The history of any movement determines its structure and the way in

which meaning is generated within it. Health economists tend to

adopt a straightforward view y Just as the NHS was configured in

part to reflect the needs of doctors and not patients, the develop-

ment of health economics was set to reflect the requirements of the

academic discipline and not the realities of the emerging healthcare

environment.

Kernick (2000, p.312)

Conclusions

And so to conclude, the driving force behind the push to make

more use of economic analyses in health care resource allo-

cation decisions is the desire to make decision processes, and

the decisions themselves, more rational. In turn, greater ra-

tionality in the system contributes to openness and transpar-

ency, and so necessitates that the information on which

decisions are based is accessible to a wide audience – the more

accessible the information used in decision-making, the easier

it is to be inclusive in the decision-making process and the

more transparent is the basis on which the decision is made.

This accessibility concern represents one of the challenges

to the health economics community in terms of producing
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evidence that is more reflective of real world practices but also

highlights a potential training agenda: clinical and managerial

decision makers in health care require some level of expertise

and understanding of economic evaluation in order to provide

input into the decision making process. Additional areas of

focus for health economists include the need to overcome

perceived weaknesses in the methods of their analyses, and the

need to work with those at the front-line in health care to

ensure alignment between the health maximization objectives

often assumed in economic analyses and the broad range of

other objectives facing decision-makers in reality. That is not

to suggest that the decision-maker always ‘knows best’ but

analyses based on false assumptions regarding objectives serve

no purpose.
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Overview

Advertising is ubiquitous, found on television and radio,

newspapers and magazines, mail and flyers on the windshield,

billboards and sports arenas, and now on the computer, and

virtually no one is immune to being exposed to it. The

American Marketing Association defines marketing, of which

advertising is a subset, as ‘‘the activity, set of institutions, and

processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and ex-

changing offerings that have value for customers, clients,

partners, and society at large’’ (Grewal and Levy, 2009). To

advertise itself is simply ‘‘the action of calling something to the

attention of the public especially by paid announcements’’

(Merriam-Webster, 2011). What distinguishes an advertise-

ment from other forms of marketing is that: (1) someone has

paid to get the message shown; (2) the message must be car-

ried by a medium; (3) legally, the source must be known; and

(4) it represents a persuasive form of communication (Grewal

and Levy, 2009). This article will provide a survey of economic

views of advertising in general, which will provide the context

for a better understanding of the relevance of advertising for

health behaviors and health care markets.

Modern advertising began early in the twentieth century

with the advent of Kellogg cereals and Camel cigarettes (Bit-

tlingmayer, 2008). It is a huge industry, currently with over

14 000 establishments (Bureau of the Census US Department

of Commerce, 2007) and over $200 billion in expenditures

(Bittlingmayer, 2008).

Why consumers respond to advertising will be analyzed in

more detail in the next section. It is this question that

economists ultimately seek to answer in the context of the

separate views – that advertising is persuasive, informative, or

simply complementary to the advertised product. A brief

survey of these different views of advertising is provided in this

article, which can help frame the relevance and public health

consequences of advertising for health behaviors and health-

care markets. The reader is referred to Bagwell (2007) for an

excellent, comprehensive review of the economics of adver-

tising, and also Schmalensee (1972) for an earlier take.

Elements of each of these views exist in most industries, with

variations across industry. A firm may generally view adver-

tising as capital (albeit intangible) that depreciates over time

(Bagwell, 2007). Most empirical studies find that most of the

effects of advertising are short-lived and that most effects of

advertising depreciate within a year. There has therefore been

limited empirical evidence for the ‘goodwill effect’ in adver-

tising, causing a firm’s current advertising to be influenced by

past advertising (Bagwell, 2007).

The nature of advertising has changed dramatically over

time with the advent of new technology and media. Although

the means of advertising in healthcare markets can vary across

firms and industries (in part because of advertising restrictions),

conventional media include magazines, newspapers, billboards,

radio, television, and direct mail. With 77% of households

using the Internet (Statistical Abstract of the United States,

2009), the computer has also emerged as an important me-

dium for advertising. In addition, firms are also increasingly

relying on product placement in movies and video games, and

other forms of digital media. Although the volume may pre-

sumably diminish the individual effect of an advertisement

because it is difficult for a potential consumer to focus on more

than one ad at once, online advertising can more effectively

tailor ads to individuals.

The number of establishments classified as ‘advertising

agencies’ in 2007 was 14 355, up from 13 879 in 1992. Ad-

vertising expenditures rose from $2.1 billion in 1940 to

$237.4 billion in 2002 (Bittlingmayer, 2008). Note that the

North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS)

code used by the Economic Census for advertising agencies

(which do not include ‘related services’ such as public re-

lations) is 541 810, corresponding to the standard industrial

classification code used before 1997 of 7311. According to the

Census, ‘‘[t]his industry comprises establishments primarily

engaged in creating advertising campaigns and placing such

advertising in periodicals, newspapers, radio and television, or

other media. These establishments are organized to provide a

full range of services (i.e., through in-house capabilities or

subcontracting), including advice, creative services, account

management, production of advertising material, media

planning, and buying (i.e., placing advertising).’’ The intensity

of advertising is often measured by the advertising-to-sales

ratio. Advertising-to-sales ratios for industries relevant to our

discussion are shown in Table 1. The advertising-to-sales ratio

for the pharmaceutical industry, especially, understates the

level of promotional efforts because it does not include other

forms of promotion such as sampling to physicians and other

Table 1 Advertising expenditures as a percent of sales for
selected industries, 2010

Industry Ad-to-sales ratio, 2010

Distilled and blended liquor 14.4
Food and kindred products 11.5
Eating and drinking places 10.2
Beverages 6.1
Pharmaceutical preparations 4.2
Malt beverages 3.7
Wine, brandy and brandy spirits 3.3
Misc food preps, kindred products 2.8
Food stores 1.7
Meat packing plants 1.4
Grocery stores 0.8
Bakery products 0.3
All industries combined 2.1

Source: Adapted from Schonfeld & Associates (2010). Advertising Ratios and Budgets.
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providers and direct marketing to providers. In 2005, the

pharmaceutical industry spent 20% of its sales on promo-

tional activities. The Dorfman-Steiner (1954) condition for

optimal advertising gives some insight as to why certain in-

dustries (or firms) may engage in higher levels of advertising:

Advertising=Sales¼ eQA=eQP

The condition positively relates advertising intensity, as

measured by the advertising-to-sales ratio, to the elasticity of

sales with respect to advertising (eQA) and negatively to the

elasticity of sales with respect to price (eQP), expressed in ab-

solute magnitudes. Thus, the more price-inelastic is the good,

the higher is its advertising intensity, ceteris paribus. Alcohol,

tobacco, and prescription drugs, for instance, are found to be

relatively price-inelastic, and these industries also devote a

relatively greater fraction of their sales to advertising and

promotion.

Advertising in healthcare markets is controversial, especially

when it has been found to raise the overall market for un-

healthy behaviors (for instance, smoking or junk food) or

found to contain deceptive or misleading information. Thus,

inevitably, advertising must have a certain degree of oversight.

Federal agencies that regulate advertising include the Federal

Trade Commission (FTC), the Federal Communications Com-

mission (FCC), and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

Other agencies such as the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and

Firearms also play a role in regulating advertising (Grewal and

Levy, 2009). The FTC, established in 1914, enforces the truth in

advertising laws and identifies deceptive practices. The FCC,

established in 1934, ‘‘enforces restrictions on broadcasting

material that promotes lotteries; cigarettes, little cigars, or

smokeless tobacco products; or that perpetuates a fraud.’’ It also

enforces laws to prohibit or limit obscene, indecent, or profane

language (Grewal and Levy, 2009). The FDA, established in

1930, regulates labeling, health claims, and required disclosure

statements. Many are unaware that advertising for weight loss

products (discussed in Section ‘Conceptual Framework’) is not

‘drug advertising’ according to the FDA; as a dietary sup-

plement, it is classified as a food and faces fewer standards than

other drugs (Grewal and Levy, 2009; Cawley et al., 2010).

The article is organized as follows. Section ‘Conceptual

Framework’ provides a conceptual framework outlining the

economic views of advertising. Advertising in several health

markets – particularly those pertaining to tobacco, alcohol,

food, soft drinks, cereal, weight loss products, and prescription

drugs – is analyzed in Section ‘Advertising in Health Markets’.

Section ‘New Directions’ provides a glimpse into directions

for future research in the area, particularly surrounding the

advent of online advertising and drawing insights from neu-

roeconomics to the study of advertising. Section ‘Summary’

concludes.

Conceptual Framework

It is often presumed that the average consumer is responsive to

advertising and promotion. However, one of the key questions

with respect to advertising by firms in markets for healthcare

inputs is whether advertising raises ‘selective’ or brand-specific

demand versus ‘primary’ or industry-wide demand (Borden,

1942). The answer to this question has normative impli-

cations and relevance for public health. For instance, is ad-

vertising by the cigarette industry combative and solely

reflective of a market share transfer or does it also lead to an

overall expansion of the market? This was one of the disputes

that was central to the litigation initiated in 1999 by the US

Department of Justice (DOJ) against cigarette manufacturers.

As a starting point, it is helpful to draw upon three principal

views that have emerged with respect to why consumers may

respond to advertising: (1) persuasive, (2) informative, and

(3) complementary.

Chamberlin (1933) integrates advertising into his theory

of monopolistic competition, observing that advertising

can help firms to differentiate their products and generate an

outward shift in firm-level demand. According to Chamberlin,

advertising impacts demand by altering consumers’ tastes

and preferences. Under this ‘persuasion’ hypothesis, brand-

level demand would not only shift outward in response to

advertising but also become relatively less elastic, possibly

leading to higher prices. Advertising-induced product differ-

entiation and creation of brand capital may deter entry

and enhance the monopolistic power of incumbent firms,

especially if these established firms also enjoy scale economies

in advertising and production (Kaldor, 1950). Thus, under

the persuasion view, advertising can have significant

anticompetitive effects, a point that was also emphasized by

Robinson (1933).

Chamberlin (1933) also pointed to the transfer of infor-

mation to consumers as another explanation for why con-

sumers respond to advertising. This informative view of

advertising took on a formal expression in Ozga (1960) and

Stigler (1961). In markets characterized by imperfect infor-

mation, advertising can effectively reduce search costs by

conveying direct or indirect information to consumers re-

garding the existence, quality, price, and other attributes of

products. As Bagwell (2007) noted, in such markets, adver-

tising emerges as an endogenous response and solution to the

information asymmetry. In contrast to the persuasive view,

advertising plays a more constructive role under the in-

formative view, and may also have pro competitive effects. As

consumers receive low-cost (relative to incurring search costs)

information on products and brands, the firm’s demand be-

comes relatively more elastic and price dispersion in the

market is reduced. Advertising can thus promote competition

among incumbent firms and facilitate the entry of new firms

as well as the introduction of new products.

Nelson (1974) contended that even when advertising

does not hold direct information content, it may still signal

indirect information regarding product quality and firm at-

tributes. For instance, advertising can signal that a firm is an

efficient producer because these firms would benefit the most

from expanding demand. Advertising can also enhance the

match between products and buyers in markets where con-

sumers have heterogeneous valuations. And, advertising may

help consumers recollect their previous experience with the

product and lead to repeat-business. Because this effect is

more valuable for firms producing high-quality products, ad-

vertising may thus indirectly signal quality even for new

consumers.
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Nelson (1970) distinguished between search goods,

wherein the consumer can determine quality before purchase

though perhaps after incurring some search costs, and ex-

perience goods, wherein the consumer can assess quality only

after consumption. Advertising addresses an informational

imbalance for experience goods by providing indirect infor-

mation content regarding quality, and advertising intensity

is thus predicted to be higher for experience goods. In con-

trast, advertising for search goods (for instance, eyeglasses,

consumer electronics, or credit cards) would be focused on

providing direct information regarding price, location, avail-

ability, and product attributes.

Darby and Karni (1973) also found it useful to distinguish

a third category of goods that have ‘credence’ attributes, for

which the consumer is unable to accurately evaluate quality

even post consumption. This market failure of imperfect in-

formation for experience and credence goods also potentially

gives firms an incentive to engage in misleading advertising

claims (Darby and Karni, 1973; Nelson, 1974). Where market-

based mechanisms are unable to deter deceptive advertising,

there is a role for government regulation and publicly funded

dissipative counter-advertising.

Although the persuasive and informative views provide

conflicting assessments of the role of advertising, the third

view of advertising provides a framework under which ad-

vertising is complementary to the advertised product. That is,

advertising does not need to exert any direct influence on

consumer preferences, and it may or may not possess infor-

mation content. Within a household production framework,

Stigler and Becker (1977) modeled the advertised product

with its associated advertising expenditures as inputs into the

production function for each final commodity, implying a

complementarity between the advertised product and its ad-

vertising. Under this framework, a higher level of advertising

can raise demand because the consumer now believes that he

can obtain a greater output of the final commodity from a

given input of the advertised good. In a related but separate

framework, Becker and Murphy (1993) directly modeled ad-

vertising as an input into the individual’s utility function.

Advertising raises demand in this framework by increasing the

marginal utility of the advertised good. Note that this com-

plementarity follows from the fact that there does not exist a

separate market for advertising messages – considerable

transactions and monitoring costs make it infeasible to sep-

arately sell advertising to consumers.

Both of these paradigms, which impart a complementary

role to advertising, also bridge back to the informative view.

For instance, if advertising enables consumers to produce in-

formation at lower cost (Verma, 1980), then consumers can

indeed more efficiently convert market goods into valued final

commodities, as assumed by Stigler and Becker (1977). And,

even if advertising in uninformative, it may still play a con-

structive role because consumers may value it directly, as as-

sumed by Becker and Murphy (1993).

The upshot of this discussion is that no single view of

advertising is applicable in every setting. Furthermore, from a

public health standpoint, the debate centers around whether

advertising reflects a brand-switching process or a market ex-

pansion process, especially in relation to the market for un-

healthy inputs such as cigarettes, underage drinking, and junk

food – or in different terms, whether advertising is combative

(predatory) or cooperative. Because advertising can affect both

selective (brand-centric) as well as primary (market) demand

under all three views, the question cannot be resolved based

on theory alone and empirical evidence needs to bear upon

the specific demand effects of advertising in various markets.

With that said, markets for most healthcare inputs have some

predominant experience attributes – such as tobacco and al-

cohol products, over-the-counter (OTC) and prescription

medications, and snacks and beverages. Thus, advertising in-

tensity for many of these goods tends to be higher relative to

the average industry (2.1%; see Table 1). These views of ad-

vertising also highlight potential effects on price, which de-

pend on the extent to which advertising expenditures raise

operating costs, affect price elasticity of demand, and allow

firms to take advantage of scale economies. Finally, the con-

centration effects of advertising – that is, whether it facilitates

entry or whether it augments the monopoly power of estab-

lished firms – depends on whether advertising is purely per-

suasive in nature and leads to spurious brand differentiation

or whether it redresses imperfect information and makes de-

mand more elastic.

Advertising in Health Markets

Tables 1 and 2 suggest that, with the exception of restaurants

that tend to be more monopolistically competitive, industries

that more heavily advertise generally tend to be more con-

centrated, with Herfindahl–Hirschman indices of at least 1000

(characteristic of mild concentration) or four-firm concen-

tration ratios of at least 80% (characteristic of very concen-

trated industries). Scale economies in advertising exist, and

larger firms are better able to spend on advertising. Studies by

Kaldor and Silverman (1948) and Doyle (1968) supported

the notion that advertising intensity and concentration are

highly linked, leading to an oligopolistic structure (Bagwell,

2007). Nelson (1975) found a significant relationship be-

tween advertising intensity and concentration for search goods

but not for durable goods or nondurable experience goods.

The markets for tobacco, alcohol, food, soft drink, weight

loss products, and prescription drugs are analyzed below in

more detail.

Advertising of Tobacco

Rather than compete directly on price, firms in highly con-

centrated industries such as the cigarette industry often use

advertising to differentiate their brands and increase sales. In

2005, cigarette manufacturers spent $13.1 billion (or ap-

proximately 10% of their sales) on advertising and promotion,

making cigarettes among the most heavily advertised and

promoted products in the US. As reported in Table 3, this level

also represents a 111% increase in total marketing expend-

itures over the past decade. Cigarette manufacturers had relied

heavily on television advertising in the 1960s, though the

application of the Fairness Doctrine to cigarette advertising in

1967 and the mandated antismoking messages subsequently

reduced the commercial value of televised ads. Following a
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voluntary industry ban in 1970, cigarette broadcast advertising

was officially banned by the Public Health Cigarette Smoking

Act starting in 1971. Advertising practices were further re-

stricted by the 1998 Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement

(MSA), which also banned most forms of outdoor advertising.

Cigarette advertising in magazines with youth readership in-

creased dramatically post-MSA, but then later fell after public

pressure (Hamilton et al., 2002) (also see Table 3). Since 1970,

and particularly accelerating after the MSA, firms’ total mar-

keting budget has shifted away from media-based advertising

in favor of other promotional activities (such as coupons,

added bonuses, promotional allowances, and event sponsor-

ships). There was also a proliferation of cigarette brands over

this period in an effort by firms to segment the market and

thereby enhance their monopolistic power. The Family

Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act, signed into law

in 2009, currently gives the Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) authority to regulate the content, marketing, and sale of

tobacco products.

Saffer (2000) noted that advertising by the cigarette in-

dustry is ‘‘designed to create a fantasy of sophistication,

pleasure, and social success’’ and generate a product person-

ality that will appeal to specific market segments. In other

words, such advertising contains persuasive attributes and

could raise demand by generating potentially spurious brand

differentiation. Consistent with this persuasive view of ad-

vertising, Brown (1978) found decreasing average costs and

increasing returns to advertising capital with sales, implying

Table 3 US Cigarette advertising and promotion activities (thousands of 2005 $)

Category 1995 2000 2005 Growth (%) 1995–2005

Newspapers $24 241 $57 951 $1589 � 93
Magazines $315 469 $330 881 $44 777 � 86
Outdoor $346 928 $10 392 $9 821 � 97
Transit $28 578 $4 $0 � 100
Point-of-sale $328 383 $389 360 $182 193 � 45
Total advertising $1 043 599 $788 588 $238 380 � 77
Promotional Allowances (paid to retail outlets for favorable

product positioning)
$2 365 124 $4 391 314 $847 686 � 64

Sampling distribution (provision of free samples to the public) $17 540 $25 053 $17 211 � 2
Specialty item distribution (provision of other free accessories) $843 251 $367 805 $230 534 � 73
Public entertainment (cost of event sponsorship) $140 297 $347 367 $244 802 74
Direct mail $43 886 $104 232 $51 844 18
Coupons and retail value added (promotional price reductions,

bonus cigarettes, other bonus)
$1 709 361 $4 665 909 $11 378 742 566

Other promotional activities (includes endorsements and
internet promotions)

$42 697 $72 191 $101 759 138

Total promotion $5 162 156 $9 973 870 $12 872 578 149
Total advertising and promotion $6 205 755 $10 762 458 $13 110 958 111

Source: Adapted from Federal Trade Commission, Cigarette Report for 2006. Available at: http://www.ftc.gov/os/2009/08/090812cigarettereport.pdf (accessed 09.02.13).

Table 2 Concentration ratios and Herfindahl–Hirschman indices for select industries, 2007

2007 NAICS Code Industry Companies Four-firm concentration ratio HHI

312 221 Cigarette manufacturing 20 97.8 na
3 122 Tobacco manufacturing 73 89.6 na

31 212 Breweries 373 89.5 na
311 221 Wet corn milling 33 83.8 2338.20
311 222 Soybean processing 68 81.5 1930.80
31 123 Breakfast cereal manufacturing 35 80.4 2425.50

311 821 Cookie and cracker manufacturing 303 69.3 1607.20
31 122 Starch and vegetable fats and oils manufacturing 195 67.2 1476.20
31 131 Sugar manufacturing 37 59.9 1097.50

312 111 Soft drink manufacturing 259 58.1 1094.50
31 191 Snack food manufacturing 470 53.2 1984.10
31 192 Coffee and tea manufacturing 337 43.3 763.1

325 412 Pharmaceutical preparation manufacturing 763 34.5 456.8
3 115 Dairy product manufacturing 1 073 23.5 290.7
3 114 Fruit and vegetable preserving and specialty food manufacturing 1 248 21.7 192.5

311 Food manufacturing 21 355 14.8 102.1

Abbreviation: na, not applicable.

Source: Adapted from US Census Bureau (2007). Concentration ratios. Available at: http://www.census.gov/econ/concentration.html (accessed 09.02.13).
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that advertising potentially creates substantial barriers to entry

in the cigarette industry.

Given the external costs of smoking and related public

health concerns, the key debate has understandably centered

on whether and the extent to which cigarette advertising and

promotion raise total cigarette consumption and expand the

overall market. There is a large literature that has evaluated the

effects of tobacco advertising and promotion on consumption

outcomes. Rather than survey this literature (Chaloupka and

Warner, 2000), the main findings and issues that have

emerged from these studies are reviewed below. Empirical

studies have been challenged in trying to isolate a marginal

change in consumption when advertising and promotional

activities of tobacco companies are at or close to the point of

saturation (Ross and Chaloupka, 2002) and have produced

mixed findings. Consider the advertising response function

shown in Figure 1, which can apply to the national or local

market level, and to the industry as a whole or at the brand

level. Because of diminishing marginal product, the function

flattens out at some point and consumption becomes in-

creasingly less responsive to advertising. Diminishing returns

may be unavoidable because the effectiveness of additional

advertising will decrease once the most responsive buyers have

already been reached. In the context of the informative view of

advertising, as an increasing number of potential buyers re-

ceive information regarding the advertised product, additional

advertising is less effective because an increasingly greater

proportion of individuals who are exposed to the ads are al-

ready familiar with the product.

Earlier studies generally relied on annual or quarterly ag-

gregated data at the national level and find either no effects or

very small positive effects of advertising on cigarette con-

sumption. This is perhaps to be expected because loss of

variance at such a high level of aggregation makes it difficult to

reliably identify effects. As cigarettes are heavily advertised and

promoted, the marginal product of aggregate national adver-

tising (measured at a range around A1 in Figure 1) may be

very small or zero. Estimates based on a single time-series of

aggregate national data are also likely confounded with un-

observed trends and the simultaneity between advertising

and sales.

Subsequent studies based on local or individual-level cross-

sectional or panel data are more indicative of advertising-in-

duced primary market-expansion effects. These studies typi-

cally use local-level (for instance, gathered at the level of the

state or metropolitan statistical area) advertising data, which

have greater (and plausibly more exogenous) variation owing

to differences in advertising costs across markets and because

of pulsing (which is a burst of advertising, in a specific market,

that lasts for a short time and then stops). Goel and Morey

(1995), for instance, used annual state-level data spanning

1959–82 and found significant effects of lagged cigarette ad-

vertising on consumption. Roberts and Samuelson (1988)

developed a model of non price competition for an oli-

gopolistic industry and applied it to their study of the cigarette

market, utilizing data for six firms spanning 1971–82. They

concluded that ‘‘advertising primarily affects the size of market

demand and does not alter firm market shares’’ (p. 215). In a

study using individual-level data on 6700 youth, combined

with measures of televised cigarette advertising, counter-ad-

vertising, and self-reported time spent watching television,

Lewit et al. (1981) found that smoking ads on television are

significantly associated with higher youth smoking.

Studies that examine the impact of advertising bans pro-

vide further evidence on whether cigarette advertising expands

the overall market. These studies also bypass some of the

limitations stemming from the simultaneity between adver-

tising intensity and sales. However, the passage of advertising

restrictions may not be strictly exogenous and depends on past

trends in smoking prevalence. If advertising only leads to

brand-switching with no primary effects on market demand,

then advertising restrictions should not have any effects on

consumption. Banning advertising on certain media would

potentially shift the advertising response function downward,

as shown in Figure 1. Even if an advertising ban does not

reduce the total level of advertising, it will reduce the average

and marginal effectiveness of advertising as firms substitute

from the banned media to the non banned media. Increased

use of non banned media reduces average and marginal ef-

fectiveness because of diminishing marginal product. If firms

try to compensate for the advertising ban by increasing total

advertising expenditures, this would correspond with a

Counter-advertising or a ban
on certain media shifts the

function downward
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Figure 1 Advertising response function.
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movement to a higher level of advertising on the lower ad-

vertising response function in Figure 1. Table 3 provides some

evidence that this may be the case for the cigarette industry.

Consistent with an advertising-induced market expansion ef-

fect, Goel and Morey (1995) found that the broadcast ban on

cigarette advertising lowered consumption. Saffer and Cha-

loupka (2000) studied the effects of tobacco advertising bans

on tobacco consumption in 22 high-income countries over

the period from 1970 to 1992. They found that although a

limited set of advertising bans has little or no effect (because

firms have many remaining media options), a comprehensive

set of media bans can reduce tobacco consumption by 6–7%.

Cigarette brands may also have some credence attributes –

wherein the consumer is not able to fully assess the product

quality even after consumption. This can provide an incentive

for firms to engage in potentially misleading advertising. For

instance, the US Department of Justice maintained in a lawsuit

filed in 1999 that the cigarette manufacturers falsely marketed

and promoted their low-tar and light cigarette brands as being

less harmful than conventional cigarettes. The consumer may

be persuaded by these claims and would not be able to judge

their veracity even post consumption at least over the short-

term.

Given the possible market expansion effects of cigarette

advertising and the presence of such misleading or imperfect

product information, antismoking advertisements (or coun-

ter-advertising) have been undertaken by the public sector.

Between 1967 and 1970, the Fairness Doctrine required

broadcasters to donate air time to antismoking ads. At their

peak, the ratio of antismoking ads to smoking ads was one-

third (Saffer, 2000). Funds from the 1998 Master Settlement

Agreement further provided for many state-initiated anti-

tobacco campaigns. Studies have generally found such

counter-advertising to be effective in reducing cigarette con-

sumption. Emery et al. (2005), for instance, studied individual

exposure to antitobacco advertising across the largest 75

media markets in 48 states between 1999 and 2000. They

concluded that state-sponsored counter-advertising is associ-

ated with greater antitobacco sentiment and reduced smoking

among youth. Interesting content analyses by Goldman and

Glantz (1998) have suggested that the most effective anti-

smoking messages focus on the tobacco industry’s manipula-

tion of its customers and the least effective are ads that portray

smoking as unhealthy. This suggests that health-related mes-

sages currently may not be conveying any new information to

consumers, and that the effectiveness of antismoking messages

may derive from their directly counteracting the persuasive

qualities of smoking ads and moderating the complementarity

between smoking and smoking ads (for instance, through

smoking ads portraying social prestige).

Advertising is also highly prevalent for products aimed at

helping consumers quit smoking, such as nicotine-replace-

ment therapy. Smoking-cessation products can be classified as

experience goods because the consumer needs to use them

before being able to assess their efficacy, and theory predicts a

relatively high advertising intensity for experience goods.

Avery et al. (2007) studied the market for such smoking

cessation products and noted that the industry spent

between 10% and 20% of its sales on advertising. They spe-

cifically studied the effects of magazine advertising of such

products using individual-level data matched with salient

individual-level measures of advertising exposure, paying

careful attention to endogeneity concerns, and found that

smokers who are exposed to more advertising are more likely

to attempt to quit and are more likely to have successfully

quit. Adopting the same identification strategy, Dave and

Saffer (2013) also found that magazine advertising for

smokeless tobacco (ST) products, which is one of the few

conventional media available for manufacturers following

bans in other media, leads to a higher probability of using ST.

ST, which is safer than smoking though not completely safe, is

also sometimes used as a cessation aid by smokers. Hence, the

debate centers on the potential role of ST use and ST mar-

keting as tools in an overall tobacco harm-reduction

approach.

There is some indirect evidence on the competitive effects

of advertising in the cigarette market. Brown (1978) found

decreasing average costs and increasing returns to advertising,

and concluded that advertising may create barriers to entry,

based on data that preceded the 1970 television ban. Eckard

(1991) utilized the television advertising ban as a natural ex-

periment to study the effects of advertising, and found that

concentration within the industry actually increased after the

ban. This is in line with Thomas (1989), who found de-

creasing returns to scale with respect to advertising in the

cigarette market, thus yielding a potential advantage to smaller

firms with multiple brands. Indeed, the extent of brand pro-

liferation and brand-level competition in the cigarette market

is consistent with this finding.

In summary, the role of advertising in tobacco markets is

controversial. The public health community contends that

such advertising encourages smoking and particularly influ-

ences experimentation and smoking initiation among youth.

The tobacco industry maintains that their advertising only

affects selective demand through brand-switching and does

not influence the overall size of the market. Manufacturers

also suggest that their advertising provides important infor-

mation content, for instance, regarding tar and nicotine

(Chaloupka and Warner, 2000). Although earlier studies did

not find significant market-level effects of cigarette advertising,

more sophisticated analyses seem to indicate that advertising

does impact primary demand. Further evidence gleaned from

studies of advertising restrictions, antismoking ads, and ad-

vertising of smoking cessation products is also consistent with

this market expansion effect. These studies also point to po-

tential avenues through which advertising impacts the overall

market demand, and these pathways are consistent with all

three views of advertising discussed in Section ‘Conceptual

Framework.’

Advertising of Alcohol

Similar to the tobacco industry, the alcohol industry in the US

is highly concentrated (see Table 2). The US brewing industry,

for instance, is dominated by three firms, which account for

almost 80% of beer sales. Beer brewers spent approximately

$975 million in 2007 on advertising, with the top three firms

accounting for 72% of these expenditures. Total advertising

and promotional spending for all alcohol companies are on
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the order of $4 billion (Jernigan and O’Hara, 2004). Adver-

tising by the alcohol industry aims at raising sales through

brand differentiation and customer loyalty, and advertising

practices are self-regulated, primarily following a set of in-

dustry standards. For instance, industry guidelines allow al-

cohol-related ads to be placed in media where at least 70% of

the audience is above the legal drinking age. Advertising

messages also cannot directly appeal to under age youth.

Some major broadcast networks adhere to a self-imposed ban

on liquor advertising, though there are no such restrictions on

cable networks.

The issues relating to the promotion and advertising of

alcoholic beverages are similar to those discussed above with

respect to tobacco, but with one exception. Unlike smoking,

the majority of drinkers consume alcohol safely with little

external harm. Thus, from a public health standpoint, the key

debate with respect to market expansion has centered on

problem drinking, which imposes considerable external costs

(for instance, motor vehicle fatalities), and centered on the

effects of advertising on youth drinking. On both of these

fronts, although some studies have indicated that alcohol

advertising is associated with more problem drinking and

more underage drinking, the evidence is far from conclusive.

Anderson et al. (2009) reviewed 16 longitudinal studies

that assessed adolescents’ exposure to media-based advertising

and their drinking behavior. They concluded in favor of evi-

dence suggesting that exposure to advertising messages is as-

sociated with a higher likelihood that the adolescent will

initiate drinking, and associated with higher drinking among

baseline drinkers. Many of these reviewed studies, however,

are based on small, often nonrepresentative, samples and

utilize measures of recalled exposure to ads, which may be

potentially confounded with unobserved predisposition

toward drinking or pro drinking sentiment.

Saffer and Dave (2006) utilized cross-sectional data from

the Monitoring the Future Surveys and longitudinal data from

the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (1997 cohort),

both nationally representative, to study the effects of probable

advertising exposure on adolescent drinking behavior. They

bypassed the problems associated with self-recalled adver-

tising exposure and instead exploited variation across and

within markets with respect to the level of alcohol advertising

in broadcast and print media. Estimates indicate significantly

positive but relatively small effects of media advertising on

alcohol participation and binge drinking (elasticity estimates

of approximately 0.09 and 0.17, respectively), though there is

some heterogeneity in this response across gender and racial

groups. The authors simulated the effects of a 28% reduction

in total alcohol advertising (based on the range observed in

their data) and concluded that the reduction in advertising

could decrease adolescent binge drinking from 12% to ap-

proximately 10% and decrease monthly alcohol participation

from 25% to approximately 23%.

Experimental studies have investigated how individuals’

drinking beliefs and behaviors respond to short-term adver-

tising exposure in a controlled setting. Findings from this lit-

erature have been mixed. For instance, Lipsitz et al. (1993)

alternately showed televised beer commercials, anti drinking

public service announcements, and soft-drink commercials to

three groups of fifth- and eighth-grade students. They did not

find any significant differences in expectancies regarding

drinking outcomes across any of the groups. Slater et al.

(1997) examined the responses of high-school students to

television beer advertisements embedded in sports or enter-

tainment programs. They found that the responses were split

along gender lines, with female students reacting more nega-

tively to the beer advertisements than male students, especially

when viewing sports content. The authors also found that

white adolescents who responded favorably to the ads were

more likely to report current drinking and future intentions to

drink, though the effects were relatively small. It is difficult to

disentangle causality in this study because favorable reaction

to advertising may simply reflect the student’s underlying

predisposition to drinking.

Saffer and Dave (2006) also reviewed prior econometric

studies on the effects of alcohol advertising on alcohol con-

sumption for the general adult population, according to the

source of variation in the advertising measure (time-series,

cross-sectional, panel, advertising bans). The vast majority of

these studies did not show any substantial positive effects of

advertising on overall alcohol consumption. The bulk of these

studies though have utilized national time-series data, which

often lack variation and confound effects with other unobserved

trends. However, given that most individuals consume alcohol

without imposing external costs, the more relevant question

concerns whether alcohol advertising impacts problem drinking

per se. Saffer (1991, 1997) provided indirect evidence on this

issue. The study found that countries that ban broadcast alcohol

advertisements have lower rates of traffic fatalities as well as

alcohol consumption (Saffer, 1991). Saffer (1997) studied the

effects of broadcast and outdoor advertising in 75 media mar-

kets on motor vehicle fatalities. It was found that a total ban on

alcohol advertising could save as many as 5000–10 000 lives,

implying an advertising elasticity of between 0.12 and 0.25.

Econometric studies find more consistent and stronger

evidence of brand-switching effects in the alcohol industry.

Fisher and Cook (1995), for instance, analyzed US data

spanning 1970–90 and did not find any evidence that adver-

tising impacts overall alcohol consumption. However, they

did find that increased liquor advertising is associated with a

reduced consumption of wine, suggesting cross-beverage

market share effects. Nelson and Moran (1995) further found

that advertising reallocates inter brand market shares, and to a

smaller extent also inter beverage market shares, consistent

with Fisher and Cook (1995).

Broadcast advertising in the alcohol industry generally

aims at brand differentiation, whereas price-based advertising

is more common in the print media, especially newspapers.

There is some evidence that such price-based advertising leads

to pro competitive effects consistent with the informative view

of advertising. Sass and Saurman (1995) indicated that large

national brewers gain market share at the expense of smaller

firms when states restrict advertising of retail prices. They

found that the presence of restrictions on price advertising

increased market concentration at the state level, both abso-

lutely and relative to measures of national concentration.

Additional restrictions on non price advertising did not affect

market concentration. Milyo and Waldfogel (1999) exploited

the US Supreme Court ruling that overturned Rhode Island’s

ban on price advertising of alcoholic beverages. Using
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Massachusetts as a control, they found that price-based ad-

vertising substantially reduced the price of the advertised

good, though there was little effect on the price of the non

advertised good and no significant effect on price dispersion.

In summary, most evidence points to very weak or non-

existent advertising-induced market expansion effects in the

alcohol industry. Several studies do not find strong positive

effects of advertising on total alcohol consumption. There is

some evidence that this overall nil effect may be masking salient

effects for certain subpopulations. For instance, some studies

have indicated that alcohol advertising increases indicators of

problem drinking (for instance, motor vehicle fatalities) and

drinking among adolescents, though in both of these cases the

elasticity magnitudes are relatively small (and certainly smaller

than estimated price responses). It should be noted that many

of these econometric studies have estimated advertising effects

conditional on price, which precludes one of the mechanisms

through which advertising may impact primary or selective

demand – that is, through changes in the retail price. This is

especially relevant for price-based advertising. Tremblay and

Okuyama (2001), for instance, made the point that if the

elimination of advertising restrictions promotes price com-

petition, then elimination of the self-imposed broadcast ad-

vertising ban in the liquor industry could cause alcohol

consumption to rise even if advertising had no direct effect on

market demand. There is more consistent evidence of adver-

tising-induced brand-switching effects both at the brand level

and the beverage level. This is in accord with the persuasive view

of advertising, wherein the main role of advertising and pro-

motion is to generate potentially spurious brand differentiation

and enhance the brand’s monopolistic power. At the same time,

there is also some indication from studies based on cross-state

restrictions of price-based advertising that such advertising can

lower retail prices and have pro competitive effects.

Advertising of Food and Soft Drinks

Total marketing expenditures in 2006 for the food and bev-

erage industry were highest in the carbonated beverages and

restaurant foods categories, with $3.19 and $2.18 billion

spent, respectively (Figure 2). Breakfast cereal ranked third in

terms of marketing targeted at youth (ages 2–17), with $792

million spent. Overall, however, juice and non carbonated

beverages and snack foods ranked higher than breakfast cereal,

with $1.25 billion and $852 million spent, respectively. The

levels of concentration across food and soft drink industries

vary, with carbonated soft drink, cereal, and snack foods

relatively concentrated compared to other food categories (see

Table 2).

Similar to the tobacco and alcohol industries, the soft

drink industry is relatively concentrated, with a Herfindahl–

Hirschman index of 1094.5 in 2007 (Table 2). There is evi-

dence that the soft drink industry might be more cooperative

than predatory in nature, which would render them more

likely to capture demand that does not exist rather than cap-

turing a competing company’s demand (Gasmi et al., 1992).

The Coca-Cola and Pepsi companies are the leading adver-

tisers in the carbonated drink industry, and when the sugar

rationing that was implemented in 1942 ended, soft drinks

advertising on television experienced a significant increase

(Wilcox et al., 2009).

The breakfast cereal industry is characteristic of a very tight

oligopoly, with a Herfindahl–Hirschman index of 2425.5 in

2007 (Table 2). There has been evidence that, within the cereal

industry, incumbent firms often respond to the entry of new

firms with advertising, in order to limit the sales of new en-

trants (Bagwell, 2007, p. 1729). This anticompetitive behavior

may provide support for the persuasive view of advertising in

this context, as opposed to the informative view. Yet Ippolito

and Mathios (1990) suggested that, in response to growing

evidence of fiber’s potential cancer preventing benefit, a ban

on advertising health claims for food products was lifted in

1985. As a result, consumption of cereal increased. (Kellogg

had already begun its advertising campaign highlighting the

link between fiber and cancer in October 1984, in violation of

FDA policy.) The authors suggested that this lowered the

search costs of obtaining health information.

In the food industry, it is not always clear whether adver-

tising is persuasive, informative, or whether it has elements of
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both. Glazer (1981), for example, examined the effect of an

exogenous event on food prices: a newspaper strike in Queens

and Long Island, NY, for 2 months in 1978. According to his

study, the lack of information on prices during that time led to

an increase in prices, perhaps indicating that in this context,

advertising is informative (Bagwell, 2007). This may be be-

cause of the more competitive nature of the market analyzed.

The marketing literature contends that informative advertising

generally occurs in the early stages of a product’s life cycle (to

build brand awareness and generate demand); persuasive ad-

vertising occurs in the growth and early maturity stages of the

product life cycle (when a product has gained a certain level of

brand awareness); and reminder advertising – used to remind

or prompt purchases – are for products that have gained

market acceptance and are in the maturity stage of their life

cycle (Grewal and Levy, 2009).

Some trends in food and beverage consumption are

noteworthy (see Statistical Abstract of the US at http://

www.census.gov/compendia/statab/cats/health_nutrition/food_

consumption_and_nutrition.html). For example, per capita

consumption of total fat increased from 56.9 lb in 1980 to 85.2

lb in 2008. Per capita consumption of carbonated soft drinks

increased from 35.1 gallons in 1980 to 46.4 gallons in 2003.

Whether the link between consumption and advertising is

causal is discussed in more detail below, in the context of ad-

vertising exposure by children.

Researchers have estimated that children’s exposure to ad-

vertising has increased from approximately 20 000 com-

mercials in the late 1970s to over 40 000 commercials in the

early 2000s (Kaiser Family Foundation, 2004). There is par-

ticular concern that food and beverage advertising targeted at

children is harmful, as the nutritional content of these prod-

ucts is questionable, with most being high in fat, sugar, or

sodium (Kaiser Family Foundation, 2004; Powell et al., 2011).

Children may not be rational decision-makers or may not be

able to appropriately differentiate between advertising and

regular programming on television. The exposure to adver-

tising may lead to increased consumption of these products –

suggesting that advertising may be cooperative, leading to an

overall increase in consumption, rather than predatory or

combative – and ultimately contributing to increased rates of

childhood obesity.

There is strong suggestive evidence of the link between

advertising and consumption or obesity (see the comprehen-

sive reports by the Institute of Medicine, 2006, and the Kaiser

Family Foundation, 2004, for excellent reviews of these stud-

ies), yet the potential endogeneity of advertising is an issue.

Endogeneity may arise because of a firm wanting to locate in

areas where demand is already high, which may support the

informative view, as advertising is simply an endogenous re-

sponse to imperfect consumer information (Bagwell, 2007).

Moreover, the advertising/sales ratio may be influenced by

profit margins and other variables (Bagwell, 2007). Higher

levels of advertising may also be more feasible for firms that

are concentrated and profitable.

Companies may also target areas where demand is low to

capture additional demand, maybe revealing their cooperative

nature. At the same time, companies may be cooperative in

areas where demand is high, as mentioned above, to further

increase demand on the intensive margin. If industry behavior

is combative in this context, ordinary least squares estimates

are likely biased upward.

Research suggests that food marketing can have a signifi-

cant impact on consumption among children in the short-

term (Epstein et al., 2008; Halford et al., 2004, 2007; Harris

et al., 2009) and the longer-term (Barr-Anderson et al., 2009).

One study found that adiposity in children increased with

exposure to fast food advertising and that banning those ad-

vertising practices could reduce the incidence of childhood

overweight by 18% (Chou et al., 2008).

The Institute of Medicine (2006) report concluded that

there was substantial evidence that ‘‘food and beverage mar-

keting influences the preferences and purchase requests of

children, influences consumption at least in the short term, is

a likely contributor to less healthful diets, and may contribute

to negative diet-related health outcomes and risks’’ (p. 307).

The report goes on to say that ‘‘[n]ew research is needed on

food and beverage marketing and its impact on diet and diet-

related health and on improving measurement strategies for

factors involved centrally in this research’’ (p. 309). In contrast

to research in the tobacco and alcohol industries on the effects

of advertising on consumption, research in this area is still in

its infancy.

Chou et al. (2008) used an instrumental variables ap-

proach to carefully address the potential endogeneity of ad-

vertising, and found significant effects of televised fast-food

restaurant advertising on body mass index (BMI) and obesity

in children and adolescents, using the National Longitudinal

Survey of Youth (children of the 1979 cohort and the 1997

cohort). The price of an advertisement and the number of

households with a television in the market area served as in-

struments for fast food advertising. These instruments were

found to be valid in that they strongly predicted advertising

yet were legitimately excludable from the BMI equation. The

authors then analyzed potential effects of two types of regu-

lation: (1) treating food advertising as an ordinary business

expense (and thus eliminating the tax deductibility of adver-

tising) and (2) a complete advertising ban on television. Be-

cause the corporate income tax rate was 35%, elimination of

the tax deductibility of food advertising costs would be

equivalent to increasing the price of advertising by approxi-

mately 54%, which in turn would reduce fast-food restaurant

messages seen on television by 40% and 33% for children and

adolescents, respectively, and would reduce the number of

overweight children and adolescents by 7% and 5%, respect-

ively. A ban would reduce the number of overweight children

aged 3–11 by 18% and the number of adolescents aged 12–18

by 14%. Yet this may be an overestimate; as Saffer (2000) had

correctly pointed out, bans on advertising were only effective if

they were comprehensive – covering all media, not simply

television. Otherwise, the industry would simply shift its ad-

vertising expenditures to other media outlets.

Andreyeva et al. (2011) used the Early Childhood Longi-

tudinal Survey (Kindergarten cohort) to show that soft drink

and fast food television advertising is associated with in-

creased consumption of soft drinks and fast food among

elementary school children. They perform several robustness

checks to address the potential endogeneity of advertising.

Little effect was found for cereal advertising, which may be

because of the strong correlation between cereal consumption
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and having breakfast, which promotes reduced overall caloric

intake.

In summary, most evidence points to advertising-induced

expansion effects in the carbonated soft drink and fast-food

restaurant industries, and to weak or nonexistent expansion

effects in the cereal industry.

Compared to the cigarette and alcohol industries, the food

and non alcoholic beverage industries face relatively little

regulation. In light of potential adverse effects of advertising

on obesity, however, some self-regulatory efforts have been put

forth. One such effort is the 2006 Children’s Food and Bev-

erage Advertising Initiative (Council of Better Business Bur-

eaus, 2009), whereby participating companies made efforts to

improve the nutritional quality of foods marketed to children.

Some question these self-regulatory efforts, though, arguing

that a few nutritious products are introduced whereas the

unhealthy products continued to be heavily marketed (Kunkel

et al., 2009).

Several industrialized countries such as Sweden, Norway,

and Finland have banned commercial sponsorship of chil-

dren’s programs. Sweden also does not permit any television

advertising targeting children under the age of 12 (Kaiser

Family Foundation, 2004). There is no similar ban in the US.

The FDA regulates and sets standards for the food industry in

the US, and these standards vary by state. There has, however,

been an increased focus on the potential effect of advertising

on obesity in children. In the White House Task Force on

Childhood Obesity Report to the President, the following

recommendations related to marketing were made, suggesting

that advertising in these industries affect childhood obesity:

• The food and beverage industry should extend its self-

regulatory program to cover all forms of marketing to

children, and food retailers should avoid in-store mar-

keting that promotes unhealthy products to children

(Recommendation 2.5).

• All media and entertainment companies should limit the

licensing of their popular characters to food and beverage

products that are healthy and consistent with science-based

nutrition standards (Recommendation 2.6).

• The food and beverage industry and the media and enter-

tainment industry should jointly adopt meaningful, uni-

form nutrition standards for marketing food and beverages

to children, as well as a uniform standard for what con-

stitutes marketing to children (Recommendation 2.7).

• Industry should provide technology to help consumers

distinguish between advertisements for healthy and un-

healthy foods and to limit their children’s exposure to

unhealthy food advertisements (Recommendation 2.8).

(Solving the Problem of Childhood Obesity within a

Generation, 2010).

The FCC has acknowledged the problem and has partnered

with the FTC and the Task Force on Childhood Obesity. (See

http://reboot.fcc.gov/parents/media-and-childhood-obesity.)

Yet it generally remains the case that an advertisement must

clearly misinform the consumer in order to be regulated.

Increased government involvement in this context is an on-

going debate, with recent studies suggesting that Congress

should become more involved by enforcing corporate

accountability, changing how advertising is treated for tax

purposes, encouraging alternative solutions to regulation,

and utilizing the Interagency Working Group Proposal on

Food Marketing to Children (Termini et al., 2011).

Another issue that has been raised is the Federal government’s

role as advertiser: Beef. It’s What’s for Dinner; Pork. The Other

White Meat; Got Milk?. Most of us have heard these slogans in

advertisements for beef, pork, and milk. Yet many of us are

unaware that they are sponsored by the Federal government,

through its ‘checkoff’ programs (Wilde, 2007), overseen by the

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) starting 1996.

(See the Commodity, Promotion, Research and Information Act

of 1996: http://www.ams.usda.gov/AMSv1.0/getfiledDocNa-

me=STELPRD3479032.) Researchers such as Wilde question the

government’s well-funded federally sponsored checkoff pro-

grams, which ‘‘promote increased total consumption of beef,

pork, and dairy products, including energy-dense foods such as

bacon cheeseburgers, barbecue pork ribs, pizza, and butter’’

(Wilde, 2006). At the same time, the USDA’s Dietary Guidelines

recommend a balanced diet with higher levels of whole grains,

fruits, vegetables, fish, and low-fat dairy products consumption,

which are not advertised by the government to the same degree.

Although weight loss products (discussed in the next sec-

tion) go relatively unregulated, nutritional claims for food and

beverages have been addressed with regulations on food la-

bels, which can be viewed as an indirect form of advertising.

Using the National Health Interview Survey, Variyam and

Cawley (2006) showed that the implementation of new nu-

tritional labels as a result of the Nutrition Labeling and Edu-

cation Act of 1990 (effective in 1994) was associated with a

decrease in body weight and the probability of obesity.

More recently, calorie posting for chain restaurants (with

20 or more stores in a state) was mandated, starting with New

York City in 2008 and eventually becoming a requirement for

all states as part of the new health care law (Adamy, 2010;

Bollinger et al., 2011). Approximately 20 cities or states man-

dated calorie postings on menus after New York City (Adamy,

2010). Preliminary studies for New York have shown mixed

effects on consumption: Bollinger et al. (2011) used data from

Starbucks to find that the average number of calories per

transaction falls, while Elbel et al. (2009) compared New York

to New Jersey to find no significant difference.

Advertising of Weight Loss Products

Perhaps one of the most striking examples of deceptive (and

yet acceptable) advertising is in the OTC weight loss drug in-

dustry. Using magazine and television ads to determine effects

on consumption, Cawley et al. (2010) showed that people are

not as responsive to clearly deceptive advertising compared

with nondeceptive advertising. They concluded that although

nondeceptive advertising may be more cooperative in nature,

deceptive advertising may be more combative in nature, or

have no apparent effect.

Research in this area is new, and yet a striking 20.6% of

women and 9.7% of men have used OTC weight loss products

(Cawley et al., 2010) at some point in their lives. As mentioned

in Section ‘Overview,’ consumers are also ill-informed about

government regulation, with half of all consumers under the
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impression that these weight loss products are approved for

safety and efficacy by the FDA before being sold to the public

(Cawley et al., 2010). These OTC weight loss products may

accurately be placed in the aforementioned third category of

goods that have ‘credence’ attributes (Darby and Karni, 1973),

for which the consumer is unable to accurately evaluate

quality even after consuming the good. For instance, since

medications have person-specific effects, a consumer may not

be able to judge their true effectiveness even after consuming

them. These attributes, combined with high turnover of firms

in this industry, makes deceptive advertising possible.

Although the FTC Act prohibits ‘unfair or deceptive acts or

practices,’ including both misstatement of facts and failure to

disclose important information that consumers should know,

it does not prohibit ‘puffery’ – claims that are so exaggerated

that they are clearly incorrect, and no reasonable person

would truly believe them. Puffery is defined as ‘‘the legal ex-

aggeration of praise, stopping just short of deception, lavished

on a product’’ (Grewal and Levy, 2009).

Advertising of Prescription Drugs

Between 1980 and 2009, expenditures on prescription (Rx)

drugs in the US increased from $12 billion to $250 billion,

representing an increase of 1974% (see Figure 3).

Most of the increase until the mid-1990s followed the growth

in national health expenditures (NHE). However, since around

1995 spending on Rx drugs has outpaced the growth in NHE,

making it one of the fastest growing components of health care

costs. Consequently, the share of drug spending in NHE roughly

doubled between 1994 and 2004, from 5% to 10% (Centers for

Medicare and Medicaid Services - CMS; see Figure 4).
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The growth in the share of prescription drug expenditures

has coincided with the growth in pharmaceutical promotion,

which increased from $11.4 billion in 1996 to $29.9 billion in

2005 (Donohue et al., 2007). The promotion-to-sales ratio for

the pharmaceutical industry is approximately 20%; this com-

pares to an all-industry average of 4–5%. Pharmaceutical

products tend to have experience attributes, a low price elas-

ticity of demand (because of the presence of insurance and

third-party payers), and a relatively high sales-advertising

elasticity – all of which contribute to a high advertising and

promotion intensity.

Promotion of prescription drugs is generally limited to

patented drugs. It includes direct-to-consumer advertising

(DTCA) on broadcast and print media as well as direct-to-

physician promotion (DTPP) through visits by company rep-

resentatives to physician offices (known as detailing), free

samples provided to physicians and advertising in pro-

fessional journals. Although DTPP still comprises most of the

promotional budget, the largest relative increase in promotion

between 1995 and 2005 resulted from the expansion of DTCA

into broadcast media. The share of total promotional spend-

ing allocated to DTCA increased from less than 1% in the early

1990s to 8.6% in 1996 to 14.5% in 2003 (see Figure 5).

This expansion of DTCA was precipitated by the FDA’s

clarification of the rules governing broadcast advertising in

1997 and 1999, making it feasible for companies to promote

via television and radio advertisements. For a number of years,

the FDA had guidelines requiring the advertiser to provide de-

tailed information on usage and risks that is contained in the

drug’s FDA-approved product label insert, thereby confining

ads to print form. The new regulations now require broadcast

advertisements to include only ‘major statements’ of the risks

and benefits of the drug along with directions to alternate in-

formation sources for full disclosure. This clarification of what

constitutes adequate disclosure removed a major barrier that

had initially made TV and radio advertisements infeasible.

Specifically there was no broadcast advertising in 1993, but it

now comprises the primary form of DTCA – amounting to

$2.55 billion in 2005.

These new regulations remain a controversial policy and

are facing increased scrutiny from Congress and consumer

groups. Currently only the US and New Zealand permit

broadcast DTCA. At the heart of this debate is whether

pharmaceutical promotion and advertising are welfare-pro-

moting. The pharmaceutical industry claims that such adver-

tising educates patients on potential treatment options, opens

up lines of communication between the patient and the

physician, and can even increase patient–physician contact or

expand appropriate treatment for under treated conditions,

consistent with the informative view of advertising. Congres-

sional leaders have contended that DTCA raises prescription

drug costs, consistent with brand differentiation and the per-

suasive view of advertising, and requested that the policy be

revisited. Some consumer groups maintain that consumers

may be harmed by misleading advertising and that the recent

expansions in DTCA are responsible for the increases in ex-

penditures on prescription drugs.

Growth in prescription drug spending is broadly driven by

increases in utilization and price, and shifts in the com-

position of drugs being used, all of which may be impacted by

DTCA. A comprehensive assessment regarding the welfare ef-

fects of pharmaceutical advertising and promotion requires

information on three broad but related issues: (1) effects on

primary versus selective demand; (2) effects on price; and

(3) effects on competition. To inform on the first question,

many prior studies gave focus on how DTCA and DTPP have

affected pharmaceutical sales and patient adherence. Rosen-

thal et al. (2003) studied brands in five therapeutic classes

using aggregated US monthly time-series data from August

1996 to December 1999. They employed an instrumental

variables methodology to account for the endogeneity of

DTCA and concluded that consumer advertising was primarily
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effective in raising sales for the entire therapeutic class. Other

studies have also noted this market-expansion effect of DTCA,

and suggested that DTCA may be more effective in increasing

aggregate class demand than in increasing the demand for a

particular drug (Iizuka and Jin, 2005, 2007).

These studies combine broadcast and nonbroadcast DTCA

into a single aggregate measure, and utilize older data from a

time-period when DTCA was just starting to take off and much

of it still comprised nonbroadcast forms. This may obscure

certain effects since the shift in FDA guidelines specifically

applied only to broadcast DTCA; the composition of DTCA

has increasingly shifted away from print and toward television

and radio advertising as broadcast DTCA became more feas-

ible as a form of promotion for the pharmaceutical industry.

Second, both of these forms of DTCA may be expected to have

differential effects on pharmaceutical prices and sales.

Dave and Saffer (2012) utilized monthly data on all pre-

scription drugs in four major therapeutic classes from 1994 to

2005, thereby exploiting the period enveloping the FDA’s shift

in regulations as a natural experiment and exogenous shock to

consumer advertising. They separately analyzed the effects of

broadcast and nonbroadcast DTCA. Based on drug fixed ef-

fects models, they found that broadcast DTCA did impact

own-sales with an elasticity of 0.10, and this response is higher

relative to nonbroadcast DTCA. This study also found some

evidence that class-level DTCA may raise sales for the non

advertised drugs. Assuming that physicians are prescribing an

equally effective drug, this may be a spillover benefit of DTCA

in some cases because non-advertised drugs tend to be older

and also cost less.

Directly bypassing the potential endogeneity of advertising,

Kravitz et al. (2005) examined how DTCA impacts the pre-

scribing behavior of antidepressants in a randomized control

trial setting. Standardized patients, mostly professional actors,

were assigned to visit physicians and make a specific brand

request (referring to a DTC ad), a general drug request, or no

request. Results pointed to the role of brand-specific DTCA in

raising own-demand by leading to a prescription for that

brand, as well as in raising overall class demand.

Additional evidence on the demand effects of DTCA is

also provided by studies that examine patient adherence.

For instance, Bradford et al. (2006), using patient-level data

from 1998 to 2004 merged with DTCA information at the

national and market levels, found that higher levels of DTC

television advertising of statin treatment was significantly as-

sociated with improvements in the likelihood of attaining

cholesterol management goals for at least some patients.

Donohue et al. (2004) studied claims data for depressed pa-

tients between 1997 and 2000 matched with information on

DTCA. They found that consumer advertising of antidepres-

sants was associated with an increase in the number of people

diagnosed with depression who initiated medication therapy

and a small increase in the number of individuals treated with

antidepressants who received the appropriate duration of

therapy.

Studies have also examined the impact of advertising

aimed at health-care providers, which historically has been the

primary form of promotion used by the pharmaceutical in-

dustry. Berndt et al. (1995), for instance, considered the role of

detailing, medical journal advertisements and DTCA in the

market for antiulcer drugs before the shift in FDA guidelines.

The DTCA examined in this study is very limited and confined

only to print media because the study predated the FDA’s shift

in regulations that made broadcast DTCA feasible. They found

the strongest demand effect for detailing and the smallest ef-

fect for DTCA. Many other studies also confirmed larger effects

of physician-directed promotion relative to those for con-

sumer-directed promotion.

Overall, most of these studies point to positive demand

effects of DTCA and DTPP, and generally find that DTCA has

stronger class-level effects whereas DTPP has stronger brand-

specific effects. There is some suggestive evidence from studies

utilizing newer data that DTCA may also have some brand-

specific effects, particularly broadcast DTCA, though all studies

point to DTPP being more effective relative to DTCA in raising

sales. Some of the research also highlights a potential benefit

of DTCA – that is, encouraging consumers to seek treatment

and take their medications as prescribed.

With respect to the effects of advertising and promotion on

price, the evidence is more limited. This paucity of research

partly derives from the difficulty in obtaining salient measures

of Rx drug prices because of the presence of third-party payers

and unobserved rebates from drug manufacturers to third-

party payers.

As underscored by the discussion on the three views of

advertising, the potential effects on price primarily depend on

the strength of scale economies in production and on the

impact of advertising on the price elasticity of demand. Under

the persuasive view of advertising where the shift in demand

becomes relatively more inelastic, advertising raises price as

long as there are no strong economies of scale in production

to counteract the inelastic demand. Under the informative

view of advertising, prices are predicted to decrease because

demand would become relatively more elastic.

The few studies that have focused on advertising-induced

price effects appear to be in accord with the persuasive view.

Rizzo (1999), for instance, found that increased detailing ef-

forts among antihypertensive drugs reduced the price elas-

ticity. This reduction may consequently result in higher prices,

though Rizzo did not examine the direct link between de-

tailing and price. The study was based on pooled annual data

from 1988 to 1993, which predates the DTCA policy shift, and

only considers promotion to physicians. Law et al. (2009)

examined pharmacy data for Plavix (an antiplatelet drug used

to prevent stroke and heart attack in at-risk patients) from 27

Medicaid programs over the period 1999–2005. Plavix initi-

ated DTCA in 2001. This study found that, although there was

no change in the preexisting trend in demand, there was a

sustained increase in cost per unit of $0.40 (11.8%) after the

expansion in DTCA.

Dave and Saffer (2012), utilizing a larger sample of all Rx

drugs in four therapeutic classes, also found that DTCA raised

the average wholesale price, though the estimated elasticity

was of a relatively small magnitude (0.04). Consistent with the

positive impact on price, this study also found that the con-

sumer price response became relatively more inelastic during

the period when DTCA was expanding. Saffer and Dave pre-

sented simulations suggesting that expansions in broadcast

DTCA over 1994–2005 accounted for 19% of the overall

growth in prescription drug spending, with two-thirds of this
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impact driven by an increase in demand and the remainder

because of higher advertising-induced prices.

One challenge faced by these empirical studies concerns

the simultaneity between advertising and pricing decisions.

For instance, Bhattacharya and Vogt (2003) presented a model

of joint price and promotion determination over the drug’s

life cycle. The dynamic profit maximizing strategy for the firm

was to initially employ a relatively high level of promotion

and to set a relatively low price. These levels would not only

increase current quantity demanded, but also raise future de-

mand because high promotion and low prices increased the

physicians’ and the consumers’ stock of knowledge about the

drug. In subsequent periods, promotion could be decreased to

lower costs and price could be raised to increase revenue.

This trajectory of higher prices and lower advertising over

the drug’s life cycle is also consistent with the Dorfman-Steiner

(1954) condition for optimal advertising discussed in Section

‘Overview’; the optimal advertising-to-sales ratio is a positive

function of the elasticity of sales with respect to advertising

and is inversely related to the elasticity of sales with respect to

price. Thus, the decline in advertising over the drug’s life cycle

is consistent with an age-related decline in the sales-adver-

tising elasticity (Berndt, 2006). It is also consistent with an

increase in the price elasticity as the drug ages and newer drugs

enter the therapeutic class. A positive association between

advertising and price inelasticity may thus reflect causality in

both directions – for persuasive goods, advertising may make

demand more inelastic, but ceteris paribus more inelastic de-

mand also leads to a higher optimal level of advertising.

While both Rizzo (1999) and Dave and Saffer (2012) at-

tempted to address this simultaneity through additional con-

trols, the results should be interpreted in the context of the

limitations noted. Nevertheless, these studies point to certain

anticompetitive effects of Rx drug promotion. Further evi-

dence is gleaned from studies that have investigated the effects

of advertising on entry in the pharmaceutical markets. Scott

Morton (2000) found that advertising by branded drugs be-

fore patent expiration and generic entry may have a very small

deterrence effect on subsequent generic entry depending on

the type of advertising, though this effect becomes insignifi-

cant in models which instrument for advertising. In a classic

study, Benham (1972) found that eyeglass prices were sub-

stantially higher in states that prohibited all advertising rela-

tive to states with no restrictions. Prices were slightly higher in

states that allowed only non price advertising than in states

with no restrictions. This strand of the literature suggests that

non price advertising by the Rx industry may exert some small

upward pressure on prices and possibly have anticompetitive

effects, though the evidence is far from conclusive and requires

further study.

In summary, DTCA has emerged as a marketing force in the

US healthcare system and is only expected to grow along with

expenditures on prescription drugs. Although the debate sur-

rounding DTCA is unlikely to be resolved anytime soon,

DTCA should be evaluated both in terms of its costs as well as

its benefits. The benefits derive from improved health because

of increases in the number of individuals using prescription

drugs and increased adherence with drug therapy. Detecting

and treating health conditions at an earlier stage, through

primary care, may also be more cost-effective relative to

treatment at a later stage through acute care. Pointing to an-

other potential benefit of promotion, Kwong and Norton

(2007) found that detailing (but not other types of adver-

tising) may have a significant positive effect on the number of

new products entering into clinical development, with mar-

kets for chronic disease with high levels of detailing being

more attractive to pharmaceutical firms.

Studies that show advertising-induced market expansion

effects generally interpret these findings as welfare-improving.

Although there was certainly an element of improved ad-

herence and expanded treatment underlying the market ex-

pansion, David et al. (2010) showed that increased levels of

promotion and advertising lead to increased reporting of ad-

verse medical events for certain conditions. This suggests that

promotion-driven market expansion could raise the risk that

the drug is prescribed inappropriately. In addition to potential

misuse, the costs of DTCA also result from increased drug

prices and increased use of more expensive drugs in place of

equally effective lower-priced drugs. Higher drug and health

care expenditures in turn can raise insurance premiums and

may lead to a larger prevalence of uninsured.

New Directions

Online Advertising

The Pew Research Center showed that Internet usage among

Americans has increased by approximately 72% since 2000,

with an estimated 46% of respondents using the Internet in

2000 and 79% in 2010 (Pew Research Center, 2011). Resi-

dential broadband subscribers increased from 5.2 million in

2000 to 70.1 million in 2008, a 1248% increase over 8 years.

With more households having access to the Internet, online

advertising, a form of ‘interactive media’ (which also includes

mobile phones) has become more prevalent, as is evident in

Figure 6. Online advertising was in existence in the early

1990s (Li and Leckenby, 2006), yet as Figure 6 reveals, as

recently as 2000 online media suppliers represented less than

5% of total suppliers, compared with 14% in 2009.

As Li and Leckenby (2006) pointed out, ‘‘the internet has

capacities to extend the function of advertising far beyond what

traditional media are able to accomplish... The expanded func-

tion of internet advertising comes from its horizontal integration

of three key marketing channel capacities (communication,

transaction and distribution) and vertical integration of mar-

keting communications, including advertising, public relations,

sales promotion and direct marketing’’ (p. 203).

Figure 7 shows the importance of control ownership by

the advertiser or consumer in determining the effectiveness of

Internet advertising (Li and Leckenby, 2006). This Interactive

Advertising Model (IAM), developed by Rodgers and Thorson

(2000), revealed the increased complexity of Internet adver-

tising as compared with advertising in other media. Some ad

formats are controversial; for example, interstitial ads, which

include pop-ups and pop-unders, could be intrusive and irri-

tating, particularly for individuals who were in ‘search mode’

rather than in ‘surf mode’ (Li and Leckenby, 2006). (Banner

ads, by contrast, are usually viewed voluntarily.) New formats

adopted by Internet advertisers included three-dimensional
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visualization and product placement in online games (Li and

Leckenby, 2006). There were also virtual worlds in which

companies could pinpoint when avatars look at specific ads

(Grewal and Levy, 2009).

The FTC warns advertisers that if they wish to advertise on

the Internet, the same rules apply for electronic advertising as

for other forms of advertising (Federal Trade Commission,

2000). Advertising must not mislead consumers or make

claims that are unsubstantiated. The FTC summary also sets

forth guidelines to protect consumer privacy, particularly

relevant for online advertisers.

Neuroeconomic Framework

Economists have integrated insights from behavioral eco-

nomics and neuroscience in a budding area of research known
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as neuroeconomics. Bernheim and Rangel (2004, 2005), for

instance, presented a theory of addiction based on a neuroe-

conomic framework of decision-making. This area of research

provided a promising new direction for advertising studies on

two fronts. First, the persuasive view of advertising posits that

advertising impacts demand through potentially spurious

brand differentiation, which in turn affects consumer prefer-

ences. However, as Bagwell (2007) noted, studies remain

‘‘agnostic as to the underlying mechanism through which

advertising shifts tastes’’ (p. 1825). Assimilating insights from

neurological research with regard to how decisions are made

can help advance our understanding of the mechanisms

underlying the response to advertising. Second, relevance for

public health and policy requires not just knowing the average

population response but also an understanding of how ad-

vertising particularly affects behaviors of at-risk individuals –

that is, those who impose external costs on others and who are

the targets of public policy. For instance, is advertising pre-

dicted to affect drinking behaviors of heavy alcohol users or

affect junk food consumption habits among overweight/obese

individuals? Neuroeconomic models of decision-making,

particularly in the context of goods with addictive properties,

have distinct predictions in this regard.

Consider the following neuroeconomic model based

on Bernheim and Rangel (2004, 2005). Saffer (2011)

provided a related discussion on alcohol advertising, and

Ruhm (2012) provided a discussion of neuroeconomic

models as they applied to overeating and obesity. Individuals

have been found to rely on two neural systems to make

decisions relating to addictive consumption. One system re-

flects a rational mechanism (RM), where choices and de-

cisions are based on reasoning and rational cost–

benefit calculus. When decisions are made according to the

RM, the individual is in a ‘cold state’ and here the standard

neoclassical demand model is applicable. The other neural

system reflects a hedonic forecasting mechanism (HFM),

where choices are based on ‘cravings’ and short-term rewards.

The HFM does not involve higher reasoning, and is in control

when decisions must be made very quickly. In this case, the

individual is defined to be in a ‘hot state.’ The switching

mechanism between cold and hot states depends on en-

vironmental cues such as advertising, the individual’s addict-

ive stock accumulated through past consumption experience,

and other factors.

Under this neuroeconomic framework, advertising would

increase primary demand and lead to overall market expansion

effects, not just brand-switching effects. The model also indi-

cates that the response to advertising is a learned behavior, and

individuals with a higher addictive stock may be particularly

susceptible to advertising-related cues. Individuals can also

override evaluations of the HFM by exercising cognitive control

and asserting dominance of the RM; this points to individual

heterogeneity in the response to advertising based on factors

that affect the costs of exercising cognitive control.

In summary, it is known from various studies conducted

for healthcare markets that advertising can affect both selective

and primary demand, can be persuasive and in turn affect

tastes and preferences, and can have an average population

response that may mask heterogeneous responses across in-

dividual characteristics, population subgroups, and along the

consumption distribution. It is less clear why these responses

are observed. Integrating insights from cognitive psychology,

neuroscience, behavioral economics, and other disciplines

provides a promising avenue for further understanding these

responses.

Summary

This article has provided a conceptual and empirical frame-

work through which to study the economics of advertising in

the context of markets for health inputs. The Dorfman–Steiner

model positively relates advertising intensity to the adver-

tising-sales elasticity and negatively relates it to the price

elasticity of demand. The competing informative and per-

suasive views of advertising are explored, in addition to the

view of advertising simply as a complement to the advertised

good. Search and experience goods are distinguished and

briefly discussed. These attributes, combined with the prod-

uct’s price and advertising elasticities, generally determine the

advertising intensity of the product.

An analysis of advertising in select health markets is covered,

with a focus on selective versus primary demand effects and

relevance for public health. Econometric studies typically find

effects on consumption for tobacco, soft drinks, fast-food res-

taurants, and prescription drugs, which reflect an advertising-

induced industry expansion effect. For the alcohol industry,

there is some evidence of small positive overall demand effects

for certain segments of the population such as problem

drinkers and youth. More empirical research, however, needs to

be conducted, particularly addressing the potential endogeneity

of advertising. A key obstacle for researchers is the high price of

acquiring detailed advertising data. Currently, advertising data

are only provided by a few companies, including Nielsen and

TNS (now part of Kantar Media).

Future research in this area will increasingly stress the roles

of online advertising, which allows greater targeting of the

product to the potential user, and neuroeconomics, which

may yield insights on the pathways underlying the consumer

response. The emerging research combining behavioral eco-

nomics and neuroscience is timely, for instance, as online

purchases made after exposure to advertising may have higher

probabilities of being ‘hot state,’ impulsive purchases. Some

thoughts are provided on new directions for research in these

increasingly important topic areas.

See also: Advertising Health Care: Causes and Consequences.
Pharmaceutical Marketing and Promotion
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Introduction

This overview starts by giving a brief introduction to the eco-

nomic theory of advertising, including a short presentation of

the two main models of advertising and discussion of how

advertising affects market outcomes in light of these two

models. These theoretical underpinnings are then used to

discuss the causes and potential effects of advertising in health

care markets, with tentative implications for the social desir-

ability of such advertising. A distinction is made between ad-

vertising of health care providers (hospitals or physicians) and

advertising of prescription drugs, which are treated separately

in this overview. Not only does drug advertising constitute the

main bulk of total advertising expenditures in health care

markets but it also involves some particular issues (and con-

troversies) that demand separate attention.

The Economics of Advertising

Advertising is a widespread feature of economic life and has

been a major topic for economic research since the early

twentieth century. This research has led to the emergence of

two distinct and competing views about what advertising is,

with very different implications about the effects – positive as

well as normative – of advertising. We can think of these as

two different models of advertising.

Informative versus Persuasive Advertising

The informative advertising model takes as a starting point

that most markets are characterized by asymmetric infor-

mation, where consumers are ex ante imperfectly informed

and need to search for information about products offered in

the market. Because this search is costly, too few consumers

will learn about the existence, price, and quality of products,

causing market inefficiencies. According to the informative

advertising model, advertising is a means to convey product

information to consumers, which reduces consumers’ search

costs and thus reduces the inefficiencies caused by asymmetric

information.

The persuasive advertising model, however, has a very

different starting point. According to this view, the main

purpose and effect of advertising is to change consumers’

tastes and perceptions about the advertised product. Adver-

tising is therefore a means to create ‘artificial’ product differ-

entiation and brand loyalty, thereby increasing consumers’

willingness to pay for the product. Whereas informative ad-

vertising has a positive effect in terms of reducing information

imperfections, the persuasive view arguably implies that ad-

vertising is socially wasteful because its main effect is to distort

the ‘true’ preferences of consumers.

Effects of Advertising

The informative and persuasive models of advertising predict

very different effects of advertising, particularly with respect to

competition and prices. Because real-life advertising rarely

conforms to either of the two stylized models, but usually

includes both persuasive and informative elements, an as-

sessment of how advertising affects market outcomes, with

corresponding implications for the social desirability of

advertising, is a challenging exercise.

The main purpose of advertising is to increase demand for

the advertised product. However, there are two sources of

demand increases. Advertising could induce consumers to

switch from a similar product offered by a competing firm

toward the advertised one, or it could induce demand from

new consumers who did not previously purchase any product

from the market in question. The former is commonly referred

to as business-stealing, whereas the latter is referred to as

market expansion.

Advertising generally affects market prices. Theoretically,

the price effects depend crucially on whether advertising is

predominantly informative or persuasive. Informative adver-

tising results in more consumers becoming aware of the ex-

istence and objective characteristics (including price) of

available products. This makes demand more elastic (more

price sensitive) and intensifies competition between com-

peting brands, leading to lower prices in the market. However,

persuasive advertising creates artificial product differentiation

and brand loyalty, making consumers less willing to substitute

between competing brands. This makes demand less elastic

and allows firms to charge a higher price.

In many markets, with health care being a prime example,

quality (rather than price) is a key characteristic of the prod-

ucts and services offered. Compared with the price effects, the

effects of advertising on quality is theoretically less well es-

tablished. If quality is observable and firms compete mainly

on quality, informational advertising should lead to higher

quality through increased competition.

However, quality is often not easily observable and it is

therefore harder to assess to which extent advertising contains

truthful information about quality. An important distinction

can be made between search goods and experience goods. The

quality of search goods can be ascertained before the purchase

of the good, whereas the quality of experience goods can only

be confirmed after the good is consumed. This suggests that

producers of experience goods may have stronger incentives to

advertise untruthfully about quality. However, in markets

where consumers generally make repeated purchases, adver-

tising in itself could function as a signal of high quality. Under

the assumption that high-quality goods will be subject to

more repeat purchases, producers of such goods will have

incentives to advertise more to attract more first-time cus-

tomers. This argument does not depend on the truthfulness of

the advertising. Thus, seemingly persuasive advertising could
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have an informational value as a signal of high quality.

However, the empirical evidence of a positive relationship

between advertising and quality is mixed.

Advertising might also affect entry of new firms/products

into the market. The potential entry-deterring effect of adver-

tising is a much-researched topic. From a theoretical view-

point, it is possible that persuasive advertising might deter

entry by creating brand loyalty to incumbent firms’ products,

implying that potential entrants would have to advertise more

to capture these brand-loyal consumers, thereby increasing

entry costs. However, there are also theoretical arguments

suggesting that the optimal entry-deterring strategy is to

underinvest in advertising. The key argument for this seem-

ingly paradoxical result is that reducing the number of loyal

consumers through lower advertising levels is a way for in-

cumbent firms to commit themselves to higher output levels

(or lower prices) in case of entry. Thus, incumbent firms might

be able to deter entry by credibly committing themselves,

through low pre-entry advertising levels, to become tough

competitors post-entry. In either case, the empirical evidence

of entry deterrence through advertising remains ambiguous.

Advertising of Health Care Providers

Below, the basic economics concepts and theories of adver-

tising outlined above are used to discuss advertising in health

care markets specifically. The present section deals with ad-

vertising of health care providers (hospitals or physicians)

while the subsequent section deals with drug advertising.

Why Do Health Care Providers Advertise?

Because advertising is a means to increase demand, health care

providers have incentives to advertise only as long as they can

increase demand. Thus, incentives for advertising essentially

require that providers’ revenues are positively correlated with

demand and that patients are able to choose their preferred

provider. It is therefore no coincidence that health care ad-

vertising is mainly done by private health care providers.

Traditionally, health care advertising has been more prevalent

in the US, which has experienced health care advertising since

the 1970s, particularly from for-profit providers. However, the

introduction of market-based reforms in several European

countries has made advertising relevant also for public (gov-

ernment-funded) health care providers, resulting, for example,

in the lifting of the advertising ban on UK hospitals in 2008.

In general, more competition in health care markets have

been accompanied by a huge increase in advertising by health

care providers (both hospitals and physicians) over the past

couple of decades, although the advertising intensity in the

health care sector remains as a relatively low fraction of total

spending.

Is Heath Care Advertising Informative or Persuasive?

An important characteristic of health care markets is the high

degree of asymmetric information, in which providers have

generally much more information than patients about the

quality of the services offered. This makes informative adver-

tising potentially more valuable as a means to reduce infor-

mational market imperfections. However, because health

services are often complex and highly nonstandard products

that make information harder to assess and compare, this

arguably also increases the scope for persuasive advertising

(for example, by using celebrities to endorse products or ser-

vices). The slower consumers revise their beliefs about quality,

the stronger the incentive to mislead consumers through

persuasive advertising. However, as previously argued, even

purely persuasive advertising might have informational value

if it functions as a signal of quality. This argument is clearly

applicable to health care services, which are better character-

ized as experience goods rather than search goods.

Although the empirical evidence is scant, there exists re-

search indicating that physician advertising leads to higher

prices, which suggests that such advertising is predominantly

persuasive. However, this is clearly an under-researched topic

in the health economics literature.

Direct-to-Consumer Advertising and the Role of Physicians

A distinguishing feature of health care markets is that demand

for health care is often a result of the interaction between

patients and physicians, where, in most health care systems,

general practitioners (GPs) act as gatekeepers to secondary

health care (hospitals) through their referral decisions. Con-

sequently, the effects of direct-to-consumer advertising

(DTCA) must be analyzed and understood in the context of

the physician–patient relationship.

DTCA can in principle have two different effects on de-

mand; it can increase the number of patients seeking treat-

ment for a particular condition and affect the choice of health

care provider for patients seeking treatment. In health care

systems that practice GP gatekeeping, the latter effect is de-

termined by the patient–physician relationship. In a gate-

keeping system, GPs provide information and affect patient

choices. However, a more educated population arguably im-

plies that patients play a more active role (vis-à-vis the GP) in

the process of choosing health care providers, and DTCA is an

alternative source of information for patients.

If the GPs are well-informed perfect agents for patients,

there is little or no role for positive effects of DTCA. In this

case, the patient will only disagree with the GP’s recom-

mendation if he is being misled by false advertising. However,

GPs may not be perfect agents for their patients, either because

GPs are not perfectly informed about available treatments or

the two parties have different preferences with respect to the

type of information they value. For example, GPs may care less

about price information than patients do. Thus, to the extent

that DTCA conveys accurate and relevant information to the

patient, it may have positive effects in terms of reducing

provider–patient mismatches if GPs are not perfectly informed

or they do not always act in the best interest of the patient.

The above discussion ignores the potential effect of

DTCA on the number of physician visits. A more thorough

discussion of DTCA will be given in the context of drug ad-

vertising in the Section Advertising of Prescription Drugs, in

which this is a more contentious issue.
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Is Health Care Advertising Socially Wasteful?

If total demand for health care is relatively advertising-

inelastic, the effect of advertising is mainly business-stealing.

This could improve the matching between patients and pro-

viders, but it could also imply a waste of resources, as a form

of ‘medical arms race.’ This depends on the extent to which

advertising works as an instrument to reduce information

imperfections in the health care market. Informational ad-

vertising can also have a positive welfare effect if it lowers

prices (or raises quality) through increased competition.

If advertising leads to a demand expansion, this could still

be socially wasteful if this expansion is ‘artificially’ created by

persuasive advertising, leading to overconsumption of health

care. However, even persuasive advertising can have positive

welfare effects if such advertising works as a reliable signal of

quality, as discussed in the Section The Economics of

Advertising.

Advertising of Prescription Drugs

In contrast to health care providers (physician or hospitals),

pharmaceutical companies spend a considerable share of

revenues on advertising, often exceeding the share spent on

research and development of new drugs.

With respect to advertising, there is a key distinction be-

tween prescription drugs and so-called over-the-counter

(OTC) drugs. Because OTCs may be sold directly to consumers

without a physician’s prescription, the natural advertising

target is therefore consumers. For prescription drugs, by con-

trast, there are potentially two different advertising targets:

consumers and physicians. Therefore, prescription drugs are

advertised through two different channels: DTCA (if allowed)

and physician detailing. In the following, the two different

channels of prescription drug marketing will be discussed and

compared.

Direct-to-Consumer Drug Advertising

In contrast to advertising of OTC drugs, DTCA of prescription

drugs is currently banned in all developed countries, except in

the USA and New Zealand, although steps towards liberal-

ization have been taken in several countries. In the US, DTCA

has been allowed since the 1980s, though subject to regu-

lation. New and more liberal guidelines were adopted

in 1997.

What are the main effects of direct-to-consumer drug

advertising? There is little doubt that DTCA results in an

increased total number of drug prescriptions, the most im-

portant contributing factor being that DTCA increases demand

for physician consultations. Thus, in addition to direct ad-

vertising costs, there are considerable indirect costs of DTCA

because of a higher number of physician consultations

and more drug prescriptions. The extent to which these

costs are outweighed by higher patient benefits depend on

whether advertising-induced consultations are necessary or

unnecessary, and whether advertising-induced prescriptions

are cost-effective or not.

Like advertising of health care providers, direct-to-

consumer drug advertising could also affect competition be-

tween pharmaceutical companies and thus drug prices. Drug

advertising does not normally contain price information, but

increased information about the existence of competing drug

therapies may increase competition and lead to lower prices.

Although DTCA is mainly undertaken by patent-holding

firms, these are seldom pure monopolies due to the existence

of therapeutic substitutes in many submarkets.

The contentious nature of DTCA of prescription drugs,

reflected in the widespread ban on such activities, requires a

more thorough discussion of the relevant arguments.

A main argument in favor of DTCA is that it contributes to

consumer education by increasing awareness of alternative

drug treatments. This is the standard informative advertising

viewpoint, and the validity of this argument clearly relies on

the informational content of DTCA. However, another im-

portant side-effect of DTCA is that information about alter-

native drug treatments may also increase consumer awareness

about the underlying medical conditions, thus increasing the

likelihood that potentially serious diseases are detected at an

earlier stage.

Besides the potential for reducing informational in-

efficiencies, DTCA arguably also promotes greater patient au-

tonomy by motivating patients to play a more active role in

their treatment. One could also argue that DTCA works to

counterbalance the effect of physician detailing. If persuasive

drug detailing towards physicians leads to a distortion of

prescription choices, this could partly be corrected by making

patients better informed about alternative drug treatments

through DTCA.

However, several arguments have been put forward against

allowing DTCA of prescription drugs. Although DTCA has the

potential to reduce inefficiencies caused by imperfect infor-

mation on the demand side of the market, this requires that

consumers are equipped with sufficient background know-

ledge to understand and properly evaluate the information

given by DTCA. If this is not the case, DTCA might lead

consumers to demand drug treatment against medical con-

ditions that are either nonexistent or better left untreated.

Thus, DTCA might induce overconsumption of drugs and

encourage the use of unnecessary medication. Similarly, DTCA

might also contribute to overmedication by creating a bias in

favor of drug treatment instead of nonpharmacological inter-

ventions, such as lifestyle changes.

Although DTCA can have positive effects in terms of pro-

moting greater patient autonomy, there is also a potential flip

side. If DTCA has mainly a persuasive, rather than an in-

formative effect, this might introduce more costs and strains in

the physician–patient relationship, in which physicians have

to spend more time correcting misinformed views because of

DTCA. Physicians might also face increased pressure from

patients to prescribe new and less-well tested drugs.

DTCA versus Physician Detailing

Although DTCA is banned in most countries, advertising tar-

geted towards physicians – so called detailing – is generally

allowed (though regulated). Indeed, physician detailing con-

stitutes the main share of total drug marketing expenditures.
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This form of drug marketing includes visits by sales repre-

sentatives to physicians, as well as advertising in medical

journals. Because face-to-face advertising is more costly, the

likely impact on prescription choices is also higher.

Like DTCA, physician detailing can, in principle, have both

market-expanding and business-stealing effects. It has a mar-

ket-expanding effect if it increases physicians’ propensity to

choose drug treatment over nonpharmacological treatments,

and it has a business-stealing effect if it affects physicians’

propensity to prescribe drug treatment A over drug treatment

B. Like other types of advertising, detailing can reduce infor-

mational inefficiencies and improve the matches between

medical conditions and drug treatments, if the informational

content of this type of marketing is sufficiently high. However,

it would be naive to disregard the possibility that there is

also a substantial persuasive element to physician detailing. In

fact, empirical studies showing that detailing reduces the price

elasticity of demand suggest the existence of a significant

persuasive effect.

An interesting question is whether DTCA and physician

detailing are complement or substitute marketing strategies for

pharmaceutical companies. Although detailing clearly affects

prescription choices, empirical evidence suggests that DTCA

has a larger effect on physician visits than on prescription

choices, implying that DTCA mainly has a market-expanding

effect. If the effect of detailing is mainly business stealing,

while the effect of DTCA is mainly market expansion, this

suggests that detailing and DTCA are complement strategies:

More DTCA leads to a higher number of physician visits,

which increases the profitability of spending resources on

physician detailing to influence prescription choices.

Thus, if DTCA and physician detailing are complement

strategies, an unintended side-effect of allowing DTCA is that

it would lead to increased levels of physician detailing as well.

Drug Advertising and Generic Competition

A major concern for policy makers and regulators of

pharmaceutical markets is to ensure that competition in the

off-patent market is sufficiently stimulated. An important

question in this respect is how advertising affects competition

in the off-patent market. More specifically, how does

advertising affect the probability of generic entry and how

does it affect price competition between brand name and

generic drugs?

A robust empirical regularity in the off-patent market for

prescription drugs is that brand name drugs are consistently

priced higher than their generic versions. Some early empirical

studies even found that brand name prices tended to increase

after generic entry. From an economics perspective, the per-

sistent positive price difference between brand name and

generic drugs is somewhat puzzling, as competition between

homogeneous products (brand names and their generic ver-

sions) should be expected to lead to fierce price competition

with uniformly low drug prices as a result. This strongly sug-

gests that brand name and generic drugs are vertically differ-

entiated in the eyes of consumers (or prescribing physicians),

where brand name drugs are somehow perceived to be of

higher quality. The most prominent theoretical explanation

for the price difference between brand names and generics is

that it is a result of persuasive advertising of the brand name

drug during the patent period, creating a brand-loyalty that

allows for brand-name drugs to be charged a higher price than

its generic alternatives after patent expiry. Given that brand-

name and generic drug versions have, by definition, identical

active chemical ingredients and absorption rates, the observed

price difference is a strong indicator of a significant persuasive

element in drug advertising, which is usually considered to be

detrimental for welfare.

The vertical differentiation created by brand-name drug

advertising relaxes price competition in the off-patent market

and allows for higher prices, not only of the brand-name drugs

but also of the generic competitors. This suggests that brand-

name drug advertising has potentially two counteracting ef-

fects on generic entry. On the one hand, persuasive advertising

creates brand-loyalty that, all else being equal, reduces de-

mand for generics and makes generic entry less profitable.

However, such advertising creates ‘artificial’ vertical differen-

tiation and relaxes price competition, which, all else being

equal, makes generic entry more profitable. The second effect

is more likely to dominate if advertising also has a market-

expanding effect, which allows for generally higher drug prices

in the market.

Whether advertising stimulates or deters generic entry (i.e.,

which of the two mentioned effects dominates) depends

crucially on the strictness of price regulation in the off-patent

market. If price regulation is very strict, advertising leads to

brand-loyalty without a corresponding increase in prices. In

this case, advertising is likely to have an entry-deterring

effect. However, the price competition effect might domi-

nate if price regulation in the off-patent market is absent or

sufficiently lax.

The above reasoning implies that even purely persuasive

advertising might have positive welfare effects if it induces

generic entry after patent expiration. Persuasive advertising

relaxes price competition by creating artificial vertical differ-

entiation, but this might also induce generic entry that would

otherwise have been deterred because of strong price com-

petition (in the absence of advertising).

Notice that the above discussion implies that, to the extent

that brand-name drug producers can deter entry through ad-

vertising, the nature of the optimal entry-deterring strategy is a

priori ambiguous. Patent-holding firms might overinvest in

advertising in order to build up brand-loyalty and thereby

make generic entry less profitable. However, because adver-

tising may partly benefit generic entrants, through market

expansion and relaxed price competition, the optimal entry-

deterring strategy might instead be to underinvest in

advertising.

Finally, although the results are somewhat mixed and in-

conclusive, the empirical literature on strategic entry deter-

rence in pharmaceutical markets does not seem to produce

very strong evidence that brand name advertising deters entry.

See also: Advertising as a Determinant of Health in the USA.
Competition on the Hospital Sector. Pharmaceutical Marketing and
Promotion. Physician-Induced Demand
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Introduction

This article examines how health and mortality at advanced

ages evolves from conditions early in life. Here, the authors

summarize the findings, examine econometric strategies to

identify causal effects, and discuss the implications of the

findings for public policies aimed at improving population

health.

The larger part of health care that individuals consume

during their life course is concentrated in the final few years of

their life. Proximity to death may be the driving factor of these

costs, but age may also have an additional effect on healthcare

spending. The latter view is in line with a simple health capital

model and implies that in the context of the trend toward

aging, increases in healthcare costs are to be expected. More in

general, healthcare costs across cohorts vary if mortality and

morbidity rates differ across age cohorts. A second empirical

observation is that health is known to be very unevenly dis-

tributed at advanced ages.

Socioeconomic differences are important determinants of

late-life health variation across individuals. There is a strong

connection all over the industrialized world between an in-

dividual’s current socioeconomic status (SES) and his/her

current health (the association between income and health is

commonly denoted as ‘the gradient’). The magnitude of this

gradient differs across countries, and SES-related inequality in

health has increased over the past decades. Clearly, the stat-

istical relation between SES and health can also be explained

by a reverse causality from health to SES, or by a mutual de-

pendence of SES and health on common determinants such as

genetic characteristics, education, or conditions early in life.

This naturally leads to a dynamic view in which causal path-

ways between various factors may create associations between

SES and health at different stages of life.

Recent evidence suggests that much of the association be-

tween SES and health during middle age and old age is driven

by a causal effect of health on SES, rather than the other way.

Furthermore, already at relatively young ages, substantial

health differences exist between different SES groups. Recent

papers in this area (see Van den Berg and Lindeboom, 2007,

for a survey) suggest that the determinants of health and SES-

related differences in health may originate earlier in life.

Heckman et al. (2006) show that ‘‘early intervention programs

targeted to disadvantaged children have had their biggest ef-

fect on noncognitive skills: motivation, self-control, and time

preference,’’ and that these noncognitive skills are powerful

predictors of educational attainment, lifestyle, and health be-

haviors. Their work also shows that for severely disadvantaged

children early-childhood interventions are important and can

have a long-lasting effect on cognitive and noncognitive

functioning.

Motivated by the above, the authors therefore start with a

discussion of the relationships between conditions early in

childhood and later-life health. Section Causal Effects of Early-

Life Conditions reviews the epidemiological and economic

literature in this field, presents evidence of the importance of

early-childhood conditions for later-life outcomes, discusses

the methodological problems in this area when researchers

have to rely on observational data, and proposes appropriate

research designs that allow one to assess the causal effect of

early-childhood conditions on health and mortality later in

life. Section Indirect Effects: Causal Pathways from Early

Childhood by Way of Education to Later-Life Morbidity and

Mortality discusses mechanisms that may underlie the causal

effect of early-childhood conditions, focusing on the role of

education. Section Summary and Implications for Health

Policy concludes and addresses policy implications.

Causal Effects of Early-Life Conditions

Empirical Approaches and Empirical Findings

For expositional reasons, this section begins with a subsection

on the methodological approaches used in the empirical lit-

erature to detect long-run effects of early-life conditions. This

includes a discussion of empirical findings that capture the

overall causal effect. The overall effect can be a direct causal

effect or it can be the result of a causal pathway that involves

intermediate events during life. Section Direct and Indirect

Long-Run Effects discusses the difference between direct and

indirect effects in more detail. Section Indirect Effects: Causal

Pathways from Early Childhood by Way of Education to Later-

Life Morbidity and Mortality discusses empirical studies of

indirect effects that include data information on events

occurring along the pathway of interest.

A natural starting point to analyze whether early-life con-

ditions are important is to compare health and mortality

outcomes among elderly individuals who faced different liv-

ing conditions early in life. Empirical studies have shown that

adverse socioeconomic conditions early in life are associated

with susceptibility to a wide range of health problems later in

life. Similarly, medical studies have shown that individuals

with a low birth weight (sometimes adjusted for gestation

time) are more likely to suffer from health problems later

in life.

Observed associations do not necessarily imply the pres-

ence of causal effects of early-life conditions. Individual

socioeconomic and medical conditions during early child-

hood and health outcomes later in life may be jointly affected

by unobserved heterogeneity. For example, certain genes may

simultaneously influence the average level of the parents’ in-

come, the birth weight, and the health outcomes later in life.

To be able to detect causal effects, one needs to observe ex-

ogenous variation in the early-life conditions, and relate this

to outcomes later in life. In all fairness, it should be noted that
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even if descriptive studies do not capture causal effects, they

are still useful from an intervention point of view. Markers

for unfavorable future health outcomes can be used as a flag

for monitoring or initiating interventions to mitigate such

outcomes.

A recent approach has recently become popular to detect

causal effects, by using data on indicators Z of individual

conditions X early in life with the following property: the only

way in which the indicator Z can plausibly affect high-age

morbidity or mortality Y is by way of the individual early-life

conditions X. (An extreme example is where Z is the outcome

of a lottery in which individuals with a baby may win some

money. More common examples are given below.) By analogy

to the econometrics literature, such indicators Z may be called

instrumental variables. Typically, these are not unique

characteristics of the newborn individual, his/her family, or

household, but rather temporary characteristics of the macro-

environment into which the child is born. In that case they are

also called contextual variables. Indicators Z with the above

‘exclusion restriction’ property do not give rise to endogeneity

and simultaneity biases, because they are exogenous from the

individual’s point of view. Moreover, they do not have direct

causal effects on health later in life except through early-life

conditions. If one observes an association between such an

indicator Z and the health outcome Y later in life, then one

can conclude that there is a causal effect of early-life con-

ditions X on that health outcome Y.

In the current context, three types of such ‘instrumental

variables’ Z may be distinguished. First is the season of birth.

The idea is that the month of birth has no other effect on

health outcomes later in life than by way of the early-life

conditions of the child. Note that this requires that the com-

position of newborns is not systematically different across

seasons, in terms of unobserved characteristics of the new-

borns. The literature has typically found significant effects of

the season of birth on the mortality rate later in life, with an

order of magnitude of a few months of extra lifetime if one is

born in the fall, as compared with the late spring. In the

southern hemisphere, these effects are mirror-imaged, in the

sense that the effect of a month of birth is similar to the effect

of the month half a year earlier or later in the other hemi-

sphere. In equatorial areas, seasonal effects are in accordance

to what constitutes the rainy (monsoon) and the dry season.

A second type of exogenous variation is provided by epi-

demics, wars, famines, and other disastrous events. Lumey

et al. (2011) provide an excellent overview. For a recent

example, see Lindeboom et al. (2010), who examine whether

exposure to nutritional shocks early in life affects later-life

mortality. They use historical data that include the period of

1845–48, which includes the Dutch potato famine. During

this period, potato crops failed due to the Potato Blight disease

and bad weather conditions. They found strong evidence for

long-run effects of exposure to the Potato famine. The results

were stronger for boys than girls and lower social classes ap-

peared to be more affected than higher social classes. Studies

based on the Dutch ‘hunger winter’ under German occupation

at the end of World War II and on China’s great famine in-

dicated significant long-run effects on adult morbidity, but not

on adult mortality. These studies confirmed that malnutrition

has a separate effect on adult morbidity (and sometimes)

mortality. Experimental animal research has also provided

support for the theory that there are long-run effects of mal-

nutrition during pregnancy.

Almond (2002) examines individuals born around the

time of the 1918 influenza epidemic. He finds significant ef-

fects on the mortality rate later in life, and this finding has

been confirmed by subsequent studies using epidemics.

Similar to many of these studies, Almond investigates pri-

marily the sign and significance of the mortality-rate differ-

ences between birth cohorts, and not the exact size of the

effect. This is because the interest ultimately is not in the

size of the effect of the indicator Z on the mortality rate,

but in the issue of whether there is a causal effect from early-

life conditions X on the mortality rate. Long-run effects may,

of course, be nonlinear in terms of early-life conditions. In

that case, the relevance of long-run effects of disastrous con-

ditions may be limited, and may not lead to a full under-

standing of the effects of less spectacular variation in early-life

conditions.

A third approach was pioneered by Bengtsson and Lind-

ström (2000). They use the transitory component (or devi-

ation) in the price of rye around the time of birth as an

indicator of food accessibility early in life – any observed re-

lation between this indicator and the mortality rate later in life

signifies the existence of a long-run causal effect of food ac-

cessibility on mortality later in life. Similarly, the transitory

component in the local infant mortality rate was used as an

indicator of exposure to diseases early in life. This study uses

data from a relatively small area in Sweden from the eight-

eenth and nineteenth centuries. The results indicate that in-

dividuals born in years with epidemics lived on average a few

years less than otherwise, conditional on surviving the epi-

demic itself. Van den Berg et al. (2006) use the state of the

business cycle at early ages as a determinant of individual

mortality. Cyclical macroeconomic conditions during the

pregnancy of the mother and childhood might affect mortality

later in life because they are unanticipated and affect house-

hold income. In a recession, the provision of sufficient nutri-

ents and good living conditions for children and pregnant

women may be hampered. Van den Berg et al. (2006) find that

the average lifetime duration in the Netherlands in the nine-

teenth century was reduced by approximately 1–3 years if the

individual is born in a recession, as compared with having

been born in a boom (under otherwise identical conditions

during life, and conditional on surviving early childhood).

Van den Berg et al. (2011) find analogous effects on cardio-

vascular mortality, using Danish data.

One important requirement for the analysis of causal long-

run effects of early-life conditions is that the individual data

cover a sufficiently long time span. After all, the dates of birth

and death (or high-age health) must be observed for a sub-

stantial number of individuals. An implication of this re-

quirement is that the existing studies have necessarily

considered cohorts of individuals who were born a long time

ago. In this sense, the most recent evidence comes from

studies of individuals born in the Dutch hunger winter

(1944–45) and from studies of more recent birth cohorts from

developing countries. One way to circumvent this restriction

would be to focus on adult health proxies such as adult height

(see the upcoming sections).
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Direct and Indirect Long-Run Effects

Empirical Approaches and Empirical Findings listed studies

that use exogenous variation in the environment to show that

there are causal effects from early childhood on later-life

morbidity and mortality. The present subsection briefly sets

out the main mechanisms underlying these long-term causal

effects. Although there are many ways in which early-life

conditions may affect outcomes later in life, it can be dis-

tinguished roughly between two main views.

First, adverse prenatal and postneonatal (from birth to 12

months) conditions can have a direct effect on later-life

morbidity and mortality. The main idea is that the develop-

ment of vital organs and the immune system is programmed

when the body is exposed prenatally or just after birth to

adverse conditions. According to the ‘developmental pro-

gramming’ or ‘fetal origins’ hypothesis), this may lead to in-

creased vulnerability to chronic diseases in later life. The most

commonly mentioned factors mentioned in the literature are

malnutrition and exposure to infectious diseases. Other fac-

tors are increased stress in the household and lower income to

cover housing accommodation costs. Most of the empirical

studies mentioned in this section are consistent with a direct

effect. As it can be seen, in order to detect long-run effects, it is

natural to focus on temporary shocks around the birth date.

Any long-run effect found in this way could be a direct effect.

Moreover, the estimated size of the mortality effects is usually

moderate and in line with the medical evidence. The type of

shock is informative regarding whether the effect concerns

malnutrition, disease exposure, other adverse conditions, or

just bad conditions in general.

Exposure to infectious diseases and malnutrition is likely

to be less relevant for the developed world today than it was in

the past. However, Bozzoli et al. (2009) recently examined the

effect of income and disease exposure on adult height in

populations, where height is used as a proxy for lifetime

health. They use postneonatal mortality as a measure for nu-

trition and disease load in early childhood and examine their

effect on height for cohorts born from 1950 to 1980 in the US

and 11 European countries. They find a strong negative rela-

tionship between adult height and the burden of disease and

malnutrition.

According to the second main view, adverse conditions

early in life have indirect effects in that they may be the start of

a causal chain of events or pathways during life that leads to

worse health later in life. For instance, poor early-life con-

ditions may lead to poor health early in life and later in

childhood, which may affect educational outcomes and sub-

sequently social status and health in adulthood. Or, more

generally, a poor start may affect an individual’s life career,

which may ultimately lead to higher mortality rates. The

authors discuss this view in more detail below, but before that

it is good to note that some studies have stressed that it is the

interaction with social factors later in life that determines

whether people who are exposed to adverse early-childhood

conditions will be more vulnerable to ill health in later life.

For example, among individuals born in recessions, the de-

cline in mental fitness after experiencing a negative life event

at high ages (such as a stroke, surgery, illness, or death of a

family member) is worse. Among women, marriage leads to

increased mortality in child-bearing ages, but this increase is

smaller if the woman was born under favorable economic

conditions around birth, as captured by the business cycle

early in life. In a similar vein, the body accommodates to

stress, and that it is repeated stress that leads to higher risks of

chronic diseases.

Indirect Effects: Causal Pathways from Early
Childhood by Way of Education to Later-Life
Morbidity and Mortality

Figure 1 shows the main causal pathways that are considered.

Note that compared to all the previous sections, the setting

has been expanded: it is not restricted to the pathways that can

be tracked down to the causes early in life, but also other

possible determinants of later health are considered. The dir-

ect effect that links infant health to later-life morbidity and

mortality is not discussed explicitly here (see Section Causal

Effects of Early-Life Conditions).

Note that the methodological complications in the case of

indirect effects are even larger than in the case of direct effects.

In the former case, most studies typically restrict attention to

just one of the arrows in the diagram, conditioning on the

individual position at the starting point of the arrow. In gen-

eral, this starting position can be endogenously affected by

earlier events in the life of the individual or by unobserved

determinants that also have a causal effect on the outcome.

The Effect of Child Health on Educational Attainment

Quite a few studies in the development literature study the

effect of child health or child nutrition on schooling out-

comes. Ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates generally sug-

gest a strong association between child health or nutrition and

educational attainment. Several studies have tried to assess the

causal effect of child health via Instrumental Variable ap-

proaches and sibling fixed-effect approaches. These studies

seem to confirm the naı̈ve OLS estimates, but the size of the

effect is generally larger. Miguel and Kremer (2004) used a

Educational attainment

Infant health

Later life morbidity and mortality

Socioeconomic position and health
at start of labor market career

Conditions early in life
(Parental education/financial situation/genetics)

Figure 1 A graphic representation of the indirect effects of early-
childhood conditions.
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randomized experiment to evaluate a program of a school-

based treatment with a deworming drug in Kenya and found

that absenteeism in treatment schools was substantially lower

than in comparison schools, and that deworming increased

schooling by approximately 1 month per pupil treated.

The literature for developed countries is small. Case et al.

(2005) used British data from the Child Development Study

to look at (among other things) the effect of childhood health

on educational attainment. They found a strong association

between childhood health and later educational attainment. It

appears that the presence of chronic conditions in childhood

has a stronger impact on educational attainment than does

health at puberty. Their conclusion: the negative effect of bad

health is cumulative in its effect on education. These results

are based on observational data that follow a single cohort,

which makes it difficult to make causal statements. Case and

Paxson (2006) use adult height as a measure for childhood

conditions and childhood health, and find that the height

premium in adulthood (i.e., better labor market outcomes for

taller people) can be explained by childhood scores on cog-

nitive tests and by the fact that taller children selected into

occupations that have higher cognitive skill requirements.

Currie and Stabile (2003) examine the relationship between

several common health disorders, such as attention deficit

hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), depression, anxiety, and ag-

gression, on future educational outcomes. They conclude that

early-childhood mental health problems affect educational

outcomes and that there is little evidence that income protects

against the negative effects of mental health. A recent and

innovative approach of Ding et al. (2006) focuses on a specific

set of conditions (ADHD, depression, and obesity), and uses

genetic markers that strongly predict these conditions as in-

struments. They find strong effects of these health conditions

on student grade point averages. The larger part of this effect

seems to be driven by the effect for females; for males they

find no effect.

The Effect of Education on Later Health and Mortality

Since Cutler and Lleras–Muney (2007) recently provided an

excellent review of the literature on education and health,

there is no need to fully review the papers discussed in their

study, and can be drawn from their findings. Cutler and Lleras

Muney performed some analyses of their own that confirm the

strong association between education and (later-life) health.

There is evidence for a causal effect of education on health.

The most convincing evidence comes from studies that use

changes in minimum schooling laws. This implies that one

can make statements about the effect of additional schooling

only regarding those who are at the bottom of the schooling

distribution. Identifying which mechanisms generate these

causal impacts remains speculative. The better educated have

the better jobs and higher incomes, which may lead to better

health and lower mortality rates at later ages. Case and Deaton

(2003) find that people in manual occupations have worse

self-reported health, and that there is a greater rate of health

declines in these occupations. Their argument: much of the

differences in health are driven by health-related absence from

the labor force. Smith (2005) found that current and lagged

financial measures of SES have no effect on future health, but

that education does. This holds for older and for younger

workers, thereby suggesting a potentially important role for

factors such as the rank in the social distribution, the ability to

process information and health behaviors.

The Whitehall studies of British civil servants show that

morbidity and mortality fall with increases in social class. A

low position in the social distribution leads to low control and

high (job) demands, which in turn lead to stress, which puts

workers at risk for cardiovascular disease. There is a strong

relation between a measure for control and cardiovascular

disease risk and this relationship also holds for non-civil ser-

vants. Cutler and Lleras–Muney (2007) argue that social pos-

ition cannot be the main determinant of SES-related health

differences. Life expectancy has increased in the developed

world over the past three decades, although income inequality

and crime have increased and social networks generally have

become smaller. Also, some studies have shown that there are

gradients in diseases that are not related to stress.

Schooling provides individuals with skills that help them

acquire and process information, which helps them make

better decisions. For example, consumer health information

has been shown to increase the demand for medical services.

More information increases the probability of care use, but

conditional on care use, the quantity of care use is not related

to information. Apparently, poorly informed consumers tend

to underestimate the productivity of medical care in treating

disease. However, differences in knowledge by SES create only

modest differences in health behaviors by SES. Indeed, as

noted by Cutler and Lleras–Muney (2007), although both

educated and uneducated people today are well aware of the

dangers involved with smoking, smoking is still more preva-

lent among the uneducated. Of interest is whether this asso-

ciation between smoking and schooling is causal, and if so,

what mechanisms drive this effect. This can be addressed using

Vietnam draft-avoidance behavior as an instrument for college

attendance. The cohort of males born between 1945 and 1950

could avoid the Vietnam draft by enrolling into college, and

this can be used as an instrument for college enrolment. The

female cohort born between 1945 and 1950 can be used as a

control group. It turns out that the level of education does

causally affect smoking, and that those who initiated smoking

are more likely to stop once they enter college. Peer effects or

endogenous time preferences are likely to be important de-

terminants. Improved information-processing capabilities due

to increased schooling do not seem to be important. Sub-

jective time discount rates are not related to smoking, but

more general measures of time preference and self-control,

such as impulsivity and financial planning, are related to

smoking.

Summary and Implications for Health Policy

The literature suggests that long-run effects of early-childhood

conditions are important for morbidity and mortality later in

life. There are roughly two channels: direct long-run effects

due to ‘programming,’ and indirect effects via education,

health, and SES at different points in the life course.
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Direct effects are likely to be quantitatively relevant for

developing countries, where exposure to extreme conditions is

more common, and where behavior later in life may be less

successful in mitigating early-life effects. There are, however,

some other studies that point toward the relevance of en-

vironmental insults, disease exposure and malnutrition for

cohorts born in the twentieth century in developed countries.

Of importance for healthcare policy is that this suggests that

one can expect mortality differentials across different cohorts

and that the younger cohorts do not necessarily live longer in

better health. Also, policies focused on vulnerable families

(those living in poor circumstances, exposed to stress, and

employing bad health behaviors) can be effective in im-

proving the health of the next generation.

Childhood conditions may affect child health, and this

may persist into adulthood. The evidence on the effect of

family income is mixed, at least for developed countries –

although any effect that might be found is expected to be

modest. Most studies point at a potentially strong role for

the family-specific environment. This includes parenting

skills, health behaviors, and maternal and paternal health.

Maternal health is probably the most important determinant

for child health. This does not mean that there is no role for

health policies. Policies aimed at improving the health of

young adolescents can be effective in improving the health of

the next generation. These interventions may reverse the im-

pact of a poor start early in life and improve health in ado-

lescence and beyond.

Education is undoubtedly one of the strongest determin-

ants of health in later life. Education increases income and

labor market opportunities and positively affects health-

enhancing behavior. The effect of education on health be-

havior is causal and likely to be of core importance for health

later in life. Policies focusing on educational outcomes should

intervene at early ages. Recent work Heckman et al. (2006)

shows that early intervention programs targeted to disadvan-

taged children have their biggest impact on noncognitive skills

such as motivation, self-control, and time preference. Studies

cited in The Effect of Education on Later Health and Mortality

show the importance of these factors for health behaviors.

Heckman et al. (2006) show that these noncognitive skills

strongly influence schooling decisions and later wages.

In sum, with new cohorts one should focus on early health

and education interventions. It would be useful to screen ba-

bies and young children at their household circumstances, to

determine whether nutrition, heating, stress levels, and other

indicators are at acceptable levels. Programs targeted to chil-

dren of disadvantaged households should be implemented at

an early age. Among existing cohorts, it is useful to screen

individuals born in particularly adverse conditions, to verify

whether they are susceptible to cardiovascular disease and

other diseases thought to be programmed early in life.

It is important to emphasize that even if early-life con-

ditions have a small overall effect on the per-period morbidity

or mortality rate later in life, it may nevertheless be very im-

portant from a policy point of view to intervene in the lives of

individuals with an adverse starting position. After all, the

benefits of such interventions will be reaped over a very long

time period, and intervention is facilitated by the fact that

there is a time interval in between a particular cause and the

moment its effect materializes. This is quite different from the

instantaneous effects of current events on the health of elderly

individuals, like a summer with unusually high temperatures.

Such instantaneous effects may be large, but they may be

relevant only over a short period, and policy makers would

have to react very quickly to prevent the negative health

implications.

See also: Education and Health. Fetal Origins of Lifetime Health
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Introduction

Alcohol is extremely prevalent in contemporary society. Ac-

cording to the World Health Organization, in 2005 the per

capita alcohol consumption totaled 6.13 l of pure alcohol for

every person age 15 and older worldwide. More than a quarter

of this consumption is estimated to be from illegal or home-

made production and thus not likely to be reflected in

standard statistics on alcohol sales. People in the developed

world drink much more heavily than people in less developed

places such as sub-Saharan Africa. Populations with strong

religious prohibitions on drinking (e.g., the Islamic faith) also

exhibit much lower drinking rates. Beverage type varies sub-

stantially throughout the world: In many European and South

American countries, wine is the primary alcoholic drink con-

sumed. In the Western Hemisphere, Northern Europe, and

Australia, beer is the most widely consumed alcoholic bever-

age. For example, in the US a little more than half of total

alcohol sales is attributable to beer, approximately a third is

spirits, and the remainder is wine. Worldwide, however, nearly

half of the total consumption is attributable to neither beer

nor wine but rather spirits (which is more common in

southeast Asia).

Alcohol consumption has remained relatively stable

throughout the world since 1990. With respect to demo-

graphic patterns worldwide, men are much more likely to

drink and to drink more heavily than women, although it is

notable that almost half of all men and two-thirds of all

women in the world did not consume alcohol in the past 12

months. Heavy episodic drinking varies substantially across

the world in complex ways. For example, it is not always the

case that high per capita consumption is associated with

higher rates of heavy episodic drinking: Many Western Euro-

pean countries, for example, have very high per capita con-

sumption rates despite having low heavy episodic drinking

rates, suggesting that patterns of drinking in those countries

are more moderate. Moreover, it is not always the case that

higher income countries have higher rates of heavy episodic

drinking within a broad geographic area: In Europe and the

Americas, for example, heavy episodic drinking is more

prevalent in the lower income countries, whereas in Africa and

southeast Asia, the relationship is reversed.

Alcohol consumption has both positive and negative as-

pects. The positives derive from the fact that people enjoy

consuming alcohol, moderate alcohol has been suggested to

have some health benefits, and there is ample evidence that

drinkers earn more than abstainers in developed countries.

The most commonly cited negatives include the problem that

some of the social aspects of drinking and the direct

pharmacological effects of alcohol can lead to a variety of

adverse outcomes such as premature death and illness, crime,

risky sexual activity, and alcohol dependence. Economists and

economics have played an important role in informing the

policy and academic debate about alcohol use and alcohol

control by providing a conceptual framework for evaluating

not only the costs but also the benefits of alcohol use when

thinking about optimal alcohol control and by measuring and

testing the relationships among alcohol use, alcohol control

policies, and outcomes. This article discusses the economics of

alcohol use and alcohol control policies and provides a very

broad summary of what is known about the causes and con-

sequences of alcohol consumption.

Alcohol’s Pharmacological Profile

A substantial portion of the economics research on alcohol

addresses whether and to what extent alcohol causes adverse

outcomes such as premature death and morbidity. The most

prominent channel through which these adverse events are

thought to occur is biological. People’s ‘blood alcohol con-

centration’ (BAC) from drinking affects their level of impair-

ment. The most important determinant of impairment is the

size of the dose. The number of drinks consumed, the speed

with which they are consumed, and the alcohol content of the

drinks are the major determinants of the dose. Dose size is

moderated by numerous individual characteristics. Heavier

and more muscular individuals have more water mass and as a

consequence will reach a lower BAC than a smaller, less

muscular individual who has consumed the same amount of

alcohol. Individuals also differ substantially in the rate at

which the liver metabolizes alcohol. For example, there is

evidence that older individuals metabolize alcohol more

slowly than younger individuals and that chronic drinkers

metabolize alcohol more rapidly than less frequent drinkers.

Generally speaking, a 160 lb man will reach a BAC of

0.02% (or 2 g per 100 mm of blood) after one standard-sized

drink (roughly one shot (1–1.5 oz) of liquor, one 12 oz beer,

or one 5 oz glass of wine). That same man will reach a BAC of

0.05%, 0.07%, 0.09%, and 0.12% after two, three, four, and

five drinks, respectively, and will accordingly reach increas-

ingly higher BACs with successive drinks (assuming no time

between drinks). A similarly sized woman will, on average,

reach a higher BAC after the same number of drinks due to

sex-specific differences in body composition.

Though the exact level of impairment at a given BAC varies

from person to person, intoxication due to alcohol usually

follows several stages associated with different BAC levels. At

low BACs (below 0.05%), alcohol can induce enjoyment,

happiness, and euphoria characterized by increased sociability

and talkativeness. Loss of inhibitions and reduced attention

are also characteristic of this level of intoxication. At higher

BACs (0.06–0.10%), disinhibition is more apparent, as are

impairments in judgment, coordination, concentration, re-

flexes, depth perception, distance acuity, and peripheral vi-

sion. Because these impairments can be dangerous in certain

environments, many countries set the BAC at which a driver is

considered legally impaired at approximately 0.05% or 0.08%
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(and often lower for younger or less experienced drivers). In

the range 0.11–0.30% BAC, individuals experience exaggerated

emotional states, including anger and sadness; they may also

have a higher pain threshold, reduced reaction time, loss of

balance, slurred speech, and moderate-to-severe motor im-

pairment. At extremely high BACs (above 0.35%), individuals

are likely to suffer from incontinence or impaired respiration,

or they may lose consciousness and even die from respiratory

arrest. For lower levels of BAC, many of the effects have been

documented in controlled laboratory settings, particularly

impairments of driving-related skills and tasks, as well as

aggression.

Alcohol’s pharmacological profile is distinct from that of

other commonly consumed drugs. Probably the closest to al-

cohol in its pharmacological effects is cocaine, which has

similarly been shown to increase aggression, reduce self-con-

trol, and increase irritability. Amphetamines can also produce

an increase in aggression; however, unlike the aggression in-

duced by alcohol, it is sometimes accompanied by a paranoid

psychotic state that may independently contribute to violent

acts. In contrast, marijuana has generally been found to in-

hibit (rather than promote) aggressive behavior in humans,

mice, and primates. Similarly, opiates have been shown to

decrease aggressive behavior and hostility in animals and

humans, though the period of opiate withdrawal is usually

characterized as increasing risk for aggressive behaviors. Thus,

alcohol has a pharmacological profile that is significantly

different from that of the most commonly consumed

illicit drugs.

The differential pharmacological effects of alcohol and

other drugs on human behavior raise a potentially important

issue regarding the economics of alcohol regulation. Specif-

ically, it is possible that alcohol use is fundamentally linked to

the use of other drugs. If alcohol and other drugs are com-

plements in consumption, then an increase in the price of

alcohol (through, e.g., stricter regulations) will reduce not

only drinking (through the own-price effect) but also the use

of other drugs (through a cross-price effect). In contrast, if

alcohol and other drugs are substitutes in consumption, then

an increase in the price of alcohol will reduce drinking but will

lead to an increase in the use of other drugs. Existing research

is mixed on this question, but these relationships are im-

portant to consider when designing optimal alcohol control

policies because the effects of those policies on the use of

other drugs – and the independent effects of other drug use on

outcomes – need to be acknowledged.

Economics Perspectives on Alcohol Use and Alcohol
Regulation: Distinguishing Factors

Economics may not be the first discipline that comes to mind

as relevant for studying alcohol. As such, it is useful to clarify

the distinguishing characteristics of the economics way of

thinking that are relevant for understanding this important

topic. Arguably one of the most important distinctions is that

economists put value not only on the costs of alcohol con-

sumption in terms of productivity losses, health impairments,

and criminality but also on the benefits of alcohol con-

sumption. That is, a great deal of alcohol consumption is

utility increasing, and these benefits of drinking must be taken

into account when considering tighter restrictions on alcohol

availability. The public health tradition, in contrast, generally

calls for stricter alcohol control to reduce alcohol-related

harms without consideration for the benefits of drinking that

accrue to most moderate drinkers. Economics recognizes that

adoption of stricter alcohol control policies for the purposes

of harm reduction imposes deadweight loss on moderate, re-

sponsible consumers. Higher taxes, for example, may reduce

alcohol consumption by people whose drinking causes them

to be at risk for adverse health events or to commit crime but

may also reduce the consumption by law-abiding drinkers.

Because a large share of the population consumes alcohol and

does so in a responsible way, the foregone value of alcohol

consumption by this group cannot be easily dismissed.

This does not mean that economists oppose any move to

tighten alcohol restrictions. But the discipline does provide a

unified framework for thinking about the conditions under

which government intervention in the form of alcohol control

may be justified. Specifically, if drinkers impose costs on other

members of society (e.g., an alcohol-involved driver may kill

or injure someone, or a drinker may commit a crime against

someone), it is said that the marginal social costs of alcohol

are greater than the private costs (i.e., there is a negative ex-

ternality), leading unregulated private markets to result in too

much alcohol consumption and resulting in alcohol-related

harms. In this case, economics theory justifies correcting this

behavior in a variety of ways. Next, a host of alcohol control

regulations are described that have been proposed and

adopted across many places and that deal with the negative

externality problem in very different ways. It is important to

remember, however, that because economists value both the

benefits of drinking and the harms, the socially optimal level

of alcohol consumption and alcohol-related harms will be

lower than in a completely unregulated environment but will

be strictly positive.

A final distinguishing feature of the economics tradition

with respect to research on alcohol use and alcohol control is

that the discipline of economics has been a leader in the social

and public health sciences in advancing methodologies re-

garding causal inference. In many cases, including alcohol

consumption, researchers are faced with the problem that

observed associations between a treatment (here, drinking)

and an outcome (e.g., death, illness, productivity, crime, etc.)

may be simultaneously determined. That is, factors that affect

the treatment may independently affect the outcome. In the

case of drinking and adverse health outcomes, for example,

one might worry about population heterogeneity in risk atti-

tudes and discount rates (i.e., how much people trade off

utility today against utility at a later date). It could be that

heavily discounting the future causes people to both consume

alcohol and engage in other risky behavior that puts them at

risk of an adverse health event. If so, one might observe that

people who drink are at an increased risk for adverse health

events even if there is no direct causal effect of alcohol. Put

differently, those same people might have experienced the

adverse health event even in the absence of their drinking;

alcohol consumption and adverse health events may both

simply reflect their high discount rate. To see the importance

of disentangling correlation from causation, note that alcohol
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availability can be (and is) regulated by local, state, and federal

governments. If the correlations between alcohol use and

adverse events are not causal, then tighter alcohol control will

not be an effective means to improve population health; if, in

contrast, alcohol use does cause adverse events, then stricter

alcohol policies can be expected to reduce not only drinking

but also subsequent adverse outcomes. The relative import-

ance of distinguishing correlation from causation varies dra-

matically across disciplines, with economics very much at the

end of the spectrum that cares deeply about this distinction.

Public health, health services research, and sociology do not

place as much of a premium on this component of research; in

these traditions, detailed descriptive analyses of associations

between alcohol use and individual-level factors are more

common.

How do economists deal with the evaluation problem

(sometimes referred to as ‘omitted variables bias,’ ‘unobserved

heterogeneity bias,’ ‘endogeneity bias,’ ‘simultaneity bias,’ and

others) when treatment assignment is nonrandom? First, note

that the ideal solution to nonrandom treatment assignment

commonly used in the natural sciences is to randomize

treatment and compare outcomes between the treated and

untreated; because the treatment assignment was manipulated

to be random, the difference in outcomes can be causally

attributable to the treatment. In the real world, however, re-

searchers cannot randomize alcohol consumption, and so

social scientists have had to take different approaches. One is

to try to control for as many of these omitted factors as pos-

sible in regression models either directly or through the use of

single indices such as propensity scores; these approaches are

common in health services and some economics research. In

the past few decades, however, economists have pushed for

stronger research designs that mimic the experimental vari-

ation in the natural sciences. This class of methods, commonly

referred to as ‘quasi-experimental’ approaches, includes dif-

ference-in-differences (DID), instrumental variables (IV), and

regression discontinuity (RD) approaches, among others.

When applied appropriately, each of these designs isolates

variation in the treatment that is thought to be ‘exogenous to

outcomes’ or to create variation in treatment that is ‘as good as

random’ for some subpopulation of interest, thus overcoming

the omitted variables bias problem. An example with respect

to alcohol availability, alcohol consumption, and outcomes is

research that has capitalized on labor strikes for workers at

government-run liquor stores in Scandinavia (where the gov-

ernment owns a liquor monopoly), which exogenously re-

duced alcohol availability, alcohol consumption, and

subsequent alcohol-related problems. These rigorous stand-

ards for identification of treatment effects also distinguish the

economics approach to studying alcohol consumption and

alcohol control from other disciplinary traditions.

Alcohol Control Policies and Alcohol Consumption

A great deal of economics research on alcohol use has focused

on estimating the effects of alcohol control policies on alcohol

consumption, both because this type of policy evaluation is

independently interesting and because many policy-induced

changes in alcohol consumption can be used to identify causal

effects of alcohol use on outcomes (e.g., mortality and mor-

bidity). Research on alcohol control policies is particularly

appealing to economists because of the fundamental tenet in

economics that demand curves slope downward. That is, the

price of a commodity and the quantity demanded of that

commodity are inversely related. In the context of alcohol

consumption, this means that policies and practices that raise

the full price of drinking either directly (e.g., through alcohol

taxes, which are passed through to consumers in the form of

higher alcohol prices) or indirectly (e.g., through other types

of availability restrictions) should reduce the quantity of al-

cohol consumed. Although alcohol taxes are probably the

most widely studied alcohol control policies in the economics

literature (and have been summarized in multiple recent

meta-analyses), many others have also received scholarly at-

tention, including the presence of government liquor mon-

opolies; age-based alcohol availability restrictions (e.g.,

minimum legal drinking ages (MLDAs)); drunk driving laws

(e.g., BAC limits, driver license suspensions, random breath

tests, and sanctions/penalties for driving under the influence);

spatial restrictions on alcohol availability (e.g., liquor license

restrictions); temporal restrictions on alcohol availability (e.g.,

Sunday alcohol sales bans or bar/pub closing hours); adver-

tising and sponsorship restrictions (including health warn-

ings); other ‘circumstance’ regulations such as prohibitions on

alcohol sales at sporting events; and legal liability for bar-

tenders and bar owners for serving intoxicated persons, among

others.

The most common approach taken in this literature to test

whether the demand curve for alcohol slopes downward has

been to relate drinking rates (using either individual-level

survey data on alcohol consumption or aggregate data on al-

cohol sales) to variation across places in the alcohol control

environment at a point in time. This approach is made pos-

sible by the fact that places (e.g., localities, states, provinces,

countries, etc.) vary substantially in their chosen menu of al-

cohol control policies. For example, some places have higher

alcohol taxes and/or severe penalties for alcohol-involved

driving compared to other places. A finding that drinking rates

are lower in places where alcohol is more difficult to obtain

(i.e., where individuals face higher full prices to drink) is

usually taken as evidence that demand curves slope down-

ward, or that drinking is negatively related to price.

One weakness of the type of approach described in the

previous paragraph is that the types of designs that rely on

variation across places at any one point in time may suffer

from the omitted variables biases. For example, if places that

are very religious are the ones that are more likely to have high

alcohol taxes and strict availability restrictions, then the in-

verse relationship might be observed between the full price of

obtaining alcohol and drinking rates that is due to the re-

ligious attitudes of people in that area, not due to the policies

and prices themselves. This criticism has in the past decade led

economists to incorporate other types of research designs

commonly found in other applied microeconomics discip-

lines (most notably labor, public, and development eco-

nomics). As such, the more commonly accepted standard for

evaluation research on alcohol control policies and alcohol

consumption is to compare changes in drinking rates coinci-

dent with changes in alcohol control policies (e.g., alcohol
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excise tax increases or tightening of availability rules). The

advantage of this ‘changes on changes’ or ‘DID’ type of spe-

cification is that, because areas usually adopt different alcohol

control policies at different times, researchers can use the

staggered timing of adoption to rule out the possibility that

permanent unobserved differences about individual places are

driving the observed relationships between alcohol prices

(broadly defined) and alcohol consumption. In practice, this

amounts to including dummy variables, or fixed effects, for

each area in multivariate regression models of drinking that

include controls for area-specific alcohol policies.

Results from this and other types of quasi-experimental

approaches have been somewhat less conclusive about the

role of alcohol taxes in determining alcohol consumption

behaviors, in that they have not uniformly returned evidence

of significant relationships between alcohol excise tax in-

creases and alcohol consumption decreases, particularly for

research on youths and for research focusing on the US. Part

of the lack of clarity around the effects of alcohol taxes on

consumption is that in the US there have been relatively few

large alcohol tax increases in the past three decades; by con-

struction, this makes estimating difference or change-based

models more difficult. (The lack of alcohol tax change vari-

ation is notably different from the case of tobacco.) Similarly,

studies of spatial, temporal, and other ‘circumstance’-type

regulations of alcohol availability have not produced over-

whelming evidence that these policies seriously affect overall

alcohol consumption, which is perhaps not surprising because

it is not particularly costly to undo the effects of these types of

restrictions (e.g., purchasing alcohol on Saturday can undo the

effects of a Sunday alcohol sales prohibition). There is, how-

ever, ample evidence from these types of stronger designs that

age-based alcohol restrictions (such as MLDAs) causally re-

duce alcohol use. For example, research in the US has shown

that state experimentation with lower drinking ages in the

1970s and early 1980s led to higher drinking rates among

youths who were newly legal to drink, and similarly state in-

creases in drinking ages back to age 21 (the current MLDA in

the US) led to lower drinking rates among youths who were

no longer legally allowed to drink. Moreover, research has also

shown that alcohol use increases sharply and discretely exactly

at a country’s MLDA, even when other policies do not change

discontinuously at the same threshold. This further bolsters

the idea that minimum drinking age policies causally reduce

alcohol consumption. Because drinking ages affect the total

price of obtaining alcohol through time and convenience costs

for youths who are too young to legally consume alcohol,

studies of minimum drinking ages have played an important

role in confirming that demand curves do, indeed, slope

downward for alcohol.

Finally, it can be noted that research exploiting changes in

place-specific alcohol control regulations to identify the effects

of higher effective prices for obtaining alcohol on drinking

rates – with improvements over comparisons of drinking rates

across areas at a point in time – are not a panacea. Specifically,

these studies must also contend with the fact that alcohol

policy changes may themselves likely be the result of un-

observed population preferences, because in democratic soci-

eties voters elect officials who make or change policy. If sharp

changes in attitudes toward alcohol underlie the changes in

alcohol control policies, then studies using DID can still be

biased. In this situation, other strategies that are less prone to

these criticisms, such as RD or IV, can be useful alternatives.

Causal Effects of Alcohol Consumption on Outcomes

The other area where economists have contributed sub-

stantially to the literature on alcohol is in estimating causal

effects of alcohol consumption on outcomes. Adverse health

events such as mortality, crime, and risky sexual behavior are

the most widely studied outcomes, and the pharmacological

profile of alcohol consumption makes a causal role for alcohol

in determining each of these outcomes eminently plausible.

Of course, extreme alcohol consumption can directly lead to

respiratory failure and death. But there are many other

pharmacological mechanisms as well. By reducing reaction

time and peripheral vision, alcohol-involved driving can dir-

ectly increase motor vehicle fatality risk. By altering per-

ceptions of right and wrong and compromising a person’s

ability to reason through the consequences of one’s choices,

alcohol consumption can increase risk-taking that could lead

to many other types of nonvehicle-related accidents and to the

commission of several types of crime. By increasing aggression

and exaggerating emotional state, alcohol consumption can

increase the likelihood individuals will commit a violent

crime. By incapacitating a person, alcohol consumption can

increase criminal victimization risk. And the social aspects of

drinking can put people in situations that independently in-

crease their risk of an unwanted physical or sexual encounter.

All of these channels make it plausible that alcohol use can

cause adverse events.

The plurality of research studies in economics examining

the effects of alcohol have examined mortality as the outcome

of interest. Although mortality is rare, it is very well measured

and is an unambiguously negative outcome. Mortality also has

the advantage that certain types of deaths are more likely to be

alcohol related than others, for example, motor vehicle fatal-

ities are far more likely to be attributable to alcohol than

cancer deaths, and studies of the blood alcohol levels of de-

cedents show that very high proportions of deaths from sui-

cide, falls, drowns, burnings, and other ‘external’ causes are

alcohol involved. This means that a relationship between al-

cohol prices and policies and deaths that are more commonly

thought to be alcohol related can provide stronger evidence of

a causal role for alcohol use in mortality events. Motor vehicle

fatalities are by far the most commonly studied mortality

outcome; in the US these data provide the additional advan-

tage that accident characteristics such as time (e.g., nighttime

vs. daytime) and day (weekend vs. weekday) can strongly

correlate with the likely involvement of alcohol as a contrib-

uting factor. Morbidity and nonfatal injury share many of

these same benefits (to researchers) as mortality, but avail-

ability of comparable large-scale morbidity data spanning

multiple places and time periods has been much sparser in the

past three decades (with a few exceptions such as occupational

and workplace injuries, which are tracked administratively).

Many economics studies report that areas with higher al-

cohol taxes or stricter alcohol availability regimes have lower

motor vehicle fatality rates, though as with the alcohol
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consumption evidence, studies in this literature have not

uniformly shown that alcohol excise tax increases lead to

significant motor vehicle mortality decreases. Other quasi-ex-

perimental approaches, however, have strongly demonstrated

that higher full alcohol prices reduce mortality. For example,

economics research has used DID approaches to demonstrate

that higher (lower) drinking ages reduce (increase) motor

vehicle fatalities in the age groups newly illegal (legal) to drink

that are likely to have involved alcohol. More recently, RD

approaches have also shown that mortality rates for motor

vehicle deaths and suicides increase discretely at the MLDA,

suggesting a causal role for alcohol in these mortality events.

Perhaps not surprisingly, drunk driving laws such as state

movements to lower legal blood alcohol-content thresholds

have also been shown to directly and significantly reduce

motor vehicle deaths likely to have involved alcohol.

Of the other adverse outcomes associated with (and pos-

sibly caused by) alcohol consumption, crime and risky sexual

behavior have received the most attention from economists.

Both of these outcomes have the advantage over mortality that

they are very common events routinely associated with alco-

hol. Indeed, vast public health literatures show that indi-

viduals who consume alcohol are more likely to commit

crime, more likely to have been arrested for a crime, more

likely to be victims of crime, more likely to have engaged in

sexual activity, more likely to have engaged in sexual activity at

an earlier age, more likely to have had unprotected sex, more

likely to have had an unplanned pregnancy, and more likely to

have had a complicated birth. To what extent are these rela-

tionships causal effects of alcohol use?

Several studies have used the money price of alcohol in an

IV framework to try to disentangle alcohol’s causal role in

crime and violence. These studies generally find that indi-

viduals in places with low alcohol taxes are more likely to

drink, more likely to commit intrahousehold violence, more

likely to get into physical fights, and more likely to carry

weapons, though concern about omitted variables biases from

using cross-sectional variation in alcohol taxes and prices to

identify these effects is a serious issue. However, multiple

economics studies have used DID methods to examine whe-

ther alcohol price increases lead to crime decreases, and these

studies have found evidence supporting a causal effect of al-

cohol availability on certain types of crime – especially violent

crime. Studies of drinking ages using the similar approach of

relying on state policy changes have also provided evidence

that alcohol availability is causally related to crime, and more

recent research also using the minimum drinking age in an RD

framework has shown that arrests increase discretely at the

MLDA – further evidence for a causal effect of alcohol use on

the commission of crime.

Economists have also studied alcohol’s causal role in sex-

ual activity using quasi-experimental approaches and have

found some evidence that alcohol taxes are negatively related

to the probability of sexual intercourse and are positively re-

lated to the likelihood of using condoms during intercourse.

Other economics research has documented a negative rela-

tionship between the full price of alcohol and both teen

birthrates and rates of sexually transmitted infections such as

gonorrhea and syphilis, including in models that rely on

changes in alcohol prices and policies for identification of

alcohol’s effects. Arguably stronger evidence for such a rela-

tionship comes from research designs based on drinking ages,

as these studies have shown that youths exposed to relatively

more lenient drinking ages were more likely to have births

than otherwise similar youths who came of age in the same

state but just a few years before or after and who were exposed

to relatively less lenient drinking ages. Because these youths

are likely to be very similar on observed and unobserved di-

mensions, omitted variables bias concerns are mitigated.

In summary, much of the economics literature addressing

the causal effects of alcohol use on adverse outcomes has used

a variety of quasi-experimental approaches to try to overcome

the potentially severe omitted variables bias concerns. These

studies have had mixed success in relying on tax-induced

variation in alcohol consumption, in part because large alco-

hol tax changes have historically been rare (at least in the US);

often this has translated into precision challenges for research

designs that rely on alcohol tax variation. Studies employing

alternative alcohol control policies such as drinking ages have

produced stronger evidence in this respect, both because there

are many policy changes to work with and because multiple

age-based designs can be used (e.g., DID and RD approaches).

Of course, drinking-age-based designs do not necessarily tell

much about the effects of alcohol at higher points in the age

distribution, so more research is needed on these important

questions.

Finally, it is important to note that alcohol may also have

causal effects that are positive, not negative. For example,

drinkers earn more than abstainers, and part of this may re-

flect a causal effect of drinking (plausibly related to social

interactions in certain types of occupations). Similarly, very

large observational studies in public health have shown that

moderate alcohol consumption is associated with reduced risk

of heart disease mortality, giving rise to the oft-cited benefits of

a glass of wine per day. This too may reflect a causal beneficial

effect of alcohol on health (biological mechanisms include the

possibility that alcohol reduces plaque deposits in the arteries

and reduces the risk of blood clots). Economics research on

these plausible benefits of drinking is much less complete than

on the costs of drinking, in part perhaps because the types of

designs that can provide relatively compelling evidence on

causality are better suited to well-measured acute events such

as deaths and arrests (as opposed to longevity or earnings,

which are more likely the product of a series of important

decisions and outcomes). Understanding whether and to what

extent alcohol has causal effects on beneficial outcomes is an

important area for research.

Conclusion

Economists have contributed greatly to the study of alcohol

availability, alcohol consumption, and alcohol regulation. Key

to the economics framework is a complete accounting of both

the costs and the benefits of drinking, which has important

implications for government intervention to correct negative

externalities associated with alcohol consumption. Economists

have also distinguished themselves among the social and public

health sciences by advancing methodological rigor with respect

to causal inference. Arguably the strongest consistent finding in
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the broad economics literature on alcohol is that demand

curves for alcohol slope downward: increases in the price of

alcohol (broadly defined to include increases in both monetary

prices and other nonmonetary costs of drinking) are negatively

associated with the probability and frequency of drinking and

with the quantity of alcohol consumed. Research has also

credibly demonstrated that alcohol availability and alcohol

consumption are causally related to increased risk of premature

death, and there is growing evidence that drinking also causes

individuals to be at increased risk for nonfatal injury, crime,

and risky sexual behavior. More work is needed to understand

whether and to what extent alcohol may have causal effects of

improving (rather than harming) some health and social out-

comes, as well as to understand the extent and nature of het-

erogeneity in the effects of alcohol control policies on drinking

and health outcomes.

See also: Illegal Drug Use, Health Effects of. Inference for Health
Econometrics: Inference, Model Tests, Diagnostics, Multiple Tests,
and Bootstrap. Peer Effects in Health Behaviors. Smoking, Economics
of
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Introduction

Ambulance and Patient Transport Services include Emergency

Medical Services (EMS) and private ambulance services, which

supply emergency prehospital care, including basic medical

support and roadside transport to hospitals for patients ex-

periencing medical emergencies. In recent years, a number of

economists have written thoughtful and careful papers on

EMS; this article will summarize their work and the work of

others who write on EMS topics of interest to economists.

Sections Taxonomy of Ambulance and Patient Transport Ser-

vices and US Emergency Medical Services contain an intro-

duction to EMS. Section Private Provision of Emergency

Medical Services, describes the work analyzing the decision to

outsource EMS. Section Factors Affecting Quality of Care,

summarizes the existing evidence on supply side factors af-

fecting the quality of care. Section Quality of Care and Health

Outcomes describes research on the relationship between

quality of care and health outcomes. Section Demand for

Emergency Medical Services explores factors predicting de-

mand. Section Cost-Effectiveness/Cost–Benefit Analyses in-

cludes a description of cost-effectiveness and cost–benefit

analyses. Section Conclusion concludes.

Taxonomy of Ambulance and Patient Transport
Services

EMS are rival and excludable – only one patient can use an

ambulance at a time and patients can be barred from service.

In practice, however, access to EMS is frequently available to

all, not only to those with the ability to pay. This makes EMS

an impure local public good. EMS could also be considered an

option good; patients frequently pay through taxes for the

option of having EMS available when needed. As EMS systems

are built to address urgent, unpredictable needs, there may be

excess capacity most of the time.

EMS systems vary tremendously throughout the world. In

Japan, EMS are provided by Emergency Life Support Techni-

cians who have limited roles – they can provide cardio-

pulmonary resuscitation (CPR), defibrillate patients, and

insert an airway, but are prohibited from distributing drugs. In

Germany, EMS is regulated and organized at the ‘Lander’ or

state level; the German population has the right and guarantee

of prehospital emergency medical care either through a

physician available through 24 h house call or via EMS. A

person calling for EMS in Germany would reach a central

dispatcher and then, most likely, would be served by a two-

tiered system including a physician-staffed ALS. In 1998, EMS

in Russia was two-tiered and staffed by physicians, with nurses

dispatching ambulances from a central location and treatment

initiated in the field; many patients are treated by physicians

and then not transported to the hospital, unlike in the US

system, for example, where transport is required for

compensation. In general, European prehospital care is more

likely to include care from a physician or a nurse in addition

to a paramedic compared with American ambulances that do

not have personnel with more than paramedic training; for a

description, by country, of prehospital care arrangements

(organization of EMS system, ambulance staffing, and heli-

copter availability), see Lethbridge (2009).

In low- and middle-income countries, prehospital care is

frequently unavailable; if it exists, it is concentrated in urban

areas, likely to be privately provided (and only available to

those with the ability to pay), of uneven quality and largely

unregulated, even though trauma, particularly as a result

of car accidents, represents an increasingly significant and

growing source of disability and mortality in developing

countries. In Islamabad, Pakistan, police officers as well as

physicians staff ambulances provided through a public–private

partnership; members of the community, including Non Gov-

ernment Organizations subsidize physician salaries, equipment,

and ongoing operational costs other than police salaries. In

Turkey in the late 1990s, no personnel or equipment standards

existed for prehospital care; in a typical city, Izmir, ambulances

were staffed with a medical doctor with limited training and a

driver without medical expertise, and it was unusual when the

ambulance arrived before the patient had been transported by

other means to the hospital. In 1997, Vietnam had no organ-

ized prehospital system; ambulances may be used for transport,

but most often prehospital care relied on bystanders’ trans-

porting patients. In 1998, consistent with many other de-

veloping countries, there was no centralized prehospital care

system in Thailand; approximately 30 pick up trucks staffed by

volunteers picked up residents around Bangkok. Drivers have

limited first-aid training. A water rescue boat must travel first

from the hospital to the river, decreasing its usefulness signifi-

cantly. Despite a large and increasing number of traffic acci-

dents, prehospital care in India is largely nonexistent; with no

centralized regulating body and the ambulance services only

provided in only a few large cities where they are largely pri-

vately funded, most Indians lack access to trauma care of any

kind. What is provided is of uneven quality; few programs exist

to train paramedics and Emergency Medical Technicians

(EMTs), and no certification or accreditation exists for pro-

fessionals or programs. These characteristics define prehospital

care throughout Southeast Asia (Bangladesh, India, Nepal,

Pakistan, Bhutan, Maldives, and Sri Lanka); disproportionately

concentrated in urban areas, serving those of higher socio-

economic status, frequently privately provided, without regu-

lation or certification requirements, and limited in capabilities.

US Emergency Medical Services

In a typical EMS call in the US, a patient calls 911. A dispatcher

at a local call center asks the patient a series of questions,

evaluating the situation and eliminating false calls. The
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dispatcher may also give the patient medical instructions over

the phone while simultaneously activating the local EMS re-

sponse. In urban areas, first responders typically arrive first at

the scene. A first responder captures vital signs, determines the

patient’s medical history, and provides CPR. Meanwhile, the

EMS response team composed of basic or intermediate EMTs

or paramedics (advanced EMTs) travels to the scene by heli-

copter or by ground ambulance. Although the particular

responsibilities of each type of personnel differ by state, EMTs

supply more advanced care to patients than first-aid trained

first responders. After arriving at the scene, assessing the situ-

ation, and providing initial care, the EMT or paramedic loads

the patient into an ambulance or a helicopter and takes the

patient to a hospital. In some cases, a medical director in-

structs and authorizes treatments en route. After transferring

the patient to the care of physicians within the hospital, the

EMS personnel collect billing information and fill out a call

log with demographic and incident characteristics. In rural

areas, the ambulance would likely be staffed by volunteers

capable of delivering Basic Life Support services.

Most large cities in the US publicly provide EMS; in nearly

half of all communities, EMS are organized and delivered

through the fire department. Although first responders are

almost always employed by a local government, either public

or private ambulance or helicopter services may transfer

patients. Many communities outsource emergency transport to

for-profit ambulance agencies (more than 3000 in the US) or

to hospital-based companies (approximately 7% of systems).

In a hospital-based EMS system, the ambulance might park at

the hospital in between calls and might be encouraged to

bring patients to the affiliated hospital. With a private agency

(hospital-based or other), the provider would likely own the

infrastructure including the ambulance.

Revenues collected from private and public insurance for

patient transports provide the majority of funding for EMS,

potentially encouraging agencies to transport patients for

whom the trip to the hospital is unnecessary. State and local

taxes frequently supplement fees collected through insurance,

along with grants from the state and the federal government. A

variety of mechanisms, including government grants, fun-

draising, and donations, fund volunteer ambulance services.

Rather than being transported by ground ambulance, some

patients may travel by medical helicopters. As of 2006, more

than 650 medical helicopters operated within the US, run by

private for-profit providers, hospitals, government agencies, or

the military. More expensive to operate than traditional am-

bulances, helicopters may be no faster than ground ambu-

lances, except in rural areas far from hospitals or in places

where a ground ambulance cannot travel. Many patients

transported by helicopter could have safely been transported

by ground ambulance at considerably less expense without

any survival loss. Using a helicopter may also limit the set of

hospitals that a patient can be transported to.

Private Provision of Emergency Medical Services

When do some communities choose to outsource patient

transport? In a 2009 paper, Holian hypothesizes that a vote

maximizing politician will outsource patient transport when it

will increase her votes. In his model of private provision, as

the proportion of the elderly, who consume a disproportion-

ate amount of EMS rises, service levels change. Empirical work

suggests an inverted U-shaped relationship between the pro-

portion of the voting population which is elderly and the

proportion of privately provided ambulance services.

Communities might outsource their EMS for many reasons.

In 2009, David and Chiang found that although fire depart-

ments may have lower EMS transportation costs because they

can take advantage of the existing firehouse infrastructure to get

closer to patients, it may be cheaper for private agencies, which

can spread costs across multiple communities – to introduce

technology which improves the quality of care (such as Geo-

graphic Information System). Arguably, then, the decision to

privatize depends on several factors including the distance to

other cities, the population, and the number of hospitals in the

city (all but the former negatively associated with private pro-

vision). Among the ten largest and ten smallest cities in the US,

larger cities, with older, less healthy populations, a higher

chance of disasters, more crime, less geographically dispersed

fire stations and trauma centers, and strong unions, tend to be

less likely to contract with private providers.

A related question not yet evaluated empirically is whether

public or private agencies are better providers. Some hy-

pothesize that private ambulances may provide EMS care

more efficiently than public ambulances, because private

paramedics frequently earn lower salaries than paramedics

employed directly by state and local governments, even as they

appear to have more sophisticated equipment and greater

flexibility.

Factors Affecting Quality of Care

Unfortunately, there are no nationally or internationally

agreed-upon measures of EMS quality. However, response

time, defined as the difference between the time of the initial

call and the time of arrival at the scene, is one commonly used

metric. Other metrics commonly used include total call time.

Such metrics have not been systematically used by com-

munities or states in the US to assess the quality of their EMS

because a large proportion of states do not systematically

collect response time data.

Many factors appear to be correlated with response times.

In one southern state, Mississippi, whites appear to have

higher response times than blacks, but these differences are

eliminated after controlling for a county-level measure of

population density. Others have found that distance, evening

rush hour, patient being of Native American or Pacific Islander

race, and gender predict longer total response times and that

these factors plus bypass, neighborhood population density

and percentage of white population are associated with delays

of more than 15 min. Other factors including population

density, the age of the housing stock, per-capita income, and

first responders per square mile seem to be negatively correl-

ated with mean response times, with area being positively

correlated with mean response times.

It appears that incentives also affect response times – or at

least the reported response times. One program in England

profiled by Bevan and Hamblin (2009) publicly rewarded
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agencies meeting response time targets with gold stars. After

the program was introduced, the proportion of agencies

meeting performance targets increased, but the gains were il-

lusory – response times were systematically shaved and calls

recategorized as less severe to satisfy requirements.

Worker fatigue, experience, human capital depreciation,

and turnover also affect response times. In a 2009 article,

David and Brachet used the detailed call level data from

Mississippi to measure the relationship between experience

and time out of hospital or at the scene. They construct per-

son-specific and firm-specific measures of experience, and

control for individual fixed effects and a lengthy set of cov-

ariates. A one standard deviation increase in the number of

trauma runs conducted by an individual in a given quarter is

associated with a reduction of 35 s in out-of-hospital time and

10 s on scene. Brachet et al. (2010) compare the performance

of paramedics working late at night in 24 h shifts with those

same paramedics working late at night on 12 h shifts. They

observed that paramedics on 24 h shifts have significantly

longer response times and take longer to transport patients

to the hospital and perform fewer procedures. David and

Brachet’s (2011) article uses incident level data to measure the

impact of human capital depreciation and turnover on time

out of hospital. Turnover among EMS personnel is a signifi-

cant problem for all EMS agencies, both paid staff and vol-

unteers; one estimate puts the annual turnover among EMS

personnel as high as 10%, with a median cost to agencies of

over US$70 000. Partitioning experience into the human

capital of those who work at the firm, those who have left the

firm, and those who are joining the firm; David and Brachet

derived an expression for firm-level experience and construct a

measure of the relative contribution of turnover and human

capital depreciation to organizational forgetting. Their re-

duced form estimates of organizational forgetting suggest that

a quarter of the stock of experience existing at the beginning of

the year survives to the end. When experience is separated into

human capital accrued by individuals in the firm and those

who have left the firm, they find the turnover to be a larger

source of organizational forgetting (twice as large) than

human capital depreciation.

Quality of Care and Health Outcomes

How do factors which affect response time affect health?

Although there are many studies that look at factors that affect

the quality of EMS care, few evaluate the relationship between

quality of care and health outcomes largely because of the

challenges in linking prehospital records to mortality and

hospital records and in finding a credible nonexperimental

identification strategies in a context where experiments may

not be feasible.

Athey and Stern’s (2002) work uses a differences-

in-differences approach to determine the impact of the

introduction of the new 911 technology on health outcomes.

They model health as a function of response time and initial

incident severity; they find that the introduction of Enhanced

911 in Pennsylvania improves the intermediate health meas-

ures for patients suffering from cardiac emergencies, as well as

improving mortality measured 6 and 48 h after the initial

incident. Enhanced 911 also reduces hospital costs for cardiac

emergency patients. Wilde takes a different approach in her

2008 paper; she uses distance to the closest EMS agency as an

instrument for EMS response time to account for the potential

endogeneity of response time to patient severity. She finds that

response time matters for mortality, but not health care

utilization.

Shen and Hsia investigated the impact of bypass or diver-

sion by EMS providers on mortality after acute myocardial

infarction in a 2011 JAMA paper – an event which is arguably

unrelated to the characteristics of the patient. Diversion may

affect outcomes by affecting EMS response times (when the

nearest hospital is on diversion, patients must be transported

to hospitals that are farther away); it may mean that patients

are transported to poorer quality hospitals or hospitals less

capable of providing adequate care; it may also be an indicator

for the quality of care for patients within the hospital experi-

encing the diversion (more crowded hospitals may provide

worse care). Patients whose closest emergency department is

on diversion for more than 12 h on the day of the incident

experience higher mortality 30 days, 90 days, 9 months, and

1 year after the initial incident.

An example of work that explores a key policy question in

EMS without a natural experiment or randomized controlled

trial is that of a 2008 work by Concannon et al. who con-

ducted a simulation of different EMS treatment choices for

patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial in-

farctions. Patients can either be transported to the closest

available hospital, transported only to hospitals with the

capability of providing primary percutaneous coronary inter-

vention (PCI) and treated with PCI or thrombolytic therapy,

or be evaluated by EMS or by personnel at the local throm-

bolytic therapy-only hospital and then transported for PCI.

Concannon et al. observed that selecting high-benefit patients

for transport to PCI-capable hospitals reduces mortality

without major shifts in hospital volumes.

Demand for Emergency Medical Services

What affects the use of EMS? There appears to be distinct EMS

usage patterns by day (more calls between 10.00 a.m. and 8.00

p.m.) and the day of week (more calls on Friday and Satur-

day). Age and race/ethnicity also predict usage: people over

the age of 85 years call more than 3 times the rate of those

between 45 and 64 years of age and are transported at more

than 4 times the rate of patients between 45 and 64 years of

age. African Americans also call at a much higher rate than

non-Hispanic whites.

In an intriguing analysis, Ringburg et al. conducted a dis-

crete choice experiment in the Netherlands and found that

households were willing to pay much higher amounts than

would actually be necessary to provide 24 h helicopter emer-

gency medical service as described in a 2009 paper. It appears

that even if helicopter services are not cost-effective, house-

holds are willing to pay for them.

Many researchers in the field of operations research

and applied mathematics have tackled questions regarding

the optimal design of EMS systems, including identifying the

optimal ambulance and helicopter station location and the
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optimal response time threshold for performance measure-

ment, in addition to building models to forecast demand.

That research is beyond the scope of this work.

Cost-Effectiveness/Cost–Benefit Analyses

Most existing cost analyses compare the costs and benefits of

particular intervention or mode of care. For example, in their

2002 paper Athey and Stern calculate the costs and benefits

from introducing Enhanced 911, a service that helps dis-

patchers to identify caller locations. They find that improve-

ments in outcomes for cardiac issues cover 85% of the costs of

implementing Enhanced 911, making the policy almost certain

to be beneficial. Wilde conducts a cost–benefit analysis of

a reduction in response times caused by eliminating mutual

aid – a policy whereby communities share resources to cover

excess demand – and finds that the per life year cost of a 9.5 s

reduction in response times would be considerably less than

US$50 000.

Evidence on the cost-effectiveness of air transport is

mixed. One study that determined the costs of operating a

local air ambulance service, supplemented with hospital

costs for trauma survivors, estimated the cost of air transport

per life year saved as US$2454. Another study collected

microlevel costs, surveyed patients two years after their initial

trauma incident, and estimated the incremental cost per

quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) of helicopter use at more

than 28 000 Euros. Several other studies looked retrospect-

ively at patient records and concluded that there were few

benefits for patients from air transport, and considerable

costs to the health care system. Unfortunately, many of these

studies fail to identify the perspective (societal or other), the

year the costs were gathered in, fail to include comprehensive

costs, and are inconsistent in their assessment of effectiveness

making it difficult to draw concrete conclusions (QALY or

mortality).

Conclusion

In recent years, there has been an increase in the literature

written by or for economists on EMS. Nevertheless, many key

clinical and policy questions remain unanswered, providing

scope for further research. Economists have much to offer in

the field of EMS: by asking different types of questions (i.e., on

private vs. public provision, or cost-effectiveness) and using

different techniques. Given the growing recognition of EMS as

an essential part of emergency care, such research should only

increase in the coming years.

See also: Health Care Demand, Empirical Determinants of.
Healthcare Safety Net in the US. Waiting Times
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Glossary
Complete information Refers to the knowledge of the set

of covariates that explain differences in outcomes between

all individuals.

Essential heterogeneity It corresponds to the unobserved

heterogeneity when the selection of treatment depends on

these unobserved characteristics.

Ex-ante choices Decisions that a data analyst expects the

patients to make based on some of the observed patient

characteristics but without access to other relevant

information.

Ex-post choices Decision resulting from the interaction of

the patient with health professionals, relatives, and other

sources of information that are relevant for the treatment

selection, but were unobserved to the data analyst trying to

predict these choices.

Expected value of individualized care It represents

the expected cost of omitting information about

individuals when making decisions based on the average

estimates.

Nonessential heterogeneity It corresponds to the

unobserved heterogeneity when the selection of treatment

does not depend on these unobserved characteristics.

Observed heterogeneity Proportion of the variability that

can be explained by a set of observed (known) characteristics.

Perfect information Refers to the knowledge of the true

mean effect of a particular covariate on the health outcome.

It implies 100% precision and/or 100% accuracy, and

therefore, no remaining uncertainty.

Preferences In the context of cost-effectiveness analysis

(CEA), preferences refer to the rational element of judgement

that guides individuals in their task of ranking health states

in a particular order to reveal the relative value of such states.

Stratification Process whereby individuals are categorized

in different subgroups.

Subgroups Subset of patients whose membership is

defined by one or more individual characteristics.

Variability Differences in outcomes between individuals,

which can be explained by observed and unobserved

characteristics.

Introduction

The flow of new medical technologies is a response to several

factors including an ageing population, changes in environ-

mental conditions creating new epidemiological profiles and

scientific development. This impacts on health care systems

which, to satisfy increased demand for medical technologies,

are faced with the need to increase expenditure on healthcare

or to disinvest in other services to release resources. Regardless

of the type of healthcare system, the problem of deciding

which new technologies to fund is unavoidable. As policy

makers are increasingly held accountable for these decisions,

many are adopting explicit and evidence-based approaches to

the allocation of limited resources. This needs, at the very

least, information about which interventions work and the

value of such technologies.

In a growing proportion of jurisdictions ‘value’ is defined

in terms of cost-effectiveness, where the incremental cost of a

new technology per additional health outcome relative to al-

ternative interventions for a given patient group is assessed.

This incremental cost-effectiveness ratio is then compared

with a maximum (or threshold) value of a unit of health gain

which is based either on an estimate of the health forgone as a

result of displacing existing services to fund the new tech-

nology, administrative rule of thumb or an estimate of socie-

ty’s willingness to forgo consumption in exchange for health

improvement. Both effectiveness and cost-effectiveness are

usually considered as average estimates relating to a target

population. This approach has been largely justified by the

fact that it is impossible to observe the effect of alternative

treatments in the same individual at the same time, a problem

known as the ‘fundamental problem of causal inference’.

Average treatment effects derived from randomized controlled

clinical trials are unbiased estimates when the groups being

compared have, on average, similar characteristics, so that the

differences in the outcomes are attributable to the treatment

received by patients in each group. This causal statement is

possible because randomization is expected to balance ob-

served or unobserved confounding factors.

Although the focus on average treatment effects is wide-

spread, this is essentially pragmatic given the challenges in

estimating individual treatment effects. The promise of genetic

testing is that patient management can more appropriately be

tailored to the characteristics of the individual – a technolo-

gical approach to understanding between-patient hetero-

geneity in treatment effects. However, in jurisdictions using

formal cost-effectiveness analysis to inform resource allocation

decisions, as well as those that are unwilling or unable to

consider costs explicitly (e.g., comparative effectiveness re-

search in the US), there is a recognized need to understand

heterogeneity using existing data on predictors of patients’

outcomes following alternative interventions. The focus on the

average patient leads to dichotomous decisions – accept or

reject a given intervention for all patients in a given popu-

lation. In contrast, understanding of heterogeneity in costs,

effects and cost-effectiveness between patients within the
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population facilitates decisions which may guide the use of

the intervention toward those patients in whom it is (cost-)

effective. This targeted, rather than general, funding of inter-

ventions frees-up resources for more (cost-) effective alter-

natives, leading to an improvement in the overall population

health from a given budget allocation. In principal, a full

understanding of heterogeneity allows decisions to reflect the

characteristics of the individual patient, so the gains from

reflecting heterogeneity are maximized.

Interest in heterogeneity for decision-making takes various

forms. From a biomedical perspective, reflecting heterogeneity

in decisions has been promoted as a means of achieving

personalized medicine, which requires the identification of

measurable parameters (e.g., based on molecular biomarkers)

that allow doctors to prescribe treatments according to specific

individual characteristics. Even without such testing, many

clinical specialties use existing clinical individual level infor-

mation to maximize a patient’s absolute benefit from treat-

ment compared to its potential harms. An example of this is

the use of easily accessible prognostic models for decisions

about the choice of adjuvant chemotherapy in breast cancer.

Those healthcare systems that use cost-effectiveness analysis to

inform decisions increasingly take a step further in seeking to

identify the groups of patients for whom absolute health

benefit gains justify the relevant cost. Furthermore, despite

being financed through taxation, social insurance or private

insurance, many collectively funded jurisdictions have recog-

nized the role for individual patient choice in healthcare

decisions. There are several reasons for such a policy, and one

of these is the potential role for patient choice as a vehicle

for characterising unobserved heterogeneity in the costs and

benefits of medical interventions.

This article reviews the key elements of the discussion

about how heterogeneity should be examined, exploited and

analysed for the purposes of decision-making about health-

care interventions. In terms of the methods for economic

analysis, it focuses on the role of understanding heterogeneity

as a source of value to achieve greater health. The remaining of

the article is in four sections. The first section seeks to review

standard approaches to the assessment of heterogeneity. The

next explores methods developed to represent the value of

considering heterogeneity in healthcare decision-making. The

third describes the role of patients’ choices and preferences in

understanding heterogeneity. Finally, the authors conclude by

summarizing the key messages of the article highlighting the

opportunities for further research.

Standard Approaches to Assess Heterogeneity in
Evaluation of Healthcare Technologies

The term ‘variability’ is used to express the differences in

outcomes between individuals. They can be explained by both

observed and unobserved characteristics. ‘Heterogeneity’ has

been defined as the proportion of the variability that can be

explained by a set of observed (known) characteristics at the

time of analysis. In general terms, the set of characteristics that

explain the total variability can be further divided in the

knowable and the unknowable. In practice, only a portion of

the knowable factors can be identified and observed, mainly

because of the lack of data and limits on the conduct of

further research (e.g., funding and human resources). These

knowable only in principle characteristics go with the other

unknowable characteristics in the general category of un-

observed characteristics. In this article the authors consider

unobserved variability or unobserved heterogeneity syn-

onymous. This unobserved part is also referred as stochastic

uncertainty or first-order uncertainty.

‘Complete information’ refers to knowledge of the set of

covariates that are able to explain differences in outcomes

between all individuals in the population (total variability or

total heterogeneity). This is a theoretical concept that is

reached when all the covariates needed to explain differences

between individuals are revealed.‘Perfect information’ refers to

the knowledge of the true mean effect of a particular covariate

(and its correlation with others) on the health outcome.

Likewise, perfect information also refers to the knowledge of

the true value of a particular covariate in one individual (e.g.,

the presence of a genetic characteristic with 100% accuracy).

From a decision-making point of view, the main challenge is

to take into account as much information about individual-

level characteristics as possible. The aim for health researchers

is, therefore, to achieve a full characterization of total het-

erogeneity, i.e., not only to convert the knowable character-

istics into observed measurable variables, but also to make

some prediction of the expected individual outcomes con-

sidering unobserved heterogeneity.

The literature in different areas provides alternative no-

menclatures in the study of heterogeneity. For example, epi-

demiology and biostatistics emphasize the importance of

distinguishing between moderators, mediators or nonspecific

predictors of treatment outcomes. Variables considered as

moderators inform for whom and under which conditions the

treatment works. Mediators, in contrast, indicate potential

mechanisms that explain the causal effect. Nonspecific pre-

dictors are variables that show an effect on the outcome

without interacting with the treatment. These distinctions are

relevant in understanding the underlying causal model of the

health problem. In the context of the evaluation problem in

econometrics, unobserved heterogeneity has been termed

‘nonessential heterogeneity’ when the selection of treatment

does not depend on these unobserved characteristics. When

treatment selection depends on the unobserved expected

gains, this is called ‘essential heterogeneity’. In the context of

epidemiology and biostatistics, essential heterogeneity indi-

cates that there are knowable moderators of treatment effect

that are unobserved in the data. More generally, terms such as

observable or measurable heterogeneity are broadly used

across the sciences. Figure 1 synthesizes these terms, making a

parallel correspondence between them. For example, observ-

able heterogeneity includes, on one side, mediators, moder-

ators and nonspecific predictors. However, it includes known

and knowable heterogeneity. Unobserved heterogeneity, also

called first order uncertainty or stochastic uncertainty, includes

part of the observable heterogeneity (the part that has yet to

be revealed) and the unobservable (or unknowable)

heterogeneity.

In clinical epidemiology and economic evaluation, ex-

ploration of heterogeneity has classically been driven by sub-

group analysis. Usually, the dimensions explored correspond
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to baseline (or underlying) risk and treatment effect hetero-

geneity. Heterogeneity in baseline risk refers to the set of

characteristics that predict a particular a priori probability of

presenting the health outcome under standard care or without

intervention (natural history). This probability may influence

the effect of a new intervention relative to standard care, where

the relative treatment effect might be expressed as, for ex-

ample, a relative risk, odds ratio, or hazard ratio. However,

even in the case where the relative treatment effect is the same

across individuals, the absolute value of the health outcome

can vary across patients if they are expected to have different

baseline risk profiles.

Treatment effect heterogeneity, however, exists when a set

of patient characteristics predict different relative treatment

effects among a population of patients. In statistical terms, this

corresponds to the interaction between the treatment effect

and the covariate that defines the individual’s membership of

a particular subgroup. Treatment effect heterogeneity can be

categorized as a quantitative interaction (differences between

subgroups are in the same direction but they vary in terms of

their magnitude), effect concentration (the treatment effect is

only seen in one subgroup) and qualitative interaction (the

treatment effect varies not only in magnitude but also in dir-

ection between subgroups). It is important to stress that both

baseline risk and relative treatment effect heterogeneity are

defined on the basis of one or more observed characteristics at

baseline, assessed on the basis of health outcome(s).

Dealing with heterogeneity in economic evaluation may

also relate to costs and preferences. Heterogeneity in costs

typically takes the form of a set of patient characteristics pre-

dicting differences in the use of healthcare resources. For ex-

ample, age might be expected to explain a large proportion of

the variation in length of hospital stay for common pro-

cedures such as hip and knee replacement and heart failure.

Heterogeneity in preferences is considered in detail below.

So far the discussion has focussed on heterogeneity at the

level of the individual patient. Geographical variation has also

been a matter for attention, particularly in cost-effectiveness

analysis. This has been explored mostly in the context of

countries, although this type of heterogeneity could also be

important between localities or jurisdictions within a country,

with specific characteristics that affect, for example, the inci-

dence or prevalence of a particular condition. These differ-

ences can be explained by several elements of the health

system, clinicians, patients or wider socioeconomic factors.

For example, the relative prices of resources may vary across

jurisdictions as well as the opportunity cost imposed on

health outcome through additional costs falling on the sys-

tem. Similarly, it is known that teaching and specialized hos-

pitals incur higher expenditure than general hospitals, with

marked differences within the same jurisdiction. Further,

better trained health professionals might generate better clin-

ical results and incur fewer costs as a result of more efficient

care (e.g., quicker diagnostics and lower complication rates in

surgical procedures).

Despite the growing interest in considering heterogeneity

as part of decision-making in healthcare, researchers face some

constraints in using these methods due to the orthodox ad-

herence to classical methods of statistical inference. The first of

these follows from the fact that most clinical trials are de-

signed to find statistically significant average treatment effects

and their sample sizes are determined accordingly, any at-

tempt to make inference on subsets of the sample faces the

problem of loss of power (i.e., increase in type-2 error). It can

be shown, however, that using prespecified (baseline) covari-

ates in a regression framework increases statistical power,

something that can be explained by the magnitude of the

prognostic effect of the covariate on the outcome. A second

concern relates to the fact that, when additional testing is

performed on the same data, there is a higher probability of

finding statistically significant differences between groups ex-

plained by chance, a problem known as multiplicity (i.e.,

leading to greater false positives or an increase in type-1 error).

A third problem concerns the requirement of an inter-

action test to prove treatment effect heterogeneity in clinical

studies. If heterogeneity in a treatment effect is shown to be

Observed 
heterogeneity

Unobserved heterogeneity,
first order uncertainty, or stochastic uncertainty

ModeratorsMediators

Essential heterogeneity

Unknowable 
heterogeneity

Known 
heterogeneity

Knowable heterogeneity

Nonessential heterogeneity

Epidemiology 
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Econometrics

Generally in social 
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Figure 1 Terminology in the study of heterogeneity. Relationship between different terms and the field where it is used.
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statistically significant, authors usually report both baseline

and treatment effect heterogeneity. In contrast, if there is no

statistical significance, information about (significant) base-

line risk heterogeneity might be omitted. Although from a

clinical point of view only treatment effect heterogeneity

might be considered important, systematic variation between

patients in baseline risk is also a relevant source of hetero-

geneity from a decision-making perspective. Indeed, between

patient heterogeneity in baseline risk – even in the presence of

a homogeneous relative treatment effect – yields hetero-

geneous absolute treatment effects, which interests policy

makers because it has implications both for budget impact

and equity concerns.

A further issue is that, although these tests reflect a genuine

interest in achieving reliable and precise estimates of treat-

ment effect differences in subgroups, they have been demon-

strated to have low power and a high rate of false negatives.

Finally, loss of balance between arms of a trial has also

been raised as a concern in estimating treatment effects for

subgroups.

All these concerns are relevant for clinical studies and they

do not necessarily apply in a similar way to cost-effectiveness

analysis. Although inference about treatment effects is mainly

based on the magnitude of probability of error (errors type-1

and -2), decision rules should also consider the consequences

of those errors. Thus, economic analysis in healthcare is fo-

cused on the correct characterization of uncertainty rather

than inferential decision rules (e.g., taking p-value equal to

.05 as a rule of thumb). However, even in the case of decisions

that follow these principles, there are some constraints on the

study of heterogeneity. For example, characteristics used to

explain differences in (cost)-effectiveness between individuals

may be constrained by equity considerations. The National

Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) for Eng-

land and Wales, for instance, states that subgroup analysis

based purely on differences in treatment costs is not relevant

to their decisions. Furthermore, transaction costs involved in

the operationalization of decisions at an individual level or in

different subgroups need to be explicitly considered in the

analysis.

Value of Heterogeneity

The consideration of heterogeneity has value for the health-

care system because greater population health can be achieved

from a finite budget by conditioning treatment decisions on

those factors responsible for such between-patient hetero-

geneity. Subgroup analysis has been the most common ap-

proach to explore heterogeneity in the context of health

technology assessment. Coyle et al. (2003) represented the

value of considering subgroups as the incremental net benefits

(INB) that can be gained from a ‘stratified’ analysis for the case

where two interventions are compared. If policy makers re-

strict the adoption of technologies to those subgroups with

positive INB, then the gain derived from making different

decisions for different subgroups is the difference between the

sum of the positive INB, also termed TINBS (total INB con-

sidering subgroups) and the total INB (TINB, including

positive and negative INB). In other words, it is the absolute

value of the sum of the INB in those subgroups where the INB

is negative. Using an alternative notation, the value of strati-

fication can be expressed as DSTINB:

DsTINB¼ INBS � TINB¼ �
XS

s ¼ 1

INBSwS, 8S where INBSo0

where wsA(0,1) is a weight indicating the proportion of the

total population represented by subgroup s and
PS

S ¼ 1 ws ¼ 1.

Basu and Meltzer (2007) developed a framework for esti-

mating the value of eliciting information at patient level to

make individualized decisions. They introduced the concept

of expected value of individualized care (EVIC), a metric that

reflects the population net benefits (NBs) forgone because of

the ignorance of heterogeneity in preferences when decisions

are made based on the average estimates. EVIC is calculated as

the difference between the average of the maximum NBs in

each patient (individual NBs (iNBs)) and the maximum of the

average NBs of the alternative treatments across patients. This

formulation of EVIC has been termed ‘with cost-internal-

ization,’ in the sense that the decision takes into account the

opportunity cost of an alternative resource allocation. Ac-

cording to the original definition, EVIC can be expressed as:

EVIC¼
Z
yAY

max
j

NBðyÞpðyÞdyg �max
j

Z
yAY

NBðyÞpðyÞdy
�

The authors point out that, although EVIC was initially

estimated for patient preferences, it can also be estimated for

any other (set of) parameter(s) of interest in the decision

model. Indeed, a total EVIC captures all parameters of interest

and should be interpreted as the expected gains that could be

attained if individual information about every patient is con-

sidered when estimating the outcome of interest.

EVIC can also be expressed as ‘without cost-internalization.’

In this case, the decision at individual level follows the rule of

maximising expected health benefits instead of net health

benefits (i.e., without accounting for opportunity costs). In

their first application of EVIC to real data, the authors dem-

onstrate how the value of individualized information can be

affected by the decision rule applied. Using an illustrative

example of alternative treatments for prostate cancer, the es-

timated EVIC with cost-internalization was greater than US$70

million, this value fell to US$0.9 million without cost-in-

ternalization, suggesting that efforts to elicit individualized

information is much more valuable if doctors (and patients)

internalize costs when making their decisions. Basu and

Meltzer also presented parameter-specific EVIC (EVICyi),

which is analogous to the expected value of perfect infor-

mation for parameters. An advantage of this metric is that by

ranking parameters according to EVICyi the most valuable

information for individualized decisions can be identified.

These recent methodological developments provide an

adequate representation of the potential health that can be

gained if heterogeneity is taken into account in decision-

making. It is important to highlight that EVIC (total and for

specific parameters) is conditional to the structure of and

evidence within the decision model. Thus, if the model fails to

capture an important source of heterogeneity, the estimate of

EVIC may be unreliable. EVIC can be estimated from indi-

vidual patient data or from aggregate data.
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Current approaches to express the value of heterogeneity

estimate the expected value of the health that could be gained

by considering heterogeneity. However, sampling uncertainty

must also be considered as part of the same characterization.

For example, if EVIC for the parameter ‘polymorphism A’

represents the value of conducting a pharmacogenetic test to

reveal whether the patient has such a polymorphism, then the

estimate of EVIC implicitly assumes that the effect of having

the polymorphism on the outcome is known with total pre-

cision, and also that the test is 100% accurate. Thus, EVIC

provides an estimate only of the potential value of making

different decision for patients with and without the poly-

morphism, but it does not provide any information about the

probability that such alternative decisions are wrong. Con-

sequently, an important issue that needs to be addressed is the

role of decision uncertainty when heterogeneity is taken into

account.

Preferences and Choice as Sources of Heterogeneity

Preferences and choices are concepts with important impli-

cations for the study of heterogeneity across individuals.

Preferences as a Source of Heterogeneity

Preferences have been central to how health outcomes have

been valued in CEA, where the primary objective is to

maximize health gain subject to a budget constraint. CEA

often uses quality adjusted life years (QALYs) as a measure of

health gain. Although the QALY can only be assumed to ac-

cord with individual preferences under very strong assump-

tions, quality of life weights are generally taken as reflecting

the preferences of the relevant group of responders (typically

patients or the public). Indeed, some methods used to elicit

quality of life weights for QALYs have a strong basis in pref-

erence theory (e.g., the standard gamble method is derived

from expected utility theory). These methods estimate a rela-

tive value of descriptive health states, which are a represen-

tation of a particular level of health related quality of life

(HRQoL).

Although heterogeneity in preferences was an important

part of the development of the concept of EVIC by Basu and

Meltzer, relatively few studies have addressed the idea of

considering heterogeneity in patients’ preferences. Nease and

Owens (1994) introduced the idea of estimating individual-

ized expected health benefits to realize the value of a guideline

that considers individual patients’ preferences. Using a

decision model for mild hypertension, they showed that

decisions guided on the basis of individualized preference

assessment should be considered cost-effective compared to

average preference estimates. Sculpher (1998) compared dif-

ferent preference-based approaches to treatment allocation

(based on expected individual health, expected individual

cost-effectiveness and free treatment choice by the patient),

revealing that decisions based on expected individual QALYs

and net QALYs are not well correlated with treatment choice.

This probably reflects the limited link between QALYs and

individual preferences. In other words, patients were basing

their treatment choices on criteria not reflected in the deriv-

ation of the QALY.

Choice as a Source of Heterogeneity

An optimal (treatment) choice for an individual patient is

one that maximizes the individual’s welfare, utility or

health depending on the elements in his/her objective func-

tion. In the context of healthcare, ex-ante choices are the de-

cisions that a data analyst expects the patients to make based

on some of the observed patient characteristics but without

access to other relevant information and points of views that

patients may face while making actual decisions. This view

contrasts with the notion of treatment selection (or revealed

choices or ex-post choices) which is the individual’s decision

resulting from the interaction of the patient with health pro-

fessionals, relatives and other sources of information that are

relevant for the decision, but were unobserved to the data

analyst trying to predict these choices. This can be oper-

ationalized in the context of, for example, a shared decision-

making model, where patients and health professionals share

information about alternative diagnostic and treatment op-

tions as well as outcome preferences with the aim of making

the best choice among the alternative courses of action. Ex-

post choices can also be driven by anticipated gains and losses.

To the extent that these anticipations are not completely un-

founded and they deviate from the average gain and loss from

a treatment, ex-ante prediction of choices can be substantially

different from ex-post choices. This has implications for policy

making.

A policy concern for many healthcare systems is that pa-

tients’ preferences and choices should be taken into con-

sideration in the decision-making process. NICE, for example,

recognizes this argument as part of its social value statement,

but it also highlights the importance of making adequate

judgments to ensure good use of the limited resources. Less

clear, however, is the extent to which patients’ unconstrained

treatment choices can be consistent with the social objective of

maximising health gain subject to finite resources. One pos-

sibility is that patients’ choices can provide some information

about the expected potential health gains from a particular

treatment. In other words, choices provide information on the

extent to which a patient expects (or is expected) to benefit

from an intervention.

In the clinical trials literature it has been reported that

when patients are allocated to their preferred treatments, their

outcomes are affected positively without effect on attrition

rates. This might indicate that treatment works better in pa-

tients who would choose it, irrespective of the causes that

explain loss in follow-up. If ex-ante choices can be used to

predict outcomes, then they could help select treatment as a

form of subgroup analysis. However, findings indicating that

ex-ante choices are not good predictors have also been re-

ported. Although the role of ex-ante choices as predictors is

not clear, this might not be the case for ex-post choices. Given

the process needed to reveal those choices, they are likely to

be more predictive of health outcomes than ex-ante choices. If

so, revealed choices might correlate strongly with many other

unobserved covariates that explain variability in health out-

comes. Thus, by using appropriate statistical techniques,
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individual treatment effects could be estimated and their

heterogeneity at individual level characterized, producing a

better understanding of the joint distribution of potential

health outcomes (potential outcomes are defined, according

to the Rubin’s causality model, as the observed consequences

(Y) of alternative treatments (t¼0,1) in one particular indi-

vidual (i), i.e., the outcome observed de facto and the coun-

terfactual (unobservable), which defines the joint distribution

as G[Y0i,Y1i]). A research agenda for understanding hetero-

geneity should include new approaches to reveal individual

choices and their role in explaining variability in health out-

comes. This should address alternative study designs and

analytical techniques.

Some governments and health systems value providing

patients with (at least some) unconstrained choices over the

healthcare they receive regardless of the impact on their ul-

timate health outcome. This principle of patient autonomy

may, however, clash with an efficiency objective of maximising

health across population from available resources. That is,

owing to resource limitations, one patient’s choice can be

another patient’s health loss. To the extent that social decision

makers have a more complex objective function which in-

cludes population health and patient autonomy, then eco-

nomic evaluation will need to establish how one objective is

valued against the other.

Conclusions

In conclusion, heterogeneity in decision-making is occupying

an important place in the health research agenda, not only

because there is an intrinsic value for individualization of care

but also because it is consistent with the objectives of maxi-

mizing health under limited budgets. Important conceptual

and methods contributions have made in the past few years;

however, there are still several gaps that require further re-

search. Future investigation should examine the need to pro-

duce a more systematic approach to exploring heterogeneity

(e.g., through subgroup analysis), the incorporation of par-

ameter uncertainty in a more integrative framework with

heterogeneity and the exploration of the role of patient

choices in explaining variation in health outcomes.
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Introduction

The biopharmaceutical industry (including small molecule

drugs, biologics, and vaccines) and the medical equipment

industry (including implantable medical devices, diagnostic

imaging, and other diagnostics) have been major contributors

to both rising healthcare spending and improved quality and

quantity of life globally over the past four decades. Global

spending on biopharmaceuticals reached one trillion dollars

in 2012. Biopharmaceuticals account for between 10% and

20% of healthcare spending in most Organization for Eco-

nomic Cooperation and Development countries, and often a

higher share in developing countries that spend relatively less

on hospital and physician services. The medical equipment

sector is both conceptually less precisely defined and em-

pirically harder to measure. Industry revenues are estimated at

$332 billion (Ernst and Young, 2012), or roughly one-third of

biopharmaceutical industry revenues.

The US remains by far the largest single market for these

industries. For biopharmaceuticals, the US share of global

sales was 34% in 2011, down from 45% in 2000 (Table 1).

Over the past decade growth of biopharmaceutical sales has

slowed to low, single-digit annual growth rates in North

America and Europe, due to patent expiries and genericization

of many major drugs and slower growth of new drugs. This

contrasts with double-digit growth of biopharmaceutical

spending in many emerging markets, particularly China, Bra-

zil, India, and some other countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin

America, reflecting their rising incomes and increased spend-

ing on health care. For medical equipment, the US share is

roughly 45% of global sales.

The economics literature has focused much more heavily

on biopharmaceuticals than on medical devices and diag-

nostics, reflecting both the greater expenditure share of

biopharmaceuticals and the greater availability of data. Eco-

nomic analysis focuses on features that differentiate these in-

dustries from other health services or consumer goods

industries, in particular: high research and development

(R&D) intensity; heavy regulation of all business functions,

including R&D, market access, pricing and marketing; and

complex market environments due to physicians and payers

being major customers, in addition to patients. Economic

analysis has taken both a social welfare/policy perspective and

a firm or industry perspective. From the policy perspective, key

issues related to biopharmaceuticals are the design of intel-

lectual property (IP) rights, regulatory and reimbursement

systems to provide appropriate incentives for R&D, and to

assure appropriate utilization and prices for drugs, devices,

and diagnostics, such that they deliver value for money. From

the firm or industry perspective, key issues include under-

standing the causes of declining R&D productivity and opti-

mal strategic responses; measurement and demonstration of

incremental value of new compounds to regulators and pay-

ers; and development of effective entry and sales strategies for

emerging markets. Because regulation of market access, pri-

cing, and reimbursement are decided by each country separ-

ately, global policy and strategy must consider the interaction

of policies adopted in different countries, in particular, the

many challenges related to segmentation and differential pri-

cing when selling global products in markets that differ vastly

in regulation, IP, and ability and willingness to pay.

This overview article on the economics of these industries

lays out the theoretical issues and major empirical findings,

focusing first on issues related to R&D and then turning to

markets, reimbursement and pricing, promotion, and specific

issues related to vaccines, personalized medicine, and biosi-

milars. Although this article focuses on biopharmaceuticals,

reflecting the much larger literature, it also describes ways in

Table 1 World pharmaceutical markets

Region Pharmaceutical sales (US$ billion) Percentage of worldwide sales (%)

2006 2011 2016 (estimate) 2006 2011 2016 (estimate)

US 269.78 325.04 368.9 41 34 31
Canada 13.16 19.12 23.8 2 2 2
EU5 125.02 162.52 154.7 19 17 13
Rest of Europe 46.06 66.92 59.5 7 7 5
Japan 65.8 114.72 119 10 12 10
Pharmerging 92.12 191.2 357 14 20 30
Rest of world 46.06 76.48 107.1 7 8 9
Total 658.00 956.00 1190.00 100 100 100

Notes: Spending in US$ with variable exchange rates. Pharmerging countries are defined as those with 4$1 billion absolute spending growth over 2012–16 and which have GDP per

capita of less than $25 000 at purchasing power parity. Pharmerging markets include China, Brazil, India, Russia, Mexico, Turkey, Poland, Venezuela, Argentina, Indonesia, South Africa,

Thailand, Romania, Egypt, Ukraine, Pakistan, and Vietnam. Rest of Europe excludes Russia, Turkey, Poland, Romania, Ukraine, which are included in the pharmerging markets.

Source: Reproduced with permission from Market Prognosis (2012). Report of the IMS Institute of Healthcare Informatics. Available at: www.imshealth.com (accessed 20.03.13).
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which medical equipment is similar and different. Other art-

icles in this volume provide greater depth on various issues.

R&D: Costs, Regulation, and IP

R&D Costs and Regulation

The biopharmaceutical industry is unusually research inten-

sive. The US research-based industry invests approximately

15% of its sales in R&D, compared with approximately 4%

for US industry in general and 8% for the US-based medical

device industry. The R&D cost of bringing a new medical

entity (NME) to market is currently estimated to be ap-

proximately $1.5 billion (Mestre-Ferrandiz et al., 2012) and

take 5–12 years from discovery through development, clinical

trials, and regulatory approval. New drugs must meet strin-

gent standards of safety, efficacy, and manufacturing quality

before receiving market access approval. Large and lengthy

clinical trials to demonstrate safety and efficacy, with high

failure rates, are major drivers of the high cost per approved

NME. Throughout the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, the cost per

approved new drug increased by seven to eight percentage

points per year above general price inflation. Factors con-

tributing to rising cost per NME include not only rising

clinical trial costs but also, more recently, higher failure rates.

The evidence suggests that of drugs entering human clinical

trials, only one in seven or eight reaches approval, compared

to one in five in the 1990s. Rising failure rates reflect both

safety, efficacy, and economic factors. Recent scientific ad-

vances have enabled development of novel therapies, but

predictability remains imperfect. Further, because good

treatments already exist for easier diseases, new drugs must

now either provide significant incremental value relative to

existing drugs that are available as low-priced generics, or

tackle diseases that pose tougher scientific challenges, such as

Alzheimer’s disease and cancer, or target diseases that were

previously ignored due to small populations. Most recently

approved drugs target either specialty conditions (complex,

relatively uncommon diseases treated by specialists) or even

small orphan indications (defined in the US as affecting less

than 200 000 patients per year). In the US in 2010 and 2011,

one-third of new active substances approved had orphan

designation. This reflects the intended incentives provided by

the Orphan Drug Act, which provides special tax credits and

market exclusivities for drugs that receive orphan status, as

well as the very high prices realized by some orphan drugs,

now more than $400 000 per patient per year for some drugs.

It also reflects the granting of orphan status for small indi-

cations for drugs that may subsequently be approved for

other, larger indications – for example, many cancer drugs

serve both orphan and nonorphan indications.

The cost of developing a new drug includes the out-of-

pocket expenses incurred by firms from discovery through first

approval on the successful compound and related failures,

because failures are an unavoidable part of the process. The

full, capitalized cost per approved NME also includes the

opportunity cost of capital invested, because investors must

recoup their opportunity cost in order to continue investing in

R&D. This cost of capital is about half the total cost (Di Masi

and Grabowski, 2007). Although the mean cost is estimated at

US$1.5 billion (Mestre-Ferrandiz et al., 2012), there is sig-

nificant variation with lower costs for rare diseases that ne-

cessarily have smaller trials, and relatively high costs for drugs

to treat high-volume, chronic diseases that require large and

long trials.

R&D expense for medical devices is much lower than that

for drugs. Devices are classified into classes I through III, based

on risk to patients and device novelty. The US Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) has oversight over device safety, efficacy,

and quality, but clinical trials are usually required only for

novel devices classified as class III. Most devices are incre-

mental modifications of existing products and can be ap-

proved by showing ‘substantial similarity’ to an existing

device, without clinical trials. The EU’s CE mark system au-

thorizes either state or private oversight bodies to review safety

and quality, and proof of efficacy is not required. Devices are

therefore often launched earlier in the EU than the US, in

contrast to drugs for which EU launch is often delayed by

reimbursement requirements.

Safety: Benefits and Costs

Market access regulation that requires demonstration of safety

and efficacy entails costs as well as benefits. The appropriate

extent and structure of this regulation has been debated in the

academic and policy literatures. The main economic focus has

been whether the current regulatory approach to drug ap-

proval provides an optimal trade-off between safety and delay.

The benefits of regulation include preventing unsafe and in-

effective drugs from being sold and requiring the production

of unbiased information about drug outcomes, including

risks, benefits, and contraindications as demonstrated in

controlled trials. The statistically significant findings from

clinical trials form the basis for the product label and ap-

proved promotional messages. By revealing the true expected

benefits and risks from drugs before launch, such information

reduces the risk of adverse outcomes and drug withdrawals for

safety reasons.

The costs of market access regulation include increased

development costs, which may keep some potential drugs off

the market, and delay in consumer access to new drugs. The

FDA User Fees (which fund the hiring of additional reviewers)

and the Fast Track and Priority Review regulatory initiatives

have accelerated the review process of new drugs and provided

mechanisms for approval based on surrogate endpoints, with

postlaunch follow-up. Despite some mixed evidence that

more rapid reviews have resulted in more postlaunch adverse

events and drug withdrawals, on balance the evidence from

pharmaceuticals suggests that these initiatives have increased

consumer welfare. For medical devices, the appropriate struc-

ture and requirements for review are still under debate in the

US. Delays in approval relative to the EU are a concern, but so

is the number of recalls of devices approved through the ac-

celerated process. Future economic research is needed on the

optimal structure of market access regulation for medical

devices.
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Patents, Exclusivities, and Other Research and
Development Incentives

The high cost of R&D for biopharmaceuticals (and, to a lesser

extent, medical devices) implies a cost structure with high

fixed costs that can benefit consumers globally but are sunk at

launch, with low marginal cost per pill. Investment in the

costly and risky process of pharmaceutical R&D therefore re-

quires some mechanism to assure a return on successful in-

vestments for originator firms. The standard approach is

patents which grant the innovator a monopoly for the dur-

ation of the patent by barring identical copies. Defining ap-

propriate patent terms and criteria for postpatent generic entry

are critical policy issues. All countries that are members of the

World Trade Organization must recognize 20-year product

patents, running from date of filing, for all products that meet

requirements of novelty and utility, not just pharmaceuticals.

In addition to this basic patent protection that applies to

all types of goods, the US and many other countries have

added regulatory provisions that define certain exclusivity

protections for qualifying originator pharmaceuticals, partially

make-up for patent term lost before launch due to the lengthy

R&D process, and also define entry conditions for generics. In

the US, the 1984 Hatch–Waxman Patent Restoration and

Generic Competition Act extended patent terms and defined

regulatory exclusivities for originators, and eased entry re-

quirements for generic versions of small molecule drugs.

Specifically, Hatch–Waxman provided originator drugs with

up to 5 years of patent restoration to compensate for patent

life lost during R&D and regulatory review, and 5 years of

exclusivity for originator data before generics can reference the

data. For generics, Hatch–Waxman provided an Abbreviated

New Drug Approval (ANDA) pathway that enables generics to

be approved without doing new safety and efficacy trials,

provided they can show bioequivalence to the originator drug

and reference the originator safety and efficacy data. Paragraph

IV provides a 180-day market exclusivity for the first ANDA

generic that successfully challenges originator patents, to

incentivize challenge to dubious patents.

The ANDA provisions greatly reduced the regulatory costs

of approval for generics and facilitated the growth of generics

in the US. The 180-day exclusivity period has led to successful

challenges of many patents, and hence speeded generic entry.

Generics now account for more than 80% of all prescriptions

dispensed in the US, and a higher percentage for compounds

for which generics are available. Unsurprisingly, because

patentability requires that an invention be new, useful, and

nonobvious, original composition-of-matter patents that

apply to new molecules have generally withstood generic

challenge in the US, whereas additional patents filed later on

ancillary features or new delivery systems have more fre-

quently been successfully challenged for failing to meet re-

quirements of novelty and nonobviousness. The requirements

for proof of novelty and nonobviousness differ across coun-

tries. This has led to some products that are patented in the US

being denied patents in countries such as India.

Given the experience of patent litigation and uncertainty

under the Hatch–Waxman Act, the 2010 Affordable Care Act

(ACA) provisions for a new regulatory approval pathway for

follow-on biologics (biosimilars) has focused on the

regulatory exclusivity period for originator data. This is cur-

rently set at 12 years from the first licensing of the referenced

biologic, in contrast to 5-year data exclusivity for chemical

drugs in the US. Whether this much longer exclusivity period,

combined with more favorable reimbursement for biologics,

potentially distorts R&D choices toward biologics, despite

their lower convenience and higher cost for consumers, is an

important topic for future research. In contrast to these dis-

crepant US data exclusivity periods, the EU grants 10 years of

data exclusivity for both chemical and biologic drugs.

More generally, regulatory exclusivities offer more flexi-

bility of duration and more certainty of enforcement, com-

pared to patents that must run for 20 years from filing but may

be challenged. However, this flexibility may make regulatory

exclusivities more subject to manipulation by special interests.

Given the vastly different costs involved in different types of

biopharmaceutical and medical technology R&D, use of both

patents and the more flexible exclusivities seems optimal.

For medical devices, patents are important but in general

create weaker and less durable market power than for

pharmaceuticals, because it is relatively easy to invent around

a medical device patent using a slightly different product de-

sign. Moreover, entry of incrementally improved, follow-on

devices renders the original design obsolete within a few years,

even if the 20-year patent nominally remains valid.

Although patents are in some respects an efficient and

effective mechanism to incentivize R&D, patents have other

disadvantages besides the inflexible term and uncertain val-

idity already mentioned. In particular, patents operate by

limiting competition and enabling innovator firms to charge

prices above marginal cost, which can lead to suboptimal use

of drugs in the absence of insurance. High price–marginal cost

margins also create strong incentives for promotion. Several

alternatives to patents have been proposed for pharma-

ceuticals, including both ‘push’ programs that provide sub-

sidies to reduce the cost of R&D and ‘pull’ programs that

increase and/or guarantee revenues for companies that bring

new drugs to market, including prizes, patent buyouts, and

advance market commitments. Some of these alternatives have

been applied to R&D for ‘neglected’ diseases with prevalence

predominantly in low-income countries, including the ad-

vance market commitment for the pneumococcal vaccine.

Further research is needed on the optimal mix of IP alter-

natives, including patents, exclusivities, and others, for specific

R&D contexts related to drugs, devices, and other technolo-

gies, in order to appropriately reward innovation without

granting inefficient barriers to entry. Such research should

consider how the optimal mix of protections might differ

across countries at different levels of development. Because the

goal of IP or other protections is to provide an appropriate

financial reward to innovators, the optimal type and duration

of IP should ideally also consider the pricing and reimburse-

ment environment, which determines the prices and revenues

that can be earned during the protection period. More on

this below.
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Mergers, Alliances, and Organization of R&D

The basic and translational science underlying many new

drugs is developed in academic institutions, often supported

by government research grants. The traditional mechanism for

developing and commercializing such technologies has been

the creation of start-up companies, usually with venture

capital funding, taking advantage of the Bayh–Dole Act that

encourages private commercialization of publicly funded re-

search. Over the past two decades, thousands of start-up firms

have been formed, many have been acquired by larger, es-

tablished firms, some have failed, and a few have grown to

become fully integrated biotechnology companies. Over time,

the share of new approved drugs that originated with small

firms has grown.

As large pharmaceutical firms have experienced declining

returns on their internal R&D, they are increasingly using

product licensing alliances and outright acquisition of small

firms to source new compounds externally. For the small

firms, such alliances with established biopharmaceutical firms

provide an important source of R&D financing, as well as

regulatory and commercial experience and expertise. The

terms of these alliances and acquisitions are structured to

align incentives and share risk, through payments that are

triggered only if the product achieves certain goals. These

contingent payments include R&D milestone payments,

tiered sales royalties, opt-in options for the licensee in alli-

ances, and contingent valuation rights linked to sales in

acquisitions.

The theoretical literature has hypothesized that formation

of product development alliances may be hampered by

asymmetric information. However, contingent payments in

the deal structure are designed to address both adverse selec-

tion and moral hazard risks. The empirical literature is mixed,

but in general finds that in-licensed products have a higher

probability of success than internally developed products,

which supports the notion that the stringent due diligence

process of alliance formation is more rigorous at weeding out

compounds that will ultimately fail, compared to internal

R&D review processes within large firms.

In addition to alliances with small firms, several large firms

have recently reorganized their drug discovery divisions into

small units that attempt to mimic the entrepreneurial spirit

and incentives of small firms. The compounds that are pro-

duced by these internal units must compete with externally

sourced compounds for scarce resources to fund clinical trials.

Other attempts to increase R&D productivity within large

firms include changes in personnel and organizational struc-

ture, and changes in compensation schemes. Despite all these

attempts to improve R&D productivity, several large pharma-

ceutical companies have cut their R&D budgets recently for the

first time in decades and instituted share buy-back programs,

in response to shareholder concerns about the low return on

R&D investment.

Small firms are not immune to the rising costs of R&D and

high failure rates. Longer and riskier investment cycles and

uncertainty of exit through either acquisition or an initial

public offering have also slowed the flow of venture capital

into formation of early-stage biotechnology companies. This

decline in private equity and venture funding for start-ups has

been partially offset by an increase in alliances directly be-

tween large pharmaceutical firms and academic institutions

and a growth in funding through the corporate venture capital

arms of large biopharma firms. These and other creative fi-

nancing developments suggest that there may be efficiency

gains from facilitating mechanisms to finance the develop-

ment of new products without the formation of new start-up

companies around each idea.

Markets for Biopharmaceuticals and Medical
Technology

Principles of Optimal Insurance

The market for pharmaceuticals in any country depends on

the extent of insurance and on the rules of reimbursement

used by payers to control the effects of insurance on prices and

utilization. Insurance protects consumers against the financial

risk of high drug spending but also makes consumers in-

sensitive to drug prices. Demand-side price sensitivity is fur-

ther undermined by the fact that physicians who prescribe

drugs often lack the information and incentives to make price-

sensitive choices. Inelastic demand of insured consumers

creates incentives for firms to charge higher prices than they

would if consumers were informed decision-makers facing full

prices. To address this insurance-induced price insensitivity,

insurers in most countries use a range of strategies to control

prices and utilization of prescription drugs.

The optimal design of insurance coverage is a critical policy

issue that affects patients’ access and financial exposure, in-

novation incentives for firms, and budget impact for taxpayers

and consumers. In theory, insurance coverage and eligibility

should be designed to encourage optimal utilization of exist-

ing drugs (static efficiency) and optimal incentives for R&D

investment for new drugs (dynamic efficiency) and provide

reasonable financial protection for patients. One proposed

approach to achieving these three goals is that copayments

should be set at marginal cost while the health insurer pays a

top-up payment to the biopharmaceutical firm to reward in-

novation (Lackdawalla and Sood, 2009). In practice, both

marginal cost and appropriate top-up payments are difficult to

observe, and this approach ignores appropriate financial

protection for patients.

An alternative approach, that could in theory achieve sec-

ond-best static and dynamic efficiency and appropriate fi-

nancial protection for patients, is for each payer to make

reimbursement of a drug conditional on meeting an incre-

mental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) threshold – for example,

$50 000 per quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) – that reflects

the willingness-to-pay for health gain of that payer’s enrollees

or citizens (Danzon et al. 2012). The firm would be permitted

to price up to the ICER threshold, but this implies that the

price premium would be constrained by the new drug’s in-

cremental benefit relative to the comparator or standard of

care. The payer would also define coverage eligibility to assure

access for patients for whom the drug is cost-effective at the

price charged. Copayments would be modest, to collect some

revenue but assure affordability. This approach encourages

appropriate innovation, by paying a premium for new drugs
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that is based on their incremental value, and assures access for

patients. If all countries with comprehensive insurance set

ICER thresholds unilaterally, based on their willingness to pay

for health, manufacturers would have incentives to set prices

that differ across countries, reflecting countries’ willingness

and ability to pay. This result is broadly consistent with

Ramsey pricing principles applied to R&D as a joint cost.

In practice, pharmaceutical pricing and reimbursement

regulation differs across countries but follows four broad

prototypes: (1) the USA exemplifies free pricing in a pluralistic

insurance market with competing health plans; (2) Europe

exemplifies several approaches to setting price and re-

imbursement in universal insurance systems; (3) Japan ex-

emplifies price regulation in a market where physicians

traditionally dispensed drugs; and (4) many emerging markets

illustrate predominantly self-pay markets for drugs. The fol-

lowing sections describe key economic issues in each of these

prototypical markets.

Free Pricing with Competing Payers: The US

In the pluralistic US healthcare system, no single payer has

sufficient market power to significantly influence prices. Payers

rely primarily on tiered formularies and costsharing to pre-

serve some patient price-sensitivity and to enable payers to

negotiate discounts in return for preferred formulary status.

Although list prices are unconstrained, tiered formularies have

achieved significant discounts in therapeutic classes with close

therapeutic substitutes. However, in classes with few and/or

differentiated products, which includes most specialty drugs

and biologics, payers have not used tiered formularies ag-

gressively to attempt to extract discounts. Rather, they rely

increasingly on specialty tiers with 20–30% coinsurance rates.

However, most patients are protected by catastrophic limits on

costsharing or manufacturer copay coupons, which provides

appropriate financial protection but leaves little if any con-

straint on prices. Launch prices for new drugs therefore con-

tinue to rise, with several more than $100 000 per year or per

treatment course. Similarly, for physician-dispensed biologics,

the reimbursement rules create incentives for high launch

prices, with little constraint from patient costsharing.

By contrast, generic markets in the US are highly price

competitive. High rates of generic entry and penetration,

combined with low generic prices, reflect not only the

Hatch–Waxman provisions requiring bioequivalence with low

entry costs, but also pharmacy substitution and reimburse-

ment rules that assure price-conscious dispensing choices by

pharmacies and patient acceptance of generics. Over the past

15 years, patent expiration on many originator drugs has en-

abled a massive shift toward generics. In 2012, more than 80%

of prescriptions were dispensed generically, up from 47% in

2000, but generics account for only approximately 30% of

sales by value, due to their low prices. Generic penetration

rates are higher and generic prices are absolutely lower in the

US than in many other countries (Danzon and Furukawa,

2011). This has provided significant savings to consumers and

created budget headroom for high-priced new drugs. As the

flow of new generics declines, attention may shift to better

ways to assure value for money while preserving access to new

pharmaceuticals in the US.

Effects of cost sharing
Patient cost sharing is an important feature of health-insur-

ance design, particularly in the US. In theory, optimal cost

sharing balances financial protection of patients against de-

terring overuse of services and excessive pricing. If other con-

straints on pricing or use are also used, then optimal cost

sharing can be lower. Conversely, Garber et al. (2006) show

that at levels of cost sharing that are optimal for patient pro-

tection, prices would exceed levels needed to incentivize op-

timal R&D, assuming current patent design is optimal.

Unsurprisingly, cost-sharing levels are highest and studies of

cost-sharing effects are most numerous in the US.

Because details of cost-sharing structure, levels, stop-loss,

and other controls differ across contexts, generalizations are

problematic. With that caveat, the evidence confirms that

tiered cost sharing affects choices between drugs. Even modest

cost sharing affects utilization and compliance. Recent studies

have focused on the interconnection between utilization of

drugs and utilization of other services, which may be com-

plements (a physician visit may be necessary to get a pre-

scription) or substitutes (compliance with medications may

reduce disease flare-ups and emergency visits). Evidence that

even modest cost sharing for some chronic medications can

significantly affect utilization of more costly medical services

has generated great interest in ‘value-based insurance design,’

which would take these complementarities into account in

designing cost sharing. Further research is needed into how

optimal cost-sharing structures differ across disease states and

drug types, and how their effects in practice are modified by

stop-loss limits, manufacturer coupons, and other offsets.

Price and Reimbursement Regulation: The EU

In most industrialized countries with comprehensive insur-

ance, payers control prices and utilization of biopharmaceu-

ticals, with a view to maintaining access while managing

within fixed health budgets. Price regulatory systems use three

prototypical approaches to setting prices, and some countries

use variants of multiple approaches.

Internal referencing
Internal referencing compares the health outcomes with the

new drug relative to one or more existing drugs and grants a

price premium only if the new drug demonstrates superior

safety, efficacy, or other benefits. In principle, this approach

rewards innovation that produces measurable incremental

value. It is usually applied only at launch. Postlaunch price

increases are generally not allowed, and price decreases may

be mandated if total expenditure for a drug exceeds the payer’s

target based on the expected number of eligible patients. These

‘volume-price offsets’ reduce the price in proportion to the

expenditure overrun. This not only keeps expenditure within

target but also deters promotion beyond the target

population.

A special case of internal referencing is ‘reference price re-

imbursement,’ as implemented in Germany and the
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Netherlands, in which the payer groups drugs based on

similarity of indication, therapeutic effects, and sometimes

mechanism of action. The reference price is the maximum

reimbursement price for all drugs in the group, and if the

actual price is higher, the patient must pay the excess. The

reference price is usually based on a low-priced drug within

the group, which could be a generic. If classes are broadly

defined and ignore significant differences between drugs, this

approach can undermine incentives for incremental innov-

ation within a class. In Germany’s post-2010 approach to drug

pricing, the first step is a formal review of the new drug,

relative to comparators. If the new drug is deemed to offer no

significant improvement it is assigned to a reference pricing

group and is reimbursed at the prevailing reference price. If it

is deemed significantly superior, then a new price is negotiated

or determined by arbitration. Thus this approach recognizes

the importance of benefit evaluation before assigning a drug

to reference pricing.

External referencing
With external referencing, the price of the new drug in country

X is set at the mean, median, or minimum price of the same

drug in a specified set of other countries. This approach is

widely used in the EU, and the external reference may be the

EU average price. This approach undermines the firm’s ability

to maintain price differentials between countries although, as

noted earlier, such differentials are consistent with Ramsey

pricing principles applied to paying for the joint costs of R&D.

Further, external referencing creates incentives for firms to

delay or not launch drugs in small, low-priced countries, if

these prices might undermine potentially higher prices in

other countries. Several studies have found evidence of such

delays and nonlaunch due to referencing within the EU. Thus,

external referencing by one country can lead to spill-over re-

ductions in access and presumably social welfare in referenced

countries.

Parallel trade
Although parallel trade is not a form of direct price regulation,

it has effects similar to external referencing, but on a more

limited scale. Parallel trade (also called commercial drug im-

portation) permits commercial third parties – usually phar-

macies and wholesalers – in one country to import drugs

purchased in other, lower-priced countries, effectively arbi-

traging the price differences. The EU authorizes parallel trade

between EU member countries as part of the general policy of

free movement of goods within the EU.

Although economic theory generally concludes that free

trade increases social welfare by enabling consumers to source

products from lower cost producers and benefit from the

savings, these conditions are generally not met for parallel

trade in drugs. Price differentials for drugs between EU

countries reflect differences in income and regulatory systems,

not differences in production costs, hence there is no resource

efficiency gain from such trade. On the contrary, parallel tra-

ded goods often require repackaging or relabeling which adds

to resource costs. Further, the savings from arbitraging differ-

ences in exmanufacturer prices are largely captured by

middlemen and are not transferred to consumers/payers. If the

net effect of parallel trade is revenue redistribution from

manufacturers to distributors that results in reduced incentives

for R&D, then the efficiency effect of parallel trade is likely

negative.

Cost-effectiveness review
An indirect approach to price control results when the payer

reviews the incremental cost-effectiveness of a new drug,

relative to standard of care, as a condition of reimbursement.

The UK’s National Institute for Clinical Excellence exempli-

fies this approach, with detailed methodological require-

ments and an explicit threshold cost per QALY. Other

countries, including Australia, Canada, and Sweden use

similar approaches. If the manufacturer is permitted to set a

price up to the maximum at which the new drug meets the

ICER threshold, then this approach acts as an indirect control

on price that rewards innovation and enables the manu-

facturer to capture the benefits produced, as required for

dynamic efficiency, but without the payer having to directly

regulate the price.

Conceptually, it is a simple step to convert cost-effective-

ness analysis (CEA) review into an explicit value-based pricing

(VBP) regime. VBP would allow a new drug a price premium

over current treatment commensurate with its incremental

value, which includes both incremental health benefits plus

any cost savings. This VBP might be adjusted postlaunch, if the

evidence on incremental benefits changes. Whether the VBP

should be adjusted if the price of the comparator changes due,

for example, to generic entry, is an important policy question

that requires further research.

Measurement of Value

If payers are concerned to get maximum value from their ex-

penditures on medical care, then measurement of value of

health gain, using CEA and other approaches, is essential. CEA

is used as part of broader health technology assessment (HTA)

programs to evaluate the incremental health-related effects

and costs of new technologies, including drugs, relative to

existing technologies. This approach was adopted in the 1990s

in Australia, New Zealand, the UK, and Canada, and variants

have since been adopted in an increasing number of countries

in Europe and more recently in Asia and Latin America. In the

US, there is growing interest in comparative-effectiveness re-

search, but with political reluctance to explicitly use cost per

QALY or other outcome measures to make reimbursement

decisions. CEA grew out of more general HTA, as payers

sought more systematic, evidence-based approaches to re-

source allocation and adoption of costly new technologies

within limited budgets.

Implementing value measurement raises both theoretical

and practical issues that are being worked out as payers at-

tempt to apply CEA to regulation of pharmaceutical use and

prices. Practical questions include what types of evidence to

use and how to deal with the inevitable gaps in evidence,

especially at launch; use of risk- or cost-sharing contracts when

evidence is uncertain; and use of CEA as one among several

criteria considered by decision makers. Considerable progress

has been made over the past two decades in both theory and

measurement of value, primarily using QALYs. Although many
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criticisms remain, similar and other criticisms are likely to

apply to any alternative metric that attempts to provide a

unidimensional measure of value that can compare outcomes

across different health interventions. Until superior alter-

natives are developed, QALYs are likely to remain widely used.

Physician Dispensing

Pharmaceutical reimbursement raises unique issues in coun-

tries with physician dispensing. Japan, Taiwan, and South

Korea have traditionally exemplified this approach, but

each has recently taken steps to separate prescribing and dis-

pensing, in contrast to China where most drugs are still pre-

scribed and dispensed in hospitals and clinics. Simple

economic theory and casual observation suggest that where

physicians dispense the drugs that they prescribe and can

profit from the margin between a drug’s acquisition cost and

their reimbursement, manufacturers will offer discounts in

order to increase this profit margin. The financial incentives of

physicians may, therefore, lead to excessive prescribing and

bias toward high-margin drugs. Japan traditionally mitigated

this effect by biennial review of acquisition prices and

downward revision of reimbursement prices to squeeze the

margin.

Since 2000, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan have all taken

steps to encourage switching to pharmacy dispensing. The

fundamental challenge is that if dispensing income is a sig-

nificant fraction of total income for physicians, then payers are

under pressure to increase other payments to physicians, in

addition to now paying pharmacy dispensing fees, which may

increase total expenditures. Japan took a gradual, incentive-

based approach, paying increased prescription issuance fees

for physicians and dispensing fees for pharmacists. The share

of prescriptions dispensed through pharmacies has increased

to more than 60% in 2011, but cost savings are uncertain

because of the additional fees. Korea abruptly required that

physicians cease dispensing drugs, which led to physician

protests, increased fees, and apparently a shift to higher priced

drugs. In response to physician protests, Taiwan allowed

clinics affiliated with physician offices to continue dispensing

as long as they hired a pharmacist and paid additional fees.

Hence, again there has been no reduction in total medical

expenditures. Thus, although the evidence suggests that

physician prescribing does distort utilization, changing this is

not easy and may lead to higher, not lower expenditures, at

least in the short run.

Promotion

Biopharmaceuticals
Because the potential benefits and risks of pharmaceuticals

are intrinsically nonobvious, providing information to

physicians and consumers about a drug’s potential effects is

critical to its appropriate use. Such information dissemin-

ation is provided and financed largely by pharmaceutical

firms, through detailing of physicians, journal advertising,

distribution of free samples, and direct-to-consumer adver-

tising (permitted only in the US and New Zealand), subject

to regulations that differ across countries. The economic and

policy issues raised by such types of pharmaceutical pro-

motion are discussed in another part of this encyclopedia.

Estimates of the advertising-to-sales ratio in the US range

from 6.7% to 18%. The highest estimates include samples

valued at retail prices, which significantly overestimate the

cost of samples to firms. High advertising-to-sales ratios re-

flect both the fact of multiple customers – physicians, pa-

tients, and payers – and the incentives created by inelastic

demand resulting from extensive insurance coverage and

high price-to-marginal cost ratios.

The economic literature on promotion is mainly from

the US. It suggests that advertising may be both informative

and persuasive, and both characteristics apply to some

pharmaceutical advertising. Implications for public health and

welfare depend on whether or how far advertising raises

brand-specific versus industry-wide demand, impacts drug

costs, and impacts competition and prices. Empirical evidence

is mixed but suggests that consumer advertising is more

effective at enlarging the general market, through more phys-

ician contact, expanded treatment, etc., whereas physician

advertising is primarily persuasive, although the informative

role is likely to be greater early in a drug’s lifecycle. There is no

strong evidence that either consumer or physician-directed

promotion raises prices. An overall welfare assessment would

require a balancing of complex benefits and costs, and con-

clusions may depend on type of drug, stage of lifecycle, and

other factors that affect the relative magnitude and value of

information versus persuasion.

Medical devices
Promotion of medical devices and equipment varies by sector,

depending on the user/decision-maker, usually a hospital.

However, for complex, implantable devices such as hips or

stents, the surgeons who insert the devices may also be major

customers because their ease of use with a device affects their

time required and willingness to use a device. Such devices

require promotion by technically qualified, skilled sales-

persons who may also play an important role in training the

surgeons on how to use the devices. The empirical evidence

suggests significant economies of scale in device marketing.

This is plausible, because larger firms that produce a full range

of products for a particular medical specialty, for example,

orthopedics, can spread the fixed costs of hiring and training a

dedicated salesforce that promotes only their products,

whereas smaller firms that produce only one product may

have to rely on general distributors who handle competitors’

products. Such economies of scale in marketing are plausibly

one factor accounting for the general pattern that small-device

firms with good products are usually acquired by larger firms,

rather than attempting to seek external financing to grow as

independent competitors. Comprehensive data on promo-

tion, sales, and pricing are not available for devices as it is for

drugs, hence this remains an important area for future

research.

Emerging Markets: Self-Pay for Pharmaceuticals

Pharmaceutical markets in developing countries differ from

those of industrialized countries in that insurance coverage
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for drugs is very limited, with most people paying directly

out-of-pocket, especially those at lower income levels. Theory

suggests that manufacturers might seek to practice price dis-

crimination – charging lower prices in these countries than in

higher-income countries – if they were assured that the drugs

would not be exported to, or their lower prices would not be

referenced by, higher-income countries. Similarly, price dis-

crimination between rich and poor consumers within these

countries would also increase sales for companies and access

for consumers, if it were feasible. However, government

policies, distribution systems, and other factors undermine

market segmentation in developing countries, although cor-

porate strategies such as dual branding, direct distribution to

providers, and consumer coupons can be effective for some

drugs. Inefficient distribution systems also pay a role in

raising retail prices to consumers, regardless of prices charged

by manufacturers in many developing countries.

The global nature of pharmaceutical R&D raises issues of

appropriate cross-national price differentials to share the

joint costs. Theoretical models of monopoly pricing using

either price discrimination or uniform pricing and models of

Ramsey pricing applied to payment for the joint costs of R&D

suggest that differential pricing is welfare superior to uniform

pricing across countries. Assuming that higher-income

countries have more inelastic demand, this implies that

richer countries should pay higher prices than poorer coun-

tries, and this is consistent with most norms of equity. The

principle of differential pricing between the richest and

poorest nations is widely accepted in policy debates. How-

ever, in practice, consensus breaks down on appropriate price

differentials and absolute price levels, particularly for mid-

dle-income countries with emerging middle classes but large

poor populations.

The evidence suggests that drug prices are higher, relative to

average per capita income, in low- and middle-income coun-

tries. This applies to generics as well as on-patent drugs.

Relatively high prices in low- and middle-income countries

partly reflects the highly skewed income distributions, which

create incentives for firms to target the more affluent segment

(Flynn et al., 2006). Further, because regulatory systems in

these countries do not require that generic copies be bioe-

quivalent to the originator, quality uncertainty leads producers

to compete on brand, using both brand and high price as a

proxy for quality (Danzon et al., 2011). In such markets, only

the lowest-quality firms compete on price. However, regu-

latory requirements for bioequivalence of all generics would

likely put many local firms out of business. Thus, the obstacles

to reform are primarily political.

Vaccines

Preventive vaccines are biologics but differ from other bio-

pharmaceuticals in important aspects. The external costs of

infectious diseases imply external benefits from effective vac-

cines, and this has motivated public mandates, purchasing,

and subsidies for vaccines in most countries and government

subsidies to supply for particular products, such as Project

Bioshield in the US. Relatively small market size and con-

centrated purchasing have contributed to the existence of few

or sole suppliers of most individual vaccines in the US, which

has resulted in shortages when the sole supplier experiences

production problems.

A considerable literature has examined the cost-effect-

iveness of different vaccines in different contexts spanning

both developed and developing countries, and appropriate

policy responses to both suboptimal private demand and

sole supplier markets. Policies to promote investment in

vaccine R&D include push and pull incentives for the private

sector, public production, and the no-fault Vaccine Injury

Compensation Program that was implemented in the US

in 1986.

After decades of being considered a neglected R&D sector,

the past decade has seen a resurgence of interest in vaccines,

with several large pharmaceutical companies and many

smaller companies entering the US and EU markets, and

several WHO-qualified suppliers of vaccines, from India and

South Korea, now selling the majority of vaccines to emerging

and middle-income countries. Thus, future research must

consider factors that differentiate vaccines from other biolo-

gics and are common across all or most vaccines and market

contexts versus factors that are specific to a particular vaccine

or market context. The conditions for purchasing and sup-

plying vaccines differ significantly across countries. Identifying

these differences and their effects is a necessary part of gen-

eralizing about vaccine economics and appropriate vaccine

policy.

Diagnostic Imaging

Like biopharmaceuticals, diagnostic imaging, including

computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, posi-

tron emission tomography, and other technologies, poses

challenges related to achieving appropriate use, pricing, and

R&D incentives. However, the context and solutions are very

different because these are durable machines with high fixed

costs but low marginal cost to hospital or physician pur-

chasers. Although a hospital may own the machine, the de-

cision to order a scan is usually made by a physician who is

not the same as the radiologist who interprets the scan and is

reimbursed. These basic economic issues related to imaging

are discussed in another article, focusing on the USA. An-

other article reviews the reimbursement approaches used in

different countries and then discusses the empirical evidence

on differences across countries in number of scanners, rates

of scans, and expenditures as a percentage of healthcare

spending are described in another part of this encyclopedia.

These articles establish a foundation and some interesting

facts but point out the need for more research in this

important area.

Conclusion

The biopharmaceutical and medical equipment industries pose

many interesting economic questions that are different from the

textbook economic industries or the health services sectors. Like

health services, the role of insurance is fundamental in affect-

ing demand. However, because these are research-intensive
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industries, optimal insurance and reimbursement design must

consider effects on producers’ incentives, short and long run, as

well as effects on consumer protection. Much progress has been

made in understanding the economics of R&D, effects of

regulation, promotion, and pricing and reimbursement, par-

ticularly for biopharmaceuticals. But this remains a fertile field

for future research.

See also: Cross-National Evidence on Use of Radiology. Markets
with Physician Dispensing. Patents and Regulatory Exclusivity in the
USA. Pharmaceutical Pricing and Reimbursement Regulation in
Europe. Pricing and Reimbursement of Biopharmaceuticals and
Medical Devices in the USA. Regulation of Safety, Efficacy, and
Quality. Research and Development Costs and Productivity in
Biopharmaceuticals. Vaccine Economics. Value of Drugs in Practice
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Introduction

Although the biotech industry is a relatively new source of

medical therapies – its first new drug approvals came in the

early 1980s – it has recently become a major source of drug

industry growth and innovation. New biological entities

(NBEs) have a significantly higher likelihood of being a first-

in-class or novel introduction compared with other new drug

entities (Grabowski and Wang, 2006). For example, the on-

cology class has experienced the introduction of breakthrough

monoclonal antibodies and targeted biological agents re-

sulting from increased knowledge of the molecular mech-

anisms for cancer (DiMasi and Grabowski, 2007a). Substantial

improvements in survival, morbidity, and patients’ quality of

life have been documented in diseases previously resistant to

successful treatment, such as aggressive HER-2 positive breast

cancer (Smith et al., 2007) and disability associated with

rheumatoid arthritis (Weaver, 2004).

Although NBEs have been an important source of bio-

pharmaceutical innovation, they have also accounted for a

rising share of overall drug expenditures in the US and

worldwide. They now account for approximately one-quarter

of all the US expenditures on pharmaceuticals and represent

approximately half of all products in clinical testing (Trusheim

et al., 2010). NBEs for oncology patients and other indications

also can cost tens of thousands of dollars per course of treat-

ment. They are also frequently targeted to life-threatening and

disabling diseases. These facts and trends have made bio-

logical entities an increasing focus of attention for policy-

makers and payers grappling with rising healthcare costs and

budgets.

A recent development in Europe and the US is the estab-

lishment of an abbreviated pathway for the so-called biosi-

milars – biological products that are similar to, but not

identical with, a reference biological product in terms of

quality, safety, and efficacy. Biologics are typically more com-

plex molecules than small-molecule chemical drugs. Biologics

are manufactured not through chemical synthesis but through

biological processes involving manipulation of genetic ma-

terial and large-scale cultures of living cells, where even small

changes to the manufacturing process may lead to clinically

significant and unintended changes in safety and efficacy. As a

result, establishing that a biosimilar is ‘similar enough’ to

achieve comparable therapeutic effects in patients is a much

more challenging task for companies and regulators than es-

tablishing bioequivalence for generic chemical drugs. Biosi-

milars generally require analytical studies, animal testing data,

and some clinical trial evidence on safety and efficacy to gain

approval. Biosimilars can provide an important new source of

competition to established biological entities. A key issue at

the present time is how this competition is likely to develop

and how it will influence expenditures for biopharmaceuticals

by payers and consumers, investment in innovation, and the

research, development, and marketing processes for

manufacturers.

The EU has had a framework in place for approving

biosimilars since 2005. The European Medicines Agency

(EMA) has issued general and class-specific guidelines in

six classes and has approved biosimilars in three product

classes – somatropins, erythropoietins, and granulocyte

colony-stimulating factors (G-CSFs). The experience of bio-

similars in various European countries is considered later in

this article.

In March 2010, as part of the overall Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act, the US Congress created an abbreviated

pathway to approve biosimilars. The Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) is in the process of implementing the

law, including consulting with potential entrants and de-

veloping and releasing for public comment draft guidelines.

The US situation is of particular interest as it has been the

center of biotech innovation and the country with the largest

expenditures on biological products. Although the US has a

strong history of generic drug utilization, until the 2010 Act,

there was no corresponding pathway for biosimilar entry.

In this article, the authors first discuss regulatory, re-

imbursement, and economic factors that will affect how

competition between branded biologics and biosimilars may

evolve. These factors are based on current market dynamics

including initial European biosimilar experiences, the pro-

visions of the new US law enacted in 2010, and the US ex-

periences under the Hatch-Waxman Act. Taking into account

the scientific, manufacturing, and other differences between

biologics and chemically synthesized drugs, and between the

regulatory frameworks governing each, expected biosimilar

competition is then compared and contrasted with generic

competition. Finally, the likely impact of biosimilars on cost

savings is briefly assessed and potential impacts on innovation

incentives in the biopharmaceutical industry is discussed.

Biosimilar Experience in the European Union

The EU has had in place a well-defined regulatory pathway for

biosimilars for several years. In October 2005, the European

Commission adopted an EMA framework for the approval of

biosimilars. The framework includes an overarching set of

principles; general guidelines on quality, safety, and efficacy;

and guidelines specific to product classes. To date, the EMA

has issued guidelines in six therapeutic classes. Guidance is

under development for three other major types of biologics:

monoclonal antibodies, recombinant follicle-stimulating

hormone, and recombinant interferon beta. Other countries

have used a European-like approach, including Canada

(where biosimilars are termed ‘subsequent entry biologics’

(SEBs)) and Japan. Australia adopted the EU guidelines in

August 2008.
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The EMA has required at least one Phase II or III clinical

trial for biosimilars to demonstrate similar safety and efficacy

to their reference molecules. As opposed to the legislative

biosimilar framework in the US, in which the FDA approves

applications as biosimilars or interchangeable biosimilars, the

EMA framework does not result in any findings of inter-

changeability, and questions of substitution are left to the

member states to regulate. Local substitution laws differ across

the EU member states, with some including explicit prohib-

itions on automatic substitution for biologics (such as Spain

and France).

Since 2006, 14 biosimilar products in three therapeutic

classes – erythropoietins, somatropin, and granulocyte

colony-stimulating factors (G-CSFs) – have been approved,

referencing four innovative products, and 13 are currently

marketed in Europe. Three applications for biosimilar human

insulin (with different formulations) were withdrawn in

December 2007, based on failure to demonstrate compar-

ability, and one approved product was later withdrawn

(Table 1).

Empirical Evidence from Biosimilars in the European Union

Germany has exhibited the highest level of aggregate demand

and market share for any biosimilar product (erythropoietin).

To date, Germany’s Federal Healthcare Committee, which

decides which products and services are reimbursed, has em-

braced biosimilars wholeheartedly. In addition to a reference

pricing system in place for biosimilars, Germany has specific

targets or quotas for physician and sickness funds for biosi-

milars that vary by region. Furthermore, Germany is a main

source of biosimilar manufacturing in Europe, and biosimilar

companies generally enjoy strong reputations with healthcare

providers.

Uptake in other European countries has been slower. In

some cases, this reflects later biosimilar entry dates and the

timing of reimbursement approval by government payers.

Although evidence from experiences in Germany or other

European countries with biosimilar substitution are not dir-

ectly applicable to other markets, given differences in the

markets and pricing, access, and reimbursement systems, they

nevertheless suggest that over time, payers, physicians, and

patients will accept biosimilars.

Table 2 summarizes biosimilar shares in five large Euro-

pean countries: France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and the UK, for

the therapies somatropin, erythropoietin alpha, and G-CSF

from 2007 to 2009. The extent of biosimilar penetration var-

ied substantially both across therapies within a country and

across countries for the same therapy. In Germany, the biosi-

milar erythropoietin alpha accounted for 62% of total biosi-

milar and innovator product units sold in 2009, within 2 years

of its launch; by contrast, in France, Italy, Spain, and the UK,

biosimilar erythropoietin alpha had less than a 5% share in

2009. Biosimilar market shares for G-CSF in 2009 ranged from

21% (UK) to 7% (Spain). However, there is evidence that

biosimilar G-CSF shares have grown rapidly in several Euro-

pean countries since 2009 (Grabowski et al., 2012). In par-

ticular, a study undertaken by IMS Health found that

biosimilars in the G-CSF class had shares more than 50% in

Germany, France, and the UK by the third year after launch,

and characterized the market for this class in these counties as

being commodity-like and mainly controlled by payers (IMS,

2011a). In contrast, the shares for somatropin are lower than

the other two classes in most European countries, reflecting

conservative physician prescribing and a differentiated market

with competition based on price, promotion, and delivery

device-based patient convenience.

Biosimilar market development (and share uptake) may

differ between European countries and the US, given the dif-

ferences between their healthcare systems. For example, the US

is more litigious than Europe; thus, the FDA may decide to

proceed more cautiously and require more clinical data than

the EMA has in the past. This broad generalization may not

always hold true; however, in the US, the FDA approved

Sandoz’s enoxaparin sodium abbreviated new drug appli-

cation (ANDA) as a fully substitutable generic (referencing

Lovenoxs) requiring no clinical evidence. In contrast, the

EMA requires clinical data to approve a biosimilar application

for a low molecular weight heparin. Future research com-

paring biosimilar market attitudes and experience in European

countries, countries with a European-like approach (e.g.,

Australia, Japan, and Canada), the US, and other nations (e.g.,

the so-called ‘BRIC’ nations of Brazil, Russia, India, and

China) is needed. Given the significant differences in the

regulatory, medical delivery, and reimbursement systems be-

tween less-developed and more-developed nations, the pattern

of biosimilar competition may also be very different.

The United States Biologics Price Competition and
Innovation Act

The Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act of 2009

(BPCIA), enacted as part of the Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act of 2010 (PPACA), created an abbreviated

pathway for the FDA to approve biosimilars. This legislation

complements the 28-year-old Drug Price Competition and

Patent Term Restoration Act of 1984 (generally referred to as

the Hatch-Waxman Act), which provides a clear path for

generic drug entry in the case of new chemical entities (NCEs)

approved under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FD&C

Act) through the ANDA process. Through that process, generic

drugs demonstrated to be bioequivalent to off-patent refer-

ence drugs may be approved without the submission of clin-

ical trial data on efficacy and safety. ANDA approval requires a

finding that the generic drug is bioequivalent to its reference

drug and has the same active ingredient(s), route of ad-

ministration, dosage form and strength, previously approved

conditions of use, and labeling (with some exceptions). Some

initially marketed biologic products were approved under the

FD&C Act, such as human growth hormones. However, most

large molecule biologic medicines were approved under the

Public Health Service Act and have not been subject to generic

competition under the ANDA process of the Hatch-Waxman

Act. Biologic medicines approved under the Public Health

Service Act will now be subject to competition from products

coming to market through an expedited biosimilar approval

process – relying at least in part on the innovator’s package of
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data or a prior FDA approval – for the first time as a result of

the BPCIA.

The key provisions of the new legislation establishing an

abbreviated pathway for the FDA to approve a biosimilar are:

• Biosimilarity: A biosimilar does not have to be chemically

identical to its reference product but must be ‘‘highly

similar to the reference product notwithstanding minor

differences in clinically inactive components’’ and there

must be ‘‘no clinically meaningful differences, in terms of

safety, purity, and potency.’’ (PPACA, Section 7002 (b)(3))

• Interchangeability: The FDA may deem a biosimilar inter-

changeable with its reference product if it can be shown

that it ‘‘can be expected to produce the same clinical result

as the reference product in any given patient’’ and that ‘‘the

risk in terms of safety or diminished efficacy of alternating

or switching between use of the biological product and the

reference product is not greater than the risk of using the

reference product without such alternation or switch.’’

(PPACA, Section 7002 (k)(4)) The first biosimilar shown to

be interchangeable is entitled to a 1-year exclusivity period

during which no other product may be deemed inter-

changeable with the same reference product.

• Regulatory review: The FDA will determine whether a

product is biosimilar to a reference product based on step-

wise consideration of analytical, animal-based, and clinical

studies (including the assessment of immunogenicity and

pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics). In February

2012, the FDA released the first three documents in a set of

guidance documents for the development of biosimilars

under BPCIA.

• Regulatory Exclusivity for the innovative biologic: Bio-

similar applications may be submitted beginning 4 years

after FDA approval of the reference innovative product.

Before the FDA can approve a biosimilar using the

abbreviated pathway, there is a 12-year period of ex-

clusivity following FDA approval of the innovative bio-

logic. An additional 6 months of exclusivity is available

for the reference innovative biologic if pediatric-study

requirements are met, which applies to both the 4- and

12-year exclusivity periods. The most important (and

contentious) of these exclusivity provisions is the 12 years

of exclusivity for an innovative biologic before a biosi-

milar can enter using an abbreviated application. This 12-

year exclusivity term is referred to as regulatory exclusivity

in distinction from the exclusivity afforded through pa-

tents granted by the US Patent and Trademark Office.

• Limitations on 12-year exclusivity: Several types of licen-

sures or approvals are not eligible for 12-year exclusivity,

including: (1) a supplemental biologics license appli-

cation (sBLA) for the reference biologic; (2) a subsequent

BLA filed by the same sponsor, manufacturer, or other

related entity as the reference biologic product that does

not include structural changes in a biologic’s formulation

(e.g., a new indication, route of administration, dosing

schedule, dosage form, delivery system, delivery device, or

strength); or (3) a subsequent BLA filed by the same

sponsor, manufacturer, or other related entity as the ref-

erence biologic product and that includes structural

changes in a biologic’s formulation but does not result in

improved safety, purity, or potency.

• Reimbursement: A potential disincentive for biosimilar

adoption is mitigated by setting the reimbursement for a

biosimilar under Medicare Part B at the sum of its Average

Selling Price (ASP) and 6% of the ASP of the reference

biologic.

• Patent provisions: The BPCIA requires a series of poten-

tially complex private information exchanges between the

biosimilar applicant and reference product sponsor, fol-

lowed by negotiations and litigation, if necessary. In

contrast to the patent provisions for NCEs under the

Hatch-Waxman Act, there is no public patent listing

akin to the Orange Book, no 30-month stay when a patent

infringement suit is brought, and no 180-day exclusivity

awarded to the first firm to file an abbreviated application

and achieve a successful Paragraph IV patent challenge.

Food and Drug Administration Regulations and the
Costs of Developing a Biosimilar

The new law authorizing biosimilars gives broad latitude to

the FDA to define the process and standards for approval. FDA

decisions will affect both the demand for and the supply of

biosimilars:

• The level of evidence required will affect the costs of market

entry, the number of biosimilar entrants, and the assets and

capabilities required to compete successfully.

• The level of clinical trials and other evidence required to

establish interchangeability or similarity will also poten-

tially affect the level of market adoption, as greater levels of

evidence may increase physicians’, payers’, and patients’

confidence in a biosimilar medicine.

Table 2 Initial biosimilar competition in selected EU countries:
Market share evidence

Biosimilar unit share of the molecular entity

France Germany Italy Spain UK

Somatropin
2007 2% 3% 6% 1% 0%
2008 10% 6% 17% 1% 0%
2009 16% 8% 27% 5% 1%

Erythropoietin alpha
2007 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
2008 0% 35% 0% 0% 0%
2009 4% 62% 0% 4% 1%

GCSF
2007 – – – – –
2008 0% 1% 0% 0% 2%
2009 7% 17% N/A 9% 21%

Note: Biosimilar share of unit sales are measured based on Defined Daily Dose.

Biosimilar G-CSF was not launched until 2008, so biosimilar shares for 2007 are not

reported in Table 3. For G-CSF in Italy in 2009, the biosimilar share is recorded as N/A

to reflect insufficient data for calculating a biosimilar share – fewer than 5000 DDDs

were reported in the data for combined innovator and biosimilar unit sales in Italy that

year.
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• Naming conventions and pharmacovigilance requirements

for biosimilars will affect market entry and perceptions of

substitutability by physicians, payers, and patients, as well

as safety monitoring after launch.

• Whether data on one indication can be extrapolated to

others – absent additional clinical trials in that patient

population will have an impact on entry decisions, per-

ceptions of substitutability, and biosimilar market uptake.

• Definitions of what constitutes changes in ‘safety, purity,

or potency,’ as they are applied to determine whether a

12-year exclusivity is to be authorized for next-generation

products will affect biotech investor incentives.

Criteria for Establishing Biosimilarity

The initial draft guidance documents released by the FDA in

February 2012 state that ‘‘FDA intends to consider the totality of

the evidence provided by a sponsor to support a demonstration

of biosimilarity’’ (emphasis added). For a given biosimilar ap-

plication, the FDA draft guidance notes that ‘‘(t)he scope and

magnitude of clinical studies will depend on the extent of re-

sidual uncertainty about the biosimilarity of the two products

after conducting structural and functional characterizations and

possible animal studies.’’ (Food and Drug Administration

(FDA), 2012a, pp. 2, 12). Theoretically, this could encompass, at

one extreme, only a bioequivalence study (similar to what is

required for generic approval under Hatch-Waxman) or, at the

other extreme, when science and experience require more data, a

full program of clinical studies equivalent to that included in a

biologic’s license application.

FDA officials, in a New England Journal of Medicine

publication, had previously stated that ‘‘[a]lthough additional

animal and clinical studies will generally be needed for pro-

tein biosimilars for the foreseeable future, the scope and extent

of such studies may be reduced further if more extensive fin-

gerprint-like characterization is used.’’ (Kozlowski et al., 2011,

p. 386) In the future, the agency hypothesizes, the current

state-of-the-art for analytic characterizations may advance to

allow highly sensitive evaluations of relevant product attri-

butes and permit a ‘fingerprint-like’ identification of very

similar patterns in two different products (such strategies were

cited in the FDA’s approval of the Sandoz ANDA for enox-

aparin sodium, a complex mixture, mentioned later in this

article.)

The costs of an FDA submission for the US approval could

be lower for biosimilars already on the market in Europe if the

biosimilar can rely on previously undertaken European clinical

trials, at least for some products. In its draft guidance documents

released in February 2012, the FDA noted it will accept clinical

studies undertaken for approval in other jurisdictions under

certain circumstances, when justified scientifically and when

accompanied by ‘bridging’ data. However, it also noted,‘‘[a]t this

time, as a scientific matter, it is unlikely that clinical com-

parisons with a non-US-licensed product would be an adequate

basis to support the additional criteria required for a de-

termination of interchangeability with the US-licensed reference

product,’’ and the specific data requirements for products will be

determined by the FDA on a case-by-case basis. (Food and Drug

Administration (FDA), 2012b, p. 8.)

If the FDA requires significant clinical trial evidence, ap-

provals for biosimilars, as compared with generics, will require

a much bigger investment. The cost for biosimilar approval

will depend on the number and size of the necessary clinical

trials, the number of indications involved, and other specific

FDA requirements. The current requirement for a BLA is

typically two large-scale Phase III pivotal trials. If the FDA

requires at least one Phase II/III type study comparable to

those undertaken by innovators, then the out-of-pocket costs

will likely be in the range of US$20 million to US$40 million

for the studies alone. In addition, the preclinical costs asso-

ciated with biosimilars may in some cases be higher for bio-

similars than for innovative products, as they entail modifying

the production process to achieve a specific profile that very

closely approximates the reference product without the benefit

of the innovator’s experience. Others have estimated that for

very complex biologics such as some monoclonal antibodies,

biosimilar development costs could total US$100 million to

US$200 million and take 8 or more years to bring a product to

market (Kambhammettu, 2008). In contrast, the cost of

completing bioequivalence studies for generic drugs is esti-

mated to be only US$1 million to US$2 million.

Regulatory Requirements for an Interchangeability
Designation

Another key regulatory issue will be the analytical and clinical

evidence required to deem a biosimilar interchangeable with

its reference product, thus enabling automatic substitution

without physician approval, subject to relevant state laws.

Under the BPCIA, for products used more than once by pa-

tients (the majority of biologics), the biosimilar sponsor will

need to demonstrate that switching between the biosimilar

and reference product poses no additional risk of reduced

safety or efficacy beyond that posed by the reference product

alone. Postapproval interchangeability assessments may

require a strong postmarketing system and evaluation of

postmarketing data.

Achieving an FDA finding of interchangeability may be as-

sociated with far greater development costs than achieving a

determination of biosimilarity, so it may be limited initially to a

select few examples where molecules meet certain tests for es-

tablishing ‘sameness’ through differentiated characterization or

other available technology. For instance, the availability of dif-

ferentiated analytical characterization technology supported the

FDA’s approval of Sandoz’s ANDA for generic enoxaparin so-

dium (referencing Lovenoxs). Although not a biosimilar

(Lovenoxs, a chemically synthesized product derived from

natural sources, has been described as a complex mixture), the

factors that the FDA cited in its approval may give some insight

into the Agency’s current approach and how continued tech-

nological change could influence the evidence necessary to es-

tablish interchangeability in the future.

For classes of more complex biologics, applications for

biosimilarity will likely require some clinical trial data in order

to be approved and costly switching trial data in order to be

deemed interchangeable. Many firms may elect not to make

the investments necessary to pursue interchangeability ini-

tially, given the current state of scientific knowledge regarding
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biosimilars and high levels of regulatory uncertainty. This is in

contrast to small-molecule generic drugs, where an ‘A’ rating

by the FDA recognizes the products as therapeutically

equivalent and eligible for substitution by pharmacists with-

out physician approval, subject to state substitution laws, thus

driving rapid share loss by the branded reference product.

Manufacturing Costs

The ongoing cost of manufacturing biological entities is also

significantly higher than for chemical entities. Biosimilar

manufacturers may need to construct expensive plants or ob-

tain long-term lease or purchase agreements with third parties

that have an FDA-approved facility if they do not already have

excess suitable manufacturing capacity. In any event, the cost

of entry for biosimilars in terms of plant capacity is likely to be

an order of magnitude higher than for generic drug products

(which may total only US$1 to US$2 million) and may be

closer to two orders of magnitude higher. The high costs of

entry – particularly the substantial capital requirements – are

likely to restrict the number and types of biosimilar entrants,

at least initially. Furthermore, initial entry is likely to be lim-

ited to the biologics with the largest revenues and those where

scientific and market feasibility have been demonstrated in

Europe.

The Perspectives of Healthcare Payers, Providers,
and Patients

Reimbursement and Payer Considerations

Payer reimbursement policies and access control mechanisms

also can substantially affect the extent and speed of biosimilar

uptake. Consistent with relevant local laws, regulations, and

practices, payers will develop coverage and reimbursement

policies and make individual pricing, reimbursement, and ac-

cess decisions for biosimilars and their branded reference

products.

Cost sensitivity and willingness to encourage the use of

biosimilars in place of their reference therapies may vary across

different payers, including private insurers and public payers.

Payer controls that restrict patient and physician therapy choice

and access may also vary according to the setting in which care

occurs (e.g., inpatient hospital or physician office), whether the

biosimilar is rated interchangeable, the therapeutic indication

and disease severity (e.g., oncology or growth disorders), as well

as other factors.

Private insurers
Historically, in the US, managed care plans have been reluctant

to restrict access or pursue aggressive cost-control measures

because many biologic therapies are: (1) targeted to life-threa-

tening illnesses such as cancer or other diseases that involve

serious disability and (2) often lack close substitutes. In add-

ition, biologics that are dispensed by physicians are often

managed within plans as medical benefits rather than pharmacy

benefits and are typically less subject to centralized controls or

formulary restrictions. This has been changing over the past

several years, particularly in indications where there is a choice

between multiple brand name biologics. The introduction of

biosimilars can be expected to accelerate these trends toward

more active management of biologic choice, costs, and

utilization.

Medicare
Medicare reimburses biologics under either the Part B or the Part

D program, depending on the mode of administration. Many

biologic drugs are currently dispensed in a physician’s office,

clinic, or hospital as infused agents. The use of these biologics

for Medicare patients is covered under the Medicare Part B

program, whereas self-injectable biologics dispensed in phar-

macies (including by specialty pharmacy or mail-order pro-

grams) are covered by the Part D program.

Medicare Part B
In designing the new abbreviated pathway for biosimilars,

Congress acknowledged that the Medicare rules for reimburse-

ment of drugs administered under Part B could provide in-

adequate financial incentives for providers to utilize lower

priced biosimilars. Part B drugs have historically been purchased

through a ‘buy and bill’ approach by providers who also make

decisions about which therapies are appropriate for a given

patient. The provider is reimbursed by Medicare for adminis-

tering a Part B drug, and the level of reimbursement is based on

the manufacturer’s weighted ASP for the category to which the

drug belongs (defined by a unique code), plus 6%. When gen-

erics are assigned to the same code as their reference new

chemical entity, physicians receive the same level of reimburse-

ment, the volume-weighted average ASP for all manufacturers’

products, for using either the generic or the reference product.

Thus, physicians generally have a strong incentive to utilize the

lower cost generic product, (although the physician’s choice of

generic or reference product also depends on the net acquisition

cost of both products to the physician, based on any contracts

that may be in place with the brand manufacturer as well as the

pricing strategy of the generic entrant).

Because biosimilars are unlikely to be deemed interchange-

able by the FDA, at least initially, to the degree they are thus

unlikely to be assigned to the same code as the brand product,

physicians may have an incentive to utilize the more expensive

(higher ASP) reference product for patients, as reimbursement is

based on ASP plus 6%. To mitigate potential financial dis-

incentives for physicians to adopt biosimilars, the new legisla-

tion sets biosimilar reimbursement under Medicare Part B at the

sum of the biosimilar’s ASP and 6% of the ASP of the reference

biologic product. The reference biologic product will continue

to be reimbursed at its own ASP plus 6%. By basing the 6%

payment to providers on the reference brand’s ASP, the legisla-

tion seeks to mitigate provider disincentives to adopt lower cost

biosimilars when they are not deemed to be interchangeable

and are placed in separate codes. Whether this reimbursement

provision will be sufficient to overcome physician experience

and loyalty to the reference biologic, as well as other financial

incentives, is an open question.

Medicare Part D
Privately offered Medicare Part D drug programs cover drugs

available at retail or via mail order, including self-

injectable biologics. Biologics accounted for only 6% of total
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prescription drug costs in the Medicare Part D program in

2007 (Sokolovsky and Miller, 2009); however, spending for

biologics within the Part D program is expected to increase

rapidly in the coming years. Between 2007 and 2008, MedPac

estimates indicate that prices paid for drugs on specialty tiers

(including biologics) in the Part D program grew by 18%,

compared with 9% for all Part D drugs. Expenditures for self-

injected biologics are expected to continue to grow rapidly as

these agents are increasingly used to treat a range of diseases,

from rheumatoid arthritis to multiple sclerosis to human

growth deficiency, and a large number of new biologics are

currently under development. The high price of self-injected

biologics relative to traditional NCEs also suggests that bio-

logics will comprise an increasing share of Part D expend-

itures. This shift may lead payers to pursue pharmacy

management techniques aimed at controlling utilization of

these biologics.

Many Medicare Part D plan designs include a specialty drug

tier, with median coinsurance rates increasing from 25% in

2006 to 30% in 2010 for stand-alone prescription drug plans

and to 33% in 2010 for drug plans offered as a part of Medicare

Advantage (Hargrave et al., 2010). Coinsurance plan designs

could produce strong incentives to utilize biosimilars if sub-

stantial discounts emerge for biologic products with expensive

courses of treatment for patients. Preferred specialty drugs might

be subject to lower rates of coinsurance, to a copayment rather

than to coinsurance, or to lower patient out-of-pocket costs at

the same coinsurance rate.

One limiting factor to formulary incentives for biologics in

Medicare Part D is that enrollees with low-income subsidies

make up a disproportionately large share of the market for

biologics under the Part D program. Given that these individuals

are subject to limited cost sharing, other instruments such as

step therapy and prior authorization may be employed to pro-

vide incentives for the use of biosimilars.

Medicaid
Medicaid Preferred Drug Lists (PDLs) reflect preferred biologic

products in a number of therapeutic categories. Preferred drugs

can be dispensed without the access controls (e.g., prior au-

thorization) applied to nonpreferred drugs. For example, online

PDLs for Florida, Illinois, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and

Texas indicate that rheumatoid arthritis (RA), hepatitis C (HCV),

and human growth hormone formularies in these six large states

preferred two or three RA agents (of six), one or two HCV agents

(of five), and between two and five human growth hormones

(of nine agents/forms). Medicaid programs can be expected to

encourage biosimilars through PDLs and other medical man-

agement instruments. States with managed Medicaid programs

apply formulary and access management techniques common

in commercial insurance plans, and such managed programs are

becoming more common.

Hospitals
Hospitals typically bear the costs of all drugs, including biolo-

gics, used during inpatient hospital stays as part of a fixed

diagnosis-related group-based reimbursement per admission

(DRG) that includes all services and products used during the

episode of care. Consequently, these hospitals have incentives

to implement formularies of preferred drugs and other

mechanisms that encourage the use of lower priced products,

possibly including biosimilars. As a result, for biologics that are

generally used in hospital settings, hospitals will play a larger

role than insurance companies in determining the demand for

biosimilars. In the hospital sector, Pharmacy and Therapeutics

(P&T) committees review the drugs that are stocked, on

standing order forms, and which can be used by physicians.

Hospitals also rely on Group Purchasing Organizations (GPOs)

to gain leverage in negotiating discounts from suppliers, in-

cluding biologic manufacturers. Because the hospital GPO

market is highly concentrated, favorable contracts with a

handful of suppliers can affect product selection. In addition,

fixed reimbursement creates strong incentives for input cost

reductions. To the degree that biologics used in the inpatient

hospital setting are included in the DRG, depending on how

significant a portion of spending they represent, hospitals may

be more aggressive in implementing access controls to favor the

utilization of some biosimilars, if biosimilar prices are not

countered by originator manufacturer discounts.

United States healthcare reform initiatives
More widespread adoption of comparative- and cost-effect-

iveness analyses across the US healthcare system could also

influence adoption of biosimilars. Formal cost-effectiveness

reviews by payers have been well established in countries

outside the US in the form of Health Technology Assessments

(HTAs). In the UK, for example, the National Institute

for Health and Clinical Excellence’s (NICE) coverage recom-

mendations have been based on strict reviews of cost-

effectiveness calculations relative to current treatment, with an

implied threshold value of an acceptable incremental cost per

quality-adjusted life-year (QALY).

Finally, long-term changes in reimbursement policies may

also shift financial incentives toward the use of biosimilars.

For example, the adoption of global payment strategies, rather

than fee-for-service reimbursement, or some form of shared

savings, could strengthen the link between physician and/or

hospital compensation and the use of lower priced biologics.

Global payment strategies provide incentives for the adoption

of lower cost treatments (and potentially encourage greater

price competition) by setting a fixed payment level for a pa-

tient/episode of care, with all or some portion of the cost

savings accruing to the care providers. Several states are con-

sidering implementing global payment strategies, and it has

been suggested that government programs such as Medicaid

could be the first to implement these strategies.

Patient and Physician Perspectives

The rate of biosimilar penetration is expected to vary by dis-

ease indication, patient type, physician specialty, and other

factors. As noted, rates of patient and physician acceptance of

biosimilars are expected to be lower when the biosimilar lacks

an interchangeability rating. In addition, rates of biosimilar

acceptance may vary according to such physician and patient-

focused factors as: Whether the physician specialty is historic-

ally more price-sensitive or demonstrates greater levels of brand

loyalty in therapy choice (for instance, allergists vs. rheuma-

tologists); whether the biosimilars will be used long-term
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as maintenance therapy or only once or twice (particularly if

long-term clinical data are not available); whether the indi-

cation is life threatening or the implications of therapeutic

nonresponse or adverse reactions are perceived to be very ser-

ious; or whether the difference in ease-of-use or out-of-pocket

cost to the patient of the brand instead of the biosimilar is

expected to be high.

When patients are stable on a given maintenance therapy,

biosimilar substitution may tend to be concentrated among

new patient starts. (The same is true of ‘switches’ between one

branded drug and another.) As a result, the penetration of

biosimilars for indications with a low rate of turnover in the

patient populations may be limited if products are not inter-

changeable. The degree of biosimilar uptake will also depend

on cost differences and the financial incentives to utilize

biosimilars employed by managed care and government pay-

ers. These incentives, however, are likely to be tempered if

existing patients are responding well to an established therapy.

Other factors such as specialists’ brand loyalty, clinically vul-

nerable patient populations, and physician conservatism in

switching stable patients to new therapies are also likely to

keep rates of biosimilar uptake for current patients below

those for new patients.

Another important demand-side factor is the perspective of

specialist physicians and patient groups concerning biosimi-

lars. Physicians who have years of experience with the refer-

ence biologic may be reluctant to substitute a biosimilar even

for new patients until sufficient experience has been accu-

mulated in clinical practice settings, as opposed to in clinical

trials. To stimulate demand, it may be necessary for biosimilar

firms to establish ‘reputation bonds’ with physicians through

strategies similar to those employed by branded firms that

communicate information to establish brand value through

physician detailing, publications, advertising, and education

programs. In addition, patient assistance programs and con-

tracts with health plans, pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs),

hospitals, or provider groups, which exercise control over

therapy choice, may be used in a targeted way to affect the

economic proposition associated with biosimilar adoption.

These measures will increase the cost of drug distribution and

marketing for biosimilars compared with small-molecule

generic drugs, where such marketing and sales costs are min-

imal and demand is purely driven by lower price and phar-

macy contracts for availability.

Biosimilar Competition versus Generic Competition

Since the passage of Hatch-Waxman 28 years ago, generic

entry has become a principal instrument of competition in the

US pharmaceutical market. Generic products in 2010 ac-

counted for 78% of all the US retail prescriptions, (IMS,

2011b) compared with only 19% in 1984 (Federal Trade

Commission, 2002). As discussed, the growth of generic util-

ization has been accelerated by various formulary and util-

ization management techniques such as tiered formularies,

prior authorization and step therapy requirements, higher

reimbursements to pharmacies for dispensing generics, and

maximum allowable cost (MAC) programs.

A distinctive pattern of generic competition has been ob-

served in numerous economic studies (Grabowski, 2007).

There is a strong positive relationship both between a prod-

uct’s market sales and the likelihood of a patent challenge and

between the number of generic entrants and the intensity of

generic price competition once the exclusivity period has ex-

pired. An increasing number of products are now subject to

patent challenges earlier in their product life cycle, as generic

firms seek out the 180-day exclusivity period awarded to the

first firm to file an ANDA with a successful Paragraph IV

challenge. Successful products typically experience multiple

entrants within the first several months after patent expiration,

and generic price levels drop toward marginal costs rapidly as

generic entry increases.

Theoretical Models of Biosimilar Competition

Given the much higher costs of entry for biosimilars compared

with generic drugs, as well as the other demand- and supply-

side factors discussed in the section Food and Drug

Administration Regulations and the Costs of Developing a

Biosimilar, the pattern of biosimilar competition is expected

to differ from current generic competition. In particular, fewer

entrants and less intensive price discounting are expected and

competition may resemble branded competition more than

generic competition (Grabowski et al., 2006). This is currently

the case in the human growth hormone market, where eight

products compete both through price, patient support, and

product delivery differentiation. In 2006, Sandoz entered the

human growth hormone market with Omnitropes (which

referenced Pfizer’s Genotropins, via the section 505(b)(2)

pathway of the Hatch-Waxman Act). Omnitropes has strug-

gled to gain market share. Initially, it was reported to have

priced at a 30% discount based on wholesale acquisition cost

(WAC) compared with the most widely used biologic in this

class, Genotropins. By 2008, Omnitropes’s discount had

increased to 40% (Heldman, 2008). Despite these discounts,

its share of somatropin use remained below 5%. These out-

comes may not be reflective of the pattern of substitution for

biosimilars generally, given that the human growth hormone

market was a mature one with a number of competitors, and

also given the differentiation by established brands via so-

phisticated pen- or needle-free delivery systems in this product

class. With the approval of a pen delivery device system, and a

strategy that includes physician detailing and patient support

services, Omnitropes’s share of prescriptions dispensed in-

creased to 19% in September 2012.

To date, some theoretical analyses have attempted to

model the likely scenarios for biosimilar competition in the

US market. One paper implements a simulation approach and

projects that the relatively high cost of biosimilar entry will

result in relatively small number of entrants even for larger

selling biologic products and more modest discounts on

biosimilars than in the case of generics (Grabowski et al.,

2007). Other research relies on a segmented model of biosi-

milar competition, where biosimilars would be utilized sig-

nificantly in price-sensitive segments of the market but less so

in the nonprice-sensitive segments (given the reluctance of

many providers to utilize biosimilars until considerable
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clinical experience has accumulated) (Chauhan et al., 2008).

In this model, average price discounts depend on the relative

size of these market segments. The findings indicate that, given

a relatively small number of branded biosimilar competitors,

the innovator will discount prices from preentry levels but not

as much as the biosimilar entrants. This is in contrast to

generic competition where branded firms typically do not

lower prices postentry but may license an authorized generic

when only a small number of generic competitors are expected

as a result of a successful paragraph IV entry with a 180-day

exclusivity award (Berndt et al., 2007).

Empirical Studies of Generic Drug Analogs

Another line of research attempts to predict how biosimilar

competition will emerge by considering analogous situations,

including the US generic market for certain products which

share some characteristics suggestive of biologics. In one ex-

ample of this research, small-molecule drugs are divided into

two classes, noncomplex and complex, with complex drugs

being those that meet two of the following criteria: black box

warnings, narrow therapeutic index, prescribed by specialists,

oncology products, or manufacturing technology that is

available to only a limited number of firms (Grabowski et al.,

2011a). Price and quantity data from IMS Health Inc. were

analyzed for 35 conventional (nonbiologic) drugs that ex-

perienced generic entry between 1997 and 2003, and those

drugs classified as complex were found to have significantly

lower levels of generic share and price discounts. Furthermore,

complex drugs faced only 2.5 generic entrants 1 year following

initial generic entry, whereas noncomplex drugs faced an

average of 8.5 generic entrants.

Although data from conventional small-molecule generics

should not be directly applied to estimate biosimilar shares

following market entry, they suggest that uptake rates for

biosimilars may be likely to be significantly lower than those

for generics, at least initially. Furthermore, these more com-

plex generic drugs are rated therapeutically equivalent (that is,

they have an FDA rating of A) and, therefore, benefit from

some automatic substitution. To avoid substitution, phys-

icians need to specify in ‘do not substitute’ orders that pre-

scriptions are to be dispensed as written. At least initially, most

biosimilars will not be rated therapeutically equivalent and,

therefore, will not be subject to automatic substitution.

Table 3 summarizes other market share and price discount

analyses generally based on selective aspects of the US generic

market. Most notably, as part of the evaluation of the pro-

posed legislation regarding biosimilars, the Congressional

Budget Office (CBO) predicted a penetration rate of 35% with

price discounts by biosimilars of 40%. Other estimates of

market penetration from a pharmacy benefit management

firm, Express Scripts, as well as by Avalere Health, a consulting

firm, tend to be somewhat higher than either the Grabowski

(2007) or the CBO values, with penetration in the 50–60%

range, and somewhat higher discounts in the case of the

Avalere study (50% by year 3).

The FDA approval of generic enoxaparin sodium, rated as

therapeutically equivalent (having an A-rating) to branded

Lovenoxs, provides important data about competitive pricing

strategy and market acceptance of generics for a complex,

‘biologic-like’ product. Other notable attributes of Lovenoxs

include large expenditures by payers (pregeneric entry sales of

more than US$2 billion) and a complicated manufacturing

process. Currently, the FDA has approved generic enoxaparin

applications from two third-party manufacturers, Sandoz

(partnered with Momenta) and Amphastar (partnered with

Watson), although the latter is the subject of patent litigation.

In addition, there had been for a time an ‘authorized generic’

supplied by Sanofi, the branded manufacturer of Lovenoxs.

Sales of generic enoxaparin have been robust and there has

been rapid erosion of Lovenoxs’s revenues and market share.

Projected Savings to United States Consumers

The CBO estimated that the provisions in the current health

care law establishing a biosimilar pathway would reduce federal

budget deficits by US$7 billion over the 2010–2019 period. This

finding is consistent with a 2008 CBO study of a similar Senate

bill, which estimated a reduction in federal budget deficits of

US$6.6 billion and a reduction in biologic drug spending of

US$25 billion for the 2009–18 period. Over the full 10-year

period, the US$25 billion in reduced biologic drug spending

would represent roughly 0.5% of national spending on pre-

scription drugs, valued at wholesale prices. The bulk of these

estimated savings accrue in the last 5 years of the 10-year time

ranges analyzed. Savings beyond the 10-year period may in-

crease substantially as more biologics lose patent and 12-year

exclusivity protections and as scientific advances reduce the cost

of developing and producing biosimilars.

A number of the largest-selling biologic products may face

losses of some key patent or 12-year exclusivity protections in

the coming years. Determining the effective patent-expiry date

Table 3 Biosimilar competition US market share and price discount economic analyses

Source Peak biosimilar
penetration

Biosimilar discount to
preentry brand price

Basis

Grabowski (2007) 10–45% 10–30% (year 1) Higher estimates correspond to complex small
molecules

Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) (2008)

10% (year 1) 20% (year 1) Similar market situations
35% (year 4) 40% (year 4)

Express Scripts (2007) 49% 25% (year 1) Therapeutic alternatives
Avalere Health (2007) 60% 20% (year 1) Average small-molecule generic drug penetration

rates51% (year 3)
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for any given biologic is fraught with uncertainty because of

unknowns such as which patents comprise the portfolio pro-

tecting an individual biologic, of which there may be many; the

strength of those patents in the face of challenges; and the

ability of biosimilar manufacturers to work around existing

patents. In November 2011, for example, Amgen announced

that it had been issued a patent for the fusion protein eta-

nercept (Enbrels) that could block biosimilar competition

until 2028 (the term is 17 years from the date of award, rather

than 20 years from the date of application, due to the date of

the patent application). Previously, many public sources had

anticipated biosimilar entry exposure for Enbrels as early as

2012. Based on a review of patent-expiry information disclosed

in manufacturers’ financial reports and supplemented with

additional public information from academic literature, re-

search reports, patent filings, and court documents, the earliest

publicly reported potential patent-expiry dates for a set of

top-selling biologics occur in a timeframe between 2013 and

2018. These biologics include Epogens/Procrits, Neulastas,

Remicades, Rituxans, and Humiras (all products having

multibillion dollar US sales in 2011). The date when these

biologics may actually experience biosimilar market entry

under BPCIA depends on many technical, market, regulatory,

and legal factors, such as whether entry will be at risk, and the

outcome of the patent litigation that is likely to ensue.

The extent of biosimilar cost savings will depend on the

timing and number of biosimilar entrants, their market share

and price discounts relative to the originator’s product, and

the potential competition from the introduction of ‘biobetters’

or next generation products in particular product classes.

There is likely to be considerable variation in how competition

evolves across biological products reflecting molecule com-

plexity, regulatory criteria, the originating firm’s patent estates,

patient populations and physician specialties, as well as

changing reimbursement systems and procedures. In contrast

to small-molecule generic competition, there is unlikely to be

a ‘one-size-fits-all’ pattern for biosimilar competition for the

foreseeable future.

Innovation Incentives

As it did with Hatch-Waxman, Congress has attempted to bal-

ance the objectives of achieving cost savings from an abbrevi-

ated pathway for biosimilars with preserving innovation

incentives for new biologics. As discussed earlier, NBEs have

been an important source of novel and therapeutically signifi-

cant medicines. Major advances have occurred for several on-

cology indications, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, and

other life-threatening and disabling illnesses. BPCIA differs from

Hatch-Waxman in the term of the data exclusivity period for

innovators: BPCIA establishes 12-years data exclusivity period

for innovative biologics, whereas Hatch-Waxman establishes a

5-year exclusivity period for NCEs. (The FDA cannot approve an

abbreviated application relying on the innovator’s data until

these exclusivity periods expire.) Furthermore, as mentioned

earlier, the private information exchange process for resolving

patent disputes is very different for biologics under the BPCIA

than the ‘Orange Book’ public disclosure and Paragraph IV

challenge framework for NCEs under Hatch-Waxman.

Regulatory Exclusivity and Patent Protection

The process of discovering and developing a new biologic is a

long, costly, and risky venture. DiMasi and Grabowski have

estimated that the cost to develop a new FDA-approved bio-

pharmaceutical is US$1.2 billion in risk-adjusted costs, capit-

alized to 2005 dollars using an 11.5% discount rate (DiMasi

and Grabowski, 2007b). DiMasi and Grabowski found that

NBEs cost more in the discovery phase, take longer to develop,

and require greater capital investment in manufacturing plants

than NCEs. They found that the probability of success is

higher for biologics than for NCEs, but biologics that fail do

so later in the Research and Development (R&D) life cycle.

After adjustment for inflation and the different time periods

studied, the cost of developing an NBE and an NCE are

roughly comparable in value.

Intellectual property protection in the form of patents and

regulatory exclusivity are the primary policy instruments by

which governments encourages risky investment in R&D for

new medicines (together with any tax subsidies or direct fi-

nancial investment programs that may apply). Regulatory ex-

clusivity and patents have separate but complementary roles.

The US government awards patents for inventions based on

well-known criteria: novelty, utility, and nonobviousness. A

regulatory exclusivity period, however, is needed because after

invention a long, risky, and costly R&D process remains for

the development of new medicines. Effective patent life is

often uncertain because significant patent time elapses before

FDA approval and because there is uncertainty associated with

the resolution of any patent challenges. As a result, regulatory

exclusivity provides a more predictable period of protection. It

essentially acts as an ‘insurance policy’ in instances where

patents are narrow, uncertain, or near expiry.

The protection afforded by regulatory exclusivity may be

particularly important for innovation incentives in biologics

to the degree that patents in biologics are narrower in scope

than those for small-molecule drugs and more likely to be

successfully challenged or circumvented. This may be true to

the degree that biologics rely more on process patents, for

instance. Given that a biosimilar will be slightly different in its

composition and/or manufacturing process, a court may de-

termine that it does not infringe the innovator’s patent. This

has the potential to lead to a seemingly contradictory outcome

where a biosimilar may be ‘different enough’ not to infringe

the innovator’s patents but still ‘similar enough’ to qualify for

approval through an abbreviated approval pathway.

As discussed, the BPCIA grants 12 years of exclusivity for

innovative biologics during which the FDA may not approve

biosimilars referencing them, compared with 5 years of ex-

clusivity for NCEs under the Hatch-Waxman Act, during which

an abbrevaited application referencing them cannot be sub-

mitted (plus a stay on generic entry for up to 30 months when

there is a patent challenge to allow for resolution of liti-

gation). In contrast, the EU has harmonized across member

states an ‘8þ 2þ1’approach for both NCEs and NBEs (con-

sisting of 8 years of data exclusivity, during which generic

competitors may not reference the innovator’s data in their

applications; 2 years of market exclusivity during which gen-

eric marketing authorizations cannot be approved; and a po-

tential additional 1 year of protection for new indications that
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demonstrate significant clinical benefits over existing therapies

that are approved within the first 8 years after the original

molecule’s approval).

Economic Analyses of the 12-Year Exclusivity Period

The US 12-year exclusivity period for innovative biologics was

the focus of substantial debate by legislators. The 111th Con-

gress considered bills with exclusivity periods ranging from 5

to 14 years. To provide economic analysis to the legislators,

Grabowski (2008) developed a breakeven financial analysis

using historical data on R&D costs and revenues for new

biologics and the risk-adjusted market return on investment in

the industry. Under this model, a representative portfolio of

biologic candidates would be expected to ‘break even’ (or

recover the average costs of development, manufacturing,

promotion, and the industry’s cost of capital) between 12.9

and 16.2 years after launch.

A recently published Monte Carlo simulation model

examines the interaction between regulatory exclusivity terms

and patent protection periods under different scenarios to

highlight the circumstances where each is important in

maintaining innovation incentives (Grabowski et al., 2011c).

The results of this analysis are generally consistent with Con-

gress’ determination that a regulatory exclusivity period of 12

years appropriately balances objectives for potential cost sav-

ings from biosimilar price competition with long-run in-

centives for investment in innovative biologics. This study

finds that when biologic patents are relatively less certain and

expected to have shorter effective lifetimes, an exclusivity

period of 12 years greatly enhances investment incentives.

However, if biologic patents provide relatively strong pro-

tection with significant effective patent life remaining at ap-

proval, patents alone will be sufficient to maintain investment

incentives in most cases. In those instances, however, the

12-year exclusivity period has only a minimal effect on the

timing of potential biosimilar entry and consequently

on healthcare costs.

It remains unclear whether the longer exclusivity periods

for biologics compared with chemical entities will tilt R&D

incentives toward large molecules and whether Congress will

consider harmonizing these periods, as is currently the case in

the EU.

The Resolution of Patent Challenges

Hatch-Waxman also featured Paragraph IV 180-day exclusivity

provisions, under which generic manufacturers could chal-

lenge the legitimacy of branded manufacturers’ patents or

claim that generic entry would not infringe them. Over time,

as the law and economic benefits to generics were established,

the likelihood of Paragraph IV challenges increased and most

drugs became subject to challenges (Berndt et al., 2007;

Grabowski et al., 2011a). This has led to uncertainty regarding

the effective patent term for new drug introductions, as well as

substantial litigation costs early in the product life cycle.

Under the BPCIA, an abbreviated application for a biosi-

milar can be filed after 4 years. The filing of an application

triggers a series of potentially complex private information

exchanges between the biosimilar applicant and reference

product innovator. These exchanges are followed by negoti-

ations and a process for instituting litigation on the core pa-

tents, when necessary. Congress has crafted these patent

provisions while eliminating the incentive for litigation asso-

ciated with a 180-day exclusivity period for the first filer in a

successful challenge, as well as the automatic 30-month stay on

entry under Hatch-Waxman. By instituting this potentially

complex structured process for biologics, legislators hoped that

patent disputes would be resolved before the expiration of the

12-year exclusivity period so that biosimilars can enter in a

timely fashion. Generic manufacturers have raised concerns

about the need to divulge proprietary information, and whether

these rules will achieve their intended effects remains unknown.

Firms pursuing a biosimilar strategy could also choose to

file a full BLA rather than an abbreviated application. Under

the patent resolution provisions of the BPCIA, firms filing an

abbreviated biosimilar application are required to disclose

information about their manufacturing process and identify

potential patent conflicts. By choosing instead to file a full

BLA, the biosimilar firm would avoid this disclosure require-

ment, and, if approved, also be able to enter before the ex-

piration of the 12-year exclusivity period. However, the firm

needs to weigh these benefits against the additional invest-

ment of expenditures and time associated with filing a full BLA

for a biosimilar product. Several firms apparently are con-

sidering this strategic option. Teva recently relied on a full BLA

filing for its G-CSF filgrastim product, although the original

submission to the FDA predated the establishment of a bio-

similar pathway in the US. In Europe, the same Teva product is

marketed under the name Tevagrastims and was approved

through an abbreviated biosimilar application for the refer-

ence product Neupogens (Table 1). The product is scheduled

to be launched in the US in late 2013 under a patent settle-

ment with Amgen.

Summary and Conclusion

Biologics have accounted for a significant number of innova-

tive medicines over the past three decades. At the same time,

they account for a growing share of drug expenditures in some

countries. Policymakers have anticipated the introduction of

biosimilars mitigating these cost pressures. Biosimilars have

been introduced in various EU countries beginning in 2007.

The extent of biosimilar penetration for the biological entities,

erythropoietin, G-CSF, and somatropin has varied sub-

stantially across therapies within a country and across coun-

tries for the same therapy. Germany has experienced the

greatest initial uptake of biosimilars reflecting targeted in-

centives quotas and related factors.

The new US law is designed to balance the objectives of

achieving cost savings in the current period and preserving

incentives for continued innovation in the future. A number of

leading biologic products with significant sales in the US are

expected to experience some patent expiration in the next

decade, so cost savings could grow significantly over time,

depending on how other factors such as regulation, re-

imbursement, and intellectual property litigation evolve over

this period.
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In terms of maintaining incentives for future innovation,

the US law provides for a 12-year exclusivity period after an

innovator’s product is approved before a biosimilar refer-

encing can be approved utilizing an abbreviated pathway. This

12-year exclusivity period provides an important ‘insurance

policy’ to the patent system and could be important in the case

of biologics where patents may prove to provide less certain

protection than those for NCEs. Analysis of a portfolio of

representative biological products indicates that 12 years or

more of exclusivity from patents or regulatory provisions

is generally consistent with achieving breakeven returns

that provide a risk-adjusted return on capital and R&D

investments.

A number of important issues remain for future research,

including how the new law will affect industry structure and

incentives for undertaking R&D for biologics versus NCEs. As

was the case with Hatch-Waxman, change may be gradual at

first, but over time the new law could lead to profound

changes in the economics and organization of the bio-

pharmaceutical industry.

See also: Patents and Regulatory Exclusivity in the USA. Pricing and
Reimbursement of Biopharmaceuticals and Medical Devices in the
USA
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Abbreviations
ACS Acute coronary syndrome

AIDS Acquired immune deficiency syndromes

ART Antiretroviral therapy

CMV Cytomegalovirus

GBP Great Britain pound

HER2+ Human epidermal growth factor positive
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HIV Human immunodeficiency virus

HRG Healthcare Resource Group
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NICE National Institute for Health and Clinical

Excellence

NSTEMI NonST segment elevation myocardial infarction

MI Myocardial infarction

PCI Percutaneous coronary intervention

QALY Quality-adjusted life-year

STEMI ST segment elevation myocardial infarction

TIA Transient ischemic attack

UK United Kingdom

US United States

Introduction

As healthcare costs increase because of the aging population

and technological developments in healthcare, the need by

healthcare decision makers for economic evaluations of new

healthcare interventions becomes more important. A com-

prehensive economic evaluation of a new healthcare inter-

vention requires an analysis of both the efficiency of the

intervention compared with current treatment patterns and

the annual budget impact of the new intervention. An analysis

of the annual budget impact might be used to determine af-

fordability of the new intervention, given healthcare budget

constraints, or as an implementation tool for newly re-

imbursed interventions.

A budget-impact analysis typically first identifies, in a na-

tional or local health plan, the treated population for the in-

dication for which the new intervention is approved. The

analysis then estimates the annual change in healthcare ex-

penditures for the treated population with and without the

new intervention in the treatment mix for different rates of

uptake of the new intervention. Unlike a cost-effectiveness

analysis, which compares the new intervention with a stand-

ard of care, the comparison in a budget-impact analysis is

between the mix of treatments before the new intervention is

reimbursed and the mix of treatments after the new inter-

vention is reimbursed, taking into account the rate of uptake

of the new intervention.

There are several published guidelines for budget-impact

analyses. These guidelines have been developed either by the

health technology assessment (HTA) agencies that require a

budget-impact analysis as part of a reimbursement submission

(e.g., Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (Australia),

Canada, Taiwan, and the National Institute for Health and

Clinical Excellence (NICE) in the UK) or by independent or-

ganizations (e.g., the International Society for Pharmacoeco-

nomics and Outcomes Research). These guidelines describe

the estimation framework and data sources that are recom-

mended for performing budget-impact analyses.

Key Elements of a Budget-Impact Analysis

Budget-impact analyses have six primary elements, irrespective

of the modeling framework used to derive the estimates:

(1) treated population size, (2) time horizon, (3) treatment

mix, (4) intervention costs, (5) other healthcare costs, and

(6) presentation of results. In addition to these six primary

elements, budget-impact analyses generally include sensitivity

analyses to test the impact on budget estimates of the un-

certainty in the input values used in the analysis or the vari-

ability of these inputs among health plans or health systems.

Issues that should be considered for each of these elements are

described in the following paragraphs.

The first step in a budget-impact analysis is to determine

the population currently being treated for the disease indi-

cation of interest using epidemiological data. It is critical to

estimate not only the size of the treated population but also

the mix of disease severity in the population because treat-

ments and disease-related healthcare expenditures may vary

with disease severity. For example, individuals with schizo-

phrenia that is refractory to treatment with standard care will

have higher annual costs and will use a different mix of

treatments than individuals who are responsive to treatment.

It also is important to consider a possible ‘woodwork’ effect

with a new intervention, that is, more patients with the indi-

cated condition presenting for treatment when a better treat-

ment becomes available. Finally, for a new intervention that

reduces mortality, slows disease progression, and/or changes

treatment patterns, changes in the treated population size and

the distribution of the population by disease severity must be

estimated on the basis of the assumed uptake rates for the new

intervention.

The second element, the time horizon for the budget-

impact analysis, typically is chosen on the basis of the re-

quirements of the healthcare decision maker, rather than on

the duration of the impact of the new treatment (as for a cost-

effectiveness analysis). Because healthcare budget holders

generally have a short planning horizon, time horizons of
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3–5 years are usual. With such short time horizons, offsetting

cost savings many years in the future from slowed disease

progression of chronic diseases or prevention of future cases of

the disease or its complications are not captured. But this is an

accurate reflection of the costs incurred over the typical

planning horizon.

The third element in a budget-impact analysis is the de-

termination of the mix of interventions currently used for the

indication and the predicted change in that mix if the new

intervention is made available. Unlike cost-effectiveness ana-

lyses, which compare the outcomes when taking the new

intervention with the outcomes with a standard-of-care

intervention, a budget-impact analysis does not assume im-

mediate switch by all patients to the new intervention. Rather,

the new intervention is assumed to alter the mix of inter-

ventions used for the indication, using estimated or observed

uptake data. The budget impact will be higher if the new

intervention is used in place of a generic drug than if the new

intervention is used in place of another branded drug or a

surgical procedure. Also, the budget impact will be higher if

the new intervention is combined with current treatments

instead of substituted for them.

The costs associated with the current and new inter-

ventions should include some or all of the following,

depending on the type of intervention: acquisition, adminis-

tration or labor, other equipment, monitoring, and adverse-

event or complication costs. For drugs, generally, wholesale

acquisition costs (in the US) or national formulary costs

are used as the default values, although the analysis

should be designed so that discounts and copays can be

subtracted from these costs to provide more accurate estimates

of the healthcare decision makers’ costs. For devices, wholesale

prices should be used; for procedures, standard labor costs

should be used. All of these costs are used to reflect the

expected costs of current and new interventions to the de-

cision maker for each year of the budget-impact analysis time

horizon.

The fifth element, an estimate of the impact of the new

intervention on other indication-related costs, excluding

intervention costs, is generally but not always included in

budget-impact analyses. A simple calculation can be used,

based on clinical trial data, for example, to estimate these costs

for acute conditions and for those chronic conditions where

the full impact on indication-related costs happens within a

short period of time or is not likely to change over the model

time horizon. Alternatively, changes in indication-related costs

for a chronic illness may be estimated by adapting the disease

progression model (used to estimate the cost-effectiveness

ratios) to calculate annual indication-related costs after re-

imbursement has been approved for the new treatment. This

adaptation involves running the cost-effectiveness model in

‘prevalence’ mode where the model adds a newly treated co-

hort each subsequent year, in addition to tracking the starting

cohort.

The sixth element in budget-impact analysis is the pre-

sentation of the results. Unlike cost-effectiveness analysis,

where there may be a societal perspective that can be used as

the reference case, there is no reference case in budget-impact

analysis. The appropriate perspective for the analysis varies

with each decision maker’s budget responsibilities, which may

range from a pharmacy or department budget to an entire

hospital or outpatient clinic budget to countrywide healthcare

services. Thus, the model needs to be programed in such a way

that it can generate the budget impact from these multiple

perspectives. In general, the results are presented undis-

counted for year 1, 2, 3, etc. after the new intervention is made

available to the decision maker’s population. Cumulative,

multiyear results also may be presented either discounted or

undiscounted.

Clearly, in any budget-impact analysis, there is uncertainty

about both model assumptions and input parameter values.

In cost-effectiveness analysis, one-way and probabilistic sen-

sitivity analyses are the recommended approaches for pre-

senting the impact of the input parameter uncertainty. For

budget-impact analyses, the more common approach to un-

certainty analysis is to present a series of scenario analyses,

changing input parameter values either one at a time or several

at a time to create different scenarios that are meaningful to

the decision maker; for example, changing intervention uptake

rates and/or expected effectiveness in the decision maker’s

population. The decision maker may also enter values for

input parameters that may vary among health plans or health

systems but be known with certainty to each decision maker,

such as drug costs, treated population size (based on size of

population served and local incidence or prevalence rates),

disease severity mix, and patient age distributions. Scenario

analyses, which include alternate combinations of uncertain

and variable input parameters, provide decision makers with

more credible information about the range of possible results,

given the specifics of their health plan or health system.

Categorization of Budget-Impact Modeling
Approaches

There are three main budget-impact modeling approaches that

have been used by HTA agencies and/or in published studies:

(1) cost calculator, (2) Markov or state transition model, and

(3) Monte-Carlo or discrete-event simulation model. The

simplest approach, a cost calculator, is typically used for acute

indications and for chronic indications where a static analysis

is appropriate; Markov models and discrete-event simulation

models are used for chronic indications where a dynamic

approach is needed to capture the changes in treated popu-

lation size, indication severity mix, or treatment patterns.

Budget-Impact Analysis: Cost Calculator Approach

For each drug recommended for reimbursement by the Na-

tional Health Service (NHS) in England, NICE prepares a

costing template for the drug’s recommended use where

budget impact is assessed to be greater than d1 million or

more than 300 patients are affected. The costing template is

presented on the NICE web site as a guide to budget planning

for decision makers implementing the recommendation in the

UK. These costing templates provide excellent examples of

static models using a cost calculator approach. The NICE

costing templates estimate the expected impact on the NHS

budget of the new drug’s predicted market uptake over the
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next 3–5 years, after considering the current and new drug

acquisition costs and associated administration, monitoring,

and adverse-event costs. Where credible clinical data are

available, the costing templates also estimate changes in dis-

ease-related costs associated with the use of the new drug.

One-way sensitivity analyses, based on variations in the input

parameter values, also are included in the more recent costing

templates.

An example of an NICE costing template for prasugrel is

presented here to illustrate the cost calculator approach for

performing a budget-impact analysis. Prasugrel, when coad-

ministered with acetylsalicylic acid, is indicated in the UK for

the prevention of atherothrombotic events in patients with

acute coronary syndrome (ACS) (that is, unstable angina,

nonST segment elevation myocardial infarction (NSTEMI) or

ST segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI)) who

undergo primary or delayed percutaneous coronary inter-

vention. However, prasugrel was recommended by NICE for

reimbursement by the NHS as a treatment option for only a

subset of the UK-indicated population: those with STEMI,

those with STEMI or NSTEMI and stent thrombosis while

taking clopidogrel, and those with NSTEMI and diabetes. The

NICE costing template is presented in Table 1 and includes

the six key elements of a budget-impact analysis estimation of

the population size, time horizon (1 year), current and pro-

jected treatment mix, drug costs, offsetting disease-related cost

savings, and presentation of results. The footnotes to the NICE

analysis table provided details of the data sources used in the

costing template.

In the prasugrel example, because both drugs included

in the analysis are oral drugs, there were no costs estimated

for administration. Monitoring costs were also not included.

Side effect costs, specifically those associated with bleeding

events, were included in the rehospitalization rate. The pra-

sugrel costing template included estimates of savings from a

reduced rate of rehospitalization in the first year after the ACS

Table 1 Cost calculator model: The NICE costing template for prasugrel

Note Description Unit
costs

Units Total cost

1 Total population 50 542 505
1 Populationo35 years 22 263 025
1 Population 35–74 years 24 365 697
1 Population 75þ 3 913 783
2 Estimated annual incidence of ACS, 35–74 0.6%
2 Estimated annual incidence of ACS, 75þ 2.3%
3 Number of people diagnosed with ACS each year, 35–74 144 525
3 Number of people diagnosed with ACS each year, 75þ 89 089

Total ACS patients per year 233 614
4 Proportion needing immediate PCI 16%

Number needing immediate PCI 37 430
5 Proportion without previous TIA or stroke 96%

Number without previous TIA or stroke 35 933
6 Proportion with STEMI 24.6%

Number with STEMI 8839
7 Proportion with STEMI and stent thrombosis on clopidogrel 2.35%

Number with STEMI and stent thrombosis who may receive prasugrel 208
Number with STEMI without stent thrombosis who may receive prasugrel 8632

8 Estimated uptake of prasugrel in those with STEMI but without stent thrombosis 70%
Estimated number with STEMI who take prasugrel 6250

9 Proportion who have NSTEMI 75.4%
Number who have NSTEMI 27 093
Proportion of those with NSTEMI who have stent thrombosis on clopidogrel 2.35%
Number with NSTEMI who may received prasugrel 637

10 Estimated proportion of NSTEMI patients who have diabetes 17.50%
Number of NSTEMI patients with diabetes where prasugrel is an option 4630
Estimated uptake of prasugrel in NSTEMI patients 70%
Estimated total number of NSTEMI patients who may receive prasugrel 3878
Estimated total ACS patients who may receive prasugrel 10 128

11 Current care: People aged less than 75 years
Clopidogrel
Loading dose: 300 mg d5.04 1 d5.04
Maintenance dose: 75 mg day–1 (30 day pack) for 1 year d37.83 12 d453.96
Cost per patient per year d42.87 d459.00
Proportion of patients, 35–74 years 62%
Estimated current care costs, 35–74 years d6265 d2 875 814

12 Current care: People aged more than 75 years
Clopidogrel

(Continued )
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Table 1 Continued

Note Description Unit
costs

Units Total cost

75 mg day–1 (30 day pack) for 1 year: Cost per patient per year d37.83 12 d453.96
Proportion of patients 75þ years 38%
Estimated current care costs, 75þ years 3862 d1 753 262
Total costs, current care d4 629 077
Proposed care
Prasugrel

Loading dose 60 mg d10.20 1 d10.20
Maintenance dose 10 mg (5 mg for those weighing o60 kg or 75þ years) for 1 year (28 day

pack)
d47.56 13 d618.28

Cost per patient per year d57.76 d628.48
Proportion who may receive prasugrel 100%
Total cost of proposed care with prasugrel 10 128 d6 364 958

Estimated incremental costs of prasugrel d1 735 881
Potential disease-related savings
Reduction in rate of rehospitalizations 0.87%
Number of rehospitalizations avoided 88
Weighted average cost of rehospitalization d5345 –d470 360
Estimated net budget impact of prasugrel d1 265 521

Abbreviations: ACS¼acute coronary syndrome; HES¼Hospital Episode Statistics; HRG¼Healthcare Resource Group; NHS¼National Health Service; NICE¼National Institute for

Health and Clinical Excellence; NSTEMI¼nonST segment elevation myocardial infarction; PCI¼percutaneous coronary intervention; STEMI¼ST segment elevation myocardial

infarction; TIA¼ transient ischemic attack; UK¼United Kingdom.

Notes:

1. Total population is for England. Source: Office for National Statistics population estimates by primary care organization 2006.

2. Calculated incidence from Taylor, M. J., Scuffham, P. A., McCollam, P. L., et al. (2007). Acute coronary syndromes in Europe: 1 year costs and outcomes. Current
Medical Research and Opinion 23(3), 495–503. For people aged 75 years of age and more than HES 2007–08 data used (codes I20.0–I22.9) to calculate incidence.

3. Age-related incidence from Main, C., Palmer, S., Griffin, S. et al. (2004). Clopidogrel used in combination with aspirin compared with aspirin alone in the treatment
of nonST segment elevation acute coronary syndromes (ACS). Health Technology Assessment 8 (40). ACS incidence significant for age groups from 35 upward. The
over 75s category reflects different license indications for the drugs in respect of this age group.

4. Estimate from British cardiovascular intervention society returns (2007) – 53.72% of patients undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention have acute coronary
syndrome (nonST segment elevation myocardial infarction (MI)/Unstable Angina and ST segment elevation MI). Total patients 69 677� 53.72%¼37 430 patients.
This is equal to 16% of the total acute coronary syndrome patients per year.

5. Prasugrel-specific product characteristics exclude patients with prior TIA/stroke. This is estimated to be 4% on the basis of the TRITOM TIMI 38 study – Wivott
(2007).

6. British cardiovascular intervention society audit returns (2007). Figures taken from manufacturers submission.

7. Results taken from TRITON-TIMI 38 trial included in Evidence review group report (2009). The proportion of patients receiving stents where stent thrombosis has
occurred during clopidogrel treatment. Appendix 3 Table 9.6. It has been assumed this proportion applies to nonST segment elevation myocardial infarction patients
receiving clopidogrel treatment.

8. Estimate based on expert opinion. Please enter own estimates.

9. British cardiovascular intervention society audit returns (2007). Figures taken from manufacturers’ submission.

10. British cardiovascular intervention society audit returns (2007). The figure has been adjusted for people in whom stent thrombosis has occurred during clopidogrel
treatment as this group would be recommended prasugrel.

11. Price of clopidogrel: British national formulary 57 edn. (2009). Price of prasugrel as in manufacturers’ submission (2009). Proportion is based on annual incidence
numbers for people aged 35–74 years of age.

12. Please adjust proportion to reflect local estimates. Where not all people aged 75 years of age and more receive prasugrel for its indicated use, it is assumed that
these people would be treated in line with current practice and therefore no incremental cost is likely to be incurred.

13. Daiichi-Sankyo (2009) Eli Lilly and Company Ltd STA submission: Prasugrel for the treatment of acute coronary artery syndromes with coronary intervention. Table
34: TRITON-TIMI rehospitalizations summarized by category with UK NHS reference costs and adjusted to reflect Table 36 – UK rehospitalization rates. The
calculated figure for the number of rehospitalizations avoided in the cost per 100 000 columns has been rounded to the nearest whole number which is 1. For
smaller populations, savings may not be significant or robust due to the randomness of events. For larger populations, saving results are scaled in the normal way,
i.e., rounded to the nearest 1.

14. Reduction in rate of rehospitalizations taken from Table 36 manufacturers submission relating to UK reduction rate. Rehospitalization categories mapped to NHS
mandatory tariff 2009/10 and reference costs 2007–08 (where no mandatory tariff). HRG codes used are: AA21Z; AA09Z; AA15Z; EB10Z; EA31Z–34Z; EA14Z–16Z;
EA40Z–42Z. Reference cost code used FZ38A.

Source: Adapted from National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (2009). TA 182 Prasugrel for the Treatment of Acute Coronary Syndromes with Percutaneous Coronary

Intervention. London: NICE. Issued October 2009; Current as of January 2013 but could be superceded; available at: www.nice.org.uk (accessed 10.01.13).
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episode that was observed in a large head-to-head clinical trial

with clopidogrel.

This NICE costing template for prasugrel also included an

extensive one-way sensitivity analysis, using maximum and

minimum values for the following input parameter values:

• The annual incidence, by age group.

• The proportion of patients with ACS in whom immediate

percutaneous coronary intervention is needed.

• The proportion of patients with STEMI.

• The uptake rate in the STEMI population.

• The proportion of the ACS population with NSTEMI.

• The proportion of NSTEMI population with stent throm-

bosis on clopidogrel.

• The proportion of the NSTEMI population with diabetes.

• The uptake rate of prasugrel in the NSTEMI population.

• The proportion of patients receiving prasugrel who are

more than 75 years of age.

• The cost of clopidogrel per patient per year.

• The reduction in rate of rehospitalizations.

• The weighted average cost of rehospitalizations.

The rationale for the selection of the minimum and max-

imum values for the sensitivity analysis is not provided in the

costing template.

Budget-impact analyses using a cost calculator approach

have also been published in peer-reviewed journals. For ex-

ample, in an article by Chang and Sung, the budget impact of

using pimecrolimus cream for atopic dermatitis or eczema was

estimated using estimates of the number of people seeking

care for this condition each year and the average number of

physician visits for the condition each year. Chang and Sung

used data from a clinical trial of pimecrolimus to estimate

likely reductions in follow-up physician visits for those pa-

tients who were treated with pimecrolimus. Although the

condition is chronic, it is not progressive or life threatening.

Therefore, the use of a static cost calculator approach is ap-

propriate. Chang and Sung estimated the budget impact for a

single year, on the basis of observed market share for the first

year the drug was introduced, but tested the impact of changes

in market uptake in a sensitivity analysis.

Using a static cost calculator approach to budget impact

analysis for chronic progressive and/or life-threatening dis-

eases may underestimate the budget impact. For example,

Smith and colleagues used a static approach to estimate the

budget impact of valsartan for the treatment of patients with

heart failure. The authors’ estimates were based on the number

of enrollees with heart failure in a US health plan and on the

average number of hospitalizations each year for these pa-

tients. The authors used data from a clinical trial of valsartan

that showed a reduction in the number of hospitalizations

and in the length of hospital stay for patients treated with

valsartan. However, annual mortality rates with heart failure

are significant, and the valsartan clinical trial also estimated a

reduction in mortality for patients on valsartan. Such a re-

duction in mortality would result in an increased number of

patients being treated for heart failure at any one time and an

associated increase in treatment and monitoring costs for the

health plan. This increase in the population size being treated

was not included in the Smith and colleagues’ budget-impact

analysis. A dynamic disease progression model could have

been used to estimate the change in the size of the prevalent

population over time, given the reduction in mortality rates.

Alternately, estimates of the change in life expectancy with

valsartan could have been derived from the clinical trial data

and used to estimate the change in the treated population size

at steady state and used in the cost calculator approach.

A budget-impact analysis by Dee and colleagues estimated

the budget impact of natalizumab over a 3 year time horizon

for multiple sclerosis, a slowly progressing chronic disease. In

this analysis, the authors explicitly captured the budget impact

of the increasing uptake of natalizumab over time. The bud-

get-impact estimates in the Dee and colleagues’ study were

based on the reduced costs for treating relapses of multiple

sclerosis and the increased drug costs for natalizumab, in-

cluding administration costs and monitoring for serious side

effects such as progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy.

The authors also considered different payer perspectives and

adjusted the budget impact depending on which payer per-

spective was considered. However, this static cost calculator

approach ignored the impact on multiple sclerosis treatment

costs of slowing the rate of disease progression that is associ-

ated with natalizumab treatment.

In the Smith and colleagues’ study, the estimated budget

impact of the new treatment did not include the additional

drug-related and disease monitoring and symptomatic treat-

ment costs in the extra months of life for the patient. But for

patients with heart failure in these studies, the additional life

expectancy may be short and the impact on the size of the

treated population relatively small. Similarly, the budget im-

pact of slowing disease progression in multiple sclerosis,

omitted from the Dee and colleagues’ study, is likely to be

small within the time horizon of the budget-impact analysis.

But in other chronic conditions, the impact on life expectancy

could be significant, for example, for human immuno-

deficiency virus (HIV) infection. In this case, a dynamic bud-

get-impact model, using either a Markov model or simulation

approach, might be more appropriate.

Budget-Impact Analysis: Markov Model Approach

A study by Mauskopf demonstrated how a Markov model can

be used to develop both cost-effectiveness and budget-impact

estimates for a hypothetical new treatment for HIV infection.

To develop the budget-impact estimates, it was first necessary

to understand the current distribution of HIV patients among

different HIV health states, measured in terms of ranges of

CD4 cell counts. This distribution was obtained for a cohort of

patients who were not treated, using natural history data that

provided estimates of the time spent in each health state.

Using these estimates and the number of new patients diag-

nosed and their CD4 cell-count distribution, the Markov

model was run, adding a newly diagnosed cohort each year,

until a steady state was reached for the number of patients in

each health state without treatment. The introduction of the

hypothetical antiretroviral therapy drug regimen was assumed

to shift the CD4 cell-count up by one CD4 cell-count range for

all patients in the treated cohort and to hold the cohort there

for 4 years before disease progression resumed. The Markov

model was rerun with the hypothetical antiretroviral drug
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regimen. For each cycle of the model, the number of indi-

viduals alive in each health state was generated. A new steady

state was reached in 10–20 years. For each health state, treat-

ment costs, rates of opportunistic infections, and days in the

hospital were estimated. Population estimates for all of these

outcomes were generated for each year after introduction of

the antiretroviral drug regimen.

A Markov budget-impact model can be programed to

capture only the budget impact for newly entering cohorts

cumulatively in each year after a new drug becomes available;

alternatively, the model can be programed to assume that all

prevalent patients also immediately switch to the new treat-

ment or that a certain proportion of the prevalent patients

switch each year. In the Mauskopf model, there were 10 680

persons alive in the UK with HIV in 1994 and an incident

cohort of 1258 persons per year. The treatment regimens

compared were no antiretroviral treatment and a hypothetical

antiretroviral drug regimen that was assumed to stop disease

progression for 4 years but to be taken for 6 years. All persons

alive with HIV were assumed to switch immediately to

the antiretroviral drug regimen, as were those individuals

newly diagnosed during the model time horizon. Selected

model inputs and outcomes are shown in Tables 2 and 3,

respectively.

In this model, the impact of antiretroviral therapy (ART)

on life expectancy for people with HIV infection was large,

resulting in a significant increase in the number of individuals

living with acquired immune deficiency syndromes (AIDS)

and HIV infection and a shift to less severe disease stages. In

this analysis, other outcomes that are of importance to pa-

tients and health planners were estimated, including the

number of cases of opportunistic infections, illustrated in

Table 3 by the number of cases of CMV infection, as well as

the number of hospital days used by individuals with HIV

infection. This latter value can be very useful for planning for

hospital care for those with HIV infection.

Mar and colleagues presented a similar approach to bud-

get-impact analysis using a Markov model for a Basque

population to estimate the impact of the use of thrombolysis

for patients with stroke on the prevalence of different degrees

of residual disability in patients with stroke and the associated

budget impact. In their study, the current prevalent population

in different poststroke health states (death, disability, au-

tonomous, and recurrent stroke) without thrombolysis was

estimated using data on stroke incidence stratified by age and

sex, all-cause mortality rates, stroke excess mortality risk, and

disability outcomes from stroke. The budget impact associated

with the use of thrombolysis was estimated using trial data

indicating that the percentage of patients with residual dis-

ability was lower when thrombolysis was used than when it

was not used. Thus, the Markov model was run over a 15 year

time horizon with the two different rates of disability, as well

as changing numbers of strokes due to the aging population.

The results for the Basque population are shown in Table 4.

In the Mar’s study, the current population health state preva-

lence rates, as estimated by the Markov model for patients

Table 2 Markov model: Selected input data for HIV model

Input data CD4 cell-count range

4500 350–500 200–349 100–199 o100

Average time in disease state: No ART (years) 2 (after diagnosis) 1.8 1.8 1.5 1.3
Transition probability to next worse state: No ARTa 0.5 0.5556 0.5556 0.6667 0.7692
Annual healthcare costs: Excluding ARTb d1834 d1834 d1834 d1912 d7490
Annual community service costsb d1137 d1137 d1137 d1378 d2230
Annual CMV incidence 0.0024 0.0024 0.0024 0.0750 0.2550
Annual hospital days 1.13 1.13 1.13 2.87 29.9

aTransition probability is equal to (1/time in state).
b1995 Great Britain pounds inflated to 1999 Great Britain pounds, using the hospital and community health services price index.

Abbreviations: ART¼antiretroviral therapy; CMV¼cytomegalovirus; HIV¼human immunodeficiency virus.

Source: Adapted from Table 1, reprinted from Mauskopf, J. (2000). Meeting the NICE requirements: A Markov model approach. Value in Health 3(4), 287–293.

Table 3 Markov model: Annual outcomes with and without ART for HIV infection

Annual outcomes Year one Year three Year six

No ART ART No ART ART No ART ART

Cost GBP (� 106) 29.1 66.9 29.1 123.4 29.1 151.6
Number of persons treated 10 680 11 938 10 680 14 454 10 680 17 804
Cost per person 2 725 6 260 2 725 9 353 2 725 8 829
CMV cases 581 149 581 155 581 502
Hospital days 62 775 16 200 62 775 19 000 62 775 60 665

Abbreviations: ART¼antiretroviral therapy; CMV¼cytomegalovirus; GBP¼Great Britain pound; HIV¼human immunodeficiency virus; QALY¼quality-adjusted life-year.

Source: Adapted from Table 3 in Mauskopf, J. (2000). Meeting the NICE requirements: A Markov model approach. Value in Health 3(4), 287–293.
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without thrombolysis, were validated on the basis of popu-

lation registry data and an alternative modeling approach for

estimating poststroke life expectancy.

Two other published studies illustrate the use of Markov

models to capture the dynamic aspects of budget-impact an-

alysis. In the budget-impact analysis for trastuzumab in early

breast cancer by Purmonen and colleagues, a 4 year time

horizon was modeled using a state transition model with two

health states: free of distant recurrence and with distant re-

currence. The budget impact was estimated as the difference in

cumulative undiscounted 1, 2, 3, and 4 year costs for all co-

horts starting treatment during the model time period with or

without the use of adjuvant trastuzumab. The model was

based on the number of early breast cancer patients, human

epidermal growth factor positive (HER2þ) prevalence, length

and cost of adjuvant treatment, and the effectiveness of the

treatment. All HER2þ patients were assumed to be treated

with trastuzumab. Sensitivity analyses included a scenario

analysis that looked at different treatment patterns, prevalence

of HER2þ , and treatment costs. In addition, a probabilistic

sensitivity analysis was included that estimated the impact of

the following uncertain or variable parameter inputs: number

of early breast cancer patients, HER2þ prevalence in those

with early breast cancer, disease-related transition prob-

abilities, and treatment costs. The results of the probabilistic

sensitivity analysis were presented as an affordability curve in

which the probability of the budget impact being below dif-

ferent budget constraints was presented (see Figure 1).

In a combination of cost-utility and budget-impact analysis

of third-generation aromatase inhibitors for advanced breast

cancer, Marchetti and colleagues used a state transition model

to estimate the life expectancy and lifetime costs for a single

annual cohort of patients newly diagnosed with advanced

breast cancer and starting treatment with or without the use of

anastrozole or letrozole. The authors estimated the budget

impact for a single cohort under the assumption that all

Table 4 Markov model: Stroke outcomes with and without thrombolysis

Annual Outcomes 2000 2005 2010 2015

Stroke number 4 541 5 176 5 812 6 447
Dependent patients: no thrombolysis 6 505 8 478 10 450 12 423
Dependent patients: 10% with thrombolysis 6 505 8 368 10 232 12 095
Difference in dependent patients 0 109 219 328
Number with thrombolysis 454 518 581 645
Reduced costs for dependency (h) 0 1 132 000 2 264 000 3 396 000
Increased costs for thrombolysis (h) 1 223 000 1 395 000 1 566 000 1 737 000
Gain in QALYs 0 36.59 73.19 109.78

Abbreviation: QALY¼quality-adjusted life-year.

Source: Adapted from Table 5 in Mar, J., Sainz-Ezkerra, M. and Miranda-Serrano, E. (2008). Calculation of prevalence with Markov models: Budget impact analysis of thrombolysis

for stroke. Medical Decision Making 28(4), 481–490. Copyright r 2008 by Sage Publications. Reprinted by Permission of SAGE Publications.
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Figure 1 Markov model: Results of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis for trastuzumab in early breast cancer. Reprinted from Figure 3 in
Purmonen, T. T., Auvinen, P. K. and Martikainen, J. A. (2010). Budget impact analysis of trastuzumab in early breast cancer: A hospital district
perspective. International Journal of Technology Assessment in HealthCare 26(2), 163–169. Reproduced with permission from Cambridge
University Press.
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patients in the cohort are treated with either anastrozole or

letrozole. This focus on a single cohort and assumption of

100% uptake is typical for cost-effectiveness analyses but is less

often used for budget-impact analyses.

Budget-Impact Analysis: Simulation Model Approach

Another type of disease model frequently used in cost-

effectiveness analyses of new treatments is Monte Carlo or

discrete-event simulation. In simulation models, the disease

pathway is simulated for a group of individual patients with

different characteristics for the duration of the disease episode

or for lifetime (for chronic diseases). This approach to disease

modeling has several advantages over a deterministic Markov

approach: variability among patients in disease outcomes and

in the impact of the treatment is captured explicitly; all rele-

vant patient, system, and treatment characteristics can be

captured without requiring an expansion of health states;

disease and treatment history over time can be accounted for

in the analysis; and multiple events can occur at the same

time. Discrete-event simulation models track patients on the

basis of the time to the next event, whereas Monte Carlo

simulation models typically track the patients at specific time

points. The disadvantage of the simulation approach is that it

generally requires additional data inputs and additional

computation time compared with the Markov modeling

approach.

As with Markov modeling, the discrete-event simulation

approach can be used to generate budget-impact as well as

cost-effectiveness estimates by simulating a prevalent popu-

lation rather than a single population cohort. Martin and

colleagues presented the results of a budget-impact analysis for

expanded screening for HIV in the US, using a Monte Carlo

simulation model that included screening and treatment for

HIV infection. This model has been used extensively for cost-

effectiveness analyses of alternative management strategies for

HIV infection. In their publication of the simulation model’s

results, the authors estimated the number of prevalent cases of

HIV infection that were currently undetected and the annual

number of new cases of HIV infection, using national preva-

lence and incidence data. Using a series of published studies

and reports, the authors also estimated the proportion of these

individuals that would be eligible for government-sponsored

HIV screening, as well as the CD4 cell-count and viral load

distributions for those persons unaware of their HIV status.

The authors then entered this patient population into the

screening module of their Monte Carlo simulation model and

tracked costs over a 5 year time frame, with and without the

introduction of a new screening program. Martin and col-

leagues presented the additional number of cases identified

from expanded screening each year for 5 years and the

undiscounted budget impact of expanded screening and the

associated earlier treatment by discretionary and entitlement

programs (see Tables 5 and 6; Figure 2).

Discrete-event simulation models also have been used to

estimate budget impact of drug treatments, tracking both the

prevalent and incident populations to determine the annual

budget impact. Caro and colleagues used a discrete-event

simulation model to estimate the budget impact over 100 days

for alternative treatments of bipolar-associated mania, using

estimates of changes in response to therapy in the Young

Mania Rating Scale over time. Mar and colleagues used a dis-

crete-event simulation model to estimate the budget impact

of thrombolysis in patients with stroke, using estimates of a

reduced number of patients with residual disability after

stroke in those patients given thrombolysis treatment. In both

Table 5 Simulation model: Clinical characteristics of newly
detected HIV-Infected individuals eligible for care through
discretionary and entitlement programs

Current
practice

Expanded
screening

Number identified over 5 year period
Prevalent cases in year 1 54 343 63 747
Prevalent cases in year 2 18 362 24 062
Prevalent cases in year 3 17 276 19 755
Prevalent cases in year 4 14 759 15 106
Prevalent cases in year 5 11 366 10 651
Total prevalent cases in period 116 107 133 321
Incident cases in year 1 4 099 6 701
Incident cases in year 2 8 379 13 258
Incident cases in year 3 12 340 18 764
Incident cases in year 4 16 086 23 417
Incident cases in year 5 19 618 27 361
Total incident cases in period 60 523 89 501

Mechanism of detection, prevalent cases
Screening (%) 19.7 33.1
Opportunistic infection (%) 68.3 57.8
Never detected (%) 12.0 9.1

Mechanism of detection, incident cases
Screening (%) 39.3 60.2
Opportunistic infection (%) 49.0 32.3
Never detected (%) 11.7 7.5

CD4 count at detection
Prevalent (mean cells mm� 3) 122 140
Incident (mean cells mm� 3) 251 312

Abbreviations: HIV¼human immunodeficiency virus; QALY¼quality-adjusted

life-year.

Source: Adapted from Table 2 in Martin, E. G., Paltiel, A. D., Walensky, R. P. and

Schackman, B. R. (2010). Expanded HIV screening in the US: What will it cost

government discretionary and entitlement programs? A budget impact analysis. Value

in Health 13(8), 893–902.

Table 6 Simulation model: Incremental quality-adjusted survival
per person

Cases Current practice Expanded screening

Prevalent cases (DQALYs) – 2.0
Incident cases (DQALYs) – 3.2

Note: These numbers refer to the quality-adjusted survival over the newly detected

cases’ lifetime and not just the 5 year time horizon of the budget-impact analysis.

Abbreviation: QALY¼quality-adjusted life-year.

Source: Adapted from Table 2 in Martin, E. G., Paltiel, A. D., Walensky, R. P. and

Schackman, B. R. (2010). Expanded HIV screening in the US: What will it cost

government discretionary and entitlement programs? A budget impact analysis. Value

in Health 13(8), 893–902.
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models, prediction equations were estimated by using patient-

level data to estimate time to the primary events included in

the model.

The advantages of using Monte Carlo or discrete-event

simulation models to estimate budget impact of alternative

disease management strategies are that, generally such models

have been previously validated for the cost-effectiveness ana-

lyses and the inputs are consistent for both types of estimates.

In addition, changes in disease severity and life expectancy

over time can be included in the model. This is very important

for HIV infection or stroke, where alternative screening or

treatment strategies can have a major impact on the treated

population size and/or severity mix, and thus on healthcare

decision makers’ budgets.

Conclusions and Where Next

As illustrated in this article, budget-impact models can be

developed using a variety of approaches: a cost calculator

approach or disease progression modeling approaches using

either Markov or simulation models. Generally, the simpler

approach is preferred by healthcare decision makers because

such an approach is more transparent and can more readily

be run using individual health plan characteristics. The cost-

calculator approach can be used for acute illnesses, as well as

for chronic illness where changes in disease severity, life ex-

pectancy, or treatment patterns (1) do not occur, (2) occur

very rapidly and can readily be captured in a cost-calculator

model, or (3) occur beyond the time horizon of the budget-

impact analysis. In instances where the changes in disease

severity, life expectancy, and/or treatment patterns cannot be

credibly captured in a cost-calculator model, a disease pro-

gression modeling approach might be needed.

A disease progression modeling approach may be more

desirable when an integrated cost-effectiveness and budget-

impact model is desired. However, care needs to be taken to

ensure that the budget-impact estimates are generated for the

prevalent population rather than for the single-disease cohort

that is typically used for cost-effectiveness analysis. The bud-

get-impact model should also compare a mix of current and

future treatments rather than a simple comparison of all pa-

tients treated with either a current treatment or a new treat-

ment, as is typically seen in a cost-effectiveness analysis. In

addition, the appropriate costs for the budget holder are their

actual prices paid net of discounts and copays while oppor-

tunity costs are more appropriately used for cost-effectiveness

analyses.

The question of how to reflect the uncertainty or variability

in the inputs to a budget-impact analysis is also important.

There are several different types of uncertainty or variability

that can be present in the input parameter values, uncertainty

about the estimates of the efficacy of the new and current

interventions, variability in patient characteristics and current

treatment patterns in different healthcare settings, and both

uncertainty and variability in the changes in expected treat-

ment patterns with the availability of the new intervention.

Because these analyses are aimed to help healthcare decision

makers understand the budget impact on the population for

which the decision makers have responsibility, budget-impact

analyses most commonly include either one-way sensitivity

analyses, using ranges of both uncertain efficacy inputs and

differences in patient characteristics and current and future

treatment patterns (e.g., NICE cost calculators), or scenario

analyses where several of these input parameter values may be

changed to produce a scenario that most closely matches the

healthcare decision maker’s population. Probabilistic sensi-

tivity analyses are sometimes included in published budget-

impact analyses, but these are probably not very useful for

healthcare decision makers because the sensitivity of the

budget-impact analyses results to parameter uncertainty may

be less than the sensitivity of the budget-impact analysis to

variabilities in the healthcare decision maker’s population

characteristics and treatment patterns. The concept of the
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affordability curve for different budget constraints as used in

Purmonen and colleagues’ article may be a useful way to

present the results of a probabilistic sensitivity analysis.

However, the probabilistic sensitivity analysis presented in

Purmonen and colleagues’ study included both uncertain

parameters (HER2þ prevalence and transition probabilities

reflecting efficacy) and variable parameters that would prob-

ably be known with certainty by the decision maker (price of

trastuzumab and number of patients), thus reducing the value

of their probabilistic sensitivity analysis.

Although the primary purpose of a budget-impact model is

to estimate the annual impact on a health plan budget after a

new intervention is reimbursed for the health plan’s covered

population, a budget-impact models may also generate esti-

mates of the associated changes in population health out-

comes during the same time period. These estimates may be

used in the budget-impact analysis to estimate the changes in

disease-related costs, but the population health estimates also

can provide useful information for healthcare decision

makers. For example, estimates of changes in disease cases or

hospital days may be useful for health services planners. These

population-based estimates of these outcome changes should

be presented for each year after introduction of the new

intervention along with the budget-impact estimates.

See also: Adoption of New Technologies, Using Economic
Evaluation. Analysing Heterogeneity to Support Decision Making.
Biopharmaceutical and Medical Equipment Industries, Economics of.
Decision Analysis: Eliciting Experts’ Beliefs to Characterize
Uncertainties. Economic Evaluation of Public Health Interventions:
Methodological Challenges. Economic Evaluation, Uncertainty in.
HIV/AIDS, Macroeconomic Effect of. HIV/AIDS: Transmission,
Treatment, and Prevention, Economics of. Infectious Disease
Modeling. Macroeconomic Causes and Effects of Noncommunicable
Disease: The Case of Diet and Obesity. Observational Studies in
Economic Evaluation. Pharmaceutical Pricing and Reimbursement
Regulation in Europe. Pricing and Reimbursement of
Biopharmaceuticals and Medical Devices in the USA. Problem
Structuring for Health Economic Model Development. Public Health:
Overview. Searching and Reviewing Nonclinical Evidence for
Economic Evaluation. Specification and Implementation of Decision
Analytic Model Structures for Economic Evaluation of Health Care
Technologies. Statistical Issues in Economic Evaluations.
Synthesizing Clinical Evidence for Economic Evaluation. Valuing
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The term collective purchasing is often used interchangeably

with cooperative purchasing, group purchasing and col-

laborative purchasing and sundry other expressions. A fuller

list of terms is set out by Schotanus and Telgen (2007) and

Tella and Virolainen (2005) who provide a useful starting

point for investigating the wider use of these arrangements.

There are a number of notions of collective purchasing in

health care and here three are considered: collective purchas-

ing of health-care inputs, collective purchasing of health in-

surance, and collective purchasing of health-care treatments or

interventions. The details are set out below.

Collective Purchasing of Health-Care Inputs

In the first notion of collective purchasing, health-care pro-

viders cooperate in respect of their purchasing of medical

supplies. Nollet and Beaulieu (2005) provide a useful over-

view of these arrangements between health-care providers,

which often mirror those that arise in other settings. The

central idea is that a number of independent organizations, or

more colloquially firms, agree amongst themselves to negoti-

ate collectively with the suppliers of their inputs.

Advantages and Disadvantages

The motivation for such arrangements is primarily seen as

being to reduce costs, by some combination of negotiating a

lower price, reducing administration, or economizing on

utilization. Studies of such collective purchasers typically re-

port that they achieve price reductions in the order of 10–15%.

Economists would argue that this is probably a consequence

of the purchasing collective representing countervailing

monopoly power and thus reducing the economic rents of

their suppliers. Reductions in administrative costs will result

from conventional sources such as economies of scale and

scope and consolidation of the purchasing function. Some

studies, for example, Schneller, 2000, report savings of as

much as 40% in this respect but it is not clear that all costs are

being recorded. Exactly how a purchasing collective might

reduce utilization of inputs is less clear. One idea is that the

collective standardizes its purchases and thus avoids un-

necessary duplication of inputs. It is difficult to obtain hard

evidence of this in practice and it should be noted that

standardization requires coordination but not necessarily co-

operative purchasing. In terms of problems of collective pur-

chasing, the usually cited limitations of these arrangements are

the problems of reflecting the potential diverse objectives of

the members of the collective and the possible antitrust im-

plications of collective action. As suggested above there are a

number of sources of further reading on this use of collective

purchasing in health care and it corresponds to a broad lit-

erature on supply chain management.

Collective Purchasing of Health Insurance

The second notion of collective purchasing arises specifically

in the US health-care sector and originates from a system in

which health insurance is often provided as a part of em-

ployment. Small employers who have to purchase health in-

surance on behalf of their employees may be at a disadvantage

relative to larger employers in terms of dealing with the pro-

viders of health insurance. By forming health insurance pur-

chasing cooperatives they might be able to redress this

disadvantage. Wicks (2002) provides a good starting point for

further reading in respect of these arrangements; their pur-

ported advantages and their potential problems. More recently

the term health insurance purchasing cooperative has also

been applied to any collective of individuals, as distinct from

companies, seeking to purchase health insurance as a group.

Moreover, there is contemporary policy debate concerning

whether such arrangements can increase the coverage of health

insurance.

Advantages and Caveats

If employee benefits are considered to be simply another

input into production, then this second notion of the term

collective purchasing is very closely related to the first use

described in Section Collective Purchasing of Health-Care

Inputs. By cooperating, small employers may achieve a lower

price or achieve scale economies in their purchase of health

insurance coverage. The literature on supply chain manage-

ment referred to above again provides the details. But it can

be argued that health insurance is a sufficiently idiosyncratic

‘input’ that additional issues arise in terms of benefits of

forming a collective. The most often discussed issue – and

again Wicks (2002) is the best starting point for further in-

vestigation – is that of risk pooling. A purchasing cooperative

may help to balance high- and low-risk individuals and thus

achieve coverage for some employees who might otherwise

be precluded by their high-risk premiums. This idea is,

however, contentious. If health insurers can discriminate

between high and low risks they have an incentive to offer

better rates to the lower risk types. So if two employers, one

with a high-risk group of employees and the other with a

low-risk group of employee form a cooperative to purchase

insurance, there is a good chance that the low-risk employer

would be offered better terms outside of the purchasing co-

operative; the purchasing cooperative will fail. In reviewing

the evidence regarding the effect of health insurance pur-

chasing cooperatives, Wicks (2002) draws attention to the

greater choice that individuals are faced with when a pur-

chasing cooperative is in place. This is an interesting contrast

with the more usual outcome of collective purchasing –

greater standardization.
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Collective Purchasing of Health-Care Treatments: The
Role of Insurers

Although the first two notions of collective purchasing de-

scribed in Sections Collective Purchasing of Health-Care In-

puts and Collective Purchasing of Health Insurance arise in

particular jurisdictions or in particular institutional settings,

the third notion is close to ubiquitous in health-care markets.

Although physicians or health-care organizations are the

supplier of care and individuals in need of that care are the

recipients, for most individuals in most circumstances

the terms under which their care is provided – how much will

be paid for it under various scenarios – is determined as a part

of an agreement entered into by their insurer with health-care

providers. This concept of collective purchasing seems to have

been first exposited in relation to public-health insurance by

Evans (1987) but, as one will see, can equally be argued to

apply increasingly to private insurance. To understand this

notion of collective purchasing, and just how substantially the

consumer of health care differs from the consumer of apples

or pears, it is useful to start by reconsidering the usual concept

of purchasing (demand) in economics. This supposes that

there is a defined good or service, a price that is specified by

the seller, and a consumer whose role it is to specify the

quantity they wish to purchase. Almost none of this applies in

health-care markets. The services that constitute health care are

many and varied and patients are more interested in getting

better than in receiving those services per se. Service is not well-

defined up until delivery (treatment) and suppliers do not

compete in the conventional sense of offering a known product

at a given price. The quantity that a person wants is ‘enough to

make me better.’ And pertinent to a discussion of collective

purchasing, consumers seldom act unilaterally because health-

care insurance often involves insurers reimbursing health-care

suppliers directly. The topic of health insurance is a vast one

and its emergence and growth in health-care provision a sub-

stantial area of study, but the interested reader can consult

McGuire (2011) or Pauly (2011) for recent overviews. A crucial

element of insurance is that it makes the insurer a third-party

purchaser of health care and this element of health-care pro-

vision gives rise to a number of concerns, especially in terms of

the lack of incentives that the recipients of services have to

regulate or monitor suppliers. This is another substantial topic

for which Stinchcombe (1984) and Enthoven (1994) provide

an entry point for further reading.

Alternatives to Collective Purchasing under an Insurance
Scheme

Following Section Collective Purchasing of Health-Care

Treatments: The Role of Insurers, the intermediation of in-

surance seems to make collective purchasing of health-care

treatments commonplace. That does not need to be the case;

traditional arrangements termed indemnity insurance allow

insured individuals free reign to choose their health-care

supplier, with the insurer reimbursing, subject to rules re-

garding copayment, stop-losses, etc., the provider of treat-

ment. However, increasingly fewer private insurance

arrangements allow consumers to unrestrictedly choose their

supplier, or permit suppliers to dictate the price of a service,

preferring instead to manage the treatment pathway by se-

lectively contracting with specific providers or even integrating

providers into the organization through employment con-

tracts. Under managed care arrangements, as described by

Dranove (2000), Newhouse (2002), and Baker (2011), in-

surers enter into various arrangements with providers on be-

half of their enrollees. This kind of management of treatment

provision, where the insurer collectively purchases on behalf

of their enrollees is, if anything, more prolific in the realm of

public-health insurance which conditions treatment on con-

tracts with health-care providers with terms and conditions set

on behalf of all covered patients/consumers (Blomqvist,

2011). Thus collective purchasing and health insurance would

seem to go hand in hand; insurers collectively purchase health

care on behalf individuals and the extent of such arrange-

ments can vary according to the number of consumers covered

(from employees in a single company, to all members of the

population of a region or even a nation) or the services cov-

ered (from a single health-care intervention to an integrated

treatment system) and may encompass many different pay-

ment mechanisms (from fixed price per treatment item, to

price per illness of a fee per patient).

Advantages and Caveats of Health-Care Insurance

A first approach to explaining the above phenomenon might

be to consider the same motives for collective purchasing as

described in the first two notions of that term described above;

by seeking to purchase on behalf of a large population the

insurer might be able to negotiate lower prices and save re-

sources relative to what each individual would have to expend

in dealing with their own provider. One key problem is that

providers of health-care have informational advantages and

third-party arrangements such as insurance mean that even the

limited information that patients have may not available to

the payer. This results in a lack of information, incentives, and

buying power on the demand side of health-care markets. The

result is effective monopoly power on the part of service

suppliers and one interpretation of collective purchasing ar-

rangements by insurers is that they provide some counter-

vailing buyer power. In simple terms, a single patient,

consumer, or even small insurer may be at the mercy of a

health-care provider who dictates a high price; a purchasing

collective may achieve a lower price. This mirrors the tradi-

tional role of collective purchasing in other contexts except

that in health care a need for countervailing market power

may by more pervasive; it is not only lack of competing sup-

pliers that creates seller power, it is lack of buyer information.

The previous approach does not, however, recognize the

very distinctive features of health-care provision regarding

which a large literature has developed in health economics and

which can begin to rationalize the third notion of collective

purchasing much more convincingly. Elsewhere in this volume

there are extensive discussions of agency, imperfect infor-

mation, and transactions costs and the implications of these for

health-care delivery and understanding these concepts is central

to appreciating a long tradition in health economics focusing

on the consequence of insurance in terms of the extent that
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consumers who are insulated from cost will not have incentives

to control the cost of their treatment. It thus becomes import-

ant for insurers to contain costs but, given the general lack of

information that patients and consumers have it is also im-

portant to maintain incentives for a good quality of service.

In this setting, collective purchasing of health treatments

becomes a method of dealing with multiple agency issues.

One approach emphasizes selective contracting, the pur-

chaser’s decision about which providers to contract as sup-

pliers. By limiting the set of suppliers, the purchaser generates

bargaining power that may counteract market power of sellers

or allow a buyer to influence the cost and/or quality of care. A

second possibly complementary approach focuses on contract

design. Rather than just negotiating on price, in their role as

collective purchasers of health-care insurers may dictate the

form of contract that the health care is provided under and

thereby seek to influence, through the design of appropriate

incentives the cost and quality of health care that patients

receive. Viewed in this context a collective purchasing contract

is a means of trying to align the incentives of health-care

suppliers with those of the purchaser of health care. A great

deal of attention has, for example, been directed at the ques-

tion of whether a simple fixed-price arrangement as embodied

in the Medicare Prospective Payment System in 1983, and

much emulated since, can achieve both cost control and ap-

propriate quality of care. A recent summary of the extensive

adoption of such systems in Europe and the claims that are

made in terms of cost control are documented in Brusse et al.

(2011). This transition from purchasing through reimburse-

ment of costs to determining an ex ante fixed price gives per-

haps the best illustration of the potential of collective

purchasing to effect change in a health-care system.

Agency theory also highlights how difficult it might be in

practice to design good collective purchasing contracts for

health care. As one problem is resolved so others may ma-

terialize. One concern that has developed is that while moving

toward predetermined prices based on a particular character-

ization of a patients’ medical condition (so called prospective

price contracts) may drive down costs, it may also give rise to

attempts to select easier to treat patients – cream skimming –

or avoid expensive ones. Thus for a collective purchaser the

design of appropriate contracts can be very complex matter.

Summary

In many areas of economic activity, purchasers find it in their

interests to act collectively to get a ‘good deal’ from their supplier.

Traditional explanations of collective purchasing rely on the

concept of buyers achieving some monopsony power to offset

the monopoly power of sellers, or on the achievement of scale

economies in purchasing. These explanations apply equally well

in health care in regard to supply chain management in health-

care organizations such as hospitals, who cooperate to purchase

medical supplies, and can be extended to understand health

insurance purchasing cooperatives. The possible disadvantages of

these arrangements are that they fail to correctly reflect the di-

versity of preferences of their constituent members, or that they

may run foul of the law in terms of antitrust or anticompetitive

practices. But there is another notion of collective purchasing in

health care that is more prolific and requires a rather more in-

volved explanation. Individual consumers of health care do not

for the most part act unilaterally in dealing with a health-care

supplier – insurers, both public and private, act as intermediaries

and very often as the collective purchaser. This manifestation of

collective purchasing is intricately linked with the prevalence of

health insurance, which is an arrangement concerned with in-

sulating individuals from the costs of their health care and where

individuals are so insulated agency problems arises. Insurers may

try and contain costs and ensure adequate quality by setting

terms and conditions for the supply of health treatments and

thus act as collective purchasers. These sorts of arrangements go

under different names such as managed care or health-care

contracts depending in part on whether they are instigated by

private or public insurers, but they are in essence collective

purchasing.

See also: Health Insurance in the United States, History of. Managed
Care. Markets in Health Care. Pay-for-Performance Incentives in Low-
and Middle-Income Country Health Programs. Physician-Induced
Demand
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Glossary
Agency relationship The relationship between an agent

and a principal. Classically in health care, the role of a

physician or other health professional in determining the

patient’s (or other client’s) best interest and acting in a

fashion consistent with it. The patient or client is the

principal and the professional is the agent. More generally,

the agent is anyone acting on behalf of a principal,

usually because of asymmetry of information. In health

care, other examples include health managers acting as

agents for their principals such as owners of firms or

ministers, regulators as agents for politically accountable

ministers, ministers as agents for the electorate. In health

care, the situation can become even more complicated

by virtue of the facts, first, that the professional thereby has

an important role in determining the demand for a

service as well as its supply and, second, that doctors are

expected (in many systems) to act not only for the

’patient’ but also for ’society’ in the form, say, of other

patients or of an organization with wider societal

responsibilities (like a managed health care organization),

or taxpayers, or all potential patients. There can be much

ambiguity, as in seeking to understand the agency

relationships in overseas aid giving and management, and

as in establishing the extent to which formal contracts can

enhance efficiency.

Incentive contracts The contracts between insurers or

other third party payers and the providers of health care

that embody incentives and penalties (both usually

financial) for failing to meet particular conditions.

Yardstick competition An industrial regulatory procedure

under which the regulated price is set at the average of the

estimated marginal costs of the firms in the industry.

Zeckhauser’s dilemma A problem with incentive

contracts when those who are incentivized to behave in

particular ways cannot fully control the consequences of

their actions. They then require compensation in some

form to offset this increase in the risk they face of failure,

which raises the cost of the contract relative to the benefits

anticipated by the principal.

Introduction

Health care purchasers and regulators often make comparisons

between providers on indicators of quality. In this article the

rationale for such comparisons is described, the options for

this form of monitoring are considered and how this type of

evaluation has evolved over time is outlined. Then, using a

recent example of a quality program that links financial re-

wards to comparative performance in the UK, the key issues

with this kind of performance evaluation are highlighted.

Principal–Agent Problems

The health care sector is characterized by a series of agency

relationships. Patients delegate decision-making to doctors

and payers give responsibility for supplying health care to

providers. This delegation of decision-making or provision

would be unproblematic if there was symmetric information

and identical objectives were shared between the parties. In

reality, two general problems are suggested by the

principal–agent analysis. First, the task itself (i.e., delivering

health care) is only partially observable or verifiable. This is

called the moral hazard or hidden action problem. Second,

the agent’s capabilities are unknown to the principal but are

known to the agent before the parties enter into the contract.

This may adversely affect the principal’s payoff and is called

the adverse selection or hidden information problem.

The solution adopted in practice is to use a set of

performance indicators to measure the output of the agent.

However, this is only a partial solution because the infor-

mation problems persist when the correlation between such

indicators and the agent’s effort is noisy and determined by a

random component that often varies across agents. The extent

to which the agent is in control of such variation is also un-

known to the principal. The principal must therefore design a

contract or system of incentives that elicits a second-best

outcome from the agent.

Problems with Incentive Contracts in Healthcare

It is often claimed that the design of incentive contracts is

more difficult in the health care sector than in other sectors.

This is particularly the case when the principal’s problem of

ensuring that the agent delivers a high quality service is con-

sidered. There are five problems that are germane:

1. One of the best known concerns about incentive contracts

is the trade-off between incentives and risk (so-called

Zeckhauser’s dilemma). Theoretically, incentive contracts

impose a risk on agents and risk-averse agents will require a

higher mean level of compensation. This premium will

increase with the riskiness of the environment. Although

empirical research has not found convincing evidence that

higher incentives are given in riskier environments, health

care providers provide an uncertain output (the well-being

of the patient) which is only partially dependent on their

actions.

2. When multiple actions are substitutes, incentive schemes

may cause diversion of effort. For instance, an incentive
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scheme focused on observable indicators will induce

health care providers to game the system and reduce their

effort on unobservable dimensions.

3. Because patients differ in their expected health outcomes

and the agent has more information on the expected health

outcomes than the principal, the agent may engage in

‘cherry-picking’ of patients, providing care only to patients

at low risk of adverse outcomes.

4. As health care provision often requires input from more

than one agent, the aggregation of agents into groups (for

example, hospital teams) for incentive contracts creates

externalities. These externalities may be positive (through

monitoring of effort by close peers) or negative (caused by

free-riding on others’ efforts).

5. Health care providers have a social role and are trained to

adopt professional ethics. Their utility functions are typi-

cally assumed to contain an altruism component that val-

ues the benefits to their patients. Incentives have the danger

of crowding-out this intrinsic motivation.

Information on Quality

Quality assessment in health care is bedeviled with measure-

ment problems. The measurement of output, or more strictly

the agent’s effort in producing output, is particularly difficult.

Quality can be measured in terms of the quality of inputs,

processes, or outcomes. Input quality measurement, for

example, would involve assessing the capabilities and training

of the labor force, the standard of the capital facilities and

equipment, and the input mix. Such an approach is often

taken by health care regulators seeking to maintain a register

of qualified providers. Process quality measurement, however,

would involve assessing whether agents are performing ac-

tions that are most likely to generate good quality outputs. In

health care, this might involve assessing whether providers are

adhering to best-practice guidelines and offering patients

effective treatment regimes. Finally, quality output measure-

ment would focus on the benefits that have been achieved for

patients, regardless of how they have been achieved. Such

benefits should include gains in survival and quality of life

and increasingly capture patients’ experience of using health

care services.

The difficulty for the principal is to know which type of

quality measurement offers the most accurate information

on the agents’ efforts. Quality inputs are a necessary but not

sufficient condition for quality outputs. When assessing the

quality of processes, principals are frequently forced to rely

on agents’ reports of their processes. These may be delib-

erately misreported, or may be applied to the least-costly

patients who may be less likely to gain substantial benefits.

The main problem with direct measurement of the quality of

the agent’s outputs is that these are noisy signals of their

effort because patient outcomes reflect historical events, the

patient’s own actions, and the actions of other agencies.

These are largely unobservable and contain a substantial

random element.

For these reasons, principals often adopt a portfolio of

quality indicators across each of these levels. This reduces, but

does not eliminate, the problems with each of the individual

indicators. However, it generates new problems of how the

agent’s performance on each indicator should be aggregated to

form an overall signal of their effort.

Comparative Performance Evaluation

Broadly speaking, incentive contracts can be classified into

two types of performance measurements: (1) absolute and

(2) comparative performance. Under absolute performance,

the agent is set standards on performance measures that

must be achieved, for example, 80% compliance with a

care guideline. Under a comparative performance scheme,

the agent’s performance is benchmarked against a relative

standard.

The relative standard in comparative performance evalu-

ation can be set on two dimensions: time and reference group.

The time dimension of comparative performance can be im-

plemented in a static or in a dynamic setting (i.e., current or

historical performance). The reference group dimension of

comparative performance can be implemented across groups

of agents within or between health care organizations. Al-

though dynamic comparative performance may or may not be

implemented across reference groups, static comparative per-

formance is always relative to a reference group.

To set an absolute performance standard, the principal

needs to have good information on the effort that the agent

will need to make to reach that standard. Setting a relative

standard based on the agent’s own historical performance

ensures that the agent improves quality (and thereby increases

effort) period-on-period but can fall foul of secular trends and

does not seek to induce equal effort across agents. Use of a

static reference group benchmark isolates performance meas-

urement from (common) secular trends, but relies on choice

of an appropriate reference group and places the agent at

higher risk.

If the reference group approach is selected, comparative

evaluation can involve two broad types of comparisons

against the other agents. It can involve comparison to the

average (which is called benchmarking) or it can involve the

construction of league tables (known as a rank-order tourna-

ment in the sport sector).

Benchmarking versus Rank-Order Tournaments

The primary purpose of relative performance evaluation is

to mitigate the principal’s imperfect information. However,

comparative performance evaluation has a ‘yardstick com-

petition’ effect as well as an information effect. Because rank-

order tournaments will increase competition more than

benchmarking, the latter is a lower-powered incentive whereas

the former provides sharper incentives. Previous research has

shown that wider variation in levels of performance will be

induced by rank-order tournaments. The risk of such tourna-

ment-based incentives is that contestants who think they have

little chance to earn a prize are not motivated by the scheme

and wider variations in performance are created.
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Comparative performance evaluation is optimal only

when all agents face common challenges. When this is the

case, the performance of one agent allows the principal to

infer information about another agent’s performance. How-

ever, if worse health conditions adversely affect performance

and these are concentrated in specific areas, then these

factors should be filtered out by comparing providers within

the same area. However, an agent’s rank-order within an

area contains less information on the performance of an

individual agent and will not generally represent an efficient

use of information. Instead, aggregate measures like averages

of similar organizations are more efficient because they

provide sufficient information about common challenges.

Benchmarking is able to reduce the ‘feedback’ and the

‘ratchet’ effects of the reward mechanism. Feedback occurs

whenever one agent’s action affects the incentive scheme and

thus changes the agent’s own reward as well as the reward for

other agents. As the number of agents affecting the overall

standard is higher under benchmarking, the feedback effect

will be lower than in the case of rank-order tournaments. The

ratchet effect is in essence the dynamic counterpart of the

feedback effect. Good agents may be better off by hiding or

misreporting their ‘true’ performance for fear that the princi-

pal may raise the current target on the basis of past

performance. Unless collusion between agents occurs, this

gaming is mitigated by benchmarking.

More fundamentally, any judgment on which type of

relative performance evaluation is most effective depends on

the goals the principal is trying to achieve. The principal

may be primarily concerned with maximizing efficiency

or with minimizing inequity. If the principal is mainly

concerned with increasing the efficiency of health care pro-

vision then they will seek to use comparative performance

evaluation to increase the average level of performance and

will likely adopt a rank-order tournament. Alternatively,

the principal may be motivated by the distribution of

agents’ performance levels as they care most about equity

of health care provision. In this case, they will seek to

use comparative performance evaluation to close the gap

between outstanding and poorly performing health care

providers. In this case, the principal may be reluctant to

use rank-order tournaments as this may increase the gap in

performance between agents at the top and the bottom of

the league.

The Development of Comparative Performance
Evaluation

Comparative performance evaluation began as an informal

exercise in the private sector and became more structured in

the late 1970s in response to Japanese competition in the

copier market. It typically took the form of rank-order tour-

naments as the extent of market competition was high.

More recently, benchmarking has been used in the public

sector. For example, from April 1996 the Cabinet Office and

HM Revenue and Customs in the UK have run a project, the

Public Sector Benchmarking Service, to promote bench-

marking and the exchange of good practice in the public

sector.

Box 1 shows some key definitions of benchmarking. It

highlights the competitive definition of benchmarking by the

private company Xerox and the less competitive definition of

benchmarking, focused on learning from comparisons, by the

public sector.

These developments have been mirrored in the health care

sector. Initially, governments in their roles as payers and

regulators, made use of the availability of electronic infor-

mation to give feedback to providers on their relative per-

formance. These initiatives were frequently undertaken under

the auspices of professional bodies and the focus was delib-

erately on information-sharing and supporting intrinsic mo-

tivation. Providers were often given data on their own

performance and the performance of the average provider or

their rank in the distribution of performance over anonymized

providers.

Later, these data were deanonymized and sometimes

publicly reported. This was viewed as a natural progression.

Once providers were content that the information on their

performance was accurately recorded and consistently col-

lected across providers, the public could be reassured that

quality in the public health care sector was consistently high.

However, when quality first became linked to penalties and

rewards, it was typical to use absolute performance standards.

The introduction of waiting time targets in the UK National

Health Service (NHS), associated with stringent monitoring

and strong personal penalties, for example, was enforced using

absolute maximum standards. These were frequently criticized

for distorting priorities and inducing gaming, though the

empirical evidence on patient reprioritization is scant and

previous research finds no support for gaming. Similarly, the

introduction of highly powered financial incentives for UK

general practices in the form of the Quality and Outcomes

Framework were based on absolute standards. The lack of data

on baseline performance meant that these standards were set

too low and that only modest gains in quality were delivered,

some of which have been shown to be due to gaming of the

self-reported performance information.

The second generation of financial incentives for improving

quality in the UK NHS make greater use of comparative per-

formance evaluation. There are a number of national schemes

that emphasize local flexibility and payment for quality im-

provement rather than achievement of absolute standards. The

forerunner to these was introduced in one region in England

Box 1 Definitions of benchmarking

The Public Sector Benchmarking Service defines benchmarking as: ‘Im-
proving ourselves by learning from others.’

The Cabinet Office calls benchmarking: ‘The process of comparing
practices and performance levels between organizations (or divisions) to
gain new insights and to identify opportunities for making continuous
improvements.’

The European Benchmarking Code of Conduct states that: ‘Bench-
marking is simply about making comparisons with other organizations and
then learning the lessons that those comparisons throw up’.

Xerox, a pioneer of private sector benchmarking in the copier market
says that it is: ‘The continuous process of measuring products, services
and practices against the toughest competitors or those companies rec-
ognized as industry leaders.’
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and provides a good example of the limitations of using fi-

nancial incentives linked to comparative performance evalu-

ation. This scheme is described in the next section.

The Advancing Quality Program

The Advancing Quality (AQ) program was launched in Oc-

tober 2008 for 24 acute hospital trusts in the North West of

England. Trust performance is summarized by an aggregate

measure of quality – the composite quality score – within each

of five clinical domains. The five incentivized clinical con-

ditions are acute myocardial infarction, coronary artery bypass

graft surgery, hip and knee replacements, heart failure, and

pneumonia. The composite quality scores are derived by

equally weighing achievement on a range of quality metrics

which include process and outcome measures. Table 1 lists the

quality metrics used in AQ.

The AQ scheme is similar to the Hospital Quality Incentive

Demonstration (HQID) in the US. Both schemes started as

pure rank-order tournament systems. At the end of the first

year, hospitals in the top quartile received a bonus payment

equal to 4% of the revenue they received under the national

tariff for the associated activity. For trusts in the second

quartile, the bonus was 2% of the revenue. For the next two

quarters, the reward system changed to the same structure that

was adopted by HQID after 4 years; bonuses were earned by

all hospitals performing above the median score from the

previous year and hospitals could earn additional bonuses for

improving their performance or achieving top or second

quartile performance. There was no threat of penalties for the

poorest performers at any stage.

Evidence from HQID and AQ initiatives suggests that

providers quickly converge to similar values on the process

metrics and differences in performance must be measured at a

very high level of precision to discriminate among providers.

In addition, on some of the process measures most providers

scored (close to) maximum scores. Because of the small vari-

ability in the measures and these ceiling effects, the schemes

end up rewarding trusts based on small differences in

performance.

Under the HQID and AQ scoring mechanisms, all of

the targeted indicators are given equal weight regardless

of their underlying difficulty. Thus, the quality score meth-

odology involves a risk that providers will divert effort

away from more difficult tasks toward easier tasks. However,

despite the clear incentive to do so, research from the US

suggests no consistent evidence that providers engaged in such

behavior.

From the perspective of public health and policy making,

the more important question, however, is whether health

outcomes have changed as a result of the introduction of

HQID and AQ initiatives. Here, the US and UK experiences are

contradictory. A comprehensive US study found no evidence

that HQID had affected patient mortality or costs. The first

evidence from the UK shows that the introduction of AQ

initiative was associated with a clinically significant reduction

in mortality.

In both countries, studies have found weak links between

process measures and patient mortality and ruled out causal

effects on the health outcome. This appears to show that

improved performance on the process measures alone could

not explain the association with reduced mortality in the

North West.

The critical questions now are how and why AQ scheme

was associated with robustly estimated mortality reductions

when similar studies have found little evidence of an effect of

process metrics on patient outcome.

The qualitative evaluation of the AQ scheme found that

participating hospitals adopted a range of quality improve-

ment strategies in response to the program. These included

employing specialist nurses and developing new and/or im-

proved data collection systems linked to regular feedback of

performance to participating clinical teams.

Compared to HQID, the larger size and greater probability

of earning bonuses in AQ may explain why hospitals made

such substantial investments. The largest bonuses were 4% in

AQ compared to 2% in HQID and the proportion of hospitals

Table 1 Quality measures used in the advancing quality program

Patients with acute myocardial infarction
Aspirin at arrival
Aspirin prescribed at discharge
ACEIa or ARBb for LVSDc

Adult smoking cessation advice/counseling
Beta blocker prescribed at discharge
Beta blocker at arrival
Fibrinolytic therapy received within 30 min of hospital arrival
Primary PCId received within 90 min of hospital arrival
Standardized survival index

Patients with heart failure
Evaluation of left ventricular function
ACEI or ARB for LVSD
Discharge instructions
Adult smoking cessation advice/counselling

Patients receiving coronary artery bypass grafting
Aspirin prescribed discharge
Prophylactic antibiotic received within 1 h before surgical incision
Prophylactic antibiotic selection for surgical patients
Prophylactic antibiotics discontinued within 48 h after surgery end time

Patients receiving hip and knee replacements
Prophylactic antibiotic received within 1 h before surgical incision
Prophylactic antibiotic selection for surgical patients
Prophylactic antibiotics discontinued within 48 h after surgery end time
Recommended venous thromboembolism prophylaxis ordered
Received appropriate venous thromboembolism prophylaxis within 24 h

of surgery
Readmission avoidance rate – 28 days post discharge

Patients with pneumonia
Oxygenation assessment
Initial antibiotic selection for immunocompetent patients
Blood culture performed in A&E before initial antibiotics received in

hospital
Initial antibiotic received within 6 h of hospital arrival
Adult smoking cessation advice/counseling

aAngiotension converting enzyme inhibitor.
bAnguitensin receptor blocker.
cLeft ventricular systolic dysfunction.
dPercutaneous coronary intervention.
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earning the highest bonuses was 25% in AQ compared to 10%

in HQID.

In addition, the participation process may be important.

To participate in HQID, hospitals had to (1) be subscribers

to Premier’s quality-benchmarking database, (2) agree to

participate, and (3) not withdraw from the scheme within

30 days of the results being announced. The 255 hospitals

that participated represented just 5% of the total 4691 acute

care hospitals across the US. In contrast, the English scheme

was a regional initiative with participation of all NHS

hospitals in the region. This eliminated the possibility of

participation by a self-selected group that might already con-

sist of high performers or be more motivated to improve.

Further experiments would be required to identify whether

pay for performance schemes are more effective when par-

ticipation is mandatory or targeted at poor performers.

Despite the ‘tournament’ style of the program, staff from

all AQ participating hospitals met face-to-face at regular

intervals to share problems and learning, particularly in re-

lation to pneumonia and heart failure, where compliance with

clinical pathways presented particular challenges and where

the largest mortality rate reduction can be found. Similar

shared learning events were run as ‘webinars’ for HQID. The

face to face communication, regional focus, and smaller size

of the scheme in England may have made interaction at these

events more productive.

The fact that a scheme that appeared similar to a US ini-

tiative was associated with different results in England re-

inforces the message from the rest of the literature that details

of the implementation of incentive schemes and the context in

which they are introduced have an important bearing on their

effects.

Concluding Remarks

To summarize, the asymmetry of information between the

principal and the agent is particularly acute in the case of

information on quality. Principals design incentive contracts

under these circumstances to induce agents to increase their

effort. One way in which principals can retrieve information

on the efforts being made by agents is through comparisons of

performance across time and/or across agents. Such com-

parative performance evaluation can involve comparison to

own historical achievements or a reference group’s achieve-

ments. The principal can benchmark agents to the average or

create a rank-order tournament.

Although both types of comparative performance evalu-

ation can improve efficiency by reducing the principal’s in-

formation problem, rank-order tournaments are more likely

to increase the gap between performance at the top and the

bottom of the league. Benchmarking minimizes feedback and

ratchet effects, but it can also weaken competition between

agents. Ultimately, the choice between benchmarking and

rank-order tournaments depends on the objectives of the

principal.

In practice, comparative performance evaluation for im-

proving quality was used quite widely and with little contro-

versy when it appealed only to intrinsic motivation. Linkage

of comparative performance evaluation to financial rewards,

however, has led to a sharper focus on its limitations. In this

regard, the experiences with the HQID and AQ initiatives

display many of the conundrums of using comparative per-

formance evaluation. There is a great deal of uncertainty over,

and little empirical evidence to support, the choice of com-

parator. The frequently adopted strategy of using a portfolio of

indicators leads to problems of appropriately weighing the

calculation of overall performance to avoid re-prioritization of

effort. Finally, incentivization of improvements in the quality

of processes reported by agents does not in itself lead to

outcome improvements.

Overall, the evidence base on the effects of comparative

performance evaluation is weak. Although there has been a

great deal of (well-intentioned) experimentation, these ini-

tiatives have been adapted too frequently and have not been

rigorously evaluated. Ultimately, the main challenges for

principals considering the use of comparative performance

evaluation are how to measure hospital quality, how to

identify similar agents to make accurate comparisons, whether

to appeal to extrinsic or intrinsic motivation, and how to

devise and implement the pay-for-performance initiative given

the context in which it is introduced.

See also: Competition on the Hospital Sector. Heterogeneity of
Hospitals. Markets in Health Care. Pay-for-Performance Incentives in
Low- and Middle-Income Country Health Programs
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Glossary
Concentration The degree to which a given number of

producers (in this case hospitals) share the total level of

output (treatments) in a given geographical area.

30-Day AMI mortality A death from acute myocardial

infarction (AMI) within 30 days of admission to hospital.

Hospital competition Hospital behavior that arises when

hospitals are contesting for patients due to incentive

mechanisms imposed by funding bodies. Hospitals might

compete on the basis of lowering prices or increasing

quality of care, or a combination of the two, to attract

patients and funding. Quality competition under fixed

prices currently is predominant.

Hospital prices The charges either set by the hospital or

by the funder or the regulator for the treatments and other

services provided. The level of hospital costs are one

determinant of prices; other factors include the degree of

competition, the level of unsecured costs (e.g., to

compensate for teaching provision, charitable provision, or

new innovation), and the type of financial return sought

(e.g., whether the hospital is for-profit or not-for-profit).

Hospital quality The quality of service provision attained

by a hospital. Quality may be judged across many different

dimensions and measured in different ways (ranging, e.g.,

from in-hospital mortality rates to level of overall patient

satisfaction).

Market power The ability of any individual producer

to control a dimension of the market it operates in. Within

the hospital sector market power is normally related to

the degree to which a hospital is able to capture potential

patients. The higher the concentration of patients treated

within a given geographic region by a given hospital

tends to form the basis of the measurement of hospital

power.

Introduction

A range of specific policies designed to increase both patient

choice and hospital competition has been introduced in,

amongst other countries, England, Denmark, Sweden, Norway,

and the Netherlands. A primary concern arising from such re-

forms is the effectiveness of hospital competition to provide

improvements in quality, responsiveness, and efficiency. Theory

would suggest that if hospital prices are not fixed but endo-

genously determined by the hospitals themselves, and quality is

not easily observed or verifiable, then hospitals may react to

increased competition for funds by offering lower quality at a

given price, thus chiseling on quality, attracting higher volume

and funding but producing lower quality output. Competition

may be introduced, but it may not produce the desired effect.

Theory also suggests, however, that if prices are set ex-

ogenously increased competition will lead to higher quality,

although, it has also been noted that, if provider preferences

are sufficiently altruistic, high quality provision can also occur

within a restricted competitive environment. Indeed, theore-

tically, if altruism is sufficiently high there may be a negative

relationship between competition and quality provision. Thus

examination of the incentive structures and the environment

into which these are introduced is critical. This has been the

subject of debate, at the core of which is the notion that, given

a regime of fixed prices, hospitals will compete for patients

and therefore revenue, through improving the quality of care

offered. Fixed hospital prices are essentially associated with

Diagnostic Related Group (DRG) prices for predefined case

groupings. Those in favor of hospital competition argue that

with fixed price competition for patients, efficiency and

quality improve as hospitals increase their performance or risk

losing their market share. Those against competition argue

that such market-based reforms can destabilize hospitals, in-

crease transaction costs, and possibly even harm patients.

This article examines the empirical evidence on patient

choice and hospital competition to consider whether com-

petition is associated with an improvement in hospital quality

and patient outcomes. To do so, the general literature that

considers hospital competition and quality is assessed. Before

this examination of the literature however, the conceptual dif-

ficulties of measuring competition in this sector are discussed.

Issues in Measuring Competition

To assess the impact that hospital competition has on clinical

quality there has to be an agreed definition of market power.

The major challenge is the estimation of the size of the

competitive market and the power exercised by individual

hospitals. It is obvious that incorrect definition of the poten-

tial market would result in biased assessment of the impact of

competition.

In product markets price relationships, in particular own-

price and cross-price elasticities, may be examined to aid

definition of the relevant market. In the hospital sector this is

not relevant as prices, even if known, are highly regulated.

Typically, investigators calculate hospital market size through

concentrating on the definition of geographic area instead and

do so in one of three ways. First, geographic market area may

be defined as based on a fixed radius, defined by a largely

arbitrary distance that creates a circular market of radius r.

Investigators then calculate the degree of competition inside

that market. Fixed radius measures have the possibility of both
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overestimating and underestimating the actual size of the

market. The shortcomings of such fixed radius measures is that

they do not take account of potential demand when they es-

timate market size. As a result, the fixed radius measures may

suffer from urban density bias and overestimate competition

in urban areas. However, an advantage of this type of fixed

radius market definition is that the market size tends not to be

endogenous to any other factors, such as hospital quality.

A second option is to create a variable radius market where

the radius r that dictates the size of the market varies according

to preexisting referral patterns, actual patient flows, or hospital

catchment areas. For instance, a variable radius r could be set

at a length that captures the home addresses of 75% of pa-

tients at a particular hospital. Variable radius measures tend

not to be as affected by urban density bias but some argue

that, when the radius r that defines the size of the market is

based on existing referral patters or hospital catchment areas,

the market size they estimate may again be biased. For ex-

ample, a high performing hospital may have a larger catch-

ment area than a lower quality competitor.

A third option is to create a radius that varies according to

travel distance. An example of a travel-based radius would be to

define radius r as the distance that captures the hospitals within

a 30-min travel time from a particular patient’s home address.

Market definitions based on existing referral patterns may be

related to the real or perceived quality of local hospitals, but can

suffer from referral patterns reflecting quality. Some argue that

any estimates of competition that rely on actual patient flows

may still be biased. Rather than using actual patient flows,

predictions of patient flows to specific hospitals may be used to

reduce this bias. Some studies have used predicted demand to

estimate market size, based on travel distance for patients, ar-

guing that their method mitigates the problems of traditional

fixed and variable market measures of competition. However, in

practice, sizes of markets defined using radii derived from travel

distances tend to be highly correlated with the sizes of fixed

radius markets. Because the two market definitions produce

results, which are so closely correlated, they both tend to be

affected by urban density bias. The key issue with both market

definitions is that they require a largely arbitrary definition of

the size of the market, such as 30 km for fixed measure and a

30-min travel time for time variable measure. Both market

definitions may therefore either overestimate or underestimate

the true size of the market depending on how the upper

boundary of the market is set by researchers.

All three approaches have been applied to the hospital

market; none is perfect. Each measure has its own strengths,

weaknesses, and inherent bias. A practical approach in con-

sidering which method to employ is to assess the compati-

bility of the data with the various measures, to trade-off the

inherent bias contained in each method by comparisons

across a number of measures and to explore the use of in-

strumental variables to overcome any endogeniety.

General Evidence on the Relationship between
Hospital Competition and Clinical Quality

The largest volume of literature assessing the relationship be-

tween hospital competition and quality comes from the USA

(see Gaynor, 2006 for an overall review). The bulk of the

existing US literature has investigated the relationship between

competition, prices, and capacity and is rather out of date.

There is a related small, but growing literature in the US that

looks directly at the impact of hospital competition on clinical

performance. A number of studies consider endogenous price

environments and, unsurprisingly, the general finding with

respect to the influence of increased competition on outcome

quality is ambiguous.

A smaller number of recent studies on competition and

quality tends to the conclusion that, under exogenously de-

termined fixed-price competition, higher levels of competition

generally lead to improvements in clinical performance. The

bulk of this US literature on hospital competition and clinical

quality examines the outcomes of Medicare beneficiaries and

within the timeframe of these studies Medicare operated an

exogenously determined DRG pricing scheme. Findings gen-

erally support a positive relationship between in-hospital

mortality and increased hospital concentration (Kessler and

McClellan (2000) is a prime example). One study found that

competition was associated not only with improved outcomes

in the Medicare population but also with more intensive

treatment for sicker patients and less intensive treatment for

healthier patients who needed less care.

The literature outside the US is smaller but supports the

general findings. There is a growing, recent literature on hos-

pital competition within the National Health Service (NHS) in

England, for example. It is based on the introduction of a

purchaser–provider split, where GP practices purchased sec-

ondary hospital care on behalf of their patients. As initially

introduced, these reforms were said to have created an internal

market in health care. They were based on various contractual

arrangements. Hospital prices were generally not fixed and can

therefore be assumed endogenous. There is a wide consensus

that the internal market never created high-powered incentives

for hospitals or developed a significant degree of competition.

Notwithstanding this criticism, there is some evidence that

prices fell during the internal market. One study also found

that, during the initial phase of the internal market, higher

competition was not associated with lower quality.

Examination of the impact of the NHS internal market on

patient waiting times and length of stay for hip replacement

from 1991 to 1994/5, using survival analysis to look at hos-

pital level data during the internal market reform period,

found that waiting times for hip replacements fell and so did

patients’ average length of stay. This study found that, after the

internal market was introduced, patients were more likely to

be transferred to another facility rather than remaining in the

hospital where they had the surgery until they were ready to be

discharged home.

The strongest evidence on the impact of hospital com-

petition on patient quality in the NHS comes from a number

of English studies. This article considers various aspects of

increased competition on hospital quality. The dominant

quality measure, 30-day AMI mortality, was chosen because,

being tied to an emergency treatment and largely associated

with in-hospital mortality, it is not easily manipulated by

hospital admission policies. The mechanism through which

AMI-mortality may be used as a proxy for general hospital

quality is not always made explicit, but hinges on the
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presumed correlation between the management of AMI

treatment and wider hospital practices. One study of the im-

pact of the internal market (presumed competitive) on hos-

pital quality as it had been before 1999, i.e., a period before

the fixing of hospital prices, used a 30-min drive time from

ward centers as the competitiveness measure. Using hospital-

level data and controlling for hospital and local area charac-

teristics, it was found that the internal market led to a small

but statistically significant increase in 30-day AMI mortality,

the adopted measure of quality (Propper, 1996).

A further study (Propper et al., 2008) used a longer time

period to assess whether more competitive areas had higher or

lower AMI mortality over the period 1991–1999. Once again

this is a period of endogenously determined prices. Similar to

the findings from their previous work, the report that higher

competition during periods of competition was associated

with higher AMI mortality, i.e., higher competition is associ-

ated with lower hospital quality in this dimension. They argue

that it is not credible that hospitals deliberately sought to

curtail quality in this manner – hospitals did not deliberately

worsen 30-day AMI mortality. Rather it is suggested that as the

internal market increased competitive pressures hospital re-

sources were shifted from quality domains that were not fully

observable and verifiable such as the impact of hospital care

on health outcomes, to those, such as waiting times for

elective procedures that were easily measured and were being

targeted.

The introduction of DRG-type prices into the English NHS

in 2005/06 fixed hospital tariffs at the same time as com-

petition within the NHS was strengthened. Two recent studies

have used difference-in-difference estimators to examine the

impact of this increase in competition on hospital quality

using 30-day AMI as the measure of hospital quality. Cooper

et al. (2011) found that AMI mortality decreased more quickly

for patients living in more competitive areas than that in less

competitive areas. Specifically in the three-year period after the

reforms were introduced, a one standard deviation increase in

hospital competition was associated with approximately a 1%

decrease in AMI mortality. Gaynor et al. (2010) found a similar

impact of the increase in competition on hospital quality,

again measured through 30-day AMI death rates, over the

period 2003 to 2007. Both studies, therefore, find that in-

creased competition under a fixed price regime within the

English NHS over the period 2002–8 improved hospital

quality even though a different aggregation of data and dif-

ferent methods are used.

There is also a small empirical literature that considers the

impact of increased hospital competition on equity and pa-

tient access. The hypothesis is that competition may have a

detrimental effect on equality of access for NHS patients.

Waiting times for patients having an elective hip replacement,

knee replacement and cataract repair over the period 1997 and

2007 in England seem to have generally decreased as com-

petition increased, with the variation in waiting times for

those procedures across socioeconomic groups also greatly

reduced. Cookson et al. (2010) examined the impact of the

internal market on equity, measured as the association be-

tween patient deprivation and hospital utilization. They

compared competitive and noncompetitive areas, where

competition was measured using a Herfindahl–Hirschman

(HHI) index in a fixed radius market and also found that there

was no evidence that competition had a worsening effect on

socioeconomic health care inequality.

Conclusions

This short review has confirmed what was to be expected

from theory: Under exogenous fixed-price regimes health

care reforms, which increase competition among hospital

providers, can lead to improved outcome of quality. There is

not a large volume of empirical evidence that can be used to

test this theoretical conclusion but what does exist is rather

robust. The methods used tend to be similar and reliant on

robust estimation procedures, including difference-in-differ-

ence estimation and large data sets. One criticism of these

findings is that a large number of studies use a similar proxy

measure of hospital quality: 30-day AMI mortality. There are

justifiable reasons for the choice of this measure: It is asso-

ciated with an emergency admissions and treatment, which is

difficult to manipulate by the hospital providers. It is none-

theless a one-dimensional measure of quality and the gen-

eralizability of the empirical findings rest on a belief that

there is a strong correlation between this dimension and

other less verifiable dimensions of hospital quality. It is

perhaps not too difficult to buy into the belief that if hos-

pitals have good management structures all dimensions of

quality will trend in a similar manner. Other empirical re-

search has indeed found that hospitals with better overall

management skills had lower mortality from AMI. Moreover,

recent studies show that this measure of hospital quality (30-

day AMI mortality) is indeed correlated with other hospital

outcome measures. The policy implications appear clear that

with a fixed price regime competition can be improving. That

this is not found when prices are set endogenously is perhaps

an unsurprising lesson.

See also: Comparative Performance Evaluation: Quality. Empirical
Market Models. Evaluating Efficiency of a Health Care System in the
Developed World. Heterogeneity of Hospitals. Markets in Health Care.
Switching Costs in Competitive Health Insurance Markets. Theory of
System Level Efficiency in Health Care
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Glossary
Average cost Total cost divided by the rate of output.

Behavioral cost function A cost function that includes

amongst its determinants not only the cost of inputs but

also things such as length of stay, case-mix, and quality of

care.

Cost function A mathematical relationship between the

costs of inputs in the production process and the rate of

output.

Economies of scale Also known as increasing returns to

scale: The amount of resources used per unit of output falls

at higher output rates.

Economies of scope Also known as ‘scope effects.’

Economies of scope enable a firm to produce several goods

or services jointly more cheaply than producing them

separately. The simultaneous production of hospital care

and medical teaching is an example.

Fixed cost A cost that does not vary with output either

because input prices are constant or because decision

makers have decided not to vary the input in question. Few,

if any, inputs are technically fixed in the sense of being

unalterable.

Long run A period of time in which all inputs are treated

as variable.

Marginal cost The additional cost incurred if the output

rate is increased by a small amount.

Production function A technical relationship between

‘inputs’ and the maximum ‘outputs’ or ‘outcomes’ of any

procedure or process. Also sometimes referred to as the

‘technology matrix’. Thus a production function may relate

the maximum number of patients that can be treated in a

hospital over a period of time to a variety of input flows like

doctor- and nurse-hours, and beds.

Short run A period of time in which one or more inputs

are treated as fixed.

Stochastic frontier cost function An empirical method of

estimating the maximum outputs obtainable from given

resources and, hence, the degree to which actual operations

fall short of the most efficient way or operating.

The Economic Cost Function: Foundations

Microeconomics contains a theoretically based framework

that describes how an individual business enterprise chooses

to optimize production and cost efficiency, given existing

technologies and prices of inputs. Within this supply side

structure, the production function models the relationship

between outputs produced and inputs used in the process, and

the cost function models the relationship between the pro-

duction cost of different levels of output accounting for input

prices. The two functions are related in the sense that the

production function shows the various ways of combining

inputs to produce outputs, given the state of technology, and

the cost function shows how to do it at minimum cost. Given

certain basic mathematical properties, a duality or one-to-one

correspondence exists between a set of production possibilities

and the respective minimum cost function. In modeling the

provision of health care services, economists often prefer the

cost function to the production function because input prices

are plausibly assumed to be determined outside of the model

of firm behavior, whereas the selection of inputs in the pro-

duction process are not.

The cost function is a powerful tool in the econometric

application of the theory of production. In health economics,

the preponderance of cost function estimation studies have

focused on the hospital, which lies at the nexus of health care

services and is the foremost component of health care

spending. A number of issues involved in cost function esti-

mation in health care have been addressed in empirical studies

of US hospital costs. The remainder of this article will high-

light the key issues involved in cost function estimation largely

in that context.

Approaches to Cost Function Estimation

Short-Run Versus Long-Run Cost Functions

In any cost function estimation, a fundamental determination

facing the researcher is whether to adopt the short-run or the

long-run perspective. The distinction lies in assumptions re-

garding the state of equilibrium, or whether the firm has set all

its inputs at their cost-minimizing levels. A variable cost

function assumes the short-run scenario in which a firm’s

capital costs are fixed, whereas a total cost function takes the

long-run perspective, in which all costs are variable and inputs

have been chosen such that total costs are minimized. In the

short-run variable cost function specification, the dependent

variable measuring costs does not include capital costs; how-

ever, the fixed measure of capital is included as an explanatory

variable. In the long-run total cost function, the dependent

variable includes capital costs.

The appropriate choice of the short-run versus the long-

run approach draws on both theoretical and practical con-

siderations. If the firms are believed to be employing all inputs

at the cost minimizing levels, then the long-run total cost

function is indicated by theory. However, if firms cannot ad-

just their capital stock quickly in response to changing output
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levels or input prices, a short-run variable cost function is the

preferable specification. From a practical perspective, estima-

tion of a long-run cost function requires a measure of capital

costs, which are often difficult to observe. In addition, the

long-run cost function should include measures of all input

prices including those of capital, which in most applications

can be achieved only as rough approximations.

In hospital studies, it is generally agreed that capital stocks

are adjusted over time horizons exceeding the periods of study

included in most datasets. Moreover, the industry has experi-

enced considerable organizational, regulatory, and demand

side changes over recent decades. These factors, together with

the challenges of measuring capital costs and capital input

prices, generally have led economists to estimate short-run

variable cost functions for hospital studies. This specification

does require reliable measures of fixed inputs. It also assumes

that those inputs are exogenous, or that hospitals do not have

the opportunity to significantly adjust their physical plant size.

Structural Versus Behavioral Cost Functions

In pure theoretical form, costs are modeled solely as a func-

tion of output levels and prices of inputs, controlling for fixed

inputs or capital in the case of the short-run variable cost

function. However, in empirical applications, cost functions

generally incorporate other observable factors that have been

found both conceptually and empirically to account for sig-

nificant variation in the costs of producing specific products or

services. This is particularly important in the health services

literature where such cost estimations are alternatively referred

to as behavioral cost functions or hybrid cost functions as

opposed to structural or pure theoretic cost functions.

In the hospital literature, variables included in behavioral

cost functions may not have a particular role in the micro-

economic theory of the firm, but they incorporate real world

differences in hospitals and reflect patterns of variation found

in actual hospital cost data. Typically, hospital cost functions

contain a primary measure of output such as number of ad-

missions, one or more measures of input prices, and a meas-

ure of fixed capital such as the number of beds or the amount

of total fixed assets. Admissions alone do not capture variation

in hospital output. Other product descriptor variables com-

monly included are average length of inpatient stay, a case-mix

index that is usually based on the relative costliness of the

diagnosis-related groups assigned to admitted Medicare

patients, and the number of hospital outpatient visits.

Other key variables that have been demonstrated to ac-

count for variation in hospital costs and are often included as

controls in the cost function are measures of local market

competition, ownership status (for-profit, not-for-profit, or

government), and the presence of a teaching mission. Market

competition is often measured using a Herfindahl–Hirschman

index of market concentration. The index, calculated as the

sum of the squared market shares of individual firms com-

peting in the same market, is a function of the number of

competitors and the distribution of their relative market

shares. Its values fall in the range of 0–1 where lower measures

signify many hospitals competing within the market and

higher measures indicate fewer hospitals. Teaching hospitals

are more costly because of the extra resources involved in

performing an educational, in addition to a therapeutic,

mission. These costs are sometimes captured by a binary

variable such as membership in the Council of Teaching

Hospitals or alternatively by a continuous variable measuring

the number of medical residents affiliated with the hospital.

Challenges in Cost Function Estimation

Measuring Output: The Multiproduct Cost Function

Health care provision is highly complex, and measuring

the output of a firm that supplies health care services is

often complicated. For example, a typical general hospital

treats patients with a large number of diverse conditions

using thousands of different medical procedures. Resource

utilization for surgical inpatients is greater than for medical

inpatients, and inpatients are more resource intensive than

outpatients. In physician practices, office visits for established

patients have cost implications that are unlike those driven by

visits with new patients, emergency room visits, or hospital

visits. Nursing homes provide distinct levels of care for their

residents, and skilled nursing patient days have different cost

implications than intermediate care or other patient days.

Most health care cost estimations rely on the multiproduct

cost function (also referred to as the multiple output cost

function), which defines the cost of producing more than one

type of output assuming that all inputs are used efficiently.

Incorporating more than a single output into the cost function

adds realism to the model. The multiple output specification

also allows for a richer set of theoretical constructs useful in

applications of cost function results. However, greater output

complexity also introduces additional challenges in capturing

unit costs of production. These issues are discussed in further

detail in the section on Average Costs.

Controlling for Quality

Microeconomic theory assumes that the firm minimizes cost in

choosing inputs to the production process to produce outputs at

a given level of quality. Although measurement of firm cost is

generally straightforward and measures of output are usually

feasible, the quality of health care service provision is multi-

dimensional and difficult to quantify. Yet, it has long been

established that if quality of service is not controlled in a cost

function, biases result.

Variation in quality levels also complicates the theoretical

modeling of health care cost. In the case of hospitals, high nurse

staffing ratios, the extra resources required by teaching hospitals,

sophisticated information systems, and/or innovative high

technology services are cost increasing features that have been

found to be associated with higher observed hospital quality.

Yet, low quality also can be cost increasing if it is related to

lapses leading to preventable adverse events or postoperative

complications that require additional services. These dynamics

are interrelated. For instance, higher nurse staffing levels and/or

sophisticated information systems not only have a direct and

positive impact on costs but also reduce the probability of

expensive adverse events, thereby simultaneously having an
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indirect effect that is cost reducing. Overall, the theoretical

relationship between costs and quality is complex, consisting

of the joint effects of many different factors operating

simultaneously.

Quality of health care also has presented repeated problems

of measurement and data availability. Consequently, many cost

function studies have not included explicit quality measures,

confounding the impact of cost containment policies. In the

absence of observed measures, some hospital cost functions

have incorporated unobserved quality by building on the eco-

nomic theory or by exploiting the structure of the error term in

regression models. Studies that have included observed quality

controls have relied heavily on structural measures of hospital

quality such as teaching activity. There is widespread agreement

that quality of care tends to be higher in teaching hospitals,

which have access to the newest technologies. Yet, patient sat-

isfaction and continuity of care are often worse in teaching

hospitals and reports of resident exhaustion not uncommon.

Teaching per se also represents the specific hospital output of

medical education so that teaching is at best a proxy variable for

hospital quality. Other structural measures include the presence

of high-technology services, board certification of staff, hospital

accreditation, and registered nurses as a percentage of full-time

nursing staff. Finally, process measures such as outpatient fol-

low-up to inpatient care, or outcome measures such as re-

admission, mortality, or adverse event rates have been used as

quality controls.

The Profit Maximization Assumption in Health Care

The empirically estimated cost function derives from a theo-

retical framework, which assumes that the firm’s fundamental

goal is profit maximization. However, it generally is agreed

that producers of health care services are often motivated by

other objectives. For-profit enterprises constitute a minority of

general hospitals in developed countries, and a large percent-

age of nursing homes are nonprofit organizations. Although a

number of theoretical models have been developed in order to

explain the objectives of nonprofit firms in the health sector,

the empirical cost function literature on hospitals does not

find that ownership drives cost differences. Growing com-

petition in the hospital industry may force nonprofit hospitals

to behave much like for-profit hospitals to remain viable.

Useful Constructs

The magnitudes of coefficients on independent variables

generated by the cost function are not in themselves mean-

ingful. However, a number of constructs fundamental to the

theory of the firm can be determined using the cost function

estimates. Key measures include marginal cost, average cost,

economies of scale, and economies of scope. These represent a

highly constructive set of tools that frequently are used in cost

function applications to research and policy.

Marginal Costs

Marginal cost is the increment in cost that occurs when the

output produced is increased by one unit. More formally, it is

the derivative of the total cost function with respect to output.

Marginal costs are important because economic decisions are

made at the margin. For example, the economic decision of a

physician practice to expand or reduce a particular service in

response to a change in fixed payment rates will depend on

the marginal cost of producing that service.

Average Costs

Average cost is defined as the total cost of production divided

by the number of output units. Although a conceptually

simple construct, calculation of average costs is complicated in

health care cost functions. Because of the multiproduct nature

of production, it is difficult to describe output in a single

utilization measure. The American Hospital Association

Annual Survey Database contains measures of ‘adjusted’ dis-

charges and patient days where these outputs are inflated by

the ratio of total (inpatient plus outpatient) revenues to

inpatient revenues. These measures are widely accepted and

used in hospital cost function estimations; however, it is rec-

ognized that they are biased to the extent that hospitals cross-

subsidize across inpatient and outpatient services. Although

the ratio of costs rather than revenues would be a more ac-

curate economic adjustment, separation of costs in this way is

not generally available in hospital accounting systems.

Economies of Scale

Economies of scale refer to the notion that average cost falls as

the firm expands. Conversely, diseconomies of scale occur

when expansion incurs increasing average costs. From a

technical standpoint, a measure of economies of scale is

equivalent to the ratio of marginal to average costs. This is

because if cost at the margin is lower than average cost, then

average cost will fall with increased output.

In the multiproduct context, there are two distinct econ-

omies of scale concepts. Product specific economies of scale

characterize the cost effects of expanding each output separ-

ately while holding production levels of other outputs con-

stant. The alternative adaptation is ray scale economies, which

assumes a proportional increase in cost resulting from a

simultaneous proportional increase in all outputs. Either

construct may be appropriate; the choice depends on the

context involved in the specific analysis.

Economies of Scope

The nature of multiproduct cost functions also gives rise to the

related concept of economies of scope. Typically, a health care

enterprise will produce more than one product because shar-

ing of resources generally means that it is cheaper to produce

products together than to produce them separately. Economies

of scope refer to the savings incurred as a result of joint

production.

Functional Form of the Cost Function

The cost function is not derived from a specific production

technology; hence, no particular functional form is called for
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in estimation. Yet, because the functional form of the min-

imum cost function is unknown to the researcher, there is a

risk of misspecification, in which the model may yield poor or

even erroneous predictions. Some judgment is called for in

selecting a functional form for the cost function, and the

econometrician practices a degree of art as well as science in

formulating the econometric model.

A variety of specifications are employed in practice. The

most commonly used in the health industries is the translog, a

‘flexible functional form,’ which represents a local second-

order Taylor approximation to any true differential function.

The translog involves logarithmic transformation of the

dependent and independent variables and includes squared

terms as well as interactions among outputs as independent

variables. An important drawback to the translog that esti-

mates a large number of parameters is the problem of multi-

collinearity among its many terms so that some precision of

the estimates is sacrificed for functional flexibility, a trade-off

that may or may not be warranted depending on the size of

the dataset being used and the objectives of the particular

research question. The problem is exacerbated in multiproduct

cost functions and increases with finer disaggregation of

outputs.

An alternative to the translog that often has been adopted

in hospital and nursing home studies is a model that is

logarithmic in costs with cubic polynomials on output. Al-

though less flexible than the translog, the cubic specification is

consistent with the classic U-shaped average cost function. It is

particularly useful when the focus of the research is on mar-

ginal effects. There are other functional forms that have been

used to estimate hospital cost functions. Of particular mention

are the generalized translog, which often is used for multi-

product cost functions in cases where an output takes a value

of 0 for some firms, and the generalized Leontief, which is

useful in studies where the determination of input substitut-

ability is of particular interest.

Some Applications

Health economists have used the cost function approach to

address an extensive array of research questions. A description

of the full range is beyond the scope of this narrative. How-

ever, this section highlights several notable issues that have

been explored using cost function estimates. The purpose is

to provide insight into the usefulness of the cost function

approach in addressing important health policy concerns.

An economic question that lies at the core of the theory of

the firm is optimization of firm size and the related issue of

scale economies. The importance of economies of scale as a

determinant of industry structure underlies economic argu-

ments that have been put forth as justification for various

forms of hospital regulation. A wave of hospital mergers in the

1980s and 1990s, for example, led the US federal antitrust

authorities to develop guidelines for hospital mergers that

allowed for demonstration of economic efficiency stemming

from economies of scale. Economists have used the cost

function to estimate the optimal hospital size, measured in

patient days, or alternatively in number of beds. More recent

policy concern has been over rapid growth of small physician-

owned specialty hospitals. The economic cost function ap-

proach has been used to address the question of whether

these hospitals are large enough to capture scale and scope

efficiencies.

The cost function approach also has been applied to

changes occurring in the internal organization of hospitals

over the past two decades. Steep declines in the length of

hospital inpatient stays began in the 1980s in response to

insurer and government payer pressures on hospitals to ab-

sorb greater financial risk in their treatment decisions. The cost

function has been used to examine the marginal cost of pa-

tient days over the course of a hospital stay. If the marginal

cost of a patient day is relatively small, because the patient is

in the recuperation stage and resource utilization is relatively

low, then shortening the stay may or may not be an effective

cost containment strategy.

An interesting policy question relating to the production of

physician services is whether physician payments reflect mar-

ginal costs. For example, the Resource-Based Relative Value

System through which US physicians are paid under the

Medicare system was designed to reimburse at cost; however,

the formulae used by Medicare is based on accounting cost

systems that may not accurately reflect true production costs.

A multiple output physician cost function is a tool that

can more accurately reveal how marginal costs of production

vary across different physician services that may be reimbursed

at the same rate under administered pricing or privately

negotiated rates.

The multiproduct cost function is well suited to empirical

analysis of the US nursing home industry, which serves resi-

dents under explicitly distinct payment mechanisms: Rates

received for Medicaid patients covered under various state

programs for the poor are known to be considerably lower

than those charged to self-paying patients. The cost function is

a useful tool for exploring a number of policy questions. Are

Medicaid rates paid by states to nursing homes for providing

care for their poor elderly populations equal to the cost of

treatment? Conversely, do higher rates charged to self-paying

patients cross-subsidize Medicaid patients?

Stochastic Frontier Cost Function Estimation:
Measuring Inefficiency

As expenditures on health care in developed countries have

mounted in recent years, the goal of improving efficiency in

health care provision has become a central objective for policy

makers. At the same time, the demand for improved capability

in measuring provider performance has stimulated the devel-

opment of frontier analysis, which generates empirically based

inefficiency measures at the provider level. Frontier studies

define inefficiency as the extent to which an organization’s

performance exceeds the optimum (or frontier) as predicted

by either production function or cost function estimates.

Within this empirical framework, the stochastic frontier

cost function is the principal econometric technique for

identifying the cost inefficiency of an individual provider. In

contrast to a typical cost function that fits the average level that

best fits the data, the stochastic frontier cost function traces

out the least cost locus econometrically for varying output
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levels and in that sense is more consistent with the theoretical

concept of cost minimization. Inefficiency is inherently un-

observable and assumed to be absorbed in the residual term.

Allowing for unobserved firm-specific random shocks, the

technique identifies an inefficiency term according to the

deviation of the firm’s actual cost to the least possible cost as

determined by the cost function. Focus on the inefficiency

term in stochastic frontier cost function analysis differs from

traditional cost function analysis, in which interest is centered

on estimated coefficients. In examining the performance of

hospitals over the past decade, stochastic frontier analysis has

been more prevalent in the literature than traditional cost

function estimation.

A particular challenge for stochastic frontier cost function

estimation is the ongoing difficulty in adequately controlling

for quality. In hospital studies, for example, if quality is cost

increasing overall, failure to account for it will result in con-

founding the inefficiency measures because it is not possible

to differentiate between higher residual costs resulting from

unobserved superior quality and higher costs resulting from

managerial inefficiency or slack.
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Cost Shifting

Cost shifting exists when a hospital, physician group, or other

provider raises prices for one set of buyers because it has

lowered prices for some other buyer. The term has also been

applied to managed care firms that are similarly said to have

raised premiums for one set of purchasers because it had to

lower premiums for some other set. Cost shifting is often

confused with price discrimination. Health service providers

commonly price discriminate; that is, they charge different

prices from different payers. However, such differential pricing

strategies are not evidence of cost shifting.

Cost shifting frequently enters into debates over govern-

ment payment polices for Medicare and Medicaid and is

prominent in health-care reform debates. Some have argued,

for example, that efforts to reduce Medicare expenditures by

lowering payments to hospitals under the Medicare Pro-

spective Payment System or through the encouragement of

Medicare managed care plans may save money for Medicare,

but it will increase expenditures by private payers. This is said

to occur because hospitals simply raise their prices to private

insurers to make up the difference. Insurers, facing higher

hospital prices, will then tell employers that they have to raise

health insurance premiums because they are ‘being cost-shifted

against’ by hospitals.

Analogously, proponents of health-care reform will often

argue that systemwide reforms are needed because efforts to

control government expenditures will simply increase private

expenditures. It is argued that private payers should support

coverage for the uninsured because the costs of the subsidy

will be less than they appear because the hidden cost shift will

be eliminated. Any piecemeal effort to control costs will ul-

timately be eroded by increases in costs for some other payer

with the result that costs are not controlled. Subsidizing care

for the uninsured and reforming the health-care system are

important goals, but cost shifting is unlikely to be a serious

component of the underlying economics.

The Economics of Cost Shifting

Morrisey (1994) used the Frank Capra movie It’s a Wonderful

Life as a vehicle to describe the economics of cost shifting. In

the movie, Mr. Potter owned most of the town of Bedford Falls

and he was the meanest man in town. He charged high rents

on his apartments and high interest rates on loans from his

bank. Suppose he also owned and operated Potter Hospital,

the only hospital in town.

As a profit-maximizing old man, Potter would charge the

most people would be willing to pay for each hospital day. He

would determine the extra revenue and extra costs associated

with each day of hospital care and produce the number of

hospital days for which the extra revenue just equaled the extra

costs. If he produced less, he was giving up profit he could

have had; if he produced more, he would lose money because

the extra cost was greater than the extra revenue.

Suppose Potter had two sets of hospital service buyers. The

first set includes private purchasers who are willing to pay

according to their downward-sloping demand curves. At lower

prices they will buy more hospital days. The second set com-

prises government-sponsored patients who pay only the

amount set by the government. They cannot pay more and the

government will not pay less. To keep the story simple, sup-

pose that each group of patients costs the same to treat and

that marginal costs increase over the relevant range of output.

Potter faces two questions: first, should he provide any care

to government-sponsored patients, and second, if so, what

price should he charge private patients. The answers are

straightforward business economics. The objective is to extract

as much profit out of each market segment as possible. On the

government side, he will admit patients until the extra rev-

enue, the government fee, is just equal to the extra cost of care.

On the private side, things are a bit more complicated. He can

charge only a single price in this market. A lower price implies

more units sold, but he can collect the lower price only from

people who would have paid more. So Potter must find the

price at which the extra revenue is just equal to the extra costs

of treating these patients. And that extra revenue can be no

lower than what he could get from a government-sponsored

patient. The result of these calculations is that Potter will

admit patients until the marginal revenue from private pa-

tients is equal to the marginal revenue from government-

sponsored patients and is equal to the marginal cost of care.

This is shown graphically in Figure 1. The analysis is a

simple case of price discrimination on the part of a mon-

opolist with two buyers. The government price (PGov’t) is fixed

by government fiat and the hospital can get all the government

patients it wants; thus, the government demand curve is also

the government market marginal revenue. The private market

yields a downward-sloping demand curve and its associated

marginal revenue curve. The profit-maximizing hospital would

(conceptually) trace out the envelope of the highest marginal

revenue available from each market for every unit of service.

This yields the kinked dark line that incorporates parts of each

of the private and government marginal revenue lines in the

figure.

Potter Hospital would produce hospital services to the

point where marginal cost equals the envelope marginal rev-

enue. That is, it would supply the quantity QT. Potter would

sell the amount between Q� and QT to the government be-

cause the marginal revenue from the government is greater

than that from the private market. He would sell the private

market the quantity from the origin to Q� because over this

range the marginal revenue from the private payers is greater

than that offered by the government. Notice that, like a good

monopolist, Potter charges the private market the most it will

pay for the quantity up to Q�. That is shown by the private

demand curve with the price PPrivate.
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Thus, because he has market power, Potter can charge

different prices to different purchasers. This is classic price

discrimination. A firm with market power will charge different

prices to different purchasers as long as the purchasers have

different degrees of price sensitivity and as long as one group

cannot resell to the other. Thus, Potter charges a higher price

to private purchasers (who have less price sensitivity) and a

lower price to government-sponsored buyers (who are not

allowed to pay even a dollar more than the government rate).

Similarly, airlines charge higher prices to those who have to

travel on specific dates and lower prices to those who have

flexible schedules.

Now suppose the government lowers the price it will pay

for hospital care. The cost-shifting argument says that Potter

would accept the lower government price and ‘make it up’ by

charging more in the private market. The economics imply the

contrary. A lower government price signals that government

patents are less profitable. Potter immediately sees that some

private patients are willing to pay more than the new lower

government rate. He shifts some hospital capacity to the pri-

vate market. But to sell these services he has to lower the

private price to everyone. Thus, government action lowering its

price does not lead to higher private prices; rather lower pri-

vate prices result as a profit-maximizing provider tries to shift

capacity to the private segment of the market. Thus, standard

theory indicates that cost shifting will not occur.

Graphically, the result is easily shown. See Figure 2, which

adds a new lower government payment level to the earlier

discussion. Note that the envelope of marginal revenue shifts

down in its second segment. Potter Hospital reduces its total

output from the old Q1
T to Q2

T to reflect the lower price avail-

able. The smaller quantity is now reallocated with more going

to private patients and less to government-sponsored patients.

However, the only way that Potter can sell the extra private

services is to lower the price, as the figure indicates, from

P1
Private to P2

Private.

Suppose the hospital were nonprofit and therefore did not

‘maximize profits.’ To see this, consider George Bailey from the

Wonderful Life movie. He has a good heart and wants to help

people. Suppose he ran the hospital in Bedford Falls. In par-

ticular, suppose George wanted to have the newest technology

and to provide care to the indigent who are not eligible for the

government care and cannot pay for private care. Note that if

these things paid, Mr. Potter would have provided them

as well.

If the hospital is to be all it can be, George has to generate

as much ‘surplus’ as he can. Surplus, of course, is just another

word for profits. The business problem is exactly the same for

George Bailey as it was for Mr. Potter. If the hospital wants to

provide as much charity care and new technology as it can, it

must charge what the traffic will bear in each of its markets.

The only difference between the two is how they spend the

‘surplus.’ Thus, when the government cut its price, George

would shift capacity to the private market segment and lower

its price as well. Potter ended up with fewer profits, and

George Bailey ended up being able to provide less charity care

and less new technology. Again, no cost shifting is predicted.

Cost shifting requires that a hospital or provider, more

generally, raises its price for the private patient when the

government price is reduced. This result can be consistent with

standard economics, but it requires some special circum-

stances. First, the provider has to have market power. Without

it, it cannot charge different prices. Second, it has to ‘favor’

paying patients. This means it has to charge them prices that

are below the profit-maximizing price. Another way to say this

is that the provider has to have ‘unexploited market power.’

Some commentators have described nonprofit hospital boards

as not permitting charges to be set at levels above that needed

to provide quality. This could be construed as favoring paying

patients with prices below ‘surplus maximizing’ levels.

Under this scenario the hospital could be thought of as

spending surpluses it could have had on lower prices to paying

patients. Then, when the government lowers its price, the

hospital has less surplus to subsidize its paying patients and

raises its private price. This is cost shifting as envisioned by its

proponents.

Several hypotheses emerge from this analysis. First, market

power is a necessary condition for cost shifting. If health-care
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markets are competitive, then cost shifting cannot exist be-

cause efforts to raise prices to one market segment would be

thwarted by a willingness of others in the market to provide

services at the old price.

Second, profit maximization implies no cost shifting. If a

provider is indeed maximizing profits, by definition it has no

unexploited market power. As a consequence, if investor-

owned hospitals are profit maximizers, one would not expect

to see them engaged in cost shifting.

Third, nonprofit status with market power by itself does

not imply the ability to cost shift. The issue is the objectives of

the organization. Cost shifting requires that the organization

value setting prices to private patients at levels below those

that would maximize profits.

Fourth, the model implies that cost-shifting behavior is

limited. Once a provider exploits its unexploited market

power, it has no further ability to cost shift.

Empirical Evidence on Cost Shifting

Ultimately the existence and magnitude of cost shifting is an

empirical issue. The empirical evidence with respect to cost

shifting has been mixed, but the rigorous research largely

concludes that if it exists, its magnitude is modest at best.

Unfortunately, much of the work simply misses the point

because it seeks to show that different payers pay different

prices for essentially the same services. This is true, but price

discrimination is not cost shifting. Other work tries to use

cross-sectional comparisons to test for the presence of cost

shifting. This is difficult to achieve because cost shifting is a

dynamic phenomenon. However, there have been five rela-

tively recent papers that test for cost shifting using hospital

behavior over time. See Morrisey (1994 and 1996) and Frakt

(2011) for detailed reviews of the literature.

Hadley et al. (1996) used a national sample of hospitals

over the 1987–89 period to examine the effects of financial

pressure and competition on the change in hospital revenues,

costs, and profitability, among other things. They found that

hospitals with lower base-year profits increased costs less and

increased their efficiency. With respect to cost shifting, ‘‘[w]e

found no evidence to suggest that cost shifting strategies that

might protect hospital revenues in the face of financial pressure

were undertaken successfully’’ (Hadley et al., 1996, p. 217).

It is also noteworthy that this study, and all of those re-

viewed here, control for hospital ownership status, but do not

formally test for differences in behavior by ownership type.

This is a lost opportunity. The exception is the work by

Zwanziger et al. (2000).

Dranove and White (1998) used 1983 and 1992 California

hospital data to examine the effects of reductions in Medicaid

and Medicare volume on changes in price–cost margins (i.e.,

net price minus average costs all divided by net price) of pri-

vately insured patients in Medicaid-dependent hospitals. They

found ‘‘no evidence that Medicaid-dependent hospitals raised

prices to private patients in response to Medicaid (or Medi-

care) cutbacks; if anything, they lowered them’’ (p. 163). They

also found that service levels fell for Medicaid (and Medicare)

patients relative to privately insured patients and fell by more

in Medicaid-dependent hospitals.

Zwanziger et al. (2000) used California hospital data from

the same source over the full time period 1983 through 1991

and reached decidedly different conclusions. They computed

the average price per discharge for Medicare, Medicaid, and

privately insured patients. Controlling for average costs in a

two-stage model, they found that lower Medicare and Me-

dicaid prices were associated with higher private prices. A one

percentage point decrease in the Medicare average price was

estimated to increase private prices at nonprofit hospitals by

0.23–0.59 percentage points. The larger price increases were
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found in markets with less hospital competition. They also

found evidence that investor-owned facilities also engaged in

cost shifting. Similar analysis by Zwanziger and Bamezai

(2006) for the 1993–2001 period concluded that ‘‘cost shifting

from Medicare and Medicaid to private payers accounted for

12.3 percent of the total increase in private payers’ prices from

1997 to 2001’’ (p. 197).

Cutler (1998) examined whether lower Medicare payments

led hospitals to greater cost cutting or cost shifting. Using data

from Medicare cost reports over the 1885–1990 and 1990–95

periods, he found that in the early period, hospitals shifted

costs dollar for dollar to private payers – an effect larger even

than the Zwanziger et al. study. However, over the later period

he found no evidence of cost shifting. Cutler attributes the

difference in the results to the advent of selective contracting

in the early 1990s that increased the extent of price com-

petition among hospitals.

The most extensive analysis of cost shifting undertaken to

date is that of Wu (2010). She uses Medicare data to examine

the long period from 1996 to 2000 focusing on the effects of

the effect of the Balanced Budget Act on Medicare hospital

prices. Unlike earlier work, she treats the Medicare variable as

endogenous. Wu finds that hospitals shifted approximately 21

cents of each Medicare dollar lost to private payers. Cost

shifting varied by the bargaining power of the hospital. When

a hospital had more power vis-à-vis insurers; it was able to

shift more costs.

Conclusions

The most rigorous of the studies conducted in the past decade

provide mixed evidence of the existence and magnitude of cost

shifting in hospitals. Taken as a whole, the evidence does not

support the claims of its proponents that cost shifting is a large

and pervasive feature of US health-care markets. Only an early

analysis by Cutler (1998) finds dollar-for-dollar increases in

private prices as a result of lower Medicare payments. Even this

finding is contained to a single short-run period. At best, one

can argue that cost shifting, over the 15–20 years covered by

the recent analyses, resulted in perhaps one-fifth of Medicare

payment reductions being passed on to private payers. At

worst, the majority of the rigorous studies found no evidence

of cost shifting.

The theoretical literature strongly suggests that cost shifting

can take place only if providers have unexploited market

power. Once exploited, this avenue of response to changes in

government payment policies disappears. This, together with

the empirical findings, has three implications. First, policy

advocates should worry much less about cost shifting. Al-

though it can exist, other factors appear to be much more

important in determining provider pricing. Second, the bulk

of burden of reductions in government programs are borne by

public patients. The consequences of such decisions cannot be

shuffled off to private payers. Finally, health-care competition

matters. One should look for evidence of cost shifting in

markets and times that are characterized by provider concen-

tration. If one is worried about cost shifting, encourage greater

competition among hospitals, physicians, and insurers.

See also: Competition on the Hospital Sector. Managed Care.
Markets in Health Care. Medicare. Price Elasticity of Demand for
Medical Care: The Evidence since the RAND Health Insurance
Experiment
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Glossary
Cost-effectiveness analysis A method of comparing the

opportunity costs of various alternative health or social care

interventions having the same benefit in terms of a

common unit of output, outcome, or other measure of

accomplishment.

Cost-effectiveness threshold The maximum incremental

cost-effectiveness ratio that is acceptable to a decision-

maker. A rational community health-maximizing decision

maker judges this threshold in terms of the health forgone

elsewhere in the system if resources were to be devoted

to one particular purpose rather than being available

elsewhere in the system – the opportunity cost in terms of

health.

Genomics The science of the function and structure of

genomes, i.e., the DNA within a single cell of an organism.

Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio The ratio of the

difference between the costs of two alternatives and its

effectiveness or outcomes.

Meta-analysis A statistical technique for combining data

from multiple studies used to identify the overall estimate

of treatment effect.

Opportunity cost The value of a resource in its most

highly valued alternative use. In a world of competitive

markets, in which all goods are traded and where there are

no market imperfections, opportunity cost is revealed by

the prices of resources: the alternative costs forgone in order

to pursue a certain action.

Introduction

There has been a growing use of quality-adjusted life-years

(QALYs) in the assessment of the cost-effectiveness of

healthcare interventions. There are now many agencies around

the world using evidence on the incremental cost per QALY to

inform reimbursement decisions or clinical guidelines. The

QALY provides a metric for valuing the impact of healthcare

interventions on survival and health-related quality of life

(HRQL) on a common scale. It achieves this by assigning a

utility value for each health state on a scale where 1 is for full

health and 0 for dead, with the possibility of negative values

for states regarded as worse than dead. There are many dif-

ferent ways for deriving such health state utility values

(HSUVs). At the same time, there has been an increasing use

of decision-analytic models to provide the main vehicle for

conducting the assessment of cost-effectiveness. These over-

come the limitations of relying on single clinical trials, which

often do not use measures for generating HSUVs, have a

limited sample size (particularly for some rare events), in-

sufficient follow-up periods, an unrealistic protocol and set-

ting, and may be difficult to generalize from. Models provide a

means of combining evidence from a variety of sources on the

clinical efficacy of the interventions, resource use, costs of

resources, and HSUVs in a way that addresses the decision

problem in a more relevant way than a clinical trial. HSUVs

are a key parameter in such models. There is a separate article

on the derivation of HSUVs and the different instruments

used. This article is concerned with the methodological issues

associated with using HSUVs in cost-effectiveness models.

There are many different types of models used to assess

cost-effectiveness including decision trees, Markov models,

and discrete event simulation. All seek to represent reality in

terms of health states likely to be experienced by patients in

the decision problem, transition probabilities between the

states, and costs and utility value associated with each state.

The states may be defined in different ways including whether

a patient has a condition, severity of condition, key events

(e.g., fractures in the case of osteoporosis), adverse events, and

various comorbidities. These events may occur multiple times

and there may be cases of multiple conditions. This article

addresses four sets of methodological issues around the use of

HSUVs to populate such cost-effectiveness models. (1) The

selection of the measure for generating the HSUVs that best

meets the requirements of policy makers and measurement

criteria like validity. (2) The source of HSUV data such as the

main clinical efficacy trials or whether to seek more relevant

values for the model population from observational datasets,

or to search, review, and synthesize an ever-growing literature.

(3) Suitable utility data using the required measure may not

be available from relevant studies, and in these cases

regression techniques may be used to map from various health

or clinical measures onto the selected utility measure.

(4) Technical problems in using HSUVs in cost-effectiveness

models, including how to adjust values over time, estimate

values for those not in the condition of interest, and estimate

the impact of conditions (comorbidities) or adverse events.

This article considers the technical issues alongside the com-

mon requirements of policy makers around the world. Many

of the decisions are not technical ones alone but involve

normative judgments that in many cases will be made by

policy makers requiring cost-effectiveness evidence. This is

intended to be a practical guide aimed at analysts who are

building cost-effectiveness models.

What Measures Should be Used?

There are four broad approaches for generating HSUVs: Gen-

eric preference-based measures (also known as multiattribute

utility instrument), condition-specific preference-based meas-

ures, bespoke vignettes, and patient’s own valuation. The most
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widely used of these in recent years has been the generic

preference-based measure of health. These measures have two

components. One is a descriptive system that is composed of

several multilevel dimensions. For example, the EQ-5D has

five dimensions (mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain and

discomfort, and anxiety and depression) each with three levels

(a five-level version has recently been developed) and defines

243 health states. Each one of these states has a value on the

QALY scale that was obtained by interviewing a sample of the

general population. This descriptive system is usually com-

pleted by patients or their proxies in clinical studies and so

provides a direct link between QALY estimates and the re-

ported experiences of patients. By collecting EQ-5D or some

other measures over time, it is possible to calculate the QALY

gain in a trial setting (as the area under the curve) or to value

states used in the model from observing patients in different

clinical states.

These generic measures are designed for use in all con-

ditions and patients. However, there are concerns that no one

measure is sensitive or relevant to all conditions or patient

groups. For this reason condition-specific preference-based

measures have been developed by Brazier and colleagues. The

problem with condition-specific measures is a concern with

the lack of comparability between different instruments. This

will be a problem where the model contains states from dif-

ferent conditions, as is often the case, and where the policy-

maker is making resource allocation decisions between

conditions. Another approach has been to develop specific

vignettes where there is no patient-reported information on

the impact of a condition or its treatment. These vignettes can

be specifically designed to describe the states in the model.

However, in addition to the concern about comparability, vi-

gnettes do not have a direct link to evidence on patient ex-

perience that is achieved by the other two approaches, because

they are not based on patient completion of a descriptive

system but usually involve the views of experts (all be it in-

formed by patient experience). The final approach avoids

having to describe health states altogether and instead ask

patients to value their own state using one of the preference

elicitation techniques, such as time trade-off. Most agencies

prefer health states to be described by patients and then val-

ued by members of the general public, but one or two have

specifically requested valuations directly from patients and

this approach continues to be used.

A key problem is that these different approaches to valuing

health produce different values. Indeed, different generic in-

struments have been shown to generate HSUVs that differ to a

significant degree. The selection of instrument will have im-

portant implications for the incremental cost-effectiveness

ratio. There is a literature on how to select the right measure in

a given case, and this considers issues around the validity of

the descriptive system for the condition, valuation methods,

and source of the values. The decision about the right measure

should not only consider these issues but will also be con-

strained in some cases by the policy makers to whom the

model is going to be submitted. Some agencies have adopted a

reference case that includes a preferred measure or approach.

The most prescriptive has been the National Institute for

Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) in England who state a

preference for the EQ-5D, and those submitting evidence need

to demonstrate the EQ-5D is not appropriate in order to

submit cost-effectiveness models using HSUVs from other

measures. In some other countries, there is merely a preference

for a generic measure. In others still, there is no preference

expressed as to which type of measure should be used.

The final choice of measure used to derive the HSUVs will

depend on some combination of the requirements of the

policymaker, psychometric and other criteria, and also avail-

ability. In many cases, there is very limited evidence on HSUVs

from a preferred measure or approach, and the analyst must

make best use of available evidence. This may include the use

of nonreference-based measures of health or clinical measures

through the use of mapping (see Section Predicting Health

State Utility Values When Preference-Based Data are Not

Available). It will increasingly involve reviewing a range of

possible sources including trials, observational and routine

datasets, and the literature.

Source of Health State Utility Values

Clinical Trials

An appropriate source for the data on HSUVs may be the main

clinical trial(s) used to inform the evidence on effectiveness.

This enables the trial data to be used directly within the an-

alysis of HRQL, eliminates concerns about the applicability of

the health data to populations from which the effectiveness

estimates are obtained and enables all the effects of treatment

to be included directly in the estimate, including any side ef-

fects of treatment, without the need for adjustment. However,

there may be concerns about the generalizability of effective-

ness and/or HRQL data to the population in the model. There

may be other circumstances where health state utility data are

not best collected within the clinical trials, for example, if

adverse events related to the condition or treatment are rare

and not likely to be captured in the trials, or where the out-

comes of interest are too long-term to be captured in a typical

trial duration, or when the trial does not reflect common

practice. In these circumstances observational studies may be

more appropriate for capturing the impact of the event

on HRQL.

Observational

HSUVs are often sourced from observational sources con-

ducted for the purpose. Such tailored studies have the ad-

vantage of being designed for the purpose of populating a

specific model and so can be designed to value the specific

states defined in the model. However, this will often not be

possible. Another data source is routine datasets such as gen-

eral population health surveys (e.g., Medical Expenditure

Panel Survey in USA and Health Survey for England in Eng-

land) or routine surveys of patient-reported outcomes (e.g.,

the UK Patient Reported Outcome Measures program). For

any observational source a key concern will be the extent to

which HSUVs are caused by the condition. Patients who had a

recent fracture, for example, have a lower score than those who

do not. However, the differences found from cross-sectional

observational studies tend to exaggerate the impact of hip
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fracture because they often do not take into account their

prefracture health status. As for evidence on efficacy, longi-

tudinal evidence is better evidence than cross-sectional, as the

impact of specific events or disease onset can be controlled for

covariates.

Reviewing the Literature

There are published lists of HSUVs for a wide range of con-

ditions and this literature is growing all the time. There is a

risk that model builders will be tempted to use the first

suitable value or even use those values that support the cost-

effectiveness argument that is being made in a submission to a

reimbursement authority. The larger the literature, the more

prone the selection of values is to bias. For this reason, it is

beholden on analysts to justify their selection of values. This

implies a need for HSUVs, like other important model par-

ameter values, be obtained from a systematic review of the

literature in order to minimize bias and through appropriate

synthesis of available values, capture the uncertainty, and

improve the precision in the values used.

There are rarely the resources available to do a full sys-

tematic review in searching, reviewing, and synthesizing the

evidence. Furthermore, reviewing HSUV studies is different

from the conventional hierarchy of evidence used for clinical

effectiveness. Simply looking for HSUVs from a search for

efficacy evidence will fail to retrieve many, if not most, pub-

lished HSUVs for the health states in the model because ran-

domized controlled trial are often not the main important

source for HSUVs and the models may include other con-

ditions and adverse events. A model examining the cost-

effectiveness of strategies for managing osteoporosis had states

for various factures (e.g., hip, vertebra, and shoulder), breast

cancer, coronary heart disease, and no event. A systematic

literature review by Peasgood and others on the impact of

osteoporosis fractures identified 27 articles from an initial set

of 1000 papers reporting potentially relevant HSUVs for the

model. As can be seen in Figure 1, there is a substantial dif-

ference in the HSUVs reported for the same time periods and

although there is a trend for recovery following hip fracture,

none achieve the prefracture values, and one study reported a

decline in HSUVs over a period of 4–17 months.

The key considerations in searching and reviewing HSUVs

are: (1) Do the HSUVs meet the methodological requirements

of the policymaker – in the case of NICE, the focus may be on

obtaining EQ-5D values (using the UK tariff of values), (2)

have the HSUVs been obtained from a population relevant to

the population in the model (e.g., in terms of severity of

condition, age, and gender), and (3) what is the quality of the

study including recruitment and response rates? These con-

siderations do not operate in a dichotomous way because the

analyst is looking for the best estimates and not necessarily

the perfect ones, and these requirements may be relaxed de-

pending on the available evidence base. Concerns about the

relevance or quality of data should be fully explored in the

cost-effectiveness model through the use of sensitivity

analyses.

There are a number of search strategies for identifying

HSUVs. However, a full search of the literature may yield many

hundreds of values, and so the reviewer may wish to use more

focused search strategies limited to identifying existing reviews

or key papers and following up references in those articles, as

described by Papaioannou.

For many conditions, there are a large number of HSUVs

available in the literature and considerable variation in the

values for what seem to be similar states. A review of values for

use in a cost-effectiveness model of osteoporosis, for example,

found values for hip fracture to vary from 0.28 to 0.72 and
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vertebral fracture from 0.31 to 0.8. This leaves considerable

scope for discretion in the selection of values for an economic

model. The variation was partly due to differences in methods.

In this example, the values were limited to EQ-5D for popu-

lating the cost-effectiveness model because the submission was

for NICE. The values still varied considerably between studies.

This may have been due to the different source countries, with

much of the data coming from Sweden. It may also have been

due to the very low response rate in some studies. There has

been little research into the synthesis of HSUVs using tech-

niques similar to those used for clinical efficacy including

simple pooling or metaregression, but such work is at an early

stage and the number of studies available for given conditions

tend to be too small and heterogeneous. For this reason,

current practice often involves selecting the study, which

provides the most relevant values.

In practice, there may be little or no relevant HSUVs

available for the cost-effectiveness model, but there may be

trials or observational datasets that have collected HRQL or

clinical data on relevant patients. The next section considers

an increasingly used solution to this problem of mapping the

relationship between the HRQL or clinical measure and the

required preference-based measure.

Predicting Health State Utility Values When
Preference-Based Data are Not Available

When the required preference-based utility measure is not

collected in the clinical effectiveness studies or any relevant

observational source, a mapping exercise can be undertaken to

predict the required values (e.g., EQ-5D) from an alternative

HRQL or clinical measure collected in the key study or studies.

This exercise (Figure 2) requires an external dataset, which

includes both the preferred preference-based data (the

dependent variable (DV)) and at least one other variable (the

independent variable (IV)) that is also available from the key

clinical effectiveness or observational study. The data in the

external dataset are used to obtain a statistical relationship,

known as a statistical regression model, which can then be

used to predict the required preference-based utility scores

using the data available from the clinical effectiveness study.

The statistical regression model can take many different

forms depending on the relationship between the variables

and the underlying distributions of the data. The simplest

model is a straight linear function (y¼aþ bxþ e) where y is

the DV (the preference-based HSUVs), a is the intercept, b is

the vector of coefficients for the IVs, and e is the error term.

These regression models can be used to predict the DV in any

datasets, which include the IVs. If some of the IVs are missing

from the second dataset, the mean values from the external

dataset used to obtain the statistical relationship can be used

as proxies.

Using Clinical Variables and Progressive Conditions

Statistical regression models are also used to determine rela-

tionships between clinical variables and preference-based

utility values when the cost-effectiveness models are driven by

clinical variables, which represent stages or progression in the

primary health condition. In these instances it may be that,

although the clinical effectiveness study collects the required

preference-based data, the distribution of patients across dis-

ease severity is such that the subgroup sizes are too small to

determine HSUVs for each of the individual stages of the

condition. For example, ankylosing spondylitis is a chronic

progressive condition, and the severity of the condition is

described using two clinical measures: the Bath Ankylosing

Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) and the Bath

Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index (BASFI). Both

measures range from 0 to 10, which represent no disease ac-

tivity or functional impairment and maximum disease activity

or functional impairment, respectively. Figure 3 shows how

the preference-based utility values (the EQ-5D) vary by

BASDAI and BASFI scores using the function: EQ-5D¼
0.9235�0.0402 � BASDAI� 0.0432 � BASFI, which was

obtained using ordinary least square regressions.

Figure 4 shows the BASDAI/BASFI profile (primary y-axis)

and the corresponding EQ-5D values (secondary y-axis) plotted

over time (x-axis) as would be used in a cost-effectiveness model.

The figure shows individuals enter the model with average

BASDAI/BASFI scores of seven units at baseline (time¼0). They

initially respond to treatment, and their BASDAI/BASFI score

improves to an average score of 4. After 4 years they stop re-

sponding to treatment and their BASDAI/BASFI scores revert to

the baseline score of 7. These scores gradually worsen as the

condition progresses until reaching the maximum possible score

(BASDAI/BASFI equals 10) at 17 years. The BASDAI/BASFI scores

remain at these levels until the patient dies (time¼26 years).

Using the function described earlier to predict EQ-5D values

from the BASDAI and BASFI scores, the predicted EQ-5D values

are 0.241 (0.544, 0.241, � 0.062, and 0) at baseline (4–7 years,

17 years, 26 years, and after 26 years).

• DV
• IV(s)

• IV(s)
  mapped
  onto DV

• IV(s) used
  to predict
  DV using
  SRM

CLI
DA

Clinical
dataset

Predicted DV

Statistical
regression

model (SRM)

External
dataset 1

Figure 2 Mapping or crosswalking exercise.
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Multiple Health States

For a simple cost-effectiveness model involving few health

states, the mean (and variance) preference-based utility values

for each of the health states may be sufficient to describe

the average HRQL and associated uncertainty for the health

condition. However, when the cost-effectiveness model

includes numerous distinct health states and additional pre-

dictors of health status, a statistical regression model and

associated covariance matrix can be used to ensure correl-

ations between preference-based utility values and are main-

tained when exploring uncertainty in the probabilistic

sensitivity analyses.

One example is a cost-effectiveness model exploring the

potential benefits of pharmaceutical interventions used to

induce weight loss in obese patients. Obese patients are

at increased risk of comorbidities (e.g., type 2 diabetes, can-

cer(s), heart attacks, strokes, etc. Figure 5) and the effective-

ness of interventions are quantified in terms of changes

in body mass index. To model this, analysts would need

HSUVs for each of the comorbidities differentiated by body

mass index and potentially age and/or gender. It is unlikely

that this level of detailed information for each of the different

subgroups would be available from clinical effectiveness

studies. In this case, a statistical regression model obtained

from a large external dataset could be used to predict the

values required for each of the health states in the cost-

effectiveness model.

Double Mapping

There are occasions when it is not possible to obtain an ex-

ternal dataset which includes both the required preference-

based utility measure and one or more of the variables

collected in the clinical study. In these instances, although not

ideal, it is possible to obtain preference-based utility values

using a process known as ‘double mapping’. Double mapping

involves the use of two external datasets and one statistical

regression model obtained from each of these.

For example, in patients with psoriatic arthritis, a chronic

progressive condition, the clinical study did not collect HRQL

data but did collect information on demography (age, gender,

and current and previous pharmaceutical treatments). In
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the cost-effectiveness model, the Health Assessment Ques-

tionnaire (HAQ: range 0–3, 3¼worse) was used to describe

both the initial benefits of treatment and the long-term pro-

gression of the condition. Two external datasets were available

(Figure 6). The first dataset (external dataset 1) had data on

demography (age, gender, and current and previous pharma-

ceutical treatments) and HAQ but did not have any HRQL

data. The second dataset (external dataset 2) had HAQ and the

required preference-based data (EQ-5D) but did not have data

on demography. The cost-effectiveness model required a re-

lationship, which would link HRQL data to HAQ, the clinical

variable, which would describe the benefits of treatment and

long-term progression of the condition.

The process used to predict EQ-5D scores in the cost-

effectiveness model is described in Figure 6. Step 1: External

dataset 1 was used to obtain a statistical regression model 1

mapping demography (age, gender, and pharmaceutical

treatments) onto HAQ. Step 2: The statistical regression model

1 was used to predict HAQ using the data on demography

(age, gender, and pharmaceutical treatments) in the clinical

study. Step 3: External dataset 2 was used to obtain the stat-

istical regression model 2 mapping HAQ onto EQ-5D. Step 4:

The predicted HAQ scores from the clinical study were used to

predict EQ-5D in the cost-effectiveness model using the stat-

istical regression model 2.

Predictive Ability

Ideally, any statistical model would be validated in an external

dataset before use in a cost-effectiveness model. However, in

the majority of cases, regressions are performed because the

actual data are not available in a particular group, and there-

fore it is not possible to validate results in this way. Regression

models, which have HRQL measures as the DV, typically

underestimate and overestimate values at the top and bottom

of the index, respectively. Consequently, it is important to

demonstrate the accuracy in the predicted values across the

full range of the index. If the objective of the regression is to

obtain a model to predict values in cost-effectiveness model,

then it is also useful to assess the ability of the regression

model to predict incremental values accurately. The predicted

values are typically assessed using the mean absolute error and

root mean squared error. However, these summary scores can

mask inaccuracies at the extremes of the index, and the pre-

dicted values should be assessed by subgrouping across the

range of actual values.

Applying Health State Utility Values in
Cost-Effectiveness Models

Baseline or Counterfactual Health States

Decision-analytic models in healthcare typically assess the

benefits of interventions in terms of the incremental QALY gain

associated with alleviating a health condition or avoiding a

clinical event. To calculate this, in addition to requiring the

HSUVs associated with the condition or event, the analyst will

also need the baseline or counterfactual HSUVs to represent the

HRQL associated with not having the particular health con-

dition or event. For example, if modeling the benefits of intro-

ducing a screening program for breast cancer, analysts would

require the mean HSUVs from a cohort with a history of breast

cancer (including longer term data to model any potential

changes in HRQL as the condition progresses) and the mean

HSUVs for patients who do not have breast cancer. Similarly,

when modeling an intervention that has the potential to avoid
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Figure 6 Double mapping exercise in psoriatic arthritis.
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subsequent cardiovascular events in patients with acute coron-

ary syndrome, for example, a stroke, the analyst would need to

know the mean HSUV for patients who have experienced a

stroke and the mean HSUVs for individuals who have not ex-

perienced a stroke but have a history of acute coronary

syndrome.

A patient without a particular condition is unlikely to have

an HSUV of one. A better approach would be to use a normative

dataset. Furthermore, the values of those with a condition are

likely to change over time. HSUVs from the general population,

for example, show a negative relationship with age (i.e., as age

increases, the average HRQL decreases, Figure 7). This is due to

several factors such as general decline in health directly

attributable to age and an increase in prevalent health con-

ditions, which are in general correlated with age. As many cost-

effectiveness models use a lifetime horizon to accrue the costs

and QALYs associated with interventions, it is reasonable to

assume that the baseline or counterfactual HSUVs within the

model may not remain constant over the full horizon modeled.

Although there is a substantial volume of HSUVs in the litera-

ture describing the HRQL for specific health conditions, cor-

responding data for individuals without a specific health

condition are more difficult to obtain without access to huge

datasets. Unless the health condition is particularly prevalent, or

unless it has a substantial effect on HRQL, removing a cohort

who has a specific health condition will not have a substantial

effect on the mean HSUVs obtained from the general popu-

lation. In many instances, if the condition-specific baseline data

are not available, it is possible to use data from the general

population as proxy scores to represent the baseline or coun-

terfactual HSUVs in the decision-analytic model.

Adjusting or Combining Health States

Healthcare decision-analytic models depict the typical clinical

pathway followed by patients in normal clinical practice. As such

they can become quite complex involving multiple health states,

which represent the primary health condition with additional

health states representing either comorbidities (e.g., when an

additional condition exists concurrently alongside the primary

condition), or an adverse event associated with the intervention

or treatment (e.g., nausea is a side effect of treatments for cancer,

whereas patients receiving aspirin for hypertension are at

increased risk of hemorrhagic strokes). Ideally, each individual

health state within a decision-analytic model would be popu-

lated with HSUVs obtained from cohorts with the exact con-

dition defined by the health state. For example, it has been

demonstrated that statins, which are typically given to manage

cholesterol levels in patients with or at high risk of cardio-

vascular disease, have a beneficial effect on inflammation, thus

may provide an additional benefit in patients with rheumatoid

arthritis. To assess the benefits of statin treatment in a cohort

with both cardiovascular disease and rheumatoid arthritis, the

analyst would need HSUVs obtained from patients with both

these conditions. However, many clinical effectiveness studies

use very strict exclusion criteria relating to comorbidities and/or

concurrent medications. As a consequence, the people who

represent typical patients with comorbidities are excluded from

studies, and analysts frequently combine the mean data ob-

tained from cohorts with the single conditions to estimate the

mean HSUVs for a cohort with more than one condition.

The methods used to combine the data can have a sub-

stantial effect on the results generated from decision-analytic

models, and it has been shown that the result can vary to such

an extent that they could potentially influence a policy decision,

which is based on a cost per QALY threshold. There are a

number of different ways to estimate the mean HSUV for the

combined health condition using the mean HSUVs from the

single health conditions. Traditional techniques include the

additive, multiplicative, and minimum methods. The first two

apply a constant absolute and relative effect respectively,

whereas the latter ignores any additional effect on HRQL asso-

ciated with the second health condition, using the minimum of

the mean HSUVs obtained from cohorts with the single con-

ditions as shown in Figure 8. Additional methods that have

recently been tested include exploring the possibility of re-

gressing the mean HSUVs from cohorts with single conditions

onto the mean HSUVs from cohorts with comorbidities using

ordinary least square regressions. Although this research is in its

infancy, the early results look promising. However, based on the

current evidence base, researchers recommend that the multi-

plicative method is used to estimate HSUVs for comorbidities,

using an age-adjusted baseline as a minimum when calculating

the multiplier used.
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Worked Example

Females with condition A have a mean EQ-5D score of 0.69

and a mean age of 73 years, and females with condition B have

a mean EQ-5D score of 0.70 and a mean age of 80 years. Using

the data from the general population (Figure 8) as the baseline,

these data are combined to determine what the EQ-5D score is

for females with both condition A and condition B. Using data

from the general population, at the age of 73 years and 80

years, the mean EQ-5D score for females is 0.7550 and 0.7177,

respectively. The multipliers for conditions A and B are 0.9138

(¼0.69/0.7550) and 0.9754 (¼0.70/0.7177). The baseline

data are then adjusted using these multipliers to estimate the

age-adjusted EQ-5D score for the combined conditions A and B

as shown in Figure 8.

Adverse Events

When considering adverse events for inclusion in cost-

effectiveness models, it is important to distinguish between

acute events and chronic sequelae. Although the inclusion of

decrements on HRQL associated with grade 3–4 adverse

events is particularly important, the cohort used for the main

HSUVs may have included a proportion of patients who had

experienced grade 1–2 adverse events and care should be

taken to ensure these are not double counted. As in the pre-

ceding section, treating the decrement associated with the

adverse event as a constant value may be inappropriate and

based on the current evidence, the HSUVs should be multi-

plied (adjusting for age wherever possible) when combining

these data.

Uncertainty

All results generated from cost-effectiveness models used to

inform policy decision making in healthcare are subject to

uncertainty. The uncertainty is examined and reported using

sensitivity analyses. One-way sensitivity analysis is a procedure

in which the central estimates for key parameters in the model

are varied one at a time (generally using the 95% confidence

intervals) and inform readers which variables drive the results

generated by the model. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis is a

method of varying all variables simultaneously to assess the

overall uncertainty in the model. The individual Monte Carlo

simulations (e.g., 5000) are generated using random numbers

to sample from the distributions of the parameters. New re-

sults are generated by the model and each of the 5000 results

stored. The recorded results are then used to illustrate the

overall variability in the model results.

Figure 9 shows a scatter plot of the incremental costs

(y-axis) and incremental QALYs (x-axis) generated from a cost-

effectiveness model. The red points represent the individual

results generated when there is relatively little uncertainty in

the parameters used in the model. The blue symbols represent

the individual results generated when there is considerable

uncertainty and thus cover a broader area. The mean results

(d24 500 per QALY) are the same in the results that are rela-

tively uncertain and the results that are associated with a

higher level of confidence. Using a cost per QALY threshold of

d30 000 per QALY (the diagonal line), 41% of results from the

model, which has a high level of uncertainty, are greater than

this threshold, compared to just 7% of results from the model

with a smaller level of uncertainty.

When looking at the uncertainty associated with the HSUVs,

the distribution used to characterize the variables for the prob-

abilistic sensitivity analyses should be chosen to represent the

available evidence as opposed to selected arbitrarily. HRQL data,

in particular the preference-based utility data, are generally not

normally distributed. They are typically skewed, bimodal or

trimodal, bounded by the limits of the preference-based index,

and can involve negative values representing health states con-

sider to be worse than death. Despite this, in the majority of

decision-analytic models, the uncertainty in the mean HSUV

can be adequately described by sampling from a normal dis-

tribution. Exceptions to this rule include when conducting pa-

tient-level simulation models using data from cohorts with wide

variations in HSUVs and a relatively low or high mean value. In

these cases an alternative approach would be to describe the
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utility values as decrements from full health (i.e., 1 minus the

HSUV) and then sample from a log normal or gamma distri-

bution, which would give a sampled utility decrement on the

interval (0, N). If a lower constraint is required (i.e., � 0.594

for the UK EQ-5D index), the standard beta distribution could

be scaled upwards using a height parameter (l) producing a

distribution on a (0, l) scale.

Conclusions

The use of HSUVs in cost-effectiveness models has not re-

ceived much attention in the literature. However, there are

often no relevant HSUVs to be found in the literature, obser-

vational sources, or even trials. This article has provided

practical guidance to those seeking to build cost-effectiveness

models. In the near future, it is expected that there will be

further developments in the field including methods of

mapping, the synthesis for HSUVs across studies, and in the

measures themselves. Policymaker’s requirements may also

change over time.

See also: Health and Its Value: Overview. Multiattribute Utility
Instruments: Condition-Specific Versions. Specification and
Implementation of Decision Analytic Model Structures for Economic
Evaluation of Health Care Technologies
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Introduction

Cost–value analysis (CVA) is a type of formal economic

evaluation that can be used to inform decision makers in a

public health service about the value to the public of different

health technologies and what ought to be the public health

service’s maximum willingness to pay for them. In estimating

value and limits to willingness to pay, CVA takes into account

that in most countries with a public health service, citizens

and societal decision makers hold concerns for both efficiency

and equity. The concern for efficiency means that value – and

thus willingness to pay – increases with the size of the health

benefit provided by the technology – measured, for instance,

in terms of the number of quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs)

produced. Equity concerns may, for instance, mean that for a

given health benefit, value and willingness to pay increase

with the severity of the condition that is addressed. Other

equity concerns may also be relevant (see History and Value

Basis).

CVA has features in common with cost–utility analysis.

Costs are estimated in the same way, and health benefits are

expressed in QALYs. The difference is that concerns for equity

are included in the determination of value. The replacement of

the term ‘utility’ with the term ‘value’ in the name of the an-

alysis serves to emphasize this difference. Whereas ‘utility’ re-

fers to individuals’ personal valuations, ‘value’ in ‘cost–value

analysis’ refers to a broader societal concept. The basic premise

of CVA is that simple aggregations of QALYs do not yield

reliable estimates of citizen’s overall valuation of different

programs, because concerns for equity are not included in

such simple aggregations.

Example

In CVA, the value of a program can either be expressed in

equity-weighted QALYs (EQALYs) or in a public health care

service’s willingness to pay for QALY gains, given the context

in which the gains occur and the characteristics of the patients

who receive them. A simple example is as follows: Assume a

scale of individual utility of health states from 0 to 1. Assume

that intervention ‘A’ takes one type of patient from utility level

0.4 to level 0.6 for 1 year at a cost of EUR 10 000, whereas

intervention ‘B’ takes another type of patient from level 0.8 to

level 1.0 for 1 year at the same cost. The two interventions are

equally cost effective (because the QALY gain and the cost is

the same). But the societal appreciation (value) of the 0.2

QALYs in intervention A may be, say three times as high as that

in intervention B, given the much greater severity of the pre-

intervention condition in A and thus the much greater need in

this type of patient. The cost–value ratio of intervention A

would then be better than that of intervention B, namely

10 000/(0.2� 3)¼h16 700 EUR per EQALY versus 10 000/

0.2¼h50 000 EUR per EQALY, which suggests that A should

be given priority among the two if a choice had to be made. To

put it differently, it suggests that, in a society where such a

concern for severity prevails, the public health care system

should have a three times higher willingness to pay for

intervention A than for intervention B, in spite of B producing

the same amount of QALYs. CVA thus supports context-

dependent, graded willingness to pay for QALYs.

History and Value Basis

The term ‘cost–value analysis’ was first introduced by Nord in

1993. It may be used in a general sense, that is, about any

evaluation that takes into account relevant concerns for fair-

ness (equity) in the weighting of individual benefits, whatever

these concerns may be. However, in the development of CVA

hitherto, some concerns have been treated as particularly sa-

lient. Based on a review in 1999 of existing materials in Aus-

tralia, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Spain, Sweden,

the UK, and the USA, Nord suggested that ethicists’ and policy

makers’ reflections, and results from public preference meas-

urements, seem to converge on the following points:

A. Society demands that medical interventions satisfy a min-

imum requirement of effectiveness for resource use to be

justified.

B. Society’s appreciation (valuation) of medical interventions

increases strongly with increasing severity of the patients’

condition. (This is often referred to as a ‘concern for the

worse off.’)

C. Life saving or life extending procedures are particularly

highly valued, and significantly more highly than inter-

ventions even for patients with severe chronic conditions.

D. When the minimum requirement of effectiveness is satis-

fied (see point A), society worries less about differences in

the size of the health benefits provided by treatment pro-

grams for different patient groups, the underlying attitude

being that people are entitled to realizing their potential for

health, whether that be large or moderate, given the state-

of-art in different areas of medicine.

E. As a special case of point D, society in most cases does not

wish to discriminate between people with different po-

tentials for health in decisions about life saving or life ex-

tension. For instance, society regards the prevention of

premature death in people with chronic disease as equally

worthy of funding as the prevention of premature death

in otherwise healthy people. (Life extending interventions

for people in vegetative states or states of very low

subjectively perceived quality of life is an exception from

this rule.)

Work on CVA hitherto has aimed at incorporating the

specific ethical concerns above in formal valuation models

(Nord et al., 1999; Nord, 2001). The term ‘cost–value analysis’

is thus mostly used in this specific operational meaning rather

than in the more general sense noted earlier.
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Preference Measurements

To incorporate the above concerns in a numerical valuation

model, data are needed on the strength of preferences for

equity. The strength of societal concerns for severity and

realization of potentials has been studied in samples of the

general public in several ways. The most widely used techni-

que is the person trade-off, which was introduced by Patrick,

Bush, and Chen in 1973 under the name ‘equivalence of

numbers’ and was given its present name by Nord in 1995.

Typically, samples of the general public are presented with

pairs of programs targeting two groups of patients that differ

on one characteristic. The subjects are presented with numbers

of beneficiaries in the two programs and asked to judge at

what ratio between the numbers of beneficiaries they find the

two programs equally worthy of funding. For instance, pro-

gram A provides an improvement in utility from 0.4 to 0.6 for

100 people, whereas program B provides an improvement

from 0.8 to 1.0 for a larger number of people. How large must

the latter number be for the two programs to be deemed

equally worthy of funding? The stronger the concern for the

worse off (those in program A), the higher will the stated

‘equivalence number’ in program B be.

Person trade-off responses that take into account special

concerns for severity may be represented by values for health

states on the 0–1 scale from dead to full health used for

QALYs. For instance, a program A prevents death in 10 people

and allows them to live in full health. Program B averts an

illness that leads to nonfatal state S. Assume that people

consider 100 averted cases in program B to be equally worthy

of funding as 10 averted deaths in program A. The value of S is

then given by 1� (10/100)¼0.9. Person trade-off-based values

for health states are typically higher than utilities obtained for

the same states by techniques ordinarily used in the QALY

field.

Other possible approaches to measuring public preferences

for equity include questions about willingness to pay and

questions formulated by Paul Dolan about how large a health

benefit for one group of patients needs to be relative to a given

health benefit for another group of patients for the two

benefits to be deemed equally valuable from a societal

perspective.

Modeling

Technically, there are various ways of incorporating data about

concerns for equity in formal evaluation models. They may all

be seen as modifications of the QALY approach that lead to

evaluation in terms of EQALYs.

One modification, suggested by Nord et al. in 1999, is to

count as one all gained life years, even if they are in less than

full health, as long as they are good enough to be desired by

the individuals concerned. The purpose of this is to avert

discrimination against the chronically ill or disabled in valu-

ations of interventions that extend life (confer (cfr) point E in

the section ‘History and value basis’). A second modification

proposed by the same researchers is to place less weight than

the QALY approach does on the duration of health benefits in

comparisons of programs for patients with different life ex-

pectancies (cfr point D in the section ‘History and value

basis’). This may, for instance, be done by discounting distant

health gains more strongly than at the 3–5% annual rate that

is customary in conventional cost-effectiveness analysis, or by

disregarding benefits that lie beyond a certain point in time. A

third modification is to multiply utility gains as estimated by

conventional QALY tools with explicit equity weights re-

flecting the severity of the preintervention condition and the

degree to which health potentials are realized (cfr points B–D

in the section ’History and value basis’). Alternatively, one may

transform conventional utilities into societal values as illus-

trated in Figure 1. A transformation curve that is convex to the

Y-axis and has strong upper end compression can, in principle,

accommodate concerns for both severity and realization of

potentials. For instance, in the figure the curve transforms

conventional utilities of 0.4 and 0.7 to societal values of 0.8

and 0.95. If one replaces utilities from the X-axis with the

values from the Y-axis, the value, for instance, of a cure of A

relative to B increases from 2:1 to 4:1 (concern for severity),

whereas the value, for instance, of taking someone from A to B

relative to from A to healthy increases from one-half to three-

fourth (concern for reduced potential).

Tentative transformation functions of the kind in Figure 1

were published by Nord in 2001 for utilities from various

multiattribute utility instruments commonly used in QALY

calculations. Table 1 contains the same type of information.

Based on meta-analysis of policy documents and public

preference measurements in several countries, the table shows

a set of values for health states that purports to reflect the

structure of societal concerns for severity and realization of

potentials, using limitations in mobility as an example. The

table is included as a potentially helpful analytical tool in

guidelines for pharmacoeconomic evaluations in Norway.

Consider first the columns 1–3 in the table. The examples

of states on the 8-level scale in column 1 were chosen with a

view to making any one step move upwards on the scale to be

roughly of the same importance from the viewpoint of af-

fected individuals. In other words, the scale purports to be an

equal interval scale in terms of individual utility. This suggests

an even distribution of the 8 levels over the 0–1 utility space,

i.e., utility scores for the various levels, roughly as in column 2.

The numbers in column 3 are societal values. Concerns for

Values for valuing change from a societal viewpoint 

1.0                                                             Z
B′ 0.95

• X Y
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Utilities from the viewpoint of healthy 
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Figure 1 Utilities versus societal values for priority setting.
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severity are reflected in the fact that movements one step up-

wards on the scale are assigned more value the lower the start

point. Concerns for not discriminating too strongly against

groups with reduced potentials for health are reflected in the

fact that from any given start point, improvements of different

size (i.e., consisting in different numbers of steps on the scale)

do not differ as much in value as they do in terms of indi-

vidual utility gains calculated from column 2.

Health state values with a pattern as that in column 3 may

be used to weight life years and improvements in health status

in the same way as is done in QALY calculations. But valu-

ations of outcomes are then in terms of EQALYs rather than

conventional ones. They may be related to costs in cost–value

ratios that in theory indicate value for money of different

interventions in a broader way than cost–utility ratios do.

An alternative to calculating EQALYs by using numbers like

those in column 3 is to keep QALYs themselves untouched

and instead practice context-dependent willingness to pay for

QALYs. Consider columns 4–6 in Table 1. The figures in col-

umns 4(a) and 4(b) follow from columns 2 to 3, respectively.

The figures in column 5 presuppose an anchoring value for

willingness to pay. If, for instance, the willingness to pay to

save a life year in normal health is h100 000 EUR, the rest of

the figures in column 5 follow by rescaling the figures in

column 4(b) by a factor of 100 000. The column shows that

willingness to pay increases much more than proportionally

to the severity of the start point. As a consequence, the will-

ingness to pay for a QALY increases with the severity of the

start point (column 6).

This can be developed further. One may, in principle,

construct a hierarchical set of priority classes that takes into

account various equity concerns that society deems relevant in

priority setting. For each class, a maximum societal willingness

to pay for a QALY is decided, such that the higher the priority

class, the higher is the willingness to pay. Any outcome in

terms of QALYs is assigned to its appropriate class, which will

be higher in the hierarchy the more the outcome has equity

concerns counting in its favor. The cost of the QALY gain will

then be compared to the maximum willingness to pay for a

QALY in that class. For instance, QALYs gained in people with

severe conditions will, all else equal, be placed in higher

classes than QALYs gained in people with moderate con-

ditions and thus justify higher costs. An approach of this kind

is considered for implementation in the Netherlands, with a

social willingness to pay for a QALY ranging from roughly

h10 000 EUR to 80 000 depending on preintervention severity.

Although technically different, a scheme consisting of pri-

ority classes and context-dependent willingness to pay is in its

actual content equivalent to a system in which QALYs them-

selves are weighted and compared to a uniform willingness to

pay for a QALY. In both approaches, judgments need to be

made regarding how much weight the QALYs in question

deserve to be given. In one approach, the chosen weight is

connected to willingness to pay by assignment to priority

class, in the other approach the same weight is connected to

the QALY gains themselves and thus indirectly to willingness

to pay. Preference data that have been elicited by means of the

person trade-off or other methods in order to determine

equity weights for QALYs may thus also be relevant in deter-

mining the gradient of willingness to pay in a hierarchy of

priority classes. To judge whether the cost per QALY of a given

intervention is within the willingness to pay for QALYs in the

priority class in question may thus be seen as a variant of CVA

in the general sense of the term.

Alan Williams suggested in 1997 that QALYs should be

assigned more value the more the beneficiaries’ expected

Table 1 Health state values encapsulating concerns for severity and realization of potential. Implied public willingness to pay (WTP) assuming
WTP of h10 000 EUR for saving a life year

1. Problem level 2. Utility
(approximate)

3. Societal value
(approximate)

4. Value of raise to level 1 for 1 year 5. Limit to
willingness to
pay (euro) for
raise to level 1
for 1 year

6. Implied
willingness to
pay for a QALY,
based on column
4(a) and 5

(a) (b)
Utility SV

1. Healthy 1.00 1.00
2. Slight problem 0.86 0.995a 0.14 0.005 500 3 500
3. Moderate 0.72 0.98a 0.28 0.02 2 000 7 000
4. Considerable 0.58 0.92 0.42 0.08 8 000 19 000
5. Severe 0.44 0.80 0.56 0.20 20 000 36 000
6. Very severe 0.30 0.65 0.70 0.35 35 000 50 000
7. Completely disabled 0.15 0.40 0.40 0.60 60 000 70 000
8. Dead 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.000 100 000 100 000

aValues adjusted after original publication.

Abbreviation: QALY, quality-adjusted life year.

Source: Adapted from Nord, E., Pinto, J. L., Richardson, J., Menzel, P. and Ubel, P. (1999). Incorporating societal concerns for fairness in numerical valuations of health programs.

Health Economics 8, 25–39.

Examples at levels 2–7:

2. Can move about anywhere, but has difficulties with walking more than 2 km.

3. Can move about without difficulty at home, but has difficulties in stairs and outdoors.

4. Moves about without difficulty at home. Needs assistance in stairs and outdoors.

5. Can sit. Needs help to move about – both at home and outdoors.

6. To some degree bedridden. Can sit in a chair part of the day if helped by others.

7. Permanently bedridden.
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health over the whole life time falls short of a normal amount

of health (including longevity) over a whole life. This fair

innings approach is essentially a proposal to include a societal

concern for equity in the formal economic evaluation. The fair

innings approach to weighting QALYs for equity may thus be

seen as yet another variant of CVA in the general sense of

that term.

Issues

Population preference data to support CVA are presently not

satisfactory. Data on what would be reasonable separate equity

weights are almost nonexisting. This also applies to the fair

innings approach. For the values in Table 1, column 3, the

empirical basis in preference measurements is substantial, but

the values are the result of an informal meta-analysis of the

relevant preference literature conducted by one researcher. As

noted in a review by Shah in 2009, other researchers could

reach different conclusions.

Another current limitation is that Table 1 refers to health

problems in terms of reduced mobility. This is because so

much of the existing societal preference data pertain to this

particular dimension. To apply the numbers to other kinds of

health problems, one needs to know where they belong on the

severity scale of Table 1. This may be judged by judging the

effect on quality of life of those other problems compared to

the effects on quality of life of the various mobility problems

indicated in the table. Alternatively one may regard columns 2

and 3 as roughly indicating the relationship in general be-

tween individual utilities and societal values. So for instance, if

one has utilities from the multi-attribute utility instrument

EQ-5D columns 2 and 3 may be used to roughly estimate

corresponding societal values.

One common criticism of societal value numbers is that

people’s responses to numerical preference questions in

mailed questionnaires are unreflective and unreliable. This is

to some extent true. However, researchers have also collected

preference data in more high quality ways, for instance, in

focus groups that discuss ethical issues carefully before each

participant gives their responses to specific quantitative

questions.

Finally, the idea of incorporating concerns for fairness in a

numerical valuation model is controversial. Some researchers,

for instance, Dolan and Olsen (2003), are concerned that such

incorporation may overload the model and perhaps makes it

more difficult to understand and less reliable. The alternative

is to leave it to decision makers to take concerns for fairness

into account informally when dealing with the results of cost-

effectiveness analyses. This is an important practical issue for

continued debate. It is also a theme for further research. At the

end of the day, it is an empirical question whether decision

makers feel helped or not by CVA, or feel more helped when

provided with such analyses in addition to conventional cost-

effectiveness analyses.

See also: Incorporation of Concerns for Fairness in Economic
Evaluation of Health Programs: Overview. Quality-Adjusted Life-Years.
Valuing Health States, Techniques for. Willingness to Pay for Health
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Introduction

The specialty of radiology, diagnostic imaging, has revo-

lutionized the practice of medicine across the globe. No other

form of diagnostic medicine has had such a dramatic impact

on disease detection and mapping progression of treatment in

the preceding decades. In a 2001 survey of physicians, mag-

netic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography

(CT) scanning ranked number 1 amongst 30 medical innov-

ations of the last 25 years, beating cholesterol-lowering HmG-

CoA reductase inhibitors (statins), coronary arterial bypass

graft, and newer generation antibiotics (Fuchs and Sox, 2001).

With the diagnostic imaging technological revolution has

come the inherent increased costs of the technology itself.

With CT scanners and MRI scanners costing upward of $3

million (US), the utilization of these machines at an ever in-

creasing pace has helped drive up the medical bills of patients

everywhere.

One of the benefits to having diagnostic imaging technol-

ogy disseminated throughout the world is to provide a win-

dow into how the differing health care delivery systems tackle

this issue of managing cost and utilization in the face of

limited resources. In this article, four countries are studied: the

US, the UK National Health Service (excluding Scotland),

Canada, and Japan. The US provides a window into their

blend of private and government-sponsored health care sys-

tems. The UK and Canada allow a glimpse into two variants of

government-run health care. Japan allows for an analysis of

their social insurance health care system, which has the

highest per capita number of CT and MRI scanners of the

comparison countries. As can be seen from Tables 1 and 2,

these countries differ substantially in their numbers of ad-

vanced diagnostic equipment (CT and MRI scanners) as well

as radiologists per capita. This article will document these

differences and provide some suggestions of possible con-

tributing factors. More rigorous analysis of determinants of

cross-national differences in technology uptake and their

effects on health outcomes remains an important subject for

future research.

United States

Health care in the US is a mix of private and government-

sponsored methods of financing and care delivery. Insurance

coverage largely depends upon age, income, and employment.

For the majority of the adult population under the age of 65,

private insurance is obtained through the workplace. Em-

ployer-sponsorship of health insurance takes advantage of tax

preferences, facilitates contract negotiation for employees, and

creates an insurable pool of enrollees. Those who are not

employed or who do not have employer-sponsored health

care (sole business owners, independent contractors), can buy

insurance directly from insurance companies in what is

known as the individual market. Much of the Patient Protection

and Affordable Care Act of 2010 is devoted to reforming this

individual market, such as removing preexisting condition

exclusions, setting medical-loss ratios for insurance com-

panies, and creating health insurance exchanges to provide

information and subsidies to individuals who purchase these

policies.

For senior citizens over the age of 65, there is government-

sponsored Medicare. This program, which is administered by

private carriers, sets provider payments for hospitals and

physicians nationally, including reimbursement for radiology.

The program is funded by a combination of payroll taxes on

workers, general revenues and premiums paid by beneficiaries.

Finally, a subset of people below the poverty line are eligible

for Medicaid. Medicaid is government-sponsored by both

Federal and state governments. Provider payments are set on a

state-by-state basis and the program is funded via taxes. People

who fall outside of these public and private programs remain

uninsured, except for minor additional programs. Private in-

surance programs (employer-sponsored and individual) for

those under the age of 65 tend to follow the national fee

structure provided by Medicare.

Among the four countries considered, the US has the most

radiologists per capita. In addition, the US has the second

highest number of MRI and CT scanners compared with the

other countries. The high number of scanners can in large part

be attributed to the fee-for-service system, a system that re-

wards doing more per patient. The majority of the country has

no limits regarding the number of scans performed or the

number of scanners in operation, with only a few state-based

exceptions where a certificate of need is required prior to the

purchase of a scanner. For every scan performed, a fee is col-

lected, and thus the incentive to perform higher volume of

scans. The higher volume of scans translates to a higher

volume of scanners.

Payment for imaging services in the US is, in general

(driven by Medicare), split into two categories: technical fee

and professional fee. The technical fee is that which goes to the

owner of the imaging equipment. The professional fee goes to

the radiologist for interpretation of the study. Typically, the

professional component is much less than the technical

component, reflecting the relatively high equipment costs. In

2011, for example, a CT scan of the head carried a professional

fee around $40, as compared to the technical fee of around

$150.

A major legislation undertaken by the Federal government

to curb cost and growth in imaging was enacted in the Deficit

Reduction Act of 2005 (DRA 2005). This legislation reduced

the technical fee payment for contiguous body part scanning.

Hence, a CT scan of three contiguous body parts, such as the

chest, abdomen, and pelvis, where the reimbursed technical

fee was 100% for each, became 100% for the chest and 50%
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for the abdomen and pelvis (Moser, 2006). In 2012, Medicare

further reduced payments to radiologists by decreasing the

professional fee on a second body part for patients scanned on

the same day by 25%. Although these changes primarily im-

pact Medicare patients, insurance carriers tend to follow

Medicare rates, giving this legislation tremendous impact. In-

deed, Medicare rates indirectly serve as a ‘national fee sched-

ule.’ As a result of the DRA 2005, imaging volumes in

radiology offices decreased 2.0% between 2006 and 2007, as

compared to yearly increases of 8.4% between 2002 and 2006

(Levin et al., 2009).

The Organization for Economic Development and Co-

operation (OECD) data indicate that the US, as compared to

UK, Canada, and Japan, has the highest total health expend-

iture on imaging as a percent of gross domestic product (GDP)

(Table 1). The US ranks second among this group in terms of

number of CT and MR scanners per million, with Japan taking

the top spot. The US also has by far the highest number of scans

– both MRI and CT – per capita population, implying that there

is a relatively high level of access to imaging technology in the

US. However, when utilization per scanner is estimated

(number of scans per scanner), the country falls to the second

to last in terms of MR and CT utilization, indicating a relative

under utilization of imaging equipment compared to other

countries. Indeed, the US and Japan are the only high-income

countries in the world, which allow for essentially unrestricted

acquisition of high-technology scanners in a fee-for-service

environment (Cutler and Ly, 2011). It is, therefore, not sur-

prising that both of these countries have more scanners and

lower utilization of scanners compared to the UK and Canada.

The number of radiologists practicing in the US is around

100 per million population (Table 2), the highest of the

analyzed countries. In contrast to the relatively low scanner

utilization in the US, the radiologist utilization is the highest,

indicating that the US radiologist is reading more studies per

year than their peers in other countries. Thus the overall evi-

dence shows that the US has a relatively high number of

scanners, radiologists, and scans per capita, which is consist-

ent with it having relatively few controls on investment in new

equipment and on licensure of new radiologists.

According to the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Ser-

vices and Blue Cross Blue Shield Association, expenditure on

diagnostic imaging has been approximately 5% of total ex-

penditure on health care. The total amount of money spent on

diagnostic imaging in the US in the year 2000 was approxi-

mately $75 billion. In 2000, the national health expenditure

was $1.377 trillion, making imaging costs 5.4% of total health

care expenditure. The total cost of diagnostic imaging for 2005

was estimated to be $100 billion. In 2005, the national health

expenditure was $2.029 trillion, making imaging costs ap-

proximately 4.9% of total expenditure on health care.

Between 1998 and 2005, the annual growth rate in diag-

nostic imaging in the Medicare population was 4.1%. This has

slowed down in recent years, likely as a result of a combin-

ation of cost-containment strategies from the government as

well as the economic slowdown. Between 2005 and 2008, the

annual growth rate of imaging in the Medicare population was

1.4% (Levin et al., 2011).

United Kingdom/England

England has a universal public health care system (National

Health Service, NHS) with a supplementary private insurance

Table 1 Data on MRI and CT in US, England, Canada, and Japan from OECD

OECD
data

Total health
care
expenditure
(THE) as %
of GDP

Radiology
as % of
THEd

Per capita
spending
on
radiologyc

MRI units
per million
of
population

MRI exams
per 1000 of
population

Yearly
utilization
per MRI
scanner
(calculated)

CT units per
million of
population

CT exams per
1000 of
population

Yearly
utilization
per CT
scanner
(calculated)

US 17.6 (2010) 4.9 $403.42 31.6 (2010) 97.7 (2010) 3091.8 40.7 (2011) 265.9 (2010) 6533.2
UK 9.6 (2010) 1.4 $48.06 5.9 (2011) 38.6 (2009) 6542.4 8.9 (2011) 72.8 (2009) 8179.8
Canada 11.4 (2010) 1.2 $55.29 8.6 (2011) 47.7 (2010) 5546.5 15 (2011) 126.9 (2010) 8460.0
Japan 9.5 (2009) 5.2 $157.82 43.1 (2008) 65.4 (2002)b 1518.3a 97.3 (2008) 155.3 (2002)b 1596.0a

aJapan yearly utilization calculated based on 2002 data, where there were 92.62 CT units per million of population and 35.32 MRI units per million of population.
bKandatsu, 2002
cCalculated based on OECD per capita health care expenditure in combination with percentages from 1st and 2nd columns. Per capita health expenditure for the US and the

UK is 2010. Per capita health expenditure for Canada is 2011 (estimated). Per capital health expenditure for Japan is 2009.
dPercentages from text.

Note: Data for UK are based on hospital numbers, as ambulatory numbers were unavailable.

Table 2 Radiologists per million of population with data obtained
calculated as described

Country Radiologists per
million of
population

CT scans per
radiologist per
yeard

MRI scans per
radiologist per
yeard

US 100 (2009)a 2279.0 912.0
UK 45 (2012)b 1693.0 897.7
Canada 67 (2011)c 1871.6 641.8
Japan 36 (2004, OECD) 1725.5e 727.1e

aAmerican College of Radiology, practice of radiology in the US, 2009.
bCenter for Workplace Intelligence, 2012.
cBased upon 2294 Canadian radiologists (Canadian Medical Association- Number

and percent distribution of physicians by specialty and sex, Canada 2011).
dBased on assumption of stable number of radiologists over short period of time

and based on calculations from Table 1.
eCorrected for 40% of scans interpreted by radiologists.
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system. Taxes are used to fund the NHS, where most care is

provided at no cost to the patient at the point of service.

Patients register with and go to a general practitioner (GP)

who then serves as a gatekeeper between them and the hos-

pitals/specialists, including radiologists who normally are

employed in radiology departments within hospitals. Sup-

plementary private insurance is purchased by about 12% of

the population. It mostly pays for quicker access to specialists

and elective surgeries, which may be performed in private

hospitals or private beds in NHS hospitals. Anecdotally, pri-

vate insurance provides a greater degree of access to imaging

than the NHS. The private system is staffed largely by the same

physicians who serve in the NHS.

In general, over the preceding decades, radiology in the

NHS has been characterized by limited quantity of radiology

equipment, limited number of radiologists, and waiting lists

for patients. These issues have been tackled and have steadily

improved.

While the density of radiology equipment per capita in

England remains far lower than in the US, there has been a

substantial upgrading of imaging equipment in England over

the past decade. According to the UK Department of Health,

during 2000–07 the NHS spent d564 million (d80 million per

year) on CT, MRI, and LINAC (linear accelerator, for radio-

therapy) machines in inflation-adjusted currency. The esti-

mated cost to replace this equipment over the next decade is

d1 billion, noting yearly NHS annual budgets of around d100

billion.

In 2001, there were 1586 consultant radiologists. In 2010,

the number of full-time equivalent radiologists was 2194,

representing an approximate 38% increase over the decade.

This translates to approximately 45 full-time equivalent radi-

ologists per million of population. Despite this increase, it is

still below the Royal College of Radiologists recommendation

of eight full-time equivalent radiologists per 100 000 of

population, according to a December 2012 Center for Work-

place Intelligence report. Universal evening and weekend

coverage is not prevalent as is the case in the US. There is a

drive toward longer hours, and 12–14 h days per radiologist,

working 7 days per week has been implemented at Royal

Sussex County Hospital in Brighton with reported success. In

order to provide around the clock coverage, 24 h a day and 7

days per week, the number of radiologists would need to in-

crease to 6000, which implies roughly doubling the current

number.

In addition to high case volume, radiologists in England

face additional work pressures. The NHS Cancer Plan requires

that a radiologist be present at multidisciplinary meetings,

which have increased in duration and frequency since 2007.

These, on average, occupy 10% of the radiologists’ clinical

time. In contrast, this is not a requirement in countries such as

the US, where it is occasionally provided as a voluntary effort.

This results in additional radiologist time taken away from

reading films, exacerbating shortages. As in the US, an aging

population and increasingly complex imaging examinations

with an increased number of images per study, have also in-

creased the clinical burden on radiologists. A Center for

Workplace Intelligence report from August 2011 reports on

burn out resulting in radiologists leaving the work force for

sick leave or early retirement, as well as an increased rate of

mistakes such as overlooked lung cancers on radiographs. A

study from the Royal College of Surgeons of Ireland in March

2011 surveying Irish radiologists describes understaffing issues

in a system in which radiologist numbers are centrally con-

trolled by government agencies. The authors argue that current

methods of determining radiologist productivity are outdated

and do not give adequate weighting to responsibilities such

as teaching, procedures, double reading, and interpreting

outside films.

Private practice radiology does exist on a more limited

scale than the US, providing 10–15% of radiology services, as

per a July 2002 Audit Commission report. Fees for diagnostic

exams vary from provider to provider, but in general align

with fees charged in the US.

England has made progress in terms of patient wait times

for imaging. An audit commission report in 2002 found the

average wait time for outpatient MRI services was 20 weeks,

while for CT this was over 6 weeks. In 2004 the NHS con-

tracted with an independent sector radiology provider, Alli-

ance Medical, to provide 635 000 MRI scans to assist with MRI

backlogs. This served as a short-term solution to the waiting

lists. However, there is concern from within the NHS radiology

departments as to direct competition with the independent

sector for limited NHS funds. According to the Department of

Health, as of 2009, wait times over 6 weeks for CT and MRI

have been essentially eliminated.

The OECD data show that as of 2012, health care spending

in England is lower than in the US, accounting for 9.8% of

GDP compared to 17.4% in the US. However, rising health

care costs have led to recent reforms in the NHS. As per the

Department of Health spending review, the budget of the NHS

for 2011 is d103.8 billion, and the current budget provides a

0.4% increase in real terms through 2015. Overall planned

cost cutting include d20 billion in efficiency savings and a

33% decrease in administrative costs. Specific to radiology,

there will be an expected d8 million in savings annually to be

achieved by having some plain radiographs interpreted by

radiographers (nonphysicians) rather than radiologists.

In 2008/2009, d1.1 billion was spent on radiology services,

equating to 1.4% of the NHS budget. This is a smaller per-

centage when compared to the US (Grant et al., 2012). About

38.8 million imaging examinations were performed in Eng-

land in 2010, including 4 million CTs, 2.1 million MRIs, and

22.2 million radiographs, as per the Center for Workplace

Intelligence. This volume amounts to approximately 73 im-

aging examinations per 100 population per year. There has

been a rapid increase in volume of imaging in the UK, and

between 1996 and 2010 there has been a 445% increase in

MRI, 279% increase in CT, 94% increase in ultrasound, and a

16% increase in radiographs. As in the US, the increase has

primarily involved the more advanced and expensive imaging

modalities. Based upon calculations from the OECD health

data, the US, in comparison, has had an increase of 208% in

MRI, and 262% in CT.

Tables 1 and 2 show fewer CT and MRI scanners in the UK

relative to the US. When accounting for the total number of

scans performed, on average the UK seems to have a higher

utilization of their imaging equipment. On a per radiologist

basis, despite the aforementioned concerns of high case load

and clinical burden, radiologists read on average less number
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of CT and MRI cases per year than their US counterparts.

The difference between the countries might in part be

attributable to the differential payment structure of radi-

ologists. In the US, there is a financial gain for reading more

studies, while in the UK there is no such overt financial benefit

in their salaried model.

Canada

Canada has a single-payer universal health care system paid

for through taxation. Cost containing strategies, such as pa-

tient copayments, are effectively prohibited for ‘medically

necessary services’ by federal mandates. The roots of the

Canadian health care system date back to the Federal Health

Insurance and Diagnostic Services Act of 1957. The act pro-

vided that provinces funded 50% of the health care cost with a

federal match of 50%. Federal funding was contingent upon

the provinces providing medically necessary care, portability

of coverage, and universal coverage. In 1977, the open-ended

federal funding of health care was replaced with a federal per

capita block grant, meaning a fixed amount of money would

be provided to provinces every year, initially with indexing to

the GDP. In the early 1990s, the federal contribution was

frozen at 1989 levels, making the provinces responsible for all

growth of spending. By 1999, the federal share of health care

costs had fallen to between 10% and 20%. Until 2005, the

Canadian system banned private insurance from providing

services covered by public health insurance. In 2005, the

Quebec Supreme Court ruled in Chaoulli versus Quebec that

Quebec’s prohibition of private medical insurance in the face

of long wait times for public federally mandated care violated

‘rights to life’ and ‘security of person’in Quebec’s charter. The

provincial government has so far responded to this ruling by

managing waiting times, rather than encouraging growth of

private insurance.

The provincial contribution to health care is generally from

income or payroll taxes that are not earmarked specifically for

health care, and hence the amount of money individuals pay

for health care is not obvious to the taxpayer. From 2001 to

2010, the rate of health care spending has increased at greater

than three times the rate of inflation. Health care spending is

projected to equal or exceed 50% of all revenue in 6 of 10

Canadian provinces by 2017 (Skinner and Rovere, 2011).

Every year the provincial government negotiates annual

global budgets with the hospitals. The fixed budget covers all

operating costs and is based on estimated volume of patients

(occupied beds). New capital expenditures are allocated sep-

arately. There is a theoretical disincentive on the part of the

hospitals to provide expensive services, unless this would re-

sult in increased revenue, which would typically only happen

with a lag.

Physicians are primarily in solo practices (about 50% are

GPs), and collect their revenues via a fee-for-service system but

subject to an annual aggregate spending limit. Provinces and

medical associations determine a uniform fee schedule that

typically applies throughout the province. Expenditure and

income caps per physician are put into place (varying from

province to province), which are intended to prevent over-

utilization. After achieving a certain level of income (total

fees), the physician is paid only a percentage of the remaining

fees. Radiologists, in particular, are facing such ‘clawbacks’

proposed by provincial governments. Once total billings reach

a certain level, the clawback reduces payment of subsequent

services by a fixed percentage. A 2012 Ontario proposal re-

duces payment by 5% for billings above $400 000, 10% over

$750 000, 25% for billings over $1 million, and 40% for

billings over 2 million. This reduced marginal benefit attempts

to balance the incentive of reading too many scans. The con-

cern of the clawback scheme is the potential exacerbation of

current waiting lists.

Canadian radiologists are paid primarily in a fee-for-service

system. Based on data from the 2010 National Physician sur-

vey, 80% of diagnostic radiologists who responded received

greater than 90% of their income from fee-for-service, while

10% received income from a blended source (which can

include fee-for-service, salary, capitation, contract, on-call

remuneration, etc.).

A small number of private radiology clinics do exist in

Canada. As of 2007, there were 42 for-profit MRI/CT clinics in

Canada. Traditionally these clinics have performed scans as a

fee-for-service out of pocket payment and radiologists at these

sites do not work in the public sector. Rates for scans in

Alberta range between $500 and $800 per scan, while rates per

scan in British Columbia range between $500 and $2200. To

help combat public sector wait lists, they are now being used

to help increase imaging capacity in the provinces via con-

tracting with the public health service (Mehra, 2008).

As per 2010 data from the OECD, Canada spends 11.4% of

its GDP on health care costs (Table 1). Estimated per capita

spending for radiology in Canada is $55.29. This is closer to

the spending of the UK, and considerably less than that of the

US. According to the Canadian Association of Radiologists in

2012, costs of medical imaging in Canada (including main-

tenance of equipment and physician payment) is approxi-

mately $2.14 billion (US). Total health care expenditure is

11.4% of a GDP of $1.6 trillion (US), or $180.8 billion. Based

on this, diagnostic imaging costs in Canada are approximately

1.2% of total health care expenditure. However, it should be

noted that this does not include capital costs of scanner pur-

chase. Taken at face value, the percentage is on par with the UK

share of 1.4%, however much lower than the US share of

4.9%.

While a majority of Canadian citizens and physicians have

an overall positive impression of the Canadian health care

system, the system is not without criticisms. One criticism of

the Canadian health care system has been with regard to long

wait times. There is a low density of physicians in Canada that

serves as one potential rate-limiting step with regard to overall

health care spending. This holds true in radiology, with 67

radiologists per one million population, compared to 100

radiologists per million in the US. In addition to lower

manpower availability, the density of expensive medical

equipment such as MRI and CT scanners is also lower in

Canada, potentially limiting access and resulting in long wait

times. According to one survey released in 2009, the wait list

for urgent MRIs ranged from 24 h to greater than 1 month,

and the wait list for elective MRIs ranged from 28 days to 3

years. Other criticisms that have been raised in the past decade

relate to slower adoption of new technology, which may in
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some cases and in some parts of the country lead to patients

undergoing diagnostic and interventional procedures per-

formed with less modern equipment than would be possible

with more resources. Furthermore, due to the single-payer

system, diagnostics and procedures that are reimbursed at a

low rate or not at all by the public health system may be

difficult for patients to obtain. As noted in Table 2, the

number of CT and MRI scans interpreted per radiologist is less

than their US counterparts, whereas Canada ties with the UK

in having the highest number of scans per scanner. This sug-

gests that availability of scanners or budget allocation to pay

for scans are on average more often the limiting factors on

patient access, rather than manpower.

Comparison between the UK and Canada, both with sin-

gle-payer health care systems, shows similarities in the percent

of radiology expenditure as a share of total health expenditure,

as well as the per capita expense of radiology services. There

are also strong similarities in scanner utilization. These simi-

larities are in place despite the difference in payment models

to radiologists, with Canada being fee-for-service and the UK

being a salary model. It might be surmised that radiologists

are not, therefore, in the driver seat of imaging utilization, and

that it is the organization of the health care system that plays a

more critical role.

Japan

Japan has a universal health insurance system. Health insur-

ance is mandatory, with individuals receiving insurance either

via employer-sponsored plans or via one of several govern-

ment-sponsored health insurance plans. Health care spending

as a percent of GDP is low in Japan relative to other indus-

trialized nations – largely a result of the government’s tight

regulation of health care prices. The system operates via a

national fee schedule, reviewed biennially, which determines

government reimbursement for all health care services. This

single payment system has served as a remarkable control

mechanism for costs.

Despite tight government control over reimbursement for

imaging, there is no central government control on the in-

stallation of high-technology scanners in Japan. Japan has

the most MRI and CT scanners per capita. The high density of

MRI and CT scanners in Japan is an interesting phenomenon,

because reimbursement for imaging in Japan is far lower

compared to the US. For instance, the reimbursement for a

CT scan in Japan in 2008 was equivalent to $80, with the

reimbursement for an MRI equivalent to $155–180, these

prices being approximately one-fifth to one-tenth of the

reimbursement for the same studies in the US (Ehara et al.,

2008).

The low level of reimbursement begs the question as to

why Japanese hospitals and clinics would purchase so many

scanners and perform such a high volume of imaging, and

whether imaging in Japan is profitable. The answer in part is

cultural and relates to the expectation for rapid diffusion of

medical technology in the Japanese society, which is quick to

believe in its benefits even in the absence of clinical effect-

iveness data. Medical imaging in Japan is in fact not typically

profitable, yet hospitals reportedly seek high-technology

scanners so as to maintain their prestige and competitive

edge. The prestige of having an MRI scanner may attract more

patients and increase profits indirectly from margins on other

services. Furthermore, while the government reimburses im-

aging at a low rate, it does provide subsidies for purchasing

imaging equipment by major public hospitals and academic

medical centers (Ikegami and Campbell, 2005). Outside of

major academic centers, private sector imaging providers

who do not receive any government support tend to operate

with lower cost Japanese-made scanners. The cost of imaging

equipment in Japan is significantly lower than in the US,

which also helps to explain the high density of scanners.

Toshiba, Hitachi, and Shimadzu produce less expensive

models of imaging equipment for sale to Japanese providers

(Kandatsu, 2002).

A 2001 survey of scanners in Japan by the Japan Radio-

logical Society revealed that approximately 30% of MR

scanners were high-field 1.5 T scanners. A survey from 2005

showed that 53% of installed MRI scanners were 1.0 T or less.

In comparison, a 2006 IMV market research survey of the US

reported 90% of MRI scanners at 1.5 T field strength or

greater. The strength of the magnetic field in MRI is measured

in Tesla units, and higher Tesla scanners are stronger scan-

ners. This increased magnetic field strength in MRI results in

higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the resulting image.

With high SNR, smaller structures and finer details are more

easily visualized, which theoretically improves diagnostic

accuracy. When comparing costs between superconducting

scanners, in 2004, a 0.3 T scanner can cost around 70 million

Yen (approximately $753 000), while a 1.5 T scanner can run

120 million Yen (approximately $1.3 million) (Hayashi et al.,

2004).

Japanese fee schedules have been adjusted over time to

reflect the increased use of MR and CT. As the volume of

imaging increases, the government decreases reimbursement

to control overall expenditures. For instance, in 2002 the

reimbursement for an MRI brain exam was decreased from

16 600 Yen ($180 in US dollars, using early 2013 exchange

rate) to 11 400 Yen ($124), an approximate 30% decrease.

Over the past decade, there has been recognition that the

higher cost of operation and the higher quality of imaging

provided by higher field strength MRI scanners and multi-

detector CT deserves higher levels of reimbursement.

Other issues that distinguish the practice of radiology in

Japan from that in the US, Canada, and England include the

prevalence of interpretation of images by nonradiologists. In

1996, the government began offering higher reimbursement for

studies interpreted by board-certified radiologists. While the

proportion of studies interpreted by radiologists has increased

since that time, only 40% of imaging examinations were inter-

preted by radiologists as of 2003 (Nakajima et al., 2008).

Of all of the countries included in this article, Japan has the

lowest density of radiologists, with 36 per one million of

population as of 2004. Japanese radiologists worked an average

of 63.3 h per week in 2006. Cases read per radiologist, or

radiologist utilization, are on par with the US when accounting

for the 40% radiology interpretation rate. A 2002 survey from

the European Society of Radiologists of 14 European countries

showed that essentially all CT and MR examinations are

reported by radiologists.
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Japan’s total health expenditure is on the lower end of the

spectrum when compared to the other countries analyzed in

this article. In 2003, radiology costs were estimated to be ap-

proximately 5.2% of total health care expenditures (Imai,

2006). This is closer to the radiology share of spending in the

US (4.9%), than in the UK and Canada.

Conclusion

Comparison of the four countries used in this study demon-

strates important cross-national differences in the utilization

of diagnostic imaging, both absolutely and as a percent of

total health care spending.

On the side of total spending, the US and Japan have the

highest percentage of total health expenditure utilized for

radiology, at 4.9% and 5.2%, respectively. By contrast, the UK

and Canada have the lowest percentage of total health ex-

penditure utilized for radiology, at 1.4% and 1.2%. However,

note that data for Canada do not include costs of scanner

purchase, only operational costs. One of the major differences

between these groups of countries is that the former (US and

Japan) are not single public payer systems. And although the

latter group (UK and Canada) do have a degree of private

practice running alongside the single public payer, the public

system is by far the dominant mode of health care delivery.

Publicly owned providers are fundamentally not designed to

make a profit on the delivery of care.

From the provider reimbursement standpoint, fee-for-ser-

vice versus salaried model of radiologist pay does not, with

this limited glance, account for significant differences. Canada

is a fee-for-service system, while the UK is a salaried model,

and both systems achieve a relatively low percentage of total

health expenditure utilized for radiology.

In terms of access, Japan has the most scanners per capita

but ranks second, after the US, in number of scans per capita.

Utilization of equipment numbers, however, indicates that the

UK and Canada use their equipment more intensively than the

US and Japan, which is perhaps unsurprising given the former

two countries’ lower number of scanners per capita. Access to

imaging is related to the percentage of total health expenditure

utilized for radiology.

Ultimately, it might be surmised that an ‘if you build it,

they will come’ mentality exists within health care, and that

single-payer models serve as a better mechanism to limit both

imaging access and costs. Both the UK and Canada have

government budget constraints that can tightly control num-

ber of scanners in the market. And while Canada pays the

radiologist a fee-for-service model for interpretation of the

scan, the performance of the scan is not reimbursed in this

manner. Therefore, a potential strategy for countries at-

tempting to reign in radiology expenditures is the elimination

of technical fee-for-service, while preserving current mech-

anisms of radiologist interpretation reimbursement. Simply

reducing the technical component fee may not be enough, as

Japan has shown with its reduced fee schedule. The market

response in Japan has been to utilize lower cost scanners, and

the country has continued high radiology costs as a percentage

of total health expenditure.

Further research is needed into whether technical fee-for-

service reimbursement is a causative factor for higher costs,

not just for medical imaging, but also for health care as a

whole. The removal of technical fee-for-services, not merely

the reduction of fees, in laboratory services, surgical and

clinical services, in addition to imaging services could serve as

a future direction of health care cost containment and health

care policy.

See also: Diagnostic Imaging, Economic Issues in. Health Insurance
Systems in Developed Countries, Comparisons of
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Glossary
Covariate A variable that is possibly related to the

outcome under study.

Credible interval An estimate of the range of values

possible within a specified degree of credibility, usually 95%.

Elicitation Method to obtain subjective beliefs from an

individual.

Heuristics Experience-based techniques for problem

solving, learning, and discovery such as rules of thumb.

Introduction

Decision-modeling is increasingly used or required by health

technology funding/reimbursement agencies as a vehicle for

economic evaluation. The process of developing and analyzing

a decision analytic model as part of a health technology as-

sessment (HTA) involves many uncertainties. Some relate to the

assumptions and judgments regarding the conceptualization

and structure of a model, others to the quality and relevance of

data used in the model. Where data are absent or inadequate to

inform model uncertainties, the decisionmaker is faced with the

options of using whatever data are available, or commissioning

and/or waiting for further research. Delaying a decision is not

without negative consequences, however, as patients may not

receive what is actually the most cost effective intervention and

population health will be negatively affected. As an alternative

to delaying decisions, eliciting expert opinion can be useful to

generate or complement the missing evidence.

Elicitation can transform the subjective and implicit

knowledge of experts into quantified and explicit data. Char-

acterizing experts’ uncertainty over the elicited values of par-

ameters further used within a decision model, and assessing

the consequential impact on decision uncertainty, is particu-

larly important in HTA. It is also useful in exposing disagree-

ments and different degrees of uncertainty among experts. By

specifying the ‘current level of expert knowledge’ as distri-

butions, these can be used to generate estimates of the value of

conducting further research to resolve these uncertainties.

There are many possible uses for elicitation in HTA (Box 1).

In general, it is relevant where otherwise less informed, implicit

or explicit assumptions have to be made. Expert knowledge

can, therefore, help to characterize uncertainties that otherwise

might not be explored.

Techniques for eliciting uncertain quantities have received

a lot of attention in Bayesian statistics. However, it is a rela-

tively new technique in HTA and there are few examples of its

use. This article attempts to distill a large literature so as to

outline the methods available and their applicability to HTA,

using relevant examples from the field. It is not intended to be

a comprehensive summary but is instead a general guide with

further reading for those wishing to dig deeper.

The stages of an elicitation are divided into: the design of

the exercise, its conduct, methods for synthesizing data from

multiple experts, and assessments of adequacy of the exercise.

The Design Process

Decisions on what quantities to elicit and how to do it should

be determined by the intended purpose. There are a number of

issues to consider, and these can be categorized as: whose

beliefs to collect, what and how to elicit, and specificities of

elicit complex parameters such as beliefs regarding correlation.

Whose Beliefs?

There is a large literature on the selection of experts. The cri-

teria range from citations in peer reviewed articles to mem-

bership of professional societies. There is no consensus on the

best approach. It is generally agreed that an expert should be a

substantive expert in the particular area. However, the issue of

whether an expert should possess any particular elicitation

skills (e.g., previous experience of elicitation) is less clear and

will depend on the complexity of the task. Experts with stat-

istical knowledge may be required for elicitation of quantities

such as population moments or parameters of statistical dis-

tributions, though most experts can be assumed to provide

reasonable estimates of observable quantities, such as pro-

portions. In selecting experts, ideally only those without

competing interests should be chosen so as to reduce motiv-

ational bias. Once the analyst has selected the expert group,

one needs to decide how many experts to include in an

exercise. Generally, multiple experts will provide more infor-

mation than a single expert; however, there is a lack of guid-

ance regarding the appropriate number of experts.

Box 1 Uses of elicitation in HTA decision-modeling

The possible uses of elicitation in HTA decision-modeling include:

• Generating an appropriate set of comparators.

• Identifying appropriate patient pathways and relevant events.

• Describing parameters and their associated uncertainty.

• Quantifying the extent of bias, or improving generalizability from one
context to another.

• Characterizing structural uncertainties either through generating dif-
ferential weights for scenarios or by eliciting distributions of para-
meterized uncertainties.

• Validating or calibrating model estimates.
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What to Elicit?

Although previous elicitations have often sought to elicit prob-

abilities or numbers of events, costs, quality of life weights, and

views on relative effectiveness can also be elicited. Once the

analyst has decided on the parameters to elicit, the methods of

doing so come to the fore. There are several methods available.

When eliciting, for example, a transition probability, experts can

be asked to indicate their beliefs regarding the probability itself,

the time required for x% patients to experience the event, or the

proportion of patients who would have had experienced the

event after y amount of time. In other words, conditional on

particular assumptions, evidence on each of these aspects can

inform the same parameter. In selecting an appropriate method,

there is a need to consider the compatibility of the format with

that of other evidence in the model to be used jointly with the

elicited judgments. Where multiple parameters are to be elicited,

the analyst may promote some homogeneity in the quantities

used, avoiding, for example, seeking judgments on transition

probabilities by using proportions of patients for some par-

ameters and the time required for x% patients having had ex-

perienced the event for others. It is also generally accepted that

experts should neither be asked regarding unobservable quan-

tities nor regarding moments of a distribution (except possibly,

the first moment, the mean) or coefficients for covariates.

How to Elicit?

After choosing which quantities to elicit, the expert needs to be

able to express his/her uncertainty over each. Previous appli-

cations of elicitation techniques have found that nonnumerical

expressions of uncertain quantities can be useful. However,

obtaining quantitative rather than qualitative judgments on the

level of uncertainty is required in a decision model. This is

usually done by asking experts to specify their beliefs over a

manageable number of summaries characterizing their un-

certainty surrounding the quantity of interest. Ideally, the focus

should be on eliciting summaries with which the experts are

familiar and it is generally agreed that experts do not perform

well when asked directly to provide estimates of variance. It can

also be useful to elicit quantities that are conditional on ob-

served or hypothetical data.

Experts can be asked to reveal credible intervals directly (the

range of values that an expert believes to be possible within a

specified degree of credibility, usually 95%) or other percentiles

of the distribution. Variable interval methods can be used, where

percentiles are prespecified and the expert is asked to indicate

intervals of values in accordance with their beliefs regarding the

particular parameter. Alternatively, the fixed interval method,

which is also based on percentiles, requires the analyst to specify

a set of intervals that a specific quantity X can be contained

within. The expert then gives the probability that X lies within

each interval.

A method that has been applied previously in HTA is the

histogram technique or probability grid. This is a graphical

derivation of the fixed interval method where the expert is pre-

sented with possible values (or ranges of values) of the quantity

of interest, displayed in a frequency chart on which he/she is

asked to place a given number of crosses in the intervals or ‘bins’.

Histograms are appealing to even the least technical of experts

(see Box 2 for an example of this method in practice).

Eliciting Complex Parameters

Complex parameters include joint and conditional quantities,

regression parameters, and correlation, and transitions in a

multistate model (e.g., a Markov model). Perhaps the most

common challenge arising with parameters that are inter-

dependent is that a joint distribution may need to be elicited.

The analyst can assess the model’s sensitivity to variations in

the correlation coefficient, or estimate the correlation as part

of the elicitation exercise. There are a number of methods for

eliciting correlations but no consensus regarding the most

appropriate method. The methods include descriptions of

likely strength of correlation, direct assessment, and the spe-

cification of a percentile for quantity X contingent on a spe-

cified percentile for quantity Y. However, the complexity of

eliciting probability distributions that is conditional on other

probability distributions is likely to be too cognitively difficult

for many experts. In these circumstances, it may be appro-

priate to adopt a second best approach and elicit distributions

conditional on means or best guesses. This was the approach

used by Soares et al. (2011), where experts were first asked to

record the probability (and uncertainty) of a patient’s pressure

ulcer being healed when they received treatment with

hydrocolloid dressing. For experts who believed that the ef-

fectiveness of other treatments was different from the hydro-

colloid dressing, the distribution of the relative treatment

effects was elicited by asking experts to assume that the value

they believe best represented their knowledge about the ef-

fectiveness of the comparator treatment, hydrocolloid dress-

ing, was true (reference value). The reference value was the

mode (or one of multiple modes, selected at random).

Conducting the Exercise

Explaining the Concept of Uncertainty

Eliciting measures of uncertainty can be complicated, par-

ticularly because one wants to ensure that data reflect un-

certainty in the expected value rather than its variability or

heterogeneity. This is largely a question of the format of the

exercise; however, it can also be useful to present contrasting

examples of uncertainty and variability to help the expert

understand the key distinctions. Visual aids (such as the

histogram) can be useful for the elicitation exercise and can

help to reduce the burden on experts. It is also helpful to train

them, especially when they have limited experience of elicit-

ation. Experts will often respond better to questions and give

more accurate assessments if they are familiar with the pur-

pose and methods used in the elicitation exercise. Frequent

feedback should also be given during the process and, if

possible, experts should be allowed to revise their judgments.

Understanding the Impact of Bias and the Impact of
Heuristics

It can be useful to understand how experts judge unknown

quantities, in particular, whether they use specific principles or

methods in order to make the assessment of probability
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simpler. These heuristics are useful but can sometimes lead to

systematic errors. Garthwaite et al. (2005) described the fol-

lowing heuristics: judgment by representativeness, judgment

by availability, judgment by anchoring and adjustment, con-

servatism, and hindsight bias. All these issues should be

considered when eliciting probabilities, as each can bias the

assessments derived from experts, although the direction of

bias is unlikely to be known. In addition, any motivational

biases, bias from operational experience, and confirmation

biases must be considered and appropriate measures taken to

address their implications. Examples of biases in elicitation are

described in Box 3.

Box 2 Application of the histogram method (Soares et al., 2011)

The histogram method is a fixed interval method. The range of values that the quantity may take is partitioned into intervals, and for each interval, information is
collected on the probability of observing values. In an empirical application where uncertain quantities were elicited to inform a cost effectiveness model of negative
pressure wound therapy for severe pressure ulceration, 23 nurses elicited 18 uncertain quantities. All uncertain quantities elicited were probabilities, thus a
common scale was used (from zero to 100). A snapshot of the instrument used, to display the questions, is represented in Figure 1.

Think of UK patients with at least one debrided grade 3 or 4 pressure ulcer (greater than 5 cm2 in area).

What proportion of patients do you think would have a grade 3 reference ulcer
(rather than a grade 4 reference ulcer)? 

If patients have multiple grade 3 or 4 ulcers, focus on the deepest ulcer (we will refer to this as the reference ulcer).

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Proportion of patients (%)

Click here to
answer 

Back to exercise
menu 

Continue to next
screen

Section 1 - Population (1/4)

Figure 1 Graphic set-up of the instrument used in the elicitation exercise.

For each uncertain quantity, individual experts were asked to place 21 crosses on a grid defined to have 21� 21 cells (Figure 2). Note that, for ease, the
possible values that the quantity could take were made discrete (i.e., 0, 5, 10, y, 100). By placing the 21 crosses in the grid, the expert is effectively attributing a
probability mass to each of the possible values, where each cross represents 4.765% probability. The expert can either express certainty by stacking all of the
crosses in the same value (vertical column) or express the full certainty that a value is not possible by not attributing any crosses to it. By attributing one cross to
each possible value, the expert is expressing the view that any value could be possible, i.e., full uncertainty.

Think of UK patients with at least one debrided grade 3 or 4 pressure ulcer (greater
than 5 cm2 in area).

What proportion of patients do you think would have a grade 3
reference ulcer (rather than a grade 4 reference ulcer)?

0 5 10 15 20 25

Clear grid Return to the
previous screen

Clear grid
Return to the

previous screen
Submit your

answer

30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100%

You have inserted 18
crosses in the grid,
please insert 3 more
crosses.

Please include a total
of 21 crosses

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100%

What proportion of patients do you think would have a grade 3
reference ulcer (rather than a grade 4 reference ulcer)?

Think of UK patients with at least one debrided grade 3 or 4 pressure ulcer
(greater than 5 cm2 in area).

Figure 2 Graphic set up for the data capture histogram.
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Synthesizing Multiple Elicited Beliefs

When judgments from several experts are required, it is often

desirable to obtain a unique distribution that reflects the

judgments of all of them. There are two broad methods for

achieving this: behavioral and mathematical.

Behavioral approaches focus on achieving consensus. A

group of experts is asked jointly to elicit its beliefs, as if it were

a single expert, through the implicit synthesis of opinion and

without aggregating individual opinions. In this approach,

experts are encouraged to interact in order to achieve a level of

agreement for a particular parameter. There are a number of

behavioral aggregation techniques. The Delphi technique is

probably the best known of these and it has been frequently

applied to decision-making in healthcare. It involves sequen-

tial questionnaires interspersed by feedback and has charac-

teristics that distinguish it from conventional face-to-face

group interaction, namely, anonymity, iteration with con-

trolled feedback and statistical response. The Nominal Group

Technique is another popular consensus method. Here indi-

viduals express their own beliefs to the group before updating

these on the basis of group discussion. The discussion is fa-

cilitated either by an expert on the topic or by a credible

nonexpert. The process is repeated until a single value (or

distribution) is produced.

However, there are problems with group consensus.

First, consensus may not be easily achieved, and in some cir-

cumstances, there may be no value that all experts can agree on.

Second, dominant individuals may so lead a group that they

effectively determine the view of the whole group. Perhaps most

importantly, however, is that a focus on achieving consensus

means that behavioral approaches miss the inherent uncertainty

in experts’ beliefs regarding a parameter. There is a tendency for

the group to be overconfident when reaching consensus re-

garding an unknown parameter.

Mathematical approaches to synthesizing multiple beliefs

do not attempt to generate a consensus. Rather, they focus on

combining individual beliefs to generate a single distribution

using mathematical techniques. Aggregating individual ex-

perts’ estimates into a single distribution is the preferred ap-

proach in applied studies. However, some studies have also

used individual experts’ assessments as separate scenarios for

exploration. Synthesis of data from multiple experts often

involves two steps: fitting probability distributions and com-

bining probability distributions.

Fitting Probability Distributions

Fitting probability distributions to elicited data can be

undertaken by the analyst either post elicitation or by asking

the experts to assess fitting as part of the elicitation exercise.

Parametric distributions can be fitted if an expert’s estimates

can be represented in such a way. The choice of parametric

distribution is usually governed by the nature of the elicited

quantities. If elicited priors are to be updated with sample

information, then choosing conjugate distributions is

advantageous for analytical simplicity. However, the devel-

opment of computational methods has made it possible to

choose nonconjugate distributions (i.e., distributions not

from the same statistical family). Nonparametric methods

can also be used. These do not assume that the data structure

can be specified a priori; in effect, they have an unknown

distribution.

Combining Probability Distributions

There are two main methods for combining probability dis-

tributions: weighted combination and Bayesian approaches.

Weighted combination is referred to as opinion pooling, more

specifically either linear opinion pooling or logarithmic

opinion pooling. If p(y) is the probability distribution for

unknown parameter y, in linear pooling, experts’ probabilities

are aggregated using the simple linear combination:

p yð Þ ¼
P

iwi � pi yð Þ, where wi represents a weight assigned to

expert i. In logarithmic opinion pooling, averaging is under-

taken using multiplicative averaging. These two methods can

differ greatly, with the logarithmic method typically producing

a narrower distribution for the parameter, implying less un-

certainty in the estimate.

An example of the use of linear pooling is described by

White et al. (2005), they have elicited expert opinion on

treatment effects and the interaction between three trials.

Experts are asked to assign a weight of belief (up to 100)

to intervals of annual event rates. Experts’ weights were

Box 3 Examples of biases in elicitation

Biases in elicitation can include:

n Biases associated with experts:

- Motivation biases: for example, when experts have an incentive (e.g.,
financial) to reach a certain conclusion.

- Cognitive biases: these commonly involve the use of heuristics to
help reach decisions, solve problems, or form judgments quickly.
Examples are:
Conjunction fallacy: When the probability of conjunction (combined)
events is judged to be more likely than either of its constituents.
Availability: Where easy to recall events (like natural disasters) are
judged to have high probabilities of occurring.
Hindsight bias: The tendency to overestimate the predictability of past
events.
Anchoring effect: The tendency to rely on an anchor value that does
not provide any information regarding the actual value.

n Biases associated with elicitation methods:

- Structuring elicitation questions: biases may arise from how the
question is framed, for example, if relevant events have been omitted,
experts are unlikely to consider them in replying. But biases can also
occur when scales are used; for example, contraction bias occurs
when the full range of a scale has not been presented to the expert.

- Elicitation medium (e.g., interview or email survey) or aggregation
method. Experts in group meetings (typically conducted when con-
sensus aggregation methods are applied) tend to adopt a stronger
position often resulting in overconfident statements.

Although it is not clear from the literature how most biases can be
reduced/avoided, it is good practice to provide experts with an appropriate
and comprehensive training session, which may make it clear what biases
they might exhibit. The analyst can also attempt to avoid bias in designing
the elicitation task, and avoid motivation biases in the selection of experts.
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then combined by taking the arithmetic mean of indivi-

dual assessments (linear pooling with equal weighting of

experts).

More recently, there has been a move toward using Baye-

sian models for combining probabilities. Aggregation in a

Bayesian model uses the experts’ probability assessments to

update the decisionmakers’ own prior beliefs regarding an

uncertain parameter. These methods have not yet been applied

in HTA and the need for the decisionmakers’ input is likely to

be difficult to implement in practice.

If experts have been asked to express their beliefs regarding

the value of an unknown quantity using a histogram, number

of options are available for aggregation. Linear opinion

pooling and Bayesian models can be used to aggregate para-

metric distributions, fitted to each expert’s histogram. Alter-

natively, the empirical distributions derived can be combined

to generate one overall empirical distribution.

Interdependence of Experts

Regardless of the method used to combine experts’ probability

distributions, an additional level of complexity is introduced

when the assumption that experts provide independent beliefs

is not sustainable. This is more likely if experts are chosen

from the same professional organization or base their beliefs

on shared experience or information. In this case, joint dis-

tributions should be used, incorporating the covariance matrix

for the experts’ assessments.

Assessing Adequacy

Four alternative measures have previously been described

in the literature for assessing the adequacy of an elicitation:

internal consistency, fitness for purpose, scoring rules, and

calibration.

Internal Consistency

Internal consistency is particular relevant when eliciting

probabilities. An expert’s assessment of one (or more) un-

known parameters should be consistent with the laws of

probability. Achieving coherence may, however, involve more

complex reasoning and, in the presence of such complexity,

either incoherent judgments are transformed for further use or

the exercise is constructed in order to minimize or eliminate

incoherence. Qualitative feedback can also be useful in as-

sessing internal consistency. Any discrepancies can be fed back

to the experts and appropriate adjustments to assessments can

be made.

Fitness for Purpose

Inevitably, some degree of imprecision will remain in elicited

beliefs and their fitted distributions. Sensitivity analysis can

be useful in discovering whether the ultimate results of the

analysis change if alternative (but also plausible given the

expert’s knowledge) distributions are used. A commonly

used sensitivity analysis in a Bayesian framework explores

alternative prior distributions. If results do not change ap-

preciably, then the distributions can be said to represent the

experts’ knowledge and are thus fit for purpose.

Scoring Rules

For parameters that are known or subsequently become

known to analysts, comparisons can be made between elicited

distributions and those known distributions. This provides an

opportunity for assessing the ‘closeness’ of the elicited and

actual distributions. The ‘scoring rule’ then attaches a reward

(a score) to an expert using some measure of accuracy, with

those gaining higher scores being regarded as performing

better. Commonly used scoring rules are the quadratic, loga-

rithmic, and spherical methods. In the example from Chal-

oner et al. (1993), elicitation was used to inform a model

using the intermediate results of a randomized trial. On

completion of the trial, comparisons were made between eli-

cited estimates and those based on actual data. It was con-

cluded that the elicitation exercise, although producing some

thought-provoking results, did not necessarily predict trial

outcomes with much accuracy. Although not done explicitly as

part of the exercise, it would have been possible to score ex-

perts’ beliefs retrospectively, possibly with a view to com-

bining these with the experimental data.

Calibration

The most commonly used method for assessing the adequacy

of elicitation is to measure experts’ performance through

calibration. The basic premise of calibration is that a perfectly

calibrated expert should provide assessments of a quantity that

are exactly equal to the frequency of that quantity. By asking

experts to provide estimates of known parameters, their per-

formance, in terms of distance between their estimates and the

true value, can be determined. Unlike scoring rules, measures

of performance such as calibration can then be used to adjust

estimates of future unknown quantities. Alternatively, a recent

example by Shabaruddin et al. (2010), used the mean number

of relevant patients to derive a weighting for each expert. This

was then used to generate weighted means in the linear

pooling.

Discussion

Formally elicited evidence to parameterize HTA decision

models is yet to be used widely. However, it has huge poten-

tial. Compared with many other forms, elicitation also con-

stitutes a reasonably low cost source of evidence. However, the

potential biases in elicited evidence cannot be ignored, and

due to its infancy in HTA, there is little guidance to the analyst

who wishes to conduct a formal elicitation exercise.

This article has summarized the main choices that an

analyst will face when designing and conducting a formal

elicitation exercise. There are a number of issues, of which

the analyst should be particularly mindful, especially the

need to characterize appropriately the uncertainty associated

with model inputs and the fact that there are often numerous
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parameters required, not all of which can be defined using

the same quantities. This increases the need for the elicitation

task to be as straightforward as possible for the expert to

complete.

There are numerous methodological issues that need to be

resolved when applying elicitation methods to HTA decision

analysis. In choosing to use more complex methods of elicit-

ation, it is also important to note that the complexity of many

HTA decision models and the need to capture experts’ beliefs,

as inputs into these, creates a tension between generating

unbiased elicited beliefs and populating a decision model

with usable parameters. However, where experimental evi-

dence is sparse, controversial, and difficult to collect, as far as

emerging technologies, the need to explore the added value of

elicited evidence seems particularly pressing.

See also: Adoption of New Technologies, Using Economic
Evaluation. Economic Evaluation, Uncertainty in. Incorporating Health
Inequality Impacts into Cost-Effectiveness Analysis. Infectious
Disease Modeling. Information Analysis, Value of. Observational
Studies in Economic Evaluation. Policy Responses to Uncertainty in
Healthcare Resource Allocation Decision Processes. Problem
Structuring for Health Economic Model Development. Specification
and Implementation of Decision Analytic Model Structures for
Economic Evaluation of Health Care Technologies. Synthesizing
Clinical Evidence for Economic Evaluation. Value of Information
Methods to Prioritize Research
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Glossary
Offset effects When use of one service ‘offsets’ or reduces

use of another.

Sufficient statistic In welfare analysis, when a sufficient

statistic is available, no data are informative about a welfare

effect.

Introduction

The typical analysis of health insurance and service use con-

siders coverage for a single aggregate commodity, ‘health care.’

It is natural to extend the analysis to more than one service,

raising a number of issues in health insurance design. Fun-

damentally, two covered services can be substitutes or com-

plements. ‘Offset effects,’ a term common in the empirical

literature, refers to the substitute case, when use of one service

‘offsets’ or reduces use of another. The main insight regarding

optimal insurance with multiple services is straightforward:

When one service substitutes for another covered service, the

increase in demand from insurance generates an efficiency

gain from the decreased use of the other covered service. The

reason for this is that the other service is itself insured and

therefore to a degree ‘overused.’ The under appreciated subtlety

in this result is the role of coverage for the ‘other’ service.

Without coverage and overuse, there is no efficiency gain/loss

with a change in demand for the other service. The role of

coverage emerges in the analysis of multiple services, and has

important implications for the way ‘offset effects’ should be

measured and interpreted.

Concern about multiple services and substitutability and

complementarity in insurance design need only be concerned

with relationships with other covered services. Other services,

if these are not part of the insurance plan even if they are

health care services, are irrelevant for questions of optimal

insurance. For example, suppose coverage for a certain pre-

scription drug for pain offsets use of over-the-counter an-

algesics. Because these are not insured, there is no inefficiency

associated with their use, and any ‘offset’ in the use of over-

the-counter drugs is irrelevant for insurance design.

Coverage for the ‘other good’ plays a role in the empirical

literature studying cross effects in demand. A large literature in

health economics and health services research tests for ‘offset

effects.’ The most active area for current research is on the cross

effect of coverage for prescription drugs. Drug coverage is

relatively new and variable. Furthermore, effective drug treat-

ment for many, particularly chronic illnesses, might reason-

ably be expected to prevent/offset the need for other forms

of care.

A related question is insurance coverage for ‘prevention,’

health care that affects the probability of illness. The argument

for coverage for preventive services is similar to the offset ar-

gument, and rests on the presence of coverage of the service

for the illness that would be prevented.

The article begins with a brief review of some of the em-

pirical literature on offset effects, and then considers the issue

from the standpoint of welfare economics and insurance

design.

Empirical Literature Cross Elasticities

Much of the empirical research on cross elasticities in health

care has focused on drugs. Ellison et al. (1997) studied

cephalosporins, a class of anti-infectives, using IMS monthly

time series data from 1985 to 1991, and found significant

elasticities between some therapeutic substitutes. More re-

cently, Ridley (2009) investigated cross-price elasticities for

antiulcer drugs and drugs to treat migraines using data for 3

million people from a large pharmacy benefit manager (PBM)

in the early 2000s. He found large effects on demand when

drugs differed in the co-payment from other drugs in

their class.

A particularly interesting case of a cross elasticity has

emerged in statins, used to treat high cholesterol. In June

2006, the second largest-selling statin, Zocor, became available

as generic simvastatin. Statin drugs had very high sales. In

2004, Zocor was the fifth largest selling drug worldwide in

terms of dollar sales, and another statin, Lipitor, was the

worldwide leader among all drugs from any class greater than

$12 billion of sales annually. In response to the availability of

generic simvastatin, managed care plans moved Lipitor to

higher (less favorable) tiers (Aitken et al., 2008 p. W157). One

PBM moved Lipitor to tier 3 in January, 2006 in anticipation

of generic simvastatin, and saw more than 40% of patients

switch from Lipitor to a lower-tier statin (Cox et al., 2007).

Among those with co-payment differences of $21 or more,

80% switched.

It is typical in this literature to measure the ‘offset effect’

by the effect on total spending not just covered or plan

spending on the ‘other service.’ For example, Shang and

Goldman (2007) use Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey

(MCBS) data from 1992 to 2000 to show that extra spending,

measured by plan plus consumer medical costs, on drugs use

induced by Medigap coverage, is more than offset by re-

ductions in total health care spending. Hsu et al. (2006)

compared medical spending for Medicare beneficiaries with a

cap on drug coverage to those without a cap at Kaiser Per-

manente of Northern California before Medicare Part D.

Drug spending was 28% less in the capped group but other
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categories of expenditures were higher and total spending for

all care was not significantly different between the groups,

implying a near dollar-for-dollar offset in total costs. Gaynor

et al. (2007) studied the effect of increases in co-payments

charged for drugs among private employees on total (plan

plus consumer) spending. Increases in nondrug spending,

largely in outpatient care, offset $0.35 of each dollar saved in

drug costs. An exception to the singular focus on total

spending is the paper by Chandra et al. (2010), finding that

the savings in costs due to higher co-payments for drugs were

partly offset by higher spending on hospital services among

retired state employees in California. They tracked offsets by

payer because a primary (Medicare) and secondary (em-

ployer-provided supplemental) shared in offsets unequally.

Approximately 20% of the cost savings from higher cost

sharing for physician services and drugs was ‘offset’ by higher

costs of hospitalization overall, with the offset concentrated

among those with a chronic illness. Interestingly, as the

authors point out, in the CalPERS case, this offset largely

takes the form of a negative fiscal externality from the Cal-

PERS supplemental policy (which saves from the elevated co-

payments) to Medicare (which pays most of the costs of

hospitalization).

The implicit logic in offset papers is that if total medical

costs fall due to an increase in coverage, then the change in

coverage is welfare improving (i.e., ‘pays for itself’). This article

argues that change in total medical spending, meaning the

sum of plan and patient out-of-pocket spending, is not the

right measure of the economic value (or cost) of a change in

insurance coverage due to offset effects. Rather, changes in

health plan costs alone measure the economic value of savings

due to reductions in the use of other services. Applying

methods reviewed by Chetty (2009) and Glazer and McGuire

(2012) showed that a ‘sufficient statistic’ for evaluating the

welfare effect of change in coverage for one that is good is the

change in total plan-paid costs less the change in costs trans-

ferred to/from consumers. They derived an elasticity rule for

when the offset effects of an improvement in coverage in-

creases welfare.

A simple argument shows why total costs are not the right

welfare measure of an offset effect. Suppose the plan covers just

one service, ‘health care,’ and an increase in coverage of health

care increases a consumer’s total expenditures on health care.

The consumer budget constraint implies that spending on some

other noncovered services has to fall. This ‘offset’ says nothing

about efficiency because coverage expansions are always exactly

‘offset’ in this trivial sense. What if the other affected spending

were on another form of health care that was minimally cov-

ered in the plan, say for 1% of costs with consumers paying

99%? Logically, token coverage cannot imply that the full

spending change as an offset should be counted.

A Model of Offsets in Health Insurance

Suppose a health plan covers services 1 and 2. Quantity of

each received by a representative individual in the plan is x1

and x2 measured in dollars. Benefits to the individual are

B(x1,x2), where BiZ0, Biio0, i¼1,2, with subscripts indicating

partial derivatives. Letting ci denote the co-payment charged

for each unit of service i, then the individual demands service i

to satisfy:

Biðx1,x2Þ ¼ ci i¼ 1,2 ½1�

Let R denote the plan premium paid by the enrollee. As-

suming the plan makes zero profit, the premium is

R c1,c2ð Þ ¼ 1� c1ð Þx1 þ 1� c2ð Þx2 ½2�

where (x1,x2) are given by eqn [1].

The individual’s total utility from the plan is thus

U c1,c2ð Þ ¼ B x1,x2ð Þ2c1x12c2x22R c1,c2ð Þ ½3a�

where (x1,x2) are from eqn [1] and R is from eqn [2].

Substituting for R to recognize that the individual pays for

services by a combination of the cost sharing and the

premium:

U c1,c2ð Þ ¼ B x1,x2ð Þ2x12x2 ½3b�

Consider now what happens to utility (welfare) eqn [3b] if

the plan were to change the co-payment for service 2:

qUðc1,c2Þ
q c2

¼ ðB1 � 1Þ q x1

q c2
þ ðB2 � 1Þ q x2

q c2

¼ ðc1 � 1Þ q x1

q c2
þ ðc2 � 1Þ q x2

q c2
½4�

The second equality follows from eqn [1].

Suppose co-payment for service 2 is reduced. If

q x1=q c240, there is an offset effect and consumption of x1

falls with this change. What happens to welfare? Equation [4]

tells us how to value the offset. Reversing the sign of eqn [4] to

get an expression in terms of plan shares, when co-payment

for service 2 goes up (down), utility of the individual goes up

(down) if and only if eqn [5] holds:

1� c1ð Þ q x1

q c2
Offset effect

þ 1� c2ð Þ q x2

q c2
Own-price effect

2
64

3
75o0 ½5�

The intuition for this result is the following: The second

term on the left-hand side of the inequality captures the

inefficiency in consumption induced by the reduction in co-

payment for service 2. With health insurance, the marginal

benefit of health care is less than the marginal cost

(B2¼c2o1), and the extra consumption of x2 due to the

reduction in co-pay creates additional welfare loss. In the

conventional analysis of optimal health insurance, this

welfare loss is weighted against the risk spreading gain to

find the optimal co-payment, c2. The first term on the left-

hand side in eqn [5] is the offset effect due to the change in

consumption (in this case reduction) of x1. Just as with the

own-price effect, benefits and costs both matter in valuing

welfare of any offset effect. The 1ðq x1=q c2Þ part is the re-

duction in total cost from the change in x1 and, because

B1¼c1, the �c1ðq x1=q c2Þ part is the loss in benefits. Thus,

the net welfare measure of offset effects is plan’s savings:

ð1� c1Þq x1=q c2:

Changes in (consumer’s) welfare to changes in plan costs

can now be related. From eqn [2] it is known that when co-

payment for service 2 changes, the change in the plan costs is
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given by

qRðc1,c2Þ
q c2

¼ ð1� c1Þ
q x1

q c2
þ ð1� c2Þ

q x2

q c2
� x2 ½6�

Equation [4] for changes in welfare, and eqn [6] for

changes in plan costs, are the same except for the presence of

x2, the cost shifting effect of a change in c2, a transfer ultim-

ately paid by the consumer in any case. Using eqns [4] and [6]

a rule for a welfare change, in terms of changes in plan-paid

costs, can be stated.

Rule for Welfare Effects

The welfare effect of a change in coverage is equal to minus the

change in plan costs net of the cost-shifting effect of the cov-

erage change.

Proof. From eqns [4] and [6] the result is

qUðc1,c2Þ
q c2

¼ � qRðc1,c2Þ
q c2

� x2 ½7�

This rule for welfare effects constitutes, in Chetty’s (2009)

term, a ‘sufficient statistic’ for welfare evaluation of health

insurance changes. The measure, change in plan costs less cost

shifting, is equal to the welfare change, and thus yields an ‘if

and only if rule’: Welfare goes up if and only if plan costs less

transfers go down.

The rule brought out in this article can be used to interpret

the existing logic of the offset literature which focuses on total

costs, plan paid plus patient paid, and concludes that an im-

provement in coverage for good 2 is worthwhile if it ‘pays for

itself’ in savings on good 1. Consider a reduction in c2 that

decreases use of covered good x1 (an offset effect). Suppose the

improvement in coverage for x2 ‘pays for itself’ in the sense

that the reduction in the total cost of x1 exceeds the increase in

plan costs for x2. This rule tells us that this condition is neither

necessary nor sufficient for an increase in welfare. It is not

necessary because the cost-shifting effect of the change in c2 is

disregarded for welfare. It is not sufficient because it is not

total costs that measure the value of the offset, but plan-paid

costs. Instead of looking for a coverage improvement to ‘pay

for itself,’ the following simple rule, expressed in terms of

demand elasticities for when an improvement in coverage

improves welfare via an offset effect, is proposed.

A Simple Rule for When Offsets Increase Welfare

Welfare goes up with a decrease in c2 (improvement in cov-

erage) when the partial derivative in eqn [4] is negative, or

alternatively

ð1� c1Þ
q x1

q c2
4� 1� c2ð Þ q x2

q c2
½8�

Putting this in elasticity form and dividing through by – e22

(a positive number), the criterion for a welfare improvement

with a decrease in c2 becomes

� e12

e22
4
ð1� c2Þx2

ð1� c1Þx1
½9�

In eqn [9], e12 is the cross and e22 is the own-price elasticity

with respect to c2. The RHS of eqn [9] is positive and equal to

the ratio of plan paid costs for service 2 to service 1. The

following rule can now be stated: For a decrease in c2 to im-

prove welfare, the goods must be substitutes (e1240); and the

ratio of the absolute values of the cross to the own-price

elasticity must exceed the ratio of the plan paid costs for the

two services.

The offset rule for welfare is simple to apply. Suppose it is

known that the own-price elasticity of drugs is � 1.0 and the

cross-price elasticity for hospital services is þ 0.2. If the

plan paid drug costs are less than 20% of the plan-paid hos-

pital costs, an improvement in coverage for drugs improves

welfare.

Attention to plan rather than total cost can change the

tenor of the policy implications of offset effects, particularly

for drug coverage where plan shares are relatively small.

Turning to some results in significant recent offset papers il-

lustrates the quantitative importance of the plan-cost per-

spective. Comparing the change in total costs for drugs and

hospitals, Chandra et al. (2010, p. 208) found that a decrease

in coverage for drugs reduced total drug costs by $23.06 per

member per month, but increased total hospital costs by only

$7.23 – the offset amounted to only a 1:3 ratio of hospital cost

increases to drug cost savings, and in the authors’ judgment

was ‘unlikely to be enough’ to reverse the perceived value of

the co-payment increase. However, taking the plan rather than

total cost perspective it can be said that because drugs are

covered at roughly 50% and hospital cost at 100%, the offset

ratio doubles, to approximately 2 to 3. It should be noted here

that the California change studied in Chandra et al. (2010)

also involved increases to outpatient co-pays, which are ig-

nored in this illustrative example. These increases also saved

money, making the offset ratio 1:5. By ignoring this other

benefit change in this discussion, it is, in effect, assumed that it

is the drug coverage change that causes the offset.

Final Comments

In applied policy research, offset effects played an important

role in the discussion about the design of optimal health in-

surance for mental health treatment, and more recently they

do so in the case of coverage for drugs. Most public and private

plans cover drugs, but the coverage is partial in the sense that a

drug formulary typically excludes many drugs, and for those

drugs that are covered, the percent paid by the plan is much

less than for other health care services. Interestingly, the co-

payment for generic drugs is often so high that it exceeds

the acquisition cost to the health plan. The ideas in this article

about valuing offset effects have the most current direct ap-

plication to the question of coverage for drugs. If health

insurance markets worked perfectly, competition would maxi-

mize welfare of the representative consumer, implying the

efficiency issues discussed here would be taken care of in

competitive equilibrium. Health insurance markets are fraught

with sources of market failure, however, such as moral hazard,

adverse selection, imperfect competition, externalities due to

the participation of multiple insurers, as well as concerns

about equity. In many cases there can be little assurance that
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market forces alone will lead to optimal coverage, leaving a

role for calculations of the type illustrated here.

The major limitation of this rule for offsets and model

setup generally, stems from the assumption that quantity is

determined by the equality of marginal benefit to the con-

sumer/patient and patient co-payment. Although the standard

demand model is widely applied in theoretical and empirical

health care research, it is also seriously questioned as a basis

for describing the outcome of patient–provider interactions.

Effective physician agency on behalf of the patient would be

consistent with this approach, but it is acknowledged that the

marginal benefit–marginal cost equality is still a strong as-

sumption. Relatedly, health economists doubt whether con-

sumer demand should be interpreted as marginal benefit

when assessing the efficiency of changing coverage. Per-

spectives from ‘value-based insurance design’ and behavioral

economics both question the conventional welfare framework

for assessing the efficiency cost of added coverage for a service.

See also: Efficiency in Health Care, Concepts of. Evaluating
Efficiency of a Health Care System in the Developed World. Resource
Allocation Funding Formulae, Efficiency of. Value-Based Insurance
Design
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Introduction

Importance of the Theory

Why do consumers purchase health insurance? To purchase

anything, the consumer must give up something, and in the

case of health insurance, that ‘something’ is the premium

payment. Although the nature of the premium payment is

clear (to both consumers and economists), what is not clear is

the nature of the benefits that consumers receive in return. This

represents the central objective and the challenge of health

insurance theory: to describe just what it is that consumers

receive in return for the premium. If this is known, then why

consumers purchase health insurance will be known.

This is an important question because it can affect con-

sumer welfare in fundamental ways. From the perspective of

the insurance firm, if insurers knew precisely what it is that

people value in insurance, they would be able to design more

competitive insurance contracts, contracts that provide more

of what consumers want to purchase. From a public policy

perspective, policy makers would be able to design more ef-

ficient and effective government health insurance programs,

implement more equitable subsidies and taxes, and encourage

more efficient behavior with regard to the types and amount

of health care insured consumers purchase. From a larger so-

cial perspective, if it were known why consumers purchase

health insurance, politicians would better know the value of

health insurance relative to other goods and services, and

thereby better understand the importance of health insurance

programs compared to all the other programs that govern-

ment could sponsor.

Complexities of Health Insurance

Although this might seem like a relatively straightforward ex-

ercise, it is not. Insurance contracts have a number of com-

plexities that make them difficult to analyze. Here is a listing

of the most important ones. It should be noted that many of

these complexities were identified by Kenneth Arrow in his

famous 1963 paper on the characteristics of the medical care

portion of the economy that make the sector unusual.

First, there is the uncertainty with regard to illness itself:

not everyone becomes ill during the contract period and many

of the benefits that consumers derive from paying a premium

occur only if they become ill. Payoffs that are contingent ap-

pear in many types of contracts so they are not unusual, but

they always make things more complex because they require

the consumer to think about what might happen in the future.

Second, because illnesses vary, there is uncertainty with

regard to the cost of treating illness. Some illnesses require

health care expenditures that are relatively affordable to the

typical consumer, but other illnesses are catastrophically ex-

pensive. Not only do the costs of different illnesses vary, but

also the resources available to individuals if they were to

remain uninsured and had to pay for health care themselves.

That is, some consumers who become ill are rich and some are

poor. On top of that, the diseases and the procedures used to

treat them may also reduce the budget if the consumer is no

longer able to work and make income. The variation in eco-

nomic circumstances of consumers interacts with the variation

in the cost of the illness, and both conspire to make a large

portion of health care expenditures unaffordable to a sub-

stantial segment of the population. This complexity must also

be accounted for in the theory.

Third, uncertainty also occurs with regard to the effective-

ness of the health care in treating the disease. Sometimes the

health care cures the disease, and sometimes it does not. In-

deed, sometimes the health care is represented only by the

palliative care during the short period before death. Although

the variability in the effectiveness of the health care is a con-

sideration in the purchase of insurance, it is clear that modern

health care is often effective and for that reason, can be very

valuable to the consumer. Thus, the value of the health care

covered by the insurance benefit is a consideration in deter-

mining why consumers purchase insurance. This is especially

true in light of implication of the second complexity that

sometimes the health care would not be affordable and thus

accessible to the consumer without insurance.

Fourth, the contingent benefit of insurance is based on the

consumer transitioning from a state of being healthy to a state

of being ill. The change in health state clearly affects how one

values medical care – what ‘healthy’ person would value

chemotherapy or a leg amputation enough to ‘consume’ it?

Sometimes, the change in health state can also affect how

consumers value the other goods and services that can be

purchased. For example, some illnesses can be in the form of a

broken bone or a minor respiratory disease, where it is clear

that one is feeling poorly on a temporary basis and the state of

illness represents largely an inconvenience. Other illnesses,

however, may have severe symptoms in terms of pain and

ability to function normally, be chronic, or threaten the lives

of the individuals suffering from them. Thus, when thinking

about the value of all the benefits of an insurance contract, the

consumer would likely need to consider how they would re-

gard the benefits of insurance if they were filtered through the

perspective of being in an ill state. In the ill state, consumers

may appreciate the various aspects of life – both the medical

care and the income to spend on entertainment, travel, and

other consumer goods – differently than in a healthy state, and

this would bear on how the benefits of insurance are perceived

and evaluated. Theorists who desire to model why people

purchase insurance would need to acknowledge this change in

perspective in order to produce a complete theory.

Fifth, health insurance contracts are not perfect. Although

we may think about illness as an exogenous event that we have

no control over, in actuality, we have a great deal of control

over whether we become ill. For example, whether we develop

heart disease is associated with a number of discretionary
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behavioral choices – whether we smoke, are overweight, ex-

ercise, eat cholesterol-laden foods, etc. Insurance contracts (so

far) do not distinguish between illnesses that are brought on

by the behavior of the insured and those that are caused by

factors beyond the control of the individual. The problem this

creates for insurance is that sometimes being insured might

alter the extent to which a consumer acts to avoid disease.

‘Moral hazard’ is the term that those in the insurance business

use to describe the changes that occur in behavior of the in-

sured and ‘ex ante moral hazard’ is the term used by econo-

mists to describe the type of behavioral change where the

probability of becoming ill increases when an individual

becomes insured.

Sixth, most health insurance contracts simply pay for the

sick consumer’s health care. As a result, the amount of the

insurance benefit when ill is not fixed in advance of becoming

ill (nor is the benefit even totally dependent on becoming ill).

Insurers often pay for more health care than the ill consumer

would pay for if they had remained uninsured. ‘Ex post moral

hazard’ is the term used to describe the type of behavioral

change where once insured persons become ill, they purchase

more health care and incur greater expenditures than they

would if they were not insured and were paying for the care

themselves.

And finally, the basic idea behind insurance is that many

people who are not ill pay into a pool in order to benefit the

few members of the pool who become ill during the period of

insurance coverage. This means that one of the fundamental

incentives for prospective purchasers of insurance is to try to

join the pool ‘after’ one becomes ill, in order to avoid paying

premiums during the years when one is not ill. This phe-

nomenon is called ‘adverse selection’ and is represented by the

tendency of those who purchase insurance to be sicker or

more prone to becoming sick, and therefore more costly to

insure, than the average person. If the insurer does not catch

this bias and charge these people higher premiums, the firm

would pay out benefits that are greater than the premiums it

takes in. Again, health insurance contracts are not perfect.

Modern health insurance plans often provide other bene-

fits – the ability to bargain down producer prices, the evalu-

ation of new technologies for effectiveness, the screening of

physicians and other providers for quality – that add to the

complexity, but those that are listed above represent the major

complexities associated with the quid pro quo of the traditional

insurance contract. In the discussion that follows, we consider

how improvements in our understanding of insurance have

coincided with increases in the benefits that are recognized to

derive from insurance. We begin, however, with the con-

ventional theory that the demand for health insurance is

simply related to the avoidance of the uncertainty associated

with illness and the loss of income that paying for one’s own

health care would entail.

Conventional Insurance Theory

The Gain from Certainty

The conventional theory of demand for ‘health insurance’

was originally borrowed from the theory of the demand for

‘insurance,’ which was concerned primarily with a type of

indemnity policy where the consumer possesses a certain asset

for which they desired protection from loss. For example, a

homeowner might want protection from fire. The consumer

has the choice between remaining uninsured and accepting

the chance that the asset and its value might be lost to fire, or

paying a premium for an insurance contract that would pay

the consumer a lump-sum payment equal to the value of the

asset if the asset were lost. Assuming that there is no difference

between the premium payment and the expected loss if un-

insured – that is, assuming that the insurance premium is

actuarially fair and nothing extra is included in the premium

to cover the administrative costs of the insurer – the consumer

is better-off with insurance.

The insurance decision for this type of loss was laid out in

1948 by Milton Friedman and L. J. Savage in what has come to

be regarded as the seminal article in the health economics

literature (Friedman and Savage, 1948). Figure 1 shows the

fundamental relationship that economists assume exists be-

tween utility, on the one hand, and either income or wealth,

on the other. Utility increases with income or wealth, but at a

decreasing rate. The shape of this curve, U, derives from that

intuitively appealing principle that consumers would gain

more utility from a given amount of additional income or

wealth (that is, consumers would value or appreciate it more)

if they were poor than if they were rich. For example, a con-

sumer with $20 000 in wealth gains more utility from an

additional $1000 than he would if he had started out with

$100 000 in wealth.

The gain from purchasing insurance can be demonstrated

using Figure 1. A consumer starts out with assets (or income,

but for simplicity, the discussion will use assets) of $100 000

and is faced with a 50% chance of becoming ill and in-

curring a $80 000 loss due to the need to purchase a medical

procedure. The utility function, U, indicates the utility of

$100 000 is U($100 000) and the utility of $20 000 is

U($20 000). Without insurance, the expected value of the

consumer’s assets is $60 000 because he starts out at $100 000,

but loses $80 000 with a 50% probability, so the expected loss

is $40 000. Similarly, with regard to utility, without insurance,

the consumer starts out at utility of U($100 000) but falls to

U($20 000) with a 50% probability, so the expected utility is

EU($60 000) as in Figure 1. Thus, point A represents the ex-

pected position of the uninsured consumer facing a loss of

$80 000 with a 50% chance.

Assume that the insurer charges the actuarially fair pre-

mium, one that reflects only the expected payout and none of

the administrative costs or profits. The actuarially fair pre-

mium is $40 000 because that is the amount that the insurer

expects to payout for each person that is insured for this illness

(that is, $80 000 payout times the 0.5 chance of illness, for

each person who is insured). If the consumer pays such a

premium and purchases insurance, she will have $60 000 re-

gardless if healthy or ill. If the consumer stays healthy, she

would start out with $100 000 in assets, would have no health

care expenditures and receive nothing in payout from the in-

surer, but would pay a $40 000 premium, leaving $60 000 in

assets. If the consumer becomes ill, she would start out with

$100 000 in assets, would incur health care expenditures of

$80 000, would receive $80 000 from the insurer, but must

pay a $40 000 premium, again leaving $60 000 in assets. Thus,
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regardless of whether the consumer stays healthy or becomes

ill, if she purchases this insurance, she has $60 000 in assets.

The utility of $60 000 with certainty is determined by the

utility function as U($60 000), and so with insurance, the

consumer would be at point B in Figure 1. The gain in utility

from insurance is measured by the vertical distance between

points B and A, or the difference between U($60 000) and

EU($60 000) on the vertical axis. This difference in utility is

the welfare gain from buying health insurance under the

conventional theory, and represents the sole reason for

purchasing it under this theory.

To this theory was added the complexity of loading fees

(the additional amount that the insurer includes in the pre-

mium to cover administrative costs and profits), but the basic

source of the gain remained the same. Friedman and Savage

interpreted this gain as satisfying the consumer’s preference for

certainty, as opposed to uncertainty, and many have viewed

the benefits of health insurance from this perspective. Based

on this theory and the utility gain from the certainty that

health insurance contracts provide, Arrow concluded in his

1963 article that the case for health insurance was ‘over-

whelming.’ This is the theory that has been used over the years

to explain why consumers purchase health insurance.

Limitations of the Theory

The theory, however, has a number of limitations. First, the

theory would only apply to those medical procedures that are

affordable. This is because there is no uncertainty if the loss

cannot occur, and this would most likely be the case if the cost

of the procedure is so high that the ill consumer cannot pay

for care. It is possible that the consumer might be able to

borrow the additional resources, but an uncollateralized loan

for a risky procedure would be difficult to obtain and so this

option is limited at best. Saving for the procedure is also

possible, but saving when ill may be out of the question be-

cause of the ill consumer’s diminished earning capacity and

the limitations on time available. Thus, this theory does not

recognize that many procedures and health care episodes may

be too expensive to be financed privately, save for insurance.

This is an important omission because, given that about half

of all health care expenditures in the US are incurred by the

top 5% of spenders (Stanton and Rutherford, 2006) and that

those under 65 in the lowest quartile of the income distri-

bution in the US have virtually no net worth and those in the

second lowest quartile of the income distribution have net

worths that average close to their annual income (Bernard

et al., 2009), procedures that are too expensive for consumers

to afford to purchase privately make up a substantial pro-

portion of health expenditures in the US.

Second, the ‘loss’ in this theory is the income or assets lost

due to the spending on the medical care. In contrast to the

simple destruction of an asset (e.g., a house burning down),

the spending on medical care is not really a loss, but part of

quid pro quo transaction where the consumer spends income or

wealth to obtain medical care. The medical care that the

consumer obtains in return for this ‘loss’ may be very valuable,

but the value of the medical care does not appear in

the model.

Third, the model assumes that the utility that the consumer

gains from income or assets when ill is the same as the utility

when healthy. For example, it assumes that $100 000 in assets

is just as valuable when healthy and being spent on restaurant

meals, gas for the car, etc., as it would be when ill and being

spent on restaurant meals, gas for the car, and a $50 000

medical procedure that saves the consumer’s life. In fact, this

model implicitly assumes that the utility from income is

U(100)

EU(60)

20

U(60)

U(20)

A

Utility of 
$1000s in 
assets or 
income

U

$1000s in 
assets or 
income

B

10060

Figure 1 Gain from insurance under conventional theory.
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derived ‘only’ from the nonmedical care purchases that one

can make with income, and that becoming ill does not alter at

all the utility that is derived from these purchases. And as was

noted, the utility from income that can be used to purchase

medical care when ill simply does not enter the model.

Fourth, as mentioned, the motivation for purchasing in-

surance under this model was interpreted by Friedman and

Savage to reflect the consumer’s natural preference for certain

ones over uncertain ones and that this preference for certain

losses summarized the reason why consumers purchase health

insurance. Whether consumers actually do have a preference

for certain losses over uncertain ones has been tested by

Kahneman and Tversky. In a series of experiments that led to

the formulation of prospect theory (and to a Nobel prize in

economics for Kahneman), these researchers found that con-

sumers generally prefer uncertain losses to certain ones of the

same expected magnitude, the opposite of what the con-

ventional insurance theory asserted (Kahneman and Tversky,

1979). If this preference for uncertain losses is generally true

of consumers, as the experiments appeared to show, then the

demand for health insurance cannot be attributed to a pre-

ference for certain losses.

Fifth, the payoff in this theory is in the form of a lump-sum

transfer of income to the insured. Although such a policy is

possible and actually exists for some types of insurance, such

as personal accident insurance (e.g., policies that pay $50 000

for the loss of sight in one eye), most health insurance policies

pay off by paying for care (or a portion of it after some

copayment by the insured). Moreover, spending (that is, the

loss) with and without insurance is assumed to be the same in

this simple model. As a result, this model does not allow for

moral hazard.

Moral Hazard Welfare Loss

Of all the limitations of this risk avoidance model, the one

that was seized on initially was the lack of recognition of

moral hazard – but not all moral hazard, only ex post moral

hazard. As mentioned earlier, economists distinguish between

two types of moral hazards. Ex ante moral hazard occurs when

the consumer takes less care to avoid losses if insured than if

not insured. For example, because health expenditures are

covered, a consumer might have an increased probability of

illness if insured, compared with if uninsured. Ex post moral

hazard was defined originally as the additional spending that

occurs after one becomes ill, insured versus uninsured. Re-

cently, some economists have suggested that ex post moral

hazard is represented only by the portion of the change in this

behavior that is due to a response to prices, but that was not

the original view. This distinction has come about only re-

cently, because for a long time it was thought that ex post

moral hazard was ‘only’ a response to prices.

In a 1968 comment on Arrow’s (1963) article, Pauly wrote

what was to become ‘one of the,’ if not ‘the,’ most influential

articles in the health economics literature. Pauly’s article led to

almost a ‘preoccupation’ among American health economists

with the notion that the basic problem with the high health

care costs in the US was the consumption of too much care

(and, implicitly, not the high prices of health care). This

perspective, in turn, led to important policy initiatives in the

US over the next 30 or 40 years that focused on reducing the

quantity of care: The introduction of copayments into insur-

ance policies, the adoption of managed care, and the pro-

motion of consumer-driven health care (where policies with

large deductibles are paired with health savings accounts).

Indeed, some economists argued during this period that high

prices of medical care were beneficial because they choked off

demand by making coinsurance rates more effective.

Pauly’s argument recognized that health insurance policies

paid off not by paying a lump-sum amount when the con-

sumer became ill, as the Friedman and Savage model as-

sumed, but by paying for any health care that the individual

consumed. Thus, the impact of insurance on the consumer’s

behavior was essentially to reduce the price of health care, to

which the consumer responded by demanding a greater

quantity of care. Figure 2 shows the observed or Marshallian

demand for health care, D, by the individual consumer and

the quantity of health care consumed, mu, if uninsured and if

1 is the price of a unit of medical care, m. If the consumer

becomes insured under a contract where the insurer pays for a

percentage of care represented by (1–c) with c representing the

coinsurance rate, then the price of care that the consumer faces

effectively drops to c and the consumer purchases mi quantity

of health care. So, ex post moral hazard is represented by the

increase in consumption from mu to mi.

The problem with moral hazard according to Pauly’s

model is that the additional care is worth less than the cost of

the resources used to produce it. If the health care market is

competitive, then the market price of health care, 1, would

also represent the marginal cost of the resources used to

produce the care, that is, the value of the goods and services

that the same resources could have been produced in their

next most valuable use. The marginal cost curve represents the

cost of producing each of the units of health care, given the

assumptions of the model. The value of health care is meas-

ured by the willingness to pay for it, as shown by the height of

the demand curve at each level of m. For example, according to

the demand curve, the willingness to pay for the mu unit of

medical care is just equal to 1, the market price. If the price

were to drop to c because of insurance, the additional health

1
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Figure 2 Welfare loss from moral hazard under the conventional
theory.
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care consumed, that is, the moral hazard, is (mi�mu). The

value of this additional care is represented by the area under

the demand curve, area aemimu. The cost, however, is the area

under the marginal cost curve, or abmimu. Costs exceed the

value by the area abe. This area, then, represents the welfare

loss associated with moral hazard.

Empirical and Professional Support

With the publication of Pauly’s paper, the conventional theory

of the demand for health insurance was now set. The demand

for health insurance was represented by the gain from averting

the risk of loss, but it was necessary to subtract from this gain

the welfare loss from ex post moral hazard. Pauly thought that

the loss was potentially so important that the net effect, ‘could

well be negative’ (Pauly, 1968, p. 534), implying that insur-

ance could make the consumer worse-off, especially if the

government mandated its purchase. In 1973, Martin Feldstein

empirically estimated the net gain from health insurance in

the US based on conventional theory and concluded that ‘‘the

overall analysis suggests that the current excess use of health

insurance produces a very substantial welfare loss’’ (Feldstein,

1973, p. 275). Feldstein argued that raising the coinsurance

rate to 67% across the board would improve welfare. This view

persisted over the remainder of the century and into the next.

In 1996, for example, Willard Manning and Susan Marquis

found that low coinsurance rate health insurance policies also

resulted in a net welfare loss based on conventional theory

and concluded that a coinsurance rate of approximately 45%,

also across the board and with no limit on out of pocket

spending, would be optimal.

During the same period, a health insurance experiment –

the most costly social experiment ever performed in the US –

was also conducted by the RAND Corporation. The RAND

Health Insurance Experiment randomly assigned some par-

ticipants to receive free care and others to care with some form

of cost sharing. As was expected, those assigned to free care

consumed more medical care – both physicians services and

hospital admissions – than those who had to pay for a portion

of the cost of their care, but more importantly, aside from

better correction of vision problems, there was no significant

improvement in health for those who received more care

(Newhouse, 1993). Thus, the influential findings of the RAND

health insurance experiment fit the Pauly’s model like a glove:

Insurance generated additional care, but the additional care

was not very valuable because it did not result in any im-

portant improvements in health.

Why Pauly’s focus on ex post moral hazard caught on

among American economists is not clear: after all, two other

sources of inefficiency in health insurance contracts – ex ante

moral hazard and adverse selection – were also broadly rec-

ognized at the time. Ex ante moral hazard would have gener-

ated a similar welfare loss from the reduction in purchase of

efficient health preservation services and the increase in the

purchase of inefficient health recovery services once ill (med-

ical care), because the prices of the recovery services were

made to be artificially low relative to the prices of the health

preservation activities. The inefficiency associated with adverse

selection (the nonpurchase of insurance by those who would

have purchased insurance were it not for the high premiums

caused by adverse selection) was also broadly recognized at

the time, but this inefficiency did not rise to the level of a

component of the basic theory. Although the confirmatory

studies by influential economists were clearly a factor, perhaps

even more important for its appeal was that it underscored the

importance of competitive prices, which was consistent

with the prejudices of economists. Moreover, its diagrammatic

argument was accessible, elegant, and easily taught.

Alternative Theory

The Gain from an Income Transfer When Ill

Recently, an alternative theory has been suggested that in-

corporates all the factors that were limitations to the con-

ventional theory (Nyman, 2003). The basic notion is that

health insurance represents a quid pro quo contract where the

consumer pays an actuarially fair premium to the insurer

when healthy in order to receive a lump-sum income payment

if the insured were to become ill during the period of time

covered by the insurance contract. If the insured consumer

does not become ill, the contract holder simply relinquishes

the insurance premium. An actuarially fair health insurance

contract is therefore purchased because the utility gained from

the additional income if ill exceeds the utility lost from paying

the premium if the consumer remains healthy.

This theory is fundamentally different from the Friedman

and Savage theory because it does not incorporate a desig-

nated loss when ill as part of the insurance decision. That is,

there is no loss of assets or income from illness recognized by

the theory. As a result, there is no ‘preference for certainty’ in

this model and no ‘smoothing of income’ across the states of

the world, as some have interpreted the Friedman and Savage

approach to imply. The only loss of income that occurs in the

alternative model is the loss of the insurance premium if the

insured person remains healthy. Because the theory does not

incorporate a designated loss, the income payment when ill

can be any amount and does not need to reflect the spending

that would occur without insurance.

Advantages over Conventional Theory

This theory has a number of advantages over conventional

theory. First, the theory is not limited to explaining the

demand for insurance coverage for only that portion of

medical care that the consumer could otherwise purchase if

uninsured (the portion that would generate a loss of income

and/or wealth due to such spending), but it also explains why

consumers purchase insurance coverage for medical care

spending that would exceed the consumer’s resources. Indeed,

the access that the insurance payoff provides to that medical

care that would otherwise be unaffordable is one of the main

reasons why insurance is purchased under this alternative

theory.

Second, the value of insurance is directly linked to the

value of the medical care that the consumer can purchase as a

result of being insured and receiving an income payoff

when ill. As was mentioned, some modern medical care is
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ineffective, but much of it is very effective and can generate

large health improvements, both in terms of limiting the

negative effects of illness and expanding life expectancy.

The health improvements derived from this medical care can

be very valuable to consumers, and there is often no alter-

native (private) means for obtaining this care other than to

purchase insurance. This value, entirely missing from the

conventional model, is emphasized in the alternative model.

Third, this model recognizes that consumer preferences can

be altered when the consumer becomes ill by specifying two

utility functions for both consumer commodities and medical

care: one when healthy and another when ill. This allows for

the consumer to incorporate a different evaluation of con-

sumer goods and services in the two states. For example, is

spending on traveling or home improvements as valuable

when ill as when healthy? But, more importantly, it allows for

a different evaluation of medical care by the consumer in the

two states. For example, is spending on a new heart valve

or leg amputation as valuable when healthy as when ill?

It recognizes that illness changes preferences so that a coro-

nary bypass procedure or course in chemotherapy now be-

comes valuable, whereas it would reduce utility if purchased

when healthy. Under this theory, insurance is the mechanism

by which an increase in income occurs at precisely the same

time as the onset of illness generates a change in preferences,

making it possible to purchase the medical care services that

would not be valued or purchased, given preferences when

healthy.

Fourth, rather than trying to explain the purchase of

insurance by claiming that consumers generally exhibit a

preference for certain losses over uncertain losses of the same

expected magnitude – a claim that has been thoroughly

discredited and indeed proved to be diametrically opposed to

the preferences of most consumers by the empirical studies

underlying prospect theory – the alternative theory suggests

that preferences for certainty are not part of the demand

for health insurance at all. Uncertainty exists in life, clearly,

but insurance cannot do anything about it other than to

coordinate the uncertain occurrence of illness with an equally

uncertain payment of income.

Fifth, the conventional theory focuses on a welfare loss

from ex post moral hazard, all of which is deemed to be welfare

decreasing because it is generated by a reduction in price and

a subsequent movement along the consumer’s demand curve

with a payment of income. It is as if a hospital suddenly

announced a sale on coronary bypass procedures and add-

itional shoppers flocked to take advantage of the bargain,

whether they were ill and needed a bypass operation or not.

With the alternative theory, the price reduction is the vehicle

by which income is transferred from those who purchase in-

surance and remain healthy to those who purchase insurance

and become ill. As a result, the price reduction applies only to

those who are ill enough to need an important health

care intervention and the income transfer within the price

reduction works to shift out the demand curve of those who

are ill. It is as if a hospital suddenly announced a sale on

coronary bypass operations and those additional patients who

now flocked to the hospital are only those who suffered from

coronary artery disease and could not afford to purchase the

procedure at the existing market prices.

Welfare Implications of Moral Hazard

Actually, the moral hazard response to the price reduction

under the alternative theory requires some additional ex-

planation because it can be partly a response to the price de-

crease that is used to transfer income and partly due to the

income transfer itself. Indeed, this is one of the important

implications of the new theory: Some of the additional

spending due to insurance (moral hazard) is efficient and due

to the income transfer, and some is inefficient and due to

using the price reduction to transfer income. It is the efficient

moral hazard that represents one of the most important rea-

sons for purchasing insurance. At the same time, inefficient

moral hazard also exists, but it is not quite the same as de-

scribed by Pauly (1968). A short explanation is required.

As described earlier, conventional theory suggests that the

response to insurance can be described as a movement along

the observed or Marshallian demand curve. In Figure 2, at the

market price, 1, a certain amount of medical care, mu, is

demanded. If insurance was purchased, the price of medical

care faced by the consumer is c, then mi would be purchased.

Thus, conventional theory uses the Marshallian demand curve

to show the response to insurance. With insurance, however,

the price does not simply drop due to exogenous market

forces as would be consistent with the Marshallian demand,

but instead, the price reduction must ‘be purchased’ by paying

the premium for an insurance contract. Moreover, the greater

the price reduction or lower the coinsurance rate specified

in the contract, the greater the premium that must be paid.

The payment of the premium reduces the amount of income

remaining that can be used to purchase medical care after

insurance is purchased, and thus reduces the amount of care

that is purchased at the lower insurance price. (Medical care is

a ‘normal good’ implying that less would be purchased if the

consumer had less income.) For example, for a family of 4

making $40 000, an 80% reduction in the price that occurred

as a result of market forces would generate a greater increase in

the quantity of medical care purchased than would an 80%

reduction in the price which the family had to pay for with a

$20 000 health insurance premium. This implies that the in-

surance demand curve is steeper than the Marshallian demand

curve used by Pauly, and that the actual moral hazard welfare

loss is smaller than would be the case if evaluated by a

movement along the Marshallian demand curve.

More importantly, however, the price reduction is the

mechanism used in the insurance contract to transfer income

out of the insurance pool to the consumer who has become

ill. For example, without insurance, a consumer who contracts

breast cancer would spend $20 000 of her own money on a

mastectomy. If she purchased an insurance contract for $6000

that lowered her price to 0, she would purchase the $20 000

mastectomy, plus the $20 000 breast reconstruction and two

extra days in the hospital to recover for $4000, all paid for by

the insurer. The additional $24 000 in spending on the breast

reconstruction and the two extra days in the hospital repre-

sents the moral hazard. Although the price has fallen to 0 to

the consumer, the price of the care that the hospital and

physicians provide has not changed, and $44 000 must come

out of the insurance pool to pay for her care. Of that amount,

$6000 represents the premium that she paid originally, but the
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rest, $38 000, represents the premiums that others paid into

the pool and that were used to pay the providers on her be-

half. These payments represent a transfer of income to her. If

the insurance contract was such that this income transfer were

paid directly to the consumer upon becoming ill, it would

cause the consumer to purchase more medical care than if

uninsured, and thus generate a portion of the moral hazard.

Indeed, by comparing the total moral hazard under a

standard insurance contract to the moral hazard under a

contract that paid off with a lump-sum equal to the same

income transfer, one can distinguish the efficient moral hazard

from the inefficient moral hazard. If the insurer had paid off

by writing a check to the consumer for $44 000 upon the

diagnosis of breast cancer, this additional income may have

caused the consumer to purchase the $20 000 breast re-

construction, but not the two extra days in the hospital for

$4000. If this were the case, then the $20 000 breast re-

construction would represent efficient moral hazard because

the consumer could have used the additional income to pur-

chase anything of her choosing. So, if she chooses to purchase

the medical care, one can assume that the additional income

has shifted the preinsurance demand curve outward and that

the willingness to pay now exceeds the cost of producing the

care. The $4000 for the extra hospital days is inefficient and

consistent with Pauly’s original concept.

Conventional versus Alternative Theories of Moral Hazard
Welfare Compared

The alternative theory can now be compared directly with

the conventional theory of the moral hazard welfare loss. In

Figure 3, the Marshallian demand curve D shows the response

to an exogenous change in the price for the consumer who has

become ill. At a medical care price of 1, the consumer, if un-

insured, would consume mu medical care. If the price had

fallen to c exogenously, me would be purchased, but that

would not represent the response to ‘purchasing of a price of c’

through an insurance contract. Purchasing a price of c through

an insurance contract would have generated a smaller demand

response because income in the amount equal to the premium

payment is no longer available to use in purchasing medical

care at the lower insurance price, c. The effect is to make the

insurance demand steeper and to reduce spending from me to

mi. And as increasingly lower insurance prices (cs) are pur-

chased, the difference between the Marshallian demand and

the insurance demand would increase, because of the in-

creasingly greater insurance premiums charged for lower and

lower coinsurance rates. At the same time, the effect of the

income transfer would shift the Marshallian demand curve to

the right, Di, exhibiting this shift directly for all prices above 1,

but for prices below 1, both the price and income transfer

effects together would be manifested as a simultaneous

movement along an increasingly steeper demand curve and a

shifting of that portion of the curve to the right.

If a price of c were purchased with the insurance contract,

the additional medical care that would be purchased because

of using a price reduction to transfer income is represented in

Figure 3 as (mi�mc). The welfare loss from this purchase can

be represented by triangle kjd. The shifting out of the demand

curve caused by the income transfer to Di would result in

(mc�mu) additional medical care purchased, relative to the

amount that would have been purchased if uninsured. This

additional medical care has a welfare value, that is, an increase

in the consumer surplus equal to triangle hka. In addition,

the transfer of income through insurance would increase the

willingness to pay for all the care that was being purchased

without insurance, resulting in an increase in the consumer

surplus of area fhag. In contrast, under the conventional the-

ory, there would only be a welfare loss defined by a movement

along the Marshallian demand and equal to area abe.

Implications of the Alternative Theory

The implications of the alternative theory are far-reaching, and

contrast dramatically to the implications of the conventional

theory. Here are some of them.

First, not all moral hazard is welfare decreasing. Some

moral hazard purchases are efficient and some are inefficient,

and the challenge for policy is to distinguish one from the

other in order to apply cost sharing only to the inefficient

moral hazard. Thus, the theory is consistent with the concept

of value-based insurance design which attempts to apply

coinsurance rates only to those areas of insurance coverage

that are to be discouraged, and not to others. Contrast this to

the policies supported by conventional theory to apply high

coinsurance rates to all types of medical care across the board,

and with no limit on out-of-pocket spending, in order to re-

duce all moral hazard spending.

Second, health insurance is more valuable than has been

deemed so under conventional theory because of the explicit

recognition that insurance provides access to expensive health

care that would otherwise be unaffordable and for which there

would be no alternative way to access privately. That is, in-

surance is valuable precisely because of the additional care

that it allows the ill consumer to purchase. Indeed, it has

been argued that the RAND Health Insurance Experiment

was biased by attrition and that the attrition accounts

for the lack of a health effect from the reduction in health

care use, especially hospitalizations, among the participants

assigned to the cost-sharing arm. This means that, far from

being welfare decreasing, insurance is welfare increasing, and
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Figure 3 Net welfare gain under the alternative theory.
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government programs designed to insure the uninsured rep-

resent beneficial public policy.

Third, an insurance policy that pays-off by paying for care

represents a stand-in for a contingent claims insurance policy

that would pay off by making a lump-sum income payment

upon diagnosis. Although there may be a moral hazard wel-

fare cost from the prevalent use of the standard policy, it is

likely that the welfare cost of a contingent claims policy would

be higher. For example, before a claim could be paid, the

insurer would need to hire physicians or other health pro-

fessional to review each claim and verify that the claimant

actually had the claimed diagnosis. Moreover, to specify the

various payment adjustments that would be required in the

event of the various complications or adverse events that could

occur with a diagnosis and its treatment, the insurer would

need to hire a number of lawyers, actuaries, economists,

accountants, and others to write the contracts and to keep

them updated in light of scientific advances, price increases,

and other changes that would necessitate adjustments in the

payoff. If the moral hazard welfare costs in a standard insur-

ance policy represent the transactions costs of transferring

income to those who become ill and if the level of these costs

in the standard policy is the lowest of any type of policy,

then these costs can essentially be ignored as a necessary

inefficiency.

Fourth, by focusing on the moral hazard welfare loss,

conventional theory led economists to focus on solutions to

the health care cost problem in the US that were related to

reducing the quantity of medical care, rather than reducing the

price of care: applying coinsurance rates and deductibles,

moving to managed care and promoting consumer-driven

health care insurance arrangements. These policies seemed to

work. Using recent Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development statistics for the Group of 7 (G7) countries

(Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the UK, and the US),

it can be shown that Americans went to the doctor about half

as often and spent half as many days in the hospital as citizens

of the other G7 countries. Nevertheless, the US spent over

twice as much per capita as the comparable average for the rest

of the G7 countries. One interpretation of this is that by

focusing on the moral hazard welfare loss, conventional the-

ory misled economists to focus on the solutions that would

reduce the quantity of health care consumed, when the more

important source of the health care cost problem in the US

was high prices that were generated by the monopoly power of

providers.

See also: Access and Health Insurance. Health Insurance and Health.
Health Insurance in Developed Countries, History of. Health Insurance
in Historical Perspective, I: Foundations of Historical Analysis. Health
Insurance in the United States, History of. Health Insurance Systems
in Developed Countries, Comparisons of. Health-Insurer Market
Power: Theory and Evidence. Moral Hazard. Performance of Private
Health Insurers in the Commercial Market. Risk Selection and Risk
Adjustment. Value-Based Insurance Design
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Introduction

The primary benefit from health insurance for risk averse

people is to spread the risk of high expenses. But it can also

affect the use of medical care. Although insurance coverage

can then do harm to efficiency by distorting consumer/patient

demand for medical services, it can also provide potential

benefit by offsetting existing distortions. An important further

consideration in some countries and in some settings, how-

ever, is whether such corrections will be offered by competitive

insurers and accepted by buyers in voluntary insurance mar-

kets. Will market insurance coverage, that nudges people to do

the right thing, be supplied and purchased?

The answer, to be discussed in this article, is the usual

answer in welfare economics: ‘It depends.’ Depending both on

the source of the distortion and the parameters of buyer

preferences, corrective insurance may sometimes be strongly

demanded, might or might not be expected to occur, or be

unlikely to happen in unregulated insurance markets.

For example, the idea that individuals can be incentivized

to change behaviors that are harmful to them is at the core of

the normative appeal of behavioral economics (Della Vigna

and Malmendier, 2006). Beginning with the observation that

people with given incomes faced with a set of prices for dif-

ferent goods and services sometimes make mistakes, and

sometimes do so in predictable ways, economists have de-

veloped normative analyses to show how incentives including

prices can be changed to nudge, push, or drive people away

from these consistently irrational acts into behaviors that will

end up making them better off, at least in some way and along

some dimensions (Thaler and Sunstein, 2008; Kahneman,

2011).

Both healthcare and health insurance have, not sur-

prisingly, been prime candidates for nudging. Because infor-

mation about illness and medical treatment is imperfect (for

consumers, but also for providers of care and suppliers of

insurance), there are many cases in which choices are made

that turn out to be wrong later. More relevantly, there is also

suspicion that consumers have less information than the

maximum amount available, and so may make choices that do

not maximize expected net benefit, either for them or for so-

ciety. As a result, there is interest in changing how health in-

surance is designed and sold in order to improve matters

(Chernew et al., 2007; Fendrick and Chernew, 2009; Fendrick

et al., 2012). The most prominent (but not the only) example:

if consumers do not have a full evidence-based understanding

of the benefit from some treatment, and systematically use less

or more than the amount that would maximize expected net

benefit, might cost sharing for that treatment be changed in

ways that help (Pauly and Blavin, 2008)?

In much of the analysis, the identity of the agent who is

going to be doing this incentive changing is not specified; it is

enough to show that ‘we’ could change things in such a way as

to make ‘us’ better off. In some of the specific applications to

such things as employee retirement benefits (Madrian and

Shea, 2001), the implicit incentive-planner would plausibly

seem to be the employer, though the proof that doing things

that make workers better off will also make the stockholders of

the firm better off is usually absent. In the largest share of this

literature, it is government, broadly imagined as an entity

interested in maximizing ex post economic welfare, that ap-

pears to be the intended customer for the normative advice

(Bernheim and Rangel, 2009). What is probably least com-

mon is a serious investigation of the question whether or

when voluntary markets in behavioral change might emerge

and function efficiently.

This article investigates under what circumstances con-

sumers might choose to change the health insurance in-

centives they face in order to bring about behavior which is

likely to make them better off. (What exactly ‘better off’ means

will be important.) Although attention will be paid to the risk

reduction benefits of insurance, it is also worth noting that the

main tradeoff in insurance – pay a higher fixed amount ini-

tially (the premium) in order to reduce the price at point of

use later (the coinsurance) – is the same structure that has

been studied for health clubs, great book clubs, and other

examples of devices to bring about behavioral change.

In this model consumers can be perceptive about their

failings; they are assumed to be able to understand that

sometimes, for various reasons, they may not choose behavior

which is ex post optimal for them, or that something needs to

be done, either to information stock or user prices, to improve

choices. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate whether it is

possible that insurance that covers its costs and corrects such

failings that will be demanded. It is assumed that supply is

competitive so insurers will supply the kind of changes con-

sumers might demand.

A main finding is the likelihood that consumers will vol-

untarily agree to be nudged depends critically on the reason

why their behavior was nonoptimal in the first place, and even

then, on the values of key variables in the problem. Some-

times there will be demand for nudging, and sometimes not.

Outlined here is a simple model of economically efficient

cost sharing when consumers might underestimate the mar-

ginal benefit of some kinds of medical care; also indicated

here is the voluntary insurance and medical care choices these

consumers would make in such a situation, compared to what

they would choose if they correctly estimated benefit. Then it

is asked whether and when consumers would be willing to

choose something different from this choice of both insurance

and medical care, is there something else that they would

prefer and which would make them better off? One fairly

tautological model is provided where the outcome of volun-

tary efficiency-increasing nudging does occur with competitive

insurers. That model is compared as a benchmark with other

stories that raise serious issues of whether people will volun-

tarily demand the incentive-changing mechanisms that will

make them better off, and whether insurers will supply them if
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they are demanded. It is shown that under not implausible

assumptions there are some cases in which voluntary demand

will not materialize in the ideal way, and it is explained why.

At the end the question addressed is whether institutional

arrangements alternative to voluntary insurance markets, like

public sector interventions, can do better, and show that

government in a democratic setting might be subject to similar

problems.

The Core Model

The model is one of competitive insurers choosing to offer

policies with possibly different levels of cost sharing for dif-

ferent services. Two kinds of services, ‘preventive’ and ‘treat-

ment,’ come to mind. The distinction is that a ‘preventive’

service affects the probability of future health or illness states,

whereas a treatment service provides only short-term (if

valuable) benefit when an illness strikes. Thus a preventive

service both provides benefit in the form of improved future

health and potentially lower demand for treatment if illness is

avoided; the concept includes both what is usually labeled

prevention but also the great majority of other health services

in the first stage or early onset of some illness that affects what

happens to health later.

In the absence of insurance, demand for either kind of

service bought in a competitive market by fully informed

consumers would be (presumably) first best optimal, at the

point where marginal benefit equals marginal cost. For treat-

ments of this condition, this just equates the (money) value of

current period health benefits to price, assumed to be equal to

marginal cost. For preventive services, both current period cost

and future ‘cost offsets’ are part of the full marginal cost,

whereas the value of expected future health (if care were

costless) is the measure of marginal benefit. Alternatively, the

value of marginal future health could be combined with cost

offsets as a measure of benefit, to be equated to the current

period price or cost of preventive care.

A simple version of the first order condition for optimal

preventive care use would be:

PS ¼ DP
DUH

l
þ C

� �
½1�

where DP is the change in probability of future illness due to

consumption of one more unit of the preventive service, DUH

is the marginal utility of future health (comparing health in

the illness state vs. health in the healthy state), l is the mar-

ginal utility of money, and C is the cost of treating the future

illness.

If there is no insurance coverage, consumption of both

services will be at the optimal level. In particular, the con-

sumer in deciding on consumption of the preventive service

will take future reductions (cost offsets) for the cost of treat-

ment into account, along with the value of health benefits.

That is, the consumer sees and satisfies condition, eqn [1].

However, if there already exists coverage of the treatment, and

there is a positive cost offset, there should be insurance cov-

erage of the preventive service that reflects the part of any cost

offset for treatment that is covered by insurance. This is a

second-best argument. In the absence of such an adjustment,

the consumer ignores the cost offset term, and underconsumes

the preventive service.

In the limiting case in which the expected cost offset

(DPC) exceeds the price of the preventive service, and the

other service is fully covered, insurance coverage of the pre-

ventive service should be 100% in the absence of insurance

administrative and claims processing costs, regardless of the

degree of price responsiveness (Glaser and McGuire, 2012). If

there is a positive marginal administrative cost to insurance

coverage, that consideration would reduce the ideal extent of

coverage. If there would be positive use of preventive care in

the absence of coverage, then coverage should be higher the

greater the price responsiveness of the use of coverage to cost

sharing (Held and Pauly, 1990). If price responsiveness is low,

coverage per se may increase the aggregate expected insured

expenses, and the higher premium is offset by these higher

benefits. However, if there are administrative costs, those

additional costs, when applied to paying benefits where use

would have occurred in any case, are wasteful.

The Setting and the Behavioral Model

This simple case is well known. But the more interesting

questions arise in one of the most frequently discussed (and

topical) applications of behavioral economics: the idea that

cost sharing in health insurance might be used to guide people

to choose more efficient levels of consumption of effective

medical care than they might otherwise select, which is com-

monly called ‘value-based’ cost sharing in the health insurance

literature (Chernew et al., 2007). The alternative model in the

discussion is usually one in which cost sharing is uniform

across all settings associated with a given level of spending

(e.g. 20% coinsurance or a $1000 deductible for all covered

medical expenses); it is alleged that value-based cost sharing

will produce a better outcome than this.

But this status quo is not the best alternative system. The

theory of optimal insurance (Pauly, 1968; Zeckhauser, 1970)

envisions varying coinsurance as well, but for different reasons

and in different ways than prescribed by value-based cost

sharing. Therefore, the question arises whether value-based

cost sharing that dominates some or all of these alternatives in

terms of ex post net benefits would be preferred by consumers.

The benchmark framework in mind is this: competitive

insurers in unsubsidized and unregulated markets are free to

set cost sharing levels (as proportional coinsurance) at dif-

ferent levels for different services. Consumers choose among

insurance plans based on their premiums and their cost

sharing. Each insurance plan’s premium must cover the costs

of the benefits it pays out plus administrative expenses, and

may yield positive economic profits if the market is not

competitive. The first question is whether a plan that selects

the level of cost sharing prescribed by the value-based ap-

proach will be preferred by consumers to plans offering other

levels of benefits and associated premia. (The second question,

whether insurers will offer that plan, will be considered later

in the article.)

It has been shown (Pauly and Blavin, 2008) that, in the

absence of cost offsets, a necessary condition for value-based
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cost sharing to improve outcomes in competitive insurance

markets is that the patient’s marginal benefit or demand curve

differs from the curve that represents true marginal benefits. If

patients always consider correctly the value of effective med-

ical care, they will use highly (marginally) effective care even if

cost sharing is high, but will use only less marginally effective

and inefficient care if cost sharing is low. To control this moral

hazard, coinsurance will be chosen to make the second-best

optimal tradeoff between such overuse and risk protection.

Moreover, under full information but with variation across

types of care in patient response to cost sharing, uniform cost

sharing will not be optimal; rather, other things equal, opti-

mal cost sharing will vary directly with patient demand re-

sponsiveness. No further consideration of ‘value’ is needed to

specify the ideal level of cost sharing.

Figure 1 provides an illustration of this model. DI repre-

sents the true marginal (expected) health benefit curve for

some kind of care; MC is its cost and price net of cost offsets.

(This service is both uncertain and has a positive marginal net

cost; cost offsets from its use are not sufficiently large that

consuming more of it reduces total benefits cost.) Because of

uncertainty, it is assumed that consumers get benefit from

insurance coverage of this service. There is a (second best)

optimal level of coinsurance, indicated in the diagram as c�I ,

which consumers will also prefer to any other level of coin-

surance. At this point the marginal welfare cost from lowering

coinsurance will equal the marginal benefit from further risk

reduction. At that point, the quantity will be second best op-

timal. Optimal coinsurance (other things, including risk

characteristics and risk aversion, held constant) will be lower

for less price responsive types of care and higher for more

price responsive types of care. In all cases, the marginal benefit

will be less than the marginal cost. At this optimal pattern of

coinsurance, the value or marginal benefit from each type of

care will equal the level of coinsurance per unit. At a given

level of coinsurance, when informed consumers are in equi-

librium, no one type of care will have higher marginal value

than any other, so there is no need to further vary coinsurance

with value. However, at the optimal level of coinsurance the

marginal value of less price responsive care will be lower than

that for more price responsive care because the lower coin-

surance that leads to a lower value provides an offsetting

benefit in terms of better risk protection.

Deviations from Optimality

Now suppose that the marginal benefit curves that patients are

using are lower than the true curve. What then? Start with a

simple comparison. Suppose that three plans are offered. One

(informed plan) sets the coinsurance rate (as described above)

at the optimal level given the consumer’s risk aversion and

given the marginal benefit curve that would be generated if

patient demands were based on accurate estimates of the

marginal benefit from different amounts of care. However,

patients are assumed to underestimate the benefit from some

important service, and so would consume less than the full

optimal information amount if they were in the first plan. The

inaccurate expected marginal benefit curve is indicated in

Figure 1 as DU. So an alternative value-based plan (Nudge

Plan) is offered with lower cost sharing at c4U . The purpose of

the lower cost sharing is to offset the effect of benefit under-

estimation by increasing quantity demanded by using a lower

user price. This is the optimal level of cost sharing, given that

the marginal benefit curve is underestimated.

There is, however, a third alternative insurance plan, one

that the consumer might prefer: Specify c�U, the coinsurance

rate and premium that would be optimal given the actual

(though underestimated) demand, and the lower rate of use

and lower premium associated with that plan. The un-

informed plan generally has a higher coinsurance rate (at c�U)

than either c4U or c�I , with both a lower premium and lower

expected medical costs than the Value-Based Nudge Plan. The

reason why the coinsurance rate is generally higher than with

the true marginal benefit curve is that, with lower demand at

any level of coinsurance, there is less risk.

Figure 1 depicts each of the three plans under alternative

assumptions that the marginal benefit curve is the infor-

mationally correct demand curve DI or the actual (un-

informed) demand curve DU. Note that the welfare cost of

moral hazard is smaller at all coinsurance levels along the DU

curve than it would be under the informed plan with the

informed demand curve.

The Gain from ‘Nudging’

This simple example shows that there can be gains from get-

ting the consumer to choose the Nudge Plan. How does the

size of the gain vary with the position of the uninformed

demand curve? The answer depends in part on whether the

informed plan or the uninformed plan is used as a bench-

mark. The case is simplest if welfare under the Nudge Plan is

compared with what it would have been under the fully in-

formed plan. Pauly and Blavin (2008) show that, over some of

the range of possibly underestimated demand curves, welfare

may actually be higher with underestimation and the Nudge

Plan than with the informed plan. This is what they call the

‘benefit of blissful ignorance.’

There is obviously a gain from permitting the marginal

benefit curve to fall short of the true curve as long as it remains

above that curve which hits the x-axis at the optimal level of

use (ignoring income effects). That curve is D�U in Figure 2;

should it prevail, coinsurance can be set at zero and yet use

will be first best optimal (ignoring income effects). The

$
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Figure 1 Optimal coinsurance and the demand for care.
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consumer can completely avoid the consequences of moral

hazard, and have both full protection against risk and optimal

use of medical care. To the left of D�U welfare begins to fall, but

remains above that with the informed plan at c�I over

some range.

Modeling Deviation

With this as background, a model can be made of the causes

of deviations in the patient’s marginal benefit curve from the

true value and corrective strategies. Begin by thinking of what

kind of medical service would be one for which consumers

would demand insurance but underestimate true marginal

value. Think of a service for which demand is stochastic today

and which affects health tomorrow. Although some acute-care

services yield immediate utility benefits (analgesics, suture of a

bleeding wound), the bulk of medical services are of this ‘two-

period’ character. Statins for people who have already had a

heart attack, asthma medications, and cancer surgery are all

things that a person might or might not need, depending on

the onset of the chronic condition, but which then all generate

disutility in one period in return for a benefit in the future.

(There are some complexities associated with insurance cov-

erage over multiple periods which will be ignored for the

present.) The person decides on insurance coverage for such

services at time t0. It is assumed that there is such a service

with a (gross) market price in period t of Pt and nonmarket

costs (time, pain, bother) of C, all incurred at time t1. If the

person consumes the service, health is increased in period

tþ 1 and future periods.

The first order condition for optimal choice (slightly re-

written) is:

Pt þ Ct þ
X

t

DCtþj

lþ rð Þtþj
¼
X

t

MHtþj

lþ rð Þtþj
½2�

Here DCtþj is the cost offset in the J(j¼1,2,y,J) future periods

the person will pay, MHt is the value of the additional health

at time t from the service measured in dollars, and r is the

interest rate; the expression on the right gives the present

discounted dollar value of additional health. It can be as-

sumed that MH falls as the service is consumed at a higher

rate. That is, the consumer compares the price with the dis-

counted marginal benefits minus any nonmonetary cost from

treatment.

There is only one way a consumer can estimate marginal

benefit correctly, but there are (apparently) many incorrect

ways to do it. Consider patient nonadherence to a physician’s

prescription to use some product or service, conditional on a

diagnosis of some chronic condition. The things that can be,

apparently, estimated or considered incorrectly are all in

eqn [2]: the cost offset (because of insurance coverage), the

value of the marginal health product or the service, the interest

rate, and the nonmonetary cost of the service.

Insurance coverage distorting the consumer’s value of the

cost offset is one reason why patients may not use the care

they should. Imperfect information is another likely reason

offered, especially if patients have difficulty understanding the

physician’s explanation for some prescribed treatment. In

addition, if people use nonexponential discounting, they may

fail to consume services of high marginal (future) benefit, even

if they correctly perceive that benefit, because they under-

estimate the value of that benefit. Quasi-hyperbolic dis-

counting would be one way to model this imperfect

discounting. Finally, the nonmonetary cost itself may be high,

higher than is perceived by the physician who recommends

the service and is then disappointed when patients are non-

adherent to the recommendation. In this case it is the infor-

mation for the potential ‘nudger’ that is incorrect, but it is a

possible scenario for trying to persuade consumers to change.

The case for voluntary value-based cost sharing as a func-

tion of these four rationales for value-based cost sharing will

now be explored.

The Best Case for Voluntary Value-Based Cost
Sharing: Positive Insured Cost Offsets

The most obvious case why some level of coinsurance might

be too high is if there are positive cost offsets (the current

preventive service reduces future costs along with improved

health) and, although those future services are covered by

insurance, that is not taken into account in specifying the

coinsurance for the preventive service. Then in calculating

marginal benefit the consumer fails to take these reductions in

cost (and in insurance payments to cover those costs) into

account.

Most of the examples of the success of value-based cost

sharing deal with this case. However, the conventional theory

of optimal voluntary coinsurance in competitive markets is

already supposed to have taken these effects into account

because the cost of the preventive service is the net (of cost

offsets, positive or negative). The idea is that the insurer will

recognize these effects, and build them into the premium

adjustment that matches any change in the level of coin-

surance for the service. This happy state of affairs can be im-

peded if there is turnover among insureds – if the person

potentially leaves the plan before the cost offsets occur. Other

than this, however, the market solution to this case is well

known; it is one in which the consumer does not require extra

nudging beyond what would have been built into optimal

insurance in the first place. The consumer notices that the plan
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Figure 2 Lower bound on demand for care.
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with ‘nudging’ coinsurance carries lower premiums and better

benefits than any other, and chooses that plan.

A Good Case for Voluntary Value-Based Cost Sharing:
The Consumer Looking to the Future Seeks to Control
His Irrational Current Self

The strongest behaviorally motivated case for the value-based

plan is to note that it is the plan that maximizes ex post utility,

given the underestimated demand curve and the true marginal

benefit curve. It is the former curve which describes behavior,

but the latter which describes the actual outcome and its value.

A split-personality or self-control model is a very common

approach in the literature to this case, usually applied in cases

where discounting is hyperbolic or inconsistent in some way.

The approach of Della Vigna and Malmendier (2006) and

Della Vigna (2009) that they used for health club annual

memberships (as opposed to paying per use of the gym),

modified to fit the health insurance case, will be followed.

The idea is the consumers realize that, although they

should exercise, get their test, or take their medicine, because

of lack of self-control they will not do so when they are facing

the full price per unit, or even at the full information ideal

level of cost sharing. They therefore prefer incentives that will

be set at a level such that, given their expected attenuated

future demand behavior, they do what they should. They

therefore sheepishly prefer a plan with low enough cost

sharing to get them to do what they ought to with any alter-

native, because it dominates all other alternatives in terms of

ex post net benefit. In this case, the most common interpret-

ation is that it is not that the consumer misperceives, it is that

he or she misbehaves.

An alternative interpretation, based on the psychological

work of Zauberman et al. (2009) is the consumer misperceives

time. Exponential discounting of misperceived time can be

equivalent to hyperbolic discounting of correctly perceived

time. Either way, this case can be described as resulting from

using a discount function that differs from the conventional

exponential one – for example, by being hyperbolic.

Formally, imagine multiplying the discount rate (1/(1þ r))

by a term B that reflects the underestimation of the value of

future benefits (at time tþ 1 and later). This value is the one

the consumers attach to future benefits at the time t when they

might consume the costly and bothersome service. The usual

model at this point imagines that the consumer considering

precommitment at time t0 with regard to behavior at time t1
seeks to reproduce the behavior at time t1 which would have

occurred under exponential (nonmyopic) discounting

(Rasmusen, 2008).

But in this case the paradoxical results on optimal under-

estimation means that the goal is not to get the consumer to

fully correct the imperfect discounting. Doing that would lead

to the DI demand curve, although utility is higher if the de-

mand curve is only at D�U . Put slightly differently, in deciding

how to control one’s ‘bad’ self in the two-selves model, one

does not want to get that second self to do what the first self

would have done under a fully correct perception of the dis-

count rate. Instead, one wants to adjust cost sharing to pro-

duce a rate of use potentially greater than current (myopic)

self-use and coverage but not as much as would be used by the

nonmyopic self. In effect, the first self takes advantage of the

impatience of the second self as a way of controlling moral

hazard on services with preventive benefits. Far from wanting

to correct a later shortsighted behavior, one would want it to

remain shortsighted, just not as much.

There is an additional issue here of some potential im-

portance. It may well be that the decision to precommit in

period p0 changes the person’s demand curve in period p1

when period p1 arrives. That is, recognizing the arrangements

for precommitment, the person may be less resistant to proper

discounting; there may be feedback from the decision to

precommit to behavior in some event to the behavior that

would occur in that event. This might be especially likely to

happen if Zauberman’s model of discounting holds: observing

the precommitment device changes how one thinks about

time closer to its true value. If this happens – if the discounted

marginal benefit curve in period p1 is moved closer to the true

curve (as perceived in period p0, or period p2 or later), then the

structure of the precommitment device – the lower user price –

will need to be changed to one that has a higher user price. But

if the demand curve is shifted up enough, the expected utility

under precommitment may actually end up lower than at the

initial no-precommitment point. In this case no voluntary

nudging will occur.

More generally, what is the ideal level of cost sharing in

such self-control cases? It depends on the position of the

uninformed marginal benefit curve relative to the true curve.

At one extreme, if the reduction in demand is so great that the

quantity demanded at a zero user price (full coverage) is less

than or equal to the quantity at which true marginal benefit

equals marginal cost, then optimal cost sharing is zero re-

gardless of risk or risk aversion. (Negative prices are ruled out

in favor of the corner solution.) If the quantity at a user price

of zero is greater than the quantity at which marginal benefit

equals marginal cost, then the optimal extent of coinsurance is

calculated, as in Pauly and Blavin, (2008), by comparing the

true marginal welfare cost with the marginal risk premium

given the level of use and loss distribution that prevails under

the underestimated demand curve, taking into account the

person’s risk aversion or ‘risk premium.’ It will be optimal to

have some positive coinsurance for the person who lacks self-

control as long as the distortion is not too large. (This ques-

tion will be regarded when the alternative form of nudging is

considered involving providing information on what the

marginal benefit actually is.)

The consumers will voluntarily choose the cost sharing

option that precommits them to lower payment per unit in

return for payment of a lump sum payment (premium or

membership). This provides two kinds of gain. To the extent

that the use of the service is stochastic (Della Vigna (2009)

describes even health club visits as stochastic), there is a risk

premium gain to a risk averse person from paying some of the

expected cost in advance. And then there is the gain in ex-

pected utility from precommitment.

How binding is the precommitment? Once the people are

facing the possibility of paying for and using the preventive

service, they attach less value to using it and, in view of low

likely use, would prefer an insurance with higher cost sharing

and lower premiums. There is no absolute barrier to changing
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insurance coverage at any point in time; usually contracts for

employment related coverage are for a year but individual

insurance can be changed at any time. However, it is likely that

no single specific coverage would motivate a change – our

consumer in the throes of myopia would just prefer insurance

with less coverage of preventive care in general. One could

model the decision to renege as based on a comparison of the

transactions costs of changing behavior versus the difference

in expected utility between the precommitted coverage and the

myopically optimal coverage. Of course, if the medical event

occurred close to the time when the person is deciding to

make an annual election, things could be different.

Better Information as the Solution

Another reason for benefit underestimation is imperfect in-

formation about benefit. One strategy is to provide infor-

mation. But when would it be socially efficient to provide

information? If marginal benefit is underestimated by a suf-

ficiently large amount, more information may help; if not,

more information may do harm, even if it is costless, as dis-

cussed earlier.

Imagine varying the DU curve by changing information,

and plot various levels of coinsurance.

As illustrated in Figure 3, if the nudger can control both

information and the coinsurance rate, it would provide no

corrective information but set coinsurance along the BC line.

In contrast, if it can only control information but consumers

choose coinsurance along AC, it would choose information to

move the marginal benefit curve to D0, where use at the con-

sumer-chosen coinsurance rate C
0

U is just at the optimal level.

But in the context of voluntary choice of insurance, it may

be hard to be explicit about keeping people ignorant. Thus

both characterization of settings in which leaving under-

estimation untouched is a good strategy and asking whether

people will voluntarily and explicitly choose to leave things

that way, is required.

Here is the source of a serious dilemma. The simplest ex-

planation is to assume that the consumer focuses only on the

final outcome (in terms of comparison of health improve-

ment, premiums, and expected out of pocket costs), recog-

nizes that this outcome is superior to that with the

uninformed plan, and therefore prefers the nudge plan with a

health outcome which (given its cost) is better ex post. The

dilemma arises if the consumers reflect on the source of this

improvement. Suppose they realize that it comes from the fact

that the initial perceived marginal benefit curve was incorrect,

and was less than the true curve. But if the consumers become

aware of this fact and respond by increasing their demand

curve, use and outcomes under the Nudge plan’s coinsurance

rate will not replicate what is anticipated under the informed

plan. Instead, faced with a relatively low coinsurance rate, use

will be higher. Health outcomes will be even better than under

the informed plan, but (in the short run) the insurer will lose

money, and, after seeing an increased premium to cover this

higher use, the consumer will judge the higher premium and

higher expected out of pocket cost to overshadow the health

improvement. If the demand curve shifts all the way to the

true demand curve, the ideal coinsurance rate will also rise to

the level that is optimal.

For information to work properly to achieve a better out-

come, the consumer must purchase insurance and care based

on the uninformed demand curve. But to be motivated to buy

the plan, the consumers may need to know (and be con-

vinced) that the health outcome they will achieve at the level

of use they target under the plan’s coinsurance rate will be

much higher than they would expect. This is the heart of the

dilemma: they will prefer the nudge plan only if they think

their health outcome will be better than what they think it will

be as embodied in their (uninformed) demand curve.

Convincing them of this will arguably shift the actual

demand curve.

Putting the pieces together, it is noted that the strategy of

improving information only improves ex post welfare if the

marginal benefit curve is below D�U. Even then, the un-

informed demander will not be willing to pay the higher

premium for better coverage as long as they remain ignorant.

Providing information can shift the demand curve for care and

coverage, so if information is relatively cheap and effective it

may pay for a firm to charge a little more after paying to shift

demand. Even here, however, the level of coverage will be on

the AC-locus, not on the BC-locus. Merely offering the optimal

level of coverage on any underestimated demand curve will

not be persuasive. To get the consumers to prefer coverage on

the BC-locus one would have to fully inform them, but then

demand would shift to a level with higher coinsurance and

higher moral hazard. Less information means less moral

hazard but less correction in coverage. It does not seem pos-

sible to reach the first best outcome in a voluntary way.

The Cost of Bother

Both imperfect self-control and imperfect information are

reasons why demand does not reflect marginal health benefit.

But the informal literature on adherence also suggests another

reason: The consumer forgets, or it is too much bother – there

are subjective costs. In effect, there are additional costs on top

of any cost sharing. It is these subjective costs that shift the

marginal benefit curve downward.

But note that what prompts them to take their medicine is

the lower user price, implying that decisions are made
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rationally by comparing perceived benefits to ‘short run’ costs

including time and bother. In the ignorant case it is the per-

ceived benefit estimate that is wrong; in the ‘bother’ case there

are some additional (uninsured) costs. If these costs are ex-

pected to be real (that is, if people know from past experience

that they must work hard to remember, and do not just

overestimate the actual effort in remembering), then people

will expect to incur those costs if the user price is lowered

enough to result in the desired behavior. Here again, but for a

different reason, ex post welfare will be lower under the Value-

Based Nudge Plan, and people may refuse to be subject to

the push.

Perception of Nonmonetary Cost

Another reason why people may fail to follow provider advice

about services which affect future health is because they ex-

perience or expect to experience nonmonetary costs associated

with those services. Those costs may represent physical side

effects (nausea, impotence, dizziness) or they may represent

the effort needed to remember to take the medicines or

treatment on the prescribed basis or even the bother of filling

the prescription.

In the first best world these costs will be taken into account

in determining the net marginal benefits, but in the setting in

which physicians write prescriptions they may have a difficult

time knowing what these costs are. If they prescribe based on,

say, the average patient’s net benefit from a drug, those who

have above-average nonmonetary costs may rationally choose

not to comply; there may be rational nonadherence. Lower the

user price, and there will be more adherence as those who

rationally failed to adhere when they were exposed to the full

monetary cost of the treatment and their nonmonetary costs

now find positive net benefit when the nonmonetary cost falls.

But when confronted with a higher premium to pay for this

change in future behavior, this group will correctly judge its

net benefit to be negative.

Other Threats: Heterogeneity

What will the market look like if some consumers under-

estimate marginal benefits but others do not? If some con-

sumers understand marginal benefits correctly but insurers

cannot tell who is who, the well informed patients will find it

advantageous to themselves to be pooled with other under-

estimating consumers who use less care at given coinsurance

levels. The breakeven premiums will then reflect an average of

the use of both classes of consumers, just as in conventional

adverse selection models, which will make low coinsurance

value-based policies even less attractive.

The Mixed Case

Now consider the most complex but probably the most

realistic case: one in which patients underestimate the true

marginal benefit curve (imperfect information) but also

overdiscount those benefits (imperfect discounting). If the

underestimation can be kept secret, the consumer might be

willing to agree to a plan that lowers the user price enough to

offset the imperfect discounting.

The key issue here as before is how far the demand curve is

shifted to the left by these two influences. If it is still to the

right of D�U , the two-self model will tolerate some reduction in

cost sharing without having to turn to information to move

the curve. The change will be the utility maximizing coverage

based on a correctly discounted but underestimated marginal

benefit curve.

Focus Group Evidence

A series of focus groups using subjects from the state of

Michigan were asked about various aspects of alteration

of insurance coverage to vary cost sharing with measures of

clinical (net) value using a set of scenarios (Swinburn et al.,

2012). There was no scenario based on quantitative values for

changes in use of care, health outcome, and total medical

spending or premiums but there are some qualitative results of

interest for the models that have been discussed.

One scenario proposed lowering copayments to zero for a

medical condition (diabetes) thought to be characterized by

underuse of recommended care and poor health outcomes.

The scenario envisioned cost offsets in employment based

insurance (patients with lower cost barriers are more likely to

stick with the care they need, which would make them ‘more

likely to use fewer healthcare dollars’), but the total premium

will initially increase though the employer ‘expects to make it

up with healthier employees’ and will eventually have less

costly health insurance.

Participants generally supported the intervention as de-

scribed but with several caveats that are important for our

analysis. First, they would support lowering copayments for

diabetics ‘only if the program saved money.’ Although this

response is somewhat vague, a reasonable interpretation is

that they would not favor the program if premium costs they

had to pay were increased even if health was improved for

those workers with diabetes. There was also an equity con-

sideration that offset efficiency gains: discounts should be

available (a majority thought) only to those low income

people who could not afford the prior cost sharing – even if

lower cost sharing might change behavior of wealthier par-

ticipants in a health-improving way.

The other interesting finding was also couched in terms of

equity. It was felt to be unfair to provide lower cost sharing

benefits to people with conditions under which they failed to

follow physician advice. This was both rewarding irresponsible

behavior and failing to reward people with conditions where

adherence was high, or who had no chronic conditions. These

observations could also be interpreted as referring to risk se-

lection, benefitting high risk patients who behave incorrectly

at the expense of those who manage their care properly or are

low risk to begin with.

Overall, respondents felt that this new design should be

used some of the time, but only in certain circumstances.

Another report (Midwest Business Group on Health and

Buck Consultants, 2012) obtained similar results from another

set of focus group participants. There was skepticism about the
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ability of insurers to identify these cases, and a feeling that

those who were compliant needed the help of lower cost

sharing more than those who were less compliant.

Solutions

Solutions to these problems depend in large part on the cause.

In the case of people with understanding of self-control

problems, there should be a demand for nudging even with-

out any intervention. Here providing accurate and persuasive

information on the actual benefit ex post will be helpful not

only to get the demand as right as it can be but also to mo-

tivate the demand for insurance.

For people who underestimate marginal benefit because of

information imperfections, the strategy of providing infor-

mation on actual benefit may backfire, as noted, because it

will be associated with a greater rate of use in inefficient

situations. There is a partial solution that may work in some

cases. Suppose that the perceived marginal benefit curve is to

the left of D0. Then it is possible that the utility under full

information with cost sharing at the optimal level is higher

than the utility with no action. In such a case providing in-

formation about the true curve and then doing the best that

can be done may be preferred to the original state.

However, in this case the optimal and demander-chosen

levels of coinsurance coincide; there is no need for value-based

adjustments. In the more general case, it seems difficult to get

the person to prefer the insurance with value-based cost

sharing a priori.

See also: Moral Hazard. Value-Based Insurance Design
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Introduction

Dentistry is the field of medicine that is concerned about

diseases of the teeth and other tissues and bone structures in

the oral cavity. It is different to a degree from other medical

services in its product attributes, market characteristics, and

the level of government involvement. Although dental disease

is not completely predictable, it is less random than other

diseases and disorders, some of which can have potentially

immediate catastrophic effects. In addition, preventative ser-

vices make up a much larger portion of the care provided than

for other health care services. When treatment of dental caries

(tooth decay) is needed, patients are often presented with the

option of restoration or removal. This type of choice may not

exist for many other medical problems. These characteristics of

dentistry allow consumers more flexibility in when and what

they purchase. In addition, consumers are generally better

informed about dental services. They can often observe and

identify their disorder and have more contacts and familiarity

with the limited number of dental diseases, diagnostic tools,

and procedures than they would with conditions in other

fields of medicine. Although poor dental health can affect

one’s general health in many ways over time and impede

workforce performance and childhood development, dental

diseases are not communicable unlike some diseases. Dentist

services are generally provided by small, independently owned

providers in a situation approximating pure or monopolistic

competition in contrast to physicians who are more likely to

be organized in larger consortia of providers such as hospitals

and health groups with significant local market control. These

features suggest that dental care may function more like a

standard product market than other health care services where

market failures are more pronounced.

Oral health has improved markedly in high-income

countries over the last several decades. In contrast, many low-

income countries have experienced deterioration in oral

health in recent years. The improvements in high-income

countries can be attributed to a variety of factors, including

increasing incomes, expanded access to dental insurance, im-

proved technology, dietary changes, and fluoridation. Many

developing countries are seeing an increase in the prevalence

of dental caries, largely due to an increase in consumption of

sugars and inadequate exposure to fluorides.

In the US, dental service prices have increased at a much

faster clip than other goods and services and even slightly

faster than other medical services. However, expenditures on

dental care are still a relatively small share (less than 5%) of

total health care costs in the US. Unlike the large expenditures

going toward medical care, the public sector in the US funds

only approximately 6% of the costs. Most of the funds are for

low-income children’s programs (i.e., Medicaid and CHIP)

and military and veterans care. Private insurance accounts for

about half of spending with out-of-pocket funding the

residual.

There are also notable differences in the physician and

dental workforces. Dentists make up a relatively large per-

centage of the total health care provider labor force, with an

estimated 181 725 active dentists in the US in 2010 compared

to 784 199 active physicians who work on all other parts of the

body combined. However, although approximately 80% of

physicians are specialists and 20% are general practitioners,

the reverse is true for dentists. Moreover, dentists are increas-

ingly more likely to rely on auxiliaries to assist with dental

procedures and to provide preventative care. New laws and

legislation have been introduced to expand the range of ser-

vices provided by auxiliaries even further. In contrast, other

countries, such as New Zealand and the UK, rely more ex-

tensively on the use of mid-level oral health care providers.

Although problems in dentistry have featured less prom-

inently in discussions about health care reform, the field is

presented with its own set of challenges. Industrialized

countries such as Japan and many members of the European

Union offer public dental insurance. In the US and elsewhere,

a relatively large percentage of the population is uninsured,

resulting in serious inequities in access to care. In the US,

disadvantaged individuals, minorities, and rural residents are

much less likely to exhibit good oral health. In addition,

dental labor markets may not work as efficiently as they could

if they were less impeded by licensure/regulatory requirements

that do little to enhance patient welfare.

The following sections examine these areas in further detail

in order to provide a more comprehensive picture of the

economics of dentistry in the present day. The first section

looks at the chief focus of dentistry: improving oral health. It

reviews determinants of oral health, the economic and general

health consequences of poor oral health and trends in oral

health outcomes. The second section examines dental demand

and its determinants, including availability of insurance, time

and out-of-pocket costs, public programs, oral health con-

ditions, and other factors. The third section reviews important

issues with respect to dental service supply including the

supply and distribution of dentists. The fourth section con-

siders the expanding role of other dental care providers in the

US and elsewhere.

Oral Health

Determinants of Oral Health

There are many factors that ultimately determine an indi-

vidual’s oral health, including oral hygiene habits and be-

haviors, dietary choices, tobacco use, genetics, use of dental

services, income, tastes and preferences, and age. One way to

conceptualize individual choice about oral health outcomes is

to use Grossman’s well-known model of health capital in

which individuals choose between spending time producing

health and purchasing medical services. Health depreciates
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with age, whereas education increases one’s efficiency at pro-

ducing health at all ages. In the dental context, people demand

oral health. Oral health can be produced with various pro-

ductive inputs. Individual behavior, such as brushing and

flossing regularly and consuming less sugar, constitutes one

type of input. Other inputs can be purchased such as checkup

exams, cleanings, filling and caps for carious teeth, or ex-

traction and replacement with bridges and dentures. People

can also consume other goods, such as fluoridated water or

fluoride supplements that improve oral health. How much of

each input a person purchases in the market depends on a

variety of factors including the price or opportunity cost of the

services, the present quality of teeth, tastes and preferences for

good teeth, age, etc. Applying Grossman’s model to oral

health, people demand less dental care as the cost of care and

the time needed to produce oral health increases, suggesting

people do make trade-offs between good teeth, consumption

of other goods, and time.

People vary in their tastes and preferences for good oral

health outcomes. Studies have found lower perceived need for

care in rural areas and among individuals with a low socio-

economic status, which may be due to the social environment

and expectations for good teeth. Family environment, par-

ticularly among children, is an important factor in health

outcomes. In the US, whether a parent visited a dentist is

strongly correlated with whether the child also had a dental

visit. Similar results are observed in China. A survey of ado-

lescents (11, 13, and 15 years old) from eight Chinese pro-

vincial capitals found that there is a strong relationship

between oral health behaviors and the socioeconomic status

of parents, school performance, and peer relationships.

Looking at Medicaid programs, even when states increased

children’s Medicaid provider compensation to levels compar-

able to private insurance, utilization rates do not rise to the

level of those with private insurance. The lower utilization

rates suggest that there are significant nonfinancial barriers

among low-income populations in seeking dental care, which

could be interpreted as a lower preference for good oral health

outcomes, increased costs of gaining access to dental services

or a shortage of providers.

Age also plays a role in the demand for oral health care

services. In the US, the elderly tend to have low utilization

rates. In 1999, 53.5% of adults 65 and older reported that they

had visited a dentist, the lowest rate of any adult age group.

Although costs are a factor, even when services are available

for free or at a reduced cost or when insurance is available,

utilization only increases slightly. Low income and less-

educated elders often have lower expectations of good oral

health in their old age. As a result, they may be more accepting

of pain as a normal part of aging rather than an indicator of

the need for oral health care.

Consequences of Poor Oral Health

Economic consequences
Oral disease has negative economic consequences for both

individuals and society. Oral disease increases consumers’

direct spending on care and also creates indirect expenditures

through lost worker productivity. These expenditures could be

reduced with a greater investment in preventative care in-

cluding better oral hygiene habits, decreased prevalence of

families consuming unflouridated water, and greater use of

dental sealants and fluoride varnish.

Adults also suffer reduced hours of work and earnings

when burdened with oral disease. Much of the loss in hours of

work appears to accrue to lower income individuals and is

often a result of delaying treatment until symptoms are severe.

Time lost from work tends to be correlated with previous time

lost, low income, being nonwhite, and having poorer oral

health. Interestingly, preventative visits account for the most

episodes of lost time, but the fewest hours of lost work, sug-

gesting that delaying treatment resulted in greater treatment

need. Not only is there a loss in productivity due to the time

needed to receive treatment, but poor oral health also appears

to affect earnings more generally. The implementation of

community water fluoridation during childhood increases

earnings for women by 4%, but does not have an effect on

men’s earnings. These findings are consistent with a differing

effect of physical appearance on earnings of women and men.

Among children, oral disease is correlated with greater

absenteeism and poorer academic performance. For example,

children with oral health pain are three times more likely to

miss school due to pain and that missing school due to pain

results in poorer school performance. However, the absence

for routine oral care is not correlated with poor school

performance.

Medical consequences
Traditionally, oral health was viewed in terms of esthetics or

localized pain and was compartmentalized from overall

health. Recent research, however, has found numerous links

from oral health to overall health and well-being, including a

correlation with general health, nutrition, digestion, speech,

social mobility, employability, self-image and esteem, school

absences, quality of life, and well-being. Both bacteria and

inflammation resulting from oral disease appears to have a

negative association with other chronic diseases such as

cardiovascular disease, stroke, adverse pregnancy outcomes,

respiratory infections, diabetes, and osteoporosis.

Oral Health Over Time

Over the past few decades, oral health has improved dramat-

ically for the average individual in high-income countries.

Adults have fewer dental caries, the prevalence of dental

sealants has increased, and the elderly are less likely to have

edentulism (i.e., the loss of some or all teeth) and period-

ontitis. Over the past few decades, the prevalence of cavities in

US children has declined, as has the mean number of missing

teeth and percentage of edentulous adults. Among the reasons

for this general trend are increased utilization of dental care

caused by expanded dental insurance coverage and higher

incomes, improved quality of dental care, better oral hygiene

practices, widespread adoption of fluoridation in public water

supplies and fluoride in dental hygiene products, and greater

prevalence of sugar substitutes.

Worldwide, trends in oral health are more mixed. Inter-

national comparisons of oral health typically rely on the
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Decayed, Missing and Filled (DMFT) Index. In general, high-

income countries have high, but decreasing rates of dental

caries. Lower income countries tend to have low levels of

dental caries, but the prevalence of caries is increasing. In re-

cent years, there have been an increase in the DMFT index for

12-year olds in the World Health Organization Regions of

Africa, Eastern Mediterranean, and Southeast Asia, but a de-

crease in the Americas, Europe, and the Western Pacific (see

Table 1). The result is that the difference in caries experienced

by high- and low-income countries over the past two decades

has narrowed. The consequence of low levels of oral health

care can also be observed in the likelihood of caries being

treated. In low-income countries, almost all caries remain

untreated, in middle-income countries the proportion of the

DMFT index that is filled is only 20%, and in high-income

countries the rate is 50%. Within all countries sociobehavioral

risk factors play a significant role in oral health outcomes. The

increasing consumption of sugar, particularly in areas with

inadequate fluoride, and high use of tobacco, is a major risk

factor.

In the US, utilization of dental services, defined as the

percent of adults with a dental visit in the past year, increased

dramatically from a little more than 30% in 1950 to more

than 65% in 2009 (see Figure 1). Real per capita expenditures

have more than doubled over the same time period from $116

to $312 per person. As a result of general improvement in

oral health, demand for dental services has shifted toward

preventative, diagnostic, and cosmetic care and away from

restorative work.

Despite this general trend, there are still segments of the US

population that have continued to suffer from generally

poorer oral health, such as low-income, minority, and rural

populations. Adults 20–64 years of age who are below or near

the poverty level (less than 200% of the Federal Poverty Level)

are more than twice as likely to have untreated tooth decay

than the nonpoor (see Figure 2). Moreover, black and Mex-

ican-American adults are twice as likely to have untreated

tooth decay as whites. Similar disparities are found among

children. The rate of untreated dental disease among low-

income children is significantly higher than that of high-

income children. Among 14-year-old white children, the use

of dental sealants, a preventive service, is almost four times

that among African-American children.

Rural US populations often have poorer oral health than

their urban counterparts. Among the reasons for the disparity

are lower rates of dental insurance and higher rates of poverty.

There are also differences in culture and environment, which

may affect the perceived need for dental care. Lower levels of

water fluoridation due to reliance on wells and small water

supplies may also play a role. Beyond these factors, rural

populations also must contend with a lower per capita supply of

dentists and longer distances to providers. In 2008, there were

Table 1 Regional oral health trends among 12-year olds
(DMFT Index)

2004 2011

Africa 1.15 1.19
America 2.76 2.35
Eastern Mediterranean 1.58 1.63
Europe 2.57 1.95
Southeast Asia 1.12 1.87
Western Pacific 1.48 1.39
Global 1.61 1.67

Source: Reproduced from Oral Health Database, Malmö University. Available at: http://

www.mah.se/CAPP/Country-Oral-Health-Profiles/According-to-Alphabetical/Global-

DMFT-for-12-year-olds-2011/ (accessed 21.02.13).
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22 nonspecialist dentists per 100 000 population in rural areas

in the US and 30 per 100 000 in urban areas. Additionally, a

higher proportion of rural dentists were more than 55 years old.

Determinants of Dental Demand

Private Insurance and Income

Countries vary in their use of public or private dental insur-

ance. By reducing the out-of-pocket cost of care, dental in-

surance can be an important component in the decision to

seek dental care. Having private dental coverage significantly

increased the proportion of individuals visiting a dentist. In

the US, approximately 54% of the population has private

dental insurance and 12% has public insurance, leaving 34%

without coverage at all. Among those with private dental

coverage, 56.9% had a dental visit, whereas only 32% with

public coverage had a dental visit and 27% with no dental

coverage had a dental visit in 2004. Among people with a

dental visit, having insurance is associated with more visits per

year and higher dental expenditures. However, some positive

correlation between dental insurance and utilization would be

expected due to adverse selection. Individuals who expect to

need dental care are more likely to buy coverage. Thus, those

with insurance would be expected to have higher rates of

utilization.

The extent of dental insurance used in other industrialized

countries varies. For example, in Norway dental care is pro-

vided by private practitioners without public or private in-

surance, whereas Sweden offers dental services to all adults

either free of charge or with a large subsidy. In low-income

countries, dental insurance is rare. Oral health services are

often provided at urban hospitals where the focus is on

pain relief and emergency care rather than prevention or

restoration.

Income is also an important component of dental utiliza-

tion. Of those who are poor in the US only 26.5% had at least

one dental visit, whereas the rate was 57.9% among high-

income individuals in 2004. However, higher income families

are much more likely to have dental coverage. Nonetheless,

even after controlling for dental coverage, lower income in-

dividuals without coverage are less likely to report a dental

visit.

Out-of-Pocket Monetary Cost

Not only is having dental insurance important, but also the

generosity of coverage matters. Unlike medical insurance,

dental care routinely requires a substantial out-of-pocket

payment. In the 10 largest US states, for example, 49.1% of

dental expenditures are paid out of pocket, relative to 16.2%

for all health care expenditure. Furthermore, utilization of

dental services increases significantly as cost-sharing declines.

Enrollees in free plans have 34% more visits and 46% higher

dental expenses than enrollees in the 95% coinsurance plan.

The mix of dental services may also be sensitive to the degree

of cost sharing where prosthodontics, endodontics, and peri-

odontics are more responsive to changes in coinsurance. In

general, insurance has had a pronounced effect on the use of

more expensive dental care, almost doubling the likelihood

that a user will obtain bridge work and increasing the prob-

ability of a crown by 38%. Dental insurance, however, has had

little or no effect on the use of X-rays and dental cleanings.

Evidence from the RAND Health Insurance Experiment,

conducted between 1974 and 1982 in the US, found that

dental services were significantly more responsive to cost

sharing than other out-patient health services during the first
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year, but not during subsequent years. The high response

during the first year was due to a transitory surge, with indi-

viduals taking care of a backlog of problems when low-cost or

free care became available. This response was significantly

higher than that for other outpatient health services and was

observed primarily among low-income groups.

Public Dental Insurance

Although private dental insurance is clearly linked to greater

dental utilization, the same trend does not exist with public

dental insurance in the US where dental insurance primarily

targets low-income children. The most common form of

public dental insurance is Medicaid, which typically covers

children through age of 20 years, although some limited

dental coverage is often available for adults. Medicare for se-

niors does not include dental coverage. Most US states have

found that both enrollment and utilization are both low for

Medicaid dental insurance. Nationally, among the children

without dental insurance, approximately 3 million are likely

eligible for public insurance but had not enrolled. Among

those enrolled, often only 20–30% of children actually receive

dental care in a given year.

There are several reasons for the low utilization rates. A

major hindrance to utilization is that reimbursement rates for

dentists serving Medicaid recipients is significantly below

usual and customary dental fees in most states, reducing the

number of dentists willing to accept Medicaid patients. Den-

tists also cite administrative difficulties (prior authorization

and eligibility verification) and an excessive number of broken

appointments as reasons for not accepting Medicaid patients.

In fact, Medicaid utilization rates are typically not related to

the absolute number of dentists in a county, but rather to the

number of dentists accepting Medicaid patients. This suggests

that simply increasing the number of providers may not be

sufficient to increase use of dental services in underserved

areas.

Some states have developed innovative Medicaid programs

that have dramatically increased utilization rates. For example,

in 2000, Michigan implemented a Medicaid program, Healthy

Kids Dental, where in select counties a private insurance car-

rier, Delta Dental, administered the program and reimbursed

dentists at the private rate. The results of the program were to

increase utilization by 31.4% overall and 39% among con-

tinuously enrolled children. Furthermore, the program re-

sulted in a substantial increase in dental participation and a

decline in the distance between providers and the children

receiving care.

Time Costs

Beyond the direct monetary costs of dental care, there are also

indirect costs to seeking care such as the time spent traveling

to care and waiting on service. The empirical evidence on the

importance of these costs is inconclusive and measuring the

effects is complicated by the fact that individuals often bundle

their purchases of dental services with other goods and ser-

vices, and that provider prices may vary in response to ex-

pected wait times. Furthermore, wages, which are the

opportunity cost of visiting a provider during working hours,

tend to be lower in rural areas. As a result, the cost of the extra

travel time is at least partially offset by the lower opportunity

cost of time.

Other Variables

Money is not the only determinant of the demand for dental

services. Dental anxiety may curtail demand for some indi-

viduals. Educational achievement probably affects awareness

of the benefits of dental care and may make it possible to

lower the costs of obtaining dental care. As one would expect,

an immediate need for care as measured by presence of tooth

pain or gum bleeding has been found to be associated with a

greater likelihood of seeking care. Less obviously, a very low

state of dental health may actually lower an individual’s need

for care. Although poorer quality dentition on average might

indicate greater need for care, lost teeth no longer need pre-

ventive care and costly restoration procedures over an indi-

vidual’s lifetime. This is one reason why studies investigating

the effect of community water fluoridation on dental demand

have been inconclusive. Although fluoridation is effective in

reducing decay, it results in the retention of more teeth over a

lifetime, which could increase the need for care during a

person’s life.

Determinants of Dental Service Supply

Roughly speaking, the supply of dental services can usefully be

broken down into three parts: the supply of dental pro-

fessionals, the hours those professionals choose to work, and

the mix of services offered by dentists, hygienists, and aux-

iliaries. In the short run, supply of all trained dental pro-

fessionals and the mix of services offered by each type of

professional is relatively fixed. It takes time to gain the re-

quired education and begin practicing, and the service mix is

largely determined by state licensing regulations. The third

factor, hours worked, can respond relatively rapidly to changes

in wages.

Dentist Profession

The chief dental care provider is a dentist. Typically, indus-

trialized countries require a dental degree from a university to

become a licensed dentist. In the US, entry into the profession

requires a graduate degree consisting of four years of training

leading to a Doctor of Dental Surgery degree or the equivalent

Doctor of Dental Medicine degree. The first two years include

basic medical and dental science and the second two years

focus on clinical training. In many other countries, a dental

degree is provided as a bachelor’s degree program.

Graduates of accredited dentistry programs in most coun-

tries must also obtain a license to practice dentistry. In the US

and Canada, graduates must pass a national licensure board

exam and meet other state or province licensure requirements

in order to practice. European countries, alternatively, permit

free movement within the European Economic Area once a

dentist is licensed to practice. However, other restrictions, such
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as the ability to treat patients participating in Germany’s

sickness funds, limit the mobility of dentists.

Dental schools and many other institutions (generally,

universities with medical schools, or large hospitals) offer

advanced education programs of one to six years duration that

train dentists to provide better quality clinical care or specialty

care such as endodontics, periodontics, orthodontics, pros-

thodontics, and oral/maxillofacial surgery.

Supply of Dentists

Supply over time
Higher wages may induce fairly rapid changes in the supply of

dentists’ services as some dentists postpone retirement or work

more hours. However, higher wages could also induce some

dentists to work fewer hours, choosing to substitute leisure for

work, a phenomenon referred to by economists as a back-

ward-bending labor supply curve because increasing wages

have the unexpected effect of reducing the amount of work

people are willing to provide. Among dentists in the US, this

choice to work less as wages rise may in fact be occurring at the

margin. Dentists work, on average, far fewer hours than

physicians. Therefore, higher wages could actually reduce the

amount of services available. In the long run, expanding

the number of licensed dentists will require an expansion of

the number of spaces available in dental schools either

through expansion of existing schools or the building of

new ones.

It is interesting to note that, if dentists are indeed on the

backward-bending portion of their supply curve, then in-

creasing the supply of dentists has a larger effect on the supply

of dental services than it does on the supply of dentists. In-

sofar as the added dental graduates drive dentist wages down,

then, on average, already licensed dentists will expand their

hours. In this way, each new graduate increases the supply of

dental services by more than their own contribution of hours

to the labor force.

In estimating the supply of dentists needed in the coming

years, changes in productivity should also be taken into ac-

count. Since 1960, there have been significant fluctuations in

productivity, ranging from an increase of 3.95% annually from

1960 to 1974, 0.13% annually from 1974 to 1991, and 1.05%

growth annually from 1991 to 1998. The first increase was due

to the use of high-speed drills and more auxiliary labor,

whereas the 1991–98 increase was likely due to general eco-

nomic expansion and the further increase in auxiliary

employment.

The composition of the dentist workforce can also influ-

ence the supply of services. Studies have found differences in

hours worked between male and female dentists, as well as

differences by the age of the dentist. Older dentists, particu-

larly males, worked fewer hours. Having children reduced the

hours work among female dentists. Men and women are

equally productive on a per hour basis, but women work part-

time twice as often, at least up through age 45.

Internationally, the dentist-to-population ratio varies sig-

nificantly. Low-income countries tend to have very low dentist

to population ratios. In Africa, for example, the dentist-

to-population ratio is 1:150 000 compared to 1:2000 in most

industrialized countries. Furthermore, most dentists are lo-

cated in big cities, resulting in even lower dentist-to-popu-

lation ratios in rural areas.

However, simply increasing the number of dentists

may not solve the problem. Between 1985 and 1998, the

number of dentists in Syria increased from 2000 to 11 000,

resulting in a ratio of 1:1500 dentists per population. The

Care Index (F/DMFT�100%) of the child population re-

mained unchanged and adults only increased from 17%

to 33%. Similarly, in the Philippines the dentist-to-popu-

lation ratio is similar to high-income countries at 1:5000, but

the Care Index of children remains very low. The likely ex-

planation is that the majority of the population cannot afford

restorative work even when dentists are available.

Licensure and regulation
Occupational licensure has been shown to be an important

source of variation among US states in the supply of dentists,

other dental professionals, and dental services. Each state sets

its own licensure requirements for both new dentists and for

those moving into the state. Licensed dentists who wish to

move to a new state must obtain a license in that state. This

process can be facilitated if states have reciprocity agreements

in which state dental licensing agencies agree to recognize the

validity of each other’s license, or if they have licensure by

credential in which states will grant licenses to practicing

dentists who have met certain criteria, such as being in con-

tinuous practice for a specified period of time.

There are both benefits and costs to occupational licensure.

On the one hand, licensure is intended to reduce uncertainty

for consumers by ensuring a minimum level of competency

or through greater standardization in care. On the other

hand, licensing may increase cost and reduce supply by lim-

iting entry into a market. It could also potentially reduce

quality by screening out the most qualified individuals. Indi-

viduals with a high opportunity cost of time may opt not

to enter a profession because of the high cost of obtaining a

license.

Licensure generally does not have a significant direct effect

on the quality of oral health outcomes, but can influence

prices and the supply of dentists. For example, dental records

from US Air Force enlistees reveals that stricter regulation has

no effect on overall quality of outcomes. Restrictive licensing

does, however, raise prices for consumers and earnings for

dentists. A state that increased from low or medium to high

restrictiveness could expect an 11% increase in the price of

dental services. State-mandated restrictions on the number

of branches of a dental practice and on the use of dental

hygienists also results in higher prices.

Distribution of Dentists within US States

Where dentists settle within the US depends in large part on

the size of the state’s population and the state’s per capita

income, both of which are correlated with the per capita

number of dental providers. Within the health care sector

overall, there is virtually no relationship between the state of

degree production and employment. Rather, the production of

advanced degrees tends to be concentrated in large, densely
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populated states, and providers disperse across the country

after degree completion. Often, however, providers do return

to their home state after degree completion.

A separate issue from the total number of dentists in a state

is how they are distributed within the state. The distribution of

providers within states and the decision to locate to rural and/

or underserved areas has been studied more thoroughly in the

context of physicians than dentists, although many of the

findings can be applied to the dental profession. For medical

students, having a rural upbringing and specialty preference

for rural practice mattered. For medical schools, a commit-

ment to rural curriculum and rotations were the most sig-

nificant factors in encouraging graduates to locate in rural

areas. Similar results were found when UCLA/Drew Medical

Education Program students participated in medical rotations

in South Los Angeles, an impoverished urban area. After 10

years, 53% of graduates were located in an impoverished or

rural area, compared with 26% of other UCLA graduates, even

after controlling for race and ethnicity.

Applying these results to dental education, a recent na-

tional demonstration project involving 15 schools established

goals of increasing senior students’ time providing care to

underserved patients, educating students to treat underserved

populations and expanding enrollment of underrepresented

minorities. Results reveal that the quantity of time spent in

community settings increased from 10 to 50 days, the par-

ticipating schools developed courses in cultural competency

and public health, and underrepresented minority enrollment

increased. However, support from a government sponsored

loan repayment program was the most significant predictor of

plans to go into public service. Alternatively, increasing edu-

cational debt was the most significant barrier to public

service plans.

Dental Auxiliaries and Other Providers of Oral Health
Services

Types of Oral Health Providers

In addition to dentists, there are a variety of dental auxiliaries

and other health professionals that provide oral health ser-

vices. They include dental hygienists, dental assistants, dental

therapists, and dental laboratory technicians. Regulations,

training requirements, and the specific functions performed

by each auxiliary type varies from country to country, and

not every country licenses each type of auxiliary. Table 2

summarizes the training, licensure, or certification typically

required, and the functions typically performed by dental

auxiliaries found in the US. Dental hygienists focus on pre-

ventative care. Dental assistants provide more direct aid,

working alongside the dentist. Most states have enacted pro-

visions to permit dental assistants to conduct more tasks after

obtaining additional certification.

Dental therapists are less widespread in the US. As of 2011,

only Minnesota and some remote parts of Alaska permitted

dental therapists. The safety and effectiveness of dental

therapists tend to be high. In Alaska, dental therapists exercise

good judgment, provide appropriate care, and have highly

satisfied patients.

In contrast, dental therapist is a well-established profession

in a number of countries. In New Zealand, where dental

therapy began in 1921, dental therapists focus on children.

The result is more than 60% of children from 2 to 4 years old

utilize public oral health services, with an average cost of US

$99 the per child. Currently, there are at least 54 countries

that use dental therapists, most often staffing school-based

programs.

Beyond these standard auxiliaries, individuals may receive

oral health care from other providers. Primary care physicians,

for example, can be involved early in oral health through a

number of possible interventions including screening, coun-

seling, referral to dentists, application of fluoride varnish, and

the provision of supplemental fluoride. However, many

pediatricians are not actively providing oral health services.

More than 90% of pediatricians said that they should examine

teeth for caries and educate families, but only 54% did so for

more than one-half of their patients between the ages of zero

and three. Only 4% of pediatricians regularly applied fluoride

varnish. The most common barrier is lack of training.

Regulation of Dental Hygienists

The experience of the dental hygiene profession in the US

illustrates the potentially negative effects of restrictive licen-

sure practices for dental auxiliaries. In the US, state dental

boards are typically responsible for regulating the dental hy-

giene profession, making dental hygiene the only licensed

profession regulated by another profession. States vary sig-

nificantly in both their entry requirements, including what is

required to obtain a licensure by credentials, and in their

Table 2 Types of dental auxiliaries

Auxiliary Typical education/
training in US

US Licensure/
certification

Typical functions

Dental
hygienists

2–4 years License Preventive oral health services including oral prophylaxis and dental hygiene
education services

Dental
assistants

On-the-job or 1-year
program

No (certification
optional in most
states)

Prepare equipment, update patients’ records, work along side dentists during
procedures, remove sutures, apply topical anesthetics or cavity-preventive
agents, remove excess cement during filling processes

Dental therapist 4–6 years License Function of Dental Hygienists plus extractions and simple fillings
Dental

laboratory
technician

On-the-job or 2 year
accredited program

No (certification
optional in most
states)

Creates dentures, bridges, crowns, and orthodontic appliances by following a
dentist’s written instructions
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scope of practice restrictions, which range from allowing only

basic teeth cleaning and polishing services to conducting more

complex or potentially hazardous procedures such as ad-

ministering anesthesia and conducting restorative functions.

States also regulate the level of supervision required by den-

tists, ranging from direct supervision to complete autonomy.

The consequence of restrictive scope of practice regulations

is to increase the demand for dentists, while underutilizing

hygienists. The US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) estimated

that the price effects of state-imposed restrictions on the

number of dental auxiliaries that dentists are permitted to

employ or the functions hygienists can perform resulted in a

7–11% increase in prices, which cost consumers approxi-

mately $700 million in 1982. In 2003, the FTC issued a

complaint against the South Carolina Dental Board for pro-

hibiting hygienists from providing teeth cleaning services to

Medicaid children. The case was eventually settled. The re-

strictions dentists have placed on hygienists suggest that

dentists view expanded dental hygiene services as a substitute

for dental services. What the evidence suggests is that hy-

gienists may also serve as a complement to dentists allowing

dentists to specialize in more complex procedures.

The consequence of regulations restricting the use of hy-

gienists and other mid-level providers is often to eliminate the

lower cost, lower quality segment of the market. The elimin-

ation of the lower cost market segment is troubling when it

serves to prevent lower income individuals from purchasing

important services and simply forgo treatment that would

improve health outcomes. Researchers have found a correl-

ation between restrictive dental hygiene regulations and dental

hygienist salaries, dental office visits, hygienist employment

levels and, ultimately, access to oral health care.

Conclusion

Oral health has generally been improving in industrialized

countries, along with increased utilization and per capita

spending on dental care. However, the US experience illus-

trates that such improvements can occur while significant

disparities persist. Tooth decay continues to be a major

problem among its low-income, rural, and minority popu-

lations. The trend goes the opposite direction for low-income

countries where the prevalence of dental caries is increasing

from previously low levels because of the adoption of

developed nation diets without the corresponding dental care

infrastructure.

There are both economic and medical consequences

of poor oral health, yet the solutions for improving oral

health outcomes are far from clear. Insurance and income

are both strong predictors of demand for dental services,

but as the US illustrates low reimbursement rates and ad-

ministrative difficulties can render public insurance for

low-income individuals less effective at raising utilization

rates. The availability of oral health services is likely to increase

in the coming decades. If the international pattern follows

that of developed countries, the supply of dentists is likely

to increase with rising incomes and greater need in develop-

ing countries in the coming decades. Dental auxiliaries and

other oral health providers may also play an increasingly im-

portant role in the provision of dental services as oral health

systems modernize. Without adequately funded and managed

public programs to target disadvantaged populations and

prudent consumer-friendly regulations, much of this increase

in dental service will bypass many of those most in need.

See also: Access and Health Insurance. Health Care Demand,
Empirical Determinants of. Health Labor Markets in Developing
Countries. Health Status in the Developing World, Determinants of.
Occupational Licensing in Health Care. Peer Effects in Health
Behaviors. Price Elasticity of Demand for Medical Care: The Evidence
since the RAND Health Insurance Experiment
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Glossary
Agency relationship The relationship between an agent

and a principal. Classically in health care, the role of a

physician or other health professional in determining the

patient’s (or other client’s) best interest and acting in a

fashion consistent with it. The patient or client is the

principal and the professional is the agent. More generally,

the agent is anyone acting on behalf of a principal, usually

because of asymmetry of information. In health care, other

examples include health managers acting as agents for their

principals such as owners of firms or ministers, regulators as

agents for politically accountable ministers, ministers as

agents for the electorate. In health care, the situation can

become even more complicated by virtue of the facts, first,

that the professional thereby has an important role in

determining the demand for a service as well as its supply

and, second, that doctors are expected (in many systems) to

act not only for the ’patient’ but also for ’society’ in the

form, say, of other patients or of an organization with wider

societal responsibilities (like a managed health care

organization), or taxpayers, or all potential patients. There

can be much ambiguity, as in seeking to understand the

agency relationships in overseas aid giving and

management, and as in establishing the extent to which

formal contracts can enhance efficiency.

Aid effectiveness A measure of the effectiveness of aid by

examining the contribution of Overseas Development

Assistance to the extent to which countries have achieved a

reduction in poverty or an increase in growth.

Conditionalities Many countries stipulate that aid is

given on particular conditions being met, for example, a

package of macroeconomic policies is undertaken.

Development Assistance for Health Overseas

Development Assistance that is specifically earmarked for

use only within the health sector.

Developmental aid Aid given solely for the purpose of

alleviation of poverty or for achieving a higher growth rate

compared, say, with aid for military improvements or for

foreign policy reasons.

Donor coordination A means of avoiding fragmented aid

giving, thereby avoiding needless project duplication. One

of the easiest ways to coordinate funding streams is to fund

particular ministries rather than single specific projects.

Earmarking International development assistance (aid)

or taxes within a jurisdiction stipulated for a particular

purpose.

Fungibility A term used to describe the substitutability of

one entity for another. For example, money is fungible, in

that a ten dollar bill is equivalent to ten one dollar bills. In

aid policy, the phenomenon of external funding intended

for one purpose but ultimately used by a recipient

government for another is another example.

Background

In 1990, development assistance for health (DAH) flowing

from the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Devel-

opment (OECD) countries amounted to only US$4 billon

accounted in the index year of 2009. This figure had increased

to US$19 billion by 2010, although the year 2009 saw a de-

cline in DAH perhaps due to the economic downturn in the

developed countries. Figure 1 shows the dramatic increase

since 2000. Although much of it can be due to the commit-

ment to combat human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/ac-

quired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) epidemics, the

overall increase is substantial, and there has been recognition

of other health care issues as well, as shown in Figure 2.

Naturally, questions have risen as to the effectiveness of de-

velopment assistance for health. Of course, the pathways

through which one can examine whether aid has contributed

to improved health are extremely difficult to discern. This is

one of the issues addressed below. A substantial number of

intermediary issues have been examined in the literature.

Among the important issues concerning the pathways are

what has been recognized as fungibility, coordination, and

fragmentation. After a brief description on flow of develop-

ment assistance on health (DAH), the authors ascertain the

current thinking on aid effectiveness.

Trends in Development Assistance on Health

Of the US$127 billion distributed in overseas development

assistance (ODA) in 2009 from OECD-DAC, approximately

16% (19 billion) was directed toward health; the corres-

ponding figure for the sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) is 44% (US$12

billion of US$26.7 billion ODA). Thus, health issues play a

prominent role in the total development assistance where

poverty issues loom large. The prominence of recognition of

HIV/AIDS as a global problem resulted in a proportion of DAH

going to HIV/AIDS, rising from being approximately 10% of

the total amount DAH in 2000 to nearly 40% by 2007 (see

Figure 2). Perhaps, due to this crisis there have been pro-

liferations of other actors such as private foundation, global

health partnership, and NGOs toward ensuring greater DAH.

Once these mechanisms have been taken into account, esti-

mation of total DAH can rise by 20–30%.
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Given that for some countries DAH can amount to a large

proportion of the public health budget, the modality of

funding is an important issue. A useful literature that feeds

into analysis of aid-effectiveness is the examination of the

wide variety of funding modalities, which depend on the

amount of earmarking for specific usage and the extent to

which the myriad of actors rely on government systems for

planning, disbursement, and monitoring of funds. The myriad

of modalities include direct funding of projects, program aid,

sector-wide approaches, and budget support, with projects

having the most earmarking and budget support the least. A

more recent form of aid giving has been through direct NGO

funding. Discerning these channels from the existing data sets

has been difficult. At least one study concludes that aid

modalities independent of government may induce greater

commitment of funding toward health improvement from

the government. Although one can take account of a certain

degree of endogeneity from the fact that the recipient

country’s governance structure influences the method

through which aid is delivered, these results do not prove

conclusive. Knack notes that the use of country infra-

structure by the donors is related to (1) donor’s share of aid

provided to the recipient, (2) perception of corruption in

the recipient country, and (3) the public support for aid in

the donor country. The perception of corruption in aid has

been tied to the issues regarding fungibility. Another con-

cern has been that aid is provided through multiple transfer

instances what one may label as aid events; and for a single

country there are multiple donors as indicated already.

There are two concerns underlying here: firstly that aid

giving involves multiple episodes of transactions between

the donors and the recipients; and secondly that there may
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be too many aid givers. These two issues have been recog-

nized as aid fragmentation, perhaps stemming from lack of

coordination among donors.

As ODA can be specified to be used only for developmental

use as opposed to military use, within the developmental

budget, there is, of course, a mandate as to what can be fun-

ded, such as health and education. Various modes have been

used to mandate that the health budget have to provide for

both specific and general use. One mode of delivery is to offer

through basket funding to the government’s nonmilitary

budget; this has little or no earmarking. A widely used method

is called the sector-wide approach (popularly known as SWAP)

which can be described as a coordination mechanism for

donors working on the same sector. It is a form of budget

support where funding is more targeted. Program-based ap-

proach has gained prominence; they are characterized by

having a single comprehensive program and budget frame-

work, donor coordination in budgeting procedures, manage-

ment, procurement and reporting. In recent years, nearly

exclusive to funding health problems in developing countries

are the global health initiatives, which are vertical programs to

tackle a single public health issue through a consortium of

ODA and private funding.

Effectiveness of ODA is a much discussed recent topic in

the economics literature, although initial literature dates back

to Pack and Pack in 1983 when much of ODA may have been

driven by geopolitical concerns; and there were essentially two

donors. The geopolitical nature of aid giving induces Rajan

and Subramanian, for example in their now well-known

paper, to leave out Egypt.

Measuring Effectiveness of DAH

The unambiguous conclusion from the empirical literature on

aid effectiveness as stated by Bourguignon and Sundberg is

that it has ‘yielded unclear and ambiguous results.’ They also

state that this should not be a surprise given the politics of aid

with the heterogeneity of motives; and more importantly, the

complex causality chain linking external aid to final outcomes.

For ODA, one of the most important outcome measures of

development has been growth rate. Ignoring the mechanism

through which ODA may affect the growth rate, a set of oft-

quoted studies using reduced form equations have estimated

the impact on growth rate to get results that indicate that the

relationship between aid and development outcomes is fragile

and often ambiguous. The results are slightly more optimistic

when some form of mechanism through which aid can affect

growth rate has been taken into account. For example, Arndt

and coauthors show a positive impact of ODA on growth

through a structural model where life expectancy along with

investment and education are intermediary factors through

which aid affects growth.

The use of reduced form approaches have prevailed in

showing the impact of DAH. DAH is, of course, intended for

improving health in most cases. It is also part of the devel-

opmental aid as opposed to the military or the politically

motivated assistance. Clements and coauthors have indicated

that for the short run aid allocated to support budget and

balance of payments commitments and infrastructure result in

rising income. They speculate that aid promoting democracy,

health, and education will have a long run impact on

growth. Minoiu and Reddy have shown through a Gaussian

Mixture Model that developmental aid contributes to growth,

whereas the same cannot be said of nondevelopmental aid.

Burnside and Dollar conclude that ODA equivalent to 1% of

GDP in the recipient country reduces child mortality by 0.9%.

Mishra and Newhouse have shown through a Generalized

Method of Moments estimation for data from 1975 to 2004

that doubling per-capita health aid decreases infant mortality

by 2% for the subsequent five-year period. Earlier, Peck and

Peck had showed statistically insignificant results for infant

mortality rate.

As mentioned, the mechanism through which aid can

improve an outcome is too complex, and simply answering

whether an outcome is achieved or not is not very helpful

especially if the answer is that the outcome of interest does

not seem to have a desirable relationship with ODA. One

way to discern pathways through which ODA may or may not

work is to ask questions as to whether elements of an

economy that ODA funds make for sound policy-making.

This may involve macroeconomic analyses or an impact

evaluation of projects. It is not possible to evaluate all

projects; it is certainly not possible to list all projects that

may have used DAH wisely in this monograph. Given the

nature of implementation of projects, it is also likely to be

misled to list successful projects to be applied from places

and times different from the original situation in which they

were placed.

The general structure of aid giving is likely to have played a

significant role in achieving the outcome which the authors

finally arrive at. Many ODA was distributed through con-

ditionality which may have resulted in binding policy makers

around donor priorities to ensure policy compliance and

implementation. The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness

adopted in March 2005, with 100 country signatories, rec-

ommended improving aid coordination, promoting donor

alignment with country strategies, and cutting the ‘compliance

burden’. Examining the methods through which ODA have

been delivered and the intermediary processes it may en-

gender can help us to understand whether ODA would be

effective or not. In doing so, it is not emphasized on private

philanthropy which is already engaged in development project

funding in a significant way, especially in aiming to improve

health. Private philanthropy should not be considered as DAH

as for some countries it is also domestic fund; and secondly

the rules governing such funding are entirely different from

that of ODA funding.

Factors Affecting the Effectiveness of DAH

Clearly a factor that would affect aid effectiveness is whether

or not it goes to the right place; that is, do the poorest people

of the world receive DAH. Secondly, given that some of the

DAH is targeted toward particular activities, are these in

some ways the right activities that should be funded? It is

then turned to a more subtle point of aid architecture

or process factors that might be affecting how well DAH is

able to improve health: predictability, fragmentation, and
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fungibility. Finally, some important elements that motivate

the actions of the players involved in making aid more

effective are noted.

Funding the poor

Given that the countries of SSA, the poorest region to which

aid flows, have received a large share of foreign aid in terms of

DAH, the aim of development assistance to generate human

development perhaps is likely to have been met. Despite the

published results of a cross-country analysis that found no

correlation between countries’ GDP per capita and the

amount of DAH they received, although this is improving, in

terms of per-capita DAH is indeed aimed toward poorer

countries. Although in terms of total aid the amount of DAH

or ODA is aimed at the country which has the largest number

of poor – India, as it is a middle income country, it receives a

very low-level of per-capita DAH. Distribution of DAH is fairly

consistent with the motive of aiding the poor in the poorest

country. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the cumu-

lative proportion of poor (defined as living under US$1 a day)

and the cumulative amount of DAH distributed for 56 coun-

tries, including India and China, but excluding countries with

a population smaller than one million and those for which

DAH made up for less than 1% of their total government

budget. These countries were ranked by per-capita income,

averaged over 1995–2006. For this sample of countries, the

first 25 countries amounted to containing 26% of the total

poor, whereas the amount of health ODA going to these

countries amounted to 51.5% of the total amount of aid in

our sample. Of these countries, 22 were in SSA. In some

countries DAH does nearly make up for the entire public

sector health budget and this may perhaps lead to aid

dependency.

Funding Illnesses

As funding can be earmarked, it is important to know how it is

earmarked. One way to measure the impact is to see how the

burden of illness matches funding. A commonly used measure

is disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) for burden. Nugent has

shown that while US$0.78 per DALY is allocated toward

combating noncommunicable diseases in 2007, US$23.9 per

DALY was allocated to HIV/AIDS, Malaria, and tuberculosis.

However, a bulk of the latter funding was targeted toward

combating HIV/AIDS. Of the US$13.8 DAH that could be ac-

counted for by Ravishankar and coauthors, US$4.9 was spent

on HIV/AIDS, compared with US$0.6 billion spent on tuber-

culosis; the corresponding numbers for malaria and health

system were US$0.7 billion and US$0.9 billion. More funding is

allocated toward drugs than to human infrastructure.

Predictability

For donor countries, ODA is discretionary spending without

the backing of any electoral constituency that needs to be

placated through political seigniorage. Predictability in regard

to ODA is defined by OECD as (1) long-term consistency and

(2) disbursement of committed funds in a timely manner. A

panel regression of data from 60 low-income countries from

the time period of 1990–2005 found that annually there was a

great deal of differences between disbursements and com-

mitments, particularly in SSA and the time trend did not show

an improvement. Some of this discrepancy can be attributed

to a lack of stability in the recipient country. However, the

larger reasons for the discrepancy may well be due to the

unmet policy conditions by the recipients, donor adminis-

trative and political problems. A lack of consistency in funding

availability hinders planning for the long term and may force

adjustments and changes to original budget plans in the re-

cipient country.

Fragmentation

An increased level of development funding has resulted in the

proliferation in the number of donors as well the number of

transactions that mobilize the funding processes. Frot and

Santiso found Tanzania, a poor stable democracy, had 1601

aid projects in 2007, although the attraction of Tanzania may

be due to its stronger institutions. Acharya and coauthors note

that fragmentation causes direct transaction costs both to the

total aid budget and the recipient country; further, it exacer-

bates skill shortage in the recipient country by diverting

management attentiveness. Anderson shows through econo-

metric techniques that fragmentation does impose adminis-

trative costs. Fragmentation may lead to duplication of

projects and repetitive activities. Mueller and coauthors have

observed that there is great many similar types of training for

health workers in Malawi. As fragmentation can be due to the

presence of increasing number of donors, Knack and Rahman

have emphasized that bearing of responsibilities of outcome

of developmental funding can be diluted. Individual country

will be less able to claim credit for success; and the result may

be that fear of free-ridership induces a lack of effort on the part

of donor countries. Fragmentation may also limit economies

of scale as project expansion may be limited by the donor’s

budget ceilings. Principally, the 2005 Paris declaration may

have been aimed at fragmentation; 100 countries have recog-

nized that improving aid coordination and promoting align-

ment with country strategies is a big step toward making ODA

more effective.
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Fungibility

Fungibility centers around the possibility that ODA becomes

a substitute for developmental expenditure that recipient

countries are willing to undertake rather than complement

the government’s developmental budget. It has also become

synonymous with corruption. However, fungibility can be

seen to be a rational response to sectoral earmarked funds. It

also signals that the donor and recipients may have different

priorities. One way that a finance ministry can see any type of

ODA is to view it as extra revenue. Naturally, for a particular

sector the recipient countries would increase the total ex-

penditure in that sector; it may or may not maintain or in-

crease its funding from its own revenue. However, among

some policymakers there seems to be an expectation that any

increase in DAH should not reduce any domestic expend-

iture. The response in the academic literature has been very

different than policy makers. The academic literature sees

fungibility as an extension of the literature on centralized

allocation under a federalized system. Economists generally

would be surprised by the fact that the local expenditure

actually exceeds what would be predicted by the income ef-

fect of additional revenue allocated from the central gov-

ernment. Estimates of the extent of fungibility in the health

sector for every dollar allocated through DAH on average to a

country vary from a decrease in US$0.27–1.65 to a US$1.50

increase. These results depend on the methodologies used

including how the dependent variable of total domestic ex-

penditure is calculated. Some factors can be associated with

increased fungibility; these include low-levels of GDP per

capita of the recipient, fragmentation, and lack of predict-

ability of DAH flow. From a fiscal point of view, the optimal

response to lack of reliability of ODA flow is to smooth DAH

by spreading it across different years, a practice advised by

the IMF.

Motivations and Relations

The issue of fungibility highlights the fact that as economic

agents donors and recipients are likely to have different mo-

tives. Donors may well be monolithic in their home political

structures but by no means in their home country’s attitude

toward ODA; and the recipient make up for divergent types of

governments ranging from those that are war torn to those

that have experienced more or less stable democracy since

independence. The donors are accountable to their govern-

ment and domestic public opinion. The recipients stand in

relation perhaps to fill the revenue gap for funds needed for

developmental project.

As Knack and others have pointed out, the number of

donors shapes donor incentives where development can be

seen as a public good which is likely to result in donors

eluding individual responsibility. The equivalence of Niskanen

type of rational bureaucracy on the donor’s part may well be

toward spending of funds rather than achieving results where

the links from funds to outcome may be tenuous. This has

come to be known as ‘money-moving syndrome.’ The con-

sistency between the donor government’s motives and devel-

opment also plays a role. One must also note that the

governments of the recipient countries may have different

developmental interest or may even have little interest beyond

remaining in power. The relation between the donor and the

recipient can be understood as something similar to the ca-

nonical principal–agent relationship. The donor is not able to

judge or monitor the recipient’s commitment to development

the way that may have been agreed. The donor stands in re-

lation as the principal who may wish for outcomes which can

only be achieved by the recipient, the agent. Usual aid prac-

tices ignore this fact and unenforceable conditionalities have

been usually implemented. Bourguignon and Sunderberg

recommend that the aid recipient be free to choose develop-

ment policies and to implement them and that aid should be

‘‘made dependent on observed or possibly foreseeable pro-

gress in development outcomes like poverty reduction, im-

proved literacy rates, lower child mortality, etc., and on the

observable general quality of policies.’’

Discussion

What can be highlighted here is that effectiveness of DAH

measured in terms of outcome is inconclusive; but most likely

DAH along with ODA has not resulted in very significant

changes in health outcomes. The key factors affecting the

impact of aid on the development that are emphasized here

are allocation of resources, donor fragmentation, fungibility of

funding, and issues related to making the recipient account-

able. That the auhors are unable to gauge the performance of

ODA or DAH clearly does not entail that assistance to poor

countries should be stopped or even drastically curtailed.

Further, political expediency is not likely to move toward such

a situation. Thus, making aid effective is a priority for many

countries.

Where the link between outcomes and DAH would always

be statistically questionable, for ODA relation to be based on

performance one would need to examine factors such as

governance, country practices, and the outcome results that are

observables or can be monitored. An examination of small-

scale programs will be valuable toward determining a set of

best practices. For successful scaling up of best practices, as has

been noted by Medlin and coauthors, the important factors

are country ownership, strong leadership and management,

and realistic financing.

See also: Disability-Adjusted Life Years. Global Health Initiatives and
Financing for Health
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Introduction

Diagnostic imaging uses noninvasive devices to visualize

internal human anatomy and physiology. In higher-income,

developed economies of the world there is enormous vari-

ation in the use and rate of growth of use of diagnostic im-

aging technology like computed tomography (CT). Even in

high use jurisdictions like the US there is a large variation.

Compared to other Organization for Economic Co-operation

and Development (OECD) countries, the most recent per-

capita use rates in the US for CT and magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) are more than twice the median OECD rate.

There are also substantial geographic variations among the

Medicare regions – with the highest per-capita rate of non-

invasive imaging in the Atlanta region being 150% greater

than Seattle, the lowest use region (Parker et al., 2010). Rapid

growth and extreme and variable utilization rates suggest that

there may be a lot of inappropriate diagnostic imaging use in

the US, and this is especially of concern given that it has

relatively poor population-level health indicators among the

OECD countries. Inappropriate use has health and economic

consequences, which from an economic perspective can be

framed as questions of static efficiency and dynamic effi-

ciency. The former is about obtaining good value of money in

current spending, and the latter is about eliciting the optimal

rate of innovation given the substantial global fixed costs of

research and development (R&D). And they are related in that

current spending provides the funds needed to support R&D

for the long term.

Some characteristics of diagnostic imaging as a medical

product – such as strong economies of scale for high fixed cost

equipment, informational asymmetry between providers and

patients, and the potential for moral hazard – create obvious

challenges to promoting its efficient use. For the majority of

imaging applications, the marginal cost is relatively low,

leading patients and their doctors to seek the information

even if the marginal health benefit is low. However, marginal

cost pricing would neither cover the fixed costs of the equip-

ment nor provide sufficient funds for long-term dynamic ef-

ficiency. However, fee-for-service (FFS) average cost pricing

may induce providers to increase volumes to cover the fixed

cost, providing incentives for greater use of imaging rather

than lesser use – whether the use is appropriate or not. Be-

tween 2000 and 2010, physician fees for diagnostic imaging in

US Medicare population grew by more than 80%, targeting

attention on diagnostic imaging (Medicare Payment Advisory

Commission (MedPAC), 2012). Different countries have

tried very different approaches to controlling use and costs –

discussed elsewhere – the focus here will be on structural

economic incentives in the US marketplace and related evi-

dence – such as cost-effectiveness studies, appropriate use

strategies, health spending trends, and the impact of payer

policies. Finally, designing reimbursement policies that will

support appropriate utilization and stimulate levels of in-

novation consistent with dynamic efficiency is discussed.

The Role of Diagnostic Imaging in Healthcare
Delivery

Diagnostic imaging is clearly about reducing uncertainty when

diagnosing health conditions. Over the past 120 years, the

major ‘modalities’ of diagnostic imaging (Table 1) have be-

come essential components of medical care. Early innovation

in imaging was linked to the advent of radiographic imaging

(X-ray) in Germany in the 1890s and the introduction thanks

to French scientists Pierre Curie and Paul Langevin of ultra-

sound in the 1940s and 1950s. The so-called ‘advanced im-

aging technologies’ were created in the 1970s by Hounsfield in

the UK and Cormack in the US with CT imaging or computed

axial tomography, again in the 1990s by Bloch and Purcell in

the US with MR or MRI, and during the late-1990s by Town-

send and Nutt in the US with the nuclear medicine innovation

of positron emission tomography (PET) and combined PET/

CT imaging.

Imaging can be used in many ways in healthcare delivery.

Imaging can inform healthcare decision-making to assist

inpatient planning and management, or can be used with

interventional procedures (which are not discussed here).

Imaging can be used only once or multiple times during the

process of making decisions about using specific medications,

procedures, surgeries, or other treatments. The resulting in-

formation helps the managing physician to refine the diag-

nosis to support better overall clinical decision-making. This

information can increase the likelihood that the patient will

ultimately receive the appropriate stream of treatments in

order to reduce morbidity and mortality. But the diagnostic

test information can also increase the physician’s and patient’s

confidence in the chosen course of clinical action. This can

add valuable comfort and peace of mind for the patient. This

benefit has been called the ‘intrinsic value’ or the ‘value of

knowing,’ and can undoubtedly be important to patients and

their providers.

Imaging testing relies on a complex mix of specialized

labor and capital, information technology (IT) applications,

and processes of communication in ordering and reporting.

The high-cost equipment producing high-quality images may

provide clinical utility through accurate information for

treating providers if the scans are ordered, performed, and

interpreted appropriately. From an economic perspective, ap-

propriate use would generally be defined as use for which the

long-term marginal social benefit exceeds the long-term mar-

ginal social cost. Clinically, the goal has been to use a ‘correct

test, correct indication, and correct timing for the correct

patient.’ Although it seems likely the majority of use would

be found to be appropriate, identifying, and measuring
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the amount and consequences of inappropriate use is diffi-

cult but important. Nonetheless, as will be described below,

many of the market and policy responses observed in the

US in the past decade represent efforts to control or limit

inappropriate use.

Overview of the Market for Diagnostic Imaging

The market for diagnostic imaging is about the demand for

and supply of information. All of the various modalities

provide the managing physician – i.e., the patient’s agent –

with additional information to reduce diagnostic uncertainty

and therefore to enhance the probability of successful

treatment. It is, thus, a derived demand from the patient’s

point of view, but it is also an imperfect good, subject to

some testing and diagnostic inaccuracy. Also, imaging can be

subject to considerable moral hazard if neither the patient

nor physician face substantial direct monetary consequences.

From the supply side, equipment with high fixed and high

operating costs are involved, and also complementary ser-

vices are provided by the radiologist or other interpreting

physicians. Throughput in imaging interpretation can be

very high (e.g., 7–8 scans read per hour), and the short-run

and long-run marginal cost can be fairly low (e.g., the

average US payer reimbursement amounts can be on the

order of less than US$100 for an X-ray, US$200–300 for a CT

scan, and US$400–500 for an MRI). None of these alone

would be sufficient to warrant the purchase of catastrophic

insurance protection by patients. Still, this equipment rep-

resents major investments for most health systems or pro-

viders, and many national health systems control their

acquisition and deployment. However, in the US, a health-

care system where many insured patients have first-dollar

insurance and tax-subsidies for insurance purchase at the

margin, it is easy to understand the potential for moral

hazard, when the out-of-pocket cost for patients (i.e., often

approximately 20% of reimbursed amounts) is far below

marginal social cost.

Supply of Equipment: Cost, Location, and Regulation

Imaging manufacturing has a relatively high fixed cost of

entry, but the marketplace includes a mix of diversified large

global firms, medium-sized innovative cross-industry firms,

and smaller niche firms specializing in specific equipment

with more focused applications for different conditions. The

global market for advanced imaging equipment is substan-

tial – on the order of US$5 billion per year. Manufacturers

have an incentive to produce equipment at a quality level that

their customers (hospitals, outpatient centers, and physician

offices) find sustainable: i.e., given the reimbursement level,

the customers can recover their investment and be in a pos-

ition to upgrade equipment to be competitive in their local

provider market. Given that advanced imaging modalities,

such as CT or MRI machines, may have a useful life of 5–10

years, individual customers do not purchase new equipment

each year, but manufacturers offer improved software up-

grades. The larger manufacturers also provide lease/purchase

arrangements, financing mechanisms, imaging software, bun-

dled contracting for multiple purchases, and service contracts,

effectively reducing the transparency of specific imaging

equipment purchase arrangements, and presumably allowing

some price discrimination among buyers.

Imaging providers are located in three main locations:

hospital facilities, physician offices or clinics, and independent

diagnostic testing facilities (IDTFs). Emergency departments

are most often connected to hospitals and usually have dedi-

cated imaging equipment available, but may share resources

Table 1 Description of select modalities

Analog radiography, also referred to as conventional plain film X-ray, uses radiation beams that pass through the body and are absorbed in different
amounts depending on the density or composition of the anatomic material subjected to the radiograph. Dense bones appear as white on X-rays,
whereas organs, fat, or muscles appear as darker in the image.

Digital X-ray machines capture a computerized image rather than using traditional photographic film capture of images. Digital X-ray technology has
become the standard for institutions updating their equipment, due to lower radiation emission and faster scanning capabilities.

Mammography machines are specialized low-dose X-ray machines designed specifically for imaging breast conditions. Mammograms are used during
the detection and diagnosis of breast disease. Digital mammography, also referred to as full-field digital mammography, uses computerized
technology to create the image, evaluate the image, and store the image, rather than printing mammograms on photographic film.

Sonography or ultrasound uses equipment with a transducer probe which emits high-frequency sound waves through the body, reflecting information
signals that provide details related to anatomical abnormalities or health status related to pregnancy, thyroid conditions, organ damage, or other
internal conditions.

CT imaging combines X-ray equipment with computers. The X-ray is enclosed in a rotating cylinder that sends signals to high-powered computers to
produce cross-sectional images of organs or tissue in the body. CT scans generate multiple diagnostic pictures depicting ‘slices’ of specific portions
of the body. CT scans, like conventional X-ray, have radiation exposure risk for patients, so inappropriate utilization is a concern.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) uses magnets encapsulated in a cylinder, rotating around the patient to send strong magnetic fields and radio
waves through the body to depict conditions and to detect abnormalities. MRI equipment does not emit radiation and thus does not have the same
risk as CT or radiography. However, owing to the use of magnets, MRI use includes restrictions for patients with internal metallic items or specific
devices. MRI is best able to depict blood vessels and soft tissues, but does not depict bone structure.

Hybrid imaging: Positron emission tomography (PET) equipment uses a gamma camera along with radioactive pharmaceuticals (tracers) to detect
disease and molecular activity. PET imaging is most often aligned with CT (PET/CT) images to coordinate anatomical positioning and computers
generate 3-dimensional images of the anatomy, organs, and tumor presence, with its size, spread, and severity in the body. This nuclear medicine
modality is able to indicate with high-quality images how tissues and organs are functioning, including molecular function and activity associated
with oncologic tumors.
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with the hospital-based inpatient providers. The principal

manufacturers are located in Germany (Siemens), the UK

(Philips), and the US (General Electric).

Imaging devices are costly and require major investments

on the part of health systems. Less advanced imaging equip-

ment, such as ultrasound or analog X-ray machines can range

from US$25 000 to more than US$100 000, with the most

advanced digital radiography equipment costing several hun-

dred thousand dollars. CT equipment costs may be closer to

US$1 000 000, whereas new MRIs and PET/CT scanners can

cost US$2 000 000 or more. Service contracts with vendors

usually add approximately 8–10% of the purchase price.

Countries with national health systems must make major,

central financing decisions about purchasing and allocating

imaging equipment. In the US, imaging equipment purchases

are made by private and public institutions with limited fed-

eral guidance or restrictions. The US system is more de-

centralized, with for-profit and nonprofit hospitals acquiring

equipment independently, along with health maintenance

organizations (HMOs) and outpatient facilities, such as IDTF.

Other more centralized systems use a more publicly reported,

transparent planning approach to imaging equipment

acquisition.

The regulatory hurdles for new diagnostic imaging devices

differ substantially from those of pharmaceuticals and are

generally less burdensome. In the US, the Food and Drug

Administration oversees safety and efficacy standards for both

medical devices and drugs. Devices are categorized as either

class I, II, or III, which align with specific premarket author-

ization notification requirements, or the 510(k) process, as

well as with demonstrating that good manufacturing practice

compliance standards are met. The class III devices are gen-

erally considered higher risk and thus have higher evidentiary

standards for manufacturers to meet – more similar to in-

novative drugs. For lower-risk devices, such as ‘next gener-

ation’ diagnostic imaging equipment that is similar to older

models and has relatively marginal modifications, diagnostic

equipment suppliers can add innovative features or updates

with a limited regulatory evidence requirement: clinical trials

are not required.

Demand for Imaging: Moral Hazard and Asymmetric
Information among Providers and Patients

At the point of care, managing physicians and their insured

patients often have a strong incentive to get more information

regardless of social marginal cost. The traditional principal-

agent relationship applies to imaging, with the patient being

the principal consumer and the physician agents providing

technical expertise (e.g., radiologist and ordering provider).

The size of the market and the complexity of selecting which

test is appropriate and choosing how to interpret images have

led to further technical subspecialization among imaging

professionals, for example, cardiologists also read scans.

Patients often have little knowledge of how imaging works

technically and/or which modality, such as CT, MRI, or

ultrasound, would be most appropriate for a particular con-

dition. This provides an opportunity for radiologists to gain

rents for providing their technical expertise for test

appropriateness and test interpretation. Physician preference

may increase further imaging in cases where initial testing is

not definitive, as indicated in a radiology report or through a

sequential testing strategy by ordering providers – though

payers place constraints on this, as described below.

Patient demand can also lead to higher rates of medical

imaging. Patients are becoming more informed and more

active in making their healthcare decisions. Although patients

rely on their providers as agents with technical expertise, they

are more frequently engaging their providers with information

obtained from their networks, the internet, or other sources.

Given the influence of third-party insurance payments, be-

cause patients do not incur the full cost of imaging services,

they may not have a strong copayment disincentive to not be

tested. Shifting more financial responsibility to patients in the

form of higher copayments for higher-cost imaging, such as

for MRI, is being used in some US health systems.

Some observers see physician-induced demand as a factor

in this market, particularly when providers have some own-

ership of the equipment that they are referring patients for

imaging. This is, however, a more general phenomenon that

links the increased use of healthcare services to physicians

having a financial incentive to provide care, whether in the

form of more office visits, conducting testing, or performing

invasive procedures. In the US, this is generally called self-

referral and has been a focus of attention by researchers and

the government. Figure 1 shows the change in specialty

practice revenue estimated to come from diagnostic imaging,

comparing 2000 with 2006. Imaging by cardiologists and

vascular surgeons had the largest increase. Expenditures for

imaging associated with self-referral are discussed further

below.

Finally, the highly litigious US medical practice has been

cited as a contributing factor to providers requesting more

imaging, other things equal. Health systems, hospitals, out-

patient clinics, and emergency departments may perform

more imaging than is clinically or economically appropriate

due to concerns of lawsuits and fears of misdiagnosing or

under diagnosing a condition without imaging. Although it is

difficult to prove that not conducting an imaging test is a

wrongful act, providers and systems are at some risk and may

choose to image more patients to protect against legal con-

sequences. Tort reform has been suggested by medical pro-

fessionals as needed to reduce defensive imaging. Smith-

Bindman et al. (2011) assessed diagnostic imaging tests of the

head in an emergency department setting in 10 US states with

varying medical malpractice laws. They found that states with

more reforms restricting monetary payments from lawsuits

against providers or reforms limiting legal fees had a reduced

usage of neurologic imaging.

Fee-for-Service Payment and Incentives

Market incentive structures are a key issue when assessing the

behavior of providers and the use of diagnostic imaging. In

the US, providers are largely reimbursed under the FFS sys-

tem, creating a limited incentive to reduce the number of

imaging tests being conducted, or to put strong mechanisms

in place to increase the proportion of appropriate imaging
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performed and to reduce more inappropriate scans. In gen-

eral, the FFS model applies most directly to outpatient im-

aging, where a technical (facility) fee is charged, along with a

professional fee charged that is linked to work-related relative

value units, which serves as a proxy for intensity of provider

services used and physician time allocated for a particular

service. In addition, for imaging in outpatient, emergency

department, and inpatient settings, insured patients most

often will be responsible for a copayment associated with

imaging services, whereas self-pay patients (uninsured) will

be expected to pay the full associated charges with limited

ability to negotiate reduced payments. The US system used for

current Medicare and non-Medicare reimbursement for

diagnostic imaging services is essentially a side product of a

system designed primarily to reimburse physician services: the

Resource-Based Relative Value Scale. Payment, assigned thor-

ough 9600 Current Procedural Terminology codes, is divided

into three parts – physician work, practice expenses, and

professional liability – and is adjusted geographically. Ap-

proximately 600 of the codes apply to diagnostic imaging,

although a small portion of these comprise the majority of

use and cost to payers.

Medical charges for imaging services are also not closely

tied to actual value delivered, rather tend to be based on

expected average cost. Reimbursement amounts for Centers

for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS’s) are often de-

termined through the use of resource use surveys completed

by provider facilities, which provide estimates for the amount

of time and intensity of resources used to provide a particular

service, whether using an older piece of imaging equipment

or a newer model. Rates for specific modalities and ana-

tomical regions are modified regularly by CMS as well as by

other payers, and can increase or decrease from year to year.

It is not immediately obvious whether reimbursement for a

particular imaging test or imaging modality would be

profitable for a particular facility because it would likely vary

by patient subgroup.

Incentives for inpatient imaging in the US may discourage

imaging because hospitalizations are reimbursed using as-

signed diagnosis-related groups (DRGs) based on hospital

discharge diagnoses and other factors. The DRG system re-

imburses hospital providers using a standard ‘lump sum’

payment per DRG for the hospital stay, with variation based

on complication-related modifier codes. In general, in-hos-

pital providers or individual practitioners requesting imaging

tests may not have a strong incentive to reduce inpatient im-

aging for their own patients. The hospital administration, of

course, has an incentive to control costs, but subject to pro-

fessional norms and legal risks: they may seek to promote the

appropriate use of imaging.

Modifying payment models is a centerpiece of US health

reform and health system experiments. As an alternative to FFS

in the US, many HMOs use salary-based models for com-

pensating providers, which is likely to reduce direct financial

incentives associated with ordering and conducting imaging

studies at these institutions. Rather than paying non-HMO

physicians on a salary basis, the US is experimenting with

episode-based payments or bundled payments for outpatients,

requiring coordination among multiple physicians or groups

of providers. These models are expected to be a standard

of reimbursement in the near future, at least for specific

procedures and patient types. Simple examples of bundling

imaging payments are payer policies that combine re-

imbursement for performing multiple imaging procedures at a

lower total amount for imaging procedures that are often

conducted together (e.g., 75% of time used simultaneously),

rather than reimbursing for each imaging test separately.

However, these strategies still do not reimburse based on value

delivered: they are cost-based approaches based on utilization

metrics (Figure 2).
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Economic and Comparative Evaluations of Imaging
Appropriateness

This section begins with a discussion of issues to consider in

thinking about an economic framework for analyzing imaging

appropriateness. Then, two general groups of evaluations are

discussed, in turn: (1) economic evaluations, including cost-

effectiveness analyses, and (2) comparative effectiveness

research (CER).

An Economic Framework for Evaluating Imaging
Appropriateness

The assessment of imaging appropriateness faces several chal-

lenges common to devices in general. Drummond et al. (2009)

assessed differences and similarities for medical devices com-

pared to pharmaceuticals. They identified six primary differ-

ences: (1) many devices are diagnostic and do not provide final

outcomes, (2) randomized controlled trial (RCT) data are more

limited for devices compared to pharmaceuticals, partly due to

rapid innovation, (3) device efficacy is in part determined by

the device user, (4) there may be more extensive health system

impacts for devices, such as training or infrastructure needs,

(5) generally less comparative evidence is available for devices,

and (6) dynamic pricing flexibility may be greater in device

markets due to continuous new product introductions.

Most of these differences also apply to diagnostic imaging

specifically. The intermediate nature of diagnostic imaging as

informing the referring physician decision-making produces

even more challenges for evaluation. Diagnostic scans occur in

the middle of the value stream of healthcare delivery, which

implies that measuring direct impact on patient outcomes de-

pends on the choice of subsequent interventions. Imaging is

more distal to patient outcomes compared to pharmaceutical or

surgical interventions. Partly owing to less restrictive regulatory

requirements, imaging manufacturers are able to bring new

models of scanners to the market with relative frequence, most

often without evidence from RCTs. Clinical trials in imaging are

often smaller in size and have restrictions in generalizability

due to new innovations being introduced during the study.

Patients are not likely to enroll in RCTs where they may not be

assigned to an arm with the diagnostic test, or the newest test

available. All of these challenges contribute to lower levels of

evidence for diagnostic imaging modalities.

Fryback and Thornbury (1991) provided an oft-cited hier-

archical model for assessing levels of ‘efficacy’ in relation to

diagnostic tests, with higher levels associated more closely

with outcomes and economic metrics. The initial assessment

for a test should focus technical efficacy (image quality) in

Level 1. Once a test has shown good technical performance,

Level 2 assesses diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity

associated in specific patient groups and the interpretation of

their scans. Level 3 evaluates the impact on diagnostic think-

ing or modifications to the diagnostic plan of the referring

provider. If diagnostic testing introduces a change in treatment

planning, Level 4 assesses the impact on the patient manage-

ment plan by the ordering provider. Level 5 efficacy measures
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Figure 2 Radiologists received nearly half of physician fee-schedule payments for imaging services, 2009. Reproduced from Medicare Payment
Advisory Commission (MedPAC) (2012). A databook: Health care spending and the Medicare program.
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the impact on patient outcome, including survival, morbidity,

and quality-of-life-metrics. If costs and resource constraints are

considered, Level 6 would assess societal efficacy of resources

used by evaluating costs and benefits or cost-effectiveness from

a societal perspective.

A central feature of imaging is the strong capital and labor

interaction that influences whether a test is effective for its

intended use. The equipment should produce an accurate

image and the radiologist should be able to provide a correct

interpretation. However, more advanced and complex imaging

tests may have associated imaging artifacts or incidental

findings that require a determination on whether it is appro-

priate to conduct follow-up testing, related to Fryback and

Thornbury’s Level 3, where diagnostic testing findings can lead

to more diagnostic testing. Likewise, lesser trained or lesser

experienced radiologists, cardiologists, or other specialists

conducting imaging may not interpret scans correctly, or may

not be able to provide meaningful summaries of imaging

findings, thus providing limited guidance to referring phys-

icians. More advanced imaging equipment and more com-

plicated medical scans will require greater levels of skilled

providers to produce the imaging result and interpretation,

thus potentially more controls on appropriate use. Newer

molecular imaging studies or advanced cardiovascular studies

require attenuation correction for image quality and reference

points to allow more precision in specific anatomical pos-

itioning, and skilled technologists, radiologists, IT personnel,

and physics teams are needed to complete accreditation re-

quirements and monitor equipment.

To evaluate the clinical impact and resource use impli-

cations of imaging, a model is usually needed to simulate the

use of the testing strategy, as well as downstream impacts from

either false positives or false negatives. For example, false

positives may lead to unnecessary biopsies being conducted

for verification. Likewise, imaging may occur for exploring

indeterminate results or incidental findings. False negatives

from imaging may also have serious health consequences:

patients may not receive needed treatments which could lead

to disease progression with adverse clinical and/or economic

impacts. Therefore, understanding the likelihood of sensitive

and specific results from a diagnostic testing strategy and the

follow-up implications is essential in estimating the com-

prehensive impact of diagnostic test use.

The identification of and follow up of incidental findings

observed on imaging studies, meaning those not related to the

primary condition of interest for obtaining the diagnostic

imaging test, can lead to high resource use and high anxiety on

behalf of patients. Establishing the costs and health con-

sequences of incidental findings is a critical issue for imaging

practice. These variable outcomes not only add complexity to

conducting economic evaluations, but also are affected by

health system and provider practice variations. Concern about

legal liability may influence providers to follow up these

findings more aggressively.

Economic Evaluations Including Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Economic evaluations of diagnostic imaging address a range

of different issues and involve a variety of assessment

approaches. These analyses study: (1) diagnostic test utiliza-

tion patterns, referral patterns and imaging, (2) impacts on

use after introduction of decision support systems, (3) trends

for specific conditions, and (4) the cost-effectiveness of par-

ticular diagnostic strategies in defined subpopulations. The

data sources include observational studies, retrospective re-

views, prospective studies, and secondary database analyses.

As noted, imaging studies may result in findings that require

further testing to more conclusively determine if patients have

a condition or not. Clinical studies may not capture these

comprehensive sets of events that occur due to diagnostic

imaging, and retrospective analyses are suboptimal due to a

limited availability of health status data or clinical infor-

mation. For a variety of reasons, medical record data and re-

source use data are often not connected electronically.

Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) and cost-utility analysis

(CUA) are important tools to assess the potential appropri-

ateness of imaging interventions. Their growth has paralleled

the growth in imaging spending and payer requirements to

demonstrate value for expenditures. Cost-utility studies gen-

erally estimate cost per quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs)

gained (a combined time and quality-of-time metric). In

2008, Otero and colleagues evaluated 20 years of cost-

effectiveness studies for radiology (1985–2005), providing an

assessment of 111 published CUAs. During this period, there

was an increase from a few CUAs each year to approximately

10 per year. Nearly 80% of the CUAs they identified pertained

to diagnostic radiology. They summarized studies by modality

and disease/condition. Ultrasound and angiography were the

most frequently studied imaging tests, followed by MRI and

CT. The five most frequently assessed disease areas were per-

ipheral vascular disease, cerebrovascular disease, ischemic

heart disease, musculoskeletal and rheumatologic disease, and

lung cancer. Importantly, approximately 80% of studies used

secondary data from the literature to estimate quality of life

‘utility scores’ for the QALY estimation rather than primary

data collection. This highlights the need for more com-

prehensive prospective studies to assess the economic impact

of imaging on patient outcomes.

Most economic evaluations of diagnostic imaging have

estimated the marginal effects of imaging interventions on

particular types of patients by comparison with alternative

testing strategies. The incremental costs and consequences

associated with using health resources for one condition or

type of medical test can be compared with those costs and

outcomes from using other tests, and potentially compared

among conditions. To date, the number of well-designed

imaging evaluation studies is still very limited. The clinical

scientific imaging literature has predominantly focused on

diagnostic accuracy characteristics and comparisons. Recently,

more incremental cost-effectiveness studies of imaging are

being conducted and published. But these studies face con-

siderable challenges in sorting out the heterogeneity associ-

ated with estimating cross-population or cross-indication

effects associated with implementing diagnostic testing

guidelines.

Economic assessments can be conducted at a health system

level as well as for a typical patient with a health condition.

Consider a policy that tries to encourage adherence to findings

from a diagnostic test that indicates a low likelihood that a
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surgery would improve a patient’s morbidity or mortality

status. This could result in fewer surgeries of that type being

performed, thereby reducing the aggregate number of sur-

geries expected to have suboptimal outcomes and lower cost.

Likewise, a diagnostic test that leads to additional testing,

treatments, or procedures may result in other patients not

receiving specific procedures or care, particularly in systems

with a fixed health budget. Therefore, a comprehensive as-

sessment of the economic impact on the health system of

using a diagnostic test should include these direct and indirect

effects. Practically speaking, however, few, if any, economic

assessments of diagnostic imaging interventions have taken a

comprehensive societal perspective.

Establishing a Comparative Framework for Appropriateness

In recent years, there have been calls for more CER in imaging.

CER incorporates multiple stakeholder perspectives (e.g., pa-

tients, providers, payers, and systems) and attempts to identify

those medical products or programs that provide substantial

benefits to patients and those that do not. In addition, ef-

fectiveness data for patient subgroups are often lacking. In

2009, an Institute of Medicine report provided recom-

mendations on the top 100 national priorities in the US for

comparative effectiveness research, citing advanced imaging

(CT, MRI, PET, and PET/CT) in oncology as a top-tier priority

for additional comparative studies. A total of nine topic areas

relevant to imaging approaches were included in the top 100

priorities. Most of these nine areas included recommendations

to compare multiple imaging modalities used in specific

indications.

Gazelle et al. (2011) suggested a framework – aligned with

the Fryback–Thornbury hierarchy – for thinking about CER in

diagnostic imaging. They suggest that designing practical evi-

dence requirements for imaging technologies should consider

the size of the population at risk for a condition, the likely

clinical impact of imaging, and the overall cost impact of

diagnostic testing, including the cost of the test, subsequent

costs of treatments and testing, and the impact on payers’

budgets. In a market-oriented system such as the US, differ-

ences in access to healthcare can affect health outcomes

among ethnic, racial, or income groups. The CER initiatives

and national priorities identified racial and ethnic disparities

as a primary area of US healthcare requiring more comparative

evaluations.

Imaging Utilization Management Strategies and
Appropriateness Tools

The goal of improving the appropriateness of diagnostic

imaging has been addressed in multiple ways by the various

stakeholders, including payers, providers, professional soci-

eties, and policy makers. Six tools aim to limit overuse

and promote efficiency are briefly described in this section:

(1) professional appropriateness criteria, (2) radiology

benefits management (RBM), (3) clinical decision support

(CDS), (4) coverage with evidence development (CED)

by CMS, (5) Congressionally mandated, across-the-board

reductions in payment amounts, and (6) quality improve-

ment (QI) metrics.

First, imaging appropriateness criteria have been developed

by the American College of Radiology. Duszak and Berlin

(2012) provide an overview of their rationale and a historical

perspective of utilization management. Owing to the overall

scarcity of comparative imaging evidence and long-term out-

comes studies, these types of criteria often rely on expert

opinion, supported by the medical literature when available:

they are most often not based on large randomized studies or

strict evidence-based clinical guidelines. However, they serve

as a guide to using imaging more appropriately, which can

reduce testing that does not provide high marginal clinical

benefit but does impose cost on the system.

Second, RBM gained momentum in the 1990s as a mech-

anism to control use and costs, similar to prior authorization

requirements for prescribing expensive biotechnology medi-

cations. Insurance companies hire RBM brokers to manage

their imaging-related benefits, such as in requiring pre-

authorization for MRI scans or other expensive tests. Although

providers argue these systems are restrictive and remove pa-

tient-provider preferences from decision-making, assessments

have shown a reduction in imaging expenditures related to a

‘gatekeeper effect.’

Third, CDS systems are generally less restrictive than RBMs

and are more real-time use oriented at the point of ordering,

but require a computerized ordering system. Providers enter

patient-level clinical and demographic information, including

diagnosis codes, and then request an imaging test. The tools

provide an appropriateness score based on an embedded al-

gorithm. Individual imaging managers or health systems can

decide how restrictive to make the algorithm and whether to

allow all orders to be processed or to disallow imaging tests

based on specific appropriateness ranges.

The introduction of RBMs and CDS systems to control

imaging requisitions highlights a key point related to imaging

use: radiologists do not typically order scans. They tradition-

ally have not served as effective self-regulating providers who

perform only appropriate imaging tests based on requisitions;

hence, ordering-point controls have arisen.

Fourth, CMS has attempted to control or better under-

stand imaging use though CED. In 2005, a CED approach

was used to require enrollment in a registry as a mechanism

to restrict coverage and reimbursement for PET and PET/CT

scans in oncology indications while more evidence was

gathered about this new modality. CED can effectively slow

the diffusion of new products and the CED cohort can be

linked to utilization claims to evaluate how innovations

impact overall utilization.

Fifth, in a broad, national-level effort to control costs, the

US Congress passed the Deficit Reduction Act (DRA) of 2005,

which included mechanisms to slow the growth of medical

spending on Medicare and Medicaid. The law imposed re-

ductions in reimbursement rates for imaging services, as well

as allowing states to modify conditions associated with Me-

dicaid programs. At the state level, in particular, access to care

for lower-income individuals and families was affected due to

provisions allowing states to modify eligibility or documen-

tation requirements, with a goal of saving billions of dollars in

the Medicaid program.
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Finally, QI metrics are being used by providers, payers, and

health technology assessment organizations to directly and

indirectly incentivize appropriate care. For example, emer-

gency department throughput reporting is required by CMS,

direct cost comparisons for academic medical centers have

been added to the University Hospital Consortium, and re-

imbursement restrictions are being implemented for cardio-

vascular patients having hospital readmissions within 30 days

of discharge. Imaging in inpatients impacts overall efficiency

of workflow and net reimbursement for providers, leading

hospitals to evaluate imaging use and direct costs relative to

other hospitals.

Trends in US Imaging Spending: Growth and Controls

In terms of the growth in imaging spending, the period since

2000 can be divided into two intervals: the period before the

DRA of 2005 and the period since then. In the first period,

imaging growth outpaced all other medical expenditures,

leading to the initiatives described above. In the period

2006–11, imaging growth slowed, and in later years even de-

clined in evaluations of specific payers. Nonetheless, attention

to physician ordering patterns and geographic variability

continues to be a target for standardization as well as effi-

ciency and appropriateness assessment.

A 2008 report by the US Government Accountability Office

(US GAO, 2008a) evaluated use and expenditures for different

imaging modalities, including MRI, CT, nuclear medicine,

ultrasound, X-ray, and other procedures between 2000 and

2006. They analyzed trends in the number of tests per Medi-

care beneficiary and the estimated payments for technical and

professional fees for imaging per beneficiary. Overall, there

was a steady increase in imaging use and payments to phys-

icians in per beneficiary spending. The report also highlighted

substantial state-level variability in imaging outpatient ex-

penditures per beneficiary, ranging from less than US$100 per

beneficiary to greater than US$400, with Florida and Nevada

having the highest levels of per beneficiary spending. The GAO

assessment noted a shift in the proportion of physician ser-

vices paid through physician offices and IDTFs, rather than

through institutional outpatient settings of hospitals.

Overall Medicare Part B spending on imaging during this

period increased from under US$7 billion to more than

US$14 billion, including imaging in hospitals, provider of-

fices, and IDTFs (Figure 3). The overall size of the imaging

spending pie doubled, although the allocation of spending

shifted more heavily toward nonhospital imaging (Figure 3).

These expenditure trends were influenced by higher rates of

increases in advanced imaging, such as for CT, MRI, and nu-

clear medicine (Figure 4).

Levin et al. (2011) assessed Medicare trends in noninvasive

diagnostic imaging from 1998 to 2008 and reported steady

increases in overall imaging utilization rates during this per-

iod. Their assessment of advanced imaging showed that CT

rates per 1000 Medicare beneficiaries continued to increase,

but MRI and nuclear medicine testing started to level off from

2005 to 2008. A MedPAC assessment of essentially the same

time period indicated that the number of head CT increased

from 112 per 1000 Medicare beneficiaries in 2000 to 205 per

1000 in 2010. In the same period, all other CTs increased from

258 per 1000 to 548 per 1000 beneficiaries. Overall MRI rates

essentially doubled from 2000 to 2010, with MRI of the brain

increasing from 45 per 1000 beneficiaries to 79 per 1000, and

all other MRIs increased from 64 per 1000 to 141 per 1000
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Figure 3 Medicare part B spending on imaging by setting, 2000 and 2006. Hospital settings include inpatient and outpatient departments and
emergency rooms. The IDTF category also includes imaging services provided in other outpatient facilities such as mammography screening
centers and independent physiological laboratories that are paid under the physician fee schedule. Expenditures include fees for physician
interpretation of imaging services in hospital settings, and fees for interpretation and provision of services in physician offices and IDTFs. When
the imaging examination is performed in an institutional setting, such as a hospital or skilled nursing facility, the physician can bill Medicare only
for interpreting the examination, while payment for performing the examination is covered under a different Medicare payment system.
Reproduced from United States Government Accountability Office (US GAO) (2008a). Rapid spending growth and shift to physician offices
indicate need for CMS to consider additional management practices. Report to Congressional Requestors, Medicare Part B Imaging Services.
Washington, DC: US GAO. GAO-08-452.
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beneficiaries (Medicare Payment Advisory Commission

(MedPAC), 2012).

A recent 2012 GAO report evaluated the role of self-referral

of imaging services to assess Medicare trends in imaging util-

ization. As noted earlier, self-referral implies that an ordering

provider has an ownership interest in a facility they direct

patients to have imaging testing. The report presents the

number of CTs and MRIs between 2004 and 2010 for self-

referred imaging and nonself-referred imaging. Between 2006

and 2010, nonself-referred MR imaging was associated with a

decline in office-based or IDTFs. Self-referred MRIs continued

to increase during this same period. For CT services, nonself-

referred imaging increased at a slowing rate between 2004 and

2009, and declined from 2009 to 2010. Self-referred CTs,

however, although lower in magnitude, gradually continued

increasing throughout the period 2004–10.

Levin et al. (2010) found a decreased effect on outpatient

imaging rates in a multistate pre-RBM and post-RBM analysis

of a large private insurer introducing this control mechanism.

Rates of CTs, MRIs, and PET scans were reduced subsequent to

the introduction of increased management of ordering by

approximately 10–20% measured as the number of imaging

studies per 1000 members. Blackmore et al. (2012) summar-

ized the impact of several imaging utilization programs tested

in statewide initiatives, hospitals, and individual health plans.

An observed reduction in growth rates for CT scans in Mas-

sachusetts General Hospital (MGH) of approximately 10%

was greater than the impact on MRI growth, which was neg-

ligible. In Minnesota, the Institute for Clinical Systems Im-

provement (ICSI) coordinated a CDS initiative with five large

provider groups, and reported a restriction in imaging growth

to nearly zero. In MGH and ICSI, these tools were also used as

an education tool for providers consistently ordering less

appropriate scans, with an intention of changing behavior. A

Virginia Mason CDS tool implemented in Seattle, WA was able

to reduce overall imaging rates in target conditions.

A 2008 GAO report estimated the impact of the DRA on

imaging expenditures in the Medicare population (US GAO,

2008b). The outpatient prospective payment system cap re-

sulted in fee reductions for approximately 25% of overall

imaging tests, with a greater relative reduction for advanced

imaging tests. Following DRA outpatient reimbursement rate

reductions, overall imaging expenditures per beneficiary

decreased by approximately 10% between 2006 and 2007,

although the number of total imaging tests per FFS Medicare

beneficiary continued to increase.

The overall financial impact of QI initiatives focused on

efficiency metrics have likely put downward pressure on costs

and potentially have reduced inappropriate imaging, although

no comprehensive published studies are available. Several

policies have been recently introduced, so there is limited data

on the effects of QI programs on expenditures. As the impacts

of broader US health reform and QI are studied in the coming

years, the impact of cost-focused QI programs will be better

understood.

Recently, Lee and Levy (2012) analyzed multiple samples

of insured populations and found that annual rates of CT and

MRI growth, although increasing fairly rapidly from 2000 to

2006, started to decline after 2006. In some instances, CT

utilization per 1000 beneficiaries showed absolute declines in

use in 2008 and 2009. Their evaluation of a combined set of

47 health plans indicated a doubling of CT and MRI rates per

1000 plan members between 2002 and 2009, but MRI growth

was close to zero from 2006 to 2009. They describe that

findings were contemporaneous with general policy trends

of increased prior authorization, CDS, RBM, and general
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economic challenges. Nevertheless, more attention toward

appropriateness and utilization strategies – including more

attention to CT radiation dose exposure–seemed to contribute

to slowing the growth of imaging.

It would, of course, be very difficult to estimate accurately

the resulting health impacts on society or to separate the role

of each of these influences. It is also difficult to claim causal

effects due to any specific payer or government policy related

to imaging, but taken as a whole, the attention placed on

reducing imaging expenditures since 2005 was associated with

at least a leveling off of growth rates and a bending of the cost

curve for imaging. However, the US still uses the highest

amount of advanced imaging of nearly all countries, spends

more on healthcare in general, and does not have adequate

structural incentives to encourage substantial reductions in

diagnostic imaging. Although imaging is not the highest cat-

egory of US medical expenditures, more alignment with ap-

propriateness at the point of imaging ordering should improve

the static efficiency of use.

Innovation and Dynamic Efficiency

Given the complexities of providing diagnostic imaging in the

US healthcare system, it is unclear how much use is in-

appropriate (i.e., inefficient in a static sense), and it also un-

clear how much underuse there is for those with access

problems. Furthermore, no national estimates are available of

the social cost of either overuse or underuse.

In such a second-best world, it is also unclear how close the

system is to achieving dynamic efficiency, i.e., eliciting the op-

timal amount of innovation from a longer-term perspective.

Given the lack of hard evidence and estimates, reasoning about

incentives may be the best option. In this vein, it has been

argued that the lack of value-based reimbursement in radiology

is likely to inhibit innovation (Garrison et al., 2011). In theory,

fixed payments per scans of different types lead manufacturers

to provide a quality level of imaging that is only financially

sustainable within that payment limit. Furthermore, it is not

clear whether the amount the reimbursement system pays for

imaging results is being divided between the capital equipment

owners and scan readers (usually the radiologist) in a manner

that supports optimal capital innovation. The science behind

imaging is a global public good, and the equipment is sold

worldwide, including the sale of lower quality or refurbished

equipment in developing country settings. Such differential

pricing can provide greater support for research and develop-

ment and counter the incentives in the US that might hinder

the rate of innovation.

Conclusion

Advanced imaging modalities have revolutionized medical

practice by improving clinical diagnostic ability to meet the

goal of having reliable, condition-specific test results to sup-

port better decision making. The potential benefits associated

with an improved ability to accurately diagnose medical

conditions using advanced imaging should be weighed against

the resource costs for payers and society in order to assess the

appropriateness and efficiency of its use. However, specific

features of diagnostic imaging provide unique challenges for

economic evaluations. Also, policy attention to imaging use

has increased in an effort to target the most rapidly increasing

components of medical imaging. Rates of spending growth

have slowed since 2007 due presumably to several payer

and policy initiatives, but overall imaging spending remains

high. Nonetheless, there is clearly a dearth of economic

research on either the actual cost-effectiveness of specific

imaging applications or on the impact of current reimburse-

ment rules and other market incentives on health system

performance. At best, most cost-effectiveness analyses show

only the potential value of appropriate imaging in specific

applications. Continuing high and variable utilization rates

suggest significant overuse in the US. Across-the-board cuts

and other utilization controls have curbed spending growth,

but the extent of inefficiency – both static and dynamic –

remains unclear.

See also: Adoption of New Technologies, Using Economic
Evaluation. Analysing Heterogeneity to Support Decision Making.
Biopharmaceutical and Medical Equipment Industries, Economics of.
Budget-Impact Analysis. Cross-National Evidence on Use of
Radiology. Economic Evaluation, Uncertainty in. Information Analysis,
Value of. Medical Decision Making and Demand. Observational
Studies in Economic Evaluation. Policy Responses to Uncertainty in
Healthcare Resource Allocation Decision Processes. Primary Care,
Gatekeeping, and Incentives. Problem Structuring for Health
Economic Model Development. Research and Development Costs and
Productivity in Biopharmaceuticals. Statistical Issues in Economic
Evaluations. Value of Information Methods to Prioritize Research
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Introduction

The disability-adjusted life year (DALY) is a summary measure

of population health that accounts for both mortality and

nonfatal health consequences. DALYs were first developed for

the primary purpose of quantifying the global burden of dis-

ease (GBD). In this context, the DALY was designed as the unit

of analysis for measuring the relative magnitude of losses of

healthy life associated with different causes of disease and

injury. In addition to measurement of the burden of disease,

another intended use for DALYs was as a metric for health

benefits in the denominator of cost-effectiveness ratios. This

article introduces the conceptual and computational basis for

DALYs and discusses key issues relating to value choices

underlying DALYs, with a brief discussion of how DALYs relate

to quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs).

Basic Concepts

A DALY is equivalent to one lost year of healthy life. DALYs

accumulate when individuals die prematurely or when they

live with the health consequences of diseases, injuries, or risk

factors. For a particular cause of disease or injury, DALYs are

computed as the sum of (1) ‘years of life lost’ (YLLs), which

capture premature mortality and (2) health losses in ‘years

lived with disability’ (YLDs), which capture lost healthy life

due to living in states worse than perfect health. The following

sections elaborate on these two components.

Years of Life Lost

YLLs are measures of health losses due to premature mortality.

Calculation of YLLs requires some quantification of how long

people ‘should’ live, that is, a normative target lifespan by

which the length of life lost due to each death at a certain age

may be evaluated. For example, the normative target might

imply that a person who is aged 60 years should expect to live

another 10 years, that is, until the age of 70 years. In that case,

100 deaths among people at the age of 60 years translates to

100�10¼1000 YLLs. There are various possible ways to define

a normative target lifespan, as described by Christopher

Murray in his 1996 essay entitled ‘Rethinking DALYs.’ Some

norms imply a target lifespan that is constant across ages at

death, whereas others imply a target lifespan that shifts de-

pending on the age that has been attained. The latter are

typically based on life tables that give expectations of life at

different ages. In the GBD study, a global standard life

table has been used based on an egalitarian argument for

valuing a death at a particular age as the same loss irrespective

of where the person lived. Another choice that is made is

whether the same life table is used for males and females. In

the GBD for the year 1990 and revisions through 2008, two

different life tables were used, with the standard for females

based on a life expectancy at birth that was 2.5 years greater

than the life expectancy at birth in the standard for males. The

argument for the different standards was based on a plausible

biological difference in longevity. In the revision of the GBD

for the year 2010 (hereafter ‘GBD 2010’), a new standard was

used, based on a synthetic life table constructed from the

lowest currently observed mortality rates at each age. The other

change in the GBD 2010 was that a single standard life

table was defined for both males and females.

Years Lived with Disability

YLDs may be understood conceptually as partial losses of

healthy years due to living in health states that are worse than

optimal health, weighted for the severity of the states. For

example, 10 years lived in a health state that constitutes a 50%

reduction in health, i.e., a state that resides halfway between

death and perfect health, would imply a total of 10� 0.5 ¼ 5

YLDs. Construction of YLDs requires a defined measurement

construct for health losses, a way to quantify these losses, and

an approach to attribute losses to years of life lived with a

particular condition.

Cases and sequelae
The GBD maps losses of health due to disease and injury

through the concepts of cases and sequelae. For cases of a

given disease or injury in the population, the experience of

health until remission or death will include an array of dif-

ferent health states. For the sake of parsimony, burden of

disease calculations require that this multitude of health states

be approximated by a small number of discrete entities char-

acterized under the umbrella term of sequela. The sequela is

the unit of analysis for epidemiological estimates and YLD

calculations. In the GBD, health states are defined by levels of

functioning within a set of health domains, for example,

mobility, pain, vision, or cognition. These health states are not

defined in reference to general well-being or ‘quality of life’

(both broader constructs). Nor do the health states refer to

aspects of participation in society, although different levels of

functioning in domains of health may clearly affect – and be

affected by – these other aspects.

Incidence and prevalence
YLDs may be computed based on either an incidence or a

prevalence perspective. In an incidence perspective, the YLDs

associated with a particular sequela are computed in terms of

the number of incident cases of the sequela, times the average

duration of time spent in the sequela, times a disability weight

reflecting the magnitude of health loss experienced for each unit

of time lived with the sequela. (Disability weights are discussed

further in the next section.) For example, if there were 100 new

cases of blindness in a population, and each case of blindness

had an average duration of 20 years and an average disability

weight of 0.25, then the YLDs due to blindness computed from
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an incidence perspective would be 100�20� 0.25¼500. From

a prevalence perspective, the calculation is simply the prevalence

of a sequela at a defined point in time (e.g., the midpoint in the

year of interest), multiplied by the disability weight. For ex-

ample, if in a population there were 1000 people living with

asthma this year, and asthma had a disability weight of 0.10,

then the YLDs due to asthma computed from a prevalence

perspective would be 1000� 0.10¼100.

Disability weights
Disability weights provide the bridge between information on

mortality and information on nonfatal outcomes in DALYs.

These weights represent cardinal measures of health decre-

ments on a scale ranging from 0 (signifying conditions that

are equivalent to ideal health) to 1 (signifying conditions that

are equivalent to being dead). Thus, for example, if a year lived

with deafness has a disability weight of 0.25, this implies that

4 years lived in deafness would be an equivalent health loss to

dying 1 year ‘too early’ in reference to some defined target for

longevity (i.e., 4� 0.25¼1).

Disability weights are needed for every sequela that is in-

cluded in the study. For most sequelae, a single disability weight

is applied to time spent in that sequela under the simplifying

assumption of an approximately constant, homogeneous

health experience for those living with the sequela over its

specified, average duration (taking an incidence perspective).

Within this framework it is important to recognize that an in-

dividual may have more than one disabling sequela at the same

time. The disability weight refers to the average health loss for

individuals with a particular condition in the absence of other

comorbidities. Without adjustment for comorbidities, the im-

plicit assumption is that multiple sequelae in the same person

combine additively, which may not accurately describe the real

effects of comorbidity on functional health. Some researchers

have suggested various alternative approaches to account for the

presence of multiple sequelae, other than assuming additivity.

Assignment of disability weights to the range of sequelae in

the first iteration of the GBD 1990, undertaken during the

early 1990s, was based on first defining six different disability

classes, and then mapping from each sequela into the class or

classes that applied to incident cases of that sequela. The six

disability classes were defined in reference to limitations in

activities of daily living such as eating and personal hygiene;

instrumental activities of daily living such as meal prepar-

ation; and four other domains (procreation, occupation,

education, and recreation). Weights were assigned to the dif-

ferent classes by a panel of public health experts using a rating

scale approach. Once the weights attached to each of the six

classes were determined (by averaging the values from the

expert panel), the disability weight for a particular sequela was

estimated by (1) specifying a distribution of incident cases

across the different classes – reflecting either the proportion of

time an average incident case would spend in different dis-

ability classes, or the proportion of incident cases that would

be characterized by different severity levels and (2) computing

the average weight across this distribution.

For the revision of the GBD 1990 that was completed in

1996, a new approach to estimating disability weights was

devised based on two variants of the person trade-off (PTO)

method. The revision of the approach was inspired by some

specific criticisms of the original approach: (1) that the dis-

ability classes were appropriate only for adults (because, e.g.,

children were naturally dependent on adults for some of the

referenced activities); (2) that no formal, replicable protocol

was available to guide those aspiring to undertake a national

burden of disease exercise; (3) that the class with the lowest

level of disability was valued at 0.096, which produced a sca-

le that was too blunt to capture very mild conditions; and

(4) that the valuation task itself did not allow the expert

panelists to reflect on the policy implications of their values.

New disability weights in the 1996 exercise were elicited

from a panel of health professionals following an explicit

protocol. In the protocol, a series of 22 indicator conditions

were evaluated through an intensive group exercise involving

two variants of the PTO and incorporating a deliberative

process to encourage reflection on the values that emerged

during the exercise. The first type of PTO question asked

participants to trade off life extension in a population of

healthy individuals versus life extension in a population

of individuals having a particular condition. The second type

of PTO question asked participants to trade off life extension

for healthy individuals versus health improvements in indi-

viduals with the reference condition. Participants were re-

quired to resolve inconsistencies in the numerical weights

implied by the two alternative framings of the PTO. The final

consistent values implied by the reconciled PTO responses,

averaged across participants, defined the disability weights for

the 22 indicator conditions, which were then clustered into

seven different classes of severity. As each class contained

several of the indicator conditions, these indicators thereby

supplied an intuitive and easy-to-convey operational defin-

ition of the severity of each class (see Box 1).

To generate disability weights for the remainder of the

disabling sequelae in the study, participants were asked to

estimate distributions across the seven classes for each sequela.

In this second stage, the indicator conditions in each class

were used as ‘pegs’ on the scale from perfect health to con-

ditions equivalent to being dead to guide estimation of the

distribution across the seven classes of disability. As described

above for the first iteration of GBD 1990, the distributions

across classes were intended to reflect either the proportion of

time a typical case for a given sequela would spend in each

class or the percentage of cases that would be categorized in

each of the different classes. Distributions across disability

classes were estimated separately for treated and untreated

cases where relevant, and weights could also vary by age

group. The box below presents a few examples of disability

weights for common causes.

Various critiques have challenged aspects of the 1996 dis-

ability weight measurement exercise. For instance, several

critics have questioned the use of healthcare professionals as

respondents and suggested that there might be cross-cultural

variation in disability weights that should be evaluated. In

1999, Trude Arnesen and Erik Nord argued that there was a

serious ethical problem with the first variant of the PTO

question used and a logical problem with the requirement

that there should be numerical consistency between responses

to the two different variants, given that these addressed two

different issues. These critiques notwithstanding, the disability

weights used for updates of the GBD undertaken through
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2008 were still largely based on the GBD disability weights as

measured in the 1996 exercise. For certain conditions, where

weights were not available from the original GBD Study,

provisional weights were used from the Dutch Disability

Weights study or from the Australian Burden of Disease study.

The Dutch Disability Weights study used a similar protocol to

the GBD 1996 revision, with the addition of health state

distributions for sequelae described in terms of a variant of the

EQ-5D classification system.

More recently, prompted by a more general research

agenda on developing internationally comparable summary

measures of population health at the World Health Organ-

ization, the use of the PTO as the basis for disability weights in

DALYs has been reconsidered. The most recent thinking on

DALYs reflects an effort to more precisely delineate the concept

embodied in the nonfatal component of the measure, which

has led to the explicit definition of disability weights as

measures of overall levels of health associated with health

states rather than as measures of the utility associated with

these states or the contribution of health to overall welfare.

Although some have argued that the burden of disease must

be quantified in terms of overall welfare loss because health

and well-being are not separable, others have challenged this

view, and this debate goes on. In the GBD 2010, a large

empirical exercise to measure disability weights has been

conducted using household surveys in five countries and an

open-access internet survey. This study uses a much simpler

method for eliciting weights, based on simple paired com-

parisons of sequelae described with brief labels. A number of

the new weights are lower than the previous ones, including

weights on sensory impairments, infertility, and intellectual

disability. Other weights are higher in the new study, including

weights for some states relating to epilepsy, illicit drug use

disorders, and low-back pain. Another significant finding in

the new study is that responses to comparisons of health states

are remarkably consistent across the diverse sampled popu-

lations, which contradicts the prevailing hypothesis that

assessments of disability must vary widely across cultures.

Other Value Choices Relevant to Both Years of Life Lost and
Years Lived with Disability

Discounting
Many of the arguments around discounting invoked in the

context of QALY measures have also been rehearsed in the

discussion of DALYs as population health measures. Until

recently, the use of an annual discount rate of 3% has been the

default standard in the construction of the DALY, as in the

recommended base case analysis for cost-effectiveness studies;

in both cases it is typically advised that alternatives should be

considered in sensitivity analyses. For the GBD 2010, a simpler

variant of DALYs has been adopted for the base case, with no

discounting.

Age Weights
In addition to discounting, some have argued for assigning

unequal weights to life years lived at different ages, and the

standard DALY prior to the GBD 2010 included weights that

give the highest values to years lived in young adulthood. A

range of arguments have been considered in relation to age

weighting, with reference to empirical findings on weights that

people attach to years over the life course and to important

ethical considerations. The developers of the DALY measure

previously argued for unequal age weighting based on the

social roles played at different ages, but age weights remain

controversial. For the GBD 2010, the base case DALYs are not

differentially weighted by age.

Applications

DALYs have been used for both quantifying the burden of

disease and as the unit of effectiveness in the denominator of

cost-effectiveness ratios for economic evaluation of health

interventions and programs. The major debut of the DALY in

the World Bank’s World Development Report 1993 introduced

applications of the measure toward both ends. Various re-

visions of the GBD have continued to use DALYs as the main

unit of account for assessing the relative magnitude of health

Box 1 Disability weights in the Global Burden of Dis-
ease study, 1996 revision

Based on a deliberative protocol built around the PTO method, disability
weights for 22 indicator conditions were estimated, and the conditions were
then grouped into seven different classes reflecting a spectrum of severity
levels:

• Class 1, with weights ranging from 0.00 to 0.02, included vitiligo on
face; and weight-for-height 2 SDs or more below the reference median

• Class 2, with weights ranging from 0.02 to 0.12, included watery
diarrhea, severe sore throat, and severe anemia

• Class 3, with weights ranging from 0.12 to 0.24, included radius
fracture in a stiff cast; infertility; erectile dysfunction; rheumatoid
arthritis; and agina

• Class 4, with weights ranging from 0.24 to 0.36, included below-the-
knee amputation; and deafness

• Class 5, with weights ranging from 0.36 to 0.50, included rectovaginal
fistula; mild mental retardation; and Down syndrome

• Class 6, with weights ranging from 0.50 to 0.70, included unipolar
major depression; blindness; and paraplegia

• Class 7, with weights ranging from 0.70 to 1.00, included active
psychosis; dementia; severe migraine; and quadriplegia

Weights for all the full range of sequelae in the study were estimated by
defining the distribution of incident cases across these seven classes,
using the indicator conditions in each class as illustrative benchmarks.
Examples of the resulting weights include:

• Episodes of otitis media: 0.02

• Cases of asthma: 0.10 (untreated); 0.06 (treated)

• Episodes of malaria: 0.21 (ages 0–4 years); 0.17 (ages 15 years
and older)

• Rheumatoid arthritis cases: 0.23 (untreated); 0.17 (treated)

• Episodes of meningitis: 0.62

• Terminal cancer: 0.81
Source: Reproduced with permission from Murray, C. J. L. (1996),

Rethinking DALYs. In Murray, C. J. L. and Lopez, A. D. (eds.) The global
burden of disease: A comprehensive assessment of mortality and disability
from diseases, injuries, and risk factors in 1990 and projected to 2020,
pp 1–98. Boston: Harvard School of Public Health.
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losses associated with various diseases, injuries, and risk fac-

tors, with the latest revision (GBD 2010) introducing some

changes in the specific value choices reflected in the con-

struction of DALYs for base-case analyses, as described above.

For use in cost-effectiveness analyses, guidelines from the

World Health Organization on conducting ‘generalized cost-

effectiveness analyses’ – with a particular focus on health

policies in developing countries – have included an explicit

recommendation to use DALYs as the measure of benefit in

these analyses.

DALYs and QALYs

DALYs are closely related in concept to QALYs. Both are

metrics that take healthy time as the unit of account. Both

attach weights to the continuum of health outcomes residing

between optimal health and death. An important distinction

is in the intended uses of the two metrics. As noted above,

DALYs are used both as summary health measures for pur-

poses of descriptive epidemiology, i.e., as units for measuring

burden of disease, and as measures of the health benefits of

interventions, for example, in cost-effectiveness analyses.

QALYs are used primarily for the latter purpose, but there have

been assessments of a related measure called ‘quality-adjusted

life expectancy’ as a measure of the overall average level of

health in a population. The construction of summary meas-

ures of population health has much in common with the

construction of measures of the benefits from health inter-

ventions, so the distinction is unimportant when considering

many of the features of the measures.

Christopher Murray and Arnab Acharya, in their 1997 essay

on DALYs, characterized the relationship between DALYs and

QALYs as follows: ‘‘DALYs can be considered as a variant of

QALYs which have been standardized for comparative use.’’

There are certain key distinctions worth noting.

As DALYs are negative measures that reflect health losses,

the scale used to quantify nonfatal health outcomes in DALYs

is inverted compared with the scale used in QALYs; that is,

numbers near 0 represent relatively good health levels (or

small losses) in DALYs, whereas numbers near 1 represent

relatively poor health levels (or large losses). The inverted

scale means that interventions that improve health result in

DALYs averted, whereas QALYs are gained.

Disability weights in DALYs, which are the health state

valuations analogous to the ‘quality’ adjustments in QALYs, are

intended to reflect the degree to which health is reduced by the

presence of different conditions, whereas at least one inter-

pretation of the weights in QALYs is based on the individual

utility derived from different states. The current interpretation

of weights in DALYs reflects some evolution over time, as dis-

cussed above. Another distinction relating to disability weights

is that in the GBD disability weights are assigned to health

states that are attached explicitly to the sequelae of specific

diseases and injuries, whereas in many applications of QALYs

health states are described in terms of concrete symptoms and

functional losses, without reference to specific conditions.

The standard formulation of DALYs used in revisions

through 2008 has weighted healthy life lived at different ages

according to a variable function that peaks at young adult

ages, whereas QALYs do not typically incorporate unequal age

weights. As noted above, the GBD 2010 revision has moved to

using DALYs without age weights.

For measuring the burden of disease, YLLs due to pre-

mature mortality at different ages are computed with reference

to a standard life table. For purposes of cost-effectiveness, this

distinction is largely inconsequential, because the standard life

expectancy largely nets out when benefits of interventions are

computed as the change in DALYs. As a simplified example,

imagine an intervention that defers one death from the age of

50 years to the age of 70 years, and suppose that the normative

target lifespan used as the yardstick for DALYs is 80 years

(irrespective of one’s current age). Then the number of DALYs

averted through intervention is a change from 80�50¼30 to

80�70¼10, for a net of 20 DALYs averted, which is the same

as the number of QALYs gained through the intervention.

(Note that in the actual standard life table that is used, as in

most life tables, the target lifespan, equal to the number of

years of remaining life expectancy at age x plus x, rises slightly

with advancing adult ages rather than remaining constant as

per the simple example here. This will produce a slight dis-

crepancy between DALYs averted and QALYs gained, but this

difference is usually negligible.)

See also: Multiattribute Utility Instruments: Condition-Specific
Versions. Quality-Adjusted Life-Years. Time Preference and
Discounting. Valuing Health States, Techniques for
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Glossary
Bootstrap A technique for obtaining the sampling

distribution of a statistic via resampling with replacement

from the original sample.

Cardinalization A situation where a transformation is

applied to ordered, categorical data whereby the

transformed data can be regarded as cardinal.

Decomposability In the context of a measure of

inequality, this is the property whereby if a population can

be exclusively and exhaustively separated into a finite

number of groups, then overall inequality of the population

will exactly equal the sum of within group and between

group inequality.

Dominance Dominance, as it is used in this article, refers

to a situation whereby health in one population is regarded

as superior to health in another population for a wide range

of evaluation functions.

Entropy measures of inequality A family of measures of

inequality deriving from the degree of order or disorder in a

system. Complete equality corresponds to maximum

disorder, so the gap between the actual order and maximum

disorder is an index of inequality. One of the measures has

the property of decomposability.

Gini coefficient A commonly used summary measure

of inequality which ranges from zero to one. A value

of zero indicates complete equality, whereas a value of

one indicates that all health is concentrated in one

person.

Jackknife A technique for obtaining the sampling

distribution of a statistic via resampling from the

original sample but with observations successively

deleted.

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test A nonparametric test for the

equality of continuous, one-dimensional probability

distributions.

Likert scale In a situation where responses to questions

come in the form of ordered categories with numbers

assigned to them such as ‘1, 2, 3...’ but where no cardinal

interpretation can be assigned to the numbers, the Likert

scale is obtained by summing the values of the responses.

Thus, for example, given 10 questions, where the subject

responds with ‘2’ in each case, the Likert score would be 20.

Lorenz curve The Lorenz curve graphs the cumulative

proportion of the population (in increasing order of health)

on the horizontal axis against the cumulative proportion of

total health on the vertical axis. If health is distributed

exactly equal, then the Lorenz curve is a 451 line.

Mean/median-preserving spread The situation whereby

the degree of variance or spread in a population is

increased, whereas the mean/median remains unchanged.

Scale independence The property whereby a summary

statistic, such as an inequality measure, is independent of

the underlying scale of whatever is being measured. For

example, an inequality measure is scale independent if

inequality in weight is independent of whether weight is

measured in pounds or kilograms.

Stochastic dominance Given an outcome such as health

or income, stochastic dominance refers to a situation

whereby the probability distribution of the outcome in

population A is always ranked higher than the population

in population B for all evaluation functions where more is

better than less. Higher order definitions of stochastic

dominance refer to situations where restrictions such as

concavity are imposed upon the evaluation function.

Introduction

This article covers a number of measurement issues which

arise in Health Economics. The first of these arises when

economists wish to make comparisons between populations

on the basis of some measure of health, h, where hi refers to

the value of the health measure for individual i. Such com-

parisons may be between different populations at the same

point in time, or between the same population at different

points in time, or indeed a combination of the two. In some

cases it may be desirable to compare some measure of central

tendency, such as the mean, mh.

In some cases however, there may also be of concern about

how this health measure is distributed throughout the popu-

lation. This may arise, for example, because the underlying

individual utility function is increasing and concave in the

health measure, hi (presuming for the sake of exposition that a

higher value of the health measure increases utility) or it may

arise because the ethical views of society are such that society

has a degree of ‘inequality aversion’ with respect to the dis-

tribution of this health measure. In the latter instance the

inequality aversion of society will be reflected in the way in

which individual utility functions are aggregated into some

measure of social welfare. In both cases social welfare (defined

as some aggregate of individual welfare) will be sensitive to

both the level and distribution of h.

In either case, comparison of the health measure will be

influenced by the precise utility and/or social welfare function

employed, because this will determine the relative importance

attached to the average value of the health measure and its

distribution. This can be problematic, because the ranking

of any two populations may well be sensitive to the choice of

specific utility/welfare function. This is where the issue of

dominance becomes relevant. Intuitively, a dominance result

is obtained if it can be demonstrated that the distribution

of health in one population, P will always be ranked better
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(in terms of conferring higher welfare) that the distribution of

health in population Q, for all welfare functions which obey

certain broadly agreed upon properties. Dominance results are

powerful in that they permit fairly unambiguous comparisons

to be made between populations, where the term ‘fairly un-

ambiguous’ is used in the sense that the ranking between the

populations would hold for a wide range of welfare functions.

Below, more formal, specific, definitions of dominance are

given but for the moment the aforementioned explanation

will suffice.

Where dominance is not found, then analysts must rely

upon comparisons of some measure of central tendency,

usually the mean or the median. If distribution is also an issue

they must rely upon the specific utility/welfare function or, if

the focus is solely upon distribution then specific inequality

measures must be used, in either case running the risk that the

ranking of populations may be sensitive to the choice of

function/measure. In the case of health however, there may

be a further complication. Some health measures are cardinal

(e.g., life expectancy) and thus lend themselves to comparison

via the mean and also via well-known inequality measures

such as the Gini coefficient or coefficient of variation. In many

cases however, the health measure is not cardinal but instead

is ordinal and categorical, for example, self-assessed health

(SAH). In such cases, analysts have essentially two choices:

They can either transform their data from ordinal to cardinal,

and then proceed using the cardinal approach referred to

earlier. Alternatively, they can employ measures which are

specifically designed to deal with ordinal data, bearing in

mind, however, that there are relatively fewer such measures to

choose from than in the case of cardinal data. The case of data

which is measured in intervals lies somewhere in-between.

Analysts have the choice to convert interval data into cardinal

data by assuming that all observations within an interval take

the range of, say, the median of that range. Of course, this may

be an overly strong assumption to make and ignores any

within interval variation, though it may be acceptable if the

intervals are comparatively narrow. An alternative would be to

convert interval data into cardinal data using the interval re-

gression approach described later.

In this article, the application of dominance methods and

the measurement of inequality in health economics, for the

case of both cardinal and ordinal data, are reviewed. First, the

case where the health measure is cardinal is considered. In

the discussion which follows, it can be noted that what could

be termed ‘pure’ health inequality, i.e., inequality in health

without reference to an individual’s socioeconomic resources

will be discussed. This distinguishes this review from the ex-

tensive literature on inequality in health outcomes with re-

spect to income or other measures of resources. The article

concludes with a brief discussion on statistical inference.

Dominance and Health Inequality with Cardinal Data

In analyzing issues of dominance and inequality in the case

where health is measured cardinally, the results and methods

employed in the case of income inequality are available for

use. It is probably easiest to deal with the case of inequality

first. In what follows it is assumed that comparisons between

two populations are made with respect to a measure of health

hi where it is assumed that higher values represent better

health.

The primary dominance concept in the analysis of in-

equality is Lorenz dominance. This involves comparison of

the Lorenz curve for hi for the two populations. The Lorenz

curve orders individuals in increasing order of hi and then

plots, against the cumulative proportion of the population

so ordered, the cumulative proportion of total health going to

each proportion of the population. The graph corresponding

to the 451 line represents complete equality – everyone has the

same health. The closer the graph is to the 451 line, the more

equal are the distributions. Thus if one distribution lies above

(nearer to the 451 line) for all values of p then that distribution

is said to Lorenz dominate and would be ranked as more

equal by all inequality measures obeying certain basic prop-

erties. These properties are anonymity (permutations of health

among the population do not matter for overall inequality),

population (the measure of inequality is independent of the

size of the population), relativity (absolute levels of health do

not matter for inequality measures), and transfer (inequality

must fall if there is a transfer of a unit of health from a more to

a less healthy person).

Where Lorenz dominance is found, the issue of inequality

is essentially resolved. However, it is frequently the case that

dominance is not found, in which instance specific inequality

measures must be used. There is a wide range of such meas-

ures. Among the most frequently used are the Gini coefficient,

the coefficient of variation, and the entropy family of meas-

ures. The Gini coefficient is closely related to the Lorenz curve

and can be calculated as the ratio of the area between the

Lorenz curve and 451 line of perfect equality to the area of the

triangle below the 451 line. A more formal expression for

the Gini coefficient is

G¼ 1

2N2mh

XN
j ¼ 1

XN
k ¼ 1

hj � hk

�� ��,
i.e., the sum of all the differences between all pairs of health

normalized by dividing by the squared population, where N is

the total population and mh is the mean of the population

health.

The coefficient of variation can be obtained from the

expression

C¼ 1

mh

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

i ¼ 1

ðhi � mhÞ2
s

,

i.e., the standard deviation of health divided by mean health.

The entropy family of inequality indices are given by

GEðaÞ ¼ 1

aða� 1Þ
1

N

XN
i ¼ 1

hi

mh

� �a

� 1

" #

where notation is as before and the parameter a reflects the

weight attached to inequality at different parts of the distri-

bution. More negative values of a reflect a higher weight on the

lower part of the distribution, whereas higher positive values

reflect a greater weight on the upper part of the distribution.

A further additional property which may be desirable in an

inequality measure is that of decomposability. Suppose the
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population can be clearly partitioned into groups, for ex-

ample, by region, then the overall inequality index can be

decomposed into inequalities within regions and inequalities

between the regions. The only commonly used inequality

index which can be exactly decomposed (in the sense that the

sum of the within group inequalities and between group in-

equalities exactly add up to overall inequality with no re-

sidual) is the Theil index (one of the entropy family above,

with a¼1).

Lorenz dominance is concerned with comparing health in

two populations purely on the basis of inequality, without any

reference to the average level of health. From a social welfare

perspective, greater inequality of health may be a trade off for

a higher average level. To take an extreme example, suppose in

population Q, there is complete equality of health, whereas in

population P, there is a high degree of inequality, yet the least

healthy person in P has higher health than the average level in

Q. Many would regard P as having superior health to Q even

though Q Lorenz dominates P.

In these instances, stochastic dominance results can be

applied. The degree of stochastic dominance will depend

upon whether the data are cardinal or ordinal and also on the

nature of the underlying utility function. For example, with

first-order stochastic dominance, suppose that the cumulative

distributions of health in populations P and Q are given by

Fp(h) and FQ(h), respectively. Then distribution P dominates

distribution Q if for any value of h, FQðhÞ � FPðhÞ, i.e., for any

value of health, h, the fraction of population with health lower

than h is less in P than in Q. Alternatively, suppose there is a

monotone nondecreasing function of h, u(h), then P domin-

ates Q if
R

uðhÞdFP �
R

uðhÞdFQ for all values of h. In this case,

u(h) can be regarded as a utility function which is mono-

tonically increasing in health.

Thus if it is simply assumed that individual utility is in-

creasing in health, then dominance for population P over

population Q holds if the cumulative distribution of health

for population P first-order stochastically dominates that for

population Q.

Assuming that individual utility functions are not only

increasing, but are also concave in the measure of health, then

provided the health measure is cardinal, dominance may also

be observed if the cumulative distribution of population P

second-order stochastically dominates that of population Q.

Thus,
R

uðhÞdFP �
R

uðhÞdFQ and now u(h) is monotone in-

creasing and concave. In terms of the comparison of cumu-

lative distribution functions, what is now important is the

area under the distribution functions. Thus P will second-

order stochastically dominate Q if DQðhÞ ¼
R

FQðhÞdh �R
FPðhÞdh¼DPðhÞ. Note that comparison of the areas under

the distribution function implies that h, the argument of the

distribution function, can be summed in a meaningful way.

This implies that second- and higher order stochastic dom-

inance is only meaningful if h is cardinal and cannot be ap-

plied if h is ordinal. It is also worth noting that in this case

second-order stochastic dominance is equivalent to what is

known as Generalized Lorenz dominance, where the Gener-

alized Lorenz curve is simply the original Lorenz curve scaled

up by the average level of health.

There is one further branch of dominance theory which is

of relevance for comparison of some specific health measures

between populations. In some cases, it would be of concern if

the value of a specific health measure lies above (or below) a

critical threshold, although at the same time, it may not be of

concern should the value of the health measure be below

(above) that threshold. This has clear parallels with the study

of poverty and dominance results from the poverty literature

can be applied in these cases. One obvious area within health

economics where such techniques could be applied is obesity,

with its focus on individuals whose body mass index (BMI)

lies above a critical threshold. This approach is particularly

useful when there may not be complete agreement over where

the critical threshold should be drawn. A further example of

an application of this technique in health economics is with

regard to mental stress (Madden, 2009). Here mental stress

is measured via a Likert scale derived from answers to the

General Health Questionnaire (GHQ) and once again the

threshold value of the scale which indicates mental stress is

open to question. Stochastic dominance techniques are used

here to show that regardless of where the threshold is drawn,

there was a fall in mental stress in Ireland over the 1994–2000

period.

The analysis of mental stress in Ireland referred to earlier

essentially interpreted the Likert scale derived from the GHQ

as a cardinal measure of mental health. Strictly speaking this is

not true as the underlying data used to construct the scale are

of an ordinal categorical nature. Much health data, including

the frequently encountered SAH measures, are of this nature

and the application of dominance techniques and the calcu-

lation of inequality in these instances raise particular ques-

tions, to which we now turn.

Dominance and Inequality with Ordinal Data

Whereas there are some health measures which are cardinal,

they tend to concentrate only on specific dimensions of

health, for example, BMI. More general cardinal health

measures are comparatively difficult to come across. Measures

such as the SF-36 or Euroqol are available only for a limited

range of countries. Probably the most frequently employed

measure of general health is SAH. Individuals answer a

question of the form: In general, how good would you say

your health is? The possible answers are: very bad, bad, fair,

good, and very good (the exact wording can differ from survey

to survey but it is generally of the aforementioned type).

Whereas this measure appears to be a good indicator of overall

health it is not cardinal, and with only five categories, it is not

suited to the application of the standard inequality indices

referred to earlier.

The breakthrough in analyzing inequality with such data

came from Allinson and Foster (2004). They showed how

standard measures of the spread of a distribution which use

the mean as a reference point, such as the Gini, are in-

appropriate when dealing with categorical data. This is be-

cause the inequality ordering will not be independent of the

(arbitrarily chosen) scale applied to the different categories. In

this instance a more appropriate reference point is the median

category and the cumulative proportions of the population in

each category is the foundation of their analysis of inequality

with categorical data. This is because, whereas changes in the
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scale used will affect the width of the steps of the cumulative

distribution, the height of the cumulative distribution is in-

variant to the choice of scale, thus providing the crucial

property of scale independence.

Allison and Foster (2004) thus develop a partial ordering

based on a median-preserving spread of the distribution

(analogous to the partial ordering based on a mean preserving

spread provided by say a Lorenz comparison). Thus, suppose a

measure of SAH with n different categories which can be

clearly ordered 1,y, n. Let m denote the median category and

let P and Q denote two cumulative distributions of SAH with

Pi and Qi indicating the cumulative proportion of the popu-

lation in category i, in each distribution, where i¼1, y, n. For

the case where both P and Q have identical median states m

then P has less inequality than Q if for all categories jom,

PjrQj and for all jZm, PjZQj. What this is effectively saying

is that distribution Q could be obtained from distribution P

via a sequence of median-preserving spreads.

Allison and Foster also deal with dominance when the

focus is on the level of the health measure. In this case dis-

tribution P will dominate distribution Q if the cumulative

frequency at each point on the ordinal scale (as we go from

lower to higher) is always higher in Q than in P. This is

equivalent to the first-order stochastic dominance condition

referred to earlier. For a recent example of an application of

this approach to a comparison of SAH between different social

classes, see Dias (2009). As pointed out earlier, it is important

to note that when data are ordinal then second-order sto-

chastic dominance is not defined, because it requires that the

health measure h can be summed in a meaningful way.

Of course, the Allison–Foster measure shares with Lorenz

dominance the property that it only provides a partial order-

ing and there may be instances when the aforementioned

conditions do not hold and it is not possible to rank different

distributions of categorical data. Abul Naga and Yalcin (2008)

address this issue and build upon the Allison–Foster approach

in presenting a parametric family of inequality indices for

qualitative data. Like its cardinal data counterparts such as the

Gini coefficient or coefficient of variation, it will always pro-

vide a ranking, but it lacks the generality of the dominance

approach. Subsequent to the Abul Naga–Yalcin paper, Lazar

and Silber (2011) have provided an alternative index for or-

dinal data building upon work in the area of ordinal segre-

gation. The Abul Naga–Yalcin work has also been extended to

provide an index which can be used to make comparisons

when the two distributions in question do not have the same

median category.

The aforementioned contributions show that real progress

has been made toward measuring inequality in the case of

ordinal data. However, at this stage, in the literature there is

still only a limited number of indices specifically designed for

ordinal data, so, unlike the case with cardinal data, the analyst

has less opportunity to check the sensitivity of results to al-

ternative indices. In this instance, there is another approach

which can be taken. It is possible to transform ordinal data to

cardinal data, and then apply the cardinal indices referred to

earlier.

Much of the literature in this area developed in the context

of measuring health inequality related to socioeconomic

resources and a very useful summary is available in van

Doorslaer and Jones (2003). Their favored approach is to use

interval regression to obtain a mapping from the empirical

distribution function of what is regarded as a valid index of

health (such as the McMaster Health Utility Index (HUI)) to

SAH. By mapping from the cumulative frequencies of SAH

categories into an index of health such as the McMaster HUI it

is possible to obtain upper and lower limits of the intervals for

the SAH categories. These can then be used in an interval

regression to obtain a predicted value of the index for all in-

dividuals. Comparisons which they carry out for measures of

SAH in Canada suggest that this approach to cardinalization

outperforms other approaches and it also appears to be the

case that the values of the health index obtained are not very

sensitive to the cutoff points chosen. Hence it may be regarded

as acceptable to use cutoff points from the Canadian HUI to

calculate a cardinal index of health for other countries.

A key question then is, how do the results obtained from

such an approach compare with those from an index specif-

ically designed to deal with ordinal data? Madden (2010)

carried out such an exercise, calculating ordinal inequality

indices using the Abul Naga–Yalcin approach and also car-

dinal indices using generalized entropy measures and apply-

ing them to Irish data for the years 2003–06. In terms of the

ranking of the different years there was very little correlation

between the ordinal and cardinal indices. This is a specific

result obtained with a specific dataset but it underlines that

the choice between the application of an ordinal index versus

transforming data into cardinal format and then using a car-

dinal index may not be trivial.

Statistical Inference

Sections ‘Dominance and Health Inequality with Cardinal

Data’ and ‘Dominance and Inequality with Ordinal Data’

outlined approaches for the testing of dominance and meas-

uring inequality, using both cardinal and ordinal data. Should

dominance be found then of course, it is necessary to check if

such a finding is statistically significant. Similarly, it may be

used for the calculation of the standard errors associated with

any particular index of inequality calculated.

Dealing first with dominance in the case of cardinal data,

in the case of inequality alone this issue boils down to

checking for statistically significant differences between the

ordinates of the Lorenz curves. Suppose that Li is the ith

Lorenz ordinate (i¼1, 2,..k), where the kth ordinate is equal

to one. Then, as shown in Beach and Davidson (1983), given

estimated Lorenz ordinates from two populations P and Q

with sample sizes NP and NQ respectively, there are k� 1

pairwise tests of sample Lorenz ordinates:

Ti ¼
L̂

P

i � L̂
Q

iffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V̂

P

i

NP
þ V̂

Q

i

NQ

r , i¼ 1, 2,::k� 1 ð1Þ

In large samples, Ti is asymptotically normally distributed.

Bishop et al. (1991) suggest the following criteria when testing

for Lorenz dominance: If there is at least one positive signifi-

cant difference and no negative significant differences between

Lorenz ordinates then dominance holds. Two distributions are
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ranked as equivalent if there are no significant differences,

whereas the curves cross if the difference in at least one set of

ordinates is positive and significant although at least one other

set is negative and significant.

In the case of first- and second-order stochastic dominance

for cardinal data, Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests can be applied.

Such tests can also be applied to ordinal data for first-order

stochastic dominance.

If Lorenz dominance is not found then individual in-

equality indices must be calculated and the appropriate

standard error obtained. Obtaining analytic expressions for

standard errors in the case of many inequality indices is far

from easy as the expressions may be highly nonlinear and

whereas asymptotic results may exist, robust, small-sample

results are more difficult to obtain. Given this problem, the

bootstrap approach may be preferable, as evidence suggests

that bootstrap tests perform reasonably well in these situations

(see Biewen, 2002).

In the case of the ordinal inequality index developed by

Abul Naga and Yalcin to date there has been no progress in

terms of statistical inference for this index. However, the

Lazar–Silber paper provides jackknifed standard errors and it

is also worth observing that in the related literature of the

measurement of polarization for ordinal data expressions for

the calculation of confidence intervals for such measures have

been produced.

Conclusion

This article has summarized some of the main results with

respect to dominance and inequality in the case of health data.

It was seen that a crucial distinction must be made between

cardinal and ordinal health measures. In general the literature

for cardinal health measures is more developed, in terms of

dominance, indices, and statistical inference. There have also

been developments in the analysis of dominance in more than

one dimension. The area of multidimensional dominance

raises important issues for the measurement of population

health which are currently being vigorously debated in the

poverty literature. One of the principal issues to be resolved is

whether aggregation of different dimensions of health should

take place before dominance or inequality analysis is applied

(e.g., if single-dimensioned dominance/inequality analysis

were to be applied to an aggregate cardinal health measure

such as the SF-36), or whether alternatively an explicitly

multidimensional approach is adopted whereby analysis is

applied to separate dimensions of health and aggregation

which takes place at the level of the inequality index itself.

For the case of ordinal health measures, which are arguably

more widely employed, dominance results are generally less

applicable, there are fewer inequality indices and statistical

inference is less well developed. In this area, future develop-

ments are perhaps most likely to involve further contributions

along the lines of Lazar and Silber (2011) with the develop-

ment of a wider menu of inequality indices. It is also to be

expected that further progress will be made in the area of

statistical inference.

See also: Efficiency and Equity in Health: Philosophical
Considerations. Equality of Opportunity in Health. Health
Econometrics: Overview. Measuring Equality and Equity in Health and
Health Care. Measuring Health Inequalities Using the Concentration
Index Approach. Unfair Health Inequality
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Introduction

Empirical health economists are likely to encounter questions

regarding health and health behaviors that involve dynamics.

What does one mean by dynamics? Put simply, a dynamic

model of economic behavior captures the element of ‘time.’ In

contrast, a static model leaves out time. More specifically,

intertemporal dependence is made explicit in dynamic mod-

els. This article discusses some of the econometric methods

used to estimate dynamic empirical models.

To motivate these methods, the article begins with three

examples of individual behaviors studied by health econo-

mists that exhibit meaningful relationships across time.

Building on these examples, the article presents the econo-

metric methods that have been used by health economists to

measure dynamic relationships or behaviors that are con-

nected over time. Much of this work attempts to recover causal

effects of variables on outcomes (as opposed to mere statistical

correlations) in a dynamic empirical setting. The article con-

cludes with a description of solution and estimation of opti-

mization problems that recover the underlying ‘primitive’ (or

structural) parameters that characterize how economists

model dynamic decision making.

Examples of Dynamics in Health and Health-Related
Behaviors

As demonstrated in each example in this section, behaviors

that are dynamic involve an event, outcome, or action in the

past that affects current decisions regarding that behavior or,

related, an event, outcome, or action today that impacts future

decision making. A distinction needs to be made as to whether

the observed event, outcome, or action is endogenous or ex-

ogenous. The adjective endogenous implies that the agent

(individual or firm) had a role in choosing or influencing the

event, outcome, or action; exogenous implies that character-

istics of the agent do not affect the event, outcome, or action.

Most importantly, endogeneity suggests that unobservable

characteristics of the agent likely affect adjacent (in time) be-

haviors. Another important characteristic of the examples that

follow is that the observations of interest are specific to an

individual (i) over time (t). We will assume that the econo-

metrician has access to data with repeated observations on the

same individuals. We need many observations in the ‘indi-

vidual’ dimension, but may have only a small number of

observations in the ‘time’ dimension.

Example 1: Health Production

It is difficult to think about dynamic models in health eco-

nomics without thinking of Michael Grossman’s seminal work

on health capital and the demand for health (1972).

Grossman was the first economist to formally model the op-

timal health and medical care consumption of individuals. He

recognizes, and emphasizes, that health is inherently dynamic.

Indeed, time is such an integral part of health-related decision

making that Grossman framed it as an optimization problem

being solved over a lifetime.

In this example, the evolution of an individual’s health

is a dynamic process. Grossman describes our health as a

stock, or a capital good. One might compare it to the concept

of human capital, or the stock of education that an individual

acquires over her lifetime. In fact, similar to education or any

capital good (e.g., computer equipment) that a firm uses in

production, the stock of health requires maintenance, and

depreciates, over time. And, like other capital goods, health

can be characterized by its stock and its flow. The stock

is an instantaneous measure of current health. The flow is

the services or benefits that are generated from a stock of

health.

But health cannot be purchased. An individual cannot

go to the store to buy more health when her health stock

falls below a particular level. Rather, an individual produces

health – with the operative words being ‘individual’ and

‘produce.’ The first word signifies that each individual is re-

sponsible for their own health stock. This responsibility does

not imply that accidents can always be avoided. It is quite true

that unfortunate events that reduce our health stock happen,

and happen with no fault of our own. Yet, our own behaviors

can and do influence our health stock.

That influence is exactly where the second word ‘produce’

comes in. An individual chooses inputs to sustain or augment

a health stock. She may also choose inputs that reduce or

weaken her health stock. An obvious example of a positive

input (i.e., one in which the marginal product is positive) is

medical care. If one’s health deteriorates, she may consume

medical care to repair it. Other examples, of both positive and

negative inputs, include food, cigarette, and alcohol con-

sumption. In addition to market goods that affect health,

nonmarket goods may impact health. For example, exercise,

sleep, and stress are health inputs.

Given this understanding of health capital economists

model it as a dynamic productive process with depreciation.

That is, let Hit define an individual’s health stock at time t. Let

Iit denote a selected amount of health input at time t. Then,

according to the description of the evolution of the health

stock, a simple mathematical definition of the dynamic pro-

cess might be

Hi,tþ1 ¼ ð1� dtÞHit þ f ðIitÞ ½1�

where dt measures the depreciation rate of health capital in

each period t to tþ 1 and f( � ) is a function that converts the

period t health input into health next period. Given this def-

inition or model, it should be immediately obvious that the

health production process involves time. Health in one period
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evolves into health in the subsequent period with the help of

chosen behavioral inputs during the transition period. Un-

fortunately, social scientists do not observe an individual’s rate

of health depreciation nor do they know with certainty the

effectiveness of any one health input for a particular indi-

vidual. Yet, these are exactly the empirical questions health

economists seek to answer when studying health and health

behaviors.

Example 2: Addictive Good Consumption

Cigarette consumption was described in Example 1 as a

(negative) health input. To measure the effect of cigarette

consumption on health outcomes, an econometrician must

first understand decisions to smoke. (Smoking is an example

of an action that is endogenous. Unobservable individual

characteristics that affect smoking might also affect the health

outcome of interest, which will bias estimates of the smoking

effect.) A simple approach to modeling demand for any good

is to consider the demand to be static. That is, today’s demand

for a good depends only on measures of specific variables

today: an individual’s income today, her current age, the price

of the good today, and even the prices of goods that are

substitutes for or complements to the good being considered,

etc. However, health economists place cigarettes in a different

class of goods, namely addictive goods (Chaloupka and

Warner, 2000). Other examples of addictive goods might be

alcohol, fast food, illicit drugs, etc.

What characterizes an addictive good? The basic premise

is that past consumption of the good alters the enjoyment

an individual receives from current consumption. That is,

the demand for the good today depends not only on

measures of specific variables today, but also on measures

of specific variables in the past. Herein lies the role of time,

or dynamics.

Economists have labeled three ways that past consumption

of an addictive good might alter the enjoyment of the good

today. The first characteristic of an addictive good is tolerance:

The amount of the good consumed in the past directly

affects ‘happiness’ today or, in the economist’s terminology,

contemporaneous ‘utility.’ Using fast food consumption as

an example of a negative addiction, someone who has con-

sumed a lot of greasy French fries in the past is unhappier

(all else equal) than someone who has not developed this

addiction. However, a beneficial addiction might be to exer-

cise. Tolerance suggests that someone who has engaged in

exercise routinely in the past may experience greater happiness

today, all else equal.

The second characteristic of an addictive good is with-

drawal: Consumption of the good provides positive utility. Put

differently, an individual foregoes this utility if they choose

not to smoke. Thus, a smoker, who anticipates the reduction

in utility today associated with their past use, can look forward

to the boost in utility they receive from continuing to smoke

today. If they quit, their utility is lower.

The third characteristic is reinforcement: The marginal

utility of consumption of the good today is greater when

the person has a history of consumption of the good. This

characteristic suggests that consumption of the good in

two consecutive time periods is complementary. Adjacent

complementarity also implies that reducing consumption of

the addictive good (or quitting) is harder the more one has

consumed in the recent past.

Each of these characteristics suggests that the demand for

an addictive good depends on past behavior related to that

good. That is, demand is dynamic. Note, however, that this

dependence on past behavior also suggests that behavior

today will impact optimal future behavior. That is, an indi-

vidual deciding whether or not to smoke today (and the

amount to smoke) takes into consideration their past smoking

behavior, but also understands that their decision today will

affect their optimization problem regarding the same behavior

tomorrow. Hence, today’s decision, which is based on maxi-

mizing lifetime utility from this period forward, depends not

only on past behavior, but also on expected optimal behavior

in the future conditional on today’s choice.

Health economists theorize that the demand for an ad-

dictive good (under particular assumptions about the opti-

mization problem of the individual) is described by the

function:

Cit ¼ cðCi,t�1, Pit , C�i,tþ1, XitÞ ½2�

where Cit is current consumption of cigarettes, Ci,t�1 is lagged

consumption, and C�i,tþ 1 is expected future consumption. The

contemporaneous price of cigarettes is denoted as Pit and ex-

ogenous individual characteristics are denoted as Xit. Given

this demand relationship for addictive goods, one can easily

see how time plays a role. In particular, consumption of the

addictive good in different time periods affects current con-

sumption of the good.

Example 3: Health Insurance Selection

The optimal health insurance decision, or the demand for

health insurance by an individual, is another example of

a health-related behavior that involves elements of time.

More specifically, an individual decides today, without perfect

knowledge of her future need for medical care, whether or not

to purchase a health insurance plan, which reduces the fi-

nancial responsibility for medical care consumed in the near

future. That is, health insurance is chosen before realization of

the health state, and hence, medical care expenses. Put dif-

ferently, at the point of insurance decision making, medical

expenses are uncertain (Arrow, 1963).

A basic, stripped down model of optimal health insurance

purchase involves choosing a plan to maximize expected

utility. The uncertainty of health, and therefore medical care

consumption, requires an individual to forecast – at the time

of the insurance decision – the distribution of future medical

care expenditure. The decision of an individual to purchase

health insurance depends not only on the individual’s ex-

pected medical care expenditure (i.e., some average measure),

but also on the tails of that distribution. How likely am I to

experience a disastrous health event that requires high medical

care expenditure?

Suppose the set of health insurance alternatives differ by

the level of cost-sharing or reimbursement (which ranges from

0% to 100%) and the premium (i.e., the price of the plan).

That is, if an individual chooses a 30/70% plan, the insurance
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company pays 70% of medical care costs during that insurance

year, whereas the individual is responsible for the remaining

30% of total expenses. The premium, or price of insurance,

increases with the level of coverage. Assuming utility is a

function of wealth, the individual decides on the optimal level

of insurance coverage that will maximize her expected utility

under uncertain health or medical expense. Specifically,

an individual selects insurance as if she were solving the fol-

lowing optimization problem:

Max

Z
Uðwit2Dit2apit þ aDitÞdFðDitÞ ½3�

where wit is the individual’s wealth in period t, Dit is the un-

known medical care expense at t with known distribution,

F( � ), and pit is the insurance premium per percentage of

payout, a, which measures the level of insurance coverage. In

this simplified model, the individual maximizes expected

utility by choosing the optimal level of coverage a (which is

between 0 and 1 inclusive). Mathematically, the solution in-

volves integrating over the medical care expense distribution,

F( � ), because costs of medical care are not known with cer-

tainty. Therefore, the optimal level of coverage depends on

initial wealth, the price of insurance, the individual’s level of

risk aversion (captured here by the shape of the utility func-

tion U( � )), and finally, the distribution of medical care

expenses.

Here, the role of time is a bit more subtle. This example

abstracts from the very realistic assumption that previous ex-

perience with particular health insurance plans or past med-

ical care utilization may influence the current value of each

health insurance alternative; in that case, the role of time

mimics previous examples. However, the simple model above

highlights a role of time that is different from the previous

examples: Optimal decision making requires the individual

to forecast future medical care expenses based on current in-

formation. Below we discuss how to solve and estimate this

dynamic behavior.

The examples presented above relate to individual health

behavior. Yet, there are many examples of dynamics on the

supply side of health economics. Consider, for example,

technology adoption or the decision of a firm to enter or exit

the market. How do a firm’s actions today affect the likely

actions today or tomorrow of its competitors? The health lit-

erature examines these dynamic behaviors in hospital entry

and exit, medical equipment adoption, and learning by firms

or physicians about drug or procedure effectiveness, just to

name a few areas.

Econometric Methods to Capture Dynamics

The first two examples describe the production function for

health and the demand function for an addictive good.

Equations [1] and [2] depict the relationships between the

explained variables (i.e., health and consumption of addictive

goods) and the explanatory variables. Economic theory guides

the inclusion of particular explanatory, or right-hand side,

variables. Then, the economist or econometrician can think

about estimating an empirical model that captures the dy-

namic relationship.

Consider the following steps taken by the econometrician.

Step 1: Specify the Econometric Model

Given a theoretical relationship between variables of interest,

the first step is to specify an appropriate econometric model.

An econometrician might specify the evolution of health

capital, depicted theoretically as the health production func-

tion in eqn [1], as follows:

Hi,tþ1 ¼ a1Hit þ a2Iit þ uit ½4�

where a1 and a2 are coefficients to be estimated. They reflect

the measured effect of the variation in the explanatory vari-

ables on variation in the dependent variable. In particular, a1

measures the depreciation of the health stock between periods

t and tþ 1 and a2 measures the investment in the health stock

obtained by consuming an additional unit of the input Iit. The

uit term measures the unobserved or unexplained variation in

health among individuals. It captures the fact that the rela-

tionship between Hi,tþ 1 and Hit and Iit is not perfect or, rather,

that Hit and Iit do not fully explain Hi,tþ 1. Error terms are

always added to statistical models that describe behavior of

individuals because we are social beings, and our behavior is

often not as completely predictable as it might be for many

natural or physical behaviors. To avoid introducing too much

additional notation, the notation uit is used to capture un-

observed heterogeneity, generally, in all the equations that

follow. The reader should understand that the amount of error

and, hence, the variable that captures that error, depends on

the behaviors being explained as well as the power of the

observable explanatory variables.

The health production relationship can be made more

realistic (and more complicated) by including additional ex-

planatory variables that make sense theoretically. For example,

Grossman himself suggests that education influences the

marginal product (or effectiveness) of a health input. Let Xit

define demographic characteristics of the individual. The

econometrician might test the hypothesis that education

matters by estimating the following regression:

Hi,tþ1 ¼ a1Hit þ a2Iit þ a3Xit þ a4IitXit þ uit ½5�

It should be noted that the relationship in eqns [4] and [5]

holds for all time periods. Thus, the model can be rewritten as

Hit ¼ a1Hi,t�1 þ a2Ii,t�1 þ a3Xi,t�1 þ a4Ii,t�1Xi,t�1 þ ui,t�1 ½6�

Turn now to the example of addictive good consumption.

The econometrician might specify the equation that depicts

the demand function described in eqn [2] as

Cit ¼ g0 þ g1Ci,t�1 þ g2Pit þ g3C�i,tþ1 þ g4Xit þ uit ½7�

where the variables have been previously defined, and the

marginal effects of these variables are depicted by parameters,

g, to be estimated.

Step 2: Determine the Measurable Variables to be Used in
Estimation

Having specified the model, the econometrician has to de-

termine whether data exist to estimate the model as it has been
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specified. For example, how should health stock be measured?

What variable exists in a data set that best captures a person’s

stock of health? What inputs affect health? Do measures of

those inputs exist? Which inputs need to be modeled because

they are chosen by the individual? For now, consider only one

health input: medical care. Later, the case where multiple inputs

may better explain the evolution of health will be considered.

Estimation of the empirical model in the addictive good

example requires that the econometrician observe an indi-

vidual’s consumption and the price of cigarettes over time. In

some cases where longitudinal information on individual-

level consumption has not been available, econometricians

have used their knowledge of the dynamic nature of addictive

good consumption and the availability of cigarette prices over

time to replace past and expected future consumption with the

relevant price information at the time of consumption. Hence,

eqn [7] becomes

Cit ¼ j0 þ j1Pi,t�1 þ j2Pit þ j3Pi,tþ1 þ j4Xit þ uit ½8�

One can still see that ‘time’ plays an integral role in pre-

dicting current consumption. Specifically, prices of cigarettes

yesterday, today, and tomorrow may affect cigarette con-

sumption today.

Step 3: Evaluate the Role of Unobservables Associated with
the Dynamics of the Model

Given a dependent variable (e.g., Hit and Cit in the two pre-

vious examples) and a set of observable explanatory variables,

one might initially consider the use any one of the statistical

estimators described in previous articles. An ordinary least

squares (OLS) regression seems like an obvious candidate.

However, the dynamic feature of the equations begs the

question: Do unobserved individual differences (hetero-

geneity) that explain the observed lagged outcome (Hi,t�1),

action (Ii,t�1), or event (Pi,t�1) in the past also influence the

current outcome (Hit) or action (Cit) that is being explored? If

so, then the error terms that explain the dependent variable

and the right-hand side variable are serially correlated. It may

also be the case that these unobservables are heteroskedastic

(i.e., the amount of variation in the error differs by observable

characteristics), but the focus in this article is on the inter-

temporal dependence in behaviors, outcomes, and events

over time.

First, consider the desire to estimate the effect of an out-

come in t� 1 (Hi,t�1) on the same outcome in time t (Hit).

How might the same unobservable affect both the variables

Hit and Hi,t�1? One example must be that of unobserved

health. Recall that one of the data questions above was about

the measurement of health. It is hard to think of, let alone find

in an available data set on individuals, a variable that fully

captures one’s health stock. Thus, unobserved measures of

health (that are correlated with the observable measure) are

captured by the error term, and these unobserved measures of

health are likely correlated over time. This endogeneity pro-

duces either upward or downward bias in the OLS estimate of

the endogenous variable’s effect.

However, an unbiased estimate of depreciation (a1) can be

obtained only by using specific econometric techniques to

account for the correlation in the unobservables. Other ex-

amples of this correlation in measures of health over time are

unobserved family health history, unobserved rates of time

preference that capture how forward-looking an individual

may be, and unobserved health inputs. One might encounter

the same problem when trying to estimate the effect of an

action in t� 1 (Ci,t�1) on the same action in time t (Cit).

Unobservables that affect cigarette consumption today are

likely correlated with consumption yesterday.

Now consider a desire to estimate the effect of an action in

the past (Ii,t�1) on an outcome today (Hit). Might Ii,t�1 be

correlated with Hit through unobservables that affect both?

Unobserved health, for example, may be correlated with both

medical care decisions and observed health outcomes. That is,

lagged observed health Hi,t�1, and thus also lagged un-

observed health, may affect both one’s input decisions last

period, Ii,t�1, and current realizations of health, Hit. If current

unobservables ‘move with’ those past unobservables (i.e., are

correlated), then estimated coefficients that measure the effect

of these lagged observable variables are contaminated with

endogeneity bias (if the econometrician does not address the

correlation).

To illustrate more fully, decompose the period t error term

(uit) into three components. We want the first component to

capture permanent unobserved differences in individuals. We

label this permanent heterogeneity mi. These unobserved in-

dividual differences do not vary over time, but may affect

observed actions or outcomes in each period. Examples of this

type of heterogeneity include risk aversion, genetic character-

istics, rates of time preference, or other aspects of the pro-

duction process or decision-making process that remain fixed

over the life cycle. The second component captures time-

varying unobserved characteristics of individuals that might be

correlated with the explanatory and to-be-explained variables.

We label this time-varying heterogeneity nit. Examples include

unobserved health shocks, stress, or behaviors that may differ

each period. The third component, eit, is an identically and

independently distributed (iid) unobserved error term that is

uncorrelated over time and uncorrelated with each of the ex-

planatory variables of the equation. This last component does

not cause any problems econometrically. The first and second

must be dealt with appropriately. More formally, the general

error term can be decomposed into three components:

uit ¼ mi þ nit þ eit for all t ½9�

As the examples suggest, the unobservables that impact

estimation of variable effects may be either permanent (mi) or

time varying (nit). There are different econometric techniques

that can be used to address these unobservables, depending on

the type of variation/correlation.

Step 4: Determine the Appropriate Estimation Method

Economists recognize that dynamic relationships often lead to

correlation in variables, or their unobserved determinants,

over time. Consider, now, four different methods for ad-

dressing the econometric problems associated with unobser-

vables that are correlated over time.
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Instrumental variables
In the case of cigarette consumption (eqn [7]), economists

recognize that unobservables that determine smoking be-

havior in the last period may affect smoking behavior in this

period, which will bias the measured effects of lagged smoking

on current smoking if not addressed econometrically. One

solution is to find another variable that varies across indi-

viduals that explains lagged smoking behavior but, con-

ditional on the observed lagged smoking behavior, does not

independently impact current smoking behavior. Economic

theory suggests that smoking decisions in each period depend

on the price of cigarettes in each period. Hence, without

measures of lagged smoking behavior, Ci,t�1, one can replace

the behavior with its determinants, namely the price of cig-

arettes in the lagged period, Pi,t�1. Equation [8] above depicts

the new equation using this approach.

For this variable to be a valid ‘instrument’ for lagged

smoking behavior, the econometrician has to answer several

questions. First, does this variable vary over individuals? Indi-

vidual-level variation in prices is difficult to find, but price series

that differ by county or state exist. And prices often vary over

time. So, cigarette prices by state of residence and time of

consumption usually provides enough variation to identify the

effect of prices on individual behavior. Second, might Pi,t�1 be

correlated with Ct through unobservables that affect both? If the

‘price’ of cigarettes is measured by any public policy variable

such as cigarette taxes or smoking bans in public places, a

public finance economist would probably answer this question

with a ‘yes’. The political process naturally reflects the prefer-

ences of the people, and hence these measures of the costs of

smoking are correlated with demand behavior. For the purposes

of this article, consider variation in the prices of cigarettes

(across states and across time) to be exogenously determined.

Thus, there is no need here to worry about unobserved correl-

ation between Pi,t�1 and Cit.

Before stating a third question that must be answered to

determine the validity of an instrument, reflect on the speci-

fication of eqn [8], which suggests that lagged prices, current

prices, and future prices each affect current consumption of

cigarettes in some way. It is often the case that adjacent

measures of price are correlated. Such multicollinearity among

variables makes estimation (and interpretation) of this model

difficult. And this difficulty suggests the third question: Al-

though the assumptions about exogeneity of cigarette prices

might be valid, do individuals know prices with perfect fore-

sight (as eqn [8] implicitly assumes). If not, then future prices,

Pi,tþ 1, cannot be included in the equation. Rather, expect-

ations of future prices could be included. But how do people

form expectations of future prices today? They may use all

information available to form an expectation equal to the true

expected value of prices (i.e., rational expectations). Or they

may have adaptive expectations and predict future prices using

current and lagged observed prices of the good, which are

already included in the equation. Regardless of one’s as-

sumption about the formation of price expectations, the role

of lagged price is now twofold: it captures the effect of lagged

price on both lagged smoking behavior and the distribution of

future cigarette prices. Yet, theoretically, the econometric work

was begun with the goal of measuring the habitual or ad-

dictive effect of lagged consumption on current consumption,

measured by the coefficient on lagged price. Empirically, the

revised specification (eqn [8] without the Pi,tþ 1 variable) no

longer supports that interpretation.

Assuming that the answers to these questions support the

use of an exogenous ‘event’ (i.e., the price of a good), as an

appropriate instrument for a lagged endogenous variable, then

the econometrician can proceed with estimation. Either re-

place the endogenous variable with the exogenous one and

estimate the current smoking behavior as a function of current

and lagged cigarette prices, or estimate the endogenous action

(i.e., lagged smoking) as a function of lagged prices, and use

the estimated predicted value of lagged smoking in place

of the observed lagged smoking variable. This method requires

that lagged prices have no independent explanatory power

in the current smoking equation conditional on the predicted

lagged smoking behavior.

One should note two things about this instrumental vari-

ables method. The former approach (i.e., replacement of Ci,t�1

with Pi,t�1) eliminates the need for panel data on individual

smoking behavior. Of course, longitudinal data on cigarette

prices (or taxes, or smoking bans) that vary by state of resi-

dence are needed. The second approach, which involves esti-

mation of the lagged smoking behavior, obviously requires

longitudinal data on smoking behavior. Note also that there is

no need to model the permanent and/or time-varying un-

observed differences among individuals with either of these

approaches because the correlation is ‘dealt with’ by replace-

ment of the offending variable with one that is not correlated

with the error term.

Fixed effects
An alternative econometric approach is to model explicitly the

permanent and time-varying unobserved differences among

people that lead to correlation in variables over time. In this

case, panel data on individual behaviors or outcomes is

required.

First consider the case where the source of correlation across

time periods is permanent unobserved individual differences

that affect behavior or outcomes in all periods. That is, in the

health production example, eqn [5] can be expressed as

Hi,tþ1 ¼ a1Hit þ a2Iit þ a3Xit þ mi þ eit ½10�

and in the addictive good consumption example, eqn [7] can

be expressed as

Cit ¼ g0 þ g1Ci,t�1 þ g2Pit þ g3Xit þ mi þ eit ½11�

In each example above, mi is the permanent unobserved

individual heterogeneity and eit is the serially uncorrelated iid

unobserved (error) component. Conditional on mi, Hit, and

Iit are uncorrelated with eit (and Ci,t�1 is uncorrelated with eit).

Two fixed-effects methods – the within-groups estimator

and the first-differencing estimator – eliminate the fixed in-

dividual unobserved effect (mi) by transforming the estimated

equation. The former involves subtracting the mean of each

variable over all years from each individual observation

in each cross-section. As the mean of the fixed effect is mi

itself, the permanent heterogeneity is eliminated. Similarly,

the latter approach involves first differences (Hi,tþ 1�Hit

or Cit�Ci,t�1), which eliminates the permanent component.
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The latter first-differencing method is used most frequently

among health economists. There are tradeoffs in the econo-

metric properties of each of these estimators.

One advantage of the fixed-effects method is that it not

only addresses the serial correlation (caused by permanent

heterogeneity) that creates the endogeneity bias associated

with having the lag of the dependent variable as an explana-

tory variable, but it also addresses the correlation associated

with endogenous behaviors that affect outcomes (i.e., the

input behavior, Iit, in eqn [10]).

However, the fixed-effects methods have some disadvan-

tages. The approach relies on changes in explanatory variables

over time to identify effects of interest, eliminating time-

invariant variables (e.g., gender, race) as explanations for

observed behaviors. It is less efficient due to a loss in degrees

of freedom in estimation. It ignores correlation generated

from time-varying unobserved differences across individuals.

Random effects
The econometrician can employ another estimation tool to

model the unobserved heterogeneity. Rather than treat the

permanent heterogeneity as individual specific, they can treat

it as random, with some distribution, and attempt to estimate

the effect of explanatory variables on a behavior or outcome

of interest while integrating over the distribution of the cor-

related unobserved heterogeneity. Sometimes the econo-

metrician estimating with random effects will specify (or

assume) the distribution of the unobserved heterogeneity. At

other times, the distribution of the heterogeneity will be

estimated.

An econometric approach that requires no (or few) distri-

butional assumptions on the unobservables is called the

discrete factor random-effects (DFRE) estimator. The random-

effect specification introduces an unobservable, m, that takes

on the estimated discrete values m1,y,mk (rather than indi-

vidual specific values indicated by an i subscript in the fixed-

effect specification), with estimated probabilities j1,y,jk,

and Sk jk¼1. In this case, consumption behavior in periods

t¼2,y,T are estimated with the dynamic equation:

Cit ¼ g0 þ g1Ci,t�1 þ g2Pit þ g3Xit þ mþ eit ½12�

and estimation involves integration of the likelihood function

over the estimated discrete distribution of m.

The DFRE procedure also allows for the introduction and

estimation of time-varying unobserved heterogeneity (i.e., the

nit term in eqn [9]). One simply needs to also estimate the

mass points and probabilities of the mass points associated

with this type of heterogeneity.

Another advantage of the DFRE approach is the ease with

which an econometrician can jointly estimate two (or more)

behaviors of interest. Referring to the health production

function example, a source of correlation could be between

the lagged health outcome and current health outcome, but it

could also be between the input behavior and the health

outcome. Modeling the latter correlation explicitly requires

jointly estimating the input behavior (i.e., medical care con-

sumption, cigarette consumption, etc.) with the health pro-

duction function. The linear DFRE version of the multiple

equation case would also require the estimation of factor

loadings on the unobserved heterogeneity components in

each equation to capture different effects of the heterogeneity

on different outcomes. There is a nonlinear approach where

the joint probabilities of each of the two types of hetero-

geneity are modeled and estimated.

Note that in the jointly estimated set of equations, as in the

health production function example where both the input

behavior and the subsequent health outcome are modeled

jointly, identification requires that there exists a variable that

impacts input behavior but, conditional on the input, does

not also affect health outcomes. Theory suggests such vari-

ables. For example, if medical care is the only input to health

production, prices of medical care (captured perhaps by

health insurance cost-sharing characteristics, distance to the

physicians office or hospital, supply of doctors, etc.) affect

demand for medical care, but do not independently affect

health transitions conditional on medical care consumption.

However, it cannot be denied that health is a function of

more than medical care inputs. As stated earlier, health

depends on different types of medical care inputs (e.g.,

preventive care, curative care) and nonmedical care inputs

(e.g., cigarette consumption, alcohol consumption, physical

exercise, nutrition, sleep, stress, etc.). If any of the omitted

inputs are complements to or substitutes for the included (i.e.,

observed) input, then they are necessarily jointly chosen with

the included input and hence a function of the same ex-

planatory variables. One can also prove that the income effect

associated with a fixed budget set, irregardless of a cross-price

relationship between inputs, suggests that the model is not

identified as specified (Mityakov and Mroz, 2012). Hence,

strong assumptions are necessary for estimation of unbiased

effects of health inputs on health outcomes.

Additionally, it is necessarily the case that consumption in

every period is correlated with the discrete factor, or per-

manent heterogeneity term, m. But, consumption for the first

period of observation in the data cannot be explained by the

dynamic equation [12] because the econometrician does not

observe smoking behavior before period one. Hence, an initial

condition (i.e., smoking in the first observed period) can be

specified in its reduced form and must be jointly estimated

with the dynamic equation to obtain the correct distribution

of the unobserved permanent heterogeneity. It is also neces-

sary that the econometrician be able to identify this initial

condition. That is, there must be a variable that explains the

initially observed behavior (or outcome) that does not also

explain subsequent behaviors (or outcomes) conditional on

the lagged behavior (or initial condition in this case).

Generalized method of moments
Finding appropriate instruments (or identification variables)

for estimation of these dynamic models is a big hurdle

for econometricians. To address this difficulty, the methods

have exploited the dynamic variation in behaviors, outcomes,

and events over time in search of an instrument. As another

example, the first-differenced generalized method of moments

(GMM) estimator uses the twice-lagged dependent variable

as the instrumental variable. Additional lags can also be

used.

Identification in this context is similar to that in the DFRE

approach. Both are identified through the variation in com-

plete histories of the exogenous variables in the equations
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being jointly estimated. Think of it this way: If cigarette con-

sumption in period t depends on cigarette consumption in

period t� 1 (and period t prices of cigarettes), and one wants

to model cigarette consumption using a dynamic equation

every period, then the entire history of cigarette prices explains

current smoking behavior. At the individual level (or state

level) there is likely to be additional variation in this history of

cigarette prices relative to the variation in the last period’s

cigarette price.

When multiple behaviors need to be modeled (i.e., the

health outcome and the endogenous health input), GMM

estimation can combine the set of moment conditions speci-

fied for the equations in levels with additional moment

conditions specified for the equations in first differences. In

this case, twice-lagged variables serve as instruments because

they are uncorrelated with the differenced time t and t� 1

error terms.

Up to now, it has been assumed that these time-varying

unobservables are drawn every period, from the same distri-

bution, where, by assumption, these errors are not persistent.

That is, a draw in one period does not depend on the draw in

the previous period. However, it may be the case that this

time-varying heterogeneity is not completely subsumed (or

reflected) by the observed period t behavior or outcome.

Rather, the disturbance term may be autoregressive (i.e.,

ni,tþ 1¼lnitþ eit). With the differenced GMM estimator, the

coefficient l can be estimated. An econometrician could also

use copula functions to explicitly model the serial correlation

in nonpermanent, time-varying error terms.

Solution and Estimation of Dynamic Theoretical
Models

This article has discussed econometric methods that attempt

to recover the causal effect of variables of interest on outcomes

of interest in a dynamic setting. Often, however, one may want

to measure (or estimate) the value of a parameter of interest

for which we do not have a corresponding observable variable.

Consider the third example of dynamics in health-related

decision making presented above: the optimal health insur-

ance selection. A health economist may desire to understand

what determines observed insurance choices. Theory suggests

that a person’s risk aversion (or aversion to the financial loss

associated with reduced health and subsequent medical

care consumption) plays a role in determining how much

health insurance is optimal for him. Economists capture risk

aversion with the shape of the utility function. A linear func-

tion, for example, reflects no risk aversion: given the risk of

poor health (or medical care expenditure) an individual

would be indifferent between having health insurance cover-

age and financing the full cost of care out of pocket. A concave

utility function reflects risk aversion (or risk avoidance). But

how can an econometrician use observed data to recover this

unobserved risk preference?

This question requires that the econometrician para-

meterize and solve the individual’s optimization problem

(eqn [3]) and use data on observed health insurance choices,

medical care utilization (or expenses), individual character-

istics, and prices of insurance to estimate the parameters of the

model. Rather than measuring correlations or causal effects

in linearized demand functions (Example 2) or stand-alone

production functions (Example 1), solution and estimation of

the parameterized optimization problem (Example 3) recovers

the preferences, constraints, technologies, and expectations of

forward-looking individuals. Not only are the recovered par-

ameters easily interpreted as common constructs used by

economists, the estimated model can also be used to evaluate

interesting health policy alternatives when variation in such

policy parameters are not available in the observed data.

Looking specifically at the optimal insurance selection ex-

ample, an econometrician solves an expected utility maxi-

mization problem. The shape of the nonlinear utility function,

which depends on ‘disposable wealth’ (because, by assump-

tion, the individual gets happiness from consumption which

costs money), and the shape of the distribution of financial

risk that an individual faces (i.e., medical care expenses), are

critical components of the optimal solution. To understand

optimal behavior, the econometrician must accurately capture

both aversion to risk and the risk distribution. Of much im-

portance is accurately capturing the tail of the expenditure

distribution, for it is the rare or unlikely, large financial loss

events that reduce happiness (or utility) the most. To com-

plicate things further, these constructs may depend on indi-

vidual unobservables that are likely correlated over time.

There is not enough space in this article to detail the

methods used to solve and estimate such dynamic discrete

choice problems in health economics. The methods that re-

cover structural or primitive parameters, like those that recover

reduced-form parameters, also require identification. The

econometrician must be very specific about the observed be-

havior that helps to estimate the parameters of interest. Nobel

prize winning economist Jim Heckman describes the problem

of identification that econometricians want to avoid as oc-

curring when ‘many different theoretical models and hence

many different causal interpretations may be consistent with

the same data’ (Heckman, 2000). Thus, no matter which es-

timation procedure is adopted, the econometrician must be

clear about what assumptions are being made to justify

identification, because the assumptions will inevitably affect

interpretation of the estimated parameters. And after all, it is

these measured parameters that form the basis of the answers

to our originally posed questions.

Summary

This article introduces the concept of dynamics in an econo-

mist’s model of behavior. The three examples depict economic

relationships between variables over time using a demand

function, a production function, and full solution of an in-

dividual’s optimization problem. The reader is introduced to

the main econometric problems associated with estimating

models with dynamics. The article briefly discusses some

econometric methods used to address the intertemporal

dependence exhibited by dynamic empirical relationships.

The article concludes by explaining the importance of theory

in supporting both the justification for causal empirical

interpretations as well as the understanding of dynamic

health-related relationships over time.
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Glossary
Budget constraint The limit to expenditure imposed by a

cash-limited budget.

Efficiency A resource allocation is efficient if it is not

possible to reallocate resources so as to increase one

person’s utility (or health, or output) without decreasing

another person’s utility (or health or output). In health

economics the entity maximized is generally assumed to be

utility, health, or welfare.

Extra-welfarism or Nonwelfarism A normative

framework of economics which holds the evaluation of a

policy or resource allocation should be based on a larger set

of information than solely the utilities attained by members

of society.

Matching (in biostatistics) Selecting a control

population that is matched on some characteristics that

may influence the outcome of interest independently of the

disorder in question. Also a process through which pairs of

individuals are brought together in order to trade, share, or

otherwise engage in some mutual activity.

Partial equilibrium analysis Classic demand and supply

analysis in which each market is treated in isolation from all

others, compared with general equilibrium analysis.

Quality-adjusted life-year The quality-adjusted life-year

(QALY) is a generic measure of health-related quality of life

that takes into account both the quantity and the quality of

life generated by interventions.

Value-based pricing A method of pricing pharmaceuticals

that links their prices to the estimated value of the health

benefits they generate.

Welfarism A tenet of welfare economics which holds that

the evaluation of a policy or resource allocation should be

based solely on the utilities attained by members of society.

Willingness to pay The maximum sum an individual (or

a government) is willing to pay to acquire some good or

service, or the maximum sum an individual (or

government) is willing to pay to avoid a prospective loss. It

is usually elicited from controlled experiments in which

subjects reveal their willingness to pay.

Introduction

There has long been an aspiration to invest in promoting health,

preventing ill health, and reducing health inequality. This as-

piration can be realized through a wide variety of public health

interventions, including not only screening, vaccination, and

other preventive activities undertaken by healthcare pro-

fessionals but also a broad range of fiscal and social programs

and regulations beyond the healthcare sector with impacts on

the health of the population.

Economic evaluation is increasingly used to inform de-

cisions about which public health interventions to fund from

scarce resources. However, there remains a dearth of evidence

on the effectiveness and cost–effectiveness of public health

interventions and the evidence that is available tends to be

relatively weak – at least compared with evidence for health-

care interventions – with important methodological chal-

lenges remaining. In the UK, for example, the Wanless Report

of 2004 noted the lack of evaluations undertaken in the public

health field and the lack of methods development, expertise

and funding available to generate the evidence.

Health economic guidelines for assessing the cost–

effectiveness of healthcare technologies – such as new drugs,

devices and medical procedures – have existed in many juris-

dictions across the developed world for well over a decade. By

contrast, methods for the economic evaluation of public health

interventions are less well-established. Healthcare technology

assessment guidelines use an economic evaluation framework to

provide a clear and transparent approach for assessing the

relative costs and benefits of alternative options with the aim of

achieving an efficient allocation of resources. Typically, in re-

lation to healthcare technology assessment, this framework fo-

cuses on the decision-making objective of maximizing health

gain subject to an exogenously fixed healthcare budget

constraint.

The economic evaluation of many public health inter-

ventions raises additional methodological challenges. As with

the evaluation of standard ‘clinical’ healthcare technologies, it is

important to determine effect estimates for use within economic

evaluations of public health interventions. However, public

health interventions tend to be directed at populations or

communities rather than specific individuals, and can be less

suited to evaluation through randomized controlled designs: the

gold standard of study design for obtaining unbiased estimates

of effect. In addition, public health interventions tend to gen-

erate a broad range of nonhealth benefits and opportunity costs,

which may extend beyond the healthcare sector, with impli-

cations for other sectors subject to different objectives and

budget constraints. Lastly, although standard health economic

evaluation methods focus on maximizing health gain, a par-

ticular feature of many public health interventions is a concern

to reduce health inequalities and so decision makers may be

interested in information about the distribution of health levels,

gains and opportunity costs within the general population as

well as the average health gain for recipients of the intervention.

It is, therefore, not clear how far standard methodological

guidelines for healthcare technology assessment are appropriate

in public health, and some public health scholars have argued
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that over-zealous application of standard health technology

assessment (HTA) evaluation processes and criteria in public

health can lead to systematically misleading conclusions.

This article briefly reviews standard methods for the eco-

nomic evaluation of healthcare interventions before identifying

key methodological challenges for the economic evaluation of

public health interventions. To illustrate the methodological

issues, it contrasts National Institute for Health and Clinical

Excellence (NICE) (http://www.nice.org.uk/) methods guides

for economic evaluation of healthcare technologies and public

health interventions, respectively, linking this to the methodo-

logical challenges of undertaking economic evaluation of public

health interventions. Finally, it explores ways forward, noting

some recent methods developments in the field.

Methods for the Economic Evaluation of Healthcare
Interventions

Economic evaluation offers a clear analytical framework for as-

sisting decision making. In the presence of limited resources and

a fixed healthcare budget, economic evaluation offers a trans-

parent approach, underpinned by explicit social value judg-

ments, for choosing how to allocate society’s scarce healthcare

resources. To do this, decision-making objectives and com-

parator interventions are identified and the opportunity cost of

selecting a particular intervention is assessed by considering

whether its’ value exceeds the value that would have been

achieved if the next best alternative intervention were selected,

given available resources. Costs and consequences of relevant

alternative activities are compared, with the most efficient use of

resources being the option that provides the best outcome.

There are two main philosophical approaches underpin-

ning economic evaluation: the ‘welfarist’ approach and the

‘non-welfarist’ approach. Each has implications for the eco-

nomic evaluation methods of choice. The key outcome in the

welfarist approach is the satisfaction of individual preferences,

typically measured using willingness to pay (WTP) reflecting

the maximum amount an individual would pay for a

particular intervention. In contrast, the nonwelfarist approach

focuses on some other measure of outcome reflecting the

decision-maker’s objective, such as the quality-adjusted life-

year (QALY) which can be used as a summary measure of total

population health benefit. In practice, the nonwelfarist ap-

proach and the use of cost–effectiveness analysis (CEA) based

on QALYs predominates in the healthcare sector, whereas the

welfarist approach and the use of cost–benefit analysis (CBA)

based on WTP estimates predominates in other areas of social

policy such as transport, occupational safety, the environment,

employment, housing, and so on. However, each approach

can be applied in different ways and both CEA and CBA

could in principle be conducted using different outcome

measures.

One of the most comprehensive and commonly referred to

set of guidelines for health economic evaluation methods is the

NICE health technology ‘reference case’ from the UK. These

guidelines are periodically revised – they were first issued in

2004, updated in 2008, and a third edition is currently being

prepared that may incorporate substantial revisions related to a

new system of ‘value-based pricing’ due to be introduced from

2014. The 2008 version, which sets out a thoroughly ‘non-

welfarist’ approach to undertaking economic evaluations of

healthcare interventions, is described in Box 1. Under this ap-

proach, the aim is to maximize health given a fixed budget

constraint, whereby funding the new intervention involves dis-

placing one or more existing interventions. A new intervention

is considered cost–effective if the extra cost incurred to gain an

extra one QALY, relative to the next best intervention, is less than

approximately d20 000 to d30 000. This is the cost–effectiveness

threshold value and represents the opportunity cost or health

forgone by the displaced activity.

Methods Challenges for the Economic Evaluation
of Public Health Interventions

Unlike clinical healthcare interventions, public health inter-

ventions tend to be directed at populations or communities

Box 1 Summary of the HTA and the public health reference cases (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence, 2008,
2009)

Element of assessment NICE HTA reference case NICE public health reference case

Defining decision problem The scope developed by NICE The scope developed by NICE
Comparator Therapies routinely used in NHS Therapies routinely used in Public sector
Perspective on costs NHS and PSS Public sector, including the NHS and PSS
Perspective on effects All health effects on individuals All health effects on individuals
Type of economic evaluation CEA Primary analysis CEA Secondary analysis CCA,

CBA
Synthesis of evidence on outcomes Based on a systematic review Based on a systematic review
Measure of health effects QALYs QALYs
Source of data for measurement of HRQoL Reported directly by patients and/or carers Reported directly by patients and/or carers
Source of preference data for valuation of

changes in HRQoL
Representative sample of the public Representative sample of the public

Discount rate Annual rate 3.5%, costs and health effects Annual rate 3.5%, costs and health effects
Equity position Additional QALY same weight regardless of other

characteristics of individuals receiving health
benefit

Additional QALY same weight regardless of other
characteristics of individuals receiving health
benefit
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rather than specific individuals. One implication of this for

evaluation is that public health interventions often have rela-

tively small and hard-to-detect effects at the level of the indi-

vidual, which can nevertheless sum to large effects at population

level. Public health interventions also tend to generate a broader

range of costs and nonhealth benefits, including costs falling on

private consumption and public sector budgets beyond the

healthcare sector. Finally, whereas standard economic evaluation

methods focus on efficiency with the aim of maximizing health

gain, typically the aim of public health interventions extends

further to include a concern for reducing unfair health in-

equalities. Indeed, some public health professionals would go

so far as to say that the primary goal of public health inter-

ventions is to generate a more equitable distribution of health in

society. Based on these considerations, adjustments to standard

health economic evaluation methods may be required to assess

public health interventions. The formulation of social objectives,

the range of outcomes and opportunity costs to be quantified,

and the methods for evaluating those outcomes and oppor-

tunity costs may all need to be reconsidered, to align the

methods with the broader scope and goals of public health

interventions.

A number of reviews have explored the challenges of eco-

nomic evaluation in public health. Four key methods chal-

lenges can be identified in applying standard health economic

evaluation methods to public health interventions. These

include (1) attributing outcomes to interventions; (2) meas-

uring and valuing outcomes; (3) incorporating equity con-

siderations; and (4) identifying inter-sectoral costs and

consequences, as developed further below.

Attributing Outcomes to Interventions

Before undertaking CEA, it is essential to determine the effect-

iveness of relevant comparator interventions. Most healthcare

interventions are directed at identified groups of individuals,

and the randomized controlled trial (RCT) design is typically

used as the ‘gold standard’ study design for primary data col-

lection. Most published guidelines in the healthcare field, in-

cluding the current NICE reference case, indicate a preference for

using RCT evidence to identify and measure the effectiveness of

relevant comparators. Some individually focused, face-to-face

public health interventions may be suitable for evaluation using

an RCT. However, this might not be feasible for more com-

munity-based public health interventions, and other forms of

experimental data, such as cluster randomized trials, may not be

available for obtaining effect estimates. Because there are likely

to be fewer controlled trials of public health programs, it will

often be necessary to use other approaches for obtaining an

unbiased estimate of the intervention effect. Natural experi-

ments and the use of nonexperimental data can be used to fill

some gaps in the public health evidence base. However, evi-

dence of this kind is vulnerable to selection bias. Where study

participants are not randomized to the interventions, the effects

estimated for different interventions may be biased because of

confounding between assignment to the intervention and the

study participant characteristics. This implies that effectiveness

estimates may, in part, be caused by differences in population

characteristics instead of the intervention of interest. More use

may be made of statistical techniques that have been developed

to analyze nonexperimental data, including a range of econo-

metric methods and simulation modeling methods. Methods

are available to improve the validity of the comparator groups

through study design, such as matching patients across inter-

ventions and in the analysis of results by statistically adjusting

for case mix, assuming sufficient data is available to do so.

Given the dearth of RCT evidence for many public health

interventions, systematic reviews of evidence which exclude

all non-RCT design evidence may not yield parameter esti-

mates that could be used in economic evaluations. Instead, a

common outcome would be that there was insufficient re-

search evidence available for assessing effectiveness. Other

methods such as narrative review summaries are not par-

ticularly helpful for analysts requiring empirical estimates.

Instead, broader evidence synthesis techniques are required,

which enable the analyst to include all relevant evidence

within an economic evaluation, including robust non-

experimental evidence from natural experiments as well as

RCTs. Modeling is also required to extend the analysis to an

appropriate time horizon. This may be of particular im-

portance for public health interventions which impact health

over the longer term. Modeling is also required to indicate

how uncertainty in the available evidence translates to the

probability that a particular decision is the correct one.

Measuring and Valuing Outcomes

Typically the main aim of a new healthcare technology is to

improve health. By contrast, public health interventions tend to

generate a broad range of health and nonhealth benefits, which

may extend beyond the healthcare sector. Many health eco-

nomic guidelines, including the NICE reference case for HTA,

recommend that health outcomes are measured in QALYs. For

public health interventions, however, a range of nonhealth

outcomes may also be relevant – including fairly tangible crime,

education and employment outcomes as well as harder-to-

measure outcomes such as public reassurance, the empower-

ment of citizens to make informed choices, and community

cohesion. Some of these outcomes may be possible to in-

corporate within a QALY-type framework, others not. Therefore,

the use of other outcome measurement and valuation methods

may be appropriate – for example, subjective well-being scores,

or multidimensional indices of well-being in which health is

only one component, or WTP-based methods including the

possibility of using some form of ‘adjusted’ WTP after purging

the influence of income, incomplete information, mispercep-

tions of risk, protected characteristics under equalities legislation

and/or other determinants of ‘raw’ WTP that social decision

makers may consider inappropriate reasons for public resource

allocation decisions.

Intersectoral Costs and Consequences

Public health interventions may have impacts that extend

beyond the healthcare sector. Costs and benefits associated

with public health interventions can fall on different sectors of

the public sector. For example, a public health intervention to

reduce substance abuse may reduce criminal justice costs.
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Interventions that are implemented in other sectors of the

economy may also have public health implications. For ex-

ample, improvements in housing could reduce illness and

injuries, with consequent reductions in healthcare utilization

and expenditure. In addition, individuals may incur out-of-

pocket costs associated with accessing and using interventions.

There may be ripple effects associated with an intervention

that could extend across other sectors of the economy, in-

cluding the private and voluntary sectors. An obvious way of

addressing this challenge would be to monetize benefits.

However, this still raises practical questions about how dif-

ferent health and nonhealth outcomes are to be valued and

how to address the issue of fixed budget constraints faced by

healthcare and other public sector decision makers, rather

than assuming that all costs and outcomes are costlessly ex-

changeable between different policy sectors. It also raises

deeper theoretical questions about whether and how it is

possible to integrate ‘welfarist’ and ‘nonwelfarist’ approaches.

If a healthcare and personal social services (PSS) per-

spective is chosen, as for the NICE HTA reference case, re-

source use and costs falling on the healthcare and PSS sector

are evaluated but impacts falling on other sectors are not.

Where the healthcare sector budget is fixed, a new intervention

can only be funded if other activity is displaced within the

sector. There is an opportunity cost incurred in investing in

the new intervention, i.e., the health forgone among the

group of patients whose intervention is displaced and there-

fore no longer available. Under the NICE HTA reference case,

this health opportunity cost is approximated by the cost–

effectiveness threshold value. Using this approach, for ap-

proximately every d20 000 of expenditure the opportunity cost

is one QALY lost through displacing existing interventions.

However, the relevant opportunity costs and threshold values

are likely to differ across sectors – with different sectors having

different threshold values for both health and nonhealth op-

portunity costs.

The NICE HTA reference case recommends that analysts

undertake CEA on the basis of benefits measured in QALYs

and costs covering National Health Service (NHS) and PSSs

resource use. To identify possible inter-sectoral impacts of

public health interventions, the costs and benefits falling on

other sectors could be considered for each comparator inter-

vention. The cost–consequence analysis (CCA) approach,

whereby a range of sector-relevant costs and consequences are

measured and reported separately, could be informative. In

addition, it might be appropriate to account for these impacts

using real or hypothetical budgetary transfers across sectors

whereby sectors that gain net benefits can ‘compensate’ sectors

that lose net benefits – although the feasibility of this ap-

proach requires further investigation. For example, if a generic

but sector-specific measure of outcome such as the QALY were

identified for each sector, this could be used in reference to the

relevant cost–effectiveness threshold value for the sector to

compute net benefits for each sector.

Incorporating Health Equity Considerations

The final key methods challenge identified for the economic

evaluation of public health interventions is a concern to reflect

the health equity implications of public health interventions

The importance of achieving health equity is recognized in

many published guidelines for economic evaluation. How-

ever, in practice, health equity considerations are rarely

quantified. In terms of health outcomes, it is typically assumed

that the value of a QALY is the same whoever receives it. The

analysis will also contain some judgment about which types of

resource use to cost, and this can be influenced by equity

considerations – for example, considerations of non-

discrimination may influence judgments about how far to

count productivity costs, which can be much higher for highly

paid workers compared with those on low pay and eco-

nomically inactive groups such as children and pensioners.

However, current analyses do not examine health inequality

issues – in particular the distribution of QALY levels or gains

between population subgroups, for example, by socio-

economic status, ethnicity and gender – which are of par-

ticular interest in public health.

To reflect health inequality considerations, data on equity-

relevant subgroups need to be identified, collected, and

analyzed. Assuming the decision maker has the twin ob-

jectives of both reducing health inequality and improving

health, if the cost-effective intervention is the option that

also minimizes health inequality then the decision is clear.

However, if one intervention achieves greater health out-

come and the comparator intervention achieves greater

health equality then under standard cost-effectiveness de-

cision rules it is not clear which intervention to choose.

Some methods have been proposed for dealing with this

trade-off issue, as reviewed in the section on methods

developments below.

Recent Guidance for the Economic Evaluation
of Public Health Interventions

Before reviewing recent methods developments in the field, it is

useful to refer to NICE guidance that has been developed to

facilitate a consistent and transparent approach to undertaking

good quality economic evaluations of public health inter-

ventions in the UK. The NICE guide to methods for the de-

velopment of public health guidance is periodically updated: it

was first issued in 2006, and has been updated in 2009 and

2012. Described below is the 2009 version, which is the most

directly comparable to the 2008 NICE ‘reference case’ for

technology appraisal. The main relevant changes in the 2012

edition are a reduced discount rate for costs and benefits and an

even stronger emphasis on conducting CCA and CBA as well as

CEA using QALYs, following a recent shift of public health

budgets in England to local government and away from the

healthcare sector. As detailed in Box 1, the NICE public health

reference case (right-hand column) differs in a few character-

istics compared to the NICE HTA reference case (left-hand

column). These differences illustrate that elements of assess-

ment have been adapted to reflect the characteristics of public

health interventions.

The NICE public health reference case reflects the fact that

public health interventions may involve resources, costs, and

outcomes beyond the healthcare sector. It recommends that

‘‘important health effects and resource costs are all included’’
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and ‘‘effects and outcomes not related to health are included

(if they are important for the public sector).’’ Therefore, NICE

recommends that analysts include this information in add-

ition to the information recommended for the NICE HTA

reference case. As comparison of the two approaches shows,

for the NICE HTA reference case the perspective on cost is

fairly restrictive, including only NHS and PSSs costs. Also, the

prescribed measure of health benefit is the QALY. Each QALY

gained is assumed to have the same weight regardless of the

other characteristics of the individuals receiving the health

benefit (e.g., their age, socioeconomic status, or severity of

their health condition). The NICE methods for developing

public health guidance differ in that the perspective on costs

is extended to encompass all costs falling on the public

sector, recognizing the broader, cross-sector nature of most

public health interventions. To facilitate comparability be-

tween NICE decisions, the QALY remains the primary

measure of health outcome in the ‘reference case.’ However,

for the public health reference case it can be supplemented

by CCA and CBA approaches in order to take account of the

broader aims and scope of public health interventions. This

allows explicit consideration of multiple, nonhealth related

and/or outcomes that are difficult to quantify. It also means

that the impact of the interventions on the distribution in

health gains can be evaluated to inform public health

policy.

Methods Developments in the Economic Evaluation of
Public Health Interventions

Given increasing interest in the economic evaluation of public

health interventions and current public health economic

evaluation guidance, it is useful to review some of the ongoing

methods requirements and developments in the area that

might be used in future evaluations.

Attributing Outcomes to Interventions

In terms of primary data collection to assess the relative effect-

iveness of public health interventions, it is often feasible to

undertake individual or cluster randomized RCTs and where

possible this is recommended for measuring outcomes, although

it is likely to be possible only over the short term. Where this is

not feasible, nonrandomized trials may be undertaken and use

of methods to restrict entry to the interventions based on those

with particular characteristics or selecting controls that match the

cases in terms of the confounding factor(s) may prove useful. As

it is likely that outcomes of interest will extend beyond the length

of trial follow-up, it is useful if outcomes measured match those

available in longer term observational studies. Analytical tech-

niques may be used to analyze nonexperimental data including

econometrics. Economics has a long tradition of analyzing

nonexperimental data for deriving effects attributable to a range

of public health interventions. These include various matching

techniques such as propensity scores, difference in differences

techniques, time series analyses of natural experiments, and,

where appropriate, more sophisticated econometric modeling

and structural modeling. In addition, Bayesian methods may be

useful in synthesizing data (modeling) including in examining

the data where participants in studies do not match typical NHS

patients, where intermediate outcomes are used, where relevant

comparators have not been used, where long-term costs and

benefits extend beyond the trial period and in quantifying the

decision uncertainty and variability around the estimates. Further

research might be undertaken to develop the methods for syn-

thesizing all relevant data, experimental and nonexperimental

and aggregate and individual-level data, for use in economic

evaluations of public health interventions.

Measuring and Valuing Outcomes

Given that the aims and scope of public health interventions

tend to be broader than for standard healthcare interventions,

the measures of outcome chosen need to reflect this. As dis-

cussed above, the NICE reference case recommends CEA using

QALYs as the primary form of analysis, with patients and/or

carers as the source of data for measurement of health-related

quality of life (HRQoL) and with values based on a repre-

sentative sample of the views of the public. CCA and CBA are

recommended as a secondary analysis to include other

measures of outcome appropriate to decision making given

the interventions evaluated.

Ongoing research includes development of sector-specific

generic outcomes based on the QALY approach, for example, a

social care QALY, development of a nonsector specific multi-

dimensional measure such as a well-being index and a

nonsector specific unidimensional measure such as happiness.

The choice of outcome measure reflects the normative foun-

dation underpinning the analysis and can also reflect the impact

of the intervention on a particular sector or across multiple

sectors of the economy.

Inter-Sectoral Costs and Consequences

Where the costs and consequences of public health inter-

ventions extend beyond the healthcare sector, the NICE HTA

reference case methods would need to be extended to demon-

strate this impact. The NICE public health reference case ac-

counts for broader outcomes in the sense that the use of the

cost–consequence or cost–benefit approach enables the analyst

to describe other outcomes beyond the QALY and the health-

care sector. In terms of costs, besides NHS and PSSs costs,

other public sector costs may be considered. Use of the cost–

consequence approach could, however, mean that decision rules

are not explicit as there are no standard decision rules using this

approach and it is not clear the value decision makers would

attach to different impacts in order to come to a decision about

the cost–effectiveness of an intervention. The use of CBA may

require a shift in the normative position to a more ‘welfarist’

perspective, though it may also be possible to monetize at least

some nonhealth outcomes using methods other than estimating

‘raw’ WTP for those outcomes – for example, using ‘adjusted’

WTP estimates, sector-specific threshold values, and relative

valuations of those outcomes in terms of other outcomes that

are more readily monetized.

Research is ongoing to assess the practicalities of evaluating

possible budgetary transfers across different sectors of the
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economy. In particular, an inter-sectoral compensation test ap-

proach to analyze the net benefit of costs, which fall on different

sectors of the economy is being explored, and a stochastic

mathematical programming approach is being developed to

explore how to allocate resources in the context of different

budgets and different budgetary policies across sectors.

Finally, research is also being undertaken to assess the use of

a general equilibrium approach to simultaneously consider the

impact of interventions across all sectors of the economy. The

large majority of health economic evaluations undertaken to

date take a partial equilibrium approach to analysis by as-

suming all other costs (and benefits) remain the same apart

from those being evaluated. This is appropriate for evaluating

the impact of most healthcare interventions. However, some

health issues such as antimicrobial resistance and potentially

pandemic diseases (e.g., seasonal flu, severe acute respiratory

disease (SARS)) might have a macroeconomic impact that alters

broader resource use and costs in the economy as a whole.

Incorporating Equity Considerations

The NICE public health reference case makes no explicit

mention of equity considerations. However, the use of CCA,

and assessment of subgroups in sensitivity analysis, assuming

sufficient individual-level data on equity-related subgroups,

may enable the analyst to include health equity issues. How-

ever, as a starting point, relevant health equity characteristics

need to be identified and could include a whole range of

possibilities such as socioeconomic status, degree of volun-

tariness or personal responsibility for health risk, and the

value of treating current ill health versus preventing future

health risk. If, following evaluation, the most cost–effective

option is likely to be judged inequitable, either on the grounds

of health inequality impact or procedural justice, it would be

possible to assess the opportunity cost of not selecting that

option, in terms of aggregate health gain forgone or additional

resources used. Another approach that has been suggested is

quantitative health impact assessment, allowing for health

opportunity costs as well as health gains. Here, once a health

inequality or a set of health inequalities have been deter-

mined, the distribution of net health impacts of the inter-

vention is assessed by different equity-relevant groups.

Building on this approach, it may be possible to assess the

magnitude of any reduction in health inequality following

adoption of the intervention and to clarify trade-offs with the

objective of maximizing population health improvement.

The NICE reference cases state that an additional QALY is

given the same weight regardless of other characteristics of

individuals receiving health benefit. There has been some

research into public and stakeholder views on equity weighting

in a public health context and considerable additional re-

search to overcome technical and practical issues is required to

examine how much sacrifice in total population health is

merited in order to pursue particular equity goals.

Summary

Economic evaluation provides a clear analytical framework

for combining evidence and explicit social value judgments

to inform decisions about how far investments of scarce

resources in public health interventions are worthwhile.

Given tight budgets and ballooning healthcare costs

worldwide, policymakers are increasingly interested in ways

of shifting the balance of effort toward preventative activity

that has the potential to both improve health and reduce

healthcare cost. So policymakers are likely to have an on-

going interest in assessing how far investments in public

health interventions represent good value for money.

Methods for the economic evaluation of healthcare inter-

ventions need to be adapted and refined in relation to the

four methods challenges identified, in order to help analysts

undertake good quality, relevant economic evaluations of

public health interventions. Methods development in the

field is still at an early stage and further research is required

to improve the usefulness of methods and to pilot new

methods with the aim of providing more useful information

to support decisions about the investment of scarce re-

sources into public health interventions.

See also: Adoption of New Technologies, Using Economic
Evaluation. Dynamic Models: Econometric Considerations of Time.
Economic Evaluation, Uncertainty in. Health Econometrics: Overview.
Incorporation of Concerns for Fairness in Economic Evaluation of
Health Programs: Overview. Latent Factor and Latent Class Models to
Accommodate Heterogeneity, Using Structural Equation.
Nonparametric Matching and Propensity Scores. Primer on the Use of
Bayesian Methods in Health Economics. Public Health in Resource
Poor Settings
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Sources of Uncertainty

Uncertainty exists wherever the truth is unknown either due to

imperfect information or imperfect measurement. Within

economic evaluations of healthcare, there are a number of

sources of uncertainty. Methodological uncertainty relates to

the analytic methods used to undertake an economic evalu-

ation. Sources of methodological uncertainty include whether

discounting should be employed and, if so, at what rate or

rates, and whose preferences should be used to value health

outcomes (those of the patient, public, or professional).

Structural uncertainty relates to the structure and assumptions

employed within an analysis. For example, the assumptions

underlying the extrapolation of outcomes from a trial or the

choice of the number of health states in a Markov model. This

type of uncertainty is particularly relevant to (although not

limited to) model-based analyses. It is often overlooked

within analyses, largely due to the complexities of incorpor-

ating changes to structure and assumptions, despite the po-

tential for considerable impact on results. Stochastic (or first

order) uncertainty reflects differences in how interventions are

experienced and impact within a population. For example, the

different length and/or severity of adverse events experienced

by different patients with the same prognosis receiving the

same intervention. Stochastic uncertainty reflects random

variation between people within the population and is rep-

resented by the sample variance (in trial-based studies) or the

dispersion in the output from first order Monte Carlo simu-

lation (in model-based studies). Uncertainty within the

population is not the main focus for economic evaluation

which is concerned, instead, with uncertainty at the popu-

lation level. As such, stochastic uncertainty will not be covered

in this article. Note that stochastic uncertainty is funda-

mentally different to heterogeneity which reflects the variation

between people that can be explained by their specific iden-

tifiable characteristics. These characteristics might include, for

example, age, gender, ethnicity, geographical location. Het-

erogeneity is best handled through the use of subgroups

within the analysis, with results either presented independ-

ently for each subgroup or, if required, included in a weighted

analysis for an aggregate group. Finally, parameter uncertainty

reflects the uncertainty associated with specific parameters

employed within an analysis. For example, the uncertainty

surrounding the effectiveness of an intervention or the utility

value associated with a particular health state.

Incorporating Uncertainty within Analyses

The existence of these various uncertainties within an eco-

nomic evaluation inevitably leads to uncertainty in the esti-

mation of the costs, effects, and cost-effectiveness associated

with the health intervention and ultimately to uncertainty in

the decision about whether or not to fund the intervention.

Undertaking an analysis of these uncertainties allows an as-

sessment of the impact that they have on the results; illus-

trating the robustness of the results to changes in the inputs

used in the analysis and assessing confidence in decisions. An

analysis of uncertainty can also contribute to an assessment of

the value of undertaking further research through a formal

value of information analysis. According to the recent joint

International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes

Research and Society for Medical Decision Making Modeling

Good Research Practices Task Force Working Group Guide-

lines, ‘‘(t)he systematic examination and responsible reporting

of uncertainty are hallmarks of good modeling practice. All

analyses should include an assessment of uncertainty and its

impact on the decision being addressed’’ (Briggs et al., 2012).

This assessment of uncertainty usually takes the form of sen-

sitivity analysis (SA), where assumptions or parameter values

used in the economic evaluation are systematically varied to

observe the impact on the results. Within deterministic SA

(DSA), this systematic variation is performed manually to

ascertain the impact associated with specific combinations of

assumptions and/or parameters (see Section Deterministic

Sensitivity Analysis). In contrast, probabilistic SA (PSA) in-

volves repeatedly varying all of the uncertain parameters

simultaneously, in order to get an overall assessment of the

impact of the uncertainty. Of the sources of uncertainty de-

scribed in Section Sources of Uncertainty, only parameter

uncertainty can be assessed using either DSA or PSA. Meth-

odological and structural uncertainties should not be assessed

within a PSA. In addition, in certain circumstances scenario

analyses are employed (e.g., when investigating hetero-

geneity). Here, alternative assumptions or parameter values

associated with specific subgroups are substituted into the

economic evaluation to examine the impact on the results.

Deterministic Sensitivity Analysis

DSA involves manually varying the parameter values or as-

sumptions employed within the economic evaluation to test

the sensitivity of the results to these values. There are a

number of methods available to undertake DSA. One-way,

two-way, and multiway SA involve substituting different values

for one, two, or more parameter(s), method(s), or assump-

tion(s) at a time and examining the impact on the results. The

results of DSA can be displayed either graphically or through

the use of tables, or conversely the results can be summarized

in the text. This is fairly straightforward for one-way, two-way,

and even three-way SA (which can employ contour plots) but

becomes more of a challenge with multiway SA when more

than three parameters are changed simultaneously. Analysis of

extremes involves changing all parameters and/or assump-

tions to their most extreme values (which can be either best or

worst case values) simultaneously and assessing the impact on

the results. The results can be reported in the text. All these

methods of DSA require that the range of values that the
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parameter(s) or assumption(s) can take is specified before the

analysis. These ranges should be informed by and incorporate

the available evidence base. In contrast, the final method of

DSA, threshold analysis requires no such information. Here,

the levels of one or more parameters, assumptions or methods

are varied to identify the point at which there is a significant

impact on the results, for example, the intervention becomes

cheaper, more effective, or cost-effective. Again, the results can

be displayed graphically, in tables or in the text. It is then left

up to the user of the results to interpret and determine whe-

ther the values identified constitute reasonable levels for the

parameter, assumptions, or methods.

Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis

PSA involves repeatedly varying all of the uncertain par-

ameters employed within an economic evaluation simul-

taneously, to get an overall assessment of the impact of the

uncertainty. As such, PSA requires the specification of prob-

ability distributions for each parameter to fully reflect the

parameter uncertainty. Each of these probability distributions

represents both the range of values that the parameter can

assume and the likelihood that the parameter takes any

specific value within the range.

Assigning probability distributions to parameters
Within a PSA there are three main methods for assigning

probability distributions to parameters:

1. Using patient-level data

2. Using secondary data from the literature

3. Assessing and incorporating expert opinion

Where sample data are available (e.g., from a clinical

study) it can either be incorporated directly into the analysis

through the use of bootstrapping (see Section Propagating

uncertainty – bootstrapping) or the moments of the data can

be used to fit a probability distribution.

Where historical data are available from previously pub-

lished studies, this should be used to specify the probability

distribution for the parameter. Here the premise is to match

what is known about the parameter in terms of its logical

constraints, behavior etc. with the characteristics of the dis-

tribution. As such, particular distributions are the most ap-

propriate for specific parameters. For example, beta

distributions should be used to specific uncertainty in prob-

abilities, log-normal distributions should be used for relative

risks or hazard ratios and gamma or log-normal distributions

should be used for right-skewed parameters such as costs.

Where there are no primary or historical data available

from which to specify the probability distribution for a par-

ticular parameter, then expert opinion can be used. However,

care must be taken when eliciting opinions from experts, to

ensure that it is the uncertainty in the parameter that is cap-

tured rather than various estimates of the mean. For example,

the Delphi method is commonly used when eliciting expert

opinion, however, this approach generally produces a single

point estimate through consensus and therefore does not

capture uncertainty. It is important that parameters are not

excluded from the analysis of uncertainty because they have

little information with which to estimate the parameter –

these are precisely the parameters that need to be included,

and with a wide distribution to represent the uncertainty.

Propagating uncertainty – Monte Carlo simulation
Once probability distributions are assigned to the parameters,

the uncertainty is propagated through the use of (second

order) Monte Carlo simulation. Here, a value is selected for

each parameter from its probability distribution and the as-

sociated cost and effects are estimated based on these specific

parameter values. These selections are most commonly made

randomly from each probability distribution. Although re-

cently, latin hypercube or orthogonal sampling (where selec-

tions are sampled from a specific section of the probability

distribution) have been suggested to improve efficiency in

sampling. The process is repeated thousands of times and a

distribution of expected costs and effects is generated. These

distributions reflect uncertainty at the population level, with

each iteration representing a possible realization of the un-

certainty that exists in the analysis, as characterized by the

probability distributions.

Propagating uncertainty – bootstrapping
Within a trial-based study, an estimate of the population-level

uncertainty can be obtained through bootstrapping the sam-

ple data. Here, samples are repeatedly taken at random from

the original sample. These samples are each the same size as

the original sample and are drawn with replacement. As with a

(second order) Monte Carlo simulation, the bootstrap pro-

vides a distribution of the expected costs and effects associated

with the intervention.

Presenting Uncertainty

Tornado Plots

Tornado plots can be used to illustrate the impact on the re-

sults (i.e., costs, effects, or cost-effectiveness) associated with a

series of one-way SA involving different parameters (Figure 1).

Here, the uncertainty in the results associated with the un-

certainty in each parameter is illustrated in a series of stacked

bars (one per parameter). The length of each bar illustrates the

extent of the uncertainty in the results associated with the

uncertainty in that particular parameter. The parameters (bars)
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Figure 1 Tornado diagram illustrating the impact on the results of
uncertainity in each parameter.
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are stacked in order of length from smallest to longest (i.e., the

parameters for which uncertainty in the parameter has the

smallest impact on uncertainty in the results are at the bot-

tom) forming a funnel or tornado shape. All of the bars are

aligned around the result (cost, effect or cost-effectiveness)

corresponding to the base case value for the parameter, hence

the bars are not necessarily symmetrical and the funnel/

tornado is not necessarily smooth.

Cost-Effectiveness Planes

Uncertainty in the costs and effects associated with an inter-

vention, generated either from a probabilistic SA or from

bootstrapping trial data, can be graphically represented on a

cost-effectiveness plane. Where the decision involves only two

interventions, the incremental costs associated with the inter-

vention of interest are plotted against the incremental effects for

each iteration from the simulation, as a series of incremental

cost-effect pairs, on an incremental cost-effectiveness plane.

Incremental costs are conventionally plotted on the y-axis with

incremental effects on the x-axis. As such, the slope between any

specific cost-effect pair in the plane and the origin represents

the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) associated with

that cost-effect pair (i.e., the incremental cost/incremental ef-

fect). The plane is split into four quadrants by the origin (which

represents the comparator). The NE and SE quadrants involve

positive incremental effects associated with the intervention of

interest, whereas the NE and NW quadrants involve positive

incremental cost. Figure 2 illustrates the joint distribution of

incremental costs and effects as a cloud of points on the in-

cremental cost-effectiveness plane.

The location of the incremental cost-effect pairs in relation

to the y-axis indicates whether there is uncertainty regarding

the existence, or not, of cost-savings. For example, if all of the

incremental cost-effect pairs are located above the origin (in

the NE and/or NW quadrants) then the intervention is def-

initely more expensive. The spread of the incremental cost-

effect pairs in relation to the y-axis indicates the extent of the

uncertainty regarding the magnitude of incremental costs. For

example, in Figure 2, the incremental cost-effect pairs are

plotted closely together in terms of incremental cost indicating

that there is little uncertainty surrounding the magnitude of

the incremental cost. The same holds for the location and

spread of the incremental cost-effect pairs in relation to the

x-axis and the existence and extent of uncertainty in the in-

cremental effects. For example, in Figure 2, the location and

spread of the incremental cost-effect pairs indicate that there is

no uncertainty regarding the existence of an effect benefit as-

sociated with the intervention of interest (in comparison to

the alternative) but that there is considerable uncertainty

regarding the size of the effect benefit.

The incremental cost-effectiveness plane provides a good

visual representation of the existence and extent of the un-

certainty surrounding the incremental costs and effects indi-

vidually. In addition, the location of the joint distribution of

incremental costs and effects (the cloud of incremental cost-

effect pairs) within the four quadrants of the incremental cost-

effectiveness plane can provide some information about the

cost-effectiveness of the intervention. If the cloud is located

completely in the SE quadrant (or the NW quadrant) then there

is no uncertainty in the cost-effectiveness; the intervention

dominates (is dominated by) the alternative. Where the cloud

of incremental cost-effect pairs falls into the NE or SW quad-

rants or straddles more than one quadrant, the incremental

cost-effectiveness plane does not provide a useful summary or

assessment of the uncertainty in the cost-effectiveness. In add-

ition, a distinction must be made between uncertainty in the

cost-effectiveness of the intervention and uncertainty in the
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decision to adopt the intervention based on the current infor-

mation about costs, effects and cost-effectiveness (decision

uncertainty). Decision makers using the results of economic

evaluations to guide decisions about whether to adopt new

interventions are interested in the latter. An assessment of the

decision uncertainty requires the comparison of the joint dis-

tribution of the incremental costs and effects with a predeter-

mined, external threshold level representing the willingness to

pay for the effects (l) to determine the proportion of the joint

distribution that falls below the threshold. The assessment of

the decision uncertainty is not too daunting when the cloud of

incremental cost and effect pairs falls into just one or even two

quadrants, or when the cost-effectiveness threshold is known

with certainty. Returning to Figure 2, at a willingness to pay

threshold of l1 there is no uncertainty associated with the

adoption of the intervention despite the considerable un-

certainty in the cost-effectiveness of the intervention. This

is because the entire joint distribution of incremental costs

and effects falls below (to the South and East of) the cost-

effectiveness threshold (l1). Where the cloud of incremental

cost-effect pairs falls into the SE or NW quadrants there is also

no decision uncertainty; the intervention is definitely cost-

effective (SE) or definitely not cost-effective (NW). When the

joint distribution of costs and effects covers three or all of the

quadrants, or the cost-effectiveness threshold is unknown then

the assessment of the decision uncertainty will involve con-

siderable computation, and the incremental cost-effectiveness

plane will not provide a useful summary of the decision

uncertainty.

Where the decision involves more than two interventions,

the costs and effects for each intervention are plotted (for each

iteration from the simulation) as a series of cost-effect pairs,

on a cost-effectiveness plane (see Figure 3). Here, the spread

of the cost-effect pairs for an intervention in the y-axis (x-axis)

provides information on the extent of the uncertainty in the

costs (effects). In addition, the location of the cost-effect pairs

for an intervention in comparison to the cost-effect pairs for

other interventions provides some information about the ex-

istence of uncertainty in the incremental costs and incre-

mental effects. For example, in Figure 3, it is possible to

determine that intervention B is definitely more expensive

than intervention A (incremental cost is positive), but it is

not possible to determine that it is more effective than

intervention A. In contrast, intervention C is both more costly

and more effective than both A and B. For decisions involving

more than two interventions, the cost-effectiveness plane can

not provide an assessment of the uncertainty in the cost-

effectiveness or an assessment of the decision uncertainty. For

these assessments, knowledge is required regarding the rela-

tionship between each of the cost-effect pairs for each inter-

vention (i.e., which cost-effect pair for intervention A relates to

which cost-effect pair for intervention B and which cost-effect

pair for intervention C). This information is not easily

presented or computed in the cost-effectiveness plane.

Cost-Effectiveness Acceptability Curves

Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves (CEAC) provide a

graphical representation of the decision uncertainty associated

with an intervention. They present the probability that the

decision to adopt an intervention is correct (i.e., that the

intervention is cost-effective compared with the alternatives

given the current evidence) for a range of values of the cost-

effectiveness threshold (l). This probability is essentially a

Bayesian definition of probability (i.e., the probability that the

hypothesis is true given the data), although some commen-

tators have given the CEAC a Frequentist interpretation.

Where the decision involves only two interventions, the

decision uncertainty is derived from the joint distribution of

incremental costs and effects, as the proportion of the incre-

mental cost-effect pairs that are cost-effective. In an incre-

mental cost-effectiveness plane, this can be identified as the

proportion of cost-effect pairs that fall below a specific cost-

effectiveness threshold (as described above). The CEAC is then

constructed by quantifying and plotting the decision un-

certainty for a range of values of the cost-effectiveness

threshold (l). As noted in Section Cost-Effectiveness Planes,

incremental cost-effect pairs that fall in the SE (or NW)

quadrant are always (never) cost-effective, as such these in-

cremental cost-effect pairs are always (never) counted in the

numerator of the proportion. Incremental cost-effect pairs that

fall in the NE and SW quadrants are either considered cost-

effective or not depending on the cost-effectiveness threshold

(l). When the cost-effectiveness threshold (l) is zero (i.e., the

decision maker places no value on effects), only incremental

cost-effect pairs in the SE and SW quadrants will be considered

cost-effective (i.e., those with negative incremental costs).

When the cost-effectiveness threshold (l) is infinite (i.e., the

decision maker only values effects and places no value on

costs), only incremental cost-effect pairs in the NE and SE

quadrants will be considered cost-effective (i.e., those with

positive incremental effects). Between these two levels, as the

cost-effectiveness threshold (l) increases (i.e., the decision

maker increasingly values effects), incremental cost-effect pairs

in the NE (SW) quadrant are added to (removed from) the

numerator. This reflects the fact that incremental cost-effect

pairs in the NE quadrant (i.e., positive cost, positive effect)

increasingly provide effects at a cost lower than the decision

maker would be prepared to pay, whereas those in the SW

quadrant involve a loss of effects without the level of savings

that the decision maker would require. As a result, the CEAC

does not represent a cumulative distribution function; its
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shape and location will depend solely on the location of the

incremental cost-effect pairs within the incremental cost-

effectiveness plane. Figure 4, presents a CEAC for a decision

involving two interventions. By convention, for decisions in-

volving only two interventions, the CEAC is only shown for

the new intervention of interest, however, the CEAC for the

alternative could also be presented. Given that the inter-

ventions are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive

(i.e., for each incremental cost-effect pair the new intervention

is either cost-effective or the alternative is cost-effective) then

the CEAC for the alternative has the opposite shape and

location, with the curves crossing at a probability of .5.

Where the decision involves more than two interventions,

CEACs can be constructed for each intervention by deter-

mining the decision uncertainty associated with each inter-

vention compared to all of the alternatives simultaneously

(i.e., the probability that the intervention is cost-effective

compared with all of the alternatives given the current evi-

dence). Again, as the interventions are mutually exclusive

and collectively exhaustive (i.e., for each cost-effect pair

intervention only one of the interventions A, B, or C is cost-

effective) then the CEAC for every intervention will vertically

sum to one. It is inappropriate to present a series of CEACs

that compare each intervention in turn to a common com-

parator, as this provides no indication of the uncertainty sur-

rounding the decision between the interventions. Figure 5

presents a series of CEACs associated with a decision involving

more than two interventions.

It is very important to stress that the CEAC simply indicates

the decision uncertainty associated with an intervention for a

range of values of l. Thus, in the context of expected value

decision making (where the decision is made on the basis of

the expected costs, effects, and cost-effectiveness) the CEAC

does not provide any information to aid the decision about

whether to adopt the intervention or not. Therefore statements

concerning the CEAC should be restricted to statements re-

garding the uncertainty surrounding the decision to select a

particular intervention, or the uncertainty that the intervention

is cost-effective, compared with the alternatives given the cur-

rent evidence. Information from the CEAC should not be used

to make statements about whether or not to adopt an

intervention.

The cost-effectiveness acceptability frontier (CEAF) has

been suggested to supplement the CEAC in the context of

expected value decision making. The CEAF provides a graph-

ical representation of the decision uncertainty associated with

the intervention that would be chosen on the basis of expected

value decision making. As such, the CEAF provides no add-

itional information about the decision uncertainty, it simply

replicates the CEAC for the intervention that would be selected

by the decision maker at each value of the cost-effectiveness

threshold (l). As such, discontinuities occur in the CEAF at

values of the cost-effectiveness threshold (l) at which the

decision alters (see Figure 5).

Intervals and Distributions for Net Benefits

Net benefits (NB) have been suggested as an alternative

method to present the results of economic evaluations. In this

framework, the issues associated with ICERs are overcome by

incorporating the cost-effectiveness threshold (l) within the

calculation to provide a measure of either the net health

benefit or the net monetary benefit. Here, following a prob-

abilistic SA or bootstrap of trial data, the cost and effect pairs

for every iteration are replaced by an estimate of NB; gener-

ating a distribution of net benefit. Where the decision involves

two alternatives, the incremental net benefit (INB) can be

used. The uncertainty can be either be summarized and pre-

sented as a confidence interval for (I)NB or presented in full

as a distribution of (I)NB. Given that the net benefit measure

incorporates the cost-effectiveness threshold, where the

threshold is unknown the results must be provided for a range

of values of the threshold. Figure 6 presents the confidence

interval for the INB for a range of values of the cost-effectiveness

threshold as an INB curve. This curve provides information
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about the extent of the uncertainty in INB as well as identi-

fying which intervention to adopt (on the basis of expected

value decision making) for every value of the cost-effectiveness

threshold (l). For example, in Figure 6 for values of the

threshold above la the intervention should be adopted (as the

INB40), below la the alternative should be adopted. With

regard to the decision uncertainty associated with the inter-

vention, at values for the threshold below lb there is no
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decision uncertainty; the intervention is not cost-effective. At

values for the threshold above lc there is no decision un-

certainty; the intervention is cost-effective. For values of the

threshold between lb and lc assessment of the decision un-

certainty associated with the intervention requires an evalu-

ation of the proportion of the distribution of INB that falls

above zero (i.e., the vertical distance from the x-axis to the

95% line). The decision uncertainty associated with the

comparator is given by the proportion of the distribution of

INB that falls below zero (i.e the vertical distance from the 5%

line to the x-axis). Figure 7 presents distributions of NB for a

particular value of the cost-effectiveness threshold (l). As

noted earlier, where the threshold is unknown the distri-

butions would have to be provided for a range of values of the

threshold. Figure 7 provides information about the extent of

the uncertainty in the NB associated with each intervention as

well as identifying which intervention to adopt (on the basis

of expected value decision making) for a specific value of the

cost-effectiveness threshold (l). An assessment of the decision

uncertainty associated with an intervention would require an

evaluation of the proportion of the distribution of NB that

overlaps with the NB distributions associated with the other

interventions. Where the decision involves more than two

interventions, this evaluation is not straightforward. Therefore

it is only in the situation that the NB distributions are distinct

(i.e., do not overlap) and there is no decision uncertainty, that

the figure provides any information about the decision un-

certainty associated with the interventions.

Linking Analysis of Uncertainty to Decision Making

The presence of decision uncertainty means that there is in-

evitably some possibility that decisions made on the basis of

the available (uncertain) information will be incorrect and

introduces the possibility of error into decision making.

Where the decision maker has the authority to delay or review

decisions (based on either additional evidence that becomes

available, or that they request) an analysis of uncertainty is

important because it links to the value of additional research.

See also: Adoption of New Technologies, Using Economic
Evaluation. Analysing Heterogeneity to Support Decision Making.
Information Analysis, Value of. Policy Responses to Uncertainty in
Healthcare Resource Allocation Decision Processes. Statistical Issues
in Economic Evaluations. Value of Information Methods to Prioritize
Research
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In their seminal 1965 study, Kitagawa and Hauser docu-

mented that mortality in the US fell with education. Since

then a very large number of studies have confirmed that the

well-educated enjoy longer lives: for example, in 1980, indi-

viduals with some college education at the age of 25 years

could expect to live another 54.4 years, whereas life expectancy

at the age of 25 years for those without any college education

was only 51.6 years.

Not only are the differences in health by education large,

but also, by most measures, these differences have been

growing in recent years. For instance, in 2000, those with

some college education lived 7 years longer than those with-

out any college education – thus the gap increased by 4 years

since 1980. Education not only predicts mortality in the US

but also is an important predictor of health in most countries,

regardless of their level of development. Furthermore, the life

expectancy gaps are growing around the world. Education

gradients in mortality since 1980 are also known to have in-

creased in Estonia, Sweden, Finland and Norway, Russia,

Denmark, England/Wales, and Italy – although caution must

be exercised as the number and composition of individuals

within education categories has also changed substantially

over time. The more educated are also noticeably healthier

while they are alive, as they report being in better health,

having fewer health conditions and limitations. Children of

educated parents are also in better health in both developed

and developing countries.

This review synthesizes what is known about the relation-

ship between education and health in both developed and

developing countries. Although previous work has thought of

the effect of education separately for richer and poorer

countries, there are insights to be gained by integrating the

two. For example, education is associated with lower mortality

in most developed countries, and this relationship is similar

regardless of the generosity of the social protections and

health insurance systems that are in place. This suggests that

access to care is not the main reason for the association in the

first place. This approach is illustrated by comparing the effects

of education on various health and health behaviors around

the world to generate hypotheses about why education is so

often (but not always) predictive of health.

The review then goes on to examine theories for the re-

lation between education and health and then review the

empirical evidence on this relationship paying particular at-

tention to causal evidence and evidence on mechanisms

linking education to higher health.

Stylized Facts about Education and Health

To examine the link between education and health across

countries, data from three sources are combined. Data for

most developing countries come from the Demographic and

Health Surveys (DHS) for years between 2004 and 2009. Data

for the US come from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance

System (BRFFS) for 2005. Data for Europe come from the

Eurobarometer Surveys (2005 and 2009). Data for a total of 61

countries are known. Each country was matched to its per

capita level of gross domestic product (GDP) in the current US

dollars reported by the World Bank. To create a consistent

sample, the attention is restricted to women aged 15–49 years

(the DHS does not collect data on men or older women).

More details on the data construction are in the Data

Appendix.

Education is measured as years of school in the DHS and the

BRFFS, but the Eurobarometer only asks about the age at which

a person finished schooling. It is assumed that years of

schooling in the Eurobarometer data are 5 years less than the

age at which schooling was finished. As some people take sig-

nificant time off before finishing schooling, the authors trun-

cate schooling at 25 years. Although not ideal, this is the only

standardized data source with a large number of countries.

For all of these countries, the measures of height (in

centimeters) and weight (in kilograms) are known, which are

used to construct body mass index (BMI¼weight/height

squared), an indicator for being underweight (BMIr18.5)

and an indicator for being obese (BMIZ30). The data from

the DHS come from actual measures, whereas the data for the

US and Europe are self-reported. For all of the countries, it is

also known whether the person is currently a smoker. For a

few developing countries and all developed countries, it is

known whether the person drinks alcohol. Finally, only for

developing countries, measures of hemoglobin levels (HbA1c)

are known, which is a key indicator of diabetes and a measure

of whether the person had a sexually transmitted disease in

the past year.

To document basic patterns in the relationship between

education and health, the following ordinary least squares

(OLS) regression for each country in the sample is estimated:

Hic ¼ b0 þ blc�Educationic þ Xiaþ ei ½1�

where Hi is a health or health behavior indicator of individual

i in country c, Education is measured in years, and Xi contains

basic demographics: age, age squared, marital status, ethnicity,

race, and religion dummies. For each country and outcome,

the regression coefficient blc is obtained, which is plotted by

the level of GDP (in logs). All of the surveys have complex

sampling design schemes, and the weights provided by the

survey are used to compute means and weight regressions.

It is difficult to interpret the coefficient of education in

these regressions as causal because education and health could

be both determined by unobservable factors. Also the co-

efficient on education might reflect the effect of health on

schooling rather than the reverse. These issues are discussed

in the Section Evidence on the Causal Effect of Education.

For the time being, the correlations that are observed are
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described and the reasons for the patterns across countries are

hypothesized.

The effect of education is estimated for each country in a

linear model that includes years of education. It is not clear

whether years of schooling are comparable across countries

because the quality of education differs widely by country and

thus the actual education of individuals might differ even

when years of school are comparable. Ideally, one would use

test scores or other measures of achievement (such as literacy

and numeracy), but these are not available here or in most

surveys. Also, one might prefer to look at nonlinear models,

where the effect of education is allowed to vary depending on

the level of education. Previous research has generally found

that linear models are good approximations, although this

refers to high-income countries. Nevertheless, the estimates

are of interest because they mirror the standard estimates that

are produced when looking at specific countries and times.

The results presented here are restricted to women because the

DHS surveys collect information systematically on them but

not necessarily for men. Previous research documents that

correlations between education and health are similar for men

and women, although in general, correlations are stronger for

men, but this varies depending on the outcome.

Figure 1 shows the education gradient in BMI as it relates

to average income – each dot in the graph corresponds to the

coefficient of education on BMI obtained from a separate re-

gression for each country. BMI is generally taken as an indi-

cator of short-term nutrition. The figure suggests a clear

pattern by income: in poorer countries, those with more

education have higher BMIs, whereas the opposite is true in

richer countries. The crossover point is income of approxi-

mately US$3000 per capita, roughly the income of Bolivia and

Peru. However, the relationship between health and BMI is

not monotonic: higher weight (given height) is associated

with lower mortality at low levels of weight, but after some

threshold, increased weight is associated with larger mortality.

To disentangle these effects, the next set of estimates reports

the effect of education on the likelihood of being underweight

and on the likelihood of being obese: both of these are indi-

cators of poor health.

Figure 2 shows the patterns for being underweight. Over-

all, education is associated with a decrease in undernutrition:

most coefficients are either negative and statistically significant

or essentially zero (although there are a few exceptions). The

effect of education is largest for the poorest countries and then

becomes zero (or positive) as GDP rises. This is essentially due

to the fact that there is very little undernutrition in countries

that have reached middle levels of income, and there is no

effect of education on malnutrition when the prevalence rates

are low. This is more evident in Figure 3, which plots edu-

cation coefficients against levels of malnutrition (the share of

the population that is underweight).

Figure 4 shows the patterns for obesity. These patterns are

very similar to the patterns for BMI: In poorer countries, the

effect of education on obesity is positive and significant,

whereas it becomes negative and significant for richer coun-

tries. This pattern has been noted before and it is more marked

for women than men (The graphs presented here only show

patterns for women).

Thus, it is observed that around the world the more edu-

cated avoid malnutrition, but not always obesity. It is possible

that when levels of nutrition are low, obesity is associated with

increased survival because people are better able to fight in-

fectious disease, and chronic problems are not large killers.

But once infectious diseases fall and chronic conditions be-

come more important, the pattern reverses (conditional on

knowledge that obesity is bad). It is also possible that girth is a

status symbol or symbol of wealth in societies that are poor;

but the same in rich societies where knowledge of the health

consequences is widespread, the opposite becomes true, as

rich individuals will devote their resources to staying thin and

fit. But the data strongly suggest that the effect of education

depends on the level of development and the position of the

countries in the ‘nutrition transition’ in particular: as countries
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Figure 1 Coefficient of education on BMI by GDP.
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develop, the types of food available (high-fat, high-sugar, and

high-density processed foods in particular) and their costs

change substantially.

Figure 5 shows the patterns for hemoglobin levels by in-

come – although only for women in developing countries.

Again, it is found that the effect of education is protective at

low levels of income, and then decreases with GDP; this is

again a function of the fact that on average hemoglobin levels

rise with GDP. So in poorer countries, the more educated

avoid malnutrition. But Figure 6 shows that they do not al-

ways avoid disease; among very low-income countries, there

are more countries where education is associated with a higher

incidence of sexually transmitted infections (STIs) than

countries where education is protective. But there is a trend by

income again: education is more likely to be protective for

higher levels of GDP. Recent work that looks at sexual be-

havior responses by education level in Africa also reports that

the ‘effect of education’ varies depending on the stages of the

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) epidemic.

Figure 7 shows the patterns for the effect of education on

smoking, the leading cause of preventable deaths worldwide.

In general, the effect of education on smoking is negative, but

for the poorest countries the coefficients tend to be very small.

Also, for many middle-income countries, there is a positive

effect of education. It is unlikely that this reflects differential

knowledge of the harms of smoking among the better edu-

cated. The danger of cigarette smoking is well known around

the world even in the poorest countries: for example, in

Bangladesh, 93% of smokers report that smoking causes lung

cancer (International Tobacco Control Policy Evaluation Pro-

ject). Rather, it may reflect the social acceptability of smoking

as income increases or the onset of public policies to reduce

smoking at very high incomes. It is also possiblethat in some

countries the effects of knowledge are counteracted by the
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Figure 2 Coefficient of education on underweight by GDP.
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Figure 3 Coefficient of education on underweight by underweight level.
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effects of higher incomes, because smoking is a normal good.

Again these patterns suggest that the effect of education on

smoking depends on the level of development defined both in

terms of income and knowledge and will, therefore, vary over

time and space. Table 1 presents some evidence of this

‘smoking transition’ for the US. In 1949, high school dropouts

were less likely to smoke than high school graduates or indi-

viduals with higher education – the opposite of what is ob-

served today. In 1949, dropouts were also more likely to think

smoking was harmful. But between 1950 and 1970, the more

educated became more likely to think that smoking was

harmful as knowledge of the harms of smoking emerged; and

by 1969 they were also less likely to smoke.

Figure 8 shows the patterns for drinking. Data on drinking

for many developing countries are not known, so somewhat

higher income countries are examined. Alcohol appears to be

a normal good. Education increases the odds of drinking al-

cohol in almost all the countries that are examined. Modest

alcohol consumption might not be detrimental to health, so it

is not necessarily clear that these coefficients have the ‘wrong’

sign. Ideally, it would be better to determine whether edu-

cation lowers heavy drinking, which does fall with education

levels in the US and the UK, but the data are not consistently

available across countries.

The previous figures suggest important patterns by edu-

cation and could be taken as reflecting causal relationships

from education to health. However, it can also be documented

that education is partly determined by health by looking at

height. Height is generally thought of as an excellent indicator

of early childhood environment, as much of the variation in

adult heights is determined by the age of 3 years. Thus, the

coefficients of education on height from eqn [1] most likely
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Figure 4 Coefficient of education on obesity by GDP.
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Figure 5 Coefficient of education on hemoglobin by GDP.
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reflect the effect of health on the quantity and quality of

education individuals obtain, rather than the effect of edu-

cation on final height. Before looking at this, two caveats are

in order. First, there is a critical growth period in adolescence

where the remaining differences in final adult height are de-

termined. Thus, it is possible that some of the relationship

between height and education is due to an effect of schooling

on height. Second, height itself may be a function of parental

education, which may independently affect child education.

Nevertheless, most researchers treat the relationship between

height and education as mostly reflecting the impact of ex-

ogenous health on education.

Figure 9 shows the results for height. For almost all the

countries examined, more educated women are taller and the

relationship is generally statistically significant. And although

the effect falls a bit with GDP, education is still very strongly

associated with height, even in very rich countries (with a

couple of interesting exceptions among the richest countries).

Summary

All said, the international data on health and education show

several stylized facts. The clearest relationship is between in-

come and the education gradient in nutritional intake. Poorer

countries are characterized by a mix of undernutrition and

overnutrition. Many people are undernourished or anemic in

poorer countries, and these outcomes are strongly negatively

related to education. Less educated individuals are more likely

to be underweight and anemic; better educated people are
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Figure 6 Coefficient of education on STIs by GDP.
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Figure 7 Coefficient of education on smoking by income.
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Table 1 The evolution of knowledge and smoking gradients in education in the US 1949–69

Year of survey: 1949 1954 1957 1969

Panel A: Effect of education on knowledge
Dependent variable: ‘‘Do you think cigarette smoking is harmful or not?’’ What is your opinion – do you think cigarette smoking is one of the

causes of lung cancer, or not?
Less than high school 0.057� � 0.054� � 0.065�� � 0.041
Some college 0.012 0.032 0.116�� 0.045
Collegeþ 0.021 0.067 0.172�� 0.111��

Panel B: Effect of education on smoking
Dependent variable: Current Smoker?

Less than high school � 0.056� � 0.016 0.024 0.054�

Some college 0.019 � 0.026 � 0.008 0.011
Collegeþ � 0.045 � 0.061 � 0.003 � 00.076�

All regressions are adjusted for age, sex, and race. Individuals with a high-school degree only are the reference group.

Note: �, significant at the 10%; ��, at the 5%.
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Figure 8 Coefficient of education on drinking by income.
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Figure 9 Coefficient of education on height by income.
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more likely to be overweight or obese. In richer countries,

where undernutrition is not very prevalent, there is no edu-

cation gradient in undernutrition. In contrast, in these coun-

tries the prevalence of obesity is large and there is a large

positive education gradient in obesity. This suggests that

education is protective for the outcomes that are known to be

bad for health.

The link between education and height is also clear. In all

countries – even the richest – better educated people are taller

than less educated people. The magnitude of the relationship

is large throughout the world.

The link between education and other measures of health

is much less clear. The correlation between education and

smoking is nonlinear in income; the relationship between

education and height or STIs is unrelated to income. These

patterns demand a different explanation than a simple

rich–poor dichotomy. They also suggest that the effect of

education on health varies depending on the level of devel-

opment, and holding GDP constant, on the specific health

problems the country faces.

Understanding the Relationship between Education
and Health

Education and health may be related for three reasons: poor

health in early life may lead to less educational attainment;

lower educational attainment may adversely affect subsequent

health; or some third factor such as differences in discount

rates may affect education and health-seeking behavior. Each

of these pathways are briefly discussed.

The next section starts by describing the most important

commonly unobserved determinants of both education and

health. The first is parental resources: parents with more re-

sources (broadly construed to include wealth, social networks,

knowledge, etc.) will devote part of them to improving the

survival of their children (by investing in their health) and

also to improving their future outcomes, which, in turn,

means they will invest perhaps more on their children’s edu-

cation. Second, there are some important individual charac-

teristics that theoretically are expected to increase both

education and health. Ceteris paribus, more patient individuals

are more likely to invest more in both education and health.

Also, smarter individuals might be more likely to obtain more

schooling and also have better health.

Effect of Early-Life Health on Education

As the previous results indicate, there is a very strong correl-

ation between early life indicators of health (such as height)

and educational attainment – and this is true across all

countries of the world. These correlations have been docu-

mented many times before, particularly in developing coun-

tries. As education is largely determined at young ages, this

suggests that at least part of the correlation between education

and health among adults is due to the fact that unhealthy

children obtain few years of schooling and become unhealthy

adults.

Recent studies show that the relationship observed –

shorter (and sicker) children obtain less education – is a

causal one. Two types of studies investigate the causal effect of

health shocks on human capital accumulation: some take

advantage of the so-called ‘natural experiments,’ whereas

others use randomized controlled trials to investigate the

question.

Most studies that investigate this causal chain find support

for it: there are several examples of how disease and nutrition

affect human capital formation. For instance, individuals af-

fected in utero by the 1918 influenza pandemic obtained fewer

years of schooling than those not affected. Individuals born

during the Great Famine in China had lower educational

achievement than those not born during the Great Famine.

Malaria eradication in the US, various Latin American coun-

tries, and Sri Lanka resulted in greater education, although

malaria eradication in India did not. Deworming campaigns

had substantial effects on schooling in early-twentieth century

American South and in Kenya today.

A related literature explores the consequences of birth

weight on adult outcomes and finds similar results suggesting

that those born with lower birthweights have lower levels of

education, income, and health as adults. Although these

studies do not directly look at nutrition, but rather at extreme

events that influence birth weight, in many cases nutrition and

disease are the most likely intervening mechanisms.

Direct evidence on the effect of nutrition and disease on

education is available from several randomized experiments.

Nutritional supplements, iron supplementation, and iodine

supplementation trials in utero or during early childhood have

resulted in higher educational attainment and increased cog-

nitive ability.

Whether early life health affects education through mor-

bidity at younger ages or expectation of life extension at older

ages is unknown. Indeed, there is scant evidence on the extent

to which expectations of longer life affects schooling but some

evidence suggest that this channel also matters: when mater-

nal mortality fell in Sri Lanka, girls’ education increased (but

not that of boys). But it is not clear as to what extent the

education–life expectancy relationship is accounted by this

channel.

Overall, the evidence is consistent in showing that nu-

trition and disease shocks early in life are quite detrimental for

human capital formation. Interestingly, the reduction in edu-

cational attainment associated with early-life health insults is

not the only theoretical possibility. Sickness increases the cost

of going to school in terms of effort and might also lower the

returns to school if it lowers life expectancy. Thus, parents of

sick children might optimally choose lower levels of schooling

for those children. However, illness also increases the cost of

work and might increase the returns to school (in terms of

avoiding more physically demanding jobs). Thus, it could be

that the return to schooling increases as people become less

healthy. However, there is no empirical evidence of this al-

ternative, although perhaps it explains why education and

height are negatively related in two very rich countries:

Finland and Luxembourg (Figure 9). This discussion also

underscores the fact that the observed relationship between

height and education reflects not only the physical effects of

disease in childhood but also the behavioral responses of
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parents which might attenuate or exacerbate the effects of the

health shock itself.

Given that health is an important determinant of schooling

and the fact that education and health could simply be de-

termined by common factors such as parental resources, it is

extremely challenging to document whether in addition to

these well-documented relationships, education itself affects

health – this question is considered next.

The Effect of Education on Health: Theory

Theoretical foundations for a causal effect of education on

health were first provided by the seminal work of Grossman

(1972), based on the human capital model of Becker (1964).

One key insight of Grossman’s model of health capital is that

individuals derive utility from health directly (they do not like

being sick) and indirectly by affecting labor market outcomes

(sick individuals work less and earn less). The other essential

feature of the model is the recognition that there is a ‘health

production function’ – that there are known factors that in-

dividuals (or institutions) can manipulate in order to affect

health in predictable ways. These two features give rise to a

behavioral model in which individuals demand medical care,

food, and other goods and services because they are aware

these factors will improve their health and ultimately increase

their utility. (See Strauss and Thomas (2008) for an excellent

exposition of the theoretical production of health over the life

course and its determinants.)

In this type of model, education can affect health in a

variety of ways. Most obviously, education affects the type of

jobs that individuals get and the income they earn. A year of

education raises income by at least 7%, and this is true in both

developed and developing countries. Higher incomes increase

the demand for better health, but they affect health in other

ways as well. Richer people can afford gyms and healthier

foods; they can also afford more cigarettes. Furthermore, when

an individual’s wage increases, it raises the opportunity cost of

time: because many health inputs require time (such as exer-

cise or doctor visits or cooking), in the short run, wage in-

creases might reduce health. Thus, the income associated with

higher education may or may not improve health.

Higher educated individuals are also more likely to take jobs

that provide health insurance and other benefits such as re-

tirement accounts. Although one expects these benefits to have

a positive effect on health, it is theoretically possible that they

do not. For example, individuals with insurance could be less

likely to care for themselves because they face lower financial

costs in the event of a disease. However, because the un-

compensated costs of disease are large (morbidity and pre-

mature mortality), it is not expected that these indirect effects

would dominate the access associated with better insurance.

Finally, more educated people work in different industries

and occupations than less educated people. To the extent that

job characteristics affect health, sorting into jobs may affect

health as well. At the dawn of the industrial era, this rela-

tionship was undoubtedly positive. Early in the twentieth

century, the more educated were more likely to work in white

collar occupations, which were substantially safer than work-

ing in agriculture or manufacturing (fewer accidents, exposure

to chemicals, physical strain, etc.). Today, most individuals

work in the service sector and the better educated may have

jobs that are worse for their health – for example, they spend

more time sitting in front of computers, which could turn out

to be bad: sitting (independently of exercise) has been recently

shown to detrimental to health.

Thus, the effect of education on health, through its effect

on the labor market, is ambiguous. Moreover, a positive as-

sociation between education and disease can arise through the

conscious choices of individuals: individuals may well know

that exercise is needed to remain in good physical shape, but

they may optimally trade off some of their health for increased

incomes when wages are high. At the extreme, when indi-

viduals have no other resources than their bodies to earn a

living, they will optimally ‘use up’ their bodies to earn a living:

trading off higher lifetime earnings for shorter, sicker lives. The

theory of compensating differentials predicts just that: indi-

viduals can be ‘paid off’ to accept risky occupations.

The second mechanism explored by Grossman is that

education can affect the production function of health dir-

ectly, acting as a ‘technology’ parameter. This is the so-called

‘productive efficiency’ mechanism, in contrast to the ‘alloca-

tive efficiency’ mechanism which has already been described

(the more educated optimally chose different levels of health

inputs because they face different prices and budget con-

straints). In its simplest formulation, productive efficiency

posits that the better educated will have better health out-

comes, even conditional on access to the same health inputs at

the same prices. Better use of information is the classic ex-

ample. More educated individuals might be better at following

doctor’s instructions (because they may have better self con-

trol for instance) or they might be more likely to believe the

information produced by the scientific establishment and

follow its recommendations perhaps (because they took sci-

ence courses in school or know scientists directly).

Car safety knowledge provides another interesting case.

Both more and less educated people strongly agree that one

should wear a seatbelt while driving a car. But when the survey

question is asked a different way, the pattern changes: the less

educated are much more likely to agree with the statement

that seatbelts are just as likely to harm as help you in an

accident. It may be that better educated people have a deeper

understanding of the risks of not wearing a seatbelt and the

probabilities that go into a calculation of optimal seatbelt use.

Another example concerns how successful individuals are at

using certain health technologies such as devices to help quit

smoking. Conditional on making an attempt to quit smoking,

the better educated are more likely to be successful quitters.

There is a third theoretical reason why education could be

related to health: education could change the ‘taste’ for a

longer, healthier life. For example, education may lower in-

dividuals’ discount rates, making them more ‘patient.’ There

are two reasons for this. First, attending school per se is an

exercise in delaying gratification, and school may teach pa-

tience; this may carry over into other aspects of life. Second, to

the extent that individuals can ‘choose’ or learn what to like

(in other words if discount rates can be chosen), then those

with more education have a greater incentive to choose pa-

tience, because they face steeper income profiles over their

lifetimes. The same argument might hold for risk aversion.
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Finally, education affects the peers that individuals spend

time with, and different peer sets may encourage different

health behaviors. This is particularly important in the context

of health, given that many health behaviors have an important

social component. For example, individuals generally drink

together and often smoke together. More generally, peers are

thought to be essential in determining risky behaviors. Also,

peers and social networks are an important source of infor-

mation, and of financial, physical, and emotional support and

hence can affect whether individuals get sick and how well

individuals fare when they do. If on average more educated

individuals have more educated peers, they will have access to

a greater set of resources. If more educated individuals are

more likely to be better informed (because they learned so in

school or because they remain better informed later), then

peers will help individuals reinforce their knowledge, in a

‘multiplier’ setting.

Note, however, that peers can influence behavior in a

positive or negative manner. A peer group that focuses on

sedentary lifestyles and lack long-term investment may en-

courage that same behavior among all members of the peer

group, but one that focuses on exercise and fitness would

promote the opposite.

Beyond the Grossman model, there are other theories that

predict associations between education and health. The most

prominent is that education predicts rank in society, and those

with higher rank are in better health than those with lower

rank. In small hierarchical groups such as apes and (perhaps)

humans, those at the top will have access to more resources

and greater control over their lives in general, whereas those at

the bottom will have both fewer resources and control. As a

consequence, those at the bottom will suffer more ‘stress’ and

this, in turn, lowers immune responses and increases the

likelihood of short-term illness and long-term chronic disease.

This theory has been shown to be accurate among mam-

mals and other species (Sapolsky, 2004) and has been tested

experimentally with animals to rule out genetic factors as the

main explanation (e.g., the top of one hierarchy will suffer in

health if they are transferred into a different group where they

have a lower place in the hierarchy). Although it is not entirely

clear whether and how this theory applies to humans in large

modern societies – where reference groups are multiple and

they are chosen endogenously – it provides another rationale

by which education may affect health. It is to be noted that

this theory has an interesting prediction: if all that matters is

relative rank in society, a society with higher average levels of

education may have no better outcomes than a society with

lower average levels of education.

Education may also affect health because the things that

kids do while in school are different than what they do outside

of school. Although this is a trivial observation, this so-called

‘incarceration effect’ is extremely important to consider. For

example, children in school may have less exposure to crim-

inal activity or poor role models.

Finally, there are other possibilities. The more educated

could inadvertently be better or worse off because of bio-

logical processes that are not well understood. For example,

more educated women have higher mortality rates of cancers

of the reproductive system. It has been hypothesized that this

‘wrong’ gradient emerges because more educated women have

fewer children, and having children turns out to be protective

from certain cancers. Overall, education appears to lower

mortality even after all health behaviors are accounted for,

which suggests that some of these nonbehavioral mechanisms

might be important – although it is not obvious that all im-

portant health behaviors can be observed.

Certainly it is very likely that many of these mechanisms

are at play at any one time and place and in combination they

will yield complex patterns. The complex relationship between

education and HIV in Africa is an interesting case in point – de

Walque reports that ‘‘education predicts protective behaviors

like condom use, use of counseling and testing, discussion

among spouses, and knowledge, but it also predicts a higher

level of infidelity and a lower level of abstinence.’’ In this ex-

ample it would appear as if the educated not only seek out

information at higher rates, know more, and use their infor-

mation and resources to purchase protection but also have

some higher risky behaviors, perhaps because of their higher

incomes or lower risk (they can ‘afford’ it).

Evidence on the Causal Effect of Education

A large number of early studies found supporting evidence for

the Grossman model using largely descriptive tools. The usual

prediction tested was that education and health were posi-

tively correlated. Clearly they are; the literature struggled with

instruments for education to determine causality. However,

these studies were not entirely convincing about whether

education had a causal effect on health, because descriptive

methods and imperfect instruments are not well suited to

establishing causality.

A second generation of studies attempted to provide clearer

evidence of a causal link between education and health again

using ‘natural experiments.’ Many of these studies make use of

compulsory schooling as a source of plausibly exogenous

variation of education to investigate whether more school

improves adult health. The intuition for this approach is

simple: some individuals are forced to attend school longer

because of compulsory school legislation, and researchers can

examine whether the health of those who are forced to obtain

more schooling improves compared with the health of those

who are not required to stay in school. Studies in the US,

Denmark, Sweden, the UK, and Germany using changes in

compulsory schooling find that indeed these laws ultimately

improved the health of the affected populations. However,

recent work finds no effect of the same compulsory schooling

laws on health in England and Sweden, and a study focusing

on France also finds no effect of education on mortality.

The literature that has estimated the effect of education on

health behaviors using natural experiments is also mixed. For

example, some find that schooling lowers smoking rates but

other studies find no evidence that schooling affects smoking

behavior.

It is difficult to interpret this conflicting evidence. All of the

papers that find positive effects of education on health use

natural experiments to construct instrumental variables (IV)

estimates of the impact of education. They tend to find effects

that are larger than OLS. Although this has generally been

interpreted as reflecting heterogeneity of treatment effects
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(those that are affected by the legislation have larger returns),

the alternative interpretation is that the ‘natural experiment’

did not in fact work well as an experiment, and there is still

substantial bias in the education estimate. For example, the

results for using compulsory schooling reforms in the US are

not robust to the inclusion of state-specific trends. However,

there is very little variation left once these controls are added,

so it is not clear whether the effects are truly overestimated or

whether the variation in the laws is not sufficient to estimate

an effect of education. This discussion underscores the

limitations of IV studies in general. From a methodological

point of view, the regression discontinuity studies make the

fewest assumptions, and they find no effects of education on

health.

Also interesting to note is that available studies report

impacts along different margins, not only because of the ob-

vious reason that they study different times and places but also

because the ‘experiments’ themselves are different. In the UK,

the changes in compulsory schooling were strictly followed

and an entire cohort of individuals was forced to obtain al-

most 1 more year of schooling as a result. In contrast, in the

US, the laws that are typically studied increased educational

attainment by 0.05 of a year – that is only 1 in 20 individuals

obtained one more year of schooling. There are two important

differences here. First, the affected population in the US is a

small sample among those that were potentially affected – it is

indeed possible that returns are different for this subset. Sec-

ond, in the US, only a few individuals in a given cohort and

place were affected, but entire cohorts were affected in the UK.

If, for example, education matters because it affects a person’s

rank in society, then in the US, those who stayed in school had

their rank increased relative to the counterfactual of no com-

pulsory schooling law. This would not necessarily have been

the case in the UK: an entire cohort increased their education

by approximately 1 year, so an individual’s rank within their

cohort was unaffected by the policy.

It is also theoretically possible that the effect of education

varies over time and place, and that the results from the pre-

vious studies correctly document this variation. Indeed, the

international evidence suggests that the returns to education

do vary across countries. It is notable that the two studies that

find no effects of education in the UK and France, study co-

horts during and shortly after World War II (WWII), a time

when the income returns to education were falling and

generally low.

The fact that the effect of education on labor market

earnings itself is causal also suggests a positive effect of

schooling: if schooling is rewarded in the labor market be-

cause it raises productivity, how does it do so? Whatever

general human capital is learnt in school and rewarded in the

labor market might also be useful in the production of health,

because it is useful in the production of goods. If education

makes workers better by making them better decision makers

or better able to deal with complexity or uncertainty, then

these abilities can be used in other domains, in particular for

health.

One central conclusion of this discussion is that investi-

gating the specific mechanisms by which education affects

health would improve the understanding of education–health

link substantially. The following paragraphs discuss what is

known about this next, after describing the latest attempts to

infer causality in the literature.

In addition to natural experiments described at the be-

ginning of this section, there are a variety of experimental

interventions that have been carried out, mostly in developing

countries, that can be used to infer the effect of education on

health. In Kenya, random distribution of school uniforms – a

significant cost associated with school – among upper pri-

mary-level students increased levels of schooling for both

genders by a substantial amount (the dropout rate fell by

18%). Seven years later, treated girls had significantly lower

rate of marriage and pregnancy, but the treatment had no

effect on sexually transmitted diseases. However, random

provision of HIV information to the curriculum of some stu-

dents had no effect on sexually transmitted diseases, but the

rate of unwed teenage pregnancies fell.

Many countries have implemented conditional cash

transfers programs to help the poor. Conditional cash trans-

fers are transfer programs where the receipt of income is

conditional on certain behaviors, generally related to health or

schooling. Unconditional cash transfers do not have any

strings attached. Studies find that the conditional cash transfer

programs have resulted in lower levels of sexual activity, teen

pregnancy, and marriage rates among young girls in the short

term, in addition to increasing schooling in Africa.

Although curriculum information on HIV in Africa had

little effect on schooling, other information campaigns have

worked. For example, a small intervention in the Dominican

Republic informed 14-year-old boys about the labor market

returns to school. The intervention successfully increased

schooling by 0.2 years, and significantly decreased work in the

formal labor market. As a consequence of this, treated boys

delayed debut of heavy drinking and were less likely to smoke

than untreated boys.

These studies suggest that education affects specific health

behaviors, but not all behaviors. However, even here, it is not

clear that one can infer that education is the ultimate cause of

the changes in the observed health behavior. The gold stand-

ard for establishing causality would call for randomly as-

signing individuals to various levels of education. Clearly, this

approach is unethical and unfeasible. Instead, these studies

look at an ‘intent-to-treat’ intervention, where individuals are

randomly ‘incentivized’ to obtain different levels of education.

With this design, it is possible to estimate the effect of edu-

cation on health, if (1) the intervention successfully raises

education levels and (2) the random incentives that are pro-

vided to increase schooling affect health only through edu-

cation (the exclusion restriction assumption).

In this light, consider whether randomized interventions

that potentially raise schooling can be used to estimate the

causal effect of schooling. Typically, interventions are designed

so that reasonably sized effects on education can be detected

with the chosen sample. But even if this requirement is met

and the intervention increases education levels, the inter-

vention must induce students to attend school but not directly

or indirectly impact any other determinant of health. It is

difficult to design an intervention that meets this assumption.

Providing scholarships to those that are credit constrained is

equivalent to increasing income in the short run, which dir-

ectly or indirectly is likely to affect health. Providing uniforms
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is not quite like providing income, but it increases incomes

indirectly by substituting for household spending. The more

constrained individuals are in their consumption, and the

higher the effect of the intervention on schooling is, the more

likely it is that the income effects of the intervention are large.

Finally, informing misinformed students of the returns to

school affects the present discounted value of earnings of all

participants, regardless of whether they are induced to attend

school or not. Because health (and its determinants) is likely

to depend on permanent rather than temporary (current) in-

come, this intervention also fails the exclusion restriction

assumption.

Another important limitation of randomized interventions

is that in the short run schooling is not expected to affect

health because the young are generally in excellent health and

because health is a stock – instead it is expected that the health

effects emerge slowly and cumulate. But it is difficult and ex-

pensive to follow individuals for many years; the interventions

above follow individuals for several years but on average the

participants are still quite young at the last follow-up (e.g., in

the Dominican Republic study, the intervention takes place

when boys are 14 years old and they are 18 years old when

they are last interviewed). The interventions then look at

health behaviors, but it is not clear how these effects will

eventually translate into, for example, mortality.

There are only two studies of randomized education

interventions that follow individuals over a long period of

time. One looks at the participants Perry Preschool School

program (PPP) 37 years later and the other looks at the par-

ticipants of the Carolina Abecederian (ABC) Project at the age

of 21 years. Both of these interventions occurred early in

childhood, and they have been shown to have had persistent

effects on wages and other outcomes. The results from these

two studies are again in conflict: the treated students in the

ABC program had significantly better health than the controls,

but that was not true in the PPP program, although in both

cases the treated appear to have better health behaviors. These

results are to be taken with caution as in both cases the

number of observations consists of only approximately 100

individuals.

Thus, simple randomized trials cannot conclusively answer

the question of whether education affects health. But it is

possible to make progress on this question by investigating

mechanisms through which interventions affect education or

designing more complex randomized interventions. The

authors discuss the evidence on mechanisms next and con-

clude with a series of observations on what questions could be

explored in future research.

Evidence on the Mechanisms Linking Education and
Health

To be convincing, studies of the effect of education on health

will need to understand the pathways that link the two. Be-

cause there are a large number of potential mechanisms, this is

a difficult task. In addition, the evidence on mechanisms is

somewhat weaker than the evidence on causality, because

often assumptions about what constitutes a mechanism have

to be made.

Some studies have attempted to look at why education

matters for health. Consider the evidence on the effect of

education on sexual behaviors and fertility. An important

reason why education improves outcomes for girls is that it

delays marriage and fertility, because the common practice is

for girls to marry soon after finishing school. This, in turn,

means girls will have fewer years of ‘exposure’ to get pregnant,

and thus fewer children over their lifetime. Also girls in school

have children later, which is beneficial because reproduction

during the early teenage years is riskier for the health of the

mother and the infant compared with reproduction in prime

adult years.

The results from the randomized trial in the Dominican

Republic also seem to be driven in part by the incarceration

effect: most boys who are not in school start working or are

idle – the set of people whom they interact with when they are

not in school is different from their peers in school, and

‘treated boys’ (those given the message about the value of

education) report that their peers are significantly less likely to

drink and smoke. Note further that early exposure to a dif-

ferent set of peers could have important long-term con-

sequences, as smoking and drinking are addictive behaviors

that affect youth’s physical and mental development.

Consider now the natural experiments that use compulsory

schooling as an instrument for education. In the US in the

1910s, children who were not in school were either idle or

working. The main occupation for children of ages 10–15

years at the time was agriculture. Agricultural work is sub-

stantially more hazardous to health than school work. Thus, it

is possible that the health effects of forcing children to stay in

school during this period are driven by the difference in health

hazards across environments. However, by the 1940s the types

of jobs adolescents engaged in when they were not in school

were substantially different, and perhaps not as hazardous.

This may explain why the returns to post-WWII compulsory

education in the UK were smaller.

However, the evidence suggests that the effect of education

is not limited to this incarceration effect alone. Uniform

provision in Kenya delayed marriage well beyond the increase

in years of schooling generated by the intervention, so at least

in this case, incarceration alone cannot explain the observed

effects.

Another possibility is that education matters (sometimes)

for health because schools directly provide information on

how to improve health, and it is the health information itself,

rather than being in school that affects behaviors. More edu-

cated individuals are indeed better informed about health

risks in developed countries. And when information first be-

comes available, it seems to first become known to the more

educated, who, in turn, seem to be the first to respond. Edu-

cated mothers stopped smoking at higher rates after the 1964

Surgeon General Report first widely publicized the harms of

smoking, and their babies’ health increased more as a result.

Smoking rates started declining for the best educated in the

1950s, before the Surgeon General’s report, as the dangers of

smoking were increasingly discovered. Similarly in Uganda in

1990, there was no relationship between education and HIV,

but one emerged by 2000 after a decade of information

campaigns on prevention. In the UK, when information was

first (incorrectly) reported about possible autism risks
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associated with the mumps, measles, and rubella (MMR)

vaccines, vaccination rates fell more in areas with more edu-

cated individuals. In fact, in some studies it appears as if all of

the effect of education is explained by information, for

example, studies find that most of the effect of maternal

education on child height can be explained by differences in

information.

But information cannot be the whole explanation; differ-

ences are observed in health behaviors by education even

when there are no differences in information by education.

For example, in the experiment in the Dominican Republic

that informed children on the returns to school, there were no

differences in the extent to which smoking and drinking were

perceived as harmful by the treated and the control boys, and

yet the treated boys stayed in school longer, smoked less, and

drank less. Similarly, in developed countries today, knowledge

of the harms of smoking is nearly universal, and although

there are some small differences by education in knowledge,

these differences are very small compared with the differences

in smoking rates by education. Curriculum interventions

alone had little impact on behavior in the Kenyan inter-

vention. Finally, observational studies suggest that a small

portion of the effect of education on behaviors is due to dif-

ferences in knowledge. It appears that when knowledge first

becomes available on how to improve health, it substantially

increases education disparities. But in the long run, infor-

mation diffuses and other factors are more important in ex-

plaining the associations between education and health.

In this sense, information may be like other innovations in

health. For example, more educated individuals are more

likely to use recently approved drugs than the less educated,

and this appears to be driven by those with chronic conditions

who use drugs repeatedly, suggesting that learning is an im-

portant component of the education effect. Similarly, in de-

veloping countries, more educated individuals are generally

more likely to adopt new innovations. Whether the initial

advantage of the educated fades away or gets stronger with

time, might, in turn, depend on the type of health technology.

For example, some medication regimes are difficult to adhere

to, and the educated might have a permanent advantage at

using them – this is the case for diabetes type 1. Other in-

novations instead are ‘deskilling,’ such as the birth control pill,

in which case eventually the less educated catch up. The results

from malaria interventions provide some interesting evidence

on this point: when access to malaria treatment improves, the

gap in access between the educated and the uneducated falls.

However the educated still behave quite differently from the

uneducated in their treatment-seeking behaviors: they appear

to be more likely to know the likelihood that they have

malaria and they are more likely to visit a health-care center

and less likely to use other treatments when their symptoms

are worse. This is not true among illiterate individuals.

The evidence from randomized interventions suggests that

some mechanisms are important, whereas others are not – but

certainly as this paper discussion suggests the extent to which

any findings are generalizable is not clear. Some of the effects

of schooling might operate through the incarceration effect as

already discussed. Another important mechanism is income,

as the Malawi conditional cash transfer intervention suggests.

Finally peers are also important. In the Dominican Republic

intervention discount rates, risk aversion and health infor-

mation were not affected by the intervention, even when

schooling increased. However, treated boys had lower incomes

and reported that their peers drank and smoked less – these

two channels most likely explain the observed decreases in

smoking and drinking among the treated.

Interestingly, this evidence is consistent with the explora-

tory and descriptive studies. Rough calculations from these

suggest that observed factors can account for approximately

70% of the effect of education (in a statistical sense), through

resources (30%), family and friends (10%), and information

(10%) and cognition (20%). However, risk aversion, dis-

counting, stress, and other personality traits did not appear to

mediate the relationship between education and behaviors –

although the noise in these measures gives one some pause.

Summary

On balance, the literature reviewed highlights a wealth of

interactions between education and health. Education appears

to be causally related to health in many settings, but not al-

ways, and the reverse is true as well.

Equally important, this review highlights some un-

answered issues. The most important issue is to understand in

more detail when and how education translates into health.

To what extent is education associated with specific know-

ledge, with cognitive ability in general, or with different social

settings, either during school or after? Some evidence on this

may come from looking at the quality of education indi-

viduals receive. Most of the literature has looked at the impact

of additional years of schooling. Yet many of the theories say

that the quality of the years should matter as well. This has not

been explored in any great detail.

Simple experimental designs that randomly encourage

individuals to obtain schooling can be useful in providing

further evidence of causality on health and health behaviors,

but they cannot conclusively answer the question of whether

education alone is responsible for the observed effects be-

cause in general it is difficult to satisfy the exclusion re-

striction that is needed to reach such conclusions. However,

more sophisticated designs could be implemented to help

identify mechanisms and causality both. For example, one

could design an experiment with three treated groups, where

individuals are given unconditional cash transfers (cash-only

group), conditional cash transfers if they attend school (at-

tendance group), and conditional cash transfers for both

going to school and obtaining good grades (performance

group). Under the assumption that all treatments induce

changes in education, income, and grades, the separate ef-

fects of education, income, and health can be learned. By

comparing the controls with the cash-only group one can

estimate the effects of income on health and health be-

haviors. By comparing the outcomes of the cash-only group

and the attendance group one can obtain an estimate of the

effects of attendance. Finally, by comparing the performance

group and the attendance group one can learn about the

effects of education content.

Furthermore, it is vitally important to understand the

translation from intention into action. In developed countries,
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everyone knows the behaviors that are good for health and (as

suspected) many would like to improve their health. Yet

people systematically fail at this task, that is, they struggle to

change their behaviors. How are these failures understood,

and what types of interventions would reduce them? In a way,

this is asking for a benchmark by which to compare edu-

cation. Improving health by inducing more education is

costly; many people do not enjoy schooling, and forcing

additional years of schooling comes at a price. If the impact of

education on health can be replicated using other methods,

this would be very attractive.

In sum, the burgeoning literature on education and health

is just the beginning. A review written a decade from now will

ideally have many more specific conclusions to draw.

Data Appendix

DHS Surveys

The authors selected 31 countries with either a DHS-IV or a

DHS-V survey that includes data on a woman’s anthropometry

(height and weight), education level, and her drinking or

smoking habits. All surveys contain nationally representative

samples of ever-married women between the ages of 15 and

49 years.

Height is the respondent’s height in centimeters. BMI is

computed as weight (in kilos) divided by height (in meters)

squared. Underweight is equal to 1 if the person’s BMIr18.5;

obese is equal to 1 if the person’s BMIZ30. Anemia is coded 1

if the person is anemic at all, irrespective of the level of anemia

(slight, moderate, and severe). Hemoglobin is the individual’s

hemoglobin level in g/dl adjusted for altitude. Anemia and

hemoglobin were considered unknown if hemoglobin levels

were less than 5 or greater than 50. If the adjusted hemoglobin

level was not available, the unadjusted level was used. Smoke

is coded 1 if the individual has currently smoked, 0 if not. STI

is equal to 1 if the individual had a STI in the past 12 months.

Drink is a binary variable if the individual has ever or recently

consumed alcohol (this varies by country).

Regressions control for age, age2, education, married, re-

ligion dummies, and ethnicity dummies. Age and education

are measured in years. Religion and ethnicity dummies are

country specific. Marital status is 1 if the woman is married or

living with a partner as if married, and 0 otherwise. All means

and regression coefficients were computed taking survey de-

sign into account, unless strata or sample weights were not

provided by the survey.

Eurobarometer Data

Our European data are drawn from two waves of the Standard

Eurobarometer. Women’s anthropometry (height, weight,

BMI, and probability of being underweight or obese) are

drawn from Eurobarometer 64.3, which was collected in

November–December 2005. All other outcome variables of

interest (alcohol consumption, smoking, physical activity and

sport, and fruit consumption) are drawn from Eurobarometer

72.3, which was collected in October 2009. Both surveys

contain nationally representative samples of women between

the ages of 15 and 49 years in 29 European countries.

Height is the respondent’s height in centimeters. BMI is

computed as weight (in kilograms) divided by height (in

meters) squared. Underweight is equal to 1 if the respondent’s

BMIo18.5; obese is equal to 1 if the respondent’s BMIZ30.

Currently, smokes is equal to 1 if the respondent currently

smokes, and is 0 otherwise; consumed alcohol in past year is

equal to 1 if the respondent has consumed any alcoholic

beverages in the past 12 months.

Regressions control for age, age2, education level, and

marital status. Age is measured in years. Marital status is 1 if

the woman is married or living with a partner, and 0 other-

wise. Education level is the age at which the respondent left

school, in years. All means and regression coefficients were

computed using the poststratification weights provided with

the surveys.

Behavioral and Risk Factors Survey for the United States

For the US, the authors use the 2005 wave of the Behavioral

and Risk Factor survey, which contains height, weight, drink-

ing, and smoking. Only women of ages 15–49 years are

included.

Height is the respondent’s height in centimeters. BMI is

computed as weight (in kilograms) divided by height (in

meters) squared. Underweight is equal to 1 if the respondent’s

BMIo18.5; obese is equal to 1 if the respondent’s BMIZ30.

Currently, smokes is equal to 1 if the respondent currently

smokes, and is 0 otherwise. A person is said to drink if they

drank any alcohol in the past 30 days.

Regressions control for age, age2, education level, and

marital status. Age is measured in years. Marital status is 1 if

the woman is married or living with a partner, and 0 other-

wise. Education level is measured in years of school. Race and

ethnicity dummies are included. All means and regression

coefficients were computed using the poststratification weights

provided with the surveys.

GDP Data

The GDP per capita data come from the World Bank, using the

GDP per capita (current US$) indicator. When the data set

comes from a survey taken over multiple years, the GDP per

capita figure is the mean during that period.
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Glossary
Fetal origins hypothesis A theory that posits an effect of

in utero conditions on later life health and socioeconomic

outcomes.

Human capital The stock of productive knowledge and

skills embedded in an individual, most commonly

measured as educational attainment.

Intergenerational link Effect running between

generations within a family, for instance from parents to

their children.

Intragenerational link Effect operating within an

individual, either instantaneously or over time.

Longitudinal data Data following individuals over

multiple time periods.

Natural experiment An observational study design

in which individuals (or groups of individuals) are

assigned to a treatment by a mechanism that

mimics randomization but is outside the researcher’s

control.

Randomized controlled trial An experimental design in

which researchers randomly assign individuals (or groups

of individuals) to receive a treatment.

Introduction

In the course of development, few processes are as intertwined

with economic growth as human capital accumulation.

Schooling makes workers more productive, speeds the devel-

opment of new technologies, and better equips parents to

raise skilled children, all of which promote economic growth.

Growth, in turn, incentivizes investment in human capital.

Causal links point in every direction, traversing phases of

the lifecycle as well as generations.

However, the entangled role of human capital is not lim-

ited to aggregate income growth. Education exhibits complex

dynamic relationships with several components of wellbeing,

including health. For example, education affects health in

adulthood; life expectancy affects educational investment in

childhood; and the health and education of parents – par-

ticularly mothers – affect both outcomes in their children. Just

as with income, these relationships are likely to be especially

important in developing countries, where levels of both

schooling and health are low but have risen rapidly over the

past half-century.

This article gives an overview of the current knowledge on

the relationships linking health and education in developing

countries. To emphasize the dynamic aspects of these rela-

tionships, the article will trace them out first within a gener-

ation, between childhood and adulthood, and then across

generations, from parents to children. It will focus on reduced-

form evidence of these effects rather than efforts to precisely

pin down mechanisms, for two reasons. First, the existing

literature focuses on reduced-form evidence. Mechanisms have

received some attention, but the evidence comes mainly from

rich nations; even that evidence remains sparse.

Second, the reduced-form evidence on dynamic links casts

in stark relief the potential joint role of education and health

in accounting for the intergenerational persistence of dis-

advantage. That is to say, the children of unhealthy and un-

educated parents grow up to be unhealthy and uneducated

parents themselves. Others have proposed similar arguments

about the intergenerational dynamics of the relationship be-

tween health and socioeconomic status, more broadly con-

strued. But the links between education and health, which

typically lie at the crux of these arguments, can by themselves

account for the dynamics. Given the current extent of in-

equalities in income, human capital, and health in developing

countries, the links between education and health may prove

important in shaping long-term trends in the levels and

distributions of both variables.

Associations between health and education are not new,

but with such tangled causal pathways, these associations

sometimes prove to be uninformative. The recent literature in

economics has made its main contribution in causal inference.

Analyses of natural experiments and prospective trials have

shed new light on long-standing hypotheses. They have also

improved our ability to interpret careful associational studies,

which are in many cases more generalizable than experimental

studies but less internally valid. These advances have been key

to identifying both the direction and the timing of effects in

the causal system linking education and health. With this

better understanding of what matters and when, policymakers

will be better equipped to identify opportunities for well-

targeted policies.

Mapping the Relationship between Education and
Health

With its numerous pathways, the causal system linking edu-

cation and health may seem convoluted. However, one can

represent it in a simple but informative diagram. Figure 1

traces out the links between education and health, first over

the lifecycle and then across generations. Each arrow repre-

sents a causal link that has empirical support in the literature.

The blue lines signify intragenerational links – in other words,

causal links that operate within a single person – whereas the

red lines correspond to links that work across generations

within a family.
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The system lays out a roadmap for the rest of the article. In

childhood, good health improves educational outcomes.

Additionally, the expectation of good adult health increases

schooling investments in childhood. Both health and edu-

cation persist from childhood to adulthood, at which point

education boosts health. But adults are also parents, so their

circumstance in middle age spills over onto the next gener-

ation. Healthier mothers have healthier and more educated

children. Conversely, parental education promotes both the

health and the education of the next generation. At this stage,

the causal system repeats in the next generation. In the re-

mainder of the article, the focus will be on the subset of the

arrows in Figure 1 that connect health and education.

Intragenerational Links

Effects of Childhood Health on Educational Outcomes

Educational outcomes in childhood
The author begins with childhood, where abundant evidence

suggests that health affects school enrollment and academic

achievement. Health enables children to travel to school,

concentrate, and think clearly, all of which may improve

educational outcomes. Until recently, the evidence has pri-

marily taken the form of cross-sectional associations between

children’s health and their educational outcomes. Many have

critiqued these studies for inadequately addressing issues of

causality and omitted variables.

Starting in the mid-1990s, a few analyses have made some

headway on these issues by focusing on within-family vari-

ation. One early study in this literature analyzes data from

Ghana and finds, in models with family fixed effects, that

shorter siblings start school later than their taller brothers

and sisters. A more recent article analyzes twin pairs and

sibling sets in Chile, showing that twins or siblings born at

higher birth weight perform better on exams. Within-family

comparisons of this type eliminate concerns about family-

level omitted variables, although they leave some concern

about how parents allocate scarce resources among children

with observably different health.

Analyses of natural experiments in disease eradication,

micronutrient supplementation, and health care provision

have also made progress on causal identification. One in-

novative study investigates the eradication of hookworm from

the US South in the early twentieth century, finding that areas

with higher initial hookworm burdens, and thus likely ex-

perienced larger declines in worm prevalence, saw larger in-

creases in school enrollment. Another uses contemporary data

from Tanzania, focusing on a maternal iodine supplemen-

tation program in Tanzania. Drawing on policy variation

across time and space, as well as on sibling differences in

program exposure, the study finds that in utero exposure to the

program increased school participation. In addition to these

effects on school participation and enrollment, early-life

health boosts test scores. Using data from Chile (and

Norway), a recent study takes advantage of the fact that infants

born just below the threshold for very low birth weight

(VLBW) receive much more care than those born just above.

The study documents discontinuities around the VLBW

threshold in both infant mortality rates and subsequent test

scores, such that infants born below the threshold do better.

In addition to these innovative ways to glean causal effects

from observational data, the past decade has seen a series of

randomized controlled trials testing the effect of child health

on schooling outcomes. Perhaps the best known is a de-

worming experiment in Busia district, Kenya. Intestinal worms

cause anemia and other ailments, which may make children

too weak or lethargic to study. After researchers experimentally

varied access to deworming medications across 75 primary

schools in the district, pupils in treatment schools exhibited

significantly lower rates of worm infection, anemia, and

school absence, although not test scores. Experimental data on

other programs, including one that distributed iron sup-

plements and deworming medication to Indian children and

one that distributed protein supplements to Kenyan children,

provide corroborating evidence.

Educational outcomes in adulthood
The fact that education is relatively fixed by adulthood facili-

tates the study of its relationship with health. Coupled with

retrospective measures of child health, data on adult edu-

cational attainment can shed light on the effect of health on

education in childhood. For example, just as height and

schooling outcomes are associated in children, so too are they

related in adults. Adult height positively predicts educational

attainment in nationally representative data from Mexico, as

well as in data on urban populations in Barbados, Mexico,

Cuba, Uruguay, Chile, and Brazil.

In adulthood, too, the results of natural experiments and

randomized controlled trials suggest that the associations

partly represent an effect of health on education. One note-

worthy finding comes from long-term follow-up of the de-

worming experiment in Kenya. When observed in young

adulthood, individuals in the treatment group had stayed

enrolled in school longer and performed better on a battery of

tests than their counterparts in the control group. However,
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long-term follow-up of hookworm eradication in the South

US gives different results. If one compares birth cohorts born

too early to be exposed to eradication to those born later,

across areas with differing baseline worm infection prevalence,

the results imply significantly positive effects on literacy but

not years of schooling.

Several articles have used a similar strategy to estimate the

long-term effects of malaria eradication on human capital,

with mixed but on net positive results. One study draws on

data from the South US, Brazil, Colombia, and Mexico. Here

again, significant effects emerge for literacy but not years of

schooling, which the author interprets as evidence that

eradication made children more productive as students and as

child laborers. Separate analyses have applied the same re-

search design to men and women in India, as well as women

in Paraguay and Sri Lanka. Although the Indian data show no

evidence of positive effects on either literacy or years of

schooling, the Paraguayan and Sri Lankan data show the

opposite, with large gains in both outcomes.

Effect of Life Expectancy on Investment in Education

Unlike the effect of child health on education, which is rooted

in the technology of skill formation, the effect of life expect-

ancy on human capital investment is, at its core, about opti-

mizing choices by households and individuals. According to

the standard reasoning, if an individual expects a longer time

horizon to reap the returns to human capital, then that indi-

vidual will invest more. Analyses of macroeconomic data offer

limited support for this hypothesis. Although adult mortality

is negatively associated with secondary school enrollment, the

relationship is not robust to the inclusion of covariates.

However, given the paucity of high-quality data on adult

mortality in most countries and the difficulty of assessing

causality from cross-country associations, the macroeconomic

patterns are suggestive.

Indeed, two microeconomic analyses have yielded con-

vincing evidence that reductions in adult mortality risk in-

crease human capital investment. One novel study uses a

period of rapid decline in maternal mortality in Sri Lanka as a

natural experiment in adult mortality. Parts of the country

with higher baseline maternal mortality rates (and therefore

larger subsequent declines in maternal mortality) saw larger

increases in female educational attainment. A second study,

analyzing the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/acquired

immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) epidemic in Africa,

shows that the subnational regions that were hardest hit by the

epidemic have also experienced the largest declines in

education.

Effect of Education on Health in Adulthood

A long-standing literature reports positive associations be-

tween education and health in adults in wealthy countries,

although the mechanisms linking the two variables are not

fully known. To the extent that the association reflects an effect

of education on health, important mediators of this effect

may include income, working conditions, health-related

knowledge, cognitive ability, patience, attitudes toward risk,

and cultural capital (especially in interactions with health

providers). Similar associations are evident in data from

developing countries, although studies are rarer.

Both natural experiments and prospective trials suggest

that although education can affect health, such effects may

depend on characteristics of the population and the material

being taught in school. Several studies use compulsory

schooling laws in the US and Europe as instruments for

education, with mixed but mildly positive results; some in-

dicate positive effects on health and longevity, whereas others

indicate no effect. Unfortunately, no similar studies exist on

developing countries.

However, longitudinal follow-up of the recent spate of

education-related randomized controlled trials in developing

countries has begun to yield useful results on health behavior

in young adulthood. One such study analyzes a program in

the Dominican Republic that gave teenage boys information

about the return to schooling. The information led the boys to

stay in school longer, to delay the onset of heavy drinking, and

to reduce smoking at the age of 18 years. Across the Atlantic in

Africa, another study estimates the effects of a program that

sought to provide adolescent girls with both vocational

training and information about risky health behaviors. HIV-

related knowledge and condom use both increased. However,

less promising results have emerged from a Kenyan study on

the medium-run impacts of a school subsidy program. Al-

though the program increased schooling for both boys and

girls, follow-up data show at best weak impacts on sexual

behavior and sexually transmitted disease infection. Together,

these studies suggest that keeping boys ‘off the streets’ and

equipping girls with health information may be key to any

effect of education on health in young adulthood.

Intergenerational Links

Effect of Parental Education on Child Health

In the context of poor countries, by far the most widely

studied education-health association is that between maternal

education and child health. Following a canonical study of

child mortality in Nigeria in 1979, a large literature has

emerged on this topic. The literature bares widespread cor-

relations between maternal education and child health,

measured by illness, anthropometry, or death.

Several studies question the extent to which the correlation

reflects a causal effect running from maternal education to

child health, as opposed to omitted variables. The relationship

is not always robust to the inclusion of socioeconomic and

community-level covariates, or to the inclusion of a fixed effect

for the mother’s sibship or for a multifamily household.

However, one could interpret many of the socioeconomic and

community-level covariates in the literature as mediators ra-

ther than confounders, and the inclusion of fixed effects ex-

acerbates problems related to measurement error. The results

of the revisionist literature are therefore inconclusive.

Analyses of natural experiments support a causal inter-

pretation. The most compelling evidence comes from the

US, where local college openings improve birth weight

and gestational age. But some results are also available for
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developing countries. Among Indonesian women, for ex-

ample, exposure to a school construction program in child-

hood reduced mortality rates among their children.

Effect of Parental Health on Child Education

Parental health also affects children’s schooling outcomes.

Two mechanisms stand out in the literature. The first is in-

direct: Healthier mothers have healthier children, who in turn

become better-educated adults. For instance, in utero exposure

to the 1918 influenza epidemic decreased educational attain-

ment for the cohort born in 1919 in the US, Brazil, and

Taiwan. This effect supports the ‘fetal origins hypothesis,’

which posits that in utero conditions are crucial for the later

health and skill development of her child.

The literature also highlights a second mechanism through

which parental health affects child education: parental death.

Good evidence comes from the HIV/AIDS epidemic, which

has orphaned more than 15 million children, some 90% of

them in Africa. Across Africa, orphans have lower school en-

rollment rates than the biological children of their caretakers.

Furthermore, in South Africa and Kenya, the timing of par-

ental death is associated with the timing of school dropout.

The same is true in Indonesia, where parental deaths typically

have little to do to HIV/AIDS. One can thus view the African

results as representing a more general effect of losing a parent.

Nevertheless, given the scope of the continent’s orphan crisis,

the results are most relevant there.

Open Questions

The existing literature fills in many of the links sketched in

Figure 1, but open questions remain. For one, the distinction

between aggregate and individual educational attainment has

received little consideration but is almost certainly relevant for

health systems in developing countries. How important is a

country’s education system in producing health professionals

to support its health system? Additionally, the potential for

the backwards intergenerational transmission of health infor-

mation – from children to parents – remains underexplored.

Such information transmission could prove useful in combat-

ing the rise of smoking and obesity in poor countries. Con-

cerning intergenerational dynamics in the other direction, from

parents to children, the literature would benefit from more

focus on how parental behavior reinforces or compensates for

exogenous changes in the health environment or educational

opportunity. This last line of inquiry would put behavior back

in the center of economic research on health and education.

See also: Education and Health. Education and Health: Disentangling
Causal Relationships from Associations. Health Care Demand,

Empirical Determinants of. Health Status in the Developing World,
Determinants of. Intergenerational Effects on Health – In Utero and
Early Life. Nutrition, Health, and Economic Performance
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Glossary
Endogeneity An economic variable is said to be

endogenous if it is a function of other parameters or

variables in a model.

Fixed effects models A statistical way of controlling for

omitted variable bias when using panel data. The method is

so-called on account of the fact that it holds constant

(‘fixes’) the average differences between the determinants of

a variable by using dummy variables.

Omitted variable bias In econometrics, the difference

between the value of an estimated parameter and its true

value due to failure to control for a relevant explanatory

(confounding) variable or variables.

Production function A technical relationship between

inputs and the maximum outputs or outcomes of any

procedure or process. Also sometimes referred to as the

’technology matrix’. Thus a production function may relate

the maximum number of patients that can be treated in a

hospital over a period of time to a variety of input flows like

doctor- and nurse-hours, and beds.

Utility Variously defined in the history of economics. Two

dominant interpretations are hedonistic utility, which

equates utility with pleasure, desire-fulfilment, or

satisfaction; and preference-based utility, which defines

utility as a real-valued function that represents a person’s

preference ordering.

Utility function A technical relationship that relates

utility to the rate of consumption of various goods and

services, or in some sophisticated cases, to the

characteristics of consumer goods and services. Such

determinants as health and educational attainment are

postulated to yield utility directly as well as indirectly

through an enhanced enjoyment of goods and services.

Introduction

Most people would not be surprised to learn that education is

positively associated with health. This seems intuitive, and

consistent with what is observed in society. However, many

would be surprised by the strength and pervasiveness of the

link between education and health across different contexts

and different indicators of health. More educated people live

longer than those who are less educated, and the importance of

education as a determinant of mortality is only growing over

time. Chronic diseases, such as asthma and diabetes, are more

prevalent among lower educated groups compared to higher

educated groups. Even among those with chronic disease,

education is positively associated with timely disease diagnosis,

effective self-management, and better disease outcomes. Edu-

cation is positively correlated with healthy behaviors such as

exercise and use of preventive care and it is negatively associ-

ated with virtually all the risky health behaviors such as poor

eating habits, lack of exercise, problem drinking, illegal drug

use, and smoking. Maternal education plays a similar role as a

determinant of children’s health. Maternal education is posi-

tively associated with a broad range of children’s health and

developmental outcomes, ranging from children’s preventive

health care to mental health outcomes.

Some people argue that is it not education per se, but rather

factors correlated with education, such as income, that lead to

better health. It may be observed that educated people, for ex-

ample, exercise more than the less educated. But this may be the

case not because of education but rather because educated

people earn higher incomes and can afford, say, gym member-

ships. To some extent, this is true – factors correlated with

education, especially income and ability, do account for some

portion of the association between education and health. But, in

general, the strong and pervasive association between health

and education persists and remains policy-significant in mag-

nitude even when researchers take into account a broad range of

other factors that are correlated with both education and health,

such as income, family background, and demographic charac-

teristics. Does this mean that education truly improves health,

or are there factors that cannot be measured well that underlie

this relationship? If education does indeed cause better health,

what makes education so crucial to health? These questions

have intrigued economists for the past four decades.

f

The existence of a robust, positive association between

education and health does not necessarily mean that more

education causes better health. The reverse causal pathway is

also plausible. Better health early in life may lead individuals

to complete more schooling, because longer life expectancy

increases the benefits of educational investments, and/or be-

cause better health improves school attendance and helps

students to learn better. There is a growing body of evidence

suggesting that early health – even health in utero – can have

profound implications for future, adult health, and well-

being. Thus, an observed association between education and

health among adults may result not from education casually

affecting health but rather from early health affecting both

health and education in adulthood.
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f

Also possible is a noncausal explanation for the correlation

between education and health. The correlation may come from

unmeasured variables that are associated with both health and

education, such as ability, genetics, or family socioeconomic

status (SES). Some have suggested that individuals with strong

preference for present versus future outcomes – that is, indi-

viduals with high discount rates – will not make long-term in-

vestments in health or education. If this trait is hard to measure

in data, it may appear that education is positively associated

with health, but in reality individuals’ time preference, which is

unmeasured, determines both health and education. In this

case, a strong, positive association between education and

health may exist, but it does not reflect a causal relationship. It is

also possible that more schooling causes individuals to be more

future-oriented. In this case, education may affect health causally

through its effect on the rate of time preference.

f

In recent literature, economists employ innovative econo-

metric methods to determine whether the association between

education and health is causal. Although most studies are based

on data from the US and the UK, increasingly data from around

the world are being used to examine this relationship. The

economics literature on education and health is very large, and

it is expanding rapidly. This short review does not cover all

health economics literature in this area. Instead, the focus is on

empirical research on education and health in developed

countries published in the past 10 years in economics journals.

The goal is to highlight some provocative papers, synthesize

results, and draw conclusions from recent studies that have at-

tempted to distinguish causal relationships from associations

between health and education.

The Grossman Model

Most empirical literature on education and health is motiv-

ated by the Grossman Model (Grossman, 1972a,b; 2000).

The Grossman Model is a model of the demand for the

commodity ‘good health,’ which is treated as a durable good,

or a type of capital. Health has both direct consumption value

as well as investment value in this model. Health has con-

sumption value because individuals derive utility from being

in good health. Health has investment value because it

determines the total amount of time that is available to work

in the market and nonmarket sectors. Briefly, in the Grossman

Model, individuals maximize a utility function which includes

health and other commodities with respect to investments in

health, given budget and time constraints. Optimal gross in-

vestment in health determines the optimal amount of health,

because the depreciation rate (e.g., wear and tear on health

capital) and initial health are given.

Grossman analyzes the effect of education on health in his

pure investment model. In this version of the model, the con-

sumption value of health is not considered. Education is viewed

as the technology of the health production function. More

education makes individuals better producers of health. In other

words, an increase in education would allow an individual to

obtain more health from a given set of inputs, decreasing the

marginal cost of an investment in health. The decrease in the

marginal cost of investment increases the returns on health

capital, and the optimal level of health is higher than before.

Thus, according to the Grossman Model, more education leads

people to choose higher levels of health because education in-

creases individuals’ productive efficiency in producing health

(Grossman, 1972a,b; 2000).

The mechanism through which education increases pro-

ductive efficiency is hard to pinpoint. One can argue, in fact, that

it is more likely that education causes better health by

improving individuals’ allocative efficiency in producing health

(Grossman, 2008, 1972a). For example, more education may

cause individuals to understand better how to combine inputs

to produce health; thus, individuals may make more efficient

choices about how much to exercise, what to eat, how to adhere

to medical treatments, and what health behaviors to avoid. The

distinction between the productive and allocative efficiency ar-

guments can be important from an empirical perspective. If

education increases health primarily through improvements in

allocative efficiency, if one is estimating a health production

function, then there should not be an association between

education and health if all inputs are included in the model as

well (Grossman, 2008). This is not the case if education im-

proves productive efficiency, because more education leads to

individuals directly obtaining more health from a given set of

inputs.

Grossman (1972a) emphasizes that one’s stock of health is

an endogenous choice variable. Current health depends on

initial health, depreciation of the health stock in all previous

periods, and gross investment (and thus inputs used to produce

investments) in all previous periods (Grossman, 1972a).

Therefore, when researchers estimate the effect of early health on

subsequent education outcomes, it is important to include

controls for factors that may affect education directly and also

may affect early health through prior health investments, such as

family background. However, it is possible that the controls

included do not completely account for prior health invest-

ments, and that these factors remain in the error term of the

equation. Thus, endogeneity resulting from omitted variable

bias is a concern to researchers when estimating the effects of

early health on later education outcomes.
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When estimating effects of education on health, omitted

variables bias is still a possibility, because unmeasured factors

such as ability may exist that are correlated with both education

and health. But in this case structural endogeneity is potentially

a problem as well because in a full model of education and

health, education and health may be determined simul-

taneously. Moreover, when estimating the effects of education

on health, a reverse causal pathway, with current health affecting

current education, is plausible. Thus, when estimating the effects

of education on health, health is considered to be endogenous

in a structural as well as in a statistical sense.

Econometric Methods Used to Test for Causal Effects

In recent literature, two main empirical approaches have been

used to distinguish causal relationships between education

and health from associations. The first approach is to rely on a

natural experiment. Some examples of natural experiments

that have been used to identify effects of early health on later

outcomes are famines (Chen and Zhou, 2007), periods of

religious fasting (Almond and Mazumder, 2011), outbreaks of

illness (Bleakley, 2010; Almond, 2006), rainfall (Maccini and

Yang, 2009), nuclear accidents (Almond et al., 2009), and crop

infestation (Banerjee et al., 2010). These events are treated as

exogenous shocks to early health. One drawback of examining

the effects of these events is that the results sometimes may

not be readily generalizable to other settings.

In studies of the effects of education on health, researchers

have taken advantage of the natural experiments induced by

variation in educational policies across time and place. Some

examples of natural experiments that have been used to

identify effects of education on health are variation in policies

that affect school entry (Braakmann, 2011), access to second-

ary education (Arendt, 2005), and variation in county-level

access to college (Currie and Moretti, 2003). Frequently, re-

searchers have drawn on these natural experiments to imple-

ment instrumental variables (IV) methods (Eide and

Showalter, 2011). The primary advantage of using IV methods

in this context is that this approach addresses both the stat-

istical and structural endogeneity. A drawback of this ap-

proach, however, is the possible low predictive power of the

instruments and its associated problems (Staiger and Stock,

1997). Also, IV findings cannot be generalized to individuals

whose educational decisions are not ‘at the margin’ or, in

other words, individuals whose educational decisions are not

influenced by the policy that is being used as an instrument.

The second approach used to test for causal relationships

in this literature are sibling/twin fixed effects models. This

method involves estimating the correlation between within-

twin (or within-sibling) differences in birth outcomes and

within-twin (or within-sibling) differences in later educational

outcomes. This approach essentially ‘differences out’ family-

specific fixed characteristics that may confound an observed

association between early health and later education out-

comes. Sibling/twin fixed effects models address a specific

form of statistical endogeneity – confounding by unmeasured,

fixed family-specific characteristics.

There are some advantages in using twins rather than

siblings to implement these models. In studies on the

educational consequences of birth weight, within-sibling birth

weight can vary because of differences in intrauterine growth

retardation (IUGR) and/or differences in gestational length,

whereas between twins, variation must come from a single

source, IUGR (Oreopoulos et al., 2008; Almond et al., 2005).

Also, sibling fixed effects models do not address time-varying

family characteristics. Maternal health behaviors may vary by

birth order, or SES could change between births. These chan-

ges may be unmeasured (Oreopoulos et al., 2008; Royer,

2009) and confound an observed relationship between early

health and later education outcomes. This issue does not arise

in the case of twins, who are born at the same time. Also,

unobserved individual heterogeneity, such as genetic differ-

ences, may exist within siblings and within fraternal twins

(Almond et al., 2005).

In these ways, sibling fixed effects models implemented

using data on twins, particularly monozygotic twins, are

subject to fewer biases. However, an important advantage of

using siblings instead of twins is that the results are more

easily generalized to the population. Moreover, even analyses

based on within-twin differences can suffer from problems

related to measurement error, unstable estimates (Royer,

2009), and selection problems caused by mortality at birth

within-twin pairs (Black et al., 2007; Royer, 2009).

Effect of Health on Education

Health at Birth

Malnutrition and poor health in utero or early in childhood is

a predictor of later health outcomes, including infant mor-

tality, height, cognitive function, chronic disease, and dis-

ability (Barker et al., 1989; Banerjee et al., 2010; Case and

Paxson, 2009; Van Ewijk, 2011; Delaney et al., 2011; Chay and

Greenstone, 2003). Economic conditions measured at birth

have been found to be related to adult mortality (Van Den

Berg et al., 2006). These findings, which demonstrate the im-

portance of the early health environment for later health,

imply that poor health environment early in life may affect

economic outcomes as well. In estimating long-term effects of

health at birth, the challenge is in determining whether poor

early health is the cause of later problems, or whether it is

instead a correlate of such problems (Oreopoulos et al., 2008;

Black et al., 2007). There is a burgeoning health economics

literature in this area, focusing on education as an outcome,

with many innovative identification strategies being used.

Numerous studies focus on estimating the long-term effects of

birth weight, a single aspect of early health. However, in-

creasingly other measures of early health are being considered.

In fact, in many studies, researchers estimate reduced-form

models in which the health environment early in life is linked

directly to later educational outcomes. In these papers, the

mechanism through which early health detracts from later

education is not always well-understood.

In a landmark study, Almond et al. (2005) examined the

long-term consequences of low birth weight (LBW) using data

on twins born in the US between 1983 and 2000. They

examined the correlation between within-twin differences in

birth weight and within-twin differences in (1) hospital
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charges, (2) other measures of health at birth, and (3) infant

mortality rates. The authors also estimate the effect of prenatal

smoking on a variety of infant health outcomes using single-

ton births, controlling for sociodemographic variables avail-

able on birth certificates. In these analyses, they attribute the

entire effect of smoking on infant health to the effect of

smoking on birth weight, which is probably an overstatement.

The authors cannot fully control for unobserved heterogeneity

using this approach – but they can gauge whether the mag-

nitudes of the effects generated using the sample of twins are

reasonable.

The cross-sectional estimates suggest that a 1 standard de-

viation increase in birth weight leads to reduction in hospital

costs, reduction in infant mortality, increase in Apgar score,

and reduction of assisted ventilator use after birth of .51, .41,

.51 and .25 standard deviations, respectively. Based on the

twins analysis, however, these magnitudes fall to .08, .03, .03,

and .01. The smoking analysis shows that smoking affects

birth weight appreciably, but smoking is not related to most

infant health outcomes – as a result, cost savings of smoking

cessation during pregnancy are modest. Either the true effect

of birth weight on infant health has been overstated in prior

work; and/or each analysis isolates a different set of de-

terminants of birth weight.

Using a similar approach to that of Almond et al. (2005),

there have been several studies based on samples of twins

which examine the effects of birth weight on long-term edu-

cational outcomes. All these studies support the idea that birth

weight has long-term consequences for adult education and

health outcomes. Black et al. (2007), for example, draw on

administrative data on twins born between 1967 and 1981 in

Norway and study the consequences of birth weight. They

build on Almond et al. (2005) in that they are able to examine

the effects of birth weight not just on short-run health out-

comes (infant mortality and 5 min Apgar score) but also on

long-run outcomes including adult height, intelligence quo-

tient (IQ), employment, earnings, education, and birth weight

of the first child. Like Almond et al. (2005), Black et al. (2007)

found that within-twin differences in birth weight are associ-

ated with smaller effects on short-run outcomes compared to

cross-sectional, ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates. How-

ever, Black et al. (2007) report that there are long-term effects

of birth weight on adult height, body mass index, IQ, edu-

cation, earnings, and birth weight of the first born child. For

these outcomes, OLS and within-twin estimates are similar in

magnitude.

Royer (2009) studies the effects of birth weight on edu-

cational attainment, later pregnancy complications, and birth

weight among offspring using data on same-sex, female twins

born in California between 1960 and 1982. Among these

twins, long-term outcomes can be studied for those who

survive to adulthood, remain in California, and give birth to

infants between 1989 and 2002. Consistent with other re-

search, Royer finds that cross-sectional estimates of the effect

of birth weight on short-run health are overstated. The esti-

mated within-twin effect of birth weight on 1-year mortality is

similar to that of Almond et al. (2005) in magnitude. Royer

finds small, long-term effects of birth weight on women’s

educational attainment. It is interesting and unexpected that

Royer finds that the positive effect of birth weight on

education is largest for infants who are of normal birth weight

(42500 g). Royer also finds that within-twin differences in

birth weight are correlated with women’s later pregnancy

complications and birth weight of their own children. Currie

and Moretti (2003), also using data from California, report a

similar finding. They find that birth weight differences within

pairs of sisters are correlated with within-sister variation in

subsequent birth of an LBW infant. This effect is stronger for

women living in low SES neighborhoods.

Behrman and Rosenzweig (2004) also estimate twin-

fixed effects models to study the association between

birth weight and adult outcomes, including educational at-

tainment. They use a sample of monozygotic twins born in

Minnesota between 1936 and 1955. The findings show that

fetal growth (weight divided by length squared) is positively

associated with both height and educational attainment in

adulthood.

Other researchers have examined effects of health at

birth using data that include siblings as well as twins.

Oreopoulos et al. (2008), for example, test whether within-

sibling differences in health at birth are correlated with

within-sibling differences in later outcomes. The sample

includes more than 96% of all children born in Manitoba,

Canada between 1978–82 and 1984–85. They examine the

effects of infant health not just on infant mortality, but also

on long-term educational and employment outcomes,

including childhood mortality, language scores in grade 12,

physician services utilization during adolescence, reaching

grade 12 by age 17, and social assistance receipt. Notably,

they use multiple measures of infant health including birth

weight, Apgar score, and gestational length. The findings

from this paper based on twins are consistent with those

from Almond et al. (2005) – the effect of poor infant health

on mortality rates diminishes when twin differences are

examined. However, infant health – especially birth weight

and Apgar score – are associated with educational attain-

ment at age 17 and public assistance receipt, suggesting that

there are long-run effects of infant health on human capital

accumulation.

Johnson and Schoeni (2010) also find long-term effects of

LBW and early economic disadvantage on educational attain-

ment, labor market, and health outcomes measured in adult-

hood. They use data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics

(PSID) and sibling fixed effects models. Similarly, Fletcher

(2011), using data from the National Longitudinal Study of

Adolescent Health (Add Health), estimates the effects of LBW

on education outcomes using siblings fixed effects models. He

finds that LBW is associated with early grade repetition, special

education placement, and diagnosis of learning disability.

However, unlike Oreopoulos et al. (2008) and Johnson and

Schoeni (2011) does not find effects of LBW on longer term

educational outcomes such as educational attainment.

In addition to examining effects of health at birth, there are

many papers examining the effects of prenatal shocks to

health, including inter-uterine exposure to famines, religious

fasting, illness, adverse economic conditions, and toxins.

Chen and Zhou (2007), for example, test for causal effects

between exposure to the 1959–61 famine in China and health

and labor market outcomes in adulthood among those who

survived. They find that children born in 1962 (who were in
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utero during the famine) became shorter adults than they

would have been had they not been exposed to the famine.

Among those exposed during early childhood, famine ex-

posure is associated with reduced labor supply and earnings in

adulthood. Almond et al. (2009) study effects of prenatal ex-

posure to radiation stemming from the 1986 Chernobyl nu-

clear accident in the Ukraine. These authors study effects on

academic outcomes among children in Sweden who were ex-

posed 8–25 weeks post-conception to varying degrees of fall-

out from the accident. The findings show that low levels of

prenatal exposure to radiation has no discernible effects on

children’s health, but it is associated with worse academic

performance in high school. The effects are stronger for chil-

dren from more disadvantaged backgrounds.

Almond (2006) use US data to test for long-term effects of

prenatal exposure to the 1918 influenza pandemic on eco-

nomic outcomes including education. They find that such

exposure is associated with about a 15% reduction in the

likelihood of graduation from high school and a 5–9% fall in

men’s wages, as well as with increases in physical disability

and receipt of public assistance. Maccini and Yang (2009)

estimate reduced-form models to examine the effect of rainfall

around the time of birth on Indonesian adults’ socioeconomic

and health outcomes. They find that rainfall in utero does not

affect adult outcomes. However, rainfall in the first year of life

is positively associated with health and educational attain-

ment among women, presumably because higher rainfall in-

creases agricultural yields and household resources. Almond

and Mazumder (2011) study long-term effects of prenatal ex-

posure to Ramadan, a period of religious fasting. Using data

from Michigan, they find that prenatal exposure is associated

with lower birth weight. Using data from Uganda and Iraq,

these authors report that exposure to Ramadan in utero is

associated with large increases in the likelihood of adult dis-

ability. Case and Paxson (2009) use data from the Health and

Retirement Study and find region-level infant mortality and

disease rates in the first 2 years of life are associated with

cognitive function in old age (Case and Paxson, 2009). In

sum, there is a convincing body of evidence that prenatal

health conditions and health at birth have long-term effects

on later educational attainment and other adult outcomes. In

some cases, the causal mechanism appears to be adult health,

but in other cases, mechanisms linking early health to later

outcomes are not clear.

Health during Youth

There also is a small but growing literature on the effects of

health during childhood on educational outcomes in developed

countries. Case et al. (2005), for example, examine this rela-

tionship using the 1958 National Child Development Study.

This survey includes data collected from birth until age 42 on all

children born in the UK during the week of 3 March 1958. The

results show that chronic health conditions in childhood, as

well as LBW, are associated with reductions in educational at-

tainment, employment, social status, and adult health.

Although this study draws on unusually rich data which should

minimize problems of unobserved heterogeneity, the methods

do not directly address the problem of disentangling causality

from correlation.

Some researchers, however, have used sibling fixed effects

models to difference out family-specific factors that may drive

both children’s health and educational outcomes. These

studies generally support the idea that health during child-

hood affects educational attainment. Some studies have used

self-rated overall health rankings to measure child health.

Smith (2009), for example, estimate sibling fixed effects

models using data from the PSID to examine the effect of child

health on adult labor market outcomes. Child health is

measured using a retrospective self-report of overall health

before age 17. The sibling fixed effects model findings do not

show a statistically significant relationship between health in

childhood and educational attainment. However, there are

positive effects of child health on family income, household

wealth, individual earnings, and labor supply.

Chay et al. (2009) focus on how access to and quality of

health care early in life affects later educational outcomes. They

examine the effects of desegregation and forced integration of

hospitals in the US during the 1960s and 1970s on racial dis-

parities in test scores in the 1980s. They find that access to

better health care in early childhood reduced African-American/

white disparities in achievement test scores later in life.

Other studies estimate effects of specific chronic health

conditions during childhood on later educational and labor

market outcomes. Fletcher et al. (2010), for example, use data

from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health

(Add Health) to examine the effect of childhood asthma on

missed days from school and work, obesity, and adult health.

They use sibling fixed effects models and find large, detri-

mental effects of childhood asthma on absenteeism. Rees and

Sabia (2011), also using Add Health, find that migraine

headaches detract from educational outcomes. Sabia (2007),

using data from Add Health, finds a negative association be-

tween body weight and grades for white females, but not for

other sociodemographic groups. Grossman and Kaestner

(2009), however, using data from the NLSY79, do not find any

statistically significant association between body weight and

children’s achievement test scores.

There is also evidence that exposure to tropical disease in

childhood affects later educational outcomes. Bleakley (2007)

studies the effect of hookworm on long-term educational

outcomes in the US, taking advantage of a natural experiment in

which a public health campaign was instituted in the early

1900s to eradicate the disease. Bleakley finds that childhood

hookworm has very large effects on adult wages, mostly through

reducing the returns to schooling. In another paper, Bleakley

(2010) finds that childhood malaria reduces income in adult-

hood. In this study, to identify effects of malaria on outcomes,

he takes advantage of malaria eradication campaigns instituted

in the US and in Latin America.

Results from several studies highlight the importance of

mental health for educational and other human capital out-

comes. Currie et al. (2010) draw on administrative data from

Manitoba, Canada, and examine whether childhood health

problems are associated with adult educational attainment, test

scores, and social assistance receipt. The primary estimation

strategy is sibling fixed effects models. The results show that

childhood health problems, especially mental health problems,

detract from adult educational attainment and other outcomes.

These findings are consistent with those of Currie and Stabile
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(2006). They employ sibling fixed effects models and use na-

tional survey data from the US and Canada and find that

hyperactivity symptoms during childhood are associated with

worse educational outcomes, such as grade repetition and spe-

cial education placement. Fletcher and Wolfe (2008) are able to

replicate these findings of the effects of hyperactivity on short-

run educational outcomes using a different data source (Add

Health). However, Fletcher and Wolfe find that hyperactivity

does not affect longer term educational outcomes, such as

educational attainment.

In addition to these studies that focus on hyperactivity, other

economics studies show that depressive symptoms during youth

are associated with lower grades and lower educational attain-

ment (Eisenberg et al., 2009; Fletcher, 2010). In addition, a few

new studies using data from the US show that having genetic

markers for depression and attention deficit hyperactivity dis-

order are associated with adverse educational outcomes (Ding

et al., 2009; Fletcher and Lehrer, 2009). However, Contoyannis

and Dooley (2010), using data from the Ontario Child Health

Study, examined the association between child health (meas-

ured by conduct or emotional disorder, and by chronic con-

dition or functional limitation) on a range of educational

attainment and labor market outcomes measured in adulthood.

They find that child health is negatively associated with edu-

cational attainment and labor market outcomes, but these

findings do not persist when sibling fixed effects are included in

the models.

Effect of Education on Health

Maternal Education and Child Health

Maternal education is a powerful correlate of children’s health

outcomes, but whether this relationship is causal remains an

open question. Several recent papers focus on testing whether

a causal relationship exists between maternal education and

child health. Currie and Moretti (2003) make important

progress in this area by examining the effect of maternal

education on infant health at birth using data from US indi-

vidual birth certificates from 1970 to 1999. They hypothesize

four potential causal pathways linking maternal education to

infants’ health: (1) effects of maternal education on prenatal

care; (2) effects of maternal education on spousal earnings;

(3) effects of maternal education on health behaviors (pre-

natal smoking); and (4) effects of maternal education on

fertility (quality/quantity tradeoff). They use an IV method

with availability of colleges at the county level as an instru-

ment for maternal education. Currie and Moretti find that

higher maternal education improves children’s birth weight

and gestational age at birth. This is a large effect – an add-

itional year of college is estimated to reduce the incidence of

LBW by 10%. Their results show that maternal education in-

creases the probability of marriage, increases husband’s

education, reduces parity, increases use of prenatal care,

and reduces smoking. These pathways, therefore, may be

mechanisms through which maternal education affects in-

fants’ health.

McCrary and Royer (2011), however, use US birth certificate

data and come to different conclusions. They test whether

maternal education affects fertility and infant health (birth

weight, prematurity, infant mortality) using large samples of

birth records from Texas and California which include the

exact date of birth. They rely on school entry cutoffs, which

allow them to compare birth outcomes of women born just

before and just after their states’ school entry cutoffs. Although

women born just after the school entry date do complete less

education than women born just before, their infants are as

healthy as those of women born just before the school cutoff.

These findings, then, suggest that for women whose edu-

cational decisions are affected by school cutoff policies, ma-

ternal education does not appear to play a causal role in infant

health.

Carneiro et al. (2011) examine the effects of maternal

education on children’s cognitive test scores, behavior prob-

lems, and the home environment using data from the Na-

tional Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79). They

instrument for maternal education using local labor market

conditions, college tuition, and the existence of a 4-year col-

lege in the county where the mother lived at age 14. The

findings show that maternal education is positively associated

with test scores and negatively associated with behavioral

problems among children.

Chou et al. (2010) estimate the effect of maternal and pa-

ternal education on LBW and infant mortality using birth

certificate data on infants born in Taiwan between 1978 and

1999. They take advantage of a natural experiment related to

educational attainment. In 1968, Taiwan extended com-

pulsory schooling from 6 to 9 years and opened 150 new

junior high schools. Before 1968, junior high enrollment was

restricted by a difficult exam. The findings show that maternal

education and paternal education both affect infant health,

but maternal education appears to be more important.

Finally, Chen and Li (2009) use Chinese data to examine

whether maternal education affects the health of adopted

versus biological children. They find that maternal education

is associated with better child health for both adopted and

biological children. This finding does not definitely establish a

causal relationship, but it is revealing that maternal education

is strongly associated with child health, even when genetic

explanations are eliminated.

Education and Health

There is a large literature on the effects of education on one’s

own health. In this literature, economists have studied the

effects of education on mortality, chronic health conditions,

and a wide range of health behaviors. In an influential paper,

Lleras-Muney (2005) uses a quasinatural experiment to de-

termine whether the association between education and

mortality represents a causal relationship. The natural experi-

ment consists of states changing their compulsory schooling

and child labor laws between 1915 and 1939, inducing some

individuals to obtain more schooling than they would have

otherwise. Data come from the US Censuses from 1960, 1970,

and 1980. Her sample includes whites born in 48 states who

were 14 years old between 1914 and 1939, with available data

on education. She creates synthetic cohorts by aggregating

Census data into groups by gender, cohort, and state-of-birth,

calculates mortality rates for these groups, and examines direct

effect of changes in compulsory schooling on mortality rates
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by comparing mortality rates of cohorts immediately before

and after there was a change in legislation. This regression

discontinuity approach offers only suggestive evidence of an

effect of education on mortality. She then uses the compulsory

education laws as instruments, and finds statistically signifi-

cant negative effects of education on mortality. The effect is

large in magnitude – a 10% increase in education lowers

mortality by 11%.

Albouy and Lequien (2009) examine the effect of edu-

cation on mortality in France and come to different conclu-

sions. They rely on changes in compulsory schooling laws as a

natural experiment and use regression discontinuity and IV

methods, as was done by Lleras-Muney (2005). However, their

findings show that while changes in schooling laws affected

education, there was no effect on mortality.

Numerous studies examine the effect of education on

health and health behaviors using variation in school policies

to instrument for education. These studies have yielded mixed

findings. Arendt (2005), for example, examines the relation-

ship between education and health (measured by self-reported

overall health, body mass index, and smoking) in Denmark.

He instruments for education using school reforms intended

to expand access to secondary school education. The findings

suggest that better education is associated with better health,

but the instruments do not perform well empirically in this

study, making it hard to draw conclusions from the IV results.

Kemptner et al. (2011) explore the relationship between edu-

cation and health using German data, instrumenting for

education using changes in compulsory schooling laws. They

find evidence of causal effects of education on having a long-

term illness for men, for results for other health outcomes are

less consistent. Braakmann (2011) studies the effect of edu-

cation and a range of health and health behaviors using data

from the UK. He instruments for education using month of

birth, because in the UK, school policies interact with the

month of birth such that children born after 30 January are

forced to attend school longer than those born before 30

January. The IV results show no effects of education on health.

Other studies using compulsory schooling laws for identifi-

cation show that additional schooling improves self-reported

health (Oreopoulos, 2007; Silles, 2009), and may decrease the

likelihood of having hypertension (although these findings

are mixed) (Powdthavee, 2010).

In addition to school policies, researchers have drawn on

other natural experiments to isolate the causal relationship

between education and health. de Walque (2007), for ex-

ample, tests whether the correlation between post-high school

education and smoking behaviors (measured by the likeli-

hood of current smoking and the likelihood of having quit

smoking) is causal, using the risk of induction into Vietnam

War as an instrument for education. He uses data from the

smoking supplements of the NHIS between 1983 and 1995.

The sample includes persons born between 1937 and 1956

with the age of 25 years and above at the time of the survey.

The findings indicate that college education is causally related

to a reduction in the likelihood of smoking. However, it can

only be concluded that this effect occurs among individuals

induced to attend college because of Vietnam draft. Grimard

and Parent (2007) address the same question using a similar

identification strategy, but different data. They find similar, but

less consistent, evidence that education is causally related to

smoking.

Siblings/twins fixed effects models also have been used to

study the effect of education on health. Webbink et al. (2010),

for example, use fixed effects models and data on identical

twins from the Australian Twin Register to examine the causal

effect of education on body weight. They find a strong asso-

ciation between education and overweight status, but this as-

sociation only persists within twins for males (not for

females). Fletcher and Frisvold (2009) estimate the association

between college attendance and investments in preventive care

using longitudinal data on a sample of individuals who

graduated from high school in 1957 in Wisconsin. These in-

dividuals are followed for approximately 50 years. The find-

ings show strong associations between college attendance and

preventive care usage. These results persist when sibling fixed

effects are included in the models. These findings are con-

sistent with those of Lange (2011). Using data from the Na-

tional Health Interview Survey (NHIS), he finds that more

educated people are more likely to respond to individual risk

factors for cancer by investing in preventive care than less

educated people. This study suggests the mechanism through

which education affects use of preventive care may be indi-

viduals’ understanding and processing of health information.

There is growing interest not just in the effect of the

quantity of education on health, but also on the effects of

school quality on health. Frisvold and Golberstein (2011) use

data from the 1984 to 2007 NHIS, linking respondents to

race-specific state-year of birth measures of school quality

(such as pupil teacher ratios). A range of health outcomes are

examined, including overall self-rated health, mortality, and

obesity. Their findings show that higher quality schooling

magnifies the effect of education on health. Similarly, Johnson

(2010) uses data from the PSID and shows that within sib-

lings, long-term childhood exposure to desegregated schools is

associated with adult health, suggesting that school quality

has long-run effects on health. Similarly, Kenkel et al. (2006)

find that high school completion is associated with lower rates

of smoking and higher rates of quitting smoking, but there are

lower health returns to the GED versus the traditional high

school diploma. These results also suggest there is some

interaction between schooling quality and the effects of

schooling on health.

Drawing Conclusions from Health Economics
Research

From a policy perspective, it is critical to disentangle causal

relationships between education and health from associations.

If more and/or better education causes better health, then

public policies that expand access to and/or improve the

quality of education will also be effective in improving health.

Similarly, if better health causes individuals to obtain more

education, health policies can be used to increase education. If

causal relationships do indeed exist, health policy and edu-

cation policy are intertwined.

Economists have made important contributions in this

area. There is now a convincing body of economics research

supporting the idea that early health is causally related to
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long-term education and other economic outcomes. Health

measured in utero, at birth, and during childhood and ado-

lescence, affect outcomes such as educational attainment,

labor supply, and wages in adulthood. There is also some

evidence to support the idea that education causes better

health, but these findings are inconsistent and vary by the

health outcomes studied and the data used.

For research on education and health to be useful in

shaping health and education policies, it is important not just

to test for causality but also to identify causal mechanisms.

Cutler and Lleras-Muney (2010) take an important step in this

direction by examining the education gradient in health be-

haviors using data from a range of national data sets from the

US and the UK. Their approach is to estimate a model in

which education affects health behaviors and then include

increasingly richer sets of controls in the model to see how

inclusion of additional covariates affects the estimated co-

efficient on education. Overall, the authors conclude that

material resources account for approximately 20% of the effect

of education on health behaviors. Ability also accounts for a

portion of the effect of education on health behaviors. This

paper is an important addition to the literature because

mechanisms through which education may affect health can

now be understood.

Moreover, it is important to understand whether the effects

of education on health, and the effects of health on education,

are heterogeneous in the population. For example, some re-

search suggests that the effects of education on health vary by

individuals’ sociodemographic characteristics (Cutler and

Lleras-Muney, 2006). Other studies support the idea that

education causes better health, but the results are relevant to

only subpopulations (often the lowest part of the education

distribution), and, based on existing research, cannot be

generalized to the entire population (Lleras-Muney, 2005).

It is essential to know which groups are most likely to respond

to changes in education, or to changes in health. Economics

research has the potential to answer these questions about

mechanisms and heterogeneity of effects, and thus help in

shaping the development of effective health and education

policies.

See also: Education and Health. Education and Health in Developing
Economies
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Concepts of Efficiency

The everyday concept of efficiency is fairly straightforward. It

connotes an optimizing relation of gains to losses, as well as

the avoidance of wastage. Within economics, more technical

notions of efficiency include Pareto efficiency and potential

Pareto efficiency. These are central notions for cost-benefit

analysis (CBA), which seeks to identify efficiencies across

multiple policy domains. CBA converts each policy domain’s

benefits into monetary equivalents and assumes that maxi-

mizing overall monetized benefits is a worthy goal (even if not

the only worthy goal). By contrast, domain-specific analyses

seek locally efficient policies and often employ the notion of

cost-efficiency or cost-effectiveness. Within health policy, for

example, cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) seeks to identify

policies that would maximize certain health-related outcomes

given a fixed budget. Here, there is no need to convert relevant

outcomes to monetary equivalents because there is no need to

express both health and nonhealth benefits in terms of some

common unit.

This article’s discussion on efficiency will focus on the

notion of cost-effectiveness as it is employed within health

policy. Two issues in particular are addressed: first, because the

idea of cost-effectiveness suggests the importance of maxi-

mizing something, some specific health-related benefit(s)

must be identified as the maximand at the individual level;

and second, after an individual-level maximand is determined,

many philosophical and ethical considerations bear on the

selection and interpretation of the social maximand that will

ultimately inform policymaking at the population level. These

two issues are explored in the Sections Individual-Level Max-

imands and Social Maximands and the Ethics of Maximiza-

tion, respectively.

Individual-Level Maximands

Health

It is natural to think that efficiency in health policy should be

construed as maximizing health itself. However, two related

reasons have been put forward against that proposal. First, it

can be difficult to make the assessments of overall health that

it requires. Second, asking if someone is in ‘good health’ is

often a way of asking if their health adversely affects their life.

If health’s impact depends on the way it interacts with other

features of one’s situation, then it may be misguided to focus

on health itself rather than on the ways health, together with

other factors, affects people’s lives.

Some have replied to these and similar worries about fo-

cusing on health itself by noting that it is clearly possible to

make at least some relevant comparisons, such as when it is

said that someone with a mild sore throat is healthier (as-

suming all else is equal) than someone who cannot walk. This

judgment is a plausible assessment of health itself, not a

judgment about health states’ impact on the goodness or

badness of a life. But is it possible to build a rigorous assess-

ment of population health around specific health-focused

judgments? Doing so would require a large number of health-

state assessments, but many such judgments are not as clear-

cut as the example just offered. To illustrate the difficulty,

Daniel Hausman presents the example of a person with a mild

learning disability and someone with quadriplegia. Although

the first person is presumably in better health than the second,

Hausman doubts that there is an objectively defensible

framework for comparing units of mobility with units of

cognitive functioning. This, he argues, highlights the differ-

ence between saying the first person literally has more health

(a descriptive judgment) and saying that it is better to be in his

health state than to suffer from quadriplegia (an evaluative

judgment). Given the conceptual difficulties with measuring a

population’s literal health (especially when health is multi-

dimensional), and given that health policy’s main interest is in

how good a population’s health is or can be, it is reasonable to

conclude that the maximand at the individual level should be

evaluative, rather than descriptive. This in effect would bypass

the need to measure health itself, but it also raises new

questions about how health should be valued.

Well-Being

If one seeks to evaluate the goodness or badness of a health

state, a natural proposal is to focus on the impact the state has

on individual well-being. Of course, much would turn on the

nature of well-being, and philosophers have identified im-

portant problems for several accounts of it.

One central candidate is subjective well-being, i.e., the

sense of satisfaction with one’s life and prospects. A central

worry with this approach is that it could ignore significant

health improvements that accrue to those who already enjoy

high subjective well-being. Ronald Dworkin used the example

of Dickens’ Tiny Tim to make a similar point. If the magni-

tudes of relevant health benefits are tied to improvements in

subjective well-being, then an intervention that restores Tiny

Tim’s mobility may bring very little health benefit, given Tim’s

already cheerful disposition. A similar problem concerns

adaptive and even malformed preferences: intuitively signifi-

cant improvements in health will be downplayed if they

would go to individuals who are already subjectively satisfied

with very little because of exposure to aspiration-numbing

deprivation or injustice.

Preference Satisfaction

Economists often equate well-being with the satisfaction of

preferences, and many assessments of health policy draw on

valuations derived from data about respondents’ preferences

over health states. ‘Satisfaction’ can be a misleading term here,
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because what is relevant is getting what one wants, not a

subjective feeling that may (or may not) come from getting

what one wants.

There is strong reason to keep individual well-being and

preference satisfaction separate, and to avoid tying the im-

portance of health improvements to individual preferences.

For example, one may prefer a policy in part for altruistic

reasons, i.e., because of its impact on third parties. In such

cases, satisfying one’s preferences could actually come at a cost

to one’s own well-being. Second, it is possible for individuals

self-interestedly to want and prefer things that are not in fact

good for them, that do not in fact promote their well-being.

This can be due both to false empirical beliefs and to mis-

guided prudential outlooks. Prudential preferences are hardly

ever brute ‘gut’ preferences. As TM Scanlon put it, ‘‘My pref-

erences are not the source of reasons but reflect conclusions

based on reasons of other kinds’’ (Scanlon, 2003, p. 177). This

opens the possibility that individuals’ preferences may be in-

sensitive to objective reasons for thinking that a given health

state is better or worse for them.

Opportunities and Capabilities

Many take examples like the one involving Tiny Tim to justify

focusing on more objective consequences of deficits in health.

Regardless of its impact on his subjective welfare, Tiny Tim’s

impairment reduces the opportunities that are available to

him in significant ways. Amartya Sen has long advocated for a

metric of policy evaluation that focuses on people’s objective

capabilities. Such a framework would divorce the public im-

portance of health-related capabilities from any given agent’s

personal preferences about them: one person in a given health

state may be made miserable by it, whereas another in a

similar state may have adjusted fully and now lives a flour-

ishing life. From a perspective of opportunity and capability,

these individual viewpoints (and their aggregation) may not

matter as much as the disinterested assessment of whether the

health state generally impedes or closes off life opportunities

that society deems it morally important for citizens to have

access to. A view of this sort will therefore not base the valu-

ation of population health on individual preferences or sub-

jective well-being, because these capture the state’s importance

along the wrong evaluative dimension. The main questions

raised by opportunity-based frameworks concern which

health-related capabilities should be the focus of health

policy, and how they can be measured in a scientifically

respectable way. Hausman (2010) has offered the most de-

tailed current proposal, which suggests using deliberative

groups to evaluate health states ‘‘with respect to the relation ‘is

a more serious limitation on the range of objectives and good

lives available to members of the population’’’ (p. 280).

These are the most prominent individual-level maximands

on offer, and it is important for health economists to be able

to distinguish between them and to keep in mind the reasons

for and against them. Consider again economists’ most com-

mon maximand, preference satisfaction. If the value of a

health state is determined by individuals’ (aggregated) pref-

erences about it, then questions arise about whose preferences

should count. One natural thought is that relevant preferences

should be adequately informed, and this leads to the sugges-

tion that the preferences of those who are most familiar with

the health state should count for more. But here the issue of

adaptation arises, because it is possible to live an excellent life

after adapting to a given health state. If adaptive preferences

inform society’s ultimate appraisal of health states, then the

importance of having a range of opportunities open to one

will be downplayed: At a certain stage in life, what matters

from the first-person perspective is that one is able to lead the

kind of life one has decided on for oneself; and once one has

decided on living a certain kind of life, it is less important that

one be able to choose from among options one has already

ruled out. Further, from the perspective of a healthy person

who views health states P and Q as equally terrible because of

how they conflict with his current life plans, an imagined

change from P to Q may not seem all that meaningful, even if

in objective terms the change would significantly enhance the

range of life opportunities open to the average person in P.

Much of the practical relevance of these debates lies in their

bearing on how CEA should be carried out. CEA typically uses

quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) as the individual-level

maximand. QALYs are designed to integrate longevity con-

siderations with quality of life considerations in a way that

enables comparisons between health interventions targeting

very different dimensions of health. Because they are built by

aggregating individual preferences over health states, QALYs

should not be viewed as a measure of literal health; they are

rather a measure of the value of changes in health, where the

value of a change is interpreted as the difference in the values

assigned to the two relevant health states. However, just as it is

possible to carry out a CEA using a decidedly descriptive

maximand (e.g., number of surgical complications averted), it

should also be possible to employ CEA’s techniques in the

context of different evaluative individual-level maximands.

Whatever individual-level maximand is chosen, it remains to

be determined how interpersonally comparable benefits and

losses to individuals should be combined and valued at the

aggregate level in the service of shaping and guiding public

policy. Notwithstanding the ethical issues already raised for

preference-based evaluative metrics, the following discussion

of aggregate-level ‘social maximands’ will, purely for ease of

illustration, be conducted using QALYs as the illustrative in-

dividual-level benefit.

Social Maximands and the Ethics of Maximization

The term ‘social maximand’ seems to suggest that health

policy should aim, at least in part, to maximize something.

And many philosophers criticize CEA precisely because they

believe it embodies a single-minded focus on maximizing

QALYs (or on whichever individual-level maximand is ultim-

ately chosen). But this appraisal is too quick. For CEA can be

put forward as an assessment of efficiency only, rather than a

complete decision-making framework. And even if CEA is

proposed as a complete decision-making framework, it is

possible within CEA to employ a social maximand that ranks

policies on the basis of their interpersonally comparable ef-

fects on individuals but which also places differential evalu-

ative weight on otherwise similarly sized benefits depending
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on who receives them. To use the language of welfare eco-

nomics, different CEAs can thus operate with different social

welfare functions as the social maximand, thereby operating

with different adjustments to efficiency. This even opens up

the possibility of what might be called an equity-sensitive

social maximand. One problem with this approach, however,

is that efficiency and equity are usefully viewed as distinct

concepts, and an equity-sensitive social maximand blurs the

distinction between them. Thus, to keep these dimensions of

evaluation distinct, this section begins with ethical concerns

that arise when CEAs employ an equity-insensitive social

maximand – that is, when CEAs recommend the single-

minded pursuit of efficiency, and when efficiency is construed

simply as QALY-maximization. The section will close by not-

ing a difficult issue that arises if one seeks to incorporate a

certain equity consideration into the social maximand.

Few would claim that QALY-maximization is an irrelevant

goal. The question is whether and when it should be con-

strained by other ethical factors. Philosophers have identified

four main factors that are neglected by what shall here be

called ‘pure’ CEAs, i.e., CEAs that recommend straightforward

QALY-maximization.

Aggregation

Pure CEA permits small benefits to lots of people to be summed

up to outweigh large benefits to a smaller number of people.

For example, a government-sponsored commission in Oregon

(US) in 1990 released a draft priority list of health care services

that prioritized some oral and dental treatments over life-saving

procedures like appendectomy and surgery for ectopic preg-

nancy. Dollar for scarce dollar, providing appendectomies was

not as cost-effective as those nonlife-saving services.

Discrimination against the Disabled

Suppose that subpopulation A is disabled whereas sub-

population B is not; each subpopulation is the same size and

all individuals are otherwise equally healthy. Now suppose an

epidemic afflicts both populations and leaves all individuals

with a life-threatening illness. Assume also that logistical

limitations allow for life-saving treatment to be administered

to just one subpopulation; all members of the treated sub-

population will be restored to their preillness condition and if

saved each would live the same number of additional years.

Pure CEA recommends against choosing the disabled popu-

lation, because this generates fewer QALYs. Many find this a

troubling form of discrimination.

Priority to the Worse Off

Pure CEA cannot explain why one should give priority to the

worse off when this intuitively seems required. Suppose the

individuals in Group A generate 0.3 QALYs per year and could

be brought to produce 0.5 instead. And suppose that equally

numerous individuals comprising Group B generate 0.8

QALYs per year and can be brought to full health (1.0). Once

again suppose that scarcity or logistics require choosing just

one group to assist. Pure CEA recommends flipping a coin,

because from the standpoint of the maximizer, adding 0.2

QALYs per year to a person’s life has the same importance

regardless of that person’s initial condition. Many find this

counterintuitive and believe there is a moral presumption in

favor of treating the worse off.

Fair Chances versus Best Outcomes

Suppose the members of two equally numerous groups, A and

B, each currently generate 0.5 QALYs per year. Now suppose that

either A can be helped or B can, but not both: members of A can

be brought to generate 0.8 QALYs per year, or members of B can

be brought to generate 0.95. Pure CEA favors helping B and

neglecting A, but many find this problematic. As Frances Kamm

puts it, although the members of B can be helped a bit more, it

is true both that members of A are capable of gaining the major

part of what members of B can gain, and that this major part is

what each cares most about – namely, a substantial improve-

ment in health. This way of describing the situation leads some

people to support giving equal or perhaps proportional chances

to A and B, rather than choosing to only help B.

Each of these stylized scenarios raises equity concerns, but

there is no consensus on how to incorporate equity con-

siderations into health-economic analysis. Consider, for ex-

ample, the problem of aggregation. Employing different

variations of Oregon’s methodology and personal valuations

of health states from respondents, Ubel et al. found that pure

CEA can equate the successful treatment of 10 cases of ap-

pendicitis with the successful treatment of between 111 and

1000 cases of mild hand pain. Yet when the same respondents

were asked directly how many cases of mild hand pain would

be equivalent to 10 cases of appendicitis, 17 of 42 respondents

said it would take an infinite number of cases. This finding

comports with a common response to Oregon’s draft pro-

posal: Many believe that, morally speaking, no number of

capped teeth could equal or outweigh saving a life with an

appendectomy. But this raises a puzzle, as virtually no one

claims that it is always wrong to give priority to less serious but

more numerous needs over more serious but fewer needs.

Suppose, for example, one could either prevent 10 000 people

from developing paraplegia or one could save one person’s

life, but not both. It seems clear that the relative numbers tip

the ethical scales toward the 10 000. But note that there are no

people among the 10 000 who, if not helped, could reason-

ably complain that they were left without mobility while

someone else’s life was saved. In that respect, this case parallels

the case involving dental services and appendectomy: There

are not people among candidates for tooth capping who could

reasonably complain that their tooth will be left uncapped if

the legislature pays for appendectomies instead. But then if it

can still be permissible to favor large numbers in the case

involving paraplegia, why not also in the case involving tooth

capping? The difficult question, therefore, is not whether ag-

gregation can be morally permissible, but rather when and on

what basis aggregation is permissible.

Partially in response to the equity concerns connected to

the problem of aggregation, health economists have explored

ways to build respondents’ direct rationing preferences into an

‘impure,’ equity-sensitive CEA framework. Such preferences
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can be elicited using the so-called ‘personal trade-off’ (PTO)

exercises of the sort Ubel et al. used to uncover the discrepancy

between pure CEA and respondents’ direct rationing judg-

ments. One notorious problem with the PTO methodology is

the problem of multiplicative intransitivity. The problem is

nicely described by Ubel (2000), pp. 168–169:

Imagine a person who thinks that curing one person of condition A

is equally beneficial as curing ten people of condition B, and that

curing one person of condition B is equally beneficial as curing ten

of condition C. To be consistent, this person ought to think that

curing 1 person of condition A is equally beneficial as curing 100

people of condition C. However, when we conducted PTO meas-

urements for three such conditions and multiplied the PTO values of

the two ‘‘nearer comparisons’’ (such as A vs B and B vs C), we

calculated a different value for the relative importance of the ‘‘far

comparisons’’ (such as programs A and C) than people told us when

they were directly asked to compare these programs [i.e. A and C].

Because no survey can ask respondents directly to compare

every possible pair of competing health interventions, health

economists seek a solution to the problem of multiplicative

transitivity that could license inferences from discrete prefer-

ences about ‘nearer comparisons’ (A vs. B, B vs. C,y, Y vs. Z) to

preferences about ‘far comparisons’ (A vs. Z). One problem not

mentioned in the economics literature is that success in this

endeavor would conflict with some of the equity concerns that

raised the problem aggregation in the first place. Suppose that a

very long chain of near comparisons begins by comparing an

appendectomy that saves one person’s life with an intervention

that cures some number of cases of paraplegia. Suppose the

next comparison on the chain compares the curing of one case

of paraplegia with the curing of some number of cases of one

paralyzed arm. Now suppose the chain continues down the line

until one gets to the near comparison between curing one case

of mild tendonitis with curing some number of cases of indi-

viduals who suffer very mild headaches once per week. The

worry now is that any solution to the problem of multiplicative

transitivity would entail that there is some noninfinite number

of mild headaches that would be granted priority over curing a

case of appendicitis. There is a deep divide in the philosophical

literature as to whether a result like this is tolerable or whether

it should be avoided at all costs.

In light of these ongoing and potentially intractable

philosophical issues, it may be advisable for health econo-

mists simply to rank policies with respect to QALY-

maximization only and then to explicitly leave it to policy-

makers to decide for themselves whether and when to depart

from maximization for equity-related reasons.

The Concept of Health Equity

The most commonly cited definition of health equity is Mar-

garet Whitehead’s (1991, p. 219):

The term ‘inequity’ has a moral and ethical dimension. It refers to

differences which are unnecessary and avoidable but, in addition,

are also considered unfair and unjust.

This definition leaves open the possibility that some dif-

ferences in health are neither unfair nor unjust. This seems to

be a virtue. It is not clear, however, that a health inequality must

be avoidable before it can be counted an inequity. Here is what

Whitehead says about this aspect of equity (1991, p. 219):

We will never be able to achieve a situation where everyone in the

population has the same type and degree of illness and dies after

exactly the same life span. This is not an achievable goal, nor even a

desirable one. Thus, that portion of the health differential

attributable to natural biological variation can be considered

inevitable rather than inequitable.

There are two ideas at work here. First, there is the idea of

the desirability of equality: everyone being the same in some

respect or respects. But, second, Whitehead also refers to the

impossibility of equality, and it is this that seems to motivate

the condition that an inequity in health must be an avoidable

inequality.

There is a problem with Whitehead’s avoidability con-

dition. To see this, suppose a subset of the population is af-

flicted by a health impairment that cannot be avoided or

resolved medically – perhaps an unalterable genetic defect

makes amputation below both knees a necessity for this

group. Suppose also that the legislature is considering whether

to pay for wheelchairs for those afflicted by the disorder. On

Whitehead’s definition, considerations of equity might say

nothing about whether the state should provide these assistive

devices. This is because wheelchairs arguably cannot eliminate

the differences in health caused by the disorder. Whitehead’s

definition therefore seems flawed, because it definitionally

entails that the provision of assistive devices is not a demand

of equity (Wilson, 2011).

If the concept of health equity should not prejudge sub-

stantive issues that a theory of health equity is intended to

address, it is better to start from a much more modest version

of Whitehead’s definition. Thus, health inequities are simply

health differences that are unjust, all things considered. The ‘all

things considered’ qualification means that if a difference is an

inequity, then there exists a moral requirement on the part of

(certain) agents or institutions to do something about them. It

clearly follows from this definition that some view of justice is

required before a health difference can be counted a health

inequity. But at least this new definition does not rule out the

possibility that unavoidable health differences raise issues of

equity, because an unavoidable health difference could still be

unjust if it is not compensated for in the right way.

Unfairness and Equality

Whitehead’s ‘necessary and avoidable’ condition is therefore

problematic. Recall, however, that Whitehead’s definition in-

cluded another condition, viz. that an inequity is an inequality

that is unfair. It might seem that this unfairness condition

adds nothing to the definition, because whatever is unfair is

unjust. But whether unfair inequalities are also unjust depends

on what unfairness is, how it is related to justice and moral

obligation, and whether other considerations can outweigh

or displace fairness in the final determination of what is, all

things considered, just and unjust.
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How does Whitehead’s definition of health equity connect

up with the moral value of equality? In the quotation above,

she argues that it is neither achievable nor desirable to have

everyone in exactly the same health. Setting aside the question

of achievability, why would equality not be a desirable goal?

Imagine that medical progress has left us with just one disease

– heart disease, say – that sets in at the age of 100 years and

leaves us dead at 105 years. Would this not be desirable? Surely

it would. Imagine a slightly different scenario in which heart

disease sets in at the age of 100 years for both men and

women, but men tend to die at 105 years whereas women die

at 110 years. If one then had to choose between giving males

an extra 5 years of life expectancy and giving females an extra 6

years, would not there be something to be said in favor of

closing the gap rather than widening it with the more efficient

female-focused policy? And might not the value of equality

explain why it would be unfair to help the women before

helping the men?

These considerations might suggest that equality is indeed

intrinsically desirable, so long as its place is known. Having

human beings be equal in each and every respect would surely

be undesirable, and this may be all Whitehead is saying. But

this does not entail that it would be undesirable to promote

greater equality of health prospects. In some contexts, equality

may be very important, and in others it may simply be less

important than some other moral considerations.

Equality of Outcomes versus Process Equity

This last point is sometimes invoked in the context of sex

differences in longevity. In 1994, the World Health Organ-

ization’s Global Burden of Disease team used high-income

populations in low-mortality countries to peg the biologically-

determined sex-based inequality in longevity at 2–3 years. It

might therefore be suggested that if one is committed to equity

in health, health care systems should tilt in favor of treating

men, as a way to achieve equality of health. However, Amartya

Sen and Angus Deaton distinguish between equality of out-

comes and process equity (Sen, 2002, pp. 660–661; Deaton,

2002, p. 24). Process equity is the idea that procedural fairness

– for example, in health care access and delivery – is of in-

dependent moral importance. In Sen’s and Deaton’s view,

process equity can sometimes be more important than

equality of outcomes. This line of argument would enable one

to give some value to equality of health outcomes without

letting it dictate health policies that seem intuitively unjust for

other reasons.

There is, however, a response that can be made by someone

skeptical of process equity. Indeed, it is a response that Deaton

himself has made. He first concedes that the inequality in life

expectancy between men and women may justify tilting

medical research toward understanding the factors that dis-

proportionately affect men (Deaton, 2011). This is the sort

of bias that seems defensible in cases where diseases dis-

proportionately afflict racial minorities. It is, therefore, not

clear that it should be ruled out in the context of sex differ-

ences in longevity. But if a bias in state-funded research and

development can be justified, then why not a bias in health

care delivery?

Here Deaton provides an answer that invokes the import-

ance of equality of outcomes, not process equity. He notes that

although women have lower prevalence of conditions with

high mortality, they have a higher prevalence of conditions

with high morbidity. Thus, in some contexts, providing

equality of access to health care could actually be one way of

equalizing overall health between men and women, because

women’s advantage in life expectancy might offset the mor-

bidity disadvantages they face. Indeed, there are surely many

health and nonhealth disadvantages faced by women that a

few extra years might help (partially) to offset. Thus, perhaps

process equity seems to conflict with equality of outcomes

only when one is focused on the wrong outcome. For ex-

ample, if we instead focus on guarantying that a certain range

of life opportunities is open to all, there may be no reason at

all to eliminate women’s current advantage on the single di-

mension of longevity.

Questioning the Value of Equality

So far no reason has been identified to reject a form of

egalitarianism that is prominent in the philosophical literature

and that nicely explains the connection between Whitehead’s

reference to fairness and the close linguistic relation between

equity and equality. The egalitarian philosopher Larry Temkin

puts it thus (Temkin, 2003, p. 775):

The essence of the egalitarian’s view is that comparative unfairness is

bad, and that if we could do something about life’s unfairness, we

have some reason to. Such reasons may be outweighed by other

reasons, but they are notyentirely without force.

Temkin maintains that unfairness exists when some are

worse off than others through no fault of their own. Temkin

identifies two objections that might be used to rebut his

view that undeserved inequality is intrinsically bad. These

are the so-called Raising-Up and Leveling-Down objections

(Figure 1).

Consider first the choice between scenarios A and B. There

are two social groups in each of A and B. The width of the bars

reflects the size of the group’s population, and the height re-

flects how well-off each individual within a group is. Height

may here capture years of life lived, quality-adjusted years of

life enjoyed, life expectancy, etc. Taking A as the status quo,

one is asked to consider whether an otherwise benign policy

should be implemented that would lead to scenario B. The

Raising-Up objection to a Temkin-style egalitarianism simply

points out that, insofar as one is an egalitarian, one must

condemn the move from A to B. The antiegalitarian who

A B C D

Figure 1 Depicting the Raising-Up and Leveling-Down objections.
Adapted with permission from Figure on p 247 in Temkin, L. (1993).
Inequality. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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makes this objection emphasizes that the move to B makes

everybody better off. How, she will ask, could there be any

reason not to improve the lives of everybody? (The assump-

tion here is that the improvement is welcomed and not forced

on anyone who does not want it.)

Temkin’s response to this objection underscores a point

made above, namely, that if equality has value, it does so only

in the context of other important values. To use an example of

Joseph Raz’s, it is not important that everyone be equal with

respect to the number of hairs on their shirts. That sort of

egalitarianism is precisely the sort that Whitehead would be

right to call undesirable. So where it makes sense to talk about

the value of eliminating undeserved differences, there will al-

ways be other genuine values that are also relevant. But then if

equality is not the only value, it is possible that equality can be

outweighed by the other values whose presence makes

equality relevant. This is Temkin’s response. He agrees that a

move from A to B may be the right choice once all values and

reasons are given their due. He simply notes that one con-

sideration, equality, counts against the move. To some, this is a

fine response in defense of egalitarianism. True, it may seem

strange to deflate equality’s relative importance this much, but

that seems necessary if one is attracted to Temkin’s brand of

egalitarianism.

The second objection to Temkin-style egalitarianism seems

much more damaging. Imagine that scenario C is the status

quo and one is deciding whether to support a move to scen-

ario D (which would bring everyone in C down to the level of

C’s worst-off group). Plainly, D is superior with respect to

equality. But there is also no one for whom D would be better

than C. And yet the Temkin-style egalitarian is forced to say

that there is something to be said in favor of moving from C to

D. Here again Temkin insists that despite being easily out-

weighed by other considerations, equality still has some value

even in this case.

Again, this rebuttal is clearly open to Temkin. But here the

antiegalitarian’s reply seems even stronger. She will highlight

how bizarre it is to say there could be any reason to move from

C to D, especially because no one is benefited and many people

are significantly harmed. That is the Leveling-Down objection.

From Equality to Priority

The Raising-Up and Leveling-Down objections lead many to

give up entirely their belief in the intrinsic value of equality.

But others, like Temkin, remain steadfast. Consider the fol-

lowing diagram, which replicates a diagram first drawn by

Michael Marmot and discussed in his book The Status Syn-

drome (Marmot, 2004, p. 246) (Figure 2).

The diagram graphs the mortality effects of a policy change

on four social groups arranged from left to right in descending

order of social advantage. The top line (call it Diamond) depicts

the current situation and the top line (call it Square) depicts

what the situation would be after implementing the proposed

policy. Thus, the policy widens inequalities in mortality. But

Square also offers Pareto improvements over Diamond, because

each social group in Square has lower mortality than the cor-

responding social group in Diamond. Marmot drew the graph

during a conversation with Deaton. Deaton wanted to know if

Marmot cared more about reducing inequalities than he did

about reducing sickness and death. Marmot writes:

I demurred. [Deaton] was in no doubt that all economists would

choose the bottom graph because everyone is better offy[He] sus-

pected that I went for the one with less inequality where everyone

suffered moreyIt is my view that we should reject both alternatives

and aim for a society where health for everyone has improved and

inequality is less (Marmot, 2004, pp. 245–246).

The economists Deaton referred to will likely be motivated

by a commitment to Pareto improvements. In contrast, many

philosophers who agree with Deaton’s choice of Square over

Diamond will be driven by a belief in prioritarianism. There

are a number of versions of prioritarianism, but its general

thrust is that, morally speaking, benefiting people matters

more the worse off they are. Although prioritarians will agree

that there is often reason to promote greater equality, they do

not think equality is intrinsically important. Rather, a system

that tilts in favor of helping the worse off will often end up

more equal merely as a side effect of the prioritarian focus on

improving the disadvantaged. But if improving the lot of the

worse off should require or entail increases in inequality,

prioritarians (like many economists) will not care.

Once prioritarianism is introduced, an intrinsic concern

with equality can seem like an esthetic preference rather than a

moral conviction. Where the egalitarian claims that things have

gotten more unfair even though everyone is doing much better

and even if the worst off are as well-off as possible, the prior-

itarian demands to know who (other than the egalitarian!) is

complaining about unfairness. It cannot be the best off, because

they are doing better than anyone and so have no right to

complain. And it is unlikely to be the worst off, because they

surely would not demand to be worse off than they already are.

The Value of Equality Revisited

Without concluding that Temkin-style egalitarianism is false,

consider further the alternative of ‘opportunity prioritarian-

ism,’ i.e., the view that social policy should tilt in favor of

promoting the substantive life opportunities of those worse

off (at least to the extent consistent with respecting individual
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Figure 2 Social position and mortality rate: Two versions. Adapted
from Marmot, M. (2004). The status syndrome: How social standing
affects our health and longevity, p 246. New York: Henry Holt, with
permission from Sir Michael Marmot.
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choice and personal responsibility). Such a view sees nothing

intrinsically valuable in distributive equality.

Consider now an objection to opportunity prioritarianism.

When one looks outside the narrow sphere of personal pro-

spects for pursuing worthwhile life opportunities, one en-

counters other spheres of life within which equality seems to

have intrinsic importance. Consider the spheres of political

liberty and social mobility. Many believe there is a presump-

tion in favor of equality of access to political influence and

equality of opportunity (whereby no child is systematically

disadvantaged in their life prospects because of their parents’

socioeconomic status). If it seems appropriate to stress the

intrinsic importance of equality in these political and socio-

economic domains, should this be interpreted as support by

analogy for the intrinsic importance of equality within the

narrower domain of personal life prospects?

The first thing to note is that the spheres of political influ-

ence and social mobility are zero sum. So even if one is a

consistent prioritarian across the three domains of personal life

prospects, political influence, and social mobility, equality will

be the only distribution available for the last two domains: it is

simply impossible to boost one social group’s share of political

influence or social mobility without making another worse off.

This does not of course prove that equality in these realms has

no intrinsic value. But it might explain why one would remain

attracted to distributive equality in some spheres even if one’s

most fundamental ethical framework was prioritarian.

Further, if inequalities in life prospects led to unequal

political influence, unequal social mobility, and to significant

improvements in the range of worthwhile life plans open to

those in lower- and middle-income groups, then the trade-off

might be worth it on prioritarian grounds.

Of these two considerations – (1) that prioritarian in-

equalities are not possible in the local spheres of political

liberty and social mobility and (2) that there may be prior-

itarian reasons to tolerate inequalities in more local spheres –

neither proves conclusively that equality in these spheres is of

no intrinsic importance. Indeed, there is one more way of

conceiving of equality and its importance that differs from

Temkin’s approach and that raises the possibility that egali-

tarian and prioritarian concerns are both valid and in fact

closely related.

The Possibility of an Egalitarian Prioritarianism

It was suggested near the end of the Section From Equality to

Priority that once prioritarianism is introduced, a commitment

to distributive equality can begin to resemble an esthetic pref-

erence for uniformity rather than a commitment to the real

needs of individuals. However, many who hold egalitarian

views about equal political influence and equal social mobility

are not primarily motivated by a general desire to eliminate

undeserved disadvantages between individuals. Rather, they are

often moved by the independent values of nondomination,

reciprocity, and equal social status. According to an increasing

number of philosophers, these are the values that should

ground egalitarian political convictions, as they are specially

relevant for societies that care about treating all persons as

moral equals. To say that each person is the moral equal of all is

not yet to say that goods should be distributed in a particular

way. So the ideal of moral equality is not, at bottom, a dis-

tributive ideal, although many claim that it has implications for

the distribution of specific sorts of goods and for life oppor-

tunities generally. For example, distributive implications may

flow from considerations about the demands of reciprocity and

benevolent concern that are warranted when moral equals

stand in particular social and political relationships with one

another.

Some philosophers suggest that when prioritarian distri-

butions are demanded by justice, this demand is ultimately

grounded in these nondistributional premises about moral

equality and ethically mandated concern (Miller, 2010). A

stylized example of Thomas Nagel’s provides a useful illus-

tration. In an essay that in many ways sparked the con-

temporary philosophical debate between distributive

egalitarians and prioritarians, Nagel describes a fictional

scenario in which he has one healthy child and one suffering

from a painful disability. He imagines that he must make a

choice between moving to a city where the second child could

receive medical treatment but which would be unpleasant for

the first child, or moving to a semirural suburb where the first

child alone would benefit. He stipulates that ‘‘the gain to the

first child of moving to the suburb is substantially greater than

the gain to the second child of moving to the city.’’ Nagel then

claims that, ‘‘If one chose to move to the city, it would be an

egalitarian decision. It is more urgent to benefit the second

child, even though the benefit we can give him is less than the

benefit we can give the first child’’ (Nagel, 1991, p. 124). In

response, Derek Parfit claims that Nagel has misdescribed his

own moral commitments. Nagel says that the duty to attend to

the disabled child’s needs is an egalitarian duty. Parfit insists

that Nagel is not concerned with distributive equality between

the two children at all, and that Nagel instead appears mo-

tivated by prioritarian concern for the worse off child. One

might reply on Nagel’s behalf by claiming that Parfit works

with a false dichotomy. In insisting that Nagel must be a

prioritarian, Parfit ignores the brand of egalitarianism that

stresses the moral demands of distinctive interpersonal rela-

tionships, including relationships that call for the display of

equal and robust concern for those to whom one is specially

related. When multiple individuals compete for that concern

(as they may when they are our children or – plausibly but

more controversially – our fellow citizens) it is reasonable to

conclude that treating all of them as equals requires a prior-

itarian response to their diverse needs.

This last brand of egalitarianism – call it egalitarianism of

concern – may hold great promise to unify and explain many

intuitions about the demands of equity across multiple policy

domains, including the domain of health policy. If, for ex-

ample, it can be shown that compatriots or indeed ‘global

citizens’ owe robust duties of equal concern for one another,

then the distribution of medical care and other resources

bearing on health should arguably follow whatever pattern is

required to address the relevant needs of the worst off.

See also: Cost–Value Analysis. Disability-Adjusted Life Years.
Efficiency in Health Care, Concepts of. Health and Health Care, Need
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for. Health and Its Value: Overview. Incorporating Health Inequality
Impacts into Cost-Effectiveness Analysis. Measuring Equality and
Equity in Health and Health Care. Measuring Vertical Inequity in the
Delivery of Healthcare. Quality-Adjusted Life-Years. Resource
Allocation Funding Formulae, Efficiency of. Valuing Health States,
Techniques for
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Glossary
Allocative efficiency A situation in which resources are

allocated to production processes and the outputs of those

processes to consumers or clients so as to maximize the net

benefit to society. The net benefit may be some weighted

measure of ’health’.

Asymmetry of information A situation in which the

parties to a transaction have different amounts or kinds of

information as when, for example, physicians have a greater

knowledge than patients of the likely effectiveness of drugs

while the patients have greater knowledge of the likely

impact of drugs on their family circumstances, or people

seeking insurance have more reliable expectations of their

risk exposure than insurance companies.

Contingent valuation A survey method of eliciting

valuations of goods or services by which individuals are

asked to state their maximum willingness to pay or the

minimum willingness to accept going without contingent

on a specific hypothetical scenario, like descriptions of

health states, and a description of options available.

Cost–benefit analysis A form of economic evaluation by

comparing the costs and the (money-valued) benefits of

alternative courses of action.

Cost–effectiveness analysis A method of comparing the

opportunity costs of various alternative health or social care

interventions having the same benefit or in terms of a

common unit of output, outcome, or other measure of

accomplishment.

Incremental cost–effectiveness ratio The ratio of the

difference between the costs of two alternatives and the

difference between their effectiveness or outcomes.

Kaldor–Hicks criterion A test for judging whether a

proposed change (say, the introduction of a new drug or the

demolition of a new hospital) is welfare-enhancing. It is

named for Nicholas (Lord) Kaldor (1908–86) and Sir John

Hicks (1904–89). The Kaldor criterion says that if the

minimum the gainers from the change are willing to pay is

more than enough to compensate the losers fully, then the

project is welfare-enhancing. The Hicks criterion says that if

the maximum amount the losers are prepared to offer to the

gainers in order to prevent the change is less than the

minimum amount the gainers are prepared to accept as a

bribe to forgo the exchange, then the project is welfare-

enhancing. The Kaldor compensation test takes the gainers’

point of view; the Hicks compensation test is made from

the losers’ point of view. If both conditions are satisfied,

both gainers and losers will agree that the proposed activity

will be welfare enhancing.

Opportunity cost The value of a resource in its most

highly valued alternative use. In a world of competitive

markets, in which all goods are traded and where there are

no market imperfections, opportunity cost is revealed by

the prices of resources: The alternative uses forgone cannot

be valued higher than these prices or the resources would

have gone to such uses. Within a health service with fixed

budget, opportunity cost has to be judged in terms of the

alternative outputs (like health) forgone when expenditure

on some activity increases.

Production efficiency A given output is produced using

the least-cost technically efficient combination of inputs, or

conversely, output is maximized for a given level of cost.

Revealed preference A person’s willingness to pay for a

good or service as revealed by market transactions or a

controlled experiment.

Technical efficiency A given output is produced using no

more inputs than are technically necessary – there will

normally be a wide variety of different combinations arising

out of their substitutability.

Willingness to pay The maximum sum an individual (or

a government) is willing to pay to acquire some good or

service, or the maximum sum an individual (or

government) is willing to pay to avoid a prospective loss. It

is usually elicited from controlled experiments.

Introduction

Being efficient means ‘doing something well without wasting

time or energy.’ To economists, efficiency is a relationship be-

tween ends and means. What is important to note is that

economists refer to the relationship between the value of the

ends and means, not physical quantities. In economic terms,

the value of using resources is equivalent to the maximum value

that the resources could have generated in alternative use, and is

often referred to as the opportunity cost. The acknowledgment

that all actions are associated with various degrees of oppor-

tunity costs is at the core of economics, the goal being to

generate the maximum benefit with available resources. This

goal requires two conditions to be fulfilled: (1) that benefits are

generated at the lowest minimum cost, so that overall benefits

can be maximized and (2) that the right goods or services are

produced in order to generate the maximum benefits. Basically

it is a question of what should be produced and how is it best

produced.

How and what to produce are questions that are answered

differently depending on perspective. The ‘how’ mainly re-

lates to how the production of a given health care service is

organized. A leader of a health care firm may want to min-

imize production costs to his/her firm, thus keeping focus on
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minimizing costs relating to his/her own part of the

production line, without keeping an eye on overall societal

costs. Cost shifting may take place, and an efficient pro-

duction of health care services from a hospital manager’s

perspective may not necessarily mean that the production

is efficient from the perspective of society as a whole. The

‘what’ should be produced is also a matter of perspective.

Which services generate the most benefit can be defined in

terms of a consumer’s or patient’s willingness to pay (WTP)

for the health care service. Alternatively, it can be defined in

terms of health gains or other goals that are thought to be

beneficial to the recipients of health care services or society.

When reading health economic analyses that seek to portray

efficiency issues, one should be wary of which budgetary

perspective is being applied and on whether one believes that

there is focus on the relevant utility generating components

of the specific health care production.

Two concepts are important for ensuring overall effi-

ciency: production and allocative efficiency. Production effi-

ciency addresses the issue of using optimal combinations of

resources to maximize health output. It is about choosing

different combinations of resources to achieve the maximum

output for a given cost. Allocative efficiency involves ensuring

the right allocation of resources across programs such that

the overall good is maximized. ‘Utility’ is an economic term,

which measures the value/good of a produced outcome as

perceived by the recipient. Utility-generating outcomes in-

clude factors beyond health outcomes, such as process utility

or disutility and the value of information and choice. Alter-

natively, if allocative efficiency is defined more narrowly, it is

about achieving the right mixture of healthcare programs in

order to maximize the health of society.

Production Efficiency: Minimizing Cost of Production

Production efficiency corresponds to accomplishing a job with

minimum expenditure of time and effort. In the production of

health care services, this can be translated into having an

optimal combination of operating theaters and staff. If the

hospital is understaffed, the operating theaters will not be

utilized efficiently, and if there are too many staff members

some will at times be redundant. In ensuring production

efficiency, focus may be on improving staff ratios, shortening

length of stay in hospitals, or eliminating unnecessary diag-

nostic procedures. An array of combinations of minimum

input factors that can produce the same level of output are

identified, and production efficiency is obtained by con-

sidering unit costs in order to determine which of the possible

combinations of input factors minimizes overall costs. In the

case that unit costs differ across regional health care author-

ities due to variations in the scarcity of specific resources (and

thus opportunity costs), different combinations of input

factors may represent production efficiency across regions.

Some people will distinguish between technical efficiency

(which focuses on the minimum amount of factors required

for a specific level of output) and production efficiency (which

in addition considers unit costs). For ease of presentation, no

distinction is made between these concepts in the text that

follows.

Allocative Efficiency: Determining What Should be
Produced

Allocative efficiency is about allocating resources such that the

maximum utility is generated in terms of either health out-

comes or a broader definition of utility-generating outcomes.

An allocative efficient distribution may be Pareto efficient: A

given distribution of resources that is not Pareto efficient im-

plies that a certain change in allocation of goods may result in

some individuals being made ‘better off’ with no individual

being made worse off. A reallocation of resources can, there-

fore, improve overall welfare and a Pareto improvement is

feasible. A less restrictive criterion for allocative efficiency is

the Kaldor–Hicks efficiency, where an outcome is considered

more efficient if those individuals that are made better off

could in theory compensate those that are made worse off

despite compensation not actually taking place.

Why Measuring Efficiency is Pertinent in the Context
of Health Care

In theory the market for goods will automatically reach pro-

duction and allocative efficiency if certain criteria are fulfilled.

On the demand side, buyers in the market must be facing the

full price of the good at the point of purchase and they must

be able to make rational choices based on perfect and full

information of the good. On the supply side, suppliers must

be profit maximizers, there should be many competing sup-

pliers, and there should not be factors deterring suppliers from

moving easily in and out of the market.

In the market for health care services, these criteria are not

fulfilled. First, there is a high degree of asymmetry of infor-

mation, and those demanding health care services are not ne-

cessarily fully aware of which services they need, nor are they

always able to judge the effectiveness of the services. Moreover,

there is uncertainty regarding when the services are needed and

how much they will cost. The economic uncertainty creates a

market for health insurance, which means that the condition of

the buyer facing the full price of the good is often not fulfilled.

On the supply side, suppliers have been restricted from freely

accessing the market in order to protect the less than perfectly

informed patient/consumer. For example, doctors and other

health care personnel have to be certified. Further, there has

been a push for establishing nonprofit health care organizations

on the market, again in order to protect the patient from profit-

seeking suppliers.

Hence, on the supply side there are factors, which under-

mine a competitive market and thus the mechanisms, which

will ensure that health care services are produced at minimum

cost. This means that production efficiency is not guaranteed. At

the same time, consumers/patients are often not equipped to

judge which health care services they require and are unlikely to

face the full price at the time of purchase. This means that there

is insufficient basis for ensuring allocative efficiency. Con-

sequently, production efficiency and allocative efficiency are not

guaranteed by market forces, and ensuring efficiency on the

market for health care services is, therefore, an important issue

for health care planners, politicians, and health economists.
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Methods of Measuring Efficiency in Health Care

Production and allocative efficiency are not independent

concepts. Clearly, the unit of production that has to be

maximized at minimum cost when focusing on production

efficiency should be produced at the levels of quantity and

quality that ensure allocative efficiency. In other words, one

may be able to produce an inferior health care service very

efficiently, but if there is no demand for the service, it is not

worth bothering. Moreover, in ensuring a high level of pro-

duction efficiency, one may be compromising allocative effi-

ciency if the quality of the service is undermined when costs of

production are reduced.

In the following are presented various methods of meas-

uring production and allocative efficiency along with com-

ments on the strengths and weaknesses of different methods.

Measuring Production Efficiency

Production efficiency entails producing the maximum output

at a given level of employed resources. To measure and

monitor production efficiency, it is essential to define the

output produced as well as the production process that is

under scrutiny. Outputs are typically measured in terms of

services (hospital discharges, episodes of care, or covered lives)

or in terms of health outcomes (postprocedure mortality rates,

life expectancy, infant mortality rates, etc). There are two tools,

which are typically applied in order to measure production

efficiency in the context of production of health care services:

productivity analysis and cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA).

These will be described in turn in the paragraphs below.

Productivity analyses typically focus on an organizational

unit’s ability to produce maximum output at minimum costs.

The output measured is often the most obvious, i.e., number

of treated patients or number of consultations. The cost is

most often the cost to the organization (i.e., hospital costs).

Productivity analyses are often used to benchmark hospitals or

hospital departments in order to identify hospitals or hospital

departments which demonstrate inefficiency in production.

The level of production efficiency of a particular hospital is

characterized by the relationship between observed pro-

duction and some ideal or potential production. The meas-

urement of efficiency is based on deviations of observed

output from the best production or efficient production

frontier. If a hospital lies below the frontier, then it is ineffi-

cient, with the ratio of the actual to potential production de-

fining the level of efficiency of the individual firm. There are

two distinct methods for estimating production efficiency:

parametric and nonparametric methods. Some general

concerns and challenges in applying such methods should be

mentioned. The cost of production is generally limited to that

of the hospital or the hospital department and may, therefore,

ignore other costs involved in the production process if these

lie outside the organization which is analyzed. An observed

improvement in production efficiency from this narrow per-

spective may, therefore, not necessarily reflect cost savings

from a wider (societal) perspective. Moreover, the measure of

output in productivity analyses is often reliant on available

output measure such as number of patients discharged or

number of hospital bed days. To the extent that these

intermediate measures of output do not adequately reflect

utility-generating outcomes, allocative efficiency may be

compromised. This is especially the case if there are strong

incentives to ensure cost savings, although the quality of

services produced remains unmonitored. Recently, there is

an increasing focus on refining productivity analyses by in-

corporating dimensions of quality in output (such as mor-

tality and wound infections) in addition to number of

hospital discharges.

As in productivity analyses, CEA focus on comparing pre-

defined outputs and comparing these with costs of production

(where a perspective is chosen which may be more or less

restrictive with respect to what cost items are included). If a

CEA focuses on intermediate outcomes (such as numbers of

cancers detected or reduction in blood pressure), the analysis

is as restricted as a productivity analysis in the conclusions

that can be drawn. Comparisons can only be made across

interventions producing the narrowly defined unit of pro-

duction, and only if an intervention is less effective and more

costly or as costly as another intervention, can it be concluded

that the former is inefficient. Note that for this type of CEA as

well as for productivity analyses no conclusions can be drawn

with respect to the relative merits of the efficient interventions

(i.e., those interventions that lie on the production possibility

frontier (PPF)). Figure 1 gives an example of such a frontier,

where each triangle denotes a potential colorectal cancer

screening strategy (target group and screening interval is var-

ied) and the line represents the PPF (Gyrd-Hansen and col-

leagues, 1998). Program options that lie within the PPF are

inefficient as they are dominated by at least one other pro-

gram, which is either cheaper and/or more effective. Those

programs that lie on the PPF represent programs that are

technically efficient. However, which (if any) of these pro-

grams that fulfill the criteria for allocative efficiency is

undetermined.

CEA can be applied as a tool for guiding resource allo-

cations across the health care sector as a whole. In this case, the

production unit is either defined in terms of the health care

sector or society as a whole and the output of interest is quality
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Figure 1 Alternative screening programs for colorectal cancer
plotted according to costs and effects incurred over a period of 36
years. Costs and effects are discounted by 5%. A curve is drawn
connecting the efficient programs. Reproduced with permission from
John Wiley and Sons.
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of life years (QALYs) gained. The broader definition of output

ensures that CEA can guide the allocation of resources across

various types of health care interventions aimed at different

patient groups. The key parameter in this case is the cost per

QALY, also referred to as the incremental cost-effectiveness

ratio (ICER). Many health economists would define CEA

applied in this way as a tool for ensuring production efficiency

within the health care sector, i.e., ensuring that the maximum

amount of output (QALYs) is produced at a given level of cost

(given by the health care budget constraint). Other health

economists perceive that we are in essence dealing with issues

of allocative efficiency (within the bounds of the health care

sector), where the aim is to ensure the optimal allocation of

resources across services in the health care sector, and the

maximization of QALYs is equivalent to maximizing benefits.

Clearly, any disagreement on how the role of CEA is best

defined is a matter of whether one defines allocative efficiency

as necessarily meaning the allocation of resources across soci-

ety as a whole or whether one can accept QALYs as a sufficient

measure of benefits.

A more pertinent question is how CEA and ICERs are used

in practice to inform decision making. In the ideal and

very unrealistic scenario where all candidate health care

interventions are subjected to economic evaluation and only

those which are most cost effective (i.e., those with lowest

ICERs) are included in the health insurance package subject to

the given budget constraint, the CEA can fulfill the role of

ensuring efficiency. In the more realistic scenario where

resources are currently being used to run existing health care

services, and there is only information on the ICER of a new

intervention, the usefulness of the cost-effectiveness infor-

mation is likely to be reduced. If the new health care inter-

vention is cost saving or cost neutral, but more effective than

the present intervention, the decision is straightforward. The

intervention should clearly replace current practice. And vice

versa if the intervention is cost neutral or cost generating and

less effective. However, in many cases, new interventions are

cost generating as well as more effective. In this case, it is not

easy to draw any conclusions as to the welfare implications of

introducing the new intervention. Introduction of the new

intervention will necessarily incur opportunity costs in terms

of health foregone, as there will be fewer resources available

for other activities. It cannot be determined whether the

health benefits foregone are larger or smaller than the

acquired health benefits. Only if the health care services that

may be deferred can be identified and evaluated, can an in-

formed decision be made.

To improve the usefulness of ICERs as a tool for decision

making, researchers have sought to identify a cost-per-QALY

threshold as an indicator of whether an intervention is suf-

ficiently cost-effective to warrant implementation. However,

such a threshold is of little use as long as the true opportunity

costs remain unidentified, which is likely to be the case if

decisions are made under a predetermined budget constraint.

Thresholds, as produced by way of a citizen’s WTP (out of own

pocket) per QALY, are only useful instruments so long as the

introduction of new interventions that pass the threshold

requirements are facilitated through expansion of the health

care budget, thus incurring opportunity losses from reduced

private consumption.

QALY league tables rank (candidate) health care inter-

ventions according to their cost-effectiveness (cost per QALY).

Such tables can be useful to identify whether efficiency could

be improved if some interventions take the place of others, but

this necessitates the inclusion of both existing and new

interventions. The more exhaustive a QALY league table is, the

more useful it can be as a means of improving overall allo-

cation of resources. However, in presenting ICERs in QALY

league tables, or elsewhere, it is important that the ICERs

presented are those that most precisely reflect the cost-

effectiveness of the given policy relevant choice. In many cases,

it is not only a question of whether or not to implement a

health care service but also of how to implement it and to

whom it should be offered. Interventions such as neonatal

care, screening programs for cancers, prophylactic treatment of

high blood pressure, etc. can be designed in many ways. Of-

fering a health care intervention to all may appear reasonably

cost-effective on the basis of the average cost per QALY. The

average value may, however, hide some very expensive QALYs

if a specific group of recipients experience little health gain at a

high cost. It is important to choose the right comparator, and

the corresponding ICER, in order to appropriately inform on

efficiency implications.

Measuring Allocative Efficiency

Measuring allocative efficiency is about determining which

aspects of health care services are of value to citizens, and to

determine the relative importance of health care services.

Measuring allocative efficiency must, therefore, in principle

involve consumer preferences. In CEA, allocative efficiency

(more frequently labeled production efficiency) within the

bounds of the health sector is obtained by measuring benefits

in terms of QALYs. Although quality adjustments are to some

extent based on consumer preferences, it has been argued that

this measure of benefit may in some cases be too restrictive

because it does not include other utility-generating aspects of

health care services such as process disutility or the value of

information. Although such factors are not present in all

contexts, ignoring these may result in some degree of inopti-

mal resource allocation.

A guide to efficient resource allocation is cost–benefit an-

alysis. Cost–benefit analysis is based on the Kaldor–Hicks

criterion, where an outcome is more efficient if those that are

made better off could in theory compensate those that are

made worse off. In the case of a publicly funded health care

service, the losers would be the taxpayers who are financing

the service and the winners are those citizens who can expect

to receive the service, should they need it. Assuming that in-

dividuals are rational and fully informed about the quality of a

good, consumers will be willing to pay equivalent to the

marginal utility that they anticipate from buying the good.

Allocative efficiency is obtained when goods in society are

produced at a level where price is equal to marginal cost.

Cost–benefit analysis seeks to replicate the demand side of the

market by using market observations (revealed preference

studies) or laboratory experiments (typically contingent valu-

ation studies or discrete choice experiments) to establish

consumers’ WTP for health care services.
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Contingent valuation methods and discrete choice experi-

ments typically involve asking people how much they are

willing to forego (out of their private budget) in order to

ensure access to a health care service. If a cost–benefit analysis

demonstrates that WTP is higher than costs, this implies that

allocative efficiency is improved if the health care service is

introduced. For this conclusion to hold, additional resources

must be taken from private funds. If it is instead a question of

determining resource allocations within a predetermined

health care budget constraint, it is necessary to evaluate all the

specific programs that are competing for funds. Allocative

efficiency (within the health care sector) is attained when the

last dollar invested across all areas of health care services

generate the same level of marginal utility.

One advantage of the cost–benefit approach is that it in

principle can guide resource allocations across various sectors

of society. Where CEA seeks to prioritize health care services

within a given budget restriction, cost–benefit analysis could

ideally indicate the size of the health care budget. The benefit

measure used in cost–benefit analysis also has the advantage

that it is broader and far less predetermined than the benefit

measures in CEA. It rests on the notion that all preferences

count, which necessarily opens up for a discussion of whether

the goal of the health care sector is to serve needs or wants.

The Achilles’ heel of cost-benefit analysis in the context of

health care is whether rational and robust preferences based

on a full understanding of the merits of the health care ser-

vices can be derived. More research into how best to ensure

that respondents understand and adequately respond to the

information that is provided to them is warranted. Also,

measures of allocative efficiency, which rely on private inter-

ests only, may neglect to incorporate societal benefits that are

not reflected in preferences of the consumers (externalities).

To the extent that there are significant positive or negative

externalities involved when providing a health care service

(e.g., herd immunity), these should be valued and included

in the cost–benefits analysis. The extension of allocative

efficiency to encompass externalities is sometimes called social

efficiency.

See also: Evaluating Efficiency of a Health Care System in the
Developed World. Health and Its Value: Overview. Quality-Adjusted
Life-Years. Theory of System Level Efficiency in Health Care.
Willingness to Pay for Health
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The Economic Impact of Emerging Infections

By the end of 2009, the year in which Mexico first reported

human infections with the H1N1 influenza A virus that then

spread globally to cause a pandemic, 70 715 Mexicans had

been reported with confirmed H1N1 infection of whom 1316

(B5%) had died. During this same period, though there were

no official travel or trade bans from th,1e Mexican Govern-

ment or international bodies such as the World Health Or-

ganization (WHO), Mexican tourism and trade in pork

decreased both nationally and internationally. Temporal de-

creases in output from the pork industry contributed to a pork

trade deficit of an estimated US$27 million, whereas an esti-

mated loss of one million overseas visitors translated into an

estimated economic loss of approximately US$2.8 billion.

The economic losses related to H1N1 outbreak in Mexico

were clearly influenced by the unfounded perception by

tourists and travel agencies that the risk of becoming infected

with H1N1 was somehow greater in Mexico than elsewhere,

even though the virus had spread throughout the world; and

by a misunderstanding among pork trade partners that the

pandemic was being amplified by infected pigs, despite the

fact that it was human to human transmission, in which swine

played no role, that was responsible for the global spread of

the pandemic. In other countries, there were official recom-

mendations, apparently based on this same misunderstanding

that also caused negative economic impact. In Egypt, for ex-

ample, slaughter of pigs was ordered by the Egyptian Gov-

ernment early in the pandemic, even though the H1N1 virus

had already been demonstrated to be highly transmissible

from human to human, and despite the recommendation of

the World Health Organization for Animals that culling of

pigs was not scientifically justifiable.

Countries around the world were affected as the H1N1

pandemic spread, and economies suffered. In Spain, for ex-

ample, the direct economic impact of illness from H1N1 in-

fluenza on health services utilization, and indirect costs from

work absenteeism, for example, has been estimated at

h6236.00 per hospitalized patient. In Canada, it is estimated

that the cost of the increased patient load to hospitals caused

by H1N1 between April and December 2009 was Canadian$

200 million.

The World Bank predicts that a pandemic caused by a

different influenza virus, the highly infectious and virulent

avian (H5N1) influenza virus, could cost the world economy

as much as US$800 billion a year from direct patient costs,

and indirect costs from lost lives, travel, and trade. The H5N1

virus is currently continuing to cause disease among poultry,

but is only able to infect humans sporadically when they come

in contact with infected chickens.

As influenza viruses are highly unstable, however, the

H5N1 influenza virus could mutate or combine with other

influenza viruses circulating in nature to a form that spreads

easily from human to human, resulting in an influenza pan-

demic with much higher mortality than the H1N1 pandemic.

To prevent such a scenario, attempts are being made to

eliminate the H5N1 virus by culling entire flocks of infected

poultry, mainly chickens. This precautionary measure, rec-

ommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) and

the Food and Agriculture Organization, is causing lost revenue

and poultry-replacement costs that have been estimated to be

in billions of US dollars.

Emerging infections such as H1N1 and H5N1 influenza are

the newly identified infectious diseases in humans caused by

viruses that have breached the species barrier between an in-

fected animal and a human. They are by definition new, and

sometimes they are called novel infections. As they are new

they are poorly understood, and their full potential to cause

disease and death in humans is not known.

Unlike influenza, there are other emerging infections that

cause human disease but are unable to spread from human to

human. Economic cost associated with these infections is due

to patient management and decreased work productivity while

sick; and if there is death, from the lost years of work. An

example is rabies: humans are infected by the bite of a rabies-

infected animal, become sick and die, but do not spread the

infection to other humans unless an organ is obtained from

them postmortem, and grafted into another human. The dir-

ect cost of treating persons exposed to rabies has been esti-

mated (conservatively) to be US$40 in Sub-Saharan Africa and

US$49 in Asia, a cost that equals 5.8% and 3.9%, respectively,

of the average annual per capita gross national income. Add-

itional indirect costs attributed to persons with rabies occur

because of death and permanent removal from the workforce.

It is estimated that the economic impact from rabies each year

in the United States is approximately $300 million, where an

average of two human infections occur each year.

Bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) is another ex-

ample of an emerging infection that does not spread from

human to human. BSE, or mad cow disease, was identified in

the United Kingdom (UK) during the 1980s. To rid cattle

populations of infection, precautionary culling of herds with

infected cattle was required. When it was understood that

humans could be infected with BSE from cattle and cattle

products in 1996, culling activity increased, and the economic

loss in the UK during the following year was estimated to be

US$1.5 billion. Countries that had imported cattle from the

UK also culled infected herds at a considerable economic loss.

Another emerging infection – monkeypox virus in the

United States – was caused by human contact with infected
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prairie dogs bought as pets. The prairie dogs had been infected

with the monkeypox virus in pet shops by other animals im-

ported from West Africa as exotic pets. The outbreak was

stopped and there were no deaths. Though the overall direct

costs for diagnosing and managing illness were not calculated,

nor were the costs from the bans on pet sales by pet shops and

their furnishers, they were significant to health insurance

companies and to the trade in animals as pets.

Occasionally, an infection emerges at the human/animal

interface, is able to spread easily from human to human, and

then becomes endemic in human populations with long-term

associated economic cost. HIV is one such emerging infection.

Thought to have crossed the species barrier from nonhuman

primates to humans sometime during the early twentieth cen-

tury, it is spread from human to human mainly by intimate

sexual contact. Owing to the long, symptom-free incubation

period, HIV had already spread throughout the world’s popu-

lation by the time it was first identified in 1981. Since then the

cumulative economic impact of AIDS on GDP has been esti-

mated by various economists with a wide range of costs – one

of these, the estimated direct costs in 2009 to achieve universal

access to treatment and care alone was US$7 billion.

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS): A Case
Study on the Economic Cost Associated with
Emerging Infectious Disease Outbreaks

An outbreak of an emerging infection, Severe Acute Respira-

tory Syndrome virus, occurred in the Guangdong Province of

China in late 2002. In China, SARS spread from infected

persons to other family members and to health workers, and

from them to others in the community, causing an outbreak

associated with severe illness and death. In February 2003,

when SARS was still unrecognized as a new and emerging

infection in China, it crossed the border from the Guangdong

Province to Hong Kong in a doctor, who had been treating

patients with SARS. He himself had become sick, and during a

one-night stay in a Hong Kong hotel spread SARS to other

hotel guests. Before they had any major symptoms, infected

hotel guests travelled by plane to other Asian countries, North

America, and Europe where they became sick and spread in-

fection to others.

SARS had never before been seen in humans. There were

thus no vaccines, medicines, or predetermined measures that

could be used for its control. As the virus continued to spread

from human to human, there was concern that like HIV, it

would become yet another endemic infection, sustaining itself

indefinitely in humans. Precautionary measures to prevent

international spread of the infection were immediately rec-

ommended by the WHO – it was first recommended that

persons who were ill with similar symptoms and contact with

geographic areas where outbreaks were occurring defer their

travel until they were well.

These precautionary measures caused a decrease in inter-

national air travel from geographic areas where outbreaks were

occurring. Concern and panic ensued, however, among

populations from other geographic areas as well – clearly

demonstrated in a decrease in passenger movements through

international airports. The precautionary prevention measures

recommending that persons who were ill with SARS-like

symptoms postpone travel resulted in a decrease of passengers

who were ill, but many well passengers perceived the risk of

travel as being great. This resulted in a steady decrease in

passenger movement, clearly shown in Figure 1, where
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Figure 1 Passenger movement through the Hong Kong Airport from 16 March 2003, the day after the announcement of the SARS outbreak, to
July 2003 when the outbreak was declared over. Passenger movement decreased immediately after the epidemic was announced on March 15,
continued to decrease after a travel advisory to postpone travel was made by WHO, but increased again beginning 23 May when WHO lifted the
travel advisory. Reproduced from Hong Kong International Airport and WHO.
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passenger movements at the Hong Kong International Airport

decreased soon after the outbreak was announced.

When SARS spread throughout a major housing complex

in Hong Kong, among persons who had not been in contact

with each other it was hypothesized that SARS might be

spreading through an environmental factor such as an insect

or water in addition to face to face contact. This led to stronger

precautionary recommendations – to postpone or cancel tra-

vel to areas where outbreaks of SARS were occurring and a

human contact could not be identified as a source of infection

for each person with SARS. When WHO made this stronger

precautionary recommendation on 2 April, a sustained de-

crease in passenger movement occurred in Hong Kong

throughout the month of April and until 23 May, when the

WHO removed the precautionary travel advisory.

Overall, Hong Kong International Airport had had an ap-

proximate decrease of 70% in passenger movements in April

2003 compared with April 2002, and aircraft movements de-

creased by an estimated 30%. In April 2003, the number of

flights cancelled each day was approximately 164, representing

more than 30% of all flights cancelled, and resulting in an

estimated loss in landing fees of a minimum of $3.5 million

per day.

During this same period, income from restaurants, hotels,

and retail sales decreased because of panic and misperception

of the risk among the Hong Kong population that resulted in

decreased consumer activity. Figures 2–4 provide clear ex-

amples of the decreases in economic activity that occurred.

The SARS outbreak caused ended in July 2003, with 8096

reported cases from 37 countries of which 1706 (21%) were

fatal. The Asian Development Bank estimated the economic

impact of SARS at approximately US$18 billion in East Asia –

around 0.6% of gross domestic product. However, fortunately

recovery was rapid once international spread had been

stopped.

The International Health Regulations and
International Spread of Infectious Diseases

Attempts to limit the international spread of infectious dis-

eases were first recorded in Venice in the fourteenth century

when quarantine was used to keep ships and individuals at

land border crossings in isolation for 40 days in an attempt to

stop the spread of plague. Quarantine was widely used during

the following centuries to attempt to limit the spread of plague

and other diseases such as cholera, yellow fever, and smallpox;

and during the nineteenth century a series of sanitary con-

ferences within and between Europe and the Americas focused

on these same four diseases demonstrated the concern. In the
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early twentieth century these sanitary conferences were

broadened, under the League of Nations, to include all its

member states. In 1969, the WHO Member States had agreed

to a set of regulations aimed at ensuring the maximum se-

curity against the international spread of diseases with a

minimum interference with world traffic.

The IHR 1969 were revised in 2005, incorporating many of

the lessons learned during the SARS outbreak, and now ensure

broader disease coverage, and in addition require countries

to develop core capacities in public health laboratory and

epidemiology in order to detect and respond to diseases

where and when it occurs, and before it spreads internation-

ally (Box 1).

Several disease threats have occurred since the revision of

the IHR, including the H1N1 pandemic in 2009. The risk as-

sessment when H1N1 first emerged was conducted by WHO

and the IHR emergency committee. Though WHO recom-

mendations based on this risk assessment clearly stated that

travel and trade should continue as before, irrational trade and

travel measures were imposed by several countries as described

earlier in this article, and they resulted in the consequent

economic losses described.

The outbreak of Escherichia coli (E. coli) that caused

hemolytic-uremic syndrome in Germany occurred after the

revision of the IHR as well. Though the outbreak resulted in an

unexpected direct economic burden on the German health

system, it also resulted in a severely negative economic impact

on the European agricultural sector. Initial laboratory testing

wrongly suggested that the outbreak was associated with

consumption of salad greens and tomatoes imported from

various countries neighboring Germany, and with con-

sumption of cucumbers imported from Spain. Once this link

was published in the mass media, the market for cucumbers

fell and Spanish farmers began to experience losses of up to an

estimated US$ 200 million per week. Polish, Dutch, and Ita-

lian farmers had similar losses, and German vegetable farmers

had a drop in real income of 2.8%.

At the same time, Russia banned vegetable imports from

the entire European Union (EU), an annual 600 million Euro

market for EU farmers. As the outbreak investigation con-

tinued, however, it became clear that the outbreak was linked

to ingestion of bean sprouts from an organic farm in Lower

Saxony and the EU then compensated farmers in the European

vegetable industry with 200 million Euros.

These two outbreaks suggest that the IHR 2005 are not

completely effective in clear and effective risk communication,

nor in preventing unnecessary negative economic impact. A

recent outbreak of a novel coronavirus in the Middle East,
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Box 1 The International Health Regulations

At the World Assembly in May 2003 based on lessons being learned from
the ongoing SARS outbreak, a resolution was agreed by Member States of
the WHO that helped to speed up the revision of the International Health
Regulations (IHR).

The IHR first agreed by the WHO Member States in 1969, and had as a
goal maximum prevention of the international spread of infectious diseases
with minimal interruption of world traffic and trade. By setting out certain
border requirements, and targeting four infectious diseases – cholera,
plague, yellow fever, and smallpox (removed after eradication in 1980) – it
was hoped that these four diseases could be stopped at international
borders. However, countries often did not report these diseases when they
occurred because of fear of irrational trade and travel measures and the
severe negative economic impact that could occur.

In addition, as knowledge about emerging infections grew, it became
clear that there were other infectious diseases of equal or greater potential
for international spread than those that were covered by the IHR, and a
revision of the IHR was begun in the late 1990s.

By the time of the SARS outbreak, a new way of detecting and re-
sponding to infectious disease outbreaks had been developed by WHO as a
precursor to the revision of the IHR, and it was these ways of working that
led to the coordinated global response to SARS. One of the major lessons
learned was that strong national disease detection and response systems
were of great importance in order that countries could detect and response
to infectious disease outbreaks where and when they occur, thus preventing
human suffering and death, and minimizing the risk of international
spread.

This concept was incorporate into the revised IHR that now required all
countries to develop a minimum core public laboratory and epidemiology
capacity in order to detect and respond to outbreaks when and where they
occur. The revised IHR also continue a requirement for reporting of disease
outbreaks, and the requirement has been broadened to reporting all public
health events of international concern (PHEIC) after risk assessment using
a decision tree provided in the IHR.
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however, gives cause for hope that the revised IHR do indeed

offer a means of ensuring maximum security against the

international spread of infectious diseases, while minimizing

interference with travel and trade.

Reports of persons infected with this newly identified

SARS-like virus were made to the WHO from countries treat-

ing patients with origins in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,

Qatar, Jordan, and the United Arab Emirates. The initial re-

ports originated at the time of religious pilgrimage for Hajj. An

irrational response could have caused great confusion and a

heavy economic and spiritual loss to pilgrims and to Saudi

Arabia, which has increased its investment each year to pro-

vide for the health security of pilgrims.

An immediate and transparent risk assessment was made

under the framework of the revised IHR, and the risk was then

communicated widely. The Hajj was unaffected by the reports

of the risk assessment, and surveillance of Hajj pilgrims for

severe respiratory symptoms was conducted during the pil-

grimage and after pilgrims had returned to their home

country.

Only time will tell whether the new ways of working

and communicating risk under the IHR will continue to

help prevent unnecessary panic and confusion when an out-

break occurs and spreads internationally; and prevent the ir-

rational reaction that increases their negative economic

impact.

See also: HIV/AIDS: Transmission, Treatment, and Prevention,
Economics of. Infectious Disease Externalities. Macroeconomic Effect
of Infectious Disease Outbreaks. Water Supply and Sanitation
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Introduction

This article reviews econometric techniques and studies

aimed at characterizing the market structure in the health

sector. It focuses on the following issues: (1) the effect of

competition on hospital quality, efficiency, and prices (if they

are not fixed by a regulator); (2) differences in behavior that

arise from different types of ownership status (non-profit vs.

for-profit); (3) the extent to which demand for healthcare

responds to quality; (4) the effect of mergers on cost savings,

prices, and quality; and (5) the use of report cards and their

impact on quality and providers’ incentive to select low-

severity patients.

These research questions have potentially important policy

implications. Governments can encourage or discourage

competition, or regulate it. They can favor one ownership

status over another by introducing favorable tax regimes or by

making a certain ownership mandatory. They may forbid or

allow mergers through antitrust authorities and legislation.

They can make report cards mandatory and publicly available.

The article focuses on key theoretical predictions, econo-

metric strategy, empirical specification, and possible biases

which may arise in testing such predictions. It also summar-

izes the main empirical findings for each theme. Moreover,

because space is limited, the focus is on the hospital sector.

Therefore, issues related to insurance markets, the pharma-

ceutical industry, provider labor markets, and the market of

nursing and care homes are not investigated.

Effect of Competition on Quality and Prices

The effect of competition on hospital behavior has been the

subject of an extensive empirical literature. One key focus has

been on testing the effect of competition on the quality of

hospital care under two main institutional settings: (1) a fixed-

price regime of the Diagnosis-Related Groups (DRG) type,

where each hospital receives the same price to treat a patient

with a given diagnosis (this is the case in Medicare in the USA

and in many European countries); (2) a variable-price regime,

where each hospital is free to set prices in a private competitive

market (like in the USA) or prices are the result of a bargaining

procedure between the purchaser of health services (a private

or a public insurer) and the hospital.

Under the first regime, the standard prediction from eco-

nomic theory is that higher competition should lead to higher

quality. Because more competition makes the demand more

responsive to a marginal increase in quality (and prices are

fixed), hospitals have a stronger incentive to increase quality

because it will attract a larger volume of patients and generate

higher revenues. Under the second regime, the prediction is

less clear-cut. More competition will also reduce price and the

price-cost margin of each hospital, therefore, weakening

the incentive to increase quality. This effect goes against the

former one (in terms of higher demand responsiveness) so

that competition may lead to an increase or a reduction in

quality depending on the size of the two opposing effects. A

similar ambiguous prediction is that if prices are easily con-

tractible, whereas quality is not, more competition may lead to

a large reduction in price at the expense of a large drop in

quality.

The basic empirical strategy within a cross-sectional

framework to test the above predictions is the following:

qi ¼ aþ bci þ gzi þ ei , i¼ 1,y,N ½1�

where qi is the quality provided by hospital i, ci is a measure

of competition, and zi is a vector of control variables

which also affect quality (e.g., volume of patients treated to

control for learning-by-doing, dummies for different types of

hospital, etc.).

There are different ways to measure competition in the

health sector, which involves two main steps. The first step

involves the definition of the catchment area of each hospital

i, which gives the geographical area covering the potential

competitors of hospital i (the area over which the hospitals

‘compete’). There are two main approaches to define catch-

ment areas, which is based on: (1) a fixed radius, that draws a

circle of 30 km (or an alternative distance of 20, 40 km) from

the hospital; or a fixed travel time, that uses road maps to

define a catchment area of 30 min travel time from the hos-

pital (or alternative times: e.g., 20 or 40 min); (2) a variable

radius technique, where the catchment area is based on

the residence (as measured by their postcode) of the patients

going to hospital i: the catchment area is defined, for example,

on the residence of the 70% of patients living closest to the

hospital (or an alternative proportion like 60% or 80% de-

cided by the researcher). Note that not all patients are in-

cluded (100%) because this would often imply that the

catchment area of some hospitals includes the whole country,

which is clearly unrealistic (there will often be at least one odd

patient who traveled from far away or whose postcode is

mistakenly recorded). Fixed radius models are simpler to

compute but ignore the actual residence of the patients going

to each hospital i. Variable radius models are more accurate

because they address this problem but computationally more

intensive. They also raise some endogeneity issues: hospitals

with higher quality may have larger catchment areas. This is

usually addressed by defining catchment areas on the basis of

predicted rather than actual hospital choice. In practice, this

involves estimating a multinomial logit model of a patient’s

choice as a function of distance and other key regressors.

Predicted market shares are then computed for each hospital

and used to compute a competition measure.

Once the catchment area has been defined, the second step

involves measuring the degree of competition within this area.

The simplest way to measure competition is to count the

number of hospitals (N) within the catchment area. Equiva-

lently, the degree of concentration can be measured by
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1/N. However, this measure has the disadvantage that it

implicitly assumes that all hospitals have the same size:

the market structure of a duopoly where each hospital has

50% of the market can be quite different from one where

one hospital has 90% of the market and the other only 10% of

the market. In the latter case, the market is less competitive

than in the former one because one provider has a dominant

position.

A modified version of the simple competition measure is

the number of hospitals in the catchment area divided by the

population of the catchment area (P): the measure is therefore

N/P. For a given number of providers, areas with larger

population effectively imply a lower degree of competition.

A second measure which takes into account the different

size of each hospital is the widely used Herfindahl Index (HI)

define the market share of each hospital i as si ¼ yi/Yi, where yi

is the number of patients treated by hospital i and Yi is the

total number of patients treated within the catchment area of

hospital i. The HI is given by the sum of the square of each

market share: HIi ¼
Pn

i ¼ 1 s2
ji. Note that if all hospitals are

identical, then the HIi is equal to 1/N, and the two measures

(HI and the reciprocal of the number of hospitals) coincide.

However, if the market shares are different then the two

measures will differ. Suppose there are only two providers

(N¼2) and that one hospital has 25% of the market whereas

the other hospital has 75% of the market. Then, the HI is 1/

4þ 9/16¼0.81, which is larger than 0.5 (the HI when each

provider has 50% of the market). The idea is that an asym-

metric market is a less competitive one. As mentioned above,

one problem with the computation of the HI based on ‘actual’

market shares is that these can be endogenous if, for example,

hospitals with higher quality have larger market shares. To

address this problem, the HI is often computed on the basis of

predicted market shares (based on multinomial choice

models).

Quality of care is the other key variable in the empirical

model described in eqn [1]. It can be measured in a variety of

ways. The most common one in recent literature makes use of

mortality rates for (emergency) patients with acute myocardial

infarction, more commonly known as ‘heart attack.’ These are

considered to be a marker of the quality in the hospital. Other

measures include total hospital mortality rates (adjusted by

casemix), mortality rates for patients with stroke, pneumonia,

heart failure, and other specific conditions, readmission rates

within a month of discharge, and infection rates. In general

there have been mixed findings in the literature on the effect of

competition on quality with prices either fixed or variable and

endogenously determined (see Gaynor and Town (2011) for a

detailed review).

A similar approach to the one described in eqn [1] can be

used to estimate the effect of competition on prices charged by

hospitals by replacing the dependent variable qi with price pi.

The empirical evidence is mainly from the USA, for the market

not covered by Medicare and Medicaid (where prices are

fixed), and confirms the expected negative effect between

competition and prices. There is limited evidence from Europe

where prices are regulated (and therefore fixed) in several

publicly funded systems: Competition on price occurs mainly

in the private sector, which is often small and data on prices

are difficult to collect.

Ownership

A long-standing question in the health economics literature is

whether profit and non-profit hospitals differ in their be-

havior. Most of the literature has focused on differences in

quality and efficiency (with more recent studies focusing on

quality). A fewer number of studies has focused on differential

incentives to upcode (also known as DRG creep) and to select

more profitable patients. Regarding quality, on one hand non-

profit hospitals may have an incentive to provide higher

quality as they are under less pressure to increase profits; on

the other hand, they are less responsive to demand variations.

Standard economic theory also predicts non-profit hospitals

to be less efficient because they cannot appropriate the fi-

nancial surplus (or distribute it), they may have weaker in-

centive to keep costs down (or to be more efficient).

The typical basic regression for quality differences in a

cross-sectional framework is the following one:

qi ¼ aþ bsi þ gzi þ ei, i¼ 1,y,N ½2�

where qi is the quality provided by hospital i, si is a dummy

variable for hospital status and is equal to 1 if hospital is for

profit, and zi is a vector of control variables. Quality can be

measured through mortality rates and adverse events such as

surgical complications and medical errors. The empirical evi-

dence from the USA is extensive but mixed. The recent review

by Eggleston et al. (2008) find that whether for-profit hospitals

provide lower or higher quality than non-profit ones depends

on the specific context like the region, the data source, and

the period of analysis. As an overall conclusion they suggest

that as a whole quality seems to be lower among for-profit

hospitals.

Some recent studies rely on a panel-data approach as op-

posed to a cross-sectional one, focusing on the effect of

changes in ownership status over time (either from non-profit

to for-profit or from for-profit to non-profit). This approach

allows controlling for unobserved heterogeneity, i.e., the

possibility that differences in quality between for-profit and

non-profit hospitals simply reflect different location, catch-

ment areas, casemix, or other unobservable variables. The

econometric framework is therefore modified as follows:

qit ¼ aþ bnit þ dfit þ gzi þ di þ dt þ eit ,

i¼ 1,y,N, t ¼ 1,y,T ½3�

where nit is a dummy variable equal to 1 from the time a

hospital converts from for-profit to non-profit, fit is a dummy

variable equal to 1 from the time a hospital converts from

non-profit to for-profit, di accounts for hospitals’ fixed effects

to control for unobserved heterogeneity, and dt is a vector of

year dummies to control for a time trend (e.g., health out-

comes improve over time due to technology development).

Some literature finds that the change in status from non-

profit to for-profit reduces quality as measured by higher

mortality rates for patients with heart attacks (deaths at 1, 6,

and 12 months). One potential problem with such approach

is that the switch from non-profit to for-profit status may not

be random. For example, it can be argued that hospitals with

declining quality are more likely to change status. To address

this issue, authors have interacted the dummy variables on
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hospital conversion (f, n) with time dummies for the years

preceding and following the conversion. This allows detecting

whether the converting hospitals were already exhibiting a

decline in quality before the conversion.

Others instead have addressed the issue by using a

matching-estimator approach, for example, using propensity

score matching to identify a control group which has a dis-

tribution of covariates that is in line with the distribution of

the covariates in the treatment group. The estimation pro-

cedure first estimates the conditional probability of a hospital

being for-profit for a given set of covariates (the propensity

score) and then it matches each hospital (which switches from

non-profit to for-profit) with a control hospital which has

the closest propensity score. The covariates on which the

hospitals are matched include hospital size, patient types, and

financial state.

Most studies treat ownership as exogenous in eqn [2].

However, that may not necessarily be the case. For instance,

patients may choose the type of hospital (for-profit vs. non-

profit) based on how severe they are and this may generate

endogeneity: the quality of care (the dependent variable)

affects who goes to a profit versus a non-profit hospital. One

strategy is to use an instrumental-variable approach with in-

struments that include the distance to the closest non-profit

hospital, and the difference in the distance between the closest

non-profit hospital and the closest hospital (regardless of

being for-profit or non-profit). Distances will affect the choice

between a for-profit and a non-profit hospital, but should not

be correlated with patients’ severity.

For-profit and non-profit hospitals may also differ in their

incentive to upcode, i.e., to code patients in more remunera-

tive fields. Payment systems of the DRG-type are complex and

involve at least 500 different prices that depend on patient’s

diagnosis and treatment. There is evidence in the USA that for-

profit hospitals tend to upcode more than non-profit ones.

Moreover, private hospitals, regardless of the for-profit or non-

profit status, may engage in cream-skimming of patients

leaving the unprofitable ones to the public sector.

Regarding differences in efficiency, in his review of

317 published papers on frontier efficiency measurement,

Hollingsworth (2008) concluded with some caution that

public/non-profit hospitals tend to be more efficient than for-

profit ones. The intuitive result that for-profit hospitals are

more efficient than non-profit ones is therefore not confirmed

in general. Efficiency is generally measured through para-

metric models, i.e., the estimation of stochastic frontiers, or

nonparametric ones, i.e., data envelopment analysis. Some

parametric studies focus on technical efficiency and derive

efficiency scores by estimating the following production

frontier model (within a cross-sectional framework):

yi ¼ aþ bxi þ gzi � ei þ ei , i¼ 1,y,N ½4�

where yi is typically the number of patients treated by hospital

i (weighted by DRG weight to control for different casemix of

the hospital), xi includes a range of inputs (number of beds,

doctors, nurses), and zi includes a range of control variables

(ideally quality); ei is hospital efficiency and ei is the error

term. This model requires assumptions about the distribution

of the efficiency term. The most common ones are the Half

Normal, Truncated Normal, and Gamma. The efficiency scores

derived following this methodology have been criticized for

two main reasons: (1) they seldom control adequately for

quality differences, so that efficiency scores may reflect higher

quality; (2) they may be sensitive to outliers and the specific

distributional assumptions of the efficiency term. The ap-

proach in eqn [4] has been extended to allow for multiple

outputs (e.g., patients in different specialties, emergency vs.

nonemergency patients, outpatients vs. inpatients). This can

be pursued with a ‘Shepard distance function’ approach that

ultimately involves using one output on the left-hand side

(LHS) and the other ‘normalized’ outputs on the right-hand

side (RHS) or a ‘polar coordinates’ approach using the Eucli-

dian norm of the outputs on the LHS and polar coordinates

angles on the RHS. These approaches can be criticized on the

ground that output variables appear both on the LHS and the

RHS of the regression model, possibly generating endogeneity.

Equation [4] focuses on technical efficiency. Other studies

focus on allocative efficiency as well by estimating a cost

frontier as opposed to a production frontier. In such a case the

model is:

Ci ¼ aþ byi þ gwi þ szi þ ei þ ei, i¼ 1, y,N ½5�

where Ci is total cost of hospital i, yi is (a vector of) output,

wi is the (average) salary for different types of workers (doc-

tors, nurses, administration), and zi is a range of control

variables (quality, whether the hospital has teaching functions,

etc.). This approach has also the advantage of accommodating

multiple outputs without any additional assumptions.

As mentioned above, stochastic frontier techniques have

been criticized for imposing distributional assumptions on the

efficiency term and to rely on these to disentangle efficiency

from noise. These assumptions can be relaxed by using panel

data and estimating models of the following type:

yit ¼ aþ bxit þ gzit � ei þ eit , i¼ 1,y,N ½6�

where ei is a fixed effect at hospital level. The distributional

assumptions are weaker. This approach still relies on having

good control variables (e.g., on quality) so that ei can be in-

terpreted as efficiency as opposed to a control for unobserved

heterogeneity (where efficiency is only one determinant).

Once the efficiency scores are obtained, the second step simply

involves regressing the efficiency scores on hospital’s owner-

ship type and other determinants.

Choice Models

At the heart of many health economic models is the as-

sumption that demand of healthcare providers responds to

quality. Providers with higher quality establish a good repu-

tation and attract a larger number of patients. The estimation

of the magnitude of the demand elasticity to quality has im-

plications for policy design. For example, if hospital elasticity

is high, policymakers will need to rely less on costly audits to

ensure high standards of quality. Providers will have an in-

centive to provide high quality in order to attract patients and

increase revenues. Similarly, one precondition for competition

to encourage quality of care (already discussed above) is that

demand responds to quality.
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The assumption that providers’ demand responds to

quality has been tested empirically by modeling patients’

choice of a hospital among a set of alternative ones. A com-

mon model is the conditional logit model which can be

motivated within a random utility framework (McFadden,

1974). Suppose that the utility of patient j choosing hospital

i is equal to Uji ¼ bdji þ gqj þ eji, where dji is the distance be-

tween patient’s j residential address and hospital i address, qj is

the quality of hospital j (e.g., mortality rates, readmission

rates), and eji is the unobserved component of utility. If eji are

independently and identically distributed, and follow type 1

extreme value distribution, then the probability of patient j

choosing hospital i out of a total of N hospitals is given by:

pij ¼
expðbdij þ gqiÞPN

l ¼ 1 expðbdlj þ gqlÞ
, i¼ 1,y,N ½7�

which is known as the conditional logit model.

The analysis is usually conducted for patients in need of a

specific treatment (i.e., coronary bypass, percutaneous trans-

luminal coronary angioplasty, kidney transplant, cataract sur-

gery, hip replacement) or with a certain condition (i.e., acute

myocardial infarction, pneumonia). A key regressor (or con-

trol variable) is the distance between the patient’s residence

(postcode) and the hospital, which in all models turns out to

be the main predictor of patients’ choice. The hospital choice

is also affected by quality, as proxied by mortality rates, re-

admission rates, complication rates, and waiting times. Over-

all, this empirical literature finds that higher quality (as well as

distance) increases the probability of choosing a provider,

though the demand elasticities with respect to quality are

small for most procedures and conditions.

To control for time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity,

some studies estimate the conditional logit with panel data

including hospital fixed-effects, therefore relying on variations

in quality (mortality rates, readmission rates, waiting times)

over time to identify the causal effect of quality on demand.

One limitation of the conditional logit is that the relative

probability of choosing any two hospitals is independent of

any other alternative hospital (known as the independence of

irrelevant alternatives). The logit models can also be extended

to allow for latent classes (latent-class multinomial logit) and

therefore allow the responsiveness of demand to quality to

vary for different classes of patients (normally two), which are

not observable to the researcher.

Mergers

A growing empirical literature has investigated the effect of

mergers on efficiency (cost savings), prices, and quality. From

a theoretical perspective, hospital mergers can lead to re-

ductions in costs and an increase in efficiency through better

management, exploitation of scale economies, and elimin-

ation of duplicate services. From an antitrust perspective, a

merger also increases the market power of merging hospitals,

which may allow them to increase prices at the expense of

consumers. Therefore, one may expect price to reduce fol-

lowing a merger when the efficiency savings, which tend to

reduce price, overcome the reduced competition effect, which

tends to increase price. The lower degree of competition may

also induce merged hospitals to skimp on quality because

demand is less responsive to quality changes.

The basic econometric framework is the following:

yit ¼ aþ bmit þ gxit þ di þ dt þ eit ,

i¼ 1,y,N, t ¼ 1,y,T ½8�

where yit is either cost, quality, or price, mit is a variable equal

to 1 from the time the hospital has merged (and 0 otherwise),

xit includes a range of controls. Note that for ‘merging’ hos-

pitals, i refers to the sum of the costs of the two merged

hospitals or the average price or quality in the merging

hospitals.

One econometric problem with empirical studies evalu-

ating the effects of mergers is that mergers may be endogen-

ous: for example, a hospital merges because costs are high or

quality is low (so that mit depends on yit). One way to account

for such endogeneity is through the use of propensity score

matching. This involves the estimation of a probit that models

the probability of merging for each hospital i as a function of

set of characteristics (the number of hospitals in the market,

whether the hospital is for profit, non-profit, or a teaching

hospital, etc.). Hospitals are then matched on the basis of

predicted probabilities, i.e., the propensity to merge. Another

potential econometric issue is that nonmerging hospitals may

also react to mergers, for example, by also increasing prices or

reducing quality, and may therefore not act as a good control

group (Dafny, 2009). To address this issue, she uses as an

instrument a variable which measures whether hospitals are

colocated, the idea being that distance should be correlated

with the probability of merging but not with the outcomes.

‘Regression to the mean’ may also be an issue if hospitals with

high cost are followed by periods of low cost.

Most studies find that prices increase following a merger

(Gaynor and Town, 2011). Dranove and Lindrooth (2003)

find that in the USA mergers reduce hospital costs by ap-

proximately 14% during the 2–3 years following the merger.

Previous studies have generally not found much evidence of

cost savings. Ho and Hamilton (2000) find that mergers in

California have no effect on the quality of care as measured by

mortality rates for patients with heart attack and stroke,

though readmission rates and early discharges for newborns

increased in some cases. Gaynor Laudicella and Propper

(2012) examine the impact of large number of mergers in

England on a range of outcomes including financial per-

formance, productivity, waiting times, and clinical quality.

They find that mergers had no effect on quality.

Report Cards

Report cards are increasingly used in the healthcare sector to

provide information on the quality of healthcare providers.

They are intended mainly to help patients choosing the

provider which matches better the needs of the patient, to

improve choice and to encourage providers to increase quality

in order to attract more patients. Typically, report cards pro-

vide mortality rates and readmission rates for specific con-

ditions or procedures, coronary bypass being the most
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common one. In the USA, the State of New York was among

the first to introduce such cards and for this reason has been

intensively investigated in the empirical literature. Report

cards can be provided at hospital or at doctor/surgeon level.

Because report cards have been introduced in different

states at different times (and never introduced in some states),

their effect is often investigated within a natural experiment

set up with some states in the USA acting as the control group.

There is evidence that market shares may be influenced by

report cards with providers with better reports having larger

market shares. One potential adverse effect of report cards is

that they may encourage providers to treat (select) patients

with lower severity who are at a lower risk of mortality and

readmission. Dranove et al. (2003) provide evidence for such

selection behavior, observing that the introduction of report

cards was followed by a reduction in the average severity of

illness, as measured by hospital utilization before admission,

with the severity of patients in teaching hospitals instead

increasing.

Conclusion

This article has reviewed econometric techniques and studies

aimed at characterizing the market structure in the hospital

sector. A range of econometric techniques have been em-

ployed to investigate the effect of competition, differences in

behavior by ownership status, demand responses to quality,

mergers, and report cards. Several studies make use of natural

experiments exploiting exogenous shocks (e.g., in the evalu-

ation of competition or report cards). If control groups are not

well defined, propensity score matching has been used to

account for self-selection and create pseudo control groups

(e.g., in the case of conversion of for-profit to non-profit

hospitals and mergers). When natural experiments are not

available, endogeneity caused by unobserved heterogeneity or

reverse causality is an issue. In such cases, panel data and

instrumental variables have been used (e.g., in the evaluation

of for-profit vs. non-profit hospitals). Conditional logit

models have been usefully employed to estimate the respon-

siveness of hospital demand to quality.

As a whole these studies suggest that the market structure

matters in the health sector, though not always in the expected

way, and that the results may differ depending on country,

outcome measure, and econometric methodology employed.

See also: Competition on the Hospital Sector. Cost Function
Estimates. Markets in Health Care. Models for Discrete/Ordered
Outcomes and Choice Models. Quality Reporting and Demand
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Background

Normative Context

In recent years, the concept of inequality of opportunity, ra-

ther than inequality of achieved states, has received growing

attention in the economic literature. The simple advocacy of

equal health, for example, fails to hold individuals

accountable for their choices. This can be seen as significant

limitation.

Equality of opportunity co-opts one of the sharpest ideas in

the antiegalitarian arsenal: The notion of responsibility. By

compensating for the impact of circumstances beyond indi-

vidual control, yet holding individuals responsible for the

consequences of their choices, equality of opportunity is an

appealing compromise between strict equality of health and

mere equity of formal rights. It has thus been increasingly

advocated by policy makers, as is made clear in World Bank

(2005) which focuses on the inequality issue.

This theoretical evolution reflects a number of recent de-

velopments in political philosophy, arguably prompted by the

seminal work of John Rawls and Amartya Sen. Both Rawls’

equality of social primary goods and Sen’s proposed equality

of capabilities move away from the social goal of equalizing

subjective welfare. They propose that, once primary goods or

capabilities are equally distributed, any residual inequality

should be deemed a legitimate consequence of individual

choice, hence of individual responsibility. Ronald Dworkin

advanced this proposal by arguing that equality of welfare

cannot be a valid equity criterion for it fails to make indi-

viduals accountable for their preferences, namely, those pref-

erences they are happy to have. The problem thus becomes

one of finding the distribution of resources that appropriately

compensates individuals for their dissimilar endowments

(physical resources, talents, and handicaps), while making

them responsible for their preferences. This rationale leads

Dworkin to propose the criterion of equality of resources,

which attracted important criticisms, such as those raised by

Richard Arneson and Gerald Cohen. Cohen shows that

Dworkin’s separation between preferences and resources can

be intractable in practice: Should one be made responsible for

childhood preferences that are chiefly instilled by one’s social

environment? This debate has prompted key progresses in

social choice theory, which have rendered these new ideas

operational within an analytical framework known as the

equal-opportunity approach.

The Roemer Model of Equality of Opportunity

Equality of opportunity has been given different formal ex-

pressions in the social choice literature, such as in early

proposals by Marc Fleurbaey and Walter Bossert. A related

strand of research focuses on measuring opportunity sets,

taking into account the intrinsic value of individual freedom

in the ranking of social states. Despite the theoretical appeal

of these contributions, they have proved too abstract to

prompt related empirical work. Largely for this reason, the

workhorse of the applied literature on inequality of oppor-

tunity in health has been the model proposed by Roemer

(1998, 2002).

The Roemer model sorts all factors influencing individual

attainment between a category of effort factors, for which in-

dividuals should be held responsible and a category of cir-

cumstance factors, which, being beyond individual control,

are the source of illegitimate differences in outcomes. It

should be noted that, in this framework, effort is not limited

to human exertion and comprises all the determinants of

health outcomes over which individuals have control. Also,

the classification of the determinant of human achievement as

either circumstances or effort is partly normative and partly

informed by available empirical evidence. In the case of

health, we may think of the outcome of interest as health as an

adult (H) and define a health production function, H(C,E(C))

where C denotes individual circumstances and E denotes ef-

fort. Circumstances affect the health outcomes of individuals

and social groups, directly and through their influence on

effort factors.

The recent medical and economic evidence on the early

determinants of health has emphasized the importance of a

number of circumstantial factors. The fetal origin hypothesis

stresses the role of parental socioeconomic characteristics as

key determinants of in utero fetal growth which, in turn,

condition long-term health. The life course models, which

emphasize the impact of deprivation in childhood on adult

health and longevity, and the pathways models, suggest that

health in early life is important mainly because it will con-

dition the socioeconomic position in early adulthood, which

explains disease risk later in life. There is also evidence on

determinants of health that, although affected by circum-

stances, are, at least partially, within individual control and

therefore constitute effort factors in the context of the Roemer

model. Lifestyles such as diet and physical exercise are good

examples of such factors.

The Roemer model defines social types consisting of the

individuals who share exposure to identical circumstances.

Types can thus be defined using the set of observed individual

circumstances in the data. In practice, it is up to the researcher

to identify circumstances that lead to a meaningful partition of

the population of interest. Factors such as parental socio-

economic background and region of birth have often been

used by applied economists to partition the population, but

other variables such as inborn cognitive ability and childhood

health have also been used. It is assumed that the society has a

finite number of T types and that, within each type, there is a

continuum of individuals. A fundamental aspect in this setting

is the fact that the distribution of effort within each type (Ft) is

itself a characteristic of that type (t); because this is beyond

individual control, it constitutes a circumstance.
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In general, it is not possible to compare directly the levels

of effort expended by individuals from different types because

circumstances partly determine outcomes. For example, the

number of times per week one does physical exercise is partly

determined by individual choice (effort) and also influenced

by parental background, social milieu, and peer pressure

(circumstances). Thus, two individuals who exercise exactly

the same number of times per week, may be interpreted as

exerting very different levels of effort, depending on their cir-

cumstances. To make the degree of effort expended by indi-

viduals of different types comparable, Roemer proposes the

definition of quantiles of the within-type effort distribution

(e.g., the distribution of weekly frequency of physical exercise

within each type): Two individuals from different types are

deemed to have exerted the same degree of effort if they sit at

the same quantile (p) of their type’s distribution of effort.

When effort is observed, this definition is directly applicable.

However, if effort is unobservable, an additional assumption is

required: By assuming that the average outcome, health in this

case, is monotonically increasing in effort, i.e., that healthy

lifestyles are a positive contribution to the health stock, effort

becomes the residual determinant of health once types are

fixed; therefore, those who sit at the pth quantile of the out-

come distribution also sit, on average, at the pth quantile of

the distribution of effort within this type.

How is the equality-of-opportunity policy characterized in

this framework? Ideally, this policy should ensure identical

health across types at identical levels of effort. Let us assume

that, given our health production function, the highest health

level attainable by type (t) given quantile level of effort (p)

and policy (f) is given by the indirect outcome function

vt(p, f). In this setting, the equality-of-opportunity policy pth

equalizes the highest attainable health level across types for

identical values of p, i.e., vtðp,fE�oppÞ ¼ vt0 ðp,fE�oppÞ.
In addition, because the resources available for policy

interventions are generally finite, one also needs to ensure that

fE�oppis feasible. However, this poses a problem: As shown in

Roemer (2002), it will not be possible, in general, to find an

equality-of-opportunity policy that simultaneously satisfies

the feasibility requirement. Thus, in practice, instead of lit-

erally equalizing v between types at each p, one maximizes the

minimum value of v across types at each p.

But we are not finished yet. In general one is not interested

in finding the equality of opportunity for a sole particular

value of p: Healthcare policy does not usually apply only to

those at say, the qth quantile of weekly frequency of physical

exercise. The problem is that there are different optimal pol-

icies for different values of p, even if interest in the subset of

efficient policies is restricted. So how is the equality-of-

opportunity policy found? A number of compromise solu-

tions have been suggested in the literature. The most widely

used in practice (proposed by Roemer (2002)), consists of

aggregating over all policies (each defined for a particular

value of p) and giving each of them the same weight.

Ex Ante and Ex Post Inequality

So far, this account of inequality of opportunity has focused

on inequalities between groups of individuals, called types,

who share exposure to identical circumstances. This approach

is the most prevalent in applied work and is known as the

ex ante approach. The term ex ante refers to the fact that

this approach can be used in cases where circumstances are

known, but effort has not (yet) been exerted by the

individuals.

There is, however, an alternative approach to the concept of

equality of opportunity. Assume that effort is observed. The

population of interest can thus be split into groups, known as

tranches, which correspond to levels of exerted effort (e.g.,

number of times per week one does physical exercise). In this

setting, inequality of opportunity corresponds to differences in

outcomes within each tranche, i.e., amongst individual who

have exerted the same level of effort. The source of unjust

inequalities is still the variation across individual circum-

stances, but this line of research is known as the ex post ap-

proach, because it requires information on the level of effort

already exerted by individuals.

An important question is the extent to which the ex ante

and the ex post approaches are similar. Although they share

points in common, they are fundamentally different. As

mentioned earlier, equality of opportunity requires the elim-

ination of differences in outcomes that are due to circum-

stances but not to effort. This is known as the principle of

compensation. It should however be noticed that this prin-

ciple of compensation leads to different compensatory pol-

icies according to whether one takes the ex ante or the ex post

approach. In the ex ante case, compensation requires trans-

ferring resources from individuals in the most advantaged

types to people in least advantaged ones. But in the ex post

approach, the required transfers are within-tranche transfers,

amongst individuals who exert the same level of effort. Thus,

ex ante and ex post compensation are generally incompatible.

Another important aspect concerns the definition of fair

rewards to effort. Individuals with the same circumstances are

considered. The theory of equality of opportunity described so

far is silent regarding the fair way of rewarding different levels

of effort amongst such individuals. There is at present an in-

tense debate on the way to combine the compensation prin-

ciple with a suitable reward principle, but a definite solution

has not yet been reached. Fleurbaey and Schokkaert (2012)

describe a number of possible avenues for achieving this

within the framework of equality of oportunity, although J.

Roemer has recently argued that the definition of what con-

stitutes fair rewards to effort should instead come from an

ancillary theory, which limits the degree of inequality that is

acceptable. In addition, Fleurbaey and Peragine have shown

that the available options for combining the principles of

compensation and reward depend vitally on whether the re-

searcher adopts the ex ante or the ex post approach. Although,

in general, the principles of compensation and reward are

theoretically incompatible, this conflict can be avoided when

one adopts the ex ante approach (but not the ex post one).

Partial Orderings and Inequality Measures

How can inequality of opportunity be identified in practice? A

number of different approaches have been proposed, based on

partial equality-of-opportunity orderings. The most widely
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used in applied work defines equality of opportunity based on

stochastic dominance conditions. The rationale is the fol-

lowing. Denoting by F(.) the cumulative distribution function

of health (CFD), a literal translation of the idea of equality of

opportunity would correspond to the situation in which the

distribution of health outcomes does not depend on social

types, i.e., Fð: tÞ ¼ Fð: t0Þjj . This condition is, however, unlikely

to hold in any society and hence is too stringent to be applied

to real data. Instead one could assume that the data be

deemed consistent with the existence of inequality of oppor-

tunity when the social advantage provided by different cir-

cumstances can be unequivocally ranked by stochastic

dominance criteria, i.e., Fð: tÞgSDFð: t0Þjj . First-order stochastic

dominance (FSD) holds for the whole class of increasing

utility functions; thus if the distribution of health outcomes of

type t FSD dominates that of type t’, this means that all in-

dividuals with an utility function that is increasing in health

(i.e., who prefer better health to worse health) would prefer

the outcomes of type t to those of type t’. Although one may

extend this partial ordering to second- and even third-order

stochastic dominance criteria, most of the applied literature

has been focused on first-order comparisons. These are better

suited for the ordinal outcomes that are often used in health

economics, such as self-assessed health. Moreover, in addition

to their clear meaning in terms of welfare and preferences,

these conditions have an important attractive feature: They are

statistically testable in practice.

Partial orderings are useful but often inconclusive, hence

complete orderings have been proposed to measure inequality

of opportunity. In this literature, an analysis of inequality of

opportunity in Brazil carried out by Bourguignon et al. (2007)

prompted a number of methods collectively known as the

parametric approach to the measurement of inequality of

opporunity. The idea is intuitive. Earlier, the definition of the

health production function of individual health outcomes,

H¼ f(C,E(C)) was given. The same specification applies to the

health outcomes of social groups. Thus, a parametric re-

gression model can be used to estimate the counterfactual

distribution of outcomes that would be brought about by

assigning the same circumstances to all the individuals, i.e.,
~H ¼ f ð~C,Eð~CÞÞ. Inequality of opportunity can then be meas-

ured by an index G¼ 1� ~H
H.

A different approach, known as nonparametric supposes

that one replaces each individual outcome in H by one’s type-

specific mean (mt), obtaining the smoothed distribution of

outcomes HC. This eliminates, by construction, all within-type

inequality, hence a relative inequality index I(HC) measures

exclusively between-types disparities, which constitute in-

equality of opportunity. Alternatively, one may replace the

outcome of each individual i outcome (hi) by m
mt hi, where m is

the mean in the population of interest, obtaining the stand-

ardized distribution HE. In this case, all the between-types

inequality is eliminated, leaving solely within-type inequality.

As a result, inequality of opportunity corresponds to the dif-

ference between the total inequality in health outcomes, I(H),

and the inequality measured by I(HE).

Two important practical issues arise in this context. The first

concerns the choice of an appropriate inequality index I, given

that, in general, the smoothing and standardizing approaches

lead to different results. There is a class of measures (known as

path-independent decomposable measures, for which these

two approaches lead to the same result. Amongst this family of

measures, the mean-log deviation has been very widely used in

applied work. The second issue of interest is that of choosing

between the parametric and the nonparametric approaches.

Nonparametric methods are, in general, more robust in the

sense that they do not depend on parametric assumptions.

They are, however, more data-hungry: When the information

on the circumstances set is rich the number of types increases,

leading to data insufficiency. This is less of a problem for the

parametric approach, which, in addition, allows the estimation

of partial effects, namely, circumstance-specific inequality

shares. Nonetheless, this comes at the expense of an increased

reliance on structural assumptions.

Another index that has been increasingly used in applied

work is the Gini-opportunity index proposed by Lefranc et al.

(2009). This is a modified Gini coefficient that quantifies the

inequality between the different types’ opportunity sets. The

area underneath a type’s generalized Lorenz curve, and hence

the value of its Sen evaluation function Aj ¼ mjð1� GjÞ con-

stitutes a cardinal measure of this type’s opportunity set (Gj

denotes the Gini coefficient and mj the average outcome within

that social type). Thus, in the context of inequality of oppor-

tunity, one may rank types (not individuals) according to their

respective values of the Sen evaluation. For any pair of types,

denoted i and j, and starting from the one with the smallest

value of the Sen evaluation function, the Gini-Opportunity

index across types i to k is defined as: G�Opp¼ 1
m

Pk
iP

ioj pipjðAj � AiÞ
� �

. This index gives the weighted average of

the differences between the types’ opportunity sets in which

the weights (p) are the sample weights of the different types.

The value of all these indices is highly sensitive to the number

of types; this can be a problem because, as seen before, the

number of types is, in practice, defined subjectively by the

researcher.

It should finally be noted that a good measure of in-

equality of opportunity in health should be able to bring

together multiple circumstances and, given that health is an

inherently multidimensional concept, multiple dimensions of

health outcomes. This also applies to the case of inequality

of opportunity in healthcare, which incorporates a number of

different dimensions, such as general practitioner visits and

specialist visits. Rosa Dias and Yalonetzky (2013) have recently

addressed this issue by drawing on the segregation literature

and proposing new measures that are applicable when health

(or healthcare) is proxied by a finite number of ordinal

indicators.

Inequality of Opportunity in Health Economics:
Theoretical Contributions and Empirical Evidence

Theoretical Contributions in Health Economics

It is possible to argue that inequality of opportunity is already

the implicit equity concept in some earlier contributions in

health economics, such as Alan Williams’ fair innings argu-

ment and the Rawlsian approach to the measurement of

health inequalities proposed in Bommier and Stecklov

(2002). Yet, although the volume of applied research on
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inequality of opportunity in health has grown rapidly over the

past few years, the amount of theoretical work, has been

comparatively smaller.

Fleurbaey and Schokkaert (2009) make an important con-

tribution toward incorporating the analysis of inequality of

opportunity in health in the broader framework of responsi-

bility-sensitive egalitarianism. They propose analyzing in-

equality of opportunity in health within the framework of a

complex structural model that encompasses simultaneously the

demand for health, lifestyle and healthcare, labor supply, and

income distribution. In this model, the health stock depends

on a range of factors, encompassing the consumption of

healthcare and other goods, job characteristics, socioeconomic

background, genes, and unanticipated health shocks. Labor

income is endogenous and depends on various factors in-

cluding individual ability. The demand for healthcare also de-

pends on multiple factors, including supply-side variables and

individual demand for supplementary health insurance.

This model can be solved in two stages. First, individuals

decide on their desired level of supplementary health insur-

ance. Second, for that level of insurance coverage, they maxi-

mize utility subject to income constraints, time constraints, and

to the supply of healthcare constraints. This allows for the joint

determination of the demand for health care, consumption

goods, and individual labor supply. Finally, armed with the

optimal values for these, the optimal levels of health, income,

and utility are endogenously determined by the model.

This complex structural model is the most encompassing

framework proposed for the analysis of unfair health in-

equalities (including inequality of opportunity). However, the

multiple and reciprocal causal relationships that it embodies

poses serious operational challenges to the empirical identi-

fication of the model.

Another aspect that has received attention in the health

economics literature relates to the fact that, in practice, it is

often not possible to observe the full set of relevant circum-

stances influencing health outcomes. Fleurbaey has shown

that this issue, known as the partial-circumstance problem,

may bias the measurement of inequality of opportunity in

health. At present, there has not yet been found a reliable way

to derive theoretical bounds for this bias. Rosa Dias (2010)

examines the practical relevance of this matter by proposing a

simple behavioral model of inequality of opportunity in

health that integrates Roemer’s framework of inequality of

opportunity with the Grossman model of health capital and

demand for health. The model generates a recursive system of

equations for the health stock and each of a series of effort

factors such as the weekly consumption of calorific food, al-

cohol, and the weekly frequency of physical exercise. To take

into account the role of unobserved heterogeneity, the system

is then jointly estimated by full information maximum like-

lihood with freely correlated errors. The results suggest that,

when unobserved heterogeneity in the set of circumstances is

taken into account, the estimates of the recursive relationship

between circumstances, effort, and health outcomes change

considerably, thereby corroborating the empirical relevance of

the partial-circumstance problem. Garcı́a-Gomez et al. (2012)

use an analogous estimation strategy to implement the

framework of Fleurbaey and Schokkaert (2009), thereby

modeling the channels through which circumstances affect

health outcomes in adulthood. Armed with this behavioral

model, Garcı́a-Gomez et al. (2012) showed that distinguishing

between these different channels is useful not only as a means

of avoiding the partial-circumstances problem, but also in

order to perform a sensitivity analysis of the results with re-

spect to different normative positions regarding the factors

that should be considered, i.e., circumstances and effort.

A different, although related, issue concerns the correct way

to treat the partial correlations between circumstances and

effort. Jusot et al. (2013) examine the practical relevance of this

issue for the measurement of inequality of opportunity in

health by applying a reduced-form approach to data from a

large French survey. Interestingly, their results suggest that

adopting fundamentally different normative approaches to

this matter makes little difference, in practice, for the meas-

urement of health inequalities.

Empirical Evidence

In recent years the number of applications of the inequality-

of-opportunity framework to health has grown rapidly. Rosa

Dias (2009) and Trannoy et al. (2010) examine the existence

and magnitude of inequality of opportunity in health using,

respectively, data from the UK and France. Employing the

stochastic dominance testable conditions proposed by

Lefranc et al. (2009), they find that, in both countries, there is

clear inequality of opportunity in self-reported health be-

tween individuals of different parental background (defined

according to the father or male head of household’s occu-

pation). Furthermore, these empirical applications show that

shifting the focus from inequality in health to inequality of

opportunity changes the results significantly: For example, in

the case of the UK, Rosa Dias (2009) shows that an unusually

rich set of circumstances that include parental background,

childhood health, ability, and social development account

for just approximately one-fourth of the total inequality in

health.

These articles also show that inequality of opportunity in

health is substantial in the countries studied: Trannoy et al.

(2010) show that a hypothetical complete nullification of the

influence of observed circumstances on health would, in the

case of France, leads to a 57% points reduction in the self-

reported Gini coefficient. Jusot et al. (2010) pursue this line of

research further by using data from the 2004 Survey on Health

Ageing and Retirement in Europe to compare the extent of

inequality of opportunity in health across 10 European

countries. Their results suggest that the magnitude of this type

of inequality is markedly different between blocks of coun-

tries: Inequality of opportunity in self-assessed health is sys-

tematically higher in Southern Europe than in Northern

European countries. In addition, this article makes clear that

there are also differences regarding the most important cir-

cumstances in each of the countries.

Another important aspect concerns the evolution of in-

equality of opportunity in health over the lifecycle: Do cir-

cumstances affect health outcomes more heavily in the early

years of life, young adulthood, or in old age? Rosa Dias (2009)

provides some empirical evidence on this issue, using data

from a UK cohort study; results from this study show that the

influence of circumstances on self-reported health at 23, 33,
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42, and 46 years of age is remarkably constant. This issue has

been reexamined in greater depth by Bricard et al. (2012). This

article proposes two alternative strategies for quantifying in-

equality of opportunity in health over the lifecycle. From an

ex ante perspective, an aggregate measure of the lifetime health

stock is estimated for each individual; inequality of oppor-

tunity in this aggregate health is then measured between in-

dividuals or groups. Alternatively, from an ex post perspective,

health inequalities are measured across individuals at each

stage of their lifecycle, before aggregating inequalities over the

lifetime. Bricard et al. (2012) show that these two perspectives

are grounded on different normative principles, and that they

lead to different results when applied to real data.

Finally, an area that is, at present, receiving growing at-

tention is the application of the inequality-of-opportunity

framework to the normative evaluation of concrete policy

interventions. Figheroa et al. (2012) propose a methodology

to evaluate social projects from an equality-of-opportunity

perspective by looking at their effect on the distribution of

outcomes conditional on observable covariates. They apply

this approach to the evaluation of the short-term effects of

Mexico’s well-known Oportunidades program on children’s

health outcomes. Jones et al. (2012) also proposes a normative

framework, but designed for the evaluation of complementary

policy interventions such as the health effects of educational

interventions. This article grounds this proposal on Roemer’s

(2002) model of inequality of opportunity, and applies it

to data from a large-scale UK educational reform. Although

Figheroa et al. (2012) focus on the evaluation of short-run

policy effects, Jones et al. (2012) center on their long-run

impact on health and lifestyle.

Although considerable evidence on inequality of oppor-

tunity in health has been amassed, there are still important

unanswered questions in this field. First, virtually all the

available evidence relates to developed countries. It would be

interesting to know more about the magnitude, causes, and

the channels of influence of inequality of opportunity also in

developing countries. Second, further research is needed on

the impact of health policy on inequality of opportunity in

health. Although over the past years much has been learnt

about the size and evolution of this type of inequality, little is

still known about the ways to tackle it effectively.

See also: Education and Health. Efficiency and Equity in Health:
Philosophical Considerations. Fetal Origins of Lifetime Health. Impact
of Income Inequality on Health. Intergenerational Effects on Health –
In Utero and Early Life. Measuring Equality and Equity in Health and
Health Care. Measuring Health Inequalities Using the Concentration
Index Approach. Measuring Vertical Inequity in the Delivery of
Healthcare. Unfair Health Inequality. Welfarism and Extra-Welfarism
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Glossary
Aggregation A process of adding up smaller parts to

make a greater whole. In health policy the issue arises

of how to weight the health experience of different

individuals in arriving at a statement about the health of a

population.

Autonomy The general ethical principle in medicine

of respecting an individual’s freedom from external

interference and their right to self-determination.

Communitarianism The doctrine that individuals’

welfare cannot be properly understood or measured

without regard to their membership of a community and

the roles they play in it.

Consequentialism The doctrine that the moral worth of

an action, policy, etc. is to be judged in terms of its

consequences.

Externality An externality is a consequence of an

action by one individual or group for others. There

may be external costs and external benefits. Some are

pecuniary, affecting only the value of other resources

(as when a new innovation makes a previously

valuable resource obsolete); some are technological,

physically affecting other people (communicable disease

is a classic example of this type of negative externality);

some are utility effects that impinge on the subjective

values of others (as when, for example, one person feels

distress at the sickness of another, or relief at their

recovery).

Informed consent ’Consent‘ in general is usually

legally grounded either on the principle that a physician

has a duty of care or that a patient has a right to

self-determination. In most countries the informed

consent of patients to treatments is based on the idea

of what information a reasonable person might expect

to be told in a given situation. In the UK, however,

informed consent is based upon what professionals

regard as reasonable to provide and hence on what

information in any given case a physician’s peers would

provide.

Utilitarianism The ethical doctrine, a variant of

which underlies nearly all normative economics, which

specifies utility (sometimes equated with ’happiness’) as the

principal moral good of society and the entity that

humankind as a whole ought to maximize. The popular

moral slogan for a society (of given population) to pursue

under utilitarianism is ’the greatest happiness of the greatest

number.’

Introduction

Public health, unlike medicine, is not about doctors treating

individual patients. Public health is about population health.

It is a collective social effort to promote health and prevent

diseases – both communicable and noncommunicable – and

disability that involves population surveillance, regulation of

determinants of health (such as food safety and sanitation),

and the provision of key health services with an emphasis on

prevention. Because private actors lack sufficient incentive and

ability to undertake population-wide measures, public health

is a vital resource for which government is the crucial provider,

enabled by its police powers and its ability to regulate, tax, and

spend. The exercise of government powers for the health of its

population raises ethical issues, such as public welfare, indi-

vidual autonomy and freedom, privacy and confidentiality,

just distribution of benefits and burdens, transparency, and

public accountability. These ethical concerns sometimes con-

flict, pitting values against one another. How they should be

balanced will vary on a case-by-case basis. This article dis-

cusses justifications for government action in public health,

the tension between individual freedom and public health,

issues of distributive justice in public health, and ethical

guidelines for public health policymaking.

Justifications for Government Intervention

Given that the government is best placed to undertake the

work of public health, what are justifications for public health

policies?

Ethical Justifications

Public health has utilitarian and consequentialist aspects. In a

utilitarian sense, its goal is to maximize public welfare through

the protection and promotion of population health. From a

consequentialist point of view, public health policies are jus-

tified and judged largely by their outcomes, achieved by

means of acceptable procedures. Public health measures seek

to minimize harm from communicable and noncommunic-

able diseases, from exposure to health-endangering substances

and environments (e.g., cigarette smoke and poor sanitation),

and from high-risk behaviors (e.g., substance abuse and un-

protected sex). Welfare is promoted through policies aimed at

encouraging and facilitating behavior conducive to health

(e.g., hand washing, smoking cessation, education about the

dangers of drugs, and unprotected sex), and establishing more

healthful environments (e.g., smoke-free public spaces, mos-

quito extermination, and adequate nutrients).
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In the course of protecting and promoting public health,

government authorities have the responsibility to ensure that

public health policies themselves do no harm, or at least that

their harms are outweighed by their benefits. Public health

policies are not entirely utilitarian, however, in that indi-

viduals are not considered expendable for the greater good.

The rights of individuals are important considerations in the

formulation and implementation of public health measures,

as discussed later.

The protection of vulnerable groups is another ethical

motive for public health action. Vaccination and nutrition

supplements, for example, protect children from disease and

malnutrition, and smoking bans in bars and restaurants

safeguard the health of workers who may not otherwise have

the leverage to demand a smoke-free environment. Publicly

funded health services can in principle help address the health

needs of those who cannot afford private medical care or in-

surance. Such measures also may contribute to reducing

health inequalities, by bringing the health of vulnerable

groups more in line with the general population. Reduction of

inequalities can itself be considered an ethical justification, as

people with equal status (e.g., citizenship) should not suffer

from those types of health inequalities that are due to morally

arbitrary reasons (e.g., birth into a poor family and other

bad luck).

Economic and Other Justifications

Poor health has collateral effects. On an individual basis, ill-

ness, disability, and their associated expenses can lead to ab-

senteeism and decreased productivity that diminish income,

inability to pursue education, reductions in essential con-

sumption such as food and shelter, bankruptcy, and poverty.

High infant and child mortality may lead to the compensatory

decision to have more children, which decreases resources

available for investment in health and education for each

child. High adult mortality leaves orphans with bleak pro-

spects. On a societal level, employers and the health system

also suffer economic losses from lower worker productivity

and greater healthcare burdens. Poor population health can

even be economically and politically destabilizing. A particu-

larly grim example is the Human immunodeficiency virus

(HIV)/Acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) crisis in

Africa, which lowered life expectancy by decades in some

countries, killing adult men and women in their prime pro-

ductive years. This is economically devastating for individual

families and can potentially have larger implications. If deaths

cause an overall decrease in economic output, the tax base

funding health, education, police, and the military would also

shrink, thus diminishing the perceived legitimacy of govern-

ment. Lower life expectancy discourages long-term investment

in education; it also means fewer and less experienced civil

servants, reducing government administrative capacity. Low

income and low government capacity create incentive for

crime, violence, and radicalism, which in turn may trigger

more state repression. Foreign investment may be deterred by

lack of productive workers and instability. Weak states are also

more vulnerable to armed conflicts and terrorism, increasing

regional and international security risks. Public health

problems can stand as obstacles to economic, political, and

human development. What can be achieved with a population

debilitated and dying en masse?

Good population health, however, can be part of a virtuous

cycle of development. Higher life expectancy provides higher

returns to education and human capital investment; lower

infant and child mortality helps lower fertility, which results in

greater health and educational resources available per child. A

healthier, more educated work force is more economically

productive, and more capable to generate the tax revenue for

crucial infrastructure and services that would further devel-

opment and attract investments. The connection between

public health and development is less pronounced in de-

veloped countries that have long attained a high standard of

population health; in impoverished countries, however, public

health is a key component of the fight against poverty. Gen-

erally speaking, the justification for government public health

action is ample; it is the justifications for specific public health

measures that tend to be more contentious.

Individual Freedom versus Public Health

Public health policies are population oriented. Because indi-

vidual health – for example, whether one is vaccinated, in-

fected, a smoker – affects the health of others, public health

measures regulate individual behavior in order to achieve

population health goals. Such policies apply broadly and are

not tailored to specific individual circumstances. They typi-

cally mandate certain behaviors (e.g., vaccination) and pro-

hibit others (e.g., congregating with others while infected with

quarantinable diseases), and sometimes take individual choice

largely out of the picture (e.g., water fluoridation). All raise

questions about how individual autonomy and freedom

should be balanced against public health interests.

Public health ethicists often invoke the ‘harm principle,’

which respects individuals’ sovereignty over their bodies and

actions as long as their actions do not harm others. Ethicists

generally agree that the greater the intrusion on individual

autonomy and freedom, the greater the public health benefit

must be to justify the policy. The public health situation that

most starkly pits individual freedom against population

health is infectious disease control. The liberty of individuals

and their right to associate with others are curbed by protocols

to separate infected patients from the population to prevent

exposing others (isolation), and to separate or restrict the ac-

tivities of people who are not diagnosed as infected but who

may have been exposed to infection or who may be ill without

symptoms (quarantine).

Disease control in the age of globalization has global

health implications. The conflict is no longer between indi-

vidual freedom and domestic population health, but between

individual freedom and global population health, as demon-

strated by the rapid spread of HIV, Severe acute respiratory

syndrome (SARS), and pandemic flu via air travel. The eco-

nomic toll of outbreaks is also potentially significant; losses

from the 2003 SARS outbreak have been estimated to run in

the billions. Domestic efforts are an integral part of global

outbreak prevention. Given the high health and economic

stakes in disease containment, the isolation of infected
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individuals to prevent spread of disease is fairly uncontro-

versial. Quarantine, which applies to those who are not evi-

dently ill, is a more disputed practice, sparking debates on its

necessity and effectiveness: Only a small number of quaran-

tined individuals are likely to be actually sick, although rights

and freedom are infringed for all individuals placed under

quarantine. A 2006 study by Day et al. suggests that quarantine

is likely to be more useful and justifiable when isolation is

ineffective, or if disease can be transmitted asymptomatically,

when the consequences of exposure to others are severe, fatal,

and/or irreversible, or if there is an intermediate asymptomatic

period that is not too short or too long.

Isolation and quarantine can be voluntarily observed or

coercively imposed. To the extent feasible, public health

measures should secure the voluntary compliance or partici-

pation of affected individuals, allowing individuals the au-

tonomy of informed consent. The public health, legal, and

ethical reasons for observing isolation or quarantine – and

potential consequences for violating it – should be clearly

communicated to affected individuals, such that they have the

relevant information to assess individual and societal benefits,

costs and risks, and to make the decision to comply. Should an

individual refuse to comply, authorities should have a system

in place to impose isolation or quarantine to protect public

health. There may be circumstances in which the urgency and

gravity of a public health crisis may make a complete in-

formed consent procedure less practicable. For example, an

outbreak in progress of a virulent, highly fatal disease like

Ebola may require swifter separation of the infected and the

exposed from the general population.

One person’s infection has clear and direct negative health

impact on others, but public health policies also concern ac-

tivities like smoking, obesity, and the wearing of motorcycle

helmets that are arguably ‘lifestyle choices,’ with more indirect

(or minimal) negative externalities. Smoking is an individual

activity that may cause lung cancer, emphysema, and other

diseases for the smoker, but there is also substantial evidence

for its harm to others through secondhand smoke. Illness

from smoking and secondhand smoke can result in losses

from lower economic productivity, and greater burdens on the

health system. How should public health authorities weigh a

smoker’s right to smoke versus other people’s right to a

smoke-free environment? Do smokers really have full au-

tonomous choice over smoking, given that nicotine is an ad-

dictive substance? Should smokers be refused tax-funded

health services for smoking-related illness? To what degree

should smoking be discouraged (e.g., through sin tax) or

prohibited to protect especially vulnerable groups like res-

taurant workers, who are exposed to secondhand smoke, and

the poor, among whom smoking is more common and dif-

ficult to stop?

Different people have different answers for those ques-

tions, reflected in the large variation in smoking regulations

among the 50 US states and among countries worldwide. Such

variation is also seen in laws governing the wearing of seat

belts and vehicle helmets, the consequences of which are

confined overwhelmingly to the individual making that

choice. The fewer the negative public health externalities as-

sociated with particular behaviors, the more paternalistic the

government regulation of these behaviors. Policies are

paternalistic when they seek to protect or benefit individuals

against their expressed preferences – for example, by legally

requiring people to wear motorcycle helmets when they

otherwise would not.

Paternalism comes in ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ versions. Hard pa-

ternalism interferes with choices of individuals who, ac-

cording to Childress et al., are ‘competent, adequately

informed, and free of controlling influences’ and is therefore

hard to justify. Soft paternalism, however, deals with behaviors

of individuals who are considered not competent, not ad-

equately informed, or not free from external control to make

that choice. For example, smokers may decide to smoke be-

cause they were insufficiently aware of the health con-

sequences, and they may continue to smoke because they have

become addicted to nicotine. Obesity may be exacerbated by

food marketing and the pricing and availability of healthy

versus unhealthy foods, among other factors. Such situations

provide more valid grounds for government intervention,

which may take the form of education, incentives (e.g., taxes

or subsidies to influence price and therefore consumption),

marketing restrictions, and even outright bans, if the benefits

of strong regulation are deemed to outweigh the infringement

of individual freedom. A ‘libertarian’ version of paternalism

has been proposed by Thaler and Sunstein that would struc-

ture the choice environment such that people could more

easily choose to act in their own best interest (e.g., placing

healthy foods at eye level in the store), as a way to preserve

greater individual freedom.

The privacy and confidentiality of individuals are also

important factors to consider in public health policymaking.

Certain conditions and diagnoses – such as HIV/AIDS or

mental illness – may carry social stigma, or impede one’s

ability to gain employment or acquire health insurance if

publicized. The right to privacy and confidentiality must be

balanced against the need to collect and disseminate infor-

mation to achieve valid public health goals, such as infectious

disease contact tracing, providing patients with treatment, and

screening to prevent transmission of diseases through blood

or organ donation, or from mother to child.

Distributive Justice in Public Health

In the context of limited resources – which is always and

everywhere – the question is how should resources be allo-

cated? The distribution of benefits and burdens is another

ethical consideration in public health policy. Resource allo-

cation and policy application should be fair. Extermination of

mosquitoes, for example, should not be implemented in some

communities while excluding others; minority groups – such

as homosexuals – should not be singled out for disease

screening. Targeting programs and interventions could be

justified if supported by empirical evidence, but the costs of

targeting should be weighed against the benefits. Targeted

intervention may be a more efficient way to reach particularly

affected groups and may help reduce health inequalities, but it

may also come with negative effects. Stigma may become at-

tached to groups singled out for disease programs, and the

health of the nontargeted groups and individuals may be

compromised if they do not receive the relevant health
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education and do not receive screening because they are not

considered at sufficient risk. Where possible, a universal, vol-

untary screening policy should be implemented.

The use of sin taxes to discourage consumption of un-

healthful products like cigarettes is another instance of a tar-

geted public health policy. The sin tax affects smokers, and

redistributes that revenue to the rest of the population. This

unequal burden aims to discourage cigarette consumption,

which benefits the health of smokers and those subject to their

secondhand smoke. However, cigarette taxes may also dis-

proportionately affect lower income and minority individuals,

who are more likely to be smokers (at least in the US), which

makes the tax regressive in practice. Just how regressive may

depend on how the revenues would be spent (e.g., funding

other tobacco control efforts? or folded into general rev-

enues?). Again, public health authorities must balance the

benefits against the costs.

The distribution of benefits and the allocation of scarce

resources are important issues in designing publicly funded

healthcare packages. What kind of services should state-fun-

ded healthcare packages include? How much emphasis should

prevention receive relative to treatment? Should resources go

toward improving average health, which can be done without

special attention to people with special health needs, or

should resources be devoted to reducing health inequalities,

which implies greater resources to the least healthy to bring

them closer to the general population? What should be done

about people who have exorbitantly expensive health con-

ditions with little prospect of big improvement?

The consequentialist orientation of public health and

limits in resources make the balancing of costs and benefits a

major concern in public health policymaking. Costs are

weighed against benefits using methods such as cost-benefit,

cost-effectiveness, and cost-utility analyses. Cost-benefit an-

alysis translates all benefits into monetary units that account

for direct (e.g., medical) and indirect (e.g., productivity) ef-

fects; cost-effectiveness analysis shows the cost of each unit of

gain in health, as indicated by measures such as years of life

gained or deaths averted. Cost-utility analysis presents costs

associated with a subjective measurement unit that combines

preferences for length of life with preferences for quality of

life. These kinds of analyses are used in the hopes of maxi-

mizing health benefits while minimizing cost. The National

Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence in the UK, for

example, draws on cost-effectiveness analyses to help direct

coverage of medicines and treatments under the National

Health Service.

The use of such welfare economic assessments in public

health policymaking is not without controversy. For instance,

the US, despite extremely high healthcare costs, has so far

rejected using such measures in health policy. Although wel-

fare economic methods offer a way to maximize health value

for money in an evidence-based fashion, they have other

implications that can be politically and morally difficult to

accept. These methods account only for aggregate welfare,

without considering the distribution of benefits and burdens.

They tolerate significant health inequalities. Inequalities may

even be exacerbated for the disabled, old, and very sick, the

health benefits for whom cost-utility analysis assigns less

weight due to their reduced capacity to benefit from health

resources. This goes against people’s intuition, found in re-

search, to prioritize resources for the sicker and the more

disabled even though they are less able to benefit.

Aggregation problems can result when weighing a small

benefit for many against a large – perhaps vital – benefit for a

few, yielding counterintuitive assignments of priority to minor

procedures such as tooth-capping ahead of a life-saving sur-

gery for ectopic pregnancy, which Hadorn reported from the

Oregon Medicaid experiment in which policymakers at-

tempted to determine a Medicaid (state-funded healthcare for

the poor) health package using cost-utility analysis. Welfare

economic methods also treat all health conditions as directly

comparable, but blindness and loss of limb, for instance, are

arguably not comparable to cardiovascular disease or high

blood pressure, which further suggests that those methods

alone may not be sufficient to direct resource allocation. Ef-

forts to include weights (e.g. age or distribution) and other

modifications have not satisfactorily solved these problems.

Resource allocation issues go beyond healthcare. Because

poverty and social class are strong predictors of health, some

ethicists also argue that public health has a role in poverty

reduction and improvement of social conditions – such as

housing, education, sanitation, and female empowerment – in

order to address the structural causes of ill health and to in-

crease people’s ability to protect health for themselves and

others (e.g., more educated and empowered women are better

able to secure nutrition for and prevent diseases in their

children).

Public health-related distributive justice can take on a

global dimension. Poor countries often have more acute re-

source allocation problems in that they have little resources to

begin with, and what resources they have they must devote

significant portions to servicing foreign debts. Because poor

countries must often reduce social spending in health and

sectors with impact on health in order to pay debts or to

comply with loan conditions, wealthy creditor countries and

international financial institutions such as the World Bank

and the International Monetary Fund have been urged on

moral grounds to forgive loans and reverse structural adjust-

ment policies that hinder vital public spending, in addition to

providing more assistance.

Conclusion

Broad questions of how resources should be allocated involve

conceptions of what justice and equity entail, and what obli-

gations a state has in ensuring the health of its populations –

whether it should aim for a basic minimum standard or

something higher, within the constraints set by resource

availability and the needs of legitimate state duties besides

health. On a global level, there are additional questions about

the existence and extent of duties to redistribute resources

between rich and poor countries. Different moral perspectives

(e.g., humanitarianism, human rights, communitarianism,

and realism) will have different answers for those questions.

For specific public health measures, conflicts in ethical

concerns will vary on a case-by-case basis, but scholars have

presented guidelines to help assess ethicality. One example

of such guidelines is the 5 ‘justificatory conditions’ formulated
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by 10 ethicists in 2002. The satisfaction of these conditions

would justify the pursuit of a given public health measure

over competing ethical values. These five conditions are

effectiveness, proportionality, necessity, least infringement,

and public justification. The effectiveness condition requires

the public health measure to have a good chance of protecting

public health; proportionality demands that the probable

health benefits exceed adverse effects. The necessity condition

directs policymakers to show ‘good faith belief’ and plausible

reasons for using their proposed approach over a less coercive

alternative, that is, to show that a given degree of coercion is

indeed necessary. Out of all effective, proportional, and

necessary options, the option that least infringes other ethical

values should be chosen. And policymakers should publicly

offer justification for their public health measure as well as

explanation and justification for infringement, in a transpar-

ent process that truthfully and fully discloses the risks, scien-

tific uncertainty, and moral values to relevant parties and those

who will be affected by the policy, whose input should also be

solicited.

These five criteria are representative of basic elements of

public health ethical guidelines, which also tend to advocate

respect for individual privacy and confidentiality. A transpar-

ent, participatory public process to justify policy proposals

and to deliberate the weighing of benefits, costs, and risks is

appropriate for developing and evaluating both narrower

public health interventions and more general public resource

allocation. Allowing people to take part in the public health

policymaking process can build and maintain trust in public

health authorities; it also strengthens agency and autonomy,

and gives fuller meaning to informed consent.
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Introduction

The way economists look at the production of health care is to

examine the relationship between the inputs into and the

outputs from a production process as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1 is a flow diagram showing how inputs such as

medical staff and equipment produce health care, for example,

the services offered by a hospital, and how use of these type of

available health care inputs are converted into actual health

itself, for example, curing a disease. Health itself, of course, is

influenced by matters other than the health care system – such

as housing conditions, education levels etc., which are often

also accounted for in such models of how health is produced.

Economists are interested in how one can make these pro-

duction flows as resource efficient as possible because health

care is very expensive, on average using up over 10% of de-

veloped countries GDP. To do this, the most efficient use of

the inputs to these processes to produce the desired output is

looked at – in most cases, to maximize health. In the top half

of Figure 1, one can see how health care is produced given

certain inputs, such as medical staff time. In the bottom half of

Figure 1, health care becomes an input to a person’s health,

along with all the other things outside the health care system

that contribute to health itself.

Mostly, research in this area has concentrated on the top

half of Figure 1, as the inputs to, and the outputs from a

health care organization can be measured, for example, a

hospital. So, what sort of things would be inputs and outputs

to the production of health care? It can be thought about in

terms of a hospital, the most recognizable unit of health care

production in a developed country, and the largest consumer

of resources. Inputs include things like doctors and nurses,

equipment and drugs, and capital, such as buildings and beds.

Outputs are produced by the hospital – so, for example,

numbers of patients treated – ideally adjusted in some way

for the quality of care they produce – numbers of different

operations undertaken, or diagnostic tests.

This article will describe how the relationship between

inputs and outputs can be measured, and how information

that improves the efficiency of how these services are delivered

can be provided – the benefit being an improvement in the

efficiency of production of service delivery and ultimately the

production of patient health. It begins with a discussion of

alternative techniques for measuring efficiency. Theoretical

foundations are based on the pioneering work of Farrell

(1957).

Two alternative approaches to measuring efficiency in the

health care sector are described: data envelopment analysis

(DEA), and stochastic frontier analysis (SFA). The article then

describes how best to make use of techniques such as these in

terms of a system of protocols and gives guidelines for how to

provide the most appropriate information to those involved in

policy making and service delivery.

Efficiency Measurement

In economic terms technically efficient combinations of in-

puts are those which use the least resources to produce a given

level of output (for a given state of technology). Alternatively,

technical efficiency (TE) may be defined in terms of maxi-

mizing output for a given level of inputs. By contrast, full

Health care system

Doctor’s time
Nurse’s time

Health
Care

Premises
Equipment/Drugs

Health care system, environment

Health care

Self care/Lifestyle Health

Production of
health care  
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Figure 1 The production of health care and health.
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allocative efficiency is achieved by selecting combinations of

inputs (e.g., mixes of labor and capital) which produce a given

amount of output at minimum cost (given market prices for

inputs), i.e., there can be no improvement in output by simply

reallocating resources. The first measure looks at physical

quantities, the second introduces a cost element.

Farrell’s seminal work introduced two further concepts:

radial measures of efficiency; and overall (economic) effi-

ciency. These concepts are illustrated in Figure 2. The

figure considers a simple example of producing a single ag-

gregated output ‘health care’ from two inputs: medical labor

(x1) and capital (an example often used is beds)(x2), The

parallel lines (CS1 and CS2) represent isocost lines (which

show relative input combinations that cost the same) and I1,

an isoquant (simply a line drawn through a combination of

input points used to produce the same level of output). As-

suming a hospital chooses a desired health care output level

y1, to be technically efficient they should choose a combin-

ation of inputs which lie on I1. Producing quantity y1 using

inputs at point C would be technically inefficient because the

hospital could produce y1 using both less labor and beds.

Keeping the same mix of inputs, a hospital would be techni-

cally efficient if they are produced at point A, which lies on the

isoquant. Farrell’s measure of TE is based on the line OC,

which passes through A and C. OC is often referred to as a

radial measure of efficiency as it measures efficiency in terms

of distance from the origin. TE at point C is given by the radial

measure:

TE¼OA=OC ð1Þ

where TE must take a value greater than zero and less than or

equal to one (0oTEr1). If TE¼1, the hospital is technically

efficient and is operating on the isoquant. If TEo1 the hos-

pital is technically inefficient.

If a hospital wishes to minimize costs, they will choose the

combination of labor and beds at point Q where the isocost

line CS1 is tangential to I1, and where the combinations of

inputs cost the least to produce the given level of output. If the

hospital chooses an input mix (e.g., they may be legally

obliged to have a certain number of doctors employed to offer

certain services) along the line OC and is technically efficient

they will produce at point A, which, lies on the isocost line

CS2. However, this implies they are not minimizing costs. The

allocative inefficiency of choosing the input mix at point A

(which is technically efficient) can be captured as the ratio of

the costs of producing at A compared to the costs of producing

at the allocative efficiency level, point Q, where the latter costs

are given by the icocost line CS1 (the ray OA intersects this

isocost line at B). This is the ratio:

AE¼OB=OA ð2Þ

where similarly AE must take a value greater than zero and less

than or equal to one (0oAEr1). When AE is less than 1 this

implies that production is not allocatively efficient. AE can be

interpreted as a measure of excess costs arising from using

inputs in inappropriate proportions. If producing at 0Q the

hospital would be technically and allocatively efficient,

otherwise, if, for instance, a particular input mix is imposed on

the hospital, it can achieve TE but not necessarily allocative

efficiency.

Farrell’s TE and AE terms can be combined to generate a

measure of overall (economic) efficiency (OE) for production

at point C:

OE¼ TE� AE¼ OA=OCð Þ � OB=OAð Þ ¼OB=OC ð3Þ

where OE also lies in the range (0oOEr1).

Empirical measurement of these concepts can now be

considered.

Data Envelopment Analysis

DEA is by far the most common method for analyzing effi-

ciency in health care. It has now been applied over 400 times

in health care settings. DEA is a mathematical technique

which makes use of linear programming methods. It is based

on the idea of efficiency as the relationship between the out-

puts from an activity and the amount of inputs that the ac-

tivity uses. In the simple case of a single output/single input

firm a measure of TE can be defined as:

TE¼ y

x
ð4Þ

where y¼output and x¼ input.

The greater this ratio, the greater the quantity of output for

a certain amount of input, as measured in natural (noncost)

units. For a multiple-output/multiple-input firm, like a hos-

pital which treats different types of cases using staff of different

types, various equipment and so on, an overall measure of a

hospital’s TE is:

TE¼
P

ryrP
ixi

ð5Þ

where i is input, and r is output.

The problem with this is that inputs and outputs cannot be

simply summed as they usually measure very different things,

for example, numbers of doctors, and numbers of operating

theaters). Rather, weights to each of the inputs and outputs are

A

Capital (x2)

Labour (x1)

I0

Q•

CS2CS1

O

•C

B

•
•

Figure 2 Radial efficiency measurement.
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given so that:

TE¼ 0o
Pp

r ¼ 1 ur � yrPm
i ¼ 1 vi � xi

r1 ð6Þ

where: yr¼quantity of output r; ur¼weight attached to output

r; xi¼ quantity of input i; vi¼ weight attached to input i; and p

and m are the numbers of outputs and inputs. As is explained

below, the weights are chosen so that 0oTEr1. Thus, DEA is

founded on an indicator of efficiency which can be calculated

for each firm and, if u and v are fully flexible, is defined as the

ratio of a weighted sum of the outputs relative to a weighted

sum of its inputs.

The efficiency of any firm or unit, say a hospital (or nursing

home, GP practice etc.), can be measured relative to other

units within a peer group. Because the weights are unknown a

priori, they must be calculated. Of all of the possible sets of

weights which would satisfy all of the constraints, the linear

program optimizes the ones that give the most favorable view

of the unit. This is the highest efficiency score, the one that

shows the hospital in the best possible light. This problem can

be expressed as a fractional program. Such programs are dif-

ficult to solve, but can be reformulated into a straightforward

linear program (LP) by constraining the numerator or de-

nominator of the efficiency ratio to be equal to unity. This

recognizes that in maximizing a ratio it is the relative values of

the numerator and denominator that are important, not their

absolute values. The problem then becomes to either maxi-

mize weighted output with weighted input equal to unity, or

minimize weighted input with weighted output equal to unity.

The output-maximizing LP is:

For h0 in a sample of n hospitals,

maximize h0 ¼
Xp

r ¼ 1

ur � yrj0

subject to:

Xm

i ¼ 1

vi � xij0 ¼ 1 ð7Þ

Xp

r ¼ 1

ur � yrj �
Xm

i ¼ 1

vi � xijr0 j¼ 1,:::,n

ur � e, r ¼ 1,:::,p

vi � e, i¼ 1,:::,m

where: h0 is the measure of relative TE of hospital 0, j is the

reference set of 1yn hospitals, and e is an infinitesimal.

In eqn [7], the denominator (weighted inputs) has been

set equal to unity and the numerator (weighted outputs) is

being maximized. One model must be solved for each

hospital in the sample in turn, and can be solved using

standard LP methods to give an efficiency score for each

hospital.

The minimization rather than the maximization of this LP

is simpler to solve and has a useful interpretation. If one now

calls h0 Z0 to represent the opposite (or dual) measurement

one is taking in a sample of n hospitals,

minimize Z0 � e
Xp

r ¼ 1

Sr � e
Xm

i ¼ 1

Si

subject to

xij0Z0 � si ¼
Xn

j ¼ 1

xij � lj i¼ 1,:::,m

Xn

j ¼ 1

yrj � lj � sr ¼ yrj0 r ¼ 1,:::,p

ð8Þ

where: lj, sr, siZ 0 8j, i and r; lj are weights on units, sought to

form a composite hospital to outperform jo; si are the input

slacks; and, sr are the output slacks.

Essentially, the dual finds a set of weights for each hospital

which minimizes an inefficiency measure subject to con-

straints. The hospital will be efficient if si¼ sr¼0 and Zo¼1,

that is, a composite hospital cannot be constructed which

outperforms it. This is the best that can be achieved in pro-

duction terms using the combinations the hospital has avail-

able to it. If Zo o1 and/or si 40, sr 40, the hospital will be

inefficient. The composite hospital provides targets for the

inefficient hospital and Zo represents the maximum inputs a

hospital should be using to attain at least its current output.

The weighted combination of inputs over outputs for each

hospital forms the production frontier. The hospitals which lie

on this frontier, that is those which have a TE score of one

using the weights of a reference unit, are called the ‘peers’ of

the reference hospital.

DEA uses the assumption of either constant or variable

returns to scale (CRS or VRS). The LP in eqn [7] or eqn [8]

calculates the CRS production frontier. A VRS frontier is ob-

tained by adding a further constraint to the dual of the LP:

Xn

j ¼ 1

lj ¼ 1 ð9Þ

The extra constraint requires more units. Because the pro-

duction function is not directly observable, DEA estimates a

production frontier based on input and output data. The

frontier maps the least resource use input combinations and is

assumed to be convex to the origin. The DEA frontier is

illustrated in Figure 3 and (like Figure 2) considers a simple,

single output, two input example. The dots represent different

producers and the quantities of inputs they use to produce the

same given level of output. The DEA frontier (I1I0) consists of

straight lines joining the points that represent the most effi-

cient producers. Inefficient producers lie to the right of the

frontier. The complete production frontier covering all levels

of output can be inferred, and the analysis can be extended to

cover both multiple inputs and outputs, and the assumption

of CRS can be dropped.

Figure 4 illustrates DEA frontiers under CRS and under

VRS. The frontier is drawn slightly differently to Figure 3 to

introduce how the concepts VRS and CRS are important in

DEA. The section AB of the VRS frontier exhibits increasing

returns to scale (output increases proportionately more than

inputs), BC exhibits CRS, and CD decreasing returns to scale

(output changes proportionately less than the change in in-

puts). For a given hospital, G, the distance EF measures the
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effects of economies of scale in production, and FG measures

‘pure’ inefficiency. Clearly, more hospitals will be deemed to

be efficient under variable returns to scale, as under an as-

sumption of CRS any economies of scale are included in the

measure of inefficiency.

DEA (in the formulation presented above) does not ac-

count for the influences of the distribution of medical case

complexity (casemix) on producer efficiency in the production

of health care. One approach to modeling the effects of

casemix is to include the patient characteristics (for patients at

different health care hospitals) as a type of input in the pro-

duction frontier. However, this approach may be inconsistent

with economic theory, as patients are not inputs which are

transformed to make the final product (which in this case is a

health care intervention). Instead, patients consume treat-

ments to (hopefully) produce improvements in their health

status.

The characteristics of patients and their illness will influ-

ence the production of health care in order to produce these

health status improvements, hence patient illness differences

(e.g., the intensity of a heart attack, or the stage of a cancer)

may be better viewed as factors which shape the outputs rather

than inputs in the production process. DEA models can in-

corporate this approach to patient illness characteristics

(casemix factors) by modeling the effect of casemix on the

overall production process by adjusting outputs by casemix

group. Another method involves adding a second stage of

analysis to the DEA approach. The first stage of the model

involves running a DEA model based on physical inputs and

treatment-based outputs to yield efficiency scores for units

(say hospitals again), as shown above. The second stage then

takes these efficiency scores and regresses them against hos-

pital level casemix variables to assess the impact of the pa-

tients’ socio-demographic and clinical characteristics on the

production process and efficiency. This allows the inclusion of

variables which do not fall neatly into the input–output an-

alysis and potentially see if they have a significant impact on

the efficiency scores obtained in the first stage, but there are

many statistical issues with undertaking such second stage

analysis (Fried et al., 2008).

Some Limitations

Before proceeding, it is important to note that DEA has several

major limitations which require some care on the part of those

constructing models and others interpreting the results. There

are major statistical issues to account for. The technique is

deterministic and outlying observations can be important in

determining the frontier (made up of the most efficient units).

Closer investigation of these outliers is often warranted to

ensure the sample is actually uniform in nature, i.e., one really

is comparing like with like. Care must be taken in interpreting

results as the DEA frontier may have been influenced by sto-

chastic variation, measurement error, or unobserved hetero-

geneity in the data. DEA makes the strong and nontestable

assumption of no measurement error or random variation in

output. Small random variation for inefficient hospitals will

affect the magnitude of the inefficiency estimate for that

hospital. Larger random variation may move the frontier itself,

thereby affecting efficiency estimates for a range of hospitals.

DEA is sensitive to the number of input and output vari-

ables used in the analysis. Overestimates of efficiency scores

can occur if the number of units relative to the number of

variables used is small. A general rule of thumb is that the

number of units used should be at least three times the

combined number of input and output variables.

DEA only provides a measure of relative efficiency in the

sense that: a hospital which is deemed efficient using DEA is

only efficient given the observed practices in the sample which

is being analyzed. Therefore, it is possible that greater effi-

ciency than that observed could be achieved in the sample.

The Malmquist Index

Efficiency can change over time, and DEA based Malmquist

indices (named after a pioneering researcher in this area)
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reused to measure this concept of productivity. The Malmquist

productivity index (Fried et al., 2008) is defined as (with ref-

erence to Figure 5, a two input, one output model, two time

period, where G and B represent a hospital in two different

time periods):

MPI¼ OE=OG

OC=OB
�OF=OG

OA=OB

	 
0:5

ð10Þ

The index is the geometric mean of two indices. In the first

the production frontier of period 1 (P1) is taken as given and

measures the distance of the two production points, G and B,

from it. The second index is similar except the reference

frontier is that of period 2 (P2). A score greater than unity

indicates productivity progress as a hospital delivers a unit of

output in period 2 using less inputs. In other words, the

hospital in period 2 is more efficient relative to itself in period

1. Similarly, a score less than unity implies productivity regress

and constant productivity is signaled by a unit score. The index

can be decomposed:

MPI¼ OE=OG

OA=OB

OA

OC
�OF

OE

	 
0:5

ð11Þ

The component outside the brackets is the ratio of TE in

each period and measures efficiency change when moving

from period 1 to period 2. It indicates whether the hospital

gets closer to its production frontier, i.e., becomes more effi-

cient (with a score greater than unity), or moves further away

from the frontier, i.e., becomes less efficient (with a score of

less than unity), or stays the same (with a unit score). The

second component of the Malmquist index in eqn [10] cap-

tures technological change evaluated from both time periods,

i.e. movements of the actual frontier itself – the technology

with reference to which a sample operates. The frontier (i.e.,

technology) can progress (with a score greater than unity),

regress (with a score of less than unity), or stay in the same

position (with a unit score). Malmquist indices are

increasingly used in health care.

Stochastic Frontier Analysis

SFA, see Coelli et al. (2005) has been used in a much smaller

number of efficiency analyses in health care than DEA, but the

number of papers is increasing. SFA on cross sectional data

decomposes a regression error term into two parts. Given a

model of the form:

yi ¼ bi � xi þ ui þ vi ð12Þ

where yi is the vector of outputs, xi is the vector of inputs, b is

the vector of parameters (of little interest in the context of

these models) ui is the one sided inefficiency term (uiZ 0 for

all i), vi is the two sided error term which is assumed to follow

the usual classical linear regression model error term, and ui

and vi have zero covariance. Note i,u,x,v all are now discussed

with separate and new meanings to the equations in the DEA

models above.

The first of the two error terms is a one-sided ‘error’ term

that acts as a measure of inefficiency. By constraining this term

to be one-sided, production units can only produce on or

below the estimated production frontier. The second part is

the ‘pure error’ term that captures random noise, and has a

two sided distribution. The one sided constraint on the dis-

tribution of the inefficiency term allows a realized production

frontier to be estimated, and each producer’s efficiency to be

measured relative to that frontier.

The use of SFA in the production of health care has re-

ceived increasing attention over recent years. This is partly

because of increased interest in efficiency measurement in

general in health and health care, as discussed earlier, as dis-

cussed earlier but also because of advances in modeling

techniques and increased computing capabilities.

To allow multiple outputs to be modeled (as outputs in

health care are typically heterogeneous) researchers often es-

timate cost rather than production frontiers. Estimation of an

SFA production frontier requires that all outputs can be

meaningfully aggregated into a single measure. This assump-

tion is questionable in the health context. However, costs can

be easily aggregated into a single measure using monetary

units such as dollars. The estimation of the cost frontier re-

mains a valid method for examining productive efficiency

as it is the dual of the production function. The cost frontier

formulation of the model is:

ci ¼ f pi,yi,zið Þ þ ui þ vi ð13Þ

where ci is expenditure at hospital i, pi is a vector of input

prices, and zi is a vector of producer characteristics which in-

cludes casemix variables. The inclusion of variables capturing

casemix and producer characteristics in the model allows

statistical testing of hypotheses concerning the relationship

between these factors and producer efficiency.

The stochastic frontier model is estimated by maximum

likelihood and requires that the researcher specifies an ap-

propriate distribution for the inefficiency term. The most

commonly adopted approach for cross-sectional data is to

assume that ui follows a half-normal distribution:

u�i ¼ uij j ð14Þ
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and

u�i BNð0,s2
uÞ

Other distributions suggested for cross-sectional data in-

clude the exponential and gamma distributions. However,

there are no strong a priori theoretical reasons for choosing

any of the above distributions over each other. It has been

argued that this has led to arbitrary and nontestable assump-

tions about the distribution of the inefficiency term, which are

a potential source of model misspecification. Another ap-

proach adopted has been to use panel data which has the

advantage that it requires no specific assumption about the

distribution of ui (Fried et al., 2008).

Assumptions concerning the error term vi in SFA may also

be important. If the assumption of normality in the error term

does not hold, and its distribution is skewed, inefficiency may

be under or over estimated (Jacobs et al., 2006). Because the

error term vi is assumed to show zero skewness, any skewness

is attributed to the inefficiency term ui. For instance, periodic

capital repairs to a hospital may lead to a positive skew in total

cost and hence in the error term. Under a stochastic cost

frontier model this will result in inefficiency being detected,

even if the hospitals studied are perfectly efficient. Conversely,

a negative skew on the error term will bias the estimate of

inefficiency downwards. Further, SFA may also reject the null

hypothesis of no inefficiency too readily.

The SFA cost frontier is often estimated using a generalized

functional form known as a ‘translog’ function, which allows

the testing of a wide range of assumptions about the nature of

the cost function, and does not impose restrictive a priori as-

sumptions on its functional form. Translog multiproduct cost

functions can also be used easily to test for the presence of

economies of scale and scope. However, this approach requires

a large number of degrees of freedom. In hospital studies,

where sample sizes are often small, this may introduce meas-

urement error and bias in inefficiency estimates through the

inappropriate aggregation of inputs and outputs. An alternative

approach is to impose a functional form which is less de-

manding on the data (e.g., Cobb-Douglas), but this may come

at the price of introducing misspecification into the model.

Making Best Use of Efficiency Measures in Health Care

It has been postulated that efficiency measurement studies in

health care are being produced at an increasing rate, but there

is a limited amount of use of such studies in practical terms.

Criteria have been suggested previously for assessing the use

and usefulness of such studies, from the perspective of the

supplier of such studies, and those who might make use of

them (Hollingsworth, 2012).

Use and Usefulness Criteria for Suppliers and Demanders

Suppliers

1. Applied research needs to be placed in a policy context.

One important element of any efficiency analyses is to get

potential end users involved early on. This helps ‘owner-

ship’ of the research from the users’ perspective, and keeps

the researcher on track. This may initially involve finding

the right person, or group of people (having a number of

people involved reduces risks, e.g., staff moving pos-

itions). Meetings to feedback results at various stages, and

to different levels of users, for example, hospital man-

agers, health department staff, will help make sure infor-

mation is provided to those who want to use it. An

advisory group to initially help set up model specification

may be useful.

2. Hospital managers may have concerns about health au-

thorities using efficiency measures as ‘big sticks’ and are

generally interested in more detailed information on

their specific unit, whereas health authority staff tend to

be more interested in the overall picture and com-

parisons between hospitals. The researcher has to bal-

ance these views and providing all the information to

everyone may help. One should also ask what infor-

mation it would be useful to provide that the data/

modeling is not providing right now, and try and ac-

commodate this, or suggest means (e.g., extra data)

which could help.

3. Hase the objective of giving end users the information been

met? Surveying them, perhaps including a short report,

may help refine the measures. Disseminate the results as

widely as possible. Make sure users know the limitations

of efficiency measures, and that they are a useful policy

tool, not the useful policy tool. Results can be manipu-

lated so full provision of information to all may be

helpful.

4. Are the right questions being asked?

5. What is the underlying economic theory of production (or

cost, does duality theory and the requirement for cost

minimization as an objective really apply)?

6. Is the model specified correctly? Hasan extensive sensitivity

analysis been undertaken? Ask the advisory group if there

are any obvious omitted variables.

7. Are the data really good enough to answer the questions,

particularly the output data?

8. Is there any data on quality of care? What will results using

just quantity (throughput) data really show? Will any

inefficiency be just made up of omitted quality data?

9. If quality data is available, how will it be weighed relative

to quantity data, to avoid it being ‘swamped’ by relatively

large numbers of throughput information? Unless care-

fully weighted, potentially vital information on quality

may have little impact on results.

10. Is the sample inclusive enough,and is one comparing like

with like? Exploratory analyses are useful. Just because all

hospitals in the sample have the sample categorization,

there may be a rogue specialist unit or teaching hospital

that may confound the results. Frontier techniques are

very susceptible to outliers. Sample size is also an issue.

11. If one is happy with the data and models, what techniques

will be used, DEA, SFA or both? If there are multiple in-

puts/outputs, nonparametric techniques have an advan-

tage (when comparing DEA and SFA) in terms of

disaggregation (Coelli et al., 2005). They allow one to

feedback more detailed information on areas of ineffi-

ciency. Panel data techniques will also allow one to

feedback more information, not only on what happens
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between units, but also what happens over time. Looking

at trends over time is more useful than a snap shot.

12. Is two stage analyses being undertaken, if so how are any

statistical problems being accounted for?

13. Does one need to generate confidence intervals? Unless

one is certain that the sample is all inclusive, then one

might wish to account for sampling variation.

Demanders

Table 1 presents a checklist for assessing if an efficiency

analysis should be judged as potentially useful. This (again)

is a starting point, based on the Drummond et al. (2005) list

for assessing economic evaluations. Suppliers of efficiency

studies may also wish to take note of these points. The

following two assessment questions asked by Drummond

et al. (2005) are also pertinent here: Is the methodology

appropriate and are the results valid; and if the answer to

this is yes, then – do the results apply in this setting? As

Drummond et al. (2005) acknowledge, it is unlikely every

study can fulfill every criteria, but criteria are useful as

screening devices to identify strengths and weaknesses of

studies, and of course to identify the value added by com-

prehensive extra analysis of this nature.

Table 1 A checklist for assessing efficiency measurement studies

1. Is the question well defined, and answerable?
– Are the inputs and outputs clear?
– Is there a particular viewpoint stated (whose objectives are accounted for – managers, Government policy makers, patients?), is any decision

making context established?
2. Is a comprehensive description of the sample given?

– Can you tell if any relevant comparator units are excluded?
– Is the sample strictly comparable, are there potential outliers?

3. Are the quality and quantity output data clear and comprehensive?
– Where do the data come from, who collected them, and why?
– Are quantity data case mix adjusted?
– Are quality data useful, for example, can individual patients be followed through the system?

4. Are all the relevant inputs and outputs included?
– Is the range wide enough to answer the research question?
– Do they cover all relevant viewpoints (e.g., hospital mortality may be of interest to patients, scale of operation to policy makers, and range of

services to managers).
– Are there measures of physical quantities of inputs as well as costs (although in a number of contexts costs alone may be appropriate)?

5. Are inputs and outputs measured accurately in appropriate units?
– Are all resources used relevant to the analysis accounted for?
– Are any data omitted? If so what is the justification?
– Are there any special circumstances, which make measurement difficult, for example, joint use of staff? Were these circumstances handled

appropriately?
6. Were inputs and outputs (or objectives) valued (or weighted) correctly?

– Were the sources of all values clearly identified? for example, market prices for inputs, case mix weights?
– Was the value of outputs appropriate? Were the right weights placed upon the relationship between quantities (and qualities) of outputs?

7. Were analyses over time undertaken?
– Were values (and outputs) adjusted to present value?
– How are the specific techniques justified, for example, are random or fixed effects models used, how is scale accounted for, how is efficiency

decomposed?
8. Do techniques add incremental value?

– For example, is data envelopment analysis used? Or stochastic frontier analysis? Which cross sectional or panel data (over time) techniques
are used?

– Are the techniques used justified clearly, for example, what incremental value do they add beyond how efficiency is currently measured?
9. Was allowance made for uncertainty?

– Were appropriate statistical analyses undertaken?
– Were sensitivity analyses performed, which dimensions are tested?
– Were the results sensitive to the statistical/sensitivity analysis?

10. Did the presentation and discussion of study results include all issues of concern to users?
– Were the conclusions based on an overall measure, or individual comparisons of efficiency?
– Were the results compared with others who have investigated the same question?
– Did the study discuss the generalizability of the results to other settings?
– Did the study allude to other important factors in the decision or choice under consideration, for example, ethical issues, or access issues, or

equity?
– Did the study discuss issues of implementation, such as the feasibility of adopting efficiency changes, given existing operational constraints,

and whether freed resources could be redeployed to other more efficient programmes?

Source: This checklist relies heavily on Box 3.1 in Drummond, M., Sculpher, M., Torrance, G., O’Brien, B. and Stoddart, G. (2005). Methods for the economic evaluation of health

care programmes. Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press.
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Summary

The number of studies which seek to measure health service

efficiency and productivity continues to increase quite dra-

matically. Research in this area should be reviewed carefully

and the results of studies interpreted and used cautiously, as it

is still an area under development. Estimated results can be

sensitive to changes in the basic assumptions and specifi-

cations of the models used, and the characteristics of the

environment in which the units operate. Thus, as concluded

previously, the results may only be valid for the units under

investigation raising generalizability issues.

A number of criteria are suggested for judging whether

research published in this area is potentially useful in a policy

context. It should be noted that, as with the original economic

evaluation criteria on which they are modeled, these criteria

should be used as a means to interpret results, not a checklist

for dismissing the usefulness of individual studies on a generic

basis. What is of no use to one user may be very useful to

another, working from a different viewpoint in a different

health system.

In terms of ‘best practice’ for undertaking efficiency studies,

it may be that the use of multiple techniques might help in-

dicate trends in inefficiency. If the multiple techniques

(parametric and nonparametric, including techniques which

can account for multiple objectives) point to the same ineffi-

cient organizations, and the organizations cannot sensibly

explain them away (i.e., omitted variables and policy shocks),

then perhaps some form of inefficiency is being picked up. Of

course it may be that in certain circumstances one method is

obviously more useful: for example, when there are multiple

outputs, SFA may not be appropriate because of problems

with having to aggregate variables. Justification of the method

used is sometimes difficult at present as there are few criteria

for which is ‘best,’ although in practice different measurement

methods often show similar results. Another danger at present

is relying on exact numbers: small differences in inefficiency

may not truly reflect inefficiency, and should be viewed with

caution. Trends over time may be more reliable.

As economists the basics of what is meant by efficiency

should be kept in mind. However, not only must one decide

how efficiency and productivity is measured (efficiency chan-

ges over time in the context here), but also why, and how

important it is relative to other societal objectives in terms of

the delivery of health care. These are all questions left to be

answered in a research context.

See also: Efficiency in Health Care, Concepts of. Theory of System
Level Efficiency in Health Care
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Glossary
Demographic dividend Term describing the benefit to a

country of having a large working population following a

fertility slowdown.

Demographic transition Theoretical model used to

explain population changes over time from a context

characterized by high fertility and mortality rates to low

fertility and mortality rates.

Dependency ratio An age–population ratio of those

typically not in the labor force and those typically in

the labor force. It is calculated by dividing the

number of people younger than 15 years and

older than 65 years by the number of people aged 15–64

years.

Hypergamy Marriage into an equal or higher caste or

social group.

Missing women Pattern of high sex ratios in census data

indicating sex discrimination toward females.

Patrilocality Custom in many societies with son

preference that adult children live with the husband’s

parents.

Replacement rate The number of children each woman

needs to have to maintain current population levels.

Sex ratio Ratios of males to females in the population.

Introduction

In the mid-twentieth century, many developing countries ex-

perienced a ‘demographic transition’: a transition from a society

in which women had many births and many infant deaths, to a

society with lower fertility and lower infant mortality. This pat-

tern was particularly pronounced in China and India, which

enjoyed rapid improvements in public health and steep declines

in death rates among infants and children. In the early 1960s,

following sharp declines in infant mortality which had exceeded

100 per 1000, the total fertility rate (TFR) – the number of

children a woman would have in her lifetime at prevailing age-

specific rates – of both countries exceeded six births per woman,

resulting in massive young cohorts. Government policies and

changing social norms led to rapid fertility decline in the 1970s

in China and in the 1990s in India, leaving both countries with

massive cohorts born during their respective baby booms, and

much smaller cohorts before and after. This peculiar age structure

is associated with a set of advantages and challenges that will be

discussed later in this article.

A similar story has begun to play out in sub-Saharan Africa,

where recent declines in mortality have led to a rapid increase

in population growth. Much of Africa’s population is

extremely young, posing a challenge in the short run but pos-

sibly aiding economic growth in the long run. Africa’s age

structure is also affected by the human immunodeficiency virus

(HIV)/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) epi-

demic, which generally affects young adults, leaving children

and the elderly behind to fend for themselves. This has resulted

in a very young age distribution in Africa, similar to the situ-

ation in China and India in the 1970s and 1980s. The lesson of

China’s and India’s present may be useful for Africa’s future.

The rapid fertility decline in China and India was also

accompanied by an alarming pattern: the ‘missing girls’ phe-

nomenon. The combination of traditional son preference, the

need to reduce fertility, and the diffusion of ultrasound tech-

nology led to a sharp increase in the sex ratio at birth in both

countries. Scholars estimate that more than 100 million girls

are missing worldwide, 80 million of which are due to sex

discrimination in China and India alone. Both countries are at

the cusp of an explosion in the sex ratio of the adult popu-

lation, which may have important implications for society in

general, and health in particular. Recent increases in China’s

syphilis rate have alarmed policymakers, and the dynamics of

both countries’ populations could generate a challenging

scenario for public health officials.

In this article, the author examines the causes and con-

sequences of these population patterns, focusing on health as

an outcome. The author begins in Section A Modern History of

Fertility in Developing Countries with a general overview of

fertility trends that gave rise to rapid demographic transition.

The experiences of China, India and Africa are examined, as

each are at a different stage of the demographic transition. In

Section Demographic Transition and the Implications for

Economic Growth and Public Health, issues related to where

each country finds itself in the context of its demographic

transition are examined. For China, the most pressing concern

is to provide old age support for its rapidly aging population.

For India, the challenges the country faces in providing medical

care to its large young population are described. How the Af-

rican experience with HIV/AIDS will shape its country’s future,

in light of the disease’s pronounced effect on the age distri-

bution is examined. In Section Missing Women and Impli-

cations for Public Health, the focus is on the impact of China’s

and India’s skewed sex ratios on health in a variety of contexts,

including its impact on sexually transmitted infections (STI),

care for infants, and other pathways, such as the emergence of a

large unmarried elderly population. In Section Conclusion, the

author concludes with a brief discussion of policy recom-

mendations for public health planning in the developing world

as it relates to the demographic patterns observed.

A Modern History of Fertility in Developing Countries

The demographic transition involves four stages. In the first

stage, society is characterized by high birth and death rates

that keep the population in balance. All human populations
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are believed to have had this balance until the late eighteenth

century, when this stage ended in Western Europe. Developing

countries found themselves in this predicament of high birth

and death rates until the twentieth century.

In the second stage of the demographic transition, the

death rate drops due to improvements in food supply, sani-

tation, and access to medical care, leading to lower infant

mortality rates and longer life spans. The size of the popu-

lation grows rapidly during this phase, and the decline in

death rates among infants and children result in a very young

population. In the third phase, birth rates fall due to several

factors. These include increased access to contraception, re-

duced need for farm labor, and increased participation of

women in the workforce. A key factor in lowering the fertility

rate is a growing recognition among parents that births will

likely survive to adulthood, reducing the need for very high

fertility to compensate for high child death rates. This gives

way to the fourth phase, where countries experience low birth

and low death rates, and balance reemerges, slowing popu-

lation growth.

The Demographic Transition in China, India, and Africa

The current phase of each region analyzed is shown in

Figure 1, showing China near the conclusion of its transition,

India in the transition process, and Africa which is yet to

experience transitional fertility decline.

China
In China, the demographic transition narrative fits the coun-

try’s population history tightly, and the country has now

entered the last stage. In China, throughout the 1960s the TFR

exceeded six births per mother. This rapid population growth

alarmed Chinese officials, and the Communist Party sub-

sequently enacted a series of fertility control policies, in-

cluding new restrictions on women having more than two

children during the 1970s. These early policies were im-

mensely successful and from 1970 to 1980, the TFR fell from

5.8 to 2.3 births per woman. Family planning officials were

instructed to enforce an even stricter policy starting in 1979,

when China instituted its one-child policy. Under this policy,

China’s TFR declined to 1.5, below replacement and among

the lowest rates in the world.

In the short run, the benefits to China’s fertility program

are indisputable. At present, the fraction of China’s population

that is in their working years (ages 15–64) is 73.5%. This has

contributed to the country’s stellar growth record, which, in

turn, has been an important factor in the improvement in

health outcomes. Recent estimates from nationally represen-

tative surveys put life expectancy at birth at 74.8 years for

females and 72.8 for males, levels that approach those of the

world’s more developed countries. However, a crisis is loom-

ing. The size of the country’s population aged 60 and above

will increase dramatically in the coming years, growing from

200 million in 2015 to more than 300 million by 2030. The

challenges stemming from this rapid population aging is dis-

cussed in the next section.

India
The Indian population narrative is similar to China’s, but

occurred roughly two decades later. Between 1951 and 1976,

India’s crude death rate dropped by more than half, from 28.6

to 13.8 – and the crude birth rate only fell by a quarter, from

45.9 to 34.4. This period featured rapid population growth,

and India’s improvements in infant health continued during

the 1980s and 1990s.

The population explosion has left India with a very young

population, and on the cusp of becoming the world’s most

populous nation – possibly by 2020. At present, more than

half of India’s population is under 25 and more than 65% is

below the age of 35. In recent years, Indian fertility has slo-

wed, partly due to government mandates and partly through

the normal mechanisms highlighted in the demographic

transition framework, such as increasing female education,

which has led to wider take up of contraception. Birth cohorts

in recent years are smaller than in the previous decade, as

reflected in Figure 1. Still, India’s explosive population growth

for several decades has left the country with an extremely

young population.

As a result of this currently favorable age distribution, India

is currently enjoying its demographic dividend, with eco-

nomic growth exceeding 7% every year since 1997. The

country continues to enjoy a low dependency ratio, with

65.2% of the population in their working years. However, the

country still lags behind developed countries in life expect-

ancy. Life expectancy at birth for men is 66.1 years and for

women 68.3 years, reflecting challenges in providing adequate

health care to its massive population. The country has also

struggled with providing sufficient primary and secondary

education. Further investments in health and human capital

can position the country to continue cashing in its demo-

graphic dividend. However, although India is still decades

away from facing an aging population, the country will almost

certainly face challenges similar to those that China will face,

albeit in a delayed fashion.

Sub-Saharan Africa
During the 1980s, the population of sub-Saharan Africa grew

at a rate of 3.1% per year, the highest of any developing re-

gion. The population growth occurred due to rapid mortality

decline and only moderate fertility decline. In 1970 Africa’s

TFR was 6.7. By 1990 it had declined 12% to 5.9 with an

additional decrease of 24% to 4.5 by 2010. However, child-

hood mortality rates declined more rapidly, with the under-

five mortality rate declining from 180.6 to 125.3, a 31%

decrease, between 1980 and 2010. The combined impact of

rapid declines in mortality and more modest declines in

fertility have left sub-Saharan Africa with a very young popu-

lation, with 44% of the population under the age of 15. If the

Indian and Chinese precedent is followed, it is reasonable to

expect that fertility will begin to level off in Africa, though

when this will occur is unclear, and less effective government

fertility regulations imply that intervention will need to come

from voluntary family planning participation. Should Africa

succeed in encouraging faster fertility decline, the region may

enjoy its demographic dividend earlier. In any scenario,

however, the population should continue to grow at robust

rates for many years, leaving the continent with a very young
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Figure 1 Age pyramid in China, India, and Africa – 2010. US Department of Commerce (http://www.census.gov/population/international/data/idb/
informationGateway.php).
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population in the coming decades. This could prove to be a

boon to economic growth, as the eventual fertility decline and

subsequent population aging will leave Africa with a huge

working population. Some policymakers, however, fear that

poor management of African economies may leave them un-

able to capitalize on the favorable age structure.

However, as shown in Figure 1, the massive young cohorts

in Africa may pose a challenge in the near-term, as the region

grapples with a high dependency ratio. Note that this is in part

related to the consequences of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, which

has resulted in millions of deaths to people who are in their

prime working years, as the disease peaks in prevalence among

individuals between ages 20 and 49. There is little reliable

national-level data describing the distribution of deaths by

cause for sub-Saharan Africa, and the World Health Organ-

ization’s mortality database lists HIV-related causes for only

one sub-Saharan nation (South Africa). An examination of

cause-specific death data available for two countries, Tanzania

and South Africa, revealed an increase in the probability of

dying between ages 15 and 50 from HIV-related causes of up

to 127% for males and 153% for females. Recent evidence

indicates, though, that deaths from HIV have begun to plat-

eau, which is an encouraging sign that the epidemic will not

continue to worsen. However, for several high-prevalence

countries such as Botswana and Zimbabwe, HIV has shortened

life expectancies by several decades. A lack of further progress

containing HIV could prevent the region from enjoying the

benefit of its favorable age distribution, should the population

of workers continue to suffer from high mortality.

The Missing Girls of China and India

As China and India experienced rapid fertility decline, many

parents were unwilling to complete fertility without having a

son. The value of sons is in part religious, as both Confu-

cianism and Hinduism designate the son as having the

responsibility to perform certain rites. However, a primary

explanation for son preference is the custom of patrilocality,

practiced in both countries. Patrilocality refers to the firmly-

entrenched cultural norm for elderly parents to coreside with

their adult son, and for a woman to ‘marry in’ and assist

him in this function. Patrilocality is the custom in almost

every country with missing women. In a world without social

security and with limited ability among individuals to gener-

ate financial wealth, this is the primary method of guaran-

teeing support in one’s old age. In this context, it is perhaps

unsurprising that parents have resorted to sex selection in a

period of fertility decline, when parents will have to rely on

fewer children to care for them in their old age.

When Amartya Sen first coined the term ‘missing girls’ in a

1990 New York Review of Books article, it was unclear exactly

how these women went missing. Although some presumed

that daughters suffered higher mortality rates throughout

childhood, later scholarship documented that infanticide and

sex-selective abortion were the primary explanations, with the

latter becoming increasingly prominent after ultrasound’s

diffusion in China in the late 1980s and early 1990s in India.

Historically, Chinese and Indian parents discriminated

against girls on birth and throughout childhood to ensure the

survival of a son to adulthood. However, this practice was

muted during the baby boom of the 1960s, which allowed the

vast majority of parents to have an adult son without engaging

in sex selection. However, in both China and India, increas-

ingly strict enforcement of fertility limits put parents in a more

difficult position. Strict enforcement of China’s one-child

policy throughout the 1980s forced parents to curb fertility. In

India, overzealous promotion of family planning occurred

through activities such as sterilization camps, and the country

later adopted a two-child limit for public officials. In both

countries, the need to have a son at an early parity became

paramount. Following the introduction of ultrasound tech-

nology, parents were able to identify the sex of the fetus after 4

months of pregnancy, a technology that significantly lowered

the time and psychic cost of engaging in discrimination

against girls. A steep rise in the sex ratio at birth was observed

in both countries in the 1990s, and has remained disturbingly

high. As shown in Figure 2, this increase was concentrated

among births following daughters, when parents would have

felt compelled to have a son but be in violation of the one-

child policy.

The most recent census data for both countries indicates

that the sex ratios are at the highest levels ever recorded for

each country. The naturally occurring sex ratio at birth is 106

(106 boys for 100 girls). In China, the 2005 Chinese Popu-

lation Survey and the 2010 census reported that the sex ratio at

birth was 118 and 119 males to females respectively, suggesting

that the distorted sex ratios will continue to be a problem well

into the twenty-first century. In India, the problem is some-

what less severe, though still shocking in magnitude. India’s

2011 sex ratio among ages 0–6 was 109 as a ratio of males to

females, representing deterioration from the 2001 sex ratio of

108. In Northern Indian states with strong son preference such

as Haryana and Punjab, the ratios are similar to those in

China, with reported sex ratios of 120 and 118, respectively.

This long running problem has left both countries with ex-

tremely distorted sex ratios among the young. In China, there

were nearly 25 million more boys than girls under 20 in the

2010 census.

Demographic Transition and the Implications for
Economic Growth and Public Health

As the large cohorts born during the second phase the

demographic transition enter their prime working years, a

window of opportunity is provided for rapid economic

growth, as slowing fertility yields a large mass of workers.

However, as these cohorts enter old age, they place pressure on

the system; the large mass of elderly, with smaller population

cohorts before and after them, represents a challenge.

In this section, the author briefly describes a set of unique

challenges facing China, India, and sub-Saharan Africa, related

to the demographic transition in each context. In China, how

the country will deal with a large elderly population without

extensive pension programs is examined. In India, the chal-

lenges with providing health care to its large, poor, and rural

population is discussed. In sub-Saharan Africa, the focus is on

the most pressing concerns in the area of public health, which
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are to lower infant and maternal mortality, and provide wider

access to contraception.

China

In China, the chief implication of the age distribution is

that the country has to rapidly prepare for a heavy burden on

each worker to support multiple retirees. For example,

the one-child policy has resulted in a 4-2-1 problem, where

four grandparents turn to two adult children for support, who

only have one child of their own, leaving a great burden on

each young person to provide old age support. The need for

pension programs in China is acute, but programs are limited.

The rural pension programs attracted reasonable participation

rates, especially among individuals without sons, but com-

plications in implementing the programs prevented their ex-

pansion. The massive expansion in the elderly population

forecasted has already led many to call for a relaxation of the

one-child policy. However, government officials have ignored

these proposals and called for an extension to the policy in its

most recent five-year plan.

China’s age distribution is highly skewed, relative to the

US (Figure 3). China experienced two baby booms: the first

in the 1960s, and the second in the late 1980s, when the

earlier boom cohorts had children. However, in the wake of

government-mandated fertility control, each successive cohort

in China is now smaller than the last. The magnitude of
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China’s baby boom cohort dwarfs that of the US’s that oc-

curred following World War II. Although the US is anticipated

to converge to a normal population distribution with a

modest fraction of elderly in the population, China is pre-

dicted to have a massive population of retirees. This will place

pressure on the system to provide for these retirees later in the

twenty-first century. Forward-thinking policy would dictate

that the government access funds from the current generation

of workers to provide for the future generation of retirees, as it

seems unlikely that the next generation of workers will be able

to support the large population of retirees.

India

In India, a critical challenge is how to provide proper care to

the massive young, poor, and primarily rural population.

India’s young population, if provided proper access to edu-

cation and health care, should allow the country to be highly

productive for several decades. New initiatives have been

launched in India, such as the National Rural Health Mission,

which will serve to increase access to medical professionals in

India’s rural areas. Challenges have also plagued the expan-

sion of rural health insurance. While 70% of India’s popu-

lation lives in villages, less than 2% is insured. Issues of cost

sharing and access to services have made insurance either not

financially viable or unattractive.

In many rural areas, there is an insufficient supply of

properly trained physicians. In areas with skilled physicians,

absenteeism is a challenging issue. It has been estimated that

absenteeism can be as high as 40% among primary health

providers and among teachers. They found absenteeism rates

were related to the quality of infrastructure, and doctors were

often working more hours at private facilities instead of

publicly accessible facilities. This highlights the challenge of

making medical services affordable and available.

Sub-Saharan Africa

Sub-Saharan Africa faces a set of unique challenges in the

context of its demographic transition. The two primary issues

are the need to (1) lower infant and maternal mortality and

(2) expand access to contraception. Maternal mortality in sub-

Saharan Africa with 500 deaths per 100 000 births is twice as

high as in the next highest region, South Asia with 220 deaths

per 100 000 births. More than half of all maternal deaths

worldwide occur in sub-Saharan Africa. Likewise, under-five

mortality exceeds 100 deaths per 1000 births, higher than in

any region in the world. Although both of these rates have

declined from even higher levels, they both represent chal-

lenges to development. High childhood mortality rates pre-

vent the proper allocation of parental resources to children

who will survive, and high maternal mortality rates leave

many children without proper parental support. Both repre-

sent challenges necessary for sub-Saharan Africa to overcome

in order to exit the poverty trap.

Sub-Saharan Africa’s high fertility rate also poses a chal-

lenge for policymakers. For the region to enjoy a demographic

dividend, fertility must be slowed. Fertility rates are highly

negatively correlated with female educational attainment. This

occurs through several channels affecting both desired family

size and access to contraception to achieve the desired family

size. Higher female education is associated with later marriage,

greater autonomy of women in the household and over their

fertility choices, and perhaps most importantly, higher op-

portunity costs of childbearing due to foregone wages. More

educated women also have greater knowledge of an access to

contraceptives, which is also partly responsible for lower fer-

tility among more educated women. As such, increasing fe-

male education may be an effective policy tool for lowering

Africa’s fertility rate. In light of recent evidence that fertility

declines in Africa are stalling, policy makers may wish to

consider more proactive strategies for lowering fertility.

Missing Women and Implications for Public Health

In this section, the author examines how China’s and India’s

‘missing girls’ will affect public health in the coming years. The

focus is on a set of health issues that have been examined by

scholars that are related to the high sex ratios in Asian

countries.

Unmarried Men in China

China is on the cusp of a dramatic deterioration in men’s

marital prospects. As shown in Figure 4, the sex imbalance

between potential spouses is forecast to be at its worst by

2025, when the cohorts with the highest sex ratios (those

born under the one-child policy) reach adulthood. China’s

one-child policy in combination with legislation regulating

minimum age at marriage generates a problematic scenario.

As birth cohorts age, they find that each successive generation

is smaller than their own, giving rise to a ‘kite-shaped’ age

distribution common in many Asian countries. It has been

estimated that the fraction of men aged 25 and older who fail

to marry will exceed 5% by 2020 and 20% by 2030. In the

most optimistic scenario simulated, where the sex ratio returns

to normal immediately, the share of men who fail to marry in

2060 will stabilize just below 10%. In light of historical pat-

terns of hypergamy in China, it will likely be the men of

lowest status who fail to marry, and the poorest regions of the

country will have the highest rates of bachelorhood. This will

generate a challenging situation for providing old age support

at the local level as the population of ‘bare branches,’ or men

who fail to marry and represent bare branches on the family

tree, increases.

Trends in Sex Work and Sexually Transmitted Infections

Prostitution in China is widespread and has increased dra-

matically in recent years. Following Deng Xiaoping’s campaign

for economic reform in 1978, the market for sex work in-

creased dramatically, as migration of both men and women to

urban areas provided both increased demand and supply.

Current estimates indicate that between 3 and 10 million

women participate in this market, a steep increase from the

hundred thousand estimated as recently as 1989. Informal

prostitution rackets are common throughout China,
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sometimes involving high-school girls. However, government

response is generally limited in China. Authorities attempt

crackdowns through controversial ‘shame parades’ where

Chinese prostitutes are forced to endure the embarrassment of

being marched down a public street. In spite of these efforts,

most scholars believe that the government is unwilling or

unable to seriously tackle the problem.

In a parallel and alarming trend, China has experienced a

steep increase in the syphilis infection rate, with maternal

transmission rates to newborns increasing by a factor of five

between 2003 and 2008 in Shanghai. Although sex work may

often have ambiguous welfare consequences, in the Chinese

context, the concern is clear. Chinese men visit prostitutes

frequently and they are reluctant to wear condoms, which are

in combination a cause for concern. The low condom use rates,

lack of institutional will to reduce prostitution, and the rising

sex ratio will likely create challenges as men fail to marry. In

light of evidence that many women participate in prostitution

while being married in general and in China in particular, this

is a serious concern for the future, as concurrent sexual rela-

tionships may speed the diffusion of HIV and other STIs.

Patterns in Breastfeeding

The differential fertility behavior after the birth of sons and

daughters also manifests itself in subtle ways in India. In a

recent paper, it was shown that boys are breastfed for longer

than girls. The mechanism is not explicit gender discrimination

among living children, but driven rather by the fact that sons

are often the last child. Because breastfeeding makes women

less fertile, mothers looking to have another child, as is often

the case after a female birth, will discontinue breastfeeding their

daughters sooner than after sons. As such, boys are treated to

longer durations of breastfeeding, which is documented to have

important health implication in India, where drinking water is

often unsafe relative to breast milk. The difference in duration

for boys and girls is shown in Figure 5, and it is estimated that

this explains 14% of the excess child mortality for girls relative

to boys. Although historically parents exhibited explicit bias in

allocation of resources to boys over girls, now developing

countries are faced with more subtle but no less problematic

forms of discrimination.

Sex Ratios and Social Unrest

An additional concern in China is that the high sex ratios

will lead to social unrest. There are several reasons for concern

over having millions of surplus males, including the possi-

bility for China to seek out an armed conflict, as occurred in

the nineteenth century following a prior episode of elevated

population sex ratios. One 2007 study focuses more narrowly

on the incidence of crime rates and exploits timing of the

implementation of the one-child policy by province, which

generates variation in sex ratios regionally. Modest effects of

the adult sex ratio on violent crime and property crime were

found, with the rise in sex ratios responsible for roughly one

seventh of the overall rise in Chinese crime rates during the

period 1988–2004. The possibility that unmarried men will

generate social unrest is very plausible, and has been advanced

in popular media such as newspapers. Unfortunately, the

literature is scarce as the hypothesis will not be fully

testable using the Chinese experience until the cohorts with

extremely skewed sex ratios reach adulthood, which will occur

in the next decade. This is, however, an important issue that

will need to be monitored.

The Gender Gap and Female Suicide

Chinese suicide rates exhibit several unique and alarming

patterns. Suicide rates in China are twice the international
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average, and are nearly six times higher in rural China than

urban China. China is also the only country where suicide

rates are higher for women than men, with suicide accounting

for nearly a third of deaths to young women in rural areas. In

recent years, female suicide rates have declined sharply, with

no parallel decrease for men, as shown in Figure 6. What

explains these striking patterns in Chinese suicide? And what

role has the rapid economic and social change in China

played in the decline in suicide rates among women? India has

also had challenges dealing with suicide among farmers, often

after poor harvests, and high rates have been observed among

the young. Among men, 40% of suicides were among people

aged 15–29 but for women, it was nearly 60%. These patterns

indicate that women continue to have difficult lives in these

countries with traditional son preference. The high suicide

rates in China and India among young women speak of a

welfare gap by gender that has led to a serious public health

concern, and is an area for future research.
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Conclusion

The developing world is characterized by extreme population

patterns. The rapid demographic transition of China and India

has left both countries primed to capitalize on their favorable

age distribution in the short run, but with challenges in the

long run. Africa is now at the cusp of its own fertility decline,

provided proper family planning is implemented it could

likely begin to enjoy its own demographic dividend. The role

that fertility change has played in determining economic

outcomes in these countries is important, and will continue to

be so as they each deal with the unique challenges associated

with population aging, providing access to health care, and

lowering mortality rates.

The high sex ratios in Asia also represent a complicated

policy issue, as they relate to a set of health challenges in a

wide range of contexts including crime, old age support, and

prevention of STI. The impact of missing women on the future

health status of these populations is not yet clear, as the co-

horts born following the introduction of ultrasound technol-

ogy have not yet reached sexual maturity. However, it is certain

that this will be an important and challenging issue in the

coming decades, and in the near future in China.

The policy lessons of the history of China and India are

important for countries earlier in their demographic transi-

tion, such as those in sub-Saharan Africa. Sharp changes in

fertility can generate rapid economic growth, and pull a

country from a poverty trap. However, a highly skewed age

distribution also generates a new set of challenges. For pol-

icymakers, it is critical to capitalize on the opportunity pre-

sented by having a large working population. This requires

investment in education and health, to ensure these cohorts

are productive. Eventually, these cohorts will age and represent

a large responsibility, as will occur in China’s near future. As

such, it is critical to prepare for population aging during the

period of demographic dividend. These lessons will be im-

portant as India and sub-Saharan Africa enter the next stage of

their respective demographic transitions.
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Glossary
Complement A good or service whose demand rises or

falls as the price of another good falls or rises is said to be a

complement.

Elasticity of substitution A measure of the degree to

which one input in a production process can be replaced by

another without reducing the output rate. Technically, it is

the proportionate change in the ratio of the amounts of two

inputs to their marginal productivities.

Flow A variable having an interval of time dimension: so

much per period. Compared to a stock, which is the value

taken by a variable at a particular date.

Health production function A function showing the

maximum impact a variety of variables can have on a

person’s or people’s health.

Human capital The stock of human skills embodied in an

individual or group. In terms of value, it is usually

measured as the present value of the flow of marketed skills

(for e.g., the present value of expected earnings over a

period of time). It is determined by basic ability,

educational attainment and health status, among other

things.

Inputs The variables that generate outputs in a production

function. It includes capital, labor and the quality of such

variables (e.g., health status).

Stock The value taken by a variable like health, or the

services of a piece of machinery at a particular date,

compared with a flow, which is a variable having an interval

of time dimension: so much per period.

Introduction

Recent work in economics suggests that adverse health shocks

experienced in utero can have long-lasting effects. Studies have

linked fetal health to a variety of outcomes in adulthood, such

as schooling, labor market activity, and mortality. These

studies have also identified a broad array of ‘nurture shocks,’

including ambient pollution levels, infectious disease, and

mild nutritional deficits, that can generate long-lasting

consequences.

The fact that maternal health has such important con-

sequences for the child stands in stark contrast to con-

ventional medical wisdom of the early twentieth century,

which held that the womb effectively protects the fetus. For

example, during the 1950s and 1960s, expectant mothers

were routinely told it was fine to drink and smoke. Policy-

makers felt there was little cause to aim health policy at

pregnant women.

Recent findings by economists on the fetal origins of adult

outcomes should help change policymakers’ focus. Environ-

mental regulation that decreases the exposure of pregnant

women to pollutants, for example, may have important ram-

ifications on the educational attainment of their children.

However, understanding the exact mechanisms that tie fetal

health to later-life outcomes remains a developing area of

research.

Early Evidence

The ‘thalidomide episode’ in the late 1950s and early 1960s

was a watershed event in establishing the importance of the

in utero period. Thalidomide was licensed in 1957 and widely

prescribed to pregnant women for morning sickness until

1961, when it was identified as the cause of an epidemic of

severe birth defects such as missing arms and legs. This epi-

sode revealed that the fetus was more vulnerable than previ-

ously thought, and led researchers to wonder: Could shocks to

maternal health have other long-term health effects?

Several aspects of this historical episode facilitate analysis

of the causal effects of fetal malnutrition. First, the famine was

unexpected, so the Dutch were unable to stock up on food or

leave the country in anticipation. Second, it was sudden,

meaning that researchers can clearly identify which children

were in utero during the famine versus those that were un-

affected. The fact that food supply was adequate beforehand

means that children born shortly before the famine serve a

good control, or comparison, group. Finally, famines tend not

to occur in countries with good vital statistics data systems in

place, the Netherlands being an important exception.
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Epidemiologists found widespread effects of the ‘Hunger

Winter’ on maternal and fetal health. These studies show that

the famine affected fertility, weight gain during pregnancy,

maternal blood pressure, and infant birth weight. Results on

the long-term effects on children in utero during the famine

were initially somewhat mixed, in part because birth weight

did not always seem to mediate the long-term damage (as

many expected). As the affected birth cohorts aged, a more

consistent pattern of adult health damage has emerged, in-

cluding chronic health conditions like coronary heart disease,

glucose intolerance, hypertension, and obesity.

Motivated by this evidence (and perhaps the initial con-

troversy surrounding it) economists wondered whether

adverse conditions in utero might: (1) affect outcomes tradi-

tionally studied in economics, such as schooling, employ-

ment, wages, and retirement, and (2) extend to a broader

range of in utero environmental influences.

In Figure 1, wage earnings are plotted against birth weight

using data from the US National Longitudinal Survey of

Youth. This survey began with young people between the ages

of 14 and 21 in 1978. Children born to women in this cohort

have now been followed into young adulthood. As the

figure shows, there is a positive correlation between birth

weight and mean earnings. Descriptive findings like this en-

couraged economists to believe that there might be a causal

relationship between fetal health and human capital.

The finding that test scores were lower in low-birth weight

children was surprising as epidemiologists had posited fetal

‘brain sparing’ mechanisms, whereby adverse in utero con-

ditions were parried through a placental triage that prioritized

neural development over the development of other parts of

the body.

Economists have subsequently explored the idea that fetal

insults manifest later in life with numerous studies. In these

studies, economists such as Janet Currie, Douglas Almond,

and Michael Greenstone have looked at both the effects of

large natural experiments, like the ‘Hunger Winter,’ as well as

smaller, every-day shocks, such as pollution. Some studies

compare across siblings – where one is affected by the shock

but the other is not – whereas others compare across affected

and unaffected cohorts. Before these studies are reviewed, a

simple framework to help organize concepts will be discussed.

Conceptual Framework

One reason economists have become interested in the fetal

origins hypothesis is that it holds important implications for

the modeling of human capital development. In the classic

health production framework, developed in 1972 by econo-

mist Michael Grossman of City University of New York, health

behaves like a physical stock that serves as both an investment

good and a consumption good. In this classic framework, the

impact of shocks to the stock of health fades away over time.

This model is applicable to many scenarios – if a child suffers

a broken bone, it can heal as time passes. More formally, the

formula for the health stock at time t in Grossman’s model is

often written as:

Ht ¼ 12dð ÞHt�1 þ It

where It represents investments in health capital and d repre-

sents the depreciation rate. So, if health capital depreciates and

is responsive to new health investments, then the effects of

shocks to health capital tend to also depreciate over time, so

that events further in the past will have less-important effects

than more recent events.

Figure 2 shows how persistent a 25% negative shock to the

birth endowment would be given alternative annual depreci-

ation rates d. Even under the lowest annual depreciation rate

of 5%, half of the endowment shock is gone by the mid-teen

years. For the higher depreciation rates of 10% and 15%, one
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would be hard-pressed to detect any lingering effects of the

shock after age 30.

More formally, in the simplest two-input constant elasticity

of substitution model capital and labor inputs are replaced

with investments in utero and those occurring during the rest

of childhood, writing:

Hadult ¼ A½gIprenatal
F þ ð1� gÞIpostnatal

F�1=F

By allowing for varying complementarities between invest-

ments in different periods, the model is able to generate a

number of rich theoretical predictions. If fetal and childhood

health are complements, for example, this underscores the per-

sistent importance of a ‘good start,’ as opposed to the ‘fade out’

implication of the Grossman model. This would occur, for ex-

ample, if healthier newborns benefit more from breastfeeding or

other nutrition. An extreme version of this technology includes

perfect complementarity, whereby investments made in utero

restrict the maximum level of lifetime capacity. Further, by

allowing different dimensions of capacity to affect the product-

ivity of investment, cross-capacity complementarities can shape

investment decisions. For example, one might expect good

childhood health to facilitate the development of cognition.

Empirical Evidence

Empirical evidence shows that investments in early childhood

explain much of the variation in adult health. An intuition is

that if early investments are especially effective and have had a

longer time to feed through the dynamic system, their effect

might be especially persistent. That said, it may be useful to

distinguish conceptually between an early-life health shock

and responsive investments: actions made in response to health

shocks. What is observed in adulthood combines the effect of

the shock and the responsive investments, should they exist. For

example, there may be individual or institutional responses to

health shocks, such as government aid following an earthquake.

Importantly, families may provide investments that either

remediate or reinforce shocks experienced in utero. Hence, when

examining longer-term outcomes, it is important to keep in

mind that these can represent both biological and social factors.

The 1918 Influenza

An influential study in the field of fetal origins research is

Douglas Almond’s paper on the 1918 Influenza Pandemic.

Almond, a Professor of Economics at Columbia University,

linked in utero exposure to the Influenza Pandemic to de-

teriorations in human capital accumulation and labor market

activity decades later. Like the Dutch ‘Hunger Winter’ associated

with the Nazi occupation of the Netherlands the Influenza

Pandemic was sudden, short, unexpected, and widespread,

providing an appealing research design.

Almond used data from the US Census, which record

quarter of birth in some decades, to identify which infants

were exposed to the flu. Although the Census does not tell us

which mothers were infected, the flu was widespread enough

that roughly one-third of infants born in early 1919 had

mothers who contracted influenza while pregnant. As a con-

trol group, those born in early 1918 had essentially zero pre-

natal exposure to the 1918 pandemic. Figure 3 shows the high

school graduation rates by birth year as recorded in the 1970

Census.

Further, Almond also used variation across US states in the

severity of the pandemic to construct a second, difference-

in-differences estimate of the pandemic’s effect. Both econo-

metric approaches yield large estimates of long-term effects.

Despite the brevity of the health shock, children of infected

mothers were approximately 20% more likely to be disabled

and experienced wage decreases of 5% or more, as well as

reduced educational attainment. These results have now been
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replicated using data from other countries including Great

Britain, Brazil, and Taiwan.

Identification

The fact that the fetal origins hypothesis applies to a well-

defined developmental period means that it lends itself well to

testing. In particular, the hypothesis predicts that later-life

health outcomes should be worse only for those cohorts

whose pregnancies overlapped with the shock. This means

that economists can compare outcomes among these affected

cohorts against two other cohorts: the cohort that was about

to be conceived when the shock occurred (and is therefore too

young to be affected) and the cohort that was already born at

the time of the shock (and is therefore too old to be affected

prenatally).

Still, seeking to quantify in utero effects through such

comparisons gives rise to several problems. First, most birth

cohorts are neither exposed to an identifiable shock in utero,

nor were born just before or just after such a shock (and thus

cannot serve as good controls). Rather than looking at all the

data on births, the researcher is immediately pushed to

looking at particular episodes in which an identifiable shock

occurred and then attempting to draw defensibly generalizable

conclusions from these episodes.

Second, the ideal shock would be shorter than the length

of gestation, so as to differentiate between fetal and early-

childhood exposure and perhaps stages of gestation. Many

important prenatal factors, however, may last longer than

pregnancy or may indeed shift permanently (e.g., the begin-

ning of the US Food Stamp Program during the 1960s). The

effect of fetal exposure may still be identified but constitutes

the additional effect on top of any early-childhood effects. In

general, it can be more challenging to isolate the effect of

‘early-childhood’ exposure because it is both less well defined

and longer than the prenatal period.

Finally, one needs to be able to link data on adult out-

comes to data on the affected cohorts. Economists have been

creative in linking large-sample cross-sectional datasets back to

ecological conditions around the time of birth. Most often,

they have used information on when and where a respondent

was born to link that person back to in utero health conditions.

This has enabled economists to consider historical events

featuring relatively well-defined start and/or end points.

But many prominent datasets, such as the Current Population

Survey, do not include information on where someone was

born or the precise date of birth. As a result, many interesting

and policy-relevant experiments linked to a certain time and

place may never be analyzed.

In the next section, the empirical evidence in the context of

these issues will be discussed.

Evidence from Sudden Shocks

A number of studies use sudden shocks like the 1918

Influenza to study the fetal origins hypothesis. These types of

episodes often provide clean identification through sharp timing

and, if far enough in the past, allow the researcher to examine

outcomes over the full lifecourse, including mortality. A draw-

back is that predictions associated with large-scale or historical

events may be difficult to generalize.

Large-scale shocks that have been studied in association with

fetal origins include: a prenatal iodine supplementation pro-

gram rolled out across Tanzania in the 1980s (by Field and

colleagues), radioactive fallout from Chernobyl (by Almond and

colleagues), and ambient temperature and rainfall shocks dur-

ing pregnancy (by Maccini and Yang and colleagues). Outcomes

examined include many different measures of health and

human capital.

Identification in these studies is often based heavily on birth

timing vis-à-vis the shock. Where possible, robustness is as-

sessed by comparing effects within a certain time period across

locations that experienced differing severities of the shock.

Thus, the researcher is able to control for seasonal events that

might coincide with the timing of the shock. Further, some

datasets include a sibling link, allowing the researcher to con-

trol for fixed characteristics of families, including selective up-

take of the treatment, though it is of course possible for parents

to treat some siblings differently than others.

The studies referenced above produced a number of inter-

esting findings. For example, the study on iodine supplemen-

tation found large and robust educational impacts – on average

approximately half a year of schooling, with larger improve-

ments for girls. Health measures, in contrast, appeared to be

unaffected by this intervention. Subsequent work by Adhvaryu

and Nyshadham has considered whether postnatal investments

made by parents seem to respond to the iodine supplemen-

tation program, finding that parents reinforce iodine-related

cognitive increases. Similarly, Chernobyl radiation in Sweden

seems to have had its largest impact on human capital for-

mation, not on health per se, suggesting the possibility of

parental response to health endowment at birth.

Longer Natural Experiments

Many potential pathogens are more persistent than the shocks

considered in Section Evidence from Sudden Shocks. Recent

research has sought to maintain identification while considering

slower-moving experiments, for example, to ambient pollution

levels. Empirical evidence shows that these insults often have

large effects on fetal health. Such findings are of particular

interest because these exposures are often more common and

generalizeable than with sudden shocks. A case in point is to

consider the impact of slower-moving climate change as op-

posed to weather shocks, where adaptations and responses may

differ.

As before, studies have also considered longer-term changes

in the infectious disease burden. Infections can affect fetal health

by diverting maternal energy toward fighting infection, by re-

stricting food intake, or through negative consequences arising

from the body’s own inflammatory response. These studies have

exploited variation in infectious disease in the US across seasons

and states, including policy-related improvements in malaria in

South US. Results show that reductions in infectious disease in

utero lead to improvements in mortality and schooling later in

life. For example, estimates show that early-life malaria can ac-

count for a quarter of the difference in long-term educational
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attainment between cohorts born in malaria-afflicted states and

non-afflicted areas in the early twentieth-century US.

There is evidence that some milder health shocks such as

relatively low-level exposures to every-day contaminants as

automobile exhaust and cigarette smoke also have negative ef-

fects on fetal health (see studies by Janet Currie, Michael

Greenstone, Kenneth Chay, and others). Yet there has been little

research to date linking fetal exposures to future outcomes. An

exception is a study by Saunders that links the US recession of

the early 1980s to reduced pollution and, through increased

fetal health, improvements in high school test scores years later.

Pollution levels experienced by these cohorts were high when

compared to today but low when compared to many de-

veloping countries, such as China.

Studies found that being in utero during the annual Ramadan

fast is associated with a broad spectrum of damage later in life,

both to health and human capital. Daytime fasts that fall during

early pregnancy have been found to have particularly large ef-

fects, despite being relatively mild when compared to famine

events previously analyzed. This effect may arise because some

pregnant women may fast without knowing they are pregnant.

Finally, a number of recent papers consider the effects of

aggregate economic conditions around the time of birth on

fetal health. Here, health in adulthood tends to be the focus

(rather than human capital), and findings are less consistent

than in the studies of nutrition and infection described above.

One problem may be that the shocks are more diffuse in terms

of timing so comparisons are less sharp. (A notable exception

considers the effect of income shocks from crop blight across

France.) A second issue is that the mechanism is less clear as

economic downturns may affect fetal health through multiple

pathways including effects on nutrition, smoking, and stress.

Research by Van Den Berg and colleagues found that those

born during economic downturns in the Netherlands had

shorter lives, whereas a study by Cutler and colleagues on

cohorts born during the Dust Bowl era in the US did not find

any long-term effects.

Further Issues: Measurements of Fetal Health

All of the previously discussed studies show this maternal health

shocks can be transmitted to the fetus. The most commonly

used measure of fetal health is birth weight, but it may not be a

particularly comprehensive or sensitive measure. In studies of

the Dutch famine, for example, cohorts who were exposed to

famine during the first half of pregnancy were found to have

relatively normal birth weight but later showed evidence of

health effects such as incipient heart disease.

Birth weight is, however, the most widely available measure

of fetal health and there has been no convergence on an al-

ternative, superior measure. An ideal metric would be sensitive

for (even latent) fetal insults at all stages of pregnancy, be easy

to measure, and be available for all mothers (or at least a large

sample of mothers) in a cohort at the time of birth. Finding

this measure of health at birth would obviate the need for data

on later-life outcomes, enabling the researcher to examine

current shocks rather than having to focus on those far in

the past.

The lack of an ideal measure of fetal health has not,

however, prevented economists from addressing the fetal ori-

gins hypothesis. This may be because economists are accus-

tomed to considering many variables to be latent – like the

potential wages of non-workers. On a practical level, econo-

mists’ focus on identification strategies enables them in many

circumstances to sidestep the question of finding a better

measure of fetal health.

Further Issues: Bias from Selective Prenatal Mortality

A final issue to beconsidered is that of fetal mortality. De-

pending on the severity of a given shock, it may be that some

fetuses die in response. Given that this type of selective mortality

is unobserved in most birth data, researchers may underestimate

fetal health shocks if the fetuses with higher baseline health are

the ones that survive (but are ‘scarred’). This becomes a serious

problem if the negative scarring effects are sufficiently strong

among the survivors to overwhelm the positive effects of

selection.

Although this issue has been acknowledged outside of eco-

nomics, economists have contributed by devising ways to model

unobserved fetal mortality somewhat more formally. Such an

exercise can be used to help quantify the selective effect due to

mortality, and thereby isolate the ‘scarring’ effect of prenatal

health conditions.

Conclusion

This article has summarized the current state of economics re-

search on the fetal origins hypothesis. This hypothesis states that

many important adult health and labor market outcomes may

originate with fetal health conditions. Leveraging large-scale

datasets and the sharp predictions associated with in utero ex-

posure, economists have confirmed the link between fetal health

and later-life outcomes. These results may hold true not only for

large shocks but also for relatively mild and common shocks,

such as reductions from already relatively low levels of air pol-

lution and seasonal infections. Understanding the exact propa-

gation mechanisms and how best to design remedial policies

remain important research areas.
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Glossary
Aid architecture It refers to actors, institutions, systems

and approaches at the international and country level that

are concerned with the transfer of financial, technical, and

human resources from donors to recipient countries.

Alignment A term used when donors design their

development priorities and programs to be consistent with

those of a recipient country, for example by using country

procedures and institutions rather than those that are

externally introduced.

Bilateral donor It refers to an agency that manages the

transfer of aid from one country to another.

Country ownership It refers to recipient country

leadership in development priorities and programs. An

absence of country ownership suggests limited capacity in

the government of the recipient country or overly

prescriptive donor programs.

Fungibility A term used to describe the substitutability of

one entity for another. For example, (1) money is fungible,

in that a ten dollar bill is equivalent to ten one dollar bills,

(2) In aid policy, the phenomenon of external funding

intended for one purpose but ultimately used by a recipient

government for another.

General budget support The money given directly to a

recipient country government, generally to the ministry of

finance or equivalent that is channelled into the general

public spending budget.

Global health initiative (GHIs) The international

initiatives for raising and disbursing additional financing

for infectious diseases such as human immunodeficiency

virus (HIV)/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS)

tuberculosis and malaria, and for immunization and

strengthening the health systems of low- and middle

income countries. GHIs share a common set of functions:

to finance, resource, coordinate, and/or implement disease

control globally.

Harmonization An attempt in making uniform or

mutually consistent the rules and other arrangements of

different jurisdictions or international organizations and

initiatives. It may refer to financial, organizational or

procedural arrangements, including aid programmes and

global health initiatives.

Health systems strengthening The procedures for

supporting a country’s health care system through means

such as leadership training, principles of good governance,

quality assurance in service delivery, affordable financing

arrangements, investment in evaluative skills and in other

human and clinical resources for health.

Multilateral agencies It refers to agencies representing

multiple countries working together on a given issue which

includes the United Nations, the World Health

Organization, the World Bank, and the World Trade

Organization.

Vertical programs The programs that tackle one or few

diseases or health issues; an approach often contrasted with

horizontal programs which tackle multiple diseases or

health issues – usually at the primary healthcare level.

Introduction

Recent years have seen important shifts in global development

assistance for health (DAH). Global health initiatives (GHIs) –

consisting of bilateral donor and multilateral programs, and

global public–private partnerships – have mobilized signifi-

cant new financing for health programs, and equate to a

considerable proportion of overall overseas development aid

(ODA) for health in many low- and middle-income countries

(LMICs). This has enabled a dramatic scaling up of health

interventions, especially for HIV/AIDS. GHIs emerged from

shifts in thinking about DAH in the 1990s/early 2000s, which

was hitherto characterized by donor-prescribed projects and

programs financed principally by bilateral donors and the

World Bank. The shift in policy focus from international to

global health, an increasing number of global financial actors,

and the pressing need to meet persistent and newly emerging

global health threats meant that a new response was required

to coordinate global efforts to raise more money for health.

Although GHIs share a common set of functions: to finance,

resource, coordinate and/or implement disease control glob-

ally, the term global health initiative encompasses a range of

financing and implementing entities (bilateral and multi-

lateral actors, and global public–private partnerships) with

diverse governance arrangements and programmatic foci.

In this article the focus is on four of the largest GHIs: the

Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (Global

Fund), the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunizations

(GAVI Alliance), the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS

Relief (PEPFAR), and the World Bank’s Multi-country AIDS

Program (MAP, which ceased financing in 2008). Table 1

summarizes the main features of these GHIs and other key

initiatives and partnerships. The discussion is restricted to

these four GHIs primarily because evidence is now beginning

to emerge from empirical studies of their effects on country

health systems – particularly the Global Fund; also because

there is fairly limited data beyond these four large initiatives.

GAVI, launched in 1999, was the first of the GHIs to disburse

substantial funds at the global level, shortly followed by the

MAP. High expectations surrounded the launch of the Global
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Fund in 2002: the initiative aimed to raise consciousness

about important health issues, attract new partners, leverage

substantial new funds, benefit from economies of scale in drug

procurement, and promote coordination through pooling

funds. There was, however, some reversal of the multilateral

models of GAVI, MAP, and the Global Fund when PEPFAR was

launched by the Bush Administration in 2003, a move criti-

cized for operating in parallel to other actors and initiatives,

and for adopting a prescriptive approach to determining the

content of HIV/AIDS programs.

Reflecting the experimental nature of these new financing

mechanisms and their sheer size, decision makers are inevitably

curious about what impacts – both positive and negative – they

have on recipient countries. There is an emerging literature on

the effects of global initiatives and partnerships – most of which

focuses on the largest HIV/AIDS initiatives – the Global Fund,

PEPFAR and World Bank MAP, although there are also several

studies on the GAVI Alliance. In this paper current knowledge on

GHIs is reviewed, focusing on issues of healthcare financing. The

achievements are reflected on, and also on the real and potential

challenges that these initiatives create or reveal.

To What Extent Have Global Health Initiatives
Increased Health Financing?

At the beginning of the 1990s, DAH was $5.7 billion. By the end

of the decade, it had risen to just under $10 billion. A decade

into the new century and DAH is pushing $25 billion annually,

an increase of 124% in ten years. A 2010 report published by the

Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation discerns shifts in the

balance of financial contributions to global health from tradi-

tional multilateral funders to GHIs. However, since 2007–08

when growth in DAH reached a peak of 17.5%, the rate of

funding has been slowing down. In 2008–09 it dropped to just

6%. The proportion of bilateral funding has increased from 30%

in 2001 to 45% in 2010, boosted by PEPFAR. So too has the

proportion of funding from the Global Fund: from just 1% in its

inaugural year to 11% by 2010. During the same period, UN

agencies’ contributions have shrunk sharply from 24% in 2001

to 14% in 2010. The World Bank’s contribution has seen a

dramatic reduction from 17% of total DAH in 2001 to just 5%

in 2010.

For disease-specific health interventions, the Global Fund

has punched well above its weight, and funding for HIV/AIDS,

tuberculosis and malaria has increased dramatically. In 2009,

this GHI disbursed just over $1.35 billion for these diseases.

Financing HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria inevitably bene-

fits maternal, neonatal, and child health (MNCH), and in this

respect the Global Fund and GAVI have also contributed size-

able sums. In sub-Saharan Africa, for example, HIV/AIDS,

tuberculosis and malaria are responsible for 52% of deaths

among women of childbearing age and malaria alone accounts

for 16–18% of child deaths. As funding for HIV/AIDS and other

infectious diseases increased, funding for health systems and

populations has experienced a corresponding decline. Between

1992 and 2003, funding for HIV/AIDS increased from 8% to a

third of all commitments; during the same period, aid for

population health experienced precisely opposite fortunes, de-

creasing from 32% to 8% of donor aid.

Does this shift mean that financing for specific diseases is

displacing – or ‘crowding out’ – much-needed funding for

other health priorities such as health system strengthening or

non-communicable diseases; or conversely, has increased

financing for specific diseases had a knock-on effect and in-

creased funding for other health priorities? In terms of dis-

placement of funds, there are multiple trends that indicate

possible HIV/AIDS displacement effects, such as an increasing

share of donor health and population funds. But there are also

indications that HIV/AIDS funding is raising other health

funding levels, particularly for control of other infectious

diseases, though not for non-communicable diseases. At the

Table 1 Examples of major global health initiatives

Global health initiative Institutional type Date
established

Total financing Disease/health issue focus

GAVI Alliance Public–private partnership 1999 $4.5 B by 2009 Immunizations, prioritizing
pneumococcal and
rotavirus

Global Fund to Fight AIDS,
Tuberculosis and Malaria

Public–private partnership 2002 $18.1 B by 2010 HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and
malaria

Multi-country AIDS Program
(World Bank)

Multilateral program 2000 $3.1 B (total World Bank
financing for HIV/AIDS
programs 1989–2009)

HIV/AIDS

President’s Emergency Plan
for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR)

Bilateral program 2003 $19 B 2004–08 HIV/AIDS

Stop Tuberculosis
Partnership

Public–private partnership 2001 Secretariat has received
$396 M (2001–09) in cash
contributions

Tuberculosis

Roll Back Malaria Public–private partnership 1998 Not available Malaria
Global Alliance for Improved

Nutrition (GAIN)
Public–private partnership 2002 Total donations (2003–10)

$133 M
Malnutrition

International AIDS Vaccine
Initiative (IAVI)

Public–private partnership 1996 Revenue for the period
2006–09 $354 M

Vaccines to prevent HIV
infection and AIDS
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same time that funding from global health financing part-

nerships is increasing, a widening mismatch between ODA

and health need is becoming apparent, with high visibility

global health problems and measurability of outputs being

major drivers of funding.

Neither is it clear whether additional funding for health has

been used in the manner intended by funders – namely on the

health sector. The term used to describe the phenomenon of

funding intended for a specific purpose but ultimately used for

another is fungibility, and this is typically used when govern-

ments receiving donor funding reduce their own spending on

the same health issue and therefore aid substitutes rather than

increases local funding. Evidence whether financing from global

initiatives and partnerships results in governments reallocating

funds to other health areas, or indeed to non-health programs is

inconclusive: in some cases domestic finances stay the same or

decreases, in other domestic financing increases. For example, in

Ghana there is no evidence that Global Fund support had led to

deductions in government or other donor financing, whereas in

Tanzania receipts of external financing for HIV/AIDS and

tuberculosis had led the government to reallocate resources

away from the health sector.

GHIs and Innovative Financing

To achieve the Millennium Development Goals, developing

countries will have to spend approximately $60 per capita by

2015, or 100% more than they are currently spending. It is un-

realistic for many countries to achieve this increase. In 2001

members of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) met at

Abuja, Nigeria. The resulting ‘Abuja Declaration’ committed all

members of the OAU to ensure that at least 15% of the do-

mestically financed government expenditure went to health.

Even if low-income countries were able to meet their Abuja

commitments and divert 15% of government budget to health

very few of them would generate enough funds to meet the $34

per capita threshold that the Commission on Macroeconomics

and Health in 2001 deemed sufficient to meet basic health needs.

Admittedly, this $34 has now appreciated to approximately $50,

and some countries would not achieve that target even if 100%

of the government budget was diverted to health. DAH from

multiple donors, including GHIs, will go some way towards

filling this gap, but in addition, GHIs – particularly GAVI and the

Global Fund- have championed innovative mechanisms for

raising even more funds. Tasked with the challenge of identifying

a range of innovative ways to raise money for health systems, a

Taskforce for Innovative International Financing (TIIF) was es-

tablished up in 2008 through the auspices of the International

Health Partnership. It identified a tax on airline tickets, a cur-

rency transaction levy, and levies on other products and services

such as mobile phone use, amongst other innovative ideas

(Table 2). If brought to fruition, these mechanisms could in-

crease ODA by $10 B. Through these innovations GHIs are

proving to be essential vectors for new ways of raising much-

needed money.

These issues are discussed in the 2010 World Health Report

which notes, if donors honored their international pledges,

external funding would double and there would be no need for

innovation (http://www.who.int/whr/2010/en/index.html).

Is Financing from Global Health Initiatives
Predictable?

In September 2008, development agencies met in Accra for the

Third High Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness. Here, there were

promises to increase the predictability of aid to enable de-

veloping countries to effectively plan and manage their short-

and medium-term development programs. Unpredictable aid

makes it difficult for countries receiving financial assistance to

budget and implement their development agenda efficiently.

Indeed, lack of predictability can shave off substantial value

of aid and is believed to be one of the biggest constraints on

its effectiveness. There is a fundamental missmatch between

medium to long-term development strategies of recipient

country governments (which would often include employing

more doctors and nurses), and many donors, including GHIs,

relatively short-term funding commitments. Typically, donors

only commit aid 12 months in advance, and levels of aid can

vary greatly from year to year. This weak alignment runs counter

to funders’ stated commitment to country ownership, under-

mining governments’ authority to manage their health devel-

opment programs.

For full details of Accra for the Third High Level Forum see:

http://www.oecd.org/dac/aideffectiveness/thirdhighlevelforum-

onaideffectiveness2–4september2008.htm

A further problem is that unpredictable aid can increase fiscal

and monetary instability, which in turn can lead to inflation and

macroeconomic disruption. Ensuring macroeconomic stability

is the raison d’être of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), an

international financial institution that lends money to ailing

economies. IMF loans typically come with a set of economic

conditions – such as raising interest rates – derived from a set of

economic principles sometimes referred to as the ‘Washington

consensus.’ One controversial principle is the insistence on low –

single-digit – inflation. The twin goals of raising interest rates

and disinflation come with a high ‘sacrifice ratio’ (the amount of

GDP growth a government ‘sacrifices’ to achieve the prescribed

low level of inflation). As a country’s economy cools, negative

consequences for health become apparent from resulting cuts in

health spending and wage ceilings for health workers. Early

experiences from countries in sub-Saharan Africa revealed ten-

sions between IMF loan conditions and GHI funding for health.

In Uganda, disbursement of a large tranche of Global Fund

money ($201 M) was delayed in 2002 because of concerns by

the Ugandan finance Minister – on the advice of the IMF – that

receiving such large amounts of ‘additional’ funds would in-

crease the value of the Ugandan currency and render its econ-

omy less competitive. In Kenya, the heath workforce was

reduced by over 30% during the 1990s in response to IMF loan

conditions, and was only able to use Global Fund and other

global health initiative financing to hire new nurses after intense

pressure from international nongovernmental organizations

and strong leadership from the Kenyan Ministry of Health.

Do GHIs Commit Aid More Predictably Than Bilateral
Donors?

It is suggested that GHI funding commitments are generally

more predictable than bilateral commitments. Indeed, GAVI’s
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third strategic commitment was to improve the predictability

and sustainability of financing for national immunization

programs. According to the OECD, the Global Fund had a

predictability ratio of 82% (where 100% meant that a donor

disbursed the same amount as it initially planned). However,

disbursement is tied to a country’s performance, and so this

can have a negative effect on predictability of financing. In an

effort to address problems associated with short-term funding

cycles, the International Finance Facility for Immunization

(IFFIm) was launched by the GAVI Alliance in 2006. The

IFFIm is an innovative mechanism through which national

donors raise money up-front by issuing bonds which are paid

back over 23 years. So far IFFIm has raised more than US$3

billion for the GAVI Alliance’s immunization programs. A

total anticipated IFFIm disbursement of US$4 billion is ex-

pected to protect more than 500 million children through

immunization (Table 2).

Some aid modalities are more suited to predictable fund-

ing than others. General budget support – aid channeled

directly into the budget of a recipient country – is arguably

more effective than other modalities as it avoids project-based

inefficiencies and is easier to align with country priorities. It

does, of course, run the risk of mismanagement of funds in

countries with weak economic governance. Budget support is

not without its own problems – some of which go against

other measures of aid effectiveness such as country ownership

including, it can be argued, that budget support allows donors

direct access to country decision making. Although there are

positive examples of PEPFAR disbursements in sub-Saharan

Africa, including Mozambique, Uganda, and Zambia, others

argue that PEPFAR has been less predictable than other

donors. Although GAVI, the Global Fund and the World Bank

have been able to secure multi-year replenishments, long-term

pledges, and innovative financing arrangements to accumulate

funds, other GHIs, such as PEPFAR, are constrained by legal

restraints on their primary funders. Although the Global Fund

has contributed to more predictable financing through its shift

to general budget rather than program support, the premium

the partnership places on performance has had an adverse

effect on predictability. Indeed the Global Fund’s require-

ments for frequent reporting were a major burden on recipi-

ents that caused delays in disbursement and resulted in the

perception that its money is unpredictable. Indeed the Fund’s

temporary suspension of grants in Uganda had a negative ef-

fect on perceptions of predictability by recipients which led

sub-recipients to favor PEPFAR funding that was seen as more

quickly disbursed and predictable.

Detailed country case studies of PEPFAR and Global Fund

financing flows can be found on the Center for Global Devel-

opment’s website (http://www.cgdev.org/).

Do GHIs Disburse Aid on Time or Are Delays or
Interruptions Commonly Experienced?

Difficulties have been reported drawing down Global Fund

and MAP finances because of problems created by certain

countries’ low absorptive capacity, and also because of per-

formance-based funding conditions. In contrast, PEPFAR has

disbursed finances more quickly since these finances are not

routed through government implementers and do not rely on

government systems. There are mixed experiences from dif-

ferent countries on timeliness of GHI funding. In Kenya,

PEPFAR disbursements were reported as timely, whereas the

Global Fund grant application process was lengthy and com-

plex. In Haiti and the Central African Republic delays between

Global Fund grant approval and disbursement were experi-

enced. In the Central African Republic this stemmed from

human resource constraints delaying the reporting required to

trigger disbursements. The Global Fund delayed disburse-

ments in Laos because of the country’s weak financial moni-

toring and evaluation systems, and interruptions in Global

Fund disbursements to nongovernmental sub-recipients in

Kyrgyzstan were reported as a key reason for intermittent HIV/

AIDS service delivery.

Are Global Health Initiatives Financing Sustainable
Health Programs?

GHIs have aimed to provide short- to medium-term finances

with the intention of stimulating increases in longer term fi-

nancing for health programs from country governments

or other domestic sources. However, in countries with high

levels of external financing from GHI vertical programs serious

concerns have been raised about increasing aid dependency,

while few or no strategies are in place for longer term

financing.

Country evidence is thin on whether they are stepping up

domestic financing in parallel with GHI financing leading to

sustainable programs. In some countries such as Ethiopia,

Mozambique, Uganda and Zambia GHI financing is linked to

reductions in domestic financing for focal diseases programs,

and in Haiti – which received substantial PEPFAR and Global

Fund financing – it is expected that when these grants finish

focal health programs will need to end. The problem is not

confined to low-income countries. A study in the middle-

income country of Georgia showed that scale-up of HIV/AIDS,

tuberculosis and malaria programs financed by relatively

modest Global Fund grants led to government diverting fi-

nancial resources to non-focal disease healthcare priorities.

At the same time rising recurrent cost requirements in focal

service areas aggravated the potential for longer term funding

shortages with the government unlikely to be in a position to

replace GHI financing.

The Global HIV/AIDS Initiatives Network website provides

extensive resources on the country effects of GHIs including

county case studies and a searchable database of research-

based evidence (http://www.ghinet.org/).

GHIs are increasingly seeking to make investments in

longer term health systems strengthening (HSS) interventions,

thereby creating a more tangible legacy of their programs. For

example, PEPFAR invested US$ 640 million to systems

strengthening work including health worker training in 2007.

Global Fund financing has supported a range of HSS strategies

including those relating to strengthening human resources for

health and has expanded support of HSS in Global Fund ap-

plications. However, the imperative of the initiative to rapidly

disburse finances and demonstrate their impacts is reflected in

the tendency for programs to place most attention on in-service
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training, task shifting and expanding the numbers of lower

cadre workers, and in some countries on the recruitment of

nongovernmental workers on short-term contracts, rather than

training and recruiting new highly skilled health workers. In

those countries nongovernmental organizations acting as im-

plementers of HIV/AIDS Global Fund financed HIV/AIDS

programs were reported as heavily dependent on Global Fund

financial support, which jeopardized their long-term existence.

Before 2010, it seemed as though the Global Fund was in a

strong position to continue to fund countries’ health needs.

However, in 2010 cracks began to appear in the strength of

donor support for the Fund. Donors committed far less to the

Fund for the period 2011–13 than was expected or hoped for.

However, towards the end of 2011 in the following year, the

Global Fund announced that it had insufficient funds to fi-

nance any new projects until 2014. This was a catastrophe for

the Fund. In mid-May 2012 the Global Fund was able to re-

lease $1.6 billion to spend on new projects – still far less than

was anticipated. The future of the Fund is now uncertain, al-

though under the new leadership of Mark Dybul confidence

may be returning. Despite its dramatic reversal of fortune, it is

nevertheless true that before 2010, the Fund had generated

massive scale-up of new funds. These have had undeniably

positive effects on health.

Is Financing from Global Health Initiatives
Harmonized and Aligned?

The proliferation of global health actors, including new GHIs,

has heightened concerns about the lack of harmonization of

health programs, and poor alignment between GHI programs

and country priorities, systems and procedures. This concern is

central to the aid effectiveness agenda that recognizes that while

substantial new resources are being mobilized for focal health

issues and disease areas, this aid may not be used as effectively

as it might. Indeed, GHI funding may have some damaging

effects on recipient countries with fragile health systems. The

principles articulated in the Paris Declaration on Aid Effect-

iveness and the Accra Agenda for Action have sought to gal-

vanize global commitments to improve the ways aid was

disbursed by ensuring that aid is better harmonized and

aligned, more predictable, based on country ownership and

demonstrate greater mutual accountability; an agenda em-

bodied in the health sector with the launch of the International

Health Partnership in 2007. This raises the question – have

GHIs stepped up to the expectations of Paris and Accra?

GHIs have embraced a disease-specific ‘vertical’ financing

approach to target particular health issues, in part because this

enables donors to demonstrate a link between their financial

inputs and impacts. In this context many commentators agree

that the expectation that GHIs would simplify aid architecture

has not been achieved. Country experiences reveal misalign-

ment between predominantly vertical GHI programs and

country priorities and/or country disease burdens. Dupli-

cation and lack of coordination have inevitably stemmed from

the introduction of parallel initiatives and donor programs,

although experiences vary between initiative and recipient

country and have improved over time. For example, Global

Fund, PEPFAR and World Bank MAP programs each adopted

different procedures for procurement and disbursement of

drug supplies, and the Global Fund’s requirement for a

country coordinating mechanism (CCM) differed from the

requirement of the World Bank and was perceived as a Global

Fund rather than country-owner structure.

It is widely accepted that high transaction costs of the Glo-

bal Fund and PEPFAR, and indeed other donors, impose dif-

ferent reporting procedures that place substantial demands on

fragile country health systems, including institutional capacities

and staff. PEPFAR’s imposition of rigid budget allocations to

prescribed interventions had undermined the initiative’s com-

mitment to country ownership, lack of transparency and lack of

willingness to coordinate with other donors. Global Fund

programs were reported as not engaging with pre-existing

country coordination structures such as SWAps, and this re-

inforced vertical tendencies against government priorities to

integrate health interventions at the primary healthcare level, as

experienced in Georgia. In other countries in Africa, Global

Fund, GAVI and PEPFAR financing is believed to be driven by

global agendas that gave recipients limited flexibility to allocate

finances according to their own priorities.

Nevertheless there are improvements in some countries:

the Global Fund has fared well in terms of use of country

procurement systems, improving alignment between Global

Fund programs and national priorities and having greater

country ownership than other donors, although less well in

terms of alignment with national M&E systems and country

cycles. Country studies reveal improved alignment between

Global Fund programs and health reforms in Benin and

Ethiopia, and engagement in SWAps in Mozambique and

Malawi. In Rwanda, Global Fund financing allowed greater

country ownership of focal disease programs than other ex-

ternal financing; the CCM had enabled country actors to make

resource allocation decisions that were in line with country

priorities. There is also some evidence that PEPFAR’s programs

were becoming better aligned with national plans over time.

To What Extent is GHI Financing Transparent?

Although the Five-Year Evaluation of the Global Fund suggests

that Performance-Based Funding (PBF) has contributed to a

culture of accountability, it also accepts that the approach has

‘evolved into a complex and burdensome system,’ and there

remain weak monitoring, evaluation and information systems

limiting the PBF approach. Similarly in the Central African

Republic and Rwanda the introduction of PBF by initiatives

including the Global Fund and GAVI served to improve per-

formance, transparency and management thereby fostering

accountability and reducing waste. In Haiti, PEPFAR and

Global Fund financing made grantees more efficient,

accountable and strengthened administrative and managerial

capacity, as had Global Fund financing in Ukraine and Kyr-

gyzstan, although in Kenya and Kyrgyzstan performance-based

monitoring had delayed grant disbursement. PEPFAR funding

practices were reported as lacking transparency in some

countries such as Rwanda.

The Global Fund launched a major review of its progress in

2006, known as the Global Fund Five-Year Evaluation. This

multi-country assessment of the health impacts of the Global
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Fund, including health systems effects can be found at: http://

www.theglobalfund.org/en/terg/evaluations/5year/

Conclusion

Global health initiatives have raised and disbursed substantial

new financing for major diseases and health issues. Although

there are clear benefits of this increased financing in terms of

significant programmatic scale-up, GHIs have revealed and in

some cases aggravated weaknesses within fragile health sys-

tems. Particular concerns remain about the longer term leg-

acies of these initiatives on the countries they aim to benefit.

There are multiple problems: first, the global financial crisis

puts at risk donors’ commitments to make longer term fi-

nancial pledges to GHI programs, threatening to undo the

important gains so far; second, the ability of initiatives to

strengthen country health systems in the longer term has been

limited by their vertical, disease-specific nature; and third,

recipient governments’ strategies to scale up domestic finan-

cing to supplement or replace external health support have

been restricted by international loan conditions that indirectly

restrict domestic spending on health, thereby jeopardizing the

sustainability of focal disease programs beyond the life of

current GHI financing.

Generating evidence on the effects of GHIs is not without

methodological problems: GHIs and other donors have fi-

nanced complex, multi-level country programs making it dif-

ficult to attribute the effects of a single initiative or program

and findings are often context-specific and quickly out of date

in the context of evolving, multiple financing streams.

Considerable evidence is derived from mixed quantitative–

qualitative studies and the synthesis of cross-country qualita-

tive evidence, approaches that are not as universally accepted

as traditional quantitative study designs. GHIs have intro-

duced new models of financing major health programs, yet

the contrast between different models – global public–private

partnerships in the form of the Global Fund and GAVI Alli-

ance, the multilateral World Bank MAP and the bilateral

PEPFAR initiative – reflects what is very little global consensus

about which financing models are best. Nevertheless all four

initiatives have demonstrated their willingness to learn from

and respond to emerging evidence, and a number of prom-

ising ‘course corrections’ over their relatively short lives have

been apparent.

The global health arena is a dynamic one and GHIs have

become pivotal actors. There are discussions on establishing a

joint GAVI Alliance, World Bank and Global Fund Funding

Platform for HSS, and there have been calls to amalgamate

major GHIs programs to form a Global Health Fund to co-

ordinate global funding for broader health programs. Evi-

dence will be needed to capture and assess the impacts of

these and other changes, as GHIs evolve and effects of the

global financial crisis become fully apparent.

See also: Development Assistance in Health, Economics of. HIV/
AIDS: Transmission, Treatment, and Prevention, Economics of.
International Movement of Capital in Health Services
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Introduction

Public goods have, for centuries, been part of the economic

analysis of government policy at the national level. This has

included many goods associated with improving population

health, such as water and sanitation. However, in an increas-

ingly globalized world, health is an ever more international

phenomenon. Each country’s health affects, and is affected by,

events and processes outside its own borders. The most ob-

vious example of this is in communicable disease, where an

outbreak such as sudden acute respirator syndrome (SARS) or

pandemic influenza in one country very rapidly spreads and

affects many others.

It is becoming clear in many areas that matters which were

once confined to national policy are now issues of global

impact and concern. This has been evidenced, for example, in

dealing with environmental problems such as carbon emis-

sions and global warming. These not only affect the nation

involved in their production but also impact significantly on

other nations; yet no one nation necessarily has the ability, or

the incentive, to address the problem. Similarly, health im-

provement requires collective as well as individual action on

an international as well as national level. Initiatives such as the

Global Fund to Fight human immuno-deficiency virus (HIV)/

aquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), Tuberculosis,

and Malaria reflect a growing awareness of this. However,

initiating, organizing, and financing collective actions for

health at the global level presents a challenge to existing

international organizations. Recognition of this led initially to

the development of the concept of Global Public Goods, and

more recently the consideration of Global Public Goods for

Health, as a framework for considering these issues of col-

lective action at the international level.

What are Global Public Goods?

The global public good concept is an extension of the eco-

nomic tradition of classifying goods and services according to

where they stand along two axes – one measuring rivalry in

consumption, the other measuring excludability – as illus-

trated in Table 1.

Pure private goods are those that are most used to dealing

within day-to-day lives, and are defined as those goods (like a

loaf of bread) that are diminished by use, and thus rival in

consumption, and where individuals may be excluded from

consuming them. At the opposite end of the spectrum are pure

public goods, which are nonrival (not diminished by use) and

nonexcludable (if the good is produced, it is freely available to

all). For example, broadcast radio is nonrival (many can listen

to it without preventing others from listening to it) and

nonexcludable (it is difficult to exclude someone from re-

ceiving it). In between these extremes are ‘impure’ goods, such

as ‘club goods,’ which have low rivalry but high excludability,

and ‘common pool goods,’ which have low excludability but

high rivalry. In these cases, exclusion may occur through

geographic, monetary, or administrative prohibition, and

some goods are rival relative to capacity (e.g., a sewage system

with spare capacity is nonrival, but once at capacity, its use

becomes rival).

One of the fundamentals of public economics is that the

free market – the interplay of individual supply and demand

decisions mediated through the price system – will result in

the provision of less than the collectively optimal level of

public goods. Thus, the nation state has a role to play either in

producing the good directly (the traditional approach) or at

least in arranging for its production by a private firm (the

increasingly popular ‘outsourcing’ strategy).

Note that, importantly, a good need not be a pure public

good to suffer from a collective action problem. Collective

action problems also apply to private goods which have sub-

stantial positive externalities, as these too will be under-

supplied (because externalities are not taken into account by

private suppliers and consumers). For example, an individual

secures only part of the benefit from his/her treatment for

tuberculosis, as others benefit from the reduced risk of in-

fection. However, it is only this private benefit that the indi-

vidual will take into account when considering whether to

Table 1 Classification of goods by rivalry and excludability

Rivalry in consumption Excludability

At negligible cost (high
excludability)

At moderate cost (moderate
excludability)

At infinite cost (low
excludability)

No congestion (no rivalry) (Impure) Public goods (e.g.,
books)

(Impure) Public goods (e.g.,
cable TV)

Pure public goods (e.g., clean
air)

Congestion (moderate rivalry) Club goods/local public goods
(e.g., gyms)

Mixed public and club goods
(e.g., toll road)

Common property resources
(e.g., streets)

Infinite congestion (high
rivalry)

Pure private goods (e.g.,
chocolate bars)

Natural resources, closed
access (e.g., fish stocks)

Natural resources, open access
(spring water)
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seek treatment. Where the private benefit is less than the cost

to the individual, they will not seek treatment, even though

the population as a whole (including the individual sufferer)

would be better off if the individual received treatment.

Thus, from a policy perspective it makes little sense to draw

too categorical a distinction between private goods with large

positive externalities and the pure public good case. In a sense,

an intervention that would counter a nonpublic good-related

collective action problem, so as to correct the under- or

oversupply of positive or negative externalities, widely spread

among the population, can itself be considered a public good.

For example, providing infrastructure capable of delivering

timely and effective treatment for tuberculosis, and the pol-

icies to provide an incentive for individuals to seek and

complete treatment, may have the characteristics of public

goods, even though the treatment of an individual is essen-

tially a private good with positive externalities.

Turning to the global level, a reasonable functional defin-

ition of global public goods would be public goods that occur

across a number of national boundaries, such that it is ra-

tional, from the perspective of a group of nations collectively,

to produce for universal consumption, and for which it is

irrational to exclude an individual nation from consuming,

irrespective of whether that nation contributes to its financing.

The key issue facing provision of these goods is how to ensure

collective action in the absence of a ‘global government’ to

directly finance and/or provide the public good.

For an interesting panel discussion of global public goods

more generally, which includes the 2001 Nobel Prize winner

for economics Joseph Stiglitz, http://www.youtube.com/

watchv=2hmMWADaPJA

How do Global Public Goods Relate to Health?

As should be apparent from Table 1, ‘health’ itself is a private

good, as are the majority of goods and services used to pro-

duce health. One person’s (or one country’s) health status is a

private good in the sense that he/she (or it) is the primary

beneficiary of it. To illustrate this, consider the parallel of a

garden: if someone cultivates an attractive garden in front of

his/her house, passersby will benefit from seeing it; but it re-

mains a private good, the main beneficiary of which is the

owner, who sees more of it and is able to spend time in it. An

individual’s health remains primarily of benefit to that indi-

vidual, although there may be some (positive or negative)

externalities resulting from it; typically exposure to com-

municable disease.

Further, in terms of the goods and services which are ne-

cessary to provide and sustain health, such as food, shelter,

and use of curative health services, ‘health’ is often rival and

excludable between individuals and nations. Nonetheless,

there are two important externality aspects of health, both at

the local level and across national borders, which may be

amenable to conceptualizing as having global public good

(GPG) properties: (1) prevention or containment of com-

municable disease and (2) wider economic externality effects

(Box 1). However, there are several global public goods for

health which are public goods yielding improvements in

health globally. These include aspects of knowledge (and

technology) production and dissemination, policy and regu-

latory regimes, and health systems (Box 2).

The last of these may not be immediately apparent, as it is

not a public good but what is termed an access good. These

are private goods that are required such that a public good

may be accessed. For instance, taking the example of broadcast

radio earlier, to obtain this public good one requires a radio

(which is excludable and rival) to access it. Thus, in many

cases, public goods, such as disease eradication, require a

minimum health system (e.g., access to vaccinations) to en-

able access to them (or, alternatively, to allow production of

them). Such private goods may often be considered as if they

were public goods to the extent that their provision is a vital

element of provision of the public good itself.

Production and Finance

Clearly, global public goods need to be produced and fi-

nanced, and the precise details of each of these will vary ac-

cording to the specific issue at hand. For instance, production

of disease eradication will require production to be locally

Box 1 Global public good aspects of health

Prevention or Containment of Communicable
Disease

Preventing one person (country) from getting a communicable disease (or
treating it successfully) not only benefits the individual concerned but also
provides a benefit to others (countries) by reducing their risk of infection.
Yet, although communicable disease control is nonrival in its effect (one
person’s lower risk of contracting a disease does not limit the benefits of
that lower risk to others), its production requires excludable inputs, such
as vaccination, clean water, or condoms, as well as nonexcludable inputs,
such as knowledge of preventive interventions and best practice in treat-
ment. In this sense, it is a ‘club good’ (nonrival but excludable), although
its nonrival effect implies that even if it is feasible to exclude people, it may
not be desirable as the marginal effects on the health of others may
outweigh the marginal savings from exclusion. However, since not all
communicable diseases are global, only the prevention or containment of
some communicable diseases may be considered as global public goods:
HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, eradicable disease (e.g., polio), and antimicrobial
resistant disease. Others such as malaria (a regional public good) or acute
respiratory infection (population subgroups) are not global public goods.

Wider Economic Externality Effects

The economic effects of ill health on households may be considerable.
Although these effects are essentially private, the cumulative effect on the
economy of the resulting loss of production and income, and thus the
potential gains from health improvements, may be substantial. For ex-
ample, the difference in annual growth accounted for by life expectancy at
birth between a typical developed and developing nation is approximately
1.6%. The close, mutual, relationship between poverty and disease –
particularly communicable disease – has been recognized for generations.
Not only does disease reduce the productivity and incomes of people and
nations, as indicated, but also the resultant poverty impacts on health
through its effects on nutrition, education, housing, and health care, cre-
ating a cycle of ill health and poverty which is hard to break.
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based in the distribution and administration of vaccines, but

may be financed through a variety of organizations and with

different mechanisms, from local health services to Non-

Governmental Organization (NGOs) to private companies,

through gifting of vaccines, provision of local health service

personnel, and international surveillance. In this respect, the

example of polio eradication is provided in Box 3.

The core issue in provision and finance is that national

public goods are dealt with by government intervention,

through direct provision, taxes, subsidies, or regulation, but in

the case of global public goods, the absence of a ‘global gov-

ernment’ means that the collective action problem becomes

more complex with the increased number of players involved

and the need for effective incentives for compliance. The main

potential contributors to provision and/or finance are: (1)

national governments; (2) international agencies (including

philanthropic foundations and NGOs); and (3) commercial

companies. However, these players’ agendas (their preferences

or priorities) do not necessarily coincide with each other. The

more divergent these agendas are, the lower the chance of the

good being produced. Impediments to international cooper-

ation, and the role of international bodies in facilitating it, are,

therefore, central to consideration of the provision and fi-

nancing of GPG.

A significant constraint in global collective action is the

ability of countries to pay according to the proportion of the

benefits they receive from the good in question, as this

undermines the political will to cooperate and limits

effective participation. Even the creation of a legal duty does

not ensure compliance, as this depends on having adequate

resources to fulfill such obligations. Further, where coun-

tries with inadequate resources do participate in global

programs, financial and human resources may be diverted

from other essential activities, with possible adverse effects

on health. The opportunity cost of these resources is far

greater in developing than developed countries, creating

tensions in securing global cooperation and reducing the

net health benefits. Circumventing this problem requires

that financial and other contributions reflect each country’s

ability to contribute, as well as its potential benefits. In

practice, this means that financing needs to come pre-

dominantly from the developed world. However, it is im-

portant here to understand that this does not imply the use

of overseas development assistance. Global public goods are

not substitutes for aid but a complement to it: presenting an

added rationale for international cooperation and assist-

ance. Developed countries benefit from global public goods;

yet because their provision is rooted in the national level, it

is, therefore, in the self-interest of wealthy nations to assist

poorer nations in contributing to the production of such

goods. Thus, investment in poor countries is encouraged,

not because they are poor per se, but to enable them to

make their contribution to goods essential to developed

countries.

The provision of global public goods depends on the

ability to create arrangements that account for differing in-

centives and means of developed and developing countries.

Thus, where developed countries have the incentives to

produce the good and developing countries do not, but

where the participation of the developing country is vital,

developed countries will be required to fund the costs to

developing countries of participating in production of the

good. In contrast, when incentives exist for developing

countries, but not for developed countries (where diseases

are disproportionately incident in poor countries), de-

veloped countries might assist in providing incentives for the

commercial sector (‘push and pull’ mechanisms such as

subsidization for research, advance purchase commitments,

and expansion of orphan drug laws) or facilitate market ac-

cess. This brings us on to mechanisms for financing global

public goods.

Here, voluntary contributions are the most straightforward

option but are particularly prone to the free-rider problem as

each country has an incentive to minimize its contribution.

More formal coordinated contributions, negotiated or deter-

mined by an agreed formula, are commonly used to fund

most international organizations (e.g., the World Health

Organization (WHO)). Although limiting the ‘free-rider’

problem, each country has an incentive to negotiate the lowest

possible contribution for itself (or the formula that will pro-

duce this result). Rewarding contributions with influence, to

avoid this problem, skews power toward the richest countries

(e.g., the international monetary fund (IMF) and World

Bank); but without such incentives (or effective sanctions),

countries have little incentive to pay their contributions in full

(e.g., the US contributions to the United Nations (UN)).

Global taxes, although theoretically the most efficient means

for financing global public goods, face substantial opposition,

limiting the prospects of securing funding from this source

for the foreseeable future. More ‘market’-based systems

have been advocated, but as the USA’s withdrawal from the

carbon-trading system proposed in the Kyoto Agreement

demonstrates, without effective enforcement mechanisms, the

Box 2 Global public goods for health

The scope of potential global public goods that affect health is wide but can
be broadly divided into those which address in-country health problems
with cross-country externalities (primarily communicable disease control,
but perhaps also noncommunicable disease control to the extent that it has
economic effects) and those which address the cross-border transmission
of factors influencing health risks (e.g., food safety, tobacco marketing, and
international trade in narcotics). Within each of these categories, global
public goods may then be classified into three broad areas.

1. Knowledge and technologies: Information per se, such as on health
risks and treatment regimes, is a global public good. However, in
practice, it may not be (e.g., control of communicable disease relies on
countries to produce and to act on information, which requires an
effective health infrastructure). Similarly, much of the technology for
curative and preventive interventions is embodied in private goods
such as pharmaceuticals and vaccines, and thus a club good.

2. Policy and regulatory regimes: The collective nature of policies makes
them public goods. Regulatory regimes (e.g., for food and product
safety or pharmaceuticals) are ‘club goods,’ as groups can be included
or excluded by a regulation, but once a regulation exists, it can apply
to one or many.

3. Health systems, as an access good: Many global public good aspects
of health depend on the existence of a functioning health system and
so they are so integral that they may thus be treated as if they were
themselves global public goods.
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free-rider problem remains. More recently, the constructive use

of debt has been suggested, to allow the world to consume

more goods that are global sooner and pay for them over a

longer period. For certain diseases, the risks that they pose and

the consequences of poverty that they perpetuate, debt (and

hence loans) might make good sense. Buying time also allows

the possibility that those countries not able today to help to

pay for global public goods, borrow to do so in the future

when their economies are more productive. The appropriate-

ness of the precise mechanism chosen will depend on the

specific good being considered.

Conclusion

The problem with public goods is that market mechanisms

undersupply them. National governments usually provide

finance and/or production. At a global level there is no world

government. Thus global public goods require some means to

ensure collective action to correct market failure at a global

level. The advantage of the global public good concept in areas

requiring global collective action is that it frames issues and

objectives of policy – improving heath – in ways that make

explicit the inputs needed (mix of public and private goods,

domestic and international inputs, and incentives required) to

produce and disseminate the final ‘good.’ Treating the final

product as a ‘good’ in this way rather than a policy objective

facilitates the analysis of who benefits and loses from its

production, identifying (dis)incentives involved and thus fa-

cilitating the design of appropriate financing mechanisms.

The concept makes it clear that policy makers and their

constituencies need to recognize interdependencies and

the futility as well as the inefficiency of attempts to act uni-

laterally – porous borders have globalized health issues, and

Box 3 Global Polio Eradication Initiative

In the 1960s, two effective vaccines were licensed against polio, and by 1990 routine childhood immunization coverage against polio had risen to 470%
worldwide, yet significant disparities in immunization coverage remained. In 1988, the World Health Assembly launched the Global Polio Eradication Initiative
(GPEI). Everyone would be protected from polio (nonexcludable) and one person’s protection will not reduce another’s (nonrival). The problem was that the effort
required to eradicate polio correlated inversely with income. In particular, the National Immunization Days required huge numbers of people and vehicles, and
surveillance and laboratory work reporting standard data to the WHO regularly was also costly. So, how was it achieved?

Specific polio eradication activities were led, coordinated, and implemented by the governments of polio-infected countries but financed by a public–private
partnership spearheaded by the WHO, Rotary International, the US communicable disease control (CDC), and United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF). Rotary
International especially played a central role through its ‘PolioPlus’ Program. The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, The International Federation
of the Red Cross, Médecins Sans Frontières, Save the Children Fund, World Vision, CARE, and the US-based NGO umbrella-organization CORE have also
facilitated strategy implementation in the field. The United Nations Development Program, World Food Program, Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees, and others facilitated activities at the country level through the provision of transport, human resources, security, and communications. Civil society
advocates, special ambassadors, business leaders, and celebrities from the arts, sciences, entertainment, and sports fields supported the GPEI, particularly in the
areas of advocacy and communications.

Implementation of the GPEI required substantial in-kind and financial contributions from endemic and polio-free countries. Conservatively, polio-endemic
countries are estimated to have contributed at least US$1.8 billion in volunteer time alone for polio eradication activities between 1988 and 2005, whereas external
sources provided at least US$2.75 billion. External financing comes from a broad range of public and private sector sources (see figure below), channeled through
multilateral funding through the WHO or UNICEF and direct bilateral funding to recipient countries, which allows the needs of both donors and recipient countries
to be accommodated, although maximizing the efficient use of funds.

US CDC

United States Agency for
International Development (USAID)

World Bank International
Development Association (IDA)
credit to government of India 

United Kingdom
Rotary International

Japan

Belgium Australia

Germany

Denmark

European Union

Canada

WHO regular budget

UNICEF

Netherlands

UN foundation

Bill and Melinda Gates
foundation

Aventis pasteur/International Federation of Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers and Associations (IFPMA)
Other

Overall, framing the GPEI as a global public good for health helped in understanding and presentation of the costs, financing and benefits of eradication,
especially the emphasis on ‘fair shares,’ identification of the bearer of burden and opportunity cost, helping establish and sustain societal and political support.
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international cooperation in health has become a matter of

self interest.

See also: Pollution and Health
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Introduction

Public expenditure targets, inflation, tax policy, and exchange

rates, among other factors, will have effects on the provision of

health care and the health status of the population. For in-

stance, national income and fiscal targets will constrain how

much a government can spend on health care, the exchange

rate will be a factor determining the cost of vaccines and drugs,

and tax policies relating to tobacco, alcohol, and ‘fast food’

will influence people’s demand for these products and

ultimately their health. Conversely, of course, the health of a

population can significantly influence macroeconomics,

affecting a country’s rate of economic growth for example.

Macroeconomics, which encompasses these and other

factors, is thus increasingly important for health and health

care, especially as economies become more integrated in

international trade and financial systems. This article outlines

the key concepts within macroeconomics, and their appli-

cation with respect to health and health care.

What is ‘Macroeconomics’?

Economics is broadly divided into microeconomics and

macroeconomics. Microeconomics is essentially concerned

with choices and activities at the individual or firm level. It is

concerned with what goods firms decide to produce and what

goods households decide to consume. The interaction of

households and firms takes place within a market, where price

movements seek to equate demand and supply. Typically these

markets are combined to form what are termed ‘sectors,’ such

as agriculture, manufacturing, or health care. Together the

interaction of these sectors comprises ‘the economy.’ Macro-

economics is then concerned with choice and activities across

a number of these markets and sectors, and thus ‘the econ-

omy’ as a whole. In doing so, a whole set of terminology

different to microeconomics is found, the main ones outlined

in the glossary in Box 1.

International Trade

An important element of macroeconomics is international

trade. According to the ‘law of comparative advantage,’ free

trade (i.e., exchange of goods) between countries encourages

countries to produce the goods that they are best placed

to produce compared with other countries. A comparative

advantage exists when an individual, firm, or country can

produce a good or service with less forgone output (oppor-

tunity cost) than another. This differs subtly from ‘absolute

advantage’; for instance, where a country with lots of sunshine

and wide open spaces could be seen to have an absolute

advantage in agriculture compared to a country with little

sunshine and mountains. Thus, call centers are increasingly

located in countries such as India, not because their location

there involves fewer inputs for any given number of calls or

because wages are lower than elsewhere (which would confer

an absolute advantage), but because the lost output from

using people in this way rather than another way is smaller

than it would be in, say, most European countries or North

America. Conversely, research-based industries, like innovative

pharmaceutical firms, are located mainly in high-income

countries despite their relatively high wage levels because they

too have a comparative advantage. Clearly, some countries

may have an absolute advantage in producing nearly every-

thing, but it is impossible for them to have a comparative

advantage in everything. Conversely, some countries have an

absolute advantage in virtually nothing, but they too neces-

sarily have a comparative advantage in something. Given

certain assumptions, total world production will therefore

increase, and consumption possibilities increase, if countries

specialize according to their comparative advantage and trade

these goods with each other. Those countries that engage in

trade will therefore see increasing gross domestic product

(GDP), a wider selection of available goods and services,

higher employment, and higher government revenues (due to

higher income).

The problem of course is that, in practice, many countries

create barriers to trade to ‘protect’ domestic industries, in-

cluding tariffs, import restrictions, and bans. The effect of such

protection is that it enables countries to continue to produce

goods in which they have no comparative advantage, but at

the same time discourages those countries who do actually

hold the comparative advantage in such products. Why would

a country do this? Typically this is specific political lobbying

by an industry/sector or relates to an area deemed important

for national security. However, the period since World War II

has seen significant initiatives targeted to increase free trade,

and has witnessed unprecedented increases in global trade

activity.

How Does Macroeconomics Relate to Health and
Health Care?

In this article, the term macroeconomics is used to refer to

consideration of issues that fall outside of the health (care)

sector. Thus it is not concerned with the inner workings of

the health sector – such as how doctors are paid, or the cost-

effectiveness of alternative screening programs – but the wider

interactions between health and economy, health versus other

sectors, and trade impacts on health. In this respect, there are

a range of proximal and distal linkages between macro-

economics and health; illustrated in Figure 1. The lower

half of the figure represents the individual country under
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consideration, and the upper half the aspects of the inter-

national system. The arrows between the various components

indicate the major linkages. This is a deliberately simplified

picture to provide a concise and understandable frame of

reference.

Taking the lower half of the figure first, what may be

termed as the ‘standard’ influences on health are illustrated.

These include risk factors, representing genetic predisposition

to disease, environmental influences, and infectious disease.

Next is the household, which represents factors associated

with how people behave and, crucially, invest in their health.

There is then the health sector, which comprises those goods

Box 1 Glossary

Appreciate

When a currency is rising relative to other currencies, it is appreciating
in value.

Balance of payments (BOP)

Measures currency flows between countries. Payments are usually meas-
ured in the currency of the country that is paying. Payments made to other
countries are seen as debits (e.g., imports) and payments received from
other countries are seen as credits (e.g., exports). So an important indi-
cator of a country’s performance in international trade and investment is the
level of surplus or deficit in their balance of payments.

Constant dollars

Constant dollars or currency correspond to values that have been adjusted
for inflation and so reflect their ’real’ or actual purchasing power as per-
ceived from some base date.

Current dollars

Current dollars or currency refer to the actual dollars spent, with no
adjustment for inflation.

Depreciation

When a currency is falling relative to other currencies, it is depreciating in
value.

Depression

A sustained, long-term, downturn in economic activity – more severe than a
recession, often judged as a 10% decrease in real Gross Domestic Product.

Economic growth

A positive change in the level of production of goods and services by a
country, usually measured annually.

Exchange Rates

Exchange rates tell you how much one country’s money is worth in another
country’s currency. If the value of a currency is going down relative to
another, it is depreciating; if it is rising relative to other currencies, it is said
to appreciate in value. Fluctuations in exchange rates are very important as
every country imports and exports goods and services.

Fiscal policy

Policies introduced by the government to influence the economy through
taxes and government spending.

Gross Domestic Product

GDP is the total expenditure by residents and foreigners on domestically
produced goods and services in a year. It is the main indicator used to
measure the size or output of an economy.

Gross national income

Gross National Income (GNI) measures the economic activities undertaken
by residents and firms of that country regardless of where they take place.
GNI is GDP plus income earned by its residents from abroad minus income
earned in that country by residents of other countries abroad.

Inflation

General rise in prices over time. This means that money loses its value
(purchasing power) through time.

Monetary policy

Policies by the government of adjusting interest rates and the amount of
money in circulation.

Price index

A price index is created by selecting a bundle of goods and services
according to the purpose of the index. Their prices are collected in a base
year and compared with prices of the same bundle in another year. The
overall price change of the goods in the bundle measures inflation. The
price index is set at 100 for the base year and subsequent changes in
prices are compared with this base year.

Purchasing power parity

An exchange rate that equates the prices of a basket of identical traded
goods and services in different countries.

Recession

A downturn in the rate of economic activity, with real GDP falling in two
successive quarters.
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and services consumed principally to improve health status.

Finally, encompassing all these, there is the national economy,

representing the metainfluences of government structures and

other sectors.

In the upper half of the figure, the influences of factors that

are usually outside national government jurisdictions are il-

lustrated. For example, there is a wide variety of international

influences directly upon risk factors for health, including an

increased exposure to infectious disease through cross-border

transmission of communicable diseases, marketing of un-

healthy products and behaviors, and environmental degrad-

ation. Increased interaction in the global economic system will

also affect health through influences upon the national

economy and wealth. It is well established, for instance, that

economic prosperity is ‘generally’ positively associated with

increased life expectancy. Finally, health care will be affected

through the direct provision and distribution of health-related

goods, services, and people, such as access to pharmaceutical

products, health-related knowledge and technology (e.g., new

genomic developments), and the movement of patients and

professionals. Also note that in this upper half of the figure,

the importance of international legal and political frameworks

that underpin much of these activities, such as bilateral,

regional and multilateral trade agreements is seen.

In terms of linkages between these influences, increased

macroeconomic trade will bring associated changes in risk

factors for disease. These will include both communicable

diseases, as trade encourages people and goods to cross

borders, and noncommunicable diseases, as changes in the

patterns of food consumption, for instance, are influenced

by changes in income and industry advertising. Increased

macrolevel interaction will also impact upon the domestic

economy through changes in income and the distribution

of that income, as well as influencing tax receipts. This will

influence the household economy and also the ability of the

government to be engaged in public finance and/or

provision of health care. Finally, there will be direct inter-

actions in terms of health-related goods and services, such

as pharmaceuticals and associated technologies, health care

workers, and patients. Let us explore these in a little more

detail.

Macroeconomics and the Household

Macroeconomic policy is concerned with economic growth –

increasing levels of GDP – as higher GDP leads to greater

opportunities to consume which will, ceteris paribus, improve

health (although it may not!). The relevant factors in this

relationship are improved nutrition, sanitation, water, and

education. In this respect, engaging in global macroeconomic

integration – or international trade – is a key factor leading to

economic growth through specialization. However, although

trade liberalization may be poverty-alleviating in the long run,

at least in the short term it is often the adverse consequences,

particularly to the most poor, that are observed (e.g., increased

cost of living, development of urban slums, chronic disease,

pollution, and exploitative and unsafe work conditions) and

lead to significant ill-health.

One of the criticisms of conventional macroeconomic ap-

proaches is the inadequate attention paid to distributional

impacts – most are generally based on the aggregate indicators

such as ‘total’ income, trade volume, employment, etc. This

reflects a focus on growth and efficiency over equity. Thus,

although trade liberalization may be advantageous, the crucial

Goods, services,
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Figure 1 Major elements and linkages between macroeconomics and health.
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factor in how advantageous and to who depends on how

countries manage the process of integrating into the global

economies. For example, employment creation through eco-

nomic growth is often also accompanied by job destruction as

labor moves from one sector or industry to another. In the

absence of social safety nets, not only does such economic

insecurity potentially push people into poverty, but it can also

impact on health through the stress caused by economic and

social dislocation.

Another important aspect of macroeconomic growth and

health is that of the stability of the growth. Economic in-

stability results in volatile markets, increased frequency of

external shocks, and increased impact of such shocks. These

translate into economic insecurity for an individual, which is

closely linked to increased stress-related illness. It will also

affect the adequacy of financial planning for ill-health by the

household and the (public and private) health sector, and

generate investor reluctance (including within the health sec-

tor itself).

Economic stability is affected, among other things, by the

proportion of income/growth dependent on trade, with the

general view that trade liberalization, especially in financial

services and in the movement of capital, results in volatile

markets. Of course, being an open economy does not auto-

matically lead to economic instability/shocks – it is smaller,

often developing countries, where trade contributes a much

higher share of GDP that are more vulnerable as they rely

more on imports and exports.

Macroeconomics and Risk Factors for Disease

It is well documented that there are many ‘social determinants

of health,’ which refer to the general conditions in which

people live and work and which influence their ability to

lead healthy lives. These include factors such as employment,

nutrition, environmental conditions, and education. These

‘social determinants’ contribute to the risk of different diseases

and are often seen to differ in their role in influencing com-

municable and noncommunicable diseases.

The contribution of macroeconomics to the spread of

communicable diseases is made in two ways. First, the overall

environment in which people live (concerned with pollution,

sanitation, etc.) is determined – in large part – by their income

and wealth. Second, the increased international movement of

people, animals, and goods associated with increased trade

will affect the movement of disease. This is illustrated well by

the example of SARS and other areas.

Perhaps less obvious is the relationship between macro-

economic activity and noncommunicable disease. Although

macroeconomic growth can be beneficial when it leads to an

expansion in the consumption of the goods that improve

health, such as clean water, safe food, and education; it also

facilitates the increased consumption of goods which may

be harmful or hazardous to health, which may be termed

‘bads.’ Trade liberalization will reduce the price of imported

‘bads’ through reduced tariff and nontariff barriers, and in-

crease the marketing of ‘bads,’ such as tobacco, alcohol, and

‘fast food.’ In the case of alcohol and tobacco, the develop-

ment of regional trade agreements have helped to significantly

reduce barriers to trade in tobacco and alcohol products, by

breaking up the hitherto protected markets, contributing to

enhanced consumption.

In terms of food-related products, increased macro-

economic integration will affect the entire food supply chain

(levels of food imports and exports, foreign direct investment

in the agro-food industry, and the harmonization of regu-

lations that affect food), which subsequently affects what

is available at what price, with what level of safety, and how it

is marketed. For example, in what is termed the ‘nutrition

transition,’ populations in developing countries are shifting

away from diets high in cereals and complex carbohydrates, to

high-calorie, nutrient-poor diets high in fats, sweeteners, and

processed foods. Increased trade liberalization is one driver

of the nutrition transition because it has had the effects

of increasing the availability and lowering the prices of

foods associated with the growth of diet-related chronic dis-

eases, as well as increasing the amount of advertising of high-

calorie foods worldwide. Furthermore, trade and economic

development encourages the use of labor-replacing technolo-

gies, such as cars, and creates greater leisure time, both of

which in turn can be seen to encourage more sedentary

lifestyles.

Macroeconomics and the Health Sector

Perhaps the most visible link between macroeconomics and

health is at the overall level of health care spending. Most

nations, rich or poor, face the problem of rising health care

costs and confront two basic questions: How to finance this

rising burden and how to contain the pressures for health

expenditure growth. Here, the critical issues relate to govern-

ment-funded health care, where the ability to finance and/or

provide public services is determined by tax receipts. Tax in-

come is broadly dichotomized into taxes that are ‘easy

to collect’ (such as import tariffs) to those that are ‘hard to

collect’ (such as consumption taxes, income tax, and value

added tax). Tariff revenues are a very important source of

public revenues in many developing countries.

Trade liberalization, by its nature reduces the proportion of

government income from ‘easy to collect’ sources. Although

theoretically, governments should be able to shift tax bases

from tariffs to domestic taxes, such as sales or income taxes, in

practice, developing countries, especially low-income coun-

tries, find this difficult, especially because of the informal

nature of their economies with large subsistence sectors. Low-

income countries are usually able to recover only approxi-

mately 30% of the lost tariff revenues resulting in a decline of

government income available to pursue public policies, be it

through health care, education, water, sanitation, or a social

safety net.

The exchange rate is also a key determinant of the relative

prices of imported and domestically produced goods and

services. For many countries, products such as pharma-

ceuticals, but also various elements of other technologies, such

as computer equipment, surgical tools, and even lightbulbs,

used to provide health care are imported. Changes in the ex-

change rate brought about by macroeconomic developments

may therefore see the price, and hence cost, of health care
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increase or decrease. Conversely, changes in demand for

domestically produced goods from overseas importers may

see the price of those goods domestically change in response

(e.g., increased foreign demand may push up local prices).

Increased linkage between economies at the macrolevel

thus generates greater levels of exogenous (i.e., beyond the

domestic health sector control) influences over prices, and

hence cost of health care.

Finally, the health sector is increasingly involved in the

direct trade of health-related goods and services. For instance,

spending on pharmaceuticals represents a significant portion

of health expenditure in all countries. Pharmaceuticals are also

the single most important health-related product traded,

comprising approximately 55% of all health-related trade by

value (the share of the next most significant health-related

goods traded, small devices and equipment, is o20%). The

market is highly concentrated, with North America, Europe,

and Japan accounting for approximately 75% of sales (by

value). Overall, high-income countries produce and export

high-value patented pharmaceuticals and low- and middle-

income countries import these products; although some pro-

duce and export low-value generic products. This leads to

many developing countries experiencing a trade deficit in

modern medicines, which often fuels an overall health sector

deficit.

Trade in health capital and services has also expanded

greatly in the last decade, in large part due to improvements

in information and communication technology. These im-

provements have contributed, for instance, to the remote

provision of health services from one country to another,

known as ‘e-health.’ Examples of services provided include

diagnostics, radiology, laboratory testing, remote surgery, and

teleconsultation.

Another type of trade in health services arises from the

consumption of health services abroad. This is also known as

‘health tourism’ and it entails people choosing to go to an-

other country to obtain health care treatment. This attracts

approximately four million patients each year, with the global

market being estimated to be US$ 40–60 billion.

As liberalization increases and migration becomes easier,

the movement of people across borders also increases. As a

result, many health professionals choose to leave their home

countries for richer, more developed ones. This is the case for

doctors, nurses, pharmacists, physician assistants, dentists,

and clinical laboratory technicians. It is estimated that in the

UK, the total number of foreign doctors increased from

20 923 in 1970 to 69 813 in 2003. These figures may not

seem that significant, but they often represent a large share of

a country’s total doctors. In Ghana, for example, the number

of doctors leaving accounts for 30% of the total number of

doctors.

Conclusion

Health is essential not only for human development, but

also for economic development. Economic development

also significantly influences health. This reciprocity means

that activities at the macrolevel are increasingly important

to population health, and the provision of health care.

The growing interconnectedness between countries especially

through greater trade and trade liberalization means that

health sectors are more vulnerable to shocks from events that

are happening around the world. It is therefore of critical

importance that those concerned with health and health care

have an understanding of the core issues; further articles in

this volume are therefore highly recommended.
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Glossary
Capacity to benefit It refers to a particular definition of

’need’ (for treatment), whereby a patient only has a need for

treatment where his or her health will improve as a result of

that treatment.

Cost-effectiveness A measure of the cost per desired

outcome or effect of an intervention or course of action.

Whether a given intervention is considered cost-effective

typically depends on how it compares to other relevant

alternatives with similar outcomes; the intervention with

the lowest cost per desired outcome is the most cost-

effective intervention.

Fair innings It represents the idea that we are all entitled

to a fair chance in enjoying a lifespan of ordinary length.

Health equity It refers to the study of differences in the

quality of health and health care across different

populations. It relates in general to ethical judgments about

the fairness of the distribution of such things as income and

wealth, cost and benefit, access to health services, exposure to

health-threatening hazards and so on.

Life expectancy The expected number of years a person or

population may anticipate to live, at birth or at any given

age.

Normal functioning The correct working of a person’s

bodily parts (e.g. a limb or organ), functions (e.g. breathing,

digesting) or structures (e.g. teeth, bones).

Opportunity range The array of activities and projects

available to a person, referring both to the variety and

quantity of possible undertakings.

Rationing The rationing of health care refers to the denial

of a treatment to a patient, or a class of patients, who would

have benefited from that treatment. The usual ground for

such a decision by the patient is that the price has been

judged to be too high relative to their expected benefit. The

usual ground under public or private insurance is the high

cost of treatment relative to its expected benefit as judged by

third party payers.

Severity of health state An evaluation of how bad that

health state is for the person.

Introduction

Any society must come to a decision concerning the allocation

of health resources, of which access to medical services, or

health care, is the clearest focal point. For many theorists and

ordinary citizens health care services are a ‘special’ type of

good that should not be distributed on the market-based

principle of ability to pay. Rather, it is often said, health care

should be distributed on the basis of ‘need’; if there was ever a

place for Marx’s dictum ‘each according to their need’ it would

seem that health care would be a good candidate. Bernard

Williams (1973, p. 240), for example, suggested that ‘‘the

proper ground of distribution of medical care is ill health: this

is a necessary truth.’’ Of course not all societies have organized

themselves entirely on this basis, but virtually all countries

include a significant element of distribution of health care

resources on the basis of some notion of need, whether as the

main criterion for allocation, as in most European countries,

or in services for the elderly, the poor, and the military per-

sonnel, as in the US. But if health care is to be distributed

according to need it is necessary to explain what a need for

health care means.

It would seem that, because the purpose of health care,

broadly speaking, is to promote health, the need for health

care must be derived from the need for health. Therefore, one

ought to start with a prior question, what is the need for

health?

Here it is argued that ‘distribution according to need’

names a general approach to health policy as opposed to

distribution on the basis of ability to pay, rather than a specific

principle of distribution. One reason for this claim is that all

of the most prominent candidates for specifying a principle of

distribution of health resources according to need face dif-

ficulties. Accordingly, a policy maker wishing to allocate re-

sources according to health need will be compelled to balance

a number of need-related considerations, among other rele-

vant concerns, rather than follow a specific principle of

distribution.

The Concept of Health

To discuss different ways in which one can be said to need

either health or health care, it is necessary, first, to clarify what

is meant by health. But what health is continues to be highly

contested. Nevertheless, without claiming to have resolved any

of the difficult questions on which these debates center, it is

possible to give a rough outline of a concept of health for the

purposes of this discussion.

Consider, first, two well-known but rather different defin-

itions of health. According to Christopher Boorse’s (1977) def-

inition, health is the absence of disease. How disease, in turn, is

defined is one of the most important parts of Boorse’s account

of health and merits much more discussion than can be ac-

commodated here, but suffice it to say that disease, in his view, is

a deviation from the ‘normal’ functioning of certain parts and

processes of the organism. Even disabilities and injuries would

fall within the scope of this definition of disease, and as such it

leaves a much narrower range left for health compared to how it

is ordinarily understood.
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In contrast to this definition, the World Health Organiza-

tion (WHO) adopts a much wider definition of health,

according to which health is ‘‘a state of complete physical,

mental and social well being and not merely the absence of

disease or infirmity’’ (1946).

Although it seems right that health should be closely

related to well being, the WHO’s definition goes too far: in this

view, health problematically appears to be indistinguishable

from well being or happiness. Nevertheless, this definition

draws our attention to a different aspect of health beyond

Boorse’s definition in terms of the absence of disease: that of

‘positive’ health achievement. One can imagine other such

positive health achievements, for example, athleticism or liv-

ing a healthy lifestyle. Furthermore, certain aspects of health

such as physique, physical strength, or endurance, can today

be enhanced through various drugs and procedures – such

enhancements could be said to constitute improvements to

one’s health, regardless of their impact on the presence or

absence of disease.

It cannot be resolved here which of these two, or indeed of

the many other definitions that have been proposed, repre-

sents the most appropriate account of what health is. How-

ever, a disease model of health seems more appropriate in the

context of a discussion of health need. Even if it is allowed that

‘merely’ being free of disease is not the ‘best’ level of health

one can achieve, and that there are other health states that are

superior, it is more difficult to see the ‘need’ for this latter form

of health achievement. It might be proposed, then, that the

need for health is best captured in terms of the need to be

(reasonably) free of disease. For our purposes, the disease

concept is narrowed down further, to encompass only such

deviations from normal functioning that are harmful to the

person.

But it is also necessary to think about the question of time

span. The definition of health given so far is silent on the

question of how extended a period should be considered. It is

clear that one may be afflicted by disease at any given time in

one’s life. Moreover, the duration of any particular disease can

vary greatly; some are short-lasted or can be cured, others are

chronic. Clearly, the duration of any disease will matter greatly

to how significant a departure from health one thinks that

disease state represents. However, health is also a prerequisite

for life itself – without health there is no life. So one could

also conceive of health in terms of the time passed before the

total loss of health, death, occurs.

Thus, time and duration seem of central relevance when

health is discussed. One may therefore ask whether duration

or longevity should be included in the concept of health. Is

the duration of health – the length of life – a dimension of

health? It would then follow that a shorter life would be a less

healthy life. That would be true even if life had been lived ‘in

full health,’ completely free of disease, in every moment up

until the point of death. Alternatively, it could be said that

length of life is simply health combined with duration. In that

case, the length of life would not affect how healthy one

would consider a particular life to be.

For our purposes, health is defined as including duration.

That means that not only the absence of disease, but also a

lifespan of a certain length, constitute the baseline of health

achievement against which health need is measured.

The Logic of Need

It is often argued that ‘need’ is a three-element relation: in case

of human need x – a person – needs y – an object – in order to

z – to achieve a purpose or goal. In this framework it is clear

that one question of health need is what is needed to achieve

health (health as z). Yet one can also ask what may be a

logically prior question: What is health needed for (health as

y)? This prior question will be considered first.

At least two central dimensions of one’s quality of life

where one’s health will have a considerable impact can be

identified. The first of these dimensions is well being. Disease

is often accompanied or constituted by various forms of suf-

fering such as pain, nausea, ‘feeling ill,’ or feelings of anxiety or

depression, all of which have a very direct and to varying de-

grees negative impact on our immediate physical and mental

well being. The second dimension is the ability to engage in

ordinary human activities. Norman Daniels has discussed this

in terms of the importance of ‘normal species functioning,’ a

concept adapted from Boorse’s framework, for enjoying a

normal opportunity range. The concept of normal species

functioning is less clear than can be wished for, but at least a

few relatively uncontroversial examples of normal func-

tioning, come to mind such as having all major limbs intact,

basic mobility, and being able to see and hear. These and other

functionings will clearly be important for the pursuit of a wide

variety of goals and projects. Many health conditions will be

detrimental to or involve the loss of such functionings, and

will hence negatively affect our opportunity range.

Nevertheless, the idea that health is needed for opportunity

is not without difficulties. Consider, for example, the extent to

which a condition such as paraplegia would affect one’s op-

portunity range. It has been pointed out that, a person living

in a poor rural village with only dirt roads is likely to ex-

perience paraplegia as a much more disabling condition than

a person living in a wealthy, urban environment with a well-

developed infrastructure. In other words, the extent to which

limited mobility or other functional impairments will restrict

one’s opportunity range also depends on the nature and

quality of one’s social and material environment, and not just

on the health condition itself.

But even individuals living in the same environment may

be affected very differently by the same health condition de-

pending on their own particular circumstances, such as their

resilience, ability to adapt, social support network, or their

preferences. The level of health achievement that is needed in

order to enjoy a reasonable range of opportunities will clearly

vary across such individual circumstances as well as the social,

cultural, and historical context.

Furthermore, longevity generally tends to be valued, and it is

not uncommon to think that a certain length of life is a central

aspect of a good life. It is not immediately clear exactly what it is

about a shorter life that is unfortunate; after all, a premature

death does not in itself, retrospectively as it were, alter the quality

of life lived up to the point of the onset of death or the events

that led to death (though that is not to deny that having advance

knowledge of one’s own to be shortened lifespan is likely to

affect one’s quality of life in various ways). But perhaps one

could say that a shorter life is a life with less opportunity, both in

terms of variety and the total ‘amount’ of opportunity. This
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diminished range of opportunities due to premature death

would not affect the individual in the same way as diminished

opportunities due to loss of functionings – perhaps it is not even

quite correct to say that the diminished range of opportunities in

the former case really ‘affects’ the individual’s lived life as such –

but the loss of opportunity still represents an unfulfilled poten-

tial and, therefore, a shortfall.

Returning to the idea of need as a three-element relation (x

needs y in order to z), it was noted that in addition to the

question discussed in the previous section – what is health

needed for? – one can ask ‘what is needed to achieve health?’

This is the central question of ‘health need,’ which will be

considered next.

Health care appears to be the most obvious candidate for

what is needed to achieve health. After all, health care is a

means to improving health, and thus it would seem that a

need for health is simultaneously a need for health care.

However, not all health needs indicate a need for health care.

Ordinarily, other basic needs such as food, water, sanitation,

and shelter must be met as a minimal precondition for health;

many health needs arise as the result of a failure to meet these

other needs. In such cases, although health care might be

necessary for short-term intervention, ensuring that these basic

needs are met will clearly be more effective for overcoming

population health needs in the longer term. Even in developed

societies where basic needs are mostly catered for, it is argued

that a level of health need arises as a result of poor quality

housing, material insecurity, working conditions, and social

exclusion. In many cases, targeting such ‘upstream’ causes of

disease will be a better strategy for reducing health need

overall.

A need for health, then, cannot be identified with a need

for health care; only some health needs are at the same time

health care needs. The concept of health care need will be

considered once more in the last part of the article, but first the

relationship between a shortfall in health and the need for

health will be considered in more detail.

The Health Baseline

For the purposes of this discussion, health is conceived as the

absence of harmful disease (understood very broadly). But it is

also noted that what is to count as ‘harmful disease’ can vary

culturally and individually. It is also suggested that longevity

should be seen as a dimension of health. The notions of the

absence of disease, and of living to a certain age, function not

only as conceptions of health, but can also be conceived of as

a particular baseline of health, against which shortfalls in

health can be measured. Thus, premature death and the

presence of disease both in different ways represent shortfalls

in health achievement.

This baseline of health has a double function. On the one

hand it provides an account of what it is to achieve health (as

a means to a life of good experience and opportunity). On the

other it provides a standard by which other things, such as

health care, can be judged as meeting health need or not. The

baseline of health, therefore, is central to the concept of need

for health and health care. The question of what this baseline

of health should be will be considered next.

On the most expansive conception of health need, the

highest attainable health would be adopted as the baseline

against which health need is measured. Consider the case of

life expectancy. The life expectancy at birth in Japan, which is

one of the highest in the world at nearly 84 years (CIA: The

World Factbook, 2012), is usually used as the standard for the

highest attainable life expectancy. Accordingly, if this life ex-

pectancy is adopted as the relevant baseline, any shorter life

expectancy represents a health need. However, one might be

skeptical of the idea that any shortfall from this very high

standard of health is appropriately characterized as a health

need. The UK, for example, has a slightly lower life expectancy

at birth than Japan at approximately 80 years (CIA Factbook).

But would one thereby say that the UK has a health need? This

seems debatable.

One possible argument is that a shortfall in health is only a

health need if it reflects a genuine possibility for health gain.

But it is not clear that the highest known life expectancy at-

tained by some is attainable by all. This will depend on what

factors determine longevity and the extent to which these

factors are within the scope of human control. Perhaps lon-

gevity is partly genetically determined. Other determinants,

such as diet and lifestyle, are in principle within our control,

but in practice it is hard to imagine a government imposing a

particular diet on its citizens. One can see why one might

think that only cases where there is a genuine possibility for

improving health should be considered a health need: after

all, to say that there exists a need seems to imply that some-

thing ought to be done. And to say that something ought to be

done in turn seems to imply that something can be done – or

so proclaims that familiar Kantian principle.

This issue can be set aside for now. Instead, consider a

different reason to be skeptical that the UK has a health need

in this case. One could argue that the highest attainable health

is simply the wrong standard of health against which to

compare our own health achievement for the purpose of

identifying health need. Just as athleticism or other forms of

positive health achievements go beyond what one would or-

dinarily say is needed, this ideal standard also seems to exceed

what is required. Reserving the term ‘need’ for more substan-

tial shortfalls in health seems more intuitive.

This point can be accommodated if a more modest level of

health is adopted as the relevant baseline, for example, a level

of health that it is reasonable or realistic to expect to attain.

Alan Williams has expressed a related view with respect to

length of life, arguing that ‘we are each entitled to a certain

level of achievement in the game of life,’ and that anyone

exceeding this level, which he refers to as a ‘fair innings,’ ‘has

no reason to complain when their time runs out’ (Williams,

1998, p. 319). It is possible to extend and apply this concept of

a ‘fair innings’ to the standard of health; the idea is that be-

cause it is clearly both possible and desirable to improve

health beyond this level, a person or a population that has

reached this standard of health has attained a fair or sufficient

level of health, and therefore does not have a need for health.

Although it remains true that there is a sense that someone

who has lived beyond the age of the ‘fair innings’ could

understandably still claim to have a need for health, just as a

wealthy person could claim a need for more money, there is a

sense, in both cases, in which one could say that their needs
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have been met, and what they claim to need is a form of

luxury or excess. On this account, need is assimilated to

something like basic need. It is true that one can have further

needs even when basic needs have been met, but for political

purposes it could be that only basic needs call for action.

It may be that this notion of a fair innings of health does

not lend itself equally well to all dimensions of health or all

levels of analysis; or perhaps one must approach the notion of

sufficiency differently with regard to such different dimensions

of health rather than speak of sufficiency of health overall. For

example, perhaps only moderate levels of pain will be ac-

cepted as ‘within’ our standard for being ‘sufficiently’ pain free,

whereas our standard for a sufficient length of life could be

significantly lower than the known human potential; and

having achieved sufficiency in one dimension of health may

not imply sufficiency in a different dimension. Clearly, the

notion of a fair innings of health requires more work.

Nevertheless, one can make sense of the idea that a shortfall

from or failure to achieve the highest attainable level of health

does not have to indicate a health need.

If this idea of a fair innings of health is accepted, how

should one go about determining what level of health it

would be reasonable to expect to attain? Health outcomes are

partly determined by one’s social, material, and economic

environment. The quality and nature of this environment in

turn depend on a society’s level of affluence and on how its

resources are distributed. The question of what level of health

it is reasonable to expect to attain can only be answered with

reference to these further substantive issues, and as such is

hardly normatively neutral.

On the global level, there are enormous inequalities in

material standards of living. Hundreds of millions of people

live in extreme poverty lacking adequate nutrition, clean

drinking water, sanitation, and access to basic health care.

Whereas these levels of extreme poverty are avoidable, it is

perhaps less clear what level of material living conditions

would be generally attainable if global resources were dis-

tributed more fairly. The standard of living is not the only

important determinant of health, and health achievement is

unlikely to improve exponentially with improvements in the

material standard of living; nevertheless, the realistically at-

tainable standard of living is likely to impose some constraints

on the level of health one can reasonably expect to attain. For

example, it seems dubious that the exceptionally high stand-

ard of living found in Monaco, where citizens are generally

extremely wealthy, is attainable for all. Life expectancy at birth

here is the highest in the world at nearly 90 years (CIA: The

World Factbook, 2012) – but insofar as this health achieve-

ment is a result of their wealth and high standard of living, it is

not realistically attainable for the world’s population as

a whole.

The question of what standard of living will be generally

attainable aside, within any society there will be other im-

portant decisions to be made about how much priority should

be given to the promotion of health over other things that are

valued. Such questions of priority are likely to arise in many

different contexts, but one can illustrate the point by con-

sidering the case of reducing or eliminating health risks. How

much effort should be expended on this task? Some inter-

ventions furthering this objective could have prohibitive costs

in other areas of life. For example, road accidents, being one of

the top 10 causes of death worldwide (WHO (World Health

Organization), 2008), constitute a severe health risk. However,

even if banning the use of cars altogether were to improve our

health overall, there are obvious reasons why it is neither

desirable nor practicable to go through with such a proposal.

The answer to the question of what level of health it is

reasonable to expect to attain will depend on other normative

judgments, such as ‘what is a fair distribution of resources?’

and ‘how important is health compared to other dimensions

of quality of life?’ Depending on what answers are given to

these and related questions, one will have different ideas

about the appropriate baseline of health achievement against

which shortfalls in health should be measured, and therefore,

about what counts as a health need.

Three Concepts of Health Care Need

Next, consider the question of need for health care. It was

established that health care is not always needed to achieve

health. But it is necessary to look at the relationship between

need for health and need for health care in more detail. Here,

three concepts of health care need which each limits the

concept of need in different ways are considered: presence of

disease, capacity to benefit, and cost-effectiveness of treatment.

The idea that the presence of disease equals a need for

health care is very straightforward: if a person is sick or in-

jured, it seems natural to say that he or she is in need of health

care. However, not all diseases can be treated or cured. Al-

though one could still consider such cases to be health needs,

it is perhaps less clear whether one can say that there is a need

for health care in these cases. Arguably, it seems strange to say

that there is a need for health care if no health care exists, or if

health care provision is at such a primitive or underdeveloped

level that it would be harmful rather than beneficial. Many

medical practices common in the past are now known to be

either inefficient or in fact harmful, such as lobotomy or

bloodletting; it cannot be said that there was ever a genuine

need for such services.

However, it seems more appropriate to say that such cases

represent a need for health care in general, even if there is no

specific treatment available at a given time that would be of

benefit. Furthermore, one can point to examples where it

might be said that effective health care ‘ought’ to have been

available. For example, not much effort has been spent

on developing modern effective treatments for a group of

debilitating diseases often referred to as ‘neglected tropical

diseases.’ This group of diseases primarily affects poor popu-

lations in the developing world, and has typically received

little attention from the pharmaceutical industry; there is

reason to believe that more funding and research could lead to

significant improvement in treatment options. In cases such as

these, it also seems right to say that there is a need for health

care, even if currently no specific treatment exists.

In other cases, treatment is available, but for different

reasons a particular individual may be unable to benefit from

the treatment. For example, a treatment may be contraindi-

cated for patients outside a particular age bracket, patients

with other, preexisting health conditions, and so on. These
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patients would not benefit from the treatment in question. It

therefore seems somewhat counterintuitive to say that these

patients ‘need’ this particular treatment.

For reasons such as these, some would reject the proposal

that the presence of disease itself is sufficient for there to be a

need for health care. That brings us to our second proposed

definition of need for health care, as ‘capacity to benefit (from

treatment).’ This definition is often favored by health econo-

mists. According to this view, a patient is only in need of a

given treatment if the patient can benefit from that treatment.

Thus, on this view the patients in the examples above could

not be considered to be in need of that particular health care

treatment.

In many ways this definition of health care need is intui-

tive. At the same time, narrowing down the concept of health

care need in this way does not seem to take anything away

from our sense that something ought to be done. As has al-

ready been suggested, it seems important to distinguish be-

tween the need for a particular treatment or intervention (or

the lack thereof), and a more general need for health care.

Furthermore, the reasons why a given treatment will not be

effective also seem to matter to our judgment. In some cases,

for example, the treatment being effective is contingent on the

patient complying with certain behavioral requirements, for

example, quitting smoking or losing weight. In this case, it

seems somewhat more intuitive to say that the patient needs

the treatment, even if he or she is failing to comply with the

requirements in question. Alternatively, imagine that the ef-

fectiveness of a treatment was contingent on the patient being

well nourished before the start of the treatment. In cases where

lack of resources meant patients were inadequately nourished,

it also seems incorrect to say that the patient had no need of

the health care treatment in question.

The ability to offer decent health care may also be limited

by resource shortage and competing needs. Many countries

limit the availability of health care in accordance with the cost-

effectiveness of the various treatments or interventions.

Sometimes certain treatments will not be offered, even if they

can improve a patient’s health, because the cost is considered

too high relative to the health benefits it would yield. Our

third proposed definition of health care need incorporates

considerations of cost-effectiveness, such that a patient is

considered to be in need of a given treatment only if that

patient will benefit from that treatment, and that treatment is

considered to be cost-effective. Thus, a patient does not need a

given treatment if that treatment is too expensive or yielding

too little health benefit to be cost-effective, even if the patient

could benefit from the treatment.

Some very expensive and cost-ineffective cancer drugs

for advanced stage disease are sometimes excluded on the

grounds that they are not cost-effective. In cases where

the cancer cannot be cured, treatment may nevertheless

give the patient a few more months of life. In the UK there

have been cases where these drugs were not offered through

the National Health Service because they were deemed of too

limited benefit to justify their very high cost. How many

patients can avail of a given treatment can affect the price and

hence the cost-effectiveness of that treatment. The so-called

orphan drugs is a relevant example here. Orphan drugs are

drugs for very rare conditions. If a condition is rare, market

demand for the drug will be expected to be low, and it will be

difficult for a pharmaceutical company to sell enough drugs to

cover the expenditure involved in the research and develop-

ment of the drug. Therefore, the price of such drugs is often

very high, and they will rarely be cost-effective.

In this definition of health care need, the extent of need

in a population will be relative to the society’s level of afflu-

ence. That leads to the interesting implication that as a society

becomes wealthier, and can afford to relax the cost-effective-

ness constraints, all else being equal, the total need for health

care would in fact increase. Although it may seem a surprising

result that the need for health care increases in accordance

with a society’s increased wealth, this view also captures

something of importance. For example, in a wealthy society,

crooked teeth could be considered a need for dental services.

But in a very poor society, the correction of crooked teeth

would rather be considered a luxury than an actual need.

Something seems right about this judgment. It is possible that

what should be considered a need could be somewhat relative.

Our sentiments will vary to some extent depending on what it

is perceived as ‘reasonable’ to expect to achieve in a given

context with the given level of resources. This echoes the ar-

guments put forward earlier in the discussion about what level

of health would constitute an appropriate baseline for meas-

uring health need. Although it is relevant to know what the

highest attainable standard of health is, one also ought to

consider what kinds of conditions – including the level of

provision of health care – will be necessary in order to reach

this level of health, and the costs of bringing about such

conditions.

Health Care Rationing and the Ranking of Health Care
Needs

There is something to be said for each of the proposed def-

initions of health care need that have been considered so far.

But going back to the initial observation that the concept of

need is often perceived as the most appropriate guiding

principle for the distribution of health (care) resources, one

may ask, what would a principle of distributing health care

according to need look like on each of these three concepts of

health care need?

For the purposes of this discussion, it will be assumed that

not all health care needs can be met. How are needs ranked,

according to each of the definitions of need? As will become

clear each candidate will have different implications for which

needs are the greater needs. Assuming that greater needs

should be given priority over lesser needs, each definition will

imply different strategies for rationing health care resources.

Although it is not possible to go into detail for each of the

concepts here, a few examples will be pointed out that dem-

onstrate that distribution of resources on the basis of any of

these concepts of need on its own will have distributive con-

sequences that are unsatisfactory.

The first definition of health care need that was identified

was health care need as the presence of disease. How would

needs be ranked on this definition? It is useful to distinguish

between a severe and an urgent health state, where severity

reflects how poor a health state is, and urgency reflects the
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imminence of death. For simplicity, the questions of urgency

will be put aside here. If one focuses merely on the severity of

a health state, then the greater the health need (i.e., the worse

the health state), the greater the need for health care.

Although it seems intuitive that those with the greatest

health needs should also have the greatest needs for health

care, it is unreasonable to give absolute priority to those with

the worst health. The need for treatment can in principle be

infinite; one can imagine cases where a health condition is

very severe, and incurable, but where medical treatment can

nevertheless be of (ever so slight) benefit. In such cases, there

is potentially no limit to the amount of health care resources

that could be spent in order to improve health, but without

fully satisfying and hence eliminating the need. Therefore, a

need for health care would remain, no matter how much

health care is provided. This is the well-known problem of the

bottomless pit. And the bottomless pit problem aside, some

increments in health – for example, going from near-complete

immobility except being able to wiggle one toe, to being able

to wiggle two toes – may simply be too small to be a worth-

while expenditure. But ranking needs for health care entirely

on the basis of the severity of the health state cannot accom-

modate such judgments.

Our second proposed definition of health care need, as

capacity to benefit from treatment, avoids this problem. Ac-

cording to this view, need is synonymous with potential for

gain; thus, the greater the potential for gain, the greater the

need. Naturally, health states that are close to full health do

not represent great potential for gain, and thus patients who

are not very sick will not be considered to have a great need for

health care. Here, the second definition is in agreement with

the first definition. But patients who are very sick will only be

considered to have a great need for care if effective treatment

that can significantly improve the patient’s health is available.

Considering the example above, it is clear why this definition

is so appealing: if there is not much that health care can do,

the need for health care is deemed minimal.

However, ranking needs on the basis of who can benefit

the most can also be problematic. Consider the following

example: Imagine two patients who both need a kidney

transplant, but only one kidney is available. Patient A is 30

years old and expected to live for another 40 years after the

transplant, whereas patient B is 40 years old and expected to

live another 20 years. In this case, allocating the kidney to

patient A will yield the greatest health benefit, and therefore

patient A is considered to have the greater need. But at least

some would object to distinguishing between and ranking the

needs of these two patients in this manner; after all, patient B

also stands to gain significantly from the kidney transplant.

Furthermore, consider a different example: as before, one must

decide which of two patients should be allocated a kidney

transplant. But in this case, patient C will attain full health

after the transplant, whereas patient D will only attain a lower

level of health, because this patient also has a permanent

disability (which is unrelated to the kidney disease). Say that,

on a scale from 0 to 1, where 0 is being dead, and 1 is full

health, the kidney disease is rated at 0.3. Without the treat-

ment, both patients have 0.3 in health; although patient D

also has a disability, in this case the disability does not ‘add’ to

the severity of the overall health state (this would be true if,

e.g., the kidney disease causes you to be constantly hooked up

to a dialysis machine, in which case a disability like paraplegia

would not add further disadvantage to the overall health

state). If paraplegia is rated at 0.7, then patient D would only

gain 0.4 (i.e., an increase in health from 0.3 to 0.7) in health

as a result of the kidney transplant, whereas patient C would

gain 0.7 (i.e., an increase from 0.3 to 1.0). The most effective

use of the health resources in this example according to a

health maximizing principle would be to allocate the kidney

to patient C. This implication is a particularly controversial

outcome of ranking needs on the basis of maximizing health

benefits.

Finally, these two cases aside, this principle of ranking

needs cannot help us distinguish between different health

states that have equal potential for health benefit. That is, a

patient whose health can be improved from 0.2 to 0.6 will be

considered as equally needy as the patient whose health can

be improved from 0.5 to 0.9. But here, the severity of the

health state would seem to be a relevant consideration for

determining which patient has the greatest need for health

care; it does not seem right to rank these two patients as

having an equally great need for health care, even if their

prospective health gain is of the same magnitude.

The last of the proposed definitions of health care need

defined need as cost-effectiveness of treatment. That means

that the ranking of a need will depend on how much a pa-

tient’s health will benefit from treatment relative to the cost of

that treatment. Even small health gains can be cost-effective, as

long as the cost of the intervention is very low. One reason for

ranking needs in this manner would be to get as much health

as possible with our scarce resources; the money that can be

saved by choosing more cost-effective treatments can in turn

be used to pay for further treatments. As such there is an

overlap with the previous definition of health care needs,

which ranking of needs also pushes us to maximize health

outcomes.

However, this approach can lead to many small and rela-

tively trivial health gains being ranked as of higher priority

than much more substantial health gains. This is exactly what

happened in Oregon with the introduction of the Oregon

Health Plan in 1990. The prioritization of health care services

offered through the Medicaid health plan came about as a

result of seeking to extending care to a greater number of

people. But in order to achieve this, the system had to be made

more cost-effective. An expert group, the Health Services

Commission, compiled a list of prioritized health services, on

the basis of, amongst other things, the relative cost-effective-

ness of different services. The first version of the list ranked

tooth-capping as of higher priority than life-saving append-

ectomy – a controversial result which has been the subject

of much commentary and discussion since. Although cost-

effectiveness is an important consideration, it seems that

focusing solely on this aspect would miss other important

considerations.

The discussion thus far has covered the ranking of health

care needs in accordance with three different principles: se-

verity of health state, capacity to benefit, and cost-effectiveness

of treatment. The discussion has shown that a ranking of

needs on the basis of any one of these considerations on its

own is unsatisfactory. There is merit to all three of the
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considerations, and all of them ought to be taken into account

in deliberations on how to allocate our health care resources.

Indeed, in practice, most countries will give all three kinds of

considerations weight when allocating health care resources.

Sometimes those with the worst health will be prioritized,

even if a treatment only provides a minor health benefit.

Other times it seems important to provide a treatment even if

it is not cost-effective to do so. For example, governments

sometimes do provide orphan drugs, even if they are not cost-

effective.

The question of how such different and often conflicting

considerations should be weighed against each other is a task

for another day; here, it should simply be noted that such

issues cannot be resolved by a stipulative definition of the

concept of need. Defining need for health care in terms of one

of these considerations does not thereby undermine the force

of any of the other considerations.

The question of need aside, there are several other con-

siderations too that are relevant to the distribution of scarce

health care resources. Health equity – which is itself an ideal

that could be interpreted in many different ways – is one such

consideration. For reasons of equity, it might be decided to

disregard capacity to benefit or the cost-effectiveness of treat-

ment, and treat like health states alike, regardless of, for ex-

ample, age or preexisting disabilities. Health care resources can

also be rationed with the use of waiting lists or lotteries,

without giving particular groups or individual patients greater

or lower priority as such. Alternatively, one could interpret

health equity as requiring us to reduce inequalities in health

outcomes; that could be a reason to prioritize treatment for a

patient with worse health, even if the treatment is expensive

and of only modest benefit. Desert could be another relevant

consideration – it might be decided to give priority in health

care to groups that have taken significant risks for the sake of

the country, such as firefighters and military personnel.

Conclusion

The notions of need for health and need for health care are

clearly important at what one might think of as high-level

strategy for resource allocation. If the government announces

that it will distribute access to health services on the basis of

need, it is clear that it has rejected market-based pricing for

services, and will allocate its services according to something

like the burden of illness or disease. Yet there is a limit to how

much can be done with the concept of need alone. It is not

plausible that a health service should allocate services purely

on the basis of need. More importantly, however, as the

discussion has shown, the concept of need is neither self-

evidently clear nor normatively neutral. Defining the concept

of need already requires us to take a stand on complex moral

questions; one cannot cut through these difficult issues simply

by referring to need. ‘Distribution on the basis of need’ is the

name of a social program rather than a principle of distri-

bution, and many different detailed principles of allocation

are broadly consistent with a needs-based approach.

See also: Cost–Value Analysis. Disability-Adjusted Life Years.
Efficiency and Equity in Health: Philosophical Considerations.
Efficiency in Health Care, Concepts of. Health and Its Value: Overview.
Quality-Adjusted Life-Years. Welfarism and Extra-Welfarism. What Is
the Impact of Health on Economic Growth – and of Growth on Health?
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Glossary
Capabilities The set of all possible physical and social

functionings for a person.

Cardinal Cardinal measurement in economics has a

characteristic that sequences of numbers attached to entities

such as health or utility are equivalent measures if they can

be related by a simple linear equation such as X¼ āþbY.

For example, temperature is cardinally measured by either

Fahrenheit or Celsius, which are related by the equation

F¼32þ0.8 1C. Distance is commonly measured by ratio

scales like miles and kilometers, where the equation is K/

M¼0.6214.

Decision utility The utility of an option prior to

experiencing, consuming it, etc.

Disability-adjusted life-year (DALY) A measure of the

burden of disability-causing disease and injury. Age-specific

expected life-years are adjusted for expected loss of healthy

life during those years, yielding measures of states of health

or, when two streams of DALYs are compared, potential

health gain or loss by changing from one health care or

social intervention to another.

Ex ante A Latin tag meaning a variable as it was

before a decision or an event, sometimes used to mean the

planned value of a choice variable as in ’ex ante saving’.

Ex post A Latin tag indicating the value of a

variable after a decision or an event, sometimes

used to denote the outcome value of a variable as in ’ex post

saving’.

Experienced utility The experienced utility of an

episode of illness or wellness is derived experimentally

from real-time measures of the attributes of the

experience for the subject at the time of the experience.

Perspective The viewpoint adopted for the purposes

of an economic appraisal (cost–effectiveness, cost–utility

analysis, etc.) that defines the scope and character

of the costs and benefits to be examined, as well as

other critical features, which may be social value-

judgmental in nature, such as the discount rate.

Quality-adjusted Life-year A generic measure

of health-related quality of life that takes into account both

the quantity and the quality of life generated by

interventions.

Well-being An idea related to utility but to be

distinguished from health-related quality of life and the

inherent ’worth’ of people.

What Is Health?

Health is a multidimensional concept. According to a simple

definition, one has more health, the more free one is of disease

and disability, including being free of diseases at early asymp-

tomatic stages (e.g., high blood pressure and young tumors). In

health economics, the concept of health usually refers to ob-

servable characteristics such as (1) functionality of bodily organs,

(2) ability to move about and do normal activities of daily living,

(3) freedom of symptoms in terms of physical discomfort – for

example, pain or nausea, and (4) freedom of clinical psycho-

logical problems like anxiety disorder, depression, and psychosis.

Health can be viewed as an entity at a given point in time

or as an aggregate over a given time period. A person’s level of

health at a given point in time may be perceived and described

in verbal and/or numerical terms along some or all of the

above dimensions of symptoms and functioning. This yields a

health profile for that person. A number of standardized

questionnaires and descriptive systems are available for es-

tablishing the health profile of patients. Some of these are

disease specific, others are generic, for example, the Sickness

Impact Profile and SF-36. Some of the generic ones yield

overall index scores that are used in economic evaluation,

see below.

Health over a given time period may be understood as an

aggregate of the person’s health at different stages of that

period. If the time period is the future, the aggregate is ex-

pected future health and much the same concept as prognosis.

If the time period is the whole life, the aggregate is called

lifetime health. Both expected future health and lifetime

health include longevity (life expectancy).

A description of a person’s health over time on one or

more dimensions of functioning and symptoms is called a

health scenario.

The health of individuals may be used to estimate average,

median, or typical health in groups of people, for instance, in

a diagnostic group, an age group, a local community or a

whole nation. All are examples of estimation of population

health.

Both health profiles and scenarios are descriptive entities.

They build on measurements of individuals’ performance on

specific health dimensions, for example, blood pressure, de-

gree of hearing, number of meters one is able to walk without

help, score on a pain scale, or score on a depression scale.

The Value of Health

Health profiles and scenarios can be valued. This means

judging how good or bad, or how desirable or undesirable

they are – all things considered – compared to other possible

profiles and scenarios.
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It is possible to see health as valuable per se, for instance,

by regarding good health as something that is the will of God

or consistent with a ‘natural order.’ This would be a deonto-

logical view. In health economics, the perspective on valuation

is mainly consequentialist: The value of health derives from its

positive consequences – or from avoiding the negative con-

sequences of illness.

Consequences of health are of different kinds and may be

judged from the viewpoint of different stakeholders.

From individual’s personal viewpoint, good health en-

hances quality of life. This applies both at a subjective and

emotional level – in terms of feelings of well-being – and

more objectively in terms of capabilities for doing different

things and thus opportunities for enjoying a rich life. These are

all aspects of health-related quality of life. Good health also

enhances longevity and personal income. The personal value

of health lies in all these potential consequences.

But individuals’ health (or health deficits) may also have

consequences for others. Family members may be affected by a

person’s illness in various ways. Society as a whole may lose

production and income as a result of absence from work

caused by illness. And communicable disease in one person is

potentially harmful to other persons. In short, health has so-

cietal value over and above personal value to the individual.

Measuring the Value of Health

In health economics, much attention has been devoted to the

value of health for production, i.e., to economic valuation of

health from a societal perspective. Key issues in this regard are

production losses caused by sick leave and disability and the

importance of population health for economic growth.

In personal valuation of health, one main theme is how

much individuals are willing to pay out of pocket for im-

provements in health and for reductions in risks of health

losses. Results of research in this area are used as inputs in

monetary cost–benefit analyses of health programs.

Another main theme in personal valuation is how highly

individuals value life in different states of illness compared to

living in full health. In health economics, this is referred to as

measurement of health-related quality of life. The quality of

life associated with any given health state is expressed as a

score on a scale running from zero (corresponding to a state as

bad as being dead) to unity (corresponding to being in full

health). Alternatively, the scale can be reversed in order to

focus on the severity of a state of illness or disability rather

than its positive quality. Severity is then expressed as a score

running from zero (corresponding to ‘no problem’) to unity

(corresponding to as bad as being dead).

Two different kinds of judgment of health-related quality

of life need to be kept apart. One is judgments of own situ-

ation made by people with illness or disability. This is often

referred to as ex post judgments (judgments made after ex-

perience with the illness or disability in question). The other is

judgments in samples of the general population of health

states that are presented to the subjects as states they might be

in. This is often referred to as ex ante judgments (judgments

mostly made before experience).

In both approaches, valuations may be elicited at different

levels of measurement. Ordinal valuations are verbal reports

or crude ratings that allow investigators to rank different

health states with respect to value, without saying how much

better one state is than another. Cardinal reports allow in-

vestigators to compare differences between health states more

accurately and say that one difference seems to be X times

more valuable than another one.

In health economics, judgments of health-related quality of

life at a cardinal level are often referred to as judgments of in-

dividual utility. Utility measured as ex ante judgments (in general

populations) is called decision utility, whereas utility measured

as ex post judgments (in patients and disabled people) is called

experience utility.

Research on ex post judgments of health has mainly been

conducted by clinicians (physicians, nurses, and others) and

by social scientists working more generally with quality-of-life

issues. In this research tradition, focus has been on func-

tioning and well-being measured mainly at an ordinal level.

But there are also studies of patients’ and disabled people’s

cardinal valuations of the states they are in.

In health economics, research on health-related quality of

life has focused mainly on ex ante judgments in general

populations. Here, the ambition has been to obtain data with

cardinal level measurement properties. For this purpose,

various specialized preference elicitation techniques have been

developed. Furthermore, various so-called multiattribute util-

ity instruments have been developed that allow investigators

to first establish health profiles for patients in question and

then translate the profiles into single index estimates of the

overall personal value – utility – of the profiles.

The exact interpretation of utility scores for health states is

open to debate. On the one hand, they may be understood as

the level of personal welfare (subjective well-being, happiness)

that individuals derive (or expect to derive) from different

states. This interpretation relates to welfare economic theory

and is called welfarist. On the other hand, they may be

understood as valuations of health itself as judged by some

wider criteria that include objective capabilities and levels of

functioning. This interpretation is called extra-welfarist.

Utility scores for health states may be multiplied by time

spent in the states in question to estimate the aggregate value

of health over time for individuals or groups of individuals

(including whole populations). The unit of valuation is then 1

year in full health for one individual. This unit is called a

quality-adjusted life-year (QALY). Any health scenario may

thus be assigned an overall utility in terms of a certain number

of QALYs. Similarly, severity scores for health states may be

used to estimate the value of aggregate health losses over time.

Health interventions may lead to health benefits both in

the present and sometime in the future. Depending on the

perspective of the analysis, the value of distant benefits may be

considered to be less than the value of benefits that are close in

time.

The Utility and Value of Health Care

In health economics, the utility of an intervention for an in-

dividual is conventionally estimated by (1) using decision
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utilities or severity scores to calculate QALYs or disability ad-

justed life years (DALYs) and (2) computing the difference

between the individual’s post- and preintervention health

scenario in terms of QALYs or DALYs. The utility of a program

for a group of persons is estimated as a sum of the QALY (or

DALY) gains of the individuals involved.

Utility estimated in this way is not necessarily the same as

the value of care. By their distance from unity, decision utility

scores reflect the loss of value – or the ‘disutility’ – that people

in the general population, who mostly are in quite good

health, associate with different kinds of health problems. But

when people fall ill, their reference points may change. Their

valuation of care may then depend on the extent to which the

best possible is being done for them, even if they cannot be

restored to full health. This source of value is not incorporated

in decision utility judgments of health states. Furthermore,

societal decision makers’ valuations of care for different

groups of patients may be affected by various concerns for

fairness, for instance, special concerns for the worse off. In

sum, there is a difference between expressing health benefits in

terms of QALYs or DALYs and valuing care more completely.

The importance of the issue is most easily seen in the context

of life-saving medicine. All other things being equal, life is

better in good health than in less good health. But it does not

follow that a person in good health values life itself more –

i.e., has a stronger interest in continued life – than a person in

less good health. It also does not follow that society as a whole

values protection of the former person’s life higher than pro-

tection of the latter person’s life. The value of life itself is not

the same as the valuation of health.

See also: Cost–Value Analysis. Disability-Adjusted Life Years.
Dominance and the Measurement of Inequality. Incorporating Health
Inequality Impacts into Cost-Effectiveness Analysis. Measuring Health
Inequalities Using the Concentration Index Approach. Measuring
Vertical Inequity in the Delivery of Healthcare. Multiattribute Utility
Instruments and Their Use. Quality-Adjusted Life-Years. Welfarism
and Extra-Welfarism. Willingness to Pay for Health
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Introduction

Economic theory provides a powerful but incomplete guide to

the empirical determinants of health care demand. Health

economists generally assume that the demand for health care

derives from a demand for health. We consume health services

as either an investment in our future health, to cope with

chronic illness, or recover from acute illnesses or accidents.

Rarely medical care is availed simply because it is enjoyed, but

we seek it for our health. Health then, along with price (or its

proxy health insurance), income, and consumer preferences,

play the main role in formal economic models of consumer

decision making about health care.

Yet, this theory takes us only so far. Although central to

demand, economic theory is agnostic as to how individuals

form preferences. It is suspected that individuals vary in atti-

tudes and preferences toward risk, willingness to trade-off

better health tomorrow for increased consumption today, and

likes and dislikes. As a result, people with the exact same

economic resources may respond differently to the same

medical circumstances. However, these individual preferences

are almost never directly observed – they are difficult to

measure outside of controlled experiments. Health care prices

and income too are almost never observed in the way we

would like.

However, empirical studies consistently demonstrate that a

wide range of sociodemographic characteristics including age,

ethnicity, sex, and education are strongly correlated with

health care use. These rarely appear directly in the theoretical

models. Sociodemographic characteristics are intended to be

included in empirical models because it is believed that they

are correlated with otherwise unmeasured preferences toward

health or capture dimensions of a person’s health (e.g., age),

or both. However, interpretation is difficult because these

proxy measures are often confounded with so many different

unobserved aspects of individuals and their environment.

Economic theory also posits that health care demand is

jointly determined with supply. In practice, empirical models

of consumer demand are almost never jointly estimated with

models of supply because of data limitations. Instead, these

empirical models assume that observed health care use is

equal to consumer demand (technically, short-run supply is

assumed to be perfectly elastic at the margin). Researchers

sometimes add measures of provider supply and other market

characteristics on an ad hoc basis to individual characteristics

in empirical models of demand. However, interpretation here

is problematic. For example, physicians tend to locate in areas

with high demand. Thus, a measure of supply, like physicians

per capita, will tend to reflect back demand rather than being a

causal determinant of demand.

How then do we decide which determinants to include in

our empirical models of health care demand? And how do we

interpret them? The purpose of this article is to provide

guidance to both questions. The discussion begins by

introducing some general rules of thumb. Although theory is

by no means definitive, economic principles can still be ap-

pealed to in understanding the relationships among the the-

oretical and proxy determinants. Statistical principles also play

a role. Overall, competing concerns about usefulness of par-

ticular variables as predictors of health care use and the po-

tential biases they introduce must be confronted. A brief

survey of the recent literature is next provided to give a flavor

of the range of determinants commonly included in recent

empirical studies of demand. Finally, a representative empir-

ical example of health care demand to more systematically

illustrate the selection, use, and interpretation of empirical

determinants has been developed. Because price and income

are covered well in separate articles, focus will be on the pri-

mary demographic, social, and above all, health characteristics

that determine health care demand from the consumer point

of view.

Some Rules of Thumb

In its strictest sense, ‘determinant’ implies causation. Causal

interpretation of this theory based observable determinants of

health care demand, price and/or insurance, income, and

health status is threatened by what is termed as endogeneity

bias because they are jointly determined with health care use.

First and foremost, the concern is about bias due to adverse

selection – those with a greater need or preference for treat-

ment will be more likely to purchase or enroll in insurance

coverage. To the extent that health and preferences are un-

measured, their role will be misattributed as determinants

thereby overestimating the effect of insurance. As such, this

form of endogeneity bias can also be thought of as omitted

variable bias. Omission of relevant variables, in this case un-

measured preferences and health status, biases all other vari-

ables correlated with it. Endogeneity bias also arises from

reverse causality. For example, health care ideally improves

health, so that if health status is measured after care is re-

ceived, the effect of health on demand is underestimated.

Even without reverse causality, postdiction bias might arise

when observing health status after treatment occurs. For ex-

ample, a health condition might develop after an unrelated

visit to a doctor, but an empirical model including this post-

visit condition will incorrectly attribute some of the reasons

for the visit to this condition. One way to minimize postdic-

tion bias is to use the earliest measurement of health status (or

other determinant) possible, but this risks an opposite meas-

urement error problem.

Most other determinants included in empirical demand

models serve primarily as proxies for unmeasured aspects of

individual’s health or preferences toward health and health

care. Use of proxies is a valid method for including what we

think are important unmeasured determinants of demand.

But care must be exercised both in the choice of proxies and in
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their interpretation because of the obvious omitted variables

bias issues that arise, as well as the potential for reverse

causality.

Deciding which determinants to include in empirical de-

mand models and then specifying how they are used and in-

terpreted requires balancing often competing objectives and

biases. Here a few general guidelines, rules, or thumb for se-

lecting and interpreting empirical determinants have been

provided. It is emphasized that these are not hard and fast

rules. Reasonable researchers may differ in their beliefs about

biases and as a result, make different decisions. Bias generally

arises from something unobserved about individuals or their

actions making it almost impossible to quantify the true

extent of any particular bias.

Rule 1: Include Theoretically Important Demand
Determinants Where Possible

The theoretical models of health demand states that price (or

its proxy, health insurance), income, and health are primary

drivers of health care demand. Therefore it should be sought

to use them wherever possible. Preferences, the other main

theoretical determinant, are generally unobserved and proxies

must be relied on (Rules 3 and 4).

Rule 2: Minimize Bias in Choice Variables

Also, the theoretical models of health demand states that the

theoretical determinants are jointly determined with health

care use and thus potentially endogenous. Five options are

there:

1. Less endogenous versions of determinants should be used.

For example, prior year observations of a potentially

endogenous variable such as health or health insurance

should be used.

2. The amount of endogeneity due to omitted variables bias

should be reduced. For example, including better measures

of health status can reduce the bias in the effect of health

insurance.

3. Econometric techniques to reduce or eliminate endogene-

ity bias should be used.

4. Potentially endogenous variables are to be used if (1) and

(2) are not sufficient. However, interpreting the results is

important.

5. Endogenous determinants should be dropped as the last

resort.

The choice between (4) and (5) weighs the endogeneity

bias of including a determinant against the omitted variables

bias introduced by omitting it.

Rule 3: Include Exogenous Proxies

Age, race, ethnicity, and almost always, sex, are thought to

be fixed or exogenous characteristics of an individual. That

is, they do not depend on our choices of health care use

or other determinants and they are not subject to reverse

causality. Thus, they serve as excellent proxies for unmeasured

health, particularly age, and also for unmeasured preferences.

However, as proxies correlated with multiple omitted charac-

teristics of individuals, they generally cannot be interpreted as

causal determinants.

For other potential proxies for health and health prefer-

ences, it is a matter of degree. What matters most is how these

other potential determinants are related to our own choices

about health and health care, and the extent that reverse

causality is an issue. For example, education clearly depends

on individual choices. However, in most contexts we can still

treat it as fixed. For example, the choices a 75-year old made

about their education 50 or 60 years ago are unlikely to have

been closely related to their health and health care use today.

However, poor childhood health or a catastrophic illness in

late adolescence or early adulthood such as schizophrenia or

Crohn’s disease could easily affect educational success.

Rule 4: Balance Competing Concerns with Potentially
Endogenous Proxies

For demographic or other candidate determinants that are not

fixed and subject to bias, several competing concerns must be

considered in deciding whether and how to use them: (1)

importance as either a direct determinant or proxy determin-

ant of demand; (2) extent of potential endogeneity and/or

reverse causality bias; and (3) extent of the omitted variable

bias created by excluding the determinant. A potential de-

terminant with uncertainty about the connection to individual

decisions about health care use and a high potential for bias

probably is not a good choice.

Empirical Determinants of Health Care Demand: A
Survey of Current Practices

Here the health status, economic, and socioeconomic de-

terminants included in recent empirical studies of the demand

for health care are surveyed. The survey includes 98 empirical

studies published over the 12-year period 2000–2011 in the

Journal of Health Economics and Health Economics that estimate

the demand or use of health care services using individual or

household level data derived primarily from household sur-

veys. A few studies based strictly on claims or administrative

data have been excluded because of the limited information

about individuals.

The survey is not meant to be exhaustive. However, the 98

articles are broadly representative of empirical studies pub-

lished in economics, health services research, and medical

journals. They are based on a number of different household

surveys and cover a broad range of low, middle, and high-

income countries. None attempt to estimate a full structural

model of all the joint choices that the theoretical health care

demand models describe. Together, they give a sense of the

range of determinants typically included in health care de-

mand models and how they are used.

Few studies provide explicit rationales for each determin-

ant. Most divide determinants into ‘need’ variables, measures

of health and proxies such as age, and nonneed variables.

In the context of economic models of consumer demand,

these ‘need’ variables are simply inputs into an individual’s
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decisions. Others may think that an individual with a par-

ticular disease, say diabetes, needs treatment, but it is the in-

dividual that determines their own demand and whether they

seek treatment. This issue of need and demand will be dis-

cussed later in an empirical illustration. A few studies appeal

to an alternate framework in the selection of determinants, the

Andersen–Aday behavioral model of health care use. The

Andersen–Aday framework is less a formal behavioral model

in the way economists use the term and more a catalog of

characteristics correlated with health care use.

Economic Determinants

Table 1 provides a summary of the types of determinants in-

cluded and how often they appear. Among the economic

variables, consumer price appears in only 16 of the 98

demand models and even then is generally only partially ob-

served. However, health insurance coverage is widely used as a

proxy. Together, 64 of the 98 studies included price and/or

health insurance coverage. Price and health insurance coverage

were the clear focus of researchers’ concerns with bias. Of the

64 studies including either of these determinants, 28 used

either experimental data or econometric methods specifically

designed to reduce bias. Rarely did researchers use econo-

metric methods to specifically tackle bias in health (four

studies) or other determinants.

Appealing to the economic notion that the price of con-

suming health care extends beyond direct out-of-pocket costs

to time, 13 of the 98 studies included time price. A typical

direct measure of time price multiplies a person’s wage rate by

the time they spend traveling to health care and wait time. In

other cases, proxy measures such as travel time were used.

Measures of income were almost always included (89 studies).

In most cases, this was total family income divided by the

square of the number of household members. This normal-

ization assumes that the larger the family, the smaller the share

of resources available to any one member. In a handful cases,

wealth or household assets were used as a proxy for income. In

16 studies, wealth or assets were included in addition to in-

come. The theory here is that consumers consider more than

just current income.

Although widely available in surveys, employment status

(38) and/or information about occupation or industry (18)

were included in a minority of studies. These are choice vari-

ables that do not directly determine health as per the theo-

retical models of health demand. A major concern here is

reverse causality. Poor health might lead to job loss, and thus

employment-related variables will reflect some aspects of

health. Reasons for including employment characteristics

might be that certain industries and occupations carry greater

health risks from accidents, exposure to hazardous materials,

or stress. They might also proxy for preferences about health

care. In the United States, industry, occupation, and firm size

are also correlated with generosity of insurance and access to

paid sick leave.

Health and Health-Related Determinants

Direct measures of individual health were included in 91 of

the 98 studies. They were uniformly powerful predictors of

use. Reflecting the multidimensional nature of health, a wide

range of measures was used. The most common were chronic

health conditions such as diabetes, asthma, and heart disease

(65 studies). Some studies used counts of chronic conditions,

others each individual condition. The next most common

health status measure were variants of a single-item self-

assessed health status scale (60) asking respondents to rate

their health (e.g., excellent, good, fair, and poor). A number of

studies (42) included measures of disability or functional

limitations such as difficulty walking upstairs or lifting. These

were more common in studies of older populations. Other

studies included measures derived from longer health-rating

scales (18), acute illness or symptoms such as fever (23),

measures related to obesity (10), and a variety of other

measures (21).

Table 1 Determinants of health demand, frequency of use in
survey of 98 recent empirical studies

Price 16/98
Health insurance 58/98
Time price 13/98
Income 89/98
Wealth/assets 19/98
Employment/main activity

Employment status 38/98
Occupation and/or industry 18/98

Age 98/98
Life expectancy/time to death 5/98

Sex 97/98
Race and/or ethnicity 49/98
Immigration or citizenship status 16/98
Marital/partner status 69/98
Household size and/or composition 63/98
Educational attainment 86/98
Geographic indicatorsa 65/95
Trendb 42/45
Health status 91/98

Self-assessed health 60/98
Scale 18/98
Chronic conditions 65/98
Obesity/body mass index 10/98
Functional limitations and disability 42/98
Acute illness 23/98
Prior utilization 7/98
Other 21/98

Health behaviors (smoking, alcohol, drug, exercise, and diet) 31/98
Health beliefs and preferences 7/98
Health information 4/98
Environmental risks 3/98
Access to regular doctor 6/98
Supply side characteristics

Physician supply 17/98
Distance to provider 8/98
Provider quality 8/98
Market characteristics 12/98

aStudies based on single location (city) excluded from denominator.
bStudies based on single cross-section excluded from denominator.

Source: Author’s review of 98 empirical studies of health care use or health care

demand based on survey data appearing in the Journal of Health Economics and

Health Economics between 2000 and 2011.
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All measures of health status raise concerns about reverse

causality. Choices of which measures to include are driven by a

combination of availability and an individual researcher’s

beliefs about the trade-offs between relevance in determining

demand and potential bias. Chronic conditions are appealing

because their very nature makes them less prone to concerns

that current health care use changes whether an individual has

the condition or not. For example, once you have diabetes you

always have diabetes; treatment manages symptoms. Bias is a

greater concern with acute symptoms of illness explaining why

they are less commonly used, even though it is believed that

they drive much use. Acute illness was more commonly

included in studies based in low-income countries, where the

balance between bias and relevance may be different.

Prior health utilization is a strong predictor of current

health care use, and seven studies appeared to include it for

this reason. If we are simply interested in obtaining the best

possible predictions of current health care use, this is fine.

However, if we are interested in the extent to which health

explains health care use, it is not fine. For example, if a person

has consumed lots of health care in the previous year because

of his/her diabetes, then the intensity would also continue the

year ahead. Henceforth, the effect estimated for diabetes is

diminished. By including last year’s use, the estimate for dia-

betes is greatly diminished.

Seven studies included no measures of health status. In two

of them, none were available. The remainder explicitly or

implicitly excluded health because of potential endogeneity.

The researchers are making the call that the bias introduced by

including health is worse than the omitted variables bias

created by excluding a powerful determinant. Most make the

call the other way.

Another set of health-related determinants commonly in-

cluded are smoking, alcohol and drug use, exercise, diet, and

other health behaviors (31 studies). Many researchers exclude

them because they are choices related to health. However, they

are also often strongly related to use. For example, a history of

smoking can lead to significant health problems today even if

one does not currently smoke.

Access and Supply-Side Determinants

Six studies included whether a person has access to a regular

medical provider. Although often available, most researchers

omit this as a choice variable because of its clear endogeneity

with health care use. A larger number of studies included local

area physician, hospital or other provider supply (17), dis-

tance to provider (8), or market characteristics (12) such as

managed care concentration. These are generally used as

proxies for availability and access to providers. Some may also

proxy for time price. Many researchers omit these because

observed health care use is a simultaneous function of supply

and demand (though rarely modeled this way) making sup-

ply-related variables endogenous.

Demographic Determinants

Among the demographic variables, age and sex appear uni-

versally. Five studies used life expectancy (or time to death) in

addition to or in place of age, arguing that life expectancy is a

stronger predictor of health care use. A number of studies

included interaction terms between age and sex, allowing for

the effects of age to vary with sex, and vice versa. A few ran

separate models stratified by sex, allowing for the effects of all

determinants to vary by sex. Measures of race, ethnicity, or

cultural group were included in 49 of the studies. Studies

without such measures tended to come from countries with

more homogenous populations. Education status (number of

years or degrees) was almost universal. Similarly, most in-

cluded some combination of marital status and/or household

composition (e.g., number of family members). More than

two-thirds of the studies included geographic indicators such

as locality and/or living in an urban or rural area.

Finally, almost all the studies that used data pooled across

more than 1 year included some time or trend dimension in

the model. With health care use generally increasing over time,

it is important to capture overall shifts in health care demand.

Other Considerations

Table 1 describes the range of determinants included in em-

pirical demand studies. In aggregate, some are used more

regularly than others. The table does not capture that the

studies reviewed varied considerably in how parsimonious or

expansive the set of demand determinants included in each

study were. This ranged from as few as six variables to as many

as 87. In some cases, parsimony may be driven by computa-

tional demands. Some econometric methods are also fragile

when including too many closely related variables. Often,

though, individual researchers simply prefer more parsi-

monious models. If we are interested in only one or two de-

terminants and a model with just a few variables captures

these well, we may be okay omitting other potential de-

terminants. However, if the omitted characteristics are correl-

ated with these key determinants, our estimates will be biased.

Empirical Determinants of Health Care Demand: An
Illustration

The important roles that various theoretically derived and

proxy determinants play in empirical models are illustrated

using an example drawn from the author’s own work on the

demand for mental health treatment. Specifically, treatment

related to depression are examined. Depressive disorders are a

group of chronic, but episodic diseases affecting millions of

Americans. The effects that health, economic, and socio-

demographic determinants have on the use of three treatment

options for the treatment of depression are examined: non-

specialty visits (generally to primary care providers), specialty

visits (psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers), and

antidepressant medications. Aside from obvious convenience,

this example has been chosen to illustrate how empirical de-

terminants can vary across different types of treatment. This

depression treatment example also conveniently illustrates the

difference between need for treatment and individual

demand.
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Being consistent with the literature, it is not attempted to

jointly estimate demand and supply. The dependent variable

in the models is observed utilization and is assumed to be

equivalent to demand. The empirical example in other re-

spects is simplified. First, using probit equations; it is only

modeled whether a person used each type of treatment and

not quantities. Second, it is not attempted to jointly model

other aspects of consumer decision making (e.g., other goods

and services, income, and employment). Third, the main es-

timates presented do not correct for potential endogeneity of

health insurance, income, and health status.

The rules of thumb described above can help guide both

selection of empirical determinants and their interpretation

using this example.

Data

The data are drawn from the Medical Expenditure Panel Sur-

vey (MEPS), a large nationally representative household sur-

vey conducted annually in the United States since 1996 by the

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. The MEPS con-

tains a rich array of information on each household member’s

health care use and expenditures, health insurance coverage,

employment and income, health status and health conditions,

and other sociodemographic characteristics. The MEPS is

widely used to model the demand for health and to plan and

evaluate health policy reforms and changes.

The MEPS utilizes an overlapping panel design to represent

the civilian noninstitutionalized population in each calendar

year. Households are interviewed in-person for five rounds cov-

ering 2 full calendar years. The average recall period for these five

rounds is approximately 5 months. Generally, one person re-

sponds for all members of the household. In-person interviews

are supplemented with self-administered health questionnaires

(SAQs) of every adult to assess health status and experiences of

care that might not be reliably captured by proxy. Follow-back

surveys of physicians, hospitals, home health agencies, and

pharmacies are used to collect more detailed information on

health care spending and prescription medications.

Current sample sizes for each panel are approximately

7500 households and 18 000 individuals. The analytic sample

used here is drawn from the 2004–08 panels of the MEPS and

includes 37 173 adults aged 18–64 with two observations each

with complete information on treatment use, depression sta-

tus, and other covariates.

Analyses
Table 2 presents means of the dependent variables and all de-

mand determinants for the full sample and also stratified by an

indicator for probable depression. Departing from standard

practice, the specification of each demand determinant and its

rationale for inclusion one by one with the results and inter-

pretation from the empirical demand model are described.

Economic Determinants: Specification, Results, and
Interpretation

Table 3 presents the empirical estimates of the effects of eco-

nomic, health status, and sociodemographic determinants

from three probit equations describing any nonspecialty,

specialty, and antidepressant use. The table adds a fourth

column, which computes the combined effect of each de-

terminant on the use of any of the three types of treatment. To

ease in the interpretation of magnitudes, marginal effects are

presented instead of coefficient estimates. For binary indi-

cators, the marginal effects represent the change in the ex-

pected probability of using treatment for that group compared

to the omitted group. For example, the marginal effect of

0.022 females for nonspecialty services implies that women

are 2.2% points more likely to have nonspecialty mental

health visits than men. The overall mean use of nonspecialty

treatment is 5.9%, men and women combined, so this rep-

resents a substantial differential. For continuous measures, the

marginal effect represents the change in the probability of use

for a one unit change. For example, each additional child in

a household less than 6 years (marginal effect¼0.006) is

associated with a 0.6% point decrease in the use of

nonspecialty care.

Health insurance
Like many surveys, price is only observed in the MEPS among

users. Deriving theoretically consistent prices suitable for de-

mand estimation from these partial observations is con-

ceivable but difficult. Health insurance is used as a proxy

instead. The MEPS contains extensive insurance coverage in-

formation. For simplicity, a three category summary of insur-

ance status provided on the MEPS public use file (INSCOV) is

used. In the sample of adults aged 18–64 years, 23% were

uninsured the entire calendar year, 64% had private insurance

(mainly through employers or unions) for all or part of the

year, and 13% had public insurance only, mainly Medicaid or

Medicare (Table 2).

It is seen that private and especially public insurance are

strongly correlated with treatment. For example, people with

public insurance are 10.2% points more likely to use any type

of treatment than people without insurance. Although we

expect positive effects of insurance on use, there are reasons to

believe the estimated magnitudes are too large. First and

foremost is adverse selection. Second, public health insurance

may proxy in part for unmeasured severity of depression be-

cause both Medicare and Medicaid, in part, serve as disability

programs. The qualifying process itself, which includes clin-

ician diagnoses, may differentiate between levels of depression

in ways that move beyond a limited depression scale. Using

first month insurance indicators instead of full-year insurance

to minimize postdiction bias does little to magnitudes.

However, when the model is reestimated explicitly accounting

for the potential endogeneity of insurance, the estimated

effects of public and private insurance drop by half (not

shown).

Income
Income is included as a theoretically important determinant

but discussion on its interpretation has been brief. Following

common practice, the log of total family income is divided by

the square root of the number of household members. Posi-

tive income effects are generally expected, but for antidepres-

sant use, only a small effect is observed. Income may be

confounded with unobserved depression severity and other
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Table 2 Descriptive means, adults aged 18–64, 2004–09 pooled MEPS sample

Full sample 100%
(n¼74 346)

Probable depression PHQ-2
Z3 10.1% (n¼7526)

Below threshold PHQ-2 o3
89.9% (n¼66 820)

Any treatment use
Any nonspecialty provider (0, 1) 0.059 0.193c 0.044
Any specialty provider (0, 1) 0.045 0.161c 0.032
Any antidepressant fills (0, 1) 0.110 0.324c 0.086
Any treatment (0, 1) 0.144 0.397c 0.116

Level of use conditional on use
Number of nonspecialty visits 4.01 4.93c 3.56
Number of specialty visits 8.30 9.40c 7.68
Number of antidepressant fills 7.20 8.15c 6.80

Health insurance coverage
Any private (0, 1) 0.64 0.41c 0.67
Public only (0, 1) 0.13 0.34c 0.11
Uninsured (omitted) 0.23 0.24c 0.22

Family income
Log family income 10.09 9.40c 10.16

Physical health status
Chronic conditions (0–11) 0.67 1.30c 0.60
SF-12 physical component summary 50.49 42.15c 51.43
Poor/fair physical health (0, 1) 0.20 0.55c 0.16

Mental health status
Poor/fair mental health (0, 1) 0.11 0.46c 0.07
PHQ-2 score (0–6) 0.79 4.21c 0.40

Age
19–29 (0, 1) 0.23 0.19c 0.23
30–44 (0, 1) 0.36 0.33c 0.36
45–54 (0, 1) 0.24 0.28c 0.24
55–64 (omitted) 0.17 0.20c 0.17

Sex
Female (0, 1) 0.54 0.63c 0.54
Male (omitted) 0.46 0.37c 0.46

Race/ethnicity
Hispanic (0, 1) 0.26 0.25 0.26
Black (0, 1) 0.17 0.22c 0.16
Other (0, 1) 0.06 0.05c 0.06
White (omitted) 0.51 0.48c 0.52

Marital status
Not currently married (omitted) 0.43 0.56c 0.42
Married (0, 1) 0.57 0.44c 0.58

Household composition
0–5 Years old 0.34 0.30c 0.34
6–17 Years old 0.67 0.65a 0.68
18–64 Years old 2.12 1.97c 2.13
65 or older 0.07 0.09c 0.07

Education status
Less than high-school diploma (omitted) 0.22 0.35c 0.21
High-school diploma (0, 1) 0.32 0.35c 0.31
Some college (0, 1) 0.23 0.19c 0.24
Bachelor’s (0,1) 0.14 0.07c 0.15
Advanced degree (0,1) 0.09 0.03c 0.09

Census region
Northeast (0, 1) 0.14 0.13b 0.15
Midwest (0, 1) 0.20 0.18b 0.20
South (0, 1) 0.39 0.43c 0.38
West (omitted) 0.27 0.25b 0.27

Urban/rural
Non-MSA (omitted) 0.16 0.20b 0.16
MSA (0, 1) 0.84 0.80b 0.84

Self or Proxy
Self (omitted) 0.54 0.62c 0.53
Proxy (0, 1) 0.46 0.38c 0.47

(Continued )
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factors. For example, depression often leads to job loss,

thereby biasing downward the effects of income.

Health and Mental Health Determinants: Specification,
Results, and Interpretation

Physical health
Three widely used measures of physical health are included

from an earlier review. A strong correlation between de-

pression and physical health has long been observed but the

causal pathways remain unclear. Certain medical conditions,

for example, heart attack, may lead to or exacerbate de-

pression. Or patients might simply be depressed about phys-

ical ailments, especially if they lead to job loss or other life

changes. On the other side of the equation, depression may

lead to poor diet and exercise. In the course of treating people

for physical ailments, providers might also detect depression

leading to more care.

The first measure is a simple count of a set of 11 chronic

conditions that are ascertained in each MEPS panel. Re-

spondents are asked if the doctor ever told the person they

had diabetes, arthritis, asthma, emphysema, stroke, high

blood pressure, high cholesterol, coronary heart disease,

heart attack (myocardial infarction), angina, and any other

heart disease. A graph of the 0–11 condition count versus

treatment was approximately linear (not shown). The re-

gression results in Table 3 show a strong association between

chronic conditions and antidepressant use in particular, with

each additional condition increasing the probability of anti-

depressant use by 1.8% points. The association is used here

because, even with reverse causality minimized, these chronic

conditions are still likely correlated with depression severity,

not captured in the depression index.

The second measure is the physical health summary score

from the Short Form-12 (SF-12) contained in the MEPS

Adult SAQ asked in the middle to later part of each calendar

year. The SF-12 is a well-validated health inventory containing

12 questions on a number of dimensions of physical and

mental health symptoms and functioning. This composite

index is scaled from 0 to 100 and normalized to approxi-

mately 50 with a higher score indicating better health. The

effect on nonspecialty use was not significant. Better physical

health is associated with a reduced probability of anti-

depressant use as expected. Curiously, better physical health,

controlling for chronic conditions and perceived health status,

is associated with a small but statistically significant increase

in specialty use.

The third physical health measure is derived from the

standard 1-item perceived health status question asked in each

of the five rounds of MEPS. Respondents are asked relative to

persons their age, whether each member of the household is

in excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor health. The poor

and fair responses in either of the first two rounds during a

calendar year into a single binary indicator (ever poor or fair

vs. good/very good/excellent) have been combined. Turning

to the actual results in Table 3, there is an independent effect

of poor or fair perceived health on treatment, increasing the

likelihood of nonspecialty visits by 1.2% points and anti-

depressant use by 1.3% points.

The SF-12 and poor/fair health measures bring the poten-

tial for obvious reverse causality problems because they are

measured contemporaneously with treatment. In fact, they

could be measured well after treatment if treatment occurred

earlier in the year. Using the strategy of minimizing postdic-

tion by measuring health at the earliest possible point during

the year or using prior year values, alternative ways of con-

structing and using these variables have been tested. For the

poor/fair measure, the round 1 responses are used only to

construct an alternate poor/fair indicator. This had no appre-

ciable effect on magnitudes of the effects. Because the SF-12 is

measured later in the year, the first year of each person’s ob-

servations has been discarded but used their SF-12 (and poor/

fair health status) from the first year to estimate the demand

models on the second year’s observations. Again, nothing

changed. Rather than lose half the observations, it has been

opted to keep the models as they are.

Interpretation of all three physical health status measures is

uncertain because they are likely associated with unmeasured

aspects of health and preference. To test this, a version of the

demand models presented here has been estimated, which

explicitly accounts for these potential correlations. The results

(not shown) suggest that the physical health measures indeed

are correlated with unmeasured aspects of people’s health and

preferences toward care, substantially reducing the magnitudes

of the observed effects of the three measures.

The MEPS contains a number of other measures related

to functional limitations and disability, recent symptoms as-

sociated with chronic and other diseases, measures of work or

Table 2 Continued

Full sample 100%
(n¼74 346)

Probable depression PHQ-2
Z3 10.1% (n¼7526)

Below threshold PHQ-2 o3
89.9% (n¼66 820)

Trend
Trend 3.53 3.48b 3.54
Trend squared 14.85 14.55a 14.88

aDifference between probable depression and below depression threshold significant at po.10.
bDifference between probable depression and below depression threshold significant at po.05.
cDifference between probable depression and below depression threshold significant at po.01.

Abbreviations: MEPS, medical expenditure panel survey; MSA, metropolitan statistical area; SF-12, Short Form-12.

Notes: The method of balanced repeated replications was used to correct all standard errors and statistical tests for the stratified and clustered design of the MEPS. This method also

corrects for the correlation across individuals and families.

Source: Author’s Calculations from 2004–09 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville, MD.
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Table 3 Estimated marginal effects of economic, health, and demographic determinants from probit models of treatment demand

Any nonspecialty
(mean¼0.059)

Any specialty
(mean¼0.045)

Any antidepressant
(mean¼0.110)

Any treatment
(mean¼0.144)

Health insurance coverage
Any private 0.021 (0.002)c 0.018 (0.002)c 0.050 (0.004)c 0.059 (0.004)c

Public only 0.046 (0.006)c 0.062 (0.005)c 0.081 (0.008)c 0.102 (0.007)c

Uninsured (omitted)
Family income

Log family income � 0.0005 (0.0006) � 0.0003 (0.0005) 0.0025 (0.0009)b 0.0015 (0.0010)
Physical health status

Chronic conditions 0.007 (0.001)c 0.003 (0.001)c 0.018 (0.001)c 0.019 (0.002)c

SF-12 Physical component
summary

� 0.0001 (0.0001) 0.0002 (0.0001)b � 0.0009 (0.0001)c � 0.0006 (0.0002)c

Poor/fair physical health (0, 1) 0.012 (0.003)c 0.002 (0.002) 0.013 (0.004)c 0.018 (0.005)c

Mental health status
Poor/fair mental health (0, 1) 0.082 (0.005)c 0.097 (0.005)c 0.117 (0.006)c 0.183 (0.008)c

PHQ-2 score 0.013 (0.001)c 0.011 (0.001)c 0.026 (0.001)c 0.033 (0.001)c

Age
19–29 0.003 (0.003) 0.004 (0.003) � 0.034 (0.004)c � 0.022 (0.005)c

30–44 0.013 (0.003)c 0.013 (0.003)c � 0.002 (0.004) 0.013 (0.005)b

45–54 0.008 (0.003)b 0.008 (0.003)b 0.009 (0.004)b 0.016 (0.005)c

55–64 (omitted)
Sex

Female 0.022 (0.002)c 0.010 (0.002)c 0.056 (0.003)c 0.061 (0.004)c

Male (omitted)
Race/ethnicity

Hispanic � 0.021 (0.002)c � 0.018 (0.002)c � 0.058 (0.003)c � 0.067 (0.004)c

Black � 0.034 (0.002)c � 0.022 (0.0021)c � 0.077 (0.003)c � 0.092 (0.004)c

Other � 0.032 (0.003)c � 0.024 (0.003)c � 0.079 (0.004)c � 0.094 (0.006)c

White (omitted)
Marital status

Not currently married (omitted)
Married � 0.007 (0.002)c � 0.012 (0.002)c 0.005 (0.003)a � 0.006 (0.004)a

Household composition (number of household members)
0–5 Years old � 0.006 (0.002)c � 0.006 (0.002)c � 0.007 (0.003)b � 0.012 (0.003)c

6–17 Years old � 0.003 (0.001)b � 0.005 (0.001)c � 0.002 (0.001) � 0.006 (0.002)c

18–64 Years old � 0.003 (0.0011)b � 0.005 (0.0011)c � 0.007 (0.002)c � 0.010 (0.002)c

65 or older � 0.009 (0.004)b � 0.003 (0.003) � 0.004 (0.005) � 0.010 (0.006)
Education status

Less than high-school diploma
(omitted)

High-school diploma 0.004 (0.003) 0.007 (0.003)b 0.014 (0.004)b 0.016 (0.005)c

Some college 0.011 (0.003)c 0.021 (0.004)c 0.030 (0.005)c 0.041 (0.006)c

Bachelor’s 0.009 (0.004)b 0.036 (0.005)c 0.031 (0.006)c 0.048 (0.007)c

Advanced degree 0.013 (0.004)b 0.059 (0.007)c 0.029 (0.006)c 0.061 (0.007)c

Census region
Northeast � 0.004 (0.004) 0.009 (0.003)b 0.001 (0.001) 0.003 (0.006)
Midwest � 0.008 (0.003)b 0.002 (0.003) 0.009 (0.005)a 0.003 (0.006)
South � 0.010 (0.003)b � 0.005 (0.003)a 0.003 (0.005) � 0.005 (0.005)
West (omitted)

Urban/rural
Non-MSA (omitted)
MSA 0.002 (0.003) 0.011 (0.002)c � 0.004 (0.004) 0.003 (0.004)

Self or Proxy
Self (omitted)
Proxy � 0.010 (0.002)c � 0.009 (0.002)c � 0.014 (0.003)c � 0.021 (0.003)c

Trend
Trend 0.001 (0.002) 0.002 (0.002) � 0.005 (0.003) � 0.003 (0.004)
Trend squared � 0.0003 (0.0004) � 0.0003 (0.0003) 0.0006 (0.0005) 0.0002 (0.0005)

apo.10.
bpo.05.
cpo.01.

Abbreviation: MSA, metropolitan statistical area.

Notes: Trivariate probit model of any nonspecialty visit, any specialty visit, and any antidepressant fill estimated by simulated likelihood using the Stata routine MVPROBIT. Estimated

correlation between nonspecialty and specialty visits is 0.501 (0.017), between nonspecialty and antidepressant use is 0.678 (0.016), and between specialty and antidepressant use

is 0.654 (0.018). Any treatment is computed at the union of any nonspecialty visit, any specialty visit, and any antidepressant fill using the estimated multivariate normal distribution.

Standard errors in parentheses computed using the method of Balanced Repeated Replication (128 half replicates using a Fay’s adjustment of 0.5) which accounts for the stratified

and clustered design of the MEPS and correlation in observations across families and individuals.

Source: Author’s Calculations from 2004–09 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville, MD.
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school days lost and bed days, and a number of other adult

health measures as well as measures specific to children and

adolescents. Good arguments could be made for including any

one of a number of them. The main reason for sticking with

just chronic conditions, SF-12, and perceived health status is

parsimony. Together they do a reasonable job of representing

physical health and capture many of the same dimensions of

the other measures in this context.

Mental health status
Conceptually, we might think mental health is the most

important determinant of demand. If you are depression free,

why seek treatment? Thus, the 2-item Patient Health Ques-

tionnaire (PHQ-2), a well-validated depression screener

taken from the Adult SAQ, is included. The PHQ-2 asks

‘‘Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by

any of the following problems?’’ ‘‘Feeling down, depressed,

or hopeless,’’ and ‘‘little interest or pleasure in doing things.’’

Responses ranged from ‘‘not at all’’ (0) to ‘‘nearly every day’’

(3). A score of 3 or higher is suggested as a cut-point for

depression screening. The linear PHQ-2 scale (0–6) is used

because it measures both probable clinical depression (PHQ-

2Z3) and severity. For example, each increment in the 0–6

scale is associated with a 2.6% point increase in

antidepressant use.

The mental health analog of perceived physical health

status is also included. Even controlling for symptoms of de-

pression, we find that perceived poor or fair mental health

increases nonspecialty use by 8.2% points, specialty use by

9.7% points, antidepressant use by 11.7% points, and any

treatment by 18.3% points compared to those with better

mental health.

Two concerns with the PHQ-2 and perceived mental

health measures are noted. Most importantly, the first in-

formation we get about depressive symptoms occurs later in

the first year a person enters the MEPS, and the PHQ-2 scale

asks only about symptoms in the past 2 weeks. If a person

sought treatment in the past because of depression, as-

suming treatment works, he/she may be symptom free by

then. This will tend to reduce the impact of depression es-

timated. Like physical health, an alternative has been tested

using only the second year of data for each person substi-

tuting their first year PHQ-2 measurement and perceived

mental health status. Surprisingly, no appreciable differ-

ences in the effects on treatment use have been found. This

may be because, although depression is a chronic illness, it

is also episodic. It is also possible that reverse causality bias

is offset by people with depression in the first year who do

not carry symptoms into the second year and do not need

treatment. However, as with physical health status, when

the demand models were reestimated to explicitly account

for endogeneity bias, the effects of mental health status were

substantially reduced.

Second, although the PHQ-2 does a nice job for a two-item

scale, it is not as sensitive to depression severity as its longer

cousin the PHQ-9 or other depression instruments. A more

sensitive depression measure would reduce the potential for

our health insurance and demographic determinants to be

confounded with unobserved severity of mental health.

Sociodemographic Determinants: Specification, Results, and
Interpretation

Age
Age is represented by four binary indicators: ages 19–29,

30–44, 45–54, and the omitted category 55–64 years. For

specialty and nonspecialty care, there is an upside down U-

shaped relationship between age and use with the peak in the

age 30–44 years range. In both, those aged 30–44 years are

1.3% points more likely to use treatment compared to those

aged 55–64 years and approximately 1.0% points more likely

than those aged 19–29 years. Antidepressant use showed a

different pattern with respect to age with use peaking in the

45–54 year old group.

What do these U-shaped relationships mean? Age, in

part, serves as a proxy for health and mental health not cap-

tured in our health measures. But other explanations are

plausible. Young adults cumulatively have less exposure to

the health care system, and thus, less time for providers to

detect depression and recommend treatment. Tastes and

preferences may change as young adults mature, or alter-

natively, they may suffer for years before seeking treatment.

Cohort effects may also be at play here with stigma likely

greater in older groups.

Sex
Sex is usually included in demand models to reflect biological

differences in the prevalence, course, and severity of disease.

Women, for example, are much more likely to have de-

pression. However, controlling for symptoms of depression

as much as possible in the MEPS, we find that women

are still much more likely than men to use treatment,

especially antidepressants. Whether this is due to unmeasured

differences in depression between men and women or

differences in preferences over treatment or stigma we

cannot say.

Race and ethnicity
A standard representation of race and ethnicity was used in

dividing the population into the following groups: non-

Hispanic Whites (the omitted group), Hispanic ethnicity,

Black race, and others including those of Asian and mixed race

ancestry. Hispanics, Blacks, and others are substantially less

likely to have nonspecialty and specialty mental health visits

but proportionately even less likely to use antidepressants

than Whites. For example, Blacks are almost 8% points less

likely than Whites to use antidepressants controlling for other

determinants. It is hard to see how unmeasured differences in

depression severity might explain these magnitudes. More

likely, it reflects unmeasured differences in attitudes and dif-

ferential access to care. Here measures related to immigration

and citizenship status have not been included because they are

not available on the MEPS public use files, but they sub-

stantially reduce the magnitude of the effects for Hispanics on

treatment use (not shown).

Marital status and household composition
Following standard practice (Table 1), a measure of whether

the person was married at the time of their round 1 MEPS

interview is included. Counts of the number of household
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members between the ages of 0–5, 6–17, 18–64, and 65 years

and older are also included. One reason for including

household composition variables is the potential protective

health benefits of marriage. Another is that increasing family

size may reduce resources available, both money and time, to

any one particular adult in the family for treatment. Consist-

ent with both rationales, the measures were negatively

correlated with different types of treatment use, with the ex-

ception of a small positive effect of marriage on antidepressant

use. But interpretation here is difficult. Depression may

also lead to divorce and family dissolution (reverse causality)

reducing the magnitudes of the effects which have been

observed. Family composition may also be related to un-

measured preferences for depression treatment.

Education
A series of binary indicators corresponding to degrees ob-

tained is obtained: less than high-school diploma (omitted),

high-school diploma or equivalent, some college, bachelors,

and advanced degree (Masters, MD, JD, PhD). This simul-

taneously allows for a nonlinear relationship between edu-

cation and treatment as well as potential ‘degree’ effects. That

is, more than just another year or 2 years of college separates

someone with some college from someone who earned their

bachelor’s degree. Certainly, this is true in the labor market but

may extend to preferences over treatment through its effects

on social class and norms.

The regression results show substantial differences by

education, even controlling for symptoms of depression.

Those with a high-school diploma or less are substantially less

likely to seek treatment than their better educated counter-

parts. Interestingly, there is little difference in use of non-

specialists and antidepressants among those with some

college, bachelor’s, or graduate degree. However, there is a

strong gradient for specialists, with use increasing sharply with

education.

Clearly education is strongly related to depression treat-

ment, but is it a determinant in a causal sense? Educated

consumers might understand better the importance of ad-

herence with antidepressant medication schedules. Or they

may have higher quality interactions with therapists providing

cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). In both cases, better

educated consumers might derive greater benefits and thus

more likely to continue treatment. They may also be more

likely to initiate treatment if they better understand potential

benefits. However, we cannot help but suspect that un-

measured preferences and social class norms drive much of

the educational differences we observe. It is hard to under-

stand why those with graduate degrees would be so much

more efficient than those with bachelor’s degree in the pro-

duction of CBT and other talk therapies but not with anti-

depressant medication. More likely, the stigma surrounding

seeing psychiatrists, psychologists, and other specialists is

lower among those with graduate degrees.

Reverse causality is potentially a problem with our edu-

cation measures. Depression may begin in adolescence leading

to lower educational achievement through decreased motiv-

ation. Such bias would tend to reduce the magnitude of

educational effects measured. In the opposite direction, higher

education may be correlated with greater economic resources

available to pay for treatment.

Geography
Indicators for each of the four Census Regions in the United

States (Northeast, Midwest, South, and West) and whether the

person resided in a Census Bureau defined Metropolitan

Statistical Area, a measure of whether the person lives in an

urban or rural area have been included. These are likely cor-

related with tastes for treatment. For example, stigma for

mental health treatment is thought to be stronger in rural

areas and in the South. They are also attractive proxies because

bias from reverse causality (health causes location) is probably

small. Indeed, we find that those in urban areas are more

likely to use specialists, whereas those in the South are

somewhat less likely. Geography may also be correlated with

availability of health care services, but it is also likely that

supply follows demand (more doctors in areas where people

like to use services). A growing literature also suggests sub-

stantial local variations in medical provider practices. In this

context, there may be variations in preferences among

psychiatrists to treat patients with talk therapy instead of

medicating depressed patients.

Proxy
The MEPS is a household survey with one person responding

for all household members (the Adult SAQ is one exception).

Although MEPS requests that this be the person most know-

ledgeable about health and health care in the family, there

may still be issues with proxy responses. For example, a wife

may not be aware that her husband sought depression treat-

ment. To account for the potential for underestimating treat-

ment use obtained by proxy, an indicator is included for

whether the MEPS sample member is the respondent

(proxy¼0) or not (proxy¼1). Consistent with this worry, the

regression results show that proxy respondents are approxi-

mately 1% point less likely to use each of the three types of

treatment. Of course, proxy status could be correlated with

other unmeasured aspects of individuals related to treatment.

Trend
To account for the possibility that demand increased between

2004 and 2009, two time-trend variables were included. The

first is linear term for survey year (minus 2004 to normalize to

0). The second term squares the first allowing for nonconstant

changes in demand. In fact, there is no discernable trend in

overall demand using this or any number of alternative spe-

cifications between 2004 and 2009. This would not have been

true in the late 1980s and 1990s when demand grew rapidly

with the introduction of new classes of antidepressants.

Excluded Determinants

A number of potential determinants do not appear in this

empirical example. Employment status, occupation, and

industry have been excluded because of their direct poten-

tial for reverse causality and uncertain effects on demand.

Ideally, time price would be included, but direct measures

of travel and time costs as well as suitable proxies are lacked.
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The MEPS Adult SAQ contains four items designed to repre-

sent individual attitudes and beliefs. However, the correlation

between first and second year responses was lower than ex-

pected suggesting responses may be endogenous with current

health and health care use. Good arguments could be made

either way for including smoking status, but it has been ex-

cluded as lacking a clear a priori hypothesis about its effects.

Although clearly relevant to depression, alcohol and drug

behaviors are not available. A number of available access

measures believed to be endogenous have been omitted. Fi-

nally, Local area supply side and market characteristics that

can be merged onto MEPS for similar reasons have been

omitted.

Need Versus Demand: Illustrating with the Empirical
Example

Policymakers and advocates often speak of ‘unmet need’ for

treatment for diseases such as diabetes, heart disease, and

depression. In this context, need is some norm that is being

applied to groups of individuals defined by illness and then

determining the extent to which they actually receive care. In

the example given, if a diagnosis of depression is used as the

determinant of need then it is being said that all individuals

with depression should receive treatment. Those without it

have unmet need. If one prefers, the definition can be made

more restrictive, as many have proposed, to include additional

functional impairment criteria, but regardless we are still ap-

plying some external norm. Alternatively, the actual use of

individuals in one group (say high income) as a norm for

other groups can be used.

As introduced earlier, economists view demand strictly

through the eyes of the individual. Even in demand–supply

graphs, market demand curves are simply the sum of indi-

vidual demands. The authors talk about ‘need’ variables being

included in demand models, but individuals take this more

into account than just their health in determining whether

and how much care to consume. An individual with de-

pression may or may not perceive that they need treatment at

all. Some depressed individuals may not seek treatment even if

their out-of-pocket price is zero. For others, whether they seek

treatment may depend critically on price.

Survey data such as MEPS gives us the opportunity to

study measures of ‘need’ as distinct from demand and use.

If we look at the descriptive statistics on Table 2, we see

that only 40% of people with a current PHQ-2 score of 3 or

greater (suggesting probable depression and the need for

further screening) receive treatment. If we use this cut-point

as our norm for treatment need, it suggests that more than

half of currently depressed individuals do not receive treat-

ment and therefore have unmet need. Conversely, 12% of

those not meeting our hypothetical norm for need consume

treatment. The empirical model can be used to simulate the

effect that changing a key determinant has on changing the

relationship between our norm for need and actual demand.

Health insurance coverage, because it is so amenable to policy

changes, is the obvious choice. Here, the model implies that

providing public coverage to all of the uninsured would re-

duce the gap between need and demand in the uninsured

from 78% to 65% and among all adults aged 18–64 years

from 60% to 57%.

Conclusion

Specifying and interpreting the empirical determinants of

health care demand is as much art as science. As seen from

the author’s review of recent empirical studies, there is not

only widespread agreement about some determinants such as

age, sex, health status, and education but also wide variation

in the treatment of other characteristics that might be cor-

related with health care use. Researchers are confronted with

tough trade-offs among competing concerns in selecting and

specifying determinants they think relevant in demand

models. Formal models of health care demand can help

guide us about the treatment of variables such as health

status, income, and price. Theory also guides us in the choice

of proxies and, also using statistical principles, how to best

specify these proxies to represent unmeasured aspects of

health and treatment seeking preferences. As seen from the

empirical illustration, proxies such as education are often

powerful predictors of demand. These same economic and

statistical principles also aid us in interpreting our empirical

determinants. But in a world where unobserved preferences

and health play such a key role, we will always face some

uncertainty about how to model the empirical determinants

of health care demand.

Disclaimer

The views expressed in this article are those of the author, and

no official endorsement by the Agency for Healthcare Research

and Quality, or the Department of Health and Human Ser-

vices is intended or should be inferred.

See also: Health and Health Care, Need for. Modeling Cost and
Expenditure for Healthcare. Price Elasticity of Demand for Medical
Care: The Evidence since the RAND Health Insurance Experiment.
Sample Selection Bias in Health Econometric Models
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Empirical analysis of data describing relationships involving

health – health econometrics – arises in a wide variety of

important scholarly and policy contexts. The econometric

analysis of data on topics as diverse as health insurance,

substance use, provider behavior, chronic disease, evaluation,

market structures, regulation, medical technologies, labor

supply, and others is encountered routinely in every issue of

leading field journals like the Journal of Health Economics,

Health Economics, and others.

Reflecting the increased prominence of both conceptual

and applied health econometrics research is an increasing

array of professional activities devoted specifically to health

econometrics. For over 20 years, researchers at the University

of York and local sites all across the European Union have

organized annual meetings on health economics and health

econometrics. More recently, specialized health econometrics

conferences and workshops have regularly been organized in

the US, Italy, and elsewhere. Beyond these, sessions and pre-

conference courses dedicated to health econometrics have

been among the most popular and well-attended activities at

meetings of major health economics organizations like the

International Association of Health Economics, the American

Society of Health Economists, and others.

The methods of health econometrics are deployed to ad-

dress a wide variety of questions. At their essence, many are

concerned with the estimation of treatment effects, broadly

construed. These can arise in narrow small-N contexts like the

evaluation of clinical interventions as well as in broad popu-

lation or large-N contexts like the implementation of tax,

regulatory, or other public policy interventions. Recent em-

phases on ‘comparative effectiveness’ and the empirical

methods used to understand the relative value of interventions

have underscored the importance of linking relevant decision-

making contexts to reliable and robust analytical methods that

can be deployed to inform such decisions.

How to deliver informative estimates of treatment effects in

the light of observational data often utilized in the service of

such questions is one of the central problems of applied health

econometrics. Such observational data are now drawn from an

increasingly wide set of sources: Population and community

surveys, administrative data describing program participation,

electronic medical records, and others. Regardless of the par-

ticular data, there is widespread recognition that many of the

treatments at issue are endogenous with respect to the out-

comes of interest (i.e., are correlated with unobserved de-

terminants of such outcomes, known as ‘confounding’ in the

epidemiological literature). To circumvent the problems that

arise with endogenous treatments, quasi-experimental methods

are often utilized. Instrumental variable methods, longitudinal

or panel data analyses, and others are deployed with assump-

tions sufficient to generate consistent estimates of parameters of

interest (whether the assumptions are reasonable and/or holds

in the context of the particular study are separate but important

questions). One such assumption is the correct specification of

a model for the data at hand. Economic theory, or any other

theory for that matter, often has a hard time predicting dir-

ections of covariate effects. It does not provide much guidance

as to the appropriate functional form for the data at hand.

Therefore, a good deal of health econometrics literature has

focussed on ascertaining appropriate models using various

goodness of fit measures. A good discussion of these issues can

be found in the chapter by Manning on modeling healthcare

expenditures that are known for their idiosyncracies. Appro-

priate specification of a model is then followed by identification

of the parameter of interest, often a treatment effect parameter.

Geographic variation in constraint sets has been one prominent

identification strategy (Rosenzweig and Schultz, 1983), and

indeed was – to our knowledge – the approach that introduced

instrumental variable analysis to clinical and related audiences

(McClellan et al., 1994, in the context of differential distance

instruments). More recently, approaches like propensity score

or control function methods have become popular in health

services research even though the extent to which such methods

fail to circumvent problems arising from confounding is often

underappreciated.

In this context it is often useful to bear in mind that the

‘gold standard’ of the randomized clinical trial against which

observational data analysis is frequently held is itself an em-

peror that often wears little clothing. Within-trial behaviors

like attrition, non-adherence, etc. (Efron and Feldman, 1991;

Lamiraud and Geoffard, 2007) will typically jeopardize both

the internal and external validity of results and inferences

based on such data. Floras are typically compliant with treat-

ment protocols, but human fauna will often fail to be.

Whereas randomized trial provides a solid conceptual foun-

dation for thinking about an ideal data-generating experiment

(Permutt and Hebel, 1989, for a specific example executed in

an instrumental variable context), its actual implementation

often falls short of the ideal. When contemplating the analysis

of health (or any other) data, it can generally be more helpful

to appreciate that such data are themselves often generated by

purposive decisions of data suppliers and demanders (Phi-

lipson, 1997).

In many instances, the particular nature of the data to be

analyzed by health econometricians sets health econometrics

apart from other domains of applied econometrics. Many of

the measurement and sampling approaches used to describe

health-related phenomena as well as the consumer, producer,

and market decisions and processes from which such data

arise are more or less unique to health economics. Econo-

metric methods used to analyze such outcomes data – cen-

sored, bounded, discrete, ordered, etc. – have often been

developed by analysts working primarily in health economics

(Newhouse, 1987). Even so, health econometricians have

sometimes failed to be sufficiently sensitive to the funda-

mental measurement features of the data they analyze, e.g.,
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estimating moments of ordinal scale outcomes like self-re-

ported health status obtained using Likert scale or analogous

strategies (Stevens, 1946).

Regardless of the particular questions at hand, the ability to

move from conceptualizing such analysis to implementing it

has required both individual-level (or micro-) data describing

the choices and outcomes of health producing consumers and

suppliers observed over space, over time, or both, as well as a

rapid evolution of analytical and data management that has

permitted such data to be analyzed using state of the art

methodologies (e.g., Stata, Limdep, R, and others; Renfro,

2004 for a general discussion). Given the sensitive nature of

many topics with which health economists deal at the

household, institution, market, and population levels, ideal

data may sometimes not be available for analysis owing to a

variety of privacy protection protocols that have legal standing

in most countries. Nonetheless, the progress that has been

made in advancing empirical understanding of such phe-

nomena is remarkable.

Interested readers may find as a useful starting point An-

drew Jones’s (2000) seminal and comprehensive overview of

health econometrics topics. The articles in this section com-

plement in some respects Jones’s overview and, in the light of

the ongoing rapid pace of conceptual and methodological

developments in the field, bring some of the topics he ad-

dressed over 10 years ago into newer light.

While the articles in this section cover a broad swath of

topics in health econometrics, it could also be pointed out for

context several topics that are not accorded article-length

treatment in this Encyclopedia although, in some instances,

they are treated in part in various articles. Among such topics

of interest to health economists include specific treatment of

outcome measurement, econometric analysis of experiments,

prediction and forecasting, and multivariate outcomes. Also to

be noted with considerable sadness is that a article on the

econometric analysis of clinical trial data was planned by Prof.

Tom Ten Have and was in early stages of preparation when he

died of multiple myeloma at a rather young age in 2011.
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Introduction

Most developed countries provide universal or near-universal

health insurance coverage. The US has lagged behind with 49.9

million individuals, or 16.3% of the population, reportedly

uninsured as recently as 2010. Policy debates in the US, where

proponents of universal coverage have argued that extending

coverage to the uninsured would result in better access to

health care, improved health outcomes, and ultimately lower

costs, have culminated in the enactment of the Patient Pro-

tection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and

Education Reconciliation Act (collectively referred to as the

ACA) in 2010. In tandem with the policy debate, health

economists have explored the impact of health insurance on

health outcomes using empirical methods. Nevertheless, the

evidence so far remains inconclusive. Both those favoring

universal coverage and those arguing for limited steps were able

to find some support for their respective positions, albeit on a

selective basis. Although supporters of the legislation claim that

the phased implementation of the ACA will dramatically re-

duce the ranks of the uninsured, millions of Americans are

expected to remain without any coverage. Gaining a better

understanding of what the health economics literature offers to

this policy discussion thus remains highly relevant.

Economic theory suggests that health insurance can serve a

dual purpose of protecting people against the financial burden

of illness and of increasing access to care to meet unmet health

care needs. Conventional expected utility theory, which is

widely applied to evaluate the demand of health insurance,

considers any medical expenditure to be a loss of income. In

view of this theory, the purchase of health insurance or

medical care reduces a consumer’s wealth. For the research

question at hand that investigates whether health insurance

improves health, medical expenditures may instead be con-

sidered an input in the health production function (Grossman

model). Accordingly, the stock of health can be improved by

investments in medical care which the purchase of insurance

enables. Most of the relevant literature assumes such a model,

at least implicitly. At the same time, the benefits of health

insurance coverage may be partially offset by the effects of ex-

ante moral hazard (Moral Hazard is the change in behavior

that occurs as a result of becoming insured. Ex-ante moral

refers to the change in the probability of illness or injury. Ex-

post moral hazard refers to the size of the loss (medical ex-

penditures) after the illness/injury occurred.). Accordingly,

people with health insurance coverage may have less financial

incentives to engage in healthy behaviors that prevent injury

and illness.

A body of existing research supports a negative association

between the lack of health insurance and access to care, and in

turn, a positive association between access to care and health

outcomes. Descriptive studies report that in the US the un-

insured have less access to health care, higher risks of unmet

health needs, and poorer health outcomes. For example,

research has shown that uninsured adults use 60% less am-

bulatory health services and 30% less inpatient health services

than insured adults. In addition, the uninsured are more likely

to delay seeking care, to report not being able to see a phys-

ician due to costs, and to require costly emergency care. Even

among patients that did see a clinician, only 18% of un-

insured patients received all recommended follow-up treat-

ment in comparison to 30% of insured patients. In

comparison to insured adults, the uninsured are also more

likely to have a lower self-reported health status and are more

likely to be diagnosed at an advanced stage of cancer, suffer

from cardiovascular diseases, exhibit worse glycemic control,

and experience higher in-hospital mortality rates.

Although the positive association between health insur-

ance coverage and health outcomes appears to be convincing,

the issue has been a matter of considerable controversy among

empirical economists. Mere associations may mask the fact

that healthier individuals tend to be better equipped to obtain

health insurance, leading one to overstate the actual contri-

bution of insurance to health, a problem related to reverse

causality and simultaneity in econometric estimation. To ad-

dress this general concern different methodological ap-

proaches have been undertaken, perhaps contributing to

occasionally conflicting results. In addition, this literature

encounters measurement issues which merit further scrutiny.

In this article, the aim is to shed light on the nuances in the

literature on the causal effect of health insurance on health

outcomes. The objective here is to clarify the limitations of

this literature and to provide a deeper understanding of the

causal pathways between insurance and health, ultimately to

better inform the policy debate. As will be seen, certain pat-

terns have emerged: Lack of insurance may be more of an

adverse factor for mortality and generic health outcomes al-

though its effects on condition-specific measures are more

complex. In addition, interruptions in insurance coverage can

be just as harmful as the complete lack of insurance. This

review focuses primarily on the US, and its private segment of

the market, where the acquisition of insurance has largely

been a matter of individual choice, at least before the imple-

mentation of ACA. However, inferences are also drawn from

the literature on government sponsored insurance, namely,

Medicare and Medicaid, where insurance coverage is simply

assigned to individuals based on age and income, and the state

in which the individual resides.

The remainder of this article is divided into five sections.

First, there is a brief description of the characteristics of the US

uninsured population and the anticipated changes for health

insurance coverage under the ACA. Second, the methodo-

logical challenges related to estimating the impact of insur-

ance on health are discussed. Third, the methods used in the

source literature are illustrated. Fourth, general findings in the

source literature are presented. Finally, challenges for future

research are discussed and emerging implications of the ACA

comes in as conclusion.
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The Uninsured and the US Health Care System

In the US, historically, the elderly and the disabled have re-

ceived public insurance coverage through Medicare, whereas

the poor received public insurance through Medicaid. Other-

wise, health insurance coverage has effectively been tied to

employment with 90% of all privately insured individuals

receiving their coverage through their employers. Roughly

50% of employees participate in employer-sponsored health

insurance coverage and consequently a large portion of em-

ployees, especially temporary and part-time employees, lack

insurance. Not surprisingly, the contraction in the labor

market that accompanied the Great Recession in the early

twenty-first century also contributed to the rising number of

the uninsured. Between 2008 and 2010, nearly one-quarter of

working-age adults reported that they or their spouse had lost

their job and more than 50% of these people became un-

insured. Historically, a significant portion of the uninsured

population consisted of relatively vulnerable groups such as

the near poor and near elderly. Individuals belonging to these

groups are more likely to experience unemployment com-

pared with higher income or young people, and are also more

likely to suffer from adverse health events. Yet, income and age

restrictions precluded these individuals from enrolling in

public insurance programs such as Medicaid or Medicare,

leaving them at a higher risk of remaining uninsured.

The ACA is expected to greatly reduce the number of un-

insured. Under the ACA, most US citizens and legal residents

will be required to have health insurance, a number of states

will expand Medicaid to include the nonelderly population at

133% of the federal poverty line, and states are engaging in

setting up health insurance ‘exchanges’ offering plan choices

to previously underserved individuals. In addition, federal

subsidies will be made available to small firms and individuals

for the purchase of insurance. Nevertheless, the ACA will only

reduce the number of uninsured by half. The Congressional

Budget Office estimated that by 2019, 23 million Americans

will remain uninsured even if the ACA is fully and successfully

implemented. The small penalties levied against those opting

out of the system, the so-called ‘mandates,’ may not be suf-

ficient to outweigh the incentives not to join. Moreover, cer-

tain population groups are exempted.

Methodological Challenges

In this section, methodological challenges facing research es-

timating the causal effect of insurance on health are discussed,

starting with identifying the uninsured, defining health out-

comes, and addressing endogeneity bias.

Identifying the Insured and Uninsured

Identifying the uninsured is a difficult task. In most household

surveys, individuals tend to misclassify themselves as being

insured or uninsured due to the way health coverage is de-

fined. Misclassification occurs mainly around changes in em-

ployment status, due to confusion about receiving coverage

through another family member, or simply because of poor

recall when survey questions require longer retrospective

periods. Another type of misclassification occurs when Me-

dicaid enrollees or beneficiaries of other public programs do

not recognize these programs to be a form of health insurance,

leading some to erroneously identify themselves as uninsured.

Indeed, comparisons of survey data with administrative data

have demonstrated that surveys consistently underestimate

insurance coverage. Underreporting of insurance coverage has

been proven to be a particular problem for Medicaid with

specific evidence of underreporting available for all Medicaid

beneficiaries in California and Maryland, and nationwide for

child beneficiaries. As a result, the estimated prevalence of

uninsurance varies somewhat between surveys. For instance, a

comparison of the Health Retirement Survey (HRS) and the

Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) in 2006 yielded an

uninsurance rate of 10% and 12%, respectively.

Another form of measurement error occurs when con-

tinuity of coverage is of interest. The majority of studies re-

viewed used insurance coverage at the time of interview as

the key explanatory variable. However, in the US, particularly

in the private sector, people frequently gain and lose health

insurance coverage, a phenomenon also known as churning.

Between 1998 and 2002, churning affected 22% of the

population. Much like the complete absence of insurance,

churning may adversely affect health due to discontinuity of

care and delays in treatment. Among children and adults,

loss of insurance is associated with a lower likelihood of

having a primary care provider, getting check-ups, or re-

ceiving the recommended follow-up care. Intermittent health

insurance coverage may thus affect health outcomes in a

similar fashion as the lack of health insurance coverage. A

number of nationally representative surveys including the

HRS, the MEPS, and the National Health and Nutrition

Examination Survey (NHANES) ask respondents to report

their health insurance status retrospectively for a 3–18-

month period. Several studies made use of this feature to

define insurance in terms of frequency of changes or to draw

comparisons between the continuously insured, the inter-

mittently insured, and those lacking insurance coverage over

a fixed period.

Although this article focuses only on the provision of in-

surance, note that health insurance is heterogeneous and

variations in generosity of health insurance benefits can occur

not only between general insurance categories such as Me-

dicaid, Medicare, and private, but also within such groupings.

The lack of information about insurance generosity in

household surveys creates a major practical limitation for re-

lated research. The literature reviewed here is generally silent

on this issue.

Measuring Health Outcomes

The source literature assessed the impact of health insurance

on three broad categories of health outcomes: mortality,

condition-specific morbidity, and generic health measures.

The majority of studies relied on mortality-based measures,

such as all-cause mortality, disease-specific mortality, or sur-

vival rates. Condition-specific morbidity measures pertain to

the clinical status of a given illness or medical condition.
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Examples from the literature include low birth weight, obesity,

and cancer disease stage.

The term ‘generic health measures’ is used to describe as-

pects of functioning in health related daily activities which are

not necessarily disease specific. Generic health measures can

be either unidimensional or multidimensional. Unidimen-

sional measures include self-reported health indicators, such

as one’s overall ranking or the number of chronic conditions.

Multidimensional measures combine several subjective indi-

cators of physical and mental health into a single additive

scale.

Expert research in the psychosocial literature has validated

the use of self-reported health rankings. In addition, the

health services research literature offers well developed and

validated methodologies to construct multidimensional

health indices, such as the Short Form-36 (SF-36). Data

elements that comprise these indices are now routinely

included in nationally representative surveys such as the

National Health Interview Survey and the HRS. For example,

Dor et al. (2006) and McWilliams et al. (2007) combined self-

reported general health, the number of physical limitations,

and pain into a modified SF-36 health index. Table 1 provides

Table 1 Overview of source studies by payer category

Author (year) Method Insurance Health outcome Results

Bhattacharya et al.
(2003)

IV model uses state Medicaid
eligibility and employer-
sponsored insurance

Uninsured,
private
insurance, and
public
insurance

Mortality Insurance reduced risks of
dying, private insurance
more than public insurance

Bhattacharya et al.
(2011)

IV model uses state
percentage of workers
working in medium and
large size firms and
Medicaid eligibility

Uninsured versus
insured

Obesity Provision of public and
private insurance to the
uninsured increases body
weight, with slightly larger
effects for public insurance

Courtemanche and
Zapata (2012)

DD compares Massachusetts
to other states before and
after health reform in
Massachusetts

Massachusetts
reform

Self-reported, physical and
mental health, functional
limitations, joint disorders,
BMI and physical activity

The Massachusetts health
reform improved all health
outcomes

Dor et al. (2006) IV model uses state marginal
tax rates, average
unemployment rate, and
average rate of unionization

Uninsured versus
privately
insured

SF-36 type health index Insurance improved health
status by 10–11%.
Separate regressions for
people with asymptomatic
conditions, chronic
conditions, or nonchronic
conditions found no
substantial differences in
health.

Hadley and Waidmann
(2006)

IV model uses spousal union
membership, immigrant
status, and involuntary job
loss in the past 5 years

Continuity of
insurance
coverage

Health index and mortality Continuous coverage from
age 55 onward reduces
mortality and increases
health

Kaestner (1999) IV model uses state
dummies, interaction
between state dummies and
high income, and mother’s
employment status

Uninsured,
Medicaid, and
privately
insured

Low birth weight Insurance coverage did not
improve birth weight

Pauly (2005) IV model uses firm size and/
or marital status

Uninsured versus
privately
insured

Self-reported health and
number of chronic
conditions

Insurance status does not
affect health outcomes

Thornton and Rice
(2008)

IV model uses state
percentage of firms with
more than 20 employees
and the percentage of union
workers with state FE

Extending private
insurance to the
uninsured

Mortality Insurance reduced mortality.

Weathers and Stegman
(2012)

IV model uses randomized
assignment to health
insurance

Uninsured versus
privately
insured

Self-reported, physical, and
mental health, depression,
disability and mortality

Private insurance improved
self-reported, mental and
physical health 1 year
following health insurance
enrollment, but did not
reduce mortality within 2–3
years of enrollment.
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a brief description of the literature used in this article. Al-

though this article focuses primarily on private insurance a

summary of the evidence on the causal effect of Medicaid and

Medicare is available in Table 1.

Although each of the above health outcome categories

offers certain advantages, they are also affected by certain

measurement issues and interpretation problems. An obvious

advantage of using mortality as a summary measure of adverse

outcomes is that death is completely unambiguous, and it is

easily verifiable in most data systems. Thus, mortality is sus-

ceptible to minimal measurement error. However, although

mortality reflects the lowest boundary of health, it does not

capture the path of declining health over the individual’s life

cycle. In contrast, condition-specific measures may capture the

stage and severity of illness, but targeting a narrowly defined

condition may lead researchers to overlook other important

dimensions of health. Moreover, most surveys rely on self-

reporting of morbidity indicators, and thus require respond-

ents to possess specific and time sensitive knowledge of their

own disease.

Generic health measures provide a broader view of health

that transcends any single condition. Because general health

measures are based on a person’s functioning, they can be

used for more general population groupings than the above.

Another advantage is that most household surveys provide

validation of respondents’ replies to questionnaires. However,

by trading off specificity generic measures may mask insurance

‘treatment’ effects that might apply to certain conditions but

not others. Further adding to measurement error, interpret-

ations of good functioning may vary by respondents’ age,

gender, and other groupings. However, the health services

literature suggests that combining several unrelated aspects of

health helps mitigate reporting error in multidimensional

indices. Finally, generic health measures may reflect health

status changes, with a time-lag, rather than responding

instantaneously.

In summary, both insurance coverage and health status

indicators, excluding mortality, are subject to measurement

error. In regression analysis measurement error in the

dependent variable (health status) increases standard errors

but does not produce a biased estimator. However, measure-

ment error in the explanatory variable (insurance) biases the

coefficient estimates, although the direction of the bias is

predictable (toward zero) as long as measurement error does

not appear in any other independent variables in the model.

Endogeneity of Insurance in Health

Selection, reverse causality, and omitted variable bias pose

other methodological challenges. Each one of these issues

presents a special case of endogeneity, whereby ordinary least

square estimates of the effect of insurance on health may be

biased due to a correlation between a regressor and the re-

gression residual. A myriad of institutional and behavioral

processes underlie endogeneity, making it difficult to ascertain

whether the bias occurs in an upward or downward direction.

The private insurance market is affected by selection

problems, which arise when there is information asymmetry

between insurers and insured. Adverse selection occurs when

insurance companies attract sick people who are more likely

to need and use health care, and when healthy people, who do

not anticipate incurring high medical expenses, choose

cheaper but less generous plans or opt out of insurance

altogether. Adverse selection would bias the estimated rela-

tionship between insurance and health downwards. Aus-

picious selection occurs when insurers try to attract the good

risks (e.g., healthy or young individuals), while making plans

unattractive for bad risks (e.g., those with preexisting con-

ditions). Auspicious selection would bias the estimated rela-

tionship upwards. Both adverse and auspicious selection, and

related estimation biases, will be even worse when insurance

risks are experienced rated (as in the individual insurance

markets) rather than community rated (group insurance).

Reverse causality occurs when health affects health insur-

ance status. The direction of this bias is also unknown. People

in poor health are more likely to buy health insurance (or

purchase more generous coverage) than healthy people, as

they anticipate a greater need for care. Conversely, in the

mostly employer-based private segment of the US market,

poor health tends to be associated with job loss and hence loss

of insurance, particularly in periods of high unemployment.

Finally, a type of omitted variable bias occurs when the

individual’s insurance choice is determined by some traits that

also affect health but are unobservable to the researcher. For

example, risk-averse individuals are more likely to hedge the

risk of income loss by purchasing insurance, although simul-

taneously displaying risk-avoiding health behaviors. Similarly,

certain people are better equipped to asses both insurance and

health care information and act preventively, an unobservable

trait sometimes referred to as health ability. Reliable measures

of risk aversion, health ability, and underlying health behavior

are rarely available in observational datasets. Consequently, in

classic regression analysis included explanatory variables may

be correlated with the error term.

Estimation Methods

Three different approaches to measuring the causal effect of

insurance on health as they appear in the literature is dis-

cussed: Studies using instrumental variable (IV) techniques,

studies using quasi-experimental designs, and randomized

experiments. (Quasi-experiments encompass both the natural

experiments and IV studies that are discussed. For the purpose

of this article, natural experiments and IV approaches are

discussed separately because natural experiments rely on ex-

ogenous source of variation in the treatment assignment,

whereas the IV approach uses a continuous probability dis-

tribution of the treatment assignment.) In the context of pri-

vate markets, most studies used IV approaches to address the

endogeneity issue previously discussed, allowing for prob-

ability distributions of the insurance choices made by indi-

viduals. In the context of government programs where

insurance coverage is simply assigned to individuals based on

an arbitrary (exogenous) criterion, quasi-experimental tech-

niques are more relevant. Although the primary interest is in

the private segment of the market, some attention is devoted

to quasi-experimental evaluations of Medicare and Medicaid

in order to draw inferences for future research directions given
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the recent enactment of private mandates in the US. Finally,

the very limited but important literature on controlled ex-

periments that allow for random assignment of individuals

into insured and uninsured states is discussed.

Instrumental Variable Estimation

The issue of endogeneity can be addressed by simultaneous

estimation of insurance choice and a health outcome using

IVs. Briefly, IVs would be included in the insurance equation

but excluded from the health equation based on the following

criteria: First, the instrument must be uncorrelated with the

error in the health equation. As this is not easily verified, re-

searchers’ choice of IVs must rely on economic theory and

solid reasoning when choosing appropriate instruments. Sec-

ond, the instrument must be strongly correlated with insur-

ance choice (the latter can easily be tested).

A variety of instruments have been used, but their validity

has been repeatedly called into question. Examples include

state-level variables, firm-level variables, certain individual-

level variables, or some combination of all of the above

(source studies and their instruments are described in

Table 1). A number of studies employed indirect tests that

provide a modicum of confidence. For instance, arguing that

state-level Medicaid eligibility and average firm size are in-

dependent of health (mortality) but affect the ease with which

people obtain Medicaid or employer-sponsored insurance,

Bhattacharya et al. (2003) examine their strength and rele-

vance as instruments when estimating the effects of public and

private insurance on health among human immunodeficiency

virus (HIV) patients, using data from the HIV Costs and Ser-

vices Utilization Study. The authors report a strong correlation

between their instruments and insurance coverage based on

statistical tests (e.g., the Wald statistic), and a high degree of

relevance, based on a reasonable falsification test. (The in-

struments would be irrelevant if they were to predict health

outcomes for an unrelated population. Using a sample of

Medicare beneficiaries as an alternative to the original sample

of HIV patients, Bhattacharya et al. show this is not the case,

suggesting that their instruments are valid.)

In a related example, Dor et al. (2006) used state marginal

tax rates, average unemployment rate, and average union-

ization rates to instrument insurance. The study population

included adults age 45–64 from the 1992 to 1996 HRS sur-

veys. Substantial literature suggests that state-level tax burden

is uncorrelated with health but to be positively correlated with

insurance participation. Similarly, union membership is

positively correlated with being offered insurance coverage,

whereas unemployment is negatively correlated with private

health insurance coverage. However, the use of marginal tax

rates in the first stage results were only weakly correlated with

health insurance. Some critics raised questions about the val-

idity of unemployment as an instrument, arguing that

macroeconomic downturns may affect health not only

through insurance loss but also because they affect health

behaviors such as drinking and exercise. It should be noted,

however, that previous versions of the study used county-level

firm sizes as an instrument, yielding essentially the same re-

sults for the effect of insurance on health (Dor et al., 2003).

Various combinations of person-level variables have also

been used to instrument insurance. Among these are employer

size, marital status, spousal union membership, immigrant

status, involuntary job loss, and self-employment status

(Table 1). Again, the validity of any of these variables can be

questioned, given that is unlikely that they do not affect health

in some indirect way. For instance, for some people job loss

may lead to depression or loss of physical activity, leading to

deterioration in overall health; foreign-born workers from

poor countries may have worse health status than native-born

US workers, suggesting that immigration status is and nega-

tively correlated with health. Spousal union membership may

be the most appealing variable in terms of avoiding systematic

correlation between the instrument and the subject’s health.

However, any study to date that has attempted to test the

validity of this instrument by itself is unheard of.

Quasi-Experiments

Quasi-experimental methods including difference-in-difference

(DD) models and Regression Discontinuity Design (RDD)

models have been used to get around the difficulties of mod-

eling endogeneity and selecting appropriate IVs. These models,

which borrow from the more general program evaluation lit-

erature, rely on finding cases where insurance can be treated as

an exogenous intervention. In DD models, a treatment group

and a comparison group are identified and the impact of the

treatment is inferred from the difference between the changes

experienced by the two groups over time; DD models have been

widely used to evaluate Medicaid expansions and outcomes in

US states, whereas RDD models are more readily applied to

evaluations of Medicare (Table 1). In an innovative study,

Polsky et al. (2009) employ DD to Medicare by comparing

health status for the previously uninsured and continuously

insured before and after enrollment at age 65.

RDD models exploit exogenous policy rules, yielding a

comparison of individuals above and below a fixed cutoff

point. A critical assumption for RDD models is that by

tracking individuals closely around the cut off trends un-

related to the policy are essentially filtered out. RDD models

are commonly used to evaluate Medicare because of its gen-

erally arbitrary eligibility criterion which assigns individuals to

the program at age 65. For example, using the 1991–2002

Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System, Decker (2005)

estimated the effect of Medicare eligibility on breast cancer

stage and survival. To ensure that other age-related changes

such as retirement were not erroneously captured in her eli-

gibility indicator, Decker also controlled for employment

status; although this additional variable was statistically sig-

nificant in her model, it did not alter the estimated Medicare

effect. In a variant of RDD, McWilliams et al. (2007) used a

linear spline regression to compare health outcomes for peo-

ple before and after acquiring Medicare.

Randomized Controlled Experiments

Given the difficulty posed by endogeneity and concerns

over nonsymmetry between treated and controls in quasi-

experimental studies, ideally, the impact of insurance on
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health would be inferred from randomized controlled trials

(RCT) whereby people are randomly assigned to separate

categories of those receiving health care coverage and those

without any insurance. However, RCTs are virtually impossible

to implement due to both practical and ethical reasons.

Nevertheless, two recent policy experiments offer close ap-

proximations; the first was carried out by the US Social Se-

curity Administration (SSA), and the second was implemented

by the state of Oregon.

Focusing on Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)

beneficiaries, the SSA experiment was designed to test whether

making medical benefits available to these beneficiaries im-

mediately, rather than requiring a mandatory 2 year waiting

period improves health outcomes. Accordingly, between Oc-

tober 2007 and November 2008, a subset of newly enrolled

SSDI beneficiaries was asked to participate in the Accelerated

Benefits (AB) demonstration. Those that agreed to participate

were randomly assigned to groups receiving a relatively gen-

erous health insurance plan versus remaining uninsured for

2 more years. The AB demonstration thus provided a unique

opportunity to test whether having insurance improves

short-term health outcomes (Weathers and Stegman, 2012).

In 2008, Oregon had enough funding to expand enroll-

ment to 10 000 low-income adults. Later dubbed the Oregon

health insurance experiment (Oregon HIE), beneficiaries were

randomly chosen by lottery from the pool of eligible candi-

dates, thereby creating two groups of covered and noncovered

individuals. The origins of the Oregon HIE can be traced to the

RAND Corporation Health Insurance Experiment of the late

1970s. However, the RAND Corporation study focused on cost

sharing levels with insurance rather than outright withdrawal

of insurance.

Analysis of the first year’s results offers valuable insights, but

also highlights limitations of RCTs and their approximations

(Finkelstein et al. 2011). At the end of the year, insurance cov-

erage appeared to improve participants’ self-reported physical

and mental health in comparison to the uninsured control

group. However, when the timing of these improvements was

examined more carefully, the researchers found that they oc-

curred before the actual initiation of health care. This may

suggest a type of placebo effect whereby the mere availability of

health insurance provides the individuals with a sense of well-

being and a heightened perception of health status.

Results: Health Insurance Effects by Type of Health
Measure and Study Population

Having noted methods, studies can be further classified by

type of health outcome measure and type of population

studied. Results are summarized accordingly:

Health Outcomes

Overall, the large majority of studies agree that health insur-

ance coverage reduces the risk of mortality. For example, using

state-level panel data from 1990 to 2000 and firm size and

union membership to instrument insurance, Thornton and

Rice (2008) concluded that extending private insurance to the

uninsured would reduce adult mortality and save more than

75 000 lives annually. Similarly, using union membership,

immigrant status, and involuntary job loss as instruments for

insurance, Hadley and Waidmann (2006) concluded that ex-

tending insurance coverage to all Americans between the ages

of 55 and 64 would reduce mortality in this age group. Fur-

thermore, Bhattacharya et al. (2003), using the 1996–1998

HIV Cost and Services Utilization Study, concluded that HIV

patients with private health insurance coverage had a 79%

lower relative risk of dying than HIV patients without insur-

ance. And, HIV patients with public health insurance had a

66% lower relative risk of mortality than HIV patients without

insurance. Weathers and Stegman (2012) is the only study to

find no effect of insurance coverage on mortality; their brief

follow-up of 3 years did not allow for identification of longer

term effects in their experimental data.

Similarly, a majority of studies found positive effects of

health insurance on generic health measures. Weathers II and

Stegman found that insurance improved self-reported mental

and physical health of SSDI beneficiaries one year after re-

ceiving health insurance. Using the 1992–1996 HRS, both

Dor et al. (2006) and Hadley and Waidmann (2006) found

that insurance improved health as proxied by SF-36 type

health indices. Similarly, Courtemanche and Zapata (2012)

concluded that the Massachusetts health care reform legislat-

ion improved a number of health outcomes, including

self-reported general health, physical limitations, and a health

index. An exception can be found; Pauly (2005) found no

significant effect on self-reported general health or the number

of adult chronic conditions using the 1996 MEPS.

In contrast, insurance effects vary across condition-specific

measures. Private insurance did not reduce the share of infants

with low birth weights (Kaestner, 1999) and coverage did not

benefit people with chronic conditions more than people

without (Dor et al., 2006) while initiation of Medicare cov-

erage improved outcomes for women with breast cancer. In

one interesting case, private insurance coverage actually in-

creased obesity prevalence (Bhattacharya et al. 2011). One way

to reconcile seemingly contradictory results would be to as-

sume that ex-ante moral hazard (in this case more eating, less

physical activity and the like) affects some conditions more

than others and that the adoption of risky behaviors offsets

the health benefits of insurance unequally. The association

between health insurance and health behaviors was not ex-

plicitly treated in the literature surveyed in this article. Al-

though informative, these findings may not necessarily

generalize to other settings given that the efficacy of medical

treatment, which insurance enables, is not the same for all

medical conditions and diagnoses.

Reconciling Competing Health Measures

Using the setting of transitions into Medicare, an important

discussion on the relationship between mortality and generic

health measures took place through two interrelated studies

(McWilliams et al., 2007; Polsky et al., 2009). In much of the

previous literature summarized in Table 1, condition-specific

outcomes, and generic health measures were treated as mu-

tually exclusive outcomes. A point of agreement in both of

these studies is the need to account for censoring due to

mortality even when other health outcomes are of interest,
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particularly when longitudinal data are employed. Indeed, the

two studies using essentially the same database report that

attrition due to mortality was responsible for a 15% reduction

in sample size during a 13-year period for a population of

people around Medicare eligibility. However, although Polsky

et al. and McWilliams et al. agreed on the problem, they dis-

agreed on the methods needed to address it, leading them to

engage in a lively debate in subsequent articles.

Although both studies used similar quasi-experimental

designs (DD and RDD, respectively, see Section Estimation

Methods) and share some findings, their results differ for

some outcome measures; the differences have been attributed

to the way the authors deal with mortality-related censoring.

Both studies compared previously uninsured to insured before

and after entering Medicare, and both studies drew the same

years and health outcomes from longitudinal HRS data

(Table 1). Both studies found no significant effect on self-

reported health status, mobility, and pain, but differed in their

findings for agility and symptoms of depression. In addition,

the effect of health insurance was significant for an index of

health outcomes only in the McWilliams study. To attenuate

sample attrition, McWilliams et al. used an inverse probability

weighting technique to assign higher weights to individuals

who had died on the basis of antecedent health trends, in-

surance coverage before age 65, and demographic and socio-

economic characteristics. However, this approach may not be

accurate given that death is not a random event. To address the

nonrandomness issue Polsky et al. used a novel approach

simulating the predicted probability of health state transitions,

with death as one of the included health states. Interestingly,

when Polsky et al. incorporated inverse probability weighting

into their original DD design they found similar results as

McWilliams et al. This suggests that disparate results were

caused by the different ways of accounting for mortality, rather

than choice of general technique. The discussion underscores

the need for researchers to continue to design innovative and

more complete measures of health outcomes.

Vulnerable and Special Populations

The health effects of insurance vary for populations stratified

by medical conditions or vulnerability, with vulnerable people

benefiting more from health insurance than others. For ex-

ample, although the RAND Corporation experiment did not

find an effect of insurance generosity on the health status of

the average adult, insurance generosity did have a positive

effect on health for individuals with high blood pressure

(Keeler et al., 1985). Similarly, private insurance positively

affected the health of HIV patients (Bhattacharya et al., 2003),

Medicaid health benefits were larger when provided at early

childhood than at later childhood (Currie et al., 2008), and

adult patients nearing the Medicare enrollment age with car-

diovascular disease or diabetes benefited more from insurance

coverage compared with their counterparts with any health

condition (McWilliams et al., 2007). More generally, Weathers

and Stegman (2012) attributed the larger effect of health in-

surance in the AB demonstration as compared with the Ore-

gon lottery to the relatively poorer health and disability status

of persons in the former cases. Further research is needed to

identify which patient populations would benefit most from

insurance coverage.

Continuity of Coverage: Effect of Churning

A few studies sought to go beyond the simple insured/un-

insured dichotomy and evaluated the effects of discontinuities

in insurance coverage over time (churning). These begin with a

comparative, but mostly descriptive study, (Baker et al. 2001),

followed by a more rigorous study by Hadley and Waidmann

(2006); both studies found that adults who were continuously

insured had better health outcomes, as measured by summary

health scores, compared to those with intermittent private in-

surance. Hadley and Waidmann (2006) followed preretirement

age adults up to eight years before reaching the Medicare eli-

gibility age of 65, and analyzed the impact of health insurance

on health status at that point. Insurance coverage was defined

as percentage of time a person has insurance over the obser-

vation period before age 65. Although this created certain

lumpiness in their insurance measure (the Health and Retire-

ment Study, from which they draw their data, is a biannual

survey thus requiring the assumption that people remain in the

same insurance category in between survey years) it allowed the

authors to estimate effects of continuous insurance versus

intermittent insurance. They used similar IVs as those described

in Section Estimation Methods to purge their insurance vari-

ables from endogeneity bias. McWilliams et al. (2007) also re-

port that continuous insurance coverage appears preferable to

intermittent coverage for a host of health outcomes. Despite

progress made in modeling the dynamic impacts of insurance

on health, there appears to be a need for additional research on

the intertemporal effects of insurance.

Conclusion

This article highlights the myriad of methods used to estimate

the impact of health insurance on health and their limitations.

Despite the wide variation in research designs and methods

applied, and in particular, the difficulty of identifying valid in-

struments, a number of common themes can be found. First, it

appears that insurance coverage impacts mortality and generic

health outcomes more significantly than most condition-specific

outcomes, at least in the studies reviewed. Second, certain vul-

nerable populations such as infants, the disabled, and HIV/ac-

quired immune deficiency syndrome patients appear to benefit

from insurance more than the general population. Third, despite

the availability of a yet small and largely descriptive body of

research on the intertemporal dynamics of insurance, there is

compelling evidence to suggest that continuity of health insur-

ance coverage is particularly effective in maintaining health, and

that having sporadic coverage offers little protection over little

protection over having no coverage at all.

Relevance for Health Reform

With the advent of health care reform, the US appears to be

moving closer to universal coverage, albeit not fully. The full
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effect of reforms, in terms of reducing the ranks of the un-

insured, remains to be seen. A major hurdle in the imple-

mentation of the reforms was crossed when the Supreme

Court’s ruling of June 2012 largely upheld the constitution-

ality of two major provisions of the ACA: First, the individual

mandate and second, the Medicaid expansion (expanding

Medicaid eligibility to almost all people under age 65 with

incomes at or below 138% of the Federal Poverty Line). The

individual mandate requires most people to maintain a min-

imum level of health insurance coverage starting in 2014;

however, the ACA contains several exemptions to the mandate,

which allow several millions of Americans to remain un-

insured by choice. Moreover, the court’s ruling made Medicaid

expansion in the ACA optional for the states, and despite the

availability of generous federal matching funds, some states

have opted not to expand their Medicaid programs. The next

hurdle in the path of health care reform and the ACA in terms

of moving closer to universal coverage is the design and im-

plementation of state insurance marketplaces (exchanges) that

are meant to pool and subsidize employees of small of firms

and the self-insured. These marketplaces are intended to be

fully functional by early 2014. However, delays are anticipated

in many states and participation rates remain to be seen.

Thus, in all likelihood, the debate regarding the value of

extending coverage to the uninsured will continue to rage even

after the implementation of the ACA. From a methodological

perspective, studies on the relationship between insurance

availability and health outcomes in the private segment of the

US market were hampered by statistical identification issue,

making it difficult to ascertain the precise contribution of

coverage to health. The anticipated broad expansions of in-

surance coverage in the US should provide future researchers,

opportunities to conduct quasi-experimental studies of private

expansions, much like has been done previously in the context

of Medicaid and Medicare. It is noted that the debate over this

issue is not limited to the effects on health. Other important

arguments for providing insurance include efficient use of

resources, cost containment, equal access to care, and social

protection. These are treated elsewhere in this volume.

See also: Access and Health Insurance. Health Insurance in the
United States, History of. Moral Hazard
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Introduction

Institutional arrangements for health insurance long predate

efficacious courses of therapy or even accurate diagnostic

techniques. Let health insurance be a type of insurance in

which the benefit payment is triggered by an adverse health

event. Nowadays the payment is generally intended to pay the

costs of health care: physicians and nurses, equipment, drugs,

and hospital care. In the more distant past, the primary cost of

ill-health was lost income due to the inability to work. Thus,

the initial health insurance schemes set out to replace a sick

or injured worker’s pay, occasionally paid for medical care,

and often included death or burial benefits for survivors.

Throughout Europe, workers formed sickness funds to execute

these sorts of risk management measures. They bound them-

selves into mutual aid societies that required of them regular

payments into a jointly kept fund, from which they were

eligible to draw benefits when incapacitated and unable to

work. Details of such funds differed according to trade, na-

tionality or region, and over time, but their numbers and the

number of members they covered grew until the advent of

state-sponsored health insurance in the later nineteenth

century.

The Medieval and Early Modern Periods

The first health insurance schemes were established in the late

middle ages. Because miners endured the greatest risk of ac-

cident and death at work, it was reasonable for them to found

the earliest sickness funds. The earliest record of a miners’

fund dates back probably to the year of 1300 during the reign

of King Wenceslas II of Bohemia. A few early Knappschafts-

kassen (miner society funds) maintained hospitals for mem-

bers and townsfolk in mining communities, but most aimed

to care for widows and orphans of members killed in acci-

dents. Medical care and short-term sick pay, for four to six

weeks, generally came from mine owners. There were ex-

ceptions, however, such as the mining law for the region

surrounding Trier (1546), which called for a fund managed

according to insurance principles of compulsory premium and

entitled benefit payments. These benefits financed care and

sick pay for up to four weeks.

Miners’ funds continued to grow into the early modern

period, aided by complementary legal developments. Twelve

German states made membership in Knappschaften com-

pulsory, for example, as in the Prussian Knappschaftsgesetz

(miner society law) of 1767. A later Prussian law required

poor relief claimants in mining regions to exhaust all available

benefits from Knappschaftskassen before receiving any govern-

ment benefits. Thus began the connection between private (if

government aided) health insurance and state entitlements.

Through locally based guilds, other trades also deve-

loped sickness funds in the early modern era. Dutch guilds, for

example, established separate relief funds for members in the

seventeenth century to protect their general operations from

unexpected demands during epidemics. These funds took on

the structure that characterized private sickness funds for

much of the next three centuries. Although these guilds ac-

cepted donations, sickness funds required regular contri-

butions from masters, who in turn were compelled to join the

guild in order to practice their trade in a particular location.

Guild members, that is, masters, who were sick and tem-

porarily unable to work, claimed a small replacement pay-

ment to carry them through their illness. Elderly and

otherwise needy guildsmen, widows, and orphans were not

entitled to assistance, but might receive some aid when there

was enough money in the coffers. Journeymen and appren-

tices were not eligible for such aid as they were to be sup-

ported by the master as long as they lived under his roof.

Some guilds developed separate funds for apprentices. As early

as 1608 in Antwerp, separate apprentice funds appeared for

milliners’ and clothmakers’ apprentices and journeymen –

and Louvain, Brussels, Ghent, and Bruges soon followed. In a

few places, Austria in particular, apprentice and journeymen

funds survived into the twentieth century. Compulsory

membership in apprentice funds ensured a steady flow of new,

young, and relatively healthy members into a guild of fund.

In addition to miners and skilled tradesmen in guilds,

voluntary occupation-based relief funds appeared as early as

the sixteenth century in Amsterdam, Delft, and Leiden, cov-

ering the great majority of journeymen and apprentices. The

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries saw rapid growth in

these funds as well as increasing labor mobility among their

members. To prevent financial destabilization and with the aid

of local authorities, many local, occupationally based funds

instituted compulsory membership; these appear to have been

a minority, perhaps between 10% and 20% of apprentice

funds. In a nutshell, a substantial share of workers enjoyed

membership in sickness funds by the end of the eighteenth

century. In Amsterdam, the proportion was approximately

one-third, whereas in other northwestern European cities, it

ranged between 25% and 30%.

Friendly societies, as sickness funds were known in Great

Britain, covered a variety of workers. They also appeared under

the name of ‘box clubs’ to indicate the means of collecting

premiums, with a box set to one side of a pub or office. For

one century from the later part of seventeenth century, their

effectiveness led the elite of the country to call for more such

societies to enable care of the poor apart from the provisions

of the Poor Laws. Daniel Defoe proposed that the sailors’

mutual aid society in Chatham could be taken as a model.

By two contemporary estimates, between 7000 and 10 000

friendly societies covered approximately 700 000 members by

the year of 1800, or almost one-third of the adult male

population. Although all of these friendly societies paid

benefits to members, some paid only burial or widows’

benefits and not sickness benefits.
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Nineteenth Century until 1880

The most celebrated event in the history of government-

sponsored health insurance occurred late in the nineteenth

century: the German adoption of compulsory insurance. This

development did not occur in a vacuum. Throughout the

nineteenth century, the evolution of the legal environment and

the secular expansion of mutual aid society membership set the

stage for direct government intervention. The Napoleonic Wars

spread the French Revolutionary animus against guild activity

through continental Europe. For example, during the French

occupation in Ghent, journeymen’s aid societies operated in

secret, and they were later joined by elite textile workers’ secret

funds. When they were allowed to operate openly in 1827, one-

third of craft workers were linked to sickness funds. The num-

ber of Dutch mutual aid societies grew at this time as well, by

50% from 1800 to 1820, and the number had doubled again

by 1850. For profit, commercial insurance, with benefits that

replaced pay during sickness or that paid for medical costs, or

both, began at this time to cover families having no members in

sickness funds. Even before 1842, when physicians themselves

started and operated insurance funds that enrolled their pa-

tients, nearly one-fourth of Amsterdam’s population was in-

sured against medical expenses.

In Great Britain, the friendly societies proved to be popular

among all parts of the working class, both skilled and un-

skilled. At times, the government wished to encourage this

trend, but in general active and prospective members resisted

this intrusion, managing and expanding their ranks volun-

tarily. Early in the nineteenth century efforts to encourage

county or ‘patronized’ friendly societies under gentry man-

agement came to naught; in 1825, the House of Commons

Select Committee on Friendly Societies observed that ‘‘people

themselves [prefer] clubs managed by themselves.’’ The soci-

eties acted creatively to ensure enrollment of future workers.

After the 1820s and 1830s, when some Sunday schools or-

ganized sickness funds for students as well as teachers, the

Oddfellows and Foresters formed juvenile sickness funds from

which, they hoped, full members of their societies would

emerge.

In the New Poor Law of 1834, Parliament gave an indirect

boost to voluntary enrollments of friendly societies. One in-

tention of Poor Law reformers was to encourage the near poor

to attain some degree of financial independence through

membership in friendly societies. That is, ideally workers

would save for hard times rather than hope for relief from

Poor Law related institutions such as parish apprenticeship for

unwanted children. The reform seems to have had the in-

tended effect, as the number of societies and the number of

members rose in the decade after enactment; thus workers do

seem to have been saving more. However, the causative role of

the New Poor Law in this trend is open to debate. Grim New

Poor Law institutions such as Dickensian workhouses bore no

less stigma than parish-level outdoor relief under the old Poor

Law; both provided substantial incentives to the working class

to avoid public assistance.

Friendly societies grew in geographic extent, membership,

and operational sophistication through the midthird of the

nineteenth century. Regional and national groups of societies

known as affiliated orders emerged from individual societies

and box clubs. There were 163 such federations by 1877, the

largest two of which, the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows and

the Ancient Order of Foresters, enrolled some 800 000 men in

total. Centralization accompanied the process of growth and

affiliation, and central offices began to require the submission

of data on sickness claims. From here, it was a relatively easy

task to engage in actuarial research to produce tables of claim

rates and thus expected probabilities of claim rates and benefit

payments in the future. The latter part of the century saw so-

cieties moving from customary levels of membership dues to

actuarially determined rates, in particular rates being differ-

entiated by age. The ability of societies – or alleged lack

thereof – to assess sufficient rates to cover their liabilities be-

came a political issue not put to rest until the 1911 National

Health Insurance Act, by which the state financed these li-

abilities. Notwithstanding the advent of an objective actuarial

science, the culture of the societies being closely tied to the

local pub and its working-class bonhomie, bound members in

a truly mutual fashion to examine their own claims and those

of their fellows carefully. Societies sent committees of mem-

bers out to examine claimants, forbade those claimants from

entering pubs, and thereby reminded each man of his obli-

gation to the society as a whole. This solidarity was one char-

acteristic of friendly societies that could not carry on past 1911.

Despite occasional efforts to recruit women and children,

the primary aim of friendly societies in nineteenth-century

Britain was to cover adult men. Exactly which adult men, in

class terms, has been a subject of debate. Earlier historians,

such as Eric Hobsbawm, had claimed that premium levels

were high enough to discourage unskilled workers from

joining, so that the membership by and large consisted of

skilled workers – the so-called labor aristocracy. Although

more skilled and better paid workers may have composed

the majority of friendly society members in the first half of

the century, recent microstudies of local club membership

rosters have found a broader membership base from mid-

century onwards. James Riley compared distributions of oc-

cupations of Oddfellows to those of Englishmen as a whole

late in the century and found a close correspondence. The

representativeness of friendly society membership to British

society as a whole was perhaps not evident to historians who

relied on official and printed sources, and awaited those local

historians who were willing to dig into the manuscript record.

In any case probably, the large share of the British population

who enjoyed friendly society sickness benefits did not differ in

any substantial way from the uninsured population.

Later Nineteenth Century until the Great War

In cultural terms, the German situation was worlds away from

that of Great Britain. The English societies had formed out of a

tradition of voluntary association whereas the Prussian

provident funds, or Hilfskassen, stemmed from compulsory

organization of artisan trades through the guilds. That com-

pulsion signals the importance of the state in the development

of German funds. Care for ailing and injured journeymen

played a particularly important role in the German case.

Journeymen had neither the access to resources that masters

had nor were they under the responsibility of a particular
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master, unlike apprentices. As the German states disabled

guild influence over members, they required guilds to provide

closer assistance to journeymen in need. For example, the

Prussian industrial code of 1845 included enabling laws that

permitted local authorities to require all journeymen in their

jurisdiction to belong to journeymen’s sickness funds. The

growth of other workers’ funds was limited to opportunities

left open by the lack of state action. In Germany, as in Britain,

workers’ sickness funds interacted with Poor Law institutions.

One reason for the 1845 enabling law was the Prussian Poor

Law legislation of 1842, which shifted the focus of benefit

payments from the person’s original place of settlement to his

current place of residence. As local communities could no

longer rely on guilds to care for distressed journeymen, they

were granted powers by the 1845 law to shift that obligation

back to the guilds. Between 1849 and 1853, some 226 Prus-

sian municipalities made joining a sickness fund mandatory

for workers. Although compulsory membership in sickness

funds appears in the historiography as a reaction to the tumult

of 1848, it is noteworthy that legal requirements to join these

funds have predated the events of that year. A later law, the

Emergency Ordinance of 1849, allowed local governments to

compel factory workers to join provident funds, to which

factory owners were required to contribute, thus placing arti-

sans and factory hands on roughly similar legal footing. Again,

the main concern was protecting local poor relief institutions.

Changes in the legal environment around the middle of

nineteenth century affected all manner of sickness funds. A

rising tide of internal migration, especially well documented

in the lower Rhine region surrounding Düsseldorf, concerned

local authorities who feared the newcomers would end up on

their own poor rolls. The central Prussian government, how-

ever, committed itself to freedom of movement. Rather than

restrict labor mobility, in 1854 it allowed local communal

funds to bill the commune of birth or previous residence of a

poor relief recipient for up to a year. The number of funds

grew as a consequence. At the same time, the Prussian gov-

ernment dramatically changed its laws regarding property

rights to underground resources, with consequences for the

miners’ funds, the Knappschaften. Mine owners, rather than the

state, would control the disposition of assets and hold the

ability to hire and fire miners and to determine their pay rates.

Miners’ funds could now set member contributions either as a

flat percentage rate, or as a flat rate within a set of fixed cat-

egories corresponding to earnings. The rise of Liberal political

influence in the 1860s led to the founding of labor union

provident funds, which continued under Social Democratic

influence. These funds were eager to be treated as others were;

that is, to keep their members from being compulsorily en-

rolled in guild, factory, or communal funds, and thus paying

twice over for their insurance. After the 1866 Prussian an-

nexation of territories into the North German Confederation,

the Reichstag did in fact issue an Industrial Code in which

compulsory membership requirements could be met by

joining a ‘free’ or voluntary membership fund, such as those

operated by labor unions.

Over the course of the 1860s, the status of voluntary and

compulsory funds, those ’free’ of government regulation and

others overseen by local government or business officials,

those operated by trade unions that permitted member

mobility and communal funds that did not, became muddled.

Court opinions contradicted one another, and the confusion

led communal authorities to cease requiring residents to join

provident funds. The central government found the wide

range of premiums, benefits, and claim requirements un-

satisfactory, but politically untouchable at that time. One re-

sult of this relatively laissez faire approach to insurance

regulation was the outburst of growth in both the number of

funds and the number of workers they covered. Between 1860

and 1870, the number of funds for skilled craft workers rose

by 29% whereas the number of covered craft workers rose by

half. Over the same period, the number of funds for factory

workers doubled, as did the number of such workers who

were covered.

In 1876, the central government of what was then the

German Empire finally achieved its goal of standardization

through the Law on Provident Funds. At least nominally, the

legal requirements of similar benefits, and thus similar pre-

miums to pay for them, among the voluntary funds meant

that they could not be used as an expedient method of

avoiding the higher-priced, higher-benefit level compulsory

funds. To do this, the central government created a new cat-

egory of registered funds, membership in which might be ei-

ther compulsory or voluntary, and benefits from which were

strictly regulated within certain minimum and maximum time

periods and levels. In addition, these funds were required to

end their provision of benefits for anything other than sick-

ness and injury, such as death benefits for widows and

orphans, or partial pay benefits for striking members. Besides

forbidding fund members to participate in strikes, this law

also forbade investments of fund reserves in the sponsoring

firm, thus detaching the funds from both workers and em-

ployers in one stroke.

For various reasons, the state’s interest in health insur-

ance regulation did not end there. In a strategic view, Bis-

marck wished to soften the blow of the first Anti-Socialist

Law of 1878 among the working classes, and to co-opt them

into believing that the state, rather than removing their

political voice, was providing for them materially. This ex-

plains Bismarck’s initial efforts to fund compulsory insur-

ance through employer contributions and taxes: ‘‘If the

worker must pay, the effect on him is lost,’’ he said, because

then the worker could see that he himself and not the state

had produced the resources that paid for the benefits. From

a more tactical perspective, the need for widespread (but not

universal) compulsory health insurance arose from gaps in

the current state of accident insurance that stemmed from

the Accident Liability Law of 1871. Efforts to update the

state of accident insurance stalled in the 1882–83 session of

the Reichstag, and so the relatively uncontroversial pro-

visions for health insurance were removed and placed in a

separate bill. With accident insurance to be made com-

pulsory across the Empire by a bill that assigned responsi-

bility for the first several weeks of disability to the sickness

insurance funds, it would not do to have pockets of worker

autonomy concerning sickness insurance. Hence, the 1883

Sickness Insurance Law entered the books before the 1884

Accident Insurance Law.

The new Sickness Insurance Law built on the existing net-

work of small sickness funds. It made membership in a
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sickness fund compulsory for a large class of workers who

earned less than 2000 marks per year. In addition, employers

contributed to sickness funds at a rate of one mark for every

two paid as dues by the employee, but there was to be no state

funding. By inspecting employer records, cross-checking fund

membership lists, and threatening employers of uninsured

workers with fines, the state effectively enforced coverage re-

quirements. For workers who toiled in other sectors, such as

agricultural laborers and domestic servants, and for those

workers who earned more than 2000 marks annually, mem-

bership was voluntary. Registered aid and state-registered aid

funds covered those outside the compulsory system who chose

to join voluntarily. The network of health insurance funds

covered a large share of the working class though not imme-

diately. Enrollment in 1885 numbered some 4.5 million, or

almost a tenth of the population; by 1906, the covered share

of the nonagricultural labor force (not population) had risen

to approximately 70%.

Despite the broad extent of coverage, the systems still

confronted problems of moral hazard and physician agency.

The statutory minimum wage replacement rate was one-half,

but many funds paid 60% or 70% of a worker’s usual earnings

to disabled members. One consequence was a steadily in-

creasing number of missed workdays due to sickness absence.

In 1885, the first year with comprehensive statistical data, the

average covered worker missed six days of work due to ill-

health. By 1908, that number had risen to nine days per year,

an increase of 50 percent. Over this time, workers did not

change the rate at which they submitted claims, so the increase

in sick time was due to longer spells of sickness. For example,

in establishment funds operated by particular firms, the

average duration of illness rose from 12.5 days in 1885 to

more than 18 days in 1908, an increase of nearly a week per

sickness event. The upward trend was not affected by the 1903

law that increased the mandatory maximum duration of in-

sured sick time from 13 to 26 weeks. Among funds in which

membership was compulsory, both the frequency of sickness

spells and their duration were strongly and positively associ-

ated with the level of sick pay, suggesting a moral hazard in

which the availability of sick pay increased the time spent off

work. Indeed, the German-American statistician Frederick

Hoffman proposed that the fundamental problem behind

increasing absenteeism among insured German workers was

not their worsening health but rather their ‘dishonesty, de-

ception, and dissimulation’ regarding missed work time.

Similar problems appeared in miners’ sickness funds. Up

to the turn of the twentieth century, miners had averaged

between six and eight days per year of absence, but after 1900

or so, that figure jumped to as high as 12 days per year. As one

observer noted, ‘‘[F]requent malingeringyin the Ruhr area led

to a great increase in costs.’’ In response, Knappschaften ended

sick pay for Sundays and introduced waiting periods that acted

as a kind of deductible. Still, here too, later research found a

strong, positive, and significant correlation between sick pay

and absenteeism rates.

To deal with these problems, the system developed an

elaborate process of obtaining second opinions. To receive

sick pay benefits in the first place, a worker’s claim needed to

be approved by a physician associated with the fund. In

German funds that offered free choice of physician,

fund-employed doctors monitored independent physicians by

performing second examinations. Both funds and their

members enjoyed the right to demand a second opinion from

a variety of ‘confidential medical advisors,’ either fund-em-

ployed physicians or committees were composed of phys-

icians’ and insurers’ representatives. The results of the second

opinions suggested that the physician-agent’s diagnosis de-

pended on the identity of the principal. Given free choice of

physician paid by capitation, as in most compulsory funds,

patients were the principals, and physicians who gave initial

diagnoses of incapacitation were their agents. Medical advisors

who monitored the primary physicians, on the other hand,

were agents of the insurers. Probabilities of claim approval

reflected these relationships. A report of fund groups in several

northern cities during 1909 and 1910 indicated that whereas

initial consultations tended to favor the worker, second

examinations favored the fund. Between one-eighth and one-

third of workers who had obtained statements from their own

physician attesting to their incapacitation returned to work

rather than be examined by a fund doctor. These workers ei-

ther recovered quickly or lacked confidence in the veracity of

their claims. German workers, physicians, and their super-

visors all understood the implications of agency. Physicians

wanted to keep even their most annoying patients, who fre-

quently presented with dubious symptoms, in order to

maintain the capitation fees that accompanied them. Con-

temporary observers asserted that personal physicians thus

gamed the system by approving questionable claims. The

fund’s medical advisors then routinely rejected the claims at

the second opinion stage, thereby keeping the fund financially

healthy and the attending physician’s pay intact, while

allowing him to blame the second physician for the rejection.

During the later nineteenth century, other forms of health

insurance expanded their coverage in continental Europe.

With the exception of sickness funds for miners in France,

membership in them was voluntary rather than compulsory.

And that membership grew. French membership in adult

funds, which accepted a measure of government supervision,

tripled to 2.5 million from 1886 to 1905, whereas free funds,

which operated without such oversight, grew by more than a

third to 425 000. Similarly in Belgium, recognized funds

under government oversight grew nearly ten-fold to a quarter-

million members from 1885 to 1904. In Denmark sickness

societies, heavily subsidized by the government, tripled their

enrollments between 1895 and 1905, with another 20 percent

growth by 1907.

These sickness funds managed a different set of problems

from the compulsory German sickness societies previously

discussed. All voluntary funds faced the threat of adverse se-

lection, including the voluntary German funds that descended

most directly from Poor Law institutions. To manage the

problem of cultural differences in determining whether a

worker was too sick to work, absence records from both vol-

untary and compulsory funds within Germany were compared

to each other in the region of Leipzig. Here, membership rolls

in the voluntary funds skewed older than those in compulsory

funds, which suggested selection biases into membership. But

then controlling for the age categories of members, voluntary

funds had much higher absenteeism rates than compulsory

funds among same-aged workers, which suggests that the
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voluntary funds were especially attractive to those in poorer

health at every age. Members of voluntary funds who were in

their early 20s had extraordinarily high sickness rates, nearly as

great as those of men in their 60s. A contemporary German

observer has explained the reason in a classic adverse selection

statement: ‘‘Practically all the male population, including the

weaker and those who are physically less valuable, are sent to

work in the earlier ages [i.e., and then they join compulsory

funds]; in a few years, however, the weaker persons must give

up the occupations in which they are engaged, but realizing

their need for insurance, continue their membership as vol-

untary members.’’

In voluntary French and Belgian funds, such difficulties

were compounded by the financial need for ‘honorary’

members. These were civic-minded men of the bourgeoisie

whose membership required them to contribute premium

payments but did not allow them to claim benefits. Their

presence in sickness associations diluted the solidarity among

rank and file members that was necessary for them to function

efficiently. Both France and Belgium relied on mutual aid

societies to care for sick workers through their benefit funds,

with the few workers employed by large firms enrolled in es-

tablishment funds. A manual for sickness fund managers ad-

dressed a widespread concern with selection bias by

recommending rejection of all applicants over the age of 40

due to ‘‘the risk of illness [being] considerably augmented

after that age.’’ French benefits were in line with those else-

where. A large fund for store clerks in Paris charged its

members two francs per month in dues and offered sick pay

benefits of two francs per day for not more than 60 days plus

the attention of a physician employed by the fund. Belgian

funds were less generous. One coal mining company fund

replaced only 22% of a miner’s pay, but paid these benefits for

the first six months of illness. Dependence on scarce hon-

orary members kept Belgian dues relatively high, leading a

contemporary to complain, ‘‘It is the élite of the working

class alone that can stand the cost of sick insurance.’’

Financial problems plagued French and Belgian sickness

funds as memberships aged and claim rates rose beyond the

ability of fund assets to service. French establishment funds

became even more dependent on subsidies from sponsoring

firms. Among all French funds, the value of assets per par-

ticipating member (excluding honorary members) fell by one-

quarter from 1898 to 1905, whereas this measure rose by 10%

among compulsory German funds. The historian Theodore

Zeldin summarized the situation of the French societies thus:

‘‘Ignorance of the principles governing insurance was com-

mon, methods of administration amateur in the extre-

mey.The most serious omission was that the whole

movement was never established on an actuarial basis.’’

Similarly, Belgian funds endured chronic financial difficulties

due to their lack of actuarial soundness. A government official

at the time conceded that the societies’ sick funds could, in

theory, ‘‘be scientifically managed,’’ but in fact ‘‘the mutual

sick-benefit societies do not fulfill the necessary requirements

of a safe and rational organization.’’ These difficulties led

Catholic and Socialist legislators to agree on the need for

compulsory insurance in 1912.

Consequences of sickness insurance benefits varied ac-

cording to the voluntary or compulsory nature of membership.

As noted above, availability of sick pay seemed to induce

German workers to take additional days off, and the pattern of

increasing sickness time appeared in other compulsory funds as

well: in Austria and among German and French miners. Whe-

ther those days were truly evidence of malingering, or whether

workers could finally afford to take necessary time off work to

recover, cannot be determined from statistical analysis. Among

workers who belonged to voluntary funds in France, Belgium,

and Denmark, however, after about 1890 paid absenteeism

began a slow and steady decline for some years. This trend is

unlikely to have been caused by improving worker health. Ra-

ther, it stemmed from the financial inability of these funds to

support previous levels of absenteeism benefits. French phys-

icians, employed directly by sickness societies, ceased to ap-

prove absence benefits so readily after being ordered by fund

managers to cut costs. Later, in the 1930s, Belgian funds

adopted denial of benefits as an explicit policy to keep their

accounts in balance. Statistically, greater expenditures per

sick day on medical benefits were associated with briefer spells

of absence, which may have been due to physician visits re-

sulting in orders to return to work, at least among the voluntary

funds. The French physician and statistician Jacques Bertillon

wrote in 1892:

The fact is that when these societies grant compensation they attach

less importance to their regulations than to the state of their till. A

rich society gives its help more liberally than a poor one; and this is

absolutely the sole cause of the large English societies, which are

often very old and generally rich, granting more daily indemnities

than the French (for instance), who are obliged to exercise the

strictest economy.

Given the limited efficacy of therapeutics in the late nin-

teenth and early twentieth century, the primary benefit of

sickness insurance coverage was the sick pay benefit that en-

abled workers to take time off to recuperate. This rest enabled

workers to recover from illness and injury sufficiently regularly

to influence mortality rates. Various studies had found that

more expansive sickness insurance coverage, whether com-

pulsory or voluntary, was associated with reductions in mor-

tality rates in general. In particular, infant mortality rates were

also lower as coverage expanded, probably as a result of

confinement benefits. Those benefits also led to relative in-

creases in fertility rates. Finally, persuasive evidence has been

adduced to show that the availability of sickness insurance in

Germany had reduced the rates of emigration at the turn of the

century. Thus, health insurance had measurable influences on

all manner of demographic measures throughout early twen-

tieth-century Europe.

Growth of health insurance (as it came to be called) in

Great Britain trod its own path quite different from develop-

ments on the European continent. The German government

was committed to elaborate intervention into, but not sub-

sidies for, health insurance markets, and the French were

equally committed to upholding a worker’s choice of joining a

benefit society or not. In the British case, a far larger share of

working class men belonged to friendly societies than in

France or even in Germany before 1883, which mitigated the

perception that government action was needed to insure

workers and also created a formidable political barrier to such

action. The Liberal government launched its welfare reforms
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only in 1906, because until that time the great concern had

been to care for the elderly who had simultaneously been

pushed out of the labor force by younger workers and pushed

into the embarrassment of outdoor relief. How exactly to deal

with the deserving aged poor remained a conundrum until the

1908 Old Age Pensions Act provided tax-financed pensions to

the elderly. This landmark Act thus moved the responsibility

for care of the elderly from local Poor Law Guardians to the

national government.

The unusual calls for two general elections in 1910 gave the

government time and space to consider the next step of

compulsory health insurance. In 1907, a young William Bev-

eridge suggested that provision of unemployment insurance

could potentially mitigate a great deal of poverty, and then in

1908 after passage of the Old Age Pensions Act, David Lloyd

George visited Germany for five days to study the possibilities

for a similar national health insurance program in Britain. The

combination of these two events led to the National Insurance

Act of 1911. The health insurance aspect of the Act, as dis-

tinguished from its unemployment insurance provisions, was

to be funded by weekly contributions. Unlike in the German

system, these contributions were fixed as flat rates, thus im-

posing more of a burden on lower-paid workers. Employed

men paid four pence, employed women three pence, their

employers three pence, and the state two pence weekly. Cov-

erage automatically applied to all manual laborers and to all

over age 16 who earned less than d160 per year, the equivalent

of 3200 marks. Insured workers could obtain free medical care

from a physician who belonged to a local medical committee.

Workers were eligible for a sick benefit of 10 shillings per week

for men (seven shillings sixpence for women) for up to 26

weeks. After 26 weeks, an ill or injured worker might apply for

a disability benefit of five shillings per week.

As the Bill proceeded through Parliament, it changed

considerably. Originally, Lloyd George had intended for

friendly societies to perform much of the administration of

this insurance, but concluding that commercial insurers were

much sounder in actuarial terms, he shifted the load of

management toward them. During consideration of the Na-

tional Health Insurance Bill in 1911, the British Medical As-

sociation persuaded the government to allow free choice of

physician as part of a larger development that excluded more

approved friendly societies from the system. Thus the great

distinction today between German management of health care

finance, where insurance funds determine the levels and dis-

tribution of expenditure on health care, and the British

method, wherein such decisions are made by the state, is one

that dates back to the early twentieth century.

After 1918

The British economy staggered out of its victory in World War I

into an uneasy peace. In 1919, the earnings limit for man-

datory insurance increased to d250, almost keeping pace with

wartime inflation. The next year contributions rose to five

pence for both men and women, and the standard benefit was

increased to 15 shillings per week for men and to 12 shillings

for women. Over the entire interwar period, the share of the

male population entitled to benefits rose steadily from 51% to

63%; the associated share of women rose from 23% to 30%.

During the high unemployment era of the 1930s, the sick pay

benefit offered through the national health insurance program

began to look better for workers when the comparable bene-

fits available through unemployment insurance and work-

men’s compensation (accident insurance) expired. One result

was that workers who became unemployed tended to make

claims of ill-health against the national health insurance plan

when their unemployment benefits ended. Thus, as un-

employment rose during this period, so did sickness claims.

From 1921 to 1927, sickness claims by men rose by almost

half, as did long-term disability claims. In actuarial terms, the

ratio of actual to expected costs of disability benefits for men

increased by 80% in Britain between 1922 and 1935. The

possible substitution of sick for unemployment benefits pro-

duced an acute strain on the insurance program’s finances.

In May 1940, the Chamberlain government fell after the loss

of Norway to the Germans. Only a year later, the coalition

government led by Winston Churchill appointed William

Beveridge to chair a new committee on the reform of social

insurance. Beveridge’s famous report of 1942 determined the

course of the British welfare state for a generation after the war.

It aimed to create a unified system of social insurance for the

entire population, and not just manual workers. The safety net

was to cover workers and their dependents against ill-health,

unemployment, and old age, and was to be financed through

general taxation funds. In the wake of successive reports from

the Committee on Medical Insurance and Allied Services

(1920), the Royal Commission on National Health Insurance

(1926), and the British Medical Association (1930 and 1938)

that emphasized the shortcomings of the existing arrangements,

the Beveridge Report recommended replacing compulsory in-

surance for most workers with a comprehensive national health

service for the entire population. British physicians fought the

imposition of a salaried state medical service right up to the

formal establishment of the national health service in 1948.

In France, settlement of the Great War undermined French

notions of individual choice of insurance from within. After

the Franco Prussian War of 1870–71 the German Empire an-

nexed the former French Alsace-Lorraine. Inhabitants of the

region were integrated with the German project of compulsory

sickness insurance from its start, and by the time of the Treaty

of Versailles, they were in no hurry to return to the status quo

of 1870. In response to the threat of an independence move-

ment, the French government promised Alsatian labor unions

that it would maintain health, disability, and old age insur-

ance substantially as they had been, and hinted at even using

these arrangements as a potential model for the rest of France.

French physicians aimed to prevent such developments, but

eventually they compromised with the government and

allowed the first form of compulsory insurance to be estab-

lished in 1930. This insurance reimbursed patients for 80% of

their medical bills. The downside of this agreement was that

individual physicians felt no compulsion to abide by fee

schedules negotiated on their behalf by medical groups. The

share of covered population (not labor force) rose to almost

25%, but unexpected expenses and denials of benefits in-

creased political discontent with the scheme.

The next step in French insurance policy occurred during

World War II. It was conceived not in France itself but by the
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Free French government in London, and then enacted in 1945.

The necessary relationship between employment and insur-

ance coverage ended, thereby enrolling greater numbers of the

insured. In qualitative terms, this expansion of the Sécurité

Sociale also proposed to limit increases in physician billing

rates. By some accounts, this represented a missed opportunity

to do away with fee for service medicine altogether and leap

ahead to the system that began to be implemented after the

1960 reforms. Still, the postwar reforms succeeded in bringing

‘the quasi-totality of the population’ under coverage – a Gal-

licism meaning almost three-fourths, roughly same as the

share of Americans with hospital insurance. But again, costs

rose faster than expected, making it impossible to keep the

French budgets in balance.

The Dutch interwar experience offered a fine example of

the ability of a totalitarian government to break legislative

deadlocks and impose politically unpopular compulsory in-

surance. By the end of the nineteenth century, a wide variety of

sickness insurance funds was operating in the Netherlands:

some formed as mutuals by groups of workers, others spon-

sored by employers or trade unions, still others by local gov-

ernments, a few operated by commercial insurers, and a

unique set of funds were operated by physicians. And here

things stayed due to Parliamentary impasses. From the Great

War onwards, every effort to enlarge the government’s pres-

ence in health insurance markets halted due to unwanted

amendments, parliamentary deadlock, dissolved governments,

and other flotsam of a democratic polity. The arrival of Nazi

occupation forces ended the stalemate. To bring the Nether-

lands in conformity with the German example, the occupiers

promulgated a compulsory sickness fund decree that broke

through the parliamentary clutter and established government

health insurance once and for all. As for Belgium, the Allied

breakout from Normandy caused the Germans to put Nazi-

fying health insurance on hold. But soon after liberation, the

Belgians too enacted compulsory insurance. Thus in the Low

Countries, both occupiers and the occupied looked upon

government health insurance as an idea whose time had ar-

rived by the mid-twentieth century.

Elsewhere in the world, the rise of government inter-

vention in health insurance markets awaited the second half

of the twentieth century. In the middle of this century, the

Canadian situation was in flux. Canadian physicians had be-

come more sympathetic than their American counterparts to

the prospect of state action, and the Canadian Medical Asso-

ciation was participating in the reform process. Creation

of government insurance occurred first in the West, where

Saskatchewan, British Columbia, and Alberta had adopted a

tax-funded hospital insurance program. Newfoundland had

already created a health insurance program that covered half

the population by the time it entered the Confederation in

1949. The success of government hospital insurance in these

provinces led to the Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Ser-

vices Act of 1957, by which the federal government subsidized

hospital insurance in all the provinces. Pushing the principle

of state insurance further, the provincial government of Sas-

katchewan established Medicare, as the Canadian single payer

medical insurance system came to be known, in 1962. This

triggered a bitter and ultimately unsuccessful strike by the

province’s physicians. The strike’s failure caused a loss of

political capital by the most important opponents of an ex-

panded government role, and this in turn opened the door to

further state intervention. The pressure for national health

insurance became so great that even the physicians did not

want to be seen in opposition to it, and they again moved to

work with governments on the shape of insurance policy.

Pushing the principle of state insurance further, the provincial

government of Saskatchewan established Medicare, as the

Canadian single payer medical insurance system came to be

known, in 1962.

Nor has the notion of health insurance been restricted to

only Europeans and their descendants. Compulsory health

insurance for industrial workers began in 1950 in Taiwan, in

part as a political effort to improve the protection from the

risk of ill-health enjoyed by Taiwanese workers relative to

those in the People’s Republic. From its initial remit of cov-

erage for workers in public factories and mines, the govern-

ment expanded this health insurance to workers in private in

private industry, smaller manufactories, and fisheries by 1953.

Beginning in 1958, it extended compulsion to government

workers and teachers, and then all industrial workers, and

eventually nearly all workers, including those in agriculture.

By the time of national health insurance in 1995, there were

few uninsured Taiwanese remaining.

In Latin America, the more prosperous countries have

succeeded in enrolling a large share of the population in

health insurance of some kind. By 1986, Argentina, Brazil,

Costa Rica, Mexico, Panama, Uruguay, and Venezuela offered

medical care coverage to 71% of their combined populations.

The covered populations tended to be city-dwellers, who were

relatively easy to reach and relatively able to afford the pre-

miums. Five of these countries covered spouses and children

of the insured, and of the remaining two, Uruguay provided

maternity and pediatric care whereas Panama excluded only

hospital care from coverage. The origins of these programs

date to much earlier in the twentieth century. For example, in

the 1920s, Brazil created a variety of social insurance funds for

various kinds of workers in different parts of the country. Over

the next several decades, legally mandated amalgamation re-

duced the number of social insurance funds to seven large

funds that represented major occupational groups, including

rural workers.

See also: Health Insurance and Health. Mandatory Systems, Issues
of. Private Insurance System Concerns
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Introduction

Although the US, in comparison with other Western countries,

was a latecomer to social insurance and the public provision

of insurance for health services, it was largely in the America of

the 1960s that formal economic analysis of health care first

began to take root, and American ideas and practices have

long since dominated health economics; hence American

ideas are the focus of this and the next article. The efflor-

escence of American health economics emerged from (and

helped alter the course of) antecedent traditions of American

thought about health insurance, which began in the early-

twentieth century. For a bit more than the first-half of its

history, ideas about health insurance took form in and evolved

from the work of two overlapping groups of analysts: a

broader one, whose members took a normative perspective

animated by questions of social politics; and a smaller group

whose members aimed more specifically to improve public

health. Figures in both were reformers and activists; they

hoped to advance what they understood to be the public

interest. Their normative vision little exploited formal eco-

nomic analysis, which, at least in its modern, mathematized

mode, was at that time only incompletely developed and thus

unavailable to reformers as a basis for analyzing health policy;

but the aspirations of the emergent social sciences often in-

formed their vision.

Only during the 1960s, under the then prevailing liberal

dispensation, when a significant social surplus was available to

sustain expanded forms of collective provision, did formal

economics of a sort more familiar to modern practitioners

begin to make itself felt in application to public policy.

Economists developed formal rationales for governmental

involvement in the economy and articulated the principles

that should govern public programs. In the case of health

policy, figures such as economist Kenneth Arrow (1921–) held

that much of health care qualifies as a special set of services

that require collective subsidy (if not indeed public pro-

vision). This agenda gradually fractured, however, as diverse

forces, both inside and outside economics, undermined a

once broad faith in the value and propriety of governmental

intervention in the economy, in the capacity of experts (par-

ticularly those in governmental employ) to achieve desirable

goals, in the utility of regulatory regimes, and in the capacity

of society to gain consensus about the goals of public policy.

Convictions wavered even about the value of health services,

at least at the margin. As economics developed and honed the

tools to analyze public policy, analysts toned down, but did

not abandon, normative orientations, and the role of the

economist and expert became less that of reformer and more

that of the servant of diverse interests well beyond the tradi-

tional ranks of policymakers. Gradually, the major concern

became markets, at first as the best means to realize broad

social goals, and later, as commitments shifted away from

fostering collective provision, to serve and facilitate individual

choice.

Advocates of older normative views have hardly dis-

appeared, but their approaches, reflecting social and cultural

traditions that had been eroding since especially the 1970s,

have been routinely contested by advocates – both within

economics and without – of markets and limited government.

The public debates that preceded the Obama reforms, i.e., the

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PL 111–148, as

amended by the Health Care and Education Reconciliation

Act, P.L. 111–152; henceforth, ACA), passed at the end of

March, 2010, and the persistence thereafter of pervasive dis-

agreement in health care about the goals of public policy and

the roles of government, show that both economists and

Americans broadly remain profoundly divided about these

questions. Many economists, by professional interest and

training concerned with markets, have often presented them-

selves as representing a value-free perspective on questions of

public policy; yet many of their critics, including other

economists more rooted in traditional approaches to policy-

making, find that their colleagues’ claimed neutrality impli-

citly harbors values inimical to those rooted in older

approaches, that they still sought to honor as collective com-

mitments. Economic analysts of health insurance and related

areas, despite the drift of the profession in favor of markets,

still reflect the diversity of values and beliefs about the proper

goals and means of public policy; neither health economics

writ large nor the parts of it most directly connected with

insurance have eliminated this diversity, but they have pro-

vided powerful and influential frameworks for defining, dis-

cussing, and analyzing the issues.

This article opens with discussion of several historical

frameworks useful in exploring the history of American

thought about health insurance and provides elements of a

taxonomy of both researchers and advocates of various forms

of health insurance. It then describes the earlier history of

thought and advocacy in the context of the social politics that

emerged in the early-twentieth century and persisted until the

late-1960s and early-1970s. It takes up underlying notions of

social solidarity, their tensions, and their relevance to health

insurance. It next exhibits the emergence of a market-oriented

perspective and its corrosive effects on ideas about social

solidarity. The following article explores the two principal

bodies of thought that called for market-based approaches to

health care, notes their early connection with calls in the late-

1960s and 1970s for expanded public insurance, elicits the

main elements of these traditions, and links discussion with

contemporary developments, particularly in the light of the

evolution of markets on the ground. The article concludes that

in America health economics has done much to enable ana-

lysts to formulate and analyze policy questions, but that policy
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discussion about health insurance remains highly contested.

What is clear is that the US, despite recent reforms, is not

moving toward a uniform system of National Health Insur-

ance (NHI), but continues to fragment care and coverage,

organizing subsidies by income, race (through the proxy of

poverty), and age. What is at stake for the future is thus not

this fragmentation; but the extent to which recent reforms that

aim to expand entitlement and improve benefits will survive

the vagaries of administrative complexities and future political

developments. Economists, meanwhile, continue to dominate

analysis of these policy questions.

Historical and Conceptual Frameworks

Various frameworks have been proposed for understanding

the history of health insurance in the US; this section takes up

three of them. In one, Daniel M. Fox has characterized three

normative models for research on health care and health

policy, social conflict, collective welfare, and economizing, this

last having eclipsed the former two, especially since the 1980s.

In another, Paul Starr divided the field into three eras during

the twentieth century, according to the ways in which advo-

cates of health insurance addressed the costs of sickness, direct

and indirect, individual and social; and in his recent book, he

has revised this model in the light of subsequent develop-

ments. In a third, Deborah Stone drew attention to persistent

conflicts in American insurance arrangements between ‘the

solidarity principle’ and ‘actuarial fairness,’ that is, in terms

that describe the opposing social and economic functions that

insurance has been taken to perform.

Advocates of the two older models in Fox’s scheme were

those possessing knowledge of the nascent social sciences and

used them in support of expanding health services and im-

proving access to them. Under social conflict, researchers held

that health services, like food, clothing, and shelter, are es-

sential; but that those better-off (or dominant) tend to with-

hold them from those less well-off (or belonging to socially

subordinate or marginal groups). Expanding access and im-

proving benefits under social conflict therefore became the

subject of struggle on behalf of the poor and vulnerable; re-

search aimed, inter alia, to document lack of access, its causes,

and its consequences. Under collective welfare, researchers

regarded health services as special, because they determine

personal wellbeing if not indeed survival, and that attitudes of

social solidarity, rather than conflict, require cultivation to

bring more of the benefits of medicine to more people. Re-

search tended to exhibit, inter alia, the consequences for

health of diverse levels and goals of expenditure. Both models

reflected not only a conviction, owing to the scientific in-

novations that began in the late-nineteenth century, that

health services were effective, but also a commitment to social

politics to provide citizens with shelter, in policy areas thought

of fundamental importance, from the market arrangements

that otherwise prevailed in economy and society.

Under the recently ascendant economizing model, in

contrast, researchers have thought of care as largely similar to

other commodities, best organized through markets, and they

have regarded research as best conducted by exploiting eco-

nomics (and several other sciences, especially epidemiology

and biostatistics). Research has concerned the effectiveness of

services, the functionality of reimbursement mechanisms and

institutional arrangements, and the means to minimize the

costs of expensive programs and to structure and fine-tune

markets to improve efficiency and opportunities for choice.

Under the economizing model, researchers have adopted a

less openly normative posture, aiming less to press for new

programs than to analyze for policymakers what exists and

how (in the light of policymakers’ values) it might be im-

proved. In shifting from the older models to the economizing

one, researchers, as Fox had once put it, moved from reform to

relativism.

The two older of Fox’s models dominated the first two of

the three eras that Starr marks out in the history of health

insurance. The earliest, that of ‘Progressive Health Insurance,’

represents the body of ideas that was prominent in the

American Progressive Era (roughly, 1900–20) and that focused

on sickness as one cause of poverty (via the consequent

interruption of wages to workers and their families), as well as

on the social causes of sickness. ‘Sickness insurance,’ as it was

initially called, to be provided on the state level, would serve

workers as a cushion against lost wages and, through its fi-

nancing, create incentives to exploit public-health measures

and industrial reforms that would reduce the extent of sickness

and thereby improve national efficiency. Starr’s ‘Expansionary

Health Insurance,’ dominant in the period from the 1930s to

the 1960s, marked a redirection of researchers’ concern from

lost income and public health to the direct costs of care.

Introduced especially by the work of the Committee on the

Costs of Medical Care (CCMC), active from 1927 to 1932

under philanthropic support, they focused on the rising costs

of medical care (especially hospital services), owing to scien-

tific innovation, and on the inability of both working and

middle classes to meet them (particularly in view of their

highly unequal incidence); but, in view of the benefits of care,

called for insurance both to cover costs and to expand the

health system.

This same period witnessed the first appearance in the US

of significant programs of voluntary health insurance. These

programs, did not, however, stop reformers from pressing for

NHI in the 1940s and beyond. Around 1930, Blue Cross

plans, fostered by the American Hospital Association, pro-

vided hospitalization insurance initially to employee groups

and, starting roughly a decade later, Blue Shield plans, under

the control of medical societies, provided insurance for

physicians’ services. Governmental policies emerging in the

war years encouraged the spread of voluntary insurance (inter

alia by permitting collective bargaining over fringe benefits, by

making health insurance a fringe benefit untaxed for em-

ployees, and by allowing employers to deduct the costs of

insurance from their taxable incomes). The labor movement,

although in principle committed to public provision, never-

theless preferred this privatized form of the welfare state. Re-

formers still nurtured hopes of creating NHI, and especially

from the 1940s they repeatedly tried and failed to secure it.

Only in 1965 did they achieve a partial victory with the pas-

sage of Medicare (a federal program that provided health in-

surance for the elderly) and Medicaid (a federal-state program

that provided insurance for some of the poor), as new titles

under the Social Security Act of 1935. Medicare largely
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reflected a social-insurance approach, but Medicaid, enacted

as a reform of antecedent welfare programs, lay in the world of

welfare and public assistance.

Although the partnership of social insurance with public

health that marked American interest in health insurance from

the beginnings persisted into the 1940s, the concern for health

insurance gradually grew more fully allied with social insur-

ance and its advocacy became associated more with the

founders, architects, and administrators of the Social Security

system than with experts in public health. In envisioning

health policy for the postwar years, the Public Health Service

developed proposals for federal support of medical education

and research as well as planned hospital construction and

expansion of personal health services under public-health

auspices. Some features of this program, albeit in forms that

accommodated medical and other interests, did emerge in the

postwar years, but as a potential site for public provision, es-

pecially for the poor, public-health institutions gained little

support. At the same time, figures from public health grew less

active in pressing for either direct public provision of services

or insurance. Meanwhile, a mixed public–private system grew

dominant, consisting of nonprofit Blue plans, their for-profit

competitors, and the two large governmental programs,

Medicare and Medicaid, created by legislation of 1965.

These two public programs have worked under different

administrative arrangements and operated in different policy

environments. Administratively, Medicare lay under the Social

Security Administration until 1977, when President Carter’s

incoming Secretary of the then Department of Health, Edu-

cation, and Welfare (HEW), Joseph A. Califano, Jr. (1931–),

moved it, together with Medicaid, into his newly created Health

Care Financing Administration (HCFA; becoming in 2001 the

Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services). Medicaid had been

lodged in the welfare bureaucracy of HEW, where it had its own

bureau, something it lost at HCFA, where it was overshadowed,

morally and substantively, by Medicare. These administrative

changes reflected Califano’s goal of gaining administrative

control over health and other programs in HEW and preparing

the ground for NHI. Indeed, champions of Medicaid had

generally aimed to sever its links with welfare and worked to

render it a suitable vehicle for NHI by reducing state-by-state

variations in the program and imposing broad standards of

eligibility, benefits, funding levels, and accountability. However,

whenever NHI was on the table, Medicaid received little at-

tention, seen either as a thing to be dismantled under NHI or

absorbed into it. Medicaid thus became no foundation for NHI

but a large, diverse, and complex program for certain un-

insurable people, for several categories of the poor, for the frail

elderly, and for some of the disabled. Its opponents, however,

tried to undermine its character as an entitlement and pressed

for devolution of its administration and management to the

states. Under the ACA, Medicaid is to serve as one element not

in a broad system of NHI but as one enhanced and streamlined

element of the larger health system, affording coverage to most

of the poor, whereas other elements, public (especially Medi-

care) and private, continue to cover other groups. The ACA thus

crowns an incremental strategy that preserves and reforms di-

verse preexisting forms of health insurance and financing,

thereby perpetuating the difference between the poor and those

with private coverage or social insurance.

Reformers saw Medicare and Medicaid as only a way-sta-

tion on the route to NHI and, at the end of the 1960s, they

renewed their push, hoping to cover those still uninsured

(then approximately 10% of the population) and improving

what often appeared to be inadequate benefits. Expansionary

thinking persisted, though the gradually dawning implications

of Medicare and Medicaid, which lodged large and rapidly

escalating costs in the public purse, inspired the idea that NHI

would provide the levers to rationalize the health system and

rein in costs. Reform of the health system, dependent on

governmental supervision and regulatory measures, would

render affordable the expansion of entitlement. At least as late

as the mid-1970s, passage of NHI, understood in this spirit,

looked imminent; its failure, however, and the recession of

1974–75, which ended the long, postwar economic expansion

that had fueled diverse public programs, now gave wider scope

to novel ideas about health care policy. The prevailing con-

sensus that had sustained standard modes of organizing and

financing care, via fee-for-service payment of largely free-

standing hospitals and solo or very small group physician

practices, began to break down. So, too, did the conviction

that NHI would have to take the form of a single system,

governmentally mandated, planned, and regulated. New, and

often conservative, voices had begun to suggest that market-

based approaches to care could offer public policies that were

efficient and accountable, and liberals pressing reform began

to heed this advice, while persisting in emphasizing re-

distributive concerns, social equity, and (for some time)

planning the organization of care.

Thus in the 1970s, began Starr’s third era, that of ‘(Cost-)

Containment Health Insurance,’ whereas at the same time,

policymakers and the researchers they financed, employed, or

consulted felt the pull and fostered the growth of Fox’s

economizing model. Concern with expansion of entitlement

persisted but in a manner that could foster rationalization of

the health system and rein in cost escalation. As Starr remarks,

pressure for and resistance to NHI had become competing

versions of ‘comprehensive reform’ of the health system. From

the conservative side, comprehensive reform revolved around

diminishing traditional regulatory and other barriers to the

functioning of markets in health care, application of stricter

antitrust enforcement (especially to rein in the anticompetitive

powers of the medical profession), and support for novel or-

ganizational arrangements such as ‘health maintenance or-

ganizations’ (HMOs). On the liberal side, comprehensive

reform still meant universal coverage but, as the actions of

Senator Edward M. Kennedy (1932–2009) increasingly re-

vealed, involved a willingness to abandon demands for a

single public system (like Medicare), to incorporate private

innovation in the organization and supply of health services,

and to exploit the power of competition to foster efficiency. In

the hope of devising system-oriented reforms, economists and

other researchers began to focus on market-oriented prece-

dents and innovations.

Two new groups of reformers emerged, the one consisting

chiefly economists like Mark V. Pauly (1941–), Martin Feld-

stein (1939–), and Joseph P. Newhouse (1942–); and the

other, comprising a diverse group of professionals, including

Paul M. Ellwood, Jr. (1926–, a physician with background in

rehabilitation medicine); Ellwood’s associate, Walter McClure
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(1937–, who came to health policy from physics); Alain C.

Enthoven (1930–, an economist with background, inter alia,

in defense policy); and Clark C. Havighurst (1933–, a pro-

fessor of law deeply interested in antitrust). Both groups

hoped to exploit the persistent interest in improving entitle-

ment to foster a more frankly market-based system. The for-

mer group aimed to create supply-side measures that would

enable consumer choice in a market setting, relying on con-

sumer sovereignty at the point of service to discipline the

supply side and using income-graduated subsidies to bring the

poor into the market; the latter, while exploiting similar

thinking, also believed that the problems of health care could

be remedied only by transforming the supply side of the

market through HMOs to apply incentives directly to phys-

icians and competition at the point of enrollment and pro-

spective payment by capitation to encourage efficient practice.

These newer approaches to public policy, although initially

exotic-seeming to policymakers and to most earlier experts,

gradually grew familiar, and market-based health care, as

analyzed and explored by economists such as these and those

receptive to their influence, became the dominant mode of

thinking about health policy. The very intellectual foundations

for thinking about public policy had been transformed.

Stone’s classification also exploits historical analysis but it

takes up a different set of the social and economic functions of

insurance from those Starr emphasized. Her central question

is how one should regard medical care: as something to which

citizens have a right or as merely another commodity available

to consumers through markets. This bifurcation has mani-

fested itself between the divergent appeal of equity as under-

stood in the commercial insurance industry (‘actuarial

fairness’ being Stone’s term for risk-rating of insurance) and

equity as understood among advocates of social conflict and

collective welfare as providing for need medically defined

(Stone’s ‘solidarity principle’). Actuarial fairness operates by

fragmenting communities into ever narrower risk groups, by

emphasizing the differences among groups and by fostering

the perception that individuals are responsible primarily for

themselves and far less for others. Taken to its logical con-

clusion, actuarial fairness could shrink the risk group to the

individual level, ending the mutual aid provided by insurance.

Overall, actuarial fairness distributes care in inverse relation to

need (however conceived), and it undermines among citizens

a sense of participation in community and a conviction that

community members possess mutual obligations.

In this analysis, the solidarity principle acts in the opposite

direction, by broadening risk pools, by emphasizing shared

traits among members of groups and members’ reciprocal

responsibilities and by assuring that the healthy subsidize the

sick. The solidarity principle thus preserves mutual aid

through the mechanism of social insurance. The historical

dimension of Stone’s study lies in its recounting the emer-

gence, development, and deployment within the life-insurance

industry of underwriting as a means to reduce subsidies across

risk classes; the entry of underwriting into commercial health-

insurance markets; and the appearance of its diverse forms of

exploitation in health-insurance mechanisms. The study also

points to developments current as of when she wrote that had

conspired to expose to scrutiny the propriety of actuarial

fairness; however, Stone finds actuarial fairness so deeply

rooted in American culture that she ends her discussion on a

pessimistic note about the prospects for health reform, than

becoming a reinvigorated topic. However, recent reforms that

aimed to expand entitlement indeed have entailed limits on

underwriting. The ACA rests on the principle that price, effi-

ciency, and generally value for money should be the focus of

competition among insurers rather than characteristics of in-

dividuals, such as their preexisting conditions and health

status.

If Stone’s analysis emphasizes subsidies across risk groups,

so that the healthy subsidize the sick, Starr’s emphasizes a

different social function of insurance, subsidy across income

classes, so that the rich (or the better-off) subsidize the poor

(or less well-off). Because in both cases financial obstacles

loom large (in the latter because the poor lack ability to pay

and in the former because serious illness can entail major

economic loss), discussion of ‘ability-to-pay’ can obscure the

distinction between the two kinds of subsidies. The earlier

history of health insurance in America separated them fairly

clearly, later they grew blurred, but in the ACA they have again

become more distinct. The early Blue Cross plans, which

emerged in the 1930s to provide the working and middle

classes with hospital insurance, usually as a fringe benefit of

employment, rested on community rating; i.e., they charged

the same premium to subscribers regardless of risk class. The

healthy subsidized the ill, but the extent of redistribution was

modest, given that most subscribers, being of working age and

employed, were largely healthy. The appearance of competing

commercial insurers, which exploited experience rating, forced

the Blue Cross plans to constrain or abandon community

rating, thus squeezing out the subsidy across risk classes. The

rise and development of managed care, especially in the

1990s, reinstated the subsidy across risk classes, in that man-

aged care plans promised comprehensive benefits on a capi-

tated basis to all members of an insured employment group

for the same premium. However, the ‘managed-care backlash’

of the late-1990s, which rested in great measure on the per-

ception that the utilization controls exerted by managed care

organizations were a back-door way to renege on the com-

mitment to provide comprehensive benefits with low copay-

ments, led employers and insurers to back off from utilization

controls and employ a diversity of more or less flexible, net-

worked products to cater to the wishes of both employers and

employees. One result was new constraints on the subsidy

across risk classes.

In the case of the American Medicare Program, the basic

program, Part A, hospitalization insurance for the elderly

(who had not participated in the Blue plans) took wing as a

way to provide the elderly a governmentally financed version

of Blue Cross. However, in this case, the boundary between

the two kinds of subsidy grew blurred. In part, the elderly,

having left the work force, lacked income to pay for insur-

ance; the program therefore subsidized those who were less

well-off financially. However, it was the actuarial practices of

commercial insurance, the exclusion of the elderly from the

community rating offered by Blue Cross and the eventual

departure of Blue Cross from community rating that had in

effect turned a risk class – the elderly are sicker and, with

purchasing power, would use more care – into an income

class. By fragmenting risk pools, private underwriting made
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health insurance and thus care unaffordable to many of the

elderly. Similarly, any groups facing high prices because of

high risk or no prices because underwriters had labeled them

‘uninsurable’ could not afford (or perhaps even find a venue

in which to consider the possibility of affording) to pay. A

risk group becomes an income group needing a subsidy.

The Medicaid program, for the poor, primarily subsidizes an

income group, but to the extent that its beneficiaries have

lower health status than the rest of the population and thus

constitute a risk group, the program subsidizes across risk

groups, i.e., healthy (and better-off) taxpayers subsidize care

for the unhealthy poor; the same effect can be seen among

the low-income elderly on Medicare. The diversity of pro-

grams in other advanced countries also exhibit many such

complexities in the nature of the subsidies that social insur-

ance provides.

In the US, convolutions of this kind have made for dif-

ficulty in maintaining the political stability of public pro-

grams. Neither its supporters nor its opponents thought of

Medicare as an end point or irrevocable commitment in social

policy; rather its opponents have continued to criticize it and

attempted reforms that would reduce its costs, its economic

prominence, and its character as an entitlement, whereas its

defenders have seen it as an expression of social-insurance

principles that they have sought to extend to the entire

population. However, persistent lack of a coherent rationale

for the Medicare program, whether in the failure to tailor its

benefits to its target populations or to provide cogent justifi-

cation for it as an element of social policy, has made it pos-

sible for diverse interpretations to come to bear on it that

continue to fuel debates about its future and its reform, par-

ticularly as its costs have continued to grow. Although its

proponents have seen it as a partial realization of a right to

care, some analysts have argued that a different sort of stability

is what had anchored health care entitlements in America:

programmatic rights. Controversial programs have often

found stability less in a clear rationale in social policy than in

the persistence of existing programs on the ground; in their

support by activist courts, congressional entrepreneurs, and

activists who looked to the federal government (and not the

states) for leadership in social policy; and in the expectations

accumulating since the New Deal among beneficiaries (current

and future) that government bears responsibility for allevi-

ating social problems. Sometimes controversial programs like

Medicare thus became invested with ‘programmatic rights’

that stabilized their politics. Medicare may indeed have be-

come cloaked in such rights, particularly insofar as it had been

sold by its founders as a form of insurance for which bene-

ficiaries, while in the labor force, paid through payroll

deduction. However, in the current policy environment –

characterized by the high cost of governmental programs

and large, governmental deficits – programmatic rights seem

unlikely to sustain support for these two large public health

care insurance programs. If advocates are to preserve them,

clear articulation of rationale and reforms in financing and

may become essential.

A similar analysis clarifies the ACA. It offers both kinds of

subsidy that Starr and Stone discuss: across risk groups (and

hence the importance of risk adjustment under its provisions;

and across income classes (as embodied in its reforms of

Medicaid and in the construction of state insurance exchanges

for subsidized purchase of insurance by those not covered

under employment-related or public-insurance programs).

The two functions of social insurance have thus become more

evident under the ACA (although persistent fragmentation of

risk pools still keeps them less than fully distinct). The public,

however, little understands the provisions of the act. Although

the gradual implementation of its provisions would likely

clarify its meaning and elicit support from its beneficiaries, its

political viability, in view of the controversy surrounding it,

seems dependent on the success of its advocates in articulating

for it a clear rationale; in tuning its provisions to suit its target

populations; and in assuring a worried public still focused on

programmatic rights and confused about assaults on the le-

gitimacy of entitlements that hitherto favored programs will

not erode; and in parrying claims that budgetary imperatives

must entail transformation, as opposed to reform, of costly

public programs. Because many cost-control measures em-

ployed in other advanced countries have thus far proven

politically unacceptable in the US, advocates of public pro-

grams have struggled to find means to rein in costs while

upholding the legitimacy of continued, high levels of spend-

ing in public programs of health insurance.

Social Politics and Social Science: Securing Refuge
from the Market

Analysis of health insurance began in the context of thought

about social politics. From the late-nineteenth century

through the end of the New Deal, American analysts of social

problems participated in a largely North-Atlantic culture of

social politics, in which shared conceptions of social vul-

nerability to the transformations wrought by industrial cap-

italism inspired a cluster of convictions about social policy.

Thus, industrializing nations needed broadly similar policies,

less to achieve specific, shared goals or a common form of

polity (e.g., a welfare state or a social-insurance state) than to

shelter some features of social and communal life from the

reign of the market. There was also a sense that some

countries had moved farther or faster in that direction than

other, lagging ones (especially America) and an expectation

that experiences in one country could be studied for their

utility to others and perhaps imported with modifications. In

America, reformers felt the appeal of European experience

and hoped to import foreign ideas and modify them to suit

American conditions. To analyze both European experience

and American possibilities, many reformers aspired to exploit

the then nascent social sciences. Some possessed either for-

mal training in the social sciences or, in their capacities as

journalists, social critics, rationalizers of business and intel-

lectual brokers, substantive knowledge of them. A major

element in the emergence of the social sciences was the

tension between the participation of social scientists in re-

form and advocacy on the one hand and, on the other, their

exercise of dispassionate scientific objectivity to gain funda-

mental scientific knowledge, i.e., the tension between

Fox’s reform and relativism. Those early health reformers

who came from the ranks of social scientists and from public

health clearly understood themselves as exploiting their
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scientific knowledge in the service of social reform. Although

their reformism eventually moderated and narrowed, the

change was gradual and never complete. Only beginning in

the late-1950s and especially in the 1960s, did analysts har-

ness formal and recognizably modern economic analysis to

health policy, and in that context as well, normative con-

siderations, while circumscribed, have marked even the most

ostensibly positive analyses.

Thus Starr’s Progressive Health Insurance had much in

common with later thinking about health insurance, but it

articulated more explicitly than later proposals the rationale

for distributive justice. Capitalist development, as reformers

saw it, having imposed most of its costs but few of its benefits

on labor, left workers facing primarily four risks, unemploy-

ment, accident, illness and old age, all of which portended

the impoverishment and immiseration of workers and their

families. To remedy the problems resultant from the real-

ization of these risks, reformers recommended social insur-

ance and, specifically in the case of health care, they pressed

for ‘sickness insurance’ primarily to cover its indirect costs,

especially loss of income. They understood that such meas-

ures would require political support and exerted themselves

in various ways to achieve it. Reformers like Isaac Max

Rubinow (1875–1936) aimed to enroll fellow reformers into

a coalition, to which they hoped to recruit leaders of

the major interests (business, labor, the medical profession).

A reform tradition descending from John R. Commons

(1862–1945) at the University of Wisconsin hoped to create

support by showing that the workers, industry, and the public

possessed shared interests in workers’ well-being. Reformers

aimed, in a word, to create a broad sense of social solidarity

that would undergird reform coalitions. However, these re-

formers failed to parry opposition from diverse, well-organ-

ized interests, and, in the Progressive Era, their efforts came

to naught.

In Starr’s expansionary era, however, advocates again

pressed for health insurance, this time emphasizing the direct

costs of medical care and the social costs resulting from de-

ficiencies in its accessibility and limitations on its availability.

In doing so, however, they rarely let notions of social justice

take center stage. Instead, reformers and advocates em-

phasized two things: the efficacy of care and the peculiar

economic features of health care and the health sector. With

regard to the first, reformers became deeply impressed with

the advances in medical science during the late-nineteenth

and early-twentieth centuries and convinced that care was of

tremendous value. They therefore articulated the notion of

need, urged from the outset of the expansionary era in the

work of the CCMC. The committee invoked insurance not

only as a mechanism to enhance access to needed services,

but, out of the conviction that the health sector was in-

adequately developed to meet the needs of even those who

could afford care, also as a method to finance the expansion of

health resources (hospitals, clinics, technology, and trained

personnel).

Not only efficacy suggested the importance of care but also

the apparent implications emergent from early economic an-

alysis of health care and the health sector. Analysts repeatedly

identified and characterized the poor fit of health care, as

opposed to most conventional commodities, with the

standard tools and procedures of economic analysis, and these

economic peculiarities seemed, in advocates’ minds, to reflect

the special moral and social significance of health and health

care. Thus, analysts showed that health care differed from

other commodities in several economically significant ways –

in modern terms, that the demand for health care is derived

from the demand for health; that health care exhibits ex-

ternalities (costs or benefits involving parties outside of a

transaction); that providers and patients-qua-consumers ex-

hibit informational asymmetries (i.e., consumers are ignorant

of what had recently become a recondite and technical field of

scientific medicine inaccessible to those without long and ar-

duous training); and that patients experience uncertainty re-

garding both the need for and effectiveness of care. In its

simultaneous possession of these economically distinguishing

characteristics, health care, in the eyes of reformers, was very

nearly unique. In the light of these peculiarities, society had

limited the extent to which market principles applied to health

care, for example, through professional self-regulation, non-

profit organization of hospitals, support for programs to en-

large the health sector and to facilitate access to it; and

charitable and philanthropic arrangements that served both

poor and the middle class. As seen by advocates of insurance,

the economic peculiarities of care, precisely because of its

often little-articulated moral significance, had given rise to

social arrangements that replaced standard market arrange-

ments and thereby expressed underlying commitments to

social justice.

However, corrosive forces were at work. These elicited

more explicit articulation of noneconomic rationales for

distributing care equitably. From the early-1970s and lasting

in significant measure to the present, some voices, concerned

about costs and mindful of the lack of knowledge about the

effectiveness of care, expressed skepticism about the value of

especially high-technology care, at least at the margin. No-

tions of need, that is, having begun to grow intellectually

exiguous, newer analysts such as Mark Pauly began to suggest

that consumers, as opposed to experts, should be allowed to

exercise choice in a relatively unfettered market. In response

to such growing uncertainty about the value of health care

and its implications that markets need not be constrained,

some proponents of redistributive policies found an add-

itional rationale for the nonmarket arrangements prevalent in

the health sector – they directly express the existence and

value of social cohesiveness, of inclusive sentiments about the

poor and the sick, of a will to maintain and preserve the

dignity of all citizens, and of a tendency to evaluate positively

lives that are not conventionally economically productive

(children, the elderly, and the disabled). Figures holding

these views sometimes accorded the intangible features ex-

pressed in redistributive measures in health care a priority

that equaled or exceeded that of the substantive economic

benefits (reduction of individual and social costs) that access

to care could bring. More recent analysts, responding to the

eclipse of distributional rationales for public programs under

pressure of market-based health policy, have taken a similar

approach, to exhibit and therefore justify perpetuating the

solidarity foundations that public programs seemed to them

to possess even beyond the value of the concrete medical

benefits they confer.
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The Eroding Aura of Medicine and the Opening to
Market-Based Thinking

Cultural developments, emergent or newly prominent after

World War II, exerted corrosive effects on the notion, long

animating reformers, that health care and its providers pos-

sessed special qualities. Paradoxically, the organized medical

profession itself was one agent of this change: while defending

itself against governmental intrusion into medical care aimed

at advancing entitlement to coverage, the profession portrayed

the purchase of medical care as just another consumption

decision, one often overshadowed by consumers’ preferences

for other goods and services. Lack of ability to pay seemed

beside the point; supposedly unmet need, from this per-

spective, should be regarded not as a reflection of deficient

public policy but as an anticipated outcome of a consumer

society in which demand (not need) dictated the distribution

of care. Health care, as another commodity, belonged not in

the purview of redistributive policies, but in that of the mar-

ket, where consumers could take of it what they wanted. Of

course, for physicians the market was the one they had helped

create and preserve, but upholding it in the face of con-

sumerism would prove more and more difficult, for if the

services that physicians purveyed were not so special, neither

were the purveyors. Factors that diminished the personal ties

in physician–patient relationships and substituted a remote

professionalism led patients to take a more dispassionate view

of their doctors. An increasingly well-insured suburban mid-

dle class viewed medical care as it did other, especially pro-

fessional services, that is, as routinely available for purchase

and subject to scrutiny with a consumer’s eye. Social scientists,

moreover, had revealed with some surprise that the high-

minded professionalism of medicine seemed to cover pro-

fessionally self-interested behavior. Culturally, health care

formed part of the broader changes in the culture of con-

sumption and individualism that gave precedence to the

market ahead of government and politics and that gave pri-

ority to free choice over paternalism and sentiments of social

solidarity and inclusiveness. Consumers increasingly expected

to make market choices for services that reflected their own

sense of what they wanted and needed.

This was the state of affairs that emerged in the beginning

of the 1970s and set the stage for the appearance of market-

based health policy: traditional reformers pressed for a gov-

ernmental program of NHI in the light of their conceptions of

solidarity and social justice; cost escalation, particularly under

Medicare and Medicaid, suggested the need for systemic re-

form; medicine and its practitioners itself suffered loss of

prestige; some newer voices began to doubt prevailing notions

of need, thought of care as a commodity, and claimed that

health care should be allowed to operate in the market; and

traditional advocates of NHI responded by emphasizing that

broadened entitlement to care can express and foster solidarity

and social justice. Meanwhile, the social sciences, especially

economics, began to suggest novel policy ideas that, their

practitioners held, could accomplish system reform and

redistributive goals better than further application of pre-

vailing policy methods. The next article takes up the imme-

diate cultural and intellectual developments that gave scope to

market-based notions of health policy, it pursues the intel-

lectual history of market-oriented health care, and it suggests

how the evolution of markets have both reflected and affected

novel policy positions.

See also: Efficiency and Equity in Health: Philosophical
Considerations. Health and Health Care, Need for. Health Care
Demand, Empirical Determinants of. Health Insurance and Health.
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Introduction

Health Insurance in Historical Perspective, Part I explored

several frameworks for understanding the evolution of

American thought about health insurance; examined the belief

of traditional reformers that health insurance should serve as

one of a cluster of measures designed to secure citizens from

the risks posed by capitalistic markets; suggested that, in an

environment of escalating healthcare costs, doubts about the

value of healthcare had led some reformers to stress its sig-

nificance less for its substantive benefits than for its utility as

an expression of social solidarity; noted the factors that

undermined the special status of medicine and medical care;

and indicated that medical care, in the eyes of diverse analysts,

increasingly resembled other commodities traded in con-

ventional markets. This article opens by characterizing the two

broad forms that American proposals for market-based health

policy initially assumed: one resting on modern economic

analysis of the demand side of healthcare markets and the

other, initially depending far less heavily on formal economic

analysis, but reflecting the conviction that public purposes

could better be realized through supply-side reforms. The

article reveals the extent to which some of the founding ideas

and concerns of health economics arose through analysis of

the health sector when national health insurance (NHI)

seemed imminent; and it briefly explores the consequences of

these developments for the history of ideas about health in-

surance and for the development of healthcare markets on the

ground. It offers conclusions about both the kinds of reform

measures that American health policy has generated and role

of economists in health policy.

From Advocating Care to Reforming Health Insurance

More than changing cultural perceptions of medicine helped

elicit market-based thinking in health policy. From the late

1960s, and especially in the light of cost escalation that fol-

lowed the introduction of Medicare and Medicaid, American

healthcare became the subject of scrutiny that began to reveal

shortcomings that would have to be remedied under any

system of NHI. Cost escalation, the most pressing, was in a

sense only a symptom of increasingly nonfunctional features

of American healthcare. The health sector appeared to be an

uncoordinated profusion of chiefly solo or small-group

physician practices; freestanding, independent hospitals; and a

diversity of public and private insurance programs. The frag-

mentation of the health sector, its maldistribution of re-

sources, and its inability to tailor resources to needs on a

community level or services to individuals in and among local

institutions constituted a set of problems that experts as well

as the public hoped to remedy. Pressure for NHI, that is, had

become transformed into pressure for broad reform of the

health system.

Until the end of the 1970s, NHI had seemed imminent,

although in retrospect the apparently close but still abortive

effort to achieve it in 1974 brought its short-term prospects to

an end. For many traditional reformers, planning and regu-

lation that they expected to take root under NHI would pro-

vide the levers to rationalize the distribution and deployment

of resources and rein in costs; the resultant efficiency gains

would provide the resources to expand and improve entitle-

ments to health services. In their view, system reform

amounted to more extensive and more thorough-going ap-

plication of traditional policy means. However, other analysts

of cost escalation and fragmentation exploited the prevailing

interest in NHI as a vehicle to introduce novel ideas about the

utility of markets and competition to solve the problems of

healthcare. Two clusters of proposals emerged from their ef-

forts: Reform of the demand side of the market through the

imposition of increased cost-sharing under insurance (that is,

increased out-of-pocket expenditures for insured individuals

and families), combined with subsidies, graduated inversely

with income, to insure the poor; and reform of the supply side

of the market by creation of health maintenance organizations

(HMOs) or other health plans that combined the delivery of

healthcare and the insurance mechanisms to finance it. The

roles of economics (and some other social sciences) in early

studies of health insurance can be examined by tracing the

emergence of these two categories of proposals.

Income-Graduated Cost-Sharing

Within economics it was the application of formal doctrines

that increasingly subsumed healthcare under the rubric

‘commodity.’ The implications of the change emerged in at

least two stages, one in which traditional advocates of NHI

began to apply to healthcare (among other areas of policy)

formal rationales for governmental provision and a second, in

which skepticism about governmental provision combined

with economic analyses to undermine the case for the spe-

cialness of care and therefore suggest the propriety of its

subordination to market arrangements.

The first stage is represented by the tradition of public-

expenditure analysis, which emerged in the 1960s as part of

the effort to rationalize governmental financing or provision

of public services. Whereas an economist like Seymour E.

Harris (1897–1974), in his study of American medicine, ex-

emplified traditional advocacy for increasing the quantity,

improving the quality, and rationalizing the distribution of

health services, Herbert Klarman (1917–99), in a major,

early review of health economics, maintained that only those

health programs that made better use of resources than

alternative ones could find economic justification. However,
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this orientation did not deflect needs-based analyses. Ani-

mated by concern for the social costs of lack of care, analysts

regarded care as an investment in human capital and exploited

the cost-benefit principles previously developed in analyzing

governmental investments in water projects. Needs-based

thinking had supposed that the demand for care depended all

but exclusively on epidemiological, scientific, and technolo-

gical factors; but a more dispassionate economic analysis

provided evidence that care resembles other commodities in

that its demand also depended on the economic variables

of income and price (i.e., demand for care exhibited income

and price elasticities). Nevertheless, from a needs-based per-

spective, such evidence could be reinterpreted: to recognize

that insurance (a price subsidy) improves access to care is less

to acknowledge the price elasticity of demand than to wel-

come the shift brought by insurance of a deprived population

into the ranks of those able to acquire one of the necessities of

life. Similarly, income effects among the insured wealthy need

not have been taken to imply the dependence of demand on

price. The wealthy buy more services because they have more

education and appreciate more the value of care. From a

needs-based standpoint, evidence for the commodity-like be-

havior of care therefore carried little weight, and it authorized

reliance not on novel markets but on planning. Indeed, one of

the economically characteristic features of healthcare, infor-

mational asymmetries, and the consequent dependence of

patients on experts, only reinforced the conviction that non-

market arrangements were preferred, if not indeed necessary.

Although cultural changes noted in the previous article

helped divest care of its special characteristics, developments

within the social sciences fostered a reorientation among

formal analysts of public policy. A novel and powerful ap-

proach to analyzing both politics and policy, known as ‘public

choice,’ particularly as undertaken by one of its founders and

leading lights, James M. Buchanan (1919–2013), suggested

that the virtues of public provision had been overrated. In a

study of public goods, Buchanan revised the case for special

social arrangements, especially public provision and pro-

duction of certain goods. Acknowledging the desire of some

citizens to increase the consumption of particular goods by all

citizens, he could treat the individual’s consumption as en-

hanced by an external benefit. His analysis suggested, more-

over, that unlike cases such as national defense or fire and

police protection, such ‘externalities in consumption’ need

imply no monolithic supply, for example, governmental pro-

vision. Externalities in consumption could be provided in

conventional markets by private producers so long as the

community participates (through financing) in purchasing

the goods or services. Buchanan’s position departed from that

represented by Paul Samuelson (1915–2009), one of the

major analysts of public goods, whose approach Buchanan

regarded as excessively prescriptive (i.e., paternalistic).

Buchanan thus provided a path for analyzing healthcare that

opened the door to subsuming it under more conventional

market arrangements.

It was Buchanan’s student, Mark V. Pauly (1941–), even-

tually to become one of the most distinguished of American

health economists, who first took that path (1971), although

Martin S. Feldstein (1939–), having undertaken an econo-

metric analysis of the British National Health Service, was

working along similar lines in the early 1970s; indeed, the

two exerted a mutual influence. Although some others had in

principle reduced calls for NHI to externalities in con-

sumption, it was Pauly who first unequivocally translated

notions about the specialness of care into support for a tax-

financed program of subsidies. Pauly’s question was how to

optimize the subsidy. His analysis took the unequal distri-

bution of income as given, assumed that demand for care

responds to price and income – i.e., he accepted frankly that

price and income elasticities suggested that care is an ordinary

commodity – and anticipated that different consumers would

have different levels of care. This last point also departed from

traditional social justice rationales for care, which largely an-

ticipated that NHI would provide a uniform standard of care.

His analysis led him to propose ‘variable subsidy insurance’

(VSI). For the poorest it would prove comprehensive coverage

at low or zero premium cost; for those with middle incomes, it

would subsidize demand by paying part of the premium

cost (perhaps to an extent that varies inversely with income)

and impose deductibles and/or coinsurance that would

increase with income; for the wealthy, it would supply a

catastrophic policy, i.e., one that would pay only for the most

expensive forms of care. The cost-sharing provisions would

constrain utilization (and thus respond to growing concerns,

intensified by talk of NHI, about cost escalation). Almost

simultaneously, Feldstein offered a similar proposal for ‘major

risk insurance’ (MRI).

These proposals carried important implications both for

improving public policy and for exhibiting the value of eco-

nomics – and some implications of its use – as a means for

analyzing policy. In regard primarily to the substance of pol-

icy, several features stand out. In acknowledging the desire of

some citizens to increase consumption of care by others, the

proposals gave expression to social solidarity. They do so,

moreover, by assuring taxpayer sovereignty: the taxpayers de-

cide what services to subsidize, for whom, and to what extent.

In recognizing that diverse consumers (because of differences

in their ‘tastes’ for care and in their income) would exhibit

diverse levels of demand for care and in according a minimal

role to expert determination of need, the proposals expressed

consumer sovereignty. In granting the poor, as traditional

reformers had wanted, the same rights as those better-off to

make choices from among the same providers in the same

private markets, the proposals emphasized that aspect of so-

cial solidarity that focused on inclusiveness and mutual regard

across income classes. However, in rejecting a universal

standard of care, the proposals drew back from the distributive

imperatives underlying older notions of solidarity. This result

followed in part from the economic tools that underlay the

proposals. The optimization procedures of welfare economics

aimed to enhance allocative efficiency – the efficiency with

which resources are distributed among consumers - in that a

system of graduated subsidies under cost-sharing would

achieve a reasonably tight match between the income of

consumers and the socially desired enhancement to their

consumption of care. In addition, any market operating under

these proposals would help constrain social costs by fostering

productive efficiency: In competing for the business of

patients with purchasing power, healthcare providers would

have to show themselves frugal in using the funds brought to
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healthcare transactions by insured consumers who would have

to foot a significant part of the bill. Providers would seek

either to produce a given level of care more efficiently or offer

services of perhaps reduced (but still positive) benefit but at

lower cost. Physicians and hospitals, that is, would have to

become the financial, as well as the medical fiduciaries of their

patients. Finally, because the proposals left market mech-

anisms largely undisturbed (except to the extent the supply

side would evolve on its own under such a system of subsidies

and cost-sharing), they offered a means to resolve controversy

among economists about separating efficiency in the allo-

cation of health services (achieved through the exercise of

consumer choice under cost-sharing) from distributional

equity in access to health services (achieved through income-

graduated public subsidies).

Two additional features of the work by Pauly and Feldstein

merit attention. One is their discussion of ‘moral hazard,’ the

tendency of insurance itself to foster the occurrence of the risks

against which it provides protection, so named by the insur-

ance industry to signal the ‘abuse’ of insurance by policy

holders. In the case of healthcare, under an insurance scheme

that, absent cost-sharing, affords a zero price at the point of

service, the insured will purchase more care than otherwise.

Pauly regarded the effect not as morally dubious but as ra-

tional. It implies that a taxation scheme that compels citizens

to pay for insurance against certain risks is inefficient, because,

under the scheme, some consumers would have to pay more

than they would want to; some consumers, in a word, would

benefit from purchasing a lower standard of care. Moreover,

cost-sharing, by reducing demand and thus constraining util-

ization, would reduce the premium of insurance and therefore

could make desirable a policy otherwise unattractive to some

consumers. The effect of coinsurance, for example, depends

on the elasticity of demand, which varies among consumers;

an optimal policy would thus similarly vary. Hence, the utility

of such schemes as VSI: Income-graduate subsidy would

encourage socially desired utilization (i.e., the increased con-

sumption by some consumers that others desired); and in-

come-graduated cost-sharing would improve the efficiency of

the resultant allocation.

Feldstein, responding to Pauly’s view of moral hazard,

showed in the case of the hospital industry that the stimu-

lation of demand that insurance occasions has a special

characteristic: it results in increased prices, which in turn elicit

more insurance, i.e., it produces a circular effect that, although

not explosive, provided strong evidence in support of cost-

sharing. Moreover, the government further stimulates demand

via the tax treatment of health insurance (primarily, that the

health benefits that employers provide employees are exempt

from employees’ income tax), from which Feldstein drew two

conclusions: (1) tax subsidies make the net cost of an insur-

ance premium fall below the expected value of the benefits;

and (2) they encourage employees to substitute for taxable

wages more comprehensive (but shallow) insurance. Insur-

ance then provides first-dollar coverage for modest expenses,

but little coverage for catastrophic ones. It was in the light of

these concerns that Feldstein devised MRI. Health insurance,

previously seen as a solution to the problem of achieving

access to health services, itself now became the source of two

problems: intensive price inflation and inappropriate forms of

coverage. Older advocates of health insurance had insisted on

universal, comprehensive benefits as following from the high

social valuation of healthcare; now, their approach seemed to

be an artifact of faulty policies. In the newer view, allowing

some consumers to purchase a lower standard of care would

not only serve the cause of efficiency but it might also help

overcome the political obstacles to NHI. As Pauly observed

after over a decade of discussion about the virtues of NHI and

of its possible forms, advocates of comprehensive NHI had

kept the poor and those suffering from catastrophic illness

from obtaining a standard of care that, if lower, was never-

theless, for them, more desirable.

These concerns lay in the background to the RAND health

insurance experiment (HIE), one of the most ambitious social

experiments ever undertaken. Conducted over the period from

about 1974 to about 1982 by the RAND Corporation, a non-

profit organization that contracts with diverse organizations to

carry out research and policy analysis, the experiment emerged

from the War on Poverty amid discussions of how to arrange

financing of care for the poor. The principal issue around which

it took form was the lack of consensus about the effects

of increased demand (through expanded entitlement and im-

provement of benefits) and about the effects of cost-sharing, on

both utilization and health, in constraining demand. This is not

the place to discuss either its origins and evolution or under-

lying economic concepts; for present purposes, only some of its

conclusions merit attention. The experiment indicated a price

elasticity of � 0.1 to � 0.3 for most kinds of health services

(i.e., an increase in price of 1% would decrease quantity de-

manded from between 0.1% and 0.3%). Although the meas-

ured elasticities were modest, the experiment seemed to show

that consumers do adjust usage to price; that excessive insur-

ance does seem to result from moral hazard; that cost-sharing

does constrain use, even for hospitalization; that these changes,

for all but the sick poor, had little effect on health; and that

therefore cost-sharing can serve as a sound instrument of public

policy that aims to constrain costs. The implication seems to

have been that much of the care provided to most consumers

lay on what Alain C. Enthoven (1930–), a prominent advocate

of healthcare markets, called the ‘flat-of-the-curve’ (i.e., where

the initially upward graph of benefits of care as a function of

their costs flattens, indicating that additional expenditures on

care provide no health benefits).

However, in constraining use, cost-sharing did not, as its

advocates hoped, limit chiefly ineffective care. Cost-sharing

was therefore a blunt instrument, but its impact, at least on the

nonpoor, seemed positive, for the reduction of utilization it

achieved did not have an adverse effect on health. Pauly and

Feldstein had justified consumer sovereignty with reference to

lack of knowledge about the outcomes of care. The RAND

group, which had classified forms of care into the categories of

‘effective’ and ‘ineffective,’ now argued that the failure, even

of care it classified as effective, to affect health under a variety

of insurance schemes that fostered reduced utilization

authorized the same conclusion.

Cost-Sharing, the Poor, and the Value of Services

However, the message issuing from the experiment was

not univocal. The HIE revealed that, in regard to the poor,
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especially the ill poor, cost-sharing could entrain adverse

effects on health; that is, the failure of the poor, under cost-

sharing, to obtain some effective services led to reductions in

their health status. Diverse policy responses could be devised

to bring such services to the poor. One would establish tar-

geted programs to supply specific services to the poor, al-

though not all services are amenable to this approach. Others

might exploit screening programs, but in large populations

their costs exceed their benefits. Moreover, as critics of market-

based care have argued, the likely confinement of this measure

to public programs risks offense to standards of equity and the

dignity of the poor. Yet another would supply insurance but

exempt the poor from cost-sharing, as Pauly had suggested

and as, under Medicaid, they largely had been, although

maintaining a separate Medicaid program rather than the

imposition of a general income-graduated cost-sharing would

continue to stigmatize the poor, which is indeed the approach

taken by the Obama reforms under the Affordable Care Act

(ACA, i.e., the Patient Protection and ACA, PL 111–148; as

amended by the Health Care and Education Reconciliation

Act, P.L. 111–152, passed in March 2010). Another approach,

also taken under the ACA, would impose on individuals and

families a modest level of income-graduated cost-sharing and

provide income-graduated subsidies, as the likes of Pauly,

Feldstein, and the RAND group had been discussing. Yet

another measure would be to structure coinsurance so as to

foster coverage of effective services, an approach that draws

strength from recent research on the effectiveness of care,

although the still small proportion of services that have been

evaluated limits the usefulness of this practice.

Other policy responses might be devised; however, more

important than the prospect of modest cost-sharing in any

version of NHI, the experimenters acknowledged, was the

difference between some insurance and none. Nevertheless, in

regard to the poor, the RAND group was reticent, leaving to

policymakers to decide whether the experimental results

should authorize public provision of care to the sick poor. The

normative case for cost-sharing for the nonpoor, in other

words, was for the researchers overwhelming; but for the poor

they aimed only to narrow public debate by providing con-

crete experimental results, not to propose whether and if so

how to expand entitlement to services. For the poor, if not for

the better-off, relativism, not reform, is what characterized

analysts of health policy.

The experiment has exerted an enduring influence in

American health policy, particularly in its emphasis on the

utility of demand-side measures – which have received far

greater application in America than in other advanced countries

– to constrain utilization. However, subsequent developments

have changed the context for assessing its implications. A

growing body of more recent research has suggested much

more strongly than the HIE that uninsurance and under-

insurance, especially for the poor, entrains poor health out-

comes and that improving Medicaid and other kinds of

coverage entails positive health benefits. By strengthening pre-

viously attenuated convictions about the effectiveness of care,

these results have enhanced the case for redistribution to cover

effective services, whether routine and inexpensive (such as

blood pressure monitoring and in general management of

chronic diseases) or less frequent but much more costly (such

as organ transplants or care for heart disease or cancer), espe-

cially but not only for the sick poor.

Indeed, Nyman argues that advocates of cost-sharing have

failed to understand a point that reformers have been making

since early in the past century: insurance is needed to secure

access to forms of care that are not affordable even by the

middle class and that are medically valuable, even life-saving;

insurance, that is, possesses what Nyman dubs its ‘access

value.’ In these cases, the exercise of moral hazard, that is,

the purchase of more care than would be purchased without

insurance, is precisely the point, for it gives access to valuable

services that would otherwise be inaccessible. Because the

payoff from insurance amounts to an increment to income,

Nyman argues, the purchasing decisions of a seriously ill

person with insurance reflect not a shift along the demand

curve, as most economists assume, but a shift of the curve

outward. Discouraging consumption through cost-sharing

of services that are valuable and expensive is therefore

welfare reducing, because it limits the access value; at the same

time, excessive consumption of less urgently needed or less

valuable care may be a relatively minor effect of insurance.

Pauly, a major architect of the moral-hazard argument, even-

tually recognized that its applicability to the seriously ill

and the services they need had not been adequately studied.

The HIE therefore provides little assistance for policymakers

in deciding the extent to which especially expensive services

should become available to Americans, both poor and

better-off.

These reflections, which result from new research that oc-

casioned reevaluation of the RAND HIE, clearly implicate

both sides of the market, although the HIE itself had focused

on the demand side. The figures such as Pauly and Feldstein

who had suggested demand-side reforms at first actively

opposed reconstruction of the supply side of the market.

Reconstruction would require a major role for government,

but the newer approaches to public policy took inspiration

precisely from what their advocates regarded as governmental

failures, especially under traditional regulatory regimes (which

had been under attack since the Carter administration). By

contrast, incentive-based reforms, to which Charles L. Schultze

(1924–) later gave systematic articulation, sidestepped any

meddlesome and likely counterproductive governmental

intrusion into the economy, and it reduced the risk of an-

tagonizing the major interests, especially the providers of

healthcare. Instead of what Schultze called the ‘command-

and-control’ characteristic of regulatory regimes and the ‘per-

verse incentives’ operating under them – terms that helped put

much wind in the sails of Schultze’s ideas – incentives that

aligned the interests of actors with public purposes could serve

public policy more efficiently in both economic and political

senses. Moreover, economists believed that demand-side

reforms that responded to concerns for the inflationary effects

of insurance (e.g., reducing the tax subsidies of health insur-

ance), could achieve with reasonable promptness and cer-

tainty the savings anticipated by theorists, whereas ambitious

structural reforms might not work and entail severe un-

intended consequences. Supply-side innovations, neverthe-

less, had their advocates, and the evolution of markets on the

ground has taken place in a context defined by their concerns

and their vocabulary.
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Healthcare Plans

Indeed, it was roughly simultaneously with demand-side

analyses that an alternative, supply-side approach emerged. It

called for combining insurance with the provision of care

through competing large, bureaucratic institutions (healthcare

plans, initially, chiefly the HMO). The early proponents of this

approach shared some views with advocates of cost-sharing,

especially that healthcare is a commodity suitable for sale to

consumers in markets, and a commitment to an incentives-

oriented approach to public policy as preferable to regulation;

but they departed from advocates of cost-sharing by calling for

government to assist in reorganizing the supply side of the

market and then to withdraw and let it evolve. Moreover,

unlike advocacy of cost-sharing, the call for reform of the

supply side did not at first result chiefly from applications of

economic theory.

Reforming the Market

Instead, their views arose from at least three convictions: (1)

although under cost-sharing physicians would have to com-

pete on economic as well as medical grounds, aiming to serve

as fiduciaries of patients’ money as well as their health, in-

centives toward economy could become truly effective only if

they were made to bear more directly on physicians; (2) large

bureaucratic organizations could accomplish this task in

ways not possible under market conditions characterized by

solo practice and freestanding hospitals; and (3) traditional

healthcare policy, which relied on professional self-regulation,

planning, and regulation of institutions, especially hospitals –

the very features of healthcare markets that, for older theorists,

distinguished them from conventional markets and reflected

the unusual characteristics and fundamental importance of

healthcare – if carried out effectively, would either lock-in the

causes of dysfunction in healthcare or, because draconian,

erode in the face of opposition from patients and providers. In

a period when cost escalation elicited characterizations of

complex problems facing the health sector, when calls for NHI

grew coupled with calls for the reform of health system itself,

and when traditional forms of governmental regulation were

in decline, the market solution, based on new organizations,

seemed to cut through the Gordian knot that advocates of

traditional NHI then still hoped to unravel by strengthening

established practices.

Hence Paul M. Ellwood, Jr. (1926–) and his colleagues, in

their classic summary of the ‘health maintenance strategy’

Ellwood et al. (1971), held that the ‘‘health system is per-

forming poorly because its structure and incentives do not

encourage [systemic] self-regulation’’ and that ‘‘[m]arket

mechanisms, such as competition and informed consumer

demand, which might provide a check on the provision of

unnecessary services, inflation, and inequitable distribution,

do not exist in the health industry.’’ Their conclusion (p. 298)

was as simple as it was bold:

The emergence of a free-market economy could stimulate a course of

change in the health industry that would have some of the classical

aspects of the industrial revolution - conversion to larger units of

production, technological innovation, division of labor, substitution

of capital for labor, vigorous competition, and profitability as the

mandatory condition of survival. Under these conditions, HMOs

would have a vested interest in regulating output, performance, and

costs in the public interest, with minimal intervention by the federal

government.

To sharpen the contrast between prevailing arrangements

and the market-based system, Ellwood, from 1972, invoked a

locution that until then had been little exploited in dis-

cussions of healthcare, ‘cottage industry.’ In the early 1970s, it

allowed him, together with his colleagues and allies, to epit-

omize the inadequacy of what they perceived to be a still

preindustrial health sector; and it has remained a handy re-

source that has enabled them and their successors to deprecate

subtly traditional healthcare policy and practice, while en-

hancing the legitimacy of the novel, market-based ones and

buoying their prospects.

The confidence evident in the preceding quotation rested

far less on economic theory than on enthusiasm for a textbook

notion of competition and from the knowledge that the

archetype of the HMO, the prepaid group practice (PPG) – of

which a few then existed, several having emerged especially

from the 1930s – had successfully provided high-quality care

more cheaply. Their principal tools were capitation payments

(per head or per family) from plan members and either the

staff or group model of provider organizations – in the former,

the plan itself employs physicians, whom it pays a salary; in

the latter, the plan pays the physician group, which pays its

physicians a salary. In both kinds of plans the incentive

structure of fee-for-service medicine had been reversed – for

example, as Enthoven saw it, of Schultze’s call for reform of

perverse incentives – as neither plans nor physicians benefited

from increased utilization. Moreover, by owning or con-

tracting with hospitals paid on a global budget, the plans had

incentives to provide hospital care efficiently. Yet the numbers

and market penetration of such organizations was small and,

in areas in which patients did have choice of insurers, the

success of health plans may well have reflected their case mix

and the tastes of their clienteles. Moreover, early analysis of

their performance suggested that their economies resulted

primarily from limiting hospitalization rather than from

constraining the other aspects of practice that exposure to a

fully competitive market might have led plans to target. In

other words, as a model for a competitive health system, the

HMO was suggestive but hardly compelling. To call for ex-

panding these modest precedents to dominate the entire

health system and create a novel, competitive market was thus

to pose an enormous gamble (as advocates of cost-sharing

under fee-for-service had believed). Proponents found it ap-

pealing because, in the face of the complex problems of the

health sector, competing health plans seemed a conceptually

simple approach, one as yet little encumbered with a body of

experience and a long history in the policy sphere. In com-

parison with what market advocates saw an apparently ex-

hausted tradition of regulation and planning, markets

populated on the supply side by competing, large, capital-

intensive organizations looked fresh and promising.

However, there was some pertinent history in the policy

sphere. The modest degree of market penetration that bur-

eaucratic practices had attained by the end of the 1960s
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reflected in part the successes of the organized medical pro-

fession in controlling not only the narrow dimensions of

medical practice and training but also the organization and

financing of healthcare. PPGs had long been a target of the

profession, which had generally succeeded in constraining

their growth and proliferation. To assist him in taking on this

legacy of professional control, Ellwood coined the term,

‘HMO.’ It expressed not only the hope that he, as a rehabili-

tation physician, entertained about the importance of pre-

vention (especially regarding chronic disease) and its utility in

an anticipated cost-control regime but also his expectation

that additional organizational forms beyond the traditional

PPGs could serve the purposes that advocates of plans en-

visioned. However, the new term recommended itself chiefly

as a way to appeal to physicians without eliciting memories of

the history of conflict over the organization of medical care.

Like earlier reformers, who saw that social and economic de-

velopments presaged transformations of healthcare and called

on the medical profession both to lead and, by so doing,

protect its interests, Ellwood hoped to engage physicians and

enroll them in his project of reform. However, another

advocate of market-based reforms, the law professor Clark C.

Havighurst (1933–), took a more adversarial stance toward the

profession, holding that professional self-regulation underlay

the profession’s anticompetitive practices. The cottage industry

was the profession’s creature; it existed to serve the interests of

the profession, not those of patients or polity. From the

standpoint of his concern for antitrust, he believed that re-

organizing the supply side would break the back of medical

dominance over the market for healthcare, permit the evo-

lution of large provider organizations that the profession had

long succeeded in inhibiting, and expose physicians to market

discipline. Even more important, he took on the role of policy

entrepreneur who disseminated his views among those able to

make decisions and act in practical circumstances. A major

goal for his activity was to establish the market as a realm for

the exercise of choice by consumers.

The Evolution of Healthcare Markets

From the mid-1980s, the reduction of constraints on supply-

side innovation resulting from antitrust activity; the dimin-

ished threat, after the failure of the Clinton health-reform

plan, of increased federal regulation; and the restraints on

state regulation resulting from federal preemption, under the

federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

(P.L. 93–406), of state regulatory powers in healthcare, helped

open the door to the rapid evolution of healthcare markets on

the ground. A new coinage, ‘managed care,’ emerged in the late

1970s and became commonplace from about the mid-1980s

to encompass the early emergence of diverse and novel sup-

ply-side arrangements in addition to HMOs as originally

conceived. Under that term, analysts included organizations

and practices that supposedly generated efficiency gains (and

thus cost-controls and quality improvements) through cor-

porate control over the practice of medicine and that sup-

posedly fostered competition among managed care entities

and between them and conventional fee-for-service practice.

From the late 1990s, with the ‘managed care backlash,’ the

apparent consensus on the virtues of managed care had dis-

solved, but dynamic evolution continues.

That dynamism is one of several themes that emerges from

the growth of markets. In both extent and degree, the dyna-

mism of healthcare markets has surely exceeded the expect-

ations of most of their early advocates. An industry formerly

heavily sheltered from market forces now, under the profit

motive – and the resultant imperative for nonprofit entities to

emulate for-profit ones – has become subject to chaotic im-

pulses that have created, reconstructed, and destroyed novel

organizations and managerial and professional practices, as

well as built and upended institutions and relationships

among employers, insurers, providers, and patients. Indeed, so

rapid have markets evolved that scholars have been in con-

tinuous struggle to keep up with events, characterize changes,

and assess their implications. Such changes arouse concern

not only with the services that healthcare markets provide but

also likely more so the economic advantages and the profits

that issue from them. A focus on market share and profit

making is surely what anyone expects of markets; but roiling

market dynamics seems incompatible with the stability that

patients and consumers would hope for in a system intended

to provide services of an often intimate nature and existential

import.

Nevertheless, the concern of market-oriented analysts and

policymakers to widen the scope of consumer choice is a

second theme in the evolution of markets. The managed care

backlash seemed to suggest that consumers were disillusioned

with paternalism, whether of employers or providers, and that

they wanted to exercise choice in an environment that made

the relationship of costs, benefits, and accessibility more evi-

dent than the combination of community rating and sub-rosa

utilization controls that managed care had created. Private

insurers backed off trying to influence physicians (the funda-

mental goal of managed care), aimed instead to influence

patients in an environment of diverse choice, and tried to

appeal to employers who sought to offer employees a menu

of options rather than to select plans for them. Under such

arrangements, the consumer would have greater room for

making choices and greater responsibility for exercising them.

‘Consumer-driven healthcare,’ a particular set of financial and

insurance arrangements, is perhaps the fullest expression thus

far of this trend. It reflects the appearance of the middle-class

shopper given to evaluating professional services, a phenom-

enon that market advocates had favorably anticipated. How-

ever, studies have shown that the extent to which consumers

enjoy clear choices and, where they do, the extent to which

they take advantage of them, have been highly limited.

A third theme has been the tendency of market advocacy

and attention to market evolution to eclipse the public-inter-

est goals of traditional reformers. After policymakers grew

convinced that not only NHI but system reform was also ne-

cessary, after Senator Edward M. Kennedy (1932–2009)

altered his thinking about healthcare reform to accommodate

private markets, and after the failed Clinton plan marked a

new check in the work of reformers to achieve NHI and

opened the floodgates to dynamic market change, conceptions

of the purposes of healthcare markets that depart from tradi-

tional collective thinking gained increasing prominence.

Indeed, many have argued that the growth and growing
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familiarity of markets and the continual rehearsal of their

anticipated virtues have entailed consequences many of which

were foreseen with apprehension by the earliest critics of

markets: Diminished interest in entitlement, access to care,

continuity of care; waning of patients’ trust in providers;

and loss of interest in fragmentation of the health system.

What advocates of markets have deemed most important is

enhancing efficiency, constraining cost escalation, avoiding

paternalism, fostering choice, all without ‘rationing care,’ long

demonized as paternalistic, unaccountable, and simply dan-

gerous. This approach comports with recent cultural devel-

opments that have rendered ‘the market’ an idealization that

lacks historical or social content or context. In the minds of

their advocates, healthcare markets have not yet reflected or

achieved an ideal state, but confident that such a state can be

attained, they persist in searching for it.

Accordingly - and here is a fourth theme in the evolution of

markets - policymakers’ focus on efficiency and consumer

choice has compelled reformers oriented to traditional public-

interest goals to continually rehearse them and insist on their

pertinence and viability. Even early advocates of markets like

Pauly and Enthoven, for all their emphasis on care as a set of

commodities and markets as the best way to distribute them,

held to Schultze’s notion that markets existed (or should be

created where they did not) to serve articulated public pur-

poses, in the case of healthcare, not only efficiency and cost-

control but also improved entitlement; and they stuck with

the conviction that the same markets that served the better-off

should also accommodate the poor, albeit to buy a lesser

standard of care. Moreover, Enthoven originally proposed that

governmental regulation was needed to organize a market

so as to meet public goals, and therefore he called early for

‘procompetitive regulation’. Later he substituted ‘managed

competition’ – not to be confused with ‘managed care,’ i.e.,

provision of care by cost-efficiency-oriented bureaucratic

organizations – as a means to avoid such problems as risk-

selection (e.g., selling insurance to the well and avoiding the

ill) and product differentiation that hinders consumers from

making comparisons and circumnavigates price competition.

He and others held, in brief, that markets required regulation

or management to keep their evolution in conformity with

public purposes. That such concerns have managed to persist

in the face of enthusiasts who reject governmental inter-

vention in markets find testimony in the ACA, which both

expands entitlement and organizes markets. The controversy

that this legislation has aroused, however, shows that the

struggle between market enthusiasts and advocates of tradi-

tional public-interest goals has scarcely ended.

These last two themes contrast sharply with experience in

most other advanced countries. There, the traditional focus of

policymakers lay on regulating or constraining the supply side

of the market. Cost-constraining measures in advanced coun-

tries have included lower levels of funding; upstream limits on

capital; planning; limits on the exploitation of technology;

constraints on the size of the medical profession, its com-

position by specialty, and its geographic distribution; limits on

professional fees; global budgets; bargaining among ‘peak

associations’ (i.e., national-level interest groups); gatekeeper

systems; explicit rationing and waiting lists; price controls (e.g.,

on pharmaceuticals); and simpler administrative and payment

mechanisms, all of them practices to which the American

polity has thus far been vastly less hospitable. Moreover, even

the recent experiments that other advanced countries have

undertaken with competitive measures – on both demand and

supply sides – to foster choice and with it improve efficiency

often have been accompanied by regulatory measures to keep

their healthcare systems in conformity with underlying soli-

daristic values. In America, pressure in support of efficiency

and choice pose a constant threat to traditional public-interest

goals. However, regulation, which market advocates had seen

as impediments to the achievement of efficiency and securing

of choice, constantly returns through the back door. As diverse

market arrangements provoke dissatisfaction from consumers-

cum-voters, they demand and get piecemeal protective regu-

lation from the sequelae of market operations. However, few

policymakers draw the conclusion that their focus on the

efficiency of markets may fail to serve the public and thus

require something resembling the practice in other advanced

economies of subordinating market arrangements to other

social values; rather, they suppose that the ultimate in market

arrangements remains to be found.

Concluding Reflections

The themes that this and Health Insurance in Historical Per-

spective I develop suggest that the ACA is a profoundly

American product, tempering as it does the traditional goals of

social policy with support for markets and consumer choice. It

aims to cover most of the hitherto uninsured, and it preserves

and reforms existing market arrangements and adds new ones;

but it does not transform the healthcare system into a version

of uniform entitlement to comprehensive benefits that tradi-

tional reformers long desired. Given the persistence under the

ACA of employer-based insurance, of the diversity across

employers in costs and levels of coverage, of regressive tax

subsidies for private insurance, of Medicare, of Medicaid and

its variations across states, of safety-net institutions devised for

the poor; and the appearance of new provisions for income-

graduated subsidy and cost-sharing, the US has clearly decided

to persist in subsidizing care according (primarily) to income,

and thereby also (by proxy) according to race, and (second-

arily) according to age. Proponents of reducing health dis-

parities (i.e., different levels of health status prevalent among

different ethnic and income groups) have recently come to

apply the term ‘fragmentation’ – formerly employed with re-

gard to such things as the ‘cottage-industry’ structure of the

health sector, its lack of focus on the patient, and its inability

to coordinate care – to the distinctions drawn in our health

system by race, class, gender, and income. These distinctions

find expression in the differentials that persist across social

groups in access to care, extent and depth of coverage, mag-

nitude of reimbursement, and the kinds and numbers of ac-

cessible insurers and providers. Although other health systems

in advanced countries also took form with references to such

social categories, they persist in the American system to a far

greater extent. The ACA offers not a uniform system of NHI, no

‘Medicare for all’ that some have advocated – HR 646, first

introduced into the 111th Congress – no reckoning of care as a

prerogative or right attached to citizenship to be equitably
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assured, but a system that expresses differential degrees of social

success and approval, that affords differential degrees of

freedom and responsibility in seeking and gaining access to

care, and that provides differential access to care according

to socioeconomic status and ethnic and gender identity.

Americans have not utterly eschewed a sense of collective re-

sponsibility and social solidarity; but their choice of a market-

based system seems entirely consonant with their persistence in

classifying and discriminating citizens from one another, their

privileging the goals of choice and efficiency over social pro-

tection, and their seeking in the market an exalted path to

realizing and expressing personal autonomy and responsibility.

What role has economics played in the evolution of

American health insurance? In no sense has it been de-

terminative of policy choices, in part because economists came

to see themselves much more as servants of their masters,

public and private, than as reformers or decision makers. Yet

economists have scarcely been strictly neutral analysts, for like

those for whom they work, they reflect (and in turn have

reinforced) the broader cultural and social changes that have

helped give rise since the end of the 1960s to a polity and to a

population of policymakers more attuned to the values asso-

ciated with the market – the home turf of economists – and

more hostile to government, professional expertise, and pa-

ternalism (whether public or private) – than the concerns that

traditional policymakers still strive to uphold. If economists

have been more influential than in the past, it is the result, in

great measure, of this convergence of values. However, their

influence also reflected developments in the capacity to

analyze public programs that economics as a discipline had

begun to show in the late 1950s and 1960s. In a context

marked by the problems emergent in the health sector under

traditional policy, by the growing concern about cost escal-

ation, and by the fear that expanding access to health services

through NHI by extrapolating previous approaches to policy

would be too expensive, economists applied to public policy

their increasingly mathematized and powerful intellectual

tools that had matured in the postwar era. From there flowed

the influence of their fundamental individualism, of their

arguments about the failures of traditional health insurance,

about moral hazard, and about cost-sharing. Moreover,

through efforts of this kind, they gave rise to the subdiscipline

of health economics and heavily informed the emergent,

interdisciplinary field of health services research.

As for analysis of the supply side, the push for competing

health plans, rather than only for competition inside a tradi-

tional cottage industry, was less an argument of economists

than the harnessing of modest institutional precedents by a

new set of analysts to remedy the problems in healthcare that

cost escalation had rendered acute. Yet as markets involving

novel organizations and practices emerged and grew, their

development provided grist for the economists’ mill. The ef-

ficiency of integrated insurers-cum-providers, their incentive-

structures, their marketing methods and market shares, their

access to capital, their likelihood of serving goals increasingly

defined by market-oriented sensibilities (and decreasingly

defined by collective sentiments), all this and much more

proved amenable to economic study and analysis. Even if the

pace of events has often outrun the ability of economists and

other health services researchers to keep up, the dynamism of

markets and their capacity to serve the preferences of payers, of

individuals, and the goals of mostly market-oriented policy-

makers have opened a vast field for economic analysis. There,

too, economists will not and cannot make the value-based

decisions that drive policy; but their powerful tools, their

professional argot, and the market orientation they share with

their employers and many policymakers assure that their will

remain influential voices.

See also: Demand for and Welfare Implications of Health Insurance,
Theory of. Efficiency and Equity in Health: Philosophical
Considerations. Efficiency in Health Care, Concepts of. Health
Econometrics: Overview. Health Insurance and Health. Health
Insurance in Historical Perspective, I: Foundations of Historical
Analysis. Moral Hazard. Welfarism and Extra-Welfarism
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Glossary
Adverse selection A situation that arises when high-risk

individuals are more likely than low-risk individuals to

purchase insurance. As a result, the average riskiness of

people who buy insurance exceeds the average riskiness of

the population as a whole. Low risk individuals may choose

not to insure at all.

Community rating The setting of health care insurance

premia according to the utilization of a broad population

(e.g., one defined by employer type or geography).

Experience rating Setting premiums based on an

individual or group’s claims history.

Introduction

Given the central role that health insurance plays in the

American healthcare systems, it is remarkable how short a

time it has been with us. Many Americans alive today were

born before modern health insurance became available in

the United States around 1930. Although brief, the history of

health insurance in the United States is sharply contested.

The history of health insurance in the United States is often

presented as a narrative of missteps and missed opportunities.

Indeed, two contending narratives of policy failure dominate

much of the literature describing this history.

The predominant narrative, both in terms of the length of

the tradition and volume of scholarship it has produced,

emphasizes the failure of the United States to join other de-

veloped nations in embracing universal care coverage. Time

and again, during the progressive period, in the New Deal,

during the Truman Administration in the 1960s and 1970s,

and during the Clinton Administration, efforts to establish a

universal national health insurance program had come to

naught. There were certainly victories along the way – most

notably, the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965. But

repeatedly, national health insurance proposals had gone

down in defeat.

There is, however, also an alternative narrative of failure,

favored by opponents of government intervention in health-

care finance. According to this narrative, repeated unwarranted

government intervention in our healthcare system through

regulation and subsidies has resulted in excessive cost, in-

adequate quality, and limitation on choice. Our biggest policy

failure has been our refusal to unshackle the free market to

work its magic on our healthcare system.

This article recounts both narratives. It will then, however,

offer yet another alternative narrative – a story of ‘muddling

through’ and of modest success. In fact, throughout the sec-

ond half of the twentieth century, the vast majority of

Americans were insured. The number of Americans covered by

employment-based health insurance expanded very rapidly

during the 1940s and 1950s, whereas the scope and extent of

coverage continued to expand until the 1980s. Beginning with

the 1960s, the Medicare, Medicaid, and State Children’s

Health Insurance Programs in the 1990s filled the most ser-

ious gaps in private coverage. Besides noninsurance ‘safety net’

programs, the Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor

Act, which requires hospitals to provide emergency treatment

regardless of ability to pay (although not for free), filled yet

another gaps. Only with contractions of private coverage in

the 1990s, greatly accelerated in the 2000s, did this patchwork

of insurance coverage become truly unsustainable.

The article concludes with an analysis of the Patient

Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010, which attempts

to build on the United States’ unique mix of private and

public health insurance to fill the growing gaps in coverage

that have become apparent at the beginning of the twenty-first

century. The extent to which this fix, in fact, succeeds, certainly,

remains to be seen.

A History of Political Failure: Attempts to Achieve
Universal Coverage

The dominant account of the history of health insurance in

the United States focuses on failed attempts to create universal

health coverage. The first attempt to establish universal health

coverage in the United States was led by the progressive

movement in the late 1910s. Germany had inaugurated a so-

cial health insurance program in 1883, followed by a number

of other European countries in the 1890s and early 1900s. The

success of the efforts of the progressives to expand social

welfare programs at the state level led the American Associ-

ation for Labor Legislation (AALL) to believe that a national

sickness insurance program might also succeed. The AALL

marshaled a coalition of progressive academics and en-

lightened business leaders, who pushed for reform based

largely on the German model. By 1917, the AALL’s standard

health insurance bill was being considered in 15 state

legislatures.

Then everything fell apart. Some labor leaders opposed the

government taking over the provision of welfare benefits to

workers, a role that they coveted for themselves. Business

leaders consolidated their opposition to the legislation. After a

brief initial period of openness to change, organized medicine

retreated to a stance of obdurate and highly effective oppos-

ition, which it assumed toward public health insurance for

decades thereafter. Insurance companies, which as of yet sold

little health insurance but had developed a substantial market
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for industrial life insurance policies, opposed the proposal,

which would have offered burial policies as part of the sick-

ness benefit. Finally, as America was drawn into the First

World War, enthusiasm for German things quickly waned.

Compulsory health insurance legislation was defeated in

California and New York, and by 1918, social health insurance

was no longer on the table.

The possibility of a national health insurance program

flickered to life again briefly during the 1930s. The severe

economic dislocation of the Great Depression quickly over-

whelmed state, local, and private relief efforts. The Social

Security Act enacted in 1935 created a national social insur-

ance retirement income program for the elderly and offered

federal subsidies for state cash assistance program for the poor

elderly, dependent children, and the blind. Although there was

considerable support for a federal program that would provide

health benefits, fervent opposition led by organized medicine

threatened to bring down the entire social insurance program

if health insurance was a part of it. President Roosevelt ul-

timately abandoned social health insurance.

Repeated attempts to create a universal social health in the

aftermath of war also proved unsuccessful. Although President

Truman campaigned for a national health insurance program

more vigorously than what Roosevelt did before him, the

United States turned rightward following the war, electing a

Republican congressional majority. The most important parts of

Truman’s program that survived Congressional debate were the

Hill-Burton hospital construction program (which between

1947 and 1971 disbursed US$3.7 billion in federal funds for

hospital construction, contributing up to 30% of all hospital

projects during the period) and a heavy federal commitment to

healthcare research. There was also quiet expansion of health-

care for the poor. The Social Security Act Amendments of 1950

for the first time committed the federal government to match,

to a very limited extent, state expenditures for in-kind medical

services through the matching fund provisions of the federal/

state public assistance programs for the elderly, blind, and

disabled, as well as families with dependent children. Federal

assistance for state indigent healthcare plans program was fur-

ther expanded by the Social Security Act Amendments of 1960,

which created the Kerr-Mills program to provide federal

matching funds for a medically needy elderly.

The anticommunism of the late 1940s and early 1950s and

continued opposition from organized medicine put a hold on

any further attempts to create a national health insurance

program. Nevertheless, pressure for national health insurance

was quietly building among organized labor and the elderly,

who adapted strategically scaling back their expectations by

limiting their immediate goals to cover only social security

beneficiaries with social health insurance, and by 1960, to the

coverage of hospital care.

With the election of President Kennedy in 1960, efforts to

provide healthcare for the elderly were redoubled. The land-

slide election of President Johnson and of a liberal Democratic

Congress following the assassination of Kennedy finally made

health reform inevitable. In 1965, Congress created the

Medicare program to insure hospital and medical services for

the elderly as well as the Medicaid program to pay for

healthcare services for public assistance recipients and the

medically needy.

Social insurance advocates had hoped that the enactment

of Medicare and Medicaid would be followed up by expansion

of public insurance to the entire population. The 1970s,

however, brought little progress as Democrats in Congress

failed to reach agreement with the Nixon administration

regarding the way forward, and the Carter administration

focused (largely unsuccessfully) on cost control rather than on

coverage expansion. Medicare coverage was expanded to the

disabled, but no further.

Although the 1980s saw expansion in the Medicaid pro-

gram, universal health coverage was off the agenda during the

Reagan administration. The election of Bill Clinton in 1992,

who campaigned for healthcare reform in the light

of a growing number of uninsured Americans and rapidly

increasing healthcare costs, brought new hope to reform

advocates. However, Clinton administration stumbled polit-

ically. It took a year and a half to craft a reform plan in secret,

giving interest groups and political opponents time to rally

opposition and devising at last a plan that was too complex

and could not gain traction. The late 1990s saw the creation of

the State Children’s Health Insurance program, followed by

the expansion of Medicare to cover outpatient prescription

drugs in 2003, without which another two decades were likely

to be lost in the quest for universal coverage.

Analysts offer a variety of explanations for America’s in-

ability to adopt universal coverage. These include a national

ideological aversion to strong government, powerful interest

groups that benefit from the status quo, the absence of a

strong political left, political institutions that make it far easier

to block than accomplish change, and path dependency. Each

of these explanations explains part of the problem, although

the saliency of any particular explanation varies from one

decade to another.

The ‘failed attempts to adopt universal coverage’ narrative

would seem to be an accurate description of the history of

health insurance coverage in the United States as far as it goes

but does not fully acknowledge the remarkable expansion of

private health insurance, which has played a more central role

in the United States than it has in most other developed

nations (Switzerland and, more recently, the Netherlands

being the main exceptions). It is to that story to which the

authors will shortly turn. The author will also consider whe-

ther the adoption of the 2010 Affordable Care Act provides a

happy ending to the narrative of failure. But first, the free

market advocate alternative for ‘history of failure’ narrative

will be considered.

The ‘Government Interference with Health Care
Markets’ Narrative: A Narrative of Economic Failure

Although the failure of universal coverage narrative focuses on

the plight of uninsured and underinsured Americans, the

government interference narrative contends that Americans

are ‘overinsured.’ Americans have too much insurance because

of government policies that have encouraged private insurance

for routine as well as catastrophic medical costs, thus resulting

in severe moral hazard (as well as too much public health

insurance and government regulation).
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The history of American overinsurance begins, according to

this narrative, with the exemption of fringe benefits in wage-

price controls during World War II, thus stimulating the for-

mer’s growth. Also dating from the 1940s, are tax subsidies

for employment-related insurance that have encouraged the

provision of excessive health insurance coverage for most

Americans. Because insurance premiums have largely been

covered by employers, the true cost of health insurance has

been concealed from Americans. Because the predominant

forms of health insurance have imposed little costsharing, the

true cost of healthcare has been concealed as well. Finally, the

Medicare and Medicaid programs have driven up healthcare

prices and utilization, limited choices for the elderly, and

discouraged provider innovation. Repeated attempts by the

government to fix health insurance market failures have only

worsened the situation.

There is some truth in this narrative despite offering only a

partial picture of American developments. In fact, labor was

scarce during World War II and excess profit taxes were very

high, up to 85%. The Stabilization Act of 1942 did allow the

National War Labor Board (NWLB) to exclude a ‘reasonable

amount’ of insurance benefits from wage controls. An IRS

administrative ruling of 1943 also allowed businesses to de-

duct payments toward health and welfare funds as business

expenses, contending that these benefits would not be taxable

to employees.

Yet, there is reason to be skeptical of the oft-repeated claim

that wage policy was the primary reason for the expansion of

health insurance coverage during the War. First and foremost,

health insurance as an employee benefit was already well

established and rapidly growing before the war began, as de-

scribed below. Second, most of the growth in wartime em-

ployment and health insurance coverage took place before the

NWLB policies came into effect in 1943. American industry

had been gearing up for the looming war since 1939, and

while the number of American employees insured through

commercial plans (the plans most likely to be paid for in part

by the employer) increased from 960 000 in 1939 to 4.3

million in 1943, it only increased to another 71 000 between

1943 and 1945. Employment-related insurance coverage in-

creased again rapidly after wage price stabilization controls

expired in 1946, suggesting yet again that expansion was not

driven primarily by wage stabilization policy. The wage sta-

bilization policy was in any event routinely circumvented, as it

allowed wage increases in conjunction with promotions,

which quickly became common. Finally, throughout the war,

Blue Cross coverage, the most common form of health in-

surance, continued to be paid for largely by employees rather

than employers. By the end of the war, only 7.6% of Blue

Cross enrollees were participants in groups to which em-

ployers contributed.

There is more reason to credit the employee benefit tax

exclusion and deduction for the increase in health insurance

coverage in the United States. The most rapid growth in health

insurance coverage, however, took place in the late 1940s and

early 1950s before the tax subsidies were enshrined in the

1954 Tax Code, and probably had more to do with aggressive

collective bargaining by the unions than tax subsidies. The tax

subsidies, however, undoubtedly contributed to the expansion

of the scope and depth of health benefits well into the 1990s.

It is also very likely that the expansion of benefits has

contributed to the growth in healthcare costs. Free market

advocates assert that the Rand Health Insurance Experiment

(HIE) conclusively demonstrated that more comprehen-

sive health insurance coverage leads to higher healthcare

spending. Although the meaning of the HIE and its relevance

to contemporary health policy continue to be debated, the

correlation between broader insurance coverage and in-

creased healthcare spending seems plausible. It is also clear

that the creation of Medicare and Medicaid has resulted in

higher healthcare spending at least due to more people being

insured.

Market advocates generally argue for the removal of tax

incentives for private health insurance coverage and for the

scaling back the operation of government healthcare programs

through the use of vouchers to pay for private health insur-

ance. Their most significant legislative victory has been the

Medicare Modernization Act of 2003, which provided tax

subsidies for health savings accounts coupled with high

deductible health plans. High deductible health insurance

has spread rapidly during the early 2000s and now dominates

the individual market. This has resulted in increased financial

difficulty for insured families and reduced access to healthcare.

However, increased cost sharing has also arguably had a re-

straining effect on healthcare costs.

An Alternative Narrative: A Modestly Successful
Patchwork of Coverage

The Origins of Modern Health Insurance

There is yet a third narrative of the history of health insurance

in the United States that is somewhat more sanguine. Health

insurance came into existence in the United States in the first

half of the twentieth century as advances in medicine made

healthcare of real value and increases in the cost of healthcare

rendered it increasingly less affordable to those with serious

medical problems. The prestigious Committee on the Costs of

Medical Care concluded in its 1932 final report that the high

cost of medical care for those most in need necessitated the

provision of either private or public insurance, but by that

time private insurance was already in use.

Describing the early history of health insurance is prob-

lematic because of a different meaning of the term ‘health in-

surance’ before the mid-twentieth century. The late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries saw the rapid growth of what was

then called health insurance or sickness insurance. This coverage

insured against wages lost due to illness. After a short waiting

period, an insured individual would be able to collect a fixed

amount per week until he (or, rarely, she) was able to return to

work or until the benefit was exhausted. This insurance was

offered by employer-funded ‘establishment funds’, labor or-

ganization funds, and commercial insurers; as well as by ethnic,

religious, and community-based fraternal organizations. Some

of these insurers and funds also provided life or burial insur-

ance. Although a few offered insurance to cover medical costs,

most did not. Not only was the value of most medical care

questionable, fund members were also apparently concerned
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that a doctor paid for by the fund might be too eager to certify

the member healthy enough to return to work.

Other precursors of health insurance also emerged during

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Some fra-

ternal organizations hired physicians to provide care to their

members – the much maligned ‘lodge practice’; some even

built their own hospitals. Employers in remote areas like in

the case of railroad, mining, or logging companies also pro-

vided medical services through company doctors or through

industrial medical plans.

Modern health insurance was born in 1929. In that year,

the first ‘hospital service plan’ was started by Baylor Hospital

in Dallas in 1929. Baylor entered into a contract under which

white public school teachers paid 50 cents a month into a

prepaid hospital services annual plan with the assurance that

they would receive up to 21 days of hospital care, and a one-

third discount for the remaining 344 days.

Hospital service plans did spread quickly during the 1930s.

In 1936, the American Hospital Association established the

Commission on Hospital Services, which ultimately became

the Blue Cross Association. This commission encouraged and

supported the spread of state and regional Blue Cross plans.

By 1937, Blue Cross plans had 894 000 members; by 1943,

membership reached almost 12 million.

Blue Cross plan members paid a fixed sum every month for

the assurance that their needs would be covered if they had to

be hospitalized. Blue Cross plans were available on a com-

munity-rated basis, that is, all members paid the same rate,

regardless of health status. The plans negotiated ‘service

benefit’ contracts with the hospitals under which the plans

would cover up to a fixed number of days of hospitalization

for a per diem fee established in the contract. Blue Cross plans

also provided either service benefit or indemnity coverage

(under which insureds would pay medical providers in cash

and then file a claim with the insurer for an indemnity pay-

ment) for ‘extras’ such as emergency and operating room

charges, or laboratory tests.

As it became increasingly clear in the late 1930s that there

was a substantial market for hospital benefits, private com-

mercial insurers too entered the group insurance market.

Whereas only 300 000 Americans were covered by commercial

hospitalization policies in 1938, nearly six million had cov-

erage in 1946. Unlike Blue Cross plans, commercial insurance

covered hospital care besides offering surgical coverage. By

1945, over five million Americans had commercial surgical

coverage. Commercial plans even began to cover medical costs

(nonsurgical physician’s services) in the hospital. By the late

1950s, home and office visits also began to be covered, espe-

cially under individual policies. Commercial health insurance

was sold on an indemnity basis. Indemnity payments would

be for fixed sums per service, which were set forth beforehand

in the insurance contract.

The success of the hospitals in offering prepaid benefits was

soon noticed by physicians. In 1939, the first of the physician

service benefits plan that came to be known as Blue Shield

plans appeared. Blue Shield plans initially covered surgical

benefits in hospital, expanding later on to cover in-hospital

medical and eventually ambulatory medical benefits.

Blue Shield plans combined the Blue Cross and com-

mercial insurance approaches for providing benefits. Although

some plans offered only service benefits or only indemnity

coverage, most of them offered both. Doctors agreed to accept

negotiated payments from the plans as payment in full for

patients whose income fell below a specified level. Members

with incomes above such levels, however, received indemnity

payments and had to pay the difference between the doctor’s

charge and the indemnity amount. Blue Shield plans were

initially community-rated, but over time moved to experience

rating like the commercial insurers.

The year of 1929 saw the birth of other models of health

insurance as well. In that year, the first consumer’s cooperative

providing prepaid medical care was created in Elk City,

Oklahoma, whereas the Ross-Loos Clinic, a physicians’ co-

operative, began offering a prepayment plan for an employ-

ment-related group in Los Angeles. During the 1930s and

1940s, other models of health care coverage appeared based

on comprehensive prepayment for healthcare. Some of these,

such as the Kaiser plan, were initially industry-sponsored

wherease others, like the Washington Group Health Insurance

Plan, grew out of consumer-sponsored plans. The Farm

Security Administration encouraged consumer cooperatives,

which covered 725 000 persons by the early 1940s, but largely

disappeared when government support ended. Industry-

sponsored plans also continued to exist, covering approxi-

mately a million people in 1930.

These precursors of modern staff-model health mainten-

ance organizations (HMOs) were vigorously opposed by

organized medicine. Organized medicine preferred cash-

and-carry medicine (as it does today), but was willing to

tolerate insurance that did not subject doctors to lay control.

Lay control of medical practice was unacceptable, and

health plans that employed doctors were fought vigorously

by the American Medical Association (AMA) through much of

the twentieth century, resulting in a criminal conviction of the

AMA for antitrust violations in the 1940s. These efforts by the

AMA kept prepaid medical practice marginal until the final

quarter of the twentieth century.

Initially, Blue Cross, Blue Shield, and commercial plans

were sold primarily to groups. It was much less expensive to

market health insurance to groups than to individuals. In-

suring employment-related groups in particular helped for

addressing the problem of adverse selection. Blue Cross plans

sold insurance to groups of various types, primarily, however,

they contracted with employment-related groups. Employers

permitted the sale of group policies to their employees, fa-

cilitated the formation of groups, and often deducted the

premiums from pay checks through a payroll check-off

system.

At the outset, employers themselves rarely contributed to

premiums for the Blue Cross plans. As late as 1950, only

12.2% of Blue Cross plan participants received employer

contributions. Employer contributions were more common

with commercial plans. By 1950 employers contributed ap-

proximately half of the ‘gross cost’ of health insurance for

employees and 30% of the cost of dependent coverage. Be-

cause employers commonly received rebates from insurers,

their actual ‘net cost’ was in fact much lower, approximately

38.5% for employees and 20% for dependents. A major focus

of collective bargaining agreements was to shift more of the

cost of the premium to the employer.
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Health Insurance in the Mid-Twentieth Century

In the booming American economy following World War II,

health insurance coverage expanded dramatically. By 1950,

nearly 76.6 million Americans constituting half the American

population had hospitalization insurance – 54.2 million had

surgical benefits, and 21.6 million had medical benefits. By

1965, when Medicare and Medicaid were adopted, private

hospital insurance covered 138.7 million Americans, that is,

approximately 71% of the American population.

As coverage expanded, it also became more comprehensive.

In the early 1950s, commercial insurers began to offer major

medical coverage that provided catastrophic coverage for

hospital and medical care. Major medical policies usually

supplemented basic hospital and surgical-medical coverage.

Comprehensive coverage followed soon on its heels, bundling

basic and major medical coverage into a package to provide

the most complete coverage available. During the 1950s, Blue

Cross and Blue Shield plans began to combine forces to offer

similarly comprehensive coverage. Finally, during the 1960s

and 1970s, insurance coverage began to expand to cover

dental care and pharmaceuticals, with improved coverage for

maternity care, mental health, and some preventive services

within basic coverage.

Another important trend after the War was the increased

employer responsibility for employee health benefits. During

the late 1940s and early 1950s, employer contributions to

collectively bargained plans increased exponentially. By 1959,

employers paid the entire premium for hospital insurance for

virtually all unionized employees in multiemployer plans and

for 37% of employees subject to collective bargaining agree-

ments in single-employer plans.

Employer contributions to premiums in nonunionized

places of employment increased more slowly. By 1964, how-

ever, approximately 48% of employees had the total cost of

their health insurance covered by their employer. Employer

contributions to health insurance expanded even more

quickly during the 1970s and 1980s. By 1988, employers

covered 90% of the cost of individual coverage and 75% of the

cost of family coverage.

Among the several reasons for the impressive postwar

expansion in the number of workers covered, the benefits

provided, and the level of employer contributions in the third

quarter of the twentieth century, the most important one was

probably pressure from the labor unions. Unions were at

the peak of their strength in the mid-twentieth century.

Improved fringe benefits were a high priority for the unions.

The National Labor Relations Board clarified in 1949 that

employee benefits were included within the ‘terms of con-

ditions of employment’ subject to collective bargaining under

the National Labor Relations Act, giving new impetus to union

demands for health benefits.

In the beginning, some of the major unions such as the

United Mine Workers had operated their own health benefit

funds. The 1947 Taft-Hartley Act prohibited union-run benefit

plans, but established multiemployer Taft-Hartley plans,

which were operated jointly by labor and management. Most

employee benefit plans, however, were established by man-

agement. Unions tended to favor Blue Cross and Blue Shield

contracts, which offered more comprehensive coverage, but

large employers favored commercial insurers that offered

more flexibility in the design of plans as well as generous

rebates, which substantially reduced the employer’s net con-

tribution to premiums. Employers with healthy workforces

also favored commercial insurers because they used experience

rating and thus could offer lower rates.

Health benefits were not limited to unionized firms. Even

firms that were not unionized offered liberal fringe benefits to

forestall unionization. Employers also saw health insurance as

a means to stabilize employment (by making it more difficult

for employees to leave), to keep workers healthy and pro-

ductive, and to ward off a national social health insurance

program.

Another factor underlying the growth of employment-

related insurance was the continuing increase in healthcare

costs. The proportion of the gross domestic product spent on

healthcare grew from 3.6% in 1928–29 to 5.4% in 1958–59.

Changes in medical technology were making medical care

much more effective and thus more valuable, although medical

care was becoming less affordable. The growing burden of

healthcare costs led, in turn, to an increased desire to spread

costs through insurance and pass it on to employers.

Tax policy also certainly played a role. The 1954 Internal

Revenue Code explicitly recognized the nontaxability of em-

ployment-related benefits. As more and more Americans

began to pay income tax (which was paid primarily by the

wealthy before World War II), the tax benefits of health in-

surance became more important. Tax subsidies played a par-

ticularly important role in increasing the share of premiums

covered by employers as well as the scope of coverage.

A final factor that drove the expansion of employee cov-

erage was the enactment of the Employee Retirement Income

Security Act (ERISA) in 1974, which blocked the application

of state insurance regulation and premium taxes to self-

insured plans. Self-insurance gave employers increased power

to control healthcare costs and the opportunity to receive

interest on reserves, as well as protecting them from state

premium taxes, insurance mandates (which became common

in the early 1980s), capital and reserve requirements, and risk

pool contribution requirements. Whereas only 5% of group

health claims was paid by self-insured plans in 1975, an

estimated 60% of employees were in self-insured plans

by 1987.

Although most American employees had hospital coverage

(and increasingly surgical and medical coverage) by the 1970s,

that coverage was often quite thin. Until the 1980s, com-

mercial insurance was predominantly indemnity coverage and

balance billing was very common. Moreover, dollar limits on

coverage were often quite conservative. As late as 1959, when

72% of the population had hospital insurance, 18.4% of

personal care expenditures was covered by insurance, whereas

56.5% had to be paid. Blue Cross plans offered first-dollar

coverage, but initially limited the number of days of hospi-

talization they would cover, whereas Blue Shield plans often

offered indemnity coverage to higher-income enrollees.

Coverage, moreover, did not reach many who were not

employed. The one group that was most noticeably left behind

during the coverage expansion was the elderly. Retiree health

coverage expanded rapidly during the 1950s and 1960s, and

many of the elderly purchased individual insurance, yet many
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remained uninsured too. Efforts to provide public insurance

for this group came to fruition in 1965 with the creation of

the Medicare program, described earlier. The Medicaid pro-

gram too offered supplemental coverage to the elderly and

disabled besides basic coverage to impoverished families with

dependent children.

Other new programs also began to partially fill other gaps

left by private insurance. Community health centers that

provide services to lower-income families on a sliding scale

basis were launched in 1964. Provisions of the 1949 Hill

Burton hospital funding program, requiring grantees to

provide free or reduced cost care to those in need, finally

began to be enforced in the 1970s. The 1986 Emergency

Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act required Medicare-

participating hospitals to provide emergency services even to

those unable to pay (although not free). The 1986 budget bill

also included a provision that allowed persons who lost their

employment or their dependency status to purchase continu-

ation coverage for a period of time at full cost (so-called,

COBRA continuation coverage).

By 1980, the vast majority of Americans had health in-

surance coverage through their employment, and this coverage

was increasingly comprehensive. 82.4% of the population had

private health insurance that year, a proportion not yet re-

peated. Most employers paid the full premium for individual

coverage and the majority of the premium for family coverage.

Deductibles and coinsurance remained common, and indeed

spread to Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans, but with the

advent of major medical and then comprehensive coverage,

out-of-pocket expenditures decreased and insured expenses

increased in the final quarter of the century. By 1980, the

proportion of healthcare costs covered by private health

insurance exceeded that covered out-of-pocket, and with the

advent of HMOs in the 1980s, cost-sharing virtually dis-

appeared. The United States had apparently solved through

private initiative, supplemented by public programs for those

whom private markets could never protect, the problem of

health security that other nations addressed through social

insurance or public provision.

Private Health Insurance Unravels

However, America’s health security system began to unravel

during the early 1970s. The driving disruptive force was the

increase in healthcare costs. Inflation generally was a serious

problem during the 1970s, but healthcare costs grew even

more rapidly than other costs. Public initiatives were adopted

to restrain healthcare cost growth – including health planning,

professional standards review organizations, and in some

states, hospital rate review – but none achieved great success.

During the 1980s and early 1990s, health insurers re-

sponded to cost increases by turning from being passive payers

to becoming care managers. Within a decade, conventional

indemnity insurance and service benefit plans gave way to

plans, initially called HMOs and preferred provider organ-

izations, which offered limited provider networks, attempted

to review and control utilization, and experimented with in-

centive structures that would discourage rather than encourage

provision of services. This strategy worked for sometime.

By the mid-1960s, healthcare cost growth had declined

dramatically, indeed it briefly fell in line with the general

growth of the economy.

But cost increases also began to have an impact on cover-

age. Beginning on with the 1980s, the percentage of Americans

with health insurance began to decline. The first to lose cov-

erage were retirees, who fell victims to the declining power of

the unions (which had been their strongest champions), to

the steady increase in healthcare costs, and to a change in

accounting standards after 1990 that required firms to con-

sider the cost of future retiree health obligations as a current

liability on their books.

Moreover, small businesses had never covered their em-

ployees to the same extent as larger businesses, and as the

American economy shifted from a manufacturing to a service-

based economy – and concomitantly from large unionized

employers to small businesses, the percentage of employees

who were insured began to fall further.

Small groups have been underwritten for decades on the

basis of expected claims costs of their members, and coverage

can be very expensive, even difficult to find, for older groups or

groups in hazardous occupations. A number of states took

steps in the 1990s to make health insurance more accessible

for small groups. This included statutes guaranteeing insur-

ance issue and renewal, limiting variations in rating among

groups; and restricting the preexisting condition exclusions.

A few even required community rating. The 1996 federal

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act estab-

lished guaranteed issue and renewal requirements throughout

the country and imposed limits on the preexisting condition

exclusions. Administrative costs, however, remained signifi-

cantly higher for small groups than for large groups and health

status underwriting continued for small groups in most states.

Even for larger groups, managed care succeeded in stem-

ming the growth of healthcare costs only temporarily. The

more extreme forms of managed care proved intensely

unpopular. Although Congress failed to adopt a national

managed care bill of rights when the issue came before it in

2001, most states adopted legislation restraining managed care

in the late 1990s. As the economy improved in the late 1990s

and early 2000s, employers backed off from the most stringent

forms of managed care, moving to broader provider networks

and away from strict utilization controls.

Healthcare costs began to rise dramatically again by 2000,

however. As the economy worsened again in the mid-2000s,

the cost of employment-related health insurance began

to reach levels that employers found intolerable. Employ-

ers reacted primarily by increasing employee cost-sharing,

although some employers dropped coverage or increased

the employee share of health insurance premiums. Many

employers shifted to high-deductible policies, sometimes

offering contributions for health savings accounts (held by

the employee) or health reimbursement accounts (held by the

employee), which received tax subsidies under the 2003

Medicare Modernization Act. As health insurance became

more costly and less valuable to employees, more employees

passed up employment-related coverage.

Public programs grew steadily for some time, offsetting the

decline in private coverage. Employment-related coverage had

never covered dependents on the same terms as workers, and

many lower income workers could not afford the premiums
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required for family coverage if their employers even offered it.

Many children, therefore, remained uninsured. Medicaid cov-

erage for children had steadily expanded through the 1980s

and 1990s, and in 1996, the State Children’s Health Insurance

Program was created to cover children in families with incomes

up to 200% of the poverty level and above. Medicaid was also

expanded after 1981 to cover pregnant women, recognizing the

cost-effectiveness of timely prenatal care.

The massive layoffs and economic retrenchment that ac-

companied the economic decline in 2008 and 2009, however,

accelerated the decline in private coverage, overwhelming the

expansion of public coverage. Only 55.8% of Americans had

employment-based coverage by 2009, down from 63.9% in

1989. The decline of insured retirees had been even steeper. Only

28% of large firms that offered health benefits covered retirees in

2010, down from 66% in 1988.

A small percentage of Americans have always been in-

sured through the individual market. Administrative costs are

even higher in the individual non group market than in the

small group market, and premiums vary sharply from indi-

vidual to individual based on health status, age, and other

underwriting factors. Individual insurance, however, is often

the only alternative available for a growing number of self-

employed Americans, including, early retirees, the un-

employed, part-time and temporary workers, and individuals

who do not have insurance available through their place of

employment. A number of states attempted in the 1990s to

reform the nongroup market, but in most states reforms were

not as ambitious as small group market reforms. The Health

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act required only

guaranteed renewal and imposed limits on the exclusions of

preexisting conditions for individuals who transfer from

group insurance or some equivalent public insurance. Many

states also established high risk pools for otherwise un-

insurable individuals, but risk pool premiums were high and

participation was generally low. Individual plans are now

predominantly high-deductible plans, with the most com-

mon deductible levels in 2009 being US$2500 for individual

policies and US$5000 for family policies. The individual

market is characterized by high premiums and high turnover,

but it is the only coverage currently available to many

Americans.

In summary, the history of American health insurance is a

story of successes and failures. It is true that healthcare costs

have been growing at rates in excess of general inflation almost

without interruption for the past half century and that the

number of uninsured Americans has now reached critical

levels – 50.7 million or 16.7% of the population in 2009. But

the vast majority of Americans had access to healthcare for a

half century through private health insurance and those who

had the most difficult time accessing insurance were covered

through public insurance. Can we, however, do better?

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of
2010

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 (ACA)

represents an additional article in each of these three narra-

tives. Some, although not all, of its supporters laud it as finally

achieving the long-dreamed of goal of healthcare coverage for

all. In fact, if all goes according to plan, the legislation should

dramatically expand health insurance coverage and reduce the

number of the uninsured. The legislation expands Medicaid to

cover all American citizens and long-term legal residents with

incomes of up to 138% of the federal poverty level and offers

tax credits to help cover the cost of health insurance premiums

for Americans and legal residents with incomes of up to 400%

of the poverty level. It imposes a penalty on Americans who

do not purchase health insurance and penalizes employers

who do not offer health insurance or provide inadequate

coverage to their employees. The Congressional Budget Office

estimates that by 2020, the legislation will reduce the number

of the uninsured by 32 million, but it will still leave 23 million

Americans (including undocumented aliens) without health

insurance. The dream of universal coverage is not yet fulfilled.

Free market advocates loudly criticize the ACA as a ‘gov-

ernment takeover’ of the healthcare system. They complain

that the legislation extends government subsidies for and

regulation of the healthcare system even further. They fret that

the expansion of health savings and reimbursement accounts

that they achieved in the early 2000s will be overturned. They

assert that the legislation will result in unconstrained growth

in healthcare costs.

The ACA does dramatically expand federal funding and

regulation of private health insurance. It does not, however,

significantly expand federal regulation of the healthcare de-

livery system. Fundamentally, moreover, the ACA adopts a

market-based approach to healthcare reform. It establishes

‘health insurance exchanges’ at the state level to organize

competition among health plans. It establishes new programs

to increase competition by encouraging the extension of

multistate private plans to every state and the formation of

interstate insurance sales compacts and nonprofit insurance

cooperatives. Finally, the legislation has no effect on health

savings or reimbursement accounts other than to limit their

use for over-the-counter drugs. Indeed, the normal employ-

ment-based policy currently has an actuarial value of over

80%, whereas the standard subsidized ‘silver’ policy under the

ACA will have an actuarial value of 70% (‘actuarial value’ re-

fers to the percentage of total medical costs of a standard

population paid for by an insurer, so the lower the actuarial

value, the higher the percentage of medical costs borne by the

insured. Most current health savings accounts-affiliated high

deductible plans will be permissible as 60% actuarial value

‘bronze’ plans. There is likely to be most, not less, cost-sharing

under the ACA.

However, the ACA is best understood finally in terms of the

‘patchwork of coverage’ narrative. The legislation is in the long

American tradition of expanding private health insurance

coverage and filling gaps with public coverage. Once the ACA

is fully implemented, most Americans will continue to be

covered by employment-related health insurance, Medicare,

and Medicaid. The ACA significantly expands Medicaid, ac-

knowledging that Americans below 138% of the poverty level

simply cannot afford health insurance although the Supreme

Court decision limits the number of poor Americans who will

benefit from this expansion. Tax credits and cost reduction

subsidies are offered to allow Americans earning up to 400%

of poverty to purchase health insurance and to limit their
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exposure for cost-sharing, thus making insurance affordable to

19 million more Americans.

The biggest change made in the American health insurance

is that the legislation outlaws health status underwriting and

bans preexisting condition exclusions. Insurers must no longer

compete based on risk selection but rather do so based on

price and value. The original Blue Cross plans community-

rated premiums, and community rating has long been the

norm (and required by law since 1996) within employee

groups. Outlawing health status reinforces this tradition while

rejecting an equally long tradition of health status under-

writing. The legislation also prohibits or limits other health

insurance practices and policy provisions – some of which,

like the imposition of annual limits, date back to the begin-

ning of health insurance, whereas others, like limitations on

access to certain specialists, are more recent.

The ACA fits within the narrative of the quest for universal

coverage, and can also be understood as imposing additional

government regulation and subsidies on healthcare markets

(albeit to the prospect of making them function better), but it

is best understood as one more article in the ongoing story of

helping our patchwork private/public health insurance system

to hobble along.
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Glossary
Ceiling The limit on the dollar payments or visits covered

by a health plan.

Claims The payments for consumer losses covered by

health plans.

Coinsurance The proportion of healthcare cost paid by

the consumer, for example, 20%.

Complementary insurance Insurance that covers part of

the consumers’ cost share of their primary plan.

Copayment A fixed-money amount paid per day or unit

of service, for example, US$10 per office visit.

Cost-sharing, demand-side The healthcare costs paid by

the consumer, which can be copayments, coinsurance,

deductibles, or amounts paid above a coverage ceiling.

Cost-sharing, premium The share of premium paid by

consumers rather than a sponsor.

Cost-sharing, supply-side The healthcare costs borne by

providers.

Deductible An amount up to which the consumer pays

the full price for healthcare; hence, the consumer might pay

the first US$500 deductible without any copayment.

Duplicate insurance Insurance that provides coverage for

benefits already included in the primary insurance program,

which may have further benefits, including jumping ahead

in a waiting line.

Health savings account A system of self-insurance in

which funds are deposited by a consumer or sponsor and

available for reimbursing healthcare expenses in the current

or future year.

Managed care An insurance program in which utilization

constraints are used to control costs.

Pay for performance The payments determined based on

some observed measures of providers.

Premium Fixed payment per unit of time (e.g., per year)

for a defined set of healthcare services.

Primary insurance The system of insurance used for the

dominant group in every country, who are employed

workers and their dependents.

Replacement insurance Insurance purchased as an

alternative to the primary insurance. It is not clearly defined

for the US.

Risk adjustment The use of information to explain

variation in healthcare spending, resource utilization, or

health outcomes over a fixed period of time.

Secondary insurance Insurance that adds to, or replaces,

the coverage provided by primary insurance.

Selective contracting Providers can choose whether

to contract with some or all health plans, and health

plans can choose whether to contract with only some

providers.

Self-insurance Consumers bearing the full risk of health

expenditures through savings. Consumers are also their

own sponsors.

Social insurance A system of insurance in which benefits

are defined by statute, revenue generation is primarily

income based, and participation is mandatory.

Specialized insurance The insurance programs designed

to serve specialized populations, which could be elderly,

children, disabled, or having certain specified chronic

conditions or high health costs.

Stoploss A limit on the amount of payment by an agent,

such as a consumer or health plan.

Supplementary insurance Insurance that provides

coverage for services not covered by the consumer’s primary

insurance plan.

Introduction

There is an enormous literature evaluating and comparing

health insurance systems around the world, which this article

attempts to synthesize while emphasizing systems in de-

veloped countries. The authors’ approach is to provide an

overview of the dimensions along which health insurance

systems differ and provide immediate comparisons of various

countries in tabular form. To organize their analysis, they

focus their discussion on coverage for the largest segment of

the population in all developed countries: workers under the

age of 65 years earning a salary or wage, which they call the

primary insurance system. They later touch on the features of

special programs to cover the elderly, the poor or uninsured,

and those with expensive, chronic conditions. They do this not

because these groups are less important, but rather because

special programs are often used to generate revenue and

provide services to these groups, and including these programs

in their discussion adds considerable complexity. For the same

reason, they also focus on primary insurance coverage of

conventional medical care providers – office-based physicians,

hospital-based specialists, general hospitals, and pharmacies –

knowing that there are many specialized insurance programs

for long-term care, specialty hospitals, informal providers, and

certain uncovered specialties.

A key feature of their analysis is that they focus on pro-

viding a broad framework for evaluating different systems

rather than immediately comparing specific countries. They

initially distinguish between the alternative contractual rela-

tionships used in different insurance settings and the choices

available to each agent or decision maker. They then provide

an overview of the alternative dimensions in which healthcare

systems are commonly compared, which include the breadth

of coverage, revenue generation, revenue redistribution across
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health plans, cost control strategies, and specialized and sec-

ondary insurance.

Throughout the article, the authors use the health insur-

ance systems of Canada, Germany, Japan, Singapore, and the

USA. As shown in Table 1, insurance systems in these five

countries span much of the diversity exhibited by health in-

surance systems around the globe. These countries include

both: the most expensive system (US) and the least expensive

(Singapore); single payer as well as multiple insurer; and

government-sponsored and employer-sponsored insurance.

Unlike many comparisons, the authors try to emphasize the

general nature of the institutions used to provide care rather

than the specifics of the institutional arrangements. More

unified discussion of each country is reserved until after they

characterize the dimensions in which healthcare systems can

be compared.

The topics in this article relate to almost every other article

in this Encyclopedia, but are particularly relevant for the topics

of health insurance, risk adjustment, equity, demand-side

incentives, and provider payment.

Agents and Choices

Agents

As summarized in Table 2, it is useful to distinguish six classes

of agents in all health insurance markets. Consumers are

agents who receive healthcare services, but in some systems

they may have other choices to make. Providers actually pro-

vide information, goods, and services to consumers and re-

ceive payments; the article focuses on providers covered by

insurance contracts. Health plans are agents who contract with

and pay providers, also known in some countries as sickness

funds. The sponsor in a health system serves as an inter-

mediary between consumers and health plans, allowing for

consumer contributions for insurance to differ from the

ex ante expected cost of healthcare across consumers. In most

countries, the sponsor is a government agency, although in the

USA and Japan the sponsor for most employed workers is

their employer. The key role of the sponsor in most countries

is to ensure that the insurance contribution by a consumer

with high expected costs (such as someone old, chronically ill,

or with a large family) is not many times larger than the

contribution of a consumer with low expected costs. Despite

the enormous complexity of diverse intermediaries in many

health insurance systems, consumers, providers, health plans,

and sponsors can be viewed as the fundamental agents in

every healthcare market.

Two other types of agents deserve mention. Insurers are

agents that bear risk in their expenditures. In a given system,

they can be identified by asking who absorbs the extra cost of

care from a flu epidemic or accident. The insurer is not always

a health plan as many health plans do not actually bear risk,

but instead simply contract with and pay providers and pass

along the expense to someone else. Insurance (or risk sharing)

in a healthcare system can be shared by any of the four main

agents in the healthcare system. Finally, regulators set the rules

for how the healthcare and insurance market is organized, and

this role can be played by sponsors (e.g., government), health

plans, or providers (such as the American Medical Association

in the US). Sometimes the functions of two or more agents are

combined in the same agent. For example, some health plans

own hospitals, and hence are simultaneously a health plan

and a provider.

Systems of Paying for Healthcare

Fundamentally, there are four different ways of organizing

payments and contracts in healthcare systems. Schematic

diagrams of these are shown in Figure 1. System I is a private

good market, in which consumers buy healthcare services

directly from providers. This system is still used in all countries

for nonprescription drugs and many developed countries for

certain specialized goods (e.g., routine dental and eye care,

and elective cosmetic surgery,) but is rare for the majority of

Table 1 Overview of health insurance systems in five countries

Canada Germany Japan Singapore USA

Simple
characterization

Single payer Universal multipayer Employer-sponsored
insurance

Subsidized self-
insurance

Employer-sponsored
insurance

Primary sponsor Government Government Employers Self Employers
Numbers of health

plans
1 200 43000 0 41200 companies

Mandatory coverage Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Table 2 Six classes of agents in every health insurance system

Consumers: People actually receiving healthcare, and in some countries choosing health plans or sponsors
Providers: Agents actually supplying healthcare services, such as doctors, hospitals, and pharmacies
Health plans: Agents responsible for paying and contracting with healthcare providers
Sponsors: Intermediaries between consumers and health plans who are able to redistribute the ex ante expected financial cost of health care across

consumers and among health plans
Insurers: Agents who bear risk (insure), who can be any combination of the consumers, providers, health plans, or sponsors
Regulators: Agents who set the rules for agents in the health-care system
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healthcare services. Most consumers in Singapore and un-

insured consumers in the US rely on a private good market,

and pay for their healthcare when needed, without insurance.

System II is a reimbursement insurance market, in which

consumers pay premiums directly to an insurer in exchange

for the right to submit receipts (or ‘claims’) for reimbursement

by the insurer for spending on healthcare. Under a re-

imbursement insurance system the insurers need not have any

contractual relationship with healthcare providers, although

the insurers will need rules for what services are covered and

how generously. As will be seen, System II is the most com-

mon for secondary insurance in developed countries, and it is

also widely used for automobile and home insurance.

System III is a conventional insurance market in which the

consumer pays a premium to a health plan, which in turn

contracts with and pays providers. Although popular in the-

oretical models of insurance System III is not used for the

primary insurance system in any developed country, but is

sometimes used for secondary insurance programs. Note the

key difference in incentives between these two systems: System

II incents the consumer, but not the health plan, to search for

low price, high-quality providers, whereas System III does the

reverse, reducing consumer incentives but enabling the health

plan to negotiate over price and quality.

System IV is a sponsored insurance market in which the

revenue is collected from consumers (directly or indirectly) by

a sponsor who then contracts with health plans, who in turn

contract with and pay providers. All developed countries that

were studied involve a sponsor, although in some developing

countries the sponsor may be a health plan.

Choices

Each of the line segments shown in Figure 1 reflects a con-

tractual relationship, in which money or services are trans-

acted. These relationships are generally carefully regulated.

Countries differ in the extent to which they restrict or allow

choice in each of these contractual relationships. Although

many comparisons of international insurance systems do not

emphasize these choices, they vary across countries signifi-

cantly. Table 3 summarizes them for the five countries that are

the focus of this article.

Every developed country insurance system allows con-

sumers to choose among multiple providers, but only a few

allow providers to turn down consumers, or charge fees above

the plans’ allowed fees (Singapore, the US). In some countries

(notably the US, and legal but rare in Germany), health plans

may choose which providers they want to contract with, and

System I: Private good markets without insurance System II: Reimbursement insurance

System III: Conventional insurance System IV: Sponsored health insurance
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Figure 1 Four structures of healthcare payments.
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providers may in turn choose the health plans they contract

with (selective contracting). An especially important dimen-

sion of choice is whether the primary system has more than

one health plan (Germany, Japan, the US), and how choices

among health plans are regulated. In countries like the US and

Japan, employers implicitly choose who to sponsor when

they hire workers, and hence employers play a key role in

redistributing the costs of healthcare between young and old,

healthy and sick, or small and large families. In the US, con-

sumers and their sponsors (employers) are allowed to choose

not to purchase any insurance at all; some Japanese consumers

ignore the mandate and do not purchase insurance, making it

similar to the US. The 2010 US Affordable Care Act (ACA) will

start imposing tax penalties on consumers and employers in

2014 if they do not purchase insurance, but the system will

remain voluntary.

Breadth of Coverage and National Expenses

Breadth of Coverage

With the exception of the US, all developed countries have

universal coverage for their own citizens through their primary

insurance programs. As shown in the first row of Table 4,

insurance coverage approaches 100% of the population in

Canada, Germany, Japan, and Singapore, whereas only 83% of

the US population has coverage. The 2010 ACA in the US will

increase the percentage covered, but there is considerable

uncertainty about how much coverage will increase.

Because these measures are often a focal point of inter-

national comparisons of healthcare systems, Table 4 also con-

trasts the dollars per capita and percentage of gross domestic

product (GDP) spent on healthcare. US spending of US$8233

per capita (18% of GDP) is by far the highest, whereas Singa-

pore’s spending of US$2273 per capita (4% of GDP) is by far

the lowest. In recent years, not only has the US been the most

expensive, but it has also been experiencing more rapid cost

growth relative to a share of its GDP (Figure 2).

Countries differ considerably in the proportion of their

healthcare spending done by the public versus the private

sector. This dimension is commonly a focus of international

comparisons, but the proportion is not a direct choice of the

country, rather it is the result of all of the other choices and

regulations made in the country. Of greater interest is the

percentage of spending by the primary health insurance plan

or plans. This ranges from 70% in Canada to 34% in the US.

Also of interest is the relative importance of the primary in-

surance program versus various specialty insurance programs.

The US has specialized insurance programs for the elderly, the

poor, children, and persons with disabilities, which collect-

ively accounts for 56% of total healthcare spending.

Revenue

Revenue Generation

Developed countries vary significantly in how they generate

revenue used to fund health plans (Table 5). In most coun-

tries, proportional or progressive taxes earmarked for health-

care are used as the primary source of revenue (e.g., Canada,

Germany, Singapore, and Japan), although in some cases

general tax revenues predominate. In the US and Japan, be-

cause employers are the primary sponsors, revenue comes

from premiums paid by each worker. In the US, the premium

is typically shared between the employer and the employee

with the employer being free to choose the portion of the

premium paid by the employee. State and federal tax systems

partially subsidize health insurance in the US, by allowing

these health insurance contributions to be exempt from in-

come taxes, a widely discussed subsidy of health insurance and

potential distortion. In Japan and Germany, premium contri-

butions are set by law at a fixed rate, which is evenly split

between employees and employers.

Revenue Redistribution

In countries with a single health plan option, there is no need

for redistributing revenue between multiple health plans.

However, such systems typically have to allocate budgets

among different geographic areas, a similar task to reallocating

Table 3 Health system choices allowed in five countries

Canada Germany Japan Singapore USA

Consumer choice of providers O O OO OO OO
Consumer choice of health plans O O O O
Consumer choice of sponsors O OO
Provider choice of consumers O O
Provider choice of health plan O O
Provider choice of sponsor
Health plan choice of consumers O O
Health plan choice of providers O OO
Health plan choice of sponsors O OO
Sponsor choice of consumers O O
Sponsor choice of providers e
Sponsor choice of health plans OO O OO
Simple count of system choices allowed 1 2 5 8 10

Note: O, allowed; OO, dominant; e, allowed but minor.
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money between competing health plans. In Canada, explicit

risk adjustment formulas are used to allocate funds among

geographic areas within each province. In systems with mul-

tiple competing health plans (i.e., Germany, Japan, the US)

risk adjustment is sometimes used to redistribute money away

from plans enrolling predominantly healthy enrollees and

toward plans that enroll disproportionately sick or high-cost

enrollees. (This topic is explored in a separate entry on risk

adjustment in this Encyclopedia.) Explicit risk adjustment for

this purpose is done only in Germany, where age, gender, and

diagnoses are used to reallocate money among competing

plans. In the German system, redistribution is done not only

to adjust for health status, but also to undo unequal revenues

due to the average income of health plan enrollees. This is due

Table 4 Measures of health insurance breadth of coverage in five countries

Breadth dimensions Canada Germany Japan Singapore USA

Population covered by primary insurance (%) 100 100 100 100 83
Dollars of health spending per capita 5948 4218 2878 2273 8233
GDP spending on health care (%) 11.6 11.5 9.3 4 17.9
Public healthcare expenditures (%) 70 77 80 36 56
Spending on the primary health insurance (%) 70 58 70 67 34
Specialized insurance for selected populations No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Prevalence of secondary insurance Common Common Common Common Common
Data from year 2012 2010 2011 2009 2010
Population in 2012 (in millions) 35 82 127 5 316
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Figure 2 Healthcare spending as a percentage of GDP in five countries.

Table 5 Revenue generation and revenue redistribution in five countries

Canada Germany Japan Singapore USA

Sources of health-care spending revenue
Proportional payroll taxes OO OO O
Progressive income taxes O O O
General tax revenue OO O O O O
Implicit subsidies from employers O OO O OO
Fixed dollar premiums e O O O OO
Charitable donations e e O e
Consumer out-of-pocket payments e O OO O

Revenue redistribution: The use of risk adjustment
Primary insurance program O OO O
Specialty insurance programs e O O e
Public programs e e O O O

Note: O, allowed; OO, dominant; e, allowed but minor.
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to the fact that plans enrolling predominantly high-income

enrollees will have greater revenues than plans with low-

income enrollees, as a proportional payroll tax is used as the

dominant revenue source.

Despite having multiple competing health plans, Japan

and the US do not use risk adjustment to redistribute

revenue, although in the US the ACA will expand the use of

risk adjustment to the individual and small group markets.

Risk adjustment is already used extensively in the various

US public programs offered to the elderly and disabled

populations and plans serving low-income and high-medical

cost consumers.

HealthCare Cost Control

Although every country faces the challenge of controlling

healthcare costs, countries vary significantly in their methods

for doing so. Fundamentally, there are only four broad strat-

egies for controlling healthcare costs: demand-side cost shar-

ing, or using prices imposed on consumers to encourage them

to reduce utilization; supply-side cost sharing, or using prices

paid to suppliers to reduce utilization and/or reduce plan

payments per unit; nonprice rationing, or setting limits on the

quantity of key resources available to provide healthcare,

whether done by the government sponsor or by individual

health plans; and information provision that influences care

provision and demand.

Table 6 summarizes the various cost control features used

in the five countries that the article focuses on. It is interesting

to note that Japan and the US rely extensively on demand-side

cost sharing to control costs, whereas Canada and Germany

rely heavily on supply side cost sharing. Singapore utilizes

both. A growing number of countries have moved to bundled

payment for hospital care, which originated in the US where

hospital payments are based on Diagnosis Related Groups

Table 6 Cost containment in five countries

Canada Germany Japan Singapore USA

Demand-side cost sharing

Is it used to control costs? OO OO OO
Copayment for office visits OO O OO
Deductibles OO OO
Coinsurance OO OO
Coverage ceilings O OO O
Stoploss O
Tiered provider pricing O

Supply-side cost sharing

Is it used to control costs? OO OO O O O
Prevalence of MD fee-for-service OO OO OO OO OO
Use of bundled hospital payment O OO OO OO
Bundled payment for primary care e e
Salaried hospital physicians O O OO O e

Capitated provider groups O
Monopsony pricing OO OO O
Government sets fee levels OO O O
Global budgets O OO O
Pay for performance bonuses O O

Nonprice Rationing
Government regulation of:

Hospital beds OO O O OO e

Imaging equipment OO O O O
Numbers of doctors OO O OO O e

Health plan use of:

Selective contracting e OO
Utilization controls O O OO
Managed care O OO
Gatekeepers OO O O

Information

Hospital quality measures e O O O
Physician quality measure e O O
Health plan quality measures e O
Patient satisfaction surveys O O e

Note: O, allowed; OO, dominant; e¼ allowed but minor.
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(DRGs). This system is now used in Germany, Japan, and

many other countries. Experimentation with other forms of

bundled payment, such as for primary care and multispecialty

clinics, is ongoing but not yet widespread in Canada and

the US.

Nonprice rationing techniques are used quite differently in

the different countries. In Canada, gatekeepers and provincial-

level restrictions on capacity are common. In the US, the

government uses these tools very little, though many private

health plans use selective contracting and some managed care

plans use gatekeepers, though they are rarely mandatory.

Gatekeepers are rare in Germany, Japan, and Singapore.

Consumer information about hospitals, doctors, and health

plans is of growing availability in the US and Japan, but rare or

nonexistent elsewhere.

Specialized, Secondary, and Self-Insurance

So far the focus has been on characterizing the primary in-

surance mechanism used by employed adults in each country.

Some countries have separate specialized insurance programs,

for which only certain individuals are eligible, such as the

elderly, people with a serious disability, children, low-income

individuals, individuals with high medical costs, the un-

employed, the self-employed, and individuals employed in

small firms. In some cases, these programs cover a sizable

fraction of the population and an even higher fraction of total

healthcare spending. As shown in Table 7, specialized insur-

ance programs are very common in the US and Japan. At the

other extreme, Canada, with its universal, largely tax-funded

system, does not need any specialized programs for subsets of

its population.

In addition to specialized insurance for which only certain

individuals are eligible, many countries have secondary in-

surance programs that reduce the cost to consumers for

spending not covered by the primary insurance policy. This

can be of four forms: supplementary insurance covers services

not covered under the primary insurance; complementary

insurance provides additional reimbursement for services not

covered by the health plan; duplicate insurance provides

coverage for services that are already included in the primary

insurance program; and replacement insurance serves as a

substitute for primary health insurance coverage. Although

conceptually distinct, in some countries, a single insurance

policy may have elements of all three. In Australia, for ex-

ample, a single private policy may cover out-of-pocket costs

for some services (complementary), cover new services (sup-

plementary), and also allow the enrollee to opt out of using

the public insurance system for a specific hospitalization or

service (duplicate). Germany allows specified high-income

households to purchase replacement policies instead of the

primary policy.

The type of secondary insurance available in a country

depends on the regulatory environment and the structure of

the primary insurance mechanism. For example, replacement

insurance is banned in Canada, but encouraged in the US for

elderly or disabled Medicare enrollees. In countries where

primary health insurance does not utilize consumer cost

sharing, consumers will have no incentive to purchase com-

plementary insurance. Almost every health insurance system

will create a demand for supplementary insurance, i.e., cov-

erage for services not covered by the primary policy. Chiro-

practic care, dental care, optometry, physical therapy, and

pharmaceuticals are common examples of services excluded

from primary insurance but often covered by supplementary

insurance. Coverage for nonhospital-based prescription drug

spending is in some cases covered in the primary policy

(Germany, Japan, and some Canadian provinces) but not in

others (many US plans, Singapore), though in Singapore there

is a short list of prescription drugs that can be obtained free of

charge from approved providers.

A relatively unusual alternative for insurance is self-

insurance, in which consumers are required or encouraged

Table 7 Specialized insurance, secondary insurance, and self-insurance in five countries

Canada Germany Japan Singapore USA

Specialized insurance for:
Elderly OO O OO
Disabled OO O OO
Children O O
Low income OO O OO
High medical cost OO OO
Unemployed O O O
Self-employed O O O

Secondary insurance
Complementary insurance OO O
Supplementary insurance O OO O OO O
Duplicate insurance OO
Replacement insurance O O O

Self-insurance programs
HSAs OO O

Note: O, allowed; OO, dominant.
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to save for their own current and future medical expenses.

Self-insurance is typically encouraged through a tax-exempt

health savings account (HSA). This mechanism is particularly

important in Singapore, where health spending from HSAs

comprises the majority of total healthcare spending. HSAs also

received increased tax preference in 2003 in the US, and in

2012 were used by approximately 4% of all Americans. The

institutional structure of HSAs varies between the US and

Singapore, but both have a common point, in that consumers

are encouraged through the tax system to put money in when

young. For most consumers the account will grow over time.

In some systems (Singapore), unspent money in the account

can be used for other household members, or spent on edu-

cation, housing, or other retirement consumption.

The attraction of self-insurance is that consumers purchase

healthcare services with money that is valuable to them, and

hence they have more incentive to shop around. The experi-

ence of Singapore, discussed further below, provides evidence

that the savings can be substantial. However, the challenges of

self-insurance are numerous. First, it presupposes that con-

sumers can become enough well informed to shop around

intelligently. This is unlikely in most countries where there is

inadequate price and quality information for consumer

shopping. Countries such as Canada and Germany, which do

not use demand-side cost sharing, demonstrate that supply-

side incentives can be equally or more effective than demand-

side cost sharing. Also of concern is that self-insurance works

well only for the 80% or so of the population with below

average healthcare costs. Individuals with the highest health-

care costs, particularly those with chronic conditions, will tend

to spend all of the money in their HSA, and be severely

constrained in their ability to afford healthcare. In effect self-

insurance fails these consumers when they need it most. Fi-

nally, self-insurance raises equity concerns. Studies show that

wealthier households accumulate far more resources than low-

income households and the tax-advantaged savings are of

much lower value to low-income households. Together, both

imply that most of the benefits of HSAs go to relatively heal-

thy, higher-income households.

Country-Specific Comparisons

Canada

Canada has a universal single-payer, sponsored health insur-

ance system called Medicare, which is administered in-

dependently by the 13 provinces and territories. Every citizen

and permanent resident is automatically covered. The only

choice available to consumers in the primary insurance system

is a choice of providers. The only provider choice is whether to

be in the dominant public system, or be an independent

private provider, which is rare of most specialties. As of 2012,

Canada spends approximately 11% of GDP on healthcare ex-

penditures. Medicare provides medically necessary hospital

and physician services that are free at the point of service for

residents, as well as some prescription drug and long-term care

subsidies. In addition to Medicare coverage, most employers

offer private supplemental insurance as a benefit to attract

quality employees, and a few Canadians purchase replacement

insurance. Each province/territory is responsible for raising

revenue, planning, regulating, and ensuring the delivery of

healthcare services, although the federal government regulates

certain aspects of prescription drugs and subsidizes the prov-

inces coverage of services to vulnerable populations.

Because all services covered by primary insurance are free at

the point of service, medical expenditures in this system are

financed primarily through general tax revenue, or in some

provinces with small income-based premiums, which together

cover 70% of healthcare expenditure. Private supplementary

and replacement insurance make up for the remaining 30%

of medical expenditure. Employment-based supplementary

insurance is the status quo among large employers and tends

to cover services such as optometry, dental, and extended

prescription drug coverage.

In most provinces, there are no selective contracts, hence

the consumers are not limited to any particular network of

providers; however, gatekeepers are often used so that con-

sumers must obtain referrals from their family physicians to

see specialists. Office-based providers are paid fees for the

services. Each province/territory sets its own fee schedule.

Bundled DRG payments are used to allocate funds to hospitals

in a few provinces (e.g., Ontario), but this system of payments

is largely invisible to patients. Whereas providers are able to

charge alternative fees, the provincial insurance programs will

not pay for any of the services not charged at the regulated

rates. This means a provider who does not accept the gov-

ernment’s rates must bill the patient, or the patient’s second-

ary insurance, for the full amount of the fee. The patient will

not be reimbursed by the government’s insurance program for

any out-of-pocket expenses. It is important to note under most

provincial and territorial laws, private insurers are restricted

from offering coverage for the services provided by the gov-

ernment’s program.

Although provider shortages and long wait times to receive

services push costs down, Canada is also struggling to control

rising healthcare costs. The elderly population is increasing

in size and it is difficult to maintain the level of benefits

Canadian citizens have become accustomed to; cutting cov-

ered services is causing frictions in the country.

Germany

The German government sponsors mandatory universal in-

surance coverage for everyone, including temporary workers

residing in Germany. Germany’s primary insurance system is a

social health insurance system that covers approximately 90%

of the population in approximately 200 competing health

plans (called Sickness Funds), with the remainder of the

population (primarily high-income consumers) purchasing

private replacement health insurance system. Although em-

ployers play a role in tracking plan enrollment, collecting

revenue from employees and passing it along to a quasi-

government agency, they are not sponsors: Insurance is not

employment based in that all plans are available without

regard to where a consumer works. Germany spent approxi-

mately 12% of GDP on healthcare in 2009.

Germany’s health spending, excluding private insurers, is

mostly funded by an income tax. This tax is a fixed portion of
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income, usually 10–15%, depending on age, that is the same

no matter which health plan an individual is enrolled in, and

is shared equally by the employee and employer. Health plans

are required to accept all applicants and pay all valid claims.

Health plans are free to set premiums but due to strong

competition there is almost no variation in price. Germans

stop having to pay any payroll tax for healthcare at the age of

65 years even while continuing to receive healthcare benefits.

Patients are also expected to pay a quarterly copayment to

their primary care doctor. Collection of payroll taxes and

premiums is managed by employers, although employers

play no role in defining choice options and merely pass along

taxes and premiums to an independent government agency.

Government subsidies are provided for the unemployed or

those with low income. Risk adjustment is used to reallocate

funds among the competing health plans, based on age,

gender, and diagnoses.

In response to the acceleration of healthcare costs,

Germany has implemented various cost-cutting measures.

These include accelerating the transition to electronic medical

records, introducing quarterly consumer payments to primary

care doctors (although visits remain free). Nonprice rationing

methods are also used; for example, in order to see a specialist,

patients must first be diagnosed and receive a referral from a

physician who acts as a gatekeeper. Selective contracting by

health plans is allowed, but rare.

The German system uses a unique point-based global

budgeting system to control annual healthcare expenditures,

whereby the targeted expenditures are achieved by ensuring

that total payments to all providers of a given specialty are

equal to the total budget for that specialty in a year. The Federal

Ministry of Health sets the fee schedule that determines the

relative points for every procedure in the country. Each year the

total spending on a specialty in a geographic area is divided by

the number of procedure ‘points’ from specialists in that area to

calculate the price per point, and each physician in that spe-

cialty is paid according to the number of accumulated points,

up to quarterly and annual salary caps.

The primary insurance coverage offered through the funds

is among the most extensive in Europe, and includes doctors,

dentists, chiropractors, physical therapy, prescriptions, end-of-

life care, health clubs, and even spa treatment if prescribed.

There are also separate mandatory accident and long-term care

insurance programs. A majority of consumers also purchase

supplemental coverage from private insurers, and the sup-

plemental coverage typically provides patients with dental

insurance and access to private hospitals.

Japan

Japan has a mandatory insurance system that comprises an

employment-based insurance for salaried employees, and a

national health insurance for the uninsured, self-insured and

low income, as well as a separate insurance program for the

elderly. The employment-based insurance system is the pri-

mary insurance program in which employers play a significant

role as sponsors and health plans have considerable flexibility

in designing their benefit features. Employment-based insur-

ance is of two kinds, distinguished between small and large

firms. Health insurers offer employer-based health insurance

that provides coverage for employees of companies with more

than 5 but fewer than 300 workers and covers almost 30% of

the population. Large employers (an additional 30% of the

population) sponsor employee coverage through a set of

society-managed plans organized by industry and occupation.

Employer-based health insurance coverage must include the

spouse and dependents. A public national health insurance

program covers those not eligible for employer-based insur-

ance, including farmers, self-employed individuals, the un-

employed, retirees, and expectant mothers, who together

comprise approximately 34% of the population. Health in-

surance for the elderly covers and provides additional benefits

to the elderly and disabled individuals. Finally, any household

below the poverty line determined by the government is

eligible for welfare support. Altogether Japan spends

approximately 9.3% of GDP on healthcare (2011).

Health insurance expenditures in Japan are financed by

payroll taxes paid jointly by employers and employees as well

as by income-based premiums paid by the self-employed. Fees

paid to the healthcare workers and institutions are standardized

nationwide by the government according to price lists. The

largest share of healthcare financing in Japan is raised by means

of compulsory premiums levied on individual subscribers and

employers. Premiums vary by income and ability to pay.

Employers have little freedom to alter premium levels,

which range from 5.8% to 9.5% of the wage base. Premium

contributions are evenly split between employees and em-

ployers. Cost-sharing includes a 20% coinsurance for hospital

costs and 30% coinsurance for outpatient care. Employer-

based insurance is further subdivided into society-managed

plans, government-managed plans, and mutual aid associ-

ations. Patients may choose their own general practitioners

and specialists and have the freedom to visit the doctor

whenever they feel they need care. There is no gatekeeper

system.

All hospitals and physician’s offices are not-for-profit, al-

though 80% of hospitals and 94% of physician’s offices are

privately operated. Japan has a relatively low rate of hospital

admissions, but once hospitalized, patients tend to spend

comparatively long periods of time in the hospital, notwith-

standing low hospital staffing ratios. In Japan, the average

hospital stay is 36 nights compared to just 6 nights in the US.

This high average is likely to reflect the inclusion of long-term

care stays along with normal hospital stays in the average.

Health insurance benefits designed to provide basic med-

ical care to everyone are similar. They include ambulatory and

hospital care, extended care, most dental care, and prescription

drugs. Not covered are such items as abortion, cosmetic

surgery, most traditional medicine (including acupuncture),

certain hospital amenities, some high-tech procedures, and

childbirth. Expenses that fall outside the normal boundaries

of medical care are either not covered, dealt with on a case-by-

case basis, or covered by a separate welfare system.

United States

The US system is at its heart an employment-based health

insurance system in which employers play a key role as
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sponsors of their employees. By one count, there are over 1200

private insurance companies offering health insurance in the

US, which are regulated primarily by the 50 states and not

at the federal level. These companies offer tens of thousands of

distinct health insurance plans, each with their own pre-

miums, lists of covered services, and cost-sharing features.

In addition to this private system, there are also many over-

lapping public specialized insurance programs designed to

cover consumers who are elderly, disabled, or suffering from

end-stage renal disease (Medicare program), the poor or

medically needy (Medicaid), children, veterans, and the self-

employed. Because the US relies on both private and public

insurance it is sometimes called a mixed insurance system. As

of 2012, approximately 17% of the US population was with-

out primary insurance, although many of these consumers are

in fact eligible for Medicaid coverage but do not realize it.

Altogether, the US spends nearly 18% of GDP on healthcare,

the highest of any developed country.

Although the government acts as the sponsor to all of the

public specialized insurance programs, employers are the key

sponsor for most Americans. Choice is available to almost every

agent in the US system: consumers choose providers, health

plans, and sponsors; and employers, health plans and providers

can generally turn down consumers who they prefer not to

insure/employ, enroll, or provide services to. Employers gener-

ally contract with health plans while trying to control costs, but

find little competition to hold down prices or control utiliza-

tion. Many health plans negotiate fee reductions with provider

groups, who tend to have substantial market power, but fees for

medical care services in the US are with few exceptions the

highest in the world. Although the US Medicare program sets

provider fees for all regions without negotiation, all health

plans must negotiate prices to be paid to providers, and the

resulting fees reflect bilateral bargaining with market power.

The 2010 ACA dramatically changed many features of the

US healthcare system and should greatly reduce the number of

Americans who are uninsured. Starting in 2014 consumers

who are without insurance will have to pay a tax penalty, and

employers above a certain size will have to offer insurance to

their full-time employees or pay a penalty. This US system also

entails setting up insurance exchanges to cover the self-

employed and small employers, who have the hardest time

obtaining insurance in the US. The ACA does relatively little

to address cost-containment issues, but does work toward

expanding the number covered by insurance. It is unclear

whether the national reform will work as well as it has in

Massachusetts, where it has reduced the percentage that is

uninsured to less than 2% of the population.

Cost containment is a huge issue in the US with such high

spending in relation to its income. Demand-side cost sharing

is used widely, with copayments, coinsurance, deductibles,

coverage ceilings, and tiered payments all being used to deter

demand. Many health plans use supply-side cost sharing, such

as DRG bundled payments, and some are beginning to bundle

primary care payment. Tiered provider payment, a form of

‘Value based Insurance,’ is also beginning to be used. Recent

innovations include capitated provider networks, known as

Accountable Care Organizations and reorganizing primary

care providers to work and be paid as a Patient Centered

Medical Home. Pay for performance systems and electronic

medical records are other innovations being tested. It is too

early to know which of these systems will be most successful

in controlling costs.

Much can be written about the US public insurance pro-

grams – Medicare, Medicaid, the Children’s Health Insurance

Program, and The Department of Veterans Affairs – which also

have their own payment systems and cost containment issues.

The key point is that there is a huge amount innovation, from

which other countries can learn. A positive feature of the US

system is the exploration of diverse payment, nonprice, and

informational programs to try to control costs. Individual-

level healthcare data is more available from the US than from

any of the other four countries studied here. Also, consumer

information about doctors, hospitals and health plans are all

available and can potentially play a role in consumer choice.

With the exception of Singapore, the US healthcare system

is arguably the most unfair healthcare system, with consumers

who are poor or ill with chronic illnesses paying a high share

of their income for medical care. Healthcare spending is a

common source of individual bankruptcy.

Singapore

Singapore has a unique-to-the-world healthcare system where

the dominant form of insurance is mandatory self-insurance

supported by sponsored saving, although complementary and

special insurance programs are also central to their system.

Remarkably, despite having a per capita GDP of approximately

US$60 000 in 2011, Singapore spent a mere 3–4% of GDP on

healthcare (2012). The centerpiece of its system is a mandatory

income-based individual savings program, known as Medi-

save, that requires consumers to contribute 6–9% (based on

age and up to a maximum of US$41 000 per year) of their

income to an HSA. This HSA can be spent on any healthcare

services a consumer wishes, including plan premiums. Funds

not spent in a consumer’s HSA can be carried forward to pay

for future healthcare, used to pay for healthcare received by

other relatives or friends, or if over the age of 65 years, cashed

out to use as additional income, though there are some re-

strictions. A complementary insurance plan, known as Medi-

shield, is available to cover a percentage of expenses arising

from prolonged hospitalization or extended outpatient treat-

ments for specified chronic illnesses, though it excludes con-

sumers with congenital illnesses, severe preexisting conditions

and those over the age of 85 years. As of 2011, this specialized

program, which is optional, covered approximately 65% of

the population. The government also supports a second

catastrophic spending insurance program, known as Medi-

fund, which exists to help consumers whose Medisave and

Medishield are inadequate. The amount consumers can claim

from this catastrophic insurance fund depends on their fi-

nancial and social status. Singapore’s system also includes a

privately available, optional insurance program covering long-

term care services (called Eldershield), with fixed age of entry-

based payments. Consumers are automatically signed up for

Eldershield once they reach the age of 40 years but they may

opt out if they wish. Subsidies are available for most services,

but even after the subsidies consumers must pay something

out of pocket for practically all services. Some, but not all,
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subsidies depend on the consumer’s income, and consumers

often have a choice over different levels of subsidy.

Funding for all three of the secondary insurance programs

(Medishield, Medifund, and Eldershield) comes from general

tax revenue. There are also five private insurance companies

offering comparable plans, some of which are complementary

to Medishield. Singapore has both public and private providers

with the public sector providers serving the majority of inpa-

tient, outpatient, and emergency care visits and the private

sector serving the majority of primary and preventative care

visits. Singapore’s system receives positive publicity for

its low percentage of GDP spending on healthcare but has been

criticized as not replicable elsewhere. The relatively small

population and high GDP per capita allows Singaporeans

to avoid some of the costs associated with regulating health

insurance in larger, more populous countries. Perhaps

Singapore’s most substantial criticism is insufficient coverage

for postretirement healthcare expenses. Between potentially

diminished savings and being cut off from Medishield at the

age of 84 years, there is little support for financing catastrophic

illnesses. Other criticisms of the country center on fairness

concerns. The system favors high-income over low-income

households, as they will have much greater funds contributed to

their HSA. Also, consumers with high-cost chronic conditions,

such as diabetes and mental illness, will repeatedly deplete their

HSA and need to fall back on the various secondary insurance

programs. Stigma is also an important cost containment

mechanism. Finally, although consumers are incented to shop

around among providers, as of 2012 there are no readily avail-

able report cards or other information sources available to guide

consumers to lower cost or high-quality doctors and hospitals.

Concluding Thoughts

From the above descriptions, it is clear that there are an

enormous number of ways that healthcare insurance programs

vary around the world. Most country systems can be viewed as

combinations or variations on the five systems described here.

Although it would be wonderful if there were a way of iden-

tifying the characteristics of the most effective systems and the

most equitable ones, unfortunately doing so in this article

would require going beyond the boundaries of what is feas-

ible. There are several excellent surveys of country healthcare

systems, notably from the Organization of Economic Co-

operation and Development and a series by the Common-

wealth Fund that are excellent and are worthy of further reading.

See also: Demand for and Welfare Implications of Health Insurance,
Theory of. Health Insurance in Developed Countries, History of.
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Glossary
Dual job holding The situation where health workers

hold more than one job. Typically the primary job is a

salaried position within the public sector and the second

job is after-hours in a private clinic.

Performance-based pay A method of remuneration that

aligns the incentives and rewards provided to health

workers with the health outcomes-related objectives of a

district or facility employer.

Shortage of health workers When employers are willing

to hire more health workers, but there are no health

workers available who are willing to accept employment at

current wages.

Introduction

Health workers are at the center of health systems, and the

health workforce plays a key role in increasing access to health

services for populations in developing countries. There are

numerous challenges in this critical area of health policy in

developing countries. At the global level, a 2006 World Health

Organization analysis found that an additional 4.3 million

health workers were needed to provide basic health-care ser-

vices to populations in developing countries. A more recent

analysis found that for 31 countries in subSaharan Africa,

there will be a needs-based shortage of 800 000 health

workers by 2015 and addressing this shortage would require

more than 2.5 times the projected financial resources that will

be set aside for health worker salaries in these countries.

Various global, national, and regional analyses have demon-

strated the link between having an adequate number of health

workers relative to population and achieving key health ser-

vice delivery and population health targets. The evidence

suggests clearly that having an inadequate number of health

workers is limiting the effectiveness of health service delivery

in many developing countries.

However, the availability of health workers is not the

only health workforce policy challenge in developing

countries. In fact, growing empirical evidence would suggest

that it is not even the main issue, at least in the short term,

in many settings. Geographic maldistribution of health

workers is one of the most persistent and widespread issues

in developing countries. A recent analysis by the World Health

Organization found that one-half of the world’s population

lives in rural areas, but these areas are served by only 38% of

the total nursing workforce and by less than a quarter of the

total physicians workforce. Lack of health workers in rural

areas is a major constraint to improving health service deliv-

ery. Low health worker productivity and quality limit the ef-

fectiveness of the existing health workforce. An analysis in five

countries found an average health worker absenteeism rate of

35%. A recent review found that in India and Tanzania, doc-

tors completed less than one quarter of the medically required

tasks for patients presenting with tuberculosis (TB), diarrhea,

or malaria. If these issues of geographic maldistribution, low

productivity, and poor quality of care delivered by health

workers is resolved, this could often have an immediate

impact on health service delivery and population health out-

comes in developing countries.

Why is it that countries with relatively similar epidemi-

ological and disease profiles have vastly different numbers of

doctors and nurses? Why are there unemployed nurses in

countries that have far fewer nurses than needed to deliver

basic care? Why do rural areas that often have the highest

need for health services have the lowest staffing levels? Why

are doctors absent in public facilities yet see patients in their

private office? Why do health workers deliver care that is of

lower quality than what they are trained to deliver?

As shown in this article, a labor economics perspective is

extremely useful in understanding the underlying causes of

these and other health workforce challenges developing

countries are facing. Specifically, this article reviews the key

factors that influence the demand for and supply of health

workers and reviews the special features of the health labor

market in developing countries. It also discusses how the labor

economics perspective is extremely useful for policy makers

when designing policy responses to the numerous challenges

developing countries face.

A Labor Economics Perspective

A major focus of health workforce policy in developing

countries historically has been to identify the ‘need’ for health

workers of various skill sets, in various types of facilities and

locations. Need can be defined as the number of health

workers required to provide some mix of health services to the

population. Need is a completely normative concept and takes

into consideration only the epidemiological profile of a

population, the preferences of policy makers over disease

priorities, and technology considerations such as optimal skill

mix, models of care delivery, and the expected productivity of

health workers. Determining the need for health workers in-

volves a great deal of priority setting among policy makers, but

no economic factors such as prices or budgets enter into the

needs discussion. There have been numerous studies that

focus on identifying needs-based staffing levels. The World

Health Organization estimates that worldwide greater than 4

million additional health workers are needed to deliver basic

health services to the population. In Ethiopia an analysis
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estimated that 36% more physicians are required in order to

expand antiretroviral treatment to target level. To scale up 42

priority health services, Tanzania is estimated to require

greater than 100 000 full-time health workers by 2015, com-

pared to a projected availability of less than 30 000.

Demand for health workers is defined according to the

standard definition from labor economics: the total amount of

labor, or in the simplest sense the total number of health

workers, employers are willing to hire at current wages,

holding constant other important variables such as health

worker productivity, household income levels, political con-

siderations, and government budget levels. The key distinction

between need and demand is that many factors other than the

health status of the population influence the demand for

health workers. In other words, financial, economic, and

political factors can be thought of as driving a wedge between

the demand and the need for health workers. More import-

antly, the demand for health workers – and not the need –

drives hiring behavior and, as a result, policy makers need to

understand employer behavior in order to influence hiring

decisions.

In the health sector, particularly in developing countries,

there is a diverse set of employers of health workers. The main

ones include global nonprofit employers (e.g., multilateral

organizations that directly employ health workers), a country’s

public sector (e.g., national, state, or local government directly

or a government-owned hospital), a country’s for-profit sector

(e.g., for-profit clinics), the nonprofit sector (e.g., mission

clinics), and individuals (e.g., sick people who seek care from

health workers and pay for their services out of pocket). The

factors that influence the demand for health workers within

each employer category are different. For the global nonprofit

employers, a key factor is the level of resources various bi-

lateral and multilateral agencies provide for health initiatives.

For example, the large increases in donor resources for human

immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/acquired immunodeficiency

syndrome (AIDS) in recent years led to a sharp increase in the

demand for health workers who provide HIV care.

The public sector is a significant employer of health

workers in both developed and developing countries. Within

the public sector, hiring decisions are often influenced as

much by political, macroeconomic, and social factors as by

the needs of the population. In settings where health workers

are employed as civil servants, the demand for health workers

is influenced heavily by the total wage bill allocated to the

health sector, which, in turn, is often a highly politicized

process dependent on macroeconomic and fiscal policy pri-

orities. In developing countries there tend to be constraints,

for very sound reasons, on how fast the overall wage bill can

expand. For various reasons, these overall wage bill constraints

often, but not always, restrict the demand for health workers

in the public sector. For example, in Kenya in the mid-2000s

the overall wage bill policy of the government limited the

Ministry of Health’s ability to hire health workers and expand

service delivery, leading to high health worker unemployment

rates. Even in decentralized settings, fiscal transfers to subna-

tional governments (or even to facilities) are only very loosely

based on the health-care needs of populations. As a result, the

demand for health workers in the public sector often fluctu-

ates with government (or facility) fiscal conditions, and this

has been well documented empirically in both developed and

developing countries. As noted in the Introduction section, the

fact that addressing the needs-based shortage of health

workers in subSaharan Africa would require more than

2.5 times the projected financial resources set aside for health

worker salaries helps explain why there are so few health

workers (relative to need).

The nonprofit sector operates similar to the public sector,

except that specific agencies will focus on particular diseases,

populations, or geographic areas. In developing countries this

is important because the nonprofit sector is often a major

employer of health workers, especially in very poor countries.

Moreover, specific to developing countries, if significant levels

of donor assistance for health are channeled through non-

profit organizations with little coordination with the govern-

ment, this further increases the demand for health workers

within the nonprofit sector.

In the for-profit sector, the demand for health workers is

driven by profit maximization. Among individuals, the de-

mand for health workers is influenced by the demand for

health-care services, which is driven by a person’s health sta-

tus, ability to pay, and other factors. In many developing

countries, the individual-level market for health services is

large, and as a result, individuals and households are a sig-

nificant source of direct demand for health workers. In a

sample of 15 countries in subSaharan Africa, for example, out-

of-pocket payments accounted for a low of 6% of the total

health spending (Namibia) to a high of 62% (Chad).

The supply of labor in the health sector can be defined as

the total amount of labor, or in the simplest sense the number

of health workers, willing to work at current wages, holding

constant other important variables like working conditions. A

more refined definition could incorporate various aspects of

effort, including productivity (e.g., hours worked, number of

patients treated) and quality (e.g., care provided according to

treatment guidelines). It is important to highlight several key

decisions that influence the supply of health. These include

the migration decision (whether to stay in the country), the

labor force participation decision (whether to work or not),

and the health-care labor force participation decision (con-

ditional on working, i.e., whether to work in the health sector

or in some other field).

Migration of health workers is an important issue in many

countries, but especially in developing countries. As much as

70% of the medical workforce in subSaharan African countries

eventually migrate. High rates of migration are also found in

other regions. Many view migration as the single biggest

challenge to strengthening health systems in developing

countries. The health-care labor force participation decision is

often overlooked by policy makers, yet has important impli-

cations. Several studies have shown that even small changes in

the health-care labor force participation rate have important

effects on the supply of health workers.

Migration and labor force participation decisions deter-

mine the supply of health workers within a country. Beyond

that, the internal migration decision (which geographic area

to work in), the sector decision (whether to work in the public

or private sector), and the ‘effort’ decision (productivity and

quality) influence the supply of labor in various settings of

interest (e.g., a rural public clinic). When delineated this way,
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it is clear that there are intervention points to influence the

supply of health workers that go well beyond simply adjusting

enrollment levels within education institutions. Too often in

developing countries, policy makers overlook several of these

critical labor supply decisions.

Just as with the demand for labor, a host of factors un-

related to the health-care needs of the population influence

the labor supply decisions of health workers. Migration de-

cisions are influenced by relative wages, working conditions,

individual and family characteristics, and preferences. Labor

force participation of health workers depends on factors such

as wages and working conditions and family income, and the

health-care labor force participation decision is influenced by

the wages and working conditions of jobs in the health sector

compared to relevant jobs outside the health sector. All of

these labor supply decisions are also heavily influenced by

demographic characteristics such as age, gender, family size,

and parental education levels.

It is clear that both the demand for and supply of health

workers in developing countries are influenced by a complex

set of factors that are unrelated – or at best loosely related – to

the health-care needs of the population. This has an extremely

important implication: the health labor market – even at

market-clearing employment and wage levels – will not ne-

cessarily generate health worker employment outcomes that

meet the needs of the population. From the policy maker

perspective, this provides the rationale for intervening in the

health labor market to influence demand, or supply, or both,

to move employment outcomes closer to those that promote

society’s goals with respect to health outcomes.

The Developing Country Context

Several aspects of the health labor market that are, if not

unique, at least particularly relevant in the developing country

context are worth discussing.

Remuneration is Highly Regulated

In settings where health workers are employed as civil

servants, remuneration levels are highly regulated and

must be set within civil service regulations. Market forces

do not exert a strong influence on health worker remuneration

in such settings. Health worker salaries are rarely adjusted

in response to actual or projected shortages or surpluses.

Rather, they are set relative to other occupations (e.g., tea-

chers) and relative to historical levels. For example, instead of

being a function of market conditions, wages for one level of

nurse are often set relative to a higher or lower level nurse or

relative to another civil service worker with the same number

of years of training and experience, such as a teacher. The

empirical evidence suggests that remuneration regulations in

developing countries – for both legal and political reasons –

constrain health worker remuneration changes. In settings

where health worker remuneration has been decentralized or

removed from the overall civil service, there is much more

autonomy for facilities to adjust remuneration in response to

market signals.

Salary Is a Dominant Remuneration Method

The way doctors and nurses are paid can provide strong

incentives for improving health worker productivity and

quality of care. In many low-income countries, health workers

in the public sector receive most of their compensation in the

form of a salary. Along with weaknesses in governance, this is

an important factor contributing to the significant level of

health workforce absenteeism and low productivity many

developing countries experience. Alternative types of payment

mechanisms have the potential to provide stronger incentives

to health workers and thereby improve performance and

efficiency. Developed countries have a long history of alter-

native payment mechanisms, including fee-for-service, capi-

tation, and performance-based pay, but only recently have

developing countries experimented with innovative compen-

sation policies. The benefit of performance-based pay is that it

aligns the incentives and rewards to health workers with the

particular objectives of the district or facility where health

workers are employed, and several empirical studies have

demonstrated this.

Remuneration is Fragmented

Allowances are often a significant component of health

worker remuneration. For instance, allowances account

for 45% of the overall health wage bill in Kenya and 14% of

the overall wage bill in the Dominican Republic. However,

allowances are often fragmented and are not used strategically.

In Kenya, for instance, the more lucrative housing allowance

that accrues to doctors in the Nairobi area has created a

disincentive to locate in remote areas. In the Dominican

Republic, after a health worker leaves a location, the geo-

graphic allowance he or she was receiving turns into a

permanent component of the worker’s wage. The allowance

structure in many developing countries is often not

designed to raise remuneration levels in less desirable work

settings relative to remuneration in desirable settings. These

compensating differentials in remuneration are necessary to

recruit health workers to less desirable settings such as

rural areas.

Donor Assistance for Health Is Significant

In many developing countries, particularly in subSaharan

Africa, there are significant external resources devoted to in-

vestments in the health workforce. For example, approxi-

mately one-fifth of the UK’s support for the health sector

in developing countries is channeled to health workforce

activities. Although most of these health workforce resources

are used to finance in-service training of health workers,

agencies such as the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, TB and

Malaria and the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immuniza-

tion devote significant resources toward health worker

remuneration. When there are significant levels of donor

assistance for health that are not fully coordinated with the

government (through a national health strategy), this poses

a challenge for health workforce policy. Nongovernment or-

ganizations and other nonprofit organizations are not subject

to the same regulations as the government and, as a result,
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offer terms of employment that are very different than what is

available to health workers in the public sector. This can

generate significant movements of health workers across dif-

ferent sectors and can influence greatly the allocation of health

workers across various priority programs.

There Are Administrative Inefficiencies in Key
Management Functions

Owing to various reasons, including a centralized hiring pro-

cess, the recruitment process in developing countries is often

subject to significant delay and is not targeted to areas with the

highest need for staff. For example, in Kenya in the late-2000s,

it took an average of 10 months to fill a vacant position once

a suitable candidate was found. With reforms to the hiring

process, this has recently been reduced to an average of

3 months. In many developing countries, salaries follow

people rather than remaining tied to a particular position. In

other words, when health workers transfer or move, they often

retain their remuneration level. This poses a significant chal-

lenge in that it limits the extent to which remuneration can be

linked to a specific position (rather than person) and, there-

fore, the ability of policy makers to generate compensating

differentials to attract health workers to less desirable settings.

Decentralization, under certain conditions, has the potential

to significantly reduce many of these inefficiencies in ad-

ministrative procedures. For example, when Rwanda devolved

remuneration authority to the local level, facilities were able to

adjust payment levels to attract health workers to some of the

hardest-to-fill positions.

Dual Job Holding Is Extremely Common

In developing countries, health workers often hold more than

one job. For example, more than half of doctors in South

Africa have additional employment outside of their primary

practice. Often, the primary job is a salaried position within

the public sector and the second job is after-hours in a private

clinic. Although some governments explicitly allow dual job

holding through part-time contracts (e.g., Dominican Repub-

lic), it is often poorly monitored and regulated. The challenge

that dual job holding poses is that it limits the influence policy

makers have on total remuneration and, therefore, the in-

centive structure health workers face within the entire health-

care system. Vietnam is a useful illustrative example. In Viet-

nam, salaries of physicians working in the public sector are set

according to Ministry of Health policy and are deliberately set

higher in rural areas in order to make rural postings more

attractive. This is a sound strategy on the part of the Ministry

of Health. However, when all sources of income are taken into

consideration, including earnings from dual job holding, the

total remuneration in urban areas ends up being much higher

than in rural areas. In fact, the effective hourly wage in the

second job (in the private sector) is almost double the primary

job in the public sector. As a result of dual job holding, there is

a considerable earnings disadvantage to locating in rural areas

of Vietnam that the Ministry of Health’s salary structure did

little to reverse.

Using a Labor Economics Perspectives to
Guide Policy

The labor economics perspective suggests that to design

effective health workforce policies, it is important to under-

stand the overall labor market conditions in the health

sector – namely, is the current employment level demand

constrained, supply constrained, or at or near equilibrium?

For example, when there are surpluses (i.e., few unfilled va-

cancies and unemployed health workers), it is necessary to

stimulate demand in order to increase employment levels. In

the public sector, this might be done through lowering wages

or increasing resources available for hiring health workers.

Negotiating lower wages in the public sector is difficult pol-

itically for the various reasons mentioned, but effective wages

can be lowered through skill substitution (e.g., shifting tasks

away from physicians toward nurses) or contracting with

private agencies where total labor costs might be lower. In-

creasing the level of resources for salaries can be achieved

through direct increases in Ministry of Health salary budgets

or increased block transfers to districts or facilities (in a de-

centralized setting). Each strategy has its associated challenges,

but there are several examples of countries that have success-

fully implemented these policies. Reducing the price of health

services to households is also an effective way to stimulate

demand for health-care and, therefore, for health workers.

This can be achieved through reducing or removing user fees

or other financial barriers to care. However, policies that aim

to increase the supply of health workers are much less ap-

propriate when there are labor surpluses. Increasing the

number of graduates, for example, will likely increase health

worker unemployment rates when employment levels are

demand constrained.

When there are shortages of health workers (i.e., there are

unfilled vacancies), a different set of policy options is required

in order to change employment levels. In this case, the supply

of health workers needs to be targeted. One option is to

expand training capacity to increase the number of health

workers, provided that graduates remain in the country.

Higher wages, improved working conditions, and better con-

tinuing education opportunities are some of the interventions

that will make jobs more attractive to health workers.

Although wages tend to receive the most attention, evidence

has shown that improving other job characteristics is often a

more cost-effective way to attract workers to vacant posts.

Labor economics also offers some specific quantitative and

qualitative analytic tools that can help generate empirical

evidence to guide health workforce policy on specific issues.

For example, qualitative analysis can be used to identify

the critical job characteristics that influence health worker

decisions to locate in rural areas and, more broadly, factors

that influence health worker motivation and performance.

A technique known as discrete choice analysis, in which

potential workers are asked to rank jobs with different attri-

butes (including, e.g., wage, location, and training) can be

used to quantify the expected impact of alternative policies

aimed at recruiting health workers to rural areas. The Gov-

ernment of Liberia recently implemented a rural area incentive

program for nurses that directly incorporates findings from a

discrete choice analysis. Labor force surveys can be used to
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measure current health worker remuneration differentials

between different levels of care, specialties, and geographic

areas, and the remunerations differentials that would be

necessary to entice health workers to change job locations.

Through a better understanding of the underlying behavior

of health workers and those that employ them, and how they

interact in the health labor market, policy makers can more

effectively design health workforce policies. The labor eco-

nomics paradigm can be an important tool to help address the

many health workforce challenges in developing countries

and, ultimately, to improve the health of the population.

See also: Dentistry, Economics of. Market for Professional Nurses in
the US. Physician Labor Supply. Physician Market
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What is Microinsurance?

Microinsurance does not have a single accepted definition.

However, two well-known sources provide high-level defin-

itions and describe salient traits that help establish what

microinsurance is and what it is not. These are introduced in

this section and used throughout this article to anchor the

discussion.

1. Dror and Jacquier’s seminal work coined the expression

‘microinsurance’ and defined it as voluntary, group-based,

self-help insurance schemes for which the group designs

the premium, benefits, and/or claims to be attractive,

relevant, and affordable to excluded populations in the

informal sector. This definition departs from classical de-

mand-driven market theory which views the individual as

formulating demand, whereas here the group takes that

role, and group demand reflects its aptitude to pool both

risks and resources in order to provide protection to all

members. This definition can be viewed as applying the

subsidiarity principle (that decisions should be taken at

the lowest level where they can be taken). Hence, both the

governance and the utility are mutually determined by

those most concerned. And, because microinsurance is

typically targeted at low income, poor people (even though

this is not a necessary trait), it manifests atypical pooling

and risk transfer.

2. The International Association of Insurance Supervisors

(IAIS) defines microinsurance as insurance for low-income

people provided by a variety of institutions, run in ac-

cordance with generally accepted Insurance Core Prin-

ciples, and funded by premiums proportionate to the

likelihood and cost of the risk involved. Microinsurance

serves populations in the informal sector that are excluded

from or not served by other insurance.

These definitions have much in common:

• microinsurance is insurance (as distinct from savings and

credit) and applies principles of risk pooling;

• coverage is always contributory (i.e., schemes that are 100%

subsidized would not qualify as ‘microinsurance’);

• microinsurance is independent of the size of the risk-carrier

(can be a local, informal mutual-aid society, or a large

national or multinational insurance company);

• microinsurance is independent of the scope of the risk

(risks do not become ‘micro’ when coverage is partial or

the insured that experience them are poor);

• microinsurance is independent of the delivery channel (the

most common options are small community-based

schemes, credit unions, microfinance institutions, or local

agencies);

• microinsurance is independent of the class of risk (life,

health, crop, livestock, assets, etc.);

• microinsurance targets people in the informal sector;

• microinsurance is suited to people on low incomes (in the

second definition this is a defining trait);

• affiliation to microinsurance is voluntary, the first defin-

ition makes this explicit and it is generally consistent with

the tenor of the second definition.

Although both definitions identify that microinsurance

suits poor people with low incomes, and it is an intuitively

appealing place to start a definition, including it as a defining

trait in the second definition raises operational problems.

Measuring low income is complex especially when accounting

for the depth of poverty, length of time of being low income,

the phase of life (e.g., childhood vs. mid-life), and the com-

parative deprivation level by reference to the society in which a

person lives. Thus, insurers rarely have the knowledge or the

motivation to synthesize such complex information that is

per se not relevant for underwriting risks. Furthermore, it is

also not simple to determine whether premiums are pro-

portionate to the likelihood and cost of the risk involved

without specifying the method of premium pricing; this in-

formation is not revealed by habitual insurance performance

indicators.

There is at least one fundamental difference between the

two definitions, vis the role of the group. Because this radically

fundamental distinguishes the definitions, the author explores

it further.

Communities might variously be area-based, trade-based,

faith-based, gender-based, cause-based, ethnicity-based, and

other. The core assumption underlying the first definition is

that the group is the framework within which cultural,

demographic, and general economic factors are shaped in an

otherwise unstructured ‘informal’ environment. The com-

munity relies on profound information that is not known

outside the community and may have a different logic to that

on which commercial insurance decisions are based. Without

this group engagement, the market for insurance continues to

struggle to establish viable supply and solvent demand for

insurance.

Those that accept the second definition believe that com-

mercial or other service providers have the capacity to estab-

lish viable supply for which demand can be assumed to exist.

Under both definitions, it is clear that if the scheme is not

customized to be relevant to the specific context and needs of

the community, it cannot be classified as microinsurance. This

has erroneously been taken to mean that national micro-

insurance programs are not possible. If national programs can

be tailored to local needs, they can be described as

microinsurance.

How Common is Microinsurance for Health?

Recent overviews of microinsurance activity in poor nations

have shown a low penetration rate with some 3% of the poor
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in the world’s 100 poorest nations having some micro-

insurance in 2007, and only 0.3% having health micro-

insurance. These figures relate to insurance more consistent

with the second definition than the first. Of the 78 million

people covered by any microinsurance, only 3.2 million are

covered by mutual or community-based organizations that

would clearly fit the first definition. Although it is not clear

what proportion of these 3.2 million have health micro-

insurance, it is manifestly apparent that health microinsurance

consistent with the author’s definition has not reached many

of the at least 2.5 billion people who need it. Although a raft

of barriers to the growth of microinsurance have been iden-

tified, the most fundamental include: poor distribution

channels and poor business infrastructure; a history of man-

dated credit life insurance that builds antagonism among

consumers; a prevalence of commercial microinsurance

schemes that, although compliant with government require-

ments, often provide no benefits to the poor; ill-fated attempts

to build universal coverage of health insurance where there are

neither funds for such a scheme nor adequate available health

services. Moreover, regulation remains poor with micro-

insurance sometimes being ignored by policy and sometimes

included without distinction, and the best practice is yet to be

identified.

Stated simply, the market (both supply and demand) for

health microinsurance remains small or even nonexistent in

most settings. If insurance were simply a risk-transfer tool,

health microinsurance would theoretically be attractive to

low-income populations who are exposed to many and vari-

ous health risks. Moreover, Nyman’s game-changing assertion

that health insurance is demanded because it provides an in-

come transfer from the well insured to the sick insured ir-

respective of risk management, suggests that microinsurance

for health would be particularly attractive among the poor

who practice reciprocity (rather than state-mandated cross

subsidization or solidarity) for their burden of disease. And,

notwithstanding the Prospect Theory’s challenge to the val-

idity of risk avoidance as a rational motive for insurance, there

remains widespread acceptance that the market for insurance

in general and health insurance in particular is a market for

risk avoidance.

Yet, the typical situation observable everywhere is a dearth

of both supply and demand for health insurance at the in-

formal sector in low-income countries, which the private/

commercial sector and government are ill-suited to resolve

because the economic and behavioral choices in the informal

economy differ fundamentally from those prevailing in rich

and orderly/rule-based economies. These behaviors and de-

cisions are often regulated or shaped by community interests

in ways that may be inconsistent with the expected behavior of

a single individual economic actor.

Given that poor excluded populations have great health

risk and are in need of income transfer when ill and that they

live in communities that can give structure to both the supply

and demand side, why then is community-based micro-

insurance for health not more prevalent? The reason is that

successful insurance, even at the community level, requires

technical and actuarial knowledge as well as advanced finan-

cial literacy, which are sorely missing in the informal sector.

Therefore, these barriers to success cannot typically be

overcome without external drivers to develop capacity and

drive institutional change that will enable markets to estab-

lish. In this sense, the lack of a market for micro health in-

surance is a failure of context rather than market failure.

Typology of Microinsurance Business Models

At least four basic operating models to deliver health micro-

insurance have been described as ‘microinsurance’:

1. The partner-agent model in which the role of the insurance

company (‘the partner’) includes designing, pricing and

underwriting of products, and responsibility for scheme

solvency in the long-term. Distribution/marketing, pre-

mium collection, and product servicing are usually dele-

gated to an intermediary (‘the agent’), often a person or a

for-profit legal entity. Insurance companies usually pay

agents a commission on premiums sold. This remuner-

ation method is effective in urban settings and among

solvent populations, but less so in the informal sector,

where reaching persons may cost much time, and lead to

few closed sales. This is why, in Africa and in Asia, insurers

have been keen to assign the agency role to bodies that

interact frequently with rural and low-income populations,

such as nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) or Micro

Finance Institutions (MFIs). Where MFIs have identified a

need for health insurance (e.g., when illness caused default

on repayment of debts), they have sometimes approached

insurers to design a suitable insurance product, and sug-

gested the price range that would be acceptable, and pres-

sured providers for better services and claim settlement.

The partner-agent model could qualify as ‘micro-

insurance’ under the second definition if it offered insur-

ance to low-income people, but may not qualify under the

first definition as the design decisions are taken by insurers,

not by the community. That said, when MFIs acting as

agents also involve the community in the bidding process

and in priority setting, one could argue that this is a bor-

derline situation that could also meet the requirement of

the first definition.

2. The provider-driven model, in which clients pay premiums

to the healthcare provider (e.g., hospital, physician), which

in turn enables them to consume health services without

having to pay out of pocket at the point and time of service.

The healthcare provider benefits from this arrangement by

creating larger solvent demand for health services, sold

mainly by the provider-insurer; and increasing and

smoothing the cash flow as it is dissociated from incidence

of illness.

The healthcare providers are responsible for designing,

pricing, and underwriting insurance products and for the

long-term sustainability of insurance operations.

The provider-driven model could qualify as micro-

insurance under the second definition if the client-base of

the insurance is composed of poor people. However, it is

unclear whether low-premium policies that include rare

and expensive surgical procedures would still qualify as

‘microinsurance.’ Under the first definition, this arrange-

ment would not qualify as ‘microinsurance’ as the
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decisions on pricing, package design, and claims settlement

are taken by the provider-insurer according to its com-

mercial interests and capacity to provide, possibly without

inputs from, or participation of the community in gov-

ernance of the insurance. Although there are examples of

the healthcare provider investigating need for and will-

ingness to pay (WTP) for health insurance, in all cases the

role of the community was limited to passive informant

rather than meaningful engagement in decision making.

3. Charitable insurance model (a.k.a. ‘full-service’ model), in

which an external charitable organization, acting as ‘in-

surer,’ assumes responsibility for the long-term sustain-

ability of the scheme by supplementing the payment of

premiums, because there is an assumption that contri-

butions could never cover all costs of benefits provided.

Many charitable insurers are run by NGOs, many are op-

erating not-for-profit, and many may view the insurance as

a suitable vehicle to promote their main development, or

religious goals. The external donor retains much of the

responsibility for product design, pricing, and adminis-

tering the scheme, in ways that would align with the fun-

damental objectives of the organization. Thus, there are

instances where the charitable insurer fixes premiums

below the actuarial cost, or does not enforce the require-

ment that only paid-up insured can access benefits.

The charitable insurance model could qualify as ‘micro-

insurance’ under the second definition when the financial

arrangement protects low-income people against specific

perils in exchange for regular premium payments pro-

portionate to the likelihood and cost of the risk involved; it

would not qualify as ‘microinsurance’ when the payment of

premium is irregular, and/or when that premium is dis-

proportionate to the risks involved. Under the first defin-

ition, charitable insurance would qualify as ‘microinsurance’

when the community of beneficiaries participates in key

decisions and in governance of the scheme, and would not

qualify as ‘microinsurance’ otherwise.

4. Mutual/cooperative insurance model, in which the insured

is also the insurer, so that each member of the mutual (or

cooperative), together with all other members, is simul-

taneously benefitting and underwriting at least part of the

risk. The community of members is thus responsible for all

aspects of the scheme including designing, pricing, and

underwriting products and for the long-term solvency of

the insurance. The mutual model finds its origins in

nineteenth-century Europe, and has been launched, de-

signed, implemented, and administered by and for groups

of people without access to the resources and financial

techniques of commercial insurance. Being directly in

contact with its membership, this insurer can ‘disin-

termediate’ the agent role and save agent commissions. As

the interests of mutual insurers are identical to those of its

members, the first priority is to establish a good fit between

the needs of members and the benefit package. Many

mutual societies are not only insurance providers, as they

function as broader mutual-interest organizations. Some

mutual organizations have grown to be very large and have

professional management, which can distance the oper-

ations from the members, resulting in less social cohesion

in large mutuals than in community-based schemes.

The mutual/cooperative insurance model could qualify

as ‘microinsurance’ under the first and second definitions,

provided that the insurance covers low-income people, and

the community of beneficiaries participates in key de-

cisions and in governance of the scheme. It is in fact the

only model that could satisfy both definitions of ‘micro-

insurance’ (Table 1).

In reality, any health microinsurance scheme can have

features of multiple models. For example, in Uganda, there

are several mission hospitals that run provider-driven in-

surance schemes, yet they are heavily subsidized, and thus

similar to a charitable scheme. Moreover, schemes can start

as one model and change over time, as did the Yeshasvini

Trust in India, which was initially founded by healthcare

providers, and is currently run as a not-for-profit

charitable model. The providers largely designed the cur-

rent benefit package and the trust developed as a mixture

between a charitable model and provider-driven model.

Insurance Failures under Microinsurance

There is no principal difference between health micro-

insurance and any other health insurance in terms of exposure

to insurance failures, but there are, or can be, significant dif-

ferences to exposure under the different business models. The

phenomena usually considered as ‘insurance failures’ include

adverse selection, cream skimming, moral hazard, free riding,

and fraud.

Adverse selection describes the situation in which an in-

surer accepts offers of insurance of high-risk persons at rates

that do not reflect the actuarial premium attached to their risk

class because the insurer does not have full information about

the risk that these individuals represent. In response, insurers

increase premiums to fund higher costs, which lead to lower

participation of people with lower risks, and could even lead

to exit of higher risks due to unaffordable premiums. Adverse

Table 1 The fit between the definition of microinsurance and microinsurance business models

Type of business model First definition (Dror and Jacquier) Second definition (International
Association of Insurance Supervisors)

Partner-agent model No, unless motivated to include community decision making Yes, if client is poor
Provider-driven insurance No, unless motivated to include community decision making Yes, if client is poor
Charitable insurance No, unless motivated to include community decision making Yes, if client is poor and they pay a

premium proportional to risk
Mutual/Cooperative insurance Yes Yes
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selection is more likely to occur when affiliation is based on

individual contracts and is voluntary, and is least likely when

affiliation is mandated for a large group. The effective coun-

termeasure to adverse selection is ‘en bloc affiliation’ of an

entire community, even when this is not obligatory.

In the context of health microinsurance, adverse selection

is more likely to occur under partner-agent, provider-driven,

and charitable models, when they allow voluntary and indi-

vidual affiliation. En bloc affiliation occurs often under the

mutual/cooperative model, and sometimes under the partner-

agent model when the agent is a strong NGO that can in fact

affiliate an entire community.

Cream skimming, also known as ‘preferred risk selection’

or ‘cherry-picking’ (and when it takes the form of nonrenewal

it is called ‘lemon-dropping’), occurs when an insurer selects

only part of a large heterogeneous group which the insurer

estimates as being lower-than-average risk (the preferred risks)

without discounting the risk-rated premium they are required

to pay. The purpose of cream skimming is to enable the in-

surer to retain profits by reducing the loss ratio.

In the context of health microinsurance, cream skimming

occurs when the standard contract includes certain limitations

by age (e.g., the insurance is valid only from age 3 to age 60),

or by health status (e.g., excluding certain illnesses, chronic

conditions etc.), or by benefit types (e.g., cover only a limited

list of procedures requiring hospitalizations etc.). Clearly, ex-

posure to this situation is more likely to prevail when the

underwriter has free hand in determining the terms of the

policy (this is frequently the case in the partner-agent model

or the provider-driven insurance) and is less likely to occur

when the insured can influence the terms of the policy (as in

the mutual/cooperative model).

Moral hazard is the increase in healthcare utilization that

occurs when a person becomes insured, which is an insurance

failure because insurers pay out more in benefits than was ex-

pected when setting premiums. The conventional interpretation

is that this additional healthcare utilization represents a loss to

other insured people, as they ultimately bear the cost of add-

itional demand. Nyman pointed out that this interpretation is

based on the assumption that the extra healthcare is not clin-

ically needed (e.g., cosmetic surgery), but where the extra de-

mand is needed the extra care is a gain to society. Although

increased utilization patterns cannot automatically be con-

sidered as bad outcomes (as suggested by the term ‘hazard’),

they are insurance failures when payout exceed actuarial esti-

mates. The conventional remedy for moral hazard is to require

consumers to pay part of the cost (i.e., copay) in every case, or

that the insurer can legitimately control utilization.

In the context of health microinsurance, given that the

target populations chronically underutilize health services, it

would be reasonable to expect that health insurance would

lead to increased utilization of services covered by the par-

ticular health microinsurance scheme. This theoretic welfare

gain is borne out by empirical research in India and the

Philippines, which indicate a transition from under-

utilization to normal utilization, as the income transfer

overcomes the financial constraints on accessing healthcare.

Under the mutual-aid model, where community of insured is

simultaneously also the underwriter, the community has very

good information on its members when the group size is

small. Thus, it can exercise peer pressure to reduce moral

hazard.

Moral hazard can also be induced by providers of care that

benefit from overtreating insured persons. ‘Supply-induced

moral hazard’is not easily detected or limited in the context of

health microinsurance, but low insurance caps obviously limit

not just the cover but also the margin of providers to generate

overconsumption. Under the provider-driven insurance

model, the provider can exercise better control of supplier-

induced moral hazard, but at the same time the provider

might be in a situation of conflict of interest to do so.

Free riding arises when a person benefits from the health

insurance scheme without paying premiums. This risk is due

to imperfect monitoring of those drawing benefits; cashless

delivery of services can increase the risk of free riding. The

countermeasure for this is to improve monitoring of the sys-

tem with the view to ensuring that only legitimate bene-

ficiaries will draw benefits. Smart cards and similar electronic

devices are increasingly popular aids to monitoring.

In the context of health microinsurance, where there is very

little access to IT and where online/real-time access to an

management information system (MIS) is rare, it may not be

feasible to reduce free riding through automated checks of

claims. Rather, the remedy to free riding would consist of

creating a counteracting interest to disallow or adjust pay-

ments. The mutual/cooperative model has such inherent

characteristic, in that all members are simultaneously insurers

and insured, share the same informal, local information that

circulates informally and free-of-charge (i.e., gossip), and have

(or could have) a say in claims adjudication. Thus, they have

both the incentive to reduce costs (as excessive payments

would translate into higher premiums) and the responsibility

to settle claims (and can therefore filter unjustified ones).

Fraud is when someone knowingly provides inaccurate or

incomplete information to claim benefits or advantages to

which they are not entitled, or someone knowingly denies a

benefit to which someone else is entitled and that is due. This

issue is similar to free riding (although there may also be

provider-induced fraud).

In the context of health microinsurance, the two business

models that can reduce the risk of fraud by narrowing the gap

between the flow of information and the flow of funds are the

provider-driven insurance model and the mutual/cooperative

model. This is because the underwriter also has much infor-

mation on the claimants that can be availed free-of-charge.

Provider-insurers in the provider-driven insurance model are

in a potentially strong position to undertake provider fraud,

which they can avoid only when they refrain from acting on

their incentive to maximize profits. Operators in the mutual/

cooperative model have no particular access to information on

provider fraud, and would have to rely on investigation as

would underwriters operating the partner-agent model and

the charitable model, which could be disproportionately

costly relative to the small sums insured.

Clearly, operators in the mutual/cooperative model have

greater access to information that reduces or removes insur-

ance failures arising from asymmetric information, i.e., adverse

selection, moral hazard, free riding, and fraud. The exception

is information asymmetries on provider-induced moral hazard

and provider fraud, for which the insurer-providers in the
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provider-driven insurance model have an information ad-

vantage. Absence of such information exposes the other

business models to greater risk of failure (Table 2).

Application of Specific Actuarial Issues to
Microinsurance

It is often stated that insurance is a numbers game relying on

the Law of Large Numbers, vis: that the larger the number of

independent risks in a pool, the lower the variance of mean

losses. Lower variance translates to lower pure risk premium.

Yet, most health microinsurance schemes are small, their in-

trinsic capacity to diversify risks limited, and their exposure to

covariate risk is high due to the homogeneity of their clients.

Simulation studies have shown that capital loadings to secure

solvency are exponentially higher for small schemes. Not-

withstanding the financial advantages and potential of lower

premiums, pooling of schemes on a voluntary basis has not

occurred. Pooling small schemes would be relatively simple if

they all had an identical risk profile and shared priorities. In

reality, health microinsurance schemes usually cover location-

specific risks and priorities, which make pooling schemes

more complex because of the differences from scheme to

scheme and from community to community. The potential for

governments to put in place mechanisms to adjust risks across

mandatorily pooled schemes is remote, given the voluntary

nature of microinsurance, and the damage such regulatory

intervention could have on the role of the community in de-

signing premiums and benefits. A proposal to create re-

insurance for microinsurance (labeled ‘social reinsurance’),

which would provide large pool efficiencies at the reinsurance

level, has so far not been implemented.

A paucity of data and its quality with which to determine

stochasticity and quantify risks is a perennial problem for

microinsurance, particularly health microinsurance. This

means that launching a new micro health insurance (MHI)

scheme must be preceded by data collection to ensure that

premiums reflect rigorous risk estimates, and benefits are

customized to address the main risks. Some early movers in

the health microinsurance market took a simpler approach to

the problem of lack of data by downsizing commercial in-

surance products that they had developed for the entire

country instead of designing specific products with accurate

pricing for this market based on a deep understanding of the

particular needs of potential customers of microinsurance. The

low uptake of such low-cost-low-benefit packages indicates

that this approach was not suitable.

Some MHI schemes have introduced innovations in cov-

erage that have actuarial ramifications. For example, in India

and Nepal, where entire families share one ‘purse,’ some

schemes have introduced a ‘family floater’ condition (i.e., a

capped benefit which can be used by one or more members of

that household) which requires rather sophisticated actuarial

calculations to triangulate the estimated loss ratios to the

distribution of family size.

In addition to ensuring that the pure risk premium is com-

mensurate with the risk covered, actuaries need to calculate

loadings on the premium to cover administrative, operational,

and other costs, and, in some business models, profit. Given the

high transaction costs associated with business models other

than the mutual/cooperative business model, there is rationale

to increase premiums, which is at odds with the clients’ apparent

WTP. In the absence of an acceptable notion of an equitable

price, setting the premiums is fraught with uncertainties.

A different approach to explaining the link between pre-

mium and coverage has been to say that in microinsurance the

price determines the coverage, whereas in other insurance

the product determines the price; this point is elaborated

in the Section The ‘Make-It-Or-Break-It’ Factor of Micro-

insurance: Willingness to Pay.

The ‘Make-It-Or-Break-It’ Factor of Microinsurance:
Willingness to Pay

Under all definitions and types of health microinsurance,

prospective clients, who are mostly living and working in the

informal economy of low-income countries, affiliate on a

voluntary basis. These people cannot be obliged (by govern-

ments or others) to pay a premium, even when subsidies cover

a share of the expected costs. This means that the WTP of the

target population determines the insurance package, rather

than the product determining the price, as is typical in in-

surance. Therefore, WTP is the make-it-or-break-it factor of

health microinsurance.

This is why it is essential to estimate WTP before launching

the insurance. The most common method for prelaunch es-

timation of WTP for health microinsurance is contingent

valuation (CV), which surveys the target population’s re-

sponses to hypothetical insurance products and premiums.

Respondents are required to think about the contingency (or

feasibility) of an actual market for the benefits, and state the

maximum they would be willing to pay for them. Over the

years, different methods have been developed for the presen-

tation of scenarios and the analysis of the responses.

WTP for health microinsurance is positively associated with

income and increases nominally as income rises, but when

expressed as a proportion of income, WTP declines as income

grows; education; the quality and availability of health services;

and recent exposure to healthcare costs. Men are willing to pay

higher amounts than women. However, empirical evidence

from India and Nigeria show that notwithstanding these vari-

ables, WTP is highly location specific, meaning that any

temptation to roll out a one-size-fits-all microinsurance (be it in

order to capture economies of scale in administering policies,

or to establish some kind of a prescribed minimum level of

benefits, or to aggregate the risk of more insured persons) may

be thwarted. As WTP is location specific, so health micro-

insurance should be context-relevant in order to succeed. The

related question is whether people actually pay the expressed

WTP; at this point in time there is not enough published evi-

dence on this question in the context of microinsurance.

The Impact of Health Microinsurance, and Why it is
Not More Common

Early attempts to assess the performance of microinsurance for

health were limited to measuring several accounting ratios,
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mostly reflecting financial performance of schemes. More re-

cently, the product, access, cost, and experience (PACE) is used

by practitioners to develop a better value-proposition for cli-

ents by comparing various microinsurance products to one

another and to alternative means of protection from similar

risks (including informal mechanisms and social security

schemes). However, neither the performance indicators nor

the PACE tool offer conclusive and robust insight to three

fundamental issues: (1) what difference does the insurance

have on utilization of healthcare services among the insured?

(2) what difference does the insurance have on the financial

exposure/protection of the insured? and, (3) what impact does

insurance related improvements in healthcare utilization have

on the health of the target populations? These are considered

in order as follows:

1. What difference does the insurance have on utilization of

healthcare services among the insured? A literature review

aimed at answering the question, ‘Do clients get value from

microinsurance?’ suggested that ‘value’ included three as-

pects: (1) Expected value – the value clients may get from a

product through behavioral incentives and peace of mind,

even if claims are not made; (2) Financial value – the value

of the product when claims are made compared with other

coping strategies; and (3) Service quality value – the ex-

ternalities created by microinsurance providing access to

product-related services of benefit to the client. Answers to

these questions were sought in 83 studies on health

microinsurance products. According to that report, some

43 studies found that health insurance positively influ-

enced the use of health services. And some 33 studies

generally found that insurance led to lower out of pocket

spending (OOPS) in case of hospitalization. The major

impact of insurance on increasing utilization of health

services was confirmed by a different literature review using

the randomized controlled trials (RCT) method of meas-

uring impact, and the Cochrane Handbook’s character-

istics.

These findings should be put in context. In high-income

countries it is often assumed that increased utilization of

health services among voluntarily insured persons suggests

(or is evidence for) adverse selection (namely, higher pro-

pensity to insure among persons who are likely to have

above-average healthcare utilization). This assumption is

not supported by the findings of studies of healthcare

utilization among clients of health microinsurance, where

higher frequency of illness was not systematically associ-

ated with insurance status, suggesting that in these popu-

lations the assumption of adverse selection must be

rejected. Rather, it seems that most of the target population

for health microinsurance in low-income countries suffers

from chronic underutilization of healthcare services, due to

the inability to pay for more or better healthcare. Thus,

improved utilization of health services among the insured

population is an indicator of success in achieving a key

objective of health microinsurance, of reducing the limit-

ing factor of unaffordability.

However, the utopian aspiration that health micro-

insurance would put in place both more utilization and

more equitable distribution of that utilization may be too

much to ask, considering the inherent limitation of

microinsurance. The poorer the insured person, or the

lower the coverage relative to the full cost of services, the

more likely it is that insured persons would be unable to

pay any copay required to access insured benefits. Thus, the

effect of health microinsurance schemes on equality is

ambiguous in theory, and in practice, it has been observed

to be both positive and negative.

2. What difference does the insurance have on the financial

exposure/protection of the insured?One possible indicator

of the impact of microinsurance on financial protection is

the total OOPS that the insured must bear when accessing

insured benefits taking into account also indirect costs and

premiums. Although no such analysis has been published,

there has been discussion of ‘catastrophic’ healthcare costs,

which have been defined in terms of percentages of

household income or disposable income net of subsistence

needs. Although such definitions have been used to show

significant reductions in the incidence of catastrophic costs

among members of health microinsurance schemes, the

definitions are insensitive to relative levels of hardship and

other healthcare cost-related factors that lead to hardship

such as the need to get money quickly, which may neces-

sitate borrowing at high rates and/or selling assets on un-

favorable terms. Such ‘hardship financing’ can be more

costly than the healthcare and can throw the sick into

poverty. Therefore a more appropriate impact indicator

might be the extent to which health microinsurance re-

duces the frequency or intensity of hardship financing.

Studies using this alternative indicator are yet to be

carried out.

The impact on medical expenditure patterns (dis-

regarding indirect costs and premiums) have been studied

in various contexts with mixed findings. Some studies have

found OOPS (defined as healthcare expenditures net of re-

imbursement by insurance, either per visit or over the

course of an illness) decreasing whereas others found no

effect. However, OOPS based measures ignore both pre-

mium payments and frequency of visits. Other studies as-

sessed the impact on total annual healthcare spending,

either per person or per household, and found an increase

in annual health spending because although the cost of

individual visits sometimes decreases under health micro-

insurance, the number of visits typically increases, poten-

tially leading to increased overall expenditure. However,

these findings are obscured by the failure of the studies to

control for changes in the price of healthcare and changes

in household income. Finally, three schemes have been

evaluated for their effect on some measure of the socio-

economic status (SES) of insured households. Although

two schemes reported a statistically significant increase in

SES with higher levels of income growth among house-

holds which are insured, and/or reduced likelihood to sell

off their food stocks to pay medical bill, the third found no

effect of insurance on household income levels, assets

levels or self-reports of food sufficiency.

The literature on estimating or measuring financial

protection of microinsurance must be considered with re-

serve, due to the challenge of obtaining a statistically valid

comparison between insured and uninsured cohorts. Most
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studies compare utilization of healthcare benefits by the

insured with the utilization by persons residing in the same

geographical area who are not insured. These comparisons

were flawed on several counts: Firstly, they were usually

one-off studies following implementation of the micro-

insurance that did not adequately examine whether the

cohorts were different before implementation of the in-

surance and whether any difference was attributable to the

intervention or to an inherent difference between the co-

horts. Secondly, a simple comparison of the situation

among the insured cohort before and after implementing

health microinsurance could be misleading because one

cannot exclude the possibility that several changes occurred

that were unrelated to the intervention but which had an

impact A recent publication explains the methodology

elaborated to address such a challenge, following Cluster

Randomized Controlled Trial protocol. The method is

tested in three waves of microinsurance implementation,

ensuring that at the end of the experiment the entire

population is offered affiliation with a community-based

health microinsurance, but through staggered affiliation. In

each wave, villages are grouped into congruous preexisting

social clusters; these clusters are randomly assigned to one

of the waves of treatment. Before each wave, a baseline

evaluation is conducted (using mixed methods, with

quantitative, qualitative and spatial evidence collected on

the situation). This method assures that the micro-

insurance schemes operate in an environment replicating a

nonexperimental implementation and that all households

are offered insurance.

3. What impact does microinsurance have on the health of

the target populations? The few studies have explored the

health outcomes of health microinsurance have generally

found that although healthcare utilization has increased, it

is too early to say if the insured have better health. In some

cases, there has been a lack of baseline information on

health status, making evaluation more difficult. The scant

evidence available suggests that any improvement in health

outcomes is typically skewed toward the wealthier mem-

bers of the schemes, possibly because they are better in-

formed about health and have better access to noninsured

care and support.

Concluding Note

If health insurance is a ‘numbers’ game,’ and if health micro-

insurance is the pro-poor variant of health insurance, then it

should become the dominant model by virtue of the huge

number of persons in the informal sector without health in-

surance, of whom many are poor. However, progress to de-

velop both supply of and demand for health microinsurance

is contingent on developing a workable business model. With

most of the target population living and working in the ‘in-

formal sector’ where governments cannot mandate payment

of premiums or apply means-testing for partial subsidization,

the implementation of MHI depends on WTP. At the current

level of knowledge of how to estimate WTP, it seems that

participatory, needs-based, context-relevant, partial, and

complementary solutions offer more promise than supply-

driven one-size-fits-all products or mandated dissemination

models. The partner-agent model remains subject to acute

risk of conflicts of interest between underwriter, agent and

client, which is never eliminated. Provider-driven supply of

health insurance has so far not offered a general formula for

scaling. The charitable model, based on delivering subsidized

health microinsurance is limited by the funds that the

charitable donors can devote in the long term. The mutual/

cooperative model, though typically small scale can overcome

most barriers to establish a functioning market for health

insurance among the poor.

The poor want health insurance and can pay premiums

and health microinsurance can operate without subsidy, but

possibly not at profit and not with extensive commercial

intermediation. The low penetration of health microinsurance

can be explained in terms of barriers to the establishment of a

market with viable supply and solvent demand in the in-

formal sector. This overall context failure cannot necessarily be

solved by the insurance industry offering innovative products

through various channels, and cannot necessarily be solved by

government regulation, although innovation and regulation

are essential if we are to put in place systemic (regulatory and

financial) mechanisms to encourage the development of local

health microinsurance schemes or to pool risks across

schemes, or articulate the relations between local schemes and

commercial underwriters and reinsurers. Communities have a

central role to play in building capacity and awareness, pro-

viding information for actuarial calculations and scheme

designs to suit local priorities and service availability, and

building the institutional context in which viable supply and

solvent demand can be established. That said, local grassroots

initiatives are neither willing nor able to scale microinsurance

over entire countries.

Preferred Definition of Microinsurance for Health

As a conclusion, the preferred definition of health micro-

insurance is as follows:

Health microinsurance is insurance contextualized to the WTP,

needs and priorities of people in the informal sector who are ex-

cluded from other forms of health insurance. The schemes are vol-

untary, with premiums suited to people with low incomes. Although

health microinsurance is independent of the size of the insurer, the

scope of the risk covered, and the delivery channel, it is essential that

the scheme is designed to benefit the insured. For practical intents

and purposes, this definition implies a central role for the com-

munity in at least the design of the scheme, and possibly its oper-

ation and governance.

See also: Access and Health Insurance. Demand for and Welfare
Implications of Health Insurance, Theory of. Global Health Initiatives
and Financing for Health. Measuring Health Inequalities Using the
Concentration Index Approach. Modeling Cost and Expenditure for
Healthcare. Moral Hazard. Public Health in Resource Poor Settings.
Rationing of Demand. Risk Selection and Risk Adjustment.
Willingness to Pay for Health
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Introduction

A total of 7.6 million children and 287 000 mothers (2010

data) die every year, and approximately 95% of these deaths

occurred in 75 countries with the highest burden of maternal

and child deaths. Of these, more than two-thirds could

be avoided if everyone had access to known effective

interventions. Making such interventions available is not just

a matter of supplying a drug or vaccine; to ensure effective

delivery of interventions, health systems need to be strength-

ened at all levels, from the community up to the national

level.

Economists investigating how health systems can be

strengthened in low- and middle-income countries have ex-

plored a myriad of issues. This article addresses three core

questions:

• How are health services financed?

• What payment methods are used to purchase health

services?

• Who are the health service providers?

In each case the concern is to establish the evidence and

discuss the implications of current arrangements for efficiency

and equity.

There is very active debate on some key policy issues re-

lating to reform of financing, payment, and provision. The

second part of this article addresses some of the most con-

tentious issues, notably:

• The appropriate mix of financing sources as countries seek

to expand financial protection and move toward universal

coverage of health care.

• The role and impact of development assistance for health

(DAH) in low- and middle-income countries.

• The desirability of incentive-based payments to health

service users and health care providers.

• The role of private sector agencies in health system ar-

rangements (insurance, payment, and provision).

In addressing all low- and middle-income countries, this

article considers a very wide range of country circumstances.

Health systems differ greatly across low- and middle-income

countries, influenced not only by the level of national income

but also by countries’ colonial history (British, French, Dutch,

etc.), political orientation post-independence, degree of

openness to market forces both historically and up to the

present, income distribution (existence of high income groups

with considerable purchasing power), and of course health

conditions. To avoid implying that one pattern fits all, it is

crucial to recognize this diversity and its implications for ap-

propriate solutions to the many challenging issues facing

health systems in these countries.

How are Health Services Financed?

In general, health services in low- and middle-income coun-

tries are financed at a much lower level than in high-income

countries, and smaller proportion of the total flows through

organized sources (i.e., government and insurance inter-

mediaries). Table 1 summarizes health expenditure per capita

and the pattern of financing sources and agents by income

group and geographical region.

The larger a country’s economy, the more it spends on

health – high-income countries spend on average US$4660 on

health per person compared to US$356 in lower- and upper-

middle-income countries combined and US$61 in low-income

countries. The level of health expenditure per capita thus

mirrors gross national income per capita and the evolution

over time can be displayed on Gapminder (hyperlink em-

bedded in Figure 1). Although spending more on health

does not necessarily lead to improved health outcomes, a

minimum amount of financial resources is required by a

health system to deliver essential interventions. It is estimated

that spending of US$60 per capita is needed by 2015 for

low-income countries to provide the basic package of essential

services required to reach the health-related Millennium

Development Goals and strengthen underlying health sys-

tems. At present, 15 of the 35 low-income countries spend less

than the 2015 mark on all health care, and all but two of these

countries (Bangladesh and Afghanistan) are located in Sub-

Saharan Africa. These figures highlight the challenges faced by

low-income countries, particularly those in Africa, in financing

essential services for their citizens.

Lower levels of health expenditure are combined with

relatively low shares of financing pooled across population

groups, indicative of a lack of organized financing arrange-

ments. Low- and middle-income countries usually lack an

adequate tax base or large formal employment sector and/or

have weaker infrastructure and management capability; some

are also suffering from conflict or are in the midst of a political

transition such that they have a weak or nonfunctioning state.

In contrast, financing agencies in high-income countries are

better established, typically following a model where services

are funded primarily from general tax or compulsory social

insurance. Some middle-income countries have been more

successful than others in expanding pooling arrangements:

for example, in East Asia and Europe, social security makes

up 56% and 47%, respectively, of general government

health expenditure. This particularly reflects China, Indonesia,

Philippines, and Vietnam where social health insurance is

mandated and countries of the former Soviet Republics, which

developed social insurance schemes following independence.

The counterpart to relatively low levels of pooling is that

countries rely more heavily on private health expenditures,
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especially paid out of pocket. Figure 2 shows this reliance to

be especially high in low-income countries and in the Sub-

Saharan Africa region, and this pattern is also evident over

time as displayed in time series data presented in Gapminder

(hyperlink embedded in Figure 2). Indeed, private expend-

itures make up 60% of total spending in low-income countries

(compared to 36% in high-income countries) and, within

this, out-of-pocket payments represent the majority (i.e., 78%

of private health expenditures) and therefore almost half

of total health expenditure (Figure 2). High levels of out-

of-pocket payments reflect the lack of government ability to

collect taxes and provide accessible and good quality health

care. Some low-income countries rely heavily on external

resources to supplement public financing with donors on

average contributing more than a quarter of total health

spending in low-income countries. Such high reliance on ex-

ternal funding raises concerns for sustainability of services

should these contributions decrease, as well as many other

concerns discussed in the Section Development Assistance

for Health.

A common criticism of financing patterns in low- and

middle-income countries is that financing incidence is re-

gressive – i.e., payments for health care weigh more heavily on

lower income households. Recent studies have shed light on

this question and are summarized in Table 2.

The mix of health financing sources varies substantially

across countries, so it is important to consider the incidence of

not only overall health care financing but also the main

sources: the incidence of a specific type of tax can vary con-

siderably depending on its design and the country context. For

example, indirect taxes (e.g., value-added tax (VAT), fuel levies,

and excise duties) are regressive in South Africa but progressive

in Ghana and Tanzania, a difference likely be explained by the

fact that a larger proportion of the South African population

are able to purchase goods and services liable to VAT. In

addition, although mandatory insurance is progressive in

most countries, it is slightly regressive in the three Asian

countries studied with universal insurance systems (i.e., Japan,

South Korea, and Taiwan). However, such indices need to be

interpreted carefully as in systems with less than universal

coverage, the progressive insurance schemes may cover only a

select population group composed of formal workers or those

who are less poor.

Much of the discussion around appropriate financing

mechanisms revolves around the need to protect households

from catastrophic payments (i.e., levels of expenditures that

are high relative to the amount of resources available to the

household to pay for their basic needs, which World Health

Organization (WHO) defines catastrophic expenditure as equal

to or greater than 40% of nonsubsistence spending). The

consequences of lack of financial protection against the costs of

health care are abundant. Households may forego expenditures

on other necessities such as food, clothing, or education,

or they may borrow money or sell valuable household assets in

order to pay for health services. They may also choose to simply

not seek care at all, potentially exacerbating their illness and

risking further adverse effects on their earnings. Catastrophic

payments can occur in countries at all levels of economic

development, but the incidence is higher where out-of-pocket

payments are more than 15% of total health expenditures.

Households in 18 low- and middle-income countries are

therefore at especially higher risk of facing such costs, and up

Table 1 Health financing indicators by income group and by region (in current PPP, millions of international $)

THE per
capita

GHE per
capita

External
resources on
health as % of
THE

GHE as a
% of THE

PHE as a
% of THE

Social
security funds
as % of GHE

Out-of-pocket
expenditure
as % of PHE

Private
insurance as
% of PHE

Income group
LICs 61 25 26.0 40.0 60.0 3.8 77.7 2.3
LMICs 148 57 2.5 38.3 61.7 15.7 87.7 4.5
UMICs 576 318 0.3 55.3 44.7 45.5 73.8 17.5
HICs 4660 2997 0.0 64.3 35.6 67.4 38.9 53.7

Geographical region
East Asia and

Pacific
317 169 0.4 53.2 46.8 56.4 78.9 7.5

Europe and
Central Asia

799 514 0.6 64.4 35.6 47.4 83.7 6.8

Latin America
and Caribbean

845 432 0.3 51.1 48.9 23.1 64.8 31.7

Middle East and
North Africa

426 202 0.6 47.4 52.6 36.8 95.0 4.7

South Asia 115 35 2.1 30.1 69.9 14.8 86.4 4.1
Sub-Saharan

Africa
143 64 12.6 44.7 55.3 3.4 61.5 29.9

Abbreviations: GHE, government health expenditure; HICs, high-income countries; LICs, low-income countries; LMICs, lower-middle-income countries; PHE, private health

expenditure; PPP, purchasing power parity; THE, total health expenditure; and UMICs, upper-middle-income countries.

Source: WHO Global Health Expenditure Database. Available at: http://apps.who.int/nha/database/PreDataExplorer.aspx?d=1 (accessed 20.05.12). Aggregated based on the World

Bank’s income and regional classification.

Data are from 2010 and are country weighted, not population weighted.
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to 5% of households in those countries’ risk being pushed into

poverty by health care payments.

Low- and middle-income countries thus face major chal-

lenges in financing adequate health services and providing

financial protection against catastrophic costs. Characterized

by low levels of expenditure, fragmentation, and a reliance on

out-of-pocket payments, the financing systems suffer from

inequities and inefficiencies. Low- and middle-income coun-

tries need to expand forms of prepaid financing and reduce

fragmentation in the flow and pooling of funds. Doing so will

improve equity by cross-subsidizing risks between the rich and

poor and the healthy and sick. It will further increase effi-

ciency by decreasing administrative costs and duplicated co-

ordination efforts required for multiple channels and pools.

However, the equity and efficiency of health financing

systems are determined also by many other factors affecting

both supply and demand. For example, the low status of

women may affect their ability to leave the house to seek care;

households may not be aware of the benefits of health care;

local health services may lack drugs and qualified health

workers or be staffed by health workers who are rarely present

or who treat patients with disrespect. Equity and efficiency in

financing health services further depend on how funds are

used to pay for services and providers – issues covered in the

following Sections How are Health Services Paid for? and Who

are the Health Service Providers?.

How are Health Services Paid for?

Countries have a choice in deciding how to pay for health

services and providers. These choices involve deciding how

funding should be channeled from various funding pools

(e.g., revenue generated by tax, insurance premiums, and

DAH) and payments from individual payers to service pro-

viders. There are three principal methods for doing this:

• In relation to inputs (e.g., number of beds, facilities, staff,

and items of service).

• In relation to services or outputs (e.g., outpatient numbers

and inpatient cases or days).

• In relation to need (e.g., standardized mortality rates).

The payment method used tends to depend on the source

of finance. Public funds have traditionally been allocated

through hierarchical management structures down to the local

High-income: OECD countries High-income: non-OECD countries

 Upper-middle-income  countries Lower-middle-income countries

Low-income countries

Figure 1 Total health expenditure (international $) per capita by country income group. Data presented by Gapminder; circles represent country
data from the WHO such that the size represents total health expenditure per capita and the color represents an income group based on World
Bank classification. To see an animated map showing the evolution of data over time, click on the map to visit Gapminder. OECD, Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development. Reproduced from Gapminder. Available at: http://www.gapminder.org/data/ (accessed 30.05.12).
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service delivery level and are frequently influenced by previous

allocations, service or facility volumes and norms, capital de-

velopments and associated recurrent expenditure needs, and

political influences. Such payment methods tend to assume

the historical level of service inputs and outputs is optimal, or

at least still appropriate, and does not especially consider ef-

ficiency or equity goals. Arrangements may be very inefficient

as when more services are purchased than needed, or very

fragmented, as in Indonesia where there are multiple channels

through which funding flows to the district level. They may

also be considered inequitable in that they may not ad-

equately consider health needs, local costs, or income distri-

bution of the recipients for those services.

Following the adoption of similar approaches in richer

countries, many low- and middle-income countries have

sought to introduce approaches that are population- and/or

needs based. For example, Brazil, India, South Africa, India,

Thailand, and Nigeria have all sought to improve equity in

the allocation of public funds (including the health sector)

across geographical areas through resource allocation formu-

lae, which account for provincial variances in factors such

as population, socioeconomic status, income levels, health

needs, and/or membership in insurance schemes. Such ap-

proaches recognize that health services are geographically

specific and purchasing should therefore be to some extent

decentralized. These approaches are still evolving and com-

monly struggle to overcome both political influences and

historical imbalances in the geographical distribution of the

capital stock and related inputs. In Thailand, for example,

there was a short-lived experiment with per capita allocation

of total Ministry of Health funding; subsequently the salary

element was removed and allocate separately, thus severely

limiting the ability of the funding mechanism to improve

inequality in the distribution of health workers.

Within the public health system, health providers are

normally salaried and hospitals allocated an annual budget.

More recently, contracts that link payments to the perform-

ance of health providers or facilities are increasingly found in

the public sector and increasingly used to buy the services of

private providers or facilities. These approaches, often termed

‘results-based financing,’ aim to increase efficiency in the

purchasing of services, equity in access to priority services, and

quality of service delivery, but evidence of their performance is

sparse. Such issues are discussed further in the section Key

Issues.

Insurance agencies (whether public or private) normally

pay for health services using activity-related measures such as

fee-for-service and case payment. The risk, especially with

High-income: OECD countries High-income: non-OECD countries

 Upper-middle-income countries Lower-middle-income countries

Low-income countries

Figure 2 Out-of-pocket expenditure as a percentage of total health expenditure by country income group. Data presented by Gapminder; circles
represent country data from the WHO such that the size represents out-of-pocket expenditure as a percentage of total health expenditure, and the
color represents an income group based on World Bank classification. To see an animated map showing the evolution of data over time, click on
the map to visit Gapminder. Reproduced from Gapminder. Available at: http://www.gapminder.org/data/ (accessed 30.05.12).
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fee-for-service payment, is that it encourages an unnecessary

expansion in the volume of services and a subsequent increase

in expenditure. For example, the fee-for-service payment sys-

tem has been associated with a rapid increase in expenditure

in Thailand (for the Civil Service Medical Benefit Scheme),

South Africa (for private insurers), and Taiwan and South

Korea (both associated with the implementation of universal

health care coverage based on social health insurance). Such

cost inflation has encouraged the introduction of payment

methods, which do better at containing increases in expend-

iture. In 2002, the South Korean health system introduced a

voluntary prospective payment method for inpatient care

based on diagnosis-related groups, resulting in costs of care

decreasing by an average of 8.3% in participating health fa-

cilities. Reform of the payment system, however, has not been

comprehensive as plans to mandate the method were pre-

vented by physician opposition. Thailand, in contrast, draw-

ing on its own experience as well as that of other countries in

the region, has had a very successful experience of payment

reform with its universal coverage scheme. This pays for

inpatient care based on diagnosis-related groups within a

global budget and for outpatient care based on capitation

payment. This has been relatively successful in extending fi-

nancial protection while restraining costs: public health ex-

penditure has increased steadily to compensate for increasing

levels of utilization, but so far, the share of gross domestic

product going to the health sector has not increased.

Household direct payments for care are made in response

to fee schedules of providers. Although publicly levied fees

may be quite simple in structure (e.g., a flat registration fee),

private fees may be per item, with drugs charged separately

and often with quite substantial markups. Indeed, practices in

the procurement, prescribing and dispensing, and pricing of

medicines account for three of the top ten causes of ineffi-

ciency identified by WHO in the 2010 World Health Report. In

particular, drug dispensing is a major source of inefficiency

when linked to prescribing functions as it can represent a

significant source of income for private providers (and even

public providers) – unofficial estimates indicate up to a 50%

profit from drug charges in Taiwan. In response, some coun-

tries have sought to break the link between drug prescribing

and provider income, a measure adopted some time ago in the

rich world. These reforms have often been vehemently op-

posed with varying government responses and impact on ex-

penditure. For example, Taiwan’s 2002 reforms to separate

purchasing and dispensing functions were met with strong

resistance and a series of protests by the medical profession.

To facilitate implementation of the policy, exceptions were

made (e.g., rights to dispense were granted to clinics with on-

site pharmacists). Such concessions dampened the impact

on containment of total health expenditure, although it was

successful in reducing drug expenditure. South Korea adopted

a different, more rigorous approach in its 2000 pharma-

ceutical payment reform, breaking the link between pre-

scribing and dispensing, removing all financial incentives, and

eliminating profits earned by physicians from drugs. In re-

action, however, physicians’ fees increased by up to 44% and a

greater proportion of brand-name drugs were prescribed.

Different payment methods thus provide different in-

centives to health providers and their implementation can

sometimes have unexpected effects. Countries need to decide

which arrangements to use for purchasing health services.

These decisions will affect the efficiency, equity, and quality of

services provided. For example, fee-for-service can not only

Table 2 Kakwani indices for select African and Asian countries

Direct
taxes

Indirect
taxes

General
taxes

Mandatory
insurance

Total
public

Private
insurance

Direct
payments

Total
private

Total
payments

Asian countries
Bangladesh 0.55 0.11 – – – – 0.22 – 0.21
China 0.15 0.04 – 0.24 – – � 0.02 – 0.04
Hong Kong SAR 0.39 0.11 – – – 0.04 0.01 – 0.17
Indonesia 0.20 0.07 – 0.31 – – 0.18 – 0.17
Japan 0.10 � 0.22 – � 0.04 – – � 0.27 – � 0.07
Korea, Rep 0.27 0.04 – � 0.16 – – 0.01 – � 0.02
Kyrgyz, Rep 0.24 0.05 – 0.14 – – � 0.05 – 0.01
Nepal 0.14 0.11 – – – – 0.05 – 0.06
Philippines 0.38 0.00 – 0.21 – 0.12 0.14 – 0.16
Sri Lanka 0.57 � 0.01 – – – With direct

payments
0.07 – 0.09

Taiwan 0.26 0.03 – � 0.03 – 0.20 � 0.10 – � 0.01
Thailand 0.51 0.18 – 0.18 – 0.00 0.09 – 0.20

African countries
Tanzania 0.48 0.07 0.18 0.42 0.18 � 0.49 � 0.08 � 0.08 0.05
South Africa 0.04 � 0.02 0.01 – 0.01 0.14 � 0.04 0.06 0.07
Ghana 0.20 0.06 0.10 0.26 0.14 � 0.31 � 0.07 � 0.07 0.07

Note: The Kakwani index compares the distribution of health care payments across income groups such that a negative index indicates regressivity and a positive index indicates

progressivity.

Source: Reprinted from Mills, A., Ataguba, J. E., Akazili, J., et al. (2012). Equity in financing and use of health care in Ghana, South Africa, and Tanzania: Implications for paths to

universal coverage. Lancet 380, 126–133.. doi:10.1016/S0140-6736(12)60357-2; table includes Asian data drawn from O’Donnell, O., van Doorslaer, E., Rannan-Eliya, R. P., et al.

(2008). Who pays for health care in Asia? Journal of Health Economics 27, 460–475.
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promote responsiveness and productivity but also can lead to

inefficiency through supplier-induced demand and cost es-

calation; capitation and case-based payment can promote

efficiency and affordability but may be problematic for qual-

ity. The performance of payment systems are determined by

the incentives set and how much is being paid, what is being

paid for, and who is being paid. In addition, in contexts where

capacity to monitor is weak and data limited, there is greater

risk of fraud and greater difficulty in fine-tuning payment

systems to get the desired results.

Who are the Health Service Providers?

As countries grow richer, a greater share of total health ex-

penditure is publicly financed, as discussed in the Section

How are Health Services Financed?, and hence a greater pro-

portion of health care provision is formally organized. The

poorer the country, the greater the diversity of types of pro-

vider and greater the fragmentation of health services. In

general, health service providers can be categorized into seven

main groups:

• Government health services for the general public.

• Services run by social health insurance agencies (in coun-

tries where they are direct service providers).

• Services run by nongovernment organizations (NGOs)

including church organizations.

• Occupational health service providers, both government

(e.g., army) and private (e.g., mines and plantations).

• Private for-profit allopathic providers, both individuals and

facilities.

• Traditional medicine providers ranging from the more

formal (e.g., Ayurveda) to the somewhat less formal (e.g.,

traditional healers).

• Informal providers such as drug peddlers and unqualified

providers (e.g., known as quacks in India).

Data on health providers are much more limited than on

health financing. In particular, data on private provision are

especially scanty, making it difficult to quantify the relative

share of public and private provisions. The 2006 World Health

Report stated that approximately 70% of physicians and

50% of other health workers cited their employment as within

the public sector; however, the report pointed out that the

actual distribution in the public sector is likely to be much

lower as the data tend to reflect the health worker’s primary

employer rather than their main source of income, which in

low- and middle-income countries can be significantly higher

in the private sector. Evidence on health worker income

from Ethiopia and Zambia underscores that the private sector

offers much higher remuneration than in the public sector

(Figure 3).

Data on utilization patterns can provide additional infor-

mation on public and private health service providers. Figures

4(a) and (b) show the relative importance of the two sectors

in providing health care to women and children in 25 low-

income countries. Although there were high levels of variation

across individual countries, the use of public health service

providers more than half of the time was reported in only four

of the countries for deliveries and in only seven of the coun-

tries for child fever/cough. In general, adults, especially men,

tend to use private facilities more than children, and the

probability of using public facilities is higher for inpatient

than outpatient care. For example, other cross-country ana-

lyses have found that public hospitals account for 73% of

inpatient stays in 39 low- and lower-middle-income countries.

The distribution of health expenditures can also give an

indication of balance of service provision. With regards to the

level of care, hospitals account for approximately 60% of

government health expenditures with tertiary hospitals ab-

sorbing as much as 45–69%. Such high levels raise efficiency

concerns as hospital care tends not to be the most cost-

effective when primary care coverage is incomplete. Indeed,

inappropriate hospital admissions and excessive lengths of

stay, as well as inappropriate hospital size, represent two of

WHO’s top 10 sources of health care inefficiency. The distri-

bution of Official Development Assistance (ODA) for health

indicates the priorities of donors: 40% of 2010 ODA dis-

bursement went to providing HIV care and 19% to controlling

infectious diseases with only 15% to basic health care and

infrastructure (Figure 5).

Table 3 and Figures 6(a) and (b) provide data on various

other dimensions of health service provision across income

groups and regions. These show the relative lack of available

service inputs and much lower coverage rates of essential

interventions in low- and lower-middle-income countries – all

of which carry implications for the equity and efficiency of

service provision in developing countries. For example, low-

income countries have five times fewer physicians per 10 000

individuals and approximately 50% fewer births attended by

skilled health personnel and 16% lower coverage of child

immunizations when compared to high-income countries. At

the regional level, Sub-Saharan Africa has 30 times fewer
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Figure 3 Average annual salaries for health providers in Zambia in
2004. Reproduced from McCoy, D., Bennett, S., Witter, S. et al.
(2008). Salaries and incomes of health workers in sub-Saharan
Africa. Lancet 371, 675–681.
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physicians per 10 000 individuals and approximately 45%

fewer births attended by skilled health personnel and 19%

lower coverage of child immunizations when compared to

Europe and Central Asia. The health worker shortage in these

countries means the insufficient number of providers cannot

adequately deliver the care needed in countries with major

disease burdens. In the public sector, the mix of doctors and

nurses and ratio of health providers to patients are sub-

optimal, with health workers frequently facing an over-

whelming workload and hence delivering low quality of care.

It is often for these reasons that the poor seek care in private

facilities, which tend to be better staffed and provide more

responsive care but often at a higher cost and not necessarily

greater effectiveness.

There has been a long-standing debate over the relative

efficiency of public and private providers, with claims that

private providers are more efficient. However, evidence to

support this is scanty and suffers from difficulties in stand-

ardizing for type of patients and service models. For example,

a study of the provision of primary care in South Africa by

various forms of providers (i.e., public clinics, private general

practitioners (GPs) contracted to provide free care for poor
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Figure 4 (a) Mothers giving birth in public or private facilities (%); (b) Children treated for fever/cough in public or private facilities (%): Data
obtained from 2001 to 2006 demographic and health surveys (DHS). Public sector means health facilities and providers affiliated with the
government. Private sector means formal private (e.g., commercial; for-profit hospitals, clinics, or pharmacies; facilities or providers that belong
to NGOs or missions) and informal (e.g., traditional healers, drug peddlers or vendors, and shops as well as care provided by friends and
relatives and other unspecified providers). Reproduced from Limwattananon (2008). Private–public mix in health care for women and children in
low-income countries: an analysis of DHS. Thailand: International Health Policy Program.
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patients, private GPs practicing privately, a private clinic chain,

and company clinic) found that two of the private sector

models were delivering services at comparable cost to the

public sector – the contracted GP model and clinic chain.

However, the two other private sector models (i.e., in-

dependent GPs and company clinic) were delivering services

at much higher cost, demonstrating the importance of exam-

ining the private sector model by model. Contextual influ-

ences, such as payment methods, practice styles, and

traditions, also affect performance. Regardless of the type of

ownership, investing resources in more efficient providers can

result in substantial savings and a great potential to provide

more health services within a fixed budget. In Namibia, sav-

ings from reducing hospital inefficiency could construct 50

clinics and, in South Africa, represent three times the value of

user fee revenue.

Another major deficiency is strong evidence on the quality

of health services. However, evidence is sufficient to confirm

that quality in both public and private sectors is poor, with the

private sector tending to perform better in drug availability

and aspects of delivery of care, including responsiveness

and effort, and possibly being more client orientated. In the

case of the South African study referred to above, public clinics

tended to offer better technical quality of care than private

facilities, but quality as perceived by users was lower due to

more crowded facilities and less responsive staff. But there is

enormous variation. Many countries, for example, include at

one end of the spectrum public and private hospitals offering

care of international levels of quality, whereas at the other

end of the spectrum are unlicensed and unqualified providers

selling drugs, which should be prescription only. Arrange-

ments may be agreed between hospitals and diagnostic

laboratories, for example, to refer patients in return for a fee,

and regulators may not be independent of the facilities they

regulate.

There has been persistent criticism that the use of public

services in low- and middle-income countries is inequitable,

in that richer groups benefit more than poorer groups. A re-

cent in-depth study of benefit incidence (and financing inci-

dence) in Ghana, South Africa, and Tanzania confirmed this

with respect to Ghana and South Africa, although public

sector and faith-based organizations’ health service benefits in

Tanzania were more evenly distributed across the population.

Inclusion of private sector services in this benefit incidence

Basic health care 
and infrastructure

(15%)

Basic nutrition
(2%)

Infectious 
disease control 

(including malaria
 and tuberculosis)

(19%)

STD control 
including 
HIV/AIDS

(40%)

Reproductive 
health care
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planning)
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Health policy
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Health personnel 
development
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Other health
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Figure 5 Distribution of 2010 ODA to health in low- and middle-
income countries. STD, sexually transmitted diseases. Reproduced
from OECD Creditor Reporting System. Available at: http://
stats.oecd.org/Index.aspxdatasetcode=CRS1 (accessed 30.04.12).

Table 3 Health service inputs and immunization coverage levels by country income group and by region

Physicians
(density per
10 000)

Nurses (density
per 10 000)

Hospital beds
(per 10 000)

Births attended
by skilled health
personnel (%)

MCV
immunization
coverage
among 1-year-
olds (%)

DTP3
immunization
coverage
among 1-year-
olds (%)

Income group
LICs 5.8 13.4 44.5 46.1 77.7 79.3
LMICs 8.7 27.6 28.3 60.7 79.8 78.6
UMICs 15.6 17.1 39.2 96.5 96.1 95.8
HICs 28.5 91.2 57.3 99.4 93.4 95.4

Geographical region
East Asia and

Pacific
14.2 13.8 39.1 92.6 95.3 94.2

Europe and Central
Asia

26.8 73.2 55.2 99.5 96.2 95.2

Latin America and
Caribbean

17.2 9.2 15.2 93.3 93.6 93.1

Middle East and
North Africa

17.4 28.1 17.1 96.2 89.3 90.2

South Asia 6.4 4.3 43.0 57.7 77.3 76.2
Sub-Saharan Africa 0.9 9.9 8.1 47.3 75.5 76.6

Abbreviations: DTP3, Diphtheria tetanus toxoid and pertussis; HICs, high-income countries; LICs, low-income countries; LMICs, lower-middle-income countries; MCV, Measles;

and UMICs, upper-middle-income countries.

Note: Input data (i.e., physicians, nurses, and hospital beds) are from 2009. Coverage data (i.e., birth attendants and immunizations) are from 2010.

Source: WHO Global Health Observatory. Available at: http://apps.who.int/gho/data/ (accessed 23.05.12). Aggregated based on the World Bank’s income and regional classification.
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analysis showed even greater disparities in the distribution of

benefits. Overall, health services benefited higher income

groups despite the greater health needs of lower income

groups. The key reasons constraining the access of poorer

groups were problems in relation to the availability, afford-

ability, and acceptability of services, particularly health care

costs, transport costs, drug stock-outs, insufficient staff num-

bers, and poor staff attitudes. Such barriers need to be ad-

dressed to change the distribution of health services and move

toward greater financial protection.

Key Issues

Financing Sources for Universal Coverage

Over the last few years, there has been growing momentum

to expand financial protection and set universal coverage as

a long-term goal. Evidence has been accumulating from

countries such as Thailand that given willingness of govern-

ments to support the health care costs of the less well off and

design features that constrain cost inflation, universal coverage

of a benefit package of reasonable size is possible even for a

lower- middle-income country. For example, Thailand

achieved universal coverage in 2001 (at a per capita income of

US$1900) by introducing a new scheme funded from general

taxation to cover the 47 million people who fell outside

the preexisting schemes for formal sector workers. Vietnam,

Philippines, and Indonesia have now adopted universal cov-

erage as a goal with a timetable for achievement. Both South

Africa and India are actively debating plans for universal

coverage.

It is clear that a mix of financing sources is needed for

progress to be made toward universal coverage – general tax

revenues are needed for those too poor to contribute; social

health insurance arrangements are of value for enrolling for-

mal sector workers; some degree of contributions from user

fees is probably inevitable because even with offer of services

free at the point of use, some people will still choose to pur-

chase their care from the private sector. The critical question,

over which there is considerable disagreement, is whether

those in the informal sector who are not the poorest – often

a very substantial number of people – should be covered

by general tax funding or enrollment in contributory

schemes (with or without government subsidy). Thailand, for

example, has chosen general tax funding; Philippines and

Indonesia have chosen to seek to extend their social health

insurance scheme on a voluntary basis to encompass the in-

formal sector; China has rolled out a massive and highly

subsidized rural voluntary insurance scheme covering 835

million people by 2011. Key issues are willingness for the share

of government funding to health to increase and the feasibility

and management costs of encouraging a high proportion of

the target population to enroll voluntarily. The latter concerns

have led to a plan in Ghana, where a national health insurance

scheme was introduced including voluntary enrollment into

district insurance schemes, to move to a ‘one time premium,’ a

largely nominal payment, thus recognizing the de facto situ-

ation that the great majority of funding for universal coverage

is coming from direct and indirect taxes.

Development Assistance for Health

As shown in the Section How are Health Services Financed?,

DAH is a substantial source of health financing in low-income

countries – reaching more than a quarter of total health

spending. Trend analysis further shows that the total amount

of DAH has substantially increased over the last two decades,

from an estimated US$5.8 billion in 1990 to US$27.7 billion

in 2011 (in 2009 US$). DAH can have a number of economic

consequences as well as political implications.

Development assistance has been criticized for fostering

donor dependency and hindering economic growth in recipient

countries. Indeed, a high reliance on external funding for health

raises concerns over the ability of the government to deliver

basic health services. Should these contributions decrease – and

some recent estimates are showing a decreasing rate of growth

of DAH flows since the global financial crisis – it would

threaten the delivery of essential health care. Any gap in health

financing would need to be covered by the government or

private funding. In low- and middle-income country settings,

where there are institutional, economic, and fiscal constraints

hampering significant government funding increases, the out-

come would most likely be higher out-of-pocket payments,

further restricting access to health services by the poor.

However, development assistance has also been promoted

as a means to empower countries to lead their own develop-

ment by providing opportunities for strengthening the role of

the state and for economic growth. Development assistance

can help to build basic health infrastructure, especially in

underserved areas or postconflict settings, which can be a

visible and important indicator of a functioning state. It may

also stimulate improved sector-level policies and strategies,

especially when development assistance is channeled through

mechanisms such as Sector-Wide Approaches (SWAps).

There has been controversy over whether DAH displaces

domestic spending on health. A recent statistical analysis of

expenditure data over the period 1995–2006 suggested that for

every US$1 of DAH to governments, there was a decrease in

government health expenditures by US$0.43–1.14. The analysis

further found that when DAH was given to the nongovern-

mental sector, government health expenditures increased by

US$0.58–1.72. However, the evidence for displacement is still

inconclusive, not least because of data limitations. Data at the

country level, especially in low-income countries, are often

missing and estimates frequently vary across institutions (e.g.,

the degree of correlation between the WHO and International

Monetary Fund estimates for government health expenditure is

only 65%). In addition, the probability and extent of dis-

placement is likely to vary greatly across countries. For example,

in response to increases in DAH, the Democratic Republic of

Congo appears to have decreased its domestic health spending

by more than 30%, whereas its neighbor, the Central African

Republic, increased spending by more than 30%. Factors spe-

cific to individual countries, such as donor behavior and do-

mestic policy choices, are likely to be influential. Thus, firm

conclusions cannot be drawn, and it is imperative to under-

stand not only whether such effects are occurring but also why.

Moreover, the debate underlines the need to understand

broader issues such as how domestic spending responds to the

volume and type of development assistance.
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Additional issues relate to other aspects of the effectiveness

of aid. There has been very long-standing concern that health

aid flows through far too many channels, is fragmented and

excessively tied to specific short-term projects rather than longer

term programs and strategies, and is unpredictable. For ex-

ample, the change in flows of funds from 1 year to the next can

create difficulties in implementing sustainable health programs

in recipient countries. The volatility in aid given to health over

time is shown in time series data presented by Gapminder

(hyperlink embedded in Figure 7). Furthermore, the individual

reporting requirements of numerous development partners put

pressure on already weak financing systems in recipient coun-

tries. All of these concerns are reflected in harmonization and

alignment principles agreed in the Paris Declaration on Aid

Effectiveness and subsequent Accra Agenda for Action. How-

ever, much remains to be done. For example, the proportion of

ODA to maternal, newborn, and child health, which flows to

projects (rather than sector-wide support, for example), has

consistently stayed approximately 90% over the 2003–10 per-

iod. Various joint donor funding arrangements have sought to

coordinate donor support, but many funding flows remain

outside coordination mechanisms.

Results-Based Financing to Users and Providers

Results-based financing has recently attracted much attention as

a way of implementing agreed priorities through stimulating

demand, purchasing services, and encouraging improved

health worker productivity and service quality. It is defined as

‘a national-level tool for increasing the quantity and quality

of health services used or provided based on cash or in-kind

payments to providers, payers, and consumers after pre-

determined health results (outputs or outcomes) have been

achieved’ (http://www.rbfhealth.org/rbfhealth/about). It is a

generic term for a number of different approaches, including:

• Provision of vouchers to enable individuals or households

to obtain health care.

• Payment of cash to households conditional on use of

specific services and other sorts of financial transfers, for

example, to cover transport cost.

• Payment of financial incentives to providers (individual

health workers, facilities, or organizations) to supply cer-

tain types of services or reach certain quantity or quality

targets.

• Agreeing contracts for services with associated performance

targets.

• Output-based aid where provision of aid is conditional on

achievement of certain targets, such as a minimum im-

munization coverage level.

Interest in such approaches has grown rapidly over the last

few years, with dedicated funding for such projects being

provided by the World Bank and bilateral aid agencies. Re-

sults-based financing has been introduced in a number of
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developing countries, particularly in the Latin America and

South Asia regions, and frequently for maternal and child

health interventions. Although positive results have been re-

ported in several schemes, reliable evidence on effectiveness,

especially in low-income countries, is still fairly sparse. There

is a gap in understanding how such mechanisms can improve

performance and what are the necessary factors to ensure in-

tended effects, and there is virtually no evidence on the cost-

effectiveness of such approaches relative to other ways of im-

proving provision of services and increasing the uptake of

health care.

Proponents of results-based financing point to available

evidence suggesting that such incentives have positively influ-

enced various levels of the system – recipients of health care

(individuals and households), providers of health care and fa-

cilities, as well as resulted in positive outcomes including higher

coverage of key interventions, better service quality, increased

efficiency, and/or improved health outcomes. Rwanda has often

been cited as an example for its pay-for-performance scheme,

and reports often identify increases in uptake of maternal and

child health interventions. However, results-based financing

may also increase inequities and produce undesirable effects

(e.g., reducing the intrinsic motivation of health workers,

gaming, cherry picking, neglect of other activities, and cor-

ruption). The effectiveness of performance contracts with the

private sector has also been questioned as, while there is evi-

dence they have improved access to services, little is known

about its impact on the equity, efficiency, and quality of care of

the wider health system. Finally, output-based aid can not only

accelerate achievement of health targets but has also been

criticized for being too narrow and short term in focus. The

varied results are a function of the range of results-based

financing instruments, their individual design, and implemen-

tation in diverse country contexts. Scheme design should be

based on an understanding of the underlying problems the

scheme is intended to address and on the country context (e.g.,

taking into account local managerial capacity), and perform-

ance indicators must be aligned with the goals of the health

system. The impact of results-based financing also depends

critically on the ability to implement the scheme effectively and

monitor performance.

More broadly, results-based financing is not only argued to

improve accountability (allowing for regular reviews of per-

formance) and increase equity (in targeting certain population

groups) and efficiency (in improving performance) but it also

raises questions over the degree of involvement of donors in

scheme initiation, design and implementation, and the sustain-

ability of such arrangements beyond the initial donor funding.

The Role of Private Sector Agencies

Concern about the capacity and performance of governments

in both low- and middle-income countries has led to con-

siderable interest in how private sector agencies may perform

some roles traditionally assigned to the state. Such roles may

include:

• The provision of private insurance.

• The administration of insurance arrangements on behalf of

the state.

• The management of drug distribution systems and other

elements of public health service management.

• The provision of services.

Debates about private insurance mirror those in high-in-

come countries – namely that it is likely to be neither an

efficient nor equitable way of providing financial protection to

significant numbers of people. Moreover, there are few coun-

tries, which have any sizeable private health insurance sector,

given the very limited market of those who can afford to pay.

The main potential role is to provide additional cover, to re-

lieve the public health system of the pressure to cater for the

highest income group.

A different role for private insurers is to administer state-

sponsored financing arrangements. For example in India,

the Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana scheme, launched in

2008, targets households below the poverty line. Parastatal

and private insurers bid to administer the scheme, which in-

volves receiving a fixed sum of public money per household

recruited to the scheme, providing them with a smart card,

which is both the evidence of membership and records health

care costs up to the allowable maximum per year, signing

up hospitals to provide care, and managing payment ar-

rangements. There is annual retendering of the contract, with

competition focusing on the fixed sum per household that

is requested. This design has permitted very rapid roll out of

the scheme across India, with 40 million people covered by

2012. Concerns have focused on low rates of utilization of

care by members in some states (hence increasing the

profits for the company), fraudulent claims by providers,

and in some states incremental creep year by year in the

capitation sum.

The management strengths in the private sector have also

been drawn on in other areas of health system management.

For example, South Africa, which has some considerable pri-

vate sector capacity, has experience of contracting out drug

distribution to hospitals and clinics and also of contracting a

private company to manage public hospitals. Evaluations of

such arrangements have identified issues similar to those

found in high-income countries – the challenges of managing

the principal–agent relationship; difficulties of specifying

contracts for clinical care; and difficulties public agencies can

face in managing contracts well.

Private agencies can play two main roles in service pro-

vision. Private providers can directly be contracted to provide

services on behalf of the state. Most experience of this model

comes from contracts with NGOs, both the international

NGOs and indigenous ones, and there is evidence that NGOs

working under contract and managing district services have

increased service delivery in underserved areas. A second ap-

proach is to use a variety of means to improve the quality and

reduce the cost of the less formal part of the private sector that

is extensively used by poorer groups. Approaches such as ac-

creditation of clinics, franchizing outlets to provide contra-

ception and sexually transmitted diseases treatment, and

training of drug sellers can work successfully, although ex-

perience is very varied and most approaches have been tried

only on a very small scale.

Effective engagement with the private sector is important,

but a strong public primary care system has been shown to be
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critical in bringing health services to communities and im-

proving health outcomes. For example, the experiences of

Ethiopia and Bangladesh in investing in human resources and

innovative delivery methods in the public system have resulted

in wide reaching and effective primary health care systems

(see videos at http://ghlc.lshtm.ac.uk).

Conclusions

This article has covered a very wide canvas in terms of both

countries and issues. Echoes are apparent with many of the

issues facing high-income countries – the best mix of finan-

cing sources, role of out-of-pocket payments, best ways to pay

providers, desirability of incentive-based arrangements, and

relative roles of public and private sectors. However, the

context of low- and middle-income countries means that

policy lessons from high-income countries do not necessarily

transfer well to all low- and middle-income country settings.

Key features that affect the relevance of policies include the

very widespread poverty; high proportion of the population in

the informal sector; relative weakness of political; and social

institutions including governance structures; limited manage-

ment capacity in the public sector, and vulnerability to influ-

ence by agencies external to the country. Numerous studies

show that the detailed ways in which policy reforms are de-

signed and implemented in particular contexts play a key role

in how they perform, alerting us to the need to be wary of

seeking global solutions to health system challenges.

See also: Development Assistance in Health, Economics of. Global
Health Initiatives and Financing for Health. Health Microinsurance
Programs in Developing Countries
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Glossary
Demographic transition Reduction in mortality and

fertility rates experienced by most countries in a certain

stage of their development process; it is first accompanied

by accelerated population growth, then followed by

declining rates of population growth.

Epidemiological transition Process of change in the

causes of death that accompany the reduction in mortality

observed during the demographic transition, from

infectious diseases to other causes of death; it is also

accompanied by a change in the age distribution of

mortality, from early to older ages.

Germ theory Theory according to which certain diseases

are caused by microorganisms; became widely accepted

starting in the end of the nineteenth century.

Life expectancy Expected years of life if an individual were

subject to the age-specific mortality rates observed at a point

in time.

Malthusian mechanism/Malthusian response The

Malthusian view of population behavior predicts that, in

response to improvements in economic conditions,

population growth is increased; population expansion, in

turn, leads to a deterioration in living standards – through

reduced availability of land per capita, wars, and disease –

bringing economic conditions back to their original level;

in the Malthusian mechanism, population expansions

always perform the necessary adjustment, leaving no room

for long-run improvements in living standards.

Introduction

Until the seventeenth century, world population behavior was

governed by a straightforward Malthusian mechanism: spor-

adic technical advances and favorable climatic conditions re-

duced mortality via relaxation of the constraints imposed by

the supply of goods; these would then lead to increased

population, which would then reverse the movement, bring-

ing standards of living back to the limits of simple repro-

duction. Mortality rates had great variability with no clear

trend and, by the Year 1600, life expectancy was probably

about the same as it had been 2000 years before. These Mal-

thusian responses following positive permanent shocks ex-

plain a timid but persistent population growth, despite the

trendless behaviors of mortality and fertility rates.

This pattern started to break down for some Western

European and Scandinavian countries in the eighteenth cen-

tury. Mortality rates fell (life expectancies increased) without

any indication that a countervailing Malthusian mechanism

was at work. Population growth for these countries increased,

reaching a peak in the mid-nineteenth century, after which, as

a consequence of fertility declines, growth rates started coming

down. This pattern was followed closely by, among others, the

United States and Canada and, by the beginning of the

twentieth century, this group of countries had populations

larger than they ever had before, together with health and life

expectancy levels unprecedented in human history.

This transformation marked the onset of the demographic

transition and was an essential part of the process of economic

development that continued spreading unabated through

most of the world until today. See article by Ebenstein in the

same section of the Encyclopedia for a longer discussion of the

demographic transition. This revolution, however, took some

time to reach the developing countries. It was only after World

War I that mortality levels began to decline in the poorer

regions of the world. Nevertheless, in these areas, the process

took place at a much faster pace and at much lower income

levels than it had in Europe and North America. Renewed and

persistent mortality reductions throughout most developing

regions after World War II changed the face of human societies

and led to the population explosion observed during the

twentieth century.

These health improvements played a central role in the

history of population growth. A strand of theoretical literature

also argues that they were a potentially important force de-

termining the reductions in fertility observed at later stages of

the demographic transition, as well as the increases in human

capital and growth registered thereafter. Nonetheless, the

precise causes of the improvements in health and reductions

in mortality in the developing world are not yet entirely

understood.

In this article, the available evidence on the determinants

of health and mortality in developing countries is reviewed.

The next Section Patterns of Health and Mortality starts with a

discussion of some historical patterns and aggregate studies.

Following that, the results from a vast array of studies ana-

lyzing various dimensions of potential determinants of health

and mortality are summarized. Finally, the Section Discussion

concludes with a synthesis of what is known up to now and

some general remarks.

Patterns of Health and Mortality

Perhaps the most striking feature of the improvements in health

in the developing world is how they became increasingly

dissociated from gains in income or overall improvements in

individual living conditions. This is most clearly seen in the so-

called Preston curve, which portrays the relationship between

income per capita and life expectancy across countries. Figure 1
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reproduces this curve for the years 1960, 1990, and 2000. There

is a positive correlation – close to logarithmic – between in-

come per capita and life expectancy at each point in time. But

this relationship has been shifting since the beginning of the

twentieth century. This pattern was first noticed by Samuel

Preston, who compared data between 1930 and 1960, and has

persisted through several decades. In other words, countries at a

given income level in 2000 experienced much higher life ex-

pectancies than countries at comparable income levels in 1960.

From a historical perspective, this amounts to saying that a

significant fraction of the gains in life expectancy over the last

century were unrelated to changes in income.

In addition, these gains have been particularly strong for

countries at lower income levels. This pattern led to reductions

in life expectancy inequality in the postwar period: by any

measure, inequality in life expectancy declined substantially

after 1960, apart from a mild increase after 1990 due to the

arrival of HIV/AIDS. Despite different patterns of access to

water, sanitation, education, income, and housing in de-

veloping countries, there was a surprising stability and

homogeneity in this process of mortality reduction in the

postwar period.

The evidence also shows that the shift of the Preston curve

is not an artifact of a falling price of food and improved nu-

trition at constant levels of income. Preston classifies countries

in different nutrition and income brackets and compares data

from 1940 and 1970. He shows that life expectancy gains took

place at constant levels of income and nutrition. Even for the

lowest nutrition group (o2100 cal daily), he identifies an in-

crease of 10 years in life expectancy at birth.

Figure 2 shows the same pattern. At constant levels

of income, nutrition does seem to have improved slightly

between 1960 and 2000. This may be the result of tech-

nological improvements and declines in the relative price

of food. Nevertheless, it is far from enough to explain the shift

in the income–life expectancy profile: the cross-sectional

relationship between nutrition and life expectancy at birth

shifted in much the same way as the cross-sectional relation-

ship between income and life expectancy. Between 1960 and

1990, at constant nutritional levels, life expectancy at birth

rose by as much as 8 years. In a cross-country econometric

analysis relating life expectancy improvements to income and

caloric consumption, Preston concludes that approximately

50% of the changes in life expectancy between 1940 and 1970

were due to ‘structural factors,’ unrelated to economic devel-

opment or nutrition. Other research finds similar results for

the period between 1960 and 2000.

The evidence also suggests that this is not an artificial result

due to aggregation and within country changes in the distri-

butions of these variables. In the case of Brazil, for example,

municipality-level data between 1970 and 2000 show a within

country shift in the cross-sectional relationship between in-

come and life expectancy that is similar to that observed across

countries. At constant levels of income, life expectancy typi-

cally rose by more than 5 years, meaning that at least 55% of

the improvements in life expectancy in Brazil during these 30

years seemed to be unrelated to gains in income per capita.

Similar evidence is also available for Mexican states.

Analogous conclusions were generated by other studies in

very different settings. Mortality changes in Latin America

between 1950 and 1990 show that mortality does respond to

short-term economic crisis but that these responses are very

small and quantitatively irrelevant when compared with his-

torical changes (though morbidity changes may be substan-

tial). The classic concept of ‘mortality breakthroughs’ itself was

based on historical experiences of improvements in health

that were not related to growth in income per capita. Several

other researchers present various arguments and evidence in-

dicating that the relationship between income, nutrition, and

mortality is far from enough to explain the improvements in

health and life expectancy observed during the twentieth

century.

1960: Life = −37.9 + 11.7*ln(inc)

2000: Life = −17.3 + 9.6*ln(inc) 
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Figure 1 The changing relationship between income and life expectancy; 1960, 1990, and 2000 (Soares, 2007a).
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The question remains, therefore, as to what were the factors

that determined these improvements in health, mostly in-

dependently of individual standards of living. Further insight

in this matter can be obtained by looking into the profile of

changes in the distribution of mortality by age and cause

of death. This pattern of changes in the age and cause-

distribution of mortality is usually referred to as the ‘epi-

demiological transition,’ a term first coined by Abdel Omran.

It describes the process of change in leading causes of death,

from infectious diseases to chronic nontransmissible diseases,

that takes place as mortality reductions progress. There is also

an accompanying shift in the age distribution of deaths, from

younger to older ages, until child and infant mortalities con-

verge to close to zero.

There is a wealth of information on the epidemiological

transition experience of some developed countries. For the

nineteenth century US, for example, infectious diseases were

responsible for 45% of all deaths between the ages 0 and

4 years, with birth-related and childhood diseases accounting

for an additional 30%. Improvements in the period were

driven mainly by the acceptance of the germ theory, leading to

the boiling of milk and sterilization of bottles, hand washing,

isolation of the sick, etc. During the first half of the twentieth

century, infectious diseases were still the leading cause of

death, and nutrition and public-health infrastructure were the

main determinants of improvements in health (reduced

deaths from infectious diseases were responsible for three-

quarters of the gains in life expectancy in the period). Between

1940 and 1960, infectious diseases continued to play a role,

but medical innovations (antibiotics) became increasingly

more important (health improvements concentrated on dis-

eases for which new drugs became available). Finally, after
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1960, mortality reductions shifted toward more sophisticated

and technologically intensive medical advances, concentrated

at old ages and on conditions such as heart and circulatory

diseases.

The historical evidence from England shows a similar

pattern. A relatively small number of infectious diseases ac-

count for the entire improvement in life expectancy observed

in England and Wales between 1837 and 1900. Some inter-

pretations argue that changes in nutrition were the main de-

terminant of changes in susceptibility to these diseases, but

others give more credit to public policy (mainly sanitary re-

forms, perhaps responsible for 25% of the reductions in

mortality in the period). Infectious diseases accounted for

68% of the overall reductions in mortality in England up to

the 1950s.

A similar path was followed by developing countries in the

second half of the twentieth century. Preston was the first to try

to map the reductions in mortality in the developing world

between 1900 and 1970 into different causes of death. Table 1

presents the approximate fraction of mortality reductions in

less-developed countries accounted for by different diseases.

Preston argues that preventive measures associated with pub-

lic-health programs and infrastructure were probably the main

determinants of the changes portrayed in the table (apart from

the case of influenza, pneumonia, and bronchitis). Large-scale

immunization, cleaning of water systems, and sewage disposal

are examples of changes that took place in several less-

developed countries throughout the period. This interpretation

would suggest that approximately 50% of the life expectancy

gains in the period were unrelated to simple improvements in

material conditions.

Evidence for Latin America between 1955 and 1973 sug-

gests that dimensions unrelated to living standards were more

important in regions where malaria was endemic, and where

other infectious diseases were more prevalent. According to

this view, approximately 55% of the reductions in mortality

would be attributable to factors not directly linked to im-

provements in living conditions.

The discussion from the previous paragraphs hints at a

relationship between mortality by cause of death and available

methods of prevention and treatment. Similarly, mortality by

cause of death is intimately linked to mortality by age, and to

the stage of a specific society in the process of epidemiological

transition. At a given historical moment, both of these are

associated with the health technologies available and em-

ployed in each particular case. For these reasons, the historical

profile observed in developed countries is analogous to the

cross-country gradient observed in the postwar period.

Table 1 Diseases responsible for mortality declines in less developed countries (LDCs) and methods that have been used against them,
1900–70

Dominant mode of
transmission

Diseases Approximate % of
morality decline in
LDCs, accounted for
by disease

Principal methods of prevention
deployed

Principal methods of
treatment deployed

Airborne Influenza/pneumonia/
bronchitis

30 Antibiotics

Respiratory
tuberculosis

10 Immunization; identification and
isolation

Chemotherapy

Smallpox 2 Immunization Chemotherapy
Measles 1 Immunization Antibiotics
Diphteria/whoopinh

cough
2 Immunization Antibiotics

Subtotal 45

Water, food, and
fecesborne

Diarrhea, enteritis,
gastroenteritis

7 Purification and increased
supply of water; sewage
disposal; personal sanitation

Rehydration

Typhoid 1 Purification and increased
supply of water; sewage
disposal; personal sanitation,
partially effective vaccine

Rehydration,
antibiotics

Cholera 1 Purification and increased
supply of water; sewage
disposal; personal sanitation;
partially effective vaccine;
quarantine

Rehydration

Subtotal 9

Insectborne Malaria 13–33 Insecticides, drainage,
larvicidesInsecticides, partially
effective vaccines

Quinine drugs
AntibioticsTyphus 1

Plague 1 Insecticides, rat control,
quarantine

Sub-total 15–33

Source: Preston (1975).
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Analogously, mortality reductions experienced by developing

regions in the past 40 years, for example, are very similar to

those experienced by the US in the beginning of the twentieth

century.

The pattern of cause and age-specific life expectancy gains

across different development levels between 1965 and 1995

illustrates this point. In poorer regions (Middle East and

North Africa), life expectancy gains are almost entirely con-

centrated on infectious diseases of the respiratory and digest-

ive tract, and congenital anomalies and perinatal period

conditions. As a result, 90% of the mortality reductions are

concentrated at younger ages. As the development level in-

creases, mortality shifts continuously from early to old ages

(following, in sequence, Latin America and the Caribbean,

East Asia and the Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, and North

America). For the most developed regions, 60% of the life

expectancy gains are due to heart and circulatory diseases and

nervous systems and senses organs conditions, all concen-

trated in old ages.

Historical trends and cross-country profiles within coun-

tries suggest a specific process of health improvements and

mortality reductions. This process mimics the movement of a

country through the different stages of the epidemiological

transition. Still, there is no consensus as to the specific factors

that determined these improvements in health in each

different circumstance. In the next Section Evidence on De-

terminants of Health Improvements, to shed some light on

the issue, the evidence on the determinants of mortality

reductions in specific contexts is discussed.

Evidence on Determinants of Health Improvements

The evidence discussed in the Section Patterns of Health and

Mortality suggests that ‘structural factors,’ not directly related

to economic development, were responsible for a substantial

fraction of the recent reductions in mortality in developing

countries. Substantial reductions in mortality were observed at

very low income levels and with minimal expenditures on

health, so it is believed that diffusion of new technologies

must have played a role.

New technologies may come into play as determinants of

health through various channels. First, in some dimensions,

health is the outcome of household production (personal

hygiene, handling and preparation of food, treatment of water,

etc.). From this perspective, new technologies are incorporated

through absorption of knowledge by individuals. This is

probably particularly important at very low levels of devel-

opment (or high levels of mortality).

Second, some health technologies have a major public

good component. Ideas and knowledge are extreme examples

of this. Once the germ theory became accepted, for example,

its main implications became publicly available to all agents.

In more specific health technologies, externalities and tradi-

tional public goods are also very important (development of

new medicines, water and sewerage systems, vaccination

campaigns, environmental regulations, etc.). Sometimes im-

plementation involves large fixed costs and low marginal

costs, other times adoption depends on the outcome of a

centralized political process. Changes are, to a great extent,

outside the control of any individual agent in society and,

given its political and technological nature, may be even

considered exogenous to the economic conditions faced by a

country.

Therefore, the diffusion of health technologies in de-

veloping countries over the last century was most likely driven

by the absorption of knowledge by agents and public pro-

vision, rather than by the same factors determining diffusion

of technologies associated with the production of private

goods. This is particularly important for changes in mortality

observed at low levels of development, when improvements

can take place even with minor expenditures on health. This

logic points to particular candidates as main determinants of

the health improvements discussed in the Section Patterns

of Health and Mortality. These are associated with diffusion of

pure nonrival and nonexcludable knowledge, public or

international interventions related to public-health infra-

structure and to particular diseases, and family and com-

munity health programs focused on health practices.

Perhaps the clearest example of the role of technology and

public good provision is the United Nations’ Expanded Pro-

gram on Immunization (EPI). The program started in 1974

with the objective of extending worldwide access to vaccines

against measles, diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, tuberculosis,

and polio, among others. In countries covered, the EPI led to

major increases in immunization rates within few years, while

infection rates dropped abruptly. Among other things, the

program led to virtual eradication of polio from the Americas

in 1994, and raised immunization for the six target diseases

from 5% of the world’s newborns in 1974 to approximately

80% in 2000.

Another example of a successful intervention against par-

ticular conditions is the case of Malaria. In Sri Lanka starting in

1945, dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) became avail-

able, leading to the elimination of mortality differentials be-

tween endemic and nonendemic areas, and to fast declines in

mortality rates. Malaria control contributed with 23% of the

observed reduction in death rates up until 1960. From 1946 to

1950, malaria is estimated to have contributed with one-third

of the total reduction in mortality. Similar results from other

malaria control programs have been documented in countries

such as Guyana, Guatemala, Mexico, Venezuela, and Mauritius.

A very important coordinated effort was the World Health

Organization (WHO) campaign launched in the 1950s to

eradicate malaria. The campaign counted on WHO’s technical

support and was partially funded by USAID and UNICEF. It

was based mostly on DDT spraying, with the objective of

breaking up the transmission of malaria for long enough so

that the pathogen would eventually die, coupled with some

medical assistance. Analyses of the experiences of Brazil, Co-

lombia, and Mexico indicate that in all three cases the cam-

paign was followed by large declines in malaria prevalence.

In Colombia, prevalence rates fell by approximately 80%.

Overall, however, for Latin America as a whole, the campaign

proved ineffective in eradicating malaria, with partial resur-

gence observed some decades after the initial intervention.

Nonetheless, even in these cases, prevalence was never again

comparable to the preintervention levels.

A view sometimes presented as a competing alternative

in the demographic literature postulates that focused
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interventions have limited effects, and that the main driver of

good health in developing countries is a set of ‘appropriate’

social and political conditions. This has been argued to be the

case, for example, in the three famous experiences of ‘break-

throughs’ in mortality reduction: Kerala (India, 1956–66), Sri

Lanka (1946–53), and Costa Rica (1970–80). These three

cases were also exceptional in their social and political en-

vironments, and in their effectiveness in providing inputs in

the areas of education, health services, and nutrition. Female

autonomy, open political systems (competition), large civil

society without rigid class structure, and national consensus

related to policies are highlighted as factors allowing the

adoption of health inputs and the absorption of new tech-

nologies. In Sri Lanka, cholera was contained in the 1870s

through quarantine measures and construction of water sys-

tems, whereas neonatal tetanus was cut down by the system-

atic use of midwives. From 1910 on, successful campaigns

against diarrhea, respiratory infections, and hookworm stres-

sed the need for public health, sanitation, and personal hy-

giene. Other important events included a malaria campaign

started immediately after the war (using DDT) and the

popularization of penicillin and sulfa (sulphonamide) drugs.

Health expenditures were never more than 1.5% of gross

domestic product, despite profound improvements in public

health. In Kerala, the mortality breakthrough took place be-

tween 1956 and 1966, when deaths from cholera and small-

pox were drastically reduced. Extensions of public-health

programs and immunization – through provision of com-

munity level services – are identified as the proximate reasons

behind these mortality reductions. Costa Rica, in turn, in-

creased expenditure on health services leading to major health

improvements between 1970 and 1980. Easy access to

community-level services – coupled with immunization

campaigns – were also identified in this case as important

factors in the reduction in infant and child mortality. The case

of Jamaica (which had life expectancy greater than 75 in 2000)

also fits well in the above logic: women were historically more

independent, schooling developed early, and there was a tra-

dition of discussion of political issues. In Jamaica, school

teachers were trained to be health educators, coaching people

on how to recognize and treat themselves against specific

diseases and vectors.

The important role of easy access to primary health care

and family planning, sometimes combined with other inter-

ventions, is highlighted in various studies. Data from 16 years

of operation of the International Centre for Diarrheal Disease

Research (Matlab Thana, Bangladesh), between 1966 and

1981, provide evidence on the effect of family planning,

tetanus vaccine, and oral rehydration therapy. The data suggest

that tetanus vaccine (given to pregnant women) reduced

newborn 4–14 day mortality by 68%. A broad program of

family planning was estimated to be responsible for a 25%

reduction in death rates, with rehydration therapy accounting

for another 9%.

The Brazilian Family Health Program, implemented in the

1990s and expanded during the 2000s, provides additional

evidence on the role of family and community based health

interventions. The program was largely based on preventive care,

but evidence shows that coverage also affected breastfeeding

and immunization, and improved maternal management of

diarrhea and respiratory infections. It was particularly effec-

tive in improving health at early ages and reducing deaths

from perinatal period conditions and infectious diseases, and

it was also associated with improved subjective assessments

of health status.

The extreme experience of reduction in maternal mortality

in Sri Lanka is also an important example. In Sri Lanka be-

tween 1946 and 1953, there was a reduction of 70% in ma-

ternal mortality rates, from 1.8% to 0.5%. This reduction is

thought to have been the consequence of changes in various

health policies associated with increased access to health

centers, midwives, and hospitals (and possibly also with

introduction of sulfa drugs and penicillin).

The historical experience of Cuba is yet another case sup-

porting the role of community and family based interventions.

US occupation of the island between 1898 and 1902 initiated

a series of sanitary reforms, culminating in the virtual elim-

ination of yellow fever, as well as reductions in mortality from

tuberculosis and other infectious and parasitic diseases. In

some cases, such as tuberculosis, health improvements seem

to have been due to better economic conditions and nutrition,

combined with the introduction of antibiotics after the 1940s.

Other infectious and parasitic diseases – such as diphtheria,

malaria, diarrhea, gastritis, and enteritis – were more directly

affected by specific sanitary and public-health measures and

efforts to teach proper infant care (supposedly accompanied

by improvements in education). Nevertheless, some re-

searchers point out that improvements in education, urban-

ization and targeted health programs occurred early in the

twentieth century, whereas a major fraction of the progress in

life expectancy was observed only long after that. Therefore,

the authors suggest that the role of easy access to primary

health care should be even larger than that initially suggested.

Also in the case of Costa Rica between 1968 and 1973,

access to medical care (proportion of births under medical

attention) had a substantial impact on child mortality. Still, as

it relates to improvements in health overtime, education, and

sanitation appear as important driving forces. One study

shows that the same trend of health improvement continued

in Costa Rica after 1970 and suggests that factors similar to

those highlighted in the previous period played a role in this

later experience. For rural India, data between 1973 and 1978

show that, together with mothers’ literacy, type of birth at-

tendant and triple vaccination were closely related to regional

variations in child mortality. Poverty and medical care received

at birth emerged as central for neonatal mortality, whereas

availability of medical facilities and immunization coverage

were the main correlates for postneonatal mortality.

Public-health infrastructure, combined with education,

also appears as an important determinant of health im-

provements in various other contexts. Sanitation and women’s

education were the most important factors determining child

mortality differences in Guatemala between 1959 and 1973.

For the case of Brazil between 1970 and 2000, education and

sanitation were also the key determinants of changes in child

mortality, whereas access to clean water, in addition to edu-

cation and sanitation, appeared as an important determinant

of life expectancy at birth.

Access to clean water, again together with women’s

education, appears as an important determinant of health
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outcomes in several papers. This is the case in the experience

of Malaysia between 1946 and 1975, where mothers’ edu-

cation and piped water were the factors most closely associ-

ated with child mortality (sanitation also appears as

marginally relevant), as well as for Brazil. In particular, data

between 1970 and 1976 have been used to track down the

effects of a program that targeted the improvement of urban

environmental conditions (PLANASA), showing that parents’

education and access to piped water were the factors most

closely related to child mortality both in 1970 and 1976 (ac-

cess to piped water explained one-fifth of regional differentials

in child mortality). Some evidence on the importance of water

quality comes from the Argentina, where researchers have

explored improvements in the quality of water provision fol-

lowing the privatization of local water companies in ap-

proximately 30% of Argentina’s municipalities. The results

show a reduction of 8% in child mortality (mostly from in-

fectious and parasitic diseases) in areas that had their water

services privatized (the reduction increases to 26% in the

poorest areas).

The evidence from the historical experience of the US also

lends support to the potential role of clean water technologies

in developing countries. It was estimated that clean water

technologies were responsible for 43% of the reductions in

mortality in major American cities during the early-twentieth

century. For infant mortality, this share is estimated to rise to

74%, whereas for typhoid fever, clean water is thought to have

led to virtual eradication.

For some other dimensions, there is no evidence available

from developing countries. In some of these cases, the his-

torical evidence from the developed world may also be in-

formative. Regarding the role of new drugs, for example, there

is evidence on the case of the introduction and diffusion of

sulfa in the US after 1937. The prevailing view from the lit-

erature is that medical innovations played a small role in US

mortality declines between 1900 and 1950, but the intro-

duction of sulfa drugs in the mid-1930s represented the de-

velopment of the first effective treatment of various bacterial

infections, including scarlet fever, puerperal sepsis, erysipelas,

pneumonia, and meningitis. The available literature suggest

that the arrival of sulfa drugs was responsible for declines of

25% in maternal mortality, 13% in mortality from pneumonia

and influenza, and 52% in mortality from scarlet fever,

amounting to between 40% and 75% of the total decline in

mortality from these causes of death during the period.

Similarly, the episodes of eradication of hookworm diseases in

the American South show how powerful the use of drugs

(deworming medicines) coupled with educational campaigns

(on how to recognize symptoms) can be. Infection rates

among children, which were approximately 40% in 1910,

dropped to nearly zero after an intervention sponsored by the

Rockefeller Sanitation Commission.

Discussion

The evidence on the determinants of mortality and health in

developing countries from the microliterature is very diverse in

nature, focus, and methodology. Still, it does reveal some re-

peated patterns.

First, interventions targeted at particular conditions (mal-

aria, tetanus, diarrhea, large-scale immunizations, etc.) have

shown sustained success in improving health and reducing

mortality. This debunks the once common argument that

narrow approaches focused on specific technologies may end

up simply increasing mortality from competing causes of

death, and not lead to sustained improvements. The evidence

suggests just the opposite: in the case of malaria and measles

eradication in Guyana, Kenya, Sri Lanka, Tanzania, and Zaire,

the implementation of targeted programs led to reductions in

mortality systematically larger than the direct reduction in the

cause of death that constituted the initial target. Reductions in

mortality from one cause of death, in reality, seem to lead

through synergistic links to reductions in mortality also from

other causes. This should be expected when one type of dis-

ease increases individuals’ susceptibility to infections and

other diseases (due to weakened immune system or reduced

capacity to absorb nutrients).

Still, family health programs and other broad-based com-

munity interventions, taking into account the scope of social

specificities of local populations, also seem potentially rele-

vant. This was the case with successful programs implemented

in Bangladesh and Brazil, and also with some dimensions of

the Jamaican experience. Disease-specific targeted inter-

ventions and broad programs focused on health practices and

the cultural context, rather than being mutually exclusive al-

ternatives to explain health improvements in the developing

world, are likely to be both relevant in explaining the diversity

of experiences observed. The ideal program in each particular

case seems to be a function of the incidence of endemic

conditions for which specific interventions are available, as

compared to the incidence of conditions that can be min-

imized through improvements in individual or collective

health practices.

Second, in relation to the role played by specific factors,

there is an overwhelming amount of suggestive evidence

pointing to the importance of education as a determinant of

child health. Part of this relationship reflects the effect of in-

come on health, but studies controlling for socioeconomic

status still found robust correlations between mother’s edu-

cation and child mortality. Irrespectively, even if taken as

causal, this relationship is not yet fully understood in the lit-

erature. Some suggest that parental education leads to more

use of medical care and sanitary precautions, better under-

standing of nutritional information, and better recognition of

serious health conditions. One study, for example, shows that

mothers’ literacy is associated with type of medical care during

birth and in the postneonatal period. Still, the effect of par-

ental schooling may be more related to modernization and

indoctrination. Schooling could be a mechanism to familiar-

ize the population with modern values, reducing resistance to

formal medical attention and medicines. A review of a vast

array of evidence concludes that educated mothers are better

informed about and more likely to use medical facilities and

other health technologies, are more likely to have their chil-

dren immunized and to have received prenatal care, and are

more likely to have their deliveries attended by trained per-

sonnel. At the same time, the social aspects in the relationship

between education and child mortality were also present:

educated mothers marry later, tend to have fewer children, and
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to invest more in each child. Overall, the following channels

linking mother’s education to child mortality were identified:

greater cleanliness, increased utilization of health services,

greater emphasis on child quality, and enhanced female

empowerment.

The role attributed to public-health infrastructure can be

analyzed through the results related to access to clean water

and sanitation. Some microstudies emphasize one of these

dimensions in detriment of the other, maybe due to the high

correlation between them, and few papers have been able to

identify independent effects of each. But many of the analyses

discussed here find a significant correlation between either

sanitation, or access to clean water, and health (in most cases,

mortality). Anecdotal evidence from Cuba and Kerala, among

others, also supports the potential importance of factors

linked to public-health infrastructure in triggering sustained

improvements in health.

From a broad perspective, the evidence does not point to

one specific factor as the main determinant of health status

and mortality in developing countries. There is strong evi-

dence on the success of targeted interventions in some con-

texts, such as malaria control, rehydration therapy, and

immunization, whereas there are also various qualitative and

quantitative studies indicating that family and community

health programs can be effective, by reducing the probability

of infections and improving health management. Finally,

there is also evidence on importance of health infrastructure,

through access to clean water and sanitation. Based on the

evidence currently available, it is still impossible to isolate the

specific role of each of these factors, or to identify their relative

importance in different contexts. These would be important

goals for future research in the area.

See also: Education and Health in Developing Economies. Fertility
and Population in Developing Countries. Global Public Goods and
Health. Infectious Disease Externalities. Nutrition, Health, and
Economic Performance. Water Supply and Sanitation
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Introduction

In most developed economies, universal health insurance

coverage is standard and healthcare is paid for using insurance

that is either mandated for those who can afford the pre-

miums or subsidized through taxes. In the US, however, in-

surance purchase was not mandated through the 2000s, and

almost 20% of the nonelderly had no coverage. People with

no or inadequate health insurance often turn to safety net

providers when they get sick.

The US does not have a formal safety net, but rather a

patchwork of providers including hospitals, federally qualified

health centers, local health departments, community health

centers, and others. Some of these providers have an explicit

mission to serve low-income, uninsured people whereas oth-

ers fulfill this role as part of broader community benefit

activities.

This article discusses the economic issues relating to safety

net providers and the lower income population for whom they

care. The most fundamental economic barrier faced by the

poor is the lack of health insurance. Beyond that, however, the

poor often live in rural areas, have language barriers, and often

suffer from chronic conditions, making this population more

difficult to treat. On the provider side, the need to remain

financially viable is often at odds with charitable missions

to care for the poor. The Affordable Care Act (ACA) of 2010

aims to make it easier for everyone to get health insurance,

removing one of the major barriers to accessing care. Safety net

providers, however, are expected to continue playing a vital

role in the provision of care to the most vulnerable.

Special Needs of Lower Income Populations

Lower income populations have a number of attributes which

can interfere with the efficient and effective delivery of

healthcare services. First and foremost, they cannot afford

adequate health insurance. They are uninsured, underinsured,

or covered by Medicaid; and thus face problems with access

and health outcomes. In addition to financial barriers, dif-

ferences between patients and their providers can interfere

with the provision of care. For lower income populations,

such barriers include race, ethnicity, and language. Immigrants

are especially prone to all three difficulties. Some groups with

special needs are more likely to be living in poverty: children,

pregnant women, and people with human immunodeficiency

virus/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS). For

the rural poor, geographic access barriers make it even harder

to access care.

Insurance Barriers

The most effective safety net may be adequate insurance. Low

income and uninsured people generally have poor access to

medical care simply because they cannot afford to pay for

services. There are areas that lack adequate primary care pro-

viders; however, more providers would be attracted to such

areas if enough people had insurance. Unfortunately, it is hard

to find affordable health insurance for those who do not work

for large employers.

Health insurance coverage is associated with better access

and better health outcomes. A lack of insurance often delays

detection and can complicate treatment. The generosity of the

insurance, measured by the physician compensation rates,

may also help get patients seen in the right setting at the right

time. Patients with insurance offering higher physician pay-

ments are less likely to go to hospitals for nonemergency

conditions and are more likely to be seen in an ambulatory

setting for conditions such as asthma and diabetes.

Even Medicaid, which generally pays providers much less

than Medicare or commercial insurers, has improved its access

to care for the poor. Although it would seem that expansions

to Medicaid would help cover even more people, some

research contends that public insurance reduces the demand

for private insurance, whereby the more-expensive employer-

based private options are crowded out of the market. This does

not necessarily mean that the proportion covered by some

form of health insurance changes; simply that the proportion

covered by Medicaid increases as the proportion covered by

private insurance decreases. Medicaid patients can wind up

back with private insurers if the state decides to privatize care,

whereby the government pays premiums to private insurers.

Privatizing public insurance may not, however, save money.

Some studies have observed that shifting recipients into

Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) can result in a net

increase in the overall Medicaid spending.

With the implementation of provisions of the ACA in 2010

access to insurance should improve. However, this is not

projected to achieve universal coverage as some people may

choose to remain uninsured because their income is too high

for a subsidy but too low to afford insurance premiums. As

higher take-up rates should improve system efficiencies, in-

surance premiums may drop as more enroll, making coverage

even more affordable.

Special Medical Needs

People living in poverty frequently have special medical needs.

Children are a significant portion of the poor and they require

specialized care. Substance abusers and the homeless are also

poor and generally require more mental healthcare. Some-

times, conditions such as pregnancy or HIV/AIDS precipitate

a cash drain that leaves people unable to afford insurance in

the first place. Maintaining a regiment of treatment can be

difficult among lower income populations, hence further

complicating care.

Even in an environment structured to meet the specific

needs of the poor, the simple economic concepts of efficiency
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and effectiveness are still important. Community health cen-

ters (CHCs) improve access to primary care for vulnerable

populations. If it is easier for patients to get preventative

and diagnostic care, then expensive complications are less

likely to arise in the future. CHCs are preferred to more-

expensive hospital outpatient departments, where services are

more intense and it is more difficult to maintain continuity

of care.

The consumers themselves are also rational economic

agents. Those in need are not necessarily unsophisticated

buyers and seem to have a similar propensity to use primary

care in lieu of emergency care, where it is available. This

reinforces the importance of access. Unfortunately, those in

need may not always get the highest quality of care. When

quality is measured by the ranking of medical training insti-

tutions, uninsured patients are treated disproportionately by

physicians from lower ranked schools and residencies.

Other Barriers

Any differences between the physician and the patient –

race, language, ethnicity, etc – can interfere with effective

provision of care. The true nature of a patient’s problems can

literally be lost in translation, for example, potentially leading

to missed diagnoses or delayed treatment. As many immi-

grants are poor and face such barriers, safety net providers

must be capable of addressing a broad range of needs. As the

languages supported by a private physician practice might be

limited to English and Spanish, a safety net provider might

have to offer Mandarin, Creole, Portuguese, etc. Economically,

that raises the costs incurred by safety net providers relative to

private practice.

There is much political rhetoric implying that immigrants

are responsible for a significant share of uncompensated care

or government-subsidized care. However, research shows

that very little public tax money is spent on undocumented

immigrants, who are less likely to use medical services and

whose services cost less when used.

Geographic access barriers make it harder for anyone living

in rural areas to get to providers. Simple transportation issues

can present major logistic challenges for lower income people.

Inadequate public transportation makes it hard for patients

to keep appointments, increasing the difficulty and cost of

executing a regiment of appropriate care. In addition to rural

areas, living in an insurance dessert may also lead to bad

health outcomes. Even for people who have health insurance,

health service quality and access are worse in areas with higher

proportions of uninsured people.

Challenges to Providers

Safety net providers face a number of challenges, both clinical

and financial, in serving the needs of lower income popu-

lations. The patients often require more attention than the

average patient, costing the providers more. Reimbursement,

however, is often lower for these patients, compounding the

financial strain on the safety net. Before going further, it is

worth noting that there is no standard definition of ‘safety net’

providers; it varies from state to state. Many researchers classify

safety net providers as those that provide a high ratio of un-

compensated care. The financial challenges faced by the safety

net providers start with the clinical aspects of care.

Difficult Clinical Care

In addition to problems in communication and trans-

portation, lower income people are more likely to receive

care in acute or urgent settings. As they are often uninsured

or underinsured, many people living in poverty do not

have a family physician. Medical problems are allowed

to develop further because patients may hope the problem

goes away before spending money to see a physician. Thus,

by the time such patients do seek care, the condition is

more complex and the severity of illness is greater. Although

the poorer patients arrive sicker, safety net hospitals are still

more efficient. Had the same mix of patients presented at for-

profit hospitals, it may have cost the healthcare system

even more.

Limited access to primary care services is not just the result

of decisions by lower income patients on whether, where, or

when to spend on healthcare. Managed care can indirectly

make it harder for patients living in poor areas to access pri-

mary care physicians. HMO penetration is associated with

limited access to primary care for poor patients. This may be

the result of HMO patients crowding out poorer (possibly

charity) patients, or it may be the result of HMOs not selling

in primary care deserts. To the extent that the ACA reduces the

proportion of the uninsured, it may mitigate complications

resulting from delayed or forgone care. Once insured, a poor

patient’s decision to see a doctor is easier and less costly. If

they see their primary care physician sooner, ailments can be

addressed in a more timely manner, and thus with lower costs

and better expected outcomes.

Low or No Reimbursement

In addition to having to care for patients suffering from

more advanced conditions, safety net providers are gene-

rally paid less. Lower income patients are frequently uninsured

or underinsured; either of which leaves the provider with

the possibility of nonpayment. Or the patient might be

covered by Medicaid, which normally pays less than any

other payer. Providers with a disproportionate share of

lower income patients will have limited ability to cross-sub-

sidization or cost-shift to better-paying patients. Cost shi-

fting occurs when hospitals use profits from more-generous

payers to subsidize uncompensated care. As such, safety

net provider cannot subsidize the more expensive care

needed by poorer patients with profits from better-paying

patients.

Even charitable and not-for-profit providers must obey the

laws of economics; to stay in business, they have to at least

break even. There is ample evidence that providers respond to

financial incentives even when fulfilling their safety net mis-

sions. Safety net hospitals reduce their uncompensated care

when insurer fees decrease. When Medicaid fees are cut,

physician respond not only by seeing Medicaid patients less
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often, but also by reducing the time spent when they do see

the patient. In both cases, providers are simply responding to

lower fees by offering less. Higher Medicaid fees are associated

with increases in the number of services, the intensity of ser-

vices, and the number of private physicians willing to care for

Medicaid patients.

By making health insurance easier to obtain, one of the

goals of the ACA is to move patients from self-pay to insured,

removing reimbursement as a barrier to care.

Profit Motive and Access

The healthcare system in which providers operate does not

give much incentive for providing care to uninsured and

underinsured, exacerbating the access issues for lower income

populations. Simple profit motives explain why for-profit

hospitals provide significantly less uncompensated care than

do public hospitals. Although for-profit hospitals are expected

to provide some level of community benefit, their primary

mission is to provide their investors with good returns, mak-

ing charity care a lower priority. Many for-profit hospitals are

affiliated to larger healthcare systems, which may further

weaken the ties to one particular local community and their

needs. For-profit status does not preclude a hospital from

acting as a safety net provider, but it is more common in areas

with less market pressure. Even when hospitals appear to be

paying more attention to lower income patients, it often takes

government financial incentives for charity care to illicit that

reaction. Quite simply, for-profit hospitals are duty bound to

provide a return for investors, and charity care cuts into

profits.

Not-for-profit providers must also devise ways to survive

financially. Here, too, it often involves trade-offs wherein

market conditions put financial pressures on the providers

to limit charity care. Hospitals provide significantly less un-

compensated care in markets with higher HMO penetration.

Even nonsafety net hospitals provide more uncompensated

care in areas with lower levels of hospital competition, per-

haps because of greater community expectations. One way

that hospitals used to pay for uncompensated care was

through cost shifting. However, insurer price pressures have

reduced hospital revenues, leaving little surplus from private

insurers to cover uncompensated care.

Disproportionate share payments provide an example

of multiple financial incentives working at conflicting

purposes. By improving reimbursement levels, it became

easier for Medicaid patients to access better hospitals and

doctors. However, this left safety net hospitals with fewer

Medicaid patients, effectively increasing their relative share

of uninsured and underinsured, putting them under further

financial pressure. Disproportionate share payments are one

possible remedy, providing relatively higher reimbursement

to hospitals with a higher proportion of Medicaid patients.

However, the allocation of such payments is left to state

governments, resulting in multiple methods and unclear

effectiveness.

The complexity of the healthcare system in the US can even

result in unexpected problems associated with something as

simple as a policy to expand Medicaid. On the positive side,

this kind of broader access to insurance can reduce the need

for safety net providers. However, some studies have found

that expanding Medicaid resulted in decreased access for

the uninsured because financial motives make hospitals

more interested in Medicaid patients than charity patients.

Furthermore, because higher reimbursements from Medicaid

give poor patients access to a broader range of providers, for-

profit hospitals seem to be skimming some of the more

lucrative patients, such as Medicaid births. With safety net

hospitals now losing Medicaid revenues that could have sub-

sidized uncompensated care, what started as an attempt to

help Medicaid patients can end up worsening the financial

condition of safety net hospitals.

Taking a cue from insurer tools to avoid adverse selection,

some hospitals alter their location or product mix to become

less attractive to uninsured patients. By eliminating emergency

rooms, AIDS units, maternity care, and substance abuse pro-

grams – all departments that attract a disproportionate share

of nonpaying patients – hospitals can improve their profit-

ability. For-profit hospitals are also located in better-insured

areas, which naturally have less need for uncompensated care.

If uninsured patients still find their way to a provider,

the latter can minimize losses by simply doing less. Public-

and church-owned hospitals consistently provide more un-

compensated care than for-profit hospitals, which may use the

existence of a public hospital in the area as an excuse to

provide less uncompensated care. For-profit hospitals skim

profitable patients from all competitors, including safety net

hospitals. This often leaves safety net hospitals under an

increased financial pressure.

Precarious Future

Safety net providers are toiling under increasingly difficult

financial conditions, making it impossible to provide as much

care as needed. The safety net is currently inadequate and

is increasingly weakening. State and local governments

spending on health and hospitals is critical for providing care

for the most disadvantaged populations. The recent economic

recession has led to significant funding cuts, which generate

serious concerns regarding the viability of the safety net

systems.

Financial pressures have led many states to subcontract

and privatize services. Medicaid HMOs have already been

in use for years, yet have not demonstrated the ability to re-

duce costs. Privatization may not be the sensible financial

decision because most commercial plans are not effective

in targeting the special needs of the Medicaid population.

Furthermore, their for-profit status gives for-profit Medicaid

subcontractors conflicting incentives. For example, though it

would improve the profitability of a privatized contract, in-

surer efforts to reduce service volumes could be extremely

harmful to Medicaid recipients, many of whom suffer from

chronic conditions.

The healthcare system in the US is extremely complex.

Politicians, hospitals, physicians, and insurers often make

decisions based on incomplete, incorrect, or misinterpreted

information. One common belief is that doctors lose money

on uninsured patients. In an irony borne out of the
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convoluted machinations of a semimarket-based healthcare

system, uninsured are likely to pay more for physician services.

Virtually no insurer pays a provider’s usual and customary fee,

but that is what patients with no insurance are charged. Even

after allowing for a share of uninsured patients who pay

nothing, physicians actually make higher profits on uninsured

than they do on insured patients. Put another way, physicians

would have higher profits if they only accepted uninsured

patients. Yet most physicians and policymakers believe the

opposite to be true.

The expanded insurance availability under the ACA will

bring many previously uninsured people into the traditional

healthcare system, reducing the need for a safety net. Under

the ACA, safety net providers are expected to continue playing

a vital role as some people will still not be able to afford

insurance; but they may be able to afford a reduced cost and a

reduced benefit option. Some amount of insurance education

will also be needed, perhaps giving safety net providers an

expanded advocacy role. Many signing up for newly available

insurance plans may be unfamiliar with how to get the most

out of their coverage. Safety net providers are already familiar

with these patients, so they may be best situated to help them

navigate the healthcare system. As noted earlier, safety net

providers are attuned to the specific needs of this population.

Therefore, even if the ACA allows lower income populations to

get care at their choice of providers, their best choice may still

be a safety net provider.

See also: Access and Health Insurance. Internal Geographical
Imbalances: The Role of Human Resources Quality and Quantity
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Introduction

The US, like the Netherlands and Switzerland, among other

nations, relies primarily on private health insurance to finance

and reimburse for medical care. In fact, approximately 64% of

the nonelderly US population enrolled in private health in-

surance plans in 2011. This figure is down dramatically from

its height of 76% in the mid-1970s. Some researchers point

out that private insurance coverage fell over time because

premium hikes have vastly outweighed raises in consumer

income even though the aggregate premium elasticity of de-

mand is slightly lower than the corresponding income elas-

ticity. Others claim the Medicaid program crowded out some

private health insurance coverage. Still others propose that

occupational shifts from traditionally higher coverage manu-

facturing jobs to lower coverage service sector jobs in the US

led to some of the reduction.

Although private health insurance enrollment has declined

in the past in the US, many health policy analysts expect it to

increase in the future because of the recently passed Patient

Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010. The Act mandates

that most US citizens purchase private health insurance, if they

are not eligible for public health coverage, or pay penalties. By

2019, nearly 8 million more nonelderly citizens are expected

to purchase private insurance directly from health insurers

because of the mandate. As a result, a sound understanding of

the health insurance product and the current operation and

performance of the health insurance industry will take on even

more importance in the future.

At its most basic level, health insurance is no different than

any other product sold by firms and purchased by consumers.

Health insurance policies are sold indirectly to consumers in

the form of employer-sponsored health insurance (ESI) or are

directly purchased by consumers (DPI). Of those covered by

private health insurance in 2011, approximately 88% received

their coverage through employers. The ensuing transaction

involving the health insurance product boils down to a po-

tential win-win situation where both market participants

stand to gain.

In particular, because of the irregularity and infrequency of

health-care spending, consumers typically value health insur-

ance because it offers financial security against unexpected

losses and thereby moderates swings in their income. Add-

itionally, consumers value health insurance because it pro-

vides them with access to expensive medical treatments which

they might not otherwise be able to afford out of pocket.

Hence, many consumers are willing to give up their premium

dollars, even when feeling quite healthy, because that initial

cost pales in comparison with the dollar benefits which they

expect to receive from their health insurance companies when

they unexpectedly enter into a state of sickness.

Health insurers also stand to gain from the market trans-

action as long as the health insurance premiums charged, at

least cover the costs of providing health insurance during the

policy period. Costs include the expected medical benefits to

be paid out and the expense load that includes claims pro-

cessing, underwriting, and marketing expenditures, taxes, and

profits, less any interest income earned on invested premiums.

Expected medical benefits, in turn, capture the dollar amount

that health insurance companies expect to reimburse medical

care providers, such as hospitals, physician clinics, and drug

companies, for treating patients throughout the policy period.

Thus, health insurance companies can be viewed as organ-

izations that negotiate medical care contracts with providers;

mark them up to reflect expenses, profits, and risk; and then

sell those policies to employers and individuals. Within that

perspective, health insurance companies are paid for negoti-

ating health-care provider contracts, reimbursing claims, and

managing the associated risks, with profits as the reward for

successful performance.

It is evidenced from the preceding discussion that health

insurance companies simultaneously operate on different

sides of two highly intertwined markets – as buyers in the

market for medical services and as sellers in the market for

health insurance. It is in these important roles as buyers and

sellers that health insurers potentially shape the manner in

which these two markets operate and perform. As discussed in

the Section ‘Theoretical Aspects of Health-Insurer Market

Power’, economic theory generally suggests that markets op-

erate more efficiently when structured in a competitive man-

ner such that individual buyers and sellers act as price takers

and possess no market power. But when markets are struc-

tured noncompetitively, sellers may wield market power to the

detriment of buyers, or vice versa, with inefficiencies poten-

tially arising in either case.

In the case of health insurers, some interesting market

dynamics may be involved when markets are non-

competitively structured because of the simultaneous func-

tioning on opposite sides of the medical care (input) and

health insurance (product or output) marketplaces. Indeed,

against the backdrop of a baseline case where both markets are

reasonably competitive, a number of different scenarios can be

imagined where either the medical care provider or health

insurer possesses market power and the other does not, or

both possess market power in the medical services input

market.

With these possible market scenarios in mind, the next

section of this article reviews the theoretical aspects of market

power within the context of the health insurance industry.

Once the basic theory is developed, Section ‘Empirical Aspects

of Health-Insurer Market Power’ discusses the empirical as-

pects of testing for market power effects. Section ‘Empirical
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Findings Regarding Health-Insurer Market Power’ reviews the

empirical literature concerning market power effects in the

health insurance and health-care industries. Section ’Summary

and Conclusion’ is the final section for this article.

Theoretical Aspects of Health-Insurer Market Power

To an economist, market power means that a single seller

(buyer) can, individually or with a group of other sellers

(buyers), raise (lower) the product’s (input’s) price without

losing all of its sales (purchases). Sellers or buyers generally

attain some market power when they are few in number and

possess relatively large market shares. It must also be the case

that some type of industry barrier prevents new sellers or

buyers from entering the market because new entrants

heighten competition and typically cause an offsetting price

adjustment. If these market conditions hold, a few buyers or

sellers will account for a dominant share of the industry

purchases or sales and hence the seller side or buyer side of the

market is considered to be highly concentrated.

In the limit, a single seller of a product or input is labeled

as a monopoly, whereas a single buyer of a product or input is

considered a monopsony. Given that health insurers simul-

taneously operate in the medical services input market and

health insurance output market, five potential scenarios can be

imagined:

1. Both medical care providers and health insurers do not

possess market power (competitive case);

2. Medical care providers, as sellers, possess market power,

but health insurers do not in the medical services input

market (monopoly case);

3. Health insurers possess market power, but buyers (em-

ployers or individual consumers) do not in the health in-

surance output market (another monopoly case) (two

other cases are possible (either buyers possess market

power but health insurers do not or both buyers and health

insurers possess market power in the output market), but

their relevancy is questioned, so they are not covered in the

following discussion. However, the extension of the an-

alysis to these two cases should be evident);

4. Health insurers possess market power, as buyers, but

medical care providers do not in the medical services input

market (monopsony case); and

5. Both health insurers and medical care providers possess

market power in the medical services input market (mon-

opoly vs. monopsony or bilateral monopoly case).

Figure 1 provides a graphical illustration showing how the

various market outcomes compare with the competitive out-

come. (See Pauly (1988) and Scherer (1980) for a similar

graphical model, although here the monopsonistic buyer also

holds monopoly power in the product market.) Also, Table 1

provides a descriptive summary concerning how each of the

scenarios compare to the competitive case in terms of price

and quantity. In general terms, the positively sloped supply

curve reflects that a higher price is necessary to attract in-

creasing amounts of a particular type of medical service or

more health insurance coverage into the marketplace. Also in

general terms, the downward-sloping demand curve shows

that the buyers’ maximum willingness-to-pay declines for in-

creasing units of an input such as medical services or output

such as health insurance. If the graph represents the product

market for health insurance, the demand curve captures how

much additional utility consumers receive from increasing

amounts of health insurance coverage. If an input market, the

demand curve reflects how valuable increasing amounts of the

medical services are to a health insurer, which is referred to as

the value of the marginal product (VMP). The demand curve

declines because of the law of diminishing marginal utility

and productivity.

Note that the perfectly competitive equilibrium occurs at

point C, where the supply and demand curves intersect. Be-

cause both individual buyers (e.g., health insurers or con-

sumers) and sellers (e.g., medical care providers or health

insurers) are assumed to be price takers in a competitive

market, they each treat the good’s price as a parameter –

something outside their control. Thus, to maximize net re-

turns – the difference between benefits and costs (net benefits

represent profits to firms and consumer surplus to consumers)

– sellers match up price to marginal cost (MC), whereas

buyers match up price to demand (D) with price serving as the

coordination device to equate supply and demand. In equi-

librium, price and quantity equal PC and QC, respectively.

Buyers receive the triangular area A–PC–C as ‘consumer sur-

plus’ and sellers gain triangular area B–PC–C as ‘producer

surplus.’ Note the win-win aspect of the market transaction.

The two monopoly situations are scenarios (2) and (3). In

these two scenarios, the sellers (either medical care providers

or health insurers) possess monopoly power but the buyers

(health insurers or employers/consumers) do not in the re-

spective market. For a monopolist, theory suggests that the

marginal revenue curve (MR) lies below the corresponding

downward-sloping demand curve. Marginal revenue lies

$
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Figure 1 D (or VMP), demand for output in either type of market or
demand for an input (value of the marginal product) in a competitive
market; MC (¼S), marginal cost or perfectly competitive supply
curve; MR, marginal revenue of a monopolist in the output market or
demand for an input by a monopolist (marginal revenue product);
MIC, incremental cost of purchasing faced by a monopsonist; C ¼
outcome when both the buyer and seller sides of the market are
perfectly competitive in both the input and output markets; MS,
outcome when the seller is a monopoly; MB, outcome when the
buyer is a monopsony.
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below demand because price must be continually lowered to

sell additional units and the revenues from the increased

volume fail to compensate for the lower revenues associated

with the reduced prices on the previous units. (It is supposed

that the demand curve in Figure 1 is captured by the equation

P¼a�bQ, where Q represents quantity and P stands for price.

Total revenues equal P times Q or (a�bQ)Q¼aQ�bQ2.

Taking the first derivative of this revenue function with respect

to Q to get dTR/dQ gives marginal revenue equal to a� 2bQ.

It should be noticed that MR has the same intercept as de-

mand but twice its negative slope.)

To maximize economic profits, the monopolist-seller pro-

duces output or supplies an input up to the point where

marginal profits are no longer positive (where MR equals MC)

and charges the maximum price that buyers are willing to pay

for that amount as indicated by the demand curve. Thus, the

monopoly equilibrium occurs at MS with a price of PMS and

output of QM. Note that the monopoly outcome results in a

higher price and lower quantity than those predicted by the

competitive outcome, C. Also, note that consumer surplus

shrinks to area PMS–A–MS, whereas producer surplus expands

to area B–PMS–MS–MB. The triangular area MS–C–MB repre-

sents the competitive winnings that are lost because of the

monopolistic restriction of quantity.

Scenario (3) represents a situation where a monopsonist

engages in negotiations with a competitive seller side. As a

single buyer, the only way a monopsonist can attract add-

itional products or inputs into the market is by paying an

increasingly higher price. As a result, if all units are similarly

reimbursed when finally purchased, the actual incremental

costs of purchasing a particular level of inputs will be greater

than the marginal cost, which assumes a price independent of

the units purchased. Thus, a monopsonist’s incremental cost

curve of purchasing inputs or outputs (MIC) lies above the

corresponding marginal cost curve (MC) associated with a

group of price-taking input buyers. (It is supposed that the

supply curve in Figure 1 is captured by the equation

P¼cþdQ. Total costs equal P times Q or (cþdQ)Q¼
cQþdQ2. Taking the first derivative of this cost function with

respect to Q to get dTC/dQ gives marginal incremental cost,

which equals cþ 2dQ. It should be noticed that MIC has the

same intercept but twice the slope of the supply curve.)

To maximize economic profits, the monopsonistic health

insurer continues to purchase medical services, as an input, as

long as the added revenues, as reflected in D (or VMP),

compensate for the added costs, as captured by MIC. Thus, in

Figure 1, the health insurer purchases inputs up to the point

where the MIC and D curves intersect. To attract that amount

of medical services, the health insurer must pay the price in-

dicated by point MB on the supply curve, S. Compared with

the competitive case at point C, it should be noticed that the

monopsonistic health insurer pays less for the medical services

and purchases fewer units. Thus, in this case, the producer

surplus shrinks to B–PMB–MB and consumer surplus expands

to PMB–A–MS–MB. Once again some of the social winnings

are lost, but this time because of a monopsonistic distortion.

Scenario (5), the bilateral monopoly situation, offers the

most intriguing case. Here, a single buyer and a single seller

haggle over the terms of the sale. The single seller prefers the

MS outcome where seller profits are maximized but the single

buyer prefers the MB outcome because buyer profits are

maximized. However, it should be noticed that joint net

benefits are maximized at the competitive outcome with a

quantity of QC, that is, both the buyer and the seller can re-

ceive more net benefits than at their preferred outcome if they

agree on the competitive output and then arrive at a mutually

satisfying price to split the resulting winnings. Because neither

the buyer nor the seller is able to play off the other by

threatening to deal with other buyers or sellers, the resulting

price depends on which party possesses a comparative ad-

vantage at bargaining or which party brings to the bargaining

table something more than the other. For example, one of the

Table 1 Summary of scenarios involving buyer and seller market power

Scenario Relevant market Market power on
buyer side of market

Market power on
seller side of
market

Label Equilibrium
outcome in
Figure 1

Implication regarding
price and quantity

1 Output or input
market

None None Perfect competition PC and QC Competitive price and
quantityon buyer and

supplier sides of the
market

2 Medical services input
market (e.g.,
hospital or
physician services)

None Full Monopoly supplier of
medical services

PMS and QM Price of medical
services higher and
quantity lower than the
competitive levels

3 Output market for
insurance

Full None Monopoly supplier of
insurance

PMS and QM Price of insurance
higher and quantity
lower than the
competitive levels

4 Medical services input
market (hospital or
physician services)

None Full Monopsony buyer of
medical services

PMB and QM Price and quantity of
medical services lower
than the competitive
level

5 Medical services input
market

Full Full Monopoly supplier
and monopsony
buyer

Indeterminate Price and quantity
determined by relative
bargaining power
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parties may be operating with greater excess capacity, so the

increased volume associated with the transaction is relatively

attractive and therefore that party is more willing to com-

promise on the deal.

The exact price that evolves from the negotiation is in-

determinate without knowing more about the negotiating

skills of the two parties bargaining. It is not known that the

upper limit would be the price that forces the buyer’s profit to

zero and the lower limit would be the price that forces the

seller’s profit to zero because negative profits would cause one

of the firms to drop out of the deal. Alternatively stated, the

price must be high enough to make the seller at least as well-

off with no sale and low enough to make the buyer at least as

well-off with no sale. It should be noted that the alternative to

bargaining is no sale because neither the monopoly nor the

monopsony outcome is relevant because each entails com-

petitive behavior on one side of the market, which is not a

characteristic of bilateral monopoly.

In the real world, often markets are never perfectly com-

petitive and a pure monopoly or monopsony situation, where

only one seller or buyer exists, is also rare. A more likely

scenario is when a few dominant sellers or buyers exist in

some markets and thus these markets are said to be oli-

gopolistic or oligopsonistic. Whether the few buyers or few

sellers behave like the preceding models predict depends on

whether each individual buyer or seller behaves independently

or cooperates with others to extract more favorable prices from

the other side of the market. Economic theory suggests that a

host of factors influence if a group of sellers (or buyers) act

independently or cooperatively. Among these factors are the

exact number and relative size distribution of firms, height of

any entry barriers, and the availability of close substitute

products. These conditions are discussed in detail in the next

section.

Empirical Aspects of Health-Insurer Market Power

Researchers have employed various methods when testing for

market power effects, but here the reduced-form, structure-

conduct-performance (SCP) approach is discussed. Although

the SCP approach possesses several empirical shortcomings, it

remains the most popular method when testing for market

power effects in the health insurance industry. (Other tech-

niques include structural modeling and stock market event

analysis.) If suitable data exist, the following estimation

equation would be specified to test for market power effects,

where X stands for either price (P) or quantity (Q), MCS and

MCB represent the market concentration of sellers and buyers,

and D and C capture a vector of demand and costs factors,

respectively.

X¼ f ðMCS, MCB, MCS �MSB; D,CÞ ½1�

According to this monopoly theory, a direct relationship is

expected between MCS and P, assuming buyer concentration is

negligible and therefore has no separate impact on the market

outcome. Under those same conditions, an inverse relation-

ship is anticipated between MCS and Q. Moreover, mon-

opsony theories predict an inverse relationship between MCB

and both P and Q, based on low seller concentration. The

bilateral monopoly situation, as characterized by the inter-

action term between the two types of concentration,

MCS �MSB,is anticipated to be directly related to Q but will

have an ambiguous effect on P. Recall that the latter effect

depends on the relative bargaining power of the two sides of

the market. Finally, the vectors D and C simply act as control

variables in eqn [1], so the independent effects of market

structure on P or Q can be properly isolated. Variables in D

might include buyer income and the price of substitutes and

complements, whereas variables in C might include any entry

barriers and the state of technology. Thus, this article is not

necessarily focused on the impact of those control variables on

the dependent variables.

The most basic way to estimate eqn [1] is with the ordinary

least squares procedure. (The interested reader will have

to consult an econometric text for specifics regarding ordinary

least square estimation.) For two reasons, however, ordinary

least squares estimation of eqn [1] may result in biased

parameter estimates. Both of the reasons deal with some

right-hand side variable, or variables, in this case market

concentration, being endogenously rather than exogenously

determined. First, reverse causality may hold between the

dependent and market concentration variables. For instance,

more firms may enter the market over time and dilute seller

concentration when the market price is high. Or expectations

of output, as indicated by Q, may influence seller concen-

tration. Similar examples can be cited for how the magnitude

of the dependent variables may influence buyer concentration.

The other problem is that some immeasurable and there-

fore omitted demand or cost factor may influence both the

degree of seller or buyer concentration and the price or

quantity. If so, any observed statistical correlation between

market concentration and price (or quantity) may only reflect

an association rather than a causal relationship because of this

third-variable problem. For example, the baseline health of the

population may be difficult to measure. Baseline health may

influence both the number of hospitals and health insurers

within an area as well as the price and quantity of medical

care.

Because of the potential for reverse causality or a third-

variable problem, estimation of eqn [1] typically requires a

panel data set and/or an instrumental variables approach. (A

social or natural experiment, which allows for a control group

and random assignment of participants, is preferred but the first

is expensive to design and the latter is often unavailable to the

researcher. See the Appendix to Article 1 in Santerre and Neun

(2013) for an elementary explanation of these two approaches.)

A panel data set, which covers a number of repeating cross-

sections (of individuals, household, states, etc.), allows the

analyst to control for unobservable heterogeneity or any

omitted variables that remain constant over time. This can be

accomplished by including in the estimation equation a 0/1

binary or dummy variable to represent each of the repeating

observations. If all omitted variables remain fairly constant over

time, the set of dummy variables does a reasonably good job of

capturing the fixed differences across observations and thereby

corrects for the third-variable problem.

However, the analyst still may have to be concerned with

the possibility of reverse causation and any omitted variables

that do change over time. For example, the baseline health of
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the population may be systematically worsening or improving

because of some confounding factor that cannot be easily

observed and measured. In this case, an instrumental variable

approach should be employed and either implemented on a

cross-sectional basis or incorporated within a fixed effects

framework. A good instrumental variable is one that is highly

correlated with the suspected endogenous right-hand side

variable but uncorrelated with the dependent variable.

For example, suppose that the impact of health-insurer

buyer concentration on the price of hospital services is em-

pirically examined and assume that the seller side is fairly

competitive in all of the hospital services markets under in-

vestigation. A good instrument, in this case, is highly correl-

ated with health-insurer concentration but not correlated with

the price of hospital services. With that in mind, some re-

searchers have used the size distribution of employers in the

market area as an instrument. The reasoning is that health

insurance companies may be attracted to areas with more

medium- and large-sized employers and employer size is un-

likely to directly influence the price of hospital services.

This section has briefly reviewed the technique used by most

researchers to test for the market power effects of health insurers

as a way of providing some context to the next section that

describes the empirical findings. The instrumental variables

technique, although econometrically fairly powerful, is often

difficult to implement in practice because suitable instruments

are hard to find. This is particularly true for studies relating to

health care where many variables, such as health status, health

insurance coverage, and medical care utilization, are highly

interrelated. The researcher must typically be ingenious with

respect to uncovering an instrumental variable that influences

the suspected endogenous variable but not the dependent

variable in the estimation equation. It should be noticed in

eqn [1] that at least three instruments may be necessary because

both concentration measures as well as their interaction are

likely endogenous.

Empirical Findings Regarding Health-Insurer Market
Power

To estimate eqn [1], the analyst must identify the degree of

market concentration in a particular market. Thus, defining

the relevant market area is an important consideration. A

relevant market area contains both a product and a geo-

graphical dimension. In an output market, the relevant

product market considers all of the substitute products that

buyers might switch to if any one product’s price is raised by a

nontrivial amount for a nontemporary period of time. These

substitute products may satisfy similar needs or fulfill similar

functions. For example, with respect to health insurance,

analysts must consider if indemnity plans, health maintenance

organizations (HMOs), and preferred provider organizations

(PPOs) are substitutes or not. (In the past, researchers treated

indemnity, HMO, and PPO plans as separate markets. More

recently, the distinction between these plans have become

blurred in practice, in part because most health insurers offer

multiple products and buyers are willing to switch among

products depending on relative prices. Also, many of these

health insurance products now contain many features of the

others.) In addition, for larger employer/firms, the analysts

may consider if self-insured plans are reasonable substitutes

for fully insured plans that are purchased from health insur-

ance companies.

Similarly, the relevant geographical output market con-

siders all other locations that buyers might switch to if the

price of the product is increased by a significant amount for

a meaningful period of time. For some products, the market

may be very local in nature, but for others, the relevant

geographical market may be regional, national, or even

international in scope. Although many health insurers such

as Aetna and Cigna operate nationally, most experts agree

that the market for health insurance is local in nature be-

cause employers and consumers want access to a local net-

work of providers. For example, consumers in Philadelphia

wish access to a network of providers in that city so they

likely are unwilling to purchase their insurance from a

health insurer with provider network established in Boston.

Consequently, the geographical market for health insurance

is often defined as the metropolitan statistical area (MSA)

for research and policy purposes. The important take-away

for defining the relevant market area is that current pur-

chasing patterns may not properly reflect the relevant mar-

ket area because the switching of buyers to new products

and locations will not take place until the change in the

product’s price actually occurs. Thus, one must consider

potential substitute products and locations when defining

the relevant market area.

Once the relevant market is identified, the degree of market

concentration must be assessed. Customary measures of

market concentration are the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index

(HHI) of market concentration and the number of firms in the

market. The HHI is computed by the squaring and adding, in

percentage terms, the market shares of all firms in the industry.

It ranges from 0 to 10 000 with the latter reflecting only one

firm in the market.

The HHI is preferred to other measures such as the con-

centration ratio, which is an indicator of the percentage of

output produced by the industry leaders, because it captures

the relative size distribution of output among the leading

firms. The value of the HHI decreases with a larger number of

equally sized firms, so values closer to zero indicate a less

concentrated market. The Federal Trade Commission and

Department of Justice considers an HHI more than 2500 as

representing a highly concentrated market or a market char-

acterized as a tight oligopoly. In contrast, a market with an

HHI more than 1500 but less than 2500 is interpreted as being

mildly concentrated or a loose oligopoly. To put these num-

bers in some perspective, the American Medical Association

(2011) reports that the health-insurer HHI is greater than 2500

in most MSAs of the US.

Theoretically, the HHI works best as a measure of market

concentration when the products sold by the various firms are

reasonably similar. However, when firms sell differentiated

products, the HHI loses some of its appeal because niche

markets may develop with some firms potentially establishing

varying degrees of market power in the various niches. For

example, local HMOs may not have a substantial competitive

effect on those HMOs possessing a national geographic scope.

In this case, the number of firms may provide a better measure
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of the degree of market competition because the market takes

on features similar to the economist’s notion of monopolistic

competition. Monopolistic competition holds when a large

number of firms offering differentiated products coexist in a

market and entry barriers are low or nonexistent. As a point of

reference, greater than 200 health insurance companies oper-

ate in the typical US state.

Table 2 lists chronologically 17 empirical studies in the

economics literature to date regarding the market power ef-

fects of health insurers on health-care provider behavior. Note

in the table that information is provided for the unit of an-

alysis and method used in each study followed by some ab-

breviated findings for each article. A number of caveats should

be noted. First, although the author(s) may have used an

Table 2 Effect of health-insurer market concentration on provider behavior

Authors Unit of analysis Method Findings

Feldman and
Greenberg (1981)

59 BC plans in 1979 IV Market share of BC plan does not affect hospital discount
Discount directly affects market share

Adamache and Sloan
(1983)

66 BC plans in 1979 IV Greater market share directly affects hospital discount

Staten et al. (1987) 95 Indiana hospitals in 1983 OLS BC market share does not affect hospital discount
Staten et al. (1988) 110 Indiana hospitals in 1984 OLS Greater BC market share leads to higher hospital bid price

to join PPO
More hospital competition leads to greater hospital

discounts
Melnick et al. (1992) 190 BC of California Network

hospitals in 1987
IV Greater importance of insurer lowers hospital price.

Higher hospital prices are observed in more concentrated
markets

Greater importance of hospital raises hospital price
Foreman et al. (1996) 47 individual BC/BS plans during

1986–88
IV Greater BC/BS market share lowers payments to

providers
Brooks et al. (1997) Random sample of more than

290 000 inpatient episodes for
over 70 self-insured FFS plans
during 1988–92

OLS based on
bargaining model

Self-insured firms with a greater presence in a market
have greater bargaining power.

Greater hospital concentration leads to greater hospital
bargaining power

Feldman and Wholey
(2001)

Panel data set of all HMOs during
1985–97

IV hospital-FE Greater HMO buyer power leads to lower hospital prices
and greater hospital output

HMO buyer power has no effect on the price or output of
ambulatory services

Sorensen (2003) 31 hospitals in Connecticut from
1995–98 involving 94 payers
(2010 agreements)

OLS hospital-FE based
on bargaining model

Increased payer size raises hospital discount. Greater
patient channeling of insurers raises discount. Hospitals
with fewer rivals lower discount

Dor et al. (2004) Claims data from approximately
80 large, self-insured employers
in the 10 largest states of the US
in 1995–96

OLS with state-FE
based on bargaining
model

HMO and PPOs obtain higher discounts than FFS plans
for specific treatments and procedures

More concentrated hospital services markets result in
higher prices for specific treatments and procedures

Younis et al. (2005) 1967 hospitals in 1991 OLS HMO competition has no effect on hospital costs
Bates et al. (2006) 306 MSAs in 1999 OLS with MSA-FE Greater state-wide health insurer concentration leads to

increased efficiency of the hospital industry
Bates and Santerre

(2008)
Panel data set of 86 MSAs during

2001–4
IV with MSA-FE Greater HMO concentration leads to more hospital

inpatient care
Greater PPO concentration leads to more hospital

outpatient care
Schneider et al. (2008) 42 California counties in 2002 OLS Health plan concentration has no effect on outpatient

prices
Physician organization concentration leads to higher

physician prices
Dafny et al. (2012) Panel data set of ESI plans

enrolling more than 10 million
people during 1998–2006

IV with plan-FE Greater health-insurer concentration leads to a reduction
in physician employment and relative earnings

Moriya et al. (2010) National data set of 11 million
insured Americans during
2001–3

OLS hospital-FE Higher state-wide health insurance concentration leads to
lower hospital prices. Hospital concentration at the
health service area level did not affect hospital prices

Halsersma et al.
(2010)

1235 unique hospital-insurer pairs
during 2005–6 in the
Netherlands

OLS based partly on
bargaining model

Market shares and concentration of insurers (hospitals)
have an inverse (a direct) impact on the hospital price-
cost margin

Abbreviations: BC, Blue Cross; BS, Blue Shield; ESI, employer-sponsored insurance; FE, fixed effects; HMO, health maintenance organization; IV, instrumental variables approach;

MSA, metropolitan statistical area; OLS, ordinary least squares method; PPO, preferred provider organization.
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instrumental variables (IV) approach rather than ordinary

least squares (OLS), the actual instrument or instruments used

may have been weak in a theoretical or statistical sense. Recall

that a good instrument must be correlated with the suspected

endogenous independent variable but uncorrelated with the

dependent variable. But in practice, some instruments are

better at achieving that result than others. As a result, some

statistical bias from reverse causality or a third-variable prob-

lem may still remain even though an IV procedure is em-

ployed if a weak instrument is used.

Second, notice that most of the earlier papers deal with

Blue Cross (BC) plans. That early focus likely reflects that BC

plans dominated many areas and data were available because

most plans were organized on a nonprofit basis at the time.

However, since the late 1980s, many BC plans have converted

to for-profit status to gain access to equity capital so data have

become more proprietary in nature. Third, only a few studies

simultaneously control for both insurer and provider market

concentration and none allow for an interaction term. Finally,

it should be pointed out that some studies are conducted

using national data for the US, whereas others are performed

with data from particular states or areas.

With these caveats in mind, it appears to be the case that a

majority of the relevant studies, reported in Table 2, find that a

greater dominance of health insurers, as reflected in a higher

market share or greater market concentration, results in a

lower negotiated hospital price. Thus, it might appear that

ample statistical evidence exists to suggest that health insurers

possess and exercise market power in the hospital services

market (i.e., a movement from point C to MB in Figure 1).

However, an inverse relation between health-insurer market

power and provider prices may not necessarily reflect mono-

psonistic exploitation, that is, instead of greater health-insurer

market power resulting in a movement from point C to MB in

Figure 1, it may actually be the case that the provider market

adjusts from MS to C in response to greater health-insurer

buyer pressure. If so, health insurers may actually be exercising

monopoly-busting power by forcing dominant hospitals to

lower price and produce more services. It follows that empir-

ical evidence is required for both the change in price and the

quantity to assess whether health insurers exercise monopsony

power in provider markets.

With this perspective in mind, several articles analyze the

quantity aspect of health-insurer market power effects.

The first study, by Feldman and Wholey (2001), finds that

greater HMO market power leads to a lower hospital price

but also causes increased hospital output. Bates and

Santerre (2008) extend the Feldman and Wholey study by

examining the effects of both HMO and PPO market con-

centration on various measures of hospital output at the

MSA level. They find that increased HMO and PPO market

concentration leads to a more inpatient and outpatient care,

respectively. Finally, Bates et al. (2006) find that greater

health-insurer market concentration is associated with the

hospital services industry using its resources in a more

technically efficient manner (i.e., getting more output from

the same inputs). These three papers, especially when con-

sidered together with the other studies finding lower nego-

tiated hospital prices in response to greater health-insurer

market concentration, imply fairly strongly that health

insurers exercise monopoly busting rather than monopsony

power in the hospital services industry.

However, some limited evidence suggests that the situation

may be different in the physician services market. More spe-

cifically, although Feldman and Wholey (2001) and Schneider

et al. (2008) find no relationship between health-insurer

market power and physician pricing and output, Dafny et al.

(2012) show that greater health-insurer market concentration

is related to a reduction in both physician earnings and em-

ployment as a monopsony model suggests. The study by

Dafny et al. (2012) comes across as being particularly per-

suasive because it uses a data set of 11 million people in

various employer-sponsored health insurance plans across the

nation over an 8-year period and specifies plan-fixed effects

along with using a plausible instrumental variables approach.

Dafny et al. (2012) findings also agree with basic intuition

because physician markets are much less concentrated than

hospital services markets and, unlike nurses, physicians are

not unionized. Given these two conditions, health insurers

may be able to exploit physicians. It will be interesting to see if

future studies offer collaborative evidence.

The literature on the relationship between health-insurer

market concentration and insurer behavior pales in com-

parison with the previous literature. It should be noted in

Table 3 that only six studies to date have focused on this

particular topic and that these studies are relatively recent in

comparison with the research on the previous topic. All but

one study suggest that health insurers exercise market power

by raising premiums and/or lowering output when the market

for health insurance is more concentrated.

Dafny’s (2010) study is particularly convincing because it

shows that health insurers charge higher premiums to more

profitable employers. Economic theory suggests that only

firms with market power can practice price discrimination of

that kind. In addition, Dafny et al. (2012) find that health

insurance premiums spiked upward in areas where the health-

insurer market concentration suddenly shot up because of a

merger between Aetna and Prudential in 1998. Finally, Bates

et al. (2012) show that the number of people with individually

purchased health insurance (but not ESI) is lower in states

where health-insurer market concentration is greater, particu-

larly when no state rate review regulations exist. All in all, the

evidence, although relatively limited, seems to suggest that

health insurers are able to exercise market power in their

output market. (Empirically examining the impact of mergers

on premiums and profits provides another way of observing

whether health insurers possess market power. Feldman et al.

(1996) find that premiums increase in the most competitive

market areas 1 year after mergers among HMOs. Hilliard et al.

(2011) show that rivals’ returns increase in response to a

merger in market areas where the premerger HHI is high and

the postmerger change in the HHI is large. Thus, both of these

papers suggest health insurers engage in anticompetitive

behavior.)

Summary and Conclusion

Whether health insurers possess and exercise market power

remains an important issue for the US because the recently
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passed health insurance reform continues to rely heavily on a

private health insurance industry. As discussed in this article,

economic theory suggests that sellers and buyers may exploit

their situation by raising prices above and lowering prices

below the competitive level in the output and input markets,

respectively, when the relevant market is highly concentrated.

In both cases, these price distortions can lead to alloca-

tive inefficiency and large firms gaining at the expense

of consumers or suppliers. The health insurance industry

simultaneously plays critical roles as an important buyer of

health- care provider services and as a health insurance pro-

vider to the public. Consequently, firms in the health insur-

ance industry potentially can exercise both monopoly and

monopsony power.

The empirical evidence to date suggests that health insurers

may possess monopsony power in many physician services

markets of the US. At least, one highly credible study finds that

physicians are paid less and fewer physicians are employed

when health insurers possess more market power in their area.

However, studies focusing on the hospital services industry

suggest the opposite. These studies find that health insurers,

when they attain more market power, are able to bust the

monopoly power of hospitals, thereby creating lower prices

and more hospital services. Further complicating the analysis,

recent research seems to have concluded that health insurers

possess and exercise market power in their output market, that

is, premiums are higher and fewer people are insured in areas

where the health insurance industry is more highly concen-

trated. Consequently, it appears that health insurers, when

they possess market power, are not passing along any cost

savings from the hospital or physician services markets to

buyers of health insurance.

Normally, reducing the market power of an industry, such

as health insurance, would mean that suppliers and buyers, in

this case physicians and consumer/patients, will un-

ambiguously benefit. However, reducing market power also

mean health insurers will be less able to hold the market

power of hospitals in check. Given this trade-off, it is unclear

how health policy authorities should craft public policies af-

fecting the health insurance industry. For example, should

public authorities level the playing field by allowing phys-

icians to join unions so they can negotiate collectively to

countervail the market power of health insurers? Or, should

antitrust laws be enforced more aggressively toward health

insurers or hospitals, or toward both? Or, would a profit tax

on health insurers (and hospitals) be a better idea? How about

a public health insurance option? According to the existing

empirical literature, health policy analysts may have to con-

front these sorts of questions if economic efficiency is desired

and a private health insurance system continues to be relied

on in the US.

See also: Competition on the Hospital Sector. Empirical Market
Models. Instrumental Variables: Informing Policy. Instrumental
Variables: Methods. Markets in Health Care. Switching Costs in
Competitive Health Insurance Markets
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Glossary
Economies of scale This is a result of increasing returns to

scale: the amount of resource used per unit of output

falls at higher output rates. It implies a falling unit cost

as output rates increase, as long as input prices do not

increase so as to offset the scale effect.

Economies of scope This enables a firm to produce

several goods or services jointly more cheaply than

producing them separately. The simultaneous production of

hospital care and medical teaching is an example.

Exogenous source of cost variability In the context of a

health care organization, a source is called exogenous if the

hospital management cannot influence its level.

Legitimate source of cost variability Legitimacy is based

on citizens’ preferences. For instance, a particular location

for a hospital, which corresponds to citizens’ preferences for

access to care, may be costlier than other locations.

Long-term moral hazard A time-invariant moral hazard

implying that the hospital management is permanently

inefficient.

Moral hazard In context with hospital payments,

moral hazard refers to the fact that hospital managers

can undertake more or less effort to minimize costs.

Prospective payment system A system that pays

hospitals a fixed price per stay in a given diagnosis-related

groups (DRG), irrespective of each hospital’s actual

cost. This provides a powerful incentive for managers to

minimize costs.

Retrospective payment A payment representing

reimbursement of the actual cost of treatment per

stay.

Transitory moral hazard The effect on a hospital

manager’s transitory cost-reducing efforts.

Yardstick competition An industrial regulatory

procedure under which the regulated price is set at the

average of the estimated marginal costs of the firms in the

industry. If differences in costs between hospitals are caused

only by moral hazard, a yardstick competition rule of

payment is to offer each hospital a lump sum payment per

stay defined on the basis of average costs observed in other

hospitals for stays in the same diagnosis-related groups

(DRG). This system mimics competition on a free market in

order to provide incentives for efficiency gains.

Introduction

Variability in hospital costs has often been used to convince

citizens and policy makers of the extent of inefficiency in

hospital care provision. Classification of hospital stays into

diagnosis related groups (DRGs) has made it possible to place

patients into groups that are supposed to be medically

homogenous and to compare the cost of stays for similar cases

in different hospitals. In a paper devoted to the political history

of Medicare’s transition to prospective payments per DRG,

Mayes (2006) cited the unbelievably rapid growth rates of

hospital costs in the USA: approximately 15% per year during

the 1970s. However, there was still doubt about the contri-

bution of inefficiency to such growth rates. Once DRGs were

defined, policy makers finally reacted to differences in costs

between hospitals for the same procedures. The introduction

of prospective payments per DRG was decided on for Medicare,

with the goal of forcing hospitals to increase efficiency. Simi-

larly, in France, the debate on reforming hospital payments

advanced in 1997, when the Ministry of Health decided to

make public the differences in costs between French hospitals.

Large differences in costs that were difficult to justify pointed to

large differences in efficiency across hospitals, and showed that

some of them were quite inefficient.

Nowadays, there is a general trend in all developed coun-

tries toward improving efficiency in hospital care through

implementation of prospective payment systems (PPSs).

Following the example of Medicare in 1983, other payers in

the USA adopted PPS for inpatient care. European countries

first adopted a global budget system to contain hospital costs

during the 1980s, before turning to PPSs per DRG.

The Basic Inspiration of Prospective Payment
Systems

The assumption at the root of a PPS is that any deviation in

cost for a stay in a given DRG is because of inefficiency.

Economists use the term ‘moral hazard’ to refer to the idea

that the payer (the insurer or the regulator) cannot observe,

much less monitor the efforts undertaken by hospital man-

agers to minimize costs. Paying hospitals a fixed price per stay

in a given DRG provides a powerful incentive for managers to

minimize costs. Indeed, hospitals are supposed to keep the

rent earned when their costs are lower than the fixed price.

Conversely, they risk running operating losses if their costs are

above DRG payment rates.

This payment scheme provides a perfect incentive for cost

reduction because the payment is a lump sum per stay defined

irrespective of a given hospital’s actual cost. Yet, the regulator

has an informational problem: she does not know how much

care costs when the hospital is fully efficient (i.e., the ‘true’

minimal cost for a stay in a given DRG). The level of the lump

sum defined by the regulator can lead the hospital to
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bankruptcy or generate rents that are costly for tax payers (or

the insured). This informational problem is solved by as-

suming that hospitals are homogeneous. In that case, differ-

ences in costs are caused only by moral hazard. Hence, an

appropriate rule of payment is to offer each hospital a lump

sum payment per stay defined on the basis of average costs

observed in other hospitals for stays in the same DRG.

Shleifer’s yardstick competition model provides the

theoretical foundation for a PPS. This model is based

on rather unrealistic assumptions: homogeneity of hospitals,

homogeneity of patients for the same pathology, and fixed

quality of care. Many studies have underscored the great di-

versity in hospitals’ conditions of care delivery (teaching sta-

tus, share of low-income patients, local wage level, etc.). Input

prices can differ depending on location; care quality may vary,

as may the severity of illnesses of admitted patients. These

studies highlight the risks of such a PPS, namely selection of

patients and a lowering of care quality. Indeed, hospitals

which are subject to exogenous factors that lead to higher costs

have to find ways to lower costs in order to avoid bankruptcy.

Sources of Heterogeneity in Hospital Costs

To avoid such problems, the regulator must design payments

that allow for exogenous and legitimate sources of cost het-

erogeneity. This idea was formalized early on by Schleifer in

his paper, published in 1985, one year after the beginning of

Medicare’s payment reform. He considered the case where the

regulator can allow for the predicted impact on costs of ob-

servable characteristics that cannot be altered by the hospital.

At first, Medicare adjusted its payments by a regional cost-of-

labor index and gave extra payment to teaching hospitals.

Currently, Medicare payments are adjusted for teaching hos-

pitals, for a disproportionate share of indigent patients, and

for local wage rates. In England, the national price per HRG

(the English DRG) is adjusted for unavoidable differences in

factor prices for staff, land, and building construction. More

generally, in European countries, payment rates are adjusted

for structural variables such as teaching, status, and region.

There is a theoretical debate on how observable causes of

cost differences between hospitals should be allowed for in a

PPS. Mougeot and Naegelen (2005) pointed out that most

theoreticians implicitly assume that prospective payments are

combined with a lump sum transfer. They show that this

transfer should generally take the form of a tax paid by the

hospital. Indeed, in a PPS hospitals whose costs are lower than

the price per DRG receive a surplus, called a rent, which is

costly to the tax payer. Social welfare will be maximized if this

rent is extracted through a tax. But such a tax is not feasible in

practice, given that most health care agencies do not have the

power to ‘fine’ hospitals. If lump sum transfers are not feasible,

it is possible to adjust fixed prices per DRG in order to reflect

exogenous cost differences between hospitals. In this case,

price adjustment should not necessarily be proportional to the

extra cost; it can be optimal to discriminate against low-cost or

high-cost hospitals by setting the price adjustment above or

below marginal cost.

(a) (b)

Figure 1 Two hospitals in Paris. Both provide high-tech acute care. (a) Hôpital Européen Georges Pompidou (HEPG), a very large hospital
located in the center of Paris, has approximately 60 care units. Four older hospitals were closed and their care units grouped together at HEPG.
Opened in 2001, this hospital was built following the latest standards of hospital architecture. It is reputed to be one of the best hospitals in
Europe for cardiac surgery and cardiology. (b) Groupe hospitalier La Pitié Salpétrière, a very large hospital located in the center of Paris, has
more than 70 care units. King Louis XIV ordered its creation. The hospital was designed by the architect Louis Le Vau, who was also in charge
of the palace of Versailles. The hospital was built in the 17th century. Today, it is composed of many separate buildings, some of which date
from the 17th century and some of which are modern. The old architecture of La Pitié Salpétrière is likely to induce higher costs because of
difficulties in spatial organization. These extra costs are exogenous in the medium run. If the regulator does not pay for the consequences of this
unfavorable architecture, she exposes La Pitié Salpétrière to operating losses, or provides incentives to reduce care quality, or to select patients,
in short to cut costs in ways that run contrary to the general interest. Everybody is convinced that an old architecture induces higher costs. The
question is: how much higher? It is not easy to answer this question because the extra costs are not observable: what can be observed is the
impact of extra costs because of infrastructure difficulties combined with extra costs (or savings) owing to bad (or good) management.
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However, the main difficulty is that many sources of cost

variability are not observable by the regulator, or the regulator

cannot measure their impact on hospital costs. Figure 1

concerns two hospitals in Paris. The Hôpital Européen Georges

Pompidou was built recently, whereas most of La Pitié Salpétrière

is very old and bears all the weight of its long history. Even if

the regulator is convinced that La Pitié Salpétrière has extra

costs because of the age of its buildings, the magnitude of

these extra costs cannot be measured. At best, the regulator can

observe the impact of additional costs because of poor infra-

structure combined with extra costs (or savings) due to bad

(or good) management, or combined with many other sources

of cost variability: care quality, scale and scope economies,

other hospital characteristics.

How can unobservable sources of cost heterogeneity be

dealt with? How can we distinguish between differences in

cost because of cost containment efforts and differences that

cannot be reduced because they are a result of exogenous

unobserved sources of hospital heterogeneity? Before turning

to this question, the possible sources of cost heterogeneity are

characterized by splitting them into six large categories (see

Table 1). This classification is rather simplistic and debatable,

but it may help in understanding what is at stake in the

question of hospital heterogeneity.

For each source of cost variability, it is essential to know

whether it is exogenous or endogenous, legitimate or illegit-

imate, and whether its impact on costs can be evaluated. A

factor is considered to be exogenous if the hospital manager

cannot influence its level. Legitimacy is based on citizens’

willingness to pay (preferences). Consider for instance a

hospital located in an area with limited road access. This in-

duces higher transportation costs and possibly higher wages.

Are people willing to pay an extra amount for a hospital lo-

cated in this area? If the extra cost is considered illegitimate,

the regulator will not adjust the DRG rate and the hospital

must either reorganize or close down. Similarly, indigent pa-

tients induce higher costs because their hospital stays are

generally longer. If the care system is supposed to offer similar

access to care to every citizen, adjusting payments to avoid

selection of patients is legitimate. The exogeneity of a cost

factor may depend on hospital status: in France, patient

characteristics are exogenous for public and private nonprofit

hospitals, which are not allowed to select patients, whereas

patient characteristics can be considered endogenous for

private-for-profit hospitals.

Economies of scale are obtained when a lot of activity in

one type of care service results in a lower cost per stay. Econ-

omies of scope arise when an appropriate mix of care services

Table 1 Sources of cost variability between hospitals
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results in a lower cost per stay. Very narrow specialization is

generally linked to scale economies, combined with scope

diseconomies. Scale and scope economies may be exogenous

or endogenous, depending on the hospital’s autonomy in

developing supply strategies. The institutional context plays an

important role: in the National Health Service of England,

hospitals that are run by Foundation Trusts (FTs) have more

freedom to shape their supply of care than other hospitals. In

France, scale and scope economies are endogenous for private-

for-profit hospitals but exogenous for public hospitals. The

latter have a given capacity and their mandate obliges them to

offer a broad mix of services in order to meet needs. Hence,

extra costs because of diseconomies of scope for a private-for-

profit hospital can be deemed illegitimate, if the hospital is

not constrained by a public mandate.

The fact that a source of cost heterogeneity is observable

does not imply that its impact on costs can be evaluated. As in

the example of La Pitié Salpétrière, the regulator cannot

measure extra costs associated with the age of the hospital

buildings separately from other sources of extra costs. The

factors considered in the table are shown in blue cells when

their impacts on costs are likely to be difficult to estimate: they

include moral hazard, of course, as well as some hospital

characteristics, but also care quality and scale or scope econ-

omies. Indeed, quality is multidimensional and rather difficult

to observe. (Concerning information on quality and the im-

pact of competition on quality, see the contributions of Sutton

and McGuire in this encyclopedia.) Scope economies are not

easy to detect because currently available econometric tests are

feasible only for a very small number of types of care services,

which is not satisfactory, given the number of DRGs (at least

several hundred) or Major Diagnosis Categories (several

dozen).

How to Pay for Unobservable Heterogeneity?

Fixed payments per DRG put pressure on hospitals to com-

pete. Because payments levels are set at average cost, hospitals

which are affected by exogenous factors that induce higher

than average costs risk losses. If they are already operating at

full efficiency, they cannot realize further savings through ef-

ficiency gains. Hence, careless implementation of a PPS is

likely to create undesirable incentives for selecting patients

and lowering care quality. A regulator who aims at maximizing

social welfare must design a payment system that creates vir-

tuous incentives for enhancing hospital efficiency, without

providing deleterious incentives for patient selection and

quality reduction.

To address this question, many theoretical papers have

tried to improve the basic model by lifting assumptions

relative to patient and hospital homogeneity, and by allow-

ing for endogenous levels in the number of procedures and

quality of treatment. Using various theoretical frameworks

and hypotheses, these papers show that social welfare can be

improved through a mixed payment system that combines a

fixed price with partial reimbursement of the actual cost of

treatment per stay. To deal with unobserved sources of het-

erogeneity in costs, the regulator can construct a menu of

contracts that combine a lump-sum transfer with partial

reimbursement of actual costs. When the hospital chooses

a contract, it reveals its unobserved cost component.

Currently, however, such a payment scheme is not imple-

mented in any health system. In fact, the theoretical design

of the contracts often relies on unobservable variables or

functions, such as, for instance, the function describing

the disutility of the hospital manager’s cost reduction

efforts. Hence, such theoretical designs are hardly used in

reality.

Another strategy is to use econometrics to evaluate un-

observable sources of cost heterogeneity. The sources of

hospital cost heterogeneity are summarized in Table 1. A

hospital’s activity is more or less costly, depending on its

infrastructure, the existence of economies of scale or of scope,

the quality of care and the cost reduction effort provided by

the hospital manager (moral hazard). Moral hazard can be

split into two components: long-term moral hazard and

transitory moral hazard. Long-term moral hazard is sup-

posed to be time invariant: the hospital management can be

permanently inefficient. An example of permanent ineffi-

ciency would be an obsolete elevator which is very slow and

subject to frequent breakdowns and which is not replaced for

several years. Transitory moral hazard is linked to the man-

ager’s transitory cost reduction efforts. For instance, the

manager can be more or less rigorous, each year, when ne-

gotiating prices for supplies or for services provided to the

hospital by outside firms. It would be optimal for social

welfare to eliminate long-term moral hazard as well as tran-

sitory moral hazard. However, it is very difficult to separate

long-term moral hazard from other sources of cost hetero-

geneity which are legitimate.

The use of a three-dimensional nested database makes it

possible to identify transitory moral hazard. It is then possible

to design a payment that allows for hospital heterogeneity in

costs, while still providing incentives to increase efficiency

because it does not reimburse costs due to transitory moral

hazard (see the technical appendix).

A fully PPS reimburses each stay with a fixed price re-

gardless of the actual cost of the stay: The payment systems

currently implemented in most countries take some observ-

able sources of cost heterogeneity, such as local input

prices, into account. A preferable method of payment would

be to allow for observable and some unobservable sources

of cost heterogeneity, provided they are time invariant. With

such a payment rule, the regulator reimburses each hos-

pital for extra costs that might correspond to undesirable long-

term moral hazard, but which can as well correspond to le-

gitimate heterogeneity. Nevertheless, this method of payment

creates incentives to increase efficiency because it does not

reimburse extra costs that are a result of transitory moral

hazard.

The general idea is that the regulator has no means to

disentangle legitimate and illegitimate sources of time-

invariant cost heterogeneity, i.e., to separate the wheat from

the chaff. In this context, it might be preferable to accept to

pay for long-term moral hazard in order not to penalize

hospitals which have legitimate sources of cost heterogeneity.

Is this view unreasonable? The question becomes an empirical

one: if transitory moral hazard has a substantial impact on

cost variability, it would be possible to achieve large gains in
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efficiency even while paying for permanent sources of hospital

cost variability.

An empirical estimation has been carried out by Dormont

and Milcent (2005) on a sample of stays for acute myocardial

infarction in French public hospitals. It appears that the cost

variability because of transitory moral hazard was quite size-

able. Simulations show that substantial budget savings – at

least 20% – could be expected from implementation of

a payment rule that takes all unobservable hospital hetero-

geneity into account, provided that it is time invariant. This

payment rule is easy to implement if the regulator has infor-

mation about costs of hospital stays. A drawback is that it gives

higher reimbursements to hospitals which are costlier because

of permanently inefficient management. However, it has the

great advantage of reimbursing high quality care. Moreover, it

can lead to substantial savings, because it provides incentives

to reduce costs linked to transitory moral hazard, whose in-

fluence on cost variability can be sizeable

Technical Appendix: Designing Payments That Allow
for Cost Heterogeneity between Hospitals

The use of a three-dimensional nested database, with infor-

mation recorded at three levels (stays–hospitals–years), makes

it possible to identify transitory moral hazard and to estimate

its effect on hospital cost variability. For a given DRG, we can

observe the cost Ci,h,t of the stay i, which occurred in hospital h

in year t. This cost can be decomposed as follows:

Ci,h,t ¼ ~Ci,h,t þ aþ Zh þ eh,t þ ui,h,t . If stays for the same DRG

always had the same cost, the cost would always be equal to

the constant a. A fully PPS is based on this assumption, which

implies that the other terms of the right-hand side of the

equation would be equal to zero.

As stated above, there are some legitimate sources of cost

variability, some of which are observable: patient character-

istics, local input prices. The impact of these characteristics on

costs can be estimated: we denote this cost heterogeneity

as ~Ci,h,t. Given the observable characteristics, cost variability

then depends on the sum of three random variables:

Zh þ eh,t þ ui,h,t . The term ui,h,t represents unobservable het-

erogeneity between patients: its average is equal to zero at the

hospital level. Hence, for given observable hospital charac-

teristics, hospital costs are affected by the terms Zh and eh,t.

These random variables are not observed but can be estimated

with a three-dimensional database.

By definition, the term Zh specifies time-constant un-

observable hospital heterogeneity. It can be seen as the result

of several components summarized in Table 1. In short, a

hospital’s activity is more or less costly, depending on several

factors: its infrastructure, the existence of economies of scale or

of scope, the quality of care and the cost reduction effort

provided by the hospital manager (moral hazard). As a com-

ponent of a time-invariant term (Zh), the moral hazard in-

volved here is long term: the hospital management can be

permanently inefficient. It would be optimal for social welfare

to eliminate long-term moral hazard as well as transitory

moral hazard. However, long-term moral hazard cannot be

separated from the other components of Zh, which are legit-

imate sources of cost heterogeneity.

The term eh,t is defined as the deviation, ceteris paribus,

for a given year t, of hospital h’s cost in relation to its average

cost. It can be seen as the result of transitory moral hazard,

measurement errors and unobserved transitory shocks affect-

ing hospital costs. Actually, measurement errors and un-

observed transitory shocks are likely to be of slight importance.

Indeed, a measurement error belonging to eh,t would be patient

invariant by definition. In other words, it would be re-

plicated for each stay in the same hospital during the same year,

which is unlikely. As for transitory shocks, they should be ob-

servable if they are justifiable. It is true that any hospital can be

affected by a shock in a given year: an electrical failure, for

example. However, the regulator would be well advised to

classify a priori these incidents as moral hazard, in order to

give hospitals incentives to declare them, when the extra

costs they induce are justifiable and exceptional. Hence eh,t is

mostly made of moral hazard: an econometric test run on

French data by Dormont and Milcent (2005) gave empirical

support to this conjecture. More precisely, eh,t is an indicator of

transitory moral hazard (indeed, all time-invariant components

ofunobserved hospital heterogeneity are represented in the

term Zh).

A fully PPS reimburses each stay with a fixed price Pi,h,t¼a,

whatever the actual cost of the stay Ci,h,t. The payment systems

currently implemented in most countries take some observ-

able sources of cost heterogeneity into account. With our

notation, the reimbursement then equals: Pi,h,t ¼ ~Ci,h,t þ a. A

preferable method of payment would be to allow for observ-

able and some unobservable sources of cost heterogeneity,

provided they are time invariant. The payment would be equal

to: Pi,h,t ¼ ~Ci,h,t þ aþ Zh. With such a payment rule, the regu-

lator in effect tailors reimbursement to each hospital. Indeed,

the component Zh is specific to hospital h. It might correspond

to undesirable long-term moral hazard, but it can also cor-

respond to legitimate heterogeneity. This method of payment

can nevertheless create incentives to increase efficiency be-

cause it does not reimburse extra costs that are due to transi-

tory moral hazard (eh,t is not a component of payment Pi,h,t).

See also: Comparative Performance Evaluation: Quality. Competition
on the Hospital Sector. Markets in Health Care
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Introduction

Concerns about the macroeconomic consequences of the

human immunodeficiency virus, and the associated acquired

immunodeficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS) have been fueled by

several factors. Most obviously, the epidemic has a devastating

impact on life expectancy in a number of countries. In the

empirical literature on economic growth (not dealing specif-

ically with HIV/AIDS), such a decline is associated with a steep

drop in the growth of gross domestic product (GDP). More

informally, there are concerns that the epidemic could affect

long-term development aspects by destroying human capital

and the incentives to invest in education, disrupt the social

fabric of a society, and result in an increasing number of dis-

advantaged young people (mainly orphans).

Second, there have been concerns that the impact of the

epidemic is tied up with and exacerbates the challenges of

economic development. For example, the 2006 Political Dec-

laration issued by the United Nations (UN) states ‘‘that in

many parts of the world, the spread of HIV/AIDS is a cause

and consequence of poverty, and that effectively combating

HIV/AIDS is essential to the achievement of internationally

agreed development goals and objectives.’’

Third, the response to HIV/AIDS in many countries has

become a macroeconomic factor in its own right, not only

because it partially reverses the adverse direct consequences of

the epidemic but also because of the additional demand for

(health) services, and the challenges of financing HIV

programs.

Against this background, the article focuses on three areas.

It sets out with a discussion of the state of the epidemic across

countries and its correlation with the state of economic de-

velopment. This is followed by a discussion of the literature

and evidence on the macroeconomic impacts of HIV/AIDS.

Finally, the article highlights macroeconomic aspects of the

financing of HIV programs, including the role external assist-

ance has played in this.

HIV/AIDS and the State of Economic Development

The macroeconomic implications of HIV/AIDS depend on the

economic context, as well as the state of the epidemic. For

example, the impact of HIV/AIDS on affected households

depends on available health services and the availability of

health and social insurance, companies with high value added

per employee have higher stakes in investments to minimize

the impact of HIV/AIDS on their staff and operations, and the

government’s capabilities in meeting the demand for HIV/

AIDS-related services are constrained by its fiscal resources.

Moreover, the state of the epidemic is partly endogenous,

and the quality of the policy response to the epidemic in turn

reflects the quality of a country’s institutions and its economic

and public policy capacities. From the perspective of global

development policy, where HIV/AIDS competes with other

causes for external assistance, it is also useful to place the

epidemic in an economic context.

HIV/AIDS-related deaths are concentrated in low-income

countries, similar to infectious diseases more generally. Ac-

cording to the ‘Causes of Death 2008’ data published by the

World Health Organisation, 41% of HIV/AIDS-related deaths

and 36% of deaths from infectious diseases occurred in low-

income countries in 2008 (which accounted for 12% of the

global population). In terms of its association with economic

development challenges, HIV/AIDS thus resembles infectious

diseases in general, but it is not correlated as closely with basic

economic development challenges as malaria deaths are, of

which 58% occurred in low-income countries.

However, HIV/AIDS mortality has been declining, re-

flecting increased access to treatment. According to the data

from the 2012 report on the Global AIDS Epidemic by the

Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS),

542,000 AIDS deaths (32% of global AIDS deaths) occurred in

low-income countries in 2011.

The broad distribution of HIV deaths by income group,

however, gives a misleading picture of the challenges posed by

HIV/AIDS, as HIV/AIDS is distributed across countries very

unevenly. Taking, for example, the global distribution of in-

come (Gini coefficient: 0.64) as a reference point, the burden

of HIV/AIDS is distributed much more unevenly (Gini co-

efficient: 0.74). This point is illustrated in Figure 1, which

orders the global population by GDP per capita and adds a

curve describing HIV prevalence in the respective countries.

Indeed, HIV prevalence tends to be higher in countries with

lower income. This is evident from the negative coefficient of

correlation between HIV prevalence and GDP per capita

(� 0.09), substantial HIV prevalence in a number of low-

income countries (broadly, those to the left of the 700-million

population mark in Figure 1) and an absence of high HIV

prevalence among high-income countries (broadly, the right-

most billion in Figure 1). The most striking feature of the

distribution of people living with HIV, however, is the high

concentration of HIV/AIDS in a few countries with HIV

prevalence over 10% of the total population. In this regard, it

also differs from malaria, which correlated more strongly with

the state of economic development in general (with higher

prevalence in low-income countries) but is less concentrated

in specific countries.

Although the correlation between HIV prevalence and GDP

per capita is not very strong, the consequences of an HIV in-

fection differ substantially across countries. While mortality

among people living with HIV typically was between 1% and

1.5% for high-income countries like France, Spain, or the US,

it averaged 4.8% in 34 low-income countries in 2011, and

exceeded 8% in Liberia, Nepal, and Somalia (according to

estimates from the 2012 UNAIDS Report on the Global AIDS

Epidemic). These estimates also illustrate the large impact of

increased access to treatment – mortality among people living
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with HIV in the 34 low-income countries has declined by al-

most one-half (from 8.6%) since 2005. However, very large

differences in the health consequences of an HIV infection

across countries with different levels of economic develop-

ment appear to persist.

Within countries, the correlation between HIV/AIDS and

income (or other socioeconomic characteristics) is less

straightforward. One of the most important data sources are

demographic and health surveys also covering HIV prevalence.

Most of these surveys suggest that HIV prevalence tends to be

higher for wealthier population groups, but there is no con-

sistent pattern across countries.

In summary, as is the case with infectious diseases more

generally, HIV/AIDS deaths occur predominantly in de-

veloping countries. However, HIV/AIDS is unusual as it is

distributed highly uneven across countries. These observations

have implications for the macroeconomic significance of the

epidemic. Because the health impact of HIV/AIDS has been so

disruptive in specific countries, and because this health shock

has emerged as a development threat only over the last 20 odd

years, it is plausible that the epidemic has economic con-

sequences (e.g., for GDP growth), which cannot easily be

detected for more common and chronic health conditions

(e.g., malaria). At the same time, the impact of HIV/AIDS

provides a testing ground for theories on health and economic

development.

Macroeconomic Impact of HIV/AIDS

In spite of its devastating impact on health outcomes such as

life expectancy in a number of countries, the impact of HIV/

AIDS on economic growth is not obvious. This point is il-

lustrated by Figures 2 and 3, which contrast trends in life

expectancy in 10 countries facing the highest HIV prevalence

worldwide and the recent growth experience in these coun-

tries. (As all of these countries are located in sub-Saharan

Africa, the figures also provide averages for the region for

comparison.)

According to Figure 2, the impact of HIV/AIDS on life

expectancy has been very large, ranging from a loss of 7 years

(Uganda) to a loss of 21 years (Zimbabwe) in 2000–05.

Moreover, the adverse impact was so strong that life expect-

ancy declined in absolute terms in 8 of the 9 countries, and

collapsed to a level last observed in the 1950s or 1960s in

Botswana, Lesotho, South Africa, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. In

some countries, the negative trend was started to reverse in

2005–10, partly because the HIV epidemic had matured (and

the number of AIDS cases was no longer escalating) and partly

as a consequence of increased access to treatment.

As evident from Figure 3, the large decline in life expect-

ancy has not resulted in a steep drop in GDP growth. The rate

of growth of GDP per capita in 9 countries with high HIV

prevalence slowed down, somewhat relative to the rest of sub-

Saharan Africa since the mid-1990s. However, the timing of

the slowdown precedes or is less persistent than the increase in

HIV/AIDS-related mortality. By 2010, the countries with high

prevalence can be divided in two groups: (1) Low-income

countries like Malawi, Mozambique, Zambia, and Zimbabwe,

experiencing large swings in growth rates arguably not caused

by HIV/AIDS (this applies especially to the economic crisis in

Zimbabwe); (2) South Africa and the enclosed or neighboring

middle-income countries Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, and

Swaziland, all experiencing growth rates below the average for

sub-Saharan Africa, but which also differ from most countries

in sub-Saharan Africa in many regards other than the state of

HIV/AIDS.

The empirical evidence is also ambiguous. Studies in-

cluding HIV prevalence or AIDS-related deaths directly in re-

gressions find no or very small impacts of HIV/AIDS on

growth. In contrast, studies identifying a large impact of HIV/

AIDS usually build on established findings of the empirical

growth literature, notably the positive correlation of growth

and life expectancy and then link the variable of interest to

HIV/AIDS. In light of the strong impact of HIV/AIDS on life
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expectancy (or similar variables), this empirical approach re-

turns a large negative impact of HIV/AIDS on growth but rests

on two untested hypotheses: (1) The correlation of growth

and life expectancy reflects a causal link between health and

growth and (2) HIV/AIDS affects economic outcomes in a

similar way as changes in the state of population health re-

flected in changes in life expectancy across countries. Both

assumptions are doubtful. Some observers point to common

factors like institutions affecting the functioning of health

systems, governance, and growth. Also, the health impact of

HIV/AIDS has a specific profile that does not simply reverse

health gains achieved over the past decades, and it has oc-

curred much more quickly than the gradual improvements in

health outcomes achieved over the past decades.

If the links between health and economic outcomes are of

a longer term nature, this could mean that the impacts of HIV/

AIDS on economic growth have not fully materialized yet. For

example, economic theory suggests that higher mortality risks

reduce the returns to education. HIV/AIDS could therefore

slowdown the accumulation of human capital and economic

growth. As this effect would take several decades to materialize

(as cohorts grow from school benches through the working-

age population), it would barely show up in economic growth

data at present, and there would not be a clear contemporary

correlation between HIV prevalence and economic growth.

Some microempirical evidence points to lower school at-

tendance in areas highly affected by HIV/AIDS, consistent with

such a hypothesis about the long-term economic con-

sequences of HIV/AIDS.

Another possible reason why the impacts of HIV/AIDS on

growth have been small so far is the fact that economic ac-

tivity, within countries, is distributed unevenly. It has been

observed that HIV is associated with certain economic activ-

ities like mining, and that migrant workers also play a large

role in disseminating HIV. However, as value added per

worker in mining is high, companies can afford to take actions
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to prevent any disruptions to production from increased

mortality or morbidity, at a low cost relative to turnover or

value added.

The discourse regarding the macroeconomic effects of HIV/

AIDS has focused on the growth impacts of the epidemic. It is

important to take note of the fact that HIV/AIDS also results in

a shift in the composition of spending. As governments and

households shift expenditures to respond to the epidemic and

address its consequences, these funds are no longer available

for other purposes, i.e., private or public consumption and

investment. Compared with a no-AIDS situation, HIV/AIDS-

related spending therefore adds to the economic costs of

the epidemic. The discussion in the Section Macroeconomic

Aspects of the Response to HIV/AIDS, suggests that public

HIV/AIDS spending accounts for several percent of GDP in a

number of countries. Private HIV/AIDS spending and shifts in

the allocation of time within households add to these

economic costs.

The steep declines in life expectancy that can arise because

of HIV/AIDS can also be interpreted as an economic cost. Such

interpretations of the health impact of HIV/AIDS draw on

estimates of the value of statistical life, which typically suggest

that a loss in life expectancy of one percent is equivalent to an

income loss of 3–4%. A loss in life expectancy of 23% (as in

Botswana, 2005–10, compare Figure 2) would then translate

into an economic cost exceeding one-half of GDP. Even in

countries like the US, with an HIV prevalence of 0.6% and a

loss in life expectancy of half an year, the costs of increased

mortality, by this count, exceed 2% of GDP.

Small aggregate impacts of HIV/AIDS may mask shifts

below the surface of national averages, which are relevant

from a welfare perspective. For example, it is plausible that

high HIV prevalence increases the risk to material living

standards and – for parts of the population – of falling into

poverty (even though other households may benefit, taking

advantage of employment opportunities vacated by people

affected by HIV/AIDS). Also, even though HIV prevalence

tends to be somewhat higher among wealthier population

groups, differences in access to treatment across population

groups, in a country facing an HIV epidemic, can exacerbate

inequalities in health prospects. Although demographic and

health surveys consistently return higher rates of access to

health services for wealthier population groups, little data are

available regarding the benefit incidence of HIV/AIDS-related

health services and the consequences of increased demand for

HIV/AIDS-related health services (and a corresponding scal-

ing-up in the supply of such services) for access to health

services more generally.

Macroeconomic Aspects of the Response to HIV/AIDS

The global response to HIV/AIDS has altered the course of the

epidemic. The macroeconomic impact of HIV/AIDS therefore

partly reflects the consequences of policy interventions, in

several dimensions: (1) HIV incidence, (2) the microeconomic

consequences, (3) the growth impacts of HIV/AIDS, and (4)

the costs of the response to the epidemic.

In many countries, HIV incidence has declined very con-

siderably from its peak. In South Africa, for example, HIV

incidence among the population of ages 15–49 years declined

from a peak of 2.8% in 1998 to 1.3% in 2011. As a con-

sequence, the health outlook in countries experiencing such

declines is improving, and the economic consequences of

HIV/AIDS become less forceful.

More immediately, the adverse economic consequences of

HIV/AIDS are modified by increased access to treatment. This

intuition is supported by empirical analysis on the micro-

economic level, illustrating a reversal in worker’s productivity

following initiation of treatment. These estimates, however,

are available only in settings where labor input and output are

directly observable (e.g., tea pluckers) and may not translate

one-to-one to other sectors and contexts, such as capital-

intensive mining or services, which account for a large share

in GDP.

The studies of the macroeconomic effects of HIV/AIDS also

provide some pointers regarding the consequences of treat-

ment (and the later studies frequently offer explicit estimates).

In addition to mitigating productivity losses, antiretroviral

treatment reduces the decline in population growth and re-

duces the private and public costs of care. Looking ahead, the

prospect of access to treatment changes the risks associated

with an HIV infection. Along with declining risk of becoming

infected, it therefore increases the incentives to invest in

education, therefore mitigating one of the most forceful effects

through which HIV/AIDS could affect long-term growth.

Macroeconomic studies, which explicitly account for the

impact of antiretroviral treatment, illustrate the extent to

which increased access to treatment mitigates the economic

impacts of HIV/AIDS, frequently suggesting a reversal in the

growth impact of approximately one-third to one-half of the

unfettered (‘no treatment’) impact of HIV/AIDS. This reversal

is less than complete even where the rate of access to treatment

is very high because treatment only mitigates and delays the

adverse health consequences of HIV/AIDS, and because the

costs of treatment crowd out other investments. Some ob-

servers argue that access to treatment could be financed from

this ‘growth dividend’ (and reduced costs of other HIV/AIDS-

related health services). This, however, is not necessarily the

case, as the ‘growth dividend’ is not directly available for

higher health spending (people surviving longer because of

treatment need to eat).

The policy response does not merely reverse the adverse

macroeconomic impacts of the epidemic. The costs of the

response in many countries have attained a level that is sig-

nificant from a fiscal perspective, and HIV/AIDS-related ex-

ternal aid may account for a substantial proportion of aid

received. Globally, HIV/AIDS accounted for US$ 8.0 billion

out of total disbursements of official development assistance

of US$ 150 billion in 2011, and out of US$ 19.4 billion in

the areas of health and population policies, according to the

‘‘creditor reporting system’’ database maintained by the Or-

ganisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.

The high costs of the response to HIV/AIDS in numerous

countries are illustrated in Figure 4. The burden of funding

the HIV/AIDS program, relative to GDP, is not necessarily the

largest in the countries facing the highest HIV prevalence

(Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, and Swaziland)

but in a number of low-income countries facing HIV prevalence

between 3% and 15%. In particular, some least-developed
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countries face a very large financing challenge, even though HIV

prevalence is moderate. This is the case because the unit costs of

HIV/AIDS interventions differ across countries much less than

the level of GDP per capita.

The spending figures summarized in Figure 4 confirm that

HIV/AIDS spending is significant from a fiscal perspective in

many countries. In a typical low-income country (the figures

are based on the median for this country group), public

spending accounts for approximately 25% of GDP, of which

8% (equal to 2% of GDP) go toward health. According to

Figure 4, the costs of the national response to HIV/AIDS

(whether delivered through the public sector or non-govern-

mental organisations) thus exceed total public health spend-

ing in a number of countries. These high levels of spending

would be hard to envisage without high levels of external

assistance.

Health is an area in which external assistance is playing a

large role across developing countries in general. Owing to

the uneven distribution of HIV/AIDS across countries, and the

high costs of HIV/AIDS in a number of countries, the role

of external assistance is even more pronounced in the area

of HIV/AIDS spending, as illustrated by Figure 5. For low-

income countries (broadly, those with GDP per capita of

less than US$ 1000 in Figure 5), external financing usually

accounts for more than 80% of the total costs of the HIV/AIDS

program and in some cases close to 100%. In contrast, external

assistance for public health spending rarely exceeds two-thirds

of total spending. The differences in external funding between

HIV/AIDS and health are even more pronounced for middle-

income countries including countries which are not facing

very high HIV prevalence rates.

Looking ahead, two aspects of the fiscal dimension of HIV/

AIDS are worth noting. First, the costs of HIV/AIDS programs

are going to remain high for a long time, even where HIV

incidence is declining. This is the case because the number of

people receiving treatment are still rising, and an increasing

number of people who have contracted HIV in the past

will require treatment. Second, there is a perception (and

some early evidence) that external funding for HIV/AIDS is

stagnating or even declining. This will place the funding of
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HIV/AIDS programs under pressure, especially in low-income

countries where HIV/AIDS spending is high relative to the

government’s fiscal resources.

Concluding Remarks

The impact of HIV/AIDS on economic growth has been small

so far. This finding raises some questions regarding the em-

pirical literature on health and growth (which would predict a

large impact), but it could also be the case that the link from

increased mortality to growth occurs so slowly and has not

fully materialized yet. In many countries, HIV/AIDS programs

have attained a scale that is significant from a fiscal per-

spective. The response to HIV/AIDS has been enabled by high

rates of external assistance in the past, but the availability of

funding is perceived to decline. Under these circumstances,

sustaining the funding of HIV/AIDS programs will present a

challenge especially for a number of low-income countries.

See also: HIV/AIDS: Transmission, Treatment, and Prevention,
Economics of. What Is the Impact of Health on Economic Growth –
and of Growth on Health?
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Abbreviation
UNAIDS Joint United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS.

Glossary
Concurrency When an act of sex with one partner occurs

between two acts of sex with another partner.

Disinhibition behaviors People may increase the

riskiness of their behavior in response to perceived

decreases in risk of acquiring or transmitting

the virus.

Serodiscordance When one member in a sexual

partnership is HIV positive and the other is not.

Introduction

At the end of 2011, according to Joint United Nations Program

on Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/Acquired im-

munodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) (UNAIDS), an estimated

34 million people were living with HIV worldwide. The

number of people dying of AIDS-related causes fell to 1.7

million in 2011, down from a peak of 2.2 million in the mid-

2000s. There were 2.5 million new HIV infections in 2011,

including an estimated 390 000 among children. This was

15% less than in 2001, and 21% below the number of new

infections at the peak of the epidemic in 1997. Sub-Saharan

Africa remains the region most heavily affected by HIV. In

2011, approximately 69% of all people living with HIV resided

in sub-Saharan Africa, a region with only 12% of the global

population. Sub-Saharan Africa also accounted for 70%

of new HIV infections in 2010, although there was a notable

decline in the regional rate of new infections. As Africa

shoulders the heaviest burden, this article emphasizes evi-

dence from this continent.

The article focuses on the economics of HIV/AIDS and

therefore does not emphasize the biomedical determinants of

the epidemic. However, it briefly summarizes some of the re-

cent biomedical prevention interventions. The focus of the

discussion is on behaviors, economic behaviors, and incentives

in particular. For that reason, the article does not address the

HIV epidemic among children, even though it constitutes a

heavy burden and an important challenge. This article will

mainly review the microeconomic aspects of HIV/AIDS.

The article articulates the discussion around the three

themes of HIV transmission, prevention, and AIDS treatment.

It starts by exploring the determinants of HIV transmission,

focusing on behavioral (gender and marriage, serodiscordant

couples and multiple partners, and concurrency) and socio-

economic (poverty, education, and occupation) determinants.

A short Section ‘(Micro-) Economic Consequences of HIV/

AIDS’ follows. The Section ‘HIV Prevention’ reviews the recent

advances in biomedical prevention interventions (male cir-

cumcision, treatment for prevention, and preexposure che-

moprophylaxis) before discussing behavioral interventions:

information and education campaigns (IECs), HIV testing and

counseling (HTC), school-based interventions, and con-

ditional cash transfers. The Section ‘AIDS Treatment’ reviews

briefly the literature on adherence to treatment before pre-

senting the evidence about the socioeconomic benefits of

antiretroviral treatment. Before the Section ‘Conclusion’, the

article addresses, at the intersection between AIDS treatment

and HIV prevention, the issue of disinhibition behaviors.

Determinants of HIV Transmission

This article does not focus on the biological determinants of

HIV transmission but rather on the behavioral and socio-

economic determinants of HIV infection.

Behavioral Determinants

Gender and marriage
An alarming demographic trend in developing countries has

been the steadily increasing percentage of adolescents and

women who are HIV positive. If globally, 50% of all people

living with HIV are women, in sub-Saharan Africa, that pro-

portion rises to 61% and young women (15–24 years) are 3–6

times more likely to be infected than men in the same age

group. These patterns have been identified as reflecting mar-

riage patterns and risk: women are marrying younger than

men and are often initiating sexual activity earlier, but women

are also biologically more vulnerable to HIV infection. Several

researchers argue that early marriage by females presents an

important risk factor for HIV infection that is generally not

being addressed and that could be contributing to the increase

in HIV among this relatively large segment of the population

(almost a third of girls between the ages of 10 and 19 in

developing countries marry before their 18th birthday). Using

data from 22 Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) con-

ducted in Africa, Latin America, and the Caribbean, these re-

searchers conclude that two main factors increase the

vulnerability of young brides to HIV infection: (1) marriage

dramatically increases the frequency of unprotected sex for
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most young brides and (2) many young brides marry older

men, who are more likely to be HIV positive, because of their

longer sexual activity.

Another study documents the increased risk of HIV in-

fection for young married females by comparing prevalence

data among the partners of young married females and the

boyfriends of unmarried females the same age who are sero-

positive. It reports that in Kenya 30% of male partners of

young wives are HIV positive, whereas only 11.5% of partners

of unmarried females the same age are seropositive.

Yet another draws the opposite conclusion. The analysis

done in this study, based on DHS in Ghana, Kenya, and on

cross-country comparisons, suggests that late marriage and a

long interval between first sex and first marriage are risk factors

for HIV infection. Other researchers use data from five DHS

that include HIV testing for a nationally representative sample

(Burkina Faso (2003), Cameroon (2004), Ghana (2003),

Kenya (2003), and Tanzania (2003–04)) to assess the question

empirically. Overall, except in Cameroon, their results do not

support the hypothesis that early marriage increases the HIV

risk for women. Getting married at an early age does not seem

to put young married women at any greater risk of contracting

HIV than women their age who do not get married. However,

except in Burkina Faso, marriage does not seem to protect

women against HIV either.

One study focuses on the risk associated with remarriage.

Using DHS nationally representative data from 13 sub-Saharan

African countries, it concludes that, in almost all of the coun-

tries examined, there are high rates of remarriage and these

remarried individuals have significantly higher rates of HIV

prevalence than the adult population in general and that of

other married individuals. It stresses that this relationship is not

necessarily causal, but that remarried individuals constitute a

large segment of the population that is highly vulnerable to

HIV/AIDS and has not been clearly identified as such by the

existing prevention efforts. Using the same data sources, an-

other study also investigates how reported condom use varies

within and outside marriage. It reinforces and expands on

previous findings that men report using condoms more fre-

quently than women do and that unmarried respondents report

that they use condoms with casual partners more frequently

than married individuals report using them with their spouses.

The study documents that married men from most countries

report using condoms with extramarital partners about as fre-

quently as unmarried men report using them with casual

partners. Married women from most of the countries included

in the study reported using condoms with extramarital partners

less frequently than unmarried women reported using them

with casual partners. This result is especially troubling because

marriage usually ensures regular sexual intercourse, thereby

providing more opportunities for a person to pass HIV in-

fection from an extramarital partner to his or her spouse.

Serodiscordant couples
Recent research on discordant couples (couples in which only

one partner is HIV positive) also shed new lights on the dy-

namics of HIV infection within marriage. In five countries –

Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Ghana, Kenya, and Tanzania – an

analysis of HIV status among discordant couples yields two

findings that challenge conventional notions about HIV

transmission. First, in at least two-thirds of HIV-positive cou-

ples (couples with at least one HIV-positive partner), only one

partner is HIV positive. Second, in close to half of those ser-

odiscordant couples only the woman is positive. These find-

ings have important implications for HIV prevention policies

and have been confirmed in a meta-analysis for a larger set of

African countries.

A pervasive, if unstated, belief is that males are by and large

responsible for spreading the infection among married and

cohabiting couples. The results from the analysis of discordant

couples suggest, however, that HIV prevention policies should

take into account the fact that women are almost as likely to

be the infected partner.

Multiple partners and concurrency
In terms of behaviors, strong emphasis has been put on the

hypothesis that concurrent sexual partnerships have been and

remain an important driver of the HIV epidemic, especially in

southern and eastern Africa. Concurrency is defined when an

act of sex with one partner occurs between two acts of sex with

another partner. In a network where people engage in con-

current sexual partnerships, if one person is living with HIV,

the virus can spread much more rapidly among the other

partners, as at any point in time a larger number of individuals

is connected through the sexual network and is susceptible of

becoming infected and then transmitting the infection. This

network effect is further reinforced by the fact that immedi-

ately after becoming infected with HIV, HIV-positive indi-

viduals are more infectious and at higher risk of transmitting

HIV within their network. Although concurrent sexual part-

nerships occur everywhere in the world, they might be more

prevalent or last longer in southern or eastern Africa, which

might be one of the key factors explaining the higher HIV

prevalence in those regions. However, the hypothesis that

concurrency is one of the main drivers of the HIV epidemic is

difficult to establish empirically and there is a debate as to

whether the evidence is strong enough to support it. The de-

bate focuses on the measurement of concurrency (recent sur-

veys using improved questionnaire design show reported

concurrency to be between 0.8% and 7.6% in sub-Saharan

Africa), the assumptions used in mathematical models of

concurrency, and on whether a correlation between HIV and

concurrency can be established.

Socioeconomic Determinants

Poverty
To what extent is poverty to be blamed for the AIDS epidemic?

Globally, the countries hardest hit by the AIDS epidemic are

poor; within sub-Saharan Africa, however, the hardest hit

countries are relatively richer. The macroeconomic evidence is

discussed in more detail in another article in this Encyclopedia.

Despite the lack of evidence, poverty is still believed to be a

driver of the epidemic. A number of compelling arguments

have been made that would support the notion that poverty

causes AIDS. A naive reason underpinning this view is that

health and disease exposure are usually positively correlated

with poverty: richer people live longer, are in better health,

and are less exposed to the deadliest diseases in low-income
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countries (diarrheal diseases, malaria, and so forth). This ar-

gument does not work in the case of HIV/AIDS, because the

HIV virus is contracted very differently from other contagious

diseases. Indeed, it is associated with behaviors and charac-

teristics that are often associated with higher income, such as

more concurrent partners, geographic mobility, and urban-

ization. One study characterizes these traits as those that are a

direct function of wealth (e.g., increased demand for partners)

and those that are correlated with wealth (such as residence

and population density).

Another study examines empirically if higher household

incomes are associated with less risky behaviors for indi-

viduals (particularly females) in Cape Town, South Africa.

Females in poorer households are more likely to be sexually

active and experience earlier sexual debut. They are more likely

to reduce condom use when they experience economic shocks,

but are less likely to have multiple partners. Males are more

likely to have multiple partners when confronted with a

negative economic shock. However, overall, the study does not

find systematic difference in condom use at last sex by income

level or the experience of economic shocks.

Education
There have been different conclusions reached about the as-

sociation between HIV infection and education. There are

various reasons why the association may be different, in-

cluding the specific context and ways of analyzing the data but

the factor that seems to have the biggest influence is the time

the data was recorded relative to the stage of the HIV/AIDS

epidemic in the country.

Several researchers completed two systematic reviews of

studies relating to the association between educational at-

tainment and risk of HIV infection in sub-Saharan Africa. The

first review concluded that there was either no association

between educational attainment and HIV infection (16 stud-

ies) or that there was a positive association between education

and HIV infection (15 studies), with the exception of one case

of negative association in Uganda where the response to the

epidemic was the most developed.

An updated version of the review combined additional

data published between 2001 and 2006 with the previous

data. Overall, 44 studies did not show any statistically sig-

nificant association between HIV infection and education, 20

studies showed a positive association, and in only 8 studies

was there a negative association. In this updated version, there

is evidence that the HIV epidemic is changing as shown by the

fact that a larger proportion of studies conducted from 1996

onwards identified a lower risk of infection associated with the

most educated than studies from before 1996; 7 studies

showed a negative association with post-1996 data compared

with only one study showing a negative association with the

pre-1996 data. In addition, studies from after 1996 (5/40

studies) were less likely to show a positive association between

HIV infection and the highest level of education than studies

from before 1996 (15/32 studies). In studies from 1996 on-

wards that showed changes over time, there seemed to be a

shift from strong positive associations toward weaker or

negative associations between the highest levels of educational

attainment and HIV infection. Additionally, HIV prevalence

seemed to fall more consistently among the higher educated

groups. Another study also noted a shift toward a more

negative association between HIV and education between

1995 and 2003 based on the analysis, controlling for wealth,

of data from serial population-based surveys in both urban

and rural Zambia.

Referring to the two systematic reviews above, some re-

searchers highlight the theory that the nature of the relation-

ship between education and HIV infection is changing over

time, whereby the early positive association between edu-

cation and HIV is weakening as the epidemic matures in a

particular country, though they also say that there is no hard

evidence that these shifting associations can be attributed to a

causal effect of education on HIV infection rates.

It was also found that there is a negative association be-

tween HIV and education among young women in an analysis

of an individual-level longitudinal dataset in rural Uganda. It

explores the evolution of this association over a period of 12

years and finds it changes over time. The study found no ro-

bust association between HIV/AIDS and education in 1990

but then found a negative association for young females

in 2000.

Occupation
Occupation can also contribute to the risk of HIV infection

and transmission. Commercial sex workers have been identi-

fied as a particularly vulnerable group. One study uses a panel

set of 192 self-reported daily diaries compiled by commercial

sex workers in Kenya to analyze decisions to engage in un-

protected sex with clients. It finds that women who engage in

transactional sex substantially increase their supply of risky,

better compensated sex to cope with unexpected health

shocks, particularly the illness of another household member.

Women are 3.1% more likely to see a client, 21.2% more likely

to have anal sex, and 19.1% more likely to engage in un-

protected sex on days in which another household member

(typically a child) falls ill. Similar responses are observed on

days just after a woman recovers from the symptoms of a

sexually transmitted infection (STI), which arguably might be

seen as an exogenous shock to her ability to supply sex, or

from other health problems. Women do this in order to

capture the roughly 42 Kenyan shilling (US$0.60) premium

for unprotected sex and the 77 shilling (US$1.10) premium

for anal sex. Other studies, in very different settings, Calcutta

and Mexico respectively, confirms the existence of a compen-

sating differential and that female sex workers not using

condoms obtain higher prices.

Truck drivers, migrants, and miners are also often perceived

as occupations at risk. Two researchers investigate the role that

mines and migration played in southern Africa. They start

from the observation that Swaziland and Lesotho are the

countries with the highest HIV prevalence in the world. They

have in common another distinguishing feature: during the

past century they sent massive numbers of migrant workers

into South African mines. A job in the mines implies spending

a long period away from the household of origin surrounded

by an active sex industry. This creates potential incentives for

multiple concurrent partnerships. Using DHS, their analysis

shows that migrant miners aged 30–44 years are 15% points

more likely to be HIV positive and having a migrant miner as a

partner increases the probability of infection for women by
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8% points. The study also shows that miners are less likely to

abstain and to use condoms and that female partners of

miners are more likely to engage in extramarital sex. The fact

that mobility might be one of the key factors of HIV trans-

mission is also highlighted by another study that shows a

positive relationship between HIV prevalence and the volume

of exportations. However, a recent study examining the effects

of the early twenty-first century copper boom on risky sexual

behavior in Zambian copper mining cities found that the

copper boom substantially reduced rates of transactional sex

and multiple partnerships in copper mining cities. Copper

boom induced in-migration to mining cities appears to have

contributed to these reductions.

(Micro-) Economic Consequences of HIV/AIDS

From a microeconomic point of view, the costs of the epi-

demic are numerous. The negative impact on labor markets

has been documented. For example, using firm-level data from

South Africa and Botswana, one study calculates that the value

of an incident HIV infection was between 0.5 and 3.6 times

the annual salary of the worker. It estimated that costs varied

widely between firms and among job levels within the firm.

Another studied the productivity and attendance of 54 tea

workers who died or were medically retired because of AIDS

between 1997 and 2002 compared with other workers. After

adjusting for age and environmental factors, cases were absent

from work 31 days or more often (an increase of 87%); spend

22 days more on light duty (an increase of 66%); produce an

average of 7.1 kg less tea leaf per plucking day (a decrease of

17%), when compared with the control group.

One of the most devastating consequences of the HIV/AIDS

epidemic is the large increase in the number of orphans. In

2008, more than 14.1 million children in sub-Saharan Africa

were estimated to have lost one or both parents to AIDS. There

is a large literature on the consequences of orphanhood.

Summarizing it has been done elsewhere and would be be-

yond the scope of this article. In brief, though the results from

cross-sectional studies point to a large heterogeneity in the

orphan/nonorphan differential across countries, longitudinal

studies who can contrast the situation of the child before and

after the death of the adult generally conclude that orphans

are disadvantaged in terms of schooling outcomes, even if it is

not always in terms of enrollment.

Beyond orphanhood, the HIV epidemic could reduce the

incentives to invest in education and affect fertility behaviors.

By looking at the DHS data from 15 countries in sub-Saharan

Africa, one study examines the relationship between HIV

prevalence and changes in human capital investment over

time and finds that areas with higher HIV prevalence experi-

enced relatively larger declines in schooling. One of the sug-

gested mechanisms is that a lower life expectancy reduces the

incentives to invest in human capital. Another also finds that

short life-spans might be one of the reasons why, even when

confronted with high HIV prevalence numbers, the extent of

behavior change has been limited in most African settings.

Yet another study shows evidence for the fact that HIV has

had little impact on fertility, both overall and in a sample of

HIV-negative women; however, it was estimated that the

presence of HIV reduces the average number of births a

woman gives during her lifecycle by 0.15.

HIV Prevention

Although this article focuses on the economic and behavioral

aspects of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, it is worth noting that

currently the field of HIV prevention is dominated by recent

advances in biomedical interventions for HIV prevention. This

section starts by reviewing some of these advances, with some

emphasis on the behavioral responses to these advances. The

discussion moves next to behavioral interventions for HIV

prevention.

Biomedical Interventions

The first biomedical approach to be rigorously tested for HIV

was the treatment of other STIs. As summarized in one par-

ticular study, the earliest study of the efficacy of treating other

STIs on HIV incidence conducted in Tanzania suggested that

when STIs are treated, HIV infection declined by almost 40%

over a 2 year period. Following this result, STI treatment was

included in the catalog of HIV prevention measures endorsed

by the World Health Organization (WHO) and UNAIDS.

However, another randomized control trial in Uganda showed

contradictory results and other studies have not replicated the

level of efficacy found in the initial study.

However, male circumcision has been shown to be pro-

tective and more recently, new biomedical approaches have

been more successful. In particular, ‘treatment for prevention’

or ‘test-and-treat,’ and preexposure chemoprophylaxis for HIV

prevention have shown promising results.

Male circumcision
The evidence showing the protective effect of male circum-

cision from three randomized control trials is strong. Unlike

other HIV prevention strategies, male circumcision is a one-

time procedure with lifelong benefits and thus potentially

highly cost effective. However, till date, there is no rigorous

impact evaluation of male circumcision at scale. Those would

be important studies to carry not only to confirm the external

validity of the randomized control trials but also to learn what

are the most effective delivery mechanisms for scaling up male

circumcision or to assess whether behavioral responses such as

disinhibition might differ in an environment where the

benefits of male circumcision have been largely publicized and

where a large number of men have been recently circumcised.

Treatment for prevention
The ‘treatment for prevention’ approach proposes to test regu-

larly a large fraction of the population and treat immediately

those who have tested positive with antiretroviral therapies,

without waiting for the AIDS symptoms to develop. By treating

HIV positives immediately after they have tested, the objective

is to reduce the viral load of HIV positives and therefore their

infectiousness. While earlier studies advocating this approach

were based on modeling, recent results from the HPTN 052

study indicate that treatment for prevention is efficacious.
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Preexposure chemoprophylaxis for HIV prevention
One study also reports on recent trials evaluating preexposure

chemoprophylaxis for HIV prevention. In the Center for the

AIDS Programme of Research in South Africa (CAPRISA) study

in South Africa, high-risk women used an applicator that de-

livered 1% tenofovir gel into the vaginal vault up to 12 h

before, and within 12 h after intercourse. Investigators re-

ported a 39% reduction in overall acquisition of HIV, and the

maximum reduction was 54% among the most adherent

women. In the Iniciativa Profilaxis Pre Exposicion or Pre-

xposure Prophylaxis Initiative (iPrEx) study in 2010, HIV-

negative men who have sex with men were given daily an

antiretroviral combination, emtricitabine and tenofovir dis-

oproxil fumarate (TDF plus FTC) for up to 2.8 years. The study

recorded a 44% reduction in HIV acquisition and, as with the

CAPRISA study, efficacy was strongly associated with concen-

trations of antiretroviral drugs, a direct marker of adherence.

By contrast, the Preexposure Prophylaxis Trial for HIV Pre-

vention among African Women (FEM-PrEP) trial of TDF plus

FTC offered to high-risk women was discontinued because an

equal number of infections occurred in both the placebo and

treatment groups.

As with treatment for prevention, the efficacy and efficiency

of preexposure chemoprophylaxis for HIV patients needs to be

further established and confirmed, but if they are confirmed it

would open very promising perspectives for the prevention of

sexual transmission. Compared with treatment as prevention,

preexposure chemoprophylaxis offers two advantages. First,

there is no need for frequent and widespread testing in order

to identify HIV-positive individuals. This is logistically chal-

lenging in most settings in sub-Saharan Africa, especially if

one of the objectives is to detect individuals with recent HIV

infections that are more infectious, but more difficult to detect

with accuracy. Second, preexposure chemoprophylaxis for HIV

prevention can be self-targeted by individuals who feel they

are most at risk. However, both approaches require a high

level of adherence in the absence of symptoms and are oper-

ationally challenging to implement considering that it has

proved difficult so far to fully scale up HIV testing in the

general population and access to antiretroviral treatment for

all AIDS patients.

Behavioral Interventions

One study reviews 37 randomized controlled trials of HIV

prevention interventions and finds only six demonstrating

effects in reducing HIV incidence. Those six were all evaluating

biomedical interventions (male circumcision trials, STI treat-

ment, and care). None of the behavioral interventions re-

viewed demonstrated impact in reducing HIV incidence. The

review suggests that lack of statistical power, poor adherence,

and diluted versions of the intervention in comparison groups

may have been important issues in some of the trials that did

not show any results.

Information and education campaigns
IECs have been among the first behavioral interventions for

HIV prevention. One researcher reviews the much touted ab-

stain, be faithful, use condoms (ABC) campaigns in Uganda.

The study concludes that the effects of such a national mass

media campaign on behavior are difficult to estimate as a

control group is not available. The ABC initiative in Uganda,

combined with a high level of political commitment to HIV

prevention, seemed to have been successful in significantly

reducing the prevalence of HIV. However in mass efforts such

as this, it is difficult to ascribe success to individual com-

ponents (there is a debate about the relative importance of

condoms in the ABC strategy), but they do provide suggestive

evidence that broad-based and well supported efforts at be-

havior change can be effective prevention strategies. Overall,

IECs by itself have not been shown to have more than a minor

impact on patterns of HIV transmission and the trajectory of

the epidemic. Numerous studies have shown that information

alone is typically insufficient to change risk behavior. The

impact of mass media campaigns tends to be short in the

absence of an ongoing effort, and these campaigns can be

aided by condom distribution and by more targeted education

programs aimed at youth in and out of school.

HIV testing and counseling
HTC is recognized as the necessary gateway for HIV/AIDS

treatment. However, the prevention benefits of individual

HTC remain under discussion. One study estimates the be-

havioral responses by individuals to a public HIV testing

program. It posits that only individuals who are surprised by

the test results, i.e., low-risk individuals testing HIV positive or

high-risk individuals testing negative, will change their be-

haviors. For those individuals HTC can lead to unexpected

behaviors that might not reinforce prevention. It finds that

although the aggregate effect of the testing program is quite

small, the effects disaggregated by private beliefs about own

risks are consistent with information elastic behavior for the

average individual. It concludes that the subgroups of the

population affected by HTC may have roughly offsetting be-

havioral responses, which may lead to little effect or possibly

even perverse outcomes with regard to an objective of low-

ering disease transmission.

Another study finds that beliefs are an important de-

terminant of risky behavior, with downward revisions in the

belief of being HIV positive increasing risky behavior and

upward revisions decreasing it. Yet another tests the hypothesis

that only individuals who are surprised by the test results will

change their behaviors, using STIs as objectively measured

proxies for unsafe sexual behavior. On the one hand, indi-

viduals who believed they were at low risk for HIV before

testing, are nine times more likely to contract an STI following

an HIV-positive test, indicating riskier sexual behavior. On the

other hand, individuals who believed they were at high risk

for HIV have an 84% decrease in their likelihood of con-

tracting an STI following an HIV-negative test, indicating safer

sexual behavior. When HIV tests agree with a person’s belief of

HIV infection, there is no statistically significant change in

contracting an STI. Using the randomly assigned incentives

and distance from results centers as instruments for the

knowledge of HIV status, one researcher finds that sexually

active HIV-positive individuals who learned their results are 3

times more likely to purchase condoms 2 months later than

sexually active HIV-positive individuals who did not learn
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their results. However, there is no significant effect of learning

HIV-negative status on the purchase of condoms.

Meta-analyses of the prevention benefits of HTC conclude

that HIV counseling and testing appears to provide an effective

means of secondary prevention for HIV-positive individuals

but is not an effective primary prevention strategy for un-

infected participants and that, overall, there is only moderate

evidence in support of HTC as an effective prevention strategy.

Joint couple or partner testing appears to have stronger

prevention benefits, especially in the case of serodiscordant

couples. However, despite the importance of couple testing for

treatment and prevention, there are few successful experiences

of HTC programs reaching couples. Recent evidence on the

effectiveness of ART for the prevention of HIV transmission

among couples makes this a key intervention of prevention

programs in generalized epidemic countries. Recent evidence

from Rwanda suggests that pay-for-performance schemes at

the health facility level can be an effective intervention to

target discordant couples for HTC.

School-based interventions
The school environment offers a useful platform to deliver

HIV information and prevention messages to individuals just

before or as they start their sexual life.

Several researchers analyzed results from a randomized

evaluation comparing two different HIV prevention inter-

ventions and one economic intervention, and their impact on

the students in certain behaviors considered to be risk factors

for HIV infection. They tested three different types of school-

based interventions in rural Kenya. One intervention involved

training teachers in the national HIV/AIDS curriculum for

them to present to their students. The second intervention

consisted of students being encouraged to debate the benefits

of using condoms and write essays on ways to protect them-

selves against HIV. The third intervention involved lowering

the cost of schooling by providing school uniforms to students

attending school as a way to get students to stay in school

longer. To measure effectiveness, the researchers primarily

evaluated teenage childbearing as a proxy for unprotected sex,

the main risk factor for HIV/AIDS in Africa. They also collected

information on knowledge, attitudes, and behavior regarding

HIV/AIDS. The teacher training was found to have little im-

pact on teen childbearing, students’ knowledge, and self-

reported sexual activity and condom use. The debate and essay

intervention increased self-reported condom use, but not self-

reported sexual activity. Paying for uniforms reduced dropout

rates by 15%, resulted in an almost 10% decrease in teen

childbearing, girls were 12% less likely to be married, and

boys were 40% less likely to be married.

The UK Department for International Development

(DFID) trial (2004) in rural Tanzania evaluated the impact of

an intervention aimed at changing the knowledge and sexual

behavior of adolescents on HIV rates, other STIs, unintended

pregnancy and adolescents’ knowledge, and reported attitudes

and behaviors. The intervention included an in-school tea-

cher-led, peer-assisted sexual and reproductive health edu-

cation component, training for health workers to make

reproductive health services at the clinics more youth-friendly,

community-based condom promotion, and periodic com-

munity activities promoting sexual health. Comparing the

communities that received the interventions with the control

communities showed that the intervention communities had

statistically significant improvement in knowledge and re-

ported sexual attitudes for both males and females. Males also

reported delayed sexual debut, fewer sexual partners, and

more condom use at last sex. However, there was no evidence

of a consistent impact of the intervention on biological out-

comes including HIV incidence, other STIs, and unintended

pregnancies.

A review of 11 quasiexperimental designs that measured the

impact of a variety of school-based HIV prevention interventions

in sub-Saharan Africa reinforce the finding from the DFID trial

that behavior is more difficult to change than knowledge.

Although general HIV knowledge may not often result in

behavior change, another study shows that specific infor-

mation that distinguishes the levels of HIV risk may be more

useful in changing behavior. The study rigorously tests an

information campaign telling teenagers about the relative risks

of different types of partners, based on their HIV infection

rates. The objective of the campaign was to make teenagers

aware of the relative risks of partners of different ages in the

hope that they will take these different levels of risk into ac-

count when choosing a partner. As a result of the campaign,

the incidence of cross-generational pregnancies among the

treatment group decreased by 61% while intragenerational

pregnancies remained stable. This information on the relative

risks of different partners resulted in a sizable decrease in

unprotected sex between older men and teenage girls but

without an increase in unprotected sex between teenage boys

and girls. In contrast, another program that only gave general

information about HIV risk had no impact on the incidence of

unprotected sex as measured by pregnancy rates.

Conditional cash transfers
Conditional cash transfer programs have become an increas-

ingly popular approach for incentivizing socially desirable

behavioral change. The principle of conditionality – making

payments contingent, for example, on a minimal level of

schooling attendance or preventative care use – distinguishes

conditional cash transfer programs from more traditional

means-tested social programs. The evaluation of conditional

cash transfer programs have shown that they can be effective at

raising consumption, education, and preventative health care,

as well as actual health outcomes. Similarly, ‘contingency

management’ approaches have shown important substance

abuse reductions by conditioning rewards on negative tests for

drug or alcohol. The evidence on the efficacy of conditional

cash transfers for STI or HIV prevention is still unfolding and

remains limited. In Malawi, small financial incentives have

been shown to increase the uptake of HTC. Another study in

Malawi, conducted a conditional cash transfer program for

adolescents in which the cash transfer was conditional on

school attendance but which, in addition to increased en-

rollment and attendance also caused a reduction in HIV and

herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV-2) incidence. HIV prevalence

among program beneficiaries was 60% lower than the control

group (1.2% vs. 3%). Similarly, the prevalence of HSV-2

(which is the common cause of genital herpes) was more than

75% lower in the combined treatment group (0.7% vs. 3%).

No significant differences were detected between those offered
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conditional and unconditional payments. In addition, cash

payments offered to the girls who had already dropped out of

school at the beginning of the trial made no difference on

their risk of HIV or HSV-2 infection. The same program also

led to a modification of self-reported sexual behaviors with

adolescent girls having younger partners.

Till date, two studies evaluated conditional cash transfers

in which the conditionality is attached to negative test results

for STIs. In Malawi, one study tested an intervention promis-

ing a single cash reward in 1 year’s time for individuals who

remained HIV negative. This design had no measurable effect

on HIV status, but the number of seroconversions in the

sample was very small and statistical power was therefore low.

The Rewarding STI Prevention and Control in Tanzania (RE-

SPECT) study evaluated a randomized intervention that used

economic incentives to reduce risky sexual behavior among

young people aged 18–30 years and their spouses in rural

Tanzania. The goal was to prevent HIV and other STIs by

linking cash rewards to negative STI test results assessed every

4 months. The study tested the hypothesis that a system of

rapid feedback and positive reinforcement using cash as a

primary incentive to reduce risky sexual behavior could be

used to promote safer sexual activity among young people

who are at high risk of HIV infection. Results of the ran-

domized controlled trial after 1 year showed a significant re-

duction in STI incidence in the group that was eligible for the

US$20 quarterly payments, but no such reduction was found

for the group receiving the US$10 quarterly payments. Further,

though the impact of the Conditional Cash Transfers (CCTs)

did not differ between males and females, the impact was

larger among poorer households and in rural areas. Although

the results from those studies are important in showing that

the idea of using financial incentives can be a useful tool for

preventing HIV/STI transmission, this approach would need

to be replicated elsewhere and implemented on a larger scale

before it could be concluded that such conditional cash

transfer programs, for which administrative and laboratory

capacity requirements are significant, offer an efficient, scal-

able, and sustainable HIV prevention strategy.

AIDS Treatment

Antiretroviral therapy (ART) has dramatically reduced mor-

bidity and mortality for people living with HIV/AIDS. By the

end of 2010, an estimated 6.6 million people in low- and

middle-income countries received ART. In sub-Saharan Africa,

approximately 47% of the 14.2 million eligible people living

with HIV were on ART. This is an extraordinary achievement,

considering that as recently as 2003, relatively few people

living with HIV/AIDS had access to ART in Africa. A total of

2.5 million deaths have been averted in low- and middle-

income countries since 1995 due to the ART being introduced,

according to new calculations by UNAIDS.

Adherence to Treatment

Medical research has established that a minimum level of

adherence to antiretroviral drug (ARV) treatment of 95% is

necessary to achieve significantly better health outcomes as

assessed by the viral load, immune system, and occurrence of

opportunistic infections. Nonadherence predicts disease pro-

gressions and survival rates, and increases the risk of trans-

mission of drug-resistant viruses. Failure to achieve proper

adherence to treatment is thus both an individual and

collective risk.

Determinants of adherence depends on several factors such

as the treatment regimen (which can be quite complex and

include food restrictions, specific schedules, etc.), disease

characteristics, the quality of the patient–provider relation-

ship, or the clinical setting. Sociodemographic factors do not

consistently predict adherence behavior. The meta-analysis on

socioeconomic status as a determinant of adherence finds that

while the relationship is weak, there is generally a positive

association between income, education, or employment status

and adherence. It is worth noting that adherence is not found

to be consistently lower in developing countries, and largely

depends on access to treatment and financial barriers. When

therapy is fully subsidized in developing countries, it can be at

least as good as in developed countries.

Even when treatment per se is free, transportation costs to

the health facility to get a prescription refilled are found to be

a powerful barrier to adherence. Moreover, patients have to

make ‘impossible choices’ between competing claims: trans-

port costs and good nutrition of the patients compete with

schooling fees or medical costs for children, food for the rest

of the family, etc. As already mentioned, malnutrition can be

an obstacle to adherence.

Several interventions aiming to improve adherence have

been evaluated. For example, weekly Short Message Service

(SMS) reminders have been shown to increase the percentage

of participants achieving 90% adherence to ART by approxi-

mately 13–16% compared with no reminder and were also

effective at reducing the frequency of treatment interruptions.

The Economic Benefits of Antiretroviral Treatment

The most immediate benefit of the scaling up of antiretroviral

treatment is a reduction in mortality and morbidity. A second-

order set of benefits is related to the increase of labor supply

and productivity of AIDS patients and their family members as

well as related changes in income, time allocation, and school

participation of children.

A study from Botswana provides evidence on the link be-

tween a worker’s health status (measured by his/her cluster of

differentiation 4 (CD4) count) and absenteeism in a given

month, using measurements of the CD4 count at 0, 6, and 12

months after treatment initiation. The estimates provide ro-

bust evidence of an inverse V-shaped pattern in worker ab-

senteeism around the time of ARV treatment inception. In the

1–5 years before the start of treatment, there is no difference in

the rate of worker absenteeism before the start of treatment. At

12–15 months before the start of treatment, there is a sharp

increase in absenteeism to approximately 20 days in the year

before the start of treatment and a peak of 5 days in the month

of treatment initiation (absence rate of 22%). Recovery is

quick within the first year. At 1–4 years after treatment starts,

treated workers have low rates of absenteeism similar to
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nontreated workers. In Tamil Nadu, India, at 6 months after

initiation of ART, AIDS patients were 10% points more likely

to be economically active and worked 5.5 additional hours

per week.

On the basis of data from rural Kenya, several researchers

compare the change in the extensive and intensive margins of

labor supply of patients on ARV and their household mem-

bers. They document a 20% increase in the likelihood of pa-

tient participating in labor force and a 35% increase (7.9 h) in

weekly hours worked within 6 months of treatment. Young

boys in treated patients’ households work significantly less

after treatment initiation, whereas girls and adult household

members do not change their labor supply. In the same setting

in Kenya, with ARV treatment, females increase time for water

and firewood collection, but decrease time on medical care

translating into a lower burden on children with less time

spent on housework and chores. Finally, based on the same

longitudinal survey data from Kenya, weekly hours of school

attendance of children, particularly for girls, in the patient’s

household increased by more than 20% within 6 months after

ARV treatment was initiated for the adult patient. In Kenya,

there is weaker evidence that the short-term nutritional status

of young children also improves. However, in a recent study in

Zambia, the researcher finds that adult access to ART resulted

in increased weight-for-age and decreased incidence of stunt-

ing among children younger than 60 months of age.

At the Intersection of Prevention and Treatment:
Disinhibition Behaviors

Part of the economics literature on HIV/AIDS has investigated

disinhibition – or risk compensation – behaviors. The main

proposition of this literature is that people may alter their

behavior in response to perceived changes in risk. In the

specific case of HIV/AIDS, the focus has been mainly related to

the increased access to antiretroviral treatment. The concern is

that increased access to ART may lead to a decrease in the

perceived risk and costs of contracting HIV and, as a con-

sequence, may lead to an increase of risky sexual behaviors.

Such disinhibition behaviors, if large enough, may (at least

partially) offset the benefits of scaling up access to ART. This

conjecture is supported by several studies in the US and Eur-

ope, which have identified an upward trend in risky sexual

behaviors since the introduction of ART in 1996. More spe-

cifically, an association has been identified between decreased

concern about HIV due to ART availability and unprotected

sex, and in particular among men who have sex with men.

Investigations of disinhibition behaviors in sub-Saharan

Africa are limited. Studies exploring directly the behaviors of

ART patients have generally concluded that there was no evi-

dence of increase in risky behaviors after the ART initiation,

even if sexual activity increased. One of the earliest studies

looked at change in the use of condom by sex workers in

Nairobi, Kenya. This analysis provided at least some suggestive

evidence that condom use by sex workers decreased when

‘fake’ cures of AIDS were announced. Such a pattern is con-

sistent with disinhibition behaviors, although the result may

not be generalizable to the general population as it uses a

much selected segment of the population. Another study used

population-based surveys to test risk compensation behavior

in the general population in a sub-Saharan African context.

The researchers observed that in Kisumu (Kenya), ART-related

risk compensation and the belief that ART cures HIV were

associated with an increased HIV seroprevalence in men but

not women. Others study the effect of increased access to ART

on self-reported risky sexual behavior, using the data collected

in Mozambique in 2007 and 2008. Controlling for un-

observed individual characteristics, the findings support the

hypothesis of disinhibition behaviors. In particular, risky be-

haviors are more positively associated with efficacious ART for

family members of HIV-positive persons and for individuals

from neighboring households, whereas disinhibition be-

haviors are not found among AIDS patients themselves.

Although disinhibition might more directly be a con-

sequence of the availability of ART, disinhibition behaviors

could also be present as a consequence of HIV prevention

interventions. For example, one study advances that HTC

might be effective in persuading HIV-positive individuals to

reduce their risky behaviors and the risk of transmission of

HIV to their partners, but potentially leads to disinhibition

among those who receive an HIV-negative test result. Disin-

hibition should be considered and investigated in the case of

male circumcision, treatment for prevention, and preexposure

prophylaxis. In the case of male circumcision, it is possible

that as a consequence of male circumcision – which is pro-

tective, but only to a certain extent – male individuals and

their partners opt for less safe sexual practices and, for ex-

ample, become less likely to use condoms or more likely to

engage in concurrent partnerships. Another study discusses

compensating behaviors related to male circumcision. The

assessment is that the current empirical evidence does suggest

that disinhibition is unlikely to substantially reduce the ef-

fectiveness of medical male circumcision. This assessment is

based on the evidence from self-reported sexual behaviors of

study participants in the randomized control trials that have

established the efficacy of medical male circumcision. It would

be important to assess the possibility of disinhibition from

male circumcision interventions at scale.

Overall, it is fair to conclude that the evidence on disin-

hibition behaviors is limited and inconclusive. Several studies

have provided a comprehensive review, with studies finding

evidence of disinhibition and others not. The evidence is even

more limited in sub-Saharan Africa but the potential risks

associated with disinhibition on a large scale are important

enough to be taken into consideration in further studies.

Conclusion

After reviewing the behavioral and socioeconomic determin-

ants of HIV transmission, this article has focused on HIV

prevention intervention and AIDS treatment. There is a ten-

dency to present prevention and treatment as alternatives

competing for scarce (donor) resources. However, HIV pre-

vention remains crucial. Only by sustaining recent reductions

in mortality and bringing down the number of new infections

will the total number of people with HIV finally decline and

will an AIDS transition be attainable.
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It has been stressed that behavioral responses are very

important mediators of HIV transmission and of the efficacy

of HIV prevention and AIDS treatment. Currently, the field of

HIV prevention is dominated by recent advances in bio-

medical interventions for HIV prevention such as male cir-

cumcision, treatment for prevention, and preexposure

chemoprophylaxis. Though these interventions represent im-

portant breakthroughs, it is important to keep in mind po-

tential behavioral responses, such as disinhibition to these

interventions as well as the role that incentives can play. Fur-

ther, it will be important to evaluate those interventions at

scale. Such impact evaluations would not only confirm the

external validity of the randomized control trials but also

would allow learning what are the most effective delivery

mechanisms for scaling up those interventions.

See also: Health Status in the Developing World, Determinants of.
HIV/AIDS, Macroeconomic Effect of. Infectious Disease Externalities.
Sex Work and Risky Sex in Developing Countries
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Introduction

Throughout the nineteenth century in the western world,

home health care (HHC) existed to care for new mothers and

those with infectious diseases. In the mid-twentieth century,

HHC began to transform, as the proportion of older people in

the general population steadily increased and with it the need

for care for chronic degenerative diseases. The emergence of

new medical innovation allowed the shift from facilities to the

patient’s residence and demographic trends such as a decrease

in the size of families and a decline in families’ colocation

changed the social attitudes toward formal care. Finally, rising

hospital costs led government to favor lower cost settings.

Although the trends described above are shared by most

developed countries, the size of the home health sector as well

as the way in which it is delivered, financed, and regulated

varies across countries. Spending on home care accounts for

a large proportion of resources spent on long-term care. Ac-

cording to 2009 data published by the Organization for Eco-

nomic Co-operation and Development (OECD), spending on

long-term care as a percent of gross domestic product (GDP)

was as high as 2.72% in Denmark and as low as 0.84% in

Spain. The US spends 0.98% of GDP on long-term nursing

care, and approximately 40% of that on HHC.

Home health services are provided by agencies that are

primarily engaged in providing skilled nursing or medical care

in the home, under the supervision of a physician. The services

provided can range from assisting with basic ‘activities of daily

living’ (bathing, dressing, getting out of bed, and feeding

oneself) to providing complex care. Skilled care can include

audiology and speech pathology, dietary and nutritional ser-

vices, drug services, home health aide, laboratory, medical

social services, nursing, occupational therapy, and physical

therapy.

Unlike the US, where a mix of public and private home

health agencies (HHAs) provides both skilled nursing as well

as home aide services, the organization of home health ser-

vices is different in Europe. In some countries there is a divide,

where skilled services are provided by the health care sector,

whereas home aide services are provided by social services

(e.g., Norway, Finland, and Sweden). In other countries, both

skilled and nonskilled care are provided by either municipal-

ities (e.g., UK, France, Italy, and Spain) or covered under social

insurance and provided by a mix of governmental and private

agencies (e.g., Germany and the Netherlands).

This article will both discuss the salient features of the

home health industry, with a focus on the institutional

structure in the US. The authors emphasize how these features

pose challenges for economic analysis of competition, regu-

lation, and integration. The typical way economists analyze

hospital or nursing home markets to not always apply for

HHC markets. In particular, the location in which services are

rendered – the patient residence – changes the nature of

competition, the ability to engage in effective monitoring, and

the benefits of organizing services along the health care

continuum.

Home Health Care Industry

Freestanding home care services of all types accounted for

US$68.3 billion in annual expenditures in 2009, approxi-

mately 3% of all personal health care spending. The largest

payer of HHC services is Medicare, accounting for 41%. The

total coverage from all government sources is 80% because

Medicaid covers 24% and other government sources cover

15%. Private insurance accounts for only 8% and most of the

remainder is paid from out-of-pocket expenditure.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimated that 1 071 960

persons were employed in home health service sector in 2012.

The central figure within home care agencies is the registered

nurse. The RNs comprise approximately 15% of total home

care employment and receive an annual median salary of

US$63 850. Approximately 59% of jobs in this segment are in

low-income service occupations, mostly home health aides

and personal and home care aides. Home health aides, com-

prising the largest fraction of employees at 35%, receive an

annual median salary of $20 560. Nursing and therapist jobs

also account for substantial shares of employment in this

segment. It should be noted that formal home health is just a

fraction of home caregiving; more than one in three US

households (an estimated 48.9 million caregivers more than

age 18) are informal caregivers for a person older than age 18,

with an additional 16.8 million caring for children or both

children and adults, for a total of 65.7 million individual

caregivers.

From an organizational perspective, there are 10 422

Medicare-certified HHAs. Approximately 85% of them are

freestanding; the remainder are predominantly affiliated with

hospitals. Approximately 70% of the freestanding HHAs were

classified as proprietary or for-profit and the remaining free-

standing HHAs were nonprofit agencies, including Visiting

Nursing Associations, government or voluntary agencies,

public agencies (typically run by the state or local govern-

ment) and private nonprofits. There are HHAs that do not

certify with Medicare but data on these facilities are sparse.

HHC agencies are distinct from other home care organizations

such as hospices where the focus is on care of terminally ill

patients and their families, home care aide agencies where the

focus is on assistance with activities of daily living, and home

care equipment providers. Home-hospice, home infusion

therapy, and home dialysis are outside the scope of this article.

HHC agencies are also a distinct from other organized settings

for postacute care. These other settings include skilled nursing

facilities (SNFs), long-term care hospitals, and inpatient

rehabilitation facilities.

The service lines of these HHAs are separated into personal

care services (care provided by home health aids or personal
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care for the elderly such as bathing, dressing when there is no

concurrent need for skilled care, and homemaking), which are

more likely to be covered by Medicaid and services to treat an

illness or injury to regain independence which are covered by

Medicare. Medicare home health services consist of skilled

nursing care by a registered nurse or licensed practical nurse

with supporting services by home health aides; therapy ser-

vices including physical therapy, occupational therapy, and

speech–language therapy; medical social services; and medical

supplies. Home health visits typically last approximately

45 min. A typical clinical episode of care may be approxi-

mately a month, but payment is fixed as long as the clinical

episode does not exceed 60 days. If the clinical episode needs

to be extended beyond 60 days, there can be sequential 60-day

payment episodes through recertification. Although there is

great variation, there are approximately 12 visits on average

during a typical clinical episode. Most of this article focuses on

the Medicare service line, which is the largest segment of HHC

services. However, Medicaid’s role in home health has been

growing rapidly as long-term nursing care is moving away

from institutional settings and into community-based settings.

The Value Proposition for Home Health Services

Given that care in the home is less expensive to Medicare than

care in a hospital or a SNF – in 2009, the average Medicare

charges on a per day basis for hospital came to US$6 200, SNF

was US$622, and home health Medicare charges averaged

US$135/day – there are great opportunities for value in home

health. Value is derived when home health can cost-effectively

substitute for these more intensive locations of care or when

home health services can play an important role in avoiding

rehospitalizations during postacute care or hospitalizations

for chronically ill patients. However, because standards for

what constitutes appropriate or necessary care do not exist, the

value of what gets delivered in home health on the margin is

often questioned.

Empirically, value in home health is typically shown for

select conditions where the evidence for home health is

strongest (i.e., diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary dis-

ease, and congestive heart failure patients). Measured in 1995,

savings accrued when home health was successfully substi-

tuted for more intensive sites of care in cases of pediatric AIDS

(US$2263 per hospital per day vs. US$531 at home per day),

respiratory care (US$188 909 per year at hospital vs.

US$109 836 per year at home), and hip-fracture (savings of

US$2300 per incident if home health used in conjunction

with hospital care). For the majority of conditions, however,

there are few studies that even attempt to demonstrate value.

As a result, great geographic variations exist in home health.

Holding HHAs accountable for outcomes may be an av-

enue to improve both the quality of home health services and

patient outcomes in general, but the measurement and as-

sessment of outcomes in home health is a challenge. Although

outcomes can be measured from the Outcome and Assessment

Information Set (OASIS), there is no consensus regarding the

outcomes that capture the effectiveness of home health. And

more importantly, because outcomes are typically measured

within HHC, home health outcomes are not compared to the

alternative of reduced access to home care. This makes it dif-

ficult to assess whether improvements in staffing or increasing

the number or coverage of agencies would, in fact, spillover to

other services, for example, through reduced hospitalization

rates.

Reimbursement under Medicare

Reimbursement Mechanism

To be eligible for Medicare’s home health benefit, beneficiaries

must need part-time (fewer than 8 h per day) or intermittent

(temporary but not indefinite) skilled care to treat their ill-

nesses or injuries and must be unable to leave their homes

without considerable effort. Medicare does not require bene-

ficiaries to pay copayments or a deductible for home health

services. In the Balanced Budget Amendment of 1997, Medi-

care changed from paying a fee per home health visit to a

Prospective Payment System (PPS). Under the PPS system,

which began in 2000 after a 3-year interim system, Medicare

pays a fixed amount for HHC in 60-day episodes. These

Medicare payment episodes begin when patients are admitted

to HHC. Patients who complete their course of care before

60 days have passed are discharged. If they do not complete

their care within 60 days, another episode starts and Medicare

makes another episode payment. As long as they meet the

eligibility standards for the benefit, beneficiaries may receive

an unlimited number of consecutive home health episodes.

Medicare adjusts the payment based on several factors in-

cluding measures of patients’ clinical and functional severity

and the use of therapy during the home health episode. This

case-mix adjusted payment rate is similar to the Medicare SNF

and inpatient hospital PPS’s. However, a major difference

among the systems is the unit of payment. SNFs are paid by

the day, whereas the home health PPS pays by the 60-day

episode. In 2009, the Medicare payment per user of home

health was US$5748. This was up from US$3803 in 2002.

Yet the system will continue to be changed as savings are

sought within Medicare. One reason for this is that HHAs

continued to be paid by Medicare significantly above cost,

with margins of 16.6% in 2007 though there have been recent

changes that include a payment-rate update that represents a

5% decrease and caps on outlier payments. Several changes

were part of health care reform that have expanded the role of

the physician so that a physician face-to-face encounter is now

a requirement for certification of eligibility for home health

services, the final rule provided that the encounter must occur

with the 90 days before start of care, or within the 30 days

after. This is a means of increasing physician accountability

and providing an additional check on beneficiaries’ eligibility

for home health benefits.

Incentives Created by Reimbursement Mechanism

The shift from per-visit payment to prospective payment

shifted incentives from rewarding the number of visits, which

can lead to a more intensive pattern of visits, to rewarding a

limited number of visits within an episode, but encouraging

expansion through the number of episodes. Care patterns
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appear to be very sensitive to the payment system. For ex-

ample, during the interim period (Interim Payment System

(IPS)) between the end of per-visit payment and the beginning

of PPS, there was an annual reduction of 1.3 million HHC

episodes with a 30% decline in the number of Medicare-

certified HHAs. However, PPS did not have the same dis-

incentive for visits as the IPS as the PPS scheme includes lower

payments if 5 visits are not achieved and enhanced payments

when therapy visits exceed 10 visits. As a result the transition

from IPS to PPS has resulted in an increase in both episodes

and agencies.

Various changes to reimbursement design illustrate the

influence of incentives in determining where Medicare bene-

ficiaries receive postacute care. The results of switching from

fee-for-service (FFS) to PPS were profound, suggesting highly

elastic patterns based on reimbursement design. When the

Balanced Budget Act (BBA) was passed and the IPS was im-

plemented after years of FFS, the industry changed rapidly. In

addition to heavily cutting reimbursement rates, the IPS ended

a period in which providers had no little incentive to control

the amount of service per user. After the IPS’s enactment, a

trend emerged in which patients were shifted from HHAs

and SNFs to having no formal care. Also, because reimburse-

ment was not case-mix adjusted, the IPS created backward

incentives for HHAs to cut service to high-cost patients. HHAs

that did not use strategic admission of low-cost patients suf-

fered the risk of insolvency. Furthermore, the scale of the in-

dustry responded quickly and intensely: The number of active

agencies decreased by 20% after IPS. Between 1996 and 1999,

the number of new agencies declined by a drastic 86%, and

the number of terminated agencies increased by 523%. In

1996, the ratio of terminated HHAs to new HHAs was less

than 1, but 1997 after the IPS, terminated HHA’s out-

numbered new HHA’s 9 to 1. The industry is highly reactive to

reimbursement changes, and the roughly 30% of the decline

in HHAs between 1997 and 2001 has been attributed to

changes in Medicare home health coverage and reimburse-

ment enacted as part of the BBA.

The PPS, introduced in October 2000, continued pro-

spective payment but adjusted for case-mix when determining

reimbursement payments. By replacing the IPS with the

PPS’s risk-adjusted episode system, Medicare alleviated HHAs’

financial risk of treating patients. The PPS reversed some of the

IPS’s impacts: From 1999 to 2002, the number of new HHAs

increased 78% and the number of HHA termination fell by

88%. By 2002, the PPS had stopped the contraction of HHAs

providers, and more agencies were added than terminated.

However, throughout both the IPS and PPS, proprietary

and freestanding HHAs experienced greater volatility. Not

until 2009, with 10 581 agencies, did the number of HHAs

surpass that of 1997. With respect to quality, the Office of

Inspector General found that the change in the reimbursement

system did not lead to increased use of hospital and ER ser-

vices. Recently MedPAC has responded to the HHC industry’s

high margins (16.6% in 2007), which it feels undermine the

efficiency goals of a PPS. Consequently, it has recommended

cuts in reimbursement rates.

Even before the BBA there was strong evidence of drastic

industry responses to incentive changes. A 1987 court case,

Duggen versus Bowen, resulted in changes in reimbursement

and incentive changes. Before 1986, Medicare suffered from

excessive administrative complexity and unreliable reimburse-

ments. The lawsuit’s success contributed to increased annual

Medicare home health outlays and a doubling of the number

of Medicare-Certified HHAs between 1989 and 1996. Add-

itionally, growth of the HHC services industry was 18%,

whereas it was 7.2% for the total US health care services.

Managed Care in Home Health

After the passage of the Medicare Modernization Act, Medicare

Advantage enrollment has increased rapidly. As of February

2010, 25.2% of Medicare beneficiaries were enrolled in

Medicare Advantage.

Incentivized by the increasingly competitive nature of the

health care industry, HHAs have entered into managed care

provider networks. However, the extent to which HHAs par-

ticipate in managed care is largely unstudied. An early study

by Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS’s) pre-

decessor, Health Care Financing Administration, found that

managed care patients used less home health resources but

also had worse outcomes when compared with FFS patients.

Further research is needed on the effect of managed care plans

on outcomes in HHC.

The Nature of Competition

The most salient distinctive feature of HHC is the site of care.

With services delivered in the home rather than in a central-

ized facility, the nature of competition is different. For

hospitals and physician offices, location provides a degree

of market power that does not exist for HHAs because the

consumers do not face travel costs when receiving home

health services. Travel costs, in both emergencies and non-

emergencies, lead most consumers to prefer a closer provider

and similarly for admitting and referring physicians. Without

location as a natural barrier to competition, home health

markets are expected to be highly competitive.

Quality of care in home health may be more important for

agency choice because consumers do not need to tradeoff

quality off against distance, as is the case for hospitals, nursing

homes, ambulatory surgery centers, and other facilities. Stud-

ies of hospitals and other health care facilities have shown

distance to be an important factor in the choice of health care

provider. For example, the effect of distance to provider for

mental health institutions was found to overshadow other

incentives to initiate treatment. Similarly, patients often prefer

to receive care at a near hospital, even if it has higher mortality

rates and less experience with certain procedures. Distance to

nearest hospital was shown to significantly impact utilization

of preventative care, psychiatric, geriatric, and elective surgery

and had a much stronger effect on the probability of hospital

choice than waiting time. Moreover, physicians typically

mention in surveys that the hospital’s location strongly in-

fluences their decision on where to admit patients. Geographic

proximity was found to be a strong predictor of whether or

not a physician utilizes a hospital.
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In classic spatial models of competition each firm chooses

a location such that it attracts the profit maximizing amount

of consumers. In markets for services such as HHC or home

repair the site of exchange is the consumer’s home and

although proximity to consumers remains the source of mar-

ket power, it is the firms who engages in travel. Under fixed

prospective payments, the firm bears the costs of travel. When

firms choose a price schedule, discriminatory pricing occurs if

the firm bears the transportation cost. More importantly, the

notion of a marginal consumer (a consumer that is indifferent

between traveling to the closest firm to her right and the

closest firm to her left), is different than the one in Salop

(1979). Here the marginal consumer is the one that makes the

firm indifferent between serving her or not, and as such does

not directly defines the boundaries of the demand for the firm

(unless the firm is a local monopoly). Therefore, multiple

firms may compete for the same consumers in equilibrium.

Because provision of care takes place in patients’ homes,

service delivery in this industry is both labor-intensive and

decentralized. These two features have a potentially important

effect on the nature of competition in HHC markets. The fact

that there are few capital requirements lowers the barriers to

entry. In the next section the authors discuss the fact that states

have imposed an artificial barrier to competition by restricting

the creation of new HHAs through Certificate of Need (CON)

regulation. The decentralized nature of service delivery has

two important effects: First, because patients are ‘matched’ to a

home aide, nurse, or therapist by agencies, switching costs

within and across agencies may be similar. Secondly, moni-

toring quality of care is difficult for both agencies and regu-

latory bodies.

Nature, Roles, and Impacts of Regulation

Entry Regulation through Certificate-of-Need Laws

Although states universally adopted CON for hospitals in the

1970s, 38 states also applied CON regulation to the HHC

sector. When the federal mandate was repealed in 1987, only

18 states continued active CON regulations for HHC. Inter-

estingly, the lessons from hospitals will not necessarily apply

to home health. Unlike hospitals, SNFs, or physician offices,

where location provides a degree of market power, HHAs

deliver services at the patient residence. Without location as a

natural barrier to competition, one might expect home health

markets to be a highly competitive. Similarly, unlike hospitals

and other facilities that require major capital investments in

order to become operational, HHC is labor intensive and is

expected to be highly competitive absent of entry regulation.

CON for hospitals, nursing homes, and rehabilitation

centers were designed to give state governments the authority

to restrict the construction of new and expansions to existing

facilities, as well as the purchase of expensive technology.

These restrictions were designed to prevent overutilization and

duplication of services and ensure quality by centralizing

medical services to high-volume facilities. Although acqui-

sition or expansion of hospitals requires large capital invest-

ments, home health is a labor intensive industry with little

capital investment and no evidence of a volume-outcome

relationship. Therefore, there is no reason to expect an effect of

CON on expenditures, costs, procedure volume, or mortality.

Moreover, CON for home health, operates as a mechanism for

restricting entry of new agencies. Most states with CON

regulations follow specific policies and guidelines for the ap-

proval of additional HHAs in a given market, but in practice

new agencies are rarely approved, leaving markets in CON-

regulated states uncontested by potential entrants. CON laws

serve as an artificial barrier on the number of competitors in a

given market. Unlike in the case of hospitals, it is nearly im-

possible for a potential entrant to demonstrate ‘need,’ as in-

cumbent agencies are not constrained by capacity and have no

hurdles when it comes to expansion of services. Not sur-

prisingly, CON states have almost half the number of Medi-

care-certified agencies compared to non-CON states although

Medicare expenditures are similar in CON and non-CON

states.

An alternative rationale for CON programs in home health

is that they can improve quality of care through enhanced

ability to monitor agencies. With fewer agencies, state regu-

lators may be more effective at having a positive influence on

the quality of care delivered by the HHAs in their state.

However, although HHC in CON states was found to be less

intensive (lower frequency of visits and lower skill mix), to

date there is no evidence to suggest CON in HHC is quality

enhancing. This may not be surprising, as the number of

evidence-based standards of care in home health on which

effective quality regulation can be based is limited.

Price Regulation

As discussed in Section Reimbursement under Medicare, the

price of a 60-day home health episode is fixed and set at ad-

mission according to the severity of the patient’s condition.

Because prices are regulated, providers can no longer compete

for patients based on price of services and instead compete for

patients on the quality of their services. Economic theory

suggests that market competition in the presence of regulated

prices can drive up quality. Indeed, most empirical studies of

the relationship between competition and quality under

regulated prices in the case of dialysis centers and hospitals

found more competition to result in higher quality (as

measured by lower mortality).

Although the effect of market concentration on quality has

been studied extensively in the hospital sector, this relation-

ship has received little attention in the HHC industry. Some

studies focused on the effect that Medicare PPS for home

health services had on market concentration. One study has

found that reimbursement cuts under IPS and PPS led to

massive closure of HHAs, which found it difficult to remain

fiscally viable. Moreover, states with higher barriers to entry

through CON laws showed relatively lower rates of agency

termination.

The Role of Integration

Vertical integration of acute care sites (i.e., hospitals) into

postacute care (e.g., SNFs, rehabilitation centers, and HHAs) is
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common and has the potential to influence the nature of

health interventions. Vertical integration increased dramatic-

ally during the 1990s, with three-quarters of hospitals inte-

grated with postacute care in 2001. Although patient care is

produced along a care continuum, which includes both acute

and postacute care entities, reimbursement for entities along

the same continuum does not incorporate the fact that patient

outcomes depend on the entire patient experience, including

the transition between facilities. Vertical integration has the

potential to correct such distortions, and is a key feature of the

Accountable Care Organization concept.

Environmental changes in health care in the form of PPS’s,

managed care, and aging of the population have resulted in

greater interdependence among acute and postacute providers.

Although postacute care has been described as highly frag-

mented and with much redundancy, the increase in the level

of interdependence among contracting parties increases the

costs of external market exchange and favors integration. From

an efficiency perspective, vertical integration in the health care

sector can reduce transaction costs, and raise quality of care

due to greater coordination and continuity of care.

Another study looked at vertical integration of hospitals

and SNFs before and after the introduction of PPS for hos-

pitals. PPS produced strong incentives to reduce costs per

admission by shortening the average length of patient stays,

which in turn created a new dependency of hospitals on

nursing homes. The price paid to the nursing home to accept a

hospital patient is established unilaterally by Medicare and

therefore cannot be negotiated between the hospital and the

nursing home. Hence, vertical integration becomes the only

feasible route to affect the implicit transfer prices governing

patient flows between the hospital and its own nursing home

division. Hospitals with larger fractions of their patients cov-

ered by Medicare were significantly more likely to integrate

vertically into nursing home services than were hospitals with

proportionately fewer Medicare patients. A similar argument

was put forth in another study, which concludes that financial

pressure was the key driver leading to vertical integration of

hospitals and HHAs in the mid-80s. As environmental pres-

sures increase, hospitals benefited from tighter linkages with

home health providers. Furthermore, an even earlier study

compared the medical process at two hospitals, one with and

one without a home nursing department. Regression analysis

showed that home nursing care significantly reduced both the

length of hospital stays and the number of follow-up visits to

outpatient clinics. After accounting for the cost of the home

nursing program, however, the program did not significantly

reduce overall hospital expenditures.

Consistent with these findings, in a recent paper the

authors introduce a theoretical framework, in which vertical

integration allows hospitals to shift patient recovery tasks

downstream to lower cost delivery entities (e.g., SNFs or

HHAs) by discharging patients earlier. Because integrated

hospitals fully control the postacute tier, they can ensure that

patients discharged earlier and in poorer health receive greater

posthospitalization service intensity. Although integration

facilitates a change in the timing of hospital discharge, health

outcomes are no worse when patients receive care from

an integrated provider. It is shown that vertically integrated

hospitals tend to discharge patients to their own HHAs sooner,

with poorer health at the time of transition out of the hospital,

yet with similar overall health outcomes. The authors used

rehospitalization rate within 60 days of hospital discharge

as the outcome variable. According to a recent report to

Congress, ‘‘Hospital readmissions are sometimes indicators of

poor care or missed opportunities to better coordinate care.

Research shows that specific hospital-based initiatives to

improve communication with beneficiaries and their other

caregivers, coordinate care after discharge, and improve the

quality of care during the initial admission can avert many

readmissions.’’ The Hospital Readmissions Reduction Program

is a new Medicare program that establishes a financial in-

centive for hospitals to lower readmission rates. Under the

program, Medicare’s base operating diagnosis-related group

payment amounts will be reduced for hospitals with excess

readmissions.

The Use of Technology in Home Health Care

Telemedicine is a term used to cover a broad category of ser-

vices, defined by the Institute of Medicine as ‘‘the use of

electronic information and communications technologies

to provide and support health care when distance separates

the participants.’’ The term is also applied more narrowly to

medical care that uses interactive video, generally for con-

sultations with specialists. However, telemedicine (or more

generally, telehealth) is also comprised of the transmission of

still images, e-health including patient portals, remote moni-

toring, medical education, and nursing call centers.

In the 1960s, the first uses of electronic telemedicine were

to support neurologic and psychiatric services in Nebraska.

With the exception of teleradiology, its adoption by physicians

since then has been slow. Some of the main difficulties

are licensing providers across state lines, liability concerns,

reimbursement concerns, and physician awareness. From the

1960s through the 1990s, telemedicine consisted mostly of

specialty consultations though videoconference technology.

The millennium, however, saw more attention focused on

noninteractive data storage and transmission. The thawing of

Medicare’s and other insurers’ collective reluctance to cover

telemedicine helped contribute to the 2000s’ expansion. Both

interactive and noninteractive technologies are increasingly

used for remote monitoring of health status in homes.

Remote patient monitoring (RPM), or ‘home telehealth,’

is a subset of telemedicine that includes technology in a

patient’s home that records biometric data and transmits it to

a central monitoring facility for interpretation. Consequently,

patients can receive monitoring that might otherwise require

physical nurse visits or trips to outpatient or inpatient facil-

ities. Currently, Medicare spending on telemedicine is tracked

as a whole, but not by class. Teleradiology has the largest ex-

penditures, but the total amount is not documented, nor is it

for RPM. Medicare reimburses for remote cardiac monitoring

technologies and remote screening. Videoconference tech-

nology for rural patients has seen rapid growth, but it is

still underutilized with less than US$1 million in expected

reimbursements for 2011. Home telemedicine (and delivery

for it) is paid for under the prospective payment reimburse-

ment system.
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An early and successful application of RPM was in heart

monitoring, which culminated in greater safety for at-risk,

rural-dwelling patients. RPM has rendered home health more

likely to be substitutable for medical treatment in a more in-

tensive location. By lifting the burden of face-to-face contact

between providers and patients, telemedicine in theory should

be access expanding, cost-effective, and quality improving.

There is evidence that access has improved as technology en-

abled rural patients now receive care that was once too costly

and impractical to provide, but there are no well-controlled

studies that demonstrate cost-effectiveness or quality im-

provement with these technologies.

RPM is characterized by large, up-front costs to acquire the

capital, the need for highly trained labor to operate it, and

the integration of care with response teams and specialists.

An important potential limitation of delivering RPM in a cost-

effective system is related to the way care is reimbursed in

Medicare. If home health providers cannot recover the added

capital expense of RPM, they may underinvest. But if home

health providers are reimbursed for RPM at a higher rate there

may not be sufficient controls to only use this technology in

those patients who would gain the most from it. The challenge

is for hospitals to work more effectively with providers and

technology developers. When determining reimbursement for

RPM, it is important to consider the true costs of the alter-

native form of care and to align incentives such that those

making decisions about the course of treatment are not pen-

alized for selecting treatment patterns that may save the system

money. The ideas behind Accountable Care Organizations

where savings to Medicare are shared among providers may

create the environment for a more cost-effective use of

telehealth.

The Nature, Role, and Impact of Quality Initiatives in
Home Health Care

Quality in health care is significant because it greatly impacts

an individual’s well-being and is more influential on well-

being than quality of most other goods and services. Promp-

ted by consumers, providers, and the growing body of evi-

dence about the poor quality of health care, policymakers

developed a strong interest in designing and implementing

system-wide, market-based reforms to promote quality in

health care. CMS implemented quality reporting in HHC in

2003 and has a demonstration project testing pay for per-

formance in home health.

Public Reporting in Home Health: Home Health Compare

The public reporting initiative in home health started in Oc-

tober of 2003 when CMS launched a website called Home

Health Compare. This website posts quality performance in-

formation for HHAs that serve a particular zip code. The

quality measures generally measure how well the patients of

an HHA regain or maintain their ability to function. There

are 10 quality measures posted on HHC which come from

a subset of larger set of 41 OASIS outcome measures that

are well known to the HHAs, including improvements in

ambulation, bathing, transferring, management of oral

medication, pain interfering with activity, dyspnea (shortness

of breath), and urinary incontinence, as well as measures of

acute care hospitalization, emergent care, and discharge to

community. The emphasis of this initiative was to give con-

sumers information regarding the quality of care provided by

HHAs. Other similar initiatives, such as Hospital and Nursing

Home Quality Initiatives, suggest that measured quality im-

proves in response with these two initiatives.

In HHC, there are two pathways for which quality to be

improved. The first is ‘selection,’ which is that knowledge

about performance leads patients, their payers, and agents

engaged in referrals to be more likely to select higher quality

providers. This will raise average quality in a market because a

greater share of patients receives care from high performers.

The second pathway is ‘change’ which is that more infor-

mation in the hands of stakeholders creates motivation for

organizations and their providers to improve quality and

that more feedback about performance within an organization

can also lead to positive change.

There is limited research on the environments in which

HHC will be most effective. Although competition’s effect on

quality has been studied extensively in the hospital sector, it

has not yet been in home health. HHC should be studied

separately because with services delivered in the home rather

than in the facility of the provider – the nature of competition

is different. Theoretically, patients in more competitive mar-

kets will have higher quality based on conduct measures (visits

per admission) and performance measures (improved func-

tional outcomes and fewer adverse events). Furthermore, HHC

should result in quality improvement, and competitive mar-

kets should have greater quality improvement in outcomes.

The only evidence currently available comes from the initial

demonstration project for HHC which did show some im-

provement in quality.

Pay-for-Performance

In 2003, MedPAC recommended that Medicare reward pro-

viders who provide ‘high-quality care or improve the quality of

care for their patients.’ Pay-for-performance ties a direct fi-

nancial payment to performance on selected quality measures

and creates incentives for individual providers to improve the

quality of care. The program aims to reward quality where it is

possible to measure. In home health, the measures based on

currently mandatory patient evaluations met the proposed

criteria. MedPAC seeks to make sure that measure sets are not

fixed and that they progress to integrate new measures and to

eliminate any obsolete or ineffective measures.

Readmissions reduction payments have been considered as

well. With respect to lowering readmissions, hospitals are the

most obvious focus, but in a 2007 report, MedPAC focused on

aligning incentives across all with influence on outcomes.

However, there is disagreement over the best way to reward

reductions in hospital readmissions. It can be done by directly

penalizing or rewarding hospitals or secondary means of re-

duction, such as RPM and HHC improvements.

In 2007, a P4P pilot was implemented in seven states been

2008 and 2009. The ‘incentive pool’ used to fund the program
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was generated from savings due to less utilization of costly

Medicare services. The payout structure was setup such that

75% of the pool went to agencies in the top 20% of the

highest level of patient care and 25% of the pool went to the

top 20% of those making the biggest improvements in patient

care. If there were no savings, there would be no compen-

sation. Results: for 2008, aggregate Medicare savings were

US$15.4 million for three of four regions, with the Midwest

region not achieving any savings. The demonstration is still

under evaluation.
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PREFACE

What Do Health Economists Do?

This encyclopedia gives the reader ample opportunity to read

about what it is that health economists do and the ways in

which they set about doing it. One may suppose that health

economics consist of no more than the application of the

discipline of economics (that is, economic theory and eco-

nomic ways of doing empirical work) to the two topics of

health and healthcare. However, although that would usefully

uncouple ‘economics’ from an exclusive association with ‘the

(monetized) economy,’ markets, and prices, it would miss out

a great deal of what it is that health economists actually do,

irrespective of whether they are being descriptive, theoretical,

or applied. One distinctive characteristic of health economics

is the way in which there has been a process of absorption into

it (and, undoubtedly, from it too); in particular, the ab-

sorption of ideas and ways of working from biostatistics,

clinical subjects, cognitive psychology, decision theory, dem-

ography, epidemiology, ethics, political science, public ad-

ministration, and other disciplines already associated with

‘health services research’ (HSR) and, although more narrowly,

‘health technology assessment’ (HTA). But to identify health

economics with HSR or HTA would also miss much else that

health economists do.

... And How Do They Do It?

As for the ways in which they do it, in practice, the over-

whelming majority of health economists use the familiar

theoretical tools of neoclassical economics, although by no

means all (possibly not even a majority) are committed to the

welfarist (specifically the Paretian) approach usually adopted

by mainstream economists when addressing normative issues,

which actually turns out to have been a territory in which

some of the most innovative ideas of health economics have

been generated. Health economists are also more guarded

than most other economists in their use of the postulates

of soi-disant ‘rationality’ and in their beliefs about what un-

regulated markets can achieve. To study healthcare markets is

emphatically not, of course, necessarily to advocate their use.

A Schematic of Health Economics

To think of health economics merely in these various restricted

ways would be indeed to miss a great deal. The broader span

of subject matter may be seen from the plumbing diagram, in

which I have attempted to illustrate the entire range of topics

in health economics. A version of the current schematic first

appeared in Williams (1997, p. 46). The content of the

encyclopedia follows, broadly, this same structure. The arrows

in the diagram indicate a natural logical and empirical order,

beginning with Box A (Health and its value) (Figure 1).

Box A, in the center-right of the schematic, contains fun-

damental concepts and measures of population health and

health outcomes, along with the normative methods of wel-

farism and extra-welfarism; measures of utility and health

outcomes, including their uses and limitations; and methods

of health outcome valuation, such as willingness to pay and

experimental methods for revealing such values, and their uses

and limitations. It includes macro health economic topics like

the global burden of disease, international trade, public and

private healthcare expenditures, Gross Domestic Product

(GDP) and healthcare expenditure, technological change, and

economic growth. Some of the material here is common to

epidemiology and bioethics.

Box B (Determinants of health and ill health) builds on

these basics in various ‘big-picture’ topics, such as the popu-

lation health perspective for analysis and the determinants of

lifetime health, such as genetics, early parenting, and school-

ing; it embraces occupational health and safety, addiction

(especially tobacco, alcohol, and drugs), inequality as a de-

terminant of ill health, poverty and the global burden of

disease in low- and middle-income countries, epidemics,

prevention, and public health technologies. Here too, much is

Box A Health and its value

Concepts and measures of population health and health outcomes.
Ethical approaches (e.g., welfarism and extrawelfarism).
Measures of utility and the principal health outcome measures, their uses,
and limitations.
Health outcome valuation methods, willingness to pay, their uses, and
limitations.
Macro health economics: global burdens of disease, international trade,
healthcare expenditures, GDP, technological change, and economic growth.

G 
Economic
evaluation

F
Markets in health

care

B
Determinants of
health and ill-

health

A 
Health and its

value

C
Demand for 

health and health
care

E
Health insurance

H
Efficiency and

equity

D
Supply of health 

services

Figure 1 A schematic of health economics.
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shared, both empirically and conceptually, with other

disciplines.

From this it is a relatively short step into Box C (Demand

for health and healthcare): here we are concerned with the

difference between demand and need; the demand for health

as ‘human capital’; the demand for healthcare (as compared

with health) and its mediation by ‘agents’ like doctors on

behalf of ‘principals’; income and price elasticities; infor-

mation asymmetries (as in the different types of knowledge

and understandings by patients and healthcare professionals,

respectively) and agency relationships (when one, such as a

health professional, acts on behalf of another, such as a pa-

tient); externalities or spillovers (when one person’s health or

behavior directly affects that of another) and publicness (the

quality which means that goods or services provided for one

are also necessarily provided for others, like proximity to a

hospital); and supplier-induced demand (as when a pro-

fessional recommends and supplies care driven by other

interests than the patient’s).

Then comes Box D (Supply of healthcare) covering human

resources; the remuneration and behavior of professionals;

investment and training of professionals in healthcare; mon-

opoly and competition in healthcare supply; for-profit and

nonprofit models of healthcare institutions like hospitals and

clinics; health production functions; healthcare cost and pro-

duction functions that explore the links between ‘what goes in’

and ‘what comes out;’ economies of scale and scope; quality of

care and service; and the safety of interventions and modes of

delivery. It includes the estimation of cost functions and the

economics of the pharmaceutical and medical equipment in-

dustries. A distinctive difference in this territory from many

other areas of application is the need to drop the assumption

of profit-maximizing as a common approach to institutional

behavior and to incorporate the idea of ‘professionalism’

when explaining or predicting the responses of healthcare

professionals to changes in their environment.

Supply and demand are mediated (at least in the high-

income world) by insurance: the major topic of Box E and a

large part of health economics as practiced in the US. This

covers the demand for insurance; the supply of insurance

services and the motivations and regulations of insurance as

an industry; moral hazard (the effect of insurance on utiliza-

tion); adverse selection (the effect of insurance on who is in-

sured); equity and health insurance; private and public

systems of insurance; the welfare effects of soi-disant ‘excess’

insurance; effects of insurance on healthcare providers; and

various specific issues in coverage, such as services to be cov-

ered in an insured bundle and individual eligibility to receive

care. Although the health insurance industry occupies a

smaller place in most countries outside the US, the issues

invariably crop up in a different guise and require different

regulatory and other responses.

Then, in Box F, comes a major area of applied health

economics: markets in healthcare and the balance between

private and public provision, the roles of regulation and

subsidy, and the mostly highly politicized topics in health

policy. This box includes information and how its absence or

distortion corrupts markets; other forms of market failure due

to externalities; monopolies and a catalog of practical dif-

ficulties both for the market and for more centrally planned

systems; labor markets in healthcare (physicians, nurses,

managers, and allied professions), internal markets (as when

the public sector of healthcare is divided into agencies that

commission care on behalf of populations and those that

Box B Determinants of health and ill health

The population health perspective.
Early determinants of lifetime health (e.g., genetics, parenting, and
schooling).
Occupational health and safety.
Addiction: tobacco, alcohol, and drugs.
Inequality as a determinant of ill health.
Poverty and global health (in LMICs).
Epidemics.
Prevention.
Public health technologies.

Box C Demand for health and healthcare

Demand and need.
The demand for health as human capital.
The demand for healthcare.
Agency relationships in healthcare.
Income and price elasticities.
Information asymmetries and agency relationships.
Externalities and publicness.
Supplier-induced demand.

Box D Supply of health services

Human resources, remuneration, and the behavior of professionals.
Investment and training of professionals in healthcare.
Monopoly and competition in healthcare supply.
Models of healthcare institutions (for-profit and nonprofit).
Health production functions.
Healthcare cost and production functions.
Economies of scale and scope.
Quality and safety.
The pharmaceutical and medical equipment industries.

Box E Health insurance

The demand for insurance.
The supply of insurance services.
Moral hazard.
Adverse selection.
Equity and health insurance.
Private and public systems.
Welfare effects of ‘excess’ insurance.
Effects of insurance on healthcare providers.
Issues in coverage: services covered and individual eligibility.
Coverage in LMICs.
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provide it); rationing and the various forms it can take; welfare

economics and system evaluation; waiting times and lists; and

discrimination. It is here that many of the features that make

healthcare ‘different’ from other goods and services become

prominent.

Box G is about evaluation and healthcare investment,

a field in which the applied literature is huge. It includes

cost-benefit analysis, cost-utility analysis, cost-effectiveness

analysis, and cost-consequences analysis; their application in

rich and poor countries; the use of economics in medical

decision making (such as the creation of clinical guidelines);

discounting and interest rates; sensitivity analysis as a means

of testing how dependent one’s results are on assumptions; the

use of evidence, efficacy, and effectiveness; HTA, study design,

and decision process design in agencies with formulary-type

decisions to make; the treatment of risk and uncertainty;

modeling made necessary by the absence of data generated in

trials; and systematic reviews and meta-analyses of existing

literature. This territory has burgeoned especially, thanks to

the rise of ‘evidence-based’ decision making and the demand

from regulators for decision rules in determining the com-

position of insured bundles and the setting of pharmaceutical

prices.

The final Box, H, draws on all the preceding theoretical

and empirical work: concepts of efficiency, equity, and

possible conflicts between them; inequality and the socio-

economic ‘gradient;’ techniques for measuring equity and in-

equity; evaluating efficiency at the system level; evaluating

equity at system level: financing arrangements; evaluating

equity at system level: service access and delivery; institutional

arrangements for efficiency and equity; policies against global

poverty and for health; universality and comprehensiveness as

global objectives of healthcare; and healthcare financing and

delivery systems in low- and middle-income countries

(LMICs). This is the most overtly ‘political’ and policy-

oriented territory.

A Word on Textbooks

The scope of a subject is often revealed by the contents of its

textbooks. There are now many textbooks in health eco-

nomics, having various degrees of sophistication, breadth of

coverage, balance of description, theory and application, and

political sympathies. They are not reviewed here but I have

tried to make the (English language) list in the Further

Reading as complete as possible. Because the assumptions that

textbook writers make about the preexisting experience of

readers and about their professional backgrounds vary, not

every text listed here will suit every potential reader. Moreover,

a few have the breadth of coverage indicated in the schematic

here. Those interested in learning more about the subject to

supplement what is to be gleaned from the pages of this en-

cyclopedia are, therefore, urged to sample what is on offer

before purchase.
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Introduction

The potential health risks associated with using illicit drugs

remain the key argument for maintaining their criminal status.

And although many studies find that drug users are in worse

health than nonusers, the proper interpretation of this evi-

dence is contentious. This is because, in order to conclude that

it is in fact their drug use that causes them poor health, two

alternative explanations for the association must be elimin-

ated. This issue is not new. Determining the true nature of the

relationship between drug use and health has a long history.

An early example of a discussion of the issues can be found in

the 1894 Indian Hemp Commission Report (Kendell, 2003).

The first alternative explanation is referred to as reverse

causality. Under reverse causality, the observed relationship

between drug use and poor health runs in the reverse

direction – from poor health to drug use. This may occur if, for

example, people use illegal drugs to treat symptoms of their

illness. The second alternative explanation is referred to as

spurious correlation. This is an issue if there exists an un-

observed factor, for example, childhood abuse, which causes

both drug use and poor health. If this is the case, then the

resulting correlation between drug use and poor health is

spurious because drug use is simply capturing the unmeasured

effect of the confounding factor, childhood abuse, on health.

Untangling these competing and more than likely coexisting

mechanisms generating the observed relationship between

drug use and health is not merely of academic importance.

The economic cost of maintaining criminal sanctions for illicit

drug use is large. This cost is typically justified on the grounds

that criminalizing drug use prevents health-related harms as-

sociated with drug use. For this reason, it is important to know

whether and to what extent drug use causes ill health. This

article reviews the evidence on this issue.

To begin, section The Extent of Illegal Drug Use introduces

facts and figures regarding the extent of illicit drug use. To do

so, the authors present data on the prevalence and intensity of

use for the major illicit drugs: heroin, cocaine, amphetamines,

ecstasy, and cannabis. These data illustrate the dominance of

cannabis among illegal drugs. Although the prevalence of drug

use provides an overview of the extent of drug use in a popu-

lation, it is not necessarily informative about the type of drug

use that may give rise to health-related problems. For example,

the prevalence of use is unable to distinguish between those

who have experimented once or twice (in the given time frame)

and the more policy-relevant group who become long-term

heavy users. Second, there is mounting evidence that uptake of

drugs in the teenage years carries significantly more risks than

uptake at later ages. Therefore, it is not simply the prevalence of

use, but the age of first use and the duration of use that is

informative in terms of risk of potential health-related harms.

To provide information on these dimensions, the authors

describe the dynamics of drug use. They do so for cannabis as

this is by far the most popular illegal drug.

In Section Health Effects of Illegal Drug Use, the authors

present and discuss a number of recent studies on the direct

and indirect health effects of cannabis use. They distinguish

between epidemiological and econometric studies. Section

Discussion and Conclusion concludes that although con-

sumers of illegal drugs are assumed to face substantial health

risks, the evidence base regarding the nature and extent of

these risks is, by and large, yet to be well established. For the

most popular illegal drug, cannabis, there do not seem to be

serious harmful effects with moderate use. There may be

negative harmful effects for heavy users who are susceptible to

mental health problems.

The Extent of Illegal Drug Use

Annual Prevalence of Illegal Drug Use

Table 1 provides information on the annual prevalence of

use for the most important illegal drugs: amphetamines, ec-

stasy, cannabis, cocaine, and heroin. The annual prevalence

refers to the percentage of the population aged 15–64 years

who report any use of the substance in the year before being

surveyed. The age range varies slightly for some countries. This

information is reported for 10 developed countries and the

authors refer the interested reader to United Nations (2011)

for information on additional countries.

As shown in Table 1, with the exception of cannabis, the

annual prevalence rate of use for any of these illegal drugs is

not more than a few percentages of the population. The an-

nual prevalence of amphetamine use ranges from a low of

0.2% of the population in France to a high of 2.7% of the

population in Australia, and the annual prevalence of ecstasy

use ranges from 0.1% of the population in Sweden to 4.2% in

Australia. The range for the annual prevalence of cocaine use is

similar, with a low of 0.5% of the population in Sweden to a

high of 2.6% of the population in Spain. The annual preva-

lence rate of heroin use is low in all countries, ranging from

0.1% of the population in Spain to 0.8% of the population in

England and Wales. For cannabis, the annual prevalence rate

of use is substantially higher, ranging from 1.2% of the

population in Sweden to a 14.6% of the population in Italy.

The information in Table 1 makes it clear that cannabis is the

most popular illegal drug by a wide margin. This is not an

artifact of the countries that has been reported on. Globally,

cannabis is the most commonly used illegal drug. In 2009,

between 2.8 and 4.5% of the world’s population aged 15–64

years, corresponding to between 125 and 203 million people,

had used cannabis at least once in the past year (United

Nations, 2011).
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Intensity of Cannabis Use

Table 2 reports more detailed information on cannabis use for

the same set of countries contained in Table 1. Specifically,

Table 2 distinguishes between lifetime use, use in the last year,

and use in the last month. There is substantial variation in

these measures of use both across countries and within

countries. The variation across countries is demonstrated by

comparing Sweden, where just 21% of the population aged

15–64 years has used cannabis in their lifetime, with the US

where 42% of those aged 12 years or older have used cannabis

at some point in their lifetime. Similarly, just 1% of those aged

15–64 years in Sweden has used cannabis in the past year

compared with 14% of those in Italy. Equally striking is the

variation between lifetime and past year use within each

country. In the Netherlands, for example, 26% of the popu-

lation aged 15–64 years has used cannabis in their lifetime but

only 7% have done so in the last year. Apparently, cannabis

use is not very addictive for a substantial proportion of users

(see van Ours, 2005 for details).

The proportion of the population who has used cannabis in

the past month gives an indication of the extent of current use.

However, as shown in Table 3, there remain substantial dif-

ferences across countries in the frequency with which past

month users consume cannabis. In Denmark, for example, al-

most 60% of past month users consumed cannabis no more

than 1–3 days in the past 30 days whereas just 16% used at least

20 days out of the past 30. Even in Spain, where almost 9% of

the population aged 15–64 years has used cannabis in the last

30 days, less than 3% of the population (or one-third of current

users) has used cannabis on 20 or more days out of the last 30.

In Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands, less than 1% of the

population aged 15–64 years used cannabis on at least 20 days

out of the past 30, and in France just 1.5% has done so. This

demonstrates that, although cannabis is by far the most widely

used among the illegal drugs, the prevalence of heavy use in the

population is still low among the countries reported in Table 3.

Dynamics in Cannabis Use

Although a significant proportion of the population will have

tried cannabis at some point in their life, many will simply

experiment once or twice without suffering harmful con-

sequences. To assess the degree of risk of harmful con-

sequences, one needs to understand the profile of the duration

of cannabis use. In addition, a growing literature provides

evidence that early onset of cannabis use has especially

harmful effects on health and life outcomes. Therefore, in this

section, information on the dynamics of cannabis use, in-

cluding age at first use and the duration of use, is provided.

Figure 1 shows typical patterns in the dynamics of can-

nabis use derived from a sample of Amsterdam residents (van

Ours, 2005). Figure 1(a) provides information on the uptake

Table 1 Annual prevalence of illegal drugs; various countries (percentages)

Country Year Age Amph. Ecstasy Cannabis Cocaine Heroin

Australia 2007 15–64 2.7 4.2 10.6 1.9 0.4
Denmark 2008 16–64 1.2 0.4 5.5 1.4 0.6
England 2010 16–59 1.0 1.6 6.6 2.5 0.8
France 2005 15–64 0.2 0.5 8.6 0.6 0.5
Germany 2009 18–64 0.7 0.4 4.8 0.9 0.2
Italy 2008 15–64 0.6 0.7 14.6 2.2 0.6
The Netherlands 2005 15–64 0.3 1.2 5.4 0.6 0.3
Spain 2010 15–64 0.6 0.8 10.6 2.6 0.1
Sweden 2008 15–64 0.8 0.1 1.2 0.5 0.2
United States 2009 15–64 1.5 1.4 13.7 2.4 0.6

Note: England includes Wales; Amph., amphetamines; heroin includes opium and except for the United States, it also includes other opioids such as morphine, methadone, etc. The

information for heroin always refers to the population aged 15–64 years; the information is for the following years: Denmark and the Netherlands (2005), Germany and Italy (2008),

United States (2009), all other countries (2007).

Source: Reproduced from United Nations (2011). World Drugs Report 2011. Vienna, Austria: United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime.

Table 2 Cannabis use; various countries (percentages)

Country Year Population (age) Ever use Last year use Last month use

Australia 2007 Z14 34 9 5
Denmark 2008 16–64 39 6 2
England and Wales 2008–09 16–59 31 8 5
France 2005 15–64 31 9 5
Germany 2006 18–64 23 5 2
Italy 2008 15–64 32 14 7
The Netherlands 2009 15–64 26 7 4
Spain 2007–08 15–64 27 10 7
Sweden 2008 15–64 21 1 1
United States 2009 Z12 42 11 7

Source: Reproduced from van Laar M. (2011). Nationale Drug Monitor. Utrecht: Trimbos Instituut.
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of cannabis and Figure 1(b) provides information on quitting

behavior as a function of the duration of cannabis use. The

first graph in Figure 1(a) shows the hazard rate for starting

cannabis use, defined as the probability of starting cannabis

use at each age conditional on having not used up until that

age. As can be seen from the graph, uptake typically occurs

between the ages of 15 and 25 years, with clear spikes in the

rate of uptake at ages 16, 18, and 20 years. The starting rate for

ages greater than 25 years is small. This means that, if a person

has not started cannabis use by the age of 25 years, they are

unlikely to do so at a later age. The second graph in

Figure 1(a) shows the cumulative starting probability. This is

defined as the proportion of individuals at each age who have

started cannabis use. The cumulative starting probability

shows that 10% of 15-year olds have ever used cannabis. This

proportion rises to 50% by the age of 25 years. The slowing in

the rate of uptake after the age of 25 years is reflected in the

flattening of the cumulative starting probability, which in-

creases from 52% to 55% over the ages of 25–30 years.

Figure 1(b) shows the quit rate, defined as the probability

of quitting cannabis use at each duration of use (measured in

years) conditional on not previously quitting, and the cumu-

lative quit probability, defined as the proportion of those who

have ever used cannabis quitting at each duration of use. The

graph of the quit rate shows that approximately 20% of can-

nabis users stop using within a year of starting use. The graph

of the cumulative quit probability shows that although many

cannabis users quit use after a couple of years, a significant

proportion do not. For example, 20 years after first using

cannabis, between 30% and 40% are still using. Based on

these dynamics three groups of individuals can be dis-

tinguished; those who never use (abstainers), those who use

but only for a short time (experimenters), and persistent users

some of whom are recreational users whereas others are ad-

dicts. It is important to note that although these graphs were

constructed using data on residents of Amsterdam, the pat-

terns in Figure 1 are typical of the dynamics found in other

countries.

In addition, the characteristics found in the dynamics of

cannabis use are similar to those found for other illegal drugs,

although the magnitude of use and the timing over the life-

cycle may differ slightly from drug to drug. For example, for

the sample of Amsterdam inhabitants on which Figure 1 is

based, van Ours (2005) reports that the mean age of first use is

20 years for cannabis, 23 for amphetamines, 24 for heroin, 25

for cocaine, and 26 for ecstasy. In comparison, the mean age of

first use for alcohol and tobacco is 17.5 years. He also finds

drug-specific critical ages, such that if individuals have not

started using by the critical age, then they are not very likely to

do so at a later age. As seen above, the critical age is 25 years

for cannabis. For cocaine it is 30 years, whereas for tobacco the

critical age is approximately 20 years.

It is often found that the age of onset influences user quit

rates. The earlier the individuals start using a particular drug,

the less likely they are to stop using that drug. Although the

general pattern in user dynamics is very much the same across

the various drugs, there are also differences between drugs.

Cannabis and cocaine use are characterized by relatively low

starting rates that begin in the mid-teen years and by high quit

rates especially in the first year after starting use. Tobacco use is

characterized by high starting rates at a young age and by low

quit rates. Once individuals start using cigarettes, they are very

unlikely to stop using. Apparently, among the users of can-

nabis and cocaine there are many experimenters, that is, in-

dividuals who use the drug for a very short time but then

decide very quickly to stop using.

From the dynamics in illegal drug use it is clear that there

are differences between drugs in terms of the duration of use.

These differences are related to the variation in the degree of

psychic dependence of illegal drugs. As shown in column (1)

of Table 4 the degree of psychic dependence is strongest for

heroin, tobacco and alcohol, and weakest for cannabis. Nutt

et al. (2010) present an attempt to score drugs according to 16

criteria of harm ranging from the intrinsic harms of the drug to

social and health-care costs. Based on the criteria they dis-

tinguish between harm to users and harm to others. Drugs are

scored on a scale of 0–100, with 100 assigned to the most

harmful drug and 0 indicating no harm. The points were as-

signed in consultation with expert groups. The outcome is

replicated in the second to fourth column of Table 4. In the

second column harm to individual users is represented. The

most harmful drugs to users are heroin and alcohol, whereas

cannabis and ecstasy are least harmful to the users. The third

column presents harm to others and here alcohol is the most

harmful followed by heroin; ecstasy is the least harmful. The

overall harm score is presented in the fourth column. Overall,

alcohol is the most harmful drug and ecstasy the least harmful.

Of course such rankings of harm are not uncontroversial.

Caulkins et al. (2011), for example, argue that the harmfulness

of a drug cannot be indicated using one number as the harm is

more than the harm to the user and spillover effects in terms

of harm to others. Furthermore, harms related to drug-related

Table 3 Frequency of cannabis use in the past 30 days

Country Year Days in the past 30 days (%) Total (%) Last month prevalence (%)

1–3 4–9 10–19 20þ Total 20þ days

Denmark 2005 58 19 7 16 100 2.6 0.4
France 2005 36 17 15 32 100 4.8 1.5
Germany 2003 47 16 14 23 100 3.4 0.8
Italy 2005 47 25 10 18 100 5.8 1.0
The Netherlands 2005 38 12 27 23 100 3.3 0.8
Spain 2005/06 32 23 15 31 100 8.7 2.7

Note: Population aged 15–64 years.

Source: Reproduced from European Monitoring Center for Drugs and Drug Addiction.
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crime, environmental damage, and the cost of police and

prisons depend on the legal status of the drug. Finally, the fifth

column of Table 4 provides information about the acute lethal

toxicity of illegal drugs, i.e., the ‘danger ratio,’ defined as the

usual effective dose as a percentage of usual lethal dose (see

Gable, 2004). Heroin is the most dangerous drug as the usual

effective dose is almost 17% of the usual lethal dose. Heroin is

followed by amphetamines and alcohol with a danger ratio of

10%. Cannabis (and tobacco) do not present an immediate

danger of a lethal dose.

Health Effects of Illegal Drug Use

The literature that seeks to determine the impact of drug use

on health is reviewed. As cannabis is the most widely used

illegal drug, the focus is on the relationship between cannabis

use and health. Much of the research in this area is contrib-

uted from epidemiology and is focused on the mental health

effects of drug use. There is a smaller and more recent litera-

ture contributed by economics. A distinguishing feature of this

literature is the utilization of methodologies designed to

identify causal effects of drug use. In addition to studying the

direct effects of drug use on health, the economics literature

also considers the impact of drug use on labor market out-

comes. Because a significant cost of poor health resulting from

drug use is considered to be reduced labor market success,

understanding the evidence regarding the indirect health ef-

fects of drug use is of significant interest. The indirect health

effects of illegal drug use which originate, from effects on

crime, violence, traffic accidents, etc., are not discussed. The

relative contribution of illegal drug use to the economics costs

of risky behavior more generally is discussed by Cawley and

Ruhm (2011). They find that illegal drug use makes a modest

contribution to these costs.

Medical and Epidemiological Literature

The earliest attempt to identify the causal impact of cannabis

use on mental illness is by Andreasson et al. (1988) who study

a cohort of more than 50 000 18- to 20-year-old Swedish

conscripts. The authors find that the postconscription risk of

developing schizophrenia is increasing in the number of times

cannabis is used before conscription. This was a controversial

finding and prompted a raft of epidemiological studies on the

relationship between cannabis use and mental health more

generally. This literature is so large that there is now a large

number of studies dedicated to reviewing it.

In their 2003 review, Degenhardt et al. (2003) conclude that

there is a modest but significant association between early-

onset regular or problematic cannabis use and depression later

in life, although there is little evidence of an association be-

tween depression and infrequent cannabis use. The authors go

on to conclude that even if the association between cannabis

use and depression is assumed to be causal, regular cannabis

use can only explain a small proportion of depression in the

population. Macleod et al. (2004) review more than 200

studies based on longitudinal data that seek to determine the

psychosocial impact of cannabis use. They conclude that al-

though there is evidence of associations between cannabis use

and various measures of psychosocial harm, the extent of the

associations and the strength of the evidence is not always

large. Furthermore, the authors conclude that the causal nature

of the associations is far from clear.

Many of the overview studies have focused on the rela-

tionship between cannabis use and psychosis. Arseneault et al.

(2004) conclude on the basis of their review of previous re-

search that cannabis use is likely to have a causal role in the

development of psychosis but the magnitude of its impact is

unclear. Kalant (2004) concludes from his review of previous

studies that there is more evidence for a causal relationship

running from cannabis use to psychiatric problems than there

is for reverse causality, i.e., psychiatric problems leading to

cannabis use. Henquet et al. (2005) review seven studies and

conclude that cannabis use has a causal effect on later

psychosis. They note, however, that the effect is not very

large and the mechanism underlying the causality is unclear.

Semple et al. (2005) provide an overview of 17 case–control

studies that examined the association between cannabis use

and schizophrenia or schizophrenia-like psychosis. They also

Table 4 Illegal drugs and legal drugs; addictiveness, degree of psychic dependence, and danger ratio

Degree of psychic dependence Harm score Danger ratio (%)

(1) Users (2) Others (3) Total (4) (5)

Illegal drugs
Amphetamines Middling 19 4 23 10.0
Ecstasy – 8 1 9 6.3
Cannabis Weak 12 8 20 o0.1
Cocaine Strong, intermittent 19 8 27 6.7
Heroin Very strong 34 21 55 16.7

Legal drugs
Alcohol Very strong 26 46 72 10.0
Tobacco Very strong 19 9 26 o0.1

Note: Danger ratio¼normal dose as a percentage of lethal dose.

Source: Column (1): Room, R., Fischer, B., Hall, W., Lenton, S. and Reuter P. (2010) Cannabis policy: Moving beyond stalemate. Oxford, England: Oxford University Press; columns

(2–4): Nutt, D., King, L. and Phillips, L. (2010). Drug harms in the UK: A multi-criteria decision analysis. Lancet 376, 1558–1565, column (5): Gable, R. (2004). Comparison of

acute lethal toxicity of commonly abused psychoactive substances. Addiction, 99, 686–696; except tobacco which is assumed to be similar to cannabis.
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conclude that cannabis is a risk factor for psychosis but indi-

cate that it is not clear whether cannabis is a precipitating or a

causative factor in the development of schizophrenia. Hall

(2006) argues on the basis of his review of studies that there is

a strong association between cannabis use and psychosis, but

it remains controversial whether the association is causal.

Moore et al. (2007) present an overview of 11 studies on

psychosis based on data from seven cohort studies. Although

they find that there is an association between cannabis use and

psychosis, they are unable to rule out spurious correlation

resulting from unobserved confounding factors as the under-

lying explanation for this association.

In their recent review, Hall and Degenhardt (2009) argue

that previous research on the relationship between mental

health and illegal substance use has produced mixed findings,

with some papers reporting a positive association between

cannabis use and mental health problems and others re-

porting no association. McLaren et al. (2010) review the

methodological strengths and limitations of major cohort

studies that have sought to determine the causal nature of the

relationship between cannabis use and psychosis. The authors

conclude that, on the basis of the current studies, no inference

can be made about a potential causal relationship from can-

nabis use to psychosis. Discussing a variety of papers Werb

et al. (2010) conclude that the research to date is insufficient to

conclusively claim that the association between cannabis use

and psychosis is causal in nature. The fact that population-

level rates of psychotic disorders do not appear to correlate

with population-level rates of cannabis use suggests that these

two phenomena may not be causally related.

Econometric Studies – Direct Health Measures

In examining the relationship between mental health and

cannabis use, the literature from epidemiology cited above has

attempted to identify the causal effect of cannabis use by

controlling for observed factors that may be a source of con-

founding. However, as noted by Pudney (2010), the potential

for unobserved common confounding factors makes inference

regarding the causal impact of cannabis use difficult. In con-

trast, economic research routinely makes use of statistical

techniques designed to account for unobserved confounding

factors in studying the impact of one outcome on another.

Despite the potential to provide strategies for addressing the

issue of unobserved confounders, and thus better assess the

health risks faced by drug users, there are very few contri-

butions from the economics literature on this issue. As de-

tailed below, the economic studies that do attempt to tease out

causal effects suggest that there may be risks to both mental

and physical health from using cannabis.

Williams and Skeels (2006) and van Ours and Williams

(2011) use Australian data to study the impact of cannabis use

on physical and mental health, respectively. Williams and

Skeels (2006) find the probability of reporting very good or

excellent self-assessed health to be 8% lower among those

who consumed cannabis in the past year compared with those

who had not, and 18% lower for those who reported weekly

use. Along similar lines, van Ours and Williams (2011) find

that cannabis use increases the likelihood of mental health

problems, with the probability of experiencing mental distress

increasing with the frequency of past year use. Although each

of these studies considers a single dimension of health, there is

significant evidence that poor mental health is correlated with

poor physical health. van Ours and Williams (2012) investi-

gate the impact of cannabis use on health in a framework that

accounts for the potential for shared frailties in the domains of

physical and psychological well-being, as well as selection into

cannabis use. Their analysis of Amsterdam data suggests that

cannabis use reduces the mental well-being of men and

women and the physical well-being of men. Although statis-

tically significant, the magnitude of the effect of using can-

nabis on mental and physical health is found to be small.

van Ours et al. (2013) is the only study to address both the

potential for common unobserved confounders and reverse

causality in studying the health impact of cannabis use. Their

analysis of the relationship between suicidal ideation and

cannabis use is based on a 30-year longitudinal study of a

birth cohort. They find that intensive cannabis use – at least

several times per week – leads to a higher transition rate into

suicidal ideation for susceptible males. There is no evidence

that suicidal ideation leads to regular cannabis use for either

males or females.

Econometric Studies – Indirect Health Measures

In addition to their stock of human capital, a person’s

labor market productivity is determined by their health

capital stock (Grossman and Benham, 1974). Drug use

is conjectured to reduce labor market productivity through

its deleterious effects on an individual’s stock of health.

Although intuitively appealing, empirically assessing the val-

idity of this conjecture is complicated by the fact that indi-

viduals choose, or self-select into, drug use. Specifically, there

may be important unobserved determinants of wages or em-

ployment that also influence the decision to use drugs. An

example of an omitted variable particularly relevant in this

context is an individual’s discount rate. Individuals who dis-

count the future heavily are more likely to use drugs because

they place little weight on the future negative health con-

sequences of their drug use (Becker and Murphy, 1988). They

are also more likely to choose jobs with little investment in

on-the-job training, and that consequently pay relatively high

current wages but relatively low future wages. This may give

rise to a positive correlation between drug use and wages even

if drug use is negatively causally related to wages. Similarly,

individuals with strong preferences for leisure may also be

more likely to use drugs if drug use and leisure are comple-

ments in the production of euphoria. Such a relationship

would produce a negative correlation between drug use and

labor supply even in the absence of a causal effect of drug use

on labor supply.

The empirical strategy pursued by the first-wave studies for

estimating the causal impact of drug use on wages and em-

ployment is instrumental variables. Three of these studies

draw on data on 18- to 27-years old from the 1984 cross

section of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY)

and all three studies found evidence that, rather than reduce

wages, drug use increases wages. Kaestner (1991) finds that for
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males, drug use measured as past 30-day use of cannabis,

lifetime use of cannabis, past 30-day use of cocaine, or lifetime

use of cocaine, raises hourly wages. Similarly, male wages are

found to be increasing in the frequency of cannabis use in the

past 30 days by Register and Williams (1992). Gill and

Michaels (1992) report that the use of any drugs in the past

year or any hard drugs (cocaine, heroin, inhalants, psyche-

delics, other drugs, other narcotics) in the past year increases

the hourly wage rate received in a combined sample of males

and females. The estimated magnitudes of the wage effects are

quite large. For example, Kaestner (1991) estimates that males

who have tried cannabis earn 18% more than other-

wise similar males who have not tried cannabis, Register and

Williams (1992) estimate that using cannabis on one more

occasion per month increases hourly wages by 5%, and Gill

and Michaels (1992) find that drug users earn approximately

4% more per hour than nonusers, and that hard drug users

earn approximately 10% more per hour than nonhard drug

users. Moreover, both Kaestner (1991) and Gill and Michaels

(1992) report that the premiums for drug use are

attributable to unobserved differences between the users and

nonusers and not differences in returns to human capital and

other characteristics.

Kaestner (1994a,b) uses the 1984 and 1988 waves of the

NLSY to compare cross-sectional and longitudinal estimates of

the impact of cocaine and cannabis use on labor supply and

wages, respectively. He finds that the results based on the 1984

data, which show that cannabis and cocaine use increases

wages and cannabis use decreases hours spent working in the

sample of males, cannot be replicated using the 1988 data.

Moreover, when unobserved differences that affect drug use

and labor market outcomes are controlled for through a fixed-

effect estimator, drug use is found to have a negative but in-

significant impact on wages for males (Kaestner, 1994b), and

mixed, although generally insignificant, effects on hours

worked (Kaestner, 1994a). The overall conclusion reached by

Kaestner is that drug use does not have a systematic impact on

labor supply or wages.

The counterintuitive and inconsistent findings of the above

studies motivated a second wave of economic research into

the impact of drug use on wages and labor supply. Taken at

face value, most of the second-wave studies tend to find evi-

dence that nonproblematic use of drugs (light to moderate

use, or the use of soft drugs) has no impact on labor supply,

measured by employment or hours worked, but that prob-

lematic use (heavy use, or the use of hard drugs) does, al-

though Burgess and Propper (1998); DeSimone (2002);

Zarkin et al. (1998) and van Ours (2006) provide counter-

examples. Similarly, most of the second-wave studies find that

infrequent or nonproblematic drug use has no impact on

wages, whereas problematic use does have negative wage ef-

fects. Once again, there are also exceptions to this general-

ization, such as MacDonald and Pudney (2000). It is

noteworthy that many of these studies (especially those based

on US data) tend to treat drug use as exogenous to labor

market outcomes.

Focusing on the studies that are more rigorous in their

efforts to address the potential endogeneity of drug use, the

results are mixed. For example, although van Ours (2007)

finds that using cannabis at least 25 times in one’s lifetime

reduces the wage of prime-age males, the use of cocaine is

found to have no effect, and MacDonald and Pudney (2000)

are unable to detect any impact of either hard or soft drug use

on their proxy for wages, that is, occupational attainment.

Similarly, with respect to the employment of males, DeSimone

(2002) finds that both past year cannabis and cocaine use

reduces the probability of employment, whereas, MacDonald

and Pudney (2000) find no employment impact of soft drug

use (which includes cannabis) and van Ours (2006) finds no

impact of cannabis or cocaine use on employment. Finally

Conti (2010) introduces cognitive ability as additional variable

in a wage equation with cannabis use as explanatory variable,

showing that this causes the effect of cannabis use to become

insignificantly different from zero.

Given the conflicting nature of the empirical findings, it is

simply uncertain as to whether there are negative labor market

consequences of drug use in general, and cannabis use in

particular. Furthermore, it is unclear as to whether this litera-

ture should be interpreted as reflecting a lack of robust evi-

dence of a negative health effect of drug use, or as reflecting

the presence of a productivity improving effect of drug use that

is confounding the negative health effects.

Discussion and Conclusion

The use of illegal drugs is limited to a small part of the

population. Not many people consume amphetamines, ec-

stasy, cocaine, or heroin. The most popular illegal drug by far

is cannabis. However, even for the most popular illegal drug,

heavy use is quite rare. And whereas a substantial proportion

of the population has used cannabis in their lifetime, for many

their use was a short-lived experiment. Even among indi-

viduals who persist in cannabis use, many do so on a recre-

ational basis. Despite a large number of epidemiological

studies and a handful of econometric studies little is known

with any degree of certainty about the health effects of illegal

drug use. Researchers agree that drug use is associated with

worse health. The issue is whether this association is causal,

with drug use causing poor health, or whether spurious cor-

relation or reverse causality underlies this association. The

main impediment to determining the nature of the relation-

ship between illegal drug use and health is that the optimal

setup for addressing this issue is a randomized control trial in

which individuals are randomly allocated to the treatment

group (who are administered illegal drugs) or to the control

group (who receive a placebo). However, this type of experi-

ment is not possible for at least two reasons. First and fore-

most, individuals will always know whether they are in the

treatment group receiving illegal drugs, or in the control group

receiving the placebo. Second, long-term exposure to illegal

drugs would be necessary in order to determine the health

effects, and this would be rather unethical should the outcome

be that there are serious health problems related to illegal drug

use. The so-called ‘natural experiments,’ in which a policy

change that affects drugs use is exploited as if it were an ex-

periment, are rare simply because drug policies have the ten-

dency not to change.

The lack of econometric research that seeks to identify

causal effects of drug use on health is surprising but likely to
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be related to lack of good data as a basis for the research. Drug

use is not a static phenomenon. On the contrary, dynamics in

use are very important. Within the population some indi-

viduals may start using a drug but others will abstain. Among

those who have started using a drug there are individuals who

will stop using and other individuals who will persist in drug

use. By and large, in the population there are never-users,

experimental users, and persistent users. Even within the

group of persistent users there may be transitions from high

intensity of use to low intensity of use and vice versa. To

understand the dynamics of illegal drug use, information is

needed from the time when individuals are first confronted

with the choice of whether to use a particular drug. Ideally,

this information should capture how relevant circumstances

change over time. Information that could be relevant includes:

family situation, experiences at school, changing drug supply

conditions, and drug prices. Unfortunately, this type of in-

formation is not typically available. Another issue which

makes it hard to research in this area is the fact that it is hard

to quantify drug use. Whereas standard quantity measures are

available for tobacco (cigarettes per day) and for alcohol

(standard units of alcohol per day), there are no obvious

standard quantity measures for the use of illegal drugs.

Despite the absence of experimental research it is still

possible to draw some conclusions from previous research on

the direct and indirect health effects of illegal drug use. In-

tensive use of illegal drugs over a long period of time generates

negative health effects for its users whereby the magnitude

depends on the nature of the drug involved. Whether short-

term use or long-term, recreational use is harmful is not clear.

For cannabis, the evidence finds that use is neither necessary

nor sufficient for mental health problems to occur. It could be

that individuals who are susceptible to mental health prob-

lems are vulnerable for cannabis use, but as yet this is unclear.

Most likely, experimenters will not suffer serious health effects,

whereas the same holds for persistent but recreational users.

The group of persistent heavy users is at risk of negative health

effects. However, the size of this group is limited to 1% or 2%

of the adult population. In this sense, from an aggregate point

of view, the magnitude of the health effects of illegal drug use

is limited. Nevertheless, for individuals the negative health

effects may be severe. How severe it may be is yet to be

established.

Given the limited circumstances for which cannabis use may

pose a threat of harm, there is growing interest in possible

medical applications of cannabis, the so-called ‘medical mari-

juana’ most notably as a treatment for the symptoms of muscle

spasm and tremors in multiple sclerosis patients and the

symptoms of vomiting and nausea in cancer patients under-

going chemotherapy (Hall et al., 2001). Cannabinoids may

allay pain, improve sleep, and possibly inhibit degenerative

processes (McCarberg, 2007). Caulkins et al. (2012) refer to a

summary of 12 double-blind clinical trials where 57% report

positive outcome of cannabis use, 33% found no effect and

10% found adverse outcomes. Research on the therapeutic use

of cannabis and cannabinoid drugs is hampered by ‘Catch 22’

situation that as long as cannabis is illegal the medical benefits

cannot be established in a way that it would be accepted as a

treatment and cannabis remains illegal if the medical benefits

of cannabis use cannot be established. Nevertheless, 18 US

states and the District of Columbia allow patients who have a

recommendation from a doctor to use cannabis for medical

purposes without the risk of being prosecuted.

When assessing the health effects of illegal drug use some

caveats are important to keep in mind. First, all health effects

are established under one type of policy regime, prohibition.

Although there is variation in the way prohibition is imple-

mented, there is no country or jurisdiction that has legalized

selling, buying, or using any illegal drug. In the USA, Colorado

and Washington states have recently passed referendums to

legalize cannabis but at the time of writing, the framework for

implementing legalization was yet to be established. However,

the legal status of a drug may affect the relationship between

drug use and health. Furthermore, because it is an illegal ac-

tivity, it is not easy to collect reliable data on drug use. A

second caveat is that the health consequences of using an il-

legal drug are likely to depend on the manner in which it is

consumed. Smoking heroin, for example, is less dangerous

than injecting heroin and inhaling cannabis that has been

vaporized is less dangerous than smoking cannabis. A third

caveat to keep in mind is that the health risks posed by specific

illegal drugs may have changed over time. For example, in

recent years, the proportion of D9-tetrahydrocannabinol pre-

sent in cannabis is thought to have risen, whereas the pro-

portion of cannabidiol is thought to have decreased. D9-

tetrahydrocannabinol is believed to exaggerate the psychotic

effects of cannabis, whereas cannabidiol is thought to mod-

erate the psychotic effects. However, due to paucity of infor-

mation on the composition of cannabis, the health effects of

any changes are unknown.

It is concluded that adverse health effects of cannabis use

are clearly present but their magnitude seems rather limited.

Nevertheless, using illicit drugs is not good for one’s health.

Even cannabis, which is considered to be a soft drug in some

countries because of its limited health effects, has a negative

health effect. Whether one should worry about this is another

matter. In the grand scheme of things cannabis use – and even

hard drug use – has a limited health effect compared with

other risky behavior. Heavy cannabis use and early onset of

cannabis use, which often but not always coincide, have the

largest negative health effects. Preventing youngsters from

starting to use cannabis or least preventing them from doing

this early on in life could be sufficient to prevent serious

health effects.

As to the health effects of other illegal drugs the weight of

evidence supports the finding that the harms associated with

cannabis use are much less serious than those associated with

‘hard’ drugs such as cocaine or heroin and may even be

smaller than those associated with alcohol and cigarettes. And

although it is generally acknowledged that there are risks as-

sociated with long-term heavy use of cannabis such as re-

spiratory diseases, cancer, and perhaps psychotic disorders,

only a small fraction of those who ever use cannabis actually

become long-term heavy users.

See also: Addiction. Alcohol. Mental Health, Determinants of. Peer
Effects in Health Behaviors. Smoking, Economics of
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Introduction: What Are Health Inequalities?

Health inequalities are observed in all societies. Although

some inequalities may be considered unavoidable, resulting

from sociodemographic characteristics such as age, gender,

and genes, many of these health inequalities are associated

with socioeconomic characteristics that are potentially amen-

able to policy interventions and could be considered as

avoidable. In Europe, measuring and understanding these

differences have been the major part of the literature on

‘health inequalities.’ In the US, these types of analyses are

often referred to as ‘health disparities.’ For the purpose of

this section the term ‘health inequalities’ will be used. It

will also be assumed that it is clear what is meant by ‘health.’

Health, in this section could refer to a range of outcomes

such as coronary heart disease, remaining expected quality-

adjusted life-years (QALYs), length of life lived, mortality,

morbidity, etc.

Avoidable health inequalities are commonly defined as

unfair systematic differences in health outcomes, although

whether such inequalities are unfair may depend on the equity

criterion applied. Inequalities are not generally considered

unjust in cases where genes or the human body’s natural

capacity are largely at play, for example, women tend to live

longer than men, or 20-year olds in general have better health

than 60-year olds. However, the marked differences evident in

the populations of some countries in mortality rates (and

other health measures) between occupational classes, between

regions, between races, and between the rich and the poor are

all considered to be examples of avoidable and unfair health

inequalities. Researchers across the disciplines of economics,

sociology, epidemiology, and psychology have suggested

various theories that could explain health inequalities, and

among these, theories regarding the influence of material

factors – especially income – have been fundamental to the

research into health inequalities.

The Link between Income and Health

The association between levels of income and health is well

documented, with research suggesting that income levels and

health outcomes are positively correlated. At the individual

level (and controlling for other factors such as age, gender, and

socioeconomic characteristics), income is often found to be

a significant predictor of health. However, the direction of

causality is difficult to identify: Does higher (lower) income

lead to better (worse) health, or does health affect income?

Further, the causality may be direct, or indirect, with income

and health affecting each other via mediating factors. It is also

possible, although not likely, that there may be a third factor

affecting both health and income, giving the impression of a

relationship but without any causal link between them.

At the aggregate level, cross-country comparisons have

shown that higher average income (gross domestic product

(GDP) per capita) correlates with higher average health (in

this case, measured as life expectancy). This is often known as

the absolute income hypothesis (AIH). This evidence can be

found for both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies. The

way average health has improved along with average income is

clearly demonstrated here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

jbkSRLYSojo

These data give a clear animated illustration of Preston

curves that demonstrate a concave relationship between life

expectancy and average income (measured as GDP per capita).

This means that as average income increases, life expectancy

increases at a decreasing rate, or still more simply, a pro-

portionate increase in average income is associated with larger

health gains at lower initial levels of average income than at

higher initial levels of income.

However, this aggregate-level result does not seem to hold

when GDP per capita reaches a certain level. In developed

countries that have passed through the ‘epidemiological

transition,’ where the main causes of death are chronic con-

ditions rather than contagious diseases, there is little evidence

of a relationship between income and health (countries are on

the flatter part of the Preston curve). It is worth noting that the

flatter part of the Preston curve only implies that there is

no difference in average health by average income across

societies, but there can still be variations in average health

across income groups within societies. Based on this evidence,

it has been proposed that absolute income is not the main

determinant of health in developed countries.

Relative Income Hypothesis

In developing countries, individual absolute income seems to

be the main determinant of individual health. If income or

material factors are important for health, then continuing

growth in income should result in increasing health. Thus, for

example, if mortality risk (or any other health outcome) at the

individual level is convex (as shown in Figure 1) so that the

risk of death decreases at a decreasing rate as income increases,

then health inequalities should decrease as countries became

richer – for example, ‘as they progress toward becoming de-

veloped countries. As income grows, those at the top end of

the distribution see their health improve but at a slower rate

than that of individuals at the lower end of the distribution

(because of the steeper gradient for these individuals). So over

time, health inequalities will disappear if all individuals see

the benefits of income growth: if the relationship at the in-

dividual level becomes completely flat, then even if the in-

come of the most wealthy grows at a faster rate than that of the

least wealthy, health inequalities will diminish as long as the

least wealthy experience some income growth.
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However, this is not what is observed: health inequalities

persist in developed countries and are even increasing in

some instances. Although this may be explicable by the AIH

due to those in the lower socioeconomic groups not benefiting

from income growth, it may be that an alternative explanation

is more likely. The most influential alternative theory to date is

the relative income hypothesis (RIH), which has been de-

veloped most notably by Richard Wilkinson. In his ground-

breaking work, Wilkinson (1996) identifies the possibility that

it is the distribution of income within a country or region

rather than the absolute level of income that causes inequal-

ities in health. The essence of the theory is that income in-

equality negatively affects individual health. In its strongest

form, this means that all individuals, even the richest, ex-

perience worse health when there is high income inequality.

Weaker forms involve only those individuals who are at the

lower end of the socioeconomic spectrum experiencing worse

health.

There is a large body of empirical evidence supporting

the RIH using aggregate-level data. Measures of income

inequality – the Gini coefficient is the most widely used – have

been shown to have a significant negative association with

health (measured either by life expectancy or by infant mor-

tality): the larger a country’s Gini coefficient, the higher the

income inequality and the worse its health outcomes (Box 1).

Studies investigating the relationship between average

health and the share of income (by quintiles or percentiles of

the study population) or the percentage of the population in

relative poverty, all seem to confirm that the wider a country’s

income distribution, the worse the average level of health in

that country appears to be.

Theories Behind the Relative Income Hypothesis

The RIH has its theoretical basis in, and is supported by, evi-

dence from sociology and epidemiology. From a sociological

perspective, social cohesion and social capital (such as trust,

participation, and social inclusion) are the bases for the RIH,

with income inequality acting as a proxy for either a lack of

social cohesion or a lack of social capital. Countries with a

wide distribution of income are assumed to have fewer social

support mechanisms, thereby leading to higher crime rates

and a diminished quality of social environment. As a result,

the health of every individual in these unequal societies will

be affected directly via disease development or hindered

recovery, and indirectly through health-damaging behaviors

(such as smoking or substance abuse) when individuals at the

lower end of the social scale react to their adverse circum-

stances. The psychosocial effects of living in an unequal so-

ciety could also support the RIH, as inequality may cause stress
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Figure 1 Effect of increased inequality of income on population mortality.

Box 1 What is the Gini coefficient?

The Gini coefficient is derived from the Lorenz curve. To derive a Lorenz
curve, the population is ranked by income and the cumulative proportion of
income is plotted against the cumulative proportion of the population. If
income is equally distributed, this plots a 451 line (the line of perfect
equality). If income is unequally distributed, it plots a line below the 451
line. The Gini coefficient measures the area between the Lorenz curve and
the line of perfect equality.
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or anger due to either a lack of social support networks or an

inability to maintain a socially acceptable standard of living.

Epidemiology provides a large body of evidence of the

impact of social status on health. Much of this work is sum-

marized by Marmot in his book, Status Syndrome (2004).

Studies suggest that health inequalities reach up the social

scale because hierarchy and social regimentation are harmful

to health: people at every level of the ‘pecking order’ suffer

worse health than those above them. Income or income in-

equality acts as a proxy for the control in one’s life. In wider

hierarchies, those at the bottom suffer more than those at the

top. Such a premise is partly based on the flight or fight syn-

drome – where the body produces a reaction in times of stress

of whether to fight or take flight. With the body under stress,

there are detrimental impacts on individual health.

Neither of these approaches is without problems. The

sociological psychosocial approach looks only at psycho-

logical effects and appears to disregard the material, be-

havioral, or biological factors that may cause ill health. The

epidemiological evidence is criticized because it often does not

control for income as being part of the study. Without con-

trolling for individual income, it is always possible that this

confounds the relationship between health and income

inequality.

Aggregate-Level Data Problems

Much of the data used to investigate the relationship between

income inequality and health are at the aggregate level, and

although these ‘aggregate-level data studies have provided

considerable evidence in favor of the RIH, it is important to

recognize their limitations. The key limitation of aggregate-

level studies is the aggregation problem, which occurs when

the existence of a nonlinear relationship between health (e.g.

mortality risk) and income at the individual level leads to

spurious results at the aggregate level.

The aggregation problem is best explained by using an

example: Assume that absolute income is the only factor af-

fecting individual health (AIH) and the relationship is non-

linear, so the relationship between mortality risk and income

is convex – as income increases the risk of death decreases at a

decreasing rate. This situation was described earlier and it is

illustrated in Figure 1. The framework can be considered as a

health production function (see Box 2). In this situation, in-

come inequality has no impact on individual health – it is

absolute income and not relative income that matters.

Now imagine that there are two countries (these are illus-

trated in Figure 1 as Evenland (E) and Unevenland (U)). In

each country, there are only two groups: the rich (yr) and

the poor (yp). The average level of income is the same in

both countries (y), but in Evenland, the difference between

the incomes of the rich and the poor is smaller than in

Unevenland.

The relationship between income and mortality risk (the

graphical version of our convex health production function) is

the same for both countries, which is the convex curve in

Figure 1. Aggregating individuals and comparing average

health in each country, shows that the average risk of mortality

is lower in Evenland (mE ) than it is in Unevenland (mU ).

From this aggregate-level evidence, it may be concluded that

the distribution of income has a negative impact on health at

the individual level; nevertheless, in fact, this would be a

spurious conclusion because at the individual level, it has

been assumed that there is no relationship between income

distribution and health – it is only absolute income that

matters.

In this example, the result mEomU can be explained solely

by the AIH with no reference to the RIH. This occurs simply

because of the nonlinear relationship between health and

income at the individual level: the poor individuals in

Unevenland are on a steeper part of the production function

than those in Evenland. Conversely, the rich individuals in

Unevenland are on a flatter portion of the production func-

tion than those in Evenland. The aggregation problem is

demonstrated in its mathematical form by Gravelle et al.

(2002).

Despite the aggregation problem, this example does show

that more even distributions of income have better health on

average than more unequal distributions. Again consider

Figure 1. This time instead of thinking of two countries being

compared consider the same country at two different time

points – time E and time U. There are still two groups, the

poor (p) and the rich (r), and between times E and U, there is

a redistribution of income from the poor to the rich that leaves

average income unchanged (at y), but the income gap between

the rich and the poor widens. Following the redistribution, the

income of the poor falls from yEp
to yUp

, whereas the income

of the rich increases from yEr
to yUr

. This leads to the mortality

risk of the poor increasing from mEh
to mUh

, and the mortality

risk of the rich decreasing from mEl
to mUl

. The increase in

mortality risk for the poor outweighs the fall in risk for

the rich, so mEomU and overall mortality risk increases. This

result stems purely from the impact of individual income on

Box 2 Health production function

The individual health production function is analogous to a firm’s pro-
duction function. As firms use combinations of capital and labor to pro-
duce the output, the individual uses combinations of goods to produce
health. In its simplest for it can be considered that the only input to health
is income. For a general relationship that gives:

Hi ¼ f Yið Þ

This reads as individual health (Hi) being some unspecified function of
individual income (Yi). This would represent the AIH.

If health is measured as mortality risk and the function is decreasing,
then the first derivative of the health production function would be nega-
tive (demonstrating that mortality risk falls as income increases). And if the
function is nonlinear (convex), the second derivative would be negative
(mortality risk falls at a decreasing rate – so the extra unit of income causes
the mortality risk to fall, but by a smaller amount than that of the previous
unit of income).

For the RIH, at the individual level, it is possible to specify a health
production function of the form:

Hi ¼ f Yi Gð Þ

This shows individual health (Hi) as being a function of both individual
income (Yi) and income inequality (G), measured at an appropriate level.
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individual health (as predicted by the AIH) but clearly dem-

onstrates why the distribution of income is important.

The aggregation problem highlights the need for individual-

level studies to explore the RIH. Individual-level studies

allow the exploration of the link between income inequality

and health without having to deal with the aggregation prob-

lem. Lynch et al. (2004) have conducted a systematic review

of the literature, investigating income inequality and health,

and Jones and Wildman (2008) have considered the literature

investigating relative deprivation and health. Although many

of the results have been mixed – perhaps due to difficulties in a

number of methodological and empirical issues, to be dis-

cussed in the next section – a recent meta-analysis does suggest

a significant, if not causal, relationship between income in-

equality and health (Kondo et al., 2009). It is likely that income

inequality and health are related at the individual level; how-

ever, there are many unresolved issues before reaching a more

definitive conclusion.

Unresolved Issues

The RIH presents a number of unresolved issues. Firstly,

studies often use cross-sectional data that assume a con-

temporaneous relationship between income, income in-

equality, and health. This assumption raises an identification

problem, which has not been dealt with adequately. When

considering the mechanisms by which income inequality may

affect health, such as stress generated by being of low social

status, lack of social cohesion, or an inability to purchase

status goods to ‘keep up with the Joneses,’ then the con-

temporaneous specification may not be detecting the true

nature of the influence of income inequality on health. The

impact of all these mechanisms on health takes time to de-

velop; for example, being of low status may have a cumulative

detrimental impact over time, so ceteris paribus the impact on

health will be greater for older individuals. Longitudinal data

are needed to examine the impact of income inequality over

an individual’s life course and whether the impact increases in

severity over time.

Secondly, health can be measured across many different

dimensions (e.g. expected lifetime QALYs, self-assessed health,

long-standing limiting illness), but not all of these are sensi-

tive to the effects of income inequality. If the psychosocial

theory is correct, one would expect income inequality to have

a greater effect on mental health measures than on measures

of general health such as self-assessed health or physical

health such as mortality or certain chronic illnesses. In add-

ition, one may also expect a link between mental health and

physical health, but the transitional effect from mental health

to physical health may take time to develop. Furthermore,

even though the observation of individuals over time provides

the ability to control for unobservable heterogeneity, there

are rarely data available that allow for the examination of the

impact of inequality over the life course. So, if income in-

equality affects mental health, it may take even longer for the

impacts to be revealed in more general health measures such

as chronic illness or self-assessed health that are commonly

collected in population surveys. To detect the psychosocial

impact of income inequality on health, there is a need for

longitudinal data with good measures of mental health.

Thirdly, investigating the RIH requires the construction of a

relative income measure, namely, how an individual compares

his or her income in society against a particular reference

group; therefore, it is inevitable that investigations into the

RIH are affected by the choice of a reference group against

which individuals compare their income. There is no con-

sensus in the literature on the reference group and there is

no empirical solution to the problem – it is not possible to

determine reference groups by observing behaviors because

the choice of the reference group can itself be endogenous.

Individuals may choose to compare their own income either

with the average income of the country (region/town) they

live in, or with the income of their peers, neighbors, people in

the same age group, or any other plausible reference groups.

Many of these reference group definitions have been used for

research in this area.

A further issue for researchers is the measure of income

inequality. The way in which this variable is constructed is yet

another key element in understanding how income inequality

affects health. The choice of measure can determine how in-

come inequality appears to affect health. As noted above, the

Gini coefficient is a commonly used measure of income in-

equality. Because this measure is an aggregate-level measure,

there is only one Gini coefficient for any specific population

wherein its use assumes that all individuals in that population

are affected by income inequality in the same way. For example,

in cross-national studies, each country has one Gini coefficient

for any given year, and this means that there is no differential

impact of income inequality for individuals within that coun-

try. Other methods have tried to create measures of income

inequality that vary across individuals, and these measures are

often considered to be measuring relative deprivation. Such

measures compare an individual’s income to a reference point,

which may be the median or the highest income in an area.

Such an approach acknowledges that income inequality may

affect some individuals more than others as the relative income

deprivation measure of someone being further away from, for

example, the median income, is larger than that of someone

being closer to it. This does raise an issue about the asymmetry

of the inequality effect – individuals are negatively affected by

having people above them in the income distribution, but they

are unaffected by having people below them. It may be possible

that individuals gain satisfaction from looking down on people

in the income distribution, but this position has not been

widely considered in the literature, partly because it is difficult

to disentangle the positive effects of being above people from

the negative effects of being below them for any given indi-

vidual in a distribution (except the one at the very bottom end

and the one at the top end of the income distribution).

Finally, there are theoretical or modeling issues that may be

fundamental to examining the RIH. The measures of income

inequality are often functions of individual income, which

may cause multicollinearity in a regression while controlling

for the effect of income. The income inequality measures may

directly enter into the health production function or utility

function, or enter indirectly through third factors, or both, and

this may require a whole new theoretical framework for con-

structing the relationship between income inequality and
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health. It could also be that as relative concerns allow such a

broad range of behavior, their inclusion in choice models that

theoretically consider individual behaviors may give them

little or no predictive power. For these reasons, it is important

to research and develop a proper theory underpinning the

study of the RIH.

Conclusion

There is a substantial body of evidence linking inequalities in

health with material factors, with income being considered as

the most important factor. Recently, the RIH has been iden-

tified as an alternative explanation of health inequalities in

developed nations. Initially, strong support for the RIH was

provided by aggregate data studies, but these have been criti-

cized because of the aggregation problem. Individual-level

studies that overcome problems of aggregation have reported

mixed results.

In recent years, research on income inequalities has

widened its focus. Wilkinson and Pickett (2009) have con-

sidered the relationship between income inequality and a

whole range of outcomes, including health and health be-

haviors (such as drug and alcohol addiction), social mobility,

crime, well-being, and educational performances. This con-

sideration of the relationship between income inequality

and a wider range of outcomes suggests the importance of

understanding the causal pathways at play.

Among both supporters and critics of the RIH, there ap-

pears to be a consensus calling for more research to model the

effects of relative income on health from a broader per-

spective. Individuals live in societies and their behaviors need

to be modeled and placed within a macro context in order to

fully understand the relationship between income inequality

and health; this would include individual-level characteristics

and macro-level social factors such as social capital, soci-

al support mechanisms, and societal structures that cause

inequalities. Developing a model to account for all these fac-

tors is the challenge for future research.

See also: Dominance and the Measurement of Inequality. Equality of
Opportunity in Health. Health Status in the Developing World,
Determinants of. Measuring Equality and Equity in Health and Health
Care. Measuring Health Inequalities Using the Concentration Index
Approach. Unfair Health Inequality
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Glossary
Relative value unit A value assigned to each service that a

physician performs that reflects the time, intensity of effort,

malpractice costs, and practice costs associated with the

service.

Introduction

Despite their common medical school training and their

shared title of ‘physician,’ there are many differences between

physicians who enter different fields of medical practice.

The most obvious difference is the variation in knowledge

set and patient population that comes with each specialty.

For example, pediatricians take care of children, whereas

geriatricians take care of the elderly, and the types of

conditions and diseases treated by these two types of phys-

icians are completely disparate. Even among doctors who treat

patients of the same age, there can be vast differences, as seen,

for example, between psychiatrists (who often use counseling

to treat unseen diseases of the mind, emotion, and person-

ality) and radiation oncologists (who, with a requisite

knowledge of physics, use radiation therapy to treat cancerous

tumors).

However, the differences across medical fields go beyond

scope of practice. With different areas of specialization come a

range of patient interactions; whereas gynecologists almost

always have face-to-face interactions with their patients,

anesthesiologists most frequently see unconscious patients,

and pathologists and radiologists rarely (if ever) see their

patients at all. Similarly, the practice settings where physicians

in different specialties work are quite variable: a family prac-

titioner typically works out of an office, a hospitalist works in

hospital medical/surgical units, an intensivist works amidst

the machinery of a critical care unit, and a surgeon works in

the operating room. Along with these different settings and

patients come different schedules and work hours. Although a

dermatologist may have typical office hours (Monday through

Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.), a surgeon will typically start much

earlier (5 or 6 a.m.) and frequently run late into the evening,

and emergency medicine physicians have to work nights and

weekends to staff the emergency room 24 h a day, 365 days a

year. Another difference across medical fields is the degree of

specialization. Whereas a family doctor will treat patients of

all ages and genders, and thus must be expected to recognize

(and treat) a vast range of conditions and diseases, a neona-

tologist, cardiac electrophysiologist, or gastroenterologist who

specializes in colonoscopy will focus on a relatively specific

subset of patients and conditions. Along with varying degrees

of specialization come different lengths of training programs.

A general internal medicine physician can practice after 3 years

of residency training, whereas a pediatric neurosurgeon re-

quires a 7-year neurosurgery residency, followed by a pediatric

neurosurgery fellowship of at least 1 year.

Another significant difference between medical specialties,

and the focus of this article, is average income. For example,

in the US, physicians who practice in the primary care spe-

cialties (e.g., general internal medicine, family practice, and

pediatrics) earn substantially less than physicians in non-

primary care specialties (e.g., dermatology, radiology, and

orthopedic surgery), with some higher-income specialty

physicians earning more than three times as much as their

primary care contemporaries. These income differences also

exist in other developed countries. For example, orthopedic

surgeons earn twice as much per year as primary care phys-

icians in Australia and the UK, and more than 50% more in

Canada, France, and Germany.

To provide a glimpse of the variety in physician specialty

income in the US, data from several waves of the annual

Physician Compensation and Production Survey between

1995 and 2010 have been used in this article. The survey was

conducted by the Medical Group Management Association

(MGMA), spanning more than 2300 medical organizations

and multiple specialties. Specialty classifications have been

used based on Modern Healthcare salary surveys and Sigsbee

(2011).

Figure 1 reports physicians’ median compensation in 1995

versus 2010 across 18 medical specialties. The dotted line

represents the case where the 2010 compensation level equals

the inflation-adjusted 1995 compensation level (using the

consumer price index). Points below this line represent spe-

cialties for which median salary grew at a slower pace relative

to inflation. For example, median compensation between

1995 and 2010 for Obstetrics and Gynecology grew 31.4%

whereas inflation was 41.6%. Figure 1 highlights both the

dispersion in compensation level within period as well as the

widening of the gap over time. Even in 1995, the median

compensation for anesthesiology, cardiology, radiology, and

orthopedic surgery was nearly double the median compen-

sation for family practice, internal medicine, pediatrics, and

psychiatry. By 2010, these differences were more pronounced

with orthopedic surgeons earning close to three times more

than family practitioners. It is interesting to note that some

specialties experienced greater growth than others. For ex-

ample, the fastest growth in median compensation occurred

for dermatology and gastroenterology.

Figure 2 tracks average annual compensation for 10 spe-

cialties, for which data were available between 1995 and 2009.

The income is plotted for five high-compensation specialties

(radiology, anesthesiology, cardiology, urology, and oncology)

and five low-compensation specialties (hospitalist (added to
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the survey in 1999), psychiatry, internal medicine, pediatrics,

and family practice). Similar to Figure 1, both the difference at

baseline (1995) and the difference in growth rates across high-

and low-compensation specialties are apparent.

Specialists in most other developed countries receive much

higher income than their primary care counterparts, although

there are a few exceptions. In 2004, specialists earned at least

50% more than primary care physicians in Canada, Austria,
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France, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands (in the US in that

year, specialists earned 62% more than primary care phys-

icians, on average) (Fujisawa and Lafortune, 2008). Primary

care physicians in Japan earn more than specialists. This is

probably because specialists are employed by hospitals,

whereas primary care physicians tend to own their own

practices, and physicians in Japan can provide a small number

of hospital beds in their practice.

Aside from the potential discontent that this income gap

may breed among different physicians, from a social or gov-

ernment policy perspective, this difference in expected income

may have undesirable consequences. Research has shown that

the US and Canadian medical students in general, when se-

lecting their career specialty, are responsive to income differ-

ences. However, research has also shown that increased

specialization leads to higher medical expenditures, without

necessarily improving quality, mortality, satisfaction, or other

important metrics of medical care. Thus, if specialists continue

to have higher expected incomes than generalists or primary

care physicians, the country’s healthcare system may continue

down a path of higher cost, lower value care, and a shortage of

generalist physicians.

Although the ongoing existence of this salary disparity

is undisputed, the reasons for its existence are subject to con-

tinued investigation and debate. For many in the medical

community, the explanation for this income gap is simple: the

major government and private payers of medical services (e.g.,

National Health Service in the UK, Medicare in Canada, US

Medicare, US Medicaid, and private health insurers) have

decided to reimburse specialists at higher rates than primary

care doctors. In 1992, Medicare adopted the resource-based

relative value scale system for the US, which is designed to set

reimbursement rates according to the relative value of and re-

source requirements of different services, and most major

insurers have followed suit. This payment system generally

reimburses specialists at much higher rates, even for patient

visits of comparable duration (Bodenheimber et al., 2007). The

relative value units used by the Centers for Medicare and Me-

dicaid Services in the US to label each type of physician visit and

procedure are updated periodically, under the recommendation

of the Relative Value Scale Update Committee, which is dom-

inated by specialty (i.e., nonprimary care) physicians, who

make up 85% of its voting members.

Although it may be true that reimbursement rates for

physicians are set exogenously by payers, it is not clear how

such price setting would establish a persistent income gap

across physician specialties. As mentioned two paragraphs

above, studies have shown that expected income has a strong

influence on specialty physician labor supply. If this is true

and if there were no major differences between medical spe-

cialties aside from their expected income, one would expect all

medical students to choose specialties with higher expected

incomes (e.g., radiology, orthopedic surgery, anesthesiology,

and cardiology), leading to a massive shortage of physicians in

specialties with lower expected incomes (e.g., general internal

medicine, family practice, psychiatry, and pediatrics). A large

enough shortage would increase the demand for physicians in

primary care and other low-paying specialties, which would

eventually lead health insurers to offer increased income

to attract medical students to these specialties, ultimately

equalizing the expected incomes of different physician spe-

cialties. However, in reality, although there is a perceived

shortage of primary care physicians, there is an enduring dis-

parity in physician incomes across specialties, indicating that

there are underlying causes or forces preventing the equili-

bration of expected income for physicians.

Two potentially different phenomena are required for this

physician income gap to emerge and persist. First, there must

be factors that cause medical students to sort into different

medical fields, despite the difference in expected income.

Second, there must be a reason (or reasons) that the income

gap across specialties is allowed to continue and expand. That

is, there must be some factors preventing prices from clearing

the physician labor market. This article considers these two

elements as different possible explanations and their sup-

porting evidence for the observed income gap are evaluated.

Potential Explanations for the Income Gap

As evident from Figure 1, the income gap between different

physician specialties has been persistent and has widened over

time. However, the reason that this gap exists and persists is

less obvious and is subject to continued debate and research.

In reviewing the different hypotheses that attempt to explain

the persistent income gap, this article will consider both

mechanisms by which physicians sort themselves into differ-

ent specialties independent of income (i.e., the reason the

income gap is established) and also mechanisms that limit

physicians’ ability to concentrate in the highest paying spe-

cialties (i.e., the reason the income gap is maintained). The

conclusion is that although individual preferences can help

explain why incomes differ across specialties to begin with, the

most important reason why these differences persist and have

grown over time is that barriers prevent medical students from

entering high-income specialties. Because physicians who are

already in a specialty largely control the number of students

who are allowed to enter that specialty, this raises the possi-

bility that certain specialties are behaving as a cartel.

Preferences and Compensating Differentials

Aside from expected income, there are many other differences

across medical specialties, including scope of practice, level of

patient interaction, and regularity of working hours. Given

this variety across medical fields, one might expect that a

student’s choice of medical specialty will be multifactorial and

will depend on more than just expected income. The idea that

job features and amenities may compensate for lower income

may provide a possible explanation behind the physician

salary gap and its persistence. If preferences for specialty

choice are motivated by nonincome-related factors because

individuals place less importance on expected income and

more importance on, for example, the scientific content of

their field, then some physicians will knowingly and pur-

posefully choose lower-paying specialties, all in accordance

with their individual valuation of other nonmonetary di-

mensions of the specialty.
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In support of this hypothesis, many researchers have

examined the influence of personality and personal preference

on medical students’ choice of career specialty. Many studies

have found associations between different personality types

and specific medical fields. As an example, research has shown

that the traits of ‘rule-consciousness’ and ‘tough-mindedness’

predicted differences between physicians in general surgery

and family practitioners (Borges, 2001). Furthermore, other

studies have found that predictability of working hours and

lifestyle are key factors driving medical students’ choice of

career specialty. For example, although pediatricians are paid

less than trauma surgeons on average, it is often the difference

in schedule structure (where general pediatricians work

standard business hours that may extend into the evening as

patient visits run over, whereas trauma surgeons work nights

and weekends, but only in shifts with a well-defined begin-

ning and end) that motivates students’ selection of one spe-

cialty over the other. Similarly, one might expect that a student

who is passionate about treating children would choose to be

a pediatrician, even though (as the student knows) most

pediatric specialists are paid notably less than adult specialists

covering the same area of expertise (e.g., cardiology, neurol-

ogy, intensive care, etc.).

Other factors that vary across specialties and individual

preferences include specialties’ level of intellectual content,

number of challenging diagnostic problems, availability of

research opportunities, likelihood (and severity) of mal-

practice litigation, and prestige relative to other specialties.

Indeed, research has shown each of these different factors can

play important roles in shaping medical students’ choice of

career specialty. It is important to note that not only is it

possible for students to have different preferences for any

given career attribute (e.g., one student may prefer a field that

is diagnostically challenging, whereas another student may

prefer a field that is diagnostically simpler) but it is also likely

that students assign different degrees of importance to differ-

ent attributes (e.g., predictable working hours is very import-

ant to some students, whereas other students’ top priority is

working in a specialty with more research opportunities).

When considering all these different factors and how they

might influence physician specialty selection, it is not sur-

prising that differences in specialty income may be allowed to

exist and persist. Certain specialties must have nonmonetary

attributes that appeal to a large percentage of medical stu-

dents, and this appeal has persisted (and perhaps grown)

over time.

Ability Differences

In addition to preferences, another individual characteristic

that varies between people and might explain the income

disparity is ability, although it does not appear to play a strong

role in explaining income differences for physicians. Although

the admission process for medical school is rigorous and

extremely selective, medical students still vary in ability.

Here, ability may refer to IQ, memory (e.g., learning speed,

and capacity), physical skills (e.g., dexterity and endurance),

or personality type or temperament. Realizing the diversity

that exists across medical specialties, one might hypothesize

that some specialties require abilities that are relatively rare

among medical students whereas other specialties require

more common abilities. This article will assume that special-

ties that require greater ability (or more uncommon ability)

are intrinsically more difficult or challenging, as it is not clear

otherwise why they would demand greater skill or talent. As in

many other professions, workers with the highest abilities

have rare attributes, skills, or talents, which would demand a

salary premium over other workers, so the difficult or chal-

lenging specialties will offer higher salaries to attract high-

ability workers.

Another type of ability to consider is a physician’s capacity

for dealing with risk. Owing to their patient population and

scope of practice, some specialties require physicians to act in

higher risk situations. For example, most would agree that the

likelihood and severity of patient harm from a physician

mistake is greater in the fields of neurosurgery, anesthesiology,

or interventional cardiology than in family practice or sports

medicine. Moreover, specialists often accept more responsi-

bility and thus risk compared to generalists. For example, it is

commonplace for a family practitioner or general pediatrician

to refer the patient to a specialist or an expert. The specialist,

on the contrary, often represents the ‘end of the line,’ so the

ultimate task of diagnosing and treating the patient often

falls on the specialist. In this position, the specialist accepts

more responsibility and risk (if the diagnosis or treatment is

incorrect), so one might expect this additional responsibility

to justify a salary premium.

As with the case of personal preferences, differences in

individual ability can potentially explain both why students

sort themselves into different medical specialties and why the

income gap between specialties is able to endure. If the more

challenging specialties (that require greater ability) pay more

and all medical students prefer greater income, all students

will prefer to work in the more difficult fields. However, if

entrance into a specialty, which is typically dictated by ac-

ceptance to a residency program, is determined according to

ability, then only the highly skilled or talented students will be

able to work in the more difficult specialties. Given the de-

manding application and interview process that is required for

admission to residency programs, which consider test scores,

clinical evaluations, and letters of recommendation, there is

clearly a process that prevents low-ability students from

achieving positions in high-ability specialties, thus allowing

persistence of the income disparity.

In the literature, theoretical economic work has supported

this hypothesis that large income differences may reflect even

relatively small differences in ability. Furthermore, research

has shown that some medical specialists score higher than

others in terms of, among other traits, intelligence and self-

sufficiency. However, other works have found little evidence

that differences in ability are responsible for the large gap in

physician income (Bhattacharya, 2005).

The National Resident Matching Program and the Associ-

ation of American Medical Colleges collect data on the med-

ical students who match into different residency programs in

the US, and these data indicate differences in ability between

the students entering different specialties (NRMP and AAMC,

2009). For example, there are significant differences in scores

on Step 1 of the US Medical Licensing Examination between
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some higher-paying specialties (plastic surgery, neurosurgery,

dermatology, and radiology) and lower-paying specialties

(family practice, pediatrics, psychiatry, and physical medi-

cine). Of course, these data do not indicate a causal relation-

ship, but nevertheless the association between higher-paying

specialties and students with higher test scores (a measure of

ability) is noteworthy.

This being said, it is not clear whether or not the specialties

with higher incomes are actually more challenging or de-

manding of greater physician ability than specialties with

lower incomes. For example, is ophthalmology or derma-

tology more challenging than emergency medicine or

neurology? Without any evidence of this, it is not clear that

differences in medical students’ or physicians’ abilities are the

reason that different specialties have different expected

incomes. As long as students all want to maximize income

and all residency programs want to attract students with the

highest level of ability, residency programs for high-paying

specialties will be able to select the most skilled and talented

students, regardless of the reason(s) that different specialties

have different expected incomes.

Workload and Effort

A straightforward explanation for why physicians in some

specialties have higher salaries is that their specialties may

require greater labor input. Taking this logic to the extreme, it

may be that all physicians are paid approximately the same

hourly wage, but those who work longer hours accumulate a

greater total income. Furthermore, the effect of hours worked

on income might be even greater if the marginal value of time

increases as the number of hours worked increases. That is,

comparing a physician who works 60 h per week to a phys-

ician who works 40 h per week, one might expect that the

wage for the marginal hour should be higher for the former,

because leisure time is more valuable to someone who spends

more time working. This hypothesis of increased income

with increased workload, if true, would provide a mechanism

for both physician sorting into different specialties and the

maintenance of the income gap, based on individual prefer-

ences for income and leisure. Given equivalent hourly rates,

those physicians who choose to work longer hours (i.e.,

choose specialties that demand more time) are knowingly

sacrificing leisure to receive higher pay, whereas those who

place a higher value on leisure will willingly forego higher

income.

Although this concept is intuitively plausible, it is not

supported by evidence. In fact, it would be more likely that

labor input is responsive to the hourly wage than vice versa.

Put differently, exogenous variation in hourly wage across

specialties would induce physicians with identical labor-

versus-leisure preferences to vary in their labor supply. Thus,

without the ability to verify the authors’ assumptions of

physician preferences, it cannot be determined if the income

disparity results from variation in the value that different

physicians place on their leisure (even with similar hourly

wages), or from variation in hourly rates, which translates

mechanically into an income gap even when physicians ex-

hibit similar labor-versus-leisure preferences. To this end,

research has shown that the number of physicians choosing a

specialty is more responsive to changes in the number of

relative hours worked than to changes in relative income

earned. However, regardless of the assumptions, studies have

found that only a small fraction of the income gap can be

attributed to differences in the number of hours worked, in-

dicating that hourly rates are almost certainly not equivalent

across specialties (Bhattacharya, 2005).

Length of Training

Another hypothesis commonly believed to explain the

income disparity across physician specialties is the difference

in required training. The reasoning behind this belief is

frequently offered as an explanation for why physicians,

on average, compared to other professionals are among

the best-paid members of most societies. Looking within

medicine and comparing different types of physicians,

specialists undergo more training than generalists, and add-

itional years in residency and fellowship create potentially

important opportunity costs for specialists (in terms of

lost time and wages). Thus, the hypothesis states that spe-

cialists are paid more to compensate for the additional costs

of their extended training. Without this increase in expected

income, physicians would not be willing to incur the

additional costs of training required for specialization.

Therefore, if medical students have different time preferences

for income, with some unwilling to take on short-term costs

of training for the long-term gain of increased future income,

they will sort themselves into specialties with different ex-

pected incomes.

In support of this hypothesis, research has indicated that

medical students tend to prefer specialties with shorter resi-

dency training programs. However, other studies have shown

that a relatively small portion of the income gap between

different physician specialties can be explained by differences

in training time; that is, students’ choice of specialty is mostly

unresponsive to expected length of training (Bhattacharya,

2005). Furthermore, although some specialties (e.g., gastro-

enterology) provide a favorable return to specialization,

other specialties (e.g., rheumatology) actually provide an

unfavorable return to specialization (e.g., compared to staying

in general internal medicine). As another example, the post-

graduate training requirements for geriatricians and derma-

tologists are typically equivalent, but the expected income of

geriatricians is often less than half that of dermatologists.

Aside from direct costs of longer training, other short-term

financial considerations may motivate students to choose a

specialty with a shorter training requirement, even if it means

lower expected long-term income. The majority of graduating

medical students has extensive debt, mostly from accumulated

loans for undergraduate and graduate education, and al-

though such loans can be deferred while students are in

school, when the students graduate and enter residency pro-

grams, they must begin repaying these loans. Given the

amount of debt that some students have (more than

US$200 000), the size of loan repayments can be substantial,

causing significant financial stress during residency. Other

than educational loans, some students might expect other
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large financial burdens during residency, for example, sup-

porting a new or growing family. Furthermore, although

facing mounting financial demands, young physicians may

have decreased access to private financial markets, as they are

no longer eligible for educational loans. Any combination of

these reasons can make residency training a particularly

stressful financial time for young doctors, and this predicted

stress may motivate students to choose specialties that min-

imize the length of residency, allowing them to become a

practicing physician sooner. (Even the lowest paying jobs for

practicing doctors pay at least three to four times more than

a resident’s salary.) However, most of the specialties with

shorter residency programs have lower lifetime expected in-

comes than the specialties with longer residency training, so

students who choose shorter residencies are typically choosing

lower long-term expected salaries. Thus, differences in spe-

cialty length of training combined with debt and short-term

financial considerations may explain why some students

choose lower-income specialties and why the physician

specialty income gap continues to exist. Furthermore, other

work has shown that not only just the amount of student debt

but also the type of debt (e.g., subsidized vs. unsubsidized

loans) is a significant variable in students’ choice of specialty.

Even for those medical students who are not carrying

student debt or expecting increased financial stress during

residency, there may be other motivations to choose a spe-

cialty with shorter residency training. For example, students

might have very different future discount rates. Whether for

financial reasons or otherwise, one could imagine students

placing greater importance or value on the upcoming 5–10

years than on the more distant future; that is, a student

might drastically discount all considerations that are more

than 5–10 years away. In this time horizon, a medical spe-

cialty with a shorter residency program might appear more

ideal than other specialties. For example, over the first 10

years of postgraduation, a student who enters family prac-

tice (3 years of residency) can expect to earn more than a

student who pursues a career in surgery (more than 7 years

of residency) because the income of the family practitioner

will be much higher than that of a surgery resident. Thus,

heterogeneity in time preferences and subjective discount

rates may help explain why income-maximizing students

choose specialties with very different lifetime expected

incomes.

Although most of the literature has explored variation

in the length of formal training across specialties as a po-

tential explanation for the income gap, no attention has

been given to aspects of on-the-job training across special-

ties. Surgical and procedural specialists have to keep up with

changing equipment, technology, and procedures and are

required to invest considerable amount of time in order to

do so. Therefore, an argument could be made that phys-

icians in more dynamic fields require a premium for keep-

ing up with the latest technologies and procedures.

Nevertheless, it could be argued that generalists and non-

procedural specialists have just as many journals to read

and new guidelines to keep up with. Moreover, most states

necessitate continuing medical education (CME), but do

not make distinctions across specialties; hence, specialists

do not have to perform more CME than generalists.

Variation in Training Focus across Medical Schools

Despite the theories and supporting studies that connect stu-

dent debt to medical specialty choice, other researchers have

shown that medical students entering primary care fields do

not have significantly more (or less) debt than students

entering nonprimary care fields. A medical student’s choice of

career specialty is a complicated, multifactorial decision. Not

only is that decision influenced by the interplay of personal

preferences and specialty characteristics but also the type of

environment in which medical students are educated may also

shape their choice of specialty. Medical schools can be viewed

as producers of medical students, and although there is some

standardization across medical schools, there can be sub-

stantial variation in the inputs that schools supply to this

production process. Inputs in the medical student education

process for any given medical specialty include, among other

factors, preclinical curriculum, clinical rotation requirements,

availability of mentors, and the presence of a residency

training program. Through the variable use of these different

inputs, some schools will produce more students who choose

to pursue careers in primary care or other specialties. For ex-

ample, the percentage of US graduating students who enter

family practice varies (over a 10 year mean) from 1.7% to

34.9% depending on their medical school. Although the in-

come gap across medical specialties may be established for

exogenous reasons, the role played by medical schools may

help explain how the income disparity is maintained. When

students first enter medical school, they are less likely to ex-

hibit strong preferences toward a given medical specialty, be-

cause they may have limited understanding of the different

fields and little awareness of income differentials across fields.

Therefore, students are likely to select their medical school

regardless of the specialty mix it typically produces, and hence

to be sorted into specialties with different income profiles.

Research has verified that medical schools do influence

students’ choices of career specialties. For example, the dif-

ferential production of generalists versus specialists has been

examined by studies that characterize the population of stu-

dents who choose to enter family medicine residences. Sup-

porting the hypothesis that medical schools may have

different ‘production functions’ for medical students, research

has shown that students from publicly funded schools are

more likely to choose family medicine than students from

privately funded medical schools. In some years, although

some medical schools (including Johns Hopkins University,

New York University, and Washington University in St. Louis)

had no graduates who pursued careers in family medicine, at

other schools (including University of Arkansas, the Medical

College of Georgia, and University of Minnesota) greater than

22% of graduates entered family medicine residencies.

Institutional Barriers to Entry

Bhattacharya (2005) examined the role of different factors in

explaining the disparity in physician income across specialties,

and finds that only approximately half of the increase in ex-

pected income from specialization can be attributed to dif-

ferences in hours of work, length of training, and skill or

ability. Although individual preferences and their implications
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for career path selection may explain some of the income

disparity, barriers that prevent medical students from entering

higher-income specialties offer another plausible explanation.

The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education

(ACGME) is the organization responsible for accrediting

residency programs in the US, and thus it determines

how many residency positions are available for training new

physicians. Regulation of medical education and training

is common in most developed countries. For example,

the Medical Council of India, the Korean Institute of

Medical Education, the General Medical Council (UK), the

Netherlands–Flemish Accreditation Organization, and the

Japan University Accreditation Organization approve curricula

and accredit medical schools in their respective countries.

Broadly speaking, the restricted number of residency pos-

itions is a substantial factor (if not the most important factor)

limiting the number of physicians who can enter professional

practice, but it also plays a role in determining the number of

physicians in different specialties. The ACGME oversees and

sets policies for Residency Review Committees (RRCs), which

are specialty specific and tasked with reviewing and accrediting

hospital residency programs in their target specialties. In this

position, an RRC essentially has complete control over the

flow of physicians into a specialty because medical students

who attend programs that are not certified by the ACGME are

not eligible to take the licensing exam, and thus not able to

practice in the US (Nicholson, 2003). Therefore, incumbents

in a specialty determine how many new physicians may be

trained in that specialty, which in turn will influence future

earnings in that specialty.

Thus, regardless of the reasons why expected incomes vary

across medical fields, the constrained number of available

residency positions for each specialty prevents all medical

students from entering higher-paying specialties, thus allow-

ing the income gap to be sustained. High-income specialties in

the US tend to have more residents who are trying to enter

than there are positions available. For example, between 1991

and 2009, the ratio of the number of medical students who

were trying to enter a specialty to the available number of first-

year residency positions exceeded 1.40 in orthopedic surgery

in all but 1 year, and between 1997 and 2009 the ratio ex-

ceeded 1.60 in dermatology in all but 1 year. Barriers to entry

exist in other countries as well. Medical school graduates in

Greece often wait several years for a nonprimary care residency

position opening.

Concluding Remarks

In developed countries, specialists, or nonprimary care phys-

icians, earn considerably more than primary care physicians,

and these income differences have persisted over time. This

article reviews and assesses the support for different hypoth-

eses regarding nonmonetary reasons why physicians may sort

themselves into different specialties (i.e., the reason an income

gap is established), and also hypotheses that help explain why

the income gap persists.

Specialists can earn more than primary care physicians

if the former medical fields require scarce abilities, have un-

attractive nonmonetary attributes (e.g., undesirable working

environment), and require relatively long training. This will be

particularly true if medical students have different time pref-

erences and debt levels. If these factors persist over time, such

as medical students’ preferences for the nonmonetary attri-

butes of primary care, then the higher income of specialists

relative to primary care physicians can also persist. The em-

pirical support is strongest for the hypothesis that occu-

pational attributes other than expected income do matter

when medical students choose a specialty, and therefore do

help explain income differences across specialties.

However, Bhattacharya (2005) finds that student prefer-

ences explain approximately one-half of the specialty pre-

mium, with entry barriers to high-income specialties possibly

explaining the balance. Thus, regardless of the reasons why

expected incomes vary across medical fields to begin with,

constraints on the number of available residency positions in

high-income specialties prevent medical students from enter-

ing high-income specialties and driving down specialist in-

come, and thus allow the income gap to persist. Because

physicians who are already practicing in a specialty largely

control the flow of new physicians into that specialty, this

raises the question of whether certain high-income specialties

are behaving as cartels. Making it easier for medical students to

enter high-income specialties would reduce income differ-

ences across specialties.

See also: Health Labor Markets in Developing Countries.
Occupational Licensing in Health Care. Primary Care, Gatekeeping,
and Incentives. Specialists
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Introduction

Health sector programs often have important policy objectives

relating to the reduction of unfair health inequality, as well as

the improvement of total population health. Health inequality

reduction objectives are particularly common in public health

decision-making, for example, in relation to screening and

vaccination programs, and are sometimes also relevant to

decisions regarding the introduction and delivery of new

medicines, surgical procedures, and other health technologies.

Standard economic evaluation methods, however, focus

solely on identifying cost-effective interventions to maximize

health. The distributional cost-effectiveness analysis (DCEA)

framework described in this article builds on standard

cost-effectiveness methods by extending them to incorporate

distributional impacts on health. Like the standard cost-

effectiveness analysis (CEA) framework, this framework

focuses exclusively on health benefits and opportunity costs

falling on the health sector budget. It focuses on the health

impacts of health sector programs, assuming that there are no

important impacts on the distribution of income, education,

or other determinants of health outside the health sector. It

is therefore not suitable for evaluating cross-government

public health program with important nonhealth benefits and

opportunity costs falling outside the health sector budget.

The key steps in the DCEA framework outlined below are:

estimating the baseline health distribution in the general

population; modeling changes to this baseline distribution

due to the health interventions being compared, and using

this to estimate the mean change in health due to each

intervention; adjusting the resulting modeled distributions for

alternative social value judgments regarding fair and unfair

sources of health variation; using these adjusted distributions

to estimate the change in the level of unfair inequality due to

each intervention; and finally combining the mean level of

health and level of unfair inequality associated with each

intervention by using an appropriately specified social welfare

function to rank interventions, and decide as to which best

fulfills the dual objectives of maximizing health and min-

imizing unfair health inequality.

Estimating the Baseline Health Distribution

The first step in DCEA is describing the baseline distribution

of health in the general population, taking into account

variation in both quantity and quality of life among different

subgroups in the population as defined by relevant population

characteristics. A natural health metric to use in this context is

quality adjusted life expectancy (QALE) at birth, though

other suitable health metrics can be used – such as disability

adjusted life expectancy at birth or age-specific QALE – so long

as they are on an interpersonally comparable ratio scale

suitable for use within CEA. Mortality rates and morbidity

adjustments differentiated by relevant population character-

istics are required to estimate this distribution. Figure 1 shows

the estimated baseline population health distribution in the

UK in the year 2010 as measured in QALE at birth, taking into

account differential mortality and morbidity by age, gender,

and area level deprivation.

Estimating the Distribution of Health Changes Due to
the Intervention

The next step in DCEA is to estimate the net impact of one or

more interventions on the baseline distribution of health

within the general population. This requires not only ‘effect-

iveness’ information on the direct health benefits of the health

intervention on individuals receiving the intervention, but

also information on the indirect health impacts of the inter-

vention – in particular, the health opportunity costs due to

displaced expenditure within the health sector budget – on

both recipients and nonrecipients of the intervention. There

are a number of factors that may vary by relevant population

subgroup characteristics, which must be incorporated into the

model to estimate correctly the impact of a health intervention

on the population health distribution, including:

• Prevalence and incidence of the health condition, which

will also help to analyze the differing maximum potential

impact that the intervention could have on each popu-

lation subgroup.

• Uptake of the intervention, which for more complex

interventions may include differential uptake by subgroup

at multiple stages of the patient pathway.

• Effectiveness of the intervention.

• Mortality and morbidity due to condition and comorbidities.

• Opportunity cost.

Under the assumption of a fixed overall health budget, any

additional costs associated with the intervention will result in

some displacement of activity. The distribution of the health
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opportunity costs due to this displacement on both recipients

and nonrecipients of the intervention in the population needs

to be characterized by subgroup to give the overall distribution

of health losses due to the intervention. A simple and con-

venient assumption is that the distribution is neutral – i.e., all

subgroups share equally in the health opportunity cost of

displaced health sector activity. However, this assumption may

not be accurate, and ideally, one would want evidence on the

likely distribution of health opportunity cost.

Once the distribution of health gains and health oppor-

tunity costs of an intervention for each population subgroup

have been estimated, these distributions can be combined to

produce a distribution of net health changes by subgroup and

applied to the baseline health distribution to give an estimate

of the impact of the intervention on the overall health

distribution.

Measuring the Level of Inequality in the Estimated
Health Distributions

The overall health distributions associated with each inter-

vention can be assessed in terms of the level of health in-

equality they comprise. There are a number of commonly used

indices for measuring inequality in the distribution of income,

which can also be applied to health when measured on a ratio

scale such as quality adjusted life expectancy. These indices are

based on a common set of fundamental principles:

• Principle of transfers: The most universally recognized

concept of what is meant by inequality in a distribution

is the weak principle of transfers, also known as the

Pigou–Dalton transfer principle. It broadly states that the

transfer of health from a more healthy to a less healthy

person reduces inequality so long as the amount of health

transferred is less than the difference in health between

them. It is of course not possible directly to transfer current

health from one person to another (except in rare cases

such as organ transplant); but one can think of indirect

transfers in terms of gains or losses in people’s expected

future lifetime experience of health. This concept of

inequality is useful for comparing alternative distributions

of a fixed total pot of health. The next two concepts discuss

how inequality measures react to a change in the size of

the pot.

• Scale independence: Scale independence focuses attention

on concern for relative inequality between individuals –

their ‘fair shares’ of the total pot – rather than the size or

scale of absolute differences between individuals. It states

that any equal proportional change in each individual’s

level of health should not change the measure of health

inequality. Although this is relatively uncontroversial when

applied to changes in the scale used to measure health, it is

harder to justify when looking at real differences in health.

A commonly used tool to describe relative inequality in a

distribution is the Lorenz curve, this plots the cumulative

proportion of individuals ordered by their health on the

x axis against their cumulative share of total health on the

y axis. The difference between the Lorenz curve and the 451

line of equality represents the level of relative inequality in

the distribution. Common relative inequality measures

such as the Gini coefficient are based on measuring this

difference. There are also relative inequality measures such

as the Atkinson index that allow for the specification of a

level of inequality aversion to adjust the sensitivity of the

measure to inequalities in different parts of the distri-

bution, and which also allow explicit formulation of tra-

deoffs with sum total health within a social welfare

function framework.

• Translation independence: Translation independence fo-

cuses on concern for absolute inequality between indi-

viduals. It states that any equal absolute change in each

individual’s level of health should not change the measure

of health inequality. Simple measures such as absolute gaps

and slope indices are widely used to quantify absolute in-

equality. There are also absolute inequality measures such

as the Kolm index – an absolute inequality equivalent to

the Atkinson index – which allow the specification of an

absolute inequality aversion parameter and the modeling

of explicit tradeoffs with sum total health.

Although all reasonable inequality measures satisfy the

principle of transfers, a measure cannot fully satisfy both scale

independence and translation independence. For example, if

everyone in a health distribution gains 25 years in life span the

absolute gap between any two individuals remains the same, a

relative gap between two individuals living 60 and 50 years

respectively of 20%, however, declines into a relative gap of

only 13%, with these individuals living 85 and 75 years after

the gain in life span. When selecting inequality indices to rank

distributions, it is important to recognize these distinctions

and identify those that most closely represent the concept of

inequality of relevance in the context of the decision being

evaluated.

Adjusting for Social Value Judgments Regarding Fair
and Unfair Sources of Inequality

The purpose of DCEA is to identify the health intervention

that results in the best improvement in both average health

and unfair health inequality in the population. The distri-

butions of health estimated thus far represent all variation in

health in the population. However, some variation in health

may be deemed ‘fair’ or, at least ‘not unfair,’ perhaps because it

is due to individual choice or unavoidable bad luck. The

health distributions should therefore be adjusted to include

only any health variation that is deemed ‘unfair’ before

measuring the level of inequality. The DCEA framework allows

multiple sources of unfair health inequality – for example, by

income, education, ethnicity, geography, and other factors – to

be analyzed in the same model. If decisionmakers are inter-

ested in one particular source of unfair health inequality, this

can also be analyzed separately, or by decomposing the in-

fluence of this factor on overall unfair inequality. To make

these adjustments for unfair sources of health variation, the

association between relevant population characteristics and

the estimated health distributions must be modeled. Social

value judgments then need to be made regarding whether or

not health variation associated with each of the population
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characteristics is deemed fair. The modeled associations

combined with these social value judgments are used to

isolate unfair variation in the distribution, using either the

methods of direct or indirect standardization. Inequality

measures can then be used to assess the level of unfair in-

equality in the estimated health distributions associated with

each health intervention and hence to rank health inter-

ventions by their impact on minimizing this inequality.

Social Welfare Functions and Distributional
Dominance

Once both the mean level of health and the fairness adjusted

distribution of health associated with each of the interventions

have been estimated, social welfare functions (SWF) can be

used to compare interventions. Several properties are con-

sidered useful when constructing a SWF. In describing these

properties, one can use the terminology hiA to represent the

health of individual i in health distribution A, Ui to represent

an individual utility function for individual i, and W to rep-

resent social welfare:

• Individualistic: This means the SWF is a function of the

individual utilities, i.e., the SWF has the form: W¼W(U1,

U2..., Un).

• Nondecreasing: This states that if every individual has at

least as good health in distribution A as in distribution B,

then overall distribution A is at least as good as

distribution B.

• Additive: This means that the social welfare function can be

written as a sum of the individual utility functions, i.e.,

the SWF has the form: W(h1, h2,..., hn)¼U1(h1)þU2(h2)

þ ...þUn(hn).

• Symmetric: This means that the SWF treats individual uti-

lities anonymously, i.e., the SWF has the form: W¼W(U1,

U2,..., Un)¼W(U2, U1,..., Un) ¼ ...¼W(Un, U2,..., U1).

• Concave: This means that when evaluating changes to so-

cial welfare lower weight is applied to increases in health to

those with higher health than to those with lower health,

where the welfare weight is defined as: U0(hi)¼dU(hi)/dhi.

These properties can be used to derive rules to help de-

termine which of two health distributions are preferable. By

using these dominance rules, the exact nature of the SWF need

not be specified but can instead be described by broad char-

acteristics that encompass whole classes of SWFs, under any of

which the welfare rankings of particular interventions would

be the same. The following rules are listed in order from least

restrictive to most restrictive that allow a partial ordering of

health distributions:

• Rule 1 – Pareto Dominance: For any individualistic, in-

creasing and additive SWF, if hiA ZhiB for all i and hiA4hiB

for at least one i, then distribution A is preferred to dis-

tribution B, where subscript i represents the same indi-

vidual in each distribution.

• Rule 2 – Reranked Pareto Dominance: If additionally, the

SWF is also symmetric, then the same condition applies,

only that now subscript i represents the individual with

equivalent health ranking in each distribution rather than

necessarily the same individual in both distributions.

• Rule 3a – Atkinson’s Theorem: If additionally, the SWF is

strictly concave and distributions A and B have equal mean

health, then distribution A is preferred to distribution B if,

and only if, the Lorenz curve for distribution A lies wholly

inside the Lorenz curve for distribution B.

• Rule 3b – Shorrocks’ Theorem: if Lorenz curves cross and

the mean health in distribution A is greater than that in

distribution B, then distribution A is preferred to distri-

bution B if, and only if, the generalized Lorenz curve for

distribution A lies wholly inside the generalized Lorenz

curve for distribution B, where the generalized Lorenz

curve is derived by multiplying the Lorenz curve for the

distribution by the mean of the distribution.

These dominance rules may be used to rank the estimated

distributions associated with the health interventions being

compared and hence to rank the interventions in terms of

social welfare. These rules do not, however, allow for trading

off between health inequality and overall health and hence

will only provide a partial ranking of interventions when

rankings on these two objectives do not coincide.

Social Welfare Indices

Where interventions cannot be ranked based on distributional

dominance rules, the SWF needs to be fully specified by de-

fining the nature of the inequality aversion that it will embody

to create social welfare indices. The principle underlying the

interpretation of these indices is that if health is distributed

unequally then, given an aversion to inequality, more overall

health would be required to produce the same level of social

welfare than if health were distributed equally. Social welfare

is represented in these measures using the concept of ‘equally

distributed equivalent’ health: the common level of health in a

hypothetical equal distribution of health that results in the

same level of social welfare as the actual unequal distribution

of health. Two common alternatives specifications for the

nature of inequality aversion expressed in social welfare

indices are constant relative and constant absolute levels of

inequality aversion, yielding the Atkinson and Kolm indices of

social welfare respectively:

• Constant relative inequality aversion: This means that a

constant proportionate change in health results in a con-

stant proportionate change in welfare weight, i.e., function

U(.) takes the form:

U hið Þ ¼
hi

1�e

1� e
, ea1

U hið Þ ¼ ln hi, e¼ 1

Summing across this population gives the Atkinson index

of social welfare:

hede ¼
1

n

Xn

i ¼ 1

hi½ �1�e
" # 1

1�e

where the parameter e, which can take any value from zero

to infinity, specifies the level of societal inequality aversion.
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The higher the e, the further the index tilts toward concern

for health improvement among less healthy individuals ra-

ther than more healthy individuals. A value of zero repre-

sents a classic ‘utilitarian’ view that all that matters is sum

total health and not inequality in the distribution of health.

Although as the value approaches infinity, the index comes

to represent the ‘maximin’ view that all that matters is the

health of the least healthy individual, irrespective of the

health of all other individuals. The proportion of mean

health that can be sacrificed to achieve equality will increase

as the level of inequality aversion rises.

• Constant absolute inequality aversion: This means that a

constant absolute change in health results in a constant

proportionate change in welfare weight, i.e., function U(.)

takes the form:

U hið Þ ¼ �
1

a
e�ahi

Summing across the population, this gives the Kolm

leftist index of social welfare:

hede ¼ �
1

a

� �
log

1

n

Xn

i ¼ 1

e�ahi

 !

where the parameter a specifies the level of societal in-

equality aversion, with higher a values making the index

more sensitive to changes at the lower end of the health

distribution. The value of this index represents the absolute

amount by which average health could be reduced to

achieve equal health for all. As with the Atkinson index, the

amount of mean health that could be sacrificed to achieve

an equal distribution rises with the level of inequality

aversion.

The ranking of health distributions using social welfare

indices will always be consistent with that produced by the

distributional dominance rules where these apply. Where

distributional dominance does not apply, rankings may be

sensitive to the type and level of inequality aversion embodied

by the SWF and these should be chosen with care.

Comparing and Ranking Interventions

Having fully specified the SWF, all interventions can be com-

pared and ranked on the combined objectives of maximizing

health and minimizing unfair health inequalities in the

population. Conclusions on which intervention is best may be

sensitive to alternative social value judgments made both in

the fairness adjustment process and in the specification of the

type and level of inequality aversion. These social value

judgments should ideally be made by the appropriate stake-

holders through a deliberative decision-making process, and

the robustness of conclusions to alternative plausible social

value judgments should be explored.

Conclusion

DCEA is a framework for incorporating equity concerns into

the standard methods of CEA. A number of social value

judgments regarding which inequalities are deemed to be

unfair and the nature and strength of inequality aversion need

to be made when using the framework to evaluate and rank

alternative health interventions. The framework makes these

social value judgements explicit and transparent, and lends

itself well to checking the sensitivity of conclusions drawn to

alternative plausible social value judgments.

There are a number of alternative methods proposed in

the literature for including health inequality concerns in

economic evaluation. These typically involve either weight-

ing health gains differently for different groups in the

population or weighting overall health gains directly against

overall changes in heath inequality. Both these types of

method can be replicated using the DCEA framework by

imposing the relevant restrictions on the fairness adjustment

process and on the form and parameters of the social welfare

function.

An important emerging source of empirical literature

on incorporating health inequality impacts into economic

evaluation in low and middle income countries is the ‘ex-

tended cost-effectiveness analysis’ work being developed by

Dean Jamieson, Ramanan Laxminarayan, and colleagues as

part of the Disease Control Priorities 3 project (www.dcp-3.

org). Their approach to distributional analysis is similar in

spirit to the approach outlined in this article, although sim-

plifying the analysis by (1) focusing on a single distributional

variable (wealth quintile group) rather than analyzing mul-

tiple distributional variables, (2) setting aside the issue of

opportunity costs falling on the health budget by assuming

that the intervention is funded by the tax system, and (3)

presenting results as a disaggregated ‘dashboard’ of costs and

consequences by social group rather than using inequality

indices and social welfare functions to analyze tradeoffs be-

tween improving health and reducing unfair health inequality

explicitly. However, their approach takes a broader perspective

than standard CEA by incorporating financial risk protection

benefits as well as health benefits. It therefore points the way

toward the next great methodological challenge in this area:

developing methods of ‘distributional cost-consequence an-

alysis’ and ‘distributional cost-benefit analysis’ for incorpor-

ating health inequality impacts into economic evaluation of

cross-government interventions with important nonhealth

benefits and opportunity costs.

See also: Dominance and the Measurement of Inequality. Economic
Evaluation of Public Health Interventions: Methodological Challenges.
Efficiency and Equity in Health: Philosophical Considerations. Ethics
and Social Value Judgments in Public Health. Incorporation of
Concerns for Fairness in Economic Evaluation of Health Programs:
Overview. Measuring Equality and Equity in Health and Health Care.
Unfair Health Inequality
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Glossary
Cost-value analysis A variant of cost-effectiveness analysis

in which Quality-Adjusted Life-Years are replaced by social

values of a topically relevant kind that take explicit account

of the severity of the condition for which the intervention is

intended.

Discrete choice analysis A procedure used in

experimental economics in which subjects choose real or

simulated discrete (i.e., ‘on’ or ‘off’) options and thereby

reveal (or ‘state’) their preferences over, for example, states

of health.

Economic evaluation A general term for the economic

evaluation of options.

Equity Equity is not necessarily to be identified with

equality or egalitarianism, but relates in general to ethical

judgments about the fairness of the distribution of such

things as income and wealth, cost and benefit, access to

health services, exposure to health-threatening hazards and

so on. Although not the same as ‘equality’, for some people,

equity frequently involves the equality of something (such

as opportunity, health, access).

Equity weights The relative importance or value attached

to different elements in a decision about what is fair. They

may be numerical. In matters of vertical equity, the weights

would make the desired adjustment to cost or outcome

according to the differentiating features of individuals, such

as their age or the severity of their illness.

Fair innings The name given to the idea that benefits to

individuals who have not yet had a ‘fair innings’ (in terms

of length of life in reasonable health) should receive a

higher weight in cost-effectiveness analyses than those to

people who have.

Fairness The ethical consideration of differences between

people in terms of their health, access to health care, wealth,

opportunities and so on. Fairness does not necessarily

require equality since some differences may be regarded as

fair ones as, for example, when they are deserved.

Horizontal equity Treating equally those who are equal

in some morally relevant sense. Commonly met horizontal

equity principles include ‘equal treatment for equal need’

and ‘equal treatment for equal deservingness.’

Multi-criteria decision analysis A technique (often

abbreviated as MCDA), akin to cost-effectiveness analysis

(CEA), for helping decision makers to take decisions. It

differs from CEA by explicitly helping decision makers to

consider factors beyond standard welfare or health

maximization.

Opportunity cost The value of a resource in its most

highly valued alternative use. In a world of competitive

markets, in which all goods are traded and where there are

no market imperfections, opportunity cost is revealed by

the prices of resources: The alternative uses forgone cannot

be valued higher than these prices or the resources would

have gone to such uses.

Person trade-off A method of assigning utilities to health

states that works as follows: Subjects are asked a question of

the following kind: ‘If x people have health state A

(described) and y have health B, and if you can only help

(cure) one group, which group would you choose?’ One of

the numbers x or y is then varied until the subject finds the

two groups equally deserving of their vote. The ratio x/y

gives the ‘utility’ of state B relative to A.

Public health Similar to population health, drawing on

social epidemiology to embrace the widest range of

determinants of health in a society; a broader range of

technologies for addressing them than is usually

encompassed in public health medicine, such as population

vaccination, safety at work, health education, and water

purification. The wider range includes determinants such as

better parenting for childhood development, better

housing, even greater equality of income and wealth; and

the broader range of institutional pathways and vectors of

influence implied by the forgoing, such as schooling and

schools, working and workplace.

Social welfare function A function that maps from the

levels of utility attained by members of society to the overall

level of welfare for society.

Vertical equity Treating unequally those who are unequal

in some morally relevant sense. Commonly met vertical

equity principles include ‘higher contributions from those

with greater ability to pay’, ‘more resource for those with

greater need’.

Introduction

This article is a review of methods for incorporating concerns

for fairness or equity in economic evaluation of health care

and public health programs. By way of background, the next

two sections review the role of equity concerns relative to

concerns for efficiency and cost-effectiveness in actual health

policy on the one hand and in health economics on the other

hand. Section Concerns for Equity: Overview gives an over-

view of a number of different kinds of concerns for equity and

highlights the most salient ones. In section Methods for In-

corporating Concerns for Fairness into Economic Evaluation,

the various methods for incorporation of equity concerns in

economic evaluation are explained.
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Equity in Health Policy

Health care decision makers are interested in equity in the

finance and delivery of health care, and public health decision

makers are interested in equity and inequality in health more

broadly. The nature and importance of these equity objectives

varies between countries, reflecting variation in concerns for

fairness between different societies and over time. For example,

in the US policy concerns for fairness in health care focus on

offering all citizens a decent minimum of health care but, be-

yond that, tolerating substantial inequalities of access to health

care and substantial risks of catastrophic household expenditure

on health care. Although in most other high-income countries

policy concerns about fairness in health care focus on min-

imizing catastrophic household expenditure on health care,

minimizing socioeconomic inequality in health care, giving

priority to the worse off, and securing equal access to people

with equal need. Despite this heterogeneity between different

societies, important concerns for fairness exist in all societies,

which health sector decision makers need to reflect in their

decision making.

Fairness concerns sometimes clash with efficiency concerns.

For example, health care decision makers routinely face clashes

between the efficiency concern to do as much good as possible

with scarce resources and the fairness concern to give priority

to the most severely ill patients. Such clashes are seen, for ex-

ample, in relation to dialysis machines, intensive care for pre-

term babies, and new drugs for end-of-life cancer patients.

In each case, these forms of care are often not cost effective

by conventional standards, implying that health decision

makers could do more good by diverting scarce resources to

other more cost effective forms of care. Yet decision makers

often choose to fund these cost ineffective forms of care, re-

flecting important concerns for fairness that lie outside the

conventional calculusof economic evaluation. Clashes of this

kind are likely to become more frequent and more intense over

time, even in high-income countries, as cost-increasing medical

innovation increasingly drives a wedge between what is tech-

nologically possible and what publicly funded health systems

can afford.

Similarly, public health decision makers in all countries

routinely face clashes between improving population health and

reducing socioeconomic inequality in health. For example,

smoking cessation programs, physical activity programs, and

other public health programs that seek to change lifestyle

behavior are typically more effective in higher socioeconomic

groups – and hence tend to increase socioeconomic health in-

equalities. Decision makers may therefore seek to redesign such

programs to encourage participation among lower socio-

economic groups. In doing so, however, they may incur add-

itional costs and limit the scope for improving health among

socioeconomically advantaged populations, thus potentially

reducing the sum total gain in population health. Clashes of this

kind are fundamental and perennial issues in public health. The

nature, size, and persistence of health inequalities are well-

known. Yet policy makers still do not know how to reduce

them. For example, despite a series of concerted attempts by

the UK government in the 2000s to tackle health inequality, the

2010 Marmot Report found a gap of 14 years in disability-free

life expectancy between the most and least deprived twentieths

of small areas of England. Equity concerns of this kind are likely

to become sharper over time, as global economic growth con-

tinues to be driven by technological innovation and other fac-

tors favoring high-skill workers. Applied economic evaluation

evidence is needed about the costs and benefits of alternative

programs for tackling health inequalities, to identify what works

and to measure not only effects on average health outcomes but

also effects on the socioeconomic distribution of health outcomes.

Figure 1 presents a simple stylized example of the two

kinds of trade-off described above. Program 1 maximizes total

health – it yields a gain of 2 health units for both groups –

whereas program 2 results in a more equal distribution of

health – it yields a gain of 3 health units for the worse off

group B, but nothing for the better off group A. If group B is a

severely ill group and the health units represent quality of life

on a 0–100 scale, then this is a trade-off between total health

and priority to the most severely ill patient group. If group B is

a socioeconomically disadvantaged group and health units are

life-years, then this is a trade-off between total health and

socioeconomic inequality in life expectancy.
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Figure 1 Trade-offs between total health and equal distribution of health. Imagine you are asked to choose between two programs, which will
increase health in a population consisting of two groups. The programs cost the same. The areas in black represent increases in health. Program
1 delivers a larger total health benefit than program 2, whereas program 2 gives priority to the worse off group B and results in more equal
levels of health. Which would you choose? Worse off group B might be a more socioeconomically disadvantaged group with lower life
expectancy. Alternatively, it might be a more severely ill group with lower quality of life.
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Equity in Health Economics

Health economists have made progress in the economic

evaluation of health programs in recent decades. In the 1970s,

the very idea of ‘cost-effectiveness’ was controversial among

the medical community, methods were developmental, and

applied economic evaluations were rarely used to inform real

health care resource allocation decisions. Since then, health

economists have developed sophisticated methods of eco-

nomic evaluation that are now routinely used around the

world to inform decisions about the funding of new health

care technologies for particular groups of patients.

However, progress has focused on addressing concerns for

efficiency, or cost-effectiveness, defined in terms of maxi-

mizing population health within a fixed health budget. Less

attention has been devoted to addressing concerns for equity

or fairness. Considerable methodological research has been

done, and a variety of different theories and methods have

been proposed for incorporating concerns for fairness into the

economic evaluation of health programs. However, most of

these methods remain developmental and even the most fin-

ished ones are still almost never used in the applied economic

evaluations used to inform real resource allocation decisions.

The specific methods that have been proposed are reviewed

in section Methods for Incorporating Concerns for Fairness

into Economic Evaluation. Before that, it is useful to sum-

marize the most frequently mentioned concerns for equity.

Concerns for Equity: Overview

In health care, concerns for equity often relate to the general

principle that health care should be distributed in relation to

need. This general principle can be divided into a vertical

equity principle of greater treatment for greater need and a

horizontal equity principle of equal treatment for equal need.

Box 1 lists some potential concerns for fairness in health care

that are often raised in relation to economic evaluations of

new health care technologies. The first set of concerns, about

prioritized patient subgroups, raises issues about which pa-

tients are in most ‘need’ – i.e., concerns for ‘vertical equity’. The

second category is about wishes not to discriminate between

patients with the same degree of ‘need’ – i.e., concerns for

‘horizontal equity’. The third set of concerns, about nonpatient

benefits and nonhealth benefits, raise issues about how far

‘need’ relates to the needs of carers and dependents, as well as

the needs of the patient, and how far ‘need’ relates to non-

health needs as well as health needs. The fourth set of con-

cerns, about industrial factors, raises issues about how far

wider social policy objectives can be traded off against the

equity principle of distribution according to need. The latter

two categories can be thought of as concerns for efficiency,

broadly construed to incorporate nonhealth benefits as well as

health benefits, as opposed to concerns for fairness. However,

they are important issues of social value judgment in health

care resource allocation that go beyond concern for efficiency

narrowly construed in the sense of health maximization.

In public health, as opposed to health care, concerns for

equity often focus on reducing inequalities in population

health – such as differences in life expectancy between socio-

economic groups. However, distinguishing between ‘fair’ and

‘unfair’ health inequality is problematic. Political and eco-

nomic theorists have proposed numerous rival theories of

what counts as ‘fair’. Key dilemmas include how far decision

makers should be concerned with:

• health inequality versus priority to improving the health of

the worst off;

• inequality of income and other social determinants of

health versus inequality in health;

Box 1 Potential societal concerns for fairness in health technology assessment

Prioritized patient subgroups

• The least healthy (e.g., severity of illness, poor current health, and poor prognosis)

• The socially disadvantaged (e.g., income, race/ethnicity, and vulnerable minority groups)

• Children and adolescents

• Life saving (i.e., permanently restored to normal life expectancy)

• Life extension near end of life (i.e., temporary relief from terminal illness)

• Type of illness and ‘dread’ (e.g., cancer)

• Health service responsibility (e.g., hospital infection)

• Unavailability of alternative treatment
Nondiscrimination

• Equal treatment of patients with different age; disability; gender reassignment; marriage and civil partnership; pregnancy and maternity; race; religion or belief;
sex, and sexual orientation

• Equal treatment of patients with different potentials for health benefit

• Equal treatment of patients with different costs of treatment
Nonpatient and nonhealth benefits

• Impact on carers’ health and wellbeing

• Impact on dependents’ wellbeing

• Impact on productivity

• Impact on responsiveness and patient experience
Industrial factors

• Innovation and dynamic efficiency

• Promoting domestic industry

• Orphan drugs (i.e., prohibitive development cost due to rarity of condition)
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• absolute inequality (e.g., gaps) versus relative inequality

(e.g., ratios);

• inequality between groups versus inequality within groups

(e.g., between individuals);

• univariate health inequality (i.e., the ‘pure’ distribution of

health) versus bivariate health inequality (i.e., the joint

distribution between health and one unfair determinant of

health, such as income) versus multivariate health in-

equality (i.e., the joint distribution between health and

multiple unfair determinants of health);

• avoidable versus unavoidable health inequality;

• compensable versus incompensable health inequality; and

• inequality of achieved health versus inequality of oppor-

tunity for health.

Each dilemma raises difficult value-laden issues of defini-

tion and measurement (see separate entries on ‘Techniques for

measuring equity in health and health care’, and ‘Field of in-

equality of opportunity in health’).

Methods for Incorporating Concerns for Fairness into
Economic Evaluation

The most ambitious approaches to incorporating concerns for

fairness into applied economic evaluations are formal nu-

merical value functions that take both efficiency and equity

into account. The authors first review these. Less ambitious

approaches include systematic characterization of relevant

health equity concerns, multicriteria decision analysis, and

estimation of the opportunity costs of equity. The authors

return to these later on.

Formal Numerical Value Functions

In formal numerical value functions, trade-offs between effi-

ciency and equity are expressed at a cardinal level of meas-

urement, allowing for the overall value of an intervention or

program to be estimated at that same level of measurement

and thus made directly comparable with intervention or

program costs. Formal value functions can in principle be

applied in a fairly ‘algorithmic’ fashion, in the sense of re-

quiring decision makers to use a single all-purpose set of social

value judgments about equity, which leaves little room for

deliberation and consultation with stakeholders about the

appropriate set of value judgments to apply in each particular

case. With suitable sensitivity analysis, however, formal value

functions can also in principle be used in a more ‘deliberative’

fashion, in the sense of helping decision makers and stake-

holders to deliberate their way toward a suitable set of value

judgments. In this more ‘deliberative’ role, formal numerical

value functions can help answer the questions: what are the

implications of different value judgments for decision making

in this case, and what implications might such value judg-

ments have for other decisions in other contexts?

The social welfare function
One approach is to value health programs as a mathematical

function of the distribution of health among individuals or

groups in the relevant population. The standard theoretical

framework that economists have used is a social welfare

function, which takes as its arguments individual health or

group average health, which might be measured, for example,

using expected lifetime quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs).

The social welfare function is typically increasing in health,

reflecting concern for efficiency in the sense of health maxi-

mization. However, the social welfare function need not be a

simple linear sum of individual or group average health. In-

stead, it may give more weight to improvements in health for

some individuals or groups than others, depending on societal

concerns for fairness.

One social welfare function is the isoelastic or Cobb-

Douglas function, first proposed in a health context by Adam

Wagstaff and subsequently used by Paul Dolan and Aki Tsy-

chyia and others to empirically estimate ‘equity weights’ based

on surveys of public views. In the simplest case of two indi-

viduals (or groups), this function takes the following form:

W ¼ ½ah�r
1 þ 1� að Þh�r

2 �
�1=r

h1,h2 � 0, 0rar1, r � �1, ra0

where h1 and h2 are respectively the health of person 1 and

person 2 (or the average health of group 1 and group 2). This

function can be visualized as a set of social indifference curves

that pick out a socially preferred point on the health possi-

bility frontier, see Figure 2. Points to the southeast of the

maximin point are ‘Pareto efficient’, in the sense that the

health of one person cannot be improved without reducing

the health of another person. The social indifference curves

pick out the best or fairest of these multiple ‘Pareto efficient’

points along the health frontier. Two parameters determine

the shape of the social indifference curves. First, a general

inequality aversion parameter, r, reflecting general aversion to

health inequality between all individuals or groups. The

magnitude of this parameter reflects the degree of curvature of

the social indifference curves. Zero inequality aversion implies

straight line ‘utilitarian’ style indifference curves, with r¼ � 1,

as illustrated by the blue-dashed lines, which pick out the

health maximizing point in Figure 2. Complete inequality

aversion implies L-shaped ‘Leontief’ or ‘Rawlsian’ style in-

difference curves, as r approaches infinity, as illustrated by the

green-dashed lines, which pick out the maximin point in

Figure 2. Second, a special priority parameter, a, reflecting

priority to individuals or groups with a special equity-relevant

characteristic (e.g., low socioeconomic status). This parameter

would pivot the social indifference curves about the 45 degree

line of equality. When additional individuals or groups are

added into the analysis, additional special priority parameters

can be added to allow for additional equity-relevant charac-

teristics (e.g., ethnicity, disability, responsibility etc.), whereas

the general inequality aversion parameter will apply to all

individuals or groups in the analysis.

Another type of formal approach consists of weighting

QALYs achieved by an intervention or program by the charac-

teristics of the people who get the health gains, or possibly by

the characteristics of the program, rather than by the resulting

distribution of health. Different programs may then be com-

pared with respect to value in terms of ‘equity-weighted QALYs’.

One approach of this kind was proposed by Alan Williams

in the so-called ‘extended fair innings argument’. According to
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Williams, all individuals are entitled to a normal ‘fair share’

of quality-adjusted life expectancy (the ‘fair innings’). This

implies that health gains to individuals below the fair innings

norm – for example, the poor and disabled – should receive

greater weight than health gains to individuals above the

norm. In Williams’ approach, this is achieved by multiplying

QALY gains by separate fair innings weights. A similar model

was proposed by Han Bleichrodt and colleagues, whose ‘rank-

dependent utility’ theory weights individuals according to

their rank in the distribution of expected lifetime health.

Other approaches focusing on equality in life time health have

been proposed by Magnus Johannesson and Ole Frithjof

Norheim (see Further Reading).

A problem with models that focus on equality in life time

health is the implication that health gains to older individuals

who have already enjoyed a long and healthy life should re-

ceive lower weight than health gains to younger individuals

expected to have a shorter or less healthy life. This could, for

instance, mean that pain relief in an elderly person would

receive lower priority than pain relief in a young person with a

life expectancy below that of the elderly person, assuming the

pain relief in both cases has the same cost per QALY gained.

Another approach to equity weighting of QALYs is so-

called ‘cost-value analysis’ (CVA, mentioned below). In this

approach, health gains in terms of QALYs are valued more the

more severe the condition of the target group is. The approach

furthermore discriminates less strongly than the conventional

QALY maximization approach does between gains for people

with equal severity of illness with different capacities to

benefit from treatment – for example, due to differences in

disease, age, or comorbidity. Erik Nord and colleagues showed

in 1999 that these two features may – as with concerns for fair

innings – be achieved by application of separate equity

weights. However, the main approach in CVA is to replace

conventional utilities by ‘societal values’ that – in a coordinate

diagram with utilities on the x-axis and societal values on the

y-axis – form a curve that is convex toward the y-axis and

compresses moderate and mild problems toward the upper

end of the 0–1 scale (mentioned above).

In the Netherlands, a government guideline from 2009

indicates that willingness to spend public money in order to

gain a QALY will range from 10 000 euros for conditions of

little severity to 80 000 euros for conditions of great severity.

This ‘graded willingness to pay’ is effectively the same as

assigning severity weights to QALYs. In the Dutch context,

severity is measured in terms of ‘proportional shortfall’, which

builds on ‘absolute shortfall’. Absolute shortfall is the differ-

ence between a patient’s expected remaining QALYs and

the number of remaining QALYs in average individuals of

the same gender and age. Proportional shortfall is absolute

shortfall relative to the number of remaining QALYs in average

individuals of the same gender and age.

Preference data
All the above models require data on societal preferences

regarding trade-offs between efficiency and equity. Only on

the basis of such data can the models be of practical use.

Preferences for such trade-offs are normally elicited from

samples of the general population. They can be elicited in

various ways.

In estimating parameters in a social welfare function, one

possible approach is to ask subjects to compare different

possible health scenarios for a set of social groups. The scen-

arios might vary, for example, with respect to average health in

terms of quality-adjusted life expectancy (QALE) and the

distribution of QALE between groups. Subjects may be asked

to compare scenarios pairwise, and their willingness within

each pair to trade-off equality for gains in average health (and

vice versa) may be observed. Through statistical techniques

the central tendency of such trade-offs may then be used to
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estimate parameters in the social welfare function. This

approach has not been widely applied, but was used by

Paul Dolan and Aki Tsuchyia in 2009 in a small-scale

methodological study.

Another approach is the person trade-off technique as

described by Nord in 1995. This is commonly used to obtain

equity weights for QALYs. The basic format is that subjects are

asked to compare health gains for different groups of people

that differ on some variable that is considered relevant for

equity reasons. For instance, subjects are asked to consider a

group A of 10 people who can obtain an improvement from

0.6 to 0.8 on a 0–1 utility scale. Another group B of N people

can obtain an improvement from 0.8 to 1.0. All else equal, the

health gain in terms of QALYs is equally large for each indi-

vidual in the two groups. But people in group A are worse off.

QALYs to them may therefore be valued more highly than the

same number of QALYs to people in group B. To measure the

strength of preference for the more severely ill group, subjects

are asked how many people there would have to be in group B

for that program to be considered equally worthy of funding

as the program for group A. If the mean response is 20 BB10

A, the implication is that the improvement from 0.6 to 0.8 is

valued twice as highly as the improvement from 0.8 to 1.0.

Weights for age and duration of benefits can be obtained in a

similar fashion. In the last three decades, results from a

number of person trade-off studies in different countries have

been published. In principle, the results may be used as

guidance in construction of models of equity-weighted QALYs.

In practice, however, little use has hitherto been made of these

data, partly because of uneasiness about their accuracy. An

exception is Norway, where the Norwegian Medicine Agency

since 2000 has recommended that conventional cost-utility

analyses in terms of QALYs be supplemented by analyses using

person trade-off-based health state values.

A third measurement approach was introduced by Paul

Dolan in 1998. He asked subjects to compare a health gain

from utility level 0.2 to 0.4 for a person A with a gain from

level 0.4 to level X for a different person B. What would X have

to be for subjects to consider the two health gains equally

worthy of funding? On average, subjects answered 0.8, which

suggests that they thought person A deserved a ‘severity

weight’ of 2 compared to person B.

Finally, a fourth approach is to use pairwise choices be-

tween different groups with different health gains. This is

similar to the person trade-off approach, except that indi-

vidual subjects do not directly state their strength of preference

but instead this is indirectly inferred from between-subject

and/or within-subject patterns of pairwise choices using stat-

istical modeling methods. This ‘stated preference’ or ‘discrete

choice experiment’ approach has for instance been used in the

UK by Rachel Baker and colleagues.

Other Approaches to Incorporating Concerns for Equity

Systematic characterization of relevant health equity
concerns
This approach merely aims to foster a more systematic ap-

proach to identifying and characterizing the equity consider-

ations at stake and to presenting relevant qualitative and

quantitative background information that decision makers

may find helpful. It might be useful, for instance, to develop a

‘checklist’ of potentially relevant equity concerns, based on

precedent from past decisions and deliberation among stake-

holder groups. Where a particular concern on the checklist is

deemed relevant to the decision in hand, it would then be

useful to present background information about the import-

ance of this concern to the decision in hand. This might in-

clude qualitative information about stakeholder views and

prior decision precedents; it might also include quantitative

information, which puts the relevant equity concern into

perspective – for instance, about how large and important the

decision-relevant health inequality is compared with other

health inequalities.

Multicriteria decision analysis
Multicriteria decision analysis aims not only to provide a

qualitative ‘checklist’ of equity concerns but also to give each

concern a numerical score and weight so as to arrive at an

overall ranking of decision options. This approach has been

advocated by Rob Baltussen and Louis Niessen in the context

of both local and national health care planning in low and

middle income countries, and has from time to time been

used in health care priority setting exercises conducted in

high-income countries. An advantage of this approach over an

informal ‘checklist’ is that the scoring and weighting process

can facilitate stakeholder engagement, transparency, and

consistency. However, this approach does not integrate fair-

ness concerns within economic evaluation – rather it takes the

results of economic evaluation as one of many parameter

inputs into a broader quantitative assessment. Furthermore,

methods for the scoring and weighting of criteria currently

lack the analytical rigor and evidential basis of methods for

economic evaluation: much of the scoring and all of the

weighting is typically done using decision maker or stake-

holder opinion.

Health opportunity cost of equity
A third approach aims to estimate the health opportunity cost

of a particular equity concern – for example, in terms of

QALYs forgone by pursuing a more ‘equitable’ option com-

pared with the QALY maximizing option. Every departure

from health maximization on grounds of equity has an op-

portunity cost in terms of sum total health forgone. The size of

that opportunity cost is a test of how important that equity

concern is deemed to be.

This approach can be implemented using the standard

methods of cost-effectiveness analysis, using the cost per QALY

threshold to represent the health opportunity costs of unknown

displaced programs. Or, if displaced programs can be identified

and evaluated, mathematical programming can be used based

on data rather than assumptions about the opportunity costs

and equity characteristics of displaced program. Either way, one

can compute the opportunity cost of equity by computing the

difference in total net QALY benefit between ‘more efficient’ and

‘more equitable’ programs. When the equity concern relates to

health inequality, this approach can be extended by calculating a

health opportunity cost per unit reduction in health inequality.

One could even imagine establishing a ‘cost-equality threshold’
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in terms of a benchmark cost per unit reduction in health in-

equality from previously evaluated programs.

An advantage of the opportunity cost approach is that it

can be used to address any kind of equity consideration and

not just concerns about health inequality. For example, during

the 1990s, the UK Standing Medical Advisory Committee

advised local health authorities against adopting a racially

selective policy on screening for sickle cell anemia – which is

more prevalent in certain ethnic minority groups – even

though this may have been the most cost-effective strategy.

Franco Sassi and colleagues showed in 2001 that imposing the

equity constraint of nondiscrimination imposed a health

sacrifice in terms of cost-effectiveness.

A limitation of the opportunity cost approach, however, is

that it only looks at the cost of the equity concern, not the

benefit. It measures the equity–efficiency trade-off implied

by a particular decision (a factual matter) but does not value

the trade-off that policy makers ought to make (a moral

matter). That is, it does not help the decision maker decide

how large a sum total sacrifice (in terms of health and/or

nonhealth benefits) is worth making in order to pursue a

particular equity consideration. This runs the risk of lack

of transparency and inconsistency across decisions, because

decision makers are then free to make implicit judgments

about how much health sacrifice is worth making in pursuit of

a particular equity principle – and to vary those judgments

from one decision to another without giving any explicit

justification.

Conclusion

Health economists have developed a substantial and growing

body of theoretical tools and empirical methods for in-

corporating concerns for fairness into economic evaluation.

However, these methods have not yet been taken up and ap-

plied in routine economic evaluations used to inform resource

allocation decisions. There are two main barriers to this. First,

concerns for fairness are contested and context specific. Sec-

ond, research requirements for measuring population prefer-

ences for fairness are often greater than those for measuring

health and valuations of health. Data on preferences for fair-

ness are therefore much more limited than valuation data

used in estimating efficiency.

These barriers to progress are not insurmountable. As the

authors have shown, there are ways of specifying equity

objectives in such a way they can be quantified in economic

evaluation. As pressures for transparency and accountability

in public life increase, and as clashes between equity and

efficiency concerns in health care and public health become

ever more apparent and insistent, policy makers may be per-

suadable to articulate more specific health equity goals. To

the extent that these equity goals are context specific, it may

be possible to harness deliberative approaches to facilitate

stakeholder ‘buy-in’ to particular equity goals and analytical

approaches in particular decision-making contexts. Further-

more, data sources are increasingly rich as are the methods

available for analyzing them. Person trade-off data already

yield some useful information for equity weighting of QALYs.

Methods of evidence synthesis are available for combining

patient level data from a network of randomized control trials

along with observational data sources. These methods could

be exploited to generate information on the distribution of

health effects between equity-relevant patient groups. Econo-

metric methods are available for identifying causal effects

and subgroup heterogeneity in causal effects, by exploiting

observational data from surveys, administrative databases and

trials – including record-linkage studies that link together all

three types of data. A key challenge for the next generation of

health economists is to harness these data and methods in

ways that fit the contours of societal concerns for fairness and

deliver analytical insights that health sector decision makers

find convincing and useful.

See also: Cost–Value Analysis. Efficiency and Equity in Health:
Philosophical Considerations. Equality of Opportunity in Health.
Health and Health Care, Need for. Incorporating Health Inequality
Impacts into Cost-Effectiveness Analysis. Measuring Equality and
Equity in Health and Health Care. Measuring Health Inequalities Using
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Glossary
Endogeneity An economic variable is said to be

endogenous if it is a function of other parameters or

variables in a model.

Equity Equity is not necessarily to be identified with

equality or egalitarianism, but relates in general to ethical

judgments about the fairness of the distribution of such

things as income and wealth, cost and benefit, access to

health services, exposure to health-threatening hazards, and

so on. Although not the same as ’equality’, for some people,

equity frequently involves the equality of something (such

as opportunity, health, and access).

Externality An externality is a consequence of an action

by one individual or group for others. There may be

external costs and external benefits. Some are pecuniary,

affecting only the value of other resources (as when a new

innovation makes a previously valuable resource obsolete);

some are technological, physically affecting other people

(communicable disease is a classic example of this type of

negative externality); and some are utility effects that

impinge on the subjective values of others (as when, e.g.,

one person feels distress at the sickness of another, or relief

at their recovery).

Herd immunity The effective stoppage of the spread of a

disease when a particular percentage of a population is

vaccinated. This critical percentage varies according to the

disease, the interactions between members of the

population and the vaccine, but 90% is not uncommon.

Market imperfections Markets in health care are notable

for ‘failing’ on a number of grounds, including asymmetry

of information between producers (medical professionals

of all kinds) and consumers (patients actual and potential);

distorted agency relationships, failure of patients to behave

in accordance with the axioms of rational choice theory;

incomplete markets, especially those for risk; monopoly;

and externalities and the presence of public goods.

Public good The technical meaning of a ‘public good’ in

economics is a good or service that it is not possible to exclude

people from consuming once any is produced. Street lighting

and national defense are classic examples. Public goods are

nonrival in the sense that providing more for one person does

not entail another having any less of it. Some externalities

have the character of publicness, such as the comfort one may

have when others are protected from ill-health.

Rationality Technically, in economics, rationality means

behaviour in conformity with axioms such as: completeness

(either A is preferred to B, or B to A or an individual is

indifferent between them – where the As and Bs are objects of

choice); transitivity (if A is preferred or indifferent to B and B

is preferred or indifferent to C, then A is preferred or

indifferent to C); continuity (there is an indifference curve

such that all points to its north-east are preferred to all points

to its south-west); convexity (the marginal rate of substitution

is negative); and nonsatiation (more is always preferred).

Utility Variously defined in the history of economics. Two

dominant interpretations are hedonistic utility, which

equates utility with pleasure, desire-fulfilment, or

satisfaction; and preference-based utility, which defines

utility as a real-valued function that represents a person’s

preference ordering.

Introduction

Infectious diseases are caused by pathogenic microorganisms,

such as viruses, bacteria, parasites, or fungi. For almost any in-

fectious human disease, what one person does about it

affects the probability that other people get infected. Some in-

fectious diseases spread from person to person through direct

physical contact as in the case of sexually transmitted infections.

People can also shed an infectious agent into the air, water, onto

food, or other surfaces where other people come into contact

with it and become infected, as with respiratory or diarrheal

infections. Some infectious agents have life cycles that involve

stages in both the human host and in a vector organism such as a

mosquito. Thus in the case of malaria, an infected mosquito

transfers the malaria parasite to an uninfected person through

feeding, but an uninfected mosquito can likewise become in-

fected by an infected person, making it possible for the mosquito

to infect someone else. Infected people do not always play this

role in infecting other people because humans may be dead-end

hosts. For example, people infected by roundworms with

trichinosis pose no risk to others as long as the larvae in their

flesh are not eaten by suitable host animals that are subsequently

eaten by other people.

To this point, one person puts another at risk because the first

person is infected. Although operative for most infectious dis-

eases, this mechanism is not the only one that affects the risks of

infection faced by others. People may put others at risk of in-

fection without being infected themselves. People who do not

spray their own houses with insecticide to kill mosquitoes and

other disease vector organisms put their neighbors at risk re-

gardless of whether they themselves are or become infected

or not.

In all these situations, people face choices. At an abstract level

people are making choices about prevention including immun-

ization and about therapy. For any actual disease, these choices

are about a wide variety of day-to-day actions.

Of course, epidemiologists and other researchers on

human health are well aware how infections spread and,

in particular, that the actions of people affect the risks that

others face. Epidemiologists use terms such as herd immunity
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and community or mass effects to denote the ways that a

lessening of the infection risk for some people lessens the risk

for others. For the most part, it is from these disciplines that

economists and others learn about the pathways of infection

and what can be done to prevent infections or to mitigate

them once they have occurred. Mathematical epidemiology

provides algebraic models of the dynamics of infectious dis-

eases, the starting point for an economic theory of infectious

diseases and their control. Even without endogenous behavior

by utility-maximizing individuals, these models are nonlinear

and dynamic, capable of exhibiting complicated even chaotic

behavior.

Basic Nature of the Externality

Unlike epidemiologists, economists predict behavior and de-

vise policy using the hypothesis of rational decision making

by self-interested individuals who pursue objectives subject to

constraints. To the extent that people are selfish, they ignore

the consequences to others put at risk by their actions or

failure to act. It is the discrepancy between the choices made

by this type of individual and the choices that are desirable for

society as a whole taking into account all the consequences of

an individual’s actions that defines the externality and gives

precision to this central concept in the economics of infectious

disease control.

If individuals do too little of something from society’s

perspective, the classic solution to the problem of such an

externality is to subsidize the activity – and in the reverse

situation to tax the activity. With more than one activity going

on simultaneously, it is desirable to think in terms of a

package of interventions. For instance, if there is a preventive

activity and a therapeutic one, the government should inter-

vene to influence both and it is natural to ask how these

interventions should be coordinated. If an infection is trans-

mitted from one person to another, and if a person once in-

fected recovers to be again susceptible, then the optimal

package is to subsidize prevention and therapy at equal rates.

The externality arises because people spend too much time in

the state of being infected and it is socially just as desirable to

give them incentives to stay out of this state as to get out of it

once they are in it. This finding underlines that both pre-

vention and therapy are associated with externalities. For other

diseases from which people do not recover but rather die, or

from which they recover to be immune, the package has dif-

ferent qualitative properties. In the case of vectors there may

be many different types of prevention in terms of their roles in

the model, with consequently different rates of subsidy.

Not all formulations of dynamic models of infectious

disease lead to externalities or at least ones that justify gov-

ernment interventions. For instance, consider a simple model

in which immunization always confers complete immunity,

people if infected stay that way forever and never die, there are

no newly born susceptibles, and all individuals have the same

preferences (including attitudes toward risk and time) and

susceptibility to infection. In this model, everyone gets im-

munized at the same time. This time is determined by the

overall infection rate which determines the risk of infection

and therefore the benefit of immunization. Once everyone is

immunized, there is no one left to benefit from other people

protecting themselves against being infected and therefore, no

reason to move the time at which everyone who has remained

susceptible gets immunized. Consequently there is no justifi-

cation for government intervention to offset an externality. But

this example is not very general and its importance is in em-

phasizing that it is being infected, rather than being suscep-

tible and potentially infectible, that generates the externality.

In general, even in models for which the only choice is to be

immunized or not, there will be a justification for an optimal

subsidy to immunization because one or other of the as-

sumptions stated above do not obtain.

There is even the possibility of positive externalities if in-

dividuals increase activity that puts them at risk of infection.

An example of this result occurs when there is more than one

(homogeneous) group in which the groups mix together. First,

consider a high-activity (and therefore high-risk) group mix-

ing randomly only with its own members. The infection rate

will be high. Now consider a second, low-activity group that

increases its level of random contacts from none to one, some

of which are with the high-activity group. Any member of the

low-activity group who becomes infected does not infect

anyone else because they have no more contacts. But by di-

verting high-activity people from having contact with other

high-activity people, the prevalence of infection overall may

fall and if the effect is strong enough, the infection may even

disappear. The example illustrates not just the possibility of

positive externalities but also the danger of thinking in terms

of average activity levels without regard for the variability in

activity levels in the face of a highly nonlinear process.

Policies to Offset Externalities

The general expectation, however, is that people do too little

from a social perspective to avoid being infected, either by

making too little effort to avoid becoming infected or to

recover once infected. In principle, these problems could be

fixed by subsidies, but in practice subsidies may be infeasible

so that the first best as seen by society is unattainable. To

internalize the externalities associated with infectious diseases

optimally, subsidies have to be targeted at outcomes such as

the probabilities of becoming infected or recovering from in-

fection. If each probability depended only on inputs that

could be subsidized then these inputs could be targeted. But in

practice such probabilities depend on many inputs, both

marketed goods and services such as insecticides, bed nets,

medicines, or the services of health professionals, and non-

marketed inputs such as time and effort by the person in-

volved who may also suffer side effects in the case of therapies.

All these inputs may be brought together in activities that may

be spread over time and space and expensive to monitor, and

therefore hard or impossible to subsidize. Some health-related

activities are even private and intimate. Consequently, policy

may not be able to achieve targeting at the probabilities but

rather only at some of the inputs not all of which are neces-

sarily used exclusively to affect the probabilities, hence situ-

ations of the second best.

Examples of imperfect targeting abound. For instance, one

can subsidize hand soap but not the outcome of sanitized
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hands. Soap may be used for other purposes than health-

related hand washing such as clothes washing that are then

subsidized as well with a loss of economic efficiency. If people

find washing hands disagreeable but its social benefits are

large enough, it may be necessary in theory to pay them to

wash their hands but it may be impossible in practice to do

more than give soap away free. Paying people to take soap is

not the same thing as getting them to use it to wash their

hands. In the case of freely provided bed nets for protection

against malaria, it has been claimed that they have been di-

verted for other uses such as fishing, but a recent review has

found almost no such evidence. In the case of sexually trans-

mitted infections, it is safe sex acts that should be subsidized,

but typically what has been done is subsidizing or giving

away condoms, which is not the same thing as ensuring their

use. In the case of tuberculosis, programs of directly observed

therapy short course (DOTS) pay for patients to be supervised

to make it more likely that they take their medicines. People

who do not comply and do not recover continue to infect

others, and may even develop drug-resistant infections

through incomplete adherence to the therapeutic protocol and

then infect other people who in turn are more difficult to cure

even if they comply. In principle, people could be paid to

maintain their uninfected status as regards human immuno-

deficiency virus (HIV) or other infectious diseases if it is

possible and cheap to test infection status. But it will often be

much more difficult to implement subsidies to correct the

externalities of infectious diseases than to deal with other

types of externality such as vehicular pollution or congestion,

which themselves pose difficult enough challenges to the

implementation of the first best even under ideal conditions.

A failure of the government to intervene, either completely

or partially, has implications for the effect on welfare of

changes in the parameters of the system. The outcome can be

immiserization, a perverse transformation of a seemingly

beneficial change into an actual decrease in welfare. For

instance, there is the question of how welfare responds to a

lowering in the cost to individuals of being infected because

of a more effective treatment. If the externality has been

internalized by first-best government interventions, welfare is

always increased by such a change even though the infection

rate likely rises. But if the externality is not internalized, the

direct effect of the reduction in the cost of infection (corres-

ponding to the only effect if the externality were internalized)

may be overwhelmed by a worsening of the externality. The

reason immiserization may occur is that people make choices

about prevention and therapy that are socially suboptimal

because they disregard their effect on the welfare of others.

A decrease in the private cost of infection could worsen this

discrepancy between the socially desirable choices and pri-

vately rational choices about prevention and therapy, and on

balance welfare declines even though the direct effect of the

decrease in the cost of infection is to increase welfare.

Instead of, or in addition to subsidies, governments use

methods of coercive physical control such as quarantine of

people who may be incubating an infection, isolation of

people known to be infected, and culling of domestic animals

that may play a role in the infection of people. Thailand has

successfully used administrative measures such as tracing cli-

ents who attend clinics for sexually transmitted infections

back to brothels where condoms are not used and then

pressuring brothel owners to ensure that condoms are used

under threat of closure. DOTS has aspects of a subsidy and

physical control depending on how one interprets the way it

promotes compliance with the drug protocol. It does not

mandate compliance subject to coercive sanctions but its

supervision could either be thought to facilitate compliance by

lowering its cost, for instance by providing a reminder, or to

raise the cost of not complying by hectoring and nagging.

In either case, it influences people one-on-one, rather than

through a general subsidy of something people purchase.

People subject to policies of physical restriction are usually

not fully compensated for the costs to themselves and so the

policies are often resisted and dodged. In the case of isolation,

people may have access to therapy so there is that benefit to

them which promotes compliance. During the severe acute

respiratory syndrome (SARS) epidemic in Taiwan, quarantined

people were brought food and had odd jobs done for them to

lessen their costs of compliance. In other cases, compensation

may help induce compliance although it is important to en-

sure that it does not result in perverse effects such as the

needless slaughter of animals by making such activity

profitable.

Need for Persistent Policies

In addition to specifying how to target subsidies, program

design has to address whether interventions need to be per-

manent or temporary. If it is optimal for the infection to re-

main endemic at some level, then subsidies will have to be

permanent because there will be an ongoing discrepancy be-

tween the socially and privately desirable levels of prevention

and therapy. Beginning from an infection rate that is different

from the final one, the discrepancy between the social and

private incentives to undertake prevention and therapy will be

changing over time and consequently so will the optimal

levels of subsidies as the infection rate settles toward its long-

run endemic level. If, however, the infectious disease can be

eradicated, then by definition further subsidies will not be

necessary and programs can be ended. Indeed, it is this hope

combined with the end to all the costs borne by individuals

that makes eradication for all its difficulties such an

attractive goal.

In the absence of scientific breakthroughs of an almost

magical sort, however, eradication is not likely in the near

future for most infectious diseases. One reason it may none-

theless be possible to lessen expenditures over time is if part of

the reason for subsidies is to pay for the dissemination of

information about the infection and how to respond to it.

Information dissemination may be implicit, as when someone

learns about the benefits of prevention or therapy by trying

them out. Information dissemination may also have an ex-

ternality component if people learn from others and without

compensating the people from whom they learn for their own

costs of acquiring and providing this information. There is

also an externality associated with information if a lack of

information leaves people acting against their own interest in

ways that also have costs to others. Once the message is out,

however, it may need little subsequent repetition so that it
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may indeed be possible to wind down expenditure on infor-

mation. Information dissemination by itself does not, how-

ever, deal with the ongoing hard core of discrepancy between

the private and social benefits of prevention and therapy.

Sometimes noneconomists argue that people will take

‘ownership’ of measures to control the spread of infections

and thenceforth subsidies can be lowered or ended altogether.

If by ownership one means that once people are informed

about the existence of a disease, its modes of transmission and

the possibilities of prevention and therapy, they will do things

differently, then such a view is partially consistent with an

externality-based argument. If not, however, it is hard to

understand what the argument means other than a somewhat

naive faith in the power of habit formation as once subsidies

are removed, behavior will likely revert to its original self-

interested and socially suboptimal form.

Span of the Externality

In the case of infectious disease, people do not generate risks

and external costs (and possibly benefits) equally for everyone

in the whole world. It makes sense to think of the span of

the externality, i.e., the range of people who may suffer costs

external to someone else’s choices. People who are directly

exposed to risk by someone are more likely to be close to the

person putting them at risk. This closeness may be because

the people put at risk have important social relationships with

the people who are infected, such as family, sexual partners

and friends, or because they are in close geographical prox-

imity such as people who live, work or shop in the same

neighborhoods, or commute on the same routes. Of course,

someone’s failure to avoid infection can have worldwide

implications through a chain of infection, as in the case of

emerging infections like HIV, SARS, or avian influenza.

Naturally, what it means to be geographically close

depends on the mode of transmission of the disease and

intervention, something that needs documentation on a case-

by-case basis. For instance, insecticide-treated bed nets protect

people who sleep under them from malaria by providing a

barrier. But they also kill mosquitoes (and other disease-

transmitting insects) that make contact with the nets. In effect,

the people sleeping under them serve as bait. The consequence

is that these insects do not have the chance to bite other

people who are not under nets, effects that seem to prevail up

to 300 m from the people using the nets, a clear external

benefit to the non-users.

Close relationships such as family or sexual partners

raise several issues. At the simplest, people in this type of

relationship may know about each other’s infection status

through observing symptoms or medication, or through

knowing who could have infected them as in the case of a

sexually transmitted infection. Information of this sort in turn

raises questions of strategy, in which susceptible people take

actions with regard to specific people. There may be conflict

over the use of condoms or testing. Families may dissolve over

the infection of some of its members and the threat they pose

to others. This potential for conflict raises the question of

altruism versus self-interest. To what extent does someone act

to avoid infecting others? If people are entirely altruistic,

caring about the well-being of everyone who is affected by

their decisions, then there are no externalities. In other situ-

ations they may be forced to take account of the risks they

pose to others. Here one sees very starkly, possibly as a matter

of life or death, the many possible considerations that arise in

families.

Tuberculosis provides a good example of these family

issues. It is often fatal and casually transmitted – a terrifying

combination. As a result, relatives do indeed force infected

members to leave the household. Understanding the motiv-

ations within the household is especially important in the case

of DOTS. One focus of debate among DOTS professionals is

who should be the supervisor that ensures that the infected

person complies. Cost is an issue because specialized per-

sonnel – especially medical personnel – are expensive and

either they or the patient have to travel for compliance to

be observed and the protocol extends over many months

with daily medication. Another alternative is supervision by a

family member. Here it is important to identify motivated

supervisors who will get the job done. There can be several

motivations: Altruistic concern for the infected family mem-

ber, fear of contraction of infection, or self interest in having

the infected family member return to contributing to the

family by earning income or doing chores. But by the very

nature of the fact that not all costs external to the infected

individual occur within the family, it is unlikely that family

members will always be sufficiently motivated to serve the

broader social interest.

The span of the externality is important not just in deter-

mining who infects whom. It also helps think about what level

of government should be dealing with the internalization of

the externality. The government should encompass the people

who generate and experience the external costs, otherwise the

government itself will lack the motivation to internalize the

externality. It is a simple principle but one that is difficult to

apply when the infection spreads globally. At a global level

there is no supranational government that can compel action

on health and even international organizations such as the

World Health Organization (WHO) depend on the cooper-

ation of their member countries and have no independent

authority. National governments may not want to share in-

formation or admit WHO or other foreign teams to investigate

outbreaks and, in general, they have made no commitment to

do so. This type of issue has arisen in the surveillance of avian

influenza in some Asian countries during the 2000s. Conflict

between different national interests also arises. For example,

rich countries may decide to ban dichlorodiphenyltri-

chloroethane (DDT) for environmental reasons even though

DDT if used for antimalarial spraying of dwellings in poor

countries can be highly beneficial and without significant

environmental costs if it is not diverted to agricultural use.

Conclusion

Taken together, what is known suggests a robust role for the

externality in understanding the dynamics of infectious dis-

eases and how to control them. But it is only one set of eco-

nomic considerations in the design of policies. Insurance

markets are notorious for posing their own set of market
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imperfections and are highly relevant to health where the risks

are large and people are fearful. Issues involving equity also

deserve important attention.

See also: Infectious Disease Modeling. Sex Work and Risky Sex in
Developing Countries. Vaccine Economics. Water Supply and
Sanitation
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Glossary
Basic reproductive number (R0) The number of

secondary infectious hosts arising from one average primary

infectious host in an entirely susceptible population.

Communicable disease Illness due to a specific infectious

agent or its toxic products that arises through transmission

of that agent or its products from an infected person,

animal, or reservoir to a susceptible host, either directly or

indirectly through an intermediate plant or animal host,

vector, or the inanimate environment.

Incidence of infection The number of new infections

arising in a defined period of time, typically expressed as a

rate per 100 000 population per year.

Prevalence of infection The proportion of the population

infected at one point in time.

Introduction

The first recorded mathematical model describing a com-

municable disease was constructed by the Swiss mathemat-

ician Daniel Bernoulli and read at the Royal Academy of

Sciences in Paris in 1760. His model aimed to evaluate the

impact on human life expectancy at birth if smallpox were to

be eliminated as a cause of death through the use of variola-

tion: the practice of deliberately infecting individuals with a

mild form of smallpox in order to induce immunity to the

disease. Bernoulli’s work was used to inform the sale of an-

nuities and so had an immediate economic impact.

The model constructed by Bernoulli assumed that the in-

stantaneous probability of infection, or force of infection, re-

mained constant over time and so was, what is now termed, a

static model. This approach to infectious disease modeling,

using a static force of infection, remained the norm in mod-

eling for cost-effectiveness analysis until the turn of the

twenty-first century.

Dynamic epidemiological modeling of communicable

disease transmission started in 1906, when William Hamer,

working on childhood infections including measles, postu-

lated that the course of an epidemic depends on the rate of

contact between susceptible and infectious individuals, de-

fining the so-called ‘mass action’ principle of transmission for

directly transmitted viral and bacterial infections. In doing so,

he removed the assumption of a static force of infection and

laid the foundations of modern transmission modeling.

In 1908, Hamer’s initial discrete-time model was translated

into a continuous time framework by Ronald Ross, who re-

ceived the Nobel Prize in 1902 for identifying mosquitoes as

the vector transmitting malaria. His work was further de-

veloped by Kermack and McKendrick, who, in 1927, recog-

nized that a threshold population density was required before

an epidemic could take place. The critical elements were now

in place for the development of the models used today.

The first landmark textbook on mathematical modeling of

epidemiological systems was published by Norman T. Bailey

in 1975 and led to the recognition of the importance of epi-

demiological modeling in public health decision making.

There were, however, still two separate disciplines in-

forming public health policymaking: health economics and

epidemiology. Policymakers inevitably have to make decisions

about fair and efficient allocation of limited resources and, as

such, economic modeling, and cost-effectiveness models in

particular, are of critical importance. Unfortunately, when

analyzing interventions that targeted communicable diseases,

most cost-effectiveness models were static in nature and ig-

nored the developments in dynamic modeling that flowed

from the foundations outlined above. At the same time, dy-

namic transmission models largely ignored the economic as-

pects of disease control.

The first model to bring these two schools together was

published in 1994 by Rowley and Anderson and sought to

model the impact and cost-effectiveness of HIV prevention

efforts.

Over the past 20 years the fields of dynamic communicable

disease modeling and cost-effectiveness modeling have de-

veloped rapidly and, when combined, are an indispensable

tool used to inform health technology assessments and the

formulation of public health policy to control these diseases.

This article is aimed at health economists, who would like

an introduction to dynamic infectious disease modeling.

Communicable diseases are each caused by a pathogen,

transmitted from one individual to another in whom they

may or may not cause clinical symptoms. Such pathogens are

typically bacteria (Salmonella), viruses (influenza), fungi

(Aspergillus), protozoa (malaria), or prions (bovine spongi-

form encephalopathy) and exhibit a wide range of natural

histories.

The specific details of the biological interaction between a

pathogen and its host are fundamental to its epidemiology at

the population level. The site of infection may influence the

route of transmission, examples being direct airborne trans-

mission between individuals, contaminative transmission via

the fecal–oral route, or sexual transmission.

The site of infection also influences the host’s ability to

mount an effective immune response. Replication within sites

that are not easily reached by the immune system is one way

that pathogens, such as the herpes viruses responsible for cold

sores, genital herpes, chicken pox, and shingles, can remain

latent for decades. Such ‘immunologically privileged’ sites

include cells of the nervous system and to a lesser degree the

external mucosal surfaces in the nose. The latter are exploited
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by the numerous rhinoviruses that collectively cause the

common cold.

So what are the key features that set communicable dis-

eases apart from noncommunicable conditions such as heart

disease and why do they need special consideration in eco-

nomic analyses? To illustrate some of these features, the rest of

this article will focus on directly transmitted airborne

infections.

Direct Airborne Transmission

With directly transmitted airborne pathogens, the hosts typi-

cally experience a period of immunological naı̈vety before

they first become infected (Figure 1). This naı̈ve period is

typically measured in years. Such susceptible individuals may

then become infected, after which there is a delay before be-

coming infectious, while the pathogen replicates to sufficiently

high levels. These exposed, but as yet not infectious, indi-

viduals are said to be latently infected and may remain so for

days (influenza) to years (tuberculosis), depending on the

pathogen. A distinction should be noted between this latent

period and an incubation period, the latter being the time

from infection to the development of clinical symptoms. An

individual may remain infectious for days (rhinovirus) to

years (tuberculosis). A proportion of those infected may die;

those that survive either remain infected or recover, often with

the development of pathogen specific immunity that typically

lasts for decades.

The rate at which individuals transition from one state

to another dictates the dynamic pattern of temporal change in

the prevalence and incidence of infection in a population.

Pathogen transmission is dependent on both biological

factors, as described in the Section Introduction, and on the

behavior of the host. Host behavior will influence the prob-

ability of a susceptible and an infectious individual coming

into contact, whereas pathogen and host biology dictate the

probability of such a contact resulting in the successful

transmission of the pathogen.

The probability of meeting an infectious individual is in

part dependent on the number of infectious individuals in the

community, a number that is likely to change over time as

susceptible individuals are infected and in turn become in-

fectious, recover, or die. This feedback in the risk of infection is

a key characteristic of communicable diseases and one of the

principal features that distinguishes them from non-

communicable diseases. Feedback produces nonlinear inter-

actions allowing the possibility for small interventions to have

large, possibly counterintuitive outcomes and for different

pathogens to exhibit a rich diversity of dynamic patterns of

infection.

The basic reproductive number (R0) is a pivotal concept in

infectious disease epidemiology, and is defined as the number

of secondary infectious cases arising from an average primary

infectious case, in a totally susceptible population. In other

words, if you start with a population in which no one is im-

mune to a particular infection and a single infectious indi-

vidual is introduced, how many people will they infect who

themselves go on to become infectious.

Processes that drive the transmission dynamics of in-

fectious diseases can be broadly divided into those factors

which allow a disease to invade a population and those that

enable it to persist there.

When an infection is introduced into an entirely suscep-

tible population the occurrence, or not, of an epidemic de-

pends on the basic reproductive number (R0). If R0 is greater

than 1 then the number of infections can increase and an

epidemic may ensue. If it is less than 1, then the infection is

destined to die out.

Directly transmitted infections that induce long-lasting

immunity in those that recover are responsible for many of the

classic epidemics, characterized by a wave of cases. The chance

of any one individual becoming infected will change over the

Exposed InfectiousSusceptible Recovered

Vaccinated

Figure 1 States of host infection and immunity for a typical directly transmitted airborne pathogen. The period of immunological naı̈vety
typically last years to the point of first infection. Once infected, the exposed host may take days to years to become infectious, depending on the
pathogen. An individual may then be infectious for days to years during which time a proportion may die; those that survive either remain
infected or recover, often with the development of pathogen specific immunity that typically lasts for decades. Reproduced from Figure 2 in
Pitman, R., White, L. and Sculpher, M. (2012). Estimating the clinical impact of introducing paediatric influenza vaccination in England and
Wales. Vaccine 30, 1208–1224.
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course of such an epidemic wave. At the start, with an entirely

susceptible population, any encounter with a newly arrived

infectious case has the potential to result in transmission of

the infection. The spread of the infection is therefore initially

dependent on there being sufficient encounters which, on

average, result in transmission, such that R0 is greater than 1.

This is easier to achieve in large, dense populations.

As the wave of infection sweeps through the population,

infected individuals recover and are immune to further in-

fection. As the proportion of immune individuals in a popu-

lation increases, a diminishing percentage of people

encountered by infectious cases will be susceptible to in-

fection. As the epidemic wave reaches its peak, the average

number of secondary infections per infectious individual falls

to 1. As the population is no longer fully susceptible, this

measure is known as the effective reproductive number (R).

Ongoing transmission continues to deplete the susceptible

pool, such that R falls below 1 and the number of infectious

hosts starts to decline (Figure 2). If the number of infectious

individuals is not to continue to decline, the pool of suscep-

tibles must be replenished sufficiently quickly to maintain R at

or above 1. This may be via the birth of new individuals,

immigration, and the waning of acquired immunity over time.

Persistence of an infection (endemicity) is therefore more

likely in populations with high birth rates. Conversely, many

common infections are absent from small isolated com-

munities as birth rates are too low to supply new susceptibles

sufficiently quickly for these infections to remain endemic.

Provided there is sufficient replenishment of susceptibles

and all external factors remain constant, the number of in-

fections will settle to a stable endemic state at a constant

prevalence that corresponds to an effective reproductive

number equal to 1. A consequence of this is that the pro-

portion of the population that is naturally immune will also

settle to a constant value that crucially is less than 100%. This

is sometimes referred to as the critical proportion immune.

Should the number of infections rise for any reason then

infectious cases will be generated at a faster rate resulting in an

increase in the proportion immune and a decline in the

number of susceptibles, which will in turn downregulate the

rate of infection, bringing the prevalence of infections back

down to its equilibrium state. The converse is true should the

number of infections fall.

Vaccination

The aim of vaccination is firstly to protect the vaccinee against

infection; however, given sufficiently high uptake, vaccination

also benefits the wider, unvaccinated population. This is a

consequence of immunized individuals blocking chains of

transmission sufficiently often to reduce the number of new

infectious individuals produced by each infectious case. Vac-

cination, therefore, reduces the probability of encountering an

infectious individual, thereby helping to protect the whole

population. This population-wide protection is known as herd

immunity and is the reason an infection may be eliminated

from a population without having to vaccinate everyone.

Vaccination that immunizes a proportion of the population

may also affect the temporal dynamics of an infection. This

may be observed when a program that utilizes a new vaccine

is first introduced into a population (Figure 3). Before the

introduction of vaccination, immunity is naturally acquired by

infection. When a vaccination program is introduced, vaccine-

derived immunity supplements this preexisting naturally ac-

quired immunity; the proportion immune now exceeds the

equilibrium critical proportion leading to a fall in the incidence

of infection and a decline in prevalence. With fewer infectious

individuals to transmit the pathogen, the proportion of the

population with naturally acquired immunity falls, reducing

the overall proportion protected back down to below the crit-

ical proportion. This reduction in the proportion immune

allows the rate of infection to increase again, leading to a partial

rebound in the numbers infected and restoration of the critical
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Figure 2 Schematic representation of the relationship between the incidence of infection and the effective reproductive number (R), see text for
definitions. If an infectious case arrives in a totally susceptible population, provided R0 is above 1, the infection will start to spread. As the
proportion of the population susceptible starts to fall, R falls to 1, at which point incidence levels off. Continuing transmission further decreases
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proportion immune. The resulting transient low prevalence

following program initiation is a well recognized phenomenon

known as the honeymoon period.

Should a sufficiently large proportion of the population

be vaccinated to account for the entire critical proportion,

then local elimination of a pathogen may be achieved.

Consequently, the critical proportion immune is also known

as the critical proportion to vaccinate (Vc). In a randomly

mixing (homogeneous) population, this is defined as

Vc¼1�1/R0.

Endemic persistence of an infection within a population is

therefore dependent on the balance between the generation of

immunity, resulting either from pathogen spread or from

vaccination, and replenishment of susceptibles as a result of

the loss of effective immunity, births, and immigration

(Figure 4).

An Example Transmission Model

One way to simulate the flow of individuals between each of

the stages of infection and immunity outlined above is to

compartmentalize the population into corresponding sub-

groups (susceptible, exposed, infectious, recovered, and vac-

cinated). Movement between these compartments, including

the dynamics of viral transmission, progression, and recovery,

may then be described by the following set of linked
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Figure 4 Endemic persistence of an infection is dependent on there
being a balance between the rate at which immunity is generated and
the rate of replenishment of susceptibles.
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differential equations, for a¼0, 1, 2, ..., 100 years of age:

dSa

dt
¼La þ ovVaðtÞ þ oiRaðtÞ � SaðtÞ ma þ ca þ laðtÞ½ �

dEa

dt
¼ laðtÞSaðtÞ � EaðtÞ ma þ g½ �

dIa

dt
¼ gEaðtÞ � IaðtÞ ma þ r½ �

dRa

dt
¼ rIaðtÞ � RaðtÞ ma þ oi½ �

dVa

dt
¼ caSaðtÞ � VaðtÞ ma þ ov½ �

where ov and oi are the rate of loss of vaccine induced and

naturally acquired immunity, respectively. The natural death

rate is given by ma, the average latent period by 1/g, and the

mean duration of infectiousness as 1/r. The age-dependent

vaccination rate is signified by ca and la(t) represents the age-

dependent force of infection in the model:

laðtÞ ¼
X

a0
ba,a0 Ia0 ðtÞ

where ba,a0 is the transmission coefficient describing the rate of

contact and per contact probability of transmission from in-

dividuals of age a0 to those of age a and

La ¼
birth rate, a¼ 0

0, a40

(

To arrive at an expression for R0, first note that the inci-

dence of infection at age a (za(t)) is a function of both the

force of infection and prevalence of susceptible hosts of age a:

za tð Þ ¼ la tð ÞSa tð Þ

This may be written in the form

za tð Þ ¼
X

a0
ba,a0 Ia0 ðtÞ

� �
SaðtÞ

Now consider the simplified situation where age is ignored

and the population assumed to mix homogeneously. Recalling

the definition of R0 as the number of secondary infectious

hosts arising from one primary infectious host, in an entirely

susceptible population:

S¼N

I¼ 1

where N is the total population size. The basic reproductive

number may now be expressed in the following form:

R0 ¼ bNDq

where D is the duration of infectiousness and q is the pro-

portion of infections that become infectious. Note that for the

model outlined above

D¼ 1

ðmþ rÞ

q ¼ g
ðmþ gÞ

����
This expression of R0 may be adapted to give the number

of infectious hosts of a particular age, arising from infectious

individuals of the same or a different age and is usually ex-

pressed in matrix form, using the same notation Ra,a0 as for

ba,a0 above:

R0,0 ? R0,100

&

R100,0 ? R100,100

0
B@

1
CA

¼
b0,0N0D0q0 ? b0,100N0D100q0

&

b100,0N100D0q100 ? b100,100N100D100q100

0
B@

1
CA

This matrix is known as the ‘next generation matrix,’ M, in

which

Da0 ¼
1

ma0 þ rð Þ

qa ¼
g

ðma þ gÞ

The basic reproductive number for an age structured

population may be calculated as the dominant eigenvalue of

the next generation matrix, that is to say it is equal to the

largest value of R0 that satisfies the following equation:

det M� R0Ij j ¼ 0

where I is the identity matrix.

Toward Further Realism

All models are, to a greater or lesser degree, caricatures of the

real world. To be useful, such caricatures need to capture the

essential details of the system being modeled. Models should

therefore only be as complex as is required to address the

question being asked. Unnecessary complexity reduces the

transparency of a model and increases the number of par-

ameters that must be estimated, each of which bringing with it

its own uncertainty. The unnecessary proliferation of par-

ameters also makes it harder to decide which model best fits

any observed data that may be available. A model should

therefore also only be as complex as can be supported by the

available data.

Additional complexity may be justified, for example, where

certain subgroups of the population need to be accounted for,

such as the important risk groups that have a strong influence

on the transmission dynamics of a pathogen or where certain

types of behavior are similarly important. An example of

the latter is the willingness of different subgroups to be

vaccinated.
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In temperate climates, certain directly transmitted in-

fections, such as influenza, show a strong seasonal variation in

incidence, tending to circulate more easily during the winter

months. Although the precise reasons for this remain unclear,

low temperatures that extend the time exhaled droplets take to

evaporate and increased periods of time spent in poorly ven-

tilated congregate settings have both been implicated.

One way to capture such phenomena is to utilize a periodic

function such as a sine wave to emulate the seasonal fluctu-

ation in the force of infection. Using the same notation as

employed in the example model above, the force of infection

may now be expressed in the following way:

laðtÞ ¼ zðtÞ
X

a0
ba,a0 Ia0 ðtÞ

where z(t) is the sine wave function;

zðtÞ ¼ 1þ h:sin
2pðt � f Þ

365

� �

t being the number of days since the start of the simulation,

whereas h controls the amplitude, and f the phase of the wave.

Choice of Model

The population-based approach to modeling communicable

diseases, outlined above, is the method of choice when deal-

ing with common infections, transmitted in large populations.

In these circumstances it is a set of population averages that

are being modeled and numbers are sufficiently large that they

are not significantly affected by chance variations at the indi-

vidual level. However, where populations are small or an in-

fection is rare, such as at the very start or end of an epidemic,

these chance, or stochastic, variations may have a profound

effect on the course of events. Epidemics may fail to take off or

may simply burn out due to chance. In these circumstances,

individual-based models should be used.

Individual or agent-based models simulate each person in

a population, recording for each of them their current state

with regards to age, infection, immunity etc. Such models are

well suited for simulating stochastic events and can capture a

greater level of population heterogeneity than can population

models; however, this flexibility comes at a cost. When used

to simulate even moderately large populations, they have a

high computational overhead necessitating the use of high-

performance computers with memory capacity measured in

terabytes. Consequently, it is often not possible for such

models to simulate transmission over more than a single year,

which has implications for the time horizon of an analysis.

Burden of Disease

Once an individual is infected, numerous factors may influ-

ence whether or not they develop disease, such as their age,

physical fitness, and the presence of any comorbidities. The

relationship between age and morbidity is of particular im-

portance, as any change in the probability of infection can

have an impact on the average age at which individuals first

become infected. Widespread vaccination can reduce the

prevalence of infection in a population and with it, the

probability of encountering an infectious individual, leading

to an increase in the average age of first infection. Very young

babies may benefit from such a shift, as they are often at an

increased risk of more serious disease; however, more perverse

outcomes are also possible. If the average age of infection

moves into the childbearing ages, this can have disastrous

consequences with pathogens such as rubella, where the

pathogen poses a significant risk if contracted during preg-

nancy. In such cases, high levels of vaccine coverage in the

wider population must be maintained to produce a net re-

duction in the risk of morbidity in vulnerable age groups.

Alternatively, vulnerable age groups can be targeted for

vaccination.

To move from a model of infection incidence to one that

captures disease burden, the age stratified probabilities of

developing disease, given infection, need to be estimated by

dividing the incidence of disease outcome by the incidence of

infection, over a defined period of time. Disease outcomes of

interest may include primary care consultations, outpatient

visits, hospitalizations and death.

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Once the dynamic aspects of transmission have been ac-

counted for, the cost-effectiveness analysis of interventions

that target communicable diseases is conducted in much the

same way as for any other intervention. There are, however, a

few areas in which special consideration is required, particu-

larly with regard to the time horizon of the analysis and the

implementation of discounting.

Economic analyses recognize the fact that individuals

prefer to receive the benefits of an intervention immediately

and to defer the costs incurred till later. Such ‘time preference’

is the reason for discounting future costs and benefits, but can

raise difficult questions when applied to public health inter-

ventions such as vaccination program that target communic-

able diseases. Such programs typically incur large upfront

costs but accrue benefits over a much longer time scale.

As an example, certain strains of human papillomavirus

(HPV) can cause genital warts relatively soon after infection,

whereas other strains can induce cervical cancer typically

decades later. Applying a standard discounting approach to

the cost-effectiveness analysis of HPV vaccination, where costs

and benefits receive equal discounting, would only account for

the benefits of preventing genital warts, a condition that is

relatively easily treated. The lifesaving benefits of preventing

cervical cancer would be largely discounted away. Such con-

siderations have led to a widespread debate over the most

appropriate approach to discounting, a debate that is as yet

unresolved. The reason for this indecision lies more in the lack

of information on social attitudes to the value of public health

interventions of this nature than in the technical challenges of

constructing an appropriate model formulation.

A related challenge concerns the choice of time horizon:

how far into the future should costs and benefits be counted

in a cost-effectiveness analysis. Again, the upfront costs and

deferred benefits of vaccination raise an issue. With an
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ongoing vaccination program, any choice of time horizon will

result in those individuals being vaccinated toward the end of

the simulation accruing all of the costs associated with vac-

cination, but none of the benefits.

One solution is to extend the time horizon to the point

where discounting renders further increases in costs and bene-

fits insignificant. However, this approach is still problematic in

circumstances such as those described above for HPV vaccin-

ation, where benefits accrue decades after vaccination. The

uncertainty in projecting transmission dynamics so far into the

future is also a potential hindrance to this approach.

Despite these challenges, numerous successful cost-

effectiveness analyses have been conducted on interventions

targeting communicable diseases, including vaccines to pre-

vent influenza, pneumococcal disease, HPV, meningococcal

group C (MenC), and varicella-zoster.

Growing interest in this field has also led to the publication

of guidelines covering various aspects of communicable dis-

ease modeling (see Further Reading).
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Glossary
False discovery proportion (FDP) The proportion of

incorrectly rejected hypotheses.

False discovery rate (FDR) The expectation of the

proportion of incorrectly rejected hypotheses.

Family-wise error rate (FWER) The probability of finding

statistical significance in at least one test.

This article presents inference for many commonly used esti-

mators – least squares, generalized linear models, generalized

method of moments (GMM), and generalized estimating

equations – that are asymptotically normally distributed.

Section Inference focuses on Wald confidence intervals and

hypothesis tests based on estimator variance matrix estimates

that are heteroskedastic-robust and, if relevant, cluster-robust.

Section Model Tests and Diagnostics summarizes tests of

model adequacy and model diagnostics. Section Multiple Tests

presents family-wise error rates and false discovery rates

(FDRs) that control for multiple testing such as subgroup

analysis. Section Bootstrap and Other Resampling Methods

presents bootstrap and other resampling methods that are

most often used to estimate the variance of an estimator.

Bootstraps with asymptotic refinement are also presented.

Inference

Most estimators in health applications are m-estimators that

solve estimating equations of the formXN

i ¼ 1
giðŷÞ ¼ 0 ½1�

where y is a q� 1 parameter vector, i denotes the ith of N

observations, gi( � ) is a q� 1 vector, and often gi(y)¼gi(yi,xi,y)

where y denotes a scalar-dependent variable and x denotes the

regressors or covariates. For ordinary least squares, for ex-

ample, giðbÞ ¼ ðyi � x
0

ibÞxi. Nonlinear least squares, maximum

likelihood (ML), quantile regression, and just-identified in-

strumental variables estimators are m-estimators. So too are

generalized linear model estimators, extensively used in

biostatistics, that are quasi-ML estimators based on exponen-

tial family distributions, notably Bernoulli (logit and probit),

binomial, gamma, normal, and Poisson.

The estimator ŷ is generally consistent if E[gi(y)¼0]. Stat-

istical inference is based on the result that ŷ is asymptotically

normal with mean y and variance matrix V½ŷ� that is estimated

by

V̂½ŷ� ¼ Â
�1

B̂Â
�10 ½2�

where N�1Â and N�1B̂ are consistent estimates of

A ¼ E N�1
P

iHiðyÞ
� �

, where HiðyÞ ¼ qgiðyÞ=qy0 and

B¼ E½N�1
P

i

P
jgiðyÞgjðyÞ

0�. The variance is said to be of

‘sandwich form,’ because B̂ is sandwiched between Â
�1

and

Â
�10

. The estimate Â is the observed Hessian
P

iHiðŷÞ, or in

some cases the expected Hessian E
P

iHiðyÞ
� �

ŷ

�� . By contrast,

the estimate B̂, and hence V̂½ŷ� in eqn [2], can vary greatly with

the type of data being analyzed and the associated appropriate

distributional assumptions.

Default estimates of V ½ŷ� are based on strong distributional

assumptions, and are typically not used in practice. For ML

estimation with density assumed to be correctly specified

B¼ �A, so the sandwich estimate simplifies to V̂½ŷ� ¼ � Â
�1

.

Qualitatively similar simplification occurs for least squares

and instrumental variables estimators when model errors are

independent and homoskedastic.

More generally, for data independent over i, B̂¼
N

N�q

P
igiðŷÞgiðŷÞ

0, where the multiple N/(N� q) is a com-

monly used finite sample adjustment. Then the variance

matrix estimate in eqn [2] is called the Huber, White, or robust

estimate – a limited form of robustness as independence of

observations is assumed. For OLS, for example, this estimate is

valid even if independent errors are heteroskedastic, whereas

the default requires errors to be homoskedastic.

Often data are clustered, with observations correlated

within a cluster but independent across clusters. For example,

individuals may be clustered within villages or hospitals, or

students clustered within class or within school. Let c denote

the typical cluster, and sum gi(y) for observations i in cluster c

to form gc(y). Then B̂¼ C
C�1

PC
c ¼ 1 gcðŷÞgcðŷÞ

0, where C is the

number of clusters, and the variance matrix estimate in eqn [2]

is called a cluster-robust estimate. The number of clusters

should be large as the asymptotic theory requires C-N, ra-

ther than N-N. The clustered case also covers short panels

with few time periods and data correlated over time for a given

individual but independent across individuals. Then the

clustering sums over time periods for a given individual.

Wooldridge (2003) and Cameron and Miller (2011) survey

inference with clustered data.

Survey design can lead to clustering. Applied biostatisti-

cians often use survey estimation methods that explicitly

control for the three complex survey complications of

weighting, stratification, and clustering. Econometricians in-

stead usually assume correct model specification conditional

on regressors (or instruments), so that there is no need to

weight; ignore the potential reduction in standard error esti-

mates that can occur with stratification; and conservatively
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control for clustering by computing standard errors that

cluster at a level such as a state (region) that is usually higher

than the primary sampling unit.

For time series data, observations may be correlated over

time. Then the heteroskedastic and autocorrelation consistent

(HAC) variance matrix estimate is used; see Newey and West

(1987). A similar estimate can be used when data are spatially

correlated, with correlation depending on the distance and

with independence once observations are more than a given

distance apart. This leads to the spatial HAC estimate; see

Conley (1999).

Note that in settings where robust variance matrix esti-

mates are used, additional assumptions may enable more

efficient estimation of y such as feasible generalized least

squares and generalized estimating equations, especially if

data are clustered.

Given ŷ asymptotic normal with variance matrix estimated

using eqn [2], the Wald method can be used to form con-

fidence intervals and perform hypothesis tests.

Let y be a scalar component of the parameter vector y.
Since ŷBa

N½y,V̂½ŷ��, we have ŷBa
N½y,s2

ŷ
�, where the standard

error sŷ is the square root of the relevant diagonal entry in

V̂ ½ŷ�. It follows that ðŷ� yÞ=sŷB
a

N 0,1½ �. This justifies the use of

the standard normal distribution in constructing confidence

intervals and hypothesis tests for sample size N-N. A com-

monly used finite-sample adjustment uses ðŷ� yÞ=sŷB
a

TðN �
qÞ, where T(N� q) is the students T distribution with (N� q)

degrees of freedom, N is the sample size, and K parameters are

estimated.

A 95% confidence interval for y gives a range of values that

95% of the time will include the unknown true value of y . The

Wald 95% confidence interval is ŷ7c:025 � sŷ, where the crit-

ical value c.025 is either z[.025] ¼ 1.96, the .025 quantile of the

standard normal distribution, or t[.025] the .025 quantile of the

T(N� q) distribution. For example, c.025¼2.042 if N� q ¼ 30.

For two-sided tests of H0:y¼y� against Ha:y a y�, the Wald

test is based on how far 9ŷ� y�9 is from zero. On normalizing

by the standard error, the Wald statistic w¼ ðŷ� y�Þ=sŷ is

asymptotically standard normal under H0, though again a

common finite sample correction is to use the T(N� q) distri-

bution. H0 at the 5% significance level is rejected if 9w94c.025.

Often y�¼0, in which case w is called the t-statistic and the test

is called a test of statistical significance. Greater information is

conveyed by reporting the p-value, the probability of observing

a value of w as large or larger in absolute value under the null

hypothesis. Then p¼Pr[9W949w9], where W is standard nor-

mal or T(N� q) distributed. H0:y¼y� is rejected against

H0:yay� at level 0.05 if po.05.

More generally, it may be interesting to perform joint in-

ference on more than one parameter, such as a joint test of

statistical significance of several parameters, or on functions(s)

of the parameters. Let h(y) be an h� 1 vector function of y,

possibly nonlinear, where h r q. A Taylor series approxi-

mation yields hðŷÞChðyÞ þ R̂ðŷ� yÞ, where R̂¼ qhðyÞ=qy0 ŷ
��

is assumed to be of full rank h (the nonlinear analog of linear

dependence of restrictions). Given ŷ� yBa
N½0,v̂½ŷ��, this yields

hðŷÞBa
N½hðyÞ,R̂V̂½ŷ�R̂0�. The term delta method is used as a

first derivative and is taken in approximating hðŷÞ:
Confidence intervals can be formed in the case that h( � ) is

a scalar. Then hðŷÞ7c:025 � ½R̂V̂½ŷ�R̂0�1=2 is used. A leading

example is a confidence interval for a marginal effect in a

nonlinear model. For example, for E½y9x� ¼ expðx0yÞ the mar-

ginal effect for the jth regressor is qE½y9x�=q xj ¼ expðx0yÞyj:

When evaluated at x¼x� this equals expðx�0 ŷÞŷj which is a

scalar function hðŷÞ of ŷ; the corresponding average marginal

effect is
P

iexpðx0iŷÞŷj:

A Wald test of H0:h(y)¼0 against Ha:h(y)a0 is based on

the closeness of hðŷÞ to zero, using

w¼ hðŷÞ0½R̂V̂½ŷ�R̂0��1hðŷÞBa w2ðhÞ ½3�

under H0. H0 at level 0.05 is rejected if w4w2
:95ðhÞ: An F ver-

sion of this test is F¼w/h, and is rejected at level 0.05 if w4
F.95(h,N� q). This is a small sample variation, analogous to

using the T(N� q) rather than the standard normal.

For ML estimation the Wald method is one of the three

testing methods that may be used. Consider testing the hy-

pothesis that h(y)¼0. Let ~y denote the ML estimator obtained

by imposing this restriction, whereas ŷ does not impose the

restriction. The Wald test uses only ŷ and tests the closeness

of hðŷÞ to zero. The log-likelihood ratio test is based on

the closeness of LðŷÞ to Lð~yÞ, where L(y) denotes the log-

likelihood function. The score test uses only ~y and is based on

the closeness to zero of qLðyÞ=qy ~y ,
�� where L(y) here is the log-

likelihood function for the unrestricted model.

If the likelihood function is correctly specified, a necessary

assumption, these three tests are asymptotically equivalent. So

the choice between them is one of convenience. The Wald test

is most often used, as in most cases ŷ is easily obtained. The

score test is used in situations in which estimation is much

easier when the restriction is imposed. For example, in a test of

no spatial dependence versus spatial dependence, it may be

much easier to estimate y under the null hypothesis of no

spatial dependence. The Wald and score tests can be robusti-

fied. If one is willing to make the strong assumption that the

likelihood function is correctly specified, then the likelihood

ratio test is preferred due to the Neyman–Pearson lemma

and because, unlike the Wald test, it is invariant to

reparameterization.

GMM estimators are based on a moment condition of the

form E[gi(y)]¼0. If there are as many components of g( � ) as

of y the model is said to be just identified and the estimate ŷ
solves

P
igiðŷÞ ¼ 0, which is eqn [1]. Leading examples in the

biostatistics literature are generalized linear model estimators

and generalized estimating equations estimators. If instead

there are more moment conditions than parameters there is

no solution to eqn [1]. Instead make
P

igiðŷÞ as close to zero

as possible using a quadratic norm. The method of moments

estimator minimizes

QðyÞ ¼
XN

i ¼ 1
giðyÞ

� �0
W
XN

i ¼ 1
giðyÞ

� �
where W is a symmetric positive definite weighting matrix and

the best choice of W is the inverse of a consistent estimate of

the variance of
P

igiðyÞ:
The leading example of this is two-stage least-squares

(2SLS) estimation for instrumental variables estimation in

overidentified models. Then giðbÞ ¼ ziðyi � x0ibÞ, and it can be

shown that the 2SLS estimator is obtained if W¼(Z0Z)�1. The

estimated variance matrix is again of sandwich form eqn [2],

though the expressions for Â and B̂ are more complicated. For
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instrumental variables estimators with instruments weakly

correlated with regressors an alternative asymptotic theory

may be warranted. Bound et al. (1995) outline the issues

and Andrews et al. (2007) compare several different test

procedures.

Model Tests and Diagnostics

The most common specification tests imbed the model under

consideration into a larger model and use hypothesis tests

(Wald, likelihood ratio, or score) to test the restrictions that

the larger model collapses to the model under consideration.

A leading example is test of statistical significance of a po-

tential regressor.

A broad class of tests of model adequacy can be con-

structed by testing the validity of moment conditions that are

imposed by a model but have not already been used in con-

structing the estimator. Suppose a model implies the popu-

lation moment condition

H0 : E½miðwi,yÞ� ¼ 0 ½4�

where w is a vector of observables, usually the dependent

variable y, regressors x, and, possibly, additional variables z.

An m-test, in the spirit of a Wald test, is a test of whether the

corresponding sample moment

m̂ðŷÞ ¼ 1

N

XN

i ¼ 1
miðwi,ŷÞ ½5�

is close to zero. Under suitable assumptions, m̂ðŷÞ is asymp-

totically normal. This leads to the chi-squared test statistic

M¼ m̂ðŷÞ0V̂�1

m m̂ðŷÞBa w2ðrankðVmÞÞ ½6�

if the moment conditions eqn [4] are correct, where V̂m is a

consistent estimate of the asymptotic variance of m̂ðŷÞ. The

challenge is in obtaining V̂m. In some leading examples an

auxiliary regression can be used, or a bootstrap can be applied.

Especially for fully parametric models there are many

candidates for mi( � ). Examples of this approach are White’s

information matrix test to test correct specification of the

likelihood function; a regression version of the chi-squared

goodness of fit test; Hausman tests such as that for regressor

endogeneity; and tests of overidentifying restrictions in a

model with endogenous regressors and an excess of instru-

ments. Such tests are not as widely used as they might be for

two reasons. First, there is usually no explicit alternative hy-

pothesis so rejection of H0 may not provide much guidance as

to how to improve the model. Second, in very large samples

with actual data any test at a fixed significance level such as

0.05 is likely to reject the null hypothesis, so inevitably any

model will be rejected.

Regression model diagnostics need not involve formal

hypothesis tests. A range of residual diagnostic plots can

provide information on model nonlinearity and observa-

tions that are outliers and have high leverage. In the linear

model, a small sample correction divides the residual

yi � x0ib̂ by
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� hii

p
, where hii is the ith diagonal entry in the

hat matrix H¼X(X0X)�1X. As H has rank K, the number of

regressors, the average value of hii is K/n and values of hii in

excess of 2K/N are viewed as having high leverage. This result

extends to generalized linear models where a range of re-

siduals have been proposed; McCullagh and Nelder (1989)

provide a summary. Econometricians place less emphasis on

residual analysis, compared with biostatisticians. If datasets

are small then there is concern that residual analysis may lead

to overfitting of the model. Besides if the dataset is large then

there is a belief that residual analysis may be unnecessary as a

single observation will have little impact on the analysis. Even

then diagnostics may help detect data miscoding and un-

accounted model nonlinearities.

For linear models, R2 is a well understood measure of

goodness of fit. For nonlinear models a range of pseudo-R2

measures have been proposed. One that is easily interpreted is

the squared correlation between y and ŷ, though in nonlinear

models this is not guaranteed to increase as regressors

are added.

Model testing and diagnostics may lead to more than one

candidate model. Standard hypothesis tests can be imple-

mented for models that are nested. For nonnested models that

are likelihood based, one can use a generalization of the

likelihood ratio test due to Vuong (1989), or use information

criteria such as Akaike’s information criteria based on fitted

log-likelihood with a penalty for the number of model par-

ameters. For nonnested models that are not likelihood based

one possibility is artificial nesting that nests two candidate

models in a larger model, though this approach can lead to

neither model being favored.

Multiple Tests

Standard theory assumes that hypothesis tests are done once

only and in isolation, whereas in practice final reported results

may follow much pretesting. Ideally reported p values should

control for this pretesting.

In biostatistics, it is common to include as control variables

in a regression only those regressors that have po.05. By

contrast, in economics it is common to have a preselected

candidate set of control regressors, such as key socioeconomic

variables, and include them even if they are statistically in-

significant. This avoids pretesting, at the expense of estimating

larger models.

A more major related issue is that of multiple testing or

multiple comparisons. Examples include testing the statistical

significance of a key regressor in several subgroups of the

sample (subgroup analysis); testing the statistical significance

of a key regressor in regressions on a range of outcomes (such

as use of a range of health services); testing the statistical

significance of a key regressor interacted with various controls

(interaction effects); and testing the significance of a wide

range of variables on a single outcome (such as various genes

on a particular form of cancer). With many such tests at

standard significance levels one is clearly likely to find spuri-

ous statistical significance.

In such cases one should view the entire battery of tests as a

unit. If m such tests are performed, each at statistical signifi-

cance level a�, and the tests are statistically independent, then

the probability of finding no statistical significance in all m
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tests is (1� a�)m. It follows that the probability of finding

statistical significance in at least one test, called the family-

wise error rate (FWER), equals a¼1� (1� a�)m. To test at

FWER a, each individual test should be at level

a�¼1� (1� a)m, called the Sidak correction. For example, if

m¼5 tests are conducted with FWER of a¼0.05, each test

should be conducted at level a�¼0.01021. The simpler Bon-

ferroni correction sets a�¼a/m. The Holm correction uses a

stepdown version of Bonferroni, with tests ordered by p-value

from smallest to largest, so p(1) op(2)oop(m), and the jth test

rejects if pðjÞoa�j ¼ a=ðm� jþ 1Þ. A stepdown version of the

Sidak correction uses a�j ¼ 1� ð1� aÞm�jþ1. These corrections

are quite conservative in practice, as the multiple tests are

likely to be correlated rather than independent.

Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) proposed an alternative

approach to multiple testing. Recall that test size is the prob-

ability of a type I error, i.e., the probability of incorrectly re-

jecting the null hypothesis. For multiple tests it is natural to

consider the proportion of incorrectly rejected hypotheses, the

false discovery proportion (FDP), and its expectation E[FDP]

called the FDR. Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) argue that it is

more natural to control FDR than FEWR. They propose doing

so by ordering tests by p-value from smallest to largest, so

p(1)op(2)oyop(m), and rejecting the corresponding hypoth-

eses H(1),y,H(k), where k is the largest j for which p(j)raj/m,

where a is the prespecified FDR for the multiple tests. If the

multiple tests are independent then the FDR equals a.

In practice tests are not independent. Farcomeni (2008)

provides an extensive guide to the multiple testing literature. A

recent article on estimating the FDR when tests are correlated

is Schwartzman and Lin (2011). Duflo et al. (2008) provide a

good discussion of practical issues that arise with multiple

testing and consider the FEWR but not the FDR. White (2001)

presents simulation-based methods for the related problem of

testing whether the best model encountered in a specification

search has a better predictive power than a benchmark model.

Bootstrap and Other Resampling Methods

Statistical inference controls for the uncertainty that the ob-

served sample of size N is just one possible realization of a set

of N possible draws from the population. This typically relies

on asymptotic theory that leads to limit normal and chi-

squared distributions. Alternative methods based on Monte

Carlo simulation are detailed in this section.

Bootstrap

Bootstraps can be applied to a wide range of statistics. The

most common use of the bootstrap is considered here, to es-

timate the standard error of an estimator when this is difficult

to do using conventional methods.

Suppose 400 random samples from the population were

available. Then 400 different estimates of ŷ can be obtained

and the standard error of ŷ is simply the standard deviation of

these 400 estimates. In practice, however, only one sample

from the population is available. The bootstrap provides a way

to generate 400 samples by resampling from the current

sample. Essentially, the observed sample is viewed as the

population and the bootstrap provides multiple samples from

this population.

Let ŷ
�
ð1Þ; :::;ŷ

�
ðBÞ denote B estimates where, for example,

B¼400. Then in the scalar case the bootstrap estimate of the

variance of ŷ is

V̂Boot ŷ
h i
¼ 1

B� 1

XB

b ¼ 1

ðŷ�ðbÞ � ŷ� Þ2 ½7�

where ŷ� ¼ 1
B

PB
b ¼ 1 ŷ

�
ðbÞ is the average of the B bootstrap es-

timates. The square root of V̂Boot½ŷ�, denoted seBoot½ŷ�, is called

the bootstrap estimate of the standard error of ŷ. In the case of

several parameters

V̂Boot ŷ
h i
¼ 1

B� 1

XB

b ¼ 1

ðŷ�ðbÞ � ŷ� Þðŷ�ðbÞ � ŷ� Þ0

and even more generally the bootstrap may be used to esti-

mate the variance of functions hðŷÞ, such as marginal effects,

not just ŷ itself.

There are several different ways that the resamples can be

obtained. A key consideration is that the quantity being

resampled should be independent and identically distributed

(i.i.d).

The most common bootstrap for data (yi,xi) that are i.i.d. is

a paired bootstrap or nonparametric bootstrap. This draws

with replacement from (y1,x1),y,(yN,xN) to obtain a resample

ðy�1 ,x�1 Þ,:::,ðy�N ,x�NÞ for which some observations will appear

more than once, whereas others will not appear at all. Esti-

mation using the resample yields estimate ŷ
�

. Using B simi-

larly generated resamples yields ŷ
�
ð1Þ; :::;ŷ

�
ðBÞ. This bootstrap

variance estimate is asymptotically equivalent to the White or

Huber robust sandwich estimate.

If data are instead clustered with C clusters, a clustered

bootstrap draws with replacement from the entire clusters,

yielding a resample ðy�1 ,X�1 Þ,:::,ðy�C ,X�C Þ. This bootstrap vari-

ance estimate is asymptotically equivalent to the cluster-robust

sandwich estimate.

Other bootstraps place more structure on the model. A

residual or design bootstrap in the linear regression model

fixes the regressors and only resamples the residuals. For

models with i.i.d. errors the residual bootstrap samples with

replacement from û1; :::;ûN to yield residual resample

û�1 ; :::;û
�
N . Then the typical data resample is ðy�1 ,x1Þ,:::,ðy�N ,xNÞ

where y�i ¼ x0ib̂þ û�i . If errors are heteroskedastic one should

instead use a wild bootstrap; the simplest example is û�i ¼ ûi

with probability .5 and û�i ¼ � ûi with probability .5.

For a fully parameterized model one can generate new

values of the dependent variable from the fitted conditional

distribution. The typical data resample is ðy�1 ,x1Þ; :::; ðy�N ,xNÞ
where y�i is a draw from Fðy9xi,ŷÞ.

Whenever a bootstrap is used in applied work the seed, the

initial value of the random number generator used in deter-

mining random draws, should be set to ensure replicability of

results. For standard error estimation B¼400 should be more

than adequate.

The bootstrap can also be used for statistical inference.

A Wald 95% confidence interval for scalar y is

ŷ71:96� seBoot½ŷ�. An asymptotically equivalent alternative
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interval is the percentile interval ðŷ�½:025�,ŷ
�
½:975�Þ, where ŷ

�
½a� is the

ath quantile of ŷ
�
ð1Þ; :::;ŷ

�
ðBÞ. Similarly, in testing H0:y¼0 against

Ha:ya0 the null hypothesis may be rejected if

9w9 ¼ 9ŷ=seBoot½ŷ�94 1:96, or if ŷoŷ
�
½:025� or ŷ4ŷ

�
½:975�.

Care is needed in using the bootstrap in nonstandard

situations as, for example, V½ŷ� may not exist, even asymp-

totically; yet it is always possible to (erroneously) compute a

bootstrap estimate of V½ŷ�. The bootstrap can be applied if ŷ
is root-N consistent and asymptotically normal, and there is

sufficient smoothness in the cumulative distribution functions

of the data-generating process and of the statistic being

bootstrapped.

Bootstrap with Asymptotic Refinement

The preceding bootstraps are asymptotically equivalent to the

conventional methods of section Inference. Bootstraps with

asymptotic refinement, by contrast, provide a more refined

asymptotic approximation that may lead to better perform-

ance (truer test size and confidence interval coverage) in finite

samples. Such bootstraps are emphasized in theory papers,

but are less often implemented in applied studies.

These gains are possible if the statistic bootstrapped is

asymptotically pivotal, meaning its asymptotic distribution

does not depend on unknown parameters. An estimator ŷ that

is asymptotically normal is not usually asymptotically pivotal

as its distribution depends on an unknown variance par-

ameter. However, the studentized statistic t ¼ ðŷ� y0Þ=sŷ is

asymptotically N[0,1] under H0:y¼y0, so is asymptotically

pivotal. Therefore compute t� ¼ ðŷ� � ŷÞ=sŷ� for each boot-

strap resample and use quantiles of t�ð1Þ; :::;t
�
ðBÞ to compute

critical values and p-values. Note that t� is centered around ŷ
because the bootstrap views the sample as the population, so ŷ
is the population value.

A 95% percentile t-confidence interval for scalar y is

ðŷþ t�½:025�sŷ, ŷþ t�½:975�sŷÞ, where t�½a� is the ath quantile of

t�ð1Þ; :::;t
�
ðBÞ. A percentile-t Wald test rejects H0:y¼y0 against

Ha:yay0 at level 0.05 if t ¼ ðŷ� y0Þ=sŷ falls outside the

interval ðt�½:025�,t
�
½:975�Þ.

Two commonly used alternative methods to obtain con-

fidence intervals with asymptotic refinement are the following.

The bias-corrected method is a modification of the percentile

method that incorporates a bootstrap estimate of the finite-

sample bias in ŷ. For example, if the estimator is upward

biased, as measured by estimated median bias, then the

confidence interval is moved to the left. The bias-corrected

accelerated confidence interval is an adjustment to the bias-

corrected method that adds an acceleration component that

permits the asymptotic variance of ŷ to vary with y.

Theory shows that bootstrap methods with asymptotic re-

finement outperform conventional asymptotic methods as

N-N. For example, a nominal 95% confidence interval with

asymptotic refinement has a coverage rate of 0:95þOðN�1Þ
rather than 0:95þOðN�1=2Þ. This does not guarantee better

performance in typical sized finite samples, but Monte Carlo

studies generally confirm this to be the case. Bootstraps with

refinement require a larger number of bootstraps than rec-

ommended in the previous subsection, as the critical values lie

in the tails of the distribution. A common choice is B¼999,

with B chosen so that Bþ 1 is divisible by the significance level

100a.

Jackknife

The jackknife is an alternative resampling scheme used for bias

correction and variance estimation that predates the

bootstrap.

Let ŷ be the original sample estimate of y, let ŷð�iÞ denote

the parameter estimate from the sample with the ith obser-

vation deleted, i¼1,y,N, and let ŷ¼N�1
PN

i ¼ 1 ŷð�iÞ denote

the average of the N jackknife estimates. The bias-corrected

jackknife estimate of y equals Nŷ� ðN � 1Þŷ, the sum of the

N pseudovalues ŷ
�
ð�iÞ ¼Nŷ� ðN � 1Þŷð�iÞ that provide meas-

ures of the importance or influence of the ith observation

estimating ŷ.

The variance of these N pseudovalues can be used to esti-

mate V½ŷ�, yielding the leave-one-out jackknife estimate of

variance:

V̂Jack ŷ
h i
¼ 1

NðN � 1Þ
XN

i ¼ 1
ðŷ�ð�iÞ � ŷÞðŷ�ð�iÞ � ŷÞ0


 �

A variation replaces ŷ with ŷ.

The jackknife requires N resamples, requiring more com-

putation than the bootstrap if N is large. The jackknife does

not depend on random draws, unlike the bootstrap, so is often

used to compute standard errors for published official

statistics.

Permutation Tests

Permutation tests derive the distribution of a test statistic by

obtaining all possible values of the test statistic under appro-

priate rearrangement of the data under the null hypothesis.

Consider scalar regression, so yi¼b1þ b2xiþ ui, i¼1,y,N,

and Wald test of H0:b2¼0 based on t ¼ b̂2=sb̂2
. Regress each of

the N! unique permutations of (y1,y,yN) on the regressors

(x1,y,xN) and in each case calculate the t-statistic for

H0:b2¼0. Then the p-value for the original test statistic is

obtained directly from the ordered distribution of the N!

t-statistics.

Permutation tests are most often used to test whether two

samples come from the same distribution, using the difference

in means test. This is a special case of the previous example,

where xi is an indicator variable equal to one for observations

coming from the second sample.

Permutation methods are seldom used in multiple re-

gression, though several different ways to extend this method

have been proposed. Anderson and Robinson (2001) review

these methods and argue that it is best to permute residuals

obtained from estimating the model under H0, a method

proposed by Freedman and Lane (1983).

Conclusion

This survey is restricted to classical inference methods for

parametric models. It does not consider Bayesian inference,

inference following nonparametric and semiparametric
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estimation, or time series complications such as models with

unit roots and cointegration.

The graduate-level econometrics texts by Cameron and

Trivedi (2005), Greene (2012) and Wooldridge (2010) cover

especially sections Inference and Model Tests and Diagnostics;

see also Jones (2000) for a survey of health econometrics

models and relevant chapters in this volume. The biostatistics

literature for nonlinear models emphasizes estimators for

generalized linear models; the classic reference is McCullagh

and Nelder (1989). For the resampling methods in section

Bootstrap and Other Resampling Methods, Efron and

Tibsharani (1993) is a standard accessible reference; see also

Davison and Hinkley (1997) and, for implementation,

Cameron and Trivedi (2010).

See also: Instrumental Variables: Methods. Models for Count Data.
Models for Discrete/Ordered Outcomes and Choice Models. Panel
Data and Difference-in-Differences Estimation. Primer on the Use of
Bayesian Methods in Health Economics. Spatial Econometrics: Theory
and Applications in Health Economics. Survey Sampling and
Weighting
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Policy Relevance

The general issue of balancing the value of evidence about the

performance of a technology and the value of providing pa-

tients with access to a technology can be seen as central to a

number of policy questions in many different types of health-

care systems (HCS). For example, decisions about approval or

reimbursement of new drugs are increasingly being made

close to their launch when the evidence base to support their

use is least mature and when there may be substantial un-

certainty surrounding their cost effectiveness. In these cir-

cumstances, further evidence maybe particularly valuable as it

will lead to better decisions about the use of the technology,

which would improve patient outcomes and/or reduce re-

source costs. Therefore, it is useful to establish the key prin-

ciples of what assessments are needed to decide whether there

is sufficient evidence to support reimbursement or recom-

mending the use of a new drug, whether it should be approved

but additional evidence sort or whether its widespread use

should be restricted until the additional evidence is available.

Such assessments can help to inform the questions posed by

coverage with evidence development and managed entry in

many health-care systems including restricting approval to

‘only in research’ which is part of the UK National Institute for

Heath and Clinical Excellence (NICE) statutes.

If there are constraints on the growth of health-care ex-

penditure, then approving a more costly technology will dis-

place other activities that would have otherwise generated

improvements in health for other patients, as well as other

socially valuable activities outside health care. If the objective

of a HCS is to improve health outcomes across the population

it serves then, even if a technology is expected to be more

effective, the health gained must be compared to the health

expected to be forgone elsewhere as a consequence of add-

itional costs, i.e., whether the technology is expected to be cost

effective and offer positive net health benefits (NHB) (other

effects, e.g., on consumption, can also be expressed as their

health equivalent). An assessment of expected cost effective-

ness or NHB relies on evidence about effectiveness, impact on

long-term overall health and potential harms, as well as

additional health-care costs together with some assessment of

what health is likely to be forgone as a consequence (the cost-

effectiveness threshold).

Such assessments are inevitably uncertain and, without

sufficient and good quality evidence, decisions about the use

of technologies will also be uncertain. There will be a chance

that the resources committed by the approval of a new tech-

nology may be wasted if the expected positive net health ef-

fects are not realized. Equally, rejecting a new technology will

risk failing to provide access to a valuable intervention if the

net health effects prove to be greater than expected. Therefore,

if the social objective is to improve overall health for both

current and future patients then the need for and the value of

additional evidence is an important consideration when

making decisions about the use of technologies. This is even

more critical once it is recognized that the approval of a

technology for widespread use might reduce the prospects of

conducting the type of research that would provide the evi-

dence needed. In these circumstances there will be a trade-off

between the net health effects for current patients from early

access to a cost-effective technology and the health benefits for

future patients from withholding approval until valuable re-

search has been conducted.

Research also consumes valuable resources which could

have been devoted to patient care, or other more valuable

research priorities. Also uncertain events in the near or distant

future may change the value of the technology and the need

for evidence (e.g., prices of existing technologies, the entry of

new technologies and other evidence about the performance

of technologies as well as the natural history of disease). In

addition, implementing a decision to approve a new tech-

nology may commit resources which cannot subsequently be

recovered if a decision to approve or reimburse might change

in the future (e.g., due to research reporting). Therefore, ap-

propriate research and coverage decisions will depend on

whether the expected benefits of research are likely to exceed

the costs and whether any benefits of early approval or re-

imbursement are greater than withholding approval until

additional research is conducted or other sources of un-

certainty are resolved. Methods of analysis which provide a

quantitative assessment of the potential benefits of acquiring

further evidence allow research and reimbursement decisions

to be addressed explicitly and accountably.

The Value of Additional Evidence

The principles of value of information analysis have a firm

foundation in statistical decision theory with closely related

concepts and methods in mathematics and financial eco-

nomics with diverse applications in business decisions, en-

gineering, environmental risk analysis, and financial and

environmental economics. There are now many applications

in health, some commissioned to directly inform policy and

others published in specialist as well as general medical and

health policy journals. Most commonly these methods of

analysis have been applied in the context of probabilistic de-

cision analytic models used to estimate expected cost effect-

iveness of alternative interventions. However, the same type of

analysis can also be used to extend standard methods of sys-

tematic review and meta-analysis. Indeed the principles or

value of information analysis can also be used as a conceptual

framework for qualitative assessment of how important

uncertainty might be and the relative priority of alternative

research topics and proposals.

Additional evidence is valuable because it can improve

patient outcomes by resolving existing uncertainty about the

cost effectiveness of the interventions available, thereby
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informing treatment choice for subsequent patients. For ex-

ample, the balance of existing evidence might suggest that a

particular intervention is expected to be cost effective and offer

the greatest NHB, but there will be a chance that others are in

fact more cost effective, offering higher NHB to the HCS. If

treatment choice is based on existing evidence then there will

be a chance that other interventions would have improved

overall health outcomes to a greater extent, i.e., there are

adverse net health consequences associated with uncertainty.

The scale of uncertainty can be indicated by the results of

probabilistic analysis of a decision analytic model and/or

based on the results of a meta-analysis of the evidence rele-

vant to the choice between interventions. The expected con-

sequences of this uncertainty can be expressed in terms of

NHB or the equivalent HCS resources that would be required

to generate the same net health effects. These expected con-

sequences can be interpreted as an estimate of the NHB that

could potentially be gained per patient if the uncertainty

surrounding their treatment choice could be resolved, i.e., it

indicates an upper bound on the expected NHB of further

research.

Expected Value of Perfect Information

More formally, if there are alternative interventions (j), where

the NHB of each depends on uncertain parameters that may

take a range of possible values (y), the best decision based on

the information currently available would be to choose the

intervention that is expected to offer the maximum net benefit

(i.e., maxj Ey NHB(j, y)). If the uncertainty could be fully re-

solved (with perfect information), the decision maker would

know which value y would take before choosing between the

alternative interventions. They would be able to select the

intervention that provides the maximum NHB for each par-

ticular value of y (i.e., maxj NHB(j, y)). However, when a de-

cision about whether further research should be undertaken is

made, the results (the true values of y) are necessarily un-

known. Therefore, the expected NHB of a decision taken when

uncertainties are fully resolved (with perfect information) is

then found by averaging these maximum net benefits over all

the possible results of research that would provide perfect

information (over the joint distribution of y); Ey maxj NB(j, y).

The expected value of perfect information (EVPI) for an in-

dividual patient is simply the difference between the expected

value of the decision made with perfect information about the

uncertain parameters y, and the decision made on the basis

of existing evidence (EVPI¼Ey maxj NB(j, y) � maxj Ey NHB

(j, y)).

Once the results of research are available they can be used

to inform treatment choice for all subsequent patients.

Therefore, the potential expected benefit of research (EVPI)

needs to be expressed for the population of patients that can

benefit from it. The population EVPI will increase with the size

of the patient population whose treatment choice can be in-

formed by additional evidence and the time over which evi-

dence about the cost effectiveness of these interventions is

expected to be useful, but will tend to decline with the time

that research is likely to take to be commissioned, conducted

and report.

Time Horizons for Research Decisions

The information generated by research will not be valuable

indefinitely, because other changes occur over time, which will

have an impact on the future value of the information gen-

erated by research that can be commissioned today. For ex-

ample, over time the prices of the alternative technologies are

likely to change (e.g., patent expiry of branded drugs and the

entry of generics versions) and new and more effective inter-

ventions become available which will eventually make current

comparators obsolete, so information about their effectiveness

will no longer be relevant to future clinical practice. Other

information may also become available in the future which

will also impact on the value of the evidence generated by

research that can be commissioned today. For example, other

evaluative research might be (or may already have been)

commissioned by other bodies or HCS, that may resolve much

of the uncertainty anyway. Also, this research or other more

basic science may fundamentally change our understanding of

disease processes and effective mechanisms. Finally, as more

information about individual effects is acquired through

greater understanding of the reasons for variability in patient

outcomes, the value of evidence that can resolve uncertainty in

expected or average effects for the patient population and/or

it’s subpopulations will decline (see Section Uncertainty,

Variability, and Individualized Care). For all these reasons

there will be a finite time horizon for the expected benefits of

additional evidence, i.e., there will be a point at which the

additional evidence that can be acquired by commissioning

research today will no longer be valuable.

The actual time horizon for a particular research decision is

unknown, because it is a proxy for a complex, and uncertain

process of future changes. Nonetheless some judgment, whe-

ther made implicitly or explicitly, is unavoidable when making

decisions about research priorities. Some assessment is pos-

sible based on historical evidence and judgments about

whether a particular area is more likely to see earlier patent

expiration, future innovations, other evaluative research, and

the development of individualized care (e.g., where diagnostic

technologies, application of genomics, and the development

of evidence-based algorithms are rapidly developing). Infor-

mation can also be acquired about trials that are already

planned and underway around the world (e.g., various trial

registries) and future innovations from registered patents and/

or phase I and II trials as well as licensing applications,

combined with historic evidence on the probability of ap-

proval and diffusion. For these reasons, an assessment of an

appropriate time horizon may differ across different clinical

areas and specific research proposals. The incidence of patients

who can benefit from the additional evidence may also change

over time, although not necessarily decline as other types

of effective health-care change competing risks. However,

in some areas recent innovations might suggest a pre-

dictable decline, e.g., the decline in the incidence of cervical

cancer following the development of the HPV vaccine.

Research Prioritization Decisions

Two questions are posed when considering whether further

research should be prioritized and commissioned: Are the
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potential expected NHB of additional evidence (population

EVPI) sufficient to regard the type of research likely to be

required as potentially worthwhile; and should it be priori-

tized over other research that could be commissioned with the

same resources? Of course, these assessments require some

consideration of the period of time over which the additional

evidence generated by research is likely to be relevant; as well

as the time likely to be taken for proposed research to be

commissioned, conducted and report.

One way to address the question is to ask whether the HCS

could generate similar expected NHB more effectively else-

where, or equivalently whether the costs of the research would

generate more NHB if these resources were made available to

the HCS to provide health care. Very recent work in the UK has

estimated the relationship between changes in NHS expend-

iture and health outcomes. This work suggests that the NHS

spends approximately d75 000 to avoid one premature death,

d25 000 to gain one life year and somewhat less than d20 000

to gain one quality-adjusted life-year (QALY). Using these

estimates proposed research that, for example, costs d2 mil-

lion could have been used to avoid 27 deaths and generate

more than 100 QALY elsewhere in the NHS. If these oppor-

tunity costs of research are substantially less than the expected

benefits (population EVPI) then it would suggest that the

proposed research is potentially worthwhile.

However, most research funders have limited resources

(with constraints relevant to a budgetary period) and cannot

draw directly on the other (or future) resources of the HCS.

Therefore, even if the population EVPI of proposed research

exceeds the opportunity costs it is possible that other research

may be even more valuable. If similar analysis is conducted for

all proposals competing for limited research resources it does

become possible to identify a short list of those which are

likely to be worthwhile and then select from these those that

are likely to offer the greatest value.

Research and Reimbursement Decisions

It should be noted that the population EVPI represents only

the potential or maximum expected benefits of actual research

that could be conducted for two reasons: no research, no

matter how large the sample size or how assiduously con-

ducted can resolve all uncertainty and provide perfect infor-

mation; and there are usually a large number of uncertain

parameters that contribute to y and are relevant to differences

in NHB of the alternative interventions – most research de-

signs will not provide information about all of them. None-

theless EVPI does provide an upper bound to the value of

conducting further research, so when compared with the op-

portunity cost of conducting research (e.g., the health

equivalent of the resources required) it can provide a necessary

condition for a decision to conduct further research while the

intervention is approved for widespread use. It also provides a

sufficient condition for early approval when approval would

mean that the type of further research needed would not be

possible or too costly to be worthwhile (e.g., because there

would be a lack of incentives for manufacturers, or further

randomized trials would not be regarded as ethical and/or

would be unable to recruit). In these circumstances the

population EVPI represents an upper bound on the benefits to

future patients that would be forgone or the opportunity costs

of early approval based on existing evidence.

What Type of Evidence?

The type of analysis described above indicates the potential

value of resolving all the uncertainty surrounding the choice

between alternative the interventions. However, it would be

useful to have an indication of which sources of uncertainty

are most important and what type of additional evidence

would be most valuable. This can start to indicate the type of

research design that is likely to be required, whether the type

of research required will be possible once a new technology

is approved for widespread use as well as indicating the

sequence in which different studies might be conducted.

Expected Value of Perfect Parameter Information

The potential expected benefits of resolving the different

sources of uncertainty that determine the NHB of the alter-

native interventions can be established using the same prin-

ciples. For example, if the NHB of each intervention (j)

depends on two (groups of) uncertain parameters (y1 and y2)

that may take a range of possible values, the best decision

based on current information is still to choose the inter-

vention that is expected to offer the maximum net benefit (i.e.,

maxj Ey2,y1 NHB(j, y1, y2)). If the uncertainty associated with

only one of these groups of parameters (y1) could be fully

resolved (i.e., with perfect parameter information), the de-

cision maker would know which value y1 would take before

choosing between the alternative interventions. However,

the values of the other parameters (y2) remain uncertain so

the best they can do is to select the intervention that provides

the maximum expected NHB for each value of y1 (i.e., maxj

Ey29y1 NHB(j, y1, y2)). Which particular value y1 will take is

unknown before research is conducted so the expected NHB

when uncertainty associated with y1 is fully resolved is the

average of these maximum net benefits over all the possible

values of y1, (i.e., Ey1 maxj Ey29y1 NHB(j, y1, y2)). The expected

value of perfect parameter information about y1 (EVPPI y1) is

simply the difference between the expected value of the

decisions made with perfect information about y1, and a

decision based on existing evidence (EVPI¼Ey1 maxj Ey29y1

NHB(j, y1, y2) � maxj Ey2,y1 NHB(j, y1, y2)).

It should be noted that this describes a general solution for

nonlinear models. However, it is computationally intensive

because it requires an inner loop of simulation to estimate the

expected NHB for each value of y1 (Ey29y1 NHB(j, y1, y2)), as

well outer loop of simulation to sample the possible value y1

could take. The computational requirements can be somewhat

simplified if there is a multilinear relationship between the

parameters and net benefit. If the model is multilinear in y2,

the parameters in y2 are uncorrelated with each other and y1

and y2 are independent then the inner loop of simulation is

unnecessary (using the mean values of y2 will return the

correct estimate of Ey29y1 NHB(j, y1, y2)).
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Sequence of Research

This type of analysis can be used to focus research on the type

of evidence that will be most important by identifying those

parameters for which more precise estimates would be most

valuable. In some circumstances, this will indicate which

endpoints should be included in further experimental re-

search. In other circumstances, it may focus research on get-

ting more precise estimates of particular parameters that may

not necessarily require experimental design and can be pro-

vided relatively quickly. This type of analysis can be extended

to consider the sequence in which different types of study

might be conducted, e.g., whether: no research; research about

y1 and y2 simultaneously; y1 first and then y2 depending on

the results of y1 research; or y2 first and then y1 depending

on the results of y2 research, would be the most valuable

research decision.

Informing Research Design

Identifying which sources of uncertainty are most important

and what type of evidence is likely to be most valuable is

useful in two respects. It can help to identify the type of re-

search design that is likely to be required (e.g., an randomized

controlled trial (RCT) may be needed to avoid the risk of

selection bias if additional evidence about the relative effect of

an intervention is required) and identify the most important

endpoints to include in any particular research design. It can

also be used to consider whether there are other types of re-

search that could be conducted relatively quickly (and

cheaply) before more lengthy and expensive research (e.g., a

large RCT) is really needed (i.e., the sequence of research that

might be most effective).

Estimates of EVPI and EVPPI only provide a necessary

condition for conducting further research. To establish a suf-

ficient condition to decide if further research will be worth-

while and identify efficient research design, estimates of the

expected benefits and the cost of sample information are

required.

The same value of information analysis framework can be

extended to establish the expected value of sample infor-

mation (EVSI) for particular research designs.

Expected Value of Sample Information

For example, a sample of n on y will provide a sample result D.

If the sample result was known the best decision would be to

choose the alternative with the maximum expected net benefit

when the estimates of the NHB of each alternative was based

on the sample result (averaged over the posterior distribution

of the net benefit given the sample result D). However, which

particular sample result will be realized when the research

reports is unknown. The expected value of acquiring a sample

of n on y is the found by averaging these maximum expected

net benefits over the distribution of possible sample results, D,

i.e., the expectation over the predictive distribution of the

sample results D conditional on y, averaged over the possible

values of y (the prior distribution of y). The additional ex-

pected benefit of sample information (EVSI) is simply the

difference between the expected value of a decision made with

sample information and the expected value with current

information.

The EVSI calculations require the likelihood for the data

to be conjugate with the prior so there is an analytic solution

to combining the prior distribution of y with the predicted

sample result (D) to form a predicted posterior. If the prior

and likelihood are not conjugate, the computational burden

of using numerical methods to form predicted posteriors is

considerable. Even with conjugacy, EVSI still requires intensive

computation if the relationship between the sampled par-

ameters (end points in the research design) and differences in

the NHB of the alternatives are nonlinear.

Optimal Sample Size and Other Aspects of Research Design

To establish the optimal sample size for a particular type

of study these calculations need to be repeated for a range of

sample sizes. The difference between the EVSI and the costs of

acquiring the sample information is the expected net benefit

of sample information (ENBS) or the societal payoff to re-

search. The optimal sample size is simply the value of n that

generates the maximum ENBS. As well as sample size the same

type of analysis can be used to evaluate a range of different

dimensions of research design such as which endpoints to

include, which interventions should be compared, and the

length of follow-up. The best design is the one that provides

the greatest ENBS. The same type of analysis can also be used

to identify whether a combination of different types of study

might be required (an optimal portfolio of research). It should

be recognized that the costs of research not only include the

resources consumed in conducting it but also the opportunity

costs (NHB forgone) falling on those patients enrolled in the

research and those whose treatment choice can be informed

once the research reports. Therefore, optimal research design

will depend, among other things, on whether or not patients

have access to the new technology while the research is being

conducted and how long it will take before it reports (deter-

mined by length of follow-up and recruitment rates). It is also

possible to take account of likely implementation of research

findings in research design, e.g., if an impact on clinical

practice depends on the trial reporting a statistically significant

result for a particular effect size (and there are no other

effective ways to ensure implementation) this will influence

optimal sample size as well.

The Value of Commissioned Research

Research decisions require an assessment of the expected po-

tential value of future research before the actual results that

will be reported in the future are known. Therefore, using

hindsight to inform research prioritization decisions is in-

appropriate for two reasons: (1) such an (ex post) assessment

cannot directly address the (ex ante) question posed in re-

search prioritization decisions; and (2) assessing the (ex post)

value of research with hindsight is potentially misleading if

used to judge whether or not the original (ex ante) decision to

prioritize and commission it was appropriate. This is because

the findings of research are only one realization of the un-

certainty about potential results that could have been found
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when the decision to prioritize and commission research must

be taken.

It is useful and instructive, however, to reconsider the an-

alysis set out above once the results of research become

available by updating the synthesis of evidence, reestimating

the NHB of the alternative interventions and updating the

value of information analysis to consider whether the research

was indeed definitive (the potential benefits of acquiring

additional evidence does not justify the costs of further re-

search) or whether more or different types of evidence might

be required. Therefore, value of information analysis can also

provide the analytic framework to consider when to stop a

clinical trial, how to allocate patients between the arms of a

trial as evidence accumulates (sequential and group sequential

designs) and when other types of evidence might become

more important as the results of research are realized

over time.

Value of Implementation

Overall health outcomes can also be improved by ensuring

that the accumulating findings of research are implemented

and have an impact on clinical practice. Indeed, the potential

improvements in health outcome by encouraging the imple-

mentation of what existing evidence suggests is the most

cost-effective intervention may well exceed the potential im-

provements in NHB through conducting further research.

The distinction between these two very different ways to

improve overall health outcomes is important because, al-

though the results of additional research may influence clin-

ical practice and may contribute to the implementation of

research findings, it is certainly not the only, or necessarily the

most effective, way to do so. Insofar as there are other more

effective mechanisms (e.g., more effective dissemination of

existing evidence) or policies (e.g., those that offer incentives

and/or sanctions), than continuing to conduct research to

influence clinical practice, rather than because there is real

value in acquiring additional evidence itself, would seem in-

appropriate, because research resources could have been used

elsewhere to acquire additional evidence in areas where it

would have offered greater potential NHB.

Clearly, the potential health benefits of conducting further

research will only be realized (health outcomes actually im-

prove and/or resources are saved) if the findings of the re-

search do indeed have an impact on clinical practice.

Recognizing that there are very many ways to influence the

implementation of what current evidence suggests, other than

by conducting more research, is important when considering

other policies to improve implementation of research findings

instead of, or in combination with, conducting further re-

search. However, the importance of implementing the findings

of proposed research might influence consideration of its

priority and research design in a number of ways. If it is very

unlikely that the findings of proposed research will be im-

plemented and other mechanisms are unlikely to be effective

or used, then other areas of research where smaller potential

benefits are more likely to be realized might be prioritized. If

the impact of research on clinical practice is likely to require

highly statistically significant results this will influence the

design, cost, and time taken for research to report and there-

fore its relative priority. It maybe that a larger clinical differ-

ence in effectiveness would need to be demonstrated before

research would have impact on clinical practice. This will tend

to reduce the potential benefits of further research as well

because large differences are less likely to be found than

small ones.

Decisions Based on the Balance of Existing Evidence?

It should be recognized that restricting attention to whether or

not the result of a clinical trial, a meta-analysis of existing

trials, or the results of a cost-effectiveness analysis offer stat-

istically significant results is unhelpful for a number of rea-

sons: it provides only a partial summary of the uncertainty

associated with the cost effectiveness of an intervention, nor

does it indicate the importance of the uncertainty for overall

patient outcomes or the potential gains in NHB that might be

expected from acquiring additional evidence that could re-

solve it. Of course, failing to implement an intervention which

is expected to offer the greatest NHB will impose unnecessary

opportunity cost. This suggest that always waiting to imple-

ment research findings until the traditional rules of statistical

significance are achieved (whether based on frequentist hy-

pothesis testing or on Bayesian bench mark error prob-

abilities) may well come at some considerable cost to patient

outcomes and HCS resources.

However, once uncertainty and the value of additional

evidence is recognized there are a number of issues that need

to be considered before decisions to approve or reimburse a

new technology can be based on the balance of accumulated

evidence, i.e., expected cost effectiveness and expected NHB:

1. As already discussed, if early approval or reimbursement

means that the type of research required to generate the

evidence needed is impossible or more difficult to conduct

then the expected value of additional evidence that will be

forgone by approval needs to be considered alongside the

expected benefits of early implementation.

2. Insofar as widespread use of an intervention will be dif-

ficult to reverse if subsequent research demonstrates that it

is not cost effective (e.g., where it would require resources

and effort as well as take time to achieve), then account

must be taken of the consequences of this possibility (i.e.,

the opportunity costs associated the chance that research

finding that the intervention is not cost effective but being

unable to immediately implement these findings and

withdraw its use).

3. If an intervention offers longer-term benefits which will

ultimately justify initial treatment costs (e.g., any effect on

mortality risk) its approval or reimbursement is likely to

commit initial losses of NHB compensated by later ex-

pected gains. In these circumstances its approval or re-

imbursement commits irrecoverable opportunity costs for

each patient treated. If the uncertainty about it costs-

effectiveness might be resolved in the future (e.g., due to

commissioned research reporting) then if may be better to

withhold approval or reimbursement until the research

findings are available even if the research could be con-

ducted while the technology is in widespread use. This is
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more likely to be the case when a decision to delay initi-

ation of treatment is possible and associated with more

limited health impacts (e.g., in chronic and stable

conditions).

4. There is a common and quite natural aversion to iatrogenic

effects, i.e., health lost through adopting an intervention

not in widespread use tends to be regarded as of greater

concern than the same health lost through continuing to

use existing interventions that are less effective than others

available. However, it should be noted that the con-

sequences for patients are symmetrical and this ‘aversion’

also depends entirely on which intervention happened to

have diffused into common clinical practice first.

These considerations can inform an assessment of whether

more health might be gained through efforts to implement the

findings of existing research or by acquiring more evidence to

inform which intervention is most cost effective. Although

there are many circumstances where approval or reimburse-

ment should not be simply based on the balance of evidence

(i.e., expected cost effectiveness or expected NHB), it should

be noted that these considerations are likely to differ between

decisions and certainly do not lead to a single ‘rule’ based on

notions of the statistical significance of the results of a par-

ticular study, a meta-analysis of existing studies, or the results

of a cost-effectiveness analysis. They can be, and have been,

dealt with explicitly and quantitatively within well conducted

value of information analysis.

Uncertainty, Variability, and Individualized Care

It is important to make a clear distinction between un-

certainty, variability, and heterogeneity. Uncertainty refers to

the fact that we do not know what the expected effects will be

of using an intervention in a particular population of patients

(i.e., the NHB of an intervention on average). This remains the

case even if all patients within this population have the same

observed characteristics. Additional evidence can reduce un-

certainty and provide a more precise estimate of the expected

effects in the whole population or within subpopulations that

might be defined based on different observed characteristics.

Variability refers to the fact that individual responses to an

intervention will differ within the population or even in a

subpopulation of patients with the same observed character-

istics. Therefore, this natural variation in responses cannot be

reduced by acquiring additional evidence about the expected

or average effect. Heterogeneity refers to those individual dif-

ferences in response that can be associated with differences in

observed characteristics, i.e., where the sources of natural

variability can be identified and understood. As more becomes

known about the sources of variability (as variability is turned

into heterogeneity) the patient population can be partitioned

into subpopulations or subgroups, each with a different esti-

mate of the expected effect of the intervention and the

uncertainty associated with it. Ultimately, as more sources of

variability become known the subpopulations become

individual patients, i.e., individualized care.

Overall patient outcomes can be improved by either ac-

quiring additional evidence to resolve the uncertainty in the

expected effects of an intervention, and/or by understanding

the sources of variability and dividing the population into

finer subgroups where the intervention will be expected to be

cost effective in some but not in others. However, a greater

understanding of heterogeneity also has an impact on the

value of additional evidence. As more subgroups can be de-

fined the precision of the estimates of effect is necessarily re-

duced (the same amount of evidence offers fewer observations

in each subgroup). However, the uncertainty about which

intervention is most cost effective may be reduced in some

(e.g., where it is particularly effective or positively harmful),

but increase in others. Therefore, the expected consequences of

uncertainty per patient, or value of additional evidence per

patient may be higher or lower in particular subgroups. The

expected value of evidence across the whole population (the

sum across all subgroups of the population) may rise or fall.

However, in the limit as more sources of variability are ob-

served the value of additional evidence will fall. Indeed, if all

sources of variability could be observed then there would be

no uncertainty at all.

Value of information analysis can be applied within each

subgroup identified based on existing evidence. Conducting an

analysis of the expected health benefits of additional evidence

by subgroups is useful because it can indicate which types of

patient need to be included in any future research design and

others that could be excluded. Although the potential value of

additional evidence about the whole population is simply the

sum of values for each of its subpopulations, the value of ac-

quiring evidence within only one subgroups depends on whe-

ther that evidence can inform decisions in others. For example,

if subgroups are identified based on differing base line risks

then evidence about the relative effect of an intervention in one

subgroup might also inform relative effect in others so the value

of research conducted in one of the subgroups should take

account of the value it will generate in others. However, evi-

dence about a subgroup specific baseline risk might not be

relevant and offer value in others. In principle, these questions

of exchangeability of evidence can be informed by how existing

evidence and ought to be reflected in how it is synthesized and

the uncertainties characterized.

Therefore there is potential value of research which might

not resolve uncertainty but instead reveal the reasons for

variability in outcome; informing which subgroups could

benefit most from an intervention, or the choice of the

physician patient dyad in selecting care given their symptoms,

history and preferences (i.e., individualized care). This type of

research may be very different from the type of evaluative re-

search that reduces uncertainty about estimates of effect. For

example, it might include: diagnostic procedures and tech-

nologies, pharmacogenetics; analysis of observational data

and treatment selection as well as novel trial designs which

can reveal something of the joint distribution of effects. Much

methodological and applied work has been conducted in this

rapidly developing area. There is an opportunity to explore

ways of estimating the potential value of such research (the

expected benefits of heterogeneity) based only on existing

evidence. This would provide a very useful complement to

estimates of EVPI and EVPPI. It would allow policy makers to

consider whether HCS resources should be invested in: pro-

viding early access to new technologies; ensuring the findings
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of existing (or commissioned) research are (or will be) im-

plemented; conducting research to provide additional evi-

dence about particular sources of uncertainty in some (or all)

subgroups; or conducting research which can lead to a better

understanding of variability in effects. Of course some com-

bination of these policy choices may well offer the greatest

impact on overall health outcomes.

Value of Information and Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

The discussion of value of information analysis has been

founded on a HCS which faces some constraints on the

growth of health-care expenditure so additional HCS costs

displace other care that would have otherwise generated im-

provements in health. In the UK recent estimates of the rate at

which health-care cost displace health elsewhere (the cost-

effectiveness threshold) are now available. However, in all

HCS new technologies impose costs (or offer benefits), which

fall outside the health care and displace private consumption

rather than health. If some consumption value of health is

specified then these other effects can also be expressed as their

health equivalent and included in the expression for NHB.

Impacts on health, HCS resources, and consumption can also

be expressed in terms of the equivalent net private con-

sumption effects or the equivalent HCS resources (these

monetary values will only be the same if the estimate of the

threshold is the same as some consumption value of health).

Therefore the methods of analysis outlined above are not re-

stricted to cost-effectiveness analysis applied in HCS which

have administrative budget constraints and/or where decision

making bodies disregard effects outside the HCS. It is just as

relevant to an appropriately conducted cost-benefit analysis

(one which accounts for the shadow price of any constraints

on health-care expenditure).

Equally the principles of value of information analysis can

be usefully applied even in circumstances where decision

making bodies are unwilling or unable to explicitly include

any form of economic analysis in their decision making pro-

cess. For example, a quantitative assessment of the expected

health (rather than net health) benefits of additional evidence

is possible by applying value of information analysis to the

results of standard methods of systematic review and meta-

analysis. Insofar as there are additional costs associated with

more effective interventions this will tend to overestimate the

expected NHB of additional evidence. Also the endpoints in-

cluded in the meta-analysis of previous trials may not capture

all valuable aspects of health outcome. For example, although

mortality following acute myocardial infarction maybe the

appropriate primary outcome in the evaluation of early

thrombolysis, it is not necessarily the only relevant outcome.

Stroke and its consequences are also very relevant as well as

length of survival and the type of health experienced in the

additional years of life associated with mortality effects.

Specifying a minimum clinical difference required to

change clinical practice is one way to incorporate concerns

about potential adverse events and other consequences of

recommending a more effective intervention, including the

additional costs, albeit implicitly. This concept of an effect

size has been central to the design of clinical research and

determines the sample size in most clinical trials. The effect

size does not represent what is expected to be found by the

research, but the difference in outcomes that would need to

be detected for the results to be regarded as clinically sig-

nificant and have an impact on clinical practice. The same

concept can be used to report estimates of the expected heath

benefits of additional evidence for a range of minimum

clinical differences (MCD) in outcomes. The value of add-

itional evidence and the need for further research depends on

the clinical difference in key aspects of outcome that would

be need to be demonstrated before clinical practice ‘should’

or is likely to change. There are a number of circumstances

where a larger MCD might be required. For example: (1)

where the quantitative analysis is restricted to the primary

endpoint reported in existing clinical trials but there other

important aspects of outcome that are not captured in this

endpoint (e.g., adverse events or quality of life impacts that

have not been accounted for in the meta-analysis); (2) when

there is an impact on HCS costs, out of pocket expenses for

patients or the wider economy; and (3) it maybe that larger

clinical difference in effectiveness would need to be dem-

onstrated before research would have an impact on practice

and the findings of proposed research would be widely

implemented.

Requiring that further research must demonstrate larger

differences in effect will tend to reduce its expected potential

benefits because large differences are less likely to be found

than smaller ones. Specifying an MCD through some form of

deliberative process would implicitly account for the other

unquantified aspects of outcome, HCS costs and other non-

health effects. Of course decision makers would need to

consider whether proposed research is still a priority at an

MCD that is regarded as sufficient to account for these other

effects. Importantly, whatever the policy context, the principles

and established methods of value of information analysis are

relevant to a wide range of different types of HCS and decision

making contexts and should not be regarded as being re-

stricted to situations where probabilistic decision analytic

models to estimate cost effectiveness based on QALYs as a

measure of health are available and routinely used within the

decision making process.

See also: Analysing Heterogeneity to Support Decision Making.
Decision Analysis: Eliciting Experts’ Beliefs to Characterize
Uncertainties. Economic Evaluation, Uncertainty in. Policy Responses
to Uncertainty in Healthcare Resource Allocation Decision Processes.
Statistical Issues in Economic Evaluations. Synthesizing Clinical
Evidence for Economic Evaluation
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Introduction

Health economists frequently face the challenge of estimating

causal relationships in the absence of controlled experiments.

For example, a long-standing issue in economics and in other

disciplines is unraveling the observed relationship between

education and health. Countless studies have documented a

positive correlation between these outcomes, but fewer have

successfully addressed the causal impact of education and

health. In principle, randomized controlled trials (RCTs)

could be used, but it is difficult to experimentally manipulate

levels of education. Instrumental variables (IV) methods can

be used when the real world provides some quasiexperimental

variation in education. In this article, the use and the limi-

tations of the IV approach are discussed. The authors illustrate

how IV approach works, review its relationship with the ex-

perimental approach, identify the properties of good natural

experiments, and discuss the statistical properties of the IV

estimator when the natural experiment is less than ideal.

The Instrumental Variables Estimator

An Intuitive Explanation for the Univariate Model

Consider the statistical properties of the linear IV estimator. For

the sake of simplicity, the univariate case is presented, and the

constant is suppressed by assuming that all variables are ex-

pressed as deviations from their respective sample means.

Suppose that the effect of a broadly defined ‘treatment,’ x, on an

outcome y is to be estimated. Data on y and x are collected for a

random sample of n observations; yi and xi denote the values of

these variables for the ith observation. The treatment affects the

outcome according to a linear regression of the form

yi ¼ bxi þ ui ½1�

where b is an unknown parameter to be estimated and ui is an

unobserved error term, interpreted as all causes of yi other

than xi. Here, b is interpreted as the causal effect of x on y, and

x and u are possibly correlated. The variables u and x will be

correlated if there are variables unobserved to the researcher

which cause both x and y (‘omitted variables’ in econometrics,

or ‘unobserved confounders’ in some other disciplines) or if y

‘reverse’ causes x. The researcher may attempt to address

omitted variables by using standard multivariate regression

specifications and adding more independent variables to the

model, but commonly, as in the education and health ex-

ample above, even very rich datasets will exclude information

on countless personality, cognitive, background, and con-

textual variables that may affect both the outcome and the

intensity of treatment. Moreover, controlling for additional

variables does not help resolve the ‘reverse’ causation prob-

lem. Methods other than IV are sometimes available – such as

regression discontinuity designs, or certain longitudinal data

approaches – but attention here is limited to IV.

When a regressor is correlated with the error term u, it is

said to be endogenous; if not it is said to be exogenous. If

ordinary least squares (OLS) is used to estimate the par-

ameters of this equation, then the OLS estimator of b, denoted

b̂, will be biased and inconsistent if x is endogenous. It can be

shown that

Eðb̂9xÞ ¼ Covðx,yÞ
VarðxÞ ¼ bþ Covðx,uÞ

VarðxÞ ½2�

where E is the expectation operator, Cov(x, u) is the covariance

between x and u, b is the true value of the causal effect that is

to be estimated, and Var(x) is the variance of x. That is, the

distribution of the OLS estimator is centered on the causal

effect of interest plus a term which depends on the extent to

which unobserved causes of the outcome (u) vary with the

treatment (x). Here, y may move with x even if x has no causal

effect on y, either because y ‘reverse’ causes x, or because x and

u share common causes, leading to biased and inconsistent

OLS estimates of the causal effect of interest.

The method of IV can solve the problem in some circum-

stances. Suppose that z is a variable which has the property

that z affects y only because z affects x, which in turn affects y,

as illustrated in the diagram

yx

u

z

.

If z affects y only through its effect on x, then correlation

between the instrument z and the outcome of interest y im-

plies that x causes y. Under this assumption, the effect of a one

unit change in z on y is the product of the effect of z on x and

the effect of x on y. The observed association between z and y

reveals only the product of these two effects. However, the

effect of x on y can be isolated by dividing the observed

association between z and y by the observed association of z

and x.

The derivation of the IV estimator can be shown more

formally (using the method of indirect least squares) as

y¼ bxðz,uÞ þ u ½3�

expressing the treatment x as a function of the instrument z

and the unobserved causes of y, u. Note that the key condition

that z only affects y because z affects x is imposed. Differentiate

with respect to z to find

dy

dz
¼ b

dx

dz
½4�
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as du/dz¼0 by assumption. Rearrange to find

b¼ dy=dz

dx=dz
½5�

which tells one that the causal effect of interest is the ratio of

the effect of z on y to the effect of z on x. If those effects are

estimated using linear regressions, then

b¼ Covðy,zÞ=VarðzÞ
Covðx,zÞ=VarðzÞ ¼

Covðy,zÞ
Covðx,zÞ ½6�

Replacing the population moments in the expression

above with sample moments calculated from the data yields

the linear IV estimator for this model, denoted b̂IV,

b̂IV ¼
P

iziyiP
izixi

½7�

Note that, in contrast to the OLS estimator, the IV esti-

mator depends in no way on the correlation between y and x,

which is confounded by the common cause u and therefore

does not tell us anything useful about the causal effect of x on

y. Note also that, unlike the OLS estimator, the denominator

of the expression above is a covariance rather than a variance,

and it is therefore not bound away from zero. It is clearly

required that Cov(x, z) be different from zero. The problems

this issue causes are dealt with below in the discussion on

‘weak’ instruments, which arise when Cov(x, z) is not zero

but is small.

General Linear Model and Two-Stage Least-Squares
Interpretation

Now consider the general linear problem of estimating causal

effects when there are k covariates, an arbitrary number k1 of

the covariates are endogenous (correlated with the error term

u), and the remainder k2¼k–k1 covariates are exogenous. Let

X1i denote the k1-vector of observations on endogenous

regressors for the ith sampled unit and X2i the vector of

k2-vector of observations on the exogenous regressors, so that

the model to be estimated can be expressed as

yi ¼ Xibþ ui ¼ X1ib1 þ X2ib2 þ ui ½8�

It is possible to show that the parameters b1 and b2 can be

estimated if there are lZk1 variables, which are correlated (in a

sense defined formally below) with the endogenous regressors

X1 but have no direct effect on y after conditioning on X2, that

is, these variables only affect y because, conditional on X2, they

affect the endogenous regressors X1. If there are fewer than k1

such variables, the model is said to be underidentified, and the

model is not identified. If there are exactly l¼k1 such variables,

the model is said to be exactly identified, and if there are l4k1

such variables the model is overidentified.

Let Zi¼(Z1i, X2i) denote the (lþ k2)-vector of observations

for all exogenous variables for the ith unit. Here, Z1i is the

vector of observations on l variables which only affect y be-

cause they affect X1 – these variables do not appear in the

equation that is being estimated (eqn [8]), so they are called

the excluded instruments. The vector X2i of observations on

exogenous variables in eqn [8] can ‘act as their own instru-

ments.’ The multivariate version of the estimator defined in

eqn [6] is

~bIV ¼ ðX0PZXÞ�1X0PZy ½9�

where PZ¼Z(Z0Z)�1Z0. It is possible to show that ~bIV may be

calculated by executing the following steps:

1. Separately for each of the endogenous regressors in X1,

regress the endogenous regressor on the complete set of

exogenous variables Z. Save the set of predicted values, X̂1.

2. Regress y on X̂1 and X2 using OLS.

The estimated coefficients in step 2 are numerically iden-

tical to ~b defined in eqn [9]. For this reason, the linear IV

estimator is sometimes referred to as the ‘two-stage least

squares’ (2SLS or TSLS) estimator.

Statistical Properties of the IV Estimator

In this section, the sampling properties of the IV estimator are

briefly described. Formally, the assumptions that the excluded

instruments z1 only (after conditioning on X2) affect the

outcome y through their effect on the endogenous regressors

X1 can be expressed as

plimn-N

1

n
Z0u¼ 0 ½10�

where plim is the probability limit operator as the sample size

n tends to infinity. The condition that the excluded instru-

ments must be correlated with the endogenous regressors can

be expressed as

plimn-N

1

n
X0Z exists and has full rank k ½11�

Under some further regularity conditions, which is omit-

ted, it is possible to show that

plimn-N
~bIV ¼ b ½12�

that is, the IV estimator is consistent under these assumptions.

If the sample size is allowed to grow arbitrarily large, the

difference between the estimates and the causal effects of

interest becomes arbitrarily small. Further, the estimator is

asymptotically normal, permitting conventional inference

with standard test statistics (such as the z-ratios and F-stat-

istics). The covariance matrix can be estimated as s2(X0PzX)�1

if the errors ui are homoskedastic and serially uncorrelated,

where s2 is a consistent estimate of the variance of u; covar-

iance estimators consistent in the presence of arbitrary het-

eroskedasticity and serial correlation are also readily available.

Finally, the IV estimator is asymptotically efficient in the class

of linear estimators.

Note that the IV estimator generally has no desirable small

sample properties. It is possible to show that in exactly iden-

tified models (models with exactly as many excluded instru-

ments as endogenous regressors),

Eð~bIVÞ-N ½13�

that is, the estimator has no moments, its distribution has

such ‘fat tails’ that the integral defining the expected value of

the estimator does not converge. In practice, this means that
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not uncommonly that one gets ‘wild’ estimates many standard

deviations away from the causal effect of interest. Recall that

there are k1 endogenous regressors and l excluded instruments,

and that l is required to be at least as large as k1. The difference

(l–k1) is the number of overidentifying restrictions. It is pos-

sible to show that the number of existing moments of ~b is

equal to the number of overidentifying restrictions. For ex-

ample, if there is one endogenous regressor and one excluded

instrument, the model is exactly identified and ~b does not

even have a mean. If one more excluded instrument is added,

there is one overidentifying restriction and ~b has a mean but

not a variance nor any higher order moment, and so on.

The IV estimator is generally biased even when at least one

overidentifying restriction exists. As the degree of over-

identification rises, the bias of the IV estimator rises and ap-

proaches the bias of the OLS estimator as the number of

overidentifying restrictions approaches the sample size. At the

same time, it is possible to show that the dispersion of the IV

estimator falls with the number of overidentifying restrictions.

Generally, researchers face a trade-off: The OLS estimator in

the presence of endogenous regressors is inconsistent, but is

less dispersed than the IV estimator. Which estimator is pre-

ferred depends on the trade-off the researcher is willing to

make between bias and dispersion. Adding more excluded

instruments (and thus increasing the number of over-

identifying restrictions) decreases the dispersion of the IV

estimator, but increases its bias.

Examples of Instrumental Variables in Health
Research

In this section, some examples of applied IV estimation drawn

from the health economics literature are discussed. RCTs are

considered as a special case of IV models, and build to more

complex models for, first, imperfect RCTs and then un-

controlled experiments.

Example 1: RCT with Perfect Compliance

As a trivial example of IV, consider interpreting standard an-

alysis of an RCT with perfect compliance as an IV estimator.

Suppose that y is the outcome of interest, x is a binary variable

denoting treatment status such that xi¼1 if subject i is given

the new therapy and xi¼0 if given the standard therapy. The

researcher randomly draws a binary variable from a process

independent of y (a figurative coin flip); z denotes the out-

comes of this process. The researcher then assigns treatment

statuses: xi¼zi. In this scenario, z is determined independently

of u, and z is perfectly correlated with x; z thus satisfies the

conditions for an IV given above. In this special case, z com-

pletely determines x (subjects comply perfectly with their as-

signed treatment), so that x cannot be correlated with u. As x is

exogenous in this case, the IV estimator is the same as the OLS

estimator.

Example 2: RCT with Imperfect Compliance

Now consider a common problem with RCTs: suppose some

subjects who are assigned to receive the standard therapy

nevertheless take the new therapy; others assigned to receive

the new therapy actually take the standard therapy. Generally,

the difference in sample means across the treatment and

control groups reflects both the causal effect of treatment and

nonrandom selection into treatment, so it cannot be used to

estimate the treatment effect. Assuming that assignment, z,

affects the treatment decisions, X, of at least some people,

treatment is not randomized because of the noncompliers, but

it is quasirandomized in the sense that some of the variation in

treatment status is a result of the coin toss. In the case with no

other covariates, it is possible to show that the IV estimator

defined in eqn [6] takes the form

b̂IV ¼
yz ¼ 1 � yz ¼ 0

xz ¼ 1 � xz ¼ 0
½14�

where yz ¼ i denotes the sample mean of the outcome y in the

subpopulation for which the assigned treatment status was i.

The numerator is the difference in the average outcome be-

tween those assigned to the new therapy and those assigned to

receive the standard therapy, regardless of the realized treat-

ment status. This is the key object in ‘intention to treat’ an-

alysis common in the medical literature. The denominator is

the difference in the proportion who receive the new therapy

across those assigned to new therapy and those assigned to the

standard therapy. Note that the denominator is equal to one if

compliance is perfect.

Example 3: The Causes of the Cholera Outbreaks in
Victorian Era London

Even if one cannot run an RCT, the real world sometimes

provides a mechanism that comes close to the experimental

ideal. Perhaps the earliest IV application was that by John

Snow, an epidemiologist who was interested in the causes of

the cholera outbreaks that afflicted residents of London,

England in the 1800s. Snow’s hypothesis, which was not

widely accepted at the time, was that cholera is a waterborne

pathogen. In particular, Snow suspected that cholera was

transmitted via contaminated drinking water. He noticed that

one supplier of London’s drinking water provided water

contaminated by raw sewage, whereas another supplier pro-

vided relatively clean water. The reason was that these sup-

pliers sourced their water from different points along the

Thames River, one downstream of the city’s sewer discharge

and one upstream. Hence, the first condition for a good IV was

satisfied: the identity of water supplier (z) resulted in marked

variation in the quality of water consumed by households (x).

Moreover, the source of water supply appeared to be in-

dependent of u, the other sources of the incidence of cholera.

This was important because the quality of the water piped to

households, though an important determinant of the quality

of water consumed by households (x), was not the only de-

terminant. The level of hygiene and cleanliness also played a

role and this varied with household socioeconomic status.

However, Snow observed that both the suppliers served a wide

crosssection of Londoners, rich and poor alike. Thus Snow’s

instrument z was independent of u, the other determinants of

y. A comparison of the rates of cholera of households that were

supplied by the two water providers provided convincing

evidence in support of Snow’s hypothesis.
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Example 4: Efficacy of Healthcare Treatments without
Experimental Randomization

Several studies have compared the effectiveness of different

types of healthcare used to treat particular health conditions.

Conventional approaches must contend with the possibility

that more severely compromised patients may be steered to

one treatment over another. IV methods present a way forward

when there is a mechanism that causes exogenous variation in

the treatment received.

Some analysts have used the ‘differential distance’ to travel

to obtain a particular therapy to treat a given health condition.

Differential distance is the distance from the patient’s resi-

dence to the nearest healthcare facility providing the treatment

of interest minus the distance from the patient’s residence to

the nearest facility that provides any form of care to treat the

condition. The idea is that, particularly for urgent problems

such as acute myocardial infarction, the patient receives

treatment from the nearest facility, regardless of the illness

severity. If the nearest facility happens to provide the treatment

of interest (i.e., zero differential distance) then the patient is

more likely to receive it. The longer the differential distance,

the less likely the patient will receive the treatment of interest.

Differential distance is an invalid instrument if particularly ill

patients relocate to be close to facilities that provide the

treatment of interest.

Other analysts have exploited the marked geographic or

interprovider variations in medical practice patterns that ap-

pear to be unrelated to medical need or patient preferences.

These variations were first noted by Glover; he highlighted the

striking geographic differences in the rate of tonsillectomy

among British school districts. The literature, however, is most

closely associated with the small-area variations research of

Jack Wennberg. Brookhart, Rassen, and Schneeweiss review

the ways in which analysts have used these variations to im-

plement IV estimation of comparative treatment effectiveness.

They note that to successfully implement IV, the practice

variations must be independent of u, the unmodeled factors

that affect patient health outcomes. These include the back-

ground characteristics of the patients themselves. It cannot be

the case, for instance, that patients with particularly high

values of u gravitate toward providers who tend to use the

treatment under study. Moreover, practice style must affect

health outcomes only through its influence on the treatment

under study. Thus, providers who preferentially use one

treatment must be of comparable quality and skill to those

who preferentially use another treatment.

A third source of exogenous variation is changes over time

in the availability of treatments. For instance, a new drug may

become approved for use, or, conversely, a drug may be

withdrawn from the market for safety reasons. Access to a

treatment might also be temporarily impeded. For example,

Evans and Lien use the disruption in the availability of public

transit due to a bus strike to assess the impact of the use of

prenatal care on birth outcomes. They focused on individuals

for whom the disruption in bus service would impede access

to prenatal care: pregnant black inner-city women. Analyses of

this sort require a comparison of outcomes between two

periods of time. To implement IV, the expected value of u must

be the same in both periods. As Brookhart and colleagues

note, to ensure that this condition holds, IVs based on cal-

endar time are most reasonable in situations where a dramatic

change in treatments occurs over a relatively short period

of time.

Example 5: Effect of Education on Health

Return to the motivating example in the opening paragraph:

To estimate the causal effect of an additional year of education

on some measure of health status. Correlations or partial

correlations between health and education do not reveal this

causal effect because many personal and contextual charac-

teristics (such as intelligence, conscientiousness, and family

wealth) affect both health and education and are unobserv-

able to the researcher, and because poor health while young

may ‘reverse’ cause poor educational outcomes. That is, the

effect of education on health is hard to estimate because of

confounding on unobservables and because of ‘reverse’ caus-

ation. Neither conventional regression models such as OLS or

logit nor matching estimators recover the causal effect of

interest, and controlled experimentation on educational out-

comes is restricted by both cost and ethical concerns.

In an influential study, UCLA economist Adriana Lleras-

Muney employed an IV strategy to address this problem. She

estimated regressions in which mortality is the health out-

come of interest. Using large samples from the US census, she

matched cohorts to the number of years of compulsory

schooling specific to each combination of state government

and year. Years of compulsory schooling acts IV: It is plausible

that the only reason a change in years of compulsory

schooling affects health is because (for some students) chan-

ges in years of compulsory schooling affects realized years of

schooling. Intuitively, Lleras-Muney asks, ‘‘Is an adult who was

required by law to take more schooling healthier, on average,

than a statistically identical adult required to take less

schooling?’’ Her estimates suggest that an additional year of

schooling causes as much as a 1.7 year increase in life ex-

pectancy at the age of 35 years.

Problems with Instrumental Variables Estimation

In theory, it is easy to write down conditions (10) and (11) and

derive that an estimator satisfying these conditions can recover

causal effects from observational data. In practice, finding

variables that satisfy those conditions can be very difficult or

impossible. Worse, it turns out that even small deviations from

those conditions can yield estimators with extremely poor

properties.

The most difficult problem to overcome is instruments

which are themselves endogenous, that is, correlated with the

error term in the equation of interest, violating condition (10).

It is possible to show that the IV estimator is inconsistent

when the instruments are endogenous. Intuitively, if our

condition that the only reason y varies with z is because z

causes x fails, then observing that z and y move together is not

evidence that x causes y.

For most problems finding variables that only affect the

outcome of interest because they affect the endogenous
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regressors is challenging. Consider, for example, one of the key

problems in the social determinants of health literature: esti-

mating the causal effect of personal income on health. A

variable is required which affects health solely through its ef-

fect on income. It is unlikely that any personal characteristic

satisfies that condition: personal characteristics such as edu-

cation, smoking status, or cognitive ability all affect income,

but all potentially affect health conditional on income, so

none are valid instruments. Regional characteristics such as

the unemployment rate may affect income, but may also affect

health through other channels, such as provision of local

public goods or through sorting of people across states. Re-

searchers therefore need to be creative in finding valid in-

struments: one study, for instance, uses lottery winnings as an

exogenous source of income to assess the effect of income on

the health of lottery players. In other applications, valid in-

struments may simply not be available.

It may seem that variables which are almost, but not quite,

exogenous may yield reasonable estimates, provided that there

is a large sample and can thus rely on the consistency property

of the IV estimator. In particular, from the formula for the

probability limit of the univariate IV estimator presented

above, it is possible to show

plimn-N
b̂IV ¼

Covðy,zÞ
Covðz,xÞ ¼ bþ Covðz,uÞ

Covðz,xÞ ½15�

As long as Cov(z, u) is close to zero, then the ratio of Cov(z, u)

to Cov(z, x) should itself be close to zero. This intuition is

correct provided that Cov(z, x) is sufficiently large. If, however,

there is only weak correlation between z and x then even small

violations of exogeneity lead to very poorly behaved estimates.

The reason is that Cov(z, u) is divided by a number close to

zero, which has the effect of amplifying Cov(z, u). The result is

that the IV estimator b̂IV can be centered on a value wildly

different from the true value of b, even as the sample size

grows arbitrarily large. A low level of correlation between the

instruments and treatment is known as the ‘weak instrument

problem.’

What is more, even if the instruments are exogenous, if the

instruments are weak the IV estimator will tend to be badly

biased in finite samples and, perhaps worse, the usual esti-

mator of the covariance matrix, and test statistics based on that

matrix, will be biased, leading to severe size and power dis-

tortions. The bias stems from the fact that the IV estimator is

the ratio of two estimators – the numerator being the esti-

mator of the effect of z on y and the denominator the esti-

mator of the effect of z on x. In large samples, these estimators

converge to their population quantities. In finite samples,

however, sampling error in the two estimators can cause the

ratio to behave erratically. The weaker the instruments, the

greater is the sampling error.

In short, instruments with poor properties – either en-

dogenous or weak – may be ‘cures worse than the disease.’ The

good news is that in overidentified models it is possible to

construct test statistics against the null that the instruments are

exogenous, and it is always possible to test the strength of the

instruments.

Heterogeneous Causal Effects

Over the past two decades the IV literature has focused on the

following issue: If different entities or ‘units’ (people, firms,

hospitals, etc.) experience different causal effects as a result of

the same treatment, how are we to interpret IV estimates? It

turns out that when treatment effects are heterogeneous,

identification of causal effects using IV can be challenging.

Consider a slight modification to eqn [1],

yi ¼ bixi þ ui ½16�

which differs from eqn [1] only in that the slope coefficient bi

may vary arbitrarily across units. In the interest of simplicity,

again suppose xi is a binary indicator of whether unit i re-

ceived treatment.

In this model, it is incoherent to refer to ‘the’ causal effect

of x on y, as each unit generally experiences a different causal

effect. Estimation of counterfactual outcomes in this model is

also more complicated than in model (1). When treatment

effects are constant, the outcomes of untreated units can be

used to infer the counterfactual outcomes of those that were

treated (and vice versa). This is not generally possible when

causal effects vary across i. Therefore it is not possible to es-

timate the effect of treatment for any given unit. Researchers

instead attempt to estimate features of the distribution of the

causal effect, bi, such as the population average treatment ef-

fect, E(bi), or the average treatment effect for those who ac-

tually received the treatment, E(bi | xi¼1).

Without loss of generality, write bi ¼ bþ ei, where b is the

population mean effect and ei is a zero-mean idiosyncratic

effect specific to unit i. Substituting into eqn [16],

yi ¼ bxi þ ½xiei þ ui� ½17�

Notice that the error term contains two components: un-

observed causes of the outcome specific to unit i, mi, and the

interaction between treatment status and unit i’s return to

treatment. If both mi and ei are uncorrelated with xi, OLS es-

timation is consistent for the average treatment effect, b:
However, even when mi is uncorrelated with xi, correlation

between ei and treatment status creates an endogeneity prob-

lem and OLS does not recover the average treatment effect. In

this case, ‘essential heterogeneity’ is said to exist. Essential

heterogeneity commonly occurs in observational studies of

treatment efficacy when individuals with the most to gain

from taking a particular treatment are more likely to receive

that treatment. Essential heterogeneity can also exist in RCTs

with imperfect compliance. This occurs if subjects are able to:

(1) determine the treatment to which they have been assigned,

(2) predict better than chance which treatment will benefit

them most, and (3) if advantageous, switch therapies. Con-

dition (1) occurs if subjects are not blinded or if they are

blinded, subjects can infer treatment status from side effects,

or other physiological clues. The extent to which condition (3)

holds depends on the context. Subjects assigned to the new

therapy who wish to use the standard therapy can presumably

obtain the standard therapy outside the trial. Conversely,

subjects assigned to the standard therapy who wish to use the

new therapy might be able to obtain the new therapy from

friends enrolled in the trial.
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Estimation using IV is complicated by essential hetero-

geneity. The instrument must be correlated with treatment

status: It must move some people into or out of treatment.

Even if all of the conditions defined in section The Instru-

mental Variables Estimator hold, the properties of the IV es-

timator depend on which people get moved into or out of

treatment when treatment effects vary across people. Consider

again example 2 in section The Instrumental Variables Esti-

mator above, an RCT with imperfect compliance. Under a

condition called monotonicity, which requires that there be

no ‘defiers’ – people who only receive treatment if they are

assigned not to receive treatment or vice versa – it is possible

to show that the IV estimator converges to the average causal

effect of treatment of compliers, that is, subjects who use the

treatment that they were assigned to. This is called the ‘local

average treatment effect’ arising from this treatment.

Intuitively, some people will always take the new treatment

and others will always take the standard treatment, regardless

of the assignment. The experiment does not change these

people’s behavior and therefore the experiment generates no

information about the causal effects of treatment for these

people. The IV estimator depends solely on the outcomes of

subjects whose treatment status was experimentally manipu-

lated; the estimator tells us the average effect only for that

(unobservable) subpopulation. If the instrument takes many

values instead of just two, it is possible to show that (under

monotonicity) the IV estimator converges to a difficult-to-in-

terpret weighted average of local treatment effects, in which

units for which treatment status is most responsive to vari-

ation in the instruments receive the highest weights.

In addition to complicating the interpretation of con-

ventional IV estimates, heterogeneous causal effects compli-

cate specification testing. Most tests of the assumption that the

instruments are exogenous are based on stability of the esti-

mates as different sets of instruments are used to construct the

estimator. Under homogeneous responses, all of these esti-

mates converge to the causal effect. When effects are hetero-

geneous, different instruments recover different weighted

averages of local effects, and will differ even if the classical

conditions (10) and (11) hold, so rejection of the null can no

longer be interpreted as evidence that the instruments are

endogenous.

Example: Reinterpreting an Estimate of the Effect of
Education on Health

Consider again example 5, above, of research using IV on the

effect of education on health. Earlier, Lleras-Muney’s estimates

were interpreted as suggesting that an additional year of

education causes an increase in life expectancy of 1.7 years at

the age of 35 years. Lleras-Muney’s estimates are based on

variation in compulsory schooling laws, so she interprets her

IV estimates as: among the subpopulation who only receive

additional education if and only if they are forced to do so by

law, an additional year of education increases life expectancy

by 1.7 years at the age of 35 years. This subpopulation may

experience substantially different health returns to education

than other people who choose to go on to receive more than

the legally mandated minimum schooling. Thus, Lleras-

Muney’s local average effect may not reflect the health returns

to education for other groups. However, Lleras-Muney’s esti-

mates may be more relevant than results from a hypothetical

RCT randomizing education if policy questions hinge on ef-

fects experienced by people whose educational outcomes are

affected by changes in compulsory schooling laws, as the RCT

would recover population average effects rather than effects for

the subpopulation affected by policy changes.

See also: Instrumental Variables: Methods
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Introduction

Most empirical research in health economics is conducted

with the goal of providing causal evidence of the effect of a

particular variable (the causal variable – X) on an outcome of

interest (Y). Such analyses are typically conducted in the

context of explaining past behavior, testing an economic the-

ory, or to evaluating a past or prospective policy. Common to

all such applied contexts is the need to infer the effect of a

counterfactual ceteris paribus exogenous change in X on Y,

using statistical results obtained from survey data in which

observed differences in X are neither ceteris paribus nor ex-

ogenous. In such nonexperimental sampling circumstances,

statistical methods that essentially measure observed differ-

ences in Y per observed differences in X typically miss the

mark because they fail to control for unobserved variables that

are correlated in sampling with both X and Y. Such un-

observed confounding variables, which vary in sampling with

both X and Y, obfuscate the true causal effect (TCE) as it would

have manifested if the value of X were exogenously perturbed

ceteris paribus. Consider, for instance, attempting to obtain

inference regarding the effect of cigarette smoking during

pregnancy on infant birth weight using survey data. Suppose

there exists an unobserved variable, say ‘health mindedness’

that causes pregnant women to both refrain from smoking

and engage in other healthy prenatal behaviors. In such a

scenario it is possible that observed smoking levels could be

negatively associated with birth weight even though a ceteris

paribus exogenous change in smoking (as might be brought

about through policy intervention) would have no causal

effect on birth weight. The present article discusses available

regression methods designed not only to control for observ-

able confounding influences but also to account for the

presence of unobservables that would otherwise thwart causal

inference.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. The

next section offers a more formal discussion of estimation bias

due to unobserved confounding. In Section Instrumental

Variables Methods, we consider a commonly implemented

remedy for such bias – the use of instrumental variables (IV).

Therein extant IV methods for both linear and nonlinear

models are reviewed. The article concludes with a summary

and some recommendations.

Unobserved Confounder Bias

At issue here is the presence of confounding variables which

serve to mask the TCE of X on Y. The author begins by defining

a confounder as a variable that is correlated with both Y and X.

Confounders may be observable or unobservable (denoted Co

and Cu, respectively, – in the present discussion both are as-

sumed to be scalars (i.e., not vectors)). In modeling Y, if the

presence of Cu cannot be legitimately ruled out, then X is said

to be endogenous. Observations on Co can be obtained from

the survey data, so its influence can be controlled in estima-

tion of the TCE. Cu, however, cannot be directly controlled

and, if left unaccounted for, will likely cause bias in statistical

inference regarding the TCE. This happens because estimation

methods that ignore the presence of Cu will spuriously attri-

bute to X observed differences in Y that are, in fact, due to Cu.

The author refer to such bias as unobserved confounder bias

(henceforth Cu–bias) (sometimes called endogeneity bias,

hidden selection bias, or omitted variables bias). One can

formally characterize Cu–bias in a useful way. For simplicity of

exposition, the author casts the true causal relationship be-

tween X and Y as linear and write

Y ¼ Xbþ Cobo þ Cubu þ e ½1�

where b is the parameter that captures the TCE, bo and bu are

parametric coefficients for the confounders, and e is the ran-

dom error term (without loss of generality, it can be assumed

that the Y intercept is 0). In the naive approach to the esti-

mation of the TCE (ignoring the presence of Cu), the ordinary

least squares (OLS) method is applied to

Y ¼ Xbþ Cobo þ e ½2�

where the b’s are parameters and e is the random error term.

The parameter b is taken to represent the TCE. It can be shown

that OLS will produce an unbiased estimate of b (here and

henceforth, when the author refers to unbiasedness it is done

so in the context of large samples). It is also easy to show,

however, that

b ¼ bþ bXCu
bu ½3�

where bXCu
is a measure of the correlation between Cu and X.

As is clear from eqn [3], Cu�bias in OLS estimation is bXCu
bu,

which has two salient components: the correlation between

the unobserved confounder and the causal variable of interest

and the correlation between the unobserved confounder and

the outcome. Equation [3] is helpful because it can be used to

diagnose potential Cu�bias. Consider the smoking (X) and

birth weight (Y) example discussed in the Section Intro-

duction, in which Cu is health mindedness. In this case one

would expect that bXCu
would be negative and that bu would be

positive. The net effect of which would be negative Cu�bias

in the estimation of the TCE via OLS.

Clearly an approach to estimation is needed that, unlike

OLS, does not ignore the presence and potential bias of Cu.

One such approach exploits sample variation in a particular

type of variable (a so-called IV) to eliminate bias due to cor-

relation between Cu and X (Cu�bias as characterized in

eqn [3]). This is the subject of the following section.
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As eqn [3] demonstrates, if the correlation link between the

causal variable and the unobservable confounder were some-

how broken, concomitant estimation bias would be elimin-

ated. If the researcher could exert control over the sampled

values of X, then such disjunction of Cu and X could be

accomplished by random assignment of X values to the indi-

vidual sample members. Under such randomization, bXCu

would be equal to zero, by eqn [3] b would be equal to b, and

conventional estimation methods like OLS, which ignore the

presence of Cu, would be unbiased. Unfortunately, in applied

health economics and health services research, as in other

social sciences, explicit randomization (experimentation) is

often prohibitively costly or ethically infeasible. A form of

pseudorandomization is, however, possible in the context of

survey (nonexperimental) data. If, for instance, a variable that

is observed as one of the survey items is highly correlated with

X but correlated with neither Y nor Cu (except through its

correlation with X), then the sample variation (across obser-

vations) in the value of that variable can be viewed as pro-

viding variation in X that is not correlated with Cu – a kind of

pseudorandomization for X. Such a variable is typically called

an IV. In the context of our smoking birth weight example,

cigarette tax is an arguably valid IV in that it should be highly

correlated with cigarette consumption but not directly correl-

ated with birth weight.

IV estimation methods all require observable confounder

(Co) control – typically within a regression framework akin to

eqn [1]. Most often, however, the linear regression model in

eqn [1] is not realistic in that it precludes cases in which the

relationship between Y and the right-hand side variables

(X, Co, and Cu) is nonlinear – for example, when Y is limited

in range (e.g., nonnegative and binary outcomes); and/or

when such characteristics of the outcome induce interactions

among the causal variable and confounders. In the following,

the presence of a valid IV (call it W) in the relevant survey is

assumed and IV estimation methods for both linear and

nonlinear contexts are considered.

Instrumental Variables Estimation in Linear Models

By way of motivating the conventional linear IV estimator in

the context of eqn [1], the author examines the underpinnings

of the OLS estimator of the TCE for the case in which bu¼0

(i.e., the case in which there is no unobservable confounder).

When bu¼0, eqn [1] becomes

Y ¼ Xbþ Cobo þ e ½4�

and the formulation of the OLS estimator of b (and bo), which

involves data on observable variables only (viz., X and Co),

can be derived from the fact that X and Co are not correlated

with the error term e. A similar tack cannot, however, be taken

when bua0. In this case, eqn [1] can be rewritten as

Y ¼ Xbþ Cobo þ e� ½5�

where e�¼Cubuþ e, and although Co and e� are arguably

uncorrelated, the correlation between X and e� is clearly

nonzero because X and Cu are, by the definition of the term

confounder, correlated. As a consequence of the undeniable

correlation between X and Cu, the aforementioned derivation

of the OLS estimator cannot be replicated for eqn [5]. This

approach is not, however, entirely futile if an IV (W) is avail-

able in the data. By definition, the IV W is uncorrelated with

both Cu and e. W is, therefore, not correlated with e� so,

analogous to the derivation of the OLS estimator based on

eqn [4], it can be used to formulate an unbiased estimator of b
and bo (the so-called IV estimator). The IV estimator is avail-

able in all of the most widely used statistical and econometric

software packages (e.g., Stata and SAS).

There are two relatively more intuitive two-stage versions of

the IV estimator. Both of these approaches implement an

auxiliary regression of the form

X ¼ Coao þWaw þ Cu ½6�

where the a’s are parameters. In the first stage of each of these

methods, OLS is applied to eqn [6] to obtain estimates of

parameters (âo and âw) and the regression predictor of X

(X̂ ¼ Coâo þWâw). One of these methods, called two-stage

least squares (2SLS) has as its second stage the OLS estimation

of b and bo via eqn [5] with X̂ substituted for X. The other

approach, called two-stage residual inclusion (2SRI) calls for

OLS estimation of

Y ¼ Xbþ Cobo þ Ĉubu þ e ½7�

where Ĉu ¼ X � ðCoâo þWâwÞ – i.e., the residual from first-

stage OLS estimation of eqn [6].

When true causal model is eqn [1] both 2SLS and 2SRI

produce estimates of the TCE (b) and bo that are identical to

those obtained via the IV estimator.

Instrumental Variables Estimation in Nonlinear Models

Although the linear IV estimator (or its equivalent versions

2SLS or 2SRI) is intuitive and simple to apply due to its

availability, the linear true causal model (as specified in

eqn [1]) on which it is based does not conform to most em-

pirical contexts in health economics. In most applied settings,

the range of the outcome is limited in a way that makes a

nonlinear specification of the true causal model more sensible.

For example, the researcher is often interested in estimating

the causal effect of a policy variable (X) on whether or not an

individual will engage in a specified health-related behavior.

In this case, the outcome of interest is binary so that a non-

linear specification of the true causal model would likely be

more appropriate. In the smoking birth weight example dis-

cussed in the Section Introduction, the outcome of interest

(birth weight) is nonnegative and an exponential regression

specification of the true causal model is more in line with this

feature of the data than is the linear specification in eqn [1].

Another common example of inherent nonlinearity in health

economics and health services research, is in the modeling of

healthcare expenditure or utilization (E/U). It is typical to

observe a large proportion of zero values for the E/U outcome.

In this and similar empirical contexts, the two-part model

(2PM) has been widely implemented. The 2PM allows the

process governing observation at zero (e.g., whether or not the

individual uses the healthcare service) to systematically differ
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from that which determines nonzero observations (e.g., the

amount the individual uses (or spends on) the service con-

ditional on at least some use). The former can be described as

the hurdle component of the model, and the latter is often

called the levels part of the model. Both of these components

are nonlinear – binary response model for the hurdle; non-

negative regression for E/U levels given some utilization.

To accommodate these and other cases, the generic non-

linear version of the true causal model in eqn [1] is written as

Y ¼ mðX,Co,Cu; yÞ þ e ½8�

where m(X, Co, Cu; y) is known except for the parameter

vector y. It is very often assumed that m(X, Co, Cu; y)¼
M(XbþCoboþCubu), where M( ) is a known function and

y ¼ (b bo bu). In this linear index form the true causal models

corresponding to binary and nonnegative outcomes are

commonly written, respectively, as

Y ¼ FðXbþ Cobo þ CubuÞ þ e ðY ¼ f0, 1gÞ ½9�

and

Y ¼ expðXbþ Cobo þ CubuÞ þ e ðY � 0Þ ½10�

where F( ) is a function whose range is the unit interval. It is

noted here that for the generic nonlinear model characterized

by eqn [8] the TCE is not embodied in any particular par-

ameter (e.g., b) as in the linear models defined by eqn [1].

Instead, the TCE will be a nonlinear function of all parameters

(y) and all of the right-hand side variables (X, Co, Cu) of the

model. Moreover, the exact form of the TCE in nonlinear

settings will differ depending on the researcher’s policy rele-

vant analytic objective(s). These issues will not, however, be

discussed here. In the present discussion, focus is on estima-

tion of the vector of parameters y.

In the remainder of this section, various approaches to the

estimation of y in nonlinear models of the generic form given

in eqn [8] are examined. The author begins by examining the

feasibility and appropriateness of the generalized method of

moments (GMM) estimator – the nonlinear analog to IV es-

timation in the linear model. Next, the nonlinear counterparts

to the linear 2SLS and 2SRI are examined. Nonlinear 2SRI

(N2SRI) is a member of a class estimators called control

function estimators. Other control function estimators that are

specifically designed for cases involving binary causal variables

are discussed. This section concludes with a description of

cases in which the maximum-likelihood method can be

applied.

The generalized method of moments
To estimate of the parameters of nonlinear causal models like

eqn [8], one may seek to apply the GMM as an extension of

the linear IV approach, detailed in Section Instrumental Vari-

ables Estimation in Linear Models. Recall that the derivation

in that section relied on two facts:

1. Equation [1] could be rewritten as eqn [5] – a linear re-

gression representation involving observable variables only

and an additive error term.

2. The IV W is correlated with neither Cu (the unobservable

confounder) nor e (the random error term in eqn [1]).

Unfortunately, there is only one case (that we know of) in

which such a derivation is feasible in the context of eqn [8] –

the exponential regression version of the model given in

eqn [10]. This model is discussed later. In (all?) other cases, it

is the nonadditive involvement of Cu in eqn [8] that makes the

derivation of a GMM-type estimator infeasible. The generic

nonlinear form of m( ) precludes reformulation of the model

as the sum of a nonlinear parametric component in the ob-

servable right-hand side data (X and Co) with an additive error

term. Some have suggested the use of an approximation to

eqn [8] in which Cu is artificially cast in an additive role in the

respecification of the model. For example, following this ap-

proach, models like eqn [9] would be rewritten as:

Y ¼ FðXaþ CoaoÞ þ Cuau þ ew fðY ¼ f0, 1gÞ ½11�

In which case, the IV condition that W is correlated with

neither Cu nor ew would be sufficient to establish the appro-

priate GMM estimator. Clearly, however, eqns [9] and [11] are

not equal; and the argument in favor of eqn [11] as a good

approximation to eqn [9] is, at best, strained. Moreover, TCE

estimation methods that incorporate GMM results obtained

from such additive approximations are clearly biased. The

extent of this bias has yet to be investigated.

As mentioned earlier, the only nonlinear context (of which

one is aware) in which conditions like (1) and (2) are sufficient

for derivation of an unbiased (in large samples) GMM esti-

mator is the linear-index exponential case given in eqn [10].

Not only does this GMM estimator yield unbiased estimates of

b and bo but also unlike the additive approximations discussed

earlier and exemplified in eqn [11], the exponential GMM re-

sults can be used to obtain unbiased estimates of the various

policy relevant versions of the TCE.

Two-stage control function methods
In the Section The generalized method of moments, it is noted

that extending the linear IV method to the generic nonlinear

model in eqn [8] (i.e., the GMM estimator) is not generally

feasible. Therefore, aside from the exponential case, we need a

desirable (unbiased) feasible alternate to GMM. In search for

such an alternative one turns to the discussion of the linear

model in Section Instrumental Variables Estimation in Linear

Models wherein the 2SLS and 2SRI estimators for b and bo in

eqn [1] are detailed. These estimators yield results identical to

those produced by the linear IV method. Consider the feasible

nonlinear analogs to linear 2SLS and 2SRI estimation. In the

generic nonlinear context eqn [8] is supplemented with the

following nonlinear analog to eqn [6]

X ¼ rðCo,W; aÞ þ Cu ½12�

In 2SLS and 2SRI, the parameters of eqn [12] (a) are first

estimated using an appropriate nonlinear regression estimator

(e.g., nonlinear least squares (NLS)) and the following pre-

dictor of X is computed

X̂ ¼ rðCo,W; âÞ ½13�

where â denotes the parameter estimates. In the second stage

of the nonlinear analog to 2SLS, an appropriate nonlinear

regression estimator (e.g., NLS) would be applied to eqn [8]
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with the predictor X̂ substituted for X (this has also been

called the two-stage predictor substitution (2SPS) estimator).

In the second stage of the nonlinear analog to 2SRI, instead of

substituting the predictor for X in eqn [8], Cu is replaced by

the residual from eqn [13] (Ĉu ¼ X � rðCo,W; âÞ) and an

appropriate nonlinear regression estimator (e.g., NLS) is ap-

plied to the following version of eqn [8]

Y ¼ mðX,Co,Ĉu; yÞ þ e2SRI ½14�

where e2SRI is the relevant regression error term. Unlike the

linear case, the 2SPS and 2SRI estimators are not identical.

Note that the actual value of X is used in eqn [14]. The 2SRI

estimator is generally unbiased but the 2SPS estimator is not.

The 2SRI estimator is member of a general class of models

called control function methods in which a specified function

of the IV (W) (and some parameters) is used to ‘control’ for

unobserved confounder bias. In the special (but very com-

mon) case in which X is binary, an alternative control function

method is available. In this alternative control function

framework eqns [8] and [12] are respectively replaced by

Y ¼ mðX,Co,C�u ; yÞ þ e ½15�

and

X ¼ IðCoao þWaw þ C�u40Þ ½16�

where I(A) is equal to 1 if condition A holds and 0 otherwise,

and the probability distribution of C�u is known. For

example, if C�u is assumed to be logistically distributed,

eqn [16] defines a conventional logit model. Similarly if C�u is

normal eqn [16] is tantamount to a probit model. Given the

known distribution of C�u , it can be ‘integrated out’ of

eqn [15] and the resultant regression form can be used as the

basis for nonlinear estimation (e.g., NLS) estimation of y.

When eqn [15] is linear and C�u is normally distributed, this

control function method coincides with the classical Heck-

man-type dummy endogenous variable model estimator.

Note that both 2SRI and this nonlinear extension of the

Heckman approach are feasible and unbiased when X is

binary (assuming, of course, that the respective sets of

underlying assumptions hold).

Maximum-likelihood methods
When Y is a binary probit outcome and C�u is normally dis-

tributed, the control function approach described in the Section

Two-stage control function methods leads to the bivariate

probit model. In this case, the parameters of the model can be

estimated using the maximum-likelihood method. Maximum-

likelihood methods are also available for the special case in

which the auxiliary regression is linear (akin to eqn [6]) and the

outcome regression is a normal-based limited dependent vari-

able model (e.g., probit or Tobit). These methods require joint

normality of the random error terms in the outcome and

auxiliary regressions.

Common factor models have also been suggested for the

case in which X is qualitative. In these models, conditional on

an unobserved ‘common factor’ (and the other conditioning

variables), Y and X are assumed to be independently distrib-

uted. Moreover, these independent distributions and the

distribution of the common factor are assumed to be of

known form. The maximum-likelihood method can be used

to obtain estimates of the parameters in this framework.

Summary

The most widely applied remedy for endogeneity in a causal

modeling framework is the conventional linear IV (LIV) esti-

mator described in Section Instrumental Variables Estimation

in Linear Models. The popularity of LIV can be attributed to its

off-the-shelf software availability, and to its intuitive appeal

when cast as a two-stage method – 2SLS or 2SRI. The most

attractive feature of LIV is that it need not be estimated in two

stages and therefore does not require the specification of an

auxiliary regression like eqn [6]. Very often, however, in ap-

plied health economics and health services research, endo-

geneity must be confronted in inherently nonlinear empirical

contexts. For example, binary response outcomes, limited

dependent variables, and two-part models with endogenous

causal regressors abound in these fields. One might think that

the GMM, which is the most direct approach to extending the

LIV estimator to the nonlinear case, would provide a solution

to the unobserved confounding problem in nonlinear models.

Unfortunately, except for exponential regression models, the

GMM is not feasible as a means of dealing with endogeneity in

nonlinear settings.

The easiest to implement approach for such cases is the

extension of the linear 2SRI estimator to nonlinear models.

The primary drawback to the use of N2SRI is that it requires

the specification and estimation of an auxiliary regression as

defined in eqn [12]. The main advantages of N2SRI are that it

can be applied in any nonlinear regression context and will

produce unbiased estimates of the regression parameters (and,

therefore, the relevant TCE) under general conditions.

There are alternatives to N2SRI for some specific cases.

When the outcome is binary, the nonlinear extension to

Heckman-type control functions can be used. These methods,

although feasible, are not as simple to apply as N2SRI. A

similar criticism holds for the maximum-likelihood common

factor models.

When the outcome is limited in range (e.g., probit and

Tobit) and the auxiliary regression is linear, maximum-

likelihood methods can be applied. These methods, though

packaged in Stata and therefore easy to apply, require

the relatively strong assumption of joint normality between

the outcome and the causal variable. N2SRI imposes no

such joint distribution assumptions. Moreover, it is often

difficult to justify the linearity of the auxiliary regression and

the implied normality of the causal variable. It is typical, that

the causal variable will itself be limited in range (e.g., binary

and nonnegative), making both linearity and normality

implausible.

Simulation-based performance comparisons of the models

discussed in this article have yet to be conducted.

See also: Instrumental Variables: Informing Policy. Modeling Cost
and Expenditure for Healthcare. Models for Count Data. Models for
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Discrete/Ordered Outcomes and Choice Models. Sample Selection
Bias in Health Econometric Models
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Glossary
Asymmetry of information A situation in which

the parties to a transaction have different amounts

or kinds of information, for example, physicians have a

greater knowledge than patients of the likely

effectiveness of drugs while the patients have greater

knowledge of the likely impact of drugs on their family

circumstances, or people seeking insurance have more

reliable expectations of their risk exposure than insurance

companies.

Coinsurance Coinsurance is the practice whereby the

insured person shares a fraction of an insured loss

with the insurer. For example, the insurance policy may

require the insured person to pay 10 per cent of the

expenses of medical care, with the insurer paying

90 per cent. The sum paid by the insured person

is known as a copayment, so if the expenses are

US$1000 and the coinsurance rate is 10 per cent, the

copayment is US$100.

Copayment An arrangement, whereby an insured person

pays a particular percentage of any bills for health services

received, the insurer paying the remainder.

Deductible An insurance arrangement, under which the

insured person pays a fixed sum, when healthcare is used in

any year and the insurer pays all other expenses (usually

with further copayments). Thus, if the deductible is US$100

and the coinsurance rate 10 per cent, should the event

involve an expense of US$1000, the insured person pays

US$190 (US$100 plus US$90 copayment).

Dual practice A combination of public and private

practice by doctors, sometimes even within the same

hospital.

Gatekeeping The process by which a professional, usually

a general practitioner, select patients and guides them into

secondary care. In many countries patients, other than

emergency cases, cannot consult a specialist without being

referred by a general practitioner.

Horizontal equity Horizontal equity is treating equally

those who are equal in some morally relevant sense.

Commonly met horizontal equity principles include ‘equal

treatment for equal need’ and ‘equal treatment for equal

deservingness’. When applied to insurance, the notion that

two individuals facing the same risks should have access to

the same coverage at the same premium.

Infant mortality rate Deaths in one year of infants under

one year of age divided by number of live births in that year,

all multiplied by 1000.

Life expectancy The statistically expected remaining years

of life for a representative person (usually in a specific

jurisdiction and by subgroup – male, female, by ethnicity,

etc.) at a given age (say, at birth, or having already reached

65), assuming that age-specific mortality remains constant.

Moonlighting Same as dual practice.

Moral hazard Moral hazard can occur when the insurer

has imperfect information on the likely behavior of insured

individuals. There are two main types. Ex ante moral hazard

refers to the effect that being insured has on safety behavior,

generally increasing the probability of the event insured

against occurring. Ex post moral refers to the possibility that

insured individuals will behave in such a way after an

insured event has occurred that will increase the claim cost

to insurers, partly because the user price of care is lower

through insurance and demand may therefore rise. It is also

often related to insurance fraud.

Potential years of life lost (PYLL) A measure of the

burden of disease, preventable premature mortality, or

potential benefit from an effective intervention to

improve health. Its calculation involves summing deaths

occurring at each age and multiplying them by the number

of remaining years up to a limiting age, which is often

70 years.

Propitious selection Propitious selection is a

phenomenon in insurance which compares people with

different levels of risk aversion. Those with higher levels are

more likely both to buy insurance and to exercise care.

Those with low levels, or who are actually risk seeking, will

tend to do neither.

RAND experiment The largest social science empirical

trial of health policy options ever conducted. The aim was

to examine the effect of health insurance on health care

costs, utilization, and outcomes. More than 1974–79

families were randomly assigned to different insurance

plans with a variety of limits and coinsurance rates. Its

principal investigator summarized the main results that

‘‘For most people enrolled in the RAND experiment, who

were typical of Americans covered by employment-based

insurance, the variation in use across the plans appeared

to have minimal to no effects on health status. By contrast,

for those who were both poor and sick – people who

might be found among those covered by Medicaid or

lacking insurance – the reduction in use was harmful, on

average.‘‘

Risk aversion The most common definition in economics

is the extent to which a sure and certain outcome is

preferred to a risky alternative with the same expected value.

For example, risk-averse individuals may prefer to have

US$45 for sure than face a gamble in which they may win

US$100 or nothing, each with a 50% chance.
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Introduction

The existence of duplicate private health insurance (DPHI),

which is observed in many countries with a National

Health Service (NHS), is paradoxical at first sight. NHSs are

usually characterized by universal coverage of every resident,

large and comprehensive benefit packages, very low copayments

or free care at the point of delivery, progressive tax financing, and

are strongly guided by principles of equity in access to health

care. Additionally, residents cannot opt out of the NHS, meaning

that they are not given the option of not contributing to the

NHSs’ financing and relying exclusively on other forms of health

care. Why then would people be willing to pay for private health

insurance (PHI) covering roughly the same services as the NHS?

This is even more surprising because NHSs have been generally

performing quite well over the last decades. This paradox is a

major issue in health economics, which health economists have

been trying to understand theoretically and to document

through empirical work. This article presents these findings.

Before going further, it is important to define the concept

of DPHI, often called also double coverage or substitutive PHI.

Under DPHI, private insurers offer coverage for health care

already available under public delivery systems. Note that

DPHI differs from supplementary PHI (SPHI). Under

SPHI, patients access additional health services not covered

by the public scheme such as luxury care, elective care,

long-term care, dental care, pharmaceuticals, rehabilitation,

alternative or complementary medicine, or superior hotel and

amenity hospital services. Also worthy of remark is that DPHI

is distinct from complementary PHI, which complements

the coverage of publicly insured services by covering all or part

of the residual costs not otherwise reimbursed (e.g., copay-

ments). It is worth noting that there is no full consensus as

regards this terminology, as some authors use the concepts

of SPHI and DPHI indifferently. DPHI should also be dis-

tinguished from ‘parallel private health insurance’ where in-

dividuals are covered by one among several parallel insurance

systems. These roughly insure for the same health care but an

individual is entitled to only one of the insurance systems’

benefits. For example, in the US, an individual in need of

health care as a consequence of a workplace accident is cov-

ered by the Workers’ Compensation Board and not by

Medicare.

Finally, note that an NHS is a necessary but not sufficient

condition to observe the emergence of DPHI. According to a

large review of health systems in Organization for Economic

Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries, DPHI

exists to different extents in the following countries with

an NHS (percentages in parentheses indicate the percentage of

people enjoying double coverage): Australia (43.5%), Ireland

(51.2%), Italy (15.6%), New Zealand (32.8%), Portugal

(17.9%), Spain (10.3%), and the UK (11.1%) (Paris et al.,

2010). At the same time, double coverage is absent in

other NHS-type health systems like Denmark, Norway, and

Sweden.

In Section ‘Stylized Facts and Preliminary Insights,’ some

stylized facts that allow a preliminary overview about health

systems’ performance in the presence of double coverage are

presented. Then, the main theoretical concepts that are in-

dispensable to analyze this question are presented in Section

‘Theoretical Concerns: Uncertainty and Information.’ In the

Section ‘Empirical Evidence of Uncertainty and Informational

Problems: Who Buys Duplicate Private Health Insurance?’, the

main results from empirical analyses that have tested several

aspects of double coverage, in particular, who is more likely to

purchase duplicate private insurance and why is displayed.

Finally, Section ‘Political and Financial Sustainability of a

DHPI Health Sector’ focuses on the political and financial

sustainability of a system with duplicate private insurance.

Stylized Facts and Preliminary Insights

DPHI coverage is usually advocated for at least three reasons:

• It promotes population health.

• It limits public and global health expenditures.

• It increases population choice and health system ‘respon-

siveness,’ a term defined below in this section.

Roughly speaking, DPHI emerges because the NHS alone

will fail to reach these aims. However, is there really a failure

of NHS that justifies the emergence of DPHI? In this section,

the preliminary evidence as regards these three objectives, for

three NHSs, namely Portugal, Spain, and the UK, is provided.

These countries are suitable cases for investigation because

their public system has long lived without a significant DPHI –

actually, the weight of DPHI on total health expenditures only

became relatively significant (44%) after 2000.

It is of course very difficult to attribute good health outcomes

to a health system, because population health depends on many

factors. Nevertheless, at first sight, these three public schemes

certainly do not do worse than the OECD average. The three

indicators commonly used to assess health systems’ perform-

ance are considered here: infant mortality, potential years of life

lost (PYLL), and life expectancy at 65. In the 1960s, before the

creation of the Portuguese and Spanish national services,

Portugal had almost double that of Spanish infant deaths (43/

1000) and four times those of the UK (22/1000) (Figure 1). Yet,

since the late 1980s, Spain has reached UK levels, well below the

OECD average, and Portugal has fallen below the OECD average

since 1990. For the last 35 years both the UK and Spain have

been constantly below the OECD female average as regards

PYLL, whereas Portugal, starting from very high levels, has been

approaching the OECD average (Figure 2). Finally, as regards

life expectancy at 65 years, Spanish women live longer than any

other, whereas UK women have a similar life expectancy as the

OECD average. Portugal, however, has approached the OECD

average in the last 20 years having started from significantly

lower levels (Figure 3). It seems thus that health concerns might

not be the major explanation for the development of DPHI.

Double coverage is commonly defended as a means to

restrain total and public health expenditure. Consistently,

Portugal, Spain, and the UK have for long been allocating a

lower-than-the-average share of their gross domestic product

(GDP) to the health sector. However, the pace of growth in

these countries has been quite similar to that observed else-

where. Values have even got further above the OECD average

since the mid-1990s in Portugal and in very recent years in

Spain and the UK, coinciding with the development of DPHI
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(Figure 4). Note also that the share of public expenditures is

similar in those countries as compared to the average, and has

not decreased with the development of DPHI (Figure 5). In-

stead, since early 2000 this indicator has been constant for

Spain and Portugal and has even increased for the UK. Only a

deeper analysis would allow one to draw more definitive

conclusions. However, at first sight, public health expenditures

were not particularly high before DPHI nor has DPHI been

very effective in restraining public and general health care

expenditures.

Finally, another argument relates to the supposed public

service’s inability to respond to specific aspects of demand, the

so-called lack of responsiveness. The NHS is usually strongly

guided by the principle of horizontal equity (‘equal treatment

for equal needs’); hence it provides comprehensive but needs-

based uniform health care, which limits the possibility for

patients to express their preferences, even if they are ready to

pay for them (this rigidity may sometimes create unexpected

and morally conflicting situations, see Box 1 ‘If you want to

choose, go private’). Additionally, principles of rationality and

efficiency have prompted these three countries to adopt

measures such as gatekeeping, and access to GP and hospital

mainly according to the area of residence, which further limit

patients’ choice. Finally, waiting lists are used to restrain

health care use considerably, as a means to ration demand in

the absence of significant copayments. In 2010, Portugal had

161 621 patients waiting a median time of 3.3 months for

elective surgery (there were however, 248 404 waiting a me-

dian of 8.6 months in 2005); in Spain 374 000 patients were

waiting an average 1.9 months in 2009; and the UK has
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Figure 1 Infant mortality rates. Source: OECD Health Data (2011).
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Figure 2 PYLL. Source: OECD Health Data (2011).
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decreased 900 000 patients waiting more than a median of

20 weeks in the 1980s to 620 000 patients waiting a median of

less than 5 weeks in 2010. There are thus elements related to

the rigidities of NHS-type systems that may favor double

coverage. Note that recent decreases in waiting times have

been in part obtained through contracts with private practices,

so that the potential benefits of DPHI may play some role in

these results.

Theoretical Concerns: Uncertainty and Information

To understand why DPHI coverage emerges, who buys it, and

with which consequences, it is crucial to understand some

economic concepts related to insurance in general and health

insurance in particular. To start with, it is important to realize

that the health care sector is affected by uncertainty in mainly

two dimensions. First, there is unpredictability with respect to

an individual health status and future health care needs. Sec-

ond, there is uncertainty regarding the precise effects of a given

health care procedure on a particular patient.

Regarding health status, some individuals are at a higher risk

of developing diseases than others. Such a risk is the result of a

combination of an individual’s genetics, aging, behavior, and

environmental context. Neither the individual, nor the phys-

icians, nor the insurers know with exactitude the status of the

patient’s health. What is more, they may not even share exactly

the same information but instead have ‘asymmetric infor-

mation’ regarding the individual’s health status. Indeed, prior to

any screening test or medical intervention, it is common to
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Figure 3 Life expectancy at age 65, females. Source: OECD Health Data (2011).
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Figure 4 Total expenditure in health as a share of GDP. Source: OECD Health Data (2011).
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assume that the individual is more informed about his chances

of developing a disease or condition than anyone else. After all,

the individual is more aware of one’s family’s health condition,

one’s own lifestyle, and one’s environment than one’s doctor or

insurer may be. When facing the doctor, the individual may

have all the incentives to disclose information – beyond every-

thing, one wants to be treated – this is most often not the case

when facing the insurer – ultimately one wants to be paid for all

medical care expenses and would prefer to deny any responsi-

bility of the events. The insurance companies’ reaction to this

asymmetric information depends very much on the structure of

the insurance market but generally issues like ‘adverse’ and

‘propitious selection,’ ‘moral hazard,’ and ‘insurance denial’

emerge. Below, the Sections Adverse Selection, Risk Selection,

Propitious Selection and Moral Hazard discuss the extent of

these effects in a duplicate health insurance market.

However, the effects of a particular health care procedure on

a patient are not certain. Additionally, physicians are better able

to assess the effects of medical care than the patient or insur-

ance companies, and it may not always be of their interest to

reveal such information. For example, they may increase the

number of consultations aiming at greater profits. Con-

sequently, physician’s ‘induced demand’ may arise. Section

‘Supplier-Induced Demand and Dual practice’ deals with in-

duced demand in the context of duplicate insurance market.

Adverse Selection

Suppose some individuals in the economy have a high prob-

ability of disease and others a low one, known by the indi-

vidual but unknown to the insurer. Adverse selection (also

referred to as ‘‘screening’’ by some authors) may be a mean for

insurance companies to force individuals to reveal their risk

type. Indeed suppose they offer two types of contracts: One

fully insuring individuals at a price reflecting high-risk indi-

viduals’ probability of becoming sick; another offering in-

complete insurance coverage at a price reflecting low-risk

individuals’ risk. The first contract is too expensive for low-risk

individuals and therefore only the high-risk ones would be

willing to buy it. The second would offer limited coverage at a

price reflecting low-risk individuals’ probability. It would

therefore not be attractive to high-risk individuals who have a

lot to lose for not being completely insured. Still, low-risk in-

dividuals would be willing to buy it. Thus, by limiting the

coverage of one such contract the insurance company is able to

force individuals to self-select by buying the contract intended

for their type and hence distinguish low- from high-risk indi-

viduals. In the end, the ‘bad’ type, i.e., the high-risk individuals
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Figure 5 Share of public expenditure on total health expenditures. Source: OECD Health Data (2011).

Box 1 If you want to choose, go private

In 2008, Lynda O’Boyle, who suffered from bowel cancer, was not au-
thorized to receive in her NHS hospital in England an expensive drug
treatment, uncovered by the NHS, which she was however willing to pay. If
she were willing to buy the treatment, she would have to opt out the NHS.

This case posed serious questions about the relationship between
public and private systems, and about the trade-off between efficiency and
equity. On the one hand, it reveals the rigidity of the NHS and its often
criticized lack of responsiveness, emphasizing a major argument in favor of
the DPHI: The freedom to choose about one’s treatment and life. However,
the denial of the drug was grounded on equity concerns, postulating that
two equally needed patients treated in two NHS ‘adjacent beds’ should be
treated equally. The use of an expensive drug, although paid by the patient
herself, would lead to inequality in treatment, presumably increased by the
necessity for doctors to administrate, monitor, and cure the adverse effects
of the drug.

This case prompted England to modify drugs’ cost-effectiveness
threshold and to allow patients to pay privately for treatment without losing
their entitlement to the NHS. It reveals the paradox of the DPHI: The equity
concerns of the NHS, through the rigidity it creates, sustain the emergence
and development of DPHI, which possibly provokes a much higher inequity
than that one wanted to avoid.
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end up being fully insured whereas the ‘good’ type, i.e., the low-

risk individual, is prevented from being fully insured.

Note that insurance companies cannot break even by of-

fering an insurance contract to all individuals at an average

price that captures the average risk. Actually, low-risk indi-

viduals would find such a contract too expensive and therefore

only high-risk individuals would end up buying it. Con-

sequently, such a contract would not be financially viable.

The problem of adverse selection is that low-risk individuals

are not fully insured by insurance companies even if they would

be willing to pay for insurance. In the NHS, adverse selection is

not an issue because uniform health care is provided to all

resident population, irrespectively of their risk. Also, the effects

of adverse selection in the insurance market are lessened when

insurance takes the form of group policies. In this case a uni-

form coverage is offered to all individuals belonging to the

group. This is the case of 50% of the duplicate insurance in

Portugal, 20% in Spain, and 15% in the UK. Therefore, other

things being equal, it would be expected adverse selection as

being stronger in the UK and Spain than in Portugal.

It could be argued that adverse selection is not such an im-

portant issue in the context of a duplicate insurance market, as

opposed to a complementary or supplementary one. In the

context of a complementary/supplementary insurance market,

insurance covers services not covered in the public system.

Therefore, someone without insurance in this market is not

insured for those services not covered by the NHS. In contrast,

in a duplicate health insurance market, not being insured in the

private market would not be so costly because individuals are

ensured care in the NHS. Still, as stressed in the Section ‘Stylized

Facts and Preliminary Insights,’ one of the reasons why indi-

viduals buy DPHI is because they are deterred by the NHS

waiting lists to prompt health care. An NHS with waiting lists is

thus offering incomplete health care provision just as a less-

than-full coverage insurance contract is. Consequently, all indi-

viduals face incomplete health care provision at the NHS and,

additionally, low-risk ones face incomplete insurance coverage

at the private market due to adverse selection. Therefore, also

under DPHI there are individuals never fully insured even if they

are willing to pay for duplicate insurance.

Empirical evidence of adverse selection is tricky because

its effects may be confounded with others (see the Section

Empirical Evidence of Uncertainty and Informational Problems:

Who Buys Duplicate Private Health Insurance?). Still, if adverse

selection alone would be present in the private market, it would

be expected to find empirical evidence that some individuals

(high-risk ones) are fully insured at expensive prices and others

(low-risk ones) only partially insured at lower prices. To assess

adverse selection’s unfavorable effects and its relative import-

ance, it is important to identify which health care services are

most affected by waiting lists or not provided at all publicly, and

to understand which individuals suffer more from adverse

selection.

Risk Selection

Another situation that should not be wrongly identified with

adverse selection is when insurers select insurees or deny in-

surance on the basis of individual observable characteristics

correlated to risk. For example, PHI is usually denied to

individuals 65 years and older because being older is on average

associated with higher medical expenses. Still, some of these

individuals may be at higher risk of disease than others, which is

then not observable. Hence even if insurance would not been

denied, adverse selection would arise among the older.

In a duplicate insurance system individuals who are denied

insurance coverage are nevertheless entitled to health care at the

NHS. They may have to face long waiting times but in principle

prompt care is guaranteed for emergencies and urgent situ-

ations. Yet, if they wish to buy duplicate insurance they are not

able to do it. The situation is however better than in the case in

which individuals have to pay the full price of health care if not

insured, as it happens when the insurance market is comple-

mentary to public provision or in the absence of universal

coverage.

Two arguments are commonly used to explain why risk se-

lection exists and who might be denied insurance. First, ac-

cording to theory, insurers either provide contracts based on true

risks or provide different contracts to separate low- and high-

risks. However, these are costly procedures which the insurers

may not be willing to assume. Second, the empirical literature

shows that the variance of health care costs increases with the

mean, so that expenditures for high-risk groups are less pre-

dictable. Hence, insurers may prefer to provide contracts based

on broad categories (age and sex) and then reject high-risk

groups directly or indirectly.

In most cases selection is clearly stated in insurance

contracts, for example, through an age criterion or through

exclusion of benefits from preexisting conditions. Another

more subtle form of selection derives from most contracts

being short-term (usually 1 year), which enables insurers to

modify conditions (or even avoiding renewal, even if this is

usually forbidden) once a serious disease has been diag-

nosed. Contrasting the characteristics of the population re-

ceiving health care at the NHS with those relying on DPHI as

well can also provide an indication of what constitutes a

source of insurance denial. If insurance denial is a fact

then there must be empirical evidence that NHS users share

some characteristics that DPHI users do not. Still, results

should be read with caution because asymmetries may be

also due to differences in preferences regarding insurance or

other issues.

Propitious Selection

‘Propitious selection’ in the insurance market occurs when low-

risk individuals buy more insurance than high-risk ones. One

possible explanation relates to risk aversion, that is, people with

a higher risk concern would tend to be more cautious, hence

more likely to purchase insurance. As they are more cautious,

they also adopt more preventive behavior and are less prone to

health hazards. Note that this is not a problem per se: It is just a

consequence driven from the fact that individuals who have a

stronger preference for being insured buy more insurance.

Propitious selection may also arise because high-risk indi-

viduals underestimate their risk, prompting them to purchase

less insurance. A higher willingness to pay among wealthier

persons could also explain propitious selection if wealth and

health risk are negatively correlated, as it is usually observed.
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The empirical testing of propitious selection is not trivial.

On the one hand, we would expect to find evidence that those

buying DPHI or higher coverage contracts are less prone to

health accidents, and hence use less curative health care. On

the other hand, if propitious selection is driven by preventive

behavior, those who buy health insurance would use relatively

more diagnostic tests and preventive health care. Hence em-

pirical analysis requires reliable information on individuals’

health conditions, behavioral, and environmental risks, which

are generally difficult to obtain.

Moral Hazard

Moral hazard occurs when an individual facing risk changes

one’s behavior depending on whether or not one is insured. For

example, dental care insurance may lead individuals to be less

cautious about their mouth hygiene, which may be reflected in

a higher probability of caries (ex ante moral hazard). Or, in a

case a tooth is removed individuals may decide toward a dental

implant only in case they are insured (ex post moral hazard).

To induce individuals to exert some effort in the limitation

of damages (ex ante moral hazard) or to restrain medical care

use (ex post moral hazard), insurance contracts typically im-

pose the individual part of the incurred cost by making use of

deductibles and/or coinsurance rates. This means that the

consequence of moral hazard is partial insurance (incomplete

coverage), just as in the case of adverse selection.

Because moral hazard consists of a reaction to insurance, it

is present under an NHS just as in the private market, for the

same level of insurance coverage. Still, the two sectors deal

with moral hazard in very different ways. The NHS deals with

it by rationing health care, for example, through waiting lists,

gatekeeping, and limiting individuals’ choices. Actually

delayed access to health care is a sort of limited insurance

coverage and can thus give incentives to prevention and con-

sequent limitation of damages (ex ante moral hazard) or re-

strain individual use of medical care (ex post moral hazard).

Similarly, in the private market, individuals are typically not

fully insured (due to deductibles and coinsurance rates) and

the same mechanism applies. The extent to which each sector

is affected by moral hazard depends therefore on the im-

portance of incomplete coverage of each sector.

Curiously, a duplicate insurance system may deal well with

moral hazard. Indeed, if on the one hand individuals are twice

insured, on the other hand, NHS health care and private in-

surance are mutually exclusive. In other words, as one owns an

insurance policy for a given health event, if a patient goes to

the NHS, the insurance coverage is not claimed and vice versa.

In principle, the patient faces two sectors with incomplete

coverage that deal better or worse with moral hazard. In

contrast, complementary insurance destroys any incentives to

promote prevention or deter unneeded care that may exist in

the public sector because the individual is usually fully insured

(because privately the individual is insured for the out-of-

pocket payment).

To conclude concerning the presence of moral hazard: it is

essential to test whether insurance contracts offering more

coverage are associated with greater use of health care. Note

that even though very different in their causes adverse selec-

tion and moral hazard lead exactly to the same observed

market effect: Insurance contracts with less coverage are as-

sociated to individuals using less health care. As is discussed in

the Section Empirical Evidence of Uncertainty and Infor-

mational Problems: Who Buys Duplicate Private Health In-

surance?, it is not always easy to distinguish the two effects.

Supplier-Induced Demand and Dual Practice

We now turn to the implications of uncertainty regarding the

effect of health care on patients. The physician is obviously the

most informed and can use this information for his own

benefit by increasing health care acts beyond what is adequate

and necessary. Obviously physician behavior depends very

much on the incentives faced. As a point of fact, supplier-

induced demand (SID) is to be expected in the private market

where physicians are usually paid by fee for service. Yet, in-

surance companies have been trying to redesign physicians’

incentives to restrain such practice.

SID should be common to any health care system relying

partially or fully in the private market. In this respect, there is

no reason to think that a duplicate insurance system is more

prone to SID than other systems are. After all, the determinant

is the size of the private market and the incentives imposed by

insurance companies. Still, in a duplicate insurance system an

additional effect comes into action because physicians are

often allowed dual practice, i.e., they provide health care both

at the NHS and at the private market. There is general

awareness that physicians deviate patients toward their private

practice where they benefit from additional rents for the

health care provided and can induce demand for private

benefit. Additionally, SID can easily be transformed in a

common and cultural practice because the same physicians act

publicly and privately.

Finally, it is important to note that also in an NHS, SID

may exist. In an NHS, physicians are usually paid on the basis

of a fixed salary, but they may induce health care consumption

due to the practice of defensive medicine with a view to

avoiding malpractice liability.

It is a challenge to identify empirical evidence of SID. A

strategy of identification would be to contrast health care

provided across physicians for the same health condition,

except that SID can be the norm. For example, in some

countries, patients are given another appointment once the

results of diagnostic tests are known whereas in others, results

and accordingly prescription are given by postal mail or tele-

phone (except for abnormal cases). Also, physicians may be

members of a specific culture of medical practice that pushes

them toward excess health care. Nonetheless, a duplicate

health insurance system allows for the contrast between pri-

vate and NHS medical practice where differences would be

(partially) explained by SID.

Empirical Evidence of Uncertainty and Informational
Problems: Who Buys Duplicate Private Health
Insurance?

Testing for empirical evidence of uncertainty and infor-

mational problems in insurance markets is not easy because
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several forces can be confounded. Yet, it is important to pre-

cisely identify which problems are present because each raises

different equity and efficiency concerns and leads to different

policy recommendations.

Table 1 summarizes the empirical prediction of each of the

effects discussed in the Section Theoretical Concerns: Un-

certainty and Information and helps in following the upcoming

discussion. One should start to understand whether insurance

coverage depends on the type of risk and then follow by in-

ferring which mechanism is at the foundation of such outcome.

If it is observed that high-risk individuals buy less DPHI than

low-risk individuals it can be due to either risk selection or

propitious selection. The empirical challenge consists precisely

in identifying which of the two effects is in place because al-

though risk selection and some causes of propitious selection

may call for government intervention, that is less the case if

propitious selection is due to more risk-averse individuals

tending to buy more insurance – after all, individuals just act

according to their own preferences.

If however, it is observed that high-risk individuals are

relatively more insured, adverse selection may be at play and

instead, it is low-risk individuals who are denied insurance. Still

the measure of risk may be inconclusive. Indeed, in practice, it

may just be observed that higher coverage insurance contracts

are associated with more health care expenditures. This can be

due to not only adverse selection but also due to moral hazard.

In other terms, people with private insurance have higher ex-

penditures either because high-risk individuals are more likely

to purchase high-coverage contracts (adverse selection) or be-

cause people with higher coverage have lower incentives to

parsimonious health care use (moral hazard).

A somewhat orthogonal problem to the risk issue is to

what extent health care use is induced beyond what is ad-

equate because physicians target higher profits. If this is the

case there is SID. Incentives to induce demand may be

related, for example, to generous fee for service reimburse-

ment schemes under DPHI, or to very low copayments that

ease the inducement process. Hence evidence on moral

hazard may indeed be overestimated if the inducement of

demand effect is not controlled for. The empirical strategy

consists in identifying different medical practices across

competition contexts but it is obviously a challenge to dis-

tinguish SID from cultural medical practice. Additionally,

different medical practices may as well be explained by dis-

tinctive regional administrations or governances.

Although disentangling empirically the informational

problems is challenging, some research has led to interesting

results in the DPHI context. Confirming the seminal results

of the Rand experiment, some UK studies have consistently

confirmed a decrease in drug consumption which follows an

increase in the copayment supporting the evidence of ex post

moral hazard. Olivella and Vera-Hernández (2013) use data

of the British Household Panel Survey for the period

1996–2007 to test empirical evidence of asymmetric infor-

mation and distinguish the different effects at play. They

contrast health care use of individuals having bought PHI

with that of those who obtained PHI from their employer as

a fringe benefit, using three measures of health care use: (1)

hospitalization in a fully privately funded hospital, (2) hos-

pitalization in publicly funded hospital, and (3) GP visits.

Their reasoning is as follows. People with individual PHI

are those who explicitly decided to buy it, and are called

Table 1 Empirical strategies and challenges in predicting uncertainty and informational problems

Analyzed concept Empirical strategies and challenges

High-risk individuals are relatively less insured:
Risk selection • Not present in the NHS, probably present at the DPHI.

• ‘Strategy’: Identify the characteristics of individuals, such as age or declared diseases that prevent them from buying DPHI.

• ‘Challenge’: Differentiate risk selection from revealed preferences and propitious selection. Some characteristics may be
correlated with risk-loving behavior, for example.

Propitious selection • Not present in the NHS, probably present at the DPHI.

• ‘Strategy’: First, identify negative correlation between risk and insurance coverage. Second, identify reason of propitious
selection: (1) Risk-aversion/preventive; (2) underestimation of risk by high-risk individuals; (3) higher willingness to pay of
wealthier (and healthier) individuals. If (1) then should be found that those buying DPHI have less health hazards but tend to
use more preventive medical care or adopt less risky health habits. If (2) then should be found more health hazards than
ex ante predicted relatively more for high-risk individuals then for low-risk ones. If (3) then should be found that wealthier
individuals should buy relatively more DPHI and have less health hazards.

• ‘Challenge’: Proxy for preferences; differentiate propitious selection from risk selection.

High-risk individuals are relatively more insured:
Adverse selection • Not present in the NHS, probably present at the DPHI.

• ‘Strategy’: Conclude whether in a DPHI context higher risk individuals buy insurance contracts with higher coverage and
relatively more expensive than those bought by low-risk individuals.

• ‘Challenge’: Find a good proxy for risk; differentiate adverse selection from moral hazard.
Moral hazard • Probably present both at the NHS and DPHI resulting in overconsumption of health care.

• ‘Strategy’: Identify change in preventive and curative health care use due to insurance.

• ‘Challenge’: Differentiate from adverse selection.
Supplier-induced

demand
• Probably present at the NHS (defensive medicine) and DPHI (rent seeking) resulting in overconsumption of health care.

• ‘Strategy’: Identify different medical practices across competition contexts.

• ‘Challenge’: Differentiate SID from cultural medical practice.
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‘deciders’; the other group includes people who obtained PHI

form their employer, i.e., they did not decide to buy it and are

called the ‘nondeciders.’ Both deciders’ and nondeciders’

insurance contracts are equally affected by moral hazard and

thus differences across the two groups cannot be due to

moral hazard. Instead, if deciders use more health care

services than the nondeciders, then adverse selection prevails

(deciders use more care because they are in worse health,

hence high risks are more likely to buy PHI). In contrast, if

deciders use less health care services, propitious selection or

risk selection prevails (deciders use less care because they

enjoy a better health, hence low risks are more likely to buy

PHI). The authors find that individuals having decided to

buy a PHI use more health care irrespectively of the measure

used, concluding on the existence of adverse selection.

In contrast with this latter finding, Doiron et al. (2008)

suggest evidence of propitious selection in DPHI, using

Australian data. They find that healthier individuals purchase

relatively more DPHI. In this case, the difficulty is then

to distinguish this effect from risk selection by private in-

surers, which would lead to a similar result. To do so, they

observe that people engaging in risk-taking behaviors

(smoking, drinking, and lack of exercise) demand less private

insurance coverage. Thus the authors put forward that

relatively more risk-averse individuals are more likely to buy

DPHI. Additionally, the assumption that insurers deny

insurance to high-risk individuals seems partly discarded by

the higher insurance coverage among people with long-term

conditions. These two studies, in different contexts, thus

show opposite results. If an earlier literature is considerd,

findings are more sustaining that DPHI is associated to a

healthier condition, although these studies do not try to

explain the correlation.

The empirical evidence of SID has long been and remains a

subject of controversy among health economists. Recent nat-

ural experiments however show that substantial variations in

copayments produce effects that are similar to those observed

in the Rand experiment, whose design made the occurrence of

SID very unlikely. Hence observed ex post moral hazard is

certainly a more plausible explanation than SID for higher

health care use under DPHI.

Other empirical issues related to DPHI deserve also to be

mentioned, even if less related to the theoretical problems

presented in the Section Theoretical Concerns: Uncertainty

and Information. To begin with, the decision to buy DPHI

cannot be analyzed without considering what happens in the

NHS. The demand for private insurance depends on the per-

ceived quality in both public and private sectors. One of the

most popular indicators of NHS quality is waiting lists and

waiting times, which are easy to obtain and to which people

are usually highly sensitive. There is evidence that long waiting

lists, expected waiting times, or more generally the perceived

quality gap between the NHS and private provision are de-

terminants for people to insure privately. These findings con-

firm empirically that responsiveness is a relevant factor for the

emergence of DPHI.

Finally, most studies confirm the strong relationship between

private insurance and high socioeconomic status, in particular,

income and education. Supplemental or DPHI is without

doubt a normal good, which is more purchased by richer

people. Income is hence obviously one of the main determin-

ants of the demand for PHI. This last finding poses crucial

questions from a welfare viewpoint because then DPHI may

contribute to inequity in health. If DPHI only allows for lux-

urious services unrelated to quality of clinical procedures (better

amenities, faster care, etc.), this may not be such a relevant

problem. However, if double coverage allows access to better

care that unsatisfactory NHS cannot offer, this is a serious social

concern. The higher use of physician services under double

coverage would sustain the latter assumption. This conclusion

would be reinforced if private insurers, through higher financial

capacities, are able to attract better doctors under a dual practice

regime. Unfortunately, to our best knowledge, no study has as-

sessed the impact of DPHI on quality of care (probably because

quality is quite difficult to measure). The higher health care use

under DPHI also questions the efficiency of duplication in a

context of scarce resources.

Political and Financial Sustainability of a DHPI
Health Sector

So far, we have examined individual decisions with regard to

purchasing private insurance and consumption of health care

services in a context of double coverage. In this section, the

potential impact of double coverage is discussed at an aggre-

gate level, at the health system, or country level. What could

explain the consensus in favor of double coverage? Does the

existence of DPHI threaten the political sustainability of the

NHS? What is the impact of double coverage on health care

expenditures? Does it impose a higher financial burden on the

NHS, or does it alleviate this burden?

First, political sustainability is considered. Suppose, as con-

firmed in the empirical literature, that richer people are more

likely to purchase private insurance. These people will thus be

paying higher taxes (assuming nonregressive taxation, as it is

usually the case) without enjoying one of its major benefits,

namely public health care provision through the NHS. Hence

they may vote against the existence of an NHS, or at least against

paying high taxes to finance it. As low-income people may also

want to avoid large contributions and thus prefer lower level of

health care provision, in the end the support for high public

provision will decrease. However, three factors are likely to

modify this finding of public under-provision:

• Opinion polls show the existence of a health-specific al-

truism and concern for equity in health, hence even richer

people may support public provision of health care to the

poor.

• Poor people are in most countries exempt from taxes and

copayments, so that they favor a higher level of publicly-

provided care.

• There is no perfect correlation between wealth and health,

hence rich people experiencing poor health may also favor

public care because its price will be lower than that of

private insurance, even in a context of progressive taxation.

To conclude, the majority will vote for a lower level of

public provision but would not choose zero public care. In a

nutshell, this theory justifies the preference for a system

with double coverage, although with a lower public provision
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than the one in the absence of a private sector. To our

best knowledge, political questions around double coverage

have never received empirical validation. The only evidence

so far is that people tend to favor increased public spending

after it has decreased and the reverse after it has increased

(Tuohy et al., 2004). This result may emphasize the consensus

for a target level of public expenditures compensated by

private ones.

As regards financial consequences and economic sustain-

ability, it is often put forward that DPHI may alleviate the

burden on the public sector through providing care to a share

of the population. This was one of the major motivations for

the governments that favored the emergence of DPHI. How-

ever, the impact on total health expenditures depends on

many factors. First, it depends on whether private providers

are able to offer care at a lower cost than the one they would

have experienced in the public sector, which is not that clear.

Additionally, private insurers generally reimburse physicians

through fee for service whereas salary payments have tradi-

tionally characterized NHS-type systems. Therefore physicians

are more likely to tend to induce demand in the private

sector. Second, double coverage is usually accompanied by

dual practice, that is, physicians combining public and private

practice, whose effects on health care expenditures are difficult

to assess. However, dual practice enables doctors to earn

additional revenue in the private sector allowing public in-

stitutions to pay lower wages, whereas attracting good doctors.

Physicians in the public sector may also provide better care

to build a reputation for their private activity, but perhaps

also overtreat or induce demand. Physicians may also divert

resources and patients from the public sector to their private

practices. They may also ‘import’ more resource-consuming

practice style of the private sector to their public activity.

Finally, it is to be noted that evidence suggests a higher health

care use for people with double coverage, in Portugal, Spain,

Italy, Ireland, and the UK. In this regard, see Box 2 – Opting-

out as a solution for the duplicate insurance problems?

In a nutshell, public–private interactions pass through a

series of complex mechanisms whose final consequences

are difficult to assess. A correlation between public and private

health care expenditures is generally observed, but it can

hardly be concluded that the former is driven by the latter

given that both are influenced by the same determinants. What

is granted is that health care expenditures in countries with

double coverage have increased at a path that is common to

most OECD countries, and its efficiency in achieving good

population health is comparable too. Some studies report

however that an increase in the private share of total health care

expenditures is associated with a subsequent decline in public

health spending as a proportion of total public expenditure. This

would tend to sustain the hypothesis of the private sector alle-

viating the burden of the public sector in detriment of other

theoretical assumptions. Yet studies consistently show that

double coverage is associated with a higher use of health care

services.

See also: Aging: Health at Advanced Ages. Alcohol. Economic
Evaluation, Uncertainty in. Education and Health. Illegal Drug Use,
Health Effects of. Intergenerational Effects on Health – In Utero and
Early Life. Macroeconomy and Health. Markets in Health Care.
Medical Malpractice, Defensive Medicine, and Physician Supply.
Moral Hazard. Nutrition, Economics of. Peer Effects in Health
Behaviors. Physician-Induced Demand. Risk Selection and Risk
Adjustment. Sex Work and Risky Sex in Developing Countries.
Smoking, Economics of. Supplementary Private Health Insurance in
National Health Insurance Systems. Supplementary Private Insurance
in National Systems and the USA. Waiting Times
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Glossary
Appearance, pulse, grimace, activity, respiration (APGAR)

score A measure of infant health using a five component

assessment completed immediately after birth.

Cross-sectional data Data observed for many subjects at

one particular point in time.

Dynamic complementarity The notion that skills

produced in one period increase the productivity of

investment in later periods.

Ectopic pregnancy Implantation of the embryo outside of

the uterus, usually resulting in a nonviable pregnancy and

great health risk to the mother.

Elasticity of substitution A summary of how well one

factor can be substituted for another in production.

Fixed effect model A type of statistical model intended to

deal with omitted variables bias by using a dataset

collected on multiple entities (e.g., individuals) over

multiple time periods. To isolate the effect of some

factor(s), the statistical model uses variation within

entities over time.

Omitted variables bias Over- or underestimation of the

impact of one variable on another that is caused by leaving out

one or more important variables from the estimated model.

PROGRESA Income transfer program for the poor in

Mexico.

Randomized-controlled trial A scientific experiment

conducted to test the effect of an intervention by randomly

assigning participants to a treatment and control group.

Differences between the treatment and control group

participants are interpreted as the causal effect of the

intervention.

Regression discontinuity design A statistical technique

used to address issues of omitted variables bias where

assignment to treatment changes discretely based

on some characteristic or set of characteristics. To

estimate the effect of the treatment, groups of treated

and untreated individuals with similar characteristics

are compared. For example, college scholarships are

frequently based on grade point averages. To estimate

the effect of a scholarship, outcomes for individuals

who had grade point averages that made them just

eligible for the scholarship are then contrasted

with the outcomes for individuals who had grade

point averages that made them just ineligible for the

scholarship.

Self-productivity The notion that skills acquired in one

period persist into other periods and that higher levels of

skills in one period can increase the amount of skills

acquired in later periods.

Quasi-experiment or natural experiment A study where

some entities (e.g., individuals) are exposed to an

intervention outside of the researcher’s control.

Introduction

Today an understanding of health is not complete without

considering the role of in utero and intergenerational influ-

ences. The recent popularity of the fetal origins hypothesis,

asserting that early life influences through the fetal environ-

ment (e.g., nutritional deprivation) have latent long-run ef-

fects on health, has nudged economists to think about the

production of health beginning much earlier in life. This hy-

pothesis, complemented with economic theories of parental

investment characterizes how important early-life factors can

be in explaining adult health.

The goal of this article is to give the reader a framework and

an understanding of the strength of in utero and intergenera-

tional influences. To provide a concrete structure to interpret

these effects, the authors first outline a multiperiod investment

model akin to the work of James Heckman that translates early

life circumstances to health in adulthood. With such a

mathematical model, one can be very specific about the roles

of the in utero and intergenerational environments. Before

discussing the various inputs into the health production

function, the authors consider possible measures of health

in utero and at birth. The bulk of the article then discusses how

various inputs (e.g., maternal nutrition, sickness, maternal age,

maternal education, family income, employment, maternal

health behaviors, and environmental exposure) impact health

using the Heckman investment model as a guide.

Theoretical Framework

Economic Framework for the Link between In Utero and
Early Life Conditions and Later Health

Under traditional economic models of health, there is little

room for early life and in utero events to impact later health.

More recently developed models, however, demonstrate the

importance of investment and events in early life for health

production. Models such as Heckman (2007) provide the

mathematical structure to understand how early parental
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investment and initial endowments (e.g., health at birth) may

affect adult health. These models invoke two important fea-

tures: self-productivity and dynamic complementarity. Self-

productivity embodies the notion that skills acquired in one

period persist into other periods, and that higher levels of

skills in one period can increase the amount of skills acquired

in a later period. Dynamic complementarities embrace the

idea that capabilities acquired in one period augment the

productivity of investment in the future.

Consider a simplified model with two periods of child-

hood investment and a constant elasticity of substitution

production function as Heckman (2007) does:

h¼ f ðb,y,½gIj1 þ ð1� gÞIj2 �
1
jÞ ½1�

where h is a vector of adult capabilities in period 3 (adult-

hood), b are parental capabilities, y is the initial endowment, It
is investment in period t, 1

1�j is the elasticity of substitution of

inputs across periods, and g represents the net effect of I1 on h

(the ‘capability multiplier’). One can think of h as including

health and other capabilities such as education in adulthood.

Investments can include nutrition and medical care in child-

hood. Parental characteristics such as income and education

influence the choice of inputs (i.e., I1 and I2), either by shifting

tastes, acting as a constraint on the ability to purchase inputs,

or changing y.

Self-productivity implies that qh
q It

40 for t¼1,2; that is, in-

vestment made in prior periods raises adult capabilities. Vac-

cinations would be one such example; the polio vaccine taken

as a child nearly assures that as adult, an individual will not

impeded by polio. Under dynamic complementarities, the

function q 2h
qyq It

40, meaning that the effect of investment is an

increasing function of capabilities. As an example of dynamic

complementarities, consider an early childhood investment

made in period 1 (e.g., Head Start). This investment may

augment childhood capabilities in period 2, which then will

make formal schooling following Head Start more productive.

Under some simplifying assumptions, this general model

can generate some useful insights about the possible role of

early and in utero investments. First, the larger the capability

multiplier (i.e., g) the higher the optimal ratio of early to late

investment. Second, if early and late investments are perfect

substitutes, disadvantage in period 1 can always be overcome

with later investment. As the degree of substitution ap-

proaches N, optimal investment in period 1 is equal to op-

timal investment in period 2. Third, there is a tradeoff between

investing in period 1 and investing in period 2. Owing to

discounting, investment in period 2 is cheaper than invest-

ment of the same amount in period 1. This consideration

pushes investment to period 2, but the productivity of in-

vestment in period 1 (i.e., the size of g) encourages investment

in period 1.

This model can explain why early life investments, even if

they are small in magnitude, can have effects on more long-

run outcomes. Moreover, although this article discusses the

importance of early and in utero conditions collectively, it may

be important to distinguish between these even further. Spe-

cifically, in utero investments, because of the extended period

allowed for dynamic complementarities, may be more im-

portant than early childhood investments.

Fetal Origins Hypothesis – An Epidemiological Explanation
for the Possible Connection between In Utero Conditions
and Later Outcomes

The biological foundation for linking in utero conditions to

later life outcomes is the fetal origins hypothesis. This hy-

pothesis, championed by British physician David Barker, as-

serts that nutrient deprivation at the beginning of life can raise

adult chronic disease risk. Looking across areas in England,

Barker noted that infant mortality rates were correlated with

later mortality rates of the same cohorts. The biological

underpinnings of the fetal origins hypothesis suggest that

nutrition during pregnancy affects fetal development. If a

fetus is deprived of nutrients in utero, available nutrients are

diverted for neurological development while the development

of nonneurological systems are sacrificed. This tradeoff

manifests itself later in life in the form of higher hypertension

risk and increased insulin sensitivity.

Although the hypothesis has gained some acceptance, it is

still highly disputed – partially because solid empirical sup-

port is difficult to come by. For one, the data demands of

testing such a hypothesis require data on both early life con-

ditions and later outcomes. This is an arduous demand given

that the collection of high quality data in many countries is

only a recent phenomenon. Probably the most foreboding

critique of this hypothesis is that it was originally based on

observational data and thus, is susceptible to typical omitted

variables bias issues. However, it should be noted that animal

studies (excluding humans) where the fetal environment is

more easily manipulable generally show strong support of the

fetal origins hypothesis.

The toolkit of economists is well-suited to addressing these

two shortcomings of the public health and medical literature

on this topic. Economists have used clever quasi-experimental

strategies (many of which will be discussed later in this article)

to identify causal relationships between early life conditions

and later outcomes. A subset of these natural experiments

include the 1918 and 1957 flu epidemics, maternal fasting

during Ramadan, variation in malaria prevalence either due to

seasonal variation or eradication campaigns, and the imple-

mentation of the federal Food Stamps program.

The application of the fetal origins hypothesis in the eco-

nomics literature is broad. For instance, it is the most common

explanation for the association between birth weight, a

measure of in utero nutrition, and educational attainment,

adult economic outcomes, and adult health outcomes. Some

might argue that this is an incorrect interpretation of the fetal

origins hypothesis because the hypothesis is specifically about

how in utero circumstances have a latent impact which is only

expressed in late adulthood, not in early adulthood.

It should be noted that although the fetal origins hypothesis

provides a biological basis for the relationship between the

in utero environment and subsequent outcomes, estimates of

the relationship between early life circumstances and later

outcomes will combine both the biological effect and the effects

of any ensuing investment decisions. Several studies have been

interested in whether investment responses are compensatory or

reinforcing, but due to the difficulty measuring intermediate

inputs the literature has not reached a consensus regarding

which type of investment behavior is more predominant.
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Measuring In Utero Health and Later Health

Of critical importance in the in utero and early life health

literature is the measurement of health. Measurement of

in utero health without intervention is nearly impossible.

However, via blood samples, measurements of the maternal

environment can be made (e.g., cortisol levels indicating

stress). But such data are not part of standard datasets com-

monly used by economists.

As an alternative measure of in utero health, researchers

frequently use measures of health at the time of birth. These

include birth weight, appearance, pulse, grimace, activity, res-

piration (APGAR) score, length of gestation, and infant mor-

tality. Most of these measures are likely a reflection of the

effects of the in utero environment rather than the circum-

stances after birth. Although shifts in many of these outcomes

(e.g., birth weight) may not be so meaningful, economists

frequently are interested in the tails of the distribution of these

outcomes. Low birth weight (o2500 g), very low birth weight

(o1500 g), and premature birth (o37 weeks of gestation) are

focal outcomes.

In the past 10 years, health economists have debated

whether birth weight is an adequate measure of in utero health.

Although the measurement of birth weight is easy, by itself,

birth weight is not necessarily reflective of any health issues.

Historically, interest in this measure by researchers is mainly

predicated on the strong birth weight and infant mortality

correlation. But such correlation does not imply causation. As

an innovative approach to control for possibly confounding

factors, researchers have compared birth weight differences

between twins and have related those differences to within-

twin-pair differences in infant mortality. A weaker birth weight

and infant mortality relationship emerges from this approach.

Nevertheless, the importance of birth weight as a leading

health indicator has been reaffirmed with the many recent

studies mapping a connection between birth weight and

longer run outcomes such as educational attainment, wages,

and rates of disability as adults.

Measuring early childhood health is equally difficult as

measuring in utero health. Easily obtained health measures

such as childhood mortality are rare, making it challenging to

find effects of interventions on mortality. The most common

chronic conditions in childhood are asthma, hay fever, and

bronchitis, but they inflict less than 15% of children in a

particular year. Aggregating these conditions to derive a single

index measure of health is challenging because it is unclear

how to combine these outcomes sensibly. For example, an

outcome of the number of chronic conditions a child has

would give equal weight to epilepsy as it does to bronchitis.

The Intergenerational Transmission of Health

The model outlined by eqn [1] allows for an intergenerational

transmission of health via several different mechanisms. First,

parental attributes can affect a child’s health directly through

changes in b, parental capabilities. Second, intergenerational

relationships can arise because of genetics, y in the model.

Third, parental capabilities will likely affect investments

represented by I1 and I2. Distinguishing between these three

types of mechanisms is not possible empirically.

Arguably the best measures of the intergenerational cor-

relation in health are those relating to birth weight. The cor-

relation in birth weight across generations is typically smaller

in the USA than the intergenerational correlation in wages. In

a study using matched children–mother data from California,

the likelihood that children were low birth weight increased

by 50% if their mothers were low birth weight. These inter-

generational relationships are slightly stronger among low

socioeconomic status (SES) mothers.

Data on sibling mothers can help to understand how much

of the intergenerational transmission in birth weight is genetic

versus behavioral. Traditionally this is done by assuming a

data-generating process where a child’s birth weight is as-

sumed to be an additively separable linear function of

mother’s birth weight and a mother’s family fixed effect. The

fixed effect is intended to capture genetic factors that mothers

who are siblings share in common, but it also captures any-

thing else the sibling mothers share. This assumed relation-

ship is rather restrictive as it does not allow for a gene and

environment interaction. Interestingly, based on nontwin

mother sibling comparisons, family background character-

istics do not explain the intergenerational correlation in birth

weight. But some argue that these siblings are not nearly

enough alike. Thus, other studies focus on twin sibling com-

parisons. Unlike in the case of sibling mothers, some of the

intergenerational birth weight relation is explained by family

background. The effect of mother’s birth weight on child’s

birth weight in models that control for time-invariant features

of the mother’s family is approximately half the size of that

from models that do not, suggesting a strong possible role for

genetics.

This article continues by investigating maternal factors

(e.g., income, nutrition) and other influences (e.g., environ-

ment, health care) that may explain these intergenerational

correlations in health.

Factors Affecting In Utero and Later Health

Maternal Sickness and Stress

A natural empirical test of the fetal origins hypothesis (or the

effect of the in utero environment more generally) is to

examine influences on the maternal environment during

pregnancy. These influences include maternal sickness, ma-

ternal stress, and maternal nutrition. The authors reserve dis-

cussion of maternal nutrition until later as the literature is

more expansive on that topic. In general, it is difficult to

isolate the pure effect of these factors because it is nearly im-

possible to conceive of a quasi-experiment that only ma-

nipulates sickness or stress. For example, terrorist attacks such

as 11 September have been used to understand the effect of

maternal stress, but one might imagine that these attacks

could also have economic effects.

Of the maternal influences, maternal sickness is considered

to be one of the most important. The 1918 flu epidemic

provided a unique opportunity to examine the effect of pre-

natal flu exposure on long-run outcomes. This flu spread
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rapidly and suddenly; 25 million people in the USA con-

tracted the virus. Cohorts in utero at the time of the flu ex-

hibited diminished health and economic outcomes as adults

(i.e., higher disability rates, lower education attainment, and

reduced wages). For the more recent Asian flu pandemic of

1957, it is possible to follow the effects of the flu across the

lifecycle. In particular, unlike for the 1918 flu, one can test

whether flu exposure is related to reduced birth weight, one of

the underpinnings of the fetal origins hypothesis. Overall, the

flu does not impact birth outcomes. However, these effects are

quite heterogenous. The children born to smoking mothers or

shorter mothers exhibit lower birth weights as a result of the

flu. Effects on cognitive outcomes are present overall, not

confined to a particular subgroup. Exposure to malaria in utero

and during early childhood also has important consequences

for long-run outcomes. Although today malaria is an issue in

developing countries, in the early 20th century rates of malaria

in the American South were comparable to those in de-

veloping world today. Exposed cohorts have lower educational

attainment and higher rates of poverty.

Relative to maternal sickness, understanding the effect of

maternal stress is more challenging. Measurement of maternal

stress is typically indirect because measurement of stress is

difficult. As a result, studies of the maternal stress often focus

on events that are presumed to affect maternal stress. Terrorist

attacks such as 11 September and armed conflict in Israel are

two such examples. For these events, because they are more

recent, evidence on the long-run impacts is limited. However,

the stress-provoking events have substantial short-run effects

on the incidence of low birth weight and prematurity. As an

alternative to this case study approach, some research has

measured maternal stress through cortisol levels directly. Sib-

ling comparisons – effectively comparing maternal cortisol

levels across births to the same mother and relating these

within-family differences to differences in long-run outcomes

are used. These cortisol differences have consequences for

cognitive, educational, and health outcomes.

Overall, this literature evaluates the effect of negative

shocks to the maternal environment. As such, these research

findings may be less interesting for policymakers who are

interested in deciding which policies are best to improve the

fetal environment. Indeed more research is needed on positive

shocks.

Maternal Characteristics

Maternal attributes such as education and age can impact early

life health either directly or indirectly through the choice of

familial inputs or endowments. For example, a mother’s

education may affect her knowledge regarding the health im-

pacts of maternal smoking. However, in the presence of as-

sortative mating, her education may influence the education

of the mate she chooses.

There is a recent growing interest in the impact of maternal

education within economics. This is in part due to an ex-

panding focus on the nonwage effects of human capital.

Moreover, maternal education is one of the strongest pre-

dictors of infant health. Based on USA data, an extra year of

schooling reduces the rate of low birth weight by 10%. These

effects are surprisingly linear, implying that the effect of a year

of high school education is roughly equal to the effect of a

year of college education.

Of course, these correlations do not necessarily imply that

there is a causal relationship between maternal education and

infant health. Omitted variables bias is a concern, particularly

because maternal education is positively related to other at-

tributes such as family background that might improve infant

health.

The recent economics literature has made great strides in

identifying the causal effect of maternal education. Two of the

more frequently exploited quasi-experiments are the con-

struction of new schools and the expansion of compulsory

schooling. In the USA, the expansion of higher education

through the building of new universities and colleges between

1940 and 1990 led to reductions in the rates of prematurity

and low birth weight. Outside of the USA, the construction of

new schools in areas without schools has resulted in similar

improvements in infant health. When interpreting these esti-

mates, however, one should think about these two settings as

possibly identifying different effects of education in the case

that there are nonlinear effects of maternal education.

Compulsory schooling reforms in the twentieth century led

cohorts born close to one another to have different edu-

cational requirements. These compulsory schooling laws dic-

tate when individuals can legally drop out of school. In

countries where many individuals drop out at the minimum

schooling age and the compulsory schooling laws are en-

forced, increases in the compulsory schooling age are useful

instruments for maternal education. In the USA, the size of the

population affected by compulsory schooling reforms is rather

small. In contrast, in Britain, at least historically, most indi-

viduals drop out of school at the minimum schooling age.

Thus, one can use regression discontinuity techniques where

contrasts are made between individuals proximate in date of

birth who might be otherwise identical except for their level of

schooling. The British compulsory reforms generally point to

no effects of maternal education on infant health.

The discussed quasi-experiments increase education by

extending the end of schooling. Alternatively, an increase in

educational attainment could be achieved by reducing the age

at school entry. Increases in schooling via augmenting either

the beginning or end of schooling could potentially estimate

different effects of education. As for the latter, there could be a

mechanical effect of extra schooling. Being in school longer

may act as an incarceration effect, reducing rates of sexual

activity and thus, result in delayed fertility.

This conceptual difference may be an explanation for the

difference between the conclusions reached from using school

entry policies and other studies. School entry policies impact

the start of schooling. Despite their differences in acquired

schooling, comparisons of individuals born before and after

school entry dates (i.e., the date by which a child must have

reached age 5 to enter school) show no evidence of effects of

maternal education on infant health.

One difficulty often neglected in this literature is that an

instrument for maternal education may affect both fertility

and infant health. In the case that there are fertility effects of

education, the measured effect of maternal education on in-

fant health suffers from a selection problem.
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Similar to that of maternal education, the effects of ma-

ternal age could be direct or indirect. Women at either end of

the childbearing age spectrum experience worse infant health

outcomes. Support of the biological effects of maternal age has

been confirmed with animal studies, but maternal age may

also influence the choice of prenatal and postnatal inputs.

Women who give birth at earlier ages may not have the in-

come or access to adequate medical care that older mothers

do. Thus, the fact that maternal inputs vary with maternal age

obfuscates the causal effect of maternal age. Specifically,

women who give birth at younger ages are of lower SES than

women who give birth at older ages. Thus, the adverse impacts

of giving birth at a younger age may be overstated in the cross-

section although the opposite is true for older ages.

The main empirical evidence of the effects of maternal age

comes from sibling-based comparisons. That is, one can

compare the outcomes of children born to the same mother.

Such an approach effectively controls for fixed differences

(e.g., SES which may be fixed) across mothers. However, to the

extent that maternal age is correlated with other attributes that

vary across a woman’s lifecycle, these sibling contrasts will not

capture solely the effect of maternal age. The sibling estimates

do confirm the expected direction of biases – the effects of

young maternal age are not as adverse as one would expect

from correlations and the effects of advanced maternal age are

worse than what the cross-sectional correlations imply.

Income

There is a well-documented, positive correlation between in-

come and child health. Income is not a direct input into

health production, thus the impact of parental income on

child health must operate through either budgetary con-

straints or by shifting parental preferences. Higher-income

parents can afford to purchase more food, health care, and

safer environments for their children. Parental tastes for child

health inputs may also vary by income, as evidenced by in-

come gradients in smoking, drinking, and prenatal care.

The effect of income can operate through many channels

and economists have distinguished between the effects of

transitory and permanent income because each type may have

a distinct impact on health outcomes. A temporary income

shock (e.g., drought, famine, variation in rainfall) can have an

immediate, one-time effect that lasts into adulthood, par-

ticularly if the shock occurs during gestation or just after birth.

Permanent family income has a direct correlation with child

health, with the impact of permanent income on health

growing as children age into adulthood.

Disparities in health across socioeconomic groups are

evident at birth. Low income children have a higher incidence

of low birth weight, poorer reported health status, and higher

rates of chronic conditions in childhood; however, there is

little evidence that the impact of being low birth weight varies

by SES. Researchers have documented an income–health gra-

dient that steepens over time, indicating that the disparities in

health between high and low income children grow with age.

The hypothesized mechanism behind the steepening of the

gradient is the prevalence of shocks experienced by low in-

come children. Although a health shock does not differentially

impact low income children, the higher frequency of shocks

experienced by low income children causes the gap in health

status to widen with age.

Temporary income shocks near the time of birth produce

detectable effects on health in only some studies. Negative

income shocks, such as the phylloxera infestation that des-

troyed 40% of French vineyards between 1863 and 1890 and

the Dust Bowl phenomenon in the American Midwest during

the 1930s have been found to have minimal effects on health

in adulthood. Individuals born in a phylloxera-affected re-

gion were shorter than their unaffected peers; however, other

measures of population health were unchanged. Health in

old age was also unaffected for individuals born in the Dust

Bowl era. Positive income shocks as measured by rainfall

improved the adult health, height, and completed education

of females in Indonesia who were less than 1 year old during

the increase in rainfall. No results were found for men or for

rainfall shocks while the child was in utero, suggesting that

improved outcomes for women during high rainfall years

may be related to gender bias in nutritional intake during

infancy.

Means-tested government transfer programs provide an ex-

ogenous, measurable income shock to eligible families and have

been shown to improve child health. Mexico’s randomized-

controlled experiment of PROGRESA provides cash transfers to

households that comply with required behaviors including

prenatal care, medical checkups, meeting nutritional guidelines,

and attending educational meetings. Although it is not possible

to separate the impact of the income transfer from the other

features of the program, children born into the program have

lower rates of illness than control families, are less likely to be

anemic, and are slightly taller than control children. Further-

more, the impact of the program increased the longer the

family received PROGRESA transfers. In the USA, it is unclear

whether cash transfers to families participating in the Aid

to Families with Dependent Children Program increased

infant birth weight, whereas maternal participation in the Food

Stamp Program (comparable to an income shock) increased the

birth weight of infants at the low end of the birth weight

distribution.

Macroeconomic conditions at the time of birth are related

to both health at birth and long-run health and the relation-

ship appears to have changed over time. Research using data

on individuals born in the Netherlands between 1812 and

1912 finds that babies born in boom years have lower mor-

tality rates later in life and live longer than babies born in

recession years. More recent data suggest that the relationship

between macroeconomic conditions and child health may

have reversed. In the USA, a higher unemployment rate is

associated with improvements in birth outcomes such as in-

cidence of low birth weight and postneonatal mortality.

During times of high unemployment, maternal health be-

haviors (smoking and drinking) improve and different types

of women select into motherhood, which may explain the

improved birth outcomes. Although aggregate birth outcomes

improve during times of high unemployment, the impact of a

job displacement for an individual family negatively impacts

infant health. Comparing children in the same family, chil-

dren born just after a parental job loss have lower birth weight

than siblings born before the job loss.
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Health Care

Prenatal care can improve infant health by identifying con-

ditions that can harm health such as low weight gain and by

providing health and nutrition information to the mother.

Athough it is well documented by researchers that policy

levers can improve rates of prenatal care utilization, it is still

unclear whether increased prenatal care translates to better

infant health. Examinations of Medicaid expansions yield

mixed results, but other policy changes that increased care

have resulted in improvements in birth outcomes. Access to

prenatal care appears to improve birth outcomes for those

most at risk for poor birth outcomes such as low-income

women and minority women who would have otherwise had

minimal or low-quality prenatal care. A primary mechanism

through which prenatal care improves birth outcomes is to

reduce maternal smoking, which is the leading cause of

growth retardation for fetuses. Health care at the time of birth

is associated with a decline in the neonatal mortality rate,

likely a result of access to life-saving technology.

Public health insurance programs such as Medicaid in the

USA and National Health Insurance (NHI) in Canada provide

prenatal and delivery care with the goal of improving both

infant and maternal health. Introduction of universal health

insurance in Canada during the 1960s and 1970s reduced

infant mortality by 4% and reduced low birth weight classi-

fication on average, with single mothers experiencing a sub-

stantial reduction in the incidence of low birth weight. In the

1980s and 1990s, Medicaid significantly expanded its eligi-

bility threshold to include a larger share of low-income,

pregnant women. The program expansion initiated cost-saving

measures, changing the insurance structure from fee-for-

service to managed care for some enrollees. Evaluations of the

changes consistently show impacts on prenatal care utilization

but yield differing results on birth outcomes, with some re-

searchers concluding that the changes improved birth out-

comes and others finding no effect. Physician incentives to

provide care are influenced by the type of payment structure

Medicaid uses. Of particular interest is the relative incentives

of Caesarian versus vaginal deliveries. Reduced incentives to

provide care have been shown to increase the probability of

low birth weight, prematurity, and neonatal mortality; how-

ever, studies that examine increased incentives to provide care

find no effect on infant health.

The 1964 Civil Rights Act mandated desegregation of

hospitals and greatly improved the quality of prenatal care

available to blacks, particularly in the southern USA where

hospitals for non whites were of poor quality. Desegregation

reduced postneonatal mortality rates with gains driven by re-

ductions in preventable deaths from pneumonia and gastro-

enteritis. The health of infants at birth also improved, as

evidenced by reduced incidence of low birth weight and im-

proved APGAR scores for the cohort born after desegregation.

The narrowing of the black–white test score gap in the 1980s

can be traced back to improved health of black cohorts born

after desegregation, indicating that access to care that im-

proved birth outcomes translated to increased human capital

development later in life.

Another way to identify whether increased care translates

to better outcomes is to examine infants on either side of the

1500 g very low birth weight classification. Infants below

1500 g receive more intense care than infants just above the

threshold, resulting in lower mortality rates for infants clas-

sified as very low birth weight. In line with the findings that

improved care after desegregation increased the test scores of

black children, very low birth weight infants just below 1500 g

who received additional care outperform their peers with birth

weights exceeding 1500 g.

Maternal Behaviors

Negative correlations between income and behaviors such as

smoking, drinking, and drug use suggest that these habits may

be a possible mechanism for transmission of health to infants.

The decision to drink or smoke may be related to other ma-

ternal behaviors or characteristics that could affect infant

health; therefore, an extensive set of control variables or a

natural experiment that changes smoking behavior in-

dependent of maternal characteristics is necessary to isolate

the impact of these behaviors’ outcomes such as birth weight

and infant mortality. Numerous studies have linked maternal

drinking and smoking with reduced infant health and long-

term human capital outcomes.

Alcohol
In a survey of Danish mothers who had recently given birth,

women who reported drinking four or more drinks per week

while pregnant were more likely to have a preterm delivery

than women who reported drinking no alcohol. This finding

may be a result of omitted variable if women who choose to

drink during pregnancy are negatively selected on other attri-

butes. Accordingly, there has been a shift to the use of quasi-

experimental approaches to unraveling the alcohol and child

outcome relation.

Variation in the legal drinking age across states and over

time has been used to identify the causal effect of maternal

drinking on infant health. A lower drinking age is associated

with more alcohol consumption during pregnancy, an in-

crease in premature births, and an increase in the probability

of low birth weight. The reduction in health at birth can

partially be attributed to changes in the composition of births,

increasing the number of births without a father listed and

suggesting that more unplanned pregnancies occur when

drinking laws are less stringent.

Maternal alcohol consumption can have long-term effects

on human capital development, as demonstrated by a policy

experiment in Sweden. In 1967, grocery stores in certain re-

gions were temporarily allowed to sell strong beer that was

previously only available in government-run liquor stores.

Children exposed the longest to the policy while in utero had

lower completed education, lower earnings, and higher rates

of welfare participation than children that were not exposed to

the policy experiment.

Smoking
Smoking during pregnancy increases health risk for both the

mother and infant in the form of complications such as

miscarriage, membrane ruptures, ectopic pregnancy, pneu-

monia, and stillbirth. Women who smoke during pregnancy
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have lower birth weight babies on average and are at a greater

risk for having an infant classified as low birth weight. The

seminal study of the impact of smoking on infant health is the

randomized-controlled trial of Sexton and Hebel (1984), in

which pregnant smokers were randomized into a treatment

group receiving assistance quitting smoking and a control

group receiving no intervention. Babies whose mothers were

in the treatment group were on average 92 g heavier than

control group babies.

The 1964 Surgeon General Report on Smoking and Health

alerted the nation to the health hazards of smoking resulting

in a reduction in smoking among pregnant women that was

concentrated among higher-educated mothers. A study com-

paring birth outcomes of children before and after the release

of the Surgeon General Report reveals that higher smoking

rates are associated with lower birth weight. However, no ef-

fect of smoking was found on gestation, prematurity, or the

likelihood of having a low birth weight baby. These results are

similar to studies that use increases in cigarette excise taxes to

estimate the impact of smoking on birth weight.

Nutrition

From famines in developing countries to supplemental nu-

trition programs in developed ones, studies consistently con-

clude that nutrition is a fundamental input into health

production, impacting both short- and long-run health. Ran-

domized-controlled trials that offer nutritional supplements

to the treatment group have demonstrated that micronutrients

play a key role in cognitive development. Assessing the direct

impact of nutrition on health is difficult due to significant

measurement error in the nutritional content of food items;

therefore, most natural experiments examine how quantity of

food relates to health outcomes. Research suggests that pol-

icies that improve the nutrition of pregnant women and in-

fants will be effective at improving the health and human

capital of the next generation.

The ideal setting for conducting research is the random-

ized-controlled trial, a technique that has been used in de-

veloping countries to study the impact of poor nutrition on

cognitive development. In Jamaica, babies that were given

nutritional supplements had higher mental development than

the control group, indicating that lack of nutrition is a causal

factor in stunted mental development. Children in Guatemala

who received a nutritional supplement tested higher on

knowledge, numeracy, reading, and vocabulary assessments

than children given a placebo. The same children were fol-

lowed up with as adults. Adults who were treated with the

nutritional supplement as a child had higher reading com-

prehension, nonverbal and cognitive scores, and higher

completed education (women only) than the control group.

The majority of economic research on nutrition in de-

veloping countries studies the impact of famines on health,

education, and labor market outcomes. Famines are extreme

events and estimating the impact of a famine can be con-

founded by selection because only survivors are observed.

Furthermore, the health effects of a famine may not solely

operate through nutritional deprivation – famines may affect

other inputs to health and human capital such as disease-

resistance and school attendance. The Chinese Famine of

1959–61 had a significant impact on children and babies

in utero during the event. Children exposed in utero were

shorter, lighter, and acquired fewer years of education than

children born just before and after the famine. Exposure in

early childhood had a detectable, yet smaller effect on long-

term outcomes than in utero exposure. The famine also tilted

the sex ratio in favor of girls, reduced the literacy rate, reduced

employment, and reduced the marriage rate for children born

during the time of the famine.

European famines during World War II had long-term

impacts on health and human capital accumulation for indi-

viduals exposed early in life. Individuals who were in utero

during the Dutch Famine experienced higher rates of chronic

disease in adulthood. Children exposed to the Greek Famine

during gestation and the first two years of life showed reduced

educational attainment and literacy, with the largest impacts

on children who were 0–12 months old during the famine.

The impact of a famine can reach late into life – men exposed

in utero to the Dutch Potato Famine of 1846–47 had a lower

life expectancy at age 50 than cohorts born just after the

famine.

Controlled nutritional deprivation for brief periods of time

is associated with reduced physical and cognitive develop-

ment, as evidenced by recent research into the outcomes of

children in utero during Ramadan. Ramadan occurs for one

lunar month per year and observance includes fasting between

sunrise and sunset. In a study using data from the USA, Iraq,

and Uganda, the authors document reduced birth weight, re-

duced gestation length, a decline in male births, reductions in

educational attainment, and even increased rates of mental

disabilities for children of Arab mothers in utero during

Ramadan.

Even in developed countries, nutrition interventions can

positively impact the birth outcomes of at-risk children as

evidenced by analyses of the Supplemental Nutrition Program

in the USA for women, infants, and children (WIC). WIC is

aimed at low-income pregnant women and women with

young children with the goal of improving the nutrition and

health of this group. Consistently estimating the effect of WIC

participation on infant health is difficult due to nonrandom

selection into the program – unobserved maternal character-

istics that affect infant health may be systematically different

for mothers that choose to enter the program than for mothers

who do not. Estimates that account for selection into the

program yield a positive impact of WIC participation on birth

outcomes such as incidence of low birth weight and gestation

length. Infants at the low end of the socioeconomic and birth

outcome distribution gained the most from WIC.

Environment

Environmental quality can be considered a direct input into

health, with infant health responding to maternal exposure to

pollution while in utero as well as post-birth. Isolating a causal

relationship between pollution and health is challenging for

many reasons. First, measurement error in pollution levels

attenuates coefficients and makes a relationship difficult to

detect. Second, there are numerous pollutants, many of which
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are measured infrequently or not at all. Lastly, a number of

confounding variables must be ruled out in order to interpret

a relationship between environmental quality and health as

causal. For example, families may sort into areas of varying

pollution levels based on socioeconomic characteristics or

business cycles may have an independent effect on both pol-

lution levels and health. Furthermore, the relationship be-

tween health and pollution may be nonlinear, meaning that

reductions in pollution below a given level may not improve

health.

Researchers have exclusively relied on quasi-experimental

designs such as policy changes or temporal variation in pol-

lution levels to assess the impact of environment on infant

health. The introduction of the Clean Air Act of 1970 reduced

infant deaths in the most polluted counties. Similarly, infant

mortality declined more in counties with greater reductions in

total suspended particulates during the 1981–82 recession.

The introduction of the EZPass toll system in the Northeastern

USA reduced traffic and thus pollution levels near the freeway,

subsequently increasing birth weight and reducing prematur-

ity for newborns near the freeway. The Chernobyl fallout over

Sweden did not detectably affect infant health; however, stu-

dents that were in utero during the fallout experienced de-

ficiencies in human capital as evidenced by lower test scores

and high school graduation rates.

Conclusion

From both a theoretical and empirical perspective, there has

been an increasing focus on the importance of in utero and

early life conditions on later health and outcomes. Theoretical

models emphasize the timing of investments. If investments

are substitutable across periods, then disadvantage early in life

can be overcome by later life investments. However, early in-

vestment is important if skills acquired during early periods

can help beget skills in later periods. This article highlights

several mechanisms through which transmission of health

may occur – initial endowments, environmental influences,

parental abilities, and investments. Researchers have relied

heavily on quasi-experimental strategies such as policy

changes, natural disasters, and sibling studies to identify a

causal relationship between early life influences and health.

This is an emerging and growing literature.

See also: Alcohol. Education and Health: Disentangling Causal
Relationships from Associations. Education and Health in Developing
Economies. Education and Health. Fetal Origins of Lifetime Health.
Macroeconomy and Health. Nutrition, Economics of. Pollution and
Health. Smoking, Economics of
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Introduction

This article discusses internal imbalances of health care in low-

and middle-income countries. Throughout this article, ‘in-

ternal’ refers to within country, and the emphasis will lie on

the differences between rural and urban areas. Much of the

work in this area focuses on the imbalance in the quantity of

health workers, but recent evidence indicates that imbalances

in the quality of health care are as important. The paper dis-

cusses both, focusing throughout on the human resources

aspect of health-care delivery.

What Geographical Imbalances?

With poverty reduction taking a prominent place on the

international agenda in the early-1990s – later resulting in a

consensus around the 2015 Millennium Development Goals

(MDGs) – there has been an increased interest in rural service

delivery. Many of the poor live in the countryside, where

poverty is at its deepest, and the emphasis placed on coverage

of cardinal interventions makes access to services in rural areas

key to reach the MDGs. But although health outcomes are

unfavorable in rural areas, there is also less care provided in

those areas. This is sometimes referred to as ‘the inverse care

law.’ These geographical imbalances have mostly been dis-

cussed in terms of shortages of health-care workers, which is

perhaps best illustrated by the World Health Organization

guideline recommending 2.28 health professionals – in-

cluding doctors, nurses, and midwives – per 1000 inhabitants

to allow the delivery of quality health services. Contemporary

work is concerned with both the quality and quantity of ser-

vices. Evidence indicates that low numbers are not the single

constraint for the delivery of appropriate services. A narrow

focus on the numbers of health personnel is therefore mis-

guided. It also stands in the way of thinking critically about

health care in remote areas, particularly in the context of rapid

urbanization, as is the case in most developing countries,

which may require more fundamental changes to rural health

policies, as discussed in the section Encourage and Support

Self-Help among Rural Populations. In what follows, the

paper discusses the evidence on quantitative and qualitative

imbalances in human resources for health (HRH).

Imbalances in the Number of Health Workers

Although a focus on the quantity of health-care providers is

not enough, considering the figures does provide a starting

point and reveals striking differences. Table 1 illustrates the

within-country geographical imbalances across the world for

the countries for which there are data available.

The contrasts are stark. On average, more than 80% of

doctors work in urban areas, and the remaining 20% works in

rural areas. The figures are more favorable for nurses, mid-

wives, and medical assistants, of whom approximately 40%

work in rural areas. The distribution is more skewed for

dentists, pharmacists, and radiographers, of whom 18%, 12%,

and 18%, respectively, work in rural areas. This implies that

urban areas count, on average, 15 times more physicians, 6

times more nurses, and 3 times more midwives and medical

assistants for the countries in the dataset. This ratio is higher

for radiographers, dentists, and pharmacists, who are typically

employed in hospitals or in the private sector. With more than

45% of people living in rural areas worldwide, the overall

distribution is highly skewed in favor of urban areas.

A number of shortcomings to the data limit the inference

that can be drawn from these figures. First, the data are

available for only a relatively small sample of countries, with

sub-Sahara African countries very well represented but other

continents heavily underrepresented, as is clear from Table 2.

The data also suffer from a number of biases. Countries

with a weak administration, ill-functioning government, or in

conflict are largely missing from the data; they are also likely

to have higher concentrations of health professionals in urban

areas. The same applies to regions within countries: areas with

weak governance are more likely to have missing data. A sec-

ond bias stems from the lack of data on private sector health

workers as the figures only reflect public sector health pro-

fessionals. Both types of bias will lead to underestimation of

health professionals in urban areas, and thus an under-

reporting of the problem.

Studies at the regional level paint a similar picture, con-

firming the general pattern and also highlighting divergences

between regions. A recent study on sub-Sahara Africa, where

the problem is deemed most striking due to the relative high

proportion of the population living in rural areas, illustrates

this. The results summarized in Figure 1 show the concen-

tration of doctors in urban areas for 13 countries. Densities are

considerably higher in urban areas, a pattern that is confirmed

by other country-specific studies. In Cote d’Ivoire, for example,

70% of all doctors work in the southern, urban regions that

harbor only 40% of the population, and similar disparities are

seen in data from Zambia, Sudan, and Uganda.

In Asia, the case of Thailand has been well researched.

Several studies provide updated estimates of the geographic

distribution of the country, illustrating that Bangkok has four

times more nurses per 10 000 people than the North East, the

most rural region. A similar picture emerges for Bangladesh,

where 30% of nurses are located in four metropolitan districts

that represent 15% of the population. An early study confirms

the problem of urban–rural imbalances for Indonesia. China

provides another interesting example because the majority of

its nurses (98%) and doctors (67%) have been educated only
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up to junior college or secondary education. This provides a

unique setting in which the level of education for health

professionals, often believed to be a major explanatory factor

for reluctance to work in rural areas, is relatively low, and

because this has resulted in having more doctors than nurses.

Still, urban China has more than twice as many doctors and

more than three times as many nurses per capita than

rural China.

Table 1 Types of health professionals in rural and urban areas worldwide

Health professionals Share of health professionals in rural areas (mean) Ratio of urban to rural health professionals (mean)

Physician 0.20 15.6
Nurse 0.39 6.3
Dentist 0.18 18.1
Pharmacist 0.12 11.8
Midwife 0.39 2.8
Radiographer 0.18 23.4
Medical Assistant 0.37 2.9

Note: Author’s calculation from WHO Global Atlas data.

Table 2 Countries in cross-country dataset

Region Countries Number of countries

East Asia and Pacific Myanmar, Timor-Leste 2
South Asia India, Maldives, Pakistan, Sri Lanka 4
Middle East and North

Africa
Algeria, Djibouti, Egypt, Iraq, Morocco, Oman, Tunisia, Yemen 8

Europe and Central Asia Romania 1
Latin America and

Caribbean
Brazil, Honduras 2

Sub-Sahara Africa Burkina Faso, Benin, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros,
Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea,
Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali,
Mauritania, Mauritius, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe, Sierra
Leone, Sudan, Swaziland, Togo, Uganda, Tanzania, Zambia
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Evidence for Latin America also shows similar patterns,

with health workers concentrated in the capitals and more

affluent areas. In Argentina, which has one of the highest

numbers of health workers per person, Buenos Aires counts

seven times more doctors per capita than Formosa or Mis-

iones. In Chile, approximately 60% of public sector health

professional are concentrated in the region of Santiago, which

hosts only 40% of the population. In Ecuador although the

capital’s province of Pichincha has 2 doctors per 1000 in-

habitants, the more remote provinces of Galápagos and

Orellana Esta have 0.56 and 0.43, respectively. In Guatemala,

which has 0.9 doctors per 1000 inhabitants on average, 71% of

health workers are concentrated in the metropolitan zone,

whereas the more remote Quiche has a ratio of less than

0.1 doctors per 1000 inhabitants. A similar imbalance exists

for all medical professions in this country. Nicaragua has 0.4

doctors per 1000 inhabitants on average, whereas its capital,

Managua, has 1.1. In Peru, 53% of physicians, 40% of nurses,

44% of dentists, and 41% of technicians and health assistants

were concentrated in the Lima Metropolitan Area, which

represents close to one-third of the country’s population. Stark

differences in densities across professional groups are also

reported for the Dominican Republic, with 0.41 nurses per

doctor in Region 1 and 3.63 in Region III. A detailed analysis

of Brazil also shows substantial inequalities in numbers of

health workers.

Although this article focuses on low- and middle-income

countries, it is useful to remember that the same problem

exists in high-income countries. In USA, for instance, 9% of

physicians work in rural areas, which represent 20% of the

population. The figures for Canada are very similar (9% of

physicians for 24% of the population). In France, the wealthy

areas of Paris city and the South have considerably more

doctors than the rest of the country. In Norway, the rural and

remote Northern areas have historically been underserved,

and there is long tradition of policy making to try to

address this.

The pattern that emerges from the above descriptive stat-

istics is clear, but also blunt. For a subset of countries with

more detailed data, a more advanced analysis and de-

composition of inequalities across and within subgroups is

possible – for example, according to profession or gender.

A 2008 study considers the Gini coefficient, Theil T, and Theil

L measures for the distribution of health workers in China,

and decomposes overall inequality in between and within

province inequality. The findings indicate that underlying

distributions can be very different across regions. Across the

measures, within province inequality accounts for between

82% and 84% of intercounty inequality. A later study draws

similar conclusions for sub-Sahara Africa, calculating the

Concentration Index and Gini coefficient for doctors and

nurses for nine sub-Sahara African countries. Although the

Concentration Index for doctors varies between 0.25 and 0.48

(for Kenya and Senegal, respectively), that for nurses varies

from 0.05 to 0.54 (for Kenya and Mauritania, respectively),

and generally confirms that imbalances tend to be more severe

for more educated health professionals. The results for both

China and Africa illustrate how aggregate figures on numbers

of health workers can be misleading and may provide a highly

insufficient base for policy making.

Imbalances in the Quality of Care

With the development strategy of the past decades emphasizing

increases in the supply of care, much of the debate has focused

on gaps in the quantities of health-care providers. But there are

also important imbalances in the quality of care that patients

receive (often referred to as process quality), which is a function

of the number of health workers, their performance, and the

availability of complementary inputs. This chapter focus on

performance differences stemming from human resources and

abstracts from differences in the import of complementary in-

puts like the clinic’s physical condition or the availability of

drugs (often referred to as structural quality).

The significance of health worker performance – or better,

underperformance – is perhaps best illustrated by the results of

surprise visits to health facilities in six developing countries that

found 35% of health workers to be absent on average. Although

the study does not set out to compare between rural and urban

areas, it finds that absenteeism is generally higher in poorer areas

and among higher qualified health professionals (e.g., doctors).

Results from qualitative studies in Ethiopia, Rwanda, and Ghana

suggest that absenteeism is higher in rural areas mainly because

of poor monitoring. Other work illustrates the importance of on-

the-job performance. High health-care usage rates, combined

with poor health outcomes often indicate problems with quality

of care. A 2007 study provides direct evidence for under-

performance of doctors in rural Tanzania. Measuring what doc-

tors know (using a vignette) and comparing this with what they

do (using direct observation as well as patient recall), the authors

observe a substantial know–do gap. In other words, these doctors

provide lower quality care than what they could provide.

Qualitative studies in Ethiopia, Rwanda, and Ghana also find

indications that health worker attitudes toward patients tend to

be poorer in rural areas, whereas performance problems like

corruption and embezzlement seem to be higher. This is sup-

ported by studies of corruption in the health sector in Tanzania.

Further underlining the importance of taking quality of care into

account, other studies find that households in Tanzania bypass

low-quality facilities that are nearer and increase travel time to

reach facilities with better care. Also relevant are study results on

medical quality in urban and rural areas in five countries that

find that households in poor areas not only have more access to

private facilities that provide low-quality care, but are also more

likely to receive low-quality care in any facility, particularly in the

private sector. The inquiry also finds that indigenous patients that

come from a poorer background receive less quality care in the

private sector, and infers that this is due discrimination against

those patients (rather than households choosing low-quality

providers). A separate study shows how workload is not the

reason for poor performance among health workers in Tanzania,

observing that clinicians have ample amounts of idle time. The

authors conclude that scaling up the number of health workers is

unlikely to raise the quality of health care. Taken together, these

study results provide strong evidence for quantitative and

qualitative imbalances between urban and rural areas.

Implications of Imbalances for Health Outcomes

A number of studies have looked at the implications of quan-

titative imbalances. Evidence from cross-country regressions
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suggests that the number of health workers has a strong rela-

tionship with health outcomes. Controlling for GNI, income

poverty and female adult literacy, it has been found that HRH

density is strongly related with especially maternal mortality,

but also infant and under-five mortality. Decomposing the ef-

fect for doctors and nurses, there is a large association for the

former and absence of such an association for the latter – ex-

cept for maternal mortality where nurses do seem to play a role.

Other work, looking at the disease burden, also tends to find a

(negative) relationship. One study of the relationship between

different health worker densities and DALY’s (and DALY’s dis-

aggregated according to three different groups) finds a strong

relationship with the number of doctors in particular, whereas

the association for nurses and midwives is insignificant.

A similar analysis argues that countries with fewer than 2.5

health workers per 1000 population are very unlikely to achieve

a desirable 80% level of coverage for skilled birth attendance

and measles immunization. A further inquiry, updating these

studies by making use of an extended sample of 192 (instead of

177) countries, finds an aggregate relationship between health

worker density and measles immunization and birth attend-

ance, but no longer with infant and under-five mortality. It also

observes a significant association for doctors but not for nurses,

concluding that that the threshold should be 2.28 rather than

2.5 health workers per 1000 population.

Although the findings from these studies are indicative,

they do not provide conclusive evidence for a causal rela-

tionship, as the analysis may suffer from omitted variable bias.

The number of health workers may, for instance, be correlated

with government expenditures on health, donor activity, the

number of clinics, the availability of equipment and medicine,

or the presence of conflict, none of which are included in the

analysis. Other factors, such as skill mix, negative work en-

vironment, and weak knowledge base may also be important,

and their omission may further bias the estimates upwards.

Conversely, the lack of a relationship between nurses and

health outcomes may also be due to unobserved factors – like

absenteeism among health workers – which may bias the es-

timates downwards. Another potential problem is that the

sample suffers from selectivity. Countries with good data tend

to be better organized and may have surmounted other con-

straints that may matter more than the number of health

workers. There is, finally, also a question as to how the limi-

tations in data comparability across countries play a role.

Different countries use distinct definitions, for instance for

nurses, and this introduces both measurement error and un-

observed heterogeneity. More sophisticated approaches are

needed if one would like to test the robustness of these find-

ings, as recognized by the authors of some of these studies.

To address some of the shortcomings associated with using

aggregate cross-country data, more recent studies focus on

within country variation using subnational data. One such

analysis of China concludes that the density of doctors and

nurses is significant in explaining differences in infant mor-

tality across counties in China. A similar approach to data

from Brazil finds that a 1% increase in health worker density is

associated with a 0.12% increase in the coverage of antenatal

care on average. The papers also illustrate that there is con-

siderable variation in the level of coverage by municipality for

a given number of health workers, thereby illustrating how the

analysis suffers from similar shortcomings as the ones men-

tioned above. As a result, they do not provide conclusive

evidence on the extent to which shortages of health workers

cause poor health outcomes. Although identification of caus-

ality remains a challenge, it is necessary when informing

policy making, especially when providing advice on target

numbers of health workers.

An analysis of data from Ghana yield evidence on a causal

relationship between the number of health workers and de-

mand and usage of health care. Making use of exogenous

policy changes in the late-1980s, it is found that increasing the

number of doctors and nurses to three (representing a 50%

increase from the mean) would lead to a 20% increase in the

predicted probability of households choosing public health

care. A recent study focusing on Indonesia also provides causal

evidence that relates the number of health workers and quality

of health care to health outcomes. Exploiting the fact that

deployment of health staff in Indonesia is based on quanti-

tative targets per facility although not related to quality or

health outcome targets, it was found that increasing the

number of MDs, nurses, and midwives increases adherence to

clinical protocol, which in turn leads to improved child health

(measured by length). The largest gains are made by increasing

the number of MDs, followed by nurses, whereas increasing

the number of midwives had no effect. As the study did not

include the most remote areas in Indonesia, its estimates may

well be conservative.

Recent evidence for Kenya shows how absenteeism causes

poorer health outcomes. Using longitudinal data for rural

health clinics, it is shown how women whose first clinic visit

coincides with nurse attendance are approximately 60 per-

centage points more likely to be tested for HIV and 13% more

likely to deliver in a hospital or health center, and how this in

turn affects expected HIV status. The presence of other health

workers may also increase the quality of care, as shown by one

study interpreting Hawthorn effects in direct observation of

doctor activity as evidence that performance increases when

colleagues are present.

The above-mentioned literature confirms the causal rela-

tionship between quantities of health workers and quality of

care on the one side and health outcomes on the other, but

does not allow clear conclusions to be drawn on the relative

importance of these factors. To identify pathways through

which rural health outcomes can be improved, the next step is

then to return to theory to better understand why quality of

care and numbers of health workers are lower in rural areas

and result in lower health outcomes.

Causes of Imbalances in Health Care: Theory and
Evidence

From a theoretical perspective, there are a limited number of

reasons why health outcomes in rural areas are lower. Ab-

stracting from potential differences in disease burden, three

factors play a role: poor infrastructure – including scarcity of

clinics, lack of equipment, medicine, etc.; weak human re-

sources which relates to the number of health workers, their

presence and performance, as well as the combination of

health worker types; and, finally, limited demand for health
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care, which is related to households’ information and health

seeking behavior. There is currently limited understanding of

the relative role of these factors, and where the binding con-

straints lie. This relationship can be presented in a more sys-

tematic way, by considering patient health outcomes (H) as a

function of the infrastructure of the facilities in that area (K),

the human resources in the facility (L), which entails number

and different types of health workers (n), their presence (p)

and performance (y), as well as patient household character-

istics in that area (hh). It is helpful to think of this relationship

in terms of a production function where the inputs are im-

perfect substitutes, and write health outcomes as a product of

these three factors, with their power reflecting their relative

weight.

Health worker inputs (L) can thus be seen as the product of

three factors: the number, presence, and performance of the

respective health worker categories. A next step is to consider

the determinants of these respective factors. This chapter

focuses on two issues central to human resources: the quantity

of health workers in rural areas (n) and their performance (y).

The paper refers to other work for in-depth discussion of ab-

senteeism and issues not related to human resources, in-

cluding infrastructure, availability of drugs, funding, and

factors to do with demand.

Quantity of Health Workers (n)

Ultimately, the relatively low numbers of health professionals

in rural areas is rooted in the choice of health workers

themselves. Job choice is typically modeled as a process of

matching between job attributes and preferences. Focusing on

earnings and effort, in addition to other job attributes like

social status, recent work adds motivation, which is especially

relevant for professions where a personal mission is import-

ant, like in public service. Considering that health workers will

choose to work in a rural area when they expect to derive more

utility from a rural than an urban job, this framework predicts

that, since earnings and amenities typically receive high

weights, while differences in effort between rural and urban

areas may be limited (even if weights to effort may be high),

most health workers prefer an urban job. Only those with a

mission that matches to working in rural areas, or those who

attach a high value (weight) to living or working in a rural

area, for instance because of proximity to family and friends,

prefer a rural post. These predictions immediately illustrate the

limited leverage that policy makers have at their disposal if

they want to get more health workers into rural areas. Al-

though in theory people can be compensated for unattractive

job attributes, for most health workers, earnings will have to

be very high to compensate for the disutility caused by poor

amenities in rural areas.

This situation may be aggravated when taking a more dy-

namic perspective and consider health workers to be making a

career rather than a job choice. Taking a lifetime perspective,

the outcome is now determined by the discounted sum of

utilities across different periods, allowing for health workers to

change from rural to urban areas, with income in each period

a function of human capital accumulated in the previous

periods (ht�1). If an individual expects that the accumulation

of human capital is slower in rural posts, for example, due to

lower opportunities for formal training or because the type of

experience built is not rewarded in urban jobs, she may be

even less likely to choose a rural post. In a more sophisticated

approach, valuations of job attributes could be allowed to vary

as staff gets older. The weight attached to amenities may

change and health workers may stick higher values to jobs in

urban areas at certain ages, for example, at marriage age be-

cause it offers access to a larger pool of potential marriage

partners, at child-bearing age because it offers access to better

child care, or when children reach school going age because of

the proximity of better schools, etc.

The basic predictions of the above models are supported by

empirical evidence. Results from comparative qualitative re-

search illustrate why health workers in Ethiopia, Ghana, and

Rwanda generally prefer jobs in urban areas. Although rural

jobs may offer extra payment and benefits, these are usually

insufficient to compensate for other disadvantages. Pro-

fessional isolation, limited access to training, and poor

working conditions characterized by limited access to equip-

ment and infrastructure are seen as strong drawbacks. Urban

postings also provide the possibility of working in a second

job in the private sector, which is usually absent in rural areas.

But the reasons why rural posts are unattractive go beyond

job attributes, as factors like personal isolation, the general

absence of infrastructure and amenities, including the low

quality of housing and absence of good schools, also play

an important role. Rural postings are associated with lower

career perspectives as well, as they provide less access to

training, limited access to equipment and modern technology,

and thinner professional networks, among others. In some

rural areas, salaries are often paid with delay. However, the

lack of supervision from colleagues may give more freedom in

rural posts.

A growing body of quantitative work analyses health

worker willingness to work in rural areas, typically studying

the role of wages and other job attributes. In the absence of

incentive compatible study set ups, two types of methods have

been applied contingent valuation and discrete choice meth-

ods. Each of these methods have their advantages and draw

backs. While contingent valuation methods find the precise

reservation wage to work in rural areas, discrete choice

methods focus on trade-offs between different sets of attri-

butes. A 1998 investigation of health worker willingness to

work in remote areas in Indonesia uses the first method to find

that modest cash incentives can make health workers more

likely to work in moderately remote areas, but that it would be

prohibitively expensive for staffing of very remote areas.

Health workers who grew up in remote areas are found to

require lower compensation to take up a remote position.

Results from a cohort study with final year health students in

Ethiopia also find that expected wages affect take up of a rural

post. Here, in order to get 80% of health workers in rural areas

(who harbor 80% of the population), salaries would need to

increase with 83% for doctors and 57% for nurses, requiring

an increase in annual health expenditures of 0.9%. The study

also observes substantial heterogeneity, with health pro-

fessionals who grew up in more remote areas, come from a

less wealthy background, or are more motivated to help the

poor being more willing to work in rural areas. Assessing what
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other job attributes matter, the study finds that chances for

promotion, access to professional training and access to

schools for education of children turn out to be important.

Other studies present very similar findings. A resurvey of the

same Ethiopian health professionals 2 years later (when they

had entered the labor market), finds that wages and other job

attributes are only part of the story and that health worker

characteristics like rural background and motivation play an

important role, with the latter influenced by the type of school

attended. An identical study with health students in Rwanda

confirms these results with rural background and motivation

to help the poor as important determinants of willingness to

work in rural areas. Health workers who were participating in

a local (church-based) bonding scheme were also more will-

ing to work in remote areas. Another similar study in Ghana

finds that doctors who grew up in a rural area, as well as those

with higher motivation are more willing to work in rural areas.

Results from discrete choice studies provide further insights

into the relative roles of job attributes. Focusing on doctors in

Ethiopia, it has been found that doubling wages would in-

crease the share of doctors willing to work in rural areas from

7% to more than 50%, whereas providing high-quality

housing would increase it to 27% (the equivalent of a wage

bonus of 46%). For nurses, doubling the salary would increase

their number from 4% to 27%, whereas the nonwage attribute

that is most effective in inducing take up of a rural post is the

quality and availability of equipment and drugs, which would

reach the same result as a salary increase of 57% for men and

69% for women. Focusing on Tanzania, another study finds

that offering continuing education after a certain period of

service, as well as increasing salaries and hardship allowances,

would encourage health workers to work in rural areas. Decent

housing and good infrastructure were also found to be im-

portant. Women were found to be less responsive to financial

incentives and more concerned with factors that directly allow

them to do a good job, whereas those with parents living in a

remote rural area are generally less responsive to the proposed

policies. When willingness to help others is a strong motiv-

ating factor, policies that improve conditions for assisting

patients are effective. Analyses of similar discrete choice ex-

periments with health students in Kenya, Thailand, and South

Africa, underline that results can strongly differ between

countries. Financial incentives are likely to have important

effects, especially in poorer countries, but only if they are

larger than a 10% salary increase as smaller raises were found

to be ineffective in all three countries. Nonfinancial incentives

are found to be important as well, especially access to training

and career development opportunities. Improved housing and

accelerated promotion were moderately effective. A study

using propensity score matching also suggests that improving

Clinical Officer’s access to upgrade training would not im-

prove their retention in rural areas. A study of the situation in

Liberia and Vietnam has found that although in Liberia in-

creased pay would be the single most-powerful incentive,

long-term education was the primary factor in Vietnam, and

considers the differences in cost effectiveness of implementing

corresponding policies. A recent study of Uganda sets out to

design packages able to get medical and nursing officers in

rural and remote areas using discrete choice methods. The

preferred package for medical officers is a 100% increase in

salary (from a current base salary of 750 000 Uganda Shil-

ling), improvements to health facility quality, a contractual

commitment to the posting for 2 years, and full tution support

for continued education at the end of the contractual com-

mitment. For nursing officers, the most preferred package

contains a 122% increase in salary, improvements to health

facility quality, and improved support from health facility

managers. These packages would get an estimated 82% of

medical officers and 90% of nursing officers in remote areas.

Other studies that do not focus directly on the rural–urban

choice also shed light on the importance of job attributes.

Evidence for Malawi showed that graduate nurses valued high

pay, as well as the provision of housing and the opportunity to

upgrade their qualifications quickly. In South Africa, earning

more was most attractive, whereas better facility management

and equipment were next. Nurses in rural areas were more

concerned about facility management.

Both quantitative and qualitative evidence indicate that

there is important heterogeneity in health workers’ willingness

to work in rural areas. Although the majority of health workers

prefer not to work in rural areas, some do, in particular in

provincial towns. Rural background in particular has been

found to be strongly positively associated with willingness to

work in rural areas in Indonesia, Ethiopia, Rwanda, and

Thailand, among others. Higher-level health workers (e.g.,

doctors) are generally less willing to work in rural areas

compared to lower-level ones (e.g., clinical officers or nurses),

for example, in Ethiopia and Uganda. Female health workers

are often less willing to work in rural areas, as shown by

evidence from Congo and Ethiopia, often for security or

marriage-related reasons. Younger health workers may also be

more likely to take up a rural post as part of their training,

although their willingness may fall rapidly when entering the

labor force, as found for Ethiopia. A number of studies also

observe heterogeneity in health worker motivation, with

health workers who are more motivated to help the poor more

likely to take up a rural post. Identical surveys among medical

and nursing students in Ethiopia and Rwanda both find that

helping the poor is an important explanatory factor for will-

ingness to work in a rural job for a substantial minority of

health workers. This result for intrinsic motivation is strikingly

similar for the two countries, and indicates that some health

workers prefer to work in rural areas because this provides for

a better match between their own beliefs and the belief of the

facility they work for. Recent work also finds evidence for

mission matching in nonprofit organizations in Ethiopia. The

higher motivation to work in rural areas in Ethiopia is also

linked to the school where one was trained, with health

workers trained at an NGO school more willing to work in a

rural area. This suggests that either health workers get social-

ized into motivation, or that they self-select at an earlier stage

and choose the school that matches their beliefs and motiv-

ations. Overall, this evidence underlines that certain types of

health workers self-select into rural jobs.

Qualitative studies also suggests that other factors, like ap-

preciation for a slower pace of life, may play a role, indicating

that adverse selection may be important. A recent test of whe-

ther less skilled health workers – as measured by a medical

knowledge test – are less likely to work in rural areas in Ethiopia

finds no evidence for such adverse selection. Exploiting the
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existence of a lottery for allocating doctors to jobs, however,

another study finds that adverse selection may occur in a dif-

ferent way, with lottery participants, who are not able to use

their first job as a signal of ability, having flat wage profiles and

higher exit rates.

Although rigorous studies using revealed (rather than sta-

ted) preferences and identifying causal effects are currently

absent in this area, the above evidence provides a base for an

increased understanding of the labor market for health

workers in low and middle-income countries. It also points

already to three types of policies: those working on the de-

mand side using wages and job attributes, those operating on

the supply side focusing on certain profiles of health workers

(such as those with a rural background), and policies con-

sidering matching of demand and supply and allocation of

health workers to posts (or vice versa). The section Lessons for

Policy Making and Ways Forward will discuss these policy

options in more depth.

Performance of Health Workers (y)

The performance of health workers can best be understood in

a classic principal agent framework, where it can be seen as a

function of three factors: incentives (w), monitoring (s), and

individual motivation (m). Like before, incentives are used in

a broad sense, and monitoring includes both supervision and

accountability to the local community; it can also include

workplace, professional, and society norms regarding pro-

fessional behavior.

Qualitative research suggests that performance problems of

health workers may be more important in rural and remote

areas taking the form of absenteeism, poor attitudes toward

patients, engagement in corruption and embezzlement, or

poor performance in general. Moral hazard seems mostly at-

tributed to four factors: the perceived lack of compensation for

personal and professional sacrifice; poor monitoring and en-

forcement; a culture of poor performance with weak norms;

and lacking motivation. The public sector in general is asso-

ciated with more corrupt practices, and in a number of places,

a culture of corruption and free riding is deeply embedded in

the public health sector.

Quantitative evidence on determinants of performance is

scarcer. One study, using data for Tanzania, provides a good

starting point, comparing performance of doctors in the

public and private not-for-profit sectors. Like in much of the

rest of Africa, these two sectors share a similar mission, often

run similar health facilities, and many not-for-profit facilities

also follow public sector salary scales. It was found that clin-

icians in the not-for-profit sector have almost exactly the same

average competence as clinicians in the public sector, but their

adherence to the prescribed script, an indicator of quality of

care, is higher. Thus, although the not-for-profit sector hires

clinicians with the same capacity as the public sector, clin-

icians in the not-for-profit sector perform better.

In other settings, it is more relevant to compare health

workers in the public with those in the private, for-profit

sector. This approach was used in a 2007 study of Delhi. It was

found that, on the whole, private sector providers spend

substantially more time and effort on patients. Public sector

providers also do less than they know they could. This sector

disparity further masks variations in the public sector, with

public providers in smaller clinics and dispensaries perform-

ing substantially poorer than public providers in hospitals,

who tend to do comparable to private practitioners.

Although these studies generate relevant insights into dif-

ferences in performance, they do not provide guidance for ways

forward. Differences in the observed average know–do gap

between sectors, sometimes seen as a measure of motivation,

can arise for a variety of reasons, as variations between sectors

are many (including pay, type of contract, monitoring, work

environment, funding available, etc). They may, in addition,

arise from the different types of workers that they employ.

There is also useful evidence of how performance can

change. Using the above-mentioned data for Tanzania and

exploiting the presence of a Hawthorne effect, it has been

shown that being observed leads to higher effort and that

there exists a link between variation in doctor performance

and ability and motivation. An exploration of ways forward

shows that clinician performance can be improved by peer

encouragement as well as token gifts. Unconditional en-

couragement, where doctors are asked to do more, seems at

least as useful, and has at least the same long-run impact, as

conditional encouragement, where doctors are incentivized to

do more, although little is known about the long-term effects

in either case. Assistant Medical Officers in particular are able

to do much better without significant additional resources and

have sufficient capacity but insufficient motivation.

Studies identifying a causal effect of incentives, moni-

toring, or motivation on health worker performance remain

scarce, but two studies stand out, one on pay for performance,

and one on community monitoring. The remainder of this

section discusses each in turn. The first study reports the re-

sults of a quasi-experiment in Rwanda where part of the

funding received by health facilities depended on their per-

formance. Results from qualitative research have illustrated

many performance challenges in Rwanda. Both health workers

and users point toward serious problems with health workers’

attitudes toward patients, which are often characterized by

impolite and rude behavior. Absenteeism and shirking are

common problems, and some public facilities have ‘ghost

doctors’ who are on the pay roll but do not show up for work.

Especially in urban areas, absenteeism seems mostly related to

having a second job, usually in the health sector and often

unofficial. In this context, linking part of the funding that

facilities receive to their performance may have beneficial ef-

fects. Indeed, the study finds large and significant positive ef-

fects on deliveries and preventive care visits by young children

and improved quality of prenatal care, but no effects on the

number of prenatal care visits or on immunization rates. It

was concluded that pay for performance had the greatest effect

on services with the highest payment rates that required the

least provider effort. Unfortunately, the study did not in-

vestigate how health worker behavior changed. Results from

qualitative research shed some light, and suggests that per-

formance pay decreased absenteeism as well as shirking and

improved the work environment, to the general satisfaction of

health workers.

The second study provides evidence from a randomized

intervention on community-based monitoring of public
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primary health-care providers in Uganda. Making use of local

NGOs to encourage communities to hold their local health

providers accountable, the study finds that 1 year after the

intervention, child mortality had seen significant reductions

and child weight had increased in treatment communities.

Studying the underlying processes, evidence was found for

increased monitoring from the community through existing

and new channels (e.g., local councils, evaluations) and in-

creased activity from health workers, including improved

consultation of the community (suggestion boxes), better in-

formation provision (posters regarding family planning),

better management of patient care (numbered waiting cards),

and higher medical effort (immunizations). The study also

finds a drop in absenteeism, an increased use of equipment, a

reduction in patient waiting times. A follow-up paper analyses

the heterogeneity in some of these treatment effects and argues

that the local social context, for example, income inequality

and ethnic fractionalization, plays an important role and

negatively affects the community’s drive to collective action,

which in turn holds back improvements of service provision.

Lessons for Policy Making and Ways Forward

Although this field would benefit from more structured research

that takes special care in identifying causality, the above studies

have increased the understanding and suggest five possible ways

forward to address geographical imbalances in both quality and

quantity of care, focusing on human resources.

A first approach concentrates on the supply side of labor

for health care, given demand. A second approach starts from

the demand side, focusing on how facilities can acquire the

human resources they want or need, given the available sup-

ply. A third approach looks at matching health workers and

jobs and how health workers get allocated to jobs. Fourth, one

can look at the coordination between public and private sec-

tors. Finally, new directions can be explored to encourage self-

help in rural populations. In what follows, each of these are

discussed in turn. In a final section, the authors discuss how

one can go about choosing between or combining these dif-

ferent alternatives.

Emphasizing Labor Supply

Most human resource policies in the health sector today focus

on the supply side. Starting from a needs-based approach, they

concentrate on how to attain the desired number of human

resources in rural and remote areas. Although this approach

may be justified in settings with extremely low numbers of

health workers, it generally suffers from a number of prob-

lems. A key issue that remains unclear, for instance, is what the

ideal number of health workers should be. As the precise

causal relationship between the number of health workers and

improved health outcomes is yet to be understood, current

figures represent preliminary estimates. One underlying as-

sumption is that existing human resources are fully used,

whereas evidence indicates that this is not the case. This ap-

proach also abstracts from the quality of care, assuming that

existing and new health workers all provide high-quality care,

in contrast to existing evidence. It also tends to undervalue the

potential role of modern technology (see section How to

Choose the Appropriate Approach?). An exclusive focus on the

quantities of health workers supplied thus misses several im-

portant points. As a result, policies grounded solely in this

approach often disappoint and are not the silver bullet they

are believed to be. A classic example is the training of more

health workers, which is often presented as a promising

strategy to address shortages in rural areas. However, if health

workers are free to choose where they work, training more

professionals does not necessarily lead to more health workers

in rural areas.

An important step forward with supply-based policies lies,

therefore, in recognizing the heterogeneity of health worker

preferences. Although health workers generally prefer to work

in urban areas, a clear picture is emerging of the type of health

worker that is more willing and likely to take up a remote

post. Having grown up in a rural area, giving more importance

to helping the poor, being lower rather than higher educated

(e.g., nurse vs. doctor), and possibly being young rather than

middle aged (little is known about elderly), all play a role.

Polices that target these workers may therefore be more

effective. Evidence from Indonesia shows that much can be

gained from stimulating nurses to take up rural jobs, rather

than doctors, who are considerably less likely to work in rural

areas. Not surprisingly, these types of policies are becoming

more common. Thailand, for instance, focuses on recruiting

health workers with a rural background. This can further be

combined with more rural-oriented training and education, as

is the case in a number of high-income countries, including

the US and Norway, who have built specific institutions to

provide training for rural health care.

Where increasing the number of health workers is appro-

priate, a detailed cost–benefit analysis is needed to assess what

would be the best approach. In many cases, it may be more

cost effective to increase health workers in existing facilities,

rather than building new facilities. Indeed, one recent study

illustrates how patients can bypass facilities to get to the ones

with better services. A higher number of health workers per

facility also increases monitoring and reduces professional

isolation. Other evidence has also shown how increasing the

number of health workers per facility improves outcomes.

Besides focusing on the number of health workers, one

alternative solution is to improve the quality of care. Improved

training is often raised as an important way forward. There are

clear examples where the curriculum does not capture local

disease realities, particularly the disease burden of the poor

and those in rural areas, leaving ample room for improve-

ment. Mozambique (nonphysician) surgeons for instance,

until recently received no training in HIV/AIDS, even though it

was the most common disease they treated. Over the past

years, many countries have updated their curriculums, with

the Malawi approach that tailors content of the training to

meeting the community’s most pressing needs, often as a

model. Recent examples are South Africa’s Walter Sisulu Uni-

versity, community-based programs at Jimma University in

Ethiopia and University of Gezira in Sudan; as well as initia-

tives at Makere University in Uganda and the National Uni-

versity of Rwanda, who are making epidemiology-based

curriculum revisions. Recent evidence indicates that, on the
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whole, health workers know what to do; the failure lies in

doing it. The role of training to improve this, for example, by

ameliorating attitudes or shifting norms, remains unexplored.

An issue that is receiving increased attention both for

quantity of human resources and quality of care is the role of

intrinsic and altruistic motivations. A 2008 study finds that

health workers in Ethiopia who attended a Catholic NGO

school are more willing to work in a rural area. Similarly,

evidence for Tanzania shows that motivations matter for per-

formance. Neither study, however, can distinguish whether

this is an issue of selection or socialization. Are health work-

ers’ motivations set at the time they enter the profession, or

does their training and professional environment shape their

motivation? In the latter case, there would be a role for

training institutions shaping motivations to improve the

quality of care (and possibly willingness to work in rural

areas).

Demand-Side Policies

Policies focusing on the demand side try to attract more of the

existing work force to and improve health care in rural facil-

ities, taking labor supply as given. Like many other policies,

human resources have seen a shift from a manpower and

central planning approach to a market-based approach. In

most countries, compulsory placement has been abolished.

Demand-side policies that focus on human resources quan-

tities usually start – implicitly or explicitly – from compen-

sating differentials theory, which argues that undesired job

attributes need to be offset by attractive job attributes. Al-

though individual preferences play a role for the precise level

that is considered acceptable for a job attribute, there seems

agreement as to whether an attribute is desirable or not and a

pretty clear picture is emerging as to what health workers want

in their job. The studies reviewed in the section Causes of

Imbalances in Health Care: Theory and Evidence indicate that

raises in rural salaries do increase health workers’ willingness

to work in rural areas, but also that increasing salaries is not

enough. In most low-income countries, the discrepancy in

amenities between rural and urban areas may be too large to

be compensated by salaries alone. Moreover, government

budgets are tight and policy makers are nervous about creating

precedents for salary increases among public servants, espe-

cially in highly unionized environments. Providing other

benefits like housing, transportation, and especially access to

training and promotion may bring some relief. Giving more

certainty about future career opportunities might also help, as

concerns about unsteady future postings, together with a fear

for professional isolation and lack of access to training seem to

prohibit health workers from planning their career and

makes rural postings less attractive. It also seems to affect job

satisfaction.

Alternative approaches on the demand side are to improve

efficiency and to maximize the effort and quality of care

provided by existing personnel. This may be done by adapting

the type of contracts offered. Although evidence for the health

sector remains scarce, it has been indicated that tying pay to

performance can have major impacts. Studies outside the

health sector also provide evidence. Qualitative research in

Ghana, which implemented a pay for performance scheme,

suggests that concerns that performance pay erodes intrinsic

motivation and attract the ‘wrong type’ of health workers seem

unwarranted. A deeper concern, namely, that linking indi-

vidual pay and performance may skew health worker behavior

along the dimensions by which performance is measured

(which is imperfect and may be arbitrary) remains largely

unaddressed. Recent approaches, like the one in Rwanda, try

to address this by evaluating performance at the facility level

and letting it determine the budget allocated to each facility

(which the facility was free to use however it wanted).

Alternative changes in contract consist of increasing

monitoring and accountability of health workers, both of

which tend to be weak in remote areas. This can have two

effects. First, it may affect the amount of effort and quality of

care delivered. The Uganda research discussed in the section

Performance of Health Workers shows how improved ac-

countability and community monitoring can ameliorate

quantity and quality of care. A second concern is whether

current conditions induce adverse selection, attracting health

workers with undesirable attitudes, for instance the less skil-

led, into rural posts. This has been investigated using test

scores as an indicator for the potential quality of care, but no

evidence has been found that nurses and doctors with lower

test scores self-select into rural jobs. It may, of course, still be

possible that health workers who are less willing to apply their

skills self-select into rural posts.

Matching Health Workers and Jobs: Allocation Schemes

In most countries, the allocation of health workers to jobs

happens on a voluntary basis, with health workers choosing

freely what job to take. But alternative allocation mechanisms

exist. One example is the use of a draft or lottery. The use of

lotteries in public employment has mostly been abolished

(although is still present in military draft), but remains op-

erational in some countries, including Ethiopia where, until

recently, a national lottery was used to allocate health workers

to jobs. Although participation in the lottery was initially

compulsory, this could no longer be enforced and an opt-out

has been allowed since the early-2000s (though there is still an

expectation to work for a fixed period in the public sector).

Allocation by lottery has been shown to be inefficient, re-

sulting in adverse selection with the best personnel opting out

of the lottery.

Other types of compulsory placement, even if limited in

time, often suffer from similar problems. An example is pro-

vided by ‘bonding schemes,’ where health workers are ex-

pected to work in a remote area for a fixed number of years, for

example, 2 years, often as a way to repay their studies. Al-

though most countries have moved away from coercive

schemes, bonding schemes remain popular, and are usually

organized by state or by private institutions, often religious

organizations. They suffer from similar risks as other coercive

schemes, including adverse selection, erosion of motivation,

and low performance. Bonding approaches have been tried

and tested but have not led to the success that was hoped for.

This probably explains why most countries have moved away

from this, or if not, have moved to a long-term contract where
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compulsory rural service is limited in time and compensated

by access to additional training.

Policies focusing on matching would benefit from a deeper

understanding of health workers’ job decision process in de-

veloping countries. A US-based analysis provides an excellent

example. Having observed that the majority of health students

in the US base their job choice on their internship experience,

taking their first job at the facility where they did their in-

ternship, researchers developed a two-sided matching model

to optimize the allocation. Although this approach may be

technically demanding, much can be learned from this type of

designed matching mechanism.

Combining Public and Private Sectors

The ultimate objective of health policies is to improve people’s

health outcomes. A growing literature highlights the comple-

mentary role of public, private not-for-profit and private for-

profit sectors to reach this objective. Studies on rural–urban

imbalances in human resources often abstract from private

sector activity. Perhaps the inclination of policy makers to

emphasize health-care delivery through the public sector plays

a role. Another reason may be that private, for-profit facilities

are mostly absent in rural areas. However, not-for-profit or-

ganizations tend to be active, and, in many settings, concentrate

on rural areas. The design of human resource policies that

give more weight to health worker choice also require taking

private sector activity into account more explicitly. Making the

private sector part of the analysis also encourages bold and

creative thinking about new ways to bring private health care to

rural areas, moving beyond the dichotomous view that public

sector’s main task is to correct the imbalances caused by the

private sector (or lack thereof). Letting pharmacies and espe-

cially drugstores play a more important role is one example of

how public–private cooperation can contribute. More analysis

is needed that compares across sectors. Existing evidence for

Tanzania shows that doctors in the private sector perform

considerably better than their colleagues in the public sector.

Health workers in the public and not-for-profit sectors had

similar levels of knowledge, but the know–do gap was smaller

among NGO workers. The know–do gap is found to be largest

among public sector health workers, followed by private, for-

profit professionals. Health professionals in the nonprofit sec-

tor in Ethiopia are found to be less skilled, but more motivated.

These are some of the exciting findings from the scarce existing

evidence. Future work in this area will generate new insights on

strengths and weaknesses of the different sectors and lay the

ground for creatively combined or complementary approaches.

Developing a finer typology to move beyond the simple cat-

egorization of rural–urban could also bring this work forward,

as it will show more clearly where private, for-profit sector ac-

tivity is viable.

Encourage and Support Self-Help among Rural Populations

Geographical imbalances in health care occur in all countries,

regardless of whether they are low, middle, or high-income.

This in itself suggests that they may be hard to solve. Moreover,

among high-income countries, both those with more

regulated labor markets (cf. Norway, France) as well as with

weakly regulated labor markets (see section Encourage and

Support Self-Help among Rural Populations) have im-

balances, indicating that regulation of health worker labor

markets might have limited impact. Policies have therefore

typically focused on minimizing these imbalances, rather than

eliminating them. The way forward seems to concentrate

more on health outcomes, and make rural health care less

dependent on the physical presence of health workers. The

training of community health workers has been a tried model

as a way to increase self-help by rural populations. Although

there is no structured evaluation of these types of programs,

existing overviews indicate that this is not the panacea it was

once believed to be. Whereas the involvement of community

health workers may help address needs for health care, in-

cluding for infants and children, its scope remains limited.

Past experience has also taught that there are many pitfalls for

the implementation of such programs. A central concern is

whether and how good quality of care can be guaranteed.

Careful selection and training seem to be crucial. Another key

for success seems to be whether the program is embedded not

only in the community, but also in the health system. Initia-

tives that are implemented in parallel to the health system

seem to be the least successful; whereas those integrated into

the existing health system seem more effective. The Brazilian

Family Health Program provides the largest and best known

example of this approach. Although involving community

health workers has potential, more structured evaluations are

needed to increase the understanding of what works and why.

The renewed interest in community health work seems to

lead to a new generation of community health work inter-

ventions. At least two potentially promising directions emerge.

First, existing work suggests that community health care is

more effective when built on existing institutions. An example

is provided by a community-based approach grafted onto an

existing network of women self-help groups making a sub-

stantial difference to maternal and infant health. Second, so

far, little attention has been paid to how new technologies

may further strengthen this approach. An impressive hands-on

example is provided by the CARE foundation in India, where

village health workers are equipped with a basic mini com-

puter that can perform some basic tests, but also contains

software with algorithms to support diagnosis and treatment.

Moreover, the computer is connected via a mobile network

to a doctor who can be consulted remotely by the village

health worker; the doctor also monitors – and, if needed,

intervenes – remotely. Although further work is needed to

evaluate and explore these approaches, they open up pro-

mising avenues for future health care in rural areas.

How to Choose the Appropriate Approach?

None of the above approaches is a silver bullet, and in most

cases the best way forward lies in a smart combination of

approaches adapted to the local context and informed by past

experience. There is currently limited understanding of the

relative payoffs of these approaches to inform and guide trade-

offs between them. Budget constraints, often seen as a nuis-

ance, may help focus minds and identify where returns are
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highest. This question seems particularly relevant in light of

the rapid urbanization in developing countries. How to bal-

ance the strive for equal access to quality health care with the

concern of investing in geographical areas that may soon

contain even less people?

Like in other areas of policy making, there is no ‘one size

fits all’ approach. Increasing overall numbers of health work-

ers may, for instance, sound attractive where there is a general

shortage and existing capacity is fully utilized, but it remains

unclear whether it will improve rural health care (see dis-

cussion in the section Implications of Imbalances for Health

Outcomes). And even if it does, an equally hard question is

whether this the most effective way to improve health out-

comes. Would the same funding bring about more changes

when used in another way? The key question remains where

government expenditures – and aid – are best spent.

A useful illustration of how one can make ex ante trade-

offs is provided by a study focusing on Ethiopia in the early-

2000s. It describes two potential ways to increase service

delivery in rural areas: building more health clinics or im-

proving and extending the quality of health care in existing

facilities. Using a simple model and applying it to household

data on health-care usage in Ethiopia, the study argues that

additional expenditures to improve the quality of care will

most likely be more cost effective than building more clinics.

The conclusion sits well with earlier reported results, which

show that patients bypass ill-performing facilities, and also

provides deeper meaning to the results on the Ghana

study mentioned earlier. The strength of this approach seems

twofold. First, by providing a simple model, one can test

ex ante what would be the most effective approach. Second,

designing a simple model helps to generate well-defined hy-

potheses that can be tested empirically and can also help

select the best empirical strategy to address identification

challenges (e.g., randomized control trials (RCT)).

Summary and Conclusion

This article discusses the commonly observed discrepancies in

the quantities of health workers and the qualities of health care

between rural and urban areas in developing countries. The key

question is how to close the gap in order to improve rural health

outcomes. There is little doubt that human resources matter.

Studies providing causal evidence are scarce, but they confirm

the importance of human resources, which affect both the

quality of care and several health outcomes. This has often been

interpreted as evidence that important health gains can be made

by increasing the quantity of professional health personnel in

rural areas. However, the understanding of the optimal number

of health workers remains limited. Although a focus on num-

bers and shortages may be warranted in some situations, it is by

no means the silver bullet it is often claimed to be. One reason is

that one also observes substantial underutilization of existing

human resources, both in urban and rural areas. A small but

increasing number of studies have shown a real a gap between

the knowledge and the practice of health workers. Quality of

care thus emerges as a real concern and deserves more attention.

Future work will clarify whether quantity or quality is a more

important binding constraint, and under what conditions.

One key observation shows the limitations of a single focus

on increasing numbers of health workers: health professionals

prefer to work in urban areas. Although studies indicate that it is

possible to attract more health workers to rural areas, exploiting

health worker heterogeneity in preferences, and making use of

an appropriate mixture of supply, demand, and matching pol-

icies, the omnipresence of these imbalances in rich as well as

poor countries suggests it is very unlikely that the gap between

rural and urban areas can be closed. More creative approaches

are needed. One way forward may lie in combining the different

sectors – public, private, not-for-profit, and for-profit sectors,

whose complentarity has been studied, but deserves more at-

tention. Another way forward lies in the next generation of

community health worker programs which are grafted on

existing institutions, as well as applying new technologies. Un-

doubtedly, future work will pay more attention to comparing

the cost effectiveness of different approaches. Here, RCT can

help in building a better understanding, provided they are in-

formed by theory and designed to reveal why some approaches

work better than others.

See also: Equality of Opportunity in Health. Health Labor Markets in
Developing Countries. Resource Allocation Funding Formulae,
Efficiency of
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Glossary
Bilateral A relationship, such as a trading relationship,

involving two partners, such as countries.

e-health The application of information and

communication technologies across a range of health care

services.

General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) An

outcome of the 1995 Uruguay Round Negotiations and the

basis of the global multilateral sector trading system.

Multilateral A relationship, such as a trading relationship,

involving many partners, such as countries, trading with

many others.

Teleconsultation A medical consultation that takes

place when the patient and doctor are not in the same

physical location.

Telemedicine The use of information and

communication technologies to deliver clinical

health care services at a distance.

World Trade Organization The global institution

that deals with the rules of trade between

countries.

Introduction

With increasing globalization, countries have opened up their

borders to trade in goods and services, often including health

services. This has given rise to heated debates in the media and

the academic and professional literature, with proponents

arguing that it can improve efficiency and facilitate the sharing

of ideas, although opponents argue that international trade in

health services will result in increased privatization and hinder

domestic decision making. In reality, lack of data makes it very

difficult to ascertain the volume of trade in health services and

the effect it is having on health systems.

There are different ways in which health services can be

traded internationally, involving either patients or health

professionals traveling to another country to obtain/provide

health services, countries investing in other countries’ health

services, and through the remote provision of health services.

This article is concerned with the latter form of trade, the

remote cross-border provision of health services, also known

as international e-health, and its impact on the national

health system of the countries involved in it.

The article reviews both the positive and negative contri-

butions that international trade in e-health services may offer

to national health systems. In doing this, it will briefly com-

ment on the different types of trade relationships the countries

may engage in, and in turn, how this can affect the impact

international e-health has on their health systems.

This article is structured as follows. First, it defines e-health

and outlines examples of its different uses. This is followed by

an account of how national health systems of countries

engaging in international e-health (both as exporters and

importers) are affected by it e-health, before outlining the

different types of trade relationship e-health can be traded

under. The article concludes with key messages.

What Is E-Health?

E-health can be defined as the application of information and

communication technologies across the whole range of health

care services. Given that the scope of this article is on inter-

national e-health, it will be defined as the use of information

and communication technologies to deliver health services

across an international border.

Although traditional communication technologies can

be used to deliver health services remotely – for instance, by

using the postal service to send samples to be analyzed in

remote laboratories – the term e-health is concerned with the

use of nontraditional information and communication tech-

nologies. As it will be seen, most e-health services take place

through the use of the Internet.

Table 1 shows the different uses of e-health, which can be

clinical and nonclinical. Nonclinical health services include

medical transcription, where doctors record their notes and

these are transcribed remotely, often overnight, and electronic

patient records. However, the most potential use for this type

of trade in health services lies within the provision of clinical

services. This is known as telemedicine. Telemedicine can be

divided into different subsets, depending on the type of care

that is provided, as shown in Table 1.

An important use of cross-border telemedicine is the re-

mote provision of diagnostic services. The most popular of

these has so far been teleradiology, where images, such as

X-rays, are transferred electronically to radiologists remotely

for interpretation. Teleradiology is often done across different

time zones, which allows for images to be processed over-

night, a process known as ‘nighthawking.’ Similarly, tele-

pathology involves sending images of processed samples (such

as microscope images) for interpretation.

A final (and emerging) use of telemedicine is to provide

consultations at a distance. This can be done when the experts

are physically located far from the patients. This practice has

given rise to specialties such as teledermatology, telepsychiatry,

and teleophthalmology, and has the benefit of permitting

access to expertise to patients who would not have otherwise

been able to travel for it. The use of cross-border provision of

surgery and emergency services has been considered as a

potential area of growth in the global e-health market, but its

use has not been explored as yet in any major initiatives.
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An example of the cross-border use of telesurgery is shown on

the following YouTube excerpt: http://www.youtube.com/

watchv=d7IojFFHtiA (‘Telesurgery – ‘‘Lindbergh operation’’’

YouTube video, 3:40, posted by Justin Kochi, 23 June 2009).

To What Extent do Countries Engage in E-Health?

The size of the global e-health market is difficult to estimate, as

there is currently no systematic collection of data on the

amount of e-health trade that takes place or the revenues

made from it. However, estimates in the literature indicate that

it is happening on a large scale and generating significant

revenues, with the global e-health market estimated to be

worth between US$1 billion and US$1 trillion (Mutchnick

et al., 2005). This lack of reliable data poses problems for

health planners, as they are not aware of how much e-health

trade is taking place, and for policy makers, who then base

their decisions on ideology rather than evidence.

The World Health Organization’s Global Observatory for

e-health conducted a global survey of e-health in 2009 to map

out all e-health initiatives that are currently taking place across

the globe. The results from this survey are summarized in

Table 2; they include all e-health initiatives (national and

international), so the true size of the international e-health

market will be smaller.

Of these initiatives, teleradiology, some tertiary care, and

telepathology are the areas that currently hold greatest

promise for international e-health trade.

Although e-health is not bound by physical location, there

are some factors that influence which countries trade with

which, such as common language and data management

protocols. This has resulted in a significant proportion of

e-health trade taking place regionally. Examples of such re-

gional trade initiatives are summarized in Boxes 1 and 2.

How can Countries Benefit from International E-Health?

When discussing cross-border e-health trade, countries can be

divided into ‘exporting’ and ‘importing,’ depending on whether

they provide or ‘purchase’ e-health services, respectively. Ex-

porting countries tend to be low- and middle-income coun-

tries, which have invested in technology and can provide

services for a fraction of the cost of their higher income

counterparts. The top three exporters of e-health services are

India, the Philippines, and Cuba. However, the importing

countries tend to be high-income countries, whose health

systems are facing budget restrictions and efficiency calls. The

USA is the top importer of e-health services. Given that the

impact e-health has on countries is dependent on whether they

are importers or exporters, it will be discussed separately.

Importing countries
The most important benefit the importing countries stand to

gain from outsourcing health care services to exporting

countries is a financial one. This is because most exporting

countries are low- and middle income, and can therefore

provide health services remotely for a fraction of what they

would cost in the importing country, mainly due to the fact

that the health professionals’ salaries can be up to 10 times

lower. This is particularly relevant in the current financial

situation, where many importing countries are facing

budgetary restrictions and are looking to make their provision

of health services more efficient.

Table 1 Types of e-health

Nonclinical Diagnostic telemedicine services Teleconsultations Potential telemedicine uses

Medical transcription Teleradiology Teleneurology Emergency services
Patient records Telepathology Telepsychiatry

Teledermatology
Teleophthalmology
Telesurgery

Table 2 Number of e-health initiatives reported by the global
survey of e-health

Subset of telemedicine Number of initiatives

Teleradiologya 61
Tertiary careb 25
Teleconsultationc 17
Telesurgery 15
Home care and patient monitoring 9
Telepathologyd 7
Others 8

Total 142

aUltrasonography, cardiology, scintillography, and mammography initiatives have

been included as teleradiology.
bDiabetes, obstetrics and gynecology, oncology, pediatrics, urology, etc.
cIncludes dentistry, ophthalmology, and otolaryngology.
dIncludes biochemistry, cytology, hematology, hepatology, histopathology,

immunology, and laboratory services.

Box 1 Case study 1: The Implementing Transnational
Telemedicine Solutions project

The Implementing Transnational Telemedicine Solutions project is a
European initiative started in September 2012. It aims to implement 10
demonstrator transnational telemedicine projects across Scotland,
Norway, Finland, Sweden, Ireland, and Northern Ireland, including
the use of video consultation, mobile self-management, and home-
based health services. The key objectives of the project are to improve
health service coverage for remote communities, thereby reducing
hospital visits, enhancing the use of technology, and increasing and
fostering transnational collaboration. The project is a pilot and will be
evaluated, but it is hoped it will form a sustainable telemedicine
network among northern European countries. More information on this
project can be found on the following website: http://www.transna-
tional-telemedicine.eu/
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The second means by which the importing countries can

benefit from outsourcing health care services internationally is by

decreasing the waiting time. The health systems of many high-

income countries suffer from long waiting lists, particularly for

elective procedures. By outsourcing some of their health services,

such as diagnostics, the importing countries can significantly

reduce waiting lists. In addition, the fact that the importing and

exporting countries are often situated on different time zones

allows for services to be carried out overnight, greatly improving

the efficiency of the health care system in the importing coun-

tries. Furthermore, due to the importance of early diagnosis in

certain conditions such as cancer, patients can be diagnosed and

started on treatment sooner, which will lead to improved prog-

nosis and lower costs.

A further advantage of engaging in e-health trade facing the

importing countries is the improvement in coverage of remote

areas. Remote populations are very expensive to serve and often

hard to access. Therefore, providing the services remotely would

greatly reduce costs and improve the quality of health care cov-

erage of remote populations.

Finally, outsourcing of routine diagnostic and curative ser-

vices to the exporting countries can reduce the workload of

health care professionals in the importing country and allow

them to concentrate on the more complicated cases and there-

fore, improve specialization and skill set in the country.

Exporting countries
Exporting countries can also benefit greatly from engaging

in international provision of e-health services. Similar to the

importing countries, the key benefit is a financial one, as

they can generate foreign income. As highlighted earlier, the

e-health market is of substantial size; although no official

figures are available, it is estimated that the telemedicine

market holds a huge potential for the importing countries. For

instance, in India, it is estimated to be worth h37.4 million,

with projections to reach h374 million (Financial Express.

Telemedicine: An answer to ailing India. 5 November 2007;

http://www.financialexpress.com/news/telemedicine-an-answer-

to-ailing-india/236263/0). It can therefore particularly benefit

the exporting country’s health system if it is invested back in it.

This is of particular importance given that the exporting coun-

tries are typically low- and middle income and often have

underfunded health systems.

Exporting countries can also benefit from providing

e-health services by reversing their ‘brain drain.’ The brain

drain is a phenomenon caused by health professionals mi-

grating in the pursuit of higher salaries, improved quality of

life and career prospects. It particularly affects the low- and

middle-income countries, which suffer severe shortages in

human resources for health. It is also some of these countries

that have started exporting health services, such as e-health,

and can therefore take advantage of the higher salaries and

career opportunities the e-health posts offer to attract some of

these workers back to the country and thereby increase their

human resource base in the health sector.

To be able to provide e-health services to the importing

countries, the exporting countries need to remain competitive

and meet international standards. They therefore often make

significant investments in technology and on improving the

available skill set of their health workforce. This will also

benefit the local population as the technology and health

professionals available will unlikely devote all of their time to

providing e-health services to other countries, and can then be

used to provide domestic services, thereby providing the op-

portunity of using the international market to subsidize their

domestic services. In fact, some of the key exporters of e-health

services, such as India, have important domestic e-health

services, with considerable potential for expansion.

What do Countries Risk by Engaging in E-Health?

The section Exporting countries has highlighted the great po-

tential that both importing and exporting countries have for

benefiting from international e-health trade. Next, the risks

these countries face when entering this type of trade in health

services are discussed.

Importing countries
The key risk the importing countries face when engaging in

e-health trade is data security and privacy. Data sent over to

the exporting countries are extremely sensitive in nature as

they include health records, and there must therefore be ab-

solute guarantee that confidentiality will be preserved. In fact

this tends to be the main barrier to engaging in this type of

trade, with countries only trading with those who have similar

or trusted data management protocols.

In addition, the importing countries also face the risk that

the quality of the services provided by the exporting countries

would be lower than that they themselves can offer. This can

be further compounded by language and cultural differences,

Box 2 Case study 2: India

India is one of the world’s key players in e-health. It has currently more
than 400 e-health platforms, made up of both public and private
actors. Although the main focus of its e-health industry is the do-
mestic population, India is also viewed as an important provider of
international e-health services. Some of the more headline-grabbing
examples of India’s international e-health concentrate on the provision
of services to the US, often through ‘nighthawking’ (see http://article-
s.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2006-08-03/news/27444693_1_hos-
pitals-tele-radiology-teleradiology-solutions as an example); however,
India’s key international e-health market is made up of its neighboring
countries and Africa. As such, the Government of India, through its
Ministry of External Affairs, has launched two initiatives: the SAARC
Telemedicine Network and the Pan-African e-Network Project.

The SAARC Telemedicine Network is implemented by the Tele-
communication Consultant India (Ltd.), and it links one or two hos-
pitals in each of the countries forming the SAARC region with up to
four superspecialty hospitals in India. The initiative involves the pro-
vision of teleeducation and teleconsultations.

The Pan-African e-Network Project’s objective is also to provide
education and telemedicine, through teleconsultations, from India’s
superspecialty hospitals (10 are involved in this initiative). The aim is
to provide services to 53 African countries. At the time of the launch of
the second phase in August 2010, 47 African countries had already
joined the project. More information on this initiative can be found on
the project’s website: http://www.panafricanenetwork.com/
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as well as the different training the health professionals receive

in different countries, which hinder the ability of health pro-

fessionals to communicate with each other and the patients

and agree on a course of action. A related concern is liability:

Who is responsible if something goes wrong? If countries

engage in e-health trade, malpractice will eventually occur, and

when it does, it is not clear whose responsibility it would be.

There are concerns that the importing countries would face

expensive lawsuits, which would offset any savings made from

e-health trade.

Finally, the importing countries risk job losses if some

health services are performed in other countries. Furthermore,

whereas allowing health professionals in the importing

countries to specialize and concentrate on complicated cases is

clearly an advantage, if all the uncomplicated cases are dealt

with abroad, this may hamper the ability of new health pro-

fessionals to be trained as they will not be exposed to them.

Exporting countries
Exporting countries also face some risks when providing

international e-health services. Given the revenues to be made

by providing e-health services to other countries, there is a risk

that resources will be diversified toward this, at the cost of

health services the domestic population needs. This may

worsen rather than improve the national health system. In

addition, if e-health services are provided through the private

sector (as is often the case), the revenues generated may not be

invested back into the health system.

Another risk the exporting countries face is the creation of

an internal brain drain. The higher salaries and career oppor-

tunities offered by international e-health may not just attract

health workers who had migrated, but also health workers

currently employed by the public health system. This may ac-

tually exacerbate rather than ameliorate shortages in health

professionals and again, worsen the domestic health system.

Trade Agreements

It is important to note that the potential risks and benefits

countries face when engaging in e-health international trade

outlined in this article are influenced by the type of trade

relationship they engage in. There are three types of trade re-

lationships countries can engage in: multilateral, regional, and

bilateral. This section briefly summarizes each type of trade

relationship and highlights how they can each influence the

extent to which national health systems are affected by inter-

national e-health.

Currently, most e-health takes place under a multilateral

system, where many countries trade with each other. This takes

place under the General Agreement on Trade in Services

(GATS), under the auspices of the World Trade Organization.

The GATS categorizes services into four modes, which

can all be applied to health services. Mode one covers the

cross-border provision of services, which in the case of health

would be e-health. Mode two involves consumption of ser-

vices abroad (in the case of health medical tourism). Modes

three and four deal with foreign direct investment (for in-

stance, in a hospital) and the movement of natural persons

(health care professionals), respectively. Under this form of

trade agreement, countries can freely trade with others. The

benefits and concerns described above mainly apply to the

current system of multilateral trade, where it is more difficult

to implement safe guards on data safety and quality of care

and countries may find it difficult to define litigation

procedures.

Cross-border e-health trade can also take place regionally.

In fact, this seems to be the case in many instances. Countries

are more likely to import health services from countries that

have similar language, culture, and training standards. This

has led to the development of different regional e-health ini-

tiatives, such as the Implementing Transnational Telemedicine

Solutions project, the South Asian Association for Regional

Cooperation (SAARC) Telemedicine Network, and the Pan-

African e-Network Project initiatives described in Case studies

1 and 2.

The final type of trade relationship countries may engage in

when importing/exporting e-health services is a bilateral one.

This would take place between two countries, an exporter and

importer, where a contract would be drawn between the two

outlining conditions under which trade will take place. The

benefits outlined above would still apply to this type of rela-

tionship. However, there is potential to capitalize on them, for

instance, by stating clearly in the contract what proportion of

the revenues has to be invested back into the health care of the

domestic population of the exporting country. Furthermore,

some of the risks can be averted or reduced. For instance, the

contract can state what data management protocols will be

used, the minimum-required qualifications of the providers,

and a program for the exchange or training of human re-

sources to alleviate shortages in the exporting country. Despite

these apparent benefits, bilateral relationships in e-health

(and health services more generally) tend to be under-

researched and underutilized.

Conclusion

This article has covered the definition and different uses of e-

health before outlining how countries – and their health

systems – stand to gain or risk losing from engaging in this

type of trade. The article then briefly reviewed the different

types of trade relationships and how these can affect the im-

pact international e-health trade has on both the importing

and exporting countries. It is important to emphasize the

dearth of data on e-health trade (and trade in health services

in general), which makes it difficult for the health planners to

plan their services, and base their decisions on ideology rather

than evidence. Notwithstanding this, countries considering

whether to engage in international e-health should consider

bilateral initiatives, as these offer the possibility of controlling

some of the risks, while still reaping the benefits from this type

of trade.

See also: International Movement of Capital in Health Services.
International Trade in Health Services and Health Impacts.
International Trade in Health Workers. Medical Tourism.
Pharmaceuticals and National Health Systems
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Introduction

There has been considerable debate in recent years regarding

globalization of health services and its implications for ex-

porting and importing economies. This debate has been

sparked by the growing scope for cross border delivery of

health services due to advances in information and com-

munication technology, growing mobility of healthcare pro-

viders and patients, and commercialization of health services

through foreign direct investment (FDI) and entry of domestic

private players. Today, trade in health services takes place

through telemedicine, medical value travel, cross border flows

of healthcare workers, international capital flows, and trans-

national corporations in the health sector. There are also

emerging opportunities in information technology (IT)-

enabled delivery of health-related services, such as medical

coding, transcriptions, and back-office health support services.

In light of growing healthcare challenges confronting

governments worldwide due to rising healthcare costs and

strained public sector budgets, aging societies, and growing

demand-supply gaps in healthcare, globalization of health

services is a potentially important means of providing quality

healthcare, of ensuring financial sustainability of health sys-

tems, and enabling equitable access. However, given the scant

and often anecdotal nature of information on trade in health

services and lack of primary evidence or case studies, it is

difficult to understand the trends and characteristics in any

detailed manner or to draw any concrete conclusions re-

garding the associated risks and challenges. Hence, the debate

on the implications of globalization of health services remains

polarized, mostly based on conjectures and opinions rather

than factual and empirical analysis. One side stresses the po-

tential to benefit from increased foreign exchange earnings

with positive implications for the domestic health systems and

another side voices concerns regarding the potential adverse

effects on equity and access to healthcare.

The discussion in this article focuses on one form of

globalization of health services, namely, international capital

flows and foreign commercial presence in the provision of

health services. It consolidates the scattered, secondary infor-

mation that is available on such flows in order to outline the

broad trends and characteristics of this mode of health services

delivery and highlights the perceived, and where available,

realized impact of such flows.

The Section on Overview of Trends provides an overview of

trends in foreign financing of healthcare services, highlighting

key source and recipient countries as well as major firms pro-

viding health services across borders through overseas com-

mercial presence. It also discusses the nature of such capital

flows. The Section on Policies Governing Foreign Investment in

Health Services highlights the regulatory environment affecting

foreign investment in health services for a sample of countries.

It also compares national policies with multilateral commit-

ments made by selected countries on foreign commercial

presence (mode 3) in health services under the General

Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) (the other three modes

of supply in health services, under the GATS are: Mode 1 (cross

border supply)). The discussion highlights the regulatory and

other concerns characterizing the liberalization of health ser-

vices. The Section on the Impact of Foreign Investment in

Health Services discusses the benefits and challenges associated

with the movement of capital in health services, drawing on

existing studies and discussions with healthcare providers.

Given various classification issues and interdependencies be-

tween trade in health services and other related services such as

insurance, education, and IT-enabled services, the discussion on

impact primarily focuses on capital flows in health services

establishments such as hospitals, clinics, and diagnostic facil-

ities. The Section on Concluding Thoughts concludes with the

key policy inferences.

Overview of Trends

Financing of health services can come from sources within a

country such as taxes, insurance funds, and private investment,

or from external sources in the form of portfolio and equity

investments, commercial loans, FDI, official aid, and non-

governmental financing. As per the GATS, cross border capital

flows are also a form of services trade captured under mode 3,

which refers to the establishment of any type of business or

professional enterprise in the overseas market in order to

supply a service (Table 1).

The following discussion provides an overview of recent

trends in international capital flows in health services, drawing

upon a variety of multilateral and company-level data sources.

A few points are worth highlighting. The first relates to the

severe data limitations that constrain any efforts to analyze

international capital flows in health services. Mode 3 data are

not readily available from the Balance of Payments statistics

and comprehensive data on measures of health resource flows

are lacking. The Foreign Affiliates Trade in Services statistics

provide this information, but are available for only a small

Table 1 Various modes of foreign investment in health services

Forms of foreign investments in health
services

Mode 3 in Health
Services

Joint Ventures
Technology tie-ups
Acquisition of facilities
Health insurance services
Management contracts and licenses
Medical education/training centers/research

facilities
Foreign participation or ownership of hospitals,

clinics, medical facilities
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group of countries. Moreover, such data are not disaggregated

by activities and segments within the health services sector and

there are potential overlaps with health-related ancillary ser-

vices and even products. Hence, a comprehensive under-

standing of the magnitude and breakdown of investment

flows in health services is difficult. The second issue concerns

the scope of the analysis. This article takes a broad definition

of commercial presence and considers any form or level of

commercial involvement through greenfield investments,

mergers and acquisitions, offices or subsidiaries, or any form

of juridical presence as constituting mode 3. The underlying

assumption is that there are associated capital flows and

authorizations from the host country. Hence, the scope of the

analysis is not directly aligned with the GATS definition of

mode 3, and terms such as foreign investment, mode 3, and

international capital flows are used interchangeably.

The Broad Picture of Capital Flows in Health Services

Although it is difficult to build a comprehensive picture of

foreign investment in health services, the available data indi-

cate that health services play only a marginal role in inter-

national capital flows in services. Inward and outward FDI

flows and stocks in health services accounted for a meager

0.17% and 0.02% in total services FDI for developed

economies, and for only 0.06% of the total inward stock of

services FDI in developing countries, in 2005. However, the

significance of health services in total services FDI has grown

over time. Between 1990 and 2005, inward and outward FDI

stocks grew by 762% and 380%, respectively, in developed

countries. Data sources for this section include the Inter-

national Trade Centre (ITC) investment map, the United Na-

tions Conference on Trade and Developments (UNCTAD’s)

FDI statistics and Trans-nationality Index online databases,

and the Fortune Global 500 index. (UNCTAD World Invest-

ment Reports).

Foreign Affiliates Trade in Services Statistics, which cover a

variety of indicators (exports, imports, sales, turnover, and em-

ployment) regarding the activities of foreign companies in

overseas markets indicate that developed countries have been

the leading sources and destinations for FDI in health services.

In 2000, the US was the main source as well as destination

market in terms of the number of transactions and was the main

recipient in terms of the value of transactions. Countries with

public sector dominated health systems such as the UK and

those with commercially oriented health systems such as the US

have featured among the leading exporters and importers of FDI

in health services (Waeger, 2007, Table 4, p. 14).

Recent data from the ITC’s investment map confirm that

developed countries remain the leading sources for investment
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Figure 1 Top 8 leading home countries and their affiliates in host counties (health and social services). HK stands for Hong Kong (SAR China);
UK for United Kingdom; US for United States. Available at: http://www.investmentmap.org/TimeSeries_Country_fdi.aspxprg=1 (accessed
24.05.11). Calculated from ITC investment maps.
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in health and social activities, as measured by the number

of overseas affiliates. The US is the leading investor, followed

by Switzerland (Holden, 2002). However, the range of host

countries for health services investment has grown consider-

ably over the past decade. Of the 76 countries, which are host

to health investments through affiliates, a large number are

developing or least developed nations. Figure 1 shows the

leading investor countries along with their corresponding

developing country hosts for investment in health services.

ITC investment maps also provide information on FDI

inflows, though this data is available for only a few countries

over the 2000–10 period. The US is the leading recipient, with

over US$300 million of FDI inflows (in 2010), in health

and social services, significantly more than other countries.

Figure 2 illustrates the FDI inflows in health services (in-

cluding net sales of shares and loans to the parent company

plus the parent firm’s share of the affiliate’s reinvested earnings

plus total net intracompany loans – short- and long-term

provided by the parent company) for some of the main re-

cipient countries (excluding the US). The data show a sudden

significant jump in inward FDI for some countries during this

period, though it remains largely stagnant and low for many

countries. It must be noted, however, that these FDI statistics

pertain to health and social services. Hence, it is difficult to

ascertain how much pertains to segments such as hospitals,

diagnostics, and clinics directly related to healthcare provision

and how much relates to health-related social services or

sectors such as health insurance.

Figure 3 shows the number of foreign affiliates in the

health and social services sector of the leading developing

country hosts for health services FDI. The countrywise distri-

bution indicates that the extent of foreign participation in the

health services sector varies considerably across different de-

veloping countries, with Brazil, Reunion (Réunion is a French

island in the Indian Ocean.), China, and Mexico hosting the

largest number of such affiliates in 2009.

Transnational Activity in Health Services

Data on mergers and acquisitions in the health and social

services sector show a similar upward trend in foreign com-

mercial presence. The number of mergers and acquisitions in

health and related social services reached US$14 billion in

2006 in terms of sales transactions, with an annual average

value of M&A activity of US$3.9 billion during the 2004–06

period. The largest health services companies were based in

and also operated in the developed countries such as the US,

UK, and Canada (Cattaneo, 2009).
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The growing internationalization of health services firms is

also indicated by the Fortune Global 500 internationalization

rankings of firms. Based on the Fortune Global 500 list for

2002, Holden (2005) had found that direct health services

providers were the least internationalized whereas firms in

areas like insurance and pharmaceuticals were the most

prominent in internationalization rankings (Holden, 2005).

Ten health service companies were listed on the Global 500

List in 205 and nine were ranked in 2006, 2007. The average

ranking was 298, 262 and 245, respectively, for each of these

years (http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/global500/

2010/index.html (accessed April 2011)).

Although the top ranked health services firms are mostly

based in and also operate in developed countries (chiefly the

US), M&A activity in the hospitals and clinical services segment

reflects diversification of source and recipient markets. Table 2

provides information on recent acquisitions of healthcare pro-

viders involving developing countries. It reflects the emergence

of a small set of transnational hospitals and healthcare pro-

viders with both regional and global presence and the entry of

several developing country health services firms based in Asia

and Africa into foreign markets through M&As. It is also inter-

esting to note the emergence of South–North and South–South

flows of capital. The bilateral pattern of M&As indicates the

significance of factors such as geographic and cultural proxim-

ity, regional markets, growth dynamics, and market size.

Box 1 highlights the growing regional and global presence

of healthcare providers from selected developing and de-

veloped countries, and also outlines the formats and strategies

adopted by these providers in overseas markets.

Entry into overseas markets is thus occurring through joint

ventures, franchises, greenfield investments, acquisitions, tie-

ups, contractual arrangements, and public–private partner-

ships. Linkages are also evident with other forms of health

services trade.

Policies Governing Foreign Investment in Health
Services

Increased transnational activity in direct health services reflects

FDI liberalization in health services and the incentives given to

private players in many developing countries. Since the 1990s,

developing countries such as India, Indonesia, Thailand, Sri

Lanka, Brazil, and South Africa have opened up their health

service sectors to participation by foreign hospitals, diagnostic

centers, and clinics. Privatization and deregulation of the

healthcare sector in these countries have also contributed to

the emergence of private healthcare providers who are globally

or regionally competitive. Cambodia, for instance, permits

cross border investment in hospital services and foreign

ownership. It also permits management of private hospitals

and clinics with the condition that at least one director is a

national. Foreign firms are allowed to provide dental services

through joint ventures with Cambodian legal entities. Simi-

larly, Indonesia is open to foreign healthcare providers,

allowing Singaporean, Australian, and Canadian firms to op-

erate in its market. India has permitted automatic approval for

100% FDI in hospitals since 2000. Between 2000 and 2006,

there were close to 100 approved FDI projects in hospitals and

Table 2 Recent acquisitions of healthcare providers involving non-OECD countries

Year Investor Subsidiary Exporting country Importing
country

Value of
investment

Nature of investment

2006 Netcare General
Healthcare

South Africa The UK GBP 2.2bn 52.6% stake

2007 Mediclinic Emirate
Healthcare
Holdings

South Africa United Arab
Emirates

USD 46.4m 49% stake

2007 Mediclinic Hirslanden South Africa Switzerland USD 2.4bn 100% stake
2005 Bumrungrad

International
Asian Hospitals Thailand Philippines 45.5% stake

2006 Bumrungrad
International

Bumrungrad
Hospital Dubai

Thailand United Arab
Emirates

49% stake (Joint
venture with
Istithmar)

2007 Bumrungrad
International

Asia Renal Care Thailand Singapore
(operates
clinics in 6
Asian
Countries)

USD 75m 100% stake

2005 Apollo Hospitals Apollo Hospitals
Dhaka

India Bangladesh USD 35m 100% stake

2005 Parkway
Healthcare

Pantai Hospitals Singapore Malaysia USD 139m 31% stake

2008 Siemens and
Asklepios
Kliniken

Sino-German
Friendship
Hospital

Germany China USD 145m Public–private
partnership with
Tongji University,
Shanghai

Source: Reproduced from Mortensen, J. (2008a). International Trade in Health Services – The trade and the trade-offs. Working Paper 11. Copenhagen: Danish Institute for

International Studies, Table 8, p.26.
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diagnostic centers for a total of US$53 million from both

developed and developing country sources (Chanda, 2007a).

Thailand’s open FDI regime for hospital services has resulted

in several part foreign-owned hospitals, mainly in the Bang-

kok area, with investments from Japan, Singapore, China,

Europe, and the US.

Table 3 summarizes the FDI policies in the health services

sector for a representative set of developing countries and their

GATS commitments in mode 3. It highlights the extent of

liberalization that has been undertaken autonomously in

health services and the public policy considerations associated

with opening up this sector.

Table 3 indicates that restrictions in the form of limits on

foreign equity participation, type of foreign commercial

presence, economic needs tests, authorization, certification,

and licensing requirements, discriminatory taxes, technology

collaboration, and transfer conditions apply in many coun-

tries. A comparison of the national policies with the GATS

commitments reveals a general unwillingness to legally bind

existing FDI regimes or to even undertake GATS commitments

in health services.

Countries have also made commitments in health services

under bilateral and regional agreements. Obligations of fair

and equitable treatment, and pre- and postestablishment na-

tional treatment undertaken in Bilateral Investment Treaties

(BITs), may also have a bearing on foreign investment in

health services, to the extent that health services are covered

under the BITs. Overall, however, countries tend to leave

health services uncommitted and outside the purview of in-

vestment obligations under such agreements. Evidence also

suggests that liberalization of FDI in health services has not

necessarily translated into increased FDI inflows as structural

and regulatory factors continue to constrain foreign providers.

(High establishment costs, shortage of quality manpower, and

low insurance penetration can constrain foreign investors.)

Impact of Foreign Investment in Health Services

Several studies have discussed the welfare implications of trade

in health services, including foreign commercial presence in

health services. The effects discussed relate to the resource al-

location and accumulation effects of trade liberalization in

health services and the likely equity-efficiency tradeoffs. With

regard to foreign investment in health services, most authors

conclude that the impact on national health systems is shaped

by (1) the existing structure of the health system and the

extent of commercialization and private sector participation

rather than the extent to which the investment is foreign

or domestic, and (2) the national regulatory environment.

Box 1 International health service provider firms from developed and developing countries

Developing countries

Singapore: The Parkway Healthcare Group is the biggest investment group for healthcare in Singapore and one the largest healthcare organizations in Asia. It has
created Gleneagles International as an international brand. The company has been interested in acquisition of hospitals in Singapore, building up a base, and
entering countries like India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, and the UK, mostly through joint ventures with local partners. It entered the Indian healthcare market in
2003 through a joint venture with the Apollo Group and built the Apollo Gleneagles Hospital, a multispecialty hospital at a cost of US$29 million (Chanda, 2007a).
It has formed a joint venture with the Mumbai-based Asian Heart Institute and has established a research center to provide medical excellence. It is in the process of
setting up a specialized heart hospital in London.(Source : http://portal.bsnl.in/bsnl/asp/content%20mgmt/html%20content/business/business56857.html)

The Singapore-based Raffles Medical Group is building strategic alliances through triangular business associations with healthcare organizations from
developed countries and venturing into developing countries in partnership with host country investors.

Thailand: Bumrungrad Hospital in Thailand has entered into management contracts with hospitals in Bangladesh and Myanmar. It has formed a joint venture
with a hospital in the Philippines. Bangkok Hospital has 12 branches in Southeast and South Asia, located mostly in tourist towns (Arunanondchai and Fink,
2007).

India:The Apollo Group of Hospitals has centers of excellence in several countries like Nepal, Sri Lanka, Ghana, and Bangladesh. It has also entered into
contract-based management of hospitals or clinics in the United Arab Emirates, Oman, Kuwait, Mauritius, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, and Nigeria (Mortensen, 2008a, and
http://www.thehindubusinessline.in/2005/12/03/stories/2005120303200200.htm). It has established a telemedicine center in Kazakhstan. Apollo Hospitals has
entered into a joint venture with Amcare Labs, an affiliate of Johns Hopkins International, to set up a diagnostic laboratory in Hyderabad.

South Africa: South African health services firms are present in the UK, Switzerland and the United Arab Emirates, and are also the main source of regional FDI
in Southern Africa (Mortensen, 2008a). Some major firms include Netcare, Mediclinic, Life Healthcare, and the Afrox Healthcare Group. Mediclinic owns private
hospitals in Namibia; Life Healthcare operates private hospitals and clinics in Botswana; and the Afrox Healthcare Group has operations in Botswana, Namibia,
Zambia, and Mozambique. Netcare has a public–private partnership with the Lesotho government to build a hospital and refurbish two feeder clinics and run
clinical services for the government.

Developed countries

US corporations are major players in the hospital sector. Hospital corporations own the for-profit hospitals that they operate. In small specialized clinics like eye
clinics, rehabilitation centeres, and outpatient clinics, US firms enter through joint ventures with local specialist doctors or surgeons.

Columbia Asia Group, a Seattle-based hospital services company, a worldwide developer and operator of community hospitals, has started its first American-
style medical center in Bangalore.

The Fresenius Medical Care group (FMS) is headquartered in Germany and is one of the leading foreign healthcare providers in the US. FMS has operations
Belgium, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Switzerland, and the UK. It has affiliates in Australia, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Korea,Taiwan, Philippines,
Hong Kong, and Japan, and representative or branch offices in New Zealand, India, Indonesia, and China (Outreville, 2007).

Source: Based on company reports, country-specific studies, miscellaneous newspaper reports.
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Hence, the consensus is that the costs and benefits may not be

related to foreign investment per se but to the existing regu-

latory environment and the public–private mix characterizing

the country’s health system (Chanda, 2001; Smith, 2004;

Janjararoen and Supakankunti, 2002).

Overall Cost-Benefit Dynamics

There are three dimensions along which the implications of

foreign commercial presence in health services have been as-

sessed. These relate to efficiency, equity, and quality.

Efficiency
Foreign commercial presence can help augment a country’s

health resources by bringing in additional financial resources,

thereby enabling investment in capacity expansion and econ-

omies of scale, potentially alleviating the pressure on govern-

ment budgets, and allowing public funds to be reallocated

more efficiently. At the same time, foreign investment could

create inefficiencies by encouraging overinvestment of re-

sources in high-end and highly capital-intensive and special-

ized treatments and procedures with lower cost-effectiveness,

while diverting funding from basic healthcare services. In-

efficiencies may also arise, if domestic institutions compete by

investing in such technologies and procedures at the expense

of broader healthcare needs, and if the country’s import bur-

den increases. There could also be long-term outflows of pay-

ments to foreign investors. There may also be direct and

indirect subsidization costs for incentives given to foreign in-

vestors. However, the efficiency gains or losses are likely to vary

across different countries, depending on the regulatory en-

vironment governing such inflows and the infrastructural and

human resource conditions, which would shape a country’s

ability to absorb foreign investment, and the extent to which

the private healthcare segment is competitive and dynamic and

in a position to derive benefits from the entry of foreign

healthcare providers.

Quality
Foreign commercial presence in hospitals and health man-

agement may improve the quality of national health systems

through the introduction of better management techniques

and information systems, better technology, equipment, and

infrastructure, and more opportunities for training and skill

improvement of medical and management personnel. For-

eign-owned or managed healthcare establishments are more

likely to follow international standards and to get inter-

national certification. There could be positive spillover effects

on domestic establishments, which may be incentivized to

upgrade their standards, undertake technology investments,

and get accredited. Investments in higher end technology and

equipment could also provide greater exposure to healthcare

professionals, thus helping improve their skills. Better quality

small and midsize hospitals, diagnostic labs, and clinics are

also likely to tie up with larger hospitals in terms of referral

services, thus potentially improving outreach and quality of

healthcare for all. Such improvements in the quality of the

domestic healthcare system and presence of foreign healthcare

providers of global standards could in turn benefit the country

by reducing spending on expensive treatments overseas. Once

again, these gains would be shaped by the regulatory en-

vironment for ensuring quality and standards, the ease with

which technology and equipment can be accessed, and the

dynamism of the domestic healthcare system.

Equity
Foreign commercial presence may have positive as well as

negative implications for equity. Such establishments are more

likely to cater to the urban and affluent segments of the

population who can afford to pay, potentially aggravating

existing inequities in access to healthcare between the rich and

poor, between the urban and rural populations. Such estab-

lishments are more likely to focus on tertiary care, specialized

treatments, and curative and intervention-oriented procedures

rather than primary and preventive healthcare needs. There

may be cost implications as foreign-owned and managed

health providers are likely to be costlier given their higher

capital intensity and focus on quality systems and processes

and accreditation, which could adversely affect access by the

poor out-of-pocket paying population. Foreign investment in

health services, particularly in hospitals could also distort the

healthcare market by encouraging brain drain of the most

qualified and specialized health personnel toward such es-

tablishments and away from domestic establishments with

offers of better pay and facilities. The latter could adversely

affect the quality of medical manpower in competing insti-

tutions, particularly, public sector hospitals. Thus foreign

commercial presence could accentuate the dualistic struc-

ture that often characterizes health systems. Such two-tiering

could also weaken the constituency for improving public

services.

But there are potential positive implications. The entry of

foreign healthcare providers is likely to augment employment

opportunities in the healthcare sector at all levels, with better

remuneration, especially for specialized and senior medical

professionals. Such establishments are also more likely to at-

tract overseas medical professionals and returnees, who are

internationally accredited, and could augment human re-

source capacity and quality in the host country. Some studies

have highlighted that foreign healthcare providers may have

greater scope to undertake cross-subsidization of poor pa-

tients, to do more outreach and extension services, and to

establish themselves in second tier cities and towns, given

their larger volumes and deeper pockets. Again, the equity

implications, positive and negative, are likely to be contingent

on factors such as the extent of health insurance penetration,

how segmented is the prevailing healthcare system, whether

there are regulatory requirements to cross-subsidize the poor

and ensure access to the poor in foreign investor hospitals,

and the overall quality and availability of human resources.

There are also externalities from foreign commercial pres-

ence in health services to other modes of health services trade.

Foreign investment in health services can complement med-

ical value travel, telemedicine, and movement of health per-

sonnel. Foreign commercial presence and setting up of

internationally accredited and recognized hospitals could

help attract foreign patients and augment medical value travel

exports, reduce imports of health services through outflows

of domestic patients, and encourage telemedicine exports.
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Outward investment in health services through acquisitions,

new ventures, and management and other tie-ups can also

benefit exporting institutions through increased foreign ex-

change earnings, inflows of foreign patients, and greater ex-

posure for their professionals.

Evidence from Selected Countries and Firms

The information in this section is based on company reports

(Arunanondchai and Fink, 2007; Chanda, 2007a,b, 2010;

Timmermans, 2002; Benavides, 2002; Janjararoen and Supa-

kankunti, 2002; Wadiatmoko and Gani, 2002; Mortensen,

2008a,b), and miscellaneous newspaper articles.

Secondary evidence from a sample of transnational health

services firms confirms the aforementioned implications of

foreign investment in health services.

• South African hospital companies have succeeded in win-

ning healthcare contracts abroad, including the UK’s Na-

tional Health Service. Netcare established its presence in

the UK in 2001. It has helped in reducing wait lists in

selected areas of the UK. In 2006, Netcare led a consortium

that acquired General Healthcare Group owner of the

largest independent hospital operator BMI Healthcare,

making it one of the largest healthcare groups with 119

hospitals and almost 11 000 beds. Under this contract,

Netcare sends teams of medical personnel from South

Africa to its establishments in the UK for fixed periods,

thereby enabling its employees to work 4–6 weeks at a time

abroad, to get exposure to opportunities overseas, and to

supplement their income with fixed term contracts abroad.

Such ventures have also helped to reduce staff turnover and

improve retention of skilled personnel in South Africa (see,

http://www.netcareuk.com).

• Cuba has used joint ventures with Canadian, German, and

Spanish companies to attract patients from these countries

for specialized treatments. Such investments have helped it

to become a hub for teleconsultation and telediagnostic

services for the Central American and Caribbean market

and have facilitated the establishment of specialized Cuban

clinics in Central and Latin America where Cuban phys-

icians and nurses are employed.

• In its bid to become the medical center of the Arab world,

Jordan has provided incentives for national and foreign

private investment in the health sector. This has led to the

establishment of several private hospitals with foreign fi-

nancing and tie-ups, benefiting the Jordanian health sys-

tem through state-of-art technology, computerized links

with prestigious health centers in Europe and North

America, and medical value travel exports to the region.

• India’s Apollo Group of Hospitals highlights the linkages

between mode 3 and other forms of trade in health ser-

vices. Apollo’s mode 2 exports have been facilitated by its

overseas marketing offices and management contracts with

hospitals in the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Oman, Kuwait, Maur-

itius, Tanzania, UK, Sri Lanka, Bhutan, Nigeria, Pakistan,

and Bangladesh. Apollo Gleneagles, which is a joint ven-

ture with the Singapore-based Parkway Group, exports

health services to patients from neighboring countries like

Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, and Myanmar. It also provides

telemedicine services such as medical consultation, diag-

nostic, telepathology, teleradiology, and scanning services.

Apollo also provides contract research and medical edu-

cation and training services through its overseas sub-

sidiaries, using a combination of cross border supply

(online training and research services) and temporary

onsite deployment of professionals at its subsidiaries,

thereby benefiting its own professionals and also host

country professionals.

• In India, Hindustan Latex Ltd and Acumen Fund (USA)

have created a joint venture to develop a small chain of

high-quality and affordable (30–50% of regular price)

maternity hospitals to serve the low-income population in

underserved Indian regions. The aim is to make this a

global model for increasing access to qualitative and af-

fordable healthcare for the poor.

• The public and the private sectors in China have jointly

developed a strategy to attract foreign health providers to

set up commercial presence. Chinese institutions have

entered into joint ventures with partners in the medical

profession and with local authorities overseas. Traditional

Chinese Medicine facilities have been established in more

than twenty countries. Such joint ventures help spread

Traditional Chinese Medicine overseas, enable the de-

ployment of Chinese health workers and their exposure to

other systems under contractual arrangements, and help

attract patients to China.

• Evidence from some ASEAN countries shows that foreign

investor hospitals can aggravate the existing inequities in

the host country’s healthcare system. Most of these hos-

pitals have located in and around the main cities such as

Bangkok and Jakarta and target the upper income segment.

The Indonesian government has thus imposed fewer

regulatory requirements on foreign investors in regions

with weak public health infrastructure to attract foreign

investors to islands other than Java and to the smaller cit-

ies. The Indonesian government has also imposed a re-

quirement to accommodate at least 200 beds in foreign

investment hospitals.

Primary Evidence on Impact: Case Study of India

A survey of 25 hospitals conducted in 2007 across several

major cities in India examined the realized or perceived im-

pact of foreign investment in Indian hospitals on quality, af-

fordability, infrastructure, range of services, technology,

accessibility, and prices. The survey findings largely corrobor-

ate earlier studies (Chanda, 2007a,b).

Services and infrastructure
Foreign investor hospitals were found to focus on more ad-

vanced and specialty services compared to domestic hospitals,

indicating a greater emphasis on niche areas and on high

revenue generating curative and surgical interventions as op-

posed to preventive care. The survey also revealed that foreign

investor hospitals tend to invest more heavily in high-end

technology and state-of-the-art equipment, which in turn

leads to a difference in approach to medical care, with more

intensive use of medical equipment in order to recover
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investments. On average, foreign investor hospitals were also

found to have more medical facilities, more equipment, and

to be larger in terms of the number of beds, rooms, ambu-

lances, and Intensive Care Unit infrastructure. Foreign funded

institutions also reported greater availability of postoperative

care facilities and critical care services. There was also greater

availability of medical staff for critical care and specialized

services as opposed to general care.

Human resources: Remuneration and quality issues
The survey findings showed that foreign investor hospitals pay

higher salaries to their medical staff at all levels and particu-

larly to senior specialists, suggesting the possibility of internal

brain drain from domestic private as well as public sector

hospitals to foreign investor hospitals. The findings on re-

muneration also suggest that there could be positive impli-

cations for employment and income opportunities for

medical personnel. Hence, there is evidence on a likely two-

tiering impact.

Costs of services
The data on costs of different procedures and treatments in-

dicated that foreign investor hospitals tended to be more ex-

pensive than comparable domestic health providers. Indepth

discussions with industry experts revealed that hospitals were

on average 15–30% costlier than small and medium size

healthcare providers.

Spillover effects
The study found a strong spillover effect on medical value

travel. Increased foreign investor presence in hospitals was

seen as facilitating medical value travel to India by enabling

tie-ups with foreign health insurance providers and develop-

ment of customized insurance products for elective surgeries

by overseas patients in India with follow-ups abroad. Foreign

investment in hospitals was seen as encouraging the entry of

multinational insurance companies, which would be more

comfortable in dealing with foreign funded corporate hos-

pitals that were accredited and accountable. Respondents also

noted that foreign investment in hospitals would spur ex-

pansion of activities in other areas such as medical transcrip-

tions, back-office medical outsourcing, and telemedicine as

well as promotion of opportunities in other areas such as

clinical trials outsourcing, research and development, and

medical training and education. Several respondents noted the

likely boost to telemedicine from foreign commercial pres-

ence, given investments by foreign players in IT systems.

Strong positive externalities were also perceived in the form of

technology and knowledge transfer through tie-ups for re-

search and development, technology sharing, professional

exchange, and continuing medical education.

Concerns
The survey highlighted some areas of concern, along the lines

suggested by other studies. Increased foreign investment in

hospitals was seen as aggravating the internal brain drain of

medical personnel from public to private healthcare estab-

lishments and making it more difficult for the public sector to

retain doctors and teachers in affiliated medical colleges. It

was noted that the increased focus on earning money would

mean less focus on teaching and research, especially on issues

relevant to local conditions. Several respondents highlighted

the fact that small and medium size nursing homes would face

greater competition from the large corporate hospitals, have

difficulty retaining staff, and would become less attractive as

they would not be able to provide many services under one

roof. Hence, many would have to close down or would be

acquired by the larger players. Similar concerns were expressed

for independent pharmacies and diagnostics/labs. It was also

felt that as foreign funded hospitals provide better remuner-

ation, their expansion would put upward pressure on wages

and salaries of medical personnel and thus increase com-

petition for quality manpower. A third concern was related to

costs, affordability, and relevance of healthcare following in-

creased foreign investment in hospitals and possible adverse

effects on the poor who might be squeezed out of the system.

Several respondents expressed concern that foreign investment

in hospitals and the focus on profits and returns for share-

holders would lead to increased healthcare costs, increasing the

existing income and geographic divide in healthcare delivery.

Concluding Thoughts

Foreign investment in health services has grown over the past

decade, taking a variety of forms and involving a growing

number of developed and developing countries. Although it is

difficult to quantify the impact of foreign investment on na-

tional health systems, several general studies highlight the

likely pros and cons of such investment. There is broad agree-

ment on the various positive and negative implications. An

important conclusion of these studies is that the impact on

national health systems is a function of regulatory frameworks,

the prevailing market structure, and the extent of commercial-

ization. Although foreign investment may have adverse impli-

cations for equity, affordability, and on the public sector, the

real underlying cause could be the prevailing distortions in the

healthcare system and not foreign investment.

A key policy inference is that it is possible to shape the

impact of foreign investment on national health systems and

that possible negative fallouts should not lead to a restrictive

approach to such investments. The negative effects can be

mitigated and prevented. The positive effects can be facilitated

through appropriate policies and regulations. For instance,

public–private partnerships and facilitation of linkages be-

tween the public and private health services segments with

regard to medical education, training, staff and information

exchange, can be encouraged to reduce the scope for two-

tiering. Initiatives to increase insurance penetration and con-

ditions requiring foreign investors to provide medical out-

reach and extension services in less served areas, could

mitigate the negative equity fallouts.

Clearly, more research is required across a mix of countries

with different health systems and regulatory environments to

draw more definitive, evidence-based conclusions. More dia-

log is also required between the commerce and health min-

istries and investment boards to enable an integrated social

and economic perspective and to accordingly frame an ap-

propriate mix of investment incentives and conditions to

balance the tradeoffs.
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See also: Health and Health Care, Macroeconomics of. International
Trade in Health Services and Health Impacts. Medical Tourism
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Glossary
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) The

predecessor of the World Trade Organization (to 1994).

General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) GATS

were an outcome of the 1995 Uruguay Round Negotiations

and basis of the global multilateral sector trading system.

Medical tourism A term describing the travel of

individuals to countries solely for the purpose of receiving

health care.

Multilateral A relationship, such as a trading relationship,

involving many partners, such as countries, trading with

many others.

Multiplier The fiscal multiplier measures the eventual

change in national income that results from an initial

change in a component of aggregate demand in the

economy.

Telemedicine The use of information and

communication technologies to deliver clinical healthcare

services at a distance.

World Trade Organization The global institution that

deals with the rules of trade between countries.

Introduction

The first section of this article reviews the risks associated

with cross-border trade as well as legal consequences of trade

treaties, focusing on World Trade Organization (WTO)

agreements. It also discusses three features of the WTO

agreements, which provide space for addressing the tensions

between the economic objectives of trade policy and public

health objectives. The second section of the article reviews

how the WTO has been adjudicating disputes which have had

health implications; indeed, the WTO dispute settlement

mechanism is a venue whose explicit function is to weigh the

objectives of facilitating international trade with other ob-

jectives included in these same treaties such as the protection

and promotion of human health. The article concludes

with some illustrations of ongoing exercises of global health

diplomacy where tensions between trade and health policy

objectives are being negotiated.

How Can Trade Affect Health?

When we examine the impact of trade on health, we are looking

at two types of independent variables. First, it can refer to

international trade rules as they are embodied in multilateral,

regional, and bilateral trade and investment treaties negotiated

by national governments. Second, it includes the impact of

economic integration, i.e., increased cross-border flows of

goods, services, and capital. Trade agreements can increase

economic integration and the intensity of these cross-border

Macroeconomic
impacts

(determinants of health)

Trade in harmful
products

Trade in food

Trade in medicines

Impact on health
systems and population

health

Trade in health services

Trade reforms, through
negotiated agreements
or unilateral changes

Figure 1 Trade and health key linkages.
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flows; however, these may take place in the absence of treaties

and should be considered as a separate analytical entity. Trade

so defined can have impact on health systems and population

health through a number of transmission channels. There are

five main causal chains (see Figure 1). Trade reforms can have

an impact on the macroeconomic conditions of a country to

facilitate or hinder population health through changes in

characteristics, such as poverty and inequality. Trade reforms

can also ease or restrict access to harmful products, such as

tobacco, weapons, or toxic waste. Third, trade policy in the

agricultural sector can affect population health through its

impact on food security, diet, and nutrition. Fourth, trade

agreements also influence access to medicines by including

patent protection such as we find in the WTO’s Agreement on

Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).

This is the trade-health linkage that has received most attention

from academics, policy makers, and civil society organizations

in the last 15 years. The final section of the article focuses on a

fifth channel, trade in health services.

National health systems can be transformed by the intro-

duction of cross-border suppliers and investors. Trade in

health services can take four different forms. First, the services

can be provided electronically with both the patients and the

providers remaining in their own jurisdictions; telemedicine

across border is an example of such a trade. This is called

Mode 1 of the General Agreement of Trade in Services (GATS)

of the WTO.

Second, patients can travel abroad to receive care; health

tourism or medical tourism has received a lot of attention in

research and policy circles in recent years. There are good in-

dications that there is a steady increase of health tourism, even

though the actual scale is not well measured. Concerns have

been raised regarding the quality of care and equity, in terms

of the impact of such trade on the health system of the

countries to which patients travel. Indeed, health tourism has

been presented as an economic opportunity for many middle-

income countries that are struggling with relatively weak

health systems. The main concern is the risks of reallocation of

resources away from local patients toward higher quality care

supplied to affluent domestic and foreign patients.

However, Mode 2 trade can become an important source of

foreign exchange earnings and add to the multiplier effects of

tourism-related activities in the host economy. Promoting

health tourism can also lead to efficiency gains for importing

countries. According to one estimate, the health care system in

the US would save $1.4 bn annually if only one in ten patients

were to go abroad for a limited set of 15 highly tradable,

low-risk treatments.

Another potential positive contribution is that some of the

revenues from health tourism be harnessed to improve access

to health care services for the local population. Typically, ad-

vocates of health tourism will recommend that governments

in developing countries ‘‘put in place universal access policies

that require private providers to contribute to a health care

fund’’ (Mattoo and Rathintran, 2005). However, a review of

the literature and the institutional frameworks related to

health tourism failed to identify such a mechanism. Neither in

the more established health tourism destinations like India,

Jordan, Thailand, nor in countries that are more recently in-

volved in this form of service exports (the Caribbean, Mexico,

Costa Rica) has an explicit mechanism to allocate some of the

additional income generated from health tourism been used

to increase access to health care services for local patients. The

only country found to have mentioned a specific tax on health

tourism is New Zealand, where the government was con-

sidering in 2009 to apply on specific levy on private hospitals

catering to foreign patients which would contribute to the

Accident Compensation Corporation, a public agency which

provides a comprehensive, no-fault injury insurance to all

New Zealanders and visitors (reference http://www.imtj.com/

news/EntryId82=166606).

The third mode of cross-border supply of health services

according to the GATS relates to the movement of capital, such

as foreign investors investing in the establishment or the

management of a clinic or a hospital. The potential benefits of

Mode 3 trade in health-related services are to generate add-

itional investment in the health care sector, contribute to

upgrading health care infrastructure, facilitate employment

generation, and provide a broader array of specialized medical

services than those available locally. However, the potential

downside risks of Mode 3 trade once more include growing

inequality in access and the emergence of a two-tiered health

care system. This two-tiered system may result from an

internal ‘brain drain,’ as foreign commercial ventures may

encourage health professionals to migrate from the public to

the private health care sector.

Trade in health services can also take place through the

temporary movement of natural persons (so-called Mode 4 of

the GATS); a nurse, physician, or other health professional

practice abroad on a temporary basis. Mode 4 trade is still

limited relative to its potential due to a number of regulatory

barriers posed by recipient countries. These barriers include

immigration rules, discriminatory treatment of foreign pro-

viders, and the nonrecognition of foreign qualifications.

Virtually all countries impose restrictions on temporary mi-

gration and the quotas are usually substantially lower than the

actual demand for entry. The cross-border movement of health

care professionals may promote the exchange of clinical

knowledge among professionals and therefore contribute to

upgrading their skills and medical standards. The potential

downside risks of Mode 4 trade arise from the danger that

such mobility may be of a more permanent nature, such that

health care professionals often trained at considerable home

country expense are for ever lost, thus reducing the availability

and quality of services on offer to home country consumers of

health care services.

Trade rules can affect the cross-border supply of health

services. Indeed, the main reason national governments agree

to sign trade treaties is to increase access to foreign markets

and facilitate international trade. Governments make com-

mitments in trade agreements such as GATS, where they

guarantee access for foreign investors interested in establishing

a new clinic or health insurance company with a view to

facilitate and increase cross-border flows of services and cap-

ital. Governments can unilaterally adopt reforms where they

allow foreign services providers to compete in the domestic

markets through one or all of the four modes of supply;

however, including this reform into the binding commitments

of a trade agreement decrease the likelihood that this policy

will be reversed in the future.
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In the case of health-related services, WTO members have

made relatively few and limited commitments in the GATS.

One can argue that one option for policy makers to address

the tensions between trade and health has been to prefer

unilateral trade reforms rather than to include liberalization of

health-related services into multilateral trade treaties. In that

manner, they maintain a greater flexibility to experiment with

cross-border health services provision and reverse reforms if

they fail to deliver the desired outcomes. The detailed nature

of these trade commitments in services provides a second

avenue for government to address the tensions between their

trade and public health objectives. Indeed, WTO member

states can fine-tune their GATS commitments according to

which of the four modes and specific health-related services

they want to include in their list of commitments. They can

also decide whether they want to commit to national treat-

ment (no discrimination against foreign providers vs. do-

mestic ones) or to market access (removing barriers to entry).

They can also stipulate specific conditions for entry for fore-

ign providers. For instance, the European Community and

Market access
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Figure 2 Summary of GATS Mode 3 commitments and restrictions in hospital services (updated in November 2009).
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Malaysia have stipulated in their commitments that entry of

foreign investors in hospital services is subjected to an eco-

nomic need test and to limits to the number of beds in the

hospital (see Figure 2). These provisions can allow health

authorities to channel foreign investments in hospitals in

regions and of the size required as to their health care system

planning.

Given the flexibility built into its design, it can be argued

that the GATS provides the margin for maneuver for policy

makers to harness the positive impacts of trade in health

services, while mitigating the associated risks. However, we

should note that other trade agreements do not have the

same design and do not offer the same level of flexibility.

For instance, governments have become parties to a vast

network of investment agreements which aims to offer a

predictable environment for foreign investors by protecting

them against some kinds of state actions, such as discrimin-

ation and expropriation without compensation, and, as a

result, to encourage foreign investment. These agreements,

whether they are integrated in larger trade agreements or are

stand-alone bilateral investment treaties, can exclude some

sectors, but they tend to have a broader coverage with fewer

exceptions and carve-outs, hence offering less space for ad-

dressing potential tensions between trade and health.

A third manner in which tensions between trade and

health can be negotiated is at the national level with the

adoption of domestic public policies which mitigate the

negative impacts and harness the positive consequences.

For instance, in Thailand, the increase in health tourism had a

negative impact on the human resources for health in the

country as nurses and physicians were attracted to work in the

large urban hospitals catering to foreign patients, exacerbating

the urban–rural gap in terms of access to health care services.

To address this problem, the government significantly in-

creased admissions in nursing and medical schools. These

‘flanking’ policies can take many forms, but they all require

policy coherence, i.e., national authorities need to make their

policy choices and the impacts of these choices explicit, real-

izing the potential divergence and trade-offs to be made be-

tween the realization of economic/trade policy objectives and

public health goals, at least in the short term.

How has the WTO Managed the Tensions between
Trade and Health?

When the agreements of the WTO came into force in 1995,

they included a new dispute settlement mechanism which has

become, since its creation, a key forum for managing the

tensions between trade and health. Indeed, member states of

the WTO have brought a number of disputes to the Panel and

its Appellate body, which involved measures designed to

protect human health, or claiming to do so.

How have these WTO panels and the Appellate body

arbitrated disputes where the objectives of trade and the

public measures to promote and protect public health clash?

First, the WTO has defended the right of national governments

to adopt public measures, even if they violate WTO rules, by

claiming that these measures were necessary to protect human

health under the exception found in General Agreement on

Trade and Tarriffs (GATT) Article XX(b). Thus, when in 1998

Canada challenged France’s ban on asbestos, the Panel esti-

mated that the measure violated the national treatment prin-

ciple in the GATT (Article III:4) which prevent parties from

discriminating foreign products in favor of domestic products.

In this case, the Panel judged that the French-made products

containing polyvinyl acetate (PVA), cellulose, and glass fibers

were similar to foreign products containing asbestos fibers

(and therefore were like products as defined by Article III:4 of

the GATT). Even though they deemed the measure dis-

criminatory, the Panel agreed that the ban on asbestos was

justified, given the health exception in Article XX(b) of the

GATT. The Appellate body supported that view but went fur-

ther and concluded that in determining whether products

are similar, health impacts should be considered; hence,

considering that products containing asbestos fibers should

not be seen as similar to products containing PVA, cellulose, or

glass fibers.

The WTO health exception specifies that the measures to

protect human health should not be ‘‘applied in a manner

which constitutes a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable dis-

crimination or a disguised restriction on international trade.’’ In

2007, the WTO concluded that Brazil was applying its

ban on import of used tires in a discriminatory manner. The

arbitrators did not challenge the right to adopt measures to

protect public health, even though they were violating the

national treatment principle. In this case, the ban on imports

was adopted in order to limit the breeding grounds for

diseases-transmitting mosquitoes created by stockpiling of dis-

carded tires. The problem was that Brazil has allowed some

imports from South American neighbors, whereas other coun-

tries such as the members of the European Union were under

the complete import ban.

An earlier case involving an American regulation on gasoline

had affirmed the capacity of WTO members to restrict trade to

protect human health as long as trade-restricting health meas-

ures do not discriminate in violation of the national treatment

principle (GATT Article III:4) by treating imported products less

favorably than like domestic products. ‘‘Trade-restricting health

measures that violate the national treatment principle may still

be legitimate under GATT Article XX if such measures (1) fall

within one of Article XX’s enumerated exceptions, and (2) are

applied in a manner that does not constitute unjustifiable dis-

crimination or a disguised restriction on international trade.’’

(Fidler, forthcoming).

Beyond the health exception, another principle which has

been key in guiding WTO arbitrators when they have to

manage the tensions between trade rules and public health

objectives is the need for scientific risk assessment when

adopting a sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) measure. Indeed,

the SPS Agreement (Article V) requires domestic regulation

to be based on a risk assessment which takes into account

available scientific evidence. The appropriate level of pro-

tection should be determined in consideration of economic

factors such as the loss of production, the cost of control or

eradication, the cost of alternative approaches, and with a

view of minimizing negative trade effects.

The first WTO dispute involving the SPS agreement was

initiated in 1996, by the US and Canada who complained that

the prohibition enacted by the European Communities (EC) on
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the importation and sale of meat treated with growth hormones

in order to protect human health violated the SPS Agreement.

The Panel and the Appellate body agreed with Canada and the

US that the EC had violated Article 5.1 of the SPS Agreement

and that the evidence presented by the EC’s risk assessment did

not support a total ban on meat with growth hormones. The

other WTO dispute which related to the SPS agreement, the

dispute around the EC de facto moratorium on biotech products

such as genetically modified food, did not challenge the Euro-

pean assessment of the risks associated to the products. The

European measures were violating procedural requirements of

the SPS agreement.

Finally, the TRIPS agreement includes a clause (Article 30)

which allows members to adopt policies that contravenes other

provisions of the agreement, which has been used in a health-

related dispute. This exception was tested by the disputes

between Canada and the EU on patent protection for pharma-

ceuticals which began in 1999. With a view to reduce prices and

improve access, generic pharmaceutical manufacturers in Can-

ada were allowed to produce a drug under patent without the

patent holder’s permission in order to (1) obtain regulatory

approval for the generic pharmaceutical product, and (2) pro-

duce a stockpile of generic drugs to sell when the patent expired.

The government argued that even though these rules were vio-

lating some aspects of the TRIPS agreement, they fell within the

exceptions provided by Article 30 of TRIPS. The WTO Panel

partially agreed with Canada, ruling that allowing stockpiling

before the expiration of the patent could not be justified under

the public health exception.

Global Health Diplomacy in On-Going Trade
Negotiations

Trade negotiations which can have an impact on health systems

and population health through the five channels illustrated in

Figure 1 are still on-going in a diversity of global and regional

contexts. For instance, the European Union has been negotiating

economic partnership agreements (EPA) with four regional

groups in Africa since 2007. Because the EPAs touch on a wide

range of trade-related issues, some have expressed concerns that

they can potentially have a negative impact on health in sub-

Saharan Africa. Four main areas of concern have been raised in

this case: The impact of trade liberalization on public revenues

and therefore the public expenditures for health; the risks of

increasing patent protection in terms of access to pharma-

ceutical drugs; the opening of health services to foreign invest-

ment; and the impact of agricultural liberalization on food

security and poverty.

What are the means of balancing these concerns against the

potential economic benefits associated with trade liberalization?

One means proposed is the use of health-impact assessments

(HIAs) of proposed trade reforms. HIA are a set of procedures

for assessing the potential impact of public policies on popu-

lation health and the distribution of these effects on the

population. It has been proposed they can be a useful tool as it

can make the linkages between trade and health more visible to

policy makers, it can improve the quality of evidence available

to them, it can influence how the goals of trade policy are

perceived by policy makers, and it can be used by various

interest groups as an instrument for advocacy and mobilization.

Equipped with the information from an HIA, trade negotiators

are better positioned to decide to forgo certain trade commit-

ments, to include some restrictions and limitations on their

commitments or again, to adopt domestic policies which will

ensure that trade policy does not impede the realization of na-

tional health objectives.

Except for the impact of patent protection on access to

medicines, the linkages between trade and health are still an

underexplored area of research and policy debates. Trade

negotiations may be stalled at the WTO, but there are a number

of trade and investment treaties being negotiated at the regional

and bilateral levels which requires a more explicit approach to

address the tensions between trade and health policy objectives.

See also: International E-Health and National Health Care Systems.
International Movement of Capital in Health Services. International
Trade in Health Workers. Medical Tourism
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Introduction

The international migration of skilled health workers (SHWs)

has grown rapidly since the 1970s, become more complex,

more global, and of concern to countries that lose workers

from fragile health systems. As health care has become more

commercialized, so too has migration, as part of a wider

globalization of health services. Few parts of the world, either

as sources, destinations, or both, within a now global health-

care chain, are unaffected by the consequences. Most migra-

tion is to developed Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD) countries, in Europe, North

America, and also the Gulf. Countries most affected by emi-

gration are relatively poorly performing economies in sub-

Saharan Africa, alongside some small island states in the

Caribbean and Pacific, though absolute numbers are greatest

from such Asian countries as India and the Philippines.

The international migration of SHWs parallels somewhat

similar international migration of other professionals. The

emergence of regional trading blocs and agreements, notably

the European Union (EU), has expanded opportunities for

international migration. International migration is linked to

the General Agreement on Trade in Services, established in

1995, to liberalize international trade in services, including

the movement of the so-called ‘natural persons.’ Many coun-

tries have eased their legislation on the entry of highly skilled

workers, introduced points systems where skills facilitate entry,

and actively recruited overseas. Such professional services as

health care are part of the new internationalization of labor,

and migration has largely been demand driven (or at least

facilitated) by the growing global integration of healthcare

markets. Forty years ago doctors – mostly men – were the

main migrant group, but nurses – mostly women – have in-

creasingly become dominant.

Demographic, economic, political, social, and, of course,

health transformations have had significant impacts on inter-

national migration. Restructuring, often externally imposed,

has affected health systems of developing countries, contrib-

uting to concerns over wages, working conditions, training, and

other issues, all of which have stimulated migration. The health

sector is different from other skilled sectors because most em-

ployment remains in the public sector. More dramatically, mi-

gration literally involves matters of life and death. Technology

cannot easily replace workers, while the rise of human im-

munodeficiency virus (HIV)/acquired immunodeficiency syn-

drome (AIDS) and non-communicable diseases and the aging

of populations have placed new demands on health work-

forces. There is now a greater range of jobs for women, other

than in a sector that is seen by some as dirty and dangerous

(and unrewarding), sometimes difficult and demanding, and

perhaps degrading. SHWs are in global demand.

Migrants move primarily for economic reasons, and in-

creasingly choose health careers because they offer migration

prospects. Migration has been at some economic cost, has

depleted workforces, diminished the effectiveness of health-

care delivery, and reduced the morale of the remaining

workforce. Countries have sought to implement national

policies on wage rates, incentives, and working conditions, but

these have usually been canceled out by global uneven de-

velopment and national economic development problems.

Recipient countries have been reluctant to establish effective

ethical codes of recruitment practice, or other forms of com-

pensation, or technology transfer, hence migration may

increase further in future, despite the development of a

Global Code.

Around the turn of the century, accelerated recruitment

from developing countries, where populations are aging, ex-

pectations of health care are increasing, recruitment of health

workers (especially nurses) is poor, and attrition considerable,

contributed to a labor force crisis in source countries, raising

complex ethical, financial, and health questions. The costs of

training healthcare workers in developing countries are con-

siderable, hence migration has been perceived as a subsidy

from the poor to the rich. Migration issues are not only linked

to financial issues, serious though these are, but are critical for

the delivery of health care.

A Geography of Need

Human resources are central to healthcare systems, and have

long been unevenly distributed. The need for health care is at

least as uneven. Though definition and measurement of needs

and shortages is complex, and the competence and effective-

ness of workers hard to assess, demand for health care is

greatest in the least-developed countries and regions, most of

which are tropical, and, in a perfect example of the ‘inverse

health care law,’ these needs are less well served than those in

developed countries. The link between ‘health workforce

density’ and health outcomes has been clearly demonstrated:

Lack of health workers contributes to poor health status, and

provision of such basic functions as adequate coverage of

immunization or attendance at births. The disease burden is

especially great in sub-Saharan Africa. World Health Organ-

ization (WHO) has shown that North and South America

contain only 10% of the global burden of diseases, yet almost

37% of the world’s health workers live in this region, whereas

Africa has 24% of the global burden of diseases, but just 3%

of the health workforce and less than 1% of global financial

resources. At a national scale, the sub-Saharan countries of

Uganda and Niger have 6 or 7 nurses for 100 000 people,

whereas the US has 773, yet migratory flows – a perverse

flow – are invariably from the former to the latter.

The WHO estimated that in 2005 some 57 countries had

critical shortages of SHWs, equal to a global deficit of 2.4

million doctors, nurses, and midwives, let alone pharmacists,

dentists, radiologists, and others. Some 36 of 47 sub-Saharan

African countries fell short of the minimum. Moreover, most
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SHWs are concentrated in urban areas and usually in the often

primate city: A consequence of economies of scale, urban bias,

and the social preferences of SHWs.

A Brief History of Migration

In the nineteenth century, migration of SHWs from more

developed countries to their colonies was part of a colonial

endeavor and missionary practice that remained in place until

quite recently. In the 1940s and 1950s the direction reversed,

from south to north, and the first flow of health workers began

to migrate from developing countries, mainly to the UK and

the USA, and mainly of doctors from larger countries such as

India, Iran, and Pakistan. Nurses also migrated and were later

recruited for emerging Gulf states. Britain, Australia, and

Canada were experiencing both the immigration of doctors,

mainly from the Philippines, India, Pakistan, Iran, and

Colombia, and their emigration, usually to the USA. The

Philippines had already contributed the largest number of

overseas doctors in the USA, with training increasingly ori-

ented to overseas needs. By then the ethnic distinctiveness of

this skilled migration into Britain was evident, and a geo-

graphical pattern had emerged that scarcely changed sub-

stantially in later years. Over time what were then relatively

simple migration flows, reflecting linguistic, colonial, and

postcolonial ties, became steadily more complex. This new

phase of migration was the start of what became widely rec-

ognized as a ‘brain drain,’ a term first applied by Oscar Gish at

the end of the 1960s to the movement of doctors and

scientists.

Such early flows were also characterized by active recruit-

ment (notably of nurses from the Caribbean), and the em-

ployment of the migrants in the lower echelons of the health

service. By the 1960s, the less-developed countries were ex-

periencing the greatest costs from emigration, as SHWs left

emphasizing the disparity in the number of medical workers

per capita alongside the heavier burden of disease. In the

1970s, because of growing concerns over uneven flows and

development, the WHO mounted a path-breaking study by

Alfonso Mejia and others of migration from some 40 coun-

tries. Then, as now, the migration of SHWs was of greater

concern than other skilled international migration flows, and

the idea of a brain drain largely emerged from analysis of

migratory health workers.

After a period of quiescence demand for SHWs in de-

veloped countries again increased in the 1990s, resulting from

aging populations, growing demand and ability to pay, in-

adequate training programs, and high attrition rates (for rea-

sons ranging from patient violence to discontent with working

conditions, etc.), as jobs in the health sector were seen in

many developed countries as too demanding, poorly paid,

and lowly regarded (in line with reduced public sector fund-

ing, and disregard for the public sector). Reduced recruitment

of health workers also followed declining birth rates in de-

veloped countries: There were fewer young people and more

diverse employment opportunities for women, many with

superior wages and working conditions, and greater prestige

and respect. Significantly, these influences are similar to the

reasons for attrition and migration in source countries.

Contemporary international recruitment of health workers

is increasingly global. Where, a quarter of a century ago, it was

mainly a movement from a few developing countries to a

small number of developed countries, most countries are now

involved. New movements of nurses occur between relatively

developed countries, notably within the EU. Ireland, once an

exporter of SHWs, has become an active recruiter. The new

complexity of international migration is evident in Poland, as

much a sending country as a recipient, where its source

countries are eastern European countries (Ukraine, Belarus,

Russia, and Lithuania) and the Middle East (Syria, Yemen, and

Iraq), although Polish nurses migrate westwards. China has

entered the market as a supplier of nurses, and its considerable

interest in becoming more involved has the potential to pro-

foundly influence the future system.

Over the past 30 years, the key receiving countries have

remained remarkably similar, dominated by the UK and the

USA. Whereas demand in the Gulf has stabilized, other

European and global destinations (including Canada and

Australasia) have grown in importance. Despite policies of

localization, the Gulf states still employ 20 000 migrant doc-

tors, and many more nurses, mostly from south Asia, but also

from neighboring and poorer Middle Eastern states such as

Egypt and Palestine.

In most developed countries, the proportion of foreign-

trained medical workers in the health workforce has usually

risen slowly: for example, in the USA and the UK, foreign

doctors now represent approximately 27% and 33%, respect-

ively, of their medical workforces; similar percentages occur in

Australia and New Zealand, whereas comparable estimates are

approximately 7% for Germany and France. Other OECD

countries have become significant recipients. Hitherto Japan,

virtually only one of the countries that have experienced

substantial postwar economic growth and aging populations,

has largely managed its health services without resorting to

overseas workers, but has recently entered into agreements

with the Philippines.

Throughout this time the Philippines has remained the

main global source of SHWs for almost every part of the

world, alongside India. Sub-Saharan Africa has emerged as a

major supplier, and a major source of concern. Relatively re-

cently other Asian states have become sources of SHWs,

whereas much smaller Caribbean and Pacific states have be-

come sources. Eastern Europe supplies Western Europe,

whereas Latin America has tended to experience proportion-

ately less emigration, though Latin America nurses have

moved north to the USA and Europe, especially Spain.

Patterns of health worker migration from sources of supply

such as sub-Saharan Africa have also changed. In the 1970s,

SHWs were from a relatively small number of African coun-

tries (the larger states of South Africa, Nigeria, and Ghana)

and predominantly went to a few developed countries outside

Africa. Subsequently migration has become much more

complex, involving almost all sub-Saharan countries, in-

cluding intraregional and stepwise movement (e.g., from the

Democratic Republic of Congo to Kenya, and from Kenya to

South Africa, Namibia, and Botswana), because of targeted

recruitment, by both agencies and governments, as much as

individual volition. Globally, the 20 countries with the great-

est emigration factors in the mid-2000s (the ratio of emigrant
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to resident doctors) included 6 in Africa (Ghana, South Africa,

Ethiopia, Uganda, Nigeria, and Sudan), 3 in the Caribbean

(Jamaica, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic), the Philip-

pines, India, and Pakistan, a cluster of countries perhaps best

characterized by crisis (Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Lebanon, Iraq,

and Syria), and also New Zealand, Ireland, Malta, and

Canada. Migration is now shaped by both market forces and

cultural ties, and deeply embedded in uneven global

development.

The greater complexity of migration is evident in the

interlocking chains of recruitment and supply, some of which

were in place 30 years ago. Canada recruits from South Africa

(which recruits from Cuba), as it supplies the USA. Kenyan

nurses first went to southern African countries such as

Botswana, Zimbabwe, and South Africa, and then moved on

as ‘step migration’ to Britain. Something of a hierarchy of

global migration – the global care chain – links the poorest

sub-Saharan, Asian, and island microstates, to the developed

world, culminating in the USA. New transport technology and

reduced costs have produced variants of ‘commuter migration’

with SHWs taking on brief assignments elsewhere.

Migration is constantly in flux depending on labor mar-

kets, domestic pressures, evolving global legislation and codes

of practice, and individual perceptions of amenable destin-

ations. Migration links languages, training institutions, edu-

cational regimes, often in the context of other migration flows,

sometimes characterized as chain migration in the context of a

‘transnational corporation of kin.’ Language proficiency is

more crucial in the health sector than in any other arena of

migration, skilled or unskilled. Although recruitment has

crossed new borders, as trade barriers have disappeared and

the Internet become accessible, potential migrants are also

more likely to be informed about global job opportunities and

be in some position to choose more widely than hitherto.

Migration ranges from fixed-term contract migration (typified

by that from the Philippines to the Middle East), usually ne-

gotiated between governments, and more personal, individual

migration that may last a lifetime.

Rationales for Migration

Migration is primarily a response to global uneven develop-

ment, usually explained in terms of such factors as low wages,

few incentives, or poor social and working conditions. Poor

promotion possibilities, inadequate management support,

heavy workloads, and limited access to good technology in-

cluding medicines have been widely recognized as ‘push fac-

tors.’ Such pressures are intensified in rural areas, where health

workers feel they and their institutions are too often ignored,

victims of institutionalized urban bias in development. Cul-

tural factors have emphasized some migration flows. Tamil

doctors have been more likely than majority Sinhalese to

migrate from Sri Lanka for more than 30 years. Recruitment,

by both agencies and governments, has played a critical fa-

cilitating role. However, all these various, specific factors are

embedded in the broader context of social and economic life,

family structures, and histories and broader cultural and pol-

itical contexts.

Consequently, migration of SHWs occurs for many rea-

sons, despite remarkable uniformity across quite different re-

gions and contexts. Reasons include incomes, job satisfaction,

and career opportunities, alongside social, political, and

family reasons. The last of these factors, though often neg-

lected, is particularly important since few migrants make de-

cisions as individuals, but are linked to extended families and

wider kinship groups. The migration of SHWs is rarely unique

but exists within the context of wider migration flows. This is

evidently so in India, the Philippines, and most small island

states, like those of the Caribbean and Pacific, where there

have been steady and diverse migration streams for several

decades. In such circumstances, there is effectively a ‘culture

of migration’ where most individuals at least contemplate

migration at some time in their lives.

Yet migration is usually constrained in certain ways. Even

for those with skills it is rarely easy to cross political bound-

aries. Where political circumstances have changed, as in the

expansion of the EU, migration from poorer eastern states to

those in western Europe quickly became substantial. Violence,

coups, crime, warfare, and persistent social unrest have pre-

dictably hastened migration from countries such as Zim-

babwe, Fiji, and Lebanon.

Intention to migrate may occur even before entry into the

health system. In the Philippines, at least some people sought

to become nurses, partly and sometimes primarily, because

that provided an obvious means of international migration.

By the end of the 1980s, a medical degree at the Fiji School of

Medicine was widely seen as a ‘passport to prosperity’ and in

Kerala (India) a nursing diploma is considered an ‘actual

passport for emigration’ thereby raising the status of nursing.

Specific careers may be chosen that optimize migration op-

portunities; in the Philippines and Pakistan, male doctors

have retrained as nurses, and fewer people choose a medical

career, as nurses have superior migration opportunities. The

initial overseas destination may not be the intended final

destination, especially for health workers in the Gulf, who

seek to move on to the USA. Migration is not solely of SHWs;

for some SHWs a career in health is seen as a way to move the

whole family. This step migration points to the challenges in

source countries of trying to develop an effective national

workforce, when substantial proportions of those being

trained may migrate.

Health workers have not usually entered the profession

solely for income benefits, but also out of some desire to serve

and be of value in the community. However, such feelings do

not sustain a career, as workers become frustrated by low pay

and poor (or biased) promotion prospects, especially in re-

mote areas. As, increasingly, people do join the health sector

for economic reasons, migration becomes even more likely.

Income differentials are therefore invariably key factors in

migration, as they are in decisions to join or later leave the

health profession. Many decisions are simply rationalized in

this way, since income differences between countries are often

increasingly evident. Income differences are often such that

even significant wage increases have had little effect on re-

ducing the extent of migration. Econometric studies, at

least for the Pacific island states, have shown that migration

demonstrates considerable sensitivity to income differences,

but complicated by the structure of household incomes.
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In countries where there have not been specific surveys of

migration, anecdotal evidence and, in some cases, the ra-

tionale for strikes by health workers, emphasize the signifi-

cance of wage and salary issues. Similarly, the general

movement of doctors, dentists, and others from the public

to the private sector marks the quest for better incomes and

conditions.

Income is firmly linked to the structure of careers and

promotion, which many health workers see as being more

about ‘who you know than what you know’ – nepotism and

favoritism – and longevity in the system, rather than ability.

SHWs have been critical of the lack of a transparent career

structure, preferring to move to a meritocracy where skills and

accomplishments will be rewarded. Where health workers are

stationed outside the main national urban center, the per-

ception that they are being ignored for promotion is even

stronger as many consider themselves to be ‘out of sight and

out of mind.’ Inadequate opportunities for promotion con-

stitute not only an incentive to migration, but a constraint to

productivity and innovation in the health system.

After income, the actual conditions of employment are

influential for migration. Migrants, and potential migrants,

frequently complain about the work environment in terms of

insufficient support, through inadequate management (lack of

team work, poor leadership and motivation, limited auton-

omy and support, and little recognition and access to pro-

motion and training opportunities) or through the outcome

of poor ‘housekeeping’ (limited access to functioning equip-

ment and supplies). A desire to acquire further training and

gain extra experience is a key factor influencing migration.

Long hours of overtime, double shifts, working on the early

morning ‘graveyard’ shift or on weekends, especially when

these do not receive proper income supplementation, further

influence migration. Shift work is a universal source of com-

plaint, and particularly so in more remote places, where fewer

staff are available and pressures on those remaining are

greater. Inadequate working conditions may also entail the

risk of contracting disease. The rise of HIV/AIDS made

the nursing profession especially much less attractive than

hitherto and, notably in Africa, created a more difficult

working climate as the workload increased.

In several developing countries economic restructuring,

sometimes externally imposed by international agencies, has

led to reductions in the size of the public sector workforce and

restrictions on the hiring of new workers. Changes in the

health sector take place in a wider context where negative

balances of payments and high levels of debt servicing place

huge resource constraints on many developing countries. This

has sometimes meant the deterioration of working conditions

rather than the greater efficiency it was intended to encourage.

Ironically, in the mid-2000s, in Kenya, for example, though

half of all nursing positions were unfilled, a third of all Kenyan

nurses are unemployed, as International Monetary Fund

pressure encouraged national wage restraint. In several coun-

tries lack of resources, or alternative priorities, has resulted in

low wages and poor conditions, with simultaneous vacancies,

unemployment, and migration.

Many migrants have left rural areas to take advantage

of superior urban and international educational, social, and

employment opportunities. These factors reinforce each other,

especially in the health sector. The widespread education bias

enables young and skilled migrants, with fewer local ties, to

migrate more easily. Most nurses, and many other SHWs, are

women and may face particular constraints related to partners’

careers and family obligations, which may make remote

postings and overseas migration difficult. Consequently, the

most likely migrants are young single workers followed by

married workers without children. In contrast, Indian nurses

from Kerala have migrated because their ability to earn and

retain significant incomes gave them high status and the

consequent ability to find high-status partners in the ‘matri-

monial market.’ In many contexts, gender relations have been

restructured following migration. Social ties may result in

pressure to migrate, to support the extended family, but may

sometimes make migration more difficult to achieve.

Recruitment

Developed destination countries offer real alternatives to

political and economic insecurity in many source countries.

A high standard of living with higher wages, better career

prospects, good education, and a future for children are

offered in recruitment campaigns, and often verified by those

migrants established overseas. The structure of migration has

become increasingly privatized through the expansion of re-

cruitment agencies, and their regular use by recipient countries

and by particular hospitals. Recruitment has existed since the

1940s but grew rapidly around the turn of the century. Ir-

respective of any existing intent to migrate, active recruitment

has put growing pressure on, and impressive opportunities in

front of, potential migrants. Recruitment agencies smooth the

way in attending to bureaucratic issues, satisfying concerns

over distant and different countries and cultures, and some-

times providing their own induction training in destinations.

Little information exists on the operations of recruitment

agencies, and therefore there is no evidence on whether they

exaggerate the potential of overseas employment, although

they increase its probability. Recruitment has been particularly

significant in sub-Saharan Africa, though there, as elsewhere, it

would not have been successful unless other reasons for mi-

gration existed. In the early 2000s, half of all overseas nurses

in Britain were there because they had been recruited. Re-

cruitment has significantly extended migration beyond its

postcolonial routes, for example, taking Chinese nurses to the

Gulf and Fijian nurses to the Bahamas and the United Arab

Emirates.

Recruitment is competitive, resulting in ‘selective depletion’

of the more qualified workers from several countries. In re-

cruiting health workers for the UK many agencies engaged in

some forms of exploitation. Both in source and recipient

countries agencies operate beyond the extent of effective

regulation. Such issues resulted in regional attempts to con-

struct and use codes of practice for ethical recruitment,

spearheaded by the Commonwealth Secretariat for former

British colonies, thus covering significant parts of the Carib-

bean, Pacific, and sub-Saharan Africa.

The finalization by WHO of a Global Code in 2010 em-

phasized continued migration concerns and universal agree-

ment to mitigate its harmful effects, notably that migration
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did not disrupt health services in source countries. However,

migration is a human right and occurs in contexts that do not

necessarily involve health issues; there are no incentives for

recipient countries and agencies to be involved in ethical

international recruitment and all codes are voluntary which

limits their impact. Recruitment and migration are both likely

to continue.

Consequences of Migration

The trade in, and migration of, SHWs has diverse impacts,

from more obvious effects on the delivery of health services

and the economic consequences of the loss of locally trained

skilled workers, to more subtle social, political, and cultural

impacts. Migrants tend to be relatively young and recently

trained, compared with those who stay. Many leave after

relatively short periods of work, but long enough to gain

important practical experience. They often include the best

and the brightest. Because migrants move to improve their

own and their families’ livelihoods, they are usually the key

beneficiaries of migration. Recipient countries benefit from

having workers who fill shortages in the healthcare system.

Conversely, sending countries and their populations, espe-

cially in remote areas, lose valuable skills unless those skills

are an ‘overflow’ or are otherwise compensated for.

Healthcare Provision

Migration affects the provision of health care both in quality

and quantity. Links exist between migration and the reduced

performance of healthcare systems, though actual correlations

between emigration and malfunctioning healthcare systems

are difficult to make, because it is impossible to quantify what

is not there. However, India and the Philippines, both long-

term providers of migratory health workers, in circumstances

initially described as an overflow, now appear to have become

negatively affected, whereas sub-Saharan Africa and many

small states experience critical problems, but not simply or

even primarily because of migration.

In some circumstances, the quantitative outcome of mi-

gration is obvious. In Malawi, the loss of many nurses to the

UK in early 2000s brought the near collapse of maternity

services even in Malawi’s central hospitals, with 65% of

nursing positions being vacant. Maternal health care has been

similarly affected in Gambia and Malawi with increased

workloads, waiting and consultation times, and poorer in-

fection control. In Jamaica, wards have been closed, male and

female units have been merged raising cultural issues, and

immunization coverage and in situ training have both been

declined. Although such data are fragmentary, and often de-

pict worst-case scenarios reported in the media, and are not

solely the outcome of international migration, they point to

difficult circumstances.

Reduced staff numbers mean that workloads of those re-

maining become higher, and less likely to be accomplished

successfully. Many anecdotal reports emphasize longer waiting

times with the implication that this raises opportunity costs of

medical care, and may also result in medical attention coming

too late. In Zimbabwe, in the 2000s, over a quarter of health

workers believed that longer waiting times, and shorter

opening times, had resulted in unnecessary deaths that

prompt attention could have prevented. Foreign aid programs

expanded in sub-Saharan Africa in the mid-2000s, to provide

drugs to millions affected by tuberculosis and AIDS, yet

were hard to implement because too few nurses existed to

administer them effectively.

A further consequence of health worker migration is that of

some patients traveling overseas for health care, as part of the

growing phenomenon of medical tourism. Where such refer-

rals are paid by the state, the cost is considerable. Even where

they are not, as is usually the case, resources are nevertheless

transferred overseas. In several African countries, referrals have

increased at the same time as health worker migration, re-

sulting in an unprecedented increase in the expense of care

to fewer people and in the use of foreign currency, which

could have been used for other development programs or for

the motivation and retention of the country’s health workers.

The lack of health personnel may not always be the primary

motivation for traveling overseas for treatment, but it none-

theless represents a substantial loss of scarce resources, espe-

cially because some of the source countries of medical tourist

are impoverished nations such as Yemen. Even in countries

that are relatively well supplied with health personnel, the cost

of referrals is considerable, making the task of financing local

health systems and organizing more labor-intensive preventive

health care more difficult.

Rural and Regional Issues

The impact of emigration is usually most evident in remote

regions, where losses tend to be greater (and where resources

were initially least adequate), and has therefore fallen par-

ticularly on the rural poor (and sometimes therefore on cul-

tural minorities) who are most dependent on public health

systems, and where health needs are often greater, further

emphasizing urban bias and the ‘inverse care law.’ The impact

of emigration is complicated and compounded by ubiquitous

internal migration, and a parallel movement from the public

to the private sector. The movement of SHWs to the private

sector has disadvantaged the poor, most of whom cannot af-

ford higher private sector costs, alongside growing evidence of

less adequate public sector services. This is poorly documented

and it is primarily the evidence of inadequate stocks of health

workers in the regions, and very different staff: patient ratios,

which suggests the extent of adequate provision and migration

(and attrition) in remote areas. The WHO has developed

distinct strategies for developing and stabilizing regional

workforces. Internal migration exhibits a similar rationale to

international migration, but poses distinct problems where

the internal migration is of those with particular skills, such as

radiologists or pharmacists, and where few are required; hence

the loss of even a small number may be crucial.

The Economics of Migration

Training SHWs is costly because of the long duration and high

costs and is a burden on relatively poor states, whether directly
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or through overseas scholarship provision. When trained

workers migrate and the process is repeated, costs mount

further. However, there have been few estimates of the costs of

the ensuing brain drain, or the possible gain in skills through

return migration, and a variety of methodologies and con-

clusions. The impact on healthcare provision of the emi-

gration of doctors may be remarkably slight, compared with

that of nurses, who provide the bulk of health care in many

places, and especially in regional areas, where needs are con-

siderable, but not necessarily complex.

A series of estimates of training costs suggest that low-in-

come African countries subsidize high-income countries by as

much as $500 million a year through the migration of SHWs,

whereas equally fragmentary data from developed countries

indicate considerable cost savings involved in hiring overseas-

trained SHWs rather than training locally. This has been de-

scribed as a perverse and unjust subsidy from relatively poor

countries to relatively rich ones. These estimates are based

solely on the costs of training rather than additional costs

based on foregone health care, lost productivity, the under use

of medical facilities, etc. However, they usually ignore possible

remittances and their consequences. Where the remittances of

health workers have been calculated, as in the Pacific island

states, they are substantially above training costs, though they

flow into the private sector rather than the public sector where

most training takes place, and make no contribution to

equitable human development.

Where return migration of SHWs occurs, the relationship

between income losses, return, and the acquisition of human

capital becomes more complex. Return migration of SHWs is

relatively limited in many countries; however, if migrants re-

turn from overseas, with enhanced skills, knowledge, experi-

ence, and enthusiasm (and perhaps also some capital), there

can be major gains from migration, including a positive

transfer of technical knowledge. However, significant return

migration fails to occur for the same reason that migration

occurs: Migrants are less likely to be tempted back by a system

they left because of its perceived failings. The overall number

of return migrant nurses and doctors is modest, and many

return because of perceived benefits, such as business oppor-

tunities, outside the healthcare system.

A further outcome of migration can be a skill loss when

migrants with specific skills do not use them, which may result

from failure to recognize qualifications, discrimination, or a

preference for jobs with better wages and conditions. The most

significant skill loss comes where nurses are employed as care-

givers in nursing homes rather than working in hospitals.

Expensive training is largely wasted and neither health sys-

tems, the migrants, nor their kin at home, who wait for

remittances, make real gains.

Social Costs

The social costs attached to the migration of SHWs are com-

plex but often considerable, especially where women move as

individuals, leaving families at home. Many migrant workers,

especially women within and outside the health sector,

experience deprivation and discrimination. Recruitment

agencies may impose unforeseen costs, and SHWs experience

difficult circumstances, especially where cultures differ from

those at home. Numerous examples exist of their experiencing

racism in developed countries, and being ignored or experi-

encing reprisals when complaining of such problems, along-

side being denied parity with local workers, promotion, or

wage gains.

Health workers are often recruited for, and directed into,

positions and locations that are unattractive to local health

workers, and peripheral geographical placement is common.

Consequently, new migrants are unlikely to be involved in

specialist activities despite previous experience, and are most

likely, at least initially, to be in the least attractive fields of

health care and in outlying parts of the country, and with

limited autonomy and authority. Stresses may occur for the

families of migrants. Children may have to make complex

adjustments to parental absences, and experience what has

been called a ‘care deficit.’ However, migrants and their

families usually gain in status through the material benefits of

migration.

Migration of SHWs has made it necessary for less or non-

qualified people, such as nurses’ aides, to perform tasks that

are normally beyond their training. This poses risks of in-

correct diagnoses and inappropriate treatment. Patients have

also reverted to the informal sector with sometimes costly,

uncertain, and ineffective outcomes. In many countries, mi-

grant nationals have been replaced by other international

migrants, as part of the cascading global care chain, though

the direct economic costs may be considerable (in both re-

cruitment and salaries) and they may be less effective because

of language and cultural differences, which restrict their ability

to provide health services, contribute to training, and enable

sustainability.

The Future Global Healthcare Chain

Shortages of SHWs exist in most countries in the world, and

have been remedied mainly by migration from poorer coun-

tries rather than by strategies for improved retention and

recruitment, hence the development of a Global Code of re-

cruitment by WHO to encourage a more regulated migration,

bilateral reciprocity, and greater international cooperation.

Countries such as India and the Philippines, that previously

exported an ‘overspill,’ have experienced some adverse effects

from their ‘export policies.’ Migration has been problematic

for relatively poor countries as the costs of mobility are

unevenly shared, and the care chain becomes more global and

hierarchical. Greater complexity increases the challenge of

achieving more equitable outcomes.

An open international market is said to offer efficiency and

economic gains. However, gains in economic efficiency tend to

be localized in receiving countries and, as the evidence of costs

to national health, economic, and social systems has moun-

ted, there has been somewhat greater interest in developing

policies to diminish and mitigate the impacts of migration.

Nonetheless, international migration is not the main cause of

healthcare shortages in developing countries, nor would a

significant reduction in emigration remove human resource

problems.
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The onus for a more equitable global distribution of

SHWs has gradually shifted toward recipient countries, where

demand occurs. Few recipient countries have taken effective

measures to increase recruitment and reduce attrition of

SHWs, at a time of greater demand, either by increasing the

number of training places or improving wages and working

conditions. Continued migration has thus led to be renewed

calls for ethical recruitment guidelines, adequate codes of

practice binding countries, and/or compensation for countries

experiencing losses; yet compensation is inherently implaus-

ible and impractical, although ethical arguments confront

political realities. Better regulation, and more ethical recruit-

ment, alongside bilateral relationships suggest some partial

solutions, in terms of more effective managed migration.

The principal occupational flows of SHWs are primarily of

nurses, where the evidence of losses in developing countries is

substantial; however, there are more poorly documented flows

of all cadres of health workers, such as radiologists and

pharmacists. Failures of governance, broadly the inadequate

delivery of services, whether health or education, and weak or

nonexistent political will, constrain the development and re-

tention of national workforces. Various possibilities exist for

more effective production and retention of SHWs, ranging

from diverse financial incentives (inside and outside the

health system), strengthening work autonomy, and improving

the status of health workers, increasing recruitment capacity,

introducing intermediate categories of workers, such as nurse

practitioners, and ensuring an effective ‘fiscal space’ for health

services, but only rarely have these been effectively imple-

mented in a concerted manner.

The international migration of SHWs has increased be-

cause perceptions of inadequate local conditions have grown,

diaspora ‘host’ populations are generally increasing in des-

tination states, demand has increased and recruitment inten-

sified, and because health skills are valuable commodities in

international migration. Yet paradoxically almost everywhere

fewer people are being attracted to health careers. Wages and

conditions are increasingly seen as deterrents to entry as other

sectors become more attractive. Potential employees witness

the frustrations of health workers and there is a wider range of

job options. In both developed and developing countries,

careers in health are now less attractive, other than as a means

to migration.

Sending countries have not always been able to discourage

migration, which is widely perceived as a human right. In-

deed, several remittance-dependent countries, such as Cape

Verde, the Philippines, and Kiribati, have not challenged mi-

gration but nurtured it because of its economic role. Unions

have supported the rights of members to better their circum-

stances by migration, while also pressing governments to act

locally to improve working conditions. Migration is increas-

ingly embedded in national and international political econ-

omies. It is more resilient to cyclical downturns than other

sectors. Few recipient countries have taken realistic and effec-

tive steps to increase national market supply, and any solution

requires multilateral consensus rather than a national or

bilateral approach. Migration of SHWs, and its complex con-

sequences, will probably continue.

See also: International E-Health and National Health Care Systems.
International Movement of Capital in Health Services. Medical
Tourism
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Heterogeneity

In statistics and econometrics, heterogeneity typically refers to

a random variable, parameter, or distribution that varies across

a population of interest. It can involve the mean, variance, or

other features of a distribution and may arise from observed

and unobserved causes.

Observed heterogeneity is variability in an outcome (or

dependent variable) attributable to observed predictors

(Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh, 2004). In the simple linear

regression model,

yi ¼ b0 þ b1xi þ ei ½1�

heterogeneity in the expected value of the outcome yi, denoted

E[yi9xi], is accounted for by the predictor xi across subjects

i¼1,y,n. The parameter b1 quantifies the magnitude of het-

erogeneity. Random variability in yi that cannot be explained

by xi is denoted by ei, the error term, which is assumed to

have mean zero and a constant (or homogeneous) variance

var(yi9xi)¼s2. In parametric modeling, the most common

distribution assumed for ei is a normal or Gaussian distri-

bution, which has many appealing features including charac-

terizing the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation method.

Now consider a model with two predictors and an inter-

action effect,

yi ¼ b0 þ b1x1i þ b2x2i þ b3x1ix2i þ ei ½2�

In eqn [2], the effect of a one-unit change in x1i on E[yi9xi]

is b1þ b3x2i, illustrating that the effect of x1i depends on x2i. A

consequence of effect heterogeneity is that any statement of

the effect of x1i must be accompanied by the value(s) of x2i at

which it is computed and vice-versa. If x2i is not observed and

the model in eqn [1] is estimated, the OLS estimate of b1 is a

weighted average of the true heterogeneous effects of x1i with

respect to the likelihood of each value of x2i (Angrist, 1998).

When x1i and x2i are uncorrelated by design (e.g., x1i is as-

signed at random in a randomized trial), the OLS estimate

under eqn [1] corresponds to the average effect of x1i over the

individuals in the sample, otherwise being more difficult to

interpret.

Other forms of heterogeneity are accommodated by re-

laxing the assumptions of the linear regression model, yield-

ing a wider array of models and possibly requiring specialized

estimation methods. For example, if var(yi9xi) depends on xi

(directly or via E[yi9xi), the assumption of equal variance at all

values of the predictors required by OLS is violated. This

phenomenon, referred to as heteroscedasticity, may be ac-

commodated in the context of OLS by dividing yi and xi by the

standard deviation of the residuals, varðyi9xiÞ0:5, and then

applying OLS (weighted least squares). If var(yi9xi) is known,

the process is straightforward, otherwise var(yi9xi) must be

estimated. Point estimates of b that do not account for

heteroscedasticity are estimated imprecisely whereas con-

fidence intervals (frequentist inference) and credible intervals

(Bayesian inference) are likely to be incorrectly calibrated.

When the objective is to estimate a tail probability or quantile

(e.g., in immunoassays seeking to determine whether the

concentration of a substance in blood serum exceeds a critical

threshold), estimation of the variance function is key. Sub-

stantial progress on variance function estimation methods has

been made in the context of analyzing assays (Davidian et al.,

1988; O’Malley et al., 2008).

Unobserved Heterogeneity and Measurement Error

Unobserved heterogeneity, the variability in yi arising from

unobserved sources, cannot be accommodated without much

difficulty as direct adjustment for the cause of the hetero-

geneity is not possible. To illustrate the difficulties that may

arise from unobserved heterogeneity, suppose that to relate an

individual’s health, yi, to his/her intelligence quotient (IQ), ui,

but in lieu of ui, the educational attainment, xi, is observed.

Because ui is unobserved directly but essential to the model, it

is referred to as a latent variable. The situation is represented

by the following equations:

health: yi ¼ b0 þ b1ui þ ei

education: xi ¼ ui þ di
½3�

where, by assumption ui is unrelated to ðei,diÞT , and di is un-

related to ei. Equation [3] is a classical measurement error

model (Carroll et al., 1995). The observed data regression,

yi ¼ b0 þ b1xi þ ~ei ½4�

is problematic because xi is correlated with the error,

~ei ¼ ei � b1di, in violation of the OLS assumption that the

predictors are unrelated to the errors. Here xi is said to be

endogeneous. It can be shown that the quantity being

estimated by applying OLS to eqn [4] is rb1, where

r¼ varðuiÞ=ðvarðuiÞ þ varðdiÞÞo1 is the attenuation factor

(Bedeian et al., 1997). Thus, if the heterogeneity in xi, arising

from di is ignored, the estimated coefficient of xi will be an

inconsistent estimator of b1.

An alternative model arises when ui varies according to xi;

i.e., ui ¼ xi þ di, where xi is independent of di. For example, xi is

the setting of a machine, the control variable, and ui is the

actual level at which the machine operates. This situation,

known as Berkson measurement error (Berkson, 1950) is less

problematic, at least in linear models, because the OLS estimate

of b1 under eqn [4] is unbiased, and so the only consequence of

this form of measurement error is that varð~eiÞ � varðeiÞ, which

leads to a reduction in statistical power.
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Returning to the classical measurement error model, the

availability of replicate observations on xi allows ui and hence

var(di) to be identified, thus enabling an estimate of rb1 to be

decomposed into estimates of r and b1. If replicate obser-

vations are not feasible or available, an instrumental variable

(IV) – a variable zi that is related to ui conditional on ui being

unrelated to yi – facilitates estimation. In the case of linear

relationships, the first condition for zi to be an IV implies

ui ¼ y0 þ y1zi þ gi with y1a0 and ui being uncorrelated with

the random error gi. Substituting for ui in eqn [3] yields:

yi ¼ ~b0þ ~b1ziþ ~ei ½5�

xi ¼ y0 þ y1zi þ ~di ½6�

where ~b0 ¼ b0 þ b1y0, ~b1 ¼ b1y1, ~ei ¼ b1gi þ ei and
~di ¼ y1gi þ di. Under the second IV condition, zi is uncorrelated

with the errors ð~ei,~diÞT , ensuring that OLS yields unbiased es-

timates of the parameters in eqns [5] and [6]. Hence, consistent

estimates of b0 and b1 can be deduced from the relations

b0 ¼ ~b0 � ð~b1=y1Þy0 and b1 ¼ ~b1=y1. Alternatively, one may

use two-stage least squares (2SLS): apply OLS to eqn [6] and

compute predicted values of xi, denoted x̂i, then apply OLS to

eqn [4] but with xi replaced by x̂i. The impact of measurement

error is a decreasing function of the fraction of variation in xi is

explained by zi. The readers are referred to the article on in-

strumental variables and to the econometric text by Wooldridge

(2002) and that by Angrist and Pischke (2009) for further

discussion of IVs, 2SLS, and related methods.

Classic Structural Equation Models

Broadly speaking, a structural equation model (SEM) is a

model involving relationships between latent variables. Latent

variables generally represent true values of a variable and so

relationships between them are often considered to be truisms

or causal (Lee, 2007). The use of SEMs to estimate causal re-

lationships has a long history (Pearl, 2000). Latent variables

must have associated observed (or manifest) variables in order

to identify the model. Traditionally, an SEM is characterized

by continuous-valued observed (or manifest) variables, con-

tinuous-valued latent (or unobserved) variables, and linear

relationships among the latent variables. The linear SEM has

the form

yi ¼Kygi þ ei ½7�

xi ¼Kxli þ di ½8�

gi ¼ Agi þ Bli þ ti ½9�

where ei, di, and ti are mutually independent error terms with

zero means and constant covariance matrices (Jöreskog, 1973).

Equations [7] and [8] are measurement models relating the

observed variables, yi and xi, to their latent counterparts, gi and

li, whereas eqn [9] contains the structural model relating the

latent construct li to the latent construct gi. Here Ky, Kx and B

are matrices of regression coefficients whereas A is a matrix of

parameters that affects both the mean and covariance of gi. The

involvement of gi on both sides of eqn [9] allows for direct

relationships between its elements, inducing correlations be-

tween them and imposing correlation structure on gi and thus yi.

The measurement error model in eqn [3] is a special case of

an SEM in which the effect variable is yi (as observed).

Therefore, with replicated measurements, the classic meas-

urement error model in eqn [3] corresponds to yi¼Zi, A¼0,

B¼b1, and li¼1ui, i.e., eqns [8] and [9] reduce to xi¼1uiþ di

and yi¼b11uiþ eI, respectively, where 1 denotes a vector of 1’s.

For model identifiability, the dimensions of yi and xi must

exceed those of gi and li respectively; the larger the differences,

the better. The regression models in eqns [1] and [2] are

simple cases of SEMs.

SEMs have been used extensively in the social (e.g., eco-

nomics, sociology) and behavioral (e.g., psychiatry, psych-

ology) fields. For example, in an analysis of the relationship

between job satisfaction and organization commitment to job

turnover, Williams and Hazer (1986) use a SEM having the

exact forms of eqns [7]–[9]. The measurement models relate

observed values of the final outcome (job turnover), inter-

mediate outcomes (intention-to-quit, job satisfaction, organ-

izational commitment), and four exogeneous measures of

work environment to their true values. The structural model

relates the true values of the outcomes (the endogeneous

variables) both to outcomes themselves and to the true values

of the work environment variables in order to test hypothe-

sized causal models as depicted by a flow diagram. For a

thorough description of the traditional SEM, readers are re-

ferred to the classic text by Bollen (1989), the manual of the

Linear Structural Relationships (LISREL) software package

(Jöreskog and Sörbom, 1996), and the recent text by Lee

(2007). Modern SEMs extend well beyond linear models, in-

cluding a wide-range of generalizations of SEMs to outcomes

that are not normal (e.g., binary, ordinal, categorical out-

comes) (Rabe-Hesketh et al., 2004). Next, models with con-

tinuous-latent variables in linear and nonlinear contexts are

discussed (see Section ‘Latent Factor Models’), following the

same trend for discrete-latent variables (see Section Latent

Class and Finite Mixture Models’).

Latent Factor Models

Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) decomposes the covariance

or correlation matrix of the centered values (residuals if the

model includes covariates) of a sample of multivariate ob-

servations by relating these values to a smaller number of la-

tent variables (‘factors’) that are interpreted on the basis of

their relationships (‘loadings’) with the observed variables.

Among various applications, EFA is used to generate hypoth-

eses with regard to the dimensions underlying the data, to

construct summary scales for reporting information, and to

eliminate redundant items from questionnaires or survey

instruments. The EFA model has the form

yi ¼Kgi þ bþ ei ½10�

where giBNð0,IÞ, eiBNð0,WÞ, 0 is a vector of m zeros, I is an

m�m identity matrix, W is a diagonal matrix, and gi and ei
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are independent vectors of mor and r random variables,

respectively (Johnson and Wichern, 1998). Therefore,

covðyi,giÞ ¼K and varðyiÞ ¼KKT þW.

Ambiguity arises with factor decompositions when m41

as the model is not identified by the data. To illustrate,

let T be an m�m orthonormal matrix; i.e., TTT ¼ I. Then

Kgi ¼KTTTgi ¼K�g�i , where K� ¼KT and g� ¼ TTgi, illus-

trating that the factor loadings can be ‘rotated’ using an

orthonormal basis without changing the fitted values of yi in

eqn [10]. In practice, factor rotation is useful as it provides a

means to obtain more interpretable factor loadings. For ex-

ample, the commonly used factor rotation procedure Varimax

seeks to split the factor loadings into two groups, the elements

of the one tending toward zero, and the elements of the other

toward unity, thereby making it easier to align variables with

factors. In an analysis of Joint Committee data on the Ac-

creditation of Health Care Organizations in the US, a hospital-

level EFA with factor rotation was integral to developing two

optimal scales (treatment and diagnosis, counseling and pre-

vention) for the quality of hospitals’ treatment and care de-

livered to patients with acute myocardial infarction, congestive

heart failure, and pneumonia (Landon et al., 2006).

Latent factor models generalize eqn [10] by allowing the

expected value of yi to depend on a matrix of covariates Xi for

subject i; i.e.,

yi ¼Kgi þ Xibþ ei ½11�

The latent variables gi are known as latent factors due

to the joint dependence of the multiple elements of yi on the

elements of gi. To identify the model, the variances of the

latent variables may be set to 1 (typical in EFA), or an element

of each row of K may be set to 1 (typical in latent factor

models). The latter anchors the model and makes the variance

parameters representative of the strength of the correlation

between the outcomes (Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh, 2004).

One of the appealing features of eqn [11] is that model esti-

mation is simplified because the independent assumptions

on gi and ei imply that the elements of yi are conditionally

independent given gi. Therefore, the distribution of yi con-

ditional on gi has the convenient form

f ðyi9gi,XiÞ ¼
Y

j

f ðyij9gi,xijÞ ½12�

where f ðyij9gi,xijÞ is the probability distribution of yi given gi.

In SEM terminology, latent factor models are measurement

models in which the outcomes are directly affected by cov-

ariates and jointly dependent on shared latent traits. Because

gi is in the model for outcome j (j¼1,y,r), models that fac-

torize like eqn [12] are referred to as shared-parameter models

(Vonesh et al., 2006; Reich and Bandyopadhyay, 2010). In

practice, there may be little interest in the factor structure,

in which case if m41, the nonuniqueness of the fitted

model is a nuisance. A simple uniqueness condition such as

KTW�1K¼D, where D is a diagonal matrix, may be imposed

to identify the model.

Latent factor models are being used increasingly in appli-

cations involving complex data and study designs and,

therefore, apply to a broader array of settings than EFA. For

example, Hogan and Tchernis (2004) used a latent factor

to obtain a model-based index of material deprivation at

the census tract level in Rhode Island. They supposed that

for each area on a map, four manifest variables (standardized

to z-scores) are conditionally independent given a one-

dimensional latent factor with spatial correlation incorporated

through the latent factor. The model was fit using Bayesian

methods and the model-based material deprivation index was

defined as the posterior expectation of the latent factor given

the observed data. A model-based index confers several ad-

vantages over ad hoc methods of combining indices into a

single score, including optimally weighting the constituent

indices and the computation of their inferences.

Hierarchical Models

Latent factor models accommodate clustered data and longi-

tudinal data. To illustrate, the authors have presented the

latent factor model in terms of individual observations

yij ¼ lT
j gi þ xT

ijbþ eij

where j denotes measurement type (ordered the same across

subjects), and kT
j and xT

ij are the jth rows of K and Xi

respectively. The random intercept model

yij ¼ Zi þ xT
ijbþ eij

where ZiBNð0,t2Þ is then seen to be the special case of the

latent factor model in which lj¼1, a scalar, j¼1,y,m. The

importance of the latent factor is quantified by t2; larger

variances are indicative of individuals that differ extensively

in unmeasured ways (widely varying Zi). The random inter-

cept–random slope model

yij ¼ zT
ijgi þ xT

ijbþ eij

is a latent factor model with known factor loadings if zij¼zj;

i.e., the covariates with random coefficients are balanced in

that they do not vary across subjects. Balanced covariates for

the random effects may arise when each subject is evaluated

by the same set of raters (e.g., radiologists evaluating images)

or, in a longitudinal setting, when observations are made at

regular intervals. Regularly spaced longitudinal data is com-

mon. For example, participants in a study are examined

weekly; the Federal Reserve sets interest rates quarterly; quar-

terly financials are released by companies.

In hierarchical models, latent variables can be incorporated

at multiple levels to account for correlation within clusters

(Raudenbush and Sampson, 1999). For example, in a study of

academic achievement, students may be nested within classes

and classes are nested within schools. A hierarchical latent

factor model contains latent factors at one or more levels of

the hierarchical structure.

Multivariate Mixed Outcome Models

A natural extension of the latent factor model is ascribed to

situations where the outcome variables have mixed types

(Dunson, 2000). Under the decomposition in eqn [12], a
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generalized linear model is used to model yij with the link

function

hjðE½yij9gi,xij�Þ ¼ kT
j gi þ xT

ijb ½13�

where hj( � ) is a monotone function that maps its argument

to an unrestricted random variable. For example, in medical

device trials of coronary-artery stents, the key outcomes

often include a clinical (binary) and an angiographic (con-

tinuous) outcome, leading to one binary and one linear

equation (O’Malley et al., 2003). The logit link function was

used for the binary component (the probit link would have

been an alternative) whereas the linear link (or identity

function) was used for the continuous outcome. Other com-

mon link functions (associated data types) include the loga-

rithmic link (count data, nonnegative data such as costs or

expenditures, time-to-event or survival data) and the log–log

link (extreme-event or maximal-outcome data such as in flood

prediction).

For discrete-valued (e.g., binary, count) outcomes, add-

itional identifiability constraints are required as the mean and

variance are no longer free parameters. However, it is im-

portant not to inadvertently restrict the parameter space of the

model when imposing identifiability conditions. As a general

rule, lj should only be constrained if the variance of outcome j

is determined by its mean (e.g., as for a binary random vari-

able), in which case setting lj¼1 is appropriate. But when

applied, such an identifying constraint can lead to insolvable

identifying conditions (e.g., equations that can only be solved

by allowing a variance to be negative).

Joint modeling of multiple outcomes may yield more

precise results than separate analyses as information on one

outcome can be brought to bear on the analysis of another

outcome. However, if the sets of covariates depend on the

information by which two outcomes are found to be identical,

then point estimates are minimally affected, and unaffected

for all outcomes in the case of linear models (Teixeira-Pinto

and Normand, 2009).

In a related family of models, the covariates may be

modeled through the latent variable (Sammel et al., 1997).

Therefore, the coefficients of the covariates are proportional

across outcomes and thus represent overall associations with

the underlying construct generating the data (O’Malley et al.,

2003). Although such proportionality makes it easier to

summarize the impact of a covariate, it might be too restrictive

in many applications. Furthermore, the regression coefficients

affect the marginal variance of the outcomes, because of which

estimates are more sensitive to the correlation structure than

under eqn [13].

Joint Models Involving Censored or Missing Data

In longitudinal analyses where outcomes may be censored due

to death, the censoring mechanism is nonignorable (i.e., in-

formative) if unobserved factors are correlated with those

outcomes that are correlated with survival. One approach for

overcoming this problem is to jointly model the outcome and

survival time, conditioning on a latent factor to account for

unmeasured common causes (Vonesh et al., 2006).

The above approach may be adapted to account for miss-

ing values of the outcome (or potentially of covariates) in

other contexts. In general, if the number of distinct missing

data patterns across the sample is small (e.g., if the outcome is

the only variable ever missing, there are only two missingness

patterns), missing data can be modeled using a categorical

random variable that is the subject of one (set of) equation(s)

whereas the outcome is the subject of another equation, both

equations depending on observed predictors and a latent factor

(Tsonaka et al., 2009). Shared-parameter models provide one

of the few methods applicable when the missing data mech-

anism is not-missing-at-random (Little and Rubin, 2002).

For example, in the case when the outcome is the only variable

with missing values, a binary regression equation relates

di ¼ I ðyi ¼missingÞ to the observed covariates and a latent

variable whereas a second model relates the nonmissing values

of yi to di, the observed covariates and the same latent variable.

In observational studies, latent factor models may be used

to account for unmeasured confounders affecting the selection

of treatment and the outcome. In place of a censoring or

missing data indicator, a problematic (i.e., endogeneous)

predictor is modeled in conjunction with the outcome.

Therefore, models to account for nonignorable treatment se-

lection emulate SEMs by modeling the relationships between

latent variables and, like the measurement error model in the

Section ‘Unobserved Heterogeneity and Measurement Error’,

these models involve simultaneous equations. This scenario is

expanded in the Section ‘Bivariate Probit Type Models’.

Categorical Outcome Variables

When the outcomes under the model in eqn [13] have the same

form but are binary (or ordinal) as opposed to continuous, the

model reduces to an item response theory (IRT) model. The

most common IRT model assumes a single latent factor with r

categories, xij ¼ ðIðj¼ 1Þ,y,Iðj¼ rÞÞT , and a logit link:

logitfPrðyij ¼ 19Zi,xijÞg ¼ gjðZi � ~b jÞ ½14�

where ~b j ¼ bj=gj. Thus, the model includes an intercept and

slope parameter for every measurement type (e.g., a type of test)

along with a single underlying latent variable for each subject

(e.g., true level of ability). The specification of the model in eqn

[14] is completed by assuming Zi is normally distributed. The

same form of model is commonly used to model ordinal re-

sponses (see article on models for ordered data).

Although eqn [14] generalizes to allow an m-dimensional

latent factor, it is rare to have more than two dimensions. If Zi

is treated as a fixed effect parameter, then eqn [14] is the well-

known Rasch model (Rasch, 1960), often used in education or

other situations where multiple informants provide ratings of

an individual (Horton et al., 2008).

Bivariate Probit Type Models

An alternative to the method in Section ‘Categorical Outcome

Variables’ for modeling when outcomes are not normal is to

define latent continuous variables y�ij that underlie a discrete-

valued yij. The multivariate normal latent factor model is as-

sumed for y�ij . The bivariate probit is an example of this type of
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model. Let yi1 and yi2 denote binary realizations of underlying

normally distributed random variables y�i1 and y�i2 respectively.

The bivariate probit model can then be defined as

y�ij ¼ xT
ijbj þ rjZi þ eij ½15�

where yij ¼ Iðy�ij 40Þ for j¼1,2 and r1¼1 for identifiability. The

latent factor Zi denotes an unmeasured confounding variable

and r� ¼ r2=ð1� r2
2Þ

0:5 is a measure of the extent of con-

founding (the selection effect) standardized to [–1,1]. In the

absence of covariates, r� is the correlation between two con-

tinuous random variables that are estimated from observing

two binary realizations, commonly referred to as a tetrachoric

correlation (Bonett and Price, 2005). A r�40 indicates that

unobserved factors are such that larger values of y�i2 are asso-

ciated with larger values of y�i1. Bivariate probit models are

often used when observations of a binary outcome are avail-

able only for a subset of individuals in a study. For example, in

a study of the impact of financial incentives on quality of care

delivery by physicians, a quality indicator may be available

only for individuals with certain health experiences. Whenever

a quality measure for an individual depends on unmeasured

factors possibly relating to quality of care, then a bivariate

model can be fit to account for nonrandom selection into the

sample. The outcome equation is augmented with a latent

variable that being also a predictor in an equation, describes

the likelihood that individual with certain characteristics is

sampled. If the regression equations and the probability dis-

tribution of the observations are correct, unbiased estimates of

the effects of interest (in this case, physician financial in-

centives) are obtained.

A generalization of the bivariate probit in eqn [15] yields

the family of models developed in Heckman (1978), in which

one or both of y�i1 and y�i2 may be observed, y�i2 may be a

predictor of y�i1 and vice-versa, and yi2 may be a predictor of y�i1
and y�i2:

y�i1 ¼ a1y�i2 þ y1yi2 þ xT
i1b1 þ Zi þ ei1 ½16�

y�i2 ¼ a2y�i1 þ y2yi2 þ xT
i2b2 þ r2Zi þ ei2

The model in eqn [16] accommodates both continuously

valued and discrete-valued endogeneous variables, the latter

being referred to as a structural-shift. In general, for the

model to be identifiable, restrictions on the parameters are

needed. The special case of a1 ¼ a2 ¼ y2 ¼ 0 (all predictors

observed) is a parametric alternative to nonparametric IV

methods when the endogeneous predictor is binary. In

addition, if y�i1 is observed but y�i2 is not observed, the Heckit

model (Arendt and Holm, 2006) arises. If y1 ¼ y2 ¼ 0 and y�i1
and y�i2 are observed, a linear simultaneous equations model

is obtained. The article on discrete outcomes includes a de-

tailed review of discrete outcome models with endogeneous

predictors.

Latent Class and Finite Mixture Models

In many applications, the study population can be de-

composed into a finite number of distinct groups with re-

spect to a variable, yi. If the variability in the data arises

primarily from differences between groups rather than those

within groups, the marginal distribution of yi can be repre-

sented by a mixture of distributions of the same parametric

form but with unique parameters, fykg1:K :

pðyi9xiÞ ¼
XK

k ¼ 1
pkðxiÞpðyi9yk,xiÞ

¼
XK

k ¼ 1
PrðCi ¼ k9xiÞpðyi9yk,xiÞ, i¼ 1,y,n ½17�

where pkðxiÞ ¼ PrðCi ¼ k9xiÞ is a latent class probability or

mixing weight associated with latent class k, and Ci indicates,

conditional on subject i having covariates xi, the subpopula-

tion k (k¼1,y,K) to which subject i belongs.

The model in eqn [17] is referred to as a finite mixture

model, a latent class model (because it partitions subjects into

one of K latent classes), or a discrete-latent variable model

(because Ci denotes a latent variable with a finite number of

values). When x1i is observed and x2i is a discrete-valued un-

observed covariate, the interaction effect model in eqn [2] is a

latent class model (i.e., the coefficient of x1i takes on different

values across the latent classes that are defined by the un-

observed x2i).

Latent class models are useful when the research goal is to

cluster patients into distinct subpopulations, or if one believes

that the data-generating process can be modeled by first as-

suming that subjects fall into one of K latent classes; then,

conditional on class-k membership, the outcome yi is drawn

from p(y9yk) for subject i. When xi only consists of the scalar 1,

eqn [17] assumes that the class-membership probabilities are

identical for all n subjects – that is, Pr(Ci¼k9xi)¼pk for all i –

and the model reduces to the model-based clustering ap-

proach of Fraley and Raftery (2002). In general, however, these

probabilities vary as a function of subject-level predictors,

xi. In this case, the class-membership probabilities are

typically assumed to follow a multinomial logit or multi-

nomial probit model.

As an illustration, consider a hypothetical study in which yi

denotes the annual medical expenditures for the ith patient.

Suppose, further, that the investigators propose to model the

data using the following two-component mixture of normal

distributions:

1� pð ÞN yi;m1,s2
1

� 
þ pN yi; m2,s2

2

� 
, i¼ 1,y,n

where p denotes the probability of class-2 membership and

N mk,s2
k

� 
denotes a normal distribution with mean mk and

variance s2
k k¼ 1,2ð Þ. Note that m24m1 implies that the mean

expenditures for class 2 are higher than those for class 1.

Further, s2
24s2

1 implies that class 2 is more dispersed than

class 1. Then subjects for whom p40.50 are more likely to be

in a class characterized by high average spending and in-

creased variability relative to class 1. A comprehensive review

of latent class models is given in the texts by McLachlan and

Peel (2000) and Frühwirth-Schnatter (2006). In the re-

maining part of this section, four types of latent class models

have been considered.

Latent Growth Models

Latent class models can be applied to longitudinal and

clustered data. In the longitudinal setting, the classes are
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characterized by average trajectories (or ‘growth curves’) over

time. Consequently, these models are often referred to as la-

tent growth models (LGMs). For example, a basic linear LGM

for a normal outcome variable would take the form:

f yij9Zijk,s
2
k

� �
¼
XK

k ¼ 1
pkN yij9Zijk,s

2
k

� �
½18�

where Zijk¼b0kþ b1ktij and yij denotes the response at obser-

vation j for individual i; tij denotes the time (e.g., from

baseline) of the ijth observation; b0k and b1k denote the

intercept term and the trajectory slope for class k respectively;

and s2
k is the class-k variance of yij. Such models presume the

existence of an unobserved discrete-valued variable that has

both a main effect and an interaction effect with tij on the

outcome. If the discrete-valued variable is observed, then eqn

[18] reduces to a linear regression model with both main effects

and time-interaction effects as yielded by the levels of that

variable. Therefore, the defining feature of the latent growth

model in eqn [18] is that the class to which an individual

belongs is a discrete-valued latent variable that is unknown.

Extensions to nonlinear trajectories are straightforward.

LGMs are especially popular in developmental psychology,

where they have been used to model the progression of physical

violence (Nagin and Tremblay, 1999) and criminal behavior

(Roeder et al., 1999). They have also been applied to joint

longitudinal outcome–survival models (Lin et al., 2002), where

latent factor models are an alternative to the shared-parameter

model approach to censored or missing data.

Growth Mixture Models

LGMs can be broadened to include subject-specific random

effects. Such models are called growth mixture models

(Muthén et al., 2002) or heterogeneity models (Verbeke and

Lesaffre, 1996). Growth mixture models assume that indi-

viduals are first placed into one of K latent classes that are

defined by a mean trajectory curve (as in LGMs); then, around

these mean trajectories, individuals are given their own sub-

ject-specific trajectories that are defined by a set of random

effects with class-specific variance parameters. As such, growth

mixtures can be viewed as finite mixtures of random effect

models.

To continue with our previous example, the authors can

extend the model in eqn [18] to include subject-specific

intercept and slopes:

f yij9Zijk,s
2
k

� �
¼
XK

k ¼ 1

pkN yij9Zijk,s
2
k

� �
,

Zijk ¼ b0k þ b0ið Þ þ b1k þ b1ið Þtij,
b0i

b1i
9Ci ¼ k

 !
BN2 0,Rkð Þ ½19�

where b0i and b1i denote, respectively, a random intercept and

random slope for subject i. Conditional on subject i be-

longing to class k (i.e., Ci¼k), the vector (b0i, b1i)
0 is assumed

to follow a bivariate normal distribution with mean 0¼(0,0)0

and class-specific covariance matrix Rk. Growth mixture

models have been applied in various contexts, including

studies of class-specific prostate specific antigen trajectories

(Lin et al., 2000), daily affect (i.e., emotional expression)

scores (Elliott et al., 2005), and mental health expenditures

(Neelon et al., 2011).

Causal Inference via Latent Class Models

Latent class models have similarities with the principal

stratification approach to causal inference (Frangakis and

Rubin, 2002). The connection is illustrated in the context of a

randomized controlled trial compromised by noncompliance.

A subject’s compliance status is formulated as a categorical

variable with four levels on the basis of compliance behavior

of the subject under both potential treatment assignments

(Frangakis and Rubin, 1999). Under both assignments, com-

pliers take the assigned treatment, always-takers take the ex-

perimental treatment, never-takers take the control, and

defiers take the opposite treatment to that assigned. For ex-

ample, in a randomized trial comparing the efficacy of two

antipsychotics for refractory schizophrenia, compliers might

be defined as individuals who would take the assigned treat-

ment for the entire follow-up period whereas the other three

groups characterize those individuals who would switch

treatment under one (always- and never-takers) or both (de-

fiers) treatment assignments (O’Malley and Normand, 2005).

Because compliance status does not depend on the outcome,

the same definitions would apply to a health economic out-

come such as aggregate mental health cost of treatment. In

general, compliance status can be considered as a latent class

because it is unobserved (compliance behavior is observed

only under the assigned treatment) and the expected outcome

from treatment may vary with compliance status (compliers

form one principal stratum, never-takers form another stra-

tum, etc.). Thus, a model such as that in eqn [17] could be

used. However, in causal inference, the more common ap-

proach is to identify the model by imposing structural as-

sumptions as opposed to parametric assumptions, which

cannot be completely tested from the data. It is typically as-

sumed that defiers do not exist, an assumption referred to as

monotonicity, and that treatment assignment only affects

outcomes through the treatment received, the exclusion re-

striction. Unbiased nonparametric moment-based estimators

are then available for the effect of the treatment received on

the outcome. In this sense, treatment assignment is an in-

strumental variable and, under the additional assumption that

one individual’s treatment does not affect another’s outcome

(the stable unit treatment value assumption), the estimand is a

local-average treatment effect (Angrist et al., 1996).

Model Fitting

Two techniques that are especially well-suited to estimation of

models with latent variables are the expectation-maximization

(EM) algorithm for frequentist inference and Markov-chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC) for Bayesian inference. Their suitability

arises from the fact that the values of latent variables (con-

tinuous-latent factors or categorical latent classes) can be

considered as the missing data. Estimation for latent factor

and latent class models proceeds by treating the latent
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variables as missing data and applying either the EM algo-

rithm (Dempster et al., 1977) or, in the Bayesian context,

MCMC (Gelfand and Smith, 1990).

EM and MCMC computations can be conceptualized as

applying a regular regression (linear or otherwise) on the basis

of imputed values of the latent variables (the complete data

analysis) and subsequently using all of the information in the

data as well as the fitted model to impute the latent variables.

In the second step, the EM algorithm yields ‘best’ values of

the latent variables by maximizing the complete data likeli-

hood function whereas the MCMC algorithm yields random

realizations of the latent variables from the corresponding

joint posterior distribution (also referred to as data augmen-

tation) (van Dyk and Meng, 2001).

Prior Distributions for Bayesian Modeling

To fit a Bayesian model, prior distributions need to be spe-

cified for the model parameters that have not already been

assigned probability distributions (essentially all parameters

other than the latent variables). As for the regression co-

efficients of the observed predictors, the coefficients of the

latent factors (the factor loadings) are often assigned normal

distributions. When the outcomes yi or their unobserved

continuous counterparts (e.g., in the bivariate probit model)

follow a normal distribution, a normal prior yields a normal

posterior distribution, which simplifies the MCMC procedure

by allowing posterior samples to be drawn directly. However,

unless the parameters are restricted to ensure that the model

is identifiable, the computational issues discussed in the

Section ‘Computational Challenges’ can hinder convergence

of model fitting algorithms. An advantage of Bayesian mod-

eling is that prior distributions can often easily accommodate

constraints for making the model identifiable by data. For

example, in an analysis of monthly international exchange

rates, Lopes and West (2004) specify independent normal

priors for the factor loadings with two restrictions: the

loadings above the diagonal are 0 (thus the factor loading

matrix is block lower triangular); and the diagonal elements

are nonnegative.

In the latent class model, the class prevalence or mix-

ing probabilities, the pks, are typically assigned a Dirichlet

prior, which leads to a convenient closed-form conditional

posterior distribution. Covariance matrices are often assigned

inverse-Wishart prior distributions or variants thereof, al-

though alternative specifications are becoming more common

(O’Malley and Zaslavsky, 2008).

Computational Challenges

Several numerical challenges that arise in fitting SEMs, inclu-

sive of latent factor and latent class models, are due to the fact

that the parameterization of latent factor and latent class terms

being permuted without affecting the fitted model. This

problem is partly resolved in the latent factor case through the

use of a uniqueness condition (see Section ‘Latent Factor

Models’). However, under MCMC estimation, a related prob-

lem called label-switching (Stephens, 2000) arises when the

order of the factors varies across the draws from the joint

posterior distribution, in which case, posterior summaries re-

sulting from naı̈ve Monte Carlo averages will be nonsensical.

To enable inference concerning latent factors, postprocessing

is necessary in order to obtain a consistent order of the factors

across the posterior draws before computing posterior sum-

maries. Postprocessing may also be applied to the draws of the

latent class parameters to account for the possibility that ‘Class

1’ in one draw is ‘Class 2’ in another, corresponding to

equivalence classes at which the likelihood function has equal

maximal values.

Software for implementing latent factor and latent class

models includes Mplus, Latent Golds, WinBUGS, and R

packages for specific families of models. The SAS procedure

Proc Traj fits LGMs for panel data, including whenever ob-

servation times are unevenly spaced (Jones and Nagin, 2007).

Model Comparison and Checking

A general way of comparing single-level models (models that

do not include random effects or latent variables) is the Akaike

Information Criterion (AIC) or the Bayesian Information

Criterion (BIC), also known as the Schwarz Criterion. The AIC

and BIC balance the level of fit (quantified in terms of the log-

likelihood) with model complexity (a penalty for using the

sample data to estimate the model parameters). A challenge in

applying these methods to SEMs lies in the estimation of la-

tent variables and their effects wherein amounts of infor-

mation (i.e., degrees-of-freedom) being used are different

from those utilized during the estimation of observed pre-

dictors and their effects. Therefore, assessing model complex-

ity on the basis of the number of estimated parameters is not

appropriate.

In Bayesian analysis, model comparison on the basis of

Bayes factors (Kass and Raftery, 1995) is the most principled

approach though computational problems may be en-

countered. Because Bayes factors rely on the marginal likeli-

hood of the data under a presumed model, they only exist if

the prior on the model parameters is proper. To allow the use

of improper priors, an alternative to Bayes factors, such as the

intrinsic Bayes factor (Berger and Pericchi, 1996) has been

proposed. The pseudo Bayes factor (Gelfand and Dey, 1994)

offers a computationally convenient numerical approximation

but has been criticized due to its dependence on the harmonic

mean (Neal, 2008). An alternative to Bayes factors is the

Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) (Spiegelhalter et al.,

2002), which can be regarded as a Bayesian counterpart to the

AIC. In response to ambiguity over the appropriate way of

accounting for latent variables in finite mixture models, Cel-

eux et al. (2006) have proposed several alternative DIC

measures with improved inferential properties. However, dis-

cerning and implementing the appropriate measure of DIC is

not straightforward in many situations.

Once a model is selected, Bayesian posterior predictive

checks can be used to compare the observed data to the one

replicated from the posterior predictive distribution under the

model (Gelman et al., 1996). If the model fits well, the repli-

cated data would resemble the observed data. To quantify the

degree of similarity, the percentile of the predictive distribution

corresponding to the observed value of a discrepancy measure
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that reflects an aspect of model-fit important to the area of

study is evaluated. If the percentile, a Bayesian predictive p-

value, is near 0 or 1, the model exhibits lack-of-fit. For more

details of Bayesian model specification, model fitting, and

model checking, refer to the article on Bayesian analysis.

Limitations of SEMs

One of the most common criticisms of models involving

latent variables is that model identifiability stems from the

distribution specified for unobserved variables. Because such

assumptions cannot be completely tested by the data, there is

a concern that models with latent variables are unscientific.

This is of particular concern in models involving structural

assumptions such as instrumental variable assumptions. Such

concerns have motivated research on nonparametric and

semiparametric methods (Lee, 1995), including alternatives to

parametric hierarchical (or mixed effect) models (Heagerty

and Zeger, 2000).

In studies involving structural assumptions, deciding be-

tween nonparametric and parametric SEMs entails a trade-off

between assumptions. For example, in IV analyses, the trade-

off is between identifiability of model parameters via the ex-

clusion restriction (typically supported by a theoretical model

and, in the case of multiple IVs, partially tested empirically

using a test of over-identifying conditions) or via the joint

probability distribution of the outcome variable and the

endogeneous predictor (O’Malley et al., 2011). In practice, one

approach may be a sensitivity analysis for the other.

Summary

The intersection of heterogeneity and SEM encompasses a

diverse range of models. Before concluding, several models

that are equally important though more loosely connected to

the central theme of this article are mentioned. These include

two-part models and spatial models. Two-part models account

for outcome distributions having multiple parts, distributional

heterogeneity. For example, when analyzing medical costs, it is

often the case that the outcome distribution is part discrete

(zero costs arising when no service is performed) and part

continuous (a broad range of nonzero costs associating with

different services). Such ‘semi-continuous’ data may be mod-

eled using two-part models with one component of the model

being dedicated to the likelihood that the outcome (e.g., cost)

is 0 while the other one to the expected outcome of being

nonzero (Neelon et al., 2011; Olsen and Schafer, 2001). For

more details, refer to the article on modeling expenditure and

utilization data.

Analogous models exist for zero-inflated count data. One

such model is the Poisson hurdle model, which is a two-

component mixture consisting of a point mass at zero, followed

by a truncated Poisson for nonzero observations (Mullahy,

1986). Other count distributions, such as the negative bi-

nomial, can alternatively be used. A related model is the zero-

inflated Poisson (ZIP) model, which consists of a degenerate

distribution at zero and is mixed with an untruncated Poisson

distribution (Lambert, 1992). The ZIP partitions the zeroes into

two types: ‘structural’ zeroes (e.g., those that occur because

patients are ineligible for health services) and ‘chance’ zeroes

(e.g., those that occur by chance among eligible patients)

(Neelon et al., 2010). For more details on modeling count data,

refer to the article on modeling ordinal outcomes.

In spatial analysis, heterogeneity refers to how a variable yi

varies across a region of space. Two common types of spatial

data are point-referenced data and areal data. For point-refer-

enced data, yi is measured at a set of geo-referenced locations, s,

and the covariance of yi at locations s1 and s2 is assumed to be a

function of the distance between s1 and s2. For areal data, the

spatial unit is an aggregated region of space, such as a Census

block or a county, and yi is typically a count or average response

among individuals residing in that region. Popular models for

analyzing areal data include the simultaneously autoregressive

(SAR) and conditionally autoregressive (CAR) models. Foun-

dational work in the field of spatial modeling has been con-

ducted by Whittle (1954) and Besag (1974). The field of spatial

econometrics includes a literature on network autocorrelation

as well as other models for the sake of estimating peer effects

(Anselin, 1988). For a comprehensive discussion of spatial

models, see the text by Banerjee et al. (2004) and the En-

cyclopedia entry on spatial analysis.

In line with the general emphasis in the statistics and

econometric literature, our focus has been on models for the

mean (or transformations thereof). One of the few exceptions

are mixed effect location-scale models, where the variance as

well as the mean of the outcome depends on latent variables

(Hedeker et al., 2009). Such models allow shrinkage to an

overall variance in addition to shrinkage to an overall mean.

Although it is always possible to specify SEMs by writing out

a series of equations or a path diagram, the recent explosion in

computing power and development of computer software

programs to harness this power have made it possible to fit a

wide range of models. This has enabled many extensions to

traditional models including accounting for missing data,

clustered or hierarchical data, and other heterogeneous features

of models to be accommodated. SEMs can yield powerful im-

provements over traditional approaches to regression, covar-

iance decomposition (or factor) analysis, grouping (or

clustering) subjects, and separating cause from association. In

the future, the authors predict that the uptake of SEMs will

continue to expand into new areas of application.
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Glossary
Endogeneity A situation where an explanatory variable in

a regression equation is correlated with the error term,

because of an omitted variable, measurement error, or

simultaneity.

Fixed effects In a dataset with multiple observations of

the same health care facility over time, unobserved factors

specific to that facility that do not change over time can be

modeled in a regression equation by specifying a dummy

variable (fixed effect) for each facility.

Instrumental variables (IV) In a regression equation with

an endogenous explanatory variable, an IV is a variable that

is correlated with the endogenous variable, but is

uncorrelated with the error term in the regression and is

excluded from the regression.

Introduction

Learning by doing is viewed as an important determinant of

success for many professions requiring high skill. Over the

years, researchers have come to realize that teams and firms

can also exhibit learning by doing. Even in cases where annual

output does not increase over time, a firm can experience re-

ductions in unit costs or improvements in quality that cannot

be attributable to economies of scale, but cumulative experi-

ence instead. The presence of learning can have important

implications for overall growth in a nascent industry. Differ-

ential learning across workers and firms can also have im-

portant implications for competition in the market. Health

economists have been particularly interested in learning, be-

cause current and emerging medical technologies are complex,

requiring both individual and team-based skills which are

likely to benefit from experience.

Social scientists have been examining the impact of learn-

ing by doing on production technology for several decades.

The concept of a learning curve was first described in 1936,

when a study determined that as the quantity of manufactured

units doubled, the number of direct labor hours required to

produce an individual unit decreased at an uniform rate

(Wright, 1936). Another early study concluded that the aircraft

industry0s rate of learning, or reduced labor requirement,

was 80% between doubled quantities of airframes (Alchian,

1963).

The standard equation that is used in the literature to

characterize a learning curve takes the form:

yi ¼ ax�bi ð1Þ

where y represents the resources (hours or costs) required to

produce the ith unit, a is the amount of resources required

to produce the first unit, x is the cumulative number of units

produced through the current time period i, and b is the

learning rate (Argote, 1999). Taking natural logs yields a re-

gression that can be readily estimated:

lnyi ¼ a� blnxi ð2Þ

Most economic studies of learning by doing have em-

ployed this general framework by estimating the effectiveness

of cumulative output production in reducing average costs.

For example, it has been determined that on average each

doubling of plant scale was accompanied by a 11% reduction

in unit costs in the chemical industry (Lieberman, 1984). In

the health economics literature, learning by doing has been

tested for insurance plans, hospitals, and doctors. One study

determined that clinical costs decline 10–15% with each

doubling of experience for insurers administering managed

behavioral health plans (where experience is measured as the

cumulative number of managed care claims processed in a

state by a particular health plan) (Sturm, 1999). However,

most health economic studies have attempted to measure

the effects of cumulative experience on patient outcomes

(primarily mortality) rather than unit costs.

Hospital-Level Studies

Hospital-level studies of learning by doing have examined

specific complex operations or procedures performed on

patients. These studies focus on specific procedures in order

to control for heterogeneity across treatments provided in

hospitals. Patient outcomes (mostly patient mortality) are the

dependent variable of interest, and regressions include both

cumulative output and annual output as explanatory vari-

ables. Cumulative output is hypothesized to represent learning

by doing, whereas annual output is hypothesized to reflect

economies of scale. Because many of these studies do not have

access to patient data dating back to when a particular oper-

ation was initially introduced for medical care, these studies

often proxy for cumulative output using lagged values (e.g.,

number of operations performed 1, 2, or 3 years ago at a

particular hospital) as a proxy for cumulative output.

Most published studies of learning by doing at the hospital

level are based on two procedures for heart disease: Coronary

artery bypass graft (CABG) surgery, and percutaneous trans-

luminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) (Gaynor et al., 2005;

Ho, 2002; Pisano et al., 2001; Sfekas, 2009). CABG is a form of

open heart surgery in which the rib cage is opened and a

section of a blood vessel is grafted from the aorta to the cor-

onary artery. PTCA is a procedure performed to improve blood

supply to the heart. A balloon-tipped catheter is inserted into
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an artery in the groin or shoulder and threaded to the blocked

artery. The balloon is then inflated to flatten atherosclerotic

plaque against the artery wall, reopening the artery. Health

economists have focused on these procedures, because heart

disease is the leading cause of death in the United States.

Therefore, these procedures are performed frequently by many

hospitals, so that data are readily available. The data are usu-

ally derived from one or multiple US states, which allow

researchers access to detailed data from hospital discharge

abstracts for all admissions for several years. These data spe-

cifications are required, so that researchers can accurately

count the cumulative and annual number of procedures per-

formed for each hospital. CABG and PTCA have also been the

focus of interest for learning by doing studies, because there is

a large body of medical literature that specifies the infor-

mation that is necessary to control for patient characteristics

that influence patient mortality and other outcomes for these

two procedures. The required variables, which include mul-

tiple demographic and clinical characteristics, are also avail-

able in hospital discharge datasets.

Multiple studies find no support for learning by doing at

the hospital level for either CABG or PTCA. Lagged volume or

cumulative volume tends not to be statistically significant in

explaining mortality for patients who undergo these pro-

cedures. This conclusion has been found for studies analyzing

data from Arizona, California, and Maryland for various

sample periods spanning the years 1983 through 2001

(Gaynor et al., 2005; Ho, 2002; Sfekas, 2009). All of these

studies include hospital specific fixed effects (dummy variables

for each hospital in the sample) in the regression specifi-

cations in order to control for unobserved heterogeneity across

hospitals which are constant over time. For example, some

hospitals may benefit from exceptional and long-tenured

nursing staff, or highly talented administrative staff. These

factors can influence patient outcomes, but they are not ob-

servable in hospital discharge abstracts. The inclusion of

hospital fixed effects means that the regressions estimate the

effects of increases or decreases within the hospital in pro-

cedure volume over time, rather than the effects of differences

in cumulative volume across hospitals on patient mortality.

The fixed effect specification will more accurately capture the

learning by doing effect which is hypothesized in the under-

lying economic model. However, precise estimation requires a

sample of hospitals with data from a sufficient number of time

periods in order to observe significant variation in procedure

volume across time. Thus, these prior studies may have failed

to precisely estimate a learning by doing effect. The samples in

these studies contained data from only one or two states.

Samples of this size may not have enough hospitals that ex-

perienced noticeable changes in procedure volume across

years.

One study of 16 institutions that began performing a new

procedure for minimally invasive heart surgery found that the

amount of time required to perform the operation declined as

the cumulative number of procedures increased (Huckman

and Pisano, 2006). This result is tangible, even with the in-

clusion of hospital fixed effects in the regression models. The

patient-level data were collected during the first 2 years after

which the procedure was first approved by the Food and Drug

Administration. Thus, this study may have been able to detect

an institution-specific learning by doing effect, because the

analysis was performed just after the technology was intro-

duced; when the greatest amount of learning most likely

occurs.

Although health economists have had little success iden-

tifying a tangible effect of cumulative volume on patient

outcomes, a large literature in both medical and health ser-

vices research journals finds a significant association between

procedure volume and patient mortality. In addition to CABG

and PTCA, this ‘volume-outcome’ relationship has been

documented for a wide range of procedures and treatments,

including carotid endarterectomy, hip replacement, lung can-

cer resection, liver transplantation, and neonatal intensive care

(Halm et al., 2003; Luft et al., 1979; Birkmeyer et al., 2002).

When this relationship was first identified in the medical lit-

erature, learning by doing was mentioned as a likely explan-

ation for this finding. Researchers suggested that if experience

was the underlying source of the volume-outcome effect, then

complex operations should be ‘regionalized,’ so that patients

would benefit from improved outcomes at a select number

of facilities that would be able to gain greater experience.

The absence of a significant effect of cumulative volume on

patient mortality for CABG and PTCA casts doubt on the

learning by doing hypothesis, particularly for common cardiac

procedures.

One other challenge faced by health economists trying to

identify a learning by doing effect is that cumulative volume

and annual volume are highly correlated. Hospitals that per-

form a large number of procedures in 1 year tend to do so in

subsequent years. In at least one instance, an analysis of

hospital data for PTCA could not explicitly test for the effect of

learning by doing on average costs per patient, because in-

clusion of both cumulative and annual volume as explanatory

variables led to multicollinearity (Ho, 2002). This issue might

be resolved if researchers were able to analyze data from

multiple states simultaneously, with data stretching over many

years. Gathering a much larger sample would increase the

likelihood that one could find hospitals that experienced

sufficient variation in volume (e.g., due to entry or exit of

competitors), which would weaken the collinearity between

cumulative and annual volume.

It is also interesting to note that learning by doing studies

in the economics literature have tended to focus on patient

outcomes as the dependent variable of interest rather than

costs. This focus contrasts with the general industrial organ-

ization literature, where there is much less research on the

relationship between learning by doing and product quality.

Some research has analyzed data on nuclear power plants

(Lester and McCabe, 1993). Both reactor-specific learning and

spillovers across reactors have been found to be important

determinants of nuclear reactor performance. Learning by

doing as measured by cumulative output has also been asso-

ciated with fewer complaints in the aircraft production in-

dustry (Argote, 1993).

There may be fewer studies of the effect of learning by

doing on costs in the health economics literature, because it is

difficult to obtain datasets that provide both detailed infor-

mation on patient outcomes and the costs of care. Hospital

discharge abstracts often contain information on the total

charges for a patient admission. These data can be linked with
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hospital cost reports that contain the cost-to-charge ratio for

each hospital, so that an estimate of costs per patient admis-

sion can be calculated. However, the saliency of patient mor-

tality as a dependent variable of interest may have led to the

greater focus of learning by doing studies on health outcomes

for patients.

Physician-Level Studies

Many fewer published studies have attempted to estimate the

volume-outcome effect at the surgeon level. The lack of

studies stems in part from the fact that it is difficult to

identify hospital datasets that provide consistent identifiers

of physicians across patients and time. Only one published

study included cumulative surgeon volume as an explanatory

variable to explain patient mortality for CABG, and it finds

no evidence of learning by doing (Huesch, 2009). In fact, this

study also finds no association between annual surgeon

volume and patient outcomes, although a small number of

studies in the medical literature find that surgeons who

perform more complex operations achieve lower mortality

rates. Another study of approximately 4000 patients who

received LASIK surgery in the early 2000s in the country of

Colombia also found no effect of cumulative surgeon pro-

cedure volume on patient outcomes (Contreras et al., 2011).

The presence of learning by doing effects at the hospital

versus the individual doctor level is likely to vary by medical

intervention. For some operations, the surgeon0s technical

skill and discretion over specific intraoperative processes are

likely important determinants of patient outcome. In other

operations, hospital-based services (intensive care, pain

management, respiratory care, and nursing care) are more

likely to determine inpatient mortality.

Endogeneity

One may be concerned that the absence of a learning by doing

effect may reflect endogeneity in the volume-outcome effect.

There may be factors that are unobservable to the researcher,

which influence both procedure volume and patient out-

comes, leading to an observed association between these two

variables in a regression model. For example, some facilities

may be more quick to invest in newer surgical devices, which

allow them to treat more patients and achieve better outcomes

simultaneously. Endogeneity may also result from selective

referral. The reputation of higher quality hospitals or surgeons

may become well known in the community, attracting more

patients seeking care.

Some learning by doing studies have accounted for po-

tential endogeneity using instrumental variables techniques

(Gaynor et al., 2005). The variables that are hypothesized to

influence procedure volume but are otherwise uncorrelated

with patient outcomes include: The number of patients res-

iding within a fixed geographical radius of a hospital, the

number of other hospitals offering the same procedure within

a fixed geographical radius of a hospital, and the predicted

number of patients to choose a hospital for treatment, based

on distance from the patients0 residences to each particular

hospital. These instruments are significant predictors of pa-

tient volume, but specification tests cannot reject the null

hypothesis that procedure volume is exogenous in explaining

patient outcomes. Therefore, concerns regarding the potential

endogeneity of procedure volume are not supported by cur-

rent empirical analyses.

Forgetting

The general industrial organization literature has also tested

for the presence of forgetting in firm production (Benkard,

2000; Thompson, 2007). This literature considers the possi-

bility that productivity gains from learning can depreciate over

time. More flexible regression specifications capture the fact

that cost per unit of output can rise during significant pro-

duction troughs that may occur in the life cycle of a product.

Only one published paper has attempted to test for forgetting

in the health economics literature, and it found almost com-

plete forgetting from prior experience among recently trained

surgeons performing CABG (Huesch, 2009). More studies

need to be performed to validate this finding. The industrial

organization literature identified forgetting in the context of

airplane manufacturing, where there can be noticeable de-

clines in production in the life cycle of a particular model of

airplane. In contrast, most hospitals are not likely to experi-

ence noticeable troughs in the performance of a procedure. It

would be useful to identify a large sample of hospitals that

had experienced the entrance of a nearby competitor for the

same procedure to precisely estimate a forgetting effect. De-

termining the extent to which forgetting exists in the per-

formance of complex medical treatments has important

implications for patient care. If there is little depreciation in

learning, then one can be more certain that hospitals or sur-

geons who are currently high quality will remain so in the

future. If forgetting does exist, further studies would be needed

to determine why learning depreciates. Quality could de-

preciate over time, because the skill set of surgeons could

depreciate with lack of use, or because multidisciplinary teams

of caregivers become less coordinated if they treat fewer

patients.

Other Forms of Learning

Past industrial organization studies have also identified forms

of learning other than learning by doing. For instance, in a

study of the semiconductor industry, firms learn three times

more from an additional unit of their own cumulative pro-

duction than from an additional unit of another firm’s

cumulative production (Irwin and Klenow, 1994). The re-

ductions in unit costs associated with increases in other firms’

cumulative production or industry cumulative output are re-

ferred to as spillover effects. In this context, a firm0s own

learning by doing is referred to as proprietary learning. It is

plausible that spillover learning could occur in the context of

complex medical procedures. For example, a hospital per-

forming a small volume of procedures in a city with several

large facilities nearby may have better outcomes than a
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comparatively small facility in a rural area. The small urban

hospital may be able to benefit from nearby expertise.

Cost reductions associated with calendar time rather than

production quantity have been referred to as ‘learning by

watching.’ Hospitals may be able to improve outcomes by

learning from the experience of other facilities. For example, a

hospital which began performing 50 PTCAs per year in 1996 is

likely to have better outcomes than a comparable hospital in

1986, because the former facility could benefit from the

knowledge and experience gained over the previous decade.

One study that found little evidence of learning by doing

based on the cumulative number of PTCAs performed by

hospitals over time found substantial evidence of learning by

watching for this procedure (Ho, 2002). Outcomes improved

year by year for all hospitals, regardless of the cumulative

number of angioplasty procedures they performed. Learning

by watching has also been identified for the performance of

LASIK (Contreras et al., 2011). Significant improvements in

outcomes were observed at two points in the sample period

analysis when all physicians in a practice performing this

procedure met to update surgical plans based on patient

characteristics.

Determining the relative magnitude of learning by doing,

spillover learning, and learning by watching is important

for assessing the relative success of small versus large firms.

If most learning is nonproprietary and few economies of

scale exist, then small firms can more easily compete with

large firms. Health economics lacks a comprehensive set

of studies that test for learning by doing for a range of pro-

cedures and for hospitals or physicians in multiple states. The

studies so far find little evidence for learning by doing,

whereas there is more convincing evidence for learning by

watching. These findings suggest that there is little support

for ‘regionalizing’ complex surgical procedures at a select

number of high volume hospitals that would benefit from

greater experience.

Conclusion

Researchers have identified learning by doing that reduced

unit costs in industries ranging from chemical processing to

semiconductors. And there are hundreds of papers in the

medical literature finding an association between higher

hospital or surgeon procedure volume and lower mortality

rates. However, most rigorous econometric analyses of health

care data have been unable to formally identify learning by

doing. Perhaps health economists lack sufficient data to dis-

tinguish between annual and cumulative output measures

when testing for learning by doing in mortality and/or costs.

Analysis of a wider range of newly emerging medical treat-

ments, as well as more detailed data on costs would help to

explain the role of learning in influencing the costs and quality

of medical care.

In the meantime, policy makers should be cautious of

recommendations to centralize complex surgical procedures

based on existing volume-outcome studies. Although larger

providers tend to yield better patient outcomes, making them

even larger will not likely lower hospital mortality rates fur-

ther. More research is required to determine the underlying

reasons for the volume-outcome relationship. One should

also keep in mind that learning by watching effects appear to

be significant in health care. All providers tend to improve

over time, regardless of volume. Given the potential beneficial

effects of competition in maintaining quality and lower costs,

patients may in fact be better off without centralization of

complex treatment.

See also: Comparative Performance Evaluation: Quality. Competition
on the Hospital Sector. Heterogeneity of Hospitals. Instrumental
Variables: Informing Policy. Panel Data and Difference-in-Differences
Estimation. Production Functions for Medical Services
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Introduction

Long-term care is a set of services delivered over a sustained

period of time to people who lack some degree of functional

capacity. Put alternatively, long-term care is the help needed to

cope, and sometimes to survive, when physical and cognitive

disabilities impair the ability to perform activities of daily

living (ADL), such as eating, bathing, dressing, using toilet,

and walking. Unlike the provision of general health services,

which are often targeted toward acute medical problems, long-

term care must be continually provided and is, thus, con-

tinually expensive.

Long-term care services are needed by a diverse set of in-

dividuals who receive care from an equally wide array of

providers. As the result of declining functioning, older indi-

viduals – especially the very old – are the primary recipients of

long-term care services, but in some instances, younger indi-

viduals with physical or cognitive limitations also require

services. The primary providers of long-term care services in

most countries are ‘informal’ providers such as family mem-

bers and friends. Formal providers include nursing homes,

board and care homes, home health care agencies, assisted

living facilities, adult foster and day care homes, home- and

community-based providers, and continuing care retirement

communities (CCRCs). Across these different formal pro-

viders, a number of different payer types exist including out-

of-pocket, public and private insurance. Because consumers

are often thought to lack information regarding the quality of

services provided, an immense amount of government regu-

lation exists within institutional long-term care settings in

countries such as the US.

Long-term care has been an active and distinct subfield of

health economics for some time. To paraphrase an old line

‘long-term care economics is like health economics, only more

so,’ several of the key features that make the economics of

health different from the economics of other goods and ser-

vices are even more pronounced in the study of long-term

care. That is, the assumption of the well-informed, rational

consumer is more dubious; the role of government as a payer

and regulator is more prominent; the response to financial

incentives such as insurance is exacerbated for certain services;

and the external costs of illness are often more formidable.

This article provides a broad discussion of the basics of

long-term care: who needs it; who provides it; who pays

for it; and some background on government regulation of

these services. Next, this article provides an overview of some

of the central issues in the economics of long-term care: The

nonpurchase of private long-term care insurance; long-term

care quality; pay-for-performance in long-term care; cost-

effectiveness of home- and community-based services (HCBS);

effects on informal caregiving; and the integration of long-

term care with other health care services.

Who Needs Long-Term Care?

The key to long-term care is functioning. Unlike acute health

care where a number of highly technical medical services are

typically provided to patients, long-term care is assistance with

daily tasks of living. Long-term care personnel have divided

these tasks into ADLs, such as eating, using toilet, dressing,

bathing, and locomotion and instrumental ADLs (IADLs),

such as cooking, cleaning, doing laundry, handling household

maintenance, transporting themselves, reading, writing, man-

aging money, using equipment such as the telephone, and

comprehending and following instructions. Clearly, the need

for assistance with multiple ADLs might necessitate more in-

tensive long-term care such as a nursing home, whereas the

need for assistance with one or two IADLs may potentially be

provided in the home or community. However, more than

health dictates the need for more intensive long-term care

services, an individual’s wealth, and presence of family care-

givers will also influence the site of care. For example, disabled

individuals who are married and have children have been

found to have a lower risk of nursing home entry.

Most elderly persons are physically active, able to care for

themselves, and do not need long-term care. However, the

prevalence of disability rises steeply with age. For example, in

the US, only approximately 1 in 10 individuals aged 65–74

years is disabled, but roughly 7 in 10 individuals aged 85 years

and older are disabled. Additionally, not all disabled persons

are old. For example, individuals under the age 65 years with

spinal cord injuries, advanced multiple sclerosis, traumatic

brain injuries, developmental disabilities, and mental illnesses

may all require some form of long-term care.

Who Provides Long-Term Care?

Although many people associate long-term care with nursing

homes, the predominant provider of long-term care is the

family. The predominant providers of care within a family

have historically been spouses and adult children of elderly

individuals and parents of younger individuals in need of

services. Although several recent societal trends have worked

against informal provision of services (e.g., greater female

labor force participation and geographic dispersion of famil-

ies), this is still the dominant type of long-term care. Among

the community-dwelling US elderly with long-term care

needs, 95% receive some informal care and two-thirds rely

solely on informal care.

Elderly individuals almost universally prefer receiving care

in their homes from family members. However, health, fa-

milial, and financial issues often precipitate the need for care

from a formal provider. A broad continuum of services con-

stitutes the formal long-term care marketplace. Although
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nursing homes serve less than a quarter of the disabled elderly

in the US, they are certainly the most expensive long-term care

option and thoroughly studied.

In the US, roughly 1.6 million residents live in nearly

17 000 nursing homes. About two-third of all nursing homes

are investor owned, about a quarter are nonprofit, and the

remaining are government-owned facilities. Roughly half of all

nursing homes are members of a chain and approximately 6%

are hospital-based facilities. The average-sized facility has ap-

proximately 100 residents and the overall occupancy rate is

approximately 88%. Historically, occupancy rates have been

much higher within this industry because of the presence of

supply constraints such as certificate-of-need (CON) and

construction moratorium laws that attempt to limit the

growth in beds in an effort to hold down the Medicaid ex-

penditures. However, the recent growth in alternatives to

nursing home care has likely competed away some of the

‘healthier’ nursing home residents to other care settings and

lowered nursing home occupancy rates.

For individuals who can still live on their own, home care

can range from periodic help with shopping and cleaning to

full-time nursing help. Social support services such as meals

on wheels, adult foster care, and adult day care, may enable

individuals in need of long-term care to remain in the com-

munity. Assisted living facilities are residential settings that

provide more supportive services than boarding houses but

less medical care than a nursing home. Assisted living may

provide lodging; meals; protective oversight; activities; and

some assistance with medications, personal care, and ADL.

From an economic perspective, one intriguing develop-

ment within the US long-term care market is the blurring of

the roles of provider and insurer in CCRCs. Under this model,

residents pay a large initial fee on entry and rent an apartment

for an additional monthly fee in a community setting de-

signed specifically for elderly individuals. As health declines,

the individual may move on from the independent living

section of the CCRC to onsite-assisted living and onsite

nursing home care for additional charges. Given that this

model is typically geared toward wealthier individuals, CCRCs

make up a relatively small part of the US market.

Who Pays for Long-Term Care?

Similar to acute health care services, long-term care is paid by

a number of sources. What is most striking about this sector in

the US, relative to the acute health sector, is the lack of private

insurance coverage. Less than 5% of all long-term care ex-

penditures are paid by private insurance. Individuals who use

long-term care typically pay it out of their own (or their

family’s) income and assets, or they must qualify for public

coverage. Thus, long-term care represents the largest source of

catastrophic costs for the elderly in the US. Although Medicare

does cover some rehabilitative (or short-stay) nursing home

care, the primary payers of long-term care services are state

Medicaid programs. For example, Medicaid accounts for about

half of all expenditures on long-stay nursing home services,

which amounted to approximately $45 billion nationwide in

2009. Individuals must qualify for Medicaid by meeting

income and asset criteria at the time of nursing home entry or

by ‘spending down’ during their stay.

Although HCBS have been found to be associated with

lower long-term care expenditures for individuals with certain

care needs, most state Medicaid programs are more generous

in covering nursing home services because of a perceived

moral hazard problem. Individuals generally do not want to

enter a nursing home, with research suggesting that these

services are relatively price inelastic with respect to Medicaid

eligibility policy. However, HCBS attracts some individuals

who otherwise would have received care from family members

and friends in the community. Thus, in recognition of this

potential moral hazard problem, states are more likely to

cover nursing home services relative to HCBS. Nevertheless,

spending for Medicaid HCBS has grown substantially, in-

creasing from $4 billion in 1992 to $22 billion in 2007.

Nursing home expenditures have also increased over this

period, HCBS grew from 14.5% to 31.6% of Medicaid long-

term care spending between 1992 and 2007.

The emotional, physical, and financial burden on in-

formal caregivers can be quite high. Historically, US long-

term care policy has not financially reimbursed informal care

provision by family members and friends. Although such

services are not reflected in the national health accounts,

never trigger a payment from an insurer; do not inflate the

federal deficit, and are rarely included in any calculation of

the overall cost of long term care; they nonetheless represent

a genuine opportunity of cost burden. For example, if an

adult child is taking care of an elderly parent, this individual

is forgoing other work and leisure opportunities. Policy-

makers in the US have experimented with several measures to

support informal care by family and friends with the idea

that these savings might offset higher cost institutional ser-

vices. For example, the ‘cash and counseling’ program, cur-

rently active in 15 states, provides Medicaid beneficiaries with

a budget to hire their own personal care aides. Recent eco-

nomic research in the US and elsewhere has begun to cal-

culate the direct (e.g., opportunity cost) and indirect (e.g.,

health implications) costs of informal caregiving.

Government Regulation of Long-Term Care

Reflective of government spending over the past several dec-

ades, regulation in the US long-term care sector has largely

been defined by the regulation of nursing homes where gov-

ernment continues to play a vital role in protecting a poten-

tially vulnerable resident population. The reason for the high

degree of government intervention and oversight is often

thought to relate to the inability of many nursing home

consumers to monitor quality effectively. Dating back over

three decades, a number of reports and studies have docu-

mented low-quality care within this industry. In response to

this issue, the US government has placed a number of re-

strictions on the industry. For example, the Nursing Home

Reform Act was passed in 1987 mandating that nursing facility

care should be more consistent with expert recommendations

for assuring quality care. These recommendations included

reduction in the use of physical restraints, prevention of
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pressure ulcers, reduction of psychoactive medications, and

some minimal staffing standards including the stipulation that

a registered nurse must be on duty 24 h a day and all nurses’

aides must be certified.

The US government is also an overseer of care via the

survey and certification process. To accept the Medicaid and

Medicare recipients, a nursing home must be annually certi-

fied via Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services survey.

Several alternative remedies may be imposed on facilities that

receive a high number of deficiencies. These punishments

include civil money penalties of up to $10 000 a day, denial of

payment for new admissions, state monitoring, temporary

management, and immediate termination. In addition to this

survey process, certified nursing homes must fill out Minimum

Data Set (MDS) assessments for every resident on a quarterly

basis. Thus, the government generates an immense amount of

quality information at a substantial cost. One estimate sug-

gested that the survey and certification process costs the gov-

ernment nearly $400 million annually, which equates to

approximately $22 000 per nursing home or $208 per nursing

home bed. This figure does not include the indirect costs to

the facility of the certification process, such as interacting with

the regulatory agency, preparing for and hosting survey visits,

gathering and providing data, and responding to complaint

investigations. Experience from other sectors of the economy

suggests that the indirect costs of the certification process to

the nursing home are likely greater than the direct costs to the

government.

Beyond setting and enforcing quality standards, examples

also exist of market entry and price regulations in the US

long-term care sector. Regulated barriers to entry are present

in many long-term care markets via state CON laws and

construction moratoria. Most of these state laws focus on

nursing home beds, although states are increasingly grap-

pling with whether and how to expand these policies to other

long-term care settings, such as assisted living facilities. A

CON law constrains market growth by employing a need-

based evaluation of all applications for new construction. A

construction moratorium is even more stringent in that it

effectively prevents any market expansion. The stated ra-

tionale for these regulations is that lower capacity ultimately

results in lower public expenditures, although research sug-

gests that the repeal of these policies does not lead to in-

creased state Medicaid long-term care expenditures. As a

related barrier to entry, some states exercise greater scrutiny

over the ownership status of nursing homes (e.g., New York

State does not allow out-of-state for-profit chains to operate

facilities in the state). Although infrequently used, an ex-

ample of price regulation in the US long-term care sector is

nursing home rate equalization laws. Both North Dakota and

Minnesota prohibit nursing homes from charging a private-

pay price above the state Medicaid rate.

Key Economic Questions in Long-Term Care

Nonpurchase of Private Long-Term Care Insurance

As noted above, relatively few individuals in the US purchase

private long-term care insurance. Researchers have explored a

number of potential supply- and demand-side explanations

for this nonpurchase. On the supply side, research has ob-

served that long-term care insurance premium pricing has

relatively high loads compared to other types of insurance –

that is, a lower portion of the premium dollar translates into

benefits. These high loads are consistent with several supply-

side market failures including transaction costs, imperfect

competition, asymmetric information, and a range of dynamic

contracting problems. Empirical support exists for the asym-

metric information and dynamic contracting explanations.

However, these supply-side factors cannot entirely explain the

limited size of the market. Research suggests that even if ac-

tuarially fair policies (i.e., policies with zero load) were made

available, the majority of elderly individuals would still not

purchase these policies. Thus, research suggests that most of

the nonpurchase relates to demand-side factors.

On the demand side, one explanation for the nonpurchase

of long-term care insurance is incomplete information on the

part of consumers. Many studies have found that individuals

underestimate their need for long-term care or mistakenly

assume it is covered by Medicare. Another possible demand-

side explanation is that the form of the utility function may

not be constant in the context of chronic health conditions.

That is, individuals may place a lower value on consumption

while in a nursing home than when healthy at home, which

would serve as a disincentive to purchase long-term care in-

surance. Demand for long-term care insurance may also be

limited by the availability of imperfect but less costly substi-

tutes such as unpaid care provided by family members. An-

other potential explanation is that illiquid housing wealth can

be used to insure long-term care. An individual may prefer to

use their housing wealth in the event of a health shock rather

than pay long-term care insurance premiums out of liquid

wealth.

One prominent demand-side theory is that the Medicaid

program ‘crowds out’ the purchase of long-term care insur-

ance. Using simulation models, one study found that the

implicit tax imposed by Medicaid (i.e., the part of the pre-

mium going to benefits Medicaid would have otherwise pro-

vided) explains why more than 60% of the wealth distribution

does not purchase a policy. Importantly, the same researchers

note that reducing the implicit tax of Medicaid on long-term

care insurance would likely be an insufficient mechanism to

expand the market, in part, because of the consumer mis-

perceptions and supply-side failures described above.

Long-Term Care Quality

A number of studies have suggested poor quality of care in

long-term care markets, especially the US nursing home market.

A large health economics literature has focused on the eco-

nomic explanations for low-nursing home quality. Economists

have generally focused on four explanations for variation in the

quality of nursing home care: public payment generosity; sup-

ply constraints; asymmetric information between nursing

homes and patients; and macroeconomic factors.

The health economics literature on nursing home quality

of care in the 1980s and 1990s was largely based on Scanlon’s

model in which nursing homes face two markets. One market
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is for private-pay residents with downward sloping demand,

and the other is for Medicaid residents who are insensitive to

price. Scanlon’s empirical work suggested the Medicaid side of

this market could be characterized nationally by an excess

demand. CON and construction moratoria policies had con-

strained growth in the supply of nursing home beds, and

nursing homes preferred to admit the higher paying private

patients. As a result, when a bed shortage existed, it was the

Medicaid patients who would be excluded.

At the time, many noneconomists thought that the

problem of quality in nursing homes could only be solved by

raising Medicaid reimbursement rates. By incorporating a

quality variable into Scanlon’s model, several early research

papers showed that raising Medicaid rates in a market with

excess demand would result in nursing homes facing a re-

duced incentive to use quality of care to compete for the

private patients. The decline in nursing home occupancy

rates, repeal of CON laws in certain states, and emergence of

improved data over the past decades have all contributed to a

renewed interest in the relationship between the Medicaid

payment and nursing home quality. Unlike the earlier re-

search on this issue, results from more recent studies have

generally found a modest positive relationship between the

state Medicaid payment rates and nursing home quality.

Importantly, the more recent studies provide little support

for a negative relationship between the Medicaid payment

level and quality.

Asymmetric information may also be a potential explan-

ation for low-quality nursing home care. Although nursing

home care is fairly nontechnical in nature, monitoring of care

can often be difficult, and the quality learning period may be

nontrivial relative to the length-of-stay in some instances. The

nursing home resident is often neither the decision maker nor

able to easily evaluate quality or communicate concerns to

family members and staff. Furthermore, elderly individuals

who seek nursing home care are disproportionately the ones

with no informal family support to help them with the de-

cision process. Finally, relatively few transfers occur across

nursing homes. Movement among homes may be impeded by

tight markets due to supply constraints such as CON and

construction moratorium laws and health concerns regard-

ing relocation (termed ‘transfer trauma’ or ‘transplantation

shock’). Thus, consumers may not be able to ‘vote with their

feet’ by taking their business elsewhere.

To address this perceived lack of consumer information,

the US government publishes a web-based nursing home

report card initiative called ‘Nursing Home Compare’

(www.medicare.gov/NHCompare), which contains informa-

tion on nurse staffing, regulatory deficiencies, and MDS-based

quality indicators. If consumers use this information to make

informed decisions about nursing home entry, then public

information may help to improve quality. The existing litera-

ture to date suggests that the Nursing Home Compare report

card initiative has led to a modest (but inconsistent) positive

effect on nursing home quality of care. Key factors that may

impede the use and efficacy of nursing home report cards

include the heterogeneity in the preferences of short-stay and

long-stay consumers; potential difficulties in accessing report

card information during times of crisis; potential difficulties in

interpreting report card data when the measures conflict or fail

to provide a clear signal; key role of hospital discharge plan-

ners in the selection process; and limited choice set many

nursing home consumers face due to rural markets, price, high

occupancy, or other extenuating circumstances.

Macroeconomic factors such as wage rates for nursing

home staff may also be important toward explaining the level

of quality. For example, one study measures the extent to

which nursing homes substitute materials for labor when

labor becomes relatively more expensive. From a quality

perspective, factor substitution in this market is important

because materials-intensive methods of care are associated

with greater risks of morbidity and mortality among nursing

home residents. Indeed, as the market wage rises, nursing

homes are more likely to employ labor-saving practices such

as the use of antipsychotics.

Pay-for-Performance in Long-Term Care

Through the Medicare and Medicaid programs, the US gov-

ernment purchases significant amounts of nursing home ser-

vices. Moreover, an emerging literature suggests poor nursing

home quality results in higher Medicare spending for acute

care services. As such, the government seeks to obtain

high-quality services for Medicare beneficiaries. However,

administrative pricing arrangements mean that – for many

residents – nursing homes cannot charge higher Medicare or

Medicaid prices for better quality. Moreover, the government

cannot simply ask for a level of quality for Medicare bene-

ficiaries. This set of circumstances can be analyzed using a

principal agent model. In this instance, the ‘principal’ is the

government, whereas ‘agent’ is the nursing home.

This principal–agent model in economics is useful in

analyzing circumstances in which providers, such as nursing

homes, are not driven by market forces to the level of quality

desired by the purchaser and, further, where the purchaser

cannot contract directly for a given level of provider quality.

One way to induce nursing homes to improve quality is to

make payments at least partly contingent on an indicator of

nursing home effort to deliver high-quality care. Such indi-

cators of nursing home effort are embodied in various struc-

tural (e.g., staffing), process (e.g., physical restraint use), and

outcome (e.g., pressure ulcers) measures. These indicators

only measure a few of the many dimensions of quality that a

health care purchaser (and consumers) might care about, and

each of them may require separate, costly efforts to generate

improvement. That is, the structures and processes that create

improvements in pressure ulcers might be largely distinct from

what is needed to raise performance in lowering resident pain

or depression. Purchasers must decide which dimensions

of quality to target and consider how outcomes on un-

rewarded dimensions of performance might be affected. Pay-

for-performance schemes in this way introduce a form of price

flexibility that rewards desirable performance. Theoretically,

the effectiveness of payments contingent on quality measures

depends principally on the relative magnitude of expected

costs and benefits to the provider of improving quality. That is,

do expected incremental nursing home payments exceed the

costs to facilities of supplying the desired level of quality?

Costs should be thought of broadly here and may include, for
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example, the value of additional unreimbursed time spent

with patients or investments in information technology.

Pay-for-performance arrangements also have the potential

for unintended consequences. Critics of paying for quality in

health care have identified a number of drawbacks that might

arise from the introduction of such schemes. The principal

category of unintended consequences that might result from

pay-for-performance is generally termed gaming where par-

ticipants find ways to maximize measured results without ac-

tually accomplishing the desired objective of improved quality

of care. In the nursing home setting, providers or adminis-

trators might ‘game’ incentive systems by miscoding diagnoses

or services or selecting patients on the basis of the likelihood

of a positive outcome or compliance with treatment protocols

rather than need. Selecting healthier patients for treatment

may reduce aggregate health benefits; miscoding may also

have longer run effects on quality because of missed oppor-

tunities to identify and improve low quality. A second major

concern with paying for quality is known in the economics

literature as the multitasking problem. If the goal of the payer

is multidimensional and not all dimensions can be measured

and ‘paid on’ (e.g., resident quality of life), compensation

based on available measures will distort effort away from

unmeasured objectives that may be important to patient well-

being. Finally, concerns have been raised about the impact of

paying for quality on intrinsic motivation, cooperation, and

professionalism, particularly among physicians.

Recent concerns have also been raised about the impact of

market-based approaches for quality on racial and ethnic

disparities in health care. In the context of the nursing home

market, published research has described its two-tiered nature,

with the lower tier consisting mainly of residents with

Medicaid-financed care and having fewer nurses, lower

occupancy rates, and more health-related deficiencies. These

low-performing facilities are disproportionately located in the

poorest communities and are more likely to serve African-

American residents than are other facilities. Even within

markets, African-American and poorly educated patients have

been found to enter the worst-quality nursing. Although pay-

for-performance initiatives are typically aimed at improving

quality of care broadly, it is important to monitor whether

these initiatives further disadvantage poor performing pro-

viders and the individuals they serve.

Cost-Effectiveness of Home and Community-Based Services

Individuals generally prefer care in least restrictive setting

possible, and for certain individuals with less intensive care

needs, it may be possible to provide lower per capita cost care

at home or community relative to a nursing facility. However,

the historic institutional bias in long-term care coverage relates

partially to a perceived moral hazard problem (or woodwork

effect) whereby publicly financed noninstitutional services

substitute for informal services previously provided by family

members and friends. Program administrators have found it

very difficult to structure coverage such that only individuals

who otherwise would have entered nursing homes utilize

noninstitutional services. States have employed targeting (or

screening) mechanisms in an attempt to limit care to only

those individuals who otherwise would have accessed nursing

home care.

If targeting were perfect, then the noninstitutional treat-

ment model would need to be only marginally less costly than

the institutional model to generate savings. However, as tar-

geting becomes less perfect, the aggregate savings from non-

institutional care needs to increase in order to cover the

increased costs associated with the moral hazard effect. The

empirical literature has generally supported the idea that

spending from increased HCBS utilization typically exceeds

the savings from decreased nursing home utilization.

However, this type of cost analysis is distinct from a cost-

effectiveness analysis, in which differences in costs are

benchmarked against differences in outcomes. Even if re-

balancing toward HCBS is associated with higher aggregate

costs, the services may still be cost-effective due to an even

greater increase in aggregate effectiveness. Toward the end, a

number of research studies have supported the idea that psy-

chosocial outcomes such as life satisfaction, social activity,

social interaction, and informal caregiver satisfaction were

higher under HCBS. Moreover, unmet needs have been shown

to decrease under HCBS. To date, research has not formally

balanced the costs and benefits of HCBS.

Effects on Informal Caregiving

Economic theory suggests a range of supply- and demand-side

factors may influence the provision of informal caregiving. On

the supply side, given the potential substitution of formal and

informal care services, changes in the generosity of public

payment for home health care services may influence the

provision of informal care. Research suggests that older US

adults with functional limitations who were exposed to more

restrictive payment caps offset reductions in Medicare home

health care with increased informal care, although this effect is

only observed for lower income individuals. Direct public

payment of family caregivers may also influence informal

caregiving. The US ‘Cash and Counseling’ program, currently

active in 18 states, provides Medicaid enrollees with a monthly

cash allowance to purchase personal assistance and related

goods and services. The majority of recipients purchase this

care from family members. In a randomized three-state

demonstration evaluating Cash and Counseling against the

traditional agency-directed model of home care, the program

was found to reduce some unmet needs and greatly enhance

quality of life, but Cash and Counseling increased overall

program spending.

Several economic analyses have considered the effect of

demand-side factors on the provision of informal care services.

Using US data, the availability of immediate family such as a

spouse or adult children, being male, being a minority, and

owning a home were all associated with a greater likelihood of

informal care use. When income is treated as exogenous,

studies have found that higher income is associated with a

lower probability of informal care use. However, when the

Social Security ‘benefit notch’ was used as instrument for in-

come, higher permanent income is not found to have a stat-

istically meaningful effect on the provision of informal care

among older adults with lower education.
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Integration of Long-Term Care with Other Health Services

Individuals who require long-term care services typically also

require a mix of primary, acute, postacute, and palliative ser-

vices at different times. The coordination of these different

services has become a major issue within the US health care

system. Importantly, the coordination of health care services at

the delivery level relates directly to the financing and payment

of those services.

At the financing level, the presence of multiple payers in

health care is known to introduce conflicting incentives for

providers, which may have negative implications for cost

containment, service delivery, and quality of care. The funda-

mental issue is that the actions of one payer may affect the

costs and outcomes of patients covered by other payers. These

‘external’ costs and benefits can occur both within and across

health care settings, and little incentive exists for a payer to

incorporate them into payment and coverage decisions. As a

result, the behaviors of health care payers – even public payers

– often deviate substantially from the social optimum.

This observation is particularly relevant in regards to the

coverage of acute and long-term care services in the US The

federally run Medicare program provides a set of insurance

benefits for virtually all individuals age 65 years and older,

regardless of income, and for younger people with disabilities

2 years after they qualify for Social Security’s disability benefit.

Medicaid, a state-run program jointly funded by the state and

federal governments, provides coverage for its low-income

enrollees that supplements Medicare coverage. Many indi-

viduals who are dually eligible for both Medicare and Me-

dicaid require both extensive acute and long-term care

services. However, given the bifurcated coverage of acute and

long-term care under Medicare and Medicaid, neither program

has an incentive to internalize the risks and benefits of its

actions as they pertain to the other program. Each program

has the narrow interest in limiting its share of costs, and nei-

ther program has an incentive to take responsibility for care

management or quality of care. For example, under the tradi-

tional benefit structure for duals, little incentive exists for state

Medicaid programs to enact policies to lower Medicare-

financed hospitalizations because they do not accrue any of the

potential savings. Indeed, state Medicaid programs often enact

policies such as bed-hold payments that increase hospital and

postacute expenditures for the Medicare program. A model that

blends Medicare and Medicaid financing introduces a stronger

incentive to minimize transitions for dually eligible bene-

ficiaries from Medicaid-financed nursing home care, for ex-

ample, to higher cost Medicare-financed hospital care.

Payment structure also has implications for the coordin-

ation of care. Cost-shifting occurs for reasons beyond the

fragmentation of financing across programs. For example, the

high rate of 30-day hospital readmissions from Medicare-

financed skilled nursing facilities is an example of poor

coordination within the Medicare program. Traditional

fee-for-service payment creates little incentive for providers to

manage the volume and intensity of services because pro-

viders are rewarded with greater revenue when they deliver

more services. Indeed, hospitals are rewarded with higher

revenue when beneficiaries are readmitted to the hospital.

Through risk-based capitation, managed care potentially

encourages more efficient care delivery. Under this model, a

single entity receives a fixed predetermined monthly payment

(i.e., capitation rate), which provides the incentive to min-

imize wasteful care. Ideally, under capitation, hospitals would

not be rewarded when individuals are readmitted. Similarly,

other risk-based models such as accountable care organiza-

tions, bundled payment, global budgeting, and medical

homes also provide similar incentives to coordinate care in

ways that could reduce inefficient medical and long-term care

service use.

With respect to care delivery, the coordination of financing

and payment can be thought of as necessary, but not sufficient,

conditions for the coordination of services. For example, at the

delivery level, care coordination activities might include case

management, team-based care models, patient education,

management of care transitions, communication protocols for

providers, and shared clinical and social information. How-

ever, without an alignment in payment and financing in which

providers can internalize the costs and benefits of their

actions, there is little reason to suspect any sustainable co-

ordination in service delivery at the ground level.

See also: Home Health Services, Economics of. Long-Term Care
Insurance
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Glossary
Activities of daily living Self-care tasks required on a

regular basis, such as bathing, dressing, toileting,

transferring in and out of bed, and eating.

Formal long-term care Paid care.

Informal long-term care Unpaid care provided by family

or friends.

Instrumental activities of daily living Tasks related to the

ability to live independently, such as housekeeping, using a

telephone, shopping, preparing meals, and money

management.

Long-term care Assistance with functional and/or

cognitive impairments on an ongoing basis.

Medicaid crowd-out Reduced demand for private

insurance due to the availability of Medicaid as an

alternative.

Policy lapse Intentionally or unintentionally allowing an

insurance policy to expire or become invalid.

Introduction

Long-term care is a sector of the healthcare industry that is

growing in importance with the aging of populations around

the world. In the United States, according to the Congres-

sional Budget Office, expenditures on long-term care totaled

US$135 billion in 2004 and are expected to double in several

decades. People with long-term care needs generally have

chronic conditions and associated functional and/or cognitive

limitations that require assistance with activities of daily living

(bathing, dressing, toileting, transferring, eating) or instru-

mental activities of daily living (housekeeping, using a tele-

phone, shopping, preparing meals, money management).

These types of needs can be served in a variety of settings: in

the home (formally by paid home care or informally by family

and friends), in a nursing home, in an assisted living facility,

or in an adult day care center, among others. Although the

lines between acute care, postacute care, and long-term care

have become blurred for long-term care recipients as more and

more high-tech services formerly provided only in hospitals

are now administered in a variety of settings, an ongoing need

for assistance with functional or cognitive limitations remains

the defining feature of an individual with long-term care

needs. Although some recipients of long-term care are under

the age of 65, the majority are elderly.

Long-term care is growing in importance not only due to

demographic shifts but also due to the emergence of chronic

conditions as a primary healthcare challenge. Much of the

developed and parts of the developing world, having experi-

enced both the eradication of many infectious diseases and

the benefit of technological advances that lessen the mortality

from the largest causes of death in earlier eras, are now

struggling with a growing prevalence of chronic health con-

ditions, sometimes exacerbated by poor health behaviors.

These are often costly conditions that require ongoing care

over many years, and failure to access appropriate chronic care

can lead to a greater need for acute care. Nonetheless, payment

systems have generally not adapted to the growing importance

of chronic conditions and associated long-term care needs. In

the United States, Medicare, the publicly run health insurance

system for the elderly, was designed to cover temporary acute

care and explicitly disavows responsibility for covering long-

term care. Medicaid, designed to cover healthcare needs of the

poor, has by default become the dominant public payer in

long-term care (approximately two-thirds of nursing home

residents at any given point in time are on Medicaid), but as

this was not the original intent of the program, substantial

gaps and inefficiencies remain. In addition to lack of recog-

nition or foresight about the growing financial burden of

long-term care, many societies express some ambivalence

about who should be responsible for long-term care, as much

of it is relatively low-tech and can potentially be provided by

family members. The resulting lack of intentional and sys-

tematic financing is a key feature of the economics of the long-

term care sector that distinguishes it from other healthcare

sectors involving the elderly and sets the stage for a private

long-term care insurance market.

Developed nations around the world face similar situations

in terms of demographic change and a growing need for long-

term care that was not entirely recognized or anticipated when

coverage for acute care needs was evolving. Depending on

their resources, cultural norms, ideology, and existing health-

care delivery and payment infrastructure, countries have fol-

lowed a variety of approaches to covering long-term care.

Several have opted for national long-term care insurance sys-

tems (e.g., Germany, Japan); others have incorporated some

long-term care services, especially home- and community-

based services, into existing social insurance programs (e.g.,

Denmark); and some rely on a combination of self-funding,

private long-term care insurance, and a safety net of public

funding as a payer of last resort (e.g., the United States).

Countries that rely mainly on private financing – or would like

to ease the burden on public coffers – have a stake and interest

in the existence and survival of private long-term care insur-

ance markets.

The risk of needing long-term care is, in theory, an ap-

propriate risk to be insured against. The average probability

among aging individuals of needing long-term care is not

trivial and is associated with substantial and unevenly dis-

tributed cost, but which individuals will experience the high-

est costs is seemingly random when viewed at the typical age

of insurance purchase (50–65). On average, individuals
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turning 65 will need some type of long-term care for 3 years,

but half will have no private out-of-pocket expenditures, due

to lack of either need or the availability of informal care to

meet low-level needs. However, more than 1 in 20 is projected

to spend more than US$100 000 out of pocket in 2005

(Kemper et al., 2005). According to MetLife Mature Market

Institute (2008), nursing home care costs more than

US$70 000 per year on average, which implies that only a

small minority of individuals can finance an extended stay out

of pocket. The skewed distribution of uncertain costs associ-

ated with long-term care is a feature that would normally bode

well for a robust insurance market.

Despite the conceptual appropriateness of a robust long-

term care insurance market, only approximately 13% of the

elderly population in the United States reports having long-

term care insurance. Most policies are purchased on the in-

dividual-payer market, as group long-term care insurance

policies are relatively rare. Benefit eligibility is usually triggered

with medical certification of a minimal level of functional

dependence, defined as assistance needed with activities of

daily living. The vast majority of policies cover home care as

well as nursing home care for a given number of years, but

benefits are generally paid as a set per diem amount to be

applied toward a given service as opposed to covering the total

cost of the service. Many policies adjust benefits for inflation

over time. Policies typically cost several thousand dollars per

year, but costs can range substantially depending on age and

health status. Individuals who exhibit signs of existing or

imminent long-term care need (e.g., those who already have

mild cognitive or functional impairment) are generally in-

eligible for policies at any price. Long-term care insurers are

generally not allowed to raise premiums over time for an in-

dividual whose health risk increases, but they can adjust for

changes in risk for an entire class of policyholders if payouts

are higher than expected. Individuals who fail to pay pre-

miums (policy lapse) forfeit all benefits and all premiums

paid previously; few policies to date have built in non-

forfeiture benefits that would allow individuals to recoup

some of the investment in a lapsed policy. Most state insur-

ance regulations include safeguards that help to avoid

unintentional lapse.

Theory of Demand for Long-Term Care Insurance

Economists have generally modeled the behavior of con-

sumers in the decision to purchase insurance using a standard

expected utility framework; i.e., insurance will be purchased if

expected utility with insurance is greater than without insur-

ance. The theoretical underpinnings of long-term care insur-

ance differ from these standard theories of insurance purchase

mainly due to the role of family and bequests. That is, when

consumers consider purchasing insurance against the risk of

long-term care costs, they consider not only the direct ex-

pected utility of smoothing consumption but also the utility

elicited through the behavior of a spouse or children and the

altruistic utility derived from leaving a bequest to heirs.

The prominent theoretical model in this area is Pauly

(1990), with an extension by Zweifel and Struewe (1998).

Assuming imperfect annuity markets, Pauly considers expected

utility optimization under several scenarios: single elderly

with no children and no bequest motive, with differential

quality, and with adult children and a possible bequest mo-

tive. Expected utility in the presence of a spouse is also dis-

cussed briefly. The model is aimed at explaining purchase (or

nonpurchase) of long-term care insurance among middle-in-

come individuals, as nonpurchase is obvious among very poor

individuals likely to qualify for Medicaid and among richer

individuals who can easily self-insure. The expected lifetime

utility function (EU) to be maximized is given as

max
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where H is the maximum length of life, ph
t is the probability of

surviving to period t in the healthy state and ps
t in the sick state

(in need of long-term care), C is dollars of consumption, and

U
s

is the level of utility if one is in need of long-term care and

consuming X dollars worth of care, the only type of desired

consumption in the sick state. W represents initial wealth,

which is assumed to be substantially larger than SX such that

the individual initially has enough wealth to pay his or her

maximum long-term care costs and is unlikely to qualify for

Medicaid. Individuals choose C to maximize expected utility.

The model under each scenario predicts that the low de-

mand for long-term care insurance may be rational. The case

in which single elderly individuals have no children and no

bequest motive is straightforward given the assumptions of the

model. Because Medicaid exists as a safety net when wealth is

exhausted, the only benefit to purchase of long-term care in-

surance is to increase consumption in the sick state, the

marginal benefit of which is defined to be zero. Although this

assumption is restrictive, one might imagine that the marginal

benefit of additional consumption while in need of nursing

home care is at least low if not zero, in which case the same

conclusion would result.

The case in which private insurance enables access to

higher quality nursing home care than that obtained under

Medicaid funding is a realistic one in that nursing homes with

large Medicaid populations are generally considered to be of

lower quality. Thus, one might expect middle-class individuals

to purchase long-term care insurance if they value quality.

However, Pauly argues that this would rarely be the case be-

cause one cannot pay an incremental premium to purchase an

incremental quality supplement to Medicaid. Rather, the

purchase of private insurance replaces Medicaid. Thus, a

consumer would have to value the incremental quality of a

privately financed nursing home over and above a Medicaid-

financed nursing home stay enough to outweigh the add-

itional cost of foregoing Medicaid completely and paying

private long-term care insurance premiums. Relatively few

individuals are likely to have this high valuation for incre-

mental quality.

A similar argument applies to the case in which bequests

are valued, i.e., the individual receives utility from leaving

wealth to his or her heirs. One would expect that valuing

bequests would lead to a higher propensity to purchase long-

term care insurance, as private insurance for nursing home

care allows an individual to retain wealth in the sick state in

contrast to relying on Medicaid, which requires the exhaustion
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of one’s wealth before coverage begins. However, the value of

bequests would have to be quite large in order to lead to

purchase, for two reasons. First, purchase of insurance de-

creases consumption not only at time t but also in the future if

the person remains in a healthy state, so additional savings

may provide greater utility than insurance purchase when

bequests are valued. Second, although insurance may be

preferable to savings if the individual lives a long time with

chronic illness, this scenario is unlikely because chronic illness

is generally associated with earlier mortality. Thus, even if

bequests are valued, purchase is unlikely unless the utility

from bequests is high and does not decline sharply with age.

The bequest argument is more complicated when a spouse

is involved rather than just adult children. In this case, Pauly

argues that both household consumption and income may be

affected if one spouse enters a nursing home, depending on

the extent to which these are joint. Demand for long-term care

insurance may be relatively high if consumption of the non-

sick spouse is substantially affected by the nursing home stay

of the sick spouse.

Finally, perhaps the most important contribution of Pauly’s

paper is the introduction of intrafamily bargaining into the

conceptualization of demand for long-term care insurance,

drawing on earlier work in the bequest literature, which pos-

ited that parents use bequests to elicit desired attention or

caregiving from children. Pauly modifies this premise some-

what to argue that, once in the sick state, parents will have

little control over consumption or bequests, such that parents

choose whether to purchase insurance in the healthy state but

that children control the level of care in the sick state. Parents

may prefer care from children and may want to purchase long-

term care insurance to preserve bequests that the parent values

altruistically and with which to elicit caregiving behavior on

the part of children. However, as children decide on the level

of care in the sick state, children are subject to moral hazard

associated with the presence of insurance. That is, children will

choose more formal care (nursing home placement) in the

presence of insurance than what the parent would prefer

because the price they face is lower than in the absence of

insurance. Anticipating this moral hazard effect on the care-

giving behavior of children, the parent may be better-off not

purchasing insurance and getting the higher level of care from

children.

Zweifel and Struewe (1998) formalize this intrafamily

bargaining argument using a principal-agent framework and a

two-generation model that is independent of assumptions

about altruism. The elderly parent chooses consumption and

whether or not to purchase long-term care insurance to

maximize expected utility, and the amount of care provided by

children is an argument in the utility function in the sick state.

The child maximizes his or her own expected utility, choosing

consumption and the amount of care to provide if the parent

enters the sick state. By providing care, the child is presumed

to forego work in the labor force but also to expect a higher

bequest, as less will be spent by the parent on formal long-

term care. Zweifel and Struewe show that, under these cir-

cumstances, the child’s response to purchase of long-term care

insurance depends heavily on the child’s wage rate. At low

wages, where one might expect the most caregiving, the

presence of insurance is most likely to produce a moral hazard

effect. Anticipating this response, purchase of long-term care

insurance is often not in the best interest of parents who desire

caregiving by their low-wage children, for the same reasons

that Pauly posited.

The Pauly model is general and intuitive in many respects,

explaining its pervasive use and longevity in the study of long-

term care insurance. However, it has some limitations and may

be dated in some ways. First, it does not formally model joint

decision-making with a spouse, one of the most common

scenarios among potential purchasers. Second, it is assumed

that parents prefer care from children, which may be an out-

dated notion for many families. Preferences may depend im-

portantly on the severity and type of long-term care needs, on

the relationship between the parent and the child, and on the

extent to which a parent prefers to stay independent and not

burden the child. Third, Pauly models long-term care insur-

ance as only nursing home insurance, whereas the vast ma-

jority of long-term care insurance policies now cover home

care and other community-based options as well as nursing

home care. Home care is generally considered much more

desirable than nursing home care, so more parents may prefer

it to informal care, and it may entail a completely different set

of family dynamics; for example, informal care may be a

complement to formal home care rather than a substitute for

it. Thus, there exists a need for updated theoretical models of

the demand for long-term care insurance that consider these

factors.

Theory of Supply of Long-Term Care Insurance

Research on long-term care insurance to date has focused

largely on the demand side, with relatively little theoretical or

empirical work on the supply side. As in other insurance

markets, insurers consider the potential for adverse selection

and moral hazard in deciding whether to offer a product, at

what price, and with what attributes. One of the few papers to

consider this perspective is Cutler (1993), which discusses

both adverse selection and moral hazard as important po-

tential market failures in long-term care insurance markets.

Adverse selection may be a more serious concern in long-term

care insurance than in acute health insurance because the

elderly and near-elderly population is naturally more hetero-

geneous in health status than a younger population, and this

heterogeneity may not be observable to insurers. Thus, there is

greater potential in this population for the existence and use

of private information leading to a sicker risk pool than an-

ticipated by insurers when setting price. Cutler also raises the

issue of long-term intertemporal risk. In other types of health

insurance in which premiums are set annually, prices can be

reconciled with unanticipated trends in claims and provider

prices fairly quickly. In long-term care insurance, however,

because the event being insured today may not occur for an-

other 20 years, insurers face the risk of rising prices over time

that cannot be diversified across a risk pool. Thus, insurers

generally shift this risk to consumers. Fears about the extent of

adverse selection and moral hazard, coupled with this inter-

temporal risk and a lack of claims experience for this relatively

new product, has led to strict underwriting, indemnity pol-

icies, high administrative loads, and consequently ‘expensive’
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premiums that may not seem affordable or of good value to

many potential purchasers.

Distinctive Features of the Long-Term Care Insurance
Market and Related Empirical Evidence

Long-term care insurance has several key features dis-

tinguishing it from acute care insurance: the role of the family

(especially adult children), low prevalence of insurance, and

greater concern about adverse selection. A relatively small but

growing body of empirical work on long-term care insurance

reflects these features and can be broadly categorized into re-

search on intrafamily decision-making, price and other de-

terminants of purchase and nonpurchase (including Medicaid

crowd-out), and adverse selection. As a whole, the evidence is

consistent on a few aspects of this market – for example, that

Medicaid crowd-out exists – but on other aspects, the evidence

is often sparse, inconsistent, incomplete, and inconclusive.

Each of these categories is discussed below, followed by a

discussion of the remaining theoretical and empirical gaps.

Intrafamily Decision-Making

As established by Pauly, the role of families in decision-mak-

ing, insurance purchase, and provision of long-term care is a

feature of the long-term care insurance market that dis-

tinguishes it from other types of health insurance. However,

empirical research has not been able to substantiate the con-

tention in Pauly’s model that children will be more likely to

institutionalize parents in the presence of insurance, a key

premise underlying the rational nonpurchase of long-term

care insurance among parents with adult children. The main

study to address this issue (Mellor, 2001) used Health and

Retirement Study (HRS) data in a longitudinal study design;

the HRS is one of the few national data sets to include ques-

tions on long-term care insurance and is used in the vast

majority of studies noted in this article. Mellor found point

estimates generally in the expected direction – institutional

long-term care use was more likely in the presence of insur-

ance – and with potentially meaningful magnitudes, but the

results lacked statistical significance. However, the study used a

measure of insurance from the early years of HRS that was

later shown to be subject to measurement error and included a

shorter panel of data than is now available, limiting power.

Thus, current evidence cannot establish conclusively how the

presence and preferences of adult children impact long-term

care insurance purchase and subsequent long-term care pro-

vision, and the need for further research remains.

Evidence on the role of family in long-term care insurance

and provision is also tied to the bequest literature, as the desire

to leave a bequest to one’s heirs has often been posited as a

potential motivator for long-term care insurance purchase. If a

bequest is desired, one might think of long-term care insur-

ance as bequest insurance, because in the absence of insur-

ance, one’s saving may be needed for long-term care costs,

thus reducing or eliminating the prospect of a bequest. Early

empirical evidence using direct queries about the desire to

leave a bequest found no support for such a bequest motive in

insurance purchase decisions (Sloan and Norton, 1997). A

recent working paper, however, looks indirectly at long-term

care insurance purchase to distinguish precautionary savings

motives from bequest motives in savings behavior late in life

(Lockwood). The main premise is that a precautionary savings

motive is consistent with purchase of long-term care insur-

ance, as the underlying goal would be to ensure availability of

resources for healthcare needs. Low levels of long-term care

insurance purchase are therefore indicative of a strong bequest

motive in savings behavior, as the precautionary savings mo-

tive is ruled out. The author reconciles the strong bequest

motive with low levels of long-term care insurance by sug-

gesting that insuring the bequest is not valuable enough to

justify the purchase of currently available long-term care in-

surance policies. This may explain the apparent lack of sup-

port for the bequest motive found in earlier studies.

Determinants of Purchase and Nonpurchase

Compared with acute care health insurance, the demand for

which is generally thought to be a function of health, income,

price, and risk aversion, the demand for long-term care insur-

ance appears to be more complicated. The low prevalence of

long-term care insurance has engendered numerous studies of

why people do or do not purchase it. Evidence on private long-

term care insurance (LTCL) prevalence suggests that among the

elderly and near-elderly, the younger, healthier, and more

educated people are more likely to have LTCI, and that there is

some relationship, most likely nonlinear, between purchase of

LTCI and income and assets. Although those in the lowest in-

come and asset groups are not likely to purchase LTCI because

it is expensive (generally several thousand dollars per year) and

because they face a lower ‘price’ of Medicaid in terms of

spending down assets to qualify, those in the highest income

and asset groups may also not purchase insurance because they

can self-insure. Therefore, it is often the ‘middle’ income and

asset groups that are the most likely purchasers. Earlier studies

cited Medicaid crowd-out, underestimation of risk, and the

presence of adult children or bequest motives as potential

reasons for nonpurchase but found mixed or inconclusive

empirical results. Norton (2000) provides a useful summary of

these arguments and the earlier evidence on purchase and

nonpurchase. Many of these studies were limited by reliance on

cross-sectional analyses, which precludes the establishment of a

causal link between the predictors and the outcome.

More recent studies have taken advantage of exogenous

variation in Medicaid policy and state and federal tax policies

to move toward causal inference in estimating the demand for

long-term care insurance and specifically to examine the issue

of Medicaid crowd-out, i.e., the substitution of private insur-

ance for public insurance when public insurance exists. Be-

cause Medicaid has become a primary payer of long-term care

services, both in nursing homes and in the community, crowd-

out is a potential obstacle to any expansion of the private

long-term care insurance market. These recent studies gener-

ally find that Medicaid crowd-out is substantial and suggest

that even a tightening of Medicaid eligibility rules would not

be effective in mitigating crowd-out. Brown and Finkelstein

(2008) argue, using a utility-based model and simulation, that
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Medicaid crowd-out can explain nonpurchase of long-term

care insurance for at least two-thirds of the wealth distri-

bution. The large crowd-out effect stems from the large ‘im-

plicit tax’ that Medicaid imposes on private insurance benefits

in that the majority of private insurance benefits go toward

covering services that Medicaid would have paid in the ab-

sence of private insurance. Thus, consistent with Pauly’s

reasoning, the value of a private policy to consumers is in-

cremental whereas the premium derived from the total pack-

age of benefits is not. Although one might argue with the

extent of the income distribution that is potentially affected,

the existence of some degree of crowd-out is a reasonable

conclusion. As Medicaid is generally incomplete insurance

relative to private coverage, Medicaid crowd-out of private

long-term care insurance may increase the overall risk ex-

posure of the population.

It has often been posited that supply-side market failures

contribute to low demand for long-term care insurance because

these market failures result in undesirable policy attributes and

a perception by consumers that the policies are not of good

value. Value of an insurance product may be perceived as low if

the administrative load is high, i.e., if the discounted expected

present value of premiums far exceeds the discounted expected

present value of benefits. In turn, concerns about substantial

adverse selection, moral hazard, and, in the case of long-term

care insurance, undiversifiable intertemporal risk may contrib-

ute to high administrative loads; these are the market failures.

Brown and Finkelstein (2007) calculate that the average ad-

ministrative load on long-term care insurance is 51%, sub-

stantially higher than loads estimated in other private insurance

markets. This estimate includes the probability of lapse, in

which case consumers generally forfeit all benefits. However,

the authors also argue that despite these high loads, supply-side

factors cannot explain the majority of nonpurchase of long-

term care insurance. The argument is based mainly on the fact

that administrative loads vary substantially by gender, with

women facing much lower loads, yet women still do not pur-

chase long-term care insurance at much higher rates than men.

Thus, it is demand rather than supply that drives the behavior.

In particular, the effect of Medicaid crowd-out is possibly much

stronger than the effect of supply-side attributes.

Several studies have attempted to estimate a price elasticity

of demand for private long-term care insurance. Cramer and

Jensen (2006) combined HRS data with estimated prices de-

rived from published rate schedules of several major insurers

to calculate an estimated price elasticity of –0.23 to –0.87,

indicating that new purchase of long-term care insurance is

relatively price inelastic. Courtemanche and He (2009) also

used HRS data, but derived an exogenous change in price

using a change in federal tax treatment of long-term care in-

surance (new eligibility of long-term care insurance premiums

to be deductable as a medical expense under the Health In-

surance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996) combined

with marginal income tax rates. They found a price elasticity of

–3.9, indicating that purchase of long-term care insurance is

highly elastic. These disparate results may perhaps be ex-

plained by the fact that identification was derived from dif-

ferent parts of the income spectrum, but in any case, the need

for further research in estimating the determinants and elas-

ticities of demand remains.

Adverse Selection

The potential for adverse selection is a concern for insurers of

any type of event. Under adverse selection, potential pur-

chasers have more information about their own risk than what

is available to insurers and use this private information to

assess the value of a policy. Because premiums do not account

for the private information, riskier individuals are more likely

to find the policy of value than less risky individuals, with the

result that the pool of actual purchasers is riskier than what

insurers would expect given an actuarially fair premium – a

situation that is not sustainable in the long run. The potential

for adverse selection is arguably greater in long-term care in-

surance than in other types of healthcare insurance for several

reasons. First, the typical purchaser of long-term care insur-

ance is elderly or near-elderly, and health states become more

heterogeneous with age. Thus, the potential for private infor-

mation about one’s health risk is greater in an elderly popu-

lation than in younger populations. Second, the market for

long-term care insurance is small and largely based on indi-

vidual policies rather than group policies. Thus, the broad

diversification that can be achieved through, for example,

employer-based group health insurance is not currently pos-

sible in long-term care insurance. In the one rigorous and

broad-based study of this issue, Finkelstein and McGarry

(2006) find empirical evidence in the HRS for this type of

adverse selection in that individuals with private information

that they are at high risk are more likely to purchase long-term

care insurance. However, they find that it is balanced by

favorable selection into insurance by individuals who have

private information that they are more risk averse (but

healthier). Thus, although adverse selection exists in long-term

care insurance, the overall insured pool is not sicker than what

insurers expect when calculating premiums.

The emergence of personalized medicine and genetic testing

has led to increasing interest in genetic adverse selection. The

availability of genetic tests for several serious diseases associated

with long-term care needs makes this an especially salient issue

for the long-term care insurance market, and the small size and

individual-payer nature of the market has proved to be useful in

studying this type of adverse selection. Recent evidence finds

that, not surprisingly, people found to be at genetic risk for

Huntington’s disease or Alzheimer’s disease are much more

likely to purchase or to plan to purchase long-term care in-

surance than others – 2.3 times as likely in the case of Alzhei-

mer’s disease (Taylor et al., 2010) and five times as likely in the

case of Huntington’s disease (Oster et al., 2010). Although the

absolute prevalence of these genetic markers in the population

is small, this evidence provides a challenge not only for insurers

but also for policymakers interested in balancing privacy rights

against the need for a sustainable insurance market.

A related issue to adverse selection at the time of purchase

is that of dynamic adverse selection. Because long-term care

insurers are generally not allowed to raise premiums over time

for an individual whose health risk increases, one can con-

ceptualize purchase of long-term care insurance as insurance

against reclassification into a higher risk category, much as in

life insurance markets. In theory, if premiums are actuarially

fair when purchased but are paid over time, individuals may

decide to drop insurance (lapse) if their risk ex post appears
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lower in later years than when they bought the policy. Lapse

thereby becomes a mechanism for ex post adverse selection, a

dynamic inefficiency in the insurance market that puts upward

pressure on premiums for those remaining in the risk pool.

Finkelstein et al. (2005) examine this issue in long-term care

insurance markets, conceptualizing lapse as a rational re-

sponse to a reevaluation of health risk. Empirically, the

authors find that respondents who have ‘ever let a LTCI policy

lapse’ are less likely to have a nursing home stay within 5 years

than similar respondents who bought and kept policies, pro-

viding support for their hypothesis that lapse represents ex post

adverse selection. However, the results may also be explained

by a moral hazard effect. Using more years of data and testing

for a broader variety of covered services and health status

measures not subject to moral hazard, Konetzka and Luo

(2011) find that lapse is driven more by financial reasons than

health-related reasons, resulting in a healthier insured pool

remaining. Individuals who lapse are generally poorer, less

educated, less healthy, and more likely to be racial and ethnic

minorities than those who retain their policies. Thus, although

ex post adverse selection may occur for some groups of pur-

chasers, it is not a primary driver of lapse and lapse as a whole

is unlikely to affect the risk pool adversely. In addition, lapse

rates are generally considered low in long-term care insurance

relative to other insurance markets.

Given the aging of the population and the associated need

for solid theory and evidence to inform public policy, the need

for further research on long-term care insurance markets is

great. Because long-term care insurance is different in marked

ways from acute care health insurance, lessons learned in

those markets may not be transferrable. To date, however, the

theoretical foundation and empirical evidence on purchase

and retention of long-term care insurance policies is far from

complete. Although a growing body of evidence supports the

existence of some degree of Medicaid crowd-out, the other

determinants of policy purchase and retention remain murky,

and evidence on the extent and nature of adverse selection is

sparse. Two areas in particular are in need of better theoretical

understanding and empirical research. First, although the role

of the spouse and extended family is central in long-term care

issues, still very little is understood about how intrafamily

decisions are made with respect to long-term care insurance

purchase and long-term care utilization. More sophisticated

modeling of joint decision-making about this issue is para-

mount. Second, the literature on private long-term care in-

surance largely ignores moral hazard. Clearly, insurance

ownership is only one key attribute of the market. Equally

important is how insured individuals behave once they be-

come insured. The significance of moral hazard – the utiliza-

tion of long-term care services that are due to the presence of

insurance and that would not be purchased without insurance

– parallels the significance of adverse selection. Both are im-

portant because they could alter the cost of the insurance and

thus the amount of the payout relative to the premiums.

Public Policy and Long-Term Care Insurance

Because long-term care is arguably the largest uninsured

healthcare risk facing the United States (and many other

countries) but political support for additional public coverage

has been weak, policymakers have long been interested in

finding ways to expand the private long-term care insurance

market. The most established and well-known program de-

signed to encourage purchase is the Partnership for Long-Term

Care program, a state-based program developed in the late

1980s and first implemented in California, Connecticut, In-

diana, and New York. The Deficit Reduction Act of 1995 en-

abled expansion of the program to other states. Under this

program, purchasers of private long-term care insurance pol-

icies that cover a given number of years of care are afforded

some degree of asset protection if and when they turn to

Medicaid after their private policy benefits are exhausted.

(Normally, Medicaid requires that individuals ‘spend down’

the majority of their assets before qualifying for benefits.) The

specific rules about the degree of asset protection vary from

state to state, but the two main models include a dollar-for-

dollar matching of the amount of maximum benefit pur-

chased with the amount of assets protected and a total asset

protection model, which requires the purchase of a fairly

comprehensive policy in return for total asset protection under

Medicaid. Although there have been no rigorous evaluations

of the program in the economics literature, estimates of take-

up and potential Medicaid savings have been fairly small, as

most people who purchased policies would have bought them

in the absence of the program. Policymakers therefore appear

supportive of the program but do not expect large expansions

of private long-term care insurance coverage as a result.

A second tactic employed by US policymakers in pursuit of

expanded private coverage is tax breaks, both state and federal,

designed to lower the effective purchase price of private long-

term care insurance policies. The Health Insurance Portability

and Accountability Act of 1996 allowed long-term care in-

surance premiums to be deductable as a medical expense in

calculating federal income taxes, similar to treatment of other

medical expenses and insurance. Courtemanche and He

(2009) studied the effect of the federal tax change on purchase

behavior and found that the tax deduction led to significantly

higher probability of purchase, on the order of a 25% increase

among those eligible for the tax break. However, that effect

translates to only a small increase in coverage across all se-

niors. Furthermore, they found that the loss in revenue to the

government exceeded the potential savings to Medicaid in

long-term care costs, leading to a net revenue loss. Similarly,

Goda (2011) examined the impact of state tax incentives on

private long-term care insurance coverage and the resulting

effect on Medicaid expenditures, finding that the average state

tax subsidy raised coverage by 28% and that the lost tax rev-

enue exceeded the savings to Medicaid. In both cases, the net

revenue loss was attributable largely to the fact that the part of

the wealth and income distribution that responds to the tax

incentives is generally not the part that relies on Medicaid.

Perhaps the most significant US public policy on this issue

to date was the Community Living Assistance Services and

Supports (CLASS) Act, passed as part of the Patient Protection

and Affordable Care Act of 2010 but subsequently repealed

when it was found to be financially unviable. CLASS was in-

tended to reduce the uninsured risk of substantial long-term

care costs by establishing an entirely voluntary, private-

premium-funded, but publicly administered long-term care
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insurance program. By statute, individuals who paid pre-

miums for a minimum of 5 years and were working for

at least 3 of those years would have been potentially eligible

for benefits if they stayed in the program and reached an

appropriate level of need, levels that would be similar to

eligibility triggers used in private long-term care insurance. It

was designed to be an ‘opt-out’ system such that employers

could choose to participate or not, but if they chose to par-

ticipate, employees would be automatically enrolled with the

option to drop out if they chose. The benefits would be worth

at least US$50 per day and would be available for a variety of

long-term care services, not just nursing homes, but the

benefit would be tied in some way to long-term service use (as

opposed to a pure cash benefit). Most of the details of the

design of the program were left to the ‘discretion of the Sec-

retary’ (of Health and Human Services), but key restrictive

attributes were written into the statute, including a require-

ment that the program be financially self-sustaining with no

taxpayer subsidies for 75 years. Given the minimal require-

ments for eligibility and voluntary nature of the program,

serious concerns about the potential for adverse selection

made it impossible to design a premium structure that would

meet the sustainability requirement. It was also unclear how

the existence of a program like CLASS would affect the private

long-term care insurance market as it stands today, but the rise

and demise of CLASS underscores the need to better under-

stand the private long-term care insurance market and the role

that it can play as public policy toward long-term care finan-

cing evolves.

Conclusion

Theories and empirical evidence drawn from other types of

health insurance may not apply to private long-term care in-

surance, as long-term care is distinct in several key ways.

Family members, especially spouses and adult children, are

hypothesized to play significant roles in decisions about long-

term care insurance, yet the empirical evidence on the role of

family is remarkably inconsistent and sparse. The market is

small relative to other types of health insurance, with only

12% of the elderly population in the US holding policies.

However, other than Medicaid crowd-out, the evidence on

why people purchase or do not purchase policies is fairly

weak, and policy efforts to expand the market have not been

very successful. Given the existence of Medicaid as a safety net

payer and the ability of the upper end of the wealth and in-

come distribution to self-insure, it may be that the current size

of the private long-term care insurance market is somewhat of

a steady state. If that is the case, then the potential for market

failures such as adverse selection and moral hazard – already

of more concern in long-term care insurance markets than in

other health insurance markets – becomes more of a threat to

the stability of the market. Increases in adverse selection

through advances in technology such as genetic testing, for

example, could have serious implications for the existence of

the market if it remains small.

Economists have identified and focused on these distinct

features of long-term care insurance in a growing body of

work. But despite the importance for public policy of eco-

nomic theory and empirical evidence on long-term care in-

surance, significant gaps remain in the understanding of this

market. As states and nations struggle with strategies to reduce

the substantial individual and public risk of long-term care

costs associated with aging populations, it will become in-

creasingly important to fill these gaps.

See also: Access and Health Insurance. Aging: Health at Advanced
Ages. Health Insurance and Health. Health Status in the Developing
World, Determinants of. Healthcare Safety Net in the US. Long-Term
Care. Mandatory Systems, Issues of. Moral Hazard. Performance of
Private Health Insurers in the Commercial Market. Private Insurance
System Concerns. Risk Selection and Risk Adjustment.
Supplementary Private Insurance in National Systems and the USA
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Glossary
Asymmetric information A situation in which the parties

to a transaction have different amounts or kinds of

information as when, for example, physicians have a greater

knowledge than patients of the likely effectiveness of drugs

while the patients have greater knowledge of the likely

impact of drugs on their family circumstances.

Externality An externality is a consequence of an action

by one individual or group for others. There may be

external costs and benefits. Some are pecuniary, affecting

only the value of other resources (as when a new

innovation makes a previously valuable resource obsolete);

some are technological, physically affecting other people

(communicable disease is a classic example of this type of

negative externality); some are utility effects that impinge

on the subjective values of others (as when, for example,

one person feels distress at the sickness of another, or relief

at their recovery).

Market failure Markets in healthcare are notable for

’failing’ on a number of grounds, including asymmetry of

information between producers (medical professionals of

all kinds) and consumers (patients actual and potential);

distorted agency relationships, failure of patients to behave

in accordance with the axioms of rational choice theory;

incomplete markets, especially those for risk; monopoly;

externalities and the presence of public goods.

Obese Individuals are classified as obese when their body

mass index (weight in kilograms divided by squared height

in meters) exceeds 30.

Oligopoly A departure from competitive markets, where

the number of sellers is small, so that each adopts strategic

behaviour by taking into account the behaviour of others.

Overweight Individuals are classified as overweight when

their body mass index is between 25 and 30.

Productivity The amount of output or effect per unit of

input in a period of time.

Utility Variously defined in the history of economics. Two

dominant interpretations are hedonistic utility, which

equates utility with pleasure, desire fulfilment, or

satisfaction; and preference-based utility, which defines

utility as a real-valued function that represents a person’s

preference ordering.

Introduction

Rapid increases in overweight and obesity prevalence rates over

the last few decades, accompanied (and caused) by widespread

dietary imbalances, are imposing huge burdens on health care

systems and reducing the quality of life of populations around

the world. These trends are not limited to the developed world

alone, where there is talk of an ‘obesity epidemic,’ but also

apply to several developing, transition, and middle-income

countries. Between 1991 and 2008, the obesity prevalence rate

in the UK grew from 14% to 25.4%, whereas in the US the

percentage of obese individuals rose from 23.3% to 35.4%.

Several countries undergoing economic transition have also

witnessed a parallel ‘nutrition transition,’ characterized by sig-

nificant increases in energy density, fat, sugar and salt content of

local diets, and spiraling rates of overweight and obesity

prevalence and associated disease costs. For example, 77% of

Mexican men and 66% of women are now overweight, and

Mexico is in the top tier of countries in obesity league tables.

In this article, the authors discuss the main macro-

economic causes and consequences of poor diets, obesity, and

associated noncommunicable disease. The counterfactual im-

plications of a movement toward better diets, and policy

measures available to governments to improve diets are also

discussed. Attention is restricted to the aggregate level – sector,

economy, or population-wide issues – with microeconomic,

individual/household level issues discussed only when rele-

vant to the aggregate picture (government policies, applicable

at the population level, are considered macro even if they

work by affecting incentives at an individual level).

Causes

The debate about the attribution of obesity to economic factors

has grown along with obesity rates in developed countries. A

variety of factors – including genetic, psychological, and social

drivers – have been put forward as potential causes. These are all

relevant in explaining heterogeneity in weight within a cross

section of people, but are consistent only to a limited extent with

the speed of observed rise in the overall proportion of overweight

and obese individuals over the last two decades. Because rapid

changes are more likely to be rooted in socioeconomic factors,

the role of economics in explaining the so-called obesity epi-

demic has gained prominence. Weight change is a function of

the difference between calorie intake change and energy ex-

penditure (physical activity) change (although some researchers

also attribute a role to diet quality, for example, proportion of

energy sourced from fat). Estimates of average daily per capita

calorie intakes over the period 1991–2007 show a 7.8% increase
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for the UK, a 6.8% increase for the US (and a 9.9% increase for

developing countries, although in their case a proportion of this

is a welcome improvement to the calorie intakes of the under-

nourished). The US has also experienced a substantial rise in fat

intake (þ 14.1%). Economic drivers are seen as fundamental to

these changes.

Technological Change and Commodity Prices

The argument that has gained most consensus in explaining

the growth in obesity rates is related to the impact of tech-

nological change. Technical progress has rapidly increased

agricultural productivity and lowered the cost of food. Fur-

thermore, this trend has been uneven across foods, as the

relative price of industrial and processed foods (and raw in-

puts like sugar) has declined at a faster pace compared to raw

foods like fruits and vegetables. Figure 1 shows how prod-

uctivity in the cereal sector has sharply risen over the last two

decades, even in countries like the UK (þ 15%) and the US

(þ 47%), where yields were already very high and much

higher than the world average (þ 29%).

The sharp decline in real commodity prices shown in

Figure 2, together with the relatively small but regular increase

in incomes, has contributed to the rise in calorie intakes

observed in developed countries. In developing countries –

especially in transition countries where income growth has

been much more substantial – the effect on calorie intakes is

even stronger, which explains why many of these countries are

now experiencing rapidly rising obesity rates while still being

affected by food insecurity. Technological change also matters

to the other term in the weight change equation, calorie ex-

penditure, and this effect is possibly even more influential

than commodity price decline or income growth. There is

strong evidence that jobs have become much more sedentary,

and that physical activity has been transferred from paid

working time to costly leisure time.

In summary, technological change has made calorie con-

sumption progressively cheaper, whereas raising the costs

(including time costs) of calorie expenditure.

Food Availability and Globalization

On the supply-side, particularly in developed countries, the

increased availability of ‘junk food,’ defined as calorie-dense

foods high in fats, sugar and salt has been also blamed (in

developing and transition countries, increased livestock

product consumption has similarly been blamed). From an

economist’s perspective, unless one accepts the asymmetric

information assumption or some sort of oligopoly due to

market segmentation, an increase in production of junk foods

can be explained either by higher profitability for the industry

or by the increased consumer demand. The former explan-

ation can be traced back to the technological change hy-

pothesis, as processing of commodities into energy-dense

packaged foods has become cheaper over time. Growing de-

mand (and consumption) would reflect changing preferences

toward these foods compared to healthier dietary options, but

no data exists to test this hypothesis over time.
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Increased globalization and trade openness have played an

important part, particularly in many developing countries.

This is partly considered a cultural (demand-side) effect,

sometimes called ‘coca-colonization,’ wherein unhealthy

dietary patterns first established in developed countries are

emulated by developing country consumers, with increased

globalization and trade openness facilitating availability. On

the supply-side, returns to scale afforded by new developing

country markets can be exploited by large food manufacturers

and multinationals, enabling even cheaper production of

processed food already benefiting from lowered cost of pro-

duction as a result of technological change.

Other Factors

A strong association between obesity rates and income dis-

parities, which has been observed based on geographical

comparison, may well hold across time considering that in-

equalities have been increasing in several countries over the

years. Increase in female labor participation has been also

proposed as a potential explanation for the decline in dietary

quality and the consequent weight increase, especially for the

younger generations. However, the link is not as clear as for

technological change. Although there are studies showing that

such an effect exists, it only explains a small portion of the

observed growth in weight. Rapid urbanization is a further

factor that has been associated with increasing obesity rates in

developed countries mainly because life is thought to be more

sedentary in cities, although it is difficult to define the causal

direction of this relationship. Other economics-related ex-

planations lie in the dramatic progress in medical treatment

for obesity-related conditions, with a consequent decline in

perceived risks which may work as a rational disincentive to

conducting a healthy lifestyle.

Insufficient or biased (asymmetric) information (e.g.,

through advertising), often invoked as a driver for unhealthy

behaviors at the individual level, is an unlikely determinant at

the aggregate level, unless one assumes that the quality of nu-

trition and health information has worsened over the last two

decades, despite most obesity policies having been targeted at

public communication. The same argument holds for the role

of education, an important explanatory factor for micro-level

heterogeneity, but not particularly relevant (or even beneficial)

when looking at the time series of obesity rates.

More recently, the focus of economists has turned to in-

dividual behavioral factors – especially behavioral failures –

such as inconsistent time preferences, addiction, and lack of

self-control. As in the case of genetics or other biological fac-

tors, it is quite difficult to bring conclusive evidence on the

role played by these individual-level factors. To do so, one has

to once more accept that behavior at the population level (or

its distribution) has rapidly changed over time, for which there

is insufficient evidence, given available data.

Effects

Unhealthy diets in combination with lower physical activity

levels and obesity have been linked to a range of non-

communicable diseases (NCDs), including several types of

cancer, coronary heart disease, stroke, type II diabetes, osteo-

porosis, and osteoarthritis. There are a number of pathways

from diets and physical activity to these diseases. Primarily

through calorie balance (although there is some evidence that

diet quality matters too), there is an impact on overweight and

obesity, which are directly linked to many of these diseases.

Overweight and obesity may also operate through inter-

mediary conditions, such as hypertension and dyslipidemia to

raise the risk of contracting some of these diseases. In add-

ition, diets and physical activity may directly (rather than

operating through an effect on risk of obesity) affect NCD risk,

or through intermediary conditions as noted above. These

effects impose a range of costs on the macroeconomy, classi-

fied as direct (medical) and indirect (productivity), as de-

scribed below. Available estimates are largely for developed

countries (see, e.g., http://www.youtube.com/watchv=mfnw

ZrLKfoo), and there is a significant paucity of developing

country cost estimates.

Direct Costs

The bulk of cost estimates relating to unhealthy diets and

obesity relates to direct costs arising from increased medical

expenditure on diagnosis, treatment, and management. A

range of methods have been used in estimating these, ranging

from cohort studies, where medical costs arising among

groups of subjects varying by body mass index (BMI) ranges

are examined over several years, to regression models, to

studies based on dynamic simulation models of the relation-

ship between BMI and NCD risks. These studies frequently

extrapolate from study samples to the national population.

Costs accruing to the national economy have been found to be

substantial, as can be seen from Table 1, although it is worth

noting the comparability across studies is complicated by

Table 1 A selection of estimates of obesity costs

Country Direct costs Indirect costs Notes

UK $3 billion $10.5 billion 2001 costs of elevated BMI
China $5.8 billion $43.5 billion 2000 costs. Includes separate diet, activity, and obesity pathways
USA� $147 billion 2008 estimate

�Indirect costs for US not included here because available estimates are dated and/or partial in coverage.

Source: Reproduced from McPherson, K., Marsh, T. and Brown, M. (2007). Tackling obesities: Future choices: Modeling future trends in obesity and the impact on health. London:

Government Office for Science; Popkin, B. M., Kim, S., Rusev, E. R., Du, S. and Zizza, C. (2006). Measuring the full economic costs of diet, physical activity and obesity-related

chronic diseases. Obesity Reviews 7: 271–293, and Finkelstein, E., Trogdon, J., Cohen, J. and Dietz, W. (2009). Annual medical spending attributable to obesity: Payer and service-

specific estimates. Health Affairs 28: w822–w831.
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differing protocols, methods and pathways and components

taken into account (e.g., consideration of costs arising from

obesity alone vs. costs arising from diet quality as well as

obesity). A key issue in cost estimation relates to ‘lifetime

costs’ – whether medical cost savings due to early mortality

caused by obesity offsets the increased medical costs accrued

during the lifetime of overweight and obese individuals. The

limited research available on this issue is inconclusive, and

this remains an area for future research.

Indirect Costs

Indirect costs of obesity estimated in the literature encompass

a range of nonmedical costs relating to productivity loss. These

include absenteeism, disability, premature mortality, and

presenteeism. Absenteeism and disability costs arise from time

taken out of work due to obesity-related conditions. Pre-

mature mortality costs arise when workers die before retire-

ment age due to obesity-related disorders. Presenteeism

captures lowered efficiency at work arising from obesity-re-

lated disorders. There is debate about the extent to which lost

time at work equates to lost productivity, because harder work

from those present at work may compensate for time–input

loss arising from obesity. As in the case of direct costs, avail-

able studies differ in terms of what they cover under indirect

costs, and there are numerous measurement problems,

prominent among these being distinguishing correlation from

causation in measuring the effect of obesity on indirect costs.

Table 1 shows that indirect costs can be very substantial, and

can exceed direct costs by a significant margin in some

countries.

Available estimates of the total burden of overweight and

obesity, including direct as well as indirect costs, range from

0.2% to 0.6% of GDP in the developed west. For China, the

estimate is as high as 4% of GDP.

Contemplating Hypothetical Scenarios: What Would
the Implications of Improved Diets Be?

The flip side of the earlier discussion on how changes in food

consumption patterns have contributed to unhealthy dietary

outcomes and NCDs, are the questions: (1) what would the

larger sectoral/economy-wide implications of improved diets

be and (2) what policies are needed to get there?

A sparse literature exists that estimates (simulates) the

implications of moving toward recommended dietary norms,

such as the World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines, at

the population level. These show that the biggest negative

consumption impacts would be on the animal products

(meat, animal fats, and dairy products), vegetable oil, and feed

cereal sectors. In Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD) countries, for example, consumption

of animal products would shrink by between 15% and 30%, if

WHO norms are to be met. However, the largest global effects

would be generated by lowering meat consumption in rapidly

growing economies such as China rather than in OECD

countries.

Health benefits from such adherence to norms are likely to

be substantially higher in developed and transitioning coun-

tries, where overnutrition is a more pressing concern, than in

developing countries. However, patterns of international trade

in agricultural products and general equilibrium effects imply

that the effects of consumption changes in any large country

or sets of countries are likely to be felt in other parts of the

world, particularly developing countries. For example, a sig-

nificant reduction in meat consumption in major markets,

such as the EU, US, Canada, and Japan would have a sub-

stantial effect, notably a sharp increase in short-run un-

employment in a large meat-exporting country such as Brazil.

There is little evidence available to indicate that a global

movement toward healthier diets can do much to enhance

food and nutrition security in developing areas. The key im-

plications of such movements are for meat consumption and

for cereals used as feed. Although meat-exporting developing

countries may suffer from reduced export opportunities, wheat

and rice, the main staples used in developing countries have

been shown to be little affected by such changes. However, it

must be noted that the potential supply response from de-

veloping countries of a movement toward increased fruit and

vegetable consumption is an area that has not been investi-

gated thoroughly.

Policy for Better Diets

If overweight and obesity are accepted to be the outcome of

individual utility maximizing decisions, then the economic

rationale for public policy intervention has to be market

failure. Foremost among these is externalities; people who

choose to be overweight do not bear the full social cost of their

actions, they are partially borne by others to the extent that

health care is subsidized and employment law guarantees

wages are paid when obesity-related ill health forces time off

work. A second market failure occurs if information is im-

perfect, perfect information being a precondition for the in-

formed choice underpinning utility maximization. Finally,

food markets may display imperfect competition, specifically

resulting in competition centered around advertising; food is

an advertising-intensive industry, particularly fast food, con-

fectionary, savory snacks, and soft drinks, largely viewed as

principal culprits of the growth in obesity, particularly in the

developed world.

In reality, governments also justify intervention for none-

conomic reasons, notable among these being the correction of

health inequalities (the socially deprived show a higher

prevalence of obesity). Acting to change social norms has been

used as a further justification for action; essentially this means

changing people’s utility functions so that they choose to

weigh less, comparison being made with the successes in

changing attitudes to drunk-driving, smoking in public places,

and wearing seat belts when driving. Children are often seen

as a special case for whom more overt intervention to control

is justified. More recently, behavioral economists have fo-

cussed attention on widespread systematic divergence from

the rational behavior assumed by neoclassical economic

models, arguing that such ‘behavioral failures’ have been ex-

ploited by the food industry to encourage higher consumption
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of processed foods; benevolent paternalism, it is argued can

similarly exploit such behavioral failures to nudge people

toward choosing healthier lifestyles they themselves would

prefer (helping them to maximize their individual utilities).

The policy responses can be usefully grouped into two

main categories, those actions centered around information

and those which more directly intervene in markets. The ac-

tions which have been taken are shown in Table 2.

Of the information actions, public information campaigns

exploit media communication and other social marketing

tools to improve individual and social knowledge about

health issues connected to food habits, and may be directed at

any kind of target population. It is by far the most common

healthy eating policy, together with education interventions.

The aims may be simply to better inform people (e.g., about

the health risks of obesity), or to change social norms. Ad-

vertising controls (bans) could in principle be used to limit

advertising to adults and children if it was believed that all

ages were encouraged to overeat by commercial advertising,

though in practice, the measures have only been applied to

children, presumably because it would be considered overly

paternalistic to take such measures for adults. Nutrition edu-

cation actions could likewise be used for adults or children,

but have in practice only been used for children in schools.

Nutrition labeling is essential to informed choices because the

nutritional composition, notably number of calories, in foods,

particularly processed foods, cannot be easily assessed, even by

food scientists. Some form of labeling of the nutritional

content of processed foods is compulsory in many developed

countries and common even when not compulsory; the de-

bate now is over the most effective form of communication

using simplified messages, such as traffic lights to represent

high, medium, or low levels of the major nutrients. There is a

move toward extending labeling to food eaten outside the

home in restaurant chains selling standardized products such

as hamburgers.

Market intervention measures are less common. Fiscal

measures have been proposed and widely assessed (simulated)

by economists. On the positive side, taxes on unhealthy foods

could be used to make people pay the full social cost of the

food they eat, including the health care and economic prod-

uctivity loss costs. Subsidies for healthy foods such as fruits

and vegetables could be similarly justified as aligning social

and private costs. The counterargument is that taxes would be

regressive (the poor spend a higher share of their incomes on

food), though there is some debate as to whether a fiscally

neutral system where the subsidy cost exactly matches the tax

revenue would suffer in this way. In any case, the measure

would be highly unpopular with the food industry, and gov-

ernments have not gone down this route, though small taxes,

especially on soda, are widespread in the United States. One

fiscal measure that has been employed, albeit to a limited

extent, is subsidies, in the form of vouchers, to low-income

households for the purchase of specific healthy foods. This is a

promising area as it also addresses the issue of health in-

equalities, but may be deemed too expensive to apply in

anything other than a very limited manner.

The other measures are all designed to influence the avail-

ability of foods, or rather nutrients. These tend to be targeted at

diet quality more often than obesity per se, particularly measures

to encourage food reformulation to reduce levels of salt, satur-

ated fat, and trans fat in processed food; and measures to pro-

mote convenience stores in low-income areas to carry fruits and

vegetables (the premise being that people in these areas without

cars cannot access healthy food). The school food environment

is commonly regulated to control the availability of junk foods

(in canteens or vending machines) and the menus of meals (less

chips, sausages, chicken nuggets, and hamburgers; and more

salad, fruits, and vegetables). Menu control in public sector

workplaces has been considered, but not widely applied.

See also: Macroeconomy and Health
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Table 2 Classification of policy actions

Information measures
Public information campaigns
Advertising controls
Nutrition education
Nutritional labeling
Nutritional information on menus

Measures to change the market environment
Fiscal measures

Tax/subsidies on foods to the population at large
Subsidies to disadvantaged consumers

Regulate meals
School meals (including vending machine bans and provision of
free fruits and vegetables)
Workplace canteen meals

Nutrition-related standards
Government action to encourage private sector action
Availability measures for disadvantaged consumers
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Prologue: Lags Tend to Obscure What is Known

The best known ‘facts’ about the macroeconomics of health

are that rich nations are healthier and spend more on medical

care than poor nations, but that additional wealth or spending

may not add much to life expectancy after some threshold

level has been exceeded (Figure 1(a)–(c)). A fact that receives

insufficient attention is that any major macroeconomic

change takes time, often quite a long time. An often repeated

but generally incorrect ‘fact’ is that population aging and

health risks (obesity and cancer) are major drivers of aggregate

spending growth.

Macroeconomists focus on large-scale issues at the national

or global level – growth, distribution, business cycles, money,

and finances – rather than the micro individual rational

choice decisions examined by most health economists. Mac-

roeconomists tend to use time series methods and address

dynamics rather than the cross-sectional methods and com-

parative statics of micro studies. Analyzing when and how

change occurs forces more explicit consideration of lags, het-

erogeneity, and variance – and of the differences between

micro and macro processes that might superficially appear to

be the same.

Some notable disparities addressed in this article are the

contrast between the quick, anticipatory movements of finan-

cial markets and the slow inertial flow of complex health care

systems (smoothing that renders regular business cycles almost

invisible); discrepancies in the determinants of spending be-

tween the individual micro level (illness) and the national

macro level (per capita gross domestic product (GDP) – with a

lag); and divergences in sustainable rates of growth.

Mortality and GDP

During the past 200 years, many parts of the world experi-

enced unprecedented growth in material well being and

human health. In the UK, real income per capita rose 10-fold

while life expectancy doubled. Demographic transition and

the industrial revolution brought similar improvement in the

US, France, Germany, Sweden, Japan, and most developed

nations. The massive effect of modern economic development

on human conditions is well known and beyond dispute. The

timing and uneven distribution of such gains is less well rec-

ognized. What has become increasingly evident in recent re-

search is that the relationship between ‘GDP’ and ‘Health,’

although quite strong and clearly causal, is far from simple.

Long Lags

Any major social change takes time and rests on many pre-

conditions, making a precise dating of a ‘starting point’ at best

imprecise, and possibly misleading. That said, a reasonable

consensus among the economic historians and macro-

economists who study growth is that the industrial revolution

began around 1775 (7 75 years) and was well established by

1850, although wider diffusion and follow-on benefits con-

tinued through much of the twentieth century. Therein lies the

rub. Although the surge of innovation and economic devel-

opment was manifestly widespread in nineteenth century

Dickensian England, the industrial revolution in 1850 – and

for a long time thereafter – is associated with widespread

misery and substantial declines in life expectancy. The data

presented by Angus Maddison are consistent with the fol-

lowing rather loose and lengthy causal chain: A burst of

productivity-enhancing innovations (steam engine and factory

work) starting around 1780 allowed rapid growth in popu-

lation and trade, which eventually (20–50 years later) led to

rising average incomes and material well-being of individuals,

which in turn (after another 20–50 years) led to a rise in

human life expectancy. Some details of timing, paths, and

dynamics of this process are discussed in section Growth,

Business Cycles, and the Long Run below.

Business Cycles and Employment

Figure 2 compares ‘total’ and ‘health’ employment in the US

1990–2010 and reveals two major macro conclusions: The

health sector is growing much faster than the rest of the

economy (rising share), and that growth is much steadier

(lower variance). The jagged seasonal variation very evident in

total employment is almost nonexistent in health care. The

significant deviations from trend due to recessions in

1990–91, 2001, and 2007–09 readily discernable in total em-

ployment are also missing. Instead, health employment shows

an almost steady upward incline throughout this 20-year

period and for earlier decades as well.

The health sector’s lack of response to recession is evident in

Figure 2(b). The ‘great recession’ officially dated as beginning in

the fourth quarter of 2007 appears here as a slowdown in rate of

job growth starting after a peak (2.1%) in March 2006, which

then went below the long-run sustainable rate of increase

(0.9%) in November 2007 and turned negative in May 2008,

finally reaching a trough in August 2009 when jobs were dis-

appearing at a 5% annual rate. Only after June 2010 did job

growth turn positive, and it will still be a number of years before

overall US employment again reaches the previous level (139

million) and even longer (perhaps 5–7 years) to compensate for

the intervening population growth. In contrast, growth in

health employment continued to increase throughout 2007 and

decelerated moderately after that. The great recession, to the

extent that is visible at all in health care, shows up as a slight

dampening in a continuing high rate of growth 2 years after the

most massive economic downturn since the depression.
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Unemployment and Mortality

Employment (and its obverse, unemployment) is a main in-

dicator of economic growth. Hence, it seems reasonable that

more employment (unemployment) should be associated

with higher survival (mortality). Indeed economic historians

traced the path of medieval economic fluctuations correlating

the price of grain with mortality rates. Twentieth century

policy makers often pointed to the adverse effects of un-

employment on population health as a justification for

countercyclical monetary and fiscal interventions. The research

and legislative testimony of M. Harvey Brenner quantifying the
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expected number of lives lost for each additional percent of

unemployment became so well known that the association of

unemployment with mortality was widely referred to as the

‘Brenner Hypothesis.’ The strong long-run and cross-sectional

connection between GDP and mortality made it seem like

‘common sense’ that a similar short-run relationship should

hold. However, Jose Granados, Hugh Gravelle, Audrey

Laporte, Jes Sogaard, Adam Wagstaff, and others attempting to

empirically verify the Brenner hypothesis reported great dif-

ficulty in doing so. In a seminal paper in 2000, Christopher

Ruhm reported compelling evidence that recessions were in

fact associated with less, rather than greater, mortality – and

was able to explain why. Briefly and incompletely put, Ruhm

and others have shown that unemployment and the con-

comitant reduction in general economic activity is associated

with changes in behavior and consumption (less driving,

more exercise, etc.) that reduce contemporaneous mortality

without affecting long-run mortality very much. This is espe-

cially true for deaths due to accidents, cardiovascular disease,

births, and some other medical conditions, whereas the con-

verse holds for suicide and some other causes of death where

acute stress may play a greater role. The conclusion that un-

employment lowers mortality rates, although considered

counterintuitive 20 years ago, has been so frequently con-

firmed empirically that most informed researchers would now

consider it conventional – even though much of the public

still thinks unemployment causes mortality rather than the

reverse.

Some of the public confusion arises because these macro

results apply to aggregate population mortality rates rather

than the typical individual results that people ‘see for them-

selves.’ A negative macro correlation between unemployment

and mortality does not imply that unemployment is healthy

for the individual who loses a job. Indeed, there is compel-

ling research showing that unemployment is highly damaging

to the individual who is laid off. Daniel Sullivan and Til von

Wachter report that involuntarily unemployed workers suffer

a 10–15% increase in annual mortality rates that persists for

at least 20 years, reducing average life expectancy by 1–1.5

years. Jason Lindo reports that parental job loss substantially

reduces birthweight and child health, while Gerard Van den

Berg, Maarten Lindeboom, and France Portrait show that

infants born during economic crises in the nineteenth

century had reduced life expectancies. These results make it

clear that the impact of job loss on individual health

(micro effect) is quite different from the macro effect on

population rates.

Spending

Expenditures on health care have increased rapidly in all de-

veloped (Organization for Economic Co-operation and De-

velopment (OECD)) countries over the past five decades, with

total spending rising more than 1000% in most countries due

to inflation, demography, technology, income, and other fac-

tors. However, the relative contribution of each factor is often

uncertain, variable over time and across countries, as well as

being subject to inertia and lags of varying lengths.

Inflation and ‘Real’ Expenditures

Differences in the nominal value of money over time and

across countries cause large yet presumably unimportant dif-

ferences in measured spending. If medical transactions were

simple spot exchanges and price indexes were perfect, adjust-

ment using deflators and exchange rates would not be an

econometric problem. Instead, medical transactions are usu-

ally complex, involving group contracts and institutional

interactions extending over years or decades. In such a context,

inflation and purchasing power parity discrepancies will often

distort measures of ‘real’ health expenditures.

To sidestep real versus nominal issues quantifying resource

use within a country, region, township, or household by share

of GDP (or of consumption, income, employment, etc.) may

sometimes be preferable. However, the inertial response of

health care systems to macroeconomic forces means that

short-run shifts in shares are more apt to come from delays

and measurement errors than substantial changes in real re-

source use. This is shown below with data from Canada during

a spike of inflation in 1974. The measured health share of

GDP fell from 0.073 to 0.069, whereas the share of employ-

ment in health increased. It is most likely that the real share of

economic activity devoted to health was rising rather than

falling in 1974.

Year 1972 1973 1974 1975
Inflation 5.6% 8.9% 14.4% 9.8%
Nurses 1 52 005 1 59 274 1 68 530 1 77 182
Health share of GDP 7.3 7.0 6.9 7.4
Fraction of employment 0.0180 0.0180 0.0183 0.0189

One way such systematic errors are generated is by delaying

wage increases. In a study by Getzen and Kendix, wages of

health care workers were estimated to have a secular increase

of 0.6% above that of other workers and respond essentially

1:1 to inflation – but with a lag. When inflation goes up (or

down), less than half of that change in the rate of inflation is

reflected in health care wages in the current year, and even

after 2 years, about one-fourth of any shift is still waiting to

trickle into the health sector.

Wages¼ 0:6%þ 1:02 CPI� 0:61DCPI0�1 � 0:11DCPI1�2

If it takes 18 or 24 months for changes in the general level

of prices to be reflected in the wages of health care workers,

significantly longer than for most employees, then measured

labor will appear to be significantly below(above) real em-

ployment whenever inflation is rising(falling), even though

the long-run effect of general price inflation is neutral. Similar

distortions arise when purchasing power parities (PPPs) de-

viate widely from exchange rates. Internationally traded items,

such as pharmaceuticals, are priced in international currency

units, whereas wages and physician services reflect domestic

(PPP) equivalents.

Income Effects

Measurement and estimation of income effects are even more

affected by lags and inertial response. In Figure 3(a), the
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1990–93 recession in Finland and the subsequent decline in

national health expenditures occurring after a lag of 2 years is

clearly visible. Yet when the same data are presented as a

scattergram in Figure 3(b), the correlation between GDP

growth and health expenditures growth is almost entirely

obscured. Only once allowances are made for delayed re-

sponse spread out over several years does the correlation again

become clear, as in Figure 3(c), which plots annual expend-

iture increases against a lagging 3-year moving average of GDP

growth.

Health care spending depends on permanent income,

which changes slowly over time. Even after a decision to spend

more (or less) has been made, the rigidity of budgets and

licensed professions delays implementation. With slowly

evolving expectations regarding permanent income and com-

plex institutional inertia, the impact of current changes in

GDP are barely apparent in contemporaneous spending. Es-

timation across a panel of OECD countries from 1961 to 2008

indicates an average lag of 2 or more years before changes in

per capita GDP affect health care spending.

%HE¼ 0:035þ 0:13GDP0 þ 0:32GDP�1 þ 0:33GDP�2

þ0:15GDP�3 þ 0:10GDP�4 þ 0:13GDP�5

�0:26DCPI0�1 � 0:16DCPI1�2
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What is not so apparent in this single equation estimate on

panel data encompassing 17 countries and 46 years is that the

lags between measured current income and changes in

spending vary substantially from country to country, by the

particular type of health spending (research, physician, hos-

pital, and dental) and even from one time period to the next.

Table 1 provides coefficients estimated for several categories of

health expenditures within the US for 1960–2009. The average

lag for all categories of spending combined is a little over

3 years, but varies from less than 2 years for personal out-of-

pocket spending and drugs to more than 4 years for hospitals.

Presumably, more detailed accounting would reveal an even

greater range, perhaps just a month or two for bandages and

over-the-counter medicines but close to a decade or more for

construction of new buildings.

500 Observations can robustly establish that lags occur and

that they vary, but is hardly able to specify the range and shape

of those variations or to identify the many institutional fea-

tures that cause responses to be delayed. Kenneth Arrow’s

classic 1963 paper focuses on uncertainty with regard to in-

cidence (risk) and quality (effectiveness) as the cause of spe-

cial characteristics in the health care market. The first risk, is

dealt with primarily through pooled financing. Third party

insurance, whether government or private, builds a structural

lag into the link between income and expenditure. Premiums

are set well in advance and based on expectations – that is, on

a form of permanent rather than temporary income.

Although demand side buffering causes some lags, the

more significant institutional rigidities that Arrow identifies

occur on the supply side – licensure, cost shifting, nonprofit

community organization, and other barriers. Adjustment of

physician supply is enmeshed in traditional educational insti-

tutions that are resistant to change, so much so that any

equilibrium must be considered heavily punctuated if not os-

sified. From 1980 to 2005, US population grew 23% and real

health expenditures per capita grew 187%, but just one new

medical school was built and the number of US medical

graduates rose by only 2% (from 15 632 to 15 962). The shift

to produce more graduates carried out in the early 1960s

reverberated for more than 30 years (the average length of

professional practice), but the grudging and belated accom-

modation of growth through the professional supply chain

indicates how inertial the medical care system can be.

Expectations prevalent during creation tend to get built in,

embedded in the processes and organizations by which a

medical financing system operates. The Medicare and Medic-

aid programs in the US were conceived during a period of

endless growth and bright technological promise and thus

were designed to increase the wages of health workers, to

subsidize the construction of hospitals, and to support ex-

perimental treatments through generous funding. Enactment

in 1965 promoted the rise of Academic Medical Centers, so-

phisticated subspecialty practice and rapid increases in health

spending. Only after the Oil Producing Economies Oil Crisis

and recession of 1974 dimmed, the once rosy economic out-

look was a serious attempt made to control (rather than ex-

pand) the growth of medical spending. Yet grafting cost

controls onto an expansionary system has proven difficult.

Decades later these two government payment programs, ori-

ginally just 2% of GDP, are projected to rise above 10% and

threaten the entire budget process. Conversely, the UK Na-

tional Health System was established in a context of postwar

austerity in 1948. Although growth in UK spending has been

substantial, sometimes more than desired, it has usually been

below the OECD average and certainly well below the exces-

sive rates in the US.

Institutional forces are hard to quantify. Empirical esti-

mates of long-run trends (or curvature in trends) are difficult

to make and seldom compelling. That said, economic histor-

ians and theorists such as Daron Acemoglu, Philippe Aghion,

David Landes, Joel Mokyr, Douglass North, Mancur Olson,

Dani Rodrik, James Robinson, Paul Romer, Oliver Williamson,

and others have concluded that institutions are a primary

factor in economic growth and development. In the case of

health care, it seems apparent that macroeconomic factors

prevalent when the foundations are laid can continue to exert

an influence on spending for at least as long as the doctors and

politicians then present continue to exist and perhaps as long

as the defining institutional structures (licensure, voluntary

nonprofit hospitals, and insurance pools) endure.

Population Demographics and Aging

Population can be a neutral denominator by which costs or

mortality are scaled. There is little evidence to contradict the

simple notion that a group or nation two (or twenty) times

the size of another differs in costs or mortality per person (or

per thousand or per million, holding other factors constant).

Growth (or decline) makes the situation more complex, as the

Table 1 Growth in real health expenditures (%) as function of lagged GDP growth: US 1960–2009

Constant rGDP-0 rGDP-1 rGDP-2 rGDP-3 rGDP-4 rGDP-5 Deflator-0 Deflator-1 Time R2

US – Total NHE 0.046 0.17 0.07 0.04 0.19 0.29 0.23 � 0.28 � 0.12 � 0.0006 0.702
Hospital 0.068 � 0.17 0.06 0.06 0.14 0.39 0.24 � 0.15 0.25 � 0.0011 0.705
Physician 0.044 0.03 0.36 0.14 0.13 0.37 0.03 � 0.52 � 0.69 � 0.0006 0.312
Dental 0.009 0.36 0.16 0.22 0.18 0.22 0.32 � 0.41 0.07 � 0.0002 0.311
Pharmaceutical � 0.071 0.73 0.34 0.70 0.71 0.09 0.15 � 1.04 � 0.95 0.0016 0.457
LTC 0.058 0.22 0.65 0.45 0.18 0.54 0.35 � 0.67 0.03 � 0.0013 0.662
Insurance administration 0.064 0.17 0.44 0.26 0.34 0.57 0.49 � 0.57 0.12 � 0.0013 0.470
Out of pocket � 0.006 0.43 0.26 0.13 0.11 0.26 0.00 � 0.57 � 0.53 � 0.0001 0.245

Abbreviations: LTC, long term care; NHE, national health expenditures; R2, r-squared.

Source: Author’s regressions from data at www.cms.gov/nationalhealthexpenddata (accessed 22.05.11).
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dynamics of changing dependency ratios, disability, aging, and

time-to-death come into play. Births and deaths are the basic

building blocks of demographics, and both events are ex-

pensive. Although now discredited, the impression that

population aging itself was the important factor accounting

for rising national health expenditures probably arose be-

cause: (1) health care spending on the elderly was rising

rapidly, (2) health care spending was higher in nations with a

more elderly population, and (3) growing fiscal concern re-

garding how governments could pay for expected increases in

pensions and health care services. During the 1970s and

1980s, a number of ‘demographic models were constructed

that projected future health expenditures using a linear matrix

that mimicked the format used for projections of future

pension payouts (the ‘i’ are ‘age–sex’ categories or ‘age–sex-

disease-disability’ categories if more detail is desired).

Total Cost¼
X

Costi � popi

� Total Population Growth� Excess Cost Growthð Þ
Empirical investigation quickly showed that change in the

percentage of population aged 65 years or more or number of

elderly accounted for only a small portion of total cost in-

creases, with most attributable to increased cost per person

(holding age and sex constant). As government and employer

financing of health care expanded, the personal budget con-

straints that had prevented many people, especially the elderly,

from spending considerably on medical care in the 1950s were

largely removed during subsequent decades.

The main reason for a rising health share of GDP is secular

‘excess cost growth’ per person (i.e., medical costs for every

age–sex category has grown more rapidly than per capita in-

come). A secondary factor is the extra ‘excess’ among the

elderly (again, holding age and sex constant). In the US, the

ratio of spending over:under age of 65 years has moved from

168% in 1953 to 345% in 1970 and above 500% in the 1980s

before falling back below 400% after 2001, with similar

changes in relative spending ratios occurring in most OECD

countries. Governments were spending more, a lot more, on

elderly people who had been significantly relieved of the fi-

nancial burden of doing so. A false impression of causality was

created as economic development led to concurrent rises in

both average age and per capita spending for most nations. A

panel study of OECD data by Getzen demonstrated that the

cross-sectional association between age (%65þ ) and ex-

penditures at a point in time tends to disappear once income

effects are accounted for, and also that more rapid growth in

the elderly population of a country during the decades

1960–1990 was not correlated with that country’s rate of

growth in real health spending per capita (illustrated below in

Figures 4(a) and (b)).

Most health economists now agree (even when arguing

details, estimation procedures, and causes) that it is more

(excess) spending per person, and not population aging, that

threatens the fiscal health of nations. Why then were com-

mentators so convinced three and four decades ago that ‘aging

causes higher health care costs,’ – and why was that mistaken

impression so persistent when it could so easily be overturned

by empirical investigation? Confusion arose from a failure to

distinguish between micro and macro phenomena as well as

the facile but misleading association of concurrently rising

trends. At the individual micro level, older persons do spend

more than younger persons because older people are usually

sicker and stand to benefit more from therapy. Pooled gov-

ernment financing strengthens the connection between an

individual’s age and medical expenditures by removing the

personal budget constraint. However, the system also dis-

connects total (and hence average per capita) financing from

need. At the national macro level, spending decisions (total

funds available) are driven by budgets, not by need or illness.

A nation populated only by poor old people suffering from

diabetes, dementia, and other illnesses would have to spend

less, not more, on health.

Macro (National) and Micro (Individual) Expenditures:
Budgets and Allocation

Asked why health care spending is so much higher in Ger-

many than in Ghana, most respondents quickly offer the an-

swer that Germany is much richer. When pressed, they

acknowledge that need and potential benefits from medical

care are likely to be much higher in Ghana, but ‘the funds are

not available there.’ The connection between purchasing

power and spending, so obvious at the national level, is often

obscured in microeconomic analyses of aging, disability, or

time-to-death. Clarification comes from recognizing that on

one hand the use (allocation) of available medical resources is

determined by clinicians on the spot immediately responding

to the health of the patient, while on the other hand the total

amount of national medical resources available (budget) to

treat patients is determined through the political process,

shaped most strongly by fiscal policies that respond slowly,

and with a lag, to changes in GDP (national permanent

income).

Finland, like most European countries, is steadily aging.

From Figure 3(a) above, it is evident that spending on health

care was severely restricted in Finland after the deep recession

of 1992–94, and also the response was slow, delayed for 2 or

3 years. One searches in vain for evidence that per capita

spending for Finland, or any other country rose or fell in re-

sponse to changes in health status – or that differences in the

rates of death, disability, or aging were matched by differences

in the rate of growth in spending. Pooling of funds through

insurance and tax financing removes the budget constraint

from the individual, so that personal income is no longer a

major factor determining the amount of care used. However,

the budget constraint still applies for the pool as whole (in the

case of Finland, the nation), so in aggregate the sum of

spending on all individuals is constrained by the average

contribution paid in (which, in turn, is usually strongly cor-

related to per capita GDP). Of course, some medical spending

is made by patients from their own budgets or by subnational

entities (kin, employee groups, neighborhoods, counties, and

provinces) constrained by their own budgets – hence more

related to per capita income of that particular group than the

nation as a whole.

Spending depends on who makes the decision and how. For

food, housing, transportation, and most other consumption,

total spending is the sum of many individual decisions. Medical
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decisions, conversely, are made by professional agents (phys-

icians) operating within a highly structured system dominated

by third-party insurance or tax financing, divorcing spending on

an individual from that individual’s budget.

Growth, Business Cycles, and the Long Run

A Tale of Two Necessities

Housing and healthcare are both generally considered ‘ne-

cessities,’ although neither conforms to ‘Engels law’ or meets

the technical definition used by most economists (income

elasticity o1.0). What they have in common is that both are

considered vital and are sufficiently expensive as to require

external financing for mass consumption. Housing needs are

financed through the mortgage and rental markets, which

pool the resources of investors, banks, and other intermedi-

aries. Health care financing needs are met through broad-

based taxation and employer insurance pools.

What sharply distinguishes the two sectors is dynamics –

different, almost opposing, responses to macroeconomic

fluctuations. Housing swings wildly with the business cycle,

anticipating and amplifying the ebb and flow of money, em-

ployment, and interest rates. Healthcare plods along, an in-

ertial stabilizer that muffles shocks, only belatedly registering

the effects of booms and busts, and then with such long and

variable lags as to smooth business cycles into near invisibility

(Figures 2–4). Differences in financing mechanisms account

for much of the differential in dynamics. As pointed out by

Robert E. Hall and legions of other macroeconomists, it is the

flow of money, which links regions, sectors, and countries –

and puts the economy at risk of business cycles, with interest

rates as the key transmitter. Slack and contraction make ad-

justment to financial frictions problematic, sometimes suf-

ficiently so that the equilibrating mechanisms are seriously

compromised. The use of money to facilitate transactions,

allocate capital, provide credit, and spread risks comes at a

cost that rises exponentially during a systemic crisis, with

savings, interest rates, and employment unhinged. Housing is
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highly leveraged with debt financing and bears the brunt of

adjustment. Healthcare is not. It is, in contrast, routinely fi-

nanced within a pay-as-you-go framework by government or

employers. Medicine proceeds with blithe indifference to fi-

nancial markets. Doctors, nurses, administrators, and even

pharmaceutical companies are often unaware of and relatively

unaffected by interest rates. Stock markets soar and crash with

little more effect on the operation of hospitals than sunspots

or tidal waves. The only oscillation that seems to be generated

within the healthcare financing system is the ‘underwriting

cycle’ of alternating hard and soft markets for private insur-

ance premiums, pushing quoted rate increases slightly above

or below the rise in medical costs. The private health insurance

underwriting cycle, however, has a little power and is often

offset by countervailing trends in government tax financing.

Probably the only way to get a real and significant financial

disruption of the medical sector would be to put corporate

and government financing under such stress that the

entire structure was threatened. Fortunately, this has not yet

happened, or at least not with sufficient force as to be evident

in the modern national economies and health systems char-

acteristic of most OECD countries since 1960 (although

continuing fallout from the 2008 to 2009 recession and sub-

sequent bank collapses in Iceland, Ireland, and Portugal may

put that to the test).

Limits to Growth and ‘The Great Inflection(s)’

No matter how vital or necessary, there is a limit to the

amount of spending on any sector. Expenditures cannot

logically exceed 100% of income (at least, not for any ex-

tended period of time). Currently, most wealthy OECD

economies seem resistant to spending much more than

10% of GDP on health care, with the US at 16% a

notable exception. The rise in health spending was very rapid

during the 1960s and 1970s, moderated a bit during the 1980s

and 1990s before bumping up around the turn of the mil-

lennium and then becoming somewhat restrained over the

past 5 years (an uptick in share for 2008 and 2009 is mainly

because of countries having a temporary decline in GDP rather

than a more rapid rise in real health expenditure). Figure 5

was constructed using historical data from the UK and US, but

the shape would be similar for other OECD economies – and

is remarkably like the typical inflected logistic S-curve that

characterizes most growth processes. A long period of slow

growth (incubation) builds toward an explosive spurt (ex-

ponential growth) that is bent back (inflected) as it ap-

proaches some constraint that limits growth in the long run

(upper bound/stability).

Many aspects of health and economics appear to follow a

typical growth process during the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries: Medical costs, life expectancy, population, urban-

ization, industrialization, trade, workforce participation, and

GDP all trace recognizable S-curves, although each differs

somewhat in shape and timing. The growth of per capita in-

come slid along at a very low rate for millennia before rising

abruptly after 1850, soaring for a century, and appearing to

stabilize (?) near an upper bound of 1–2% within the next

century. Life expectancy fluctuated from 20 to 40 years before

making tremendous gains during the twentieth century and is

expected to face diminishing returns as genetic and social

factors impose an upper limit (110, 125, or ?). Global popu-

lation took hundreds or thousands of years for each doubling

from prehistoric eons through the middle ages before reaching

half a billion around 1550, quickly climbed to one billion by

1820, two billion by 1925, three billion in 1960, six billion in

2000 – and is projected to stabilize after reaching a peak of 10

billion within the foreseeable future. The process of ‘demo-

graphic transition’ traces a similar curve, reversed and dis-

placed in time.

The coincidence of so many dramatic changes in human

society could hardly be attributed to chance, yet the causality

and order is much debated – and has only recently (and

partially) been illuminated with empirical data through the

efforts of cliometric economic historians such Gregory Clark,

Dora Costa, Robert Fogel, Angus Maddison, and others and

placed within a conceptual framework by development the-

orists and macroeconomists such as Daron Acemoglu, Oded

Galor, Chad Jones, Michael Kremer, Rodrigo Soares, and

others. The tentative consensus among these scholars is that

the gradual increase in knowledge and technology over mil-

lennia brought about an end to the Malthusian era, appearing

first as a dramatic increase in total population and urban-

ization, a shift from agriculture to industry, a decline in

mortality, and a steady increase in income per capita –

transformations that were well underway toward the end of

the nineteenth century and clearly before the rise of modern

(expensive) scientific medicine or the modern increase in life

expectancy beyond the biblical three score and ten. This

cluster of transformations by which humanity escaped the era

of Malthusian constraints in a burst of exponential growth is

variously known as ‘development,’ ‘demographic transition,’

‘the industrial revolution,’ the ‘modern era’, or most mis-

leadingly, as ‘normal times.’

In 2001, macroeconomists were discussing ‘the great

moderation,’ showcasing compelling results from rational ex-

pectation models and financial forecasts based on recent time

series data. By 2011, such discussions were supplemented or

supplanted by observations on the great depression and fi-

nancial panic of 1873. The postwar ‘normal’ should be seen as
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an aberration – calm at the eye of a storm that transformed

human society and is not yet finished.

Complexities of Measurement and Specification

The reason that business cycles are mostly invisible in

health care spending and employment is not that inflation

and GDP growth have no effect, but that the relationships

are misspecified. To estimate the effect of one variable

on another, the units of observation must match the span

of action in both time and space. One hundred or even

one thousand observations cannot capture the effect of

a change in GDP on life expectancy or health expenditures

if each observation is one minute long. A minute-by-minute

time frame is, however, quite useful for determining the

effect of a 10.00 a.m. announcement of clinical results on

the price of an exchange-traded biotech stock. Using minute-

by-minute, hourly, or even daily measures will tend to increase

the signal-to-noise ratio and obscure the long-term low-

frequency effects of a recession on health employment

or mortality rates. Note also, that observations on the price

of a specific biotech stock are neither likely to reveal the

broad effects of macroeconomic factors on the market as a

whole nor is investigating the determinants of one individual’s

medical costs during an illness episode likely to reveal the

factors that cause national health spending to rise over years

or decades.

Inequality and nonlinearity
Not long after Samuel Preston published his analysis in

1975 showing that the positive effect of income on longevity

became progressively smaller at higher levels of income,

GB Rodgers used a multivariate regression to show that for

any given level of per capita GDP, greater income inequality

(Gini coefficient) was associated with lower life expectancy.

This led to suggestions that inequality and social stress

could be an underlying cause of disparities in mortality by

ethnicity and occupation status. However, work by Gravelle

and others subsequently made it clear that what appeared

to be an independent factor was instead an artifact due to

nonlinearity: any mean-preserving spread would necessarily

cause the estimated coefficient of ‘inequality’ to be negative –

the mortality reduction obtained by the higher income group

from gaining $1000 would (diminishing returns) be smaller

than the mortality increase imposed on the lower income

group losing $1000. Subsequent studies have supported

this explanation. An extensive review of the literature

by Deaton in 2003 concluded that there is still no compelling

evidence that inequality in itself is a major cause of

population mortality rates once sufficient care is taken to

consider the effects of nonlinearity and other contributing

factors.

Income, education, wealth, or socio-economic status
(SES)?
Why spending depends on broader measures such as ‘per-

manent’ or ‘shared’ income rather than current individual

earnings is fairly evident. Categories and concepts, like tem-

poral boundaries, may also be indistinct. Demographers,

sociologists, epidemiologists, and public health researchers

examining the connection between income and health at

the individual micro level are apt to use a broad concept

of resource availability such as ‘socioeconomic-status’ for

which ‘household income’ is just one aspect or indicator. For

macroeconomists, the catchall term is ‘level of development’

or technology. Occupation, assets, poverty, and malnutrition

are all associated with income levels – and with mortality.

Ethnicity, education, urbanization, and social status may not

be so directly related to income but are rarely independent of

it – and are sometimes even stronger predictors of morbidity.

The black/white differential appears to be larger in the US

than the UK, but UK occupational status disparities seem

to be greater. The strength and relative importance of factors

varies so much across places and periods that it is unlikely that

the determinants of health are constant or fixed, even though

almost every region has ethnic (Inuit, Sami, Maori, Romani,

etc.) or other groups (widows, orphans, albinos, and refugees)

for which health outcomes are persistently worse than

average.

Macro models
Measuring income, SES, or economic development is difficult

but less problematic than quantifying ‘health.’ Longevity and

mortality rates are clear but crude measures, and neither is

applicable to individuals. More detailed, specific, or nuanced

assessments (activities of daily living, Euro QoL quality of life

measurement-36, quality of life, diabetes prevalence, anti-

depressant drug expenditures, disability days, cancer survival,

hospital utilization, psychiatric visits, etc.) are all sufficiently

incomplete or ambiguous that none can be satisfactorily ag-

gregated to macro measures of ‘real’ health outcomes. Analysis

of system effects is further complicated by reverse causality

between health and income – and also by interactions be-

tween marital status and occupation, education, and family

size, or almost any set of contributory factors. Although each

variable has a distinct connotation that is important in certain

contexts, they are almost always acting together in related ways

that make it difficult, if not impossible, to decompose a

compound total network effect into shares, or to reliably es-

timate an independent coefficient for each variable.

Empirical analysis of macro determinants is often quite

limited by the time frame and number of large-scale long-run

observations available to discern diffuse and low-frequency

responses. Temporal, spatial, and organizational boundaries

must be carefully specified to distinguish and reveal micro

and macro effects. Changes in coefficients as the unit of

observation expands or contracts can be a key for under-

standing the underlying structure of the process – opening up

the institutional black box of a firm, a hospital, the medical

profession, or pharmaceutical discovery. The fact that health

care employment adjusts quite slowly to inflation tells us

something about wage formation within this industry; a

mismatch between price indexes and expenditure patterns

suggests that little significance should be attached to publicly

listed prices; the fact that pharmaceutical research and de-

velopment is more strongly correlated with prior firm profits

than future prospects suggests something about capital allo-

cation within the industry; disparity between individual

cross-sectional expenditure estimates and national time series
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results may be a useful indicator of the likelihood

that a specific policy will be able to ‘bend the (national)

cost curve.’

Conclusion: Structure and Lags in the
Macroeconomics of Health

The health sector is technologically dynamic but fiscally in-

ertial. Major change often takes decades rather than months or

years. Responses to macroeconomic shocks are delayed and

damped by organizational rigidity so that ordinary business

cycles are mostly smoothed away. Price changes, whether

physician fees, hospital charges, medical care price index,

consumer price index, inflation, or interest rates, can make

appropriate measurement difficult but appear to have little

effect on aggregate real health resources or outcomes. The

process is subject to highly variable lags and complicated by

interactions and feedback among variables to such an extent

that almost any broadly correct generalization has one or

more counter examples that can be named. Coefficients are

difficult to estimate with precision and parsing total network

effects into a linear combinations or shares for each factor is

not very meaningful.

With regard to the current state of the literature, it may be

said that since 1960 the development of national health ac-

counting and a host of econometric studies have allowed us to

become more precise about what we know and do not know,

and considerably more humble about how easy it is to de-

compose and discern the relative contributions of various

factors. Despite the humbling lack of progress in specifying

many of the mechanisms and magnitudes involved, several

popular hypotheses (aging, unemployment, and inequalities)

have been rejected by repeated empirical tests. Some tentative

conclusions are probably justified by the extensive research to

date:

• The relationship of national GDP to mortality and health

expenditures is strong, but not simple or constant.

• Responses are usually delayed, subject to long and variable

lags. The inertial smoothing means that most effects of

ordinary business cycles are rendered nearly invisible.

• The spatial and temporal boundaries of observations must

be matched to the decision process of the phenomena to

be estimated. Often the long-run effects are not the same as

short run and may even have the opposite sign: for ex-

ample, unemployment is associated with decreases in

short-run mortality but increases decades later. Macro ef-

fects on national outcomes and measures are not the same

as micro effects on individuals: for example, getting older

greatly increases personal risk and individual medical

spending, but population aging has little, if any, effect on

average per-capita expenditures.

• The main determinants of individual medical costs (ill-

ness) have almost no effect on national health expend-

itures, which are largely shaped by budget and political

pressures. Institutional factors (licensure, nonprofit hos-

pitals, and government financing schemes) seem to dom-

inate with prices, including interest rates, playing a much

smaller role in health than other sectors.

• Income is intertwined with social organization, ethnicity,

education, and other factors in a complex way that pre-

cludes any clear decomposition or reliable estimates of

independent or relative importance. The magnitudes and

interactions of these effects are demonstrably different for

different causes of death, for different countries, and for

different time periods.

• Nonlinear flattening of the income-mortality curve at the

upper end implies that a mean-preserving spread will help

the poor more than it harms the rich, thence reducing

average mortality, but income inequality per se does not have

much, if any, independent effect on aggregate mortality rates.

• Demographic transition, industrialization, urbanization,

education, life expectancy, increases in health expenditure

growth, and other aspects of modern development all ap-

pear as typical logistic S-shaped growth curves during the

twentieth century. This suggests that the postwar span of

rapid growth, rather than being a new normal equilibrium,

was more like the inflection point in a centuries-long tur-

bulent process of global development that has not yet

achieved a long-run steady state.

See also: Aging: Health at Advanced Ages. Dynamic Models:
Econometric Considerations of Time. Education and Health in
Developing Economies. Education and Health. Global Public Goods
and Health. Macroeconomy and Health. Nutrition, Health, and
Economic Performance. Panel Data and Difference-in-Differences
Estimation
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Introduction

Infectious disease outbreaks such as pandemic influenza or

severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003 are,

thankfully, rare events, but they do occur with some degree of

regularity and impose a significant public health burden over a

short period of time. For instance, there were three influenza

pandemics in the twentieth century: in 1918, 1957, and

1968–69. Each was characterized by the rapid global spread of

influenza. In the UK (and many other countries), there were

three distinct waves of the 1918 pandemic, each lasting 10–15

weeks, with the largest occurring in the autumn of 1918. The

1957 pandemic occurred in the autumn of that year and

comprised a single wave of approximately 15 weeks. The

1968–69 pandemic affected the UK somewhat late in the

normal influenza season, resulting in a small first wave in

March 1969 and a main wave in mid-winter of 1969–70.

Clinical attack rates for the 1918 pandemic are thought to have

been approximately 25%, and approximately 2.5% of those

infected died. The 1957 and 1968–69 pandemics had higher

clinical attack rates, (430% and reaching 45% in some pla-

ces), but with lower rates of mortality (case fatality ratio ap-

proximately 0.04%). The duration of illness is estimated at

approximately 5–7 working days per case. In addition, the

Swine Flu pandemic of 2009 was a reminder that pandemics

seem to occur approximately every 30–40 years, but due to the

mildness of the strain, greater population immunity, and the

unusual timing of the pandemic there were fewer cases and

deaths.

The structure of this article is as follows. First an overview

of the link between outbreaks, productive labor supply, and

economic effects is provided with reference to morbidity,

mortality, and additional absenteeism. A brief discussion of

healthcare expenditure related to outbreaks follows this before

considering the more weighty issue of behavioral change in

response to outbreaks. In the Section Health-Related Ex-

penditure a discussion of the two main methods for macro-

economic assessment, retrospective analysis, and prospective

modeling are discussed and selected results are presented and

contrasted before conclusions are drawn.

Labor Supply Effects: Morbidity and Mortality

Without entering into a formal analysis of the effects of these

outbreaks on productive labor supply, it is evident that, based

on the observed 35% clinical attack rates for influenza pan-

demics, an additional period of absence in a given quarter year

by one-third of an economy’s labor supply, will have a

notable effect on its productive capacity. Simple economic

theory teaches us that labor needs to be combined with capital

and natural resources in order to produce goods. Although

some degree of substitution of labor with capital may mitigate

the impact of a reduction in labor supply, such substitution is

unlikely to be able to counter the loss of, perhaps, 3–5% of an

economy’s labor supply in a given quarter. Also, although the

value of labor lost from the wage that is assigned to that

specific quantity of labor can be estimated, this does not ne-

cessarily reflect the loss of productive capacity and the knock-

on effects as the decline in one sector reduces the supply of

intermediate goods to another and hence just-in-time de-

liveries are no longer able to meet their tight time targets.

Although many of these economic effects are difficult to

quantify, it should be evident that productive labor supply is

just one element of the full economic cost of an outbreak.

Clearly, the morbidity and mortality effects of an infectious

disease outbreak vary greatly from perhaps 40 million

worldwide deaths (aside from morbidity effects) from Spanish

flu to 800 worldwide deaths from SARS. However, research

suggests that the economic impacts of SARS were much greater

than previous pandemics and much of this may be

attributable to globalization and indirect health effects.

Therefore, there is some evidence to suggest that direct health

effects are not necessarily the only or even the main de-

terminants of economic impact, even if they can be correctly

estimated.

Labor Supply Effects: Additional Absenteeism

The loss of productive labor supply through illness and death

is not the only factor which could reduce labor inputs to

production. During school closure, government policies to

mitigate an infectious disease outbreak may also be imposed.

In extreme cases, these policies could include advising workers

to avoid attending their place of work and, where possible, to

work from home. However, a much more likely policy, (and

one which the UK implemented in the mild swine flu pan-

demic in 2009), is a policy of either blanket or reactive school

closure. Because children have lower immunity to influenza,

mostly attributable to their lack of exposure to previous pan-

demics, higher clinical attack rates tend to be exhibited in

schools than in the population at large. By closing schools, it is

intended that the rate of infection amongst children will be

reduced and thus will decrease or slow the burden of illness in

the population.

However, the closure of schools, particularly primary

schools, has an impact on working parents, some of whom

may have to take leave from work in order to care for their

children. Labor force estimates from the UK suggest that an

average of 4.8% of working days will be lost in the quarter of

the pandemic due to school closure that lasts 4 weeks, or 15%,

if they close for the duration of the outbreak. Some of these

estimates may be reduced when informal care arrangements

and the ability of some parents to work from home are ac-

counted for. However, the potential for a policy of school

closures to result in a greater labor supply loss than the direct

health-related effects is evident, and such costs occur in all

sectors, not just health. As with the morbidity and mortality

effects previously mentioned, these labor force losses will have
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ripple effects throughout the economy, which need to be

captured from the whole-economy perspective.

Health-Related Expenditure

In addition, many of those who are unwell and absent from

work will not visit a hospital or primary-care facility, choosing

rather to self-medicate, thus creating another health-related

consumption change which may be hidden from healthcare

sector expenditure. Some of this consumption may be cap-

tured by pharmacies in terms of increased purchase of, for

example, pain medication and cold/flu remedies, but other

purchases such as face masks and antibacterial hand gels will

extend beyond the usual domain of treatment/prevention

costs.

Externalities: Behavioral Change

Perhaps the largest potential contributor to the economic cost

of infectious disease outbreaks is the externality of behavioral

change. Many of the externalities which could potentially af-

fect the economy as a result of an infectious disease outbreak

are fear driven and difficult to predict, yet there is evidence to

suggest that they do occur. Mention has already been made of

the potential changes in shopping behavior which is linked to

communicable disease, such as the purchase of self-medi-

cation, face masks, and alcohol gel, but more extreme changes

in behavior may occur resulting in greater economic effects.

A survey was conducted in the follow up to SARS in eight

countries (five European and three Asian), with a sample size

of approximately 3500 individuals, to estimate the potential

extent of precautionary behavior in order to avoid a pandemic.

Although preferences elicited in this way may not reflect real

behavior during an outbreak, conducting the survey shortly

after the SARS outbreak may be of assistance in improving the

validity of the theoretical responses in estimating true practice.

The survey results suggest that 70–80% of Europeans would

avoid using public transport, avoid entertainment events, and

limit their shopping to the essentials. The percentages were

similar but slightly smaller for Asian respondents, although

Asian respondents were less likely to avoid entertainment

events. In response to other questions, approximately one-

quarter to one-half of respondents indicated that they would

consider taking work absence, remove their children from

school, limit social contact, avoid trips to the doctor, and re-

main indoors.

The evidence of whether such behavioral change is likely to

take place in practice will shortly be examined. However, it is

anticipated that a significant economic effect would result

from any event imposing a substantial change in shopping

patterns, attendance at work, and patterns of travel by the

public at large, almost all of which would be manifested

outside the health sector.

Several potential economic effects of communicable dis-

ease have been suggested which cannot be fully (or partly)

captured from a partial equilibrium approach focused on the

health sector and societal cost, which brings us to consider the

evidence that such effects occur and present an alternative

approach for their estimation.

Macroeconomic Evidence

In general, two approaches have been used: (1) retrospective

estimation from economic statistics and (2) prospective

macroeconomic modeling. Owing to their retrospective/pro-

spective directionality, these provide complementary rather

than competing evidence.

Retrospective Estimation

Using national economic statistics, it is possible to retro-

spectively estimate the impact of a significant economic event.

Economic series are notoriously variable and therefore the

isolation of an event’s impact assumes that all other factors

remain relatively predictable or consistent. The analysis can

take various forms, from a simple comparison of average

statistics with those relating to an event of interest to more

complicated statistical methods, and such analyses have been

performed for infectious disease outbreaks.

The relatively few number of cases and deaths recorded

during the SARS outbreak has already been mentioned. These

low-level impacts on the productive labor supply would be

expected to have little economic effect. However, the eco-

nomic impacts of SARS have been estimated to be significant.

To capture the economic effect of the SARS outbreak

retrospectively, a study was published in 2008 to estimate the

economic impacts of SARS from national statistics. Results

from that study suggest that Hong Kong suffered an approxi-

mate US$3.7 billion loss to gross domestic product (GDP) and

China’s GDP growth was reduced by approximately 3%. As

less than 0.03% of Hong Kong and approximately 0.0004% of

China’s population were infected with SARS, it seems unlikely

that these economic impacts are greatly influenced by

healthcare costs and losses of productive labor supply due to

illness.

Further retrospective examination of sector-specific effects

revealed losses to tourism-related sectors (hotels, restaurants,

etc) for several countries amounting to, in particular, ap-

proximately US$4.3 billion for Canada and US$3.5 billion for

China. In Canada, for example, there were declines in the

output of the air transportation and accommodation industry

of 14% between March and May 2003 and accommodation

output fell by 8%.

These effects present compelling evidence that reasonably

large-scale population behavior changes took place at the time

of SARS. Some of this behavioral change may have been fear

driven in order to avoid infection, and other changes may

have been in response to the World Health Organization

directive cautioning against travel to infected regions. It is also

possible that some effects were attributable to an increased

fear of travel at the time of the Gulf War, which highlights the

potential uncertainties of retrospective macroeconomic an-

alysis. The pros and cons of this approach are discussed in the

following paragraph.

The advantage of retrospective macroeconomic estimation

is that it is based on real data and is, therefore, not limited by

assumptions as are modeling studies. However, there are three

main limitations with this approach. The first, as has already

been mentioned, is the confounding influence of other
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significant sectoral or macroeconomic effects occurring at the

time of the event being analyzed. The second is the limitation

imposed by data availability. National statistics data can take

time to reach the public domain, often in excess of 3 years,

and this imposes considerable delays on effect estimation.

Finally, and perhaps most obviously, such analysis cannot be

used for prospective estimation and policy analysis, which

brings us to consideration of an alternative tool.

Prospective Macroeconomic Modeling

Prospective modeling is very different from retrospective esti-

mation. Macroeconomic models are usually based on real

economic data and parameterized using either econometric

estimation or calibration. Modeling scenarios are an essential

element of macroeconomic modeling. These scenarios are

designed to reflect the policy under analysis, including any

investment required to accomplish an intervention or policy

change, instruments (such as tax changes) to accomplish the

policy goal, and, perhaps most importantly from our per-

spective, the health effects implemented through changes in

labor supply to the economy.

Macroeconomic modeling is strong on the issues which are

not well addressed by retrospective analysis. It is used for

predictive purposes and is able to isolate the specific effects of

the policy under analysis. Conversely, it is limited by the

scenario design and, as with any modeling exercise, is limited

by the validity of the assumptions underlying the scenarios

and the model itself. However, most importantly, macro-

economic modeling is able to capture the wider whole-econ-

omy effects of communicable disease, particularly those

properties of infectious disease outbreaks previously men-

tioned, which cannot be captured from the microeconomic

perspective.

Several macroeconomic studies have been conducted to

estimate the cost of infectious disease outbreaks. It is neither

possible nor necessary to mention all these results in this brief

article, but some results which highlight the importance of the

macroeconomic approach to infectious disease impact evalu-

ation will briefly be presented.

Labor Supply Effects

The computable general equilibrium (CGE) method is an

important approach to macroeconomic modeling. It consists

of a system of equations which specify the behavior of eco-

nomic ‘agents’ in an economy and calibrates them on the basis

of real economic data for a given country or region. For ex-

ample, the agents include firms (who combine resource inputs

to maximize profits), consumers (who consume and save to

maximize their welfare), government, and foreign agents.

Using this approach, it is possible to compare the economic

impact of counterfactual (do nothing) scenarios with scen-

arios which reflect changes in health and policy. Several

studies have designed scenarios which consider the labor

supply effects of pandemic illness alone. In particular, the UK

studies use two different models: the COMPACT model of the

UK and the CGE approach. The models’ scenario designs differ

slightly, but estimates of the GDP loss from labor supply

reductions due to morbidity and mortality vary between ap-

proximately 0.2% for mild disease and up to 1% for severe

disease. The scenario designs differ in their assumptions con-

cerning school closure duration and the effect of that school

closure in mitigating the outbreak, but all studies highlight

that the economic impact of school closure alone is likely to

impose equivalent or greater additional economic loss than

the disease only effects.

Behavioral Change Effects

There may be many ways in which behavioral change can be

mirrored using macroeconomic models. Two examples of this

in published studies are work avoidance due to fear of in-

fection relating to the labor supply and changes in con-

sumption. In one article, prophylactic absence from work was

modeled as an effect triggered in an individual by the know-

ledge that someone in their social network has died from the

disease. The authors estimated the size of the average social

network to be approximately 300 people, and by modeling

disease scenarios of differing severity and interventions (vac-

cination) of differing efficacy, they were able to highlight the

potentially much greater economic impact of a fear-induced

response to avoid work compared with the disease only effect.

The scenarios modeled showed that by avoiding a behavioral

response to an outbreak, the potential value of interventions

to prevent this harmful economic response might be greater

than the value of the health effects alone, and had fear been

the driver of behavioral change, the mortality rate of an out-

break might have a more significant effect than the number of

people infected.

Changes in consumption based on the survey mentioned

earlier have been captured in a macroeconomic modelling

study. The modeling scenarios mirrored the postponement of

purchasing luxury items: a 50% postponement of clothing

purchases and an 80% postponement of goods and services.

Some additional purchases were lost rather than postponed:

50% of car and service use and 30% of recreation and culture

purchases. These consumption impacts contributed a first-year

GDP loss increase of approximately 2% of GDP, which was 10

times the impact of mild disease alone. Although the degree to

which this consumption change may take place is question-

able, the ability to capture these macroeconomic effects and

contrast them with the health effects demonstrates the

strengths of macroeconomic modeling in the context of

communicable disease.

Accuracy of Macro Models

As has been previously mentioned, the accuracy of macro-

economic models depends crucially on the modeling as-

sumptions used. Furthermore, because macroeconomic

models are designed for predictive purposes to isolate the

economic effect of an event assuming all other things remain

the same, it can be difficult to assess prospectively the validity

of such models. However, immediately following the SARS

outbreak, two macroeconomic modeling studies were pub-

lished. One used the results of a CGE model designed to

predict the impact of the SARS outbreak based on a 6-month
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duration and capturing the changes to consumer demand and

confidence in the future (investment implications). This

model predicts a 2.63% GDP loss for Hong Kong and a 1.05%

loss for China. The China loss, in particular, would be difficult

to distinguish in such a rapidly growing economy, but the

predicted GDP loss was approximately US$4.15 billion, which

is similar to the approximate US$3.7 billion obtained by

retrospective estimation from national statistics. Similarly, the

other post-SARS study estimated the impact of SARS to vary,

depending on its duration, to be between 0.2% and 0.5% for

China, which would, again, be difficult to distinguish and

which agrees with the retrospective study’s suggestion of ‘no

evidence of a loss.’ The estimate for Hong Kong was between

1.8% and 4% or US$3–6.6 billion, which again contains the

retrospective estimate. Although this is not proof of the ac-

curacy of macroeconomic models, it provides some evidence

of their usefulness in the context of communicable disease

modeling.

Conclusion

Evidence suggests that the economic cost of communicable

disease, particularly infectious disease outbreaks, is more than

the sum of its direct health effects. Interactions between vari-

ous sectors of the economy, and the processes of combining

factors of production and the externalities asociated with

communicable disease, indicates that a whole economy, or a

macroeconomic approach to economic analysis, is of great

importance and is unlikely to equate to the ‘societal’ cost,

which is estimated by scaling up microeconomic data.

Therefore, although the detailed health sector or micro-

economic approach remains very important for cost-effect-

iveness and cost-benefit analysis in general, it is important to

remember that the health sector and its patients are inextric-

ably linked to the wider economy and those wider economic

effects must, therefore, be captured using appropriate tools

such as macroeconomic analysis and modeling. By doing so,

the wider implications of communicable disease and related

policies can be assessed beyond the health sector at a popu-

lation and economy-wide level.

See also: Infectious Disease Modeling. Macroeconomic Dynamics of
Health: Lags and Variability in Mortality, Employment, and Spending.
Macroeconomy and Health. Peer Effects in Health Behaviors. Health
and Health Care, Macroeconomics of
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Glossary
Attenuation It is the reduction in the absolute value of a

regression parameter estimate when adding variable to (or

otherwise changing) the model.

Bias It is a systematic error in the estimates of an

econometric or statistical model.

Confounding factors These are outside factors that are

not controlled for but influence the dependent variable.

Dynamics It is the adjustment process when moving from

one equilibrium value to another.

Elasticity It is the percentage change in one variable

expected due to a 1% change in another variable.

Fixed effect estimate It is a method of estimating

parameters in longitudinal data that focuses on deviations

from within-group means.

Gross domestic product The total monetary value of all

finished goods and services produced in a county in a given year.

Health capital It is the level of health as conceptualized

from an investment process resulting from previous flows of

health investment and depreciation.

Human capital These are the skills embodied in an

individual resulting from training, education, and

experience.

Morbidity It is an illness or health condition.

Neonatal mortality These are the deaths within the first

28 days of life.

Nonstationary It is an economic series that has a

systematic change (usually over time) in the mean or

variance.

Procyclical A condition of moving in the same direction

as the overall state of the economy.

Regressors (controls) It is a right-hand side variable in a

regression model.

Time price The value of the time required to obtain a

good or services.

Time series It is a sequence of data points, measured

typically at successive times.

Introduction

The first evidence of mortality being procyclical had been

provided by Ogburn and Thomas during the 1920s – procy-

clical means increasing in good economic times and falling

during periods of decline. Additional confirmatory analysis

was supplied by Eyer during the 1970s. Nevertheless, until the

preceding decade, the conventional wisdom was that health

and macroeconomic conditions were positively related. A

variety of analyses had been conducted by the strongest ad-

herent of this view, Brenner (1979), who suggested that overall

mortality, infant deaths, and fatalities from a variety of sources

(including cardiovascular disease, suicide, and homicide)

increased during economic downturns, and that morbidity,

alcoholism, and admissions to mental hospitals also grew

during such periods.

The view that health and economic conditions must be

positively related probably rests more on strongly held prior

beliefs than convincing evidence. Even a cursory look at the

data raises doubts about whether this is necessarily the case.

For instance, Figure 1 shows the relationship between

detrended age-adjusted total mortality and unemployment

rates in the US, from 1980 to 2007 (both transformed to have

a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one). The

two data series are close to being mirror images of each other.

For instance, normalized unemployment rose rapidly during

1980–82, 1989–92, and 2000–04, whereas mortality was

declining faster than its long-term trend. Conversely, im-

provements in economic conditions during 1983–89 and

1992–2000 were accompanied by smaller than usual declines

in mortality (or even increases in some years). Such relation-

ships need not be causal but they do suggest that skepticism is

warranted with regard to the conventional belief that health

improves during good economic times.

Time-Series Analyses

Research conducted before the beginning of the twenty-first

century for examining the relationship between macro-

economic conditions and health, typically used a lengthy time

series of data aggregated over an entire country. For instance,

Brenner’s influential research had utilized data from the US or

the UK, covering a four-decade period beginning in the 1930s.

The typical model estimated in these types of analyses is

some variation of:

Ht ¼ aþ Xtbþ Etgþ et ½1�

where H is the health or mortality outcome, E is the proxy

for macroeconomic conditions, X is a set of supplementary

controls, and e is an error term. More complicated specifi-

cations are often estimated including, for example, lags of

the macroeconomic variables or detrended values of the

dependent and some independent variables. However, this

does not change the basic nature of these estimates. The co-

efficient of key interest ĝ will be biased if cov(Et,et)a0, which

occurs if there are important uncontrolled for confounding

factors. This will frequently be a significant problem because

any long time series is likely to have omitted factors that affect

health and may be spuriously correlated with economic
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conditions. For instance, unemployment declined dramatic-

ally after the 1930s, when the Great Depression ended, but

mortality decreased at the same time due to improvements in

nutrition and in the availability of antibiotics. Failure to

control for these causes of better health leads to an over-

estimate of the detrimental effects of poor macroeconomic

conditions.

Presumably because of these issues, time-series studies

have arrived at mixed conclusions, with the results being

sensitive to the countries, time periods, and proxies for health

analyzed. Recent time-series analyses attempt to correct for

some inherent in earlier studies, for instance, using statistical

rather than ad hoc procedures to model the effect of lags in

economic conditions, and correcting for nonstationarity in the

data. These innovations do not, however, resolve the basic

shortcoming of using a single time series and the results re-

main ambiguous, although most frequently suggesting that

economic downturns are associated with lower mortality.

Estimation Using Pooled Data

One solution to the problem of omitted time-varying con-

founding factors is to estimate models using pooled data

containing time-series information for multiple geographic

areas. A key advantage is that, if economic conditions evolve at

least somewhat independently (across locations), this geo-

graphic heterogeneity can be utilized to control for time-

varying confounding factors that have a common influence on

health (across locations) at a point in time. An example is the

development of widely disseminated new medical technolo-

gies for the improvement of health.

These analyses may use aggregate data (such as total or

cause-specific mortality rates) or individual-level information,

but with the macroeconomic proxies referring to the area and

not the person. In the first case, the typical estimation model is

some modification of:

Yjt ¼ aj þ Xjtbþ Ejtgþ lt þ ejt ½2�

where Yjt is a health outcome or input in location j at time t, E

is the proxy for macroeconomic conditions, X indicates sup-

plementary controls, a is a geographic area-specific fixed effect,

l a general time effect, and e is the regression error term. The

corresponding specification being used with individual data is:

Yijt ¼ aj þ Xijtbþ Ejtgþ lt þ eijt ½3�

where i indexes the individual and some of the X variables

may be at the person rather locality level.

In eqns [2] and [3], the location-specific ‘fixed effects’ (aj)

account for all health determinants that vary across geographic

areas but are stable over time. For instance, this could include

persistent differences in health behaviors (Victor Fuchs’ pro-

vides the classic example of disparities in lifestyles between

residents of Nevada and Utah), road conditions (that affect

traffic fatalities), or medical facilities (e.g., the presence of ter-

tiary-care hospitals). The time effects (lt) control for health

determinants varying over time uniformly across locations. This

includes many innovations in medical technologies, as already

mentioned, and also other factors such as national trends in

eating habits. Factors that vary within locations over time are

not accounted for, but this is often, at least partially, remedied

by including controls for location-specific time trends.

The macroeconomic effects are then identified by com-

paring changes in within-locality health, behaviors, or mor-

tality outcomes, as a function of within-locality changes in

macroeconomic conditions (controlling for general time

effects). This procedure exploits the fact that local economies

are less than perfectly correlated. For example, California’s

unemployment rate rose much more rapidly from January
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Figure 1 Unemployment and mortality rates, 1980–2007. Mortality and unemployment rates are detrended (using a linear time trend) and
normalized to have a zero mean and standard deviation of one.
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of 2007 to January of 2010 (from 5.4% to 13.2%) than that

of either Texas (from 4.8% to 8.6%) or New York (from

5% to 9.4%).

A potential shortcoming of this procedure is that national

changes in macroeconomic conditions are absorbed in the

vector of time variables. Thus, the effects of localized rather

than national variations in economic performance are iden-

tified and the two need not be exactly the same. Some re-

searchers have addressed this issue by using similar estimation

techniques but with data pooled across countries (rather than

regions within countries), although this raises questions about

generalizability of the results because institutions exhibit

substantial cross-national variation.

Researchers have most frequently used unemployment

rates as the macroeconomic indicator, although other meas-

ures (such as deviations of gross domestic product from trend

or the percentage of the prime-age population employed) have

sometimes been utilized. However, it is important to realize

that these estimates do not measure the effects of an indi-

vidual becoming unemployed or changing labor market status

per se – which is often the focus of epidemiological studies –

but instead, these rates are used as a broader marker of eco-

nomic conditions. It is possible for average health to improve

during economic downturns, even when there are negative

health effects on those who lose jobs.

Supplementary controls vary but frequently include age,

education, and race/ethnicity, with more detailed sets of

regressors being generally incorporated into models that are

estimated using individual-level (rather than aggregated) data.

Incomes are often also included as right-hand side variables but

the results must be interpreted with care, because a portion of

the macroeconomic effects may operate through changes in

incomes. Similar issues arise when controlling for health be-

haviors (like smoking or physical activity) or medical care

utilization, because these may be correlated with health, but

partially determined by economic conditions. A variety of

methods have been used to examine dynamics of the adjust-

ment process such as, for example, adding lags of the macro-

economic proxies to the model and simulating the effects of

either temporary or lasting changes in economic conditions.

Mortality is Procyclical

Research using the longitudinal methods just described in

Section Estimation Using Pooled Data has most commonly

examined mortality rates. Deaths are of obvious importance

because they constitute the most severe negative health shock.

They are also objective and well-measured indicators of health

that do not require access to the medical system for diagnosis.

However, the cause of death may be measured with error, and

fatalities do not capture the effects of some health problems

(e.g., arthritis) that are either unrelated or only weakly related

to mortality.

In a particularly influential study published in the May

2000 issue of the Quarterly Journal of Economics, Ruhm had

examined how total, age-specific, and cause-specific mortality

varied with economic conditions (primarily proxied by un-

employment rates) for the 50 US states and District of Col-

umbia over the period 1972–91. Key results, summarized in

Table 1, indicate that a one percentage point increase in state

unemployment rates was predicted to reduce the total fatality

rate by 0.5%, corresponding an unemployment elasticity of

mortality equal to � 0.04. The strongest responses were for

traffic deaths, other accidents, and homicides – declining by

3.0%, 1.7%, and 1.9%, respectively – but significant reduction

are also estimated to occur for deaths from cardiovascular

disease (0.5%), influenza or pneumonia (0.7%), and liver

ailments (0.4%). Infant and neonatal mortality were also ex-

pected to fall but there was no change found for cancer deaths,

whereas suicides were estimated to increase. Interestingly, al-

though the strongest effects had occurred for relatively young

adults (where mortality is predicted to fall by 2.0%), sub-

stantial reductions were also predicted for senior citizens, who

rarely worked.

Following the publication of Ruhm’s article, researchers

have used similar methods to examine how economic con-

ditions are related to mortality in various countries and re-

gions of the world. These analyses include studies of 16

German states between 1980 and 2000, 50 Spanish provinces

from 1980 to 1997, 96 French departments from 1982 to

2002, 13 EU nations from 1977 to 1996, and 23 Organization

for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

countries from 1960 to 1997. Virtually, in all of these studies,

it has been found that total mortality and motor vehicle fa-

talities decline when economic conditions worsen, with the

estimated elasticities being generally similar in size or larger

than those found in the US.

Deaths from cardiovascular disease are also found to fall as

the macroeconomy weakens, in most studies examining them,

and a procyclical pattern of deaths from influenza or pneu-

monia is also generally obtained. In contrast, as in the US,

cancer fatalities are generally (but not always) unrelated to the

state of the economy. These results are plausible. For example,

Table 1 Predicted effect of 1% point increase in state unemployment rate

Type of mortality Predicted change (%) Standard error (%) Type of mortality Predicted change (%) Standard error (%)

All deaths � 0.5 0.1 Heart disease � 0.5 0.1
20–44 year olds � 2.0 0.2 Cancer 0.0 0.1
45–64 year olds 0.0 0.1 Flu/pneumonia � 0.7 0.2
Z65 year olds � 0.3 0.1 Liver disease � 0.4 0.2
Vehicle accidents � 3.0 0.2 Infant deaths � 0.6 0.2
Other accidents � 1.7 0.2 Neonatal deaths � 0.6 0.2
Homicide � 1.9 0.4 Suicide 1.3 0.2

Source: Estimated provided in Ruhm, C. J. (2000). Are recessions good for your health. Quarterly Journal of Economics 115(2), 617–650.
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it seems likely that deaths from coronary heart disease will

induce more responsive changes in modifiable health be-

haviors and environmental risks than cancer fatalities. Results

have been more mixed when considering mortality due to

liver disease, suicide, or homicide – with predicted increases

when the economy strengthens in some analyses and de-

creases in others.

There is some indication that macroeconomic conditions

have weaker effects on mortality in countries with strong so-

cial safety nets. The results for infant and neonatal mortality

also appear to differ across institutional environments, with

evidence of strong procyclical variations being obtained for

the US, but not for Germany or when OECD countries are the

unit of analysis.

Although most research has been for the US or Western

European nations, this is starting to change. Recent studies

have examined data from eight Pacific Asian nations during

1976–2003 and from 32 Mexican states between 1993 and

2004. The results from Asia largely mimic those obtained for

the US, with the prediction of a substantial procyclical vari-

ation for total mortality and deaths from traffic accidents or

cardiovascular disease, but with (insignificant) countercyclical

variation for suicides. The results for Mexico are particularly

interesting. The overall findings again indicate that deaths

from all causes and most specific causes of mortality (in-

cluding cancer deaths but not suicides) decline when the

economy weakens. However, these patterns pertain to wealthy

states only, with mortality in poor states exhibiting a coun-

tercyclical fluctuation. Given the wide income disparities be-

tween rich and poor Mexican states, such results are consistent

with temporary improvements in macroeconomic conditions

worsening average health in wealthy areas but improving

it in poor ones. The latter finding is anticipated because the

marginal benefits of income are likely to be exceedingly high

when incomes are very low.

Other Measures of Health

There has been less study of how macroeconomic conditions

are related to other measures of health, largely because data

useful for examining this issue are harder to come by. Using

information from the 1972 to 1981 waves of the National

Health Interview Survey (NHIS), one study had found that

adult morbidity declined when economic conditions weak-

ened, with larger reductions in acute than in chronic medical

conditions. Restricted-activity and bed-days also became less

common and there were relatively large reductions in the

prevalence of ischemic heart disease and certain back prob-

lems. However, this study has provided evidence that non-

psychotic mental disorders increased during such periods

which, when combined with prior findings of a procyclical

variation in suicides, suggests that mental health may decline

during periods of economic deterioration despite the im-

provement of physical health.

Consistent with the possibility that individuals would be-

come (physically) ‘healthier but not happier’ during down-

turns, a study of more recent (1997–2001) NHIS data revealed

that the mental health of African-American and less-educated

males declined when the economy weakened. Another

analyses of 10 years of data (1984–93) from the Panel Study of

Income Dynamics had revealed that average self-assessed

overall health status fell when local unemployment rates in-

creased and that these effects were largely driven by psycho-

logical rather than physical factors.

Changes in Behaviors and Use of Medical Care

There is improvement of physical health during bad economic

times because healthier lifestyles are adopted by individuals.

Alcohol sales and drunk driving vary procyclically and most

research has also indicated that alcohol consumption, de-

pendence, and heavy drinking decline when the economy

weakens. However, the evidence from individual-level data is

more ambiguous, with one study obtaining the contradictory

result that binge drinking increases, whereas overall and heavy

drinking fall; another finds an increase in alcohol use among

teenagers during such periods. Finally, data for Finland provides

some evidence of a countercyclical variation in certain cat-

egories of alcohol-related deaths between 1975 and 2001;

however, the reverse pattern is observed for the period sur-

rounding the extreme downturn of the 1990s and there is again

evidence obtained for a procyclical pattern of overall drinking.

Other behaviors also become healthier when the economy

weakens. Analysis of data of the Behavior Risk Factor Sur-

veillance System (BRFSS) from 1987 to 2000 has indicated

that severe obesity, tobacco use, and multiple behavioral risk

factors decline in bad economic times, whereas physical ex-

ercise increases. Further evidence of a procyclical variation of

obesity has been obtained from an analysis of the BRFSS

during 1984–2002 and in smoking and physical inactivity

from a study of 1976–2001 data from the NHIS. There is also

an indication that diets become healthier during bad times,

although relevant data are inadequate to state this with con-

fidence. Also, less alcohol is consumed by pregnant women

during such periods and their sleeping span (which has

beneficial impacts on health) increases. However, the lifestyle

changes need not be uniform across countries or population

groups. For instance, there is some evidence of a counter-

cyclical variation in obesity for African-American men and

possibly for Finnish adults.

Better health during downturns is not the result of greater

use of medical care – the utilization of most (but not all) types

of medical services declines in such periods. Specifically, there

is a reduction in routine medical checkups and doctor visits,

screening tests, and hospital episodes. This is probably par-

tially due to reductions in employer-provided health insur-

ance, but may also reflect improvements in health itself. Nor

are these effects uniform. For instance, there is evidence that

advanced treatments for heart disease (like coronary bypass

and angioplasty) become more common in bad times and

that pregnant women receive earlier and more frequent pre-

natal care in such periods.

Sources of Countercyclical Variations in Health

As already been mentioned, one reason for health improve-

ment during bad economic times is the adoption of healthier
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lifestyles. Some of this change probably occurs because of

increased availability of nonwork time during such periods,

which is important because activities such as exercising and

preparing meals at home are relatively time intensive. Con-

sistent with this is the evidence that higher time prices are

correlated with increases in tobacco use and reductions in

exercise and socializing. However, there are other reasons why

health is being countercyclical. For instance, hazardous

working conditions, physical exertion of employment, and

job-related stress may all increase during economic expan-

sions, as working hours and pace of jobs rise. Moreover,

employment growth during such periods is particularly large

in the construction and manufacturing sectors, which have

relatively high rates of work-related accidents, and these risks

are amplified by the relatively higher presence of inexperi-

enced workers. Incomes also rise during economic booms,

which help to explain the rise in risky activities such as

drinking and smoking. However, the direct effect of income as

estimated for mortality and other health behaviors is often

mixed, with a protective impact being often observed for

morbidity and functional limitations.

Health may also decline when the economy improves be-

cause the former is an input for temporary increases in the

output of the latter. As already been mentioned, many indi-

viduals will be required to work harder or longer in expansions,

and joint products of economic activity – like pollution, driv-

ing, and traffic congestion – present further health risks. These

latter effects are not limited to persons directly involved in the

labor market conditions, but instead, they may frequently be

concentrated among those with health vulnerabilities, like se-

nior citizens or infants. Such groups may also be strongly

though indirectly affected when care-giving behavior among

prime age individuals is modified by increases in the work-

hours of their employment or by their geographic migration in

search of better employment opportunities.

Relatively strong procyclical fluctuations in mortality

for senior citizens were documented and discussed in Section

Mortality is Procyclical (Table 1), providing evidence of such

indirect effects. An in-depth analysis of this same issue has

recently been conducted by Miller et al. (2009) using data

from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Multiple

Cause of Death Files covering 1978–2004. They have con-

firmed that there is a strong pattern of procyclical mortality for

young adults (18–35 year olds), but have also shown that

death rates rise strongly in good times for children (0–17 year

olds) and senior citizens, particularly those aged 80 years and

above. In contrast, the fatality rates of 35–54 year olds are little

affected by macroeconomic conditions. They emphasize the

role of factors other than ‘own work behavior’ (like changes in

pollution or the quantity, quality, and nature of health care) as

potential mechanisms for explaining these results.

Caveats and Uncertainties

Two important caveats should be kept in mind when inter-

preting the preceding discussion. First, that the macro-

economic fluctuations so discussed refer to transitory rather

than permanent changes in economic conditions. Evidence of

physical health improving during transitory downturns should

not be taken to imply that permanent economic progress has

negative effects. A key distinction is that temporary increases

in output can only be obtained by using inputs (including

health) more intensively given existing technologies. In con-

trast, permanent growth results from a combination of tech-

nological improvements and expansions in the capital stock

(including human capital) that would generally result in

higher levels of both economic output and health. For ex-

ample, there is clear evidence that economic development

among previously impoverished countries yields health im-

provements (although there is less indication of corres-

ponding effects among already industrialized nations).

That said, additional study is needed to determine how

long economic growth must be sustained before the initial

negative consequences for health turn positive. Previous

research permitting such dynamics has generally found that

the effects of sustained changes in economic conditions usu-

ally accumulate for at least 1 or 2 years, consistent with

models where flows of health capital gradually affect overall

levels of health, resulting in larger increases in the medium

term than initially. Attenuation in the predicted health effects

of longer lasting changes in the macroeconomy is observed for

some outcomes or studies, but not for others and further

investigation of this topic is needed.

Several other uncertainties could be resolved by further

research. Generally, one has more understanding of how

the macroeconomy affects health than of the mechanisms for

these effects. It is particularly important to obtain estimates of

the role of environmental risks and other factors (like care

giving) that are not directly related to an individual’s own

labor market experience but may influence health. Data

limitations also make it harder to study consequences for

mental health and morbidity than it does for mortality, al-

though progress in these areas is being made. How the health

effects of macroeconomic conditions vary across institutional

environments and levels of economic development are also

begun to be learnt, but additional study is required.

See also: Health and Health Care, Macroeconomics of.
Macroeconomic Causes and Effects of Noncommunicable Disease:
The Case of Diet and Obesity. Macroeconomic Dynamics of Health:
Lags and Variability in Mortality, Employment, and Spending.
Noncommunicable Disease: The Case of Mental Health,
Macroeconomic Effect of. Pollution and Health. Public Health:
Overview
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Introduction

This article addresses the general topic of ‘managed care,’

which Kongstvedt, author of the standard reference on the

topic, has characterized as ‘‘y..regrettably nebulous’’ but ‘‘y

at the very least,yis a system of health care delivery that tries

to manage the cost of health care, the quality of that care, and

access to care. Common denominators include a panel of

contracted providers that is less than the entire universe of

available providers, some type of limitations on benefits to

subscribers who use non-contracted providers (unless au-

thorized to do so), and some type of authorization or pre-

certification system’’ (p. 807). He further observes that

‘‘Managed health care is actually a spectrum of systemsy’’

(p. 807). To complicate matters, the structure of managed care

organizations (MCOs) has evolved over time, reflecting the

efforts of MCOs to respond to the demands of employers and

public programs that offer health benefits to their employees

and participants.

This article describes the evolution of managed care over

the past 35 years. To provide a context for that description,

it begins with a review of basic findings from agency theory as

they apply to MCOs. It then describes the way in which

managed care and MCOs have evolved over time, focusing

on three different managed care ‘eras’. In each era, it reviews

the empirical evidence regarding the effect of the financial

mechanisms and utilization control techniques being used

by MCOs to control costs, as well as the evidence of a

‘competitive impact’ of MCOs. The article concludes by dis-

cussing the current state of managed care. Although elements

of managed care are evident in the health care systems of

many different countries, this article focuses on the managed

care experience in the United States.

Managed Care Organizations: A ‘Nexus of Contracts’

In the United States, MCOs contract with private sector em-

ployers and government programs to manage the health

benefits of their employees or program enrollees. To a lesser

degree, MCOs also contract directly with individuals to pro-

vide health insurance coverage. As organizations, the revenues

of MCOs depend on their ability to satisfy the demands of

their purchaser-customers. As long as there are alternative

MCOs, unhappy customers can decide not to renew their

existing contracts, by seeking alternative MCOs that better

meet their demands. In this article, the term ‘purchasers’ is

used to refer to employers and government programs.

Typically, the core services that purchasers contract with

MCOs to deliver include (1) establishing and managing a

‘provider network’ through contracts with providers that spe-

cify payment arrangements and provider participation in

utilization management activities, (2) paying provider bills for

their services, and (3) enforcing coverage limitations. In their

contracts with employers, MCOs may assume risk for medical

care costs (and purchasers pay ‘premiums’ to MCOs) or pur-

chasers may retain ‘medical risk’ (in which case ‘self-insured’

purchasers pay administrative fees to MCOs for obtaining

services). In addition to these ‘basic’ services, MCOs typically

offer other programs to purchasers (e.g. related to utilization

management or healthy lifestyle management), with program

costs being incorporated in premiums or put up for separate

payment by purchasers.

Historically, MCOs have responded to purchaser desires to

control their health care costs by (1) applying utilization

management techniques that cause network providers to

substitute less expensive services or sites of care for more ex-

pensive ones, (2) negotiating payment arrangements that

contain incentives for network providers to control their costs,

and (3) simply using their negotiating power to hold down

unit prices in provider contracts. At the market level, pur-

chasers also have expected, or at least hoped, that competition

among MCOs for their business, or competition among pro-

viders for inclusion in MCO networks, would place downward

pressure on medical care costs. Some policy analysts have

urged purchasers to adopt specific ‘managed competition’

strategies to encourage this ‘cost conscious’ competition on

the part of MCOs. However, aggressive pursuit of cost control

by MCOs has implications for private sector purchasers. Spe-

cifically, depending on how they are carried out, MCOs’ cost

control efforts have the potential to reduce the value that

employees place on their health benefits.

Most employers believe that health benefits are an im-

portant part of overall employee compensation, and thus

more attractive health benefits can help in employee recruit-

ment and retention, much the same as higher wages. There-

fore, in their health benefits strategies, employers attempt to

balance the potential benefits of aggressive MCO actions to

control costs with the benefits of offering attractive compen-

sation to employees. (Economists generally agree that em-

ployees care about overall compensation and thus if employer

cost control efforts reduce the value employees place on health

benefits, labor market pressures will cause wages to adjust

upward in order to compensate for this, with little or no

overall gain for employers.) Obviously, conditions in the

market for labor affect the importance that employers place on

benefit attractiveness versus cost containment; when labor

markets are tight, offering attractive benefits becomes more

important than when they are soft. In the latter case, em-

ployers can support aggressive pursuit of cost containment by

MCOs with less risk that any associated reductions in the value

of their compensation will cause employees to seek other job

opportunities or that the firm will fail to attract new em-

ployees. Over time, the types of activities pursued by MCOs,

and the aggressiveness with which they are pursued, will re-

flect the weight that employers place on these two goals for

their health benefits programs. And, the most successful

MCOs will be ones that can modify their organizational
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structures, activities, and products effectively in response to

changing purchaser demands.

Agency theory provides one conceptual framework for

understanding the pressures faced by MCOs and their options

for responding to them. MCOs must contract with multiple

providers for the delivery of services to MCO members, be-

sides negotiating contracts with purchasers for management of

their health benefits. Historically, many MCO contracts with

providers have been of the ‘contingent claims’ nature in that

the MCO agrees to pay the network provider a specified dollar

amount for the delivery of an uncertain amount and mix of

services in the future. This uncertainty can relate to the types

and number of people who will seek services in some future

period and the nature of their medical needs. It is very difficult

to arrive at contingent contracts that are satisfactory as it is

impossible to anticipate all possible future events, and one

party to the contract (e.g. the provider in MCO/provider

contracts) may be able to characterize the state of the world,

for contract purposes, in a manner that serves its interests. For

example, providers may argue that patients require extensive

courses of treatment if paid on a fee-for-service basis, or very

limited treatment if paid on a price per person per time period

(capitated) basis. The MCO may not be able to determine if

the provider did the right thing given the condition of the

patient, especially if there is no consensus regarding the ap-

propriateness and efficacy of different treatment options.

Using the language of agency theory, in negotiations with

network providers the MCO (the ‘principal’) attempts to de-

sign contracts with financial incentives that reward the pro-

vider (the ‘agent’) for acting in the principal’s best interests.

However, typical payment approaches in provider contracts

(fee for service, capitation) contain relatively strong incentives

for behavior that could, at the extreme, be detrimental to the

MCO’s interests. For example, fee-for-service reimbursement

rewards providers for delivering both necessary and unneces-

sary services to their patients. This could increase costs un-

necessarily as well as expose patients to unwarranted medical

risks. This being the case, and depending on the information

at their disposal, purchasers might seek out MCOs that are

able to negotiate provider contracts that minimize these un-

desirable outcomes. And, MCOs may attempt to incorporate

rules and monitoring mechanisms in the contracts with pro-

viders that reduce the likelihood of an overaggressive response

of the latter to financial incentives. Also, MCOs may seek to

mitigate the incentives in ‘pure’ payment approaches such as

fee for service by employing other financial rewards in con-

tracts, such as payments for meeting care process goals (e.g.

periodic testing for blood sugar among diabetic patients, not

prescribing antibiotics for treatment of upper respiratory in-

fections or reducing use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

in first visits by patients with lower back pain). In practice,

there are many different so-called ‘blended payment’ ar-

rangements accompanying the rules and monitoring mech-

anisms in the contracts between MCOs and providers.

The type of MCO/provider contract that emerges in any

specific situation will depend in part on the competitiveness of

the provider market. Where there is relatively little com-

petition among providers (e.g. where provider concentration

in a given geographic area is high), they could be expected to

negotiate more favorable contractual terms. These could

include higher levels of payment for services, an assignment of

financial risk that more closely conforms with provider pref-

erences, and/or less obtrusive or objectionable MCO moni-

toring and oversight of provider activities. In contrast,

contracts with terms more favorable to MCOs are more likely

where provider markets are competitive, and when excess

provider capacity exists. Variations in the contracting en-

vironment such as these are likely to lead to a variety of

contractual arrangements between MCOs and network pro-

viders within the same market as well as across geographic

markets. And, contractual arrangements are likely to vary over

time as well, being influenced by changes in the structure of

the markets for provider services of specific types, the com-

petitiveness of the MCO market, and the preferences of pur-

chasers regarding employee health benefits.

Although MCOs are principals in their contracts with

providers, they are agents in their contracts with purchasers.

That is, the goal of purchasers is to negotiate contracts with

MCOs that lead MCOs to act in the purchaser’s best interests.

If the actions of MCOs do not promote the interests of pur-

chasers, the MCO risks incurring financial penalties (e.g. the

MCO pays for medical care costs above a contract-determined

amount) and/or may not have the contract renewed. Different

preferences on the part of purchasers in different markets for

specific outcomes (e.g. containment of specialist expenditures,

avoidance of provider ‘never events,’ managing care for people

with specific chronic illnesses) are likely to be reflected

in different terms in MCO contracts with providers. Changes

in purchaser preferences are likely to precipitate changes in

MCO/provider contracts over time.

Evolution of Managed Care Organizations

MCOs have evolved over four decades from distinct organ-

izations offering a single product is characterized primarily by

(1) a restricted, relatively narrow, network of providers with

severe penalties for out-of-network use, (2) financial arrange-

ments that shared substantial risk with contracting providers,

and (3) aggressive efforts to control utilization, to organiza-

tions that offer purchasers a choice of benefit designs for

employees, most of which have (1) extensive provider net-

works and weaker financial incentives discouraging out-of-

network use, (2) less financial risk shared with contracting

providers, and (3) much more limited, targeted efforts to

control utilization. This section describes this evolution of

managed care in the United States, focusing on three different

periods. In each case, it summarizes evidence on the use and

impact of incentives and rules in MCO/provider contracts, and

the market-level effects of managed care. The recurring theme

in this narrative is how the changing demands of employers

and their desires regarding MCO performance have shaped the

evolution of managed care. Essentially, this evolution, being

wedded to changes in the provider environment, has reduced

the potential for MCOs to control purchaser costs through

aggressive utilization management and price negotiation with

providers. As a result, the role that MCOs are asked to play as

agents of purchasers has changed in fundamental ways. Des-

pite still being referred to as MCOs, many of these
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organizations arguably no longer conform even to relatively

broad definitions of managed care.

Early Stages of Managed Care Organization Development

Before World War II, there were a small number of organiza-

tions available to purchasers in some geographic areas that fit

the definition of managed care. In particular, these organiza-

tions offered limited networks of providers at a lower cost to

purchasers than conventional indemnity insurance. MCOs of

this type (e.g. consumer cooperative prepaid group practices)

had remained a relatively minor, but growing, component of

the health insurance market in the United States until the early

1970s, when Congress passed the HMO Act. In addition to

introducing the term ‘Health Maintenance Organization

(HMO)’ into the health insurance lexicon, the Act focused

employer attention on HMOs as alternatives that offered

better benefit coverage at a potentially lower cost than tradi-

tional insurance.

The number of MCOs that met the legislative definition of

an HMO grew steadily through the 1970s, so that by 1980

there were 236 HMOs with a total enrollment of approxi-

mately 9 million people. Over the next 6 years, however, en-

rollment grew dramatically to 25.7 million members in 626

HMOs. In particular, MCOs with more extensive but less in-

tegrated provider panels (IPAs), and often sponsored by local

or state medical societies or Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans,

emerged as competitive responses to HMOs with more re-

strictive provider panels. Most new HMOs during the early

1980s were IPA model plans that national HMO firms had

established in local markets.

Large employers typically offered one or more HMOs as

health benefits options alongside traditional plans, hoping to

benefit from HMO presence in two ways: (1) some employees

might choose to enroll in lower cost HMOs, accepting a more

limited selection of providers and some restrictions on un-

fettered access in return for better coverage, and (2) the loss of

enrollees to HMOs might stimulate other health insurers to

more aggressively control their costs. Some policy analysts

encouraged purchasers to leverage this new situation by con-

tributing an amount equal to (or proportionate to) the cost of

the lowest option toward whatever option the employee

chose, with the employee paying the balance. The premise of

this ‘managed competition’ model was that at least some

employees would switch to the lower cost options, low cost

plans would be rewarded with more revenue, aggressive price

competition among HMOs and traditional insurers would

ensue, and both employer and employee benefit costs, or at

least cost increases, would be moderated.

The argument that HMOs would have lower costs than

traditional insurance options rested on three premises. First,

they were expected to be able to influence provider use of

services because, with relatively limited plan networks, net-

work providers received a substantial portion of their revenues

from HMO contracts. Second, again because of the greater

reliance of providers on specific HMOs for revenue, HMOs

would be able to negotiate contracts that placed providers at

risk (to some degree) for costs exceeding expectations, creating

incentives for providers themselves to more effectively manage

costs. And third, HMOs would be able to exercise their ne-

gotiating leverage to hold down provider unit prices.

From the beginning, there was disagreement among pol-

icymakers and in published research findings concerning

whether lower costs reported for HMO enrollees were entirely

the result of more effective utilization management and/or the

negotiating power of MCOs. Some studies found that, when

employers offered employees a multiple choice of benefit

options, relatively healthy employees were more likely to

choose HMO options. When offered a choice from among

HMOs of different types, healthier enrollees were more likely

to choose HMOs with more restrictive networks. Even so, re-

search before 1980 did suggest that HMOs reduced the use of

high cost treatment settings, especially hospitals, although

more loosely organized HMOs (IPAs) were less effective in

doing so. In a widely cited study by the RAND Corporation,

hospital admissions in a single HMO were 40% less than in

traditional fee-for-service insurance, and costs were 25% less.

Research on the impact of specific utilization management

techniques used by HMOs during this time period was rela-

tively limited. However, one study reported that utilization

review in hospitals reduced hospital expenditures by 12% for

a sample of employer groups from 1983 to 1985. Others

found similar results for use of inpatient review by BCBS

plans.

Not all of the early research evidence supported the ability

of MCOs to reduce costs of care or costs incurred by pur-

chasers. For instance, a study of a single HMO found evidence

that lower utilization of resources for some procedures was

not always reflected in lower overall costs. Other research

suggested that how physicians were paid was a key factor in

explaining differences in findings for different types of HMOs.

An analysis of Illinois HMOs between 1985 and 1987 con-

cluded that providers reimbursed by HMOs using fee for ser-

vice had higher rates of use of inpatient care and physician

visits than those reimbursed by HMOs using other methods,

except that the use of individual physician bonus payments

resulted in lower utilization. Similarly, other research reported

that physicians paid on a capitated basis in IPA type HMOs

had service utilization rates which were comparable or lower

than in group or staff model plans. This is consistent with

general findings from multiple studies, indicating that re-

imbursement arrangements such as those placing providers at

some degree of financial risk can reduce utilization of services.

There was also evidence that competition among HMOs

for purchaser contracts occurred during this early period, with

several studies describing competitive market dynamics that

were stimulated by the development of HMOs in some geo-

graphic markets. Other studies sought evidence of an empir-

ical relationship between HMO market presence and

premiums of competing insurers, but these efforts were

handicapped by the relatively low market penetration of

HMOs in most communities.

Notwithstanding evidence of competitive behavior on the

part of HMOs, the degree to which any real ‘savings’ generated

by HMOs were passed on to purchasers in the form of lower

premiums (for employers that were not self-insured) became a

matter of dispute during this early stage of MCO development.

HMOs were accused of ‘shadow-pricing’ traditional insurers,

generating profits that were used for expansion. It was argued
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that this was possible because most employers did not adopt a

‘managed competition’ model, choosing instead to cover the

entire cost of whichever option the employee chose, or to

employ a contribution strategy that substantially subsidized

higher cost options. This weakened incentives for HMOs in to

compete by offering lower prices to purchasers. Some pur-

chasers may not have adapted a managed competition model

because it would result in substantially higher contributions

for those opting to retain their traditional insurance, thus re-

sulting in dissatisfaction on the part of these employees with

their health benefits.

The Golden Years for Managed Care

By the mid-1980s, HMOs (IPA and closed panel plans) had

grown dramatically in number and enrollment. This growth

continued from 1985 to 1995, with total HMO enrollment

(including point of service (POS) HMOs, see below) increas-

ing from 18 million to 58 million, and the number of HMOs

from 381 to 571, peaking at 695 in 1987. From 1985 to 1992,

155 HMO mergers occurred, as well as 152 failures. In an

attempt to better understand the changing HMO landscape,

several studies examined the causes and impacts of HMO

mergers. They found that profit-seeking HMOs seldom ab-

sorbed nonprofit HMOs in mergers, and premiums were

relatively unaffected by mergers except in very competitive

HMO markets, where they were higher, yet only for 1 year

postmerger. Mergers did not generally allow HMOs to reach

greater scale economies without improved efficiency levels.

Throughout this period, HMOs were offered as options by

most large employers and as the only health benefit plan by

many smaller employers. The early to mid-1990s marked a

period of very low health insurance premium increases; some

analysts saw this as the phase of a predictable insurance pre-

mium cycle, while others attributed this to the growing en-

rollment in HMOs and other types of MCOs, as well as their

ability to control costs. This generated a significant body of

new research on the factors that explained the lower cost of

care in HMOs. For instance, a utilization review program in-

stituted by a large national insurer was found to reduce

spending on hospital care after 1 year by 8% and total ex-

penditures by 4%. In a study that compared the treatment of

heart disease in HMOs and traditional insurance plans from

1993 to 1995, HMOs had 30–40% lower expenditures, with

little difference in treatments or health outcomes; the authors

attributed the lower expenditures to the lower unit prices paid

by HMOs. Trends in the use of outpatient versus inpatient care

showed a decline in hospital days per thousand enrollees in

HMOs from 1985 to 1995, whereas ambulatory visits per

enrollee increased, suggesting that HMOs substituted less ex-

pensive for more expensive treatment settings. A review of

studies of the use of diagnostic tests in HMOs found that

HMO enrollees received fewer diagnostic tests during their

inpatient stays than patients enrolled in traditional insurance

plans, and did not receive any more tests on an outpatient

basis. And, another study found that increases in market share

of HMOs were associated with lower MRI availability between

1983 and 1993.

Research conducted during this period found that differ-

ences in payment arrangements and practice settings

continued to be important in explaining differences in util-

ization in HMOs. For instance, one study estimated that pa-

tients in solo or single specialty group practices, where

physicians were reimbursed on a fee-for-service basis, were

41% more likely to be hospitalized than when the group

practice received a capitated payment.

A major factor in the growth in MCO enrollment overall

(not just HMO enrollment) from 1985 to the mid-1990s was a

decision by most large employers to offer Preferred Provider

Organizations (PPOs) to their employees. Under this type of

MCO, the penalty for seeing a provider outside of the limited

network was much less severe than under the traditional HMO

(where consumers bore 100% of the cost for services received

‘out of network’). Typically, in the PPO model, consumers

paid all costs up to a specified deductible level, then continued

to pay a share of costs above that level until a specified max-

imum for consumer expenditures was reached. This design

differed from traditional insurance in that the deductible and

coinsurance rates were lower if enrollees used ‘preferred’

providers who agreed in their contracts to be paid set fees and

also to participate in the plan’s utilization management pro-

grams. Providers sought preferred status because they hoped

to attract more patients and thereby generate more revenues.

Alternatively, they viewed it as a means of protecting them-

selves against the loss of patients to providers who held pre-

ferred provider status. A key to the popularity of PPOs was that

consumers could choose between seeing a preferred provider

or some other provider at the point of service. By 1995, almost

35 million employees were enrolled in PPOs. HMOs re-

sponded to PPO development by devising a plan with similar

provider and consumer incentives (the POS HMO), utilizing

the HMO network as the preferred providers.

Skeptics doubted the ability of PPOs to effectively control

health care costs because they typically reimbursed physicians

using a fee-for-service approach, which rewarded provision of

more services, and their preferred provider panels were large,

presumably making the effective application of MCO utiliza-

tion management techniques more difficult. However, the

relatively modest premium increases of the mid-1990s, which

were coincidental with growth in PPO enrollment, seemed to

belie those concerns.

The rapid growth during this period in the number of

MCOs, the number of national MCOs, and the enrollment in

MCOs generated a large body of research addressing the

competitive impacts of HMOs. Regarding the relationship

between degree of HMO competition and level of HMO pre-

miums, one study found lower premium revenue per HMO

enrollee in markets that contained larger numbers of HMOs in

combination with a relatively high percentage of the popu-

lation enrolled in HMOs. Another study found that HMOs

had a constraining effect on the premiums of other health

insurers at low levels of HMO market penetration despite that

premium levels for other insurers were higher at greater levels

of HMO penetration. The authors speculated that this could

reflect shadow-pricing strategies by HMOs as soon as they had

established their market presence.

The impact of HMOs on quality of care was also an im-

portant topic of research during this period, that stimulated in

part by concerns HMO utilization management policies and

payment arrangements shifting risk to providers could have a
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negative impact on quality. In general, review articles con-

cluded that there was little support for the concern that HMOs

reduced quality. For example, although one study found a

negative effect of HMO competition on quality of care indi-

cators relating to treatment of acute myocardial infarction,

others found mixed or somewhat positive relationships be-

tween measures of HMO competition and quality of care.

As HMO presence grew in some markets, so did the degree

of consolidation among hospitals and physician groups,

raising concerns of whether HMOs could continue to contain

costs by negotiating lower prices for inpatient care for their

members. Quantitative analyses found that the increased

presence of MCOs in local markets was not a major factor

causing hospital mergers, but qualitative evidence suggested

that the threat of managed care could have encouraged mer-

gers. Irrespective of the role managed care played in stimu-

lating mergers, quantitative studies found that hospital prices

were higher in more consolidated hospital markets. Hospitals

in more competitive HMO markets had slower rates of cost

growth, but this HMO effect was not significant in highly

concentrated hospital markets, suggesting diminished HMO

negotiating leverage in consolidated hospital markets.

The Postbacklash Era: Rethinking Managed Care

By the mid-1990s, many large employers had begun to re-

structure their approaches to health benefits in a way that,

arguably, subsequently shaped not just the trajectory of

managed care, but the structure of the US health care system as

a whole. First, influenced by relatively low premium increases

that they attributed to the effective use of financial incentives

and utilization controls by MCOs, along with their own savvy

health benefits decisions, these employers eliminated their

traditional health insurance options, replacing them first by

MCOs and, subsequently, by consolidating the number of

MCO options offered to employees toward one or two plans.

By limiting the number of MCO options, employers hoped

that they could reduce their health plan administration costs

besides concentrating their purchasing power to achieve more

favorable contractual terms with MCOs.

These employer decisions limited employee choice of health

benefit options and, in effect, pushed many employees who

had valued the flexibility and wide range of provider options

offered by traditional health insurance into the more restricted

MCO environment featuring both preauthorization for hospital

admissions and limitations on referrals to specialists. New

MCO members, unfamiliar with these restrictions, had their

requests for reimbursement for care from out-of-network pro-

viders denied and experienced seemingly arbitrary decisions on

the part of MCOs regarding access to care within MCO net-

works. Their unhappiness was reinforced by growing provider

discontent with MCO payments, utilization review and other

practice restrictions. The result was ‘managed care backlash’ that

varied in its severity across different markets – less in areas

where HMOs were well entrenched with a large market share,

and more intense in markets where a large proportion of the

population was affected by employer elimination of traditional

insurance options.

In effect, purchaser attempts to capture a larger share of the

presumed cost savings from enrolling employees in MCOs

have resulted in a devaluation of health benefits for some

employees. Although much of the anger of consumers was

directed at MCOs, the decisions of employers to drop non-

MCO plans too were resented by employees. This backlash

came at an exceedingly inopportune time for employers, as the

mid-to-late 1990s saw significant economic growth and

competition to attract and retain employees. In this environ-

ment, employers turned to plans with broad provider net-

works and freedom for employees to access providers of their

choice. MCOs responded by expanding their preferred pro-

vider networks, seeking to enroll as many providers as feasible

in any given community, and by consolidating nationally.

Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans held an advantage in this respect,

as they already possessed expansive networks, and their en-

rollment grew, whereas enrollment in HMOs with limited

networks declined or remained stagnant.

These changes had important consequences for the struc-

ture of MCOs as well as the subsequent shape of the health

care delivery system in communities. MCOs sought to become

‘one stop shops’ to meet employer desires to minimize con-

tracting and health benefits management costs. Those that had

started as a product type (e.g. an HMO) now added other

options (PPOs and, later, consumer-directed health plans

(CDHP)). This allowed employers to make different benefit

designs available to employees within a single contractual

relationship with an MCO. MCOs, in losing their identifi-

cation with a single product, became ‘health plans’ that

offered an array of products to employers in different market

segments.

At the same time, MCOs were losing the contracting le-

verage with providers that they had used to restrain rate in-

creases in the past. Because they had to maintain relatively

large provider networks to secure contracts with employers,

plans could no longer credibly argue that providers would be

rewarded with more patients and revenues if they accepted

lower fees as preferred providers. Perhaps more important in

the view of some analysts was the fact that providers (espe-

cially hospitals and specialty groups) merged in order to en-

hance their negotiating power, as health plans could not

withstand significant ‘holes’ in their provider networks and yet

be responsive to employer demands. Although the impact of

managed care growth on provider consolidation is not clear,

increased provider consolidation has important implications

for employers; it makes it very difficult for their agents – the

health plans – to hold down rate increases in contract nego-

tiations or implement effective utilization control strategies. In

fact, two studies had found that, post managed care backlash,

higher HMO penetration in local markets was no longer as-

sociated with lower cost growth. And, research based on

consumer surveys conducted in 1996–97 found no difference

between HMOs and other insurance arrangements in the use

of expensive services, but HMO enrollees reported less satis-

faction with their care and less trust in physicians. Also, 2002

data pertaining to New York State suggested that a larger

number of HMOs in a local health care market was associated

with lower quality of care. Taken together, these findings

suggest that the changes made by MCOs to meet employer

demands had reduced their ability to contain provider prices

or control utilization of services, leading some analysts to

declare ‘the end of managed care.’
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Returning to the past by offering ‘narrow network’ benefit

options in contracts with employers, similar in design to early

HMOs, would be difficult for health plans, even assuming that

employers were inclined to favor such options. In highly

consolidated markets, it would be difficult for health plans to

exclude any significant provider system and still offer a

product that was valued by employees. And, because health

plans now offer multiple products, if they exclude a health

care system when forming a narrow network product, they risk

the withdrawal of that system from other products that rely on

having an extensive network for market success.

Faced with tight labor markets, and with the recent managed

care backlash firmly in mind, some large employers began ad-

vocating for a new health benefits strategy known variously as

consumer-centric benefits, or managed consumerism, or facili-

tated consumerism. At its core, this strategy focuses on creating

cost-containing, quality-enhancing competition among pro-

viders for consumers, rather than competition among MCOs

for enrollees in a situation where employers offer multiple

MCO options. In this environment, MCOs compete for con-

tracts with employers by offering new benefit designs that fea-

ture greater employee cost sharing, sometimes accompanied by

an employer-funded health savings account, besides main-

taining substantial freedom of choice among providers. MCOs

are charged with providing employees with cost and quality

information necessary to make informed choices of providers.

Employers contract with MCOs or freestanding vendors to

provide disease management programs, intensive care man-

agement programs, and ‘healthy lifestyle’ programs to their

employees. To meet these new demands of their employer-

customers, MCOs have attempted to ‘re-invent’ themselves as

organizations that encourage and facilitate the efforts of em-

ployees to more effectively managed their own health besides

promoting cost-containing competition at the ‘retail’ as op-

posed to the ‘wholesale’ level.

By 2008, employers and MCOs had made credible inroads

in modifying conventional managed care, by introducing

elements of a managed consumerism strategy, although not

without controversy. Skeptics argued that new ‘CDHP’ options

offered by MCOs, featuring relatively high deductibles (in

comparison to earlier benefit designs of HMOs and PPOs)

coupled with health savings accounts, were simply mech-

anisms to facilitate greater cost sharing on the part of em-

ployees, and that MCOs were providing limited and not

particularly useful information to employees to assist in the

choice of providers. They also expressed concerns that CDHPs

would be attractive to relatively healthy or higher income

employees, but would increase costs disproportionately for

sicker employees, and do little to modify employer costs or the

growth in health care costs still more generally. In light of

these concerns, and the reality that employers make health

benefit decisions only once each year, it took several years for

CDHPs to become established health benefit options for

employers. However, buttressed by federal government actions

that conferred tax benefits on the purchase of one type of

CDHP (the ‘Health Savings Account’ plan) along with the

experiences of early-adopting employers, 15% of employers

were offering CDHP options to employees by 2010, including

34% of firms with more than 1000 employees, and overall

13% of employees were enrolled in these plans.

Research suggests that CDHP enrollees have higher in-

comes and are in somewhat better health than employees who

do not choose to enroll in CDHPs. Employees who switched

to CDHPs spent less on health care and used fewer services,

but had lower levels of satisfaction with their plans, used less

preventive care, and felt that they lacked sufficient information

to make informed choices.

The onset of the worldwide recession in 2008 accelerated

the implementation of at least one component of the man-

aged consumerism strategy – increased employee cost sharing.

Employers facing significant financial challenges focused their

attention on the need to take immediate steps to reduce health

care costs. Just as unemployment rates rose, employers too

became less concerned regarding the possible impact of health

care cost containment efforts on their ability to attract and

retain employees. Large employers reduced employee com-

pensation by increasing deductibles and coinsurance rates in

PPO and CDHP plans as well as by reducing their percent

contribution toward premium costs. For many employers,

these actions led to year-to-year rates of increase in their health

benefits costs of 5% or less.

Large employers also invested in disease management and

healthy lifestyle programs to soften the impact of reductions

in benefit coverage and, in some cases, because they believed

that employee participation in these programs might reduce

employer health benefit costs in the longer term. Targeted

disease management programs, which include various util-

ization management components, are now a standard part of

MCO offerings to employers, although the evidence that they

reduce costs is decidedly mixed. More recently, MCOs have

responded aggressively to employer demands to develop

healthy lifestyle programs for employees. These programs re-

ward employees for healthy behaviors and, in some cases,

include benefit designs that penalize them for unhealthy

lifestyles. In a growing number of case studies, programs have

been identified that have favorable short-term returns on

employer investments. However, other research suggests that

there may be wide variation in the ability of such programs to

contain costs.

The End of Managed Care?

Clearly, the concept and reality of managed care has changed

substantially since the introduction of the HMO Act almost

40 years ago. Large, closed panel MCOs of the type that once

exemplified managed care still exist, integrating health insur-

ance with a health care delivery system. However, even these

organizations have become ‘health plans’ in that they offer a

variety of products to employers, including CDHPs and other

high deductible benefit designs. And, despite the continued

success of some limited network plans, the vast majority of

employed Americans now are enrolled in health benefit op-

tions featuring broad networks, deductibles, coinsurance, and

in relatively few intrusive efforts that manage the delivery of

care by contracting providers. This would indeed suggest that

the concept of ‘managed care’ has come full circle, reflecting in

large part a response to the changing goals of employers for

their health benefits offerings. Health plans now generally

avoid the label of MCO, preferring to emphasize their evolving
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role in supporting consumers both in choosing providers and

engaging in healthy lifestyles.

Although some analysts suggest that ‘the end of managed

care’ has occurred with the adoption of ‘managed con-

sumerism’ by large employers, others refer to ‘the changing

face of managed care’ instead. In fact, there are several rea-

sons to believe that many aspects of the original concept of

managed care remain relevant. First, the intensifying pressure

on government to contain costs in public programs will

continue to make public sector contracts with what now

could be called ‘traditional MCOs’ appealing. At present,

approximately two thirds of Medicaid beneficiaries are

enrolled in managed care plans with limited provider net-

works, often aggressive care management, and an emphasis

on primary care. (In addition, almost a quarter of Medicare

beneficiaries are enrolled in a mixture of different private

sector plan types, but these plans generally are less aggressive

in managing care of enrollees.)

Second, some MCOs continue to practice utilization

management in targeted areas, and some have reintroduced

utilization management techniques that they had previously

discarded. Perhaps the best example consists of efforts by

MCOs to constrain the use of imaging procedures, especially

as a first step in the diagnosis of lower back pain. Many MCOs

conduct extensive retrospective review, and some require prior

authorization and credentialing of imaging facilities and ma-

chines. It may be that there will be ongoing opportunities for

MCOs to apply traditional managed care techniques to areas

where growth in costs and service utilization seems excessive

and indicative of poor quality, or where there are clear op-

portunities to substitute lower with higher cost service venues

without jeopardizing quality.

There are also instances where essential aspects of early

managed care, albeit controversial at a time, have now become

accepted (if not always welcomed) as part of health practice.

For instance, the use of data to ‘profile’ the practices of indi-

vidual physicians and hospitals, with feedback of findings, was

a standard tool employed by early MCOs to challenge pro-

vider ‘outliers.’ This practice continues today at a much more

sophisticated and transparent level, with the results made

available to some MCOs to their members, published in

community reports and/or used to calculate financial rewards

for providers. Early MCO support for the development and

use of ‘practice guidelines’ is a second important example.

Although providers saw these guidelines as tools used by plans

primarily to contain costs, over time guidelines had achieved

widespread acceptance as contributing to the practice of high

quality evidence-based medicine. In this case, a utilization and

quality management tool of the early MCOs has been widely

adopted in the support of managed consumerism strategies,

and its use will probably continue to expand, as care guide-

lines are increasingly being incorporated in electronic medical

records.

One aspect of managed care that generally has not survived

the transition to managed consumerism is the negotiation of

capitated and other reimbursement arrangements that place

providers at risk for costs exceeding budgeted amounts.

However, this could change in the future, as some health plans

are now negotiating ‘shared gains’ contracts with large inte-

grated provider systems. Under these contracts, providers

typically must meet quality and/or savings benchmarks in

order to share a percentage of savings with health plans. In the

United States, the Medicare program is encouraging providers

to form Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs) that would

contract with Medicare under shared savings arrangements. If

a sufficient number of ACOs can be established, it shall ac-

celerate the use of shared savings contracts between MCOs and

providers in the private sector as well.

The prospects for MCOs to once again generate savings for

purchasers through negotiation of deep discounts in fee-

for-service contracts with providers seem to be less promising.

In the early years of managed care, the considerable excess

capacity in community health care systems was exposed as

MCO enrollees used fewer services, especially inpatient care.

Providers benefited from offering discounts so long as rev-

enues from new MCO patients were sufficient to cover the

fixed costs of unused capacity. Now, hospital occupancy rates

are relatively high, and physician shortages are prevailing in

many communities, reducing the value of new business to

providers. Perhaps more importantly, provider consolidation

limits the negotiating leverage of MCOs. It seems unlikely that

this situation will change because MCOs will continue to find

it difficult to restrain cost increases while negotiating favorable

provider payment rates. Provider market power is also likely to

inhibit the ability of MCOs to negotiate shared gain contracts

that have strong incentives for cost control.

In summary, addressing the question of whether ‘the end

of managed care’ has arrived is complicated. Some of the

utilization techniques associated with traditional managed

care have survived and may continue, in refined form, into the

future. However, the increasing market power of providers,

being supported by growing market consolidation, makes it

rather unlikely for MCOs to be able to negotiate the sorts of

risk sharing and discounted payment arrangements with

providers that arguably were key elements to lower utilization

of services and reduce costs during the early era of managed

care. Interestingly, growing provider consolidation also

threatens employers’ managed consumerism strategy, which

now depends on the willingness of a shrinking number of

provider organizations to compete for patients.
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Design
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Glossary
Adverse selection A situation in which the health

insurance market is distorted because individuals are better

informed about their probability of needing health care

than insurers.

Community rating Regulation of the health insurance

market requiring insurers to charge a uniform premium

regardless of the state of health.

Libertarian paternalism A policy approach to protect

individuals from making decisions against their own

interest. Experts design specific arrangements which apply

to individuals unless they deliberately opt out.

Open enrollment Regulation of the health insurance

market requiring insurers to accept any applicant.

Introduction

A number of countries mandate that individuals purchase

health insurance, a policy referred to as mandatory health

insurance (MHI). It requires that all or a large part of the

population purchase health insurance, which covers a sub-

stantial part of healthcare costs. This article reviews the rea-

sons for this policy, considers issues in implementing MHI,

and discusses the problems in enforcing the mandate to buy

health insurance.

Rationales for Mandatory Health Insurance

Avoiding Free Riding

In most wealthy societies, there is a consensus that life-saving

medical care should be made available to citizens in case of

need. This creates a free rider problem on part of those with low

income who can expect to receive this support when they be-

come ill. By not buying insurance, they save the premium and

enjoy a higher level of consumption as long as they remain in

good health. However, as soon as sizable payments for medical

care occur, these individuals qualify for free treatment. This

opportunity to act as a free rider on the rest of the society can

mean that ex ante individuals do not find it worthwhile to buy

health insurance. A possible response would be to deny treat-

ment to individuals who failed to buy health insurance. To a

wealthy society, however, this is usually not acceptable or

feasible. For instance, if the victim of an accident or a seriously

ill person is rushed to hospital, it is unthinkable if not illegal in

many countries to refuse to treat the patient because of doubts

about the patient’s financial means.

Making health insurance mandatory solves this problem.

In this sense, it is similar to mandatory car insurance in pro-

tecting third parties from being damaged. MHI also has an

efficiency advantage in this setting. To receive assistance by

others in case of large payments for medical treatment, indi-

viduals may refrain from buying any coverage at all. This in-

efficiently exposes them to smaller risks when they do not

qualify for assistance. MHI avoids this inefficiency.

Alternative policies are subsidies for buying insurance,

taxes for not buying insurance, or a combination of both.

However, high subsidies may be necessary to induce free riders

to buy insurance, requiring substantial increases in public

expenditure. Taxes have the same effect as MHI provided that

they induce all free riders to take up insurance.

Paternalistic Motives

Because data on health risks are often complex, individuals

have problems in making informed decisions. In particular,

they may underestimate certain risks. Several studies show that

individuals tend to have an ‘optimistic bias’ with respect to their

vulnerability to health risks. For instance, individuals typically

rate their personal risk with respect to health problems and

other hazards between ‘average’ and ‘less than average.’

If risks are underestimated, individuals will tend to buy too

little health insurance. As in other branches of insurance,

catastrophic risks, illnesses which are very costly, are likely to

be insufficiently covered. As a consequence, individuals may

suffer financial distress and may not be able to afford adequate

treatment. This is unnecessary because insurance to cover

these risks can be inexpensive, provided that the probability of

getting the illness is low (Nyman, 1999).

A paternalistic response is to mandate individuals to buy

health insurance contracts, which provide sufficient coverage,

in particular for catastrophic risks. The requirements for these

contracts would be based on the opinion of experts who assess

health risks. An alternative would be to provide individuals

with more information. Given that problems in processing

information is the underlying cause for the interference in

private decisions, however, this may only help those who have

the time and capabilities of assessing in detail the risks they

face. As a third way, Sunstein and Thaler (2003) propose

‘libertarian paternalism,’ a combination of paternalism and

free choice. Experts would be consulted for designing a ‘de-

fault’ health insurance contract which would cover individuals

unless they decide deliberately for buying alternative or no

coverage.

Adverse Selection

Adverse selection in health insurance arises if individuals are

better informed about their probability of needing health care
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than insurers. A possible implication is market failure in the

health insurance market. This argument is based on the fam-

ous analysis by Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976). In their model

with two risk types, only a separating equilibrium can exist in

which high-risk types obtain full insurance, whereas low risks

buy partial coverage. Such an equilibrium may not be second-

best efficient. Mandatory public health insurance with partial

coverage can lead to a Pareto improvement.

The efficiency argument for mandatory public health in-

surance, however, hinges on the equilibrium specification of

the model. In an alternative specification in which insurers

anticipate the withdrawal of unprofitable contracts in re-

sponse to their own actions and can cross-subsidize between

contracts, the market equilibrium is second-best efficient, i.e.,

no Pareto improvement is possible given the self-selection and

resource constraints (Crocker and Snow, 1985).

Starting from the premise that health insurance markets are

not second-best efficient, Neudeck and Podczeck (1996),

Encinosa (2001), and Finkelstein (2004) have examined the

effects of MHI which is not tied to public insurance. A general

finding is that this policy leads to redistribution from low-risk

individuals to high-risk individuals. However, MHI is not able

to implement a Pareto improving outcome compared with the

unregulated market equilibrium. Whether a second-best out-

come can be reached by MHI depends on the specific way of

modeling the insurance market.

Enforcing Cross-Subsidies

For individuals with low income, health insurance may not

be affordable. This also applies to those with a high risk

of needing health care who have to pay high premiums in

a market with risk rating. Mandating them to buy coverage

usually does not solve this problem. However, in an in-

direct way, making health insurance mandatory for all can

lower the price of health insurance for people with low in-

come or high risks by enforcing cross-subsidies from others.

This is the case in a social health insurance system with in-

come-related contributions. In such a scheme, those with high

income and low expected health expenditure cross-subsidize

the poor and ill.

The problem that the poor cannot afford health insurance

can also be solved by paying earmarked transfers for the

purchase of health insurance contingent on income. Cross-

subsidies between low and high risks, however, are more dif-

ficult to implement by transfers. These would need to reflect

the risk type in the same way as insurers differentiate their

premiums by risk type. This is a demanding task for a gov-

ernment transfer program and has not yet been implemented.

In the absence of a satisfactory transfer solution, MHI can

establish transfers to high risks if it is combined with com-

munity rating, i.e., the regulation that insurers do not differ-

entiate their premiums by risk type, and open enrollment by

insurers. MHI is crucial in this context because otherwise low

risks may prefer not to buy any health insurance to avoid

cross-subsidizing high risks.

It should be noted that to some extent markets provide

cross-subsidies from low- to high-risk individuals. For the

individual health insurance market in the US, Pauly and

Herring (2007) find that premiums are not proportional to

risk, pointing to some risk pooling in the market. This can be

partly explained by guaranteed renewable contracts which

protect individuals from being reclassified if they turn into

a high risk. However, such contracts cannot induce cross-

subsidies to individuals who are already high risks at the onset

of the contract.

Political Economy Considerations

Making health insurance mandatory increases the demand for

health insurance. The private insurance sector may, therefore,

have an interest in such a policy and may lobby to bring about

such a mandate. Provided that the normative reasons above

apply, this is not necessarily against the public interest.

However, if competition is low in the health insurance sector,

individuals may be forced to buy overpriced health insurance

coverage which they do not need.

Implementing Mandatory Health Insurance

Designing Health Insurance Benefit Packages

MHI requires the definition of a minimum benefit package.

Otherwise, individuals could bypass MHI by buying a health

insurance contract with high deductibles at little cost to meet

the mandate. The design of the minimum benefit package

should follow the rationales for introducing MHI. To avoid

free riding, expensive treatments for which treatment cannot

be denied should be included. Paternalistic motives call for

coverage of those risks which individuals tend to under-

estimate. If MHI is introduced to mitigate adverse selection or

to enforce cross-subsidies, then the benefit package should

conform to the preferences of the insured population.

To what extent these considerations play a role in the actual

design of benefit packages in mandated systems has not yet

been studied comprehensively. Usually, the health ministry or

committees decide about which benefits are included. Some-

times, economic evaluations inform decision makers about

the costs and benefits of treatments.

A rare example of an explicit process to determine a min-

imum benefit package is Chile’s introduction of a guaranteed

basic uniform benefit package. It applies both to public health

insurance and to private health insurers among which indi-

viduals can choose (Vargas and Poblete, 2008). Implemented

from 2005 to 2007, it is based on an algorithm of prioritiza-

tion using multiple criteria (burden of disease, inequality, high

costs, social preferences, cost-effectiveness, and the rule of

rescue, i.e., the imperative to save the life of a person who is at

risk of death even if the chances of success are low and costs

are high).

Mandatory Health Insurance and Social Health Insurance

MHI on its own does not make health insurance affordable.

Further measures need to be taken. MHI often goes along with

social health insurance. These systems are characterized by

two additional requirements. Open enrollment guarantees that

high risks cannot simply be rejected by insurers. Community
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rating prohibits insurers from charging risk-based premiums.

Frequently, contributions are also income related, making in-

surance affordable to poor individuals. In Switzerland, by

contrast, premiums are uniform. Health insurance is made af-

fordable by premium subsidies that are financed out of tax

revenue. Depending on the canton of residence, these subsidies

are granted as soon as health insurance costs more than a cer-

tain percentage of taxable income of a household.

Mandatory Health Insurance without Social Health Insurance

MHI without social health insurance faces the challenge of

making health insurance affordable to those with low income

and high expected healthcare expenditure. In particular, this

holds true for industrialized countries in which standard health

insurance coverage usually includes access to advanced medical

technology and is, therefore, expensive. Without social health

insurance, health insurance has to be subsidized unless MHI

refers only to a very modest benefit package. Several options are

available to implement such subsidies. First, access to subsid-

ized public systems like Medicaid in the US or FONASA in Chile

can ensure that poor individuals obtain access to affordable

health insurance. Second, insurers can receive subsidies if they

accept low-income and high-risk individuals. Finally, a policy

option is to make individuals eligible for public transfers if their

expenditure on health insurance exceeds a certain percentage of

their income. Such a system has been introduced as part of the

2006 Massachusetts health reform. It has also been proposed by

Zweifel and Breuer (2006), who have made the case for risk-

based premiums and wanted to target those with low income

and high premiums through premium subsidies.

Problems of Mandatory Health Insurance

Enforcing Benefit Packages

As pointed out in Section ‘Designing Benefit Packages,’ MHI can

only be effective if a minimum benefit package is defined. If

MHI refers to a single insurer, there should be no problem in

making sure that individuals actually obtain insurance with this

coverage. With competing insurers, however, this task becomes

more difficult. Given that some individuals do not want to buy

insurance, insurers may satisfy this nondemand by selling

policies which cover the minimum benefit package only on

paper. Insurers, therefore, have to be monitored whether they

really provide the benefit package. Furthermore, it is advisable

to require insurers to build up sufficient loss reserves to secure

that they can meet their obligations. Otherwise, there is the risk

that the bill needs to be footed by the public, reintroducing the

free rider problem at the insurance level.

Enforcing Mandatory Health Insurance

To what extent MHI can be enforced depends on the insti-

tutional context. In an economy where all individuals are em-

ployed in the formal sector and are required to spend

a certain amount for health insurance, contributions for MHI

can be collected via the employer and transferred directly to

health insurers. This is typically the case in social health

insurance schemes. By contrast, in countries with a large in-

formal sector, MHI can be difficult to enforce. In these coun-

tries, subsidized schemes are essential in expanding coverage,

because otherwise it will be hard to reach all parts of the

population. A tax-financed national health system which covers

the entire population may be preferable in such settings

(Wagstaff, 2010).

For countries in which contributions are not automatically

deducted from the wage bill, the question needs to be ad-

dressed how to treat those who do not obtain insurance or

refuse to pay premiums. In Massachusetts, individuals face tax

penalties if they have access to affordable health insurance and

remain uninsured. In Switzerland, those who do not pay their

premiums can be denied coverage for nonemergency services.

This policy, however, effectively allows individuals to remain

uninsured.

Limiting Consumer Choice

An evident drawback of MHI is some limitation of consumer

choice. This arises from the need to specify a minimum benefit

package which will not always correspond to the benefits in-

dividuals would choose according to their preferences. In so-

cial health insurance systems, this problem is particularly

severe. If there is only one insurance fund, for instance, in

Estonia, individuals have no choice at all unless they seek care

in the private sector. Even if there are competing funds as in

Germany, the Netherlands, or Switzerland, benefit packages

are often tightly regulated.

The regulation of the benefits package in a social

health insurance scheme with competing insurers can be a

response to the incentives for risk selection which arise

naturally in such a setting. The requirement to accept any

individual at a uniform premium leads to expected losses with

high-risk types and expected profits with low-risk types. In-

surers, therefore, have an incentive to design their benefit

package such that it is attractive for low but not for high risks.

Regulation of the benefit package is a possible response (an

alternative is risk adjustment which tries to set insurers’ bud-

gets according to the risk characteristics of their insured

population, Zweifel et al., 2009, Chapter 7). On one hand,

minimum benefits can be specified, forcing insurers to offer

benefits that are of importance for high risks, such as treat-

ment of chronic diseases. On the other hand, imposing an

upper limit on benefits can prevent insurers from including

services that are of particular interest to low risks but not es-

sential to health insurance, such as visits to sports centers.

These benefits effectively reduce cross-subsidies to high risks

(Kifmann, 2002).

Questionable Cross-Subsidies

As discussed in Section Enforcing Cross-Subsidies, MHI can be

a means of enforcing cross-subsidies to other members of

society. Equity considerations call for subsidies from high-

to low-risk types. Also cross-subsidies from high-income to

low-income individuals can be justified if these are not im-

plemented through the general tax-transfer system. However,

MHI can also lead to cross-subsidies which are difficult to
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legitimate. For instance, individuals living in the countryside

may have to subsidize those in urban areas with good access to

medical care. If premiums are not differentiated according to

age, then the young will cross-subsidize the elderly. Given the

demographic trends in many countries, this can place a high

burden on the young.

Conclusions

MHI can be implemented for several reasons. It can be a policy

directed against free riding behavior by those who expect to be

covered by others in case of emergency. To the extent that

individuals insure too little because they underestimate their

health risks, it can be part of a paternalistic intervention by the

government. Combined with partial social health insurance,

MHI may bring about efficiency improvements in a health in-

surance market characterized by adverse selection. It can help to

enforce cross-subsidies from those with low health risks and

high income to high-risk and low-income individuals.

An important point is that MHI by itself usually does not

make health insurance affordable. It needs to be combined

with social health insurance or with programs which make

subsidized health insurance available for those with low in-

come. MHI also requires the definition of a minimum benefit

package. Otherwise, individuals could bypass the mandate by

buying a health insurance contract with little coverage. When

implementing MHI, regulators need to monitor that insurers

actually offer the minimum benefit package. Furthermore,

measures need to be taken to make sure that individuals

actually buy health insurance.

See also: Access and Health Insurance. Demand for and Welfare
Implications of Health Insurance, Theory of. Demand for Insurance

That Nudges Demand. Risk Selection and Risk Adjustment. Social
Health Insurance – Theory and Evidence. State Insurance Mandates in
the USA
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Introduction

The nursing workforce in the US is comprised of both pro-

fessional nurses and nonprofessional workers. Professional

nurses typically complete nursing education in a hospital-based

diploma program, community college or university and are

registered and licensed by the state to practice nursing. Pro-

fessional nurses also include advanced practice nurses (APRNs)

who are registered nurses (RNs) that have completed graduate

education and practice as nurse practitioners (NPs), certified

nurse midwives (CRNMs), clinical nurse specialists (CNS’s),

and certified nurse anesthetists. Nonprofessional nurses receive

their nursing education in technical and vocational programs

and are licensed by states as practical or vocational nurses.

Supporting professional and nonprofessional nurses are assis-

tive personnel, such as aides, orderlies, and personal care at-

tendants, who have not completed formal education in nursing.

For several reasons, this article focuses on professional

nurses. First, there is more complete data on RNs versus either

practical or vocational nurses or the various personnel who

assist nurses. Because RNs’ educational preparation and legal

scope of practice enable them to perform more complicated

nursing services, RNs have a greater impact on the productivity

of the nursing workforce, earn higher wages, and exert a

greater effect on healthcare spending, quality of care, and

patient safety. And, because APRNs can legally provide many

of the services traditionally provided by physicians, these

nurses have become a highly visible component of the pro-

fessional nursing workforce.

The article begins with an overview of the key demographic,

educational, and employment characteristics of RNs and then

briefly summarizes the forces that affect their demand and

supply. Following this, the authors examine the ‘cyclical’ nature

of RN shortages, describe the impact of the recent recessions on

hospital RN employment, and identify key issues facing the RN

workforce. The article concludes with a discussion of the

characteristics and challenges faced by APRNs.

Data for the tables and figures shown in this article are

derived from two sources. Data to estimate RN employment

growth and the age composition of the nursing workforce were

derived from the US Bureau of the Census Current Population

Survey (CPS) Outgoing Rotation Group Annual Merged Files.

The CPS is a household-based, nationally representative survey

of more than 100 000 individuals administered monthly by the

Bureau of the Census. This data source is used extensively by

the Department of Labor to estimate current trends in un-

employment, employment, and earnings and has been used to

estimate employment trends for RNs and project the age and

supply of RNs and physicians (Auerbach et al., 2007; Staiger

et al., 2009). The CPS survey contains information on roughly

3000 RNs employed in nursing each year.

The second source of data comes from the National Sam-

ple Survey of RNs (NSSRNs) conducted by the Health

Resources and Services Administration (HRSA). The NSSRN is

the most well-known and comprehensive source of data on

individuals who have active licenses to practice in the US as

RNs whether or not they are actually employed in nursing. The

surveys have been conducted every 4 years from 1977 to 2008

and provide information on the number of RNs; their edu-

cational background and areas of clinical specialty; employ-

ment settings; positions; salaries; geographic distribution; and

personal characteristics including gender, racial/ethnic back-

ground, age, and family status.

Key Characteristics of the Registered Nurse
Workforce

Employment and Earnings

As shown in Table 1, RNs are employed in a variety of settings,

including hospitals, extended care facilities, ambulatory care

clinics, schools, public and community healthcare clinics, in-

surance companies, and others. Hospitals employ more than

60% of RNs, with the majority working on general medical and

surgical care units, critical care and stepdown units, emergency

departments, and hospital-based outpatient surgery and ambu-

latory care centers. Not surprisingly, RNs work in many different

clinical and nonclinical positions both in hospitals and non-

hospital settings (Table 2). Over the past few decades, data from

the CPS (Figure 1) indicate that RN employment on an FTE

basis has grown faster in nonhospital settings than in hospitals.

Table 1 Full-time equivalent employment of registered nurses in
principal employment settings, 2008

Setting Full-time equivalent registered
nurse employment

Total
(%)

Hospital 1 601 831 62
Nursing home/extended care

facility
135 514 5

Academic education program 98 268 4
Home health setting 165 697 6
Community/public health

setting
97 210 4

School health service 84 418 3
Occupational health 18 840 1
Ambulatory care setting (not

hospital)
270 556 10

Insurance claims/benefits/
utilization review

49 441 2

Other 51 947 2
Not known 22 875 1
Total 2 596 599

Source: Reproduced from Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA)

(2010). The registered nurse population: Findings from the 2008 National Sample

Survey of Registered Nurses. Rockville, MD: HRSA.
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Over the past several decades, the average number of

weekly hours worked by RNs has been increasing. According

to the CPS, the average number of hours worked by RNs

during a given week increased by 2 h from 34.7 h in 1983 to

36.7 h in 2010 (Figure 2).

Using data on hourly earnings from the CPS, real (inflation

adjusted) wages, for all RNs, increased 25% from 1983 to

2010. Increases in annual RN earnings were not gradual,

however, as most of this increase occurred between 1983 and

1992 (Figure 3). From 1992 to 2000, real earnings stagnated

or even dipped in some years, which suggests that excess

capacity (too many RNs) may have existed in the nurse labor

market during this period, perhaps as a result of the spread of

managed care during the 1990s. During the last decade, real

earnings among all RNs have increased less remarkably.

Demographics

Although the racial and gender composition of the nursing

profession has become gradually more diverse, in 2010 the

vast majority of RNs were women (91%) and white (78%).

RNs whose initial nursing education took place outside the US

or in the US territories also contribute substantially to the RN

workforce in the US. According to the HRSA (2010), inter-

nationally educated nurses (IENs) have grown as a percent

of the US nursing workforce, increasing from 5.1% in 2004

to 8.1% in 2008. The dominant source country of the IEN

Table 2 Job title in principal nursing position, by hospital and nonhospital settings, 2008

Setting Total estimated number Estimated number hospital setting Estimated number nonhospital setting

Staff nurse 1 711 271 1 232 586 478 685
Management/administration 322 790 145 574 177 216
Certified registered nurse anesthetist 29 538 23 856 5 682
Clinical nurse specialist 22 070 13 943 8 127
Nurse midwife 6 455 2 682 3 773
Nurse practitioner 98 487 36 533 61 954
Patient educator 18 405 9 053 9 352
Instruction 94 946 28 857 66 089
Patient coordinator 140 060 48 605 91 456
Informatics nurse 8 952 6 105 2 847
Consultant 23 115 3 788 19 327
Researcher 17 136 8 625 8 510
Surveyor/auditor/regulator 10 652 – 8 686
Other 92 720 39 658 53 062
Total 2 596 599 1 601 831 994 768

Source: Reproduced from Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) (2010). The registered nurse population: Findings from the 2008 National Sample Survey of

Registered Nurses. Rockville, MD: HRSA.
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workforce is the Philippines (50%), followed by Canada at

nearly 12%.

Age

The average age of the RN workforce has been increasing

rapidly over the past several decades (Figure 4), from 37.1 in

1983 to 43.2 in 2010. Figure 5 shows the number of RNs

participating in the workforce broken into three age groups:

under 35 years, between 35 and 49 years, and more than 50

years. Among these groups, the number more than 50 quad-

rupled from roughly 200 000 in 1983 to nearly 900 000 in

2010. The number of middle-aged RNs (35–49) more than

doubled over the same period from 400 000 to nearly

1 000 000, whereas RNs under 35 grew very little and in the

present day are just above 600 000. These trends reflect

the very large baby boom cohorts who entered nursing in

unprecedented numbers in the 1970s and 1980s. In the dec-

ades that followed, other professional opportunities opened

up for career-oriented women and entry into nursing declined

(the groups following the baby boom were also smaller in size

due to declining birth rates). Thus, as baby boom RNs have

moved through the workforce, the average age has increased.

Rapid renewed entry into the nursing profession over the past

decade has stabilized the average age and lessened expected

future shortages. Nevertheless, as large numbers of RNs of

more than 50 years of age retire over the next decade, short-

ages of RNs may again develop.

Education

The educational preparation of RNs in the present day occurs

in community colleges or in baccalaureate degree nursing

education programs, whereas many of the large number of

RNs born in the baby boom generation received their nursing

education in hospital-based diploma programs. In 2008, ac-

cording to the NSSRN, community colleges produced the

majority of graduates in 2008 (Figure 6).

Overview of Factors Affecting the Demand and Supply
of Registered Nurses

Like any labor market, the performance of the RN labor

market as indicated by wages and output (number of RNs or

hours worked) is determined largely by forces affecting the

demand and supply of RNs. On the demand side of the

market, forces arise from factors that determine society’s

overall demand for healthcare and from a different set of

factors that healthcare organizations consider when deciding

on the quantity of RNs to employ. The authors will not focus

on forces that affect society’s overall demand for healthcare,

but rather, will focus on areas where that demand may par-

ticularly differ for RNs. With regard to the supply side of the

market, which is more idiosyncractic to RNs, they distinguish
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between forces that determine the long-run supply of RNs (the

number of individuals choosing to become an RN) and forces

that influence the short-run supply of RNs (participation in

the labor market and number of hours worked by existing

RNs).

Societal Factors Affecting the Demand for Registered
Nurses

Factors that determine society’s total demand for healthcare

include changes in the health, size, age, and ethnic com-

position of the population; economic factors; and the organ-

ization of the healthcare system. As 60% of RNs work in

hospitals, elements that particularly increase demand for

hospital care would disproportionally increase the demand for

RNs. Changes in the prevalence of diseases requiring hospital

care such as congestive heart failure (or needs brought about

by old age such as knee and hip replacement) could particu-

larly result in increased need for RNs. The proportion of the

US population that is more than 65 years of age will grow

from 13% in 2010 to 16% in 2020 to 19% in 2030 – sug-

gesting an increase in the demand for hospital care.

In the near future, the out-of-pocket price of healthcare

services will decrease for many of the estimated 32 million

Americans that will obtain health insurance in 2014 under the

Patient Protection and Affordability Care Act, the health reform

legislation passed in 2010, also potentially increasing the de-

mand for healthcare. Although ambulatory care is generally

more sensitive to out-of-pocket price than hospital care, it is

possible that an increasing proportion of RNs will be employed

in ambulatory care in the future if systems devote resources

toward patient-centered medical homes and primary care-

intensive preventive services (Sochalski and Weinder, 2011).

Organizations’ Demand for Registered Nurses

Healthcare delivery organizations are in the business of pro-

ducing goods and services to satisfy society’s demand for

healthcare. Because producing many of the goods and services

requires RNs (other nursing personnel, other labor, and cap-

ital), the number and type of nursing personnel employed at

any given time is a function of organizations’ demand for

nursing services. With respect to RNs, demand is determined

by the productivity of RNs relative to nonprofessional nurses,

assistive personnel, and capital, the wages and input prices of

these other productive factors, and the ability to substitute one

type of input for another in the heath production function.

Briefly, the higher (lower) the wages and fringe benefits, it

must pay to hire RNs, organizations demand fewer (more)

RNs, holding all else constant. The supply of RNs available at

the time employers are seeking to hire additional RNs and the

quantity of RNs demanded determine the wage RNs can

command in the market, and hence the quantity of nurses that

employers’ can afford to employ. Although RNs command a

higher wage than Licensed Practical Nurses, their productivity

relative to their wage (marginal product) is greater because

they can legally provide a greater number of nursing services.

Thus, organizations’ demand for RNs is influenced by whether

the output organizations are producing requires nursing ser-

vices that can only be provided by RNs or can be produced by

using LPNs or others. For example, long-term care organiza-

tions typically provide patient care services that can be pro-

vided at less cost by LPNs, whereas the nursing services needed

in most acute care hospitals require far more RNs relative to

LPNs or nonlicensed personnel.

As the healthcare system has become increasingly focused

on improving the quality and safety of care, hospitals have

begun to pay more attention to the additional quality and

safety that can be obtained by hiring RNs relative to other

nursing personnel. Over the past few years, both public and

private payers have begun to link hospital payment to patient

outcomes that are sensitive to the care provided by RNs;

should such incentives be expanded to outpatient and non-

hospital settings, then demand for RNs could increase in these

settings as well.

Organizations also consider the changing relationship be-

tween capital and labor when they determine their overall

demand for RNs. Clearly, the combination of resources used

to produce healthcare in a hospital a decade ago is not the

same as those used to produce health services in the present

day. With respect to nursing personnel, the roles and prod-

uctivity of one type of nurse relative to another (e.g., an LPN

versus APRN) have changed markedly over the years due to

modifications in state practice acts, innovations in nursing

education, changes in institutional policies, emergence of

evidence-based practice, collective bargaining agreements that

have expanded or restricted the performance of tasks by dif-

ferent types of personnel, and by efforts to mandate patient-to-

nurse staffing ratios.

In sum, given the forces affecting society’s demand for

healthcare and assuming that enough RNs are available and

willing to work at the wages and working conditions offered

by employers, most healthcare organizations seek to employ

the number and mix of RNs and other nursing personnel that

can most efficiently produce the treatments and services con-

sistent with the organization’s objectives, budget, quality

standards, and the ways that other healthcare personnel,

capital, and technology can be productively combined.

Forecasts of Registered Nurse Demand

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and HRSA have estimated

the societal and organizational factors affecting the demand

for RNs and both indicate increasing demand for RNs over the

near-term future. Based on industry surveys, the BLS estimates

overall job opportunities for RNs will increase by 22% from

2008 to 2018, a rate of growth that is much faster than the

average of all occupations (averaging between 7% and 13%

over the same time period). According to the BLS, growth will

be driven by technological advances in patient care, an in-

crease in preventative care and growth in the population of

older citizens. Further, the BLS expects that employment

growth in hospitals will be slower (17%) than in nursing care

facilities (25%), home healthcare services (33%), and offices

of physicians (48%).

In 2004, HRSA projected that the future requirement of

RNs through 2020 would increase by more than 800 000 FTE
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RNs more than 2000 levels. These projections, however, were

made before the passage of health reform legislation in 2010,

and thus demand is likely to exceed these projections as an

estimated 32 million Americans gain greater access to health

insurance coverage during the decade.

Factors Affecting the Supply of Registered Nurses

When thinking about the supply of RNs, it is useful to dif-

ferentiate between the short- and long-run supply of RNs. The

short-run supply of RNs refers to the decisions of existing RNs

to participate in the labor market and number of hours to

spend working. If, for example, we are interested in increasing

the supply of RNs to help resolve a nursing shortage, then any

increase in RN supply will come initially from stimulating

the number of currently available RNs to participate in the

workforce or, if they are already working, to increase the

number of hours they are willing to work (or both).

Changing the short-run supply of RNs can be accom-

plished by manipulating factors that existing RNs consider

when deciding whether to participate in the nurse labor

market and the number of hours they are willing to work. In

contrast, because it takes between 2 and 4 years for an indi-

vidual to complete a basic nursing education program, the

long-run supply of RNs refers to the number of RNs that will

be available at some point in time in the future. Thus, an

expansion in the long-run supply of RNs will not address a

shortage of RNs that is being experienced in the present day

but may help resolve a future shortage.

Short-Run Supply

RNs’ participation and hours decisions are determined by

economic and noneconomic factors. Economic factors include

the RN’s wage (and fringe benefits) and nonwage income

(primarily the income of the RN’s spouse). In economics,

when wages change, both substitution and income effects are

elicited. However, because the substitution and income effects

exert opposite effects on labor supply decisions, whichever

effect dominates will determine RNs employment decisions,

holding the effects of other economic and noneconomic fac-

tors constant. Many studies of RNs’ short-run labor supply

show that, on average, increases in wages tend to exert a

positive but relatively small impact on the number of hours

worked by RNs and a greater impact on the decision of non-

participants to rejoin the workforce (Sheilds, 2004). With re-

gard to the impact of nonwage income on RNs’ labor supply

decisions, evidence from labor supply studies indicates that

increases in nonwage income exert a negative and substantial

impact on participation and hours worked, holding all else

constant. Because a majority of RNs are married women, a

spouse’s income is a significant source of income for many RN

households. The effect of spouse income is related to the

observed counter-cyclical effect of RN labor supply and the

economy as a whole. For example, Buerhaus et al. (2009)

showed that RN employment tends to grow much faster

during and immediately after recessions, with much of em-

ployment growth linked to older RNs rejoining the workforce

or working more hours. Quantitatively, the authors calculate

that a percentage point increase in the unemployment rate is

associated with a 1% increase in RN labor supply.

Noneconomic factors also influence RNs’ labor market

decisions. These factors include: the presence of children

(approximately 70% of RNs are married, and studies show

that young children at home exert a substantial demand on

the RN’s time and hence a negative effect on RN participation

and hours worked); older adults living in the RNs’ household

(few studies have examined the impact on the RNs’ labor

supply decisions, although studies of women in the overall

workforce indicate that caring for older adults decreases par-

ticipation and hours worked substantially); enrollment in

education programs (many RNs are obtaining their bachelor’s

or master’s degree and thus have less time available to work in

the labor market), demographic characteristics such as age

(older RNs work more hours), race (nonwhite RNs have

higher participation rates and work more hours) and gender

(most studies show that men have higher participation rates

and work more hours than women). However, because it is

difficult to change the noneconomic factors that affect RNs’

decision to work, employers rely on changing wages and fringe

benefits to influence the short-run labor supply decisions of

existing RNs.

Long-Run Supply of Registered Nurses

In contrast to the short-run supply of RNs that involves the

labor market decisions of existing RNs, the long-run supply of

RNs concerns the total number of RNs, who will be available

in the future. A key factor affecting the long-run supply of RNs

is the number of women in the US population between the

ages of 20 and 40 years that make up the largest pool of

individuals from which nursing education programs draw

applicants. As large numbers of women born during the baby

boom generation (1946–64) entered their twenties, the size of

the pool of women increased in the late 1960s and continued

expanding for the next 20 years. Consequently, these pools

‘produced’ large numbers of RNs. Since 1985, however, the

size of the population pool 20–40 has remained relatively

stagnant and is projected to change very little over the next

10–15 years.

RN nursing students are drawn into nursing for a variety of

personal interests and motivations. However, the growth in

new career options for women in the 1980s and 1990s led to a

declining propensity of women choosing a nursing career (at

the same time that the size of applicant pools were no longer

increasing). More recently, enrollments have expanded, sug-

gesting that interest in becoming an RN has increased. Inter-

nationally educated RNs, who join the US nursing workforce,

have also helped expand the long-run supply of RNs; since the

mid-1990s, IENs have been increasing both in number and as

a proportion of the nursing workforce in the US.

Economic factors such as tuition, time costs, and pro-

spective earnings also influence the long-run supply of RNs.

For some people, the tuition charged by nursing education

programs relative to the tuition required by other careers the

individual is considering is an important factor in making the

decision to become an RN. The less time it takes for an
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individual to recoup their investment in a nursing education,

given his or her particular skills, the more likely they will

become an RN. For individuals who are on the brink of de-

ciding to choose nursing or a different career, RN wages in the

nurse labor market can influence their decision, especially if

wages are increasing and the individual is aware of the im-

proving economic prospects in nursing.

The capacity of the nursing education system should re-

spond to demand for RNs and interest in becoming an RN in

the population – however, that response may be uneven due

to institutional or other constraints. Shortages of faculty have

been reported since the early 2000s – an oft-cited reason for

thousands of qualified applicants being turned away from

nursing education programs each year since 2002. That con-

straint seems to have eased recently, as the past few years have

seen strong growth in nursing programs, new graduates and

RNs entering the workforce.

Projections of the Long-Run Supply of Registered
Nurses

Projections made by the authors in 2000 and HRSA in 2004

suggested that the number of RNs would grow slowly through

the current decade, level off for several years, and then decline

by 2020 as RNs retire from the workforce. Subsequent pro-

jections (Auerbach et al., 2007; Buerhaus et al., 2009) revealed

that the future supply of RNs was beginning to grow in re-

sponse to national initiatives to attract people into nursing.

These initiatives appear to have had their desired effect on

increasing enrollment into nursing education programs by

both young people graduating from high school and by those

in their 30s deciding to leave their nonnursing occupation and

become an RN.

Registered Nurse Shortages

Perhaps no other topic related to the nursing workforce has

dominated the attention of federal and state legislators,

workforce planners, nursing organizations, and the media

more than hospital shortages of nurses. Shortages have oc-

curred frequently in the US and affect hospitals’ (and other

care delivery organizations) ability to operate safely and pro-

vide access to healthcare. From an economic perspective, a

shortage of hospital RNs reflects market disequilibrium in

which hospitals’ demand for RNs exceeds the existing supply

of RNs at the prevailing wage (including nonwage benefits).

Thus, a shortage is a market disequilibrium in which labor

demanded by hospitals exceeds labor supplied by RNs because

the wage lies below the equilibrium wage – the wage level in

which demand and supply are in balance. The shortage will

not begin to disappear until wages increase to a level that

brings about an increase in RNs’ short-run labor supply (an

increase in participation or hours worked, or both) that sat-

isfies a hospital’s demand. If, however, the hospital’s demand

for nurses continues to expand at the same time that wages are

rising, the shortage of RNs will persist.

Figure 7 shows the supply and demand for hospital RNs,

with the labor supply curve upward sloping, whereas the labor

demand curve is downward sloping. At the point where de-

mand and supply intersect, the wage level (W1) is such that the

supply of RN labor is exactly equal to the demand for RN labor

at employment level E1. At any higher wage level, such as W2,

there will be a surplus of RNs seeking jobs because the higher

wage increases supply while at the same time reduces hospitals’

demand for RNs. In Figure 7, the surplus is reflected in the

horizontal distance between the supply and demand curves at

wage level W2. Competition among the surplus RNs to obtain

the limited number of hospital jobs will eventually place

downward pressure on wages, decreasing wages toward W1 until

the supply and demand intersect W1, the equilibrium wage.

Similarly, at any wage level below W1, such as W3, there will

be a shortage of RNs as the lower wage decreases the supply of

RNs and increases employers’ demand for RNs. The shortage is

shown in Figure 7 as the horizontal distance between the de-

mand and supply curves at wage level W3. Competition among

employers to obtain the limited number of RNs will exert up-

ward pressure on wages, pushing wages again back toward W1.

Thus, the point at which labor supply and demand intersect

determines the unique equilibrium combination of wage and

employment levels (W1 and E1) that will result in an equi-

librium market. During a shortage, competition among em-

ployers to obtain the limited number of RNs will put upward

pressure on wages, pushing wages back to their equilibrium

level. Thus, shortages should not exist for extended periods, at

least in a competitive labor market or in the absence of re-

strictions that prevent wages from increasing.

If hospitals’ demand for RNs increases, the hospitals may

find that there are not enough RNs willing to supply their

services at the wages they are offering and a new shortage will

develop. The development of the shortage is shown in

Figure 8 and focuses initially on the long-run equilibrium

wage, W1, at which the short- and long-run supply of RNs are

equal to the demand for RNs. In the short run, the outward

shift in RN demand from D1 to D2 results in a shortage of RNs.

The shortage develops because not enough RNs are willing to

supply their time to hospitals at this prevailing wage rate, W1.

However, as soon as RN wages increase and reach a new

equilibrium at the point where the new labor demand curve

(D2) crosses the short-run labor supply curve, the shortage will

disappear. This movement along the short-run labor supply

curve results in much higher wages and somewhat higher

Wage ($)

Employment

W1

W2

E1

RN demand RN supply

W3

Surplus

Shortage

Figure 7 Equilibrium hours and employment in a competitive labor
market.
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employment in the short run (increased participation and

hours worked by existing RNs) from E1 to E2,SR. In other words,

the increase in RN wages will first stimulate some existing RNs

to respond in the short run by rejoining the workforce, moving

from nonhospital settings into hospitals or by working add-

itional hours (switching from a part- to full-time basis, working

overtime or even working a second job). Eventually, in the long

run new individuals will choose to become RNs drawn to

nursing by the wage increase, thus multiplying the effect of the

initial short-run response to the wage increase. Thus, over time,

the new equilibrium will move to the point where the new

labor demand curve (D2) crosses the long-run labor supply

curve at W2,LR, in Figure 8. Thus, outward shifts in the labor

demand curve tend to primarily increase wages in the short run,

whereas having more of an impact on employment (and less

on wages) in the longer run.

As noted above, shortages of RNs tend to be transitory and

corrected by increases in the wage rate unless hospitals do not

increase RN wages or for some reason are blocked from raising

them. Unless demand is continuing to expand at the same

time, the increased long-run supply of RNs will, in turn, exert

downward pressure on wages. As the wage rate decreases,

employers will be willing to hire additional RNs until they

reach the point depicted by E2,LR and the labor market for RNs

will once again adjust to a new long-run equilibrium wage and

employment level of RNs.

If a hospital’s demand for RNs should increase again, the

hospital may find that there are not enough RNs willing to

supply their services at the prevailing wage it is offering and

consequently a new shortage will develop. The series of short-

and long-run adjustments will begin a new, and eventually a

new market wage will be reached where the long-run demand

and supply of RNs are in balance and employment levels are

higher. The repetition of this cycle of demand, supply, and

wage adjustments is often referred to as the ‘cyclical’ shortage

of nurses.

The speed with which shortages are resolved depends on

several factors including: how high and quickly a hospital

increases RN wages; how sensitive RNs are to the wage increase

(the RN wage elasticity of supply); and how sensitive is hos-

pitals’ demand for RNs over the range of wage increases they

are considering offering RNs (the employers’ wage elasticity of

demand for RNs).

History of Hospital Registered Nurse Shortages

Surprisingly, although hospitals have reported shortages of

RNs in every decade since the 1960s, there is no agreement

about how to define and measure shortages. One common

indicator of shortages is the job vacancy rates reported by

hospitals (the percentage of vacant FTE RN positions that

hospitals are actively trying to fill). In general, reports of

hospital shortages typically occur when FTE RN vacancy rates

exceed 4%. Most, but not all, reported hospital RN shortages

since the mid-1960s were driven by increases in the demand

for RNs and were resolved after hospitals’ increased real wages.

For several years before the creation of the Medicare and

Medicaid programs in 1965, hospital RN vacancy rates were

very high, exceeding 15%. The new financial resources pro-

vided by the Medicare program enabled hospitals to increase

RN wages, which subsequently brought about an end to the

shortage by the end of the decade. During the 1970s, demand

for RNs continued to grow, but wage controls imposed by the

federal government via the Nixon administration’s Economic

Stabilization Program combined with high inflation rates re-

stricted the increase in RN wages from rising fast enough to

bring hospitals’ demand and supply of RNs into equilibrium.

Consequently, hospitals reported double-digit RN vacancy

rates and shortages of RNs during most of the 1970s.

Following large increases in real wages in the early 1980s,

hospital RN vacancy rates began decreasing and the shortage

ended quickly. However, with the beginning of the Medicare

prospective payment system in 1983, hospitals faced new in-

centives to become more efficient and, among other adjust-

ments, shifted less acutely ill patients to lower cost outpatient

departments. Because RNs are more productive than LPNs at

the prevailing wages, hospitals’ demand for RNs increased.

Throughout the decade, hospitals’ demand for RNs increased

approximately 3% annually and despite increases in real

wages, the supply of RNs was unable to catch up to the sig-

nificant growth in demand, resulting in hospitals once again

reporting RN shortages during much of the latter part of the

1980s.

During the 1990s, the growth in the hospitals’ demand for

RNs slowed to approximately 2% per year as managed care

developed rapidly. Both RN hospital vacancy rates and real

wages soon decreased, bringing the shortage of RNs to an end.

The increased number of RNs joining the RN workforce that

were being supplied by nursing education programs resulted

in an apparent surplus of RNs during the mid-1990s and real

earnings and vacancy rates both decreased. However, by the

end of the decade, yet another RN shortage was reported by

hospitals but, in this case, the shortage was concentrated in

intensive care units (ICUs) and operating rooms.

When data on RNs were analyzed by age categories, hos-

pital unit, and educational background, it was discovered that

the shortage broke out in these units because they were the

first to experience the implications of underlying changes in

the age and education composition of the RN workforce that

resulted in a decrease supply of certain types of RNs. Shortages

reported by ICUs and stepdown units resulted from a decrease

in the number of younger RNs entering the workforce who

have a greater propensity than older RNs to work in critical

care units. Shortages in operating rooms resulted from the

Wage ($)

Employment

W1

W2,LR

E2,SRE1

RN short-
run supply 

RN long-
run supply

E2,LR

D1

D2

W2,SR

Figure 8 Impact of outward shift in labor demand on short- and
long-run competitive equilibrium.
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decline in the number of older diploma-educated graduates

who had a greater propensity to work in this setting, as they

began to retire from the workforce. This analysis demonstrated

that unlike the earlier shortages that were driven by increases

in demand, the shortage that developed in 1998 was driven by

supply-side factors reflected by the changing age composition

of the RN workforce.

Impact of Recent Recessions on Hospital Registered
Nurse Shortages

By the early 2000s, the hospital RN shortage spread

throughout other nursing units as demand for hospital care

began to increase. In 2001, hospital FTE RN vacancy rates

exceeded double-digit levels. However, during 2001 a re-

cession developed, and though it lasted only 8 months, un-

employment rates remained high over the next 2 years

(Table 3). Because the majority of RNs are married, increases

in overall unemployment meant that many RN spouses either

lost their job or feared that they could be laid off. To ensure

the economic welfare of their households, many RNs who

were not working at the time, particularly married RNs, re-

joined the nursing workforce. During 2002 and 2003, hospital

RN employment increased dramatically, shooting up by an

estimated 185 000 FTEs. This burst in RN employment de-

creased the impact of the nursing shortage and reduced va-

cancy rates to approximately 8% by the end of 2006. As the

shortage continued into 2007, it became the longest lasting

shortage of hospital RNs in the past 50 years.

The second recession of the past decade began in Decem-

ber 2007 and lasted through June 2009, even though monthly

unemployment rates continued to increase before peaking at

10.1% in October. Once again, hospital RN employment in-

creased as nonparticipating RNs rejoined the hospital work-

force and other RNs, who were already working increased their

work hours. During 2007 and 2008, hospital RN employment

surged, adding nearly one-quarter million FTE RNs. Moreover,

more than 100 000 of this increased employment occurred

among RNs older than 50 years of age, suggesting that some

RNs who had retired rejoined the workforce. Another 50 000

RNs left their positions in nonhospital settings for higher

paying hospital jobs, which also offered richer benefits (par-

ticularly health insurance coverage) and flexible work hours.

Although national estimates of hospital RN vacancy rates are

not available to assess the effect of this employment increase,

anecdotal reports suggest that the national shortage of RNs

that had begun a decade earlier in 1998 had finally come to an

end for many hospitals (Auerbach et al., 2011).

The Future of the Registered Nurse Workforce

Over the decade, the RN workforce will be dominated by older

RNs in their 50s. Because the number of RNs in their 50s is so

large (approximately 900 000), it will be very difficult to re-

place these RNs with new entrants, and thus new shortages are

expected. These shortages could be larger than previous

shortages of RNs experienced since the 1960s and could take

an extended period of time for the labor market to adjust and

establish a new equilibrium in which the shortage disappears.

Currently, the looming threat of large retirements from the

workforce is masked by the lingering effects of the recent re-

cession on the labor supply decisions of the current workforce.

Average monthly unemployment rates remain above 8% and

appear to be continuing to stimulate record high participation

in the labor market by the existing stock of RNs. Reports of

new graduates of nursing education programs having sub-

stantial difficulty finding jobs suggest that the hospital labor

market may be in equilibrium. However, once the economy

strengthens and there is a strong jobs recovery, many currently

employed RNs, particularly older RNs, may retire from the

workforce. If large numbers of RNs exit and if they withdraw

from the workforce rapidly, then a new shortage is likely to

develop. However, the stock of new graduates waiting for new

jobs to develop may be large enough to enter the labor market

and replace those exiting and thereby decrease the risk of new

shortages developing.

Beyond these uncertainties, the nursing profession faces

other challenges, particularly in an era of health reform. Many

of these challenges are described in a recent report by the

Institute of Medicine (IOM), The Future of Nursing: Leading

Change, Advancing Health. The IOM report offered four key

messages and eight recommendations aimed at strengthening

the nursing workforce (Table 4). Several of these were aimed

at strengthening patient centered, high quality, coordinated,

primary care that is expected to be in great demand as the

number of the insured grow while physicians increasingly

move toward specialization. Although it is beyond the scope

of this article to discuss these messages and recommendations

Table 3 Changes in national unemployment rates and full-time equivalent (FTE) registered nurse (RN) employment in the US, 2001–10

Year National unemployment rate (%) FTE RN employment and change from prior year
hospitals

FTE RN employment and change
from prior year nonhospital

2001 4.7 1 201 003 786 387
2002 5.8 1 285 718 (84 715) 787 564 (1177)
2003 6.0 1 384 482 (98 764) 807 498 (19 934)
2004 5.5 1 378 116 (� 6366) 813 317 (5819)
2005 5.1 1 326 914 (� 51 202) 837 269 (23 952)
2006 4.6 1 345 711 (18 797) 894 162 (56 893)
2007 4.6 1 429 989 (84 278) 923 165 (29 003)
2008 5.8 1 588 226 (158 237) 875 260 (� 47 905)
2009 9.3 1 569 496 (� 18 730) 932 406 (57 146)
2010 9.6 1 608 453 (38 957) 926 907 (5499)
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in detail, one recommendation calling for removing barriers

restricting NPs’ scope of practice has received considerable

attention from the media, health policy makers, and many in

the medical profession. Therefore, the authors conclude the

discussion of the professional nursing workforce by providing

a brief overview of APRNs.

The Advanced Practice Nurse Workforce

The term APRN refers to four types of nurses who have re-

ceived advanced education and training beyond that required

to become an RN and include NPs, certified RN anesthetists

(CRNAs), CNS’s, and CRNMs. Most states require APRNs to

complete a master’s degree in nursing, and the vast majority of

state legislature have delegated to state boards of nursing the

authority to establish requirements for certification examin-

ations in each type of APRN and in the various advanced

practice subspecialties. In a few cases, the state board of

medicine holds this authority (Cuningham, 2010). Data from

the NSSRN indicate that approximately 8% of RNs or 220 000

of 2.6 million RNs employed in nursing in 2008 were APRNs.

Below, the authors briefly describe the roles and key charac-

teristics of each type of APRN (see Table 5).

Nurse Practitioners

NPs are the largest and most rapidly growing APRN. According

to the HRSA (2010), an estimated 130 000 NPs were working

in nursing in 2008, double the number estimated a decade

earlier. The role of NPs was established in the mid-1960s and

focused on serving women and children in rural and under-

served inner city areas where physicians were scarce. In the

present day, NPs work across many populations and geo-

graphic regions and their focus have expanded to include

family care, pediatrics, geriatrics, adult health, women’s

health, psychiatry, neonatology, and acute hospital care of

adults and children. Currently, 39% of NPs work in hospital

settings, particularly in specialized inpatient care units and

hospital-affiliated primary care clinics, approximately 36%

provide primary care in traditional ambulatory care settings

(including retail clinics), and 12% work in public and com-

munity healthcare agencies and in schools. In 2008, full-time

NPs earned $83 000 on average in 2008, compared to $67 000

for all RNs HRSA (2010).

Clinical Nurse Specialists

Although the number of CNS’s has declined recently, CNS’s

are the second-largest type of APRN and are estimated to

number approximately 45 000 in 2008. The role of a CNS is to

improve clinical care, primarily in hospitals and extended care

facilities, by providing advanced clinical nursing expertise to

help coordinate care for individuals, educate nursing person-

nel who provided direct care, and help identify and improve

aspects of the health system organization that affect patients

and nursing staff. CNS’s have expertise in one or more clinical

areas such as oncology, pediatrics, geriatrics, psychiatric/

mental health, adult health, obstetrics, acute/critical care, and

community health. Although about half of CNS’s are em-

ployed in hospital settings, often in administrative or super-

visory roles, CNS’s also work in ambulatory care, public

health, and academic settings. Nearly 64% are over the age of

50 years, making them the oldest group of APRNs. Average

earnings for a full-time CNS were $86 000 in 2008.

Table 4 Key messages and recommendations

Key messages
1. Nurses should practice to the full extent of their education and

training
2. Nurses should achieve higher levels of education and training

through an improved education system that promotes seamless
academic progression

3. Nurses should be full partners, with physicians and other health
professionals, in redesigning healthcare in the US

4. Effective workforce planning and policy making require better data
collection and an improved information infrastructure

Recommendations
1. Remove scope-of-practice barriers
2. Expand opportunities for nurses to lead and diffuse collaborative

improvement efforts
3. Implement nurse residency programs
4. Increase the proportion of nurses with a baccalaureate degree to

80% by 2020
5. Double the number of nurses with a doctorate by 2020
6. Ensure that nurses engage in lifelong learning
7. Prepare and enable nurses to lead change to advance health
8. Build an infrastructure for the collection and analysis of

interprofessional healthcare workforce data

Source: Reproduced from Institute of Medicine (2011). The future of nursing: leading

change, advancing health. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press.

Table 5 Number and characteristics of advanced practice registered nurses, 2008

Nurse practitioners Certified nurse midwives Certified nurse
anesthetists

Clinical nurse
specialists

Number employed in nursing, 2008 132 000 15 000 30 000 45 000
Number employed in nursing, 2004 118 000 11 000 28 000 57 000
% More than age 50 years 50% 54% 50% 64%
Average salary (full time) $83 000 $75 000 $135 000 $84 000
Physician type with most overlap Family or general practitioner Obstetrician/gynecologist Anesthesiologist N/A
Main setting of work Primary care settings Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals

Source: Reproduced from Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) (2010). The registered nurse population: Findings from the 2008 National Sample Survey of

Registered Nurses. Rockville, MD: HRSA.
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Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists

Nurses have been providing anesthesia since the Civil War and

in the present day provide approximately 32 million anes-

thetics annually in the US and represent two-thirds of an-

esthetists in rural hospitals (American Association of Nurse

Anesthetists, 2011). Most (82%) CRNAs not only work in a

hospital operating room, but they also deliver anesthetics in

birthing centers/obstetrics departments, dental offices, emer-

gency rooms, plastic surgery centers, and outpatient surgery

facilities. CRNAs play a particularly important role providing

anesthesia in the military and the Veterans Administration and

in hospitals located in rural areas. There were roughly 30 000

CRNAs working in 2008, a 16% increase from 2000. On

average, CRNAs are younger and more likely to be male (more

than 40%) than other APRNs. In 2008, CRNAs reported

average earnings of $136 000, which is much higher than all

other groups of RNs or other APRNs HRSA (2010). Unlike

anesthesiologists, CRNAs are more likely to work in rural ra-

ther than urban areas.

Certified Nurse Midwives

CNMs care for women before, during, and after childbirth.

Their role began in the nineteenth century to fill a particular

need in impoverished urban and rural areas with limited ac-

cess to physicians. Nurse midwifery arose both in New York

City and Kentucky in the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries. The earliest US nurse midwifery programs were

designed to meet the needs of special populations in urban,

rural, and impoverished populations with limited access to

physicians HRSA (2010). Most CNMs work in hospitals, with

42% specializing in labor and delivery, 34% in obstetrics, and

14% in gynecology or women’s health. One-fourth worked in

ambulatory care settings in 2008. There were approximately

15 000 CNMs employed in nursing in 2008, making them the

smallest group of APRNs, although their numbers have grown

since 2004. CNMs earned $75 000 on average in 2008, and

55% were more than age 50 years.

Overlap with Physicians

CNMs, CRNAs, and particularly NPs perform roles throughout

the healthcare delivery system and provide many services that

overlap considerably with those of physicians (respectively,

obstetricians/gynecologists, anesthesiologists, and physicians

proving primary care such as internists, pediatricians, and

family practitioners). That overlap has several implications.

First, areas of the country that have difficulty attracting phys-

icians (particularly rural or inner city areas) have relied on

APRNs to fill workforce gaps. Consequently, APRNs are more

likely to work in rural and inner city areas and serve patients

that are less likely to have private insurance. Second, the de-

gree to which APRNs can substitute for physicians has resulted

in a growing literature and policy debate about whether

APRNs provide care of comparable quality to their physician

counterparts. Most studies find that NPs can successfully

handle up to 80% of primary care visits, and that the care

received by patients seeing either an NP or a primary care

physician is comparable in terms of quality or resource use

(Newhouse et al., 2011). Some studies have employed ran-

domized clinical trials, for example, assigning patients to ei-

ther NPs or primary care physicians (Laurant et al., 2004). In

light of projections of shortages of primary care physicians by

2020 (Association of American Medical Colleges, 2011) and

because provisions in the Patient Protection and Affordable

Care Act will expand the insured population and demand for

primary care (Ku et al., 2011), the demand for NPs is likely to

grow as will the controversy surrounding policies that call for

expanding the NP workforce to make up the gap in primary

care (Naylor and Kurtzman, 2010; Pohl et al., 2010). Similar

debates over quality and practice restrictions also involve

CRNAs (Dulisse and Cromwell, 2010).

All states regulate the boundaries of practice governing the

services each type of APRN is permitted to perform. Particu-

larly in the case of NPs, ‘scope of practice’ laws regulate aspects

of practice such as the required level of physician supervision

and collaboration and the ability to prescribe medications.

Critics of these laws assert that they reduce access and increase

the cost of care by forcing patients to seek care from physicians

who typically charge higher prices than NPs. Defenders argue

that they are necessary to protect patients from low-quality

care and unsafe practice. Currently, such laws vary widely from

state to state and this variation is viewed by some as ham-

pering reimbursement by private insurers to NPs in certain

states (Tine-Hanson-Turton et al., 2006).

An analysis of state scope of practice laws that governed

NPs and CNMs from 1992 to 2000 suggested that the state

laws were becoming less restrictive during this period (HRSA,

2000). Considerable variation and restrictions remain, how-

ever, as illustrated in Missouri where new patients who had an

initial visit with an NP had to be seen by a physician within

2 weeks or in South Carolina that requires a supervising

physician be available at all times for consultation. Some

states only permit NPs to prescribe certain medications or to

refer patients for laboratory tests on an approved list (Lugo

et al., 2007; HRSA, 2000). As of 2010, 16 states allowed NPs to

practice independently from a physician (Fairman et al., 2011).

Scope of practice issues for CNMs are similar to those of

NPs, with states varying on the degree of prescriptive author-

ity, supervision by physicians, and the extent to which CNMs

can be reimbursed directly (HRSA, 2000). Yet, despite exten-

sive state variation in scope of practice for NPs and CNMs,

there is little research or evidence as to the effects of the laws

on processes and outcomes of care.

Summary

Much of the production and distribution of personal health-

care services in the US depends on professional nurses, RNs

and APRNs, who are employed in wide variety of clinical and

nonclinical positions in countless organizations. Professional

nurses deliver basic and advanced nursing care services, prac-

tice nursing independently, and function as both comple-

ments and substitutes to physicians. The RN workforce is

dominated by the large and aging baby boom cohorts who are

expected to retire in large numbers over the decade, threa-

tening to create a new nurse shortage in hospitals and other
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settings, particularly as the demand for healthcare expands

due to the implementation of health reform, the aging of the

baby boom generation, and other factors. How long it will

take for a new equilibrium to be reached in the nurse labor

market will depend on how many RNs retire, whether there

will be enough new RNs to replace them, how much demand

grows, and how effectively organizations adjust to these

changes. Increasing demand for healthcare also affects phys-

icians, particularly primary care physicians whose supply is

projected to fall below the estimated demand by the end of

the decade. Because NPs are viewed as being good substitutes

for the majority of primary care services provided by phys-

icians, healthcare policy makers are focusing on efforts to

allow NPs and other APRNs to practice to the full extent of

their education and training by reforming restrictive state laws

and nurse practice acts.

See also: Aging: Health at Advanced Ages. Competition on the
Hospital Sector. Health and Health Care, Need for. Health Care
Demand, Empirical Determinants of. Home Health Services,
Economics of. Internal Geographical Imbalances: The Role of Human
Resources Quality and Quantity. Long-Term Care. Managed Care.
Monopsony in Health Labor Markets. Nurses’ Unions. Occupational
Licensing in Health Care. Price Elasticity of Demand for Medical Care:
The Evidence since the RAND Health Insurance Experiment. Primary
Care, Gatekeeping, and Incentives. Public Health Profession
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Glossary
Capitation A payment from a third-party payer such as a

health authority or an insurer to a supplier such as a health

plan or a health-service provider that is made per enrollee

(in the case of health plans) or per individual in the

population residing in the catchment area (in the case of

paying for specific healthcare services).

Complementary (or supplementary) private health

insurance (PHI) Private health insurance cover for

copayments in the public sector.

Copayment If both a patient and a third-party payer share

the payment of some service, the part that the patient bears.

Duplicate PHI In the presence of a national health service

that covers part or the whole population and a (large)

portfolio of services, private insurers offer insurance

covering a similar portfolio of services.

Health plan Usually an insurer that receives its premium

from a third-party payer rather than from (or on top of) the

individual’s out of pocket premium.

National Health System or National Health Service

(NHS) In an NHS, health insurance and healthcare

services are integrated into a single health authority, which

either owns its own network of final providers or

subcontracts with (usually) nonprofit private hospitals. The

whole system provides a large portfolio of services and is

financed trough general taxation and limited copayments.

Premium The price of an insurance contract. Also used to

describe a third party’s payment to a health plan for each of

its enrollees, in this case sometimes also referred to as

capitation or capitation rate.

Supplementary PHI The Organization for Economic

Co-operation and Development is proposing to relegate the

term supplementary to PHI that covers services that are not

covered by the national health system, some dentistry

services being a usual example (see Complementary PHI).

Yardstick competition In health care, the use of

comparative performance indicators, usually by a health

authority, to design payment mechanisms for providers.

Introduction

The first question one should ask when addressing healthcare

markets is whether health care is any different from other

goods. If it is not, economic theory states that, as with apples

and pears, the unfettered competitive market will lead to ef-

ficient outcomes and that equity can be reached by appro-

priately redistributing purchasing power ex ante. This brings

the question of why in some countries healthcare markets do

not even exist or are severely restricted. In national health

services (NHSs) like those in the UK or Spain, a single door

provides access to most health goods and services (pharma-

ceutical products usually being an exception), and market

forces may disappear or be relegated to the stage where the

health authority subcontracts with providers (doctors and

hospitals). Less extremely, why is regulation of healthcare

markets desirable?

Before answering these questions, let the reader be first

warned that a broad interpretation of what a market is has

been taken here. For instance, in the market for prepaid health

plans, the individual may not pay a price either when enrol-

ling a plan of her choice nor when she uses the services this

plan provides. Even farther away from the usual idea of a

market, in a NHS, the health authorities may base the re-

muneration of the hospitals they own or subcontract with on

relative performance evaluations (RPEs). In this case, a hos-

pital’s revenue depends on how its performance compares to

the average. For those who want to read more, their web search

should include the terms ‘yardstick competition’ and ‘contests.’

Even an individual’s choice between seeking treatment in his

or her NHS or resort to a private hospital can be seen as a

market. There, the ‘price’ in the public provider may be the

time the individual has to wait. All the examples given have

one thing in common: as a provider, your revenues fall if your

performance (the combination of price and quality) falls as

compared with your rivals or to any other existing outside

option (e.g., an alternative treatment). The broad term ‘market

forces’ is used to refer to this effect.

Now, the questions posited above can be readily answered.

Health care is either publicly provided or its market severely

regulated because society does not believe that free markets do

such a good job. The differences between health and other

goods, as well as the differences between health care and other

services, can be traced back to the work of Arrow (1963). Since

then, the role of markets in the allocation of resources in the

health sector has been scrutinized from many angles. The role

of ethics and societal judgments was, and is, widely discussed.

The societal value of health care is not necessarily restricted to

the standard notion of economic welfare (measured by the

difference between an agent’s willingness to pay for a service

and the costs the agent bears, the so called ‘agents’ surplus’).

Other considerations like happiness, freedom to choose, and

absence of pain, for example, are often included as relevant for

assessment of resources allocation, in addition to the mere

utility from consumption of health and health care. Health

in itself, by its nature, does not have a market for transaction.

The role of markets in determining welfare (and the proper

meaning of welfare) is distinct in the health sector. For an

introduction to the discussion, see the essays contained in

Cookson and Claxton (2012).

Still, markets are one mechanism that allocates resources in

the health care in many ways. There are several reasons why
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markets may behave differently in this sector, irrespective of

the social judgment one makes about the adequateness of the

resulting allocation. The focus is on the particular features of

the market mechanism (without discussing here the welfare

reasoning associated with each of those features) and the re-

sulting reasons for government intervention.

The first reason – and the one that is best understood – is

that some healthcare goods have external effects. That is, their

consumption affects (positively or negatively) other indi-

viduals. The first example that comes into mind is vaccines. It

is well known that markets for vaccines will not work well

because individuals often ignore their beneficial external effect

on everybody else’s well-being. A free market will lead to

under vaccination. Note that this does not directly apply to a

hip replacement. One could say that taking care at home of a

family member who can hardly walk puts lots of strain on the

other family members. However, this is a type of externality

that is likely to be internalized by the individuals themselves,

because they probably care as much about the well-being of

their family as for themselves.

The second reason – also well understood for a long time –

is that providers could hold some degree of the so-called

‘market power.’ The idea is that if very few providers are

available then they will be able to restrict supply in a way that

price will be too high as compared to its optimum value: the

cost of providing the unit that is least valued by society. This

brings two effects. One is on equity, as consumers are worse-

off whereas suppliers are better-off. The other is on efficiency;

too few units are enjoyed by society. Why are healthcare goods

prone to such a situation? The obvious reason is the existence

of patents in some areas, which restrict the number of pro-

viders to one. Now patents are there for other reason that

would take it too far. The other is that there exist some treat-

ments that imply extremely large fixed costs. It does not make

any sense to have two CT-scan machines in a small village.

Such issues are taken up in Chapter 9.14 Health-Insurer

Market Power: Theory and Evidence (00914). The existence of

insurance coverage by making the patient (buyer) less sensitive

to price induces the providers (sellers) to increase the price at

the expense of the third-party payer.

The third reason involves the presence of privileged in-

formation (or asymmetric information) in one or both sides

of the market. Health care is plagued with examples of this.

On the consumer side, he or she may be more knowledgeable

about his or her own health risks and needs (say intensity

of pain). On the supplier side, healthcare goods are usually

expert goods, meaning that providers are more informed

of the true benefits (or long run side effects) of certain

treatments. Again, markets perform quite poorly under these

circumstances.

The fourth reason is the presence of risk. However, risk

per se is not really problem for markets. It only implies that the

notion of a good becomes a little more sophisticated. Given a

single service, say a hip replacement, there are two or more

goods, one for each possible circumstance that the individual

may encounter. A hip replacement when the individual is

perfectly healthy is not the same good as a hip replacement

when the individual is under excruciating arthritis pain. The

solution is to create an insurance market. In such a market

firms (now called insurers) offer to exchange goods (in this

case money and hip replacement) between these circum-

stances. The provider offers a hip replacement for free in case

of severe arthritis pain (and only in that case) for free in ex-

change for x monetary units ex ante. One refers to x as the

insurance premium. The market for insurance should perform

well if none of the aforementioned problems is present.

However, what does ex ante mean? What if an individual has

privileged information of the likelihood of needing a hip re-

placement? Individuals who expect to need a hip replacement

are more willing to pay the insurance premium. This leads to

all sorts of problems. One of the solutions to these problems

is quite drastic: get rid of insurance markets altogether and

have a monolithic (vertically integrated) public-health system,

perhaps financed with taxes or the like.

The fifth reason, intimately linked with the previous one, is

the presence of moral hazard in either or both the consumer

and the provider’s side. On the demand side, the idea is that

the individual, once insured, bears the consequences of a bad

event less than fully and keeps a behavior that is detrimental

to his/her health. Let this be illustrated with two very simple

and very practical examples. If an insured individual becomes

severely arthritic, he or she will obtain a hip replacement at a

low price, perhaps even for free. Hence he or she will keep

practicing vigorous sports. The same goes for stomach re-

duction and eating in a disorderly manner. These are of course

rather extreme examples, but there seems to be some evidence

that such behavioral decisions are present. Note that a real

issue only exists if these behaviors cannot be contracted on

because they are not publicly observable. Hence some re-

searchers include moral hazard under the umbrella of asym-

metric information, but they are not the same thing and

require different cures. (See Box 1 for a taxonomy of infor-

mational problems and market/government responses to

them.) In the supply side, moral hazard refers to situations

where the actual actions of the provider (be it a doctor’s

diagnose effort or care in treating a patient, be it the manager

of a hospital who fails to contain costs) are unobservable.

Again the idea is that the decision maker (doctor, manager,

and nurse) may not bear the full impact of his or her actions.

This is the case for example if the doctor receives a fixed

monthly remuneration (independent of health outcomes) and

medical errors go unpunished. It is worth mentioning here

that the term moral hazard is also used to describe the phe-

nomenon by which an individual who faces a low or zero

price due to insurance may overuse the services. To distinguish

both phenomena the literature (not unanimously) uses the

terms ex ante moral hazard, which refers to the change of

behavior that may lead to greater needs, and ex post moral

hazard, which refers to the increase in service usage for a given

need. It is easy to see that empirically identifying which is the

source of higher usage is a complex question. On this, see

Chapter 9.16 Moral Hazard (00916).

The last reason is the presence of the so-called bounded

rationality. In this concept, misperceptions of one’s own

health status, lack of the mathematical capability to appraise

extreme probabilities, intertemporally inconsistent behavior,

or purely irrational behavior are included (perhaps too

broadly). Since individuals are unable to make proper choices,

the government (or a delegate of the government) makes them

for them.
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These are not the only reasons for government inter-

vention. For example, social valuation of market outcomes

may lead to government action as well. Generally speaking,

dominance of one resource allocation mechanism over the

other cannot be presumed (market vs. state). How the markets

operate is of concern here.

Having said this, the next question is whether regulation or

public provision do indeed palliate any of these problems

present in healthcare markets. In doing so, a guide throughout

the most related entries in the encyclopedia will be offered.

Section Introducing Market Forces in a NHS briefly addresses

the introduction of competitive forces in a national health

system. Section Market Regulation addresses the regulation of

private health insurance and provision markets, Section Du-

plicate Systems discusses the interaction between public and

private insurance. Section A Closer Look at the Provision of

Goods and Services in Health takes a closer look at the de-

livery of health goods and services. Section A Teachers’ Guide

offers a teacher’s guide to these issues. Section Concluding

Remarks offers some concluding remarks.

Introducing Market Forces in a NHS

Market forces in NHSs have been implemented basically

trough two different policies. On one hand, in some national

health systems like that in England, Denmark, Sweden, and

Norway, patients are allowed to choose between a set of

hospitals in case of needing specialized care. (see Chapter

13.10 The Impact of Competition on the Hospital Sector

(01310) for an empirical appraisal of the effects of such pol-

icy.) On the other hand, some national health systems are

remunerating hospitals according to the results of RPE. (see

Chapter 13.13 Comparative Performance Evaluation: Infor-

mation on Quality (01313)).

In the first case, the idea is that increasing patients’ choice

where patients face no copayment would foster competition in

quality, as long as quality is observable by patients (or by

doctors, but then patients and doctors incentives should be

aligned). However, this depends in turn on how the chosen

hospital is remunerated. If the remuneration is per episode

and is fixed (like in a diagnosis-related group system) and

quality is observable, theory predicts an increase in quality,

since hospitals offering lower qualities would lose market

share. However, it is not so clear that this assumption is sat-

isfied to a sufficient degree. Moreover, even if a specific episode

is reimbursed at a fixed fee, a hospital could be in financial

trouble if it faces a catchment area where individuals bring

higher costs for the same ailment. Things are even worse if

hospitals are allowed to set their fees, since in that case they

could raise a given service fee without compromising demand

(recall that the patient obtains the service for free).

As for the effects of RPE-based remuneration systems under

public provision, the Chapter 13.13 Comparative Performance

Evaluation: Information on Quality (01313) and Chapter

13.14 Heterogeneity Across Hospitals (01314) review, re-

spectively, issues related to obtaining information on quality

of care and on hospital performance at large. The main

problem is the asymmetry of information between patients

and payers, on one hand, and providers, on the other hand,

on provider’s effort to deliver the adequate amount of care at

the right cost. Asking the providers information faces evident

problems related to truth telling and monitoring. Comparing

across providers is, in this setting, a natural way to obtain

information as long as performance of different providers is

correlated. Fichera et al. discuss the instruments for quality

comparison. One important decision is to which type of

quality measurement is more informative, and whether at-

tention should be put in quality of outcomes, in quality of

processes, or in quality of inputs. It is not surprising that in-

stead of a single quality indicator, a set is used. Using a set of

indicators, however, poses the question of how to aggregate

these indicators into a single variable. Without such aggre-

gation it may be impossible to obtain a clear ordering of

hospitals according to quality, as some hospitals may fare

above the average in some services and worse in others.

On a different but related line, Chapter 13.14 Hetero-

geneity Across Hospitals (01314) addresses the question of

how to structure payments to providers (hospitals) in a way

that accounts for their performance and heterogeneity.

A prospective payment equal for all providers may induce

incentives for selection and for lower unobservable quality.

Although in Chapter 13.13 Comparative Performance Evalu-

ation: Information on Quality (01313) the focus in on

instruments that may help to measure quality, Chapter 13.14

Heterogeneity Across Hospitals (01314) uses the distinction

between long-term and short-term sources of cost hetero-

geneity, and uses the payment system to not pay for short-term

inefficiencies and to keep efficiency incentives. The control of

performance in unobservable characteristics is made implicitly

through the payment rule.

Market Regulation

Every market is characterized by demand, supply, and a

‘mechanism’ that connects both to each other. In the standard

textbook treatment of markets, that mechanism is the price of

the good. Markets included in the health sector often deviate

from this simple framework. Market analysis applied to health

care or health insurance has to adjust for particular features

involved.

First of all, the health sector involves several types of

markets. Three of them are highlighted: the market for labor

inputs, the market for goods and services, and the market for

health insurance. Each of them has their own specific set of

issues. Indeed, several entries in the encyclopedia are devoted

to pharmaceutical and medical equipment industries.

Take a healthcare good or service. As mentioned above, the

uncertainty about the moment and intensity of need for

health care leads to the existence of insurance mechanisms

(public, private, or both). Such insurance implies markets for

healthcare goods and services have a third agent, the insurer,

who decouples the price received by the provider from the

price paid by the consumer. This third agent may take a pas-

sive role, as in traditional reimbursement models, or may take

an active role. The active role can range from establishing

conditions under which demand can exert (eventually

limited) choice of providers, to contracting and paying directly

providers or even integrating vertically insurance and
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provision. Of course, if a single enterprise implements such

integration it is got back to NHS (Figure 1).

The Private Health Insurance Market

Even in a basic private health insurance system, like the one

present in Switzerland or in the US for those not covered by

Medicare or Medicaid, the market incorporates a vertical di-

mension that is depicted in Figure 2. In the final stage of the

vertical relationship, doctors and hospitals are contracted by

insurers in order to provide healthcare goods and services. In

the intermediate stage, consumers seek insurance contracts

from insurers. Each of these stages is in itself a market, and

often researchers have concentrated attention in one of them

either by taking the outcomes in the other as given or by

assuming that the other performs efficiently. In other words, in

studying the insurance market, all the problems listed above

are often assumed away in the relation between insurer and

provider. Conversely, the insurers’ revenue is taken as given

when one studies the contracting phase between providers

and insurers.

This is not to say that the lessons learned in studying one

market are not useful in studying the other. Indeed, in both

markets, a major issue is how to set the payments given that

each firm (be it an insurer or a final provider) faces a het-

erogeneous set of consumers. Indeed, an individual may have

a high or a low probability of falling ill, which matters for the

insurer, and the same individual, once ill and hence requiring

a specific treatment, may bring high or low costs, which

matters for the service provider. In the first instance and if the

insurer is able to choose and collect premia from the indi-

vidual, the issue is whether and how does the insurer charge

(or is allowed to charge) different premia to individuals pre-

senting different characteristics (age or gender for instance).

This practice is usually termed risk classification or risk cat-

egorization (see Section Risk classification). If the insurer in-

stead receives the premium from a third-party payer (like in

Medicare or in the Netherlands), the same issue is termed risk

equalization or risk adjustment. In the relationship between

the insurer and the provider, one speaks of designing patient

classification systems and their use to set risk-adjusted

payments.

The overall idea is that premium should fit the expected

cost for every individual and that health treatment price

should fit its cost. Otherwise, the supplier (again, insurer, or

provider) will have an interest in attracting the individuals or

serving the treatments where payment exceeds cost (cream

skimming or cherry picking) and avoid the individuals or

treatments where the inequality is reversed (dumping or

skimping). Both opportunistic behaviors fall under the term

risk selection.

The importance of these mechanisms in the working of

healthcare markets is today clear. Chapters 13.3 Risk Adjust-

ment, the European Perspective (01303), 13.7 Risk Adjust-

ment as Mechanism Design (01307), and 9.18 Risk Selection

Public or private 
providers

Private providers 

Individuals

Government

Reimbursement

Covered services

Taxes
OoP payment

Uncovered services

Figure 1 A pure NHS system. OoP stands for out-of-pocket payment.
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insurersIndividuals

Private
providers

Included services 

Excluded
services

Reimbursement

OoP $
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Figure 2 A pure private health system.
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and Risk Adjustment (00918) address the role and character-

istics of risk adjustment/risk equalization, while Chapter

13.16 Risk Classification and Health Insurance (01316) dis-

cusses risk classification. The latter issue is addressed first.

Risk classification
Important issues arise from information asymmetries between

agents. A natural intervention is the demand for further in-

formation to be incorporated in decisions. In this vein, risk

classification aims at reducing informational asymmetries

between health insurers and individuals.

Under perfect risk classification, an insurer conditions its

contracts on so many individual characteristics that the indi-

vidual and the insurer have the same information (and

therefore the same expectations) about future costs. In this

case an individualized premium fitting these expected costs

can be set. Such elimination of asymmetric information will

lead to an efficient market allocation. However, high risks will

face higher premia than low risks. The government can then

set appropriate taxes and transfers to improve the welfare of

the former at the expense of the latter. Voluntary participation

by the low risks may put a limit to such cross subsidization,

unless the government makes purchasing insurance man-

datory. Incidentally, equalizing premia by the government is

not to be confused with some naive ‘community rating’ where

the insurer is not allowed to set different premia to different

individuals. Such a policy might either lead to risk selection or

to the self-exclusion of the low risks (the so called ‘spiral of

death’).

The problem is that risk classification can only be per-

formed on the basis of observable characteristics of the

population. Moreover, collecting data on such characteristics

may be quite costly. In any case, only a small set of variables is

actually used to design contracts, and this implies that these

variables fall very short of being perfect predictors of health

risk. As a consequence, the market usually reacts by imple-

menting self-sorting menus of contracts (be at the industry or

at the firm level). By this it is meant that individuals, who now

have privileged information on their true health risks, reveal

this information by choosing one contract instead of another.

Such self-sorting menus can only be constructed, however, by

reducing the coverage and premia of the contracts aimed at

attracting the low risks. Better risk classification could reduce

these distortions according to some authors.

Note that the importance of improving – or limiting – risk

classification depends on the extent of asymmetric infor-

mation existing at the outset. This needs to be tested em-

pirically. Current empirical work has progressed but is still far

from a definite answer to the question of how significant and

pervasive are the asymmetric information problems. Some

studies found effects of relevant magnitude whereas others

found less impressive implications. A well-recognized problem

in testing for asymmetric information is that individuals may

have privileged information on dimensions other than risk,

and that differences in one dimension could be countervailed

by differences in another. For instance, more risk-averse indi-

viduals (in principle more willing to pay for coverage) may at

the same time have safer habits or lifestyles, which reduces

their willingness to pay for coverage.

Switching costs
Whenever more than one possibility of health insurance

coverage exists, patients will typically face trade-offs in

choosing one health insurer over the other, and issues of

switching across health insurers cannot be neglected. Chapter

13.12 Switching Costs in Competitive Health Insurance Mar-

kets (01312) details the knowledge in this particular point,

individuals’ switching across health insurance plans. Taking

the Swiss long-lasting experience with health plans’ com-

petition, a review of it is of interest to the countries promoting

choice of insurance contract. As for consumers’ choice and

consequently for switching behavior, several issues are par-

ticularly relevant: choice overload, the resistance to change

(status quo bias); and the existence of risk selection.

Preferred providers
It is stated above that the vertical structure Individuals–

insurers–providers is seldom studied as a whole. Some ex-

ceptions exist, however. An important issue is with which

provider each insurer decides to work. The selection of pro-

viders by insurers will also determine how demand for health

services is directed toward providers. Chapter 13.15 The Pre-

ferred Provider Market (01315) takes up the implications of this

market relationship. The main issue is how insurers define the

size of the network of providers they use, and how that size

depends on the specific rules used to define which providers

belong to the network. Selecting a subset of market providers as

preferential providers (insiders henceforth) changes the stra-

tegic incentives of providers to compete in the market. More

specifically, by being included in the network of a health in-

surance plan (public or private), insiders gain a competitive

advantage vis-à-vis the outsiders. To see this, notice that patients

will pay less (or even not pay at all) when choosing to be

treated by an insider than when selecting an outsider. Hence

insiders will face a demand for health care with lower price

elasticity, bringing higher prices in equilibrium. This harms the

insurer since it must bear higher prices herself. Providers will

compete to become members of the preferred network of

providers in order to obtain this competitive advantage. Equi-

librium may have most or even all providers as preferred ones.

In this context, the payment rules set to providers gain

importance as a way to induce competitive pressure. Indeed,

the third-party payer can reintroduce competitive pressure by

having the patient pay less for the outsider treatment the

higher the price of the insider treatment is. In other words, if

the insider sets a higher price, the reimbursement received by

the patient when choosing an outsider is also larger. Some

demand is then diverted from the insider to the outsider.

Provider networks are also a form of competition between

insurers as well. Patients may opt for one or the other net-

works based on the list of providers in each network. Com-

petitive forces will be present both across providers and across

insurers.

Demand-side issues
The demand side of health care is also characterized by in-

formation problems. Patients are not fully knowledgeable

about their own health condition, and they are not completely

informed about treatment options. Patients rely on physicians

to guide them through the healthcare system in order to
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restore their health condition. This agency relationship is

taken up in Chapter 13.11 Primary Care, Gatekeeping and

Incentives (01311), where the interaction of the referencing of

patients to other providers (hospitals and specialists) and in-

centives is discussed. Gatekeeping receives particular attention.

In itself, gatekeeping is a constraint on freedom of choice by

patients, in the context of a trade-off between free choice and

more informed choice. The advantage of using a gatekeeping

organization does depend on the incentives of physicians

acting as gatekeepers, which raises the issue of incentives faced

by gatekeepers to perform their role. Primary care concentrates

several roles (health promotion and prevention, diagnosis and

treatment, referral, and long-term care). By restricting freedom

of choice, gatekeeping is expected to be associated with lower

patient satisfaction but also with lower (unnecessary) use of

health services and lower expenditures. The empirical evidence

on this trade-off has not yet produced results that account for

confounding factors introduced by financial incentives faced

by physicians (systems with freedom of choice use, generally,

fee for service payments, whereas systems with gatekeeping use

capitation).

The Role of Risk Adjustment in Market Competition among
Health Plans

Countries with competition in health insurance want to ensure,

at the same time, affordability of health care to all citizens and

nondiscrimination of contribution based on individual risk.

Health insurers, however, for the same value of contribution,

prefer to contract with the better risks. This led to a role for risk

adjustment in market competition among health plans. The

solution adopted was to set a two-steps system (Figure 3). First,

contributions not based on individual risk are used to build a

pool. Second, risk-adjusted payments from the pool to health

insurers (or health plans) aim at the double objective of pro-

viding enough funds and avoiding incentives for selection of

good risks. In most cases these payments are made on a capi-

tative basis, that is, per enrollee in the health plan, hence the

term capitation rates. Risk adjustment is an essential element of

market competition but its accurate definition is a difficult task.

This system is in place, with some variations, in the Medicare

sector in the US, the Dutch, Belgian, and German systems, as

well as the system in place for public servants in Spain. The

European approach to it has been mainly data driven (hence

term statistical risk adjustment), attempting to find the more

adequate system of risk adjustment based on observables

like age, gender, and even prior use of healthcare services.

The intricacies of this way to adjust payments are discussed in

Chapters 13.3 Risk Adjustment, the European Perspective

(01303) and 9.18 Risk Selection and Risk Adjustment, the latter

from a US perspective.

A different approach is discussed in Chapter 13.7 Risk

Adjustment as Mechanism Design (01307). Although stat-

istical risk adjustment takes it for granted that an insurer will

not engage in risk selection if expected costs (calculated

ex ante) are close enough to the capitation rate, the latter entry

admits the possibility that even in this case individuals may

make use of their privileged information on their true health

risks. Equivalently, there may be observables that are correl-

ated with expected costs but cannot be used in the risk ad-

justment formula (either due to non discriminatory laws or

inherent uncontractability). This implies that both indi-

viduals’ choices and insurers’ behavior must be taken into

account when designing the capitation system. This leads

these authors to seek an adequate distortion in weights of the

risk adjustment model to provide the correct incentives to

providers. This approach requires empirical work in under-

standing how providers (or health insurers) react to risk ad-

justment rules in order to design these rules taking into

consideration such reactions. The empirical challenge is not to

find the best statistical fit, but to measure reactions in behavior

of health plans (or providers).

Duplicate Systems

In countries with a NHS, the main insurance protection is

Government provided. Private (voluntary) health insurance

has then a duplicate role of coverage (see Figure 4). Chapter

13.17 The Interaction Public and Private Providers of Health

Services (01317) looks into the rationale and implications of

such duplicate health insurance coverage in countries with

NHS. Duplicate health insurance coverage means private

health insurance to cover for the same risks as the NHS. The

reasons suggested include promotion of population health,

containing health expenditures, increased population choice,

and health system ‘responsiveness,’ whenever the NHS fails to

deliver health care to the extent desired by the population. The

empirical support for the reasons behind duplicate private

health insurance is not fully conclusive.

A different set of questions is related to the impact of

double coverage on use of services, and whether it adds, or

substitutes for, NHS expenditures. On this aspect, no conclu-

sive evidence is available. Double coverage seems to be asso-

ciated with higher use of healthcare services, though some of it

can be diverted from the NHS. Overall, there is no evidence or
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Figure 3 Competition among prepaid health plans.
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theory justifying a strong presumption of more efficient (less

costly) healthcare provision through the duplicate coverage

than under the NHS. That the private and public systems

implicitly compete for patients brings two other issues that are

discussed in Sections Waiting Lists and Specialists: the possi-

bility that a physician works for both sectors and the role of

waiting as a rationing device.

A Closer Look at the Provision of Goods and Services
in Health

On the supply side of healthcare markets, many different

providers exist, according to the particular good or service. The

main ones are hospitals, primary-care services, imaging ser-

vices, and pharmacies. Firms operating in other markets have

several instruments to compete and attract demand: price,

quality, and advertising are the main ones. Their use in health

care is often restricted by regulation. Three nonprice com-

petition variables are addressed below, namely, advertising,

waiting time, and quality; and two specific providers, Phar-

macies and Specialists. Other providers are dealt with in the

encyclopedia: see Chapters 11.2 The Market for Professional

Nurses in the US (01102) and 11.4 Nursing Unions (01104) for

nurses, and Chapter 11.11 Dentistry (01111) for dentists.

Advertising

The role of advertising in healthcare markets is discussed in

Chapter 13.9 Advertising (01309). Advertising from healthcare

providers is often subject to strong restrictions if not banned at

all. Advertising has long-been recognized has having two dif-

ferent roles, information and persuasion. Both types of adver-

tising direct demand to the product or service being advertised.

Although the informative advertising is usually taken to pro-

duce positive effects (as it reduces information asymmetries),

persuasive advertising is considered socially wasteful, as it dis-

torts preferences. An important aspect is the ambiguous impact

of advertising on unobserved quality of health care, both in

theory and in empirical evidence. Advertising seems to matter

for competition between healthcare providers, as when bans on

advertising are lifted, the later increases. But again the nature of

advertising matters, as persuasive advertising may soften com-

petition (and lead to high prices) whereas informative adver-

tising increases price competition.

Waiting Lists

In some healthcare markets, price is not the only instrument

to match supply and demand. Owing to random demand and

random treatment times, setting demand to equal supply in

each moment in time leads to excess capacity and idle re-

sources. In private markets, these random elements are di-

versified across the several existing providers. In the presence

of NHSs (or integration of insurance and provision), the di-

versification role of random arrivals for treatment and random

treatment times cannot be done by choosing available pro-

viders. Instead, waiting lists and waiting times are used as an

alternative mechanism to balance the system. Determining

access to health care based on the price paid is often con-

sidered unfair and undesirable, and using time is preferred.

Discriminating time to access based on clinical need (priori-

tization) is acceptable whereas doing it on the basis of ability

to pay the price usually is not. Chapter 13.4 Waiting Times

(01304) takes up this issue, discussing the role of competition

in reducing waiting times in a context where waiting times

work as a rationing device to allocate patients across providers.

Waiting times are common in NHSs. Waiting times perform

several roles. Waiting time works as a variable that balances

demand and supply as a substitute to price, as health insur-

ance protection and equity considerations entail prices having

a much smaller role. Waiting times lead patients to make a

trade-off between faster treatment and price paid when a pri-

vate sector having no waiting times is available. The use of

waiting times and waiting lists can also be seen as an alter-

native device to redistribute resources, as patients resorting to

the private sector to skip waiting lists pay twice.

Quality

In many health systems, prices of health of health care are

regulated, either by decision of a NHS or by agreement set
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with health insurers. Providers, nonetheless, would like to

guide demand toward their own services and products. When

price is not available, other competition instruments have to

be found. One of these instruments is quality, as long as

quality is observable by the key choice maker (which in some

cases is the patient and in other cases is the medical doctor,

acting as agent of the patient). A main concern is whether

competition will lead to lower quality, as providers attempt to

save costs, or in higher quality, as providers look at ways to

increase demand. According to Chapter 13.10 The Impact of

Competition on the Hospital Sector (01310), the second force

seems to be stronger.

Pharmacies

Pharmaceuticals are probably the most diffused type of good.

Pharmaceutical products can be used by patients during

treatment episodes, during admission for treatment (e.g., at

hospitals), but are also widely used in ambulatory care. Many

chronic conditions are treated on a daily basis with pharma-

ceutical products. Physicians prescribe the treatment and pa-

tients will buy the product from specialized retail outlets,

pharmacies. The retail distribution of pharmaceutical products

is, therefore, one more aspect of competition in the health

sector. There are often constraints on price (regulation of

pharmaceutical prices) and margins (distribution margins

may be regulated), as well as constraints on entry. In some

countries only pharmacists can own pharmacies. In some

countries, a new pharmacy can only open on authorization

from a regulatory body. In some countries, opening of a new

pharmacy needs to obey rules related to population size and

distribution as well as distance to competing pharmacies.

Chapter 13.5 Pharmacies (01305) presents a thorough and

extensive review of how different countries regulate pharma-

ceutical retail distribution, and they treat the implications of

the different regulatory regimes. Price regulation and entry

regulation interact strategically and getting it right requires

careful analysis.

Specialists

Healthcare services are intensive in labor. Several dedicated

professions exist, like physicians, nurses, and pharmacists,

for example. The working of labor markets is therefore of

importance. This is particularly true for physicians. They have

the ability to ‘guide’ demand (patients) across services and

providers. Chapter 13.2 Dual Practice in Duplicate Private-

Public System (01302) addresses the positive and normative

aspects of how the working of physicians’ labor market af-

fects market equilibria. Chapter 13.6 Specialists (01306)

looks into the role of physicians as experts acting as agents of

patients and of other healthcare providers. Physicians direct

demand, which, under public or private health insurance

arrangements, is often insensitive to prices. Then, the in-

centives faced by physicians will be a crucial element in de-

termining how they allocate demand to providers. Gonzalez

takes aim at a particular setup for doctors’ decisions. In this

setup, physicians may work in both a public and a private

healthcare provider. Their decisions will define how demand

splits across the two sectors. Physicians’ decisions are again

sensitive to the incentives they face. Possible policies include

bans to working in a second job. Theoretical treatments of

dual practice provide ambiguous effects on efficiency and

quality of care. This ambiguity is not solved by empirical

research, leaving room for further work. Although at first

inspection a ban on dual practice would be welfare en-

hancing as it reduces the incentives for physicians to shift

patients from public to private healthcare providers, there are

other effects at play. Allowing dual practice has the benefit to

the public sector of a lower cost to retain highly qualified

professionals. Thus, a careful analysis of each institutional

setting is called for.

A Teachers’ Guide

For a focus on funding and payment in health care that pays

special attention to insurance mechanisms, Chapters 13.16

Risk Classification and Health Insurance (01316), 13.17 The

Interaction Public and Private Providers of Health Services

(01317), 13.12 Switching Costs in Competitive Health Insur-

ance Markets (01312), 13.3 Risk Adjustment, the European

Perspective (01303), and 13.7 Risk Adjustment as Mechanism

Design (01307) provide an overall view of issues related to

market competition and instruments used by health insurance

institutions. These readings complement chapters from other

parts on health insurance, especially Chapters 9.17 Sup-

plementary Private Insurance in National Systems in the USA

(00917) and 9.24 Supplementary Private Health Insurance in

National Health Insurance Systems (00924) on supplemen-

tary private health insurance and Chapter 9.18 Risk Selection

and Risk Adjustment (00918) on the US experience with risk

adjustment.

Demand and supply side issues related to health care are

dealt within stand-alone entries and therefore some basic

knowledge of the microeconomics of consumer behavior

would be recommended to fully benefit from these entries.

When the interest lies in vertical market interactions,

concentration should be put on Chapters 13.5 Pharmacies

(01305) and 13.15 The Preferred Provider Market (01315). As

for horizontal competition Chapters 13.6 Specialists (01306)

and 13.4 Waiting Times (01304) are of interest.

Concluding Remarks

Since the seminal work of Arrow (1963) the application of

economic theory to health care has evolved tremendously. The

application of the usual apparatus of demand and supply to

healthcare markets has been questioned in many aspects in-

cluding how society assesses allocations of resources. Both

demand and supply side features received attention. Markets

of health insurance, healthcare goods and services, and health

professions were and are today explored in detail.

Since early the asymmetric information aspects of demand

and supply of health insurance were explored. Inefficiencies of

market allocations and the issue of existence of market equi-

librium were identified. It is now understood to some extent

how health insurance markets work, what motives there are
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for regulation, but challenges remain. Two of the main ones,

deserving both theory and applied research, are risk categor-

ization and risk adjustment and consumers’ switching be-

havior. Market equilibrium is often determined by freedom of

choice of consumers, and competitive pressure for efficient

supply comes from consumers’ exerting choice. Therefore, re-

ducing information asymmetries and understanding how

choice of consumers occurs is likely to originate further re-

search. Regulation in health insurance markets is often inter-

twined with reducing impact of information asymmetries

(here the risk pooling funds in certain countries, the mandates

for health insurance in other countries and the existence of

NHSs as mandatory insurance can be named) and with pro-

motion of consumers’ choice of health plans (e.g., such as

rules and periods of switching health plans).

The markets for provision of health care also deviate from

standard textbook analysis, as patients, the final consumers,

often use the services of experts (doctors) to guide their de-

mand of health care. They often have health insurance (either

public or private), which makes them less (or even totally)

insensitive to price at the moment of use. As a result, con-

sumption decisions are distorted and market prices, if left

totally unregulated, too high. Consequently, third-party payers

(health insurers, sickness funds, and NHSs) over time moved

into a more active role, in both the demand and the supply

side. Market equilibrium then becomes the result of the

interaction of demand, supply, and third-party payers. The

continued growth of healthcare costs leads to interest in how

the market allocates resources and how such allocation can be

influenced. The role of nonprice market equilibrium mech-

anisms also ranks high in the agenda. Waiting lists can be

named, where time is the rationing device, but also supply-

side management such as medical guidelines and protocols,

procedure authorizations, and so on. Advertising restrictions

in healthcare markets are common, and competition in

quality often substitutes for price competition. Bringing

together these different aspects into the analysis of market

equilibrium and its properties has resulted in a large stream of

research in specific topics.

The development of new products and services, innov-

ation, is another area of interest, not the least because tech-

nology is considered one of the main drivers of rising

healthcare costs. The so-called ‘bending the cost curve’ in

health care will certainly be related to the rate of growth and

costs of delivering innovation.

Society’s values have an impact on the way market equi-

libria in healthcare markets are looked at and consequently

on the regulation imposed. Access to health care is a major

concern. Ensuring access implies the development of net-

works of providers. The network can be centrally defined and

built, as it is the case in NHSs, or can result from decisions of

health insurers. Defining networks of providers of health care

affects market equilibrium and competition both in health

insurance markets and in healthcare provision markets. As

third-party payers are increasingly active in managing

demand and supply, this area is likely to receive further

research attention.

Input markets in health care have own specific character-

istics as well. Training healthcare professionals, in particular

medical doctors, takes a long time and it is highly costly.

Allocation of doctors to training vacancies and specialties is an

important issue in many countries. Doctors are special input

factors as they determine demand (when acting as agents for

patients) and provide services (as suppliers of healthcare ser-

vices). But also nurses and other professions have markets for

their services, and the scope of health professions is changing

in response to market forces. As an example of these changes

there is the ability, in some places, of qualified nurses to

prescribe pharmaceuticals for common health problems of the

population. Or the issues associated with dual practice by

doctors, especially when both public and private healthcare

provision coexist (and compete). The way training and tasks of

health professions evolve will potentially change market

equilibrium in input markets, influencing the supply side of

healthcare provision. Market equilibria will change as well in

provision of healthcare services and ultimately in health in-

surance markets.

Many forces shape market equilibria and regulation in

health care. Understanding the economics of markets in

health care is an unfinished task, and future research will

certainly develop issues addressed in the Encyclopedia (and

likely open new areas of research as well).

See also: Advertising Health Care: Causes and Consequences.
Comparative Performance Evaluation: Quality. Competition on the
Hospital Sector. Dentistry, Economics of. Health-Insurer Market
Power: Theory and Evidence. Heterogeneity of Hospitals. Interactions
Between Public and Private Providers. Market for Professional Nurses
in the US. Nurses’ Unions. Pharmacies. Physicians’ Simultaneous
Practice in the Public and Private Sectors. Preferred Provider Market.
Primary Care, Gatekeeping, and Incentives. Risk Adjustment as
Mechanism Design. Risk Classification and Health Insurance. Risk
Equalization and Risk Adjustment, the European Perspective. Risk
Selection and Risk Adjustment. Specialists. Supplementary Private
Health Insurance in National Health Insurance Systems. Switching
Costs in Competitive Health Insurance Markets. Waiting Times
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Introduction

In many countries, physicians play the dual role of prescribing

and dispensing medicines. Although this practice is mostly

prevalent in Asia, it also exists in some regions of Europe and

in some African countries. In these regions, the dispensing

physicians profit from selling medicines to their patients.

Policy makers have long been concerned about this practice

because financial incentives can distort physicians’ pre-

scription decisions. This article examines markets in which the

physicians dispense medicines by reviewing the experiences of

three Asian healthcare systems, Japan, South Korea, and Tai-

wan, all of which implemented policies to separate prescribing

and dispensing. Interestingly, each of these governments re-

sponded to this challenge differently, providing valuable in-

sights on the economic consequences of physician dispensing.

Potential Conflict of Interest

In Asia, physicians have long played dual roles as both pre-

scribing physicians and dispensing pharmacists. It is a tradi-

tion in Oriental medicine to not differentiate the roles of

physicians and pharmacists and for patients to receive drugs

directly from their physicians. Healthcare systems in Asia, in-

cluding China, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan,

Thailand, and Malaysia have followed this tradition. In these

healthcare systems, although retail prices (or reimbursement

prices) are commonly regulated by the government, wholesale

prices (or purchase prices) are not. This situation allows

physicians to legally profit from the margin between the retail

and wholesale prices. In fact, pharmaceutical companies

routinely set a wholesale price that is below the regulated retail

price in an attempt to induce demand for their medicines. This

practice creates the natural concern that these financial in-

centives could distort a physician’s prescription decisions.

Physicians may not choose the best medicine for their patients

in terms of efficacy, safety, and/or cost; instead, they may

choose a medicine that provides them with the highest

margin.

The margin received by physicians can affect their pre-

scribing decisions in three ways. First, the physician’s margin

can induce therapeutic substitution between brand-name

drugs with different active ingredients, all of which could be

used to treat the same disease. In such a case, the physician

may choose a drug with a higher profit margin even when the

drug is suboptimal for the patient. The second possibility is

generic substitution, which involves the substitution between

brand-name and generic drugs with the same active ingredi-

ents. The difference in the physician’s margin between the two

versions may affect the physician’s decision to prescribe and

dispense generics. The third possibility is overprescribing.

Physicians can increase their profits by simply prescribing and

dispensing more medicines to their patients. In some cases,

physicians may prescribe and dispense medicines even when

none are necessary. All these concerns are realistic; it may be

difficult for patients and insurers to verify the appropriateness

of the physician’s choice even after the patient has taken the

medicine.

Governments have been aware that physician dispensing

can create a serious conflict of interest between physicians and

their patients or payers. However, separating prescribing and

dispensing is often difficult because physicians are highly

dependent on the profit from dispensing medicines to their

patients. In all the three healthcare systems that is discussed

below, physician fees have been set relatively low, and profits

from dispensing drugs have been a major source of income.

Accordingly, physicians have been against the separation

policy. An extreme case occurred in South Korea, where a

series of nationwide boycotts by physicians occurred when the

government mandated the separation of prescribing and dis-

pensing starting on 1 July 2000.

Physician Dispensing in Japan

As in other Asian healthcare systems, physician dispensing is

deeply rooted in Japanese society. Following the tradition of

Kampo medicines, physicians have customarily prescribed and

dispensed medicines to their patients. Although the Meiji

government in 1874 considered the separation of prescribing

and dispensing as one of the goals of the modern healthcare

system in Japan, the actual separation of prescribing and dis-

pensing was virtually nonexistent before the 1970s (Kosaka,

1990; Jeong, 2009).

Prescription drug prices are regulated in Japan. Specifically,

although the retail price (or reimbursement price) is regulated

by the government, the wholesale price (or physician’s pur-

chase price) is not. Thus, physicians can earn margins by both

prescribing and dispensing drugs. Moreover, doctors are paid

on a fee-for-service basis. Therefore, physicians can increase

their profits by overprescribing and dispensing high-margin

drugs. As in other healthcare systems in Asia, physicians were

highly dependent on the profits from dispensing medicines.

Government surveys showed that on average physicians’

margins accounted for approximately 25% of the reimburse-

ment price in the early 1980s (Tomita, 2009).

The potential incentive problem created by physician dis-

pensing was not unnoticed. However, the physicians’ associ-

ation (the Japan Medical Association) and the pharmaceutical

companies were against any drastic reforms, which made it

difficult for the government to mandate the separation of

prescribing and dispensing. Instead, the government has in-

stituted two types of incentives to induce physicians not to

dispense medicines. First, the government adjusted its price-

control rule so that physicians’ margins were reduced. The

government updates the regulated retail price in April every

alternate year, based on both the previous period’s retail price
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and the average wholesale price. Specifically, the retail price for

drug k at year tþ 1 follows the pricing formula below, as-

suming that the retail price is revised in year tþ 1:

PR
ktþ1 ¼ PW

kt þ Rt � PR
kt ½1�

where PR
kt and PW

kt denote the retail price and the average

wholesale price for drug k at time t, respectively. The govern-

ment does not allow the retail price to increase over time: if

the computed retail price at tþ 1 exceeds the retail price at t,

the retail price at tþ 1 is set equal to the retail price at t.

To reduce the physicians’ margins, the government has

reduced the value of Rt in eqn [1] over time. To see how Rt may

affect the physician’s margin, Mkt, note that Mkt is simply the

difference between PR
kt and PW

kt . Then, eqn [1] can be rewritten

as follows:

PR
ktþ1 ¼ PR

kt �Mkt þ Rt � PR
kt ½2�

Equation [2] implies that if the physician’s margin, M, is

greater than R� PR at t, the retail price for drug k has to decline

in the next period. The government reduced Rt from as high as

0.15 in the early 1990s to 0.02 in recent years. The reduction

of Rt makes it difficult for pharmaceutical companies to offer a

deep discount without substantially lowering the retail prices

in the next period. Indeed, as the government hoped, average

margins declined over time as Rt decreased, from as high as

25% of the retail price in the early 1990s to approximately 7%

in recent years.

Second, to reduce physician dispensing, the government

substantially increased prescription-issuing fees, which phys-

icians receive when they write a prescription to be filled at an

outside pharmacy. Prescription-issuing fees were 100 yen

(approximately $1.3) per prescription in the early 1970s but

increased to 500 yen in 1974. The fees were approximately 700

yen (approximately $9.1) in 2005.

Although no existing analysis formally quantifies the effects

of these policies on separating prescribing and dispensing, a

large number of physicians have stopped dispensing medicines

from their offices during the past few decades. To examine

whether the reduction in physician dispensing has resulted in

lower drug spending, Graph 1 shows how pharmaceutical

spending changed between 2001 and 2010, focusing on out-

patient office visits. According to the Japan Pharmaceutical

Association, the percent of drugs dispensed by pharmacists

increased from 45% to 63% during this period. The graph

shows that as the separation of prescribing and dispensing

increased, pharmaceutical spending at pharmacies doubled,

whereas the amount of drugs dispensed by physicians de-

creased by approximately 20% during the same period. Thus, as

expected, the separation policy substantially increased the role

of pharmacists. Total outpatient drug spending, which does not

include dispensing fees, has increased by 2.4% annually, which

is higher than the annual rate of increase in national health

expenditures (1.8% between 2001 and 2009).

Although these simple comparisons suggest that the sep-

aration policy has not necessarily reduced pharmaceutical

spending, it is difficult to isolate the impact of the separation

policies from the impact of other healthcare policies, such as

healthcare financing and provider payment reforms. In the

section Overprescribing and Therapeutic Substitution, studies

that examine more directly the impact of physician dispensing

on pharmaceutical spending and medical expenditures are

reviewed.

Overprescribing and Therapeutic Substitution

As noted previously, policy makers have been concerned that

physician dispensing may result in overprescribing and sub-

stitution toward higher margin drugs. The latter situation re-

sults when the physicians’ margins differ across drugs. Iizuka

(2007) considered these possibilities by empirically examining

the Japanese hypertension drug market, which consists of

more than 40 brand-name drugs. The data were aggregated at

the product level and covered the period between 1991 and

1997, when a majority of physicians dispensed medicines

from their offices. Iizuka (2007) assumed that the physician

acts as an agent for his/her patient and chooses a hypertension

drug from more than 40 brand substitutes.

To examine whether financial incentives lead to over-

prescribing and substitution toward high-margin drugs, it is

necessary to have data on the physicians’ margins. Although

no official data exist for the physician’s margins, Iizuka (2007)

calculated them by taking advantage of the pricing rule (i.e.,

eqn [1]). Specifically, in eqn [1], retail prices at t and tþ 1 (PR
kt

and PR
ktþ 1, respectively) are publicly known. It is then easy to

determine the average wholesale price at t (PW
kt ) using only the

publicly available data. An average physician’s margin at time

t for each medicine can be obtained simply by taking the

264 234 247 232 239 233 241 217 224 214

153 161 196 202 226 238 276 275 304 300

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Source: Survey of medical care activities in public health insurance, ministry of health,
labour and welfare, 2001–2010. 

2007 2008 2009 2010

Graph 1: Drug spending in Japan (2001−10)
Outpatient visits only. June of each year (billion yen)

Dispensed by physicians Dispensed by pharmacists
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difference between the retail price and the wholesale price at

time t. It should be noted, however, that physicians’ margins

can be obtained only on average, and if the bargaining power

of medical institutions differs substantially, this approach may

not be valid.

Utilizing the obtained physicians’ margins, Iizuka (2007)

estimated a utility-based random coefficient discrete choice

model, in which physicians choose one hypertension drug

from more than 40 alternatives. Physicians were assumed to

choose a drug by taking into account the patient and utility of

each drug. In addition to physician’s margin, other factors,

such as the patient’s out-of-pocket cost and the attributes of

the drug, were also considered in the estimation. The results

indicated that physicians respond to the size of the margin

associated with each drug, suggesting that financial incentives

created by physician dispensing distort the physicians’ pre-

scribing patterns.

To understand the magnitude of the distortion that the

physicians’ margins create, using the estimated parameter

values, Iizuka (2007) conducted a counterfactual analysis in

which prescribing and dispensing are hypothetically separ-

ated. This analysis was conducted by simply removing the

physician’s margin from their objective function. Under the

assumption that the retail price and other factors do not

change, it was shown that the elimination of the physicians’

margins reduces total prescribing and pharmaceutical spend-

ing by 10.6% and 15%, respectively. This finding implies that

the current spending on hypertension drugs is inflated 4.4%

from substitution with high-price, high-margin drugs and

10.6% by overuse of drugs. These results support the ongoing

concern that physician dispensing results in overprescribing

and substitution toward high-margin drugs.

Although the simulation is valuable for quantifying the

extent of the distortion potentially created by physicians, at

least three issues exist that are outside the model but are im-

portant to actual policy making. First, it is likely that when the

separation of prescribing and dispensing is mandated, phys-

icians will be compensated for their lost income by, for ex-

ample, higher physician fees. In turn, this may increase total

medical expenditures. Second, the counterfactual simulation

assumed that pharmaceutical prices would stay the same after

the separation of prescribing and dispensing. However, this

may not be true because the government may need to fund

any additional payments to physicians by lowering re-

imbursement prices for pharmaceuticals. Third, as in Japan,

the government may attempt to induce the separation by in-

creasing prescription-issuing fees, resulting in overprescribing

and higher medical expenditures. Policy makers need to

carefully evaluate these possibilities when implementing

policies.

Generic Substitution

Although Iizuka (2007) provided valuable insights regarding

the effects of physician dispensing on both overprescribing

and therapeutic substitution, the analysis is limited because it

examines physician decisions only at the aggregate level.

Moreover, it does not take into account the dynamic nature of

the prescription process, and it does not examine whether

physician dispensing affects generic substitution. Iizuka

(2012) attempted to overcome these shortcomings by using

rich, micro-level panel data covering more than 360 000 ob-

servations of over 40 drugs that faced generic competition

after 1998. In this study, physician heterogeneity, such as a

physician’s general preference for generic drugs or whether the

physician dispenses a drug from his/her office, is observable.

Using this detailed microdata and estimating dynamic probit

models, Iizuka (2012) examined the factors that affect the

choice between brand-name versus generic drugs with the

same active ingredient. As in Iizuka (2007), a physician was

assumed to be an agent for his/her patient and to take into

account both his/her own and the patient’s utility when

making a decision regarding which version of the drug to

prescribe. During the data period (i.e., August 2003–

December 2005), generic substitution was not allowed in

Japanese pharmacies. Thus, the study focuses on physicians’

generic adoption decisions. The patient’s out-of-pocket costs,

the physician’s margin from each version, state dependence,

and patient–physician heterogeneity were also considered as

factors that could affect patient and/or physician utility from

generic drugs. The physicians’ margins were computed in the

same way as in Iizuka (2007).

Based on a simple tabulation, Iizuka (2012) showed that

generic drugs are more frequently used in small clinics (as

opposed to large hospitals). Among the small clinics, generics

are more often used by dispensing physicians (as opposed to

nondispensing physicians). While dispensing physicians chose

generic drugs 50.1% of the time, nondispensing physicians

chose generics only 18.5% of the time. In terms of the margins

that brand-name and generic drugs offer, the study found that

generic drugs typically provide the largest margins immedi-

ately after they enter the market, and these margins are sub-

stantially larger than those for brand names during the period.

However, the generics’ advantage in margins quickly dis-

appears after the first period, so the margins offered by brand-

name and generic drugs no longer differ substantially. Iizuka

(2012) argued that this phenomenon is a direct consequence

of the government’s price-control rule, as given by eqn [1].

That is, the rule makes it difficult for generic firms to con-

tinuously provide large margins because offering a large

margin in one period reduces the room for a price discount in

the next period.

Estimation results indicated that the dispensing physician’s

choices are affected by the difference in the margins between

brand-name and generic drugs. Thus, as in the case of ther-

apeutic substitution, financial incentives matter in generic

substitution. In contrast, the study showed that when pre-

scribing and dispensing are separated, physician prescription

choices are not influenced by the difference in margins. This

result is expected because nondispensing physicians do not

earn the margins and therefore should not be affected by

them. The results also indicated that, while dispensing phys-

icians are responsive to patient costs, nondispensing phys-

icians fail to internalize patient costs. This partly explains why

substantially cheaper generic drugs are infrequently adopted

in Japan. Iizuka (2012) speculated that dispensing physicians

are more price sensitive because they directly purchase drugs

from wholesalers and thus know more about the price dif-

ference between brand-name and generic drugs than do
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nondispensing physicians. One implication of this result is

that the separation of prescribing and dispensing reduces

physician price sensitivity, which, in turn, may increase

pharmaceutical spending when pharmacists do not have in-

centives to substitute generics for brand names. Physicians

were also found to differ substantially in their preference for

generic drugs, and this heterogeneity plays an important role

in the choice between brand-name and generic drugs.

Physician Dispensing in South Korea

As in Japan, physicians in South Korea have long prescribed

and dispensed medicines to their patients. However, an

interesting difference has existed. In South Korea, not only

physicians but also pharmacists have prescribed and dis-

pensed medicines to their patients. On 1 July 2000, the South

Korean government implemented a law for mandatory sep-

aration between the roles of physicians and pharmacists. After

the implementation, physicians no longer dispensed drugs,

and pharmacists no longer wrote prescriptions. The policy was

intended to address the ongoing concern that physician dis-

pensing (and pharmacist prescribing) induces overprescribing

and inappropriate use of medicines, as seen in other Asian

healthcare systems. The South Korean government expected

that the separation policy would reduce the cost and misuse of

medicines and improve drug efficiency (Kim and Ruger,

2008).

South Korea’s experience is unique; unlike Japan and Tai-

wan, it was able to switch from a full integration of prescribing

and dispensing to a complete separation of the two functions.

Jeong (2009) argued that the president’s political leadership

and progressive civic groups have played key roles in the

drastic reform. The radical change may make it possible to

infer the impact of the reform on the outcomes related to our

interests. However, existing studies do not employ rigorous

identification strategies and simply compare the outcomes

before and after the separation policy. Thus, care should be

taken when interpreting the results.

With this caveat in mind, the following sections review the

literature that examined the effects of the separation policy in

South Korea on (1) therapeutic and generic substitution, (2)

overprescribing, (3) pharmaceutical spending, and (4) health

outcomes.

Therapeutic and Generic Substitution

Evidence indicates that after the separation policy, physicians

shifted away from cheaper drugs and toward more expensive

drugs (Kim and Ruger, 2008; Kwon, 2009). According to Kim

and Ruger (2008), high-priced prescriptions for outpatients

increased their market share from 16.0% (in March 2000) to

34.4% (in March 2001) at clinics and from 59.4% to 73.2% at

general professional hospitals. The authors also reported that,

as a result, sales by multinational companies rose consistently

after the reform. Regarding generic substitution, several

authors noted that physicians shifted away from cheaper

generic drugs toward more expensive brand-name drugs after

the separation policy.

These substitution patterns appear to indicate that before

the separation policy, lower-priced brand-name and generic

drugs provided higher margins for physicians than their sub-

stitutes. This conjecture is supported by Iizuka (2007), who

demonstrated that when the physicians’ margins are elimin-

ated, pharmaceutical demand will shift away from former

high-margin drugs toward low-margin drugs. Although no

systematic evidence exists on the extent of the margins for

drugs in South Korea, Kim et al. (2004) noted, ‘‘Physicians no

longer had any incentive to prescribe cheaper drugs to out-

patients after the policy was implemented’’ (p. 272), which

also supports the conjecture. The observed shift away from

low-priced drugs after the implementation of the policy makes

sense if these drugs provided higher margins for physicians

before 2000.

Alternatively, the shift toward more expensive drugs can be

explained if physicians became less price sensitive after the

separation policy. To the author’s knowledge, no empirical

study on the South Korean market has shown this relation-

ship. However, as noted previously, Iizuka (2012) showed

that, in the Japanese market, dispensing physicians are re-

sponsive to price differences, whereas nondispensing phys-

icians are not. This result supports the hypothesis that

physicians become price insensitive after the separation policy

was implemented.

Overprescribing

Kim and Ruger (2008) reported that the number of prescribed

medicines per visit declined approximately 4.8% between

1999 and 2001. Similarly, Kim et al. (2004) noted that the

prescription rate of antibiotics declined by approximately

4.7% after the separation policy. These results indicate that the

quantity of medicine dispensed declined after the separation

policy. This is not surprising because the separation of pre-

scribing and dispensing removes any financial incentives to

overprescribe, holding all other factors constant. In fact, these

numbers may underestimate the impact of the separation

policy. After the separation policy, the South Korean govern-

ment introduced a separate prescription-issuing fee, which

created a new incentive to write more prescriptions (Kwon,

2009).

Pharmaceutical and Medical Spending

The above evidence indicates that, on one hand, the separ-

ation policy in South Korea reduced overprescribing, but, on

the other hand, it caused a shift away from cheaper brand-

name and generic drugs. Because these effects potentially

cancel each other out, in theory, the total impact of the sep-

aration policy on pharmaceutical spending is ambiguous.

However, authors agree that pharmaceutical spending in-

creased dramatically after the separation policy was imple-

mented. Kim et al. (2004) noted that compared to the first half

of 2000, drug spending for outpatient visits increased by

41.6% in the first half of 2001, whereas drug spending for

inpatients increased by 22.5%. Kwon (2009) showed that the

rapid increase in drug spending continued until 2006. The

fact that total drug spending increased after the separation
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policy suggests that the shift toward more expensive drugs

outweighed the cost savings because of a reduction in

overprescribing.

The reader may note that this increase in pharmaceutical

spending is not consistent with the counterfactual simulation

presented by Iizuka (2007). In the Japanese case, Iizuka

(2007) showed that the separation of prescribing and dis-

pensing would reduce pharmaceutical spending both by re-

ducing overprescribing and by increasing the use of less

expensive drugs. The latter occurred because of the price-

control rule in Japan; high-priced drugs generally provide

higher margins to physicians than low-priced drugs. It is dif-

ficult for low-priced drugs to continuously provide high

margins to physicians because doing so will substantially re-

duce the retail price of the drug in the following period. This

comparison also suggests that the effect of a separation policy

on pharmaceutical spending is likely to depend on which

drugs provided higher margins to physicians before the im-

plementation of the separation policy.

From the perspective of medical expenditures, it is also

important to examine whether the separation policy affected

nondrug expenditures, including physician consultation fees.

If the latter are raised in exchange for a reduction in drug

spending, total medical expenditures may increase. This is an

important issue because physicians strongly resisted the sep-

aration policy because of their dependence on the profits from

drug sales. Kwon (2009) noted that the revenue from drugs

typically accounted for over 40% of total revenue. To com-

pensate for the lost income, the South Korean government

increased physician consultation fees five times between No-

vember 1999 and January 2001 (Jeong, 2009), for a total fee

increase of 49%. Kim and Ruger (2008) found that medical

expenditures, as a percentage of the gross domestic product,

drastically increased after 2000, from approximately 4.5%

before 2000 to approximately 6.0% in 2005. Although it is not

clear how much of this sharp increase is because of the im-

plementation of the separation policy, concerns were raised

that health care expenditures in South Korea were out of

control (Kim and Ruger, 2008).

Health Outcomes

As noted previously, one of the objectives of the separation

policy was to reduce the inappropriate use of medicines. It was

widely known that South Korean physicians and pharmacists

were prescribing excessive amounts of antibiotics to their pa-

tients (Park et al., 2005; Kim and Ruger, 2008). Before the

separation policy, the rate of antibiotic resistance in South

Korea was one of the highest in the world, and the overuse of

antibiotics was considered to be the main cause (Kim and

Ruger, 2008). By reducing the incentive to overprescribe drugs,

governments hoped that the inappropriate use of drugs would

be reduced.

Park et al. (2005) examined whether the separation policy

reduced the inappropriate use of antibiotics. They looked at

physician prescription choices in January of 2000 and 2001

and examined whether antibiotic prescribing in cases of viral

illness, for which antibiotics are inappropriate, declined after

the reform in comparison to cases of bacterial illness, for

which the use of antibiotics may be justified. The author

found that antibiotic use declined in both groups, but the

reduction was larger for patients with viral illness (from

80.8% to 72.8%) than for patients with bacterial illness

(from 91.6% to 89.7%). Kwon (2009) also reported that,

before the separation policy in January 2000, 57.7% of pre-

scriptions included antibiotics, but that number decreased to

45.6% after the separation policy in January 2002. These

numbers appear to indicate that the separation policy had

reduced antibiotics usage. However, the use of antibiotics

remains very high among patients with viral illness, even

after the separation policy. Moreover, to the author’s know-

ledge, no direct evidence has shown that the separation

policy improved health outcomes. Clearly, the impact of

physician dispensing on health outcomes is understudied,

suggesting the need for additional research on this important

issue.

Physician Dispensing in Taiwan

As in Japan and South Korea, physicians in Taiwan have tra-

ditionally prescribed and dispensed medicines to their pa-

tients and have thus earned margins. The physicians’ margins

in Taiwan appear to be large. Chou et al. (2003) noted that

unofficial estimates indicate that physicians’ margins represent

half of drug reimbursement prices. Patients pay copayments,

but they are relatively low (Liu et al., 2009).

The Taiwanese government has been concerned that fi-

nancial incentives might lead to an excessive use of medicines.

In 1997, the government implemented a separation policy

that prohibits physicians from directly dispensing drugs to

their patients. However, as in other countries, physicians were

against the separation policy because they were dependent on

the revenue generated by dispensing medicines. To gain sup-

port from physicians and pharmacists, the government in-

creased physician consulting fees and pharmacist dispensing

service fees. Furthermore, the government made a major

concession as part of the separation policy: physicians were

allowed to dispense drugs from their offices if they hired an

on-site pharmacist. This is in contrast to the South Korea’s

separating policy, which prohibited all medical institutions

from employing pharmacists or having on-site pharmacies

(Kim et al., 2004). As a result, although almost no clinics in

Taiwan had on-site pharmacists before the separation policy,

nearly 60% of them subsequently hired on-site pharmacists

(Chou et al., 2003). Thus, a large number of clinics continued

to dispense drugs even after 1997.

An important aspect of the separation policy in Taiwan was

that the policy was phased in between 1997 and 2000, which

allowed researchers to rigorously examine the impact of

the separation policy by implementing the difference-in-

differences approach. This approach identifies the effect of a

policy through a before-and-after comparison with a control

group. Chou et al. (2003) conducted such a study and reached

the following three findings. First, the separation policy re-

duced the drug prescription rate and drug spending per visit

by 17–34% and 12–36%, respectively, for visits to non-

dispensing clinics relative to the control group. This shift is

consistent with the studies previously discussed and indicates
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that the separation of prescribing and dispensing reduced

prescribing. The reduction in drug spending largely results

from the reduction in number of drugs prescribed, suggesting

that no clear shift occurred toward either more or less ex-

pensive drugs in Taiwan.

Second, in contrast to the effect of the separation policy on

drug spending, Chou et al. (2003) did not find that the policy

had an impact on medical expenditure, which includes drug

prices, lab tests and diagnostic expenses, dispensing fees, and

consultation fees. This lack of impact implies that the re-

duction in drug spending was offset by physician fees and

dispensing fees, both of which were intentionally raised to

gain support for the policy from physicians and pharmacists

(Chou et al., 2003).

Third, the study found that the separation policy had no

effect on drug spending for the clinics that hired on-site

pharmacists. By permitting physicians to hire on-site

pharmacists, the separation policy failed to alter physician

prescribing behavior. This example demonstrates that, as

Hsieh (2009) argued, it is critical to break the link between

profit margins and physician prescribing behavior to prevent

the inappropriate use of medicines.

Research Agenda

As reviewed in this article, a growing number of papers have

examined the impact of physician dispensing on physician

prescribing patterns, pharmaceutical spending, and medical

expenditures. This frequency is not surprising given the

prevalence of physician dispensing in Asia and its potential

impact on health outcomes and medical expenditures. How-

ever, most existing studies simply compare the outcomes be-

fore and after the separation policy without controlling

confounding factors that would also influence the outcomes.

Because other policy reforms, such as healthcare financing,

provider payments, or pharmaceutical pricing reforms may

occur simultaneously, these studies face difficulties in isolating

the effects of the separation policy. Only a limited number of

studies have rigorously quantified the impact of physician

dispensing on physician prescribing behavior and medical

expenditures. Clearly, more research is needed to improve our

understanding of this important issue.

Research that examines the impact of physician dispensing

on health outcomes is even more scarce. A major concern

regarding physician dispensing is that physician dispensing

could adversely affect health outcomes as a result of over-

prescribing or inappropriate medicine choices. The literature

that most directly investigates these issues consists of studies

that examined whether physician dispensing increased the rate

of antibiotics prescriptions (e.g., Park et al., 2005). As previ-

ously noted, important progress has been made on this front.

To the author’s knowledge, however, it is still unknown whe-

ther physician dispensing practices ultimately affect health

outcomes. Given the importance of this issue, more research is

needed to clarify the effect of physician dispensing on health

outcomes. Indeed, without such analysis, one has to be very

careful about discussing the welfare implication of physician

dispensing.

Conclusions and Lessons Learned

This article examined markets with physician dispensing, fo-

cusing on the impacts of physician dispensing on their pre-

scribing patterns, drug and medical expenditures, and health

outcomes. The experiences of three Asian healthcare systems,

Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan, were reviewed. Although

these systems faced the same concerns that physician dis-

pensing could lead to overprescribing and inappropriate use

of medicines, the governments intervened in the markets dif-

ferently, providing valuable insights on the impact of phys-

ician dispensing.

Japan did not ban physician dispensing but instead created

financial incentives to encourage physicians to refrain from

dispensing drugs. That is, the physicians’ margins were grad-

ually reduced, whereas prescription-issuing fees were raised.

As a result, according to Japan Pharmaceutical Association, the

percent of drugs dispensed by pharmacists increased from

12.0% in 1990 to 20.3%, 39.5%, 54.1%, and 63.1%, in 1995,

2000, 2005, and 2010, respectively.

Although it is apparent that physician dispensing has de-

creased over the past 20 years, it is not clear whether the re-

duction in physician dispensing has reduced overprescribing,

drug spending, or medical expenditures. To induce the sep-

aration of prescribing and dispensing, the government has

substantially increased the prescription-issuing fees, which

may have encouraged overprescribing and resulted in higher

medical expenditures. Dispensing fees for pharmacists were

also substantially raised, further increasing medical expend-

itures. Thus, the total impact of the separation policy on drug

spending and medical expenditures is not clearly known.

In contrast to the gradual approach taken in Japan, South

Korea enforced the separation of prescribing and dispensing,

making physician dispensing illegal after 1 July 2000. This

drastic approach faced strong protests by physicians and re-

sulted in substantial fee increases for them. Evidence also in-

dicates that after the separation policy, physicians shifted away

from low-priced drugs toward high-priced drugs, which sub-

stantially increased pharmaceutical spending. Both of these

changes appear to have contributed to the sharp increase in

pharmaceutical and medical expenditures after the separation

policy.

Beginning in 1997 Taiwan also made physician dispensing

illegal. However, when faced with the strong opposition of

physicians, Taiwan created a major loophole: clinics were

allowed to continue dispensing as long as they hired an on-

site pharmacist. The majority of clinics were therefore allowed

to continue both prescribing and dispensing medicines, even

after 1997. As a result, the separation policy had little impact

on physician prescribing behavior. For the small number of

physicians who stopped dispensing drugs, the separation

policy appears to have reduced total prescribing. However, the

reduction in drug spending was offset by higher physician fees,

resulting in little change in total medical expenditures.

The lessons for policy makers can be summarized as fol-

lows. First, consistent with an ongoing concern, evidence in-

dicates that physician dispensing distorts physician prescribing

decisions by creating financial incentives to both overprescribe

and substitute toward higher margin drugs. Thus, holding

everything else constant, eliminating the physicians’ margins
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will mitigate these distortions. As a result, separating pre-

scribing and dispensing can potentially improve health

outcomes.

Second, although the separation policy may remove the

incentive to overprescribe and to substitute toward high-

margin drugs, it does not necessarily reduce pharmaceutical

spending. For example, by eliminating the physicians’ mar-

gins, demand for cheaper brand-name and generic drugs

could decline if these drugs provided higher margins before

the separation policy. Alternatively, physicians could become

less price-sensitive after the separation policy because they

would no longer purchase drugs directly from the wholesalers.

Thus, if the goal of the separation policy is to reduce drug

spending, additional policies – such as global budgets, which

will increase the price sensitivity of physicians – may also have

to be implemented.

Third, the experiences of the three healthcare systems

suggest that the aforementioned assumption that ‘everything

else is constant’ does not usually hold true. That is, if the

physicians’ margins are eliminated, the physicians’ lost in-

come must be compensated by, for example, higher physician

fees or prescription-issuing fees, both of which increase

medical expenditures. Moreover, if the prescription-issuing

fees are set higher than the marginal cost of writing a pre-

scription, overprescribing will be encouraged even when the

physicians’ margins are eliminated, further increasing drug

spending. Because pharmacists are assuming new tasks, sep-

arate fees may also have to be paid to the dispensing

pharmacist. Policy makers should be aware that this add-

itional spending is difficult to avoid. Unless this spending is

funded by a reduction in pharmaceutical spending, separation

policies may result in a substantial increase in total medical

expenditures. Reduction in drug spending can be achieved, for

example, by a decrease in overprescribing or by reducing

pharmaceutical prices. The latter may be justified because the

pharmaceutical companies will no longer pay margins to

physicians.

This discussion indicates that the success of a separation

policy critically depends on how policy makers construct the

details and take into account the interdependence of health-

care policies, such as physician dispensing, pharmaceutical

pricing, and provider payments. The author hopes that this

short article helps policy makers anticipate the key issues to be

considered before designing policies related to physician

dispensing.

See also: Physician-Induced Demand
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Introduction

In medical decision analysis and economic evaluation of health

care, states of illness or disability (hereafter called ‘health

states’) are commonly valued on a scale from zero to unity.

A value of 0 is assigned to the state of being dead (or a state

equivalent to being dead), whereas a value of 1 is assigned to

‘full health.’ The values are called preference scores or utilities

and may be used to weigh life years in evaluations of health

outcomes. Several techniques can be used to elicit values for

health states from individuals, including the standard gamble

(SG), time trade-off (TTO), rating scale, magnitude estimation

(ME), person trade-off (PTO), Thurstone scaling, and exten-

sions of this latent scaling model, the class of discrete choice

(DC) models. They are based on different theoretical assump-

tions and stemming from different disciplines (e.g., health

economics, psychology, and public health). Empirical studies

on the relationship between the outcomes of these valuation

techniques have shown that there are differences in the values

elicited by the different valuation techniques and in their

measurement properties. So far, there is little agreement about

which technique is the most appropriate.

For health state values to be useful to decision makers, the

numbers should accurately represent the genuine value or

attitude of the subjects from whom they were elicited toward

the health states in question. The extent to which this is the

case depends on the psychometric or measurement properties

of the elicitation techniques used to establish the values. In the

context of health economics, the most salient psychometric

properties are validity and reliability. From the area of clini-

metrics the concept ‘responsiveness’ has been introduced as an

important property of health outcome measures. More general

is the idea of ‘level of measurement,’ which is related to the

field of measurement theory, and that is more directed on the

information level of the responses captured by various meas-

urement approaches. This article explains what is meant by

each of these and reviews the valuation techniques mentioned

above with respect to these properties.

This overview is only dealing with valuation of health states

derived from a group of respondents. In the area of clinical

decision making, often individual patients are involved in eli-

citing values for health states that concerns possible outcomes

related to their own disease and optional treatment modalities.

The measurement properties of these patient values will not be

discussed and presented in this article. The main reason for

refraining to incorporate these types of values is because many

measurement properties cannot be (directly) estimated on an

individual basis or are rarely performed.

Validity

Validity refers to the degree to which an instrument really

measures what it intends to measure. Another definition used

in educational and psychological testing is that it is an overall

assessment of the degree to which evidence and theory sup-

port the interpretation of the scores entailed by proposed uses

of the instrument. Validity is thus concerned with the nature

of ‘reality’ and the nature of the entity being measured. Es-

pecially for (partly) subjective phenomena, such as the valu-

ation of health states, the determination of validity seems to

be a process that involves the incremental accumulation of

evidence rather than one definitive comparison. As opposed to

outcomes such as temperature, blood pressure, or survival,

health status is not directly observable and its appraisal is to

some extent normative.

Validity encompasses three main aspects each with a rather

broad scope: content validity, criterion-related validity, and

construct validity. Content validity refers to the question: ‘Is

the instrument really measuring what we intend to measure?’

For the purpose of this study, this implies a discussion about

the ‘real’ meaning and interpretation of values elicited by

valuation methods. Are they really representing individual

expressions of health state preferences? Criterion-related val-

idity is only applicable if one method can be identified as

superior, i.e., a ‘gold standard.’ As these issues are part of an

ongoing debate, content and criterion-related validity are not

addressed. Here convergent validity which may be regarded as

a type of construct validity is primarily dealt with. In con-

vergent validity research, the degree of association (i.e., cor-

relation coefficients) between measures of constructs that

theoretically should be related to each other is estimated, that

is, patterns of intercorrelations among measures are looked at.

Correlations between theoretically similar measures should be

‘high.’ A detailed discussion about the validity in valuation

techniques, which revolves around the content of the HRQoL

concept, would go beyond the scope of this article.

Convergent Validity

A variety of relationships between values from different valu-

ation techniques has been reported in the literature. From

these studies it is clear that the different valuation techniques

produce different value functions. In general, SG and TTO

values are all higher than visual analog scale (VAS) values.

Under highly controlled experimental circumstances, a study

by Krabbe et al. (1997) showed that in students the SG and the

TTO are producing equivalent valuations to a large extent,

despite their apparent conceptual difference. Results from this

study can be compared with the few existing studies that have

examined this issue, taking into consideration (Figure 1) that

in the latter studies the numbers of health states and/or par-

ticipants have usually been small and the statistical techniques

rather global. A paper by George Torrance published in 1976

showed a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.95 between

SG and TTO. These coefficients are based on the mean values

of only six health states assessed by local alumni of McMaster

University. In Torrance’s study, the very bad and the very good
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health states were excluded, which may have improved the

coefficients. Comparison of mean values obtained (from a set,

N¼52, of physicians, therapists, family members, and pa-

tients) with the SG and the TTO for 35 disability levels in a

study conducted by Alan Wolfson and colleagues in 1982 re-

sulted in an R2 of 0.84. In 1984, Leighton Read and colleagues

presented a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.65 between the

SG and the TTO based on assessments made by 67 physicians.

Their study was based on the valuation of only two health

states. John Hornberger and colleagues in 1992 reported a

Spearman rank correlation of 0.31 between the SG and the

TTO. Their results were based on 58 individual patients’

valuations of their own health. Comparisons of these methods

are inevitably problematic as the techniques used vary across

studies (study design, framing) as well as mechanisms for

transforming raw values, such as done not only for the TTO

(states worse than dead) but also for the VAS (based on pos-

ition of ‘dead’).

In the earlier mentioned study of Krabbe et al. (1997),

valuations based on a VAS (a type of rating scale) were distinct

from, but strongly related to, values derived from the two trade-

off methods. A simple one-parameter power function sufficed

to transform VAS values to SG or TTO. A smaller study by Eric

Bass and colleagues from 1994, focused on deriving values for

health states in gallstone disease, demonstrated a consistent and

substantial difference between values derived by a rating scale

technique and those obtained by an SG technique.

In the rise of health state valuation techniques (late 1970s

and early 1980s), some studies have been investigating ME.

The most well known one is probably the study by Rachel

Rosser and Paul Kind from 1978. However, in this study, ME

was not compared with another valuation technique. One year

later in 1979, Robert Kaplan and colleagues showed that ME

responses are compressed at the lower end of scale near death,

which seems inconsistent with their VAS results.

In one of the rare studies focused on the comparison of

PTO with other valuation methods, Joshua Salomon and

Christopher Murray performed in 2004 a head-to-head study

in which they calculated the following Spearman’s rank cor-

relations based on responses from 69 public health pro-

fessionals: PTO versus VAS 0.85, PTO versus TTO 0.84, and

PTO versus SG 0.86. For the other combinations they found:

VAS versus TTO 0.94, VAS versus SG 0.94, and TTO versus

SG 0.92.

Benjamin Craig and colleagues applied in 2009 a second-

ary analysis on data for 8 countries collected by the EuroQol

Group, which enabled them to compare VAS, TTO, and DC

values (derived from rank data). They observed between VAS

and TTO coefficients ranging from 0.61 to 0.80 (Kendall’s tau)

and ranging from 0.60 to 0.92 for the strength of the rela-

tionship between VAS and DC. In a recent study published in

2010, Stolk et al. (2010) observed a convergent validity of 0.93

(ICC; intraclass correlation coefficient) between TTO and

values derived under a DC model. Responses in this study

were collected from 209 students (Figure 2). Another study

from the Netherlands by Denise Bijlenga and colleagues in

2009, based on participation of 97 community persons, found

convergent validity of 0.72 (ICC) between VAS and TTO. For

the comparisons DC between TTO and VAS they transformed

the values of these two methods into binary scores (to create

data comparable to raw DC input data, e.g., preference data).

Coefficients were 0.79 between VAS and DC (Cohen’s kappa)

and between TTO and DC 0.77 (Cohen’s kappa). In an ex-

plorative study, Joshua Salomon performed in 2003 a sec-

ondary analysis on the original the Measurement and

Valuation of Health, University of York, 1995 data that were

used to construct the EuroQol-5D valuation function. Trans-

forming this data into rank data followed by DC modeling, a

very high similarity between the original TTO data and the

DC-derived values was reached: 0.97 (ICC).
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Reliability

Reliability deals with the stability of measurements, all other

things being equal, and with the congruence between raters in

the case of the assessment of stimuli (e.g., health states). To a

large extent, achieving reliability is a technical matter (e.g.,

larger samples sizes, repeated measurements, and increasing

number of health states). Two distinct types of reliability co-

efficients can be distinguished in the field of health state valu-

ation: test–retest and interrater. Test–retest reliability is dealing

with the reproducibility of a method. If a method is reliable, it

should evoke the same outcomes on a second occasion if there

is no alteration due to change expected. The most appropriate

way of testing this is by computing the ICC between the test

and retest. The interrater (or interobserver) reliability seems less

suitable for valuation methods, as here assessment is focused

on the scaling of health states. Hence, health states that are

related to each other with an underlying natural ordering on a

unidimensional scale yields another type of data. However,

from a more fundamental measurement perspective the inter-

rater reliability can be used as an indicator for the fulfillment of

basic measurement requirement in general. In the following,

various data on the reliability of individual responses are re-

ported. The reliability of mean responses in groups of people

can be much greater, depending on the size of the group, be-

cause random variations in individual responses go both ways

and tend to cancel each other out.

Test–Retest

In 1976, George Torrance reported in one of the earliest

studies involving both SG and TTO a test–retest reliability

coefficient (Pearson correlation based on replications) of 0.77

for both SG and TTO. Test–retest was also studied by Donald

Patrick and colleagues in 1973 for the rating scale (numbers

from 1 to 11) and produced in a group of health leaders a

coefficient of 0.79 (Pearson correlation).

There is little evidence for the test–retest reliability of ME

and PTO techniques. Of these two techniques, ME would

appear to be most promising in terms of reliability. Rosser and

Kind reported test–retest reliability for ME at 97% (percentage

of agreement). But it is not clear from their publication

whether this is done for the real ME tasks or only for the

preceding ranking task. In one of the earliest valuation studies,

Patrick and his colleagues applied ME for which they pre-

sented a test–retest reliability of 0.74.

In 1995, Erik Nord reported relatively poor test–retest

findings for the PTO at the individual level, 40% measured by

the percentage of agreement, but stressed that group-level re-

liability could, nevertheless, be satisfactory. In 1997, Chris-

topher Murray and Arnab Acharya reported a lowest correlation

coefficient of 0.87 among 9 different groups that performed the

same PTO task. Of course, this statistic is only an approxi-

mation for the test–retest as not the same individuals were

applied.

The classical method of Thurstone scaling (or paired

comparison) has been studied in the area of quantifying

health states by Paul Kind and David Hadorn in the early days

of health-state valuation. Kind applied the classical Thurstone

model and an extension of it, the Bradley–Terry–Luce model,

in 1982. However, neither reliability statistics nor com-

parisons (validity) with other methods were performed.

Hadorn and colleagues performed in 1992, a Thurstone scal-

ing analysis, but based on an incomplete and selective design
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of 54 (59%) of the total number of pairs. In addition, this

response mode and analytical steps seem a bit different than

the standard approach. Nevertheless, they reported test–retest

correlation of 0.79 for Thurstone scaling as well as for the

rating scale.

Denise Bijlenga and colleagues also explored a DC model

in their 2009 study; the researchers found test–retest results of

0.77 for the VAS (ICC), 0.70 for TTO (ICC), and 0.78

(Cohens’s kappa) for DC values.

Interrater

Item Response Theory models, and in particular the Rasch

model, are built to deal with ‘objective’ measurement of sub-

jective phenomena. The most important claim of the Rasch

model is that due to the mode of collecting response data in

combination with the conditional estimation procedure of the

model, the derived measures may fulfill the invariance prin-

ciple. This is a critical criterion for fundamental measurement.

Invariance means that the comparison between two (or more)

health states should be independent of the group of respond-

ents that performed the comparisons, and judgments among

health states should also be independent of the set of health

states being compared.

This invariance principle is closely related to an (implicit)

assumption made in the field of health state valuation, namely,

that in general people evaluate health states similarly, which

permits the aggregation of individual valuations to arrive at

group or societal values. The invariance principle seems also

related to the IIA assumption (independent of irrelevant alter-

natives) made in DC models. Therefore, it is important to de-

termine how similar people’s judgments actually are for

particular valuation techniques, as heterogonous responses (or

even distinct response structures) of individuals may indicate

that a valuation technique is less appropriate as it may not yield

unidimensional responses. Such an analysis can be performed

with intraclass correlation statistics (interrater reliability) or

specific mathematical routines closely related to factor analysis.

For these reasons, the author wants to assess, additional to

test–retest reliability, the consistency across subjects in their

task of rating health states (i.e., group level). This type of re-

liability is indicated as interrater reliability. To compute this

reliability coefficient for all health states together, based on a

variant of analysis of variance, a global interrater coefficient

can be estimated. Formally, this coefficient is a simple adap-

tation of the conventional Cronbach’s alpha (internal con-

sistency measure); instead of multiple items, multiple raters

are now being investigated. Although the interrater reliability

is formally a statistic that expresses the homogeneity of the

responses among raters, this statistic may also be seen as evi-

dence for the content validity. Because a high interrater co-

efficient may only be expected if most of the raters have a

rather similar understanding of the valuation task and in

addition come up with comparable preference scores for the

valued health states.

By the use of Generalizability Theory, a specific application

of analysis of variance, Krabbe et al. (1997) were able to reveal

various sources of measurement error in the elicited values for

health outcomes. Although all the methods to some extent

seem to be biased, the valuation methods yield health state

valuations that were satisfactorily reliable at the group level: SG

0.58, TTO 0.65, and VAS 0.77. These findings support the val-

idity of constructing societal values for health states based on

aggregated data. In an earlier postal survey, which was also

conducted using EuroQol health-state scenarios, VAS interrater

reliability coefficients in the range 0.77–0.84 were observed by

Marie-Louise Essink-Bot and colleagues in 1993. Both results

confirm the relatively good properties of VASs with regard to

the interrater reliability of the responses. It should be noted that

Leighton Read and colleagues in their 1994 study also applied a

type of analysis of variance analysis that approximates the

G-theory approach. They also found that the variability of re-

sponses among respondents is considerably greater for SG than

for VAS. Denise Bijlenga and colleagues estimated interrater

ICCs for the VAS (0.73), TTO (0.33), and the DC (0.64).

The independency of the set of health states (invariance

principle) to be positioned on the VAS has been rejected in

two Dutch studies by Han Bleichrodt and Magnus Johannes-

son in 1997 and Paul Krabbe and colleagues in 2006. Both

studies clearly showed that different values will be collected

with a multiitem VAS for a fixed set of health states if these are

part of varying other states. It is reasonable to assume that

these biases may even be larger in the case of measuring health

states on a VAS state by state.

Responsiveness

The concept of responsiveness (or sensitivity) has arisen over

the past 20 years and refers to the ability of an outcome

measure to reflect change. To be of value, an instrument

should be stable when no change occurs, although reveal

differences in case of improvement or deterioration of a per-

son’s health status. The concept of responsiveness has drawn

considerable attention among the users of descriptive HRQoL

instruments (questionnaires). Most of these users are working

in the field of medicine, where responsiveness is part of the

clinical framework of health measurement, called ‘clini-

metrics.’ This term was coined to describe an approach to scale

development in the area of health that is ostensibly different

from the more traditional approach known as ‘psychometrics.’

These two approaches differ from both in a conceptual and a

methodological viewpoint.

Many within the field of descriptive HRQoL or patient-

reported outcomes research agree that responsiveness is im-

portant, yet there is no consensus on how to quantify it. The

confusion even extends to the conceptualization, study design,

and measurement of responsiveness. Conspicuously absent is a

theory on its relationship to the two classic psychometric con-

cepts, reliability and validity. Responsiveness seems to have a

bearing on validity because an instrument first has to measure

what it was designed to measure in order to measure accurately.

Responsiveness also seems to have a bearing on reliability; if an

instrument is unreliable it will not be responsive to changes.

Formal research fields in the social sciences (e.g., psychometrics,

mathematical psychology, and measurement theory) offer no

empirical, theoretical, or mathematical support for the notion

of responsiveness. Nevertheless, responsiveness is used here as a

theoretical construct that can only be examined by means of
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comparison with other measurement instruments and practical

experiences.

So far, it seems that the responsiveness has not been in-

vestigated for preference-based instruments. This is to some

extent explainable as most often valuation techniques are used

to quantify certain health states or conditions. They are far less

applied to measuring changes between two measurement oc-

casions (in the case of estimating the test–retest property,

everything is done to reduce possible changes in the health

status of individual). Accordingly, for the applications of the

valuation methods there are arguments why this has not been

done. Of course, for the use of the so-called preference-based

multiattribute systems, such as the EuroQol-5D (EQ-5D), the

Health Utility Index Mark III, and the Short-Form 6D it is

more informative and more important to have results about

the responsiveness of these systems.

Level of Measurement

Apart from theoretical and methodological differences be-

tween the valuation techniques, the general underlying as-

sumption is that individuals possess implicit preferences for

health states that range from good to bad and that, in prin-

ciple, it should be possible to reveal these preferences and

express them as quantitative or semiquantitative values. The

implication of this is that the values should be characterized as

interval level data or cardinal data. So, differences between

health states should reflect the increment of difference in se-

verity of these states. For that reason, informative (i.e., metric)

outcome measures should be at least at the interval level. This

means that measures should lie on a continuous scale,

whereby the differences between values reflect true differences

(i.e., if a patient’s score increases from 40 to 60, this increase is

the same as from 70 to 90).

Although there have been interest from the onset of

quantifying health states in the classical psychometric re-

liability statistics (validity remains a difficult factor in this area

of subjective measurement), far less attention have been dir-

ected on the basics of measurement theory in general. Un-

fortunately, it seems that certain crucial conditions of

measurement are hardly recognized by scientists working in

the field of quantifying health states. In particular, to arrive at

health state values that are characterized as having cardinal or

interval level measurement properties, certain basic conditions

are required. This involves the invariance principle in col-

lecting response data, but another requirement is uni-

dimensionality of the measurement scale.

Economists tend to claim that responses to the TTO and

the SG have interval scale properties, whereas responses to

rating scales, including the VAS, tend not to have interval scale

properties, given that in the latter, no trade-offs are expressed.

Around 1990, Erik Nord and Jennifer Morris/Allison Durand

published two papers showing that when subjects locate a set

of health states on a straight value line ranging from 0 to 100,

most subjects do not intend to express more than ordinal

preferences. In a later attempt to find empirical evidence to

support that mean health state values collected with a (mul-

tiitem) VAS can be characterized roughly as interval data,

based on a rank-based scaling model (unfolding), Heleen van

Agt and colleagues observed in 1994 a very strong relationship

that support the interval property of the raw VAS data. Con-

firming results were found in a study by Paul Krabbe and

colleagues in 2007 that applied nonmetric multidimensional

scaling on data (metric and ranks) that were derived from VAS

values. Parkin and Devlin (2006) argued that there is no more

evidence for interval scale properties in TTO responses and SG

responses than in VAS responses.

In a paper by George Torrance and colleagues in 2001,

results are presented of a more detailed analysis between the

relationship of SG and the VAS. Based on their own study

outcomes and incorporating studies from other published

studies (all aggregated group means), they show that there is a

clear concave curve that passes through 0 and 1 (Figure 3).

Similar results were also found for the relationship between

TTO and VAS. In fact, if the relationship between two different

valuation techniques is nonlinear, this implies that at least one

of these two methods cannot be regarded as a true metric scale

(cardinal or interval differences between the mean values of

the health states).

Based on the results of one of the earliest studies to derive

health state values based on DC modeling, Salomon con-

cludes that predicted health state valuations derived from a

model of ordinal ranking data can provide a close match to

observed differences between cardinal values for different

states. The model may be used to generate robust predictions

on an interval scale, with predictive validity rivaling that of a

model estimated directly from TTO values.

To find empirical evidence to support that health state

values are overly representing a unidimensional structure, Paul

Krabbe in 2006 used a basic mathematical routine to dissect

valuation data into underlying dimensions. This study re-

vealed deviating response behavior among the respondents in

their health state valuation elicited with the TTO, whereas a
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similar analysis on VAS data showed a single dimension.

A logical explanation for the absence of unidimensionality of

the TTO is that this method is measuring two distinct phe-

nomena (health states and longevity) simultaneously.

Conclusion

It is not surprising that the results found by the author are

heterogeneous. Most studies about comparing different valu-

ation techniques were conducted years ago. Certainly in the

beginning, most studies were relatively small, often clinically

oriented, and there was less harmony about the way valuation

methods should be performed. Moreover, in each valuation

technique the subjects are faced with a cognitive task that

differs from that used with other techniques. In addition,

several of the techniques exist in different versions that frame

the decisions in different ways. In general, studies focused on

comparing different valuation techniques can be differentiated

in terms of the type of descriptions of the health states, se-

lection of study population, number of health states, and

types of health states. Health states can be divided into

hypothetical states and actual or hypothetical health states

pertaining to treatment outcomes or particular stages of

disease.

Conventionally, the values for different health states used

in economic evaluations are derived from a representative

community sample. Subjects who value the hypothetical

health states need not be familiar with specific illnesses.

However, it is reasonable to assume that in many situations

healthy people may be inadequately informed or lack good

imagination to make an appropriate judgment about the im-

pact of (severe) health states. Many authors assert that indi-

viduals are the best judges of their own health status instead of

unaffected members of the general population. Numerous

studies have found discrepancies in valuations for health states

between the general population (healthy people) and people

who actually experience illness (patients). Several of these

discrepancies can be explained by referring to adaptation

mechanism made by patients, but for the frequently applied

TTO, it is above all the central element time that likely induce

different values for different respondents.

See also: Multiattribute Utility Instruments and Their Use. Quality-
Adjusted Life-Years. Valuing Health States, Techniques for
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Introduction

Health economics is a relatively young subdiscipline, and

the measurement of inequalities in the health domain has

only relatively recently received attention from health

economists. Nevertheless, and perhaps unsurprisingly, the

topic has a very long history outside health economics, in

particular in public health, demography, sociology, and epi-

demiology. The notion of a ‘gradient in health’ across meas-

ures of socioeconomic status has been the subject of empirical

analysis and speculation regarding its causes for more than a

century. For example, in the mid-nineteenth century, William

Farr proposed a law relating mortality with population

density. At around this time, the famous political economist

William Stanley Jevons examined variation in the rate of

mortality in different English cities, attributing differences to

the proportion of poor Irish immigrants (Jevons, 1870). In

the early part of the twentieth century, there were also several

empirical examinations of income-related gradients in mor-

tality, including analyses by Hibbs (1915) and Woodbury

(1924) of the gradient in infant mortality in the US using

information collected from household surveys. A key issue

then (as now) was whether the relationship between health

and income was purely a correlation, or implied some form

of causation. However, most of these early studies reported

the health–income gradients only in a tabular or graphical

form and did not apply any of the measures the authors

examine here.

In this article, the authors give a nonexhaustive overview of

the techniques that economists have developed to measure

inequality and inequity in health and health care. These

measures have their origins in univariate measures such as the

Gini coefficient and the Lorenz curve that were developed in

the early twentieth century to measure income inequality.

Economists also developed bivariate inequality measures,

particularly for quantifying the distribution of categories of

expenditure across income (Wiśniewski, 1935). Some of these

early studies used measures such as concentration curves and

indexes to examine health care spending as a component of

household expenditure at different levels of income (Iyengar,

1960; Ghezelbash, 1963).

It has only been in the past few decades that these meas-

ures have been used specifically for health economics appli-

cations. Probably the first proposal for the use of the Gini

coefficient in a health economics context can be attributed to

Chen (1976), who formulated the K index as a proxy measure

of health care quality. The rationale for using this measure was

as a way of penalizing situations where avoidable morbidity

was concentrated in a small number of individuals rather than

being spread more evenly across a community. Le Grand

(1987) also applied the Gini coefficient to quantify

inequalities in age at death in his international comparisons

across a range of high and middle income countries. However,

more recent applications of the Gini are less common than

studies focusing on bivariate inequality, i.e., the correlation

between health and measures of socioeconomic status such as

income. Here, the measure traditionally adopted is the con-

centration index, stemming from proposals of Wagstaff et al.

(1991), which has been widely employed in international

inequality comparisons (e.g., see Van Doorslaer et al., 1997).

In the past few years, there has been a considerable interest in

developing new uni- and bivariate health inequality measures,

in part to address some of the aspects of health such as the

bounded nature of many health measures (e.g., rates of mor-

tality must fall in the 0–1 range).

The authors’ overview focuses on the most important

contributions since 2000 and is intended primarily as a

catalog of what is available at present. They therefore confine

themselves to a short presentation of the various measure-

ment techniques developed by economists; for more in-depth

discussions or the literature on the causal mechanisms link-

ing health and income the authors refer to the literature list

at the end of this article. The remainder of this article con-

tains four sections. The authors discuss the measurement of

inequality in the next section. Next, the authors deal with

decomposition methods and introduces methods to measure

health inequities. The final section concludes. For brevity, the

authors refer to health variables in what follows, but all

methods described in this article can be applied to any

variable measuring health, health care use, and health care

expenditures.

Measurement of Inequality

Measurement of Total (i.e., univariate) Health Inequality

The initial focus of this entry is measurement of the degree of

inequality within a given health distribution. The literature on

the measurement of this type of health inequality borrows

heavily from the literature on the measurement of income

inequality.

Throughout this entry, the authors consider a population

of n individuals that are ranked by their health levels, i.e., each

individual i¼1,y, n is characterized by a health level hi and

h1rh2ryrhn. They always assume that the health variable

hi has a well-defined, finite lower bound hmin. With regard to

the upper bound, they distinguish between the infinite and

finite case, i.e., the authors have either hiA[hmin,þN] or

hiA[hmin, hmax]. When the health variable is of the ratio-scale

type, they assume that hmin¼0.
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For ratio-scale variables with an infinite upper bound,

the most popular inequality indicator is the Gini index,

which can be written as a weighted sum of health shares

(Lambert, 2001):

G hð Þ ¼ 1

n

Xn

i ¼ 1

hi

h
2Rh

i � 1
� 
 �

½1�

where h denotes average health and Rh
i is the fractional rank of

individual i (in the absence of ties we have Rh
i ¼(i� 0.5)/n; in

the presence of ties the definition is slightly different). The

Gini index is a relative inequality index: it focuses on the

relative health differences between individuals. If one wants to

stress the absolute differences between individuals, one could

use the generalized Gini index, which is an absolute inequality

index obtained by multiplying the Gini index by average

health:

GG hð Þ ¼ 1

n

Xn

i ¼ 1

hi 2Rh
i � 1

� � �
½2�

In principle, any relative or absolute inequality index used

for the measurement of income inequality can also be used for

the measurement of health inequality. But there is an im-

portant caveat: because the health variable is not necessarily of

the ratio-scale type, one should not take for granted that in-

dicators developed for ratio-scale variables generate mean-

ingful information when applied to other types of variables,

such as nominal, ordinal, or cardinal health variables. De-

pending on the nature of the variable, different inequality

indicators are called for. For instance, Abul Naga and Yalcin

(2008) have derived a class of indicators tailored to measure

inequality for ordinal health variables.

The situation also changes when the health variable has a

finite upper bound, for example, a maximum value of 100%.

In that case, one can look either at attainment levels, measured

by the health variable hi, or at shortfall levels, measured by the

ill-heath variable si¼hmax� hi. Recent publications (Erreygers,

2009b; Lambert and Zheng, 2011) have explored what this

implies for health inequality measurement. These studies start

from the idea that the attainment and shortfall indicators

should be complementary, which in its strongest form im-

poses that attainment inequality is always equal to shortfall

inequality. As far as the Gini family is concerned, the strong

complementarity criterion leads to the following corrected

version of the Gini indicator (Erreygers, 2009b):

CG hð Þ ¼ 4

n

Xn

i ¼ 1

hi

ðhmax � hminÞ 2Rh
i � 1

� 
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½3�

A similar correction can be applied to the coefficient of

variation family. As shown by Lambert and Zheng (2011), the

combination of a weak version of complementarity and

decomposability points in the direction of the variance as a

measure of inequality.

Measurement of Socioeconomic Health Inequality

The dominant strand in the health inequality literature deals

with bivariate inequality, and focuses on the correlation be-

tween health and socioeconomic status. The most popular

measure in this field is the concentration index. Suppose that

yi is a variable which measures the socioeconomic status of

individuals; this variable can be occupation, education, in-

come, wealth, etc. Let R
y
t be the fractional rank of an indi-

vidual according to the chosen socioeconomic variable. The

concentration index can be written as (Wagstaff et al., 1991):

C h; yð Þ ¼ 1

n

Xn

i ¼ 1

hi

h
2R

y
i � 1

� 
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½4�

Observe that the socioeconomic variable need not be of the

ratio-scale type; the index only requires information on the

socioeconomic rank, which can also be obtained from an

ordinal variable.

Different variants of the standard concentration index

C(h;y) have been introduced over the years. If one wants to

focus on absolute, rather than relative, health differences be-

tween individuals, one can use the generalized concentration

index GC h; yð Þ ¼ hCðh; yÞ. It is also possible to express different

degrees of sensitivity to inequality by using the extended

concentration index (Wagstaff, 2002). Again, the authors have

a different story when they are dealing with bounded health

variables (Clarke et al., 2002). The counterpart of the strong

complementarity criterion, which the authors mentioned in

the previous subsection, is the ‘mirror’ condition. This requires

that the measured degree of socioeconomic inequality of

health should be the reverse of the measured degree of

socioeconomic inequality of ill health. Recently, two indi-

cators, which satisfy the mirror condition, have been sug-

gested. The first (Wagstaff, 2005) is defined as:

W h; yð Þ ¼ 1

n

Xn

i ¼ 1

hiðhmax � hminÞ
ðhmax � hÞðh� hminÞ

2R
y
i � 1

� " #
½5�

and the second (Erreygers, 2009a) as:

E h; yð Þ ¼ 4

n

Xn

i ¼ 1

hi

hmax � hminð Þ 2R
y
i � 1

� 
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½6�

Because both have the mirror property, the level of socio-

economic inequality in health and ill health is identical,

except for the sign, i.e., W(h; y)¼ �W(s; y) and E(h; y)¼
� E(s; y), but in other respects the indices are very different.

Erreygers and Van Ourti (2011) provide an in-depth discussion

of the properties of these two indicators, in the context of a

more general examination of the applicability of rank-

dependent indicators.

Decomposition Methods

In the previous sections Measurement of Inequality, the

authors covered the most popular inequality indices in the

health economics literature. These indices have frequently

been used to compare inequality levels between countries or

within countries over time but do not allow to infer what lies

behind these differences in (socioeconomic) inequality. De-

composition methods – first developed in labor economics

and in the income inequality literature – are a useful tool to

align the analysis more with an explanatory approach.
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Factor Decompositions

Wagstaff et al. (2003) were the first to highlight the usefulness

of applying existing decomposition methods to the health

domain, in particular to the concentration index. When health

can be written as a linear function of K factors (e.g., socio-

economic status, demographics, lifestyles, y), one can express

socioeconomic health inequality as a weighted sum of the

socioeconomic inequalities in these factors. This is most easily

seen from combining eqn [4] with a regression model that

associates health linearly to K factors xik:

hi ¼ aþ
XK

k ¼ 1

bkxik þ ei ½7�

where a and b1,b2,y,bK are coefficients and ei an error term

with zero mean. After some algebra, the following result

emerges:

C h; yð Þ ¼
XK

k ¼ 1

bk

xk

h

� �
C xk; yð Þ


 �
þ

2cov ei,R
y
i

� 
h

½8�

which shows that socioeconomic health inequality is affected

(a) by the magnitudes of the impact of the K factors on

health – measured by the average elasticities bkxk=h – and (b)

by the socioeconomic inequalities in each of the contributing

factors – measured by the concentration indices C(xk; y). There

is also a residual term summarizing the covariance between

the error term of eqn [7] and the fractional socioeconomic

rank. Similarly, one can derive decompositions of the other

univariate and bivariate indices discussed in the previous

sections Measurement of Inequality. The authors refer inter-

ested readers to O’Donnell et al. (2006), Erreygers (2009a)

and Van Doorslaer and Van Ourti (2011). Readers interested in

subgroup decompositions should consult Clarke et al. (2003).

Longitudinal Decompositions

A factor decomposition unravels the link between (socio-

economic) health inequality and its associated factors, but in

many occasions the authors are interested in the difference

between two inequality indices. They now describe de-

compositions of the change of (socioeconomic) health in-

equality over time. Note that many of these methods can also

be used to decompose differences between countries.

Wagstaff et al. (2003) describe an Oaxaca–Blinder de-

composition of the change in the concentration index that

starts from eqn [8]. It reveals whether changes in (socio-

economic) health inequality are mainly driven by changes in

socioeconomic inequalities in the associated factors xk or by

changes in the associated elasticities Zk.

DC¼
XK

k ¼ 1

Zkt C xkt ; ytð Þ � C xkl; ylð Þ½ �

þ
XK

k ¼ 1

C xkl; ylð Þ Zkt � Zkl½ � þ REST ½9�

where DC denotes the difference between two concentration

indices in period t and l; and REST is a residual term.

Van Ourti et al. (2009) have adapted the Oaxaca–Blinder

decomposition in eqn [9] in order to reveal the relation be-

tween the change in income-related health inequality, income

growth, and the change in income inequality. This de-

composition starts from eqn [7] but allows for a nonlinear

association between income (included in xk) and health. The

health elasticity of income turns out to play a crucial role; if

this elasticity is increasing with income, then proportional

income growth will lead to higher income-related health in-

equality, and vice versa.

Allanson et al. (2010) have recently developed a related

longitudinal decomposition that extends the work of Jones

and López Nicolás (2004). Jones and López Nicolás (2004)

study concentration indices based on short-run (cross-section)

and long-run (panel averages) measures of health and socio-

economic status using insights from the literature on income

mobility (Shorrocks, 1978), and show they diverge when there

are systematic differences in health between those whose

socioeconomic status is upwardly and downwardly mobile. An

important trademark of their decomposition is that it allows

to show whether socioeconomic health inequalities are per-

sistent over time. However, it cannot illustrate whether health

changes are more/less pronounced for those with high relative

to low socioeconomic status. Allanson et al. (2010) show that

the change in socioeconomic health inequalities can be writ-

ten as the sum of ‘socioeconomic health mobility’ (i.e., the

extent to which health changes accrue to those with an initial

high relative to low socioeconomic status) and ‘health-related

socioeconomic mobility’ (i.e., the extent to which socio-

economic status changes are larger/smaller for the initially

healthy or unhealthy). The same authors have also studied the

effects of deaths in longitudinal decompositions (Petrie et al.,

2011).

Measurement of Inequity

Until now, the discussion has been mainly confined to ways of

measuring and decomposing (socioeconomic) health in-

equality. Although this is totally in line with having ‘the

numbers tell the tale’, it is not clear whether society at large is

concerned about all (socioeconomic) health inequalities. It

seems highly plausible that people are concerned about some

causes/drivers of inequalities, but less about others. The for-

mer is usually denoted as inequity and is the focal point of this

section.

Measurement of Horizontal Inequity

The dominant inequity concept is that of horizontal inequity,

which states that equals should be treated equally. The concept

of vertical equity – which states how unequally unequals

should be treated – is as important, but has received far less

attention in the literature due to empirical difficulties to esti-

mate the vertical equity norm (Sutton (2002) is a noteworthy

exception).

When measuring horizontal socioeconomic inequity in

health, one should start by defining whether variation in

health attributable to certain factors is equitable or inequitable.
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The typical stance in the literature is to consider the variation

due to age and sex as equitable and all other variation as in-

equitable. This is much in line with the practice of standard-

izing health for age and sex that is popular in public health and

epidemiology, but in principle the subdivision between

equitable and inequitable health variation allows for a broad

range of value judgments (including e.g., the case where

equality of health outcomes is inequitable). Two procedures

have become popular in the health economics literature

(Wagstaff and Van Doorslaer, 2000; Gravelle, 2003; Fleurbaey

and Schokkaert, 2009). The first, denoted ‘direct standard-

ization’, boils down to calculating the predicted value of eqn

[7] keeping those factors that lead to equitable health variation

fixed (e.g., fixing age and sex at a specific value). The resulting

index of socioeconomic inequity HIdir(h; y) calculates the

socioeconomic inequality in these predicted health values:

HIdir h; yð Þ ¼ C ĥ9a,s; y
� �

¼ C âþ
XK�2

k ¼ 1

bbk xik þcba aþ bbs sþ bei ; y

 !
½10�

where ^ denotes an estimate, and age and sex have been fixed

at their average values a and s. The second approach, ‘indirect

standardization’, boils down to calculating the difference be-

tween the actual socioeconomic inequality in health and the

hypothetical situation where socioeconomic inequality reflects

only variation due to equitable variables (which is obtained by

fixing the values of the variables that lead to inequitable health

variation in eqn [7]):

HIind h; yð Þ ¼ C h; yð Þ � C ĥ9xk ,e; y
� �

¼ C h; yð Þ � C âþ
XK�2

k ¼ 1

bbkxk þcbaai þ bbs si; y

 !
½11�

where the inequitable variables and the error term are fixed at

their average values xk and 0.

The horizontal inequities obtained from eqns [10] and [11]

are similar because eqn [7] is linear. Owing to the linearity of

eqn [7], it is also straightforward to see that there is an exact

link between the factor decomposition of the concentration

index and indices of horizontal inequity: in other words, by

rearranging the decomposition in eqn [8] – i.e., moving the

contributions of age and sex to the left hand side – eqns [10]

and [11] are obtained. However, in many empirical appli-

cations a nonlinear functional form is preferred for eqn [7]

due to the skewed distribution of health. In the latter case,

the exact link with the decomposition in eqn [8] is lost,

but as long as the variables leading to equitable and in-

equitable health variation are additively separable, eqns [10]

and [11] are still similar. When additive separability no longer

holds – which occurs, for example, when the health effect of

medical supply (an inequitable variable in our example) de-

pends on the age of the individual (an equitable variable) –

eqns [10] and [11] will give different estimates of horizontal

inequity. In the next section, the authors discuss this difference

in a more general setting and highlight the ethical positions

underlying the indirect and direct standardization procedures.

Methodology of Fleurbaey and Schokkaert (2009): Insights
from Social Choice

In this section, the authors very shortly introduce a recent

contribution to the literature on health equity measurement

that is not based on the concentration index. Fleurbaey and

Schokkaert (2009) have discussed how the theory of fair al-

location (Fleurbaey, 2008) – a social choice theory – could be

used to measure health and health care inequities. The most

important difference with approaches based on the concen-

tration index (or other related rank-dependent inequality in-

dices) is that it consists of a two-step approach. In the first

step, the sole and ultimate goal should be to estimate the ‘best’

empirical model that links health to its determinants. In a

second and independent step the inequities in health are

measured, and the procedure is similar whether the under-

lying equation linking health and its determinants is linear,

nonlinear, or not additively separable in the equitable and

nonequitable variables. It boils down to subdividing the list of

variables into those causing equitable and inequitable health

variation (much like before), and next calculates all inequities

related to the variables that lead to inequitable health vari-

ation. This is different from the methods based on the con-

centration index that focus on socioeconomic inequity only;

and hence the theory of fair allocation allows the measure-

ment of inequities along a broader spectrum of ethical stances.

The first step consists of modeling how health relates to its

determinants, i.e., an exercise in pure positive economics.

Preferably, a structural econometrics model that disentangles

how determinants affect health directly and indirectly (via

other endogenous variables such as income, medical care,

lifestyles, and so on) is used, but in this section the authors

stick to a reduced form to illustrate the most basic version of

the approach of Fleurbaey and Schokkaert (2009):

hi ¼ f xið Þ ½12�

where f(.) links health to the vector of regressors xi.

Once f(.) has been estimated, the researcher (or the out-

come of a public debate) should subdivide the vector of

regressors into a set of variables that lead to equitable (x
eq
i ) and

inequitable health variation ðxin
i Þ. Although the description is

based on the reduced form in eqn [12], it should be clear that

a structural model might be extremely useful in guiding the

subdivision, as it allows the distinction of the direct and in-

direct effects of explanatory variables (e.g., think of a case

where the indirect impact of gender on health via unhealthy

behavior is considered equitable, whereas the direct impact of

gender on health might be considered inequitable). The sub-

division allows to introduce two concepts that have been de-

veloped in the theory of fair allocation and that are closely

related to the two standardization approaches the authors

introduced in previous section Measurement of Horizontal

Inequity. ‘Direct unfairness’ is in the same vein as ‘direct

standardization’ and proceeds by fixing the value of x
eq
i at a

reference value hdir
i ¼ f ~x

eq
i ; xin

i

� �
. The alternative procedure

compares actual health with a ‘fair’ distribution of health

where xin
i is fixed, i.e., h

fg
i ¼ hi � f ðxeq

i ; ð ~xin
i ÞÞ. Next, one calcu-

lates inequity in health by measuring inequalities in hdir
i or hi

fg.

Fleurbaey and Schokkaert (2009) argue in favor of using an

absolute inequality index.
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Several things are worth pointing out. First, if socio-

economic status is considered as the only determinant leading

to inequitable health variation, these methods conceptually

coincide with the approach based on the concentration

index; but as soon as other choices are made with respect

to the subdivision of factors leading to equitable and

inequitable health variation, both approaches will diverge.

Second, the approach translates an inherently multidimen-

sional problem into a one-dimensional inequality problem.

In contrast, approaches based on the framework of concen-

tration indices are multidimensional in nature. Third and

similarly to the discussion of the two standardization

procedures in the previous section Measurement of Inequality,

the functional form of f(.) is crucial. When additive separ-

ability applies so that hi ¼ f xið Þ ¼ g x
eq
i

� 
þ h xin

i

� 
, inequalities

in ‘direct unfairness’ and the ‘fairness gap’ are identical, but

when this is not the case inequalities diverge. The theory of fair

allocation can however guide the choice between ‘direct un-

fairness’ and the ‘fairness gap’. ‘Direct unfairness’ imposes that

health differences due to factors leading to equitable health

variation are not reflected in estimates of inequity, whereas the

‘fairness gap’ imposes that absence of inequity in health co-

incides with an absence of inequitable health variation. Both

requirements seem plausible but cannot be jointly true when

the function linking health to its determinants is not addi-

tively separable in the factors leading to equitable and

inequitable health variation. For more discussion, the authors

refer to Fleurbaey and Schokkaert (2009).

Conclusion

This article gives a nonexhaustive overview of techniques to

measure inequality and inequity in health and health care. The

authors have focused on the most important health eco-

nomics contributions since 2000, but they have also ac-

knowledged that this literature is embedded in a long

tradition of research on the socioeconomic health gradient

that dates back to more than a hundred years. In fact, the

recent research can be seen as revival interest in bivariate as

opposed to univariate measures of inequalities.

The first part of the article has dealt with the measurement

of univariate inequalities in health. Special attention was paid

to bounded health variables; and the implications for health

inequality measurement. Next, the authors covered the con-

centration index and related indices that have been popular to

measure bivariate socioeconomic health inequalities.

The second part of the article introduced decomposition

methods that are useful to align the analysis more with an

explanatory approach. The authors subsequently covered fac-

tor decompositions and longitudinal decompositions. The

first allows the contribution of separate health determinants to

health inequalities to be disentangled; the second is useful to

understand what drives changes in health inequalities over

time (or between countries) and whether it is always the same

people in poor or good health.

In the final part of the paper the authors have moved from

inequalities to inequities, i.e., that share of total inequalities

that is found to be inequitable. They have covered the tradi-

tional approach in health economics that focuses on

horizontal socioeconomic-related inequities; and introduced a

new and promising approach – derived from social choice

theory – that allows to calculate health inequities along a

broad set of ethical positions.
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Introduction

Health inequality can be defined as variations in health status

across individuals within a population. To compare inequal-

ities between countries or over time periods, it may be, for

example, interesting to know how much more healthy the

healthier individuals are than the unhealthy individuals.

However, it may be more interesting to know how health is

distributed in relation to a socioeconomic variable. Any ver-

sion of the concentration index (C) measures inequality in the

distribution of a health variable in relation to a socioeconomic

rank attached to each individual. Although there are other

measures of socioeconomic-related health inequalities (e.g.,

epidemiologists frequently use absolute and relative range and

the population attributable risk), health economists generally

use the C. The popularity is probably due to the illustrative

and intuitive interpretation. In addition, the C takes the whole

population into account rather than only calculating differ-

ences between the extremes.

The remainder of this article is a short overview of the recent

discussion on how to use different versions of the C to measure

socioeconomic health inequalities. The next section defines and

discusses the standard C and the related generalized C (GC).

These indices are related to the (generalized) GINI coefficient,

which is popular within the income inequality literature.

Herein, lie parts of the problem of using the C as a measure of

health inequalities: health is rarely measured on the same scale

as income. Measurement Properties of Health Variables there-

fore considers the measurement properties of different health

variables. Desirable Properties of Inequality Indices discusses

desirable properties of an inequality index: the recent literature

suggests that an index should be invariant to arbitrary trans-

formations of the health variable. Recent Corrections of Con-

centration Index (a) presents the recent corrections of C that

satisfies these properties and (b) discusses how one may relate

to inequality indices for health variables that have different

measurement properties from income. Guidelines for Prac-

titioners compiles this literature into a guideline for prac-

titioners and provides an illustration using European Survey of

Health, Ageing and Retirement (SHARE)-data.

Concentration Index and the Generalized
Concentration Index

Definitions

Just as the GINI coefficient is derived from the Lorenz curve,

C is derived from the Concentration Curve (CC). Although

the Lorenz curve plots the fraction of the total income

concentrated in a fraction of the population ranked by

income, CC plots the fraction of the total sum of a health

variable that is concentrated in a fraction of the population

ranked by a socioeconomic variable (e.g., income). For example,

in Figure 1 the poorest 10% possess only 2.5% of the total

health that is distributed within the society. As the line at 451

represents a perfectly equal distribution (i.e., the poorest 10% of

the individuals possesses 10% of the total accumulated health),

it is referred to as the line of equality (LE).

The GINI is equal to twice the area between LE and the

Lorenz curve. However, as CC, in contrast to the Lorenz curve,

can be both above and below LE, C is defined as twice the area

below LE and above CC (i.e., area a in Figure 2) subtracted by

twice the area above LE and below CC (i.e., area b). Equiva-

lently, C may be expressed as a ratio between the area a� b

and total area below the LE (i.e., aþ c). Thus, C attains values

between �1 and 1. A negative value suggests that the health

variable is concentrated among the poor, whereas a positive

value suggests that the health variable is concentrated among

the rich. Thus, if the health variable is expressed positively in

terms of health, a positive (negative) index suggests a pro-rich

(pro-poor) distribution. The opposite applies if the health

variable is expressed negatively in terms of ill-health. In the

former case, C attains its maximum value when all health is

concentrated to the richest individual. In the remainder of the

article, this will be referred to as the most pro-rich state.

In a finite sample, the C may be formally expressed as:

C¼ 2

nm

Xn

i ¼ 1

hiðRi � 1Þ

where n denotes the number of individuals, hi is health of

individual i, m is the mean of h, and Ri ¼ n�1ði� 0:5Þ is the

fractional socioeconomic rank ranging from the poorest to the

richest.

The related GC is analogously derived from the GCC,

which plots the fraction of the mean of the health variable that

is concentrated in a fraction of the population. As GC equals

mC, it is not bounded between � 1 and 1.

Absolute and Relative Value Judgment

C and GC are sensitive to different types of health changes. C

is unaffected if health increases proportionally for all indi-

viduals, whereas GC is unaffected if health increases with an

equal amount for all individuals. This difference relates to the

clash in the income inequality literature between a relative

and an absolute view of inequalities (e.g., Kolm, 1976). The

degree of inequality can be preserved either if relative differ-

ences (ratios) or absolute differences remain the same. How-

ever, although income is always unbounded and measured on

a ratio scale, health variables can be measured on different

scales and can be either bounded or unbounded. It is therefore

not appropriate to directly apply the value judgments from the

income inequality literature to all health variables. Further

elaborations on this question requires a discussion of the

differences between health and income.
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Measurement Properties of Health Variables

Erreygers and van Ourti (2011a) categorize health variables by

two dimensions: their measurement scale and boundedness.

In principle, health variables can be measured on five different

scales:

• Nominal, that is, a scale that allows for classifying, but not

ordering, individuals (e.g., type of sickness).

• Ordinal, that is, a scale that allows for ordering individuals

but not measuring differences between them (e.g., self-

assessed health graded from very bad to excellent).

• Cardinal, that is, the zero point is fixed arbitrary and does

not have an intuitive interpretation of total absence, one

may meaningfully calculate differences but not ratios (e.g.,

body temperature or Health Utility Indices (HUIs); The

HUI is in the quality-adjusted life-years literature generally

anchored between 0 and 1, representing being dead and

perfect health respectively, and interpreted as if it was ratio

scaled).

• Ratio scale, that is, the zero point corresponds to complete

absence and ratios can be meaningfully measured (e.g.,

health care expenditures).

• Unique, that is, the zero point corresponds to complete

absence, and it is not possible to scale the variable (e.g.,

number of general practitioner (GP)-visits).

Unless one circumvents the meaningless ordinal or

nominal differences by projecting the health indicator on a car-

dinal or ratio scale (e.g., binary variables may always be inter-

preted as a ratio-scaled variable of average prevalence at the level

of deciles/percentiles), one cannot use the C approach for

nominal or ordinal scales. Therefore, the remainder of this article

only considers health variables that are cardinal, ratio scaled, or

unique.

The other dimension in which health variables and income

may differ is that while there is no upper bound on income,

health variables can be either unbounded or bounded. A

bounded variable ranges from a theoretical lower bound hmin

to a theoretical upper bound hmax. Therefore, one may – in
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contrast to unbounded variables – measure both attain-

ments hi and shortfalls si of such a health variable (i.e.,

si¼hmax� hi). This has crucial implications for the desirable

properties and value judgments of the indices, discussed in the

sections Desirable Properties of Inequality Indices and Value

Judgment for Bounded Variables.

Desirable Properties of Inequality Indices

The literature discusses several possibly desirable properties

for health inequality indices. This section considers the most

important ones. Although the transfer property and scale in-

variance are relevant, and indisputably desirable, for all health

variables, the mirror condition is only relevant for bounded

variables.

The transfer property suggests that if health is (hypo-

thetically) transferred from a poorer to a richer individual,

then the inequality index becomes more pro-rich and

vice versa.

Scale invariance suggests that the inequality index is un-

affected by the scale of the variable (e.g., Erreygers and van

Ourti, 2011a). For example, it is desirable that the measured

degree of inequality is the same if health spending is measured

in Euros or Dollars. For the same reason, it is desirable that the

measured degree of inequality remains the same for different

cardinal scales.

The mirror condition requires that the measured degree of

inequalities is the same for shortfalls and attainments, i.e., the

inequality index of attainments should be equal to the in-

equality index of shortfalls but have the opposite sign. As there

is no general consensus of whether it is appropriate to meas-

ure inequality in shortfall or attainment, Clarke et al. (2002)

highlight that the mirror condition may be desirable as it as-

sures that the ranking between populations is the same ir-

respective of the chosen perspective. However, although the

first two properties are indisputable, the mirror condition

implies an implicit value judgment that is only desirable if one

truly considers inequalities in shortfalls and in attainments to

be two measures of the same concept.

Both C and GC satisfy the transfer property as long as the

health variable is nonnegative. Moreover, GC satisfies mirror

but is not scale invariant for any measurement scale (other

than for a unique scale). Conversely, C does not satisfy mirror

but is scale invariant for ratio-scaled (but not cardinal)

variables. As neither C nor GC satisfies all properties for all

type of variables, further corrections of C have been proposed.

Recent Corrections of Concentration Index

Definitions

This section presents and discusses three corrections that have

recently been suggested. The first correction applies for car-

dinal variables (bounded or unbounded). Erreygers and van

Ourti (2011a) suggest modifying the C as:

Modified C¼ m
ðm� hminÞ

C¼ 2

nðm� hminÞ
Xn

i ¼ 1

hiðRi � 1Þ

which is equivalent to computing C of a transformed health

variable mi for which the minimum value are set to zero (i.e.,

mi¼hi� hmin). Thus, this modification of C satisfies scale in-

variance for cardinal variables (which indirectly also implies

that the index satisfies the transfer property even if hi attains

negative values).

The other two corrections are specifically developed for

bounded variables and satisfy the mirror condition as well as scale

invariance for cardinal variables. Wagstaff (2005) corrects C as:

W ¼ ðhmax � hminÞ
ðhmax � mÞðm� hminÞ

C

and Erreygers (2009a) corrects C as:

E¼ 4

ðhmax � hminÞ
mC

Although these three corrections of C satisfy scale in-

variance for cardinal variables, one still cannot directly apply

the value judgments from the income inequality literature.

Therefore, the next section reviews the recent discussion in the

literature of how one may relate to these inequality indices for

bounded (cardinal) variables (Table 1).

Value Judgments for Bounded Variables

In the ongoing discussion on inequality indices for bounded

variables, Erreygers and van Ourti (2011a,b) advocate a re-

definition of the relative and absolute value judgments, whereas

Wagstaff (2005, 2009, 2011a) suggests an approach that compares

Table 1 Properties of the indices

Mirror Transfer Scale invariance

Nonnegative Possibly negative Cardinal Ratio Unique

C | | |
GC | | |
Mod C | | | | |
E | | | | | |
W | | | | | |

Abbreviations: C, concentration index; GC, generalized concentration index; Mod C, Modified concentration index; E, Erreygers’ correction of C (Erreygers, 2009a); W, Wagstaff’s

normalization of C (Wagstaff, 2005).

Source: Reproduced from O’Donnell, O., van Doorslaer, E., Wagstaff, A. and Lindelöw, M. (2008). Analyzing health equity using household survey data: A guide to techniques and

their implementation. Washington, DC: The World Bank.
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how far the health distribution is from the most pro-rich state.

This section presents the two views, starting with the former.

Scale invariance implies that, without changing the meas-

ured degree of inequalities, any bounded health variable can

be represented by a standardized health variable h�i ranging

from zero to one, that is, h�i ¼ ðhi � hminÞ=ðhmax � hminÞ.
As differences in such a standardized variable always represent

real health differences and are not an effect of changing the

unit of measurement, Erreygers and van Ourti (2011a) define

the value judgment for bounded variables based on inequality

preserving changes of this variable. Still, the bounds of the

variable act as constraints for some inequality preserving

changes, that is, for some health distributions it is technically

impossible to add an equal amount of health or to pro-

portionally increase the health for all individuals without ex-

ceeding the upper bound of the variable. Erreygers and van

Ourti (2011a) therefore redefine the value judgments so that

an index embodies a specific value judgment if it is invariant

to the corresponding inequality preserving change given that

such a change is feasible.

Following this definition, Erreygers’ correction of C (E)

captures an absolute value judgment; it is invariant to equal

increments of the standardized health variable but not to pro-

portional changes. However, for the relative value judgment,

the transition to bounded variables is not as straightforward. As

(the modified) C is invariant to equiproportionate changes of

the standardized variable, it captures a relative value judgment.

But C does not satisfy the mirror condition. In fact, Erreygers

and van Ourti (2011a) show that it is impossible to combine

the mirror condition with a relative value judgment.

Wagstaff’s normalization of C (W) satisfies the mirror

condition but captures neither a relative nor an absolute

value judgment. For an equal increment, W increases if the

mean of the standardized health variable is larger than 0.5

but decreases if the mean of the standardized health variable

is smaller than 0.5. This seemingly strange and counterintuitive

behavior is a result of Wagstaff’s solution to what he refers to

as ‘the bounds issue.’ For bounded variables, the maximum

and minimum value of C depends on the mean of the health

variable; as C tends to one when only one single individual is

in possession of all the health available in the society, the

most pro-rich society cannot be reached unless there is only

one individual in full health. This issue complicates com-

parisons between populations with different mean health.

As a solution, Wagstaff normalizes C by the maximum value of

the index (i.e., C of the most pro-rich state possible) given

the level of health in the society (see Figure 3). Thus, in a

society with a population of n individuals where the sum of h�i
is equal to m, W attains the value of one when the richest m

individuals have full health, whereas everyone else has no

health. How a health change affects W reflects whether the

society moves closer or further away from the most pro-rich

state and, consequently, W may be interpreted as the answer to

the question of how far the society is from that state (Wagstaff,

2009, 2011a).

Kjellsson and Gerdtham (2013) points out that C and E

may also be interpreted as answering a similar question.

However, the indices differ in their definition of the most pro-

rich state; C attains its maximum value when the richest in-

dividual has all the health, and E attains its maximum value

when only the upper half of the income distribution have full

health and the lower half has no health.

Having reviewed the two approaches of how to measure

health inequalities for variables of different measurement

properties, the authors are now ready to compile the literature

into a guideline for practitioners and follow the guideline in

an empirical illustration.

Guidelines for Practitioners

Which Index to Use and When?

Simplifying the guidance from Erreygers and van Ourti

(2011a), Table 2 summarizes the possible choices for a re-

searcher or practitioner depending on the measurement scale

and the boundedness of the health variable. To be eligible, the

index has to satisfy transfer and scale invariance.
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Figure 3 Wagstaff’s normalization of C. Note: Using a graphical
representation, we may define Wagstaff’s normalization of C as:
W¼C/(1�m)¼a/(aþ b).

Table 2 Appropriate indices

Bounded Unbounded

Unique E GC
W C
C

Ratio E C
W
C

Cardinal E Modified C
W
Modified C

Binary E
W
Modified C

Abbreviations: E, Erreygers’ correction of C; GC, generalized concentration index;

W, Wagstaff’s normalization of C; C, concentration index.
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As scale invariance is not an issue for unbounded variables

measured on a unique scale, one may apply either GC or C

depending on the value judgment that one wants to impose.

However, for unbounded variables that are either ratio scaled

or cardinal one is constrained to apply a relative value judg-

ment as (the modified) C is the only index that satisfies scale

invariance.

For bounded variables, the choice boils down to the fol-

lowing three alternatives. First, one may choose to impose the

mirror condition and apply an absolute value judgment by

using E to answer the question of how far a society is from a

state where the upper half of the income distribution has full

health and the lower part has no health. Second, one may take

the level of health in the society into account, but depart from

a pure relative judgment, by using W to answer the question of

how far a society is from a state where the richest m indi-

viduals have full health and everyone else has zero health.

Third, one may choose to relax the mirror condition, not

address the bounds-issue that Wagstaff highlights, and apply a

relative value judgment, that is, using (the modified) C.

However, applying a relative value judgment for bounded

variables requires a decision of whether it is appropriate to

measure inequalities in shortfalls or attainments.

The current advice in the literature is to accept that the

relative value judgment and mirror condition are incompatible

and either use a relative or an absolute value judgment

(Erreygers and van Ourti, 2011a,b; Wagstaff, 2011b). Erreygers

and van Ourti (2011a,b) advocate the attractiveness of the

mirror condition and, thus, prefer E. They also stress that E

satisfies two additional possibly desirable properties. The first

property is as follows: if starting with an unequal health dis-

tribution and gradually decreasing the health of all individuals

toward zero (i.e., in the limit all the health of individuals is

zero, which implies a perfectly equal distribution), then E tends

to zero. Neither C nor W shows this tendency. The second

property is: if the health of a rich individual, i.e., an individual

from the upper half of the income distribution, increases, then

E always increases. Neither C nor W satisfies this property.

Conversely, Kjellsson and Gerdtham (2013) and Wagstaff

(2009, 2011a) claim that these two properties are a result of the

absolute value judgment. In a recent note, Wagstaff (2011b) also

advocates abandoning the mirror property (and thereby also

his own correction) for the relative value judgment. However,

this literature provides no guidance on the choice between at-

tainments and shortfalls. The bottom line of this discussion is

that any index inevitably enforces a value judgment that the

researcher needs to be aware of and explicitly consider.

Empirical Illustration

For illustrational purposes, this section uses three health

variables from the second wave of SHARE to compute in-

equality indices that, depending on the measurement prop-

erties of the variable, satisfy scale invariance and the transfer

property. All the three variables, a health index, out-of-pocket

payments, and GP-visits, differ in respect of their measure-

ment properties. For a comparison between these results and

the work of the ECuity group (e.g., van Doorslaer and

Koolman, 2004; van Doorslaer et al., 2004, 2006) horizontal

inequity indices are calculated by indirectly standardizing for

age, sex, and, when appropriate, health (see O’Donnell et al.,

2008).

The health index is a cardinal variable ranging from 0

(being dead) to 1 (perfect health) and is similar to the HUI in

van Doorslaer and Koolman (2004) but is specifically de-

veloped for the SHARE-data (Jürges, 2007; Jürges, 2005).

Table 3 shows the value of the indices that satisfy scale in-

variance and the transfers property for bounded cardinal

Table 3 Socio-economic inequality in health among 13 European countries

Health index

Country Mean C(h) C(h)HI W(h) W(h)HI E(h) E(h)HI C(s) C(s)HI

Index # Index # Index # Index # Index # Index # Index # Index #

Austria 0.870 0.010 6 0.008 3 0.074 6 0.058 2 0.034 6 0.026 3 � 0.065 5 � 0.009 11
Belgium 0.878 0.009 7 0.007 6 0.077 4 0.056 3 0.033 7 0.024 5 � 0.068 3 � 0.013 7
Czech Republic 0.856 0.011 3 0.008 2 0.077 3 0.054 4 0.038 3 0.027 2 � 0.066 4 � 0.017 5
Denmark 0.864 0.021 1 0.011 1 0.153 1 0.081 1 0.072 1 0.038 1 � 0.132 1 � 0.059 1
France 0.876 0.009 8 0.007 7 0.073 8 0.054 5 0.032 8 0.023 7 � 0.064 7 � 0.013 9
Germany 0.869 0.010 5 0.007 4 0.074 5 0.053 6 0.034 5 0.024 4 � 0.065 6 � 0.014 6
Greece 0.877 0.006 10 0.003 11 0.051 10 0.026 11 0.022 10 0.011 11 � 0.045 10 � 0.021 3
Italy 0.845 0.007 9 0.005 9 0.042 11 0.032 10 0.022 9 0.017 9 � 0.035 11 � 0.005 13
Netherlands 0.886 0.004 13 0.003 13 0.039 12 0.024 12 0.016 13 0.009 13 � 0.035 12 � 0.008 12
Poland 0.834 0.006 11 0.003 12 0.036 13 0.019 13 0.020 12 0.010 12 � 0.030 13 � 0.010 10
Spain 0.853 0.011 4 0.007 5 0.074 7 0.047 8 0.037 4 0.024 6 � 0.063 8 � 0.018 4
Sweden 0.873 0.013 2 0.006 8 0.101 2 0.048 7 0.045 2 0.021 8 � 0.088 2 � 0.042 2
Switzerland 0.902 0.006 12 0.004 10 0.059 9 0.039 9 0.021 11 0.014 10 � 0.053 9 � 0.013 8

Notes: C(h), W(h), and E(h) all measure inequalities in attainments while C(s) measures inequalities in shortfalls. HI indicates that the index has been standardized for age and sex.

The countries are ranked by the level of inequality (i.e., ranging from the most pro-rich to the most pro-poor). Bold figures indicate a significant result on the 5% level. Indices and

standard errors are calculated using the convenient regression method (O’Donnell et al., 2008) and the imputation methods developed for European Survey of Health, Ageing and

Retirement (Christelis, 2011).

Source: Reproduced from O’Donnell, O., van Doorslaer, E., Wagstaff, A. and Lindelöw, M. (2008). Analyzing health equity using household survey data: A guide to techniques and

their implementation. Washington, DC: The World Bank.
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variables, i.e., (the modified) C of both shortfalls and attain-

ments as well as W and E. As seen, the reranking of countries

between the different inequality index is limited. Generally,

the ranking varies less between the inequality indices when

there is less variation in average health between countries.

However, high average health generates a pattern where the

ranking diverge into two groups: C of shortfalls and W; and C

of attainments and E. A similar pattern would appear if one

was to apply all four indices to 1996 European Community

Household Panel in van Doorslaer and Koolman (2004). van

Doorslaer and van Ourti (2011) confirm that the ranking is

similar for C of attainments and E, whereas the authors en-

courage the reader to verify for oneself that using W or C of

shortfalls will rerank countries in a similar manner as in their

example. This reranking stresses on the importance of being

aware of the value judgment that a particular index implies.

According to the nonstandardized indices, Denmark,

Sweden, and the Czech Republic are ranked as the three most

unequal countries, whereas the Netherlands, Poland, Greece,

Switzerland, and Italy are the least unequal. However, when

accounting for the demographics (i.e., standardize for age and

sex), Sweden becomes relatively less unequal whereas Austria

moves in the opposite direction. The positions of two of the

extremes, Denmark and the Netherlands, are consistent with

the findings in van Doorslaer and Koolman (2004).

As out-of-pocket payments, which is the sum of all

the individuals’ out-of-pocket health spending (excluding

insurance premiums) is a ratio-scaled variable, C is the only

index that satisfies scale invariance and the transfer pro-

perty. Therefore, one can only apply a relative value judgment.

The results (Table 4) show that, except for Sweden,

Poland, Greece, and the Czech Republic, the richer individuals

pay a larger fraction of the out-of-pocket payment. The

standardization increases the index for all countries, that is,

the fraction the poorer individuals pay decreases when

controlling for need (i.e., standardizing for age, sex, and the

health index).

As the number of GP-visits is measured on a unique scale, it

implies that both C and GC may be applied as both indices

satisfy the necessary properties. The inequality indices of a util-

ization variable such as GP-visits measure inequality in access to

care. When standardizing for age, sex, and health, the interpret-

ation of the index is a measure of horizontal inequity. The

overall tendency of the results (Table 4) is that the indices are

negative even after controlling for the above, that is, there is a

pro-poor discrimination of access to care. The notable differences

between the rankings of C and GC again stress the importance of

considering the value judgment. However, regardless of the value

judgment, the pro-poor discrimination appears to be strongest in

Spain and weakest in Poland. Although the results overall differ

to some extent, the finding of Spain having the strongest pro-

poor discrimination is in line with the work of the ECuity group

(van Doorslaer et al., 2004, 2006).

Conclusion

This article reviews the recent literature on measuring socio-

economic health inequalities using the concentration index

approach. The authors have briefly discussed when the dif-

ferent corrections of C are appropriate to use depending on

the measurement properties of the health variable and value

judgment one wants to impose. For an in-depth discussion of

the topic see the articles in the further reading list.
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Glossary
Concentration index A measure of the degree of income-

related inequality in health. Where there is no income-

related inequality, the concentration index is zero. A

negative value indicates a disproportionate concentration of

ill-health among the poor.

Equity It relates in general to ethical judgments about the

fairness of the distribution of things such as income and

wealth, cost and benefit, access to health services, exposure

to health-threatening hazards and so on, not necessarily to

be identified with equality or egalitarianism. Although not

the same as ‘equality’, for some people, equity frequently

involves the equality of something (such as opportunity,

health, access).

Horizontal equity It refers to treating equally those who

are equal in some morally relevant sense. Horizontal equity

principles include ‘equal treatment for equal need’ and

‘equal treatment for equal deservingness’. Applied to

insurance, the notion that two individuals facing the same

risks should have access to the same coverage at the same

premium.

Inequity It refers to treating unequally those who

are equal in some morally relevant sense or treating

equally those who are unequal in some morally relevant

sense.

Need The most frequently met practical measures of need

at the community level are morbidity and mortality data.

They plainly imply a need for health though not necessarily

a need for health care (which may not be effective in

altering either for the better). Other concepts include

capacity to benefit from health care and the resources that

are necessary to reduce capacity to benefit to zero (i.e. to the

point at which the marginal benefit falls to zero).

Resource allocation It refers to societal or individual

decisions about the equitable distribution of available

resources.

Socioeconomic status A description of a person or group

of people having a similar social, political and economic

position in society.

Vertical equity It refers to treating unequally those who

are unequal in some morally relevant sense. Vertical equity

principles include ‘higher contributions from those with

greater ability to pay’, ‘more resources for those with greater

need’.

Introduction

Equity in the delivery of health care is an important policy

objective in many countries, and some, such as Australia,

Canada, Sweden, and the UK, distribute healthcare resources

on the basis of explicit equity objectives. Such objectives often

subscribe to egalitarian goals, which suggest that health care

should be distributed according to need and financed ac-

cording to ability to pay.

Egalitarian goals can include horizontal and/or vertical

equity principles. The horizontal equity principle requires that

individuals with the same needs receive the same treatment.

The vertical equity principle requires that those with different

needs receive appropriately different treatment. Taken toge-

ther, these principles suggest not only that patients with the

same needs should receive the same treatment irrespective of,

for instance, their social class or place of residence, but also

that those with greater needs should be appropriately priori-

tized in receiving health care.

In the literature, little attention has been paid to vertical

equity in the delivery of health care. This is probably because

measuring vertical equity requires strong value judgments re-

garding the way healthcare delivery ought to vary amongst

individuals with different levels of need. Most empirical work

considers horizontal equity, though the importance of vertical

equity is increasingly being emphasized. When considering

the role that health care might play in reducing inequalities in

health, some authors have argued that accounting for vertical

equity in the delivery of health care addresses health in-

equalities that will not be addressed by focusing only on

horizontal equity. For example, it has been suggested that

horizontal equity is not relevant when dealing with indi-

viduals with substantial differences in health status. The

Marmot review (Marmot, 2010) concluded that in order to

reduce the steepness of the social gradient in health, ‘‘actions

must be universal, but with a scale and intensity that is pro-

portionate to the level of disadvantage.’’ The review named this

principle ‘proportionate universalism,’ which is related to the

principle of vertical equity.

Crucial to the measurement of vertical equity are measures

of ‘healthcare delivery’ and ‘need.’ ‘Healthcare delivery’ is a

broad term that can be used to refer to the receipt of treat-

ment, the use of, or access to, healthcare services, or to the

allocation of healthcare resources between individuals or

areas. In economic studies of equity, healthcare delivery typi-

cally refers to the use of healthcare services by individuals or to

the allocation of healthcare resources to areas.

Although a wide variety of definitions of need have been

developed, economists often define need in terms of ‘capacity

to benefit’ – the ability to benefit from healthcare provision. In

empirical studies, however, need is usually defined in terms of

ill-health, where people who are ill are deemed to have greater

need than those who are not. This is an imperfect measure,

because unlike capacity to benefit, it does not account for the
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instrumentality of need, i.e., that needs for health care when ill

only exist if there is health care available that can improve

health. Although it is a limitation, this definition is used for

pragmatic reasons in that measures of ill-health are often

directly available in datasets used to measure equity, whereas

measures of capacity to benefit are not available.

Another limitation, also commonly adopted for pragmatic

reasons, is that empirical studies usually measure ill-health

and healthcare delivery contemporaneously, when ideally

need would be measured prior to utilization so that its causal

impact on utilization could be assessed.

When investigating inequity in healthcare delivery, it is

common to distinguish between ‘need variables’ which ought

to affect healthcare delivery and ‘nonneed variables’ which

ought not to. Inequality in healthcare delivery can be associ-

ated with both need and nonneed variables. There is hori-

zontal inequity when healthcare delivery is affected by

nonneed variables, so that individuals with the same needs

consume different amounts of care. There is vertical equity

when individuals with different levels of need consume ap-

propriately different amounts of healthcare. The categoriza-

tion of variables, such as age, gender, income, and ill-health, as

need or nonneed variables is crucial to testing for horizontal

and vertical inequity. The measurement of horizontal and

vertical equity rests on value judgments as to what are need

and nonneed variables and what constitutes an appropriate

level of health care.

Notably, there are methodological challenges associated

with measuring vertical equity, and as a result few studies have

investigated this issue. Among these studies, there is con-

siderable variation in the methods used and in the assump-

tions underpinning the analyses. In this article, these methods

are reviewed and appraised; approaches taken outside the field

of health care to measure vertical equity are also examined.

A Simple Model of Vertical Equity

Gravelle et al. (2006) have described the conditions for the

identification of and distinction between vertical and hori-

zontal inequity in healthcare delivery, and have highlighted

the main challenges faced by economic studies of equity in

health care. They place equity analyses in the context of wel-

fare maximization. For example, let v be the individual welfare

accruing to individual i from the consumption of health care

q, from k need characteristics N, and from the cost of accessing

health care, c:

vi ¼ vðqi,Nki,ciÞ ½1�

The aim of the policy maker is to enable individuals to

choose utilization levels q that maximize an aggregate welfare

function W subject to the constraint that total utilization

cannot exceed total supply S:

W ¼
X

i

vðqi,Nki,cÞ s:t:
X

i

qirS ½2�

In the optimal allocation, which meets the horizontal and

vertical equity principles, healthcare consumption is not af-

fected by nonneed variables, and the effects of the need

variables on consumption reflect the appropriate difference

in treatment that individuals with different levels of need

ought to receive. Consider a model of actual health care use

given by

qi ¼ aþ
X

k

bkNik þ
X

j

djYij þ ui ½3�

where Yj denotes a set of j nonneed variables that ought not to

affect healthcare use. The condition for horizontal equity is

dj¼0, i.e., use is not affected by nonneed variables. The con-

ditions for vertical equity are bk¼bk
� and a¼a�, where bk

� and

a� denote the appropriate effect of the need variables on

healthcare use, however, defined, and the optimum base level

of consumption from the optimal healthcare allocation,

respectively.

Vertical Equity in Healthcare Delivery

In this section, different approaches that have been taken to

measure vertical equity in healthcare delivery are reviewed.

Following Gravelle et al. (2006), the criteria for assessing

the different approaches are based on: distinguishing between

need and nonneed variables; testing the potential impact

of omitted variables; disentangling horizontal and vertical

equity; and measuring the extent of vertical inequity. The

different approaches to defining the appropriate way in which

healthcare consumption ought to vary for individuals with

different levels of needs is also considered.

Separation between need and nonneed variables depends

largely on value judgments on what counts as a need variable

and what counts as a nonneed variable. It is commonly ac-

cepted that measures of health status and morbidity ought to

affect healthcare use. In individual-level analyses with health

and morbidity data, socioeconomic indicators are generally

considered to be nonneed indicators. In the case that needs

are not comprehensively measured, socioeconomic indicators

may be picking up the effects of unobserved need factors, such

as unmeasured severity levels. In that case, the analysis would

be affected by an omitted variable problem. Although the

extent to which needs are captured depends largely on the

availability of the data, one criteria for assessing the different

approaches is the ability of such approaches to account for

needs comprehensively.

The exploration of vertical equity requires estimating the

appropriate way in which healthcare consumption ought to

vary for individuals with different levels of needs. Without

the knowledge about the optimal effect of needs on health-

care delivery, conclusions about whether individuals with

different needs are being appropriately treated cannot be

made. In addition, the separation between vertical and

horizontal aspects is not straightforward. This is because

both need and nonneed variables are likely to be related.

For instance, if on average, healthy individuals consume

more health care than they ought to (i.e., there is evidence

of vertical inequity favoring the relatively healthy – pro-

healthy vertical inequity) and there is a positive correlation

between health and income, then probably on average, richer

individuals will consume more health care than they ought

to; there is horizontal inequity favoring the rich (prorich

horizontal inequity). More generally, if health and income
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are positively correlated, prohealthy vertical inequity will

tend to benefit those on higher incomes, leading to prorich

horizontal inequity. Conversely, propoor horizontal inequity

will tend to mean that the sick have higher than expected

levels of use, leading to prosick vertical inequity. Therefore,

separation of vertical and horizontal inequity aspects is an

important challenge in measuring vertical equity in health-

care delivery.

Finally, the simple model described in Section A Simple

Model of Vertical Equity can be used to identify vertical and

horizontal inequities in healthcare delivery, but it does not

allow measurement of the extent of inequity; it is not possible

to measure this purely on the basis of the size of a and b in

eqn [3]. However, this is of interest because it permits com-

parisons over time and between areas, which is helpful both to

identify trends and for policy evaluation.

Approaches to Measuring Vertical Equity in Healthcare
Delivery

The following eight approaches, summarized in Table 1, have

been used to measure vertical equity in healthcare delivery.

Each of them has been explained, moving from the simplest to

the more complex, and the limitations of each approach are

assessed.

Approach 1: The association between socioeconomic
status and healthcare delivery
This approach assumes that vertical equity is identified by a

positive association between socioeconomic status (SES) and

the delivery of health care. The assumption underpinning this

approach is that individuals in lower socioeconomic groups

Table 1 Approaches used to measure vertical equity in the delivery of health care and in other fields

No Methods Metric Control for
nonneed variables?

Disentangle HI
and VI aspects?

Allow quantification
of VI?

Healthcare delivery
1. Test the association between SES and

healthcare delivery
Unadjusted odd ratio No No No
Ratio analysis
Concentration curves
Adjusted odd ratios
Correlation coefficient

2. Compare ranking of observations
according to both needs and
healthcare delivery

Coefficient of
concordance

No No No

3. Test the association of need and
healthcare delivery after controlling
for SES

Regression coefficient Yes Yes No

4. Test the association between a
nonneed factor and healthcare
delivery at different levels of needs

Interaction term Yes No No

5. Test the association between health
outcomes and healthcare delivery
across a nonneed factor

Adjusted odd ratios Yes No No

6. Compare actual and target effect of the
need indicators on healthcare
delivery

NA Yes Yes No

7. Compute healthcare gaps between
actual and target healthcare delivery

Poverty index Yes No No

8. Measure the difference in the allocation
based on the target healthcare
delivery and on the need-expected
healthcare delivery with respect to
SES

Concentration index Yes Yes Yes

Other fields
1. Healthcare finance: Measure the

difference between the concentration
of payments with respect to
prepayment income and the Gini
coefficient of prepayment income

Kakwani index Yes Yes No

2. School funding: Observations are
weighted by the inverse of a need
characteristic and variations in per
pupil revenues are compared before
and after the weighting is applied

Weighted dispersion
index

Yes Yes No

Abbreviations: HI, horizontal inequity; NA, not applicable; SES, socioeconomic status; VI, vertical inequity.
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have higher needs and they should therefore receive more

health care in order to meet the vertical equity principle.

Let qi denote the quantity of healthcare delivery and Yi the

SES for individual i. Higher values of q and Y denote greater

healthcare use or resources and higher SES, respectively. Note

that in this approach Y is used as a proxy for need and not as a

nonneed variable. The test for vertical equity is based on the

relationship between qi and Yi:

qi ¼ aþ dYi þ ei ½4�

qqi

qYi
¼ do0 ½5�

There is vertical equity if SES is negatively correlated with

healthcare use (i.e., do0). Among the studies that have used

this approach, the relationship between SES and healthcare

delivery has been explored by different bivariate measures

such as unadjusted odd ratios, ratio analysis, concentration

curves, and correlation coefficients (Table 1).

In the absence of good epidemiological data, area-level

analyses often rely on socioeconomic indicators as need

variables. However, the choice of SES as a need variable is

contested, and in many other studies, SES is defined as a

nonneed variable. Although the correlation between SES and

health is well documented, it does not imply that differences

in SES will only be reflecting differences in needs. Moreover,

there may be needs that are not correlated with SES that will

not be picked up by an analysis of this kind. Therefore, the

interpretation of the association between SES and healthcare

delivery is ambiguous. These analyses are also not able to

distinguish between vertical or horizontal inequity, as they

cannot judge whether individuals receive different amounts of

health care because of their different needs or because of same

needs but different nonneed variables (e.g., SES). Even if SES

was an appropriate need variable, this type of analysis cannot

identify whether or not the differences in treatment received

by those in lower SES is appropriate to meet their relatively

higher needs. Nor can it measure the extent of vertical equity.

Therefore, this approach is of limited use for analyzing vertical

equity in healthcare delivery.

Approach 2: Comparison of the ranking of observations
according to both needs and healthcare delivery
This approach assumes that vertical equity is identified by a

positive correlation between the ranking of healthcare delivery

and that of need. The method is thus based on a comparison

of the hierarchy of observations when ranked according to

both needs and the delivery of health care received. For ex-

ample, this approach involves creating a need index based on

health status, ranking observations with respect to need, and

comparing this ranking with another ranking based on some

measure of healthcare delivery. A measure such as Kendall’s

coefficient of concordance between the two rankings could be

used to indicate vertical inequity.

Inappropriate ranking in the allocation of health care with

respect to needs could be due to deviation from either the

horizontal or the vertical equity principles. Therefore, this

method cannot distinguish between horizontal and vertical

aspects of inequity, nor does it control for nonneed factors.

Furthermore, although the method provides a framework for

testing if the delivery of health care is ordinally appropriate, it

fails to account for whether or not the allocation is cardinally

appropriate. The measurement of vertical equity requires that

the size of the differences in healthcare delivery between ob-

servations is sufficient to account for their relative differences

in needs. Hence, this method is also of limited use for meas-

uring vertical equity in healthcare delivery.

Approach 3: The association between need and healthcare
delivery
This approach assumes that vertical equity is identified by a

positive correlation between healthcare delivery and need

variables, usually measured by one or more health measures,

after controlling for nonneed variables, commonly measured

in terms of SES. It focuses on the idea that a positive associ-

ation between healthcare delivery and ill-health is a necessary

condition for vertical equity. Following from eqn [4], let N

denote a measure of ill-health for individuals i, so that the test

for vertical equity in healthcare delivery is that b40, i.e., the

need variable has a positive association with use:

qi ¼ aþ bNi þ dYi þ ei ½6�

qqi

qNi
¼ b40 ½7�

Most studies using this approach have tried to incorporate

some assessment of vertical equity by looking at the co-

efficients of the need variables that have been included in their

regression models testing for horizontal inequity.

The approach is a simplified version of the test for vertical

equity presented in eqn [3]. The main limitation of this ap-

proach is that it cannot discern whether or not the higher

levels of use by those with higher levels of need adequately

meets their relative need when compared with the healthy;

hence the condition described by eqn [7] is at best a necessary

but not a sufficient condition for vertical equity. Moreover, it is

not possible to measure the extent of vertical inequity using

this approach.

Approach 4: The effect of socioeconomic status on
healthcare use at different level of needs
This approach assumes that vertical equity is identified by

differences in the impact of nonneed variables on healthcare

use in groups with different needs. One approach that has

been used is to explore whether or not nonneed variables

affect healthcare delivery at different levels of health. This is

achieved by the interaction between need and nonneed vari-

ables, for example, by extending eqn [6] to

qi ¼ aþ bNi þ dYi þ sNi � Yi þ ei ½8�

In this approach, there is said to be vertical equity if b40

and s¼0. An alternative approach would be to run separate

models for groups with different levels of nonneed variables

and testing if the impact (b) of the need variables on health-

care delivery is the same for every group. This is a test for

vertical equity because differences in healthcare delivery be-

tween groups with different levels of need cannot be regarded

as appropriate as long as they are affected by differences in

nonneed characteristics, such as income. An extension to this
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approach involves including an additional condition that in

order to meet the vertical equity principle, the response of

utilization to need in every SES group should be the same as

that observed in a predefined reference group, which is

thought to be (more) vertically equitable.

This approach to measuring vertical inequity is problem-

atic because it has also been proposed in the literature as a

means of testing for horizontal inequity, on the grounds that,

for example, if sick individuals when they are rich receive

more health care than the sick when they are poor, the hori-

zontal equity principle is not met. Significant interactions

between need and nonneed variables cannot be separated into

horizontal and vertical aspects, so this approach cannot be

used to test for either vertical equity or horizontal equity in

isolation.

Approach 5: Health outcomes derived from unequal
treatment across nonneed groups
This approach assumes that vertical equity is identified by a

significant association between healthcare use and a nonneed

indicator, but with the same health outcomes in different

nonneed groups. The idea behind the approach is that there is

vertically equity if different groups, defined in terms of one or

more nonneed variable, receive different levels of healthcare

delivery and so are treated unequally, but achieve the same

health outcomes. In the general framework, where Hi stands

for the health outcome of individual i:

qi ¼ a0 þ d0Yi þ ei ½9�

Hi ¼ a1 þ d1Yi þ ei ½10�

the delivery of health care is considered to be vertically

equitable if d0a0 in eqn [9], and d1¼0 in eqn [10]; therefore,

different SES groups are treated differently, but their outcomes

are the same.

One limitation of this approach is that differences in

health outcomes are assumed to be a result of differences in

the treatment received. There may be a range of reasons why

individuals receiving different treatment end up having same

health outcomes that do not relate to their treatment but to

other factors such as inefficiencies in the provision of health

care or to nonhealth-care factors, for example, other social

determinants of health. This could be tested directly by in-

cluding q as an additional covariate on the right hand side of

eqn [10]. In addition, and similarly to previous methods, this

method is not able to quantify the extent of vertical inequity.

Approach 6: Comparing the actual effect of need indicators
on use with the target effect of need indicators
This approach assumes that vertical equity is identified by

need variables having the appropriate effect on healthcare use.

Studies using this approach search for the appropriate effect of

the need variables such that individuals with unequal needs

receive appropriately unequal treatment. Once the appropriate

effects, for example, in terms of regression coefficients, have

been derived, they can be compared with the actual effects in

order to assess whether the allocation was vertically equitable.

Therefore, based on a model such as the one described in eqn

[6], this approach tests whether or not the estimated effect of

the need variables on healthcare delivery equals the target

effect, i.e., if b̂¼ b�, where b� is the target effect of the need

variable.

Approaches to identifying values of b� could include eli-

citing society’s preferences, calculating the actual effect of the

need variables on healthcare delivery in different subgroups of

the population, and using the largest value as the target effect.

This approach provides the basis for a test of vertical in-

equity as described by Gravelle et al. (2006) in eqn [3].

However, it is not capable of measuring the extent of vertical

equity. It therefore precludes the quantification of inequity

over time and/or between areas and does not assist in moni-

toring efforts to reduce vertical inequity.

Approach 7: Healthcare gap between actual and target
health care
This approach assumes that vertical equity is identified by the

distribution of healthcare gaps (HCG), which are defined as

the distance between the target level of healthcare delivery and

the actual level of healthcare delivery. The target level of

healthcare delivery might be exogenously set by policy makers

as the minimum level of healthcare delivery that individuals

or areas should receive given their levels of need. For example,

HCGs x for each individual i are given by:

xi ¼maxðq�i � qi; 0Þ ½11�

where, q�i is target healthcare use and qi is actual healthcare

use. x¼0 when q � q�, i.e., the HCG has a zero value when

individuals receive more health care than the targeted level

(the focus of the analysis needs to be reversed to consider the

distribution of individuals receiving more than targeted level

of health care). The HCGs can be combined across individuals

or areas, for example, using poverty indices or standard in-

equality measures, making value judgments regarding the

relative weight of the HCGs in different groups, to provide an

aggregate measure of deviations from target levels of health-

care delivery.

The main limitation of this approach, in terms of meas-

uring vertical inequity, is that it is not capable of dis-

entangling horizontal and vertical inequity aspects because

the difference between the target level of healthcare delivery

and the actual level is affected by deviations from both

vertical and horizontal inequity principles. Moreover, this

measure only captures healthcare inequity among individuals

receiving less than the target level of health care unless we

reverse the focus and consider individuals receiving more

than the target level. This implies that situations in which

individuals receive more than their target level of health care

would not be deemed inequitable. Therefore, it is not possible

to derive a measure that considers both sides simultaneously

and provide a meaningful estimate of the extent and direction

of inequity.

Approach 8: Measuring the difference between target and
need-expected healthcare delivery across socioeconomic
status
This approach assumes that vertical equity is identified and

measured by the difference between the distribution of the

target and the need-predicted health care use with respect to
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SES. The approach applies similar methods to those now

widely used to measure horizontal inequity using concen-

tration indices. Let q̂i denote the predicted value of healthcare

delivery from eqn [6] based on the estimated effect of the need

variables (b̂); and q̂
�
i the predicted values of healthcare de-

livery based on the target effect of the need variables (b�),

however defined. In both equations, SES is set equal to the

mean value Y in order to neutralize its effect (as a nonneed

variable) in the prediction.

q̂i ¼ âþ b̂Ni þ d̂Y ½12�

q̂
�
i ¼ a� þ b�Ni þ d̂Y ½13�

Equation [12] gives the need-expected (also referred to as

need-predicted) allocation of health care; eqn [13] gives the

target allocation of health care based on the optimal effect

of the need variables and the intercept; a�, b�. Sutton (2002)

has proposed this methodology to measure the extent

to which the gap between the target and the need-expected

allocation falls disproportionally on specific SES groups. The

target allocation of health care is created by imposing across

the whole need distribution the (strictly positive) level of b
found in the subpopulation with the lowest levels of need. The

method involves computing the concentration index (CI) of

the need-predicted and target allocation of health care with

respect to SES. The estimate of vertical inequity is the differ-

ence between the two. Following Wagstaff (2002), the formula

for the CI of socioeconomic inequality can be written as

follows:

CI¼ 1� ð2�ð1� RiÞÞ
Xn

i ¼ 1

qi

Q
½14�

where Q is the total healthcare use across the sample and

Ri¼ i/n is the fractional rank in the income distribution of the

ith person, with i¼1 for the poorest and i¼n for the richest.

Therefore, the CI is one minus the weighted sum of the share

of the healthcare variable of each observation, where the

weight is given by the position of the individual in the SES

distribution of that population. The CI provides a summary

measure of the magnitude of socioeconomic-related inequal-

ity in a health variable of interest, and by comparing a set of

indices one can derive a clearer ranking when trying to com-

pare inequality across a number of countries, regions or time

periods.

Vertical equity is then measured as the difference between

the CI of the need-predicted healthcare allocation and the CI

of the target allocation, i.e., the divergence in the allocation of

health care that relates only to the difference between the

actual effect and the appropriate effect of the need variables:

VI¼ CIq̂i
� CIq�

i
½15�

These methods control for nonneed indicators in order to

appropriately separate the effect of need factors; they provide

the comparison between the actual and the target effect of the

need variables; and, in particular, they allow for the measure-

ment of vertical inequity by looking at the distributional con-

sequences across the income distribution. However, the focus

of this approach is on the measurement of socioeconomic-

related vertical equity in healthcare delivery, which although of

interest, may be only part of the vertical inequity which is

present in a healthcare system. The reason for this is that ver-

tical inequity arises when individuals with unequal needs do

not receive appropriately unequal treatment, and this definition

does not rely on the inequity being identified with respect

to the socioeconomic dimension solely. Thus, this approach

measures what Gravelle et al. (2006) described as the con-

sequences of vertical equity for the groups identified by hori-

zontal inequity, i.e., across the socioeconomic distribution.

As mentioned above, Sutton (2002) derived the target

allocation by imposing the value of b found in one part of the

health distribution (among the healthy) on to respondents

across the whole health distribution. This assumes that the

relationship between changes in ill-health and changes in

use among the unhealthy ought to be the same as this rela-

tionship among the healthy. The underlying requirement for

choosing this target was that the effect of the need variable

ought to be positive across the full range of the health distri-

bution. The imposition of a strictly positive effect of need on

utilization may not be appropriate for specific types of services

or patients.

Adapting Measures Used in Other Fields

Approaches to measuring vertical equity have also been con-

sidered in other fields, including: healthcare financing; poverty

alleviation programs; the transport sector; aid allocation; and,

education funding programs.

Most of these methods are of limited usefulness for

measuring vertical equity in the delivery of health care. In the

case of poverty alleviation programs, transport sector policies

and part of the methodology for measuring vertical inequity

in finance, the focus is on relative measures, assessing whe-

ther or not a variable was redistributed in a more or less

vertically equitable way following a policy change. These

methods could be applied to assess the relative impact of

policies to reduce vertical inequity in healthcare delivery, but

do not provide a static measure. A potential difficulty with

adapting these approaches to our context is that they require

an assessment of the extent to which a particular healthcare

policy contributes to the observed redistribution of health-

care delivery.

There are two measures that could be used to capture

vertical equity in healthcare delivery – Kakwani’s progressivity

index and the ratio of the estimated coefficient to the optimal

coefficient of the need indicator. The details of these ap-

proaches are summarized in Table 1. Kakwani’s progressivity

index, which is widely used in the tax and healthcare finance

literature, focuses on the measurement of how far health care

is financed according to ability to pay. It is defined as the

difference between the CI of payments with respect to income,

and the Gini coefficient for prepayment income:

Pk ¼ CIpaymentsi
� Gpreincome ½16�

where the CI is defined as in eqn [14], but now qi represents

healthcare payments and Ri is the fractional rank in the pre-

payment income distribution of the ith person. The Gini co-

efficient G is analogous to this index where qi stands for the

prepayment income. The Kakwani index equals zero if
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payments as a proportion of income are constant across the

income distribution; if payments as a proportion of income

increase with income, the index is positive, and the finance

source is considered to be vertically equitable or progressive.

This index could be used to measure the extent to which

healthcare delivery as a proportion of need increases with

needs. However, it could only discern whether or not health-

care delivery is ‘progressive.’ It is not capable of assessing

whether the system is ‘responsive enough’ or whether it

‘overmeets’ the needs of the population being served. In this

sense, it is similar to Approach 3 described above, with the

same limitations.

Applying Toutkoushian’s and Michael’s (2007) method

developed for the context of school funding, vertical equity in

healthcare delivery could be measured as the ratio of the es-

timated coefficient, b̂, to the optimal coefficient of the need

factors, b�, in healthcare utilization equations, such as eqns

[12] and [13]. Vertical equity would be achieved when VE

defined below equals 100%.

VE¼ b̂
b�
� 100% ½17�

Toutkoushian and Michael do not provide a method for

estimating the target effect of the need variables, other than

suggesting (in an education funding context) to use the

monetary amounts prescribed by the state’s foundation pro-

gram in the setting of per pupil revenues. In the context of the

delivery of health care, this would be similar to obtaining

policy makers’ or medical experts’ opinion about how health

service use ought to increase with needs. If this information

were available, this method would permit a summary in one

measure of how far the estimated coefficient is from the op-

timal effect. The ratio could also be compared over time and

across different geographies. As with Approach 6 described

above, this ratio does not measure the redistributive impact of

the difference between the estimated and target allocation

across the whole distribution, because it is focused on only

what happens on average in a population.

Conclusions and Implications

In this article, different approaches to measuring vertical

equity in healthcare delivery have been described. At the

outset, it has been noted that although vertical equity con-

siderations seem to be gaining momentum in the context of

addressing inequalities and inequities in health and health

care, vertical inequity analysis are rarely undertaken. There-

fore, existing techniques to investigate vertical inequity have

been appraised and assessed, and areas suitable for further

work have been identified.

Methods were classified into different approaches and the

validity of each was assessed. Approaches used to measure

vertical equity outside the field of healthcare delivery were also

explored, though none of these approaches was considered to

provide any advantage over the methods already used in

the field.

Of all the methods considered, Sutton’s (2002) approach

using CI techniques was found to provide the most

comprehensive analysis of vertical equity in the delivery of

health care. However, this approach was developed to measure

socioeconomic-related vertical equity only. Emphasis on the

socioeconomic dimension of inequity has been the norm in

the analyses of horizontal inequity in health care, which is

appropriate given that the aim is usually to identify systematic

variations in the treatment of those with equal needs but are

from different socioeconomic backgrounds. However, in the

context of vertical inequity, this approach is possibly rather

restrictive. Vertical inequity arises when healthcare delivery is

not allocated appropriately according to differences in needs.

This definition therefore does not require inequity to be

measured with respect to a socioeconomic dimension, but

emphasizes the need dimension. Further work is necessary to

extend this methodology for ensuring that the consequences

across the need distribution have been accounted for. This

could be accomplished, for example, by computing the con-

centration indices with respect to the needs variable rather

than with respect to SES.

Quantifying the extent to which healthcare delivery ought

to vary at different levels of needs is a major challenge when

investigating vertical inequity. In the absence of information

from policy makers regarding how much more high need

individuals ought to receive as compared with those with

lower needs, the literature on vertical equity has suggested

different approaches. These include asking the community,

identifying areas within a country that are more responsive to

the needs of their populations, and imposing the positive

effect of ill-health on use as found in one part of the health

distribution (where the effect has been found to be strictly

positive) onto respondents across the whole health distri-

bution. One alternative approach could involve using ex-

ternal evidence regarding subgroups of the population more

likely to achieve a vertically equitable allocation (i.e., sub-

groups more likely to receive the health care they ought to,

given their needs, or geographical areas where performance

indicators suggest an allocation of resources that align re-

sources appropriately with needs). Another alternative could

be to identify the use of services for a set of clearly defined

needs that are based, for example, on clinical guidelines for a

particular medical condition. This may be of limited use,

especially for studies looking at vertical inequity across

healthcare services generally, but could be appropriate if

considering a specific service.

In conclusion, the importance of incorporating vertical

equity considerations in the way healthcare resources are al-

located is being increasingly emphasized. The few empirical

studies that have investigated vertical equity in healthcare

delivery have used a variety of methods with different under-

lying assumptions. In this article, some light has been shed on

the differences and the validity of the approaches being used

has been discussed. Also, areas for further work have been

highlighted with a view to improving methods for measuring

vertical equity in the delivery of health care.

See also: Health and Health Care, Need for. Measuring Equality and
Equity in Health and Health Care. Measuring Health Inequalities Using
the Concentration Index Approach
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Introduction

Ever since medicine has been practiced, medical decision

making has been conceptualized. Informal and formal rules

have been in place to guide physicians in the therapeutic

process – the Hippocratic Oath is a very early example.

Probably up until the late nineteenth century the patient had

little say in the physician’s decision making, and a rather pa-

ternalistic relationship between the two prevailed.

The twentieth century brought two important develop-

ments. First, the recognition of informed consent as a funda-

mental ethical requirement strengthened the patient’s role in

the decision making process. Patients today are frequently

characterized as responsible clients and customers who make

informed decisions. Second, medical decision making was

formalized and its scope extended beyond the direct

patient–physician relationship, for example, to questions of

public health and reimbursement.

Nowadays, the term medical decision making refers to a

wide range of decisions in health care, with a special focus on

the methods applied in the decision making process. The

point of view from which such analyses are conducted can

vary and includes the perspective of an individual physician or

patient as well as the perspective of the policy maker. As the

concern here is with the relationship between decision making

and demand, the natural perspective is the patient’s.

Depending on one’s point of view, the criteria for assessing

decision outcomes may differ and different theories and

analytical methods may be applied. The field of medical de-

cision making is characterized by a strong quantitative focus

and covers a range of aspects from health economic evaluation

to the analysis of cognitive processes and psychological fac-

tors. This article adheres to a very narrow definition of medical

decision making, focusing on the role of formal decision

analysis. This is well-suited to the fundamental concepts

of health economics, which rely strongly on utilitarian

principles.

Medical decision making and the analysis thereof is driven

by the fact that decisions in medical care are in most cases

characterized by two attributes: A varying, but frequently high

degree of uncertainty and the availability of more than one

alternative. Uncertainty arises from a number of sources. First

of all, the onset of illness is a seemingly random event and can

hardly be predicted. Furthermore, the presence of a sickness in

a patient is uncertain; hence the decision maker faces a diag-

nostic risk. Then there is the therapeutic risk, as there is un-

certainty over the effects of a specific therapy on a particular

patient. At the same time, the patient himself knows neither

how his body will react to the medication prescribed nor how

the individual risk factors his genetics expose him to play into

it. Another source of uncertainty is the fallibility of diagnostic

tests, introducing the possibility of error at this stage of the

treatment process.

Medical Decision Making

Basic Model

A formal analysis of medical decision making can help

structure very complex problems. The structure of decision

processes are typically represented by decision trees in which

probabilities, outcomes, and sometimes other parameters are

formalized and quantified. This makes all assumptions explicit

and enables decision makers to draw informed conclusions.

The aim is to identify the treatment strategy which yields the

highest expected utility. Decision analysis is thus merely a tool

for making informed decisions – the decision itself is still up

to the decision maker, who decides how utility is defined and

which components are taken into account. This means that

legal, ethical, and professional considerations as well as pa-

tient preferences and other factors can have an influence. The

contribution of formal decision analysis is to provide struc-

ture, explicitness, and quantitative measures in this process

and thereby facilitate an informed discussion (cf. Weinstein

et al., 1980).

A basic model of medical decision making is developed,

beginning with the decision over medical treatment under

diagnostic risk. For simplicity, there is no differentiation be-

tween physicians and patients as decision makers in this

model, but rather the assumption that physicians decide

purely in the interest of their patients. The patient’s health

state Hi is unknown; one can be sick or healthy, i¼s, h.

p describes the a priori probability of the sick state. The de-

cision maker must decide whether to treat the patient (j¼ þ)

or not (j¼ �). U(Hi
j) is the utility function which values

health in its different possible states. Expected utility as a

function of the treatment decision j becomes

EUj pð Þ ¼ pU H j
s

� 
þ 1� pð ÞU H

j
h

� �
½1�

The decision maker can also use diagnostic tools and make

the treatment decision dependent on the test outcome, i.e.,

treat if the test is positive and not treat if it is negative.

Therefore, j, j¼ þ ,� , is used, for the test outcome as well as

the treatment decision. It follows that Hh
� indicates the health

state after a true negative test result and Hh
þ the health state

after a false positive test result, whereas Hs
þ stands for the

health consequences of a true positive test result and Hs
� for

those of a false negative test result.

The expected utility of a diagnostic test, EUDx(p), can then

be written as follows:

EUDx pð Þ ¼ p Se � U H þ
s

� 
þ 1� Seð ÞU H �

s

� � �
þ 1� pð Þ Sp � U H �

h

� 
þ 1� Spð ÞU H þ

h

� � �
½2�

where ‘Se’ is the sensitivity or true positive rate, 1� Se is the

false negative rate, ‘Sp’ is the specificity or true negative rate,

and 1� Sp is the false positive rate of the test.
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The decision tree in Figure 1 illustrates the decision

maker’s choice. Squares represent decision nodes and circles

indicate chance nodes.

It is useful to define:

G¼U H þ
s

� 
�U H �

s

� 
40 and

L¼U H þ
h

� 
�U H �

h

� 
o0 ½3�

as the decision maker’s utility gain from treatment in the sick

state and one’s utility loss from treatment in the healthy state.

Three threshold probabilities can now be derived at which

the decision maker is indifferent between two actions, as

introduced by Pauker and Kassirer (1975, 1980):

~p ¼ 1

1� G=L
½4�

~p
Dx ¼ 1

1� LRþG=L
½5�

and

~p
Rx ¼ 1

1� LR�G=L
½6�

where LRþ ¼Se/(1� Sp) denotes the positive and LR�¼
(1� Se)/Sp the negative likelihood ratio of the test. LRþ41

and 0rLR�o1 holds for useful tests (i.e., Seþ Sp41).

The first threshold ~p is called the therapeutic threshold, at

which the decision maker is indifferent between treating and

not treating the patient in a situation where no diagnostic test

is available. At the test threshold, ~p
Dx

, one is indifferent be-

tween not treating and testing (followed by the treatment

decision depending on the test outcome). At the treatment

threshold, ~p
Rx

, the decision maker is indifferent between

testing and treating without prior testing. Because LRþ414
LR�40 and �G/L40, ~p

Dx
is located below the therapeutic

threshold and ~p
Rx

above it: ~p
Dxo~po~p

Rx
.

These thresholds allow us to characterize the decision

maker’s optimal test and treatment strategy. At low a priori

probabilities of sickness, 0rpr~p
Dx

, the optimal decision is

not to use the test and not to treat. The dominant aspect in

this situation is the utility loss resulting from a false positive

test result. At intermediate a priori probabilities of sickness,
~p

Dxopo~p
Rx

, the optimal strategy is to test and then to treat if

the test outcome is positive. With a negative test outcome not

treating is indicated. Finally, at high a priori probabilities,
~p

Rxopo1, not testing is optimal and immediate treatment is

indicated. The utility loss stemming from a false negative test

outcome is the dominant factor here.

The Value of Information

Medical decisions often involve the use of diagnostics. The

optimal use of the information gleaned can be conceptualized

using the value of information as introduced by Gould

(1974). The value of diagnostic information is defined as the

additional expected utility resulting from the use of the test.

This requires considering the optimal decision when no test is

available. This reference situation is characterized by the ex-

pected utility of not treating at po~p and the expected utility of

treating at p � ~p. Given eqns [1]–[3], we can solve for the

value of information of a diagnostic test and find

VI pð Þ ¼
max p � Se � G� 1� pð Þ 1� Spð ÞL,0ð Þ for 0rpo~p

max �p 1� Seð ÞGþ 1� pð ÞSp � L,0ð Þ for ~prpr1

(

½7�

Figure 2 shows the value of information and the three

thresholds discussed above. The value of information is

positive between the test and treatment thresholds and reaches

its maximum at the therapeutic threshold. At a priori prob-

abilities of sickness below the test threshold or above the

treatment threshold the value of information is zero: in these

ranges the information technology should not be used in

the treatment decision.

Treatment

Healthy (1–p)

Test

U (Hs
+)

U (Hs
+)

U (Hh
+)

U (Hh
+)

U (Hs
−)

U (Hs
−)

U (Hh
−)

U (Hh
−)

Sick (p)

Sick (p)

Healthy (1–p)

Healthy (1–p)

Sick (p)

No treatment

Test (+); Se

No treatment

Treatment

Test (–); Sp

Test (–); 1–Se

Test (+); 1–Sp Treatment

No treatment

Figure 1 Decision tree for the test treatment decision.
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The value of information concept can be applied to situ-

ations in which several tests are available and the decision

maker has to choose which one to use. It allows the evaluation

of the decision maker’s marginal rate of substitution between

sensitivity and specificity. The decision maker chooses the

optimal test dependent on his preferences and the given

a priori probability of sickness.

Equation [7] leads to

dVI pð Þ ¼ 0 implies p � dSe � L¼ � 1� pð Þ � dð1� SpÞ � G or

dSe

dSp
dVI ¼ 0 ¼

1

p= 1� pð Þ � G=Lð Þ

���� ½8�

This equation was derived by McNeil et al. (1975) and

Metz (1978), though without reference to the value of

information concept. The marginal rate of substitution

between sensitivity and specificity is decreasing in p. In

other words, at high a priori probabilities of sickness the

decision maker chooses a test with high sensitivity, whereas

at low a priori probabilities one favors tests with high speci-

ficity. In the first situation, the benefits of treating the patient

dominate, whereas in the second situation, the benefits of

not treating become more relevant. The marginal rate of

substitution is also decreasing in G/L. Hence, if either G in-

creases or L decreases (in absolute terms), tests with high

sensitivity are more attractive. Inversely, if either G decreases or

L increases (in absolute terms), tests with high specificity are

favorable.

Risk Aversion

Medical decision analysis often implicitly assumes a decision

maker to be risk neutral. This is consistent with the practice of

measuring intervention outcomes in terms of changes in

mortality. New research also investigates the effect of higher

order risk preferences on medical decision making. Consider

the effect of risk aversion on the test and treatment thresholds.

For a decision maker with a concave utility function, i.e.,

marginal utility of health decreasing in the level of health, it is

easy to show that G, the gain from treatment in the sick state,

increases and L, the loss from treatment in the healthy

state, decreases in absolute terms as compared to a decision

maker with linear utility. With this, the decision maker’s test

and treatment thresholds decrease (all ~p are decreasing in

(�G/L)). Intuitively, if either the potential benefit from

treatment increases or the potential harm decreases, the

treatment option becomes more attractive. The risk averse

decision maker uses his test and treatment strategy as an in-

surance device (it reduces the spread between the possible

health states) by opting for testing and treatment at lower

prevalence rates than a risk neutral decision maker. In situ-

ation where the decision maker can choose between several

tests he will tend to favor those with high sensitivity if he is

risk averse. This can be seen in eqn [8] because the marginal

rate of substitution between sensitivity and specificity is in-

creasing in (�G/L).

The decision maker’s risk preferences are only partially

described by risk aversion. Higher-order attitudes such as

prudence and temperance also appear to play a role in de-

cision making under uncertainty (Kimball, 1990; Eeckhoudt

and Schlesinger, 2006). Felder and Mayrhofer (2013) analyze

higher-order risk preference in a medical setting by adding

a comorbidity risk to a specific index condition, or primary

illness. They show that the effects of risk aversion on the test

and treatment thresholds are reinforced when prudence and

temperance are taken into account. Risk attitudes may explain

why screening activities in very low a priori probability ranges

are observed (for instance, the prostate-specific antigen (PSA)-

test for prostate cancer in asymptomatic middle-aged men)

where under risk neutral decision making would not be

expected.

The above example covers some of the basic concepts of

formal decision analysis in the context of medical decision

making. The focus is exclusively on the utility derived from the

patient’s health status. (The utility of health states is often

quantified and thus made comparable across illnesses by

means of the quality-adjusted life-years concept.) Depending

on the aim of the analysis the model will incorporate further

information, for example, relating to treatment costs. The

analysis can also pertain to a supply rather than a demand

pp 10
~Dxp ~Rx~ p

VI (p)

VI (p) No Dx and
no Rx

Dx and
Rx        if Dx +
no Rx   if Dx −

Rx
No Dx

Figure 2 The value of information of a test.
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decision. In the following, we elaborate on a model which

puts a stronger focus on the patient’s perspective and his de-

mand for medical care.

Health Care Demand

Medical decision making can be integrated into a con-

ventional demand framework. So far the gain from treatment,

i.e., h¼Hs
þ �Hs

� , was exogenous to the decision model.

However, the effect of a treatment depends on the type and

amount of medical inputs M that are used. A health pro-

duction function h¼ f(M) describes this relationship.

The utility maximizing decision maker faces a limited

budget, which he can spend on medical inputs M or on other

consumption goods C. The utility function is thus U(C,H),

which is strictly positive and strictly increasing in both M and

C. Marginal utility is decreasing, implying that the individual

is risk averse. To ensure that a change in consumption does

not have an effect on the marginal utility of medical inputs

and vice versa, the mixed derivatives must be zero.

To include h – the health gain produced by medical

inputs – explicitly in the utility function, H¼Hs
� þ h is noted.

(To keep this illustration simple, healthy patients and the

potential issues they raise are disregarded.) The utility function

can then be written as

U ¼U C,Hs
� þ hð Þ ¼U C,Hs

� þ f Mð Þð Þ ½9�

Demand for health services now becomes a derived de-

mand, as it is driven by the underlying demand for health. All

prices except for medical inputs are set equal to one. With

income Y, the budget constraint is

Cþ pMM¼ Y ½10�

Solving the Lagrangean function L C,M,lð Þ ¼U C,H�s þ
�

f Mð ÞÞ þ l Cþ pMM� Yð Þ, where l indicates the marginal

utility of income, a combined first-order condition is derived

for the utility maximizing demand for consumption and

health care:

UH=UC ¼ pM=f
0 Mð Þ ½11�

The right side of the equation can be interpreted as the

marginal cost of investing in health. By rewriting this equation

the following equation is obtained:

UHf 0 Mð Þ=pM ¼UC ½12�

which can be interpreted intuitively: In the optimum, the last

monetary unit spent must generate the same marginal utility

whether it is spent on medical care or on consumption.

Conducting a comparative static analysis can investigate

the effects of changes in the exogenous variables on the de-

mand for health. Let us first look at technological innovation

and assume that h¼jMa, where j40 reflects the productivity

parameter. If innovation increases the productivity of medical

inputs, this is reflected in an increase in the marginal product

of medical inputs f 0(M)¼jaMa� 1. In other words, the mar-

ginal cost of producing health diminishes. This results in

higher demand for health and medical inputs. The opposite

effect is caused by higher prices for medical inputs. Although

higher income also results in a higher level of demand, a

higher initial health level does not have a clear positive or

negative effect. In this model, the probability of survival,

which is included in the expected utility function, has no

influence on demand.

This model can be extended to include the aspect that

health care demand is often directed toward preventing early

death. A simple approach to modeling survival is to introduce

an initial probability of survival p0 which can be increased by

medical inputs: p(M)p0þ g(M) with g0(M)40 and g00(M)o0.

This extension permits the evaluation of the demand for

health as a function of initial survival. It can be shown (see

Felder and Mayrhofer (2011)) that the demand for health

care is inversely related to the initial survival rate, which is

tantamount to the famous dead-anyway effect (Pratt and

Zeckhauser, 1996).

Double Moral Hazard under Two-Sided Asymmetric
Information

This article began by outlining a basic model of medical

decision making which assumes that the physician acts as a

perfect agent for the patient. In the second model the focus

was on the patient’s view. In practice, both perspectives have to

be combined. A primary reason is that patients have become

increasingly involved in treatment decisions. They want to

participate in the decision making process and physicians

want them to understand the implications of the decisions

that have to be taken. Second, even disregarding an ideal-type

shared decision making process, the outcomes for physicians

and patients are interlinked.

A model that characterizes this relationship must also map

out the underlying two-way moral hazard structure. A sim-

plified model would contain only one stage, in which a utility

maximizing physician makes a treatment decision based on

factors such as the patient’s health status, coinsurance, and his

remuneration. However, the health outcome depends not only

on the treatment, but also on the patient’s health-related be-

havior, even beyond the narrowly defined notion of com-

pliance. This creates strategic interdependence between the

levels of utility realized by the physician and the patient. Both

sides suffer from information deficits. The patient either does

not know whether the physician is sharing all relevant infor-

mation or simply lacks the capability to understand all the

information that is given. Furthermore, they cannot easily

verify the quality of the treatment. On the other side, the

physician does not know everything about the patient’s

health-related behavior. This behavior, however, affects the

health outcome. Thus, health outcomes can be interpreted as

the result of both the physician’s medical services and the

patient’s behavior.

The physician’s treatment decision and the patient’s health-

related behavior can interact in three key ways: Medical ser-

vices and health behavior can be strategically independent,

implying that the level of medical services does not affect the

marginal productivity of the patient’s compliance and vice

versa. Alternatively, the two components can be strategic

complements, i.e., if one factor is increased this has a positive

effect on the other factor. Finally, they might be strategic
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substitutes, so that a lower level of health care services can be

compensated – at least so some extent – by better health-

related behavior. These three types of interaction between

physician decision and patient behavior yield different results.

There is some evidence that there is indeed a strong mutual

influence of the demand for health and the provision of

health care services (Schneider and Ulrich, 2008).

Concluding Remarks

The expected utility theory of von Neumann and Morgenstern

is the fundamental building block of most models in medical

decision making under uncertainty. However, it has been

criticized for its failure to predict individual behavior. Alter-

native non-expected utility theories such as rank-dependent

choice models have been suggested to reflect actual behavior

more precisely. One aspect, for instance, is that decision

makers tend to overweight small probabilities and under-

weight large probabilities, which leads to an inverse S-shaped

probability transformation which has been confirmed in em-

pirical studies (Abdellaoui, 2000; Bleichrodt and Pinto, 2000).

Recent research, in turn, has challenged the validity of

rank-dependent theory. Among others, List (2004) showed

that individuals with extensive experience behave largely ra-

tionally, or in accordance with the expected utility theory.

Physicians take decisions on tests and treatments as a matter

of routine – and they are expected to make unbiased estima-

tions of probabilities and take coherent decisions.

The use of the expected utility theory is also warranted in

the prescriptive realm of medical decision making. If an op-

timal policy has to be chosen or recommended, ‘‘the expected

utility is the best theory to determine which decisions to

undertake’’ (Wakker, 2008, p. 687).

See also: Adoption of New Technologies, Using Economic
Evaluation. Economic Evaluation, Uncertainty in. Pay-for-Performance
Incentives in Low- and Middle-Income Country Health Programs.

Physician-Induced Demand. Price Elasticity of Demand for Medical
Care: The Evidence since the RAND Health Insurance Experiment.
Pricing and User Fees. Problem Structuring for Health Economic
Model Development. Willingness to Pay for Health
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Introduction

An efficient system of medical malpractice liability law should

induce physicians to supply precautionary medical treatments

as long as the benefits exceed the costs. In practice, the US

malpractice system may deviate from this ideal along two di-

mensions. First, it may create incentives to supply cost-

ineffective treatments based on fear of legal liability – to

practice ‘defensive medicine’ (Kessler, 2011). Defensive medi-

cine can take many forms: too many diagnostic tests, specialist

office visits, and even unnecessary surgeries. One recent paper

estimates the cost of defensive medicine in the US to be 2–3%

of health spending, or over US$50 billion per year (Mello

et al., 2010).

Second, it may create incentives to decline to supply cost-

effective treatments. This phenomenon is sometimes de-

scribed as ‘negative defensive medicine,’ to distinguish it from

its counterpart above. Negative defensive medicine can also

take many forms, including physician avoidance of high-risk

patients or procedures, reduction of hours of work, relocation,

or exit from the profession altogether. All of these involve a

restriction in the supply of physicians0 services that is not in

society’s interests.

Thus, the impact of the US malpractice system on phys-

ician supply is an important policy issue. This article sum-

marizes the empirical research on this topic. In general, the

research finds that higher levels of malpractice liability lead to

lower levels of supply. This finding is strongest and most ro-

bust for specialists, other physicians who are most likely to be

at high risk for a malpractice claim, and for physicians in rural

areas. However, the consequences of malpractice-induced re-

ductions in supply on the cost of care and patient health

outcomes – and hence on social welfare – remains largely an

open question.

The article begins with an overview of the operation of the

US malpractice system and a theoretical framework in which

its effects on supply can be evaluated. It then summarizes

the empirical evidence. It concludes with a discussion of the

implications of these findings for social welfare and sugges-

tions for future research.

The US Malpractice System and Physician Supply

In general, malpractice claims are adjudicated in state courts

according to state tort laws. (The text in this section borrows

heavily from Kessler (2011).) These laws generally require

three elements for a successful claim. First, the claimant must

show that the patient actually suffered an adverse event. Sec-

ond, a successful malpractice claimant must establish that the

provider caused the event: the claimant must attribute the

injury to the action or inaction of the provider, as opposed to

nature. Third, a successful claimant must show that the pro-

vider was negligent. Stated simply, this entails showing that

the provider took less care than that which is customarily

practiced by the average member of profession in good stand-

ing, given the circumstances of the doctor and the patient

(Keeton et al., 1984). Collectively, this three-part test of the

validity of a malpractice claim is known as the ‘negligence rule’

(see Budetti and Waters (2005), for a layperson’s explanation).

Even though they share the same basic structure, states0

liability laws differ in terms of the level of liability they

impose on providers. In particular, several states have changed

their laws in ways that reduce liability relative to its historical

levels – to adopt ‘tort reforms.’

The consequences of malpractice law and tort reforms for

the supply of physician services are theoretically indetermin-

ate. An early model by Danzon et al. (1990) illustrated why it

is so difficult to assess the impact of malpractice law on supply

a priori. Suppose that physician markets are monopolistically

competitive, and states0 liability regimes impose both fixed

and variable costs on providers. In this context, the model

shows that the extent to which decreases in liability costs lead

to increases in supply depends on the magnitude of costs, the

extent to which they are fixed or variable, and the effect of

variable costs on physicians’ profits. If liability costs are pri-

marily fixed, then decreases in costs would lead to higher

profits in the short run and ultimately to increased supply. If

liability costs are primarily variable, however, and the market-

wide elasticity of demand for physician services is low, then

tort reform would lead to a decrease in price with a minimal

change in quantity, and hence little change in profits and

ultimately supply.

As Matsa (2007) pointed out, extensions of this model

suggested that malpractice law may have very different effects

across specialties and geographic areas. Malpractice insurance

premiums, perhaps the most important cost imposed on

providers by the liability system, differ dramatically along

these dimensions. For example, in 2009, premiums in Suffolk

County, New York, for specialists in internal medicine and

obstetrics were US$33 000 and US$178 000, respectively,

whereas premiums in Colorado were approximately one-third

as much (Medical Liability Monitor 2009). In the Danzon

et al. (1990) framework, such differences could imply very

different supply responses to similar tort reforms.

Empirical Assessment of the Effects of the Malpractice
System and Tort Reforms

The extent to which changes in malpractice law lead to

changes in supply is, thus, an empirical question. Empirical

research on the effects of malpractice law on supply is of three

types. The first arm of the literature surveys physicians about

their opinion of the role of the malpractice system on their

scope of practice, hours of work, or likely future labor force

participation (e.g., Mello et al., 2005). Although opinion sur-

veys indicate that physicians believe that the malpractice

system has a significant effect on supply, this approach only
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provides information about physicians’ perceptions, which

may or may not be closely related to their economic decisions.

A second arm examines the correlation between supply

and measures of malpractice costs such as insurance pre-

miums, claims rates, or average payments per claim. Baicker

and Chandra (2005) estimated the relationship between the

change in the number of physicians per capita from

1993–2001 by specialty, age, and rural location and the

change in these measures of costs across US states. They found

that the overall size of the physician workforce does not

respond to increases in costs, although in rural areas, the

response of the size of the workforce is small but statistically

significant. Dranove and Gron (2005) found that the inci-

dence of a high-risk procedure (craniotomy) and women’s

travel time for a high-risk delivery did not change in Florida

contemporaneous with that state’s dramatic increase in pre-

miums in the early 2000s. Mello et al. (2007) reported similar

findings about physicians scope of practice in Pennsylvania

contemporaneous with that state’s dramatic increase in pre-

miums, but documented a decline in the number of practicing

obstetricians there. In a recent working paper, Reyes (2010)

found that increases in malpractice premiums lead to in-

creased specialization among US obstetrician–gynecologists,

with some physicians concentrating more in obstetrics and

others in gynecological surgery.

However, the possibility that unobserved determinants of

supply are correlated with premiums, claims rates, or pay-

ments qualifies the results of all these studies. The malpractice

costs in a particular area may be increasing because the pa-

tients are particularly sick (and hence prone to adverse out-

comes and malpractice claims), because the patients have

more ‘taste’ for medical interventions (and hence more likely

to disagree with their provider about management decisions),

or because of many other factors. To the extent that these

factors are not captured fully in observational data, estimates

of the impact of malpractice costs in the studies above would

tend to understate the magnitude of the true effect.

The third arm of the literature addresses this concern by

identifying the effect of malpractice costs on supply with vari-

ation in tort reforms across states and over time. As Kessler

(2011) pointed out, this technique yields unbiased assessments

of the impact of the malpractice system under the assumption

that the adoption of reforms is uncorrelated with unobserved

determinants of supply (see US Congress, Congressional Budget

Office (2006) for a criticism of this assumption).

Kessler et al. (2005) estimated the effect of reforms on the

number of physicians using individual–physician-level data

from the American Medical Association’s Physician Masterfile,

matched with data on US states’ tort laws and state demo-

graphic, political, population, and health care market char-

acteristics. They grouped reforms into two types – ‘direct’ and

‘indirect’ reforms. Direct reforms directly reduced malpractice

awards. The most important reforms of this type are caps on

damages that limit a defendant’s financial liability (or some

element of liability, like pain-and-suffering or punitive dam-

ages) in a successful lawsuit. As the research discussed in

Kessler (2011) showed, direct reforms reduce the frequency

and size of claims, and insurance premiums. Other reforms

that only affect awards indirectly, such as reforms imposing

mandatory periodic payments (which require damages in

certain cases to be disbursed in the form of annuity that pays

out over time), limits on joint and several liability, or limits on

the contingent fees that plaintiffs0 attorneys can charge have

had a less consistent impact on malpractice costs. They find

that 3 years after adoption, direct reforms increase physician

supply in the US by 3.3%, all else held constant. They also find

that direct reforms had a larger effect on the supply of most

(but not all) specialties with high malpractice insurance pre-

miums, on states with high levels of managed care, and on

supply through retirements and entries than through the

propensity of physicians to move.

Newer work examines the supply response to reforms for

different subgroups. Using county-level data from 1985–2000,

Encinosa and Hellinger (2005) showed that caps on pain-and-

suffering damages lead to increases in supply, especially in

rural areas. Using county-level data from 1970–2000, Matsa

(2007) found no aggregate effect of caps on damages, but large

effects for rural physicians and especially rural specialists; he

hypothesized that this is because rural doctors face greater

uninsured liability costs and a more elastic demand for

medical services. Using state-level data from 1980–2001, Klick

and Stratmann (2007) found that caps have a significant effect

on the number of doctors per capita, and that this effect is

concentrated among the specialties that face the greatest ex-

posure to malpractice risk.

Two other studies assess the extent to which reforms affect

physician avoidance of high-risk patients and hours of work.

In the only study of its kind, Dubay et al. (2001) examined the

effect of tort reforms on the supply of prenatal care for preg-

nant women. They found that reforms result in prenatal care

beginning earlier in pregnancy, especially for women with low

socioeconomic status, who may be more likely to file a mal-

practice claim. Helland and Showalter (2009) showed that

reform-induced reductions in liability costs lead to increases

in hours, especially for physicians aged 55 years and older.

Conclusions

The small but growing literature on the effect of malpractice

law on physician supply reaches two main conclusions. First,

tort reforms that directly reduce the costs imposed by the US

malpractice system have a small, statistically significant posi-

tive effect on the number of physicians per capita, on the order

of 2–4%. Second, although there is some debate about the

robustness of this result for the overall physician population,

there is almost universal agreement that reforms increase

supply of certain subgroups that are likely to be sensitive to

malpractice incentives. These subgroups include specialists

who face substantial exposure to malpractice risk; rural

physicians who may be less able to increase their markups to

recover the costs of malpractice from their patients; and

physicians who serve patient populations that are more likely

to file a claim.

If markets for physician services functioned perfectly, these

results would imply that tort reforms improve social welfare.

Suppose that patients had perfect information about the risks

of treatment, and physician services were priced at their mar-

ginal cost. In this case, as long as the liability system imposed

no transactions costs, tort reforms should not affect supply.
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Patients and their physicians would make optimal decisions

regardless of the level of liability, and any reductions in awards

for malpractice would be completely offset by increases in

prices. Reductions in liability would only increase supply if the

liability system consumed real resources, which would mean

that it was, by definition, inefficient.

Of course, there are many reasons why physician markets

might not reflect this ideal. Most important, if patients don’t

have perfect information about risks, then liability-induced

reductions in supply might be optimal. Physicians might not

take appropriate precautions in the absence of liability, which

could lead to an equilibrium quantity of physician services

that was too large. Liability-induced reductions in supply

might be optimal for another reason: the widespread preva-

lence of health insurance, which means that neither patients

nor physicians bear the full costs of care in any particular case.

Such moral hazard could also lead to a socially excessive

supply of services, which might be mitigated by liability costs.

The fact that markets for physician services are unlikely to be

perfectly competitive adds a third source of indeterminacy.

Even simple models of monopolistic competition showed that

the free-entry outcome can involve socially too few or socially

too many suppliers (Spence, 1976; Tirole, 1988).

Any assessment of the welfare implications of liability-

induced reductions in physician supply must therefore

examine their consequences for health care costs and health

outcomes. To date, only two studies have attempted to do so,

and their findings are inconclusive. Dubay et al. (2001) found

that tort reforms lead to prenatal care beginning earlier in

pregnancy, although they fail to reject that this increase in

supply led to improved infant health. Along the same lines,

Klick and Stratmann (2007) found that reforms lead to an

increase in the supply of high-risk specialties, but reported that

the effects of reform on infant mortality were mixed.

Investigation of the links between physician supply, costs,

and outcomes is therefore an important topic for future re-

search. Future research might also investigate the effect of

other, nontraditional reforms to the liability system on phys-

ician supply. Kessler (2011) discussed several of these, in-

cluding restricting the legal discoverability of information

gathered as part of private, voluntary efforts to reduce medical

errors; allowing evidence of compliance with clinical practice

guidelines as an affirmative defense to negligence; and

expanding the use of alternative dispute resolution, no-fault,

and administrative compensation systems.

See also: Health Care Demand, Empirical Determinants of. Moral
Hazard. Physician Management of Demand at the Point of Care
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Introduction

The notion of traveling abroad for the purposes of health and

well-being is well established. The spas of Hungary, baths of

Turkey, and geysers of Sweden have long been popular des-

tinations for those seeking convalescence. Where surgical care

was required, the direction of travel generally saw the wealthy

citizens of poorer nations traveling to the richer, more med-

ically advanced countries. However, international travel for the

purposes of medical treatment is no longer the preserve of

political and economic elites. Contemporaneously the whole

spectrum of medical treatment is offered in destinations

around the world as part of a global market in health care.

This treatment spans the full range of medical services, but

most commonly includes dental care, cosmetic surgery, elect-

ive surgery, and fertility treatment. Medical value travel or

‘medical tourism’ as a term has come to represent situations

where consumers elect to travel across international borders

with the intention of receiving some form of medical treat-

ment. Differences between medical and health tourism focus

on the type of intervention, setting, and particular inputs in-

volved. Setting the boundary of what is health and counts as

medical tourism for the purposes of trade accounts is not

straightforward. Within this range of treatments, not all would

be included within health trade. Cosmetic surgery for esthetic

rather than reconstructive reasons, for example, would be

considered outside the health boundary.

At first sight medical and tourism are curious terms to run

together. Medical and surgical treatment can involve risk, pain,

and discomfort; tourism is associated with relaxation and

pleasure albeit associated with travel. Although some treat-

ment destinations are those associated with sun, scenery, and

sightseeing, it is not clear the extent to which such local at-

tractions are important in the patient’s decision.

A range of nomenclature is used in the health services lit-

erature, including international medical travel, outsourcing,

and refugees. Although the term medical tourism is increas-

ingly being employed, there are a number of commentators

who are critical of its use. Their criticisms center on the notion

somehow devaluing the rather serious procedures that such

patients are often undertaking.

Arguably, however the concept of medical tourism does

have analytical purchase – capturing the health sector element

as well as the wider economic impact of such travel. Although it

must be acknowledged that medical tourism may have little to

do with general tourism rationale, the term is useful because it

points toward the commodification and commercialization of

health travel. Hence, the role of the industry, issues of adver-

tising, and supplier-induced demand are brought to the fore.

The Nature and Scope of Medical Tourism

Although there is a general consensus that the medical tour-

ism industry has burgeoned over the past decade, there

remains disagreement as to the current size of the industry.

Figures that are regularly reproduced in the literature draw on

data collected and projections made by Deloitte, which places

the number of US citizens leaving the country in search of

treatment at 750 000 in 2007. The main objection to Deloitte’s

figures come from McKinsey and Co who suggests that,

although the potential for such large numbers exist, a more

accurate worldwide figure would be between 60 000 and

85 000 medical tourists per year. In large part, very significant

disparity may be due to different definitions of medical

tourism.

The numbers of medical tourists proffered by McKinsey

still appear rather small, particularly in the context of a US

population of 360 million, and even the 50 million un-

insured. Given that even the most conservative estimates of

inward medical tourism to India place the number of tourists

at 200 000, alongside figures between 200 000 and 350 000

for Singapore, and 200 000 for Cuba, it would seem that

McKinsey’s numbers are understated.

This lack of clarity extends beyond not only the numbers of

medical tourists but also their profile, the process of becoming

a medical tourist, and the aftereffects of medical tourism. It is

assumed that different drivers exist for higher and lower in-

come patient groups traveling from North America and

Western Europe. But relatively little is known about socio-

demographic profile, age, gender, existing health conditions,

and status in attempting to map the composition of the

medical tourism market.

Such numbers and insights are important to quantify

economic impact and also to assess potential risk to source

health systems. Given this gap in knowledge, the discussion

within the article is inevitably limited in terms of the literature

base from which it can draw upon.

Why do People Travel?

As would be expected, globalization has played a significant

role in the development of medical tourism. Developments in

medical tourism mirror the expansion of markets in health

care and embedding of neoliberalism on the world stage.

Precipitating the rise of what is seen as a consumerist age

marked by lower levels of social solidarity, globalization has

advanced the commodification of health care. At the most

basic level the advent of the Internet and lowering of travel

costs has undoubtedly played a vital role in not only raising

awareness of the opportunities for surgery abroad but also

making the pursuit economically viable. The freeing of med-

ical services from their traditional territorial boundaries re-

flects a more transnational and international role for health

policy development, with partnerships developing between

organizations in established and developing medical markets,

transnational companies with an increasing stake in health

care in multiple countries, and an emerging role developing

for supranational bodies.
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In terms of the medical tourism market, the free movement

of goods and services under the auspices of the World Trade

Organization and its General Agreement on Trade in Services

has accelerated the liberalization of the trade in health ser-

vices, as have developments with regard to the use of regional

and bilateral trade agreements. As health care is predomin-

antly a service industry, this has made health services more

tradable, global commodities. But that it is easier to travel

abroad for care does not fully explain why patients become

medical tourists.

The most common explanatory factor cited is that of cost.

Indeed it is clear that for those in the US and Western Europe

who feel the need to ‘go private,’ the potential cost savings of

traveling abroad are huge, with any review of prices showing a

potential saving between 30% and 90% depending on the

treatment sought (see Boxes 1–4). In terms of familiarity,

expatriates often have medical care on their visits back to their

‘home’ country, which would also show up as medical tour-

ism; for example, the large Indian Diaspora in the UK, and the

2nd Generation Mexicans living in the US (see Boxes 4 and 5).

In addition, some treatments may not be available or may be

subject to a wait in the home country, including the latest

technology and techniques. Moreover, some treatments may

not be legal in the country of origin. The desire for privacy and

wish to combine traditional tourist attractions, hotels, climate,

food, cultural visits with medical procedures are also thought

to be key contributing factors to the growth in this market.

Each of these factors, on their own or in combination, has

shifted the direction of medical travel. In the present day not

only are India and Thailand top destinations for complex

elective procedures but also the very tourists visiting their

hospitals, along with those in Poland, South Africa and be-

yond, are traveling from countries with established and often

championed health care systems. Conversely, these cham-

pioned health systems continue to treat medical tourists at

facilities with long-standing reputations (see Box 5).

Marketing Medical Tourism

At the most basic level, prospective medical tourists are faced

with a level of information that is at once overwhelming and

also relatively unhelpful. Internet sites marketing destination

and providers are relatively cheap to set up and run, and

contributors may post information without being subject to

clear quality controls or advertising standards. Medical tourist

sites promote benefits and downplay the risks, and the lack of

clear regulation regarding what information can be presented

on the Internet to prospective medical tourists is then com-

pounded by deeper issues of credibility, trust, and perceptions

of risk. As with all medical treatments, an element of risk exists

to the patient’s health, which is supposedly outweighed by the

potential benefits resulting from the treatment. What can be

gleaned from the literature concerning risk and safety-related

incidents for medical tourism is limited. Although there is

evidence regarding, for example, the occurrence of adverse

events in the UK hospitals, there is little similar overseas/

international data for medical tourist destinations.

Evidence of clinical outcomes for medical tourist treat-

ments is limited and reports are difficult to obtain and verify.

Little is known about the relative clinical effectiveness and

outcomes for particular treatments, institutions, clinicians,

and organizations. There is scant evidence on long- or short-

term follow-up of patients dispersing to home countries fol-

lowing treatments at the range of destinations. That positive

treatment outcome should result is important not least be-

cause typically the patient’s local health care takes on the re-

sponsibility and funding for postoperative care including

treatment for complications and to remedy side effects.

Two particularly interesting stakeholders in the medical

tourism industry are brokers/facilitators and providers. There

has been a steady rise in the number of companies and con-

sultancies offering brokerage arrangements for services and

providing web-based information for prospective patients

Box 1 Case study 1

Brazil

Estimated size of industry 50 000 Inward medical tourists per year
Key procedures offered Cosmetic, reproductive, and bypass
Estimated cost saving – for the consumer 45–60%
Key pull factors Cost, quality of care, and range of procedures
Role of state Limited

The Brazilian medical tourism market centers on cosmetic surgery. Indeed there are more plastic surgeons per capita in Brazil than any other country in the world. Studies
suggest that the patient-centered nature of care in Brazil, the willingness to offer procedures not available elsewhere, and the reputation for quality are key pull factors in
addition to cost. This perceived high level of quality is undoubtedly aided by the proportion of accredited clinics (more facilities accredited than any country other than
the US) and partnerships with organizations such as the International Hospital Corporation, which is based in the US.

The Brazilian government plays only a limited role in promoting the industry. Indeed, although health tourism was recognized in the Brazilian National Tourism Plan
(2007–10), it was not identified as an area of focus or potential revenue. This undoubtedly reflects the fact that most medical tourists are catered for in private clinics
and that as yet, it is estimated that the financial benefits of even the long-established cosmetic industry are relatively modest.

Source: Reproduced from Edmonds, A. (2011). ‘Almost invisible scars’: Medical tourism to Brazil. Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 36, 297–302; Herrick, D. M.

(2007). Medical tourism: Global competition in health care. NCPA Policy Reports. Dallas: National Center for Policy Analysis; and Ramı́rez de Arellano, A. B. (2007). Patients without

borders: The emergence of medical tourism. International Journal of Health Services 37, 193–198.
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about available services and choices, which can be attributed

to the transaction costs associated with medical tourism,

where individuals have to assemble their own information

and negotiate any treatment. Typically brokers and their web

sites tailor surgical packages to individual requirements:

flights, treatment, hotel, and recuperation. Brokers may spe-

cialize in particular target markets or procedures (treatments

such as dentistry or cosmetic surgery), or destination countries

(e.g., Poland and Hungary). Medical tourist facilities will often

target particular cultural groups – Bumrungrad in Thailand,

for example, has a wing for the Middle East patients. Within

the wide picture of medical tourism there is a diversity of

participating providers. Relatively small clinical providers may

include solo practices or dual partnerships, offering a full

range of treatments. At the other end of the scale are extremely

large medical tourism facilities (e.g., Bumrungrad, Raffles in

Singapore, and Yonsei Severance Hospital in South Korea)

where clinical specialism is the order of the day. Providers are

primarily from the private sector, but are also drawn from

some public sectors (e.g., Singapore and within Cuba).

Box 2 Case study 2

Hungary

Estimated size of market Estimated 40% share of European dentistry tourism market. Has been estimated between 400 000 and 1
million medical tourists

Average potential cost saving for the consumer 45%
Major clinical areas Dentistry
Key pull factors Cost, quality, reputation, and location
Role of government Keen to promote the industry and reduce regulatory road blocks

Hungary is an exporter country within the medical tourism market. Its reputation for high quality and low costs makes it, along with countries such as Poland, a genuinely
accessible and affordable option close to Western European countries such as Germany and Austria. It has been labeled the dental capital of the world, with a much
higher dentist per capita ratio than can be found in neighboring Austria, Germany, or the UK. Indeed it is estimated that between one in two and one in three of all
Austrians travel to Hungary to meet their dentistry needs. The Hungarian government has offered much in the way of support for the medical tourism industry,
expanding domestic incentives to travel to wellness locations to the foreign tourist market, proclaiming 2003 as The Year of Medical Tourism, and even using its
premiership of the EU to promote the medical tourism industry.

Recent years have seen an expansion into the cosmetic surgery market as well as the general medical surgery market. The expansion into other clinical areas is still at a
relatively early stage.

Source: Reproduced from Herrick, D. M. (2007). Medical tourism: Global competition in health care. NCPA Policy Reports. Dallas: National Center for Policy Analysis; and Terry,

N. P. (2007). Under-regulated health care phenomena in a flat World: Medical tourism and outsourcing. Western New England Law Review 29, 421.

Box 3 Case study 3

Thailand

Estimated size of the market Between 350 000 and 1 million visitors per year
Average potential cost savings for the consumer From 30% to 90% depending on the procedure
Main clinical areas Cosmetic, fertility, dental, gender reassignment, and cardiac
Major pull factors Cost and quality
Role of state Key role in promoting the industry. Legislative role in reducing barriers to the industry

The Thai medical tourism industry is part of the first wave of Asian medical tourism markets to open up and along with Singapore and India represents one of the biggest
exporters of medical tourism services. As with most other Asian countries, cost is a key driver of medical tourism with cardiac, cosmetic, and gender reassignment
procedures between 60% and 90% cheaper than US prices.

Both business and the government have played major roles in marketing Thailand as a cheap, safe, and relaxing country in which to get the highest standard of treatment.
On a practical level, the Thai government has eased visa restrictions on medical tourists and provided funds to support the development of a medical hub in and around
Bangkok. Thai hospitals meanwhile have sought to market themselves to the wider world by placing a heavy emphasis on high rates of Thai Joint Commission
International accreditation and the reputations of established hospitals such as the Bumrungrad and Bangkok Hospitals.

Source: Reproduced from Chee, H. L. (2007). Medical tourism in Malaysia: International movement of healthcare consumers and the commodification of healthcare. ARI Working

Paper (Online) 83. Available at: http://www.ari.nus.edu.sg/docs/wps/wps07_083.pdf; Fedorov, G., Tata, S., Raveslooy, B., et al. (2009). Medical travel in Asia and the Pacific:

Challenges and opportunities. Bangkok: UN ESCAP; Herrick, D. M. (2007). Medical tourism: Global competition in health care. NCPA Policy Reports. Dallas: National Center for

Policy Analysis; and Whittaker, A. (2008). Pleasure and pain: Medical travel in Asia. Global Public Health: An International Journal for Research, Policy and Practice 3, 271–290.
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Hospitals may be part of large corporations (the Apollo

Group, e.g., has 50 hospitals within and outside India), and

ownership itself may lie primarily in the higher income

countries from where patients mostly originate.

Countries seeking to develop medical tourism have the

options of growing their own health service or inviting part-

nerships with large multinational players. Individual hospitals

may develop relations with travel agencies or wider brokerage

companies. Securing accreditation from international programs

may be a part of the development of services. In addition to

accreditation, other approaches to raising the profile of coun-

tries and their health facilities have been used. For example,

partnerships and oversight by overseas hospitals and uni-

versities, most often from the American private sector, can

fulfill a similar role. Formalized linkages with widely recognized

medical providers and educators (such as Harvard Medical

International and Johns Hopkins Hospital) are becoming

increasingly popular among hospitals in middle-income

countries catering for medical travelers. A long-standing

approach of the Cleveland Clinic, is to train foreign physicians

as house staff and fellows to encourage later patient referrals

back to the US once they are practicing medicine in their home

countries.

The Role of State Support

A range of national government agencies and policy initiatives

have sought to stimulate and promote medical tourism in

their countries. Many countries see significant economic de-

velopment potential in the emergent field of medical tourism.

Thai, Indian, Singaporean, Malaysian, Hungarian, and Polish

governments have all sought to promote their comparative

advantage as medical tourism destinations at large inter-

national trade fairs, via advertising within the overseas press,

and official support for activities as part of their economic

development and tourism policy (see Boxes 2–4).

Government support does manifest itself slightly differ-

ently across the medical tourism map. However, common

features are the relaxation of visa regulation, promotion of

medical tourism within the central ministries of tourism,

support for hospitals to achieve accreditation from bodies

such as the Joint Commission International (JCI), and a

willingness to provide funding. Useful examples can be found

in both Singapore and India. Since 2003, SingaporeMedicine

has been a multiagency government–industry partnership

aiming to promote Singapore as a medical hub and destin-

ation for advanced patient care. It is led by the Ministry of

Health, and has the support of the Development Board (new

investments and health care industry capabilities); Inter-

national Enterprise Singapore (growth and expansion of Sin-

gapore’s health care interests overseas); Singapore Tourism

Board (branding and marketing of its health care services) (see

Box 4 for details on India).

As the case studies illustrate, some places may be simul-

taneously acting as countries of origin and destination in the

medical tourism marketplace (e.g., the US). High income

countries may service overseas elites, whereas at the same time

their citizens choose to travel as medical tourists to lower and

middle-income countries for treatments (e.g., India and

Thailand). Thus, Harley Street in the UK and facilities in-

cluding the Mayo Clinic and Cleveland Clinic in the US have

long-standing reputations in the international provision

of health care. Conversely, the emergence of lower cost

Box 4 Case study 4

India

Estimated size of the market Conservative estimates suggest an inflow of at least 200 000 medical tourists, though much higher estimates are
available

Average potential cost savings for the
consumer

From 30% to 90% depending on the procedure

Main clinical areas Cosmetic, fertility, orthopedic, and cardiac
Major pull factors Cost and quality
Role of state Key role in promoting the industry. Legislative role in reducing barriers to the industry

The Indian medical tourism industry is a major exporter of medical tourist services. Initially built around treating medical tourists from West Asia and the Middle East,
India is beginning to attract an ever-increasing number of European and American medical tourists.

As with most other lower-middle income countries provider countries, cost is a key driver of inward medical travel – cardiac, cosmetic, and even dental procedures can be
found between 60% and 90% cheaper than US prices.

Central to the expansion and dominance of the Indian medical tourism market have been both private and public endeavors. The Indian government has relaxed visa laws,
introducing a special visa category – an M visa – to cater for the growing number of medical tourists as well as allowing tax breaks to providers. In the private domain,
the Apollo Group controls some 50 hospitals and markets these rigorously on the basis of their quality, safety, and in many cases accreditation or partnership with US
hospitals. One particular advantage the Indian market has over its Thai and Singaporean counterparts is the large Indian Diaspora, which is increasingly being targeted
by marketing campaigns.

Source: Reproduced from Chee, H. L. (2007). Medical tourism in Malaysia: International movement of healthcare consumers and the commodification of healthcare. ARI Working

Paper (Online) 83. Available at: http://www.ari.nus.edu.sg/docs/wps/wps07_083.pdf; Ramı́rez de Arellano, A. B. (2007). Patients without borders: The emergence of medical

tourism. International Journal of Health Services 37, 193–198; and Whittaker, A. (2008). Pleasure and pain: Medical travel in Asia. Global Public Health: An International Journal for

Research, Policy and Practice 3, 271–290.
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treatments in Thailand, India, or parts of Europe will attract

individuals from higher income countries who pursue treat-

ments on the basis of cost. The remainder of the article dis-

cusses the impacts on health systems for exporter and

importer countries. A country imports if their patients go

overseas to receive care, and exports if they themselves provide

care to inward medical tourists.

Implications of Importing Medical Tourist Services

There are a range of potential financial impacts for publicly

funded health care in countries importing medical treatments.

Costs may result from overseas cosmetic surgery or dental

work that requires emergency or remedial treatment within

home countries. Infection outbreaks resulting from travel will

also bear upon the public health system. Similarly, there may

be health and social care costs that arise from multiple births,

as a result of overseas fertility treatments, particularly if facil-

ities use more ‘risky’ procedures. Domestic private health ac-

tivity may also experience costs, given that they potentially

lose business to overseas providers, for example, cosmetic

surgery and fertility treatment. National regulators may incur

associated costs of patients traveling overseas caused by

monitoring advertising and providing detailed information

and advice to support potential or actual medical tourists. But

overall, there has been little systemic collection of evidence or

attempts to estimate system costs and knowledge is

fragmented.

Large numbers of medical tourists traveling overseas will

impact on the source country’s own health system, perhaps

increasing trends that are encouraged by the current domestic

private provision. For example, outflows of high-income pa-

tients from low- and middle-income countries will reduce

revenue and dilute political pressure for investment in par-

ticular facilities and technology. Indeed, outflows of medical

tourists for treatments that could be provided locally could

signal a failure of policy and delivery in sender countries.

There are suggestions that the target market for South Africa’s

breast cancer treatment is a growing pool of middle-class

women drawn from across the African region with financial

means, but who experience failed domestic policy. Regarding

travel from higher income countries, if eligibility for services

such as fertility or dental work is tightened, then those with

private resources may choose to travel overseas to maintain

access. The ability to circumvent waiting times raises issues of

equity. However, travel overseas for treatments that are not

provided or are illegal within the source country may nor-

malize such treatments and generate debate about the im-

portance of providing them locally (e.g., latest fertility

treatments, gender reassignment, organ transplantation, or

even euthanasia services).

In countries where Third Party insurers are exploring

medical tourism as a provider option, outflows of patients

Box 5 Case study 5

USA

Estimated size of the market An estimated 43 000–103 000 foreigners travel to the US and 50 000–121 000 US residents travel out. Estimates are as high as
500 000 for outward flows

Average potential cost saving for the
consumer

Costs in the US are among the highest in the world

Main clinical areas Cosmetic, fertility, orthopedic, and cardiac
Major pull factors Quality
Major push factors Cost and access

The US medical tourism market is more complex than any other, owing much to the fact that it is both an importer and exporter of medical tourists. There are three main
import drivers. The first is access to health care within the US. With an estimated 46 million uninsured Americans and one of the most expensive health care systems in
the world, many Americans can simply not afford surgery at home. Estimates are as high as half-a-million Americans leave the US as medical tourists every year, largely
to Central and South America, but also increasingly to India and the East Asia.

Second, the large number of immigrants in the US, many of whom have demonstrated a preference to return to their home country for care. In particular, the large Mexican
Diaspora is an increasing source of outward medical tourists, with some US-based companies even extending their health care cover to procedures undertaken in
Mexico.

Third, changing attitudes as seen with the increasing outsourcing of the US medical industry. Although the use of foreign-based radiologists to provide overnight cover
for US radiologists may not be directly bound to burgeoning medical tourism market, it is indicative of the changes occurring within the US market and shifting
perceptions. There is an increasing acceptance that lower costs elsewhere do not necessarily signal lower quality. A range of employers are sanctioning its employees to
seek medical care abroad within the coverage of their health care policies. Many of the facilities treating American medical tourists abroad are controlled by or in
partnership with US corporations, many of which are providers of domestic health care.

The motivations for non-US citizens traveling to the US vary, however the high quality of care, international reputation of flagship health care facilities, and high waiting
times in neighboring Canada are thought to be key drivers.

Source: Reproduced from Herrick, D. M. (2007). Medical tourism: Global competition in health care. NCPA Policy Reports. Dallas: National Center for Policy Analysis; Keckley, P. H.

and Underwood, H. R. (2008). Medical tourism: Consumers in search of value. Washington: Deloitte Center for Health Solutions; Johnson, T. J. and Garman, A. N. (2010). Impact of

medical travel on imports and exports of medical services. Health Policy 98, 171–177; Terry, N. P. (2007). Under-regulated health care phenomena in a flat World: Medical tourism

and outsourcing. Western New England Law Review 29, 421; and Whittaker, A. (2008). Pleasure and pain: Medical travel in Asia. Global Public Health: An International Journal for

Research, Policy and Practice 3, 271–290.
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may benefit employers and employees contributing to health

plans, and the public insurance system itself. Opportunities

for financial benefit may be consolidated if medical tourism

becomes an outsourcing option. For the US, research has

estimated that 15 treatments would show savings of US$1.4

billion annually if one in ten US patients chose to undergo

treatment abroad. Similarly, a recent study looking at possible

bilateral medical tourism trade between the UK and India

demonstrated substantial savings could accrue to the UK

National Health Service from sending its patients to India,

both financially and in alleviating waiting lists. If one takes the

waiting lists for a selected number of procedures suitable for

medical tourism, and compares the cost of sending those

patients (plus an accompanying adult) to India, with the costs

of getting treatment in the UK, the savings would be of d120

million. Some subsets of the population, such the Indian

Diaspora, may prefer to go back ‘home’ for treatment, and

may be happy to cross-subsidize some of the costs.

There are arguments that some medical systems are ineffi-

cient and face restrictive barriers to entry. A development such

as medical tourism can potentially exert competitive pressure

on systems importing health care and help drive down the

costs and prices offered in domestic systems. Medical tourism

may encourage economies to maximize their comparative

advantage across labor costs, utilization of technology, and

spare capacity. Indeed the US employers are said to be en-

couraging workers to travel domestically for medical care – a

development prompted by deals struck with overseas pro-

viders being used as leverage. The possibility of medical

tourism resulting in underused capacity in American hospitals

has also been raised.

One of the implications of globalization is the in-

creased flow of clinical and ancillary staff around the

globe. Individuals may fully or part-train in their home

country and move overseas to continue their training and gain

experience with a particular specialism. Of major concern has

been the flow from low to high income countries. Medical

tourism may provide opportunities for professional migrants

to return home – so-called ‘reverse brain drain’ or ‘brain cir-

culation.’ This may be a disbenefit for developed countries

which have long relied on such expertise to underpin their

health system.

System Implications for Exporting Countries

The main exporting countries (those who provide the services

to medical tourists) are located across all continents, including

Latin America, Eastern Europe, Africa, and Asia. Countries

have specialized in certain procedures. For instance, Thailand

and India specialize in orthopedic and cardiac surgery (Boxes

3 and 4), Brazil is famous for cosmetic surgery (as outlined in

Box 1), and Hungary (Box 2) and Poland are hotspots for

dental surgery. As the US case illustrates, all countries may

possibly be source and destination countries for medical

tourists. However, here we frame low- and middle-income

countries as the destination, and high-income countries as

source. The magnitude of the possible effects being discussed

is largely unknown – typically the potential or actual occur-

rence of these effects has been observed, but the scale of effect,

and how this scale may differ between countries is an un-

known quantity.

Economic Impacts

Delivering care to medical tourists will likely increase the level

of direct foreign exchange earnings coming into a country and

improve the balance of payments position. There are sugges-

tions that Thailand benefits between US$1.5 and 2 billion

from medical services and approximately US$0.5 billion from

related tourism – overall total value added is 0.4% of gross

domestic product. Income from foreign patients can be used

within hospitals and national systems to cross-subsidize care

for domestic patients, or could be used to help fund capital

investment for use by all patients within the hospital or health

system. Similarly, there are suggestions that the Cuban ex-

perience is to reinvest income from foreign patients into the

national system for broader public good. International pa-

tients will have multiplier effects – a RAND study of Cleve-

land’s metropolitan economy highlighted the economic

benefits that the Cleveland Clinic added to the local economy.

Economic implications vary depending if international

patients are simply using spare capacity or competing with

domestic patients. For instance, the push by Thailand to be a

hub for medical tourists in the 1990s was a result of the

economic crisis in Asia generating a fall in domestic private

patients and hence spare capacity in their private sector. In this

case, increasing foreign patients entailed a net benefit to the

private health system with substantial income and little real

opportunity cost. However, where capacity has to be de-

veloped, there are substantial potential costs not only in fi-

nancial terms but also in the wider context of concerns around

equity, access, and human resources.

Although medical tourism generates income for the health

sector (physicians hospitals, medications, and medical de-

vices), general increases in tourist income (airfares, food,

hotels, and souvenirs) are also important. There is a sub-

stantial level of expenditure by medical tourists, and their

companions, that is not related to medical care. For example,

it is estimated that companions would spend approximately

twice as much on hotels and tourism as the patient. As dis-

cussed earlier, the promise of these earnings often drives the

government involvement in investing directly or indirectly (tax

incentives) in private hospitals and actively promoting med-

ical tourism. Sectors other than medical care – especially those

associated with hospitality and travel – may benefit to some

degree from increased medical tourism, as will the govern-

ment more centrally through increased taxation revenue.

However, global business models and the involvement of

Transnational Corporations may result in profits from medical

tourism and ancillary activities being remitted overseas.

In many instances, medical tourists are either Diaspora or

patients who have previously visited the country and are likely

to visit again (an estimated 2.2% of foreign travelers and 10%

of nonresident Indians visited India with the objective of

health treatment). Thus, they are ‘regular’ visitors who on one

trip incorporate an element of medical care. In this situation

clearly the additional income generated by the ‘medical’

element of medical tourism is far more limited.
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There are financial costs associated with promoting med-

ical tourism – including upgraded infrastructure, both within

the health sector (e.g., hospital facilities) and beyond (roads,

airports, and telecommunications). There are also likely to be

costs concerned with the appropriate staffing of facilities (in-

cluding taxpayer’s subsidized education and training), and

possible accreditation schemes. For instance, 48 countries

have been granted accreditation from the US-based JCI, the

international arm of the Joint Commission, which accredits

US hospitals. India has already sought and obtained JCI

accreditation for 17 hospitals, and Thailand for 14. Other

international accreditation bodies include the Australian

Council for Healthcare Standards, the Canadian Council on

Health Services, and QHA Trent Accreditation. However, there

are costs associated with ensuring compliance with these

various criteria, maintenance of these accreditations, and the

processing costs themselves.

Trickle Down Benefits

There are arguments around ‘trickle down’ of best practice and

technological diffusion as benefitting countries providing

medical tourism. The increased ability to purchase the latest

technology, for example, and treating foreign patients may

broaden the case-mix for staff, or increase throughput to en-

able them to become more skilled. Medical tourism may be

linked to temporary secondments to overseas facilities, which

may lead to enhancement of human capital. Increased quality

may result through ensuring compliance with (higher) inter-

national standards for care.

However, there is the possibility of resources being diverted

from the domestic population and invested into private hos-

pitals; such as driving investment toward urban tertiary care

rather than rural primary care centers, which more appropri-

ately reflect domestic population needs. It is argued that a

number of young professionals are drawn to specialist facil-

ities catering for medical tourists. The focus of resources on

high technology orthopedic, dental, and reproductive care,

rather than more basic public health measures to tackle in-

fectious disease may be disadvantageous for the local

population.

Human Resource Implications

There are arguments that medical tourism provides exporting

countries the opportunity to attract back to their home

country health workers who had emigrated, thus reversing the

‘brain drain’ of professional mobility. Hospitals treating

medical tourists can offer higher salaries and wider oppor-

tunities more comparable with overseas institutions. Inter-

national patients are more likely to trust doctors who have

trained or practiced in their countries of origin, as well as

ensuring that human resources are brought back to the

country or are less persuaded to leave. The empirical veracity

of this effect remains unclear however.

There are concerns that medical tourism will cause an

internal brain drain, with health professionals abandoning

the public health system to work for the hospitals that

attract medical tourists, lured by better salaries and work

opportunities. There are longer consultation times for for-

eigners – so generating additional demand for physicians

(mostly specialists). Suggestions are that for India there is a

shortage of 600 000 doctors, 1 million nurses, and 200 000

dental surgeons. Thus medical tourism would decrease the

quality of the public health system and doctor-to-patient ratio.

(Given that medical education in countries such as Thailand is

heavily tax subsidized, the medical tourism market also pre-

supposes state activity and investment.) As with other aspects

of medical tourism, there is little empirical evidence of whe-

ther this is happening, and to what extent; and what there is

unclear.

Two-Tier System

Do foreign patients benefit from sophisticated private hos-

pitals with a high staff-to-patient ratio and expensive, state-of-

the-art medical equipment, whereas the local population only

has access to basic, under-resourced health facilities? Certainly

there is the potential for medical tourism to have effects in

terms of the distribution of health care resources for the less

well-off local population. There have been various accusations

that in some countries private sector medical tourists may be

accumulating medical resources and taking health care ser-

vices and personnel away from the local population and by

driving up prices in the private sector. State regulation can

mitigate impacts; however, there is potentially incoherence

between trade and health policy that promotes both medical

tourism and universal coverage.

Although private hospitals in India may have a responsi-

bility under the Public Trust Act to provide free health care to

the extent of 20% of resources, there are no checks undertaken

to ensure that this occurs and others have suggested that

Indian hospitals renege on promises to provide free health

care. Nonetheless, as with much in this area, there is no strong

evidence that medical tourism exacerbates a two-tier system.

Conclusion

Medical tourism for source countries may alleviate waiting

lists and reduce health care costs, but there is a quality of care

risk. The impact of medical tourism on health care systems is

not well understood for destination countries: finance, deliv-

ery, organization, and regulation. Evidence is limited and

there is a necessity to develop a robust empirical base on a

number of these issues. In compiling data we must scrutinize

sources and surveys used to provide numbers, including the

role of national agencies and private facilities. Extrapolating

from a country to a more global perspective is difficult, as is

ensuring ‘the count’ is appropriate (do we count patients or

treatment episodes; day treatments or in-stay treatment;

expatriates and those funded by their multinational em-

ployers; only large and accredited providers?).

Beyond health policy and management there are also key

legal and ethical issues for medical care abroad – informed

consent, liability, and legislating for clinical malpractice.

Choosing an overseas treatment center brings a number of

challenges – difficulties in assessing comparative quality and
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performance of alternative providers, differences in legal li-

ability and knowledge concerning the processes of how to

pursue complaints and receive redress. There are complexities

regarding who or what could be subject to legal proceedings –

product advertising, initial Internet consultation, a brokerage

service, surgery itself, and various mixes therein – the juris-

diction of hearing any case, and the country’s law that should

govern any case.

Research and evaluation has not kept pace with the de-

velopment of medical tourism. The lack of data is significant

because countries face difficulties keeping fully informed

about the significance (potential or actual) of medical tourism

for their health systems. Mechanisms are needed that help us

track the balance of trade around medical tourism on a regular

basis. This would allow us to add to the evidence-base by

assessing who benefits and loses out at the level of system,

program, organization, and treatment.

See also: Internal Geographical Imbalances: The Role of Human
Resources Quality and Quantity. International Movement of Capital in
Health Services. International Trade in Health Services and Health

Impacts. International Trade in Health Workers. Understanding
Medical Tourism
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What is Medicare?

The US Medicare program began in 1965 to address issues of

access to care for three groups of Americans: the aged, the

disabled, and people with end-stage renal disease (ESRD) or

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS or Lou Gehrig’s disease).

(The Medicaid program, also begun in 1965, covers low-

income Americans.) Enrollees in Medicare are referred to

as beneficiaries. Some beneficiaries are eligible for both

Medicare and Medicaid and are referred to as dually eligible

beneficiaries.

Beneficiaries become aged eligible for Medicare at the age

of 65 years. Those under the age of 65 years can qualify for

Medicare if they are entitled to disability benefits under

the Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) or Railroad

Retirement. ESRD eligibility is open to Americans who have

ESRD or ALS and who have met the required work credits for,

or are receiving, Social Security or Railroad Retirement bene-

fits, or are the spouse or dependent child of a person receiving

those benefits.

The Medicare program is divided into four different ‘Parts,’

due largely to historical and political influences. Part A covers

primarily hospital charges, but also home health, hospice care,

and care in skilled nursing facilities. Part B covers primarily

medical expenses (including many physician charges incurred

during hospitalization). Part C covers the payment of private

health plans in Medicare – originally referred to as Tax

Equalization and Fiscal Responsibility (TEFRA) risk plans,

then MedicareþChoice, and now Medicare Advantage (MA)

plans. For many years, Medicare did not cover outpatient

prescription drugs, except through some MA plans. That

changed with the introduction of Medicare Part D in the 2003

Medicare Modernization Act (MMA) legislation. Part D cov-

erage was first offered in 2006. Long-term nursing home stays

are not covered by any part of Medicare.

The basic Medicare entitlement benefit package reflects

health insurance coverage in the USA in 1965. In 2013,

beneficiaries face a deductible of $1184 per hospital stay

during a ‘benefit period,’ plus $296 per day for days 61 through

90, $592 per ‘lifetime reserve day’ over day 90 for each benefit

period up to a maximum of 60 lifetime reserve days. Part D

has a complex coverage structure that includes a coverage gap

(referred to as a donut hole) that extends from total spending

equal to $2970 to $6733.75 in 2013.

The entitlement benefit package, which reflects typical in-

surance benefits in 1965 when the program was established,

has been criticized for its meager level of coverage. Medicare

beneficiaries face the possibility of unlimited out-of-pocket

expenses. As a result, approximately 90% of beneficiaries in

fee-for-service (FFS) Medicare purchase private supplementary

insurance or ‘Medigap’ policies that cover the coinsurance and

deductibles for Medicare-covered services. These policies add

to total Medicare costs because the effect of supplementary

insurance is to reduce point-of-purchase cost sharing – in

some cases to zero. The result is increased demand for services,

and the Medicare program picks up approximately 80% of

that additional cost, whereas the premiums for supplementary

insurance reflect only the 20% paid by the supplementary

insurer. Reform of the Medigap market is a topic of perennial

policy interest, but there have been no substantial changes

till date.

Although Medicare often is thought of as a ‘public’ insur-

ance plan, its administration and delivery of services occur

primarily through private health-care providers, health plans,

and claims-processing firms under government contract. The

traditional Medicare program contracts with private firms to

pay health-care providers on a FFS basis and thus is referred

to as FFS Medicare. Beneficiaries enrolled in MA plans are

referred to as MA enrollees. Part D coverage is offered either

through MA plans or by private stand-alone companies selling

outpatient prescription drug coverage.

MA enrollees pay the same Part B premiums as bene-

ficiaries in FFS Medicare, and MA plans receive a per-capita

rate for each beneficiary they enroll. The level of capitation

payment has been a source of controversy over the years. MA

and Part D plan switching is limited to annual open enroll-

ment periods.

How is the Medicare Program Financed?

There are two trust funds through which Medicare funds flow:

the Hospital Insurance (HI) and Supplementary Medicare

Insurance (SMI) trust funds. Part A expenses and the costs of

program administration appear in the HI Trust Fund, whereas

expenses for Parts B and D appear in the SMI Trust Fund.

Administrative costs of running the Medicare program are

represented in trust funds. The trust funds are administered by

a Board of Trustees for Medicare that issues annual reports

describing the state of the funds.

The trust funds are used solely for accounting purposes.

Revenue and expenses do not actually flow through the trust

funds. However, the HI Trust Fund balance is ‘real’ in the sense

that Part A Medicare payments cannot be made if there are not

adequate funds credited to the HI Trust Fund.

Part A is financed primarily through payroll taxes. The

current payroll tax rate is 2.9%. Parts B and D are financed

primarily through general taxes and beneficiary premiums.

Beneficiary premiums are set at 25% of Part B and Part D costs.

Part B premiums are means tested (increase with income) for

beneficiaries whose incomes exceed $85 000 or $170 000 for a

couple. The base-level monthly Part B premium in 2013 was

$104.90 but rose to $335.70 for beneficiaries with incomes

greater than $214 000, or couple with incomes greater than

$428 000. The Part B deductible in 2013 was $147 per year.

Because Part A revenue is limited by the total level of tax-

able payroll income for the nation’s workers, it is technically

possible for the Part A trust fund to become insolvent. Parts B
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and D have access to general tax revenue and thus they cannot

become insolvent in the same sense as Part A, although in-

creased Part B and Part D spending can limit other types of

government spending. Thus, the most closely watched portion

of the annual trustee report is the projected number of years

until Part A payments will exceed the amount of money

credited to the HI Trust Fund. That time span has varied from

as little as 2 years in the early 1970s to the high 20s in early

2000s.

Since the introduction of capitated private health plans in

the mid-1980s, payments to MA plans have been based

roughly on a percentage of the cost of caring for beneficiaries

in traditional FFS Medicare in the same county, adjusted for a

set of risk factors. Because the average cost of caring for

beneficiaries in FFS Medicare varies dramatically from one

county to another, even when the counties are geographically

proximate and after adjusting for the health risk of bene-

ficiaries, government payments to MA plans also have varied

dramatically.

MA plans must provide the entitlement benefit package,

but are free to use any excess revenue to offer additional sup-

plementary benefits to their enrollees. As a result, the amount

of supplementary benefits offered by MA plans also varies

dramatically from one county to another. In counties with low

FFS spending levels, beneficiaries must pay an additional out-

of-pocket premium above and beyond the Part B premium for

the same benefits received for free by beneficiaries in counties

with high FFS spending. The geographic disparity in govern-

ment-financed benefits is a source concern due in part to issues

of equity and in part to the lack of evidence that higher FFS

spending is associated with either higher health risk or better

health outcomes among FFS Medicare beneficiaries.

Expenditures and Cost Trends in Medicare

In 2010, approximately one-third of Medicare spending was

for services covered only by Part A, whereas one-fifth was for

services covered only by Part B. Payments to MA plans ac-

counted for 23% of spending and Part D expenditures were

approximately 11% of spending. Areas of particularly high

growth in recent years have been home health-care and im-

aging services.

Cost concerns surfaced in the earliest days of the Medicare

program. In 2012 Medicare’s unfunded obligation over the

next 75 years was $27.2 trillion. The US federal debt currently

exceeds the US gross domestic product. As the mass of

Americans born after World War II (‘baby boomers’) begin to

reach the age of 65 years, the Medicare population will

roughly double. Taxable income, particularly payroll income,

will fall dramatically as the ‘boomers’ retire, as will the num-

ber of workers per Medicare beneficiary.

The geographic variation in FFS Medicare costs remains a

controversial topic. Some analysts have found that much of

the variation in cost is unrelated to either the health status or

health outcomes of beneficiaries, whereas others find that

sociodemographic characteristics explain a large proportion of

the variation.

There have been several important responses to cost con-

cerns over the life of the Medicare program. During the early

1980s, Medicare switched from cost-based reimbursement for

inpatient care to a prospective rate per admission for Part A

expenses. The Resource-Based Relative Value Scale introduced

in the late 1980s was an attempt to reweight the fee schedule

toward the work performed by primary care physicians.

Payments to providers and MA plans were reduced sig-

nificantly in the Balanced Budget Act (BBA) of 1997, but some

of the cuts were restored in subsequent legislation. The 1997

BBA legislation introduced the sustainable growth rate (SGR)

legislation that mandated across-the-board reductions in

physician fees if expenditures on physician fees grew too

rapidly. Physician fees actually were cut by 5.4% in 2002, but

since then, Congress has found ways to circumvent the man-

dated cuts. As a result, the SGR legislation now requires

roughly a 30% cut in physician fees. A fee cut of that size likely

would reduce physicians’ willingness to see Medicare patients.

Thus, each round of budget negotiations includes discussion

of ways that the SGR ‘problem’ could be ‘fixed.’ Doing so, of

course, would add to Medicare’s projected unfunded deficit.

There was some hope in the 1980s that the introduction of

capitated private plans would reduce the rate of cost growth in

Medicare. Instead, paying MA plans a percentage of FFS

Medicare costs, coupled with an inadequate risk adjustment

system, resulted in private plans costing the program more

money – a problem that continued through the 2000s, when

private plans in low-cost areas were given supplementary

payments in response to the geographic disparity in sup-

plementary benefits offered by MA plans.

Options for cost reduction are more limited in FFS Medi-

care than in private health plans. FFS Medicare lacks the

statutory authority to intervene in the patient care process, for

example, by installing disease management programs except

as demonstration experiments. Medicare does have an ap-

proval process for new technology, but continues to pay for

many treatments that have been shown to provide no medical

benefit to beneficiaries. Early attempts to design preferred

provider systems in FFS Medicare – systems that featured

varying coinsurance rates favoring lower cost or higher quality

providers – were stymied by pervasive Medigap insurance that

protected beneficiaries from the effect of coinsurance. Medigap

also exacerbates FFS Medicare’s cost problems by eliminating

point-of-purchase cost sharing, thereby increasing the demand

for services, and FFS Medicare pays approximately 80% of the

cost of those additional services rather than having them re-

flected in Medigap premiums paid by beneficiaries.

The MMA of 2003 required an annual computation of the

percentage of Medicare program revenues that come from

general tax revenues. If that percentage was projected to be

greater than 45% over the subsequent 7-year period, the Board

of Trustees must issue a warning. If such a warning is issued

for two consecutive years, the President must propose legis-

lation to reduce the projected percentage to 45%. Although

such warnings have been issued every year since 2007,

Congress has taken no action.

Future Policy Options

Medicare faces daunting fiscal challenges in the coming years

due to inefficiencies in the way the program is administered
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and inadequate accumulation of revenue to cover the expenses

of the mass of Americans who are beginning to become aged

eligible for benefits. Medicare’s unfunded obligation is an

important part of the entitlement problem in the USA and a

major contributor to long-run growth in the federal debt.

Current policy proposals cover the full range of revenue-

increasing and cost-reducing options. Tax increases are a

contentious alternative during a recession. However, the pay-

roll tax was increased in January 2013, and further increases

plus increases in beneficiary out-of-pocket premiums and cost

sharing, as well as more aggressive means testing, remain

viable but controversial options.

Cost-reducing options must operate through a reduction in

the number of beneficiaries or the cost per beneficiary, which

in turn is a function of the services delivered to each bene-

ficiary times the unit prices of those services. One way to re-

duce the number of beneficiaries is to raise the age of

eligibility. Current estimates suggest that the savings would be

modest. Current legislation calls for significant reductions in

provider fees or the rate of increase in provider fees. Hospitals

will be penalized for excessive readmissions and hospital-

acquired conditions. Payments to ‘disproportionate share

hospitals’ will be cut, as will payments for graduate medical

education. Official assessments of the fiscal health of the

Medicare trust funds are required to assume that Congress and

the administration will adhere to the laws that Congress has

passed, even though few analysts actually believe that is

the case.

Medicare fees currently average approximately 80% of fees

paid by private insurers in the commercial (private) insurance

market, whereas fees under the Medicaid program for low-

income Americans typically are lower than Medicare fees. The

2010 Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act is estimated

to add 33 million Americans to the ranks of the insured, and

many of the newly insured will be purchasing private insur-

ance. At the same time, there is no significant change to the

supply of services by health-care professionals. Thus, a dra-

matic increase in the privately insured could result in severely

reduced access for Medicaid beneficiaries, followed by dif-

ficulties for Medicare beneficiaries.

Although large across-the-board fee cuts in the Medicare

program may prove infeasible, there are three other alter-

natives. The first is increased use of ‘bundled payments’; for

example, bundling postacute care into the prospective pay-

ment for hospital admissions is an approach to reduce ex-

cessive use of services. The implementation of prospective

hospital payment into diagnosis-related groups adjusted

for medical severity (MS-DRGs) provides an encouraging

precedent. Of course, the ultimate ‘bundle’ is capitation

payment, as implemented in the MA program. Accountable

care organizations (ACOs) are another attempt to place

providers at greater risk for the cost of care. One difficulty with

the ACO approach in the traditional FFS Medicare program is

that beneficiaries remain free to see any provider they like,

despite the ACO provider being at some risk for the cost of

their care.

A second alternative payment reform is competitive bid-

ding for some health-care services. The Medicare program has

had some demonstrated success with competitive bidding for

durable medical equipment.

The third alternative is ‘value-based purchasing.’ The

PPACA legislation requires the Medicare program to design

value-based purchasing programs for hospital and physician

services. Limiting fee increases to providers who meet certain

cost and quality benchmarks could provide a way to reduce

average fees without compromising access or quality. Assess-

ment of physician quality may improve with full implemen-

tation of the Physician Quality Reporting System (PQRS) that

allows physicians to report clinical outcomes such as the pa-

tient’s blood pressure on a standard claims form. Participation

in the PQRS system has been voluntary since its inception in

mid-2007, and physicians were paid a bonus for participating.

Beginning in 2015, however, nonparticipating physicians will

face a financial penalty.

The PPACA legislation also establishes the Independent

Payment Advisory Board (IPAB), a federal board charged with

making recommendations to limit the growth in Medicare

spending. Although IPAB has considerable power and dis-

cretion – either its recommendations must be implemented by

the Department of Health and Human Services, or uHCon-

gress must substitute equivalent cost saving – the scope of

measures that it can recommend is severely limited. For ex-

ample, it cannot recommend denial of care, or changes in

eligibility standards, taxes, or beneficiary cost sharing.

There are numerous proposals that involve more basic re-

structuring of the Medicare program. Medicare beneficiaries

currently are entitled to both a specific package of benefits

(coverage) and the traditional FFS delivery system with out-of-

pocket premiums limited to the national Part B premium,

regardless of the actual level of FFS costs in their local market

area. Conversely, MA enrollees face an additional out-of-

pocket premium in areas with low FFS spending levels and

subsequently low MA payment rates. One policy option is to

retain the entitlement benefit package but to have both MA

plans and FFS Medicare submit bids for that package and set

the government’s contribution to premiums equal to the

lowest or second lowest bid in each county. That would mean

that beneficiaries might have to pay an additional premium

above and beyond the Part B premium for FFS Medicare, as

they do now for MA plans in some market areas. In such a

‘competitive pricing’ or ‘premium support’ system, MA plans

might have an advantage in areas where high FFS costs were

due to inappropriate overuse of services that could be reduced

through more aggressive selection of efficient providers or

more careful management of care. However, FFS Medicare

might have an advantage in areas with higher provider market

concentration and subsequent market pricing power, if FFS

Medicare’s administratively determined fee levels were sub-

stantially lower than the prevailing rates charged to private

insurers.

Although the list of policy options is broad, its ability to

produce a significant reduction in Medicare spending per

capita is limited by the resolve of elected officials to make

difficult decisions. The history of congressional self-discipline

through initiatives such as the SGR and ‘45 percent rule’ is not

encouraging. In fairness, however, congressional resolve is

limited by the voter’s preferences. The US Medicare program

faces many of the same long-term challenges as government-

provided benefits in other countries – a discrepancy between

public demand for more generous benefits and the public’s
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willingness to pay for those benefits. The problem in the USA

is exacerbated by the high unit prices paid by the government

and the government’s inability to control utilization. The

result, to date, has a massive projected unfunded deficit that,

in the absence of serious reform, will have to be paid by future

generations, born and unborn, who are not able to vote on

current policy.

See also: Demand for Insurance That Nudges Demand. Health
Insurance and Health. Health Insurance in the United States, History
of. Health Insurance Systems in Developed Countries, Comparisons
of. Health-Insurer Market Power: Theory and Evidence. Markets in
Health Care. Quality Reporting and Demand. Rationing of Demand.
Social Health Insurance – Theory and Evidence. Supplementary
Private Insurance in National Systems and the USA
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Glossary
Dysregulation of mood An emotional response that is

not within the conventionally accepted range of responses.

Perceived stress The degree to which general situations in

life are judged by individuals to be stressful. This is in

contrast with measures of the frequency or types of stressful

events experienced by individuals.

Psychotic disorder A severe mental disorder that causes

abnormal thinking and perceptions. Symptoms include

delusions and hallucinations.

Unipolar depressive disorder A mental disorder

characterized by episodes of low mood with a loss of

interest or pleasure in normally enjoyable activities.

Introduction

Mental illness is a common occurrence. Epidemiological evi-

dence reveals that mental disorders are prevalent across more-

and less-economically developed countries (WHO World

Mental Health Consortium, 2004), and some mental health

problems have been understood as being an illness since

the time of Hippocrates. Mental disorders are known to have

major consequences for longevity, quality of life, and prod-

uctivity. For instance, the World Health Organization

estimates that unipolar depressive disorders account for the

third-largest share of lost disability-adjusted life years world-

wide. There is a growing recognition that mental health dis-

orders are also associated with reduced life expectancy. Recent

estimates from the US suggest that 26% of nonelderly adults

experienced a diagnosable mental disorder in the past 12

months (Kessler et al., 2005a). In the US, individuals with a

mental health disorder die on average approximately 8 years

younger than individuals with no mental health disorder, and

95% of these deaths were from internal causes (i.e., cardio-

vascular disease, cancer, pulmonary disease). Less than 5% of

deaths were from external causes of suicide, homicide, or ac-

cidents, similar to the rate in the population reporting no

mental health disorder.

A comprehensive multidisciplinary overview of the de-

terminants of mental health, including genetic and other

neurological bases for disease, is covered in the landmark

Surgeon General’s report on mental health (US DHHS, 1999).

Although the authors briefly review some of these concepts,

their focus in this article is on the contributions of economists

to this literature.

Mental illness includes a broad range of specific disorders,

which are distinct from many physical health disorders in that

there is no definitive diagnostic test for mental illness. Rather,

mental illness is defined by the existence and severity of a set

of symptoms that may include inappropriate anxiety, dis-

turbances of thought and perception, dysregulation of mood,

and cognitive dysfunction. The authors briefly review some of

the more common and prominent examples of mental illness.

Anxiety disorders (including phobias, panic attacks, and

generalized anxiety) are characterized by an individual’s anx-

iety responses to a given situation substantially exceeding what

is emotionally and/or physiologically appropriate. Psychotic

disorders (such as schizophrenia) involve serious disruptions

of perception and thought process, which manifest in symp-

toms of hallucination, delusion, disorganized thoughts, flat

affect, and inability to think abstractly. Mood disorders

include depression, which is characterized by persistent

symptom of sadness that is often associated with physical

symptoms of insomnia, decreased appetite, and low-energy,

and bipolar disorder, which is characterized by extreme fluc-

tuation between depressed mood and elated mood. Impulse-

control disorders include attention-deficit and hyperactivity

disorder, and are frequently associated with childhood and

adolescence. Cognitive disorders affect the ability to organize,

process, and recall information. Perhaps the most prominent

example is Alzheimer’s disease which is progressive and gen-

erally is associated with aging (often more so than with

broader mental illness).

There is an important difference between mental illnesses

such as schizophrenia, where there is a clear binary categor-

ization of having versus not having the disease; from other

types of mental disorders such as depression, anxiety, or at-

tention-deficit disorder, where the symptoms lie along a con-

tinuum from manageable and self-limiting to profoundly and

persistently disabling. Analogous physical health conditions

are, respectively, cancer, where there is a clear difference be-

tween people with and without the disease, and back pain,

where many people experience symptoms, but only relatively

few have their functioning disrupted by those symptoms.

Nevertheless, all categories of mental disorders include con-

ditions that range in severity, from relatively mild to pro-

foundly severe.

Some view mental health status and happiness as lying

along a common continuum. This article treats mental illness

as a disease. This conceptual distinction is especially import-

ant in the context of studying economic issues in mental ill-

ness, as the idea of happiness is closely linked with the notion

of utility that underlies classical consumer theory. This dis-

tinction is made clear by explicitly considering the idea of a

mental health production function.

The pioneering work on health production functions

(Grossman, 1972) was formulated from the perspective of

physical health conditions but one needs to consider how it
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can be applied to mental health. Individuals are posited to

have been born with an initial endowment of health capital.

Health capital is a durable capital stock with two types of

value: as a consumption good, where good health directly

improves current utility, and an investment good, where

health status affects other economic activity (such as em-

ployment). The stock of health capital at a point in time is

determined by the stock of health capital at the previous point

in time, health investments (including both behaviors and

medical care), random shocks, and a depreciation term.

Physical health and mental health share some similarities

in the context of this model, yet have some differences. Similar

to the case of physical health, there is evidence of hetero-

geneity in initial endowment of mental health. For example,

economists are beginning to contribute to an existing body of

psychology and neuroscience research on the effects of stress

in utero. Research finds that stressful conditions during preg-

nancy (particularly the first trimester) lead to significant in-

creases in subsequent mental health problems. One study

finds that maternal stress during pregnancy doubles the risk of

schizophrenia in offspring (Malaspina et al., 2008). In add-

ition, similar to physical health, a range of treatment tech-

nologies exist which can improve mental health status

between time periods.

Nevertheless, mental health contrasts in some important

ways from physical health in the context of this model. The

notion of intertemporal depreciation does not fit neatly with

mental health. The Grossman model assumes that health de-

preciates at an increasing rate with age. This assumption fits

the data fairly well for the case of physical health, as illustrated

in Figure 1 (measured here as the proportion of the popu-

lation reporting poor self-rated health). However, mental

health (measured here as the proportion of the population

with severe mental distress) exhibits a relatively flat, inverse

U-shaped pattern in age, consistent with epidemiological

studies that find that most mental illnesses first occur early

in life. On average mental health depreciates only moderately

until the mid-50s, and then improves moderately at older

ages.

Another way that mental health departs from the classic

health capital model is in the type of health investment inputs.

Similar to general health, health care can affect mental health in

ways that are broadly similar to physical health with many

evidence-based treatments available. For example, pharma-

ceutical treatments can improve symptoms of anxiety, major

depression, and schizophrenia as well as other mental health

disorders. Brief psychotherapy is also effective in treating acute

cases, as well as extending periods of remission. Also, like

general health conditions, health behaviors (e.g., exercise) can

affect mental health. Yet, it is believed that psychosocial stress

plays a relatively larger role in the production of mental health

than of physical health. Psychosocial stress has been studied

extensively by research in psychology and sociology, and a re-

view of this literature is outside of the scope of this article. But

in brief, these fields have produced striking evidence on the

effects of psychosocial stress on mental disorders, and have

identified moderators and mediators of this relationship. More

recently, some sources of psychosocial stress have been studied

by economists, as described below in section Employment.

Finally, it is noteworthy that any economic model of health

status that is derived from classical consumer theory is faced

with the challenge that in many cases, mental illness repre-

sents a break from ‘rational’ behavior. Indeed, the departure

from an individual’s normal capacity for decision making

(e.g., the compromised perception and thought processing

that are common in psychosis) and changes to an individual’s

preferences (e.g., not caring about the future is a symptom of

major depressive disorder and can be interpreted by an

economist as a change to one’s discount rate) are hallmarks of

mental illness and can violate the axioms of expected utility

theory.

Economists have focused most of their interest on three

specific (related) determinants of mental health: income,

labor market participation, and macroeconomic conditions.

In the rest of this article the authors discuss findings related to

these inputs. Like other health disorders, although risk factors

have been documented, much of the heterogeneity in mental

health disorders and outcomes remains unexplained.
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Income

Disentangling the effects of income on mental health from the

reverse effect is difficult because mental health disorders, like

other health conditions, are also likely to have a direct effect

on income through labor market outcomes, and perhaps

household formation. Figure 2 uses data from the National

Health Interview Survey to examine the correlation between

mental health (measured by K6 score) and household income

in the US. This figure illustrates the strong correlation between

income and mental health. However, epidemiological evi-

dence suggests that although the within country correlation

between income and mental health is strong, there is a weaker

correlation between income and mental health across coun-

tries and some evidence suggests a higher prevalence of mental

disorders in higher-income countries. Evidence from quasi-

natural experiments and randomized experiments suggests a

causal relationship with income having a direct effect on

mental health. Evans and Garthwaite (2010) examine the ef-

fects of the US Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) expansions

on maternal mental health. Comparing low-income mothers

with two children, who received substantially more in bene-

fits, with mothers with one child, they find that mothers with

two children had significantly fewer days with poor mental

health over the previous 30 days. In Canada, Milligan and

Stabile (2011) find strong evidence that additional income

through child benefits has significant positive effects on ma-

ternal mental health and children’s mental health. Although

these studies suggest an effect, one cannot necessarily ex-

trapolate these findings to other populations, including

populations with higher incomes.

Case (2004) finds that members of South African house-

holds that include a pensioner are less depressed than mem-

bers of other households, again suggesting a causal effect of

income on mental health. Fernald et al. (2008) find that the

effect of giving loans to previously rejected applicants reduced

depressive symptoms in men, despite increased perceived

stress.

Economic theory has also been applied to suicide, leading

to the prediction that as with mental health in general, suicide

will decrease with permanent income (Hammermesh and

Soss, 1974) and population-level data on suicide rates are

generally consistent with that prediction. Recent work suggests

that relative income may affect suicide risk. For example, Daly

et al. (2012) finds that, holding own income constant, a 10%

increase in county income was associated with a 4.5% increase

in suicide hazard, suggesting that lower social status increases

suicide risk.

Macroeconomic Conditions

A consistent finding from the economic literature on macro-

economic effects on health is that physical health is counter-

cyclical, which is commonly explained by individuals

investing greater time in physical-health promoting activities

when the opportunity costs of time are lower. Interestingly, the

relationship between macroeconomic conditions and mental

health appears to be procyclical. The research literature uses

unemployment rates (measured at various level of aggre-

gation) as a measure of local macroeconomic conditions. In

periods of higher unemployment levels of suicides, various

measures of mental distress, and other disabling mental dis-

orders increase, even though measures of physical health (i.e.,

acute health conditions and disability) improve. For example,

Ruhm (2003) finds that a 1% increase in unemployment was

associated with a 7.3% decline in nonpsychotic mental dis-

orders. Economists find that Google searches for mental

health-related terms increase with unemployment rates, pro-

viding further, novel evidence of the procyclicality of mental

health. Less is known about how and why macroeconomic

conditions affect mental health. Three nonmutually exclusive

hypotheses are that poor macroeconomic conditions reduce

individuals’ mental health by reducing income, by increasing

rates of job loss, and by increasing overall levels of psycho-

social stress.

Employment

The direct and indirect effects of unemployment on mental

health have been compared with large and significant direct
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effects found. Although the direct effects of unemployment

are much greater than indirect effects, when measuring the

consequences of unemployment at a population level, Helliwell

and Huang (2011) find that the indirect effects dominate

because a much larger population is affected. This work sug-

gests the nonpecuniary effects of being unemployed on mental

health are 5.5 times greater than the effects due to loss of

income. They also find that higher unemployment benefits (as

measured by the benefits replacement rate) do not mitigate the

effect of unemployment on mental health. On the other hand,

Salm (2009) examines exogenous involuntary job loss, as

measured by business closures, and finds little evidence of an

effect of job loss on the mental health outcomes studied.

Others have looked specifically at the effect of retirement

on mental health outcomes. Dave et al. (2008) find significant

negative effects of retirement on mental health. Again, they

find that income is not the dominant mechanism by which

retirement affects mental health. They explore the mechanisms

for this effect and find evidence for the importance of declines

in social interactions and physical activity.

Can public programs alleviate life events that affect mental

health? Economic studies have failed to find significant effects

of declining US welfare caseloads on maternal mental health;

though there is some evidence that length of maternity leave

may affect the severity of depression. Kling et al. (2007)

examined the effect of being offered housing vouchers on

health. They find being randomly assigned to receive a hous-

ing voucher did lead to lower poverty rates and residence in

safer neighborhoods 4–7 years postrandom assignment. Al-

though no significant effects were found on adult physical

health outcomes, large positive effects on adult mental health

outcomes were found, with a 45% reduction in relative risk of

serious mental illness.

The existing literature on determinants of mental health

finds that psychosocial stress negatively affects mental health,

and that important psychosocial stressors can emerge from

individual and societal economic conditions. Experimental re-

search, including animal studies, identifies the causal effect of

psychosocial stress on mental health in controlled laboratory

settings. Observational research links individual and societal

economic conditions to levels of stress, and correlates stress

with mental health without identifying a causal effect of stress,

per se. Economists have recently bridged the gap between these

two broad areas of research by applying the tools of empirical

microeconomics to the study of mental health outcomes. This

economic research generally suggests that individual and soci-

etal economic conditions do affect mental health, in some cases

substantially. Yet, few evaluations of policies to affect economic

conditions consider these effects when evaluating the costs and

benefits of programs. Generally, existing literature suggests in-

cluding mental health as an outcome measure in these evalu-

ations is likely to increase the benefits of these policies.

See also: Health Status in the Developing World, Determinants of.
Intergenerational Effects on Health – In Utero and Early Life.
Macroeconomy and Health. Noncommunicable Disease: The Case of
Mental Health, Macroeconomic Effect of
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Introduction

Over the past few decades, the pharmaceutical industry has

been characterized by both significant consolidation of large

pharma firms as well as the vertical disintegration of the R&D

process. The latter is associated with considerable entry into

the discovery and development process by early-stage bio-

pharmaceutical firms. Since the early 1990s, an evolving

marketplace for new technologies through licensing agree-

ments and joint ventures has emerged, accompanied by the

growth of contract research organizations that specialize in

implementing clinical trials for new drug candidates.

To put some of these changes in historical perspective, it is

useful to chronicle some of the key dynamic forces affecting

the pharmaceutical industry. The prevailing company structure

that dominated the industry from the end of World War II

through the 1980s was the large, vertically integrated multi-

national firm with R&D laboratories, production facilities,

and marketing departments. These firms generally financed

their R&D investment through internally generated funds,

emphasized growth through company-developed pipelines

(Grabowski, 2012; Scherer, 2010). Although entry from new

start-ups began in earnest in the 1970s, most drug products

associated with new technologies such as recombinant tech-

nology were in the early stages of development and years away

from reaching the market.

Although the 1980s was a period of rising prices and

profits for the industry, integrated multinational drug firms

also faced many challenging developments. These changes

included rising R&D costs (DiMasi et al., 1991, 2003), the

expiration of patents on major commercial products, and

the beginning of intensive price competition from generics.

The passage of the Waxman-Hatch Act in 1984 was a key le-

gislative change that substantially reduced entry costs for

generic firms. Generics may now enter the market by dem-

onstrating only bioequivalence, and can rely on the clinical

data provided by the originator to show safety and efficacy

(Grabowski, 2007). These dynamic forces intensified in the

1990s with the rise of buyer-side market power in the form of

managed care organizations and pharmacy benefit managers

in the USA, and increasingly stringent price controls in other

major world markets. Market and political pressures have

caused declining growth in sales and profits that have

been particularly evident on an industry-wide basis since the

mid-1990s.

There has been increasing attention over recent years to

whether the pharmaceutical industry is now in an R&D

productivity crisis. Several observers have pointed to a pattern

of rising R&D expenditures accompanied by a declining trend

in new molecular entities since the mid-1990s. The product-

ivity crisis idea is subject to various qualifications relating

to the quality of new molecular entities, the long lags

that characterize the R&D process in pharmaceuticals, and a

gradual shift to a new R&D paradigm based more on biology

than chemistry (Cockburn, 2006). Nevertheless, the declining

trend in new products from the R&D labs, along with con-

tinuing patent expirations on prior ‘blockbuster’ products, has

created a replacement problem for many large pharma firms.

Large-Scale Mergers

The structural response to these dynamic forces has included

both large horizontal mergers as well as a growing number of

development-stage agreements between large pharma firms

and smaller, research-based biopharmaceutical firms. The

first merger wave began in 1989–90. The annual value of

pharmaceutical mergers in these two years exceeded that of

any prior year in the 1980s by a considerable margin

(Ravenscroft and Long, 2000). This was followed by an even

larger merger wave beginning in the mid-1990s and con-

tinuing into the 2000s (Danzon et al., 2007; Koenig and

Mezick, 2004). After a lull of several years, two large-scale

merger deals were consummated in 2009 (Pfizer–Wyeth and

Merck–Schering). Combinations have included not only

mergers between large pharma firms, but also the acquisitions

of biotech firms by pharma firms and mergers between firms

of different sizes in the emerging biotech sector.

Table 1 shows how the global market shares in the

pharmaceutical industry have changed between 1989 and

2009. It shows the global market shares of the top 18 ranked

Table 1 Global shares and mergers in pharmaceuticals,
1989–2009

Rank 2009 1989

Company Share (%) Company Share (%)

1 Pfizer 7.6 Merck 4.0
2 Merck 5.2 BMS 3.5
3 Novartis 5.1 Glaxo 3.1
4 Sanofi-Aventis 4.7 SKB 3.0
5 GlaxoSmithKline 4.7 Ciba-Geigy 2.9
6 AstraZeneca 4.6 AHP 2.7
7 Roche 4.4 Hoechst 2.4
8 J&J 3.6 J&J 2.3
9 Lilly 2.7 Bayer 2.3

10 Abbott 2.6 Sandoz 2.1
11 Teva 2.1 Lilly 2.1
12 Bayer 2.1 Pfizer 2.0
13 Boehinger Ing 2.0 Roche 1.9
14 Amgen 2.0 Schering-Plough 1.6
15 Takeda 1.9 MMD 1.6
16 BMS 1.9 Upjohn 1.5
17 Daiichi Sankyo 1.2 Boehringer Ingel 1.5
18 Novo Nordisk 1.1 Warner Lambert 1.4

Source: Authors’ analysis based on IMS Health Care Market Share Data.
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firms by sales in 1989 and 2009. All of the eight top-ranked

firms in 2009 engaged in large-scale mergers as well as many

small-scale acquisitions over this 20-year period. Cor-

respondingly, several of the leading firms in 1989 have been

consolidated into larger entities. The firms with asterisks be-

side their names in 1989 have all been acquired by, or merged

into, larger surviving entities.

The top ranking firm in 2009, Pfizer, completed three

major mergers over this period (involving Warner Lambert,

Pharmacia-Upjohn, and Wyeth). Other top-ranked firms

consummating large-scale mergers over this period include

GlaxoSmithKline (merging Glaxo, Burroughs Wellcome,

and SmithKline-Beecham), Sanofi-Aventis (merging Hoechst,

Marion Merrell Dow, Aventis, Rhone-Polenc, and Sanofi-

Synthelabs), Novartis (merging Ciba-Geigy and Sandoz), and

Roche (merging Syntex and Genentech).

Some of the prominent mergers in the earlier merger waves

involved cross-border mergers (e.g., Pharmacia-Upjohn, Astra-

Zeneca, and SmithKline-Beecham). Cross-border mergers ex-

hibited positive gains in market valuation in the event studies

conducted by Ravenscroft and Long (2000). International in-

tegration of pharmaceutical activities provide benefits by

allowing firms to obtain faster global uptake of new drugs in

the growth phase of the pharmaceutical life cycle, and co-

ordinating firm strategies on a multinational basis. At the

same time, integrating disparate corporate cultures and

headquarters can lead to substantial challenges and imple-

mentation costs (Belcher and Nail, 2000). Nevertheless,

mergers have been an important factor contributing to a

multinational business structure and strategic approach in

pharmaceuticals. Many of the firms that were regional in na-

ture in 1989 are now part of larger enterprises with global

R&D, manufacturing, and marketing capabilities.

The share of global sales of the top 18 firms increased to

59% by 2009, compared with 41% in 1989. Despite the

merger activity and increased concentration, the pharma-

ceutical industry is still relatively unconcentrated compared

with many other industry sectors. Antitrust authorities have

rarely raised concerns about the potential for increased market

power, only occasionally requiring the divestiture of some

product lines. Changes in company rankings also occur over

time as a result of both new product introductions and patent

expirations. This is reflected by the rapid growth of dedicated

biotech firms like Amgen and Genentech (now part of Roche).

In addition, firms whose dominant business is generics, such

as Teva, have grown to a sizeable presence, reflecting the in-

creased utilization of generic drug products over these two

decades as well as their entry into specialty branded products.

Figure 1 depicts the number of mergers or acquisitions and

the average deal size over the period 1990–2011. This chart is

based on data from Recombinant Capital. Since 1990, there has

been a dramatic upward trend in the number of reported mer-

gers in the pharmaceutical industry, consistent with the con-

solidation observed in Table 1. However, there is a decline in the

number of deals since 2007, reflecting in part the downturn of

overall global economic activity. The average deal size line shows

considerable volatility with peaks around periods of large-scale

horizontal merger activity. At the same time, however, there has

been a downward trend in average deal size since 2004, reflecting

an apparent move away from ‘mega-mergers’ and toward more

acquisitions of development-stage firms by pharma firms and

mergers between smaller biotech firms.

Alliances

The pharmaceutical industry has made extensive use of ‘mar-

kets for technology’ since the late 1970s. The term refers to the

licensing of ideas or technology platforms, R&D alliances, or

joint ventures between firms. Markets for technology allow a

vertical disintegration of the product development process,

with some firms specializing in early-stage work and others in

the execution of clinical trials, preparation of regulatory dos-

siers, and marketing. These relationships, which is generally

referred to as alliances, can be a substitute for mergers and
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acquisitions: that is, they may be a more efficient alternative to

the vertical integration resulting from a merger or acquisition.

However, they can also be a form of extended due-diligence

during which the firms learn about whether a future merger or

acquisition between partners would be desirable. A proto-

typical development-stage agreement would involve payments

of milestones and/or royalties and some sharing of R&D ex-

penses in the exchange for rights to develop and/or market the

new products covered under the agreement. The extent of in-

tegration at the R&D stage associated with these agreements

varies considerably, ranging from true joint development

agreements, to transfers of development-stage products from

licensors to licensees, to marketing options in exchange for

development-stage funding and future payments.

Although large, horizontal-style mergers have tended to

occur in waves, there has been a steady upward trend in the

number and values of R&D stage alliances in the pharma-

ceutical industry between the mid-1990s and the onset of the

global recession in 2008. During this period, the number of

such alliances with market valuations of $100 million or

more increased several fold in value (Recombinant Capital,

2008). With the onset of the global recession in 2007–08,

however, the number of collaborative R&D deals has

moderated, with a downward trend in average deal value.

This downward trend reversed in 2011, perhaps signaling a

return to growth in the annual number of deals and values

(Cartwright, 2012).

For a subset of licensing deals, Recombinant Capital has

access to the contracts themselves. Because this information is

reported for only a subset of deals, it may not be represen-

tative. Figure 2 presents a summary of how contract terms

have evolved over the past two decades. There has been a

pronounced increase in milestone payments relative to other

deal terms, such as upfront fees and equity positions. The

preference for milestone payments over upfront fees likely

reflects ‘lemons problem’ concern; partners prefer to see

results before they pay. However, the ability of R&D firms

to accept these terms indicates that their financial position

is more secure and they are less desperate for cash from

partners.

Figure 3 shows a shift toward licensing later in the devel-

opment process. Because there is a much larger set of projects

available for license at early stages (the high failure rates sig-

nificantly reduce the number of projects that survive until

Phase II or III), most deals are in the development or pre-

clinical stage. But by 2011, almost half of the deals were Phase

I or later, and the share of Phase III or later was more than

20%. Again, this trend is consistent with both the desire to

avoid financing a lemon as well as reduced financial con-

straints for R&D firms, who are capable of financing devel-

opment through more stages than in earlier years.

The geographic coverage of licenses has been more limited

recently, as is shown in Figure 4. This figure corresponds to the

reach of licensor rights as assigned in the agreement. The

‘worldwide’ category includes licenses that have no geographic

restriction; the remaining categories refer to the specific geo-

graphic region for which the licensor has rights. The trend

toward more restricted geographic coverage is somewhat sur-

prising, given the prevalence of multinationals with a presence

in most markets and the global nature of research. It may

reflect a move toward licensing arrangements whose primary

focus is marketing, rather than R&D. However, it points to the

continued salience of country-specific knowledge and cap-

abilities within firms.

In the next section of the article, the motives for pharma-

ceutical mergers and related empirical studies on the de-

terminants of M&A activity are considered. Section ‘The Effects

of Pharmaceutical Mergers and Alliances’ summarizes evi-

dence concerning the effects of mergers and alliances on dif-

ferent outcome measures including R&D productivity and

innovation. Section ‘Policy Issues’ discusses current policy

issues involving mergers and alliances. The final section
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provides some concluding observations and interesting ques-

tions for future research.

Determinants of Mergers, Acquisitions, and Alliances

The motives for merger and acquisitions (M&As) activity can

be broadly categorized into adaptive or defensive rationales

versus proactive or offensive ones (Burns et al., 2005). In this

section, this classification is utilized to consider the economic

drivers of M&As in the pharmaceutical industry. It is important

to understand the rationales for mergers before attempting

to evaluate studies that are focused on the effects of mergers.

The role of alliances as a substitute or a complement to M&A

activity is also considered.

Defensive Motives: Strategic Response to Environmental
Change

The hypothesis that industry-wide shocks can precipitate

merger waves appears to be a useful concept in understanding

pharmaceutical mergers. The original hypothesis goes back to

Gort (1969). Industry-wide shocks appear to explain merger

waves in other industries like banking and telecommunica-

tions in the 1990s (Andrade et al., 2001). In the case of
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pharmaceuticals, the economic environment became more

difficult and pipeline gaps emerged throughout the industry

by the late 1980s. With stock prices under pressure, many

affected drug firms were motivated to use their accumulated

cash flows to acquire another firm’s products and pipeline.

The bidder often could pay the premium associated with these

acquisitions by consolidating operations and cutting out

the excessive infrastructure capacity. Various researchers have

made the point that mergers and acquisitions facilitate dis-

ruptive organizational change that would otherwise meet with

substantial internal inertia and resistance (Ravenscroft and

Long, 2000). However, mergers are also associated with sub-

stantial integration costs that can affect the productivity of

the firm in the postmerger period (Larson and Finkelstein,

1999).

Ravenscroft and Long (2000) performed one of the first

analyses of pharmaceutical mergers. Their analysis covered

mergers of significant value undertaken between 1985 and

1996. Using event study methodology, Ravenscraft and Long

found that the large horizontal mergers and cross-border mer-

gers created gains in overall stock market value. As in other

industry studies, however, target firms captured most of the

returns. Their findings are consistent with the response to the

industry shocks, excessive capacity hypothesis. Their analysis of

cost-cutting for large horizontal pharmaceutical mergers found

a reduction in total headcount in the postmerger period ran-

ging from 8% to 20% of the combined workforce in the pre-

merger period. Although cost-cutting in manufacturing and

marketing personnel were proportionately greater than for R&D

employees, there also was a consolidation of R&D laboratories

and the elimination of marginal R&D projects by several firms.

A subsequent analysis by Centerwatch of 11 large mergers

(22 pharmaceutical companies) that occurred between 1989

and 1998 reported a 34% average reduction in development

projects three years after the merger was consummated

(Centerwatch, 2000). Neither the Centerwatch study nor

Ravenscraft and Long’s analysis, however, examined sub-

sequent effects on the firms’ R&D productivity or the prob-

ability of success. To the extent that these reductions in R&D

activities eliminated duplicate efforts or projects with low

probability of success, or facilitated more external alliances,

the companies’ R&D performance could have increased in the

postmerger period compared with premerger one. This issue is

considered further below.

Other researchers also find evidence that firms under eco-

nomic stress are more likely to engage in mergers. An oft-cited

firm-specific motivation for pharmaceutical M&As is to fill in

gaps in a company’s pipeline to maintain growth in the face of

a major product’s patent expirations. Patent expirations on

major projects can produce rapid losses in unit sales to generic

entrants and leave firms with substantial excess capacity in

their marketing and sales forces. Pharmaceutical products ex-

hibit a highly skewed distribution of revenues and returns

(Grabowski et al., 2002).

Two published studies have investigated this hypothesis

and found that pipeline gaps and issues continue to be a key

driver of merger activity. A study of 202 biotechnology and

pharmaceutical mergers between 1998 and 2001 found that

pharmaceutical firms that have a relatively old portfolio of

marketed drugs exhibit a higher propensity to acquire another

firm (Danzon et al., 2007). A second study of 160 pharma-

ceutical mergers between 1994 and 2001 found that firms with

lower scores in the strength of their R&D pipeline and fewer

years of exclusivity on their marketed drugs had a greater

probability of engaging in a merger (Higgins and Rodriguez,

2006).

The fact that firms in economic stress are more likely to

engage in mergers creates methodological issues in evaluating

pharmaceutical merger activity. In particular, one cannot

simply compare merging entities to overall industry perform-

ance. Rather, it is important to construct control groups with

similar firm characteristics in evaluating the effects of a merger.

This issue is considered further below.

Economies of Scale and Scope

Proactive motives for mergers include increases in size to

achieve critical mass and economies of scale in R&D and other

firm activities. A series of papers by Cockburn and Henderson

(1996, 2001) focuses on economies of scale and scope in drug

R&D provides some insight on the effects of increased size on

R&D productivity. They looked for the effect of scale and scope

on productivity at a research program level, for 10 large firms.

The advantage to these papers is that they use extremely de-

tailed data (including program-level R&D spending) over a

very long time period. They conclude that firms engaged in a

broader scope of research activities are more productive than

focused firms, but that scale does not matter much once the

scope is controlled for. A more recent study by Danzon et al.

(2005) finds benefits from a company’s development experi-

ence as measured by the number of drugs in clinical trials, but

these benefits are also subject to diminishing returns. In par-

ticular, this study finds the maximum performance measured

in terms of success probabilities at different stages of the

clinical development process occurs at 25 drugs in develop-

ment. This is far below the number of drugs in development

for the major firms listed in Table 1. This study is discussed

further in terms of the effects of alliances on R&D productivity.

As a result of the consolidation that has occurred over the

past few decades, some of the leading pharmaceutical firms

now have annual R&D budgets of over several billion dollars

to manage. At this size, companies may have entered a region

of diminishing returns from the standpoint of managing and

motivating creative individuals and coordinating their activ-

ities. It is notable that Pfizer, GlaxoSmithKline, and other firms

with multibillion dollar R&D programs and several hundred

R&D projects are instituting more flexible organizational

structures, and delegating more decision-making authority

to the heads of the various therapeutic areas (Dorey, 2001;

Mathieu, 2007).

Mergers may also reflect management goals to maintain or

increase firm size, even if this is not associated with economies

of scale or improved long-term R&D productivity (Mueller,

1986). Although layoffs and consolidation typically occur

in the aftermath of large-scale pharmaceutical M&A activities,

the acquiring firm can also draw on an expanded portfolio of

products and pipeline candidates to mitigate downsizing

in the wake of imminent patent expirations on its major

products. Managerial utility has been related to firm size in
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several economic studies (Marris, 1998). This may help to

explain the repeated serial use of large-scale mergers by many

of the major ranked pharmaceutical firms in Table 1, mergers

that appear to offer mainly short-run cost savings as discussed

further below.

Access to New Technologies and Therapeutic Areas

Beyond economies of scale, biopharmaceutical firms may

engage in mergers to gain a presence in an emerging ther-

apeutic category that represents significant future growth

opportunities. For example, the oncology class has been

characterized by several new ‘first-in-class’ drugs in recent years

(DiMasi and Grabowski, 2007). The oncology class is now the

fastest growing therapeutic category among all major drug

classes. The novel entities in this class have emerged primarily

from the biotech sector, utilizing molecular biology techni-

ques (e.g., new monoclonal antibody products and other

targeted agents). Mergers provide a more expeditious way to

enter such high opportunity fields relative to internal expan-

sion. It can take several years or even decades to build the

internal scientific capability to enter a new therapeutic area or

implement a new research platform in an emerging scientific

field. This appears to be an important motivation underlying

both acquisitions and alliances of developing biotechnology

firms by established pharmaceutical firms.

Alliances as Substitutes or Complements to Mergers

As discussed in Section ‘Introduction,’ larger firms are also in-

creasingly looking to alliances and partnerships with smaller

biotechnology firms as the source of new products. This sug-

gests that scale requirements, at least in the discovery and early

stages of the development process, remain modest. At these

earlier stages, small research-oriented boutique firms may enjoy

a number of advantages relative to their larger rivals. These

include the fact that they are closer to cutting-edge technology

emerging from universities and public supported basic research,

are more willing to take risks on disruptive technologies, and

are less bureaucratic in organizational structure (Scherer, 1999).

By contrast, larger pharmaceutical and biotechnology firms may

have advantages in the more advanced stages of development,

where large-scale clinical trial design and regulatory coordin-

ation become important. This rationale for R&D specialization

based on different comparative advantages in research versus

development was advanced by Arrow (1983) in a more general

model of the R&D process.

Although alliances and partnerships are an alternative to

mergers as a means to acquire new technological platforms

and R&D pipeline candidates, they also pose their own set

of issues. Arora et al. (2001) find support for gains from a

division of labor at alternative stages of the R&D process.

There also are positive network effects associated with alli-

ances and partnerships (Pammolli and Roccaboni, 2004;

Powell et al., 1996). However, partnership deals may be

susceptible to a ‘lemons’ problem arising from agency

and information problems (Akerlof, 1970; Pisano, 1997).

Partnerships also raise challenging bargaining, management,

and governance issues (Teece, 1998; Arora et al., 2001).

Many M&As in the pharmaceutical area have occurred

between firms that had first engaged in some type of alliance

or partnership (Higgins and Rodriguez, 2006). This may help

merging firms overcome pitfalls associated with agency prob-

lems and information asymmetries. In particular, the infor-

mation gathered over time from an alliance may allow the

acquiring firm to better assess the value of the acquired firm’s

intangible capital. It may also provide information on the

resulting organization’s ability to successfully integrate the

strengths of the two companies. The difficulty of integrating

firms with different cultures and organizational structures is

an oft-cited reason for failures in mergers in the management

literature (Larson and Finkelstein, 1999; Smith and Quella,

1995; Haspeslagh and Jemison, 1991).

Increasing Market Share

A traditional economic motive for mergers, of course, can be to

increase market share and market power to gain competitive

advantage. This has not been a major issue in the case of the

large pharmaceutical mergers depicted in Table 1. In the USA

and Europe, mergers are subject to scrutiny before their im-

plementation by the antitrust authorities (Mueller, 1996). There

are guidelines on what economic parameters can trigger chal-

lenges. In the case of pharmaceuticals, markets are defined in

terms of therapeutic categories, because a drug product to al-

leviate pain, for example, does not compete with one that is

approved for hypertension. Horizontal mergers of significant

consequence, therefore, must go through a vetting process be-

fore implementation. These negotiations can result in a settle-

ment where competitive products in the same therapeutic

category are spun-off as a condition for allowing the merger.

Nevertheless, one of the distinctive areas of antitrust con-

cerns for R&D-intensive pharmaceutical firms is in the area of

innovation markets. In particular, this issue arises when two

merging parties have potentially competing drug candidates in

their R&D pipelines. The concern is that this merger could

result in the combined firms suppressing one of the research

paths in order to avoid cannibalizing the economic perform-

ance with the candidate that is carried forward. Since the

1990s, there have been several challenges of mergers in

pharmaceuticals based on innovation markets. This issue is

discussed in terms of policy issues considered in Section

‘Summary and Concluding Comments.’

The Effects of Pharmaceutical Mergers and Alliances

Beyond the event studies discussed above, there have been a

number of studies that have examined the specific effects of

mergers or alliances on profits, R&D activity and other per-

formance measures. The results are mixed in nature, and raise

a number of issues and questions for further research.

Large Market Value Mergers and Acquisitions

Danzon et al. (2007) look directly at the effect of mergers in

pharma/biotech on various measures of performance. They

focus on mergers with $500 million or more of market value.
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They find that these mergers are frequently a response to

distress, so it is important to compare outcomes for merging

firms to outcomes for other firms with similar characteristics,

and they create propensity scores for this purpose. They con-

clude that mergers result in slower growth and a reduction in

operating profit, though these effects are rather small. They

also find smaller R&D growth for small merging firms. They

look at performance in the first three years following a merger.

Ornaghi (2006) also looks at postmerger performance in

the industry, and focuses on R&D productivity. He does

not use the propensity score or economic distress index for

developing a ‘control group’ with which to compare the per-

formance of merging firms. He finds that in the three years

following a merger, there is a decline in R&D spending as well

as productivity, as measured by patents. Koenig and Mezick

(2004) focus on a relatively small number of high-profile

mergers consummated between 1989 and 1996 (a sample of

seven large mergers). Comparing the performance of com-

panies in the industry that undertook these mergers with a

control group of firms that did not, they find that companies

that merged were able to achieve more favorable postmerger

productivity scores.

To summarize, although prior studies by Henderson and

Cockburn (1996, 2001) and Danzon et al. (2005) generally

find some advantage to R&D scale and scope, the studies

analyzing merger effects find a weakly negative effect on R&D

performance and related measures. This may be because there

is no additional advantage to size at the level for most large

market value mergers except perhaps for short-run cost savings

reflected in the event studies discussed above. Alternatively,

because many mergers are a response to distress, the coun-

terfactual is hard to determine.

Existing studies leave open many questions for further

research. First, none of them look at the long-run impact of

mergers on a firm’s productivity. Three years is unlikely to be

enough time to pick up many changes in patenting activity,

much less progression through the phases of development.

Second, as Cockburn notes, patents and new chemical entities

are not necessarily the best measure of output, though almost

all the evidence on R&D productivity centers on these two

measures. Third, the focus is on the larger mergers between

public firms, and there is little attention paid to heterogeneity

in outcomes. The management and finance literatures are

concerned with what drives a successful merger, such as

whether the R&D activities of merging firms are substitutes or

complements, similarities in culture or corporate structure, the

integration process, and other economic and organizational

characteristics (Hitt et al., 2001). These issues remain import-

ant questions for future research.

Studies of Mergers and Acquisitions Involving Development-
Stage Firms and Partners

It is useful to distinguish the outcomes for M&As involving

development-stage firms from those involving large-scale

mergers between fully integrated pharmaceutical firms.

Higgins and Rodriguez (2006) examined a sample of 160

research and development acquisitions over the period

1994–2004. Most of these deals involved an established

pharmaceutical firm purchasing a development-stage com-

pany whose main assets involved new product candidates and

R&D platforms. As discussed, Higgins and Rodriguez find

support for the industry shocks motivation for these acqui-

sitions of development-stage companies. In particular, they

find that these acquisitions operate to effectively complement

a firm’s internal R&D efforts in the sense that acquirers either

maintain or improve their product pipelines postacquisitions.

They also find that acquirers also experience significant

postannouncement, positive, abnormal returns in their

market value.

Another significant finding by Higgins and Rodriguez is

that firms that were engaged in an alliance before an acqui-

sition exhibited greater success in terms of pipeline scores in

the postacquisition period and abnormal market returns in

the postannouncement period than did firms with no prior

alliance history. This is preliminary evidence that alliances can

help acquiring firms overcome agency problems (avoiding a

‘lemons problem’). The information obtained over time can

also improve the acquiring firm’s ability to integrate the

partner’s assets in the postacquisition. As discussed, the dif-

ficulty of integrating firms with different cultures and organ-

izational structures is a frequently reported reason for merger

failures by business researchers.

An analysis of M&As that focuses on R&D outcomes is also

undertaken (Grabowski and Kyle, 2007, 2012). In contrast to

other merger studies, our analysis focuses on the effects at the

R&D project level of observation. R&D outcomes are meas-

ured in terms of advancement through the various phases of

drug research and market launch. It utilizes a large database of

more than 4500 firms engaged in pharmaceutical R&D be-

tween 1990 and 2007. Our sample therefore includes a large

proportion of development-stage companies.

Because most of the 4500 plus firms in this data set are not

publicly traded in the USA, consistent time-series financial

data such as R&D spending, total asset size, and other im-

portant control variables used in most other studies of mergers

in this industry is lacking. Those studies focus on the per-

formance of large firms. Our data has the advantage of in-

cluding firms of varying size, at the cost of poorer information

on financial data for nonpublic firms. To measure firm size,

the count of active drug development projects each year

is used, and four size categories are created: small (fewer

than five projects underway in a year); medium (5–20

projects); large (20–50 projects); and very large (more than

50 projects).

It is found that a higher fraction of projects of firms that

experienced a merger during the 1985–2006 period progress

to the next phase. The differences in advancement rates are

greater for the smaller merged firms at each research stage.

However, the most substantial difference occurs in projects

advancing from Phase III to market that originated in a firm

with less than five research projects that was merged into or

acquired by another company. Our general findings were

confirmed in a logit regression analysis. The higher probability

of market success for smaller merged firms compared with

nonmerged ones is consistent with the comparative advantage

of larger firms at later stages of the R&D process hypothesis

(Arora et al., 2001) or alternatively, with the hypothesis that

large firms are better at weeding out unlikely successes earlier
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in the process (Guedj and Scharfstein, 2004). Further research

on this issue is warranted.

An important question for further research is the source of

the observed benefits from development-stage company

M&As. Our results leave open the question of whether high-

performing firms are more likely to merge, or whether mergers

lead to higher performance. If the latter do, mergers combine

complementary skills of two firms, leading to better project

selection and advancement? Are mergers necessary for the

realization of these benefits, or could strategic alliances be

used instead? Are firms that enter into alliances before mergers

more likely to have higher probabilities of success in their

R&D project as suggested by the work of Higgins and Rodri-

guez? These are among the open issues that are useful topics

for further research.

Alliances

The most extensive published study evaluating the perform-

ance of alliances has been done by Danzon et al. (2005). They

examine the productivity at each phase of drug development

(i.e., success probabilities) for 900 firms over the period

1988–2000. They focus on experience, measured by the

number of drugs a firm has in development, rather than sales

in looking at economies of scale. They find that the effect of

experience on productivity (advancing a drug through a

phase) is positive with diminishing returns for Phases II and

III, with the maximum occurring at 25 drugs in development.

Products developed in an alliance tend to have a higher

probability of success, at least for Phases II and III trials, and

especially when the licensee is a large firm.

Arora et al. (2007) also examine the role of licensing and

alliances in a working paper using data from 3000 R&D pro-

jects in preclinical and clinical trials in the USA in the 1980s

and 1990s. After controlling for selection effects, they find

licensing improves the probability of success when the licen-

see is a pharmaceutical firm. Their results are therefore gen-

erally consistent with the results of Danzon et al. (2005) on

the positive benefits of alliances. Both studies are inconsistent

with a ‘lemons’ hypothesis by Pisano (1997), at least for the

typical development oriented licensing arrangement between

biotech and advanced pharmaceutical firms.

Lerner and Merges (1998) use the Recombinant Capital

database on licensing contracts to test the predictions of the

theoretical literature on the allocation of property rights be-

tween licensor and licensee. Consistent with most theoretical

predictions, they find that the R&D firm is less willing to cede

control rights when it has greater financial resources. In con-

trast, they find little support for the theoretical prediction that

the R&D firm will maintain control rights early in the devel-

opment process, when its marginal contribution is higher.

More recently, Lerner and Malmendier (2010) examine how

contract terms are used to manage the risk that the R&D firm

uses financing from the alliance to subsidize its other drug

development projects. They find that in alliances where

research is noncontractible, termination options that are ex-

pensive to exercise are more commonly used.

Allain et al. (2012) examine the relationship between

market structure and the timing of pharmaceutical licensing.

Alliances should result in efficiency gains if firms have com-

parative advantages and different stages of the R&D processes,

but these efficiency gains depend on the transfer of technology

occurring at the stage when the licensee has a comparative

advantage. If biotechnology firms, or licensors, have private

information about the quality of their drug candidates, this

introduces a friction in the market for technology. Their the-

oretical model demonstrates that because of the potential for a

lemons market, pharma firms offer prices for licenses based on

the expected quality of an innovation, and these prices are too

low for good innovations. Even though they are less efficient,

biotech firms will elect to perform clinical trials themselves in

order to prove their quality and command a higher price for a

license later on. The effect of competition in this market is

two-fold. Competition between potential licensees increases

the bargaining power of the licensor, which increases the price

the licensor expects to receive by conducting its own trials and

waiting to license. But intense downstream competition be-

tween these potential licensees also erodes the profits that

can be derived from the innovation and thus the price that

licensees are willing to pay. In this case, the biotech firm gains

less from waiting, and an increase in competition leads to

more efficient licensing. Empirical analysis of data on the

stage of development at which licenses were signed during

1990–2006 shows evidence of both effects of competition.

In contrast to the work on large-value mergers, the studies

of alliances find positive effects on R&D performance. These

studies indicate that development experience is generally as-

sociated with higher success probabilities, especially in later

R&D stages. Hence, there appears to be a potentially import-

ant role for specialization across R&D stages. These findings

are also consistent with the R&D productivity gains observed

for development-stage firms merged into larger enterprises

with more developmental experience.

These leading studies on the effects of alliances and in-

novation, however, also raise many issues for further research.

The business alliance literature suggests a rich array of con-

tractual terms and an evolving landscape of ventures. In this

regard, Danzon et al. (2005) do not explicitly consider the

contractual terms, the extent of integration of the R&D pro-

cess, or the characteristics of the firms involved in the agree-

ment beyond a few simple attributes relating to a firm’s size

and experience in performing clinical trials. Arora et al. (2007)

adjust for product selection effects, but their analysis only

considers a few characteristic variables. Both studies raise a

number of issues about the underlying drivers of successful

alliances for further research analysis.

Policy Issues

Innovation Markets and Antitrust Considerations

In evaluating mergers in research-intensive industries, antitrust

agencies have been concerned that if two companies have

potentially competing products in their R&D pipelines, a

merger might increase the incentive to suppress at least one of

the R&D paths. The idea that antitrust authorities should

concentrate on the dynamic effects of mergers on R&D activ-

ities or innovation markets was first advanced in a paper in the
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economics literature by Gilbert and Sunshine (1995). A

number of merger challenges by the Federal Trade Commis-

sion (FTC) have been initiated around this innovation market

concept, and the pharmaceutical industry has been a par-

ticular area of focus (Carrier, 2008).

Although the innovation market concept in antitrust en-

forcement has its supporters, its applications have been criti-

cized by many economists and lawyers (Carlton, 1995; Rapp,

1995; Carrier, 2008). For pharmaceuticals, with their long and

uncertain development process, critics argue that antitrust

authorities should focus on drug candidates in the late-stage

of development where potential competition is more easily

assessed. Early-stage development activities involve relatively

low costs and barriers to entry, and are also subject to high

levels of uncertainty. Many firms take a portfolio approach to

obtaining new product introductions at the early stages of

R&D. There are also typically many parallel R&D efforts across

firms searching for promising new therapeutic approaches

(DiMasi and Pacquette, 2004). When a drug progresses to the

final Phase III of clinical testing, however, the probability of

success increases to approximately 70%, whereas costs of

clinical trials also increase significantly. Antitrust concerns

about potential anticompetitive effects then arguably become

more relevant, particularly when there are a small number of

late-stage competitors in a therapeutic class.

Carrier (2008) has analyzed nine challenges of pharma-

ceutical mergers brought by the FTC involving the issue of

overlapping R&D activities. For example, in the first of these

cases, involving the Roche–Genentech merger in 1990, Gen-

entech had a CD4 drug candidate for HIV-AIDS in Phase I

trials and Roche had a preclinical R&D program in the same

class. To consummate the merger, Roche was required to offer

a nonexclusive license to its CD4 drug candidate. However,

none of the CD4 drugs were ever approved. Carrier (2008)

finds that some of the challenges by the antitrust authorities

are warranted, but others are more problematic, given the

relevant characteristics of the market and an analysis of the

potential costs and benefits. In the questionable cases, he ar-

gues that the FTC has attempted to protect innovation where

future outcomes are uncertain and many years away from the

market. By contrast, the EU has taken a less stringent approach

to some of these innovation market cases (Morgan, 2001).

This is clearly an evolving area of antitrust policy that warrants

more research and attention by scholars.

Two former Directors of the Bureau of Economics of the

FTC, William Comanor and F. M. Scherer, in a memorandum

to the FTC, discuss some potential adverse consequences for

alliance formation that antitrust officials should address when

evaluating large-value mergers, even if there are no significant

overlaps in the particular therapeutic areas of each merging

firm (Comanor and Scherer, 2009). First, they point out that

these large-scale mergers reduce the cohort of independent

firms that are available to partner with or acquire earlier stage

biopharmaceutical firms. This can lead to fewer projects ori-

ginating in early-stage biopharmaceutical firms progressing to

later stages of R&D process along parallel paths. Furthermore,

the attendant reduction of R&D facilities and resources ac-

companying mergers is likely to reduce the number of in-

ternally originated projects compared with what would occur

from two separate R&D-oriented firms. They are skeptical that

these mergers will produce any offsetting benefits from econ-

omies of scale or scope in R&D, given the evidence from the

available literature.

Although these issues and concerns did not prevent the

FTC approval of large-scale mergers such as Pfizer–Wyeth or

Merck–Schering Plough in 2009, they raise interesting ques-

tions for further research. In particular, even if mergers be-

tween large firms reduce overall R&D expenditures and the

number of projects undertaken, it is important to understand

the balance of impacts between internally generated projects

and externally supported ones. Second, it is important to

know the effects on early-stage versus later-stage development

projects and firms. As discussed, at the present time, there

appears to be a strong demand for late-stage product candi-

dates with substantial market potential to fill pipeline gaps, so

adverse effects, if any, may be primarily on deals for early-stage

companies. A number of analysts have raised more general

concerns about a funding gap in the technology transfer de-

velopment process for start-ups with technologies that have

proceeded beyond university-type basic research, but still

are many years away from any commercial applications, as

discussed below.

Biomedical Research Support and Technology Transfer
Activities in the USA and Europe

Just as small, development-stage R&D firms now play a sig-

nificant role in innovative research leading to commercialized

biomedical products; in the past 25 years the university has

assumed a far greater role. With the passage of the Bayh–Dole

Act in 1980, and later the Stevenson–Wydler Act in the USA,

universities were given increased new rights to patent federally

funded research discoveries (Rai and Eisenberg, 2003).

Bayh–Dole’s policy goal was to increase the investment of

private sector development funds for translating university

research funded by federal monies into new products and

processes. Before 1980, universities received fewer than 250

patents annually, compared with 3000 per year by 2002 (As-

sociation of University Technology Managers, 2003). This, in

turn, has led to a large increase in university–industry licens-

ing agreements as well as start-up companies originating from

university R&D (National Academy of Sciences, 2004).

In Europe, public funding of biomedical research also has

increased dramatically since the 1980s, even though total

spending has remained significantly lower than in the USA. In

this regard, Germany spends the most public funds on bio-

technology, followed by the UK, and France (Pammolli et al.,

2002). In contrast to the USA (and to some extent also the

UK), biomedical research in continental Europe tends to be

concentrated in public research institutions and highly spe-

cialized university laboratories with little interaction with

teaching, clinical practice, and industrial research (Gamb-

ardella et al., 2000).

Europe has also been characterized by less mobility and

interaction between university and public institution scientists

on the one hand, and industry research activities and per-

sonnel on the other hand. Rather a more prevalent model is

the establishment of specialized institutions, such as science

and technology parks, to act as intermediaries between
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publically supported biomedical research and industry

(Gambardella et al., 2000). To date, the US model appears

more productive from the standpoint of creating new com-

panies and fostering new technologies. However, the

Bayh–Dole Act and its enhanced incentives toward licensing

and commercialization have also been the subject of criticism

in terms of potentially undermining the norms of open sci-

ence (Dasgupta and David, 1994).

Policy Initiatives to Improve the Translation of Academic
Science into New Therapies

One important issue that has emerged in recent years regarding

technology transfer is a growing belief that there is a bio-

medical funding gap associated with early-stage preclinical

R&D. These ‘proof of concept’ type activities (studies which

provide early evidence a molecule may feasibly be developed

for a particular use) are beyond the basic research questions

typically investigated by university researchers. At the same

time, many venture capital and private equity firms have pulled

away from funding early-stage discovery companies and fo-

cused instead on companies with compounds in clinical trials.

The excitement preceding and accompanying the announce-

ment of the ‘working draft’ of the human genome sequence in

2000 created a surge of worldwide interest and private early-

stage investment in genome-based projects. But assumptions

about the time frames required to commercialize a gene-based

product and the market acceptance of these new products

were unrealistic, thus a period of overinvestment followed by

negative returns, in effect, a bubble occurred (Klausner, 2005).

As noted in Section ‘Introduction,’ alliance activity has

been more focused on clinical development activity in the past

several years compared with early-stage research. The same

appears to be the case for venture funding of start-up com-

panies. The number of life science companies receiving first-

time funding dropped from an average of over 250 companies

in 2006–08 to less than 175 companies in 2007–11 (Leff,

2012). Average funding for early-stage projects have also been

under pressure during this period (PWC, 2012).

The hypothesized early-stage funding gap, sometimes

ominously referred to as the ‘valley of death,’ has been the

subject of growing attention by policy makers. A number of

recent initiatives to encourage public–private partnerships and

other activities are focused at the precompetitive level. Their

ultimate objective is to improve the low probability of success

and address the R&D productivity problems of drug industry

R&D discussed earlier. At the same time, there are skeptics who

contend there is adequate funding by the private sector to

pursue promising research leads emerging from academic

science. They point to other explanations for the low prob-

ability of success, such as an increasing focus on therapeutic

areas like Alzheimer’s disease and oncology therapies that

have low probabilities of success from a scientific perspective

(Kahn, 2012; Pammolli et al., 2011). Given the recent origin of

the policy initiatives designed to improve the translation

of academic research and increase success probabilities, it is

likely to be several years before one can evaluate their effect-

iveness. Several of these different initiatives, many of which

are at the pilot stage, are considered below.

A number of different models of nontraditional R&D col-

laborations have emerged to enhance biomedical innovative

activity at the precompetitive level in recent years (Altshuler,

et al., 2010). One ambitious approach is the establishment of

the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Center for Advancing

Translational Sciences (NCATS) in fiscal year 2012 with a

budget of more than $500 million and several new programs

and initiatives. The mission of NCATS is to support research

that will reduce costly and time-consuming bottlenecks in the

development of new therapies (NIH, About NCATS, 2012).

For example, NCATS is currently supporting efforts to identify

drug targets faster and more efficiently and is collaborating

with industry to develop a consortium to provide a repository

and an analytical platform for target validation efforts. In

addition, NCATS recently announced a collaborative pilot

program with pharmaceutical firms to examine new ther-

apeutic uses for existing molecules. In particular, eight

pharmaceutical companies have contributed 58 compounds

that have advanced to clinical trials, but were unsuccessful in

its original therapeutic indication or not pursued for business

reasons. The NIH-industry collaboration will match re-

searchers to test these compounds for new therapeutic uses.

These and several other related NCATS programs involve a

multiprong approach to reengineer the precompetitive, pre-

clinical process in order to bridge the gap between basic re-

search and human medicines and increase the success rate of

later-stage clinical compounds.

A second approach to precompetitive collaboration in-

volves public–private consortia for process innovation or

knowledge creation. Some existing examples include the

Predicative Safety Testing Consortium (PSTC) established in

conjunction with the FDA and the nonprofit Critical Path

Institute. PSTC’s 18 corporate members share information on

safety testing methods and test methods developed by con-

sortium members. The Critical Path Institute leads the col-

laborative process, and collects and summarizes the data.

Another public–private collaborative organization, the Bio-

marker Consortium, addresses the development of good

biomarkers for both safety and efficacy. Like the PSTC, the

Biomarkers Consortium encourages scientists at competing

firms to contribute their knowledge and expertise to the de-

velopment of specific biomarkers. As with the PSTC, a public

sector-related organization – the nonprofit foundation for the

NIH – plays a key role in soliciting funding and selecting

research projects (Rai et al., 2008).

A third model involves so-called virtual pharma companies

involving nonprofit foundations and patient advocacy or-

ganizations that provide funding and project selection over-

sight to bridge the gap between basic research and later-stage

clinical development. Many of these groups are focused on

relatively rare and neglected diseases (e.g., Cystic Fibrosis

Foundation, the TB Alliance, Gates Foundation initiative on

neglected diseases). These organizations have moved from

sponsoring academic research proposals on an ad hoc basis to

coordinating research agendas and activities with milestones

and other contracting research approaches prevalent in

downstream alliances and partnerships between pharma-

ceutical firms (Altshuler et al., 2010).

At this point, all of the approaches to bridging the

gap between basic biomedical research and therapeutic
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development are somewhat experimental in character. They

face significant challenges and barriers involving the align-

ment of incentives among participants with different expertise,

resources, and objectives. Establishing a culture of mutual

trust and cooperation between different stakeholders is also

challenging. Because it can be difficult to delineate pre-

competitive from competitive activities, collaborations can

give rise to free rider problems and conflicts of interest. At the

same time, the potential opportunity to advance R&D prod-

uctivity and facilitate innovative medicines through these

precompetitive initiatives appear to warrant the continued

experimentation with several forms of public–private entities.

In effect, the current strategy of policy makers appears to be

‘let a thousand flowers bloom’ and see what approach, if any,

yields positive outcomes.

Summary and Concluding Comments

As is the case in other industries, mergers in pharmaceuticals

are driven by a variety of company motives and conditions.

Given this is the case, it is important to take account of firm

characteristics and motivations in evaluating merger per-

formance rather than using a broad aggregate brushstroke.

Research to date on pharmaceuticals suggests considerable

variations in outcomes.

The empirical research on mergers is generally focused

on the larger public companies. There is evidence that the

large-scale mergers involving these pharmaceutical firms were

driven in significant part by a series of industry-wide and

firm-specific shocks. These shocks left many firms with R&D

pipeline gaps associated with patent expirations (and the in-

creased usage of generics in the USA and more stringent price

controls in other countries). Although these mergers appar-

ently have achieved cost reductions and addressed short-run

pipeline problems, there is little evidence to date that they

increased long-term R&D performance or outcomes. Many of

the larger pharmaceutical firms listed in Table 1 continue to

deal with a persistent R&D productivity problem.

By contrast, the empirical research on alliances between

smaller biotech firms and larger pharmaceutical entities and

on development-stage acquisitions is more encouraging in

nature. There is evidence of a positive relation between a firm’s

experience in clinical development and the probability of

successful outcomes. In particular, the ‘R&D boutique’ firms

with a small number of research projects can apparently

benefit from alliances with larger, more experienced firms,

especially at the later stages of the R&D process. The work on

alliances provides some support for this hypothesis, but also

raises a number of issues for further research.

Our analysis of the effect of mergers on the success rates of

drug development projects is generally consistent with these

results from the alliance literature. In particular, using data on

R&D projects from a large sample of public and private firms,

it is found that a company’s development experience is sig-

nificantly related to the likelihood of success, especially for the

large pivotal Phase III trials. Moreover, there is suggestive

evidence that very small firms with only a few projects in their

R&D portfolio can gain the most benefits from mergers with

more experienced firms in developing new drug introductions.

Our results, and those of other studies, are subject to

various qualifications and raise many questions for further

research. The economics literature indicates, for example, that

many acquisitions of smaller companies by larger firms

are preceded in time by development-stage partnerships. This

opens a fruitful line of research in terms of when alliances are

a desirable alternative to mergers, and where they can be

complementary in nature. More generally, there are a host of

interesting research questions to be addressed relating to the

various drivers of mergers and the conditions and firm char-

acteristics that produce successful versus unsuccessful mergers.

These are important issues from both a business strategy and

economic efficiency standpoint.

From an antitrust policy standpoint, the larger horizontal

mergers in pharmaceuticals have run into few challenges by

the regulatory authorities in the USA and the European

Union, given the option to spin-off competing therapeutic

products to other drug firms. However, the issue of innovation

markets, where firms have potentially competing development

programs at various stages of the R&D process, remains a more

controversial area of antitrust policy for industries like

pharmaceuticals. This remains an important area for future

research by law and economics scholars.

Another important area of policy review and debate

concerns the apparent funding gap in transferring technology

from publically supported basic biomedical research con-

ducted largely in universities and nonprofit institutions to

privately supported early-stage R&D activities primarily

concentrated in start-up firms and development-stage en-

tities. Both venture capital funding and development-stage

alliances have focused more on later-stage clinical activities

in recent years. A thriving market for downstream innovation

activities depends on the public and private research support

in upstream early-stage R&D activity. A number of initiatives

and pilot projects are emerging at the NIH and elsewhere to

enhance the scientific translational process from basic re-

search to therapeutic medicines. It likely will be several years

before one can assess the effectiveness of these collaborative

activities.

See also: Biosimilars. Patents and Other Incentives for
Pharmaceutical Innovation. Research and Development Costs and
Productivity in Biopharmaceuticals. Vaccine Economics
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Introduction and Goals

Missing Data and Their Consequences

Missing data are common occurrences in health economics

and health outcomes research. The patterns of missing data

can take many forms. Item missingness occurs when values are

missing for selected variables (items) for a subset of subjects or

cases; often the subset of cases missing one variable may not

be identical to those missing another variable, thus com-

pounding the problem. In contrast, case (record) missingness

occurs when subjects selected for a study might have only

minimal available data because they might be unreachable or

even decline to participate. In panel (longitudinal) data,

subjects might not be missing, but records for some waves

might be. Dropouts are common, just as intermittent missing

data arising when a subject misses a wave but participates in

subsequent waves.

Missing data, even if relatively modest in scope, present

a major problem when their frequency and structure call

into question the validity of and conclusions from statistical

analyses of a research study. The two main statistical issues

are increased variability and bias. As a general rule, the

loss of information resulting from the missingness increases

the variability of statistical estimates, sometimes dramatically

so, resulting in decreased power for hypothesis tests and

wider confidence intervals. A more serious problem is bias,

that is, systematic error that may result when the missing data

occur disproportionately across subjects or records. Selection

bias, which typically occurs when the individuals in the

sample are not representative of the target population, may

also be induced by nonresponse. The missing data may

therefore result in reduced generalizability of study results,

and may complicate statistical analyses through the need to

mitigate bias.

Statistical Approaches to Missing Data: Overview

Analytic strategies for handling missing data have a long his-

tory and fall into several broad categories. The authors men-

tion a few approaches here, and then in Sections ‘Weighting’

and ‘Multiple Imputation’ elaborate two of the most useful

and popular ones for missing data.

Historically, methods were focussed on simple imputation

of missing values with the aim of conducting analyses using

statistical tools that required complete data. Simple imput-

ation techniques such as unconditional mean imputation –

replacing missing values with the sample mean of nonmissing

values – or carrying the preceding nonmissing observation

forward in a panel study were standard approaches. Con-

ditional mean imputation improved slightly on these ap-

proaches as it replaces missing values with their sample mean

on the basis of a regression model or a sample subset of the

full data that is closer in some sense to the record with the

missing data. In some settings, this method will yield rea-

sonably unbiased estimators, but will often understate stat-

istical uncertainty and inflate test statistics. Carrying the

preceding nonmissing observation forward in panel studies is

not recommended.

The most common strategy for handling missing data,

complete-record analysis, is to simply delete the records for

which data are missing, and base the analysis only on the

observations without missing data. In univariate response

problems, complete-record analysis ignores data on all sub-

jects for whom some data are missing for a given analysis. In

panel data, a subject may contribute data, but records for

waves with missing data are ignored. This is referred to as

available subject/complete-record analysis. (A subject without

any missing items or waves is called a complete subject.) There

is really no statistical principle guiding these decisions; rather

it is mostly a matter of simplicity and convenience for software

developers and analysts. Besides possible problems of bias and

inefficiency, complete-record analyses suffer from the problem

of different sets of records being included in different model

fits, depending on the variables included in the model.

Modern methods for handling missing data frame the

problem in terms of a pair of auxiliary statistical models: A

model for the distribution of the missing values, and a model

for the probability that a given value is missing, sometimes

called the missingness mechanism. Sensitivity of inferences to

these model specifications, and manipulation of them in order

to obtain inferences, has been the topic of a vast missing data

literature.

A minimal goal of any method is that it yields valid stat-

istical inferences. For a method to be valid, it should produce

consistent (i.e., unbiased in large samples) estimators of the

parameters of interest, which are accompanied by consistent

estimators of uncertainty (e.g., appropriate standard errors),

thereby yielding correct test statistics and confidence intervals.

Statistical efficiency (i.e., optimal use of the available data

under acceptable modeling assumptions) is another import-

ant statistical desideratum.

With these three criteria in mind, one large body of

approaches involves correcting bias and generating valid

standard errors in complete-record analysis. Whereas other

techniques are available, the most common of such ap-

proaches is the statistical weighting of complete records. In

this approach, efficiency is more of a secondary concern. A key

feature of weighting approaches is that a model for the dis-

tribution of the missing quantities is not needed. A model for

the missingness mechanism is, however, needed in order to

generate the weights.

At the opposite end of the spectrum from weighting lies

full maximum likelihood estimation, which jointly estimates

the model of interest and the model for the missing quantities.

Maximum likelihood places the two issues of bias and
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efficiency on equal footing. If the models are close to correctly

specified, then bias will be eliminated, and the solution will

be statistically efficient. However, bias and/or inefficiency can

arise under misspecification. This approach is also limited

because often the analysis of interest (i.e., the analysis one

would do in case of no missing data) is not based on max-

imum likelihood.

For purposes of approximating maximum likelihood esti-

mation, more advanced and flexible imputation techniques

have been proposed. The simplest of these is conditional

imputation, in which a probability model is specified and

estimated for the missing quantities as a function of other

nonmissing variables. A random draw from that model is then

used to impute each missing value. This method improves on

conditional mean imputation because it captures the vari-

ability in the data that would have been observed if they had

not been missing. For small amounts of missing data, this

method can work well. It is convenient and quick, not much

more difficult than conditional mean imputation, and data

preserving too. Its disadvantage is that the resulting measures

of statistical uncertainty will be anticonservative because the

approach does not account for the additional variability aris-

ing from having estimated the imputation model. Multiple

imputation (MI) resolves this issue.

Goals for the Article

It is beyond the scope of this article to cover all missing data

methods or to cover any one method in detail. Rather, the

authors’ main goal is to introduce key concepts and to provide

some guidelines to help the analyst narrow down problems so

that he/she may further research specific solutions. With this

in mind, in the remaining sections, the authors will focus on

the following three objectives. First, a discussion of missing

data identifying assumptions, especially missing at random

(MAR) and its variants, will be provided. Second, some lead-

ing case patterns of missing data with probably valid

approaches in those settings will be discussed. Third, two

model-driven approaches that are commonly used now,

namely, complete-record analysis with weighting, and MI will

be described in some more detail. Conditional single imput-

ation, which is described above, is a special case of MI, so that

approach will be implicitly covered as well. To focus the dis-

cussion, regression problems for univariate or for longitudinal

(panel) data will be emphasized. Wherever needed, the set-

tings of missing predictors and missing responses (e.g., at-

trition) will be differentiated. Also, the authors will emphasize

statistical methods for MAR data. Such methods are generally

easier to carry out than those for nonignorable missingness,

and are more broadly applicable than those analyses that re-

quire the relatively severe assumption of missing completely at

random (MCAR).

This article focuses on data that are missing by happen-

stance. There are many situations wherein data are missing by

design, either at the item level or at the record or the unit level.

Important examples include two-phase sampling designs,

case-cohort designs, and outcome-dependent sampling de-

signs for panel data. Some references for these designs are

given under ‘Further Reading’.

Foundational Issues

Preliminaries and Notation

To fix ideas, suppose that the analysis of interest involves the

conditional distribution of response Y given predictors X,

denoted as [Y9X]. Response Y may be univariate or, in the case

of panel data or multivariate data, a vector. Predictors X are

almost always row-vector valued or of higher dimension. For

example, in panel data, X might be a matrix with number

of rows equal to the length of Y. For clarity of exposition, an

independent individual or sampling cluster is referred to as a

sampling unit, and observations within that unit are con-

sidered as records. Units are considered to be stochastically

independent, whereas observations within a unit may be

correlated. For example, in a panel study, each participant

would be a unit, and repeated waves of measurement would

generate a separate record each. In a study of twins, the pair

would constitute a unit, whereas each of the twins would yield

his/her own record.

It is assumed that without missing data, the target of in-

ference would be restricted to [Y9X]; the marginal distribution

[X] would be ignored. Therefore, in structural equations

models wherein predictors are latent and are measured im-

perfectly by a set of manifest indicators, those indicators be-

come part of Y because the measurement model is part of the

analysis that takes place in the absence of missing data. Where

no further specificity is needed, and recognizing that it is

difficult to create a notation that is broadly applicable, Yo and

Xo will denote components of Y and X that are always ob-

served, while those components that are potentially missing

(i.e., missing for some individuals) will be denoted by Yu

and Xu.

In any analysis, it is important to take account of the pat-

tern of missing data. Item nonresponse arises when the

missing quantities Yu or Xu constitute a set of component

variables available in Y and/or X. Missing items may be similar

or may vary considerably across units. For example, it may be

that due to the sensitive nature of the data, many individuals

are missing reports of household income. Alternatively, in a

questionnaire with many items, some respondents will skip a

few items or sets of items here and there, with no consistent

pattern from one respondent to another. Unit nonresponse

leads to record missingness, a situation where all of Y is

missing, as is most of X. Depending on the sampling frame,

some minimal part of X might be available. For example, for a

nonresponding household in a sample survey, the investigator

would still know the address and some neighborhood char-

acteristics according to census information.

Panel data yield special types of record missingness. Most

commonly, some participants drop out of a study, leading to

attrition that results in monotone missingness patterns. Al-

ternatively, some participants may not come for a given visit or

respond at a given wave, but then respond in later waves,

leading to wave nonresponse and intermittent missingness

patterns.

For purposes of both formal theory and computational

development, it is useful to introduce a variable R encoding

the missingness pattern for any given unit. The specific form of

R will depend on the nature of the missingness. For example,
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if the only thing ever missing is a single predictor Xu, then R

will be a binary indicator equal to 1 if Xu is observed, and to 0

if Xu is missing. Alternatively, in a panel study with intermit-

tent missingness, R may be a vector of indicators with elem-

ents of 1 for observed and 0 for missing waves. R may take

other forms that are necessary to fully codify the range of

missingness patterns.

Some missing data analyses include auxiliary data Z. These

additional variables are observed on all units that are associ-

ated with, and hence provide information on, the missing

data. Auxiliary data can be quite informative in missing data

problems. For example, if a key predictor is clinic-measured

body mass index and it is missing on some participants, a

reasonable pair of auxiliary variables can be self-reported

height and weight. It is assumed that auxiliary variables are

not part of the target of inference, i.e., the analyst would ig-

nore Z in studying [Y9X] if there are no missing data. For

auxiliary data to be of use, it must be predictive of the missing

data Yu or Xu.

A Taxonomy of Missing Data Assumptions

Rubin (1976) has proposed a taxonomy of missing data as-

sumptions, which has proven to be enormously successful;

almost all modern missing data methods refer to it for formal

identifying assumptions. Although his taxonomy is rooted in

formal likelihood theory, the main ideas are sketched here,

downplaying technical details.

Missing data assumptions are framed in terms of the

missing data mechanism. This term does not describe the

actual machinery or physical processes that lead to data

being missing, but rather the stochastic dependencies of

those processes on other variables at play in the analysis.

Specifically, missingness mechanism refers to the probability

distribution of missingness being conditional on (Y, X),

viz. [R9Y, X]. Of course, understanding the physical processes

may help the investigator in determining what is reasonable

to assume where dependencies in the missing data pattern

are concerned. In general, acknowledging and accounting for

this probabilistic selection mechanism is central to under-

standing, developing, and applying modern missing data

methods.

Data are considered to be MCAR when the probability of

missing data is independent of both missing and observed

variables. That is, R is independent of either (Y, X) or, when

auxiliary data are available (Y, X, Z). Intuitively, under MCAR,

complete records arise as if by a random sample from the

population, because whether they are complete or not is un-

related to their realized (observed or unobserved) values. In

univariate problems, complete-record analysis is a valid, albeit

statistically inefficient, approach under MCAR. In panel data,

under MCAR, either available subject/complete record or

complete subject analysis will lead to valid but inefficient

inferences.

The most common missing data assumption is MAR.

Under MAR, R is independent of (Yu, Xu) given (Yo, Xo) or,

in the case of auxiliary data, given (Yo, Xo, Z). Under MAR,

the distribution of unobserved data (Yu, Xu) when R¼0

could deviate from that when R¼1, but not when controlling

or stratifying on (Yo, Xo, Z). That is, for a fixed value

of (Yo, Xo, Z), the values (Yu, Xu) for R¼1 (or R¼0) are

a random draw from their conditional distribution [Yu, Xu9Yo,

Xo, Z]. MAR is a weaker assumption than MCAR (MCAR

is a special case of MAR), but still yields identifiable models.

Intuitively, the implication is that it is possible to model

this conditional distribution, thus enabling generation of

imputed values for (Yu, Xu) for those subjects where they are

missing. This intuition for model identifiability holds even

if imputation is not formally pursued as an analysis strategy.

Note that auxiliary data Z can be an important factor in

meeting the MAR assumption; intuitively if Z is predictive of

Yu or Xu, it can lead to valid imputations of the missing

values, imputations that would not have been available in the

absence of Z.

It is useful to consider two special cases of MAR. In the first,

missingness of Yu or Xu only depends on the other covariates Xo,

but not on Yo or any auxiliary data. Because interest lies in the

conditional distribution [Y9X], it is possible to treat this cov-

ariate-dependent missingness essentially as MCAR. Alter-

natively, if missingness depends on Yo, the authors have a

true MAR situation and must account for this more carefully

in subsequent analyses. Two key examples of this situation

are as follows. In the first, a covariate Xu is sometimes missing,

and whether or not it is missing depends on the response

Y. For example, Xu may be a clinical laboratory test and

the ordering of the test may be related to response Y. The sec-

ond arises in panel data with attrition, where Yo represents the

responses before dropout, and Yu represents the responses

realized but not observed after dropout. This situation

is termed sequential MAR if the potential missingness of

the responses Yu (after dropout) depends only on the covariates

X and the components Yo of Y being observed before dropout.

When data are not MAR, they are missing not at random

(MNAR) or informative. In this case, the fact R that Xu (or Yu)

is missing is associated with its value, even after controlling

for always-observed data (Yo, Xo, Z). When missingness is

nonignorable, statistical analyses can be considerably com-

plicated because they require a model for the missingness

process, and this model is based on untestable assumptions

regarding the relationship of Yu or Xu to R. As such, sensitivity

analyses are often conducted to assess how inferences change

over a range of parameter values for the nonignorable miss-

ingness process.

MNAR data are often termed nonignorable. The impli-

cation is that under MAR, the missingness is ‘ignorable’ in

some sense. This is a potentially misleading statement. MAR

allows the model to be identified, but the analyst cannot ig-

nore the problem, or does so at his own peril. Indeed, whereas

inferences can be safely based on the likelihood for the

complete data, MAR missingness is only truly ignorable if

what is missing is part of Y when there are no auxiliary data,

and also if full likelihood analyses are pursued. That is, in-

ferences based on likelihood [Yo9X] instead of on likelihood

[Y9X] are valid. If, however, it is a component of X that is

missing, then a probability model for Xu is required, some-

thing that would not have been part of an analysis with no

missing data. If nonlikelihood or conditional likelihood

methods are being used, a model for the missing data mech-

anism is required.
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Approaches: When to use What?

Before approaching any analysis, an assessment of missing

data should be undertaken. One should quantify how much

each variable is missing, and also document patterns of

missingness. Are there a few variables missing often, or many

variables wherein each is missing very occasionally? What is

the relationship among the missingness of different variables?

Is it the response of one or more predictors that is missing? It

is then important to assess reasons for missingness during the

study as this would lead to realistic assumptions regarding the

mechanisms of missingness that will aid in the choice of

statistical analysis.

Harrell (2001) provides rough guidelines for handling

missing predictor variables Xu in univariate regression models.

For 5% missingness or less, unconditional mean imputation

of Xu will generally work fine. If 15% or less of observations

are missing Xu, he recommends imputing it with conditional

mean imputation without the response Y in the imputation

model. As the missingness approaches 15%, standard errors

may begin to be underestimated. If the missingness R is as-

sociated with Y (something that can be examined with the

data), this approach will also begin to break down. For ana-

lyses where more than 15% of observations have at least one

missing predictor and/or where missingness is strongly asso-

ciated with the response, incorrect modeling assumptions

could begin to introduce bias, and standard errors need to

account for missing data. Weighting or MI (Section ‘Multiple

Imputation’) is recommended.

For the missing responses Yu in univariate models, if MAR

can be assumed without auxiliary data Z, then complete-

record analysis will yield valid and efficient inferences. If there

are auxiliary data Z, one should examine whether they predict

Yu and/or missingness of Yu (i.e., R). If Z is strongly predictive

of Yu but not related to missingness R, then imputation will

increase statistical efficiency. If Z is related to R but not very

strongly to Yu, then weighting as a function of (Z, X) will help

to avoid bias. If Z is related to both R and Yu, then imputation

is recommended to avoid bias and maximize statistical effi-

ciency. In any case, for 5% missingness or less, complete-

record analysis should work fine.

For panel data with MAR responses Yu, for example, due to

attrition, if the missingness only depends on X, but not on

observed responses Yo, available subject/complete records an-

alysis using either maximum likelihood or semiparametric

moment-based methods will yield valid and efficient infer-

ences. If the missingness of Yu also depends on Yo, the best

approach depends on the type of analysis being pursued. If the

model is a full probability model with no auxiliary data Z,

which otherwise would be fitted with maximum likelihood in

the absence of missing data, then one should pursue the same

approach on available subjects/complete records. In settings

where a moment-based analysis is desired or where auxiliary

data Z are available, then other approaches are required. Im-

putation is a possibility but it can be difficult to implement

with both variably spaced observations and dropout at

different waves in the study. Weighting is an alternative

approach that relies on a model for the missingness or the

dropout probability (see Section ‘Weighting’). As this is a

binary data model, modeling strategies for the missingness are

straightforward to implement with sufficient flexibility. Cov-

ariate missingness in panel data is a more complex situation

and beyond the present scope.

Weighting

Univariate Data

The general practice of weighting observed data to account for

missing data comes from weighting for nonresponse in sample

surveys to correct for bias, which has been discussed elsewhere

in this volume. Briefly, when nonresponders differ from re-

sponders according to their distribution of measured charac-

teristics, the responders’ data are weighted so that analysis

restricting to the complete data sample would resemble the

analysis of the combined data of responders and nonresponders

in the case where it had been observed. Use of weights assumes

knowledge of some variables such as demographic character-

istics, to be available on the nonresponders so that they can be

placed in groups or bins with responders. The bin-specific in-

verse probability of being a responder is then calculated and

used as the weight for observations in that bin. The same

principle can be applied in a prospective study where the out-

come Y at the end of the follow-up period is missing for some

subjects. The general idea is to weight records inversely to their

probability of being observed such that observed data with a

low likelihood of being observed receive relatively high weight.

When incorporating continuous as well as categorical baseline

variables, instead of bins, a logistic regression model can be

used to estimate the probability of being observed at follow-up

for each study participant. The resulting inverse probability is

then the weight used in the complete-data analysis for the

outcome. The same general method of constructing weights

applies to missing covariates in regression settings. When

more than one covariate is missing or when missing data

patterns for repeated measures are nonmonotone, implemen-

tation of weighting strategies becomes less straightforward. The

next section considers the special problem of weighting for

missing data due to subject dropout in panel data.

Weighted Estimating Equations for Panel Data with
Dropouts

A common problem in panel studies is subjects dropping out

before study completion. Whereas subject-specific random

effects models estimated with maximum likelihood are a

popular approach to the analysis of longitudinal data, another

approach is population-averaged modeling of marginal

means. Such semiparametric estimation of marginal mean

regression models is especially attractive for discrete outcomes

because specification of their full joint distribution is not

needed. In particular, a semiparametric estimation approach

using record-specific weights derived from a model for drop-

out addresses potential bias due to sequential MAR dropout.

To define the problem, assume that there is a set of T

planned measurement times being common to all individuals,

and that interest lies in the mean mt of response Yt across

times t¼1,y,T. However, some subjects drop out of the study

before T, thereby creating a monotone pattern of missingness.

Letting t’ be the final observation time before dropout (for a
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given subject), Yo¼(Y1,y,Yt’), Yu¼(Yt’þ 1,y,YT), and Y¼(Yo,

Yu) is obtained. To indicate missing data, R¼(R1,y,RT) is also

obtained, where Rt¼1 for trt’ and 0 otherwise. Next let Xt be

the covariate vector which is used to predict mt, so that mt is a

function of X0tb. Assume that all Xt’s are known, as is the case,

if all covariates are baseline characteristics (time-independent)

or deterministic functions of known quantities such as the

planned measurement times, or are external to the measure-

ment process.

Generalized estimating equations (GEEs) provide a com-

mon approach to marginal mean regression modeling for

panel data while accounting for correlation among an indi-

vidual’s repeated responses. With dropout, GEE estimates b by

solving the equations

X
DoV

�1
o ðYo � moÞ ¼ 0,

where the sum is over all subjects in the panel. Here,

mo¼(m1,y,mt’), and Vo
�1 is the inverse of the working covar-

iance matrix of Yo (i.e., the observed part of Y). Do¼qmo/qb and

is a generalization of Xt in the normal equations of a linear

regression model. GEE yields a consistent estimate of b even if

the covariance structure is misspecified, provided the missing

data are MCAR or when missingness depends only on cov-

ariates Xt. However, under MAR, a GEE analysis generally gives

biased estimates.

In contrast, weighted GEE (WGEE) is valid under MAR

even if the covariance structure is misspecified, provided the

model for the probability of dropout is correctly specified.

WGEE modifies GEE by solving instead the equations

X
DV�1WðY � mÞ ¼ 0,

where m, V�1, and D now correspond to the full data vector Y,

both observed and unobserved components, and W is a di-

agonal weight matrix with components Rtwt, t¼1,y,T. Note

that, because W is diagonal, it multiplies, or weights, each

element (Yt� mt) of (Y� m) by Rtwt. As in univariate data, wt is

equal to the inverse probability of the tth record being ob-

served, and Rt selects the observed components of Y. In the

case of a working independence covariance assumption, V is

diagonal, and WGEE reduces to GEE, where Wo is diagonal

with elements w1,y,wt0. Compared to WGEE with a non-

diagonal working correlation matrix, independence WGEE is

rather straightforward to implement as it utilizes the same

data structure as the independent GEE, with little efficiency

loss when the number of subjects is large.

The benefits of WGEE relative to GEE are twofold. First, just

as with the univariate analysis already described, the inverse

probability weights in W serve to correct the bias due to

nonresponse at the record level. Second, through the working

correlation structure posited in V, multiplying by V�1 serves to

implicitly impute components of Yu via the observed data in

Yo. There are three main steps in implementing WGEE:

Step 1: Determine observation-specific weights wt, t¼1,y,T,

through a model for the missingness.

Step 2: Apply the weights to W in the WGEE equations and

solve to estimate the b̂ parameters in the marginal mean

model for mt.

Step 3: Calculate the empirical sandwich-type estimator of the

variance–covariance of b̂ with the estimation of weights taken

into consideration.

In Step 1, under sequential MAR, let lt denote the con-

ditional probability that Yt is observed, given Yt�1 is observed.

This probability is typically modeled with logistic regression of

Rt on X, prior responses Y1,y,Yt� 1, and possibly auxiliary

data Z. Weight wt is the inverse of the unconditional prob-

ability of being observed at wave t, estimated as the inverse of

the cumulative product of conditional probabilities,

ŵ�1
t ¼ l̂1 �?� l̂t .

With weights fixed in Step 2, b estimation is similar to that

in classical GEE, alternating between regression and covariance

parameter estimation. Under correctly specified models for the

marginal means and the dropout process, WGEE yields a con-

sistent asymptotically normal estimator of b. In Step 3, a

sandwich estimator is generally used. This estimator is biased

for the true variance of b̂, because it treats the weights wt as fixed

even though they are estimated. In contrast to sampling theory,

where fixed weights are used, semiparametric theory provides

that this version of the weighted sandwich estimator tends to

overestimate the true variance so that options for specifying

fixed weights in widely available software for GEE tend to

provide conservative estimates of the standard errors for b̂.

In summary, the WGEE procedure corrects for bias when the

GEE assumption of MCAR is in doubt. A few caveats are in order.

As in GEE, choice of the working correlation structure in WGEE

may affect efficiency. A particular concern with the WGEE

method is that misspecification of the missingness model may

cause bias in b̂, which can even exceed that of GEE. Accurate

choice of the working correlation can mitigate this problem. As

with sample survey weights, caution should be used in applying

very large weights. Finally, more complex extensions of this

procedure are needed to mitigate efficiency loss.

Multiple Imputation

Overview

For relatively small amounts of missing data, single imput-

ation is an approach that has many advantages. It is valid

under MAR and can easily incorporate auxiliary data in the

imputation model. It fully exploits the available data. Because

data can be imputed before analyses, a single set of imput-

ations can support multipleanalyses. Indeed, the imputation

can even be done by a different data analyst other than the

final data analyst. Single imputation replaces missing values

with those drawn from a fitted distribution, obtained via

the nonmissing values. Being drawn from a distribution, the

missing values retain the same variability that would be seen if

the data had not been missing.

The main disadvantage to single imputation is that it does

not account for the fact that the model for imputing the data is

itself estimated from the data and not known a priori. Spe-

cifically, once data are imputed, the final analysis produces

estimates and standard errors as if the data are complete. MI

solves this problem, thereby providing a complete inferential

framework for conducting any type of statistical analysis when

there are missing data.
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MI proceeds via a three-step process. For ease of exposition,

the authors sketch that process for the problem of imputing

possibly multivariate missing predictors Xu; the process is

similar for other missing data patterns, for example, if the

missing data are Yu.

Step 1: Posit a Bayesian model for [Xu9Y, Xo, Z; f], governed

by parameter f. Specify a prior for f and use the data with

Bayesian inference to generate a posterior distribution for f.

Step 2: Randomly draw a value ~f from the posterior dis-

tribution of f.

Step 3: For each missing Xu, randomly impute from the

distribution [Xu9Y, Xo, Z; ~f]. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated M

times to produce M imputed ‘complete’ data sets. The M data

sets can then be analyzed using any valid statistical procedure.

Historically, M was set at 5 or 10; with experience, method-

ologists have learnt that M¼20 often provides more reliable

statistical performance with insignificant increases in com-

puting costs or analyst’s time.

MI yields several important advantages over other methods

for handling missing data. The M imputations can be gener-

ated independently of the analysis using whatever variables

are available. The analyst neither needs to explicitly account

for the exact specification of the imputation model [Xu9Y, Xo,

Z; f] nor for the auxiliary variables Z being used in the im-

putation. Rather, all necessary information to make inferences

is contained in the M imputed data sets. In particular, because

each imputation is based on a different draw ~f from the

posterior of f, the MIs capture the additional uncertainty due

to the estimation of the imputation model. One implication is

that the imputations can be generated as part of preliminary

data processing, before generating analysis data sets. For ex-

ample, in a publicly available national survey, the organization

performing the survey can generate the imputed data sets and

make them available for download with the original non-

imputed data. A final advantage is that MI, via modern

Bayesian resampling methods, is capable of flexibly handle

both monotone and nonmonotone missing data patterns.

Computational Details

It is beyond the scope of this article to cover the statistical

theory underlying MI. Nevertheless, it is useful to present the

few central formulae prevailing in all MI routines, partly be-

cause they emphasize the simplicity and portability of the

method across various analysis settings and approaches, and

partly because they provide a vehicle for explicating about

how MI incorporates the uncertainty due to missing data into

the final analysis.

Picking up from Step 3 above, analysis is completed in two

additional steps. Assume that interest lies in parameter ŷ
governing [Y9X; y]. For ease of exposition, the authors assume

that y is unidimensional. The extension to multidimensional ŷ
is straightforward, but involves both vector and matrix arith-

metic, and is therefore more challenging to present.

Step 4: For each j from 1,y,M, the jth imputed data set is

analyzed as if the data are complete, obtaining estimates ŷ
ðjÞ

with corresponding standard errors
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VðjÞ
p

.

Step 4 is repeated M times. Note that any type of analysis

can be pursued to obtain estimates ŷ
ðjÞ

and standard errors

V(j). This could, for example, be a maximum likelihood or a

generalized method of moment-based analysis. The key as-

sumption is that the sample size is large enough for the ŷ
ðjÞ

s to

be approximately normally distributed. Of practical import-

ance, the repeated analysis in Step 4 can in almost all cases be

automated, and several modern statistical packages (e.g., SAS

and Stata) have written MI wrappers that can be applied to any

standard analysis being available in the package.

Step 5: Estimates ŷ
ðjÞ

and
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VðjÞ
p

are combined to yield final

estimates ŷ and
ffiffiffiffi
V
p

, using the formulae shown in Table 1. In

particular, the overall (and final) estimate of y is the average of

the M estimates. The overall variance V is comprised of two

parts, the average within-imputation variance and the (scaled)

between-imputation variance. The overall standard error
ffiffiffiffi
V
p

can be used in the usual way to construct normal or t-based

hypothesis tests and confidence intervals. Owing to the fact

that M is usually not large, Rubin (1987) has recommended

about using the t-distribution with n degrees of freedom (df)

for critical values, where n is given in Table 1. Notably, n goes

to N as M becomes large, or, for fixed M, as the amount of

missing data become small. Specifically, as the proportion of

missing data shrinks, the imputation specific estimates ŷ
ðjÞ

will

become closer and closer to one another so that the between-

imputation variance will naturally shrink to zero, causing n to

go to N.

Multiple Imputation in Practice

To implement MI in practice, the imputer needs to specify a

model for [Xu9Y, Xo, Z; f] as well as a prior for f. For con-

tinuous components of Xu, the model is often based on linear

regression, whereas for categorical, it is often based on logistic

regression as well as its extensions for categorical and ordinal

data. There is considerable benefit in having this model be

fairly flexible, so if the sample size supports it, one should

include nonlinear terms for continuous predictors as well as

key pairwise interactions between predictors. Vague priors

are generally used in an attempt to reflect a state of relative

ignorance regarding f.

Monotone missingness patterns are more straightforward

to model because the joint distribution of all components of

Table 1 Formulae for combining multiple imputation estimates

Description Formula
The overall (and final) estimate

of ya ŷ¼M�1
PM

j ¼ 1 ŷ
ðjÞ

The average within-imputation
varianceb

V ¼M�1
PM

j ¼ 1 V ðjÞ

The between-imputation
variance

B ¼ ðM � 1Þ�1PM
j ¼ 1ðŷ

ðjÞ � ŷÞ2

The overall, or total, variance V ¼ V þ ð1þM�1ÞB
Degrees of freedom for

t-distributionc n¼ ðM � 1Þ 1þ V
ð1þM�1ÞB

h i2

aM is the number of imputations and ŷ
ðjÞ

is the estimate in the j th imputed

sample.
bV (j) is the variance of ŷ

ðjÞ
in the j th imputed sample.

cn can be expressed as n¼ (M� 1)[1þ (1/t)]2, where t is the relative increase in

variance in ŷ due to missing data. Owing to this simple interpretation, the quantity

t can be useful in study design and sample size calculations when it is known that

some missing data will be unavoidable.
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Xu can be modeled via a series of conditional models. In more

complex nonmonotone missing data patterns, full conditional

resampling methods are often used, wherein one component

of Xu is modeled and imputed on the basis of imputed values

of all the other missing components of Xu. This process is

iterated with new samples of f and all components of Xu in

order to generate M imputed data sets.

In modern statistical packages, much of the missing data

modeling and imputation is handled in procedures that

automatically determine the scale of each component of Xu,

specify a default model, determine whether the pattern is

monotone or not, specify a prior for f, and ultimately gen-

erate the imputed data sets. Default specifications can be

overridden, but with modest levels of missingness, the defaults

are often perfectly adequate. Those same packages often con-

tain tools for carrying out the postanalysis summaries and

inferences as described in Step 5 above. MI for clustered

or longitudinal data is less systematically implemented in

standard software packages. These situations are more com-

plicated, especially if the data are imbalanced.

Finally, a comment regarding robustness. Certainly, there is

a need for model flexibility in order to capture the key rela-

tionships of Xu to (Y, Xo). And, with a fairly extensive mod-

eling machinery needed for complex missing data patterns,

there are plenty of opportunities for misspecification. Never-

theless, simulation work and empirical evidence have shown

that final inferences for y are often quite robust to specifi-

cations of the missing data model. It is believed that the

underlying reason for this is that most data are not missing. In

most cases, less than 30% of data are missing, often even less.

Hence, there is much to be gained by doing imputations even

if the imputation model is only correct to first order. The de-

gree to which incorrect models can lead to bias is in some

sense bounded by the fact that at most 30% of the data (or

whatever percent are missing) are the result of such incorrect

model specifications. There is only so much damage that

modest model misspecifications can inflict, especially when

contrasted with the potential bias in carrying out naive com-

plete-record analyses.

Conclusion and Key Literature

Missing data occurs in many if not most applied data analysis

settings and can introduce bias and inefficiency if not handled

properly. Quantifying the extent and structure of missing data

is key to choosing appropriate methods, and this should be

done using the framework of MCAR, MAR, and MNAR miss-

ingness. Two popular, widely applicable, and flexible methods

are weighting and MI. These are valid under MAR missingness.

Not being discussed here, NMAR missingness is especially

challenging but can be approached via sensitivity analyses in

the model for the missingness mechanism.

Seminal works in this area include Rubin (1976, 1987),

Little and Rubin (2002), and Robins et al. (1995). Useful

references are Schafer (1997) and Schafer and Graham (2002).

Other references drill deeper on the topics discussed here or

discuss related work.
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Introduction

The distributions of both healthcare expenditures and util-

ization share a number of characteristics that make their an-

alysis more complicated than conventional economics

outcomes; see also Models for count data and Cameron and

Trivedi (2013). This article will focus on the analogous issues

for costs and expenditures on healthcare. The most salient of

these characteristics for many health economics applications

are as follows: (1) a substantial part of the population will

have no costs or expenditures during the period of obser-

vation; (2) among those with any expenditure, the amount is

typically dramatically skewed right; and (3) not all parts of the

distribution respond the same way to covariates. Even in

clinical populations based on being treated for a specific

health condition, the last two characteristics are still import-

ant. It is not uncommon to find that the top 1% of the

population consumes nearly a fifth to a fourth of total health

resources, and the top 10% nearly half of the total. Some types

of expenditures are even more skewed with the top tenth of

the distribution accounting for half or more of all healthcare

expenditures, such as inpatient or mental health. These upper

centiles or deciles may respond differently, such as being less

elastic in their response to out-of-pocket price or income. In

the Health Insurance Experiment (HIE), the upper decile was

composed mostly of inpatient users, who were less responsive

to insurance coverage than outpatient-only users (Duan et al.,

1983; Manning et al., 1987).

Analysts have often found that the use of the least squares

estimator with such data often leads to analytical problems

from highly influential outliers – catastrophic cases, or chronic

care patients with many visits and substantial pharmacy costs

unless the sample size is sufficiently large so that there are a

substantial number of such cases. For example, see the works

on risk adjustment using a large fraction of the US Medicare

claims files for risk adjustment. As the sample size becomes

very large, the same concern does not remain, that the results

will be driven by a small number of observations with cata-

strophic expenditures having undue influence.

Without the luxury of enormous data files, there is often

the temptation to remove these extreme cases; removing or

trimming or winsorizing such cases will reduce the influence

of the extreme cases but will also introduce bias because

catastrophic cases do occur in health and do consume real

resources. Because of these issues, analysts often find that re-

sults are not replicable across alternative samples drawn from

the same population. Least squares estimation under these

circumstances is inefficient and in some cases biased, espe-

cially if zeroes are prevalent. Even when the estimates are

unbiased, the inferences are biased because the underlying

heteroscedasticity implicit in a model with a strictly non-

negative dependent variable is ignored. The inefficiency in

the estimates and bias in the inference statistics for ordinary

least squares (OLS) results arise from the property that the

variability in costs is often an increasing function of the mean

or some other function of the covariates x.

Health economists and econometricians have adapted

various methods to deal with different outcomes and issues.

The largest division is between count estimators to address the

integer nature of MD visits and hospital admissions, com-

pared to estimation approaches designed for continuous

positive outcomes such as expenditures; survival approaches

have been used, but are less common than the major splits of

counts versus continuous. A cross-cutting issue is how to ad-

dress the mass of observations at zero in either type of out-

come, but the specific solutions differ both by the type of data

on the outcome and by the underlying research question. In

the case of count data, the concerns may include the mean

response or marginal and incremental effects, or the response

probability that the specific values of the counts respond in a

particular way – does a change in the dental insurance cov-

erage for prophylaxis change the probability that a patient has

two such visits per year?

In the case of the limited dependent variable for expend-

itures, the issues are often the likelihood of any use and the

overall mean response or some function of these such as the

marginal and incremental effect. In both cases, the skewed

nature of the outcome variables may make the results sensitive

to influential outliers unless suitable methods are employed.

This article will focus on the health costs and expenditure

case for individuals.

With data from either a general population or a population

of users, it is not uncommon for cases in the top 1% of the

distribution to have values that are nine times the sample

mean, have studentized residuals that are beyond the þ 4s
range, and maybe in double digits for the far right tail of the

distribution, especially for expenditures. If such values are

coupled with deviant values for the covariates, then they may

have tremendous influence on the estimates. Because cost and

expenditure data are so skewed right, there are no counter-

vailing large residuals in the left tail. The consequence is that

in small and moderate-sized samples, a single case can

have tremendous influence on the estimates; as the sample

size N increases, this issue of influence is diminished,

especially with very large data sets, such as those used in

estimating risk adjusters for the US Medicare program. The

one notable exception occurs when one of the rate cells is

relatively rare; see comments in Mihaylova et al. (2011). In the

HIE, one single observation accounted for approximately 17%

of the mean for that insurance plan.

The issues are different for very large data sets. As the

sample size N increases, this issue of influence to skewness

diminishes. The major modeling issue is getting the functional

form to reflect the nonlinear nature of the response, an issue

that applies to data sets of all sizes.

In what follows, first, a brief introduction to alternative

approaches is provided for these types of healthcare or med-

ical-care expenditures (or continuous positive outcomes).
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Then questions about the treatment of the zero mass and

skewness are addressed. There are some comments on meth-

ods for assessing differential responses in different parts of the

distribution. Except where noted, the discussion applies to

observations for fixed-size intervals of observations, rather

than unequal-sized intervals; the latter can be addressed with

formal offsets in some models.

Healthcare Expenditures

In what follows, a summary is provided of a number of

issues that are of econometric and statistical concern in the

modeling of healthcare expenditures. Jones (2011), Mihaylova

et al. (2011), and Mullahy (2009) provided reviews of the

modeling of healthcare expenditures and continuous out-

comes with a more detailed discussion related to much of

what is presented here.

Addressing the Zeroes Issue

Healthcare expenditures are nonnegative, often with many

zeroes for the period of observation. One of the first issues is

how to address the zeroes in the econometric modeling of the

mean conditional on the covariates or of marginal effects

when the focus of the analysis is on a general population

rather than a clinical population of healthcare users. One

approach has been to break down the distribution into two or

more parts using the following rule:

Eðyi9x0iÞ ¼ Probðyi409x0iÞ � Eð$i9x0i,yi40Þ i¼ 1,:::,N ½1�

The classes of two-part estimators provide different ap-

proaches to each part, with the two terms on the right side

typically modeled separately because of the conditional in-

dependence of the second part (Cragg, 1967; Duan et al.,

1983). This type of estimators have been extended to include

multipart models as well to address additional complication,

such as differential response in the right tail, largely associated

with inpatient care in the HIE (Duan et al., 1983; Manning

et al., 1987). The analytical issues for both two-part and

multipart models involve choices of the estimation approach

for any expenditure and for the level of expenditure that are

appropriate for the data at hand.

There is an alternative approach for the case where the

concern is the mean response (conditional on a set of char-

acteristics). That alternative involves a one-part part or single-

equation, nonlinear model to obtain consistent estimates of

E(y9x), where the underlying explanatory variables are the

same as those in the two-part models in equation 1 above.

There is no necessity that the functional form of the response

is the same as that for the second part of eqn [1]. For two-part

models, see Duan et al. (1983), Blough et al. (1999), and

various papers by X. H. Zhou. For single or one-part model,

see Mullahy (1998) and Buntin and Zaslavksy (2004). There

appear to be two unresolved issues in the debate over one-

versus two-part models. The first is how large a fraction of the

observations should be zeroes to make a difference, if any, in

terms of bias or efficiency. The second is to what extent is this

debate about the choice of the number of parts, rather than

about how complicated the covariate specification should be

to fit the actual distribution across the range of predictions in

one- versus two-part models? Would a one-part model with

additional covariates be able to capture curvature in the data

to be equivalent to a two-part model?

There is a third, less common approach that builds on

bivariate normal methods for two-part models, rather than the

conditioning argument behind eqn [1], that are sometimes

referred to as adjusted or generalized Tobit models or Heckit

models. There is mixed evidence on how well these alternative

estimators behave if there are no identifying restrictions across

equations, which is the most common situation in health,

unlike in labor economics. There are two common mis-

conceptions in this debate. The first is that two-part models are

nested within the bivariate normal alternatives; they are not.

The second is that two-part models assume no correlation

between any use and level of use; there are counterexamples in

the literature.

All of the models considered here may be sensitive to in-

fluential outliers. The sensitivity to extreme cases is a natural

byproduct of the skewness in the data. If expenditures were to

be analyzed by a standard OLS model of the form yi ¼ x0ibþ ei

where yi is the cost or expenditure on the raw scale (dollars,

Euros, or pounds) for observation i, x0i is a row vector of ob-

served characteristics, and b is a column vector of coefficients

to be estimated. Then the effect of an individual observation i

on the estimate of b can be characterized by Cook’s distance or

the DFITS measure. Both measures depend on how extreme

the observation is in terms of both the covariate values and the

residual squared. These two diagnostics can be extended to

nonlinear models as well as for least squares, as well as other

tests of model checking such as Pregibon’s Link Test or can be

extended to include more complicated nonlinearity (as in

Ramsey’s RESET test), or less parametrically using a modified

version of the Hosmer–Lemeshow test.

Addressing Skewed Positive or Overall Expenditures
or Overall Nonnegative Expenditures

There are several approaches to dealing with such data: do

nothing beyond OLS, use a Box–Cox transformation of the

dependent variable, use one of the generalized linear models

(GLMs) appropriate for continuous outcomes, use one of the

three- and four-parameter distributions, or use a flexible and

robust approximations to the underlying distribution. The

consequence of the all-too-common alternative of ignoring

the skewed data with a least squares approach is that the re-

sults are (1) sensitive to the skewness in the dependent vari-

able, especially if the data set is of small or moderate size

(such as the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey), and some of

the characteristics are rare, and (2) the inference statistics are

biased given the inherent heteroscedasticity in the data has not

been captured in the estimation.

Box–Cox models
One alternative is to transform the dependent variable by the

natural logarithm or a power transformation to eliminate the

skewness in the error; transformations may also be used to

achieve a model that is linear in the parameters (as in the
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Cobb–Douglas production function) or to stabilize the vari-

ance of the equation estimated (as in the square root trans-

formation for count data or the inverse sine root transform

for proportions). Some of these transformations are special

cases of the Box–Cox transformation, but some are less reliant

on parametric distributional assumptions. Specifically, the

Box–Cox models consider transformed equations f(y) if y is

positive of the form

f ðyÞ ¼ ðyl � 1Þ=l¼ xbþ e ifla0 ½1a�

f ðyÞ ¼ logðyÞ ¼ xbþ e ifl¼ 0 ½1b�

It is often assumed that e is either symmetric or normally

distributed. The model can be estimated either by maximum

likelihood estimation (MLE) or by the use of least squares for

suitable values of l. There are also two-parameter versions of

the Box–Cox model that allow explicitly for the mass of ob-

servations at zeroes, but these do not always provide consist-

ent estimates of the mean outcome, conditional on the

covariates.

The advantage of the power transformation if lo1 for data

that are skewed to the right is that it pulls in the right tail of

the distribution faster than it does in the middle or the left tail.

As l decreases toward zero, the error term in the estimated

equation should become more symmetric, reducing the in-

fluence of the extreme cases in the right tail of the distribution.

However, too low a values of l (such as the log, when 0olo1

would be more suitable) may lead to overcorrection in the

sense that it would convert a right-skewed distribution into a

left-skewed one after the transformation. The log transforma-

tion is not always the optimal choice for right-skewed data.

The problem with the log and Box–Cox approaches is that

one is often not interested in the transformed scale per se – the

government does not spend log dollars or log Euros. Rather,

one is actually interested in the raw scale of expenditures y and

predictions or marginal effects in dollars or Euros (in E(y9x)

more generally). This leads to concerns about the retransfor-

mation of the results from the scale of estimation (e.g., the log

or the lth power) to the scale of interest (e.g., raw or actual

dollars or Euros). Because of the nonlinear nature of the log

and Box–Cox transformations, the transformation cannot be

simply inverted to obtain unbiased estimates of the E(y9x)

because E(f(y9x))a f(E(y9x)), where f(y) is the transformation.

This is the retransformation problem discussed by Duan

(1983), Duan et al. (1983), Manning (1998), Mullahy (1998),

and Blough et al. (1999).

The difference between the two is easy to see in the case of

OLS on ln(y) if the error term is log normally distributed. OLS

generates unbiased estimates of Eðlnðyi9xiÞÞ ¼ x0ib if E(X’e)¼0.

However, the term Eðexpðx0iibÞ) yields an estimate of the geo-

metric mean, not the arithmetic mean of the response func-

tion. The arithmetic mean is Eðyi9xiÞ ¼ expðx0ibþ 0:5s2
e Þ if e is

i.i.d. and normally distributed, and Eðyi9xiÞ ¼ expðx0ibþ
0:5s2ðx ÞÞ if normally distributed and heteroscedastic in x

(Manning, 1998). If the error is not normally distributed, then

the estimates x0ib̂ may be consistent, but one can apply Duan’s

(1983) multiplicative smearing factor in the homoscedastic

case to provide a consistent estimate of E expðeiÞð Þ, or its ana-

log in the heteroscedastic case to obtain the mean response.

The goal of most analyses is some statement about how the

mean or some function of the mean of y, such as the marginal

effect on the raw scale, changes with x. In general, the ex-

pectation of y depends on the variance and heteroscedasticity

on the log scale and on how higher order terms depend on the

covariates. If the variable of interest xj is not discrete, then the

slope of the expected value with respect to the jth covariate is

given by

qEðyi9xiÞ
q xij

¼ Eðyi9xiÞ
� 

� bj þ 0:5
qs2

e

q xij

� �
qEðyi9xiÞ

q xij
a Eðyi9xiÞ
� 

� bj

qEðyi9xiÞ
q xij

a ex0ib
� �

� bj

½2�

It is the first derivative in eqn [2] that should be used in the

calculation of the elasticity of the mean response or the

average marginal effect, rather than either of the other two in

the case of log scale heteroscedasticity if the log-scale error is

normally distributed. The last one applies only if R2¼100% on

the log scale.

In the nonnormal case or for values of l other than zero,

the derivative will depend on the power transform l, the na-

ture of the distribution in the absence of the additional

complication of heteroscedasticity:

qEðyi9xiÞ
q xij

¼ bj

Z
ðlðx0ibþ eiÞ þ 1Þð1�lÞ=ldFðeiÞ ½3�

where F(e) is the cdf for the error term.

In the square root case where
ffiffiffiffi
yi
p ¼ x0ibþ e with possible

heteroscedasticity, the scale of interest relationship is

E yi9xi

� 
¼ x0ib
� 2 þ s2

e ðxiÞ. Here the retransformation factor is

additive. The retransformation factor will be multiplicative

only in the case of l¼0 and will be moot if l¼1.

There are a number of technical issues that arise with

Box–Cox models. One of these is how to deal with obser-

vations where y¼0. Second, the estimates of the power

transform are sensitive to extreme outliers in e. In practice, it

may be difficult to tell the effect of an influential outlier from

skewness in the dependent measure that is not associated with

the covariates. Third, if l is not known a priori, then all of the

inferences should reflect that b’s, l, and s are estimated in

calculating inference statistics for eqns [2] and [3], not just

the b’s.

Generalized linear models
A second alternative to a least squares linear model using

some f(y) directly is to model the f(E(y) directly and deal with

the skewed expenditure data (with or without the zeroes) by

addressing the property that the variance function is often an

increasing function of the mean. This can be done by using

some iteratively reweighted least squares alternative or the

GLMs for continuous outcomes (such as gamma regression)

estimated with quasi-maximum likelihood methods. In the

GLM case, the analyst specifies a link function between the

linear model x’b and the mean, so that g(E(y9x))¼x’b, and a

variance function v(y9x) that characterizes the nature of the

relationship between the mean and the variance on the raw
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scale. The v(y9x) function is assumed to be a function of the

mean, not of individual covariates in x directly. The correct

specification of the variance function results in more efficient

estimators and may correspond to an underlying distribution

of the outcome measure. If the distribution is from the ex-

ponential family, then the estimation can be done by quasi-

maximum likelihood methods. Although one can perform an

MLE using the specific distributions, the conventional GLM is

more robust in the sense it does not assume the distribution

beyond the first and second moments. So, for the gamma

GLM, only the gamma variance (the variance function in-

creases as the square of the mean function) is assumed and

not the full gamma distribution.

If the link function is misspecified, then the estimates will

provide a biased estimate of the response. Much of the work to

date on healthcare expenditures has used a log link:

ln E yi9xi

� � 
¼ x0id; I use d has been used for the index function

in the log link GLM to avoid possible confusion with b from

the ln(y) model. If the ln(y) error is homoscedastic, they have

the same expectation, except for the intercept where d0 cor-

responds in expectation to b0 þ ln EðexpðeiÞÞ½ �. However, some

papers have also used power transformations, such as the

square root. Just because the log transformation is often used

in transformed y models, there is no reason to assume the

same for the GLM or to use l¼ 0 for all cases that are skewed

right. In the transformed y models, the log (or any other

Box–Cox transformation) is designed to achieve symmetry in

the error. In the GLM case, the goal is to find a function of a

linear index (say x0d, which provides a consistent estimate of

E(y9x) over the range of x0id and the major covariates in x0id.

This difference between least squares on transformed y and

GLMs with power or log links is very important to understand,

and has been a common source of confusion between log/

Box–Cox methods and GLM alternatives.

Since the late 1990s, the most commonly used distribution

for GLM applied to positive healthcare cost or expenditure

data has been the gamma. This is appealing working as-

sumption for the distribution function because the standard

deviation under the gamma is proportional to the mean, a

property often but not always exhibited by healthcare cost

data. However, this is only one of several cases where

the standard deviation or the variance is a power of the

mean function. If the variance is not a function of the mean,

then a Gaussian assumption may be used (Mullahy, 1998;

Wooldridge, 1992). If the variance is proportional to the

mean, then the Poisson may be more appropriate. If the

standard deviation is proportional to the cube of the mean,

then the inverse Gaussian is an alternative. Other applications

could employ powers of the variance as in Blough et al. (1999)

and Basu and Rathouz (2005) approach (see below).

As long as the link function and the index function of the

covariates x0id are correctly specified, the GLM provides con-

sistent estimates. The wrong mean–variance relationship or

the wrong distribution function can potentially lead to sub-

stantial efficiency losses. For Box–Cox models, there may be

bias if there is heteroscedasticity and efficiency loss if the

underlying error is not normal. Manning and Mullahy (2001)

provide a fuller discussion and simulation results that illus-

trate the trade-offs involved among log(y) and GLM with log

links. One implication of their work is that there is no one

estimation approach that is ideal or even a close second best

approach for all examples. The best estimation approach de-

pends on the application at hand and its underlying data-

generating process.

Extended GLM methods
There is a hybrid of the Box–Cox type of model and the GLM.

Basu and Rathouz (2005) describe an extended estimating

equation (EEE) algorithm that allows one to use the data to

estimate both the link function from the power family via the

Box–Cox link for the mean function and the power family

relationship between the mean and the variance functions.

Eðy9xÞ ¼ m¼ g�1ðxbÞ
gðmiÞ ¼ ðmli � 1Þ=l
VðyiÞ ¼ y1ðmÞy2

½4�

This approach is more general than the two preceding

alternatives and avoids the issues that arise in the common

practice of using only a discrete set of GLM alternatives for the

link and mean–variance relationship. In both the Box–Cox

model and the GLM, the choice of the wrong transform of y or

link for E(y9x) can lead to biased estimates. In the GLM, only

using integer powers for the mean–variance relationship can

lead to a substantial loss of efficiency. Further, the results for

inference statistics will reflect the uncertainty in the estimates

of l and y2, thus avoiding the corresponding issue and debate

in statistics over the Box–Cox transformation of y.

Other parametric approaches
Manning et al. (2005) propose using an exponential con-

ditional mean regression based on the three-parameter gen-

eralized gamma distribution that could be estimated by

maximum likelihood. The generalized gamma model includes

the gamma, Weibull, and exponential distributions with log

link, as well as models for ln(y) with normal errors. This ap-

proach also provides a robust alternative to either the GLM

with log link or the OLS on ln(y) when those two alternatives

do not apply, assuming that the mean is truly an exponential

function of x0b. The generalized gamma is a more precise al-

ternative than the GLM when the distribution is more skewed

than is implicit in the GLM case. However, the generalized

gamma is susceptible to bias in the presence of certain forms

of heteroscedasticity on the log scale. Manning et al. (2005)

propose a modification of the model that corrects for this by

allowing for two index functions, one for the ln(s) term and

the other for the log-scale mean.

There is some preliminary interest in four-parameter dis-

tributions, such as the generalized betas of the second kind

because they allow for better fit to the actual distribution of

positive expenditures, as well as have several of the other al-

ternatives as special cases if the link is log or there is a pro-

portional response. There is related work by the distribution of

income. The five-parameter distribution has not been em-

ployed to the best of the author’s knowledge. Nevertheless, the

generalized gamma and the four- and five-parameter versions

of the generalized beta permit an explicit allowance for

skewness that is not always fully captured in simpler two-

parameter distributions such as the Box–Cox/log normal or

the GLM with its focus on the first two moments. Jones (2011)
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reports results from a parametric model in the generalized

beta of the second class. Although that model allows only one

of the parameters to be a function of covariates, Jones has

work allowing two or more parameters being a function of

covariates. This work would be more general and flexible than

either the GLM (with log link) or the generalized gamma,

because these are limiting cases or more restrictive variants of

the generalized beta of the second kind (GB2). That statistical

distribution has a richer parameterization that allows the

parameters to depend on patient or other characteristics.

Differential responsiveness
In their common formulations, the previous methods do not

allow for heterogeneity in the healthcare responses to covari-

ates over the population, by service, over the distribution of

expenditures, or by allowing for latent groups. Quantile

methods could be used to allow for differential responses, if

allowances are made for ties in the zero spenders. The multi-

part models, especially the four-part model used in the HIE

(Duan et al., 1983) allow for inpatient users to have a different

response to covariates; the four-part model is also a mixture

model with known or observable separation among sub-

groups and differs from the latent class models more often

used for count data. Finite mixture models with unobserved or

unknown separation can be used to approximate an arbitrary

distribution and to allow for some heterogeneity in response,

given the number of latent classes included.

Less-parametric approaches
Gilleskie and Mroz (2004) have suggested that one can use a

series of conditional models to address the skewed nature of

healthcare expenditures and the zeroes problems together.

They suggest a conditional density estimator (CDE) that

breaks the dependent variable (healthcare expenditures) into J

different segments, modeling the probability p of being in a

specific segment j as a function of the covariates x’s as a

polynomial function f of the covariates x, and then using

subsample means of y within each of those J segments. The

basic approach takes advantage of the way conditional distri-

butions work, namely, that E yð Þ ¼ E y9z
� 

� E zð Þ. In this case,

the expected value of y, given the observed characteristics of

the population is

Eðy9xÞ ¼
X

j

pjðy in range jÞ � ðEðy9y in range jÞÞ ½5�

The overall response E(y9x) for person i over the j ranges is

given by

Eðyi9xiÞ ¼
X

j

ðpjðx0iajÞÞ � ðmjÞ
� �

½6�

where j is an index for segments and x’s are polynomials in the

underlying independent variables. Gilleskie and Mroz propose

a very specific form for the probability functions pjðx0iajÞ, but

one can use a more general approach than they used. By

breaking the dependent variables into bounded values (except

for the last segment), they avoid some of the issues of ro-

bustness to skewness in y because the values of y in a specified

range are not as long tailed as the whole distribution of y. By

using a polynomial in the underlying covariates, they allow for

a nonlinear response to the individual characteristics.

Given the complexity of the model in eqns [4] and [5], the

effects of covariates are assessed using a marginal or incre-

mental effects approach just as in the multipart models.

They find that the model performs well in a range of

simulated conditions. Also, they are able to obtain well-

behaved results with data drawn from the HIE. One of two

remaining issues is how big the intervals should be, especially

given the substantial part of the overall expenditures that are

in the last (open) interval. The other is how to model means

of intervals if the mean conditional on being in an interval

depends on covariates.

Assessing Model Fit

The literature provides a number of tests that can be applied to

most of these models to assess the quality of the fit whether

the model is based on single-equation methods (with or

without the zeroes), two-part or multipart models, or GLM

and extended GLM. Some of the omnibus fits of test are pri-

marily done on the scale of estimation; they include Pregi-

bon’s Link Test and Ramsey’s RESET test. The Pearson

correlation test between the raw-scale residual and the raw-

scale prediction, and the modified Hosmer–Lemeshow test,

can be performed on the raw scale, which is often the scale of

interest. Buntin and Zaslavsky (2004) provide discussions of a

number of these, plus others that are often used in the risk

adjustment literature.

Generally, the two-part and multipart models are more dif-

ficult to assess the overall fit because there is no established

analog of Pregibon’s Link or Ramsey’s RESET test for multipart

models. For this and the CDE class of models, model assess-

ment is limited to Pearson and modified Hosmer–Lemeshow

for in-sample assessment, and the usual cross-sample validation

approaches including simple split sample or k-fold methods.

There are other extensions of split sample cross-validation ap-

proaches that can be used on the scale of estimation, including

the type of two-parameter more parsimonious work by Copas

(1997). In health services research, there is also a set of cross-

validation tests that have been called Copas tests but differ in

that the estimates from the first split sample are predicted to the

test or validation sample on the raw scale, sometimes called the

scale of interest. There the test is whether the regression of

the raw scale version of the dependent variable to the test but

on the raw scale is a straight line through the origin with

slope 1; see Veazie et al. (2003) and Basu et al. (2006).

Quantile Approaches

With the exception of the Gilleskie and Mroz (2004) approach

discussed earlier, the approaches have been largely parametric.

Often these approaches have assumed that there is limited

heterogeneity in response over the distribution of expend-

itures (inpatient vs. outpatient, or across a small number of

latent classes). Another approach is to employ quantile re-

gression methods that allow the responses to differ across the

distribution of expenditures, conditional on a set of covariates

based on the quantile methods reviewed in Koenker (2005).
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Note that these provide a more flexible approach to

modeling the response because the responses are not forced to

be parallel on the scale of estimation. For example, if the

inpatient and outpatient responses are different, then that can

be addressed with separate models for different services or by a

multipart model. But if the catastrophic inpatient cases had a

different response to income and price, then the simpler

models could fail to be parallel in the right tail, where so

much of the total resource cost and expenditure are.

This article will not address those quantile approaches in

detail.

Strengths and Weaknesses

There have been a substantial number of papers of econo-

metric and statistical models for modeling healthcare costs

and expenditures as a function of patient characteristics of

interest. Many of these deal with the whole distribution, es-

pecially the substantial fraction of the cases that have zero

expenditure. Many of these papers involve comparisons for

alternative models with the evaluation largely limited to how

well specific models do for a specific data set. One of the

concerns about such studies is their generalizability to other

populations or to other types of healthcare expenditures. A

second concern is that the performance in a specific appli-

cation may reflect overfitting of badly skewed data, because

many of the papers use within-estimation sample methods to

evaluate the relative performance of the alternatives.

Manning and Mullahy (2001) report simulated com-

parisons of several exponential conditional mean models

under a range of different data-generating mechanisms. These

include the use of OLS on ln(y), various types of GLMs

with log links (Gaussian, Poisson, and gamma). In each case,

the true response was exponential conditional mean

E(y9x)¼exp(xb). They examined a number of data-generating

mechanisms that lead to varying degrees of skewness, het-

eroscedasticity on the log scale, and even heavy-tailed distri-

butions for ln(y). In the absence of heteroscedasticity on the

log scale, they found that both the OLS on ln(y) and GLM

with log link models provided consistent estimates of

E(y9x). But if the true model was linear on the log scale

with an additive error term that was heteroscedastic in x, the

log OLS provided biased estimates of E(y9x) without

suitable retransformation.

Although the GLM were always consistent, the choice of

variance function assumption had substantial impact on the

efficiency of the estimation, especially when compared with

the results based on OLS on ln(y). Further, the loss of effi-

ciency relative to OLS on ln(y) increased as the data became

more skewed or became heavy tailed on the log scale.

Because of the potential for bias from OLS on ln(y) and of

efficiency losses from the GLM with log link models when the

log-scale error variances are large or the log-scale error is heavy

tailed, they propose an approach for determining which esti-

mation approach is better for a specific data set.

Basu and Rathouz (2005) also simulate the behavior of

various GLM versus their proposed EEE extension of the GLM.

They find evidence of bias and inefficiency when the incorrect

power transformations are used for either or both of the link

and the variance functions. But they do not examine the tra-

ditional Box–Cox estimator.

Except for Basu and Rathouz (2005) and subsequently

Basu et al. (2006), there is little in the literature outside the

exponential conditional mean that is not specific to a par-

ticular data set or health condition. But there is no reason why

other link or Box–Cox style transformations of the dependent

variable could not be used or seriously considered. More

flexible alternatives could be used and then the results re-

ported as incremental or marginal effects.

With data as skewed or with as many zeroes as healthcare

data have, there is always a concern about overfitting. Tradi-

tional split-sample or cross-validation tests, or the more par-

simonious Copas’s (1997) tests on the scale of estimation can

be employed to assess overfitting in the narrower sense of the

term. But there is also a concern about how well the model fits

on the scale of ultimate interest, especially if payment/risk

adjustment issues are involved. Some of these have extended

to split-sample, out-of-sample tests, and to test/validation

sample methods on the scale of interest by Veazie et al. (2003)

and Basu et al. (2006). These provide more confidence in the

results than ones conducted on the statistical scale-of-estima-

tion, as Copas and others have done; see Hill and Miller

(2010) for a recent example of a scale-of-interest comparison.

Conclusions

Because of the very skewed nature of healthcare costs and

expenditures, analysis based on simple regressions of costs or

expenditures are not robust in data sets with the number of

observations encountered by most analysts. The focus in most

applications is on finding more robust estimates of the mean

response than simple OLS, conditional on the covariates, or

the marginal and incremental effects of particular policies or

treatments. The literature offers a number of alternative esti-

mation strategies for expenditures. These include both single

and multipart models using a range of options to deal with

skewness in general or in the positive cases: Box–Cox trans-

formations (especially the log) of the dependent variable, and

GLMs, and a less restrictive version of the GLM-type approach

(the extended GLM or EEE), a broader class of distributional

assumptions (the generalized gamma and the generalized

beta), a discrete and less parametric approximation, have been

suggested as alternative estimators.

At this point, it does not appear that any specific approach

dominates the modeling of the data with continuous out-

comes beyond the nonuser subset. Instead, it appears that

econometric model needs to be able to address the research

question and to match the characteristics of the data if the

estimate is to be relatively efficient, with little bias, and to pass

the Cox test. To paraphrase Cox and Draper, all models are

wrong, but some are useful. That is, some econometric

methods provide better approximations than others.
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Introduction

Count data regression is now a well-established tool in

econometrics. If the outcome variable is measured as a non-

negative count, y; yAN0 ¼ 0; 1; 2; :::: and the object of

interest is the marginal impact of a change in the variable x on

the regression function E[y9x], then a count regression is a

relevant tool of analysis. Fully parametric formulations of

count models accommodate this discreteness property of the

distribution, with probability mass at nonnegative integer

values only. By contrast, some semiparametric regression

models accommodate only nonnegativity but not discreteness.

For such data, a linear regression is generally not efficient, and

hence the standard count model is a nonlinear regression. A

fully parametric formulation is more attractive if the re-

searcher’s interest is in the full distribution of the data,

whereas a semiparametric model like nonlinear least squares

is often used when the focus is on the conditional mean only.

Cross-section and panel data on event counts, for example,

doctor visits, hospital admissions, and many measures of

health-care utilization, are very common in empirical health

economics. This has contributed to the use of count data re-

gressions. This entry covers the case where all regressors are

exogenous or predetermined. The empirically important case

in which some regressors are endogenous is treated in other

articles. The focus here is on classical inference, but all models

considered here are amenable to Bayesian analysis.

Poisson Regression

The starting point of many count data analyses is the Poisson

regression, derived from the Poisson distribution, for the

number of occurrences of the event, with probability mass

function

Pr Y ¼ y½ � ¼ f ðy9mÞ ¼ e�mmy

y!
; y¼ 0; 1; 2;y; ½1�

where m is the intensity or rate parameter. The first two mo-

ments of this distribution, denoted P[m], are E[Y]¼m, and

V[Y]¼m, which is the well-known equidispersion property of

the Poisson distribution. The Poisson regression results from

the parameterization m¼m(x), where x is a K-dimensional

vector of exogenous regressors. The usual specification of the

conditional mean is

E½y9x� ¼ expðx0bÞ ½2�

Standard estimation methods are fully parametric Poisson

maximum likelihood (PML), ‘semiparametric’ methods such

as nonlinear least squares, or (weighted) moment-based esti-

mation, based on the moment condition E½y � expðx0bÞ9x� ¼ 0

possibly further augmented by the equidispersion restriction

used to generate a weighted moment function.

According to standard maximum likelihood theory, if the

Poisson model is parametrically correctly specified, the max-

imum likelihood estimator (MLE) b̂p is consistent for b, with

covariance matrix estimated by

V̂ ½b̂P� ¼
XN
i ¼ 1

m̂ixix
0
i

 !�1

½3�

where m̂i ¼ expðx0ib̂PÞ. The use of this formula can be mis-

leading if the equidispersion assumption is incorrect.

The Poisson regression is founded in the Poisson point

process for the occurrence of the event of interest. This process

is a characterization of complete randomness, which excludes

any form of dependence between events, either cross sec-

tionally or over time, and any form of nonstationarity. In the

Poisson regression, these assumptions are conditional on the

covariates xi, which reduces the restrictiveness of the model.

Even when analysis is restricted to cross-section data with

strictly exogenous regressors, the basic Poisson regression is

restrictive for most empirical work. First, the mean-variance

equality restriction will be violated if there is significant un-

observed heterogeneity in cross-section data – in which case

(conditional) variance will exceed (conditional) mean. This

feature, referred to as overdispersion (relative to the Poisson),

manifests itself in a variety of data features, most noteworthy

being the excess zeros problem.

Overdispersion

Overdispersion results from many different sources and is

consistent with a variety of different deficiencies of the Poisson

regression, including serial dependence, spatial dependence,

or contemporaneous dependence of events. This motivates

replacing the Poisson distribution with more flexible func-

tional forms that can accommodate overdispersion as well as

its other specific limitations.Thus, many functional forms are

generated as Poisson mixtures. Replace the parameter mi in (1)

by mivi, where vi represents individual-specific, independently

and continuously distributed, separable unobserved hetero-

geneity. Next make an assumption about the distribution of vi

Finally, derive a new functional form by integrating out v

(subscript omitted) – a mathematical operation equivalent to

averaging with respect to the assumed distribution of v. A

shortcut is to start with the more flexible functional form (i.e.,

the mixture distribution) without going through the inter-

mediate mathematical step.

Provided the conditional mean is correctly specified, the

PML estimator (PMLE) is consistent but not efficient in the

presence of overdispersion. Considering overdispersion, one

can use the pseudo-ML or quasi-ML approach, again using the

PMLE for point estimates but computing the (Eicker–

White) robust estimate of the variance–covariance matrix

using an expression of the form V̂Rob½b̂P� ¼ A�1BA�1,

where A¼
PN

i ¼ 1 m̂ixix
0
i and B¼

PN
i ¼ 1 ðyi � m̂iÞ2xix

0
i and
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m̂i ¼ expðx0ib̂PÞ, that is, the point estimates of b are as in

pseudo-ML theory, but its sample variance is obtained

robustly.

Efficient estimation of overdispersed model is possible if

more specific parametric assumptions are invoked. The nega-

tive binomial (NB) regression is an example of a mixture

model. It can be derived as a Poisson–Gamma mixture. Given

the Poisson distribution f ðy9x; nÞ ¼ expð�mnÞðmnÞy=y! with the

mean E[y9x,v]¼m(x)v, v40, where the random variable v rep-

resents multiplicative unobserved heterogeneity, a latent vari-

able assumed to be independent and separable has Gamma

density gðnÞ ¼ na�1expð�nÞ=GðaÞ, with E[v]¼1 and variance

a (a40). The resulting mixture distribution is the NB2 (nega-

tive binomial with quadratic variance), which has mean

E[y9x]¼m(x)] and variance V[y9x]¼[1þ am(x)]m(x)4E[y9x],

thus accommodating overdispersion. Relative to the Poisson,

the overdispersed distributions have more probability mass at

zero and high values of y. The same approach can be used with

other mixing distributions.The NB1 variant of the NB, which

has variance linear in m(x), and the Poisson–lognormal mixture

are two popular alternatives to the Poisson. The formulae for

the probability mass function of NB1 and NB2 distributions are

shown in Table 1.

Test of overdispersion
The null hypothesis of equidispersion can be tested by pos-

tulating an alternative overdispersed model. A formal test of

the V[y9x]¼E[y9x] property can be based on the equation

V½y9x� ¼ E½y9x� þ aE½y9x�2

which is the variance function for the NB1 model. Equiva-

lently, H0:a¼0 against H1:a40 is tested.

The test can be implemented by auxiliary regression of the

generated dependent variable ððy � m̂Þ2 � yÞ=m̂ on m̂, without

an intercept term, and performing a t test of whether the co-

efficient of m̂ is 0. However, the rejection of the null does not

automatically indicate a suitable alternative model because

that outcome is consistent with failure of the null model in

many different ways.

Alternatives to the Poisson

The NB regression has been found to fit well many types of

data, including those with ‘excess zeros.’ It has an analytical

closed form. Functional forms resulting from other mixing

assumptions, for example, the lognormal, often do not have a

closed form, although estimation using either simulation-

based methods or quadrature methods for numerical inte-

gration is straightforward to implement.

The classic gamma heterogeneity assumption underlying

NB2 is somewhat special. Modern approaches, however, can

handle more flexible models where the latent variables are

nonseparable, which means that in principle unobserved

heterogeneity impacts the entire distribution of the outcome

of interest. Quantile regression and finite mixtures are two

examples of such nonseparable models.

The literature on new functional forms to handle over-

dispersion is large and still growing. Despite the availability of

many functional forms, a relatively small class of models has

attained much popularity in health econometrics. This in-

cludes especially the NB regression (NBR) presented above,

the two-part model (TPM) or the hurdle model, and the zero-

inflated Poisson (ZIP) and zero-inflated NB (ZINB), which

collectively dominate the applied literature and form the set of

basic parametric count regression models. These models are

all mixtures of Poisson-type models. Discussion of these

models provided as follows.

Hurdle Model

The hurdle model or TPM relaxes the assumption that the

zeros and the positives come from the same data generating

process. The zeros are determined by the density f1( � ), so that

Pr[y¼0]¼ f1(0) and Pr[y40]¼1� f1(0). The positive counts

come from the truncated density f2(y9y40)¼ f2(y)/(1� f2(0)),

that is multiplied by Pr[y40] to ensure that probabilities sum

to 1. Thus, suppressing regressors for notational simplicity,

f ðyÞ ¼
f1ð0Þ if y¼ 0

1� f1ð0Þ
1� f2ð0Þ

f2ðyÞ if y � 1

8><
>: ½4�

Table 1 Selected mixture models

Distribution f ðyÞ ¼ Pr ½Y ¼ y � Mean; Variance

1 Poisson e�mmy=y ! mðxÞ; mðxÞ
2 NB1 As in NB2 below with a�1 replaced by a�1m mðxÞ; ð1þ aÞ mðxÞ
3 NB2 Gða�1 þ yÞ

Gða�1ÞGðy þ 1Þ
a�1

a�1 þ m

� �1
a m

mþ a�1

� �y mðxÞ; ð1þ a mðxÞÞ mðxÞ

4 Hurdle f1ð0Þ if y ¼ 0;

1� f1ð0Þ
1� f2ð0Þ

f2ðyÞ if y � 1

8><
>:

Pr½y409x �Ey40½y9y40; x �

5 Pr½y409x �Vy40½y9y40; x �
þPr½y ¼ 09x �Ey40½y9y409x �

6 Zero inflated f1ð0Þ þ ð1� f1ð0ÞÞf2ð0Þ if y ¼ 0;

ð1� f1ð0ÞÞf2ðyÞ if y � 1

(
ð1� f1ð0ÞÞðmðxÞ þ f1ð0Þm2ðxÞÞ

7 Finite mixture P2
j ¼ 1 pj fj ðy9yj Þ S2

i ¼ 1pimi ðxÞ; S2
i ¼ 1pi ½mi ðxÞ þ m2

i ðxÞ�
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This specializes to the standard model only if f1( � )¼ f2( � ).

This model can handle both excess zeros and too few zeros.

A hurdle model has the interpretation that it reflects a two-

stage decision-making process, each part being a model of one

decision. The two parts of the model are functionally in-

dependent. Therefore, ML estimation of the hurdle model can

be achieved by separately maximizing the two terms in the

likelihood: one corresponding to the zeros and the other to

the positives. A binary outcome model is used to model the

positive outcome and a truncated Poisson or NB for the sec-

ond part. The first part uses the full sample, but the second

part uses only the positive-count observations.

For certain types of activities, such a specification is easy to

rationalize. For example, in a model that explains the number

of packs of cigarettes smoked per day, the survey may include

both smokers and nonsmokers. The first part of the hurdle

model determines whether or not one smokes and the second

part determines the intensity, i.e., the number of packs

smoked, given that at least one pack is smoked.

Models for Zero-Inflated Data

The zero-inflated model was originally proposed in manu-

facturing quality control settings to handle data with excess

zeros relative to the Poisson. Like the hurdle model, it sup-

plements a count density f2( � ) with a binary process with

density f1( � ). If the binary process takes value 0, with prob-

ability f1(0) then y¼0. If the binary process takes value 1, with

probability f1(1), then y takes count values 0,1,2,y from the

count density f2( � ). This lets zero counts occur in two ways: as

a realization of the binary process and as a realization of the

count process when the binary random variable takes value 1.

Suppressing regressors for notational simplicity, the zero-

inflated model has density

f ðyÞ ¼
f1ð0Þ þ ð1� f1ð0ÞÞf2ð0Þ if y¼ 0

ð1� f1ð0ÞÞf2ðyÞ if y � 1

(
½5�

As in the case of the hurdle model, the probability f1(0)

may be a constant or may be parametrized through a binomial

model like the logit or probit to capture dependence on ob-

servable factors. Once again, the set of variables in the f1( � )
density need not be the same as those in the f2( � ) density.

However, identifying the separate roles of factors that affect

f1(0) and f2(y) is generally challenging.

Finite Mixture Models

The NB model is an example of a continuous mixture model.

An alternative approach uses a discrete representation of un-

observed heterogeneity to generate a class of models called

finite mixture models (FMM) – a particular subclass of latent

class models.

An FMM specifies that the density of y is a linear com-

bination of m different densities, not necessarily from the

same parametric class, where the jth density is fj(y9bj), j¼1, 2,

y, m. Thus an m-component finite mixture is

f ðy9b; pÞ ¼
Xm

j ¼ 1
pjfjðy9bjÞ; 0rpjr1;

Xm

j ¼ 1
pj ¼ 1 ½6�

For example, a two-component (m¼2) mixture of f1(y9x,b1)

and f1(y9x,b2) may reflect the possibility that the sampled

population contains two ‘types’ of cases, whose y outcomes are

characterized by distributions with different moments. The

mixing fraction p1 is, in general, an unknown parameter which

could, for additional flexibility, be parameterized in terms of

observed variable(s) z.

The FMM specification is attractive for empirical work in

cross-section analysis because its functional form is flexible.

Mixture components may come from different parametric

families, although commonly they are specified to come from

the same family. The mixture components permit differences

in conditional moments of the component distributions, and

hence in the marginal effects. In an actual empirical setting,

the latent classes often have a convenient interpretation in

terms of the differences between the underlying subpopula-

tions. However, the number of latent classes is generally un-

known and has to be treated as an additional parameter. This

is a nontrivial complication that has often been handled as a

model selection problem that is solved using penalized like-

lihood criteria. Bayesian analyses using Dirichlet process

mixtures potentially allow for additional flexibility.

The main features of some popular models are summar-

ized in Table 1.

Quantile Regression for Counts

Quantile conditional regression (QCR) is a robust semipara-

metric methodology for continuous response data. The con-

ditional quantile function is a more general object of interest

than the traditional conditional mean because it allows us to

study potentially different responses in different quantiles of

the outcome variable, and thus the entire distribution. It is

consistent under weak stochastic assumptions and is equiv-

ariant to monotone transformations of the outcome variable.

It is attractive because it potentially allows for response het-

erogeneity at different conditional quantiles of the variables of

interest. By extending it to count data regression, one can

overcome the standard and restrictive models of unobserved

heterogeneity based on strong distributional assumptions.

Further, QCR permits the study of the impact of regressors on

both the location and scale parameters of the model and thus

supports a richer interpretation under weaker distributional

assumptions. A difficulty arises because the quantiles of dis-

crete variables are not unique as the cumulative distribution

function is discontinuous with discrete jumps between flat

sections. By convention, the lower boundary of the interval

defines the quantile in such a case. However, recent theoretical

advances have extended QCR to a special case of count

regression.

The key step in the extension of QCR to counts involves

replacing the discrete count outcome y with a continuous

variable z¼h(y), where h( � ) is a smooth continuous trans-

formation. The standard linear QCR methods are then applied

to z. The particular continuation transformation used is

z¼yþ u, where uBU[0,1] is a pseudorandom draw from the

uniform distribution on (0,1). This step is called ‘jittering’ the

count. Point and interval estimates are then retransformed to

the original y-scale, using functions that preserve the quantile

properties.
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Panel Data

Count data panel models, like their linear counterparts, use

three main frameworks: population-averaged (PA) models,

random-effect (RE) models, and fixed-effect (FE) models. All

are widely used in health econometrics. Maximum likelihood

as well as moment-based estimation is common.

Given the scalar dependent variable yit with vector of

regressors xit where i, i¼1,y,N, denotes the individual and t

(t¼1,y,T) denotes time, the case of ‘short panel’ (small T) is

empirically in health applications.

Many complications of count data panel models stem from

discreteness of y and nonlinearity of the conditional mean.

Assume multiplicative individual-specific scale effect ai ap-

plied to exponential function,

E½yit9a; xit � ¼ aiexpðx0itbÞ ½7�

As xit includes an intercept, ai may be interpreted as a de-

viation from 1 because E(ai9x)¼1.

Pooled or Population-Averaged Models

Operationally speaking, pooling involves ‘stacking’ cross-

section observations and applying cross-section methods.

Pooling multiple cross-section involves a strong assumption.

The observations yit9ai, xit are treated as independent, after

assuming ai¼a, which implies absence of unobserved het-

erogeneity. The pooled model is also called the PA model. For

parametric models, it is assumed that the marginal density for

a single (i, t) pair,

f ðyit9xitÞ ¼ f ðaþ x0itb; gÞ ½8�

is correctly specified, regardless of the (unspecified) form of

the joint density f(yit,y,yiT9xil,y,xiT,b,g). The PA specification

accommodates some assumption about conditional depend-

ence between yit, over both i and t. Serial correlation of yit

suggests conditional dependence. Hence, after estimating the

pooled model (by ML or moment-based estimator such as

nonlinear least squares), ‘residuals’ may be dependent; hence a

panel-robust or cluster-robust (with clustering on i) estimator

of the covariance matrix can then be applied to adjust stand-

ard errors for such dependence.

The pooled model for the exponential conditional mean

specifies E½yit9xit � ¼ expðaþ x
0

itbÞ. The model can be estimated

by the efficient generalized method of moments (GMM)

estimator, which embeds the generalized estimating equations

(GEE) estimator in the statistics literature, which is based on

the conditional moment restrictions, stacked over all T ob-

servations,

E½yi � giðbÞ9Xi� ¼ 0 ½9�

where giðbÞ ¼ ½gðxi1;bÞ;y; gðxiT ;bÞ�0 and Xi ¼ ½xi1;y; xiT �
0
.

Although the foregoing analysis is for additive errors, there

are multiplicative versions of moment conditions that will

lead to different estimators. Because of the greater potential for

having omitted factors in panel models of observational data,

fixed and random-effect panel count models are more flexible

and plausible alternatives to the PA model.

Random Effects Models

A REs model treats the individual-specific effect ai as an un-

observed random variable, uncorrelated with the regressors

xi1;y; xiTi
, with specified mixing distribution g(ai9g), analo-

gous to the cross-section case. Then ai is eliminated by aver-

aging over its distribution – an operation which is

mathematically equivalent to integrating out ai from the

conditional distribution f(yit9xit,ai,b,g). The resulting un-

conditional density for the ith observation is f ðyit ;y; yiTi
9

xi1;y;b; g; ZÞ may have an analytical closed form for some

combinations of {f( � ), g( � )}, but in general it is handled

numerically. Randomness restricted only to the intercept is

easier to handle numerically than when it applies to both

intercept and slope parameters, which means that the RE is

not separable, as in an FMM.

As in the cross-section case, the NB panel model can be

derived under two assumptions: first, yij has Poisson distri-

bution conditional on mi and second, mi are independent,

identically distributed (i.i.d.)-g distributed with mean m and

variance am2. Then, unconditionally yijBNBðmi;mi þ am2
i Þ. Al-

though this model is easy to estimate using standard software

packages, it has the obvious limitation that it requires a strong

distributional assumption for the random intercept and it is

only useful in the special case when the regressors in the mean

function mi ¼ expðx0ibÞ are time invariant.

A potential limitation of the foregoing RE panel models is

that they may not generate sufficient flexibility in the specifi-

cation of the conditional mean function. Such flexibility can

be obtained using a finite mixture or latent class specification

of RE.

Fixed Effects Models

Given the conditional mean specification

E½yit9ai; xit � ¼ aiexpðx0itbÞ ¼ aimit ½10�

a FEs model treats ai as an unobserved random variable that

may be correlated with the regressors xit. Such dependence

may be present if one or more regressors are endogenous. In

this sense the FE model deals with a limited form of endo-

geneity. It is known that ML or moment-based estimation of

both the PA Poisson model and the RE Poisson model will not

identify b if the FE specification is correct. The main difficulty

in handling the otherwise more attractive FE model is that,in

general in nonlinear panel models, the nuisance parameters ai

cannot be easily eliminated from the model, which is the in-

cidental parameters problem.

However, under the assumption of strict exogeneity of xit,

the basic result that there is no incidental parameter problem

for the Poisson panel regression is now established and well

understood. The conditional likelihood principle can be used

to eliminate a and to condense the log-likelihood in terms of

b only.

Table 2 below displays the first-order condition for FE

PMLE of b, which can be compared with the pooled Poisson

first-order condition to see how the FEs change the estimator.

The difference is that mit in the pooled model is replaced by

mityi=mi in the FE PMLE, where mi ¼ T�1
P

texpðx0itbÞ and

yi ¼ T�1
P

tyit are time averages The multiplicative factor yi=mi
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is simply the ML estimator of aI; this means that the first-order

condition is based on the likelihood concentrated with respect

to ai.

The result about the incidental parameter problem for the

PMLE model does not extend to the FEs NB1 model (whose

variance function is quadratic in the conditional mean) if the

FEs parameters enter multiplicatively through the conditional

mean specification. This fact is confusing for many prac-

titioners who observe the availability of the FEs NB option in

computer packages.

Moment Function Estimation

Modern literature considers and sometimes favors the use of

moment-based estimators that may be potentially more ro-

bust than the MLE. The starting point here is a moment

condition model which mimics the differencing trans-

formations used to eliminate nuisance parameters in linear

models, that is, moment condition models are based on quasi-

differencing transformations that eliminate FEs. This step is

then followed by application of one of the several available

variants of the GMM estimation, such as two-step GMM or

continuously updated GMM.

Two alternative formulations are

yit ¼ expðx0itbþ aiÞuit ½11�

yit ¼ expðx0itbþ aiÞ þ uit ½12�

where, in the first case E(uit)¼1, the xit are predetermined with

respect to uit, and uit are serially uncorrelated and independent

of ai. A quasi-differencing transformation eliminates the FEs

and generates moment conditions whose form depend on

whether one starts with eqn [11] or eqn [12]. Several variants

are shown in Table 2 and they can be used in GMM estima-

tion. Certainly, these moment conditions only provide a

starting point and important issues remain about the per-

formance of alternative variants or the best variants to use. In

essence these specifications lead to GMM estimation which

differ in terms of the weights attached to the moment

conditions.

Conditionally Correlated Random Effects

Given the difficulty of eliminating FEs for any flexible func-

tional form, an extension of the RE model offers an attractive

alternative. The standard RE panel model assumes that ai and

xit are uncorrelated. Instead, suppose that they are con-

ditionally correlated. This idea, originally developed in the

context of a linear panel model, can be interpreted as a

compromise between fixed and random effects, that is, if the

correlation between ai and the regressors can be controlled by

adding some suitable regressors, then the remaining un-

observed heterogeneity can be treated as random and un-

correlated with the regressors. Although in principle a subset

of regressors may be introduced, in practice it is more parsi-

monious to introduce time-averaged values of time-varying

regressors. This is the conditionally correlated random effects

(CCRE) model. This formulation allows for correlation by

assuming a relationship of the form

ai ¼ x
0

ilþ ei ½13�

where x denotes the time average of the time-varying ex-

ogenous variables and ei may be interpreted as unobserved

heterogeneity uncorrelated with the regressors. Substituting

this into the above formulation essentially introduces no

additional problems. To use the standard RE framework,

however, it is needed to make an assumption about the dis-

tribution of et and this will usually lead to an integral that

would need evaluating. Estimation and inference in the

pooled Poisson or NLS model can proceed as before. This

formulation can also be used when dynamics are present in

the model.

Dynamic Panels

As for linear models, inclusion of lagged values is appropriate

in some empirical models. An example is the use of past re-

search and development expenditure when modeling the

number of patents. When lagged exogenous variables are used,

no new modeling issues arise from their presence. When

lagged dependent variables are introduced, for example,

yit ¼ expðgyit�1 þ x
0
itbþ aiÞ, additional complications arise.

First, in short panels, initial condition yi0 will have a persistent

influence. Second, the presence of zero outcomes or large

lagged outcomes can induce instability. The literature offers a

number of solutions whose suitability should be determined

on a case by case basis. However, a relatively simple and ap-

pealing solution of the initial condition problem is to embed

the dynamics in a CCRE model by assuming that

ai ¼ g0yi0 þ x
0

ilþ ei ½14�

Table 2 Selected moment conditions for panel count models

Model Moment or model specification Estimating equations or moment condition

Pooled Poisson E ½yit 9xit � ¼ expðx0itbÞ;
PN

i ¼ 1

PT
t ¼ 1 xit yit � mitð Þ ¼ 0

where mit ¼ expðx0itbÞ
Population averaged rts ¼ cor½ðyit � expðx0itbÞÞðyis � expðx0isbÞÞ�
Poisson random effect (RE) E ½yit 9ai ; xit � ¼ ai expðx0itbÞ;

PN
i ¼ 1

PT
t ¼ 1 xit yit � mit

y iþZ=T
m iþZ=T

� �
¼ 0

mi ¼ T�1P
t expðx0itbÞ; Z¼ varðai Þ

Poisson fixed effect (FE) E ½yit 9ai ; xit � ¼ ai expðx0itbÞ
PN

i ¼ 1

PT
t ¼ 1 xit yit � mit

y i
mi

� �
¼ 0;
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where the individual-specific effect absorbs the initial con-

dition. Finally, the i.i.d. component ei can be dealt with using

the RE framework for the panel data. Estimation of such a

model may entail numerical integration to deal with the i.i.d.

error and/or the initial condition.
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Introduction

This paper will survey the application of discrete choice

models in health economics. The application of econometrics

to understanding the health system takes place at several

levels:

• Aggregate: modeling the behavior over time of aggregates

such as health care spending and demographics.

• Market: modeling the behavior of specific markets such as

hospital services markets and market structures and labor

markets such as the market for nurses.

• Individual: modeling the behavior of individuals making

decisions such as whether to have insurance, visit a phys-

ician, or how intensively to use the health care system.

It would be overly ambitious to attempt to cover the field in

a single essay. This survey will focus on the third topic. The

analysis of individual behavior in health economics generally

involves a particular style and tradition of econometric model

building. At the individual level, behavior often takes the form

of discrete choices over particular sets of alternatives. To focus

ideas, we consider the examples of whether individuals pur-

chase insurance or not, or how they report their health status

or satisfaction, or which type of products to purchase, or how

many times they visit the physician or engage in a particular

behavior such as smoking or consuming narcotics. Each of

these is a discrete choice, in most cases, a binary choice be-

tween two distinct alternatives. Understanding these individual

choices helps the analyst to understand aggregate behavior

and, for example, the impact of policy changes on behavior.

Choice Modeling: Theory and Econometrics

There are two fundamental building blocks that underlie the

methodology of discrete choice modeling, the model of ran-

dom utility and the basic econometric binary choice model for

choice between two alternatives. (The theory of random utility

began in the 1920s. It gained great momentum with the

econometric research by McFadden, 1974.) The econometric

approach to analyze discrete choices departs from the as-

sumption that an individual’s behavior reflects an underlying

preference structure that is consistent with the familiar con-

structs of microeconomic theory. That is, the individual’s

preferences are continuous, complete, and transitive. The im-

plication is that choices are made in the setting of a particular

process, or calculus. The nature of the choice mechanism, if

not the choice itself, follows from some familiar axioms of

economic theory: choices are continuous, meaning that small

variations in circumstances generally lead to small or no

changes in decisions; choices are complete, meaning that

decision makers are able to rank any pair of alternatives

presented; and choices are transitive, meaning that, in broad

terms, choices are logically consistent. The model builder

moves forward from this underlying preference structure to a

model of the value or utility of a specific alternative, which it is

convenient to label Uij, with U meaning utility and j indicating

the alternative. Thus, Uij is the utility, or value to individual i

of making choice j. The centerpiece of the econometric model

is the random utility model (RUM), which states that from the

point of the model builder, Uij is a random variable with a

particular form that will be described. It is noted at this con-

venient juncture, that the idea of random utility is from the

point of the observer. It does not imply that individuals make

decisions randomly, for example, by using a coin toss to de-

cide whether or not to visit a physician or to consume a nar-

cotic. The random utility model is used as a platform for the

analysis on which aspects of behavior are ‘observable’ (or

nonrandom), whereas others are ‘unobservable’ (so, from the

observer’s standpoint, random). Thus, for example, it can be

confidently said that price is a determinant of whether an

individual chooses to smoke. But, there are also other intrinsic

and inherently unobservable features of the individual’s psy-

che that motivate a decision to smoke; price alone is not the

full story. The observed outcome appears random because

observable information is not sufficient to provide a complete

explanation of the observed choice.

Random Utility

For convenience, it will help to write the RUM in a particular

additive form,

Uij ¼ Vij þ eij

The model of random utility is stated from the point of view

of the analyst – it embodies their understanding of individual

behavior. It states that the utility of the observed individual is

composed of a deterministic part that is amenable to model

building and responds predictably to observable stimuli, and a

random part that embodies the unobservable aspects of in-

dividual preferences. It is crucial to the understanding of be-

havior that it is assumed that under the same circumstances,

the individual will always behave the same way. The ran-

domness of random utility describes the analyst’s under-

standing of the differences across different people.

It should also be noted that RUM is a model – a de-

scription of behavior. A common mistake is to attack the RUM

as if it was an immutable statement of the precise nature of

underlying utility, which would then be characterized as

hopelessly naı̈ve. The RUM is a broad characterization of the

process that lies behind observations of choices that indi-

viduals make. To make it convenient to discuss ideas, a par-

ticular form for the utility function is assumed,

Uij ¼ b0 jxij þ eij

For the less mathematically inclined reader, it is noted, the

vector symbol b0x is used here as a shorthand for the equiva-

lent linear equation, Uij¼b0þ b1xij1þ b2xij2þybKxijKþ eij.
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The variables xijk represent either attributes of the choices, such

as the price of a particular kind of insurance policy, or char-

acteristics of the individual, such as age, gender, or income.

The definition of a utility function in this form embodies the

assumption that these features influence the choice made

because they influence utility. For example, an increase in the

price of an insurance plan (it is assumed) will make that plan

less desirable – the choice of that plan, all else equal, will

afford the individual lower utility (because the plan’s greater

price will divert income from other activities that would pro-

vide utility). The lower utility, working a step backward, makes

it less likely that an individual would choose that plan instead

of others available.

Binary Choice

The second fundamental building block of a paradigm of

modeling discrete choices is a mechanism that translates un-

observed utility into an observed counterpart. The departure

point is the choice between two alternatives. The random

utilities for two alternatives, for example, ‘being a smoker,’ or

‘being a nonsmoker,’ would be represented by

UiN ¼ b0NxiN þ eiN

UiS ¼ b0SxiS þ eiS

These two utility functions are implied by the RUM. The

assumption that observed behavior is consistent with an

underlying preference structure of utility maximization im-

plies that the (now hypothetical) individual i will make choice

S if UiS4UiN and will make choice N if UiN4UiS. Thus, the

decision actually made is termed the revealed preference – the

decision to be a nonsmoker reveals that the individual prefers

being a nonsmoker to being a smoker. (There is a slightly

inconvenient ambiguity in how to break a tie. It is assumed

that if the individual is indifferent between the two alter-

natives, they will choose alternative N (or, the first alternative).

In more formal mathematical terms, since the random vari-

ables involved are continuous, the probability of a tie is zero

and one need not worry about it in developing the theory.

It might be tempting to think the individual mentally tosses

a coin when faced with indifference between two choices.

However, this would violate the continuity assumption made

earlier, and seems unrealistic as well.)

The utility maximization assumption implies an econo-

metric model: Specifically, it can be reasoned backwards

from the observed choice to the underlying outcome. In our

example,

Choice N-UiN � UiS or b0NxiN þ eiN � b0SxiS þ eiS

Collecting terms, this implies that if choice N is made, then it

follows that (b0NxiN� b0SxiS)þ (eiN� eiS)Z0. Combining and

renaming terms, it is determined that choice N will be made if

c0xiþ eiZ0. This provides the underpinning of an econometric

model that will help in understanding individual choices and

the differences across individuals. In particular, if two indi-

viduals who make different choices are observed, two under-

lying sources for the difference can be asserted. The first arises

from the deterministic parts of the utility functions. The sec-

ond comes from the random parts. Suppose, for example, that

income is the only observable difference between individuals

in the analysis, income appears in the deterministic part of the

utility functions. Then, according to the model, if income is

higher, it makes one of the two choices more likely and the

other less so. Of course, this does not imply that it can be

deduced which choice the individual makes. The presence of

the random term in the model implies that the information in

hand suggests the impact of changes in income will be exerted

only on the probabilities. Therefore, implications of the model

can only be drawn in probabilistic terms. The model is com-

pleted with a specification of the probability distribution of

the random term. Traditionally, the analysis has been based

on one of two frameworks. The most appropriate choice for

the behavior of e would seem to be motivated by the central

limit theorem, which describes the behavior of aggregates of

small influences. Assuming a normal distribution produces

the probit model. Although less natural from a behavioral

standpoint, because of its convenient mathematical prop-

erties, the logistic distribution has often been specified

instead. This gives rise to the logit model of binary choice.

(Foundational work on this specific type of model appears in

the bioassay literature. The modern, social science paradigm

can be traced back to work on information theory by Walker

and Duncan (1967). An introduction to the use of binary

choice models is contained in Greene and Hensher (2010).)

Before turning to a survey of extensions, an application

that should help to focus ideas is noted. Riphahn, Wambach

and Million (RWM, 2003 – Riphahn et al., 2003) studied the

use of the health care system by a large sample of German

households. Among the interesting variables in their data set is

a question about health satisfaction (HSAT), a scale variable

coded 0 to 10. For purposes of the application, this variable is

recoded to be HEALTHY¼0 if HSATo6 and HEALTHY¼1 if

HSAT46. The average of HSAT in the sample is 6.8. (This

sample is a panel. There are 27 326 household years in the

data, but the sample is 7293 households.) The RWM data is

used to construct a probit RUM of the binary choice of whe-

ther the individual reported feeling healthier than average or

not. Note that it is not appropriate to assume that the indi-

vidual reports that they feel healthier than the average person

in the sample – they would obviously not know that. An

ongoing theme in this area of research is an understanding of

how the model should accommodate the idea that different

individuals would view the term ‘healthy’ differently. If there

were an objective construct, ‘health,’ different individuals at the

same location on the scale might still report different answers.

The estimated equation shown in the first row of Table 1 is

Estimated Uit,Health½ � ¼ � 0:414þ 0:301INCOME

þ0:071MARRIED

þ0:069EDUC� 0:153PUBLIC

MARRIED and PUBLIC are dummy variables for marital status

and whether the individual purchased public health insurance

(roughly 88% of people did). (How coefficients in a probit

model are computed, what they mean, and how they are used

for estimation and inference in an analysis is discussed in

Greene (2011, chapter 17) and in Greene and Hensher

(2010).) Based on the description so far, one would infer from

these results that increases in income, and education, and if
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one is married, all act to make it more likely that an individual

will report feeling healthy, whereas if they purchased public

insurance, they are more likely to report feeling unhealthy. An

important point to note – will be returned to it below – is the

possibility that the purchase of insurance included in this

equation is, itself, motivated by the individual’s health satis-

faction. This ambiguous directionality of the causal effect in this

equation is a fundamental aspect of the model building effort.

(The opportunity to discuss elements of the econometric/

statistical framework related to the estimation machinery –

parametric vs. nonparametric, Bayesian vs. Classical, etc. – is

not used. Although they are important questions, they are only

secondary to the focus on the paradigm itself. See Greene

(2011) for further discussion.)

Issues in Binary Choice Modeling

The binary choice model can be used to understand individual

behavior or to try to forecast it. For example, in the preceding

model, it is found that INCOME seems to be an important

variable – its coefficient is very large compared to the

others. Translating the coefficients in the model into mean-

ingful quantities is one of the burdens of the model builder

(see Greene (2011)). There are also some fundamental issues

that are relevant here and in other modeling contexts

described later. Several of them are noted, in particular:

endogeneity, heterogeneity (and panel data) and selectivity.

It will be convenient to pivot this discussion off the

small model given above in the section on Extended Choice

Models.

• The model for HEALTHY includes INCOME. It might be

supposed that a self-report of healthy is a revelation of

an underlying, objective measure of health outcome – an

individual who reports that they feel healthy really is

healthier than one who does not. It may well be that one’s

health is a determinant of their ability to earn their income,

so that if a causal effect can be considered between healthy

and income in the equation, it runs in both directions. That

would require some special treatment in estimation of the

model. Likewise, the model seems to suggest that those who

purchase public health insurance feel less healthy. It is

possible that individuals who feel less healthy (because they

are less healthy) are more likely to purchase the insurance.

Once again, the direction of the causality is uncertain.

This problem of endogeneity (of the explanatory variable) is

common in the analysis of health-related outcomes.

• It is difficult to argue that the model builder should ignore

the heterogeneity issue. With panel data such as available

here, there are a variety of strategies that can be used. The

general result is that if there are features of the individual,

albeit unobservable by the analyst, that can be reasonably

assumed to be constant through the time period for which

the data are observed, then, with some defensible assump-

tions, the model can be enhanced to accommodate indi-

vidual heterogeneity. The ‘random effects’ (RE) model is an

example. In this framework, the random component of the

random utility model is assumed to include two parts, the

overall random term, eijt that contains the effects that vary

from period to period, and a time constant term, uij that is a

fixed (albeit unobserved) characteristic of the individual.

The RE model assumes that this effect can be modelled as a

random variable that varies across individuals. Row 2 of

Table 1 shows estimates of the same model shown earlier,

but with a common random effect included in the equation.

The estimate of r of 0.559 is a measure of the variation of

the time invariant part of the random part of the utility

function. To assess how important this term is, the variance

of this term is computed, which is r/(1� r)¼1.267. The

model assumes that the variance of e is 1.000, so it would

appear that there is greater variation in the invariant un-

observed effect than in the time variant part.

• The model contains a coefficient of 0.301 on income.

However, this value is translated into a meaningful meas-

ure of causal influence of income on health satisfaction,

and will be translated into the same measure for every

individual in the sample. This seems naı̈ve – the impact of

income on the probability of reporting good health will

surely differ from one individual to the next. Although it

has already been acknowledged that the model is meant to

be succinct and descriptive, this still seems like a degree of

realism that would prove important to consider. How one

should accommodate heterogeneity in a choice model that

is an econometric issue which many authors have con-

sidered (see, e.g., Train, 2003). An extension of the RE

model is a similar model that allows the marginal utilities

to vary over individuals as well. The random parameters

model (RPM) allows coefficients to have a distribution

across individuals. Row 3 of Table 1 shows the estimates of

Table 1 Estimates of discrete choice models

Constant Income Married Education Public Age Kids Health

1. Healthy � 0.414 0.301 0.071 0.069 � 0.153
2. Healthya � 0.577 0.144 � 0.118 0.107 � 0.171
3. Healthy � 0.602 0.179 � 0.118 0.108 � 0.168

s¼1.084 s¼0.589
4(a). Addon � 2.436 0.857 0.029 0.013
4(b). Publicb 3.921 � 0.929 � 0.172 � 0.000 5 � 0.041
5. Healthc 1.463 0.194 0.037 0.034 � 0.019 8 0.048

aEstimated correlation¼0.559.
bEstimated correlation¼0.522.
cEstimated threshold parameter between outcomes 1 and 2¼1.872.
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a model with random coefficients. It requires a bit more

work to translate the estimates of the structural parameters

of an RPM into a meaningful set of numerical results. It can

be seen in Table 1 that in the distribution of income co-

efficients across the sample individuals, it appears that the

standard deviation is much greater than the mean.

• Data on health outcomes are often self reported. When the

sample, itself, is self selected, then the generality of the

econometric model is called into question. In particular,

when individuals select themselves into the sample, and

the motivation for participation is connected to the health

outcome being analyzed, a problem of sample selection

arises. Studies of drug efficacy based on data gathered from

physician visits would present an example. Jones (2007)

describes some methods of analyzing models with sample

selection. Some general commentary on application of the

models in health economics is given in Madden (2008).

Extended Choice Models

The binary choice model based on a random utility platform

with a linear index function is the workhorse of discrete choice

modeling in health econometrics. There are a wide range of

variations on the binary choice model that accommodate dif-

ferent sampling frameworks and decision situations. Madden

(2008), for example, discusses the choice of sample selection

versus two part models. Broadly, two part models examine

consumer decisions as a pair of sequential decisions. For ex-

ample, in Harris and Zhao (2007), the authors examined

smoking behavior. A two part model of the intensity of

smoking behavior (e.g., number of packs of cigarettes per week)

might involve a decision of whether or not to be a smoker,

then, for smokers, a second decision, how much to smoke. The

core of the model is its allowance of the determinants of the

two decisions to differ – for example, price might motivate

the intensity variable, but might be tangential to the base

decision whether to be a smoker or not. For another example,

another interesting variable in the RWM study is ADDON,

which is an indicator of whether the observed individual pur-

chased an enhanced type of health insurance. To purchase the

addon insurance, one must purchase the public insurance, so a

model that purports to describe ADDON must account for the

condition that the individual purchases the public insurance.

Not all individuals did; approximately 88% of the individuals

purchased the public insurance. The model then describes these

two simultaneous decisions. Row 4 of Table 1 contains esti-

mates of such a model. The fairly high value of the correlation

coefficient is interpreted to suggest that the unobserved factors

that determine purchase of the public insurance also help to

explain purchase of the addon insurance.

The list of similar extensions of the basic binary choice model

is extensive. Two major directions of research in discrete choice

modeling are examined, ordered choice and unordered choice.

Ordered Choices

The example of modeling in health economics includes a

variable HSAT, which is self-reported health satisfaction. In the

original data, this variable is coded 0,1, y, 10. That is, it is a

‘scale’ variable coded on an 11-point scale. Many surveys,

such as the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS – see

Contoyannis et al., 2004) and the German Socioeconomic

Panel (GSOEP – see RWM (2003)) that have been used above,

include attitude variables such as health satisfaction (HSAT) or

subjective well being (SWB). Pudney and Shields (2000)

examine the promotion process in the UK nursing market.

Conventional regression methods are inappropriate for

modeling such variables. A natural extension of the random

utility model provides an appropriate framework for the an-

alysis. The model supposes that the observed scale variable

reflects an underlying continuous preference scale. Thus, in

the RUM framework, it begins with an assumption that

Ui,health¼b0xþ e as usual. The observed outcome is not utility,

or the continuous counterpart to ‘health.’ Rather, the re-

spondent is given an opportunity to place themselves in their

choice on a scale, indicated ‘0’, ‘1’, etc. The outcomes are thus

indicators of the strength feeling on the utility scale. For the

0–10 scale, for an individual in particular, a choice of 8 rather

than 7 indicates an increase in perceived health, but the dif-

ference of one unit is not meaningful. Thus, the difference

between 8 and 7 of 1 is not necessarily the same as the dif-

ference between 6 and 5. The observed outcome only suggests

that a response of 8 represents a greater value on the prefer-

ence scale than a 7 would. This observation mechanism gives

rise to an ordered choice model. The ordered choice model

has proved useful for many applications in health economics

(and many other fields). See Greene and Hensher (2010) for

an extensive survey. See Boes and Winkelmann (2004, 2006),

and Contoyannis et al. (2004) for applications.

Like the binary choice model, the ordered choice model has

been extended in many directions. For example, Harris and

Zhao (2007) examined data on tobacco use behavior in which

there is reason to suspect willful misreporting. The accom-

modation in the ordered choice model is to ‘inflate’ the zero

outcome. An interesting problem in understanding ordered

choices is that the model assumes that all individuals interpret

the scaling in the same way. This is likely to be particularly

problematic when models are used to compare health out-

comes across cultures and countries. In the simple example

above in the section on Binary Choice, the model is likely to

produce different predictions if it is used to compare two

countries in which one is populated by inherently optimistic

individuals whereas the other is less so. The meaning of

‘middling health’ might be very different in the two cases,

being a very negative statement in the first case noted and a

positive one in the second. King et al. (2004) and a succession

of authors have designed models that involve anchoring vi-

gnettes. Vignettes are designed to solicit attitudes on scales that

(arguably) all respondents should agree on. The scale built into

the ordered choice model is calibrated to accommodate these

differences in the arrangement of the outcomes on the pref-

erence scale. King et al.’s. study used the approach to compare

survey data on political efficacy in Mexico and China.

Unordered Choices

Models of discrete choice are also extended to analyze

situations in which individuals select among unordered al-

ternatives. For example, modeling a choice among different
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health insurance plans is considered. To construct an appli-

cation, it supposes that plans are differentiated by features

such the amount of the copayment, ceiling, and coverage

of specific situations and by the price of the insurance plan.

An RUM of the choice of which plan to choose would assign a

utility to each plan:

Ui,plan ¼?þ bD DentalLimiti,Plan þ bP Pricei,Plan

þ gIncomei þ ei,plan

Maintaining the assumption of utility maximization, it is

assumed that the individual makes the choice that provides

the greatest utility. Because it is a RUM, as in the previous

cases, the model is completed by specification of the random

terms. The counterpart to the binary probit model in this

setting is the multinomial logit model (MNL). Since the work

of McFadden (1974), the MNL has been used by generations

of researchers to model unordered choices among multiple

alternatives. An example is Gertler et al. (1987) who analyzed

a Peruvian household survey of the choice of health care

provider, public clinic, public hospital, or private doctor. The

focus of extensive recent research has been on formulating

more realistic formulations of the choice model that accom-

modate heterogeneity in preference structures. A leading ex-

ample is Fiebig et al.’s (2010) development of a generalized

mixed logit model, which is an elaborate form of random

parameters model.

Multinomial logit models and variants such as the mixed

logit model provide information on the preference structure

and on effects of interest such as how price influences the

choice among the alternatives. Another useful quantity re-

vealed through the estimated preference structure is willing-

ness to pay. It can be recalled, the model does not predict

utilities – there is an inherent scaling and translation problem.

But, the model does provide information about marginal

utilities. The standard measure of willingness to pay for an

attribute of a choice in a multinomial choice context is

WTP¼ Marginal utility of feature

Marginal utility of income

In this example, the marginal willingness to pay measure for

an increase in the limit of the dental coverage of our (hypo-

thetical) policy would be WTPdental¼bD/g. This would provide

an empirical estimate of the amount that an individual would

value (i.e., be willing to pay) for an increase in the desirable

attribute of the choice, such as an increase in the amount of

dental coverage in our example.

Conclusions

The econometric models examined in this essay form the

platform for a large share of the empirical analysis of

individual behavior in health economics. The random utility

model and its corollary, the fundamental model of binary

choice, are the pillars of econometric analysis throughout the

social sciences. Because the choice variables in health eco-

nomics often involve Likert-like scales and choices among sets

of alternatives, the ordered choice and unordered choice

models are natural settings in which to examine health eco-

nomics outcomes.

See also: Analysing Heterogeneity to Support Decision Making.
Inference for Health Econometrics: Inference, Model Tests,
Diagnostics, Multiple Tests, and Bootstrap. Missing Data: Weighting
and Imputation. Models for Count Data. Multiattribute Utility
Instruments: Condition-Specific Versions. Sample Selection Bias in
Health Econometric Models
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Introduction

Often one is interested in the time spent in a specific state and

the effect of variables influencing the length of stay; for ex-

ample, how long does a patient stay in a hospital and what is

the effect of a medical intervention. The state can also be

employment, and one may be interested in the effect of

(changes in) health status on the probability that a worker

leaves employment. Such processes are often described in the

context of a duration model. In the duration models literature,

the probability of leaving a specific state is referred to as the

exit probability (in discrete time), or the exit rate or hazard

rate (in continuous time). High exit rates are associated with

short durations in the state and low exit rates with long

durations.

Regression methods may not be useful in such appli-

cations. In practice, individuals are often observed for a lim-

ited time period, and, therefore, some individuals are not

observed to have left the state of interest. Dealing with such

censored observations is not straightforward in a regression

model. It requires specifying a censored regression model,

which often makes strong distributional assumptions. Fur-

thermore, the value of some regressors may change over time.

The health status of an individual can change during the

course of an employment spell. It is unclear how one can

include time-varying covariates in a regression model. Finally,

a regression model considers only the mean duration. In ap-

plications one may be directly interested in the effect of a

variable on the exit rate, or in the evolution of the exit rate

over time. Example of the former is the effect of a drug on the

recovery rate of a sick patient, or the effect of a health shock on

the exit rate out of employment. These effects may be different

early in the spell than later on.

This article reviews the literature with attention to empir-

ical applications of such methods and the use of standard

software such as STATA. The article will not fully cover all

aspects of duration analysis. The remaining of this article is

organized as follows. In the next section some formal concepts

are introduced and simple nonparametric methods to describe

duration data are provided. Section ‘Parametric and Semi-

parametric Models’ discusses different models used in applied

duration analyses. Section ‘Unobserved Heterogeneity in

Duration Models: The Mixed Proportional Hazard’ discusses

the issue of unobserved heterogeneity in duration models.

Section ‘Other Relevant Issues in Applied Duration Analysis’

provides a brief introduction to other relevant issues in the

context of duration models, such as multiple spells, competing

risks, and dynamic treatment evaluation. The article also in-

cludes an appendix with some relevant STATA commands, a

description of a data set on sickness absence durations, and a

link to this data set.

Concepts and Nonparametric Estimates

Concepts

Let T be a nonnegative random variable representing the time

spent in a specific state. This can, for example, be the length of

an employment spell or the duration for which a person is sick.

In practice, when there are individual data on durations, out-

comes of this random variable are observed. The distribution

function of this random variable is given by F(t)¼Pr(Tot),

which denotes the probability that the individual leaves the

state within t time periods. The distribution function is

uniquely characterized by the so-called hazard rate, which de-

scribes the exit rate out of the state at a point in time given that

the individual is still in the state. The hazard rate is in con-

tinuous time the instantaneous exit rate at time t and is denoted

by y(t). In discrete time, y(t)dt is the probability that an indi-

vidual who did not leave before time period t leaves the state

within a short time interval dt after time period t.

If the hazard rate is decreasing in t, then exiting the state

becomes less likely the longer the individual is in the state. In

case of sickness, one might expect to see such a decreasing

pattern; individuals who have been sick for only a short period

are more likely to recover than individuals who have been sick

for a longer period. A decreasing pattern in the hazard rate is

often referred to as persistence or state dependence. The

complement of the distribution function 1� F(t) is referred to

as the survivor function S(t). The survivor function describes

the fraction of individuals who are still in the state after t time

periods. This is thus the cumulative of not having left the state

in all short time intervals before t. With high hazard rates,

generally fewer people remain in the state when one proceeds

over time; with low hazard rates, more people remain in the

state. This illustrates the one-to-one relation between the

hazard rate and the survivor function S(t) (and its comple-

ment F(t)).

Nonparametric Estimates of the Hazard Rate: Bringing the
Concepts to the Data

The appendix includes a link to a data set on individual

sickness absence spells of teachers working in primary schools

in the Netherlands. The data set includes individual sickness

spells (ti), an indicator whether or not the spell is right cen-

sored (di¼1 for a completed spell and di¼0 for a censored

spell), and observed individual characteristics Xi. Censoring

implies that recovery from sickness is not observed in the data.

This may be the case because individuals are still sick at the

end of the observation period, either because the observation

window has ended or because the respondent leaves the

sample (for instance, because she/he leaves the school). For
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now it is assumed that the censoring mechanism is in-

dependent of the outcome variable of interest (the issue of

independent censoring will be elaborated in Section ‘Other

Relevant Issues in Applied Duration Analysis,’ where com-

peting risks models is discussed). To define in STATA that one

is using duration data, the command stset spell-length, fail-

ure(failed) should be used. Some elements of Xi may change

over time, but for now it is assumed that these are fixed as of

the start of the spell. The sickness spells in the data are all

observed to start during the observation window. In the lit-

erature this kind of sampling scheme is referred to as a flow

sample.

With data as described above, one can obtain a nonpara-

metric estimate of the hazard rate. Recall that the intuition of

the hazard rate is that it describes exit probabilities in short

time intervals, given that the individual has not left the state

before the start of the interval. Therefore, as a simple and

direct estimate of the hazard rate after t time periods, one can

take the ratio of the number of observed exits in the next short

time period as a fraction of the number of individuals who are

still in the sample at the start of the interval. Or in more

technical terms,

ŷ tð Þdt ¼
PN

i ¼ 1 diIðtr tiot þ dtÞPN
i ¼ 1 Iðtr tiÞ

The denominator is referred to as the risk set, i.e., those

individuals who are still in the state at time period t and who

are ‘at risk’ of leaving the state.

Often not only the hazard rate is of interest, but also the

survivor function is estimated. Given the one-to-one relation

between the hazard rate and the survivor function, the latter

can be estimated using the estimated hazard rates. If it is im-

posed that the unit of time dt is 1, then the fraction surviving

after the first period S(1) is the fraction of people who have

not left the state in the first period: 1� ŷð1Þ. The fraction

surviving after two periods S(2) equals ð1� ŷð1ÞÞ�ð1� ŷð2ÞÞ,
and so on. There are alternative formulations for the non-

parametric estimation of the survivor function. Most statistical

software packages report the popular Kaplan–Meier estimator.

In STATA sts list should be used to get estimates of the

hazard rate and the survivor function. With sts graph the

Kaplan–Meier estimate for the survivor function is plotted.

And sts graph, hazard plots the smoothed empirical hazard

rate. Figure 1 shows the smoothed hazard rate for the data on

sickness absence of teachers for the first 60 days. The

figure shows a high recovery rate quickly after the start of

sickness absence and declining hazard rates with occasional

jumps thereafter. The declining hazard rate suggests state de-

pendence. It may be that for each individual, recovery be-

comes more unlikely as time proceeds. Alternatively, there

could be dynamic selection: those with less serious illnesses

leave the state first, so that in the end the most serious cases

remain. This illustrates that the nonparametric methods are

useful for summarizing the data, but that it is important to

control for heterogeneity within a sample of individuals. This

is discussed further in the next section. Figure 2 shows the

Kaplan–Meier estimate of the survivor function. At the start all

individuals are present (at t¼0, S(t)¼1), and as time pro-

ceeds, more and more people leave the state. Note that, as

expected, the high hazard rates in the beginning lead to a steep

decline in the survivor function and the lower hazard rates

later in time lead to slower decline in the survivor function.

Often, data describe different groups. For example, the data

may contain sickness durations of individuals who received

some treatment and of individuals who did not receive this

treatment, or sickness absenteeism spells of teachers in dif-

ferent schools. One might be interested in whether or not

hazard rates differ between groups. This can formally be tested

using Logrank tests, which are nonparametric tests for the null

hypothesis that the survival functions describing the durations

in the different groups are identical. The underlying idea of the

Logrank tests is that the order in which individuals exit the

state is random in case the different groups have the same

survival function. If after t time periods an exit is observed in

one of the two samples, under the null hypothesis, the

probability that the exit occurred in the first sample is simply

the number of survivors in the first sample after t time periods

as a fraction of the total number of survivors in both samples

at this moment. The Logrank test is based on evaluating these

probabilities for all observed exits in the data. It can also be

used in case the data contain more than two groups. In STATA

the comment sts test strata is used to perform Logrank tests,
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Figure 1 The smoothed hazard rate for the sickness absence
example.
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Figure 2 The survivor function for the sickness absence example.
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where the variable strata denotes the different groups. Finally,

if the data do not contain any censored observations, the

ranksum test can also be used.

Parametric and Semiparametric Models

Parametric Models

The previous section mentioned that state dependence implies

that the hazard rate is decreasing in the time spent in the state.

There can be two reasons for observing state dependence. First,

individual hazard rates are decreasing over time, which im-

plies that for each individual, exit becomes less likely the

longer the individual has already been in the state. So in case

of sickness this implies that for each individual it is the case

that she/he is more likely to recover in the next period if the

sickness spell is still short than when the sickness spell is

further progressed. The second reason for observing state de-

pendence is dynamic selection, which means that individuals

with good characteristics (i.e., with high exit rates) leave the

state early. So the longer is the duration, the more the sample

of survivors will move toward individuals with bad charac-

teristics and consequently low exit rates. Also dynamic selec-

tion implies that (overall) hazard rates decrease in the elapsed

duration.

In many settings, both causes for state dependence have

different implications for public policy. To analyze how im-

portant both mechanisms are, often more structure is imposed

on the hazard rates. A popular specification is the so-called

proportional hazard (PH) specification:

y t9X
� 

¼ l tð ÞexpðXbÞ

The function l(t) is the baseline hazard. This describes

duration dependence common to all individuals, which does

not vary with individual characteristics. So a declining base-

line hazard is the first explanation for observing state de-

pendence. The role for regressors X is in the regression

function exp(Xb), which is specified such that it is non-

negative. The latter is required because hazard rates cannot be

negative. The PH assumption implies that the ratio of the

hazard rates of two individuals is constant over time. At any

moment in time, individuals with good characteristics are

more likely to leave. So when the elapsed duration is pro-

gressing, the composition of survivors moves more toward

individuals with bad characteristics. The presence of hetero-

geneity, therefore, always causes aggregated hazard rates to

decline.

The most straightforward way to estimate duration models

is by using maximum likelihood. However, in the case of the

PH model, this also requires parameterizing the baseline

hazard. A simple parametric function is provided by the

Weibull distribution, l(t)¼ata�1. This specification imposes a

monotonic relationship for the effect of time on the hazard

rate. For a41 the hazard rate increases with time (positive

duration dependence), for ao1 the hazard rate decreases over

time (negative duration dependence), and for a¼1 the hazard

rate is constant over time (exponential distribution). This is

illustrated in Figure 3.

In STATA, PH models can be estimated using the command

streg varlist, distribution (Weibull) nohr. Varlist is the set of

observed characteristics included in X. The baseline hazard

follows a Weibull distribution, but also other specifications

can be used. For example, a log-normal specification allows

for a nonmonotonic pattern of duration dependence. Finally,

nohr ensures that in the output, the parameter estimates for b
are reported rather than hazard ratios.

Semiparametric Models: Piecewise Constant Specification
of the Baseline Hazard

Maximum likelihood estimation provides only consistent es-

timators if the model is specified correctly. Most choices for

the baseline hazard involve specific functional forms and these

may be too restrictive. For example, the Weibull distribution

assumes that the hazard rate is constant, monotonically in-

creasing or monotonically decreasing. This assumed duration

dependence pattern may be violated in practice and will then

lead to inconsistent estimates of the regression parameters b.

Heckman and Singer (1984) provide a piecewise constant

specification for the baseline hazard, which minimizes the

distributional assumptions. The idea is that the baseline haz-

ard takes different values on prespecified time intervals:

l tð Þ ¼ expðlkÞ if ck�1otr ck

For k¼1,2,y,K, with c0, the lower bound, set to zero and

cK, the upper bound, set to infinity. The lks are parameters to

be estimated along with the regression parameters b. The cut-

points ck are chosen in advance by the researcher. The piece-

wise constant specification requires a normalization. Either

one can exclude an intercept from the regression function

exp(Xib), or a restriction should be imposed on the lks. Most

straightforward is to fix l1¼0.

The key advantage of the piecewise constant specification is

that by making the intervals very small, the specification can

approximate any function arbitrarily close. In practice, when

estimating a PH rate model with piecewise constant duration

dependence, in each interval at least some exits should be

observed. If there are no exits in an interval, the parameter lk

cannot be estimated. Furthermore, without making strong

extrapolation assumptions, the duration dependence pattern

cannot be estimated beyond the latest observed exit in the
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Figure 3 Hazard rates with Weibull duration dependence, for
different values of a.
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data. This implies that after estimating the model, it is, for

example, difficult to estimate the expected duration. Con-

sequently, it may be preferable to present estimates of the

median or other quantiles of the distribution. In practice

when estimating hazard rate models with piecewise constant

duration dependence, it is advised to start with a very small

number of broad intervals, and subsequently split intervals

until no substantial improvement in the model is found. A

complication is that most statistical software packages, such as

STATA, do not directly allow for the option of piecewise

constant duration dependence. However, in case one divides

the data in discrete time intervals (such as weeks or months),

the piecewise constant duration dependence translates into

different intercepts for each time interval. STATA can handle

time-varying regressors. The next section elaborates on the

issue of time-varying regressors.

Semiparametric Models: Cox’s Partial Likelihood

Even though one can try to minimize the distributional as-

sumptions by choosing, for example, piecewise constant dur-

ation dependence, the maximum likelihood estimation

requires the full specification of the hazard rates. The risk of

misspecification, therefore, always remains present. An alter-

native estimator can be based on the rank order in which

individuals exit the state. If t(1) describes the shortest observed

duration in the sample, then the probability that individual i

leaves the state at t(1) conditional that someone leaves at t(1)

equals

Pr individual i leaves9someone leaves at t 1ð Þ
� 

¼
yðt 1ð Þ9XiÞPN

j ¼ 1 yðt 1ð Þ9XjÞ

¼ expðXibÞPN
j ¼ 1 expðXjbÞ

½1�

This probability is thus the ratio of hazard rates of indi-

vidual i and the sum of all individuals in the risk set. Owing to

the proportionality of the hazard rate, this probability does

not depend on the baseline hazard l(t). This holds not only

for the shortest duration in the spell. For all observed com-

pleted durations, the probability that a specific individual exits

is the ratio of the regression function for this individual over

the sum of regression functions of all survivors at that dur-

ation. Cox partial likelihood estimation only evaluates points

where exits are observed in the data, and uses the probabilities

provided in eqn [1] above. So without making any functional

form assumptions on the baseline hazard, the parameters b
can be estimated. In STATA the command stcox varlist, nohr is

used for partial likelihood estimation.

Because partial likelihood estimates only b, the estimation

results cannot be used for making predictions on durations,

such as computing median durations (for individuals with

specific characteristics). If one wants to make such predictions

or is interested in the duration dependence pattern, the

baseline hazard should be estimated. The Breslow method

gives a procedure to retrieve the baseline hazards after partial

likelihood estimation. To obtain the estimate for the baseline

hazard in case of partial likelihood estimation in STATA, the

options basehc (hazard) and basesurv (survivor) can be used.

Additional Complications in Estimating Duration Models

So far this article made the implicit assumptions that each

spell is followed from the inflow in the state, that one observes

the exact duration of the spell, that censoring is exogenous,

and that individual characteristics remain constant during the

spell. Next, the article briefly discusses the consequences if the

data do not fit these assumptions.

Duration data may not be registered in continuous time, but

describe in which time interval a spell ends. For example, the

NFHS India describes for child mortality, the exact day of death

if a child died within the first months after birth, the months of

death if the child died between 1 month and the first birthday,

and the year of death if the child died after the first birthday. In

such cases the appropriate likelihood contribution should be

based on the probability statements associated with such ob-

servations. Unfortunately, statistical software packages such as

STATA do not handle this in their standard commands.

More problematic is the case in which spells are not fol-

lowed from the inflow in the state. When, for example, looking

at mortality rates of older individuals, often the data describe

individuals who were at some calendar time older than a par-

ticular age. Or when looking at transitions out of employment

into retirement, the data may contain a sample of older persons

who are still working. These kinds of samples are referred to as

stock samples, because they describe at a specific calendar time

the stock of individuals who are in a state. Inference using stock

samples is more complicated than using inflow samples. In

stock samples individuals with bad characteristics (for leaving

the state) are overrepresented. Individuals with bad character-

istics experience, on average, longer time periods in the state.

Therefore, they are more likely to be in the state at the calendar

time of sampling and thus to be included in the stock sample.

For example, when considering individuals on sickness absen-

teeism at a specific calendar time, this will include a relatively

large share of long-term sick people, so people with more ser-

ious conditions.

In the most general set-up, a stock sample includes retro-

spective information (the elapsed duration e that an indi-

vidual already has been in the state) and prospective

information (residual duration r beyond the time of sam-

pling). Inference can be based on the retrospective infor-

mation, the prospective information, or both retrospective

and prospective information. The expressions for the likeli-

hood function become cumbersome and cannot be estimated

with standard software in all but one case: the case in which

one looks at the distribution of the duration r conditional on

the elapsed duration e. This can be implemented in STATA by

using the subcommand origin of the stset command.

So far it was assumed that censoring (di¼0) is independent

of the duration of interest (T). This may not always be the case.

For instance in a clinical trial, terminally ill patients may

be removed from the trial before the trial has ended. In this

case the censoring is informative on the hazard rate. In case

censoring is not exogenous, competing risks models should

be used. Section ‘Other Relevant Issues in Applied Duration

Analysis’ briefly discusses this.

Finally, until now it was implicitly assumed that the vector

X includes only variables that are constant from the start of the

spell, but some characteristics may change over time. For
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instance, time spent in employment may depend on the

health and the health status may change over time, or indi-

viduals may move to another region. The hazard rate can

easily be modified to allow for time-varying characteristics. For

example, one can write the PH rate as y(t9Xi(t))¼l(t)

exp(Xi(t)b) and the discussion above still applies. However,

exogeneity of the regressors becomes an issue. The process X(t)

must be (weakly) exogenous, implying that values of X(t) are

only influenced by events that have occurred up to t and these

events are actually observed. In the example of healthy life-

time, this excludes the situation where the individual knows

that future health will fall (e.g., because of a chronic illness)

and in anticipation reduces hours worked (X(t)). The article

returns to this in Section ‘Other Relevant Issues in Applied

Duration Analysis’ when discussing dynamic treatment

evaluation. In case the exogeneity condition holds, STATA can

be used for estimating. See the stsplit command in STATA to

reorganize the duration data so that one can deal with time-

varying covariates.

Unobserved Heterogeneity in Duration Models: The
Mixed Proportional Hazard

Often the vector of observed characteristics X does not

contain all variables relevant for leaving the state. For instance,

in the context of individual lifetime, genetic factors may

be relevant but unobserved, and the same may hold for

factors like time preference or risk attitude driving health

investment behavior. Ignoring unobserved heterogeneity cau-

ses the models to fail to control for dynamic selection, and

thus the estimator for the baseline hazard l(t) will be in-

consistent. Incorrectly ignoring the presence of unobserved

heterogeneity not only generates spurious duration depend-

ence, but also the estimates of b are biased toward zero. The

latter holds even if the unobserved heterogeneity is orthogonal

to the variables included in X. Therefore, one would like to

allow for the presence of unobserved heterogeneity within the

hazard rate.

Let V describe the unobserved characteristics in the hazard

rate, and it is assumed that unobserved characteristics V are

independent of observed characteristics X, i.e., V>X. The un-

observed factors are random effects and follow at inflow (t¼0)

in the state a distribution G(v). The individual exit rate is often

specified using a mixed proportional hazard (MPH) specifi-

cation:

y t9X,V
� 

¼ l tð Þexp Xbð ÞV

As time proceeds, individuals with good characteristics

(high values of V) are more likely to leave the sample. This

implies that among the survivors at time t, individuals with

bad unobserved characteristics will be overrepresented. And

the longer the time period t, the more the sample of sur-

vivors will move toward individuals with bad characteristics.

This will lead to a discrepancy between the inflow distri-

bution G(V) of V and the distribution of V among the sur-

vivors in the sample (G(V9X, TZt)). As time proceeds, the

observed hazard y(t9X) declines faster than the baseline

hazard l(t).

In the presence of unobserved heterogeneity, the observed

hazard rate y(t9X) does not factorize into t and X anymore.

Therefore, it is not possible to use Cox’s approach to eliminate

the baseline hazard from the partial likelihood function. This

implies that maximum likelihood estimation should be used.

In STATA the command streg varlist, duration (Weibull) frai-

ly(gamma) nohr can be used to optimize this loglikelihood

function. It is, however, necessary to specify the unobserved

heterogeneity distribution G(v), for example, a gamma distri-

bution. Furthermore, two normalizations are necessary on the

duration dependence l(t), the regression part exp(Xib) and the

mean of the unobserved heterogeneity E[V] in the inflow.

Misspecification of G(V) leads to biases in the estimators

for l(t) and b if there is substantial censoring in the data.

Furthermore, misspecification of l(t) usually causes significant

biases in the regression parameters. It is therefore advisable to

use flexible functional forms for the mixing distribution and

for the baseline hazard. The previous section already intro-

duced the piecewise constant specification as very flexible for

the baseline hazard. Usually a mass-point distribution is

considered to be the most flexible distribution for the un-

observed heterogeneity. The idea is that V can take M different

values, each acting as constants on the hazard rate:

Pr V ¼ vmð Þ ¼ pm with pm � 0 and
XM

m ¼ 1

Pm ¼ 1

In theory any distribution can be approximately arbitrarily

close if M is chosen to be sufficiently large. However, in most

applications M does not exceed 3. STATA does not have a

command for a mixing distribution with discrete mass points.

When optimizing the loglikelihood function, it is advised to

start with a small M and then to add new points until the

loglikelihood function does not improve anymore. The latter

often implies either that new points have a very small prob-

ability mass or that the location of two mass points converge

toward each other.

Other Relevant Issues in Applied Duration Analysis

Multiple Spells

So far it was implicitly assumed that for each individual only

one spell is observed. However, it may be that the data contain

multiple spells sharing the same unobserved component. For

example, because within the observation period many workers

experience multiple spells of sickness absenteeism, or because

children born in the same family have the same unobserved

component when modeling child mortality.

To formalize multiple spells, consider a cluster c¼1,y,C

containing Ic observed spells. The hazard rate of observation

i¼1,y,Ic in cluster c equals

yic t9xic

� 
¼ lc tð ÞexpðXicbÞ

Each cluster is allowed to have a separate baseline hazard

lc(t) including duration dependence, cluster fixed effects, and

possible interactions between both. To estimate the regression

parameters b, stratified partial likelihood estimation can be

used. The idea is similar to partial likelihood, but the risk set is
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defined within clusters. The cluster-specific baseline hazards

lc(t) are eliminated and not estimated. This also implies that

covariates that do not vary between observations in the same

cluster are eliminated from Xic and the corresponding covari-

ate effects cannot be estimated. Obviously, clusters without

observed exits do not contribute to the stratified partial like-

lihood function. So when modeling child mortality, only

families in which multiple children are born and in which at

least one child died contribute to the stratified partial likeli-

hood function.

Finally, one cannot include all covariates in Xic. The vari-

ables in Xic should be (weakly) exogenous and may not be

related to the observed exit of any individual in the cluster

other than via the hazard rate. A violation of the weak exo-

geneity assumption may be if mothers make the decision to

breastfeed a newborn child based on expected survival. Also if

birth spacing might depend on the death of earlier born

children, there may be a problem (in particular, if the obser-

vation period is limited and some spells are right censored).

So breastfeeding and birth spacing should in those cases not

be included in Xic. However, if such variables are not included

in Xic, then there might be unobserved differences between

observations in the same cluster that are not captured by the

cluster specific effects, which again would violate the specifi-

cation of the hazard rate above.

When baseline hazards are the same for all clusters,

stratified partial likelihood estimation and partial likelihood

estimation should give similar estimation results for the re-

gression parameters b. Comparing the estimates from both

procedures yields a test for similarity of the baseline hazards.

Under the null hypothesis that all clusters have the same

baseline hazard, both stratified partial likelihood estimation

and partial likelihood estimation are consistent, but partial

likelihood estimation is more efficient. Under the alternative

hypothesis, only stratified partial likelihood estimation is

consistent. This implies that a Hausman test can be used.

In STATA the command stcox varlist, strata(cluster) nohr

provides estimation results where each cluster is allowed to

have a separate baseline hazard. After estimating the co-

efficients these can be stored using est store sple. The same can

be done for partial likelihood estimation of the regression

coefficients (hereafter ple). When the results from both re-

gressions are stored, the Hausman test can be done using the

STATA command Hausman sple ple.

Competing Risks Models

It is mentioned above that duration models deal with cen-

soring relatively easy, but it also stressed that this is only the

case when censoring is exogenous. Exogenous censoring oc-

curs, for example, when an individual is still in the state at the

end of the observation period. There may, however, also be

other reasons for censoring. For example, when considering

sickness absenteeism of teachers, recovery may not be ob-

served when a sick teacher quits working at a school. In such a

case the censoring may be related to the process of recovery,

because those individuals with more serious health conditions

may decide earlier to quit working. In the case that censoring

is not exogenous, a competing risks model should be used,

which implies jointly modeling the process until recovery and

the process until censoring.

There are also cases in which a researcher might be inter-

ested not only in the duration until leaving a specific state but

also in the exit destination. For example, when modeling the

age of death, the cause of death might be relevant. In these

cases competing risks models are useful. Usually, data only

describe the first exit, so except for the shortest duration, all

other durations are latent. In the context of mortality, where

individuals can die due to different causes (risks), death due

to, for instance, a heart attack means that the individual did

not die of cancer. Stated differently, the duration of dying of

cancer is censored at the point where the individual dies of

other diseases.

If the hazard rate of one cause is independent of death via

other causes, then censoring due to these other diseases can be

treated as exogenous and the parameters of the different

hazard rates can be estimated by using successive analyses

with the standard command of STATA (or other statistical

software). Often it is likely that the different competing risks

are not independent of each other. For example, healthy

people are less likely to die both from cancer and from car-

diovascular diseases. Erroneously assuming independence

leads to incorrect inference.

Dynamic Treatment Evaluation

Often researchers are interested in the causal effects of (policy)

interventions. A researcher might, for example, be interested in

how a medical intervention affects the length of sickness. The

effect of the medical intervention might depend on the mo-

ment in the sickness spell at which the treatment starts or the

elapsed duration since the start of treatment. Estimating dy-

namic treatment effects is complicated, not only because there

can be the usual endogeneity in assigning treatment to indi-

viduals, but also because there can be dynamic selection. If the

treatment starts during the spell, individuals exposed to the

treatment must have survived until the start of the treatment

and may, therefore, have worse unobserved characteristics.

Usually one distinguishes between static and dynamic

treatment evaluation. The difference is that in the static case,

treatment starts at the beginning of the spell, whereas in the

dynamic case treatment starts later during the spell. The key

complication of static treatment evaluation compared to usual

treatment evaluation is that the observation period is often

limited and some spells are right censored. The methods dis-

cussed in the previous sections can be used to analyze static

treatment effects, in particular when conditional on the

observed individual characteristics X treatment assignment

is independent of unobserved characteristics V. However, if

conditional on X at the start of the spell treatment assignment

is independent of V, this is not the case later during the spell.

The intuition is that if treatment is successful in reducing

the duration of spells, after some elapsed duration those who

are still in the sample and who have been treated have, on

average, worse characteristics than those who have not been

treated.

Dynamic treatment evaluation is more complicated. In a

dynamic setting, exclusion restrictions are often difficult to
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justify. In particular, when individuals know at the start of a

spell the value of an instrument describing whether or not

they are likely to be treated early or later in the spell, they

might already change behavior before the actual start of the

treatment. For example, an individual who is on a long

waiting list might search for alternative treatments, whereas an

individual with a higher priority might just wait for the

medical intervention. Even if the order on the waiting list is

randomized, the realized order might have an effect on re-

covery already before the actual intervention. This implies that

once an individual knows the instrument and understands the

consequences, the instrument might affect the outcomes al-

ready before the actual intervention starts.

Most empirical studies focus on the ex-post effects of an

intervention, which are the changes in hazard rates after an

individual has been exposed to treatment. Empirical studies

often ignore ex-ante effects, which describe differences in hazard

rates from the beginning of the spell because at some moment

in the spell, treatment may start. Exclusions restriction may be

informative on the presence of the ex-ante effects. To identify

the ex-post effects of treatment, a so-called no-anticipation as-

sumption is required. This no-anticipation assumption imposes

that individuals do not change behavior before the intervention

after learning the actual moment of the intervention. So con-

ditional on observed characteristics X and unobserved charac-

teristics V, the intervention does not have any effect of hazard

rates before the start of the intervention. This does not imply

that the start of treatment is assigned randomly (conditional on

observed characteristics X).

If the no-anticipation assumption holds, the ex-post effect

of treatment d can be specified within the MPH rate model for

exits from the state

ye t9X,s,Ve

� 
¼ le tð ÞexpðXbe þ d � I t4sð Þ þ VeÞ

In this specification s describes the start of treatment and

the indicator function I(t4s) denotes if after t units of time

the individual is exposed to the treatment. The key problem in

the estimation is that the timing of the start of treatment s

is often not independent of unobserved characteristics V.

Therefore, the treatment effects model is extended by a PH rate

model for the start of treatment

yp s9X,Vp

� 
¼ lp tð ÞexpðXbp þ VpÞ

By allowing the unobserved terms in both hazard rates to

be dependent, the model allows for endogeneity of the start of

treatment. This model is often referred to as timing-of-

events model.

To estimate the timing-of-events model, maximum likeli-

hood estimation should be used. This requires the specifi-

cation of the baseline hazards le(t) and lp(t), as well as the

joint distribution of the unobserved heterogeneity terms Ve

and Vp. The model can allow for heterogeneous treatment

effects. In particular, the treatment effect d can be made

dependent on observed characteristics X, unobserved charac-

teristics V, the elapsed duration in the state t, the moment of

starting treatment s, and thus also on the elapsed duration

since the start of the treatment t� s.

This timing-of-events approach has in dynamic settings a

number of advantages over other methods for treatment

evaluation. Most important is that if treatment starts at some

moment during a spell, it is difficult to define control groups

for those individuals who receive treatment. In many cases, all

individuals will receive treatment at some point when staying

sufficiently long in the state. Therefore, individuals who are

observed to be untreated are often so because they left the

state relatively fast. Next, the timing-of-events model allows

for selection on unobservables. Furthermore, most alternative

methods require discretizing time, which has the disadvantage

that results might be sensitive to the choice of the unit of time.

Finally, the timing-of-events model explicitly models dynamic

selection and the entry into treatment, which might be of

interest in itself.

See also: Health Econometrics: Overview. Inference for Health
Econometrics: Inference, Model Tests, Diagnostics, Multiple Tests,
and Bootstrap. Models for Count Data. Models for Discrete/Ordered
Outcomes and Choice Models

Appendix: A Description of the Data and ome STATA
Codes for Duration Models

STATA dataset Sickness_spells.dta: Link to the dataset

STATA dataset Sickness_spells.dta: Variable definition

Schooled School number
Teachid Teacher identification number
Spnr Spell number
Splength Length of spell in days
Year Observation year
Rcensor Dummy right censored¼1
Start Year that employee entered school
Birthyr Year of birth of employee
Gender Gender (male¼1)
Marstat Marital status (1¼single; 2¼married/cohabiting;

3¼divorced; 4¼widow(er)
Contract Contract (1¼fixed; 2¼ temporary; 3¼50/50)
Hours Hours of work
Lowgroup Lower classes (classes 1, 2, 3, and 4)
Classize Number of pupils in the class (97¼ teacher has more than

one class)
Schsize Number of pupils in school
Teachnr Number of teachers in the school
Public Public school
Catholic Catholic school
Protest Protestant school
Special Special school
Urban Urbanization (1¼rural to 5¼big city)
Province Province

Some STATA codes for duration models
� Open the data file

use "yy\sickness_spells.dta"
�Make some transformations

Generate failed¼1–rcensor
�Defining the duration data, treating the data as single

record data

stset splength, failure(failed)
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�describe the spell data

Stdes
�Kaplan–Meier estimates of the survivor function and the

hazard rate

sts list
�Plotting the hazard rate (by subgroups)

sts graph, hazard

sts graph, hazard by(gender)
�Some additional tests for differences between the hazards

for different groups

sts test gender
�Estimate simple parametric models and plot the hazard

and survivor functions
�No unobserved heterogeneity
�Exponential model and a Weibull model

streg birthyr gender yy., distri-

bution (exponential) cl(schoolid) nohr

streg birthyr genderyy.., distribu-

tion (weibull) cl(schoolid) nohr

stcurve, hazard
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In recent years there has been a surge in interest in models of

imperfect competition in the labor market, and monopsony in

particular (Boal and Ransom, 1997; Bhaskar et al., 2002;

Manning, 2003; Ashenfelter et al., 2010; Manning, 2011). The

term ‘monopsony’ was introduced by Joan Robinson in her

1933 book The Economics of Imperfect Competition. Taken lit-

erally, monopsony means a situation with only one buyer in a

labor market and textbook discussions of Robinson’s theory

have accordingly been largely confined to ‘company town’

examples such as a coal mine in a rural town that is the only

local employer. But Robinson’s discussion makes it clear that

monopsony power allowing employers to set wages may exist

whenever frictions in the labor market give rise to an upward

sloping labor supply (LS) curve at the individual firm level.

(In this light, recent allusions to a ‘new monopsony’ frame-

work represent a new shift of attention amongst sources of

monopsony enumerated in Robinson’s original discussion

rather than new conceptual insights. Of course theoretical

developments in the interim, particularly in the area of search

theory, have helped make information related frictions more

salient as a potential source of monopsony.) Such frictions

might arise because ‘‘there may be a certain number of workers

in the immediate neighborhood and to attract those from

further afield it may be necessary to pay a wage equal to what

they can earn near home plus their fares to and fro; or there

may be workers attached to the firm by preference or custom

and to attract others it may be necessary to pay a higher wage.

Or ignorance may prevent workers from moving from one

firm to another in response to differences in the wages offered

by the different firms’’ (Robinson, 1933, p. 296).

Writing in 1946, Lloyd Reynolds predicted ‘‘The view that

labor-market imperfections result in a forward-rising supply

curve of labor to the firm... first elaborated by Mrs. Robinson...

seems well on the way to being generally accepted as a

substitute for the horizontal supply curve of earlier‘‘ (Reynolds,

1946, p. 390). But despite this early enthusiasm, monopsony

models have rarely been invoked to characterize important

segments of the US labor market, as the ‘company town’

metaphor led many economists to dismiss their broader rele-

vance. One important exception is the labor market for regis-

tered nurses (RNs), where Yett (1970) suggested that

monopsony was the most likely explanation for the consistent

nurse ‘shortages’ reported by hospitals at least since World War

II. To Yett, and many economists since, oligopsony seemed a

natural model for the nurse labor market since many hospitals

operate in counties with few other hospital competitors for

workers, and there are reasons to believe that the geographic

and occupational mobility of nurses is low. Indeed, the lion’s

share of empirical papers directly investigating the predictions

of monopsony models cited in three recent reviews of the lit-

erature involve the nursing labor market (Boal and Ransom,

1997; Manning, 2003, 2011). (The only other occupation fre-

quently featured in the monopsony literature is teachers

(Landon and Baird, 1971; Boal, 2009; Falch, 2010).

In this brief research synthesis, it is attempted to illustrate

why health labor markets so often evoke monopsony models

to economists and review the empirical evidence on their

relevance. Nearly all the relevant empirical literature concerns

nurses, so it will largely be confined to the discussion of the

same. It is started by providing a sketch of different models that

imply an upward sloping LS curve, and thus some market

power, for individual employers. It will be seen that these

models provide an alternative, and arguably more persuasive

explanation for several empirical facts that neoclassical models

have struggled to rationalize. For example Manning (2003)

argues that vacancies, wage dispersion across firms for similar

workers, and employer provision of general skills training are

all suggestive of monopsony. The second Section Suggestive

Evidence therefore presents some facts about the nurse labor

market with an eye toward assessing such a prima facie case for

the plausibility of monopsony. Since many of these facts can be

explained in a neoclassical framework, their existence does not

constitute a ‘severe test’ (Mayo, 1996) of whether the labor

market is monopsonistic. The third section reviews how

economists have attempted to test for monopsony and assess

the overall body of evidence. It is ended by discussing some

areas that might be fruitful avenues for future research.

Why might we care whether monoposony is a better model

of labor markets in health care? One reason is simply that

monopsony models may provide a more accurate explanation

for why many labor market phenomena, such as wage dis-

persion, vacancies, or large employers paying higher wages

are observed (Manning, 2011, 2003). But the extent of mon-

opsony power in the market also has important consequences

for public policy. The implication of most monopsony models

is that wages will be set lower in equilibrium than would be

the case under perfect competition. If so, then labor will be

inefficiently allocated across nursing and nonnursing sectors

with too few nurses, obviously a concern in the context of the

nursing shortages that have continued well past Yett’s study

and into the present. Some researchers in this area have sug-

gested that the government should therefore be more active in

monitoring nurse compensation, or perhaps promote union-

ization or a mandated wage to provide countervailing power

to nurses in wage setting. Another public policy area where the

extent of monopsony is important is the large public invest-

ment in nurse education. If employers are able to capture a

substantial portion of the returns to nurses’ human capital

investments due to their ability to set wages below marginal

products, then government subsidies may be less attractive

relative to relying on private employers to pay for (part of)

nurse training.

Models and Predictions

Since by now there are many excellent survey treatments of the

various models implying monopsony power, here only a short
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sketch of some of these models and their empirical predictions

is provided (Boal and Ransom, 1997; Bhaskar et al., 2002;

Manning, 2003, 2011). In a perfectly competitive labor market

workers are fully informed about the wage offerings of alternate

employers, other jobs that are perfect substitutes for their own

are readily available, and job mobility is costless. Under these

assumptions, the LS curve facing a firm is infinitely elastic be-

cause a firm reducing their wage even slightly will see all its

workers leave to work for other firms. At the same time, em-

ployers have no reason to offer anything above the market wage,

since they can get all the workers they need at that wage. The

monopsony models discussed in this section are all concerned

with explaining why these assumptions might not be satisfied.

Employer Concentration or Collusion

The most straightforward case of monopsony arises when a

single firm constitutes the only buyer of labor in a particular

market. The classic work of Bunting (1962) showed that high

employer concentrations were rare for the US labor market as

a whole, leading many economists to dismiss the relevance

of this type of model. In health care, however, this isolated

firm model may apply more frequently as many hospitals

operate in counties with few other competitors for nurse labor.

(Of course, even in rural areas significant alternate employ-

ment opportunities may exist for nurses in doctors’ offices,

schools, etc.)

With a single employer for an occupation, the LS curve to

the firm is the supply curve for the whole market. The market

supply curve is typically assumed upward sloping, reflecting

the idea that higher wages should induce more workers of that

occupation to enter the labor market of the area, or workers

already in the area to switch to the occupation in question.

As described in Section Nurse Labor Supply, economists have

presumed this elasticity to be low for nurses, making it more

likely they might be vulnerable to being ‘exploited’ – in a sense

defined below – by a monopsonistic employer.

Assuming a firm produces its output using only labor (L)

its profit maximization problem can be written as

max
L

p Lð Þ ¼ pF Lð Þ � w Lð ÞL

where p( � ) is firm profit, F( � ) is the firm production function

or revenue normalizing output price to unity, and w(L) is the

wage required to attract L workers (i.e., the LS function). The

first-order conditions of this problem imply the following

wage-setting rule

MRP � w

w
¼ qw

qL

L

w
¼ e�1 ½1�

where MRP is the firm’s marginal revenue product, t is the

elasticity of LS with respect to the wage. Unless the LS curve is

perfectly elastic, eqn [1] suggests that the monopsonist will pay

workers less than their marginal revenue product, and em-

ployment will be lower than in the perfectly competitive case.

Since Pigou (1924), economists have sometimes called the ratio

on the left of eqn [2], the ‘rate of exploitation’, referred to below

as E. Note that a nearly identical result can be derived from a

model with multiple firms in the same market that collude to

maximize joint profits (Boal and Ransom, 1997, p. 91).

Robinson’s classic graphical analysis of equilibrium in a

monopsonistic labor market is depicted in Figure 1. With an

upward sloping LS curve, the marginal cost of hiring labor

(MCL) lies above the LS curve so long as the employer must

pay workers the same wage (i.e., cannot perfectly wage-

discriminate). Thus, the employer hires workers up until the

marginal cost of doing so equals the value of the marginal

revenue product at L�. As described above, there will be a gap

between wages (w�) and workers’ marginal revenue product

(MRP�). But note also that at the wage prevailing in equi-

librium, labor demand exceeds LS. In other words, firms face a

shortage of labor, or ‘vacancies’ (Archibald, 1954), equal to

L0 � L�. This is still an equilibrium because in fact firms

cannot hire additional workers at the wage w� as workers

demand higher wages to increase their supply – in other

words, firms are ‘(labor) supply constrained’. In this model,

minimum wage policies that raise wages above w� and as high

as MRP� can increase both employment and wages.

With a few large employers in the market, the situation

might best be thought of in terms of oligopsony where there

may not be collusion but employers do consider other firms’

actions in their hiring decisions. The Cournot model provides

a tidy analytical result: if employers choose labor to maximize

profits taking other firms’ employment levels as given, the first

order conditions of the model suggest an employer-specific Ei

equal to

Ei ¼
MRPi � w

w
¼ Li

L
e�1

and thus an average (employment-weighted) market level E of

E¼
X Li

L
Ei ¼ e�1

X Li

L

� �2

¼ e�1H ½2�

where H is the Herfindahl index of employment concen-

tration. The latter condition suggests a relationship between

the level of exploitation (and thus wages) at the market level

and the concentration of employment so long as the inverse

LS elasticity is nonzero (i.e., so long as the labor market is

not perfectly competitive). Note, however, that correlations

across markets between H and wages are only indicative of

w

wc

w∗

MRP∗

MCL

LS

L∗ Lc L′ L

LD

Figure 1 Equilibrium in a monopsonistic labor market.
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monopsony power if total labor demand (i.e., the sum of

firms’ MRP) and LS are held constant.

What testable predictions arise from models of employer

concentration or collusion? The most frequently explored

prediction in the empirical literature is the idea that across

markets, higher concentration should lead to greater ‘exploit-

ation’ and lower wages. In part, such a prediction is generated

by the assumption that collusion between employers is more

likely to be enforceable with relatively few actors. Although

intuitive, it’s important to keep in mind that this assumption

has little empirical evidence behind it – little is known about

the prevalence of collusive agreements among employers

across market structures. Short of collusion, models of oli-

gopsony do generally predict a relationship between concen-

tration and wage levels like eqn [2] above. It is important to

remember that this prediction discriminates between com-

petition and monopsony only if market level labor demand

and supply are held constant. In general, markets that are

more concentrated (e.g., rural areas) may differ along both of

these lines leading to indeterminate biases – unaccounted for

differences in demand would tend to amplify any negative

correlation between concentration and wages, whereas differ-

ences in supply would tend to lead to a positive bias. (These

presumptions about the direction of correlation are based on

the assumption that areas with more concentrated employ-

ment probably have lower unobserved demand and supply

shocks.)

Worker or Firm Heterogeneity

Another source of employer market power is that alternate

firms may not be viewed as perfect substitutes in the eyes of

job seekers due to differences in worker preferences or differ-

entiation amongst firms. Bhaskar et al. (2002) present an in-

tuitive model that illustrates the idea, and a similar idea is

developed by Staiger et al. (2010) in their analysis of the

market for RNs, discussed below. (Also see Bhaskar and To

(1999) for a more detailed exposition of the model.) In their

model, workers are uniformly distributed along a 1 km road

with two firms (firm 0 and firm 1) located at either end. The

cost of transportation to and from the work is t per kilometer,

so a worker who lives x kilometers from firm 0 incurs a cost tx

if he works for firm 0 and t(1 – x) if he works for firm 1. Thus,

transportation costs differentiate the desirability of employ-

ment at the two firms for a given worker’s location. If both

firms paid identical wages, then all else equal workers would

simply choose to work for the nearest employer. If firm 0

increased its wage by a small amount and firm 1 did not, it

would attract more workers from firm 1 but clearly not all of

them because a small wage increase would not be enough to

compensate workers who live close to firm 1 for their cost of

travel. Instead, LS would vary continuously and positively with

the wage. The greater is t, the transportation cost parameter,

the greater a wage increase will be necessary to increase LS for

each firm and conversely with t¼0 the supply curve will be

perfectly elastic.

It should be clear here that transportation costs are simply

a metaphor for some nonwage aspect of a job that affects the

relative utility workers derive from employment at a particular

employer. In nursing markets it is easy to imagine many such

dimensions along which jobs might differ, including not only

geography but also workload (patients per day), control over

their work hours, the quality of facilities, etc. Perhaps less

information is available regarding how much these other job

aspects affect LS decisions – in other words, what is the

magnitude of t for these aspects?

Equilibrium Search

Another strand of the literature on monopsony invokes search

frictions as the cause of firm-level upward sloping LS curves.

Search models provide an alternative, dynamic way of viewing

firm-level LS. A firm’s level of employment Lt can be written in

terms of its previous level of employment, the separation rate

of employees from the firm s(wt), and the number new re-

cruits R(wt):

Lt ¼ ½1� sðwtÞ�Lt�1 þ RðwtÞ

In this context, wages influence the size of the firm through

the flows of workers to and from the firm. In steady state, the

dynamic LS equation can be written

LðwÞ ¼ RðwÞ
sðwÞ

or in elasticity terms,

eLw ¼ eRw � esw ½3�

In other words, the LS elasticity to the firm can be esti-

mated as the difference between the elasticity of new recruits

and the elasticity of the quit rate with respect to the firm’s

wage (Card and Krueger, 1995). Manning (2003) suggests the

simplification of assuming the elasticities on the right-hand

side of eqn [3] are equal in magnitude, so the elasticity of LS is

just twice the elasticity of separations with respect to the wage.

In this light, a firm has market power whenever the elasticities

of recruits or separations are less than infinite.

The model of Burdett and Mortensen (1998) is commonly

invoked in this literature, and is striking in that it shows that a

lack of perfect information (i.e., a finite job offer arrival rate)

can generate monopsony power for firms even with identical

workers and infinitely many small firms. (See Manning 2003)

for a simplified presentation of this model and discussion.)

One key result of the model is that the ratio of the job arrival

rate to the separation rate indexes the degree of market power

firms possess in a market. Manning (2003, p. 44) shows that

this parameter is monotonically (negatively) related to the

fraction of new hires (recruits) who come from none-

mployment, and so the latter is positively related to the extent

of monopsony in the market. The intuition is that the higher

the fraction of new recruits coming from nonemployment, the

less is the direct competition among employers for workers as

fewer workers are leaving one firm for another.

Suggestive Evidence

The models of monopsony outlined in the Section Equi-

librium Search all suggest a variety of symptoms that might
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suggest their presence in the labor market. Before turning to a

review of the literature formally testing the implications of

such models, it is perhaps useful to review some features of the

nurse labor market that hint at either the motivations or the

predictions of these models. This evidence is suggestive, and

meant only to encourage the reader to view the nursing

market through a monopsonistic lens, as it has led many

economists to do already. The literature that more formally

tests the monopsony hypothesis is reviewed in the following

section.

A preliminary note is that since nearly all of the empirical

studies of monopsony in health labor markets use data from

the US, international comparison is not provided. Although

the basic forces at play in other developed countries are likely

to be the same as those identified in the theoretical discussion

in the Section Equilibrium Search, there are reasons to believe

the degree of monopsony power for employers in other

countries may differ from that found for firms in the US. For

example, Acemoglu and Pischke (1999) argue that lower labor

mobility in Germany gives firms there more monopsony

power than in the US and helps explain the higher prevalence

of employer sponsored training in Germany. It seems likely

that differences in labor markets in the US and other de-

veloped countries like this exist in health care as well, so the

discussion in this section should be viewed in this light.

Vacancies

More than any other feature, the presence of nurse-shortages

evidenced by high vacancy rates has motivated the prima facie

case that nurse labor markets are monopsonistic. Since the

1950s, hospitals have reported RN vacancy rates ranging as high

as 10–20% (Yett, 1970; Buerhaus et al., 2009). Amongst

economists, early explanations for such shortages suggested that

they reflected a state of dynamic disequilibrium whereby in-

creases in the demand for nurses were constantly outpacing

increases in supply, and wages were adjusting only slowly. Thus,

at the (lagging) wage prevailing in the market, demand for

nurses frequently exceeded supply (Blank and Stigler, 1957;

Arrow and Capron, 1959). Invoking the work of Archibald

(1954) who wrote ‘‘we will find oligopsony in the labour market

whenever there are few employers of a given type of labour in an

area and the cost of mobility is positive,’’ Yett (1970) argued

instead that hospitals were oligopsonists and so vacancies could

exist even in equilibrium whatever dynamic (out of equi-

librium) shortages may or may not be occurring in addition.

Although comprehensive national data are not available,

more recent statistics suggest that relatively high vacancy rates

persist for several types of nurses across a range of employment

settings. A 2010 survey of 572 community hospital CEOs by the

American Hospital Survey found RN, licensed practical nurse

(LPN), and nurse aide vacancy rates of 4%, 4%, and 5%, re-

spectively, which is low by historical standards due to the re-

cession causing more nurses to join the labor force

(Association, 2010). (One should be cautious about comparing

reports of vacancy rates across different information sources, as

the definitions used appear to vary significantly.) Among

nursing homes, a 2007 survey found vacancy rates of 16.3%,

11.1%, and 9.5% for RNs, licensed practitioner nurses, and

certified nurse assistants, respectively. (This is based on infor-

mation from 3828 responding nursing homes from a 2007

survey of all 15 558 nursing homes in the US conducted by the

American Health Care Association (Table 1, http://www.ah-

cancal.org/research_data/staffing/Documents/Vacancy_Turnover_

Survey2007.pdf%20accessed%20May%2030,%202011).)

Concentration and Collusion

Another aspect of the nurse labor market that has evoked

monopsony models is the relatively high employment con-

centration ratios. Yett (1970) suggested that the emergence of

nursing shortages coincided with consolidation of RN em-

ployment in hospitals around World War II, and it remains

true that the plurality of RNs work for hospitals. Many hos-

pitals, in turn, operate in labor markets with few other em-

ployers: Yett (1970, p. 378) cites the figure that 60% of

hospitals are in a health service area with fewer than six hos-

pitals. More recent statistics suggest approximately 60% of US

counties are served by only one hospital and approximately

25% of all hospitals are the only hospital in their county.

(Author’s tabulations of 2004 Area Resource File data. Of

course hospitals are not the only employer of nurses but, es-

pecially in less populous counties, they account for the lion’s

share of employment.) That said, there are other employers of

nurses such as nursing homes, doctors offices, schools, etc.

and their presence in even the most rural markets may provide

enough competition to prevent nurse exploitation in the sense

of eqn [1].

Arguably the most direct evidence on monopsony would

be the discovery of explicit agreements amongst employers to

lower wages. Although economists tend to be skeptical of the

sustainability of such arrangements among any substantial

number of employers (For an early example, see Rosen (1970).

He was also skeptical that hospitals, as nonprofit organiza-

tions, would engage in such rent appropriating behavior – a

concern echoed by Pauly (1969). A classic reference is Stigler

(1964).), there is scattered evidence that such arrangements

have existed amongst hospitals. For example, in a survey of

metropolitan hospital associations by Yett (1970), 14 of the 15

respondents reported having established successful ‘wage-

standardization’ programs and the 15th asked for information

about establishing one. Devine (1969) provides similar evi-

dence on hospital collusion over wages in Los Angeles in

the 1960s.

More recently, in 2006 nursing groups filed class action

lawsuits against hospital chains in several large cities across

the US (Greenhouse, 2006). These lawsuits alleged that the

hospitals shared information about the wages of competitors

for the purpose of keeping RN wages low (Miles, 2007), in

violation of antitrust laws. An interesting feature of all of this

evidence is that the collusion apparently took place in large

metropolitan areas with many employers. In this light, the

notion that the opportunity to collude is limited to those areas

with high employer concentrations seems dubious. Indeed,

the opportunity to share information on wages with com-

petitors through consulting companies that conduct com-

pensation surveys may enable a substantial degree of ‘arm’s-

length’ or tacit collusion.
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Nurse Labor Supply

A common part of a priori arguments for monopsony in the

nurse labor market is the notion that the market-level elas-

ticity of LS for nurses is low due to high mobility costs. With

few other hospital employers in an area, any job switching,

particularly for RNs, would likely entail either relocating to a

different area or switching to a different occupation. Yett ar-

gued both costs were substantial since (1) many nurses were

married and their location decisions were likely constrained

by their husbands’ careers and (2) ‘‘few other occupations for

which nurse training provides any advantage pay competitive

salaries’’ (Yett, 1970, p. 381), so it would be costly for a nurse

to switch to another occupation. To support this claim, Yett

cited the results of a survey of nurses that reported low mo-

bility rates overall, and suggested only 4–8% of nurses re-

ported changing jobs because they were dissatisfied with their

pay. More recently, Shields (2004) reviews a range of studies of

nurse LS conducted over the past four decades, and reports the

overall conclusion that nurse (market level) LS is indeed quite

unresponsive to wages.

An implication of monopsony first highlighted by Robinson

(1933, p. 302) is that employers may be able to discriminate

between different types of workers. In particular, if there are two

groups of workers with different LS elasticities to the firm, the

profit-maximizing employer will offer a lower wage to the

group with less elastic supply. Robinson provided a theoretical

example where a wage differential emerged between male and

female workers assumed equally productive, but men were or-

ganized into a trade union and thus had perfectly elastic supply

at the union negotiated wage rate. In the nurse labor market,

this phenomenon is a potential explanation for the wage pre-

mium paid to temporary contract, or registry, nurses.

In general, however, it is not clear that nurses stand out

from other workers in the sense of having markedly different

LS elasticity. For example, motivated by the intuition of the

Burdett and Mortensen (1998) search model outlined above,

Hirsch and Schumacher (2005) calculate the fraction of new

RN hires from nonemployment using Current Population

Survey data for the years 1994 to 2002, and find that 41.8% of

recruits come from nonemployment on average each year.

Surprisingly, however, they find that the ratio is actually higher

(51.2%) for a nonnursing control group (women with a col-

lege degree). Although this does not imply that the RN market

is not monopsonistic, it does cast some doubt on whether the

nursing market is distinctively so.

Other Features

The features of the nurse labor market described in Section

Nurse Labor Supply help to explain why health labor markets

are singled out disproportionately in discussions of mon-

opsony. There are other empirical ‘puzzles’ that have been

documented more broadly in the economy, however, that

some have argued are more naturally explained by mon-

opsony models than by a model with a perfectly competitive

labor market (Bhaskar et al., 2002; Manning, 2003). Without

going into much detail, it is noted in passing that many of

these ‘puzzles’ are characteristic of the nurse labor market

as well.

One hallmark of the competitive model is the ‘law of one

wage’ (Bhaskar et al., 2002, p. 156), or the prediction that

similarly productive workers should all receive the same wage

at jobs that are similar in their nonwage attributes. In nursing

labor markets, wage differentials across employers are quite

common. For example, in 2005 among 363 nursing homes in

Los Angeles county, the average hourly wage level of RNs was

US$28.2 (2005 dollars). But the firm at the 10th percentile of

the firm-average wage distribution paid US$23.4 and the firm

at the 90th percentile paid US$32.9, or 40% more. Such dif-

ferentials are more pronounced for more skilled nurses, but

are present for nurse aides as well. Among the same set of

nursing homes, nurse aides made US$9.7 on average but the

firm at the 90th percentile paid US$10.9 on average, or 25%

more than the firm at the 10th percentile (US$8.7). (These

data are taken from Matsudaira (2010), and are described in

more detail there. Note that a limitation is that they represent

average wages paid to a particular occupation by a firm. It is

likely that this understates the degree of wage dispersion,

though part of the differentials will reflect differences in

composition among workers across firms, e.g. in experience.

Also see Machin and Manning (2004) for an interesting and

more detailed study of wage dispersion among nursing home

workers in the UK.)

Some economists have argued that wage dispersion might

reflect differences in worker productivity or compensating

differentials for nonwage aspects of the jobs at different

firms. But another piece of evidence argues against such ex-

planations: turnover is negatively related to wage levels.

Using data on the same set of Los Angeles nursing homes

from 1981 to 2004, a regression of turnover rates for nurse

aides on their average wage levels and a set of facility and year

fixed effects suggests that raising hourly wages by $1 reduces

turnover by approximately 7.4 percentage points (approxi-

mately 10%). If wage differences reflect unobserved prod-

uctivity differences, there should be no reason for low wage

workers to leave their jobs at higher frequency since they

would not expect to be able to get the higher wage jobs.

Similarly, differences driven by compensating differentials

are inconsistent with the turnover result as switching from a

low to a high wage job would not yield an expected

utility gain.

Another interesting feature of labor markets that has

challenged competitive theory is the fact that many employers

seem to provide and pay for general human capital training to

their workers. With perfect labor mobility, one might be

skeptical that firms have an incentive to do this since they

would be unlikely to recoup any investment in their workers’

human capital that is not firm-specific Becker (1993). Despite

this, it appears common for hospitals to pay for general skills

training for their nurses, consistent with the view that im-

perfections in the labor market allow firms to recoup part of

their investment in their employees general skills (Acemoglu,

1997). For example, May et al. (2006) document that many

hospitals in their survey offer in-house nurse training pro-

grams, or subsidize their staff’s training at nearby nursing

schools. Benson (2011) provides a test of monopsony of sorts

based on this reasoning, showing that hospitals with higher

concentration ratios in their metropolitan area are more likely

to subsidize training to RNs.
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Empirical Studies of Monopsony

What direct evidence is there about whether nurse labor

markets are actually monopsonistic? Previous studies on this

question can be grouped into two broad categories: (1) an

early literature that attempts to determine whether there is a

link between employment concentration and the level of

nurse wages, and (2) a more recent and smaller set of papers

attempting to directly estimate the facility level elasticity of LS

for nurse employers. Each of these literatures are discussed

in turn.

Concentration and Wages

The first serious empirical test of the hypothesis that nursing

markets are monopsonistic was Hurd (1973). Using data from

the 1960 Census, Hurd estimates the relationship between

hospital employment concentration and median nurse earn-

ings across the 100 largest Standard Metropolitan Service Areas

(SMSAs). The regression model includes control variables for

the cost of living, the percentage of nurse employment ac-

counted for by hospitals, the percentage of hospital employ-

ment accounted for by federal hospitals and the percentage

accounted for by state and local hospitals, and the percentage

of nurses receiving earnings who worked for less than 50

weeks. Hurd finds that holding these other factors constant,

there was a significant negative relationship between concen-

tration, measured by the share of employment of the eight

largest hospitals, and median nurse earnings. In auxiliary

analyses using wage data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics

for a subset of cities he finds a similar relationship, and in-

terpreted his findings as supportive of the monopsony

hypothesis.

Subsequent studies by Link and Landon (1975), Feldman

and Scheffler (1982), and Robinson (1988) (Robinson (1988)

tests the prediction that the employment of nurses will be

relatively low in areas with higher hospital employment con-

centrations.) confirm Hurd’s findings, using hospital-level

data and slightly different measures of firm concentration

(e.g., a Herfindahl index based on hospitals’ share of total

beds in a city). As emphasized above, however, a correlation

between concentration and wages is only evidence of mon-

opsony if other factors related to LS and demand are held

constant across markets.

More recent studies, such as Adamache and Sloan (1982)

and Hirsch and Schumacher (1995), suggest that the rela-

tionship between concentration and wages may not be robust

to better controls for such factors, such as population density

and the wages of alternative occupations. The best study in

this literature is probably Hirsch and Schumacher (1995),

who pursue a two-step strategy for testing the prediction that

hospital concentration depresses wages. Using data from the

1985 to 1993 Current Population Survey Outgoing Rotation

Group (CPS-ORG) files, they first identify a control group of

workers for each type of three nurse occupations (RNs, LPNs,

and nurse aides) based on similarities in educational re-

quirements. Then, for each occupation they estimate the

relative wage gap between nurses and their respective control

group separately for each of 252 geographic areas – including

202 metropolitan areas and 50 nonmetropolitan area state

groups – controlling for worker characteristics and time ef-

fects. In a second-step regression, they then test whether

hospital concentration and market size are correlated with the

nursing wage differential and find no evidence that supports

such a claim for any of the nurse occupations considered. (In a

follow-up study, Hirsch and Schumacher (2005) use a similar

design to see whether an alternative measure of monopsony

power – the fraction of RN recruits from nonemployment – is

correlated with wages across geographic areas. They find again

no evidence for monopsony power for hospitals.)

The research design in Hirsch and Schumacher (1995) is

clearly better than earlier studies in that measuring nursing

wage differentials relative to a control group more effectively

controls for market specific differences in demand and supply

conditions that apparently confound earlier estimates. That

said, the design relies heavily on the premise that nonnursing

occupations are not subject to monopsony, or more accurately

that variations in monopsony power in nonnursing labor

markets is uncorrelated with variations in hospital concen-

tration and market size. If monopsony is a more pervasive

feature of labor markets for other occupations, then the ap-

proach may understate the wage-setting market power of

hospitals.

Labor Supply to the Firm

As discussed in Section Models and Predictions, the key dis-

tinguishing feature of monopsony models relative to perfect

competition is an upward sloping LS curve to individual firms.

Despite its importance, only a handful of studies have at-

tempted to credibly estimate this elasticity parameter. The

reasons for this are readily apparent: the observed changes in

wage and employment levels across firms are in general the

result of changes to both supply and demand. So long as the

supply curve is shifting, the observed equilibria cannot reliably

be used to identify its slope. This is a well-known problem in

economics dating back at least to Haavelmo (1943), but the

solution of finding a ‘demand shifter’ to use as an instru-

mental variable for the observed quantities, tricky in the best

of settings, is particularly difficult in this case. Since firm-level

LS is of interest, any instrument must act differentially only on

the labor demand of the specific firm in question so market

wide phenomena are off the table.

Sullivan (1989) was the first to make a serious attempt at

estimating the firm-level elasticity of LS to individual hospitals

using data from 1979 to 1985. He derived LS equations based

on different assumptions about the nature of competition

among firms in an oligopsonistic setting, and controls for

hospital and region specific fixed-effects to estimate the (in-

verse) elasticity of supply. For example, assuming Nash equi-

librium in employment levels his estimating equation is

writ ¼ aiþ dr t þ ynrit þ gonrit þ erit

where writ represents log wages for hospital i in region r at time

t; nrit is the log number of nurses employed; and onrit the log of

the sum of nurses employed at other hospitals. y represents

the inverse elasticity of supply. The simultaneity problem

is addressed by using the number of caseloads and average

length of stay as instrumental variables for the number of
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nurses at hospitals, the notion being that these variables affect

output demand and thus the derived demand for nurses but

not necessarily nurse supply for a given hospital. Sullivan

finds that the inverse elasticity of supply is approximately 0.79

(with standard error of 0.13) over a 1-year period and 0.26

(0.07) over a 3-year period and asserts this represents a sig-

nificant amount of market power for hospitals. In a static

model these elasticities can be used to compute the ‘markup’

of marginal product over wages using eqn [1], in this case

implying wages are between 43% (for 1-year changes) and

21% (for 3-year changes) below marginal product. In a dy-

namic setting, however, this ‘rate of exploitation’ is a weighted

average of short and long run elasticities where the weights are

a function of a firm’s discount rate. Assuming a long run

elasticity of zero, Boal and Ransom (1997, p. 105) suggest

Sullivan’s estimates imply that wages might be set between

87% and 96% of marginal product. Using this logic, they

characterize Sullivan’s results as being suggestive of only slight

market power for hospitals but of course such a conclusion

rests on the accuracy of its assumptions.

The validity of this instrumental variable has been ques-

tioned. Staiger et al. (2010) point out that Sullivan’s sample

brackets a period when Medicare’s Prospective Payment Sys-

tem is introduced, and suggests that much of the variation in

hospital days over the period was therefore endogenous as the

transition presumably may have led to independent (down-

ward) pressure on nurse wages. Manning (2003) suggests,

alternatively, that caseloads might be related to population

shocks, and thus might fail the exclusion restriction.

An instrumental variable strategy is also employed by

Staiger et al. (2010) who use legislated wage changes in

Veteran’s Affairs (VA) hospitals to identify the firm-level LS

elasticity of RNs. Similar to the analysis in Sullivan (1989),

Staiger and his coauthors adopt an explicit model of oli-

gopsony (based on Salop (1979)) where hospitals compete

most intensively with hospitals in close proximity, leading to

an estimating equation where employment depends on a

hospital’s own offered wage but also the average wage at

nearby hospitals. They demonstrate that VA wage changes af-

fect the wage levels of RNs at nearby hospitals (up to 30 kms

away), suggesting that hospitals do have the ability to set

wages. Using gaps between the newly legislated wage and

wages at the time of the legislation as instruments for wage

changes, the estimated LS elasticity over a 2-year period ranges

from approximately 0 to 0.2 with standard errors approxi-

mately 0.13 (or an inverse elasticity ranging from approxi-

mately 5 to infinity). Even using the upper bound of the 95%

confidence interval from Staiger et al.’s estimates implies that

the inverse elasticity of LS is at least 2, far from the 0 assumed

by the theory of perfectly competitive labor markets.

Matsudaira (2010) attempts to estimate the degree of

monopsony power for nursing home employers using a dif-

ferent strategy. In 2000, the state of California adopted min-

imum staffing regulations for nursing homes requiring them

to employ a minimum number of nursing hours for each

patient in residence. Depending on the gap between a home’s

initial staffing level and the legislated threshold, this law cre-

ated more or less pressure to hire additional nurses to comply.

Thus, Matsudaira uses this measure of the staffing gap as an

instrument for subsequent changes in nurse employment.

Despite finding that homes initially out of compliance

with the staffing law did hire significantly more nurse aides

than those already in compliance, there were no differences in

wage changes of aides across these groups of firms suggesting a

highly elastic firm-level LS curve (i.e., an inverse elasticity close

to 0). Since homes complied with the law almost exclusively

by hiring nurse aides, the LS elasticity estimates for more

skilled nurses (RNs and LPNs) were not estimated.

The estimates in Matsudaira (2010) differ markedly from

those in Sullivan (1989) and especially Staiger et al. (2010).

This may reflect differences in the supply elasticities of dif-

ferent kinds of nurses – nurse aides do not have near as much

occupation-specific human capital, and so may have a broader

set of alternative employers and thus more elastic LS. Or, if

factors such as ignorance about alternative wage offers are the

primary source of labor market frictions and this ignorance

affects all occupations similarly, then the results may well be

in conflict. A third possibility raised by Manning (2011) is that

none of the studies are accurately measuring the firm-level LS

elasticity, and that the models of firm-level LS used in the

literature reviewed here are overly simplistic. This point is re-

turned to below.

Discussion

Overall, the evidence above presents a very mixed case on the

empirical relevance of monopsony models for understanding

the nurse labor market. On the one hand, as in other markets

there seems to be strong prima facie arguments that the market

is monopsonistic ranging from ‘smoking gun’ evidence of

wage-fixing, to reports of vacancies, to wage dispersion and

provision of training. On the other hand, formal tests of the

implications of monopsony theory have yielded varied results.

The best studies on the relationship between employment

concentration and wage levels suggest there is no relationship,

and direct estimates of firm-level LS elasticity have produced

some estimates consistent with extremely inelastic LS, and

some estimates consistent with perfectly elastic LS.

It would be suggested that part of the reason for these

ambivalent results is the reliance on overly simplistic theore-

tical models to guide empirical work. As noted above, al-

though some models predict that collusion is more likely in

more concentrated industries, there seem to be many cases

where employers have colluded to keep wages low even in

large, fairly unconcentrated markets. (Relatedly, Levenstein

and Suslow (2006) report that although most cartels that have

been studied in the product market have few members (with a

median number of companies approximately 6 to 9), about

one-third have more than 10 members with some having

hundreds of members. They report that with cartels of many

companies, industry associations often play a key role in co-

ordination.) More work on the prevalence of collusive agree-

ments on wages and competition for employees, and the

effects of industry associations and wage-information sharing

through compensation surveys would be useful, particularly

given the recent legal actions taken by RNs alleging wage-

fixing by hospital chains in many large MS as in the US. It may

well be that traditional measures of concentration are a poor

proxy for the prevalence of collusion among employers to
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keep wage levels low in the nursing labor market. (Another

interesting direction for future research is exploring the ways

in which regulations restrict competition in the labor market.

In a recent study, Kleiner and Park (2010) show evidence that

state licensing rules restricting the work that can be done by

dental hygienists have important effects on the earnings of

hygienists and dentists. Licensing is obviously a pervasive

feature of the health labor market, as are noncompete clauses

among physicians. Exploring the consequences of such regu-

lations for health care workers would be an interesting add-

ition to the literature.)

Manning (2011) makes the point that if the firm-level LS

function is not one-to-one with respect to wages, then the

elasticities estimated in the literature may be incorrect. For

example, if LS to the firm depends both on wages and re-

cruitment expenditures (e.g., on advertising vacancies), then

faced with a mandatory increase in employment it may be

optimal for the firm to respond by increasing recruitment

expenditures rather than by increasing wages. If such a model

applied, the results of Matsudaira (2010) might overstate the

LS elasticity to the firm, and conversely a design estimating the

impact of a legislated wage increase on employment like

Staiger et al. (2010) might understate the degree of elasticity.

Other models with heterogeneity in worker quality or nonw-

age aspects of jobs can have similar implications. For instance,

Matsudaira (2010) cautions that firms may respond to the

mandate to hire more nurses by reducing their hiring stand-

ards with respect to worker quality at a given wage. If so, then

the LS curve to the firm for nurses of a given quality may well

be upward sloping even given his result that wages remain

constant in firms that hire more nurse aides. Currie et al.

(2005) test the predictions of a monopsony model in the

context of examining the effects of hospital mergers on RN

wages, and suggest that nurse effort (proxied in their context

by nurse–patient staffing ratios) may be an important nonw-

age dimension that hospitals use to affect LS. They suggest that

rather than suppressing wages, hospital mergers may lead to

increased nurse effort for a given wage, a result consistent with

the predictions of monopsony in their model. (The result is

also consistent with a contracting model that they develop.)

The empirical literature on the importance of monopsony

in the nurse labor market has yet to provide a conclusive an-

swer. As suggested above, however, this is in part because our

theoretical understanding of frictions in the labor market has

evolved. Unfortunately it is difficult to formulate tests that

would allow one to definitively reject monopsony or perfect

competition under all theoretical formulations, and the tests

that suggest themselves are hard to capture in the ‘real world.’

To wit, the thought experiment ‘‘what would happen if one

employer was randomly forced in a market to increase its wage

holding the wages of all competitors constant?’’ is easy to posit

but near impossible to observe in the wild. Moreover, for-

mulating direct tests of more general models of monopsony

(Manning, 2006) present a challenge since many other de-

terminants of LS are hard to observe at the firm level. In

general, there are little data on worker quality, nonwage at-

tributes of jobs, recruitment expenditures, and the other

margins along which employers might adjust in response to

(firm-specific) labor demand shocks. However, there may

be relatively greater opportunities to advance a research

agenda along these lines in the nurse labor market due

to a long history of health management studies focused on

understanding the determinants of nurse turnover and job

satisfaction.
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Introduction

The term ‘moral hazard’ is surely one of the most controversial

in the field of health economics. Although it would seem that

the connotation must be pejorative – immorality is certainly

implied if one is prey to the hazard (Dembe and Boden,

2000) – it is commonly used to describe a much more benign

situation in which a person with health insurance will use

more services. Indeed, as Pauly (1968) pointed out long ago,

‘‘the response of seeking more medical care with insurance

than in its absence is a result not of moral perfidy, but of

rational economic behavior’’ (p. 535).

In reality, though, health economists have not viewed the

concept agnostically. Moral hazard has been linked inextric-

ably to another concept: the welfare loss from excessive health

insurance. This, too, is value-laden, as it implies that social

welfare would be higher if people did not have so much in-

surance. Some estimates put the cost of this welfare loss

as high as 30% of all spending on health care in the US

(Manning et al., 1987; Feldman and Dowd, 1991). Evidence

on the existence of moral hazard has led to increasing patient

cost-sharing for health care services (Manning et al., 1987;

Newhouse, 1993).

How one views the concept and evidence has a profound

impact on the public policies espoused – and even carried out.

Because raising cost sharing requirements can be shown to

reduce welfare loss under the traditional theory, this has been

a policy advocated by many health economists. Others, par-

ticularly those from outside of the US, have been less sanguine

about such policies as they can lead to less use of necessary

care, as well as more inequity. Many countries instead rely

more on quelling unnecessary utilization by providing in-

centives to providers rather than demanders of care.

This article is organized as follows. It begins with an ex-

plication of the traditional economic theory of moral hazard.

Next, it provides some challenges to this theory. After that,

empirical evidence is provided, first, from the RAND Health

Insurance Experiment (HIE) and a critique of it, as well as

some more recent studies. It then raises a topic of some cur-

rency: the advisability of evidence-based cost sharing based on

the value that services convey. Finally, alternative ways of

controlling the use of unnecessary care are presented that

focus on the supply rather than demand side of the health care

market. The article concludes with a call for less value-laden

terminology.

Traditional Economic Theory

Before addressing moral hazard, it is useful to consider the

traditional concept of consumer demand more broadly. If

some key assumptions – for example, consumers are rational

and well-informed – are deemed to be true (or are ignored),

then what people demand (that is, what they are willing to pay

for goods at different prices) is a barometer of social welfare.

This is because in asserting these demands, they ‘reveal

themselves’ to prefer one set of goods over another. It is a short

leap to conclude that for society as a whole, whatever people

choose will make society best off.

Not everyone, of course, agrees that demand curves can be

used in such a way. American economists Ellis and McGuire

(1993) take a much less value-laden approach, asserting that,

‘‘[W]e are skeptical that the observed demand can be inter-

preted as reflecting ‘socially efficient’ consumption, [so] we

interpret the demand curve in a more limited way, as an em-

pirical relationship between the degree of cost sharing and

quantity of use demanded by the patient’’ (p. 142). Never-

theless, not only is that the first interpretation by far the most

common one, but it underlies the entire notion of welfare loss

discussed below.

To understand that theory it is useful to begin with the

concept of ‘consumer surplus.’ This is defined as ‘‘[t]he dif-

ference between what a consumer pays for a good or service

and the maximum they would pay rather than go without it’’

(Culyer, 2010). The former is set by the marketplace, the

latter by the consumer’s own preferences. To illustrate, sup-

pose a pound of apples costs US$2 and a consumer is willing

to buy 4 lb at that price. This fourth pound, however, is

probably of less value to him or her than are the previous

pounds (unless a pie is being baked requiring that much).

This is because of another economics concept, ‘diminishing

marginal utility.’ In fact the consumer might be willing to

pay US$5 for the first pound, US$4 for the second, and US$3

for the third. Fortuitously, they do not have to, as the market

price is only US$2. As a result, in this example they have

generated US$6 worth of consumer surplus: for each pound

of apples, the difference between how much they are willing

to pay and how much they actually have to pay. The term,

incidentally, was first used in the mid-nineteenth century by

a French engineer named Jules Dupuit as a way of calculating

the value of railroad bridges (Ng, 1979) (A history of

Dupuit’s contribution – and notably, the lack of contri-

bution by John Marshall, who popularized the concept to

the English-speaking world, can be found in Houghton

(1958)).

Public policymakers are not very interested in the indi-

vidual consumer as they are in the aggregation of all con-

sumers. By summing up the consumer surplus, we can derive

the value to society of a particular commodity or investment

over and above its costs. This is useful to know in and of itself,

but also can help policymakers choose among alternative

projects in which to invest.

Pauly (1968) focused on the concept of moral hazard

in critiquing a famous article by Kenneth Arrow (1963).

Although Arrow raised the issue, he nevertheless argued, ‘‘The

welfare case for insurance policies of all sorts is overwhelming.

It follows that the government should under-take insurance in
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those cases where this market, for whatever reason, has failed

to emerge’’ (p. 961).

Pauly showed that this is not necessarily the case because it

fails to take into account moral hazard, which can chip away

at consumer surplus. In essence, with full insurance, people

would demand more services, even ones that had only mar-

ginal value. Because these services would cost (perhaps) as

much to produce as others, society would suffer a welfare loss

from this excessive amount of health insurance coverage. The

welfare loss would equal the difference between how much it

cost to produce the services and how much people were

willing to pay for them. Suppose that a medical service

cost $10, and a person would be willing to pay that much for

up to three doctor visits per year. If, however, they had full

insurance and had to pay nothing, they might demand

six visits. Suppose for the fourth visit they would be willing to

pay US$7, the fifth US$4, and the sixth US$1 (each still cost

US$10 to produce). The sum of the welfare loss would be

US$3þ 6þ 9¼US$18.

Because people use more services when they have full in-

surance, it costs more to provide medical care than it would

otherwise. Pauly’s point with regard to Arrow’s comment is

critical. Arrow said that government should provide insurance

if it is not available. Pauly shows that this is not necessarily

true: people will have to pay (in taxes) for the insurance

program, but much of the spending will go toward services

that they would not have chosen to purchase in lieu of in-

surance – services, he argued, are of less value by definition.

Stated more bluntly, the individual, and therefore society as a

whole, could very well be better off with no insurance than

with government-provided insurance, due to the concept of

moral hazard. Or as Robert Evans (1984) states disparagingly

of this line of reasoning, ‘‘The welfare burden is minimized

when here is no insurance at all’’ (p. 49).

The word ‘could’ in the previous paragraph is there ad-

visedly. Although Pauly argues that there is a welfare loss to

health insurance, there is also a gain: people obtain utility

from being protected against large medical expenses. The

issue, then, is determining which is larger: the welfare gain

from this security, or the welfare loss described above. Feld-

man and Dowd (1991) took both elements into account, and

concluded that the loss was far greater than the gain.

The policy implication that is generally taken away from

this analysis is that consumers should share in the cost of

services, or, put more graphically, ‘have some skin in the game.’

Patient cost sharing will reduce service usage; it is assumed

that the services that are forgone will be those that bring the

lowest utility (a concept returned in the section The RAND

Health Insurance Experiment). Although the RAND HIE has

not been discussed yet, its authors touted the societal savings

that they argue were generated by the uptick in cost-sharing

requirements in the US that followed publication of the study

results. The study cost US$285 million in 2010 dollars; they

argue that this cost was made up in only a week from savings

that resulted from the lower costs associated with the in-

creased cost sharing (Manning et al., 1987).

Before going on, it needs to be pointed out that the dis-

cussion in this article focuses on ‘ex post moral hazard.’ This is

the phenomenon that occurs when the out-of-pocket price of

medical care is reduced through the possession of insurance,

such that the quantity of services demanded subsequently

increases. There is another type of moral hazard, known as

ex ante. According to Culyer, this ‘‘refers to the effect that being

insured has on behavior, generally increasing the probability

of the event insured against occurring’’ (p. 331). For example,

if you are insured you may be less likely to engage in pre-

ventive behaviors – or may take up skydiving – because of the

financial protection afforded by insurance. Because ex ante

moral hazard has received much less consideration in the

health care literature, it is not discussed further here. It is more

salient in other types of insurance, such as for fires. By pos-

sessing such insurance, business and homeowners may take

less care in taking care of electrical wiring, installing

fireproofing, etc.

Challenges to the Traditional Theory

Although it is probably fair to say that most health economists

are largely comfortable with the traditional theory moral

hazard, there have been both direct objections as well as in-

direct ones. The former concern the issue of whether there is

substantial welfare loss from health insurance, and the latter

relate to the notion that substantial patient cost sharing is an

advisable policy.

One objection raised by the present author (Rice, 1992;

Rice and Unruh, 2009) relates to the notion that one can

derive accurate estimates of social welfare from traditional

methods. The way in which welfare losses are calculated as-

sumes that individuals can accurately predict (at least on

average) the benefits they will derive from using a medical

service. They then compare this to the cost that they have to

pay, and make a decision about whether such a service is

worth purchasing. If they cannot predict these benefits ac-

curately, then the method of ascribing welfare loss to excessive

health insurance is invalid.

Why is this the case? Recall from above that welfare loss is

defined as the difference between how much it costs to pro-

duce the services and how much people were willing to pay for

them. How much people are willing to pay is defined by the

demand curve, which shows, at all hypothetical prices, how

many of an item a consumer will purchase. The traditional

theory assumes that what people are willing to pay is an ac-

curate measure of how much something is worth to them, or,

which can call ‘utility’ or ‘welfare.’ It assumes that people know

the benefit they will derive from a service – before purchasing

it – and therefore can compare it to the cost to make a pur-

chase decision that is in their best interest.

Consider the following. A person has a number of health

ailments that include an ear infection and throat pain. Treat-

ing each will involve visiting a physician, so the out-of-pocket

costs are the same. Researchers, however, probably un-

beknownst to the person, have found that medical care has

been shown to be highly effective in treating the ear infection,

but rarely effective in treating throat pain (Lohr et al., 1986). It

is logical to assume that a person would get more utility from

the ear treatment and therefore would be willing to pay more

for it – perhaps even the full price even in the absence of

having insurance (This assumption is, admittedly, somewhat

controversial. It may be that consumers are not interested in
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the conclusions of medical researchers but instead trust

their own judgments in these matters. Here a different view is

taken – that consumers would generally prefer to pay more for

services that are judged to be more effective by medical re-

search). In contrast, they would perhaps be willing to pay only

the cost sharing amount – which is far less than the total cost

of the service – to be treated for the cough. If the person

actually behaved this way, then the welfare loss calculations

would appear to be valid.

In reality, however, consumers are often unaware of which

service will be more useful to them. If so, then examining what

services they demand when they have to pay the full price,

versus what they demand when they are insured, does not

provide an indication of the utility or welfare derived. In the

parlance of economists, the author is positing here that the

demand curve does not necessarily reflect utility or welfare

when consumers do not have good information about the

benefits and costs of alternative services. Empirical evidence

will be examined on this issue below. To give a preview, there

is some evidence to suggest that when facing cost-sharing re-

quirements, patients cut back on service usage somewhat in-

discriminately, equally reducing use of services that are

deemed by experts to be most and least useful. Moreover, there

is growing evidence that cost sharing result in forgoing needed

services.

A second objection to the welfare loss theory has been

propounded by John Nyman (1999, 2002, 2007). The tra-

ditional model of welfare loss assumes that the only benefit

of insurance is that (a risk-averse) people will receive utility

from the financial protection afforded by insurance. Nyman,

however, asserts that there is a yet more important aspect of

insurance to purchasers: it allows them to be able to afford

very expensive medical procedures that, in lieu of having

insurance, they would not be able to obtain. If this is the

reason why people use more services when they are insured,

then, he argues, there is a welfare gain rather than a welfare

loss to the additional utilization that occurs when a person is

insured.

Nyman provides a hypothetical example. Assume that a

mastectomy costs US$20 000 and breast reconstructive sur-

gery, another US$20 000; the total cost of care for this episode

of illness is therefore US$40 000. Further assume that an

uninsured woman who has breast cancer can afford the

US$20 000 surgery, but does not have the resources to pay for

the reconstruction. Compare that to a second hypothetical

situation, where the woman is insured and therefore can af-

ford the mastectomy and the reconstruction. Under the con-

ventional theory there would be a welfare loss associated with

the reconstruction, because the woman only demanded it

when having insurance made it cheaper.

According to Nyman, it is not the reduction in price

brought about by insurance, but rather the increase in

effective income that generates the demand for reconstructive

surgery. In effect, having insurance has increased the

woman’s income by making a heretofore unaffordable ser-

vice, affordable. The woman, in turn, chooses to spend this

new wealth on the reconstruction. When the insurance

company wrote her a US$40 000 check, and the woman

chose to use the money toward not only the mastectomy but

also the reconstruction instead of spending it on something

else, then the purchasing behavior is evidence of a welfare

gain (Nyman 2007).

A third objection to the welfare loss theory is also ethical

in nature but more general. As noted, the major policy im-

plication of the welfare loss is that cost sharing (compared to

free care) will increase social welfare. Two concerns rise from

this. The first relates to the distribution of income; cost sharing

is highly regressive, falling most heavily on those with low

incomes. Moreover, the poor tend to be sicker and, if they

avoid care due to its costs, are more likely to suffer the con-

sequences of unchecked illness. This is well summarized by

Evans et al. (1993), who wrote:

[P]eople pay taxes in rough proportion to their incomes, and use

health care in rough proportion to their health status or need for

care. The relationships are not exact, but in general sicker people use

more health care, and richer people pay more taxes. It follows that

when health care is paid for from taxes, people with higher incomes

pay a larger share of the total cost; when it is paid for by the users,

sick people pay a larger share.... Whether one is a gainer or loser,

then, depends upon where one is located in the distribution of both

income... and health.... In general, a shift to more user fee financing

redistributes net income... from lower to higher income people, and

from sicker to healthier people. The wealthy and healthy gain, the

poor and sick lose (p. 4).

There is a final objection to relying on patient cost sharing,

as implied by the welfare loss theory. If patient cost sharing

defines efficiency by reducing welfare loss, this implies that the

US has the most efficient health care system in the world (or is

second to Switzerland, which also has substantial cost shar-

ing). Although this is not the place to review the evidence, the

assertion that the US health care system is among the most

efficient in the world is hard to justify given the far higher

costs, but mediocre at best process and outcome indicators

that are available from international comparative research

(Rice and Unruh, 2009, ch. 10).

Evidence

The RAND Health Insurance Experiment

The RAND HIE was the most important empirical study done

on the demand for medical care. It also provided evidence of

the impact of cost sharing not only on use of services but also

on patient health status. Researchers have used the results on

moral hazard to estimate the welfare loss from excess health

insurance.

Conducted between 1974 and 1982, approximately 5800

individuals in six sites (in a total of four US states) were

randomized into groups that faced different cost sharing re-

quirements. Although the actual experimental design was

somewhat more complicated, the main intervention tested

concerned cost sharing. Participants were assigned to pay 0%,

25%, 50%, or 95% of their medical care expenses. There were

also maximums associated with how much they would have

to pay each year.

The study’s findings with regard to use of services and costs

showed that cost sharing indeed had a substantial impact.

Those who received free care spent, on average, US$750 an-

nually, compared to US$617 for those paying 25% of costs,
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US$573 for responsible for 50%, and US$540 for those paying

95% (in 1984 dollars) (Manning et al., 1987). Most income

groups behaved similarly, as did those who were healthy ver-

sus sick. The reductions were similar for children and adults

for outpatient services. However, cost sharing did not deter

inpatient utilization for children. Of note is that nearly all of

the impact of cost sharing was on seeking care in the first

place. Once a person entered the medical care system for an

episode of illness, it did not have a marked effect on usage.

With one or two exceptions, these results were not surprising.

What was surprising was that for the most part, those who paid

more and used less did not experience a reduction in health

status. This was measured in numerous ways, including self-

assessed health status, physical functioning, role functioning,

health perceptions, and mental health (Brook et al., 1983). There

were few exceptions to this for the sample as a whole (mainly

slightly higher blood pressure and lower corrected vision). Those

already at elevated risk of dying were also adversely affected,

mainly due to the impact of cost sharing on blood pressure

(Brook et al., 1983). If there was one group that did benefit from

free care, it was those with low incomes. Their risk of dying was

lower and they experienced fewer serious symptoms (Shapiro

et al., 1986). Free care also led poorer individuals to obtain more

medical examinations (Lohr et al., 1986).

Interestingly, another finding by the RAND researchers was

that those facing higher copayments were rather indis-

criminant in their reduction of services (Lohr et al., 1986).

They categorized services into four groups: highly effective,

quite effective, less effective, and rarely effective. The authors

concluded that ‘‘cost sharing was generally just as likely to

lower use when care is thought to be highly effective as when

it is thought to be only rarely effective’’ (p. S32) and that ‘‘cost

sharing did not lead to rates of care seeking that were more

‘appropriate’ from a clinical perspective. That is, cost sharing

did not seem to have a selective effect in prompting people to

forego care only or mainly in circumstances when such care

probably would be of relatively little value’’ (p. S36). This was

essentially the finding of another aspect of the experiment,

which looked at the effect of coinsurance on the appropri-

ateness of hospitalization (Siu et al., 1986).

Although generally viewed as the seminal study in the area

of demand, there are a number of caveats that need to be kept

in mind:

• The study’s results are from 30 years ago. Much has chan-

ged since then, including a dramatic drop in hospital usage

in the US. Moreover, there has been a shift from fee-

for-service to managed care. Managed care implies that not

only the patient and their cost sharing requirements, but

the health plan itself, is involved in determining which

services are used.

• The study did not examine the impact of uninsurance.

Everyone who participated in the study was assigned an

insurance plan, so such comparisons were not possible.

• Seniors were also excluded so the results do not apply

directly to them.

Some more controversial concerns have also been raised.

The first concerns the internal validity of the experiment.

Nyman (2007) points out that those individuals who were

assigned to cost sharing were much more likely to drop out of

the experiment than those assigned to free care, presumably

because they did not like the prospect of facing higher

expenditures.(The experiment was designed so that no one

could be made worse off financially by participating, but this

might not have been clear to participants who noted that they

were paying 50% or 95% of their medical costs.) Just half a

percent of those who were assigned to free care dropped out

compared to seven percent of others. He contends that this

could not only bias the results on service usage but also the

health status results. If those who dropped out had stayed in,

their health would have been more likely to have been ad-

versely affected because, facing higher coinsurance, they would

likely have forgone needed medical care. These criticisms were

not taken lightly by the researchers who conducted the ex-

periment, who contended that it was not in people’s best

interest to leave the experiment and that other factors provide

more likely explanations for the differential drop-out rate.

They also contend that those dropping out would have to have

had remarkably different hospitalization rates than those who

stayed in the study (Newhouse et al., 2008). At the time of

writing there does not appear to be a consensus in the lit-

erature on these issues.

A second criticism relates to external validity. Although cost

sharing may reduce patients’ demand, it is possible that the

impact on overall utilization will be less. Consider that the

experiment included, at most, 2% of the people in a geo-

graphic area – and those with considerable cost sharing, per-

haps half that. This means that the experiment would have

had almost no impact on the behavior of physicians and

hospitals. In reality, though, if cost sharing were increased

dramatically, suppliers would likely respond to reduced de-

mand by trying to generate some more, to compensate. This

implies that one cannot take the results from individuals and

apply them to the population as a whole (Rice and Unruh,

2009). This criticism was raised at the outset of the experiment

(Hester and Leveson, 1974), although the researchers con-

ducting the experiment contended that the study was not

‘‘designed to replicate what would happen if various health

insurance proposals were enacted into law’’ and that they

‘‘deliberately selected sites that vary considerably with respect

to the amount of stress on the delivery system’’ (Newhouse,

1974, pp. 236–237).

More Recent Evidence

What is striking about the most recent evidence from the US is

that it does tend to show that higher cost sharing reduces

health status. It is important to note, however, that unlike the

HIE, these studies are not based on true experimental designs.

A few such studies are noted below:

• Trivedi et al. (2008), focusing on the appropriate use of

mammograms, examined Medicare beneficiaries aged

65–69 years in managed care plans, a group excluded from

the HIE sample. In the period from 2001 to 2004, many

more plans required modest copayments (US$10 or a

coinsurance of 10%). The authors found that not only cost

sharing reduced screening rates by 8.3 percentage points

compared to those with full insurance coverage, but that
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the effect ‘‘was magnified among women residing in areas

of lower income or educational levels. Screening rates

decreased by 5.5% points in plans that instituted cost

sharing and increased by 3.4% points in matched control

plans that retained full coverage’’ (p. 375).

• Much research has been conducted on the appropriate use

of prescription drugs. Looking again at Medicare bene-

ficiaries, Rice and Matsuoka (2004) report on five studies

where it was possible to directly assess the impact of cost

sharing on mortality, and 15 others where health status

effects could be inferred by examining the appropriate use

of medications. In two of the five studies examining mor-

tality, cost sharing led to higher incidence of death; in three

there were no effects. Of the other 15 studies, 12 found

evidence that cost sharing led to less usage of appropriate

medications, and three found no effects.

• Studies have also been conducted on younger populations.

For example, a study of more than half a million employees

from 30 employers found that doubling of copayments

reduces use of nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs

(NSAIDS) by 45% and antihistamines by 44%. The authors

conclude that, ‘‘significant increases in copayments raise

concern about adverse health consequences because of the

large price effects, especially among diabetic patients’’

(Goldman et al., 2004, p. 2344). Indeed, among the dia-

betics, a doubling of copayments reduced their use of

medications by 23%.

• In a similar vein, a study from a single large employer

found that enrollees in a high-deductible plan reduced

substantially their filling of prescriptions for blood pres-

sure and cholesterol medication (Greene et al., 2008).

Furthermore, a study of examining an increase in copay-

ments from US$2 to US$7 in the Veterans Administration

found large reductions in drug adherence for cholesterol

medication, even among those at high coronary risk

(Doshi et al., 2009).

In sum, these studies further impugn the notion that

charging patients more increase social welfare. The author

concludes this article by considering two alternatives: tailoring

cost-sharing to medical effectiveness, and focusing on the

supply rather than demand side of the health care

marketplace.

Tailoring Cost-Sharing to Medical Effectiveness

Although the traditional economic model calls for patient cost

sharing as a way of reducing moral hazard and the concomi-

tant reduction in societal welfare, it has been suggested

that there are a variety of reasons – both conceptual and

empirical – that cast doubt on this interpretation. In the last

section the author will address larger policy alternatives that

rely on controlling service use by relying on suppliers. Here,

examination is made of one other demand-side policy that is

now receiving much attention: tailoring cost-sharing to the

medical effectiveness of services.

This is commonly called value-based insurance design

(VBID). According to Chernew and colleagues (2007), under

VDIB, ‘‘cost sharing is still put to use, but a clinically sensitive

approach is explicitly adopted to mitigate the adverse health

consequences of high out-of-pocket spending’’ (Chernew

et al., 2007, p. W196). Fendrick et al. (2010) write, ‘‘[t]he basic

premise y is to align out-of-pocket spending with the value

of medical services’’ (p. 2017). Cost sharing requirements can,

in theory, be the same for everyone, or tailored to the indi-

vidual. The latter, although probably more effective in

matching reduced cost-sharing to medical need, is much more

administratively cumbersome as well as difficult for the indi-

vidual patient to understand. As Robinson (2010) notes,

‘‘[t]ailoring benefit design to differences among patients will

depend on the development of reliable diagnostic tests that

can identify ex ante which products will be effective for which

patients’’ (p. 2012). He suggests that VBID move away from

low-cost preventive services and chronic medications to sur-

gery, specialty drugs, implantable medical devices, and im-

aging services, which ‘‘constitute the new frontier for insurance

design and require that value principlesy’’ (p. 2015).

Thus far, VBID programs have focused more on reducing

cost sharing for high-value and preventive services rather than

raising them for low-value services. Although this does en-

courage more appropriate utilization, it may not be cost-sav-

ing and therefore could be unsustainable (Fendrick et al.,

2010). To illustrate, one US company, Pitney Bowes, elimin-

ated cost sharing requirements for cholesterol drugs and for a

blood clot inhibitor; the policy did indeed improve drug ad-

herence (Choudhry et al., 2010). On a larger scale, a large

insurer, Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina, showed

similar results when it eliminated copayments on generic

drugs and reduced them on selected brand-name drugs

(Maciejewski et al., 2010).

Supply-Side Policies

An alternative to focusing on moral hazard on the patient is to

instead focus on the suppliers of care. This has several po-

tential advantages, including a greater potential to control

costs, the ability of experts to target which services should be

encouraged, and less distributional impact than demand-side

policies, which focus on ability to pay.

Just as there can be cost sharing on the demand side of the

market, Ellis and McGuire (1993) argue that there is an

analogous concept, supply-side cost sharing, ‘‘which seeks to

alter the incentives of health care providers to provide certain

services’’ (p. 135). Examples they list include the use of a fixed

payment per hospital stay (e.g., diagnosis-related groups or

DRGs) and even more broadly, the use of Health Maintenance

Organizations (HMOs) rather than fee-for-service medicine.

Both DRGs and HMOs focus on influencing the behavior of

the provider rather than the patient.

Supply-side policies have the potential of improving social

welfare by focusing not on supposed overinsurance, but rather

on encouraging the use of appropriate services and dis-

couraging inappropriate ones – that is, removing some of the

waste in the medical care system, which has been estimated to

be up to 30% of services used (Leape 1989; Schuster et al.,

1998). Much effort is being expended on this, through com-

parative effective research and the dissemination of practice

guidelines.
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Although demand-side policies are certainly in vogue

now, it is still true that most policies worldwide – including

in the US – focus on suppliers. Common supply-side policies

such as the movement away from fee-for-service payment of

physicians, incentivizing providers to provide high-quality

care and avoid wasteful procedures, utilization manage-

ment, and global budgets, are aimed directly at providers,

not patients. It is not that they eschew patient input but

the focus is clearly elsewhere. If, as is argued here, these

strategies are designed to reduce waste, then it can be argued

that nearly all nations act as though the waste in medical

care is more through the provision of unnecessary services,

and not much through excess demand stemming from

overinsurance.

Conclusion

At the beginning, the author noted Pauly’s comment that it

is rational economic behavior rather than ‘moral perfidy’

that drives people to seek more care when they are insured.

Despite this, there is undoubtedly a lingering effect to term

‘moral hazard’ that influences economists’ views on the sub-

ject, and perhaps therefore, their policy prescription. In his

Dictionary of Health Economics, Culyer (2010) argues, ‘‘before

rushing to the conclusion that moral hazard must be con-

trolled through coinsurance, copayments and other forms of

rationing, it needs to be borne in mind that there may be

reasons for wanting individuals to consume more care. Even

more fundamentally, there may be reasons for entirely es-

chewing the idea that the demand curve reveals anything

worth knowing about the value placed on health care. In

that case, even if the behavioral account given of moral hazard

may still stand, the ethical accusation of ‘waste’ fails entirely’’

(pp. 331–332).

Thus, one thing that might be helpful is coming up with a

more neutral term for the concept. The phenomenon one

wants to capture in the health insurance context is similar to

what Ellis and McGuire (1993) were attempting to do when

redefining the demand curve to reflect nothing about social

efficiency but rather simply ‘‘an empirical relationship be-

tween the degree of cost sharing and quantity of use de-

manded by the patient’’ (p. 142). The concept to be captured

here is the additional use of service as a result of possession of

insurance. As such, one value-neutral term could be ‘insur-

ance-driven utilization.’

Indeed, analyzing the history of moral hazard in the con-

text of the workers compensation field, Dembe and Boden

(2000) also call for the use of less value-laden terms, ‘‘[u]nless

economics intend to pass judgment on the moral conduct of

system participantsy’’ (p. 273). They further state that, ‘‘At-

tention is focused on the costs of increasing benefits and not

on the adequacy of those benefits. Insurance is characterized

as leading to more time lost from work, not as providing a

valuable buffer against the economics stresses resulting from

workplace injuries and illnesses. Recipients of workers’ com-

pensation benefits are characterized as engaging in malin-

gering or fraudulent behavior and are thus classified as

undeserving of those benefits. They are not characterized as

hard-working individuals who have suffered an injury and

who may nevertheless receive inadequate benefits from their

insurance carrier’’ (p. 274).

The same argument can be made in the field of health

economics. Charactering additional utilization that comes

about from possessing health insurance in nonvalue-laden

terms can widen the scope of policy options beyond simply

charging people more, and provide a more positive view of the

benefits that people derived from health insurance.

See also: Access and Health Insurance. Demand for and Welfare
Implications of Health Insurance, Theory of. Health Insurance in
Developed Countries, History of. Private Insurance System Concerns.
Social Health Insurance – Theory and Evidence
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Introduction

A multiattribute utility (MAU) instrument consists of two

parts: (1) a health questionnaire, and (2) a scoring formula

which converts answers into an overall score. Each set of an-

swers to the health questionnaire defines a ‘health state.’ The

overall score reflects the strength of people’s preferences for

the state, and, consequently, it is a measure of the utility of the

state as understood in economics.

Box 1 illustrates this. The EQ-5D MAU instrument consists

of five single ‘items’, i.e. questions and response levels (see

Box 2 on terminology). Each relates to a separate dimension

of health (mobility, self care, usual activities, pain, and

depression), which collectively constitute the ‘descriptive sys-

tem’ or classification. The instrument combines these using

the formula shown below the questionnaire. An individual

answering level 1 for each item (1, 1, 1, 1, and 1) would

obtain a utility score of 1.00; a person answering (3, 3, 3, 3,

and 3) – the ‘all worst’ health state – would obtain a utility

score of � 0.594. As health states change (because of a health

program), answers change, and the MAU instrument predicts a

change in a person’s utility. Someone answering (1, 1, 2, 2,

and 3) before health care and (1, 1, 1, 2, and 2) afterwards

would score 0.225 before and 0.725 after care, an improve-

ment of 0.5.

Utility scores calculated this way may be used for economic

evaluation, and, in particular, cost–utility analyses (CUA),

which compare health program costs with the number of

quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) obtained. QALYs are cal-

culated by multiplying an index of utility by years of life. The

index must be measured on a scale on which 1.00 is ‘best

health’ (as defined by the instrument) and 0.00 is the ‘utility’

of death. Consequently, in best health, the number of QALYs

equals life years times 1.00 and therefore equals the number

Box 1 EQ-5D descriptive system

EQ-5D descriptive system
1. Mobility (MOB)

MOB 1: No problems walking about
MOB 2: Some problems walking about
MOB 3: Confined to bed

2. Self-Care (CARE)
CARE 1: No problems with self-care
CARE 2: Some problems washing or dressing
CARE 3: Unable to wash or dress self

3. Usual Activities (ACT)
ACT 1: No problem with performing usual activities (e.g., work, study, housework, family, or leisure activities)
ACT 2: Some problems with performing usual activities
ACT 3: Unable to perform usual activities

4. Pain/discomfort (PAIN)
PAIN 1: No pain or discomfort
PAIN 2: Moderate pain or discomfort
PAIN 3: Extreme pain or discomfort

5. Anxiety/Depression (DEP)
DEP 1: Not anxious or depressed
DEP 2: Moderately anxious or depressed
DEP 3: Extremely anxious or depressed

Combinations of answers (‘Health states’)¼3� 3� 3� 3� 3¼243

EQ-5D Scoring formula

Utility¼ 1� ½ 0:069 MOB2þ 0:314 MOB3ð Þ þ 0:104 CARE2 þ 0:214 CARE3ð Þ

þ 0:036 ACT2 þ :094 ACT3ð Þ þ 0:123 PAIN2 þ 0:386 PAIN3ð Þ
þ 0:071 DEP2þ 0:236 DEP3ð Þ þ 0:081 ANY Að Þ þ 0:269 ANY Bð Þð Þ�

where
[MOB2,... PAIN3]¼1 (or 0.00) if the respondent did (did not) tick the corresponding response level of the item ANY(A)¼1 if any levela1; ANY(B)¼1 if

any level¼3

Note: The derivation of the formula and parameters (0.69, 0.314, etc) are explained in the text.
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of life years. With death, life years times utility equals zero. In

the example above, a health program which moves an indi-

vidual from health state (1, 1, 2, 2, and 3) to (1, 1, 1, 2, and 2)

for 10 years, would result in 0.5�10¼5 QALYs, which would,

in turn, be compared with the cost of the care, to obtain a cost

per QALY.

Even when utility scores are not used, MAU instruments

are useful for describing changes in health states over time and

for comparing the health states of different individuals. In

principle, the instrument can also be used to estimate the

QALY-based burden of disease. However, this type of analysis

has been dominated by the use of disability-adjusted life years,

which combine the quality and length of life in a related but

different way.

In principle, an MAU instrument can be generic, i.e., ap-

plicable to a wide range of health states, or it may be con-

dition-specific and apply to only a specific disease. This article

is about generic MAU instruments, and the term ‘MAU

instrument’ is used here to refer to generic instruments.

Construction: The construction of an MAU instrument

entails three steps. First, ‘items’ must be selected to create the

questionnaire (‘descriptive system’ or ‘classification’). Second,

individuals are interviewed to obtain numerical data from

which their utility – strength of preference – can be calculated

for different health states. Third, a ‘model’ is used to attach

values (utility scores) to all of the possible health states

described by the instrument. The third step is necessary

because the number of health states described by an MAU

instrument is, generally, too large for the utility of each health

state to be evaluated individually. Modeling is therefore

used to extrapolate from measurements that are made to all

possible health state values.

These steps have been approached differently by different

research teams, and the scope and detail of the resulting

descriptive systems varies considerably. The numerical data

used for predicting utility have been obtained using different

‘scaling’ techniques including the time trade-off (TTO),

standard gamble (SG), and the rating scale (RS). Models have

employed different econometric techniques, sophisticated

averaging, and a combination of these to derive a general

formula for predicting utility scores from the numerical data

(see section Instrument Use and Acceptance).

MAU instruments are flexible and easy to administer.

However, they have their limitations. Their usefulness for

evaluation is constrained by the content and sensitivity of the

instrument’s descriptive system and by the validity of the

utility scores produced by the algorithm.

In the following section, six MAU instruments (see Box 3)

are reviewed. Their chronology, characteristics, and con-

struction are described and compared in the section History,

Description and Construction of MAU Instruments. Section

Instrument Use and Acceptance summarizes their use and

recognition by health authorities. Different instruments pro-

duce different scores, as discussed in the section Comparison

of Instruments. The reasons for this include differences in the

theoretical traditions adopted in constructing the descriptive

systems and scoring formula (section Theory and Evaluation)

and differences in instrument content (section Construct

and Content Validity). The implication of these differences for

the validity of utility scores and therefore for policy is dis-

cussed in section Criterion Validity. Challenges to the field are

outlined in the concluding section Conclusions. Additional

Box 2 MAU instrument-related terminology

Algorithm (or formula) The rule for converting answers to a questionnaire into a number. It is constructed by ‘scaling’ a ‘model’
Attribute A characteristic or property, which an instrument seeks to describe, for example, vitality, depression, and mobility
Construct An attribute, which is constructed or conceptualized as part of a theoretical explanation
Content The scope and detail of the instrument’s descriptive system: the behaviors, outcomes, or states, which determine an instrument’s score
Descriptive system (or descriptive ‘classification’; or descriptive ‘instrument’). The collection of items and dimensions, which describe the health state
Dimension A collection of attributes with a common theme (a ‘super construct’), for example, physical, mental, or social health. It usually consists of

more than 1 item
Element A single idea or attribute embodied in an item or dimension, for example, contentment or exhilaration but not contentment and exhilaration
Instrument A questionnaire with an associated method for attaching a numerical value to the answers
Item A linguistic statement generally consisting of a stem (e.g., ‘in the last 7 days I was: y) plus a number of ordered response levels (e.g.,

‘always happy’ y ‘never happy’)
Model A conceptual or mathematical framework, which defines how values will be combined (e.g., simple or weighted averaging of the level of the

item responses)
Reliability See Box 5
Scaling (or calibrating) The process of creating the algorithm for attaching numbers to health state descriptions. It requires a scaling instrument

(e.g., TTO or SG) plus a model for combining the numbers produced by the scaling instrument
Sensitivity The extent to which the instrument content allows the detection of changes in a health state
Validity See Box 5

Box 3 Six multiattribute utility instruments and country
of origin

QWB Quality of Well-being Index USA
15D 15 dimension instrument Finland
EQ-5D Originally EuroQol (RS and TTO versions) Europe/UK
HUI Health Utilities Index, 3 versions, HUI 1–3 Canada
SF-6D Short form 6D (SF-6D (12) and SF-6D (36) UK/USA
AQoL-8D Assessment of Quality of Life (8D) Australia
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readings are suggested, which contain references supporting

the present text.

History, Description and Construction of MAU
Instruments

Chronology

Figure 1 summarizes the historical development of the six

MAU instruments. Most writers in the area commence with a

reference to the famous 1948 World Health Organization

(WHO) definition of health as a ‘state of complete mental

and physical well-being and not merely as the absence of

disease and infirmity.’ This legitimized the concept of ‘health’

as a single construct. However, it did not provide a basis for

measurement.

In the USA, the ‘blueprint’ for measurement was published

in 1970 by Fanshel and Bush. This provided the theoretical

basis for the earliest instruments, the health status index

(1973), the Quality of Well-Being (QWB) (1976), and the

Short Form 36 (SF-36) (1977). The latter was also the em-

pirical basis for two later UK versions of the SF-6D developed

by Brazier, one directly derived from the SF-36 (2002) and one

from its reduced form, the SF-12 (2004).

The first UK instrument, the Rosser Index, was initially

intended for hospital patients (1972) but was subsequently

generalized to a generic 29 health state classification instru-

ment, the ‘Rosser-Kind Index’ (1978). This was displaced by

the EuroQol, which was created by a European consortium

(The EuroQol Group) formed in 1987. The instrument

was subsequently renamed as ‘EQ-5D’ and adopted for general

use following creation of a scoring algorithm at the University

of York in 1995. Earlier, Sintonen had created the 12D

instrument in Finland, and the revised 15D was published

immediately before publication of the EuroQol in 1989.

Three Canadian health utility instruments (HUI) were

initiated by Torrance in 1982 for the evaluation of neonatal

intensive care. These were modified for use in childhood

cancer (HUI 2) in 1996 and further developed and scaled by

Feeny for the adult population in the HUI 3 in 2002. The

Assessment of Quality of Life (AQoL) instruments were de-

veloped in Australia by Richardson and Hawthorne. The

AQoL-4D was published in 1997 and subsequently modified

as the AQoL-6D in 2004. Additional dimensions were added

to increase sensitivity for vision (AQoL-7D) in 2005 and for

mental health (AQoL-8D) in 2009.

Description of Instruments

Tables 1–3 compare the six MAU instruments. Two broad

conceptual approaches to description have been used

(Table 1). Following the WHO typology, health problems

result in impairment, disability and handicap; that is,

body malfunction, limitations of body performance, and

problems affecting life in a social context, respectively.

Three MAU instruments (EQ-5D, SF-6D, and AQoL) have

based their descriptions primarily on the last concept (i.e.

health problems affecting life). By contrast, two MAU instru-

ments (15D and HUI) have adopted a ‘within-the-skin’

approach (impairment/disability), although 15D was modi-

fied to include one handicap dimension. The QWB spans all

concepts.

The resulting instruments have between 5 and 15 dimen-

sions, with one item per dimension in the HUI 3, 15D, EQ-5D,

and SF-6D and an average of four items per dimension in

the AQoL-8D. QWB has three basic dimensions supplemented

with 27 ‘symptom/problem’ groups. Items have four to

six response levels (e.g. the severity of pain or the level

of mobility). Overall, items plus response levels define between

243 health states for the EQ-5D and 2.37�1023 for AQoL-

8D. Larger instruments, particularly AQoL-8D, define

numerous ‘empty’ states (e.g.,‘bedridden’ but ‘no problems with

self-care’).

Different instruments include different dimensions

(Table 1). Several are unique to a particular instrument and

dimensions with similar titles include different items. Con-

sequently, to appreciate the scope (‘content’) of an instrument

an examination of the items is required. These are compared

in Table 2, which indicates that the scope of instruments

varies significantly, in part, because of the differing conceptual

bases and, in part, from the level of descriptive detail con-

tained in the items. In principle, instruments with fewer items

may indirectly capture the same – or even more – information

as the larger instruments by using items with broader de-

scriptions. Alternatively, they may be omitting content to

1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010

Health status index 

Rosser Kind

12D

HUI 1

EuroQol 6D

15D

AQoL-4D

AQoL-8D

SF-6D(12)

QWB blueprint

HUI 2

15-D

AQoL-6D

AQoL-7D

AQoL-8 (Bref)EQ-5D

QWB-SA

SF-6D(36)

QWB

SF-36 HUI 3

Figure 1 History of MAU instruments.
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achieve some other goal such as brevity. The differences are

potentially important for the validity of the instruments and

are discussed further below.

In addition to differences in their descriptive systems, dif-

ferent scaling techniques have been used to measure utilities

(in particular, the TTO, RS, and SG) and different models have

been used to extrapolate utility scores over the full range of

health states (Table 3). Three instruments have adopted

models based on MAU theory. Two have used statistical an-

alysis and one (AQoL-8D) uses both techniques (see section

Theory and Evaluation). Best health states are described dif-

ferently by each of the scales, but all assign ‘best health’

Table 2 Comparison of the dimensions and content of 6 MAU instruments

Number of symptoms (.) and items (�)

Dimension QWBa 15Db EQ-5D HUI 3 SF-6D (36) AQoL-8D

Physical Physical ability/vitality/coping/control yy.. � � ��
Bodily function/self care yyyy. ��� � �
Dexterity �
Pain/discomfort yyyy.. � � � � ��
Senses y.. �� �� ��
Usual activities/work function yyy... � � � ����
Mobility/walking yy.. � � � �
Communication .. � � �

Psychosocial Sleeping . � �
Psychological: Depression/anxiety/anger y. ��� � � � �������
General satisfaction ����
Self-esteem ��
Cognition/memory ability . �
Social function/relationships � ������
(Family) role � �
Intimacy/sexual relationships . � �

15 items 5 items 8 items 12 items 35 items

aSymptom problem groups associated with consciousness, burns, pain, stomach, cough, fever, depression, headache, itching, talking, eyes, weight, teeth, ears, hearing, throat,

breathing, sleeping, intoxication, sex, anxiety, eyeglasses, and use of medication.
b15D also includes breathing, sleeping, eating, elimination, and sexual activity.

Table 1 Instrument descriptive systems

Descriptive
system

QWB 15D EQ-5D HUI 3 SF-6D AQoL-8D

Conceptual
type

Handicap disability
impairment

Disability
(handicap)

Handicap
(disability)

Disability Handicap
(disability)

Handicap
(disability)

Selection of
content

Medical literature
matched with Health
Interview Surveys

Medicalþ
psychometrics

Consensus Survey;
importance
ranking

SF-36, SF-6D,
psychometrics

Focus groups,
medical and
psychometrics

Dimensions 3þ 27 symptoms/
problems

15 5 8 6 8

Items 15 5 8 6 35
Response

levels
2, 3(2) 4–5 3 5–6 4–6 4–6

States defined 945 3.1� 1010 243 972 000 18 000 2.37� 1023

Completion
time

na 4 min 1 min 3 min 2.5 min 5.5 min

Cronbach’s ab 0.94 0.81 0.69 0.74–0.81 Dimensions
0.82–0.92
AQoL-8D 0.97

Test–retest (P) 0.93–0.98a 0.9–0.94b 0.73b 0.77b 0.88b 0.91–0.89c

aFryback et al. (2010).
b2 months.
c2 weeks, 4 weeks.
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a numerical value of 1.00. This implies that 1.00 corresponds

with different levels of real utility. The utility of the worst

health state varies in the instruments from 0.32 (QWB) to

� 0.59 (EQ-5D), similarly implying differences in the

numerical scale.

Instrument Construction

QWB Index: The QWB descriptive system was derived from the

Health State Index Questionnaire. Items for this were selected

from 343 ‘core descriptions’ (items) derived from the litera-

ture and from existing health surveys.

The three multiresponse items of the QWB (mobility,

social, and physical activity) define 47 health states. In

combination with 27 symptom/problem groups, this rises to

945 states (Table 1). Although these contain no explicit

mental health components, the instrument has been used

for patients with psychiatric problems as the general items are

sensitive to psychiatric problems. Items were scaled using

RS responses from the general population of San Diego

(n¼866). An additive model was used in which the disutility

from each dimension and from the worst symptom is sub-

tracted from 1.00 (the utility of full health). The distribution

of scores for the general population is approximately normal –

bell-shaped – with responses distributed symmetrically

around a central point. Perfect scores are rare and there are

neither significant ceiling nor floor effects – that is, the in-

strument is sensitive at both ends of the value scale and can

discriminate between states close to full health and between

very poor health states.

QWB was the first MAU instrument. Originally adminis-

tered by trained interviewers, a self-administered version

(QWBSA) was created in 1997. Translations exist into Spanish,

German, Italian, Swedish, French-Canadian, and Dutch. In-

formation and the user manual may be obtained at https://

hoap.ucsd.edu/qwb-info/.

15D: The descriptive system of the 15D is based on a re-

view of Finnish health policy documents. Scores were ob-

tained from a sample of the Finnish population. The

instrument has 15 items, 14 relating to disability (mobility,

mental function, etc.) and one to handicap (‘usual activities’).

The 1981 version was revised following feedback from the

medical profession in 1986 and again in 1992 following fur-

ther user feedback and factor analysis. Utilities were obtained

using a RS. Each level of each dimension is given a value and

each dimension given an importance weight. Utility is calcu-

lated by adding the weighted dimension scores together.

Five separate models were subsequently used to re-estimate

utilities. These used published econometric formulae to con-

vert RS values into ‘utility’ scores (n¼2500). Results demon-

strated convergent validity of 15D values (i.e., the different

models produced similar results).

Few people have perfect scores on the 15D, but few obtain

scores below 0.4; that is, there are no serious ceiling effects,

but the instrument does not identify health states with very

low utility scores, at least, as measured by other scales.

The 15D has been modified for children (16D) and has

been translated into 25 languages with 4 in preparation. The

15D website is: http://www.15d-instrument.net/15d

HUI 3: The HUI 3 descriptive system is an adaptation of

HUI 2 and reflects the importance ranking assigned to a list of

15 symptoms in a Canadian survey of hospital patients. It

consists of eight items with either five or six response levels.

The ‘within-the-skin’ – i.e. disability based – descriptive system

has no explicit social or handicap-based dimensions. An RS

was used with 504 residents of Ontario, Canada, and the

scores were converted to a SG (utility) equivalent score using

an equation (a power function), which was calibrated to pre-

dict three SG scores from their corresponding score on a RS.

The HUI 3 model for combining items was based on the

assumption of ‘structural independence’ – that is, the as-

sumption that a single attribute is not measured in more than

one way (as this will result in ‘redundancy’ or ‘double

counting’ of disutility). According to one study, the correlation

Table 3 Properties of the combination model and the predicted utilities

QWB 15D EQ-5D HUI 3 SF-6D AQoL-8D

Theorya MAUT MAUT Statistical MAUT Statistical MAUT/statistical
Model type Additive Additive Additive Multiplicative Additive Multiplicative/exponential
Scalingb RS RS TTO and RS SG/RS SG TTO
Best healthc 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Worst healthc 0.320 0.11 � 0.59 � 0.36 0.203 � 0.04
Utility at age 1d

34–44 0.67f 0.95 0.89f 0.83f 0.80f 0.81g

60–64 0.64f 0.87 0.86f 0.80f 0.78f 0.84i

Test–reteste (correlation) 0.59a Very highc 0.61 0.75 0.66h 0.89i

aMAUT, MAU theory.
bRS, rating scale; TTO, time trade off; and SG, standard gamble.
cBest/worst health utilities which are theoretically possible in the model.
dValues predicted for the general population.
e(Intraclass) correlation between scores obtained.
fUS data n¼462 (35–44); 965 (65–74) (Fryback et al., 2010).
gAustralian data n¼225 (35–44); 340 (60þ) (Hawthorne et al., 2001).
h(Intraclass) correlation between scores obtained after 5 months.
i(Intraclass) correlation between scores obtained after 1 month.
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between items varies between 0.02 and 0.35, which is

consistent with the conventional psychometric definition of

‘independence.’ (When item correlation is low, it is assumed

in psychometrics that items are picking up different aspects of

a construct.) Instead of combining dimensions with an addi-

tive model, the HUI 3 employs the multiplicative formula

recommended by Decision Analytic (Multiattribute Utility)

theory.

The actual formula is deceptively complex and constructed

from disutilities. As an example, with a three-dimensional

instrument the formula might take the form:

DU¼ 1:06 ½1� ð1� 0:7DU1Þð1� 0:6DU2Þð1� 0:5DU3Þ�

where 1/1.06 is the scaling constant, and 0.7, 0.6, and 0.5 are

dimension importance weights times the scaling constant,

U¼1�DU. The scaling constant constrains the scale to the

range of 0.00–1.00. When the dimension disutility scores for

the three dimensions DU1, DU2, and DU3 are all 0.00 (or

1.00), the utility score will be 1.00 (or 0.00).

The utilities predicted by HUI 3 fall below zero (worse

than death), indicating the absence of floor effects. However,

approximately 30% of scores from the general population

exceed 0.95 indicating the likelihood of ceiling effects.

HUI 3 questionnaires are available in English, Chinese,

Japanese, Russian, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Portuguese,

Spanish, Czech, Polish, Finnish, Norwegian, and Danish.

There are sixteen English versions, which differ in their mode

of administration, the assessment viewpoint, and duration of

assessment period. The website is http://fhs.mcmaster.ca/hug/

EQ-5D: The five item, three level EQ-5D defines 243 health

states. It was originally designed as a brief ‘linkage tool’ to be

used alongside more comprehensive MAU instruments and to

facilitate comparison between studies that had used different

instruments. Following the development of preference weights

at the University of York, it became widely accepted as a stand-

alone generic MAU instrument and eventually became the

preferred instrument of the UK National Institute of Health

and Clinical Excellence (NICE).

The UK weights, which are the most widely used, employ

TTO data from a survey of 2997 adult members of the general

UK population. TTO values were obtained for a number of

holistic health states, which were created by combining dif-

ferent response levels from the EQ-5D descriptive system.

These were regressed on item levels, and the best fitting re-

gression equation was used to generate a score for all the health

states defined by the descriptive system. Linear regression was

used, so the final model, as with the QWB and 15D, is additive.

Models were created for different sociodemographic groups

with eight algorithms estimated using both TTO and RS.

However, only the general population TTO formula is nor-

mally used (the formula was reported earlier in Box 1). The

utilities for the 243 health states can be obtained directly from

a table.

The correlation between EQ-5D dimensions varies, typi-

cally, from approximately 0.20 to 0.60 indicating structural

dependence – that is, some aspects of HR-QoL are picked up

by more than one item. However, econometric scaling may,

potentially, overcome this problem (see section Theory and

Evaluation) ensuring that predicted values and actual values

are equal at the mean.

Negative scores are predicted for some of the general

population indicating the absence of floor effects. However,

approximately 35% of the general population obtain a score

above 0.95 indicating the presence of ceiling effects.

The EQ-5D has been translated into 150 languages. A

version for children aged 7–12 has been translated into 12

languages. A scoring algorithm has been estimated in the USA

and 9 other countries (Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany,

Japan, the Netherlands, Slovenia, Spain, and Zimbabwe). In

2009, the EQ-5 L, a 5-response level instrument (with the

same items) was published and the EuroQol Group executive

approved the use of ‘bolt-ons’ to increase instrument sensi-

tivity for particular health states. The website is http://

www.euroqol.org/.

SF-6D: Two versions of the SF-6D instrument are available –

one derived from the SF-36, the most widely used generic

(nonutility) HR-QoL instrument, and the other from its de-

rivative, the SF-12. Consequently, utility scores may be derived

from any study reporting values from these instruments. ‘SF-6D

(12)’ and ‘SF-6D (36)’ are similar except for a reduction in the

response categories for two items in SF-6D (12), which reduces

the number of possible health states from 18 000 to 7500.

The items of the descriptive system of the SF-6D were de-

rived from the factor analysis undertaken in developing the

SF-36 and other psychometric evidence.

Utility scores for 249 health states were obtained from 611

respondents using the SG. These were regressed on item levels

and the resulting linear equation used to predict utility scores

for other health states. The resulting (0.5) formula took the

form:

Utility ¼ 1� 0:009 PF2þ 0:008 PF3þy � 0:007 VIT5

where PF2 and PF3 are the second and third response cat-

egories on the physical functioning dimension scale, and VIT5

is the fifth response category on the vitality dimension scale.

Several different models were used to estimate utilities

(based on random effects linear regression, rank estimation

data, and a nonparametric Baysian approach). The best fitting

model predicted a minimum utility score of 0.203. Approxi-

mately 5% of the general population obtain scores below 0.5,

indicating possible floor effects. In contrast only approxi-

mately 8% scored above 0.95, indicating the absence of ceiling

effects.

Versions of the instrument have been developed in

Australia, Brazil, Hong Kong, Japan, Portugal, and Singapore.

More information about SF-6D can be accessed at: http://

www.shef.ac.uk/scharr/sections/heds/mvh/sf-6d.

AQoL: AQoL descriptive systems were constructed from

reviews of existing instruments, the HR-QoL literature, from

focus groups and ‘construction surveys’. The latter involved

administering large numbers of items to selected patients and

the public. Factor analyses and structural equation modeling

(SEM) were used to obtain a multilevel model. AQoL-8D has

35 items, which combine to form eight dimensions, which, in

turn, combine into the two ‘super dimensions’ of physical and

psychosocial (‘mental’) health.

Utility (TTO) scores are estimated from a multistage

procedure, which employed both the multiplicative model

described earlier for the HUI 3 and econometric modeling,
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similar to the SF-6D (except that exponential net linear

models were used).

The estimation procedure has four steps: (1) estimation

of dimension from item scores with multiplicative models;

(2) econometric correction of these dimension estimates;

(3) combination of corrected dimensions into a (single)

multiplicative model; and (4) econometric correction of the

final multiplicative model.

AQoL-8D used a sample of 712 people aged 18–70 years to

construct the descriptive system and a second sample of 628 to

obtain TTO scale values (322 patients and 306 public). The

scaling survey obtained values for 174 ‘within dimension,’

multiitem health states and 375 multidimensional health

states. Transformations have been created between AQoL-4D,

6D, and 8D. AQoL-4D (the original AQoL instrument without

the original dimension for symptoms) has been reduced to an

8-item AQoL-Bref or AQoL-8 (which should not be confused

with the AQoL-8D).

In a general population, few people score below 0.25,

approximately 1.5% have perfect scores, and approximately

14% score above 0.95. Floor effects are therefore closer to 15D

and SF-6D than to HUI 3 and EQ-5D, but there are no sig-

nificant ceiling effects. The AQoL instruments have been

translated into traditional and simplified Chinese, Spanish,

German, Arabic, Norwegian, and Danish. The AQoL website

is: http://www.aqol.com.au/.

Instrument Use and Acceptance

Instrument Use

Information on the use of each of the MAU instruments

was obtained from the Web of Science database for the

period 2005–10 and supplemented by references provided

to the authors or from the instrument websites. The search

identified 1682 studies, which employed at least one of

the MAU instruments. These were used to construct

Tables 4–6.

Table 4 indicates that EQ-5D was the most popular in-

strument by a significant margin, with 63.2% of the 1682

studies using it. This was followed by HUI 3 (9.8%) and SF-6D

(8.8%). At the other end of the scale, 15D and AQoL were

included in 6.9% and 4.3% of studies, respectively, and the

QWB, the earliest widely used instrument, accounted for only

2.4% of total use.

The EQ-5D also dominated use in most countries and was

only exceeded in Canada by the HUI 3 and in Finland by the

15D. Table 4 reveals significant ‘local loyalty’ with the use of

all instruments peaking in their country of origin. Apart from

EQ-5D, only HUI 3 and SF-6D achieved significant use in

other countries.

Use of the instruments was also very concentrated. Euro-

pean studies accounted for 55% of the total, and the addition

of USA and Canadian studies raises this to 80.5%. Within

Europe, use was also concentrated, with Finland and Nether-

lands each accounting for more than 8% of the total, or

double the usage by Germany, despite its much larger popu-

lation and more than 65% of the usage by all other European Ta
bl
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countries combined. The extent to which this is attributable to

language and publication bias is unknown.

Only 15% of the studies included in Table 4 were pri-

marily concerned with economic evaluation (which need

utility scores) as distinct from their use as generic tools for

the measurement of HR-QoL (which does not require scores

to be ‘utilities’). The disease categories in which they were

used are reported in Table 5. This reflects a broad acceptance

Table 5 MAU instrument use by disease subgroup 2005–10

Disease subgroups QWB 15-D EQ-5D HUI 2 HUI 3 SF-6D AQoLa Total %

Muscular skeletal 4 12 107 3 4 17 5 152 9.1
General population 7 4 87 18 19 15 4 154 9.3
Cardio 2 15 84 4 7 10 11 133 8.0
Arthritis 0 8 71 5 11 21 5 121 7.3
Cancer l 4 6 69 5 16 2 2 104 6.3
Degenerative and elderly 3 3 69 6 14 3 8 106 6.4
Internal organs 0 10 67 5 5 10 1 98 5.9
Psychiatric 3 8 66 2 6 8 6 99 6.0
Diabetes mellitus 1 2 51 2 10 2 1 69 4.1
Other 1 2 51 3 7 8 1 73 4.4
Medical patients 3 8 49 3 11 9 1 84 5.1
Injury 1 6 44 3 4 6 8 72 4.3
Eating/obesity 2 5 29 0 2 6 5 49 2.9
Respiratory 2 1 27 2 6 2 0 40 2.4
Vision 1 4 26 0 6 1 0 38 2.3
Neurological 0 8 20 6 7 0 3 44 2.6
Skin 0 0 20 0 1 1 0 22 1.3
Female conditions 2 4 19 1 4 3 1 34 2.0
Trauma 0 0 19 0 0 2 3 24 1.4
Chronic condition 0 3 17 0 4 2 0 26 1.6
HIVb 1 1 15 1 4 2 24 1.4
ENTc 3 2 15 6 11 2 0 39 2.3
Renal 1 3 11 1 2 6 1 25 1.5
Autoimmune 0 1 9 0 2 7 3 22 1.3
Rheumatic 1 5 1 1 2 10 0.6

Total 41 117 1047 77 164 147 70 1663 100.0
% 2.5 7.0 63.0 4.6 9.9 8.8 4.2 100.0

aAQoL-4D, 7 AQoL-6D and 2 AQoL-8D.
bHIV–Human immunodeficiency virus.
cENT–Ear, nose and throat.

Data source: Web of Science, 2011.

Table 6 Validation studies (2005–10) comparison with other scales

Instrument Type of scalea Head to head comparisonsb Total MAU
comparisons

Disease
specific
instrument

Nonutility
instrument

Generic
MAU
instrument

QWB EQ-5D SF-6D HUI 2 HUI 3 15D AQoL

QWB 10 0 28 – 7 6 6 8 1 0 28
EQ-5D 137 53 76 7 57 16 26 9 5 120
SF-6D 21 9 57 6 57 – 10 16 3 3 95
HUI 2 22 3 52 6 16 10 – 18 1 0 51
HUI 3 37 11 71 8 26 16 18 – 1 2 71
15D 6 3 15 1 9 3 1 1 – 1 16
AQoLc 5 5 11 0 5 3 0 2 1 – 11

Total 238 84 310 28 120 95 51 71 16 11 392

aNumber of separate publications classified by the instrument, which was the principal focus of the study.
bNumber of comparisons. Studies with (3þ instruments) are entered multiple (2þ) times.
cCombines AQoL 4D, 8D; 5 studies were pre 2005.

Data Source: Web of Science, 2011.
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of MAU instruments across the spectrum of disease cat-

egories, possibly reflecting the widespread use of self-

reported disease-specific instruments in medicine. Given the

scope of the literature search, however, the number of studies

published in most of the disease areas is relatively small.

Acceptance by Government Health Authorities

The different instruments enjoy varying degrees of accept-

ability by health authorities and in national pharmaceutical

guidelines. Examples of this are given in Box 4. Each of the

instruments has been used in government health surveys. The

15D and AQoL instruments have only been adapted in this

capacity in Finland and Australia, respectively.

Comparison of Instruments

Table 6 reports the number of studies which compare instru-

ments and the head-to-head comparisons between MAU in-

struments between 2005 and 2010. From the first three

columns, the majority of comparative studies involved a dis-

ease-specific instrument (238) or a generic nonutility instru-

ment (84). There were 310 comparative studies of MAU

instruments. Because these included multi-instrument comp-

arisons, the number of head-to-head comparisons was greater

than the number of studies (392). The largest number of these

comparisons involved the EQ-5D (120) closely followed by

the SF-6D (95) and HUI 3 (71). Comparisons primarily con-

sisted of a Pearson correlation. Intraclass correlation, the pre-

ferred statistic even in simple comparisons, was relatively

Box 4 International pharmacoeconomic guidelines

References QWB 15D EQ-5D HUI SF-6D AQoL-8D

Hungary Noted as
internationally
recommended

Noted as internationally
recommended

Noted as
internationally
recommended

Poland Recommended for measuring
generic quality of life and the
utility of health states

Recommended for
determining the
utility of health
states

Belgium ‘As long as Belgian valuation
sets for other instruments are
not available, the use of the
Flemish valuations for the
EQ-5D health states is
recommended’

France Recommended Recommends QWB, HUI and
EuroQoL: ‘validations of
French versions of the latter
two are proposed’

Recommended

Netherlands Recommended Recommended
UK Preferred, but ‘may not be an

appropriate measure of
health-related utility in all
circumstances’

Ireland Recommended Recommended
Scotland Recommended, but ‘it would be

inappropriate to require the
use of the EQ-5D to the
exclusion of any other valid
generic utility measures’

Sweden Recommended as an indirect
measure for QALY-weightings

Italy Recommended
Canada Noted as widely

used
Noted as widely used Noted as widely

used
Noted as widely

used
USA Recommended Recommended
New Zealand ‘The New Zealand EQ-5D Tariff

2 recommended. ‘Other
instruments can be used,
however, their use should be
well justified’

Australia Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable
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uncommon and psychometric analyses were rare. This is dis-

cussed further below.

Despite the large number of comparisons between MAU

instruments reported in Table 6, only two large and two

smaller studies have included five instruments. In an early

Australian comparison (Hawthorne et al., 2001), 956 hospital

patients and general population respondents were adminis-

tered the EQ-5D, SF-6D, 15D, HUI 3, and AQoL-4D. The

proportion of instrument variation explained by other in-

struments varied from 41% to 59% leaving an average of 44%

unexplained. The highest explanatory power was achieved by

15D, followed by AQoL-4D (Table 7). In a recent US study

(Fryback et al., 2010), 3844 adults were surveyed to compare

the EQ-5D, QWB, HUI 2, HUI 3, and SF-6D. A weaker asso-

ciation was found than in Australia (reflecting the inclusion of

only general population respondents). Overall 53% of in-

strument variance was not explained (Table 7). Recent work

indicates that the strength of the association between instru-

ments varies across the health spectrum.

Frequency distributions from the US study are reproduced

in Figure 2. As the individuals included in each distribution

are the same, the distributions would be identical (subject to

respondent or transcription errors) if the instruments were

measuring the same construct on the same scale. However,

the figures indicate significant differences. A more recent and

smaller Australian study (Khan and Richardson, 2011) re-

inforces this conclusion by creating the pair-wise com-

parisons of instrument frequencies shown in Figure 3. If the

different instruments predicted identical utilities, the points

in Figure 3 would lie on the 451 line, i.e., Instrument

A¼0.00þ1.00 Instrument B. This does not occur indicating

significant discrepancies in the predicted utilities.

Generally, researchers conducting multi-instrument com-

parisons have concluded that the utilities derived from the

instruments are ‘not equivalent,’ that translation between them

will result in ‘low precision,’ and that comparisons between

them ‘warrant caution.’

Theoretical reasons for these differences are discussed in

section Theory and Evaluation and section Construct and

Content Validity. However, one proximate cause is the dif-

ference in upper and lower end sensitivity, i.e., in ‘ceiling’ and

‘floor’ effects. For example, in the five-instrument US study

cited earlier, the percentages of scores above 0.95 were 37.0

for EQ-5D, 36.9 for HUI 2, 36.2 for HUI 3, 1.7 for SF-6D,

and 2.3 for QWB. Figure 3 also reflects the strong ceiling

effect of the EQ-5D (the horizontal scale in the three left

hand diagrams) and the HUI 3. The SF-6D and EQ-5D have

the strongest floor effect(s) with no values below 0.6. The

AQoL-8D and HUI 3 had minimum values of 0.42 and

� 0.04, respectively. Additionally, for each value on one in-

strument there is significant variation in the value of other

instruments (for the same person). For example, when SF-

6D¼0.6, HUI 3, and AQoL-8D values varied from 0.25 to

1.00 and 0.55 to 0.95, respectively; when AQoL-8D¼0.8,

HUI 3, and SF-6D varied from 0.25 to 1.00 and 0.10 to 1.00,

respectively. Some of these variation will be undoubtedly

random. Some may be attributable to the choice of scaling

instrument as TTO, SG, and RS give slightly different values.

The remainder must be attributable to the instrument de-

scriptive systems and models.

The variation in instrument scores raises the question of

which instruments yield the most appropriate utilities for use

in economic evaluation and the appropriate contexts in which

they might be used. There is no agreement about this. The

theoretical foundations of the instruments are discussed in the

next section. Instrument performance and validity is discussed

in sections Construct and Content Validity, and Criterion

Validity.

Table 7 Proportion of variance in one instrument explained by another instrument (R2): Australia and USA

Australiaa 15D EQ-5D HUI 3 SF-6D AQoL-4D

15D 1.00 0.58 0.55 0.59 0.64
EQ-5D 1.00 0.41 0.56 0.53
HUI 3 1.00 0.44 0.55
SF-6D 1.00 0.55
AQoL-4D 1.00
Mean 0.59 0.52 0.49 0.54 0.57

USAb QWB SA EQ-5D HUI 3 SF-6D

QWB SA 1.00 0.41 0.45 0.43
EQ-5D 1.00 0.49 0.50
HUI 3 1.00 0.52
SF-6D 1.00
Mean 0.43 0.47 0.49 0.45

aHawthorne, G., Richardson, J., and Day, N. A. (2001). A comparison of the assessment of quality of life (AQoL) with four other generic utility instruments. Annals of

Medicine 33(5), 358–370.
bKaplan, R. M., Tally, S., Hays, R. D. et al. (2010). Five preference based indexes in cataract and heart failure patients were not equally responsive to change. Journal of

Clinical Epidemiology, doi:10.1016/j.jclinepi.2010.04.010.
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Theory and Evaluation

Theoretical Foundations

Present MAU instruments draw on theory from three relatively

distinct disciplines: decision analysis (DA), psychometrics, and

economics/econometrics. The traditions in these areas are not

always consistent, reflecting the context from which they arose.

This has received relatively little explicit discussion, possibly

because decision analysis and psychometrics have played only a

limited role in mainstream economics. Nevertheless, they are of

fundamental importance for the methods adopted in the con-

struction of MAU instruments and their validity.
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Figure 2 Distributions of baseline scores on 5 indexes at baseline for cataract. Reproduced from Kaplan, R. M., Tally, S., Hays, R. D., et al.
(2010). Five preference based indexes in cataract and heart failure patients were not equally responsive to change. Journal of Clinical
Epidemiology, doi:10.1016/j.jclinepi.2010.04.010.
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DA: The 15D, HUI 3, and AQoL-8D all seek theoretical

justification, at least in part, from MAU theory, a subset of DA

theory. This recommends that complex outcomes (in the

present case, ‘health states’) should be decomposed into at-

tributes (dimensions) such as pain and vision. Utility scores

should be assigned to each of the attributes and a model used

to combine attribute utilities into a total utility score.

Importantly, the theory requires that descriptive attributes

should be structurally independent. For example, a business

model optimizing output as a function of total revenue, total

cost, and profit would result in ‘double counting’ as

the first attribute is the sum of the other two. Depending

on the nature of preferences (for the attributes) DA models

may be additive, multiplicative, or multilinear. The QWB and

15D assume additive independence. Empirical results for the

HUI 3 and AQoL-8D implied the need for multiplicative

models.

Psychometric theory: Psychometrics is the basis of measure-

ment theory in education and psychology, which quantifies

unobserved ‘constructs’ (such as educational attainment, IQ,

and personality). Its potential contribution in the present

context is threefold. First, it prescribes methods for con-

structing instruments; second, it describes criteria for their

evaluation; and third, it describes numerous forms of bias and

other sources of measurement error.

A tension exists between the decision analytic and psy-

chometric approaches. The former requires independence

between items and between dimensions to avoid double

counting of disutilities. The latter approach assumes that

items will correlate to some extent and that the scale for a

satisfactory construct requires a minimum of 3 and
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Figure 3 Pair-wise comparison of 4 MAU instruments. Reproduced from Khan, M. A. and Richardson, J. (2011). A comparison of 7
instruments in a small, general population, Research Paper 60. Melbourne: Centre for Health Economics, Monash University.
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preferably 4 items for content validity. The reason for this is

illustrated in Figure 4. Two constructs are represented by

bolded circles and a number of items – linguistic state-

ments – are represented by rectangles. Reflecting the im-

precision of language, no one item exactly corresponds with a

construct. Items 1–4 are required to measure construct 1 and

items 5–7 to measure construct 2. Factor analyses may be

used to obtain the efficient set of items and to omit items that

‘cross load’ (item 8). Confirmatory factor analysis or SEM

may be used to achieve this goal while forcing the retention

of theoretically desired constructs. However, the resulting

instrument structure achieves content validity by violating

the DA requirement of structural independence, which is

needed to avoid the double counting of disutilities. This

issue, however, has received little attention.

With the exception of the AQoL instruments, full psycho-

metric analysis has played little or no role in MAU instrument

construction. The SF-6D employed psychometric evidence

from the SF36 in the selection of items, and the 15D was

revised following psychometric analysis. Other instruments

selected items by other means (see section History, De-

scription and Construction of MAU Instruments). One ex-

planation offered for this is the belief that it is preferences that

are important for MAU instruments, not description. However,

valid preference measurement requires valid description of

what is to be evaluated. If a descriptive element is un-

important, then the preference weight will be lower or zero.

Use of the best preference methods and modeling cannot

compensate for the absence of a nontrivial descriptive elem-

ent. Content validity is discussed further in the section Con-

struct and Content Validity.

Economics and econometrics: The gold standard for evalu-

ating an MAU instrument is whether or not it measures ‘utility’

as envisaged in economic evaluation studies (see section Cri-

terion Validity). This implies that a preference-based instru-

ment should be used for scaling, and this is generally

interpreted as implying the use of the SG or TTO. However, the

subject is controversial, and some argue that there are

insufficient reasons for excluding the RS. Recently, weights

have been assigned using ranking techniques and item re-

sponse theory, and the use of ‘best–worst scaling’ has been

foreshadowed.

As noted above, the decision-theoretic requirement of item

or dimension independence is difficult to achieve, and the

resolution of this problem in the EQ-5D, SF-6D, and AQoL-

8D has been to use statistical methods to determine the im-

portance of items. Multiattribute health states are evaluated

with the SG or TTO and regressed on item scores or on

dummy variables for the response levels. The regression as-

signs the most efficient weights to the items, i.e. the regression

coefficients – which best explain variation in the health state

values. The predicted values ‘fit the data’ as a regression line

passes through the mean value of observations. Consequently,

at least at the mean, the effect of ‘double counting’ is miti-

gated. The choice of regression model, however, is conten-

tious. From MAU theory, linear (additive) models may be

inappropriate, and utilities predicted from linear models may

therefore incorporate systematic bias as they move away from

the mean. However, these models are employed by the QWB,

SF-6D, and EQ-5D.

Competing claims have been made about the use

of decision analytic and econometric techniques, but the

evidence is limited. Both approaches are based on a set

of assumptions and constraints that are violated to a greater

or lesser extent depending on the population group and

Item 3

Item 1

Construct or 
concept 2Construct or 

concept 1

Item 7 Item  5

Item  8

Item 2

Item 4

Item 6

Figure 4 Item: Question with a series of possible response levels (e.g., how often do you feel sad? (a) never, (b) rarely, (c) some of the time,
(d) usually, and (e) nearly all the time). Concept 1: An abstract idea concerning some hypothesized attribute or characteristic, mental health.
Concept 2: A mini theory or created construct to explain observed behavior.
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disease. This suggests that validation requires context-specific

evidence.

Evaluation Criteria

Evaluation criteria for assessing MAU instruments include

practicality and reliability (measurement error should be a

small fraction of total variability as judged, for example, by

test–retest and by Cronbach’s a). The MAU instruments re-

viewed here have evidence of these properties, which is short

in terms of most questionnaire-based research. The largest

instrument – AQoL-8D – takes an average of 5.4 min to

complete in its online version. Test–retest and Cronbach’s a
coefficients are satisfactory according to accepted norms.

The most contentious criterion is validity, whether or not

an instrument measures what it purports to measure. The lack

of agreement between instruments noted earlier implies that

some or all of the MAU instruments are not universally valid

or that they seem to measure differing concepts, although this

possibility has not been suggested in the literature.

Different types of ‘validity’ are defined in Box 5. The

common element is that each is a test that justifies greater or

lesser confidence in the instrument’s predictions. This means

that in practice an instrument is never (fully) ‘validated’ in the

sense that it has been ‘proven universally correct’ and the

statement that ‘an instrument has been validated’ is mislead-

ing in implying this. Rather, instruments are more or less

supported both empirically and theoretically (an interplay

sometimes described as a ‘nomological net’). Importantly, the

strength of the evidence depends on the stringency as well as

the outcome of the test.

Construct and Content Validity

The validity of an MAU instrument depends on the validity of

its three components: the descriptive system (items and di-

mensions), the scaling method (TTO, SG, etc.), and the model

used to combine items (additive, multiplicative, etc.). There is

no consensus concerning the scaling method (TTO, SG, etc.).

However, there is a relatively high level of agreement between

scores from the chief scaling methods, and differences in be-

tween these could not explain the observed variation between

instrument scores.

Combination models also differ and the evidence for the

assumptions behind them is incomplete. Validity could be

tested by comparing estimates of health state utilities from

different models with independent holistic estimates of the

same health states. Few such studies have been undertaken.

Descriptive systems also differ very significantly in size, item

content and syntax (Tables 1–3). The effect of this on MAU

instrument scores and validity is an unresolved, although

critical, issue. Some of the evidence is outlined in section

Criterion Validity below.

The great majority of the validation studies in Table 6 are

concerned with ‘construct validity’ and primarily ‘convergent

validity’. These correlation-based studies are relatively weak

tests, which are necessary but not sufficient for confidence that

an instrument measures the utilities needed for economic

evaluation. Correlation will occur as long as an instrument

can, minimally, detect extreme values. It does not indicate that

values have the properties needed for economic evaluation or

even that both instruments use the same scale. In the linear

relationship, U¼aþbI, where I is an instrument’s estimate of

true utility U, instrument validity would imply that a¼0;

b¼1.0. For this reason, a better measure of association than

correlation is the intraclass correlation (ICC), which tests the

equivalence of absolute values. However, only a minority of

the studies use this technique. The difference is potentially

important. In the early five-instrument Australian study, the

15D had the highest average correlation with other instru-

ments (construct validity). However, incremental changes in

15D were about half the magnitude of corresponding changes

in other instruments indicating a low ICC. Similarly, the

ability to discriminate between extreme groups is a weak test

of the validity of the numerical values produced by an

instrument.

Box 5 Validity reliability-related definitions

Validity: Measurement of what is intended
Validation: A process of determining (the appropriate level of) confidence in the inferences drawn from instrument values
Construct: A concept created to explain observed relationships
Construct validity: The construct measures what is intended

a. Convergent validity: Correlation with other measures expected to correlate with the construct
b. Discriminant validity: Non-correlation with measures of different constructs (e.g., MAU instruments and blood pressure
c. Discriminative (extreme group) validity: Discrimination between different groups (patients and public)

Content validity: There is a representative sample of target elements in the descriptive system (i.e., outcomes, behaviors, symptoms, etc.) or elements, which vary directly
with the elements of interest

Face validity: The content appears adequate on inspection
Criterion validity: Constructs behaviors expected as judged by external criteria

a. Gold standard validity: The instrument correlates with the gold standard measure
b. Concurrent validity: The instrument correlates with the criterion
c. Predictive validity: The instrument predicts other (criterion) variables as expected

Reliability: A measure of consistency. It is the proportion of the total variability in scores, which is accounted for by the differences in the average values across
observations. It applies to the interval consistency of the items of an instrument and to the test-retest consistency of the instrument over time.
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Differences between instrument descriptive systems, sum-

marized in Tables 1 and 2, indicate the potential for different

levels of content validity. The early five-instrument Australian

study anecdotally illustrated the importance of these differ-

ences when the same respondent scored 0.14 and 0.8 for

the HUI 3 and EQ-5D, respectively. When the HUI 3 items

for sense perception were altered from their reported scores

to the highest HUI 3 item score (effectively removing them

from the instrument), the predicted HUI 3 utility score rose to

0.74; that is, 91% of the original difference was attributable

to items in HUI 3 which are not included in the EQ-5D. If

the items in the EQ-5D had the same descriptive power –

‘content’ – in the context of sense perception, this would not

have occurred.

Evidence for content validity is commonly obtained from

the psychometric analyses, which led to the selection of the

instrument’s item structure and, in particular, evidence of

whether or not additional items were redundant or added new

content. However, except for AQoL, generic MAU instruments

have not been developed in this way.

Few other tests of content validity have been reported. The

most common have been comparisons of ceiling and floor

effects (i.e. ‘insensitivity’ close to ‘best’ and ‘worst’ health). The

test is limited as it applies only to extremities of the scale and

results will vary with either the item structure or the weights

attached to a given set of items. As noted in the section His-

tory, Description and Construction of MAU Instruments,

ceiling effects vary significantly between instruments.

In one recent test, scores for each attribute of the EQ-5D,

HUI 2, and SF-36 were individually predicted from the scores

obtained by the other two instruments using data from 264

German patients. Adjusted R2 values were between 0.01 and

0.57. The SF-6D attribute ‘role limitation’ and HUI 2 ‘sen-

sation’ were ‘virtually unrelated to the other instruments.’ The

authors concluded that the instrument content differs ‘so

much that... (they) would produce different valuations even if

other components of the instruments were the same’

(Konerding et al., 2009).

Rather than demonstrate differences, the authors of the

Australian study reported in Figure 3 (Khan and Richardson,

2011) attempted to identify missing content. Instruments on

the vertical axis in Figure 3, which are relatively sensitive to a

particular dimension, will, on average, have lower scores than

predicted. Points will be below the line. The ratio of dimen-

sion scores of individuals from above to below the line

therefore indicates the relative sensitivity of the instrument to

a dimension. Results suggest that, at least in the relatively

healthy population surveyed, HUI 3 has less content than

other MAU instruments in the domains of mental health and

relationships, and that AQoL-8D has greater content for all of

the mental and social dimensions. EQ-5D is relatively sensi-

tive to pain. Unexpectedly, HUI 3 was not significantly more

sensitive with respect to senses, but this is probably because

the sample was small (n¼158) and there were few respond-

ents with impaired senses.

Table 8 Predictive validity: prediction from utility scores

Instrument Permanent problem cured (health states
of similar severity chosen for each
instrument)

Increase in
utilitya

Equivalent

¼ return to good health for 20 years Value per
annum

Cures¼1 life
savedb

Life extension with original QoLc

Rate of time
preference¼0%

Rate of time
preference¼2%

QWB Headache, dizziness, ringing in ears,
and spells of feeling hot, nervous, or
shaky

0.244 4 6.5 years 9.6 years

15D Mild physical discomfort...pain, ache,
nausea, itching, etc.

0.023 43 5.6 months 8.3 months

EQ-5D Moderate pain or discomfort and some
problem walking

0.273 4 7.5 years 11.1 years

HUI 3 Moderate pain that prevents a few
activities

0.137 7 3.2 years 4.7 years

SF-6D Pain, which interferes with normal
work...a little bit

0.07 14 1.5 years 2.2 years

AQoL-8Dd Moderate pain...which sometimes
interferes with usual activities

0.02 50 4.9 months 7.3 months

aIncrease in utility if an individual is cured from the permanent problem and returned to best health on the scale or in the case of AQoL-8D to normal health as this

corresponds approximately to best health on other scales. The seven items set at ‘normal’ levels are jobs around house, getting around the house, mobility, toileting, coping,

relationships, content with life, and enthusiasm.
bThe number of cures, n, equivalent to saving one life is calculated as n¼1/(increase in utility). Therefore, cures times value of cure¼n� increase in utility¼1.00.
cThe number of years of life extension, n, is calculated from QALY gain¼20(utility gain)¼n(original utility).
dAQoL-8D is at ‘normal’ (not best) levels for seven items, viz, jobs around the house, getting around the house, mobility, toileting, coping, relationships, content with life, and

enthusiasm.
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Criterion Validity

Comparisons of an instrument with external criteria are usu-

ally classified as tests of concurrent or predictive validity. They

raise the question of what represents an acceptable external

criterion. The theoretical questions include the choice between

(inter alia) ‘decision’ and ‘experience’ utilities (i.e. evaluation

before and after experiencing a state); the selection of the

appropriate judge of utility – the public or patients – and the

measurement perspective – individual or social. These issues

are unresolved in the literature. However, instruments (of

necessity) incorporate judgments with respect to each of these

questions.

All of the instruments in the present review incorporated

an individual perspective. TTO or SG values were obtained

from people imagining they were, personally, in a health state.

They were not asked to be representatives of the society. Most

instruments embody answers from members of the public, not

from patients (AQoL-7D and AQoL-8D obtained answers

from both). Perhaps the most important neglected question is

the scope of the construct ‘health-related quality of life’ to be

incorporated in the instrument: should it include social di-

mensions, be restricted to a ‘within the skin’ concept or be

defined by what individuals have in mind when asked about

‘health?’

Subject to these caveats, a limited number of tests of cri-

terion validity have been reported. One approach has been to

ask respondents to directly value their own health state using a

scaling instrument (TTO, SG, etc.) and to compare the result

with the value predicted from an MAU instrument. Testing

individual instruments this way has provided supporting evi-

dence for the validity of the HUI and 15D.

The early Australian study (Hawthorne et al., 2001) tested

the validity of 15D, SF-5D, AQoL-4D, HUI 3, and EQ-5D

using the ‘self TTO’ – i.e. the reduction people would accept in

their own life expectancy in exchange for perfect quality of life.

The aim of the test was two-fold: to determine (1) which in-

strument explained most variation in self TTO and (2) which

instrument best explained what other instruments failed to

explain, i.e. the residual from the first stage analysis. The re-

sults of both tests were similar: 15D demonstrated the greatest

explanatory power followed, respectively, by SF-6D, AQoL-4D,

HUI 3, and EQ-5D.

The results of this study are similar to those of a recent five

instrument Finnish study (Honkalampi and Sintonen, 2010).

However, the properties of self-referential measures have not

been discussed in the economics literature and interpreting

these results is difficult. A further suggested test is the use of

willingness to pay as a criterion for evaluating MAU instru-

ments. However, the technique is controversial in the context

of QALYs, and no one has adopted the suggestion empirically.

A weak test of preferences is to determine whether most

people agree that improvement has occurred when MAU in-

strument scores increase. Applying this test, Roberts and

Dolan (2004) found that a 0.20 increase in the EQ-5D score

was necessary before 70% of respondents agreed that any

improvement had occurred.

The logic of this test of predictive validity was to use MAU

instrument scores to predict what people would choose.

Similar logic was used earlier in a study by Nord et al. (1993)

drawing on the idea that QALYs are the product of utility, life

years, and the number of people affected. From this, MAU

instrument scores were used to predict the number of people

moving from a health state to full health, which would be

equivalent to saving one life. Results from the QWB and HUI 1

were so implausible that they suggested a lack of predictive

validity.

An objection to this latter approach is that the test alters

the distribution of utility and introduces a consideration of

equity, which may (or may not) invalidate the conclusion.

However, the method could have been applied with respect to

individuals’ personal trade-offs between quality of life and

length of life, the right hand columns of Table 8. According to

this, the life extension that is equivalent to a moderate im-

provement in the quality of life (described in somewhat dif-

ferent ways across instruments) is 38 times greater for the EQ-

5D (11.1 years) than for AQoL-8D (3.5 months) and 14 times

greater for the QWB (9.6 years) than for the 15D (8.3

months). As with the Roberts and Dolan (2004) study,

(dis)agreement with the predictions from each instrument

could be obtained independently from the population. Be-

cause the test is simple, it is a potentially powerful and rig-

orous test of criterion validity in the context of economic

evaluation.

Conclusions

Numerous questions have not been considered here. Foremost

is disagreement about what is to be measured. ‘Health’ like

‘beauty’ is a vague concept and has been operationalized very

differently. In effect, each MAU instrument has provided its

own unique definition, which has generally been un-

challenged. The chief decision concerns the breadth and

content of the definition. If an MAU instrument is intended

strictly for use within a Government Health Service, the def-

inition may remain narrow and exclude items extraneous to

government funding, for example, social or dental-specific

dimensions. The values embodied in the WHO definition of

health and in orthodox economics would suggest a broader,

more encompassing approach. That is, anything affecting

preferences should be included.

Other omitted issues include perspective and the concept

of utility. Present MAU instruments seek to measure personal,

not social, preferences. These are generally measured on the

basis of descriptions given to the public or to individuals who

have experienced the health state and without any consider-

ation given to the distribution of benefits. Challenges include

a proper demonstration that MAU instruments have construct

validity in different disease areas and, more fundamentally,

predictive validity using criteria relevant for economic

evaluation.

The article has focused on the construction and validity

of MAU instruments. It indicates that the scores obtained

from different MAU instruments differ significantly and,

consequently, QALY values, CUA ratios, and the likelihood

of health service funding are all significantly affected by

the choice of instrument. The numerical values obtained

from the instruments depend on the validity of the descriptive

system, model combining the items, and scaling instrument.
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Of these, the evidence suggests greatest agreement about

the scaling instruments. TTO, SG, and even RS values corres-

pond fairly well. Despite this, the focus in the economics

literature has been on this choice, with overall instrument

validity often judged primarily on the basis of the scaling

instrument.

There has been little empirical evidence published with

respect to the choice of the MAU model. Authors of the HUI 3

and AQoL-8D both found evidence that additive models were

less satisfactory than multiplicative models. However, these

models permit double counting of the disutility. Econometric

linear models are flexible and ensure that predicted values

‘pass through’ the observed utilities, at least at the mean. But

extrapolation with an additive model is problematical. Apart

from AQoL-8D, there has been little experimentation with

nonlinear models. Least agreement exists between the items of

the MAU instrument’s descriptive system, but this is where

there has been least discussion. Instruments have been created

using different approaches and generally with little explicit

regard for content validity. It is therefore, at this level that

differences between instrument scores will most probably

be found.

None of the studies evaluating MAU instruments (which

have been published) appears to have concluded that a scale is

invalid. This poses a problem for decision makers as the

outcome of an evaluation may presently depend on the choice

of instrument. The approach to this problem by the UK NICE

has been to nominate a preferred instrument for use in all

evaluations. This does not overcome the underlying problem

because, as recognized by NICE, a single instrument may not

be an appropriate measure of health-related utility in all cir-

cumstances and, at present, there are no evidence-based

guidelines concerning which instrument to use or how to in-

terpret results from instruments which conflict.

Instruments are neither right nor wrong. The evidence

suggests that they are more or less sensitive in different con-

texts. Use of a single instrument will favor interventions

affecting health states where the instrument is sensitive (and

the intervention efficacious) and disadvantage interventions

where sensitivity is low. Researchers presently have little choice

but to select from available instruments and to evaluate their

ability to measure the health states which are of relevance to

them. In the longer term, there is a need for a significant

research program to determine which instruments should be

used in which contexts and how to compare their values.

See also: Disability-Adjusted Life Years. Multiattribute Utility
Instruments: Condition-Specific Versions. Quality-Adjusted Life-Years
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Introduction

A multiattribute utility (MAU) instrument consists of (1) a

health questionnaire that establishes a health profile and (2) a

scoring system that converts the multiattribute profile into an

overall utility score. A generic MAU instrument can be used for

all patients, whereas a condition-specific MAU instrument is

intended only for patients with the condition of interest.

Overall utility scores are used in economic evaluation of

health care in terms of cost-utility analyses, where benefits are

measured using quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs). They can

also be used in monitoring of population health in terms of

quality-adjusted life expectancy (QALE).

Some reimbursement agencies prefer the use of generic

MAU instruments to generate QALYs. However, the generic

measures may not always be available or appropriate. There is

published evidence indicating that existing generic MAU in-

struments are valid, responsive, and reliable for many con-

ditions. However, generic MAU instruments have been shown

to perform poorly in terms of validity or responsiveness to

change in some conditions. For example, the generic EQ-5D

has been found to perform poorly in visual impairment in

macular degeneration, hearing loss, leg ulcers, and schizo-

phrenia. For these conditions the descriptive system of the

generic MAU instruments either does not capture the impact

of the change for that condition within its dimensions, or is

not sufficiently able to capture small changes within a di-

mension. This means that the generic MAU instruments will

not capture potentially important changes in utility across

interventions because of the inadequacy of the descriptive

system for that patient group. Condition-specific MAU in-

struments by contrast are designed to focus on functionings

and symptoms that are affected both by the condition and

treatments for the condition. This enables them to capture

potentially important changes better across interventions for

that condition.

In the following greater details on the construction and use

of condition-specific MAU instruments are provided. Section

‘Construction’ summarizes their construction. Section ‘Validity’

examines their performance both in comparison to condition-

specific instruments that are not preference-based and generic

MAU instruments and addresses some further issues regarding

validity. Section ‘Future developments’ outlines future devel-

opments. Additional readings are provided which contain in-

formation and references supporting the text in this article.

Construction

Background

Condition-specific measures vary in composition but typically

have multiple domains, at least some of which may be highly

correlated and not independent, and each of which has

multiple items. The number of domains and items is often large

(e.g., 30 items). The scoring process is often not based on

preferences (i.e., non-preference-based), as item scores are

typically summed to obtain a domain score and an overall score

across all items. This simple summative scoring unrealistically

assumes that all items, and the difference between all response

choices, are equally important. Changes in scores do not

necessarily reflect changes in quality of life that are valued by

either patients or the general population. In the following these

non-preference-based condition-specific measures are referred

to as ‘NPCS measures.’

Clinical studies often use NPCS measures (e.g., the cancer-

specific EORTC QLQ-C30) and do not include generic MAU

instruments. This is in part because of concerns about the

appropriateness of generic measures in some conditions, but

is also because of concerns surrounding patient burden and

costs. Many trials are designed to provide information for

multiple analyses (e.g., licensing and labeling claims) rather

than economic evaluation alone, and often NPCS measures

are used in these analyses rather than generic MAU instru-

ments. This means that NPCS measures will continue to be

an important source of evidence for economic evaluation.

However, these measures cannot be used directly to generate

QALYs. As shown by John Brazier and colleagues, they can be

used indirectly to generate QALYs using mapping, which uses

the statistical relationship between the NPCS measure and a

MAU instrument to estimate utility scores using data from the

NPCS measure alone. However, NPCS measures can be used

directly if a condition-specific MAU instrument is derived

from them. Section ‘Development from existing non-prefer-

ence-based condition-specific measure’ describes this process.

Development from Existing Non-Preference-Based
Condition-Specific Measure

For the majority of condition-specific MAU instruments the

scoring system generates a score using responses to only a

subset of the items included in the questionnaire. This is be-

cause the original questionnaire was often not designed as a

MAU instrument and typically contains a large number of

items across many domains. To derive utility scores from the

questionnaire a subset of items is selected to form a descriptive

system, which contains a small number of dimensions and

severity levels for each dimension. The descriptive system is

used to describe all possible health states with its associated

utility score. What this means in practice is that for condition-

specific MAU instruments the utility scores are usually gener-

ated by converting data for an existing questionnaire in the

same way that SF-36 or SF-12 data are used to generate the SF-

6D. For example, the cancer-specific EORTC QLQ-C30 data

are used to generate the EORTC-8D cancer-specific utility

score. This has the advantage that many condition-specific

utility scores can be generated using existing data sets. Fur-

thermore these data sets will contain both domain scores for

Encyclopedia of Health Economics, Volume 2 doi:10.1016/B978-0-12-375678-7.00512-5358
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the original instrument and a utility score to provide detailed

information for a range of analyses.

Figure 1 reports a six-stage process for deriving a con-

dition-specific MAU instrument from an existing non-prefer-

ence-based condition-specific measure that was first used to

derive an overactive bladder-specific MAU instrument (AQL-

5D) from the overactive bladder questionnaire (OABq). Stages

1 to 4 produce the descriptive system and stages 5 and 6

generate utility scores for all states defined by the descriptive

system.

Stages 1 to 3 produce the descriptive system using existing

data for the NPCS measure, and stage 4 validates the de-

scriptive system using other data. Stages 1 to 3 provide the

structure of the descriptive system by selecting dimensions and

a minimum number of items per dimension to fully represent

that dimension. This involves the use of psychometric tech-

niques such as factor analysis, Rasch analysis, and Item

Response Theory alongside classical psychometric techniques

such as standardized response means and effect sizes. This

process is undertaken to ensure that the selected descriptive

system accurately represents the dimensionality and maintains

the desirable psychometric properties of the original instru-

ment. For example, the overactive bladder questionnaire has

33 items each with 6 severity levels covering 5 domains:

symptom bother; sleep; coping; concern; and social inter-

action. The descriptive system of the OAB-5D MAU instru-

ment derived from the questionnaire has 5 dimensions: urge

to urinate; urine loss; sleep; coping; and concern each with

5 severity levels (Young et al., 2009).

Stage 5 elicits health state utility scores for a sample of

health states. Even health state descriptive systems like OAB-

5D define thousands of health states meaning it is impractical

and infeasible to value all states. A sample of health states are

selected for valuation using a variety of techniques such as an

orthogonal array or balanced design. The selection process

differs by whether multiattribute utility theory (MAUT) or

statistical inference is the proposed modeling strategy for stage

6 and the valuation technique used, but states are selected in

order to enable utility scores for all states to be estimated from

the elicited data for the sampled states. A variety of elicitation

techniques is used, such as time trade-off (TTO), standard

gamble (SG), visual analogue scale (VAS), and discrete choice

experiment (DCE). Preferences can be elicited from a variety

of sources including general population, patients, and carers.

However, it should be noted that when patients value health

states in such experiments they value hypothetical health

states, not their own health state, to enable these values to be

used to estimate scores for all health states described by the

descriptive system. Currently, general population preferences

are typically recommended by health economists if the

measure will be used in economic evaluation submitted to

policy decision makers. However, as noted by Mike Drum-

mond and colleagues, this is being debated. Stage 6 models

the utility data to produce utilities for every health state de-

fined by the descriptive system. The modeling follows either a

MAUT or statistical inference approach and will differ de-

pending on the process used to select states and the elicitation

technique. As noted by John Brazier and colleagues, the pro-

cess will also differ if the instrument is not multiattribute with

multiple independent attributes, but instead has one main

attribute, such as flushing or mental health.

New Developments

The descriptive systems for some condition-specific MAU in-

struments are developed ‘de novo’ rather than derived from

existing non-preference-based condition-specific measures,

requiring a modified approach for stages 1 to 4 outlined

above. The most rigorous method of development of a new

descriptive system involves qualitative research to identify

dimensions and items and validation of the generated de-

scriptive system using psychometric analyses before valuation.

Other approaches in the literature include the use of psycho-

metric analyses on a battery of existing measures or a literature

review. Recent US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

guidance for industry (U.S. Department of Health and Human

Stage I
Establish dimensions

Stage II
Eliminate and select items per

dimension

Stage III
Explore item level reduction 

Stage IV
Validation – repeat stages I to III on other 

data sets

Stage V

Stage VI

Valuation exercise to elicit health state values for a 
sample of states

Model valuation results to produce utility scores for all 
health states

Figure 1 Six stages for deriving a condition-specific MAU
instrument from an existing condition-specific non-preference-based
measure. Reproduced with permission from Brazier, J., Rowen, D.,
Mavranezouli, I., et al. (2012). Developing and testing methods for
deriving preference-based measures of health from condition specific
measures (and other patient based measures of outcome). Health
Technology Assessment 16(32), 1–114.
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Services Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 2009) outlines

guidelines for the development of dimensions and items for

non-preference-based measures and emphasize the role of

patients with the condition in generating and validating the

content. Valuation follows the process as outlined in stages 5

and 6 above.

Description of Existing Instruments

Table 1 outlines the descriptive systems for existing condition-

specific MAU instruments. Instruments were identified by John

Brazier and colleagues in a recent review of published studies.

Unpublished instruments that the authors were aware of were

added to the list (see http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/scharr/sections/

heds/mvh). There are 28 instruments covering 27 different

conditions ranging from exact diagnoses, such as glaucoma and

lung cancer, to more general conditions, such as visual impair-

ment and cancer. The size of the descriptive system varies greatly

by measure, with a range of possible health states for a system

ranging from 10 to 390 625. The focus of the dimensions differs

across instruments: (1) symptoms or health-related quality of

life (HRQL) and (2) condition-specific dimensions alone or

dimensions able to capture side effects and comorbidities. In-

deed, dimensions vary for instruments within a condition or

International Classification of Diseases.

Table 2 outlines the valuation processes used to produce

utility scores for all states defined by the descriptive system of

the various condition-specific instruments. Fourteen instru-

ments use the statistical inference approach to select health

states for valuation and model utilities, and eight instruments

use a decomposed approach, which is either a pure MAUT

approach or an approach combining statistical inference and

MAUT. Three instruments value all health states defined by the

descriptive system and thus require no modeling to produce

utility scores for all health states. TTO, VAS, and SG and

combinations of these were most commonly used to elicit

utility scores. Twelve instruments have values elicited using

TTO, six used VAS and SG, four used VAS alone, two used SG

alone. Although VAS was used in 13 instruments and is the

most commonly used technique, its usage differs across

studies varying from valuing health states to valuing severity

levels within a dimension or valuing different dimensions.

Eight instruments cannot be used to estimate QALYs as they

are not anchored onto the full health-dead 1–0 scale required

to estimate QALYs. Half of the measures are valued using only

a general population sample, with 10 measures valued by

patients and one by patients and carers (using hypothetical

states not own state). Valuation studies across all instruments

have only been conducted in the UK, the US, Netherlands,

and Canada with the majority of instruments valued only in

the UK.

Validity

Comparison of Performance to Original Measure

There is little published analysis examining the extent

of information loss arising from moving from the original

non-preference-based condition-specific measure to a smaller

condition-specific MAU instrument. However, evidence

reviewed recently by John Brazier and colleagues suggests

that there is either no information loss or a minimal degree of

information loss when examining patient data sets for in-

struments produced for asthma, cancer, common mental

health problems, and overactive bladder in terms of dis-

crimination across severity group and responsiveness to

change over time. This is reassuring given the rationale for

deriving a MAU instrument from an existing measure is to

benefit from its relevance and sensitivity, and means that this

informational advantage is retained in the process of deriving

a MAU instrument from the original measure.

Comparison of Performance to Generic MAU Instruments

Overall there is limited evidence comparing the performance

of condition-specific and generic MAU instruments and it is

mainly concerned with psychometric tests such as known

group differences and responsiveness. However, analyses

comparing generic EQ-5D to instruments produced for

asthma, cancer, and common mental health problems found

that the condition-specific MAU instruments performed better

than EQ-5D regarding discriminative validity across severity

groups. Figure 2 plots pair-wise comparisons of EQ-5D and

these condition-specific MAU instruments, demonstrating that

the condition-specific MAU instruments have a narrower range

of utility scores than EQ-5D but there is a large dispersion of

condition-specific MAU scores for each EQ-5D score (and vice

versa). Unlike EQ-5D the condition-specific MAU instruments

did not suffer from ceiling effects (where a large proportion of

respondents report themselves as in full health and are clus-

tered at the top end of the scale), suggesting they are more

responsive for patients at the upper end of HRQL. It is also

clear that there are differences between the condition-specific

MAU instruments and EQ-5D at the observational level, and

the condition-specific utility scores are typically higher with

the exception of observations in full health on EQ-5D. Al-

though research found that the condition-specific MAU in-

struments were better at discriminating between groups with

different severity, they were comparable to EQ-5D regarding

responsiveness to change following treatment (although for

responsiveness this is based on little data owing to limited

data availability). Typically, mean change over time and dif-

ferences between severity groups were smaller for the con-

dition-specific MAU instruments but with smaller standard

deviation that improved precision in comparison to EQ-5D.

This reduced uncertainty in utility scores for different time

periods and severity groups is important for trials. However,

the smaller mean change over time or across groups found

using these condition-specific MAU instruments may poten-

tially indicate that interventions are less cost–effective. Further

research is needed to determine whether these findings are

generalizable to all condition-specific MAU instruments. It

should be noted that as a MAU instrument contains a subset

of items from the original measure it will only offer an im-

provement on a generic MAU instrument if the original

non-preference-based condition-specific measure offers an

improvement. Therefore, the development of condition-

specific MAU instruments from existing measures should be

limited to measures already shown to be more responsive and

valid.
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Other Issues

Condition-specific MAU instruments have been criticized on

the grounds of focusing effects. It has been argued that re-

spondents may provide lower utility scores for health states

with only condition-specific dimensions as they are focusing

on the problems presented rather than judging these relative

to other generic dimensions of health that are not impaired,

such as mobility or self-care. But this is not supported by

evidence of the kind shown in Figure 2.

Some evidence suggests that the inclusion of the condition

label in the health state descriptions used to elicit utility scores

can itself affect results (e.g., a ‘cancer’ label was found to lower

values). The inclusion of these condition labels is often un-

avoidable as the condition is embedded into the descriptive

system (e.g., take the dimension ‘concern about asthma’) and

is an important factor that may affect health state utility scores

for condition-specific MAU instruments and question com-

parability to values produced by generic MAU instruments.

It has been argued that condition-specific MAU instru-

ments are unable to capture comorbidities or side effects be-

cause of their focus on the condition. Table 1 indicates that

whereas this may be a concern for some instruments with a

descriptive system largely focused on symptoms related to the

condition, this is unlikely to be an important concern for

many instruments that cover a broad range of functionings

(e.g., the EORTC-8D for cancer).

In relation to focusing effects and the inability to capture

side effects and comorbidities, there is a concern that elicited

utility scores may be affected if the descriptive system does not

contain all important dimensions. There is some evidence

supporting this concern, where it was found that adding a

generic dimension to an existing condition-specific MAU in-

strument affected the utility scores for the condition-specific

dimensions. This suggests that condition-specific MAU in-

struments should contain all important dimensions for that

condition.

Future Developments

Ongoing research will identify where generic MAU instru-

ments are insufficient or inappropriate and condition-specific

MAU instruments are appropriate. Further research examining

the impact of using either generic or condition-specific MAU

instruments in economic evaluation is encouraged. Future
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Figure 2 Pair-wise comparisons of 3 condition-specific MAU instruments and generic EQ-5D.
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research should also examine the role of the descriptive system

in valuation studies as this has largely been ignored to date.

This research would determine the importance of focusing

effects, condition labeling, and missing dimensions. These

findings would indicate the comparability of valuation studies

undertaken for generic and condition-specific MAU instru-

ments and the accuracy of health state utility scores for con-

dition-specific MAU instruments.

See also: Measuring Equality and Equity in Health and Health Care.
Multiattribute Utility Instruments and Their Use. Quality-Adjusted Life-
Years. Valuing Health States, Techniques for
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Mental Health

Mental health problems are among the most complicated and

challenging of all illnesses, with considerable economic im-

plications. It is conventional to distinguish between common

mental disorders (including depression, generalized anxiety

disorder, panic disorder, obsessive–compulsive disorder and

post-traumatic stress, with an overall prevalence of 15–20%)

and severe mental disorders (particularly schizophrenia and

bipolar disorder, with a combined prevalence of approxi-

mately 2–3%). Alcohol and drug abuse are usually included

under the mental health heading, as is suicide or suicidal

ideation. The World Health Organization (WHO) also classi-

fies epilepsy as a mental disorder, although many countries’

national health systems do not (and it is not included in this

article; intellectual disabilities and neurological disorders are

also excluded). It is estimated that approximately 6% of

children and young people aged under 18 years have be-

havioral problems serious enough to be classified as psychi-

atric disorders, and 4% have emotional disorders. Alzheimer’s

disease and other dementias become increasingly prevalent

with age: 5% for people aged 65 years or over but 20% for

those aged 85 years or over.

According to the WHO, mental, substance use, and

neurological disorders as a group account for approximately

14% of the global burden of disease (measured in disability-

adjusted life years), which is roughly 30% of the total global

burden of noncommunicable disease. Both proportions are

expected to grow over time, particularly in low- and middle-

income countries (LAMICs).

The large disease burden follows from the high prevalence

and chronic course of most mental disorders and is associated

with high costs (see Economic Impacts). Few mental disorders

can be cured, although symptom alleviation through evi-

dence-based treatment is a realistic goal for many people.

Primary prevention of illness is achievable for some common

mental disorders and some people, although illness etiology

remains only partially understood. What distinguishes mental

from other illnesses is a particularly troublesome combination

of at least four interconnected features: links to suicide and

self-harm; associations with dangerous behavior; widespread

public fear, stigma and discrimination; and restrictions to in-

dividual choice and liberty because of assumed or ascribed

inability or danger.

There are wide gaps between underlying and treated preva-

lence, particularly in LAMICs where WHO estimate that 76–85%

of serious cases have received no treatment in the previous

12 months; the figure in high-income countries is said to be

35–50%. This is why the WHO launched the Mental Health Gap

Action Program (mhGAP) to support and encourage strategic

planners and policy makers – as well as international donors – to

tackle the ‘burden’ of untreated disorders.

Poor access to evidence-based care and treatment is a key

factor in the overall disease burden. One reason is simply that

policy makers fail to allocate sufficient funds to mental health

programs, or that voluntary insurance coverage excludes some

or all mental disorders. But there are other ‘resource barriers’

such as the unequal distribution of services and available

treatments across regions, socioeconomic groups, genders, and

age bands. Another is the inappropriateness of certain types of

investment (e.g., the large, usually decrepit, dehumanizing

institutions that still dominate mental health systems in some

countries) and the consequent inflexibility of available re-

sources to meet needs most cost-effectively. A further problem

is a basic lack of information about what works in terms of

symptom alleviation and quality-of-life enhancement or on

the resource implications. In countries where health systems

are primarily reliant on voluntary insurance or out-of-pocket

payments, poverty is a major barrier.

Economic Impacts

Mental disorders are defined by their clinical symptoms and

so impact heavily on health systems. But they have con-

sequences across many life domains, leading to potentially

wide-ranging needs for support from social care, housing,

employment, criminal justice, income support, or other sys-

tems. The direct costs of treatment and care are high, but the

indirect costs of mental disorders can be higher. For example,

calculations for Europe in 2010 suggest that indirect costs

(mainly from unemployment, absenteeism, and presentee-

ism) account for 38% of the total cost of anxiety disorders,

63% for mood disorders, and 69% for psychotic disorders.

There can be high opportunity costs for families because the

need for unpaid care and support interferes with employment

and leisure, as well as out-of-pocket payments if families sub-

sidize treatment expenses. Estimates published by Alzheimer’s

Disease International in 2010 indicate that unpaid care from

family members and other unpaid carers accounts for 58% of the

total costs of dementia in low-income countries, 65% in lower

middle-income countries, and 40% in high-income countries.

These indirect costs are largely hidden but crucial inputs. They

are often overlooked in policy frameworks; this is a dangerous

strategy given rapidly ageing populations, the resulting rapidly

growing prevalence of dementia, and the dwindling number of

family carers (because of trends toward smaller families and

higher female labor force participation rates).
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For the wider society, economic impacts can include the

victim, fear, and criminal justice system costs of acquisitive

crime by people with serious substance misuse disorders, vio-

lent crime by people experiencing florid psychotic episodes, and

suicide and self-harm by people experiencing severe depression.

Although in some societies there is exaggerated attribution or

fear of these criminal activities, it is nevertheless the case that,

for instance, 5–15% of homicides in high-income countries are

committed by people with psychosis. Responses can be both

appropriate and inappropriate: a high proportion of people in

prison have untreated mental disorders, in many cases before

their incarceration, whereas most countries have legal structures

in place to compulsorily detain and treat individuals at times of

crisis. These powers can too easily be abused, as in the Soviet

Union and Nazi Germany, but in less dramatic ways the basic

human rights of people with mental disorders are still denied –

often trampled – in many societies in the present day.

Because of the enduring nature of most mental disorders,

economic impacts can be seen across much of the life course,

including poor employment outcomes, low incomes, con-

tinuing high use of mental health services, continuing antisocial

and criminal activity, and difficulties with personal relation-

ships. Behavioral and emotional disorders in childhood have

impacts well into middle adulthood and possibly beyond.

An immediate corollary of this multiplicity and durability of

economic impacts – following from the multiplicity and

chronicity of needs associated with some mental disorders – is

for coordinated action across budgets and systems to avoid gaps

and wasteful overlaps and particularly to ensure that resources

work together effectively and efficiently. Silo budgets are almost

clichéd but remain a substantial challenge, sometimes exacer-

bated by professional rivalry, narrowly framed performance

assessment, and the slow churn of bureaucratic processes.

Mental Health, Employment, and Productivity

There are multiple, complex, two-way links between mental

disorders and employment difficulties. People with mental

disorders are at greater risk of unemployment, job insecurity,

early retirement, absenteeism, presenteeism, and low salaries.

However, stress, bullying, and other difficulties in the work-

place are known risk factors for onset or exacerbation of

common mental disorders. Psychoses, particularly schizo-

phrenia, are most likely to emerge when people are in their

late teenage years or early 20s, which is precisely when most

people would make key investments in their human capital,

and so these disorders have lifelong economic consequences.

As it has been seen, lost productivity is the biggest contributor

to the immediate costs of mental disorders but with wider

consequences for household income, community prosperity,

and national economic growth.

People with mental disorders – like most people – put

great emphasis on employment, not only partly and obviously

because it generates earnings, but also because it brings social

status and social role, fosters social participation and net-

working, and is a major source of self-concept. Barriers to the

employment of people with mental disorders will obviously

include reduced abilities because of their symptoms, but

endemic social stigma and widespread discrimination by

employers are major challenges.

Given the close links between employment, income, per-

sonal debt, and poverty (see Mental Health, Poverty, and

Debt), the complex downward spiraling relationship between

mental disorders and work difficulties can be hard to break

into. One set of responses, coming from strategic policy

makers, is to create conditions so that employment oppor-

tunities are better, even if they are unlikely to match those

available to the ‘mentally well’ population. There is also

growing support for approaches that provide intensive support

for employees with mental disorders and their employers in

‘open employment’ settings rather than traditional ‘sheltered

workshop’ environments. The Individual Placement and

Support approach, for example, has proved effective and cost-

effective across many high-income countries, helping people

with quite severe mental disorders to enter, remain, and

sometimes thrive in the workforce, albeit with ongoing sup-

port in many cases.

Some countries have introduced legislation so that mental

disorders are viewed in the same way as physical disability in

terms of rights to employment and other opportunities. Some

of these initiatives go hand in hand with attempts to address

moral hazard concerns about criteria for income support eli-

gibility and to counter what can easily become a dependency

culture in groups with long-term conditions. Most people with

mental disorders want to work are perfectly capable of work-

ing in appropriate settings, and derive therapeutic and other

benefits from it. The alternatives are not only disabling, dis-

empowering, and disadvantaging for those individuals but

also costly for societies.

Employers face high productivity losses if key employees

have mental disorders because losing skilled staff for short or

long periods is both disruptive and expensive. Consequently,

private businesses (and public and NGO sector employers, of

course) have gains to make if there is appropriate preventive or

ameliorative action. Employers in many countries have be-

come more aware in recent years of the impacts on their profit

margins of disrupted employment as a result of employees’

poor health, particularly poor mental health. Perhaps more

gradually, employers have also become more aware of the

benefits of tackling some of the associated risk factors through

workplace initiatives. Some risk factors for mental disorders

are within their control, such as demands made on employees,

opportunities for them to participate in decision-making,

promotion prospects, harassment, and bullying. Workplace

well-being programs and screening initiatives for stress and

other approaches have a good evidence base in support.

Although attention to the bottom line – the profit margin –

should be enough of a motivation to introduce such programs

in some companies (provided the risks and consequences are

fully appreciated), small- and medium-sized enterprises may

need support through tax incentives or health insurance deals.

Mental Health, Poverty, and Debt

Mental illness and poverty interact in vicious circles. Evidence

from high- and low-income countries shows the close rela-

tionship between mental disorders and various measures of
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individual economic disadvantage. Two hypotheses have been

propounded. According to the social causation hypothesis,

economic disadvantage such as poverty increases the risk of

mental illness through augmented risk factors (e.g., financial

stress, stigma, social exclusion, and malnutrition) and de-

creased protective factors (e.g., social capital, education).

However, the social selection or ‘drift’ hypothesis argues that

people with mental disorders have an increased risk of re-

maining or falling into poverty because of the costs of their

treatment, lost or disrupted employment, and hence reduced

earnings. The social causation explanation is more relevant for

common mental disorders such as depression and anxiety, and

the drift explanation more relevant for severe mental disorders

such as schizophrenia, but the pathways are complex and evi-

dence suggests causation in both directions for many people.

Poverty

The World Bank defines poverty as marked deprivation in

well-being that includes monetary (e.g., income and con-

sumption) and nonmonetary aspects (e.g., health, education,

and housing), as captured by indices measuring one dimen-

sion (e.g., absolute and relative poverty) or many (e.g., the

Multidimensional Poverty Index).

In high-income countries, poverty and unemployment are

known to be associated with the maintenance of common

mental disorders but apparently not their onset, whereas fi-

nancial strain (personal debt) is associated with both. Several

epidemiological studies have found positive associations be-

tween low socioeconomic status, on the one hand, and alco-

hol and substance misuse, and rates of schizophrenia and

major depression, on the other hand. Suicide and parasuicide

are strongly associated with socioeconomic deprivation.

Children in the poorest households are much more likely to

suffer from conduct disorders (severe antisocial behavior) and

attention-deficit hyperactivity disorders than children from

more affluent households. In LAMICs, common mental dis-

orders have been found to be positively associated with low

socioeconomic status, financial stress, low social class, low

educational attainment, food insecurity, and bad housing

conditions. More ambiguous associations have been found

with low income, unemployment, underemployment, and

low consumption.

Debt and Financial Instability

Following the recent global economic downturn, the relation-

ships between mental disorders, personal debt, and financial

instability have attracted considerable interest. Personal or

household debt has a two-way association with mental health.

In high-income countries, the impact of financial difficulties on

depression depends in part on the type of debt and whether it is

‘manageable’, but there is apparently no direct association with

anxiety disorders or nonspecific mental disorders. For example,

a positive association has been found between the onset of

mortgage indebtedness and rent arrears and poor mental

health, with men more likely to be affected in the short term

and women in the long term. A negative association has been

found between outstanding nonsecured debt and psychological

well-being, but no association for secured debt (such as a

mortgage on housing). In a LAMIC context, one study found

higher rates of distress and suicide among farmers who went

into debt as a result of the agricultural crisis in India, whereas

another found a positive association between personal debt and

suicide attempts in Pakistan.

Macroeconomic recession affects numerous determinants

of mental health, such as employment and job security,

productivity and earnings, socioeconomic status, and social

cohesion. In high-income countries, slower economic growth

and associated increases in unemployment are associated with

higher suicide rates. A positive association has also been found

between unemployment duration and suicide, with a notice-

able increase in suicide risk shortly after mass layoffs.

Macroeconomic fluctuations that lead to worsening market

conditions appear to be associated with poorer mental health

in those people least likely to be employed, in ethnic minority

groups, and in men with lower educational attainment. A

macroeconomic downturn affects not only the mental health

of some adults but also of their children. The Asian economic

crisis of 1997 was associated with an increase in suicide rates

in the years that followed, as well as a widening of income-

related mental health inequalities. Sociopolitical crises in

Serbia and Belarus increased suicide rates, and socioeconomic

upheavals in the Russian Federation were followed by in-

creased rates of suicide and alcohol-related deaths. Agri-

cultural crises are strong risk factors for depression and suicide

attempts in South Asia.

Solutions

Acknowledging the bi-directional relationship between mental

illness and poverty, interventions have targeted both the

causes of mental disorders and the causes of poverty. Poverty-

alleviation interventions, such as cash transfers and micro-

credit, have as a by-product the potential to address the social

causation of mental illness. Mental health interventions, such

as drug treatments, psychotherapy and community rehabili-

tation, might be primarily focused on symptom alleviation

but in so doing can also address the drift into poverty. In

LAMICs, the effect of mental health interventions on poverty

and other economic outcomes has been found to be positive

but not always significant, whereas evidence is inconclusive on

the effect of financial poverty-alleviation interventions on

mental illness. Asset promotion programs have mental health

benefits, and the evaluation of the conditional cash transfer

program Oportunidades in Mexico found a significant re-

duction in both depressive symptoms in mothers and be-

havioral problems in children. A microcredit intervention in

South Africa increased perceived stress levels among recipients

of small loans (both men and women) but decreased de-

pressive symptoms in men. Debt advice and counseling ser-

vices can decrease the risk of developing or exacerbating

mental disorders.

Macroeconomics and Mental Health

Mental disorders have large economic impacts that are often

spread well beyond health care systems as conventionally

constructed. There are also persistent economic impacts across
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long time periods. Employment and associated productivity

difficulties are common, both for people with mental dis-

orders and their families, while disorders in childhood and

adolescence reduce levels of educational attainment. Hence,

the macroeconomic consequences flowing from untreated or

inadequately treated mental disorders can be considerable.

There is also the strong likelihood that social and economic

inequalities will widen.

From the other direction, there is also strong evidence that

economic difficulties experienced by individuals increase the

risk of mental disorder so that countries experiencing pro-

longed recession will likely see growth in the prevalence of

common mental disorders. Becoming unemployed, remaining

unemployed for long durations, experiencing a drop in earn-

ings or other income, moving into personal debt in ways that

cannot be managed, and experiencing housing problems can

all lead to lower psychological well-being and resilience, more

mental health needs and alcohol misuse, higher suicide rates,

greater social isolation, and worsened physical health.

Efforts are already being made to break, weaken, or re-

spond to the links between the state of the macroeconomy

and mental health-related needs, although in most countries a

lot more could and should be done. The available options are

many and various. They include poverty-alleviation strategies,

programs to help individuals with mental disorders to get

jobs, early intervention to head-off the most damaging of

personal and economic consequences of disorders, invest-

ments to build community and social capital, stronger social

safety nets, antistigma campaigns, workplace initiatives, alco-

hol price increases, school-based schemes to tackle bullying

and build resilience, and personal health budgets. And, of

course, the options also include the more conventional

pharmacological and psychosocial treatments, family psy-

choeducation, respite care, liaison services between medical

specialties, and reorganization of care arrangements, each in

turn requiring commitment of budgets to mental health

systems from governments or other funders, followed by

investment in suitably trained staff and other treatment

inputs.

See also: Efficiency and Equity in Health: Philosophical
Considerations. Efficiency in Health Care, Concepts of. Health and

Health Care, Macroeconomics of. Impact of Income Inequality on
Health. Long-Term Care. Mental Health, Determinants of. Public
Health: Overview. Valuing Informal Care for Economic Evaluation
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Potential Outcomes Framework

In problems studying the effects of a given intervention or

treatment on health outcomes or health costs, it is often the

case that researchers and analysts are faced with using obser-

vational study data to draw inferences. The use of such data

gives rise to various concerns about biases that may influence

treatment effect estimates. In the ideal world, one would be

able to observe how an individual or agent would act under

two scenarios – one where the agent had been treated and the

other where the agent had not been treated. From here, esti-

mating the effect of treatment on both the individual agent

and population would be straightforward. Unfortunately, this

is never a possibility in real-world settings.

To illustrate in more detail the difference between the ideal

and real world, we can utilize the potential outcomes frame-

work that has become popular in both statistics and econo-

metrics in the past two decades. First, it is assumed that the

study sample has N individuals. For each individual, we can

define two potential outcomes, namely Yi(1) and Yi(0), which

denote individual i’s outcome under the treatment and control

conditions, respectively, for i¼1,y,N. In the ideal world, we

would be able to observe both Yi(1) and Yi(0) and we would

directly know the effect of the treatment on individual i

(namely, Yi(1)�Yi(0)). However, in the real world, it is usu-

ally observed that Yi¼Yi (Zi), where Zi denotes whether the ith

individual actually received treatment (Zi¼1) or control

(Zi¼0) in practice. The value of Yi(1�Zi), commonly refer-

ring to as the counterfactual for the ith individual, is not ob-

served. In most studies, researchers also observe (in addition

to Yi and Zi) a set of pretreatment covariates or exogenous

variables, Xi, which are assumed to be unaffected by treatment

but that may predict the outcome Yi as well as whether the ith

individual received the treatment or control condition. The

variables in Xi are also commonly referred to as confounding

factors or confounders because excluding them from an an-

alysis examining the effect of Zi on Yi may lead to results from

observational data in which the differences in the values of Xi

between groups with Zi¼0 and Zi¼1 are combined with or

confound the true causal effects of Zi on Yi.

With the potential outcomes framework in hand, we can

now introduce a number of different types of treatment effects

that a researcher may be interested in estimating in addition to

the effect of the treatment on the ith individual (Yi(1)�Yi(0)).

First, it is often the case that researchers are interested in es-

timating the population average treatment effect (PATE),

which is defined as E[Y(1)�Y(0)], and tells us the impact

of treatment on average over the entire population to which

inferences are being drawn. Alternatively, it may be of interest

to estimate the PATE for the treated (PATT), which is defined

as E½Yð1Þ � Yð0Þ9Z¼ 1�, and tells us the average effect of

treatment on individuals like those who actually receive

treatment.

To estimate the PATE, the primary quantity of interest

would be the sample average treatment effect (SATE), which

equals 1
N

PN
i ¼ 1ðYið1Þ � Yið0ÞÞ, and takes the average over

the effect of treatment on all individuals in the sample. To

estimate the PATT, the primary quantity of interest would

be the SATE for the treated (SATT), which equals
1

NT

P
i:Zi ¼ 1ðYið1Þ � Yið0ÞÞ, where NT denotes the number of

individuals who are observed to receive treatment. SATT takes

the average of the effect of treatment on all individuals in the

sample who were observed to receive treatment. Both SATE

and SATT are consistent (unbiased) estimates of PATE and

PATT, respectively. However, it is never the case that one would

be able to compute the SATE and SATT as only one of the two

potential outcomes for each individual in the sample is usu-

ally observed.

A natural next step in trying to estimate PATE and/or PATT

in practice would be to simply take the mean of Yi among

those with Zi¼1 and compare it to the mean of Yi among

those with Zi¼0. Unfortunately, this will only work if one has

treatment and control conditions that are well balanced with

regard to the distribution of all pretreatment factors that are

known to be associated with the outcome. Such balance is

hard to find when researchers are faced with using data from

observational studies that do not randomize individuals in the

sample to the treatment and control conditions. Moreover,

usually only a handful of the pretreatment factors known to be

associated with Y are actually available (i.e., those in X). Thus

before estimating PATE and PATT, additional statistical and

econometric methods must be utilized to achieve balance on

the available pretreatment covariates or confounding factors,

X, and additional assumptions must be made to ensure there

is no residual confounding from imbalances in pretreatment

covariates which were not observed. The rest of this article

focuses on describing these assumptions and methods.

Critical Assumptions: Unconfoundedness and Overlap

Before introducing various methods that are available to re-

searchers to achieve balance between individuals in the

treatment and control conditions on the observed pretreat-

ment covariates, X, when trying to estimate PATE or PATT, it is

important to understand two key assumptions that are re-

quired to obtain consistent treatment effect estimates when

faced with observational data.

The first key assumption goes by various names in the lit-

erature. It requires in layman’s terms that one has matched or

balanced the individuals in the treatment and control con-

ditions on values of X in such a way that there are no un-

observable differences between the individuals in the two

conditions after conditioning on X. In notational terms, we

write this as ðYð1Þ, Yð0ÞÞ>Z Xj . The implication of this as-

sumption is that systematic differences in outcomes between
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individuals with the same values of the pretreatment covari-

ates are solely attributable to treatment. This assumption is

commonly referred to as either the unconfoundedness as-

sumption, selection of the observables, the conditional in-

dependence assumption, or ignorable treatment assignment.

Throughout the remainder of this article, we will refer to it as

the unconfoundedness assumption.

In principle, the unconfoundedness assumption is un-

testable. However, a number of approaches have been pro-

posed that are useful for addressing its credibility, which

revolve around the idea of doing sensitivity analyses to assess

how sensitivity treatment effect estimates are to specific types

of deviations from the unconfoundedness assumption.

The second key assumption required for consistent esti-

mates of PATE or PATT using the methods discussed is the

overlap assumption. The overlap assumption is formally

written as 0oPrðZ¼ 1 XÞo1j . The implication is that one

needs sufficient overlap in the distributions of the observed

pretreatment covariates between individuals who are in the

treatment and control conditions to be able to identify con-

sistent estimates of PATE or PATT. Checking overlap is usually

done by comparing the distribution of the estimated prob-

ability of receiving treatment conditional on X (commonly

called the propensity score) among those in the treatment and

control conditions to see if there is sufficient overlap in the

estimated values of the measure; however, some promising

work has been published which describes more formal ways to

check overlap in the covariate distributions of the two con-

ditions. Checking overlap is a critical step when estimating

PATE and PATT. It is important to note that all is not neces-

sarily lost if overlap is lacking. Assuming it is meaningful to do

so, one may limit inferences to the average effect of treatment

for the subset of the pretreatment covariate space where there

is overlap.

Nonparametric Matching Methods

With our two key assumptions in hand, we now turn our

attention to understanding ways in which researchers can try

to balance the treatment and control conditions on the dis-

tributions of pretreatment covariates, X, so that consistent

estimates PATE or PATT can be obtained. One of the most

commonly used approaches for estimating PATE and PATT is

to match individuals in the treatment and control conditions

on values of X so that one can compare outcomes across pairs

of matched treatment and control individuals with similar

distributions of pretreatment covariates. Methods for creating

meaningful matchings are numerous in the literature. This

section focuses on the use of nonparametric matching tech-

niques as nonparametric matching provides a method by

which there are no restrictions on the functional form of the

relationship between the outcome (Y), the treatment indicator

(Z), and the pretreatment covariates (X). We begin by de-

scribing common techniques for one-to-one or pair matching

(i.e., matching one control individual to one treatment indi-

vidual) and then focus on the more elaborate techniques

available for matching more than one individual to a given

treatment or control individual.

The simplest case of one-to-one matching is exact matching

which selects one control individual and one treatment indi-

vidual so that they match exactly on X. Exact matching is only

really feasible when the pretreatment covariates are all discrete

(i.e., binary or categorical) and/or when one has only a

handful of pretreatment covariates that need to be controlled

for. In most other cases of one-to-one matching, the idea is to

match one control individual with one treatment individual

such that they have pretreatment covariates X whose values are

within the same small neighborhood of each other. This type

of matching (to no surprise) is commonly referred to as

neighborhood matching or nearest neighbor matching.

The first step for any type of matching scheme (exact or

neighborhood) is coming up with a meaningful distance

metric that summarizes how close one individual is to another

in terms of their values of X. There are generally three core

types of distance metrics: categorical, caliper, and quadratic

(including Mahalanobis distance). In each type, one begins by

defining the distance between individual a in the treatment

condition and individual b in the control condition using a

specific formula. Here, the distance between individual a and

individual b is denoted by dab. Categorical distance metrics are

usually defined such that dab¼1 if the covariates are an exact

match and dab¼N otherwise. Caliper distance metrics are

defined such that dab¼1 if Xaj � Xbj

�� ��rcj for all j where

j¼1,y,J and J denotes the total number of pretreatment

covariates and dab¼N otherwise. Quadratic distance metrics

are defined such that dab ¼ ðXa � XbÞDðXa � XbÞTand thus can

take on any real number; Mahalanobis distance which defines

D to the inverse of the variance–covariance matrix of X is an

example of a quadratic distance.

Once the distance metric is defined, it is then computed for

all possible pairs (a,b) of individuals, one in the treatment

group and the other in the control condition and then an

optimization algorithm selects the pairs that minimize the

sum of dab across all pairs. From there, PATE and PATT follow

directly by computing the treatment effect estimate for each

pair and averaging across these estimates. The key difference in

obtaining an estimate of PATE and PATT is in how the

matching is done. For obtaining an estimate of PATT, one

would aim to match each treatment case to a single control

case and throw away all other controls which were not mat-

ched. For obtaining PATE, one would try to optimally match

across both conditions without requiring that one condition is

favored more than the other.

There is an extensive number of methods available for

implementing one-to-one matching, including canned pro-

grams in most standard statistical software packages. However,

there has also been extensive work done on matching algo-

rithms which go beyond one-to-one matching, including

matching one treatment individual with multiple controls (say

two or three for each treatment individual) or matching each

treatment individual to a variable number of controls in such

a way that all control individuals are utilized. The ideas for

these methods build off the theory described earlier in the

article for one-to-one matching. However, it is important to

note that matching methods that match a fixed number of

controls to a single treatment individual tend to be criticized

for being overly restrictive and for discarding data (namely, the

unmatched control individuals). Various authors have shown
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that the use of a more flexible method, often called full

matching, which makes use of all individuals in the data by

forming a series of matched sets in which each set has either

one treatment individual and multiple control individuals or

one control individual and multiple treatment individuals is

particularly effective at reducing bias due to confounding from

pretreatment variables.

The section is ended by touching on the issue of how best

to choose which pretreatment covariates that one should use

in the matching algorithms described earlier in the article. It is

generally recommended that variables chosen be predictive of

both the outcome, Y, and the likelihood that the individual

receives treatment, Pr(Z¼1). Inclusion of irrelevant pretreat-

ment covariates has the potential to impact both consistency

and precision of treatment effect estimates.

Propensity Score-Based Methods

There is a second class of methods that are commonly used by

researchers to handle the differences in the observed pre-

treatment covariate distributions among the treatment and

control conditions. The class of methods differs from the

methods presented in the previous section on Nonparametric

Matching Methods because instead of matching on X directly,

one matches on the predicted probability of receiving treat-

ment, given the observed pretreatment covariates, commonly

referred to as the propensity score. Matching on the propensity

score as opposed to X greatly reduces the dimensionality

problem of the nonparametric matching methods described

earlier in the article. The theory shows that consistent esti-

mation of PATE and PATT is possible when the treatment and

control conditions are balanced with respect to the propensity

score because balancing the two conditions on the propensity

score in theory also balances the two conditions with respect

to X.

Formally, the propensity score is denoted by eðxÞ ¼
PrðZ¼ 19X¼ xÞ ¼ E½Z9X¼ x� and let êðxÞ denote the estimated

propensity score (see below in this section for estimation).

Various matching techniques (similar to those described

earlier in the article) have become available for the case of

trying to match treatment and control conditions on the

propensity score in order to obtain consistent estimates of

PATE and PATT. Each one is fundamentally based on the same

ideas as the techniques for nonparametric matching on X,

which are described earlier in the article except that things are

much simpler when one only has to match on the single

quantity of the propensity score rather than the entire vector

of pretreatment covariates in X.

The most common approach for matching on the pro-

pensity score continues to be the nearest neighbor matching

where a fixed number of controls, say k, are matched to one

treatment individual and an optimal matching algorithm (as

opposed to a greedy matching algorithm) are utilized to esti-

mate PATT (as matching is driven by treatment individuals).

The popular use of the nearest neighbor matching is likely a

consequence of these algorithms being readily available in

statistical software packages. However, as stated earlier in the

article, such matching is suboptimal to full matching where a

variable number of control individuals can be matched to a

single treatment individual and a variable number of treat-

ment individuals can be matched to a single control indi-

vidual. The idea is that full matching forms the matched sets

in an optimal way on the basis of the propensity score so that

individuals from either condition who do not have many

similar matches will not be forced to have bad matches as may

happen when forcing all individuals to have a fixed number of

controls. Unfortunately, software is not readily available to

implement full matching in most software packages; the opt-

match package available in R appears to be the only canned

software currently available for implementing full matching.

The class of propensity score methods used to estimate

PATE and PATT are not limited to matching. Commonly, both

weighting by and subclassification on the propensity score are

also used to obtain consistent estimates of PATE and PATT.

With regard to weighting, one can consistently estimate PATE

using the following formula:

EATE¼
XN
i ¼ 1

YiZiwi=
XN
i ¼ 1

Ziwi �
XN
i ¼ 1

Yið1� ZiÞwi=
XN
i ¼ 1

ð1� ZiÞwi

where wi ¼ 1=êðXiÞ for those with Zi¼1 and wi ¼ 1=ð1� êðXiÞÞ
for those with Zi¼0. This estimate of PATE takes the difference

in weighted means between those in the treatment and control

conditions where the weights are set equal to the reciprocal of

the estimated probability that an individual received the

condition that they actually received. Such weights serve to

make the distribution of observed pretreatment covariates, X,

in each condition (treatment and control) look similar to the

population’s distribution of X. The corresponding estimate of

PATT is

EATT¼
XN
i ¼ 1

YiZi=
XN
i ¼ 1

Zi �
XN
i ¼ 1

Yið1� ZiÞwi=
XN
i ¼ 1

ð1� ZiÞwi

where wi ¼ êðXiÞ=ð1� êðXiÞÞ. This estimate for PATT takes the

unweighted mean for the treatment condition and subtracts

off the weighted mean for the control condition where the

weights for the control condition equal the odds of an indi-

vidual in the control condition being in the treatment con-

dition. This weight serves to upweight control individuals who

look more like individuals in the treatment condition and

downweight those who do not in order to yield a consistent

estimate of PATT.

With regard to subclassification techniques based on the

propensity score, the idea is to estimate the treatment effect of

interest within subclasses that are defined based on the values

of êðxÞ and to then aggregate across subclasses in a meaningful

way to obtain final estimates of PATE or PATT. For example, it

is generally the case that separate regression models on the

outcome or mean differences between the two conditions are

computed within each subclass and then results are aggregated

across the subclasses by weighting those estimates by the

subclass sample sizes if one is interested in PATE or the pro-

portion of treatment cases in the subclass if one is interested

in PATT.

A key issue for matching on, weighting by, or sub-

classification on the propensity score, is how best to estimate

the propensity score. In most applications, simple logistic re-

gression (or parametric) models are utilized to estimate the
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propensity score. The treatment indicator, Z, is regressed on

the pretreatment covariates X, possibly with or without

interactions between the pretreatment variables and with

limited attention paid to model selection procedures. In spite

of the apparent ease of using logistic regression to estimate the

propensity score, it is not the recommended method in the

statistical and econometrics literature. Instead, use of more

sophisticated semiparametric and nonparametric techniques

are recommended. For example, it has been well established

that machine learning methods outperform the use of simple

logistic regression models in the binary treatment case. Ma-

chine learning methods work in an iterative fashion to fit

nonparametric models to the predicted probability of re-

ceiving treatment. Use of conventional methods for estimating

propensity scores such as logistic regression are less flexible

than the machine learning techniques and typically require ad

hoc variable selection procedures to reduce the number of

degrees of freedom required by the pretreatment covariates

and their interaction terms in the model. Such variable se-

lection procedures risk biasing estimates of treatment effects

because they can incorrectly omit covariates that are important

to treatment selection. Similarly, variable selection procedures

and the typical assumptions common in conventional mod-

eling approaches risk model misspecification of the functional

form of the relationship between the covariates and the

treatment indicator, which can lead to very large biases in

treatment effect estimate.

One example of a flexible, nonparametric machine learn-

ing technique that has been frequently utilized in the literature

is the Generalized Boosted Model (GBM). GBM estimates the

propensity score model using a flexible estimation method

that adjusts for a large number of pretreatment covariates and

which adaptively captures the functional form of the rela-

tionship between the pretreatment covariates and treatment

selection with less bias than traditional approaches.

Use of propensity score weights has been shown to have a

number of advantages over matching or subclassification

techniques based on the propensity score. In comparison to

one-to-one or k-to-one matching techniques which throw

away observations that do not match, weighting includes all

observations in the outcomes analysis. In comparison with

subclassification techniques that require fitting multiple re-

gression models to the outcome (one within each class),

weighting techniques only fit one (weighted) regression model

to the outcome which greatly minimizes variable selection

issues and the need to tinker with the functional form. The

main disadvantage of weighting is that it can be less efficient

than matching or subclassification, particular when good

weights are difficult to obtain.

Doubly Robust Methods

We end this article by describing doubly robust methods that

are commonly used to consistently estimate PATE and PATT.

To put the goal of doubly robust methods in context, one

must note that historically, the traditional approach for esti-

mating PATE and PATT using observational study data was to

utilize multivariable parametric regression models of the

outcome (Y), which regress Y on the treatment condition

indicator (Z), and the observed pretreatment covariates (X),

which were concerned to be potential confounders of the re-

lationship between Y and Z. However, the assumptions of

linearity (additivity) for the effects of the pretreatment cov-

ariates on Y was considered too rigid of an assumption and

drew into question whether such models can yield consistent

estimates of PATE and PATT giving raise to the nonparametric

and propensity score methods described earlier in the article

for obtaining consistent estimates of PATE and PATT. Although

the methods described do not do any direct modeling of the

outcome, they do come with their own assumptions, namely

that the modeling done between the pretreatment covariates

and treatment indicator are well specified. Doubly robust

methods apply both techniques simultaneously (parametric

regression modeling which control for X and matching or

weighting the treatment and control conditions with respect

to X) to produce consistent estimates of PATE or PATT as

long as one of the two modeling approaches has been cor-

rectly specified. Thus, for example, use of both propensity

score weighting and regression on the outcome with a para-

metric model leads to a doubly robust estimate of PATE

or PATT because the estimates are consistent as long as one of

the models is correct. Similarly, both matching on observed

pretreatment covariates and controlling for those covariates in

the outcome regression model fit to the matched pairs repre-

sent a doubly robust estimate of PATE and PATT assuming one

of the two models is correct. Although doubly robust techni-

ques can be less efficient if the parametric outcome model is

correct, it is the final recommendation of this article that re-

searchers go doubly robust whenever feasible to minimize the

potential biases that could arise from using only a single

technique.

See also: Models for Durations: A Guide to Empirical Applications in
Health Economics. Survey Sampling and Weighting
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Introduction

Nurses’ unions are widespread in the developed world. In the

European Union, 90% of Denmark’s nurses are members of a

union (Danish Nurses’ Organization, 2009), and in the UK,

nurses (along with teachers and other professional workers)

have the highest union density of any occupation (Metcalf,

2005). Organized labor for the nursing profession is prom-

inent in non-EU countries as well, with nearly one-quarter of

Australian nurses belonging to a union (Daly et al., 2004), and

87% of Canadian nurses are represented by organized labor

(Informetrica Limited, 2011), though OMalley (2012) reports

the figure as lower (62%).

In the USA, the health care sector has been the most active

sector of the economy for union organizing in recent years

(NLRB, 2004). The percentage of health care practitioners

reporting union membership has increased from 12.9% in

2000 to 13.3% in 2010 (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2011),

versus a corresponding decrease in overall union membership

rates during that time period from 13.5% to 11.9% (Hirsch

and Macpherson, 2013a). In addition, the number of union-

ized health care practitioners has grown by 38% to nearly

960 000 during this same period, versus a 9.5% decrease in

the number of unionized members in the overall economy.

Union representation among nurses is particularly strong;

18.7% of registered nurses (RNs) were represented by unions

as of 2010 (Hirsch and Macpherson, 2013b) and as Figure 1

indicates, these rates are even higher in states such as Wash-

ington (61%), Hawaii (55%), California (53%), and New York

(46%).
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Figure 1 RN union density by state (2008). Calculated using the Current Population Survey Files for 2008. The author is grateful to Rebecca
Givan for providing this figure.
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Although a complete international comparison of trends in

the union density rate for nurses is limited by data availability,

the Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labor Studies gathers

data on the overall health care sector union density rate for a

small group of countries, which is included in Figure 2. For

each of the seven listed countries, the health care sector union

density rate exceeds that of the overall trade union density

rate. However, with the exception of New Zealand, the data

show a slight downward trend in the union density rate for

health care workers.

Nurses play a significant role in the delivery of health care.

They are the most numerous health professionals in most

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

(OECD) countries, with particularly high numbers of nurses

per capita in the Nordic countries, Belgium, and Ireland

(OECD, 2011a). In the USA, the nursing profession comprises

the largest group of health care employees, holding 2.6 mil-

lion jobs in 2008. Employment in the nursing profession has

grown substantially in the past three decades, and if current

trends continue, nurse employment is expected to surpass

3 million by 2014 (Health Resources and Services Adminis-

tration, 2010). In addition, health care production is particu-

larly labor intensive; 60% of hospital costs are

labor related (American Hospital Association, 2010) and

nursing services constitute the single largest item in most

hospital budgets (Public Policy Institute of California, 1996).

Consequently, the presence of labor market institutions such

as nurses’ unions have the potential to substantially affect

both the provision and cost of health care, an industry that

accounted for an average of 9.6% of Gross Domestic Product

in OECD nations (OECD, 2011b), and greater than 17% of

spending in the US economy in 2009 (Martin et al., 2011).

Central to the understanding of the effects of nurses’ unions

in the health care sector is the understanding of the two distinct

‘faces’ of unionism. The first, as characterized in Freeman and

Medoff (1984), is to exercise market power when bargaining

with employers in order to obtain more favorable working

conditions for their members, including higher wages, and

improved conditions of employment. The other, not necessarily

incompatible role of unions is to facilitate a ‘collective voice’

that enables workers to channel their discontent into improved

workplace conditions and productivity-enhancing industrial

relations policies. Because these forces operate simultaneously

within a unionized firm, the fundamental question for under-

standing the overall impact of unionism relates to the relative

magnitude of each of these effects. Consequently, much of the

economics literature on unions has focused on an empirical

assessment of these two sides of unionism. Several research

studies have established that unionized sector workers earn

more and have better benefits than their nonunion counter-

parts (Mellow, 1979; Lewis, 1986; Freeman and Kleiner, 1990;

Jakubson, 1991; Wunnava and Ewing, 1999; Hirsch and

Schumacher, 2001), whereas evidence on the union product-

ivity effect is less definitive (Fuchs et al., 1998; Doucouliagos
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and Laroche, 2003; Hirsch, 2007, 2008). Furthermore, as Hirsch

(2007) indicates, the importance of each side of unionism is

very much dependent on the legal and economic environment

in which unions and firms operate, as well as the skill level of

the employees who are organized (Card, 1996).

This article critically reviews the literature on nurses’

unions. Because most studies of nurses’ unions rely on data

from the USA, in what follows the focus is primarily on the

role of these unions in the US economy (unless otherwise

noted). The article proceeds in four steps. First, the section

‘‘Organized Labor in the US Health Care Industry’’ provides a

brief overview of the legal and regulatory issues surrounding

union organizing in the health care industry. The second

section ‘‘Nurses’ Unions and the Labor Market for Nurses,’’

summarizes the evidence on the effects of nurses’ unions on

the labor market. In the section titled ‘‘Nurses’ Unions and

Firm Performance’’ I review evidence on the productivity ef-

fects of nurses’ unions on the firms in which they are em-

ployed. I conclude by focusing on priorities for future

research.

Organized Labor in the US Health Care Industry

The growth of organized labor in the US health care industry

is a relatively recent phenomenon when compared with that

of other traditionally unionized sectors of the economy. Al-

though initially covered under the prounion Wagner Act of

1935, collective bargaining in health care institutions was

limited by the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) of 1947.

This Act, which outlined unfair practices on the part of unions,

also excluded both government and nonprofit hospitals from

the right to unionize, asserting that unionization could disrupt

the provision of necessary charitable services and open the

way for ‘‘strikes, picketing and violence which could impede

the delivery of health care’’ (Zacur, 1983, p. 10). Clark et al.

(2002) note that although eight states enacted legislation

granting some collective bargaining rights during this time,

most employees in the sector did not have a right to

unionization.

After intense lobbying efforts by hospital employee or-

ganizations, in 1974, President Nixon signed Public Law 93-

360 (PL 93-360) reversing the 23-year exclusion. This law

subjected all nongovernmental health care facilities to federal

labor law, as governed by the NLRA, and in particular nurses,

as 66% of nurses were employed by hospitals at the time

(Aiken et al., 1981). In the 4 years following this amendment,

there were over 1000 hospital union certification elections

(Scott and Simpson, 1989), and an increase in the percentage

of hospitals with collective bargaining agreements to 23% in

1976 versus 3% in the early 1960s (Huszczo and Fried, 1988).

In the 15 years following the passage of PL 93-360, a

protracted case-by-case bargaining unit determination process

enabled hospitals to strategically challenge the bargaining unit

determination in each union election, in order to reduce the

resolve of employees voting to unionize (Keefe and Rakich,

2004). However, in a final rule published by the National

Labor Relations Board in 1989 and affirmed by the US Su-

preme Court in 1991, eight separate bargaining units were

clearly delineated, one of which included registered nurses.

Tomey (2004) and Keefe and Rakich (2004) show that this

ruling further opened the health care industry to unionization,

and increased the number of union elections won in the years

following this ruling.

Although these recent protections extended to health care

workers have increased the ease with which workers are able to

organize, despite these protections, the collective bargaining

rights of nurses continue to be disputed. For example, recent

cases have disputed the rights of nurses to organize on the

grounds that they represent supervisory personnel and are

thus exempt from the protections afforded by the NLRA (see

NLBR v. Kentucky River Community Care, Inc., 532 US 706, 2001

and Oakwood Healthcare, Inc., 348 NLRB 686, 180 LRRM 1257,

2006). Nonetheless, union representation among nurses re-

mains strong, and is growing.

Nurses’ Unions and the Labor Market for Nurses

One of the most important potential impacts of nurses’

unions is their effect on the labor market for nurses. Unions

have been shown to significantly raise wages in the overall

economy (Fuchs et al., 1998; Hirsch and Schumacher, 2004),

and registered nurses have realized significant gains in wages

in the three decades following the passage of PL 93-360. Ac-

cording to the 2010 National Sample Survey of Registered

Nurses, real wages (in 1980 dollars) for registered nurses in-

creased by 54% from 1980 to 2008, from US$17 400 in 1980

to nearly US$27 000 in 2008 (average nominal wages for RNs

in 2008 were nearly US$67 000). Furthermore, nurses’ unions

have recently claimed credit for securing wage increases for

their employees, as well as the implementation of employ-

ment-related regulation such as minimum nurse-to-patient

ratios in California, and the introduction of federal minimum

staffing legislation in Congress (California Nurses Association,

2009).

Effects on Employee Compensation

Despite the growing numbers of unionized nurses in the USA,

most studies analyzing the effects of nurses’ unions on wages

are somewhat outdated. Before the passage of PL 93-360,

evidence of only a small and sometimes statistically in-

significant union wage effect was found in studies relying

mostly on data from aggregate metropolitan areas or state-

level data for their estimates (Feldman and Scheffler, 1982).

Link and Landon’s (1975) analysis of the interaction of union

and monopsony effects was a notable exception during this

period, in that it used a hand-collected data set from indi-

vidual hospitals. Their results show a 5–10% gain in the wages

for hospital nurses due to unionization, with particularly

strong gains for lower skilled nurses.

Following the change in the NLRA in 1974, a number of

studies attempted to quantify the effects of unions in hos-

pitals, and most focused at least in part on the effects of union

membership on nurses. Feldman and Scheffler (1982) use a

national probability sample of hospitals drawn from the

American Hospital Association (AHA) survey, and present re-

sults indicating that both hospitals and unions have market
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power. Their findings indicate an overall effect of unions on

nurses’ wages of approximately 8%, with more substantial

wage gains for unions established for at least 10 years at the

time that their sample was collected. Adamache and Sloan

(1982) in their study of a sample of hospitals in 1979 find a

smaller union wage premium of 5% for hospital nurses, al-

though they do not reject a union wage premium of up to

20%. Their study is also unique in that their estimates imply

substantial union spillover effects, equating to a 10% wage

premium at surrounding hospitals if 75% of hospitals in a

market have formal collective bargaining agreements. Fur-

thermore, their analysis of the effects of market structure on

nurse wages finds no evidence that unions possess counter-

vailing power that offsets the effects of monopsony. Groshen

and Krueger (1990) also find evidence of a wage premium for

nurses of approximately 4%, although their results suffer from

similar limitations of earlier studies on union wage premiums

in that their unit of analysis is a metropolitan area rather than

a hospital.

Two more recent studies by Schumacher and Hirsch

(1997) and Hirsch and Schumacher (1998) adopt a distinctly

different approach to identifying the union wage premium

for nurses, arguing that measurement of the union wage

premium using firm-level data, as has been attempted in

previous studies, may distort the true union wage premium.

Specifically, they emphasize the potential for overstating the

true union wage premium if such a wage differential corres-

ponds to unmeasured skill differentials across unionized

and nonunionized workers. Hirsch and Schumacher (1998)

demonstrate that although cross-section regression estimates

of the union wage premium in their sample produce a stat-

istically significant union wage premium estimate roughly

equivalent to those found in previous studies (approximately

3.2%), a specification that estimates the union wage premium

using the change in wages for individuals who switch into or

out of union membership over a 1-year period suggests a

statistically insignificant estimate of 1.1%. This implies that

the cross-section union wage differential may represent a

compensating differential for unmeasured worker ability.

Schumacher and Hirsch (1997) further this point in their

work analyzing the magnitude of hospital wage premiums,

finding a substantial wage premium realized by hospital

nurses, with little of this premium due to union membership.

Though the authors acknowledge that their identification

strategy is likely to bias the results toward an underestimate of

the true union wage effect, their findings parallel those of

Bruggink et al. (1985) who find no direct impact of nurse

unions on RN wages.

In the only analysis of the effects of unions on the distri-

bution of wages, Spetz et al. (2010) find little difference in the

pay structure of unionized versus nonunionized nurses. Though

a number of their findings fail to achieve statistical significance,

notable in their study are results indicating that nurses’ unions

decrease the disparities in income between nurses with dissimilar

levels of education, and also lower the return to experience for

unionized nurses. They conclude that, contrary to Freeman

(1980, 1982), who found strong evidence that unions reduce

wage dispersion and rationalize the wage structure, unions’ pri-

mary effect in hospitals is to raise wages with no noticeable

effects on the wage distribution.

Explanations for the Evidence on Union Wage Premiums for
Nurses

Although the estimates of the union wage premium for

nurses is substantially lower than the 15% average effect that

persists in the overall economy, a number of factors likely

contribute to the underestimation of the true premium. First, as

Kaufman (2007) notes, the effects of unions may vary when

wages and employment are not determined within a com-

petitive labor market. Reports of nursing shortages in the USA

in every decade since the 1950s, coupled with the concen-

tration of nursing employment in relatively few settings, have

led economists to characterize the nursing market as the

‘‘textbook example of monopsony’’ (Hirsch and Schumacher,

2004, p. 1). Figure 3 indicates that approximately 60–70% of

nurses are employed by hospitals, and more than 85% are

employed by either hospitals, ambulatory care, or community

health centers.

The existence of monopsony power can generate union

wage effects that differ from those predicted by the standard

competitive model where the market power of unions over

labor supply is assumed to enable them to bargain for higher

wages. Specifically, a union’s market power in a monopsonistic

labor market may be partially offset by an employer’s domin-

ance in the labor market, resulting in a wage level closer to that

which would prevail in a competitive, nonunionized market.

Thus, depending on the relative bargaining position of the firm

versus the union within a market, collective bargaining in a

monopsonistic labor market could lead to smaller wage pre-

miums than would prevail in a competitive labor market, and

studies estimating the union wage premium that omit variables

that are correlated with hospital monopsony power could tend

to underestimate the true union wage effect. Although empir-

ical support for monopsony is mixed (Adamache and Sloan,

1982; Hirsch and Schumacher, 1995, 2005; Matsudaira, 2010),

a sufficient number of studies have found evidence consistent

with the presence of monopsony power for firms that employ

nurses, which lends credibility to this argument (Hurd, 1973;

Link and Landon, 1975; Bruggink et al., 1985; Robinson, 1988;

Sullivan, 1989; Currie et al., 2005; Staiger et al., 2010).

Second, both Sloan and Steinwald (1980) and Salkever

(1984) find that union effects vary depending on the number

of years a union has existed, with greater wage effects found

for older, more established unions. Given the relatively new

status of nurses’ unions during the period when many of these

studies were conducted, the full impact of bargaining may not

yet be fully established. Third, as Nicholson (2003) notes,

economists such as Pencavel (1984) and MaCurdy and Pen-

cavel (1986) have modeled unions as utility-maximizing en-

tities that negotiate with firms over both worker rents as well

as the quantity of union members employed. Although no

studies have explicitly focused on the employment effects of

nurses’ unions, the inclusion of minimum staffing language in

most union contracts (Clark and Clark, 2006), as well as re-

cent efforts by unions to mandate staffing levels at hospitals

and nursing homes, is consistent with these models. Finally,

Adamache and Sloan (1982), and Hirsch and Schumacher

(1998) find evidence of a substantial union threat effect,

wherein nonunion employers may offer higher wages to their

workers to reduce the threat of unionization. As Ichniowski
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et al. (1989) indicate, failure to adequately control for threat

effects may underestimate the full effect of unions on em-

ployee compensation.

Nurses’ Unions and Firm Performance

What unions do to productivity is one of the key factors in

assessing the overall economic impact of unions. Given the

importance of nurses for the firms in which they are em-

ployed, nurses’ unions have the potential to substantially af-

fect firm performance. Health care production is particularly

labor intensive, with nurses accounting for 30% of hospital

costs (McCue et al., 2003). Nurses are a crucial part of the

hospital production function and are, as one hospital Chief

Executive Officer said, ‘‘the heart and soul of the hospital’’

(Draper et al., 2008, p. 2). The nursing staff in a hospital is by

far the most productive labor input, with a marginal product

nearly three times as large as that of any other hospital input

(Jensen and Morrisey, 1986).

Hirsch (2007) identifies three routes through which

unionization-induced productivity gains can be realized: (1)

union-induced wage increases may induce increases in tech-

nical efficiency; (2) reductions in turnover costs; and (3)

productivity-enhancing personnel policies resulting from in-

creased employee involvement in the production process. Al-

though wage increases have been found to induce factor

substitution and reduce quality for nursing homes (Cawley

et al., 2006), a number of studies document the beneficial

effects of turnover reduction and increased employee in-

volvement in hospital settings in both the USA and the UK

(Propper and Van Reenen, 2010; Cebul et al., 2008; Phibbs

et al., 2009).

Nurses’ Unions and Hospital Output

Older studies analyzing the long-term performance effects of

nurses’ unions in the hospital industry have generally con-

cluded that unions adversely affect health care production,

and that the effects are especially relevant for hospitals with an

established union presence. Sloan and Steinwald’s (1980) es-

timates indicate that average hospital costs increase 2–3% in

the year collective bargaining is introduced, with larger effects

of 4–6% for more established unions. Salkever (1982, 1984)

also finds evidence of larger union effects for established

unions. His analysis suggests that union impacts on total costs

are not positive during the first 2 years of unionization, but

that a union presence increases hospital costs by 3.3–9%

overall. Though not focused on nurses specifically, Sloan and

Adamache’s (1984) analysis of a national sample of AHA

member hospitals shows an increase in hospital costs per

adjusted patient day and adjusted admission of 3.5% and

4.1%, respectively, at unionized hospitals in which there were

no recent incidents of labor strife. Their results are larger for

unionized hospitals with a recent strike or job action; costs per

adjusted admission in these hospitals are 9–10% higher than

at nonunionized hospitals.

Of note in this literature are the suggested mechanisms

through which these cost increases occur. Sloan and Adamache

(1984) attribute their findings entirely to the cost impacts of the

union wage effect, implying no union productivity effect. Salk-

ever (1984) and Groshen and Krueger (1990), however, attribute

their findings primarily to nonwage factors. Salkever (1984)
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estimates that nonwage components account for two-thirds of

the cost increase due to unionization, whereas Groshen and

Krueger (1990) indicate that unionized hospitals are more lim-

ited in their ability to adjust wages and staffing levels than are

nonunionized hospitals. Furthermore, both of Salkever’s studies

attribute hospital cost increases to employee groups other than

nurses; when nurse unions are separately analyzed, he finds

negative and insignificant effects of RN unions on costs.

Register’s (1988) analysis of the union effect on hospital

production was the first to examine the productivity effects of

unions using data collected after the introduction of Medi-

care’s Prospective Payment System (PPS). Although hospital

reimbursement was cost-based before the introduction of PPS

in 1983, under PPS, hospitals were reimbursed a fixed amount

for each diagnosis-related group regardless of the actual ex-

penses incurred in caring for a patient. Because this created

new incentives for efficient operation, it became more im-

portant to realize beneficial union productivity effects after the

introduction of PPS. His study finds evidence of productivity

effects using both a national sample and state-specific data,

and indicates that average costs at unionized hospitals are

approximately 9% lower than at nonunionized hospitals.

Effects on Quality

Although the aforementioned studies base their conclusions

on measures of hospital output such as total discharges and

patient days, none of these studies are able to account for the

quality of production. Quality is a major concern in health

care, and is often thought of as a more important dimension

of production than in other industries (Gaynor, 2006). Fur-

thermore, quality is costly; Romley and Goldman (2008) find

that an interquartile improvement in hospital quality would

increase hospital costs by nearly 50%. Thus, an analysis of the

effects of nurses’ unions on hospital production that fails to

account for the role of nurses’ unions on the quality of hos-

pital services could lead to erroneous conclusions regarding

the full extent to which unions affect productivity.

Seago and Ash (2002) and Ash and Seago (2004) are the

only studies to directly address this concern in their study of

344 California hospitals from 1993. Their studies analyze the

effects of nurses’ unions on heart attack mortality, using risk-

adjusted heart attack mortality rates collected as part of a

California Hospital Outcomes Project. Their findings indicate

that risk-adjusted heart attack mortality rates for hospitals

with unionized nurses are 5.5% lower than at nonunionized

hospitals. Though their identification strategy cannot rule out

the potential for nonrandom selection of unions into high-

quality hospitals, they argue the potential for the selection of

unions into low-quality hospitals is likely as well, given the

potential for poor employee morale in these facilities. Con-

sequently, though their study addresses the issue of patient

selection in a particularly thorough manner given the con-

straints of their data, their discussion stops just short of ar-

guing for a purely causal interpretation of their results.

Impact of the Labor Relations Environment

The state of the labor relations environment can also greatly

impact productivity within a unionized firm. A number of

multi-industry studies provide evidence that productivity can

deteriorate as a result of strikes and labor unrest (Neumann,

1980; Neumann and Reder, 1984; Becker and Olson, 1986;

Kramer and Vasconcellos, 1996; Kleiner et al., 2002). Strikes

and poor labor–management relations have also been shown

to negatively impact the quality of production. For example,

Krueger and Mas (2004) found that tire defect rates were

particularly high at a tire plant during periods of labor unrest,

and Mas (2008) found that workmanship for construction

equipment produced at factories that experienced contract

disputes was significantly worse relative to equipment pro-

duced at factories without labor unrest, as measured by the

resale value of the equipment.

Given the importance of nurses to health care production,

coupled with the complex nature of health care delivery where

workers exhibit a high degree of interdependence (Cebul et al.,

2008), it is perhaps not surprising that health care quality has

been shown to be particularly susceptible to labor unrest.

Mustard et al. (1995) found that the incidence of adverse

newborn outcomes increased during a month-long Ontario

nurses strike, conjecturing that disruption in the normal

standards of care was a contributing factor to the elevated rate

of adverse outcomes. Gruber and Kleiner (2012) also find

evidence of deterioration in patient outcomes in their study of

50 hospital strikes in New York State. Their results indicate

that nurses’ strikes increase in-hospital mortality by 18.3%

and 30-day readmission by 5.7% for patients admitted during

a strike. Furthermore, their results highlight the importance of

employee tenure within a firm, as they find that hospitals

staffed by replacement workers during strikes perform no

better during these strikes than those that do not hire substi-

tute employees.

Conclusion and Areas for Future Research

Although a considerable literature has investigated the effects

of nurses’ unions in the health care sector, the conclusions of

this literature are far from definitive. Although the current

body of research could be characterized as suggesting that

nurses’ unions raise wages and contribute to reductions in

firm performance, sufficient evidence exists within this litera-

ture to challenge these conclusions. Further research could

contribute to our understanding of the role of nurses’ unions

in five ways. First, the conclusions of the existing literature are

based largely on old data that do not reflect the current state of

the health care industry. For example, of the studies examining

the production effects of health care worker unions, only

Register (1988) uses data from a period following the imple-

mentation of PPS, and none of these studies examine the

impact of unions after the growth of managed care and sub-

sequent restructuring of the health care system. As Norrish and

Rundall (2001) indicate, this restructuring affected aspects of

nursing such as staffing ratios, and workload, both of which

are likely to affect the role of nurses within the institutions for

which they work. Thus, our understanding of the effects of

nurses’ unions would greatly benefit from research utilizing

more recent data. Second, with the exception of Hirsch and

Schumacher’s research on union wage premiums, the afore-

mentioned studies rely on cross-sectional variation to identify
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their results. Given the potential for selection of unions into

firms with higher wages and poor labor relations (which may

contribute to reduced productivity), future work should em-

ploy updated econometric techniques to better account for

this possibility. Third, more work on the impact of nurses’

unions on the quality of hospital production is needed. With

the exception of Ash and Seago’s demonstration of a positive

relationship between union status and patient outcomes, and

Gruber and Kleiner (2012), who find a short-run decrease in

quality due to strikes, little attempt has been made to quantify

these effects, despite the claims of nurses’ unions that patient

care is a priority in negotiations (Clark and Clark, 2006).

Fourth, although nurses’ unions are similar in their objectives

across countries (Clark and Clark, 2003) and union wage and

productivity effects have been documented in a number of

developed nations (Blanchflower and Freeman, 1992), little is

known about the wage and productivity effects of nurses’

unions in countries other than the USA. Finally, the mech-

anism by which nurses’ unions affect hospital performance is

not well understood. A better understanding of the means by

which these unions affect productivity would assist in man-

agerial and public policy decision making.

See also: Market for Professional Nurses in the US. Monopsony in
Health Labor Markets
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Introduction

The close relationship between economics and nutrition runs

in two directions.

• First, nutrition influences economic conditions. Economic

historian Robert Fogel has argued that improved nutrition

was a decisive factor for improved health and successful

economic development in Europe and the United States

during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Fogel,

2004). More recently, rising rates of obesity have affected

rates of chronic disease in developed countries, raising

health-care costs.

• Second, economic conditions influence nutrition. Prices

and incomes are leading determinants of food choices,

dietary quality, and household food security.

This article addresses selected aspects of the economics of

nutrition in developed countries. The economics of nutri-

tion in developing countries are discussed in other chapters.

Developed countries (and some less-developed countries)

simultaneously face nutrition problems from both over-

consumption and underconsumption. Throughout this article,

the United States is taken as a case study for the developed

world, in part because of the easy availability of data.

Four leading causes of death in the United States are in-

fluenced by dietary choices: heart disease, cancer, stroke, and

diabetes. Increased rates of overweight and obesity in recent

decades have been associated with each of these diseases. This

has happened at the same time as rates of being overweight or

obese among adults have increased from 50% of men and

40% of women in the early-1960s to 73% of men and 64% of

women in the mid- to late-2000s (National Center for Health

Statistics (2011)). In the United States, obesity may be re-

sponsible for $147 billion per year in medical costs, ap-

proximately 10% of all medical expenditures (Finkelstein

et al., 2009), with some economists estimating even larger

effects.

Meanwhile, the federal government assesses the extent of

food-related hardship in the United States using a survey-

based measure of food insecurity, which is defined as not

being able to afford sufficient food for an active healthy life for

all household members at all times. Based on responses to

questions in the Current Population Survey, the US Depart-

ment of Agriculture (USDA) estimates that 17 million

households (or 14.7% of all US households) were food in-

secure in 2009. In 4.6% of US households in 2009, the survey

respondent reported experiencing hunger at some point dur-

ing that year.

This article focuses on economic principles and research

that are useful for understanding policy decisions about nu-

trition issues. Section The Effect of Economic Conditions on

Nutrition describes how prices, income, and other factors may

affect nutrition. Section A Framework for Nutrition Policy

Options summarizes economic as well as commonly applied

noneconomic perspectives on policy options to address nu-

trition concerns. The remaining sections review real-world

applications related to four leading categories of policy re-

sponses to nutrition concerns: The next four Sections Food

Assistance Programs, The Economics of Information Policy,

Direct Interventions: Taxes and Subsidies, and Government

Supply Interventions discuss food assistance programs; pol-

icies to improve nutrition information; taxes and subsidies to

guide consumer food choices; and other government inter-

ventions to affect supply. The final Section Behavioral Eco-

nomics: Nudges discusses recent insights from behavioral

economics regarding policies to nudge consumers in the dir-

ection of healthier choices.

The Effect of Economic Conditions on Nutrition

As theoretical foundations, economists use both (1) a tradi-

tional simple theory of consumer choice and also (2) more

elaborate theories that more specifically address health and

nutrition issues.

The traditional economic theory of choice suggests that

rational consumers seek to purchase a bundle of goods (x1,

x2,..., xk) that satisfies their preferences (represented by the

utility function U) and is feasible given the budget constraint.

Because the budget constraint depends on the consumer’s

income (Y) and the prices of the goods (p1, p2,..., pk), the

theory suggests that consumer choices respond in a systematic

way to prices and incomes. Formally, the consumer solves the

choice problem:

Max U(x1, x2,..., xk),

subject to p1x1þ p2x2þ ...þ pk xkrY

For normal goods, if income increases, then the quantity

purchased increases. In standard cases, if the price increases,

then the quantity purchased decreases. Goods whose con-

sumption amounts tend to rise and fall together (such as

peanut butter and jelly) are complements: if the price of a

good increases, then the quantity purchased of a comple-

mentary good decreases. Other goods (such as beef and pork)

are substitutes: if the price of a good increases, then the

quantity purchased of a substitute good increases. The re-

sponsiveness of these price and income effects is measured

using elasticities, which denote the percentage change in

consumption of a food in response to a 1% increase in the

explanatory variable.

In studying nutrition issues, economists have in various

ways extended the simple traditional theory of choice to take

account of the health consequences of food choices. Consider

a consumer who must choose goods to purchase and the

amount of time to spend on an array of activities (z1, z2,..., zk),

including daily hours of sleep, work, watching TV, exercise,
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grocery shopping, and cooking. Just as there is a budget con-

straint for total purchases, there is also a time constraint for

the total number of hours available in a day. Such extended

theories of choice offer insight into nutritionally relevant de-

cisions. For example:

• Weight change from one month to the next depends on the

amount of food energy consumed and the amount of en-

ergy expended on daily activities;

• Dietary quality depends in part on how the consumer

combines purchased food with time spent in activities (as

when a consumer chooses between a fast-food meal and a

home-cooked meal);

• The time costs of preparing food may influence consumer

choices among restaurant meals, convenience food, and

home-cooked meals;

• The quality and convenience of healthy food options in the

local food retail environment may influence consumer

food choices;

• Consumer choices about food purchases and activities may

reflect preferences in direct ways (as when one eats the

foods one likes or does the activities one enjoys) and also

indirect ways (as when one spends time in difficult physical

exercise or eats less-preferred foods because of their

healthiness). Recent work using household-level data from

the US, France, and the UK, by Dubois et al. (in press)

suggests preferences may play a large role in food choice

across countries in addition to the role of prices and nu-

trient characteristics.

The traditional theory of choice points our attention

toward trends in food prices and incomes. With regard to

prices, one important pattern in the United States is that the

price of food has fallen relative to the price of other goods and

services. A second pattern is that prices evolve differently for

some food groups than for others. Using 1981 as the base time

period, Figure 1 shows in subsequent months how each food

group’s price increased relative to the average increase in the

level of prices for all foods and beverages combined. Thus, by

2008, the price of fruits and vegetables had increased most

rapidly (indexE130%), the price of food away from home

had increased at the same rate as overall food and beverage

average prices (indexE100%), and the price of soda and other

nonalcoholic beverages had increased much more slowly than

the overall average (indexE75%). These trends have raised the

concern that comparatively more healthy choices have be-

come relatively more expensive. For example, a French study

found that energy dense foods like fats and oils, sugar, refined

grants, and others were the cheapest (Drewnowski and

Darmon, 2005).

With regard to incomes, the United States is sufficiently

prosperous that food uses up less than 10% of income for

most households. Yet, there remains a significant population

of low-income Americans for whom the income constraint is

more influential. The overall US poverty rate (share of persons

in families with incomes below the official poverty line) re-

cently increased from 11.3% in 2000 to 15.1% in 2010, which

nearly equals the peak levels of 15.2% during the recession of

the early-1980s. Real median household income rose only

slowly from 1980 to 2000 and did not increase further

after 2000.

Beyond prices and incomes, more elaborate nutrition-

oriented theories point our attention toward additional broad

trends in recent years. Time spent preparing food has fallen as

technologies have changed. At the same time, work has
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changed, perhaps reducing calories expended thereby. Women

are increasingly in the workforce and spending less time in

home production. Restaurant food and convenience food

have become more important food sources.

A Framework for Nutrition Policy Options

Market Outcomes and Market Failures

Economic theory suggests a rationale for society to rely pre-

dominantly on private-sector markets to produce and dis-

tribute food. At their best, markets can overcome major

challenges in motivating economic actors to make socially

beneficial production and consumption decisions, while also

providing them with the information they need to do so. The

traditional economic theory suggests that governments should

defer to market outcomes except in specific circumstances of

‘market failure.’ Several market failures that have been sug-

gested as motivations for government will be discussed. In

addition, other noneconomic perspectives with influence in

food and nutrition policy will be discussed.

Economists focused on nutrition concerns, particularly

obesity, have suggested three market failures that could

motivate government action.

• Food choices of children. Most economic theory assumes

that consumers are rational adults who can make their own

spending decisions. There is a strong justification for gov-

ernment institutions, such as public schools, to promote

nutrition for children. (Public health motivations for

policies that also affect adults are mentioned below.)

• Imperfect information. Market outcomes are efficient only

if consumers (and other actors) have the information they

need to make purchases that satisfy their preferences.

Consumer preferences include nutritional qualities and

food safety as well as the more obvious taste qualities of

food. Private-sector markets offer plenty of profit incentive

for providing food that tastes good, but they may offer an

insufficient incentive for providing information about nu-

trition qualities. Asymmetric imperfect information (dis-

cussed in Section Imperfect Information) is a commonly

cited justification for government activities that affect the

food system.

• Negative externalities. Market outcomes may not be opti-

mal if there are externalities, where one person’s decisions

affect other people’s well-being through nonmarket inter-

actions. One type of interaction comes from the operation

of insurance and health programs. For a person who re-

ceives health care from the government, the financial costs

of illness are paid largely by taxpayers. Even for people who

have private insurance, through their employer or by pay-

ing their own insurance premiums, financial costs of illness

are shared with other people in the same insurance risk

pool. It seems possible that insurance markets could reduce

the incentive to maintain a healthy weight. However, some

economists suggest that labor markets may already partly

compensate for variations in insurance costs, by paying

some workers more than others, in which case the negative

externalities through health insurance markets would be

smaller (Bhattacharya and Bundorf, 2009).

There are several additional reasons why food and agri-

cultural markets may not satisfy the traditional assumptions of

perfect competition. In some industries, there may be few

competing firms. In other industries, such as the seeds for

genetically modified food crops, patent rights may give a small

number of firms significant market power. In yet other in-

dustries, such as food manufacturing and quick service res-

taurants, the predominant industry structure may be

monopolistic competition, where each firm supplies differ-

entiated branded food products and yet must compete to a

certain extent with other firms that provide similar products.

The authors return to the topic of differentiated products in

discussing food advertising in the Section The Economics of

Food Advertising.

Imperfect Information

A situation of imperfect information is described as ‘asym-

metric’ if the producer knows more about a food product’s

attributes than the consumer does. Relevant attributes may

include taste, wholesomeness, safety, and nutrition qualities.

Under asymmetric information, food product attributes may

be classified based on how the consumer learns about the

product:

• For ‘search attributes,’ the consumer can perceive a prod-

uct’s quality even before purchase.

• For ‘experience attributes,’ the consumer can discover a

product’s quality after purchasing it. Even though it may be

impossible to reverse a particular purchase if the product

quality was unsatisfactory, the consumer can learn lessons

that are useful for future purchases.

• For ‘credence attributes,’ the consumer relies to a greater

extent on information provided by others, including the

seller or by a third party.

A single good may have several attributes. For example, a

bag of organic carrots may be seen as a search good for a

shopper trying to follow the Dietary Guidelines recom-

mendation to consume orange vegetables; the same bag may

be seen as a credence good for a shopper seeking organic

produce. Common government responses to asymmetric in-

formation range from process regulations (such as specifying

what additives are safe to use in food) to food-grading systems

to labeling rules (discussed in Section Policy Response).

In addition to having imperfect information, consumers

may not satisfy the traditional economic theory’s assumptions

about rationality. A lively and rapidly growing body of re-

search addresses behavioral economics, including strategies

for ‘nudging’ economic actors in the direction of more optimal

food choices, without taking away their freedom to make their

own decisions (see Section Behavioral Economics: Nudges).

Policy Response

Economists commonly favor government policies that nar-

rowly target a market failure that has been identified. In

situations where there is no market failure, such as when well-

informed adults freely choose and accept the consequences of
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unhealthy eating patterns, many economists say there is no

need for a government policy response.

In addition to the economic perspective on diagnosing

market failures, there are other motivations that strongly in-

fluence government policies regarding nutrition and thus are

given attention here to help researchers understand ongoing

policy debates.

• A ‘public health’ perspective gives less deference to market

outcomes and favors use of a broad range of policies to

affect food choices and dietary quality.

• A ‘consumer activist’ perspective argues that food and

beverage companies create a toxic food environment and

should be more strongly regulated.

• A wide variety of ‘producer’ perspectives favor government

nutrition policies that promote the interests of particular

sectors of the agricultural, food manufacturing, and food

retail industries.

• An ‘egalitarian’ perspective focuses on income or resource

inequality as a motivation for government intervention in

food and agricultural markets. For example, a motivation

for federal food assistance programs is not just nutrition

promotion but also poverty alleviation.

Responding to both economic and noneconomic motiv-

ations, leading policies and policy proposals fall into four

broad categories, discussed in the next four sections: food

assistance programs, information policies, direct price inter-

ventions such as taxes and subsidies, or government re-

strictions or subsidies to supply. The authors conclude with a

discussion of behavioral economics and nudges.

Food Assistance Programs

One way for governments to address nutrition concerns is

directly, through food assistance and nutrition programs. This

section provides some background about food assistance

programs, explains how such programs affect household

budgets, and describes research that seeks to measure program

effects.

Background on Food Assistance Programs

Food assistance programs may provide food through several

mechanisms, including the following: (1) broadly targeted

food benefits that low-income consumers may use to purchase

food through normal retail channels, (2) more narrowly tar-

geted food vouchers for purchase of specific foods and bev-

erages with particular nutritional qualities, and (3) direct

provision of free meals. In addition to food assistance pro-

grams, more general income support programs may have

benefits for nutrition or food security. This section principally

uses US food assistance programs as examples of each type of

program, because food assistance plays a bigger role in the

social safety net in the United States than in other developed

countries.

1. Broadly targeted food benefits. In the United States, the

largest food assistance program is the Supplemental

Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), formerly known as

food stamps. SNAP provides targeted benefits for food and

nonalcoholic beverages from authorized grocery retailers

through Electronic Benefit Transfer (EBT) cards similar to

debit cards. It served 40.3 million people per month on

average during fiscal year 2010 at a total cost of $68.2 bil-

lion. Program eligibility historically has depended largely

on having income less than 130% of the federal poverty

standard, so the program is counter-cyclical, and caseloads

have recently risen to record levels during the recent re-

cession. The primary purpose of the program is to prevent

hunger and promote food security.

2. Narrowly targeted food vouchers. The Special Sup-

plemental Food Program for Women, Infants, and Chil-

dren (WIC) provided nutrition counseling, services, and a

package of particular high-nutrient foods and infant for-

mula to approximately 9.2 million people per month, at a

cost of $6.8 billion in fiscal year 2010. Only pregnant and

postpartum women, infants, and children through the age

of 4 years are eligible. Eligibility also requires household

income less than 185% of the federal poverty standard or

participation in one of several other safety net programs,

plus evidence of nutrition risk broadly defined.

3. Direct provision of meals. The National School Lunch

Program served 31.6 million lunches, and the smaller and

newer School Breakfast served 11.6 million breakfasts, on

average, each school day in fiscal year 2010, at a cost of

$13.3 billion. A free meal requires income less than 130%

of the federal poverty standard, though all school provided

meals in schools participating in the federal school meals

programs are subsidized to some extent. The Child and

Adult Care Food Program served meals in centers and

home day care settings, costing $2.6 billion. These pro-

grams have primary nutrition goals, but antihunger effects

are acknowledged as important secondary purposes.

4. Cash assistance, cash-based social insurance, and tax cred-

its. Finally, governments provide cash welfare, which can be

used for food as well as other products. In 2009, 1.8 mil-

lion families with children obtained Temporary Assistance

for Needy Families cash benefits, with total cash benefit

payments amounting to $9.3 Billion. Supplemental

Security Income (SSI) provided $41 billion in cash assist-

ance for 6.4 million low-income individuals who were

disabled, blind, or elderly. Unemployment insurance is

typically viewed as a social insurance program but is also

another important part of the safety net, with payments of

approximately $131 billion in 2009. Tax credits such as the

Earned Income Tax Credit may also play a role.

How Food Assistance Affects Household Budgets

The effect of food assistance on food choices depends on the

role of program benefits in the household budget. To under-

stand this role in a rigorous way, it helps to compare the effects

of: (1) providing a targeted food assistance benefit or (2)

providing a hypothetical equivalent cash subsidy. For example,

consider a monthly voucher that provides a family with $50

for use in purchasing qualifying food products. The hypo-

thetical comparison program provides $50 in cash.
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• If a family with the hypothetical cash benefit would have

spent less than $50 per month on qualifying foods, the

family is called extramarginal or constrained by the form of

the benefits, because the voucher program causes more

food spending than would otherwise have occurred.

• In contrast, if a family with the hypothetical cash benefit

would have spent more than $50, the family is called

inframarginal or unconstrained by the form of the benefits,

because it is able to purchase its desired amount of quali-

fying foods under either the targeted voucher or the

hypothetical cash program.

Economic theory predicts that a marginal increase in tar-

geted food assistance benefit will strongly affect food spending

for extramarginal participants, and the increase will only

weakly affect food spending for inframarginal participants.

Empirical research commonly finds bigger program effects

than expected for inframarginal participants in targeted food

assistance benefits programs (Meyerhoefer and Yang, 2011).

Measuring the Effects of Food Assistance Programs

A challenge discussed elsewhere in this volume is obtaining

causal estimates of the effects of food assistance programs.

Due to selection bias in who takes up these programs, one

cannot merely compare the outcomes of recipients and others.

Given that participation is tied to low income and asset

holdings or poor nutritional status or both, it is clear that

comparisons of outcomes for program recipients to those of

the general population are likely to be biased estimates of the

effects of these programs. Even among those eligible for the

programs, recipients may be positively or negatively selected

compared with eligible nonparticipants due to the fact that

participation is a choice variable. If recipients are healthier,

more motivated, or more knowledgeable about the programs

than nonparticipants, comparisons may suggest the program

has a more positive effect than it actually does. Alternatively, if

participants are more disadvantaged than eligible non-

participants, comparisons of these two groups could lead to

underestimates of the effects of the program. For example,

skeptics often attribute many of the positive effects of the WIC

program to positive selection among women participating in

the program, although Bitler and Currie (2005) find little

evidence than WIC participants who also participate in Me-

dicaid are positively selected.

There are several approaches that researchers have taken to

avoid selection bias (Gundersen et al., 2011). Just four ap-

proaches are mentioned here. One approach is to compare

outcomes among individuals in geographic areas with differ-

ent program rules. This approach is comparatively less useful

for SNAP policies that are national in scope and comparatively

more useful for SNAP policies that have substantial state-to-

state variation (Ratcliffe et al., 2011).

A second approach, when program rules do not vary across

areas is to look at the effects of the introduction of programs;

comparing otherwise similar individuals in places before and

after programs are introduced. The introduction of the food

stamp program led to increases in food consumption (Hoynes

and Schanzenbach, 2009), whereas the introduction of the

WIC program led to an increase in average birth weight

(Hoynes et al., 2011). A limitation with this approach is that

program rules may change over time, potentially raising

questions about the ongoing validity of historical estimates for

evaluating programs today.

A third approach to studying the effects of programs is to

use random assignment. If program administrators are able to

randomly assign an offer of program participation to other-

wise identical eligible individuals, then comparisons of those

assigned to be eligible for the program with those denied the

option to participate can yield unbiased estimates of the ef-

fects of the program. In the case of food stamps, there have

been several demonstration projects funded by USDA, which

have yielded evidence about the effects of cashing out food

stamp benefits on food spending.

A fourth approach to studying the effects of such programs

is to use variation in program rules that use exogenous

thresholds in income, age, or other characteristics to assign

program eligibility. These regression discontinuity approaches

compare otherwise similar individuals who because of small

differences in a characteristic such as age face different pro-

gram rules, while controlling for age. These ‘regression dis-

continuity’ approaches typically bring both considerable

internal validity and limited external validity given the local

nature of the estimates they yield.

Much progress has been made on the effects of food as-

sistance programs, yet there are outstanding questions. For

example, how does a program like WIC obtain positive results

with relatively low benefit levels? What channels do effects of

these programs work through? What is the role of information

in the effects of these programs?

The Economics of Information Policy

A second type of public policy intervention to address nu-

trition concerns is to seek to influence the information en-

vironment in which consumers make food-related decisions.

For example, governments may seek to promote nutrition

through dietary guidance, regulation of food labeling, and

regulation of advertising. Private mechanisms that affect

quality include brand names and reputation as well as

standard setting.

Information policies may be classified on a spectrum,

running from mandatory information, to voluntary infor-

mation provision chosen freely by the producer, to voluntary

information with restrictions imposed by the government, to

outright prohibitions against a particular type of information

provision. This spectrum is shown in Figure 2 (adapted from

Wilde (2013)).

At each point along this spectrum, the policy debate de-

pends in part on what one believes are the real facts about the

relationship between food decisions and health. Some infor-

mation sources recommend diets that are low in carbo-

hydrates; some recommend diets that are low in fat and high

in plant foods; some say humans as omnivores can thrive on

either of these diets so long as we avoid highly processed

manufactured foods. In the United States, the federal gov-

ernment’s ‘Dietary Guidelines for Americans,’ issued every

5 years, recommend a diet with plenty of fruits, vegetables,

whole grains, and low-fat dairy products, within the context of
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an overall diet that maintains a healthy weight by balancing

total energy intake with energy expenditure needs. In pro-

mulgating dietary guidelines, the government seeks to remedy

some of the confusion in private-sector information markets

by identifying dietary principles that are supported by the

balance of the scientific evidence.

There is comparatively little need for government regu-

lation of food labeling and advertising for food attributes such

as taste, which can be confirmed by search and experience,

because correct information about such attributes is readily

available to the consumer. The government has a more sub-

stantial role in regulating claims about nutrition and health

qualities, which are credence attributes.

Yet, even for credence attributes, markets sometimes func-

tion well on their own. Even before nutrition facts panels

became mandatory in the early-1990s, many food products

carried nutrition information voluntarily. One might at first

suspect that only the healthiest products would provide nu-

trition information, but competitive pressure may force a

wider range of products to disclose information. Once con-

sumers catch on that nondisclosure indicates that a product

lacks a healthful characteristic that competitors have, there is

an incentive for all but the least healthy products to disclose

information voluntarily. This theory of competitive infor-

mation disclosure works better in some situations than in

others. For example, if all products in a food category share a

certain characteristic, such as the dietary cholesterol in eggs,

there is no incentive for companies to advertise the short-

comings of their competitors.

Regulation of Food Labeling

US food labeling policies include rules that mandate some

kinds of information provision and rules that prohibit other

kinds. In the first half of the twentieth century, the US federal

government established standards of identity for many food

products and began requiring disclosure of net weights and

ingredients for manufactured food and beverages. Nutrition

facts panels were introduced on a voluntary basis in the 1970s

and became more widespread during the 1980s. Since the

passage of the 1990 Food Labeling and Education Act (NLEA),

nutrition facts panels have been mandatory on most packaged

food in the United States. More recent legislation has required

mandatory country-of-original labeling (COOL) on a wider

variety of food products. The 2008 Farm Bill for the first time

required disclosure of calorie information in chain restaur-

ants. Bollinger et al. (2011) look at the effects of a policy in

New York City requiring chains to post calories for food on

purchases at Starbucks, finding that average calories per

transaction fell, and this was through changes in purchases of

food, not beverages.

Until the 1980s, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

generally refused to permit health claims on food labels,

fearing that consumers would be misled. The 1990 NLEA

allowed health claims on food labels if there is ‘significant

scientific agreement’ about the merit of the claims. For ex-

ample, many low-sodium products may use a health claim

that reducing sodium can lower high blood pressure.

Subsequent legislation and court cases have forced the FDA

to allow a broader range of claims. The 1994 Dietary Sup-

plement and Health Education Act (DSHEA) led to a weaker

standard of evidence for what are called structure–function

claims, which do not mention a specific disease as health

claims do. For example, ‘calcium builds strong bones’ is a

structure–function claim. More recently, in response to a

successful lawsuit about health claims on dietary supplements,

the FDA has begun to allow health claims for which the evi-

dence is not strong enough to quality as significant scientific

agreement, so long as the food package label includes a dis-

claimer describing the level of scientific evidence for the claim.

Remedies for the problem of misleading claims may come

from the private sector, the government, or both in combin-

ation. The for-profit media frequently cover food issues, de-

scribing recent research in nutrition science and food safety.

Private not-for-profit organizations also can serve as in-

dependent watchdogs. In some cases, government agencies

can take steps to share information more widely, thereby

allowing private sector market incentives to function better. Jin

and Leslie (2009) study the question of reputational in-

centives through the example of restaurant hygiene. Using

data from Los Angeles County, they find that reputational

incentives indeed provide a market-based mechanism for

quality, but that quality increased further when the govern-

ment-issued hygiene report cards for restaurants.

In one business model, not-for-profit organizations and

for-profit businesses may offer third-party certification of nu-

trition labeling claims made by food companies. For example,

in return for a fee paid by food companies, the American

Heart Association (AHA) allows food manufacturers to label

qualifying products with an AHA heart-check symbol certify-

ing that they are low in saturated fat and cholesterol or high in

whole grains. In still other cases, the government helps set

standards for a food label claim, which then may be used

voluntarily by private-sector businesses that meet the stand-

ard. For example, the ‘certified organic’ label may only be used

on foods that meet a checklist of process standards, which

exclude the use of certain chemicals and practices in

Voluntary

Mandatory Encouraged by
regulations

Discouraged by
regulations

Prohibited

A spectrum of policy stances

Figure 2 A spectrum of policy stances on information provision.
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agricultural production and food processing. Qualifying food

producers choose voluntarily to produce food organically.

Food retail chains have considerable influence over the

adoption of voluntary food labeling strategies. If a retailer with

a large market share increases its marketing of certified organic

products, or develops a new front-of-pack nutrition label,

these decisions influence decisions by food manufacturers and

other suppliers throughout the food marketing chain.

The Economics of Food Advertising

Under perfect competition, producers of a standardized

commodity have less incentive to advertise, because each

firm’s investment in advertising would reap gains in consumer

demand that are shared with all of the firm’s competitors.

Each perfect competitor would have an incentive to be a ‘free

rider,’ allowing competitors to bear the cost of advertising.

Clearly, this model of industry structure does not provide a

compelling description of the food and beverage manu-

facturing industries or the chain restaurant industry, where

heavy advertising is widespread.

Instead, a model of industry structure that better describes

these industries is monopolistic competition. In this model,

each firm is the monopoly producer of its own branded

product, and it competes to a certain degree with competitors

who are similar. Competitors may be similar because they are

physically nearby, as in the case of local food retailers who

compete most strongly with other firms that are geographic-

ally close. Competitors also may be similar in a psychological

sense, as in the case of quick-service restaurants that serve a

similar clientele and occupy a similar marketing space. Under

monopolistic competition, firms have a strong incentive to

advertise.

Direct Interventions: Taxes and Subsidies

Some public-health advocates, researchers, and policy-makers

recommend that the government go even further, guiding

consumers toward healthier diets by altering prices, taxing less

healthy foods and beverages and subsidizing their more

healthy counterparts. In 2010, the Director of the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention, Thomas Frieden, and two

CDC colleagues wrote: ‘‘A tax of 1 cent an ounce on sugar-

sweetened beverages – about a 10 percent price increase on a

twelve-ounce can – would be likely to be the single most

effective measure to reverse the obesity epidemic’’ (Frieden

et al., 2010).

The success of such a proposal depends on the size of the

consumer response to a change in the price of food. Recall

from Section 2 that an own-price elasticity shows the per-

centage change in a product’s quantity consumed, in response

to a 1% increase in the product’s price. Economists who study

taxation policy recommend that taxes be placed on goods for

which demand is inelastic (not responsive to a change in

price), because such taxes raise more revenue and do not

distort the market equilibrium as much as taxes on goods with

elastic demand, causing smaller dead-weight losses from the

policy. In contrast, health policy advocates tend to prefer that

taxes be placed on unhealthy foods whose demand is elastic

(responsive to a change in prices), because these taxes have the

biggest impact on food choices. Some clever proposals seek

the best of both worlds, by taxing an unhealthy food and

earmarking the resulting revenue for health promotion

programs.

There is a large research literature that seeks to estimate

consumer demand elasticities. A sampling of results from

many such studies is presented in Table 1. To interpret such

estimates correctly, the reader must keep in mind that food

groups are defined differently in different studies. For example,

own-price elasticity for a narrowly defined food group with

many substitutes (such as potato chips) will be larger in ab-

solute value than the own-price elasticity for a more broadly

defined food group with fewer substitutes (such as all types of

chips combined).

Also, to correctly anticipate the nutrition consequences of a

proposed tax, the reader must consider cross-price effects. For

example, Smith et al. (2010) combine data on consumer gro-

cery purchases of beverages from the Neilsen Homescan panel

with data from the National Health and Nutrition Examin-

ation Survey on individual consumption of beverages and

height and weight. They first use the variation across places in

beverage purchases to estimate a demand system for the effects

of price changes for caloric sweetened beverages on con-

sumption of drinks. The corresponding price elasticities are

used to predict the effect of a proposed tax on caloric sweet-

ened beverages, not only on consumption of the targeted

beverages but also on potential substitutes, including juice.

Using their estimates, Table 1 shows that each 1% increase

Table 1 Selected own-price, cross-price, and expenditure
elasticities for food demand

Description Elasticity

Mean value of the own-price elasticity for selected foods (literature
review by Andreyeva et al., 2010):
Food away from home � 0.81
Soft drinks � 0.79
Juice � 0.76
Beef � 0.75
Pork � 0.72
Fruit � 0.70
Poultry � 0.68
Dairy � 0.65
Sweets/sugars � 0.34
Eggs � 0.27

Own-price elasticities for salty snacks (Kuchler et al., 2004):
Potato chips � 0.45
All chips � 0.22

US beverage demand elasticities, 1998–2007 (Smith et al., 2010):
Caloric sweetened beverages (own-price elasticity) � 1.264
Caloric sweetened beverages (elasticity of response to

price of juice)
0.233

Caloric sweetened beverages (expenditure elasticity) 1.054
Juice (own-price elasticity) � 1.012
Juice (elasticity of response to price of caloric sweetened

beverages)
0.557

Juice (expenditure elasticity) 0.878
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in the price of caloric sweetened beverages might reduce

intake of these targeted beverages by 1.264%, whereas sim-

ultaneously increasing the intake of juice by 0.557%. After

considering both direct effects and such substitutions toward

other beverages, the authors estimated that a tax-induced 20%

price increase on caloric sweetened beverages would change

overall food energy intake by enough to reduce adult over-

weight prevalence from 66.9% to 62.4% (Smith et al., 2010).

The Smith et al. study addresses issues missed in some other

demand studies; including careful attention to cross-good

price elasticities and differentiating caloric sweetened bever-

ages from diet beverages; and is also clear about what cannot

be estimate (the effect of food purchased away from home is

naturally absent from data on grocery store purchases).

However, there is still a challenge in applying these or

other estimates to predict effects of a large tax change on

sugar-sweetened beverages. Many such demand studies make

use of time series variation in prices and aggregate data on

expenditures, which may or may not be applicable to changes

in taxes and individual-level consumption. It is also chal-

lenging to find appropriate data to estimate effects fully on

complements and substitutes for specific goods, and often the

analyst has data only on purchases at grocery stores, or alter-

natively, consumption data with no corresponding price and

location of purchase. One study that comprehensively ana-

lyses purchases across categories of goods using household

data for 2002–07 while also accounting for local access to

particular store types, demographics, prices, and nutrients is

Harding and Lovenheim (2013), who simulate the effects of

both product specific and nutrient taxes. Yet, ideally data on

food at home and away from home would be available along

with prices and quantities.

An alternative approach uses individual-level data and tax

changes. Fletcher et al. (2010) find that for children and ado-

lescents, tax-induced reductions in soft drink consumption are

offset with increases in consumption of milk and other bev-

erages, raising doubt about the value of such taxes in reducing

obesity. Unfortunately, one limitation to this approach is that

samples in datasets like NHANES are relatively small, and the

combined state-year panel are limited by sample design.

Nutrition taxes face several sources of opposition. First,

they generally are regressive, with a higher relative budget

impact for low-income populations than for higher-income

populations. Second, as noted throughout the article, there

may be disputes over the nutrition science on which they are

based, although one exception with somewhat broader – but

far from universal – scientific support is a tax on caloric

sweetened beverages. Quantifying the causal effects of prices

and taxes on food consumption and health is an ongoing area

of research where new approaches and data would be useful.

New causal evidence awaits more policy interventions, better

data on purchase prices and quantities at and away from

home, or both.

Government Supply Interventions

The final set of policies we consider is related to increasing or

restricting access to food. One subject which has received

much attention is whether some areas have sufficient access to

appropriate food. In a relatively large public-health literature,

evidence is presented about the correlations between areas

with a high concentration of low income residents and a

dearth of large retail food stores selling healthy foods such as

food and vegetables. Congress mandated in the 2008 Farm Bill

that USDA study this so-called problem of food deserts (areas

with limited access to affordable and nutrition food) and

suggest policy responses, resulting in a report (USDA Eco-

nomic Research Service, 2009), a food desert locator, as well as

other action. Although there is ample evidence that some local

areas have limited food access, little or no research has es-

tablished the causes of such limited access, and such infor-

mation is a key input to designing appropriate policies (Bitler

and Haider, 2011). For example, limited access could be the

result of supply or demand factors, and if it is the result of

demand factors, supply interventions are not likely to ameli-

orate deficiencies. Yet further policy intervention seems likely,

and may provide useful variation for new research.

Another policy lever that is widely discussed is zoning or

other regulations limiting the types of food establishments or

types of foods available in various locations. This is in part

based on findings about locations of fast food outlets affecting

calorie intake and obesity (Currie et al., 2010).

Policy-makers also may limit sales of competitive foods in

schools (competitive foods are all foods offered for sale at

schools besides those provided by USDA school meals pro-

grams). Should more localities enact policies banning such

sales, it may provide variation to understand how access to

such foods affects school health. Schools facing financial

pressures are more likely to allow competitive food sales and

have students with larger BMI (Anderson and Butcher, 2006).

However, some research finds that such sales do not neces-

sarily lead to more consumption of junk food, suggesting

substitution across in school and out of school locations

(Datar and Nicosia, 2012).

Behavioral Economics: Nudges

The economic understanding of consumer responses to prices

and income and the policy proposals for new subsidies or

taxes and supply interventions all rely on an economic theory

of consumer choice. A lively body of current economic re-

search investigates situations where consumers do not behave

rationally, perhaps leading to opportunities for ‘nudging’

consumers toward more healthful choices (Thaler and Sun-

stein, 2008).

Neoclassical theory predicts that consumers will eat less

when the marginal cost of an additional unit – the price to the

consumer – is higher. They will tend to overeat at an all-you-

can-eat restaurant, because the marginal cost of additional

food is zero, no matter what the entry price of the meal. Yet,

surprisingly, recent research found that consumers of an all-

you-can-eat pizza meal actually consumed more pizza if the

price of the meal was higher (Just and Wansink, 2011).

These differences between actual consumer behavior and

traditional economic assumptions about rational behavior do

not mean consumers are irrational or foolish in the everyday

sense of the term. Instead, these behaviors may show that

consumers need to simplify the cognitive burden of difficult
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decisions by following predefined heuristics or ‘rules of

thumb.’ Some of these heuristics are the subject of consider-

able research:

• Default offerings may affect consumer choices. For ex-

ample, if a quick service restaurant chain includes milk by

default in children’s meals, customers may agree to pur-

chase the milk with the meal. Yet, if the chain includes soda

by default, the customers may more frequently keep the

sugar-sweetened beverage rather than make a special effort

to request milk.

• Distractions also may affect consumer choices. For ex-

ample, it has been found that consumers who were re-

quired to make other decisions at the same time were more

likely to choose cake over fruit salad, whereas consumers

who were not distracted were more likely to choose the

healthier offering (Shiv and Fedorikhin, 1999). Hunger or

time stress also may affect people’s decisions.

This new approach to behavioral economics has raised

some hopes for inexpensive nutrition improvements, by

making subtle changes to the setting or environment in which

choices are made. For example, some suggest that students in

school meals programs might make better decisions if the

location of the salad bar were altered, or if a different tender

(cash or school meals program card) were required for dif-

ferent products. This approach also has generated renewed

scrutiny of the empirical evidence for other health policy

proposals, such as taxes on less healthy food or new labeling

rules for restaurants (Loewenstein, 2011). Of course, many of

the same lessons can also be used by food marketing pro-

fessionals to promote food options with any health profile.

Future research will determine whether these new tools of

behavioral economics make a small or big difference for

consumer choices. And, if the effect is big, future develop-

ments in both social and commer cial marketing will deter-

mine whether the changes are helpful for dietary quality. In

either case, the willingness to scrutinize assumptions and

follow the empirical evidence in new directions is entirely

good news for future research on the economics of nutrition.

See also: Health Econometrics: Overview. Instrumental Variables:
Informing Policy. Instrumental Variables: Methods. Intergenerational
Effects on Health – In Utero and Early Life. Macroeconomic Causes
and Effects of Noncommunicable Disease: The Case of Diet and
Obesity. Nonparametric Matching and Propensity Scores. Nutrition,
Health, And Economic Performance. Panel Data and Difference-in-
Differences Estimation
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Glossary
Demographic dividend The period of time during the

process of economic development where there is a dramatic

drop in the dependency ratio owing to the lag between the

drop in fertility that follows from reductions in child and

infant mortality rates that can contribute to more rapid

economic growth.

Health inequality Differences in the incidence of health

care spending, access to health care, incidence of disease,

and/or health outcomes between different populations

groups.

HIV/AIDS Human Immunodeficiency Virus/Acquired

Immunodeficiency Syndrome.

Life course An approach that examines how early events

in a person’s life influences future decisions and outcomes,

and thus examines the sequencing of events in the life of an

individual.

Worker productivity Measures the efficiency of

production of a unit of labor, and is formally the total

output per unit of input of labor.

Introduction

Health and nutrition outcomes are critical to the well-being of

households and individuals and their economic productivity

and prosperity. Although it seems evident that a debilitated

worker will be less productive, there are numerous indirect,

subtle, and complex pathways that link poor health and nu-

trition to economic output, such as sick children, or children

of sick adults, being less likely to accumulate other forms of

human capital, and disease-ridden societies with high infant

and child mortality rates having higher fertility, with the

consequent economic burdens associated with the risks of

child bearing and a higher population growth rate. Com-

pounding the challenges in understanding the impact of

health on economic outcomes is the complexity of the tem-

poral dimensions, as the productivity consequences of poor

health extend far beyond the short term and affect outcomes

across the life course and from one generation to the next.

The relationship between health and economic outcomes

is particularly important in developing countries. First, health

problems are most severe in these countries, and the ability to

perform hard physical labor most important for employment.

Second, self-employment and self-provisioning are of par-

ticular importance, and under such circumstances, reduced

levels of output, from temporary ailments and disease, for

example, can contribute to large consumption shortfalls – an

outcome less likely to occur in more market-oriented econ-

omies. Third, the propensity for market failures, such as those

of credit markets, will also simultaneously contribute to eco-

nomic inefficiencies as mediated by the underinvestment in

health and agricultural capital. This raises the prospect of the

poor being caught in a low-level equilibrium with binding

constraints in terms of time available to devote to the pro-

duction of health, home production (e.g., care of children),

and farm production.

It is also notable that the link between health and prod-

uctivity is of special importance for women, who often assume

a predominant role in the production of food crops.

The greater vulnerability of women also results from the

extraordinarily high maternal mortality and morbidity, with

one of nine women dying during childbirth in some regions

of the world. Additionally, women suffer the acute burden

associated with social norms and behaviors that have resulted

in them bearing the brunt of the ravages of human im-

munodeficiency virus (HIV)/acquired immunodeficiency

syndrome (AIDS), especially in Africa. Finally, women have

unique responsibilities in the home, particularly in terms of

care of children. Health and nutrition shocks that adversely

affect women not only adversely affect their productive role in

labor markets but also impact their joint production role as

caregivers for their children, and thus they induce a recurring

and intergenerational cycle of crisis and deprivation.

Before turning to a discussion of the evidence on the re-

lationship among health, nutrition, and economic outcomes,

the author emphasizes that the imperative of, or justification

for, improving health and nutritional status goes beyond their

importance in promoting economic growth. Rather, well-

being is multidimensional, comprising factors such as good

health and adequate nutrition. These capabilities are in-

trinsically important, and merit recognition above and beyond

their impact on productivity, output, and money metric

measures of poverty. Although this article focuses on the

contribution of health and nutritional status to productivity

and economic outcomes, this may be of secondary importance

relative to the intrinsic value of health.

Impact of Health on Economic Development

Macro and Cross-Country Evidence

Economic historians have argued persuasively that nutrition

and health have contributed in an important way to increases

in productivity and economic growth. Among the seminal

work in this area are papers by Robert Fogel who showed that

inadequacies in diet contributed to disease and early mortality,

greatly limiting the possibility for productive work in eight-

eenth century England and France. His estimates indicate that
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50% of Britain’s growth since 1800 was attributable to in-

creases in dietary energy available for work and improvements

in the efficiency in the transformation of nutrients, particularly

calories, into work.

Numerous other authors have examined cross-country as-

sociations among health, economic growth, and poverty.

Some work employs general measures of health, such as life

expectancy, whereas other studies focus on specific diseases,

such as the impact of malaria, tuberculosis, and HIV/AIDS on

economic output and growth. Among the numerous studies to

directly estimate the impact of aggregate measures of health,

particularly life expectancy, on economic output, it has been

estimated that an increase in life expectancy of 10% will lead

to an increase in economic growth of 0.4% per year. These

estimates are consistent with similar research, including work

that indicates that an increase in life expectancy of 1 year raises

gross domestic product (GDP) per capita by 4%. Using adult

survival rates to measure health, it has been reported that if

health status were equalized across countries, the variance of

log GDP per worker would be reduced by 9.9%. The results

also suggest that eliminating health gaps would reduce dis-

parities in country level mean incomes. But overall, the results

show relatively small effects of poor health on economic de-

velopment compared to studies that rely on cross-country re-

gressions. Another article suggests an even more limited

impact of health on economic outcomes, using an instru-

mental variable (IV) approach to tell a surprising story of how

improvements in life expectancy led to lower GDP per capita.

This unexpected result is explained by the fact that increases in

worker productivity were offset by rapid population growth in

the face of fixed land and a base of physical capital that was

slow to adjust, contributing to declines in income. Despite the

rigor and compelling nature of this article, it has been criti-

cized for many underlying assumptions, particularly that lag-

ged health has no effect on economic outcomes, and likewise,

that it does not address possibilities such as whether re-

ductions in fertility will offset population increases accom-

panying lower mortality.

In disease-specific literature, a malaria ecology index has

been used as an instrument in estimating cross-country re-

gressions of GDP per capita. The results show a dramatic

impact of malaria on growth. A concern with this work, as

with other such articles, is that of omitted variables contrib-

uting to the malaria index having a greater negative effect than

it would otherwise have in a more fully specified model.

More recently, much of the attention on macroeconomic

impacts of disease has focused on HIV/AIDS. Early work ob-

served little impact on economic growth. This optimism was

in fact based on a Solow-type growth framework where the

impact of disease on growth was mitigated by a drop in the

supply of labor relative to that of capital, which in turn in-

creases the productivity of labor. It has further been suggested

that there is a low impact of HIV/AIDS on growth through a

process of the epidemic contributing to reduced fertility and a

decline in the dependency ratio that subsequently leads to

increases in per capita consumption as well as savings. It is

assumed that such changes will not only increase investment

but also provide resources for health and related support for

those suffering from AIDS. Another article also shows little

impact of HIV/AIDS. Using an IV technique that relies on the

rate of male circumcision as an instrument, it argues that the

differences are attributable to exogenous cultural factors. Al-

though the exclusion restrictions are certainly open to debate,

the authors show that the circumcision rate is a strong pre-

dictor of HIV prevalence, and that it is uncorrelated with other

determinants of growth.

These optimistic assessments stand in contrast with other

more sobering findings. One report, for example, finds that a

1% increase in HIV prevalence will contribute to a marginal

impact on income per capita of negative 0.59%. It argues

that the excess labor arguments that have mitigated the

macroeconomic impacts of AIDS are not being realized. An-

other article estimated that GDP was reduced by 17% and per

capita incomes by 8% between 1997 and 2010 as a result of

the AIDS epidemic in South Africa. Another group of re-

searchers have published an article discussing the possibly

devastating effects of HIV/AIDS if the epidemic in Southern

Africa continues unchecked.

Although such estimates are informative, the challenges of

arriving at actual details of the impact of these communicable

diseases on economic growth are clearly daunting. They de-

pend on the economic structure of each country, the relative

importance of agriculture, whether land or labor are greater

constraints to growth, and the existence of economic and so-

cial infrastructure. Thus, there is a need to better understand

the intricacies of how HIV/AIDS (and other diseases) are im-

pacting economic relationships and performance and the role

that mediating factors, such as the effects of large number of

orphans on education capital, play.

Likewise, the extent to which interventions such as the

provision of antiretroviral therapy (ART) are available will

have an enormous impact on such estimates, both through

mitigating the productivity consequences of the disease and

the fiscal costs associated with governments contributing to

the treatment costs. Most estimates of the economic costs of

HIV/AIDS were made before treatment with antiretroviral

drugs was widely available. Recent studies have shown a dra-

matic reversal in the physical well-being of those being treated,

clearly reducing the costs of disease in terms of productivity

losses. At the same time, the costs of treatment will be stag-

gering. Although these may be largely born by foreign donors,

the ability or willingness of the international community to

sustain the financial support for ART is questionable and will

likely result in more of the burden falling on patients and

local health systems.

As the costs of disease in developing countries is con-

sidered, there is an epidemiological transition underway as

infectious diseases become less prominently a cause of death

and disability; instead, there is an emerging epidemic of

chronic disease. For example, in 2000 there were more than

7 million cases of diabetes in Africa alone, and it is estimated

that direct treatment costs would exceed purchasing power

parity US$1000 per person. Treating diabetes and other non-

infectious lifestyle diseases in the future will be a formidable

challenge for households and governments, with both incur-

ring large financial costs.

Finally, another channel through which improved health

will impact economic outcomes is the so-called ‘demographic

dividend.’ The pathway is quite simple: improvements in

health services and availability of modern technology will
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bring about a decline in mortality, and after a considerable lag,

fertility will fall in response to the expectation for longer life

spans and higher probabilities of survival into adulthood. This

will lead to a bulge (which in the case of East Asia has been

estimated to last nearly 50 years) in the working age popu-

lation relative to the rest of the population. This demographic

transition will in turn contribute to a large economic divi-

dend. However, it has been suggested that the demographic

dividend will not necessarily materialize in sub-Saharan Afri-

can countries for a range of reasons, including the slow rate of

fertility decline and HIV/AIDS. A recent article revisits this

issue and concludes that the demographic dividend can be

expected to materialize in Africa. However, the article also

points out the importance of institutional reform and a

transparent political and economic environment as a pre-

requisite for the bulging number of working individuals to be

productively engaged.

In sum, caution is necessary in interpreting literature on

the macroeconomics of health, even that which makes efforts

to deal with problems of omitted variables and endogeneity.

Specifications are often ad hoc, data are often unreliable, and

most importantly, even the best attempts to deal with prob-

lems of omitted variables and unobservables that may jointly

affect health status and income are open to serious criticisms.

Perhaps a greater lesson is that there is a need to better

understand the (primarily microeconomic) pathways, such as

the impact on worker productivity and schooling, through

which health impacts economic outcomes. Similarly, to the

extent that certain factors have reduced the potential impact of

health improvements on economic outcomes, such as popu-

lation growth, this suggests that policymakers consider em-

phasizing programs to control fertility, and similarly, consider

promoting economic opportunities for the burgeoning labor

force through, for example, encouraging foreign investment.

Microeconomic Evidence

Pioneering work on the efficiency wage theory links health

and nutrition to labor market outcomes, with the basic idea

being: output is a concave function of labor inputs, including

the number and level of effort among workers. Higher wages

will thus improve nutritional intake of workers, and sub-

sequently effort. From the producer’s perspective, therefore,

the optimal wage will minimize the wage bill in terms of the

wage rate divided by the effort level.

The test of this theory involves determining whether wages

respond to nutritional intake of workers. The correlation be-

tween health and wages of individuals has been well established

with household survey data, but making a causal argument is far

more challenging. For example, healthier workers may also be

better educated, and likewise, healthier workers may have par-

ents who make choices that not only contribute to their better

health but also instill a greater work ethic.

Several microeconomic studies have made serious attempts

to overcome the econometric problems inherent in examining

such as relationship. Much of the evidence has been com-

prehensively reviewed.

Among the research that relies on nonexperimental

methods, height, which largely reflects health conditions and

investments both in utero and during early childhood, is often

employed as an indicator of general healthiness. There is

compelling evidence of the productivity effects associated with

greater stature in numerous studies from developing countries.

There is evidence from the historical literature that height af-

fected the price of slaves, presumably reflecting the expected

probability gains associated with greater stature.

Another anthropometric indicator that is widely used is the

body mass index (BMI), and results indicate a loss of prod-

uctivity associated with leanness. Similarly, estimates of a farm

production function for Sierra Leone finds that calories per

adult equivalent have significant positive effects on the mar-

ginal product of agricultural labor. One study from Sri Lanka

instruments per capita household calories using prices, and its

results indicate that there is a positive effect on market wages

for rural men but not women. Many academics, however,

emphasize the limitations of relying on household calorie

intake to measure the effect on productivity. Research on

workers in Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire indicates that wage re-

turns to height and BMI in Ghana were also quite large, with a

centimeter increase being associated with an 8–10% increase

in wages.

Other studies of the impact of nutrient consumption rely

on individual 24 h recalls and the measuring of food prepared

and/or consumed in the household. Here, the evidence is

more mixed. One article studied the impact of individual

calorie consumption on agricultural production functions and

wage equations. Employing fixed effects to control for indi-

vidual heterogeneity, results show no impact of calories on

either the marginal product of agricultural labor or agri-

cultural wage rates. Interestingly, an impact of weight-for-

height, a measure of leanness like BMI, on these outcomes is

found to be consistent with the findings of other work. A

further study on rural India finds some interesting seasonal

effects: calories have a greater impact on productivity in the

peak season for men, but weight-for-height is more important

in the preharvest season when work is less demanding. An-

other study on agricultural workers from the Philippines finds

that individual calorie intake from 24 h recall has no signifi-

cant impact on productivity, unlike BMI where the effects on

earning are significant. Noteworthy is that all these findings

ignore that there are likely additional labor productivity effects

that operate through occupation choice.

The impact of days ill on productivity has also been

examined in a number of articles. Researchers found that each

extra day of illness in Peru contributed to a 1% decline in

hourly earnings among male wage workers and a 3% decline

among the self-employed. For females, the comparable

figure is a 2% decline. Overall, however, the general picture

emerges of reduced labor supply in response to illness, al-

though the impacts on productivity are more mixed. This

perhaps reflects that such studies are examining agricultural

productivity, and as mentioned previously, there is consider-

able latitude for substitution of labor, either with other family

members or hired labor.

Recently, a great deal of attention has been accorded to

examining the micro impact of HIV/AIDS on productivity. A

comprehensive review of this issue notes numerous studies that

focus on the impact of AIDS illness and death on household

incomes and expenditures, largely mediated through declines
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in labor supply, a fall in farm production, and the burdens

associated with spending on health care and funerals. Likewise,

there is troubling evidence that these economic stresses often

lead to household dissolution, and, of course, a dramatic in-

crease in orphanage, which is shown to have significantly

deleterious economic and social consequences.

There is also evidence that declines in labor availability due

to illness lead households to change cropping patterns and

cultivation practices. One study shows that although Kenyan

households afflicted by AIDS protect land under food culti-

vation, land devoted to cash crop production declines. A

similar finding has been reported for Uganda. Other studies,

however, have not found such changes in labor supply. An

interesting study that focuses on the impact of the provision of

ART for AIDS patients in Kenya reports a 20% increase in the

probability of being in the labor force 6 months after treat-

ment and that the hours worked increases by 35% among the

treated. Ethical consideration naturally precluded random-

ization of treatment, and instead the authors needed to rely on

other survey data collected during the same time on house-

holds without treatment to control for time varying factors

that could bias the estimate.

Even more compelling evidence on the links between

health and productivity comes from experiments designed to

isolate the causal impact of health on productivity and labor

market outcomes. There has been a considerable amount of

experimental research on the impacts of micronutrients on

labor market outcomes, with perhaps the greatest attention

given to examining the impact of iron deficiency. Two bio-

logical pathways have been identified. First, aerobic capacity

declines with decreasing levels of hemoglobin. Depletion of

iron stores also contributes to reductions in the amount of

oxygen available to muscles. As a consequence, endurance

suffers, and there are greater demands on the heart in order to

achieve the same activity. Iron deficiency also raises suscepti-

bility to disease and is associated with fatigue and impaired

cognitive development. Noteworthy among the many studies

that examine causal effects of iron supplementation are the

impacts on the output of rubber workers in Indonesia, cotton

mill workers in China, and tea plantation workers in Sri

Lanka. Additionally, several studies have demonstrated how

the cognitive development of children is impaired by iron

deficiency.

A particularly interesting field experiment is the Work and

Iron Status Evaluation study that provides iron supplements to

older adults in Central Java, Indonesia. Approximately half the

male workers in the study are self-employed (primarily as rice

farmers), and the other half are paid a time-wage. There is no

evidence that hours of work corresponded to the treatment for

time-wage workers, although those receiving treatment re-

duced the amount of time spent sleeping, and there is

evidence that after a year they took on more work in self-

employment. Among males who earned a time-wage, there is

no evidence of changes in productivity as indicated by their

hourly earnings; of course, if their wages are set by an em-

ployer, it is not obvious the worker will reap the benefits of

greater productivity. This is not true for the self-employed.

Males who were self-employed and iron deficient at baseline

reported approximately 20% higher hourly earnings after

6 months of supplementation relative to similar controls.

Although the study demonstrates that iron deficiency has a

causal impact on time allocation and economic productivity, it

also highlights the importance of including behavioral re-

sponses to the experiment itself in assessing the impact of

treatment.

Experimental evidence of other forms of nutrition inter-

ventions is less compelling. One study that randomized food

supplementation of sugarcane cutters in Guatemala indicated

that those living in treatment villages were not more pro-

ductive than the control villages. Another study in Kenya

found a limited impact of food supplementation on the

productivity of road workers. An experiment in Indonesia

exploited the application of user fees at randomly selected

‘treatment’ districts while prices were held constant (in real

terms) in neighboring ‘control’ districts. Two years after the

intervention, relative to control areas, health care utilization

and labor force participation had declined in treatment areas

(where prices had increased). Reductions in employment were

particularly large (and significant) for men and women at the

bottom of the education distribution, those whom we would

expect to be the most vulnerable. The most plausible inter-

pretation is that the average treatment effects on labor supply

indicate a causal role of improved health on the allocation of

time to the labor market.

Beyond the issue of worker productivity and labor market

outcomes, the impact of health on schooling and cognition

has also been widely studied. One study reports that in a

randomized control trial, treatment of helminthic infections

in schools contributes to a reduction in absentee rates by one-

quarter, although it does not find an improvement in test

score outcomes. Another study uses IVs and a fixed effects

estimator and finds that stunted growth among young chil-

dren will lead to delayed enrollment, but not eventual at-

tainment. A further study from Zimbabwe that employs a

quasi-experimental approach indicates a large impact of

heights on school attainment. Finally, there is strong evidence

from the Philippines that children’s performance in school is

enhanced by better nutritional status.

Similar evidence indicates that specific diseases contribute

to worse school outcomes. One report finds that in Paraguay

and Sri Lanka, reducing the prevalence of malaria by 10

percentage points would increase years of schooling by

0.1 years and raise the probability of being literate by 1–2%.

Corroborating results were reported elsewhere in Latin

America.

Finally, beyond these impacts of the health of the child on

schooling and cognition, there is also evidence that the health

of the parents may impact a child’s human capital accumu-

lation, particularly through illness of mothers and fathers

contributing to early withdrawal from school. For example,

one study reports that the death of a 15-year-old child’s

mother raises the probability of the child dropping out of

school within 3 years by 15.8% points. Similarly, the death of

a 15-year-old’s father raises the probability of dropout by

18.7% points. Illness among parents also has a large impact

on the likelihood of dropout. Among 15-year-olds, for ex-

ample, a child is 13.1 percentage points more likely to drop-

out if her father has a prolonged illness that interferes with

work and other normal activities. The comparable number for

the mother is 14.8 percentage points.
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Life Course and Intergenerational Issues

Poor health and nutrition will not only limit a worker’s

productivity and earnings, but, as discussed in the Section

Microeconomic Evidence, will also contribute to a cycle of

poverty, poor health, and poor human capital outcomes

across generations. Of particular concern is the evidence that

traumas in utero or in early childhood, such as exposure to

toxins (including alcohol and tobacco), or nutrient deficien-

cies of folate or iodine will contribute to permanent dys-

function over the entire life course. The Barker hypothesis

(Barker et al., 2005) argues that nutritional and other stresses

to the fetus contribute to imprinting on the genes and meta-

bolic changes, which in turn contribute to heightened risks

of obesity, diabetes, heart disease, and other chronic disease

later in life.

There is a growing body of evidence in support of the fetal

origins of disease theory. One study suggests that reduced in-

fections during childhood contributed dramatically to adult

height and longevity due to lower levels of inflammation.

Another observes the importance of the year in which children

were born in the business cycle in the Netherlands in the

nineteenth- and early twentieth-centuries on mortality rates.

Likewise, work using data from the US observes longstanding

and major consequences for the schooling, productivity, and

health of the offspring of mothers afflicted during the flu

pandemic. Finally, there exists compelling evidence that rais-

ing birth weights will contribute to better labor market out-

comes, particularly among low birth weight babies.

One particularly informative set of studies was conducted

in Guatemala, where a randomized experiment of children

who had been enrolled in an early childhood nutrition sup-

plementation program were followed as young adults. Adult

men, who had received the protein-rich nutrition supplement

as children, were found to have hourly earnings that were

US$0.67 greater than the control group that had received a

drink containing no protein. This represented a 46% higher

average wage rate. One important finding, however, is that the

largest impact of the supplementation resulted from treatment

during the first 2 years of life; there was no impact of receiving

the supplement from ages 36 to 72 months. These strong

positive effects were not observed for women. These results

were consistent with other follow-up studies of this cohort

that found increased schooling and cognition among the

treated.

Another study, using panel data from Brazil, Guatemala,

India, the Philippines, and South Africa, addressed the ques-

tion of the relative importance of low birth weight, and weight

gain in the first 2 years of life and between the ages of 2 and

4 years on schooling outcomes. Although not able to examine

causality, the researchers report that from 0 to 24 months of

age, weight gain had a particularly important impact on

schooling, whereas there was no significant effect between

2 and 4 years of life. To get a sense of the magnitude of the

effects, their comparative statistics suggested that children

whose growth was stunted at 2 years or age were likely to have

completed nearly 1 year less of schooling and suffer from a

16% increased risk of failing at least one grade. The authors’

calculations, based on returns to schooling in the population,

indicate that child stunting during the first 2 years of life

would be associated with a reduction in lifetime income of

approximately 10% in the countries studied.

Another avenue through which poor health has impli-

cations over the life course arises from the expectations for a

short life span, which will in turn reduce savings and thus

investment in physical capital. Related to the accumulation of

physical capital is the fact that disease and early mortality

among the children themselves have adverse intertemporal

effects. Illness and malnutrition among children reduces the

incentives for parents to invest in their education. The dif-

ficulties of identifying the impact of health on investing in

human capital, and specifically distinguishing those effects

from how health may directly effect human capital through

other channels, such as the impact on school attendance and

ability of children to learn, has resulted in few studies that

causally show this relationship. One notable exception is a

study from Sri Lanka that shows that the decline in maternal

mortality risk by 4.1% resulted in a 2.5% increase in female

literacy. The elasticity of human capital with respect to life

expectancy was thus calculated as between 0.6 and 1.0.

Finally, one manifestation of poor maternal health and

inadequacy of health care for women is the prospect of un-

wanted pregnancy. A woman’s lack of control over her fertility

has long-term impacts on members of her household and the

accumulation of human capital of her children.

Inequalities in Health

There is a potential relationship between inequalities in health

and various socioeconomic outcomes. It has been proposed

that inequality in health contributes to a lack of social co-

hesion. There is evidence that relative deprivation contributes

to stress, as well as other outcomes such as loss of dignity,

shame, and stigmatization, which may have effects on labor

market opportunities and incomes. High inequality also

lowers the likelihood that social networks and mutual assist-

ance relationships will mitigate the deleterious effects of

health shocks that compromise health status directly. In-

equalities in health (and other dimensions) may also con-

tribute to differences in preferences and thus reduce political

support for investments in public goods. Health inequality,

therefore, may partially explain why public institutions are

both inefficient and fail to protect and promote the needs of

those in greatest need. Furthermore, where inequality reduces

trust and increases crime and violence, or where low social

status makes people feel disrespected, it may generate violence

or, at the very least, add to the political tensions contributing

to disproportionate shares of budgets and state and private

resources being allocated to political repression, internal se-

curity, and other nonproductive spending.

Yet another aspect by which health inequalities can slow

economic growth is that there are decreasing returns in terms

of productivity to health: populations with more health in-

equality will have lower productivity on average.

In regressing GDP, both in levels and growth rates, on

health inequality and a range of other covariates, it has been

found that the reduction in health inequality caused by a re-

duction in the number of children who die before the age of

5 of approximately 4.25 per 1000 children per year born to
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mothers with a low education level leads to an almost 8%

increase in GDP per capita after a period of 10 years. Although

this study is relatively unique and plagued by several serious

methodological and data limitations, it does add to the lim-

ited empirical evidence on the relationship between health

inequality and growth, and will hopefully motivate further

research in this area.

Conclusions

There is considerable theoretical and empirical evidence that

points to large productivity increases and economic gains

from improved health and nutrition over the life course and

across generations in developing countries. These are medi-

ated by a wide range of pathways, including increases in

strength and stamina, impacts on schooling (age of entry,

duration, and attendance) and cognitive abilities, reduced

fertility, and increased savings associated with reduced ex-

penditures on health and greater incentives to invest in

children who are expected to live longer and be more

economically productive over their life course.

Information asymmetries, as well as market failures, such

as for credit and insurance, will likely contribute to under-

investment in health-related human capital. This adds further

justification for government policies to address these market

failures. Additionally, there are likely to be large economic

externalities associated with improving health that even fur-

ther support government investments in the health sector.

Thus, the large efficiency gains from investment in health find

further justification in the likelihood that social rates exceed

private rates of return.
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Glossary
Average treatment effect (ATE) The average of the

individual level treatment effect over all individuals i in the

population of interest. This is in contrast to other

parameters of interest such as the average treatment on the

treated and the complier average causal effect.

Mathematically:

ATE¼ E½D� ¼ E Y 1ð Þ � Y 0ð Þ½ �

where the expectation is taken over the population of

interest.

Average treatment on the treated (ATT) The average of

the individual level treatment effect over all individuals i in

the population of interest who were observed in the dataset

to have actually received the treatment. This is in contrast to

other parameters of interest such as the average treatment

effect and the complier average causal effect.

Mathematically:

ATT ¼ E D9T ¼ 1
� �

¼ E Y 1ð Þ � Y 0ð Þ9T ¼ 1
� �

where the expectation is taken over the population

of interest, and the conditional statement constrains the

effect to those in the dataset who actually received the

treatment.

Complier average causal effect (CACE) The average of

the individual level treatment effect over all individuals i in

the population of interest who had their treatment level

changed by the instrumental variable. This is in contrast to

other parameters of interest such as the average treatment

effect and the average treatment effect on the treated. When

the treatment has more than two levels, this effect is

generally known as the local average treatment effect

(LATE).

Hidden bias Variables which do not appear in the

analyst’s dataset (unobserved), are not the treatment

variable or outcome variable, are not posttreatment,

and (unless appropriately controlled for) bias the effect

estimate of the treatment. Methods which exploit

randomization within the treatment assignment are often

used to mitigate hidden bias, such methods include

instrumental variables or difference-in-differences. When

no randomization in treatment can be used, sensitivity

analysis may be performed in order to put bounds on the

impact of hidden bias on the estimation of treatment

effects.

Individual level treatment effect The difference, for

individual i, between the outcome under different levels of

the treatment (e.g., difference in outcome for an individual

under treatment vs. control). Except for contrived

situations, this quantity is never directly observable because

taking the treatment precludes taking the control and vice

versa. Mathematically:

Di ¼ Yi 1ð Þ � Yi 0ð Þ

Neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) An intensive care

unit staffed with specially trained medical providers and

equipped with technology meant to provide care for

premature or medically complicated newborns.

Overt selection bias Variables which appear in the

analyst’s dataset (observed), are not the treatment

variable or outcome variable, are not posttreatment,

and (unless appropriately controlled for) bias the effect

estimate due to sorting of individuals into different

levels of the treatment. The notion of overt selection bias

is often invoked by assumptions of ‘strongly ignorable

treatment assignment’ or ‘conditional independence.’

Overt selection bias is often believed to be controlled

for by common statistical approaches such as regression,

matching, and inverse weighting; this is in contrast to

hidden bias.

Strongly ignorable treatment assignment

assumption Loosely, one can think of this assumption as

saying: selection into the treatment is occurring only on

variables which are observed. Formally, this assumption is

often written as

ðY 0ð Þ,Yð1ÞÞ>T9X, 0opr T ¼ 19X
� 

o1

where > denotes the conditional independence between

the treatment and the joint distribution of the counter-

factual outcomes. Two random variables are conditionally

independent given a third variable if and only if they are

independent in their conditional distribution given the

conditioning variable.

Nomenclature
Di The individual level treatment effect. This is the

difference, for individual i, between the outcome under

different levels of the treatment (e.g., change in outcome for

an individual under treatment vs. control).

A>>B Denotes the independence random variables A and B.

Y(T¼ t) Denotes the distribution of the outcome, Y, when

treatment is set to level T¼ t. This is from ‘Potential

Outcomes Framework.’

A>B9C Denotes the conditional independence random

variables A and B, when B is conditioned on random

variable C.
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Introduction

The goal of an economic evaluation of medical interventions

is to provide actionable information for policy makers.

Modern policy decision makers are driven by data-backed ar-

guments regarding what might change as a result of an inter-

vention. As analysts, this requires specific attention to

determining the causal impact between a given intervention

and future outcomes. To justify a change in the way medicine

is practiced, correlation is not sufficient; detecting and quan-

tifying causal connections is necessary.

Medicine has relied on randomized controlled studies as

the gold standard for detecting and quantifying causal con-

nections between an intervention and future outcomes. Ran-

domization offers a clear mechanism for limiting the number

of alternate possible explanations for what generates the dif-

ferences between the treated and control groups. The demand

for causal evidence in medicine far exceeds the ability to

practically control, finance, and/or conduct randomized

studies. Observational data offer a sensible alternative source

of data for developing evidence about the implications of

different medical interventions. However, for studies using

observational data to be considered as a reliable source for

evidence of causal effects, great care is needed to design studies

in a way that limits the number of alternative explanations for

observed differences in outcomes between intervention and

control. This article highlights a number of the techniques and

tools used in high-quality observational studies. A few of the

common pitfalls to be aware of are also discussed.

Example

The development of medical care for premature infants (pre-

emies) has been a spectacular success for modern medicine.

This care is offered within neonatal intensive care units

(NICUs) of varying intensity of care. Higher intensity NICUs

(those classified as various grades of level 3 by the American

Academy of Pediatrics) have more sophisticated medical ma-

chinery and highly skilled doctors who specialize in the

treatment of tiny preemies.

Although establishing value requires addressing questions

of both costs and outcomes, the example will focus on esti-

mating the difference in rates of death between the higher-

level NICUs and the lower-level NICUs. Using data from

Pennsylvania from the years 1995–2005, the authors start with

a simple comparison of the 1.25% rate of death at low-level

facilities to the 2.26% rate of death at high-level facilities. This

higher death rate at high-level facilities is surprising only if

one assumes preemies were randomly assigned to either a high

or low-level NICU, regardless of how sick they were. In fact, as

in most health applications, the sickest patients were routed to

the highest level of intensity. As a result, one cannot neces-

sarily attribute the variation in the outcome to variation in the

treatment intensity. Fortunately, the data provide a detailed

assessment of baseline severity with 45 covariates including

variables such as gestational age, birth weight, congenital

disorder indicators, parity, and information about the

mother’s socioeconomic status. Yet even with this level of

detail, the data cannot characterize the full set of clinical

factors that a physician or family considers when deciding

whether to route a preemie to a high-intensity care unit. As can

be seen, these missing attributes will cause considerable

problems later on.

What is wanted is not the naı̈ve comparison of rates of

death – that is the percentage of preemies who died at the

different types of NICUs – but one would like to have the

difference in probabilities of death for each preemie given

whether the preemie was to be delivered at a low-level facility

or a high-level facility. This will be called the causal effect of

treatment. This concept is formalized in Section Parameters of

Interest.

The Fundamentals

The Potential Outcome Framework

The literature has made great use of the potential outcomes

framework (as described in Neyman, 1990; Rubin, 1974;

Holland, 1986) as a systematic, mathematical description of

the cause-and-effect relationship between variables. Suppose

for the moment, assume there are three variables of interest:

the outcome of interest Y, the treatment variable T, and X as a

vector of covariates. For most of this article, it will be assumed

that there are only two treatment levels (e.g., the new inter-

vention under consideration vs. the old intervention), though

this assumption is only for simplicity’s sake and treatments

with more than two levels are permissible. These two levels

shall be referred to using the generic terms ‘treatment’ and

‘control,’ without much discussion of what those two words

mean aside from saying that they serve as contrasting inter-

ventions to one another. In the potential outcomes frame-

work, the notion is that each individual has two possible

outcomes – one which is observed if the person were to take

the treatment and one if the person were to take the control.

In practice one is only able to observe one of these outcomes

because taking the treatment often precludes taking the con-

trol and vice versa. The notation used for subject i taking the

treatment is Ti¼1 and for patient i taking the control is Ti¼0.

To formally denote the outcome subject i would experience

under the treatment and control the authors write Y(Ti¼1)

and Y(Ti¼0), respectively. Informally the notation is simpli-

fied to Yi(1) and Yi(0) for the potential outcome under

treatment and the potential outcome under control. This art-

icle will think of Y being a scalar, though it is possible to

develop a framework where Y is a vector of outcomes.

Excellent resources exist for reading up on the potential

outcomes framework: Rosenbaum (2002), Pearl (2009), and

Hernan and Robins (2013).

Now there is enough mathematical language to describe

the ultimate, often unattainable, quantity of interest – namely,

‘the individual level treatment effect:’

Di ¼ Yi 1ð Þ � Yi 0ð Þ

Thus Di will tell us the difference in outcome, for subject i,

between taking the treatment and control. If one could ob-

serve this quantity then the benefit from intervention would

be known explicitly. But, in practice only one is observed or

the other of the potential outcomes. To see this, one may write
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the observed outcome, denoted Yi
obs for the ith individual, as

a function of the potential outcomes (Neyman, 1990; Rubin,

1974):

Yobs
i ¼ Ti�Yi 1ð Þ � 1� Tið Þ�Yi 0ð Þ

Observing one of the potential outcomes precludes ob-

serving the other. In all but the most contrived settings, this

problem is intractable. One will not be able to observe both

the treatment and control outcomes. So one must turn to

other parameters of interest.

Parameters of Interest

Suppose we, as the analysts, have collected characteristics of

the subjects in our study. It is important to stress that these

baseline characteristics should be based on the state of the

subject before the intervention to avoid the potential to

bias the treatment effect (see Cox, 1958, section 4.2 and

Rosenbaum, 2002, pp. 73–74). For example, say a new drug is

being tested for its ability to lower the risk of heart attack.

High blood pressure is known to correlate with higher risk of

heart attack, so it is tempting to control for this covariate.

Controlling for blood pressure is likely to improve the pre-

cision of the estimate if a pretreatment blood pressure meas-

ure is used. It would be a mistake to use a posttreatment

measurement of blood pressure as a control because this

measurement may be affected by the drug and would thus

result in an attenuated estimated causal effect. Intuitively, this

is because the estimation procedure is limiting comparison in

outcome not just between people who took the drug and who

didn’t but between people who took the drug and then had a

certain level of blood pressure to people didn’t take the drug

and had the same level of blood pressure. The impact from the

drug may have already happened via the lowering of the blood

pressure.

Let us denote these measured pretreatment characteristics

as Xi for the ith subject. Furthermore, the subjects are likely to

have characteristics which were not recorded. Let us denote

these unobserved characteristics as Ui for the ith subject. There

is a not unreasonable belief that the observable outcomes can

be thought of as a function of these covariates (in this no-

tation you can think of the treatment level as being an ob-

served covariate). That is Yi
obs¼ f(Xi,Ui). To keep things simple

it will be assumed that the covariates are linearly related to the

outcomes like so

Yi 1ð Þ ¼ Xib 1ð Þ þUia 1ð Þ

Yi 0ð Þ ¼ Xib 0ð Þ þUia 0ð Þ

Note that one needs to index the coefficients by the treat-

ment level in order to account for interactions between the

treatment level and the covariates. Also, it may appear strange

putting coefficients on the unobserved variables, but this is

required at the bare minimum to make the dimensions agree.

In practice one gets a bit sloppy and write ei(T) in place of the

clunkier Uia(T), but this is a move of convenience rather than

discipline. It is known that there is not just one scalar, un-

observable covariate that has been omitted from the dataset,

so it is more realistic to write Uia(T). Note that this means

something a bit magical is happening when an author pro-

poses a functional form for ei(T).

Combining the equations for the observed outcome and

the linear models, one gets a decomposition of the observed

outcome in terms of covariates, both observed and un-

observed, as well as the treatment.

Yobs
i ¼ Xib 0ð Þ þ Ti Xib 1ð Þ � Xib 0ð Þð Þ þ Uia 1ð Þð½

�Uia 0ð ÞÞ� þUia 0ð Þ
It is standard in econometrics to think of the above model

as a regression, where the coefficient on the treatment variable

comes from two sources of variation – the first source is the

variation due to the observed covariates Xib 1ð Þ � Xib 0ð Þð Þ and

the second is the variation due to the unobserved covariates,

Uia 1ð Þ �Uia 0ð Þð Þ. It is common to interpret the first source of

variation as the gains for the average person with covariate

levels Xi, and the second source of variation to be referred to as

idiosyncratic gains for subject i. The idiosyncratic gains are the

part of this model which allows persons i and j to differ in

outcomes even when Xi¼Xj.

For reasons laid out in the last subsection, one moves from

estimating Di for an individual and instead consider popu-

lation level parameters. Historically, the quantity of interest for

many studies has been the average treatment effect (ATE):

ATE¼ E D½ � ¼ E Y 1ð Þ � Y 0ð Þ½ �

Note that it is more common to use the conditional ATE:

ATE Xð Þ ¼ E D9X
� �

¼ E Y 1ð Þ � Y 0ð Þ9X
� �

This quantity ATE (X) is interpreted as being the expected

change in outcome for everyone with characteristics X if they

were to go from taking the control to taking the treatment.

This is a useful quantity if the researchers are considering a

total replacement of a standard treatment (‘control’) with a

new treatment (‘treatment’).

Another quantity of interest is the average treatment on the

treated (ATT):

ATT ¼ E D9T ¼ 1
� �

¼ E Y 1ð Þ � Y 0ð Þ9T ¼ 1
� �

Which is also more usefully thought of as a conditional

quantity:

ATT Xð Þ ¼ E D9T ¼ 1,X
� �

¼ E Y 1ð Þ � Y 0ð Þ9T ¼ 1,X
� �

This quantity limits itself to considering the change in

outcomes for only those people who actually received the

treatment. The ATT is the pertinent quantity to estimate if

people who received the treatment in the dataset are similar to

the people who are anticipated to take the treatment in the

future. Differences between the ATT and ATE often arise when

a new treatment is introduced into a population. As an ex-

ample, say that a new, more invasive, surgical procedure is

introduced as a replacement to a technique which is less in-

vasive, though also believed to be less efficacious. You might

imagine that the new technology, because of the acute stress of

the procedure, would be used on a relatively healthy subset of

the population until the relative efficacy and burdens of the

two procedures are well known. Sometimes the difference

between the group which receives the treatment is observed

and recorded in the covariates. As a simple example of this, let
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us say the new treatment group has only patients who are less

than 40 years old. If this is the case, to estimate the ATE one

may have to extrapolate into parts of the overall population

for which there are no people who were treated. The problem

here is that the efficacy of the treatment may vary for different

parts of the population. But if one is not careful to present the

estimate as ATT (i.e., appropriate for just a subset of the

population) it is quite possible that it will be interpreted as an

ATE which may lead to incorrect estimates of the benefit on

the entire population. This problem is made even more dif-

ficult to address when the treated group is different from the

entire population in some unobserved way. See the Sections

Methods to Address Selection Bias and Methods for Overt Bias

and Bias Due to Omitted Variables on methods for overt bias

and bias due to omitted variables for more discussion on this.

Perhaps more is made out of the ATE and ATT distinction

than is really necessary. Both of them are discussed in order to

make the researcher aware of potential issues of the popu-

lation of interest and generalizability. Careful thought about

the kinds of people who will be impacted by the proposed

intervention will typically guide the researcher to the correct

choice of either ATE or ATT. For a more exhaustive discussion

see Imbens (2004).

Note that ATEs are discussed over populations. These are

valuable quantities and are often quite useful for designing

policy interventions. But one should point out that it is often

plausible that there are subpopulations within the larger

group that experience either bigger or smaller treatment ef-

fects. This variation in the individual unit’s treatment effect is

an important problem and deserves attention, but this issue

will not be addressed (except for briefly in the IV and RD

sections). The study of ‘treatment heterogeneity’ is gaining

attention in the literature and this will add to the usefulness

for policy interventions. The quest for ‘personalized medicine’

is in large part an acknowledgment that treatments often vary

across subgroups within the population.

Selection Bias

One of the biggest problems with observational studies is that

there is selection bias. Loosely speaking, selection bias arises

from how the subjects are sorted (or sort themselves) into the

treatment or control groups. The intuition here is: the treat-

ment group was different from the control group even before

the intervention, and the two groups would probably have

had different outcomes even if there had been no intervention

at all. Selection bias can occur in a couple of different ways,

but one way to write it is

f X,U9T ¼ 1
� 

a f X,U9T ¼ 0
� 

that is, the joint distribution of the covariates for those who

received the treatment is different than for those who received

the control. (A bit of a warning: Some confusion may arise

when using a conditional statement. This confusion occurs

because different academic traditions tend to think of the

conditional statement in slightly different ways. For example, a

statistician may read a statement like f(X,U9T¼1) to mean

roughly ‘the joint distribution of X and U when the researcher

intervenes and sets T level 1.’ This is in contrast to the way an

econometrician may read the statement as, roughly, ‘the joint

distribution of X and U limited to those units of observation

which were observed to have T¼1.’ For a more detailed dis-

cussion of what is being asserted in the conditional statement

we suggest reading about the ‘do operator’ introduced by

Judea Pearl. It is a quite enlightening discussion. See Pearl,

2009 for details.) If this is true, that there is selection bias, then

E Y 1ð Þ � Y 0ð Þ9X
� �

aE Y 1ð Þ9X,T ¼ 1
� �

� E Y 0ð Þ9X,T ¼ 0
� �

This is problematic because the left-hand side of this

equation is the unobservable quantity of interest but the right-

hand side is made up of directly observable quantities. But it

seems like the above equation is used in other settings,

namely, experimentation. Why is that acceptable?

In an experiment, because of randomization it is known

that

X,Uð Þ>T

And it follows that

E Y 1ð Þ � Y 0ð Þ9X
� �

¼ E Y 1ð Þ9X,T ¼ 1
� �

� E Y 0ð Þ9X,T ¼ 0
� �

Though it is often a dubious claim, many of the standard

techniques require an assumption which essentially says that

the only selection between treated and control groups is on

levels of the observed covariates (X). This is sometimes re-

ferred to as overt selection bias. Typically, if overt selection

bias is the only form of bias then either conditioning on ob-

served covariates (e.g., by using a regression) or matching is

enough to address overt bias. One particular assumption that

is invoked quite often in the current health literature is the

absence of omitted variables (i.e., only overt bias) and this is

used to justify recovering ATT and ATE in some settings. Overt

bias will be covered in the propensity score section.

Hidden bias exists when there are imbalances in the un-

observed covariates. Let us use the observed outcome formula

again, rewriting it like so:

Yobs
i ¼ Xib 0ð Þ þ TiE D9X

� �
þUia 0ð Þ þ Ti Uia 1ð Þ �Uia 0ð Þð Þ

A least-squares model of Y on T based on the model above

will tend to produce biased estimates for E D9X
� �

when T is

correlated with either Uia 0ð Þ or Uia 1ð Þ �Uia 0ð Þð Þ. This can

arise from unobserved covariates which influence both out-

come under both treatment and control and selection into

treatment. The resulting bias, referred to as hidden bias, is

given by

E Uia 1ð Þ9X,T ¼ 1
� �

� E Uia 0ð Þ9X,T ¼ 0
� �

a0

Methods to Address Selection Bias

In a randomized experiment setting, inference on the causal

effect of treatment on the outcome requires no further as-

sumption than the method for randomizing subjects into the

treatment or control (Fisher, 1949). The randomization

guarantees independence of assigned treatment from the

covariates. And one should pause to stress the point that this

independence is for all covariates, both observed and un-

observed. By observed covariates it is meant that those
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covariates which appear in the analyst’s dataset and un-

observed all of those that do not. If the sample is large enough

then this independence means that the treatment group will

have quite similar covariate distribution as the control group.

Therefore, any variation noted in the outcome is more readily

attributed to the variation in the treatment level rather than

variation in the covariates.

The primary challenge to observational studies is that se-

lection into treatment is not randomly assigned. Usually there

are covariates, both observed and unobserved, which deter-

mine who receives treatment and who receives control. In

such a case variation in the outcome is not easily

attributable to treatment levels because covariates are different

between the different levels as well. There are study designs

which were created to address this selection bias and we

introduce these methods here. These methods will be classi-

fied as (roughly) into two groups: (1) those methods which

address only the observed selection bias and (2) those meth-

ods which attempt to address selection bias on both the ob-

served as well as unobserved covariates.

Methods Which Address Only Overt Bias

Methods which address selection bias based only on observed

covariates tend to be easily implemented, but they also tend to

leave the analyst open to major criticism. The assumptions

required for the methods in this section are hefty. The authors

hope that as the electronic medical records come in to com-

mon use; the quality and detail of the covariates available to

the health policy researcher will begin to make it more be-

lievable that one has access to all of the important covariates.

Better quality data is always much appreciated. Better methods

can only help so much.

Model-based adjustment (e.g., linear regression)
Across much of the applied econometric literature, model-

based adjustment is the most common method for addressing

selection on observed covariates. The most common form of

model-based adjustment is linear regression. More complex

methods can be developed from maximum-likelihood mod-

els, Bayesian hierarchical methods, or other more complex

methods. These methods are often designed to estimate the

ATE under a powerful assumption. Loosely, one can think of

this assumption as saying: selection into the treatment is oc-

curring systematically only on variables which are observed.

Formally, this assumption is often written as

ðY 0ð Þ,Yð1ÞÞ>T9X, 0opr T ¼ 19X
� 

o1

where > denotes the conditional independence between the

treatment and the joint distribution of the counterfactual

outcomes. Two random variables are conditionally in-

dependent given a third variable if and only if they are in-

dependent in their conditional distribution given the

conditioning variable. The above assumption, essentially say-

ing one has all the covariates one needs, has a few different

names: strongly ignorable treatment assignment (Rosenbaum

and Rubin, 1983), selection on observables (Heckman and

Robb, 1985), conditional independence, no confounders (in

the epidemiology literature), or ‘overt bias’ and ‘the absence of

omitted variable bias’ (in the econometrics literature). This

article tries to use the ‘overt bias’/‘absence of omitted variable

bias’ labels consistently, but please feel free to mentally replace

those terms with your favorite.

Propensity score methods
Propensity score methods, propensity score matching in par-

ticular, have been of particular interest in the health policy

literature. It is speculated that the reason for this interest is

related to the fact that with propensity score methods it is

possible to mimic the feel of the familiar and salient ran-

domized controlled experiment. The propensity score is de-

fined as:

e xð Þ ¼ pr T ¼ 19X
� 

Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) showed that assuming there

is only overt bias, conditioning on the propensity score will

lead to independence of the treatment and the potential

outcomes. That is,

ðY 0ð Þ,Yð1ÞÞ>T9e xð Þ

This conditioning statement is quite useful; it justifies

matching techniques and inverse weighting techniques (see

Sections Propensity score matching and Inverse probability

weighting). But what is the difference between conditioning

on the propensity score and the assumption that there is only

overt bias? The assumption, as laid out in the formula above,

seems to require that there are two people with exactly the

same values of all of their covariates before treatment selection

is independent of the potential outcomes. That would mean

that if even one covariate value was different between two

subjects then one would be concerned that treatment was still

being confounded by the covariates, and the treatment

estimate would be biased. Finding two identical units of ob-

servation is quite difficult (but not impossible, see difference-

in-differences and before-and-after study designs discussed in

Section Before-and-after (difference-in-differences)). The use-

fulness of the propensity score is that, assuming only overt

bias, it shows that one does not need to find identical units

merely needed to find units with the same probability of

treatment assignment. This makes the analyst’s job easier,

because one only requires agreement on the propensity score

in order to get a valid estimate of the causal effect. And

matching on a one-dimensional feature is more easily ac-

complished than a high-dimensional vector. Said another way,

the propensity score (a scalar) contains all of the requisite

information contained in the covariates (often quite high

dimensional).

It should be noted that exact matching on the propensity

score (i.e., matching individuals i and j such that e(xi)¼e(xj))

does not lead to exact matching on the covariates even in

infinite samples. This means that the covariates within a pair

match are likely to never be exactly the same (i.e., xiaxj). But

what matching on the propensity score does guarantee

(asymptotically) is that f(X9T¼1)¼ f(X9T¼0). Is this a prob-

lem? Having two units of observation which are identical on

all of their observed covariates, xi¼xj, would be ideal because

one could give unit i the treatment and unit j the control and

any variation observed in the outcome would be plausibly
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(we only say ‘plausibly’ because it is still quite likely that there

are differences on the unobserved covariates, uiauj) attributed

to the variation in treatment. But that is not even what hap-

pens in a clinical trial. In a clinical trial one may match on

important variables, but it is the randomization on which the

inference is built. In a randomized trial the joint distribution

of the covariates is similarly guaranteed to be equivalent, but

the inference requires only that the randomization to be

understood. For a discussion of both the relative benefits of

exact matching (a.k.a. reducing heterogeneity) and propensity

score match (i.e., randomization-based inference), as well as

the intellectual history behind these two drives in research,

refer to Rosenbaum (2005).

Typically the propensity score is estimated using a logistic

regression, though this is not required. Conceivably, other

techniques which estimate the probability of treatment given a

unit’s covariates would be valid.

Once the propensity score has been estimated there are

several ways that it can be used to adjust for selection bias. A

very simple technique is to enter the propensity score in the

regression estimating the relationship between the treatment

and the outcome. In this simple example, the propensity score

acts very much like the model-based adjustment methods

described in Section Model-based adjustment (e.g., linear re-

gression). (The analyst should be aware that there are a few

hefty assumptions required to use the propensity score in the

regression framework.) There are other techniques for imple-

menting propensity scores such as propensity score matching

and inverse probability weighting. These more sophisticated

techniques have distinct advantages when the treatment effect

is not equivalent across the entire distribution of the X’s be-

cause these methods focus the estimation on the part of the

distribution where there is a substantial probability that either

treatments might be selected.

Propensity score matching
Once the propensity score is estimated, ê xð Þ, then units are

ideally matched to each other so that treated units with a

particular value of ê xð Þ are matched to control units with the

same value of the propensity score. It is most common to do

pair matching (one treated unit matched to one control unit)

though it is also possible to match more than one treated unit

to one control, or more than one control unit to one treated

unit. (see Hansen, 2004, for more on full matching and K to 1

matching.)

Propensity score matching is often thought of as at-

tempting to replicate a randomized controlled experiment. As

such, once matching has taken place it is common to assess

the covariate balance between the control and treated units.

This is often done using the means of the covariates (citation).

Once a properly balanced study design has been achieved,

something as simple as a paired t-test is often run to estimate

the treatment effect.

Matching also has the benefit of forcing the analyst to be

aware of covariate overlap, or lack thereof. In many appli-

cations the treatment group and the control groups have dif-

ferent values of the covariates. For example, the control group

may have people who are younger than the treatment group –

say the youngest person in the treatment group is 50 but half

of the control group is less than 30. This is important because

part of the assumption of only overt bias, 0opr T ¼ 19X
� 

o1,

requires there are units at all covariate levels which take on

treatment and control. Model-based approaches leave the

unaware-analyst at a disadvantage because it is not routine to

check for covariate overlap between the treated and control

groups. Nonoverlap is a significant violation of a fundamental

assumption.

One of the more famous applications of propensity score

matching was a study of right heart catheterization – see

Connors et al. (1996).

Inverse probability weighting
Inverse probability weighting (IPW) takes each unit and

weights it by the inverse of the propensity score. That is a

weight, suppose we choose w¼ 1
e xð Þ, is assigned to each unit of

observation. If a unit has a particularly low probability of

treatment then the weight will take on a very large value. Once

all the observations have been weighted as such, the treatment

is independent of the potential outcomes and inference on the

treatment effect is trivial. When there are extremely low values

of the propensity score (i.e., certain covariate values are

strongly associated with selection into the control), the

standard errors associated with IPW inference can get quite

large. This problem is not unique to IPW methods, matching

and regression face similar challenges. There are a number of

different estimators based on IPW.

Although uncommon in some health policy settings, in-

verse probability weighting has been applied to great advan-

tage in epidemiology. Many of the statistical techniques of

analysis with IPW can be ported over from the survey sam-

pling literature where sampling weights are heavily used.

Combining propensity score methods and covariate
adjustment
Rubin (1973) used simulation studies to examine the tradeoffs

between model-based approaches and matching-based ap-

proaches. Models tended to be more statistically efficient than

matching-based techniques, with the significant caveat that

this was true with the model was correctly specified (i.e., that

the proposed model was exactly the right model for the pro-

cess which actually generated the data). In fact, if the proposed

model is incorrect, then model-based methods may actually

exacerbate the bias. Matching-based methods were shown to

be fairly consistent in reducing overt bias. The study con-

cluded that a combination of the two methods produced es-

timates which were both robust and efficient. A diligent

analyst, with strong justification for a specific model, may

first match to ensure covariate overlap between the treated and

control and then run the model-based inference on the

subjects which were part of the matching.

Methods for Overt Bias and Bias Due to Omitted Variables

Regression, propensity score matching and any methods

predicated on only overt bias do not address selection on

unobserved covariates. It is important to be aware of this be-

cause a well-informed researcher needs to judge if available

covariates are enough to make a compelling argument for the

absence of omitted variables. This is often a dubious claim
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because (1) a clever reviewer will usually find several variables

missing from your dataset and/or (2) there are ‘intangible’

variables that are difficult, or perhaps inconceivable, to

measure. The following study designs are presented below in

order to help you address these situations.

It is important to note that none of the designs below come

‘for free,’ that is without some hefty assumptions. It is important

to consider these assumptions carefully before proceeding.

Instrumental variables
An instrumental variable (IV) design takes advantage of some

randomness which is occurring in the treatment assignment to

help address imbalances in the unobserved variables. IV

methods go beyond simple methods (like propensity score or

multivariate regression) which are only designed to address

imbalances in observed covariates.

An instrument is a haphazard nudge toward acceptance of

a treatment that affects outcomes only to the extent that it

affects acceptance of the treatment. In settings in which

treatment assignment is mostly deliberate and not random,

there may nevertheless exist some essentially random nudges

to accept treatment, so that use of an instrument might extract

bits of random treatment assignment from a setting that is

otherwise quite biased in its treatment assignments. Holland

(1986) offers an intuitive introduction to how an ideal IV

would work. Angrist et al. (1996) used the potential outcomes

framework to bring greater clarity to the math of IV.

This intuition for IV discussed above enhances the classic

econometric presentation of IVs where the focus is on cor-

relation with the error term. To introduce this more formally,

the authors will introduce the ‘complier terminology’ from

Angrist et al. (1996).

Notation first: Z is used to denote the instrument. If these

random variables have subscripts one is referring to an indi-

vidual’s values. If the random variables are in bold then one is

referring to the vector of values for all observations in our

dataset. This section will assume that the treatment is binary

(i.e., Ti¼1 if the ith unit takes the treatment and Ti¼0 other-

wise) and that the instrument is binary (i.e., Zi¼1 if the ith unit

is encouraged to take the treatment and Zi¼0 otherwise). The

notation Ti(z¼1) is used to denote the treatment that the ith

unit actually receives if encouraged, z¼1, to take the treatment.

The story goes, the instrument either encourages the unit to

receive the treatment (Zi¼1) or not (Zi¼0). The unit is then

allowed to either comply with that encouragement or not.

Because both the treatment and the instrument are assumed to

be binary, it follows that there are four compliance classes.

Using counterfactuals, the authors label these compliance

classes like so:

1. Always takers: Ti Zi ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ Ti Zi ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ 1

2. Compliers: Ti Zi ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ 1,Ti Zi ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ 0

3. Never takers: Ti Zi ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ Ti Zi ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ 0

4. Defiers: Ti Zi ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ 0,Ti Zi ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ 1

Under any possible random assignment of the instrument

one will never be able to discern the treatment effect for

the always-takers nor the never-takers because no matter

what one will never be able to observe the counterfactual

treatment assignment. Assumption 4 (monotonicity) says that

the defiers do not exist. Thus one is only able to estimate the

treatment effect for the compliers, those who are randomly

assigned by the instrument. This estimand is often referred to

as the local average treatment effect (LATE) because it is only

true for a subpopulation (a ‘local’ group). It has also been

referred to as the complier average causal effect (CACE). CACE

is a special case of LATE; CACE is often used when the treat-

ment and instrument are binary. LATE is more broadly de-

fined. A more fundamental estimand, the local instrumental

variable (LIV), can be derived from the use of an instrument.

The LIV is capable, assuming the proper specification of the

model and proper weighting of population covariates, of es-

timating the ATE and TT (Heckman and Vytlacil, 1999, 2000).

Thus the LIV is a useful tool which allows the analyst to shift

between estimating effects on different parts of a populations.

An instrument is weak if the random nudges barely influ-

ence treatment assignment or strong if the nudges are often

decisive in influencing treatment assignment. Another way to

think of a ‘strong’ versus ‘weak’ instrument is to think of the

percentage of compliers. A strong instrument will induce

higher rates of compliance. A study with a weaker instrument

will have a lower percentage of compliers. Although ideally an

ostensibly random instrument is perfectly random and not

biased, it is not possible to be certain of this; thus a typical

concern is that even the instrument might be biased to some

degree. It is known from theoretical arguments that weak in-

struments are invariably sensitive to extremely small biases –

Bound et al. (1995); for this reason, strong instruments are

preferred.

The most common method for implementing IV is two-

stage least squares (2SLS). 2SLS is valid when the outcome of

interest is continuous, and all of the typical model require-

ments for least squares are met. If the instrument is binary and

the outcome is linear, then the 2SLS estimate is the Wald es-

timator (Angrist, 1991). If the outcome of interest is some-

thing other than nonlinear then there are a couple of other

methods available. The two methods the authors cite are both

rather new to the literature and are only beginning to work

their way into use. Two-stage residual inclusion (2SRI)

method is a parametric method for dealing with nonlinear

outcomes (Terza et al., 2008). Near/far matching is a non-

parametric method that attempts to replicate the structure of a

randomized controlled experiment (Baiocchi et al., 2010).

Near/far matching may feel a bit similar to propensity score

matching, with the addition feature of taking into account the

randomness from the instrument.

As laid out in Angrist et al. (1996), there are five assump-

tions for IV when you have a binary instrument and a binary

treatment. This is a bit surprising to some folks because we

typically only discuss two assumptions. The two assumptions

from econometrics are broken apart into assumptions 1, 2,

and 3 below. Assumptions 1 and 2 are often combined. As-

sumptions 4 and 5 are often overlooked in the literature. All of

these assumptions are important and thus need to be justified

before an IV analysis is to be taken seriously.

(1) Uniform Random Assignment

Pr Z¼ zð Þ ¼ PrðZ¼ z0Þ
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for all possible treatment assignments z and z0 such that

1T z¼1T z0, where 1 is the N-dimensional column vector

with all elements equal to one.

This assumption guarantees that the instrument (Z) is

randomly assigned, it says nothing directly about the

treatment actually received. This assumption can be re-

stated such that the probabilities are conditional on the

observed covariates. See the section on ‘Instrumental

Variables – Complier Terminology.’

(2) No direct effect of the instrument on the outcome

(Angrist et al. (1996) refers to this as this assumption as

the ‘exclusion restriction,’ which may be a bit confusing

given the use of this term in the econometrics literature

to refer to both assumptions 1 and 2 in the Angrist et al.

(1996) framework.)

Y Z,Tð Þ ¼ Y Z0,Tð Þ for all Z,Z0 and for all T

Intuitively, this assumption says that the instrument has

no impact on the outcome except through the instru-

ment’s influence on which treatment the unit actually

receives. There are a number of ways to violate this as-

sumption. One way this would be violated is in the study

of a treatment if there is reason to believe in a ‘placebo

effect’ – whereby merely believing in the treatment has an

effect – where the unit will have a different outcome based

merely on whether being assigned to take the treatment or

not, rather than through the actual treatment taken. This

assumption is quite important and is often a source of

difficulty in justifying the validity of an IV method.

(3) Nonzero Average Causal Effect of Z on T.

The average causal effect of Z on T, E½Ti Zi ¼ 1ð Þ �
Ti Zi ¼ 0ð Þ� is not equal to 0.

This assumption ensures that the instrument actually

has an impact on the treatment. If the instrument does

not change the probability of the treatment assignment,

then the instrument is useless because one cannot har-

ness any of the randomization from the instrument to

examine the effect of the treatment on the outcome. Note

that the average causal effect is estimating the percentage

of compliers. If there are more compliers in the study,

then one has a stronger IV. If this connection between the

instrument and the treatment received is weak then ser-

ious problems can arise – see Bound et al. (1995) for a

discussion on weak instruments.

(4) Monotonicity

Ti Zi ¼ 1ð Þ � Ti Zi ¼ 0ð Þ for all i¼ 1,y,N

The monotonicity assumption means that the instru-

ment must either encourage units to take the treatment or

discourage units from taking the treatment, it cannot have

both effects. The monotonicity assumption says that the

defiers – those who do exactly the opposite of what they

are encouraged to do – are not present in our study. This is

an interesting addition to the literature.

(5) Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA):

If Zi ¼ Z0i, then Ti Zð Þ ¼ Ti Z0ð Þ

If Zi ¼ Z0i and Ti ¼ T 0i , then Yi Z,Tð Þ ¼ Ti Z0,T 0ð Þ

SUTVA implies that the potential outcomes for each

person i are unrelated to the treatment status of other

individuals. This assumption means that settings in

which one unit’s treatment assignment impacts another

unit’s outcome are outside of our investigative range.

Some examples of tricky situations: immunizations be-

cause the probability of unit i being infected depends on

how many immunized people there are in the com-

munity (i.e., ‘herd immunization’) and the effect of aca-

demic ability from a teacher on a student is tricky to

identify because students will learn from peers who po-

tentially receive instruction from other teachers.

Some informal thoughts about the IV assumptions:

Assumption 1 (Uniform Random Assignment) is challenging

to defend because the assumption is about unobserved

quantities. One method for reassuring the reviewer that As-

sumption 1 is at least plausible is by checking to see if the

observed covariates look reasonably random across the dif-

ferent values of the instrument. This is not a guarantee of the

randomness of the instrument (nor is it technically a dis-

proval), but it is perhaps reassuring. Assumption 2 is some-

times dubious and will be a point of contention if the reviewer

is clever. Assumption 3 is testable from the data because the

association is observable in the data. Assumption 4 is often

feasible; see the ‘complier’ terminology below to see why.

Assumption 5 (SUTVA) is most often violated in studies in-

volving infectious disease and settings where there is a ‘spill-

over’ effect from one subject to another.

Heterogeneity and compliance classes
If the treatment is believed to affect people differently, then it is

possible that the compliance classes can be thought of as arising

from heterogeneity. It is likely that the always-takers know they

will benefit from the treatment, possibly more than others. The

never-takers possibly have lower expected benefit. And the

compliers would have an unknown level of benefit. This is not

necessarily how things work in an example, but is a plausible

enough scenario to show that estimating LATE is likely to be

different than estimating ATE. The analyst needs to be aware of

this issue. The estimate that we get from an IV analysis is only on

a subset of the population, and perhaps this subset of the

population is not representative of the overall population.

A few examples of an instrument in the medical literature:

travel time to treatment facility (McClellan et al., 1994), regional

variation in treatment practices (Hadley et al., 2003), and for

drug utilization the instrument of prior patient’s drug pre-

scription (Brookhart et al., 2006).

Regression Discontinuity
Regression discontinuity (RD) designs take advantage of an

abrupt difference in treatment assignments. An example: say

we are interested in the effects of a new blood pressure drug.

An RD design might be available if there were protocols for

treatment selection based on weight. Let us say that there was a

policy requiring that anyone lesser than 70 kg is ineligible for

the new drug. It might be possible, if physicians and patients

strictly adhere to this policy, that the patients who weigh

69.5 kg and the patients who weigh 70.5 kg are actually quite

similar in terms of their important covariates but face quite
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different prospects for receiving the new blood pressure

medicine.

RD designs can be thought of as a special case of IVs, where

the analyst has a dichotomized instrument (i.e., whether the

subject is above or below the discontinuity). Like an IV design,

the assumption of random assignment to the levels of the

treatment needs to be discussed. Continuing with the blood

pressure medicine example, one might justify the 70 kg cut-off

as being similar to random assignment because (1) the scales

are likely to have measurement error, (2) patients’ weights can

vary throughout the day, and (3) the method for weighing

(e.g., with clothing or without) will impact the patient’s esti-

mated weight. These arguments help with Assumption (1) for

the IV assumptions, but the other assumptions need to be

similarly addressed.

Often an RD estimate is valid for only those people who

are ‘near’ the discontinuity. In the example, it is likely that one

is looking at similar patients if one is considering people who

are 69–69.9 kg versus 70.1–70.9 kg. However, it seems likely

that the groups defined by 50–69.5 kg and 70.5–90 kg are

quite different. This is a case of LATE, where the compliers are

additionally restricted to some neighborhood around the

discontinuity point. The authors have heard this estimand

referred to (in jest) as ‘very LATE.’

Before-and-after (difference-in-differences)
The before-and-after and the difference-in-differences (DiD)

methods are common techniques to address the possibility

that there are unobserved covariates which are causing con-

founding. Both techniques take advantage of multiple meas-

urements taken at different periods in time. These techniques

have been used to great benefit – see Card and Krueger (1994).

Both are important techniques in the field, but the authors

will do little more than mention them here. For a more de-

tailed discussion the authors recommend looking in standard

econometric textbooks for ‘panel data’ techniques.

Sensitivity analysis
In one sense sensitivity analysis is a ‘meta’ method because it

functions as an analysis of the results of an already existent

analysis. The researcher must first select a method, possibly

one of the methods described in Sections Methods to Address

Selection Bias and Methods for Overt Bias and Bias Due to

Omitted Variables, and then perform a sensitivity analysis on

that. Acknowledging that the assumptions are just that, merely

assumptions, a sensitivity analysis will reanalyze the analysis

considering violations of the assumptions occur. A general

formulation of a sensitivity analysis is difficult, because it is

dependent on the underlying method of analysis. But sensi-

tivity analysis offers a powerful tool for observational studies

to explore the effect of the assumptions necessary to make a

causal interpretation of the data analyzed.

In an experiment, the randomization to treatment or

control allows the researcher to address unobserved variation.

In observational studies, the analyst is forced to rely on as-

sumptions to address unobserved variation. Again, the clever

reviewer knows how to come up with plausible scenarios and

variables which will invalidate the assumptions required to

use the method you are employing. (This is not unique to

observational studies, in experimental settings it is often called

into question whether or not the experimenters did the proper

kind of adjustments and randomization in order to truly

randomize the experimental subjects.) The good thing about a

sensitivity analysis is that it switches the burden of defending

your analysis from a case-by-case defense against each possible

scenario and instead moves the argument to an order of

magnitude (e.g., yeah, each of these arguments are interesting,

but they would need to increase selection into the treatment

group by a factor of 5 and at the same time increase the rate of

death by four times).

A detailed description of sensitivity analyses can be found

in Rosenbaum (2002, Chapter 4). Note that a sensitivity

analyses will only indicate the magnitude of hidden biases

that would alter a study’s conclusions but does not address

how to overcome these biases.

Example Revisited

NICUs have been established to deliver high-intensity care for

premature infants (those infants born before 37 weeks of

gestation). If one looks at all of the preemies that were de-

livered in Pennsylvania between 1995 and 2005, it is seen that

2.26% of the preemies delivered at high-level NICUs died

whereas only 1.25% of the preemies who were delivered at

low-level NICUs died. No one believes the difference in out-

comes reported above is solely attributable to the difference in

level of intensity of treatment. People believe it is due to

difference in covariates. Based on the observable covariates,

this is plausible because it is seen that preemies delivered at

high-level NICUs weighed approximately 250 g less than the

preemies which were delivered at low-level NICUs (2454 at

high-level NICUs vs. 2693 at low-level NICUs). Similarly

preemies delivered at high-level NICUs were born a week

earlier than their counter parts at low-level NICUs on average

(34.5 vs. 35.5 weeks). If you perform a propensity score

matching using the observed covariates then the analysis will

give you an estimate saying that there is a reduction of 0.05%

of deaths if the preemies were to be delivered at high-level

NICUs. Inverting a paired t-test, the confidence interval for

this goes from (� 0.05%, 0.15%), and is thus an insignificant

result. This is meaningful result for policy if the assumption of

overt bias only, which is a necessary assumption in propensity

score matching, holds in this example.

But one does not have access to medical records. One only

has access to health claims data. It is quite likely one does not

have all necessary covariate in our dataset, so assuming only

overt bias is likely to lead to biased estimates. To attempt to

deal with this problem Baiocchi et al. (2010) used an IV ap-

proach. They used distance to treatment facility as an instru-

ment, because travel time largely determines the likelihood

that mother will deliver at a given facility but appears to be

largely uncorrelated with the level of severity a preemie ex-

periences. Using this approach Baiocchi et al. (2010) estimated

a CACE of 0.9% with a confidence interval of (0.57%, 1.23%).

Be aware that the authors are estimating a different parameter.

It is only appropriately thought of as estimating for a subset of

the population, so one cannot readily compare the two esti-

mates. But it is suggestive to note the larger estimated effect, as

well as the significance of the result.
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You should not walk away from this example thinking

that IV methods are always preferred over propensity score

matching methods. That is most definitely not the point here.

But you should be aware that there are several different

methods out there, and you should be comfortable thinking

about what is the appropriate method to use in a given situ-

ation. In the NICU example, because one only has access to

medical claims data – instead of medical charts – it is likely

one is missing covariates that would inform us about what we

believe to be important selection bias. Given that, one needs

to use some method to address the unobserved selection bias,

above and beyond the approaches one used to deal with the

observed selection bias.
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Introduction

Many developed countries require occupational licenses for

everyone from surgeons to interior decorators. Licensing in effect

creates a regulatory barrier to entry into licensed occupations,

and thus results in higher income for those with licenses.

However, licensing is assumed to protect the public interest by

keeping incompetent and unscrupulous individuals from work-

ing with the public. According to data collected in a 2008 na-

tional survey of the US workforce, 76% of all nonphysician

medical occupations were licensed, the highest among all occu-

pations in the survey conducted by the Krueger (2008). The goal

of this article is to outline the major tensions between the

monopoly face of licensing and the consumer protection face of

occupational regulation in the health care industry. To do this, a

theory of licensing is presented, which includes how it is used

and some of the controversies surrounding its implementation,

and the limited empirical results examining its effectiveness in

enhancing quality or restricting competition.

To distinguish various forms of regulation, licensing, cer-

tification, and registration is defined below.

• Licensing: Licensing refers to situations in which it is un-

lawful to carry out a specified range of activities for pay

without first having obtained a license. This confirms that

the license holder meets prescribed standards of com-

petence. Workers who require such licenses to practice in-

clude doctors, lawyers, and nurses.

• Certification: Certification refers to situations in which

there are no restrictions on the right to practice in an oc-

cupation, but job holders may voluntarily apply to be

certified as competent by a state-appointed regulatory

body. Two examples of certification would be a certified

financial analyst or a certified respiratory therapist.

• Registration: Registration refers to situations in which one

can register one’s name and address and qualifications with

the appropriate regulatory body. Registration provides a

standard for being on the list, but complaints from con-

sumers or improper listing of credentials can result in re-

moval from the list.

Licensing has been among the fastest growing labor market

institutions in the US. Figure 1 shows the growth of occu-

pational licensing relative to the decline of union membership

since the 1950s. By 2008, occupational licensing in the US had

grown to 29% of the workforce, up from below 5% in the

1950s. In contrast, unions represented as much as 33% of the

US workforce in the 1950s, but declined to less than 12% of

the US workforce by 2008. Much of this change was because of

the shift from manufacturing employment to service sector

employment such as medical services (e.g., nurses), where

unions have continued to grow.

A similar trend exists for the UK with declining union-

ization trends, but growth in occupational licensing. Figure 2

shows that these trends in UK for the period 1978–2008

are consistent with the US trend line. In contrast to the

US, approximately 14% of the UK workforce are licensed, but

only approximately 22% belong to unions (Hummphris

et al., 2011). The data were compiled from the British Labour

Force Survey for both unions and licensed occupations.

With the growth in the service industries, the percentage of

the workforce in licensed occupations appears to be rising in

the UK.

The Theories of Occupational Licensing

Here the evolution of theories of occupational licensing is

reviewed, ranging from the mechanistic ones to those that

utilize human capital theory. It begins by outlining the sim-

plest theory of occupational licensing, which draws more

heavily on administrative procedures than on economics. In-

sights from more complex theoretical models is then in-

corporated that challenge some of the straightforward

assumptions of the simple theory and which thereby provide

richer insights into the operation and effects of regulation.
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Figure 1 Comparisons in the time-trends of two labor market
institutions in the US: Licensing and unionization. The dashed line
shows the value from state estimates of licensing based on the
Gallup survey and PDII survey results. The union membership
estimates are from the current population survey.
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An Administrative Theory of Licensing

A simple theory of occupational licensing envisions a costless

supply of unbiased, capable gatekeepers and enforcers.

The gatekeepers screen entrants to the occupation, barring

those whose skills or character suggest a tendency toward

low-quality output. The enforcers monitor incumbents and

discipline those whose performance is below standard with

punishments that may include revocation of the license nee-

ded to practice. Assuming that entry and performance are

controlled in these ways, the quality of service in the pro-

fession will almost automatically be maintained at or kept

above standards that are set by the gatekeeper to the pro-

fession. Within this approach only those who have the funds

to invest in training and the ability to do the work are able to

enter the occupation.

Introducing economics to this otherwise mechanical

model by noting that a key discipline on incumbents – the

threat of revoking one’s license – may not mean much if in-

cumbents can easily re-enter the profession, such as by moving

to a new firm, or by shifting to an alternative occupation with

little loss of income. Because grandfathering (i.e., allowing

current workers to bypass the new requirements) is the norm

when occupations seek to become licensed, incumbent

workers are usually supportive of the regulation process. In the

absence of grandfathering, lower skilled workers in the occu-

pation may have to seek alternative employment. For example,

if sales skills are the key to both providing licensed sales of

heart monitors and the nonlicensed selling of shoes or cars,

then individuals may shift between these lines of work with

little loss of income.

Under these circumstances, meaningful discipline for li-

cense holders may require deliberate steps to ensure that

loss of license entails significant financial loss. Such additional

steps could include imposition of fines, improved screening

to prevent expelled practitioners from re-entering the

occupation, or requiring all incumbents to put up capital that

would be forfeited upon loss of the license. To offset the

possibility that incumbents could shift to other occupations

with little loss of income, entry requirements could be tigh-

tened to limit supply and create monopoly rents within the

licensed occupation. The threat of losing these monopoly

rents could, in principle, give incentives to incumbents to

maintain quality standards. This may also result in some in-

creases in human capital investments in order to attain the

additional requirements. The rents could also motivate po-

tential entrants to invest in high levels of training in order to

gain admittance. This suggests that licensing can raise quality

within an industry by restricting supply, raising labor wages

and output prices. Increasing prices may signal either en-

hanced quality because of perceived or actual skill enhance-

ments or restrictions on the supply of regulated workers.

State-regulated occupations can use political institutions to

restrict supply and raise the wages of licensed practitioners.

This is assumed to be a once-and-for-all income gain that

accrues to current members of the occupation who are

‘grandfathered’ in, and do not have to meet the newly estab-

lished standards (Perloff, 1980). Generally, workers who are

‘grandfathered’ are not required to ever meet the standards of

the new entrants. Individuals who attempt to enter the occu-

pation in the future will need to balance the economic rents of

the field’s increased monopoly power against the greater dif-

ficulty of meeting the entrance requirements.

Once an occupation is regulated, members of that occu-

pation in a geographic or political jurisdiction can implement

tougher statutes or examination pass rates and may gain

relative to those who have easier requirements by further re-

stricting the supply of labor and obtaining economic rents for

incumbents. Restrictions would include lowering the pass rate

on licensing exams, imposing higher general and specific re-

quirements, and implementing tougher residency require-

ments that limit new arrivals in the area from qualifying for a
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Figure 2 Comparisons of two labor market institutions: Licensing and unionization in the UK. Labour Force Survey (2008).
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license. Moreover, individuals who have finished schooling in

the occupation may decide not to go to a particular political

jurisdiction where the pass rate is low because both the eco-

nomic and shame costs may be high.

One additional effect of licensing is that individuals who

are not allowed to practice at all in an occupation as a con-

sequence of regulation may then enter a nonlicensed occu-

pation, shifting the supply curve outward and driving down

wages in these unregulated occupations. If licensing require-

ments contain elements of required general human capital,

then it is possible that these workers may raise the average skill

level in their new occupation.

Applications to Health Care

Standard economic theory of the effects of occupational li-

censing regulations on prices and quantities in the health care

industry begins with the analysis of Friedman and Kuznets

(1945) and Friedman (1962). In this line of reasoning, li-

censes act as a barrier to entry that can restrict supply and

increase wages and other prices relative to a counterfactual

competitive market. By contrast, paternalistic arguments and

the existence of asymmetric information favor regulating

health service providers. The issue is that because providers

(e.g., physicians, nurses and physical therapists) may know

more about a patient’s health condition and the available

treatment options, consumers may unwittingly receive low-

quality care and possibly that this low-quality care will have

larger and sometimes irreversible consequences. Governments

might fear that by allowing ‘lower skill’ providers – such as

nurses relative to doctors – to provide health services they may

be exposing consumers to increased risk. In some situations

the risks could also impose externalities: for instance, if low-

skill health providers increase the transmission of an in-

fectious disease then there might be a case for regulation. This

raises two issues. One is that a paternalistic regulator might

want to increase the quality of care received in the market.

Another is that a regulator might want to ensure that providers

have a minimum level of competency to minimize the nega-

tive consequences of asymmetric information. Both of these

issues are supported by evidence and analysis.

A major argument for the licensing of medical occupations

is that it eliminates or reduces the patient’s health risk of

seeking the services from an occupation. If testing and back-

ground checks ‘eliminate charlatans, incompetents, or frauds’

(Council of State Governments, 1952), then consumers may

be willing to pay a higher price for the services offered by the

regulated occupation. A review of the body of theory from

experimental economics and psychology shows that con-

sumers value the reduction in downside risk more than they

value the benefits of a positive outcome (Kahneman et al.,

1991). This preference by consumers for the status quo or

reducing the risk of a highly negative outcome has been called

‘loss aversion,’ which is an element of prospect theory de-

veloped by Kahneman and Tversky (1979). For example, as

discussed earlier, social welfare may be increased substantially

by minimizing the likelihood of a poor diagnosis as a con-

sequence of going to an incompetent physician, because the

incompetent physicians have been weeded out as a result of

licensing. Consequently, licensing may also reduce patients’

perceived benefits of receiving nonstandard but potentially

highly effective treatment from an unlicensed practitioner of

traditional medicine. Using the power of the state to both

limit the downside risk of poor quality care and reduce the

possibility of an upside benefit may be a trade-off that maxi-

mizes consumer utility or welfare. Evidence of the acceptance

of this trade-off can be found in the growth of occupational

licensing during the past century across virtually all nations

that have been studied.

The gains from an unregulated service can be potential

benefits from free market competition of lower prices and

greater innovation without the constraints of a regulatory

body, such as a licensing board. This upside potential gain can

be achieved through both the use of nonstandard methods or

new research that has not been approved by the licensing

agency as appropriate for the service (Rottenberg, 1980). De-

viations from the prescribed methods of providing a service

are discouraged by licensing boards, and may even be found

to be illegal. For example, not having a dentist on site is illegal

in the US when providing a service such as teeth cleaning.

Dental hygienists generally are not allowed to ‘practice’ with-

out a dentist on site, with the ‘site’ being defined by statute or

the dental board. In addition, dental hygienists are not

allowed to open offices to compete with dentists. Although

this policy reduces the chance that a dental hygienist will fail

to find a major disease that may require immediate attention,

it also reduces the ability of the hygienist to provide the lim-

ited services that particular patients require. Moreover, there is

little leeway for the dental service industry to provide new or

innovative services without the risk being found in violation

of the licensing laws. The licensing laws give rise to the labor

relations concept of ‘featherbedding,’ whereby dentists are on

the premises – but do little work.

Consequently, regulation through licensing medical services

can be the equivalent of a closed shop in unionized markets.

Theoretically, higher wages are likely to result from restricted

labor supply. Because closed shops in unionized markets are

illegal in both the US and the UK, it is interesting that, with

respect to organized labor markets, the equivalents of closed

shops are nevertheless permitted in licensed occupations.

Illustrations in Medical Markets

One illustration of the potential outcome of licensing in

medical markets is presented by the Nobel laureate economist

Milton Friedman. Consistent with his work cited earlier in this

section, he finds licensing to have an overall negative influence

for consumers. The argument can be found on YouTube as

follows (Milton Friedman – Health Care in a Free Market,

YouTube video, 9:03, from a question-and-answer session

with medical professionals at the Mayo Clinic in 1978, posted

by ‘LibertyPen,’ 25 September 2009):

http://www.youtube.com/watchv=-6t-R3pWrRw&feature=

related – Milton Friedman

Further illustrations of the influence of licensing on mar-

kets can be found in commercial media as well. For example,

libertarian commentator John Stossel poses additional ques-

tions regarding the value of licensing in an excerpt from his
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television show that featured several episodes on occupational

regulation (‘Stossel Show – Licensing! (Part 1/6),’ YouTube

video, 9:43 (part 1), posted by ‘TheChannelOfLiberty,’

17 March 2010). The excerpt on YouTube, at the link below,

serves as an overarching illustration of the influence of

licensing on labor and consumer markets:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v¼ f0JGu4tlmmk – The

Stossel Show – Licensing

On a more practical basis, however, the entry requirements

for many health care occupations are often presented as in-

cluding the requirement for being licensed, as illustrated in

another YouTube video (‘How to Get Medical Jobs: How to

Become an Occupational Therapist,’ YouTube video, 0:50,

posted by ‘expertvillage,’ 26 September 2008):

http://www.youtube.com/watchv=GM9ohB2qyQM

As with many occupations in the health care field, the re-

quirements for being licensed are becoming more stringent. For

example, the requirement for becoming a physical therapist in

the US has increased within the past 5 years from 2 years of

post-high school training to requiring a doctor of physical

therapy in order to conduct many of the required tasks.

Empirical Evidence in Licensed Health Care Markets

The initial empirical work in medical markets was based on

data from the 1930s. The classic and often cited study com-

pleted through the National Bureau of Economic Research by

Nobel Prize-winning economists Milton Friedman and

Simon Kuznets estimated that the 33% earnings premium of

physicians relative to dentists could be attributed to more

than just 1 year’s difference between the requirements to

become a doctor versus a dentist (Friedman and Kuznets,

1945). They estimate that the difference in earnings between

doctors and dentists should be approximately 17% based on

human capital and other observable factors, but that the

additional 16% residual gap is in large part a consequence

of physicians’ greater ability to restrict labor supply. Milton

Friedman’s book, Capitalism and Freedom, argues that

physicians were able to obtain substantial earnings gains over

dentists during the 1920s and 1930s because they were

able to limit new student enrollment in medical school

(Friedman, 1962). More recently, however, a reversal of these

trends has taken place.

During a relatively recent period of time (1990–2000), the

number of new physicians increased by almost 22% (Public Use

Sample, US Census, 2000). In contrast, the total number of

dentists during the same period of time decreased. Dental school

enrollment increased by only 1% each year during the 1990s,

and the number of dentists in the US declined by almost 2%

over the decade as a result of both retirements and individuals

leaving the occupation (Public Use Sample, US Census, 2000).

A more general review of empirical research on licensing

(in the US?) found that licensing is associated with consumer

prices that are 4–35% higher than those found among un-

licensed occupations, depending on the type of commercial

practice and location (Kleiner, 2006). Kleiner and Kudrle

(2000), for example, found that tougher state-level restrictions

and more rigorous pass rates for dentists were associated with

hourly wage rates that were 15% higher than in states with few

restrictions, with no measurable increase in observable health

benefits.

Occupational licensing appears to increase wages in several

nations in the European Union (EU), but the estimates usually

are lower than in the US. In the EU nations with greater

overall wage disparities, such as in the UK, wages in the li-

censed occupations of medical practitioners, pharmacists,

pharmacologists, and dental practitioners were an estimated

6–65% higher than otherwise similar workers in unlicensed

occupations (Kleiner, 2006). In contrast, physicians and den-

tists in France earn an estimated 8–21% more than their un-

licensed colleagues, whereas workers in those professions in

Germany, which has lower overall wage disparities, have

similar wages relative to unlicensed occupations.

In Europe, according to Dubois et al. (2006), a recent trend

in the case of medicine and allied professions has been a shift

from a system of self-governance that has traditionally granted

professional associations’ disproportionate power in setting

and monitoring standard toward one that grants the state

more influence in the process.

Given the high level of licensing within the health care

occupations, it is not surprising to find that one of the

evolving issues is the question of who is responsible for tasks,

and how the government determines the market. For example,

dentists control the market for dental care and in most US

states dental hygienists must work for a dentist and cannot

open their own establishments (Kleiner and Park, 2010). The

result is that in those few US states that allow hygienists to

open their own offices they make approximately 10% more

and have faster employment growth relative to hygienists in

more restrictive states.

A complementary study by Wanchek (2010) found that

using a detailed dental hygiene professional practice index and

a simultaneous equation approach to reduce the potential

influence of endogeneity of wages and employment, entry

requirements are negatively correlated with dental hygienists’

employment and that practice restrictions that limit hygienists’

ability to do tasks within the dental office are negatively cor-

related with their wages. Higher wages and lower employment

of hygienists both reduce access to care, as observed in the

prevalence of dental office visits. Finally, the author finds that

the results are consistent with a state’s entry and practice

regulations jointly affecting access to oral healthcare.

Similarly, for nurses and doctors, in those US states that

allow nurses to do simple procedures, such as ‘well-baby’

exams without the supervision of a physician, health insur-

ance spending is approximately 10% lower (Kleiner et al.,

2012) than in more restrictive states with no apparent influ-

ence on the quality of health care. Licensing not only influ-

ences wages and prices relative to unregulated situations, but

also influences wages and prices across regulated occupations.

Kyoung-Hee Yu and Frank Levy (2010) examined the rea-

sons why one might expect it to be more difficult to do off-

shore licensed professional work than manufacturing work in

a globalized world. The authors conduct numerous interviews

and provide data on a specific case: the offshoring of diag-

nostic radiology from the US, the UK, and Singapore, and find

that regulation of the occupations matters. As far as pro-

fessional services in healthcare are concerned then, insti-

tutional barriers are real and useful for the professions in
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terms of restricting entry. To the extent that institutional

frameworks differ across nations, globally integrated markets

have yet to emerge for professional services in healthcare.

Conclusions

Licensing can in effect create a regulatory barrier to entry into

licensed occupations, and thus results in higher income for

those with licenses. Although more research is needed for a

definitive answer, preliminary evidence points to licensing

raising wages and prices in health care, but with no clear in-

fluence on the quality of care or with a clear impact on

downside outcomes such as hospital readmissions, repeat

visits to a health care professional, or deaths due to in-

competent or unscrupulous purveyors of health care services.

More detailed analysis using experimental data and field ex-

periments with elements of random assignment would en-

hance the ability to make policy recommendations regarding

the licensing of health care occupations.

See also: Nurses’ Unions
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Introduction

It is a commonplace to observe that the healthcare delivery

system in the US is in crisis: costs are high and rising rapidly,

the quality of care is inadequate along important dimensions,

and the delivery system is rife with inefficiencies and waste.

What is less commonly acknowledged is that many of the

prominent strategies for reforming healthcare delivery systems

are based on strong, largely untested beliefs about how

organizations can best coordinate and motivate the physicians

involved in patient care.

The crisis in the US system is especially severe and there is a

large literature that discusses the US experience. For these

reasons, this article focuses heavily on the US healthcare sys-

tem. But many other countries are experiencing similar dif-

ficulties with their healthcare delivery systems and many of

the issues and ideas discussed will have application beyond

the confines of the US.

Health services researchers have long argued that a central

problem with healthcare delivery in the US is fragmentation.

Individual patients are frequently treated by numerous care

providers who have only weak organizational ties with one

another, resulting in poor information flows and inadequate

care coordination. This fragmentation especially inhibits the

close coordination between diverse providers that is required

to manage costly chronic diseases and to prevent errors and

missteps. The obvious fix, according to this view, is to induce

physicians to join or construct more integrated care delivery

systems. As a step in this direction, the Patient Protection

Affordable Care Act of 2010 directs the Centers for Medicare

and Medicaid Services to create a voluntary program for

Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs). This program is

designed to nudge the US healthcare system toward more

integrated care delivery.

In contrast to the health services research community,

many economists have argued that the fundamental problem

with the delivery system is poor incentives, primarily physician

incentives. From this perspective, the continuing dominance

of fee-for-service payment systems and flawed payment rates

within these systems create strong incentives for physicians to

deliver high-cost services. Incentives to improve care quality

are largely indirect and weak – patients presumably seek out

higher quality physicians but have little ability to evaluate

physician quality. Expensive and inefficient practice styles are

further supported by overly generous insurance coverage, a

consequence of tax breaks for employer-based coverage and

the widespread use of supplemental Medicare coverage.

The result is a bloated system where neither physicians nor

patients are held directly accountable for the financial con-

sequences of their care decisions. The obvious fix, according to

this view, is to get incentives right by reforming payment

systems and tax policy. Thus ACOs are encouraged to adopt

new payment systems that, in principal, reward physicians for

adopting practice styles that reduce costs and improve quality.

At the heart of these payment reform proposals is an economic

theory of how best to motivate physicians using material

incentives.

This article presents an overview of organizational eco-

nomics as it applies to physician practices. The first section, A

Descriptive Overview, offers a brief descriptive overview of the

structure of physician practices. Our point will be that the

long-anticipated triumph of integrated care delivery has

largely gone unrealized. Although fewer physicians are work-

ing in solo practices than in the past, self-employed physicians

in small group practices remain the industry norm. Integration

of physicians’ business functions has increased through a

variety of cross-group and group-hospital affiliations, but in-

tegration of clinical activities has lagged. In the next section,

Agency and Pay for Performance, the problem of pay for

performance from the perspective of principal agent (PA)

models is discussed. Building on these models, the next two

sections take up the organizational economics of integrated

care. The section Professional Autonomy versus Integration

examines the professional norms of autonomy and other

factors that complicate effective integration between hospitals

and physicians. The section Coordination, Specialization and

Innovation, considers how medical specialization affects co-

ordination across providers. Finally the section Prospects for

Accountable Care Organizations considers how the problems

of motivation and coordination play out in ACOs.

A Descriptive Overview

The physician workforce has evolved overtime in both size and

composition. In the mid-twentieth century, there were ap-

proximately 14 physicians per 10 000 persons in the US, al-

most half of whom practiced general primary care (Table 1).

In response to concerns about an impending physician

shortage, the Kennedy and Johnson administrations success-

fully championed legislation subsidizing medical schools,

doubling the number of medical school graduates from 1965

to 1980, and eventually doubling the physician-to-population

ratio from 1970 to 2000. Despite a subsequent stabilization of

medical school graduation rates, entry into the medical pro-

fession continued to modestly outpace population growth

largely through an increase in international medical graduates,

who now comprise a quarter of active physicians.

As medical knowledge and technology grew, the share of

general practitioners in the medical profession declined
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more than 60% between 1949 and 1970, at which time

fewer than 20% of active physicians practiced general pri-

mary care. The share of general practitioners continued its

steep decline through the 1980s, though the decline was

partially offset by growing shares of physicians practicing

in specialties that typically involve primary-care services,

i.e., pediatrics, obstetrics/gynecology, and internal medi-

cine. Since 1990, the share of primary-care physicians

(general practitioners plus primary-care specialties) has

largely stabilized at 39% of all active physicians. Although

the physician–population ratio in the US is similar to that

in other developed countries, its share of primary-care

physicians is substantially lower and this has been cited by

numerous health policy experts as an important deficiency

in the US healthcare delivery system.

The trend toward an increasing concentration of medical

specialists has been accompanied by an increasing ‘feminiza-

tion’ of the physician workforce and, more recently, by a

decline in the labor supply of individual physicians. Histor-

ically, the medical profession was overwhelmingly dominated

by male physicians. In 1970, approximately 7% of active

physicians were women but the share of female physicians

has grown consistently since then, reaching 31% by 2008.

Coinciding with this change has been a decline in the number

of hours physicians work each week, especially since the mid-

1990s. Thus, although active physicians per capita increased

17% since 1990, physician work hours per capita increased

less than 7%.

Table 2 documents trends in care delivery settings. Chief

among these is a dramatic decrease in the amount of inpatient

care provided. Since 1975, hospital admission rates have

declined approximately 25%, whereas the length of hospital

stays fell by almost one-half, representing a substantial decline

in the amount of care physicians provide on an inpatient

basis. In contrast, hospital-based outpatient care increased

dramatically over this time, driven in part by a steep rise in

Table 1 Physicians’ characteristics over time

Year

1949 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2008

MDs per 10 000 populationa 14.1 14.5 16.4 20.6 24.7 28.9 31.4
Active MDs per 10 000 population 12.8 13.8 15.3 18.3 22.0 24.6 25.8

Pct general practice/family medicine 50.1 35.6 18.6 14.5 12.9 12.5 12.0
Pct other primary care 15.0 21.1 24.6 26.7 26.1 27.2 27.0

Percent femaleb 7.1 11.4 17.2 25.2 31.2
Mean hours worked per weekc 53.5 53.4 51.4 49.6 (2007)

Male 54.8 54.8 53.4 51.7
Female 41.3 46.0 44.8 44.4
Self-employed 53.5 54.3 52.1 50.9
Employed 53.4 51.8 51.0 49.0

aReproduced from National Center for Health Statistics (2011). Health United States 2010: With special feature on dealth and dying. Washington, DC: Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention. Before 1970, MDs with unknown address or unclassified primary specialty were counted among active MDs. Starting in 1970, MDs with unknown

address or unclassified primary specialty were not counted as active. Percent ‘other primary care’ includes primary-care specialties of internal medicine, obstetrics/gynecology

and pediatrics. Count of primary-care physicians in obstetrics/gynecology is unavailable before 1970. Table assumes 6.0% of active physicians were in obstetrics/gynecology

in 1949 and 1960, consistent with the fraction in 1970 (6.0%) and in 1980 (5.9%).
bAMA (various years). Reflects percent female among active MDs.
cCurrent Population Survey, as reported by Staiger, D. O., Aurebach, D. I. and Buerhaus, P. I. (2010). Trends in the work hours of physicians in the United States. Journal of

the American Medical Association 303(8), 747–753; for nonresident physicians.

Table 2 Changes in care delivery settings

Year

1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2008

Hospital-based care
Admissions (per 100 population) 16.7 17.1 15.3 13.5 12.7 12.4 12.5 12.3
Mean length-of-stay 11.4 10.0 9.1 9.1 7.8 6.8 6.5 6.3
Outpatient visits (per capita) 1.18 1.16 1.19 1.48 1.84 2.10 2.28 2.33

Office-based care
Visits (per capita) 2.69 2.63 2.67 2.82 2.65 2.92 3.26 3.14

Primary-care visits (per capita) 1.85 1.74 1.66 1.79 1.63 1.72 1.92 1.87
Specialist visits (per capita) 0.84 0.89 1.01 1.03 1.02 1.20 1.34 1.27

Note: Hospital outpatient visits include visits to the emergency room, hospital outpatient departments, referred visits (pharmacy, EKG, radiology), and outpatient surgeries.

Source: Reproduced from National Center for Health Statistics (2011). Health United States 2010: With special feature on dealth and dying. Washington, DC: Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention.
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outpatient surgeries. Meanwhile, the per capita rate of office-

based visits increased 17% since 1975, but this aggregate

figure combines two very different trends. The rate of primary-

care visits was relatively flat over this period, consistent with

relative stability in the (per capita) number of primary-care

physicians, whereas per capita office-based visits to specialists

increased by more than 50%.

Thus a twofold story emerges from Table 2. First, phys-

icians spend less time ‘making rounds’ and performing pro-

cedures in an inpatient setting than they did in the past,

decreasing the dependence of physicians on hospitals as the

setting for delivering services. Second, the decrease in inpa-

tient care has coincided with a dramatic increase in ambu-

latory care delivered by medical specialists.

Tables 3 and 4 document how physician employment and

practice arrangements have evolved over time. The results in

Table 3 report statistics derived from a series of physician

surveys conducted by the American Medical Association

(AMA) – the Periodic Survey of Physicians (1975), the

Socioeconomic Monitoring Study (1983–99), and the Patient

Care Physician Survey (2001) – through 2001. More recent

trends are documented in Table 4 drawing on data collected

by the Center for Studying Health Systems Change (HSC) –

four waves of data from the Community Tracking Study (CTS)

Physician Survey and the HSC 2008 Health Tracking Physician

Survey. Caution is always warranted in evaluating trends

across different surveys. A special concern in this case is the

sampling methodology of the CTS Physician Survey, which

focused on 60 communities in the US. All statistics are

weighted to be nationally representative, but trends in these

communities may have differed from those in other areas,

which could confound some of the cross-study patterns we

observe. Nonetheless, these results allow us to draw a number

of conclusions.

Physician self-employment has declined, but remains the norm:

for much of US history the prototypical physician was self-

employed and in solo practice. Even as recently as 1983, more

than 40% of physicians fit this model but its numbers have

Table 3 Trends in employment and group size, to 2001

Year

1975a 1983a 1988b 1991b 1994b 1997b 1999c 2001c

Panel A: Employment
Self-employed 75.8 72.1 57.7 62.0 65.5

Solo practice 40.5 38.5 29.3 26.4 24.4
Employee 24.2 27.9 42.3 38.0 34.5

Group practice 7.8 14.6 8.6 8.4
Institutional 20.1 27.7 29.4 26.1

Hospital 4.1 6.7 7.7 7.7
Medical school 5.6 8.2 7.7 7.4
HMO 2.3 4.1 2.6 1.8
State/local govt 4.7 3.2 3.2 2.4
other 3.3 5.5 8.2 6.8

Panel B: Group Size
Solo practice 54.2 48.9
2 Physicians 14.1 12.5
3–7 Physicians 21.3 24.3
8–25 Physicians 6.0 8.8
25þ Physicians 4.5 5.3

(1988–2001 Categories)
Solo practice 49.3 45.5 42.9 39.0 37.7 33.2
2–4 Physicians 27.2 29.0 28.2 25.8 25.5 26.4
5–9 Physicians 11.6 13.2 14.7 16.6 15.5 16.3
10–49 Physicians 8.1 8.8 10.7 13.8 15.2 17.0
50þ Physicians 3.8 3.5 3.5 4.8 6.2 7.2

a(1975) AMA Periodic Survey of Physicians and (1983) AMA Socioeconomic Monitoring System. Employment statistics as reported in Kletke, P. R., Emmons, D. W. and

Gillis, K. D. (1996). Current trends in physician practice arrangments. Journal of the American Medical Association 276(7), 555–560. Practice size statistics as reported in

Ohsfeldt, R. L. (1983). Changing medical practice arrangements. Socioeconomic Monitoring Report 2. Chicago: American Medical Association.
bAMA Socioeconomic Monitoring System. Employment statistics as reported in Kletke, P. R., Emmons, D. W. and Gillis, K. D. (1996). Current trends in physician practice

arrangments. Journal of the American Medical Association 276(7), 555–560. Practice size statistics as reported in Kletke, P. R. (1998). Trends in physician practice

arrangements. Socioeconomic characteristics of medical practices 1997–98. Chicago: American Medical Association.
cAMA Socioeconomic Monitoring System, as reported by Kane, C. K. (2004a). The practice arrangements of patient care physicians, 1999 (revised). Physician Marketplace

Report. Chicago: American Medical Association.
dAMA Patient Care Physician Survey, as reported by Kane, C. K. (2004b). The practice arrangements of patient care physicians, 2001. Physician Marketplace Report. Chicago:

American Medical Association.

Note: Employment statistics refer to nonfederal postGME patient care physicians. Self-employed physicians are defined as those with full or part ownership in their main practice.

Institutional employee category ‘other’ includes physicians practicing in community health centers, freestanding clinics, and independent contractors in other institutional settings.

Group size statistics additional restricted to physicians in solo or group practice.
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been declining. By 2001, fewer than 25% of physicians were

self-employed in solo practices. Overall rates of physician self-

employment largely track the decline in solo practitioners,

falling from 76% in 1983, to approximately 64% in 2000

(in AMA data), to less than 56% in 2008 (HSC data). In the

CTS data, self-employment rates were somewhat lower than in

AMA data, but a similar modest decline in self-employment

rates is observed.

Institutional employment increased, but then appears to have

stabilized (probably): the AMA data indicate that that the share

of physicians working as employees of institutions (e.g., hos-

pitals, medical schools, HMOs, etc.) grew from 20% to 28%

from 1988 to 1994 – during the ascent of managed care – and

then was fairly stable to 2001. The HSC data similarly find that

approximately 28% of physicians were employees of insti-

tutions in 2008, suggesting little change over the last decade.

The CTS data tell a somewhat conflicting story over the decade

from 1996 to 2005, with rates of institutional employment

seeming to increase from 31% to 36%. Given the nature of the

CTS sampling methodology, one is inclined to believe this

trend may not be representative of the nation as a whole, and

that national rates of institutional employment have probably

stabilized at a level less than 30%. It is likely, however, that

local healthcare markets are quite heterogeneous in this

regard.

Practice groups have gotten larger, but small practices remain

the norm: health-system analysts have been predicting the de-

mise of solo and small group practices for decades. Based on

AMA data, it appears that a majority of noninstitutional

physicians were in solo practice in 1975, declining to a third

by 2001. Meanwhile, the share of employment in physician

groups with more than 10 physicians grew from 12% to 19%

between 1988 and 2001. The CTS data indicate that the share

of noninstitutional physicians in solo or two-physician prac-

tices declined from 59% in 1996–97 to 51% in 2004–05,

whereas the share in groups with six or more physicians in-

creased from 23% to 34%. The historic record, then, is one of

decreasing shares of physicians in the very smallest practices,

and increasing shares in larger groups. Despite this, however,

small groups remain a common feature of the physician labor

market. In 2008, 65% of noninstitutional physicians were in

practices with five or fewer physicians, accounting for 46% of

the physician workforce overall.

Practice size and the prevalence of physician institutional

employment (in hospitals and staff-model HMOs) provide an

incomplete picture of the extent that individual physicians

coordinate activities with one another and with other pro-

viders in the healthcare system. Over the last few decades,

physician groups have increasingly joined a variety of cross-

group and group-hospital organizations intended to facilitate

the collective goals of their participants.

Independent practice associations (IPAs) have emerged to

provide solo and small group practices many of the benefits

associated with larger group practice – economies of scale in

insurance contract negotiations, contract oversight, and other

administrative functions – while allowing participating phys-

icians greater autonomy over their individual practices. Ac-

cording to the Managed Care Information Center, there are

currently approximately 500 IPAs with approximately 264 000

participating physicians, which equates to approximately 55%

of the active physicians in group practice.

A variety of organizations have emerged linking physicians

and hospitals, with the goal of integrating service delivery and

financing. The most common of these, physician-hospital

Table 4 Recent trends in employment, practice setting, and group size, 1996–2008

Year

1996–97a 1998–99a 2000–01a 2004–05a 2008b

Panel A: Employment
Self-employed 61.6 56.7 55.9 54.4 56.3

Solo/2-physician practice 37.4 33.6 31.2 28.1 28.5
Employee 38.4 43.3 44.1 45.6 43.7

Panel B: Practice Setting
Solo/group practice 68.9 64.7 65.4 64.1 72
Hospital 10.7 12.6 12 12 13.1
Medical School 7.3 7.7 8.4 9.3 7.3
HMO 5 4.6 3.8 4.5 3.5
Other 8.3 10.5 10.4 10.1 4.1

Panel C: Group Size
Solo/2-Physician Practices 59.1 57.8 53.8 50.7 44.4
3 to 5 Physician Practices 17.7 14.8 17.9 15.3 20.1
6 to 50 Physician Practices 19.0 21.9 24.2 27.5 26.9
450 Physician Practices 4.2 5.4 4.1 6.6 8.5

aCommunity Tracking Study Physician Survey. See Liebhaber, A. and Grossman, J. M. (2007). Physicians moving to mid-sized, single-specialty practices. Tracking Report.

Washington, DC: Center for Studying Health System Change.
bHSC 2008 Health Tracking Physician Survey. See Boukus, E. R., Cassil, A. and O’Malley, A. S. (2009). A snapshot of US physicians: Key findings from the 2008 health

tracking survey. Data Bulletin. Washington, DC: Center For Studying Health System Change.

Note: Statistics calculated to be nationally representative of all nonfederal physicians who spend at least 20 h a week in direct patient care. Self-employed physicians are defined as

those with full or part ownership in their main practice. Practice setting category ‘Other’ includes physicians practicing in community health centers, freestanding clinics and other

settings, as well as independent contractors. Group size statistics restricted to physicians in solo or group practice.
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organizations (PHOs), represent joint ventures between hos-

pitals and private physicians to negotiate and manage insur-

ance contracts. PHOs also frequently operate clinics, employ

physicians and staff, and acquire medical practices. Some have

established their own insurance products. At the apex of

managed care in the mid-1990s, nearly a third of hospitals

had one or more PHOs. The fraction has subsequently

declined, falling to 13.4% by 2008.

A third type of organization, known as management

service organizations (MSOs), are organizations owned by

physician groups, by physician-hospital ventures, or by in-

vestors in conjunction with physicians. MSOs generally exist

to provide practice management and administrative support,

thus relieving practices of nonmedical business functions. In

some cases, MSOs acquire the facilities and equipment of their

client physicians which they then lease back to the physicians.

The widespread existence of such organizations can give

the impression that physicians, even those in small practice,

are often tightly aligned with one another and frequently in-

tegrated with hospitals in their geographic area. However,

closer inspection suggests a more nuanced story. The rise of

cross-group and group-hospital organizations was largely due

to the market pressures imposed by managed care organiza-

tions (MCOs). Consolidating business functions allowed

groups to achieve economies of scale in nonmedical activities

and, more importantly, increased the clout of providers in

contract negotiations. These organizations, however, were

largely unsuccessful at integrating clinical activities across

participating providers. As managed care backed away from

capitated contracts, the impetus to integrate clinical activities

largely faded.

Agency and Pay for Performance

Physicians know more than patients or insurers about the set

of effective treatment options available for an individual with

a specific condition. A patient’s own physician knows better

than other physicians the specifics of the patient’s clinical and

personal situation. Specialists, with their advanced training

and narrow focus on a small set of clinical issues, have a better

understanding of treatment options in their specialty than the

primary-care providers who refer patients to them. Each of

these informational asymmetries creates an agency problem,

i.e., a situation in which well-informed physicians recommend

or implement courses of action that benefit the well-informed

physician at the expense of patients, payers, and other less

well-informed parties.

One way to resolve information asymmetries is to design

incentive contracts that motivate the best informed agent to

‘do the right thing.’ Economics offers a well-developed theory

for tackling these incentive design problems, the PA model.

The canonical PA model considers how a principal might

structure incentives to elicit optimal behavior from better in-

formed agents whose interests do not completely conform to

the interests of the principal. The principal conditions pay on

observed outcomes and the actions taken by the agent reflect

the influence of these incentives. The starting point for the vast

literature on PA models is a remarkable and quite general

result: it is possible to implement a reward structure that can

elicit efficient behavior on the part of the agent even when

agents are entirely self-interested and even when performance

measures are noisy and imperfect.

On the basis of this fundamental result, one might expect

that the economist’s prescription for efficient healthcare de-

livery would be widespread use of pay for performance con-

tracts. Unfortunately economic theory does not support such a

simple policy prescription. The qualifications on the funda-

mental PA result are almost as far reaching as the result itself.

The first qualification has to do with the basic statistical

properties of performance measures. Clinical outcomes are often

influenced by some unknown combination of good actions

(taken by the healthcare provider and/or the patient) and good

luck. Because of the great diversity of possible medical conditions

a patient can manifest and the limited number of patients in a

physician’s panel of patients, it is not at all clear that an indi-

vidual physician’s practice offers enough observations to reliably

distinguish good luck from good medical practice.

Noise in performance measures becomes even more im-

portant when agents are risk averse. To see this, consider a

setting in which physicians operate under a contract that re-

wards them for coming in under a threshold level of costs for

their entire panel of patients. If costs vary substantially in a

year due to actions outside of a physician’s control, then large

payouts for coming in under target add a considerable com-

ponent of randomness to a physician’s compensation. For

risk-averse physicians, the increase in the variability of pay-

ments that result from incentive pay imposes a real cost. To

make matters worse for incentive design, income variability

rises with the intensity of the incentive. As a practical matter,

insurers or HMOs that ignore the cost of this increased risk

when implementing pay for performance will find they will

need to pay more to attract physicians to their networks.

The problems posed by the low statistical power of clinical

performance measures and the risk aversion of physicians can

be mitigated by pooling information across many physicians.

From an economic perspective, pooling or averaging per-

formance measures is problematic because it makes agency

problems worse. The larger the physician panels across which

outcomes are measured, the less will be the effect of an indi-

vidual physician’s actions on group outcomes. The phenom-

enon of group incentives weakening as the size of the group

increases is well understood in the economics literature where

it is often referred to as the ‘free-riding’ problem.

The relevance of free-riding problems is evident when one

looks at the pay practices of physicians groups. Physicians who

work in group practices often share revenues among them-

selves. Revenue sharing has the appeal of allowing physicians

to buffer variations in income (doctor A’s extra income in a

good year will help offset doctor B’s poor income in a down

year), but this insurance comes at the cost of weakening

incentives. If revenues are equally shared, a doctor in a three-

person group keeps one-third of each dollar he or she earns.

Incentives weaken as the size of the group grows: a doctor in a

five-person group keeps one-fifth of the marginal dollar in

revenues they earn and so on.

If it is costly or difficult to use incentives to resolve agency

problems with meaningful pay for performance systems, or-

ganizations might find it profitable to reduce the need for

incentives by seeking out physicians who have their principal’s
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interests at heart. Consider a hypothetical physician who is

committed to providing patients with the level of care the

patient would choose for themselves if they knew as much as

the physician knew and if the marginal cost of care were zero.

Finding physicians with such ‘altruistic’ preferences may not

be as hard as it seems. Many aspects of medical education can

be understood as efforts to inculcate this attitude into young

physicians. It might appear that having physicians with such

pro-social, intrinsic motives eliminates the most important

agency problem facing doctors: the problem of ensuring that

physicians act in the interests of their insured patients. But

physicians face more than one agency problem and it is un-

likely that the sort of intrinsic motives just described would

resolve the agency problem for the insurers and MCOs that

have the responsibility of paying for care. Indeed, if insurance

contracts were such that the patients themselves had to pay the

direct cost of their care, they also might prefer a physician

whose internal values moved them to balance the marginal

benefit of care against its marginal cost.

A deeper, but more speculative, limitation on the use of

intrinsic motives to resolve agency problems is that these

preferences may not coexist easily with the use of material

incentives. A growing body of theoretical and experimental

evidence in economics and psychology points toward the

provocative possibility that powerful extrinsic rewards can

actually weaken the efficacy of such pro-social motives as

altruism, reciprocity, intrinsic motivation, and a desire to up-

hold ethical norms. If true, this suggests that organizations

that rely on a mix of material incentives and intrinsic motiv-

ators might be less efficient than organizations that rely solely

on one or the other strategy to resolve agency issues.

To sum up, the economics literature suggests that incentives

matter, but that high-powered pay for performance schemes

may be too blunt a tool for handling the many agency prob-

lems that raise the cost and reduce the quality of healthcare.

This depressing conclusion is offset by some more recent results

in the organizational economics literature suggesting that it

may be possible to resolve agency issues with very low-powered

incentives by employing physicians in integrated healthcare

delivery organizations. It is to that issue that the authors

now turn.

Professional Autonomy versus Integration

Hospitals and physicians together deliver the bulk of medical

services in the US, yet they are strangely divided from each

other. Within hospitals, physician decisions are central to

resource allocation and care processes, yet most physicians are

quite independent of hospital management, working (as most

still do) in small single-specialty groups that they own. Some

physicians have ‘privileges’ at more than one hospital and

many more split their time and attention between hospital

inpatient care and their office-based practices. It is hard to

think of another industry – outside of movie making and

construction – that relies so heavily on independent con-

tractors as key decision makers. In virtually every industry that,

like hospitals, relies on the mass-production of goods or ser-

vices, key decision makers are either employees of the enter-

prise or, much more rarely, its owners. Does this difference

matter for the efficiency of the healthcare system? Organiza-

tional economics suggests that it might.

For hospitals, the great advantage of having physicians as

employees rather than independent contractors is that the

employment relationship offers the possibility of resolving

agency issues without the distortions created by high-powered

incentives. This feature of employment relationships has been

most clearly analyzed in the context of multitask models,

where agents have more critical tasks to perform than can be

included in performance measures. High-powered incentives

will, in this context, cause the agent to deliver too much of the

metered tasks and not enough of the unmetered tasks. Em-

ployment relationships offer a straight-forward fix for these

multitask problems because employers have the ability to tell

employees the tasks included in their job. By restricting

the range of tasks the employee can work on while at work,

the employer reduces the opportunity cost of doing the

tasks the employer favors. As a result, a small amount of

incentive can have a large effect on performance with lower

levels of distortion. Put slightly differently, employment rela-

tionships differ from market-based relationships in that firms

can exert a high degree of influence on employee actions using

very little pay for performance. The strength of these low-

powered incentives is increased when combined with other

features of well-run organizations: the careful selection of new

employees combined with their subsequent socialization into

the goals and procedures of the enterprise. The effectiveness of

the combination of appropriate job design, careful selection,

socialization, and low-powered incentives is captured by the

term of art used in the management literature, ‘high per-

formance human resource systems.’

To see the power of weak incentives in the context of

employment relationships imagine that a hospital wishes to

improve the way in which surgical tools are sterilized and

delivered to operating rooms – a surprisingly complicated

process that involves surgeons, operating room nurses, hos-

pital managers, and sterilization technicians. Suppose further

that operational efficiency can be improved by reducing the

number and variety of surgical tools available to surgeons

but that negotiating this change involves meetings and con-

sultations with surgeons. If surgeons are independent con-

tractors paid per operation, any additional meeting takes time

away from the next operation. Attending such a meeting then,

is a very expensive task for the surgeon and the surgeon re-

quires equally large benefits in order to be induced to par-

ticipate. This incentive problem is made worse by the fact that

the benefits to the independent surgeon of reducing the

number of surgical tools in circulation are clearly less than the

benefits accruing to the hospital as a whole, especially if

the surgeon divides his operating time across a number of

hospitals.

Contrast these incentives with those of a surgeon who is

employed by a hospital and is paid on salary. In this setting,

attending meetings and participating in improving the steril-

ization process is not nearly so costly to the surgeon because

the opportunity cost of his time is relatively low. These in-

centives to participate are further strengthened by the rela-

tionships the physician builds with coworkers and also by the

extent of tacit, firm-specific knowledge, acquired over the

course of the employment relationship.
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Low-powered incentives of the sort discussed can com-

plement higher-powered incentives and may help explain the

anomalous findings of the Physician Group Demonstration

project, an experiment in pay for performance involving large

provider groups. Allowing these groups to keep 80% of their

savings (after the first 2% of savings) elicited only small and

uneven cost reductions. Very little is known about why some

physician groups succeeded and others failed to achieve sav-

ings. Free riding can, as seen, undermine the incentive effects

of conventional pay for performance – but the low-power

organizational incentives discussed in this section can easily

‘scale up’ for large organizations. It is possible that the vari-

ation observed in the demonstration project may be the result

of unobserved variations in low-powered incentives that

can augment under powered explicit pay for performance

incentives.

Given their considerable advantages, why hospitals em-

ploying physicians and forming large, integrated care delivery

systems are not seen? In most economic settings, the efficiency

advantages of integrated systems should enable them to gen-

erate the resources to attract large numbers of physicians and

members. What prevents this from happening? Surprisingly

little attention has been devoted to this important issue. The

studies that do address it tend to focus on three potential

explanations: the nature of economic competition in health-

care, strategic complementarities between payment systems

and healthcare delivery, and the sociology of the medical

profession. Each of these in turn are considered.

Regarding economic competition, if payers are unable to

measure and reward high value-added producers, then it may

be that the enhanced efficiency of integrated systems will not

translate into a sustainable competitive advantage. Medicare,

the biggest single buyer of healthcare services, does not

evaluate the benefits associated with new medical technolo-

gies when setting prices, and it is forbidden from using cost-

effectiveness analysis and from selectively contracting with

more efficient physician groups. Medicare regulatory boards

charged with evaluating new technology are concerned pri-

marily with whether new drugs or procedures offer positive

benefits. Private insurance coverage is heavily influenced by

Medicare coverage. In addition, private payers typically use

Medicare prices as a reference point in bargaining, and con-

tracts based on value creation are scarce. Indeed it may be that

some employers who purchase insurance for employees are

not interested in or capable of evaluating the quality of care

their employees receive. The key challenge for the ‘failure of

competition’ explanation for the absence of integrated systems

is explaining why competition in healthcare is different than

in other sectors where markets do appear able to assess and

reward efficient organizational designs.

In contrast, the ‘strategic complementarities’ explanation

for the scarcity of integrated health delivery organizations re-

fers to a generic set of explanations for the failure of advanced

production methods to defuse rapidly across industries.

Indeed much of this work was originally inspired by the

difficulties American manufacturers had in imitating and

adopting more efficient ‘lean’ manufacturing techniques that

originated in Japan and the difficulties firms had in realizing

productivity gains from the revolution in information. Sup-

pose that managers have identified two complementary

innovations, A and B. Each innovation on its own produces a

small benefit, but introducing A and B simultaneously yields

a big improvement in productive efficiency. For concreteness

suppose that innovation A involves redesigning job responsi-

bilities in ways that tap the tacit information and problem

solving abilities of front line employees to solve customer

problems and that innovation B involves hiring more edu-

cated workers. Implementing either of these changes is not

easy or inexpensive and so it is reasonable to expect firms to

experiment with one or the other innovation rather than im-

plementing them both simultaneously. Thus, a firm might try

action A and be disappointed in the result and therefore not

follow-up with step B, hiring a more highly educated work

force. Similarly, firms might start with B, but not see much

productivity gain because they did not implement step A and

redesign job responsibilities in ways that allow the more

educated workers to use their superior problem solving and

communication skills. It is only when firms reorganize and

reskill the workforce that the powerful complementarities

between the two innovations are realized. Put differently, in-

cremental experimentation might not reveal the full product-

ivity benefits of complementary innovations and so the true

value of innovations might not be discovered by managers.

If complementarities can impede innovation within one

organization, it becomes even harder when the comple-

mentary innovations span multiple organizations, i.e., when

innovations are what game theorists call strategic comple-

ments. According to this argument the full efficiency gains of

integrated care delivery can only be realized under bundled

prospective payment systems. But in communities with highly

fragmented care delivery, it is hard to find providers who can

carry the risks entailed by such payments. As a result, payers

do not innovate away from the status quo fee-for-service

payment system and there is little competitive advantage for

providers to move out of their currently fragmented delivery

organizations. One of the interesting implications of the

‘strategic complementarities’ explanation is that it offers a

natural role for public policy. Specifically, the big public payers

(Medicare and Medicaid) can force the issue by announcing

that they will be moving toward a bundled prospective pay-

ment system that will benefit large integrated organizations.

This is the intellectual basis for the ACO initiative

discussed below.

The third explanation for the relative scarcity of integrated

care delivery organizations concerns social norms. The sim-

plest version of the social norms explanation is this: phys-

icians value professional autonomy and do not want to be

employed by anyone else. There is considerable historical

evidence that physicians as a learned profession did and do

value their autonomy. Unfortunately, this fact alone is not

likely to support a satisfactory explanation for fragmented

delivery systems. If fragmentation between physicians and

hospitals was simply the result of a preference for ‘being your

own boss,’ then one should observe that physicians working

for integrated systems enjoy a significant wage premium to

compensate them for the disutility of their status as em-

ployees. One is not aware of any study that documents such a

pay differential.

More sophisticated models of social norms, however, offer

a more promising line of investigation. In models with a more
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sociological flavor, agents compare their actions with a pre-

scribed set of behaviors or with the actions of others in their

reference group.

In a conventional microeconomic analysis, if a physician

decides to work as an employee at a hospital, only the hospital

and the physician are involved in the transaction. All else

equal, if the hospital offers a pay differential that exceeds

the value the physicians personally place on autonomy, the

physicians will choose to abandon the autonomy of their in-

dependent practice and go to work as an employee of the

hospital. Things work quite differently, however, when norms

enter the picture. Norm violating transactions necessarily

precipitate actions or changed perceptions (and loss of repu-

tation) by third-party physicians who are not party to the

transaction. The involvement of these third parties allows

professional norms to persist even when the gains to indi-

viduals from violating norms are large relative to their pref-

erence for the norm. The involvement of third parties also

suggests that stubbornly persistent norms may be greatly

weakened by shocks that change the actions or perceptions of

many physicians at once.

Just such a change is currently taking place in the medical

profession. For most of the twentieth century, professional

norms in medicine, law, and other learned professions were

shaped by a labor force composed almost entirely of men, and

most of these men had stay-at-home wives. In the 1970s,

however, women began entering professions in large numbers

and today they account for a significant proportion of the

labor force in both medicine and law. For our purposes, the

significance of this demographic transition is that these new

entrants are likely to be influenced by a different set of norms

than the male incumbents. Specifically, these women are often

married to male professionals who work long hours and they

are for this reason quite likely to have to balance norms of

medical practice against family responsibilities. To the extent

that employment in a hospital or other large integrated de-

livery organization enables physicians to have shorter and

more predictable hours than working as an entrepreneur in a

small practice, women might be drawn to these positions and

this may have the effect of undermining the norm of pro-

fessional autonomy that has played such an important his-

torical role in the US healthcare delivery system.

Norms-based models of professions shift attention from a

narrow focus on individual incentives to a broader view that

also includes incentives for action governing the entire pro-

fession. From this perspective it is interesting to observe that in

the early-twentieth century the AMA successfully lobbied for

the introduction of ‘corporate practice of medicine’ laws that

made it illegal for physicians to be employed by other

organizations, especially hospitals. The legal impact of these

laws has diminished overtime (as witnessed by the rise of

professional hospitalists, an issue taken up below), but their

influence is still observed in some states.

If physician professional norms are important for under-

standing the failure of physician-hospital integration in the

US, then they might also be important for understanding

other market outcomes in healthcare. Consider, for example,

that MCOs compete for patients (who are the paying cus-

tomers) and for physicians to participate in their network of

providers. Patients cannot directly perceive quality and use as

a proxy the number of physicians included in the managed

care network. The MCOs compete for physicians by offering a

combination of salary and cost-containment incentives.

MCOs that write contracts with strict cost-control incentives

have lower costs and lower premiums but they also have a

harder time recruiting physicians to their network of providers

than other MCOs do. In equilibrium, MCOs will segment the

market. Some will operate with stringent cost-control in-

centives, small physician panels, and low premiums. MCOs in

this part of the market profit by attracting cost-conscious

customers. Other MCOs will have more lax cost-control in-

centives, bigger provider panels, higher premiums, and they

profit by attracting customers who put a greater emphasis on

provider choice than they do on the cost of insurance. This

product differentiation creates disparities in treatment because

physicians will use more resources treating policyholders in

the high-cost MCOs than the low-cost MCOs. Given the many

agency problems in this setting, an increase in competition is

likely to cause a decline in medical costs – what some have

referred to as a ‘race to the bottom.’

Suppose now, that a physician norm against treatment

disparities is introduced, perhaps because physicians do not

like to deliver care that uses fewer resources than that delivered

by other physicians in the market. This norm makes it more

difficult for low cost plans to attract physicians and so they

must pay them more (while also reducing cost-containment

incentives). With low-cost plans behaving more like high-cost

plans, there is less product differentiation and no race to the

bottom. Indeed heightened competition reduces product dif-

ferentiation and increases the overall level of resource util-

ization in the market. In this way, norms of professional

practice can help explain why the managed care revolution of

the 1990s failed to deliver on its promise to control the rise of

medical costs. The model also can account for the absence

of the widely predicted ‘race to the bottom’ in the managed

care market of the 1990s.

Coordination, Specialization, and Innovation

The economic ideas discussed so far have been primarily

concerned with the problem of motivating physicians. A sec-

ond less well-developed economics literature focuses on

problems of coordinating care among physicians who must

specialize in specific aspects of care because no single indi-

vidual can master all medical knowledge.

In his famous dictum that specialization is limited by the

extent of the market, Adam Smith neatly summarized the role

that markets play in coordinating the activity of highly effi-

cient, specialized producers. More recent work has augmented

Smith’s analysis by considering the amount of specialization

that will emerge in different economic settings.

Specialization increases the productive efficiency of a

team performing complementary tasks. As specialization in-

creases, however, so does the size of the team as well as the

costs of coordinating activities among the increasingly spe-

cialized producers. These coordination costs are determined

by available technologies, especially communication and

transportation technologies, but they can also be influenced

by agency problems. Increases in the stock of knowledge
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increase the payoff to team members of investing in more

specialized knowledge. Heightened specialization, it turns

out, also increases the payoff to generating new knowledge.

Applied to medicine, this suggests a positive feedback in

which dramatic increases in medical knowledge coincide

with dramatic increases in the number of narrow medical

subspecialties.

The trade-off between coordination costs and special-

ization can be used to analyze the growth of hospitalists.

Hospitalists are a new medical subspecialty whose purpose is

to care for patients when they are hospitalized and then return

them to the care of their primary physicians after discharge

from the hospital. Primary-care physicians have superior in-

formation about their patient’s specific situation and handing

off inpatient care to hospitalists creates the risk that key in-

formation will not be communicated. For this reason, the rise

of the hospitalist specialty creates coordination costs that were

not present under the traditional US model in which primary-

care doctors supervised their patient’s care in both ambulatory

and inpatient settings. Improvements in communication

technologies have the effect of reducing coordination costs

and thus increasing the demand for hospitalists, but this is not

the whole story.

Coordination costs are also determined by the switching

costs of moving from ambulatory to inpatient settings. It is

costly for physicians to switch from office-based care to visit-

ing their hospitalized patients, and some of these costs are

fixed (think of the time and effort costs of leaving the office

and traveling to the hospital to see patients). In the pre-

sence of these fixed switching costs, anything that reduces

the number of patients a physician has in the hospital will

reduce a primary-care physician’s willingness to supervise their

patient’s inpatient care. For this reason, reductions in hospital

length of stay, increases in the use of outpatient procedures in

doctors’ offices or even a reduction in physician work hours

and patient load can have the effect of increasing demand for

hospitalists.

The efficiency gains from specialization are not the only

gains from the use of hospitalists. Hospitalists are often em-

ployed by hospitals but they may also work as contractors

employed by outside firms or physician groups. Whatever their

formal status, hospitals are likely to have more influence over

hospitalist activities than they do over independent, primary-

care physicians. Hospitals will therefore find their hospitalists

relatively easy to engage in process improvement initiatives. By

the same token, however, hospitals might use this heightened

influence to encourage their hospitalists to shift costs onto

other parts of the healthcare system. Recent findings about the

effect of treatment by hospitalists on Medicare patients give

some cause for concern in this regard.

The theories of specialization discussed so far are ap-

pealing, but they do not consider the referral patterns ob-

served in medicine. In medicine, primary-care providers are

generalists trained to recognize and treat common and less

difficult conditions. When less common or more difficult

patients arrive, the primary-care physicians refer them to spe-

cialists who have the extra training and experience required to

handle these cases. It follows from this that a fall in the time

and effort cost of communication with specialists increases the

number of conditions that primary-care physicians will refer

to specialists whereas a fall in the costs of learning about rare

conditions (e.g., via internet search) broadens the number of

cases the primary-care providers will handle themselves.

The process of referral from generalist to specialist creates

an agency problem. Consider, for example, a patient who

approaches her primary-care doctor for treatment for a rash.

The primary-care physician can either refer the patient to a

dermatologist or treat the condition themselves and generate

extra revenues. If the dermatologists’ in-depth knowledge

leads to superior and cost-effective treatment, the referral is

efficient. Efficient referrals may not occur, however, if the

primary-care physician loses too much revenue by referring

the patient. Although there may be little concern that an in-

ternist will fail to refer a breast cancer patient to a breast

surgeon and oncologist, there are a very large number of

conditions that fall into a gray area where the skills and

knowledge of the generalist and specialist overlap.

In medicine where generalists make the decision to refer to

more highly trained specialists, professional partnerships may

have a distinct advantage. This is because the revenue sharing

agreements in these partnerships allow the referring primary-

care doctor to earn some money from the fees the specialist

generates. This suggests that to best realize the advantages of

efficient referrals, multispecialist groups ought to be com-

posed of physicians working in areas where agency issues are

likely to arise. Thus there might be good incentive reasons to

include internists and dermatologists in the same group, but

not cardiac surgeons.

As already observed, innovation in healthcare has resulted

in a division of labor in which specialists with advanced

training focus on the most difficult and advanced sort of

medical practice. It is also possible, however, that innovations

in treating the most common and routine sorts of care might

also be very important.

Consider that healthcare delivery in the US must be con-

cerned with treating two very different kinds of medical issues.

One the one hand, there are the difficult, hard to assess cases

that require sophisticated pattern recognition and nonroutine

decision making by the physician (think, here, of the many

conditions featured on the TV show ‘House’ whose etiology or

treatment protocol is murky). On the other hand, there are the

familiar cases whose treatment can be handled by clear, evi-

dence-based protocols. In the typical physician practice, the

responsibility for both of these cases falls to the physician.

This division of labor makes some sense as individual patients

can unexpectedly acquire one or the other type of condition,

and their primary-care physician is in an excellent position to

coordinate care across both these types of issues. But this ap-

proach to coordinating care also increases costs and dampens

important innovation. Care for the protocol-based conditions,

if broken out of the physician’s practice, will be less expensive

because the caregiver is not an expensive or highly trained

generalist. In addition, organizations that specialize in

protocol-based care for common issues can use the techniques

of modern management to implement continuous improve-

ment processes that drive down costs and improve effective-

ness. The job of implementing these techniques will be made

simpler by the fact that physicians will not play a central role

in these organizations. More provocatively there is evidence

from other industries suggesting that innovations originating
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in the low-cost, low-prestige parts of an industry often end up

transforming the production processes required for high-end

goods and services as well. If this pattern holds true for

medicine, improvements in the delivery of care through ‘mini-

clinics’ and other limited care delivery operations may end up

increasing the rate of innovation in the entire industry.

Prospects for Accountable Care Organizations

ACOs are an organizational innovation created as part of the

Medicare Shared Savings Program of the Patient Protection

and Affordable Care Act that was signed into law by President

Obama in 2010. Although ACOs are only a small part of a

huge piece of legislation, they have attracted a great deal of

attention from policy-makers, physicians, and managers.

ACOs are a network of hospitals and providers that con-

tract with the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services

(CMS) to provide care to a large bloc of Medicare patients

(5000 or more). The contracts, which last for 3 years, create a

single risk-bearing entity with incentives to control costs.

ACOs that come in under their specified cost benchmarks earn

a fraction of the savings. To receive these payments the ACO

must also meet stringent standards on 65 quality indicators

that reflect patient and caregiver experience, care coordination,

patient safety, preventative health, and health of at-risk frail

and elderly populations.

It is interesting to consider the ACO experiment from the

perspective of organizational economics. For the statistical

reasons we discussed in the Section on principal-agent models

ACOs must enroll large numbers of Medicare patients in order

to generate reliable measures of savings. But, as emphasized,

implementing pay for performance in large groups creates

free-riding problems that can dramatically weaken incentives.

Put differently, if the ACO is comprised of independent con-

tractor physicians connected only by a common hospital and

a common incentive plan, they are unlikely to achieve the

desired changes in provider behaviors. Selection, socialization,

training, and careful job design are what gives a large organ-

ization the ability to influence the behavior of physicians in

large groups. If these elements are missing, it is hard to see

ACOs having much effect on the way healthcare is delivered.

To achieve savings, the ACO has to manage the capabilities

of hospitals and the primary-care physicians who make up of

the ACO. The most straightforward way to manage these very

different capabilities would be for hospitals to simply employ

physicians, but as discussed there are historical, legal, strategic,

and sociological obstacles to achieving this goal. Simply

purchasing physician practices, as many hospitals, and PHOs

did during the 1990s, will not do the trick, but it may not

be necessary for ACOs to employ all their primary-care phys-

icians. Some organizations appear to be able to incorporate a

significant number of nonemployed physicians into ACO-like

arrangements and this offers some hope for expanding the

range of hospital–physician coordination. A critical element in

these organizations is to build legitimacy among independent

physicians by making them part of the governance of the

organization.

Incorporating specialists into the ACO will be challenging

because specialists are not required to limit themselves to a

single ACO. The economic model of referrals suggests that

ACOs can reduce referrals by introducing training and com-

puter-assisted decision support that make it easier for gener-

alists to substitute their own decisions for those of the

specialists. It may, for example, be better to train primary-care

physicians to treat rashes and acne rather than sending every

case of rash or acne to a dermatologist. However, the vast

explosion in medical knowledge implies that there are limits

to the substitution of generalist for specialist care. In this case,

it may be that efficiently managing referrals to specialists will

entail bringing some specialists into the ACO. Keeping these

specialists fully occupied will also exert upward pressure on

the optimal scale of ACOs.

Given their size, it is likely that free-riding issues will

cause ACOs to operate with under-powered incentives, i.e.,

with incentives that are too weak, by themselves, to elicit

meaningful changes in behavior. From this perspective it is

helpful to think of the ACO’s incentive problem as analogous

to the provision of effort when effort is a public good. The

experimental literature on public goods provision suggests

that the effects of incentives on public good provision depend

critically on the ‘meaning’ agents give to the incentive.

Well-designed incentives should communicate that they are

intended to achieve a socially beneficial outcome rather

than threatening individual autonomy or sense of justice.

Extending this logic to the case of intrinsically motivated

physicians; managing ACOs likely involves paying careful at-

tention to assigning meaning to the payments, but it is unclear

if this meaning is more easily constructed within conventional

employment relationships or within hybrid organizations in

which doctors participate under looser arrangements. Given

the medical profession’s long history of battling to preserve its

status as an autonomous and learned profession, low-powered

incentives in ACOs built on a hybrid organizational form

might be workable. However, conventional organizations

may have greater opportunities to train, screen, and socialize

for physicians who might respond well to low-powered

incentives.

To the extent that successful ACO’s have organizational

capabilities that rely on training, screening, socialization,

and constructing the ‘meaning’ of incentives they likely also

involve relational contracts. Relational contracts are based on

informal trusting arrangements whose credibility is enforced

by the continuing value of the relationship between parties.

The great advantage of relational contracts for ACOs is that

they can complement more formal relationships such as

those involved in pay for performance. Incentives that would

be under powered in the sense of a principal–agent model

may be quite a bit more effective if performance this period

determined the continuation of a valuable ongoing relation-

ship. Relational contracts can also be used to reduce some of

the distortions of high-powered formal incentives.

Taken together, our analysis suggests that as a policy

intervention, ACOs are likely to have the biggest effect where

care is already integrated. Advocates of ACOs know this and

see ACOs as emerging from five different practice arrange-

ments. In order of ease of implementation these are: inte-

grated delivery systems that combine insurance, hospitals, and

physicians; multispecialty group practices; PHOs; IPAs, and

virtual physician organizations.
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Conclusions

This article applies the conceptual tool-kit of organizational

economics to the economics of physician practices. Our

discussion has focused on three broad themes from organ-

izational economics: PA problems (both conventionally eco-

nomic and behavioral); inefficiencies in the market for

organizational form (resulting from social norms and various

market failures); and the trade-off between the productivity

gains from specialization and the coordination costs special-

ization entails.

These themes have been applied to important features

of physician practices. Much of the attention has focused

on understanding the stubborn persistence of fragmented

care delivery via small, physician-owned practices, but other

important issues have been considered as well. These include:

the mixed record of pay for performance – especially in large

healthcare organizations; the difficulties of achieving efficient

levels of referrals between generalized and specialized pro-

viders; and the emergence of a fast-growing new medical

specialty, hospitalists, as a result of changes in the tradeoffs

between specialization and coordination costs. The final sec-

tion brings all the themes together in an assessment of the

prospects for ACOs, an important public policy initiative in

the US aimed at reforming both incentive systems and the

organizational forms within which care is provided.

In each of the applications it was found that the ideas

of organizational economics yielded genuine and sometimes

unexpected insights. This gives one some confidence that the

idiosyncratic features of physician practices do not invalidate

insights gleaned from the study of other, more standard, eco-

nomic entities. In the long-struggle to improve healthcare effi-

ciency, organizational economics will likely help providers,

managers, and policy makers better understand how best to

coordinate and motivate the physicians who guide patient care.

This article is a shortened and abridged version of a longer

essay ‘Organizational Economics and Physician Practices’

James B. Rebitzer and Mark Votruba, NBER Working Paper

17 535 (October 2011, updated February 2013). Please consult

that essay at the National Bureau of Economics website

(www.nber.org) for a full list of relevant citations as well as a

more extensive discussion of the literature.
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Introduction

Panel data refer to data sets consisting of multiple obser-

vations on each sampling unit. This could be generated by

pooling time series observations across a variety of cross-

sectional units, including countries, hospitals, firms, or ran-

domly sampled individuals, like nurses, doctors, and patients.

This encompasses longitudinal data analysis in which the

primary focus is on individual histories. Two well-known ex-

amples of the US panel data are the Panel Study of Income

Dynamics, and the National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor

Market Experience. European panels include the German

Socioeconomic Panel, the British Household Panel Survey

(BHPS), and the European Community Household Panel

(ECHP). Panel data methods in health economics have been

used to estimate the labor supply of physicians and nurses;

study the relationship between health and wages and health

and economic growth; examine the productivity and cost ef-

ficiency of hospitals; and estimate the effect of pollutants on

mortality. They have also been used to study the relationship

between obesity and fast food prices; determine whether beer

taxes will reduce motor vehicle fatality rates; and whether

cigarette taxes will reduce teenage smoking, to mention a few

applications. For example, Askildsen et al., 2003 estimate

nurse’s labor supply for Norway. The panel data used include

detailed information on 19 638 nurses observed over the

period 1993–98. The policy question tackled is whether in-

creasing wages would entice nurses to supply more hours of

work. Contoyannis and Rice, 2001 estimate the impact of

health on wage rates using the first six waves of the BHPS.

Abrevaya (2006) utilizes the federal Natality Data Sets (re-

leased by the National Center for Health Statistics) from 1990

to 1998, to estimate the causal effect of smoking on birth

outcomes. Identification of the smoking effect is achieved in

this panel from women who change their smoking behavior

from one pregnancy to another. Abrevaya constructs a mat-

ched panel data set that identifies mothers with multiple

births. With the most stringent matched criterion, this data set

contains 296 218 birth observations with 141 929 distinct

mothers. Baltagi and Geishecker (2006) estimate a rational

addiction model for alcohol consumption in Russia. Their

panel data set includes eight rounds of the Russian Longi-

tudinal Monitoring Survey spanning the period 1994–2003.

These are four examples of micropanel data applications in

health economics and as clear from these data sets, they follow

a large number of individuals over a short period of time.

In contrast, examples of macropanels in health economics

include Ruhm (1996) who uses panel data of 48 states (ex-

cluding Alaska, Hawaii, and the District of Columbia) over the

period 1982–88 to study the impact of beer taxes and a variety

of alcohol-control policies on motor vehicle fatality rates.

Greene (2010) who uses the World Health Organization’s

panel data set to distinguish between cross-country hetero-

geneity and inefficiency in health-care delivery. This panel

follows 191 countries over the period 1993–97. Becker,

Grossman, and Murphy (1994), who estimate a rational ad-

diction model for cigarette consumption across 50 states (and

the District of Columbia) over the period 1955–85. Baltagi

and Moscone (2010) who use a panel of 20 Organization for

Economic Co-operation and Development countries observed

over the period 1971–2004 to estimate the long-run economic

relationship between health-care expenditure and income.

Macropanels follow aggregates like countries, states, or regions

and usually involve a longer period of time than micropanels.

The asymptotics for micropanels has to be for large N, as T is

fixed and usually small, whereas the asymptotics for macro-

panels can be for large N and T. Also, with a longer time series

for macropanels one has to deal with issues of nonstationarity

in the time series, like unit roots, structural breaks, and

cointegration (see Chapter 12 of Baltagi, 2008). Additionally,

with macropanels, one has to deal with cross-country de-

pendence. This is usually not an issue in micropanels where

the households are randomly sampled and hence not likely

correlated.

Some of the benefits of using panel data include a much

larger data set. This means that there will be more variability

and less collinearity among the variables than is typical of

cross-sectional or time series data. With additional, more in-

formative data, one can get more reliable estimates and test

more sophisticated behavioral models with less restrictive as-

sumptions. Another advantage of panel data is their ability to

control for individual heterogeneity. Not controlling for these

unobserved individual-specific effects leads to bias in the re-

sulting estimates. For example, consider the Abrevaya (2006)

application, where one is estimating the causal effect of

smoking on birth weight. One would expect that mothers who

smoke during pregnancy are more likely to adopt other un-

healthy behavior such as drinking, poor nutritional intake, etc.

These variables are unobserved and hence omitted from the

regression. If these omitted variables are positively correlated

with the mother’s decision to smoke, then ordinary least

squares (OLS) will result in an overestimation of the effect of

smoking on birth weight. Similarly, in the Contoyannis and

Rice (2001) study, where one is estimating the effect of health

status on earnings, one would expect the health status of the

individual to be correlated with unobservable attributes of

that individual, which, in turn, affect productivity and wages.

If this correlation is positive, one would expect an over-

estimation of the effect of health status on wages. Cross-

sectional studies attempt to control for this unobserved ability

by collecting hard-to-get data on twins. However, using indi-

vidual panel data, one can, for example, difference the data

over time and wipe out the unobserved individual invariant

ability.

Another advantage of panels over cross-sectional data is

that individuals ‘anchor’ their scale at different levels, ren-

dering interpersonal comparisons of responses meaningless.

When you ask people about their health status on a scale of
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1–10, Sam’s 5 may be different from Monica’s 5, but in a cross-

sectional regression you assume they are the same. Panel data

help if the metric used by individuals is time-invariant. Fixed

effects (FE) makes inference based on intra- rather than

interpersonal comparisons of satisfaction. This avoids not

only the potential bias caused by anchoring but also bias

caused by other unobserved individual-specific factors.

Limitations of panel data sets include problems in the

design, data collection, and data management of panel sur-

veys. These include the problems of coverage (incomplete

account of the population of interest), nonresponse (due to

lack of cooperation of the respondent or because of inter-

viewer error), recall (respondent not remembering correctly),

frequency of interviewing, interview spacing, reference period,

the use of bounding to prevent the shifting of events from

outside the recall period into the recall period, and time-in-

sample bias. Another limitation of panel data sets is the dis-

tortion due to measurement errors. Measurement errors may

arise because of faulty response due to unclear questions,

memory errors, deliberate distortion of responses (e.g., pres-

tige bias), inappropriate informants, misrecording of re-

sponses, and interviewer effects. Although these problems can

occur in cross-sectional studies, they are aggravated in panel

data studies. Panel data sets may also exhibit bias due to

sample selection problems. For the initial wave of the panel,

respondents may refuse to participate or the interviewer may

not find anybody at home. This may cause some bias in the

inference drawn from this sample. Although this nonresponse

can also occur in cross-sectional data sets, it is more serious

with panels because subsequent waves of the panel are still

subject to nonresponse. Respondents may die, move, or find

that the cost of responding is high.

The Model

Most panel data applications use a simple regression with

error component disturbances:

yit ¼ aþ X0itbþ mi þ nit i¼ 1;y,N; t ¼ 1;y,T ½1�

with i denoting individuals, hospitals, countries, etc. and t

denoting time. The i subscript, therefore, denotes the cross-

sectional dimension, whereas t denotes the time series di-

mension. The panel data are balanced in that none of the

observations are missing whether randomly or nonrandomly

due to attrition or sample selection. a is a scalar, b is K� 1, and

Xit is the it-th observation on K explanatory variables. mi de-

notes the unobservable individual-specific effect and vit de-

notes the remainder disturbances, which are assumed to be

independent and identically distributed IID 0;s2
n

� 
. For ex-

ample, in the Contoyannis and Rice (2001) study of the im-

pact of health on wage rates using the first six waves of the

BHPS, yit is log of average hourly wage, whereas Xit contains a

set of variables like age, age2, experience, experience2, union

membership, marital status, number of children, race, edu-

cation, occupation, region indicator, etc. The variable of

interest is a self-assessed health variable, which is obtained

from the response to the following question: ‘‘Please think

back over the last 12 months about how your health has been.

Compared to people of your own age, would you say that your

health has on the whole been excellent/good/fair/poor/very

poor?’’ Contoyannis and Rice constructed three dummy vari-

ables: (sahex¼1, if an individual has excellent health),

(sahgd¼1, if an individual has good health), and (sahfp¼1, if

an individual has fair health or worse). They also included a

General Health Questionnaire: Likert Scale score which was

originally developed as a screening instrument for psychiatric

illness but is often used as an indicator of subjective well-

being. Contoyannis and Rice constructed a composite meas-

ure derived from the results of this questionnaire which is

increasing in ill health (hlghq1).

Fixed Effects

Note that mi is time invariant and it accounts for any indi-

vidual-specific effect that is not included in the regression. If

the mi
0
s are assumed as fixed parameters to be estimated and

the X0its are assumed independent of the vit for all i and t, the

FE model is obtained. Estimation in this case amounts to in-

cluding (N� 1) individual dummies to estimate these indi-

vidual invariant effects. This leads to an enormous loss in

degrees of freedom and attenuates the problem of multi-

collinearity among the regressors. Furthermore, this may not

be computationally feasible for large micropanels. By the

Frisch–Waugh–Lovell Theorem (Baltagi, 2008) one can get

this FE estimator by running least squares of ~yit ¼ yit � yi: on

the ~Xit ’s similarly defined, where the dot indicates summation

over that index and the bar denotes averaging. This transfor-

mation eliminates the m’is and is known as the within trans-

formation and the corresponding estimator of b is called the

within estimator or the FE estimator. Note that the FE esti-

mator cannot estimate the effect of any time-invariant vari-

able, such as race or education. These variables are wiped out

by the within transformation. This is a major disadvantage if

the effect of these variables on earnings is of interest. Note

that, if T is fixed and N-N as typical in short labor panels,

then only the FE estimator of b is consistent; the FE estimators

of the individual effects (a þ mi) are not consistent because

the number of these parameters increases as N increases. This

is known as the incidental parameter problem. Note that

when the true model is FE, OLS suffers from omission vari-

ables bias and inference using OLS is misleading. For the

sample of 859 males in the Contoyannis and Rice (2001)

study, the OLS estimate for excellent health is 0.065 and sig-

nificant, whereas the OLS estimate for good health is 0.019

and insignificant (both are contrasted against a baseline of

fair, poor, and very poor health). The FE estimates are 0.013

for excellent health and 0.010 for good health, and both are

insignificant. The OLS estimate for the General Health Ques-

tionnaire: Likert Scale score (hlghq1) is � 0.002 and in-

significant, whereas the FE estimate is � 0.003 and significant.

More dramatically, for the Ruhm (1996) study, OLS gets a

positive (0.012) and significant effect of real beer taxes on

motor vehicle fatality rates, whereas FE obtains a negative

(� 0.324) and significant effect of real beer taxes on motor

vehicle fatality rates.

Janke et al. (2009) examine the relationship between

population mortality and common sources of airborne pol-

lution in England. The data covers 312 local authorities over

the period 1998–2005. They find that higher levels of PM10
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(particulate matter less than 10 mm in diameter) and ozone

(O3) have a positive and significant effect on mortality rates.

The OLS estimate for (PM10/10), controlling for three other

measures of pollutants (carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide,

and O3), smoking rate, employment rate, etc. is 2.33, whereas

that for FE is 2.74. The OLS estimate for (O3/10) in the same

regression is � 0.55, whereas that for FE is 0.80. Only the FE

estimates for these pollutants are significant at the 5% level.

One could test the joint significance of the individual ef-

fects, i.e., H0;m1¼m2¼y¼ mN�1¼ 0, by performing an F-test.

This is a simple Chow test with the restricted residual sums

of squares being that of OLS on the pooled model and the

unrestricted residual sums of squares (URSS) being that

which includes the (N� 1) individual dummies. By the

Frisch–Waugh–Lovell theorem (Baltagi, 2008), URSS can be

obtained from the within regression residual sum of squares.

In this case

F0 ¼
RRSS�URSSÞ=ðN � 1ð Þ
URSS=ðNT �N � KÞ H0

B
FN�1;NðT�1Þ�K ½2�

For the Contoyannis and Rice (2001) application, This F-

statistic is 12.50 and is distributed under the null hypothesis

as F(858, 3406). This is significant and rejects H0. One can

infer that the OLS estimates are biased and inconsistent and

yield misleading inference.

Difference-in-Differences

Note that the FE transformation ð~yit ¼ yit � yiÞ is not the only

transformation that will wipe out the individual effects. In fact,

FD will also do the trick (Dyit¼ yit� yi,t�1). This is a crucial tool

used in the difference-in-differences (DID) estimator. Before the

approval of any drug, it is necessary to assign patients randomly

to receive the drug or a placebo and the drug is approved or

disapproved depending on the difference in the health outcome

between these two groups. In this case, the FDA is concerned

with the drug’s safety and its effectiveness. However, one runs

into problems in setting this experiment. How can one hold

other factors constant? Even twins which have been used in

economic studies are not identical and may have different life

experiences. With panel data, observations on the same subjects

before and after a health policy change allow us to estimate the

effectiveness of this policy on the treated and control groups

without the contamination of individual effects. In simple re-

gression form, assuming the assignment to the control and

treatment groups is random, one regresses the change in the

health outcome before and after the health policy is enacted on

a dummy variable which takes the value 1 if the individual is in

the affected (treatment) group and 0 if the individual is in

the unaffected (control) group. This regression computes the

average change in the health outcome for the treatment group

before and after the policy change and subtracts that from the

average change in the health outcome for the control group.

One can include additional regressors which measure the indi-

vidual characteristics before the policy change. Examples are

gender, race, education, and age of the individual. This is known

as the DID estimator in econometrics. Alternatively, one can

regress the health outcome y on dg dt and their interaction

dt� dg. dg is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if the

subject is in the treatment group, and 0 otherwise; dt is a

dummy variable which takes the value 1 for the posttreatment

period, and 0 otherwise. In this case, dt� dg takes the value 1

only for observations in the treatment group and in the post-

treatment period. The OLS estimate of the coefficient of dt� dg

yields the DID estimator. Another advantage of running this

regression is that one can robustify the standard errors with

standard software.

In economics, one cannot conduct medical experiments.

Card (1990) used a natural experiment to see whether im-

migration reduces wages. Taking advantage of the ‘Mariel

boatlift’ where a large number of Cuban immigrants entered

Miami, Card (1990) compared the change in wages of low-

skilled workers in Miami with the change in wages of similar

workers in other comparable US cities over the same period.

Card concluded that the influx of Cuban immigrants had a

negligible effect on wages of less-skilled workers. Gruber and

Poterba (1994) use the DID estimator to show that a change

in the tax law did increase the purchase of health insurance

among the self-employed. They compared the fraction of the

self-employed who had health insurance before the tax change

1985–86 with the period after the tax change 1988–89. The

control group was the fraction of employed (not self-

employed) workers with health insurance in those years.

Donald and Lang (2007) warn that the standard asymp-

totics for the DID estimator cannot be applied when the

number of groups is small, as in the case where one compares

two states in 2 years or self-employed workers and employees

over a small number of years. They reconsider the Gruber

and Poterba (1994) paper on health insurance and self-

employment and Card’s (1990) study of the Mariel boatlift.

They show that analyzing the t-statistic, taking into account a

possible group error component, dramatically reduces the

precision of their results. In fact for Card’s (1990) Mariel

boatlift study, their findings suggest that the data cannot

exclude large effects of the migration on blacks in Miami.

Bertrand et al. (2004) argued that several DID studies in

economics rely on a long time series. They warn that in this

case, serial correlation will understate the standard error of the

estimated treatment effects, leading to overestimation of

t-statistics and significance levels. They show that the block

bootstrap (taking into account the autocorrelation of the data)

works well when the number of states is large enough. Readers

are advised to refer to Hansen (2007) for inference in panel

models with serial correlation and FE and to Stock and

Watson (2008) for a heteroskedasticity-robust variance matrix

estimator for the FE estimator. Hausman and Kuersteiner

(2008) warn that both the DID and the FE estimators are not

efficient if the stochastic disturbances are serially correlated.

The optimal estimator in this case is generalized least squares

(GLS), but this is rarely used in applications of DID studies.

Hausman and Kuersteiner (2008) use higher order Edgeworth

expansion to construct a size-corrected t-statistic (based on

feasible GLS) for the significance of treatment variables in DID

regressions. They find that size-corrected t-statistic based on

feasible GLS yields accurate size and is significantly more

powerful than robust OLS when serial correlation in the level

data is high.

Conley and Taber (2011) consider the case where there are

only a small number N1 of treatment groups, say states, that
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change a law or policy within a fixed time span T. Let N0

denote the number of control groups (states) that do not

change their policy. Conley and Taber argue that the standard

large-sample approximations used for inference can be mis-

leading especially in the case of non-Gaussian or serially cor-

related errors. They suggest an alternative approach to

inference under the assumption that N1 is finite, using

asymptotic approximations that let N0 grow large, with T

fixed. Point estimators of the treatment effect parameter(s) are

not consistent as N1 and T are fixed. However, they use in-

formation from the N0 control groups to consistently estimate

the distribution of these point estimators up to the true values

of the parameter.

DID estimation has its benefits and limitations. It is simple

to compute and it controls for heterogeneity of the individuals

or the groups considered before and after the policy change.

However, it does not account for the possible endogeneity of

the interventions themselves (Besley and Case, 2000). Abadie

(2005) discusses how well the comparison groups used in

nonexperimental studies approximate appropriate control

groups. Athey and Imbens (2006) critique the linearity as-

sumptions used in DID estimation and provide a general

changes-in-changes (CIC) estimator that does not require such

assumptions.

The DID estimator requires that, in the absence of the

treatment, the average outcomes for the treated and control

groups would have followed parallel paths over time. This

assumption may be too restrictive. Abadie (2005) considers

the case in which differences in observed characteristics create

nonparallel outcome dynamics between treated and controls.

He proposes a family of semiparametric DID estimators which

can be used to estimate the average effect of the treatment for

the treated. Abadie et al. (2010) advocate the use of data-driven

procedures to construct suitable comparison groups. Data-

driven procedures reduce discretion in the choice of the

comparison control units, forcing researchers to demonstrate

the affinities between the affected and unaffected units using

observed quantifiable characteristics. The idea behind the

synthetic control approach is that a combination of units

often provides a better comparison for the unit exposed to the

intervention than any single unit alone. They apply the syn-

thetic control method to study the effects of California’s

Proposition 99, a large-scale tobacco control program imple-

mented in California in 1988. They demonstrate that fol-

lowing the passage of Proposition 99, tobacco consumption

fell markedly in California relative to a comparable synthetic

control region. They estimated that by the year 2000, annual

per capita cigarette sales in California were approximately 26

packs lower than what they would have been in the absence of

Proposition 99.

Athey and Imbens (2006) generalize the DID methodology

to what they call the CIC methodology. Their approach allow

the effects of both time and the treatment to differ system-

atically across individuals, as when new medical technology

differentially benefits sicker patients. They propose an esti-

mator for the entire counterfactual distribution of effects of

the treatment on the treatment group as well as the distri-

bution of effects of the treatment on the control group, where

the two distributions may differ from each other in arbitrary

ways. They provide conditions under which the proposed

model is identified nonparametrically and extend the model

to allow for discrete outcomes. They also provide extensions to

settings with multiple groups and multiple time periods. They

revisit the Meyer et al. (1995) study on the effects of disability

insurance on injury durations. They show that the CIC ap-

proach leads to results that differ from the standard DID re-

sults in terms of magnitude and significance. They attribute

this to the restrictive assumptions required for the standard

DID methods.

Laporte and Windmeijer (2005) show that the FE and FD

estimators lead to very different estimates of treatment effects

when these are not constant over time, and treatment is a state

that only changes occasionally. They suggest allowing for

flexible time-varying treatment effects when estimating panel

data models with binary indicator variables. They illustrate

this by looking at the effect of divorce on mental well-being

using the BHPS. They show that divorce has an adverse effect

on mental well-being that starts before the actual divorce,

peaks in the year of the divorce, and diminishes rapidly

thereafter. A model that implies a constant instantaneous ef-

fect of divorce leads to very different FD and FE estimates,

whereas a model that allows for flexibility in these effects lead

to similar results. In general, the FE estimator is more efficient

than the FD estimator when the remainder disturbance

nitBIIDð0;s2
n Þ: The FD estimator is more efficient than the FE

estimator when the remainder disturbance nit is a random

walk (Wooldridge, 2002). These estimators are affected dif-

ferently by measurement error and by nonstationarity (Baltagi,

2008).

Certainly, this analysis can be refined to account for per-

haps better control and treatment groups. If a policy is enacted

by state s to reduce teenage smoking or motor vehicle fatality

due to alcohol consumption or healthcare service for the

elderly, then, for the two periods case, dt takes the value 1 for

the postpolicy period, and 0 otherwise; ds takes the value 1 if

the state has implemented this policy, and 0 otherwise; and dg

takes the value 1 for the treatment group affected by this

policy like the elderly, and 0 otherwise. In this case, one re-

gresses health-care outcome on dt,ds,dg, dt� dg,dt� ds,ds� dg

and dt� ds� dg. The OLS estimate of the coefficient of

dt� ds� dg yields the difference-in-difference-in-differences

estimator of this policy. This estimator computes the average

change in the health outcome for the elderly in the treatment

state before and after the policy is implemented, and then

subtracts from that the average change in the health outcome

for the elderly in the control state, as well as the average

change in the health outcome for the nonelderly in the

treatment state.

Carpenter (2004) studied the effect of zero-tolerance (ZT)

driving laws on alcohol-related behaviors of 18–20-year olds,

controlling for macroeconomic conditions, other alcohol

policies, state FE, survey year and month effects, and linear

state-specific time trends. ZT Laws make it illegal for drivers

under age of 21 years to have measurable amounts of alcohol

in their blood, resulting in immediate license suspension and

fines. Carpenter uses the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance

System, which includes information on alcohol consumption

and drunk driving behavior for young adults over the age of

18 years for the years 1984–2001. He estimates the effects of

ZT Laws using the DID approach. The control group is
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composed of individuals aged 22–24 years who are otherwise

similar to treated individuals (18–20-year olds) but who

should have been unaffected by the ZT policies. Let dZT be a

dummy variable that takes the value 1 if the state has ZT in

that year, and 0 otherwise; and dg is a dummy variable that

takes the value 1 if the subject is in the treatment group, and 0

otherwise. Alcohol consumption is regressed on dZT, d1820,

dZT� d1820, and other control variables mentioned above. The

OLS estimate of the coefficient of dZT� d1820 yields the DID

estimator of the ZT laws. Carpenter’s results indicate that the

laws reduced heavy episodic drinking (five or more drinks at

one sitting) among underage males by 13%. For a recent re-

view of DID health economics applications as well as a

summary table of these applications, see Jones (2012).

Random Effects

There are too many parameters in the FE model and the loss of

degrees of freedom can be avoided if mi can be assumed ran-

dom. In this case, miBIIDð0;s2
mÞ,nitBIIDð0;s2

n Þ and the mi is

independent of the nit. In addition, the Xit is independent of

the mi and nit, for all i and t. This random-effects (RE) model

can be estimated by GLS, which can be obtained using a least

squares regression of y�it ¼ yit � yyi: on X�it similarly defined.

y¼1� (sn/s1) where s2
1 ¼ Ts2

m þ s2
n : The best quadratic un-

biased estimators of the variance components depend on the

true disturbances, and these are minimum variance unbiased

under normality of the disturbances. One can obtain feasible

estimates of these variance components by replacing the true

disturbances by OLS or FE residuals (see Chapter 2 of Baltagi

(2008) for details).

Under the assumption of normality of the disturbances,

Breusch and Pagan (1980) derived a Lagrange multiplier (LM)

test to test H0; s2
m ¼ 0: The resulting LM statistic requires only

OLS residuals and is easy to compute. Under H0, this LM

statistic is asymptotically distributed as a w2
1 (see Chapter 4 of

Baltagi (2008) for details.) For the Contoyannis and Rice

(2001) application, this LM statistic is 3355.26 and is signifi-

cant. This means that heterogeneity across individuals is sig-

nificant and ignoring it as OLS does will lead to misleading

inference. The RE estimates are 0.028 for excellent health,

0.013 for good health, and � 0.002 for the General Health

Questionnaire: Likert Scale score (hlghq1), with only the good

health estimate being statistically insignificant.

Hausman Test

A specification test based on the difference between the FE and

RE estimators is known as the Hausman test. The null hy-

pothesis is that the individual effects are not correlated with

the X0its. The basic idea behind this test is that the FE estimator
~bFE is consistent, whether or not the effects are correlated with

the X0its. This is true because the within transformation ~yit

wipes out the mi’s from the model. However, if the null hy-

pothesis is true, the FE estimator is not efficient under the RE

specification because it relies only on the within variation in

the data. However, the RE estimator b̂RE is efficient under the

null hypothesis but is biased and inconsistent when the effects

are correlated with the X0its. The difference between these

estimators q̂¼ b̂FE � b̂RE tends to zero in probability limits

under the null hypothesis and is nonzero under the

alternative. The variance of this difference is equal to the dif-

ference in variances, varðq̂Þ ¼ varð~bFEÞ � varðb̂REÞ, because

covðq̂,b̂REÞ ¼ 0 under the null hypothesis. Hausman’s test

statistic is based on m¼ q̂
0½varðq̂Þ��1q̂ and is asymptoti-

cally distributed as w2
K under the null hypothesis. For the

Contoyannis and Rice (2001) application, Hausman’s test

statistic is 322.39 and is distributed as w2
29: But the varðq̂Þ is not

positive definite. Using an alternative computation of this

Hausman (1978) test based on an artificial regression, the null

hypothesis is rejected and one can infer that the RE estimator

is inconsistent and should not be used for inference.

Powell (2009) uses four waves of the 1997 National Lon-

gitudinal Survey of Youth and external data to examine the

relationship between adolescent body mass index (BMI), fast

food prices, and fast food restaurant availability. The OLS es-

timate of the fast food price elasticity of BMI is � 0.095,

whereas the RE estimate is � 0.084. The latter is closer to the

FE estimate of � 0.078, but the RE estimator is rejected by the

Hausman test. The number of fast food restaurants per capita

was not found to be significant.

Hausman and Taylor Estimator

The RE model is rejected because it assumes no correlation

between the explanatory variables and the individual effects.

The FE estimator, however, assumes that all the explanatory

variables are correlated with the individual effects. Instead of

this ‘all or nothing’ correlation among the X and the mi,

Hausman and Taylor (1981) consider a model where some of

the explanatory variables are related to the mi. In particular,

they consider the following model:

yit ¼ X0itbþ Z0igþ mi þ nit ½3�

where the Zi is cross-sectional time-invariant variable. Hausman

and Taylor (1981), hereafter HT, split X and Z into two sets of

variables: X¼[X1; X2] and Z¼[Z1; Z2] where X1 is n� k1, X2 is

n� k2, Z1 is n� g1, Z2 is n� g2, and n¼NT. X1 and Z1 are

assumed exogenous in that they are not correlated with mi and

nit, whereas X2 and Z2 are endogenous because they are correl-

ated with mi, but not with nit. The Within transformation sweeps

the mi and removes the bias, but in the process it would also

sweep the Z0is and hence the Within estimator will not give an

estimate of g. To get around that, HT suggest obtaining the FE

residuals and averaging them over time:

d̂i ¼ yi � X
0
i
~bFE ½4�

Then, one can run 2SLS of d̂i on Zi with the set of instru-

ments A¼[X1, Z1] to get a consistent estimate of g which is

called ĝ2SLS. For this to be feasible, the order condition for

identification has to hold (k1Z g2). This means that there has

to be as many time-varying (X1) exogenous variables as there

are time-invariant endogenous variables (Z2). The intuition

here is that every Xit can be written as the sum of ~Xit ¼ ðXit �
XiÞ and Xi: It is the latter term that contains mi as it is swept

away from the former. If X2 is correlated with mi, it must be in

X2, which makes ~X2 the ideal instrument. HT use X1 twice

because it is exogenous, once as ~X1 and another time as X1: Z1
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is exogenous and Z2 can be instrumented by the additional

instruments gained from X1. With consistent estimates of the

disturbances obtained from ~bFE and ĝ2SLS, one can obtain

consistent estimates of the variance components and hence y.

This, in turn, allows us to compute y�it ¼ yit � yyi and X�it and

Z�¼(1� y)Z. HT suggest an efficient estimator that can be

obtained by running 2SLS of y�it on X�it and Z� using

AHT ¼ ½~X ,X1,Z1� as instruments.

1. If k1og2, then the equation is underidentified. In this case,

b̂HT ¼ ~bFE and g cannot be estimated.

2. If k1¼g2, then the equation is just-identified. In this case,

b̂HT ¼ ~bFE and ĝHT ¼ ĝ2SLS.

3. If k14g2, then the equation is over-identified and the HT

estimator is more efficient than the FE estimator.

A test for over-identification is obtained by computing

m̂2 ¼ q̂
0
2½varð~bFEÞ � varðb̂HTÞ��q̂2 ½5�

with q̂2 ¼ ~bFE � b̂HT and ŝ2
n m̂-

H0
w2

k1�g2
:

Contoyannis and Rice (2001) applied the HT estimator,

choosing race to be exogenous (the only time-invariant Z1)

and education to be endogenous (the only time-invariant Z2).

They also chose the health variables that are time varying to be

endogenous (sahex, sahgd, and hlghq1) as well as (prof,

manag, skllnm, and skllm). The HT estimates are 0.013 for

excellent health, 0.010 for good health, and � 0.003 for the

General Health Questionnaire: Likert Scale score (hlghq1),

with only the latter estimate being statistically significant.

Dynamic Panel Data Models

Many economic relationships are dynamic in nature and one

of the advantages of panel data is that they allow the re-

searcher to better understand the dynamics of adjustment. For

example, a key feature of the rational addiction theory studied

by Becker, Grossman, and Murphy (1994) is that con-

sumption of cigarettes is addictive and will depend on future

as well as past consumption. Consumers are rational if they

are forward-looking in the sense that they anticipate the ex-

pected future consequences of their current actions. They

recognize the addictive nature of their choices but they may

elect to make them because the gains from the activity exceed

the costs through future addiction. The more they smoke the

higher is the current utility derived. However, the individual

recognizes that he or she is building up a stock of this ad-

dictive good that is harmful. The individual rationally trades

off these factors to determine the appropriate level of smok-

ing. Finding future consumption statistically significant is a

rejection of the myopic model of consumption behavior. In

the latter model of addictive behavior, only past consumption

stimulates current consumption, because individuals ignore

the future in making their consumption decisions.

More formally, dynamic relationships are characterized by

the presence of a lagged dependent variable among the

regressors, i.e.,

yit ¼ dyi,t�1 þ x0itbþ mi þ nit i¼ 1;y,N t ¼ 1;y,T ½6�

where d is a scalar, x0it is 1�K and b is K� 1, where

miBIIDð0;s2
mÞ and nitBIIDð0;s2

n Þ independent of each other

and among themselves. This dynamic panel data regression

model is characterized by two sources of persistence over time.

Autocorrelation due to the presence of a lagged dependent

variable among the regressors and individual effects charac-

terizing the heterogeneity among the individuals. As yit is a

function of mi, it immediately follows that yi,t�1 is also a

function of mi, Therefore, yi,t�1 is correlated with the error

term. This renders the OLS estimator biased and inconsistent

even if the nit are not serially correlated. For the FE estimator,

the Within transformation wipes out the mi, but ðyi,t�1 � yi�1Þ
where yi�1 ¼

PT
t ¼ 2 yi,t�1=ðT � 1Þ will still be correlated with

ðnit � ni:Þ even if the nit are not serially correlated. This is be-

cause yi,t�1 is correlated with ni: by construction. The latter

average contains ni,t�1 which is obviously correlated with yi,t�1.

In fact, the Within estimator will be biased of O(1/T) and its

consistency will depend on T being large (Nickell, 1981).

Therefore, for the typical micropanel where N is large and T is

fixed, the Within estimator is biased and inconsistent. It is

worth emphasizing that only if T-N will the Within esti-

mator of d and b be consistent for the dynamic error com-

ponent model. For macropanels, some researchers may still

favor the Within estimator arguing that its bias may not be

large. Judson and Owen (1999) performed some Monte Carlo

experiments for N¼20 or 100 and T¼5, 10, 20, and 30 and

found that the bias in the Within estimator can be sizable,

even when T ¼ 30. This bias increases with d and decreases

with T. But even for T¼30, this bias could be as much as 20%

of the true value of the coefficient of interest.

Arellano and Bond (1991) suggested FD model to get rid of

the mi and then using a Generalized Method of Moments

(GMM) procedure that utilizes the orthogonality conditions

that exist between lagged values of yit and the disturbances nit.

It is illustrated with the simple autoregressive model with no

regressors. With a three-wave panel, i.e., T¼3, the differenced

equation becomes:

yi3 � yi2 ¼ dðyi2 � yi1Þ þ ðvi3 � vi2Þ

In this case, yi1 is a valid instrument because it is highly

correlated with (yi2� yi1) and not correlated with (ni3� ni2) as

long as the nit are not serially correlated. But note what hap-

pens if the fourth wave is obtained:

yi4 � yi3 ¼ dðyi3 � yi2Þ þ ðni4 � ni3Þ

In this case, yi2 as well as yi1 are valid instruments for

(yi3� yi2) because both yi2 and yi1 are not correlated with

(ni4� ni3). One can continue in this fashion, adding an extra

valid instrument with each forward period, so that for period

T, the set of valid instruments becomes (yi1, yi2, y, yi,T�2). The

optimal Arellano and Bond (1991) GMM estimator of d util-

izes all these moment conditions weighting them by a sand-

wich heteroskedasticity auto-correlation estimator of the

variance–covariance matrix of the disturbances. Arellano and

Bond (1991) propose testing for serial correlation for the

disturbances of the first-differenced equation. This test is im-

portant because the consistency of the GMM estimator relies

on the assumption of no serial correlation in the n0its. Add-

itionally, Arellano and Bond (1991) suggest a Sargan test for

over-identifying. One has to reject the existence of serial cor-

relation in the n0its and not reject the over-identifying
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restrictions. Failing these diagnostics renders this procedure

inconsistent.

Using Monte Carlo experiments, Bowsher (2002) finds that

the use of too many moment conditions causes the Sargan test

for overidentifying restrictions to be undersized and have ex-

tremely low power. The Sargan test never rejects when T is too

large for a given N. Zero rejection rates under the null and

alternative were observed for the following (N,T) pairs

(125,16), (85,13), and (40,10). This is attributed to poor es-

timates of the weighting matrix in GMM. Using Monte Carlo

experiments, Ziliak (1997) found that there was a bias/effi-

ciency trade-off for the Arellano and Bond (1991) GMM esti-

mator as the number of moment conditions increase and that

one is better off with suboptimal instruments. Ziliak attributes

the bias in GMM to the correlation between the sample mo-

ments used in estimation and the estimated weight matrix.

Blundell and Bond (1998) attributed the bias and the poor

precision of the first difference GMM estimator to the problem

of weak instruments. They show that an additional mild sta-

tionarity restriction on the initial conditions process allows

the use of a system GMM estimator which captures additional

nonlinear moment conditions that are ignored by the Arellano

and Bond (1991) estimator. These additional nonlinear mo-

ment conditions are described in Ahn and Schmidt (1995)

and can be linearized by adding a set of equations in levels on

top of the set of equations in first differences of Arellano

and Bond, hence a system of equations (see Baltagi, 2008,

Chapter 8, for details). In this case, one uses lagged differences

of yit as instruments for equations in levels, in addition to

lagged levels of yit as instruments for equations in first differ-

ences. The system GMM estimator is shown to have dramatic

efficiency gains over the basic first-difference Arellano and

Bond GMM estimator as d-1, i.e., as the process tends to unit

root and nonstationarity.

Baltagi et al. (2000) estimate a dynamic demand model for

cigarettes based on panel data from 46 American states over

the period 1963–92. The estimated equation is:

lnCit ¼ aþ b1lnCi,t�1 þ b2lnPi,t þ b3lnYit þ b4lnPnit þ mi

þlt þ nit ½7�

where the subscript i denotes the i-th state (i¼1, y, 46), and

the subscript t denotes the t-th year (t ¼ 1,y,30). Cit is real

per capita sales of cigarettes by persons of smoking age (14

years and older). This is measured in packs of cigarettes per

head. Pit is the average retail price of a pack of cigarettes

measured in real terms. Yit is real per capita disposable in-

come. Pnit denotes the minimum real price of cigarettes in any

neighboring state. This last variable is a proxy for the casual

smuggling effect across state borders. mi denotes the state-

specific effects, and lt denotes the year-specific effects. OLS,

which ignores the state and time effects, yields a low short-run

price elasticity of � 0.09. However, the coefficient of lagged

consumption is 0.97 which implies a high long-run price

elasticity of � 2.98. The FE estimator with both state and time

effects yields a higher short-run price elasticity of � 0.30, but a

lower long-run price elasticity of � 1.79. Both state and time

dummies were jointly significant with an observed F-statistic

of 7.39 and a p-value of .0001. This is a dynamic equation and

the OLS and FE estimators do not take into account the

endogeneity of the lagged dependent variable. The Arellano

and Bond (1991) GMM estimator yields a lagged con-

sumption coefficient estimate of 0.70 and an own price elas-

ticity of � 0.40, both highly significant (Baltagi, 2008). The

two-step Sargan test for over-identification does not reject the

null, but this could be due to the bad power of this test for

N¼46 and T¼28. The test for first-order serial correlation

rejects the null of no first-order serial correlation, but it does

not reject the null that there is no second-order serial correl-

ation. This is what one expects in a first-differenced equation

with the original untransformed disturbances assumed to be

not serially correlated. Blundell and Bond (1998) system

GMM estimator yields a lagged consumption coefficient esti-

mate of 0.70 and an own price elasticity of � 0.42, both

highly significant, but with higher standard errors than the

corresponding Arellano and Bond estimators. Sargan’s test for

over-identification does not reject the null, and the tests for

first- and second-order serial correlation yield the expected

diagnostics for system GMM.

Scott and Coote (2010) applied the dynamic panel data

system GMM estimator to estimate the effect of regional

primary-care organizations on primary-care performance.

They utilize a panel of 119 Divisions of General Practice in

Australia observed quarterly over the period 2000–05. Using

four different measures of primary-care performance, a high

level of persistence was found. The results show that Div-

isions were more likely to influence general practice infra-

structure than clinical performance in diabetes, asthma, and

cervical screening. Other applications of dynamic panel data

GMM estimation methods include Baltagi and Griffin (2001)

to a rational addiction model of cigarettes and Suhrcke and

Urban (2010) to the impact of cardiovascular disease mor-

ality on economic growth.

Ng et al. (2012) study the relative importance of diet,

physical activity, and health behavior of smoking and drinking

on weight for a set of Chinese males, using panel data from

the China Health and Nutrition Survey. The authors use a

dynamic panel system GMM approach that explicitly includes

time and spatially varying community-level urban city and

price measures as instruments, to obtain estimates for the ef-

fects of diet, physical activity, drinking, and smoking on

weight. Results show that approximately 5.4% of weight gain

is due to declines in physical activity and 2.8–3.1% is due to

dietary changes over time.

Limited Dependent Variable Panel Data Models

In some health studies, the dependent variable is binary. For

example, individual i may be in good health at time t, i.e.,

yit¼1 with probability pit; or in bad health, yit¼ 0 with

probability 1� pit. Good health occurs when a latent un-

observed index of health y�it is positive

yit ¼ 1 if y�it 40

¼ 0 if y�it r0
½8�

with y�it ¼ x0itbþ mi þ nit : So that

Pr½yit ¼ 1� ¼ Pr½y�it 40� ¼ Pr½nit4� x0itb� mi� ¼ Fðx0itbþ miÞ ½9�
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where the last equality holds as long as the density function

describing F is symmetric around zero. This is true for the

logistic and normal density functions which are the most used

in practice. This is a nonlinear panel data model because F is a

cumulative density function, and one cannot get rid of the

individual effects as in the linear panel data case with a within

transformation. Hsiao, 2003 showed that unlike the linear FE

panel data case, where the inconsistency of the m0is did not

transmit into inconsistency for the b0s. For the nonlinear panel

data case, the inconsistency of the m0is renders the maximum

likelihood estimates of the b0s inconsistent. The usual solution

around this incidental parameters problem is to assume a

logistic function and to condition on
PT

t ¼ 1 yit , which is a

minimum sufficient statistic for mi maximizing the conditional

logistic likelihood function

Lc ¼
YN
i ¼ 1

Pr yi1,y,yiT=
XT

t ¼ 1

yit

 !
½10�

yields the conditional logit estimates for b. By definition of a

sufficient statistic, the distribution of the data given this suf-

ficient statistic will not depend on mi. In contrast to the FE logit

model, the conditional likelihood approach does not yield

computational simplifications for the FE probit model. But the

probit specification has been popular for the RE model. In this

case, uit¼ miþ nit where mIBIINð0;s2
mÞ and nitBIINð0;s2

n Þ in-

dependent of each other and the xit. Because EðuituisÞ ¼ s2
m for

ta s, the joint likelihood of (y1t, y, yNt) can no longer be

written as the product of the marginal likelihoods of the yit.

This complicates the derivation of maximum likelihood which

will now involve T-dimensional integrals. Fortunately, Butler

and Moffitt (1982) showed that for the probit case, the max-

imum likelihood computations involve only one integral

which can be evaluated using the Gaussian–Hermite quadra-

ture procedure. For an early application of the RE probit

model, Sickles and Taubman (1986), who estimated a two-

equation structural model of the health and retirement de-

cisions of the elderly using five biennial panels of males drawn

from the Retirement History Survey. Both the health and re-

tirement variables were limited dependent variables and MLE

using the Butler and Moffitt (1982) Gaussian quadrature

procedure was implemented. Sickles and Taubman found that

retirement decisions were strongly affected by health status

and workers not yet eligible for social security were less likely

to retire.

Contoyannis et al. (2004) utilize seven waves (1991–97) of

the BHPS to analyze the dynamics of individual health and to

decompose the persistence in health outcomes in the BHPS

data into components due to state dependence, serial correl-

ation, and unobserved heterogeneity. The indicator of health

is defined by a binary response to the question: ‘‘Does your

health in any way limit your daily activities compared to most

people of your age?’’ A sample of 6106 individuals resulting in

42 742 panel observations are used to estimate static and

dynamic panel probit models by maximum simulated likeli-

hood methods. The dynamic models show strong positive

state dependence.

Hernández-Quevedoa et al. (2008) use eight waves of the

ECHP over the period 1994–2001 to estimate a dynamic

nonlinear panel data model of health limitations for

individuals within the Member States of the European Union.

The RE probit specification conditions on previous health

status and parameterizes the unobserved individual effect as a

function of initial period observations on time-varying

regressors and health (Wooldridge, 2005). Results reveal high

state dependence of health limitations, which remains after

controlling for measures of socioeconomic status. There is also

heterogeneity in the socioeconomic gradient across countries.

The importance of regarding health as a dynamic concept has

implications for policy development. They imply that medical

interventions or health improvement policies that create

health gains, will have multiplier effects in the long run.

Further Readings

The panel data econometrics literature has exhibited phe-

nomenal growth and one cannot do justice to the many the-

oretical contributions to date. Space limitations prevented the

inclusion of many worthy topics including attrition, sample

selection, semiparametric, nonparametric, and Bayesian

methods using panel data. Unbalanced panels, problems as-

sociated with heteroskedasticity, serial as well as spatial cor-

relation in panels, measurement error, duration, and quantile

panel data models to mention a few. More extensive treatment

of these and other topics are given in textbooks on the subject

by Baltagi (2008), Wooldridge (2002), and Hsiao (2003). Also

see the survey by Imbens and Wooldridge (2009) for an ex-

tensive discussion of alternative econometric methods to

program evaluation besides the DID method. Also see Angrist

and Pischke (2009) for a textbook discussion of DID. For

recent applications of panel data methods to health eco-

nomics, see the special issue of Empirical Economics edited by

Baltagi et al. (2012) and Jones (2012).
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Introduction

Innovation – the discovery of ways to get more value from

limited resources – is critically important for society’s health and

material standard of living. Despite the salience of innovation,

there is no consensus on how much investment in innovation

there should be, or how to ensure that the optimal investments

are made, or how much the public sector should pay. These

issues are particularly contentious in the pharmaceutical indus-

try, given the high cost of drug development and the extra-

ordinary importance of pharmaceuticals for human health.

Pharmaceutical research and development (R&D) takes

place within both not-for-profit and for-profit organizations.

The not-for-profit sector – comprising both academic and

public sector labs – tends to focus on basic research, whereas

for-profit drug companies exploit this basic research, as well as

their own research, to develop, test, and market new drugs.

Public support of basic research is usually by way of grants,

administered by charitable foundations and public agencies,

such as the Wellcome Trust in the UK and the National In-

stitutes of Health in the US. Government support for the

subsequent steps in the drug development process is com-

posed of three core approaches: (1) tax subsidies for clinical

trials and other R&D costs; (2) patents and other forms of

intellectual property (IP) protection that provides the innov-

ator with an exclusivity period in sales of newly developed

products; and (3) prescription drug subsidies (often extended

to seniors and those with high drug costs relative to income).

These policies increase the profits to firms that undertake

R&D, either by decreasing R&D costs (in the case of tax sub-

sidies) or increasing revenues earned on the sale of new drugs

(prescription drug subsidies, IP protection). Policies that de-

crease firms’ costs of drug development are commonly referred

to as ‘push’ incentives, whereas policies that increase the rev-

enues accruing to firms that manage to bring new drugs to

market are termed ‘pull’ incentives.

During the past decade or so, there has been considerable

interest by academics, activists, politicians, and others in the

manner in which governments support pharmaceutical R&D

undertaken by for-profit firms. Of particular concern is

the declining productivity of the pharmaceutical R&D sector.

Recent academic studies place the capitalized cost of drug

development to be between US$1.5 and US$1.8 billion. Other

estimates are even higher. Different types of push and pull

incentives, it is argued, would yield more therapeutically novel

drugs per dollar of public support. But although there is

agreement that reform is needed, there is less agreement over

what should be done to improve matters.

This article reviews the contours of the academic debate,

focusing on the advantages and deficiencies of existing forms

of government support for drug R&D, and the features of the

alternative arrangements that their proponents suggest will

improve in the current system.

Intellectual Property: Advantages and Disadvantages

Much of the analysis of the defects of current arrangements

focus on the system of IP protection afforded to new drugs.

This is not surprising, considering that IP privileges constitute

one of the most expensive of all the forms of public support

extended to the pharmaceutical sector.

There are two distinct kinds of IP currently available for

pharmaceuticals: patents and data exclusivity. A patent pro-

vides its owner with a 20-year period of exclusive use of the

invention disclosed in the patent. Typically, drugs will be

protected by a number of patents, each of which may have a

number of claims disclosing distinct inventions. Because the

innovation process is long, some of the relevant patents are

filed many years before the drug comes to market. The result is

that the average period of exclusivity owing to patents is

roughly 10 years.

Data exclusivity is another important IP tool. The patent

protects the invention, and can therefore protect the drug if it

embodies the invention and there is no way of circumventing

the patent. Data exclusivity protects the data produced by the

innovator for the purpose of obtaining regulatory approval.

Regulators such as the US Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) require extensive testing of drugs, and running the

clinical trials to obtain data that will demonstrate safety and

effectiveness is extremely costly – typically approximately half

of the total cost of drug development. During the term of data

exclusivity, which begins after the drug receives regulatory

approval and varies by country from five to ten years, no

generic drug is approvable based on a reference to the clinical

trial data of the innovator’s drug.

IP allows the innovator to earn more sales revenue than

would be possible without exclusivity. The variable costs of

production and distribution of drugs are typically only a small

fraction of the brand drug price, ranging approximately

5–25%. After covering other costs, such as marketing and

administration, the remainder (often called the mark-up or

the margin) can be paid as dividends or reinvested into R&D.

IP thus creates very powerful incentives to develop ther-

apeutically novel drugs (among other innovations). The chief

appeal of this system of market exclusivity is that it auto-

matically generates a relationship between the reward to the

innovator (the mark-up times, the volume of sales) and the

value of the innovation to society, as Adam Smith himself

noted. More therapeutically valuable drugs are expected to

earn greater sales revenues. IP, however, also has some draw-

backs, five of which are focused in the following sections.

Drug R&D Costs

The first drawback is that the IP system can increase the cost of

drug R&D for two reasons. Basic research conducted in aca-

demic or public sector labs will occasionally identify cellular
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proteins, known as ‘targets,’ implicated in disease pathways.

Multiple companies will then attempt to develop drugs that

act on these targets. But drug development is very difficult

because human biology is very complicated. As a result, many

drugs simply do not work as expected and many of those that

successfully disrupt the disease pathway either show no ther-

apeutic benefit or do so only at doses that are toxic. It is also

difficult to deliver an agent to its target in sufficient concen-

tration and for an appropriate duration to achieve the desired

therapeutic effect.

Often the viability (or otherwise) of a drug candidate or a

disease mechanism becomes apparent only after much time

and money have been spent. Ideally, drug companies would

share this information. Sharing would reduce duplication of

R&D costs, would eliminate unnecessary experimentation on

human subjects, and would advance the understanding of

human pathophysiology and pharmacology. But commercial

drug R&D has historically been conducted in a culture of

secrecy. Some of this secrecy, no doubt, is due to normal

competitive behavior, present to varying degrees in all tech-

nology-intensive industries. But pharmaceutical companies

are hesitant to share information, at least before patent filing,

owing to the risk that this information may be used by a

competitor that is developing patents in the same area. Such a

competitor may preemptively patent a class of molecules with

therapeutic promise, or worse, attempt to patent the target or

pathway itself.

Of course, patents, once filed, publicly disclose the claimed

inventions, so they do help to disseminate knowledge. Also

the ‘first to file’ rule for patents gives incentives to patent, and

therefore disclose, early. And companies routinely report sci-

entific and clinical progress at academic and medical meetings.

But the information that is disclosed in patents or at meetings

is typically incomplete, and certainly does not prevent mul-

tiple drug companies from pursuing leads that are known by

other competitors to be dead ends.

IP can hinder drug development in another way. Many

research inputs, such as disease-linked human genes and

techniques to manipulate deoxyribonuclic acid and proteins,

are patented. Innovating firms must therefore conduct R&D

cognizant of the landscape of existing patents. One way is to

conduct R&D in ways that do not infringe on existing patents.

But if it is not possible (or prohibitively costly) to use a cir-

cuitous technique, the firm must anticipate the threat of legal

action by patent holders. One way to deal with such threats is

to pay licensing fees, assuming that the entrant can strike a

mutually beneficial deal with possibly numerous patent

holders. Another approach is to wait until relevant patents

have expired. The potential entrant might also mount a legal

challenge to the validity of patents perceived as being weak.

Yet another tactic is to amass a portfolio of patents so that the

firm can credibly threaten to counter-sue for infringement of

some of its own patents. Each of these strategies can increase

the costs of research substantially.

‘Follow-on’ Drugs

A successful new ‘first-in-class’ drug will often face com-

petition from a series of ‘me-too’ or ‘follow-on’ drugs that are

therapeutically similar to the first-in-class drug. Often, follow-

on drugs are simply the natural outcome of simultaneous re-

search programs into the same therapeutic target. In other

cases, they are the result of an intentionally imitative research

program. The angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibi-

tors, a class of drugs routinely used to manage high blood

pressure, is illustrative of this. The first ACE inhibitor, capto-

pril, was introduced in the US in 1981. Since then, over 10

ACE inhibitors have been launched, the last one in the mid-

1990s. It appears that some of these later arriving ACE

inhibitors were launched to capitalize on the commercial

success (and clinically proven mechanism of action) of the

earlier ACE inhibitors.

The proliferation of follow-on drugs is the subject of some

debate. Proponents note that some follow-on drugs are ther-

apeutically superior to the pioneer. Indeed, this appears to be

the case for the ACE inhibitors. Moreover, if patients respond

idiosyncratically to any one in a group of similar drugs, it is

very useful to have alternatives. But the threat of imitative drug

development also reduces the incentive for firms to develop

first-in-class drugs. The reason is that follow-on drugs decrease

the expected sales revenues and increase the costs of the pi-

oneer. Lichtenberg and Philipson show that competition from

follow-on drugs decreases the pioneer drug’s revenues more

than the competition from generics after patent expiry, in large

part because the competition from follow-on drugs occurs

early in the life of the pioneer drug. Costs increase because the

pioneer firm typically spends on marketing and promotion to

defend market share from capture by competitive products.

Follow-on drugs may therefore dull the incentive to develop

first-in-class drugs. As evidence of this, critics point to the

protein kinases; these cellular proteins represent the most

common targets for drug discovery. However, although there

are 518 protein kinases in the human genome, more than half

the current drug discovery programs focus on the handful of

kinases for which there is already an existing drug.

A related criticism concerns the large outlays on the mar-

keting and promotion of branded pharmaceutical drugs,

more generally. Estimates of promotional expenditures are

somewhat uncertain, but data compiled by Gagnon and

Lexchin suggest that in 2004 the US pharmaceutical industry

spent at least as much on promotion as it did on R&D.

(Gagnon and Lexchin’s estimate includes two particularly

notable components of promotional cost: They include sam-

ples, representing 27.7% of total promotional dollar value;

and estimated ‘unmonitored’ expenditures, representing 25%.

The samples are valued at the retail prices, which are probably

on average at least 10 times the cost of manufacture; and the

estimate of unmonitored expenditure is highly uncertain. Re-

moving these components reduces promotional expenditures

to an amount closer to the amount spent on R&D.) Economic

theory predicts that firms will continue to spend on promo-

tion as long as the last dollar spent results in a compensatory

increase in unit sales and gross profits. Thus IP, to the extent

that it increases the margins earned on unit sales, encourages

promotion.

No doubt some, perhaps the majority, of this promotion is

socially valuable, alerting consumers about the availability of

effective therapies for an untreated health condition, or pro-

viding prescribers with information on the properties of new
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drugs. However, critics charge that a significant portion is

more persuasive than informative, and in some cases is mis-

leading. This kind of advertising is socially wasteful, as it

represents a zero-sum competition between firms for market

share; in the worst cases it might lead to worse health out-

comes if clinicians are persuaded to prescribe drugs that are

unnecessary or inferior to other therapies.

Drug Pricing

In most markets, consumer willingness and ability to pay is an

important constraint on the price charged. Pharmaceutical

markets are different. Most consumers in developed countries

have insurance that covers some or all of the cost of prescribed

drugs. If consumers do not pay for their drugs, what constrains

prices? The answer, of course, is that insurers set limits on

what they will pay. Indeed, many drug plans wield substantial

bargaining power on account of their large size. France, UK,

and Australia, for instance, operate national drug plans that

account for the majority of drug sales. Federal states without

national drug plans typically have large-scale plans operated

by regional governments. These plans increasingly exploit

their negotiating power to extract price concessions from drug

companies that wish to have their products listed on the drug

plan formulary. These price concessions directly reduce the

margins that are ostensibly there to recoup R&D costs. Ne-

gotiation costs and costs of applying for formulary listing can

also be substantial; Cohen reports that drug manufacturers

often need to contract with hundreds of different drug plans

in the US.

The price concessions are sometimes directly negotiated

with insurers. For instance, the public drug plan operating in

the province of Ontario, Canada, extracts confidential dis-

counts off list prices. Other insurers set a maximum price that

they are willing to pay, not for tablets or pills, but for expected

units of health generated by the use of a new drug. These

health units are usually denominated in ‘quality-adjusted life-

years’ (or ‘QALYs’) – which measure both survival and quality

of life gains. Typically, insurers’ willingness to pay for a QALY

are well below consumers’ expressed willingness to pay. The

UK National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence

(NICE), for instance, uses a threshold of d20 000 to d30 000

per QALY. Consensus estimates of consumers’ valuation of

a life year in normal health in the US are closer to US$100 000

(Bd65 000).

The UK’s NICE is perhaps the most well known national

health technology assessment body, but it is not the only

such initiative. Other countries that have created such agencies

include Australia (Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Commit-

tee), Canada (Common Drug Review), Scotland (Scottish

Medicines Consortium), Sweden (TLV), and Germany

(IQWiG). Although the US has no national-level body, Cohen

notes that many insurers informally consider cost effectiveness

when making formulary decisions.

One reason that public insurers are willing to pay less than

consumers is that public health-care budgets are constrained.

The relevant consideration for NICE is its opportunity cost: if

the threshold payment per QALY is too high, it will displace

other, more cost-effective nonpharmaceutical interventions. A

relatively low willingness to pay for drugs is thus appropriate if

the public health authority wishes to maximize health given a

constrained budget, although this raises questions about the

adequacy of the health budget.

The use of QALY assessments reflects a growing tendency

on the part of insurers to assess value for money when con-

sidering whether, and under what conditions, they will re-

imburse a drug. The insurers that used to cover almost all new

drugs that received regulatory approval are now becoming

much more selective consumers. An innovator, of course, can

elect to forgo formulary listing in a given insurance plan;

beneficiaries always have the option of paying cash for drugs

that are not insured. But if the insurer has a large market share

(as is typical for most public drug plans), then exclusion from

the formulary will markedly reduce sales. There is a double

effect from exclusion: nonformulary drugs tend not to be

used, not only because of the cost to consumers, but also

because physicians are not accustomed to prescribing them.

In summary, IP affords innovators some market power and

this market power is complemented by widespread insurance

coverage, which renders consumer demand less price sensitive.

This has naturally resulted in high prices. However, more and

more insurers are exercising countervailing market power and,

by so doing, are reducing innovators’ margins and hence the

incentive to conduct R&D. Many payers now require innov-

ators to demonstrate that their new drugs provide sufficient

value for money as a condition for reimbursement. This has

reduced margins both directly (when low willingness to pay

thresholds are applied) and indirectly (by requiring firms to

incur the time and expense of conducting economic appraisal

studies).

Drug Access

Scholars distinguish between two separate drug access issues.

The first is that IP may result in less drug use, relative to a

world in which the drug is available for sale at a competitive

(generic) price. More precisely, some consumers, who can be

labeled as ‘price sensitive,’ are unable or unwilling to pay the

brand price but may be willing and able to pay the marginal

production cost, which would be the generic price in a well-

functioning generic market. These sales are valued at more

than their resource cost, so society would gain if the drug

company lowered its price for the price-sensitive consumers.

But to make these sales, the firm may need to reduce its price

for everyone and, by so doing, may lose more revenues on its

‘price-insensitive’ customers – those who are willing to pay the

brand price – than it earns on its price-sensitive customers. It

would be profitable to sell at a lower price just to its price-

sensitive consumers if it could prevent resale of the product to

price-insensitive customers. But it is costly to prevent resale;

indeed this appears to be the reason that drug companies were

reluctant to sell acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS)

drugs at discounted prices in low-income countries. There is

also pressure from higher-income countries to get the same

discounted prices offered in low-income countries. Recently

some companies have used ‘tiered pricing’ in which the price

in the lowest-income countries is essentially just the manu-

facturing cost. However, even then, as observed by Flynn,
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Hollis, and Palmedo, within many developing countries the

most profitable price may be the one that targets chiefly price-

insensitive, high-income consumers.

Although access problems are most acute in developing

countries, they also affect insured residents of developed

countries. With prices of over US$50 000 for many new bio-

logic therapies, insurers (and especially government drug

plans) are not listing some products in their formularies.

The second access issue is that IP directs R&D into ther-

apeutic areas where expected revenues exceed anticipated drug

development costs. Thus diseases with limited market demand

have traditionally received little attention from drug com-

panies. This includes diseases affecting large numbers of in-

dividuals in poor countries (such as drug resistant TB, malaria,

and other tropical diseases). This inequity in the distribution

of R&D effort is morally problematic. It is true that this

problem is not caused by IP. Diseases of poverty will tend to

be neglected regardless of whether or not society extends IP

protections to commercial drug developers. For such diseases

to be the focus of R&D effort necessarily requires that affluent

people underwrite R&D costs. However, if the decision has

been made for the affluent to subsidize the costs of developing

drugs with limited market demand, then it does not follow

that IP is the best way to incentivize such R&D.

‘Profit Raiding’

The final drawback of IP is that some portion of the innov-

ator’s potential sale revenues will simply be lost. The reason is

that the high profit margins provided by market exclusivity

attract ‘raiders’ who attempt to appropriate these margins. The

potential profits from IP protection therefore decline, both by

the profits actually appropriated by raiders and by the re-

sources expended by the innovator to fend off raiders. Hence

the threat posed by raiders dulls the financial incentive to

innovate in the first place.

Counterfeiters, the clearest example of a profit raider,

are attracted to patented drugs owing to their high margins

and low transport costs. Historically, drug companies ignored

the problem given that most contraband was sold in low-

income countries, where potential profits were low. This

has changed. Advances in counterfeit technology, the entry

of organized crime syndicates into the counterfeit industry,

and the introduction of patent protection (and hence

higher drug prices) in several emerging markets following

the 1994 ratification of the Trade-Related Aspects of Intel-

lectual Property Rights (TRIPs) agreement, resulted in large

increases in counterfeit sales. This counterfeit is increasingly

difficult to distinguish from the genuine product and is

infiltrating developed country markets. Drug companies have

responded by changing the design of their pills, tablets, and

packaging to make imitation more costly; they have also in-

vested in radio-frequency identification and other technolo-

gies to secure their distribution channels from infiltration.

Despite these efforts, losses from counterfeiting have been

estimated to be as high as US$45 billion (US) annually.

Lybecker reports that counterfeiting remains a pervasive

problem ‘‘impacting nations of every size and income level

and drugs of every description.’’

Drug resellers are another type of profit raider. Inter-

national differences in price regulation regimes and national

income, as well as exchange rate fluctuations and other factors,

result in differences in the maximum price that a multi-

national drug company can charge in different markets. These

variations present drug companies with a dilemma. On the

one hand, profit maximization requires that they charge as

much as each market will bear, so that less affluent countries

will pay less toward the cost of R&D than richer countries. But

drug resellers are quick to exploit price differences. Moreover,

price regulators in Canada and elsewhere mandate that they

pay no more than what is paid in a set of comparator coun-

tries. So listing at a low price in one country might cannibalize

profits elsewhere. Faced with this tradeoff, a drug company

might sacrifice profits in a country with limited willingness to

pay (by delaying listing or listing at a higher than optimal

price) to preserve more substantial profits in a country with

greater willingness to pay. Nevertheless, it is difficult to elim-

inate all arbitrage opportunities. For instance, Bart presents

estimates of the value of the drugs resold in the EU as being in

the order of EURh 5–6 billion in 2006.

Generic competition can also be a form of raiding, to the

extent that it undermines the legitimate and expected ex-

clusivity period. Generic firms have an obvious financial in-

centive to enter large markets as soon as possible and will

mount legal challenges to patents perceived as being weak.

Brand firms have responded by increasing the number of pa-

tents listed on each drug. Indeed, Frank reports that branded

drug firms in the US now carry an average of 10 patents for

each drug – as compared with an average of 2 a decade earlier.

Two studies have examined the impact of these developments

on exclusivity periods. Grabowski and Kyle examine drugs in

the US for which there was generic entry in the period

1995–2005, and find that there was an increase in generic

challenges in both small and large ‘blockbuster’ pharma-

ceutical markets, which reduced market exclusivity periods.

Hemphilll and Sampat, examining data for 2001–10, confirm

increased numbers of challenges by generics, especially those

that occur within the first five years of a drug being on the

market. In contrast, however, they find that exclusivity periods

have not changed significantly. Their explanation for this is

that generic firms are chiefly challenging low-quality patents,

so that generic challenges are simply ‘maintaining’ the tradi-

tional patent life by preventing low-quality patents from ex-

tending exclusivity.

In addition to strategic patenting, brand drug companies

have used two other strategies to mitigate profit loss from

generic competition. First, a brand firm may launch a generic

version of its branded drug product – a so-called ‘authorized

generic’ – to compete with independent generics for price-

sensitive consumers. Second, if generic entry is likely, there

may be an arrangement between the firms to delay generic

entry. Such arrangements can be profitable because the brand

firm, should it retain market exclusivity, can typically earn a

higher margin on the generic firm’s unit sales than the generic

could itself earn. So the brand firm can pay the generic firm

the margins that it would have made and still have money left

over. These arrangements have attracted considerable attention

under antitrust laws; naked pay-for-delay settlements are now

prohibited in the US. More recently the US Federal Trade
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Commission has challenged settlements in which the com-

pensation to the generic for delayed entry is a promise of less

aggressive competition.

Finally, noting that the market entry of follow-on drugs can

be considered as a form of profit raiding, although unlike the

case of counterfeiters, follow-on drugs provide benefits to

consumers, in the form of expanded treatment choices, some

of which are therapeutically superior to the pioneer drug.

Alternative Push and Pull Schemes

Analysts have proposed a variety of different push and pull

schemes that are claimed to yield more therapeutically valu-

able drugs per dollar of public support. These proposals are

outlined as follows.

Alternative Push Programs

Push programs aim to reduce the cost of conducting R&D to

drug companies. Governments are already heavily involved in

basic medical research, and this research substantially reduces

the cost of bringing new drugs to market. However, there has

been much interest recently in push programs that extend

beyond basic clinical research, and into development prob-

lems that have traditionally been the domain of pharma-

ceutical companies. Of these, two proposals have received the

most attention: (1) public subsidies for translational research

and (2) public subsidy of Phase III clinical trials.

Public subsidies for translational research
A key determinant of the cost of bringing new drugs to market

is the rate of failure of drugs in late stage clinical trials (where

drugs are tested on large number of subjects with the disease).

Drug candidates that are abandoned at this stage can be

enormously costly. A high profile example was the failure of

Pfizer’s drug torcetrapib in Phase III trials in 2006; the devel-

opment costs on this ultimately unsuccessful product totaled

US$1 billion.

The failure of drug candidates is due to an incomplete

understanding of human pathophysiology and pharmacology.

Two aspects of the reward systems that drive commercial drug

discovery inhibit learning. First, as was noted earlier, drug

companies keep the results of their drug development pro-

grams secret, at least before patents are filed; this secrecy is in

part due to the IP system. Second, due to the high risk of

failure in pursuing risky hypotheses, companies tend to focus

only on those targets that are well-studied in academic labs.

But academia focuses on only a small fraction of potential

targets. There are approximately 3000 targets in the human

genome that are potentially susceptible to a drug. Of these,

by 2006 only a few hundred targets had been shown to

be therapeutically useful and modifiable by metabolically

accessible, nontoxic drugs. Drug companies are understand-

ably reluctant to invest significantly in their own target val-

idation programs given the high risk of failure and concerns

that competitors will use this information to develop com-

peting drugs.

Rai et al. and Edwards et al. concur that this work requires

the expertise and resources of both the academic and indus-

trial pharmaceutical sectors, and therein lies the problem.

Academic researchers collectively may have greater insight of

the disease relevance of targets than do individual drug com-

panies, given that the public sector collectively spends far

more than industry does on understanding basic disease

mechanisms. Drug companies have the expertise and re-

sources needed to carry out the systematic steps of drug dis-

covery. They also hold three other key inputs for target

validation: (1) proprietary collections of small molecules that

are needed to assess the functional attributes of proteins,

(2) the expertise of medicinal chemists needed to produce

new ones, and (3) the expertise and resources to develop and

test biologics. To date, most collaborations between industry

and academia are conducted within closed IP frameworks, in

part because drug companies are reluctant to share their

knowledge and resources widely, lest they benefit competitors.

To accelerate the process of target validation, Rai et al.

propose that a trusted agency provide a sort of matchmaking

service between academics and drug companies. The agency

would assess targets discovered by academics using the small

molecule libraries owned by drug companies and notify both

parties if a target was hypothesized to have therapeutic po-

tential. If both parties wanted to deal, the agency would help

broker an IP agreement. Edwards et al. suggest that target

validation, which only occurs after extensive clinical trials, is

best conducted as part of an open-access, not-for-profit col-

laboration between the academic and commercial sectors.

Placing research findings in the public domain in real time

and unencumbered by IP restrictions would disseminate

findings rapidly and widely, avoid duplication of effort, and

conserve the considerable time and energy that is required to

allocate IP rights over basic scientific discoveries. The open-

access model would also prevent the exposure of research

subjects to experimental drugs that are often ineffective, and

known to be so by at least a few commercial players and

regulators.

But why would academics and industry collaborate?

Edwards and colleagues argue that drug companies that con-

tribute their equipment, molecular libraries, and the expertise

of their scientists would gain more from the collaboration

(i.e., access to novel drug targets and influence over research

directions) than they would lose from sharing their resources

with potential competitors. To prevent free-riding, they pro-

pose that membership should be restricted to organizations

that make a meaningful, and agreed-upon, contribution. For

academics to commit fully, the collaboration must offer an

attractive opportunity to conduct intellectually satisfying

research and to receive peer recognition.

There is some evidence that such collaborations between

academic and industrial scientists can be successful. The

Structural Genomics Consortium (SGC), founded in 2003,

accounts for approximately 15% of all the human protein

structures in the public databases and is using this infor-

mation to collaborate with industry medicinal chemists to

generate open-access chemical inhibitors of new drug targets.

The SGC is funded by the Canadian and Ontario govern-

ments, the Wellcome Trust, and eight drug companies, and

all research output is released without restriction under an
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open-access policy. Edwards and his colleagues are initiating a

parallel effort in which a consortium of academic institutions

and major drug companies collaborates openly to test the

disease relevance of novel drug targets in humans.

Public subsidies for clinical research
Several commentators, including Lewis, Reichman and So,

Baker, Boldrin and Levine, and Jayadev and Stiglitz, have ad-

vocated the public funding of Phase III clinical trials. Public

funding of clinical trials would relieve drug companies of the

single largest cost of drug R&D. At the same time, public

spending on clinical trials would be relatively modest, for two

reasons. First, governments already subsidize clinical trials

through the use of tax subsidies. Second, governments likely

face a cost of capital less than the 11% cost faced by the

pharmaceutical industry. Because clinical trials must be con-

ducted before marketing approval, development costs are very

sensitive to the cost of capital. In addition to being relatively

economical, publicly funded safety and efficacy trials can

produce information that is more credible and clinically use-

ful than industry-funded trials, which are naturally designed

to maximize the expected profits rather than the expected

clinical benefits.

The public agency responsible for the trials would pre-

sumably need a way of deciding which drug candidates are

eligible for public funding. One concern is that the agency’s

choice of drugs whose trial costs are eligible for public subsidy

may be subject to undue political interference. Moreover, the

agency may not be well informed of the most promising drug

candidates. These issues could be dealt with to some extent by

providing public subsidies only to those drugs that cleared the

clinical trials.

Product-development partnerships
As noted earlier, there are very weak incentives for commercial

drug companies to invest in the development of drugs tar-

geting malaria, tuberculosis, and other diseases prevalent in

developing countries. Governments and private foundations,

however, have made substantial investments in research that

addresses the gap. But pharmaceutical companies themselves

have the crucial advantages of substantial expertise, techno-

logical capabilities, and large libraries of potentially inter-

esting compounds. So it was natural for ‘product-development

partnerships’ (PDPs) to arise between governments or foun-

dations and for-profit pharmaceutical companies. The dif-

ficulty was that for-profit companies wanted to be able to earn

a return on their investment, whereas governments and

foundations were especially interested in ensuring that the

prices of products were low enough to enable widespread use

in poor countries.

A key innovation in developing these PDPs was identifying

how pharmaceutical companies could be rewarded for their

participation, in a way that also allowed the ‘public’ partner to

achieve its goals. Modern PDPs have typically satisfied the

divergent goals of their partners by splitting the market for the

product into a commercial one, left to the industry partner,

and a humanitarian one, in which some arrangement was

made to achieve wider access, usually through at-cost pricing

or through licensing to competitive producers.

Thus, during the early 2000s, several important PDPs have

been established, and some have been successful in de-

livering products to market. These PDPs have become a

central component of the war on neglected diseases. The

most substantial PDPs, according to funding received, are the

International AIDS Vaccine Initiative and the Medicines for

Malaria Venture (MMV), which are both funded at close

to US$100 m annually. MMV has a large portfolio of products

at different stages of development. Unlike a traditional

drug company, which has a portfolio of drugs in different

therapeutic areas, MMV is focused only on malaria. This

approach would create undesirable risk for a for-profit

company; but it is efficient for MMV because its advisory

committee has the opportunity to compare many different

prospective products and to choose a portfolio optimized to

achieving success in addressing medical needs. Most other

PDPs focus on one or two therapeutic areas, a feature that

distinguishes them from private companies and offers a

strategic advantage for development work.

Alternative Pull Programs

The push programs reviewed above aim to reduce the cost of

conducting R&D to drug companies. Pull programs, con-

versely, provide rewards for the end products of the R&D

process – new drugs. The alternative pull programs differ from

the IP model in one key respect: instead of granting the in-

novator the right to exclude others from selling the drug, in-

novators are rewarded with payments that are proportional to

the drug’s value. This means that under the alternative models,

competitive entry occurs sooner, so that sales volumes are

greater and prices lower. With prices closer to competitive

levels, drug access would be improved and resale, counter-

feiting, and other forms of profit competition would be ren-

dered less lucrative.

These proposals can be categorized along several dimensions.

Measurement of drug value
Under the current IP system, drugs that the market deems to be

more valuable earn greater profits. But the market’s measure of

value – willingness to pay – is a noisy measure of a drug’s value.

In most markets, consumers assess whether a good or service is

worth the price; consumer willingness to pay in such markets is

a reasonable estimate of social value. Pharmaceutical markets

are extraordinary because the consumer neither chooses the

medicine (the physician does) nor pays for it (the insurer does).

Market demand for drugs thus reflects physicians’ prescribing

decisions, insurers’ coverage decisions (and related cost con-

tainment policies), and consumer willingness to pay for in-

surance and amounts not covered by insurers. Although

physicians act as expert agents on behalf of patients, many

physicians are doubly protected from pricing concerns, because

they do not make even copayments.

Different schemes use different measures of drug value.

Sanders’ Medical Innovation Prize Fund Act would grant a

public agency the power to decide on reward amounts and

identify priority disease areas. The agency would be bound

only by various guidelines, such as the guideline that more

effective drugs should earn larger rewards. DiMasi and
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Grabowski express concern that under a discretionary system,

‘political rent seeking’ and lobbying may distort research dir-

ections. Moreover, they suggest that for-profit drug developers

are best able to identify and pursue the scientific opportunities

that will lead to socially valuable products.

Other proposals would rely on forecasts of the profitability

of new drugs. Kremer proposed that a public agency assess drug

value by auctioning off IP rights to a new drug. In most cases –

say, nine of ten auctions – the winning bid would be used only

to set the reward payment to the innovator and the patents

would then be placed in the public domain. In a randomly

selected tenth auction, the winning bidder would receive the IP

rights at the bid price. A defect of this scheme is that 10% of all

new drugs remain under patent. However, this is necessary if

auction participants are to take the bidding seriously.

David Levine has proposed a mechanism that could be

useful in cases where a public sector agency or perhaps an

open source drug discovery consortium has identified a com-

pound with some therapeutic promise, but whose properties

have not been subject to any clinical testing. Levine proposes

that drug companies bid for the rights to these compounds.

Bids consist of royalty rates that would accrue to the winner

from all firms selling the drug, should the drug clear all the

clinical trials and gain regulatory approval. The lowest bidder

earns royalty income but is responsible for covering trial costs.

Levine’s proposal is akin to the compulsory licensing

schemes that have been used in Canada and elsewhere, but

with one major difference. Historically, regulators set com-

pulsory license royalty rates at some arbitrary amount,

whereas Levine would let firms bid on the royalty rate. A firm’s

bid would depend on its ability to operate clinical trials and its

expectations are: the likelihood that the drug will clear regu-

latory hurdles, the therapeutic value of the drug (vis-à-vis

current therapies), the anticipated market size, and the num-

ber of competing firms.

How would drug companies fare under these proposed

schemes relative to the existing IP system? In theory, Kremer’s

proposal would give innovators the present discounted value

of their anticipated monopoly profits, so over the long term,

firms would fare just as well as in the existing system, if ex-

pectations are unbiased. Indeed, because rewards are less

variable under the Kremer approach, it might even be pre-

ferred to the IP system. Should Levine’s proposal be adopted,

competition among firms would decrease the rewards to the

firms’ opportunity cost – the most that they could earn in

some other venture. Kremer therefore rewards the market

value of the innovation, which itself is determined by the

willingness to pay on the part of drug plans and consumers

whereas Levine covers firms’ cost of innovation.

The proposed Health Impact Fund (HIF) offers a mech-

anism that rewards firms in a way related to both value and

cost. A drug enrolled in the HIF would be sold at cost but

would earn payments proportional to its measured impact on

population health in each of the 10 years following market

launch. The proposal also allows for supplementary rewards

for 5 years should its sponsor receive approval to use the drug

for new indications. Each annual payment represents a share

of a reward fund; the reward fund share for an enrolled drug

in a given year is equal to the drug’s share of the global health

produced by all participating drugs in that year. Health

impacts would be measured using many of the same health

technology assessment procedures as currently used by drug

plans when deciding whether or not to reimburse a new drug.

For example, if all participating drugs were estimated to have

produced 20 million QALYs in a given year, and if an enrolled

drug had produced 2 million of these QALYs, then it would

receive 10% of the fund. Contributions to the HIF reward fund

by donor countries would be proportional to the donor’s

Gross National Income.

Participation in the HIF by drug companies would be vol-

untary; a drug developer could elect to exercise its IP privilege or

relinquish high prices in exchange for the reward payments. By

making the scheme optional, developers could earn at least as

much as they would under the existing system. At the same time,

because firms would compete over a fixed pool of rewards, the

expected reward must be equal to the cost of development for

the firm with a marginal project. Thus, this system makes re-

wards depend explicitly on the marginal cost of innovation.

Because the IP system, as well as the systems proposed by

Kremer and Levine, are market-driven, firms have little in-

centive to conduct R&D into important diseases afflicting

chiefly the poor. The HIF, in contrast, could be used to reward

the development of drugs with large health impacts, even if

the beneficiaries are themselves not funding the reward pay-

ments. The HIF could similarly incentivize the development of

new uses of older drugs for which there would otherwise be

no significant reward.

The HIF is but one approach that could be used to fund the

development of drugs that are intended for use in low-income

regions. The Advance Market Commitment is another. Several

governments and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation have

funded a US$1.3 billion program to subsidize the provision of

the pneumoccal vaccine in the poorest countries. The subsidy

is at a fixed rate per vaccine delivered, and firms were intended

to compete for a share of the US$1.3 billion by accelerating

the development of vaccines that would treat the most com-

mon strains of pneumonia in developing countries and by

rapidly scaling up production.

A criticism of the HIF is that it requires a relatively complex

centralized system of health impact assessment. However,

many drug plans presently require forecasts of the health

impacts of new drugs being considered for formulary inclu-

sion, so the criticism is somewhat misplaced. It is true that

the HIF requires measurements of actual – rather than an-

ticipated – heath impacts, and also requires a standardized

measure of health impact. These measures would likely vary

somewhat by country, depending on the institutional features

of health care, as well as health risks specific to each setting. So

health impact assessment is front and center of the HIF ap-

proach whereas under existing assessment procedures, drug

plans appear to be satisfied with a lower standard of evidence

(i.e., anticipated, not actual health impacts), especially if the

price charged is attractive. A pilot of the HIF could involve a

performance-based reward applied in a single country to one

or more drugs, to test the ability to measure impact in a

credible way, and also to see whether firms would respond to

the incentives inherent in the system.

It is also useful at this point to note some drawbacks of the

auction mechanisms contemplated by Kremer and Levine. The

auction format is widely used to elicit private information.
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But Grinols and Henderson question the utility of the auction

mechanism for reward determination given the substantial

uncertainty over the profitability of a new drug. They argue

that it is difficult to forecast profits owing to the introduction

of competing drugs, and changes in disease prevalence and

severity. Auctions are also subject to gaming by bidders, so

they need to be carefully designed.

Kremer’s proposal has one additional defect. The innov-

ating firm receives a lump sum payment before the drug is

actually sold and receives nothing thereafter. Hence there is

little incentive for the firm to promote its drug (which is often

an important component of achieving widespread sales) or to

investigate new uses for the drug. The HIF, and the approach

advocated by Levine, however, reward innovators in pro-

portion to their market sales and therefore retain incentives

for promotion and on-going product development.

Financing reward payments
The mechanisms proposed by Kremer, Sanders, and Hollis and

Pogge would finance rewards using public funds, whereas

Levine’s scheme is self-financing.

Public funding has both pros and cons. On the one hand,

because the technology embodied in a new drug is a classic

public good, prices should ideally be close to competitive

levels. With publicly financed rewards, drug prices would be

lower than in royalty-based schemes, assuming that the

funding scheme set limits on pricing, for example, by re-

quiring generic licensing. Public funding could also simul-

taneously address equity goals through the distribution of the

financial burden of R&D across taxpayers. In a privately fi-

nanced scheme, this burden is distributed among drug users.

The difference in drug prices would likely not be large for high

volume drugs, but they could be for low volume drugs (in-

cluding drugs used to treat rare disorders).

Public funding also has drawbacks. Public funding of in-

vestment into innovation requires taxation, which distorts

labor-leisure choices and consumption decisions. This draw-

back should not be overstated, however, most prescription

drug spending in developed countries is already publicly fun-

ded, either directly (through a public drug plan) or indirectly

(through tax subsidies for private drug coverage). Under a

rewards scheme, drug prices would drop markedly – likely by a

larger percentage than the percentage increase in unit volume.

Publicly funded drug spending should therefore decrease, and

the savings could be directed toward the reward fund.

Both the existing IP system and the proposed publicly fi-

nanced rewards system rely on contributions by different

jurisdictions to finance drug R&D. One important advantage

of a publicly financed reward system is that each jurisdiction’s

contribution to the rewards fund would be transparent,

making it easier to ensure that financial commitments are

being honored. International contributions to R&D in the

existing patents system, by contrast, are opaque. The reason is

that whereas the TRIPs agreement requires uniformity of pa-

tent length and nondiscrimination, it fails to prevent countries

from negotiating aggressively on the prices of new drugs, or

reducing the period of market exclusivity by delaying formu-

lary approval. Ideally, countries would contribute toward in-

novation in proportion to their ability to pay. Such an

allocation of contribution is not only ethically attractive, but it

is also likely to be roughly efficient in a Ramsey sense.

A dedicated, publicly financed international reward fund

has an additional advantage over the IP system. National

governments are responsible for setting IP policy, but do not

bear the full burden of higher drug prices; these costs are often

borne by regional government drug plans or private plans.

These plans do not receive much political kudos for supporting

innovation, and, indeed, are rewarded by plan sponsors for

reducing prices. Plan sponsors presumably care about innov-

ation but if there is any impact of their price control on drug

innovation, this is likely small and indirect and occurs only

after a considerable lag. As a result these plans tend to focus

myopically on cost control. A national government, conversely,

could benefit politically from financing a drug innovation

fund: it would create lower drug prices, no doubt popular with

constituents, and it would support drug innovation in a very

direct, visible way. In addition, it is the national government

that has relationships with other national governments, and

these relationships can be used to help deter free-riding.

Publicly financed reward schemes, then, are in some ways

more transparent than existing arrangements. As a result,

countries would be less able to shirk their responsibility to fi-

nance drug R&D. But this very transparency could make it dif-

ficult to strike a deal in the first place. Indeed, some

commentators suggest that it would be very difficult for national

governments to agree on a division of R&D costs and a means of

enforcing the agreement. Moreover, these commentators suggest

that it would be difficult to devise a sharing rule that is re-

sponsive to changes in countries’ willingness and ability to pay.

Nevertheless, the calls for a global R&D treaty continue.

The World Health Organization’s ‘Consultative Expert Work-

ing Group’ on R&D Financing has expressed preliminary

support for a recommendation that countries begin negoti-

ations toward such a treaty, but because the possible com-

ponents are disparate and vague (and indeed the proposal

includes no specific items that should be included in the

treaty) it is difficult to know what is being proposed.

Although prospects for an R&D treaty are unclear, other

international agreements appear to be feasible. For example,

Lawrence Gostin and colleagues have proposed a research

program for a ‘global health governance framework’ which

would set out minimal responsibilities for countries in terms

of meeting health requirements of their citizens, as well as

international obligations to help build the capacity of low-

and middle-income states.

In summary, the alternative pull programs described here

reward new drugs in differing ways. Sanders would vest a

public agency in the US with the power to decide on rewards

based on domestic sales only. Kremer would use anticipated

market demand and Levine would use anticipated market

demand and the risk adjusted cost of running the clinical trials

required by the regulatory authorities. The HIF would set

rewards in proportion to the health gains generated by the use

of the new drug globally. The HIF proposal is unique in that it

is intended to supplement, rather than replace the IP system.

Levine’s proposal is unique in that it is self-financing; any

firm could sell a newly approved drug, but each seller would

be required to pay a royalty to the innovator on each unit sold.

This royalty rate essentially reflects the anticipated risk adjusted
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cost of generating the evidence needed to gain regulatory ap-

proval. The remaining approaches require a dedicated, publicly

financed reward fund to remunerate innovators. The funds re-

quired vary between proposals. Because the HIF is a sup-

plement to the IP system, the financing required would be less

than in the proposals advanced by Sanders and Kremer. A

wholesale replacement of the IP system would undoubtedly

require contributions by different countries. This requires that

an international agreement be struck, an outcome that some

analysts view as politically intractable.

Discussion

The proposed mechanisms described here hold the promise to

enhance the effectiveness of public support for the drug dis-

covery enterprise. Implementation of these initiatives, how-

ever, requires that a variety of issues be addressed.

These include the following: Which reforms are feasible? Of

critical importance, revenue streams must be predictable if

firms are to commit funds to R&D projects. Should the IP

system be replaced with a rewards scheme, then there needs to

be an agreement that binds governments to commit resources.

An agreement that reallocates the hundreds of billions of dol-

lars spent annually on pharmaceutical R&D at this time is likely

not politically feasible. However, more modest reforms might

be possible. In particular, push-type programs that seek to re-

duce the private cost of drug discovery and commercialization,

and pull-type programs that supplement, rather than replace,

the IP system would be less disruptive to the status quo, would

have more predictable consequences on the firm’s profitability,

and would involve smaller public sector financial commit-

ments. At the same time, push-type policies, should they be

successful, would reduce private drug development costs and

hence the reliance on IP to recover development costs. This

may, in turn, facilitate further reforms to the IP system.

The public–private consortiums engaged in translational

research are particularly promising. However, some critical

problems need to be considered. How can the consortium

satisfy the many competing interests? In particular, how

should the consortium decide on which therapeutic areas to

investigate? Should this be decided by a vote or by consensus?

Should there be sanctions applied to members that are found

to not cooperate fully? For example, it may become apparent

that a drug company withheld from the consortium research

output that would have been useful. Should this result in ex-

pulsion from the consortium? Which drug companies would

conduct clinical trials on drug candidates that emerge from a

consortium? What restrictions will there be on the pricing of

such drugs, given the contributions by academics and public

funders? More generally, how should a consortium interact

with the existing IP regime? Resolution of these issues would

appear to be vital to the success of a consortium.

Another promising avenue is public funding of Phase III

trials. If there were public funds, however, there would likely

be no shortage of drug candidates seeking funding. Should

public funding be linked to the ultimate success of the trial, or

simply to the promise demonstrated before the trial? How

should conflicting priorities among different disease advocacy

groups and among different jurisdictions be resolved?

Finally, more work is needed to operationalize the HIF’s

health impact measurement technology. Because the HIF relies

on assessment of health impact, it is important to know how

such an assessment would be performed and how firms would

respond to being paid based on impact. A pilot trial could be

done for a single drug in a country or region. The HIF also

requires further analysis of antitrust issues and evaluation of

its likely effectiveness.

See also: Patents and Regulatory Exclusivity in the USA.
Pharmaceutical Parallel Trade: Legal, Policy, and Economic Issues.
Pharmaceutical Pricing and Reimbursement Regulation in Europe.
Value of Drugs in Practice
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Introduction

Research and development (R&D) for pharmaceuticals, medical

devices, and other healthcare technologies require not only the

creation of new products, but also the production of infor-

mation about their effects through preclinical research and

clinical trials. Firms might underinvest in this costly, risky, and

time-consuming R&D in the absence of subsidies or rewards.

But intellectual property rights are a two-edged sword in the

struggle to improve health. They both motivate the efforts that

result in healthcare innovation, and limit access to the fruits of

those labors. This contribution examines and critiques the pa-

tent and regulatory regimes that offer innovators in healthcare

technologies temporary shelter from competition. The primary

emphasis is on the US law pertaining to pharmaceuticals, with

some attention to medical devices and diagnostics as well as to

laws in other jurisdictions.

Pharmaceutical Patents

In comparison to firms in other industries, drug companies

rely heavily upon the patent system to capture rewards from

R&D. Most new drugs are covered by a series of patents with

staggered terms pertaining to their active ingredients, par-

ticular pharmaceutical formulations, manufacturing techni-

ques, methods of medical treatment, and related products

and processes. Critics decry this patent layering strategy as

‘evergreening,’ whereas brand-name firms explain that they

often improve their initial marketplace offerings through

patentable innovation.

Patent Acquisition

To be protectable under US law, an invention must consist of

patentable subject matter and be new, useful, and non-

obvious. 35 US Code yy 101, 102, 103, 112. The inventor must

file a patent application that provides a written description of

the invention and that enables a person skilled in the field to

make and use it. 35 US Code y 112. Failure to satisfy these

requirements may lead to rejection of a patent application or

to invalidation of an improperly issued patent.

Patent law encourages innovative firms to file patent ap-

plications promptly. Patentability depends on how an inven-

tion compares to the ‘prior art,’ including publications,

patents, and public knowledge or use. Patentability is denied if

the prior art discloses an invention, either explicitly or in-

herently, or makes it obvious. Because the prior art is con-

stantly expanding, broad patent claims in follow-on patents

are often invalid.

For example, in Schering versus Geneva, 339 F.3d 1373 (Fed.

Cir. 2003), the patent at issue claimed descarboethoxyloratadine

(DCL), a metabolite of loratadine. The prior art included

an expired patent on loratadine. Schering sought to enforce

the DCL patent against sellers of generic loratadine by argu-

ing that patients who ingested loratadine would necessarily

produce DCL in their guts, thereby infringing the DCL patent.

The court held the DCL patent invalid, reasoning that if,

as both parties agreed, administering loratadine to patients

inherently causes the production of DCL, DCL became

prior art when the earlier loratadine patent disclosed ad-

ministering loratadine to patients. A narrower claim to the

metabolite in isolated form might have survived this chal-

lenge, but such a claim would not preclude competitors from

selling loratadine.

Patents claiming modest changes that are sufficient to

avoid a novelty challenge have often been held invalid for

obviousness, including claims to new dosages, new formu-

lations, combination products that package the drug with

another familiar ingredient in a single capsule, and single

enantiomers or diastereomers isolated from a racemate or

other mixture of stereoisomers. To avoid invalidation for ob-

viousness, the patent holder must show either that a person

working in the field would not have found the modification

obvious or that the modified version has surprising properties

not present in the prior art. This has proven to be a significant

obstacle for many follow-on patents.

Despite the advantages of early filing, the time lag between

the discovery of a new molecule and the development of in-

formation necessary to use that molecule as a drug may make

early filing difficult. First, without some research into the

properties of a molecule, it may be difficult to satisfy the utility

requirement. The patent statute limits protection to inventions

that are ‘useful,’ a standard which the courts have explained

falls far short of US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

approval standards of safety and efficacy for use in humans. As

a general matter, promising in vitro test results have been held

to support patentable utility. In re Brana, 51 F.3d 1560 (Fed.

Cir. 1995). The Supreme Court has held, however, that it is not

enough to show that as of the filing date the invention is

merely the subject of research. Brenner versus Manson, 383 US

519, 536 (1966). In some cases courts have required clinical

testing to support controversial claims of therapeutic utility.

Second, if a new drug is structurally similar to a prior art

molecule, further research may be necessary to satisfy the

nonobviousness requirement. The US Patent and Trademark

Office (PTO) deems a new but structurally similar variation of

a known molecule to be prima facie obvious. The patent ap-

plicant may rebut prima facie obviousness by showing that the

new molecule has surprising properties (or particularly ad-

vantageous properties) not present in the prior art molecule.

In re Dillon, 919 F.2d 688 (Fed. Cir. 1990). To make this

showing, it may be necessary to perform tests on both the

new molecule and the prior art molecule. If the obvious-

ness challenge does not arise until after the product has

been thoroughly tested, the patent holder may use studies
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performed after the filing date to show surprising or advan-

tageous properties. Knoll Pharmaceutical versus Teva

Pharmaceuticals USA, 367 F.3d 1381 (Fed. Cir. 2004). But if

the PTO rejects the application at the outset for prima facie

obviousness, the need to develop rebuttal evidence may cause

delays. Meanwhile, firms might hesitate to invest in costly

testing while patentability remains in doubt.

Recent judicial developments in the US have called into

question whether patentable subject matter includes certain

biotechnology products obtained from nature (such as DNA

molecules) and certain medical diagnostic methods that in-

volve correlating observed biomarkers with a patient’s con-

dition, prognosis, or treatment. The US Supreme Court held in

Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, 133 S.

Ct. 2107 (2013) that isolated DNA molecules that are other-

wise identical to naturally occurring DNA are not patent-

eligible, but that complementary DNA (cDNA) molecules that

are not naturally occurring but are created artificially are pa-

tent-eligible. Previously, the US Supreme Court had held in

Mayo Collaborative Services versus Prometheus Laboratories,

Inc., 132. Ct. 1289 (2012), that a process patent claim directed

to a method of determining whether a given dosage level for a

drug was too high or low by comparing observed levels of a

drug metabolite with reference values set forth in the claim

was an invalid attempt to patent a natural law. The impli-

cations of these cases for other biopharmaceutical and diag-

nostic patents are not yet clear.

Patent Term

As required by the World Trade Organization (WTO) Agree-

ment on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights

(hereinafter TRIPS Agreement), patents on most inventions

expire 20 years after their application filing dates. 35 US Code

y 154. Pharmaceutical patents may be entitled to term exten-

sions, however, under the Hatch–Waxman Act. In particular,

drug patents may be extended for up to 5 years to compensate

for some of the time lost during clinical trials and regulatory

review. 35 US Code yy 155, 156. The remaining patent life

after extension may not exceed 14 years beyond the date of

FDA approval. The period of extension includes one-half of

the time spent in clinical trials and all of the time between

submission and approval of the new drug application (NDA).

Both periods are reduced by any time attributable to an ap-

plicant’s lack of diligence. Only the first approval of a new

active ingredient qualifies for a patent term extension, and

only one patent may be extended per new active ingredient.

The patent to be extended must be in force on the date of

approval and must cover either the product, a method of using

the product, or a method of manufacturing the product. These

provisions present a firm with a strategic dilemma: Should it

extend an early-filed patent that expires sooner but is more

likely to survive a validity challenge, or a follow-on patent that

potentially confers more years of exclusivity, but is narrower

and more vulnerable to patent-defeating prior art?

Patent enforcement
The Hatch–Waxman Act fundamentally altered drug patent

enforcement in the US. Before Hatch–Waxman, generic

versions of previously approved drugs faced two major entry

barriers: First, the FDA approval process, which generally re-

quired the same showing of safety and efficacy for a generic

product as for a pioneering drug; and second, patents, which

private owners had the burden of enforcing through in-

fringement actions in the courts. The FDA entry barrier was

usually sufficient to defer generic entry long after relevant

patents had expired, because the costs of clinical trials were

prohibitive for generic products that would be sold at com-

petitive prices. The Hatch–Waxman Act lowered the regulatory

entry barrier considerably by allowing approval of a generic

product that is ‘bioequivalent’ to a previously approved

product under an Abbreviated New Drug Application

(ANDA), without requiring duplication of safety and efficacy

trials. An ANDA does not require full reports of clinical trials

to show safety and efficacy, so long as the conditions of use,

active ingredients, route of administration, and strength are

the same as a previously approved ‘listed product,’ the ANDA

product is ‘bioequivalent’ to the listed product, and the

labeling of the two products is the same. 21 US Code

y 355(j)(2).

At the same time, the Hatch–Waxman Act fortified the

patent entry barrier by creating a system within FDA for

tracking drug patents and by deferring the approval of ANDAs

during the patent term. The Hatch–Waxman Act set up a

complex process to divert disputed patent issues to the courts

and to motivate potential competitors to challenge the validity

of patents. The FDCA requires that an NDA disclose any pa-

tent that claims the drug or a method of using the drug ‘with

respect to which a claim of patent infringement could rea-

sonably be asserted if a person not licensed by the owner

engaged in the manufacture use, or sale of the drug.’ 21 US

Code y 355(b)(1). Upon approval of the NDA, the FDA

publishes this information, updated to include later patents,

in a publication (available on the FDA website) called ‘the

Orange Book.’ The statute requires that an ANDA include one

of four prescribed ‘certifications’ with respect to each patent in

the Orange Book for the previously approved ‘listed drug,’

21 US Code y 355(j)(2)(A)(viii): a ‘paragraph I certification’

indicating that no patent information has been filed; a ‘para-

graph II certification’ indicating that the patent has expired; a

‘paragraph III certification’ indicating the date on which the

patent will expire; or a ‘paragraph IV certification’ indicating

‘that such patent is invalid or will not be infringed by the

manufacture, use, or sale of the new drug for which the ap-

plication is submitted.’ 21 US Code yy 355(j)(2)(A)(7)(vii)

(1)-(4). If no relevant patents remain in force, the ANDA may

be approved without further delay, assuming it is otherwise

approvable. If a patent is still in force, the ANDA may be

approved upon its expiration date. The consequences of a

paragraph IV certification are complex. An applicant making a

paragraph IV certification must give notice within 20 days to

each owner of the patent and to the holder of the approved

NDA including ‘a detailed statement of the factual and legal

basis of the opinion of the applicant that the patent is invalid

or will not be infringed.’ 21 US Code y 355(j)(5)(B)(iii). The

ANDA may then be approved immediately, unless a patent

infringement action is brought within 45 days. The filing of a

patent infringement action triggers a 30-month stay of ap-

proval of the ANDA, which may be adjusted by the court. The
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statute gives the first firm to file an ANDA with a paragraph IV

certification for a listed drug a 180-day market exclusivity

period before the FDA will approve another ANDA for the

same product. These provisions have been litigated extensively

as firms have explored their strategic implications.

The Hatch–Waxman Act in effect shifts some of the burden

of patent enforcement from patent owners to FDA by directing

FDA to refrain from approving ANDAs during the patent term.

Unless there is a paragraph IV certification, FDA will use its

regulatory gatekeeper role to exclude competitors until the

patents listed in the Orange Book expire, without the need for

infringement litigation. Patent holders need not monitor

competitors to detect infringement; the burden is on firms

seeking to enter the market to address infringement of listed

patents when they file ANDAs. Even when an ANDA filer

challenges the patent in a paragraph IV certification, a patent

holder who brings an infringement action gets an automatic

30-month stay of approval of the ANDA, without having to

meet judicial standards for a preliminary injunction. These

features of the statute fortify the exclusionary effect of patents

beyond ordinary judicial remedies for patent infringement

through the use of heightened regulatory entry barriers during

the patent term.

A distinct advantage for patent holders of the FDA-

administered remedies is that, unlike a court, FDA makes no

effort to determine whether patents listed in the Orange Book

are valid and infringed, or even whether they claim the listed

drug or its use. FDA relies on the NDA sponsor to identify

which patents are appropriate for listing in the Orange Book,

and if anyone disputes the accuracy of the patent information

or the propriety of listing a particular patent, FDA relies upon

the sponsor to decide whether to change the listing or to leave

it as is. FDA does not itself consider the merits of paragraph IV

certifications, but simply defers approval of ANDAs for 30

months pending further instructions from the courts. All listed

patents get the same administrative treatment regardless of

their validity or scope.

Typically the patent holder has much more at stake in

ANDA litigation than the generic challenger. If the patent

holder prevails, the court will likely direct the FDA to defer

approval of the ANDA until the end of the patent term. As-

suming no other ANDA filer successfully challenges the patent,

the patent holder could remain the sole source of the drug for

the remaining patent life, an outcome that could be worth

billions of dollars in the case of a blockbuster product. If the

generic challenger prevails, its ANDA will be approved, and if

it was the first ANDA with a paragraph IV certification for that

product, it may be the only ANDA-approved generic on the

market for 180 days. Because the first generic competitor in

the market for a drug is typically able to charge higher prices

and capture a larger market share until a second generic

competitor enters the market, this period of generic exclusivity

has significant value. The value of generic exclusivity is di-

minished if multiple ANDA filers on the same date share the

exclusivity, or if the NDA holder decides to launch its own

competing ‘authorized generic’ during the generic exclusivity

period. Teva Pharmaceuticals versus Crawford, 410 F.3d 51, 54

(D.C. Cir. 2005). A recent US Federal Trade Commission

(FTC) report on authorized generics reports that, on average,

expenditures at wholesale prices of a generic during the

180-day exclusivity period equal 61% of expenditures on the

brand name product during a comparable period prior to

generic entry (Federal Trade Commission, 2009). Once the

generic exclusivity period expires and more generic com-

petitors enter, price competition is likely to reduce profits

considerably. Even with generic exclusivity, the profits that a

generic challenger hopes to gain in the patent challenge are

thus likely to be a fraction of the profits the patent holder

hopes to preserve.

Given uncertainty as to the outcome and litigation costs,

this gap between the value and risks to the patent holder and

to the generic challenger may tempt the parties to try to reach

a settlement. Some settlement agreements have provoked

antitrust scrutiny by providing for ‘reverse payments’ from the

patent holder to the generic challenger in exchange for

agreement by the challenger to defer market entry (Federal

Trade Commission, 2010). Before 2003 statutory amend-

ments, these ‘pay-for-delay’ agreements could potentially

preclude all generic entry so long as any patents remained in

the Orange Book for the listed drug. This is because under

previous statutory provisions, FDA could not approve sub-

sequent ANDAs with paragraph IV certifications until 180 days

after either (1) the first commercial marketing of the product

by the first ANDA filer or (2) a court decision holding the

challenged patents invalid or not infringed. Settlements could

prevent either of these triggers from occurring, thus post-

poning indefinitely the time when competing ANDAs could

be approved. The revised statute addresses this problem with

several different patches. Specifically, the revised statute allows

multiple ANDA filers on the same date to share the 180-day

exclusivity, 21 US Code y 505(J)(5)(B)(iv)(I), (II); redefines

the trigger that begins the 180-day period to be the first

commercial marketing by any of the first ANDA filers, including

an ‘authorized generic,’ 21 US Code y 505(j)(5)(B)(iv)(I); and

provides for forfeiture of the 180-day exclusivity period if an

applicant fails to market the drug within specified periods,

withdraws the application, amends the certification, fails

to obtain tentative approval for the ANDA, enters into an

agreement that is adjudicated to be in violation of the antitrust

laws, or if the relevant patents expire. See 21 US Code

y505(j)(5)(D).

The FTC, along with a number of antitrust scholars, sees

most settlements that involve reverse payments to defer gen-

eric entry as agreements in restraint of trade in violation of the

antitrust laws (Federal Trade Commission, 2010; Hovenkamp

et al., 2003). Although owners of valid patents are entitled to

exclude competitors from the market until the end of the

patent term, antitrust authorities may suspect that settlements

with reverse payments signal weak patent claims. But in the

ANDA litigation context, the inference of a weak patent is not

as compelling as might first appear. Even a victorious patent

holder could not recover damages from a defendant that is not

yet selling a product, and even an optimistic patent holder

would presumably give up some portion of expected profits in

settlement to reduce the risk of a litigation loss that could

bring patent-protected profits to an abrupt halt. One might

therefore expect settlement of even strong patent infringement

claims to involve reverse payments. The US Supreme Court

held in Federal Trade Commission versus Actavis, 133 S. Ct.

2223 (2013) that reverse payments might sometimes be
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justified to settle a patent infringement action, but that a large,

unexplained reverse payment might indicate that the patent

infringement suit is weak, and that courts should apply ‘‘rule

of reason’’ analysis to determine whether such settlement

agreements violate the antitrust laws.

In 2003, Congress implemented reforms suggested by the

FTC to minimize anticompetitive abuses, including revisions

to the 180-day exclusivity period, and ensured continuing

antitrust oversight by requiring that ANDA litigation settle-

ment agreements be filed with the FTC and the Justice De-

partment within 10 days of execution. Medicare Prescription

Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003, Title XI,

y 1112 et seq. The scrutiny of antitrust authorities presumably

reduces the expected value of settlements and prolongs

litigation.

Current law reflects repeated compromises to rebalance the

interests of innovators and generic competitors as Congress

and FDA seek to block abuses, with each legislative patch in-

evitably introducing a new set of unintended consequences.

This complex regime, which provokes costly litigation with

unpredictable results, is clearly far from optimal.

Regulatory Exclusivity for Drugs

Congress has repeatedly acted outside the patent system to

shelter pharmaceutical innovators from competition by con-

trolling the timing of regulatory entry barriers. These non-

patent exclusivity provisions promote certain forms of R&D,

such as the development of orphan drugs or new chemical

entities or the testing of approved drugs for new uses or for use

in children. The terms of protection vary. Sometimes regu-

latory exclusivity runs concurrently with patent protection and

sometimes it extends beyond the patent term. Even when

shorter in duration than patents, most forms of regulatory

exclusivity are better synchronized with the timeline of drug

development than patents at the front end, so that the entire

period of exclusivity starts to run only once the product is

launched rather than ticking away before product launch.

When patent validity and infringement are contested and

uncertain, regulatory exclusivity can provide a minimum

period of exclusivity that is less vulnerable to challenge than

patent protection. Moreover, legislators enjoy greater latitude

in designing regulatory exclusivity provisions to meet the

needs of the pharmaceutical marketplace, while the patent

system applies essentially the same rules to all fields of

technology.

Orphan Drugs: Market Exclusivity

The Orphan Drug Act of 1983 grants 7 years of market ex-

clusivity for products to treat rare diseases and conditions af-

fecting fewer than 200 000 patients in the US. Available for

both drugs and biologics, Orphan Drug exclusivity does not

merely defer the use of an abbreviated approval pathway

(ANDA). It entirely prohibits approval of another application

‘for such drug for such disease or condition’ for 7 years after

the initial product approval, even if the later applicant con-

ducts its own clinical trials. It does not, however, preclude

approval of either (1) another drug for the same disease or

condition or (2) the same drug for another disease or con-

dition. Genentech, Inc. versus Bowen, 676 F. Supp. 301

(D.D.C. 1987); Sigma-Tau Pharms. versus Schwetz, 288 F.3d

141 (4th Cir. 2002). FDA interprets the statutory language

‘such drug’ narrowly to permit approval during the 7-year term

of a ‘clinically superior’ product that uses the ‘same active

moiety.’ 21 C.F. R. y 316.3(b)(13)(i), (ii).

Market exclusivity under the Orphan Drug Act is somewhat

like a patent on a particular use of a drug, enforced by FDA,

with the drug narrowly defined to exclude ‘clinically superior’

formulations. Although Congress might have thought it was

facilitating only products with markets too small to be lucra-

tive, many products qualifying for orphan drug exclusivity for

one indication have had large and profitable markets, usually

as a result of nonorphan, larger indications. The Orphan Drug

Act can also provide a nonpatent source of exclusive rights for

new uses of old drugs that were taken off the market and for

which early patents have expired, such as thalidomide. But

because it does not preclude approval of other applications to

sell the same product for other uses, Orphan Drug exclusivity

is of little value for products that competitors are free to sell

for other indications.

Hatch–Waxman: Data Exclusivity

In the 1984 Hatch–Waxman Act, Congress provided 5 years of

data exclusivity for the first approval of a new chemical entity

(NCE), 21 US Code y 355(j)(5)(F)(ii), and 3 years of data

exclusivity for a supplemental NDA approval making changes

in a previously approved product that required new clinical

trials, 21 US Code y 355(j)(5)(F)(iii). In contrast to the

Orphan Drug Act provisions, these Hatch–Waxman Act pro-

visions do not prevent a competitor that is willing to conduct

its own clinical trials from obtaining approval of its own NDA.

They merely prevent competitors from relying upon the in-

novator’s prior showing of safety and efficacy by using an

ANDA. In this sense they look less like patents on products

and more like proprietary rights in regulatory data. But if the

costs of a full NDA are prohibitive for a product that will be

sold at generic prices, the practical effect is to defer generic

competition. The term ‘data exclusivity’ is often used to refer

to periods of delay before a follow-on product may reference

the originator’s data as part of an abbreviated approval ap-

plication, and the term ‘market exclusivity’ is used to refer to a

more comprehensive exclusivity such as that available under

the Orphan Drug Act, but usage is not entirely consistent.

NCE exclusivity
The period of exclusivity for a new chemical entity, which

begins with first market approval, often runs concurrently with

patent protection, although in some cases it may last longer.

Although sometimes referred to as ‘5-year exclusivity,’ the

effective period of protection is generally longer than 5 years.

During the statutory period a competitor may not even submit

an ANDA to FDA; effective exclusivity continues thereafter

until FDA approves the ANDA, a process that takes an average

of 19.2 months (Food & Drug Administration, 2007). An

ANDA with a paragraph IV certification may be submitted as

early as 4 years after approval of the NCE, but if the patent
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holder responds by bringing a timely infringement action, the

30-month stay is extended to give a total of 7.5 years from

initial NDA approval to the time of ANDA approval. 21 US

Code y 355(j)(5)(F)(ii). With these adjustments, in practice

the period of exclusivity from first approval of the NCE until

approval of an ANDA is likely to range from a low of 5.5 years

(if an ANDA with a paragraph IV certification is filed after

4 years, no infringement action is filed, and FDA takes 1.5

years to approve the ANDA) to a high of 7.5 years (if an

infringement action is filed and the 30-month stay is extended

in accordance with the statute), although approval times vary.

The court in the infringement action has statutory authority to

lengthen or shorten the stay. In the absence of patents, the

period of exclusivity is 5 years plus approval time, or ap-

proximately 6.5 years. Relatively few NDAs do not involve

patents, but some involve invalid patents. NCE exclusivity

provides 4 years before such a product might face a patent

challenge and 7.5 years before a patent challenger can enter

the market under an ANDA.

Supplemental NDA exclusivity
FDA approval of a supplemental NDA is necessary to market a

drug for a new indication, or in a different dosage form or

formulation, or to sell the drug over-the-counter (OTC) rather

than by prescription only. When FDA approves a supplement

to a previously approved NDA that required further clinical

trials for approval, the applicant is entitled to a 3-year period

of exclusivity for the supplemental approval. 21 US Code

y 355(j)(5)(F)(iv). The 3-year period begins with approval of

the supplemental NDA, making it advantageous to defer filing

a supplemental NDA until other forms of exclusivity are about

to end in order to prolong the total period of exclusivity. As a

product approaches the end of its patent life, a firm might, for

example, seek approval to switch from prescription to OTC

sales, thereby gaining 3 years before it faces generic com-

petition in the OTC market. FDA may not approve an ANDA

for the same change during the exclusivity period, but it may

receive and review applications and grant tentative approvals

that become effective when the exclusivity expires. The add-

itional years of exclusivity are only available if additional

clinical trials were necessary to get the supplement approved.

The exclusivity thereby gained is limited to the terms of the

supplemental approval, and will not prevent a competitor

from using an ANDA to get approval to sell the product as

previously approved. This is a significant limitation on the

exclusive rights conferred by a supplemental NDA to market a

drug for a new indication. Such exclusivity does not stop a

generic competitor from getting approval to sell its product for

the original indication. Once the generic version is on the

market, physicians may prescribe it off-label for the new in-

dication, and pharmacists may substitute the generic version

unless physicians expressly require that the brand-name

product be used. Indeed, unless the new indication involves a

different formulation of the product, state generic substitution

laws may require substitution of the cheaper generic product

at the pharmacy. A similar problem limits the value of both

Orphan Drug exclusivity and method of use patents for

products with multiple therapeutic uses.

A 3-year exclusivity remains commercially valuable in cir-

cumstances where generic substitution is less likely, such as a

prescription to OTC switch. If the branded product becomes

available OTC and the generic product is available only by

prescription because FDA may not yet approve it for OTC sales

during the period of exclusivity, patients may buy the branded

product directly at the pharmacy rather than going to a

physician for a prescription, or a physician may advise the

patient that the product is available without a prescription.

Either way, the generic product is at a competitive disadvan-

tage because it is available by prescription only. Further, in-

surance would generally not cover the product once it is

available OTC. Three years of exclusivity in the OTC market

may give the branded product a dominant position with

consumers that persists even after generic entry in the OTC

market.

In one controversial episode, 3-year exclusivity led to a

sharp rise in the price of colchicine, an ancient remedy for

gout that had previously been marketed for decades without

FDA approval (Kesselheim and Solomon, 2010). In 2006,

FDA launched an Unapproved Drugs Initiative to get manu-

facturers of old drugs that came to market before modern

premarket approval requirements to test the drugs for

safety and efficacy and to seek formal regulatory approval

(Food & Drug Administration, 2011). FDA had previously

approved two combination products including colchicine

as one of multiple ingredients, but had never approved a

single-ingredient colchicine product. Mutual Pharmaceutical

submitted NDAs for the use of colchicine to treat familial

Mediterranean fever and acute gout flares. FDA approved both

applications and awarded 7 years of orphan drug exclusivity

for the use of colchicine to treat familial Mediterranean fever

and 3-year exclusivity for the treatment of acute gout flares.

FDA subsequently announced its intention to take enforce-

ment action against unapproved single-ingredient colchicine

products (Food & Drug Administration, 2010). Its new pos-

ition as sole source of this ancient drug enabled Mutual

Pharmaceutical to increase the price of its colchicine product,

Colcryss, from $0.09 to $4.85 per tablet (Kesselheim and

Solomon, 2010). Although regulatory exclusivity normally

affects only products that have not yet become available at

competitive prices, this unusual case provides a stark illus-

tration of the very real costs that exclusivity imposes on pa-

tients and payers for products that might otherwise have been

supplied more cheaply in competitive markets.

Pediatric Exclusivity: Prolonging Existing Rights

The Food and Drug Administration Modernization Act of

1997 added 6 months of incremental exclusivity for con-

ducting pediatric trials of drugs. This 6-month period of

‘pediatric exclusivity’ is not contingent upon approval of the

drug for use in children and is not limited to such use. The

only requirements are that FDA must request the pediatric

studies and they must be completed and submitted within the

timeframe specified by FDA.

In contrast to the Hatch–Waxman and orphan drug

exclusivities, the 6-month pediatric exclusivity does not start

running immediately upon FDA approval. It simply adds

6 months to the end dates of any existing forms of exclusivity

held by the submitter, whether under a patent, the Orphan
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Drug Act, or Hatch–Waxman Act provisions, 21 US Code

y 355a, further deferring the time when FDA may approve a

competing generic product. Because it does not run con-

currently with other forms of exclusivity, there is no advantage

to be gained by deferring pediatric trials until other forms of

exclusivity are at an end. The result has been a significant

increase in available information about the effects of drugs in

children, but critics have questioned whether 6 months of

exclusivity is an excessive reward for rather modest expend-

itures on pediatric trials.

Regulatory Exclusivities in Other Countries

Longer periods of regulatory exclusivity are available in the

European Union, dating back to a time when some members

of the European Union did not allow patents on pharma-

ceuticals (Junod, 2004). Council Directive 87/21/EEC of

22 December 1986, amending Directive 65/65/EEC on the

Approximation of Provisions Laid Down by Law, Regulation,

or Administrative Action Relating to Proprietary Medicinal

Products. The European regime currently provides 8 years of

exclusivity before authorization for a generic may be submit-

ted and 2 further years before it may be approved, and extends

each of these dates by an additional year if, during the first

8 years, the holder of the authorization obtains further au-

thorization for one or more new therapeutic indications for

the product. By decoupling the duration of exclusivity from

the timing of supplemental approval, the European approach

encourages the testing and submission for approval of new

indications and formulations earlier in the life cycle of a drug,

while the US approach makes it advantageous to defer such

testing and submission in order to maximize the duration of

exclusivity.

The pharmaceutical industry has sought to establish regu-

latory exclusivity regimes throughout the world in the terms of

trade agreements, with mixed success (Reichman, 2009;

IFPMA, 2011). The TRIPS Agreement, in lieu of a proposed

requirement for a minimum of 5 years of regulatory ex-

clusivity, ambiguously requires WTO members to protect un-

disclosed data against ‘unfair commercial use’ and against

‘disclosure, except where necessary to protect the public.’

TRIPS Agreement, Article 39.3. Subsequent regional and bi-

lateral free trade agreements more clearly specify time periods

during which national regulators may not approve generic

drugs on the basis of bioequivalence or otherwise rely upon

data provided by the originator (Reichman, 2009). Some na-

tions have implemented regulatory exclusivity in their na-

tional laws, while in other cases treaty provisions for

regulatory exclusivity are self-executing.

Medical Devices

Medical devices, which range from bandages to artificial heart

valves, vary significantly in the levels of risk they pose, with

products in different risk categories facing different regulatory

entry barriers. The Medical Device Amendments Act of 1974

divides devices into three classes. 21 US Code y 360c. Class III

devices pose the greatest risks, and generally require premarket

approval of a comprehensive NDA-like application before they

may be sold. 21 US Code y 360e. Some Class III devices and

most of the less risky Class II devices may instead get to market

through a less onerous pathway in which they are ‘cleared’

under a ‘510(k)’ submission, 21 US Code y 360k, based on a

showing that the proposed device is ‘substantially equivalent’

to a legally marketed device, meaning that it is at least as safe

and effective as that device. The 510(k) submission may in-

clude results of clinical trials. Some Class II devices and most

Class I devices are exempt from the 510(k) process.

Although premarket review of new devices is generally

more abbreviated than that of new drugs, FDA also regulates

devices through postmarket surveillance and controls. 21 US

Code y 360l. A pure generic industry does not exist in this

sector; rather, some firms focus on 510(k) applications that

they anticipate will not require clinical trials because they are

similar to existing products. The absence of pure generics may

reflect the much lower R&D costs and much shorter product

life cycles for medical devices than for drugs. With incre-

mentally improved products coming out every couple of years,

by the time an originator product’s patents expired and a

generic version could legally enter the market, the original

product design would be economically obsolete. Medical de-

vices, like drugs, are eligible under the Hatch–Waxman Act for

patent term extensions to compensate for marketing approval

delays. 35 US Code y156(g). They obtain no regulatory ex-

clusivity, however, perhaps due to differences in the nature of

FDA oversight of the drug and device fields and/or to the

absence of a market for true generics due to the short product

life cycles.

Biosimilars

Regulatory exclusivity is a significant focus in legislation for

the regulation of follow-on biological products, reflecting its

growing importance to the biopharmaceutical industry. As

discussed earlier, Congress provided for periods of regulatory

exclusivity for pharmaceuticals ranging from 4 years to 7.5

years in the 1984 Hatch–Waxman Act. In 2010, Congress

enacted a new regulatory approval pathway for biological

products that are ‘biosimilar’ to and/or ‘interchangeable’ with

previously licensed biological products, preceded by a 12-year

period of regulatory exclusivity for the reference products, a

period that may extend beyond the expiration of relevant

patents. Some critics have argued that the 12-year period of

exclusivity is excessive, while others have argued that it is ne-

cessary to compensate for deficiencies in patents and have

argued for even longer periods.

Decoupling Regulatory Exclusivity from Patent Protection

The biosimilars legislation departs from the Hatch–Waxman

model by decoupling regulatory exclusivity from patent pro-

tection. While under the Hatch–Waxman Act the dates when

an ANDA may be filed or approved turn in part on the ex-

piration dates of patents in the Orange Book for the listed

product and on the status of litigation between the parties over

those patents, these dates are fixed for biosimilars: Irrespective
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of patents, an application for a biosimilar license may not be

filed for 4 years, and its approval may not be made effective for

12 years, after the first licensing of the originator reference

product. 42 US Code yy 262(k)(7)(A), (B). FDA is not charged

with maintaining an archive of relevant patents in the Orange

Book. FDA receives notice and a copy of the complaint in any

patent infringement action and publishes such notice in the

Federal Register, but there is no provision for FDA to enter a

stay of regulatory approval of the biosimilar license pending

resolution of the litigation. Instead, the biosimilar applicant

must give notice to the reference product sponsor 180 days

before the first commercial marketing of its product, allowing

the reference product sponsor to seek relief from the court in

an infringement action.

In the place of the Hatch–Waxman Act’s patent certification

system, the biosimilars legislation creates an extraordinarily

elaborate set of provisions for resolving patent disputes. These

provisions entail considerable prelitigation activity, including

disclosure of the biosimilar application to the reference

product sponsor, ad hoc identification of relevant patents by

each party, a negotiation process regarding which patents will

be litigated, and a simultaneous double-blind exchange of

patents designated for litigation. The meaning and impli-

cations of these provisions have yet to be tested, and many

years will likely pass before relevant parties develop the fa-

miliarity firms, attorneys, and jurists now possess with the

provisions of the Hatch–Waxman Act.

This approach nonetheless holds some advantages over the

Hatch–Waxman regime. It does not put FDA in the role of

patent enforcer, but leaves this task to the courts. Innovators

thus have no incentive to list dubious patents in the Orange

Book to obtain a 30-month stay of regulatory approval from

an agency that is unwilling to evaluate patent claims. Rem-

edies for infringement follow adjudication in the courts rather

than arising automatically at the outset based upon the patent

holder’s allegations. The timing and duration of regulatory

exclusivity are certain and do not depend on the vicissitudes of

either infringement litigation or regulatory lag times (unless

regulatory approval takes longer than the 8 years between the

date when an application may be filed and the date when its

license may become effective).

Supplemental Exclusivity

In contrast to the Hatch–Waxman Act, the biosimilars legis-

lation does not offer additional exclusivity for minor product

changes requiring supplemental approval. An important ex-

ception is made for ‘a modification to the structure of the

biological product’ that results ‘in a change in safety, purity, or

potency.’ Such a modification gets its own full 12-year period

of regulatory exclusivity. The legislation also adds 6 months of

‘pediatric exclusivity’ both to the 4-year period before an ap-

plication for a biosimilar license may be filed and to the

12-year period before the license may become effective, under

the same conditions applicable to pediatric exclusivity

for drugs.

The different approach to supplemental exclusivity in

biosimilars legislation may reflect the limited value that bio-

pharmaceutical innovators have found in supplemental ex-

clusivity under the Hatch–Waxman Act. Although that Act

nominally awards 3 years of additional exclusivity for sup-

plemental approvals for changes such as new indications, the

terms of exclusivity are limited to the terms of the supplemental

approval, allowing approval of competing products for the old

indications. If supplemental exclusivity does not defer FDA

approval of a generic for the older indications, the generic will

usually be substituted when the reference product is prescribed

for the new indication.

On the other hand, for a structural change to the product

that changes its safety, purity, or potency, generic substitution

is unlikely and additional exclusivity is likely to be valuable. In

these circumstances, the new legislation not only provides

exclusivity, but expands it to the full 12-year term given for

new products. This approach may both overreward structural

changes and undermotivate other changes that require in-

vestments in clinical trials.

Limits of abbreviation in approval pathway for biosimilars
The biosimilars legislation does less to lower the regulatory

entry barrier to follow-on competition for biologics than the

Hatch–Waxman Act did for generic versions of small molecule

drugs. Although a follow-on competitor need not make the

showing required for an ANDA that the active ingredient is

‘the same’ as that of the listed drug, it must demonstrate that

its product is ‘biosimilar to a reference product’ based upon

data derived from analytical studies, animal studies, and one

or more clinical studies ‘that are sufficient to demonstrate

safety, purity, and potency’ in a use for which the reference

product is licensed, unless FDA determines that one of these

elements is unnecessary. 42 US Code yy 262(k)(2)(A)(i), (ii).

While a showing of ‘biosimilarity’ is sufficient to obtain a

biologics license, a more extensive showing is necessary to get

an agency determination that the follow-on product is ‘inter-

changeable’ with the reference product. A determination of

interchangeability requires showing that the biosimilar prod-

uct ‘can be expected to produce the same clinical result as the

reference product in any given patient,’ and for products ad-

ministered more than once, that ‘the risk in terms of safety or

diminished efficacy of alternating or switching between use of

the biological product and the reference product is not greater

than the risk of using the reference product without such al-

ternation or switch.’

Without a determination of interchangeability, additional

marketing may be necessary to get physicians and pharmacists

to switch their patients from the reference product to the

biosimilar product. By contrast, a determination of ‘bioequi-

valence’ for a generic drug under an ANDA is enough to per-

mit or even compel pharmacists to substitute the less

expensive generic version unless the physician directs other-

wise. Since most biologics are infusions that are dispensed by

physicians in their offices, rather than by pharmacists, sub-

stitution of biosimilars will depend on incentives and de-

cisions of physicians rather than on decisions of pharmacists.

The cost to show biosimilarity and interchangeability to

the satisfaction of FDA is unclear at this point, but informed

observers expect that the costs will be considerably higher

than necessary to show bioequivalence in an ANDA. More-

over, further marketing costs may be necessary to persuade

physicians, pharmacists, and payers to switch to these
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products. This may in part be an inevitable consequence of

differences between drugs and biologics, but it is also now in

part a function of deliberate legislative policy in the US.

Exclusivity for Follow-on Products

The first follow-on product to receive a determination of

interchangeability is entitled to a period of exclusivity before

FDA will make a determination of interchangeability for a

competing product. 42 US Code y 262(k)(6). A biosimilarity

determination does not trigger exclusivity for the follow-on

product, and exclusivity for the first product determined to be

interchangeable with a reference product does not preclude

licensure of a competing product that is determined to be

merely biosimilar to the reference product but not inter-

changeable with it. Follow-on exclusivity ends at the earlier of

1 year after first commercial marketing, 18 months after a final

court decision in a patent infringement action against the

applicant or dismissal of such an action, 42 months after

approval if the applicant has been sued and the litigation is

still ongoing, or 18 months after approval if the applicant has

not been sued.

These provisions reflect an effort to address some of the

perceived flaws with generic exclusivity in the Hatch–Waxman

Act. Rather than encouraging litigation by rewarding the first

applicant to challenge a patent, the biosimilars legislation

rewards the first applicant to receive a determination of

interchangeability. This encourages applicants to make the

more difficult showing of interchangeability in addition to

biosimilarity, and encourages alacrity in securing a license

from FDA rather than promising rights on the basis of appli-

cation filing dates. Moreover, the proposal limits the duration

of exclusivity in ways that may not be avoided by delays in

marketing, litigation, or settlement agreements.

Whether the exclusivity for follow-on biologics will prove

as valuable as Hatch–Waxman generic exclusivity remains to

be seen. Although the periods of exclusivity appear longer

under the biologics legislation than the 180 days provided

under the Hatch–Waxman Act, other follow-on products may

obtain licenses during the exclusivity period based on a

showing of biosimilarity to the reference product, potentially

eroding sales and profits for the first interchangeable product.

As a result, incentives to introduce follow-on biologics may be

limited.

Regulatory Exclusivities versus Patents

The growing duration of regulatory exclusivities in the US

raises questions about their role relative to that of the patent

system within the healthcare industry. Economic incentives for

innovation are traditionally the province of the patent system.

Failings of the patent system might better be addressed

through patent law reform, rather than by creating additional

sources of exclusivity outside the patent system. Moreover, in

the healthcare context intellectual property barriers to generic

competition are in tension with the competing interest in

promoting affordable access to medicine. Perhaps regulatory

exclusivities should do no more than compensate sponsors for

their FDA approval expenses, rather than promoting bio-

pharmaceutical R&D.

Yet reforming the patent system may be more challenging

than fortifying regulatory exclusivity. The patent system re-

mains a one-size-fits-all legal regime that applies essentially

the same rules to inventions arising in biopharmaceutical re-

search, automotive engineering, information technology,

semiconductors, rocket science, and even business methods,

although the need for patent protection across these fields

differs greatly. Tailoring the patent laws to address the en-

vironment for innovation within the pharmaceutical industry

might upset the balance of protection and competition in

other industries.

Membership in the WTO also limits the ability of member

nations to tailor the patent system to specific industries. The

WTO TRIPS Agreement requires signatories to provide patent

protection ‘without discrimination as to the place of inven-

tion, the field of technology and whether products are im-

ported or locally produced’ TRIPS Agreement Article 27. The

brand-name pharmaceutical industry favored the prohibition

in the TRIPS agreement against discrimination as to field of

technology, because it would require member states to elim-

inate provisions in national laws that weakened drug patents

(such as compulsory licensing provisions). But the treaty

language seems to prohibit discrimination in favor of drug

patents as well as against them. On the other hand, the TRIPS

Agreement places few restrictions on the award of regulatory

exclusivities by WTO members.

Enhanced regulatory exclusivity offers other advantages for

brand-name drug companies over stronger patent protection.

First, patents provide not so much the right to exclude as the

right to sue to exclude. Generic firms frequently make suc-

cessful arguments that the brand-name firm’s patents are in-

valid or not infringed. In contrast, regulatory exclusivity keeps

competitors off the market without the need for owners to

bring costly and risky infringement actions. This may be par-

ticularly advantageous in countries that do not have well-

functioning institutions for patent enforcement, but even in

the US the costs and risks of infringement litigation are

considerable.

Second, apart from its more limited duration, regulatory

exclusivity is a better temporal fit with the life cycle of a

pharmaceutical product. Regulatory exclusivity periods typi-

cally do not begin until a product is on the market, while

much or all of a patent term may run before that time. Finally,

the scope of regulatory exclusivity generally corresponds better

to relevant product markets than do patents. Regulatory ex-

clusivity tracks the terms of FDA product approvals, while

patent claims, drafted to distinguish an invention from the

prior art, may not correspond as closely to any actual com-

mercial product.

From a political economy perspective, it may be easier for

interest groups to influence policy initiatives that focus nar-

rowly on a particular industry (such as modifications to drug

regulation) than it is to influence policy initiatives that have a

broader impact (such as modifications to patent law), because

the broader the implications of the policy, the more likely they

are to encounter competition from other interest groups. The

pharmaceutical industry has sometimes found itself in op-

position to the financial services and information technology
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industries, for example, in legislative debates about patent law

reform (Kahin, 2007). However, the biopharmaceutical in-

dustry was quite successful in shaping the terms of recent

biosimilars legislation to secure generous benefits for its

members (Greenwood, 2010). Perhaps an industry-specific

approach increases the risk that policy makers will be unduly

influenced by industry rent-seeking to the detriment of other

interests that are less vigorously represented in policy debates.

The proposed Modernizing Our Drug & Diagnostics

Evaluation and Regulatory Network Cures Act, or MODDERN

Cures Act, H.R. 3497, 112th Cong., 1st Sess., provides an ex-

ample of a framework of innovation incentives that em-

phasizes regulatory exclusivity over patents when the sponsor

asserts that patent protection would be inadequate to support

development of the product. Under the proposed legislation,

which has been endorsed by a long list of disease advocacy

groups, professional associations, and biopharmaceutical

firms, a drug sponsor could submit a request to FDA for

‘dormant therapy’ designation for a therapy that fulfills an

‘unmet medical need’ and that has ‘prospectively insufficient

patent protection.’ The request must include a list of patents

covering the therapy and a conditional waiver of the right to

enforce those patents after the termination of regulatory ex-

clusivity. If the FDA agrees that the indication for which ap-

proval is sought addresses an unmet medical need, it will grant

the dormant therapy designation and the patent waiver will

become effective. The sponsor then obtains 15 years of mar-

keting exclusivity. All of the identified patents are given an

extended term of up to 15 years after the product is approved,

but pursuant to the patent waiver, the sponsor of the disclaims

any patent term after the 15-year exclusivity period. Whether

the MODDERN Cures Act will become law remains to be seen,

but the proposal itself represents a significant shift in under-

standings of the roles of patents and regulatory exclusitivies in

promoting innovation.

Regulatory exclusivities have other disadvantages. They

place public health officials in the uncomfortable position of

denying patients access to safe and effective generic substitutes

for unpatented medications. They require FDA to devote

considerable time and manpower toward drafting regulations,

issuing guidance documents, and adjudicating disputes in-

volving multiple regulatory exclusivity regimes. These re-

sources might be more effectively spent in pursuit of the

agency’s core mission of protecting public health.

Regulatory exclusivities lack important limitations that are

built into patent law. The US Supreme Court recently ex-

plained that ‘‘the results of ordinary innovation are not the

subject of exclusive rights under the patent laws. Were it

otherwise, patents might stifle rather than promote the pro-

gress of useful arts.’’ KSR Int’l. versus Teleflex, 550 US 398, 427

(2007). Yet regulatory exclusivities are available for old prod-

ucts based upon the completion of routine clinical trials that

would not qualify for additional patent rights. Perhaps the

same considerations that justify withholding patent rights

from ‘ordinary innovation’ in order to promote progress also

caution against awarding regulatory exclusivity for ‘ordinary

innovation’ in the context of drug testing. No other industry

receives comparable guarantees of an exclusive market to in-

duce them to bring their products to market. Perhaps the

extraordinary protections afforded to the pharmaceutical

industry are diminishing the motivation of drug-developing

firms to become more efficient innovators.

Conclusion

The current overlapping legal protections for exclusivity in the

pharmaceutical marketplace reflect a series of political com-

promises, repeatedly renegotiated to correct for unintended

consequences in the last version of the rules. It is not easy to

design a set of rules that provides the optimal balance between

incentives for innovation and barriers to competition. On one

view, patent law reform provides a more appropriate response

to concerns over particular innovation environments than the

creation of a gallery of additional regulatory exclusivities. The

failure to make the patent system responsive to this intensely

science-based industry threatens to allow the patent regime

that has long served as the engine of innovation to become

antiquated. It may also maintain deficiencies in patent doc-

trine for the great majority of innovative industries that do not

benefit from regulatory exclusivities.

Another view is that a simpler and more effective legal

regime would rely less upon patent protection and more upon

well-designed regulatory exclusivity to support incentives for

new drug development. It makes little sense for lawmakers

and trade negotiators to extend the Byzantine Hatch–Waxman

system into new legal regimes, either by duplicating it for

biosimilars or by binding our trading partners to adopt similar

systems in their national laws. Recent biosimilars legislation in

the US, although controversial in specifics, corrects some

problematic structural features of the Hatch–Waxman Act,

disentangling regulatory exclusivity from patents and offering

greater incentives to develop products that may be in-

adequately protected by a patent system that is often asyn-

chronous with biopharmaceutical product development.

See also: Biopharmaceutical and Medical Equipment Industries,
Economics of. Biosimilars. Patents and Other Incentives for
Pharmaceutical Innovation. Research and Development Costs and
Productivity in Biopharmaceuticals
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Introduction

The idea of paying people to engage in healthy activities, and

to refrain from unhealthy ones, gained some traction in the

health policy discourse in several developed and developing

countries toward the end of the 2000s. The concept itself is

simple and is informed by one of the most basic features of

standard economics, the relative price mechanism, that is, if

you pay someone to do something, there is an expectation

that the person is more likely to do it, and the higher the cash

incentive, the greater the effect. Here, payments to people to

encourage healthier behaviors are defined as user financial

incentives (UFIs), and might be expected to have a positive

effect if the utility that an individual gains from the payment

outweighs the personal disutility consequent on the behavior

change.

UFIs exist when an individual can expect a monetary

transfer, which is made conditional on them for acting in a

particular way. Mostly, they are positive rather than negative

financial incentives, rewards not punishments. Taxes on cer-

tain harmful products, such as cigarettes, are, however, a form

of negative financial incentive and can be quite effective in

changing people’s consumption patterns. Moreover, this

intervention has gained considerable exposure in recent policy

debates internationally, with respect to, for example, the

so-called ‘fat taxes’ (i.e., additional taxes on food with high

calorific content) and ‘soda taxes.’ The imposition of such

measures affects all those engaged in the targeted activity

though: those who alter their behavior, by the very fact of

them altering their behavior, and those who continue as be-

fore, when they are now subject to higher prices. It could be

argued, therefore, that taxes are heavily paternalistic. UFI are

more libertarian by comparison, in that those who continue to

smoke, or eat too much, or refrain from exercise, are not

directly affected by the payments at all. It is for this reason –

even though UFI ought to be seen as a complement to, rather

than a substitute for taxes – that the political leanings of those

who currently govern much of the world may lead them to

take an interest in positive financial incentives.

Aside from the simplicity of the theory that informs UFI,

one must ask oneself, do they work? To answer this, one must

turn to the evidence.

Evidence

Numerous experiments with UFI have been, and are being,

conducted at the local practical policy level in a number of

countries, including the UK, with the use of financial and

payment in kind (iPods, hotel breaks, helicopter trips) in-

centives by healthcare purchasers, and the US, in employer-

based wellness programs. These local level pilots are, however,

rarely well evaluated. Fortunately, there is a reasonable

amount of evidence reported in the academic literature on the

effectiveness of mostly quite small UFIs to enable us to reach

some informed conclusions.

Behavior change can be categorized as either complex or

simple. Complex behavior change requires sustained effort

over a length of time; simple behavior change requires single

actions at a point in time. Some preventive activities – for

example, smoking cessation and healthier eating – clearly re-

quire a sustained effort, whereas others, such as attending

doctors’ appointments and participating in vaccination pro-

grams, are more likely to be relatively simple. Sustained and

‘one shot’ behavior change require qualitatively different re-

sponses from the individual, and thus it makes sense to di-

chotomize the evidence according to these categories.

Sustained Behavior Change

The behavior changes discussed here are those associated with

smoking cessation and weight loss. There have been systematic

reviews in both areas, and the evidence is not auspicious. In

relation to smoking, abstinence is measured through use of a

biochemical test that records cotinine levels in saliva or urine.

In 2008, Cahill and Perera reported a systematic review of

studies that have analyzed the effectiveness of UFI for smoking

abstinence, wherein only 1 of the 17 studies has demonstrated

significantly higher cessation rates for those to whom in-

centives are offered as compared with those in control groups

beyond 6 months from the start of the intervention. Un-

fortunately, cost information is usually absent from UFI

studies and thus even when effectiveness is observed, the

discernment of cost effectiveness is difficult.

A 2007 meta-analysis of nine randomized trials on the use

of UFI to reduce obesity rates after 12 months following the

initiation of the incentive as reported by Paul-Ebhohimhen

and Avenell has concluded that an incentive of less than 1.2%

of personal disposable income is associated with a zero mean

weight change. Financial incentives of at least 1.2% of dis-

posable income were, compared with no incentive, associated

with a mean weight loss of 2.4 lb at 12 months and 1.5 lb at

18 months. Thus, the effect by 18 months postinitiation was

small and dissipating, and cost-effectiveness information was,

again, missing. Indeed, in the domain of weight loss inter-

ventions, it is probably difficult to gauge cost effectiveness

without knowing the health implications of the loss in weight,

which will occur (if at all) many years in the future, and are

therefore likely to be confounded by an individual’s broader

behaviors, environment, and genetic profile. Rewarding peo-

ple for weight loss could also feasibly incentivize some quite

unhealthy behaviors.

One Shot Behavior Change

As noted above, various types of medical adherence require

single, or limited, acts. In 1997, Giuffrida and Torgerson re-

ported a systematic review of UFI to motivate medical
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adherence (including adherence to a tuberculosis medical

regimen, dental care for children, immunization, postpartum

appointments, etc.). They identified 11 randomized controlled

trials, of which, 10 demonstrated a positive effect. There have

been additional studies in the intervening years, many (al-

though by no means all) of which have shown similar

promise. For example, a 2003 study by Seal and colleagues

reported a randomized controlled trial on a population of

hard to reach intravenous drug users in San Francisco. All of

the drug users were given the first of three required hepatitis B

vaccine doses and then they were divided into two groups, an

‘outreach group’ and an ‘incentive group.’ The third vaccine

dose was administered 6 months after the first dose, and the

outreach group was assigned a weekly contact with an out-

reach worker; the incentive group, however, received a

monthly US$20 monetary incentive if they remained in the

vaccine program. It turned out that 69% of those in the in-

centive group received all three doses of the vaccine as against

only 23% in the outreach group.

In another study, this time from 2005, Slater and colleagues

administered two types of mail-based interventions to women

aged 40–64 years to encourage them to undergo mammo-

graphy. Both of the interventions offered a free mammogram if

the respondent rang a toll-free number, with one of the inter-

ventions also offering a small financial incentive if a person

actually underwent the mammogram within 1 year. More than

four times as many calls were received for the mail-plus-in-

centive intervention than the mail-only intervention, and the

subsequent mammogram rate was significantly higher in the

former intervention than the latter intervention, which in itself

produced a significantly higher rate than ‘do nothing.’ As with

the interventions to encourage sustained behavior change,

however, those that focus on medical adherence are generally

silent regarding value for money.

Summary

There is evidence to suggest that UFIs are potentially useful in

many areas of medical adherence, but in terms of policy areas

that demand more sustained efforts from the targeted groups,

the effectiveness of this intervention has been generally poor.

In short, for smoking cessation and weight loss, any early

success tends to dissipate when the incentives are no longer

offered. It may be the case that many studies have been

somewhat underpowered, in terms of the size of the incentives

offered and the length of time they are offered for. Indeed, a

large trial reported in 2009 by Volpp and colleagues at the

Center for Health Incentives and Behavioral Economics at the

University of Pennsylvania, would seem to suggest that larger

incentives may work.

In the trial, 878 people were randomized to either a control

group or an incentives group. At baseline, all participants

tended to smoke approximately one packet of cigarettes daily.

The participants in both groups received information re-

garding smoking cessation programs, but the incentives group

additionally received US$100 for completing a program, a

further US$250 for exercising abstinence for 6 months into the

trial, and an additional US$400 if they remained abstinent

until 6 months thereafter. At 12 months from the initiation of

the trial, the cessation rate in the incentive group was signifi-

cantly higher than that for the controls (14.7% vs. 5%), and

although there was some relapse in both groups, this pattern

persisted beyond the lifetime of the incentive at 18 months

(9.4% vs. 3.6%). Moreover, using incentives in excess of

US$100 over a 4-week period, Charness and Gneezy have

provided some evidence that gym attendance may be sus-

tained at a significantly higher rate than would otherwise be

the case post trial, at least in the relatively short term.

Generally, however, offering larger incentives over longer

periods may not be feasible, particularly if financed by the

public sector and targeted at broad population levels, given

the current global fiscal environment. Therefore, it would

make sense to examine whether the payment mechanism in

UFI can be redesigned so as to improve its effect.

Strengthening the Payment Mechanism

It may be possible to improve the strength of the UFI payment

mechanism by appealing to the findings of behavioral eco-

nomics. For instance, theoretically, requiring participants to

commit their own money (a ‘deposit contract’), with the in-

tention of receiving their money back if they achieve the target

behavior, might be expected to improve effect. This is because

in the behavioral economics literature, it has been observed that

losses loom larger than gains; that is, people attach a greater

magnitude of disutility to losing a particular good than the

utility that they attach to winning the same good. Given this

general observation of loss aversion, we might expect the loss

associated with giving up money in deposit contracts to make

them more effective than the conventional practice of simply

giving people money if they meet their target behaviors.

Moreover, some have highlighted the behavioral economic

observation that people tend to be attracted to large rewards

that have a small probability of occurring, and that therefore,

instead of offering the target population a small financial in-

centive for certain, they ought to be offered, if they successfully

change their behavior, a lottery that has the same expected

value as the certain payment, but entails some probability of

winning a relatively large monetary amount. In short, com-

pared with conventional UFI, deposit contracts and lottery

payment mechanisms do not necessitate increases in the aver-

age payment, but they may trigger cognitive effects that make

respondents perceive the incentives to be more substantial.

In a selection of small studies that have not been specif-

ically informed by behavioral economics, the performance of

deposit contracts and lottery payment mechanisms in motiv-

ating sustained behavior change has been mixed, at best. There

has, however, been at least one UFI for weight loss study that

was informed directly by behavioral economics, with some

interesting, if not spectacular, results. In this 2008 study by

Volpp and colleagues, participants were assigned to one of

three arms: (1) a weight monitoring program that required a

monthly weigh-in; (2) the weight monitoring program plus a

deposit contract, where at the beginning of each month par-

ticipants could deposit between 1 cent and US$3 per day, with

the deposited amount matched by the investigators in add-

ition to a fixed payment of US$3 per day, with all refundable if

the participant met the targeted weight loss at the end of each
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month; and (3) the weight monitoring program plus a lottery

incentive, where, if they met their weight loss target, partici-

pants played a daily lottery that had an expected value of

approximately US$3, with some of the lotteries comprising of

a large payoff with small probability but most comprising of a

small payoff with larger probability. The trial end point target

weight loss for all participants was 16 lb at 16 weeks. At 16

weeks, the mean weight losses in the control group, the de-

posit incentive group and the lottery incentive group were 3.9,

14, and 13.1 lb, and the percentage of those in each group

achieving the 16 lb weight loss target were 10.5%, 47.4%, and

52.6%, respectively: At that point in time, the weight loss was

statistically higher in both incentive groups, as compared with

the controls. However, at 7 months, although both the in-

centives groups still on average weighed significantly less than

they did at the initiation of the study, the mean weight losses

in the control group, the deposit incentive group, and the

lottery incentive group were now 4.4, 6.2, and 9.2 lb, re-

spectively, a nonsignificant difference across the three groups.

In both incentives arms, therefore, the earlier effectiveness had

dissipated considerably.

More experimentation with different UFI payment mech-

anism designs, informed by the findings of behavioral eco-

nomics, is warranted. If they can be shown to effect sustained

as well as simple behavior change, then they might prove to be

a very useful addition to the preventive health policy armory.

For this, however, evidence of effect is necessary, but not suf-

ficient. There are many moral and practical objections to the

use of UFI that should not be ignored.

Objections

Moral Objections

Some believe that UFIs are unethical. One argument is that

trading money for health (or, presumably, health-related be-

haviors) involves incommensurable values, in the same way

that, for example, selling a child for an electoral vote is un-

acceptable. The commodification of health-related behaviors,

according to this view, may lead to their denigration, devalu-

ation, and/or corruption. UFI may denigrate the person’s

choices by failing to respect sufficiently the decision that the

individual has reached, assuming that he or she has taken into

account all of the pros and cons of their actions, which might

be particularly dangerous in the field of mental health, where

the voice of the patient has often traditionally been ignored.

Thus, there are concerns that UFI, by potentially interfering

with the rights of self governance, may undermine some con-

ceptions of fairness and justice. Moreover, in the area of personal

lifestyle behaviors, such as smoking, diet, and exercise, it is

possible that the general public will resent general tax revenues

being used to reward people for doing what the majority believe

they should be doing anyway. However, the general acceptance

of UFI may prove context specific. For example, paying people to

take their medications might garner general societal support,

especially if it is perceived that patients underestimate the pros

and/or overestimate the cons of medication. If patients do not

fully appreciate the benefits of medication, and if their careless-

ness toward medication poses avoidable harm for themselves or

for the communities in which they live, then the societal view

may be that the use of UFI is justifiable.

If UFIs are targeted at the relatively poor, as they often are,

they could generate further ethical problems, because even

small monetary rewards may deter poor patients from termi-

nating treatment when they feel that it is causing them harm.

Furthermore, the offer of a financial incentive could be judged

as a bribe when directed toward those with limited means.

Conversely, it may be contended that UFIs, whereby those

targeted can refuse to participate for any reason, are a model of

respectful and equal exchange, that the notion of coercion is

more usually associated with punishment than reward, and

that it is hard for some to accept how a transparent financial

inducement to take medicine in order to remain well under-

mines society’s notion of fairness and justice.

Unintended Consequences of UFI

Other objections to UFI focus less on whether they are morally

wrong, and more on their potential to have undesirable un-

intended effects. For example, some worry that the intro-

duction of UFI for some aspects of medication adherence will

encourage patients to stop taking their treatment so as to re-

ceive the payment for taking their treatment again. Similarly,

in relation to broader lifestyle behaviors, it is possible that a

few will temporarily initiate unhealthy activities, such as

smoking, so as to receive payment for quitting.

A number of experts, across a range of disciplines, have

warned that external rewards to act in a particular way may in the

long run crowd out the intrinsic desire to alter one’s behavior.

For instance, if rewards are offered to people to quit smoking,

those payments could potentially become an expectation, and

thus people might be less willing to abstain under their own

personal motivation. Thus, those who are targeted for UFI must

be made aware that any financial incentive is there to serve as

merely temporary support to help them achieve a personal goal.

Similarly, perhaps, financial incentives to discourage particular

unhealthy actions might crowd in other undesirable activities: for

instance, an ex-smoker motivated by money rather than health

may be more likely than a health-aware reformed smoker to

substitute doughnuts for cigarettes.

A monetary payment, if administered from the doctor to

the patient, might also crowd out the traditional trust-based

nature of the doctor–patient relationship, possibly damaging

the principal–agent interaction in this regard if some patients

no longer follow advice in the absence of financial rewards.

Moreover, attempts to change people’s lifestyle choices are

potentially patronizing and condescending to the targeted

group; the obese, for instance, may feel unfairly stigmatized

beyond the levels to which they have already been stigmatized.

There are clearly a host of objections to the use of UFI; whe-

ther or not they are insurmountable in all contexts requires a

broad public policy debate.

Conclusion

For some aspects of medical adherence, modest financial in-

centives can have an effect on people’s behavior, although
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little is yet known regarding the cost effectiveness of these

interventions. However, there is currently little evidence of a

positive sustained effect on changing lifestyle behaviors when

associated with smoking or weight loss. Nonetheless, all hope

in this domain should not yet be abandoned; further research

that tests the differential impact – and value for money – of

different incentive mechanisms that are informed by the

findings of behavioral economics is warranted.

There are many ethical and practical objections to the use

of UFI. Although the use of UFI is not intended to threaten

individual liberty in that participants self-select into incentives

programs, which target behavior change that they themselves

are meant to desire, there is perhaps a legitimate concern that

these interventions violate spheres of privacy and autonomy.

For instance, if UFI are used as a public policy tool, it seems

not unreasonable to worry that they may patronize people,

and might single out a subset of the population (e.g., the

obese), stigmatize them further, and treat them as if they

lacked full use of reason. Clearly, more public debate is re-

quired in order to reach a consensus on the limits of accept-

ability to the use of UFI, assuming of course that they prove to

demonstrate both reasonable effect and value for money in

the areas toward which they are targeted.

See also: Pay-for-Performance Incentives in Low- and Middle-
Income Country Health Programs. Price Elasticity of Demand for
Medical Care: The Evidence since the RAND Health Insurance
Experiment. Pricing and User Fees
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Glossary
Contracting-out A government practice of

contracting with private organizations for health

service delivery.

Extrinsic motivation Incentives or motives that

originate from without (e.g., financial rewards offered

by others).

Intrinsic motivation Incentives or motives that originate

from within (deriving enjoyment or personal satisfaction

from completing a task, for example).

Multitasking A reduction in effort devoted to

noncontracted outcomes when agents are responsible for

multiple tasks or multidimensional tasks, but only

rewarded for performance on a subset of them.

Introduction

Poor performance of health care providers plagues the delivery

of health services in many low- and middle-income countries.

The underlying reasons are complex and incompletely

understood, but poor performance is not simply due to in-

adequate training or deficiencies in provider knowledge.

Instead, a growing body of evidence documents substantial

deficits in provider effort. One striking example is the high

absenteeism rates (as high as 75%) among health pro-

fessionals documented in a number of studies. When pro-

viders are present, a sizeable ‘know-do’ gap (or failure to do in

practice what a provider knows to do in principle) also con-

tributes to low-quality medical care. Provider effort may also

not focus directly on improving health – for example, health

professionals may provide unnecessary services that are not

medically appropriate (e.g., intravenous glucose drips to create

the illusion of therapeutic effectiveness). Moreover, even when

providers exert appropriate effort during a clinical encounter,

they may do little to promote the health of their patients

outside of the encounter (e.g., through prevention and out-

reach activities).

One might expect that given weaker market incentives,

these problems would be more prevalent in public sector

health service delivery. However, suboptimal provider effort

can be sustained in equilibrium in all sectors, including pri-

vate practice, due to well-known market failures. For example,

a well-established literature demonstrates that asymmetric

information limits the ability of patients and the lay public to

observe provider effort or judge medical care quality. As a

result, patients are unable to penalize underperforming pro-

viders through their choices. These problems are compounded

by market conditions and rigidities common in low- and

middle-income countries, including inadequate regulatory

processes and a relatively large government role in financing

and delivering health services (e.g., given the more prevalent

infectious diseases and larger positive externalities in service

delivery).

To better align provider incentives with patient and

population welfare (or health – one argument of welfare),

‘pay-for-performance’ schemes have become increasingly

common in developing country health service delivery. In

principle, the idea is straightforward: drawing on the logic

of performance pay in human resource management, this

approach rewards providers directly for achieving prespecified

performance targets related to health. Use of performance

incentives in wealthy countries began in earnest during the

1990s with programs that rewarded both process indicators

and measures of clinical quality. Examples of performance

targets include immunization rates; disease screening; ad-

herence to clinical guidelines; and the adoption of case

management processes, physician reminder systems, and dis-

ease registry systems. The UK went further with the National

Health Service’s Quality and Outcomes Framework, tying

physician practice bonuses to a comprehensive range of

quality indicators. Performance pay in low- and middle-

income country health programs emerged in the late 1990s,

and its use has grown rapidly since then.

In practice, pay-for-performance contracts are complex and

fraught both with difficult tradeoffs and with the possibility of

‘multitasking’ and other unintended consequences. This article

outlines the key conceptual issues in the design of pay-for-

performance contracts and summarizes the existing empirical

evidence related to each. In doing so, it focuses on four key

conceptual issues: (1) what to reward, (2) who to reward,

(3) how to reward, and (4) what perverse incentives might

performance rewards create. The article concludes by high-

lighting important areas for future research and by noting

the overall lack of evidence on many key aspects of incentive

design in the health sector.

What to Reward

If ‘you get what you pay for,’ then it presumably follows that

one should pay for what one ultimately wants. If a health

program’s primary objective is good patient or population

health outcomes, it would seem natural for performance in-

centives to reward good health or health improvement directly

rather than the use of health services or other health inputs.

Rewarding health outcomes rather than health input use not

only creates strong incentives for providers to exert effort, but
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it can also create incentives for providers to innovate in de-

veloping new, context-appropriate delivery strategies. Put dif-

ferently, rather than tying rewards to prescriptive algorithms

for service provision (often developed by those unfamiliar

with local conditions), rewarding good health outcomes en-

courages providers to use their local knowledge creatively in

designing new delivery approaches to maximize contracted

health outcomes.

In practice, however, very few pay-for-performance schemes

have rewarded good health. At the time of writing this review,

the authors are aware of only two: performance incentives for

primary school principals in rural China to reduce student

anemia and incentives for Indian day care workers in urban

slums to improve anthropometric indicators of malnutrition

among enrolled children. In the Chinese study, researchers

measured student hemoglobin concentrations at the begin-

ning of an academic year, issued incentive contracts rewarding

anemia reduction to principals shortly afterwards, and meas-

ured student hemoglobin concentrations again at the end of

the school year. School principals responded creatively, per-

suading parents to change their children’s diets at home as

well as providing micronutrient supplementation at school;

and anemia prevalence fell by approximately 25%. In the

Indian study, researchers measured child anthropometrics at

day care facilities, issued incentive contracts rewarding pro-

viders for each child with an improved malnutrition score,

and repeated anthropometric measurement 3 months later. In

response, day care workers visited mothers’ homes and pro-

moted the use of nutritious recipe booklets; malnutrition in-

dicators declined by approximately 6%.

The fact that so few pay-for-performance programs reward

health outcomes may reflect important limitations to doing

so that arise in practice. Instead, performance incentives

generally reward the use of prespecified health inputs. In the

following sections, shortcomings and tradeoffs inherent in

incentive contracts that reward health outcomes will be

discussed.

Share of Variation in Contracted Outcome under Provider
Control

One drawback to rewarding good health is that even when

exerting optimal effort, a relatively small amount of variation

in health outcomes may be under the control of providers. For

illustration, consider the case of neonatal survival. Maternal

health behaviors during pregnancy are key determinants of

birth weight, and low birth weight is a leading risk factor for

neonatal death. Although rewarding maternity care providers

for neonatal survival could in theory motivate them to engage

expectant mothers from an early stage of their pregnancy,

providers may be unlikely to succeed or may believe a priori

that they will be unable to change maternal health behaviors.

Patients or community members may also respond to changes

in provider behavior caused by performance incentives; in

some cases, these responses may undermine provider actions.

For example, if educators or health providers take direct action

to improve nutrition because of performance incentives, par-

ents may respond by reducing children’s dietary quality at

home. In both cases, if providers do not believe that their

effort will ultimately be rewarded, they may simply not

respond to the performance incentive.

A clear (and common) alternative is to reward the use of

health services and inputs, particularly those that are relatively

sensitive to provider effort. Providers generally have a greater

influence on service use than health outcomes, and even more

so on quality of clinical care. In several rigorous studies of

pay-for-performance incentives in Rwanda, providers were

rewarded for prenatal care visits, immunizations among chil-

dren and pregnant women, institutional deliveries, HIV test-

ing, and a wide range of service quality indicators. Incentive

payments were offered for each service provided and were

weighted using overall quality scores. This set of incentives

motivated providers both to increase delivery of contracted

services and to raise the overall quality of care. Researchers

observed that the program increased institutional delivery

rates by 23% and preventive service use among children under

the age of 4 years by 25–50%, and it also reduced the ‘know-

do’ gap by 20%. Although not directly contracted, infant

weight-for-age and child (2–4 year old) height-for-age rose by

approximately 0.5 and .25 standard deviations, respectively.

Researchers also observed that the incentives led to a 15%

increase in the rate of HIV testing and counseling among

couples, and an 18% increase in the probability that both

partners in HIV-discordant households had been tested for

HIV at least once.

Interactions with Provider Skill/Human Capital Base

A second limitation to rewarding good health outcomes is that

providers may not possess adequate ability to innovate if they

lack the necessary skills and human capital. These skills can be

both technical and interpersonal. Scholars suggest that pro-

viders may be unsuccessful in responding to performance in-

centives when success requires changing the patient behavior

(which requires skills beyond clinical ability). In the Rwandan

program, providers were unsuccessful in increasing contra-

ceptive use and in persuading patients to complete the con-

tracted sequence of four prenatal care visits in part because of

local patient preferences (superstitions about acknowledging

pregnancies at an early stage). To address this shortcoming,

one program in the Democratic Republic of Congo paired

performance incentives with consulting services for com-

munity outreach and business planning. Health facility man-

agers were encouraged to submit quarterly business plans

detailing their strategies to achieve incentivized targets, and

consultants provided them with custom-tailored advice.

Measurement of Contracted Outcomes

A third obstacle to rewarding good health is that health out-

comes can be more difficult and expensive to measure than

health service or input use, particularly when physiological

health indicators must be measured directly. For example, all

else equal, the expense of measuring hemoglobin concen-

trations would potentially be an important barrier to scaling

up the China performance pay program described above. Al-

ternatively, incentives tied to service and input use have suc-

cessfully relied on combinations of self-reporting and random
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audits to measure contracted outcomes on a larger scale.

Examples of contracted health inputs measured this way in-

clude well baby visits and adherence to clinical protocols

during medical visits. Finally, measurement of contracted

outcomes (either health input use or health outcomes) among

patients in clinical settings may pose fewer measurement

challenges than in community wide settings section (Perverse

incentives and unintended consequences considers tradeoffs

between rewards for outcomes among patients vs. population

members).

Who to Reward

Another important issue in designing performance incentives

is deciding who to reward. Which agents at what organiza-

tional level will be most efficient and effective in improving on

contracted outcomes? This section describes conceptual issues

in contracting at the macro- (or organizational) and the

micro- (individual) level.

Macrolevel Incentives: Organizations and Local Government

At the macrolevel, international organizations (like the Global

Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization and the Millennium

Challenge Corporation) increasingly use ‘results-based finan-

cing’ in providing aid. Central governments in low- and

middle-income countries also frequently contract with private

organizations or transfer resources to local government to

deliver health services – and performance incentives are often

included in these schemes. As performance pay shifts risk to

incentivized agents, the more risk averse the agent, the greater

the expected compensation must be (all else equal). One

advantage of organizational-level incentives is that collectively,

organizational agents may effectively be less risk averse than

individual employees. This is because idiosyncratic risk that

effort will not result in good performance – and thus not be

rewarded – is pooled across individuals within organizations.

As a result, overall program costs may be lower when con-

tracting at the organizational level (all else equal). However,

contracted organizations must then solve their own internal

principal–agent problems, and they may pass the costs of

doing so on to the principals contracting with them.

There are many circumstances under which central govern-

ments ‘contract-out’ health service delivery to private organ-

izations (typically non-governmental organizations (NGOs)).

One is settings in which public sector facilities are largely

absent – for example, regions of postconflict Afghanistan and

Haiti. Under these conditions, governments and international

organizations have contracted with NGOs to open facilities,

recruit and train providers, and manage all aspects of service

delivery. In the context of Afghanistan and Haiti, achieving

performance targets was rewarded with operating budget

transfers of up to 10% of the base contract amounts (paid by

the World Bank and the US Agency for International Devel-

opment (USAID), respectively). In Afghanistan, studies found

that these contracting strategies were associated with improve-

ments in service availability (measured as the ratio of facilities

to population, which increased by approximately 30%, and the

share of facilities providing antenatal care, which rose by

45–75%) and institutional delivery rates (which roughly dou-

bled). In Haiti, research suggested that performance pay was

associated with 13–24% point increases in full childhood im-

munization coverage and 17–27% point increases in insti-

tutional delivery rates.

Contracting-out also occurs when public sector facilities

exist but perform poorly. For example, in 1999, the Cam-

bodian Government began contracting with NGOs to manage

health service delivery in five randomly selected districts (eight

districts were chosen for contracting, but not all districts had

suitable quality proposals from NGOs). Contracts rewarded

eight explicit performance indicators (immunization rates,

vitamin A supplementation, antenatal care use, medical

supervision of deliveries, institutional delivery rates, contra-

ceptive use, and use of public vs. private sector health facil-

ities). Researchers found that after 5 years, performance-based

contracting led to a 32% point increase in antenatal care use,

a 16% point increase in completion of recommended child-

hood immunizations, and a 17% point increase in vitamin A

supplementation. Cambodia’s contracting strategy also im-

proved the general facility operations (24 h service availability,

staff attendance, managerial supervision, and equipment

availability).

Macrolevel performance incentives have also become in-

creasingly common in the public sector. In the 1980s, central

governments in many low- and middle-income countries

began transferring funds for service provision to local gov-

ernments, decentralizing authority over policy design and

management. One of the rationales for decentralization is that

local governments have superior information about local

preferences and are therefore better able to satisfy them.

However, even if local governments have superior information

about local preferences, they do not necessarily have strong

incentives to satisfy them. Decentralization can therefore in-

clude performance-based incentives. For example, a recent

initiative in Indonesia gave block grants to village leaders to

provide maternal and child health services and to run schools.

In a randomly selected subset of villages, the size of sub-

sequent block grants was tied to performance according to

12 performance measures (8 maternal and child health indi-

cators and both enrollment and attendance in primary and

secondary schools). Scholars found that with performance

incentives, midwives in treatment villages worked longer

hours, increasing the availability of health services – and

prenatal care visits rose by 37% points. Local administrators in

incentivized districts also used central government funds more

efficiently, negotiating savings in education (without any

apparent decline in school attendance) and reallocating the

savings to the health sector.

Under all of these circumstances, organizational autonomy

may be critical for the success of incentive programs. The

Cambodian program experimented explicitly with the degree

of independence given to contracting NGOs, using both more

restrictive ‘contracting-in’ and more autonomous ‘contracting-

out’ arrangements. Management and facility indicators im-

proved more in contracting-out districts, and there is sugges-

tion that health indicators did as well. Other cases illustrate

the breadth of responses to performance incentives enabled by

autonomy. For example, hospitals in Sao Paulo, Brazil with
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municipal health delivery contracts that rewarded hospital

efficiency, patient volume, and service quality developed cre-

ative organizational strategies tailored to their own hospital

settings. Hospital spending fell and efficiency indicators rose

without measurable declines in service quality; researchers

estimate that to produce comparable changes in patient dis-

charges absent performance incentives, hospitals would need

to increase spending by approximately 60%.

An important limitation of macrolevel incentives is that

they may not translate into private rewards for organizational

leaders. Although performance incentives could, in principle,

be structured this way, to date they have generally been de-

signed as operating budget transfers and eligibility for future

contracts (rewards paid as budget transfers vs. private income

is discussed in more detail in Section How to Reward). A re-

lated drawback is the possibility that organizational policies

and regulations limit organizational or local government

ability to solve their own internal principle–agent problems

(e.g., if managers are not permitted to use budget transfers for

employee bonuses). In Cambodia, contracting NGOs in-

creased the use of many (presumably productive) health in-

puts, but actual health outcomes (the infant mortality rate and

diarrhea incidence among children under 5 years) did not

improve. NGOs managing hospitals in Afghanistan and Costa

Rica (under similar programs) made improvements in facility

management and service provision, but there were no meas-

urable gains in health input use (e.g., immunizations).

Microlevel Incentives

At the microlevel, organizations often use performance in-

centives to solve principal–agent problems with individual

employees. These incentives can target upper-level managers

and/or rank-and-file providers that they supervise.

An important virtue of rewarding managers for good per-

formance is that they possess greater flexibility for innovation

in service delivery. In contrast, lower-level health workers

often must follow detailed, highly prescriptive protocols from

which they are not allowed to deviate. For example, a recent

study shows that Chinese primary school principals (who

manage schools) offered performance rewards for reducing

student anemia not only supplemented school meals with

vitamins, but they also took the initiative to discuss nutrition

with parents, persuading them to increase their children,s

consumption of iron-rich foods at home. As a result, anemia

prevalence among participating children fell by roughly 25%.

In Nicaragua, health facility managers were given performance

incentives for offering and providing both prenatal care and

well child services to a large share (90%) of local CCT program

beneficiaries. In response, managers took the initiative to

partner with community organizers (promotoras), school tea-

chers, and the local media to conduct community outreach

campaigns encouraging mothers to bring their children for

checkups. These managerial efforts were reportedly successful:

nearly all providers were judged to have achieved the per-

formance targets, preventive care use increased by 16% points,

and vaccination rates rose by 30% points.

In practice, many pay-for-performance schemes to date

have rewarded individual providers rather than their managers

for good performance. Although rank-and-file health workers

may have less flexibility to innovate in service delivery, their

effort may ultimately matter most for organizational per-

formance. Additionally, because they have the most direct

contact with target populations, individual providers may also

have better knowledge about local conditions. For example,

day care workers in the Indian program rewarding reductions

in malnutrition made more frequent home visits in addition

to providing more nutritious meals at day care facilities.

Through these home visits, they encouraged mothers to use

nutritious recipe booklets, and malnutrition among children

at their day care centers declined by 4.2% over a 3-month

period. In Rwanda, individual public sector providers re-

sponded to incentives for higher prenatal care and insti-

tutional delivery rates by partnering with midwives to identify

and refer pregnant women for services. The associated increase

in institutional deliveries was 10–25% points.

In addition to lacking flexibility to innovate in service de-

livery, there can be other limitations to incentivizing individual

health workers as well. A potentially important one is that re-

warding health workers for their own individual performance

may create disincentives for teamwork or cooperation. Alter-

natively, rewarding providers for group performance creates

incentives for free-riding because individual health workers do

not bear the full cost of shirking – and may be rewarded for

good performance among coworkers.

How to Reward

Using performance incentives to increase provider effort ne-

cessarily requires assumptions about what motivates pro-

viders. It is reasonable to assume the providers care about

both financial compensation and patient welfare to varying

degrees. However, human motives are complex, and other

factors undoubtedly play a role too – professional recognition

and the esteem of colleagues, pride in one’s work, opportun-

ities for professional advancement (career concerns), working

conditions, and amenities where one lives, for example. From

the standpoint of policy or program design, many of these

other factors cannot be translated into performance rewards as

easily as financial incentives. However, these other motives can

interact with financial incentives in important ways.

This section discusses general conceptual issues in the

structure of performance incentive contracts.

Balancing Fixed Versus Variable Compensation

As discussed in the literature outside of health (on executive

compensation, for example), performance pay should opti-

mally balance fixed (unconditional) and variable (perform-

ance-based) pay. On one hand, performance bonuses must be

sufficiently large to influence provider behavior, and on the

other aligning executive effort with firm interests may require

that a large share of total compensation be tied to firm per-

formance through performance pay. Several studies suggest

that in health care, performance incentives may be ineffective

if they are too small.
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However, increasing variable pay as a share of total

compensation increases the financial risk borne by providers.

As providers are generally risk-averse (to varying degrees), they

must be compensated for bearing additional risk inherent

in pay-for-performance contracts. Negotiations over a health

service delivery contract in Haiti between an NGO (Manage-

ment Sciences for Health) and USAID illustrates this point.

When renegotiating its contract, Management Sciences for

Health was only willing to accept the additional risk imposed

by performance pay if USAID would increase the total amount

that could be earned to exceed contractual payments under the

alternative unconditional contract (under the performance

pay contract, fixed payments were set to 95% of the un-

conditional contract amount, and an additional 10% was

made conditional on good performance).

The Functional Form of Provider Rewards

A second issue in the structure of performance pay contracts is

the functional form mapping incentive payments onto per-

formance indicators. Absent knowing what the contract theory

literature suggests is needed for optimal incentive contract

design, a simple approach is to offer rewards that are linear in

contracted outcomes. Examples include constant incremental

rewards per child reduction in malnutrition, per child re-

duction in anemia, or per infant delivery supervised by a

skilled birth attendant.

Other programs have adopted a step-function approach,

offering bonuses for surpassing one or more bright-line per-

formance thresholds. Depending on its specific form, this

approach can have theoretical grounding and may also be

appropriate when thresholds have clinical significance (e.g.,

vaccination rates at levels that confer herd immunity). Con-

tract theory suggests that optimal incentive contracts are likely

to be nonlinear in contracted outcomes, and step functions

could provide a reasonable approximation of these non-

linearities. Some scholars also argue that setting bright-line

aspirational goals could change institutional culture to be

more results or goal oriented. Although there is little evidence

among studies of performance pay, bright-line performance

incentives may help to focus attention on contracted out-

comes when provider attention is scarce as well.

A drawback to the step-function approach can be a greater

risk that provider effort will not be rewarded. Specifically, it

creates strong incentives in the neighborhood of a threshold,

but it may also be a poor motivator for health workers far

below (or above) a threshold. The information required for

optimal contract design (including the cost of provider effort,

the health productivity of provider effort, and the utility

functions of both providers and the contracting principal) is

also unlikely to be available in practice.

Salary Versus Operating Budget Rewards

Structuring performance rewards as private income or oper-

ational budget revenue also requires assumptions about what

motivates providers. In one extreme, if providers were purely

motivated by private financial considerations, offering rewards

as private income would presumably induce them to exert a

greater effort. In the other extreme, if providers were purely

philanthropic, incentive payments made as operational rev-

enue could be more effective. Given that preferences are mixed

in reality (and also include other things such as professional

esteem, pride in one’s work, career aspirations, etc.), predic-

tions about the relative effectiveness of different types of

financial incentives are ambiguous and may be context spe-

cific. One study suggests that NGO employees providing

health services in Afghanistan responded markedly to per-

formance incentives even though bonuses accrued to facilities

and did not result in personal financial gain. In principle,

combinations of the two are possible, although one is un-

aware of schemes that mixed the two. In practice, macrolevel

rewards are often paid as operational revenue, whereas

microlevel rewards are typically offered as private income.

Nonfinancial Incentives

Although pay-for-performance contracts strengthen extrinsic

incentives, intrinsic motivation is commonly thought to be an

important determinant of provider effort as well. Although

not focused specifically on health care provider behavior,

research on intrinsic motivation in psychology suggests that

more altruistic individuals work harder to achieve organiza-

tional goals. In the health sector, altruistic individuals are

more likely to work for health delivery organizations with

explicit charity mandates, suggesting that intrinsic motivation

may be heterogeneous across types of health facilities. Health

care providers with greater intrinsic motivation may also be

more responsive to professional recognition among com-

munity members or peers. In such cases, nonfinancial rewards

as well as other psychological tools (such as priming, task

framing, and cognitive dissonance) may be close substitutes

(or may even be more effective) than financial incentives.

Qualitative and anecdotal evidence from field studies sup-

port the hypothesis that health care providers are intrinsically

motivated. Health workers employed by NGOs in postconflict

Afghanistan reportedly felt a great sense of pride and accom-

plishment after meeting contracted performance targets. A pro-

gram (not formally evaluated) in Myanmar offered new scales

for measuring patient weight to providers who met tuberculosis

(TB) case identification and registration goals. In townships with

these (essentially) nonfinancial incentives, identification of TB

cases rose by 30% points relative to informal comparison

townships. Anecdotal reports suggest that Zambian health

workers participating in an incentive program (rewarding mal-

aria treatment, infant and maternal care, and childhood im-

munizations) responded more favorably to trophies than to

cash incentives. Finally, case studies suggest that health providers

rewarded for good performance with t-shirts, badges and cer-

tificates, and recognition photographs may have been successful.

One rigorous quantitative study concurs with this quali-

tative and anecdotal evidence. In studying Zambian hair styl-

ists with financial and nonfinancial incentives to sell condoms

to salon clients, researchers found that public recognition

outperforms monetary incentives. These results are hetero-

geneous across stylists and are largely due to strong behavioral

responses among stylists believed to be more committed to

the cause of HIV prevention.
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Perverse Incentives and Unintended Consequences

The use of incentives to improve health program performance

is fraught with the possibility of unintended and potentially

perverse consequences. This section discusses some of these

concerns and describe the empirical literature related to each.

Noncontracted Outcomes

One type of unintended behavioral response to performance

incentives has been studied in the theoretical literature on

‘multitasking.’ When agents are responsible for multiple tasks

or multidimensional tasks (some of which are unobservable

or noncontractible), rewarding performance on a subset of

contractible tasks or outcomes can lead to a reduction in effort

devoted to noncontracted outcomes. The degree to which this

occurs may depend in part on the extent to which non-

contracted outcomes share inputs with contracted outcomes.

Empirically, some studies of performance incentives have

found evidence of such behavioral distortions. A Kenyan

school meal program rewarding improved pupil malnutrition

rates found that subsidized meal preparation crowded out

teaching time by 15%. Similarly, providing incentives to

Chinese primary school principals for reductions in student

anemia may also have displaced teaching effort, leading to

lower test scores in some cases. Findings across empirical

studies of performance incentives are heterogeneous, however.

Several rigorous studies also report no clear evidence of

distortionary or detrimental reallocation of effort or other

resources in response to performance incentives.

Beyond the standard multitasking framework, performance

incentives may lead to other closely related behavioral dis-

tortions. For example, although not studied empirically (to the

best of our knowledge), performance incentives could lead to

reallocation across multiple substitute activities related to the

same disease or health outcome – or even the purposeful

neglect of one to earn higher rewards for another (rewarding

the successful treatment of a disease would undermine in-

centives to prevent it). Given the growing emphasis on ‘impact

evaluation,’ another related example would be distortionary

reallocation of effort and resources toward an evaluation’s

primary outcomes (and away from outcomes not emphasized

by the evaluation). As demonstrating ‘impact’ can lead to new

or continued funding, the evaluation process itself may

therefore create important behavioral distortions (depending

on the beliefs of the evaluated organization).

Heterogeneity in the Return to Effort across Contracted
Outcomes

Among contracted outcomes, providers may also allocate

effort to those that yield the largest (net) marginal return. In

Rwanda, researchers found that rewards for good performance

were most effective in improving outcomes that appear to

have the highest marginal return or require the least effort. For

example, performance incentives were more effective in in-

creasing institutional delivery rates among pregnant women

already in contact with community health workers (a rela-

tively easy task because new patient relationships did not have

to be created) than they were in initiating the use of early

prenatal care (which the researchers suggest to be a relatively

difficult task because doing so requires early identification of

pregnant women not yet in contact with the health care sys-

tem). Moreover, the incremental payment for institutional

deliveries was relatively high (US$4.59), whereas the incre-

mental payment for completion of quarterly prenatal care

visits was relatively low (US$0.09). Ultimately, institutional

delivery rates rose by more than 20% points, but there were no

increases in the share of women completing all quarterly

prenatal care visits.

Patient/Subpopulation Selection

In addition to altering how providers choose among tasks,

performance incentives may also influence how providers

allocate effort among patients or community members.

Although not the focus of our review, incentives for patient

selection are a ubiquitous concern with the use of high-

powered incentives that emphasize cost containment (e.g.,

capitated contracts under managed care in wealthy countries).

With performance incentives for good patient outcomes, se-

lection against the sickest or most remote patients (‘cherry

picking’) may occur if producing contracted outcomes among

them is relatively difficult or costly.

Performance could alternatively be linked to population

rather than patient outcomes, but providers could then be

discouraged from providing services to individuals outside of

the predefined population. Similarly, they may simply focus

on the easiest to treat subpopulations within their defined

service area. Some pay-for-performance schemes have tried to

limit perverse incentive like these by offering larger rewards for

services provided in more difficult or remote areas. Although

such design features may reduce incentives for selection,

eliminating them is a nearly impossible task (as the literature

on risk adjustment suggests).

Erosion of Intrinsic Motivation

Finally, pay-for-performance incentives may have unintended

consequences for the institutional culture of health care or-

ganizations and for the intrinsic motivation of individual

providers. One study develops a model in which effort in the

presence of rewards is a function of intrinsic motivation

(operationalized as altruism, but which could also include

pride in one’s work, etc.), extrinsic motivation (material self-

interest), and ‘reputational’ motivation (related to social- or

self-image). In the model, monetary rewards undermine

‘reputational’ motivation and can therefore crowd-out effort

by changing the perceived meaning of one’s actions (an

‘image-spoiling’ effect). Both laboratory and field evidence

lend some empirical support to this prediction. In one ex-

periment asking students to perform an altruistic task (col-

lecting charitable donations), evidence suggests that the net

effect of small monetary incentives on prosocial effort is

negative – students put more effort into the task when they

were not compensated than they did when offered a small

incentive.
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Table 1 Partial list of pay-for-performance programs that have not been formally evaluated

Country Year Who to Reward What to Reward How to Reward

Latin America
Argentina Provincial governments Volume of poor women

and children enrolled in
health insurance;
performance on 10
health indicators

60% of per-enrollee funding is
fixed, 40% linked to
performance on 10 targets.

n

Belize 2001 Public and private
facilities

30% of total capitated service
payments are paid monthly with
deductions for failure to meet
efficiency, quality, and
administrative process
indicators.

u

Costa Rica 1994 Public hospitals Clinical performance (low
delivery complications,
low reinfection rates)

Budgetary bonuses h

Honduas Private hospitals Health input quality
indicators

Payment for each indicator given
according to the extent to which
the indicator is met (70%
performance on a target
translates to 70% funding for
that indicator)

n

Europe/Asia
Armenia 2008 Primary care providers Unclear Unclear o

Bangladesh 2010 Primary care facilities Infant and maternal care
use, postpartum
contraception

Unclear if institutional bonuses or
provider-level bonuses

k

Indonesia 2007 Village governing bodies 12 Health and education
indicators

20% of annual block grants
determined by village
performance on each of 12
contracted indicators

i

Nepal 2005 Health workers in public
health facilities

Attended deliveries
(home or institutional)

US$4.70 for each delivery
attended

l

Africa
Benin 2012 Public and private

nonprofit health
facilities

Maternal and infant
health, malaria service
use

Salary bonuses d

Burundi 2006 Public health centers and
hospitals

24 Specific services Payment for each contracted
service provided; payments
weighted (up to 25% additional)
for quality; payments up to 80%
higher in poor and remote areas

c

Cameroon
Central African

Republic
2012 Private providers Maternal and child health

services, technical and
capacity building
indicators

Quarterly payments to facilities
directly, used partly for worker
bonuses and general operating
budget

t

Egypt 2006 Public and private service
providers in district
provider Organizations

Family planning,
immunization

Salary supplements to public and
private service providers (up to
275% of base salary)

e

Ethiopia 2009 Commuity health
workers

Peer and community
based health education
and outreach

nonfinancial incentives and
recognition

a

Ghana early-mid
2000s

NGO sector health
workers

Varies across NGO
provider

Varies across NGO provider f

Liberia 2008 NGO health systems
managers

Six administrative and
managerial indicators
and 12 targeted
services

Operating budget bonuses d

Malawi 2012 Primary care facilities Quality as measured by a
standards-based
management and
recognition tool

b

(Continued )
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Table 1 Continued

Country Year Who to Reward What to Reward How to Reward

Mali 2012 Primary care providers Essential obstetric and
newborn care service
use

Unclear q

Mozambique 2011 Community health
workers

Institutional deliveries,
vaccination completion
rates, combination of
input and output based
indicators

Unclear r

Senegal 2012 Public sector hospitals,
health management
teams, and health
centers

Increased care use and
quality indicators

Unclear p

Somaliland 2009 Nurses and traditional
birth attendants

Institutional deliveries Nurses received bonuses for each
attended delivery; traditional
midwives received an incentive
for each referral

j

South Sudan 2009 NGO health systems
managers

Vaccination rates,
Vitamin A
supplimentation,
insecticide treated bed
net use, underweight
children, staffing,
sufficient drug supply,
clinical vignette
performance

Less than 80% of targets yields
95% contract payment;
80–99% leads to 100%
payment; 100% of targets leads
to 106% of contract payments

j

Tanzania 2011 Public health centers,
nonprofit hospitals and
dispensaries

Unspecified indicators
contracted (set of
indicators specified for
each type of facility)

Operating budget bonuses d

Uganda 2004 Private nonprofit health
facilities

Increased patient
volume, prenatal care
visits, attended
deliveries,
immunization rates,
contraception use,
malaria treatment

Operating budget bonuses g

Zambia 2004 Public providers Malaria and sexually
transmitted infection
incidence; prenatal
care, attended
deliveries, postnatal
care, patient
satisfaction,
immunization rates

Salary bonuses or nonfinancial
awards (trophies)

m

Zimbabwe 2011 Provincial and district
health executives,
district hospitals, and
rural health centers

Infant and maternal
health indicators

Service payments for each
service provided; payments
weighted by score on quality
indicator tool; payments
upweighted for delivery of
services in remote areas

s

aAmare, Y. (2011). Non-financial incentives for voluntary community health workers: A qualitative study. L10K Working Paper No 2. Addis Ababa, Ethiopia: The Last Ten

Kilometers Project, JSI Research & Training Institute.
bThe Broadbranch Initiative (2012). Improving maternal and neonatal health in Malawi. Available at: http://broadbranch.org/BBA/Partners_Projects/Entries/2011/5/

19_Improving_Maternal_and_Neonatal_Health_in_Malawi.html (accessed 03.12.12).
cBusogoro, J. F. and Beith, A. (2010). Pay for performance for improved health in Burundi. Washington, DC: US Agency for International Development.
dErgo, A., and Paina, L. (2012). Verification in performance based incentive schemes. Washington, DC: US Agency for International Development.
eHuntington, D., Zaky, H. H. M., Shawky, S., and Fattah, F. A. (2009). Impact of provider incentive payments on reproductive health services in Egypt. Geneva: World Health

Organization.
fLievens, T., Serneels, P, Garabino, S., et al. (2011). Creating incentives to work in Ghana: Results from a qualitative health worker study. Health, Nutrition and Population

Discussion Paper. Washington, DC: The World Bank.
gLundberg, M. (2008). Client satisfaction and the perceived quality of primary health care in Uganda. In: Amin, S. (ed.). Are you being served? New tools for measuring

service delivery. Washington, DC: World Bank Publications.
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In low- and middle-income countries, there is similar

concern that the use of financial incentives may lead to de-

moralization (due to perceptions of ‘bureaucratization’), re-

ductions in intrinsic motivation, and less trust between

patients and providers. Over time, the quality of individuals

entering the public health workforce could also decline if the

use of financial incentives selects against intrinsically motiv-

ated health care workers.

Even if extrinsic incentives appear to work in the short run,

the errosion of intrinsic motivation can still be a longer-run

concern. Psychology experiments suggest that individuals

offered monetary incentives to perform an otherwise intrini-

sically rewarding task put substantially less effort into the task

(compared with control groups) when the incentives were

removed. This has been attributed to the effect of extrinsic

rewards on individuals’ perception of themselves, on the value

of the rewarded task, and on social perceptions of the task.

Although not yet studied in low- and middle-income country

health programs, one study of performance pay in the US (at

Kaiser Permanente Hospitals) supports these findings.

Conclusion

This article summarizes important conceptual issues in the

design of pay-for-performance incentive schemes. These in-

clude choice of contracted outcomes, the organizational level

at which to offer incentives, the structure of incentive con-

tracts, and what the unintended consequences of performance

pay might be. In doing so, the existing peer-reviewed evidence

related (in varying degrees) to each was also surveyed. The

authors highlight that despite the growing body of research on

performance incentives, very little of it has studied the

underlying conceptual issues that are outlines (which is crit-

ical for the design of better performance incentives). It is also

noted that evaluation has not kept pace with growth in the use

of performance pay: Table 1 lists the programs that have not

been studied (or studied rigorously) to the best of our

knowledge. Strategically selected empirical research on these

unstudied programs may provide a low-cost way of strength-

ening the body of evidence on foundational issues inherent in

the design of performance incentives. In the conclusion, we

also raise additional issues about which little is known.

The first is that there is substantial heterogeneity in re-

sponses to performance pay both across and within programs.

The authors therefore caution against direct comparison of

pay-for-performance schemes across different organizational,

social, and institutional environments. However, it is also

noted that understanding the underlying sources of this het-

erogeneity may provide insight into the circumstances under

which performance pay is more or less effective (or socially

desirable) too. For example, lack of autonomy among pro-

viders or health care organizations may be a critical obstacle

to the effective use of performance pay in the public sector

(because it restricts the range of behavioral responses that are

possible).

Performance incentives may also interact with the pre-

existing incentives and social norms in important ways. In one

study, the impact of performance pay varied across incenti-

vized agents by a factor of three or more (and the underlying

source of heterogeneity was not strongly correlated with

demographic and socioeconomic characteristics). Another

found that provider responses to performance pay varied sig-

nificantly by baseline provider quality indicators. More gen-

erally, adequate bureaucratic capacity to enforce contracts,

collect data, and verify performance is presumably necessary

for pay-for-performance schemes to succeed. Analysis of

heterogeneous responses to performance incentives is an

important area for future research.

Second, pay-for-performance schemes may have important

equity implications. Given that the net return to provider ef-

fort will undoubtedly vary across activities and subpopula-

tions, performance pay may lead providers to focus on

individuals with varying socioeconomic or health character-

istics. Pay-for-performance contracts offered to village gov-

ernments in Indonesia attempted to address this concern by

allocating equal performance pay budgets across geographic

regions with varying socioeconomic characteristics (to prevent

some regions from benefitting disproportionately from the

performance scheme). Competition among villages for per-

formance rewards therefore occurred within, but not across,

regions.
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Finally, there has been surprisingly little rigorous empirical

evaluation of the full welfare consequences of performance

pay. The necessary building blocks for a cost–benefit analysis

include a full understanding of the behavioral responses to

performance pay and their magnitudes (including unintended

ones) and a method for valuing each in common (typically

monetary) units. Such evaluations are critical for understand-

ing the ultimate social desirability of pay-for-performance

schemes.
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Introduction

Health economists have long been interested in examining the

determinants of, and potential policies for, reducing un-

healthy behaviors in the population. Although a main focus in

this area has historically been on issues of policy involving

taxation, access restrictions, advertising, etc., a shift toward

evaluating the basic social or nonmarket determinants of

unhealthy behaviors has occurred in the literature. This is

perhaps most obvious in the research regarding children and

adolescent behaviors, wherein peer pressure is often thought

to play a substantial role in determining choices such as

smoking decisions. Indeed, there is now a large and growing

literature in health economics that asks variants of the ques-

tion, ‘‘Do peers influence an individual’s health behavior de-

cisions?’’ The areas of interest range from substance use to

eating behaviors and weight outcomes whereas the peer group

definitions range from best friends to classmates, residential

neighbors, and beyond. Indeed, although there have been

several recent reviews of the literature examining social effects

on health behaviors (Fletcher, 2010a, 2011a), these papers are

being updated because of the rapid expansion in research in

this area. This new research is based on previous work;

moreover, quasi-experimental methods as well as new identi-

fication strategies are utilized in the research.

One reason for the increasing interest in achieving these

research milestones is the policy implications of the existence

of peer effects in health behaviors. Specifically, peer effects

often imply a ‘social multiplier’ for interventions – if the

health of one individual is increased, the effect of the inter-

vention may be multiplied through peers. This type of social

effect is seen as an ‘endogenous social effect’ in the literature of

economics. In contrast, peer effects that operate through the

characteristics of peers are labeled ‘exogenous social effects or

contextual effects’ (see Manski, 1993). The presence of such

endogenous social effects could increase the potential benefits

of intervention without increasing the costs. In contrast to

these benefits, the presence of peer effects could also work to

spread unhealthy behaviors (such as smoking). The awareness

of a social multiplier operating in determining health can also

help to inform whether targeted (e.g., based on influential

individuals within networks) or broad-based policy is more

effective. Also, peer effects imply that the composition of a

person’s neighborhood and/or school could affect his/her

health behavior; because many policies can reorganize peer

groups, such as school ability grouping (tracking), busing,

school grade-span configuration, and residential zoning, there

are a host of potentially important policy domains that plays a

role in reducing poor health behavior in the presence of peer

effects.

Although research regarding health decisions of socially

connected individuals may continue to expand along with the

multiple growth of interaction within social ties, the empirical

hurdles to credibly estimating peer influence remain relatively

unchanged and difficult to overcome. This article discusses

some of the general empirical issues with their brief history,

current controversies, and future directions.

Empirical Issues

Just as the policy and health importance of peer effects is likely

to be substantial, so too is the empirical difficulty of credibly

estimating causal effects. There are (at least) four standard

primary empirical issues that researchers face. In many em-

pirical settings, some are generic problems of measurement

and omitted variables, whereas others are somewhat specific

to peer effects research.

First, researchers must define a relevant peer group. This

step seems simple, but data limitations typically force re-

searchers to define peers on the basis of convenience rather

than on theory. This has created peer group definitions that

range from state-based groups to nominated best friends, and

everything in between. For example, Harding (2003) uses

census tracts, Evans et al. (1992) use metropolitan level data,

Case and Katz (1991) use city block level data, Fletcher

(2010a) uses school grades, Fletcher (2010b) uses school

classrooms, Mayer and Puller (2008) use ‘Facebook Friends,’

and Sacerdote (2001) uses roommates to create relevant ref-

erence groups for the outcomes to be examined. Although

there are several data sets that include nominated friends and

peers, the vast majority do not. New data sets may reduce this

issue over time, particularly those collecting online social

network data, but this will raise the issue of whether online

social contacts represent an important and relevant peer group

for the determination of health decisions, and if they do, what

types of health decisions are relevant when considering

online peers.

A second empirical difficulty is the endogeneity of peer

groups. Does a person smoke because his friend smokes or did

he choose his friend for the sake of smoking? Because indi-

viduals typically have some degree of choice over their inter-

action with others (schoolmates, neighbors, friends, etc.),

separating peer selection from peer influence is a particularly

difficult empirical problem, and peer selection effects would

typically inflate standard estimates of ‘peer effects.’ In fact,

there seems to be a ‘relevance-endogeneity’ trade-off between

the first and the second empirical difficulties (Fletcher, 2010a).

As the researcher broadens the definition of the peer group

(such as pertaining to the state level), the endogeneity of the

peer group probably diminishes, but the relevance of the peer

group may weaken. In contrast, best friends are probably a

relevant definition of a peer group for many health behaviors

but the endogeneity of best friend is magnified.

A third empirical difficulty in peer effect research lies in its

potential nature for omitted variable bias through shared

influences. For example, smoking bans may reduce tobacco

use in all members of a school-based or community-based
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peer group. These shared factors can lead to inflated estimates

of peer effects if sufficient control variables are not included.

A fourth empirical difficulty in peer effects research is the

reflection problem (Manski, 1993), where the researcher may

be unable to distinguish between whether Bill influences Ted

or Ted influences Bill. Although it is not essential to dis-

entangle these two influences in order to establish whether

there is any social effect for determining health behaviors, it

can be useful to separate these effects in order to understand

the importance of the initial causal effect as against the feed-

back effects to further understand the processes of health

spillovers. Although most researchers explicitly acknowledge

each of these difficulties, they often adopt different ap-

proaches in attempting to overcome them.

Indeed, there is a two-decade-old history examining peer

effects in many health behaviors, which can provide some

examples of the difficulty with this research topic while out-

lining ways that other researchers have attempted to circum-

vent the empirical issues as outlined above. Typically,

researchers have used neighborhood or school-based defin-

ition of ‘peers’ when examining health behaviors such as

tobacco, alcohol, and drug use.

A Brief History of Empirical Approaches

Case and Katz (1991) provide a seminal look at the effects of

neighborhood peers on risky behaviors and other outcomes,

although they are unable to tackle many of the afore-

mentioned empirical issues. In particular, the authors ac-

knowledge that they are unable to control for all

environmental confounders and their self-selection into

neighborhoods. The authors use what has become a typical

empirical framework in the literature:

Yig ¼ XigBþ X�igdþWgyþ aY�ig þ eig ½1�

where, Yig is the health behavior choice of individual i in peer

group g (e.g., neighborhood), individual and family charac-

teristics are contained in a vector X, and peer characteristics are

measured as group-level averages of the X vector excluding the

individual, labeled X�ig. Unobserved factors are contained in

the vector, Wg. Finally, Y�ig is the group-level average outcome

excluding the individual (e.g., the proportion of individuals in

the same neighborhood who report smoking). The main co-

efficient of interest is the endogenous effect a, which indicates

the extent to which individuals are influenced by their peers’

choices. If a is positive, interventions that change the behavior

of individuals (or subsets of individuals) within a reference

group would be predicted to spillover on nontreated indi-

viduals in the same reference group. In addition to acknow-

ledging the potential for omitted group-level variables as well

as self-selection (where eig and Y�ig are correlated), the authors

are also unable to resolve the simultaneity bias (this issue was

not fully discussed until Manski, 1993). The authors find

evidence of substantial correlation between own and neigh-

borhood peer substance use, crime, and other behaviors.

Norton et al. (1998) focus on schoolmate peer effects in

alcohol and tobacco use of teenagers, and they use an in-

strumental variables strategy to address the endogeneity of

peer groups (see also Evans et al. (1992) for an analysis of

teenage pregnancy). Although the focus on endogeneity is

important, there is little scope to control for the shared en-

vironment due to both data limitations and the instruments

(such as neighborhood drug availability and safety) being

potentially invalid – in fact, the results have suggested that

noninstrumented results are preferable for extremely large

peer effects. The general approach of using schoolmates or

grademates has been used by many subsequent studies (e.g.,

Gaviria and Raphael, 2001), wherein too the quality of the

instruments are uncertain; specifically, all contextual effects are

often assumed to not exist in order to use these variables as

instruments.

More recently, Fletcher (2010a) has suggested this approach

to be inappropriate and instead proposes a combined instru-

mental variables/fixed effects design with conceptually ap-

pealing diagnostic tests (following Bifulco et al., 2011; Lavy

and Schlosser, 2007) in order to validate a preferred instru-

ment set, although the validity of the instruments is still

widely questioned. Specifically, Fletcher argues that the in-

creasing proportion of the smoking grademates is due to

smoking status of individuals in their households (which can

be empirically demonstrated), which does not directly affect

respondent smoking even when school-fixed effects are con-

trolled (which is a maintained, untestable assumption). Al-

though Fletcher shows the evidence that exposure of smoking

grademates from households of smokers is conditionally

random within school, there are ways by which this instru-

ment could be invalidated because, for example, if mothers of

grademates are smokers, it simply implies that there is access

to tobacco for the respondent. See also Fletcher (2011b) for an

examination of peer influences in alcohol consumption.

There have been several alternatives to the instrumental

variable approach in the literature. Clark and Loheac (2007)

use panel data and a lagged measure of peer behaviors that is

combined with school-fixed effects in order to adjust for

endogeneity, a large portion of the shared environment, and

the reflection problem:

Yigt ¼ XigBþ X�igdþWgyþ aY�igt�1 þ eigt ½2�

The reflection problem is eliminated because current

smoking decisions cannot affect past schoolmate smoking

decisions. Although school-fixed effects reduce the issue of

contextual effects, a maintained assumption is that, within

schools, students choose friends randomly. A second weakness

of this design is the need to assume a specific time structure

where individual decision making and social influence pro-

cesses are concerned (e.g., 1 day, 1 week, 1 month, 1 year,

2 years, etc.) (Manski, 1995). Specifically, Manski (1995,

p. 136) states, ‘‘Of course, one cannot simply specify a dy-

namic model and claim that the problem of inference on

social effects has been resolved. Dynamic analysis is mean-

ingful only if one has reason to believe that the transmission

of social effects follows the assumed temporal pattern.’’

An alternative to implementing a lag structure research

design or an instrumental variables strategy is to focus on

estimating contextual social effects instead of endogenous

social effects. The most convincing work in this area uses

random assignment of peers. For example, Kremer and Levy
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(2008) use data from a university that randomly assigns

freshmen to shared dormitory rooms:

Yig ¼ XigBþ X�igdþWgyþ eigt ½3�

where, in this case, X�ig could be thought of as a lagged en-

dogenous social effect examined in some studies or room-

mate’s precollege alcohol consumption. What allows the

estimate to produce a contextual effect rather than an en-

dogenous one is that the individual is not exposed to the

actual drinking behavior, but rather is being exposed to hav-

ing a roommate who has the characteristic of being a past

drinker. Additionally, the random assignment of roommates

eliminates the concerns regarding the endogeneity of the peer

group. Kremer and Levy show that a fresh student who is

randomly assigned a roommate with alcoholic past during

high school has lower college performance than the student

who is assigned a nondrinking roommate. The focus on the

roommate’s predetermined high school drinking behavior as

the peer effect of interest also eliminates issues of simul-

taneity bias.

Because not all data sets are able to leverage the random

assignment of ‘friends,’ several studies attempt to leverage

quasi-random variation in observational data. For example,

Bifulco et al. (2011) use a cross-cohort, within-school design to

link the outcomes of students to their (quasi-randomly as-

signed) classmates’ characteristics:

Yig ¼ XigBþ X�igdþWgyþ eigt ½4�

That is, the authors examine the ‘peer effects’ of having a

higher share of grademates with educated mothers or a higher

share of grademates who are racial/ethnic minorities. This

focus on contextual effects sidelines the need for a solution to

the reflection problem because student smoking cannot affect

grademate race, but some of the important policy issues that

are tied to a social multiplier through endogenous peer effects

cannot be evaluated directly.

Newer Approaches and Extension of Outcomes

Although the more traditional literature examining peer effects

and health behaviors has focused primarily on substance use

outcomes and has used a range of empirical approaches, the

more recent literature in this area has broadened research

designs and has dramatically expanded the range of health

outcomes under study – especially, weight and mental health

outcomes.

Apart from the literature in health economics, the set of

studies that has received the most media attention is from

Nicholas Christakis, James Fowler, and a set of coauthors.

Their first study has brought a new outcome of interest to the

literature by examining whether obesity is ‘socially contagious.’

Specifically, the authors have found that the chances of an

individual becoming obese increased by more than 50% when

his/her friend has become obese. The authors have used the

Framingham Heart Study data, which contain up to 32 years

of longitudinal measures of BMI for individuals in one area of

Massachusetts. To these data, the authors have matched in-

formation from the original respondents’ records, on which

respondents have individually been asked to name a person

who can be contacted in case the survey team does not reach

them directly at follow up; this contact person is treated by

Christakis and Fowler (2007) as a ‘friend.’ Thus, the first issue

with this research is whether the contact person is truly a peer.

The authors estimate regressions using the following parsi-

monious empirical model:

healthit ¼ dhealthjt þ b1 healthit�1 þ b2 healthjt�1 þ b3Xit

þeit ½5�

where, the health (obesity) of person i is linked to person j

and d is the coefficient of interest – the endogenous social

effect or ‘social multiplier.’ A positive estimate on d suggests

that an intervention which reduces the chances of an indi-

vidual becoming obese will also reduce the chances of obesity

in his/her peer.

To overcome endogeneity, Christakis and Fowler (2007)

have assumed that lagged health outcomes for the friend

(healthjt�1) is a sufficient control, that is, after controlling for

lagged obese status of a friend, they have assumed that there is

no additional issue of friendship selection. Unfortunately, to

the extent that this control variable does not completely

eliminate selection effects, the estimated coefficient of interest

(d) will probably be upwardly biased. The authors have con-

trolled for own-lagged health in order to control for aspects of

the individual’s genetic disposition or other time-invariant

characteristics. The second issue is confounding due to shared

influences. Without explicitly controlling for shared environ-

mental factors, the authors have appealed to a comparison

between mutually nominated friends and nonmutual friends

(with unreciprocated nomination), arguing that directionality

of nominations does not matter if environmental con-

founding is the primary explanation. Finally, the authors

neither discussed nor attempted to overcome the empirical

complications from the reflection problem. Unfortunately,

each of those empirical issues listed above would probably

lead to upwardly biased estimates of peer effects. So, what

proportion of the 50% estimated peer effect is due to bias and

what proportion is an actual peer effect? To address these

empirical concerns, Cohen-Cole and Fletcher (2008a) have

provided an examination focusing on one of the empirical

issues in peer effects models – shared environmental factors

that may bias upward the estimates. The authors have used the

National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add

Health), which includes the nationwide longitudinal data on

adolescents in the US over approximately seven years. Al-

though the Framingham study has a much longer time hori-

zon and focuses on adults, the Add Health data contain

information on actual ‘best friends’ who are named by the

respondent; this is arguably a more appropriate peer than the

contact person in the Framingham data. Cohen-Cole and

Fletcher have first estimated eqn [5] on the basis of the Add

Health data in order to replicate the baseline findings

of Christakis and Fowler (2007) that are based on the

Framingham data. Interestingly, both papers, using different

data of different age groups, arrive at point estimates for d
from eqn [1] for the ‘peer effect’ of BMI of 0.05, meaning that

a one unit increase in a friend’s BMI over time is correlated

with a 0.05 unit increase in one’s own BMI. However, when
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Cohen-Cole and Fletcher controlled for shared environmental

factors such as school-fixed effects, the coefficient fell by ap-

proximately 40%, no longer being statistically significant. Thus,

current evidence suggests that the empirical problems described

above are problematic enough to reduce confidence in any peer

effects in obesity resulting from this specific model.

In an attempt to further explore the potential upward bias

in the Christakis/Fowler empirical model, Cohen-Cole and

Fletcher (2008b) took an alternative approach. The authors

asked the question: ‘Is the empirical model [5] so weak that it

would produce estimates of peer effects in behaviors where the

true peer effect should be zero?’, that is, the authors conducted

a falsification test of the empirical model by showing that

estimating eqn [5] with the Add Health data would also

produce results suggesting ‘social contagion’ in outcomes that

are unlikely to be contagious: acne, headaches, and height.

Indeed, the estimates for peer effects in these health behaviors

are in some case larger than the Christakis/Fowler estimates of

peer effects in obesity. The results of the falsification exercise

strongly suggest that the model is insufficiently specific to

distinguish between true social effects and the alternative hy-

potheses as discussed above (e.g., endogeneity of friendships

and exposure to shared environmental factors). As in previous

work, Cohen-Cole and Fletcher (2008b) have shown that the

magnitudes of the fictional social network effects are reduced

and when shared environmental influences are controlled,

these effects largely disappear.

Based on part on these findings, obesity and weight-related

behaviors have been studied in several additional papers.

Trogdon et al. (2008) use several empirical strategies to

examine peer effects. They examine both grade-level peers,

similar to the cross-cohort designs already discussed, as well as

nominated friends. To control for shared environmental fac-

tors, the authors control for school-fixed effects. To address

friendship selection and simultaneity bias, the authors use an

instrumental variables strategy, where friend’s birthweight,

weight of parents of friend, and other measures are used as

instruments. The limitation with this approach is that it is

unclear whether these variables are good instruments for

friendship selection. It appears that the instruments have been

mainly employed to reduce the importance of the simultaneity

issue, though the instruments still need to be excludable from

the equation determining one’s own weight. In addition to

controlling for shared environmental influences, the authors

use school-fixed effects to partially control for friendship se-

lection. The implicit assumption with school-fixed effects is

that within schools, friendships form randomly.

Like Trogdon et al. (2008), Renna et al. (2008) also use a

single cross-section of the Add Health data to examine the

correlation between own and friend’s weight outcomes;

however, these two papers use different subsamples and Renna

et al. focus only on nominated friends. Renna et al. use school-

level fixed effects to control for shared environmental factors

and also attempt to reduce the simultaneity issue with an in-

strumental variables approach. The authors also use the

obesity status of parents of friends as instruments. To control

for selection of friends, the authors include additional control

variables and acknowledge that the estimates are likely to be

biased upward. The authors find evidence for peer effects for

both genders in the baseline models, whereas only females in

the IV models, although the point estimates are very similar.

Overall, these papers are suggestive of peer effects but are

unable to control for the empirical issues necessary to make

the evidence more conclusive.

However, three recent papers have attempted to overcome the

methodological issues with the above papers by pursuing alter-

native research designs. Yakusheva et al. (2011) use the roommate

design described above with females from a private Midwestern

university. The authors show negative correlations between

having a heavy roommate and own weight outcomes. Carrell

et al. (2011) stretch the literature further into the outcome of

physical fitness by using random assignment to squadrons in the

US Air Force Academy in order to show that squadronmates’

level of physical fitness is highly correlated with one’s own fit-

ness. Finally, using a new instrumental variable strategy (char-

acteristics of friend of peer), a so-called ‘friend of friend’

instrument pioneered by Bramoullé et al. (2009) and Fortin and

Yazbeck (2011) show some evidence of peer effects in fast-food

consumption. Although these papers have considerably

strengthened the research designs from past work and have ex-

tended the set of health behaviors, additional work is needed to

further understand the potential for whether obesity is indeed

‘socially contagious.’ This work requires different (and hopefully

more representative) samples and further replication.

In addition to weight-related outcomes, the literature

examining peer influences in health outcomes has also begun

to examine the realm of mental health. Although some older

papers have attempted to examine social influences on sui-

cidal behaviors, this literature is yet to incorporate newer and

more rigorous research designs. Hence, the existence of peer

effects is still uncertain. However, other measures of mental

health have been explored recently. Eisenberg et al. (2011)

have applied the roommate design to a variety of anxiety and

depressive symptoms using a sample of freshman college

students from two universities. The authors find no evidence

of peer influence in measures of happiness. However, symp-

toms of anxiety appear to be correlated between roommates

and there is some suggestive evidence of depressive symptoms

being correlated between male roommates. See also Fletcher

(2010c) for evidence that classmate mental health may reduce

school performance.

Considering that research has expanded the domain of

health behavior under study, new directions have been adopted

in empirical methods on the basis of nonexperimental data. For

example, a new direction in the study of social networks with

implications for the study of health is the analysis of inter-

dependent duration decisions. Because many health outcomes

and behaviors have important time components such as

smoking and drinking histories, utilizing new methods in this

area could prove useful. The current state of the art includes the

theoretical framework as outlined in Brock and Durlauf (2008)

as well as the empirical applications of de Paula (2009) and de

Paula and Honore (2010). Likewise, Fletcher and Ross (2012)

have attempted to combine a control function approach with a

cross-cohort design (as outlined above) to estimate the effects

of best friend’s smoking and drinking behaviors on individual

health choices. Work by Yves Zenou and colleagues have ac-

cumulated a set of papers that build a game theoretic model of

network formation with interesting empirical implications (e.g.,

Calvó-Armengol et al., 2009).
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In addition to these new research methods, there are also

new data opportunities as well as research design opportun-

ities emerging. Mayer and Puller (2008) leverage data from the

social networking website Facebook.com in order to examine

correlations between friends’ health behaviors, but they do not

focus on causal inference. Mapping friendship networks

through the use of cell phone usage information may also

transform our ability to construct and track social networks in

the future (Eagle et al., 2009). However, these new data sources

will not alleviate the need to confront the difficulties of esti-

mating empirical models of social influence.

Conclusions

This article briefly outlines some of the history, empirical

challenges, current research and controversies, and directions

for the future of this research area. Indeed, it is important to

point out that this article being necessarily unexhaustive, does

not cover important research areas that share many of the

same issues described herein. Perhaps most obvious are the

exclusion of the neighborhood effects literature that focuses

on health outcomes and the emerging literature that examines

potential peer effects in other health related areas such as

doctors’ prescribing patterns and medical technology adop-

tion. These important areas are beyond the scope of this art-

icle, which focuses only on the peer effects in health behaviors.

Research in the economics literature examining the effects of

peers on health behaviors is now more than two decades old.

There has been impressive progress as well as a stable set of

challenges still not fully resolved. There has been a broadening of

the set of behaviors and outcomes under consideration including

weight and mental health besides the use of quasi-experimental

research designs for additional outcomes of interest. In contrast,

the growing volume of data on peer influence, especially online,

has not been met by new research designs and methodologies

that can produce entirely convincing results. This will be an

important challenge to the researchers’ work of expanding the

literature on peer effects in health behaviors.
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Glossary
Actor (or node) An individual actor or agent in the

network.

Homophily The tendency of individuals with similar

characteristics to associate with one another. Also referred

to as selection.

Peer Effects Actions, preferences, and norms of an

individual’s peer group that may influence an individual’s

behavior.

Social network A set of actors and relationships (or ties)

linking the actors together. Social networks can be used to

study the structure of a social organization and how this

structure influences the behavior of individual actors.

Tie A tie connects 2 nodes. In social network analysis, a tie

is determined through a self-reported and/or observed

social tie.

Overview

The notion that social influences are important in both the

development of numerous health outcomes and decisions

related to healthcare use has great intuitive appeal. Health

economists have modeled many potential mechanisms

through which social influences affect outcomes ranging from

practice patterns among providers to the choice to engage in

risky behaviors. Effectively understanding the nature and

scope of these effects is critical; if such influences are ignored

estimates of the impact of policy interventions will in many

cases be biased because they neglect the indirect pathway that

occurs due to spillovers or what is known as the social

multiplier effects. There have been many recent theoretical

and empirical developments in this area on this topic. For

example, studies on animal populations have shown that

there is an association between social status and increased

odds of specific diseases due to biochemical responses to low

status affecting a creature’s immune system. More abstractly,

economic theorists are increasingly directly modeling con-

cerns for social status in the specification of utility function

because this is as important an aspect of human decision-

making potentially including the choice of medicine as one’s

occupation.

Research on social interactions first appeared in the eco-

nomics literature with Veblen’s analysis of conspicuous con-

sumption, where consumption levels are used to signal

wealth. Formal analysis of the influence of social groups in

economic models developed following Schelling (1971) who

demonstrated how the existence of these interactions may

result in the formation of ghettos and segregation of indi-

viduals across neighborhoods, even in situations where most

individuals prefer living in an integrated neighborhood. For-

mal models generally include social interactions by allowing

for strategic complementarities, which occur when the mar-

ginal utility to one person of undertaking an action is in-

creasing with the average amount of action taken by one’s

peers. Although the initial developments in this literature

were primarily made by theorists, there has been both a

growing body of empirical work and policies proposed to take

advantage of social interactions in health-related behaviors.

This research is summarized in the following text.

Definitions of Peer Effects, Social Learning, and
Social Network Effects

As with many topics which claim interdisciplinary roots, the

concept of social network effects as it relates to behavior can

fall prey to semantic differences that may confuse many

readers. Here, first the concepts of peer effects and social

learning are defined which, in addition to being common

topics in the economic literature, are the key foundation of

social network models and effects. This is then followed by the

definitions of the concept of social network models, which

represent social ties through which peer effects and social

learning occur across defined communities.

Peer Effects and Social Learning

Peer effects are commonly studied in economics and studies

take a broad view of what constitutes peer influence. For ex-

ample, one study examined decisions by school children in

Kenya of whether to take drugs that kill intestinal worms al-

ready in the body. These drugs directly helped the individual

who takes them, and generate positive externalities by break-

ing the transmission cycle, a pathway commonly referred to as

the social multiplier. Researchers often try to make a dis-

tinction of whether the peer’s behavior versus their peer’s

characteristics influenced one’s decision because only the

former pathway would lead to a social multiplier.

For policy purposes, a key issue is to understand the

channels through which peer effects operate. In this example,

do children take these drugs because of information sharing

from communicating with those who took the drug earlier,

social learning by observing how others’ behavior and sub-

sequent outcomes, reduced stigma or identity/image concerns

may be lessened because others have taken the drug, or is it

simply imitation? Although understanding the pathway the
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social interactions operate is important as discussed in the

next subsection, even identifying these effects is challenging.

Part of the challenge researchers must face is how to

properly define an individual’s peer group. In many papers

researchers make ad hoc assumptions on the structure of peer

groups. For example, only people who work in the same de-

partment within an organization or all individuals in a certain

geographic area are considered. Researchers thus rely on the

use of aggregates – such as the average characteristics or lagged

behaviors of all classmates – to proxy for the social network.

Such a setup is constraining: It means that individuals within a

group must interact with each other, rather than with indi-

viduals outside the group. This can be a strong assumption if,

for example, groups are formed by the researcher at the grade

level, which suggests that students only interact with kids in

the same grade but not with kids in different grades at the

same school.

Social Network Models

If the concept of a peer group is not defined correctly, meas-

urement error can be introduced by potentially omitting

relevant peers, and when those neglected channels are not

considered the underestimation of actual information flows

can occur. As a result, more recent research is trying to directly

model the formation of social networks and utilizing methods

from graph theory to consider the microstructure of inter-

action among individuals within a community. As Figure 1

outlines, while direct peer effects (panel (a)) and social norms

shared throughout a community (panel (b)), each capture

potential avenues of social learning and influence, there is a

third way of conceptualizing this pathway, where the structure

of individual social ties throughout a community can capture

these community effects (panel (c)). Generally, social net-

works are defined as a set of actors and relationships (or ties)

linking the actors. Networks can be egocentric in which case

the network is built out from a subset of a population, or

sociocentric, where a full population of individuals is in-

cluded. Most social networks measured are egocentric due to

the challenges related to data collection, though sociocentric

networks are more empirically appealing to study as there are

no assumptions required about missing data from unobserved

individuals and social ties biasing results. Social network an-

alysis can be used to study the structure of a social organiza-

tion and how this structure influences the behavior of

individual actors. As such, this kind of analysis extends the

study of peer effects and social learning beyond a given actor’s

social ties.

Social Network Effects and the Challenge of
Identification

Both intuition and previous work suggest that social influ-

ences and, by extension, social networks, are important when

driving economic behavior. Assuming that these factors are

significant, there remains the difficult question of assessing the

magnitude of such an effect. There are three main identifi-

cation challenges facing an empiricist. The first was termed the

‘reflection problem’ by Manski (1993) and is an issue that

mimics a simultaneity problem. For example, in studying

cigarette smoking a reflection problem arises when student

and peer smoking are determined simultaneously, which in-

herently convolutes the measure of peers’ influence.

The next challenge for the analyst is more complicated

because individuals generally choose their friends in part

based on the characteristics they favor. This second challenge

is a form of selection bias and leads to a correlated unobser-

vables problem. Social networks are not created in a vacuum,

as the result of a random stochastic shock. Rather, they are

formed based on the preferences of individual actors (nodes)

in the vast majority of cases. Therefore, it is entirely con-

ceivable that sorting into networks (also known as homo-

phily) may occur based on traits and behaviors that are linked

with and/or signals of future preferences. Thus, one usually

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1 (a) Individual-level peer effects: Influence on an actor in a given community is exerted through direct social contacts. (b) Social
norms: Influence on an actor is exerted only through the entire community, regardless of the relative strength of (or existence of a clear) social
tie. (c) Social network effects: In social network models, the entire community can exert influence (even in the absence of a direct social tie
between the actor and other community members), however, the relative influence of other members is measurable and related to the distance
from the actor in Euclidean (or network) space.
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does not know with certainty if an individual may be influ-

enced to choose a specific diet or health plan because of the

influence of their friend, or they chose their friend because of

the friend’s revealed preferences in the first place. In the latter

case, it may be possible to observe what appear to be examples

of social influence or contagion within a network, but are

actually, primarily, artifacts of prior selection.

The third and final challenge involves the possible presence

of unobserved group-level characteristics that affect both in-

dividuals and their peers. That is, some third confounding

factor is responsible for the observed association between

one’s behavior and that of their peers. Taken together, if an

individual is a member of some group, can the analyst dis-

tinguish a role for the characteristics and behaviors of others

in the group in influencing that individual’s choices?

More formally, much of the empirical literature on social

economics has involved variations of a general linear model,

dubbed by Manski the linear-in-means model.

Yigt ¼ b0 þ b1Xigt þ b2Y�igt þ b3X�igt þ b4Gg þ eigt

where Yi is the health outcome under study for individual i

who is a member of peer group g at time t, Xigt is a vector of

individual exogenous controls, X� igt is a vector of contextual

controls common to all members of group g since the � i

notation indicates everyone but person i, Y�igt is the mean

peer choice in group g, Gg reflects common environmental

influences affecting all members of group g, and eigt is a ran-

dom error term with mean 0. b1 expresses individual effects,

b3 contextual effects, b4 correlated effects, and b2 endogenous

social effects. The linear-in-means model thereby provides a

formal expression to three hypotheses often advanced to ex-

plain the common observation that individuals belonging to

the same group tend to behave similarly.

The ‘reflection problem’ occurs if the peer variable meas-

ures peer group members at time t, which is obtained at the

same time one’s own health outcome is measured. It is called

the reflection problem because it is similar to the problem of

interpreting the almost simultaneous movements of a person

and her reflection in a mirror. To overcome this challenge and

identify the endogenous social effect, researchers generally

ensure that all the regressors are known (predetermined) at

the time of regression, which in theory avoids simultaneity

problems. That is, the peer variable is constructed using earlier

behaviors that were hopefully measured immediately before

any interactions among the group g. Manski notes that if the

transmission of peer effects really follows this temporal pat-

tern, the identification problem is alleviated.

Empirical Approaches in the Estimation of Peer
Effects in a Social Network

Given the challenges outlined earlier, how can a researcher

infer true parameter estimates for social influence along net-

works? Although this is a thorny (some might argue intract-

able) challenge, there are in fact a number of experimental and

analytical approaches that can be used to control for selection

bias among other identification issues that economists are

quite familiar with.

Overcoming Selection Bias

Researchers have attempted to overcome the selection bias in

one of three main ways. Studies have used insights from

randomized experiments to induce credible exogenous vari-

ation into aspects of social networks in an effort to identify

their impacts. This research design can be seen in a number of

papers, including the work of Duflo and Saez (2003) who

explored not only the existence but also the mechanism

underlying peer effects in the context of demand for benefits at

the workplace. Specifically, they examined the role of social

learning on the choice of employer-sponsored retirement

plans, using individual data on employees of a large university

a random sample of employees and focused on the question

of whether people are influenced by the decisions of other

employees in the same department. In a subset of departments

some individuals were encouraged by an offer of a financial

incentive to attend a benefits information fair organized by

the employer. Not all departments were treated and the

authors compared both benefits fair attendance and retire-

ment plan enrollment decisions across departments and also

looked within departments comparing outcomes of those who

receive the treatment with their untreated coworkers. Re-

ceiving the letter led to a large increase in the likelihood of

attendance and untreated individuals within departments

where some individuals treated also had higher odds of at-

tending the fair and plan enrollment 5 and 11 months after

the fair. This presents convincing evidence that peer effects

likely influence demand for benefit plan decisions.

Another method to identify the impacts of social factors on

health outcomes is the use of instrumental variables to miti-

gate the correlation between unobservables and social net-

work variables. This approach has been used in a large number

of studies that have examined the role of peers on health

behaviors such as cigarette smoking and obesity. However,

these studies are frequently critiqued because the statistical

properties and economic validity of these instruments are of

debate. For example, some used their friends’ birth weight as

an instrument for whether their friend is currently obese in

influencing whether one is overweight themselves. However,

peer birth weight may influence other peer outcomes besides

simply weight that may also directly affect one’s own health

outcomes.

Finally, several studies have attempted to use very rich data

to control for unobserved confounders to identify the effects

of social networks on health outcomes and show that those

with greater levels of contacts with friends and neighbors have

a reduced likelihood of enrolling in a Medicare-managed care

plan relative to purchasing a medigap policy or having cov-

erage through Medicare alone. Although the authors do ac-

count for a large set of unobserved confounders it remains

possible that more sociable households are more risk tolerant

or more optimistic than less sociable households, thus making

these households more open to purchasing newer or ‘riskier’

insurance products, such as Medicare Health Maintenance

Organizations (HMOs). This strategy is also used in inter-

national datasets. It has been found that social network effects

are large and that both temporal and spatial proximity among

household heads is the mechanism underlying this effect.

However, one always can be concerned that those who lead
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opinions in rural villages may also have certain characteristics

favoring health plan adoption decisions.

Despite these limitations, it is worth noting that in certain

contexts in the educational setting an explicit rule determines

assignment to different peer groups. A sharp regression dis-

continuity design can be utilized when there is an explicit

cutoff and individuals cannot change their behavior ex ante in

an effort to sort to a specific side of the cutoff. This situation

mimics a randomized experiment and one can simply com-

pare individuals who just lie on either side of the cutoff. In an

education setting, several countries share competitive admis-

sions policies to secondary school leading to very different

peer groups. For example, in China and Romania the sec-

ondary school system differs markedly from that of the USA

which enabled researchers take advantage of the features and

institutional structure of these systems. Specifically, students

compete for positions in the higher ranked secondary schools

by writing a high school entrance examination at the com-

pletion of junior middle school. Administrators at each senior

high school grant admission to students whose exam per-

formance is above a cutoff score. Thus, students who just get

into a higher ranked school (perhaps by scoring only a point

above the cutoff) have access to much stronger peers as

measured by performance on the entrance examination, than

students who scored just below the cutoff and now must at-

tend a lower ranked school. One can imagine situations in

healthcare settings where individuals are assigned to different

treatment centers or nursing homes on the basis of health

statistics creating an opportunity to examine how peers in

different centers/homes affects one’s health.

In addition to the examples listed so far, a number of other

methodological approaches have been advanced in the stat-

istical community so as to mitigate the strength of assump-

tions in social network models. One model is to assign all

subjects into two separate groups randomly, and within them

assess whether there appears to be a contagion effect from

nonneighbors by using time series results in the first bin to

predict results in the second. Nonzero results suggest social

influence has traveled along the network over time. Another,

simpler approach, relates to setting parameter bounds. In this

approach, bounded parameters greater than zero would show

that the entirety of the observed effect could not be due to

selection (homophily) alone, though the magnitude of the

effect may be significantly decreased.

Selected Application of Social Network Models to
Health and Healthcare

A number of data sources such as the Add Health Study that

collects survey data on self-reported friendship networks, and

a growing number of social network data from electronic

sources such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and others present re-

searchers with new opportunities to study the impact of social

learning and peer effects within networks on health behaviors

over time. An earlier version of this approach is provided in

Christakis and Fowler (2007) who used 32 years of data on

12 000 people from the Framingham Heart Study. This study

garnered substantial attention from the popular press with a

conclusion that obesity appears to spread through social ties.

Fortunately, these spirited academic debates have led to a

multitude of methodological improvements that should shed

new and more convincing light on the role of social networks

in the spread of obesity.

In contrast to risky health behaviors, there have been

relatively few studies that have performed true social network

analyses in the context of demand for healthcare and health

insurance. There have, however, been a number that have

looked broadly at peer effects as they relate to purchasing

decisions in health or in areas (such as insurance) closely re-

lated to health. The most convincing evidence on the role of

social networks relates to health plan decisions addressing the

question of whether the information one receives from their

peers affects their choices; even when product quality is dif-

ficult to ascertain. This information may come from direct

communication with peers who have already purchased a

particular health insurance bundle. Alternatively, it may arise

from the observation of peers’ purchasing decisions. This

phenomenon as noted earlier is often referred to as social

learning.

Whereas social learning has been extensively studied in

theory, the empirical evidence is limited because social

learning is difficult to identify in practice. Empirical analyses

on the effects of social networks have difficultly providing

direct evidence of causal relationships from consumption

decisions and/or the product satisfaction of other members of

one’s social networks on individual decisions related to con-

sumption of health products due to various conceptual and

data problems including selection bias. Selection bias arises

because people tend to associate with others based in part on

some group characteristics they favor that are unobserved by

the researcher. Thus, observing that individuals in the same

group make similar consumption decisions may simply reflect

shared preferences and not informational spillovers.

Exploring social effects in universities is a popular research

design. Sorensen (2006) subsequently examined that health

insurance selections are correlated across employees within

the same department to multiple campuses in the University

of California system. Nearly all full-time and some part-time

employees are eligible to enroll in one of the health plans

offered through the benefits program. He uses statistical

models to examine whether individual- or department-level

factors influence the decision to choose specific health plans.

His empirical evidence provides convincing evidence that so-

cial effects (i.e., decisions of coworkers) play a role on indi-

viduals’ choices of employer-sponsored health plans that is as

large as many individual factors including age, income, and

family status. The strength of the effect depends on factors

such as the department’s size or the employee’s demographic

distance from his coworkers. His research results have large

policy implications because if all of one’s coworkers in a

specific department have chosen the same plan, then the social

influence may overpower any individual incentives to switch

plans when the provider raises the premium.

Another study uses data from a field experiment that

changed the size of work-related social networks for those

who were randomly assigned the intervention. These changes

in the size of social networks are not due to choices by the

individuals themselves and are free from selection bias,

thereby providing the authors a unique opportunity to
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estimate the causal impact of social networks on self-assessed

measures of health. The effect of social networks on different

health measures depends crucially on whether one holds a

job. Those assigned to have a larger social networks report

greater satisfaction with their mental and physical health

when they are employed and the authors show that this effect

is not due to the income channel.

In summary, the estimates (only a subset of which are

discussed in the preceding paragraphs) indicate that social

networks are an important determinant of the health insur-

ance choices, health behaviors, and health as well. There is a

large literature demonstrating positive associations between

network size and mental health outcomes whereas another

literature interestingly, finds that peers play small roles on

actors in the medical system such as doctors in terms of their

treatment choice and decisions to specialize. Future study of

physician networks and social influence within them will

benefit from new datasets being created by research teams.

Not only has there been studies investigating whether so-

cial influences exist but one may also wonder whether policies

that aim to influence group dynamics subsequently shape

individual health outcomes. Indeed social influences have

been incorporated in many recent areas of health policy in-

cluding efforts to reduce obesity. For example, weight-loss

support groups have been in place for many years and use

social influences in a manner similar to Alcoholics Anonym-

ous to shape health behavior. In 2007, the academic journal

Obesity devoted an entire issue to the evaluation of workplace

interventions to reduce obesity. Last, several states including

Arkansas have built policies around the mechanism of stig-

matization as the channel of endogenous social effects, by

providing students with weight report cards that provide in-

formation on their rank in the body mass index (BMI) dis-

tribution. Whereas each of these policies is built around

specific social mechanisms that are hypothesized to alter

obesity, their design does not appear to be based on a large

body of evidence. Further, most seem to not have undergone a

rigorous ex post policy evaluation of their effectiveness. De-

signing and evaluating policies that aim to take advantage of

social multipliers are clearly areas for further research.

Final Comment

There is substantial evidence that individuals’ beliefs, actions,

and choices in the health sector are impacted by beliefs, ac-

tions, and choices of their peers. Insights from behavioral

economics on framing and social influences are increasingly

being used by the healthcare industry to influence individual

choice in regards to specific products. Although substantial

progress has been made on the econometrics of identification

of social interactions, more careful work is needed to under-

stand the mechanisms driving these social effects as well as

whether there are moderators. The authors believe that this

can be accomplished using field experiments and credible re-

search designs. Further, in the education literature there is

growing evidence that peer impacts can be distributed un-

evenly and more work in health economics is needed to

understand the consequence of heterogeneity among peers. In

the sciences, research conducted with animal populations

demonstrates that social influences operating within the en-

vironment an individual engages in also directly affect gene

expression, suggesting biological mechanisms underlying the

social interaction effects. Findings from further empirical

studies on the form and mechanisms of peer interactions are

needed to guide further theoretical work. Naturally, the con-

verse holds and despite a burgeoning literature over the past

15 years, an incomplete understanding of such effects remains.

When studies are performed and results are interpreted with

an appropriate amount of care and caution, one believes that

there can be a great deal inferred from peer and social network

models of influence to researchers in the health economics

community and both health policymakers and the healthcare

industry.

See also: Education and Health. Instrumental Variables: Informing
Policy. Peer Effects in Health Behaviors
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Introduction

Private health insurers play a large role in providing financial

protection against the high cost of medical care in the United

States. In 2010, approximately 64% of the overall US popu-

lation had some form of private health insurance. The Centers

for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ National Health Ex-

penditure Accounts (NHEA) project that aggregate private

health insurance premiums across all market segments will

reach $888.6 billion in 2012. This article examines the per-

formance of private insurers operating in the fully insured, US

employer group and individual markets. Although many pri-

vate insurers cover Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries, and

serve as third-party administrators for self-insured employers,

this article does not consider these aspects of production.

Later in this article, the authors present a conceptual

framework to introduce and link the health insurance con-

cepts of premiums, profits, administrative costs, loading fees,

and medical loss ratios (MLRs). Following this, it summarizes

the empirical evidence on insurers’ performance with respect

to premiums as well as loading fees and MLRs.

The types of private insurance demanded by individuals

vary by their age and employment status as well as other

factors. For individuals under the age of 65 years, the dom-

inant form of coverage is employer-sponsored insurance (ESI).

According to the Kaiser Family Foundation/HRET Survey, ESI

premiums averaged $5 429 for single policies and $15 073 for

family policies in 2011. ESI premiums have grown rapidly over

the past decade and have contributed to the erosion of ESI,

particularly among small employers. From the Medical Ex-

penditure Panel Survey – Insurance Component, only 35.7%

of private sector employers with fewer than 50 employees

offered coverage in 2011, down from 47.2% in 2000.

Individuals who lack ESI may purchase coverage directly

from an insurer. Nationally, the individual market is small

relative to ESI, with an estimated 18.9 million (7%) none-

lderly individuals reporting coverage purchased directly from

an insurer based on the Annual Social and Economic Sup-

plement to the 2010 Current Population Survey. Unlike ESI,

persons demanding individual coverage often seek to bridge

short-term coverage gaps, including the time period between

two jobs, between school and a job, or between retirement

and Medicare eligibility.

For the individual market, the average premium for single

coverage was $2985, whereas it was $6328 for family coverage,

based on a 2009 survey by America’s Health Insurance Plans,

the national association representing the health insurance

industry. Although reported premiums are often lower for

individual policies relative to ESI, they typically have lower

actuarial values, defined as the percentage of total average

costs for benefits that the plan will cover. Actuarial values are

directly affected through a plan’s cost-sharing provisions, in-

cluding deductibles, coinsurance rates, and out-of-pocket

maximum spending limits.

During the legislative debate over the Patient Protection

and Affordable Care Act (ACA) of 2010, policymakers raised

several concerns about the functioning of private health in-

surance markets and insurer behavior, particularly within the

individual and small employer group markets. Central to this

discussion was whether individuals and small businesses were

getting poor value for their premiums because of insurers’

high administrative costs and excessive profits. With passage of

the ACA, dramatic changes to US health insurance markets are

expected. This article provides important baseline information

and evidence regarding the performance of US health insurers

in the ESI and individual markets.

Conceptual Framework for the Production of Health
Insurance

The premium charged by an insurer for a given level of cov-

erage includes three basic components: expected claims, ad-

ministrative expenses, and profit. Expected claims represent

the amount of money that an insurer expects to pay hospitals,

physicians, and other providers during the coverage period for

the services incurred by a policyholder. Expected claims de-

pend on both the negotiated prices between an insurer and

providers as well as the types and quantities of medical ser-

vices demanded. Expected claims are also related to the pol-

icy’s benefit design, including the size of the deductible if there

is one, the level of coinsurance and/or copayments, and out-

of-pocket maximum limits as well as the quantity and types of

medical services covered by the policy.

Insurers incur expenses for several different types of ad-

ministrative functions. These functions may include general

administration, information technology, product develop-

ment and provider network management (e.g., contracting),

sales (e.g., marketing, agent or broker commissions, under-

writing, enrollment, and member services), medical manage-

ment (e.g., utilization review or case management for high-

cost enrollees), claims adjudication, and regulatory com-

pliance. Insurers also incur expenses for premium taxes and

fees. Finally, insurers are expected to incorporate some level of

(normal) profit into the premium.

An insurer’s production can be summarized more formally.

In a differentiated goods industry, like the market for health

insurance, with similar but not identical products, one can

assume, for simplicity, each firm f of F firms sells one product.

The profits pf of firm f can be written as

pf ¼ ðpf �mcf ÞMsf ðpÞ � Cf ½1�

where pf is the price of firm f product, mcf is the marginal cost

of production, M is the exogenously determined size of the

market, sf(p) is the share of firm f product, where p is the vector

of all firms’ prices, and Cf is the fixed cost of production.

Average profits per policy can be expressed by dividing eqn [1]
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with the term Msf(p):

avgprofitf ¼ ðpf �mcf Þ � Cf =Msf ðpÞ
� 

½2�

For health insurance products, pf is the premium of the

policy (premf) and mcf includes expected claims paid out by

the insurer (claimsf) and administrative expenses (adminf) per

policy such that

avgprofitf ¼ premf � claimsf � adminf � ðCf =Msf ðpÞÞ ½3�

Assuming for simplicity that the fixed costs are sunk, such

that Cf¼0, eqn [3] can be rewritten to obtain the standard

health economics textbook expression for health insurance

premiums:

premf ¼ claimsf þ adminf þ avgprofitf ½4�

The loading fee, Lf, represents the portion of the total

premium above and beyond the actuarially fair value or ex-

pected claims to be received from the policy during the cov-

erage period. Typically, the loading fee is modeled as a

multiplier to expected claims:

premf ¼ ð1þ Lf Þclaimsf ½5�

For example, if the premium is $125 and expected claims

total $100, the loading fee is 0.25 or 25%.

A closely related concept to the loading fee is the MLR.

Before the passage of federal health reform, the MLR has been

defined as the ratio of expected claims paid by the insurer to

the premium. Expressing the loading fee as a multiplier of

expected claims, the MLR can be written as follows:

MLRf ¼ 1=ð1þ Lf Þ ½6�

A closely related concept to the loading fee is the MLR.

Several factors influence the performance of health in-

surers. Insurers typically sell multiple products and each

product is defined by a set of attributes. Thus, insurance

products are often differentiated within and across firms.

Common ways in which insurance products differ include

their actuarial value and benefit design, the breadth and

reputation of their provider network, and the level of customer

service provided. These factors contribute to insurers’ expected

claims and loading fees. Although detailed information on

product attributes may be easily observed for a single insurer,

no comprehensive data source exists to facilitate analyses for

the current population of US health insurers and their

products.

Competition is another important factor affecting insurers’

performance. Economic theory predicts that stronger insur-

ance market competition among homogenous products

should lead to lower premiums, ceteris paribus. Also, to the

extent that purchasers of insurance have greater market power,

this may lead to lower premiums. The structure of upstream

markets is important too. Because insurers negotiate with local

hospitals and physician practices over reimbursement rates,

more competitive provider markets may improve insurers’ le-

verage in negotiations and lead to lower input prices. Fur-

thermore, for the individual and small employer market

segments, brokers and agents play an important role in fa-

cilitating coverage purchases. Insurers’ commission schedules

with brokers and agents may be affected by the extent of

competition among them as well.

Over time, insurers’ premiums have followed a cyclic pat-

tern. Called the underwriting cycle, this pattern reflects fluc-

tuations in premiums and insurer profitability generated by

decisions of firms to trade off profits for expanded market

share. As noted by Grossman and Ginsburg (2004), several

factors have contributed to the historical underwriting cycle,

including the timing of forecasted cost trends relative to pre-

mium setting, the degree of insurance market competition,

and the presence of not-for-profit insurers in the market.

Finally, the regulatory environment can affect insurers’

performance. Following a failed attempt to pass federal health-

care reform in 1993–94, many states passed legislation to

improve the functioning of the small employer and individual

markets for insurance. Prevalent forms of regulation include

guaranteed issue, guaranteed renewability, and premium rat-

ing limitations (e.g., rate bands), as well as mandated benefits

(e.g., mammography screening). Differences in state regu-

lations of insurers have led to variation in many insurance

market outcomes, including premiums, administrative ex-

penses, and coverage.

Empirical Evidence on Insurer Performance

Within the empirical literature on health insurance pro-

duction, many studies have investigated factors that help to

explain variation in premiums, although not necessarily fo-

cusing on specific components. A smaller body of research has

focused on estimating the size of insurers’ loading fees and/or

MLRs. There is heightened awareness around the latter fol-

lowing implementation of federal minimum MLR regulation

in 2011 as part of the ACA. Below, this article summarizes the

empirical evidence on the factors that influence premiums as

well as insurers’ loading fees and/or MLRs for the employer

group and individual markets.

What Factors Influence Premiums?

Market structure
Insurance market structure can be defined in a number of

ways. Three of the most common measures include the total

number of insurers operating in the relevant geographic and

product market; a four-firm concentration ratio that provides

the percentage of market share captured by the largest four

firms in the market; and the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index

(HHI), which is the sum of the squared market shares of the

firms operating within the market, measured in percentage

terms. The HHI has an upper bound of 10 000, corresponding

to a monopoly.

Two studies have examined the influence of insurance

market structure on premiums. Using a national sample of

health maintenance organizations (HMOs) for the period

1988–91, Wholey et al. (1995) examined the relationship

between premiums and the number of HMOs in the market.

They found evidence that premiums were lower as the number

of firms increased, providing support for advocates of man-

aged competition. Also examining the effects of changes in
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market structure, Dafny et al. (2012) investigated whether

consolidation in the US health insurance industry, driven

by a large merger, led to higher ESI premiums. They found that

real premiums have grown by two percentage points in a

typical market due to an average market-level change in HHI

of 698 points.

Karaca-Mandic et al. (2013a) recently investigated the ef-

fects of competition in the market for insurance agents and

brokers on ESI premiums for small employers. Using the

Medical Expenditure Panel Survey – Insurance Component

and data from the National Association of Health Under-

writers, the authors provide evidence that premiums of pol-

icies offered by small employers are lower in markets with

stronger competition among insurance agents and brokers.

Effects of regulation
Several actuarial and econometric studies have examined the

effects on premiums of state-level insurance regulations, in-

cluding benefit mandates (e.g., coverage for mammograms,

in vitro fertilization, or mental health services) and rating

regulations. Monheit and Rizzo (2007) summarize this evi-

dence. Overall, there is mixed evidence with respect to the

effects of benefit mandates on premiums. Some studies sug-

gest these mandates are associated with modest premium

increases, whereas others find no relationship. Work by

Kowalski et al. (2008) focused on the relationship between

state regulations implemented during the 1990s and pre-

miums, including benefit mandates, guaranteed issue, com-

munity rating, guaranteed renewability, any-willing-provider

laws, and individual market premiums. Using data from

eHealthinsurance and Golden Rule, they found evidence that

community rating regulations raised premiums and that the

rate of increase was substantially higher if guaranteed issue

regulations accompanied community rating regulations.

Other factors
Within the literature, a number of studies have documented

variation in premiums by state, firm size, and plan type. Some

studies have also examined premium variation over time

within the context of the underwriting cycle and found evi-

dence that insurers respond to a higher prior-year MLR (higher

fraction of claims relative to premiums) by raising premiums

in the next year (Born and Santerre, 2008). Using a proprietary

data set of large employers, Dafny (2010) examine ESI pre-

mium setting and found that insurers engage in ‘direct’ price

discrimination, charging higher premiums to firms with dee-

per pockets, as measured by operating profits. Finally, Karaca-

Mandic et al. (2013a,b) use panel data for 2001–09 from the

National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) to

analyze the factors explaining variation in premiums per

member month (PPMM) of coverage in the individual market.

They found that insurers operating in other market segments,

including the group and Medigap markets, had higher PPMM,

whereas those operating in the Medicaid market had lower

PPMM. They also documented differences in premiums by

whether the insurer is local, regional, or national; whether the

insurer is an HMO; and the size of the insurer as measured by

the total number of member months of coverage.

What Is the Evidence on Loading Fees, Medical Loss
Ratios, and Their Components?

The health insurance loading fee represents the portion of the

premium above the expected claims paid by the insurance

company. The loading fee includes general and claims-related

administrative expenses, profits, broker commissions, and

other sales-related expenses, and corresponds to the cost of

transferring part of the risk-bearing from the individual to the

insurer. According to the conventional theory of insurance, a

risk-averse individual is willing to pay for a premium above

the expected claims, and thus the size of the load reflects the

value of a certain amount of income over an uncertain one

with the same expected magnitude. Therefore, under the

conventional theory, one can think of the loading fee as the

‘relevant price’ of the health insurance policy (Phelps, 2010),

and therefore, a key factor when considering the value of

coverage. In Nyman’s theory of insurance, which does not rely

on risk aversion to explain why individuals purchase insur-

ance, premium is a more relevant price of insurance as it

embodies the amount of non-health-related goods an indi-

vidual gives up when healthy to receive an income transfer

when sick (Nyman, 2003).

As a crude approximation to capture the extent of ad-

ministrative costs and other fees associated with private in-

surance provision, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

Services’ Office of the Actuary estimates the net cost of private

health insurance as the difference between the private health

insurance premiums paid and benefits received in the

NHEA. Table 1 documents the net cost of private insurance as

Table 1 Private health insurance premiums paid and benefits received (in billions of dollars)

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Private health
insurance
premiums

362.50 388.10 419.90 459.60 503.00 560.50 614.50 658.90 702.90 740.20 776.20 807.60 828.80 848.70

Private health
insurance
benefits

322.60 347.40 373.70 407.10 445.80 488.50 527.50 566.90 607.70 640.60 673.50 707.50 734.00 746.00

Net cost 39.9 40.7 46.2 52.5 57.2 72.0 87.0 92.0 95.2 99.6 102.7 100.1 94.8 102.7
Net cost as

percentage
of benefits

12.4 11.7 12.4 12.9 12.8 14.7 16.5 16.2 15.7 15.5 15.2 14.1 12.9 13.8

Source: http://www.cms.hhs.gov/NationalHealthExpendData/downloads/tables.pdf (Table 15, accessed 27.08.12).
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a percentage of private insurance benefits paid. As one can see,

this percentage has remained relatively stable in the

12%–16.5% range during the 1997–2010 period. These stat-

istics represent an average measure, without distinguishing

among ESI (overall or across employer group sizes), individual

market coverage, or supplemental Medicare insurance

products.

The NAIC is the organization of insurance regulators from

the 50 states, the District of Columbia, and the five US terri-

tories. It has one of the world’s largest insurance industry

databases, which are regularly used by industry leaders to

determine market share, conduct market research, and moni-

tor industry trends. The NAIC also publishes aggregate annual

data separately by market segment (individual, group, sup-

plemental Medicare, etc). Table 2 presents data from the

Statistical Compilation of Annual Statement Information for

Health Insurance Companies published by the NAIC for the

aggregate US group market. These statistics also do not dis-

tinguish by employer group size, but indicate that overall

loading fees for the group market ranged between 11% and

20% for the 1997–2008 period. The MLR, defined as the

percentage of premiums spent on clinical services, ranged

between 83% and 90% during the same time period.

As noted in the section ‘Introduction,’ small employers are

much less likely to offer health insurance relative to large

employers. One explanation for this pattern is that employer

groups face different loading fees. Thorpe (1992) posits sev-

eral reasons why this might occur. Differences in transaction

costs are one possible reason. Given the fixed costs of mar-

keting and underwriting (in states where it is allowed), small

employer groups are more expensive on a per-employee basis

relative to larger ones. Furthermore, because small employers

exhibit greater price sensitivity in their demand for insurance,

they may be more likely to switch insurers as prices change,

leading to additional expenses for marketing and underwriting

over time. Third, given the voluntary nature of the market,

insurers often express concern about the potential for adverse

selection among small employers, and in turn, this may lead

to higher risk premia.

The most commonly reported set of loading fee estimates

by firm size dates back to two decades when an actuarial study

was prepared by the Hay/Huggins Company for the US

Congress’ House Committee on Education and Labor in 1988.

These estimates reflected the underwriting practices of major

insurers, and suggested loading fees of approximately 40% for

the very smallest firms (1–4 employees), 25% for those

slightly larger (20–49 employees), and 18% for those with

50–99 employees. Hay/Huggins also reported that fees decline

to 16% for those with 100–499 employees and to 12% for

those up to 2500 employees. These estimates from the 1980s

are still referenced frequently in the literature, including cur-

rent health economics and health insurance texts.

In recent work, Karaca-Mandic et al. (2011) generated new

estimates on the size of loading fees and how they differ across

the firm size distribution using data from the confidential

MEPS Household Component–Insurance Component Linked

File. Overall, they found that firms of up to 100 employees

face similar loading fees of approximately 34%. Loads decline

with firm size and are estimated to be on average 15% for

firms with between 101 and 10 000 employees and 4% for

firms with more than 10 000 employees.

Focusing specifically on the individual market, Pauly and

Nichols (2002) used NAIC data for the period 1988–99

and reported that expenses related to administration, sales,

and risk-bearing represented between 30% and 40% of the

premiums for individual market insurance. More recently,

Abraham and Karaca-Mandic (2011) examined variation in

MLRs among US health insurers in the individual market using

NAIC data from 2002, 2005, and 2009. The authors docu-

mented large variation in MLRs by state, with enrollment-

Table 2 Health insurance industry aggregates, annual statement data from the NAIC for total US group market

Year Premiums earned (thousands) Amount incurred for provision of
health-care services (thousands)

Loading fee Medical loss ratio (%)

1997 44 559 067 39 972 761 0.11 90
1998 50 231 225 44 330 794 0.13 88
1999 114 735 686 101 529 936 0.13 88
2000 126 648 010 111 698 125 0.13 88
2001 111 019 585 96 970 954 0.14 87
2002 122 195 391 105 307 633 0.16 86
2003 131 529 713 113 158 119 0.16 86
2004 141 303 514 119 484 906 0.18 85
2005 157 094 448 131 132 072 0.2 83
2006 161 129 572 133 750 007 0.2 83
2007 169 768 926 145 427 131 0.17 86
2008 173 578 348 149 730 464 0.16 86
2009 174 888 283 152 544 111 0.15 87

Notes:

1. 1997, 1998, 1999, and 2000 represent only HMOs.

2. Medicare supplement, Federal Employees Health Benefit Plan, Title XVIII Medicare, and Title XIX Medicaid are not included in statistics reported.

3. Loading fee is calculated as (Premiums Earned/Claims Incurred)� 1.

4. Medical loss ratio is calculated as 100 (Claims Incurred/Premiums Earned).

Source: Reproduced from National Association of Insurance Commissioners (various years). Exhibit of premiums, enrollment and utilization of the Statistical Compilation of Annual

Statement Information for Health Insurance Companies.
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weighted average MLRs ranging from 0.629 in New Hampshire

to values greater than 1 in Alabama, Massachusetts, Michigan,

and North Dakota in 2009. Additionally, they estimated that

29% of insurer-state observations in the individual market

would have MLRs (based on the historical definition) below the

80% minimum threshold imposed by the new ACA regulations,

corresponding to 32% of individual market enrollment.

In 2011, a study by the General Accounting Office (GAO,

2011) analyzed insurers’ MLRs in the individual and group

markets using 2010 data and employing ACA MLR standards,

which include adjustments for quality improvement expenses,

federal and state taxes and licensing/regulatory fees, and life-

years of enrollment. For the individual market, they found

wide variation in MLRs, with only 43% of credible insurers

and 48% of covered lives at or above the 2011 standard. For

the small and group markets, these percentages were notably

higher.

Although these studies provide valuable descriptive infor-

mation, there is little empirical research to understand the

factors that explain variation in insurers’ loading fees or MLRs.

A study by Karaca-Mandic et al. (2013b) investigates the de-

terminants of MLR variation in the individual market over the

2001–09 time period. They evaluated how MLRs are influ-

enced by changes in the composition of insurer and provider

markets, the employer size distribution, and the demographic

and health status of the population. Results suggest that in-

surance market structure is inversely related to MLRs. Insurers

in markets in which they are the only credible insurer have

lower MLRs, on average. This is consistent with such firms

having higher market power. Here the classification of being a

‘credible’ insurer refers to having at least 1000 member-years

of coverage as stipulated by federal regulations. Although the

predicted average MLR is 77% for an insurer that is the only

credible firm in the insurance market, it is 82% for an insurer

with 2–4 other credible firms in the market, and 83% for an

insurer with 5 or more credible firms in the market.

Conclusion

This article summarizes current evidence on US health in-

surers’ performance in the ESI and individual markets, pro-

viding important baseline information about premiums as

well as loading fees and MLRs. Dramatic changes to US health

insurance markets and insurers’ performance are expected as a

result of the Patient Protection and ACA of 2010. In 2014,

insurance exchanges will be implemented and will serve as

organized marketplaces through which individuals and small

employers can buy coverage. Exchanges will also be a primary

mechanism through which coverage will be expanded to

millions of uninsured, lower-income Americans who lack ac-

cess to affordable ESI options. Finally, insurers are adjusting to

a very different regulatory environment created by the ACA,

including minimum MLR regulation and premium rate review

enacted in 2011, as well as several major changes to benefit

designs, the adoption of modified community rating, and the

requirement that most individuals obtain health insurance in

the United States beginning in 2014.

See also: Health-Insurer Market Power: Theory and Evidence.
Managed Care. Private Insurance System Concerns
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Background: Barriers to Personalized Medicine

More than 10 years have passed since the completion of the first

sequencing of the human genome in 2001. Since then, there

has been continued and growing interest in the potential to use

this new genetic information to better predict patient response

to therapy. A variety of terms have been coined to describe this

potential: personalized medicine (PM), stratified medicine,

tailored medicine, and individualized therapy, among others.

This article will adopt PM as the descriptor, more because of its

currency and popularity than because of its more accuracy than

other terms. PM has been defined many a times as ‘‘providing

the right treatment to the right patient at the right time.’’

Arguably, that is the aim of all medical therapy: the important

difference in PM is the use of a new biomarker-based diagnostic

test to further define and identify a subgroup of patients (called

‘stratification’) for whom the treatment performs better – in

terms of either cost-effectiveness or benefit–risk balance.

Incentives for the development and use of PM raise a number

of interesting economic issues.

In the year 2000, Francis Collins, the current head of the

US National Institutes of Health, said: ‘‘In the next five to

seven years, we should identify the genetic susceptibility fac-

tors for virtually all common diseases – cancer, diabetes, heart

disease, the major mental illnesses – on down that list.’’

Clearly, this has not come to pass. In 2005, a more guarded

assessment in the report ‘Personalized Medicine: Hopes and

Realities’ from The Royal Society cautioned: ‘‘Pharmacoge-

netics is unlikely to revolutionize or personalize medical

practice in the immediate future.’’

Before considering potential reasons for this lack of ex-

pected progress, it is useful to define some relevant biological,

epidemiological, and clinical concepts and terms:

• Pharmacogenetics versus pharmacogenomics – the former

is the study of how people’s genetic makeup affects their

response to medicines, whereas the latter is the application

of genomic concepts to the development and clinical

application of pharmaceuticals.

• Genotype versus phenotype – the former represents a

person’s genetic makeup, as reflected by his or her deoxy-

ribonucleic acid (DNA) sequence, whereas the latter is an

observable trait or characteristic of an organism (that may

or may not be inherited).

• Germline versus somatic mutations – the former are

heritable variations, whereas the latter are acquired (e.g., in

cancer).

• Biomarkers – they are a broad array of biological indi-

cators, including genetic variants, proteins, and endogen-

ous metabolites, among others.

• Predictive versus prognostic biomarker – a prognostic

biomarker is used to project patient health (e.g., life

expectancy) based on patient characteristics, whereas a

predictive biomarker predicts response to an intervention

(e.g., a drug).

The slower-than-expected progress over the past decade

could be for a number of reasons – scientific, regulatory, and

economic. It does seem clear that the science is more difficult

than first hoped. First, it is always important to remember that

the science behind drug development is complex and un-

certain. Almost 9 out of 10 new medicines under development

fail between Phase 1 and Phase 3. Despite increasing amounts

spent on drug development, industry productivity, as meas-

ured by approved new molecular entities, has been stagnant in

recent years. The most recent estimate from the UK Office of

Health Economics is that the average cost of drug develop-

ment has grown to approximately $1.5 billion US$2011 per

new compound. Clearly, the scientific unknowns and chal-

lenges are substantial.

Adding the parallel development of a predictive, bio-

marker-based test may reduce one scientific challenge but adds

another that involves its own uncertainties. Furthermore,

prediction based on genetic makeup is generally imprecise.

Although a small number of single mutations (monogenic

diseases) lead to specific health conditions (e.g., Huntington’s

disease), most complex diseases (such as diabetes) are affected

by a large number of genes. Although an entire genome can be

sequenced, it is only the beginning of understanding the

biological function of most genes. Although some traits, such

as height, are highly heritable, others are not: indeed, twin

studies indicate that genes account for only approximately a

quarter of the variation in lifespan – perhaps the ultimate

measure of health. Clearly, gene–environment interaction is a

very important influence. Regulation of drugs and devices may

also be a barrier: the approval pathway for new pharmacoge-

nomic tests has not been defined until recently and the

standards of evidence for clinical utility for combination

products (i.e., drug and test) are still being debated. Further-

more, there is not a level playing field between in vitro diag-

nostic tests (IVDs), which need regulatory approval for

marketing, and laboratory-developed tests (LDTs) also called

in-house tests (IHTs). The evidentiary requirements and

quality controls for IVDs are much greater. In Europe, public

health providers face a different regulatory regime that does

not require each test to be approved. Yet, these different tests

and providers compete in some PM applications.

But there are also some potential economic barriers that

could increasingly be a factor given growing efforts to control

medical spending in most developed countries. The incentive

issue for existing marketed drugs is fairly obvious. Once a new,

patented medicine is on the market with prices and re-

imbursement established around the world, the manufacturer

has a very limited economic incentive to discover the subset of
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patients in whom the drug works best if reimbursement will

then be restricted to the subset. The problem is that re-

imbursement prices for drugs – especially outside the US –

tend to be rigid and inflexible during the period of the patent.

Thus, even if most of the aggregate health benefit – and hence

economic value – is concentrated in a subset of patients, the

manufacturer will receive or capture a much smaller share of

that aggregate value if reimbursement is restricted to that

subset but the reimbursed price does not rise to reflect their

higher average health gain. From a longer term dynamic per-

spective, if price inflexibility holds and there is a strong pos-

sibility that the targeting test would be forthcoming, then drug

manufacturers may have much less incentive to develop the

drug in the first place. This has long-term, dynamic impli-

cations for the incentives for R&D investments in PMs.

However, some targeting using tests might actually facilitate

R&D and the demonstration of efficacy and safety, although

this is difficult to predict a priori unless the mechanism of

action of the drug is closely linked to a biomarker, for ex-

ample, as was the case for imatinib (Gleevecs, Novartis) for

chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML).

The rigidity of diagnostic reimbursement could be an even

larger economic barrier – especially for companion diag-

nostics for drugs that are already on the market. In the US and

most EU health-care systems, reimbursement for diagnostics is

based on an administered pricing system linked imperfectly to

the expected marginal cost of production and distribution,

meaning that some diagnostics might garner profits, whereas

others might just break even or even lose money (but persist

for other business reasons). Thus, there is a limited incentive

to incur the substantial fixed costs of evidence generation that

would be necessary to demonstrate the clinical utility of the

biomarker-based test in combination with the drug.

This article focuses on economic issues related to pricing

and reimbursement policies as a potential barrier to the de-

velopment and adoption of new, innovative PM technology.

There are other important economic issues in PM, such as the

impact on drug development costs, the relation to physician

incentives to test and to follow test results, and issues related

to targeting as a strategy for late entrants into a drug class. The

next section summarizes the key theoretical issues. This is

followed by a discussion of some key examples of PMs that are

in use. The relevance of literature on the cost-effectiveness of

PMs is discussed next. The article ends by identifying six major

policy challenges. The general conclusion is that pricing and

reimbursement systems will need to implement more flexible

value-based rewards for PMs if the appropriate amount of

R&D and evidence generation is going to be supported.

Economic Incentives for Personalized Medicine
Development: A Framework

To this point, only 10–15 PM tests enjoy a significant volume

of use, and the amount of evidence about their health and

economic impact is limited. But many have been the subject

of a cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) (Wong et al., 2010), and

most are considered cost-effective by usual standards – or they

would not be in use in health systems. For the purpose of

this article, the more interesting and relevant work is the

theoretical analysis of economic incentives and their policy

implications for PM R&D.

This work has addressed two major questions. First, is it

likely that current market structures for innovative PMs and

their companion diagnostics will produce the optimal amount

of PM development and use? Second, if the current situation is

likely to be suboptimal, what could be done to improve it? It

is important to recognize that these two questions include not

only short-term questions about static efficiency but also long-

term questions about dynamic efficiency that affect the sus-

tainability of both PM and the patented medicines industry as

a whole, especially because PM is often cited as the ‘new

paradigm’ for drug development.

In an article published in 2002, Danzon and Towse de-

veloped a formal model of pharmacogenetic testing to exam-

ine the conditions under which the development of these

targeted interventions was likely to be socially optimal. The

model uses the common assumption of a societal willingness

to pay for health gains (i.e., a threshold amount), as is often

used in pharmacoeconomic CEA. However, they let the share

of the gain captured by the drug manufacturer vary. The es-

sential elements of their model are intuitively straightforward.

Imagine that a diagnostic test can stratify a patient population

that has previously received a drug into responders (R), those

who benefit from the drug, and nonresponders (N), those

who do not benefit. Before the test is available, both re-

sponders and nonresponders received the drug at price P. In

Danzon and Towse’s model, testing provides social value in

several ways, including (1) avoiding drug spending on the

nonresponders and (2) avoiding the costs and adverse health

effects of adverse events in nonresponders. Of course, the

value of the product among responders exists in either scen-

ario. The key drivers of the social value of testing are the

averted costs of adverse events times the share of N, and the

cost of testing both R and N groups. Testing will generally be

socially beneficial if the aggregate cost of testing is less than

costs savings from not using the drug plus avoiding adverse

events in N.

Their model identifies the key determinants of the in-

centives for drug manufacturers and payers to embrace phar-

macogenetic testing. They also note implications for test

developers and drug development more generally. Clearly, it

will be critical for drug manufacturers to be able to capture a

large share of the aggregate value created after the test is

introduced. This generally means that the price paid for re-

sponders in the testing scenario must rise roughly in pro-

portion to the rise in average patient benefit (due to

eliminating adverse events and/or nonresponders), compared

with the no-testing scenario, and also the price of test must be

modest, relative to the cost of treatment. Although payers

would generally prefer to pay less, in theory, they would be

willing to accept a situation where the total amount paid out is

the same if the net health benefits (i.e., among the responders)

are the same as long as the costs of testing and the savings

from avoiding adverse events in nonresponders are factored

in. Danzon and Towse conclude: ‘‘The willingness of payers to

award higher prices for targeted benefits ... will be essential to

retaining neutrality in investment incentives’’ (p. 10).

Danzon and Towse (2002) also note that it is possible that

the testing scenario could produce an eventual market size
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that is so small (in terms of total revenues to the drug

manufacturer) that it will not be sufficient to justify the costs

of drug development if that cost is fixed (that is, independent

of the size of the patient population). In practice, however, the

US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) permits fewer and

much smaller trials for orphan drugs. And government sub-

sidies and other incentives may be needed in these situations

for socially optimal investment. They also suggest that

with free entry into the business of developing tests, manu-

facturers – with this new genetic knowledge – will have

an incentive to incorporate testing into the drug development

paradigm, which might also reduce the costs of that

development. This is because in most markets (with the

notable exception of the US), it is not possible to increase

prices once a drug is launched because of rigid government

price regulation. Thus, ex post targeting leads to lower volume

but does not guarantee an increased price to reflect the greater

health gain per patient in the smaller population. To date,

although it is clear that manufacturers are increasingly con-

sidering testing as part of drug development the aggregate

impact has not been large over the past 10 years.

Danzon and Towse assume the price and availability of the

test is a given. They focus on the social benefits of health gains

and of any reductions in cost. Considering many of these same

issues in a less formal analysis, Garrison and Austin (2007) build

on this analytical approach by analyzing the incentives for both

the diagnostic company and the drug company for the codeve-

lopment of companion diagnostic test (Dx) and a first-in-class

drug therapy (Tx). They also explore an additional potential

benefit of PM – the ‘value of knowing.’ They consider six scen-

arios that represent combinations of the following four factors:

1. whether Tx and Dx pricing reimbursement are value based

or cost based, and whether they are flexible over time;

2. timing – whether Tx is already on the market, i.e., ex post

versus ex ante;

3. whether intellectual property protection – to prevent

copycats – is a barrier to entry;

4. the competitiveness of insurance market over short versus

long term.

Although the overall result in terms of the importance of

flexible drug pricing and reimbursement is the same, Garrison

and Austin extend the model by adding some value creation for

the ‘value of knowing,’ i.e., that the test–drug combination will

be of higher value to the responders as they will know they will

benefit. Assuming that they are risk averse, this reduction in

uncertainty should give them greater peace of mind. This makes

the total pool of value created larger: how this aggregate value is

divided among patients, payer/insurers, drug manufacturers,

and test developers is an important question. They also em-

phasize that although pricing and reimbursement for new drugs

could be considered ‘value-based’ in the US and the key mar-

kets in the EU during the patent life, reimbursement for diag-

nostic tests tends to be a more rigid, administered pricing

system, which could be called ‘cost based.’

Their illustrative model considers a case where 20% of the

users are responders and 80% are nonresponders. In the ab-

sence of a test, the value created in the 20% is essentially

spread over the 100% (subject to adjustment for adverse

events in the nonresponders) by setting the price based on the

average benefit (including the nonresponders). In their base

case scenario, with no Dx available, the (patented) Tx captures

all of the value created (given the willingness-to-pay thresh-

old). The five other scenarios explore variations on the four

assumptions listed in this article while recognizing that the

total value created is now greater due to the value of knowing.

It does, then, become ex post a different zero-sum game, i.e.,

after the diagnostic becomes available – there is now a slightly

bigger pie to divide up. The implications of the six scenarios

are intuitive and straightforward.

If the price of the Tx is fixed, and the Dx enters the market

ex post, the revenues going to the Tx manufacturer would fall

dramatically. The Dx may capture this or not, depending on

whether its pricing is regulated and at what level. The Tx

manufacturer would suffer a severe revenue loss and has a very

limited incentive to encourage Dx entry – unless the value

could be recaptured by the Tx manufacturer by owning the Dx.

Indeed, this is the circumstance for most drugs already on the

market: neither Tx manufacturers nor Dx developers have a

strong incentive to develop a test that identifies responders.

Oncotype Dx for predicting breast cancer recurrence, which is

discussed below, is one exception: the manufacturer avoided

the cost-based reimbursement system in the US and charged

approximately $3500 for the test. It is true that some panels of

diagnostic tests might be lucrative under this system, but this

would seem to be less likely true for the novel complex

diagnostics needed for PM if their payment is based on the

summation of the expected costs of the analytic steps as op-

posed to a measure of the incremental health gain.

If the Tx manufacturer’s drug comes to market in combin-

ation with a companion test, then there are several different

possibilities. If the Dx is subject to marginal cost-based re-

imbursement, then the manufacturer will want to capture as

much value as possible through the drug price, which has much

more flexibility at launch in most countries. If the Tx manu-

facturer also owns the Dx, then, in theory, the value capture

could be split arbitrarily between the two. But, in practice, given

administered pricing for the Dx and strong intellectual property

protection for the drug, the incentive probably remains to

capture as much value through the drug price as possible.

These scenarios illustrate several key points about the

economic barriers that companion Dx–Tx products face. First

and foremost is that inflexible pricing and reimbursement,

which does not adjust to reflect value created, could under-

mine the rewards for developing PMs. Second, manufacturers

would ideally enter the market with a combination product

that has been clinically tested and validated ex ante as a

combination. Flexible, value-based pricing and reimburse-

ment would appear to be a necessary condition for en-

couraging optimal investments to produce more PM; of

course, it cannot guarantee a large volume of PM development

because scientific, regulatory, and drug development realities

represent constraints.

Personalized Medicine Products

Although some have been disappointed by the slow progress

in PM over the past 12 years, there has been a gradual accu-

mulation of PM products, so that now between 10 and 20
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notable PM products are available. Many of the PM products

have been in oncology where it has been possible to link

somatic mutations to chemotherapeutic response. Table 1

presents some examples of PM products that illustrate the

range of issues that arise in combining companion diagnostics

with drugs to achieve PM. More details on three of these ex-

amples are provided in the next three paragraphs.

Trastuzumab (Herceptins, Roche), a biological compound

for the treatment of human epidermal growth factor receptor 2

(HER2)-positive breast cancer, has been called the first ‘poster

child’ for PM. It was first approved in the US for the treatment

of metastatic breast cancer (MBC) in 1998. Longer term (3-year

follow-up) trials were initiated in early-stage breast cancer

(EBC) and marketing approval was received in 2004. It provides

a number of useful lessons as a case study in PM. First, these

combination products can have a long gestation and life cycle.

The potential of the HER mechanism was discovered in the

early 1980s, but it took approximately 15 years to yield a viable

compound combined with a predictive test. Second, the EBC

indication, which was approved 6 years later than the MBC

indication, produced much larger per-patient health gains

and benefited many more women in the aggregate. Because

the initial price of trastuzumab for treatment of MBC was set

closer to the implicit willingness-to-pay threshold for cost-

effectiveness (4US$100 000 per quality-adjusted life-year

(QALY)) in the US, treatment in the EBC indication was much

more cost-effective (oUS$30 000 per QALY) (Garrison et al.,

2007). So what appeared to be high-cost medicine for its

initial approved indication can be reasonably cost-effective

over the entire product life cycle. The company might well

have priced it higher if the favorable results in EBC would

have been anticipated. Another complexity of the trastuzu-

mab story is the persistence of basic issues about testing

strategy. Two general types of tests are in use – a cheaper

immunohistochemistry (IHC) test and a more expensive and

more accurate fluorescence in situ hybridization test (FISH).

IHC is the more common test and is used in 80% of all initial

tests in the US. Even after all these years of experience, the

optimal companion testing strategy is still under debate due

to uncertainty about real-world test performance: approxi-

mately 80% of women with breast cancer receive the IHC test

initially and some are retested with FISH.

Imatinib (Gleevecs, Novartis) is the unusual example of a

PM combination product developed through rational drug

design. It has been heralded as a virtual cure for many patients

with CML. It has the distinction of having one of the fastest

approval times by the FDA. The breakpoint cluster region-

Abelson (BCR-ABL) enzyme that promotes cancer cell devel-

opment appears only in cancer cells, can be identified by a

test, and can be blocked. Once again, the large majority of the

value created is captured by the drug, which has been esti-

mated to be cost-effective in the US with a cost per QALY of

approximately $50 000.

Oncotype Dxs for predicting breast cancer recurrence

could be considered the poster child for a value-capturing PM

test at approximately $3500 per test in the US. It is based on a

‘21-gene signature’ that was constructed through retrospective

analysis of historical tumor samples to generate a patented

index to predict the likelihood of recurrence. The major eco-

nomic benefit is that it avoids chemotherapy costs and side

effects (including the risk of death) in women with EBC. The

manufacturer was able to circumvent usual coding and pricing

practices in obtaining the US Medicare reimbursement. The

alternative would have been to use ‘code stacking’ of analytic

steps, such as RNA extraction, reverse transcription, gene

amplification, and interpretation and report. But this would

have resulted in a payment level of only approximately

US$540 (Gustavsen et al., 2010).

Table 1 Companion diagnostic testing in PM

Technology Economic and testing features

HER2 testing for breast cancer A low-cost immunohistochemistry (IHC) (approx. $100–$200) test for human epidermal growth factor receptor
2 (HER2)-positivity was used in the initial clinical trial program and was provided by diagnostic companies.
Subsequently, a higher cost and more accurate test ($300–$500) was developed (called ‘FISH’) and is in use.
Approximately 80% of initial testing is done with IHC, with FISH retesting for patient with equivocal results.
The drug manufacturer receives nearly all of the economic value created by the combination from the drug
trastuzumab (Herceptins, Roche)

BCR-ABL testing for chronic
myelogenous leukemia (CML)

An example of an ex ante test (breakpoint cluster region-Abelson (BCR-ABL) gene) closely tied to the
development of the drug: large majority of value capture by the drug imatinib (Gleevecs, Novartis). A second,
BCR-ABL test is used to monitor for resistance and assignment to second-line therapies

Oncotype Dxs (Genomic Health)
for breast cancer recurrence

An example of a relatively high-cost, value-capturing test aimed at avoiding unproductive chemotherapy

EGFR mutation testing in
nonsmall-cell lung cancer
(NSCLC)

An example where the stratifying mutation (epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)) was identified in trials
that also included test-negative patients

HLA-B�5701 allele testing for
abacavir in HIV

Example of a test to identify patients who are more likely to suffer a severe adverse reaction to the HIV drug
abacavir (Ziagens, ViiV Healthcare)

KRAS testing in colorectal cancer The KRAS mutation predicts which patients will not respond to two different monoclonal antibody treatments
for colorectal cancer. The biomarker was identified after the products were on the market

PreDxs (Tethys Biosciences)
diabetes risk test

This multimarker test identifies which prediabetic patients are at high risk of progressing to Type 2 diabetes: it
indicates whether to begin prophylactic treatment with metformin

ALK mutation testing in NSCLC Example of the drug crizotonib (Xalkoris, Pfizer) that targets a small subset (approximately 4%) of patients in
disease condition with significant unmet medical need. It offers substantial survival gains in the subset, but
with high testing cost per identified responder that must be factored in
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Personalized Medicine, Cost-Effectiveness Analysis,
and Pharmacoeconomics

In general, the methods of economic evaluations in PM are no

different than standard CEA. In the usual case in pharmacoe-

conomics, the cost-effectiveness of a new medicine is assessed

in a population with a particular disease (such as diabetes or

rheumatoid arthritis) for the subset of patients who use the

drug. A standard pharmaceutical CEA compares the impact of

the use of a new medicine on health outcomes (usually

measured in terms of QALYs gained) and on medical costs. The

impact of PM further segments this subpopulation through the

use of the biomarker-based test. The CEA, therefore, changes to

the question of the economic impact of the use of the com-

bination of the test and the treatment versus using the drug (or

another treatment) without testing in the full population. The

test is often called a companion diagnostic, and the pair has

been called a ‘codependent technology’ (e.g., by regulators in

Australia). The overall standard analysis in the field of phar-

macoeconomics remains ‘cost-utility analysis’ with the primary

metric being the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) in

terms of cost per QALY gained, although it is not used by payers

in all jurisdictions, for example, Germany.

Given the cost of the test and the cost of the treatment, the

usual principles of CEA apply, except that the cost of the

testing and outcomes for all test recipients must be included in

the analysis. It has been argued that the QALY may not capture

the utility gain that patients may receive from the value of

knowing, i.e., the reduction in uncertainty in terms of whether

the medicine will work well for them. From a modeling ap-

proach, this reduction amounts to less uncertainty about the

value of the drug (assuming the test has high accuracy). If this

were to be included, some add-on or adjustment to the QALY

gain would be needed: there are various preference elicitation

techniques in economics that can be used to elicit willingness

to pay for such product attributes.

Besides creating value by reducing uncertainty, a targeted

Dx–Tx combination could create further value in a population

beyond what is captured in the QALY and ICER in, at least, two

other ways. First, suppose that some responders were non-

compliant because they were not sure whether or not they were

responding. A companion Dx could increase their confidence

about response and hence compliance with Tx, producing

better outcomes in those patients, and thus creating more value

at the aggregate level. Second, in the situation where the Dx is

not available, some patients who would be responders might

not actually choose to go to the doctor for the broader diag-

nosis. With an available Dx, however, they might seek this care.

Thus, overall uptake would increase. Measuring this aggregate

value gain would require a somewhat more sophisticated

model than is typically used in CEA for a typical patient: a

population-level uptake and use model would be needed, more

akin to a budget impact model. But it is feasible to model and

estimate these additional sources of value.

Regulatory and Policy Issues and Implications

There are several major scientific challenges in the develop-

ment of PM, including the low probability that a new

mechanism of action will work, the challenge of parallel de-

velopment of a new companion diagnostic, and the un-

certainty of genetic prediction of complex traits. Clearly, the

scientific unknowns and challenges are substantial. None-

theless, it is important to ask what can be done to optimize

the economic incentives. The following six potential chal-

lenges need to be researched, and, if appropriate, policy

changes made.

Flexible Value-Based Pricing for Drugs

Economic theory would suggest that payers and pricing and

reimbursement authorities should allow for flexible pricing

(both up and down) for drugs at launch and postlaunch if the

evidence suggests that they can be targeted in a narrower pa-

tient group or used in a number of different indications or

subgroups of different value. The UK 2009 Pharmaceutical

Price Regulation Scheme, for example, included (1) provisions

for ‘flexible pricing’ that allowed drug developers to seek ap-

proval from the National Institute for Health and Clinical

Excellence for higher prices when evidence of value increased

and (2) provisions for new indications to be launched at

different prices (higher or lower) than existing indications.

However, neither of these provisions has been used to date in

the UK. This may reflect uncertainty on the part of companies

as to how the policy would be applied or the linkage of the UK

market via parallel trade and reference pricing to other EU

markets where such provisions do not apply.

Regulatory Flexibility in Drug–Test Combination
Development

Given the evidence on drug development failure rates,

pharmaceutical companies can be expected to be resistant to

increases in development costs caused by adding a test into the

development program (notwithstanding the potential advan-

tages of ex ante vs. ex post stratification for the ability of the

pharmaceutical company to extract rents). In the case of the

drug–test companion development, one might, therefore, ex-

pect that it is important initially that the delivery of a proto-

type assay for use in Phase 3 development does not call for

significant investment in advance of being in position to rec-

ognize the efficacy or otherwise of the drug itself in Phase 2. To

achieve this would require flexibility in the regulatory hurdles

for tests as part of drug development. (And this links to the

importance for achieving socially optimal outcomes of having

an environment in which better quality follow-on tests are

incentivized to enter the market.) This flexibility in the drug

development process may require the payer’s pricing and re-

imbursement arrangements for drug–test combinations to

concentrate on the evidence from the Phase 3 drug develop-

ment trial and not require a patient randomization to use

the test (e.g., the ‘double randomized trial’ proposed in the

Australian government’s guidelines for codependent technol-

ogies.) As the model changes over time, drug developers may

not have to codevelop new tests and biomarkers but can draw

on existing ones. In this context, the key issue will not be for

the drug developer: instead, it will be necessary to ensure that

diagnostic developers have an incentive to bring improved
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tests to the market and will obtain value-based remuneration

for them.

Flexible Value-Based Reimbursement for Diagnostics

Testing that enables better choice of treatment or improved

disease management may generate downstream health effects

of extended life and/or improved quality of life. In addition, a

diagnostic test can enhance the level of information about a

specific clinical condition or health state, and so reduce or

eliminate uncertainty. This may have value independent of any

ability to improve treatment choice – although insurers’ will-

ingness to pay for this may be unclear. Historically, pricing

and reimbursement systems for diagnostics have been focused

on the expected cost of making and conducting the test (which

may depend on the technology platform used) and not

the value delivered. This has meant that the price of a new

diagnostic is often based on the price of existing tests (‘cross-

walking’) with similar clinical use or with similar character-

istics or on production cost based on analytic steps. For

example, in the US, a number of diagnostics are reimbursed

via code stacking by reporting a combination of reimburse-

ment Current Procedural Terminology codes describing

laboratory protocol stages. Theory would suggest that both

diagnostic-dedicated and drug health technology assessment

(HTA) processes should use a common, consistent, and

comprehensive approach to assessing value to enable the

development of pricing and reimbursement arrangements

capturing the full incremental value offered by those tech-

nologies. Policymakers also need to consider the incentive for

companies to invest in evidence collection to raise the stand-

ard of clinical utility data available to support the case for

using a companion test. Such incentives might come from

rewarding competing tests that supply evidence that they

bring improved health gain and information through greater

accuracy.

Dividing the Combination Value between the Drug and the
Diagnostic

Accepting for now the notion that flexible value-based pricing

is desirable for both an innovative PM and an innovative

companion diagnostic raises the question, how can the

problem of synergistic/codependent technologies noted above

be best resolved? As a starting point, it may be easier to start

with the case of the ex post, ‘standalone’ test. Recall that the

average development cost of a new drug is $1.5 billion

US$2011, and the productivity of drug R&D has been de-

clining over time. In contrast, the cost to develop a new bio-

marker-based assay is in the order of $10 million to $50

million – at the high end if additional clinical trials are needed

to validate the biomarker-based test. Consider a hypothetical

case where an existing biopharmaceutical is on the market and

earning $1 billion in annual revenues despite having only a

50% response rate. Suppose a reliable biomarker-based test is

invented that can predict the responders. In theory, the payer

would be indifferent to giving them $500 million and perhaps

a premium for the value of knowing (i.e., reduced uncertainty

for both the payer and the patient). Clearly, if the drug

manufacturer thought in advance that this might happen, the

prospect of lower revenues would have reduced the likelihood

of them making the initial investment. One could argue,

however, that it was the drug manufacturer’s invention that

created the health gain in the responders. Then, the extra value

created by the Dx manufacturer consists of (1) avoiding any

adverse event treatment costs and any related health losses in

the nonresponders plus (2) the ‘value-of-knowing premium.’

(Note that if the premium were, say, 5% of total health gain, it

would be worth $50 million: an amount that could support

substantial evidence generation.) With flexible value-based

pricing, this logic would argue that the drug innovator’s price

would be roughly doubled (i.e., to $1 billion in revenues) and

the Dx innovator would receive a reward in relation to cost

savings and QALY gains in the nonresponders plus a premium

for the value of knowing (i.e., $50 million). This split is ar-

bitrary in a static sense, but it can be argued that it reinforces

dynamic efficiency by considering the relative size of the

investments needed to develop a drug versus a diagnostic.

Clearly, this issue deserves further research.

‘Follower’ Diagnostic Tests ‘Piggyback’ on Clinical Utility
Evidence

Evidence on drug effectiveness and value is generated by the

drug developer in order to obtain regulatory and pricing ap-

proval. The drug company has a patent (no one can copy the

product) and also regulatory exclusivity on the data they

generate (no one can reference the data to get regulatory ap-

proval by claiming that their product does the same). The

situation is more complicated in diagnostics: patents may be

less robust, regulatory hurdles are lower, and so it is more

difficult to prevent others appropriating the benefits of evi-

dence from studies the diagnostic manufacturer has paid for.

As a consequence, there may be underinvestment in evidence

generation. Data exclusivity could be given to evidence for

diagnostics. This would require ‘follow-on’ tests to replicate

the evidence generated by the ‘first-in-class’ test (as is the case

for drugs). However, under current diagnostic regulations in

the US and EU countries, LDTs (and in the EU any tests

provided by public health providers) have to meet lower

regulatory hurdles and so could not be prevented from pig-

gybacking on clinical utility evidence. In addition to the data

exclusivity requirement, there may, therefore, need to be an

expectation that payers will pay more for the test with the

stronger evidence base (i.e., that they will ignore tests without

an evidence base when making HTA). Of course, a balance has

to be struck, as with patenting. The objective is not to delay

competition to provide innovative tests but to ensure initial

providers have the potential to earn a return if they have

evidence to support claims of value. Research is clearly needed

on both effective incentives to prevent piggybacking for a least

a period of time and how long they should be put in place.

Flexibility in Diagnostic Test Evidence for Reimbursement

Given the US and EU regulatory environments, a pragmatic

approach could be taken to collecting evidence on the clinical

utility of diagnostics, for example, using small randomized
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studies (if not built into Phase 3 of drug development), which

lead to conditional reimbursement approval and evidence-

based reimbursement rate to incentivize manufacturers plus

real-world, postlaunch data collection. To facilitate real-world

data collection, increased investment in national e-health re-

cords would, certainly, help, although the overall investment

case for such records is much greater than simply facilitating

assessment of the benefits (or otherwise) of developing and

validating diagnostic tests.

Conclusion

Although there is a general perception that the growth of PM

has been slower than hoped, it is not clear how much of this

perceived shortfall is due to scientific and regulatory con-

straints versus economic incentives. Many of the PM products

have been in oncology, where it has been possible to link

somatic mutations to drug response. The science is more dif-

ficult outside of oncology. There are, clearly, problems with

economic incentives in this area as well. However, the em-

pirical evidence on this is limited by the challenge of con-

structing the counterfactual. These may reflect the scientific

challenge: not enough drug-diagnostic combinations have

received regulatory approval to allow exploration of the issues

around commercial success. However, the relatively small

number of regulatory approvals may also reflect perceived

commercial limitations as well as scientific challenges.

Over the past dozen years, the thinking about PM pre-

dictive tests has evolved from thinking primarily about using

genetic mutations or combinations as predictors of clinical

response to a wider range of ‘biomarkers,’ and even to chan-

ging the name of the whole area to ‘molecular diagnostics.’

Owing to the rapidly falling cost of sequencing an individual’s

entire genome (e.g., projected to be less than $1000 in the near

future), a new set of economic issues are arising around the

question of how to use this plethora of data from whole

genome scans. These new economic issues have not been

addressed here but will need to be better understood in future

discussions of the economics of PM. In the extreme, the

emerging pharmacogenomics diagnostic industry will change

drastically, making it possible for a whole genome test to be

performed at birth on an individual. Still, testing for somatic

mutations would be needed and incentives would be required

to invest in providing evidence that a particular set of bio-

markers (including genes) is predictive of disease.

See also: Adoption of New Technologies, Using Economic
Evaluation. Biopharmaceutical and Medical Equipment Industries,
Economics of. Cost-Effectiveness Modeling Using Health State Utility
Values. Economic Evaluation, Uncertainty in. Information Analysis,
Value of. Patents and Other Incentives for Pharmaceutical Innovation.

Pharmaceutical Pricing and Reimbursement Regulation in Europe.
Policy Responses to Uncertainty in Healthcare Resource Allocation
Decision Processes. Pricing and Reimbursement of
Biopharmaceuticals and Medical Devices in the USA. Research and
Development Costs and Productivity in Biopharmaceuticals. Value of
Information Methods to Prioritize Research
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PREFACE

What Do Health Economists Do?

This encyclopedia gives the reader ample opportunity to read

about what it is that health economists do and the ways in

which they set about doing it. One may suppose that health

economics consist of no more than the application of the

discipline of economics (that is, economic theory and eco-

nomic ways of doing empirical work) to the two topics of

health and healthcare. However, although that would usefully

uncouple ‘economics’ from an exclusive association with ‘the

(monetized) economy,’ markets, and prices, it would miss out

a great deal of what it is that health economists actually do,

irrespective of whether they are being descriptive, theoretical,

or applied. One distinctive characteristic of health economics

is the way in which there has been a process of absorption into

it (and, undoubtedly, from it too); in particular, the ab-

sorption of ideas and ways of working from biostatistics,

clinical subjects, cognitive psychology, decision theory, dem-

ography, epidemiology, ethics, political science, public ad-

ministration, and other disciplines already associated with

‘health services research’ (HSR) and, although more narrowly,

‘health technology assessment’ (HTA). But to identify health

economics with HSR or HTA would also miss much else that

health economists do.

... And How Do They Do It?

As for the ways in which they do it, in practice, the over-

whelming majority of health economists use the familiar

theoretical tools of neoclassical economics, although by no

means all (possibly not even a majority) are committed to the

welfarist (specifically the Paretian) approach usually adopted

by mainstream economists when addressing normative issues,

which actually turns out to have been a territory in which

some of the most innovative ideas of health economics have

been generated. Health economists are also more guarded

than most other economists in their use of the postulates

of soi-disant ‘rationality’ and in their beliefs about what un-

regulated markets can achieve. To study healthcare markets is

emphatically not, of course, necessarily to advocate their use.

A Schematic of Health Economics

To think of health economics merely in these various restricted

ways would be indeed to miss a great deal. The broader span

of subject matter may be seen from the plumbing diagram, in

which I have attempted to illustrate the entire range of topics

in health economics. A version of the current schematic first

appeared in Williams (1997, p. 46). The content of the

encyclopedia follows, broadly, this same structure. The arrows

in the diagram indicate a natural logical and empirical order,

beginning with Box A (Health and its value) (Figure 1).

Box A, in the center-right of the schematic, contains fun-

damental concepts and measures of population health and

health outcomes, along with the normative methods of wel-

farism and extra-welfarism; measures of utility and health

outcomes, including their uses and limitations; and methods

of health outcome valuation, such as willingness to pay and

experimental methods for revealing such values, and their uses

and limitations. It includes macro health economic topics like

the global burden of disease, international trade, public and

private healthcare expenditures, Gross Domestic Product

(GDP) and healthcare expenditure, technological change, and

economic growth. Some of the material here is common to

epidemiology and bioethics.

Box B (Determinants of health and ill health) builds on

these basics in various ‘big-picture’ topics, such as the popu-

lation health perspective for analysis and the determinants of

lifetime health, such as genetics, early parenting, and school-

ing; it embraces occupational health and safety, addiction

(especially tobacco, alcohol, and drugs), inequality as a de-

terminant of ill health, poverty and the global burden of

disease in low- and middle-income countries, epidemics,

prevention, and public health technologies. Here too, much is

Box A Health and its value

Concepts and measures of population health and health outcomes.
Ethical approaches (e.g., welfarism and extrawelfarism).
Measures of utility and the principal health outcome measures, their uses,
and limitations.
Health outcome valuation methods, willingness to pay, their uses, and
limitations.
Macro health economics: global burdens of disease, international trade,
healthcare expenditures, GDP, technological change, and economic growth.

G 
Economic
evaluation

F
Markets in health

care

B
Determinants of
health and ill-

health

A 
Health and its

value

C
Demand for 

health and health
care

E
Health insurance

H
Efficiency and

equity

D
Supply of health 

services

Figure 1 A schematic of health economics.
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shared, both empirically and conceptually, with other

disciplines.

From this it is a relatively short step into Box C (Demand

for health and healthcare): here we are concerned with the

difference between demand and need; the demand for health

as ‘human capital’; the demand for healthcare (as compared

with health) and its mediation by ‘agents’ like doctors on

behalf of ‘principals’; income and price elasticities; infor-

mation asymmetries (as in the different types of knowledge

and understandings by patients and healthcare professionals,

respectively) and agency relationships (when one, such as a

health professional, acts on behalf of another, such as a pa-

tient); externalities or spillovers (when one person’s health or

behavior directly affects that of another) and publicness (the

quality which means that goods or services provided for one

are also necessarily provided for others, like proximity to a

hospital); and supplier-induced demand (as when a pro-

fessional recommends and supplies care driven by other

interests than the patient’s).

Then comes Box D (Supply of healthcare) covering human

resources; the remuneration and behavior of professionals;

investment and training of professionals in healthcare; mon-

opoly and competition in healthcare supply; for-profit and

nonprofit models of healthcare institutions like hospitals and

clinics; health production functions; healthcare cost and pro-

duction functions that explore the links between ‘what goes in’

and ‘what comes out;’ economies of scale and scope; quality of

care and service; and the safety of interventions and modes of

delivery. It includes the estimation of cost functions and the

economics of the pharmaceutical and medical equipment in-

dustries. A distinctive difference in this territory from many

other areas of application is the need to drop the assumption

of profit-maximizing as a common approach to institutional

behavior and to incorporate the idea of ‘professionalism’

when explaining or predicting the responses of healthcare

professionals to changes in their environment.

Supply and demand are mediated (at least in the high-

income world) by insurance: the major topic of Box E and a

large part of health economics as practiced in the US. This

covers the demand for insurance; the supply of insurance

services and the motivations and regulations of insurance as

an industry; moral hazard (the effect of insurance on utiliza-

tion); adverse selection (the effect of insurance on who is in-

sured); equity and health insurance; private and public

systems of insurance; the welfare effects of soi-disant ‘excess’

insurance; effects of insurance on healthcare providers; and

various specific issues in coverage, such as services to be cov-

ered in an insured bundle and individual eligibility to receive

care. Although the health insurance industry occupies a

smaller place in most countries outside the US, the issues

invariably crop up in a different guise and require different

regulatory and other responses.

Then, in Box F, comes a major area of applied health

economics: markets in healthcare and the balance between

private and public provision, the roles of regulation and

subsidy, and the mostly highly politicized topics in health

policy. This box includes information and how its absence or

distortion corrupts markets; other forms of market failure due

to externalities; monopolies and a catalog of practical dif-

ficulties both for the market and for more centrally planned

systems; labor markets in healthcare (physicians, nurses,

managers, and allied professions), internal markets (as when

the public sector of healthcare is divided into agencies that

commission care on behalf of populations and those that

Box B Determinants of health and ill health

The population health perspective.
Early determinants of lifetime health (e.g., genetics, parenting, and
schooling).
Occupational health and safety.
Addiction: tobacco, alcohol, and drugs.
Inequality as a determinant of ill health.
Poverty and global health (in LMICs).
Epidemics.
Prevention.
Public health technologies.

Box C Demand for health and healthcare

Demand and need.
The demand for health as human capital.
The demand for healthcare.
Agency relationships in healthcare.
Income and price elasticities.
Information asymmetries and agency relationships.
Externalities and publicness.
Supplier-induced demand.

Box D Supply of health services

Human resources, remuneration, and the behavior of professionals.
Investment and training of professionals in healthcare.
Monopoly and competition in healthcare supply.
Models of healthcare institutions (for-profit and nonprofit).
Health production functions.
Healthcare cost and production functions.
Economies of scale and scope.
Quality and safety.
The pharmaceutical and medical equipment industries.

Box E Health insurance

The demand for insurance.
The supply of insurance services.
Moral hazard.
Adverse selection.
Equity and health insurance.
Private and public systems.
Welfare effects of ‘excess’ insurance.
Effects of insurance on healthcare providers.
Issues in coverage: services covered and individual eligibility.
Coverage in LMICs.
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provide it); rationing and the various forms it can take; welfare

economics and system evaluation; waiting times and lists; and

discrimination. It is here that many of the features that make

healthcare ‘different’ from other goods and services become

prominent.

Box G is about evaluation and healthcare investment,

a field in which the applied literature is huge. It includes

cost-benefit analysis, cost-utility analysis, cost-effectiveness

analysis, and cost-consequences analysis; their application in

rich and poor countries; the use of economics in medical

decision making (such as the creation of clinical guidelines);

discounting and interest rates; sensitivity analysis as a means

of testing how dependent one’s results are on assumptions; the

use of evidence, efficacy, and effectiveness; HTA, study design,

and decision process design in agencies with formulary-type

decisions to make; the treatment of risk and uncertainty;

modeling made necessary by the absence of data generated in

trials; and systematic reviews and meta-analyses of existing

literature. This territory has burgeoned especially, thanks to

the rise of ‘evidence-based’ decision making and the demand

from regulators for decision rules in determining the com-

position of insured bundles and the setting of pharmaceutical

prices.

The final Box, H, draws on all the preceding theoretical

and empirical work: concepts of efficiency, equity, and

possible conflicts between them; inequality and the socio-

economic ‘gradient;’ techniques for measuring equity and in-

equity; evaluating efficiency at the system level; evaluating

equity at system level: financing arrangements; evaluating

equity at system level: service access and delivery; institutional

arrangements for efficiency and equity; policies against global

poverty and for health; universality and comprehensiveness as

global objectives of healthcare; and healthcare financing and

delivery systems in low- and middle-income countries

(LMICs). This is the most overtly ‘political’ and policy-

oriented territory.

A Word on Textbooks

The scope of a subject is often revealed by the contents of its

textbooks. There are now many textbooks in health eco-

nomics, having various degrees of sophistication, breadth of

coverage, balance of description, theory and application, and

political sympathies. They are not reviewed here but I have

tried to make the (English language) list in the Further

Reading as complete as possible. Because the assumptions that

textbook writers make about the preexisting experience of

readers and about their professional backgrounds vary, not

every text listed here will suit every potential reader. Moreover,

a few have the breadth of coverage indicated in the schematic

here. Those interested in learning more about the subject to

supplement what is to be gleaned from the pages of this en-

cyclopedia are, therefore, urged to sample what is on offer

before purchase.
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Background

Decline in research productivity, slow growth in mature mar-

kets, a massive number of patent expirations, and pressures for

cost containment from major payers together are forcing

leading pharmaceutical companies to rethink their strategies

for growth in emerging markets. According to Intercontinental

Marketing Services (IMS) Health, by 2014 50% of market

growth in pharmaceutical industry will come from 17 coun-

tries in emerging markets. With emerging economies repre-

senting close to 55% of the world’s gross domestic product,

pharmaceutical companies have identified new opportunities

and markets for investment in these contexts. Rapid economic

growth combined with continued population increases in

countries like India, China, and Brazil offer new business

opportunities for pharmaceutical companies. Additionally,

improved technological capabilities and industrial develop-

ment as a result of economic growth create improved methods

for engaging in these developing markets.

In low- and middle-income countries, national growth

requires health distribution systems that respond to the

population’s diverse range of health conditions including as-

sured access to appropriate products, medicines, and vaccines

to treat and manage those conditions. More specifically, many

developing countries require health products, medicines, and

vaccines that can address a double burden of disease; one of

both communicable diseases (CDs), infectious diseases as well

as noncommunicable diseases (NCDs), chronic diseases. In

2002, approximately 46% of the global burden of disease

was attributable to NCDs (Young et al., 2009). The resulting

interaction between NCDs and CDs may increase suscepti-

bility of individual health. A synergistic negative interaction of

disease types also appears prevalent among individuals in low-

and middle-income countries. For example, individuals with

diabetes may struggle to manage their health with regard to

exposure to infection, particularly to the eyes and feet. Like-

wise, close to a quarter of cancers in developing countries may

be attributed to infectious agents. As a result of these and other

interactions, individuals require treatment for single disease

areas, as well as increasingly for multiple conditions, some of

which may be more chronic in nature.

The challenges in managing pharmaceuticals in emerging

countries are very different from those in advanced econ-

omies. In developed countries, the challenge is to enhance

the efficiency of spending on pharmaceuticals. In most of the

emerging markets, the main challenge is how to expand the

pharmaceutical market to include a larger share of the popu-

lation. In these economies, increased spending on pharma-

ceuticals could lead to higher benefits in health outcomes and

in some cases could also catalyze economic growth. As social

health insurance plans in some of the emerging countries

expand in terms of their population coverage and the range of

services that are included, many are being cautious not to

generate fiscal pressures at an early stage that may hamper

their sustainability. The governments of many emerging mar-

ket countries are attempting to expand the reach and coverage

of their pharmaceutical systems in a way that avoids the high

costs observed in the health systems of more developed

economies.

The Unique Characteristics of Emerging Markets

For pharmaceutical manufacturers participating in pharma-

ceutical market growth in emerging markets, careful analysis

of the structural differences in emerging market pharma-

ceutical systems is required. For many governments, strategies

to ensure consistent access to medicines, vaccines, and health

technologies in emerging markets are necessary. To ensure

market growth in these countries, manufacturers often align

their strategies with government strategies for improving ac-

cess through innovative mechanisms like differential pricing

schemes or local marketing and health education campaigns

for high burden disease areas.

There are significant differences among developing coun-

tries in terms of total health expenditures, total pharma-

ceutical expenditures, strength of drug regulatory authorities,

social health insurance, and relative division of distribution

between public and private sector for pharmaceuticals. Dis-

tribution strategies will vary according to the exact set of fac-

tors present in a country. Main factors, which hold across most

developing countries, are discussed below.

In mature developed markets, some form of health insur-

ance usually reimburses pharmaceutical purchases in whole or

in part. Large fractions of these populations are insured

through state, employer, or private insurance. In contrast,

many developing countries do not have a national health in-

surance system in place to ensure affordable access to services

and health products for the population. Public or private

health insurance is limited mainly to those with high ex-

pendable income or those employed in the formal sector. As

such, the market for medicines is largely dependent on ability

and willingness to pay for products. In low- or middle-income

countries, purchasing of pharmaceuticals accounts for up to

40% of the total healthcare expenditure whereas in many es-

tablished market economies, only 20% of costs are attributed

to pharmaceutical drugs. Furthermore, in low-income coun-

tries approximately 80% of total pharmaceutical expenditures

are out of pocket (Figures 1 and 2).

In countries like Brazil and China, newer programs of so-

cial insurance have created alternative methods to help ensure

individual access to medicines through subsidies and/or tar-

geted retail pharmacy programs for the rural poor. China has

expanded its public health insurance system to cover almost
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95% of the population. Since the early 1990s, Brazil has begun

a social health insurance program called the Single Unified

System (SUS) on which more than 75% of the population

relies on exclusively for care. Approximately 20% of the

population (wealthier socioeconomic strata and employees of

certain businesses) purchases health insurance from private

insurers who are regulated by the National Supplementary

Health Agency. People who purchase private insurance receive

a tax rebate, however, they still are required to contribute to

the SUS through their income taxes. Lower-income groups

tend to spend more out of pocket on medicines than higher-

income groups in Brazil as higher-income groups typically

purchase separate private insurance. Private sources of finance,

such as out-of-pocket spending by families and companies

with some direct and indirect government subsidies, fund

most medicines in the Brazilian health system. Other de-

veloping countries such as Malaysia and Thailand have public

health insurance plans with very high degrees of coverage.

However, in most cases the breadth of services covered under

the plans remains limited to catastrophic healthcare needs or

very basic services such as immunization. Patients usually

have to pay out of pocket for other outpatient or inpatient

services and for purchasing medicines.

Also, in developed countries most pharmaceuticals are

only obtained using a prescription provided by a physician

and consumers purchase drugs from retail pharmacies. In

many developing countries, adherence to prescription re-

quirements is poor and patients may often obtain medicines

at retail pharmacies without a formal prescription. Most de-

veloped countries have well-developed regulatory institutions

to ensure the safety and efficacy of drugs. Regulatory agencies

in low- and middle-income countries are weak and have very

limited capacity to enforce rules. As a result, the task of en-

suring quality of medicines is placed on the patients. This

creates a stronger market for branded generics in developing

countries than in developed countries as branded medicines

are used as a signal to patients for quality products.

In low-income countries, especially in Africa, direct pur-

chasing and distribution of medicines by the government

(Ministries of Health) represents a significant portion of

overall market for pharmaceuticals (Table 1).

Pharmaceutical Distribution Systems in Developed
Markets

In both developed and developing countries, given the large

number of medicines and packaging variants, it is difficult for

retail pharmacies to purchase all of these products directly from

the manufacturer and stock them in their retail stores. If all

retail pharmacies and hospitals ordered all their medicines

from the hundreds of different manufacturers, the number of

transactions would be exponentially large and inhibit a work-

ing system. Retail pharmacies therefore depend on a well-

functioning distribution system consisting of distributors,

wholesalers, and prewholesalers. Distributors typically store

and distribute a manufacturer’s product for a fee; however, they

do not own the inventory they distribute. Wholesalers are

intermediaries that purchase medicines from manufacturers or

prewholesalers. Wholesalers store and distribute supplies while

also managing the risks associated with purchased inventory.

Table 1 Differences in overall structure of pharmaceutical market in developed and developing countries

Factor Developed countries Developing countries

Payer/reimbursement Strong presence of public or private insurance
companies and limited out-of-pocket expenditure

Mostly payments are made out of pocket. Social health
insurance systems are expanding in many emerging
markets. Private insurance plans are also growing in
some emerging market countries

Regulatory structure Strong well-defined laws and overall good ability to
enforce regulations

Weak fragmented regulatory structures, ill-defined
laws in some instances, and poor ability to enforce
regulations

Patented generic versus
branded generic

The market for prescription drugs consists of patented
drugs and generics

Poor regulatory structure creates a strong market for
branded generics (brand is used a signal of quality by
the patient)

Prescription adherence Prescription drugs can only be dispensed with a formal
prescription

Retail pharmacies often dispense medicines and also
act as the first point of healthcare contact for many
patients

Balance of power in the
system

Buyer (insurance companies or national health system)
monopsony creates good balance of power between
the manufacturer and the patients. In the US
pharmacy benefit managers (PBM) and drug
formularies are commonly used as a means to
ensure further balance of power

Balance of power is tilted toward the manufacturer and
the distribution channel. A large fraction of patients
purchase using out-of-pocket funds and have little
bargaining power

Price sensitivity Pricing is crucial to gaining formulary or national
reimbursement acceptance, but price sensitivity
within bands is lower

Out-of-pocket payments lead to high price elasticity.
Pricing is a key strategic differentiator
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In most developed countries a large fraction of the

pharmaceuticals used are prescribed by clinical or hospital

physicians, which patients obtain at retail pharmacies. In the

US, for example, almost 75% of the pharmaceutical sales are

covered by retail pharmacies. There are more than 57 000

pharmacies in the US and almost 50% of the retail pharmacy

market consists of chain pharmacies including food stores with

pharmacies (Yadav et al., 2012). In contrast, many countries in

Europe do not allow chain pharmacies. Some large chain

pharmacies and hospitals purchase their drugs directly from

manufacturers and run their own distribution networks. Some

manufacturers also ship certain specialty products directly to

retail pharmacies through a specialized logistics service pro-

vider. Even with these alternatives, the greater portion of dis-

tribution occurs through wholesalers and distributors.

In Europe the manufacturer frequently sends the product

from production to a prewholesaler first who then ships the

product to wholesalers or large hospitals. Wholesalers then

distribute the product to retail pharmacies with an average de-

livery frequency of twice daily. Most wholesalers stock and dis-

tribute products from a number of different manufacturers and

often multiple wholesalers operate in a particular region offering

competition and choice to the pharmacies. In the US manu-

facturers ship their product to distributors who then distribute

the product to the retail pharmacies several times a week. The

lower delivery frequency to retail pharmacies in the US implies

that on average pharmacies in the US carry more inventory than

pharmacies in Europe, although this is not always true.

In most developed regions of the world the wholesaling

and distribution segment of the distribution system is con-

centrated amongst a few players. The three largest US whole-

salers, Cardinal Health, McKesson, and AmerisourceBergen,

distribute more than 90% of all pharmaceuticals sold in the

US. Increasingly, these companies behave more like distribu-

tors in that they have inventory management agreements with

manufacturers under which they do not necessarily own stock

or carry the associated inventory risk but instead receive a fee

from the manufacturers. Similar to the US, in Europe, Japan

and other developed regions of the world four to five major

distributors with national coverage account for 90% of the

market. This is due to the underlying economies of scale in the

pharmaceutical distribution business.

Financial flows within developed market distribution

chains are somewhat complicated. Although money flows

from health plans/insurers to manufacturers with the retail

pharmacy in between may seem straightforward, the nature of

price negotiations and discounting makes this system more

complex. In the US, for example, insurers may negotiate prices

with manufacturers. Alternatively, health plans may create or

contract specialized agencies called pharmacy benefit man-

agers (PBMs) to obtain discounted prices from manufacturers

for exclusiveness on formulary or volume-based discounts.

Hospitals and other providers work through Group Purchas-

ing Organizations (GPOs) for negotiating these discounts. The

discounts obtained are then shared with health plans. Similar

arrangements also exist in the UK.

Order information flows from the healthcare provider to

the pharmacy when a prescription is ‘called in.’ Pharmacies

and hospitals replenish their inventories by ordering from the

distributors or wholesalers. The distributors and wholesalers

in turn order from the manufacturer when their stock needs

replenishment. In addition, retail sales information and dis-

tributor sales information are collected by private third parties

like IMS Health, which allow payers, manufacturers, and

regulators to access information from each point in the supply

chain. Owing to the nature of the financial flows and con-

tracting with GPOs and PBMs, the distributor and the retail

pharmacy also provide product sales information to the GPO

and PBM.

Pharmaceutical Distribution Systems in Emerging
Markets

Similar to the developed countries, in most emerging markets

medicines in the private sector are distributed through a net-

work of importers, wholesalers, subwholesalers, pharmacies,

and drug stores (Pharmacies included a trained and certified

pharmacist. Drug stores, often also referred to as chemists, are

additional informal or formal retail distribution points for

medicines typically without a trained/registered pharmacist.

Many countries have formal regulatory mechanisms to allow

for legal distribution of medicines through drug shops.) Na-

tional importers and wholesalers create the link between

pharmaceutical manufacturers and retail pharmacies, private

clinics, hospitals, and other informal drug shops. However, for

historical reasons, the pharmaceutical distribution system in

most emerging markets has a different market structure com-

pared to developed countries. The main differences include a

lack of distribution networks with national reach; excessive

fragmentation and too many small players; too many inter-

mediaries between the manufacturer and the patient; poor IT

and communication flow systems resulting in poor coordin-

ation across actors in the distribution channel.

For example, in 2007 the total number of retail pharma-

ceutical dispensing points in China was approximately five

times that of the US (approximately 50 000 in the US and

140 000 in China) and the total number of wholesalers and

distributors in China was close to 16 500 (Zhou, 2007). The

total market share held by the top-three largest Chinese

pharmaceutical distributors was only 42% as compared with

that of the three leading distributors in the US, which account

for 90% of the market share. Fragmentation of the wholesale

market is commonly observed in most emerging markets with

trends similar to that of China observed in India, Brazil, and

other developing regions with large private sector markets

for pharmaceuticals. Capital constraints faced by wholesalers

coupled with corruption that favors certain wholesalers in

purchasing by hospitals prevents large-scale consolidation in

the industry. These factors do not allow scale economies to

have their full effect and a fragmented wholesaling and dis-

tribution sector continues to exist.

Owing to the relative lack of distributors/wholesalers with

nationwide coverage and reach, wholesalers often have to rely

on regional subwholesalers or stockists, which adds another

layer to the supply chain. High markups between multiple

intermediaries in the distribution chain result in poor af-

fordability and inability of the manufacturer to pursue growth

strategies that rely on reaching larger proportions of the

population at lower price points. Lack of information flows
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and opacity of information at different nodes in the system

worsens the problem.

Apart from the private sector, in many low- and lower

middle-income countries distribution of medicines also takes

place in the public and nongovernmental organization

(NGO)/faith-based sector (Figure 3).

In sub-Saharan Africa the predominant model is public

sector distribution of medicines through a central medical store

(CMS) which coordinates directly with regional or district

stores. Transportation of goods is managed by a government/

CMS owned and managed fleet. In addition to the CMS and

regional or district stores, there are a number of primary and

secondary distribution locations. These additional locations are

present because of product- or program-specific supply chains

setup by funding partners of the public sector. Increased

availability of funding for the procurement of medicines over

the past 5–10 years has highlighted weaknesses in the public

sector medicine supply systems in some emerging markets.

Country case studies of Zambia and Jordan provide specific

examples of distribution systems. The Zambian system repre-

sents a predominantly public sector medicine supply system.

Jordan, by contrast, provides a private sector example. Each

case outlines opportunities and challenges relevant to the

previous distribution system review. The case study in Zambia

outlines the difficulty the public sector has ensuring reliable

supply and availability. In comparison the private sector in

Jordan has difficulty in ensuring quality and price of medi-

cines (Tables 2 and 3).

Distribution and delivery systems may also depend on the

involvement of NGOs or faith-based organizations. Pharma-

ceutical delivery in this context is typically arranged according

to the customer’s own prearrangement, courier services, drug

supply organization delivery services, or direct delivery ser-

vices. Variations in the distribution structures for this specific

channel are considerable across countries.

Generally, procurement, distribution, and the overarching

provision of pharmaceutical goods within a particular country

are disaggregated across groups with limited information

sharing between public sector, private sector, and NGO/donor

groups. As a result, pharmaceutical procurement and distri-

bution strategies lack the coordination and efficiency to ensure

optimal market function. High transaction costs and opacity

in the market due to excess fragmentation leads to higher re-

tail prices of pharmaceutical products. Although coordination

and information sharing is a problem in developed countries

too, a wider use of information technology and the presence

of information consolidators such as IMS Health makes it

somewhat easier.

Price is a key strategic differentiator between distribution

chains in developed markets compared to those in emerging

markets. Emerging market distribution chains often involve

high markups between multiple intermediaries, thus making it
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Figure 3 Distribution network for essential medicines in the public, private, and NGO channels in developing countries. Reproduced from Yadav, P.,
Tata, H. and Babaley, M. (2012). The World Medicines Situation 2011: Storage and supply chain management. Geneva: World Health Organization.
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difficult to ensure affordability. Reaching a larger portion of

rural segments of a population with alternative pricing models

can be a successful growth and pricing strategy, however,

without an organized and efficient distribution system, high

costs and multiple sources of uncertainty prohibit the wide-

spread use of such approaches. Poor coordination between

retail pharmacies, drug shops, private clinics, and other in-

formal service channels precludes a systematic method for

targeting inexpensively priced medicines specifically to the

poor. It may also preclude increasing revenue for manu-

facturers at the time as improving access. Newer distribution

strategies that ensure better flow tracking will enable strategies

for high sales volumes (a benefit to manufacturers) with lower

margins (a benefit to the general population) rather than the

current model of high margin, low volume.

Strategy for Emerging Markets

Success in emerging markets requires selecting prices that lead

to high affordability by the population and revenue growth for

the pharmaceutical company. In some cases partnerships or

equity ownership in local companies helps achieve some of

these objectives.

Differential Pricing in Emerging Markets

Pharmaceutical companies have used alternative pricing

models to target emerging markets. Differential pricing is

based on the economic principle that the greatest profit may

be derived from pricing products closest to a consumer’s

maximum willingness and ability to pay for that product.

Typically, consumers are placed within groups according to

their wealth and products are distributed at different pricing

tiers to the different groups. When well designed, differential

pricing for pharmaceuticals can increase affordability for pa-

tients and increase profits for the pharmaceutical company.

Many pharmaceutical companies have developed and imple-

mented differential pricing schemes with success. Glax-

oSmithKline (GSK) sells a portfolio of 25 medicines targeted

at both CD and NCD areas at significantly lowered prices in

Table 3 Case study – Jordan

Private sector medicine supply distribution Distribution opportunities and challenges

The private sector supply chain in Jordan consists of several large
importers and wholesalers from international manufacturers/
suppliers. There are also a number of local manufacturers that
produce generic medications, primarily for export to other countries.
Medicines are sold within the country to private hospitals, retail
pharmacies, and drug outlets

National regulation of all importers and wholesalers ensures that
pharmaceutical products have the required quality storage facilities.
The local manufacturing groups have improved lead times as well as
higher overall responsiveness for distribution of medicines within the
country; however, their larger market is in exporting medicines to
other countries

Importers and wholesalers are often granted lines of credit from
suppliers and manufacturers that vary in length based on the volume
of orders. The longer the period of credit requested, the larger the
order required per time period. As a result, importers and wholesalers
are often responsible for the larger sized order, the interest on a line of
credit as well as typical, distribution and related transportation costs
of their goods within the country

Prices in the private sector tend to be high. Given the relatively small
market for medicines in Jordan, it is often difficult for suppliers to
reach economies of scale unless they tender to public and private
sector facilities. The importers and wholesalers carry additional costs
resulting from poor credit provisioning in the system and the high
costs of credit

Source: Reproduced with permission from Conesa, S. and Yadav, P. (2009). Analysis of the pharmaceutical supply chain in Jordan. Technical Report. Zaragoza, Spain: MIT-Zaragoza

International Logistics Program.

Table 2 Case study – Zambia

Public sector medicine supply distribution Distribution opportunities and challenges

Government of Zambia stores and distributes medicines through a
national medical store, Medical Stores Limited (MSL). Additional
management support is contracted through Crown Agents

The MSL is engaged with typical demand expectations at each district.
Such engagement enables the MSL to make discretionary decisions
related to overestimated demand expectations after a period of
product stockout. Although the MSL discretionary decision making
may prevent a flood of stock from reaching the district level and expiry
before potential use, it does not encourage transparent information
flows

Districts are distributed medicines on a monthly basis by the MSL
according to preset allocations of medicines. Allocations are based on
reported demand at the district level, of medicines. Districts send
orders directly to the MSL utilizing information on their current stock
levels as well as a review the monthly stock availability report provided
by the MSL

Additionally, districts often order according to the stock availability
report provided monthly by the MSL. If district level representatives
know an item is out of stock, their orders to the MSL will reflect what
they expect to be able to receive, not necessarily the true demand. The
MSL in turn, overtime, operates on accurate demand information

In addition to the demand information, all districts receive a standard,
predetermined number of medicine kits every month

Source: Reproduced with permission from Yadav, P. (2007). Analysis of public, private and mission sector supply chains for essential drugs in Zambia. Technical Report. Zaragoza,

Spain: MIT-Zaragoza International Logistics Program.
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low-income countries. Merck also runs a differential pricing

scheme for their diabetes medication Januvia. Novartis has

developed a differential pricing scheme for insulin in de-

veloping countries. A distribution system with flow tracking

and information sharing is essential to ensure medicines reach

those communities most in need of preferential pricing.

Manufacturing Partnerships and Acquisitions in Developing
Countries

Some pharmaceutical companies use joint ventures and ac-

quisitions of local manufacturing companies as a strategy to

achieve growth in emerging markets. This allows selecting

prices more appropriate to the emerging markets without the

risks of developed countries asking for the same prices as

different companies manufacture the products. It also allows

leveraging the marketing and distribution strengths of the

local company. GSK has created a strategic partnership with

Aspen Pharma, a South African generics manufacturer under

which Aspen manufactures and distributes many of GSK’s

products in the region. GSK owns 18.5% equity stake in

Aspen. Abbott Laboratories, another large multinational

pharmaceutical company recently acquired Indian manu-

facturer Piramal Healthcare Limited to accelerate its growth in

emerging markets.

Distribution Strategy for Emerging Markets

Apart from differential pricing, success in emerging markets will

require distribution networks to reach areas, which the current

distribution model does not reach. This may require major

adjustments to current business models. Improving supply

chain reach and efficiency will serve as the foundation of such a

strategy. Although public investments in infrastructure will

automatically increase supply chain reach and efficiency, it is

unclear whether infrastructure growth will be able to match the

needs to enable growth and coverage in a timely fashion.

Regional or Country-Level Prewholesaling Operations

The current structure of multiple wholesalers/importers pur-

chasing directly from the manufacturer often creates supply

chain inefficiencies. Manufacturers often sell to and invest in a

single wholesaler to save on transaction costs. Selling to one

wholesaler limits sales volumes and geographical reach. Given

the large number of wholesalers this leads to the practice of

horizontal selling where the single wholesaler then sells the

manufacturer’s products to other wholesalers and then on to

subwholesalers and retailers. Sales between wholesalers at the

national level often add an additional transaction cost and

mark-up to the final retail price.

Even though having additional intermediaries usually

leads to higher markups, introducing a prewholesaling oper-

ation may help aggregate and organize a highly fragmented

wholesaler base. Prewholesalers allow manufacturers to dis-

tribute their product to multiple wholesalers and achieve

higher volumes of sales, product reach, and market pene-

tration without necessarily adding to the costs of creating a

company-owned distribution or commercial entity. A pre-

wholesaler could also reduce markups between national

wholesalers as well as reduce long lead times for orders im-

proving the efficiency and financial stability of wholesalers

who often have to find expensive working capital credit to

cover lead times. In many instances the benefits (i.e., econ-

omies of scale and reduced transaction costs) outweigh the

costs (i.e., increased margins) and a prewholesaler model

helps improve overall supply chain efficiency.

New Retail Pharmacy Formats

Enhanced supply chain reach would require working with

newer retail pharmacy formats. Instead of concentrating on a

few hospitals and large pharmacies, growth will come from

increasing points of sale. This would require accepting that not

all retail points of sale for medicines will have the form, shape,

and structure of a developed-country pharmacy. Regulatory

hurdles will have to be carefully negotiated in making this

change. Also cost for transit will have to be reduced signifi-

cantly to reach a larger number of outlets without com-

promising margins. Health microfranchises represent a

specific network of retail points of sale, which may be em-

ployed in the development of an optimum distribution net-

work. These microfranchises are often developed as a means to

improve access and quality of medicines and prescribing

practices within emerging markets. Microfranchises are tech-

nically a part of the private sector, however, they are often

accredited and maintain a certain quality standard regulated

by the public sector. Accredited Drug Dispensing Outlets

(ADDOs) in Tanzania, CARE shops in Ghana, and Child and

Family Wellness (CFW) Shops in Kenya represent three similar

microfranchise models that provide extensive sales networks,

with a specific emphasis on serving remote communities.

New Models for Supply Chain Information Collection

Information flows in the supply chain where a third party in-

formation broker collects information about sales from each

point in the supply chain may take years before it develops in

many of the emerging markets. New models for collecting

supply chain information should be examined for their feasi-

bility. There are many new models that utilize technology to

share real-time information throughout distribution networks.

Logistimo, a web service run on mobile phones and Internet

browsers, offers supply chain management tools specific to

emerging markets. Similarly, All Indian Origin Chemists and

Distributors Limited (AOICD) offers technology-based logistics

services to pharmaceutical companies to improve supply chain

and distribution network visibility and efficiency. SMS-for-Life

is another example of technology (using SMS text and elec-

tronic mapping) that has effectively facilitated comprehensive

and accurate stock counts of medicines at health facilities by

district-level staff. SMS-for-life is a public–private partnership

between Novartis, Vodafone, IBM, Ministry for Health of Tan-

zania, and the Roll Back Malaria Partnership.

Partnerships with Governments and Other Agencies

Leveraging public-sector resources to reach areas that a

company cannot directly influence is another method for
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improving reach. The resources required for expanding supply

chain reach often are beyond the means of a single firm. Poor

infrastructure in rural markets, such as roads, electricity, and

telecommunications, create barriers to entry for many large

manufacturers. The absence of mass media and communi-

cation platforms makes demand creation and awareness

building among patients and community members very ex-

pensive, and inhibits the growth that can be achieved in rural

markets. Partnerships should be formed with the government

(at federal, state, and local levels) where common goals can be

met through public–private partnerships.

Note that civil society and consumer groups often view

new business models with mistrust. Partnering with organ-

izations that have higher trust and confidence of the com-

munity ensures that the innovative distribution model can

survive the early days of infancy without backlash from the

civil society organizations and community groups because of

misconceptions about the objectives of the model, etc.

Distribution Strategies of the Generics

Many small and large generic companies have achieved sig-

nificant rural penetration in emerging markets. Carefully

examining their distribution strategies can be a useful exercise

while formulating a new distribution strategy. Many generic

companies have set up rural-focused distribution channels

and developed rural sales forces with locally trained staff.

Mankind Pharmaceuticals and Cipla represent two such

companies that have increased their product reach both do-

mestically and within other countries through targeted distri-

bution channels. This has given them stronger reach into both

rural healthcare providers and rural pharmacies and drug

shops. Some innovative pharmaceutical companies have also

focused on the rural markets through patient education. The

Arogya Parivar program from Novartis involves health edu-

cators, usually local women, who are recruited and trained to

raise awareness about specific diseases. The initiative utilizes a

special sales force to ensure that medicines are available in the

most remote locations. The above strategies may not be sus-

tainable for all companies, especially for companies with

fewer and more costly products in their portfolio.

Conclusions

Emerging markets now represent a significant portion of the

global pharmaceutical market and are growing at much faster

rates than the more mature developed-country pharmaceutical

markets. Pharmaceutical markets in emerging markets tend to

be very different than developed markets with private sector

out-of-pocket expenditures leading financing in Asia, some

parts of Africa, and Latin America. Additionally, publicly funded

medicines tend to be more prominent in other emerging

market regions, especially within the African context. The na-

ture of the distribution system used for pharmaceuticals in

emerging markets is different from developed-country

pharmaceutical markets in several ways. Successful growth

strategies for emerging markets will depend on expanding the

reach of supply chains as well as increasing its overall efficiency.

This article presents strategies used for achieving those goals.

See also: Pharmaceuticals and National Health Systems. Pharmacies.
Pricing and Reimbursement of Biopharmaceuticals and Medical
Devices in the USA
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Introduction

Between 1980 and 2010, expenditures on prescription (Rx)

drugs in the US increased almost 1500%, from $53 to $831 per

person (see Figure 1). Spending on Rx drugs has generally

outpaced the growth in national health expenditures, doub-

ling its share to 10%, and making it one of the fastest growing

components of health care costs (see Figure 2). The growth in

the share of prescription drug expenditures has coincided with

the growth in pharmaceutical promotion, which increased

from $11.4 billion in 1996 to $29.9 billion in 2005 (Donohue

et al., 2007) and $32.3 billion in 2008 (SK&A, 2011). In recent

years, both Rx drug spending and promotional spending have

leveled off, however, due to patent expiration on certain major

drugs (such as Advair, Prevacid, and Lipitor) that are not re-

placed by new on-patent drugs.

Promotion of prescription drugs is generally limited to

drugs on patent. It includes direct-to-consumer advertising

(DTCA) on broadcast and print media as well as direct-to-

physician promotion (DTPP) through visits by company rep-

resentatives to providers (known as detailing), free samples

provided to physicians, and advertising in professional jour-

nals. Although DTPP still comprises most of the promotional

budget (approximately 83% in 2011; SK&A, 2011), the largest

relative increase in promotion between 1995 and 2005 re-

sulted from the expansion of DTCA into broadcast media. The

share of total promotional spending allocated to DTCA increased

from less than 1% in the early 1990s to 8.6% in 1996 and 14.5%

in 2003 (see Figure 3), and has remained relatively stable since.

Pharmaceutical promotion remains controversial and is

facing increased public scrutiny. At the heart of the

debate is whether such marketing is welfare-enhancing. The

pharmaceutical industry claims that both consumer-directed

and physician-directed advertising educates patients and

providers on potential treatment options, opens up lines of

communication between the patient and the physician, and

can even increase patient–physician contact or expand ap-

propriate treatment for undertreated conditions, consistent

with an ‘informative view’ of advertising. Congressional

leaders and consumer groups have contended that such pro-

motion may raise prescription drug costs. Providers may be

induced into prescribing more expensive (and/or possibly

inappropriate) drugs in the presence of cheaper and equally

effective alternatives, consistent with brand differentiation and

a ‘persuasive view’ of advertising.

Growth in prescription drug spending is broadly driven by

increases in utilization and price, and shifts in the com-

position of drugs being used, all of which may be impacted by

marketing. A comprehensive assessment regarding the welfare

effects of pharmaceutical advertising and promotion requires

information on three broad but related issues: (1) effects on

primary industry-wide versus selective brand-specific demand;

(2) effects on price; and (3) effects on competition. The next

section briefly discusses the historical background on

pharmaceutical promotion followed by a conceptual frame-

work of advertising to help guide welfare implications, before

turning to the empirical evidence with respect to each of the

three issues noted above.

Background

The 1962 Kefauver–Harris Amendments to the 1938 Federal

Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act shifted jurisdiction on regu-

lating drug promotion from the Federal Trade Commission to

the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and outlined the
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Figure 1 Prescription drug spending in the US. Data from Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS).
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basic requirements for acceptable prescription drug marketing

(see Berndt, 2006; Dave and Saffer, 2012). Prescription drug

promotional materials cannot be false or misleading, must

provide ‘fair balance’ coverage of risks and benefits of using

the drug, must provide a ‘brief summary’ of contraindications

and effectiveness, and must also meet specific guidelines for

readability and size of print. For a number of years, the FDA

interpreted the ‘brief summary’ provision as requiring the

advertiser to provide the detailed information contained in

the drug’s FDA-approved product labeling, thereby confining

consumer-directed advertising to newspapers and magazines.

There were two conditions under which firms could bypass the
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Figure 2 Rx spending share of national health expenditures and direct-to-consumer advertising. Data from CMS, Dave, D. and Saffer, H. (2012).
Impact of direct-to-consumer advertising on pharmaceutical prices and demand. Southern Economic Journal 79(1), 97–126; Frank, R. G.,
Berndt, E. R., Donohue, J. M., Epstein, A. and Rosenthal, M. (2002). Trends in direct-to-consumer advertising of prescription drugs. Kaiser
Family Foundation. Available at: http://www.kff.org/rxdrugs/loader.cfmurl=/commonspot/security/getfile.cfm&PageID=14881 (accessed 26.08.09);
and Bulik, B. S. (2011). Pharmaceutical marketing. Ad age insights white paper, Advertising Age, Kantar Media October 17.
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Figure 3 Components of pharmaceutical promotion. Sampling is valued based on the average wholesale price (AWP), a manufacturer’s list
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‘brief summary’ provision: (1) if the advertising were ‘help-

seeking’ and mentioned only disease symptoms and not any

drug name, or (2) if the advertisement is a ‘reminder’ and

mentions the drug name or its dosage without specifying what

the drug is intended to treat.

Expansion of advertising into broadcast media was

precipitated by the FDA’s clarification of its regulation of

consumer-directed advertising, particularly for broadcast

advertisements. After a test period and request for public

comment starting in 1995, the FDA approved the broadcast

DTCA draft guidance in August 1997, eliminating the

requirement that advertisements present the entire ‘brief

summary’ taken from the product label insert. In August of

1999, the FDA further clarified the risk information require-

ments. Advertisements needed only to include ‘major statements’

of the risks and benefits of the drug, along with directions to

information sources in addition to a physician, such as a toll-free

phone number, a website, or a print advertisement. This shift

removed a major barrier that had initially made television and

radio advertising infeasible and had initially relegated consumer-

directed advertising to print media only.

Between 1996 and 2000, DTCA was the fastest growing

component of pharmaceutical promotion, growing at an

average annual rate of 33% for gastrointestinal, cholesterol,

insomnia, and antiarthritic/analgesic drugs. In comparison,

detailing and sampling grew at annual rates of 12–13%,

whereas professional journal advertising remained virtually

unchanged (Dave and Saffer, 2012). Though the FDA’s shift in

guidelines specifically applied to broadcast advertising, there

was also an increase in nonbroadcast advertising starting in

2000. This may be indirectly related to the FDA’s new guide-

lines which required only ‘major statements’ of the drug’s risks

and benefits along with directions to alternate sources for

more complete information. The feasibility of using television

and radio advertisements may have raised the marginal

product of other nonbroadcast forms. Indeed, broadcast ad-

vertisements often direct consumers to concurrent advertise-

ments in magazines or newspapers for further information on

the drug’s usage and side effects.

Drugs intended to treat chronic conditions such as car-

diovascular, mental health, respiratory, and erectile dys-

function conditions tend to be among the most heavily

advertised. For instance, the top 5 advertised drugs in 2010

were Lipitor (indicated for high cholesterol), Cialis (erectile

dysfunction), Cymbalta (mental health), Advair (asthma),

and Abilify (mental health) (Bulik, 2011). The top 25 adver-

tised drugs in 2010 (noted in Bulik, 2011) accounted for about

$2.8 billion in consumer advertising expenditures or ap-

proximately two-thirds of total DTCA – suggesting a highly

skewed distribution in consumer ad spending.

Recent years have witnessed a downturn in DTCA (see

Figure 2), and total pharmaceutical sales force in the US has

been cut by approximately 30% from its peak. These cuts

partly reflect fewer drug launches compared to the late 1990s,

and an increasing share of new drugs that are targeted at

specialist physicians (for instance, cancer and orphan drugs

developed specifically to treat rare conditions). Optimal pro-

motion of such drugs may not include DTCA and, by defin-

ition, needs fewer sales representatives than the major

primary-care drugs of the 1990s.

Conceptual Framework

This section draws on Bagwell (2007), which provides a

comprehensive review of the economics of advertising. It is

often presumed that the average consumer is responsive to

advertising and promotion. However, one of the key questions

in markets for healthcare inputs is whether advertising raises

‘selective’ or brand-specific demand versus ‘primary’ or in-

dustry-wide demand. The answer to this question has nor-

mative implications and relevance for public health. For

instance, is advertising by the pharmaceutical industry com-

bative and solely reflective of a market-share transfer or does it

also convey information and lead to an overall expansion of

the market? As a starting point, it is helpful to draw upon three

principal views that have emerged with respect to why con-

sumers may respond to advertising: (1) persuasive, (2) in-

formative, and (3) complementary.

For firms operating under a hybrid market structure such

as monopolistic competition, advertising can help them to

differentiate their products and alter consumers’ tastes and

preferences. Under this ‘persuasion’ hypothesis, brand-level

demand would not only shift outward in response but also

become relatively less elastic, possibly leading to higher prices.

Advertising-induced product differentiation and creation of

brand capital may deter entry and enhance the monopolistic

power of incumbent firms, especially if these established firms

also enjoy scale economies in advertising and production.

Thus, advertising can have anticompetitive effects under the

persuasion view.

Consumers may also respond to the potential information

content communicated through advertising. For instance, in

markets characterized by imperfect information, advertising

can effectively reduce search costs by conveying direct or in-

direct information regarding the existence, quality, price, and

other attributes of products. With respect to pharmaceuticals,

for instance, consumer advertisements may inform individuals

of treatment options that they did not know existed, help

them to diagnose their symptoms and seek out medical care,

and remind patients to take their medications as prescribed.

Similarly, detailing may provide valuable information to

physicians concerning the drug’s indications and contraindi-

cations allowing them to make better-informed choices. In

such markets, advertising emerges as an endogenous response

and solution to the information asymmetry.

There is also a distinction between search goods, wherein

the consumer can determine quality before purchase though

perhaps after incurring some search costs, and experience

goods, wherein the consumer can assess quality only after

consumption. Advertising intensity is predicted to be higher

for experience goods because it can signal product quality and

address the informational imbalance. The information con-

tent can also enhance the match between products and buyers

in markets where consumers have heterogeneous valuations.

In contrast to the persuasive view, advertising plays a more

constructive role under the informative view, and may also

have pro-competitive effects. The firm’s demand becomes

relatively more elastic and price dispersion in the market is

reduced. Advertising can thus promote competition among

incumbent firms and facilitate the entry of new firms as well as

new products.
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The third view of advertising provides a framework under

which advertising is complementary to the advertised product,

and also bridges back to the informative view. For instance, if

advertising enables consumers to produce information at

lower cost, then consumers can more efficiently convert mar-

ket goods into valued final commodities. Under this frame-

work, a higher level of Rx drugs advertising can raise demand

because the consumer now believes that he/she can obtain a

greater output of the final commodity (health) from a given

input of the advertised good. And, even if advertising is un-

informative, it may still play a constructive role because con-

sumers may value it directly.

The upshot of this discussion is that no single view of

advertising is applicable in every setting. Furthermore, from a

public health standpoint, the debate centers on whether ad-

vertising reflects a brand-switching process or a market ex-

pansion process, especially in relation to the market for health

inputs. Although this is not to suggest that all brand-switching

advertisements are socially wasteful (because some brand-

switching may represent a better match of product attributes

and consumer demand) and all market expanding advertise-

ments are good (especially because advertisements that ex-

pand the market for unhealthy inputs may have adverse

internalities as well as externalities), this dichotomy presents a

useful starting point to frame some of the effects of adver-

tising. Because advertising can affect both selective (brand-

centric) as well as primary (market) demand under all three

views, the question cannot be resolved based on theory alone

and empirical evidence needs to bear upon the specific de-

mand effects of advertising.

With that said, markets for over-the-counter (OTC) and

prescription (Rx) medications have some predominant ex-

perience attributes. Thus, advertising intensity for the

pharmaceutical industry (approximately 20% of sales) tends

to be higher relative to the average industry (4–5%). These

views of advertising also highlight potential effects on price,

which depend on the extent to which advertising expenditures

raise operating costs, affect price elasticity of demand, and

allow firms to take advantage of scale economies. The con-

centration effects of advertising – that is, whether it facilitates

entry or whether it augments the monopolistic power of es-

tablished firms – depends on whether advertising is purely

persuasive in nature and leads to spurious brand differen-

tiation or whether it redresses imperfect information and

makes demand more elastic.

It should also be noted that these different views of ad-

vertising may fit different forms of promotion, and are not

necessarily mutually exclusive. For instance, detailing plays a

role in educating providers about newer drugs and may have

information value early in a product’s life cycle, whereas later

in the life cycle its role is predominantly persuasive, chiefly

relegated to delivering samples and reminders. DTCA and

detailing, by differentially targeting consumers versus pro-

viders, may also inherently play different roles in affecting

primary versus selective demand. Thus, there may be a great

deal of heterogeneity with respect to how consumer- and

physician-directed promotion affects demand, with possible

interactions with each other as well as with competition and

drug characteristics. Because DTCA (and to some extent de-

tailing) can potentially increase sales without the company

having to offer a lower price or superior quality in trying to get

their drug onto a preferential position with the insurer, DTCA

may have the ability to undermine the insurer’s formulary

(Wosińska, 2002). Thus, interactions between DTCA effects

and the drug’s formulary position as well as between DTCA

and price are also possible.

Empirical Evidence

Econometric studies have estimated the effects of DTCA and

DTPP on pharmaceutical sales, patient adherence, demand for

primary care, and, in a few instances, on pharmaceutical pri-

ces. Most studies have estimated an ‘average’ response to

promotion, and very few studies have considered hetero-

geneity in the effects with respect to formulary placement,

drug characteristics, or advertising medium. Estimating causal

effects of promotion on sales and price is further complicated

by potential bias due to structural endogeneity or reverse

causality; promotion may affect demand, but promotional

spending may also be a function of revenues.

In addition, there is potential bias from statistical endo-

geneity or nonrandom selection; observed and unobserved

heterogeneity across Rx drugs may be driving promotion as

well as sales, and prices. In the multiperiod optimization

framework considered by Bhattacharya and Vogt (2003), the

dynamic profit-maximizing strategy for a firm is to initially

employ a relatively high level of promotion and set a relatively

low price to increase current demand by raising consumers’

and physicians’ stock of knowledge regarding the drug. As

knowledge is costly to acquire, physicians’ prescribing patterns

tend to be sticky and consumer use may also be sticky espe-

cially for chronic conditions. Thus, in addition to sales, price,

and promotion affecting each other, they are also partly gov-

erned by the drug’s life cycle and by other drug-specific

unobservables, including formulary placement and implied

consumer cost-sharing.

Alluding to such potential selection effects, Iizuka (2004)

studies 169 brand-name drugs over 1996–99, and finds evi-

dence that higher quality drugs (as measured by the FDA’s

priority rating) are more likely to engage in DTCA as are drugs

with a larger potential market size (measured by the preva-

lence rate of certain chronic conditions from the National

Health Interview Surveys). DTCA spending tends to be lower

when there is a generic competitor on the market. Thus,

advertised drugs are systematically different from non-

advertised ones, and these differences may confound the

causal relationship between promotion and demand. The

more sophisticated of the studies address these concerns

through instrumental variables and fixed effects.

Demand Effects

Market expansion versus product-level effects of DTCA
Rosenthal et al. (2003) study brands in five therapeutic classes

using an aggregated US monthly time series from August 1996

to December 1999. Their results indicate that the primary

impact of DTCA lies in expanding the total market size rather

than affecting product market share. Specifically, at the level of
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the therapeutic class, DTCA spending positively impacts sales

with an estimated elasticity of 0.10. Although they do not

report any significant effects of brand-specific DTCA (or de-

tailing) on brand-specific market shares, they do caution that

it may be ‘‘premature to conclude that DTCA only affects class

level sales, and not individual product sales.’’ The models es-

timate only a contemporaneous effect owing to the short span

of the time series. This is likely to be a lower-bound estimate

because advertising effects in the prescription drug market

may be especially prolonged due to the multistage process,

with time lags between ad exposure, scheduling a physician

visit, and obtaining and filling the prescription. Wosińska

(2002) shows the importance of the drug formulary in driving

DTCA effects (with advertising having a greater effect on de-

mand for drugs that have a preferential position on the in-

surer’s formulary), and notes that the inability to differentiate

across the formulary status may also explain why Rosenthal

et al. (2003) do not find a market share effect of DTCA.

The specifications in Rosenthal et al. (2003) include class

fixed effects, but do not control for unobserved heterogeneity

across drugs within a class through drug-specific fixed effects.

The study uses time to patent expiration, an indicator for 1997

(reflecting the FDA’s change in policy), and interpolated

monthly television advertising costs per minute as IVs that can

plausibly be excluded from the sales equation. Some studies,

however, have shown that the drug’s life cycle is an important

determinant of sales, which suggests that the product’s life

cycle may not be an appropriate instrument for advertising

and promotion (Bhattacharya and Vogt, 2003; Dave and Saf-

fer, 2012). Nevertheless, Rosenthal et al. (2003) provide one of

the earliest and seminal analyses of DTCA following its re-

surgence in the late 1990s, and several subsequent studies

confirm their market-expansion effect of DTCA.

Iizuka and Jin (2005) merge individual-level data from the

National Ambulatory Medical Care Surveys over 1995–2000

with monthly DTCA. Similar to Rosenthal et al. (2003), their

effect is identified from variation in DTCA across drugs within

a given class (and over time). They also utilize an IV pro-

cedure, employing the same drug company’s DTCA expend-

itures in other unrelated drug classes as an instrument for

DTCA in a particular drug class. Consistent with a market-

expansion effect, they find that each $28 increase in DTCA

(which includes current advertising and a depreciated sum of

past advertising) leads to an additional physician visit within a

year where an Rx drug from the class is prescribed.

The market expansion effect suggests that some consumers,

whose medical conditions were previously undiagnosed or

undertreated, may benefit from the information provided by

DTCA. Consumers, becoming aware of new treatments, may

be incentivized to seek out physician care. However, the

market expansion effect may also partly reflect inappropriate

care, if advertising increases the use of drugs with uncertain

safety profiles. Pointing to perhaps such an increase in misuse,

David et al. (2010) find that higher levels of DTCA lead to

increased reporting of adverse medical events for drugs related

to certain conditions such as arthritis and depression, whereas

detailing reduces the adverse event rate for high cholesterol

and allergy drugs. They conclude that the effect of promo-

tion and advertising in improving communication between

patients and physicians may be welfare-enhancing if

physicians can identify who is the best match for treatment.

This is feasible in the case of cholesterol and allergy medi-

cations by the existence of simple diagnostic tests. In cases

where there is greater uncertainty regarding diagnosis or ac-

ceptable standards for care, advertising and promotion may

hinder the role of the physician as a mediator between con-

sumer-directed promotion and proper use.

In addition to a market expansion effect, few studies

do find evidence of some DTCA-induced brand-switching.

Wosińska (2002), in a study of prescription claims for chol-

esterol drugs for Blue Shield of California over the period

1996–99, finds that current DTCA raises market share though

this effect is limited to drugs that have preferential status on

the insurer’s formulary. Thus, it is possible that physicians

suggest and prescribe advertised formulary drugs when pa-

tients inquire about advertisements for drugs that are not on

the formulary. Dave and Saffer (2012) utilize monthly data on

all prescription drugs in four major therapeutic classes from

1994 to 2005, exploiting the period enveloping the FDA’s shift

in regulations as a natural experiment and exogenous shock to

DTCA. Similar to Iizuka and Jin (2005), they construct a stock

of depreciated DTCA spending over the past year. Models ac-

count for unobserved heterogeneity across drugs and potential

selection into DTCA by including drug-level fixed effects and

various time-varying confounders including physician de-

tailing and sampling, the drug’s life cycle, competitors’ ad-

vertising, generic competition, and FDA approval of new

indications for the drug and labeling/marketing warnings.

This study underscores the point that it is important to sep-

arately assess broadcast and nonbroadcast DTCA due to dif-

ferences in their content, growth trends (because the FDA’s

policy change specifically affected broadcast DTCA), and their

marginal impacts. They find that broadcast DTCA does sig-

nificantly impact own-sales and market share with a relatively

small elasticity of 0.10, though this response is higher relative

to nonbroadcast DTCA. There is also some evidence that class-

level DTCA may raise sales for the nonadvertised drugs. As-

suming that physicians are prescribing an equally effective

drug, this may be a spillover benefit of DTCA in some cases

because nonadvertised drugs tend to be older and also

cost less.

Prior studies, which at times found conflicting evidence on

the impact of own-DTCA on own-sales, may have been con-

founded by aggregating broadcast and nonbroadcast forms. In

periods predating the FDA’s policy shift, virtually all DTCA was

relegated to nonbroadcast media, whereas starting in 1998

and 1999 advertisements in broadcast media became the

primary form of DTCA. Therefore, the effect of total DTCA,

being a weighted average of the effect of the two separate

forms, would be expected to vary depending on the time

period under study and the relative composition of total

DTCA between nonbroadcast and broadcast media.

Directly bypassing the potential endogeneity of advertising,

Kravitz et al. (2005) examine how DTCA impacts the pre-

scribing behavior of antidepressants in a randomized control

trial (RCT) setting. Standardized patients, mostly professional

actors, were randomly assigned to make 298 unannounced

visits to family physicians and general internists. The pa-

tients made a specific brand request (referring to a DTC ad-

vertisement), a general drug request, or no request. Physicians
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prescribed antidepressants for the patients portraying general

depression in 54% of the visits, including 76% of visits where

the patients made a general request for a drug, 53% of visits

where a specific drug was mentioned, and 31% where no drug

was mentioned by the patient. Patients were prescribed Paxil

in 27% of the visits where they explicitly mentioned the drug,

compared to 4% where there was no request for a drug and

2% where the patients made a general request for a drug. For

patients portraying adjustment disorder, where antidepres-

sants confer little or no benefits, 37% of patients requesting

Paxil received a prescription for the drug, compared to 10% of

patients who made a general drug request and none for pa-

tients who did not request any drugs. This study points to the

role of brand-specific DTCA in raising own-demand by leading

to a prescription for that brand, as well as in raising overall

demand for drugs in the therapeutic class. The authors note

that DTCA ‘‘may have competing effects on quality, potentially

averting underuse and promoting overuse.’’

Observational and survey-based studies suggest that DTCA

can educate consumers about health conditions and available

treatments, though it may also have the potential to be mis-

leading or uninformative. Hollon (2005) summarizes some of

the survey-based evidence and notes that between 25% and

33% of adults annually have had a discussion with their

physician regarding a health issue after having seen an ad-

vertisement. Although DTCA can stimulate a new diagnosis

(approximately 25% of patients with DTCA visits), potentially

leading to treatment of previously undertreated conditions,

almost 80% of physicians report that DTCA encourages pa-

tients to seek treatments that they may not need. Thus, DTCA

can mediate the patient–physician relationship through

reeducation and informative discussions as well as through a

likely fulfillment of the patient’s request for a specific drug.

Additional evidence on the demand effects of DTCA is

provided by econometric studies that examine patient ad-

herence. Consistent with the informative view of advertising,

these studies underscore an important health-promoting

benefit of DTCA in reminding patients to adhere to their drug

therapy as prescribed. For instance, Calfee et al. (2002) utilize

a national monthly time series of statin prescriptions, between

1995 and 2000, and find television advertising expenditures

on statins are associated with an increased proportion of

existing patients who were successfully treated (existing pa-

tients with a high-cholesterol diagnosis whose total choles-

terol fell below 200 mg dl�1). This effect combines both a

compliance effect and also a market expansion effect as suc-

cessfully treated patients spread the word about the effective-

ness of statin drugs and raise demand among untreated or

undertreated patients.

Effects of physician-directed promotion
In addition to consumer advertising, studies have also exam-

ined the impact of promotion aimed at healthcare providers,

which historically has been the primary form of promotion

used by the pharmaceutical industry. As uncertainty regarding

the efficacy of the drug and its safety profile tends to be high in

the early stages of the drug’s life cycle, DTPP can play an in-

formative role following a drug’s launch. After some point,

DTPP largely takes on a persuasive role by providing samples

and reminders.

Studies have generally found that the marginal impact of

detailing on market share is significantly larger relative to that

for consumer-directed advertising. For instance, Dave and

Saffer (2012) find significantly larger sales-DTPP elasticities

(0.51 for detailing and 0.34 for sampling) compared to the

sales-DTCA elasticity (0.13). Wosińska (2002) also reports

that the effect of detailing on market share is approximately

five times higher relative to the effect of DTCA.

Beyond estimating mean effects of DTPP, some studies fur-

ther assess interactions between the various marketing elements

and also consider differential effects across various market,

physician, and product-level characteristics. Narayanan et al.

(2004) utilize monthly data on three branded second-

generation antihistamines (and one aggregated measure of all

other first-generation and other antihistamines) spanning April

1993 through March 2002. They find that detailing primarily

and positively affects brand share, whereas DTCA has a sig-

nificant positive effect on both brand shares and class sales. The

return on investment is much larger for detailing than for

DTCA, a feature that they attribute to the fact that detailing

allows for a much more targeted promotional effort relative to

DTCA. They also find evidence of synergy between the two

forms of promotion. For instance, a sales call to a physician’s

office has a higher marginal impact on brand share when

combined with DTCA. Studies also find that sampling and

detailing are highly complementary, and that sampling can

raise the effectiveness of detailing; detailing is also found to be

generally more effective when targeted towards specialists fol-

lowed by primary-care physicians.

International evidence
Similar to all industrialized nations except for the US and

New Zealand, Canada prohibits DTCA for prescription medi-

cations. However, approximately 30% of the television viewing

of Canadians in English-speaking provinces consists of US

satellite and cable TV, which carries consumer-directed Rx drug

advertisements (Mintzes et al., 2009). Law et al. (2008) study

the impact of such US-based advertisements on Canadian

prescribing rates for three drugs (Enbrel for rheumatoid arth-

ritis, Nasonex for allergy symptoms, and Zelnorm for irritable

bowel syndrome (IBS) in women) in English-speaking prov-

inces relative to French-speaking Quebec. The study finds only

short-lived positive effects for Zelnorm, and no significant ef-

fects for the other two drugs. Zelnorm is the only drug ap-

proved for its indication in Canada, whereas the other two

drugs had competitors. IBS is also underdiagnosed and

undertreated, in which case DTCA can be informative. However,

Zelnorm tends to be measurably effective in only approximately

1 out of 17 patients, which may explain why the effects of

DTCA are short lived. Insignificant effects of DTCA on the

prescribing rates for Enbrel may be because the drug requires a

specialist referral and subcutaneous injection. Thus, similar to

studies from the US, the impact of DTCA on drug use appears

to be variable and dependent on the characteristics of the ad-

vertised drug and the medical environment.

Two major shifts in DTCA-related administrative policy

occurred in Canada. In 1996, a redefinition of the boundary

between ‘information dissemination’ and ‘advertising’ by

Health Canada provided tacit approval for unbranded disease-

oriented ‘ask your doctor about available treatments’
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advertisements. In 2000, manufacturers were allowed to use

‘reminder advertisements’ that state a brand-name but do not

mention any indications, or make any therapeutic claims.

Though it is not meant to imply a causal effect of this shift in

policy (because many new drugs were also launched over this

period), total inflation-adjusted DTCA in Canada increased

from under $1.6 million (Canadian $) in 1995 to more than

$22 million in 2006 (Mintzes et al., 2009). Similar to the US,

consumer advertisements in Canada are highly concentrated

on relatively few products for treating chronic conditions.

Although there has been no rigorous study on how such ad-

vertisements have impacted demand and related outcomes to

inform on welfare effects, many of the heavily advertised drugs

in Canada have US ‘black box’ warnings and have been subject

to Health Canada safety advisories (Mintzes et al., 2009). Thus

the safety profile of some of the highly consumer-promoted

drugs is questionable.

Unlike most other developed countries, New Zealand had

never enacted preemptive legislation to preclude pharma-

ceutical DTCA, and such advertisements are implicitly per-

mitted under conditions set by the Medicines Act and the

Medicines Regulations. As in the US, consumer-directed ad-

vertising grew tremendously in New Zealand during the late

1990s. Toop et al. (2003) conducted a survey of 1611 general

practitioners (GP) in New Zealand, with results qualitatively

similar to survey-based evidence from the US. They find that

90% had experienced DTCA-generated consultations. Fur-

thermore, 79% reported that patients frequently inquired

about DTC-advertised medications, and 44% noted that they

had switched to or started treatment with medicines they felt

offered little added benefit over drugs they would normally

use as a result of DTCA. Approximately 12% of the respond-

ents believed that DTCA is a useful means of educating con-

sumers about the drugs’ risks and benefits, 16% felt that DTCA

helped their patients get necessary medical care at an earlier

stage, and 13% reported DTCA improved adherence.

Chintagunta and Desiraju (2005) report sales elasticities

with respect to detailing and price for three selective sero-

tonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) antidepressants (Prozac,

Zoloft, and Paxil) across five markets (US, UK, Germany,

Italy, and France), based on quarterly data from 1988 to

1999. The authors estimate IV models, instrumenting price

with current and lagged values of the producer price index

for preparations and psychotherapeutics and cost measures

from the companies’ balance sheets, and instrumenting

detailing with the current and lagged values of wage index.

Own-detailing is found to have a significant and positive

impact on own sales for all three drugs in all markets.

The elasticity magnitudes are generally similar for the other

four countries, ranging from 0.17 to 0.59, though several

orders of magnitude higher for France (2.32–2.43). The

authors note that this may be due to a large marginal benefit

of SSRI-related detailing in France, because pre-SSRI anti-

depressants had not been actively detailed. Cross-detailing

elasticities are generally negative and smaller in magnitude,

which is consistent with the persuasive view of advertising;

detailing primarily affects selective demand and leads to

brand-switching.

Berndt et al. (2007) present a study of the rate at which new

drugs are promoted and diffused, across three therapeutic

classes (antihypertensives, antidepressants, and antiepileptics)

and ten countries. They find that the largest level of detailing

occurs for antihypertensives, followed by antidepressants and

then by antiepileptics. Spain has the highest rate of detailing

for all three classes, consistent with its high rate of utilization

growth of these drugs. US detail counts per capita are close to

the median in their sample. Cross-national differences further

indicate that it is not necessarily the case that new drugs in the

US are intensely detailed over older drugs. The authors further

model the diffusion process through two separate com-

ponents, including the total drug therapy days per capita and

the new-drug expenditure share, and estimate this framework

via the Almost Ideal Demand system for the three drug classes.

They generally find insignificant or very small detailing elas-

ticities with respect to aggregate utilization for all three classes.

This is consistent with the US-based studies, which generally

find that detailing impacts selective brand-specific demand

rather than primary market demand. However, with respect to

the new-drug expenditure shares, the results show positive

and significant new-detailing elasticities. The cross effect of

detailing on older drugs is negative. Although the authors

caution that the promotion intensity is endogenous, their

results suggest that detailing can promote the diffusion of

newer drugs.

Summary: Demand effects
A number of robust empirical findings emerge from these

studies on the demand effects of pharmaceutical promotion.

First, both the econometric as well as survey results indicate

positive demand effects of DTCA. Survey results (for instance,

Hollon, 2005) indicate that physicians do consider specific

drug requests initiated by the patient. Although in many cases

physicians appear to fulfill these requests, in other cases they

take into account acceptable standards of care in prescribing

an alternative drug or not prescribing at all (Kravitz et al.,

2005). These results are consistent with DTCA having both

primary market-expansion effects and also selective brand-

specific effects.

The econometric literature is able to further pinpoint the

relative strength of these two effects. Studies find consistent

evidence of a significant class-level market expansion effect of

DTCA. Dave and Saffer (2012), for instance, find that class-

level DTCA may raise the sales for lower cost, nonadvertised

drugs. Thus, DTCA may bring a patient to the doctor’s office,

but in some cases the doctor is prescribing a lower-cost al-

ternative. Consumer-directed promotion raises class-level

sales, by encouraging patients to seek medical help, en-

couraging patient–physician contact, and promoting com-

pliance with Rx drug therapy. This is reflective of the

informative view of advertising, wherein DTCA plays at least

some role in educating consumers and expanding treatment

among those previously under-treated. However, at the same

time, there is some evidence (Kravitz et al., 2005; David et al.,

2010) that the increase in primary demand may partially re-

flect overtreatment or possibly inappropriate care, especially

for conditions where greater uncertainty exists regarding

diagnosis and acceptable standards for care. The evidence re-

lating to the effects of own-DTCA on the specific drug’s market

share is mixed, though some recent studies (Dave and Saffer,

2012; Wosińska, 2002) suggest significant but relatively small
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elasticity magnitudes. These studies also point to considerable

heterogeneity in these own-DTCA effects, depending on the

drug’s formulary position, level of DTPP, other competitors in

the therapeutic class, characteristics, and the composition of

its DTCA. The literature frequently views such ‘business-

stealing’ advertising as less benign, though to the extent that it

results in a better match between the consumer and the

product it may also confer some welfare benefits (Berndt,

2006). However, because higher-advertised drugs tend to cost

more on average and to the extent that such advertising results

in a higher-priced product capturing market share, it may raise

healthcare costs and confer negative spillover effects. Though,

here too, the effect is ambiguous if price and quality are

positively correlated. Overall, stronger market expansion ef-

fects combined with weaker and mixed evidence on selective

brand-specific demand effects of DTCA suggest that consumer-

directed advertising is perhaps more reflective of the in-

formative view of advertising over the persuasive view.

This literature also consistently finds that the effects of

physician-directed promotion, such as detailing and sampling,

on own-demand are significantly larger relative to consumer-

directed promotion. This is consistent with detailing primarily

driving market share, as against DTCA driving class expansion.

Detailing, sampling, and medical journal advertising can shift

treatment away from nondrug therapy toward the promoted

drug, and can raise the number of patients treated with drug

therapy, but cannot induce untreated consumers to visit the

doctor. DTCA, however, can stimulate contact between un-

treated patients and physicians (market expansion), and can

also perhaps impact prescription choice (brand demand).

Thus, DTPP is relatively more reflective of the persuasive view

of advertising, at least during the later stages of the drug’s life

cycle. During the early stages when there is greater uncertainty

regarding a newer drug’s attributes, DTPP may bridge an in-

formational gap and educate physicians regarding the drug’s

availability, effectiveness, and safety profile.

Price effects
Advertising by pharmaceutical manufacturers does not con-

tain price information. Because patients only pay the phar-

macy their copayment, which differs across health plans,

pharmacies also have no incentives to advertise prices for Rx

drugs (though they do advertise price information regarding

OTC drugs and sometimes their waiving of patient copays for

generic drugs). In the context of manufacturer non-price ad-

vertising, promotion may nevertheless affect price through

various processes. First, the increase in operating costs due to

higher promotional spending may be shifted to consumers in

the form of higher prices. Second, promotion may increase

demand and/or reduce the absolute magnitude of the de-

mand-price elasticity, in turn raising price. This is consistent

with the persuasive view of advertising, wherein advertising-

induced product differentiation and creation of brand capital

may enhance firms’ monopolistic power. For instance, in an

oligopolistic situation advertising will raise prices if it raises

product demand, makes demand less elastic, and does not

substantially lower marginal costs. Detailing, DTCA, and price

are also complementary strategies for the firm.

In contrast to the persuasive view, manufacturers’ adver-

tising targeted toward consumers (and physicians) may lower

price if such promotion reduces search costs for consumers

(and physicians) by communicating direct or indirect infor-

mation regarding the existence, quality, price and other

product attributes, and subsequently makes demand more

elastic (Encinosa et al., 2011). With respect to the pharma-

ceutical marketplace, the ‘consumer’ can also be interpreted as

the pharmacy benefit managers (PBM) who negotiate dis-

counts and rebates with drug manufacturers on behalf of the

insurers. Steiner (1973) presents a dual-stage model wherein

consumer advertising can affect both the manufacturer’s and

the retailer’s margin. Manufacturers’ consumer-directed ad-

vertising provides information and raises consumer demand

for the brand, which may facilitate competition between re-

tailers on the advertised brand and subsequently lower retail

margins although raising manufacturer prices. It should be

noted, however, that lower retail margins combined with

higher manufacturer prices does not necessarily imply lower

retail prices. If the increase in manufacturer prices is not large

enough, and consumer price sensitivity increases sufficiently,

then retail prices may fall.

The empirical evidence on the effects of advertising and

promotion on price is more limited relative to the evidence on

demand. This paucity of research partly derives from the dif-

ficulty in obtaining measures of net Rx drug prices due to the

presence of third-party payers and unobserved rebates from

drug manufacturers to third-party payers.

Kopp and Sheffet (1997) provide an early study of the

effects of DTCA on retail gross margins, testing the dual-stage

theory of Steiner (1973). They construct the brand gross

margin ratio, which measures the percentage by which a

particular drug’s retail margin is higher or lower relative to the

class average, based on the average wholesale price – AWP

(prices paid by pharmacies) and a pharmacy survey of retail

prices. They then compare this brand gross margin ratio

for 13 DTC-advertised brands with the remainder of 120 top-

selling drugs that were not DTC-advertised over 1986–92

(control group). Because non-DTC advertised drugs are sys-

tematically different from those that are advertised, trends in

the control group may not be a valid counterfactual. DTCA

during this period, which predated the FDA’s policy shift, was

also relatively small and confined to print media. In support

of Steiner’s model, the study finds that retail margins for the

advertised drugs fell relative to the nonadvertised drugs.

Rizzo (1999) studies 46 antihypertensive drugs and, based

on drug-specific fixed effects models, finds that increased

current and past detailing efforts reduce the price elasticity.

The price measure reflects the wholesale price of the drug to

drug stores and hospitals. The reduction in the price elasticity

may consequently result in higher prices, though Rizzo does

not examine the direct link between detailing and price. He

concludes that pharmaceutical promotion differentiates

products, increases brand loyalty, and inhibits price com-

petition in the pharmaceutical industry. The study is based on

pooled annual data from 1988 to 1993, which predate the

DTCA policy shift, and only considers promotion to phys-

icians. Rizzo’s results contrast with Narayanan et al. (2004)

who find a negative interaction between detailing and price

suggesting that detailing may raise the price elasticity, albeit

for a different sample of drugs (antihistamines) and a more

recent time period (1993–2002).
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Law et al. (2009) examine quarterly level pharmacy data for

Plavix (an antiplatelet drug used to prevent stroke and heart

attack in at-risk patients) from 27 Medicaid programs over

1999–2005. Plavix initiated DTCA in 2001. Based on an

interrupted time-series design, the study finds that, although

there was no change in the preexisting trend in demand, there

was a sustained increase in total Medicaid-reimbursed phar-

macy cost per unit of $0.40 (11.8%) after the expansion in

DTCA. They note that the extra reimbursement from Medicaid

likely reflects an increase in the manufacturer’s price.

Dave and Saffer (2012), discussed earlier, utilizing a larger

sample of all Rx drugs in four therapeutic classes, also find that

DTCA raises the AWP, though the estimated elasticity is of a

relatively small magnitude (0.04). Consistent with this posi-

tive impact on price, they also find suggestive evidence that the

consumer price response became relatively more inelastic

during the period when DTCA was expanding. Simulations

indicate that expansions in broadcast DTCA over 1994–2005

accounted for 19% of the overall growth in prescription drug

spending (assuming that movements in the AWP and retail

prices are proportional), with less than a third of this impact

being driven by higher prices and the remainder due to higher

demand.

Encinosa et al. (2011) examine 17 million claims for 177

Rx drugs in 19 therapeutic classes, between 2001 and 2002.

They study both the AWP and the transacted retail price, which

is the total reimbursement that the pharmacy receives from

the insurers plus any patient copayment. The authors estimate

drug-level fixed effects models and find that an increase in

DTCA (from 0 to the sample mean) reduced average trans-

acted prices by 1.8%, decreased price dispersion by 3.7%, and

reduced pharmacy profit margins by 1.5% (consistent with

Kopp and Sheffet, 1997). The reduced price dispersion and

lower retail profit margins are interpreted as a sign of increased

price shopping by the insurers’ PBM. However, similar to Dave

and Saffer (2012), they also find positive effects on the AWP

though this effect becomes insignificant once they control for

market fixed effects. The study does not assess effects of DTPP.

Limitations
One challenge faced by all of these empirical studies concerns

the simultaneity between advertising and pricing decisions.

For instance, as noted earlier, in the model developed by

Bhattacharya and Vogt (2003), price and promotion are

jointly determined over the drug’s life cycle. This trajectory of

higher prices and lower advertising over the drug’s life cycle is

also consistent with the Dorfman–Steiner (Dorfman and

Steiner, 1954) condition for optimal advertising:

Advertising=Sales¼ eQA=eQP

The optimal advertising-to-sales ratio is a positive function

of the elasticity of sales with respect to advertising (eQA) and is

inversely related to the elasticity of sales with respect to price

(eQP), both expressed in absolute magnitudes. Thus, the de-

cline in advertising over the drug’s life cycle is consistent with

an age-related decline in the sales-advertising elasticity

(Berndt, 2006). It is also consistent with an increase in the

price elasticity as the drug ages and newer drugs enter. A

positive association between advertising and price inelasticity

may thus reflect causality in both directions – if persuasive in

nature, advertising may make demand more inelastic, but

ceteris paribus more inelastic demand also leads to a higher

optimal level of advertising. Although many of these studies

attempt to address this simultaneity through additional con-

trols for the drug’s life cycle, drug-level fixed effects, and ex-

ploiting the exogenous shift in FDA regulations, the results

should be interpreted in the context of the limitations noted.

Another limitation relates to the measurement of drug pri-

ces. None of the price measures include rebates negotiated

between PBM and other payers (for instance, state Medicaid

agencies) from the drug manufacturers, because information on

these rebate arrangements is confidential. Sources estimate

these rebates at between 2% and 35% of drug sale prices (Dave

and Saffer, 2012). This rebate does not affect the price paid by a

retail pharmacy to the wholesaler, or the price paid by the PBM

to the pharmacy. It is a separate transaction between the PBM

and the manufacturer, and affects the net transaction price.

Manufacturers of brand-name drugs that treat conditions for

which alternative drugs are available have a strong incentive to

grant discounts to the PBM in return for preferential pos-

itioning of their drug on the formulary. If generic equivalents

are available, the manufacturer may also grant a discount to

make the price of its brand-name product more competitive.

Movements in the list AWP or the observed transacted retail

price therefore may not be reflective of movements in the net

transaction price. The growth in restrictive formularies over the

period when DTCA was expanding suggests that the size of the

negotiated rebates may also have expanded, leading to a de-

crease in the net transaction price. However, the key issue

concerns the extent to which the size of the rebate is correlated

with DTCA. If DTCA is targeted to raise consumer demand,

provide information, and push for better positioning on the

formulary, then DTCA may be associated with higher rebates

leading to an overestimate of the positive effects of DTCA on

the net transaction price. In this case, given that the estimated

price elasticity is low, it is possible that transaction prices net of

rebates may have remained unchanged or even declined. If

DTCA raises market power, and reduces the rebates to PBMs,

then the estimated elasticity of the net transaction price with

respect to DTCA is biased downward.

Summary: Price effects
These limitations notwithstanding, the above studies do point

to a few relatively consistent findings. First, DTCA may have a

positive though small effect on AWP (Dave and Saffer, 2012;

Encinosa et al., 2011; Law et al., 2009), consistent with DTCA-

induced market power. Second, there is suggestive evidence

that DTCA may have also reduced pharmacy retail margins

(Encinosa et al., 2011; Kopp and Sheffet, 1997). Both of these

findings are also consistent with Steiner’s (1973) dual-stage

model, wherein manufacturer advertising provides infor-

mation, helps differentiate brands, raises consumer demand,

facilitates price-based competition (and price negotiations in

the case of Rx drugs), and subsequently lowers retail margins

although raising manufacturer prices. Evidence is weakly in-

dicative that certain forms of promotion may lower the price

elasticity (Dave and Saffer, 2012; Rizzo, 1999). Even then there

is no strong evidence that promotion causes substantially

higher retail-level prices.
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Effects on entry and innovation
The above studies suggest that consumer-directed pharma-

ceutical promotion has information content, conveying po-

tential treatment options to consumers and expanding the

market for drug therapy, at least for certain conditions. To

some extent, this also applies to DTPP, which can be edu-

cational during the early phases of the drug’s life cycle. As

consumers (and insurer representatives – PBMs) receive low-

cost (relative to incurring search costs) information, demand

can become relatively more elastic and price dispersion in the

market is reduced. Under this informative view, advertising

can thus promote competition among incumbent firms and

facilitate the entry of new firms and new products. At the same

time, some studies also point to persuasive effects of DTCA

and DTPP. Such promotion-induced product differentiation

may have anticompetitive effects by enhancing the mon-

opolistic power of firms and deterring entry. Anticompetitive

effects on generics, however, at least in the US market, may be

muted because pharmacists can substitute generics even if the

physician writes a script for the branded drug. For this reason,

promotion slows as patent expiry approaches and ceases al-

most entirely once generics enter.

Some evidence can be gleaned from direct studies of the

effects on the entry of generic and branded substitutes. Scott

Morton (2000), for instance, investigates the role of prepatent

expiry brand-level DTPP in impacting postexpiry generic entry.

Promotion is likely to be endogenous, reflecting the same

market conditions that affect entry; strong markets attract both

more advertising and more entrants. Thus, the study estimates

IV-based models, using as instruments the drug’s life cycle, an

indicator for whether the firm has other forms of the same

drug still under patent, and the number of physicians expected

to prescribe the drug. These IV estimates do not show any

significant or substantial barrier to entry by generic firms as-

sociated with brand advertising.

Kwong and Norton (2007) study the lagged effects of

promotion on pharmaceutical innovation in eight drug mar-

kets, as measured by the total number of investigational

products entering clinical development in a given market, over

1995–2001. They find that detailing may have a significant

positive effect on the number of new products entering into

clinical development, with markets for chronic disease with

high levels of detailing being more attractive to pharma-

ceutical firms. Other types of advertising were not found to

impact product entry, however. They note that this may be due

to the unique role of detailing in affecting brand-specific de-

mand and enhancing product differentiation. As the study is

unable to implement IV-based corrections or control for drug-

class fixed effects due to the limited sample size, the authors

acknowledge that the results may be subject to endogeneity

and omitted variables bias.

Conclusion

Pharmaceutical promotion, and in particular DTCA, has

emerged as a marketing force in the US healthcare system.

Although the debate surrounding such promotion is unlikely

to be resolved anytime soon, pharmaceutical promotion

should be evaluated both in terms of its costs as well as its

benefits. Welfare implications can be indirectly gleaned from

the extent to which such promotion affects demand, com-

petition, and prices.

Several studies have suggested that consumer-directed ad-

vertising provides information content regarding treatment

options, induces physician contact, and expands treatment, at

least for certain undertreated or chronic conditions such as

depression and high cholesterol. The benefits of DTCA derive

from improved health due to increases in the initiation of

drug therapy and adherence with drug therapy. Detecting and

treating health conditions at an earlier stage, through primary

care, may also be cost-effective relative to treatment at a later

stage through acute care. Many health conditions are espe-

cially undertreated for disadvantaged groups; for instance,

Blacks are significantly less likely to receive Rx drug treatment

for high cholesterol. Thus, if DTC advertisements provide

useful information and induce patients to visit their doctors,

then their potential educational benefits may help reduce

health-related disparities.

There is limited direct evidence on the competitive effects

of pharmaceutical promotion. Though, the few studies that

have been conducted seem to indicate that, if anything, pro-

motion may be pro-competitive. Promotion aimed at pro-

viders can facilitate entry of other products in the drug class

and also positively impact the number of new products

entering into clinical development. There do not appear to be

strong deterrent effects on generic entry. These results are

consistent with the informative-view of advertising, and

studies that find advertising-induced market expansion effects

generally interpret these findings as welfare improving.

One of the costs of DTCA and DTPP includes potentially

higher drug prices and increased use of more expensive drugs

in place of equally effective lower-priced drugs. Although there

is no direct study of this latter effect, Kravitz et al. (2005), in a

randomized setting, find that for actors portraying adjustment

disorder where antidepressants confer little or no benefits,

37% of actor-patients requesting Paxil received a prescription

for the drug, compared to 10% of those who made a general

drug request and none for those who made no request. Higher

drug and healthcare expenditures can raise insurance pre-

miums, increasing taxpayer and individual costs, and lead to a

larger prevalence of the uninsured. Cost-ineffective treatments

also impose opportunity costs for public and private re-

sources. Here too, the evidence is limited and hampered by

measurement error in drug prices. However, the few studies in

this area suggest that promotion may have a small positive

effect on the AWP and reduce retail pharmacy margins. There

is no strong evidence that DTCA or other promotion sub-

stantially raises retail-level drug prices.

Evidence from physician surveys and a randomized control

study (Kravitz et al., 2005) does suggest that there may be

some DTCA-induced overuse and overtreatment, particularly

in cases where there are no structured clinical guidelines for

treatment. That physicians prescribe a certain drug in response

to patients’ request suggests a persuasive brand-switching re-

sponse to DTCA in addition to a market-expansion com-

ponent. Some econometric studies confirm that DTCA affects

selective demand, which is often viewed as less benign relative

to promotion that affects primary demand. However, these

brand-specific effects generally tend to be small in magnitude.
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In contrast, both the US-based and international studies

consistently find that the brand-switching effects are far

stronger for physician-aimed promotion.

Market expansion and shifting brands for nontherapeutic

reasons also raise the concern of a suboptimal patient–drug

match for marginal patients, carrying the risk that the drug is

prescribed inappropriately and leading to a worsening of the

drug’s average safety profile. As shown in David et al. (2010),

increased levels of DTCA are associated with increased

reporting of adverse medical events for certain conditions.

Because newer drugs generally tend to be more heavily pro-

moted, especially with consumer-directed advertisements, a

popular proposal among critics of DTCA in Congress is to

impose a moratorium on such advertisements during the first

2 years of a drug’s launch. In response, a group of leading

pharmaceutical firms (Merck, Schering-Plough, Johnson &

Johnson, and Pfizer) have agreed to a voluntary 6-month

moratorium on DTCA for new drugs. This would give the FDA,

providers, and patients time to learn about new safety issues

for new entrants. The benefits of such a proposal also need to

be balanced against the need to convey information regarding

new drug therapies, which may be especially important in the

early stages of a drug’s launch. Optimal use of DTCA may

therefore require further structured guidelines.

In summary, pharmaceutical promotion has effects which

can be strongly health-promoting and welfare-enhancing, but

may also have adverse effects through potential overtreatment,

cost-ineffective substitutions, and potential misuse. In cases

where physicians can effectively perform their role as medi-

ators, the concern about promotion-induced inappropriate

use is mitigated. However, for conditions where the diagnosis

or risks may be difficult to assess, there may be a need for

greater oversight and investment in postmarketing surveillance

by pharmaceutical firms.

See also: Advertising as a Determinant of Health in the USA. Markets
in Health Care
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Glossary
Arbitrage A trading strategy that exploits profit

opportunities arising from price differences across

jurisdictions.

Commercial drug importation or pharmaceutical parallel

trade The legal movement of a drug between countries by

a third party without the authorization of the originator

manufacturer.

Direct to pharmacy distribution (DTP) In the DTP

model, pharmaceutical manufacturers bypass wholesalers

to deliver drugs directly to pharmacies; wholesalers only

provide logistic support and do not own the stock.

Exhaustion of intellectual property rights The

exhaustion doctrine in intellectual property law mandates

that once a product has been legitimately marketed, the

patent holder exhausts their control over the product in that

market. The type of exhaustion regime (i.e., national,

regional, or international) corresponds to the patent

holder’s level of control of the product in foreign markets.

External price referencing (EPR) A country compares

pharmaceutical prices in a basket of countries to establish a

domestic reference price. The purpose of EPR may be to

(1) negotiate or set prices within a country, (2) negotiate

coverage and reimbursement levels, or (3) authorize

product marketing.

Price discrimination The sale of goods or services to

different individuals at different prices.

Ramsey pricing A linear pricing scheme in which a

natural monopoly sets prices as a function of consumers’

inverse demand elasticities. In the context of

pharmaceuticals, this allows drug manufacturers to recover

their sunk R&D costs and establishes prices based on

patients’ price sensitivity.

Reduced wholesaler model (RWM) In the RWM,

pharmaceutical manufacturers only contract with a small

number of wholesalers whose distribution behavior they

can monitor more effectively; the traditional principles of

wholesaling apply for RWMs.

TRIPS Agreement The World Trade Organization (WTO)

Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property

Rights, more commonly known as the TRIPS Agreement, is

a comprehensive multilateral agreement on intellectual

property. It provides the legal framework for pharmaceutical

parallel trade.

Welfare A measure of an individual’s or society’s level of

well-being.

Background

Pharmaceutical parallel trade, also called commercial drug

importation, is the legal movement of a product between

countries by a third party (usually a wholesaler or a distribu-

tor) without the authorization of the originator manufacturer

(who is often also the patent holder). The potential for

pharmaceutical parallel trade may arise given three conditions.

First, price differences across jurisdictions for the same prod-

uct must exist due to variation in price regulation, discordant

willingness to pay, exchange rate fluctuations or other factors

influencing drug prices. Second, manufacturers retain weak

vertical control over the supply chain once they sell a product

to wholesalers or distributors. Third, some countries adopt

regimes of international or regional exhaustion of intellectual

property rights (IPRs) that limit the patent holder’s ability to

block trade once they have marketed a product. Under these

conditions, arbitrage opportunities should stimulate the ex-

port of medicines from low- to high-price countries.

Parallel trade is particularly prevalent in the European

Union (EU), where it accounts for up to 20% of retail pre-

scription drug spending in some countries. The legalization of

commercial drug importation has also been proposed in the

US and it remains a highly controversial issue in countries

around the world. Proponents of parallel trade, including

some public health authorities, argue that it increases

affordability of medicines and generates health system savings.

Theoretically, the mere threat of parallel trade (whether or not

it actually occurs) should lead manufacturers to reduce prices.

Critics, however, question its long-term effects on drug prices.

They also claim that parallel distributors free ride on the

marketing and service investments of authorized wholesalers

and that widespread parallel trade would decrease profits for

pharmaceutical manufacturers; ultimately, it would reduce

pharmaceutical investment in research and development

(R&D) and harm innovation. This article outlines the legal,

policy, and economic issues surrounding pharmaceutical

parallel trade. As it has been most common in the EU, much

of this article focuses on this region.

The Legal Debate

At the international level, the legal framework governing

pharmaceutical parallel trade is provided by the World Trade

Organization (WTO) Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of

Intellectual Property Rights, more commonly known as the

TRIPS Agreement. There have been recent amendments and

additions to the TRIPS Agreement that facilitate the parallel

trade of medicines (e.g., the Doha Declaration), as well as

bilateral agreements that restrict it (e.g., TRIPS-plus). Regional

and national legislation also affects trade and competition
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(see Kyle (2009) for an in-depth analysis of the legal aspects of

pharmaceutical parallel trade).

Intellectual Property Provisions and Parallel Trade

The TRIPS Agreement requires that WTO member states adopt

minimum standards of IP protection and enforcement of IPRs.

However, Article 6 of TRIPS leaves to the discretion of indi-

vidual countries whether they choose to adopt a regime of

national, regional, or international exhaustion of IPRs. The

exhaustion doctrine in intellectual property law mandates that

once a product has been legitimately marketed, the patent

holder exhausts their control over the product in that market.

The type of exhaustion regime corresponds to the patent

holder’s level of control of the product in foreign markets.

Under a regime of national exhaustion, the patent holder can

block the parallel import of the product from a foreign mar-

ket, whereas the parallel import is legal under a regime of

international exhaustion. Regional exhaustion permits parallel

trade within the region, but not from nonmember countries.

Frequently cited examples of national, regional, and inter-

national exhaustion regimes are the United States (US), the

EU, and Kenya, respectively. The Doha Declaration on

the TRIPS Agreement clarifies that members can implement

the exhaustion regime that supports their domestic policy goals.

Within the EU, rules governing the single market prevent

member states from imposing trade barriers on imports from

other member states and mandate a regional, or community,

exhaustion of IPRs. The European Court of Justice (ECJ) has

taken the view that once a product is sold in one member

state, it is a breach of Article 28 of the EC Treaty to prevent the

product from being resold in another member state even if it is

protected by a patent or other forms of IPRs. This is consistent

with the principle of free trade of goods between EU members,

although the regional exhaustion regime still prevents the

parallel importation of a product that was first sold outside of

the EU. The ECJ has upheld the legitimacy of parallel trade in

numerous cases (e.g., Bristol-Myers Squibb vs. Paranova A/S,

1996, ECJ Case 427/93).

Parallel distributors must often repackage a drug to comply

with the labeling and package criteria of the importing

country. Manufacturers have legally challenged repackaging

and claimed that it may adversely affect the consumer per-

ception of the quality of the drug and harm the manufacturer’s

reputation. The ECJ, however, has generally ruled in favor of

parallel traders.

Competition and Trade Policy

European Union
In response to parallel trade in the EU, several drug manu-

facturers have attempted various practices to discourage par-

allel trade, including restricting supply to exporting countries,

price discriminating based on whether the drugs are meant for

domestic or foreign consumption (i.e., exported) or only

selling to a distributor if they agree to not engage in parallel

trade. Owing to the single market in the EU, however, re-

strictions on parallel trade may violate clauses of the EC Treaty

that pertain to collusive behavior and cartels (Article 81) and

abuse of dominant position (Article 82); such practices could

therefore be deemed anticompetitive.

EU courts have ruled that any implicit or explicit decision

between the manufacturer and the distributor that limits the

extent of parallel trade violates Article 81 (e.g., Sandoz Prodotti

Farmaceutici vs. Comm’n, 1990, ECJ Case C-277/87). However,

pharmaceutical manufacturers have occasionally been allowed

to restrict supply to a quantity sufficient only for domestic

consumption. In the case Bayer vs. Commission (2000, ECJ

Case T41/96), the court ruled that Bayer was allowed to limit

the supply of the drug Adalat to the Spanish and French markets

to prevent outside consumption of the drug. As the domestic

demand must first be satisfied before a drug can be exported

(i.e., parallel trade can be banned if it induces a shortage in the

exporting country), the court found that the arrangement did

not violate Article 81 and ruled in favor of Bayer.

Even if draining the domestic market is subject to inter-

pretation under Article 81, it may still constitute an abuse of a

pharmaceutical manufacturer’s dominant position (Article

82). In a different case (Syfait vs. GlaxoSmithKline, 2008, ECJ

Cases C-53/03, C-468/06 and C-478/06), the ECJ found

that GlaxoSmithKline, which was limiting supply to Greek

distributors, held a dominant position but did not necessarily

violate Article 82. The main reasoning behind the decision was

that, unlike in other industries, intercountry differences in

drug prices are often the result of discordant national regu-

latory environments and are only weakly influenced by

manufacturers. However, the court later reversed its opinion

that pharmaceutical manufacturers are not largely involved in

the pricing process and found that GlaxoSmithKline violated

Article 82 (Sot. Lelos kai Sia EE vs. GlaxoSmithKline AEVE,

2008, ECJ Cases C-468/06 and C-478/06).

Disputes have also arisen over whether pharmaceutical

manufacturers can charge different prices based on if a drug

will be consumed in the home or foreign country or selectively

withdraw a product from a market to curb the volume of

parallel trade. Although explicit price discrimination would

violate Article 81, pharmaceutical manufacturers have again

claimed that the pricing outcome was the result of regulatory

pressures, not a manufacturer decision. The EU courts have

offered mixed rulings on this issue depending on the cir-

cumstances of individual cases. The courts have also ruled that

Article 81 prevents manufacturers from ceasing to supply a

market due to the threat of parallel trade, as some theoretical

models have suggested would occur; manufacturers must

guarantee adequate access to needed drugs.

Overall, despite innovative attempts by pharmaceutical

manufacturers to hinder parallel trade, the European courts

have generally ruled in favor of parallel trade and supported

the free movement of products within the EU. The current

policy imperative is how to prevent the parallel distributors

from capturing all of the transaction profits, in order to

transfer the savings to consumers and purchasers.

United States
Parallel trade has received extensive policy attention in the US,

where pharmaceutical prices have historically been higher

than in other countries (e.g., Canada). Some US policymakers

have championed parallel trade as a viable option to curtail

pharmaceutical spending. Advocates of parallel trade argue
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that drug importation can reduce US drug prices without

direct price regulation; critics argue that it would introduce

significant safety risks due to the potentially less stringent

quality assurance of foreign regulatory bodies, would not ne-

cessarily reduce prices to US consumers, and could ultimately

harm pharmaceutical innovation and threaten the competitive

advantage of US firms. Although legislation authorizing par-

allel trade was passed by the US Congress and signed into law

in 2000, it was never implemented due to the aforementioned

concerns. In the last decade, several other congressional bills

have been introduced, but all have ultimately been defeated.

Despite the illegality of commercial drug importation, the

existence of a small but steady flow has induced various

responses by pharmaceutical manufacturers. Certain manu-

facturers have limited Canadian supply and have even cir-

cumvented distributors and supplied retail pharmacies directly

to mitigate the risk of parallel trade. This has led to investi-

gations by US antitrust authorities into possible collusive or

anticompetitive behavior among manufacturers in violation of

the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890. Parallel exportation has also

been opposed by the Canadian authorities, which have raised

concerns about the possibility of supply shortages.

The US experience suggests that a single market may be a

prerequisite for the successful introduction of parallel trade.

The special regulation of pharmaceutical products under the

Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (1938) and the Pre-

scription Drug Marketing Act (1987) also means that even if

parallel trade were authorized for other goods, it would not

necessarily extend to pharmaceuticals.

Conceptual Frameworks for Evaluating Parallel Trade

Several models have been proposed to explain the behavior of

pharmaceutical manufacturers, payers, and regulatory agencies

in the presence of parallel trade opportunities. Most studies

employ a variety of theoretical approaches to explore the effects

of pharmaceutical parallel trade on price competition, social

welfare, and innovation; key studies are summarized in Table 1.

Price Discrimination, Innovation, and Welfare Effects

The evidence suggests that the effect of parallel trade on social

welfare is an empirical issue that depends on parameters such

as demand and demand-side policies, regulation, patient

preferences, market structure, and innovation. The social

welfare effects of pharmaceutical parallel trade are ambiguous:

in the short term, lower prices may contain growth in

pharmaceutical expenditure and improve patient access to

medicines, whereas profit reductions to originator manu-

facturers may discourage pharmaceutical investment in R&D

and thus harm the long-term prospects of innovative drug

discovery.

Traditionally, economic analyses of parallel trade have

considered it as a channel for undermining third-degree price

discrimination. Without considering distribution issues and

differing demand elasticities across countries for homo-

geneous goods, parallel trade could lead to uniform inter-

national prices. Economic theory predicts that in unregulated

markets and in the absence of product differentiation, arbi-

trage induces price competition and stimulates downward

price convergence. Nevertheless, the static welfare effects of

third-degree price discrimination compared with a single price

monopoly are likely to be positive if price discrimination leads

to higher output and consumption, which seems plausible for

pharmaceuticals.

Theoretical studies have generated opposing conclusions

on the effect of parallel trade on innovation. Most studies have

assumed that price regulations are fixed across countries and

have shown that parallel trade may disincentivize R&D in-

vestment. In a research-intensive industry, parallel trade may

threaten the ability of manufacturers to recoup their R&D

investment costs. Assuming that parallel trade does not affect

the total volume of consumption across all countries, parallel

trade satisfies part of the demand in the importing country at a

lower price. The overall profit to the manufacturer is therefore

reduced. Whereas free trade is often promoted to allow all

consumers to benefit from more efficient production func-

tions, this stance may not be appropriate for the in-patent

pharmaceutical market, where lower drug prices are often the

outcome of more stringent regulatory regimes, not lower

production costs. In this context, the use of Ramsey pricing, or

a markup based on inverse demand elasticities, may maximize

global social welfare and is preferable to international (or even

regional) exhaustion of rights.

Other models considered a situation where the assumption

of fixed pricing environments does not hold, in which case

parallel trade may instead stimulate the convergence of price

Table 1 Overview of key conceptual and theoretical studies on the economic impact of pharmaceutical parallel trade

Endpoint evaluated Results References

Innovation Global R&D investment decreases Li and Maskus (2006); Pecorino (2002)
Global R&D investment increases Grossman and Lai (2008)
Ambiguous effect on global R&D investment Valletti (2006)

Price competition Downward price convergence Ganslandt and Maskus (2004); Jelovac and Bordoy (2005)
Upward price convergence Kanavos and Costa-Font (2005); Costa-Font and Kanavos

(2007); Kanavos and Vandoros (2010); Vandoros and
Kanavos (2013)

Ambiguous effect on prices Pecorino (2002); Maskus and Chen (2004); Valletti (2006)
Social welfare Social welfare increases Maskus and Chen (2004)

Ambiguous effect on social welfare Jelovac and Bordoy (2005); Valletti and Szymanski (2006)

Source: The authors based on the literature.
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regulations to those of the exporting nation and encourage

R&D investment. In other words, when IPRs are exhausted

internationally and different prices exist across countries,

parallel trade may stimulate an international harmonization

of price regulations and support innovation. The ex-post

allocation of resources should motivate the importing country

to provide a trade friendly environment for the firms. These

theoretical findings are supported by evidence of more relaxed

pricing regimes in Portugal, Italy, and France following the

growth of parallel exports in those countries.

Some models have even found that parallel trade should

increase the profits of the originator manufacturer in the

context of a Nash bargaining game. Although such a finding is

counterintuitive when one considers the opposition of

pharmaceutical manufacturers to parallel trade, certain vari-

ables are absent in these models that may limit their practical

application. For example, they may not consider the possibly

detrimental impact of parallel trade on the ability of manu-

facturers to price discriminate in markets other than the ones

considered in the model.

In general, the theoretical conclusions differ significantly

depending on the model assumptions (Table 1). These as-

sumptions include (1) the type of regulation in place (e.g.,

fixed vs. variable regulatory regimes, the threat of compulsory

licensing, price caps, etc.); (2) the ability of manufacturers to

discriminate based on quality (i.e., produce high- and low-

quality products) or decide not to serve a particular market;

and (3) the manufacturer’s level of control over prices in the

exporting and importing markets (to incorporate parallel trade

into cost functions), among other factors.

Impact on Competition and Prices

Standard microeconomic theory predicts that parallel trade

catalyzes price competition. This anticipated price outcome

was supported by evidence from Sweden between 1994

and 1999, which showed that prices of drugs exposed to

parallel competition dropped by 12–19%. Other studies,

however, have found that the distribution chain collects

most of the economic gains from pharmaceutical parallel

trade and that prices remain stable at their initial level

in destination countries. Due to universal health insurance

coverage and low copays or copay exemptions, patients

and payers (i.e., governments and health insurers) rarely

benefit directly from pharmaceutical price differences. Instead,

parallel distributors obtain the majority of available rents,

as purchasers have limited incentives to respond to price

differentials.

The volume of parallel trade does not necessarily put

downward pressure on prices in destination countries. Several

studies have found little evidence of sustainable price com-

petition, even when parallel trade is actively promoted. Ex-

change rate fluctuations, purchasing power parities and

generic penetration may be responsible for any price de-

creases. The pricing strategies of parallel distributors rarely

deviate from those of local manufacturers in destination

countries, despite discordant cost functions. Assuming both

parallel distributors and originator drug manufacturers are

profit maximizers and that the former face negligible marginal

production costs, game theory models predict upward price

convergence which minimizes the opportunity for welfare

gains.

Overall, the accuracy and validity of the various theoretical

models depend primarily on the respective assumptions about

the behavior of originator manufacturers, parallel traders and

regulatory authorities in the home and foreign markets in

the presence of arbitrage opportunities. Given discordant as-

sumptions across models (e.g., outturn of pricing negoti-

ations, manufacturer R&D strategies or patient copayment

levels), it is expected that different theoretical conclusions will

be derived.

Determinants of Parallel Trade

Barriers to Entry

Despite the rapid growth of pharmaceutical parallel trade in

recent years and the adoption of policies encouraging its use,

this has not been without barriers. First, a parallel traded

product needs to be approved and licensed by national regu-

latory agencies to ensure product safety. However, the ECJ and

the associated jurisprudence have simplified these procedures

and parallel importation can be approved quickly. Second, the

nature of the pharmaceutical distribution chain suggests that

obtaining market share requires a minimum scale of oper-

ations: parallel distributors must be in a position to sustain-

ably supply a significant number of products to local retailers,

otherwise they risk not becoming a preferred wholesaler and

increasing retailers’ costs of compliance. Third, given the

fragmented structure of European wholesaling, parallel dis-

tribution requires large networks of national wholesalers from

whom medicines can be purchased at favorably low prices and

exported to high-price countries. Fourth, manufacturers are

increasingly in a position to exercise some vertical control over

the supply chain in all countries where they operate – pro-

vided this is not explicit – and this means that extra quantities

for parallel exportation are difficult to obtain. Fifth, other

barriers to entry may relate to the negative perception of

parallel traded products among consumers in that the

packaging, language, and presentation may be different to

what consumers are accustomed to. Sixth, consumers may

negatively perceive parallel traded products if the packaging,

language, and presentation are different to what they are ac-

customed to. Finally, other barriers to entry include: (1) small

license fees, (2) the requirement to insert a patient leaflet in

the destination country’s language, and (3) moderate trans-

port costs.

Pricing Strategies across Countries

Perhaps, the greatest determinant of parallel trade is the

wholesale price difference between the importing and the

exporting country. This price difference provides the initial

signal for parallel trade, taking transport and regulatory

complicance costs into consideration. The magnitude of the

price difference will determine whether parallel trade is likely

to be profitable for those who exercise it. Empirical evidence

finds a positive and statistically significant relationship
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between the magnitude of the price gap and market entry and

penetration of parallel traded products.

Drug manufacturers may attempt to limit the impact of

parallel trade. Whether or not manufacturers are successful at

discouraging parallel trade depends on two key parameters.

First, the control that manufacturers exercise over the distri-

bution chain (see Section Fragmentation of the distribution

chain and vertical control). Second, the types of price regu-

lation applied across countries. The widespread implemen-

tation of external price referencing (EPR) in the EU has

indirectly enabled manufacturers to adopt various strategies to

mitigate the impact of parallel trade. One of these is entry or

launch sequencing, whereby a product is launched in coun-

tries where prices are higher to influence prices in other

countries that use the launch country as a reference. Another

strategy is launch delay, especially if expected prices in a

country are below a certain threshold and may induce parallel

trade or influence prices downwards elsewhere. A third strat-

egy is to either not launch or withdraw from a market given

the level of expected prices. This can take place at any time,

especially if EPR is used repeatedly to take advantage of price

changes in a country’s reference basket.

Product Availability

If parallel distributors are not able to acquire sufficently large

product stocks in export countries, parallel trade cannot occur.

Importantly, pharmaceutical manufacturers have little, if any,

interest to promote parallel trade between markets by di-

verting sales of their own product from high- to low-price

countries. On the contrary, the ability of parallel distributors

to identify sources of product is a key driver to the conduct of

parallel trade and requires knowledge of price levels across

jurisdictions. Sources of product can be wholesalers (for larger

quantities) or retailers (for smaller quantities) in export

countries. The source of parallel traded products is not always

exclusively the lowest price jurisdiction, but a range of juris-

dictions depending on the availability, proximity, and price

difference to the destination country. The security of supply

affects the capacity of parallel distributors to offer competitive

prices and the long-term sustainability of parallel trade in a

particular product market.

Administrative Measures and Incentives

Governments and health insurers often promote the use of

parallel imported products to encourage price competition and

to achieve efficiency savings. The experience of European

countries is considerable in this regard and has involved both

direct and indirect financial incentives and penalties to indi-

vidual stakeholders; these policies are country-specific and focus

primarily on the incentive structure at the retail level. The most

prevalent policies are summarized in Table 2 and relate to:

• First, the award of positive financial incentives for phar-

macies to actively procure and distribute parallel imported

pharmaceuticals. Pharmacies can retain a proportion of the

price difference between the originator and the parallel

imported medicine (e.g., 33% of that difference in the

Netherlands and 50% in Norway).

• Second, the presence of negative incentives, whereby

pharmacies are penalized if they do not dispense a parallel

traded product. In Germany, sickness funds and pharmacy

associations have agreed on a parallel import quota for the

latter to dispense in a given year, which is based on phar-

macies’ overall turnover with the sickness funds (e.g., 7%

in 2003). Sickness funds receive all the financial benefits

from price differences. The reimbursement for pharmacies

that fail to comply with the quota is reduced accordingly.

In the opposite case, pharmacies receive a credit to settle

bills when the import quota is surpassed, although there is

no cash benefit.

• Third, the mandatory provision of information, whereby

pharmacies are legally bound to inform patients on the

availability of a cheaper parallel imported drug if savings

reach up to 5% on a prescribed product (e.g., Denmark).

No financial benefits are envisaged for pharmacies.

• Fourth, financial incentives by means of additional lump

sum payments (e.g., Sweden) and in connection with na-

tional substitution policies to enhance the use of generic

and parallel traded medicines.

• Finally, discounting practices for the procurement of

medicines exist in many countries (e.g., the Netherlands

and the UK). Pharmacy savings on procurement prices of

medicines (including parallel traded medicines) compared

with list prices form part of their remuneration; regulators

Table 2 Policy measures encouraging the dispensing and use of parallel traded pharmaceuticals in Europe

Type of measurea Evidence of application How it works in practice

1. Positive financial incentive The Netherlands and Norway Pharmacies retain part of the price difference between parallel traded
and locally sourced drugs (33% in the Netherlands, 50% in Norway)

2. Penalty Germany Penalties to pharmacies if they do not dispense a certain proportion of
parallel traded drugs (i.e., quota system)

3. Compulsory information Denmark Pharmacists are required to provide information to patients about a
parallel traded drug if the price difference exceeds 5% of prescription
cost

4. Lump sum payments Sweden Payments to pharmacies for their promotion of generic and parallel
traded drugs

5. Discount and clawback The Netherlands and the UK Discounting allowed, but a proportion of that discount to pharmacy is
retained via the clawback

aMeasures reported in this table have been implemented in the cited countries at particular points in time and may be of transient nature or subject to changes.

Source: The authors based on the literature.
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can retain part of that discount by implementing a

clawback when reimbursing pharmacies.

Other Factors Influencing the Extent of Parallel Trade

Several other factors are likely to influence the amplitude of

parallel trade. These are discussed below.

Fragmentation of the distribution chain and vertical control
The fragmentation of the distribution chain in exporting

countries is positively associated with parallel trade; the more

fragmented it is, the more likely wholesalers – and possibly

retailers – are to parallel export part of their stock. For

wholesalers, the financial incentive to engage in parallel ex-

porting can be greater than distributing products to the do-

mestic retail chain. To counteract this incentive, regulators in

some European countries require wholesalers to register and

report the destination of their products (Spain) or to keep a

stock at 25% more than historical demand (Greece). Recently,

pharmaceutical manufacturers have sought to increase their

control of the distribution chain, either by bypassing whole-

salers and delivering directly to pharmacy (direct-to-pharmacy

(DTP) model) or contracting with a small number of whole-

salers (reduced wholesaler model (RWM)), typically two or

three, whose distribution behavior they can monitor more

effectively. In the DTP model, wholesalers only provide lo-

gistical support and do not own the stock, whereas the tradi-

tional principles of wholesaling apply for RWMs. In practice,

however, the ‘public service obligation,’ requiring all registered

wholesalers to be sufficently stocked to further supply the

product to the retail distribution chain, is a significant barrier

to the wider implementation of either model.

Market size and geographical proximity
One of the likely indicators of the potential for parallel trade

in individual countries is the country’s ‘economic size.’ The

larger a particular market, the more attractive it is for both

manufacturers and distributors to undertake production and

parallel trade, respectively. The gravity model of international

trade predicts that the flow of goods between two locations is

positively related to their size (or income levels) and nega-

tively related to the distance between them, after controlling

for factors that may affect trade (e.g., price differences and

differences in the salient features of regulatory frameworks).

Empirical evidence suggests that distance appears to reduce

the total volume of parallel trade into a country; however, a

gravity specification exhibits an opposite effect for volume (as

a proxy for market penetration). This may be because once

parallel distributors have established contact with a potential

source, distance does not become a significant barrier and

geographically distant sources may have incentives to become

better connected.

Patent expiry and genericization
The effect of generic entry on the extent of parallel trade has

not been studied in a systematic way. Genericization leads to

competition between originator and generics, which may

result in the price of the originator declining. If this is com-

bined with administrative policies (e.g., compulsory generic

substitution), the market share of originators (locally sourced

or parallel imported) is likely to be small. The only reason

why genericization might enhance parallel trade is if there is

differential patent expiry among jurisdictions, in which case,

patent-expired originators in one jurisdiction may be acquired

at a significant discount and resold in jurisdictions where the

same product remains patent protected.

Exchange rate fluctuations
Exchange rate fluctuations can indirectly influence the extent

of parallel trade, insofar as currency appreciations or de-

preciations affect relative prices of pharmaceutical products

across countries. Ceteris paribus, currency depreciation could

make exportation more attractive, or could even reverse the

flow of trade, if price differences between the export and the

import country are small. In the UK, moderate average price

reductions in the context of the Pharmaceutical Price Regu-

lation Scheme (PPRS), along with the depreciation of sterling

vis-à-vis the Euro, reversed the flow of trade in 2007. Since

then, the UK has been a net exporter of pharmaceutical

products, compared with the opposite situation until that

point; parallel imports accounted for approximately 20% of

the UK prescription in-patent market in 2002.

Parallel Trade and Its Economic Impact

Stakeholder Positions

The economic and noneconomic impact of parallel trade on

health systems is heavily debated by the key stakeholders in

both exporting and importing countries, including parallel

distributors, drug manufacturers, health insurers, distribution

chain actors and patients. To understand the position of dif-

ferent stakeholders on the subject, it is important to evaluate

the incentive structure that motivates them. The available

evidence from the EU, where the subject has been studied at

some length, is important in this context.

Parallel distributors argue that pharmaceutical parallel

trade promotes competition by forcing down the prices of

their domestically sourced counterparts and enhances access

to medicines; this should contribute to a lower public

pharmaceutical expenditure and result in direct and indirect

health care savings. Parallel distributors are motivated by the

private pecuniary benefits of arbitrage, as the potential for

price equalization in regulated pharmaceutical markets is low

and price differences are sustained over time. The key issue

that affects the volume of parallel trade is the sustainability of

supply in potential export markets.

Pharmaceutical manufacturers oppose parallel trade. They

argue that it undermines the profitability and ability of

manufacturers to recoup R&D investment costs; it therefore

harms future investment in R&D and the potential for dis-

covering new treatments. Pharmaceutical parallel trade may

provide an unfair playing field, as manufacturers take all the

risk in developing drugs and parallel distributors profit from

the R&D of manufacturers. As a result, areas where parallel

trade takes place or is encouraged may become increasingly

unattractive for conducting business, which could cause job

losses, cutbacks, and industry relocation in the long term.
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Statutory health insurance organizations in exporting

(source) countries are not in a position to realize any pecu-

niary benefits, as products that are meant for the treatment of

patients under their jurisdiction are parallel exported to other

markets. Instead, parallel exportation can result in product

shortages in exporting countries and limit patient access to

medicines.

Statutory health insurance organizations in importing

(destination) countries, however, may benefit in three ways

from a conceptual standpoint. First, savings from parallel trade

could accrue partly or entirely to them. In the Netherlands

and Norway, the government maximizes its financial benefits

by surrendering part of the price difference to pharmacists (see

Table 2). Second, health insurance organizations can imple-

ment ‘clawback’ arrangements to ensure that part of the pecu-

niary benefits accruing to retailers from more competitive

purchasing are accounted for through lower reimbursement.

Third, price competition may lower pharmaceutical expend-

iture in destination countries; however, it is difficult to deter-

mine the extent to which this is occurring, which is likely to be

product-specific. These benefits are static and need to be

balanced against the countries becoming less attractive R&D

investment locations due to parallel trade.

The retail distribution chain can also benefit in countries

where pharmacy margins are not determined by regulation, or

where pharmacies are explicitly financially incentivized to

dispense a parallel imported product. In this case, pharmacies

can negotiate discounts with distributors and parallel dis-

tributors, making it profitable to stock and dispense parallel

imported medicines that may carry the same reimbursement

price as a locally sourced equivalent.

The benefits to patients in destination countries theoreti-

cally result from the lower prices of parallel imported drugs,

which may reduce patients’ overall medication costs and im-

prove their access to medicines. This also assumes that patients

pay a significant proportion of their medication out-of-pocket.

Such benefits, however, may be transient unless parallel trade

can be a sustainable source of cheaper products. The above

arguments have little applicability in health systems offering

comprehensive prescription drug insurance coverage, however,

where patients contribute modestly to the cost of their medi-

cines. The type of cost sharing also plays a role: fixed pre-

scription charges do not offer any financial benefits to

patients, whereas a coinsurance might.

Evidence of Economic Impact and Welfare Implications

Parallel trade has generated considerable interest about its

economic impact, welfare implications, and effects on the

stakeholder community. Few empirical studies have examined

its impact on stakeholders and price competition and all focus

on the EU experience.

Static gains from parallel trade
Direct benefits from parallel trade can be significant, are static

in nature, and arise because of the price differences between

exporting and importing countries resulting in a redistribution

of revenue from pharmaceutical manufacturers to a variety of

stakeholders.

Financial gains to health insurers are modest both in ab-

solute terms and as a share of total prescription drug spend-

ing; evidence from six European countries suggests that on

average they are less than 2% of the inpatent–outpatient

prescription drug market (ranging from 0.3% in Norway to

3.6% in the Netherlands). It has been found that the cumu-

lative financial gain to parallel distributors is much greater

than the gain to health insurers. The retail distribution chain

also profits directly from the conduct of parallel trade.

Market entry, penetration, and competition
Much of the debate on pharmaceutical parallel trade has fo-

cused on its indirect benefits and whether it creates sustainable

price competition in the long run. Empirical observations

suggest that in importing countries where parallel traded

products occupy a significant market share, the difference

between the highest and lowest parallel distributors’ price

rarely exceeds 7%. The distributors with the largest market

share are those with prices toward the lower end of the spec-

trum or those with the lowest price in the range. This indicates

that payers and retailers exhibit some price sensitivity to par-

allel import prices. Still, prices of locally sourced equivalent

products do not seem to be influenced by the extent of parallel

trade. In several cases, they have actually increased over time,

despite seeing their domestic market share declining in the

presence of parallel imports. The price spread between parallel

traded and locally sourced drugs can vary significantly from

shipment to shipment, and from destination to destination,

depending on (a) the acquisition price in a source country and

(b) the incentives associated with the distribution and sale of

parallel imported products in a destination country. In the UK,

for example, this difference can be zero as parallel distributors

may choose to have a list price at parity with the locally

sourced equivalent, enabling them to offer further discounts

to retailers.

Few studies, however, have analyzed whether price com-

petition is sustained over time. Empirical evidence from sev-

eral countries suggests a commensurate average price change

of parallel imported and locally sourced products over time;

this indicates that there is a co-movement in prices in the

presence of parallel trade. The prices of locally sourced and

parallel traded products appear to converge upwards rather

than downwards. These results are sensitive to the product mix

they refer to, the country settings where they are derived from

and the time period studied.

The absence of a strong and sustainable price effect is likely

due to a number of reasons. First, the fragmentation in the

supply chain generates an environment where price differ-

entials between exporting and importing countries are typi-

cally divided among several rent-seeking agents. Second, the

lack of security in procuring the necessary quantities of

product from potential export countries in a sustainable

manner undermines downward price convergence. Third,

parallel distributors may not always import from the lowest

price countries for a variety of reasons (e.g., quantity available

at a particular time or geographic proximity to the destination

country). Finally, the regulatory and operating environment

in importing countries may not be conducive to parallel dis-

tributors offering health insurers any price advantage to locally

sourced products.
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Safety and quality of parallel traded products
The need to repackage some parallel traded medicines in-

creases the risk of counterfeiting. From a regulatory per-

spective, parallel distributors are obliged to notify the drug

regulator in the destination country, as well as the originator

manufacturer, of any changes made to the relevant product to

obtain an import license for a particular shipment of the

product; this makes them liable in case there is tampering with

the medicines and counterfeits enter the distribution chain.

For example, thousands of packs of three parallel traded

counterfeit medicines entering the UK supply chain were re-

cently recalled. The counterfeit medicines were manufactured

in China and entered the EU in Luxembourg, where they were

resold, without being checked, to UK and Belgian wholesalers.

As the drugs entered Luxembourg as ‘transit’ goods, they were

exempt from the checks that would otherwise apply.

Impact on exporting countries
Even if the impact of parallel trade on patients is neutral in the

destination country, it is important to evaluate its impact on

drug availability in the source country. Arbitrage incentivizes

parallel distributors to maximize the quantities they acquire in

the exporting country for resale elsewhere. Wholesalers in the

source country may also have an incentive to supply parallel

distributors with maximum quantities (and provide them with

a discount), rather than supply their own market, because they

reduce their overall distribution costs when they sell to a

single buyer rather than to several buyers (e.g., pharmacies).

Consequently, while the distribution system in the export

country favors parallel trade, or has few available limits to

prevent its extent, this may have an adverse effect on the

availability of medicines in that country and thus harm the

health of the patients.

Evidence suggests that parallel trade can induce shortages

in drugs that are exported intensively. This has been docu-

mented in Greece, Spain and, more recently, the UK. The

governments of all three countries now require wholesalers to

ensure that local demand is first satisfied. Greece implemented

short-lived parallel export bans in 2011, 2012, and 2013. In the

UK, many products were officially listed in short supply and

government authorities threatened to punish manufacturers,

wholesalers, pharmacists, and doctors who breached duties to

supply medicines to the local market. One could claim that

drug manufacturers should increase production in exporting

countries to meet demand, but, given the incentives to do-

mestic wholesalers discussed above, it is not guaranteed that

increased production will satisfy this demand.

Impact on R& D and innovation
It is further argued that parallel trade has a deleterious effect

on R&D and innovation due to the eroded profitability of

innovator manufacturers. If a strong research-based industry

that invests in R&D and discovers new molecules is a health

(and industrial) policy objective in both exporting and im-

porting countries, then profit erosion through parallel trade

would provide an obstacle to achieving this goal. If nations

compete on the basis of comparative advantages, parallel trade

may discourage research-based manufacturers from locating in

areas where it is widely practiced or is actively promoted. The

encouragement of parallel trade by destination countries

constitutes a beggar-thy-neighbor practice whereby higher-

price countries borrow regulatory practices from lower-price

countries.

Parallel trade and overall welfare implications
Given a range of stakeholder considerations and the available

empirical evidence on welfare implications, the overall welfare

effects of parallel trade are likely negative. The potential short-

term benefit of parallel trade is cost containment in importing

countries; if savings are sustained through price competition

between locally sourced and parallel imported medicines,

parallel trade may stimulate welfare gains. However, such

gains are likely to be transient and negated by the adverse

long-term effects of parallel trade. First, despite the perceived

benefits from increased affordability, the empirical evidence

suggests that parallel trade does not lead to sustainable price

reductions in destination countries. Instead, price reductions

occur in an opportunistic way, reflecting the availability of

surplus product stock in source countries. Second, parallel

exportation often leads to shortages in source countries, re-

sulting in access problems for patients. Third, a reduction in

manufacturers’ profitability could lower R&D investment and

levels of future innovation. Fourth, global welfare is also likely

to suffer, as manufacturers are, in principle, disinterested in

launching new products and in supplying countries with low-

priced drugs.

Conclusions

Pharmaceutical parallel trade is a form of arbitrage caused by

intercountry price differentials, which are in most cases gen-

erated by national regulatory practices. Depending on how the

principle of exhaustion of IPRs is applied, the same product

can be made available in different jurisdictions without the

authorization of the rights holder. The practice of parallel

trade has found wide applicability in the EU single market,

where it accounts for a significant share of the retail pre-

scription drug market. From a global perspective, the Doha

Declaration leaves it up to the WTO members to handle it in a

way that protects their national interests. Overall, the key de-

terminants of parallel trade penetration are the price differ-

ence between the importing and the exporting country, the

overall pharmaceutical market size of a country, and the

fragmentation of the distribution chain.

The available evidence on the impact of parallel trade

highlights three key conclusions. First, parallel trade does not

seem to promote price competition. Instead, the prices of

parallel traded and locally sourced products usually converge

upwards; prices are more likely to be guided by domestic drug

policy measures (e.g., regulatory and generic policies) than by

parallel trade. Therefore, although the pharmaceutical market

ostensibly offers a suitable environment for arbitrage, the ex-

pected price outcomes may be illusory. If national govern-

ments wish to further control their drug spending through

supply-side measures (focusing on prices), parallel trade is

probably a weak policy option. Second, the pecuniary and

welfare gains from parallel trade in destination countries have

proved to be at best modest; by contrast, exporting countries

have suffered significant shortages, which negatively affect
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access to treatments and social welfare. Third, there is an

evolving jurisprudence that acknowledges the potential value

of competition where parallel trade is permitted, but also

recognizes the importance of protecting the commercial

interests of originator manufacturers.

In the future, several important operational developments

may mitigate the extent of pharmaceutical parallel trade. First,

the widespread application of EPR enables manufacturers to

streamline their launch sequences and opt to not launch if the

expected prices would initiate parallel trade. Second, product

shortages in export markets are likely to increase resistance to

parallel trade. Finally, changing distribution practices (e.g.,

DTP distribution and RWM) allow manufacturers to exercise

greater vertical control over their stock and its destination.

See also: Biopharmaceutical and Medical Equipment Industries,
Economics of. International Trade in Health Services and Health
Impacts. Pharmaceutical Pricing and Reimbursement Regulation in
Europe. Pharmaceuticals and National Health Systems
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Introduction

Although the presence of a European single market has led to

price convergence for many products, pharmaceutical markets

still remain very fragmented, with the 27 European Union

(EU) countries following different pricing and reimbursement

policies. The level of pharmaceutical spending and the will-

ingness to pay for innovation differs between and within EU

countries as discussed by Drummond and Towse (2012),

whereas the regulatory approaches dealing with the increase in

pharmaceutical spending are fairly similar across countries

and can be standardized, for example, see Vogler et al. (2008).

Thus, this article will focus on the most common regulatory

instruments used in the EU countries.

The Concept of Pricing and Reimbursement in the EU

In the EU, pricing and reimbursement of pharmaceuticals are

closely related and interdependent, with the two terms often

becoming mixed-up. As a result, ‘pricing’ and ‘reimbursement’

are frequently used as synonyms, but in reality they are not.

Although the term ‘reimbursement,’ i.e., the amount or the

percentage of the price of a pharmaceutical paid by a (public)

payer for a predefined population or indication can easily be

defined, it is much more difficult to explain the term ‘price’ in

the EU context.

There are multiple numeric figures throughout the supply

chain of pharmaceuticals that qualify for the term ‘price.’ The

manufacturer’s price refers to the price of a pharmaceutical set

by the manufacturer, which may include value added tax (VAT).

The wholesale price, which is defined as the price at which the

wholesaler sells the medicine to the pharmacy, includes a mark-

up for the wholesaler (in the EU countries usually defined by

law) on the manufacturer’s price and VAT. The pharmacy price –

also known as retail price – defined as the price at which the

pharmacy sells the pharmaceutical includes a mark-up for the

pharmacy (in the EU countries usually – again – defined by law)

on the wholesaler’s price and VAT (Figure 1). Prices are called

‘list prices’ if they are published and do not include any rebates.

The term ‘price’ may not be defined only for whom it is set,

but also to whom it is charged. When the price of a

pharmaceutical refers to what is paid by the consumer, it is

usually called ‘copayment’ or ‘out-of-pocket payment’ instead

of ‘price’ and when the price of a pharmaceutical refers to what

is paid by the (public) payer, it is usually called ‘reimburse-

ment’ or ‘reimbursement price,’ i.e., the list price net of any

copayments and rebates.

Pharmacy and wholesaler mark-ups differ from country to

country, as does the VAT on pharmaceuticals. In their com-

parison on pharmaceutical regulation in the EU, Vogler et al.

(2008) have found that wholesaler and pharmacy mark-ups are

usually a linear or regressive (i.e., decreasing) function of the

price. For example, in Germany, both mark-ups are regressive:

the wholesaler mark-up on manufacturer prices is between 6%

and 12% of the manufacturer’s price, whereas the mark-up of

the pharmacy consists of a fixed component, i.e., h8.10 per

package, plus a linear mark-up of 3% on the wholesaler’s price.

VAT differs even more drastically among the EU countries.

According to the data of the Federal Union of German Asso-

ciations of Pharmacists (2012), a small number of countries,

i.e., Denmark, Bulgaria, and Germany charge their full VAT

to pharmaceuticals, i.e., 25%, 20%, and 19%, respectively,

whereas the majority of countries apply a reduced VAT be-

tween 2.1% (France) and 12% (Latvia) or do not apply VAT

for outpatient prescription drugs at all (Ireland, Malta,

Sweden, and the UK). These differences in mark-ups and VAT

make price comparisons of list prices at the pharmacy level

among the EU countries very difficult to interpret. Neverthe-

less, in most EU countries, these rules are applied only for

prescription drugs to ensure that a pharmaceutical has the

same retail price in all pharmacies in a country, regardless of

whether the pharmacy is in an urban or rural area or whether

the pharmacy faces competition or not.

The Process of a Price and Reimbursement Decision
in the EU

Similar to multitiered reimbursement lists (formularies) in the

US, many European countries operate so-called positive lists,

Price to (public) payer
‘reimbursement price’

Manufacturer
+ VAT

Manufacturer’s
price

Wholesaler
+ Mark-up
+ VAT

Wholesaler’s
price

Pharmacy
+ Mark-up
+ VAT

Pharmacy
price

Price to consumer
‘copayment’

Figure 1 Various levels of ‘price’ in the pharmaceutical market.
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i.e., lists containing all pharmaceuticals that are reimbursed

up to a certain amount or for a certain percentage of the

pharmaceutical price. The main difference as compared with

the US is, however, the scope of a reimbursement/coverage

decision. Although a negative decision by one health plan in

the US affects only coverage of a drug for patients in that one

(regional) plan among many, a negative decision in a Euro-

pean country usually applies for the whole public system, i.e.,

it excludes that pharmaceutical from reimbursement for the

entire population; except for those few with private health

insurance. However, there are exceptions in decentralized

healthcare systems in Europe, such as in Spain and Italy, where

a decision is only valid for a region or where a centralized

decision may be overruled by a region.

Some countries, for example, the UK and until recently

Germany do not regulate the manufacturer prices directly and

only exert influence on the reimbursement price by means of

health technology assessment, negotiated rebates, or reference

pricing. Other countries, however, combine the reimburse-

ment decision with statutory pricing or price negotiations, for

example, France, Italy, and Spain. For those countries that

regulate prices of pharmaceuticals, it is common to only

regulate prices if manufacturers apply for reimbursement.

Also, if a country operates public and private healthcare sys-

tems side by side like in Germany, regulation of prices may

refer to both systems, whereas reimbursement regulation

usually refers to only public health insurance.

The reimbursement process usually starts with the manu-

facturer applying for reimbursement before the launch of their

product (e.g., France, Italy, and Spain). Exceptions apply, as

products may already be sold while the application is being

submitted or evaluated (e.g., Germany and Austria). In some

countries, the decision-making procedure is not linked to

market launch directly but may be initiated at any point of

time by the regulator (UK: England). The process itself may

include two components (Figure 2):

1. A pricing decision by the regulator. Either by (a) an agency/

authority that sets list prices, i.e., statutory pricing or (b) by

negotiation of list prices between the manufacturer and an

agency/authority.

2. The reimbursement/coverage decision, i.e., the decision on

who will get access to the pharmaceutical (patient popu-

lation and conditions) and on the amount of reimburse-

ment or the percentage of the list price being reimbursed.

Again, the decision may include negotiable (e.g.,

Application for reimbursement

Recommendation on list price
Might
occur

Always
occurring
might
affect
list
prices

Statutory pricing
(list price is set by
an agency/ministry)

Assessment by the payer/
independent commission/

Assessment by the payer/
independent commission/

Decision of comission/
agency is binding

Recommendation on population/reimbursement
category (might only consist of a more

general Yes/No-decision)

Negotiations on reimbursement category,
rebates, and volume (and sometimes population)

with the payer

Negotiations on list price
with an agency/ministry

(I) Decision on list prices:

(II) Reimbursement/coverage decision:

Figure 2 The process of a reimbursement decision.
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negotiations on a rebate between the manufacturer and an

agency/authority on list prices) or nonnegotiable elements.

Both decisions are usually based on some kind of bene-

fit assessment of the pharmaceutical in question. Sorenson

(2010) has found in her comparison that nearly all the EU

countries apply health technology assessment to some degree

to classify pharmaceuticals according to the therapeutic im-

provement they deliver. Although the UK applies cost-

effectiveness analysis directly that results in a Yes/No decision

on the reimbursement status of a pharmaceutical for a par-

ticular indication, countries such as France and Germany de-

termine therapeutic improvement (added medical benefit

compared with existing therapies) and later on negotiate re-

bates or prices in order to guarantee value for money. Ac-

cording to a systematic literature review by Erntoft (2011) and

comparisons of reimbursement decisions by Blankart et al.

(2011), other criteria such as budget impact and type of disease

(acute vs. chronic and common vs. orphan) may also play an

important role when making reimbursement decisions, espe-

cially when deciding on the percentage of list price that is

to be reimbursed. Sometimes, the therapeutic value of a

pharmaceutical itself (not in comparison to existing therapies)

or the underlying product properties, i.e., whether a drug

prolongs life, whether it improves, or whether it only main-

tains the patient’s condition are used as well.

Demand- and Supply-Side Regulation Structure

Apart from the initial reimbursement decision and classifi-

cation into a reimbursement category, additional reimburse-

ment regulation exists in all EU countries to influence price,

prescription volume, quality of prescribing, or total spending.

These approaches are often categorized as demand-side

interventions, i.e., interventions that target pharmaceutical

consumption at the point of utilization (patients, physicians,

and hospitals), and supply-side interventions, i.e., inter-

ventions that target pharmaceutical consumption at the point

of production or service delivery (manufacturers, wholesalers,

and pharmacies) (Table 1).

Internal Reference Pricing

Reference pricing is one of the most common supply-side

measures used in many European countries. The measure re-

fers to reimbursing the same amount for a group of compar-

able pharmaceuticals (so-called reference pricing cluster), i.e.,

the difference between the list price and the reference price is

borne by consumers as a copayment. Manufacturers whose

products are priced above the reference price will usually

lower their list prices to the reference price (Figure 3). In this

case, the consumer is not affected by reference pricing at all as

all drugs in a reference pricing cluster are available without an

additional copayment.

Although the basic idea behind reference pricing – paying

the same amount of money for the same therapeutic value

being delivered – sounds reasonable, whether all pharma-

ceuticals put into one reference pricing cluster are ther-

apeutically equivalent remains a highly debated question.

Generally, it is important to differentiate between (1)

therapeutic reference pricing and (2) generic reference pricing.

Although in generic reference pricing a common reimburse-

ment limit is established for the off-patent originator and its

generics (same active ingredient), therapeutic reference pricing

includes all pharmaceuticals deemed to be comparable by the

regulator, usually based on mechanism of action, pharmaco-

logical properties such as duration of action and form of ad-

ministration, and/or indication. Depending on the design of

the reference pricing scheme, it is possible that a group in-

cludes several originator drugs in the same therapeutic cat-

egory and their generic versions if available. Although generic

reference pricing is usually limited to the off-patent market,

therapeutic reference pricing may also include pharma-

ceuticals still on patent.

The method of determining reference prices varies between

countries. Countries use the lowest or average of the few

lowest prices in a group of pharmaceuticals or define the ref-

erence price to ensure that a certain number of products is

available at or below the reference price. Depending on the

method used, freedom of choice for physicians among fully

reimbursed pharmaceuticals is being more or less limited. For

example, in Germany, the reference price is set in such a way

Table 1 Overview of the regulation on the demand and supply-
side

Supply-side (industry,
wholesalers, and pharmacies)

Demand-side (patients,
physicians, and hospitals)

Price controls Price controls
Based on clinical performance Copayments
Based on economic

performance
(Enforcement of) generic

substitution
Costs of existing treatments (Enforcement of) parallel

trade
Costs (cost-plus regulation)
Price in neighboring countries

(external reference pricing)
Volume controls/quality of

prescribing
Prices of comparable

products (internal
reference pricing)

Patient education/information
Prescriber education/
information

Temporary price freezes
(forced) rebates on price/
tendering

Prescription guidelines
Prescription monitoring/
auditing

Regulation of pharmacy/
wholesaler margins

Prescribing targets (with
monetary incentives)

Classification of products as
Rx or OTC negative lists

Spending controls
Payback/clawback

mechanisms
Spending controls

Price-volume agreements
Drug budgets

Rebates/discounts
Payback/clawback

mechanisms
Risk-sharing agreements

Industrial regulation
Profit controls/rate of return
Tax benefits

Source: Reproduced from von der Schulenburg, F., Vandoros, S. and Kanavos, P.

(2011). The effects of drug market regulation on pharmaceutical prices in Europe:

Overview and evidence from the market of ACE inhibitors. Health Economics Review

1, 18.
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that roughly one-third of all packages in one group are

available at or below the reference price. Although some

countries use complex mathematical formulas to determine a

reference price per package, others, for example, Hungary,

determine the reference price as the lowest price per defined

daily dose.

Galizzi et al. (2011) have found in their systematic review

on reference pricing that the result of generic reference pricing

has been consumers switching to less costly products of the

same active ingredient, which usually also leads to increases in

the market share of generics in general as well as a decrease in

drug expenditure. In the case of therapeutic reference pricing,

switching may not always occur to less costly drugs within a

group of pharmaceuticals but also to close substitutes that are

not subject to reference pricing. Schneeweiss et al. (2003,

2004) found a decrease in expenditure of CAD$ 6.7 million

for angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors (i.e., 6% of total

expenditure for all cardiovascular drugs before the policy

change) and CAD$ 1.6 for calcium channel blockers (CCBs)

(i.e., 12% below projected expenditure for CCBs from the

prepolicy trend) in the first 12 months for the Canadian

province Ontario, respectively, whereas Stargardt (2010) found

net savings after considering costs due to switching between

h94 million and h108 million in the first 12 months for statins

in Germany (i.e., between 7.7% and 8.8% of prepolicy

expenditure for statins).

Although the majority of studies, for example Schneeweiss

et al. (2003), do not find evidence of patient’s health being

affected by policy-induced drug switching, there is also some

evidence of increased health-care utilization that points in the

opposite direction. Stargardt (2010) found more hospital vis-

its, especially due to cardiovascular disease, for the subgroup

of patients that switched their medication more than once

following the introduction of reference pricing for statins.

However, given the different designs of reference pricing

schemes, the variability of manufacturers’ reactions to regu-

lation and differences in the study design with regard to

measuring the impact of reference pricing, a final drawn

conclusion is perhaps unwarranted by the few Canadian and

the one German study that use patient-level data to measure

healthcare utilization after the application of reference pricing

to a drug class.

Regarding the effect of reference pricing on drug prices,

Galizzi et al. (2011) have found evidence in support of a re-

duction in prices in the first instance of forming a reference

pricing cluster to be dominant in the literature. The long-term

results of reference pricing on drug prices, however, are not

very clear. Stargardt (2011) provides evidence from Germany

that suggests that reference pricing also generates a long-term

downward trend in prices, whereas other studies, such as

Kanavos et al. (2009), argue that the reference price also works

as a price floor, below which no producer has an incentive to

decrease their price. Again, these differing results are un-

surprising, given differences in design of reference pricing

systems. In general, however, there is evidence of increased

generic competition under reference pricing.

External Reference Pricing

In addition to internal reference pricing, i.e., referencing to

prices of other pharmaceuticals within a country, the majority

of EU countries also applies external reference pricing, i.e.,

referencing to prices of the same pharmaceutical in other

countries. According to a review article on external reference

pricing by Leopold et al. (2012), 25 countries, nearly all except

for Denmark, Sweden, and the UK, make use of this instru-

ment to some extent. The degree to which information on

foreign countries’ prices is used differs: It can be used either as

the main criterion or only as supportive information in pri-

cing and reimbursement decisions. Also, external reference

pricing may be applied either to newly launched pharma-

ceuticals until the completion of Health Technology Assess-

ment only (e.g., Austria) or to all pharmaceuticals on the

market.

The design of external reference pricing varies greatly

among the EU countries: some countries define the lowest

price (e.g., Hungary and Poland), the third lowest price (e.g.,

Greece and Bulgaria), or an average of the six lowest prices

(e.g., Slovakia) of a basket of foreign prices – as their re-

imbursement limit – whereas others use an average of all

foreign countries’ prices included in the basket (e.g., Austria

and Ireland), or the price of the country from which the drug

has been imported (Luxembourg). Furthermore, according to

Leopold et al. (2012), the number of countries included in

the index varies considerably between 2 (Latvia) and 26

(Slovakia). Portugal, Ireland, and the Netherlands reference

only neighboring countries, whereas Austria, Greece, and

Slovakia do so to almost all of the EU-25 nations. Generally,

however, basket composition seems to be in accordance with

the rank of each country according to gross domestic product

The reference price is set according to some criteria
(e.g., average or minimum price in a cluster).

Ideally, manufacturers decrease the prices of
their products to the reference price in turn.

PricePrice

Reference price Reference price

Figure 3 The basic concept of reference pricing within a group of comparable pharmaceuticals.
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(GDP), i.e., countries seem to reference countries with similar

levels of GDP.

The extensive use of external reference pricing may, on one

hand, create cross-border spill-over effects of price reductions

that are welcomed by policy makers and may reduce health-

care costs in general. On the other hand, Stargardt and

Schreyögg (2006) and Richter (2008) argue that cross-border

spillover effects also provide strong incentives for strategic

product launches as well as for launching delays and lobbying

activities and can affect the effectiveness of regulation or the

final decision of a manufacturer to launch pharmaceuticals at

all. In particular, Danzon and Epstein (2009) show that ex-

ternal referencing can lead to both reduced access to new

drugs and higher prices in lower income countries in the EU.

Sometimes, both types of reference pricing are applied

simultaneously or in different instances, for example, external

reference pricing is used before or while a reimbursement

decision is being taken, whereas internal reference pricing is

applied if the molecule loses patent protection. Eventually, the

increased use of external reference pricing may contribute to

convergence of prices within Europe. Whether this increases or

decreases social welfare remains a subject for future research,

given the differences between European countries in both

consumer preferences and willingness to pay.

Copayments

Compared with the US, copayments in Europe are of minor

importance. Historically, copayments were initially introduced

as a prescription fee that restricts pharmaceutical con-

sumption, i.e., volume, and does not exert influence on

price. Later on, the instrument evolved, as it became partly

dependent on prices. Today, many EU countries operate a

system of multiple reimbursement categories (positive lists),

each of which is subject to a different level of reimbursement,

i.e., 90%, 80%, 70%, etc. It is part of the initial coverage de-

cision taken at launch in each market, and thereby also de-

termines copayments. Unlike the US system, there are typically

no differences between ‘preferred’ and ‘nonpreferred’ brands

within a therapeutic category. For example, although one or

two of the eight statins may be in the preferred brand tier of a

US drug plan (with the others being in the nonpreferred tier or

the tier for generics), the same reimbursement category would

be valid for all statins reimbursed in nearly all healthcare

system in Europe. Thus, the same percentage of reimburse-

ment prices will be reimbursed whether it is branded or

generic.

In countries that apply internal reference pricing there

might be two types of copayments: (a) prescription fees or

price-dependent copayments as defined by the reimbursement

category and (b) additional copayments, if the list price of a

pharmaceutical is above the reference price, i.e., the difference

between the list price and the reference price, regardless of the

reimbursement category.

As many studies have found that copayments impact ad-

herence, European healthcare systems usually limit the total

annual copayments for (a)-type-copayments to a fixed per-

centage of the individual’s annual income, or exclude vul-

nerable groups such as severely diseased, retired, or children

from copayment on general principle. However, when patients

do anticipate that they will be spending more than their annual

deductible, the marginal costs of pharmaceutical consumption

are reduced to zero and patients will be price-insensitive. This

makes those who consume the most nearly price inelastic as

they are either generally exempted or can expect to hit the

maximum annual copayment threshold anyway. Thus, besides

their contribution to financing pharmaceutical care – with

the exception of some of the eastern European countries – the

impact of (a)-type-copayments on consumption behavior is in

those subgroups that consume pharmaceutical the most, rather

small. Also, individuals may adapt to the level of copayment

after sometime. Lessons from behavioral science and psych-

ology, for example, adaption-level theory have shown the

tendency of people to adapt to stimuli over time. Thus, there

may be decreased effectiveness of copayments in reducing

demand over time.

In contrast to (a)-type-copayments, (b)-type-copayments

are seen more as the result of private luxury, i.e., the con-

sumption of a health-care product is considered nonessential

as there are always other comparable alternatives with no (b)-

type-copayments available. Consequently, such surcharges are

not included within annual limits. Thus, this clearly impacts

choices of all consumers. For example, when reference pricing

was applied to statins in Germany in 2005, this resulted in

(b)-type-copayments for atorvastatin whose manufacturer

kept the list price above the reference price between h18 and

h109 per package (in addition to the ‘regular’ (a)-type-copay-

ments of h5 per package). As a result, the market share of

atorvastatin among all statins fell from 33.2% to 6% within

1 year according to Stargardt (2010).

Spending Caps, Drug Budgets, Prescribing Targets, and
Prescription Guidelines

Supply-side regulation also includes measures to contain the

volume of prescribing and – as regulators would call it –

measures to influence quality of prescribing. Prescription

guidelines aim to influence the choice between different active

ingredients, clearly differentiating first- and second-line treat-

ment options. This is related to the concept of a preferred

product within a group of comparable pharmaceuticals, albeit

not being connected to financial incentives. The use of the

instruments ranges from nonbinding guidance for therapy

choice, to enforceable rules as laid down in national law with

electronic prescription monitoring being employed.

As a result of a systematic review of studies by Sturm et al.

(2011), drug budgets that affect physicians have been found to

decrease drug expenditure per prescription, to decrease ex-

penditure per patient, and to decrease prescribed volume. Also,

in order to prevent under prescribing in regions where there is a

larger concentration of elderly or severely diseased, budgets

need to take into account various demographic and epidemi-

ological factors. Andersson et al. (2009) have found decentral-

ized drug budgets to result in a higher degree of cost awareness

by physicians as compared with a more centralized approach.

Germany, for example, employs drug budgets at the physician

level. The so-called practice-specific targets of cost control and

appropriate prescriptions have been implemented since 2002.
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Physicians exceeding 125% of the prescription target are re-

quired to compensate the sickness funds, unless they prove the

necessity of their prescriptions from a medical viewpoint.

In the UK, physicians’ individual prescribing behavior is

being compared with national and regional levels. Specifically,

data on prescription volume and costs of individual GP prac-

tices is collected and statistics are disseminated quarterly to

encourage awareness of prescription volume and costs. Moni-

toring activity results in physicians being notified if they exceed

regional averages. Similar systems exist, according to Vogler

et al. (2008), for example, in France, Germany, the Netherlands,

Sweden, and Italy. Sometimes, financial incentives, i.e., bonuses

or penalties, are connected to prescribing targets in order to

influence regulatory compliance of physicians. If electronic,

auditing allows physicians to be constantly aware of their

prescribing patterns. However, it also permits authorities

to follow-up or intervene in cases of overprescription or

underprescription. In any case, prescription monitoring systems

rely on comprehensive electronic medical records that allow

for comparisons at the regional level.

As continuous physician education and information by

health authorities is also vital, prescription guidelines are an

important tool to assist physicians with the appropriate/effi-

cient choice of treatment in all countries. By excluding treat-

ments or differentiating between first-line and second-line use

of medication, differences in cost effectiveness are accounted

for. If compliance with prescription guidelines becomes man-

datory, then the use of a drug shall be limited to cases in which

its utmost value is delivered according to the decision makers.

Parallel Trade and Promotion of Generic Competition and
Substitution

Price regulation at the national level has generated differences

in pharmaceutical prices across EU member states. In the

presence of a Single European Market, within which circu-

lation of goods is free, arbitrage opportunities occur. As the

free movement of goods cannot be restricted, agents can

capture economic rents by buying products in low-price

countries and selling in other EU countries where prices are

higher. Although the parallel traded products are the same as

locally sourced ones and produced by the same manu-

facturers, parallel trade makes the pharmaceutical industry

lose the difference between the local price in the importing

country and the price in the exporting country, which is cap-

tured by parallel traders minus any transportation and (pos-

sibly) repackaging costs. Parallel trade may thus reduce the

ability of manufacturers to price-differentiate across EU

markets.

Parallel trade may lead to savings for health insurances in

destination countries in the short run. The long-term effects

are, however, debatable: Although some of the previous

studies, for example, Ganslandt and Maskus (2004), have

shown parallel trade to encourage competition besides sig-

nificant reduction of manufacturers prices, others have shown

that parallel traded products are usually sold at the same level

as that of locally sourced ones or just below. Kanavos and

Vandoros (2010) have found evidence that manufacturers use

nonpricing strategies to respond to parallel trade and that the

induction of price convergence by parallel trade seems to be

upward rather than downward. Also, there is a discussion on

whether parallel trade may lead to welfare losses because of a

reduced incentive toward innovation.

For the low-price EU countries, parallel trade may lead to

supply problems in the local market due to manufacturers’

strong incentive to restrict and/or control volume of sale to

local wholesalers. For example, after price cuts following the

financial crises in Greece, parallel exports have led to local

shortages of some drugs, resulting in a ban on exports of

particular products. Such bans may swiftly resolve such

problems, but authorities have to ensure that the policy

measure is enacted early enough, before shortages are actually

observed.

Some EU countries encourage parallel trade by sharing

savings from lower prices with the distributional chain or by

obliging pharmacies to dispense parallel imports, if available

and cheaper by law. For example, in the Netherlands, health

insurance shares any price differences between locally sourced

products and parallel imported ones with the pharmacies.

Thus, some of the savings resulting from increased com-

petition are being transferred to the distribution chain. In

Germany, pharmacies and the Federal Association of Sickness

Funds even negotiate a minimum parallel import quota in

order to exploit the full gains to the public payer.

Although parallel trade refers to exploiting price differences

of an active ingredient by a manufacture across markets,

generic competition exploits price differences between mul-

tiple producers of the same active ingredient within a country.

At least for compounds with a large market size, alterna-

tive producers of the same active ingredient (generic manu-

facturers) enter the market on patent expiry. Sometimes, a

so-called ‘authorized generic’ may enter 3–6 months before

patent expiry through licensed production by the former

innovator. This way, a generic manufacturer may exploit a

first-mover advantage whereas the former innovator will

extract some of the rents generated by the generic competitor.

In a study on pricing in the US, the UK, France, and Ger-

many, Magazzini et al. (2004) have found a tendency for prices

of branded products to decrease over time after generic entry

in the highly regulated European markets whereas a recent

study by Vandoros and Kanavos (2013) has shown opposite

effects. Lu and Comanor (1998) have found the intensity of

price competition to depend on the therapeutic area, type of

disease (e.g., acute vs. chronic), and the launch price. In the

US, however, according to Grabowski and Vernon (1996) and

Frank and Salkever (1997), the prices of branded drugs have

increased after generic entry, whereas the prices of generic

drugs have decreased over time.

Generic penetration varies widely in EU countries as do

policies to stimulate generic competition. Uptake seems to

depend on (1) the price of the branded original and the dif-

ference between the price of the branded original and the price

of generics that also determines the number of generic com-

petitors in a market, (2) regulation that encourages or dis-

courages the use of generics, for example, whether prescribing

by international nonproprietary name(s) rather than brand

name being mandatory or by the degree of generic substi-

tution being mandatory at the pharmacy level, (3) the type of

drug, i.e., when brand loyalty appears to be larger for some
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disease area than for others, and (4) the enforcement of

generic policies.

Rebates, Price-Freezes, Price-Volume Agreements,
Tendering, and Risk-Sharing Agreements

Rebates or discounts on pharmaceutical prices are also

commonly used instruments in EU countries. They can be

imposed (1) on the national level by law (also known as price

cuts or forced rebates) or (2) by following negotiations be-

tween manufacturers and payers at various levels, i.e., at the

federal level, the regional level, or for each sickness fund. For

example, in response to the financial crisis, Greece has com-

missioned two rounds of price cuts with a weighted average of

21.5% and 10.2%, according to Vandoros and Stargardt

(2013). Germany too applies forced rebates for generics or

pharmaceuticals not subject to reference pricing. The so-called

price-freezes, i.e., the obligation of a manufacturer not to in-

crease prices for a predefined time period, or the so-called

price-volume agreements have been used in combination with

price cuts and forced rebates. For example, in France, price-

volume agreements on therapeutic drug classes are used to

impose spending caps on pharmaceutical expenditure. Com-

pliance with budget constraints is guaranteed by a clawback

mechanism in case of overspending.

Competitive tendering has been extensively used for the

procurement of drugs in inpatient markets of EU countries. In

European outpatient drug markets, according to Kanavos et al.

(2009), this policy tool is being implemented in Germany and

the Netherlands only. In generic tendering, producers submit

their bids (prices); one or more of the cheapest product(s)

gain reimbursement status or at least some kind of preferred

supplier status in return. The policy creates conditions of ex-

treme competition between manufacturers, as only the

cheapest product(s) is reimbursed by health insurance in that

particular (reimbursed) segment of the market. Therefore,

tendering can lead to very aggressive price competition, lead-

ing to prices close to the per-unit cost of production.

In the Netherlands, tendering was initially only used for three

off-patent products (omeprazole, pravastatin, and simvastatin) in

2005. According to Kanavos et al. (2009), price reductions were

in the range of 88% (omeprazole), 84% (simvastatin), 85%

(amplodipine), 88% (citalopram), and 93% (alendroninezuur)

of wholesaler prices. Consequently, the number of products

subject to tendering was expanded. In the long run, however,

there is a threat that winner-take-all tendering may eventually

reduce generic competition: Manufacturers who systematically

fail to win any bids may go out of business. If this happens,

prices may experience an increase later on, although they are

unlikely to reach their initial level. In addition, as pharmacies are

remunerated on the basis of a markup of the manufacturer price,

pharmacists’ income may experience a significant decrease fol-

lowing the implementation of tendering.

One of the more recent forms of agreement between payers

and pharmaceutical manufacturers is risk-sharing agreements.

In these types of pay-for-performance arrangements, prices,

and/or reimbursement are linked to patient outcomes,

i.e., manufacturers have to refund a negotiated percentage of

prices if predefined treatment goals are not met. This may be

related to disease progression, progression-related death, or

unacceptable toxicity of a drug.

On the one hand, Cook et al. (2008) argue that risk-sharing

is a way to increase the confidence of payers in higher prices of

innovative drugs. It thus provides an additional option in

negotiations for manufacturers and payers that can increase

overall efficiency by overcoming risk aversion of payers. On

the other hand, this may involve high implementation costs.

Barros (2011) argues that the monitoring of a drug’s effect-

iveness will sometimes require special documentation by the

treating physician or the dispensing pharmacist, and a

suitable data infrastructure. Also, pharmaceutical companies

are most likely to adjust prices upwards before negotiation in

order to cover cost of failure in some of the patients. They thus

see risk-sharing as a means to expand treatment to groups,

which do not benefit as much from an innovation as re-

quested by the regulator. Overall, there is still little proof of

their long-term performance available.

Concluding Remarks

Owing to the need to limit pharmaceutical expenditure

growth for public health insurance in European countries, the

regulatory environment of pharmaceutical markets is con-

stantly changing. In many European countries, a ‘major re-

form’ of pharmaceutical policy takes place almost on an

annual basis. Given the costs of adapting to regulatory inter-

ventions by patients, physicians, and the pharmaceutical in-

dustry, the evaluation of goal attainment of policy measures in

terms of cost containment, budget impact, effects on the

provision of health services, and effects on the health of af-

fected individuals, all are of great importance. Often, short-run

effects of a policy such as cost-saving may be accompanied by

unwanted long-run implications, for example, the worsening

medication compliance or lower incentives for R&D. If not

evaluated on a regular basis, the design of future measures

cannot be based on past experience, which may – un-

necessarily – waste scarce resources and harm patients.

See also: Adoption of New Technologies, Using Economic
Evaluation. Biopharmaceutical and Medical Equipment Industries,
Economics of. Medical Decision Making and Demand. Pay-for-
Performance Incentives in Low- and Middle-Income Country Health
Programs. Pharmaceutical Parallel Trade: Legal, Policy, and Economic
Issues. Pharmacies. Price Elasticity of Demand for Medical Care: The
Evidence since the RAND Health Insurance Experiment. Rationing of
Demand. Value of Information Methods to Prioritize Research
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Background

Pharmaceuticals used to treat a variety of health conditions

continue to be a critical aspect of quality healthcare. However,

consistent access to medicines in many low- and lower-middle

income countries persists as a major challenge. Although there

has been a global increase in proportion of gross domestic

product (GDP) spent on health, there are significant inequal-

ities in the spending on pharmaceuticals across countries.

When looking at the share of pharmaceutical expenditures to

total health expenditure (THE) by country income group, one

can see large differences between the mean spending in high-

income countries, compared to low-income countries. This may

be reflective of multiple factors including disease burden, health

system infrastructure, differences in cost of service delivery and

health policies (Table 1).

In 2006, 1.5% of the global GDP represented pharma-

ceutical spending. Pharmaceutical expenditures are negatively

associated to GDP by income group with total pharmaceutical

expenditure (TPE) as a share of THEs ranging from a mean of

1.41% in high-income countries to a mean of 1.62% in low-

income countries. Lower-income countries spend a greater

percentage of their total health costs on pharmaceuticals

relative to their GDP (Table 2).

Further, among lower-middle and low-income countries,

the private sector is where a large share of pharmaceutical

expenditures are made. A considerable portion of this spending

is based on a community’s ability and willingness to pay for

health products. In many low- and middle-income countries

numerous individuals purchase pharmaceuticals using out-of-

pocket (OOP) monies. Up to 50% of THEs are made using

OOP monies of which, up to 90% go toward the purchase of

medicines. The opposite trend appears to be true for high-in-

come countries where health insurance and other financing or

pricing policy may be in place (Table 3).

According to IMS Health, the largest segment of global

spending growth for pharmaceuticals is expected in pharma-

ceutical markets in emerging economies such as China, Brazil,

India, Russia, Mexico, Turkey, Poland, Venezuela, Argentina,

Indonesia, South Africa, Thailand, Romania, Egypt, Ukraine,

Pakistan, and Vietnam or pharmaceutical markets in emerging

economies. Population growth, new healthcare reforms, and

economic growth are expected to increase spending in these

markets. In 2006, global spending on pharmaceuticals within

pharmaceutical markets in emerging economies was 14%

compared to developed markets including the European

Union, Japan, the US, Canada, and South Korea. In 2011, this

share increased to 20% and in 2016, it is predicted to increase

to 30%. Given the forecasted increases in global spending,

ensuring consistent access to medicines will remain a central

focus for healthcare stakeholders. This article will outline the

traits of pharmaceutical sectors within low- and lower-middle

income country health systems. Further understanding of

Table 1 TPE share of THE, 2006 (%)

Income group Mean (%)a Median (%) Minimum Maximum

High 19.7 18.2 8.7 32.4
Upper middle 23.1 22.0 10.4 36.8
Lower middle 27.6 26.6 9.8 67.6
Low 30.4 29.5 7.7 62.9

aWeighted mean by population.

Source: Adapted from Lu, Y., Hernandez, P., Abegunde, D. and Edejer, T. (2011). The

world medicines situation 2011: Medicine expenditures, p. 6. Geneva, Switzerland:

World Health Organization; WHO NHA database.

Table 2 TPE and THE as a percentage of GDP by income group, 2006 (%)

Income Group TPE THE

N Mean (%) Median (%) Minimum (%) Maximum (%) N Mean (%)

High 46 1.41 1.40 0.30 2.70 49 11.3
Upper middle 37 1.45 1.30 0.40 2.70 54 6.4
Lower middle 44 1.63 1.45 0.40 3.80 47 4.4
Low 34 1.62 1.50 0.40 3.60 41 5.3

Abbreviation: N, number of countries.

Source: Adapted from Lu, Y., Hernandez, P., Abegunde, D. and Edejer, T. (2011). The world medicines situation 2011: Medicine expenditures, p. 8. Geneva, Switzerland: World

Health Organization; WHO NHA database.

Table 3 Per capita TPE by income group, 2006 (%)

Income group TPE

Public (%) Private (%)

High 61.3 38.7
Upper middle 38.8 61.2
Lower middle 33.5 66.5
Low 23.1 76.9

Source: Adapted from Lu, Y., Hernandez, P., Abegunde, D. and Edejer, T. (2011). The

world medicines situation 2011: Medicine expenditures, p. 7. Geneva,

Switzerland: World Health Organization.
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these system traits will enable strategic reform and improve-

ments in this sector.

Pharmaceuticals and Health Systems

Health systems vary in form, but irrespective of the form

of the health system, pharmaceuticals play a critical role

within it to prevent and treat health conditions. It is important

to understand the organization of each country’s pharma-

ceutical sector in order to ensure consistent access to

pharmaceuticals. Elements of financing, procurement, distri-

bution, and service provisions must be effectively aligned to

reach patients with medicines. Each of these components

contributes to the overall effectiveness and efficiency of the

health system.

Efficiency in a health system is a metric by which per-

formance may be measured. Health system efficiency includes

both technical efficiency – the method for producing a good

or service at minimum cost – and allocative efficiency – the

right collection of outputs provided in a health system to

achieve overall health improvement goals. Evidence shows

that in health systems with similar health expenditures per

capita, technical and allocative efficiency help explain differ-

ences in population health outcomes (Figure 1).

Technical efficiency of the pharmaceutical subsystem within

national health systems implies achieving best pharmaceutical

related health outcomes at the lowest cost. The degree of

technical efficiency varies with the structure by which financing

is collected and potentially pooled to be used to procure

medicines. For example, pooling arrangements may optimize

technical efficiency of national health systems through the

purchase of larger volumes of medicines at the most com-

petitive prices. Allocative efficiency for pharmaceuticals in

national health systems consists of product selection and re-

source allocation decisions that ensure medicines of greatest

need and health benefit are available.

Technical efficiency and allocative efficiency couple toge-

ther sustainability and equity goals of the health system.

Further discussion of the elements impacting health system

efficiency will be reviewed in individual detail in the sections

that follow.

How Are Pharmaceuticals Financed?

In the overall health system the financing function typically:

(1) collects revenue from multiple sources, (2) pools funds

and spreads risks across groups, and (3) allocates funds to

purchase goods and services. Within the general structure of

health financing, pharmaceuticals may be financed through a

variety of mechanisms.

Out-of-Pocket Spending

OOP spending typically makes up a large portion of financing

for medicines in developing countries. Individuals make OOP

payments most often for outpatient and chronic care.

Spending of this kind typically impacts lowest income

households, usually part of the informal economy, to the

greatest degree. OOP can account for up to 50% of total

healthcare expenditure in low- and middle-income countries,

whereas in higher income countries this amount is estimated

to be much less (approximately 15%). Of OOP expenditures,

up to 90% are spent on medicines.

OOP spending may be individually financed from personal

savings or through borrowing funds and accepting debt. In a

study of 15 African countries done by Leive and Xu in 2008,

Out-of-pocketGovernment
taxation

Private insuranceUser feesDevelopment
assistance for
health (DAH)

Source of
financing

Pooling of finances Pooling of finances

Purchasing from
manufacturers

Purchasing from
manufacturers

Purchasing from
manufacturers

Procurement

Distribution

Service
provision

Public sector
distribution

Public clinics Private clinics and
pharmacies

Private sector
distribution

Medicine
donation

Purchasing from
manufacturers

Revolving drug fund

Pooling of finances

Figure 1 Pharmaceuticals in the overall health system.
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approximately 30% of all households surveyed financed their

OOP health expenditures by borrowing or selling assets. This

form of healthcare financing is largely dependent on the

populations’ willingness and ability to pay for medicines.

Private Prepaid Funds

Prepayment of healthcare services and medicines is another

financing mechanism available in certain contexts. Prepay-

ment schemes are usually managed by health plans within

countries. For example in South Africa, a separate healthcare

company Yarona Care has developed prepayment schemes at

discounted rates. Patients may purchase vouchers in advance

for their expected health needs and redeem them throughout

the year. Vouchers are priced to save community members

money and guarantee them a network of quality service

providers. This system presumes individuals have sufficient

funds and are willing to pay for services in advance. Within

populations with a high burden of chronic diseases, the

expectation to pay for services and medicines throughout the

year may be greater. Within populations with fewer long-

term conditions to manage (or poor awareness and few

available services for such conditions) and/or a larger

emphasis on episodic care, individuals may be less inclined

to purchase care in advance as their expectations for

healthcare costs may be less certain.

The prepayment method of healthcare financing provides a

structure to help improve healthcare resource allocation and

planning at an individual level. It may also integrate tech-

nology to minimize administrative management and associ-

ated costs of voucher utilization as with the South African

care model.

Revolving Drug Funds

Revolving drug funds (RDFs) involve a one-time investment of

capital utilized to develop a self-sustaining medicine supply

system. In low-income countries capital funds are often pro-

vided by external organizations as part of development as-

sistance for health (DAH). Once established, RDFs are

reimbursed through the sale of drugs. Funds are pooled before

placing new orders of medicines directly with suppliers. RDFs

create a consistent pool of monies with buffer financing to

ensure timely procurement of essential medicines and con-

sistent access for patients. RDFs act as a separate fund of

money protected from fluctuations in available government

resources and shifting political priorities. A fund of this nature

does necessitate its own administrative management as well as

cooperative coordination between invested stakeholders and

funders. RDFs are a financing strategy utilized by multiple

national healthcare systems in low- and lower-middle income

countries to promote access to medicines.

Ensuring success of an RDF requires thoughtful consider-

ation of the country context. Previous research has outlined a

set of guidelines essential for a successfully implemented RDF.

Where elements are lacking within these guidelines, further

preparation or planning may be required before establishment

of a revolving drug fund and/or alternative methods for im-

proving access should be examined.

Private Insurance

Private healthcare insurance is typically paid for or provides

care directly to employees by their employment firm. Em-

ployers offer insurance as a benefit to their employees, how-

ever, employees typically still pay copayments on medicines

and premiums for services. The risk pooling that takes place is

usually dependent on the size of the employer and/or the size

of the insurance company offering a health plan to the em-

ployer. Employee-based insurance plans are less common in

lower- and lower-middle income countries as many indi-

viduals work in the informal economy.

Private health insurance funds, separate from employer-

supported insurance are voluntary and typically less common

in most developing market contexts. Individuals contract with

an insurance entity that pools the risk of all members. In

general, individual private health insurance funds have low

membership, low contributions, low coverage and weak

regulatory environments. Private health insurance may be

organized as a nonprofit entity or a for-profit entity. Typically

nonprofit entities charge premiums just as for-profit entities.

Nonprofit insurance plans are often arranged by religious

groups, civic groups, hospitals and physician associations.

Namibia and South Africa represent two countries where

private-for-profit health insurance is relatively common.

Private-for-profit health insurance providers represent the

predominant prepaid plans in these contexts. For-profit in-

surance plans are funded through equity from private stake-

holders as well as premium payments by enrollees. Uptake

may be low as a result of the inability to afford annual fees

and/or the perception that services and practitioners available

for service are poor quality and so advanced payment is

seemingly less appealing. Individuals may rather purchase

healthcare only when necessary in these instances.

Community Health Insurance

Community-based health insurance (CBHI) is a voluntary

insurance mechanism in which an organization coordinates a

community of payers in order to pool risk to cover all or part

of healthcare costs. At times, the organization may be a buyers’

cooperative managed by representatives of the community.

Studies examining the impact and effectiveness of CBHI in

low-income countries have found that there is little evidence

to support community-based insurance as a viable healthcare

financing mechanism. Although successful in certain specific

contexts, in general CBHI is not able to sufficiently mobilize

financial resources. There is some evidence that suggests CBHI

relieves some of the burden of OOP for patients and increases

utilization of healthcare. Even with CBHI, ensuring benefits

reach the lowest income community members continues to be

a challenge in healthcare financing. This is a specific popu-

lation group where access to care is only marginally affected by

CBHI as many individuals cannot afford premiums or con-

tributions to the insurance scheme.

In general, CBHI does not address barriers to accessing

health care (i.e., affordability, perceptions of care quality, and

geographic distance to healthcare facilities). Additionally, re-

imbursement processes tend to be burdensome for plan par-

ticipants. Certain specific examples demonstrate that dropouts

of CBHI membership are common. The result of this is a
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smaller risk pool, which may in turn have a negative impact

on the attractiveness of the health plan and future enrollment.

Further research is needed to systematically summarize the

characteristics of contexts where CBHI has shown a larger

impact.

Social Health Insurance

Social insurance plans are a universal coverage health finan-

cing program in which membership is required for a popu-

lation and members are provided a nationally determined

benefit package of care. The World Health Organization has

recently promoted social health insurance (SHI) plans as a

means to reduce the burden of OOP on lower-income com-

munity members. Social insurance programs are typically

financed through mandatory contributions from workers, self-

employed, enterprises, and government. Most programs de-

termine levels of contribution based on income along with

contribution ceilings. Unemployed individuals within certain

contexts are typically covered by others’ contributions or by

government assistance. Health risks are typically pooled across

larger populations than with community-based insurance

programs and private insurance (employer-based, nonprofit,

and for-profit) programs and over a longer period of time in

lower- and lower-middle income countries. A prerequisite to

SHI is having a sufficient portion of a given population par-

ticipate in the formal economy. In lower- and lower-middle

income populations that have larger informal economies,

payments into a national SHI may place a higher burden on

the formal economic members.

The costs of running a SHI program are greater, with com-

plex administrative, allocative and accountability mechanisms.

Variations of SHIs exist across Europe, Latin America, and parts

of Asia where the programs have been instituted. In these

contexts, entire populations are included for coverage or cov-

erage may be more selective with medicine coverage provided

to a portion of individuals. Some SHI arrangements allow for

individuals to opt out voluntarily whereas others cannot afford

to include all individuals and so selectivity becomes financially

necessary. Social insurance programs typically determine a

formulary of covered services and essential medicines which

the program will finance. These lists are often based on

World Health Organization (WHO) recommended essential

medicines, however, updates to lists may be slow with access to

medicines potentially lagging behind healthcare need.

Taxation

This form of financing is collected in large pools of funds that

are not controlled by consumer payments. For members of the

formal economic sector, indirect taxation through purchases

and direct taxes on income may be an effective way to collect

revenue to fund public healthcare. Indirect taxes may include

taxes of goods or services (e.g., alcohol or tobacco purchase

taxes) or taxes on lotteries and betting. Direct taxes are typi-

cally taxes on personal income, business profits and transac-

tions, imports and exports, and property. A portion of taxes is

typically allocated to healthcare through the ministry of

health.

Balance of Power in Procurement: Manufacturer,
Payer, and Patient

In national procurement arrangements the balance of power

between manufacturers and purchasers is more often seated

with the manufacturer especially for patented medicines. For

medicines that are only available from a single source (i.e.,

patented products or in some cases single registered manu-

facturer in the country), both pricing (i.e., affordability) and

production (i.e., availability) are influenced to a great degree

by the decisions of the monopolistic manufacturer.

In developing country markets there is often fragmentation

of orders among multiple purchasing groups. This results in

lack of coordination and significant wastage of resources

(Figure 2).

In some instances the opposite may also be true (i.e., a

single large buyer has influence over supplier(s)). In contexts

where one group is responsible for the majority of purchasing

for a specific product, the single buyer may be better able to

negotiate prices with the manufacturer. With multisource

products (i.e., products with more than one manufacturer

supplying to the market) the purchasing body achieves the

best possible prices (Figure 3).

In Australia and many countries in Europe, government is

the principal payer for pharmaceuticals and the market re-

sembles a monopsony. In Australia, the Pharmaceutical

Manufacturer

Point of dispensingPoint of dispensing Point of dispensing Point of dispensing

Patients Patients Patients Patients

Single payer/buyer Single payer/buyer Single payer/buyer Single payer/buyer

Figure 2 Manufacturer monopoly in pharmaceutical markets. Point of dispensing refers to facilities such as hospitals, health clinics, and retail
pharmacies.
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Benefits Scheme (PBS) selects appropriate pharmaceutical re-

imbursement levels. In the US, Pharmacy Benefit Managers

(PBMs) help align the balance of power between manu-

facturers and purchasers. PBMs provide services to health

plans including price discount negotiation with retail

pharmacists, rebate negotiation with manufacturers, and

managing mail-order prescription services and claims pro-

cessing systems. PBMs also help health plans develop appro-

priate medicine formularies, review prior authorization for

specific products and substitution scenarios for generic ver-

sions of brand name drugs. In their relationships with both

retail pharmacies and pharmaceutical manufacturers, PBMs

manage payment for retail and mail order drugs. Acting on

behalf of health plans, PBMs have been able to obtain dis-

counted prices and improved process efficiencies. In other

country contexts, more than one, but still a small number of

payers may purchase from suppliers. This would most closely

resemble a monopsony with the balance of power still with

the payers; however, a continuum of different procurement

scenarios and related balances of power exist between the two

extremes, monopoly and monopsony.

In many low- and middle-income countries pooled pro-

curement creates a balance of power between buyers and

suppliers. These procurement arrangements influence afford-

ability and the end patient price of drugs by pooling orders at

a global level from multiple groups or countries and negoti-

ating orders through bids from multiple suppliers. Pooling

arrangements may take place within country or across mul-

tiple countries. Various pooling schemes are outlined in the

section that follows.

Pharmaceutical Procurement and Distribution in the
Public Sector

Medicine purchasing within the public sector may take place

in multiple ways. Typically, procurement of medicines is based

on epidemiological needs, funds availability, and sales and

stock information collected from service facilities. Many

countries rely on a registered list of essential medicines to

determine which pharmaceuticals ought to be procured or

reimbursed. Procurement varies based on the health system

context and in many countries where health infrastructure

continues to evolve so too does the procurement and

distribution architecture. In health systems that are more

centralized, often in geographically smaller countries, pro-

curement is typically done by the ministry of health or a

centralized agency acting on behalf of the ministry of health.

In health systems that are decentralized, often larger countries

with more extensive healthcare infrastructure, procurement of

pharmaceuticals may be appropriated to the state or equiva-

lent regional level.

National Pharmaceutical Procurement

Brazil provides an example of decentralized procurement of

medicines. In Brazil, the Regulatory Council of the Pharma-

ceutical Market (CMED) approves medicines prices and ad-

justs products available on the market annually. The CMED

helps to regulate purchasing prices paid by the government for

medicines included in the Ministry of Health’s essential

medicines list. Procurement within the Brazilian Unified

Health System (SUS) is entirely decentralized and performed

by the Federal Union, 5564 municipalities, 26 states and the

Federal District. Current evidence suggests that this frag-

mented administrative structure although allowing certain

flexibilities may lead to allocative inefficiencies of financing.

Specifically, in municipalities with smaller populations, pro-

curement of medicines is often more expensive because of

lower negotiating power on smaller quantities purchased.

Several strategies have been recommended to mitigate

these procurement inefficiencies including development of

pharmaceuticals in public production laboratories, creation of

consortiums of municipalities to engage in small-scale pooled

procurement, predetermined pricing regulation that is con-

sistent across states and centralization of purchases for

pharmaceuticals at the national level for products manu-

factured by single provider and/or those that have the most

expensive pricing and/or products that require importation.

Of these strategies, municipal consortiums for medicine pro-

curement have been implemented and examined in southern

Brazil. The Intermunicipal Health Consortium (CIS-AMMVI)

improved access to medicines by reducing the purchase price

and the number of stockouts. These benefits may impact

smaller municipalities most as they are able to reach econ-

omies of scale and better negotiate prices in a larger tender

process.

Single payer/buyer

Point of dispensingPoint of dispensing Point of dispensing Point of dispensing

Manufacturer Manufacturer Manufacturer

Patients Patients Patients Patients

Figure 3 Buyer/payer monopsony in pharmaceutical markets. Point of dispensing refers to facilities such as hospitals, health clinics, and retail
pharmacies.
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Similar to the strategy to set pricing standards across states

or equivalent regions, Mexico has implemented the Coordin-

ating Commission for Negotiating the Price of Medicines

(CCPNM) and other health inputs. This national-level entity

coordinates across public health institutions to collect back-

ground information including economic documentation to

assist in annual negotiations for public procurement prices for

patented medicines. Pricing negotiations are reported to save

the country substantial financial resources; however, the pol-

itical will and sustainability of this group may be less certain

in the future. A coordination commission of this nature re-

quires ongoing political support, appropriate performance

indicators, and predetermined methods for assessing impact

and transparency with key stakeholders.

Several centralized procurement models were setup in

India at the state level to ensure consistent access to medicines.

The Delhi Model Drug Policy pooled procurement for all

hospitals within the state with a storage and distribution

center. This policy not only organized procurement but it also

pushed for implementation of standard treatment guidelines

and a standard essential list of medicines, which fed into the

development of a formulary for the state. In addition, a

nongovernmental organization (NGO), Delhi Society for the

Promotion of Rational Use of Drugs (DSPRUD) was con-

tracted to implement technical activities related to the state

policy. The Delhi model was largely seen as a success in-

creasing access to medicines in many government hospitals.

Similarly, in Tamil Nadu, the state instituted a centralized

drug purchase organization, the Tamil Nadu Medical Services

Corporation Limited (TNMSC). TNMSC was developed to

create a systematic method for streamlining the purchase,

storage, and distribution of essential medicines in the public

sector. TNMSC setup information systems including the pro-

vision of computers to warehouses for tracking stock in and

out of storage and passbooks at clinics and hospitals to record

inventory received. The TNMSC procurement gave structure to

the previously fragmented purchasing structure. It laid out

guidelines for the selection of suppliers, payment procedures,

and standard essential medicines. This pooling mechanism

has helped to purchase medicines at lower prices and to better

ensure consistent availability of products. This model is now

being used as a national benchmark for centralized procure-

ment within each Indian state.

Centralized pooling of procurement for pharmaceutical

products increases the level of influence a community of

buyers may have on suppliers. Pooling higher volume orders

enables suppliers to reach more efficient production at econ-

omies of scale. Buyers are better able to realize these efficiency

savings because they are aligned and can negotiate in a unified

fashion for lower prices. Pooling may also provide benefits to

suppliers as they will be provided with a forecast of demand

from a larger community of purchasers rather than relying on

each individual tender. As a result, they may be better pre-

pared with installed manufacturing and supply capacity to

serve the needs of their buyers. However, in nationally cen-

tralized systems the administrative and management costs

required to ensure information is collected and pooled in a

timely fashion may be challenging and complex. Decentral-

ized purchasing creates more flexibility among purchasers to

order whenever necessary. The result is a procurement system

that is more responsive to fluctuations in demand and may be

better able to prevent stock outs. The tradeoff between the

flexibility of decentralized purchasing and lower prices ob-

tained through centralized purchasing should be considered

according to each context.

Global Pharmaceutical Procurement Groups

Global pooled procurement of medicines enables countries to

negotiate contracts with suppliers at the global level. As with

pooling within countries, pooling orders across countries

provides smaller countries or countries requiring fewer

medicines for specific diseases with increased negotiating

power. Joint procurement arrangements typically involve an

organizing, intermediate buyer. Often, donor agencies will

help facilitate this intermediate step either by setting up a new

intermediary buyer as the Partnership for Supply Chain

Management in the case of President’s Emergency Plan for

AIDS Relief or working with existing procurement groups as

with vaccines for GAVI-eligible countries procured through

United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) (Table 4).

Multiple actors in the pooling mechanism may introduce

the same inefficiencies and delays in payment and shipments

as with traditional individual tenders. In certain pooling ar-

rangements, revolving funds are used to address delayed

payments from buyers to ensure payment is assured to sup-

pliers and medicines are received as needed. Revolving funds

require additional management and may be relied on too

heavily to fill in financing gaps. Global pooling arrangements

may not be best suited to all contexts. Countries with limited

domestic resources to purchase medicines (highly resource

constrained) as well as contexts with large purchasing volumes

and thereby individual purchasing power (i.e., Brazil, India,

China) may not be well-suited to a multicountry pooling

mechanism.

Setting Prices/Price Ceiling or Reimbursement Levels
for Pharmaceuticals

Because pharmaceuticals constitute a large portion of the

overall health expenditure, payers and governments use dif-

ferent levers for managing the prices of pharmaceuticals. The

exact nature of the method used depends on the way the

overall health system is organized.

The most direct form of controlling prices is a statutory

price control used at the ex manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer,

or some combination of these levels in the distribution chain.

Most countries in Europe, Australia, Canada, and many

Francophone African countries use such an approach. In many

instances the health authorities set a price for a medicine

based on the prices for that product in other countries in its

region, income class, or countries with other similarities. For

example, the prices in Greece are selected to be the average of

the three lowest prices in the European Union (EU). In some

countries medicine prices are set based on a comparison with

medicines that have similar active substances. In India the

price of a select group of medicines (scheduled drugs) is

regulated whereas others are not regulated. Indonesia, South
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Africa, and many other lower middle-income countries also

have such schemes.

Most countries in the EU regulate their wholesalers and

retailer margins in addition to control on ex manufacturer

prices. The wholesaler and retailer markup regulation takes

multiple forms such as fixed percentage markup, fixed abso-

lute markup, and regressive markup (i.e., the markup de-

creases with increases in the product price resulting in

incentives for the channel to also stock and promote lower

cost products). For example, in Spain for products with a

selling price lower than h22.90 the wholesale margin is 10.3%

of the price; for products priced higher than h22.90 and lower

than h150, a margin of 6% on the portion of the price higher

than h22.90 is charged; and for products above h150 a 2%

margin is allowed on the part of the price over h150. South

Africa and India use a single exit price regulation where the

retail price is set once the price negotiations with the manu-

facturer are carried out.

A less direct form of price control is through the use of

formularies, which specify which drugs will be used for which

condition and the price to be paid for it. In return for putting a

drug on the formulary the payer (insurance company or

hospital) asks the pharmaceutical company to offer dis-

counted prices. In some cases these pricing negotiations are

Table 4 Examples of pooled procurement

Group name Characteristics

UNICEF vaccine purchasing pool for GAVI-eligible
countries

• GAVI-eligible low- and lower-middle income countries register with UNICEF to
participate in pooled procurement primarily for vaccines

• Buyer specifies order needs with UNICEF and UNICEF responds with pricing estimate

• Buyer formally places order and pays full amount in advance

• UNICEF ensures appropriate flow of information to manufacturer(s) and monitors
shipments to countries and distribution within countries

• Manufacturers deliver directly to countries

Organization of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS)
(formerly Eastern Caribbean Drug Service
(ECDS))

• Community of small island countries submits annual medicine, medical supplies and
X-ray consumable needs to OECS

• OECS evaluates needs and selects tenders from prequalified supplier bids

• OECS awards annual contract and places orders directly with supplier

• Supplier ships directly to countries and OECS monitors delivery and quality

• Countries reimburse ECCB drug accounts upon receipt of medicines

Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) EPI
Revolving Fund

• Central contracting model with Latin American and Caribbean countries specifying
annual vaccine needs and submitting to PAHO

• PAHO evaluates needs and selects 1–3 supplier bids to fulfill needs

• PAHO submits prices to the buyer and the buyer confirms orders quarterly

• PAHO places confirmed orders with supplier quarterly and suppliers deliver directly to
countries

• PAHO pays suppliers using a revolving fund within 30–45 days of delivery

• PAHO invoices countries and countries reimburse revolving fund within 60 days of
delivery

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) Group
Purchasing Program

• Group contracting model with countries in Persian Gulf region (7 countries)
submitting pharmaceutical, vaccine, laboratory supplies and chemical needs for the
next year to council group

• GCC combines information and shares tender information within prequalified suppliers

• GCC selects preliminary supplier bids and reports information to countries

• Countries are given 4 weeks to confirm or adjust orders

• GCC confirms final orders with suppliers and from then on suppliers work directly with
countries utilizing purchase orders

• Supplier deliver directly to countries 1–3 times a year and countries pay directly to the
supplier; suppliers pay GCC 0.5% fee

The Global Fund Voluntary Pooled Procurement
Program (VPP)

• Procurement arrangement for Global Fund (GF) grantees with procurement
agreement; voluntary for other GF countries

• Countries specify order details and delivery dates to GFVPP to receive quote

• GFVPP reviews and submits to prequalified procurement service agent (PSA)

• PSA invites bids from suppliers and submits price quotes to countries

• Countries review quotes and once approved, PSA prepares invoice and GFVPP
disburses funds

• PSA confirms orders with suppliers and coordinates delivery to country; suppliers ship
directly to countries

• Countries confirm orders in country and PSA reconciles accounts

Source: Reproduced with permission from Privett, N. and Yadav, P. (2012). Analysis of the procurement and pricing architecture for vaccines. Working Paper, NYU-Wagner School,

New York, NY.
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carried out on behalf of the payer by specialized organizations

called PBMs.

Some countries such as the United Kingdom (UK) and

Australia also use pharmacoeconomic assessments and health

technology assessments (HTAs) to set the prices of new

medicines. This involves a cost–benefit analysis of the new

medicines relative to existing treatments. Based on HTA, rec-

ommendations are made on the price and reimbursement

level for the medicine evaluated. The National Institute for

Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) of the UK is a pioneer

in the use of such techniques.

More recently risk-sharing between the manufacturer and

the payer is gaining ground in some countries such as the UK.

Under such arrangements the pharmaceutical company gets a

smaller price/reimbursement level at the start and as health

outcomes are realized from the use of the product the re-

maining reimbursement is made. These are like payment by

result schemes where part of the payment is based on out-

comes achieved in practice. Numerous examples exist, but a

noteworthy one is where the pharmaceutical company agreed

to pay NHS if the product atorvastatin failed to reduce LDL-C

levels to agreed targets and a risk-sharing program for Borte-

zomib used to treat multiple myeloma.

Domestic Production Versus Import of
Pharmaceuticals

Economic and public health views on the issue of
pharmaceutical access

Domestic production as a strategy to increase access through

the reduction of production and shipping lead times, decline

in importation costs and the development of the local

economy is an important component of the ongoing debate

around improving access to medicines. Within this discussion

there is often tension between economic interests and public

health interests. Domestic production of pharmaceuticals is

thought of as a means to create new jobs and increase the

skill-level of local communities. However, this industrial

economic argument for local production may sometimes be

at odds with public health interest to improve access, both

availability and affordability, of medicines. If quality medi-

cines cannot be produced efficiently and cheaply in the local

context, local production may not be the best investment of

resources.

It is reasonable to expect that countries would want to

become self-sufficient with their production, especially as they

have seen domestic pharmaceutical industries developed in

other developing country markets (i.e., India, China, Brazil,

South Africa). However, historical examples should be con-

sidered with thorough understanding of the current realities of

global trade, regulation, international economics of the

pharmaceutical industry as well as the aforementioned as-

sumed tension between economic and public health interests.

Global trade, more specifically patent policy as a part of the

Trade Related aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)

agreement, has been cited by many as a complex, resource-

intensive area to navigate for developing country governance

structures. Context-specific information will help to establish

the case for national manufacturing self-sufficiency when

appropriate.

Domestic Production Business Models

Pharmaceutical companies in low- and middle-income

countries are broadly organized into four main business

models. The first is a pharmaceutical subsidiary of a large

multinational company. The locally situated business will

manufacture branded products for local and regional markets.

The second business model consists of generic manufacturers

producing a large portfolio of generic drugs for the global

market. These drugs typically meet global quality standards

and are competitively priced. The third business model con-

sists of domestic generic manufacturers with a national focus

on operations. Most manufacturers that fall into this category

produce drugs for their country of residence or neighboring

countries. Some, but not all manufacturers meet good

manufacturing practices (GMP) standards for their products.

Small-scale local manufacturers make up the fourth business

model. These manufacturers typically serve local or regional

markets and often do not meet GMP standards. Sometimes,

small-scale manufacturers may be owned or managed by a

local NGO or large hospital group. The portfolio of medicines

produced is often focused on fewer drugs.

In addition to the aforementioned business models, do-

mestic production of drugs may be setup as a combination

of models. The level of production in locally situated manu-

facturing facilities may also vary based on the governing busi-

ness model. Typically, most domestic production of medicines

in low- and middle-income countries focuses on formulation

and packaging of products. Chemically synthesized products

(i.e., the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API)) are typically

purchased and imported for local formulation into a complete

product. Chemical synthesis tends to be a more complicated

process; however, many generic manufacturers serving the

global market are able to produce APIs for sale to others and/or

as a part of their drug production. At any level of production

pursued by domestic manufacturers, large capital investments

are required up front to finance initial production facility de-

velopment and technology transfer. Joint ventures like Cipla

Ltd. Joint venture with Ugandan manufacturer Quality Chem-

icals and GlaxoSmithKline’s joint venture with South African

manufacturer Aspen may provide some examples of ways do-

mestic production may begin in new developing country

markets.

Domestic Production Decision-Framework

The decision to pursue domestic production versus import-

ation of medicines is dependent on quality costs, regulatory

costs, size of the local market, competitiveness within the local

market, availability of skilled manpower, and economic status

of the country. In certain contexts, domestic production does

not make economic sense and investments would be better

made elsewhere (i.e., investment in healthcare infrastructure or

stimulation of the existing local market). Successful domestic

production requires a functional ecosystem to support business

sustainability. An active national regulatory authority is needed
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to manage quality reviews and enforcement of standards.

Further, international trade regulations may require additional

investment of resources, both time and money, to compile

with global policy. To cover initial capital costs related to

regulatory requirements and installation of capacity, significant

market share and sales volumes are needed to reach economies

of scale. Without these elements, domestically produced drug

prices may remain high and will struggle to be competitive

both locally and globally. To address the issue of access to

medicines through domestic production, countries should

conduct a thorough market analysis considering the current

business ecosystem. Batson, Evans and Milstein developed a

framework that may be used for pharmaceuticals and vaccines

to determine the production model that works best given a

country’s market size, GDP per capita income and current

technical capacity.

Similarly, strategic policy options, similar to those Seiter

outlines for different market contexts should be considered

to create the appropriate mix of domestic investments

(Table 5).

How Are Medicines Distributed?

Medicine distribution may take place through supply systems

that are run by governments or the public sector, the private

sector and NGOs or faith-based organizations (FBOs). Within

each of these supply chains, characteristics such as the type of

commodity, geography, flow of finances, cost of commodities,

public versus private treatment seeking will be different based

on the country context. Generally, procurement, distribution

and provision of pharmaceutical goods are managed across

groups with involvement from public, private, and NGO/FBO

sectors.

Private Sector Distribution

Private sector supply chains for medicines typically include a

network of importers, wholesalers, sub wholesalers, phar-

macies, and drug stores. In most emerging markets, pharma-

ceutical manufacturers sell products to national importers and

wholesalers. Beyond the national level, there are often a large

Table 5 Policy options for different market contexts

Market context Proposed strategies

Countries with sizeable home market and an existing
competitive industry, such as India, Brazil, South Africa

• Strengthen governance and the regulatory framework to ensure that the local
industry can produce for the global market

• Gradually abandon subsidies or preferential market access to expose local
industry to global competition at a pace that allows it to adapt and become
stronger

• Open the market to foreign companies willing to invest in the local industry,
encouraging the introduction of new technology, and development of R&D
capacity to further improve competitiveness

Countries with a medium sized or small home market, or
an existing industry with questionable competitiveness

• Strengthen governance and the regulatory framework to ensure safety of
drugs in circulation

• If the local industry is used to a protected environment, allow two to three
years for adaptation, but implement a clear path toward full enforcement
of GMP standards and a market that is open for globally operating

competitors

• Encourage collaboration and mergers between companies; invite foreign
companies to take over local manufacturers. The goal should be to eliminate
substandard manufacturing but keep as many jobs as possible

• Assist the local industry in exploring export markets

Countries with a medium sized home market, no relevant
local industry, but good infrastructure

• Focus resources on developing an efficient procurement system, distribution
chain, and payment systems with incentives for rational use of
pharmaceuticals

• Develop strong regulatory capacity to secure safety of drugs in circulation

• Explore willingness of larger global companies to invest in local
pharmaceutical manufacturing, but consider the incremental costs of
upgrading the governance and regulatory framework

• If subsidies are considered for industrial policy reasons, they should
neither become a burden on the health budget nor lead to higher drug prices

Countries with a small or medium sized home market, or
with limited infrastructure

• Focus resources on developing an efficient procurement system, distribution
chain and payment systems with incentives for rational use of
pharmaceuticals

• Develop strong regulatory capacity to secure safety of drugs in circulation

• Shut down substandard manufacturing operations; assess the possibility of
changing the business model from manufacturing to pharmaceutical
wholesale and distribution

Source: Reproduced with permission from Seiter, A. (2005). Pharmaceuticals: Local manufacturing. HNP Brief # 3. Washington, DC: World Bank.
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number of intermediaries between manufacturers and patients

(wholesaler, sub wholesaler/stockist, retailer). Many private

sector wholesaler networks struggle to reach more remote

communities and so they rely on others to increase their dis-

tribution networks. Markups at each tier of the supply chain

results in higher overall markups on medications. As a result,

a complicated private sector distribution chain may negatively

impact affordability to the patient. This may in turn impact

a manufacturer’s ability to increase sales volumes and

once economies of scale have been met, lower price points

(Figure 4).

Fragmentation and opacity of information as a result of

fragmentation across groups may cause poor coordination in

distribution of medicines. Poor coordination impacts avail-

ability of health products as stock information may be poorly

communicated; however, this may be less of a concern in the

private sector, than in the public sector, as business profits may

provide a greater incentive for better reporting in the private

sector. In addition to availability, poor coordination may also

impact the ability to track suboptimal and poor quality

products entering the private sector medicines market

(Table 6).

Public Sector Distribution

In most public sector distribution systems, particularly in

Sub-Saharan Africa, a centrally located warehousing and

distribution point, often called a central medical store (CMS)

manages the top tier of distribution. CMS then distributes

medicines to regional or district stores depending on the

geographic characteristics (i.e., the size of the country and

relative distribution network) and product- or program-

specific supply systems. Often donor funding for specific

products and/or health programs creates multiple vertical

supply systems in the public sector.

In many public sector supply systems, the risk of stockout

at the health clinics is high because of skeletal distribution

and reporting systems. As is such, availability tends to be lower

in the public sector when compared to the private sector

(see Table 5). In some cases, where pharmaceuticals are

not free, increasing the prices of certain medicines covers

distribution costs. This approach may lead to disparate

access to certain medicines for which there are no vertical
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Figure 4 Number of days of wage income needed by lowest-paid government worker to pay for 30 days of drug treatment for an adult with
hypertension and a child with asthma, between 2007 and 2011. Abbreviation: OB, originator brand; LPG, lowest-priced generic equivalent.
Reproduced with permission from United Nations (2012). The global partnership for development: Making rhetoric a reality. MDG Gap Task Force
Report: Millennium Development Goal 8, p. 65. New York, USA: World Health Organization/Health Action International survey data. Available at:
http://www.haiweb.org/medicineprices (accessed 26.07.13).

Table 6 Median availability of selected generic medicines in public
and private health facilities in low-income and lower-middle income
countries during the period 2007–11 (percentage)

Mean Maximum Minimum

Public sector 50.1 87.1 21.2
Private sector 67.0 90.7 22.2

Source: Adapted from World Health Organization/Health Action International (WHO/

HAI). Medicine price and availability surveys (2007–2011). Available at: http://

www.haiweb.org/medicineprices (accessed 26.07.13).
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funding systems. In general, medicines provided in the public

sector are more affordable to patients when compared with

prices to mean number of day’s wages in the private sector

(Table 7).

Nongovernmental Organization/Faith-Based Organization
Distribution

NGOs and FBOs may also play an important role in distri-

bution of pharmaceuticals in emerging markets. Distribution

managed by NGOs and FBOs is often context specific, how-

ever, typically arranged according to a customer’s own prear-

rangement, courier services, drug supply organization delivery

services, or direct delivery services. Medicines are often pur-

chased according to customer inventory needs (pull system) or

given through prepacked kits of essential medicines (push

system). The level of involvement of NGOs/FBOs sector varies

considerably across countries.

Summary

Pharmaceuticals play an integral role in the prevention and

treatment of a variety of health conditions. Consistent access

to pharmaceuticals remains a challenge in many national

health systems. This is despite increasing levels of healthcare

investment through domestic expenditures and large increases

in DAH for low-income countries. This article reviewed the

attributes of pharmaceutical sectors within low- and lower-

middle-income country health systems. Such analysis is im-

portant to ensure the long-term sustainability of national

health systems and also to ensure that DAH investments have

the intended impact of improving access to medicines.

An optimally designed health system will operate at a high

level of technical and allocative efficiency. In this form,

pharmaceuticals may be purchased and distributed at the

lowest cost possible and the most appropriate set of pharma-

ceuticals will be provided to serve the needs of each specific

population. To achieve these goals, elements of financing,

procurement, distribution, and provision of pharmaceuticals

must be effectively aligned.

For pharmaceuticals functions of collecting funds, pooling

funds and spreading risks across groups, and allocating re-

sources to purchase products often occur through a hybrid of

multiple financing strategies. The most common forms of fi-

nancing include OOP payments, private prepaid funds, RDFs,

private healthcare insurance, CBHI, SHI, and government

taxation.

With financing secured, pharmaceuticals must be pur-

chased at prices to ensure affordability and long-term sus-

tainability of the manufacturers. When thinking about

different procurement structures it is important to consider the

influence of different stakeholders in decision making. In

decentralized models, purchasing power is distributed to a

larger number of individuals within the health system. De-

centralized procurement may provide individuals with more

autonomy and flexibility, in turn lowering the number of stock

outs. Conversely, decentralized procurement may also dis-

empower smaller groups when negotiating lower prices with

national or global suppliers. In nationally centralized systems

the administrative and management costs required to ensure

information is collected and pooled in a timely fashion may

be challenging and complex. However, if done well, central-

ized systems with single payers, do improve the negotiating

power of the payer as compared to the supplier. The tradeoff

between flexibility with decentralized purchasing and lower

Table 7 Mean number of day’s wages of the lowest-paid unskilled government worker needed to purchase a course of treatment, by WHO
region

Africa Americas Eastern Mediterranean Europe Southeast Asia Western Pacific

Adult respiratory infection; amoxicillin 250 mg capsule/tablet, three per day for 7 days
Private sector OB 2.9 1.9 1.6 1.4 1.2 0.5
Private sector LPG 0.5 1.0 0.6 2.9 0.6 0.4
Public sector LPG 0.5 0.2 0.3 7.9 0.4 0.4

Diabetes; glibenclamide 5 mg capsule/tablet, two per day for 30 days
Private sector OB 8.4 4.5 2.1 0.5 1.3 1.6
Private sector LPG 1.8 1.5 0.9 1.8 0.4 0.7
Public sector LPG 1.1 0.1 0.5 2.5 0.6 0.7

Asthma; salbutamol 0.1 mg/dose inhaler, 200 doses
Private sector OB 4.4 2.0 1.6 3.6 1.2 1.4
Private sector LPG 2.5 1.0 0.8 5.0 0.6 0.7
Public sector LPG 1.6 0.6 0.7 15.0 – 1.1

Ulcer; ranitidine 150 mg capsule/tablet, two per day for 30 days
Private sector OB 35.4 9.0 8.5 21.1 2.7 5.5
Private sector LPG 5.0 2.8 3.8 4.6 0.5 1.7
Public sector LPG 6.3 0.6 1.3 6.3 2.2 1.2

Abbreviations: OB, originator brand; LPG, lowest-priced generic.

Source: Reproduced with permission from Cameron, A., Ewen, M., Ross-Degnan, D., Ball, D. and Laing, R. (2008). Medicine prices, availability, and affordability in 36 developing

and middle-income countries: A secondary analysis. The Lancet 373(9659), 240–249.
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prices with centralized purchasing should be assessed ac-

cording to each context. Beyond national pooling, inter-

national pooled procurement arrangements are often used to

facilitate pharmaceutical purchasing in low- and lower-middle

income countries.

During purchasing and once pharmaceuticals have arrived

in country, payers and governments use different levers to

manage the prices of medicines. Price controls utilized include

creating a comparison pricing standard, regulating wholesale

and retail margins on pharmaceuticals, directive formularies

as a part of health plans and health technology assessments.

Outcomes-based pricing and risk-sharing arrangements are

also gaining popularity in countries such as the UK especially

for expensive chronic care medicines.

Another option often considered by countries to reduce

medicine costs is to develop a domestic market for pharma-

ceutical production. Domestic production is thought to in-

crease access to medicines through the reduction of production

and shipping lead times, decline in importation costs and the

development of local economy. Although it is reasonable to

expect countries to seek self-sufficiency, not every context can

support a domestic pharmaceutical industry. The decision to

pursue domestic production versus importation of medicines is

largely dependent on quality costs, regulatory costs, the size of

the local market, competitiveness within the local market, and

the economic status of the country.

Once a source is identified and medicines have been pur-

chased, distribution is the final step required to ensure access.

Pharmaceutical distribution often takes place through a

combination of public sector, private sector, and NGOs/FBOs.

Fragmentation within each of these sectors and across sectors

often equates to poor information flows and opacity in the

distribution chain. Improvements and investment in national

healthcare distribution systems may facilitate more consistent

availability and affordability of pharmaceuticals.

See also: Pharmaceutical Company Strategies and Distribution
Systems in Emerging Markets. Pricing and User Fees
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Glossary
Double marginalization Phenomenon in which pricing

of any good or service turns out to be excessive because not

only manufacturers that have upstream market power

overcharge in equilibrium equating its marginal costs and

marginal revenue from its residual demand but retailers

also overcharge as they can profit from their dominant

position downstream equating again marginal costs to the

marginal revenue from its residual demand. It is called

double marginalization when upstream and downstream

firms are separated. When both are vertically integrated in

one unique firm, the phenomenon disappears and price

turns out to be lower as the vertically integrated firm

equates marginal cost to marginal revenue just once.

Over-the-counter (OTC) medicines Medicines that can

be offered in pharmacies, or in some jurisdictions in other

retail outlets, and that can be readily available to the public

from the store shelves. Usually, these are medicines that

have been in use for some time and which may only cause

minor adverse effects when not used properly. There is

usually enough competition among providers of such

medicines among innovator brands, other brands, and

generic alternatives. In many jurisdictions, direct to

consumer advertising is only permitted for OTC drugs, but

in others such as in the US, direct to consumer advertising is

also permitted for pharmacy-only and prescription-only

medicines.

Pharmacy-only medicines Medicines that can only be

obtained from a pharmacy outlet, but which do not require

a doctor’s prescription. Such medicines may be dispensed

only with the advice and assistance of a pharmacist.

Usually, these are medicines that have been available for

some time and that have no serious adverse effects when

properly taken.

Prescription-only medicines Medicines for which a

doctor’s prescription is a legal requirement.

Introduction

Dispensing medical drugs is a profession that combines the

particularities of a professional service and retail industry. The

focus here is on retail pharmacy, leaving aside the special

character of hospital pharmacies.

First, pharmacists are responsible for a range of pro-

fessional services including offering advice and assistance to

those receiving their medication. Pharmacists are responsible

for making sure that people receive their medication safely

and professionally. Second, a network of pharmacies and

other retail outlets is a major vehicle for public policies de-

signed to make pharmaceuticals available and affordable to

the public throughout a jurisdiction. However, different jur-

isdictions do this differently. There is no single ‘template’

policy model that fits all jurisdictions.

In the middle- and low- income countries, there is tension

between policies aimed at safe and proper dispensing and

those aimed at availability and affordability.

This article focuses on the policy challenges that arise

in setting up the rules and regulations governing this pro-

fessional trade, the tradeoffs that need to be evaluated when

designing markets in health care and the role of health eco-

nomics in promoting public policy.

The article is organized into four sections. After the intro-

ductory section, the key policy instruments that are available

to policy-makers and societies are highlighted and described

(Section Challenges and Policy Options). The focus is on the

differences between the quality, entry, and price regulations

that characterize policies based on a competitive market and

on those that rely much more on a regulated command and

control framework.

In Section Benefits and Risks from Regulating Pharmacies

an assessment of the pros and cons of quality, entry, and price

regulations is dealt with.

Challenges and Policy Options

Societies face a twofold challenge when organizing pro-

fessional retail pharmacy markets.

First, the structure of the market should address the fol-

lowing to ensure that

1. the consumers get assistance and advice that is free from

the personal interests of prescribers;

2. the consumers receive assistance and advice that is free

from the personal interests of dispensers, particularly when

a prescription is not filled; and

3. that the pharmacists and their assistants are professionals

qualified in medicine and pharmacy.

Second, pharmacies are retail outlets that serve the cause of

better access: through which professionals make affordable

pharmaceuticals available to the local public. Key drivers of

availability and affordability are the following:

1. Reimbursement arrangements: These should ensure that

there are sufficient retail outlets or other distribution

channels for pharmaceuticals across the country to dis-

pense the medicines that are reimbursed by health care

organizations.
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2. Competition: Competitive pressure upstream helps retail

pharmacists to get the best deal from wholesalers and

manufacturers, with pharmacies ideally offering good deals

to their customers and passing on to them most of the gain

from the upstream competitive interaction.

3. Behavioral regulations: These ensure that providers, whe-

ther independent pharmacies or companies running

pharmacy chains, do not abuse the public if they reach a

dominant position in distribution and dispensing in their

catchment geographical areas.

Given the objectives of safety/proper dispensing and

availability/affordability, legislatures and governments regu-

late key elements of the industry. There are three well estab-

lished traditions in high-income countries regarding the two

main objectives. In most countries of continental Europe, the

trade is generally reserved to licensed community pharmacies

owned by independent pharmacists or by national, regional,

or local governments. There are therefore rules limiting own-

ership of pharmacies to those who are licensed or employees

of or contractors to the State. There are also rules that limit the

number of pharmacies that each licensed pharmacist can own

(usually a one-pharmacy-per-pharmacist rule). Moreover, in

many countries, community pharmacies are subject to entry

restrictions based on various tests of need.

In most European countries, chains are not permitted;

vertical integration of retail pharmacies with medicine

wholesalers or manufacturers is not permitted. Community

pharmacies are obliged to sell the full line of authorized

medicines in each country and deliver some health care ser-

vices for other mandated health care providers.

By contrast, in the US and Canada there are no entry re-

strictions: there is free entry. Pharmacy chains owned by lim-

ited or public companies are common, although such

companies contract licensed pharmacists to manage the ser-

vice under stringent professional codes. There are also many

independent pharmacies owned by professionals that com-

pete with the company-owned chains. Both independent

pharmacies and chains are obliged to sell the full line of au-

thorized medicines and drugs in each country. However, they

contract in a voluntary basis with mandated health care pro-

grams (Medicare and Medicaid in the US), and with health

maintenance organizations, the extra services related to the

reimbursement of drugs within the health plans.

The UK, Ireland, and the Netherlands adopt an intermediate

regulatory stance. There is no formal regulation limiting the

entry of pharmacies. Entry is effectively restricted by contracts

with the mandatory health care organizations. Potential en-

trants do not effectively enter without securing a contract and

such organizations award them only after considering carefully

the incremental benefits and costs of new pharmacy openings.

In these three countries, pharmacies (‘chemists’ in the UK)

are independent retail outlets that contract to fill prescriptions

covered by the mandated health care organizations. They also

dispense pharmacological products prescribed by physicians

not paid by the mandated health care organizations, and they

also sell other medical products not requiring a prescription,

as well as a wide range of common hygiene and health-related

products. Some have broadened their range to embrace pho-

tography and other chemical-based product lines, and even

products and services having little or nothing to do with

health or health care. These ‘chemists’ compete with other

retail outlets that sell over-the-counter (OTC) drugs without

doctor prescription, other medicinal products and any other

product and service.

In the middle- and low-income countries, all types of

regulation can be found depending on the historical circum-

stances of each. However, middle- and low-income countries

often have unregulated retailers that effectively sell many types

of pharmaceutical drugs usually with neither a pharmacist-

manager on the premises nor qualified assistant. Such outlets

typically neither satisfy the obligation to sell a full line of

drugs, nor ensuring that they dispense prescription-only drugs

only when a qualified prescriber prescribes them.

There are six policy instruments used by most countries in

the world that distinguish these three different pharmacy

models: (1) restrictions to practice: professional licensing;

(2) ownership restrictions; (3) separation of prescribing and

dispensing; (4) pharmacist management, supervision, and

assistance; (5) zoning; and (6) price regulation.

Restrictions to Practice: Professional Licensing

Professional licensing in retail pharmacy, that is, restricting the

practice of pharmacy to qualified professionals is the law in

almost all countries across the globe.

Countries differ in licensing retail pharmacy according to

how ‘the practice of pharmacy’ is defined: (1) whether, or

not, the ownership of a pharmacy is part of the practice of

pharmacy, and as such, it is reserved only to pharmacists;

(2) whether the management of the pharmacy is part of the

practice of pharmacy, and as such, it is also reserved only to

pharmacists; and (3), whether dispensing of medicines is part

of the practice of pharmacy and as such is also reserved only to

pharmacists.

In high-income countries, pharmaceutical retailing is re-

served to pharmacists. It includes professional owners of

independent pharmacies and professionals, who should be

hired to manage, organize, even supervise or assist part or all

retailing of medicines at each one of the outlets of any com-

pany operating a chain of pharmacies. This restriction is

commonly observed and generally enforced.

By contrast, in middle- and low-income countries there are

gray or second-tier outlets that sell medicines. Such outlets

have no pharmacist owning the outlet, or to manage, organize,

supervise, or assist the dispensing of medicines.

Availability and affordability problems in middle- and low-

income countries are so severe that the authorities do not

enforce professional licensing regulations on the grounds that

such enforcement may further reduce the reach of their weak

distribution networks. Having a licensed pharmacist per-

forming these duties is perceived as an excessive cost of ser-

vicing in the outlet, partly fixed and partly marginal, that

would eventually increase the price of the dispensing service.

This is particularly true when medicines are sold without any

pharmacist involvement in the preparation of packages with

convenient labels and patient information leaflets containing

clear and comprehensible directions for use. Mexico is among

the few countries in the world in which the law clearly allows
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pharmaceutical products to be sold in retail outlets without

any pharmacist managing, supervising, or assisting the dis-

pensing. Pharmacist involvement is only mandated in the case

of dispensing psychotropic drugs.

Ownership Restrictions

Many countries reserve the ownership of pharmacy retail

outlets to professionals or the state. Some countries allow the

competition of nonpharmacist-owned outlets (usually com-

pany chains) with independent pharmacies (owned by

pharmacists). Others forbid professional pharmacists to own

the pharmacies in which they work.

The question of pharmacy ownership is controversial.

Those in favor of restricting ownership to pharmacists claim

that the key to make the pharmacy trade professional is the

mandatory membership of the pharmacist-owner to a pro-

fessional organization. They claim that only by having the

pharmacist-owner subject to the rules and supervision of the

professional body will pharmacists advise and assist patients

in buying their medication according to the standards of safety

and proper dispensing.

Without such ownership restriction and professional

supervision, the claim goes, the personal interests of

pharmacist would supersede the interests of the patient. At the

same time, they claim that the standards of safety and proper

dispensing should be decided by these professional bodies to

which pharmacist-owners are affiliated and not by other

government or industry bodies, which may in turn again give

priority to their interests before the patient interests.

The main argument against the restriction of ownership of

pharmacies to licensed pharmacists is that pharmacists-owners

can also give priority to their interests before those of their

patients. Professional bodies, which are mainly controlled by

pharmacy owners, do not always set up the appropriate

standards of conduct, nor do they always enforce sanctions

against those affiliated owners who misbehave. It may even be

easier to supervise and enforce standards of conduct over

company chains that are liable for the conduct of their man-

agers and employees and over pharmacists employed to

manage outlets in pharmacy chains.

There are different perceptions of legal enforcement: for

example, about the effectiveness in different jurisdictions of

the different mechanisms for setting standards of behavior,

organizing external supervision, and enforcing sanctions when

there is misbehavior. Ultimately, enforcement depends on

how clear the set of rules is and how tough the judiciary is in

enforcement and penalty.

Ownership restrictions are widespread in Europe. As many

as 18 out of 27 EU Member States reserve ownership of any

pharmacy to a licensed pharmacist. It is only the Netherlands

(since 2000) and Ireland among the old EU Member States

that have free pharmacy ownership, together with most of the

new EU Member States: Poland, the Czech Republic, Estonia,

Lithuania, Malta, Slovakia (since 2005), and Slovenia (re-

cently deregulated). Ten of the 27 EU Member States have

state-owned community pharmacies: Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech

Republic, Hungary, Italy, Luxemburg, Malta, Poland, and

Slovenia. Sweden is the only case in which the entire

pharmacy trade was reserved to a state-owned enterprise from

1971 to 2009. In 2009, the Swedish government started to sell

part of the state-owned pharmacy chain in clusters and new

private pharmacies have been established, some in joint ven-

tures with multinational chains. The new chains compete with

the remaining part of the state-owned pharmacy chain.

Among middle- and low-income countries, Tanzania,

Kyrgyzstan, Uganda, and Guatemala have state-owned phar-

macies and other special arrangements such as contracted

independent pharmacies and franchised Non-Governmental

Organization pharmacies. The Dominican Republic project

‘People’s Pharmacies’ is a successful program sponsored by the

government to make available and affordable essential generic

medicines for low-income families in all state-owned and

managed health care premises, including state-owned phar-

macies and hospital pharmacies. Sixteen out of the 27 EU

Member States allow pharmacists to own only one in-

dependent pharmacy. In the remaining 11, pharmacy chains

are allowed and widespread: Austria, Ireland, Netherlands,

and Sweden among the old EU Member States, and the Czech

Republic, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, and

Slovakia among the more recent ones.

Chains are widespread and compete with independent

pharmacies in the US, Canada, Mexico, and the Philippines.

South Africa (since 2004) and Kyrgyzstan have corporate

managed care preferred pharmacy networks.

Ownership restrictions to just one independent pharmacy

go together with the prohibition on vertical integration with

wholesalers or manufacturers. By contrast, when ownership is

free and chains allowed, it is very common for some chains to

integrate vertically with wholesalers or manufacturers. In such

cases, economies of scale and scope may be attained and

passed on to consumers. Those economies may not be passed

on to consumers when chains reach dominant positions in the

distribution of the medicines of some affiliated manufacturers,

or in the distribution of all medicines in some catchment

areas.

In the EU, the courts have upheld ownership restrictions

when they have been questioned as being contrary to the

freedom of establishment in the internal market. Pharmacy is

excluded from the rules of the internal market and the service

directive only when member States reserve the pharmacy trade

to a regulated health profession or a state-owned entity as a

means of protecting health in the context of a mandated or

public organized health care system.

Prescribing and Dispensing Separation

Separating prescription of medicines to doctors (or prescribing

nurses) and dispensing to pharmacists is a way of reducing

conflicts of interest. Most countries forbid doctors from dis-

pensing drugs and classify medicines in one of the following

categories, depending on the level of advice and assistance that

pharmacist should provide:

1. Prescription-only medicines: Medicines only with the pre-

scription of one authorized to prescribe.

2. Pharmacy-only medicines: Medicines that can be obtained

only from a pharmacy outlet, but which do not require a

prescription from an authorized practitioner.
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3. Over-the-counter (OTC) medicines: Medicines that can be

made readily available to the public in other retail outlets –

as well as in pharmacies.

In the legislation, prescribing by a doctor or a nurse-pre-

scriber and dispensing by a pharmacist is the general rule in

Europe, the US, and Canada. However, Austria, Belgium,

Czech Republic, Cyprus, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary,

Malta, Slovenia, and the UK allow exceptionally doctors in

rural areas to perform both the prescribing and dispensing of

pharmaceuticals in order to make sure the availability of

service in remote areas.

By contrast, many countries, particularly in Asia and Latin

America, have dispensing doctors or integrated health centers

and pharmacies. The problem with this integration is that

dispensing doctors are influenced in their prescribing de-

cisions by their personal financial incentives at dispensing.

The Philippines have encouraged the separation of prescribing

and dispensing since 1995, and fees have been designed to

financially promote such separation since 2002. By contrast,

South Korea has clearly mandated the separation of pre-

scribing and dispensing. However, enforcement of pre-

scription-only and pharmacy-only rules varies strongly across

countries. In many higher-income countries, and in most

middle-and low-income countries, dispensing prescription-

only medicines without any doctor prescription is widespread.

In these cases, the advice of pharmacists is the key to

making sure that the safety and proper dispensing of medi-

cines to patients is paramount. In such settings, financial in-

centives also apply: there is a lot of evidence that pharmacists’

financial interests have an impact on the kind of advice and

sales services they provide.

Pharmacist Management, Supervison, and Assistance

Most countries require that a pharmacist should manage the

service and be responsible for ensuring that the pharmacy

(whether independent or within a chain) complies with all

professional rules, regulations, and standards. They also

require that at least one pharmacist is always present and in

charge of supervising or assisting in the dispensing of

pharmaceuticals.

This is easier said than done in independent pharmacies,

particularly in ‘mom-and-pop’ pharmacies in middle- and

low-income countries. It is not clear cut whether enforcement

of the rules of the profession is easier in company-owned

pharmacy chains as competitors and pharmacists unions

usually track compliance, or when all pharmacies are in-

dependently owned and supervised by a professional body

governed by pharmacy owners or independent experts.

As mentioned before in the section Restrictions to Practice:

Professional Licensing, Mexico is among the few countries in

which the law allows pharmaceuticals to be sold in retail

outlets without any pharmacist managing, supervising, or as-

sisting in their dispensing. Pharmacist involvement is required

only when dispensing psychotropic drugs. Moreover, as pre-

viously observed, many low- and middle-income countries do

not enforce the law requiring pharmacist management,

supervision, and assistance when retailing medicines.

There is a cost–benefit tradeoff to be evaluated by policy

makers: having a pharmacists manage, supervise, and assist in

the dispensing of medicines is expensive, particularly in the

countries that lack qualified professionals, and the pricing of

medicines will reflect these extra costs.

Zoning: Restricting Entry and Location of Pharmacies by
Tests of Need

In most of continental Europe, independent pharmacists are

subject not only to tight licensing regulations that restrict the

trade to licensed professionals but also to government regu-

lations that limit the number of pharmacies that can be open

to the public in any given catchment geographic area. In 17 of

the 27 EU Member States, entry restrictions under the formal

form of zoning, quotas, or distance regulations apply. Among

these countries, Slovakia has deregulated entry since 2005 and

Slovenia is deregulating it. Hungary experienced some de-

regulation of entry and reregulation between 2007 and 2010.

Portugal introduced some less restrictive entry conditions

in 2006.

When zoning is in place, pharmacies are authorized to

enter after some needs test, usually when the population to be

served reaches some specified threshold. Three EU Member

States have explicit distance regulations: Greece, Hungary, and

Spain. Another three Member States (the Netherlands, Ireland,

and the UK) indirectly control the number and location of

pharmacies by awarding contracts from national health ser-

vices to a restricted number of community pharmacies.

Among the Member States, only, Bulgaria, Cyprus, the Czech

Republic, Estonia, Germany, and Poland do not restrict entry

according to any population need test.

Outside the EU, Norway at one time restricted entry. Cur-

rently, entry is free but pharmacy market shares are restricted.

Entry is also free in Iceland, the US, Canada, and the Philip-

pines. In Latin America, there are cases like the Dominican

Republic where minimum distance entry regulations are in

operation, and in countries like Chile and Mexico where the

number and location of pharmacies is freely determined.

South Africa has a restrictive system as new pharmacies have to

obtain a certificate of need. It also operates a system of com-

petitive price bidding for franchises. Mali has placed some

limits to opening a pharmacy at the capital, Bamako, with the

(unsuccessful) intention of moving new entrants to rural

areas. India has passed more liberal legislation between 2000

and 2004. Mexico and the Philippines have been very suc-

cessful in promoting the entry of pharmacy chains only for

dispensing generics brands, boosting availability, and afford-

ability of medicines throughout their territories.

Price Regulation

Pricing regulation in the pharmacy industry takes the form of

mandated dispensing fees, maximum margins (percentage

over the final price), or markups (percentage on the manu-

facturer’s or wholesale price). Margins or markups can be fixed

or regressive with respect to prices, and there might be rules

mandating that no discounts and promotions are offered to
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the public, or that such discounts should be subject to a

maximum.

Entry restrictions in Europe are typically coupled with price

or retail margin regulations. Seventeen out of 25 EU Member

States (all but Romania and Bulgaria, for which the authors do

not have information) set the pharmacy markups by regu-

lation. Discounts are not allowed. The other eight set max-

imum markups or fees for services allowing competition in

discounts and promotions.

Discounts to final consumers are allowed only in Cyprus,

the Czech Republic, Estonia, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Pol-

and, Portugal, and Slovakia. Denmark, France, Germany, Ire-

land, and Spain allow for limited discounts in medicines not

listed for mandatory health care systems reimbursement. The

Netherlands, the UK, and Spain mandate some clawbacks to

the national health systems that get back from pharmacies part

of the discounts obtained from wholesalers and manufacturers.

In general in the EU, pharmacists are paid a fixed but re-

gressive margin with respect to the price of each medicine

sold. In Ireland, the Netherlands, and Slovakia pharmacists

are paid a fixed fee for service, and in the case of the UK their

purchase costs are reimbursed and there is a separate fixed fee

for service.

In the US and Canada, pricing is free but it is agreed with

Health Maintenance Organizations and the federal programs

(Medicare and Medicaid) for reimbursed medicines.

Australia, New Zealand, and Syria have also regressive

margin with respect to final prices to consumers. By contrast,

in most low- and middle-income countries, pricing is regu-

lated as a fixed margin over prices to consumers.

Benefits and Risks from Regulating Pharmacies

Having reviewed entry and price regulation in the world-wide

industry, now it is time to turn to some economic analysis of

the rationale for such regulations and review the practical

experience with such regulations.

To start with it is required to assess how quality deterior-

ation can result both in the presence and absence of infor-

mation asymmetries. When quality deterioration is present, all

four regulations outlined before (professional licensing,

ownership restrictions, prescribing, and dispensing separation

and management/supervision/assistance mandates) may help

the industry to reduce it at a reasonable cost. Then the pros

and cons of entry and pricing regulations are reviewed.

Regulating the Quality of Service

Quality deterioration
Professional services, in general, involve the application of

professional human capital in order to judge individual cases.

As a result of this peculiarity of the professional trades, the

quality of the service provided is difficult to assess objectively.

In the case of the pharmacy business, in general, a medical

doctor makes the judgment as to which drug treatment is

appropriate for each patient. Among the pharmacists’ duties,

the most important is to fill the prescription correctly, to ad-

vise the patient how best to comply with the treatment, and to

prevent undesired drug interactions. In the case of OTC drugs,

the pharmacist also assumes the duty of advising the patient

regarding her decision on which drug is better for her specific

minor ailment.

In contract theory terms, the patient is the principal and

pharmacist is her agent. However, the agent has an infor-

mation advantage. The pharmacist decides whether to invest

effort in providing a high-quality service, or shirk and provide

a low-quality service. The patient knows, but only imperfectly,

about the quality of the service received after the purchase.

This is a simple and typical hidden information situation

usually termed a ‘screening problem.’ It can lead to quality

deterioration phenomenon through adverse selection of ser-

vice providers in the market. Patients would like to screen the

high and low quality of service pharmacies out of the pool of

available pharmacies. The separating equilibrium with full

information is the one that allows the patients to pay for the

high- or low-quality service, depending on their preferences

and willingness to pay. For example, patients receiving new

treatments may prefer to pay for a high-quality service,

whereas patients with chronic diseases receiving repeat pre-

scriptions may prefer to pay less for a low-quality service.

When patients cannot distinguish the pharmacy type due

to the lack of information regarding the provider, and only

uniform pricing is available as arbitrage is almost costless, the

well-known problem of adverse selection is encountered. All

pharmacies would end up by serving only at the low price and

low-quality level.

Professional licensing may be used so as to regulate min-

imum quality standards: it screens the more able providers

and deters shirking. Almost any licensing requirement im-

poses a fixed cost of entry that may drive out the least able

providers: the entry cost is simply not affordable for the

potential entrants with lower abilities.

Quality deterioration may also occur when there are no

information asymmetries, when providers serve the marginal

consumer having the lowest willingness to pay for quality.

Minimum quality standards can help to avoid such outcomes.

Such regulations are supposed to drive quality up, lifting it

closer to the willingness to pay by the average consumer. In

doing so, these regulations can raise welfare. Professional li-

censing and rules restraining management, supervision, and

advising only to professional pharmacists may help out to

monitor minimum standard quality regulations.

Licensing, externalities, and public goods
Professionals in general, and pharmacists in particular, pro-

vide services not only to their consumers but sometimes also

to the public at large in the form of externalities or by pro-

viding public goods. When pharmacists dispense vaccines, it is

not only their customers that gain some surplus but also the

public at large thanks to an externality in the form of a re-

duced probability of other people contracting the disease in

question. Likewise, when pharmacists dispense narcotics or

antibiotics only with a proper prescription, it is not only that

their patients benefit but also the public in general. Avoiding

drug dependence or antibiotic resistance is something that

improves other people’s health.

The regulation of professional behavior is usually justified

by rationales such as these. Codes of conduct for filling
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prescriptions, checking for drug interactions, serving chronic

patients, and so on, contribute to the benefit of both patients

and the public at large. Pharmacists also produce positive

externalities in their role of gatekeepers.

Pharmacists are paid for these services. Some argue that,

while performing these duties, the pharmacist should keep the

associated rents. The threat of being expelled from the licensed

profession would then also entail loss of rents that further

restrains them from underperformance. Entry restraints and

professional body oversight is thus viewed as a mechanism for

encouraging compliance with their professional obligations.

Alternatively, the pharmacist might be paid for preventive

services.

Regulating Entry through A Needs Test and Pricing

Theory is ambiguous as to whether there is scope for welfare

enhancing entry regulations in markets of differentiated

products in the retail pharmacy industry. The literature has

identified instances in which restrictions in the number of

suppliers or price controls, or a combination of both, may be

welfare increasing.

In each locality, entry brings the benefits of greater price

competition and better local availability (access). Consumers

gain from both, receiving cheaper medication and having

outlets closer to where they are located. Each new entrant

steals business from the pharmacies located in their catchment

area but at the same time brings benefits to consumers. In

industries in which there are no fixed costs of entry (an up-

front cost not related to the volume of business), free entry is

welfare enhancing.

Free entry may, however, be excessive. Entry is excessive

whenever differentiation by location is low (consumers are not

willing to pay for having more pharmacies at different locations

in any catchment area). In this case, entrants add less to the

consumer surplus when they enter the market than the amount

they reduce the profits to incumbents by stealing their business

from them. So, if the fixed costs of servicing patients are large,

there is scope for a welfare enhancing regulation that restricts

entry. At the same time, competition in each catchment area

will take the form of an oligopoly game, so there might be also

scope for pricing regulation. The equilibrium pricing game

drives pricing in oligopoly well above marginal or average costs.

The more general models of pricing in oligopoly games

with product differentiation show that the Nash equilibrium

implies prices that differ from marginal costs. Additionally,

when pharmacies have dominant positions in their catchment

areas, there is also room for policy to avoid what it is known

as double marginalization, when the upstream market of

manufacturers or wholesalers is not competitive enough.

Double marginalization appears when prices turn out to be

excessive not only because manufacturers or wholesalers have

upstream market power to overcharge in equilibrium but also

retailers can overcharge as they can profit from their dominant

position downstream. Limiting this double marginalization by

allowing manufacturers or the government to set the final

price can be welfare enhancing.

However, private interests might lobby for entry re-

strictions and pricing regulations to ensure that pharmacists

obtain excess profits or pure regulatory rents. The European

Commission has initiated infringement proceedings against

countries that operate over tight entry and ownership regu-

lations on the grounds that restricting freedom of establish-

ment is neither an adequate nor a proportional public

interest policy. On the contrary, the EC argues that it is a way

of guaranteeing rents for incumbent pharmacies. The Euro-

pean Commission has initiated infringement proceedings

against Austria, Bulgaria, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal,

and Spain, though the results of infringement proceeding

have been modest.

Attempts to reform entry and pricing regulations are

problematic as the incumbents occupying the upper tail of the

distribution and who gain most from the restrictions will

invest heavily in lobbying to avoid policy reforms.

Concluding Remarks

Countries should choose the combination of policy options

according to their efficiency and feasibility in any constrained

environment.

Getting prices right (i.e., close to average costs, whether by

competition, regulation, or contractual arrangement) is key to

approaching an optimum. It makes entry regulation un-

necessary. However, it should be borne in mind that any good

price regulation or contractual arrangement has to get the

number of pharmacies right when setting the price.

Adjusting the price to the costs in different localities is also

important and difficult but it is essential to make sure that

pharmacies are available and open to the public throughout

the territory.

When countries do not have the institutions, the human

capital or the technology to get the pricing right or to get the

right number of pharmacies, they have to evaluate whether

capture drives regulation toward undesirable outcomes and

whether free pricing and entry is an attainable and reasonable

second best.
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Introduction

Labor supply has been a well-studied topic in the labor

economics literature (Killingsworth, 1983; Pencavel, 1986;

Killingsworth and Heckman, 1986; Blundell and MaCurdy,

1999). As the key clinical decision-makers, physicians provide

an essential input into the production of health care for their

patients. Understanding the determinants of physician labor

supply has important implications for the production and cost

of care and for health care access. Hence, physician labor supply

is a topic of considerable interest in health economics as well.

This article examines the factors affecting physician labor

supply. Labor supply measures are considered broadly, and may

include annual hours worked, numbers of surgeries performed,

office visits, and so on. (Strictly speaking, physician labor supply

curves must include earnings as a determinant of labor supply.

Many studies, however, focus on other aspects affecting labor

supply, such as the competitive conditions in the market. These

studies typically do not include earnings as a separate factor

affecting labor supply. A likely reason is that both measures of

competition and earnings would have to be treated as en-

dogenous, prohibitively challenging data estimation issues.

However, these studies are included because from a policy per-

spective, it is important to understand a variety of factors that

may affect the physician’s decision to offer services.) However,

the related topic of aggregate forecasts of physician manpower is

not addressed. The authors begin with a general framework

discussing the competing goals of the physician in choosing

labor supply and then review studies that have examined a

number of key issues affecting the labor supply decision.

This article is organized into seven parts. The Section Intro-

duction discusses the conceptual issues in the physician labor

supply decision. The Section Conceptual Issues considers studies

of the relationship between physician earnings and labor supply.

The effects of competition and physician fee schedules on labor

supply are described in the Section Earnings and Labor Supply.

This section also reviews labor supply responses as possible

evidence of demand inducement. The Section Competition, Fee

Schedules, and Labor Supply examines the roles of the so-called

‘target income hypothesis,’ and more recently reference incomes

as they pertain to the labor supply decision. Physician labor

supply under managed care is discussed in the Section Income

Targets, Reference Incomes, and Labor Supply and the effect of

malpractice liability on labor supply is examined in the Section

Managed Care and Labor Supply. The Section Malpractice

Liability and Labor Supply concludes this article.

Conceptual Issues

The physician is assumed to maximize his utility with respect

to income and leisure, both of which are ‘goods’. Income

includes labor income and nonlabor income. In altruistic

variants of this basic framework, patients’ health enters as an

argument into the utility function as well. (In altruistic mod-

els, the physician plays the role of agent for his patients, with

patients’ health entering as an argument into the physician’s

utility function. As the physician has competing objectives

including the desire to obtain more income and leisure, he

may be an imperfect agent.) The physician chooses labor

supply so as to maximize this utility function. A complex

constellation of factors, including earnings potential, altruistic

goals, competitive conditions, incentives provided by insurers,

the regulatory environment, and the threat of malpractice

litigation may affect this decision.

A long and controversial debate has centered on the notion

that income targets affect the provision of physician services.

The so-called target income hypothesis asserts that physicians

set income targets and, when their actual incomes fall below

these targets, will increase the volume of their services to off-

set, in whole or in part, their perceived income shortfall. In

critiquing this hypothesis, McGuire and Pauly (1991) have

argued that there is no conceptual basis as to how income

targets are set. Moreover, they present a theoretical model

which demonstrates that increasing volume of services in re-

sponse to fee restrictions need not depend on income targets,

but may occur in the context of a standard model of profit

maximization, provided that income effects from fee re-

ductions are sufficiently strong.

Although the standard model underlying the physician’s

labor supply decision is neoclassical, more recent treatments

that have considered the role of target or reference incomes on

labor supply have adapted models from prospect theory

(Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). Borrowing from prospect

theory, these models incorporate the notion that physicians

set reference incomes and compare these benchmarks to their

actual earnings in deciding on whether to adjust their labor

supply (Rizzo and Zeckhauser, 2003, 2007). These models

also incorporate the notion of loss aversion (Tversky and

Kahneman, 1991; Goette et al., 2004), a phenomenon in

which individuals strongly prefer avoiding losses to equiva-

lent-sized gains. Loss version posits a kink in the physician’s

utility curve for different marginal utilities of income below

and above this reference income. When the physician’s actual

income is less than the reference income, the marginal utility

of income is very steep in that range. The relevance of refer-

ence points and loss aversion has been well-established in the

experimental psychology literature (Rabin, 1998; Heath et al.,

1999; Schmidt and Traub, 2002; Fellner and Maciejovsky,

2007; Rizzo and Zeckhauser, 2003, 2007). Their inclusion in

models of physician labor supply provides an empirically

validated framework for understanding the relevance of ref-

erence of target or reference incomes for physician labor

supply.
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Earnings and Labor Supply

Perhaps the most salient factor affecting the physician’s de-

cision to supply labor is the economic return that labor will

generate. Hence, a number of studies have examined this rela-

tionship empirically. Changes in physician earnings may exert

both income and substitution effects on the labor supply de-

cision. If the substitution effect dominates, an increase in

earnings will lead to an increase in labor supply. At sufficiently

high earnings levels, however, the income effect may dominate,

in which case one would observe a backward-bending labor

supply. Early studies examined the effects of nonlabor income

on physician labor supply by focusing on exogenous variations

in nonpractice income, typically finding insignificant nonlabor

income effects (Sloan, 1974; Hurdle and Pope, 1989).

In terms of labor income, however, most physicians are not

paid by wages or salary; hence, their hourly earnings are en-

dogenous. Sloan (1975) examined the relationship between

hourly earnings and hours worked employing a two-stage

estimation treating earnings as endogenous. The effects of

earnings on labor supply varied somewhat according to spe-

cification, but were generally modest and in some cases stat-

istically insignificant. Using a nationally representative

database of young physicians under the age of 40 years, Rizzo

and Blumenthal (1994) estimated a model of physician labor

supply, treating physician earnings as endogenous and em-

ploying two-stage least-squares estimation. They obtain sep-

arate estimates of the income and substitution effects of a

change in hourly physician earnings for male physicians,

finding a significantly negative income effect with an elasticity

of � 0.26, and a significantly positive substitution effect

elasticity of 0.49. The total effect of wage increase is to raise

labor supply, with an elasticity in the range of 0.2–0.3. Small

sample size precludes obtaining separate estimates for female

physicians. A more recent study from the UK also reports a

modest positive association between earnings and physician

labor supply, with elasticities in the range of 0.09–0.12

(Ikenwilo and Scott, 2007).

Brown (1994) contrasts the use of aggregate versus phys-

ician-level data in estimating the earnings/labor supply rela-

tionship. Using aggregated data he finds no effect (Brown and

Lapan, 1972; Brown et al., 1974), but a negative relationship

using physician-level data, with an elasticity of � 0.2. He argues

that physician-level data are preferable for estimating labor

supply. Bradford and Martin (1995) also find evidence of a

backward-bending labor supply curve. Thornton and Eakin

(1997) estimate a model of a utility-maximizing solo prac-

titioner. They find that an increase in nonlabor income will lead

solo practitioners to allocate fewer hours to medical practice

activities. In addition, they also report both income effect and

substitution effects of labor income changes. Consistent with

earlier research, they find that the net effect of physician service

fee reductions leads physicians to reduce their labor supply, so

the substitution effect dominates the income effect.

Competition, Fee Schedules, and Labor Supply

Studies relating competition and fee schedules to physician

labor supply have typically sought to provide evidence of

demand-inducing behavior by physicians. If physicians in-

crease their supply of services in response to greater com-

petitive pressures or reductions in fees, then it is taken as

indirect evidence of demand-inducing behavior. In fact, even if

such relationships exist, it is unclear whether these behaviors

reflect demand inducement. One is on firmer ground simply

interpreting them as labor supply responses to changing

financial incentives.

Competition and Labor Supply

Studies of the effect of competition on labor supply have

employed metrics for competition such as per capita phys-

icians in a market area, relating this measure to various types

of physician services. An early study by Fuchs (1978) examines

the supply of surgeons on the number of surgeries performed,

treating physician supply as endogenous, with variables

measuring the appeal of a market (e.g., urban, hotel receipts)

serving as instruments. The results suggest that increased

competitive pressure as measured by physician supply leads to

an increase in surgeries, with an elasticity of 0.3. Subsequent

studies employing a similar strategy but with more complete

control variables produce similar results (Rossiter and

Wilensky, 1983, 1984; Cromwell and Mitchell, 1986; Birch,

1988; Grytten et al., 1990; Scott and Shiell, 1997; Baltagi et al.,

2005).

A limitation with these studies is the choice of instruments.

Employing an instrumental variable approach typical in these

studies, Dranove and Wehner (1994) produce the seemingly

bizarre result that greater competition among obstetrician/

gynecologists (OBGYNs) increases childbirths. As it is highly

unlikely that physicians induce demand for children, this re-

sult is taken as evidence that the instrumental variable ap-

proach employed in these studies is suspected. In fact, the

likely explanation for their result reflects border crossing, for

example, that pregnant women travel to locations where there

are ample supplies of OBGYNs. Dranove and Wehner (1994)

calls into question any causal interpretation between com-

petition and labor supply or demand inducement using the

instrumental variable strategy described earlier.

Gruber and Owings (1996) employ an alternative ap-

proach to address the endogeneity problem. They study the

relationship between physician financial incentives and

cesarean-section delivery. Between state and intertemporal

variations in fertility rates are used as exogenous measures of

competitive pressures facing OBGYNs. They hypothesize that,

in response to declining fertility in the US, OBGYNs will

substitute vaginal childbirths for the more lucrative and

physician-intensive cesarean deliveries. Using nationally rep-

resentative data from the period of 1970–82, they find that a

10% drop in fertility leads to a 0.6% increase in cesarean

sections.

Fang and Rizzo (2009) argue that the relationship between

competition and physician labor supply depends on the na-

ture of third-party reimbursement. Using data from the

Community Tracking Study Physician Survey 2000–01, they

find that physician volume increases with more competition

under fee-for-service reimbursement, but decreases with

greater competition under managed care.
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Fee Schedules and Labor Supply

A number of studies have examined physician labor supply

responses to fee restrictions (Lee and Hadley, 1981; Rice, 1983;

Mitchell et al., 1989; Hurley et al., 1990; Hurley and Labelle,

1995; Escarce, 1993, Rochaix, 1993; Nguyen, 1996; Nguyen

and Derrick, 1997; Yip, 1998; Tai-Seale et al., 1998; Gruber

et al., 1999; Mitchell et al., 2000; Kantarevic et al., 2008). In

contrast to the competition studies, fee reductions may be

considered exogenous to the individual physician. A number

of these studies have found evidence of a volume offset effect;

that is, physicians respond to real declines in their fees by

increasing the volume of their services. However, the volume

increase is not sufficient to fully recoup the income losses

from the fee cuts.

Thus, Nguyen (1996) studies physician volume responses

to reductions in the Medicare fee schedule reduction. The re-

sults indicate that physicians will increase their service volume

by 3.7% in response to a 10% reduction in the Medicare fee

schedule. Nguyen and Derrick (1997) examine the impact of

Medicare fee cuts for certain ‘overpriced procedures,’ finding

that for physicians who experience the largest fee reductions, a

10% decline in price lead to a 4% increase in volume. In a

comprehensive assessment of volume offset effects for mul-

tiple specialties and payers, Tai-Seale et al. (1998) find that the

point estimates for volume responses to fee restrictions varied

across specialties, but these responses were statistically in-

significant in most cases. Yip (1998) studies the effects of re-

ductions in fee schedules on the volume of coronary artery

bypass grafting (CABG) procedure using a longitudinal panel

of physicians in New York and Washington States. For phys-

icians in both Medicare and private markets, she finds that

physicians whose incomes are cut by reduced fee schedules

exhibit a large volume response, recouping 70% of their lost

income. Gruber et al. (1999) investigate the effect of Medicaid

fee differentials on cesarean delivery. They find that cesarean

delivery for Medicaid patients is significantly less likely than

for privately insured patients, reflecting that the fee differ-

entials between cesarean and vaginal deliveries are smaller

under the Medicaid program than the private insurance.

Mitchell et al. (2000) analyze physician labor supply responses

to Medicare fee reductions during the period of 1991–94 using

pooled cross-sectional time series data. They focus on oph-

thalmologists and orthopedic surgeons performing cataract

extractions and major joint repair/replacement procedures,

respectively. In contrast to most previous research, they find

that fee reductions are associated with fewer surgeries.

Income Targets, Reference Incomes, and Labor
Supply

The target income hypothesis asserts that physicians set in-

come targets and will attempt to reach or get closer to this

target by increasing their services in response to increased

competitive pressures or cutbacks in their fees. Most studies of

this issue have been indirect, relating measures of competition

and fee cuts to the volume of physician services. Such studies

have already been addressed in Section Earnings and Labor

Supply.

Few studies have related direct measures of income targets

to physician labor supply. Rizzo and Zeckhauser (2003) use a

unique panel data of physicians under the age of 40 years

that includes a physician-specific measure of target or

reference income (in particular, physicians were asked:

‘‘Considering your career stage, what do you consider to be

an adequate income after expenses but before taxes from

your professional activities?’’ The response to this question

was taken as the physician’s reference income (Rizzo and

Zeckhauser, 2003, 2007)). They find that incomes increase

substantially in response to higher reference incomes for

physicians who are below their reference incomes, but not

for those who are at or above. However, they also note that

physicians appear to raise their incomes, not by increasing

labor supply as measured by hours worked, but by per-

forming activities that generate a higher hourly return (e.g.,

performing more lucrative services). A subsequent study also

finds no evidence that hours worked respond to reference

incomes (Rizzo and Zeckhauser, 2007).

Managed Care and Labor Supply

Managed care has grown rapidly in the US since 1980 and is

the dominant form of health insurance (Robinson, 1999).

Intended to control the rapid growth in health care costs in

the US, managed care may exert strong effects on physician

practice patterns, including labor supply, because the phys-

ician’s decision-making process is likely to respond to the fi-

nancial incentives and restrictions created by managed care.

Hirth and Chernew (1999) discuss two fundamentally

different labor market regimes for physicians: fee-for-services

and managed care, noting that physicians practicing in man-

aged care environments are less likely to enhance their income

by providing more services compared with those mainly re-

imbursed on the basis of fee-for-service. Libby and Thurston

(2001) examine the impact of managed care contracting on

physician labor supply by extending the standard labor supply

model to incorporate managed care incentives. They find that

managed care contracting generally reduces the number of

hours that physicians practice, but the net effects become

small and insignificant after accounting for the endogeneity of

physician managed care contracting behavior.

Malpractice Liability and Labor Supply

Physician labor supply may also be affected by other factors

such as the threat of malpractice liability. Thornton (1997)

shows a significant income effect of a change in malpractice

premiums on physician labor supply. In particular, higher

malpractice premiums lead primary care physicians to increase

their practice hours, possibly to recoup some of the income

losses associated with these premiums. An alternative inter-

pretation is that physicians regard malpractice premiums as a

tort signal and attempt to work more hours to reduce the

possibility of malpractice liability. Either effect leads phys-

icians to increase labor supply. Thornton (1999) compares the

magnitudes of the income effect and tort signal effect in
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response to malpractice premiums. He finds that the income

effect dominates, with the tort effect being much smaller.

In contrast, Helland and Showalter (2009) analyze the

effect of state-level malpractice reforms during the period of

1983–88 on physician behavior. They find that an increase

of 1% in the probability of incurring a malpractice suit will

reduce the weekly hours worked by 0.29%. The magnitude of

this elasticity increases to � 1.224 for physicians aged 55 years

or older. Kessler and McClellan (1996) analyze malpractice

reforms designed to reduce the threat if physician liability to

examine whether physicians practice defensive medicine; for

example, increasing the provision of services to ward off the

threat of malpractice suits. They find that malpractice reforms

are associated with a significant reduction (5–9%) in phys-

ician expenditures for Medicare patients after the malpractice

reforms without substantial changes in mortality or medical

complications.

Conclusion

As key players in medical decision-making, understanding

factors affecting the physician’s decision to supply care will

remain an important topic in health economics research.

Much effort has been devoted to this issue already and with

fruitful results. Most studies suggest that greater earnings po-

tential and fee restrictions both lead to increased labor supply,

though the response is typically fairly small and inelastic.

Greater competition also appears to increase labor supply,

although econometric challenges associated with much of this

literature suggest that these results should be viewed with

more caution. Perhaps not surprisingly, managed care has had

a restrictive role on physician labor supply. Less certain are the

effects of target or reference incomes and the role of medical

malpractice liability.

Although the notion that reference points are used in de-

cision-making has considerable empirical support (Rizzo and

Blumenthal, 1996; Rabin, 1998; Heath et al., 1999; Schmidt

and Traub, 2002; Fellner and Maciejovsky, 2007; Rizzo and

Zeckhauser, 2003, 2007), McGuire and Pauly (1991) rightly

assert that there remains no theory as to how and why phys-

ician income targets are set and why they should affect the

physician labor supply decision. Understanding these issues is

an important direction for further research.

Increasingly, patients are playing a more proactive role in

the care they receive from physicians (Fang et al., 2008). This

consumerist orientation may have implications for physician

labor supply as well. Fang and Rizzo (2009) introduce the

notion of ‘physician demand enablement’ as physician labor

supply responses to patient-initiated requests for services. The

effects of ‘consumerist’ patients on physician’s willingness to

supply care also warrant further study.

See also: Income Gap across Physician Specialties in the USA.
Medical Malpractice, Defensive Medicine, and Physician Supply.
Organizational Economics and Physician Practices. Physician
Management of Demand at the Point of Care. Physician-Induced
Demand. Specialists
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Introduction

Many perspectives can be taken to look at physician practice

behaviors. Other articles in this section of the Encyclopedia

and in the literature (e.g., by McGuire, Chandra, Cutler, and

Song) provide extensive information on multiple approaches

to studying physician practice. In general, empirical studies of

physician practice behaviors build on administrative data

which contain the information necessary for billing but no

details on what happened in the encounter. They do not

contain detailed information on how patient demand was

expressed and how physician responded while they were en-

gaged in an office visit, i.e., at the point of care. Survey data

have its own problems, and can be subject to recall, social

desirability, or self-perception biases. Physician management

of patient demand at this microlevel needs special data to shed

light on the exchanges between patient and physician. Video

or audio recordings of office visits are two such data sources.

This article focuses on interactions between primary care

physicians and patients at the point of care, where patient

demand is managed through conversations. By analyzing re-

cordings in a detailed way, this methodological approach

enables the authors to closely observe what Kenneth Arrow

notes as the activities of producing medical care that are un-

observable through the lens of administrative data.

Video or audio recordings of the visits allow the authors to

examine the length and content of visits. They provide a

comprehensive representation of the patient–physician en-

counter, unlike chart review which can be influenced by

physicians’ charting patterns and their tendency to under-

report delivery of some services or overreport other services.

The following two excerpts from transcripts of two visits il-

lustrate the nuanced information about the demand for by-

pass surgery (Example 1) and uncertainty about incidence of

disease and efficacy of treatment, and the use of heuristics in

decision making under uncertainty (Example 2).

Example 1
An elderly female patient seeing her primary care physician for

a dry cough, before undergoing bypass surgery that was

scheduled to take place in a few weeks.

Patient: (Clasping her hands) and really, why I agreed to the

surgery was because I thought that they would be able to fix

the damage the heart attack had done to my heart. And they

said no.

Physician: No, you can’t fix that. It helps to reestablish the

circulation so that you don’t have any further heart attacks. y

so I will see you back here after your surgery.

Patient: Yes, if I don’t cancel it again.

It is seen that the patient had expressed some reservations

about the operation. The physician did not address her con-

cerns or allowing her to change her mind about undergoing

the surgery.

Example 2
An elderly female patient seeing her primary care physician,

after having had 3 visits during which multiple new psycho-

tropic medications were started and stopped in the last 3

months. She complained of unsteadiness and off balance,

anxiety, and forgetfulness. The following was the exchange at

17 min into the visit.

Physician: The girls are going to set up a follow-up appoint-

ment in two weeks and we will see how we’re doing. You’re

going to stop the Lorazepam, stop Lorazepam, take Vitamin E,

water pill, y

Patient: (Raising her hand as though to signal she has some-

thing to say) Now, y

Physician: (Taking her hand, shaking it, and continuing to

talk) y everything else stays the same, including the Well-

butrin and we’re going to see you back in two weeks.

Patient: But now, you said on that Vitamin E, 1000 twice a

day, 2000?

Physician: Yes, ma’am.

Patient: Ok.

Physician: That’s what the study states. It’s written down

here. Ok?

Patient: Yeah, sure.

Physician: (Moving to help patient down from exam table and

starts walking towards the door) There you go. We’ll try a little

‘addition by subtraction’ and hope that by stopping the Lor-

azepam that will stop your coordination difficulties and

maybe the Wellbutrin we can continue.

Stopping Lorazepam suddenly instead of tapering it off

slowly could exacerbate the patient’s anxiety. The exceedingly

high daily dose of vitamin E is also not indicated. From the

video data it is noticed that the physician was not willing to

hear any more from the patient but wanted to bring her back

for another visit 2 weeks later.

Questions That Have Been Informed by Microlevel
Interaction Analysis

Direct Observation Analysis

A number of studies that have shed some light on the

‘blackbox’ of patient–physician exchanges at the point of care

using microlevel interaction analysis of video and audio re-

cordings of office visits have been undertaken. They en-

compass three general areas: (1) time allocation in primary

care office visits, (2) time management practice in office visits

that resemble the use of a behavior rule, and (3) management

of diverse demand with heterogeneous level of professional

and personal uncertainties.

Time allocation in primary care office visits
Time is a scarce resource in a physician’s office practice. How

physicians use clinic time has important implications on
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quality of care, patient trust, and malpractice suits, and is one

of the components of physician payments in the resource-

based relative value scale. Primary care office visits are essen-

tially communication events between patient (demand) and

physician (supply) on which data and research methods from

other scientific disciplines have made extensive efforts. Social

psychologist Mishler views patient–physician conversations as

complex, multidimensional, and multifunctional exchanges.

Health services researchers recognize the unique and critical

role of primary care physicians in providing patients with an

‘advanced medical home’ where complex comorbidities are

diagnosed and treated. Despite previous research efforts on

patient–physician interactions, however, the literature was si-

lent on how physicians allocate time within a visit. The point

of care exchanges that occur behind the closed door were

considered hidden and noncontractible.

To examine how clinic time was actually spent during pa-

tients’ visits to primary care physicians and to identify the

factors that influence time allocations, a novel approach was

developed to analyze video recordings of routine office visits

in primary care practices. Currently, audio recordings of per-

iod health examinations (PHEs) are being analyzed in an in-

tegrated health delivery system which provides supplemental

data on service utilization before and after the recorded visits.

The findings have been rather thought provoking.

Specifically, not only the length of visits but also, more

importantly, the content of visits in terms of units of clinical

decision making referred to as ‘topics,’ operationalized as

clinical issues raised by either participant was examined. An

interaction was coded directly from an audio or video re-

cording of the visit, along with transcripts of the interaction,

based on topics sequentially introduced by patient or phys-

ician. After partitioning a visit into topics, the amount of time

spent on each topic by patient and physician was further

recorded. In the PHE study, the quality of communication on

each topic was also measured. Figure 1 illustrates the flow of

conversation in one visit, from topic to topic, over time. It is

evident that the exchange took a rather free flow form, con-

sistent with general conversation patterns in casual conver-

sations, despite training in medical school and residencies on

how to structure an office visit.

This approach of using microlevel data collected at the

point of care allows the authors to examine how much time is

dedicated to specific topics, the cognitive and emotional ef-

forts invested in the exchanges across topics, and the factors

that influenced how clinical time and efforts are allocated. It

has been found that primary care office visits vary not only in

length but also in the division of time among topics. Patients

typically present multiple complaints during an office visit

requiring physicians to divide time and resources during a visit

to deal with competing demands. Very limited amount of time

was dedicated to specific topics. In the video study, it was

found that the median visit length was 15.7 min covering a

median of six topics. Approximately 5 min were spent on the

longest topic, whereas the remaining topics each received

1.1 min. Although time spent by patient and physician on a

topic responded to many factors, length of the visit overall

varied little even when contents of visits varied widely. Mac-

rofactors associated with each site (e.g., academic medical

center where physicians are paid by salary vs. physicians in fee-

for-service solo practices or in a managed care group practice)

had more influence on visit and topic length than the nature

of the problem patients presented.

Time management practice resembling the use of a
behavioral rule
The New York Times published an article about the above

study entitled ‘‘The Ticking Clock in the Doctor’s Office’’ along

The
study

Hip pain

Depression

Backache

Gum

End of visit

Patient talks

Physician talks

Time

Beginning

Figure 1 Flow of conversation during a visit.
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with a cartoon which depicts a clock wedged between a patient

and a physician. The ticking clock resembles an upward sloped

shadow price of time that rises as time elapses once a visit

starts. Although patient and physician both initiate dis-

cussions on topics during the visit, it is the physician who

decides when the visit needs to end. The authors wanted to

examine how physicians decide when to end a visit. They were

most interested in the order of topics in terms of ‘seriousness,’

or of the physician’s assessment of the benefits of spending

time on the topic.

One hypothesis was that potential topics are ranked by

importance and the most important topics are covered first.

The efficient allocation of the physician’s time can be de-

scribed by a threshold value or shadow price, call it l, such

that any topic with value greater than l is dealt with by the

physician, and any topic with value less than l is not. The

value of l is set so as to just use all of the time the physician

has available. Another interpretation is that the physician has

another activity with a constant value of l. This other activity

might, for example, be ‘administrative work,’ that can be done

during the day or handled at the end of the day.

An alternative hypothesis was that physicians have a ‘target’

amount of time to spend with each patient, like a tennis coach

who gives equal amount of time to each of his students. One

way to model a ‘target’ is to regard the shadow price of time to

be zero up to the target and infinite after the target. Under the

alternative hypothesis, physician admits a new topic if and

only if the value of the new topic is greater than or equal to l
given how much time has already elapsed in the visit. The

target can be set by a norm that is dictated by protocols at the

practice regarding the number of patients a physician needs to

see each day to reach productivity goals. Under the influence

of such productivity goals, the decision to end the visit is

determined by a behavioral rule rather than maximization of

the expected net benefit of their time with patients.

Empirically, the probability of a topic being the last topic

of a visit was modeled. The key right-hand-side variables are

four binary indicators of time elapsed when a topic was

introduced: within 5 min of the beginning of the visit, be-

tween 5–10 min, between 10–15 min, and after 15 min.

Multiple measures of the ‘seriousness’ of a topic were in-

corporated. The empirical findings support the alternative

hypothesis: The likelihood of a topic being the last increased

successively and significantly with each increment in the block

of time for topic introduction. The results are robust to various

specifications.

This example resonates with time accounting and targeting

heuristics observed in behavioral economics. New York City

cab drivers have been documented to quitting earlier on high-

wage days and driving longer on low-wage days. Physicians are

found to work under a similar behavioral rule, spending time

patiently until the target is reached, then quickly closing the

visit. The second example presented at the beginning of the

article was from a visit in which the physician was by turns

patient and inquisitive (at 5 min into the visit) and brisk and

dismissive (at 17 min). He transformed the patient’s raised

hand for inquiry into a good-bye handshake, and escorted her

from the room while telling her that he would bring her back

for another visit in 2 weeks. Another approach used to close a

visit was referring patients to social workers who would spend

more time listening and figuring out how social services might

offer support. Giving prescriptions for medications (some-

times even unindicated medications) is yet another approach

to close a visit. Although fee-for-service environment clearly

rewards such approach to increase demand, they are not ne-

cessarily what a perfect agent would have done. It is the op-

posite of what one would do to maximize the effectiveness of

each visit which entails covering multiple issues at one sitting.

Managing demand by limiting the number of issues addressed

or not addressing some of them effectively – as evidenced in

the findings – may actually contribute to backlog in access to

office visits because more demand for return visits has been

created to address unresolved issues.

Management of diverse demand with heterogeneous level
of professional and personal uncertainties
Unlike specialty care visits in which patients usually seek ser-

vice for one particular condition, for example, rotator cuff

injury, carpel tunnel syndrome, that is within the expertise of

the specialist, primary care office visits routinely involve

multiple patient complaints that could reach beyond the ex-

pertise and comfort zone of primary care physicians. Pro-

fessional and personal uncertainties pose additional layers of

complexity in physician’s micromanagement of heterogeneous

patient demand. Nevertheless, generalists are expected to ad-

dress more complex issues. Whether what they do meets this

expectation is an empirical question. Direct observation study

can facilitate better understanding of how well they perform to

the standards and what system modifications or policy chan-

ges are needed to complement or substitute some work of the

primary care physicians to reduce inefficiencies in the agency

relationship.

Whether and how to respond to demand for treatment for mental
illnesses
Depression is the most common mental illness that is en-

countered by primary care practitioners who deliver most of

its treatment, especially for elderly patients. Depression treat-

ment practice guidelines call for at least four office visits, with

counseling on mental health problems lasting for at least

5 min. They also advocate educating patients about treatment

options, including medications’ mechanisms of action, costs,

risks, and benefits. Although treatment guidelines have been

developed based on clinical research and expert opinion, the

‘meaning’ of these standards in terms of routine medical

practice is not well understood. Detailed aspects of guidelines

are rarely applied in quality assessment studies. The video and

audio data enabled the authors to explore in detail how pri-

mary care physicians managed patient demand for treatment

for depression in routine office visits.

It was found that the median length of time spent ad-

dressing depression was only 2 min, during which the patient

spoke for 1.2 min and the physician spoke for 0.8 min. Fur-

thermore, it was found that just because a physician has seen a

patient with a mood disorder for an appropriate number of

visits and prescribed a psychotropic agent or even multiple

agents, the appearance of adherence to current guidelines does

not necessarily mean that the patient received good mental

health treatment. The authors explain in details below with

findings from qualitative analyses of video recordings.
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Qualitative analysis of the video recordings of visits during

which mental health was addressed revealed three themes

which characterized how physicians managed patient’s de-

mand for depression treatment at the point of care. The first

theme was taking the time to investigate the disease and the

patient as a person. The visit with the longest time on mental

health discussion (17 min) in the whole study sample was a

visit by a 69-year-old white male who broke into tears when

his physician asked him how things were. The physician ex-

plored carefully and confirmed that the patient was depressed

and suicidal, with a plan to use a revolver (already loaded) in

the bathtub to end his life. Although the physician was very

thorough in his assessment, the treatment plan was in-

adequate when compared to guidelines on addressing suicidal

patients. He asked the patient to give a ‘no suicide contract’

and asked him to call a psychiatrist.

The second theme was allocating some time to gathering

information, recognizing depression, but giving inadequate

treatment. A case in point of this theme was a series of three

recorded visits between a female patient and a male physician

(Example 2 at the beginning of the article). The time allocated

to mental health in each visit was 9, 5, and 11 min, respect-

ively. Over approximately 7 months, this patient was se-

quentially prescribed paroxetine hydrochloride (10 mg for 6

weeks), fluoxetine hydrochloride (10 mg for 2 weeks), venla-

faxine hydrochloride (37.5 mg for 6 weeks), and bupropion

hydrochloride (unknown dose for 4 weeks) and taken off of

Lorazepam, which she had taken for a long time. In one of the

visits, the physician turned her raised hand for inquiry into a

good-bye handshake. The management of her depression

and anxiety had deviated from guidelines. For instance, low

dose and short course of the antidepressants could have ren-

dered these efficacious medications ineffective. Furthermore,

stopping Lorazepam abruptly could increase withdrawal

symptoms, potentially compounding anxiety. Despite the de-

ficiencies in how her conditions were managed, research or

quality improvement efforts based on claims data would have

characterized these visits as guideline concordant, because

only visit frequency was observed.

The third theme was physician dismissing patient’s cue and

indications of emotional distress. Five consecutive visits between

a female physician and a female patient were seen, in which

perfunctory and dismissive treatment of a patient’s emotional

distress was apparent. This patient was hospitalized to receive a

stent after percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty.

2 min and 40 s were spent on the patient’s emotions:

Physician: What you been up to?

Patient: I have just been crying my eyes out. (Cryingy)

Physician: Why?

Patient: I don’t know. I can’t help it. (Cryingy)

Physician: Why?

Patient: And then people ask me how I am, I just cry.

(Cryingy)

Physician: Oh (pause). Well I am not going to ask you that

anymore.

This physician’s paternalistic model of medical practice did

not alleviate the patient’s suffering. This is a case in which the

2-min mental health care clearly failed, because the patient left

the visits with her depression neither evaluated nor treated.

Such omission could impede her healing from the heart dis-

ease. It was somewhat surprising to see that, in a postvisit

survey, the patient was satisfied with her visit and continued to

return to the same physician for her care.

Whether responding to patients’ clues would lengthen visits
Patients often give clues of distress and invite their physicians

to respond. Although some physicians respond immediately,

others choose not to respond for fear of sinking too much

time if they were to respond. Communication researcher

Levinson et al. examined the length of visit and patients’

presentation of clues and found no evidence that responding

to clues lengthens visits. Actually, visits in which a physician

responded to a patient’s clue were shorter than when the

physician missed the opportunity. For primary care, visits

without clues were a mean 15.7 min. Those with one clue

were 12.7 min. Visits were longer (20.1 min) when there was a

missed opportunity, compared to visits where the physician

demonstrated at least one positive response to a clue

(17.6 min). Visits in which patients repeatedly brought up

emotional issues after the physician missed an opportunity to

respond to a clue were longer than those with a positive re-

sponse (18.4 min).

Whether discussion on a topic ends with an explicit decision
From the perspective of clinical communication, a decision

can be defined as a verbal commitment to an explicit action.

A clearly stated decision can facilitate a cognitive closure in

the minds of the patient and physician that the discussion on

a particular topic has reached an end. Communications re-

search repeatedly documented a deficit in informed decision

making in routine office visits and the lack of clear under-

standing patients have about what they needed to do after

they leave their visits. There was a gap in knowledge on how

often explicit decisions are actually made when discussion on

a topic ends. The proportion of topic discussions in the

sample that ended with an explicit decision was examined.

The findings suggested, while the majority of topics ended

with a decision (77%), there were variations related to the

content and dynamics of interactions. Topics in which pa-

tients spoke more (67 s) were more likely to end with an

explicit decision. Larger number of topics in a visit was as-

sociated with lower probability of a topic ending with a clear

decision.

In summary, Arrow and colleagues have commented on

the challenges in monitoring agents when their actions are

unobservable. When the authors studied patient–physician

interactions captured in video or audio recordings, they had

an invaluable opportunity to observe agent actions. Com-

bined with data on patient behaviors, a more nuanced

understanding of how physicians manage patient demand at

the point of care was gained. It could be seen that physicians

have been observed to be habitual in their management of

time during office visits, subject to influence of other demands

presented by patients, and their own familiarity with the

issues. In observing longitudinal visits between the same

dyads of patient and physician, it is also noticed that, in this

‘repeated game’ context, patients return to the same physicians

even though their previous clues of their desire to receive

mental health services were overlooked or dismissed. It
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appears that Albert Hirschman’s encouragement to individuals

to exercise their abilities to exit or use their voice in order to

show their dissatisfaction is challenging for patients to carry

out. The assumption of full information rarely holds true in

medical decision making. Physician behavior often deviates

from profit maximization expected of a firm. Simple exten-

sions of the profit or utility maximization models may not

produce satisfactory explanations of principal and agent be-

haviors. Simon’s ‘Satisficing’ under constraints model offers a

more plausible explanation of some of their behaviors. How

behavioral economics may offer promising perspectives to

study these behaviors are briefly discussed below.

Perspectives from Behavioral Economics

Health care exchanges, physician practice in particular, are

fertile grounds for behavioral economics research. Yet the

bulk of the application of behavioral economics to issues in

health economics has been on patient behaviors, particularly

addictive behavior around cigarettes, drugs and alcohol, and

unhealthy lifestyles. Physician behavior has just begun to be

subject to investigations guided by behavior economics per-

spectives. Some examples of physician behaviors that can be

explained by behavior economics perspectives are elucidated

here.

Use of Heuristics

An important finding from behavioral economics is the use

of heuristics by decision makers that works reasonably well

over a broad array of circumstances, but can be far off the

mark in others. Following a norm or what Frank and Zec-

khauser refer to as a ‘ready-to-wear’ treatment would be one

such heuristic. The choice of heuristics implies less attention

to purposeful optimization which is consistent with Simon’s

satisficing behavior. Humans, as opposed to Econs, have

frailties. Often, the cognitive resources to maximize is lack-

ing: the relevant probabilities of outcomes is usually not

known, all outcomes with sufficient precision can rarely be

evaluated, and the memories are weak and unreliable.

Wennberg told the story of physicians recommending ton-

sillectomy for certain percentage or number of recently seen

patients. Approximately 40% of children previously deemed

not needing surgery were recommended for surgery at each

subsequent waves of examination by additional physicians.

The findings from direct observation data are consistent with

this notion.

Attribution Bias

Context under which decisions are made needs to be taken into

consideration. Loewenstein argues against ‘context free’ think-

ing because visceral and emotional factors can affect decisions

in unexpected ways. For example, people may overattribute

other people’s behavior to personal dispositions whereas

overlooking situational causes or transient environmental in-

fluences on behaviors. In doing so, the decision maker falls prey

to attribution bias. Case study findings suggest that some

physicians overlook the effects of inaccessibility of healthy

food choices and walking paths in low-income neighborhoods,

or other social determinants of health and overattribute the

obesity problem to obese individuals being lazy.

Groopman told a gut-wrenching story of an elderly

African-American patient being labeled as noncompliant who

suffered from congestive heart failure, diabetes, hypertension,

coronary artery disease, and advanced rheumatoid arthritis.

She had been repeatedly admitted to a major academic med-

ical center. None of her previous physicians knew that she was

unable to read the labels on the medicine bottles until an

African-American internist recognized what the other phys-

icians had overlooked. This physician paid attention to the

social context of severe disadvantages of being a black woman

in the rural Mississippi of the 1930s and was able to arrange

for the patient’s daughter to be present at discharge and be

informed of plans for care at home. The patient’s recovery was

remarkable afterwards.

Such attribution bias appears to be fairly common. Pa-

tients’ weights significantly affect how physicians view and

treat them. Patients with higher body mass index are also less

likely to be perceived by physicians as medication adherent.

Physicians ordered more tests for obese patients, spent less

time with them, and viewed them with more negativity than

nonobese patients. In a study of patient–physician com-

munication over management of chronic pain, a physician

was observed to be telling an elderly female African-American

patient with disabling knee pain: ‘‘all you need to do is to lose

50 pounds. So you won’t be hobbling around with all the

extra weight on your knees’’.

Anchoring and Availability Bias

Frank and Zeckhauser termed the ‘My Way Hypothesis’ for

situations in which physicians would regularly prescribe a

therapy that was quite different from the choice that would

be made by their peers. Although it is possible that the

physician chose that therapy because she had differential

expertise, the My Way Hypothesis may also apply when a

physician has had personal ‘good luck’ with it, a plausible

heuristic, but one that falls prey to the availability heuristic,

namely overweighting evidence that one can bring easily to

mind. Groopman recounted an emergency department (ED)

physician using a ‘studied calm’ approach to avoid anchoring

and availability biases when a patient presented with symp-

toms suggestive of a kidney stone. Rather than going along

with the kidney stone diagnosis made by the triage nurse, the

ED physician asked what might be the worst-case scenario

thereby avoiding these cognitive biases and correctly diag-

nosed a dissecting abdominal aortic aneurysm, a far more

life-threatening emergency.

Therefore, there is systematic evidence that heuristics can

frequently lead decision makers astray, particularly when

probabilistic outcomes are involved, as is almost always the

case with medicine. The power of the field of behavioral

economics has developed from the broad insight that

heuristics can lead to significantly suboptimal behavior. Ap-

plication of behavior economics perspectives can help advance

the understanding of micromanagement of patient demand.
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What Is the Value of This Research in Improving The
Functioning of Patient–Physician Interaction?

Rather than accepting the notion that agent behaviors are

unobservable and noncontractible, research efforts using

direct observation data available in other fields has shed

some light on agent behaviors at the point of care were ap-

plied. Building on the insights from behavior economics,

coupled with empirical evidence from direct observation of

physician–patient interaction, a more informed understand-

ing of how physicians manage demand at the point of care,

more like Humans with frailties, rather than Econs who have

full information and can do probabilistic decision analysis on

the go can be attained. Better point-of-care clinical decision

support systems, redesign staffing structure to provide effective

support, implement incentives that are conducive for escaping

the lull of the norm may be designed. Shared decision making

has been shown to lead to better honoring of patient’s wishes

and lower procedure-based service use. This line of research

might continue to contribute to improving patient–physician

interaction.

Coding communications within visits at the topic level is

time consuming. Establishing inter- and intrarater coding re-

liability takes much effort and time. Some may question if the

effort is worthwhile. It has been asserted that the findings have

value in improving the functioning of patient–physician

interaction. For example, it is noted that many topics com-

pete for visit time, resulting in small amount of time being

spent on each topic. A highly regimented schedule might

interfere with having sufficient time for patients with complex

or multiple problems. Efforts to improve the quality of care

need to recognize the time pressure on both patients and

physicians, the effects of financial incentives, and the time

costs of improving patient–physician interactions.

Where This Research Area Should Go?

To understand how physicians manage patient demand,

Simon and Fuchs’ admonishment about using good data must

be adhered to. Direct observation using video or audio data

has offered unique insights and can continue to do so. Mul-

tidisciplinary collaboration with researchers in other fields

(e.g., health communication and medical education) for data

and communication analysis empirical approaches can con-

tinue to be a fruitful endeavor. It would be important to have

large enough sample size to enable the examination of causal

relationship between communication characteristics and

downstream patient-reported outcomes.

Increasingly, patients are communicating with physicians

asynchronously via secure messaging through the electronic

health records (EHR) and personal health record. The method

for studying patient–physician communication must evolve

accordingly to take advantage of the EHR as an additional

source of data for data mining. Some EHR, for example,

EpicCare(EPIC) EHR, offers an unobtrusive portal to study

time use through analysis of EPIC access log, a feature in EPIC

EHR designed for monitoring access to patient’s EHR for se-

curity and privacy concerns. The EPIC access log tracks the user

of the EHR, time of access, device from which the access was

made, and EHR functional location of the access, for example,

progress note, medication list, phone encounter, and secure

messaging. EHR enables the authors to leverage existing

‘behind-the-scenes’ data to study how much time clinicians

spend on performing tasks. Natural language processing

software is making progress in harvesting useful information

from this data source to inform research on physician be-

haviors. Continued effort can bring promises to the field.

Sensitivity to institutional changes taking place in health

care is essential. The health care delivery system is undergoing

fundamental changes. To be relevant, one must be mindful of

the institutional context and delivery system characteristics –

dynamic rather than static – in which physicians manage pa-

tient’s demand at the point of care. The redesign of clinical

care processes and payment incentives can be informed by this

type of research. For instance, it has been observed that quite a

bit of time is being spent on listening to the lung, doing the

traditional litany of system review where old information was

rehashed with no apparent value. For example, if a patient’s

grandparent died of cancer 20 years ago, repeating this in-

formation at every periodic health exam offers no new infor-

mation. How much value do these clinical routines offer?

Should reimbursement continue to be triggered by following

these routines? Substituting tradition-based medicine with

evidence-based medicine may free up some time for phys-

icians to do more shared decision making on more important

issues in patient’s view at the point of care to maximize the

benefit of time.

Even the definition of point of care needs to be expanded to

accommodate new models of care delivery. For example, the

emergence of team care makes the function of care managers

and other providers on the team important forces that might

affect how patient demand is managed in the world of team

care. The literature is silent on how team communicates among

its members and with patients, let alone the impact on demand.

Tools designed to reduce information asymmetry and un-

certainty in decision making are being developed, tested, and

prescribed for patients. These decision aids – for example, for

prostate cancer, breast cancer, depression treatment, and end-

of-life care preferences – are making significant changes in

patients’ understanding of options and assisting them to alter

their demand for health care services. How physicians use

these decision aids and how they respond to patient’s modi-

fied preferences can be important areas of research. As the field

pays more attention to patients with multiple chronic con-

ditions, more refined clinical decision support systems that

can be tuned to accommodate demands from multiple mor-

bidities will be a welcome addition to practicing physicians.

Direct observation data can also provide unique insight on

how demand from each condition is managed at the point of

care with multimorbidity patients. For those interested in ac-

cessing the video recordings that have been used in the re-

search, they may access them if they are medical educators or

researchers working to improve the doctor–older patient

relationship.

See also: Medical Decision Making and Demand. Physician-Induced
Demand. Rationing of Demand
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Glossary
Accountable care organizations Networks of physicians,

or physicians and hospitals, that contract with insurers.

Any willing provider laws Restrictions on insurers’ ability

to form exclusive networks by requiring them to contract

with any provider who is willing to join and meets the

network requirements.

Board certification A process by which physicians

demonstrate their knowledge and skills in a particular

specialization.

Capitation A payment mechanism where physicians

receive a predetermined fixed fee for each patient they

enroll in their practice in exchange for care for a fixed

period of time without any marginal reimbursement.

Cournot oligopoly A market dominated by a small

number of sellers where each firm makes quantity decisions

taking the optimal strategies of all competitors into

account.

Credence good A good whose value is difficult for the

consumer to judge even after consumption (in contrast to

an experience good).

Ex post moral hazard The situation where patients use

excessive amounts of care because they face a subsidized

price due to insurance.

Fee-for-service A payment mechanism where physicians

receive a predetermined fixed fee for each billable service

they provide, which is generally at or above the marginal

cost of production for that service.

Independent practice association A network of

independent physicians that contracts with managed care

organizations and employers.

Managed care organizations Organizations that integrate

health insurance and healthcare service delivery and also

place restrictions on which providers can been seen and the

use of some services.

Monopolistic competition A market where firms or

providers offer differentiated products, allowing the

suppliers some market power in the short run.

Numerus clausus Refers to the limit on the number of

students who may enter a program of study (e.g., medical

school).

Physician-Hospital Organizations Joint ventures

between hospitals and physicians.

Preferred provider organization A form of managed care

where enrollees face lower prices when they see in-network

providers.

Scope of practice The procedures, actions, and processes

that different healthcare practitioners are licensed (or

permitted) to perform.

Supplier-induced demand A situation in which

physicians convince patients to demand excessive amounts

of care in the presence of asymmetric information.

Switching costs Any cost, psychological, financial, or

otherwise, associated with leaving one’s current physician

and finding an alternative source of care.

Introduction

A market is generally defined as a set of firms or individuals

selling similar (or at least partially substitutable) goods or

services to a given set of consumers. Under some basic con-

ditions, competitive markets yield Pareto optimal outcomes

(The First Optimality Theorem). As a result, policymakers and

regulators have generally favored competition and prohibited

and punished anticompetitive behavior. However, many re-

searchers have argued that: (1) many of the basic conditions

required for the existence, and Pareto efficiency, of a com-

petitive equilibrium are unlikely to be satisfied in the health-

care market and (2) in the presence of deviations from the

necessary conditions, competition may actually be welfare

decreasing. Important deviations from the model of perfect

competition in the physician market include imperfect and

asymmetric information, differentiated products, adminis-

tratively set prices, insurance, and barriers to entry (Table 1).

Simply put, conditional on being in a second-best world, the

effect of competition on quality and cost of healthcare may

not necessarily be positive.

Although clearly being different from markets that fit the

requirements for perfect competition, the market for physician

services does resemble other markets involving asymmetric

information, expertise, or credence goods. Markets for car re-

pair, legal advice, and taxicab rides are classic examples with

the potential for inefficient outcomes and scope for govern-

ment intervention. However, the market for medical care

suffers from a larger number of imperfections than most,

moving quite far from the first-best being a relevant welfare

benchmark. In addition to the information asymmetries seen

in these other markets, insurance and administratively set

prices are notable attributes of the market for healthcare and

physician services which complicate the welfare implications

of competition and many of the conclusions drawn from

nonhealthcare analyses.

Consistent with not using the first-best as the main point

of reference, physicians have been seen by many (including

lawmakers and courts) to be outside the scope of competition

policy (in part because of their role as ‘learned professionals’

in the presence of imperfect information). In 1975, the US

Supreme Court ruled that learned professionals (including
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physicians and the entire healthcare market) were indeed

subject to antitrust laws, while nonetheless recognizing the

particularities of the environment and the potentially perverse

role of competition. In other countries, including Canada,

Germany, and the Netherlands, lack of price competi-

tion among physicians is institutionalized as prices are ex-

plicitly negotiated between the government and physician

associations.

Understanding several aspects of the economics of the

physician market is necessary to address the aforementioned

debate. First, what is the level of competition in the physicians’

marketplace? Second, what factors contribute to its relative

strength? Third, what form does it take (e.g., price vs. quality

competition)? The idea of competition in the physician mar-

ket is relevant to all contexts and healthcare systems but its

form and level are dependent on the institutional context

(e.g., payment mechanisms and regulations regarding balance

billing) and the economic environment (e.g., the relative

supply and demand of healthcare services). Although little

empirical work exists investigating the market power of

physicians or the welfare implications of reduced competition

in the physicians’ market, examining the characteristics of the

physicians’ market can provide a sense of the form and level of

competition present in different jurisdictions.

Beyond describing competition in the physician market, its

normative implications must be considered. In the context of

the second best, it is unclear whether competition in the

physician market will improve or harm social welfare. Theo-

retical work (Allard et al., 2009) has shown that, in a mixed-

payment system, competition may provide appropriate

incentives even in the presence of noncontractible effort,

information asymmetry, unobserved heterogeneity, switching

costs, uncertainty, and regulated prices. More specifically,

competition makes a patient’s ‘threat’ to seek care elsewhere

Table 1 Deviations from first optimality theorem assumptions

Assumption Deviations/examples

Full and symmetric information 1. Patients may have partial information on:
a. their need for care (or illness severity)
b. treatment options
c. quality of care/provider
d. prices

2. Information on (a) through (d) may remain partial even posttreatment in part because of an uncertain
treatment-outcome relationship

3. Physicians may have partial information on:
a. their patient’s illness severity
b. their patient’s history
c. their patient’s preferences, income

4. Insurers may have partial information on the patient’s illness severity and need for care
5. Insurers may have partial information on the care received

Differentiated products 1. Physicians provide heterogeneous services:
a. diagnostic skills
b. treatment style-skills
c. bedside manner
d. hours of operation
e. location

2. Also differentiated by virtue of the patient–physician relationship:
a. trust ‘capital’
b. knowledge of medical history

Absence of search and switching
costs

1. Patients may face important search costs:
a. collect information on physicians
b. find out who is taking patients
c. inferring or predicting alternative physicians’ quality

2. Patients may face important switching costs when leaving one physician for another:
a. rebuilding trust
b. informing the new physician regarding medical history
c. potential monetary costs or penalties

Competitive prices 1. Administratively set prices are by construction a violation of this assumption, i.e., prices cannot adjust to
equate demand and supply

2. Price setting varies from one jurisdiction to another
Consumers face true prices 1. Presence of insurance an obvious violation of this assumption

2. Insured patients face either a fully or partially subsidized price depending on the deductible and copayment
No barriers to entry or capacity

constraints
1. Barriers to entry in the medical market include:

a. medical school admission restrictions
b. licensing and other regulations (especially important for outsiders) which can include retraining, testing,

internships, and language requirements
c. limits on nonphysician competition through scope of practice regulation (nurses, midwives, and

pharmacists)
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more credible, and may serve as an important incentive to

provide appropriate care on both contractible and non-

contractible dimensions. However, it may also lead to treat-

ment heterogeneity, overtreatment (i.e., defensive medicine)

and unstable physician–patient relationships. In this article

the authors examine some of the aforementioned necessary

conditions for the existence and Pareto efficiency of a com-

petitive equilibrium as a first step to understanding the

broader issue of competition and welfare in healthcare mar-

kets. The authors also review conclusions from the empirical

research in this area.

To address these different issues, the authors start by de-

fining the ‘players’ in the physicians’ market (i.e., who com-

petes against whom), a key first step in any study of the level,

form, or welfare impacts of competition in the physician

market. The market is defined simultaneously by the set of

suppliers and consumers in a geographic area, but geographic

considerations and ‘firms’ will be discussed sequentially for

ease of exposition. The authors first identify the set of con-

sumers over which physicians (or other healthcare providers)

compete (generally defined by a geographic area such as a zip

code or Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)). Next, to deter-

mine the level of competition within a given market, the ser-

vices over which different types of providers might compete

will be considered. Not surprisingly, physicians compete with

providers of their own specialty but also across specialties and

even with healthcare providers who are not physicians. Once

the competitors and their potential customers are identified,

the authors then separately examine the different elements

that may limit competition. Although most of the empirical

evidence discussed here is set in the North American context,

this is primarily due to greater interest in physician com-

petition there by researchers and policymakers. The general

issues and theoretical frameworks discussed here are, however,

common in many jurisdictions and the underlying economic

principles remain the same.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In

Section Who Are the Patients/Consumers That Physicians

Compete over?, the physicians market in terms of customers is

examined, i.e., who do physicians compete over? In Section

Who Competes against Whom?, the market in terms of sellers

is discussed, considering the possibility that physicians may

compete against nonphysician healthcare providers. In Section

The Competitive Model, the authors discuss the necessary

conditions for the existence of a Pareto efficient competitive

equilibrium and corresponding welfare implications, and how

the physicians’ market may deviate from such conditions.

Conclusions are drawn and remarks made in Section

Conclusion.

Who Are the Patients/Consumers That Physicians
Compete Over?

Physicians compete over a set of potential patients, generally

defined by their geographic location. Although such geo-

graphical areas may be simple to define (e.g., all physicians

within a city limit are assumed to form one market), they may

not accurately reflect the actual market. That is, the set of

physicians that a patient will consider likely depends on

several additional factors including: (1) the type (e.g., spe-

cialty) and quality of services provided, (2) the distance to

travel, (3) whether a given provider is covered by the patient’s

insurance, and (4) prices. For example, a patient may be

willing to travel longer distances for nonemergency care than

emergency care in order to get lower prices and/or greater

quality and therefore considers seeking care from a wider set

of physicians.

The question of prices that patients face is intricately tied to

that of insurance for healthcare services. Because widespread,

fairly comprehensive insurance coverage for physician services

is the norm throughout developed countries, consumers of

and payers for services are often not the same party. Phys-

icians’ incomes can come from a mix of public and private

payers (both insurance companies and individuals), one that

varies significantly across countries, regions, and medical

specialties, but rarely is comprised mostly of direct, out-of-

pocket payment by patients. Insurers often restrict services

they pay for to those provided by providers they contract with.

In Canada, this means any physician participating in the

provincial health insurance plan (nearly all physicians),

whereas in the US, a managed care plan may have a more

restrictive network of providers. As a result, the number of

insurers in a market and the ways in which they steer patients

to certain providers (if at all) can have implications for whe-

ther and how physicians compete for patients directly or

whether they compete for contracts with insurers. Although

the presence of insurance in general may make patients less

responsive to price or quality differences across physicians

(Section Insurance), payers can also play important roles in

reducing information asymmetries between patients and

physicians and can create direct incentives for patients to seek

out higher quality physicians.

Relatively few empirical studies that quantify physician

markets exist, but this question can be informed by the larger

literature on competition in hospital markets which faces

similar issues. Studies that use geographical areas like Primary

MSAs or actual consumption patterns to define markets (i.e.,

competitors) suffer from creating barriers that patients often

traverse and from generating bias if individuals choose a

particular hospital based on unobservable characteristics like

quality, which may also be correlated with market share. Take,

for example, a physician who is of such low quality that they

only attract patients in their immediate vicinity (e.g., in the

immediate zip code). By calculating the market shares (and

thus corresponding level of competition via a measure like

HHI) using zip codes as markets, this physician may appear to

face little competition (and thus benefit from a large market

share). This conclusion, however, neglects the fact that many

patients in neighboring zip codes may consider this particular

physician as part of the choice set but choose not to seek care

because of his or her poor quality. To deal with this potential

bias, recent studies have used predicted market shares based

on exogenous factors rather than actual shares.

Researchers who wish to define physicians’ markets and

measure their degree of competition should consider similar

potential biases. The authors are not, however, aware of any

papers that estimate the level of competition in actual phys-

icians’ markets in such a manner or which estimate individual

physician’s market share. As a result, the discussion relies on
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geographical markets rather than estimated potential markets,

although recognizing their limitations. Although not being the

sole indicator of competition, the extent to which market

characteristics (i.e., provider density) vary across jurisdictions

can be instructive regarding the degree of competition.

Who Competes against Whom?

Even once the geographic boundaries of a market have been

defined, identifying who competes against whom in health-

care (and thus which providers constitute a particular market)

is complicated by the fact that: (1) different types of providers

will provide (im)perfect substitutes for each other and

(2) different types of providers may have overlapping scopes

of practice. Obviously, general practitioners (GPs) compete

against other GPs, whereas obstetricians compete against other

obstetricians (i.e., within-specialty competition). However,

GPs may also compete with other specialists (from gynecology

to psychiatry) as they have considerable overlap in their scope

of practice.

Physicians may also compete across specialties because

different types of specialists provide alternative treatments for

the same health problem (e.g., ‘stenting’ by a cardiologist or

bypass surgery by a cardiothoracic surgeon). As a result, when

considering the market for a particular health problem or

medical service, one may have to consider different types of

physicians. Physicians may also compete with allied health

professionals (AHPs) such as physician assistants (PA) and

advanced practice nurses (APN) (which include nurse prac-

titioners (NP), certified nurse–midwives, clinical nurse spe-

cialists and nurse anesthetists). Although the allowable scope

of practice and level of independence of each of these groups

varies from one jurisdiction to another, both have increased

over the years. Dueker et al. (2005) found that in states where

they are given a lot of professional independence, APNs have

lower salaries (whereas their PA counterparts have higher

salaries). They argue that this is because physicians in states

where APNs are granted greater professional independence

substitute away from APNs toward PAs in their hiring de-

cisions for fear that they will take on greater roles in hospital

settings. This is not surprising as the authors also find that

greater independence of APNs negatively impacts physicians’

salaries. Finally, physicians are likely to compete with other

‘nonmedical’ healthcare providers such as chiropractors,

osteopaths, and acupuncturists. As a consequence, a more

complete vision of the market should consider these

alternatives.

The legal context that frames the physician market includes

licensing and scope of practice regulations. These largely de-

termine the market, both geographically and with respect to

specific services, and establish the ‘rules of the game’ in which

competition flourishes (or doesn’t). These frameworks vary

across jurisdictions, which can include an entire country

(physician licensing and registration by the General Medical

Council in the UK) or encompass states or provinces (pro-

vincial-level licensing in Canada). Although potentially help-

ing to disseminate information and maintain or improve

quality, these regulatory mechanisms are also likely to reduce

competition, issues that will be discussed further in Section

Limits to Supply and Barriers to Entry.

The Competitive Model

As noted previously, competitive environments yield Pareto

efficient outcomes under specific conditions. If they are met,

deviations from the competitive equilibrium lead to losses in

social welfare. Because physicians provide differentiated ser-

vices, entry into the market is strictly controlled, prices are

often set administratively and patients generally do not face

true prices because of insurance, physicians may have con-

siderable market power. However, because the conditions

underlying the First Welfare Theorem are unlikely to be met in

the healthcare setting (Arrow, 1963), it is not obvious that

such market power decreases welfare relative to greater

competition.

In the context of concerns about physicians’ market power,

accusations of collusion and anticompetitive behavior in the

physicians’ market have become more prevalent and the US

Department of Justice concluded that physician collusion

when negotiating with third-party payers was in violation of

the Sherman antitrust rules. Recent empirical work suggests

that in spite of these prohibitions, physicians benefit from

considerable market power. More specifically, Wong (1996)

found that the GP and family physicians’ market is consistent

with monopolistic competition (and not with monopoly or

perfect competition), whereas Gunning and Sickles (2010)

found that the medical and surgical specialists’ market is

consistent with Cournot oligopoly.

In the following subsections the authors discuss each of the

conditions required for a competitive market to reach efficient

outcomes in greater detail. Beforehand, however, the authors

present some summary statistics on the density of different

types of physicians across different jurisdictions in order to get

a sense of the level of competition (or at least, how it may vary

across different specialties and jurisdictions). Given that

physicians are unlikely to vary greatly in terms of individual

market shares, market-level HHIs are unlikely to provide

much more information than simple concentration ratios.

Across Organization for Economic Co-operation and De-

velopment (OECD) countries, the number of physicians

averaged 3 per 1000 population in 2007 and the average

number of GPs was 0.9 per 1000 and 1.8 specialists per 1000.

Considerable variation also exists across countries in each of

these measures (Table 2). The number of physicians ranged

from 1.5 per 1000 in Turkey to 5.5 per 1000 in Greece. Spe-

cialists greatly outnumbered generalists in central and eastern

European countries and in Greece. Other countries, notably

Belgium, France, and Portugal, have maintained a more equal

balance between specialists and generalists. This variation in

provider densities suggests differences in the degree of com-

petition in physician markets across these jurisdictions.

The number of nurses averaged approximately 9 per 1000

population across OECD countries, ranging from 1.3 per 1000

in Turkey to 16 per 1000 in Denmark. The number of mid-

wives averaged 72 per 100 000 women, ranging from 1 per

100 000 women in the US to 178 per 100 000 women in

Australia. Such variation in the densities of providers that are
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complements and substitutes to physicians can also have im-

plications for competition in the physician market.

Studies show that demographic factors such as age and

gender can also have important implications for the supply of

providers and level of competition, because those with dif-

ferent characteristics often practice in different locations (i.e.,

hospitals vs. private practice), work fewer or more hours, and

select different specialties. In 2007, on average 40% of phys-

icians across OECD countries were women, ranging from

more than half of physicians in central and eastern European

countries and Finland to less than 20% in Japan. The share of

women physicians has increased from 29% in 1990 across the

OECD and from 20% to 30% in the US between 1990 and

2007, and now account for nearly half of all medical students

there (NCHS, 2009). Characteristics such as gender, age, and

race are important predictors of specialty choice for some

specialties but variation in expected income across specialties

is also important.

A third factor that is linked to the competitiveness of the

physician market is the issue of adequate physician supply,

which remains an important policy topic especially with re-

spect to urban/rural differences. For example, in the US the

number of practicing physicians per 10 000 civilian popu-

lation was 25.7 in 2008, but largely rural states like Wyoming

and Idaho had only 18.7 and 17.0, respectively, whereas

Massachusetts had 39.7 and Maryland had 35.3 (NCHS,

2011). Low physician-to-population ratios in rural juris-

dictions mean that those providers face less competition from

other physicians. Furthermore, the range of explicit policies

and incentives that encourage physicians to locate in ‘under-

served areas’ (e.g., the US National Health Service Corps,

Quebec’s Differential Remuneration Program) clearly dem-

onstrate that the market is not competitive in the sense that

wages do not freely adjust to equilibrate supply and demand.

Some of the factors that prevent such a wage adjustment are

discussed in the following section.

Information and Physician Payment Methods

One of the defining characteristics of healthcare markets

and the patient–physician relationship is the presence of in-

complete and asymmetric information. Patients may have

greater knowledge about their symptoms, habits, medical

history etc., whereas physicians are likely to have privileged

information about the patient’s illness and alternative treat-

ment options. It is precisely because of their medical expertise

that physicians act as their patients’ agent (i.e., they act on

their patients’ behalf regarding medical decisions).

Under the traditional fee-for-service (FFS) system, phys-

icians receive a fixed payment for each service they provide

that is above the marginal cost of production. If physicians are

paid via a blended payment (partial capitation plus FFS), or if

there are multiple insurers across which physicians can cross-

subsidize, FFS payments need not be above marginal cost (e.g.,

the US Medicaid program).

As a result, the FFS payment system rewards the volume of

services. This incentive may lead physicians to manipulate

information that they provide to their patients in order to

encourage them to consume more care than they would chose

themselves if they were fully informed. This implies patients

would consume units of care whose marginal benefit is less

Table 2 Physician supply across selected OECD countries, 2007

Practicing physicians per
1000 population

General practitioners
(GPs) per 1000
population

Specialists per 1000
population

Ratio of GPs to specialists

Greece 5.4 0.3 3.4 0.1
Belgium 4.0 2.0 2.0 1.0
Switzerland 3.9 0.5 2.8 0.2
Sweden 3.6 0.6 2.6 0.2
Germany 3.5 1.5 2.0 0.8
France 3.4 1.6 1.7 0.9
OECD 3.1 0.9 1.8 0.5
Australia 2.8 1.4 1.4 1.0
UK 2.5 0.7 1.8 0.4
US 2.4 1.0 1.5 0.7
Canada 2.2 1.0 1.1 0.9
Japan 2.1 na na na
Mexico 2.0 0.7 1.3 0.5
Korea 1.7 0.6 1.1 0.5
Turkey 1.5 0.5 1.0 0.5

Notes: Data is from 2007, or the latest year available.

Practicing physicians are defined as the number of doctors who are providing care directly to patients. In many countries, the numbers include interns and residents (doctors in

training). The numbers are based on head counts, except in Norway which reported full-time equivalents before 2002. Ireland, the Netherlands, New Zealand, and Portugal report the

number of physicians entitled to practice (resulting in an overestimation). Data for Spain include dentists and stomatologists (also resulting in a slight overestimation).

Not all countries are able to report all their practicing physicians in the two broad categories of specialists and generalists. This may be due to the fact that specialty-specific data are

not available for doctors in training or for those working in private practice.

Source: Reproduced from OECD (2009). Health at a glance 2009: OECD indicators. OECD Publishing. Available at: http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/about/about;jsessionid=

cb6gobckacpip.x-oecd-live-02 (accessed 13.08.13).
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than its marginal cost. The physician may manipulate the

patients’ information, and thus their choice, by either ex-

aggerating the illness severity or the need for care. This phe-

nomenon is known as supplier-induced demand (SID). If

patients’ demand is responsive to the quality of services, then

FFS may also reward quality via volume. Of course, the dis-

tinction between quality that improves the value of healthcare

services versus amenities that are perceived by patients as

higher quality but do little to improve value beyond patient

satisfaction is an important one.

Several theoretical models and empirical analyses tackle

this issue. In a classic article, McGuire and Pauly (1991) pre-

sented a model of healthcare provision and costly inducement

of care. In a setting with only one type of care (or patient),

they show that physicians will wish to induce care in the

presence of a decreased fee (in order to recoup lost earnings)

only if the income effect dominates the substitution effect. In

the thoracic surgery setting, one study found that surgeons

whose fees were reduced under Medicare recouped some of

the lost earnings by increasing the number of surgeries they

performed.

McGuire and Pauly‘s model has two types of patients, with

private or Medicare health insurance coverage, each with their

respective reimbursement rate. They show that a decrease in

one reimbursement rate (i.e., the Medicare fee) can lead to an

increase in the amount of care provided to the now more

generously reimbursed patient (i.e., those with private insur-

ance), again if the income effect dominates. Another study

found that obstetricians who faced more competition

(through falling birth rates) responded to the potential re-

duction in their income by inducing demand for cesarean

deliveries (which are more lucrative than vaginal births).

To reduce this incentive for volume, alternative forms of

physician payments such as capitation and salary have been

introduced. In a capitation system, physicians receive a fixed

payment for each patient they enroll in their practice in ex-

change for care for a given period of time without any mar-

ginal reimbursement. By not tying a physician’s income to

volume, the capitation payment system completely eliminates

the incentive to provide inefficiently high levels of care.

Although this may reduce or eliminate SID, it has been asso-

ciated with reduced quality and quantity of care (i.e., phys-

icians may wish to manipulate information not to encourage

care but rather discourage it). One study found that the in-

crease in managed care has limited some of physicians’ ability

to induce care via supply-side constraints. Similarly, salaried

physicians have no incentive to induce care but may have little

incentive to provide the appropriate quantity and quality of

care (as their income is invariant, at least in the short run, to

such decisions). Although less competitive markets may allow

physicians to exploit their market power (say, through SID)

their willingness to do so will depend, in part, on the way that

they are paid.

Differentiated Medical Services and Switching Costs

Although physicians may provide similar sets of services,

they are likely to be different along several dimensions like

quality (including time spent with the patient, diagnostic

skills, treatment recommendations, bedside manner). Even

in the presence of a common specialty and types and levels

of quality, patients are unlikely to see their physicians as

perfect substitutes by simple virtue of the patient–physician

relationship. More specifically, patients may have developed

a sense of trust with their regular physician. Furthermore,

the physician is likely to have privileged information re-

garding the patient’s health history and need for care. Be-

cause of these aspects, patients may face important

switching costs when seeking care from an alternate pro-

vider and physicians are likely to exert some degree of

market power. One way physicians may exploit such market

power would be to price discriminate across patients. It is

precisely the potential for this behavior that is at the root of

uniform administrative pricing for physician services.

Although administratively set prices eliminate physicians’

ability to price discriminate, they may nonetheless exploit

their market power through other means (which in turn will

depend on the level of competition). The authors discuss

this issue in the next section.

Fee Setting and Organizational Response

The presence of administratively set prices is by definition a

deviation from a competitive environment. Although ad-

ministratively set prices may limit physicians’ ability to exploit

their market power through price discrimination (and thus,

may in fact be welfare enhancing), it does not necessarily

prevent physicians from exploiting the heterogeneity and

nontradability of their services or the presence of switching

costs (and this even in the presence of perfect information).

By simply giving patients a ‘take-it-or-leave-it’ offer on the

quantity of care to be provided, the physician may convince

the patient to consume excessive amounts of care (i.e., yield

higher profits for the physician and lower patient welfare;

McGuire, 2000). For example, consider a patient who can

consume care at p dollars per unit q. Further suppose that the

patient’s net benefit from consuming the utility maximizing

amount of care is given by B(q)� pq. Now suppose that the

patient faces a switching cost k if they decide to leave their

current physician for an alternative who would be willing to

provide q units (also at p). Switching costs could be monetary

if tests or procedures need to be redone, or psychic in the sense

of building a relationship with a new physician. If the patient

leaves their current physician for an alternative one, they then

receive a net benefit of B(q)� pq� k. Thus, the current phys-

ician can persuade the patient to consume q0 units of care

(greater than q) as long as B(q0)� pq04B(q)� pq� k. Thus, in

the presence of administratively set prices, nontradable goods,

and switching costs, physicians may hold important market

power even in the presence of full information. The above

suggests that increasing the patient’s ability to move from one

physician to another (i.e., decreasing the switching costs) is

likely to yield important implications on physicians’ market

power and patient welfare (which is consistent with previous

work (Allard et al., 2009)). As a result, one could imagine that

the presence of portable medical records and increased patient

education may have important benefits in encouraging an

efficient provision of care.
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How the fees are actually set and how closely they reflect

marginal cost pricing is also an important issue. In several

systems, payment rates are primarily based on relative weights

that reflect the costs of inputs used to provide physician ser-

vices and a conversion factor which translates these weights

into dollar amounts. The weights reflect factors such as

physician work (time, effort, skill, etc.), practice expenses

(rent, equipment, and staff), and professional liability insur-

ance expenses and the medical profession often exerts sig-

nificant control in determining them. Governments can use

(or attempt to use) adjustments to conversion factors to limit

spending on physician services and to constrain spending

growth (e.g., US Medicare’s Sustainable Growth Rate system).

In many jurisdictions, physicians have played an important

role in setting these rates. In Canadian provinces, provincial

physician associations negotiate directly with their respective

governments to set the fees – fees which then apply to all

physicians. In Germany, decisions made both by a government

committee at the federal level and by regional physicians’

associations affect the amounts physicians are paid for the

services they provide to patients. In the US, however, re-

imbursement rates paid to the same physician can vary be-

tween insurance providers. For example, a physician might

receive different reimbursement rates for the same procedure

depending on the patient’s (governmental or nongovern-

mental) insurer (from Medicare, to Medicaid, to private in-

surers). Furthermore, physicians are prohibited of collectively

bargaining when negotiating reimbursement fees.

One of the ways that insurers have reduced the fees paid to

physicians is through Managed Care Organizations (MCO).

MCOs control costs through a variety of tools including se-

lective contracting. Selective contracting refers to limits im-

posed on the pool of physicians that enrolled patients can

consult with (i.e., a network of providers). By limiting their

enrolees’ access to providers, MCOs gain bargaining power

relative to physicians. Although very strict forms of restrictive

contracting were popular in the early years of managed care,

less restrictive contracts such as Preferred Provider Organiza-

tions are more common now. These forms of managed care

contracting also coexist with ‘any willing provider’ laws,

which require managed care plans to explicitly state their

evaluation criteria and to accept any qualified provider who is

willing to accept the plan’s terms and conditions. Selective

contracting and ‘any willing provider’ laws are clearly de-

signed to have opposing effects on competition in the phys-

ician market.

In response to the potential negative effects of MCOs on

physician earnings, physicians have introduced different or-

ganizational structures in order to reduce costs or increase

their bargaining power. Independent Practice Associations are

networks of independent physicians that contract with MCOs

and employers. Physician-Hospital Organizations, however,

are joint ventures between hospitals and physicians. Emerging

Accountable Care Organizations are networks of physicians or

physicians and hospitals that contract with insurers. Although

such networks may provide important efficiency gains, they

run the risk of antitrust violations. Accordingly, 2010 legisla-

tion in the US prevents new physician-owned hospitals from

being built and puts strict limits on already existing ones given

the physician’s obvious conflict of interest (and corresponding

evidence that they may cherry-pick customers, avoid costly

services and provide low quality of care).

Insurance

In many markets, consumers face a price that reflects the cost

of production when making purchasing decisions. This is

usually not the case in the medical services market however

because of the presence of insurance. With insurance, con-

sumers face a partially or fully subsidized price and they will

wish to consume care until the marginal benefit of care is

equal to their subsidized cost (i.e., their out-of-pocket cost)

and not the actual marginal cost of production – a phenom-

enon known as ex post moral hazard. As a result, insurance can

cause important deviations from the Pareto efficient outcome.

To reduce this problem of ex post moral hazard (and thus, limit

also its perverse effect) one can simply increase the share of

the expense the patient pays for (i.e., increase the copayment).

By doing so, however, one reduces the risk-spreading benefits

of insurance.

Limits to Supply and Barriers to Entry

The condition of free entry is clearly not met in the case of the

physician market, with significant barriers existing in training,

licensure, and migration across jurisdictions. Nearly all OECD

countries exercise some form of control over the number of

medical school students – often in the form of a numerus

clausus, or limit on the number of medical school slots – or

residency positions. This is motivated by a variety of factors

including restricting medical school entry to the most able

applicants, controlling the total number of physicians for cost-

containment reasons, and limiting the direct cost of training.

Although countries vary in their approaches to these limits

(i.e., ministerial decisionmaking vs. financial incentives) and

the extent to which control is devolved to subnational gov-

ernments (state/provincial/canton) or medical schools them-

selves, the net result is that the number of physicians is largely

determined by policy.

Beyond the total number of physicians, the mix of phys-

icians in different specialties is a function of the number of

residency slots, which is largely determined by organized

medicine. In the US, Residency Review Committees, consisting

primarily of physicians from a particular specialty, control the

number of residents who train in, and therefore the number of

physicians who flow into, each specialty. Nicholson (2003)

showed that these committees could set the flow of residents

in order to achieve their desired combination of licensed

physicians and physician rents and that minimum wage

regulation and scarcity of teaching material (i.e., patients)

could also result in the observed persistent excess rates of

return to specialization.

After medical education and residency training are com-

pleted, entry into the market for both physicians and AHPs is

restricted via licensing and practice regulations that can limit

competition geographically and in terms of specific services

provided. Three primary mechanisms are used to regulate

physicians and AHPs, licensure, certification, and registration,

and in the US this occurs at the state level. Licensure involves a
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mandatory system of state-imposed standards that prac-

titioners must meet to legally practice within the state. Non-

governmental boards, dominated by members of the regulated

profession but often also including political appointees or

members of the public, determine applicants’ eligibility re-

quirements, develop standards of practice, and enforce dis-

ciplinary actions. Certification refers to a voluntary system of

standards, usually set by nongovernmental agencies or asso-

ciations. Physicians may become board certified within a

specialty to establish they have the appropriate level of

knowledge and skills in that area. Registration is the least re-

strictive mechanism, requiring practitioners to file their name,

address, and qualifications with a government agency in order

to practice, but not to meet any additional educational or

experience requirements.

As discussed in Section Who Competes against Whom?,

competition in the market for physician services is also af-

fected by nonphysician providers, the extent to which they are

complements to or substitutes for physicians, and the laws

and regulations that govern the range of services they provide

and how they are remunerated. Feldstein (1988) describes

how organized medicine has influenced the demand for, and

supply of, physician services, notably by encouraging insur-

ance coverage for their services, disallowing price competition

among members, and restricting (expanding) the scope of

practice of substitute (complementary) providers allowed

under state practice acts. He also describes similar efforts by

the American Dental Association, American Nurses Associ-

ation, and American Hospital Association on behalf of their

memberships. For example, the American Medical Association

has favored the use of foreign medical graduates to serve as

interns and residents (complements, because the physician

bills for services provided) and also their return to their home

country once their residencies are completed and they become

substitutes. Similar tensions are seen between physicians and

PA, NP, and chiropractors. Beyond limiting the legal scope of

practice of substitute providers, efforts to exclude their pay-

ment by a third party has often occurred in the context of

public insurance programs (US Medicare, Canadian provincial

plans, etc.).

The last barrier to entry considered here is migration, or

physical entry into the physician market. Internationally,

OECD countries have adopted specific policies designed to

stimulate immigration of foreign physicians although re-

specting the constraints of licensing requirements, protection

of vested interests by domestic physicians, and minimization

of any negative impacts on the home country. Even within

countries, state, or provincial-level licensing requirements

mean that physicians may face considerable barriers to prac-

ticing in another jurisdiction.

Conclusion

In this article the authors provided an overview of the phys-

icians’ market and the role of competition within it. Specific-

ally, the authors noted that although the idea of competition

is relevant in all contexts, the observed level and form of

competition in any market for physician services will depend

on the institutional context and the economic environment.

Although the authors empirically observe indicators of the

degree of competition in the physician market to vary across

contexts, whether a lack of competition decreases social wel-

fare remains an open question. The uncertainty regarding

competition’s impact on welfare in this market stems from the

numerous market failures discussed in Section The Com-

petitive Model. Although some of these deviations from the

competitive model are likely inherent to markets for ‘expert’

services (information asymmetries, search and switching

costs), others are more amenable to change via health policy

and regulation (insurance, limits on entry, price competition,

and provision of services by other providers).

In this second-best environment, the value of competition

as a tool to increase welfare is unclear. Whether competition is

welfare decreasing depends on the context, specifically how

many market imperfections exist and how big are they? Put

another way, how far are we from the first best? Competition

may be a positive if it encourages the provision of high-quality

care (e.g., heterogeneous physicians provide an appropriate

mix and levels of care in the presence of information asym-

metry and insurance). Competition may be undesirable if it

encourages the wasteful use of resources in attracting and

treating patients or increases the quantity of services without

corresponding reductions in administered prices. For example,

Kessler and McClellan (2000) empirically examined the im-

pacts of competition in US hospital markets and found that,

in that specific context and time, competition improved wel-

fare. The authors expect that similar work to better understand

the implications of physician competition, taking into account

the specific institutional and economic contexts, will also be

valuable.
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Introduction

Physicians are often blamed for the high cost of healthcare in

the US. Physicians dupe patients into consuming too much

care, the story goes, driving up costs without producing

commensurate gains in health.

This line of reasoning derives from the physician-induced

demand (PID) hypothesis, which is a long-debated topic in

health economics. Under the PID hypothesis, physicians in-

fluence patient demand to suit their own interests. They are

able to do this because their patients know relatively little

about the type or quantity of treatment they need. Faced with

payment systems that reward quantity of care on the margin,

the inducing physician provides care beyond the level that

objective clinical judgment and patient preferences would

dictate. In short, inducing physicians create their own demand

rather than reacting to market demand.

The idea that doctors create their own demand is often used

to make the case for healthcare reform, particularly changes to

provider payment systems. Peter S. Orszag, the director of the

Office of Management and Budget from 2009–10, was para-

phrased by the New York Times as saying, ‘the supply of hos-

pitals, medical specialists, and high-tech equipment appears to

generate its own demand’ in June of 2009 (Pear, 2009). Induced

demand is also a leading explanation for the geographic vari-

ation in utilization that has been documented across the US

(Fisher et al., 2003a, b). Atul Gawande has argued in the New

Yorker magazine that induced demand combined with differ-

ences in the ‘culture of money’ across areas explains regional

variation in Medicare costs per capita (Gawande, 2009). Al-

though there has been no rigorous test of this relationship (as

noted in Fuchs (2004)), policymakers have latched onto the idea

that altering physician incentives in high cost areas can reduce

costs without sacrificing quality of care. ‘The Economic Case for

Health Care Reform’ of the White House states, ‘‘large variations

in spending suggest that up to 30 percent of health care costs (or

about 5 percent of GDP) could be saved without compromising

health outcomes’’ (http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/

eop/cea/The Economic Case for Healthcare Reform).

This article reviews the empirical evidence on PID from the

health economics literature. In the next section, induced de-

mand is defined and the evidence on the topic reviewed. The

following section brings evidence to bear from related litera-

tures. Finally, the concluding section discusses policy impli-

cations and areas for future research.

Empirical Evidence

The concept of induced demand is first attributed to Evans

(1974). The precise definition of McGuire (2000) follows:

Physician-induced demand exists when the physician influences a

patient’s demand for care against the physician’s interpretation of

the best interests of the patient.

Under induced demand, a physician takes an action to

shift the patient’s demand curve in the direction of the phys-

ician’s own interests. Physicians can affect such a shift, because

they have more information regarding the patient’s condition

and treatment options than the patient, an example of the

market failure known as asymmetric information. In theore-

tical models of induced demand, the action taken by the

physician is unobserved and is limited at the margin by its

costs. Typically inducement is itself costly for the physician,

but in some models inducement negatively impacts patient

flows (e.g., Pauly, 1980; Rochaix, 1989) or physician repu-

tation (e.g., Dranove, 1988).

Two aspects of this definition merit clarification. First, in-

duced demand does not include actions that influence de-

mand in the best interest of the patient. Indeed, moving

demand toward the patient’s optimum is a responsibility of

physicians. Second, the definition leaves room for treatment

to vary across patients and providers. The benefits and risks of

treatments vary with patient characteristics, and it is the job of

the physician to tailor care to individual patients. Moreover,

differences in physician practice styles, practice environments,

and experience mean the true costs and benefits of treatments

vary across physicians.

In the researcher’s ideal world, the quantity of care the

physician views as being optimal from the patient’s per-

spective would be observable. The econometrician could then

compare actual treatment with this benchmark, taking any

difference as evidence of inducement. By comparing induce-

ment across incentive environments, she could then estimate

the physician’s objective function. However, many of the

characteristics of patients and doctors that determine appro-

priate treatment are unobserved. For this reason, empirical

work on induced demand has used alternative identification

strategies. This review groups papers according to the empir-

ical approach and reviews each group sequentially. First are

studies that use shocks to physician incomes, and especially

physician-to-population ratios, to test for induced demand.

Next are studies that use changes in physician fees or variation

in patient information to identify inducement.

Before turning to empirical results, it is helpful to briefly

clarify the predictions of PID models and compare them with

alternative models of physician behavior (see McGuire (2000),

for more detail). Under PID quantity is determined in equi-

librium by physicians equating the marginal cost of induction

with its marginal benefit. Physician incomes, fees, and patient

information are all predicted to affect the quantity of care.

Physician incomes affect the quantity of care through the in-

come effect. A negative (positive) income shock increases (de-

creases) the marginal utility of income and increases (decreases)

the returns to induction. If quantity of care is reimbursed at the

margin, physicians then respond by increasing the quantity of

care. An important caveat is that this prediction applies only

when there is an income effect; otherwise inducing doctors

induce equally at different levels of income (McGuire, 2000).
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Changes in physician fees also affect quantities under PID.

As in the case of an income shock, a fee reduction increases

care quantities through the income effect. In addition, if the

fee reduction differentially affects one area of the physician’s

practice (e.g., certain treatments or patients) relative to others,

then there is a substitution effect (McGuire and Pauly, 1991).

The relative returns to inducing decrease in the more affected

area, and quantities are shifted to less affected areas. Thus, in

response to own-fee reductions quantity can either increase or

decrease, depending on the relative strength of the income and

substitution effects. The prediction for less affected areas is

unambiguous: quantity will increase. A final prediction that

has been tested empirically is that physicians should have less

ability to induce demand among more informed patients,

where the asymmetry of information is lessened. This arises

as long as the costs of inducement to informed patients are

higher.

All of these predictions are in contrast with the perfect

agent benchmark, in which only patient preferences and

clinical factors matter for treatment, but it is more interesting

to contrast the predictions of PID with models of physicians

under symmetric information. When patients are informed,

profit-maximizing physicians cannot shift demand, but they

can affect healthcare quantities by making take-it-or-leave-it

offers of nonretradeable services or by altering their choice of

quality or effort (McGuire, 2000). This means observing

quantities that depart from the patient’s optimum is not suf-

ficient evidence of PID. More relevant for evaluating the

existing empirical work on PID, observing substitution in re-

sponse to a fee change is not informative on PID, as physicians

with informed patients can also be expected to shift quantities

in this manner (McGuire, 2000).

However, profit-maximizing suppliers differ from inducers

in that they do not adjust quantity in response to income

shocks. This explains the focus of the empirical literature on

using shocks to physician incomes and large fee changes to

test for PID, though this approach amounts to jointly testing

PID and the income effect. Because profit-maximizing phys-

icians have no reason to treat informed and uninformed

patients differently, studies using variation in patient infor-

mation are also informative as to the underlying model of

physician behavior. With this in mind, for some policy ques-

tions, one only needs to understand the reduced form rela-

tionship between physician incentives and utilization, so

evidence in this category is considered as well.

Income Shocks

Many empirical studies of induced demand use variation in

physician incomes to test for inducing behavior. The earliest

studies of induced demand fall into this category. For the most

part, these studies examined the relationship between market-

level physician-to-population ratios and utilization. This ap-

proach is rooted in the idea that an exogenous increase in the

number of physicians in a local practice area should spread

patients more thinly, lowering physician incomes. Healthcare

utilization is then increased if inducing physicians respond

through the income effect and treat patients more intensively.

Termed the ‘availability effect’ by Pauly (1980), these studies

come the closest to directly testing the proposition that

healthcare supply creates its own demand.

The first paper in this vein, Fuchs (1978), runs cross-

sectional two-stage least squares (TSLS) regressions of sur-

geries on the number of surgeons per capita at the market

level. To identify supply shifts, Fuchs instruments for the

number of surgeons using characteristics of metropolitan areas

that should affect surgeons’ location decisions, but not local

demand (e.g., metropolitan status, hotel receipts, and percent

white). He finds a 10% increase in the surgeon-to-population

ratio increases surgery by 3%, which he interprets as evidence

of induced demand. Cromwell and Mitchell (1986) use a

similar methodology with more data and finer geographic

markets and find a 1.3% increase in elective surgery. Rossiter

and Willensky (1983, 1984) relate healthcare utilization to

physicians-per-capita using physician-level data and find even

smaller effects.

These studies were highly influential, but there is concern

that the instruments employed to isolate supply shocks do not

satisfy the exclusion restriction. For example, Gruber and

Owings (1996) suggest that results are biased toward in-

ducement, because the average coinsurance rate, which is

unobserved, is likely correlated with demand and with the

included measures of attractiveness of an area to physicians.

An additional concern is that supply shocks may reduce the

price or time cost of services, causing patients to move down a

static demand curve. Omitting these factors would bias the

results toward finding inducement. Dranove and Wehner

(1994) provide a powerful critique of the empirical method-

ology. Employing a method similar to Cromwell and Mitchell

(1986), they show that increasing the number of obstetricians

increases utilization on a dimension clearly out of the phys-

ician’s control: the number of births.

Gruber and Owings (1996) avoid many of these problems

and provide some of the best evidence to date on PID. In this

paper, the authors instrument for state-level changes to the

physician-to-population ratio, using the secular decline in the

fertility rate from 1970 to 1982. They then look for evidence

that physicians respond to the income shock by increasingly

performing highly reimbursed Cesarean sections (C-sections)

in lieu of less profitable vaginal deliveries, and they find a

modest effect: obstetricians replaced approximately 10% of

their income by increasing C-sections. By studying a plausibly

exogenous shock to income, this approach is not subject to the

criticisms of the previous literature. There are also fewer con-

cerns about changes in time–cost in this context. However, it is

difficult to compare the size of the estimated effect with pre-

vious studies, as obstetricians may have also recovered income

on other margins.

Changes in Physician Fees

There is also a large empirical literature that uses changes in

physician fees to identify inducement. The main advantage of

this approach is the availability of large, exogenous fee chan-

ges for study, and most studies have used Medicare fee chan-

ges. Medicare fee changes are also appealing for testing

PID because Medicare patients make up a significant fraction

of physicians’ practices. This is important because only fee

changes that affect physician incomes have differential
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predictions for utilization under PID and models with sym-

metric information (McGuire and Pauly, 1991).

Rice (1983) studies a large fee change enacted by Medicare

in Colorado in 1976. Consistent with an income effect, Rice

finds increases in Medicare volume in the Denver metro-

politan area, where fees are lowered, relative to the sur-

rounding areas where fees are raised. Point estimates suggest

that a 10% decline in reimbursement led to a 6.1% increase in

medical services and a 2.7% increase in surgery. However, it is

possible that patient demand was affected by changes in pa-

tient responsibility over the time period. The short panel also

prevents the author from assessing whether urban and rural

areas were affected by differential trends over the period

of study.

Nguyen and Derrick (1997) also study the impact of a

Medicare fee change on Medicare volumes. They study the

1990 Medicare fee change, legislated in the Omnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act of 1989, which reduced reimbursement for

procedures deemed to be ‘overpriced.’ Using physician-level

data, the authors find physicians experiencing fee reductions

increase Medicare volumes. The volume response is similar in

magnitude to Rice (1983), but it is significant only for the

20% of physicians who experienced the largest price re-

ductions. While results are again consistent with PID, the

study suffers from limitations similar to Rice (1983).

Yip (1998) also studies the 1990 reform, additionally

considering the effect of Medicare fee changes on non-

Medicare volumes. The paper focuses on thoracic surgeons,

whose reimbursement rates were significantly reduced by the

1990 Medicare fee change. In this context, fee cuts led to

increased volumes to both Medicare and private payers, with

providers recouping, on average, 70% of income lost due to

price reductions. The paper also convincingly demonstrates

that the income effect is driving results by showing that

physicians whose incomes were hit hardest by the reform

have the largest volume responses. Jacobson et al. (2011)

exploit a more recent Medicare fee change. The authors study

the 2005 change in Medicare’s reimbursement of outpatient

chemotherapy drugs, and they find that physicians re-

sponded to reduced fees by increasingly administering

chemotherapy. They also show that physicians substituted

toward drugs that were lesss affected by the fee reduction in

their prescribing behavior.

Gruber et al. (1999) is another important paper on fee

changes and quantities. This paper studies Medicaid fee

changes, specifically changes in Medicaid’s reimbursement for

C-sections. The authors expect the policy to have only a small

income effect since Medicaid patients are a small fraction of

providers’ practices, and in fact, they find that the substitution

effect dominates in this context: a 10% increase in the Me-

dicaid fee led to an 8.4% rise in C-sections in the Medicaid

population. While this result is consistent with models of PID,

it is also consistent with physicians setting quantity under

symmetric information.

Variation in Patient Information

There is also a long-established literature that uses variation in

patient information to test for induced demand. These studies

are motivated by the idea that informed patients should resist

doctors’ attempts at moving them away from their optimum

consumption level. When inducing physicians are reimbursed

for treatment on the margin, one expects utilization to be

lower among more informed groups. The first study in this

vein, Bunker and Brown (1974), compares rates of surgery for

lawyers, businessmen, and ministers with those of physicians,

who they view as informed consumers of medical services.

Contrary to the prediction, they find self-reported surgery rates

to be equal or higher among physician families when com-

pared with other professional families in the same county.

They conclude that physicians must have unobservably higher

demand for medical services.

The conclusion of Bunker and Brown (1974) highlights the

main weakness of the approach. When comparing utilization

across patient groups, any omitted factors that are correlated

with utilization will bias results. For example, prices, care

quality, and health status may all differ across the pro-

fessionals considered in this study. Hay and Leahy (1982)

adopt the same approach using survey data with more exten-

sive controls, including income, insurance coverage, and self-

reported health status, but they also find higher use among

physicians.

Domenighetti et al. (1993), in a more recent survey in

Switzerland, find that the average person’s probability of re-

ceiving one of seven major surgical interventions is one-third

above that of a physician or a member of a physician’s family.

Ubel et al. (2011) survey physicians and find they want less

intensive treatment for themselves than they would recom-

mend to patients in two fatal disease scenarios. Again, results

are difficult to interpret as patient characteristics influencing

demand may differ across groups. Currie et al. (2010) address

this weakness by conducting a patient audit study, which

allows them to ensure comparability across informed and

uninformed groups. Fake patients visited physician offices in

China, where physicians have a financial incentive to prescribe

medication. They then compare prescription rates of patients

who verbally signal their understanding of appropriate pre-

scription behavior with those who do not. It is found that

prescription rates for the uninformed patient are higher by

25%. However, the physician could also have interpreted the

information signal as a signal of patient preferences.

Related Literature

In this section, evidence on PID from related empirical lit-

eratures is considered. First, the empirical literatures on

medical malpractice and defensive medicine are reviewed

briefly, and results from the growing literature on physician

incentives in managed care are summarized. The literature on

physician self-referral, which considers whether physicians

respond to the private incentive to use resources they partially

own more intensively, is also reviewed. Finally, the literatures

on pay-for-performance programs and studies of physician

convenience factors are discussed.

First consider the literature on medical malpractice. So far,

it has been assumed that the incentive physicians respond to

in inducing demand is financial, but physician response to

private liability risk is also consistent with the definition of
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induced demand. Kessler and McClellan (1996, 2002) show

that tort reform reduces medical expenditures on Medicare

heart patients without affecting patient outcomes. They in-

terpret this as evidence that doctors practice ‘defensive medi-

cine,’ providing care that does not benefit patients in order to

reduce their liability risk. More recently, Currie and MacLeod

(2008) show that malpractice pressures increase the utiliza-

tion of procedures that reduce liability risk, such as diagnostic

testing, but decrease the use of risky treatments, such as the

performance of C-sections in delivery. More research is needed

to explore the relationship between financial and malpractice

incentive systems.

The discussion has so far presupposed that it is financially

rewarding for physicians to provide more healthcare to pa-

tients. Although this is true in fee-for-service payment systems,

physicians paid by capitation have incentives to provide less

treatment (Ellis and McGuire, 1986; McGuire, 2000). In fact,

researchers have shown that physicians paid by capitation

spend less time with patients (Mechanic et al., 2001; Tai Seale

et al., 2007; Glied and Zivin, 2002; Melichar, 2005) and pro-

vide less care to each patient (Epstein et al., 1986; Safran et al.,

2002; Stearns et al., 1992; Greenfield et al., 1992). Salaried

doctors and doctors with bonuses tied to utilization measures

also appear to respond to incentives for providing less care

(see e.g., Hickson et al. (1997), Barro and Beaulieu (2003),

Gaynor et al. (2004), and Hemenway et al. (1990)). These

results cannot be interpreted as conclusive evidence of PID,

however, as symmetric information models also predict this

behavior. Further complicating interpretation is the fact that

even perfect agents may reduce care if resources are rationed

under managed care.

There is also a large empirical literature on self-referral

practices by physicians. This literature studies treatment de-

cisions when physicians have an ownership stake in some part

of their practice. Reimbursement is typically higher when re-

sources are owned by the physician, and studies find that

physicians respond to this incentive by increasingly recom-

mending patients for treatment. Mitchell (1992) and Hillman

et al. (1992) study ownership incentives and referrals to

diagnostic testing facilities, Yee (2011) studies ambulatory

surgery centers, Barro et al. (2005) study specialty hospitals,

and Baker (2010) studies the utilization of imaging devices.

Iizuka (2012) also contributes evidence by showing that

physician prescription behavior responds to pharmaceutical

markups in Japan, where physicians dispense as well as pre-

scribe drugs. Afendulis and Kessler (2007) studies a related

conflict of interest. They observe that integrated cardiologists,

who can both diagnose and perform interventional pro-

cedures to treat heart disease, have stronger incentives to

recommend patients for intervention compared with non-

integrated cardiologists, who must refer patients for treatment.

They find that patients of integrated cardiologists are, in fact,

more likely to receive percutaneous interventions.

Finally, the recent literature on pay-for-performance pro-

grams, which tie physician reimbursement to observable

quality measures, suggests that performance incentives can

affect care (Campbell et al., 2007; Rosenthal and Frank, 2006;

Mullen et al., 2010). Studies of labor and delivery also suggest

that obstetricians sometimes perform C-sections for their

own convenience (Burns et al., 1995; Spetz et al., 2001). These

results are inconsistent with the perfect-agent model. How-

ever, symmetric information models also predict substitution

toward more highly reimbursed and away from more costly

treatments. Therefore, it is again difficult to disentangle dis-

tortions due to financial incentives from those due to princi-

pal-agent concerns.

Suggestions for Future Research and Policy
Implications

There is a large and growing body of empirical evidence that

physicians’ treatment decisions are influenced by factors be-

yond their patients’ needs. Convincingly identified studies

have shown that obstetricians do more C-sections in response

to declining fertility, cardiac surgeons treat more intensively

when their incomes are impacted by fee reductions, and

physicians in China prescribe more medication to ‘un-

informed’ patients. This evidence is inconsistent with the

model of physicians as perfect agents, and it supports PID as

one avenue through which physicians affect quantities of

healthcare. In addition to this direct evidence of PID, phys-

icians respond to private malpractice incentives and financial

incentives for self-referral. Physicians also appear to respond

to the incentives in managed care plans. Finally, there is some

evidence that pay-for-performance programs and physician

convenience factors affect healthcare choices. Taken together,

these studies suggest that physician incentives, broadly de-

fined, are important determinants of both healthcare costs and

the distribution of health resources in the United States.

However, more work is needed before one can make

statements about the economic importance of PID. Although

empirical research has provided estimates in several contexts,

there is reason to believe that the effect will differ across in-

centive environments, physician specialties, patient groups,

and even across treatment categories within physician–patient

pairs. Future research exploring this heterogeneity should also

aim to bridge our current understanding of PID with claims

made in the health policy arena. How much of the variation in

utilization across geographic areas can be explained by de-

mand inducement? Have physician incentives or constraints

on inducement changed, such that PID has contributed to

growth in health spending over time?

More theoretical work is also needed. Exploring the impact

of competition on physician behavior is a promising area for

research (and one that may produce new testable implications

for PID), though this first requires refining our understanding

of the sources of physician market power. It would also be

interesting to theoretically explore the interplay of the various

incentive systems that physicians face, for example, by study-

ing physicians who are contracted with both HMOs and PPOs.

The PID research agenda is important for policy. The

general direction of health policy in the US and other coun-

tries is to push some financial risk to physician groups, as

accountable care organizations (ACOs) do in Medicare. If PID

is pervasive and powerful, creating an interest among phys-

icians in providing less care may work well to reduce health-

care costs, but not without raising concerns about access and

quality. The extent of induced demand also has implications

for physician workforce and training policies; and gaining
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clarity into induced demand behavior has implications for

health insurance design – inducement affects the interpret-

ation of parameters that are central in the optimal insurance

literature. Finally, the literature on PID can help us to under-

stand the impacts of patient empowerment policies, for ex-

ample, patient ownership of their own medical information.

See also: Demand for Insurance That Nudges Demand. Managed
Care. Medical Decision Making and Demand. Medical Malpractice,
Defensive Medicine, and Physician Supply. Organizational Economics
and Physician Practices. Physician Management of Demand at the
Point of Care. Rationing of Demand
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Glossary
Access The degree to which individuals are inhibited or

facilitated in their ability to receive care and services from

the healthcare system. Factors influencing this ability

include geographic location, architectural features,

availability of transport and financial considerations.

Asymmetry of information A situation in which the

parties to a transaction have different amounts or kinds

of information as when, for example, physicians have

a greater knowledge than patients of the likely effectiveness

of drugs while the patients have greater knowledge

of the likely impact of drugs on their family

circumstances.

Cost sharing An arrangement whereby the cost of

healthcare is shared, typically between the patient and

insurer.

Cream skimming A form of selection in private health

insurance markets by which the insurer obtains a higher

proportion of good risks (people with a low probability of

needing care or who are likely to need only low-cost care –

or both) in their portfolio of clients than is assumed in

the calculation of the insurance premiums. Also called

‘cherry-picking’ and ‘creaming’.

Dual practice A combination of public and private

practice by doctors, sometimes even within the same

hospital.

Efficiency A resource allocation is efficient if it is not

possible to reallocate resources so as to increase one

person’s utility (or health or output) without decreasing

another person’s utility (or health or output). In health

economics the entity maximized is generally assumed to be

utility, health, or welfare.

Incentives Any factor (financial or nonfinancial) that

influences providers’ or consumers’ behavior. In the

health market, it often refers to financial or psychological

rewards designed to motivate physicians to perform at or

better than an established standard.

Physician-induced demand The effect that providers of

services may have in creating more patient demand than

there would be if they were to act entirely in the interests

of their patients. Also called supplier-induced demand.

Prospective payment A method of reimbursing health

service providers (especially hospitals) by establishing rates

of payment in advance, which are paid regardless of the

costs in actual individual cases.

Quality of healthcare It can refer variously to clinical

process, hotel services, health outcomes, frequency of

adverse events, or conformity with clinical guidelines

and other authoritative standards of care.

Rationing Allocating resources according to their prices, a

planning procedure, a set of rules, or other administrative

arrangements.

Introduction/Background

Dual practice among doctors, which the literature often refers

to as dual (or multiple) job-holding among health workers, is

a phenomenon that can be observed in most countries with

both public and private health care systems.

The term ‘multiple job-holding’ is defined as working

simultaneously in more than one paid job. Any worker can

hold several jobs at one time, and health professionals are no

exception. Multiple job-holding in the health sector can take

various forms. Doctors may combine medical practice with

other related activities, such as research or teaching, for

example, or with a totally unrelated activity, as in many

developing countries. They may also hold more than one

job within the public (or private) sector, or in both sectors

simultaneously. This article focuses on the last option, that is,

dual practice among doctors whose main job is in the public

sector but who also do clinical work in the private sector.

Despite the prevalence of multiple job-holding among

health workers, the phenomenon is largely undocumented. It

is nevertheless allowed in most countries with mixed health

systems, with two main exceptions, Canada and China, where

it is forbidden by law. As a result, dual practice among doctors

is widespread in European countries, prominent examples

being Ireland, where 90% of the doctors employed in state

hospitals also work in the private sector; and the UK,

where 60% of state-employed doctors do so. Data also exist

for countries outside Europe, for example, Australia and

New Zealand, wherein according to the Royal Australasian

College of Physicians, 79% and 43% of public sector doctors,

respectively, hold some jobs in the private sector. In less

developed countries, the exclusively state-employed doctor is a

fading figure, due to low public-sector salaries. Dual practice is

therefore widespread in Asian countries (Thailand, Vietnam,

India, among others), Africa (Egypt, Zambia, Mozambique,

etc.), Latin America (in Peru, almost 100% of doctors are dual

practitioners), and also in Eastern Europe, wherein despite a

rapidly growing private health market, doctors are reluctant to

give up their public sector jobs entirely.

Just like many others, doctors may have various reasons for

holding more than one job. Possibly, the most powerful being

economic motivation. The intuition is that, what with overtime

restrictions in the main job, people will be willing to earn extra

income by taking on a second job, if it is sufficiently well paid.

A recent empirical study for Norway by Godager and Luras,

provides the evidence that, after a decrease in income due to

shortage of patients, general practitioners have reacted by

increasing the hours devoted to community health service.
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Other reasons leading doctors to hold more than one job in-

clude: (1) complementarities between jobs, either in terms of

income (public sector stability combined with private sector

earnings that are higher on average, albeit more variable) or

nonmonetary advantages (opportunities to expand professional

contacts or obtain recognition and prestige within the pro-

fession), and also technological and training complementarities

(a second job can enable doctors to widen their experience and/

or learn new techniques); (2) professional and institutional

factors relating to workload and work satisfaction, or ineffective

organization, structural deficiencies, and unsatisfactory working

conditions in the public health sector; and (3) personal char-

acteristics (age, gender, household structure, etc.).

The economic theory underlying dual practice is still scant

and relatively recent. Few theoretical models have been

developed to analyze the issue (see Table 1 for a summary of the

theoretical literature), and there is a notable lack of empirical

studies on the subject.

Dual Practice: A Context for Discussion

Despite the prevalence of dual practice among doctors in the

majority of mixed health systems, there is a surprising lack of

evidence regarding the potential impact on the efficiency of

health care resource management. Although allowing health

professionals to hold more than one job may have some posi-

tive consequences, it may also give rise to a degree of oppor-

tunistic behavior that could compromise the efficiency and

quality of public health provision. This is why dual practice

among doctors is subject to social controversy. Detailed below

are some of the arguments for and against dual practice, together

with their theoretical underpinnings.

Costs of Dual Practice

It is generally acknowledged that dual practice may have three

potentially negative consequences for public health provision:

(1) poorer care quality, (2) longer waiting times and waiting

lists, and (3) higher costs. Although these three problems are

directly interlinked (e.g., longer waiting times can lead to poor

quality of care), in the remaining part of this article they are

presented as independent issues, along with the related, but

limited, scientific literature.

The problem of the deterioration of the quality of care in

public health services due to dual practice on the part of doctors

is directly linked to incentives. Dual practice doctors may have

incentives to dedicate as much time and effort as possible to

their private work, and therefore fail to complete their hours

effectively in their public jobs either by making less effort or by

taking on a lower work load. Unjustified absenteeism and

shirking by health professionals are quite common in many

developing countries, although there is evidence, albeit anec-

dotic, that these are not unknown phenomena in western

economies. However, the empirical studies that report this be-

havior are unable to separate the effect of dual practice from that

of poor organization and general lack of motivation toward

effort.

Potential shirking of professional responsibilities has been

widely studied in the economic literature. Inherent in these

research models is the notion of asymmetric information,

relating to the fact that employers cannot observe the efforts of

their workers (or the result of that effort) and supervision is

costly. As contracts cannot be contingent on effort, doctors may

have other incentives attributing to their less than the socially

desirable level of effort into diagnosing and treating patients,

with negative repercussions for health care quality.

When doctors are dual providers, the reduction in their care

quality may result not from lack of dedication to the public job,

but from their strategic undermining of patients’ perception of

public health care (a more subtle kind of physician-induced

demand) so that more patients opt for private treatment. The

motives for this are mainly economic, driven by the fact that the

public sector pays a fixed salary, whereas in the private sector

incentive schemes are more common. In a paper by Brekke and

Sørgard (2007), dual practice leads doctors to skimp on their

effort in the public sector in order to process fewer public sector

patients and thus increase the demand for private treatment. In

Biglaiser and Ma (2007), it is shown that only a fraction of

doctors, who are classified as ‘moonlighters’, provide minimal

service quality in the public sector and have incentives to refer

patients out of the public system. Although the quality of public

health care could still diminish, the authors show that this need

not be the case, given that health authorities can utilize the

savings in public health costs resulting from the diversion of

patients to the private sector to improve the quality of service

from ‘dedicated’ doctors working exclusively in the public health

sector. Finally, Delfgaauw (2007) suggests that average public

health care quality (interpreted in their model as the probability

of receiving high quality care from an altruistic doctor) suffers

because of dual practice, thus penalizing the poor who cannot

afford private treatment.

A large part of the literature focuses on the design of

contracts incorporating incentives to encourage desirable be-

havior. It is generally agreed that, for doctors working ex-

clusively in one sector, to strike the optimum balance between

cost and performance, it is necessary to combine a purely

prospective payment system with partial cost reimbursement

(i.e., adopting a mixed payment system). If doctors are dual

providers, the effectiveness of incentives to discourage op-

portunistic behavior on the part of doctors does not depend

entirely on the type of payment system used in the public

sector. It also depends on how they would be paid in a po-

tential second job. It has been suggested that a mixed payment

system is also the best alternative for dual practitioners, al-

though the cost reimbursement rule is likely to be more

complicated. Depending on whether the relationship between

public and private practice is one of substitution or comple-

mentarity, the optimal rule will yield a higher or lower return

on costs than when doctors do not hold two jobs at the same

time (Rickman and McGuire, 1999).

Another issue being closely linked to the deterioration of the

quality of public health care is the fact that health care delivery

by dual practitioners is sometimes associated with longer wait-

ing times and longer waiting lists in the public sector. The origin

of this problem may also be twofold. Firstly, it may be the result

of incentives for doctors to shirk in the public sector and save

their efforts for the private sector. Secondly, dual practitioners
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may have strategic incentives for enabling public sector waiting

times and waiting lists grow. Along these lines, Iversen (1997)

shows that if admissions to public sector waiting lists are ra-

tioned, the waiting time for patients will increase when their

doctors are allowed to work in the private sector in their free

time. Doctors will be motivated by the desire to increase their

private earnings, in this case by maintaining long waiting lists in

the public sector so that more patients are willing to pay for

private treatment.

Finally, dual practice by doctors can increase public sector

direct costs in various ways. These include opportunistic be-

havior, such as the appropriation of material paid by the public

sector or the use of public sector equipment to treat private

patients. Although this kind of behavior is more frequent in

developing countries, there is anecdotic evidence to show that it

also takes place in western economies.

The cost of public health care may also increase if doctors

have incentives to practice ‘cream skimming.’ This means se-

lecting patients for treatment on the basis of either seriousness

of their condition or their likelihood of recovery. In an en-

vironment of asymmetric information, cream skimming can

often be the result of a prospective payment system, which en-

courages overtreatment of patients with minor ailments and

undertreatment of serious cases. In a context with dual prac-

titioners, cream-skimming may be explained as the result of

doctors having incentives to refer less serious cases to their pri-

vate practices, and leave more serious cases to the public sector.

Barros and Olivella (2005) and González (2005) studied this

phenomenon in a context of public sector waiting lists. The

second of these studies shows that doctors holding more than

one job have (purely economic) incentives to divert less serious

(thus, less costly) cases to the private sector when the health

authority decides to use private hospitals to alleviate congestion

in the public sector, a policy that has recently been applied in

many EU countries. Barros and Olivella (2005) stress that, when

public treatment is rationed, the actual scope for cream skim-

ming depends on the waiting list admission criteria used by the

health authority. In fact, the scope for cream skimming is lim-

ited both by laxity, which results in a waiting list with a higher

proportion of mild cases who will be less willing to pay for

private treatment, and by extreme strictness, which reduces

waiting times. Therefore, according to these authors, only an

‘intermediate’ policy will allow dual providers to divert less

serious patients to their private practices, thus affecting public

health costs.

Finally, it could be argued that dual practice is sometimes

accompanied not by shirking but by precisely the opposite kind

of behavior. Doctors may try to build their professional repu-

tation and prestige through their work in the public sector and

thus increase their private sector earnings. In this case, public

health care would not suffer, but treatment costs might increase

through doctors prescribing stronger (and more expensive)

treatments (González, 2004).

Benefits of Dual Practice

Allowing doctors to work in the public and private sectors at

the same time also carries some benefits for public health care

provision.

In many countries, by allowing dual practice, governments

are able to retain their best health professionals at less cost. If a

high percentage of doctors abandon the public sector, care

quality will be badly affected. This is potentially a serious

problem in developing countries, where low salaries imply

there is often a shortage of doctors in the public sector. An

article by González and Macho-Stadler (2013) illustrates this

possibility using a theoretical model where doctors differ in

their levels of skill, which is understood as their capacity to

deliver adequate health care. A ban on dual practice reduces

the number of doctors working in the public sector. The im-

pact this causes on the total amount of public health provision

is particularly significant if the private market rewards quality

and thus draws the more skilled doctors away from the public

sector.

Also, allowing doctors to work in the private sector to

supplement their public sector salaries can have the positive

effect of reducing the prevalence of informal payments, which

are so widespread in developing and transitional economies.

Informal payments constitute an informal market for health

care within the confines of public health care networks, and,

compromises governmental efforts to improve efficiency and

equity in the delivery of health services. It was to reduce this

problem that Greece legalized dual practice by doctors in 2003.

When there are complementarities between the tasks per-

formed in different jobs, working in different working en-

vironments can enrich the professional experience of dual

practitioners. Sometimes, working in the private sector allows

doctors to access new technologies and improve their know-

ledge and technical expertise. This benefits both their private

and public sector patients. The latter could benefit not only

directly, if the new techniques or technology are introduced in

public hospitals, but also indirectly, through improvements in

professional skill and experience.

Finally, the incentives of dual providers to direct their

public sector patients into the private sector can be potentially

beneficial in aggregate welfare terms. This is the case if the

diversion involves higher income patients who are able to

afford private treatment. Thus, the more altruistic kind of

doctor may advise poor patients to seek free treatment in a

public hospital, and refer only those who can afford it to their

private practice. This is precisely the conclusion reached in the

paper by Biglaiser and Ma (2007) mentioned earlier, in which

allowing dual practice is found to result in welfare gains. The

motivation is twofold. Firstly, there is a saving in public sector

costs, where the numbers of patients being treated will de-

crease as some are diverted to the private sector. Secondly,

efficiency will improve because patients in the private sector

will receive medical treatment of quality for which they are

willing to pay. This type of argument must be treated with

some caution, however, because only if there are real differ-

ences in quality between public and private health provisions,

will there be patients willing to pay for private treatment. This

could mean that the rich and the poor would receive unequal

medical treatment, that is, a clear two-tier system. There is

also some empirical evidence to show that people from low

income, poorly educated groups are often the most likely

to respond to inducement, to use private services and pay

for private treatment instead of using the subsidized public

health service.
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An Overview of Dual Practice Interventions

Whether physicians’ dual practice should be regulated in some

way, and how health authorities should best intervene are two

difficult questions for which the literature has not yet found

unanimous answers. As mentioned already, previous theore-

tical studies are rather ambiguous when it comes to identify-

ing the ultimate impact of dual practice on the efficiency and

quality of public health care provision. More importantly,

there has been no solid empirical research to enable us to

quantify the costs and benefits of allowing (or banning) dual

practice.

The reality is that dual practice by doctors is regulated in a

fair number of countries, although regulations differ enor-

mously from one country to another. Canada and China are

two examples of the very few countries where dual practice is

prohibited. There is disagreement in the literature as to the

effectiveness of prohibition. Brekke and Sørgard (2007) find

that the banning of dual practice is an efficient policy in cases

where the private health sector is not highly competitive, or

patients perceive public and private health care as substitutes.

In both these situations, the crowding-out effect of physicians’

dual practice on public health care is so strong that dual

practice is welfare-reducing and banning is desirable. Gonzá-

lez and Macho-Stadler (2013) nevertheless stress that a ban

on dual practice does not appear to be a good strategy. In

developed countries, professional ethics and self-regulation

are well established and can reduce the incidence of

unacceptable behavior. At the same time, dual practice enables

governments to retain highly qualified professionals at a

relatively low cost. In these countries, therefore, the gains from

banning dual practice would not offset the costs. In less de-

veloped countries, although the institutional environment is

weak and the work environment permissive, prohibition still

appears undesirable. These countries often suffer from a heavy

‘brain-drain’ of doctors from the public sector in search of

better job opportunities. If the prohibition of dual practice

means that even fewer doctors are attracted to the public

sector, the poorest patients, who cannot afford private treat-

ment, will find quality health care frankly difficult to access.

Finally, prohibition is not found to be a good strategy in

Biglaiser and Ma (2007) because it cancels out the efficiency

gains being generated by dual practitioners diverting those

patients who are willing to the private sector where they can

obtain better quality treatment in return for payment.

If prohibition is not the best solution, what other options

are available? Governments worldwide have tackled this issue

in a wide variety of ways. Some countries, such as Italy, Por-

tugal, or Spain, among others, have taken the alternative of

offering doctors some kind of premium (a salary bonus or

promotion points) in exchange for voluntarily restricting their

professional activity to the public sector. The limited theoretical

literature on the subject suggests that this kind of policy is

optimal only in certain circumstances: (1) when it is not pos-

sible to design incentive contracts to encourage desirable be-

havior for health professionals (González, 2005) and (2) when

other regulations – particularly, dual practice restrictions – are

difficult to implement (González and Macho-Stadler, 2013).

In developing countries, exclusive contracts are a still

less desirable option. Leaving aside the financial constraints

affecting these countries, exclusive contracts will inevitably

attract more poorly skilled doctors with less chance of making

money in the private sector. Poor countries sometimes lack

sufficient clinical technology and clearly defined treatment

protocols, and doctors often work in isolation. As a result, the

quality of treatment in the public sector largely depends on

the skill of the doctor. Thus, the efficiency gains from this

policy will tend to be minimal (González and Macho-Stadler,

2013).

Another measure adopted by some countries is to place

restrictions on dual practice. For instance, the UK has placed

an upper limit on the amount of money dual practitioners are

allowed to earn in the private sector. Biglaiser and Ma (2007)

examined this option and show that, when the probability of

doctors’ shirking depends on their earning potential in the

private sector, it is socially optimal to allow dual practice but

cap doctors’ private earnings, by means of price-ceilings. This

enables the health authority to compensate for the loss in

public sector health care quality due to dishonest doctors’

shirking, with efficiency gains derived from dual practice, as

mentioned above. González and Macho-Stadler (2013) show

that it will always be more efficient to limit doctors’ dedication

to private practice rather than the earnings they make from it,

because the latter will only affect highly skilled doctors, who

will have to reduce their dedication to private practice to

comply with earning constraints. Although this may be the

case, it is also no less true that limits on dedication to private

practice are much harder to implement and enforce than

the ceiling on earnings.

Finally, regulations in countries such as Austria, France,

Germany, Ireland, and Italy are oriented toward offering doctors

incentives to enable their private practice from public hospitals,

while specifying the maximum amount of private work that can

be provided within public facilities. This kind of policy has the

advantage of facilitating supervision, reducing opportunistic

behavior, and easing the enforcement of restrictions.

Most dual practice control policies have been introduced in

developed countries, wherein theoretically speaking, pro-

fessional ethics and existing control mechanisms provide a

guarantee against serious side effects. In the developing world,

however, there is little control over dual practice, despite

growing interest in the problem among public decision-

makers in such areas. González and Macho-Stadler (2013)

show that despite the risk of opportunistic behavior among

dual practitioners in developing countries, direct regulation of

dual practice is unlikely to be desirable because it carries the

risk of pushing away the best doctors and thus reducing

the population’s access to quality health care. Furthermore, the

implementation of any of these policies will require credible

contracting institutions, which developing economies mostly

lack. Therefore, in contexts such as these, regulations will only

work subject to improvements in the contractual and insti-

tutional framework.

See also: Access and Health Insurance. Dentistry, Economics of.
Moral Hazard. Physician-Induced Demand. Quality Reporting and
Demand. Rationing of Demand. Risk Selection and Risk Adjustment.
Waiting Times
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Background

The past two decades have seen a revolution in the science that

underpins new health technologies. Many new technologies

offer hope for previously untreatable conditions and potential

step changes in the outcomes of care for many others. Regu-

lators committed to supporting the translation of the break-

throughs in biomedical knowledge into the clinic often

approve new medicines on the basis of immature evidence, in

terms of both the quantity and the quality of evidence for

effectiveness and safety.

At the same time, the processes for manufacturing many of

these new technologies are considerably more expensive than

for conventional therapies such as small molecule pharma-

ceuticals. This, along with factors driving up research and

development costs, means that many of these new technolo-

gies arrive at market with prices that are of magnitudes greater

than previously encountered.

Improvements in population health status and the effect-

iveness of healthcare are also leading to increasing demand for

treatment, as people live long enough to develop conditions

associated with aging. As a result, not only the price but also

the budget impact of introducing new technologies is much

larger than was historically the case, with some technologies

representing a genuine threat to the financial viability of

smaller healthcare payers.

For reimbursement authorities charged with making pro-

tecting and promoting the health of the population they serve,

the tension between the promise of these new technologies and

the relative paucity of evidence that the promise will be fulfilled

inevitably gives rise to the question ‘What if the resources

are consumed but the promise is not fulfilled?’ The risk of

making the wrong decision, the decision uncertainty, and how

policy makers have responded are the focus of this article.

The remainder of this article is constructed as follows. The

Decision Uncertainty in Healthcare Resource Allocation section

briefly reviews the concept of decision uncertainty and then

outlines the factors that contribute to decision uncertainty

in the context of value-based healthcare resource allocation

decision processes. The Designing Patient Access Schemes sec-

tion reviews the literature on their design and implementation,

proposing a typology for differentiating them according to

their objective and the mechanism for managing the decision

uncertainty. The Evidence for the Success or Otherwise of

Patient Access Schemes section considers the evidence for the

success or otherwise of different types of scheme. The Linking

Research and Reimbursement Decisions section considers

recent developments linking research and reimbursement de-

cisions, whereas Section Value-Based Pricing and Decision

Uncertainty considers the degree to which a value-based pricing

reimbursement framework might meet the needs of policy

makers to manage the decision uncertainty around new and

potentially innovative technologies. Eventually, Opportunities

and Challenges in Emerging Decision Uncertainty Management

Frameworks section considers emerging risk management

frameworks from the perspective of health systems, manu-

facturers, and patients.

Decision Uncertainty in Healthcare Resource
Allocation

Decision uncertainty can be thought of as the risk of making

the wrong decision, the probability that the observed costs

and outcomes will be sufficiently different from the expected

costs and outcomes, that the option not chosen would have

been better than the one chosen. Given that this is an un-

known and one-off event, such probability is inherently a

Bayesian rather than a frequentist concept. In the context of

healthcare resource allocation decisions, the decision un-

certainty is an accumulation of the uncertainty in the char-

acterization of parameters in the decision problem, the

characterization of the objectives of the decision process and

the decision rules that flow from those objectives.

The extent to which decision makers need to take account

of decision uncertainty is largely determined by the expected

cost of making the wrong decision. The expected cost of

making the wrong decision is determined by the probability of

making the wrong decision given the currently available evi-

dence and the expected health gains foregone and additional

costs incurred due to making that decision. This is also known

as the expected value of information (VoI). Where the ex-

pected cost of making the wrong decision is small, it is un-

likely that investing in measures to reduce it will be justified,

even when the decision uncertainty is high. Similarly, if the

health gains foregone and costs incurred if the decision proves

wrong are high, but the decision uncertainty is low, then in-

vesting in ameliorating mechanisms is unlikely to be efficient.

However, with innovative technologies, healthcare systems are

often facing a combination of high levels of decision un-

certainty combined with high expected cost of uncertainty. In

these circumstances, explicit consideration of mechanisms to

reduce the expected cost of uncertainty is almost required for

good stewardship of limited resources.

The simplest mechanism for reducing the cost of un-

certainty is to reduce the cost of the technology; historically

this has arguably been the most frequently used strategy.

However, there are constraints on when this can be used and

the degree of discount that is feasible. In pharmaceuticals,

parallel imports, where drugs are bought in a low-price market

and then sold in a higher price market, with the intermediary

receiving the price premium rather than the manufacturer, are

often cited as a reason for not using price discounts to manage

risk. In some cases such as biologics, the cost of production of

the technologies may mean that the scale of discount required
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to reduce the cost of uncertainty to an acceptable level may be

such that it would threaten its commercial viability.

If the expected cost of uncertainty cannot be reduced to

acceptable levels through discounts, then there are a number

of alternative drivers of the cost of uncertainty that can be

addressed within the reimbursement decision process, some

of which relate to the evidence for the technology, some to its

clinical application, and some to the decision criteria used.

Still others relate to the manner in which the technology is

paid for by the health system.

Evidence and the Expected Cost of Uncertainty

The uncertainty in the evidence base for a new technology is

the type of uncertainty that people consider most readily. It

is recognized that for most new treatments, the evidence is

provided by studies whose participants are very different from

the patients who will be treated in everyday clinical practice;

the length of follow-up in the studies is typically too short to

provide any insight into the long-term effectiveness of the

technology, and the number of participants is likely to be too

small to uncover any rare but severe safety problems with the

treatment. For technologies that treat previously untreatable

conditions, it may even be the case that the health system will

be substantially uncertain about how many patients have the

condition of interest. To some degree the only way to be

confident about how valuable a technology is, is to use it in a

large number of ‘typical’ patients in routine clinical practice,

and to do so for a reasonably long time. However, to do this

simplistically entails the health system taking on the expected

cost of the uncertainty. The development of Access with Evi-

dence Development schemes, which are discussed in more

detail in the section Decision Uncertainty and Innovative

Payment Mechanisms, are an attempt to square the circle of

generating real-world evidence on the value of a new tech-

nology while reducing a health system’s exposure to the

expected cost of the uncertainty.

Decision Uncertainty and the Clinical Application of a New
Technology

Frequently the indications for the application of a new tech-

nology, as described in the license or the summary of product

characteristics, tend to inclusivity. Where the value of the new

technology is uncertain, reimbursement authorities will fre-

quently seek patient subgroups within the licensed indication

for whom there is evidence of a greater expected benefit than

for the whole population. Even though, by definition, the

uncertainty in the estimate for the effectiveness of this group is

greater because the estimate is based on less data, the expected

cost of uncertainty is reduced because the smaller number of

patients reduces the budget impact and the expected value for

the subgroup is more clearly below the decision threshold.

When reimbursement authorities are not in a position to

identify a patient subgroup for whom to approve reimburse-

ment, they may choose to impose a cap on the total budget

impact of the technology. This strategy addresses the expected

cost of uncertainty first by limiting the total expenditure dir-

ectly and second by creating an indirect incentive for clinical

practice to focus the utilization of the technology on those

patients for whom it will be most beneficial. This strategy is

particularly attractive where there is a significant risk of off-

label use of the technology. In some cases, reimbursement

authorities have linked manufacturers’ payments to the

achievement of predicted cost offsets in other areas of the

budget, a form of financial risk sharing scheme that is distinct

from the more widely known effectiveness-based risk sharing

schemes. The advantage of this approach is that it creates an

incentive for the manufacturers to discourage off-label usage

as such use is less likely to generate the targeted cost offsets.

Decision Uncertainty and Reimbursement Decision Criteria

Healthcare resource allocation decisions are rightly subject to

challenge by the patients, clinicians, and manufacturers who

are affected by them. Arguably the most frequent challenge

made to these decisions is that the value of the benefits of the

technology has not been adequately captured in the evidence

considered. Decision processes that assume the value of health

gains are independent of the characteristics of the recipient,

and are frequently challenged to take account of special factors

such as the (lack of) alternative treatments, the severity of the

condition, the imminence of death, the rarity of the condition,

the age of the people affected, and even whether the health

gain is produced in an innovative manner. All of these special

factors attempt to shift the decision threshold and in doing so

reduce the probability that the technology will prove not to be

of good value, and thereby drive down the expected cost of

uncertainty. The evidence base to specify decision criteria is

both sparse and of variable quality. What evidence there is

does not speak strongly to value premia for many of the

proposed factors, but neither do they support a pure health

gain maximization strategy. As a result the social legitimacy of

these amendments to decision criteria frequently rests on the

democratic legitimacy of the decision makers.

Decision Uncertainty and Innovative Payment Mechanisms

A final group of responses to decision uncertainty in re-

imbursement decision processes has been the development of

new payment strategies. Conventionally, healthcare systems

have paid for technologies in full prior at the time of their

consumption, with the exception of large capital equipment

such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) machines and

surgical robots where leasing arrangements have been de-

ployed. The effect of this is that all the risk associated with the

uncertainty of the technology is transferred from the manu-

facturer to the health system before the outcome of treatment

is known. Two distinct types of payment mechanism responses

to this problem have been observed; the first operates at the

individual patient level, whereas the second operates at the

group level. Such schemes attempt to address decision un-

certainty by reducing the expected budget impact and reducing

the risk that payment will not produce the anticipated results.

Individual-level schemes – often referred to as payment by

results, risk sharing, or Patient Access Schemes – link payment

to outcomes for the individual patient. Beyond this basic

shared characteristic, the specifics of the schemes vary. In
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some, initial treatment is provided free of charge but only

patients who respond to treatment continue with treatment

that is paid for. With extremely expensive treatments, such as

those for very rare diseases, the monitoring of response to

treatment is sometimes a continuous process, so that if a pa-

tient stops responding, the funding can be stopped. In other

schemes, patient treatments are funded up to a maximum

number of administrations, after which the manufacturer

provides the technology free of charge, the presumption being

that only patients who are responding to treatment will

remain on treatment beyond the maximum number of

administrations.

Group- or population-level schemes tend to be referred to

as Access with Evidence Development, Coverage with Evidence

Development, or risk-sharing schemes. Under such schemes

patients receiving the treatments will provide data on response

to therapy as part of the scheme. These data are then used to

inform a review of the reimbursement decision at a specified

point in time. The review may lead to a change in the price or

indeed a change in the reimbursement status. In principle,

these group-level schemes offer a limit on the budget impact if

the technology does not prove to be as valuable as hoped, and

produces additional data to reduce the decision uncertainty.

Designing Patient Access Schemes

The range of policy responses to decision uncertainty in

healthcare resource allocation has given rise to a relatively

large number of labels in a remarkably short period of time:

including risk sharing, coverage with evidence development,

access with evidence development, patient access, and only

with research (OWR). Behind all of these labels is a shared

intention of achieving prompt patient access to the technology

under consideration while attempting to ameliorate the ex-

pected cost of uncertainty associated with the reimbursement

decision. Although the number of Patient Access Schemes is

large, and the literature that comments around individual

schemes is notable, substantial research on the principals that

should inform their design and implementation is scarce.

The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence

(NICE) has described the principals that will guide their as-

sessment of a Patient Access Scheme, and the Commission for

Medicaid and Medicare Services in the US is developing on

guidance on the design of Coverage with Evidence Develop-

ment schemes. In a similar vein, the International Society for

Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research is developing

good practice guidance on the design of performance-based

risk-sharing schemes. A Canadian group produced a con-

sensus statement on the design of access with evidence de-

velopment schemes in 2010, although this was based on a

review of schemes that had worked well or not so well, rather

than any clear theoretical framework.

Work on a theoretical framework for Patient Access Schemes

is anchored in Decision Science, more specifically the VoI

framework. Claxton and colleagues have focused on developing

criteria to identify the efficient choice, for decision makers,

between open and conditional reimbursement for a technol-

ogy, and when the choice is for conditional reimbursement, to

identify whether reimbursement should be only in research

(OIR), i.e., only patients involved in the research have access to

the technology, or OWR, which provides access for all patients

as long as the research goes forward. Importantly, they have

demonstrated that awaiting further research can be the correct

decision even when the expected incremental cost effectiveness

ratio is below the cost effectiveness threshold. It is the magni-

tude of the uncertainty, the budgetary impact of reimburse-

ment, the feasibility undertaking the necessary research while

the technology is generally available, and the reversibility of the

investment that drive the value of further OIR or OWR Patient

Access Schemes.

The work of Claxton and colleagues has tended to consider

the burden of the uncertainty associated with specific par-

ameters in a decision problem and not the details of the re-

search that would be required to address that uncertainty. Their

work is complemented by a series of publications from Willan

and colleagues, who have developed methods for establishing

the value of clinical trial research, taking due account of the

time it takes for the research to report, costs incurred, and the

value of any health gain foregone while the research is com-

pleted. More recently, Hall and colleagues placed this type of

analysis in the decision framework used by Claxton, showing

how to assess the expected value of an OIR and OWR Patient

Access Scheme from the perspective of the healthcare payer. It is

noteworthy that the work of Hall and colleagues indicates that

OWR strategies are only likely to be an efficient use of health

system resources when the expected cost of uncertainty is

relatively low. These developments proffer real benefits to

agencies interested in Patient Access Schemes as a means to

reduce the expected costs of uncertainty by improving the evi-

dence base for future decisions. However, this is only one

component of the cost of uncertainty and only one of a

number of possible objectives for a Patient Access Scheme.

Strictly, the VoI framework is not focused on Patient Access

Schemes; rather it considers the most efficient means for

generating additional evidence to inform a reimbursement

decision. Achieving prompt patient access may be the result of

such analyses, but it is not the primary concern. The primary

concern is the risk that uncertainty in the evidence base may

lead to the inappropriate reimbursement of an inefficient

technology or the inappropriate rejection of an efficient one.

The results of a well-designed and well-implemented VoI study

may expedite or delay general patient access to a treatment.

However, VoI does provide a framework for designing policy

responses to uncertainty in the evidence base.

It may be useful, therefore, to differentiate between policy

responses that have the reduction of uncertainty in the evidence

base as their primary aim and policy responses whose primary

aim is patient access to therapy. Within the former category,

there are schemes that allow patient access to therapy while

additional evidence is developed and schemes that constrain

patient access in order to enable collection of additional evi-

dence. In the latter category there are a range of schemes and

they differ according to their secondary objective: (1) Patient

Access Schemes that seek to reduce the cost per treated patient –

in essence price discount schemes, (2) Patient Access Schemes

that seek to limit the budget impact of the technology, (3)

schemes that seek to target expenditure on those patients

who respond to therapy, and (4) schemes that seek to develop

evidence to inform future reimbursement decisions.
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If policy responses that focus on the reduction of un-

certainty are labeled Type 1, and responses that focus on pa-

tient access Type 2, six distinct categories of policy response to

uncertainty in the evidence base can be defined: Type 1 OIR,

Type 1 OWR, Type 2a, Type 2b, Type 2c, and Type 2d.

Understanding the specific type of scheme may help pre-

dict or explain observed policy responses to additional evi-

dence. For example, Type 2d schemes may appear to be

equivalent to Type 1 OWR schemes. However, the difference in

the primary objective – reduced uncertainty versus patient

access – is likely to lead to different policy responses to the

same evidence. The UK multiple sclerosis risk sharing scheme

is likely a Type 2d scheme. It was explicitly established to

enable patient access to therapies that were not considered

good value while at the same time collecting further evidence

on the effectiveness of the therapies. Thus, accumulated evi-

dence that might support changing the reimbursement status

has received a very cautious policy response.

Evidence for the Success or Otherwise of Patient
Access Schemes

The volume of Patient Access Schemes reported in the litera-

ture may well be the best evidence of their success. Decision

makers keep returning to the schemes as a means of breaking

the deadlock between patients and manufacturers on the one

side and the limited resources of the healthcare system on the

other. However, evidence that Patient Access Schemes have

delivered affordable population health gain, or information to

inform subsequent research decisions, is notable by its ab-

sence. Very few schemes have published reports of any data

that have been collected and even fewer have reported esti-

mates of the population health gain attributable to a scheme.

By contrast, there is a substantial literature reporting problems

with the process characteristics of Patient Access Schemes.

The Banff Workshop in 2010 identified problems with the

process as one of the major impediments to success, where

success was defined as observable changes in reimbursement

and/or clinical practice in response to the evidence accumu-

lated by the scheme. The same workshop, having reviewed

published evidence and heard from experts involved in a

number of different health systems, produced a consensus

statement that emphasized the importance of governance in

the establishment of schemes, if the intended objectives were

to be achieved.

Linking Research and Reimbursement Decisions

Once a technology is licensed for use in a healthcare system,

the typology of policy responses described in Section

Designing Patient Access Schemes provides a useful frame-

work for considering the linkages between further research

and reimbursement. However, the reimbursement decision is

also the mechanism that a healthcare payer has for signaling

their willingness to pay for new technologies, and hence

there is, conceptually at least, a link between reimbursement

decision making and prelicensing research.

Considering postlicensing research and how it relates to

reimbursement, the value of any research is dependent on the

willingness of decision makers to change the reimbursement

status in response to additional evidence. There is little, if any,

convincing evidence that data collected as part of Type 2

Patient Access Schemes lead to changes in reimbursement sta-

tus. The trial of lung volume reduction surgery, which many

consider the first example of a Medicare Patient Access Scheme,

produced strong evidence that the intervention was not effective

and yet coverage of the procedure was not revoked. Similarly,

the UK multiple sclerosis risk sharing scheme changed the rules

in response to the first release of data, which indicated that the

treatments were not effective, thereby avoiding a review of its

reimbursement status.

There is an emerging interest in postlicensing trials of ex-

tremely expensive technologies such as Herceptin, rituximab,

avastin, and lucentis (Table 1). Often these studies are at least

partly funded by the healthcare payers and can often be cost

saving in their own right, irrespective of the results that

they provide, due to the cost of the technologies. However,

there remains the challenge for decision makers of changing

the reimbursement status when the studies report. In the ab-

sence of a commitment from decision makers to act on the

evidence generated by such research, there must be questions

about the ethics of enrolling patients to trials with a view to

benefiting others, if the link to future reimbursement is frac-

tured by the healthcare payers’ reluctance to reverse a previous

positive reimbursement decision. The recent decision by the

UK NICE to reverse its positive recommendation for denosu-

mab for prostate cancer is an encouraging development in

this area.

Although postlicensing responses to uncertainty in the

evidence base for new technologies are useful, they are a re-

sponse to the problem that new technologies arrive at market

that is often ill-suited to the needs of reimbursement decision

makers. As market access is increasingly dependent on re-

imbursement rather than licensing and clinical use decisions,

commercial considerations should lead companies engaged in

developing new healthcare technologies to link their pre-

licensing research and development activities to the evidence

needs of reimbursement decision makers. The VoI framework

Table 1 Examples of postlicensing trials of high-cost technologies

Study Technology

FinHER study Herceptin in early-stage breast cancer
PHARE trial
Persephone study
ARCTIC trial Rituximab in CLL and in rheumatoid arthritis
SWITCH trial
PARAMEDIC study LUCAS CPR device
STAR trial Sunitinib in locally advanced/metastatic renal

cancer
IVAN trial Ranibizumab in age-related macular

degenerationCATT trial
OPTIMA study Oncotype Dx for test-guided chemotherapy in

early-stage breast cancer
RATPAC study Point-of-care cardiac biomarkers
ELUCIDATE trial Enhanced liver fibrosis test
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that Claxton and colleagues have developed relatively fully for

quantifying the value of research from the perspective of

healthcare systems is increasingly being considered as a

mechanism for evaluating prelicensing research investments.

The central observation that additional research, through

reducing decision uncertainty, impacts on the probability of a

positive or negative reimbursement decision is pertinent to

both health systems and technology developers. However, the

costs and benefits of positive and negative reimbursement

decisions are very different. Specifying the cost and payoff

functions for technology developers is arguably more complex

than for healthcare systems, but it is likely to be at least as

valuable. In a prelicensing context, additional research delays

the time to licensing and thus the start of an income stream

from the technology. It also ‘burns’ patent life and thus re-

duces the expected time from licensing to the onset of generic

competition. These are costs that need to be captured in the

evaluation of the investment. The characterization of benefit is

also more complicated as evidence will inform decisions in a

portfolio of healthcare systems. Each system is likely to op-

erate different decision criteria and will differ in terms of the

revenue stream to be expected conditional on a positive de-

cision, reflecting different epidemiology and pricing policies.

Willan and colleagues have started to examine these issues,

but it remains a very immature literature. That said, it arguably

has the greatest potential for matching research and develop-

ment investment to technologies that will produce effects that

patients and health systems will value and hence pay for.

A specific policy barrier to the wider utilization of these

methods in the development of new technologies is the role of

licensing authorities such as the Federal Drug Administration

in the USA and the European Medicines Agency in Europe.

Conventionally these organizations have focused on evidence

of safety and efficacy rather than incremental value. Although

the licensing authorities retain this focus and their approval

continues to be a necessary but not sufficient condition

for market access, technology developers will be understand-

ably reluctant to adopt new strategies for designing and pri-

oritizing prelicensing research and development. Although

there are increasing communications between licensing and

reimbursement authorities, the two communities appear to be

still getting acquainted rather than developing coherent and

complementary strategies focused on aligning research and the

evidence needs of those who must decide whether and how

much to pay for new technologies.

Value-Based Pricing and Decision Uncertainty

The concept of value-based pricing for health technologies is a

relatively new one, but interest in it has grown rapidly. Initially,

value-based pricing was thought of as a change in the mech-

anism for establishing the price of a treatment. Many healthcare

systems are price takers. Reimbursement authorities consider

whether a technology is of good value using the price that the

manufacturer stipulates. The idea of value-based pricing is a

simple one – why don’t reimbursement authorities consider a

technology and then specify the price at which it would rep-

resent good value. However, as consideration of how to oper-

ationalize this concept for real-world decisions has gathered

pace, the debate about how to assess the value of a technology

has intensified. In large part these discussions have covered the

same arguments as the literature regarding the adequacy of the

quality-adjusted life-year, as a measure of the effect of a tech-

nology, for use in cost effectiveness analysis. Equity arguments

for value premia reflecting inter alia severity of ill-health, rarity,

availability of alternative therapies, extensions of life at the end

of life, and cause of disease have all been proposed as com-

ponents of the assessment of value. The use of formal multi-

criterion decision-making processes has been proposed as a

mechanism for capturing these disparate components of value.

Although there is uncertainty if not outright ignorance about

the relative and absolute value weights for these components of

value, a multicriteria approach to resource allocation decisions

is not a policy response to uncertainty.

Value-based pricing can be considered a policy response to

uncertainty in that it allows decision makers to identify the

price at which the expected cost of uncertainty does not sup-

port delaying reimbursement while further research takes

place, or limiting reimbursed patient access during the re-

search. However, in the context of the high cost and high levels

of uncertainty associated with biologic, metabolomic, and

genomic technologies, it is possible, even likely, that the price

at which these conditions are met could have significant im-

plications for the sustainability of private investment in health

technology development and even the production of the

technologies. In response to this concern, health policy

makers are being encouraged to consider a premium for in-

novation and to allow prices to be revised upward if data from

use of the technology in practice either reduce the uncertainty

relating to its expected value or indicate that its actual value is

greater than previously thought. The latter would represent a

significant departure from current practice, where the price

charged for a technology at launch is the highest price point,

and subsequent developments will at best maintain the price

and likely lead to price reductions. The data capture infra-

structure required for the routine application of price adjust-

ments based on observed effectiveness would be substantial,

and it would be interesting to see whether there would be a

symmetrical reluctance to increase price in the face of reduced

uncertainty, reluctance to reduce price when evidence has

suggested a technology has been less valuable than claimed.

The incentives for gaming the system when the evidence of

value is not derived from well-conducted randomized con-

trolled trials will likely be significant, especially for therapies

for common disorders.

The innovation premium is the added value attributed to a

technology that does something that current technologies do

not do, over and above the value attached to its effectiveness

compared to currently available technologies. The justification

for such a premium would likely rest in either the option value

of subsequent alternative applications of the technology to

meet other currently unmet needs or, when there is no evi-

dence to support such an expectation, the value of the hope

for such application. What is clear is that the innovation

premium is a reward for ‘newness’ and thus likely to be highly

and positively correlated with uncertainty. As such, the in-

novation premium works in the opposite direction to the ex-

pected cost of uncertainty and increases the likelihood of a

positive reimbursement decision at any given level of decision
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uncertainty. In the context of population health promotion,

the magnitude of the innovation premium should depend on

the option value of future potential applications. However,

when healthcare organizations have implicit or explicit in-

dustrial policy objectives, such as the National Health Service

in the UK and the Commission for Medicare and Medicaid

Service in the USA, the magnitude of premium may partially

reflect these considerations also.

A further potentially problematic characteristic of value-

based pricing as a mechanism for addressing uncertainty is the

creation of different prices for the same technology in different

markets. Manufacturers are understandably concerned about

differential pricing creating opportunities for parallel imports of

their technologies acting as a downward pressure on their

global revenue. Consumers in high-price environments such as

the US, Germany, or France might procure their therapies in

lower price markets such as Canada, Poland, and Spain.

However, there are additional challenges associated with value-

based pricing schemes for manufacturers. First, because know-

ledge is essentially a public good, health systems that are not

engaged in a value-based pricing schemes may be able to free

ride, even if the specifics of the additional evidence generated is

kept confidential, as any change in price will be informative.

Second, because healthcare systems differ in terms of budgets

and the epidemiology of disease in the populations served,

there will likely be much larger variation in prices between

health systems than is currently observed, with an associated

increase in the uncertainty in the expected return for investors.

Although value-based pricing is intuitively appealing as a

response to uncertainty that will not require the reengineering

of existing research and development processes, its oper-

ationalization for highly uncertain high-cost technologies may

not be consistent with the sustainability of research and de-

velopment investment. Further, its implementation may intro-

duce new parameters into the decision problem about which

there is substantial uncertainty from the healthcare payer per-

spective. At the same time, it may generate additional un-

certainty regarding revenue flows for the manufacturers and

investors, as prices arrived at through value-based pricing pro-

cesses may differ markedly between healthcare markets even

when the value criteria used are shared. New evidence gener-

ated through a value-based pricing mechanism in one system

will likely influence prices in other systems; this may not be

symmetrical; i.e., health systems may be more likely to ‘free

ride’ on knowledge that supports a price cut than knowledge

that supports a price rise. It may be that manufacturers would

be more attracted to lower but more certain returns on their

investment, compared to opening this Pandora’s box.

Opportunities and Challenges in Emerging Decision
Uncertainty Management Frameworks

Broadly there are four strategies for addressing the decision

uncertainty facing reimbursement authorities driven by the

mismatch between the evidence produced by conventional

health technology development processes and the evidence

required to inform efficient and equitable use of limited

healthcare budgets: (1) Patient Access Schemes, which focus

on achieving patient access alongside one or more secondary

objectives such as per patient cost containment, total cost

containment, and targeted use or evidence development;

(2) research, which has the reduction of decision uncertainty

as its primary objective. This may require that the technology

is not available to patients except as part of the research (OIR)

or may allow access to the treatment if that does not confound

the required research study or is required for the research to

proceed (OWR); (3) value-based pricing, which sets the price

of the technology at a level that reduces the expected cost of

uncertainty associated with reimbursement below the cost of

requiring further research; and (4) reengineering the pre-

licensing research and development process to meet the needs

of reimbursement decision makers.

The first three strategies treat the focus of current research

and development processes on the requirements of licensing

authorities as immutable. They are more or less focused on the

needs of the identified patients who will benefit from the

newly licensed technology (1 and 3), or the needs of the un-

identified patients who will bear the opportunity cost of re-

imbursing the new technology (2 and 3). The fourth strategy

perhaps naively assumes that the structures within which

technologies are developed can be redesigned and considers

how it might be redesigned to match technology development

investments to the objectives of healthcare systems.

The time it takes for investments in research and devel-

opment to pay off means that policies that address problems

with the conventional evidence development processes will be

required for many years to come. However, this does not mean

that work on developing a more efficient research and devel-

opment process, focused on developing high-value technolo-

gies with ‘reimbursable’ evidence dossiers at the time of

licensing, is not worth investment. That said, there are sig-

nificant challenges to be addressed in developing the VoI

framework to inform the design of research and investment

processes.

VoI is predicated on a clearly specified payoff function –

whether it be population health benefit or revenue from sales.

For investors in mid- to late-stage clinical trials, the payoff

function of interest is conditional on the objectives of the

portfolio of healthcare systems that are the clients for the

technologies they are seeking to develop. The methods for

representing and combining these functions in assessing the

value of alternative investments may not be intellectually

trivial challenges.

Skeptics are likely to argue that much of the information

that is pertinent to the decision problem cannot be known

with any confidence so far in advance of the decision, and

therefore early-stage VoI analyses are likely to involve as much

guess work as knowledge. Although this is true, to use it as the

basis for rejecting changes in the approach for designing re-

search and development processes is to assume that a similar

degree of guess work is not implicitly or even explicitly in-

volved in the current processes. Given the high failure rate in

the research and development process, and the problem with

licensed technologies struggling to achieve reimbursement, it

seems likely that the current process is based on at least an

equally flawed assessment of the values and needs of future

healthcare systems.

There are short-, medium-, and long-term challenges facing

healthcare systems seeking to take a systematic approach to
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managing the uncertainty in reimbursement decisions. In the

short term, Patient Access Schemes are likely to be more not

less prevalent and thus the total value of resources invested is

likely to increase. Experience to date does not provide con-

fidence that these schemes are automatically of good value to

the health systems that enter into them. Careful design and

governance may reduce the cost of uncertainty associated with

these schemes. In the medium term, all these schemes rely to a

substantial degree on capturing reliable evidence on the im-

pact of therapies on patients in the typical clinical setting. Few

health systems currently have routine data capture infra-

structure fit for this purpose. The capacity for establishing

successful Patient Access Schemes may well be among the

more valuable, if less noticed, returns on investing in such

infrastructure. On a longer term, all reimbursement author-

ities in healthcare – innovators, investors, regulators, clin-

icians, patients, and health systems – need to find mechanisms

to align the research and development processes with the

needs of all patients, signaling societies’ willingness and ability

to pay for health gain, so that the current incentives to invest

large sums in high-risk candidates that may produce only

marginal health gains are removed, leading to fewer marginal

value and highly uncertain technologies being launched.

See also: Information Analysis, Value of. Primer on the Use of
Bayesian Methods in Health Economics
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Glossary
Ambient pollution Harmful contamination within a

surrounding area, generally expressed as a concentration per

unit of volume of air, for example, micrograms per cubic

meter of air.

Avoidance behavior Actions an individual takes to reduce

exposure to a pollutant.

Willingness to pay (WTP) The maximum amount of

income a person would be willing to pay to reduce exposure

to a certain amount of pollution.

Introduction

A primary objective of environmental policies worldwide is to

protect human health. Optimal policy design, however, is

typically hampered by limited information regarding both the

benefits and the costs associated with regulation. Benefits as-

sessments frequently rely on translating laboratory findings

to uncontrolled settings, extrapolating from high- to low-

concentration exposures within and across societies, and

drawing inferences from observational analyses that do not

account for the endogeneity of pollution. Economic assess-

ments have typically focused on the costs of compliance to

firms. Efforts to improve societal welfare clearly depend on a

strong understanding of both elements. Although the health-

pollution relationship largely remains the pursuit of epidemi-

ologists, the focus of economics on casual identification along

with valuation techniques consistent with utility maximization

has helped to reframe these relationships in a manner that

facilitates policy choice and environmental rule setting.

Early epidemiological investigations of the impacts of ex-

treme pollution events were some of the first compelling

studies to suggest a causal relationship, with one of the most

famous focused on the ‘killer fog’ in London, England in

December, 1952. A temperature inversion combined with

windless conditions led to a sudden and dramatic increase in

air pollution. Because residents were used to winter fogs, there

was little, if any, changes in behavior, leading to a rather clean

measure of pollution impacts in this case. The dramatic rise in

mortality that precisely coincided with the timing of the fog

had been a driving force behind the federal regulations aimed

at air pollution control.

The pollution levels experienced under this and similarly

studied extreme events, however, had been dramatically higher

than those that nearly all people in developed countries face

today. Moreover, most exposures do not conveniently arrive as

a ‘surprise’ under which causal impacts can be easily assessed,

and it is on this front that economists have made their most

significant contributions. In particular, economic studies have

typically focused on quasi-experimental settings in order to

synthesize the ‘surprise’ of pollution. Besides improving the

causal understanding of these relationships by minimizing

threats from confounding, it has also identified important

compensatory behaviors undertaken by individuals to miti-

gate exposure.

These behavioral responses are often nontrivial because

many pollutants are observable, and even those that are not

easily detectable by the public, such as ozone and particulate

matter, are forecast and publicized through a broad range of

media outlets. If optimizing individuals compensate for

changes in ambient pollution levels by reducing their ex-

posure, estimates that do not account for these responses will

understate the biologic relationship between ambient pol-

lution levels and health. This problem is potentially severe

because the more an individual is likely to suffer under pol-

lution, the more they have to gain from reduced exposure.

Indeed, emerging empirical evidence finds that behavioral

responses are largest for more vulnerable individuals (Neidell,

2009; Graff Zivin and Neidell, 2009; Graff Zivin et al., 2011)

and that individuals are more responsive to higher levels of

pollution (Neidell, 2009; Mansfield et al., 2006). Equally im-

portant, these behavioral responses are costly and thus ig-

noring them will also understate the welfare effects of

pollution (or the regulation thereof). Although the costs of

spending additional time indoors, rescheduling activities,

or even relocating to areas with better environmental quality

are often difficult to enumerate, they can represent a sub-

stantial fraction of the total costs of pollution.

In the remainder of this article, a basic economic frame-

work for evaluating environmental health impacts is pre-

sented, followed by a discussion of the core empirical

challenges that researchers face in estimating the relationship

between pollution and health. A selective review of significant

contributions from the literature that focus on the effects of air

pollution is then provided, concluding with some suggestions

for fruitful lines of future research.

Conceptual Framework

Estimation of the relationship between pollution and health is

typically focused on the following health production function:

h ¼ f ðP, A, E, SÞ ½1�

where h is a measure of an individual’s health, P is pollution

levels assigned to the individual, and A is avoidance behavior.

E are other environmental factors that directly affect health,

such as weather and allergens, and S are all other behavioral,

socioeconomic, and genetic factors affecting health. Given that
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meteorological elements can play an important role in pol-

lution formation and can also affect health (e.g., cold weather

increases asthma exacerbation), E is defined separately be-

cause it represents an important source of environmental

confounding.

Two main approaches are taken to eqn [1], with the dif-

ference stemming from the treatment of avoidance behavior.

The first, or ‘reduced-form’ approach does not directly control

for avoidance behavior. As health impacts will depend on

ambient pollution levels and avoidance behavior that deter-

mines exposure to those pollution levels, the health relation-

ship can be expressed as the following total derivative:

dh/dP¼dh/dPþ dh/dA�dA/dP. The second, or ‘production

function’ approach directly controls for avoidance behavior to

obtain the partial derivative: dh/dP.

The importance in separating these two approaches is to

relate each to the benefit calculation, or willingness to pay

(WTP) for a reduction in pollution (Harrington and Portney,

1987; Cropper and Freeman, 1991; Deschenes and Green-

stone, 2011). In the reduced-form approach, welfare is typi-

cally expressed as: WTP¼dh/dP�ChþpA� dA/dP, where Ch is

the ‘full’ cost associated with a change in health, and pA is the

price of avoidance behavior. In the production function ap-

proach, welfare is typically expressed as: WTP¼pA� [(dh/dP)/

(dh/dA)]. Although the production function approach appears

more data hungry because of the need to control for avoidance

behavior when estimating eqn [1], the reduced-form approach

must also control for avoidance behavior in order to estimate

dA/dP, although this can be done separately from estimating

eqn [1]. Furthermore, as these expressions demonstrate, all

forms of avoidance behavior must be accounted for at some

point in order to obtain a proper estimate of WTP.

One advantage of the reduced-form approach is that the

econometrician does not need to properly specify the func-

tional form of eqn [1] with respect to P and A. This is par-

ticularly helpful because data limitations often necessitate the

use of proxy measures for avoidance behavior, and economic

theory provides little guidance on how these proxy measures

should enter into eqn [1].

The value of the production function approach is that it

provides estimates of the biological effect of pollution.

Because avoidance behavior is likely to vary across socio-

economic and cultural environments, but the biology is con-

siderably less context specific, it facilitates generalizations

across settings. Moreover, focusing on the biological effect

enables one to potentially identify important nonlinear ef-

fects, such as threshold effects, and heterogeneous effects

based on individual susceptibility, both of which can play an

important role in defining the feasible set of policy inter-

ventions. Interested readers should consult Graff Zivin and

Neidell (2013) for more elaboration on this framework.

Empirical Challenges

In this section, three primary challenges confronted by em-

piricists when estimating the relationship between pollution

and health are outlined. Although weather is a potential

confounder, this is not discussed at length because it is directly

observable (often at a finer scale than pollution data), so that

any threat can be obviated through the careful control of

relevant variables.

Measurement of Health

The measurement of health outcomes and how to place

monetary values on them is a persistent challenge. A fre-

quently used measure is mortality, which is objectively

measured and can be readily monetized using estimates of the

value of a statistical life (VSL). One concern with using mor-

tality is that it is an extreme outcome that misses more subtle

outcomes that may be more commonplace. Furthermore,

using VSL to monetize these impacts may be misleading if the

loss only represents short-term mortality displacement, com-

monly referred to as ‘harvesting.’

Measures of morbidity have also been examined using data

on hospitalizations for various conditions, largely respiratory

related. Although hospitalizations clearly capture events less

severe than death, they may introduce sample selection. Those

who have a relationship with a primary care physician

(PCP) and receive regular care may never experience a

hospitalization, and access to a PCP is clearly endogenous.

Furthermore, the economic valuation of hospitalizations is

particularly difficult as hospital charges (which are all that is

typically available) do not capture the costs associated with

the pain and suffering experienced by sickened individuals or

their family members.

Birth outcomes are another metric that has some of the

desirable properties of both mortality and morbidity end-

points, albeit for a select population. Like mortality and hos-

pitalizations, birth outcomes are a census and not a sample,

hence offering large sample sizes for analysis. Unlike mortal-

ity, birth outcomes can capture more subtle impacts, and

unlike hospitalizations, they do not introduce sample selec-

tion because any birth that files for a birth certificate is re-

ported. Valuation approaches can be used when the birth

outcome studied has been linked to monetizable events – for

example, birth weight has been linked with education and

earnings (Black et al. 2007) – although these links may not

capture all relevant costs.

An emerging area of focus is on indirect ‘health’ outcomes

at school or the workplace, principally absenteeism and per-

formance. Such outcomes offer terrific promise for capturing

rather subtle health impacts that might be broadly dissemin-

ated throughout society. They are also generally straight-

forward to monetize, particularly for performance. Limited

data availability, especially for representative samples, is a

formidable obstacle to the conduct of credible empirical work

in this area.

Assignment of Local Pollution Levels

Most studies focus on air pollution because of the availability

of data from ambient air pollution monitors, which typically

measure air concentrations at an hourly scale at a fixed lo-

cation. Although this frequency of measurement generates data

at a fine temporal scale, the limited number of monitor lo-

cations relative to the size of a country and the geographic

distribution of the population leads to data that are rather
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coarse on a spatial scale. As a result, studies often approximate

contemporaneous pollution levels based on an individual’s

general location and the location of the monitor. This crude

approach leads to measurement error that increases with an

individual’s distance from the monitor and the degree to which

pollutants disperse nonuniformly. This measurement error will

typically bias estimates downward, but with a large enough

dataset, researchers can use data from multiple monitors and

various weighting techniques to obtain more precise assign-

ments of localized pollution levels. A finer level of geographic

disaggregation for individuals, such as a residential address,

also allows for better assignment of relevant pollution levels

and hence is more likely to provide precise estimates.

The usual mobility of individuals in their everyday life (not

in response to pollution, discussed below), both within a day

and over time, can also present a measurement issue. Indi-

viduals spend their time not only at home, but at work, school,

and other possible locations that are not typically recorded.

Although the use of personal monitors is designed to overcome

this, two issues remain: (1) the high costs of personal moni-

toring often result in the use of a small, unrepresentative

sample without a clearly defined control group; and (2) the

link to policy is less clear because indoor sources also con-

tribute to pollution but are subject to different regulatory rules.

Mobility over time also presents a significant measurement

issue in assigning cumulative exposure over longer periods of

time. Focusing on children, and in particular infants, whose

parents are typically less mobile, can greatly limit this concern

(Joyce et al. 1989; Chay and Greenstone, 2003).

Behavioral Responses to Pollution

Optimizing individuals may respond to pollution with per-

manent changes, such as relocating (i.e., sorting), and tem-

porary changes, such as spending less time outside. As argued

above, it is crucial to understand the role of these behavioral

responses both to allow generalizations from one setting to

another and to account for the full welfare costs of pollution.

Although careful quasi-experimental designs can address per-

manent behavioral changes by exploiting exogenous shocks to

pollution levels, short-run changes pose greater challenges

because many of these responses involve nonmarket behaviors

that are difficult to observe. For example, simply spending less

time outside on a polluted day is a highly effective means for

reducing exposure, but such an activity is rarely recorded.

Clearly, the degree to which such short-run behavioral re-

sponses will be important depends on the ‘visibility’ of pol-

lution, either literally, through information dissemination, or

through health feedbacks that allow individuals to infer it on

the basis of physiological responses.

Evidence

Rather than provide an exhaustive review of the economic

literature examining the relationship between pollution and

health, this section limits its attention to a selection of studies

that offer key insights or introduce important methodological

advances.

Primary Impacts

One of the earliest examples of a quasi-experimental approach

to estimate an environmental health relationship in relatively

recent times is found in a series of studies by Pope et al.

(1992); Ransom and Pope (1992); Ransom and Pope (1995).

The authors used changes in pollution that had resulted from

the opening and closing of a steel mill, which was a major

source of particulate matter, in the central Valley of Utah due

to a labor strike. As the steel mill had closed due to a labor

strike, the temporary changes in pollution were credibly ex-

ogenous and unlikely to lead to any immediate residential

sorting. Furthermore, the authors selected a neighboring, un-

affected community as a control group to account for time

trends by estimating difference-in-differences models. When

the steel mill was closed, the authors found significant de-

clines in school absences, respiratory-related hospital admis-

sions, and mortality. One potential concern with this study is

that the steel mill closure has also led to a temporary change

in income, which may affect one’s use of time and services.

This does not seem likely to be an issue for school absences,

hence at least some of the findings are credibly causal. A more

significant concern with the design is that, as an ‘event study,’

the pollution variable is common to all members in a group

for a given time period (despite the availability of individual

level health outcomes as dependent variables). As a result,

their standard errors are likely to be nontrivially understated,

making the appropriate statistical inference in this setting

particularly challenging (Donald and Lang, 2007).

One important study by Chay and Greenstone (2003)

overcame this problem by focusing on the recession of the

early 1980s. The dramatic change in manufacturing that had

resulted from this recession induced considerable spatial

variation in total suspended particulates (TSPs) throughout

the US in a short period of time, with some areas experiencing

as large as a 35% decline in 3 years. These changes in TSPs are

unlikely to be related to other factors affecting health. Im-

portantly, although income changed considerably at the same

time, it did not show comparable spatial patterns as with TSP.

Using this exogenous variation in levels of pollution at the

county-year level to identify environmental health effects, they

estimate that a one-unit decline in TSPs associated with the

recession yields benefits of roughly US$14 billion, recognizing

that this captures only one health outcome and only for a

specific group.

Although the Chay and Greenstone results are nontrivial,

the continued improvements in air quality since then suggest

that the results also apply to a time period when pollution

levels in the US are considerably higher. Currie and Neidell

(2005) turn their attention to infant mortality in California

during the 1990s, a period that is much more reflective of

contemporary pollution levels across much of the developed

world. They use zip code fixed effects to account for residential

sorting, thereby exploiting the strong temporal variations in

pollution levels in the short-run due to changes in plausibly

exogenous ambient conditions (rather than anthropogenic

sources) to identify health impacts. They find that reductions

in carbon monoxide over the 1990s saved approximately 1000

infant lives in California, which translates into benefits of

roughly US$4.8 billion.
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Currie et al. (2009), like Currie and Neidell (2005), focus

on infant outcomes in a more recent time period, but use the

exact address of the mother to improve pollution assignment

and estimate sibling fixed effect models to control for differ-

ences in family background and genetics. They find that a one-

unit change in mean carbon monoxide (CO) during the last

trimester of pregnancy increases the risk of low birth weight by

8%, and a one-unit change in mean CO during the first two

weeks after birth also increases the risk of infant mortality by

2.5% relative to baseline levels. The authors calculate that the

15-year decline in CO from 1989–2003 translates into

US$720 million in lifetime earnings from improvements in

birth weight and US$2.2 billion from the reduction in infant

mortality for the 2003 birth cohort. The use of sibling fixed

effects increases estimates, suggesting the importance of ac-

counting for maternal characteristics within neighborhoods.

And the better assignment of pollution by using the mother’s

exact address rather than zip code also increases point

estimates, consistent with measurement error inducing a

downward bias.

In a novel design, Lleras-Muney (2010) uses the relocation

of military personnel to estimate the effect of various pollu-

tants on children’s health. The relocation of personnel is en-

tirely based on ‘the needs of the army’, which explicitly rules

out the possibility of sorting and offers a plausibly exogenous

source of variation in pollution. Using this design, Lleras-

Muney finds that a one standard deviation decrease in ground-

level ozone exposure decreases the probability of a respiratory

hospitalization for children by 8–23%. Her estimates suggest

that lowering pollution levels nationwide to the levels ex-

perienced in ‘low’ pollution areas would save approximately

US$928 million (US$1994) in direct medical expenditures

alone.

All of the previously mentioned studies exploit ‘natural’

experiments that generate exogenous changes in ambient

pollution in order to minimize concerns regarding residential

sorting and other long-run behavioral responses to poor en-

vironmental quality. They generally ignore potential short-run

adjustments that could also impact the environment-health

relationship, and hence provide estimates of a reduced-form

relationship between pollution and health. The key challenge

in capturing these short-run behavioral responses is clearly the

availability of data suited for the task, and researchers often

follow creative paths for obtaining such data. One example is

Neidell (2009), who uses attendance data from several out-

door facilities in Los Angeles to uncover significant behavioral

responses to high ozone levels that are forecasted through

smog alerts. As smog alerts are issued only when ozone is

forecasted to exceed a particular threshold, he employs a re-

gression discontinuity design to compare attendance on days

just above the threshold to that just below. Although this

paper does not provide estimates of the costs of avoidance

behavior, in a closely related paper Graff Zivin and Neidell

(2009) examine successive days of smog alerts to show that

the costs of avoidance behavior, due to limited opportunities

for intertemporal substitution, are increasing over time. Graff

Zivin et al. (2011) identify substantial increases in the purchase

of bottled water when local municipalities violate drinking

water standards. As this type of avoidance behavioral is mar-

ket-based, the authors have calculated the costs associated

with it, and have found that water quality violations in 2005

induced roughly US$60 million worth of bottled water pur-

chases nationwide.

Two notable studies attempt to produce estimates of the

biological effect of ozone on health. In the paper discussed

earlier, Neidell (2009) controls for smog alerts and ozone

forecasts as a proxy for avoidance behavior when estimating

the relationship between ozone and respiratory-related hos-

pitalizations. Using zip code fixed effects and exploiting the

strong daily temporal variation in ozone, he finds that in-

cluding these proxies significantly increases the estimated

impact of ozone on health. Moretti and Neidell (2011) use

daily boat arrivals and departures into the port of Los Angeles

as an instrumental variable (IV) for ozone levels, which deals

with both avoidance behavior and measurement error in

pollution assignment. Boat traffic represents a major source of

pollution for the Los Angeles region and, because of the ex-

tended length of travel and unpredictable conditions at sea,

daily variation in boat traffic is arguably uncorrelated with

other short-run determinants of health and is not included in

the ozone forecasts used to encourage avoidance behavior.

Similar to Neidell (2009), they find that using boat traffic as

an IV leads to significantly larger estimates for the impacts of

pollution on health.

Although the short-run behavior literature has generally

assessed the costs associated with avoiding exposure, this

again represents a partial characterization of social welfare; a

complete calculation requires an assessment of both avoid-

ance costs as well as the costs of those adverse health effects

that are not avoided. To our knowledge, the only attempt to

bring both pieces together in a quasi-experimental setting is

from Deschenes and Greenstone (2011), who focus on the

health effects of extreme temperatures, which are forecast to

increase under climate change. They construct a WTP estimate

to avoid extreme heat that includes the costs due to excess

mortality as well as expenditure on energy consumption as a

proxy for air conditioning usage to buffer individuals from

exposure to that heat. Using county fixed effects to exploit the

plausibly exogenous variation in temperatures in an area

within a given year, they find that the avoidance costs are

roughly 25% of the mortality costs.

Secondary Impacts

Although most of the literature has focused on primary health

endpoints, for example, mortality and hospitalizations, an

emerging literature has begun to examine the manifestation of

less visible health assaults on nonhealth outcomes. Although

these impacts are referred to as secondary, it remains possible

for them to exceed the costs of primary impacts depending on

their prevalence. Almond et al. (2009) examine the impact

from prenatal exposure to radioactive fallout from the 1986

Chernobyl accident on both birth and schooling outcomes for

children in Sweden. Although Sweden is more than 500 miles

away from Chernobyl, weather conditions forced some of the

plume over Sweden, and local variation in rainfall levels led to

stark geographic variation in the levels of fallout throughout

the country. Their study reveals that radiation exposure ex-

hibits latent effects that affect human capital development
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later in life. Although they find little evidence of health effects

as measured by birth outcomes and childhood hospital-

izations, they find significant decreases in several schooling

outcomes that correspond to roughly US$510 million in lost

annual earnings.

Graff Zivin and Neidell (2012) also follow a nontraditional

approach by examining the impact of ozone on worker

productivity. They use a unique dataset on agricultural workers

who are paid by piece rate and whose labor supply is highly

inelastic in the short run, hence limiting the scope for avoid-

ance behavior and the need to value it. Using models with

worker fixed effects to exploit plausibly exogenous daily vari-

ation in ozone levels, they find that a 10 ppb decrease in

ozone concentrations increases worker productivity by 5.5%,

which translates into productivity benefits to the agricultural

industry of approximately US$700 million.

Conclusion

Pollution affects a wide range of health outcomes, and these

effects are nontrivial even at current emissions levels in the

developed world. The optimal level of these pollutants is

highly contested. For example, a proposed ozone standard

issued by the EPA in 1997 was finally upheld by the Supreme

Court in 2002, but only after endless appeals and lengthy

lawsuits initiated by states and industry (Bergman, 2004).

Better estimates of the relationship between pollution and

health and society’s WTP for improvements in pollution

through the use of quasi-experimental research designs offers

an important tool for informing this debate. Additional work

on the measurement of avoidance behavior and its costs

remains a critical piece of the puzzle.

Despite the growth of quality evidence on this topic,

one area in need of more evidence is on the long-run effects

from cumulative exposure to various pollutants. Although it

is clear that pollution has shortrun impacts, the potential

impacts from exposure over a lifetime may be considerably

larger, as hinted at by the results from Almond et al. (2009).

These impacts may also affect people’s investment decisions

throughout their life course, suggesting a wide range of

potential economic outcomes that may be affected. The em-

pirical issues are more daunting given the challenges in

appropriately measuring health outcomes and pollution ex-

posure, and the ability to isolate exogenous variation in pol-

lution, but nonetheless deserve more attention.

The impact of pollution on human capital formation and

its deployment in school as well as labor markets also repre-

sents a particularly fruitful area for additional exploration.

The use of these indirect outcomes can capture a broader

range of economic impacts, and they also have the ability to

capture subtle, but likely more pervasive health impacts

than those captured through standard measures of mortality

and hospitalizations. As the improvement in biomedical

understanding of the etiology of disease continues, this area of

study is likely to rise in frequency and importance.

See also: Health Status in the Developing World, Determinants of.
Willingness to Pay for Health
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Glossary
Antitrust The legislation and processes in the USA by

which a more competitive environment is created through

the prohibition of certain practices deemed illegal by

antitrust laws, such as price fixing, welfare-reducing

mergers, and monopolization.

Bundled discounts A multiproduct seller which has

market power over at least one of its products (i.e., the

ability to charge an above-cost price for that product) and

offers a bundle of several of its products at an above-cost

price, attempting to exclude an equally efficient, but less

diversified, rival.

Copayment An arrangement whereby an insured person

pays a particular percentage of any bills for health services

received, the insurer paying the remainder.

Deductible The amount of expenses in an insurance

policy that must be paid out-of-pocket before the insurer

will pay any expenses.

Downstream competition Capacity of a monopolist to

control prices to force competing downstream buyers to

sign tying contracts that will lever its monopoly into

another market.

Duplicate coverage insurance (double

coverage) Situation where an individual contracts two

different insurance policies providing coverage for the same

events.

First-mover advantage The advantage gained by the

initial (’first moving’) occupant of a market segment

yielding a control of resources that followers may not be

able to match.

Idle capacity Production facilities that remain unused

because of lack of business. Also, a provider may hold

strategic idle capacity to deter entry of a potential

competitor by investing in capacity beyond the optimal

level.

Indemnity Amount paid by the insurer to the insured by

way of compensation for a particular loss. Typically, the

insurance policy contemplates a ceiling to this

compensation.

Joint ventures Agreement between two (or more) parties

to take on a project. The participating parties contribute in

money, time, and effort.

Mixed oligopoly Oligopolistic market structure where the

objective of at least one firm differs from that of other firms.

A particular instance contemplates a public firm aiming at

maximizing some notion of social welfare competing with

profit maximizing private firms.

Premium competition Insurers’ strategic setting of the

premium in insurance policies to attract individuals.

Strategic effects Study of the effects of the interrelation

among competitors in oligopolistic markets on the decision

making and outcome for each participant in the market.

Vertical integration Degree to which a firm owns its

upstream suppliers and downstream buyers.

Introduction

In most countries, private health care insurance is provided by

managed care organizations (MCOs). They appeared in the

late 1990s as an alternative to the traditional fee-for-service

health insurance contract. Their main role is to administer and

manage the provision of health care services to their clients

within a general objective of cost containment in the health

care sector. In this sense, an MCO is a middleman contracting

with health care providers on the one side and with enrollees

on the other. The latter obtain advantageous fees when visiting

in-plan providers and the former guarantee a larger base of

clients. The most common types of these organizations are

preferred provider organizations (PPOs) and health main-

tenance organizations (HMOs).

An HMO offers health care insurance to individuals as a

liaison with providers (hospitals, doctors, etc.) on a prepaid

basis. HMOs require members to select a primary care physician,

a doctor who acts as a gatekeeper to direct access to specialized

medical services whenever the guidelines of the HMO

recommend it.

A PPO offers private health insurance to its members

(health benefits and medical coverage) from a network of

health care providers contracted by the PPO. The main char-

acteristics of a PPO are:

1. health care providers contracted with the PPO are re-

imbursed on a fee-for-service basis;

2. enrollees in a PPO do not require referral from a primary

care physician to access specialized care;

3. enrollees sign a contract defined by a fixed premium, a co-

payment on the health care services received, and possibly,

a deductible;

4. enrollees have freedom to visit out-of-plan providers (with

a possible penalty in the form of the payment of a greater

share of the provider’s fees);

5. drug prescription may be covered as well when enrollees

patronize participating pharmacies; and

6. preventive care procedures (check ups, cancer screenings,

prenatal care, and other services) may also be available.

To summarize, a PPO is a particular instance of integration

between upstream providers and downstream third-party
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payers. The aim of this article is to describe how providers

compete to become preferred providers.

The PPOs Market Place

Competition in the health care market takes place at different

levels. MCOs (and in particular, PPOs) compete to attract

enrollees and providers compete for patients and compete to

be selected by PPOs. Often, this competition develops in the

framework of a regulated market by some public agency

aiming at achieving some social welfare goal.

Most of the literature on PPOs deals with the selection of

providers, with competition among providers (hospitals and

physicians), and with the effects of the design of the insurance

contracts on competition. Usually, it is assumed that indi-

viduals have already chosen an insurance contract. Some of

these individuals may become ill and seek health care services.

Sick individuals are referred to as patients. They are the focus of

attention of the demand side of the market. Generically, indi-

viduals are supposed to make their choices to maximize their

level of satisfaction. Focusing the attention on the choice of a

PPO, an individual compares on the one hand the premium,

co-payment, and deductibles of alternative insurance contracts

and on the other hand, the set of in-plan providers. Also, the

individual will try to guess how transparent is the information

provided by the PPO on medical costs and its negotiation

capacity as these are elements characterizing an insurance

contract. Also, the individual may consider the plans of the

PPOs to enlarge the present set of enrolled providers. All in all,

the best plan for an individual reflects the balance between

(expected) health care needs, the freedom to choose providers,

and his(her) budget constraint. Finally, enrollees should have

proper incentives to use the in-plan providers so that the PPOs

fulfill their role in the health care system.

In the supply side of the market, one of the reasons for the

appearance of MCOs is the need for cost containment in the

health care system. As a consequence, managed care has

transformed the way hospitals compete for patients and

physicians. From competing in quality and provision of ser-

vices and amenities, managed care introduces the so-called

‘selective contracting’ of providers. This means that not all

available providers in a community are able to contract with

the managed care plan. Accordingly, hospitals and physicians

compete to be selected as in-plan providers. An issue appears

on the size of the PPOs. The negotiation between a provider

and a PPO to become in-plan determines the discounts that in

turn, are linked to expected utilization. Therefore, the PPO

faces a dilemma. Limiting the number of providers in-plan

favors achieving the utilization levels, and thus the capacity to

offer better deals to enrollees. But a too short list of in-plan

providers may discourage individuals to contract with the PPO

because it limits the freedom to choose. Empirical evidence

seems to point to the prevalence of the obtention of lower

prices associated with this selective contracting due to the

capacity of the managed care plan to control the number of

providers and idle capacity. Also, the size of the managed care

plan may be an additional element toward lower prices. The

selective contracting mechanism has induced a process of in-

tegration between providers and insurers. In this integration,

we find upstream health providers deciding first the prices

charged to the insurers for a bundle of services, and next in-

surers deciding the premiums of the (menu of) contracts

offered to individuals. The interesting finding is that net rev-

enues, upstream or downstream, result from the combination

of a competition effect and a coordination effect. The former

reflects the impact of downstream competition on upstream

providers; the latter captures the efficiency gains from inte-

gration. A PPO, by maintaining some separation between

providers and insurers, softens premium competition with

respect to the other more integrated structures like HMOs.

Accordingly, PPOs emerge as more profitable than HMOs,

adding an argument to the popularity of PPOs.

Surprisingly enough, there is very little literature on the

process of selecting providers and on competition among

providers when different reimbursement rules apply, ac-

cording to the provider chosen by the patient. Generally, pa-

tients have to bear part of the cost of the treatment provided

by an in-plan care provider. If an out-of-plan care provider is

visited instead, the patient pays the full price and obtains the

indemnity from the insurer specified in the insurance contract.

It should be clear that the setting of the indemnity associated

with the out-of-plan provider is a crucial element in the choice

of an insurance contract. Three alternatives can be envisaged,

capturing three organizations of the health care systems.

The first one simply does not provide coverage for choices

outside the preferred provider set. This is called a pure preferred

provider system that captures a pure public system of health

provision, such as the Spanish one, where a patient visiting a

private provider (instead of a public one) has to bear the full

cost of the treatment (unless the patient has some duplicate

private insurance). The second alternative, labeled fixed co-

payment rule, defines an indemnity equal to what the patient

would have obtained had she(he) visited a preferred provider

(that is the price of the in-plan provider is used as reference

price to determine the indemnity). This alternative captures the

idea of indemnity based on a reference price inspired by some

features of the French system. Also, it captures some important

features of the pharmaceutical sector. Finally, the third alter-

native, the so-called fixed reimbursement rate rule, considers

the same co-payment rate on all providers. It is equivalent to

the scenario where all providers have been selected by the in-

surer. This captures some features of the German system, where,

together with the public providers, there is a fringe of private

providers regulated through bilateral agreements.

There is also an alternative way to endogenously form the

PPO. This is the so-called any willing provider mechanism.

Under this approach a third-party payer announces a re-

imbursement rate and the set of health plan conditions. Any

provider finding these acceptable is allowed to join the

network.

When providers make simultaneous decisions on prices

and qualities, this set-up approaches the primary care sector,

whereas when decisions are sequential, first (high-cost, long-

run decision on) qualities and then (low-cost, short-run de-

cisions on) prices, the set-up approaches the specialized health

care sector. When the market is organized around profit-

maximizer providers, the fixed-co-payment rule on the pri-

mary health care sector is enough to make providers choose

the optimal (welfare-maximizing) price and quality levels. In
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contrast, there is no way to attain such an outcome in the

specialized health care sector, unless some regulation is

introduced. This issue is discussed next.

Alternatively, the mixed public–private provision of health

care and the regulation of the market by a public health au-

thority can also be considered. Two scenarios are envisaged. In

the first one, an agency regulates both price and quality of the

public provider and acts as a Stackelberg leader whereas pri-

vate providers are followers. It turns out that the first-mover

advantage of the public provider coupled with a fixed co-

payment rule are sufficient instruments to achieve the first-best

allocation. In the second scenario, regulation takes the form of

a three-stage game where the regulator sets the level of quality

to maximize welfare, then the private providers decide their

quality levels, and finally providers compete in prices in a

mixed oligopoly fashion. Now, leadership by direct operation

of one provider does not ensure achievement of the social

optimum, due to the strategic effects resulting from the se-

quential nature of the decisions. Comparison of these two

ways of modeling the role of a public regulator allows to de-

rive some normative conclusions on the implementation of

price controls in the health care systems of some European

Union member states. All governments have looked at ways to

contain health expenditures. Direct and indirect controls over

health care providers have been imposed in some countries

where co-payments play an important role. In several coun-

tries, controls on prices (pharmaceuticals, per-day treatment in

hospitals) exist, whereas in others, no such controls exist. Co-

payment changes have been frequent in the European coun-

tries, mostly limited to the value of the co-payment, whereas

maintaining its structure (fixed reimbursement rates). More-

over, co-payments are designed with insurance coverage in

mind (typically, they have an upper limit). No role as a market

mechanism underlies the choice of the structure and the value

of co-payments. Thus, the relative unsuccessful episodes of

cost containment through co-payments is not totally sur-

prising. The structure of the co-payment has been kept con-

stant, although the results reported highlight the fact that

changing its structure would have a greater impact.

Anticompetitive Scrutiny of PPOs

It has been mentioned in the Section Introduction that a PPO

can be seen as the vertical integration between upstream

providers and downstream third-party payers. As it is well-

known in the economics of regulation, vertical relations may

jeopardize market competition. This is so in the private health

care market as well.

In the UK, concerns on limits to competition in the provision

of private health care, has prompted the Office of Fair Trading

(OFT) to its scrutiny. In particular, attention is focused on the

level of concentration among providers of private health care,

barriers to entry, restrictions on the ability of medical pro-

fessionals to practice, and consumers’ access to providers. The

report appeared in December 2011 (the report can be down-

loaded at http://www.oft.gov.uk/shared_oft/market-studies/

OFT1396_Private_healthcare.pdf) led the OFT to undertake a

public consultation on its findings which closed in January 2012

(see the associated press release in http://www.oft.gov.uk/news-

and-updates/press/2012/26-12). A special report on this study

has been published by Health Insurance in January 2011

(issue 158, pp. 14–15, see http://content.yudu.com/A1r4do/

HIJan2011/resources/index.htmreferrerUrl=), assessing the view-

points of private hospitals and doctors, and insurers. They

share aims but also face difficult trade-offs. Although insurers

agree with hospitals and doctors on the need to guarantee

prices and patient flows, they disagree on the patients’ capacity

to choose among a variety of providers. Finally, hospitals and

doctors align with insurers on preventing shortfalls but dis-

agree on the meaning of ‘keeping costs at a reasonable level.’

The European Union antitrust authorities are virtually

silent on anticompetitive issues around PPOs.

In the USA, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) ac-

knowledges the changes occurring in the health care market

place, so that antitrust enforcement is essential to guarantee

the performance of a health care system based on the systems

of delivery of health care competing for consumer acceptance.

In its report of 2004, the FTC remarks that its activity addresses

two basic questions. One refers to the current role of com-

petition in health care and how it can be enhanced to increase

consumer welfare. The second one deals with the way antitrust

enforcement protects existing and potential competition in

health care. Regarding the PPOs, two areas of activity of the

FTC are highlighted: bundled discounts and network joint

ventures. Bundled discounts refer to the combined sale of two

or more products and services at a lower price than the sum of

the prices of those goods and services when bought separately.

An instance of bundled discount would be proposing dis-

counts to insurers in tertiary services if the insurers made a

PPO the sole provider for primary, secondary, and tertiary

services. The proper test to prove the existence of bundling

requires to show that the price of the bundle is lower than the

seller’s incremental cost. This is not simple because antitrust

laws do not provide clear guidelines.

Physician network joint ventures are under the scrutiny of

the FTC because they may reduce and even eliminate com-

petition among the participants in the venture, and they may

rise impediments to effective competition among different

networks or health plans operating in the same market. Some

providers excluded from the network joint ventures have filed

complaints of monopolization of the market. However, evi-

dence to support such complaints is difficult to obtain.

A different phenomenon widely studied is hospital mer-

gers. Besides the traditional arguments of enhance efficiency

and market power, another motive behind hospital mergers is

the improvement of the bargaining position against MCOs.

Some empirical evidence suggests that most consolidation of

competing hospitals favor price increases in their markets, so

that the market power motive seems to offset the efficiency

argument.

Silent PPOs

In the early 1990s in the USA, a practice started by which one

health plan was selling or renting its provider network (and

the network discount rates) to another insurer without

the provider’s knowledge. This practice has been labeled as

‘silent PPO.’
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To illustrate, remember first that a physician’s reimburse-

ment, when providing out-of-network services, is higher than

the in-network fee. Now, consider a physician member of a

certain PPO who receives the visit of a patient whose insur-

ance company has no agreement with this physician’s practice.

Typically, these insurers are organizations without networks of

their own. Accordingly, the physician expects to receive the full

bill charge from the patient’s insurer. The patient’s insurer

when receiving the bill (and without the knowledge of the

patient) assesses whether the physician belongs to a network

with a negotiated discount. Then, it enquires about the pos-

sibility of the physician’s PPO allowing the patient’s insurer to

use its negotiated discount (this is called the secondary dis-

count market). If so, the physician receives a discounted re-

imbursement instead of the full payment for the treatment

provider, so that even though the patient’s insurer does not

belong to the PPO, it reimburses the health care services as if

the physician would be an in-plan provider. In short, out-of-

network services are reimbursed at in-network prices. Figure 1

illustrates the discussion considering a scenario with two

PPOs. Physician 1 in PPO1 receives a fee f when treating an in-

network patient, and expects a fee F4f when treating an out-

of-network patient.

In principle, this need not be an illegal practice. It depends

on the terms of the agreement between the insurer and the

provider. Such agreements may contain an assignment pro-

vision allowing the health plan to offer the contract conditions

to anyone willing to pay the agreed fees. Sometimes, there is

written consent for the assignment to occur, sometimes there is

no express consent or advance knowledge of the provider of

such extension of the benefits to other health plans.

Initially, the term ‘silent’ PPO referred to a PPO where the

contract was silent with regard to the commitment of the PPO

to direct and encourage its patients to visit the in-plan pro-

viders. In the early 2000s however, the term changed to refer

to improper and illegal practices. The American Medical As-

sociation (AMA), the American Hospital Association (AHA),

and the American Association of Preferred Provider Organ-

izations (AAPPO) have taken stance against these practices,

and actively tried to encourage legislative actions against them.

The problem arises because the providers (physicians and

hospitals) realize the situation ex-post, once the treatment has

been provided and billed. Accordingly, it falls in the hands of

the providers to ensure that only patients enrolled in the PPO

receive the discounted fees, whereas outside patients are billed

the full price of the treatment received.

Final Remarks

Preferred provider organizations are the most popular forms

of private provision of health care. It balances in the best way

the trade-off between insurers and individuals on the one

hand, and between insurers and providers on the other. That

is, the freedom of individuals to choose providers and the

terms of the insurance contract on the one hand, and the base

of patients and the discounted fees on the other, with respect

to other forms of managed care.

All these agents meet in the market place, where two fea-

tures are of particular concern. The first one, the structure of

PPOs vertically integrating upstream providers and down-

stream third-party payers, raises the inquiry from the antitrust

authorities. The second refers to the degree of transparency of

the terms of the contracts between insurers and providers that

have promoted legislative initiatives to prevent the better in-

formed party from taking advantage of imperfect information.

See also: Access and Health Insurance. Demand for and Welfare
Implications of Health Insurance, Theory of. Health Insurance and
Health. Health Insurance Systems in Developed Countries,
Comparisons of. Health-Insurer Market Power: Theory and Evidence.
Managed Care. Private Insurance System Concerns. Supplementary
Private Health Insurance in National Health Insurance Systems
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Introduction

In recent years, it has become increasingly common for chil-

dren to be enrolled in preschool education programs for one

or more years before the traditional starting age for primary

school. According to data from the World Bank, during 2010,

48.3% of preprimary-age children were enrolled in school, a

rate that was just 34.1% a decade earlier. Although preprimary

enrollment rates in high-income countries far exceed those of

low-income ones (82.2% on average vs. 14.9% on average),

enrollment rates have been rising since a decade in countries

across the development spectrum. Preschool participation

rates are not strictly related to the level of economic devel-

opment, however. Even among high-income countries such as

those in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD), there is considerable variation in the

share of 3- and 4-year olds enrolled in preschool programs

(see Figure 1). Although the preschool enrollment rate during

2009 exceeded 90% in Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,

Iceland, Italy, Norway, Spain, and Sweden, it was not even half

that rate in Greece, Ireland, Korea, Switzerland, Turkey, and

the US.

The high and rising rates of preschool enrollment across

most countries reflect a growing demand among parents for

early learning opportunities before the age at which school

traditionally begins, as well as enthusiasm on the part of

governments across the globe for supporting such programs

with public funds. Interest in early childhood investments

have been bolstered by research in early childhood develop-

ment, which has advanced toward a more in-depth under-

standing of the importance of the early years for lifelong

health and development. Emerging evidence from neuro-

science, molecular biology, genomics, psychology, and social

sciences have converged to provide a new paradigm pointing

to the role of both genes and the environment for shaping

physical and mental health from the point of conception

through to adulthood. Early adversity from nutritional

deprivation to insufficient emotional support, or limited

cognitive stimulation can trigger the human body’s stress

management systems in ways that can be protective or

harmful, depending on the available supports. These scientific

findings serve as a foundation for the theoretical framework

put forth by the Nobel Laureate of 2000 in Economics,

James Heckman along with his colleagues, which views skill

formation as a life-cycle process wherein abilities are both

inherited and developed. In this framework, the development

of human capital at one stage in life boosts skill attainment

at later stages, and early investment improves the productivity

of later investments, resulting in a high rate of return to early

investment, as skill begets skill.

In the light of these trends and scientific foundations, the

goal of this article is to highlight the specific research base that

provides support for early education investments. In particu-

lar, two strands of research put together strengthen the support

on the part of policymakers, practitioners, and parents for

preschool education. First, a growing body of evaluation evi-

dence has demonstrated that high-quality early learning pro-

grams can boost school readiness and provide long-term

benefits in multiple domains. Second, benefit–cost calcula-

tions by economists have confirmed that effective programs

can more than pay back their costs. Although there are some

important caveats and knowledge gaps in each of these

research areas, the case for preschool investments rests on a

solid research foundation.

Throughout this discussion, it is important to bear in mind

that preschool programs defined herein serve children 1 or

2 years before formal primary schooling begins, taking on

various forms depending on the country, time period, source

of funding, and provider (an even broader array of early

childhood intervention models, not being considered here,

begin as early as pregnancy and offer services to parents and

children in home and center settings in the first 3 years of life,

sometimes beyond). Preschool programs may focus on one or

more developmental domains including language and cogni-

tive development; behavioral, social, and emotional com-

petencies; and mental and physical health including nutrition.

Programs may be delivered in a group setting, such as a child

care center or an elementary school; in some countries, home-

based providers also offer formal early learning programs.

Program intensity can vary, with offerings over 1 year or

multiple years that range from part-day programs delivered

during the academic year to full-time year-round program-

ming. In addition to programs centered on the child, some

programs also engage the child’s parents in the learning

process through home visits, parenting classes, and other ac-

tivities. Finally, programs may be fully or partially subsidized

by the public sector, with parents or other private sources

of support (e.g., employers or philanthropies) filling any gaps.

Evidence from Program Evaluations

For many, the findings from brain research and other devel-

opmental science is sufficient justification for providing chil-

dren – particularly those with disadvantaged backgrounds –

with various developmental supports, including formal early

learning programs. Yet, preschool programs can take many

forms, with considerations for features such as the number of

children in a group setting, the ratio of adults to children, the

education and training background of the caregivers or tea-

chers, and the choice of an early learning curriculum. With

uncertainty over what constitutes an effective program – one

that will achieve the goal of supporting children’s develop-

mental progress – a body of evaluation research has accu-

mulated to assess the effectiveness of particular program

models or specific program features.

The gold standard for evaluation evidence is an experi-

mental design. If outcomes of children who are enrolled in a
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preschool program are compared with those of children not

enrolled, the observed differences may arise from the program

itself, or from other factors that influence parental choice re-

garding preschool enrollment as well as child development.

This issue of selection bias is avoided with a well-designed

experimental study. Random assignment to the treatment

group (program participation) versus the control group (no

participation) ensures that all other possible determinants of

child outcomes are controlled for, so that any observed dif-

ferences in outcomes between treatment and control children

are the result of the intervention.

Of course, experimental studies may be unethical and

impractical, or too costly to launch. In such cases, quasi-

experimental methods that closely replicate experimental

conditions may be feasible. For example, one common

method used in the US to evaluate a number of state-funded

preschool programs for 4-year olds is a regression dis-

continuity (RD) design. This approach exploits the strict age-

cutoff used to determine when children can enroll in a state

preschool program. Effectively, this method uses the acci-

dental birth to compare a child whose birthday occurs just

before the enrollment cutoff (and is therefore able to enroll
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and experience the preschool treatment) to a child who just

misses the birthdate cutoff (and therefore does not experience

the program being unable to enroll until next year).

Rigorous Evidence from the USA and Other Countries

In the US, rigorous evaluations of voluntary preschool pro-

grams serving 3- and 4-year olds have been conducted for

small-scale demonstration programs implemented during the

1960s and targeted to very disadvantaged children, such as the

High/Scope Perry Preschool Program and the Early Training

Project, and for programs implemented on a large scale and

evaluated for more recent cohorts of low-income children

such as the Chicago Child–Parent Centers (CPC) program by

the Chicago public school system and the federally funded

Head Start program. More recently, the RD quasi-experimental

method has been used to assess the impact of several state-

funded preschool programs targeting children from low-

income families as well as Oklahoma’s preschool program,

which is one of the few programs for 4-year-old children in

the US.

Taken together, the evidence from the US evaluation re-

search – synthesized in studies by Barnett, Burchinal, Gormley,

Pianta, Shonkoff, and others – has demonstrated that well-

designed preschool programs can improve child develop-

mental outcomes on both short- and long-term bases. Based

on an assessment of the literature from the US by Karoly and

colleagues, Table 1 lists the specific outcomes that have been

significantly affected by at least one rigorous (i.e., experi-

mental or well-designed quasi-experimental) evaluation of a

preschool program serving children for 1 or 2 years before

kindergarten entry. The bulk of the evidence base is in the first

tier of Table 1, as all preschool evaluations measure some

early childhood outcomes. Most evaluations, for example, find

significant favorable effects on one or more developmental

measures that are assessed during the program or soon after.

Such outcomes in early childhood include measures of general

intelligence or intelligence quotient (IQ), assessments of

school readiness such as specific prereading and premath

skills, as well as gains in socioemotional or behavioral com-

petencies. Meta-analyses across multiple studies being con-

ducted in the US tend to show larger average treatment effect

sizes for impacts on cognitive outcomes – in the range of

0.2–0.3, when compared with impacts on socioemotional or

behavioral outcomes. Larger impact estimates have been

found for specific studies and these indicate that intentional

design can boost program impacts beyond those measured for

typical programs. The magnitudes found for the most effective

programs are large enough to close half or more of the

achievement gap between disadvantaged children and their

more advantaged peers.

A more limited evidence base supports the second and

third tiers in Table 1, with confirmation of the benefits from

preschool programs continuing into the school-age years and

persisting beyond. Studies with follow-up intervals, pertaining

to elementary school and later grades – such as the Perry

Preschool and Chicago CPC evaluations – demonstrate higher

achievement scores, reduced rates of grade repetition and

special education use, and higher high school graduation

rates. These two studies, with continued follow-up into

adulthood (age 40 for Perry Preschool and age 26 for Chicago

CPC), also find favorable impacts in other domains like em-

ployment and earnings, social welfare program use, criminal

activity, and health behaviors. Many of these same impacts are

found for other targeted intensive early intervention programs

such as the Carolina Abecedarian Project, which provides full-

time year-round center-based educational programming till

kindergarten entry, starting just few weeks after birth.

In many European countries, where preschool partici-

pation rates are almost universal, fewer experimental or quasi-

experimental studies have been conducted. Longitudinal

studies such as the 1958 British Cohort Study and the 1997

Effective Provision of Preschool Education Project in England

provide observational evidence of the favorable effects of

preschool participation on child development both in the

short and long runs. In developing countries such as Argen-

tina, Jamaica, Mauritius, the Philippines, Turkey, Uganda,

Uruguay, and Vietnam, a number of experimental and quasi-

experimental evaluations of preschool programs have been

implemented, often in combination with other services per-

taining to child health and nutrition. Recent syntheses or

formal meta-analyses of the evaluations of non-US programs,

conducted by Nores and Barnett and by Vegas and Santibañez,

among others, document that the favorable impacts found in

US studies across multiple developmental domains are repli-

cated throughout the range of low-income to high-income

countries. At the same time, there is also considerable vari-

ation in the magnitude of the impacts across program models.

Such differences may be attributable to program design or the

populations served.

Limitations of the Knowledge Base

Although the cumulative evidence from rigorous evaluation

studies is very compelling, it is important to recognize the

limitations of the research to date. First, much of the evidence

of preschool program benefits have stemmed from studies of

programs targeting disadvantaged children. This is especially

true for the kind of research in the US where both small-scale

demonstration programs and large-scale models like Chicago

CPC or Head Start serve children in families with limited

Table 1 Outcomes with favorable impacts from preschool
interventions

Lifecourse stage Specific outcomes for participating
child

Outcomes in early
childhood

IQ behavior, social competence
developmental milestones, general
health status, immunization abuse
and neglect, school readiness

Outcomes in school-age
years

Achievement tests, grade repetition,
special education use, grades high
school completion, college
attendance, teen pregnancy

Outcomes in adulthood Employment earnings, use of social
welfare programs, criminal
activity, use of tobacco, alcohol,
and drugs
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resources or other disadvantages. One exception for the US is

the evaluation of Oklahoma’s universal preschool program,

which has demonstrated significant favorable impacts across

income and race-ethnic groups, although the evidence sug-

gests that the benefits from preschool participation are greater

for the more disadvantaged children. Nevertheless, even chil-

dren from families with income above poverty are likely to

face various stressors that can comprise their healthy devel-

opment and readiness for school. The Oklahoma results

suggest that the benefits from participation in a high-quality

preschool program may be broadly shared.

Second, evaluations of specific preschool programs dem-

onstrate proof of the principle that high-quality early learning

programs can improve child developmental outcomes on

both short- and long-term bases. However, such evidence does

not confirm that every program will necessarily have favorable

impacts or effects that are equal in magnitude to those found

in specific evaluations. In most cases, existing evaluations

quantify the impact of specific combinations of preschool

inputs as a bundle: group size, staff–child ratio, curriculum,

teacher education and training, teacher–child interactions,

total hours spent in the program, and so on. The evaluation

can neither tease apart the effect of specific inputs nor identify

the impacts that would result with some different combin-

ation of factors. Essentially, the research to date largely treats

each evaluated preschool program as a ‘black box’ sans the

ability to identify which program factors account for the

measured impacts. Implementing programs with different

combinations of inputs or with different levels of intensity

may well produce different impacts, but how much different

remains largely unknown. Given these limitations, ongoing

research is seeking to understand issues such as whether there

are minimum levels of quality required for programs to be

effective and how program impacts vary with program dosage

(e.g., annual hours in the program).

Third, as participation in some form of early care and

education has become more common over time, especially in

high-income countries, it has become challenging to measure

the impact of preschool program participation against a true

‘no program’ control group. For example, in the national Head

Start experimental evaluation conducted during the early

2000s in the US by Westat and others for the US Department

of Health and Human Services, 48% of the 4-year olds in the

control group participated in some form of center-based

program and 13% attended some other Head Start program

than the one they were randomized out of. Thus, the experi-

mental evaluation had measured the effect of participation in

Head Start against the status quo where nearly half of 4-year-

old children living in poverty were already in some form of

early education program. In contrast, when programs like

Perry Preschool were evaluated in the 1960s, US children in

the control group did not have access to other early learning

programs, and were thus in a control condition of parental

care only. In other countries with very high preschool enroll-

ment rates, the opportunities for measuring program impacts

against a ‘no program’ control group are very limited. For this

reason, ongoing research is centered on assessing the impact

on child developmental outcomes from different preschool

program designs so as to identify which program models are

most effective, rather than trying to assess whether programs

have an impact when compared with the alternative of no

program participation.

Economic Case for Preschool Investments

In an era of result-based accountability, there has been a

growing interest in the US and other countries in demon-

strating that the investments in public sector programs gen-

erate a favorable economic return to the public sector or at

least to society as a whole. This has prompted increased ap-

plication of benefit–cost analysis (BCA) methods to social

policies, including early childhood programs.

The BCA methodology requires (1) a comprehensive

measure of program costs relative to the baseline without the

program; (2) evidence of the causal impact of the program

relative to the same baseline; and (3) the ability to value all

the program impacts in a common monetary value, often

called ‘shadow prices.’ The method then compares the present

value of the stream of program costs with that of the stream of

lifetime program impacts (whether favorable or unfavorable)

to determine whether net benefits are greater than zero or

alternatively the ratio of benefits to costs is greater than one.

This accounting of benefits and costs can be conducted from

the perspective of different stakeholders. Most common is to

calculate the economic returns for the public sector – ac-

counting for the costs or benefits to taxpayers of a given

intervention. The most comprehensive perspective is for the

society as a whole, accounting for benefits and costs that ac-

crue to the public sector as well as private benefits and costs

that accrue to program participants and non-participants.

The Application of Benefit–Cost Analysis to Preschool
Programs

For both preschool programs and other early childhood

interventions, one of the challenges in applying BCA is that

many of the outcomes affected by these programs are neither

easily valued in dollars nor in some other monetary unit. The

early childhood outcomes listed in the first tier in Table 1

including those related to child health are ones where ready

shadow prices do not exist for the most part. Consequently,

BCA has not been employed for many preschool inter-

ventions. When the tool is used, the lack of ready shadow

prices means that the economic returns tend to be understated

because benefits are undercounted relative to costs.

Given the challenge of placing an economic value on early

childhood outcomes, the application of BCA to preschool

programs has mostly been limited to those programs with

long-term follow-up into the school-age years and beyond,

because more of such outcomes can be valued. For example, if

a preschool program leads to reductions in the use of special

education services, then that represents a savings to the public

sector because children will be enrolled in regular education

classes instead of the more costly special education programs.

Likewise, if a preschool program boosts high school gradu-

ation rates, then that can lead to an increase in lifetime

earnings for the children when they reach adulthood, and

those higher earnings can generate more tax revenue to the
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government. Achieving higher educational attainment is also

likely to reduce the use of social welfare programs and lower

the incidence of crime. Therefore, benefits in these areas may

be projected based on any measured educational gains; or

these outcomes may be directly observed as they have been in

the long-term follow-ups of the Perry Preschool and Chicago

CPC evaluations.

As two of the preschool programs with long-term follow-

up, the Perry Preschool and Chicago CPC programs have been

the focus of a series of BCAs. As shown in Table 2, Perry

Preschool has been the subject of at least five different BCAs,

three are conducted by the High/Scope evaluation team using

updated information at each adult follow-up stage (studies

(a), (b), and (c), using follow-up data at ages 19, 27, and 40,

respectively) and two are conducted by other research teams

using somewhat different methods (studies (d) and (e) based

on follow-up data at ages 27 and 40, respectively). The Chi-

cago CPC program has been the subject of two BCAs by the

evaluation team using follow-up data at ages 21 and 26

(studies (f) and (g), respectively). Table 2 also shows the

benefit–cost ratio for a study by the Washington State Institute

of Public Policy, which is based on a meta-analysis of early

childhood education programs serving 3- and 4-year-old

children in low-income families (study (h)). Thus, rather than

a BCA for a specific preschool program, this analysis repre-

sents the likely return for high-quality preschool programs on

average when implemented at scale.

These results demonstrate several patterns. First, in all

cases, the analyses show that the programs generate positive

economic benefits with benefit–cost ratios ranging from

$2.36–1 to $16.14–1. As Heckman notes, the findings for

these programs and other early childhood interventions

demonstrate that early childhood investments offer a rare

policy option that can promote both economic efficiency, as

well as fairness and social justice. Second, as more follow-up

data becomes available, the calculated economic returns tend

to increase. This is because, the methods of both the Perry

Preschool and CPC BCAs to project future benefits are

typically too conservative when compared with the actual

experiences from later follow-ups. Third, methodological

choices matter in the calculated returns. For example, unlike

the evaluation teams, the independent estimates for the Perry

Preschool program (studies (d) and (e)) made different

choices like excluding the value of intangible crime victim

costs or using different values for the cost of crime. As the

available estimates of crime costs vary widely, these choices

can have a considerable impact on the estimated returns.

Fourth, the estimates of returns for specific programs will not

necessarily generalize those for more generic preschool pro-

grams. The lowest benefit–cost ratio in Table 2 is for the more

generalized targeted preschool program where the estimated

program impacts are assumed to be attenuated because of

program scale-up. Thus, this estimate may be closer to what

the typical ‘real world’ program would generate.

Limits on the Generalizability of Existing Economic Analyses

The issue of the generalizability of the findings in Table 2 for

either the small-scale Perry Preschool program or the large-

scale Chicago CPC program is an important one. Both pro-

grams have been designed to serve particularly disadvantaged

groups of children, and the estimated program impacts and

the associated benefit–cost ratios thereof may not be repli-

cated in other programs or for other populations of children.

Programs that are less effective due to lower quality would not

be expected to generate the same economic return. Likewise,

programs serving more advantaged groups of children would

not necessarily have impacts across the same range of out-

comes or of the same magnitude. To the extent that impacts

are attenuated when quality declines or the population served

varies, the economic returns would be lowered accordingly.

However, the attenuation of program impacts when programs

serve a broader base of children does not necessarily mean

that the economic returns will no longer be positive. For ex-

ample, several studies have estimated the returns to universal

preschool programs while assuming that the favorable impacts

Table 2 Reported benefit–cost ratios for preschool programs in the USA

Program/program type Source Benefit–cost ratio

Estimates for specific programs
(a) Perry Preschool – Age 19 follow-up Berrueta-Clement et al. (1984) 3.56
(b) Perry Preschool – Age 27 follow-up Barnett (1993, 1996), Schweinhart et al.

(1993)
8.74a

(c) Perry Preschool – Age 40 follow-up Barnett et al. (2005), Nores et al. (2005),
Belfield et al. (2006)

16.14a

(d) Perry Preschool – Age 27 follow-up Karoly et al. (1998) 4.11b

(e) Perry Preschool – Age 40 follow-up Heckman et al. (2010) 7.1–12.2ac

(f) Chicago CPC – Age 21 follow-up Reynolds et al. (2002) 7.14
(g) Chicago CPC – Age 26 follow-up Reynolds et al. (2011) 10.83a

Estimates from meta-analysis
(h) Early childhood education for low-income 3- and 4 year olds Aos et al. (2004) 2.36a

aIncludes value of reduced intangible crime victim costs.
bDiscount rate is 4%.
cReported range of estimates under alternative assumptions regarding the economic cost of crime.

Source: Adapted from Karoly, L. A. (2012). Toward standardization of benefit–cost analyses of early childhood interventions. Journal of Benefit–Cost Analysis 3(1), Article 4.

Note: The benefit–cost ratios are the ratio of the present discounted value of total benefits to society as a whole (participants and the rest of society) divided by present discounted

value of program costs. The discount rate is 3% unless otherwise noted. The value of reducing intangible crime victim costs are excluded unless otherwise noted.
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are concentrated among the most disadvantaged children.

Even so, the total economic benefits to society as a whole can

remain positive, so long as the returns for the disadvantaged

groups are sufficiently large.

The economic returns to preschool programs implemented

in other countries is also an issue that remains largely un-

explored, and the magnitudes of the economic returns dem-

onstrated for programs in the US may not be relevant for other

developed or developing countries. Economic returns may be

higher or lower depending on how the magnitude of program

impacts can vary in other countries and also depending on the

variation in the economic values attached to the realized pro-

gram impacts. For example, the high economic returns to Perry

Preschool stem, in part, from the high cost of juvenile and

adult crime in the US, costs that are likely to be lower in most

other countries in the world. For this reason, rigorous program

evaluations in all countries need to be accompanied by careful

estimates of program costs and benefits. In addition, in the

absence of long-term follow-up data from interventions in

both high- and low-income countries, there is a need to de-

velop estimates of the economic value associated with changes

in child health and development in the early years.

See also: Economic Evaluation of Public Health Interventions:
Methodological Challenges. Education and Health. Education and
Health in Developing Economies. Education and Health:
Disentangling Causal Relationships from Associations. Nutrition,
Health, and Economic Performance. Pay for Prevention. Public Health:
Overview
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Introduction

Pharmaceuticals play an increasingly important role in health

care. New discoveries of prescription drugs and biologics have

transformed the medical management of several diseases.

Pharmaceutical expenditures have also dramatically grown

over time in part due to increases in the quantity demanded

and the high prices of these new medications. An ongoing

challenge for third-party payers in countries with public or

private insurance coverage for prescription drugs, has been

how best to balance the competing goals of affording access

and financial risk protection versus avoiding overconsumption

of prescription drugs and controlling costs. To contain

pharmaceutical spending, various cost-containment policies

have been implemented by payers across countries. One such

policy, cost sharing between patients and insurers, is common

in many developed countries, particularly the US. Cost shar-

ing, as referred to in this article, is the portion of the drug’s

cost to be paid for by the patient at point-of-service, although

the insurer (or payer) covers the remainder of the cost. Other

terms used for cost sharing in some countries include user

fees, user charges, consumer charges, or prescription drug

charges.

The goals of this article are to present an economic

framework for the effects of prescription cost sharing, provide

an overview of the different forms of prescription cost sharing,

and summarize the empirical evidence related to their effects

on prescription and medical service use, expenditures, and

outcomes.

Economic Framework

Insurance involves a tradeoff between the gains from risk

protection and the losses from the incentives to use more

medical care caused by the presence of insurance. Patients

who have no insurance coverage for prescription drugs, as is

the case in many developing countries, face full price (i.e.,

100% cost sharing) for all drugs, and are fully at risk for any

and all drug expenses. However, patients with full insurance

coverage for prescription drugs, pay no costs (i.e., 0% cost

sharing) and this may raise potential for moral hazard

i.e., additional insurance-induced utilization of drugs. To

mitigate the potential problem of moral hazard, insurers in

most countries with private or public drug coverage require

some cost sharing for prescription drugs, i.e., patients pay

some portion of the costs associated with the drugs used as

opposed to receiving full coverage. As pharmaceutical ex-

penditures have continued to rise over time, insurers across

many countries have increased the levels of prescription cost

sharing and/or experimented with alternative forms of cost

sharing to control pharmaceutical spending. In many coun-

tries, however, the increase in the drug cost sharing amounts

has more likely been related to the payer’s budgetary burden

or deficit problems rather than the recognition of or change in

moral hazard of the covered population.

Prescription drug cost sharing may reduce payer drug ex-

penditures through several mechanisms. First and most dir-

ectly, an increase in patient drug cost sharing reduces payer

drug spending by shifting responsibility of a portion of the

drug costs from the payer to the patient. Hence, even if drug

demand was perfectly inelastic cost sharing would still result

in reductions in payer drug expenditures.

The second mechanism through which prescription cost

sharing may reduce drug expenditures is through reductions in

the price of prescription drugs, either directly by causing

pharmaceutical manufacturers to lower drug prices or offer

rebates/discounts (as is the case with reference pricing or

tiered copayments discussed in the next section) or indirectly

via encouraging patients to shift to lower priced (perfect or

imperfect) drug substitutes. Examples of the latter include

switches from brand name to generic drugs, nonpreferred to

preferred brand drugs, and drugs above the reference price to

those at the reference price.

Third, assuming that demand for drugs is not inelastic

additional reductions in payer expenditures may be obtained

by reductions in the overall quantity of drugs demanded with

an increase in patient cost sharing. This decrease in quantity,

however, can result from either a reduction in the probability

of drug use among potential new users (i.e., noninitiation of

newly prescribed medications) and/or a reduction in the

number of prescriptions refilled among current users (i.e.,

nonadherence to or discontinuation of ongoing medications).

The question then arises with regard to what types of drugs do

the patients forego or delay taking and what other services

they might substitute for the foregone drugs.

There are several ways that prescription drug cost sharing

may affect nondrug health care expenditures. Firstly, certain

medical services are direct complements to drugs (as, e.g.,

physician visits or laboratory tests) and their quantity de-

manded may also decrease with an increase in prescription

cost sharing. For instance, physician office visits are an ex-

ample of a complement given that the disease diagnosis is

made and a prescription is written during a physician visit.

Furthermore, certain newly prescribed medications or those

prescribed for chronic illnesses require ongoing laboratory

monitoring and follow-up visits with the physicians. Hence,

if an increase in prescription drug cost sharing reduces

the quantity of drugs demanded then it may also reduce the

number of physician visits and lab tests required and associ-

ated health care expenditures.

However, for many conditions, particularly chronic ill-

nesses, medical treatments may be substitutes for drug treat-

ment in the short term (as, e.g., surgery rather than drug

treatment for gastroesophageal reflux disease) or longer term

(as, e.g., inpatient and outpatient care associated with coron-

ary artery bypass surgery after a heart attack or kidney dialysis

in diabetes patients which could have been prevented by use
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of long term drug treatment). This substitutability between

drugs and other medical services is often the basis of one of

the arguments raised against policies intended to increase

prescription cost sharing.

Economic theory suggests that when patient cost sharing

rises, rational patients will reduce the consumption of drugs

whose costs exceed the marginal benefits and continue to

consume drugs whose marginal benefit exceeds the costs to

the patient. The primary assumption underlying this is that

patients are fully informed of the marginal benefits of the

drugs to make such evaluations and rational choices. However,

critics argue that patients (and providers) often have imperfect

information about the marginal benefits from drugs and other

treatments, and hence may forego, delay, or decrease ad-

herence to beneficial drugs, which in turn may adversely affect

health outcomes and lead to increases in use of other medical

services. If the increases in the spending due to the resultant

medical service use offset the savings in prescription drug ex-

penditures, then the prescription cost sharing policy will fail

in its intended goal of cost containment and improving

efficiency.

These considerations have implications for both the design

and evaluation of prescription cost sharing by private and

public insurers who provide coverage for both drugs and

medical services. To the extent that medical services are com-

plements or substitutes for drugs then the drug demand

elasticity alone may not determine optimal cost sharing levels;

both the own price elasticity of demand and cross-price elas-

ticities of demand need to be factored in (Goldman and

Philipson, 2007). For example, even though the own price

elasticity of drug demand is high, the optimal cost sharing for

the drug may be lower (or even zero) if hospitalizations and

emergency room visits are substitutes for the drug, as lower

drug cost sharing itself will result in a lower use of these other

more expensive services. Similarly, evaluations of the effects of

prescription cost sharing policies should not take a siloed view

of the impact of cost sharing on only pharmaceutical use and

spending but should also examine the effects on patient health

outcomes, other medical service use and spending, and more

importantly the cost offsets and net effects on total spending.

Types of Cost Sharing

Copayments, Coinsurance, and Tiered Formularies

The two most common types of prescription cost sharing used

by payers across countries are copayments and coinsurance.

Copayment is a fixed monetary amount per prescription to be

paid by the patient (e.g., $10), and coinsurance is a fixed

percentage of the total cost of the prescription to be paid by

the patient (e.g., 20%). Copayments provide better financial

risk protection than coinsurance, because they better cover

higher-priced drugs. Under coinsurance patient out-of-pocket

payments vary directly with the price of the drugs; hence, it

provides stronger incentives for the patient to choose lower

priced drugs than copayments.

Payers in several ex-US countries in Europe and Australasia

typically require modest drug cost sharing with several pro-

tections such as an annual out-of-pocket maximum or stop-

loss, sometimes related to income and exemptions for vul-

nerable groups (e.g., low-income, elderly, disabled, children,

pregnant women). Unlike US payers, some of these countries

also impose the same level of cost sharing (copayment or

coinsurance) for all drugs, regardless of the cost or type of

medication This is partly explained by the fact that payers in

these countries rely less on patient cost sharing and more

heavily on other forms of supply-side cost containment (i.e.,

reimbursement and price controls). By contrast, most payers

in the US use patient cost sharing as a primary tool to control

costs and hence have moved away from requiring such flat

cost sharing levels. Instead, they have adopted tiered formu-

laries which require differential levels (or tiers) of cost sharing

for different types of drugs based on factors such as the cost of

the drug to the insurer, relative to the cost of close alternatives.

Most private plans in the US have adopted three-tiered for-

mularies that require the lowest cost sharing for Tier 1 drugs

(typically generics), a second and higher level of cost sharing

for Tier 2 drugs (typically preferred brand-name drugs), and a

third and highest level of cost sharing for Tier 3 drugs (typi-

cally nonpreferred brand name drugs). Private plans are now

increasingly imposing a fourth tier requiring even higher cost

sharing (often coinsurance rates) for very expensive specialty

biologic medications (see Section Specialty Tier Cost Sharing

for more detail). Tiered or differential cost sharing creates fi-

nancial incentives for patients to use less expensive drug

substitutes such as generics and preferred brands. Insurers are

also often able to negotiate discounts and/or rebates with

brand-name drug manufacturers in exchange for placement

on the preferred brand tier, as opposed to the nonpreferred

tier.

Reference Pricing Surcharges

Reference pricing leads to another form of cost sharing

wherein the incentives are set up for patients to use less ex-

pensive drug substitutes. The insurer sets the maximum (‘ref-

erence’) price it will cover (based on prices of low-cost

benchmark drugs) for a group of therapeutically similar drugs

that are deemed to be close substitutes for one another in the

treatment of specific diseases. Patients who want to use a

higher-priced drug must pay out-of-pocket for the entire dif-

ference between the retail price of that drug and the reference

price covered by the insurer. Reference pricing is commonly

used in European countries (e.g., Germany and Netherlands),

Canada (e.g., British Columbia), and New Zealand. However,

its use is rare in the US.

Deductibles

A deductible is the expense that must be paid 100% out of

pocket by patients before an insurer will start paying for any

drug expenses. They are generally used in combination

with other forms of cost sharing such as copayments or

coinsurance. Except for certain private plans in the US Medi-

care Part D program (which offers voluntary prescription

insurance to the elderly and disabled), most other payers in

the US typically do not subject medications to deductibles.

Drug deductibles are also rarely used in European countries,
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except for Denmark and Sweden. Some Canadian provinces

such as Manitoba and British Columbia also use drug de-

ductibles, the levels of which vary based on patient income.

Benefit Caps

Benefit caps include cost sharing features which require 100%

out-of-pocket payments for all prescriptions filled either after

the patient’s total drug spending reaches a predefined amount

(i.e., annual benefit caps or coverage gap) or after a patient fills

a predefined number of prescriptions in a month (i.e., pre-

scription limits). These somewhat extreme forms of cost

sharing are only seen in the US For example, the standard

benefit design under Medicare Part D implemented in 2006

included a coverage gap (i.e., ‘doughnut hole’) wherein

beneficiaries were required to pay 100% of drug costs after

total drug spending exceeded a predefined amount ($2250 in

2006) until they reached the catastrophic cap amount ($5100

in 2006) and were then required to pay only 5% of all drug

costs. Before the availability of Medicare Part D, drug benefits

available through private Medicare managed care plans

typically included such annual benefit caps (but without

catastrophic coverage). Similarly, some US state Medicaid

programs that cover low-income Americans impose a limit on

the number of prescriptions covered per patient in each

month. Such policies may reduce prescription drug spending

by shifting the entire financial responsibility for drugs to the

patient after the benefit cap is reached as well as reducing

overall drug use if patients try to avoid exceeding the benefit

cap. Heavy medication users such as the elderly and the

chronically ill are most likely to face the brunt of these

policies.

Specialty Tier Cost Sharing

Specialty drugs include high-cost self-injectables, infusions,

and certain inhalations and oral agents; they are typically

biologically derived and/or require cold-chain distribution. As

compared to the ‘traditional’ chemically synthesized medi-

cations (i.e., small-molecules), specialty biologic medications

(i.e., large-molecules) are manufactured in more complex,

highly involved processes and often represent significant ad-

vances in treatments for complex, chronic conditions such as

cancer, rheumatoid arthritis, and multiple sclerosis. At the

same time they are priced 10 to 20 times higher than tradi-

tional drugs which means patients needing such medications

are at financial risk for high out-of-pocket expenditures in the

absence of insurance coverage. Initially, US insurers covered

specialty biologics in a manner similar to other traditional

pharmaceuticals, particularly given that a very small pro-

portion of members were users of these medications. How-

ever, as the specialty biologic market has expanded

significantly over the past two decades and spending growth

for these medications has far outpaced the growth for tradi-

tional drugs insurers have begun to alter the coverage structure

for specialty biologics.

In the US, insurers have created additional, higher cost

sharing tiers, often called specialty tiers, on which these drugs

are placed. The intent of these tiers is to isolate specialty drugs

from lower cost small-molecule entities and to assign

specific cost sharing and utilization management tools to

these types of medications. Although even the standard three

tiers (generics, preferred brands, and nonpreferred brands)

require a copayment, the specialty tier often carries a percent

coinsurance as opposed to a copayment. This means that

beneficiaries are responsible for a far greater proportion of the

costs of these expensive medications than they would if the

insurer had imposed a copayment. The creation and utiliza-

tion of specialty tiers was originally most noticeable in the US

Medicare Part D program, in which drug plans were allowed to

place drugs with monthly costs exceeding a certain threshold

(e.g., $600 in 2012) on a specialty tier and require as high as a

33% coinsurance. Today, virtually all Part D plans that use

tiered cost sharing structures have created a specialty tier. Al-

though specialty tiers are less commonly used by US em-

ployers or private insurers, their adoption has been increasing

rapidly in recent years especially as new specialty medications

for more common conditions such as osteoporosis and

rheumatoid arthritis have begun to enter the market.

Empirical Evidence on the Effects of Drug Cost
Sharing

This section summarizes the empirical evidence on the effects

of drug cost sharing for traditional drugs and specialty

biologics.

Effects of Cost Sharing for Traditional Drugs

A substantial number of studies examining the effects of cost

sharing on traditional small-molecule medications have been

published in the literature. Numerous reviews with varying

scopes and objectives have attempted to qualitatively sum-

marize these studies which are highly heterogeneous in terms

of the study design, study population, study outcomes and

disease group/drug classes examined, type of data source, and

statistical methods; hence, often resulting in mixed findings

(Gibson et al., 2005; Goldman et al., 2007; Gemmill et al.,

2008; Austvoll-Dahlgren et al., 2008; Eaddy et al., 2012). The

vast majority of these studies have been conducted in the US

followed by Canada. A few studies have examined the impact

of cost sharing increases in Europe (UK, Sweden, Netherlands,

Italy, Germany, and Denmark), Australasia (Australia and

New Zealand), and Asia and the Middle East (Taiwan, Nepal,

and Israel).

Except for the RAND Health Insurance Experiment (HIE)

which was a randomized trial in the US (Newhouse, 1994), all

the remaining studies are observational in nature. Unfortu-

nately, the coinsurance rate for drugs was made identical to

and varied at the same time as the coinsurance rate for other

medical services in the RAND HIE; hence, it does not provide

an unbiased estimate of the demand elasticity for drugs alone.

It is important to note that the methodology used in many of

the remaining observational studies has also been reported to

be of low to moderate quality (Austvoll-Dahlgren et al., 2008;

Soumerai et al., 1993). In particular, several studies are cross-

sectional in design whereas others have evaluated outcomes
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before and after the cost sharing change without including a

control group to account for biases arising due to con-

temporaneous trends. The latter was often the case in studies

from ex-US countries wherein the government increased cost

sharing for the entire population (Goldman et al., 2007;

Austvoll-Dahlgren et al., 2008).

Prescription drug use and expenditures
Majority of the evidence indicates that higher levels of drug

cost sharing are associated with lower total prescription ex-

penditures (Gibson et al., 2005; Goldman et al., 2007; Gem-

mill et al., 2008). There is also consistent evidence to indicate

that the payer’s prescription expenditures decrease and not

surprisingly, patient out-of-pocket expenditures increase. As

noted earlier, the magnitude of the reductions in drug ex-

penditures varies based on factors such as the type and mag-

nitude of change in cost sharing, therapeutic drug class being

studied, and the type of study population subject to cost

sharing. Some studies report price elasticity estimates re-

flecting the percentage change in drug spending that would be

associated with a 1% increase in cost sharing. If studies that

lacked a control group or had very small changes in cost

sharing are excluded, price elasticity estimates have been re-

ported to range from � 0.2 to � 0.6 (that is, 10% increases in

cost sharing via copayments or coinsurance are associated

with a 2–6% reduction in prescription drug expenditures)

(Goldman et al., 2007).

A few studies from the US, Canada, and Taiwan have

examined the effect of coinsurance rates rather than fixed

dollar copayments. Overall, the effect of coinsurance is at the

low end of the price elasticity range of � 0.2 to � 0.6

(Goldman et al., 2007). Although surprising, this is primarily

explained by the fact that in most of the study settings the

coinsurance was accompanied by an out-of-pocket maximum

per prescription or per year which likely subdued the effect of

the coinsurance (Goldman et al., 2007). However, a recent

study of US adults with employer sponsored coverage exam-

ined coinsurance versus copayments of equal dollar amounts

and reported that the use of (adherence to) diabetes medi-

cations was lower under coinsurance, perhaps due to the

additional uncertainty generated for patients in their out-of-

pocket spending depending on changes in the price of drugs

(Dor and Encinosa 2010).

As opposed to the relatively modest effects of low (and

often flat) levels of cost sharing reported in some of the

earliest studies published in the literature, a majority of the

recent studies of tiered cost sharing suggest larger effects

(Goldman et al., 2007). For example, results from a study of

privately insured US adults suggest that doubling drug

copayments was associated with 60% reductions in drug

spending in the first year (i.e., ‘short run’ elasticity of � 0.6)

and a further 20% in the second year (i.e., ‘long run’ elasticity

of � 0.8) (Gaynor et al., 2007). A majority of the evidence

from studies examining reference pricing also suggests that it

lowers prescription drug spending, at least in the first one or

two years after implementation (Gemmill et al., 2008).

Very few studies have examined the effect of deductibles. In

particular, evidence on deductibles in private plans within the

Netherlands suggests price elasticity estimates to be only

� 0.06 to � 0.08 (Gemmill et al., 2008). However, a sizeable

number of studies have examined the impact of benefit caps

such as annual caps on drug spending, monthly prescription

limits, and the coverage gap in Medicare Part D (Goldman

et al., 2007; Gemmill et al., 2008; Polinski et al., 2011). As one

would expect, prescription drug spending is significantly lower

with these extreme forms of cost sharing. For instance, one of

the studies of an annual cap of $1000 on total drug spending

reported 28% lower prescription drug spending in US elderly

patients in a Medicare managed care plan with the cap com-

pared to those not subject to the cap.(Hsu et al., 2006) Similar

levels of reductions in prescription drug spending have been

reported during the coverage gap in Medicare Part D (Polinski

et al., 2011).

There is also consistent evidence to indicate that the payer’s

prescription expenditures decrease with most forms of cost

sharing; not surprisingly, increases in patient out-of-pocket

expenditures have also been well documented in the literature

(Gibson et al., 2005; Gemmill et al., 2008; Polinski et al.,

2011). Although clearly some of the reductions in payer

spending on drugs arise from cost-shifting to patients, part of

them also arise due to decreases in the overall quantity de-

manded and/or the price of the prescription drug expenditures

(Gibson et al., 2005; Goldman et al., 2007; Gemmill et al.,

2008; Eaddy et al., 2012).

The existing evidence largely suggests that the decrease in

quantity of drugs demanded occurs through both a reduction

in the probability of drug use or initiation (Gibson et al.,

2005; Gemmill et al., 2008; Solomon et al., 2009) and a re-

duction in the number of prescriptions refilled among current

users via nonadherence to or discontinuation of ongoing

medications; however, the results vary by type of cost sharing

change, study population, and drug class studied (Gibson

et al., 2005; Eaddy et al., 2012). For instance, a US study of

elderly patients with employer sponsored retiree coverage re-

ported that higher cost sharing significantly delayed the initi-

ation of drug therapy within 1 year and 5 years in patients

newly diagnosed with hypertension, hypercholesterolemia,

and diabetes (Solomon et al., 2009). In a recent review of US

and Canadian studies examining the relationship between

patient cost sharing and medication adherence, 56 (85%) of

the 66 included studies demonstrated a statistically significant

negative relationship (Eaddy et al., 2012). The remaining

studies demonstrated either limited or nonsignificant findings.

Extrapolating across the studies, the authors reported that for

each dollar increase in patient copayments, adherence would

be expected to decrease by 0.4% (that is, a $10 increase would

be associated with a 3.8% drop in overall adherence); how-

ever, they note that the actual decline may be larger or smaller

depending on the study population and type of cost sharing

change given the wide range in the study results. The evidence

tends to be more mixed for tiered formularies wherein some

studies report decreased adherence and increased dis-

continuation and others find no changes depending on the

drug class and population studied (Gibson et al., 2005).

However, majority of the evidence indicates that reference

pricing is generally not linked to worsened adherence with

drugs at the therapeutic class level (patients may switch from a

drug above the reference price to one at the reference price but

rarely completely discontinue taking any drug within the

therapeutic class) (Goldman et al., 2007). The evidence on
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benefit caps (annual caps on drug spending, monthly pre-

scription limits, or the coverage gap in Medicare Part D),

however, consistently suggests a reduction in the probability of

use of medications and higher rates of discontinuation across

common therapeutic classes (Goldman et al., 2007).

Several studies indicate that the reductions in the medi-

cation use with higher cost sharing occur for both drugs

considered less ‘essential’ (e.g., antihistamines) as well as more

‘essential’ (e.g., medications for hypertension, diabetes, and

asthma) for stabilizing or improving health (Gibson et al.,

2005; Goldman et al., 2007). Although economic theory pre-

dicts that reductions in use should be larger for ‘less’ essential

medications relative to ‘more’ essential medications, the em-

pirical evidence is quite mixed and inconsistent with some

studies reporting evidence of such differences and others re-

porting no such differences (Gibson et al., 2005; Goldman

et al., 2007; Gemmill et al., 2008).

Empirical evidence suggests that drug cost sharing in the

form of reference pricing and tiered formularies may also

reduce drug expenditures either directly by causing pharma-

ceutical manufacturers to lower drug prices or offer discounts

and indirectly via encouraging patients to shift to lower

priced drug substitutes (Gibson et al., 2005; Gemmill et al.,

2008). For instance, studies from Canada, New Zealand, the

Netherlands, and Germany suggest that reference pricing was

associated with manufacturers lowering prices of drugs

(typically to the reference price) in several therapeutic cat-

egories (Gemmill et al., 2008). There is also consistent evi-

dence that patients typically switch from drugs priced above

the reference price to drugs priced at the reference price

(Goldman et al., 2007; Gemmill et al., 2008). Similarly,

adding a third tier for nonpreferred brand drugs has been

typically associated with reductions in the use of these

medications and an increase in the use of preferred brand-

name drugs; however, the extent of substitution varies by

drug class (Gibson et al., 2005). Perhaps surprisingly, there is

little evidence of generic substitution in the face of differ-

ential copayments for generics and brand-name drugs (Gibson

et al., 2005; Gemmill et al., 2008). These results may be due to

the fact that the generic brand copayment differentials in most

studies have been quite small and a majority of the evaluations

were conducted during a time frame when fewer generic op-

tions were available for brand-name drugs compared to what

exists today given patent expirations for numerous block-buster

drugs. For the US, this may also reflect the fact that in the

widespread presence of state generic substitution laws (wherein

a pharmacist can substitute a generic even if the script is written

for a brand, unless the physician requires the brand), differ-

ential copayments for generics and brand-name drugs may

yield minimal additional impact

Health care outcomes, use, and expenditures
In this section, the empirical evidence on the complementary

and substitution effects of prescription cost sharing is re-

viewed. If prescription cost sharing decreases prescription

drug use, then to the extent that physician visits serve as

complements to the use of prescription drugs (given that they

are required for having a prescription written) their use may

also decrease. However, reductions in medication use, par-

ticularly for drugs considered ‘essential’ for stabilizing and

improving health may have consequences in terms of wor-

sened disease symptoms and clinical outcomes and con-

sequent substitution with other more resource-intensive

health care services such as emergency room visits, outpatient

visits, hospitalizations, and nursing home admissions.

Although there is a large literature on the effects of cost

sharing on prescription use and spending, far fewer studies

have examined its effects on health outcomes and nondrug

health services utilization and expenditures. The lack of

studies on health outcomes is largely due to the unavailability

of clinical data (e.g., laboratory test values), vital status, and/or

patient self-reported information (e.g., worsening of symp-

toms) to link with the administrative data on prescription and

medical service use. The most compelling results on clinical

outcomes come from a US study examining elderly patients in

a Medicare managed care plan with a cap of $1000 on annual

drug costs compared to those in an uncapped plan (Hsu et al.,

2006). Not only were relative rates of mortality higher among

those in the capped plan, but physiologic outcomes such as

blood pressure, cholesterol, and hemoglobin A1c levels were

relatively worse among patients being treated for hyper-

tension, hyperlipidemia, and diabetes, respectively. Evidence

on associations between mortality and cost sharing also comes

from studies in Canada (Quebec) and Italy (Gemmill et al.,

2008).

Most of the evidence on nonmedical service use comes from

studies conducted in the US and Canada. Furthermore, the

findings are mixed and depend largely on the population being

studied and the type of cost sharing changes being evaluated.

Evidence from a few studies in the US and Germany suggest

that physician visits serve as complements to the use of pre-

scription drugs and their use is lower with increases in drug cost

sharing (Gemmill et al., 2008). Contrary evidence on physician

visits serving as substitutes comes primarily from studies in

Canada (British Columbia) wherein there was no cost sharing

for physician visits and hence, perhaps some patients substi-

tuted free physician care for prescription drugs in the face of

increases in drug cost sharing (Gemmill et al., 2008).

Evidence of substitution effects with other medical services

comes primarily from US based studies focusing specifically

on patients with chronic diseases such as congestive heart

failure, hyperlipidemia, hypertension, and schizophrenia;

such studies have linked higher drug cost sharing with greater

likelihood of outpatient, inpatient, and/or emergency care

(Goldman et al., 2007; Eaddy et al., 2012; Gemmill et al.,

2008). Also, and not surprisingly, the evidence of such adverse

effects is much stronger and clear-cut for more extreme forms

of cost sharing that involve benefit caps in the form of annual

benefit caps and monthly prescription limits especially which

have been applied in some settings for the elderly and/or poor

patients in the US (Hsu et al., 2006; Soumerai et al., 1993).

Increase in serious adverse events (acute care hospitalizations,

long-term care admissions, mortality) and emergency room

visits have also been reported among the poor and the elderly

in Canada (Quebec) after cost sharing requirements changed

from minimal or no copayments to a 25% coinsurance with

income-based annual out-of-pocket maximums (Tamblyn

et al., 2001).

The studies that have not found substitution or comple-

mentary effects between drug cost sharing and nonmedical
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service use are generally those that evaluated cost sharing

changes designed to encourage patients to switch to lower cost

drug substitutes (i.e., tiered formularies and reference pricing)

rather than deter any drug use (Gemmill et al., 2008); those

that examine a broader population (not limited to specific

chronic diseases) (Goldman et al., 2007); and/or those in

which the cost sharing did not have an impact on medication

adherence either due to the nature or magnitude of cost

sharing changes or the price inelasticity given the severity of

illness (e.g., post heart attack) in the population being studied

(Eaddy et al., 2012; Gibson et al., 2005).

It is unclear from this sparse literature with mixed findings

on whether the net effect of an increase in drug cost sharing

results in cost savings or whether it results in increased long-

term or short-term total spending due to substitution with

other resource-intensive medical services. Most studies exam-

ining nonmedical service use have failed to extend their

evaluation to examining cost offsets. As expected, formal or

informal cost offset calculations from studies of benefit caps in

the form of annual caps on drug spending and monthly pre-

scription limits indicate that the drug cost savings are offset by

the increases in nonmedical service use such as hospital-

izations, emergency room visits, or nursing home admissions

in elderly and poor patients (Soumerai et al., 1993; Hsu et al.,

2006). A more recent study of drug cost sharing in privately

insured adults with employer sponsored coverage suggests that

35% of the cost savings due to reductions in drug spending

were offset by increases in other medical spending; however,

increases were observed only in outpatient spending (no

effects on inpatient spending) (Gaynor et al., 2007).

Effects of Cost Sharing for Specialty Drugs

Specialty drugs represent a relatively new innovation in the

pharmaceutical market and hence few studies to date have

been conducted that examine the effects of higher cost sharing

on the use of such medications and related outcomes and

spending. Furthermore, almost all the evidence on this topic

comes from data on privately insured patients in the US from

a time period when few patients were subject to aggressive cost

sharing strategies for specialty drugs that are increasingly be-

coming more commonplace (e.g., in the US Medicare Part D

program).

Specialty drug use and expenditures
The earliest study addressing this topic examined specialty

drug use and spending among privately insured patients with

one of four conditions (cancer, kidney disease, multiple

sclerosis, and rheumatoid arthritis) which are treated with

specialty drugs. The authors estimated a fairly inelastic price

elasticity of total drug spending, ranging from � 0.01 for

cancer drugs to � 0.21 for rheumatoid arthritis drugs

(Goldman et al., 2006).

A recent study estimated the elasticity of demand associ-

ated with five specific specialty drugs used to treat cancer in

privately insured patients. The authors found that demand

elasticity for initiating the five specialty cancer drugs ranged

from � 0.19 to � 0.26 and that for continuing to fill pre-

scriptions among those who initiate was even lower ranging

from � 0.04 and � 0.11 (Goldman et al., 2009). Evidence

from a study focusing specifically on use of specialty biologics

in privately insured patients with rheumatoid arthritis also

suggests that the demand for such RA drugs is relatively in-

elastic with elasticity estimates of � 0.93 and � 0.038 for

biologic initiation and continuation, respectively. In other

words, the authors found a 9.3% reduction in the probability

of initiating therapy and a 3.8% reduction in the probability

of continuation among those who initiate if average out-of-

pocket costs for these drugs were to double (Karaca-Mandic

et al., 2010). Another study examining the impact of patient

out-of- expense on prescription abandonment (defined as the

patient never actually taking possession of the medication

despite evidence of a written prescription generated by a pre-

scriber) suggested somewhat more price sensitivity for mul-

tiple sclerosis drugs (Gleason et al., 2009). A majority (83%)

of the patients with multiple sclerosis had an out-of-pocket

expense of $100 or less and these patients had an abandon-

ment rate of 5.7%. In the remaining patient groups whose out-

of-pocket expense was greater than $200, the abandonment

rate was significantly higher, with more than 1 in 4 patients

abandoning their specialty drug prescriptions (Gleason et al.,

2009).

Finally, a recent study has reported that long-term users of

antiinflammatory, immunosuppressant, cancer, and multiple

sclerosis medications whose specialty medication copayments

had been increased only experienced a minor decline in ad-

herence, suggesting that responses to cost sharing changes for

specialty biologics are not as large as those for traditional

small-molecule products (Kim et al., 2011).

Health care outcomes, use, and expenditures
No study has examined the impact of higher cost sharing for

specialty drugs on health care outcomes and nondrug medical

services use and expenditures. Further research on this topic is

needed.

Value-Based Insurance Design

As highlighted in the previous sections of this article, several

studies have documented that increased prescription cost

sharing not only reduces use of low-value medications but

also use of and adherence to highly effective medications

needed to appropriately manage chronic conditions. This may

be because patients underestimate the marginal benefits of the

drugs. This issue has raised the concept of ‘value-based’ cost

sharing, now commonly referred to as value based insurance

design (VBID) in the US (Chernew et al., 2007; Pauly and

Blavin, 2008).

The premise of VBID is that patient copayment or coin-

surance levels are set relative to the value offered by the

medication (benefit and costs), and not its cost alone

(Chernew et al., 2007). This implies lower cost sharing when

clinical benefits of the drug exceed the costs (i.e., medication

offers high value) and high cost sharing when benefits do not

justify the cost (i.e., medication offers low value), regardless of

the actual cost of the drug. However, not all classes of drugs

are amenable to value-based cost sharing and due to practical

hurdles applications of VBID in the US have been limited
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to lowering cost sharing for broad classes of drugs such as

antihypertensives, cholesterol-lowering agents, anti diabetic

agents, and/or asthma medications (Chernew et al., 2007;

Choudhry et al., 2010). Although such VBID approaches are

being increasingly adopted by US employers and insurers,

only a small number of studies, mostly observational and

many without control groups, have evaluated the direct im-

pact of reducing copayments on prescription and medical

service use, spending, and outcomes (Fairman and Curtiss,

2011; Choudhry et al., 2010).

One of the first quasi-experimental studies in this area

evaluated a VBID program implemented by a large US em-

ployer as part of a disease management (DM) program for

diabetes Chernew et al. (2008). A control employer that used

the same DM program but did not change cost sharing levels

was utilized to conduct a pre-post analysis to understand the

effect of the VBID program. For five classes of medications,

copayment levels were reduced from $5 to $0 for generics,

from $25 to $12.50 for preferred-brand drugs, and from $45 to

$22.50 for nonpreferred-brand drugs. Among patients using

angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors or angio-

tensin II receptor blockers (ARBs), beta-blockers, diabetes

drugs, or statins, there was a statistically significant increase in

adherence of 2.6–4.0 percentage points. These improvements

in adherence translated to price elasticities of � 0.11 to

� 0.20. Among patients taking inhaled corticosteroids, ad-

herence increased by 1.9%, but the effect was not significant

(Chernew et al., 2008).

The Post-Myocardial Infarction Free Rx Event and Eco-

nomic Evaluation (MI FREEE) trial was the first randomized

controlled study to examine the impact of VBID; furthermore

it not only examined medication adherence to medications

prescribed to patients following a myocardial infarction but

also clinical outcomes and total health care costs (Choudhry

et al., 2011). Patients who were discharged from a hospital

after suffering a myocardical infarction were randomized at

the employer level to either no cost sharing (i.e., VBID group)

or usual cost sharing (i.e., control group) for statins, beta-

blockers, ACE inhibitors, and ARBs. Adherence to medication

was significantly higher by 4–6 percentage points in the no

cost sharing group relative to the control group. However,

there were no significant differences between the two groups

in the primary end point of the rate of first major vascular

event or revascularization. Nevertheless, the secondary out-

come of total major vascular events was significantly lower

among the no cost sharing group compared to the control

group (21.5 vs. 23.3 per 100 person-years). Furthermore, total

health care spending was similar between the two groups. The

MI FREEE trial concluded that the elimination of cost sharing

improved adherence to medication, decreased rates of total

major vascular events, and decreased patient spending without

increasing total health care costs.

It should be noted that the MI FREEE trial was conducted

in patients who had suffered a heart attack in whom im-

proved medication adherence due to reductions in cost

sharing is more likely to be cost neutral due to reductions in

future cardiovascular events. However, few studies have

examined the impact of VBID on medical and total spending

when used in the general population of patients with chronic

conditions such as hypertension, hyperlipidemia, diabetes,

and asthma. The limited number of studies suggest that VBID

is either cost-neutral or at times cost saving; however, the

reliability of the evidence is highly questionable given that

these studies either fail to report results from a payer’s per-

spective, are based on economic modeling using weak as-

sumptions, or do not permit isolation of the impact of the

VBID program from concurrent disease management pro-

grams (Fairman and Curtiss, 2011). Despite the lack of strong

evidence of effectiveness or cost-effectiveness of copayment

reductions for medications, employers and payers are in-

creasingly adopting VBID approaches. Hence, there is a clear

need for further rigorous evaluations of the clinical and

economic outcomes of the impact of lowering medication

copayments.

Conclusion

Substantial evidence suggests that patient cost sharing for

prescription drugs can reduce third-party payer drug ex-

penditures. These reductions in drug spending have been

shown to occur via several mechanisms including a direct

shift in costs to patients as well as reductions in the quantity

and price of drugs used. However, the mechanisms and

magnitude of effects vary considerably by type of change in

cost sharing, type of therapeutic drug class, and the type of

study population subject to cost sharing. Reductions in

medication use have been reported for drugs essential for

maintaining or improving health as well as other drugs.

Evidence suggests that these reductions in use occur via both

decreases in the probability of drug initiation and increases in

nonadherence to or discontinuation of ongoing medications

for chronic conditions. Although limited data exist on the

effects of prescription cost sharing on health outcomes and

spending, evidence in certain conditions suggests that higher

cost sharing is associated with increased used of nondrug

medical services such as hospitalizations and emergency care

visits.

Specialty biologics represent a marked shift in the

pharmaceutical landscape, with more complex manufacturing

methods and significantly higher prices as compared to tra-

ditional drugs. The limited evidence on the effects of

higher cost sharing for these medications suggest relatively

inelastic demand for these products. However, this evidence

base is exclusively limited to the experience of privately

insured US patients from a time period when very few pa-

tients were subject to aggressive cost sharing strategies for

specialty drugs such as those seen in the US Medicare Part D

program.

In conclusion, as private and public payers continue to

experiment with prescription benefit designs in the coming

years, research examining the effects of various drug cost

sharing policies on prescription and medical use, spending,

and outcomes will be essential and of high value.

See also: Pharmaceutical Pricing and Reimbursement Regulation in
Europe. Pricing and Reimbursement of Biopharmaceuticals and
Medical Devices in the USA. Value-Based Insurance Design
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Glossary
Cross-price elasticity The effect of a change in the price of

one good or service on the consumption or utilization of

another.

Marginal cost The additional cost incurred if the output

rate is increased by a small amount.

Marginal value The maximum amount someone is

willing to pay for a small increase in consumption or

utilization.

Moral hazard Moral hazard can occur when the insurer

has imperfect information on the likely behavior of insured

individuals. There are two main types. Ex ante moral

hazard refers to the effect that being insured has on

safety behaviour, generally increasing the probability

of the event insured against occurring. Ex post moral

refers to the possibility that insured individuals will

behave in such a way after an insured event has

occurred that will increase the claim cost to insurers,

partly because the user-price of care is lower through

insurance and demand may therefore rise. It is also

often related to insurance fraud.

Price elasticity of demand It is a measure of the change

in quantity demanded of a good with a change in its

price. It may also be called own-price elasticity of

demand.

Introduction

In health insurance, cost-sharing refers to payments that a

patient makes directly (i.e., out of pocket) for medical ser-

vices. Cost-sharing includes a deductible, which is the

amount of money a patient pays for services before their

health insurance coverage begins, copayments, which are flat

payments made for particular products or services (e.g., $15

for a doctor visit or $10 for a prescription), and coinsurance,

which is when patients are required to pay a fixed percentage

of the cost of their care (e.g., 20% of the cost of a

hospital stay).

The extent that cost-sharing affects patient demand for care

has long been an important topic in health economics, and

research aims to answer questions about how to trade-off

moral hazard and risk protection and determine optimal

levels of cost-sharing. Risk protection describes protection

from financial loss in the case of serious illness, and is often

the reason people purchase health insurance. With more

complete insurance (i.e., lower cost-sharing) consumers have

better protection against losses in wealth from medical care

utilization. In contrast, moral hazard in health insurance oc-

curs when patients choose to consume care that they value less

than its marginal cost because they pay little or no cost-shar-

ing for the care. Thus, in contrast to risk protection, more

complete insurance induces greater use of economically

inefficient care.

The framework that economists have traditionally used to

analyze cost-sharing and to depict the inefficient use of re-

sources due to moral hazard is illustrated in Figure 1. A de-

mand curve (D) shows the valuation placed by the consumer

on units of medical care, and the marginal cost curve repre-

sents opportunity cost, i.e., the valuation placed by consumers

on those resources if used to produce other goods or services.

In a competitive economy, price equals marginal cost. Each

additional unit of medical care that is consumed beyond

where the marginal valuation equals marginal cost (point a in

Figure 1) carries with it inefficiency, because the medical care

is valued less than the cost of the resources used to produce it.

This deadweight loss is equal to the vertical distance between

the demand curve and the marginal cost curve. It can be seen

from this framework that the subsidy provided by health in-

surance, which reduces the consumer’s cost for medical care

from marginal cost to the insured cost (here assuming a 20%

coinsurance rate), induces additional resources into the pro-

duction of medical care services beyond the efficient level (the

insured consumer demands the amount Qi, which is greater

than Q�). In Figure 1, the deadweight loss from this moral

hazard is depicted by the triangle abc. Deadweight loss from

moral hazard varies with price elasticity of demand: Insurance

providing coverage for services that are more price elastic will

induce more inefficiency than insurance coverage for services

that are less price elastic.

The argument made in this welfare economics framework

requires several strong assumptions, many of which likely do

not hold in healthcare settings. One that is certainly violated
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Figure 1 Moral hazard.
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is that patients have well-defined preferences for medical care

and that when they visit a doctor those preferences are

honored in the manner they wish. Instead, the asymmetrical

information between a patient and his physician makes the

agency relationship central to delivery of healthcare (e.g.,

patients visit their physician precisely to obtain a diagnosis

and be advised on treatment) and there is considerable evi-

dence that the way that providers are paid affects how

patients are treated. Under these circumstances, an observed

demand curve does not accurately reflect patient0s prefer-

ences. There is also growing evidence that in complex, high-

stakes settings (an apt description of many healthcare

settings) consumers do not make rationally consistent choi-

ces, which violates a tenant of utility maximization that is

required for this framework to hold. Hurley (2000) offers a

thorough discussion and critique of the traditional frame-

work, and reviews an alternative framework, which taking a

distributional approach at the societal level, suggests the

focus be on utilization with an aim toward allocating re-

sources so as to achieve equality of health across individuals.

The behavioral response to cost-sharing and estimates of

elasticity of demand are important to achieving optimal

outcomes under this framework as well.

A Brief Review of the RAND Health Insurance
Experiment

The gold standard for evidence on the price elasticity of

demand for medical care is from the RAND Health Insur-

ance Experiment (HIE), a large-scale project that imple-

mented a randomized study design to assess the impact of

cost-sharing on demand for healthcare in the 1970s and

early 1980s. The HIE randomly assigned nonelderly families

to commercial insurance plans with varied coinsurance rates

and deductible levels, and followed them from 3 to 5 years

to study their medical care use and health. Briefly, re-

searchers found that consumers facing higher cost-sharing

consumed less care, and they estimate an elasticity of de-

mand for medical care of 0.2 for almost all services studied,

except for mental health services and dental services for

which demand is estimated to be more responsive. For an

average person the difference in medical care utilization did

not have an adverse impact on health; individuals who were

sick and had low income did experience some adverse health

effects as a result of consuming less care in the higher cost-

sharing plans. Aron-Dine et al. (2013) have recently reex-

amined this experiment and note that nonlinearities in

health insurance contracts can have important effects on

how consumers make decisions about their spending at

different levels of budgets.

Need for More Recent Evidence

A few factors have led to continued interest in research on the

price elasticity of demand for medical care following the HIE.

The HIE studied the cost-sharing provisions included in

insurance policies of the 1970s. At that time it was rare for a

health plan to have a network of physicians or to provide

coverage for prescription drugs. At present, insurers create

networks of physicians and drug formularies in order to in-

crease their negotiating power to receive more favorable prices.

Physicians, physician groups, or pharmaceutical companies

have an incentive to grant a lower price or a discount to be in

the network or on the formulary in order to obtain a greater

volume of business due to the lower patient payment for the

drug or visit. For patients, physician networks and formularies

has meant that cost-sharing is differential by provider or by

drug, so that patients pay lower cost-sharing to see a physician

who is in their plan’s network or to buy a prescription drug

that is a generic or a preferred brand (i.e., on the ‘formulary’).

Differential cost-sharing raises the empirical question of esti-

mation of cross-price elasticities, which is the impact of a

change in the price of one medical service on use of another

medical service. If changing the price of one medical service

increases (decreases) the use of another medical service, this

would either add (or subtract) from the moral hazard that

occurs as a result of demand for the service whose price

changed.

The way health plans pay providers has also changed since

the 1970s, with implications for estimates of elasticity of de-

mand. Capitation, where plans pay providers a fixed, per-

member-per-month payment, has been employed by Health

Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) and Preferred Provider

Organizations (PPOs) over the past 20 years and is an im-

portant component of the new Accountable Care Organiza-

tions. Under this payment mechanism providers are incented

to deliver less care, despite any demand by patients, because

they keep the balance of their capitated payments. These in-

centives did not exist in the health plans that were studied

under the HIE, where providers were reimbursed their full

charges on a fee-for-service basis.

For the most part, the HIE also did not study use of dif-

ferential cost-sharing by type of service, though one plan in

the HIE varied the cost-sharing a patient would pay for inpa-

tient versus outpatient services (i.e., cost-sharing was applied

to outpatient services and inpatient services were free to the

patient). The price of outpatient care was not found to affect

the demand for inpatient care. However, consumers today face

numerous differential prices for medical services, including

across types of visits (office visits vs. emergency room visits),

types of drugs (generic vs. brand), and even for some, ac-

cording to the efficiency and quality of their provider through

tiered provider networks. In the current environment, optimal

cost-sharing depends on cross-price elasticities along with

own-price elasticities.

Finally, the HIE focused on a generally healthy, com-

mercially insured population and did not study whether

demand response varied differentially for subgroups of con-

sumers (e.g., low income/uninsured, the elderly, and racial

minorities).

Thus, due in part to the evolution in benefit design and in

part to the desire to test the generalizability of the HIE esti-

mates, several studies of demand response to aspects of

medical care have been conducted since the HIE. All are ob-

servational studies, the best generally consisting of natural

experiments such as the introduction of new insurance pol-

icies when patients are subject to plausibly exogenous changes

in cost-sharing for medical services.
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Estimates of Own-Price Elasticity of Demand since
the HIE

Prescription Drugs

Much recent work has studied demand response for drugs in

formularies, where the typical structure is either two-tiered,

where the lowest cost-sharing tier contains generic drugs and

the higher tier branded drugs, or more commonly, three-tiered,

where the lowest cost-sharing tier contains generic drugs, the

middle tier ‘preferred’ branded drugs, and the highest cost-

sharing tier ‘nonpreferred’ branded drugs. Several papers review

this literature and find that overall, increasing pharmaceutical

cost-sharing results in lower utilization of prescribed drugs, i.e.,

own-price elasticities are negative, and in steering patients away

from nonpreferred branded drugs. Gibson et al. (2005) review

30 studies from 1974 to early 2005 and report price elasticity

of demand ranging from � 0.1 to � 0.4. In their review of 20

years of this literature (1985–2006), Goldman et al. (2007)

report that for each increase in cost-sharing of 10%, pres-

cription drug spending decreased by 2–6% (i.e., price elasticity

of demand range from � 0.2 to � 0.6). Huskamp et al. (2003)

and Goldman et al. (2007) show that these findings are con-

sistent across classes of drugs, including medications known to

be efficacious for certain chronic diseases, such as statins,

angiotensin-converting-enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, antihyperten-

sives, and antidiabetics.

Research on pharmaceutical cost-sharing among non-

commercially insured populations is still emerging. The most

recent work on the effect of cost-sharing for pharmaceuticals

has studied demand response among the elderly following the

introduction of Medicare Part D, the Medicare prescription

drug benefit. A large literature has found evidence that the

introduction of Part D plans has led to lower out-of-pocket

spending and higher utilization of prescription drugs, sug-

gesting negative elasticity of demand for pharmaceuticals

among the elderly. Joyce et al. (2009) found this effect on

demand particularly among lower-income beneficiaries.

Duggan and Scott Morton (2010) estimate the effect of Part D

on changes in utilization and report that their estimates sug-

gest an own-price elasticity of � 0.38 for a Medicare recipient

with average prescription drug spending.

Future work should continue to study the extent to which

demand response varies for population subgroups, especially

vulnerable groups such as low-income populations and racial/

ethnic minorities. Some recent work by Chernew et al. (2008)

compares the experience of patients living in low-income areas

(based on median household income in patient’s zip code of

residence) with that of patients in high-income areas, and

finds that elasticity of demand for pharmaceuticals is higher

for patients in low-income areas. For the most part data

limitations (specifically the lack of an indicator for race or

socioeconomic status in administrative claims data) have

made this research difficult.

Effect of New Health Plan Designs

The rise of managed care since the mid-1990s has meant

provider payment in the form of capitation that has increased

pressure on providers to curb patient utilization of care, as

discussed above. Natural experiments involving the expansion

of managed care provide an opportunity to study the elasticity

of demand for medical care in the presence of these supply-

side incentives. Chandra et al. (2010) study changes in

copayments for physician office visits and prescription drugs

that accompanied the transition of the elderly (retirees) to

PPO and HMO plans in the early 2000s by California Public

Employees’ Retirement System, and estimate that arc elas-

ticities of demand in a managed care environment are less

than 0.1, which is about half of that observed in fee-for-service

plans studied in the HIE. Goldman et al. (2006) find that in

the context of implementation of parity for mental health

services, supply-side management techniques kept utilization

levels largely unaffected by increases in the generosity of

mental health coverage, a particularly interesting finding be-

cause elasticity of demand for mental healthcare was found to

be twice that for other medical care in the fee-for-service en-

vironment of the HIE.

Another form of insurance design that has experienced

increasing popularity since the early 2000s is high-deductible

health plans, where consumers face a large deductible (e.g.,

$1000 for individuals and $2000 for families) before their

health plan begins to cover their costs of care. Preventive

services are often exempt from the deductible, and these plans

may be paired with a Health Savings Account (HSA). In a large

study of the HSA plans from over 700 employers (but from 1

health insurer), LoSasso et al. (2010) found that the deductible

reduced medical spending by approximately 5%, and the

services that were affected tended to be smaller patient-driven

services.

Cross-Price Elasticities

Several studies have investigated the impact of differential

cost-sharing across medical services, which is now prevalent in

health insurance, on demand. In general, this literature reports

trends in spending and utilization suggesting that services are

substitutes (which implies that cross-price elasticity is posi-

tive) or complements (i.e., negative cross-price elasticity), but

does not calculate and estimate elasticity of demand.

Pharmaceuticals and Other Medical Services

The vast majority of the studies on this topic consider the cross-

price elasticity between pharmaceuticals and other medical

services. Evidence is suggestive that pharmaceuticals and other

medical services are substitutes. In their review, Goldman et al.

(2007) summarize the evidence that increased cost-sharing is

associated with adverse medical events and outcomes for pa-

tients with chronic diseases including congestive heart failure,

lipid disorders, diabetes, and schizophrenia. For example,

Soumerai et al. (1991, 1994) showed that limiting the number

of prescriptions in a month in a Medicaid program to three

saved money on drugs but led to offsetting increases elsewhere;

in the case of schizophrenic patients, the increase in other

spending was 17 times the savings on drugs.

Evidence suggesting similar positive cross-price elasticities

has also been observed in the Medicare population following
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the introduction of Medicare Part D. McWilliams et al. (2011)

studied spending on nonpharmaceutical medical services in a

nationally representative sample of Medicare beneficiaries,

and found that the introduction of Medicare Part D resulted in

a significantly differential reduction in spending for bene-

ficiaries with limited prior drug coverage (i.e., beneficiaries

who had more significant decreases in out-of-pocket spending

on pharmaceuticals and presumably increased their utilization

and adherence) than beneficiaries with generous prior drug

coverage (i.e., those who experienced less change in out-of-

pocket spending). They observe the reduced spending pre-

dominantly from lower use of inpatient services and skilled

nursing facility services. Likewise, in their study of California

retirees, Chandra et al. (2010) find that increased cost-sharing

for pharmaceuticals led to increased utilization of inpatient

hospital services. Applying this finding in the opposite dir-

ection, Rosen et al. (2005) have simulated that it would save

money and improve outcomes if ACE inhibitors were made

available for free for elderly diabetics in Medicare. When

compared with the default cost-sharing in the Medicare drug

benefit, the induced increase in the use and cost of ACE in-

hibitors if they were free would be more than offset by other

averted medical costs.

Provider Network

Early efforts (in the 1980s and mid-1990s) by health plans to

organize physicians into networks were heavily driven by the

provider price or the amount of the discount a provider

granted the plan from their price, and simply allowed for

physicians to be ‘in-network’ or ‘out-of-network.’ These net-

work designs required patients to pay significantly more of the

cost of their care if they chose to see an out-of-network

physician, and to my knowledge, there is no literature esti-

mating cross-price elasticities for in-network versus out-of-

network physicians.

More recently, insurers have begun to offer ‘tiered provider

networks,’ where health insurers sort providers into tiers based

on cost and quality performance, and patients pay lower cost-

sharing to see a provider in a higher-performing tier. In a

tiered network, although the cost-sharing differential across

hospitals can be significant (i.e., differential deductible or

coinsurance) the cost-sharing difference across providers is

usually more modest (differential office visit copay amounts

on the order of $10 or $20).

Few studies have assessed consumer response to differences

in cost-sharing across tiered providers (the cross-price elasticity

of demand) despite the fact that health plans have been ex-

perimenting with tiered networks since the early 2000s. Two

recent studies analyzed patient-level claims data and find some

evidence that consumers switch to preferred providers when the

price differential between preferred and nonpreferred tiers is

large (i.e., on the order of hundreds of dollars). Scanlon et al.

(2008) found that some workers were more likely to select a

preferred hospital (preferred status based on whether the hos-

pital met set patient safety standards) for medical visits, workers

in a second union and all patients admitted for a surgical

diagnosis were no more likely to choose the preferred hospitals.

Rosenthal et al. (2009) analyzed patient loyalty following the

narrowing of a PPO physician network that excluded 3% (48

out of 1800) of physicians from the network. The authors find

that 81% of patients of affected physicians did not continue to

see those physicians following their exclusion from the net-

work, and an additional 7% of patients saw their excluded

physician only one more time.

Implications for Insurance Design

An important finding from this literature is that the simple rule

that insurers should offer less generous coverage for medical

services with higher demand elasticity, is not necessarily ideal.

First, the large body of evidence suggesting strong cross-price

elasticities across medical services (i.e., that drug consumption

lowers the use of other medical services) would call for more

generous coverage for prescription drugs, despite the fact that

their demand response is relatively elastic. In other words, some

patients, especially those with certain chronic diseases, can be

induced by less cost-sharing to take actions today that will re-

duce their future use of medical services and/or improve their

future health. It thus follows that optimal cost-sharing could

vary across persons and across specific medical goods and ser-

vices. This logic underlies value-based insurance design (VBID),

a mechanism proposed by Chernew et al. (2007) where

copayments for high-benefit services, such as medications for

treatment of chronic disease, would be kept low or set to zero.

Although early experience with VBID has shown promise,

Baicker and Goldman (2011) offer a thoughtful discussion of

the challenges of how to design the benefit design beyond

pharmaceutical coverage for individuals with chronic illness,

and how to address the potential for risk segmentation of

patients into plans with this design.

Final Comments

The empirical research conducted since the 1970s reports es-

timates of own-price elasticities that are largely in line with

those from the RAND HIE. Demand response for pharma-

ceuticals is also found to be slightly more responsive than that

for other services. There is some preliminary evidence sug-

gesting that the most vulnerable populations are more re-

sponsive to out-of-pocket medical spending; however, this

question should be tested further.

In the context of managed care, cost-sharing is not the only

tool to curb inefficient use of medical services. Along with

capitation, insurers can apply tools such as gatekeeping and

utilization review to affect consumption of medical services.

Supply-side mechanisms may affect the estimates of demand

response and limit the generalizability of these findings because

the effect of the supply-side policies may not be known.

However, that physicians have been found to treat their patients

in a consistent pattern, such that patterns of care induced by

managed care supply-side incentives spillover to a physi-

cian’s entire patient panel, might limit concerns about

generalizability.

There is currently still much more to learn. Efforts to esti-

mate elasticity of demand for medical services for uninsured
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populations is now possible due to currently ongoing natural

randomized experiment among a Medicaid eligible popu-

lation in Oregon (Finkelstein et al., 2012); this evidence, not

yet available, will greatly enrich the literature. Several oppor-

tunities for future research in this area remain. One potential

vein is to study how to incorporate findings from behavioral

economics, which indicate that consumer decision-making is

subject to heuristics and biases, to improve the effect of

lowered cost-sharing on consumer demand and the imple-

mentation of VBID. Improving our understanding of how

cost-sharing can lead to overall cost savings or encourage de-

mand for high quality, effective medical care is an exciting

future research agenda.

See also: Demand Cross Elasticities and ‘Offset Effects’. Managed
Care. Moral Hazard. Prescription Drug Cost Sharing, Effects of.
Value-Based Insurance Design
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Introduction

The US is the largest market for pharmaceuticals in the world.

It is also one of the few countries in the industrialized world

that does not regulate pharmaceutical prices. This largely re-

flects the predominance in the US of competing private health

insurance plans. Although the public insurance programs,

mainly Medicare and Medicaid, now account for more than

40% of total health expenditures in the US, their design has

historically been influenced by the design of the private in-

surance sector. In particular, Medicare Part D, which covers

outpatient drugs for seniors, was designed to be run by com-

peting private sector prescription drug plans (PDPs) and the

enabling legislation explicitly bars the government from ne-

gotiating drug prices.

In the US, as in every other country, insurance that pro-

vides financial protection to consumers thereby also tends to

make consumers insensitive to prices. For patented bio-

pharmaceuticals, this enables producers to charge higher pri-

ces than they would in the absence of insurance. In countries

with either national health insurance or regulated social in-

surance, government payers respond to this effect of insurance

by constraining prices either directly, through price controls,

or indirectly by making reimbursement contingent on cost-

effectiveness. In the US no single private payer has sufficient

market power to control pharmaceutical prices. Rather, the

negotiation of prices with producers and the design of cost-

sharing and other access controls are dimensions of com-

petition between health plans. Fundamentally, health plans

that are more restrictive on price to suppliers can offer con-

sumers lower cost plans but with restricted access to services.

In practice, most private health plans and Medicare use

similar approaches to negotiating prices and/or setting re-

imbursement rules for pharmaceuticals. This article describes

the predominant reimbursement rules used by these US payers

and the effects of these rules on manufacturer pricing, high-

lighting the important differences based on where a drug is

dispensed and between onpatent brands and generics.

Overview of the Drug Distribution System and Price
Levels

In the US pharmaceutical market there are multiple prices,

corresponding broadly to different levels of the distribution

chain and whether the price is a list price or a transactions

price (that reflects discounts or rebates off the list price). The

main price levels and types are outlined here in summary, and

the following sections describe the system and its effects in

more detail.

Pharmaceutical manufacturers typically sell drugs to

wholesalers at a list price, the wholesale acquisition cost

(WAC), sometimes with modest discounts (1–2%) for prompt

payment. Wholesalers distribute drugs to retail pharmacies

(including mail-order pharmacies) and hospital pharmacies,

adding a competitively determined mark-up to cover their

distribution costs. Traditionally, an estimate of the average

price at which wholesalers sold to pharmacies was published

by pricing agencies as a list price called average wholesale price

(AWP). This list price was widely used by payers as a basis for

their reimbursement to pharmacies. However, AWP became an

increasingly unreliable (usually inflated) measure of the actual

average transaction price at which wholesalers sell to phar-

macies. Although AWP and other list prices have remained the

basis for payer reimbursement to pharmacies, there is usually

a significant discount. For example, a payer may set pharmacy

reimbursement at AWP-18%, where the discount off AWP is

negotiated between the payer and the pharmacy chain. This

reimbursement price is intended to allow the pharmacy to

cover the cost of drug acquisition plus a competitive dis-

pensing fee. The payer reimburses the pharmacy at this price,

net of any patient cost-sharing that the pharmacy must collect

from the patient, depending on the payer’s plan design.

Private payers also negotiate discounts from manufacturers

of patented drugs directly. These negotiated discounts are

usually paid by electronic transfer from the manufacturer to

the payer, thus bypassing the wholesaler/retailer system.

This preserves confidentiality of the payer-specific discount

amounts and prevents price arbitrage, that is, the manu-

facturer transfers the discount directly to the payer for whom it

is intended. The ability of payers to extract these discounts

from manufacturers depends on the payer’s ability to influ-

ence drug use through its formulary design. The average price

received by manufacturers, taking into account these discounts

given to private payers, is called the average manufacturer

price (AMP). Medicaid and some other public payers by stat-

ute get mandatory rebates off AMP.

This system of a manufacturer list price, combined with

negotiated discounts to private payers and mandatory rebates

to government payers, is similar for generics, except that the

negotiated discounts given by generic manufacturers are tar-

geted at dispensing pharmacies, rather than at health plans/

payers, because the pharmacies are the ultimate decision-

makers for multisource drugs (off-patent products with ori-

ginator and generic suppliers). This is described below.

Discussion of pharmaceutical pricing in the US tends to

focus on prices charged by manufacturers, including both the

list prices and the discounts/rebates, because these exmanu-

facturer prices form the basis for prices paid by final payers,

with the addition of wholesaler and pharmacy margins that

are competitively determined. The wholesale segment in the

US is highly concentrated with three firms accounting for

more than 80% of the national market, reflecting large econ-

omies of scale. It is nevertheless highly competitive, partly due
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to increasing concentration and strong competition at the

retail pharmacy (including mail order) level, where the top six

chains now account for more than 60% of dispensing sales.

Pharmacy regulation in the US requires that retail pharmacies

employ a licensed pharmacist, but there are no requirements

that pharmacies be owned by pharmacists and no restrictions

on chain pharmacies, in contrast to restrictive pharmacy

ownership regulations in many other industrialized countries.

Over the last two decades, the large chain pharmacies, such as

Walgreens, RiteAid, and CVS, have grown by increasing their

number of outlets and the range of products and services they

offer, besides drugs. Conversely, some large supermarkets and

department stores like Walmart operate pharmacies within

their stores. These large, chain retailers take advantage of

economies of scale and scope, and play a major role in driving

competition in the wholesale and the generics sector, as de-

scribed below. Within each geographic market multiple chains

compete and competitive pressure on pharmacy margins is

enhanced by the bargaining power of large health plans and

pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) such as Express Scripts

and Caremark, including competition from their mail order

pharmacies that compete with bricks and mortar pharmacies.

Similarly, for inpatient drugs, hospitals purchase through large

group purchasing organizations that negotiate with whole-

salers and put competitive pressure on distribution margins.

Thus in the US, the exmanufacturer list price and dis-

counts, the wholesale mark-ups, retail mark-ups, and final

prices to payers/consumers are freely determined, constrained

by market competition, in contrast to most other countries

where prices and mark-ups at each of these levels are set by

regulation. In this article ‘price’ refers to the exmanufacturer

price, before discounts, unless otherwise noted. The term ‘cost-

sharing’ is used to refer to the component of the final price

paid by the consumer.

Why Biopharmaceuticals Markets are Different

Although US biopharmaceutical markets are structurally

competitive, as described above, several important factors

differentiate biopharmaceutical markets and pricing from

those for most goods. For most goods that are sold in rea-

sonably competitive markets to reasonably informed con-

sumers, standard economic theory implies that competition

will align prices with value to consumers and marginal cost to

producers, yielding outcomes that are broadly consistent with

economic efficiency. Achieving efficient pricing for pharma-

ceuticals is complicated by several factors. First, R&D is

roughly 17% of sales for the US-based originator pharma-

ceutical industry, compared to 4% for other US industries.

Marginal cost-pricing, which is the expected outcome in

competitive markets, would achieve first best static efficiency

but would fail to cover total costs and would violate the re-

quirement for dynamic efficiency that producers capture the

full social surplus produced by innovation. To address the

need for R&D incentives, patents (and other exclusivities) bar

generic competitors for a limited term. Patents intentionally

enable originator firms to price onpatent products above

marginal cost and thus potentially recoup R&D expenses.

Although patent-induced pricing above marginal cost may

lead to only ‘second best efficient’ utilization of patented

products, patents are the generally accepted way to pay for

R&D, as reflected in the World Trade Organization’s Trade-

Related Intellectual Property (TRIPS) provisions. Thus, patents

and the resulting temporary market power are not intrinsically

a cause for concern over pharmaceutical prices.

Second and more problematic is the effect of comprehen-

sive insurance coverage on pricing. Insurance protects con-

sumers from financial risk and, through cross-subsidies, makes

health services more affordable to low-income consumers.

However, because such insurance makes patient demand

highly price-inelastic, insurance creates the potential and in-

centives for manufacturers to charge prices that exceed the

level that would result from patents alone. Public and private

insurers may use various strategies to constrain this ‘producer

moral hazard.’ In most industrialized countries payers either

control prices directly, through price or reimbursement regu-

lation, or require evidence that the drug is cost-effective,

which indirectly limits the manufacturer’s price based on

the drug’s incremental effectiveness. Third, patients, payers, and

even physicians often lack good information about effective-

ness of medical goods and services, which may undermine

price-sensitivity. For biopharmaceuticals and devices, this un-

certainty is mitigated by regulation of safety, efficacy, manu-

facturing quality, and promotion. Thus the effect of insurance

is the main cause for concern over pharmaceutical prices.

Private and public payers in the US use neither direct price

regulation nor indirect price control through incremental cost-

effectiveness thresholds as a requirement for reimbursement.

Rather, US payers influence the prices charged by manu-

facturers primarily through use of tiered formularies that offer

preferred formulary position and therefore larger market share

to drugs that are favorably priced (or give larger discounts),

relative to therapeutically similar drugs. Medicaid and other

smaller public programs receive mandatory rebates off the

manufacturer’s price. These approaches leave list prices un-

constrained but do achieve significant discounts on onpatent

drugs in crowded drug classes with several close therapeutic

substitutes. However, these approaches provide little con-

straint on prices of drugs that are more unique, including most

specialty drugs and biologics. By contrast, reimbursement and

substitution rules for generics result in highly price com-

petitive generic markets and very low generic prices in the US.

The following sections describe in detail these reimbursement

rules and their effects on pricing in the US.

Reimbursement Rules for Onpatent Brands

In the US, payer rules and approaches to pharmaceutical

reimbursement differ, depending on where the drug is dis-

pensed – retail pharmacy, physician office, or hospital inpa-

tient (Table 1). Reimbursement differences largely reflect the

historical evolution of insurance coverage. Retail pharmacy

(54% of prescription sales) and mail order pharmacy (17% of

sales) dispense self-administered drugs and are reimbursed on

a fee-for-service basis by a private insurer’s pharmacy benefit

or by Medicare’s Part D benefit for seniors. Drugs dispensed as

part of an inpatient hospital admission (approximately 10%

of sales) are covered by the patient’s inpatient benefit
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(Medicare Part A for seniors). Inpatient drugs are reimbursed,

along with all other inpatient costs, in a single bundled pay-

ment for the hospital admission. Drugs that are dispensed in

physicians’ clinics (approximately 12% of sales), including

infusions and vaccines, are covered by the patient’s medical

benefit (Medicare Part B) which pays for physicians’ services.

Because many new, expensive biologics are physician-dis-

pensed, including many oncologics, the reimbursement rules

for this category are critical to pricing of biologics in the US.

Pharmacy-Dispensed Drugs

Primary care drugs
Private health plans use PBMs to manage drugs that are dis-

pensed through retail pharmacies. PBMs developed in the

1990s as stand-alone, independent contractors that managed

drug benefits on behalf of self-insured employers and other

health insurers. Since then, some large insurers have de-

veloped their own in-house PBMs that compete with the

stand-alone PBMs. When Medicare Part D was created in 2003

to provide outpatient drug coverage for seniors, adminis-

tration of the Part D benefit was assigned to competing, pri-

vate entities called prescription drug plans (PDPs), which are

similar to PBMs, with important differences noted below.

Many private health insurers and PBMs also serve as PDPs.

Private PBMs and Medicare PDPs use similar strategies to

manage drug costs. Specifically, a pharmacy and therapeutics

(P&T) committee, which includes physicians and pharmacists,

evaluates alternative drugs and designs the formulary, that is,

the list of drugs that are covered, with associated patient

cost-sharing levels and any other controls. Most plans use a

formulary with three or more tiers with corresponding

copayments. The first tier is for generics and has a US$0–10

copayment per prescription (or a month’s supply of a chronic

medication); the second tier includes preferred onpatent

brands with a modest (US$25–45) copayment; and the third

or nonpreferred brand tier has significantly higher copayment,

currently approximately US$45–90 per month. In addition, a

fourth tier is increasingly used for expensive specialty drugs

and usually has a 25–30% coinsurance of the drug’s price.

Additional tiers with high coinsurance rates may also apply to

‘lifestyle’ drugs. These tiers and associated differential copay-

ments are designed to incentivize patients and their physicians

to accept generics, if available, or choose ‘preferred’ brands

among onpatent brands.

In addition to these differential copayments, plans in-

creasingly also use direct controls to achieve appropriate

utilization. Most common are a step edit (a computerized

block that automatically rejects reimbursement of a drug un-

less the patient meets certain conditions, such as prior failure

on a generic alternative) and prior authorization (which

requires the physician to obtain prior approval from the

health plan before a drug is reimbursed).

Formulary design with tiered cost-sharing, step edits, and

prior authorizations enables PBMs/PDPs to shift drug utiliza-

tion toward preferred drugs. This ability to ‘shift share’ within a

therapeutic class gives plans leverage to negotiate price dis-

counts from manufacturers in return for preferred formulary

positioning. For example, a plan that is willing to severely limit

the number of preferred brands and impose a large copay dif-

ferential for nonpreferred brands creates leverage in price ne-

gotiations, because a drug manufacturer may be willing to give

a large discount to be the only brand on the preferred tier,

whereas they may give little or no discount if they share the

preferred tier with all competitor products in the class.

Thus, this tiered formulary approach enables PBMs to gain

significant leverage over manufacturer prices provided that

there are several clinically similar drugs in a class and the PBM

is able/willing to limit patient choice of drugs. More restrictive

PBM plans that limit patient choice and impose high cost-

sharing on nonpreferred drugs can get lower prices and offer

lower premiums. Essentially, this process structures patient

cost-sharing and utilization controls to increase the cross-price

demand elasticity facing manufacturers. It gives payers and

patients a trade-off between drug choice and cost of coverage.

It has worked reasonably well for large, primary care ther-

apeutic classes, such as statins or antiulcerants, where the

availability of several, therapeutically similar drugs has en-

abled PBMs to drive deep discounts, particularly once generics

become available in a crowded class. Because these discounts

are confidential, comprehensive data are not available and

conclusions here are based on anecdotal and the limited,

publicly available data.

Discounting has been challenged by retail pharmacists in

antitrust litigation alleging collusive pricing and price dis-

crimination by drug manufacturers (Scherer, 1997). Dispens-

ing pharmacies do not receive the discounts on onpatent

drugs comparable to those given to PBMs because pharmacies

cannot - and arguably should not – independently influence a

physician’s/patient’s choice between therapeutic substitutes.

This litigation conspicuously excluded off-patent drugs and

generics, because for these drugs the discounts go to the

pharmacies as decisionmakers in choosing between generic-

ally equivalent versions of a prescribed compound (see

below). Under the settlement of this litigation, manufacturer

discounts were to be made available on the same terms to all

purchasers; however, because PBMs/PDPs and payers design

the formularies that drive therapeutic substitution, they re-

main the main recipients of discounts on onpatent drugs,

whereas pharmacies (including mail-order pharmacies) are

the main recipients of discounts on generics.

Consistent with this theory, that the largest discounts go to

payers that have greatest control over market share, the

Table 1 US: Reimbursement rules depend on product type and distribution channel

Channel Retail pharmacy Physician office Hospital inpatient

Medicine type Orals, creams, and self-injectibles Biologics, infusions, and vaccines All types
Benefit Pharmacy/Medicare D Medical/Medicare B Hospital/Medicare A
Reimbursement Tiered formularies with access controls Buy-and-bill with ASPþ 6% Hospital is paid DRG per admission
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conventional wisdom is that Kaiser gets among the deepest

discounts, because Kaiser, as a staff-model health maintenance

organization whose physicians work only for Kaiser, can

enforce formulary adherence and steer utilization toward

preferred drugs. By contrast, most private payers have limited

ability to enforce their formularies and influence the pre-

scribing practices of independent physicians because each

payer’s patients account for a small fraction of each physician’s

practice.

Specialty drugs
The tiered formulary approach works reasonably well for large

classes with several drugs that are close clinical substitutes.

However, it works less well for specialty drugs and other

classes with few close substitutes. ‘Specialty drugs’ refer to

relatively high-priced drugs used to treat complex diseases for

which most prescribing is done by specialist physicians, such

as cancer, rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, and all rare

diseases. Even specialty drugs for the same indication often

differ in efficacy and tolerability for individual patients, such

that doctors and patients are unwilling to accept payer control

over clinical choices. Over the past decade, biopharmaceutical

innovation has increasingly shifted toward such specialty

drugs, including many biologics that each has distinct risks

and benefits. For such specialty drugs, PBMs’ only tools to

control spending are high patient cost-sharing and/or prior

authorizations and step edits, to assure that the patient tries

any cheaper alternatives first. These mechanisms at most

control utilization, but have little direct effect on price. The

limited control of payers over the price of specialty drugs is

one factor making these drugs a more attractive target for

pharmaceutical R&D compared to primary care therapeutic

classes with close substitutes and potential genericization.

Medicare PDPs have taken the lead in placing pharmacy-

dispensed specialty drugs (which Medicare defines as drugs

that cost US$600 or more a month) on a fourth ‘specialty’ tier

with a 25–33% coinsurance, and PBMs are increasingly fol-

lowing this approach. These high coinsurance percentages

applied to very expensive drugs potentially imply patient cost-

sharing of hundreds of dollars per month. Simple insurance

theory suggests that such high patient cost-sharing may imply

inappropriately high financial risk for patients and make pa-

tients highly price sensitive (and noncompliant), which might

constrain manufacturer prices. However, in practice, the ma-

jority of patients are protected from such high cost-sharing by

other features of their coverage or by manufacturer assistance

programs. Specifically, low income seniors are protected from

most cost-sharing by Medicare Part D’s low income subsidy,

and all seniors are protected by the catastrophic stop-loss on

Part D cost-sharing, which in 2013 is US$4750 per year, after

which the patient pays at most 5% of the drug price (0 for

Medicaid-eligibles). Moreover, manufacturers are required to

give Medicare patients a 50% discount while they are in the

coverage gap (‘doughnut hole’) where they must pay the full

drug cost. These discounts are ignored in calculating bene-

ficiary’s out-of-pocket expenses, so effectively they reach the

stop-loss after lower cost-sharing. Some private patients may

also face high cost-sharing and some currently have no cata-

strophic stop-loss. For such patients, manufacturers increas-

ingly provide patient assistance programs (PAPs) for low

income patients and cost-sharing coupons for other patients

(such coupons are illegal for Medicare patients).

Thus although patients nominally face high cost-sharing

for specialty drugs, in practice actual marginal cost-sharing is

often minimal due to the combination of supplementary in-

surance through Medicaid and other private coverage, stop-

loss limits, copay coupons, and patient assistance programs.

In that case, cost-sharing is ineffective at constraining manu-

facturer prices for specialty drugs. There is little robust evi-

dence on effects of this recent high cost-sharing for costly,

specialty drugs, and obtaining reliable estimates is difficult if

those who truly do face the 25–30% coinsurance simply

forego the treatment. However, it seems likely that for an in-

creasing fraction of new drugs, patient costsharing, which is

the main approach to constraining prices in the US, cannot

simultaneously constrain manufacturer pricing and enable

appropriate patient use.

The fact that Medicare PDPs typically have significantly

higher copayments for nonpreferred brand drugs than private

PBMs, and more PDPs use specialty tiers with a 25–30%

coinsurance for specialty drugs, suggests that PDPs’ increasing

use of these cost-sharing strategies may partly reflect the

greater financial and adverse selection risk born by PDPs, due

to three factors. First, to incentivize PDPs to control costs, by

law the PDP is at risk for 15% of a patient’s cost beyond the

Medicare catastrophic threshold (US$6955 in 2013). By con-

trast, PBMs are not directly at risk for the drug spending of

their enrollees, rather, they are reimbursed a fee per script and

retain a fraction of the discounts they negotiate. Second, PDPs

face greater adverse selection risk because most Medicare

beneficiaries can choose between several stand-alone PDPs. If

one PDP in an area were to offer more generous coverage of

specialty drugs, it might attract a disproportionate share of the

patients who need these and other drugs. By contrast, each

private employer offers their employees only one PBM, hence

that PBM does not face adverse selection within the employee

pool. Third, by law Medicare PDPs are exempt from tier ex-

emption requests for drugs on a specialty tier, hence use of a

specialty tier may reduce the administrative cost burden of

exemption requests for PDPs, which would likely be signifi-

cant if the PDP were to place some specialty drugs on a pre-

ferred tier while putting others on a nonpreferred tier with

very high cost-sharing.

Medicaid
Unlike the Medicare Part D drug benefit, which is operated by

private sector entities that use similar tiered formularies and

negotiated discount strategies to private PBMs, the federal-

state Medicaid program uses mandatory rebates. Because Me-

dicaid beneficiaries are low income families with children,

seniors and the disabled, even modest patient cost-sharing

may lead to noncompliance. Rather than use tiered cost-

sharing, since 1990 Medicaid has required manufacturers to

give a mandatory rebate equal to the greater of 15.1% off the

AMP (which is the manufacturer’s average price charged to the

private sector, including discounts) or the ‘best price’ (largest

rebate) given to any private payer. For generics, the mandatory

Medicaid rebate was a flat 11%, unrelated to discounts to other

payers. When Medicare Part D was established in 2003, drug

coverage for ‘dual eligible’ seniors (who are eligible for both
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Medicaid and Medicare) was exempted from these Medicaid

rebates, and rebates to Medicare PDPs were exempted from

the definition of ‘best price.’ Under the Affordable Care Act of

2010 (ACA), the minimum Medicaid rebate on brand drugs

was increased to 23.1% (13% for generics) and Medicaid

Managed Care Organizations are required to pay this rebate

on Medicaid-eligible enrollees.

By requiring that manufacturers of brand drugs give to

Medicaid the largest discount they give to any private pur-

chaser, Medicaid’s ‘best price’ rule effectively raised the cost of

giving discounts that exceed the mandatory minimum Me-

dicaid rebate (15.1% before 2010, now 23.1%) to private

payers. Manufacturers rationally give discounts to customers

who use formularies to create elastic demand. But paying the

government a rebate for Medicaid usage has no effect on drug

utilization by Medicaid patients, as the rebate is unrelated to

preferred formulary status or incentives of patients or pre-

scribers. Therefore, from the perspective of manufacturers,

tying a mandatory rebate to Medicaid to a discount given to

private payers reduces the overall elasticity of response to

private rebates beyond the mandatory minimum, which is

now the weighted average of the (presumably elastic) response

of the private enrollees and the totally inelastic response of

Medicaid enrollees. Thus, the Medicaid best price requirement

reduced manufacturer willingness to give discounts to private

payers in excess of the mandatory minimum Medicaid rebate,

particularly for drugs with relatively high usage by Medicaid

patients.

Empirical studies have confirmed that private sector rebates

declined in response to this Medicaid best price. When Con-

gress established Medicare Part D, discounts given to Medicare

PDPs were explicitly excluded from the Medicaid best price

calculations, in order to encourage manufacturers to give deep

discounts to PDPs. The 2010 increase in the mandatory min-

imum Medicaid rebate to 23.1% means that the ‘best price tax’

now only applies to private sector discounts larger than

23.1%, hence increased discounting up to this 23.1% thresh-

old is expected, ceteris paribus.

Mandatory Medicaid rebates may also create an incentive

for manufacturers to raise the price from which the rebate is

calculated. Anticipating this effect, Medicaid requires an add-

itional rebate equal to the cumulative excess increase in a

drug’s price over the consumer price index (CPI), since the

drug’s launch. This ‘excess-CPI rebate’ has not been sufficient

to eliminate increases in manufacturer prices for onpatent

drugs faster than the CPI in recent years. Thus, the Medicaid

mandatory rebate provisions have probably contributed to

both higher list prices and smaller discounts for private sector

payers. Consistent with this, Duggan and Scott Morton (2006)

found that drugs with a higher Medicaid share experienced

larger increases in prices (including discounts) to private

payers.

Physician-Dispensed Drugs

Drugs that require infusion or injection, including many

cancer drugs and other biologics, are dispensed in physician

clinics. For Medicare patients, physician-dispensed drugs are

covered under Medicare Part B (which covers physician

services) rather than Medicare Part D (which covers pharmacy-

dispensed outpatient drugs). Before 2005, Medicare reimbursed

dispensing physicians at 95% of AWP, an unregulated list price,

and most private payers followed suite. This reimbursement

rule created incentives for manufacturers to compete for

market share by offering discounts off AWP to physician

practices, in order to increase the margin between their ac-

quisition cost and the reimbursement. Evidence has confirmed

that financial incentives influenced physician prescribing

choices (Epstein and Johnon, 2012). Lawsuits have also al-

leged that some manufacturers raised AWP in order to increase

the physicians’ margin. The margin accrued to dispensing

physicians because Medicare and other payers did not attempt

to reduce their reimbursement price to capture the discounts.

This contrasts to payer response to a similar incentive system

for generics in the US (see below) or in Japan. In Japan,

manufacturers similarly offer discounts below the reimburse-

ment price to physicians who dispense drugs, as an induce-

ment to use their drugs. However, the Japanese payers

(partially) capture these competitive discounts by reducing

their reimbursement price paid to dispensing physicians,

based on a biennial audit of actual acquisition prices.

Following substantial litigation over the alleged manipu-

lation of AWP and large margins given to dispensing phys-

icians, in 2005 Medicare changed its Part B reimbursement,

intending to align reimbursement more closely to actual ac-

quisition prices. Under the new rules, Medicare Part B re-

imburses dispensing physicians at the manufacturer’s Average

Selling Price (ASP) plus a six percent margin. Manufacturers

are required to report each drug’s ASP quarterly, which is de-

fined as the volume-weighted average manufacturer selling

price, including all discounts, lagged two quarters. In the short

run, this shift to ASPþ 6% reimbursement reduced the prices

that Medicare Part B pays for drugs. But in the longer run, the

ASPþ 6% formula eliminates incentives for manufacturers to

compete on price, because any discounts offered to physicians

in quarter T reduce the ASP and hence reduce the reimburse-

ment price and the 6% margin for all physicians in period

Tþ 2. Moreover, the ASPþ 6% reimbursement rule creates

perverse incentives for manufacturers to compete by charging

high rather than low prices, because a higher price offers a

larger margin to the dispensing physician. The main impact of

the perverse ASPþ 6% incentives is for higher launch prices.

Raising prices postlaunch by more than one or 2% a quarter

risks squeezing physicians’ margins because their reimburse-

ment only rises after a two quarter lag. Because many private

payers follow Medicare reimbursement, this Part B re-

imbursement rule and its perverse incentives have probably

contributed to higher prices for oncologics and other biologics

in the US.

Despite the perverse price-increasing incentives created by

Medicare’s ASPþ 6% reimbursement rule, two factors may

provide some constraint. First, as prices for these drugs rise

and increasingly exceed $40 000 or even $100 000 per treat-

ment course, physicians that ‘buy-and-bill’ face significant

cash flow cost and even risk, if reimbursement is uncertain.

Thus, uptake of some very costly drugs has initially been

slower than expected, at least until payer reimbursement is

assured. Second, the 20% Medicare Part B patient cost-sharing

should in theory act as some constraint on manufacturer
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prices. However, in practice most seniors are protected from

this cost-sharing by supplementary insurance through either

Medicaid (for low income seniors) or Medigap (employer-

sponsored or privately purchased). Similarly, although private

insurance plans usually have cost-sharing, most private pa-

tients have a stop-loss limit on annual out-of-pocket costs and

such limits become mandatory under the PPACA. Further, for

uninsured or privately-insured patients who face significant

out-of-pocket costs, most manufacturers offer copay coupons

or patient assistance programs (copay coupons are illegal for

Medicare patients). As a last resort, although physicians can-

not waive copayments without risk of violating antikickback

statutes, they can refer patients to a hospital outpatient de-

partment, which may waive copayments. Thus similar to the

situation for pharmacy-dispensed specialty drugs, most pa-

tients are protected from the nominally high cost-sharing on

physician-dispensed drugs. If so, manufacturers face highly

inelastic demand and little if any constraint on pricing.

Hospital Inpatient Drugs

Drugs that are dispensed as part of an inpatient episode are

generally not reimbursed separately but are included in

the bundled diagnosis-related group (DRG) payment for the

hospital admission. Medicare updates its DRG payment rates

over time, based on national average costs, by DRG, as re-

ported in hospital cost reports. Private payers negotiate various

forms of bundled payment for inpatient hospital care, with

private rates generally above Medicare rates but also no sep-

arate reimbursement for inpatient drugs. Thus in the short run

the cost of new inpatient drugs (or price increases for existing

drugs) are borne by hospitals, with pass-through to payers

with a lag, if/when the drug becomes standard of care and

reflected in average cost for the DRG. In exceptional circum-

stances, a very high-priced new drug may be reimbursed sep-

arately from the DRG temporarily, until its cost is included in

an increased DRG payment.

This system of bundled payment for inpatient admissions

puts hospitals at risk for inpatient drug costs in the short run.

Hospitals therefore have incentives to be price sensitive in

designing their formularies and negotiate price discounts with

manufacturers in return for preferred formulary placement.

Larger hospital systems that negotiate on their own behalf and

can enforce formularies have greater bargaining power and get

larger discounts than smaller hospitals and those that bargain

indirectly through group purchasing organizations (GPOs).

However, as with PBMs/PDPs, hospitals have little or no le-

verage to negotiate discounts for drugs that have few or no

close substitutes, which includes many specialty drugs.

Generics

In 2011, 80% of all prescriptions were dispensed as generics in

the US, and for compounds with a generic available the gen-

eric share of scripts was 94%. By contrast, generics account for

only 27% of dollar value of sales (IMS, Health Informatics

Institute, April 2012). This high generic share by volume re-

flects both the large percentage of drugs for which patents have

expired (or been successfully challenged) and the rapid

conversion to generics once they become available. The much

lower generic share of sales by value reflects the low generic

prices, relative to originator prices. Compared to most other

high income and some middle income countries, generic

penetration is more rapid and generic prices are lower abso-

lutely in the US (Danzon and Furukawa, 2006).

The high-generic volume share and low generic prices in

the US relative to most other industrialized countries reflects

several institutional features that interact to produce a highly

price-competitive generic market in the US. First, the statutory

rules governing generic entry are designed to reduce costs of

entry and encourage patent challenges. Under the 1984 Hatch

Waxman Act, generic versions of chemical drugs can file an

Abbreviated New Drug Application (ANDA) with the Food

and Drug Administration (FDA). By demonstrating bioequi-

valence to the originator drug, generics can be approved as

substitutable for the originator, while simply referencing the

originator’s clinical trials to establish safety and efficacy, rather

than doing new clinical trials. This dramatically reduced the

cost and time required for generic approval. The Hatch-

Waxman Act also incentivized generics to challenge patents, by

offering a 180-day market exclusivity to the first completed

ANDA that successfully challenges the originator’s patents (a

Paragraph IV filing). This FDA requirement, that generics

demonstrate bioequivalence to the originator, is the basis for

confidence on the part of physicians, consumers, and payers

that generic substitution by pharmacists is safe. Although

bioequivalence and substitutability apply to the great majority

of small molecule drugs, certain compounds are considered

too high risk or too difficult to characterize to permit safe

substitutability.

Second, payers incentivize patients to accept generics by

structuring formularies with low copayments (US$0–10) for

generics, whereas the patient may have to pay the full price or

a nonpreferred tier copayment for the originator. Third, the

rapid uptake of generics reflects the rules and financial in-

centives for pharmacy substitution. The great majority of states

have adopted the default rule that pharmacists may substitute

any FDA-substitutable generic, even if the physician writes the

script for the originator brand, unless the physician explicitly

requires that the brand be dispensed. Thus the pharmacy

decides which version of the compound to dispense, if

substitutable generics are available and the physician does not

require the brand. Payers incentivize pharmacies to prefer low-

priced generics by reimbursing the same ‘maximum allowable

cost’ (MAC) regardless of whether they dispense a generic or

the brand. The MAC is similar to a reference price used in

many other countries. Payers generally set the MAC at a rela-

tively low generic price, though methodologies for setting and

updating MACs vary. Because the pharmacy captures the

margin between the MAC reimbursement and the acquisition

cost of the drug, generic manufacturers compete by offering

discounts on the acquisition cost to increase this margin. Over

time, the payers revise the MACs downward to capture some of

this discounting on generic prices, which leads to further price

cutting by generics. Thus once multiple generics enter for a

given drug, aggressive price competition and rapid generic

erosion of brand sales occur, because pharmacy substitution is

incentivized by MAC reimbursement and patient acceptance

of generics is incentivized by low cost-sharing.
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In a pharmacy-driven generics market such as the US,

where generics are required by regulation to be bioequivalent

and pharmacies are authorized and incentivized to substitute,

generics have little incentive or possibility to use branding to

create a perceived quality differential. Generics are therefore

unbranded and compete on price and service to their highly-

price conscious pharmacy customers. By contrast, in countries

where generics are not required by regulation to be bioequi-

valent, which includes most middle and lower income coun-

tries, actual and perceived quality differences can play a big

role in choice between supposedly similar products. In such

regulatory regimes, there are often multiple ‘similar’ or ‘copy’

products that claim to have the same active ingredient as the

originator brand, but there is no assurance that they in fact

have exactly the same active ingredient and an equivalent

therapeutic effect, quite aside from issues of substandard or

counterfeit products. Given such intrinsic quality uncertainty,

generic producers have strong incentives to sell branded gen-

erics, where brand becomes a proxy for quality. With quality

uncertainty, physicians prescribe by brand – either the ori-

ginator brand or a specific branded generic – and pharmacy

substitution is not legally authorized, although it may not

happen in practice. Branded generics are promoted and de-

tailed to physicians, just like originator brands, which adds

significant marketing costs. Generics also promote their brand

to pharmacies in countries where pharmacies dispense with-

out a prescription. In such branded generic markets, com-

petition between generics focuses on brand as a proxy for

quality, not price. On the contrary, branded generic prices are

relatively high, compared to the originator price in that

country and compared to US generic prices, in part because a

low price might be interpreted as a proxy for low quality. In

physician-driven, branded generic markets, originator brands

usually retain a significant market share even after patent ex-

piry, in contrast to the virtually complete originator brand

erosion in the US.

Generic prices have traditionally been lower in the US than

in major European markets, including Germany, France, and

Italy, in contrast to onpatent brand prices which are higher in

the US. But since the late 1990s most western European

countries have changed their regulatory and reimbursement

rules to permit and incentivize pharmacy substitution and

generic price competition, which has increased savings to

payers from generics. In Germany, since 2007 payers are au-

thorized to contract directly with generic companies, using

competitive tenders to drive and capture savings from price

competition. So far, branded generics markets remain the

norm in Latin America, Africa, and most Asian countries,

including China. In such countries, generic quality is un-

certain and some branded generic prices are relatively high.

Some multinational originator companies are entering

these relatively high-margin, branded generic markets through

licensing arrangements with branded generic producers. This

strategy draws on their brand selling expertise and brand

image. However, because this physician-driven branded gen-

eric model delivers only modest savings to consumers and

payers, compared to the pharmacy-driven unbranded, price-

competitive generics model of the US, it seems likely that the

US unbranded, price-competitive generic model will eventu-

ally become the norm in most countries.

The relatively high concentration on the purchaser side of

the US generic market probably contributes to low generics

prices. As discussed earlier, the US retail pharmacy market has

become concentrated into large chains and large national

wholesalers purchase on behalf of independent pharmacies.

These concentrated buyers purchase a sufficient absolute vol-

ume and market share to have significant leverage in price

negotiations with generic suppliers. Because these large pur-

chasers are the decisionmakers for (intramolecule) generic

substitution, generic suppliers target their discounts to them in

the first instance, whereas originator companies target dis-

counts on onpatent drugs to payers or PBMs who are the

decisionmakers with respect to formulary design and (inter-

molecule) therapeutic substitution. The system relies on

competition at the retail pharmacy and PBM levels to pass on

these discounts on generics and onpatent brands to ultimate

payers and consumers.

Competitive pressure on generic prices also depends on

number of generic competitors. Price competition is weaker

when there are few generic competitors, which occurs in at least

two instances. First, the Hatch-Waxman Act intentionally grants

a 180-day exclusivity to the first ANDA generic to successfully

challenge all relevant patents. During those 180 days, the ori-

ginator typically maintains or raises its price, but may also

launch an authorized (licensed) generic to capture some of the

more price sensitive market. During this period of at most two

generics, their pricing is typically approximately 60–80% of the

originator price. By contrast, once the exclusivity period expires,

if multiple competing generics enter, generic prices fall rapidly

to 10–20% of the preexpiry originator prices. Thus, the much

higher price and margin during the exclusivity period creates an

incentive for generic firms to incur the significant litigation

costs and risks in challenging patents. Second, more complex

formulations and specialty drugs with small markets typically

attract fewer generic competitors than oral formulations with

large markets. With fewer competitors, generic prices and

margins can remain relatively high.

Brand Pricing after Patent Expiry

The evidence indicates that originator firms typically raise prices

before and after patent expiry, rather than reduce price to

compete with generics. One theory that accounts for such pri-

cing is that the originator pursues a segmentation strategy

(Frank and Salkever, 1992). In this model, before patent expiry,

the originator selects the profit-maximizing price based on the

weighted average of price elasticities of all customers in the

market. After patent expiry, the more price elastic customers

switch to generics, and the originator targets only the most

brand-loyal, price-inelastic customers, which results in a higher,

profit-maximizing price. This model was appropriate in the

early 1990s, when many consumers in the US paid out-of-

pocket for drugs and pharmacy substitution was less the norm.

It is also useful in understanding price competition in self-pay,

branded generic markets in emerging markets. However, in the

current US context where most consumers have tiered insurance

coverage and most states have pharmacy substitution, the price-

inelastic market segment is very small. Moreover, during the

180-day exclusivity period, some originator firms have given
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some payers sufficiently high discounts to get the originator

drug placed on the generics tier, such that consumers have no

reason to prefer generics. This strategy rarely continues beyond

the 180-day exclusivity period, presumably because the dis-

count required to compete on price with generics becomes

too large.

A second rationale for originators to raise price before and

after patent expiry is to encourage patients and payers to

switch to a new formulation or a follow-on version of the drug

that still enjoys patent protection or data exclusivity and

therefore is not subject to generic competition. For example,

before the patent-expiry on the standard twice-a-day tablet

formulation, the firm may launch a once-a-day, timed release

version of the drug that receives some market exclusivity for

doing new clinical trials. By raising the per-day price of the old

tablet such that it exceeds the price of the new delayed release

formulation, the firm encourages payers and patients to prefer

the new formulation. If the script is written for the exclusivity-

protected formulation, pharmacies cannot substitute a generic

because substitution is permitted only within the identical

formulation. Such launch of a new formulation or product,

together with price increase on the older formulation, is the

most effective defense against generic erosion on a patent-

expired drug in the US.

Biosimilars

In contrast to the price-competitiveness of generics for small

molecule (chemical) drugs, biosimilar versions of biologics

are unlikely to compete aggressively on price in the US, for

several reasons. First, the higher clinical trial and manu-

facturing costs of biosimilars are expected to result in fewer

competitors. Second, the greater complexity of biologics

molecules means that the FDA is unlikely to declare them to

be substitutable with the originator or with each other, except

possibly for the simplest biologics. If pharmacies cannot

substitute, physician-prescribers will be the decisionmakers.

Thus biosimilars in the US will likely be branded products,

detailed to physicians and marketed on brand rather than

price, more like branded originator drugs than unbranded,

price-competitive chemical generics. It is possible that payers

may use tiered formularies, tiered cost-sharing, step edits, and

prior authorizations to attempt to drive utilization toward

preferred biosimilars, in which case they may extract signifi-

cant discounts. However, this would be a departure from their

current passive role with regard to use of biologics and other

specialty drugs.

For biosimilars that require infusion in a physician office,

the nonsubstitutable biosimilar would receive a different re-

imbursement code from the originator and have a separate

ASP. Under current Part B reimbursement, this could dis-

courage price competition by biosimilars, because reducing

the price would reduce the physician’s margin. The PPACA

therefore provides that the 6% margin would be calculated on

the originator’s ASP, regardless of whether the originator or the

biosimilar is dispensed. This eliminates any financial incentive

for physicians to prefer the originator versus the biosimilar,

but still provides at best weak incentives for biosimilars to

compete on price.

As availability of clinically similar biologics increases, in-

cluding both biosimilars and ‘bio-betters,’ payers may attempt

to change reimbursement rules for specialty drugs in order to

stimulate some price competition and value-based purchasing.

Some US payers are requesting comparative effectiveness data

and evidence of outcomes as a condition of favorable for-

mulary placement. Some payers are also starting to adopt

bundled payments for episodes of care that includes drugs. If

providers are at risk for the cost of drugs as part of a care

episode, they have strong incentives for cost-conscious choices

with respect to volume and type of drugs. In addition to DRGs

for inpatient care, Medicare has adopted bundled payment for

dialysis, and at least one private payer uses bundled payment

for certain episodes of cancer care. Therapeutic reference pri-

cing, as used in Germany for certain classes of drugs, has also

been mentioned in the US, but so far seems unlikely.

Discussion and Conclusions

The US reimbursement system for pharmaceuticals, which

permits manufacturers to set prices freely and relies on patient

cost-sharing and health plan bargaining to drive discounts off

these prices, has been reasonably effective at constraining

prices for drugs in crowded classes with clinically close sub-

stitutes. Once generic entry occurs, pharmacy substitution and

reimbursement incentives assure low generic prices and rapid

generic erosion. However, for specialty drugs – which typically

have few close therapeutic substitutes and include many bio-

logics – current insurance reimbursement and cost-sharing

arrangements create incentives for manufacturers to set high

prices with few constraints, especially for physician-dispensed

drugs. Although patients nominally face very significant cost-

sharing, such cost-sharing is ineffective at constraining

manufacturer prices due to supplementary insurance, stop-loss

limits, manufacturer coupons, and patient assistance pro-

grams. The ACA stop-loss limits will further reduce the elas-

ticity of demand facing manufacturers for high-priced drugs.

Stop-loss limits provide appropriate financial protection for

patients but imply that other payer constraints on prices may

be appropriate.

After double-digit growth rates in the late 1990s, the rate of

growth of drug expenditures has moderated since the early

2000s in the US. This is due largely to savings from patent

expirations and consequent generic erosion on many high-

volume drugs, combined with a modest flow of new drugs that

have generated insufficient new sales to replace sales lost to

patent expiries. The resulting savings to payers and consumers

have created budget headroom for higher prices on newly-

launched drugs and substantial postlaunch price increases.

However, this will change as the wave of patent expiries tapers

off around 2015 and if the recent uptick in number of new

drug approvals continues.

Thus, the combination of an increasing share of new drugs

(biologics, orphan drugs, and other specialty drugs) for which

traditional PBM/PDP-tiered formulary mechanisms work

poorly, with more (and appropriate) stop-loss limits on pa-

tient cost-sharing under the ACA, make some change in re-

imbursement mechanisms increasingly likely. Although none

of the ACA provisions relate directly to pharmaceutical
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reimbursement, the inducements for bundled payments and

outcomes-based reimbursement for hospital and physician

providers may eventually spill over to pharmaceuticals. If

payers require evidence of comparative and cost-effectiveness,

as an input for making coverage and reimbursement decisions,

this would incentivize manufacturers to set prices com-

mensurate with incremental health benefit delivered. This

form of flexible and indirect price constraint, that aligns prices

with incremental health benefit, provides more appropriate

incentives for R&D and for efficient use of drugs than either

the status quo or alternative price control mechanisms that

have been proposed.

See also: Biosimilars. Markets with Physician Dispensing. Patents
and Regulatory Exclusivity in the USA. Pharmaceutical Marketing and
Promotion. Pharmaceutical Pricing and Reimbursement Regulation in
Europe. Regulation of Safety, Efficacy, and Quality
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Glossary
Allocative efficiency This exists when a product or service

is allocated in such a way as to maximize the health benefit

of the population.

Placebo–price effect When a higher price for a product or

service affects beliefs about its quality and this belief

translates into higher actual experience of the product’s

efficacy.

Price-elasticity The responsiveness (elasticity), of the

quantity demanded of a good or service to a change in

its price.

Sunk cost When costs previously incurred cannot be

retrieved or saved by ceasing production, they are said to be

’sunk’. They should be irrelevant to a rational calculating

decision maker.

Introduction

Governments throughout the world intervene in the health

sector. One motivation is that under Article 25 of the Uni-

versal Declaration of Human Rights access to adequate

healthcare is a fundamental human right. A second motiv-

ation is that the health sector is subject to many market fail-

ures, due to, for example, consumption externalities, imperfect

information, and imperfect credit. Consumption externalities

exist when private consumption of health services yields

positive or negative social returns. Immunization is a prime

example: when individuals get immunized, the disease trans-

mission rate falls, yielding increased protection for the whole

population. In the case of imperfect information, people do

not have all the information they need to make healthcare

decisions. There may, for example, be information asym-

metries: the patient typically has less information about her

private returns to consuming a given health procedure or drug

than the physician trying to sell that service or drug. In the

case of imperfect credit, people might not be able to finance

lumpy health investments that yield positive returns, such as

preventive care. In the presence of these market failures, pri-

vate consumption of health products and services is socially

suboptimal. Thus, in the presence of positive externalities,

immunization rates are too low; in the presence of infor-

mation asymmetries that favor the provider who has in-

centives to oversell, the utilization rate for services or drugs is

too high; and with imperfect credit investments in preventive

products is too low. Governments intervene in the health

sector to remedy these market failures and achieve the social

optimum. They do so in four main ways: public provision of

health services, subsidies for private provision, regulation of

private provision, and public provision of information. In the

first three cases, an important dimension of a government’s

intervention concerns the pricing of health products and

services.

This article is concerned with the question of how to

decide what price should be set or charged for what health

service or product. How much should patients pay for

health services at government clinics? How large should the

subsidy be for preventive health products that exhibit

positive externalities? What should be the maximum price

that private medical practitioners are allowed to charge for

primary care services? Although many of the points dis-

cussed here are directly relevant to the issue of optimal price

controls, price regulation, which is covered in the previous

article, will not be discussed. Instead, focus is on the issue of

user fees (or user charges) for public health services. Public

health services account for more than two-thirds of medical

services provided in sub-Saharan Africa and between one-

third and two-thirds in Southeast Asia. For our purposes,

public health services will be broadly defined. They will

include the delivery of subsidized health products, even if

receipt of these products does not require a health pro-

fessional. In other words, as defined here, public health

services encompass both inpatient and outpatient medical

care and the implementation of subsidies for vaccines, bed

nets, antimalarial pills, and other privately produced health

products.

User fees have implications for cost-effectiveness, allocative

efficiency, equity, progressivity of public healthcare spending,

and quality of service. Each of these is a desirable policy end in

itself, and so each is an important factor in the optimal pricing

decision. However, they are not always compatible with each

other. Furthermore, they all have to be financed from a single,

and typically constrained, budget. Thus governments have to

tradeoff over them. Although the relative importance accorded

to each factor will depend on the government’s objectives,

most are likely to place nonzero weights on most factors. In

addition, these five factors have to be considered both for the

product or service in question and for other products and

services funded from the same budget. Each factor, then, has

to be carefully analyzed when setting a pricing (user fee) sys-

tem for public health services. This article reviews the theory

and empirical evidence on the effects of user fees on each

factor.

Cost-Effectiveness

A first reason to charge a user fee for a given health service or

product may be to reduce the public cost per unit provided.

This per-unit cost reduction would make it possible to increase

the quantity provided within a given budget – that is, to
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become more cost-effective. Two conditions are necessary for

a user fee to reduce the unit cost.

User Fees and Administrative Costs

User fees can only improve cost-effectiveness if the adminis-

trative costs of collecting and managing the fee revenue are

lower than the fee itself. This is an obvious enough condition,

but one that is not always easy to satisfy. Record keeping at the

point of service in many developing countries is done

manually. This makes the aggregation of data needed for

effective management time-consuming and difficult. In par-

ticular, ensuring that fees are properly collected and remitted

in full can require either costly monitoring, or costly in-

centives for health workers, or both.

User Fees and Fixed Costs

When fixed costs are important, the impact of user fees on

cost-effectiveness will depend on the price-elasticity of de-

mand. Fixed costs for healthcare are often large: both the fa-

cility costs and staff costs must be paid whether patients use

the facility or not. This means that a change in demand can

have a substantial impact on the average cost. Imagine, for

example, that 15 patients use a prenatal clinic daily when the

price is zero, but only 9 when a user fee is charged. The fixed

costs, for example, the salary of the prenatal nurse, would be

the same for 9 patients as for 15. As such, the per patient cost

of delivering prenatal care could actually be higher when fees

are introduced and utilization rates decrease. A recent example

of the effects of utilization rates on cost-effectives in the

presence of important fixed effects comes from a randomized

trial in Udaipur, India. When parents were offered in-kind

incentives to use free immunization services, demand in-

creased so much that costs per child immunized were halved

compared with when they received free service alone. In other

words, with higher demand fixed costs were spread over many

more beneficiaries, so that the negative price was more cost-

effective than a zero price.

The question of the price-elasticity of demand for health

services gained prominence in the mid-1980s. After the Alma-

Ata ‘Health for All’ Declaration was signed in 1978, which

made access to basic healthcare a fundamental right, many

countries in Africa implemented free primary healthcare. In

the mid-1980s, however, it became apparent that free delivery

was not financially sustainable, and in 1987 the World Health

Organization, United Nations Children’s Fund and a group of

African health ministers launched the Bamako Initiative call-

ing for self-financing mechanisms at the local level, including

user fees, particularly, for drugs. The evidence available at the

time was mixed and therefore controversial. Earlier studies,

using cross-section variation in prices, had estimated that de-

mand for healthcare was relatively price-inelastic. The price

range over which the elasticity could be estimated was rela-

tively narrow, making it difficult to gauge how truly price-

sensitive people were. Later studies, using the introduction (or

suspension) of user fees, found large drops (increases) in

utilization in response to the policy change. For example, the

suspension of user fees in Madagascar following a political

crisis has been credited for a very large uptick in utilization

rates. All in all, the empirical evidence so far suggests that

policymakers should give close attention to potential re-

ductions in utilization rates when considering user fees as an

instrument for reducing the unit costs of public health goods.

Allocative Efficiency

Perhaps a second reason to charge user fees is to improve

allocative efficiency – that is, ensure that the product or service

is provided to those that actually need it the most. In par-

ticular, user fees may help prevent overutilization, that is,

utilization by those for whom the conferred benefits, both

private and social, are lower than costs of providing them the

good. If user fees do prevent such waste, then the resulting

reduction in demand would be desirable even when universal

access to services is one of the objectives. There are three

mechanisms through which user fees can act on allocative

efficiency: screening effects, psychological effects, and moral

hazard deterrence effects.

User Fees Can Improve Allocative Efficiency

First, by screening out those who do not value the product or

service enough to pay for it. This allocative role of market

prices is a standard tenet of price theory. Households, just like

governments, are budget-constrained. They, too, are unlikely

to invest in a health good – be it prenatal care or a water

purification product – if the expected benefits are lower than

the costs, both the monetary costs and the time costs. Persons

with a simple cold, for example, is less likely to be interested

seeking care if it will cost money or it will take 2 h of their day.

Instead if they have severe malaria, they will probably want to

make the investment in medical care, even at a high cost. In

the end, whether or not they seek care and what kind of care

they seek will depend on the prices they face. In other words,

the prices determine the allocation of public health goods. As

it is theoretically based on the user’s valuation of the good,

this priced-determined allocation is efficient.

The allocative efficiency of prices breaks down under three

market imperfections – externalities, imperfect credit, and

imperfect information. First, when there are positive ex-

ternalities to private consumption, private consumption

should be subsidized up to the social value to ensure that

those for whom the private value is lower than the market

price (but the sum of the social and private value is higher

than the price) still invest in the good.

Second, when credit markets are not perfect, people cannot

borrow to invest in goods that yield positive returns. Limited

access to credit means that people may not have the ability to

pay for their full valuation of the good; ability to pay and

willingness to pay can then become disjoint. User fees could

in such cases bar access to some people for whom the health

returns to the health good would be high, but who are too

poor to pay for it.

Third, when information is imperfect people may not

know exactly the private value of the good. For example, they

may not have the information or the ability to process
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available information; they would then not be able to assess

how much they would benefit from, and so should want to

pay for, a given medical procedure or product. For some

goods, they may only be able to acquire the information

by first trying the good. In these cases of imperfect infor-

mation, user fees could screen out those that do not know

they need the product, preventing them from ever learning

that the good could benefit them. However, in the presence of

imperfect information, how much a service or product is sold

for may be interpreted as a signal of its quality. If so, setting

user fees too low could discourage usage by setting too low

expectations about the quality being provided. In a random-

ized study in urban Zambia, researchers find that offering a

new, unknown water purification product at too low a price

dampened demand for the product compared with a higher-

priced, well-known product. This signaling effect of prices

can be mitigated by information provision; however, in the

Zambia study, accompanying the subsidy with a marketing

message that informed customers that the new product was

as effective as the well-known product led to higher demand at

subsidized prices. Likewise, information that the user cost is

subsidized might be sufficient to ensure that low prices are not

taken as a signal of low quality (i.e., if people infer something

about the value of a service from the extent to which it is

subsidized).

Evidence from recent randomized experiments suggests

that the extent to which user fees can improve allocative effi-

ciency depends on the context as well as the good. In another

randomized study in urban Zambia, researchers randomized

the fee charged for a chlorine-based water purification prod-

uct. They found that higher fees screen out households that

would not benefit health wise, because, for instance, they

would use the product for house cleaning rather that water

purification. In rural Kenya, researchers randomized the fees

charged for artemisinin-combination therapy (ACT), the latest

class of antimalarial drugs, and found that higher fees increase

the likelihood that the ACTs are bought by those with a

verified case of malaria. However, when they randomized

the fee charged for antimalarial bed nets, also in rural Kenya,

they found the opposite result: higher fees significantly

reduced demand by screening out those who value the prod-

uct and would use it efficiently if they got it for free but can-

not afford to pay for it. A third study in rural Kenya found

that the reduction in demand associated with high fees can

prevent households from learning the true private value of

antimalarial bed nets, which dampens future willingness

to pay.

Given these dynamic learning effects, and the pervasiveness

of credit constraints, a potential alternative to setting user fees

is to use nonmonetary costs as an allocative mechanism.

Studying the adoption of a water chlorination product similar

to those in the Zambia studies discussed earlier, a study in

Kenya shows that compared with simply handing out the

product for free at clinics, distributing free vouchers redeem-

able at a local store can improve allocative efficiency. This is

because the transaction cost of going to the store to redeem

the coupon, though small, seems to be enough of a deterrent

to dissuade people from picking up a chlorination product

they will not use, while not discouraging those who will

actually use the product.

User Fees Could Improve Allocative Efficiency

Second, by way of the psychological effects of prices, including

the sunk cost fallacy and placebo–price effects. The effective-

ness of some health goods will depend on the behavior –

compliance – of the user. For example, the effects of an iron

supplementation regimen on anemia depend on the behavior

of the recipients. If they do not comply with the regimen, say

taking a pill once a week instead of once a day, the treatment

will not work as well. The same goes for a bed net; if it is not

hung up or used, it will not protect anyone from malaria.

Some services also have the same property. If a pregnant

woman does not listen to the nurse during her prenatal care

visit, she might not learn enough to benefit from the visit. For

such goods, user fees might help induce the complementary

behavior required for full effectiveness. They could do so

through two psychological channels – the sunk cost fallacy

and placebo–price effects

First, the sunk costs fallacy. When this fallacy is operative,

the higher the price paid for a good, the higher the likelihood

that it is used to its full potential. This is because the buyers

want to avoid feeling that they wasted money. People, it

seems, do not recognize when they should consider costs in-

curred in the past as sunk costs. Studies in the US have found

evidence of sunk cost fallacy effects for entertainment prod-

ucts. It is possible that such effects could apply for health

products, with, for example, people who pay more likely to

comply with an expensive course of treatment or more likely

to use a bed net. Two of the randomized pricing studies dis-

cussed in Section User Fees Can Improve Allocative Efficiency

were specifically designed to test for sunk costs fallacy effects

for health products, one in urban Zambia and one in rural

Kenya. However, neither found evidence for such effects.

Second, placebo–price effects. In this case, paying a higher

price increases the psychological investment of the user,

boosting effectiveness. Thus, it was found that people who are

charged full price for a drink supposed to boost mental acuity

perform better on mental tasks than those who are told they

had received a price discount. Whether such placebo–price

effects are at play for public health goods remain to be directly

tested. The evidence from Zambia and Kenya mentioned in

Section User Fees Can Improve Allocative Efficiency indirectly

suggests that such placebo–price effects are not large enough

to boost usage of water chlorination products or bed nets, but

they could increase the effectiveness of medication for mental

health, for example. There is no evidence to date on this issue.

User Fees Can Improve Allocative Efficiency

Third, by deterring ex ante moral hazard. If health goods are

costly, people are more motivated to stay healthy. Thus, when

treatment for injury is expensive and out of pocket, people

would be more motivated to avoid injuries than when treat-

ment is free. More to the point, people would have a higher

incentive to invest in preventive goods if curative care is costly.

Note, however, that this argument can be used to motivate

larger fees for curative services, but not for preventive care. For

preventive care, the argument is exactly the opposite; user fees

would reduce preventive investments, leading to higher de-

mand for curative care in the future, potentially increasing
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total healthcare costs. Evidence on the importance of ex ante

moral hazard in the context of a developing country is rare,

probably because it is considered unlikely or minimal. Look-

ing at the impact of introducing health insurance for informal

workers in Nicaragua, a study found no evidence of moral

hazard behavior.

Equity

Improving equity in access to healthcare (if not equity in

health) is one of the objectives of most governments. The

impact of user fees on equity in access depends on the price-

elasticity of the demand for health services and products, and

how it varies by socioeconomic status.

As discussed in Sections User Fees and Fixed Costs and User

Fees Can Improve Allocative Efficiency, there is a large literature

on the price-elasticity of demand for health goods. The price-

elasticity of the demand for preventive care has recently received

a lot of attention, and the evidence from randomized field ex-

periments suggests quite a large price sensitivity in a number of

settings. The evidence on the price-elasticity of the demand for

curative care is somewhat mixed and for the most part im-

perfectly estimated, but overall it suggests that user fees tend to

compromise access, especially among the poor, who tend to be

more price-sensitive than others.

An obvious way to amend a user fee system to foster equity

is to price discriminate, that is, charge the poor less than the

rich for a given health service or product, for example, through

the distribution of vouchers. This is not always easy to do in

practice. Most of the poor in developing countries are subsist-

ence farmers or employed (often self-employed) in an informal

business. This means that they are not part of the tax base; there

is thus no record of their earnings, which makes it difficult to

identify who should be eligible for the lower fee/voucher.

Progressivity of Public Health Spending – the
Redistributive Implications of User Fees

A related issue is that of redistribution. Redistribution is often

a health policy objective. In that case, public health services

are an integral part of poverty alleviation efforts. An important

consideration when setting user fees is their impact on who

benefits from public health spending, or benefit incidence.

Higher user fees for health goods can make public spend-

ing regressive as they disproportionately affect the poor. If user

fees are set below the average cost but remain substantial

enough that they reduce the demand for public health services

proportionately more for the poor than for the rich, then they

would make public health spending regressive: benefits would

accrue disproportionately to the rich. Even if user fees do not

reduce health service utilization among the poor, they could

have negative redistributive implications through negative

cross-price-elasticities. The more the poor have to pay for their

healthcare, the less money they have left to invest in, say,

education. If user fees for health reduce enrollment in public

schools among the poor, that might undermine the goal of

primary education for all, another objective common to most

governments of developing countries.

Although, to the best of our knowledge, there is no evidence

on cross-price elasticities for publicly provided services, there is,

as discussed in Section User Fees Can Improve Allocative

Efficiency, a large literature on the price-elasticity of demand for

health goods, and this literature suggests that the poor are

much more price-sensitive than others, which would imply

that user fees are likely regressive. A study looking at public

spending on curative healthcare in seven sub-Saharan countries

found that public health spending is disproportionately bene-

fiting the less poor, consistent with the price-elasticity literature.

The richest 20% receive much more than 20% of public health

subsidies, whereas the poorest 20% receive less than 20%.

This is because a large fraction of public health subsidies go to

services that the poor do not use, such as hospital care, which

the poor do not access because they typically live far from any

hospital. A recent review of the evidence compiled in the 2004

World Development Report shows that this phenomenon is not

limited to Africa.

A potential solution to ensure that public health spending

is targeted at the poor is, here again, to use the strategy of price

discrimination. Although price discrimination for a given

product can be difficult when identifying the poor is itself

difficult, an alternative is to charge high fees for products and

services that only the rich demand/use, and low or no fees for

the products and services used primarily by the poor. That

would mean, for example, charging high fees for hospital care

and low fees for care at primary facilities; or if there is geo-

graphic segregation, charging higher fees in richer areas and

lower fees in poorer areas.

Quality of Service

The last factor to consider in the pricing decision is that of the

quality of the healthcare received by the population. This

means considering both the quality of those health services

subsidized or provided by the government as well as the

quality of the alternatives that people would have to resort to

if user fees deter them from accessing public services.

User Fees and the Quality of the Services for Which a Fee
Is Charged

User fees can have a direct positive impact on the quality of

the services for which they are charged if the revenue they

generate is retained by the local facility charging them, and

used locally. This can come about through two main mech-

anisms. First, the user fees can finance quality improvements

such as maintenance or renewal of the equipment or the fa-

cility or in-service training for health workers. Second, the

revenue from the user fees can be used to incentivize health

workers: if health workers can pocket the user fees, they have a

higher incentive to be present and serve than if their payoff

function is flat. However, pay-for-service can lead to over-

provision of services, that is, moral hazard on the part of the

provider. There is, to the best of our knowledge, no rigorous

evidence to date on these issues in the context of a developing

country. It is therefore not known how potential quality im-

provements attained through user fees would compare with
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direct investments in quality by the government, such as in-

centive pay systems paid out of general revenue. There is,

however, some evidence from the private sector suggesting

that the margins that can be made by providers on health

products are so low that the incentives effect is almost non-

existent. In a randomized trial in Zambia, it was found that

nonfinancial rewards (e.g., social recognition) for agents sell-

ing condoms are more effective than allowing the agents to

keep a margin on their sales. Please also see the article by

Miller and Babiaraz in this section of the Encyclopedia for a

more detailed discussion of pay for performance consider-

ations in developing countries.

Even if the revenue from user fees is not used to directly

finance quality improvements, user fees could impact quality

indirectly. One can think of two such potential indirect effects.

First, the total revenue raised in user fees by a given health

facility could be interpreted by the central authority as a signal

of the quality of the services this facility provides. Indeed, it

has been shown that demand is responsive to quality levels.

The government could then allocate quality-enhancing pro-

jects based on this measure of quality, or use it as a way to

monitor the local providers. Second, user fees might provide

incentives for users to monitor their local providers and to

demand better care: if they have to pay for the service, they

have an incentive to demand high quality to ensure they get

their money’s worth. This argument was put forth quite

forcefully by the 2004 World Bank Development Report titled

‘Making Services Work for Poor People.’ It is not clear, how-

ever, that users can easily judge the quality of the services they

receive. One study shows that, despite extremely low quality of

the healthcare they are getting, and their poor resulting health

status, people in Udaipur (India) are quite satisfied with their

own health and the services they receive. As such, community

monitoring of local health providers might require infor-

mation provision, such as through report cards, even in the

presence of user fees. Such report cards were found very

effective in Uganda.

User Fees and Health Outcomes

Even if user fees can enhance the quality of the services for

which fees are charged, the quality change might not translate

into better health outcomes for the population if user fees

reduce utilization of those services and divert people to private

alternatives of low quality, such as private practitioners with

dubious qualifications, or self-treatment. It is therefore critical

to know the price and quality of the alternatives available to

people, as well as the likely impacts of a change in public

sector fees, in order to fully assess the ultimate impact of user

fees on the quality of healthcare that is received.

The effects of users on quality may be dynamic. An ex-

ample is that of pricing for antimalarial drugs. Artemisinin-

based therapies now constitute the only treatment effective

against Plasmodium falciparum in Africa, where parasite resist-

ance to earlier generations of antimalarials is widespread.

Monotherapies are cheaper to produce than combination

therapies (which combine an artemisinin derivative with a

partner drug), and therefore favored by consumers. However,

the use of monotherapies is suboptimal from a social

standpoint as it contributes to faster resistance development

to artemisinin. This means that high fees for combination

therapies today may lead to a lower drug quality in the future,

if they deter demand and instead lead patients to purchase

monotherapies from the private sector. Here again, con-

sidering cross-price elasticities is thus critical when deter-

mining optimal pricing strategies.

Conclusion

Governments intervene in the healthcare sector primarily to

improve health outcomes. However, their ability to intervene

is limited by a budget constraint. This means that optimal

pricing for public health services has to strike a delicate bal-

ance: it has to minimize the likelihood that needy persons do

not access the health products or services that could benefit

them, while also minimizing the likelihood that these prod-

ucts and services are used by those for whom the returns are

low. The critical parameters to take into consideration when

setting a price or user fee are thus price-elasticities: the price-

elasticity of the demand for the health product or service

under consideration, and how it varies with income and

health status; and also the cross-price elasticities of other

human capital investments that the government might

care about.

Overall, the empirical evidence suggests that the price-

elasticity of the demand for health products and services is

relatively important in developing countries, but often not

because of frivolous demand at low prices – rather, because of

underutilization at high prices. This suggests that in many

cases the introduction of user fees might need to be paired

with exemptions for the poor in order to achieve the objectives

of improving aggregate health outcomes and equity of access.

The question then becomes one of cost-effectiveness: if run-

ning a scheme of user fees with exemptions is costly to ad-

minister, it might be much simpler and no more costly to have

a blanket no-fee policy.

Identifying what price is optimal for a given service, drug or

product, given the local context and given the objective

function, is not necessarily simple, as the discussion above

highlighted. Even once it has been identified, implementing

the chosen price schedule is not necessarily that simple

either. Providers at public health facilities might demand

under-the-counter payments from clients for drugs, services,

and other products on top of the set user fee. The importance

of this type of petty corruption – which could undermine even

the most carefully designed and progressive user fee system –

are a part of a separate but related and extremely important

theme on which research has been and is currently being

performed.

See also: Efficiency and Equity in Health: Philosophical
Considerations. Health Care Demand, Empirical Determinants of.
Health Services in Low- and Middle-Income Countries: Financing,
Payment, and Provision. Pay-for-Performance Incentives in Low- and
Middle-Income Country Health Programs. Price Elasticity of Demand
for Medical Care: The Evidence since the RAND Health Insurance
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Experiment. Rationing of Demand. Resource Allocation Funding
Formulae, Efficiency of. Willingness to Pay for Health
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Glossary
Capitation Payment arrangement for health care service

providers that pays a physician or group of physicians a set

amount for each enrolled person assigned to them, per

period of time, whether or not that person seeks care.

Fundholding (in the National Health Service in Britain)

System enabling general practitioners to receive a fixed

budget from which to pay for primary care, drugs, and non-

urgent hospital treatment for patients.

Gatekeeping Feature of many health care systems

according to which a patient can access specialized care only

after a PCP has issued a referral.

Managed-care Program intended to reduce unnecessary

health care costs through a variety of mechanisms.

Patient (self-) selection Selection of a health care

organization by patients. A consequence of patient (self-)

selection is that, when both gatekeeping and free access

systems coexist, gatekeeping is expected to attract

individuals who are healthier on average than the free

access does.

Primary Care Provider (self-) selection Selection of a

remuneration system by PCPs. A consequence of PCP (self-)

selection is that, when several remuneration methods

coexist, each one is expected to attract PCPs according to

their personal characteristics.

Referral Transfer of care for a patient from one clinician to

another.

Third-party payer Organization other than the patient or

the health care provider involved in the financing of

personal health services.

Introduction

In its World Health Report 2008, the World Health Organ-

ization (WHO) advocates in favor of a central role for primary

care in health care systems. The WHO defines the specific

features that should characterize primary care to ensure im-

proved health and social outcomes: person-centeredness,

continuity, comprehensiveness, and integration. Person-

centeredness is about adapting medical advice to individual

life circumstances. Continuity would allow the best use and

sharing of information between individuals and primary care

providers (PCPs). The concepts of comprehensiveness and

integration stress the multiple roles of a PCP: health promo-

tion and prevention, diagnosis and treatment or referral, and

chronic or long-term care. As for the organization of health

systems, the WHO promotes to switch the entry point to the

health system from hospitals and specialists to PCPs.

Evidence has been reported about favorable medical out-

comes in systems with an emphasis on primary health care.

For instance, continuity of care contributes to lower all-cause

mortality. Person-centeredness is responsible for an improved

quality of life and increased treatment compliance. Com-

prehensiveness contributes to better health outcomes and to

fewer patients admitted for preventable complications of

chronic conditions. The effect of the supply of primary care is

not so clear-cut. A superficial observation negatively relates the

number of PCPs per capita to the mortality rates. However,

more PCPs are expected to work in areas with a worse case-mix

of patients. Accounting for this simultaneity effect, the nega-

tive relationship between the number of PCPs and the mor-

tality rates disappears.

On top of the evaluation of the benefits of primary care,

the contribution of health economics to the trend toward

strengthening primary care has been taking the following

forms: to analyze possible organizations to bring primary care

upfront; and to think of ways to make individuals and health

care providers adhere to the aim of strengthening primary

care. A lot of attention has been devoted to the gatekeeping

role of PCPs and to the incentives of PCPs and patients to

adequately use primary care as an entry point to the health

care system. The selection of patients and PCPs into different

primary care organizations is also an interesting issue even

though it has been less debated so far. The notions of primary

care, gatekeeping, incentives, and selection are therefore the

core of this article. The aim is to understand each of these

aspects independently from each other as well as their inter-

actions with each other.

The remaining of the article is structured as follows. The

following section discusses gatekeeping versus direct access to

specialists. The next section reports on patients’ incentives to

use primary care as an entry point to the health system. It also

analyzes the PCPs’ incentives to fulfill their roles. The next

section tackles the issue of selection that appears when several

organizations for providing primary care or accessing spe-

cialized care coexist. The penultimate section extends the

discussion to the supply of specialized care. The final section

concludes the article.

Gatekeeping

The most obvious way to bring primary care upfront is to

forbid patients’ direct access to specialists. The PCP is thereby

empowered with a gatekeeping role. Patients can access spe-

cialized care only after the PCP has issued a referral. The WHO

has stressed the importance of the gatekeeping system as an

organizational model to structure health care. Gatekeeping is

typical of the health care systems in Denmark, Finland,
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Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, and

the UK; whereas Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Greece,

Iceland, Luxembourg, Sweden, and Switzerland allow free

access to most medical specialists.

Empirical comparisons between gatekeeping systems and

systems with free access to specialists repeatedly report the

following three effects. Gatekeeping decreases patients’ satis-

faction, even though it earns a better acceptance in countries

where specialists are in short supply as in the UK. Also, gate-

keeping is significantly associated with a lower utilization of

health services and lower expenditures.

To appreciate the influence of gatekeeping on the utiliza-

tion of medical services and on the resulting expenditure, it is

important to understand the possible relationships between

gatekeeping, medical utilization, and medical expenses.

Gatekeeping is primarily meant to limit the use of expensive

specialist services to the necessary cases only and to avoid

them for patients needing primary care only. Therefore, a de-

crease in utilization and expenses can reflect an efficient use of

medical services only if it decreases unnecessary visits to spe-

cialists. Empirical evidence on unnecessary care under free

access to specialists is therefore needed to support this rela-

tionship; otherwise it is admitted to think that gatekeeping

can cause a decrease in necessary specialized care too.

Another aspect of the relationship between gatekeeping

versus free access, utilization, and expenses is selection.

Gatekeeping in the public system coexists with free access in

the private sector in countries such as Spain and the UK

whereas they coexist in the private sector in Switzerland and in

the USA. When both gatekeeping and free access systems co-

exist, the authors expect gatekeeping to attract members who

are healthier on average than the free access system does. This

selection process would automatically result in lower medical

utilization and expenses for the gatekeeping system, in-

dependently of a possible gain in efficiency. Limited evidence

is available about the existing efficiency effect, once the se-

lection bias is accounted for.

The effects of gatekeeping versus free access are also

dependent on the financial incentives they are associated with.

For example, gatekeeping is often associated with PCPs’ fi-

nancial incentives to limit referrals to specialists, whereas

system with free access provides generally little incentives of

this kind. Therefore, the lower medical utilization and costs

observed in gatekeeping systems might be due to the financial

incentives rather than to the gatekeeping barrier itself. The

empirical literature on gatekeeping versus direct access to

specialized care so far has not disentangled the effect of both

patients’ and PCPs’ financial incentives from the effects of

constrained access to specialists.

Some theoretical arguments help comparing gatekeeping

with direct access considering the optimal provision of in-

centives to PCPs. The next section discusses how to provide

adequate incentives to PCPs. At this stage and for the sake of

comparison between gatekeeping and free access, it can be

mentioned that incentives to PCPs are meant to minimize two

types of possible errors: the use of specialized services when

unnecessary (type-I error) and the lack of specialized treat-

ment when necessary (type-II error). Without adequate in-

centives to PCPs, gatekeeping is expected to generate more

type-II errors than type-I errors. Conversely, free access may

result in more type-I than type-II errors. With adequate

(though costly) incentives to PCPs, one can minimize both

types of errors in a gatekeeping system because decisions are in

the hands of the PCP. However, type-I errors would remain in

a free access system because those are independent of the

PCPs’ decisions. Therefore, when optimal incentives are pro-

vided, gatekeeping performs better, in theory. Conversely, free

access might perform better when the patients’ pressure to

refer anyway is high or when the quality of the patients’ self-

health information is either highly accurate (in which case the

patients’ self-referral is very efficient) or weakly accurate (in

which case the PCPs’ financial incentives are very costly).

Incentives

Incentive mechanisms are increasingly popular in the health

care sector to deal with the inefficiencies caused by asymmetric

information between physicians, patients, and third-party

payers. Incentive mechanisms exist for both patients and

physicians to encourage the adequate utilization of health care

services. The incentives for the efficient utilization of primary

care versus specialists is discussed here, starting with the in-

centives directed to patients and following on with those

directed to PCPs.

In a free access system, patients can be motivated to access

PCPs first by making them bear an additional out-of-pocket

payment when they choose to directly visit a specialist. This

system is in use in France since 2005 as well as in some health

maintenance organizations in the USA. It is a soft version of

the gatekeeping system. However, financial incentives directed

to patients bring the issue of equity in the access to health

services, which was absent from the pure gatekeeping system.

The financial incentives directed to patients may also limit the

scope for quality (non-price) competition between specialists.

Indeed, if the patients’ co-payment is proportional to a spe-

cialist’s fee, the best reply of the specialist to an increase in

patients’ co-payment is to decrease his fee to sustain demand.

The specialist earns thereby less revenue per patient, which

results in lower incentives to invest in costly quality. However,

for these financial incentives to prove efficient in terms of

utilization of primary versus specialized care, empirical evi-

dence is needed about the actual behavior of patients with and

without out-of-pocket payments. The French experience with

out-of-pocket payments has proven disappointing because

direct access to a specialist was very limited even when no such

payments were due.

As for the PCPs, incentives are generally provided through

their remuneration scheme and they are expected to influence

their referring behavior. The aim is to limit the discretionary

and unnecessary referrals to specialists. Many authors have

written about the incentive properties of the most traditional

payment schemes. If one ignores the issue of referrals, the

classical analysis of traditional payment systems yields the fol-

lowing conclusions. Fee-for-service (FFS) payments may en-

courage physicians to provide too many medical services to

maximize their revenue. Capitation may lead physicians to limit

either the amount or the quantity of the medical services they

provide. FFS can thus be responsible for excessive health care

costs and utilization, whereas capitation can be responsible for
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low quality/amount of care. Salaried doctors have an incentive

to minimize their effort during the consultation because they

receive the same income irrespective of this effort.

However, some of the aforementioned incentives can be

reversed in the case of PCPs who can refer patients to spe-

cialized care. PCPs paid by capitation can save on personal

costs by simply referring their patients to expensive specialized

care. PCPs’ altruism reinforces this effect because referrals

allow for own cost minimization without prejudice to the

patient.

Salary may bring the same incentives as capitation re-

garding referrals. To minimize their effort during consultation,

salaried doctors have an incentive to refer more often than

needed. This is even more so if one considers that PCPs derive

utility from the well-being of their patients, because referrals

do not harm the patients.

PCPs paid on an FFS basis earn more revenue when

treating the patients on their own rather than referring them to

a specialist. In that case, FFS would lead to lower total costs

and quality compared to capitation, if it is supposed that the

costs and the quality of specialized care are higher than those

of PCPs’ care and it can be abstracted from professional duty

considerations.

In theory, fundholding shares the same incentives as FFS

regarding referrals. Fundholding enables PCPs to receive a

fixed budget from which to pay for primary care, drugs, and

non-urgent hospital treatment for patients. It has been used in

the UK between 1991 and 1999 and reintroduced in 2005.

Again, if non-urgent hospital treatment is more expensive than

primary care, PCPs have an incentive to limit referrals.

Empirical studies clearly confirm the positive theoretical

relationship between capitation and the number of (un-

necessary) referrals. Empirical support also exists for associ-

ating fundholding with a lower rate of referrals.

As many professionals, physicians might actually be het-

erogeneous in the way they respond to financial incentives

because they are actually heterogeneous in both the ability

and sense of professional duty. Under FFS or fundholding, it

can be expected that very altruistic yet not very able PCPs refer

all patients to specialists. PCPs who are relatively altruistic and

very able might decide to either treat or refer according to their

diagnostic. The very selfish yet able PCPs might treat all their

patients to either maximize their earnings under FFS or min-

imize their expected expenditure under fundholding. Empir-

ical evidence is needed to eventually confirm these theoretical

predictions.

Selection

Incentives need not be uniform for a given population within

a health care system. For instance, physicians in the US can

work either in a traditional FFS setting or in a managed-care

organization with a capitation arrangement. Primary care

practices in the UK in the beginning of the 1990s had the

choice to adopt the fundholding scheme or not. PCPs in

France can voluntarily participate in the Contract for Im-

proving Individual Practice (CAPI) scheme, which pays PCPs a

performance payment for satisfying guidelines on prescription

and prevention behavior. On the demand side, patients in the

US can enroll into either gatekeeping health plans or plans

allowing direct access to specialists.

In theory, the ability of selecting one or another type of

organization may result in a pooling of individuals with the

same profile in each organization type, which potentially results

in increased inequalities. It can also increase efficiency, thanks

to a better match between individuals and organizations.

Allowing PCPs to select between FFS or capitation can be

optimal if savings on specialists’ costs are not the main con-

cern of a regulator. Otherwise, all PCPs should be paid on an

FFS basis to avoid the incentive that associates capitation to

excessive expensive referrals. Limited empirical evidence exists

about either the existence or the lack of PCP selection into one

or another plan. The French experience with the CAPI system

shows no PCP selection according to their profile. Conversely,

there is some evidence of British selection concerning groups

of PCPs enrolling in the fundholding system in 1991. Evidence

about the effects of selection is not available so far.

On the patients’ side, patients enrolling into gatekeeping

health plans are expected to be less likely to see a specialist

than are others in plans with unrestricted access to specialists.

There is significant evidence of selection into plans with

gatekeeper and/or network selection in the US. Self-selection

occurs because individuals, possessing knowledge of their own

health attributes and economic constraints, select plans ac-

cordingly. These attributes that partly determine the indi-

vidual’s choice of health plans also affect their expected

utilization of services. Individuals in plans that require sign-

ups with a PCP have more visits to nonphysician providers of

care, more surgeries, and hospital stays but substantially fewer

emergency room visits.

To sum up, there are three channels through which the

choice of remuneration scheme may affect PCPs’ output or

productivity: First, certain kinds of behavior may be en-

couraged by the scheme itself (the incentive effect); second,

certain kinds of physicians may be attracted to certain types of

physician practices, which, in turn, are influenced by the re-

muneration scheme (the physician selection effect); third,

certain kinds of patients may be attracted to certain types of

physician practices, which, in turn, are influenced by the re-

muneration scheme (the patient selection effect).

The Supply of Specialized Care

Gatekeeping systems have developed in countries with a lim-

ited supply of specialists, as in the UK. There is also empirical

evidence that the supply of specialists is an important system

determinant of referrals. Therefore, controlling the market for

specialists might help improving the organization of primary

care. For instance, in health systems with lots of PCPs and few

specialists per medical discipline, specialists enjoy in theory a

high level of monopoly power eventually leading to high fees.

Therefore, increasing PCPs’ qualification may decrease the

monopoly power of specialists.

Increasing the number of PCPs makes the primary-care

market more competitive too. Together with a capitation

payment for a patient-list system, more PCPs may experience a

patient shortage from the more intense competition. There

exist empirical evidence that this may lead to more referrals.
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Intuitively, against more competition, PCPs refer patients

more often, responding positively to patient requests. There-

fore, the cost-saving effect of the substitution of specialists by

PCPs may be weakened by the PCPs’ reactions.

Efficiency gains that are usually attributed to gatekeeping

cannot be taken for granted. In the short run, better matches

between patients and specialists may lead to efficiency gains.

However, in the long run, specialists have an incentive to

adjust their specialization so that differentiation between

specialists increases. This would increase the monopoly power

of specialists, which might counteract the positive short run

effect.

Conclusion

This article has discussed issues related to the organization of

the primary-care sector. The following important relationships

have been reported. Gatekeeping arrangements result in lower

expenditures and utilization of health care services although

no significant effect has been proven on health care outcomes.

Concerning PCPs’ incentives, capitation is associated with an

increase in referrals to specialists, whereas the fundholding

scheme seems to limit these expensive referrals. Concerning

the choice of a health plan, patients opting for a gatekeeping

plan are less likely to see a specialist than are others in plans

that allow direct access to specialists. However, when regu-

lating the primary care sector, it is important to anticipate its

consequences on the behavior of specialists.

France is now witnessing a movement from solo PCP

practice to group practice. This change may result in new in-

centives and behaviors. An opportunity for relevant research

appears there, to follow on the recent interest of economists

for group practice and norms.
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Introduction

Bayesian econometrics has become an increasingly popular

paradigm for the fitting of economic models, since the early

1990s. Although Bayesian efforts in economics existed well

before this time – perhaps originating in our specific discipline

with the pioneering work of Zellner in the early 1970s –

Bayesian applied work before 1990 was relatively scarce and

often resorted to approximate or asymptotic posterior analysis

in order to make the approach operational.

The rather dramatic upswing in popularity that occurred in

the 1990s seemingly, and perhaps surprisingly to many pre-

viously embroiled in the Bayes/frequentist debate, had little to

do with ideology or a conversion of the masses to the tenets of

Bayesian theory but instead was derived from a simulation-

based ‘revolution’ that greatly facilitated Bayesian compu-

tation. Although, in principle, posterior distributions could

always be obtained on the combination of prior and likeli-

hood, numerical characterization of the posterior and its

specific properties offered a daunting – and often in-

surmountable – computational challenge.

The purpose of this article is to review, in very general

terms, two popular simulation-based algorithms that have

greatly simplified the practice of Bayesian econometrics: the

Gibbs sampling and the Metropolis–Hastings (M–H) algo-

rithms, and to illustrate how these can be used to fit various

microeconometric models commonly employed in health

economics. The article reviews the basic procedures for im-

plementing these algorithms, discusses strategies for diag-

nosing their convergence (or nonconvergence) and, finally,

illustrates their application in various examples involving

wages and their relationship to the Body Mass Index (BMI).

The outline of the article is as follows. The following

section reviews the general approach to Bayesian estimation

and inference and then provides details of both the Gibbs

sampling and M–H algorithms in a representative setting. The

authors then apply the Gibbs sampling algorithm in a linear

regression model and review issues of convergence diagnostics

and posterior prediction within that context. The Section

Bayesian Inference in Latent Variable Models extends these

ideas to nonlinear settings, thereby providing a generic rep-

resentation that encompasses a variety of discrete choice

models widely used in health applications. This article con-

cludes with a brief summary.

How It Works

To begin, by consider a model M that yields a parametric

likelihood function L(y; y). The reader with no previous ex-

posure to Bayes will likely find this portion of the empirical

exercise familiar: Distributional assumptions on unobserved

components of the model induce a sampling distribution for

the data y, denoted as pðy9yÞ. Common examples include the

assumption of normally distributed errors in linear regression,

yielding the classical normal linear regression model (LRM),

or extreme value-distributed errors in the context of a binary

choice problem, leading to the logit. Regarded as a function of

y given the observed data y, this defines the likelihood

function.

A non-Bayesian or frequentist econometrician who is

willing to go so far as to impose enough model structure to

define a likelihood stops at this point, often proceeding with

well-established tools for point estimation and known

asymptotic approximations for inference. The Bayesian, how-

ever, continues beyond the specification of a likelihood and

adds to it a prior, denoted as p(y), describing their beliefs

regarding values of the parameters before having witnessed the

data. In some cases, the adopted prior may be ‘informative,’

constructed from results obtained from past studies or infor-

mation offered to the researcher by an expert. What is com-

monly done in practice, however, is to employ a prior that is

proper (i.e., it integrates to unity) yet suitably ‘diffuse’ or

‘noninformative’ in the sense that the data information will

typically overwhelm whatever information is insinuated

through the prior.

It is at this stage of adopting a prior that the frequentist

often becomes uncomfortable, fearing that the analysis is no

longer objective and that the Bayesian practitioner could and

may have derived the results they want simply by choosing the

prior accordingly. Although commenting on issues of prior

sensitivity falls a little outside the very general goals of this

article, such questions will inevitably be posed to any Bayesian

practitioner. In light of this, it seems useful to at least make a

few brief points on this front, both as a means to motivate the

Bayesian approach and also to offer the novice Bayesian a few

possible responses to these kinds of queries.

First, it is useful to point out that in smooth, finite-

dimensional models – such as all those considered here – the

priors employed typically have little effect on posterior results

with even moderate data. Although prior sensitivity is cer-

tainly a concern, the issue is often overblown and raised by

those with an inherent distrust of Bayesian methods and,

often, little knowledge of their operation. The influence of the

prior is, however, of first-order importance in Bayesian model

selection and comparison – an issue which is not addressed in

detail here but is discussed in the references provided at the

conclusion of this article.

Second, to say that frequentist econometrics is prior free

and clearly differentiated from the Bayesian approach by its

lack of subjectivity is simply incorrect. The very process of

model/variable selection is inevitably personal and subjective:

Imagine, for example, two different researchers locked in

separate rooms, each in possession of a data set such as the

National Longitudinal Survey of Youth or National Health and

Nutrition Examination Survey and seeking to use it to answer

the same economic question. It does not seem controversial

to conclude that these two researchers will almost surely arrive
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at different final models with resulting summary point esti-

mates. The fact that ordinary least squares (OLS) or some

other ‘objective’ estimator was used in the estimation of

parameters in the final models simply masked the appearance

of prior information that was used at earlier parts of the

modeling process. One researcher will have deemed one

subset of covariates as relevant and worthy of potential

inclusion and further consideration, whereas the other, via

his or her own beliefs and decision making, will likely focus

on a different set of explanatory variables. These types of

judgments are simply prior beliefs at work, and these types of

priors that sculpt the classes of models to be entertained are, in

fact, more restrictive than priors over parameters that the

Bayesian employs, because the data can at least revise the latter

type of belief, whereas no amount of data can revise the

former.

Finally, there are a variety of numerical strategies for as-

sessing the sensitivity of posterior estimation results with re-

spect to the prior, and care regarding the prior and its

influence should be a component of any serious Bayesian

endeavor. Given the goals of this article, these methods cannot

be discussed in detail, but the reader is advised to refer again

to the references at the conclusion of this article.

Bayesian Computation

Now turn to the practical issue of Bayesian computation.

Given the likelihood L(y; y) and prior p(y), the joint posterior

distribution, denoted as pðy9yÞ, is obtained via Bayes’

Theorem as:

pðy9yÞ ¼ Lðy; yÞpðyÞZ
Y

Lðy; yÞpðyÞdy
½1�

The posterior distribution in eqn [1] summarizes beliefs

regarding y after having combined the prior and likelihood

and represents the output of any Bayesian analysis. When y is

univariate or bivariate, this output can be summarized by

simply plotting the prior times likelihood in the numerator of

eqn [1] over different values of y, thus providing the analyst

with a sense of the overall shape of the joint posterior. In most

cases, however, pðy9yÞ is high dimensional, rendering this type

of visual analysis practically infeasible.

In models of even moderate complexity, moments or

specific features of eqn [1] cannot be directly calculated, as the

denominator – the normalizing constant of the posterior –

cannot be determined analytically. Moreover, even if this

normalizing constant were known, calculation of a posterior

moment or posterior quantile of interest from eqn [1] will

define an additional integration problem that would likely

lack a closed-form solution.

Fortunately, recent simulation-based methods like the

Gibbs sampler and M–H algorithms offer convenient and

powerful numerical strategies for the calculation of statistics

and features of eqn [1]. These algorithms deliver a series of

draws, say, y(0),y(1),y(2),y that are constructed to converge in

distribution to the joint posterior described in eqn [1]. The

draws are Markovian, with the value of the draw at iteration

tþ 1 depending on the current parameter value y(t). Once

convergence to the target density is ‘achieved’ these draws can

be used in the same way as one would use direct Monte Carlo

integration in order to calculate posterior means, posterior

standard deviations, and other posterior statistics. For ex-

ample, in order to estimate a posterior mean of y, one can

simply take a sample average of the simulated y draws. In

practice, care should be taken to diagnose that the parameter

chain has converged to the target density, to discard an initial

set of the preconvergence draws (often called a burn-in per-

iod), and then to use the postconvergence sample to calculate

the desired quantities.

The postconvergence draws that is obtained using these

iterative methods will prove to be correlated, as the distri-

bution of, say, y(t) depends on the last parameter sampled in

the chain, y(t�1).

If the correlation among the draws is severe, it may prove

to be difficult to traverse the entire parameter space, and the

numerical standard errors associated with the point estimates

can be quite large.

With this general preview of the methods in place, and

broad concerns regarding their performance in mind, the de-

tails of two commonly used simulation-based methods for

Bayesian estimation and inference will now be discussed.

The Gibbs sampler
Let y be a K� 1 parameter vector with associated posterior

distribution pðy9yÞ and write y¼[y1 y2yyK]. The Gibbs sam-

pling algorithm proceeds as follows:

(i) Select an initial parameter vector y(0)¼[y1
(0) y2

(0)
yyK

(0)].

This initial value could be arbitrarily chosen, sampled

from the prior, or perhaps could be obtained from a crude

estimation method such as least squares.

(1) Sample y1
(1) from the complete posterior con-

ditional density:

pðy19y2 ¼ y ð0Þ2 ,y3 ¼ y ð0Þ3 ,?yK ¼ y ð0ÞK ,yÞ

(2) Sample y2
(1) from pðy29y1 ¼ y ð1Þ1 ,y3 ¼ y ð0Þ3 ,?,yK ¼

y ð0ÞK ,yÞ.
^

(K) Sample yK
(1) from pðyK9y1 ¼ y ð1Þ1 ,y2 ¼ y ð1Þ2 ,?,

yK�1 ¼ y ð1Þ
K�1 ,yÞ

(ii) Repeatedly cycle through (1)-(K) to obtain y(2)¼ [y1
(2)

y2
(2) yK

(2)], y(3), etc., always conditioning on the most

recent values of the parameters drawn (e.g., to obtain

y1
(2), draw from pðy19y2 ¼ y ð1Þ2 ,y3 ¼ y ð1Þ3 ,yyK ¼ y ð1ÞK ,yÞ,

etc.). Also note that some groups of parameters can be

blocked together (such as a full vector of regression

parameters) and the conditionals in (1)–(K) need not be

univariate.

To implement the Gibbs sampler, the ability to draw from

the posterior conditionals of the model is required. Although

the joint posterior density pðy9yÞ may often be intractable, the

complete conditionals prove to be of standard forms in many

cases, particularly in hierarchical models and latent variable

models using data augmentation. For this reason, the Gibbs

sampler is now routinely used to fit a variety of popular

econometric models. An illustration of the power of the Gibbs

algorithm will be provided in the following sections.
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The Metropolis–Hastings algorithm
The M–H algorithm is an accept–reject type of algorithm in

which a candidate value, say yc, is proposed, and then one

decides whether to set y(tþ 1) (the next value of the chain)

equal to yc or to remain at the current value of the chain, y(t).

Formally, let Pðy9yðtÞÞ be an approximating proposal density

(where the potential dependence on the current value of the

chain is made explicit), and consider generating samples from

Pðy9yðtÞÞ instead of the target distribution pðy9yÞ: Supposing

that yc is sampled from Pð�9y ðtÞÞ, set y(tþ 1)¼yc with (M–H)

probability

min
1,pðyc9yÞ
Pðyc9yðtÞÞ

PðyðtÞ9ycÞ
pðyðtÞ9yÞ

( )
½2�

and otherwise set y(tþ 1)¼y(t). In the case of a symmetric

proposal density (the original Metropolis algorithm), the

above probability of acceptance reduces to pðyc9yÞ=pðyðtÞ9yÞ,
wherefrom candidate draws from regions of higher density are

always accepted in the algorithm, and draws from regions of

lower density are occasionally accepted.

The Gibbs sampler and the M–H algorithms are often used

in combination in a given application. For example, it might

be the case that the complete conditionals for K� 1 of the

elements of y have convenient functional forms, wherefrom

the Gibbs sampler can be used to sample from these K� 1

posterior conditionals. The complete conditional for the re-

maining parameter, however, may not take a standard form,

and for this parameter, one could use the M–H algorithm to

generate samples. This type of sampling is often (though

mostly inappropriately) referred to as a ‘Metropolis-within-

Gibbs’ step, and in (partially) nonconjugate situations, the use

of both algorithms in combination often proves to be com-

putationally attractive.

To illustrate the application of Markov Chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) methods in practice (and the Gibbs sampler in

particular), the following section provides a simple example in

the context of the LRM.

A Simple Linear Regression Example

To serve as a starting point, consider estimation and posterior

prediction in an LRM. The goal in this section is to review a

Gibbs sampling algorithm for the basic linear model, to briefly

discuss methods for diagnosing convergence of a posterior

simulator, and to illustrate how the posterior simulations can

be used to calculate a variety of objects of interest. Under the

assumption of conditionally normally distributed errors and

homoskedasticity, the linear model can be written as:

yi ¼ xibþ ui, ui9XB
iidNð0,s2Þ ½3�

where xi is a 1� k vector of covariate data and N (m, s2) de-

notes a normal distribution with mean m and variance s2.

The likelihood function is implied by eqn [3], and a

Bayesian analysis is completed by specifying prior distri-

butions for the model parameters which, for this model, are b
and s2. Here, priors that are conditionally conjugate are spe-

cified, meaning that they combine naturally with the likeli-

hood and will yield conditional posterior distributions

that are of the same distributional families as the priors.

Specifically,

bBNðmb, VbÞ ½4�

s2BIGða,bÞ ½5�

are chosen, with IG(a, b) denoting an inverse gamma density

with parameters a and b. The hyperparameters mb,Vb,a and b

are chosen by the researcher to accord with their prior beliefs

and, often, are specified so that the prior densities will be quite

flat over a large region of the parameter space.

To effect a Gibbs sampling scheme for fitting this

model, the conditional posterior distributions b9s2, y and

s29b, y are required. With a bit of algebra, one can show that

these conditional distributions are normal and inverse

gamma, respectively. The conditional posterior mean of

b can be expressed as a matrix-weighted average of the prior

mean mb and the OLS estimate b̂¼ ðX0XÞ�1X0y: As the size of

the data set (n) grows, this posterior mean places increasing

weight on the OLS estimate and, given a fixed prior, equals

the OLS estimator in the limit. Similarly, the conditional

posterior mean of s2, Eðs29b, yÞ, can be written as a simple

weighted average of the prior mean and the maximum likeli-

hood estimate (given b), ŝ2 ¼ ðy � XbÞ0ðy � XbÞ=n: For fixed a

and b it is again the case that as n-N, the conditional pos-

terior mean collapses on ŝ2:

A Gibbs algorithm for fitting this model, as previously

discussed in the Section How It Works, involves iteratively

sampling from the conditional multivariate normal density

b9s2, y and the inverse gamma density s29b, y: Although

routines for sampling from a multivariate normal are well

known, sampling from the inverse gamma is probably less

familiar, although equally easy to do, as such a simulation can

be obtained by inverting a draw from a gamma distribution.

Obesity Example

To fix ideas, a specific LRM using a sample of female data

(n¼1782) from the study of Kline and Tobias (2008) is

considered. These authors used data from the British Cohort

study and sought to estimate the impact of BMI on labor

market earnings. The regression of interest used in this study,

therefore, uses log wages as the dependent variable and also

includes an obesity indicator (BMIZ30), tenure on the

current job (and its square), family income, a high school

completion indicator, an indicator for an A-level degree, an

indicator for a college degree, and finally, union and marriage

indicators as controls.

To fit this model, the Gibbs sampler is run for 5500 iter-

ations and the first 500 of these are discarded as a burn-in

period. Recall from the previous Section The Gibbs sampler

that Gibbs is an iterative algorithm – eventually the samples

that are produced will represent a correlated set of draws from

the posterior, although the initial set of simulations may not

have converged to the posterior. To mitigate such effects, the

first 500 draws are thrown out and the final 5000 simula-

tions are used to calculate posterior means and standard

deviations of parameters of interest. For the priors, fairly

noninformative choices are made by setting mb¼0, Vb¼100Ik,

a¼3 and b¼2.5.
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Convergence diagnostics and mixing
Before discussing the estimation results, the issue of con-

vergence of the MCMC sampler used in the study is first

considered and it is sought to determine if 500 draws repre-

sent an adequate burn-in period for the application. One

popular method for assessing convergence is to repeat the

Gibbs analysis several times, each time using a different set of

starting values, where the starting values are typically chosen

to be intentionally ‘extreme’ so that the progression of the

parameter draws can be clearly monitored as they move

toward exploring the common posterior surface.

Figure 1 presents graphical results of such an exercise,

which is denoted as a trace plot in the literature. Here, three

separate Gibbs chains are run: one starting with b¼0 (for all

elements of the coefficient vector), a second starting with

b¼5, and a third starting with b¼ � 5. The top portion of the

figure plots the path of a representative coefficient – the co-

efficient on obesity, denoted bobesity, from all three Gibbs

samplers (not plotting the initial condition itself). The lower

panel similarly plots the paths of s2 for all three chains. If the

paths of these parameters from the three separate chains reveal

no intersection, this provides evidence that the samplers have

not yet converged, that a longer burn-in period is required,

and potentially, that the algorithm itself may need to be re-

fined in order to accelerate convergence. However, if it is ob-

served that the simulations quickly move away from their

overdispersed (and incorrect) starting values to eventually

explore a common region of the parameter space, this pro-

vides evidence of convergence within the viewed number of

iterations.

As Figure 1 clearly suggests, within just three iterations, the

three separate chains appear to settle down and explore

the same region of the parameter space. When starting with

the unreasonable values of b¼5 or b¼ � 5, the first few iter-

ations of the sampler produce very large values of the variance

parameter s2, which is not at all surprising given the extent to

which the very early values of b are far from the mass of the

posterior density. However, within just three iterations, it ap-

pears as if the variance parameter simulations shake off the

influence of these starting values and then settle down to ex-

plore a common area.

The evidence offered by these graphs is that convergence to

the posterior happens very quickly in the example: by dis-

carding the first 500 iterations, one can credibly guard oneself

against the problem that the early set of simulations produced

by the chosen sampler are not draws from the joint posterior

distribution and should not be used in the calculations.

Figure 2 offers a second trace plot, but this time graphs of

the first 50 postconvergence simulations obtained from the

sampler (i.e., the draws obtained from iterations 501–550 for

each of the three chains). The obesity coefficient is provided in

the top panel and the variance parameter in the bottom panel.

First note the tremendous refinement in scale in Figure 2

relative to Figure 1: The data convey substantial information

regarding these parameters, and once convergence has been

achieved, the simulations explore the posterior surface and are

no longer influenced by initial conditions. Second, the three

separate chains appear to have very similar properties, such as

means and variances, again providing evidence of con-

vergence. Finally, the graphs also speak of the mixing of the

chains. If the draws in a Gibbs algorithm are highly correlated,

then the trace plot will reveal very long cycles. The plot in

Figure 2, however, does not appear to exhibit any type of

strong cyclical behavior and, instead, appears more like that of

an electroencephalography, as can be seen under iid sampling

from the posterior distribution.
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Figure 1 Initial Gibbs simulations from LRM example.
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A more formal procedure one could use here in order to

assess the mixing of the simulations is to report the so-called

inefficiency factors for the parameters. These quantify the loss

from adopting a Gibbs or M–H sampling approach (whose

draws are autocorrelated) relative to an iid sampling scheme.

These inefficiency factors can be obtained by calculating:

ineffk ¼ 1þ 2
XJ

j ¼ 1

rkðjÞ ½6�

where rk(j) refers to the lag-j autocorrelation for parameter k.

These can be calculated from the simulated output by simply

computing the correlation between simulations j iterations

apart. The upper limit of the summation, J, is typically chosen

in accord with some type of rule of thumb – for example, once

the lag-J correlation is smaller than, say, .05, the contribution

of lag-t correlations, for all t4J.

When ineffk is near 1, the mixing of the posterior simu-

lations is near the iid ideal. The value of ineffk is also directly

interpretable: If a value equal to c41 is obtained, this implies

that one must run the sampler for c�M iterations in order to

reproduce the numerical efficiency found in M iid simulations.

For this linear regression example, it is found that the ineffi-

ciency factors for all parameters are very close to 1, indicating

that the Gibbs algorithm effectively mimics the performance

of iid sampling from the joint posterior.

Estimation results
Presented in Table 1 are posterior means, posterior standard

deviations, and posterior probabilities of being positive for the

parameters of the LRM used in the study. For reference, the

first column also reports OLS coefficient estimates, which are

seen to be virtually indistinguishable from the reported

posterior means, which is to be expected with (n¼1782) and

fairly noninformative priors. With respect to the key parameter

of interest, it is found that obesity clearly has a negative impact

on log wages, and this finding can be summarized via the

statement: [Pr ðbobeseo09yÞE:999�: In terms of the point esti-

mate, obese females earn approximately 8.2 % less, on aver-

age, than women who are not obese. With respect to the

quantity Pr ðbobeseo09yÞE:999, note that it offers a very nat-

ural interpretation of the evidence at hand: conditioned on

the model, the priors, and the observed data, it can be con-

fidently (nearly certain) claimed that obesity has a negative

effect on wages.

Although the Bayesian posterior probabilities reported in

the final column of Table 1 may seem somewhat similar to the

frequentist p-value, it is important to recognize that they are

vastly different in terms of interpretation. First, such state-

ments are entirely inappropriate in the classical paradigm, as

bobese is a fixed parameter and is, therefore, either negative,
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Figure 2 Gibbs iterations 501–550 from LRM example.

Table 1 Posterior statistics from LRM

Variable OLS Eð�9yÞ Std ð�9yÞ Prð409yÞ

Intercept 1.68 1.68 0.030 1.00
Obese � 0.082 � 0.082 0.029 0.001
Tenure 0.025 0.025 0.007 0.999
Tenure2 � 0.001 � 0.001 0.0005 0.015
FamInc 0.001 0.001 0.0001 1.00
High school 0.068 0.069 0.0224 0.998
A-level 0.282 0.282 0.0332 1.00
Degree 0.347 0.347 0.0254 1.00
Union 0.251 0.247 0.0195 0.897
Married � 0.019 � 0.019 0.0176 0.142
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positive, or zero. The probability statement that the Bayesian is

able to provide, however, seems to be exactly what was ex-

pected to obtain from the analysis and offers a very useful

quantity to offer to medical professionals and/or policy

makers. Second, any probabilistic interpretation of effects in

the frequentist case is derived from the sampling distribution

of the estimator, highlighting the fact that such an approach

places primary importance on what estimates one may have

obtained had other data sets actually been observed. For the

Bayesian, this sense of importance is misplaced, as decisions

and recommendations should be based on the data at hand,

and averaging over data sets that could have been observed,

but were not, is neither advisable nor relevant.

Posterior prediction
The last exercise focuses on posterior prediction. Here, it is

sought to move beyond the narrow (and too often terminal)

goal of parameter estimation to use the model to make pre-

dictions about future outcomes. In the context of the LRM

used in this study, let wf denote the hourly wage (not log

wage) of the individual, and let xf denote a given set of fixed

characteristics. Because the predictive outcome wf ¼ exp(yf) is

a function of the regression parameters b and s2, the posterior

predictive distribution of wf via simulation is numerically

approximated. That is, for every b(r) and s2,(r) simulation

from the posterior, it can be simply calculated as:

w
ðrÞ

f ¼ exp½xfb
ðrÞ þ sðrÞeðrÞ� ½7�

where eðrÞB iidNð0,1Þ: Proceeding in this way generates a series

of draws from the posterior predictive wage distribution – one

draw obtained for each (b, s2) simulation from the joint

posterior.

In Figure 3 this approach is used and posterior predictive

wage distributions are reported for obese and nonobese fe-

males, keeping the other explanatory variables constant and

approximately equal to overall sample mean values. These

densities are obtained by kernel-smoothing the simulated

draws from the posterior predictive density.

As shown in the figure, the wage density for the nonobese

female is right-shifted relative to that of the obese female. To

contrast this with a frequentist alternative, note that such an

approach would likely proceed by plugging in point estimates

of b and s2 into an expression for the hourly wage density.

Although such an expression can be analytically derived in this
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Figure 3 Posterior predictive wage densities for obese and nonobese females.
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particular example (i.e., the wage density is lognormal), this

exercise can often require a messy change of variables. Fur-

thermore, such an approach suppresses parameter uncertainty

and instead conditions on values of the parameter point es-

timates. The Bayesian approach to this exercise is quite ap-

pealing by comparison, as simulations can be used in place of

analytic derivations, and parameter uncertainty is automatic-

ally accounted for, as they are properly integrated out to ob-

tain the posterior predictive distribution pðwf 9xf ,yÞ:

Bayesian Inference in Latent Variable Models

Although useful as a starting point and surely of interest in its

own right, the previous treatment of the LRM is far from fully

satisfactory, as it does not cover Bayesian model fitting in wide

array of alternate models – including nonlinear and limited

dependent variable models, for example – that are widely used

in health research. In this section, a very general structure that

nests many popular nonlinear microeconometric models is,

therefore, introduced and posterior simulation for this general

case is discussed. To this end, consider the following specifi-

cation:

pðyÞ ¼ pðbÞpðS�1Þ ½8�

zi9X,yBindN Xib,Sð Þ, i¼ 1, 2,y,n ½9�

yi9zi ¼ gðziÞ, i¼ 1, 2,y,n ½10�

Equation [8] introduces a prior for the model parameters,

consisting of a set of regression coefficients b and an inverse

covariance matrix S�1. Equation [9] depicts the generation of

a (potentially) multivariate latent variable zi, whereas eqn [10]

links the observed outcomes yi to the latent data zi.

The generality of eqns [8]–[10] should not be overlooked.

To illustrate, note for a univariate outcome yi:

• The probit model is a special case of eqns [8]–[10], where zi

is a scalar, S�1 is absent from the model (i.e., the scalar

variance parameter is normalized to unity), and eqn [10]

specializes to yi¼ I(zi40), where I( � ) denotes the standard

indicator function.

• The tobit model is produced when zi is a scalar, S¼s2 is a

scalar variance parameter, and eqn [10] specializes to

yi¼max{0,zi}.

• The ordered probit model is produced when zi is a scalar,

S�1 is absent from the model, and the observed data is

connected to the latent data via a cutpoint vector: a:

yi ¼ j if ajozirajþ1

In this final instance, eqn [10] must be generalized to

allow the link between latent and observed outcomes to

depend on the cutpoint vector a.

The equations outlined in eqns [8]–[10] also cover a wide

variety of multivariate models. For example, the seemingly

unrelated regressions model, the hurdle and sample selec-

tion models, generalized tobit models, multivariate ordinal

models, models with continuous and discrete endogenous

variables (as discussed in more detail below), and the multi-

variate probit (MVP) and multinomial probit (MNP) models

can be regarded as specific cases of this general structure. As

such, knowing how to estimate a system of equations like eqns

[8]–[10] enables the applied researcher to estimate a wide

variety of popular microeconometric models.

Applying the idea of data augmentation, the latent data z in

eqn [9] can be treated like another parameter of the model,

giving rise to the augmented joint posterior distribution

pðz,b,S�19yÞ. A Gibbs sampler, then, draws from each of the

three constituent posterior conditional distributions.

In some models, the required simulations are almost tri-

vially performed, whereas other specifications will demand

refinement of any general scheme. In many cases, b will be

sampled from a multivariate normal, S�1 from a Wishart

distribution, and zi from a truncated normal. Posterior simu-

lation in the probit model, for example, simply involves

generation of a multivariate normal random variable for

sampling b and a series of (independent) univariate truncated

normals for sampling the latent data z. In terms of the latter,

the observed binary response yi serves to truncate the value of

the latent variable: yi¼1 indicates that zi must be positive,

whereas yi¼0 restricts zi to be nonpositive. In the MNP and

MVP models, however, additional care must be taken to nor-

malize the associated variance parameter(s) to unity. The

general sampling of the latent data will also prove more

challenging in some models than in others, and an appro-

priate method of sampling the latent data must be carefully

considered for the model in question.

With these practical implementation details noted, the

reader should still recognize the generality and scope of cov-

erage that the simple description of eqns [8]–[10] offers, as

well as the fact that in many cases, nonlinear model fitting

only requires the ability to sample from standard distributions

(such as the normal, truncated normal, and Wishart). Further

details and associated references regarding a variety of specific

models are provided in the further reading section of this

article.

Posterior Simulation with an Endogenous Binary Variable

To provide a specific example of a popular model ‘covered’ by

eqns [8]–[10], the well-studied case of a continuous outcome

model with a dummy endogenous variable is considered. In

this case, eqn [9] might specialize to:

zi0 ¼ rigþ ui0 ½11�

yi1 ¼ a0 þ a1yi0 þ sia2 þ ui1 ½12�

where

yi0 ¼ Iðzi040Þ ½13�

Equation [11] is a latent variable equation governing the

generation of an endogenous binary outcome yi0. The variable

y1 is a continuous outcome variable, which is completely

observed. The variables r and s are assumed to be exogenous,

with r containing at least one element that is not in s.
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With a bit of finesse, this bivariate system of equations can

also be mapped into the form of the system in eqn [9]. In

terms of posterior simulation, the variables can be stacked and

the vector of parameters b¼[g a0 a1 a2] can be sampled from a

multivariate normal. A straightforward reparameterization of

the problem enables the simulation of the variance parameter

s2
1 and the covariance between the errors of eqns [11] and

[12], denoted s01. Finally, the latent data zi0 can be sampled

from a univariate truncated normal, where the region of

truncation is governed by the observed value yi0.

Obesity Example, Revisited

For illustration purposes and to expand the application of

Section 3 (where the potential endogeneity of female obesity

was ignored), the binary endogenous variable model of Sec-

tion 1 is fitted and applied to wage/obesity data. The con-

tinuous outcome yi1 remains the log hourly wage and the

binary endogenous variable yi0 is the obesity indicator. The

covariates in the wage equation remain the same as those

employed in Section 2, whereas in eqn [11] maternal and

paternal BMI are included as exclusion restrictions (i.e., vari-

ables that are assumed to affect the respondent’s BMI but have

no conditional effect on the respondent’s log wage). In add-

ition, this equation also includes a set of education indicators,

family income and a marriage indicator. The Gibbs algorithm

is run for 10 000 iterations, with the first 1000 discarded as the

burn-in. Results of this analysis are provided in Table 2.

Apart from the values of the obesity and union coefficients,

the values of the log wage regression coefficients remain very

similar to those presented in Table 1. In the obesity equation,

consistent with the prior expectations, strong evidence that

higher parental BMI leads to a higher likelihood of child

obesity and that the college educated have lower rates of

obesityis found.

The interesting difference in results relative to those in

Table 1 lies in the estimated impact of obesity on log wages

and its interpretation. As shown in the second-to-last row of

Table 2, r01 is found to be positive with very high posterior

probability. One interpretation of this result, which is also

offered by Kline and Tobias, 2008, is that individuals who are

very dedicated to their job, perhaps working long hours in

order to earn a high conditional wage, may forego investments

in health capital in order to earn such a wage. As a result,

unobserved factors leading an individual to earn a high con-

ditional wage will also positively correlate with unobservables

affecting the production of obesity, consistent with the posi-

tive value of r01 in Table 2. The results in Table 1, then, have

presented a conservative estimate of the obesity penalty, as

they have combined the actual obesity penalty with an effect

arising from unobservable characteristics of productive work-

ers that also contribute to obesity. When separating these ef-

fects, as the analysis of Table 2 seeks to do, a much larger

estimate of the obesity penalty is seen, as the coefficient has

increased (in an absolute sense) more than three-fold, with a

posterior mean now equal to � .278.

Although the specific results of this application are of

secondary importance, what is most important to appreciate is

the relative ease with which these results have been obtained;

fitting the model only required the ability to draw from nor-

mal, inverse gamma and univariate truncated normal distri-

butions. This simplicity is not specific to the model considered

here but applies to many specifications that fall within the

class of models described by eqns [8]–[10]. Given the relative

ease with which parameter and latent variable simulations can

be obtained from the joint posterior, it then becomes easy to

move beyond point estimation to calculate marginal effects

and to conduct various counterfactual or policy experiments.

Conclusion

This article has reviewed the basics of the Bayesian approach

to estimation and inference, focusing in particular on appli-

cations of the Gibbs sampler and M–H algorithms. In con-

junction with data augmentation, these algorithms greatly

ease estimation in a variety of microeconometric models,

many of which are commonly employed in health economics

applications. Although the material presented here only offers

a superficial review of the Bayesian approach, the references

Table 2 Posterior statistics from binary endogenous variable model

Coefficient Log wage equation Obesity probit equation

E ð�9yÞ Std ð�9yÞ Prð409yÞ Eð�9yÞ Std ð�9yÞ Prð409yÞ

Constant 1.70 0.033 1.00 � 4.91 0.451 0.000
Obese � 0.278 0.086 0.001
Tenure 0.025 0.007 0.999
Tenure2 � 0.001 0.001 0.015
FamInc 0.001 0.001 1.00 � 0.001 0.001 0.375
HighSchool 0.068 0.023 0.998 � 0.001 0.108 0.500
Alevel 0.286 0.034 1.00 0.150 0.162 0.821
Degree 0.334 0.027 1.00 � 0.304 0.140 0.015
Union 0.025 0.019 0.912
Married � 0.014 0.018 0.198 0.065 0.087 0.775
momBMI 0.087 0.011 1.00
dadBMI 0.062 0.014 1.00
r01 0.305 0.122 0.986

s2
1

0.131 0.005 1.00
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provided contain significantly more information on both the

theory and application of these methods.
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Glossary
Cost-benefit analysis A form of economic evaluation by

comparing the costs and (money-valued) benefits of

alternative courses of action.

Cost-consequence analysis A method of assembling the

components of the costs and benefits of a project or

investment option, usually in noncomparable units,

without any attempt to combine them into a single

monetary cost figure or combined artificial construct.

Cost-effectiveness analysis A method of comparing the

opportunity costs of various alternative health or social care

interventions having the same benefit or in terms of a

common unit of output, outcome, or other measure of

accomplishment.

Equity Equity is not necessarily to be identified with

equality or egalitarianism, but relates in general to ethical

judgments about the fairness of the distribution of such

things as income and wealth, cost and benefit, access to

health services, exposure to health-threatening hazards, and

so on. Although not the same as ’equality,’ for some people,

equity frequently involves the equality of something (such as

opportunity, health, and access). There are, however, also fair

inequalities. For example, an unequal allocation of health

care may be necessary in order to achieve more equal health.

Marginal The additional benefit, health, cost, etc.

attributable to a small increase in a factor bringing it about

(other things equal).

Multi-criteria decision analysis A technique, akin to cost-

effectiveness analysis (CEA), for helping decision makers to

take decisions. It differs from CEA by explicitly helping

decision makers to consider factors beyond standard

welfare or health maximization.

Opportunity cost The value of a resource in its most

highly valued alternative use. In a world of competitive

markets, in which all goods are traded and where there are

no market imperfections, opportunity cost is revealed by

the prices of resources: the alternative uses forgone cannot

be valued higher than these prices or the resources would

have gone to such uses.

Programme budgeting marginal analysis (PBMA) PBMA

combines program budgeting with marginal analysis to

provide a means of both determining which resources have

been allocated to which program goals and analyzing the

opportunity cost of marginal changes in the sizes of

programs and the mix of inputs in comparison with the

consequential changes in goal outcomes.

Quality-adjusted life expectancy Life-expectancy using

quality-adjusted life-years rather than years of life.

Introduction

There is an established ‘healthy public policy’ agenda con-

cerned with the social determinants of health, which recog-

nizes that nonhealth sectors of public policy often have greater

impacts on population health and health inequalities than

health sector policies. This political agenda has been pro-

moted by the World Health Organization (WHO) since the

1980s (see Box 1), and has led to a widening of the definition

of public health interventions to include nonhealth sectors.

In line with this agenda, there are increasing calls for

economists to help generate evidence that investing in the

social determinants of health, for the explicit purpose of im-

proving health and tackling health inequality, can represent

good value for money. To date, however, health economic

research in this area is relatively limited. This article reviews

existing economic principles and methods of priority setting,

and discusses how they can most fruitfully be applied to

support the ‘healthy public policy’ agenda. The discussion

focuses on supporting this agenda at the local government

level (e.g., city or state level), which has important impacts on

the social determinants of health, yet has hitherto received

particularly limited attention by health economists. However,

the economic principles and methods reviewed can of course

also be applied to public policy making at national and

supranational levels.

The section The Scope of the Challenge: The Social

Determinants of Health illustrates the challenges faced inpublic

health, where interventions that have major impacts on health

originate from multiple policy sectors and are led by decision

makers are primarily motivated to deliver specific nonhealth

Box 1 The WHO ‘Adelaide Recommendations’ on
healthy public policy

‘‘Healthy Public policy is characterized by an explicit concern for health and
equity in all areas of policy and by an accountability for health impact. The
main aim of healthy public policy is to create a supportive environment to
enable people to lead healthy lives. Such a policy makes health choices
possible or easier for citizens. It makes social and physical environments
health-enchancing. In the pursuit of healthy public policy, government
sectors concerned with agriculture, trade, education, industry, and com-
munications need to take into account health as an essential factor when
formulating policy. These sectors should be accountable for the health
consequences of their policy decisions. They should pay as much attention
to health as to economic considerations’’

Second International Conference on Health Promotion, Adelaide, South
Australia, 5–9 Apr 1988
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outputs such as new housing. Intersectoral impacts are a

common feature of most public policies; health is not a spe-

cial case in this respect. Therefore, the wider challenge is how

to encourage different policy sectors to consider and value all

major intersectoral impacts of importance to society as a

whole, including health.

The section How to Encourage Intersectoral Alignment: the

Role of Economic Evaluation describes how economics is well-

placed to encourage intersectoral coordination by developing

the economic evidence in order to identify, measure and value

the intersectoral spillovers of policies and the overall impact

on social welfare. It begins by offering a brief primer on the

economic way of thinking about priority setting. It emphasizes

that a distinctive advantage of the economic way of thinking is

its ability to adopt a broad societal perspective, which con-

siders how best to allocate scarce resources to improve overall

social welfare, making appropriate tradeoffs between different

and potentially conflicting social objectives. Economics is thus

not constrained to a narrow focus on one particular outcome

or objective, such as improving health or reducing health in-

equality, but is capable of combining multiple objectives into

the same analysis. Therefore, the scope of ‘healthy public

policy’ fits naturally within an economic approach. The

practical challenge is to engage with decision makers both to

address sector specific concerns and to identify areas where

further coordination can improve social welfare.

The article then considers appropriate approaches to eco-

nomic evaluation and contends that the best approach is to

combine cost consequence (CCA), cost effectiveness (CEA),

and cost benefit analysis (CBA). This would account for and

report all major intersectoral impacts, including health, and

value these impacts in terms of net social welfare. It then re-

views standard economic tools for priority setting and discuss

their potential role in helping to coordinate different policy

sectors, frame the decision process, make explicit stakeholder

objectives, and translate economic evidence into policy. Taken

together, the sections on economic evaluation and priority

setting tools lay out an ‘integrated societal framework’ to en-

able all impacts to be accounted for, valued, and taken into

consideration by decision makers.

The section Translating Evidence into Policy: The Role of

Priority Setting Tools briefs how economic evidence can then be

used by decision makers. It reviews standard economic tools for

priority setting and discusses their potential role in helping to

coordinate different policy sectors, frame the decision process,

make explicit stakeholder objectives, and translate economic

evidence into policy. Taken together, the sections on economic

evaluation and priority setting tools lay out an ‘integrated

societal framework’ to enable all impacts to be accounted for,

valued, and taken into consideration by decision makers.

The Scope of the Challenge: The Social Determinants
of Health

The Rise of the ‘Healthy Public Policy’ and ‘Social
Determinants of Health’ Agendas

Alongside the political agenda for ‘healthy public policy’, there

is also an established research agenda regarding the social

determinants of health, with contributions from a number of

eminent scholars from different disciplines. Much of this re-

search from outside the discipline of economics has been

usefully collated in the 2008 report of the WHO Commission

on the Social Determinants of Health; though this report does

not offer comprehensive coverage of economic contributions

to theory and evidence on this topic.

Public health interventions can impact on health directly

through the provision of public goods, such as water and

sanitation; or through changes in legislation, such as en-

vironmental standards or food industry regulations. Other

sectors also impact on health indirectly by influencing the

willingness and ability of communities and individuals to

invest in health, for example, through behaviors like healthy

eating. For instance, education in childhood influences aspir-

ations and future adult employment, which may in turn

provide the means for individuals to invest in themselves and

their children. Further, community interventions such as

housing and regeneration may offer an incentive to invest in

and protect neighborhoods from crime and antisocial be-

havior, which may be especially harmful for childhood de-

velopment. Figure 1 attempts to summarize the wide array of

drivers of population health. The diagram is limited in that the

interaction between the various drivers is not captured and

nor is the lifecourse, where an individual’s early years devel-

opment can influence their future adult outcomes. None-

theless, it is a commonly used and helpful illustration that

health is not simply the product of healthcare.

As a consequence, a ‘healthy public policy’ agenda has

emerged, which may be crudely described as an advocacy

movement. The contention is that interventions from non-

health sectors should be thought of as ‘upstream’ public

health interventions, which can have larger impacts on

population health and health inequalities in the long run than

health sector interventions.

A particular concern of the ‘healthy public policy’ agenda is

that health impacts are still not being (fully) considered when

nonhealth sectors make decisions. Further, in times of fiscal

tightening, when public sector budgets are being reined in,

policymakers understandably concentrate on short-term pri-

orities such as the provision of amenities that are currently

and visibly in high demand from voters and interest groups,

which may then be detrimental to long run goals of improving

population health and reducing health inequalities.

In recent years, there have been growing calls for econo-

mists to engage more fully with this agenda to generate

economic evidence on which investments in the social

determinants of health represent the best value for money.

Engaging with the ‘Healthy Public Policy’ Agenda: The Need
for Intersectoral Alignment

In considering how best economists can engage with the

‘healthy public policy’ agenda, there are three important ob-

servations. The first is that decision makers are primarily

incentivized to deliver sector specific outputs. Health out-

comes, if considered at all, are byproducts and not the main

priority of nonhealth sectors. Second, intersectoral impacts are

a common feature of most policies. Third, health is
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nevertheless an outcome of particular importance for social

welfare, which people value both as a consumption good and

as an investment good that allows them to lead flourishing

lives and act as productive members of their family and of the

wider economy and society.

Taken together, these observations suggest that simply

advocating to nonhealth sectors the importance of considering

the health consequences of policies may not be enough to

influence decision makers. There is a need to generate a ‘quid

pro quo’ to incentivize decision makers to consider health

impacts. A productive way forward may be for all sectors to be

encouraged to move beyond narrow sector perspectives to

consider all major intersectoral impacts. Consequently, the

challenge is not simply ‘how can we persuade nonhealth

sectors to produce health outcomes?’ but ‘how can we help

coordinate and align sectors where health is valued as one

important input toward achieving the common overall aim of

increasing social welfare?’

Opportunity for Intersectoral Alignment: Local
Decision-Making

Before considering how economics can help the ability of

decision makers to coordinate, it is important to identify

whether decision makers have the willingness to do so. This

short section discusses where economists may have the most

immediate opportunities to improve policy coordination.

It can be helpful to distinguish multiple policy ‘levels’ that

drive health, including: international, national, regional, and

local. However, these levels are not necessary strictly demar-

cated, and there are interactions between them. At the inter-

national level, major drivers include global warming and trade

legislation. At the national level, the fiscal allocation of re-

sources to spending departments is an important issue, and

there is a dialog at the national level, which is synchronized

with political cycles where spending departments bid for

funds. Government economists are typically closely involved

in this process. These national and international issues are

important but not the focus of the present discussion. Rather,

the focus is on the local level of decision-making (e.g., local

authority, state, and city), an area that health economics has

paid relatively little attention to, thus far.

Local decision makers increasingly have a culture where

different sectors and agencies operate together in partnership

working. This provides a real opportunity for ‘horizontal’

coordination across sectors (and ideally ‘vertical’ coordination

between levels of the system). For instance, the Public Health

Agency of Canada has expanded its remit from coordination

of interventions to prevent infectious disease outbreaks, to

developing a vision that seeks to harness the social de-

terminants of health to protect, maintain, and improve

population health, more generally.

Policy coordination needs supporting institutional struc-

tures. There are promising examples from across the world that

this is happening. For instance, in the UK, the Department for

Health in England has devolved responsibility for public health

to local levels with budgets being transferred accordingly.

Public health can now be considered along with the wide range

of other public sector concerns. Existing decision-making for-

ums, such as ‘One Place,’ can also facilitate the development of

common objectives that all sectors work toward. Another ex-

ample is an innovation in Scotland called the Single Outcome

Agreement, which provides joint targets that policies need to

demonstrate progress against. A third example is the 2009

Australian National Partnership Agreement on Preventive

Health. This illustrates the use of a national-level institutional

structure to support local public health policy coordination,

encouraging both horizontal coordination between sectors and

vertical coordination between local and national levels.

The emerging notion of a ‘systems approach’ to public health

policy-making recognizes the multiple social determinants
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Health
care
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Housing

Age, sex, and
constitutional
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Figure 1 The drivers of population health. Reproduced from Dahlgren, G. and Whitehead, M. (1991). Policies and strategies to promote social
equity in health. London: Institute of Fiscal Studies. Available at: http://ideas.repec.org/p/hhs/ifswps/2007_014.html (accessed 01.11.12).
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of health, and the interaction between policies, and looks for

better ways to coordinate. For instance, health inequalities are

the result of a system of influences, in which social dis-

advantages often cluster on the same groups in society, such as

poor education, low employment, poor housing, and high

rates of crime. It has therefore been argued that policies to

reduce health inequalities should be developed (and evalu-

ated) as ‘multisectoral packages’ rather than ‘sector specific

interventions.’

How to Encourage Intersectoral Alignment: The Role
of Economic Evaluation

The Need to Take a Societal Perspective in Evaluation

From first principles, the fundamental problem economics is

concerned with is scarcity: wants are infinite, but means are fi-

nite. The overarching purpose of normative economics is to in-

form the allocation of scarce resources with a view to improving

‘social welfare’ (variously known in other disciplines and con-

texts as ‘social value’, or ‘the social good’, or ‘the public interest’).

Prioritization is inevitable and normative economics is

concerned with how to do this explicitly and rationally, given

the information available. According to one of the founding

fathers of health economics, Anthony Culyer, economic an-

alysis ought to:

‘‘...identify relevant options for consideration; enumerate all costs

and benefits to various relevant social groups; quantify as many as

can be sensibly quantified; not assume the unquantified is un-

important; use discounting where relevant to derive present values;

use sensitivity analysis to test the response of net benefits to changes

in assumptions; and look at the distributive impact of the options’’

Therefore, the challenge of greater intersectoral alignment,

discussed previously, is congruent with the first principles of

health economics.

An Integrated Approach to Economic Evaluation: Combining
‘Broad’ and ‘Narrow’ Approaches

The approach outlined by Culyer fits most comfortably within

the general method of economic evaluation known as ‘CBA,’

which seeks to quantify all relevant social costs and benefits,

and value them in the common currency of money. However,

the practical reality is that decision makers in particular policy

sectors are not primarily incentivized to make decisions purely

on the basis of increasing general social welfare. Therefore,

simply reporting net social welfare impacts is not ideally suited

for decision makers. Therefore, the challenge is to take

an approach to economic evaluation that satisfies the imme-

diate sector specific concerns of decision makers, but also

demonstrates the wider impacts of decisions and pinpoints

where better coordination can lead to improvements in social

welfare.

It is suggested here that an integrated approach to eco-

nomic evaluation should be taken, where different approaches

can be seen as complementary, rather than necessary com-

peting. The starting point could be to undertake a CCA, which

is essentially a social accountancy exercise, detailing the major

impacts that result from an intervention. Economists can then

use the CCA to develop the outcomes that different end-users

are interested in Figure 2.

First, as the funding sector(s) may be primarily interested in

the provision of specific outputs or amenities, the economic

evaluation can take a ‘narrow’ CEA approach and simply report

cost per unit of output – for example, cost per unit of social

housing of a required standard. This evidence can be used to

inform technical efficiency; to identify interventions that provide

a certain output, at least cost.

Second, the consequential impacts on health can be evalu-

ated within a CEA that focuses on a generic measure of health.

The CCA could include a relevant generic health related quality

of life (HRQoL) questionnaire, such as SF-12 or EQ-5D meas-

uring how HRQoL has changed following an intervention(s) on

a ratio scale between 0 (for zero health) and 1 (for full health).

Responses are then weighted, by population preferences

regarding the desirability of different states, to generate a single

score of ‘preference-weighted’ HRQoL. This summary score

is sometimes referred to as a ‘health utility’ and can be used on

its own in evaluation, or used to weight length of life to generate

quality-adjusted life-years, or disability adjusted life expectancy.

The suggested reading list at the end includes an encyclopedia

entry which discusses the methods used to generate the weights

in deriving the health utility score (e.g., time tradeoff and

standard gamble).

1. Cost consequence analysis (CCA) (or ‘Balance sheet’)

− Listing of all major costs and outcomes in natural units

2. Cost effectiveness analysis (CEA)

− Cost per unit change in output (e.g. cost per unit of social housing)

− Cost per unit change in quality adjusted life expectancy (QALE)*

3. Cost benefit analysis (CBA)

− Value all outcomes in a common unit (e.g. monetary units) 

* Or disability adjusted life expectancy (DALE)

Figure 2 Integrated approach to economic evaluation: combining approaches.
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Third, a CBA can then be conducted, which values all major

outcomes detected in the CCA to then estimate net social benefit.

The most common approach in CBA is to value all outcomes in

financial terms. The suggested reading list includes an encyclo-

pedia entry that discusses the methods used to attach financial

values to outcomes (such as contingent valuation or discrete

choice experiments). This ‘broad’ approach is then intended to

estimate the overall social worth of alternative interventions.

Overall, combining approaches (CCA, CEA, and CBA) would

have the strength of explaining how different stakeholder

interests are related to one another, and how they are valued

as part of overall social welfare. In this respect, the approaches

of CCA and CEA can be seen as ‘nested’ within the overall

framework of CBA.

It is important to recognize that producing economic evi-

dence is only the first step in how economists can influence

priority setting. The next step is to help decisionmakers to

translate evidence into policy.

Translating Evidence into Policy: The Role of Priority
Setting Tools

This penultimate section first explains why economic evalu-

ation, while necessary, is rarely sufficient for decisionmakers

when setting priorities: economic evidence is only one con-

sideration. It then discusses how economists can help frame

the priority setting process, helping to bring stakeholders

together to articulate objectives, intervention options and

value judgements. Crucially, this process should articulate

decision-making criteria, so that economic evidence can then

be used systematically alongside other relevant considerations.

The Two Key Principles in Priority Setting

There are two key economic principles that underlie priority

setting from an economics perspective. The first is ‘oppor-

tunity cost’: when investing resources in one area, the most

relevant cost for the decisionmaker to consider is the oppor-

tunity for benefit that is forgone because those resources are

not invested elsewhere. The second is that of the ‘margin’:

when changing the resource mix, the most relevant costs and

benefits for the decisionmaker to consider are the marginal

costs and benefits resulting from the proposed change in the

resource mix, rather than the average or total costs and

benefits of all the historical resources used. The concept of the

margin is important regardless of whether budgets are chan-

ged or remain the same. If additional resources are made

available, the key is to use the evidence to invest in the options

offering best value. If the budget is decreasing, then the chal-

lenge is disinvestment, and budget should then be taken from

interventions that provide the least value. Even with static

budgets, there may be scope for reallocation to produce out-

comes more efficiently. Economic evaluation is intended to

provide this information to make explicit the costs and

benefits of alternative courses of action, and the impacts of

shifting resources at the margin. However, rarely will eco-

nomic evidence be immediately translated into decisions. It is

important to discuss why this is the case.

Economic Evidence Is Necessary but Not Sufficient for
Priority Setting

For economic evidence to be sufficient for policymakers to use

as the sole basis for making policy decisions, five conditions

would need to be satisfied. First, the decisionmakers involved

would need to clearly articulate and agree on the policy ob-

jective(s). This then would allow economists to develop an

appropriate generic outcome measure, which all alternative

courses of action can be measured against. Second, the valu-

ation of outcome measure(s) would need to incorporate all

relevant ethical considerations for decision-making, including

considerations of fairness or equity as well as considerations

of efficiency in maximizing the sum total of social benefits net

of social opportunity costs. Third, the methods used by eco-

nomic evaluation would need to be fully trusted by deci-

sionmakers. Fourth, there would need to be no additional

political constraints on decisionmakers beyond considerations

of efficiency and equity. Fifth, economic evidence would need

to be available to use. If these conditions were satisfied, then

the role of policymakers would be largely passive. That is, once

the initial objectives were articulated, economic evaluation

could then produce a final all-thing-considered policy rec-

ommendation, which could determine the policy decision.

These conditions are unlikely to hold in practice. First,

given that the scope of public health is multisectoral, there are

likely to be competing objectives and value judgements. Dif-

ferent stakeholders are incentivized to produce different out-

puts. Second, equity has not been properly addressed in

economic evaluation so far. Rather, units of benefit are typi-

cally valued equally regardless of which groups in society are

affected. This is clearly a problem for public health, where

many interventions are in fact delivered primarily in an at-

tempt to reduce inequality (e.g., social housing for deprived

communities). This suggests that a unit of benefit for a de-

prived individual can in some contexts be valued higher than

the same unit of benefit for a less deprived individual. The

issue of equity is becoming a key research focus for health

economics, and the reading list refers to relevant articles in the

encyclopedia. Third, decisionmakers typically lack the spe-

cialist expertize to fully understand economic evaluation

methods and findings, and as a result may view economic

evidence with suspicion. This is an area of contention, how-

ever. Distilling the impacts of an intervention into a single

index is important to enable direct comparison of the impacts

of different interventions, but perhaps economists need to

improve the communication with decisionmakers to foster

greater trust and reliance on the academic peer review process

to ensure that methods are appropriate and fit-for-purpose.

Fourth, decisionmakers often have to balance economic con-

cerns with institutional and political concerns. Political con-

cerns may result in certain decisions being taken largely in the

absence of evidence, driven by opinions, values, and political

constraints. Institutional concerns relate to both ‘inhouse

politics’ and ‘lags’ in policy-making, where resources can rarely

be instantly transferred between uses. For instance, services

often involve a precommitment to funding over certain time

periods and involve contracted and skilled staff who may not

be easily transferred to alternative uses. This slows the process

of improving allocative efficiency. Fifth, there is a general lack
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of economic evidence regarding investments in the social de-

terminants of health. To date, health economics has over-

whelmingly concentrated on interventions within the health

sector.

Furthermore, there are real difficulties in developing robust

economic evidence. Many public health interventions are

complicated in the sense that they are often multicomponent,

making it difficult to identify active ingredients and to

distinguish between a good intervention and poor imple-

mentation. Interventions are also complex in the sense that

they can interact with local context (e.g., past and present

interventions). In effect, context is an effect-modifier. Also,

interventions may have the greatest impact over the long-term

and even intergenerationally (e.g., urban regeneration). These

common features can cause difficulties in establishing both

causality (e.g., the opportunity for randomized trials is lim-

ited) and the generalizability of evidence, given that context

can vary substantially between settings. The interaction of

economic evidence with context provides an opportunity for

interdisciplinary research in the future in order to improve

both the generation and generalizability of evidence. Further,

economics has a distinctive role to play in addressing the

importance of context by analyzing how individual and or-

ganizational choices and behavior are likely to respond to

changes in context-specific incentives and constraints.

Priority Setting as a Management Process

Priority setting is essentially a management process. This

process needs to balance a wide range of concerns given that

stakeholders often have competing objectives and diverse

political and institutional constraints, and given the dif-

ficulties of generating robust evidence regarding likely policy

outcomes. Owing to lack of evidence, the prioritization pro-

cess is often fundamentally driven by value judgements. The

priority setting process grows even more challenging when we

consider the challenge of coordination between multiple

policy sectors.

Priority Setting Tools: Framing the Decision Process

The priority setting process can often lack transparency and

accountability. Policymakers themselves have expressed frus-

tration regarding a lack of priority setting frameworks that they

can use to guide decisions and enhance the credibility of re-

source allocation decisions. There is an opportunity for

economists to help apply (and further develop) frameworks to

steer decisionmakers through the process of priority setting, in

addition to the generation of economic evidence.

There are a variety of priority setting tools that have been

developed over the past 40 years, often as part of an inter-

disciplinary process. So despite the frustrations of policy-

makers, the issue may be more of awareness and application of

existing tools – from both policymakers and perhaps econo-

mists too. Two of the most common tools are program

budgeting marginal analysis (PBMA) and multicriteria de-

cision-making. The rationale for using such tools is similar: to

make explicit and improve the transparency and accountability

of the priority setting process. For illustration, PBMA can be

discussed briefly.

PBMA has been used in mainly in the UK, Canada,

Australia, and New Zealand. Further, it has mainly been applied

within the health sector. However, PBMA could in principle be

used in any priority setting process and to coordinate multiple

sectors.

An advisory panel is normally established with key stake-

holders to identify the aims and scope of the priority setting

exercise. Thereafter, five simple steps are in the process that is

aimed at ultimately identifying areas for investment and dis-

investment. The first step is to articulate the resources available

for consideration in a reallocation exercise. The second step is

to map out how existing resources are currently spent. The

third step is to then identify the main candidates for more

resources that offer the greatest value for money. The fourth

step is to look at ways by which existing resources can be spent

more efficiently to free up resources for Step 3 (Table 1).

The fifth step is to then make comparisons across spending

areas and transfer resources if the interventions identified in

Step 3 offer greater value.

Ideally, economic evidence would exist and be com-

prehensive enough to inform steps 3–5. However, often this is

not the case or there are additional political or institutional

concerns. Therefore, a key issue is for stakeholders to develop

explicit decision-making criteria. This may include things

such as health gain, access, innovation, sustainability, staff

retention/recruitment, and system integration. This is where

multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) can be nested within

a PBMA approach to help decisionmakers choose between

options. MCDA essentially involves four main steps: identi-

fying interventions; identifying evaluation criteria; measuring

interventions against the criteria; and combining criteria

scores using a weighting to produce an overall assessment of

each intervention.

Applying Priority Setting Tools

In effect, there are three potential applications of priority

setting tools. The first is to determine the initial funding to

individual sectors. If health improvement and tackling health

inequality are priorities, then funding nonhealth sector inter-

ventions may be a more productive approach than health

Table 1 Program budgeting marginal analysis (PBMA)

The five key steps in PBMA
1. What resources are available in total?
2. In what ways are these resources currently spent?
3. What are the main candidates for more resources and what would be

their effectiveness and cost?
4. Are there any areas which could be provided to the same level of

effectiveness but with the less resources, so releasing those
resources to fund candidates from (3)?

5. Are there areas which, despite being effective, should have less
resources because a proposal from (3) is more effective (for s
spent)?

Source: Adapted from Mitton, C. and Donaldson, C. (2004). Health care priority

setting: Principles, practice and challenges. Cost Effectiveness and Resource Allocation

2(1), 3.
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sector interventions. Second, there is scope to use tools for the

reallocation of funding within sectors to improve the effi-

ciency of delivering outputs. This is particularly important

when budgets may be under pressure due to a tighter fiscal

environment. Third, these tools can in principle be used to

coordinate sectors. This is where it becomes important for

economic evidence to take an ‘integrated approach’ (com-

bining different approaches to economic evaluation) and

demonstrate to policymakers in different sectors the impacts

of their decisions on one another, and the implications for

health and overall social welfare. Through an explicit priority

setting process, sectors can either compensate each other for

the impacts of policies on one another, or ideally coordinate

policies to create synergies and promote overall social value.

Conditions for Successful Priority Setting

For priority setting exercises to be successful certain conditions

are required. Key amongst these is leadership. There needs to

be willingness and commitment by leaders within organiza-

tions to the process and to ensure that resource reallocation

can and does actually take place. Without leadership, the

process can lack credibility. Priority setting exercises can also

be time-consuming and involve senior staff in organizations.

The opportunity to undergo these exercises may be limited to

the start to the next budget cycle. Further, there needs to be a

willingness to repeat the exercise, as experience has shown that

organizations need a learning-by-doing period for the priority

process to improve and develop credibility.

Overall, priority setting is inherently a messy process, in-

volving economic, political, and institutional concerns. Pri-

ority setting tools can help willing participants to make explicit

the decision process, articulate all issues and improve the

rationality and accountability of resource allocation decisions.

Tools such as PBMA can shape the decision process to accord

with economic principles, to use the available economic evi-

dence and make gains in technical and allocative efficiency.

Conclusions

This article has considered how economists can best engage

with the ‘healthy public policy’ agenda, which is concerned

with the social determinants of health where nonhealth sec-

tors are considered to have significant impacts on population

health and health inequalities. The practical challenge is how

to generate and then translate economic evidence into de-

cision-making in nonhealth policy sectors where, at present,

health impacts are often considered as ‘byproducts’. Given

intersectoral impacts are a common feature of most policies,

the wider challenge is to facilitate the process of intersectoral

coordination and alignment toward improvements in overall

social welfare, where health is just one important element.

By taking an integrated societal approach, economists can

produce a consistent body of evidence that is commensurate

both with the most pressing objectives of funding sectors and

with the first principles of economics. The aim is to help

policymakers move beyond narrow sector-specific perspectives

and take decisions to improve overall social welfare. An

integrated approach can begin with a CCA and then convert

outcomes into relevant cost effectiveness measures (both cost

per unit of output and cost per generic unit of health gain),

and then value all outcomes consistently within a CBA. In this

sense, the seemingly different approaches of economic evalu-

ation can be viewed as complimentary, where CCA and CEA

are ‘nested’ within an overall CBA.

Priority setting tools can then be used to facilitate the

translation of evidence into decision-making. Tools such as

PBMA are consistent with a societal approach and can help

frame the scope of the priority setting exercise, facilitate

stakeholders coming together, and make explicit the decision-

making criteria so that evidence can be used systematically.

Overall, economics has much to offer public health to help

facilitate intersectoral alignment so that decisionmakers take

account of wider social determinants of health. Equally, public

health has much to offer health economics; providing an

opportunity to rediscover the societal approach where the

ultimate aim of economics is to allocate scarce resources for

the improvement of overall social welfare, wherein health is

just one important element.

See also: Disability-Adjusted Life Years. Economic Evaluation of
Public Health Interventions: Methodological Challenges. Equality of
Opportunity in Health. Ethics and Social Value Judgments in Public
Health. Health and Its Value: Overview. Incorporation of Concerns for
Fairness in Economic Evaluation of Health Programs: Overview.
Public Choice Analysis of Public Health Priority Setting. Public
Health: Overview. Quality-Adjusted Life-Years. Valuing Health States,
Techniques for. Willingness to Pay for Health
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Introduction

As compared to public insurance systems, private systems face

a unique set of market problems that have occupied a central

position in health economics research. These ethical and ef-

ficiency problems that arise in market transactions plague

national insurance systems to a much lesser degree and in-

volve different solutions. This article first considers the reasons

why private insurance systems exist in their current forms;

next, it examines the ways in which private and public systems

attempt to solve market failures; finally, it ends with a dis-

cussion of regulations related to perceived problems in the

private market.

Healthcare appears in some ways a very well-suited market

for private insurance transactions, as it involves high and

unpredictable costs for a large segment of the population.

However, numerous problems can potentially lead to classic

market failures or otherwise societally unacceptable outcomes

in a private health insurance system. The efficiency related

problems of such a system include adverse selection due to a

lack of perfect information and moral hazard due to price

responsiveness in the demand for medical care. There are also

several ethical questions that surround the affordability of

insurance for the poor and high premiums for the sick, which

lead to private-system regulations that borrow features of a

public system. As expected, private systems maintain a delicate

balance between ethical and efficiency concerns: various

practices adopted by private insurance markets in response to

adverse selection and moral hazard problems have heightened

ethical concerns, while government policies adopted within

private systems designed to alleviate ethical concerns have

sometimes had market failure consequences.

Purely public systems, described in other articles in this

Encyclopedia in terms of the history of health insurance in

developed countries (John Murray) and a comparison be-

tween such insurance systems (Victor Rodwin), are distinct

from the largely private system that exists in the US (see the

article by Tim Jost on the history of health insurance in the

US). Yet, as a thought exercise, one could imagine a private

market, that under certain conditions recreates the essential

elements of social insurance for healthcare, providing cradle-

to-grave mandatory insurance that is financed by progressive

taxation.

A Private-System Equivalent of Standard Public Insurance

Even with private insurers selling health insurance, it is theo-

retically possible that all policies offered are based on lifetime

contracts, purchased at birth and priced uniformly. What leads

such a scenario to be infeasible? For one, there is no mech-

anism in the private market to retain the feature of equity

present in a public system through progressive taxation based

financing. Even if lifetime policies were available, parents

would have to purchase them for their children based on

private funds. As long as there was an unequal distribution of

incomes, there would be some level of uninsurance.

Even among families whose lifetime expected incomes

could pay for lifetime insurance policies for their children,

liquidity constraints and borrowing market imperfections

would preclude them from paying for a policy that covers a

long timeframe and thus would prevent the system from being

considered universal and mandatory. One could design a

lifetime policy with periodic payments, as is done for long-

term care (see the article by Tamara Konetzka) and life in-

surance. A version of this long-term policy proposal was first

considered by Cochrane. For several reasons including lack of

contract enforceability, long-term insurance contracts are not

available. Requiring periodic payments incentivizes the cus-

tomers to not delay purchase until their health deteriorates

and creates incentives on the part of insurers to reinterpret or

rescind sales to those whose health has deteriorated since the

initial contract was established. This leads to selection issues,

which are one main form of difficulty experienced by a private

system.

Government regulations are another reason that long-term

policies do not exist in health insurance. Some regulations

in current-day private systems attempt to create an

equitable financing system by providing subsidies and sup-

plemental public systems that pay for those with lower

incomes. In other ways, community rating and guaranteed-

issue-type regulations redistribute wealth from the healthy to

the sick and could actually have regressive elements, as age

and health status are correlated negatively, whereas age and

income are correlated positively. Because of the risk of insur-

ance companies refusing to cover those who experience a

negative health shock after years of being continuously cov-

ered (revision of risk), regulations such as guaranteed renew-

ability, protection of preexisting conditions coverage, and

portability laws have arisen to protect consumers. These

regulations address equity problems but could themselves

lead to efficiency concerns. For example, guaranteed issue and

community rating without a strong mandate for purchasing

coverage could lead to worsened adverse selection and in-

stability in insurance markets, as has occurred in the indi-

vidual health insurance market in New York in the past two

decades. The availability of publicly financed health insurance

for low-income families could lead to reductions in the private

provision of health insurance, as has been pointed out in the

case of Medicaid expansions in the US.

Some solutions to problems affiliated with a private health

insurance system come from the private market itself rather

than from regulation. The fact that employer groups are the

main organizing form of health insurance provision in the US

helps mitigate problems with adverse selection, especially

among large employers who provide stable pools for insurers.

Private insurance plans also impose a guarantee issue period

in a plan year; enrollees must select coverage within a certain

window of time within the US or else forgo coverage for that
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entire plan year. If employees were able to select coverage at

any point in the year, the system would suffer from greater

adverse selection.

A Model of a Pure Private Health Insurance System Absent
Market Problems

In addition to considering the reasons why a private system

replica of the standard public insurance model does not exist,

it is important to consider why problems arise in a private

system for health insurance. In theory, private markets could

solve the risk inherent in medical care demand provided the

correct conditions exist. John Nyman’s article in this En-

cyclopedia on theory of demand provides further details on

the welfare implications of health insurance. Suppose that

health insurance is available each year to risk-averse indi-

viduals who face identical risks and are inelastic in their de-

mand for medical care. In such a setting, optimal risk

protection would be full insurance, and the price of insurance

would be above or at an actuarially fair price, depending on

the degree of customer risk aversion, loading costs, and degree

of competition among sellers of insurance.

Problems of Imperfect Information

The world described above does not match reality in many

ways. For one, individuals are not identical in their risk profiles,

and insurance sellers cannot easily discern this information. At

any price, insurers would find that those whose probability of

needing coverage is higher than the population average would

be more likely to buy insurance, causing insurers to experience

‘adverse selection death spirals.’ Seminal work addressed the

problems of asymmetric information in insurance markets.

Other economists developed insurance models to consider the

equilibria that could exist in health insurance markets where

hidden information is held by two groups of insurance cus-

tomers; they concluded that the information imperfection

could lead to loss of welfare. If insurers are allowed to offer

different insurance contracts, a separating equilibrium could

occur in which the group with the lower but unverifiable risk

gets partial insurance and the high-risk group gets full insur-

ance. The high-risk group thus imposes an externality on the

low-risk group. If insurers are only able to offer one insurance

contract, the market could fail to exist altogether because of the

unsustainability of a pooling equilibrium.

The importance of the insights from seminal authors writing

on information problems in economics in general was recog-

nized when in 2001 Joseph Stiglitz and two other economists

jointly received the Nobel Prize in Economics. However, this

early work left the reader with a rather pessimistic view of

possible solutions to the information problem in the health

insurance market. A large literature since then has discussed the

conditions under which equilibria may exist, including cases in

which consumers differed in risk aversion as well as in risk

probabilities. Most recently, researchers have introduced the

possibility that there could be advantageous selection in in-

surance markets whereby those who are lower risk or more risk

averse purchase more insurance than those who are higher risk.

This literature has shown that advantageous selection exists in

the case of Medicare supplemental plans in the US. However,

other empirical investigations have also found evidence in favor

of adverse selection.

Private market solutions to adverse selection problems
As Arrow noted several decades ago, private markets may be

able to solve information failures by finding ways to convey

information to sellers. In the US, health insurance is provided

by employers as the predominant form of insurance to

nonelderly individuals. This results in more stable insurance

markets than those available for individuals, because insurers

understand that health is not the primary reason for the for-

mation of employer groups. Thereby, both the fact that em-

ployment is a signal of one’s health and the fact that the

heterogeneity of the production function is a signal that a firm

was not just formed for the purpose of purchasing health in-

surance enable insurers to be less on guard regarding adverse

selection.

Health insurance tied to the workplace: How does this
affect job mobility?
An issue related to the labor market that public systems need

not consider is the relationship between the labor market and

health insurance. In the US, it is plausible that because of the

important role played by employers, those who value health

insurance may not leave their job for one that pays higher

wages but does not pay for health insurance. One way in

which private markets lessen this problem is by ‘portability’

laws that make it easier for someone to change jobs and ob-

tain insurance without serving new waiting periods.

Insurer practices to guard against adverse selection
Insurers are aware of their information disadvantage and at-

tempt to gather as much information as possible on their

customers’ health profiles. Insurers aim to base their prices on

the information gathered, and they sometimes refuse outright

to sell a policy to someone with past health problems in a

practice known as ‘red lining.’ Another insurer practice used to

guard against adverse selection is the refusal to cover pre-

existing conditions, defined as conditions that were diagnosed

or treated in the past so many years or months, for the first so

many years or months of a policy.

Although in one way these practices can be seen as ne-

cessary for the functioning of insurance markets, these prac-

tices are often also seen as unfair because they cause those

who are unhealthy to pay more for health insurance. As a

result, the US private insurance system has undergone several

changes to address the concern that insurer practices guarding

against adverse selection lead to inequities that society does

not find fully acceptable. The latest set of such changes is being

made through the Affordable Care Act, but there is long his-

tory in the US of regulating terms of sale.

The ability of insurers to place preexisting condition ex-

clusions and other antiadverse selection restrictions on policies

sold in the American individual and small group insurance

markets has been regulated heavily by states since the early

1990s. The most progressive state in this topic, New York, has

since 1992 prohibited insurers from charging different pre-

miums, differentiating plan characteristics, or denying the sale

of insurance based on any health or demographic factors,
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except to allow slightly different prices according to whether

one lives in the northern or southern part of the state. This

approach is known as pure community rating, and it is sup-

plemented by guaranteed issue, guaranteed renewability, and

limitations on preexisting conditions exclusions. Most other

states have taken what is known as a modified community

rating approach to the pricing restrictions, in which they allow

some adjustments for age or gender. Although these practices

are most prevalent in the individual and small-group markets,

laws of this nature have been strengthened and applied to all

health insurance markets by the federal US government through

the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996

and further through the Affordable Care Act of 2010.

Long-Term Contracts for Insurance

As described when delineating the private market replica of the

public system, even if insurance markets do not suffer from

information problems, they may still have efficiency problems

in the real world because of the relatively short term of insur-

ance contracts. If all insurance was to be sold on a long-term

basis (e.g., if it was purchased by parents on behalf of children

at the point of conception or birth), adverse selection problems

would be mitigated because there would be relatively little

known information about the health of the customer at this

point in their life. Time consistent health insurance asks why

insurance contracts offered in the current market are 1 year in

length at most, which causes difficulties in purchasing insur-

ance the year after an illness manifests itself. The lack of long-

term insurance contracts is suboptimal because it makes it

impossible for people to insure against reclassification risk. That

is, risk-averse individuals may want to protect themselves not

just against the unpredictable costs of insurance in the next

year, but also against the unpredictability in risk-rated pre-

miums in the future that could result from unpredictability in

health. Early research in the field acknowledged that the current

lack of long-term contracts is rooted in several logistical issues,

including the lack of court enforcement, the likelihood of

contracts being reinterpreted after illness occurs, and regulation.

The literature concluded that regulation is the main impedi-

ment to the existence of such markets.

Reclassification Risk

Even though long-term health insurance contracts do not

exist, many policies are written with a clause called guaranteed

renewability, which means that the policy will be available the

next year, too. Of course, the risk protection offered depends

on the extent to which insurers can change an individual’s

premiums if their health status changes. Recent work has ad-

dressed the value of guaranteed renewability clauses in

allowing individuals who purchase insurance to be protected

against the risk that they might become worse health risks

over time.

Portability and Preexisting Condition Exclusions

Even if insurance policies are written to have a within-policy

guarantee of issue through a guaranteed renewability clause,

this may not be enough protection against reclassification risk

in employment-based insurance systems such as the one in the

US. That is, once an individual who has been insured through

the policy of one employer decides to switch jobs, the insurer of

the next employer may treat him or her as a new entrant. Any

reclassification risk the customer had enjoyed may disappear.

This is especially the case if the new form of employment is self-

employment, in which case the new insurer may be the indi-

vidual market. A closely related practice is preexisting condition

exclusion. Those who are switching between insurers lose their

risk protection because of clauses that reassess their premiums

based on current health status and because policies can exclude

coverage for preexisting conditions.

Moral Hazard

In another departure from the quintessential perfectly com-

petitive insurance market, real-world healthcare demand is

not insensitive to price. This behavior, known as moral hazard,

simply means that we consume more when we are faced with

lower prices; we react to economic incentives. Although full

insurance would be the optimal insurance contract if demand

for care were completely price inelastic, insurers use cost

sharing to reduce the inefficient overuse (use beyond the point

at which marginal benefit equals marginal cost to society) of

medical care by those who are insured. The most compelling

data on the price responsiveness of medical care consumption

come from the RAND Health Insurance Experiment, which

placed individuals randomly into plans with different cost-

sharing structures and discovered that individuals adjusted

their healthcare use accordingly.

In the standard economic model, moral hazard is a source

of inefficiency, as it creates dead weight loss. In the optimal

design of an insurance contract, one must weigh the benefits

of risk protection against the costs of inducing moral hazard

and dead weight loss. As RAND researchers have pointed out,

the optimal contract will depend on risk aversion parameters

as well as the elasticity of demand for different forms of

medical care. Other work pointed out that there is an inter-

esting parallel between optimal cost sharing to avoid moral

hazard and the optimal taxation rules set out by Ramsey. In

optimal taxation, we attempt to avoid the dead weight loss of

induced behavioral changes by taxing inelastic behaviors

more. By analogy, cost sharing could be lower in inelastically

demanded care, implying that insurance would lower their

prices to a greater extent without inducing moral hazard. This

works especially well if services that are inelastically de-

manded are also the ones in which we most value risk

protection.

An alternative view of moral hazard holds that in the face

of income constraints it is not all welfare reducing. Writers

have raised the concern that moral hazard may act to transfer

income from those who are healthy to those who are sick in

ways that we could consider efficient. This would happen to

the extent that income constraints cause insured individuals to

respond by using coverage and to the extent that society as a

whole would want an individual to purchase care even when

the out-of-pocket cost of doing so is lower than the price paid

by society.
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Public System Solutions to Moral Hazard Problems

Although in theory adverse selection concerns are mitigated in

public systems that offer a single mandatory and free insur-

ance option through taxpayer-based financing, the risk of

moral hazard after becoming insured is possibly as high in

such systems as it is in private systems. A pure public system

might not have as much ability as a private system to pursue

solutions that rest on cost sharing. Private systems rely on

many forms of cost sharing in the form of fixed or variable

copays and (increasingly) high deductibles. Insurance plan

formularies for medication place higher-cost drugs with more

competitors into high cost-sharing tiers. Although the tiering

of inpatient-service cost sharing is not prevalent, private sys-

tems are not prevented from such tiering and may decide to

develop such systems in the future to mitigate cost growth.

In contrast, it is generally believed that public systems use

nonprice methods to ration care (in the economic sense of the

word). For example, one may have to be on a waiting list for

services that are considered non essential. Researchers have

compared waiting times for elective surgery in 12 Organiza-

tion for Economics Cooperation and Development nations

and found that mean wait times more than 3 months are quite

common. These delays typically result from the fact that

hospitals are paid according to a global budget and use wait

times to adjust supply to demand in the absence of a pricing

system. The use of a global budget with either a cap or a target

is a tool by which public systems institute a nonmarket re-

imbursement scheme that would control costs. In a target

setting, there is a fixed quota of services with fixed fees but

there are some additional (lower) fees provided for producing

above the quota. The cap system establishes a total budget for

a set period and reimbursements rates are calculated ex post

depending on the quantity of services that were provided. Fan

et al. provide a theoretical explanation for why a cap is more

effective than a target at controlling the quality of services

provided. Regardless of the specific type, global budgets are

similar in spirit to the provision of capitated reimbursements

to providers under managed care within a private insurance

system, also global budgets apply at the population level,

whereas capitation in managed care usually applies at the

individual patient level.

An additional way by which public systems counteract

moral hazard on the supply side is by using cost effectiveness

in decisions to cover one type of medical technology over the

other, when close substitutes are available. Public systems use

a ratio of expected benefits to expected costs to prioritize de-

cisions such as whether to place a certain drug on the national

formulary, whereas within a private system a formulary usually

uses differences in out of pocket costs to steer consumers

toward certain medications. Within private systems, managed-

care organizations also tend to use this type of information to

some degree, but its use is much more widespread in public

systems.

Moral hazard is also tempered within public systems by the

fact that often only basic care is covered by the public system

whereas more expensive treatments, and perhaps treatments

with more price-elastic demand, are covered by private and

voluntary supplemental systems. Often the supplemental sys-

tem will also cover cost sharing imposed by the public system.

The literature noted that in France, private payments account

for a quarter of national spending. They show that within a

mixed system, supplemental coverage may increase spending

for the public system as well. Even if a supplemental plan were

to only cover services not provided by the public system, that

coverage could stimulate the additional use of public covered

services, too, through complementarities. Robust evidence of

spillover effects from supplemental private coverage to the

public system has been shown to exist in the case of Medicare

and Medigap plans in the US as well.

Moral hazard also affects the supply side in both private

and public insurance systems. Some of this can be interpreted

as supplier-induced demand, where information asymmetry

allows providers to misrepresent the benefits of healthcare

(Arrow) even more if that care is paid for by insurance com-

panies rather than the patient; other forms of moral hazard

can be seen in rises in technology adoption due to the reduced

cost sharing introduced by insurance. The advent of Medicare

in the US introduced a vast array of medical technology; this

may be viewed as a dynamic response to moral hazard

incentives.

As mentioned earlier, both private and public systems have

used managed care type arrangements (capitation or global

budgets) to counteract moral hazard. Another way that public

and private systems can reduce moral hazard on the part of

suppliers is by extending the Ramsey rule related insight on

optimal patient cost sharing to optimal provider reimburse-

ment setting. Researchers have presented a theory of optimal

pricing for regulators, who can consider using principles of

Ramsey pricing to reduce oversupply in settings where phys-

icians can extend demand. This suggests that regulators should

consider setting lower reimbursements for procedures with

more demand inducement possibilities.

The above discussion has focused on ex post moral hazard,

the behavior of consumers and providers after they are covered

by insurance. Ex ante moral hazard refers to a dynamic form of

response that occurs at the individual level when one knows

that consequences of risky health behaviors may be mitigated

by insurance coverage. In fact, public systems face greater risk

of ex ante moral hazard because of their inability to price

according to health status, regardless of whether those health

conditions result from health behavior choices that provided

instantaneous gratification at the expense of worse health later

in life. Once again, the waiting times for elective procedures

may be seen as partially counteracting this form of moral

hazard, as does the banning of direct to consumer ads to

consumers. Seeing attractive images associated with lifestyle

drugs may increase awareness and demand among consumers

to these drugs. Aside from the US, only one country (New

Zealand) allows the advertising of medications to consumers.

Coverage for those who are unable to pay for private
insurance
The largest social issue faced by private systems is probably the

question of payment. For many reasons, a private market may

not reach universal coverage. This is not an outcome predicted

by insurance theory, where there should be an insurance

policy by which everyone is fully insured. Assuming no moral

hazard and no asymmetric information, the market should

provide an opportunity for risk-averse insurance buyers and
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risk-neutral sellers to find mutually beneficial policies that

reflect at least the actuarial price of coverage.

This textbook model assumes that the risks faced do not

exceed available resources; relaxing just this one assumption

leads to a world in which individuals will go uninsured and

presumably less than fully insure, incurring debt or receiving

inadequate care when they fall ill. Additional reasons for lack

of insurance also include myopia and other threats to ra-

tionality. Insurance involves payment now for problems that

could occur in the future, and theories of limited rationality

suggest there will be under investment in such expenses

leading to ex post regret when someone is injured while un-

insured. The literature on health insurance affordability con-

siders approximately one-fourth to three-fourth of uninsured

adults to be able to afford insurance, using various measures

of affordability.

Other reasons for uninsurance have to do with whether

free care is provided as the ‘outside good.’ The US provision

that hospitals shall provide stabilizing care regardless of pay,

the availability of charity care, and other public provisions

could influence an individual’s decision to remain uninsured,

avoiding the payment of insurance premiums. It could also be

that due to regulations or market institutional reasons, an

individual may not find the policy described by the textbook

model where price is relevant to that individual’s risk profile

and coverage provided is relevant to the risk events they face.

For example, young adults may not find prices that reflect their

low statistical probability of illness because policies are based

on community rates and do not vary by age, or because in-

surance laws mandate that the policy include coverage for

types of care that young customers are unlikely to use.

When the available policy is too expensive for an indi-

vidual because of their level of income, because of imperfect

rationality, because of the availability of charity care, or be-

cause of the lack of a full spectrum of insurance policy op-

tions, uninsurance results and becomes a societal problem

leading to concerns of equity and to financial and psycho-

logical stress rooted in inadequate access to healthcare. A

private insurance system must then decide whether certain

populations will be placed into a public system as well as the

means by which such care will be paid. In reality, such a public

system may include substantial out of pocket costs, as in the

case of the US Medicare.

Summary

Public and private systems that aim to insure individuals

against the uncertain need for medical care face different

issues. Specifically, private systems are much more likely than

public systems to suffer from adverse selection and equity

concerns. Both sectors risk moral hazards but take different

approaches to solving them. This article starts with the

question of why a private system does not mimic a standard

public insurance system and achieve universal coverage

through equitable methods of financing. Issues such as af-

fordability, selection, moral hazard, and legal contract en-

forceability lead to private systems providing coverage on

terms that are often viewed as socially unacceptable. Both

regulations and private market solutions exist to counteract

these problems. However, regulations could themselves ex-

acerbate efficiency problems in the private market, leading to a

delicate balance between intended and unintended con-

sequences, and between risk pooling and moral hazard.

See also: Demand for and Welfare Implications of Health Insurance,
Theory of. Health Insurance in Developed Countries, History of.
Health Insurance in the United States, History of. Health Insurance
Systems in Developed Countries, Comparisons of. Long-Term Care
Insurance
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Glossary
Conceptual model The abstraction and representation of

complex phenomena of interest in some readily expressible

form, such that individual stakeholders’ understanding of

the parts of the actual system, and the mathematical

representation of that system, may be shared, questioned,

tested, and ultimately agreed.

Design-oriented conceptual model Conceptual models

which are focused on the consideration of alternative

potentially acceptable and feasible quantitative model

designs, to specify the model’s evidence requirements and

to provide a basis for comparison and justification against

the final implemented model.

Disease logic model A problem-oriented conceptual

model which sets out the disease-specific events and

processes within the system in which the decision problem

exists.

Problem-oriented conceptual model A form of

conceptual model which is developed to understand the

decision problem and the system in which that problem

exists.

Problem structuring methods A set of formal methods

developed within the field of Operational Research

intended to develop consensus, structure, and make sense

of complex or messy problems.

Service pathways model A problem-oriented conceptual

model which sets out the elements of the service which

are relevant to the system in which the decision problem

exists.

Introduction

The economic evaluation of health care is a general framework

for informing decisions about whether particular health-care

technologies represent a cost-effective use of health-care re-

sources. Commonly, the evidence required to inform a de-

cision about the cost-effectiveness of a given set of competing

health technologies is not available from a single source. The

use of mathematical modeling can be used to support this

decision-analytic framework thereby allowing the full range of

relevant evidence to be synthesized and brought to bear on the

decision problem (Briggs et al., 2006). The process of de-

veloping a decision-analytic model is generally seen as being

iterative, and requires the model developer to make a sub-

stantial number of choices about what should be included in a

model and how these included phenomena should be related

to one another. These choices take place at every stage of the

model development process, and include choices about the

comparators to be assessed, choices about which health states

and sequences of events will comprise the model’s structure,

choices about which evidence sources should be used to in-

form the model parameters, and choices about statistical

methods for deriving the model’s parameters, to name but a

few. Importantly the absence of perfect information through

which to comprehensively validate a model means that there

is rarely a definitive means through which to prospectively

determine whether these choices are right or wrong. Instead,

model development choices are made on the basis of sub-

jective judgments, with the ultimate goal of developing a

model which will be useful in informing the decision at hand.

Therefore, model development is perhaps best character-

ized as a complex process in which the modeler, in con-

junction with other stakeholders, determines what is relevant

to the decision problem (and at the same time, what can

reasonably be considered irrelevant to the decision problem).

This notion of relevance has a direct bearing on the credibility

of a model and on the interpretation of results generated using

that model. Failure to account for the complexities of the

decision problem may result in the development of models

which are ‘‘mathematically sophisticated but contextually

naı̈ve’’ (Ackoff, 1979). The development of useful mathemat-

ical models therefore requires more than mathematical ability

alone: first, it requires the model developer to understand the

complexity of the real system that the model will attempt to

represent, and the choices available for translating this

understanding of complexity into a credible conceptual and

mathematical structure. It is perhaps surprising that while

much has been written about the technical aspects of model

development, for example, the statistical extrapolation of

censored data and methods for synthesizing evidence from

multiple sources, there is a comparative dearth of practical

guidance surrounding formal processes through which an

appropriate model structure should be determined. It is this

complex and messy subject matter that forms the focus of this

article.

The purpose of this article is not to rigidly prescribe how

model development decisions should be made, nor is it in-

tended to represent a comprehensive guide of ‘how to model.’

The former would undoubtedly fail to reflect the unique

characteristics of each individual decision problem and could

discourage the development of new and innovative modeling

methods. Conversely, the latter would inevitably fail to reflect

the sheer breadth of decisions required during model devel-

opment. Rather, the purposes of this article are threefold:

1. To highlight that structural model development choices

invariably exist;

2. To suggest a generalizeable and practical hierarchical ap-

proach through which these alternative choices can be

prospectively exposed, considered and assessed; and
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3. To highlight key issues and caveats associated with the use

of certain types of evidence in informing the conceptual

basis of the model.

The article is set out as follows. The article begins by

introducing concepts surrounding the role and interpretation

of mathematical models in general, and attempts to highlight

the importance of conceptual modeling within the broader

model development process. Following on from this, existing

literature surrounding model structuring and conceptual

modeling is briefly discussed. The article then moves on to

suggest a practicable framework for understanding the nature

of the decision problem to be addressed in order to move

toward a credible and acceptable final mathematical model

structure. A series of potentially useful considerations is

presented to inform this process.

The Interpretation of Mathematical Models

A mathematical model is a ‘‘representation of the real

worldy characterized by the use of mathematics to represent

the parts of the real world that are of interest and the rela-

tionships between those parts’’ (Eddy, 1985). The roles of

mathematical modeling are numerous, including extending

results from a single trial, combining multiple sources of

evidence, translating from surrogate/intermediate endpoints

to final outcomes, generalizing results from one context

to another, informing research planning and design, and

characterizing and representing decision uncertainty given

existing information (Brennan and Akehurst, 2000). At a

broad level, mathematical or simulation models in Health

Technology Assessment (HTA) are generally used to simulate

the natural history of a disease and the impact of particular

health technologies on that natural history in order to

estimate incremental costs, health outcomes, and cost-

effectiveness.

All mathematical models require evidence to inform

their parameters. Such evidence may include information

concerning disease natural history or baseline risk of certain

clinical events, epidemiology, resource use and service utiliza-

tion, compliance/participation patterns, costs, health-related

quality of life (HRQoL), survival and other time-to-event out-

comes, relative treatment effects, and relationships between

intermediate and final endpoints. However, the role of evidence

is not restricted to informing model parameters. Rather, it is

closely intertwined with questions about which model par-

ameters should be considered relevant in the first place and

how these parameters should be characterized. The consider-

ation of how best to identify and use evidence to inform a

particular model parameter thus first requires an explicit de-

cision that the parameter in question is ‘relevant,’ the specifi-

cation or definition of that parameter, and some judgment

concerning its relationship to other ‘relevant’ parameters in-

cluded in the model. This often complex and iterative activity is

central to the process of model development and can be

characterized as a series of decisions concerning (1) what

should be included in the model, (2) what should be excluded,

and (3) how those phenomena that are included should be

conceptually and mathematically represented.

The need for these types of decisions during model de-

velopment is unavoidable, rather it is a fundamental charac-

teristic of the process itself. Although this activity already takes

place in health economic model development, it is often un-

clear how this process has been undertaken and how this may

have influenced the final implemented model. In practice, the

reporting of model structures tends to be very limited (Cooper

et al., 2005) and, if present, usually focuses only on the final

model that has been implemented. In such instances, the

reader may be left with little idea about whether or why the

selected model structure should be considered credible, which

evidence has been used to inform its structure, why certain

abstractions, simplifications, and omissions have been made,

why certain parameters were selected for inclusion (and why

others have been excluded), and why the included parameters

have been defined in a particular way. This lack of systemati-

city and transparency ultimately means that judgments con-

cerning the credibility of the model in question may be

difficult to make. To produce practically useful guidance

concerning the use of evidence in models, it is first important

to be clear about the interpretation of abstraction, bias, and

credibility in the model development process.

Credibility of Models

A model cannot include every possible relevant phenomenon; if

it could it would no longer be a model but would instead be the

real world. The value of simplification and abstraction within

models is the ability to examine phenomena which are com-

plex, unmanageable, or otherwise unobservable in the real

world. As a direct consequence of this need for simplification,

all models will be, to some degree, wrong. The key question is

not whether the model is ‘correct’ but rather whether it can be

considered to be useful for informing the decision problem at

hand. This usefulness is directly dependent on the credibility of

the model’s results, which is, in turn, hinged on the credibility

of the model from which those results are drawn. Owing to the

inevitability of simplification and abstraction within models,

there is no single ‘perfect’ or ‘optimal’ model. There may,

however, exist one or more ‘acceptable’ models; even what is

perceived to be the ‘best’ model could always be subjected to

some degree of incremental improvement (and indeed the na-

ture of what constitutes an improvement requires some sub-

jective judgment). The credibility of potentially acceptable

models can be assessed and differing levels of confidence can be

attributed to their results on the basis of such judgments. The

level of confidence given to the credibility of a particular model

may be determined retrospectively – through considerations of

structural and methodological uncertainty ex post facto, or pro-

spectively – through the a priori consideration of the process

through which decisions are made concerning the conceptual-

ization, structuring, and implementation of the model.

Defining Relevance in Models

The purpose of models is to represent reality, not to reproduce

it. The process of model development involves efforts to reflect

those parts of reality that are considered relevant to the de-

cision problem. Judgments concerning relevance may differ
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between different modelers attempting to represent the same

part of reality. The question of ‘what is relevant?’ to a par-

ticular decision problem should not be judged solely by the

individual developing the model; rather making such de-

cisions should be considered as a joint task between modelers,

decision-makers, health professionals, and other stakeholders

who impact on or are impacted on by the decision problem

under consideration. Failure to reflect conflicting views be-

tween alternative stakeholders may lead to the development of

models which represent a contextually naı̈ve and uninformed

basis for decision-making.

The Role of Clinical/Expert Input

Clinical opinion is essential in understanding the relevant

facets of the system in which the decision problem exists. This

clinical opinion is not only relevant, but essential, because it is

sourced from individuals who interact with this system in a

way that a modeler cannot. This information forms the cor-

nerstone of a model’s contextual relevance. However, it is

important to recognize that health professionals cannot fully

detach themselves from the system in which they practice;

their views of a particular decision problem may be to some

degree influenced by evidence they have consulted, their

geographical location, local enthusiasms, their experience, and

expertise, together with a wealth of other factors. Under-

standing why the views of stakeholders differ from one an-

other is important, especially with respect to highlighting

geographical variations. As such, the use of clinical input in

informing models and model structures brings with it the

potential for bias. Bias may also be sourced from the modeler

themselves as a result of their expertise, their previous know-

ledge of the system in which the current decision problem,

and the time and resource available for model development.

Whenever possible, potential biases should be brought to light

to inform judgments about a model’s credibility.

Problem Structuring in Health Economics and Other
Fields

It is important at this stage to note that although related to one

another, there is a distinction between problem structuring

methods (PSMs) and methods for structuring models. The

former are concerned with understanding the nature and scope

of the problem to be addressed, eliciting different stakeholders’

potentially conflicting views of the problem and developing

consensus, exploring what potential options for improvement

might be available, and even considering whether a problem

exists at all. There exist a number of methods to support this

activity which have emerged from the field of ‘soft’ Operational

Research; these include Strategic Options Design and Analysis

(SODA) and cognitive mapping, Soft Systems Methodology

(SSM), Strategic Choice Approach, and Drama Theory to name

but a few. All stakeholders are seen as active ‘problem owners’

and each of their views are considered important. The emphasis

of PSMs is not to identify the ‘rationally optimal’ solution, but

rather to lay out the differing perceptions of the problem

owners to foster discussion concerning potential options for

improvement to the system. The value or adequacy of the PSMs

is gauged according to whether they usefully prompt debate,

with the intended endpoint being some agreement about the

structure of the problem to be addressed and the identification

and agreement of potential improvements to that problem

situation. They do not necessarily assume that a mathematical

model is appropriate or required. These methods are not dis-

cussed further here, but the interested reader is directed to the

excellent introductory text by Rosenhead and Mingers, 2004.

Conversely, formal methods for model structuring, which

relates principally to developing a conceptual basis for the

quantitative model, remain comparatively underdeveloped,

both in the context of health economic evaluation as well as in

other fields. A recent review of existing conceptual modeling

literature (Robinson, 2008) concluded that although con-

ceptual modeling is ‘probably the most important element of

a simulation study,’ there remains for the most part, a vacuum

of research in terms of what conceptual modeling is, why it

should be done, and how it may be most effectively imple-

mented. Where formal conceptual modeling viewpoints have

emerged, there is little consensus or consistency concerning

how this activity should be approached.

This problem is particularly applicable in the field of health

economics. Recently, a qualitative research study was undertaken

to examine techniques and procedures for the avoidance and

identification of errors in HTA models (Chilcott et al., 2010).

Interviewees included modelers working within Assessment

Groups involved in supporting NICE’s Technology Appraisal

Program as well as those working for outcomes research groups

involved in preparing submissions to NICE on behalf of

pharmaceutical companies. A central aspect of these interviews

involved the elicitation of a personal interpretation of how each

interviewee develops models. These descriptions were syn-

thesized to produce a stylized model development process

comprising five broad bundles of activities (Box 1 and Figure 1).

One particular area of variability between interviewees

concerned their approaches to conceptual model develop-

ment. During the interviews, respondents discussed the

use of several approaches to conceptual modeling including

Box 1 Main stages in the model development process

1. Understanding the decision problem: Activities including immersion in
research evidence, defining the research question, engaging with
clinicians, decision-makers, and methodologists, and understanding
what is feasible.

2. Conceptual modeling: Activity related to translating the understanding
of the decision problem toward a mathematical model-based solution
(Robinson, 2008).

3. Model implementation: Implementation of the model within a software
platform.

4. Model checking: Activity to avoid and identify model errors. This
includes engaging with experts, checking face validity, testing values,
structure and logic, checking data sources, etc.

5. Engaging with decision: Model reporting and use by the decision-
maker(s).
Source: Adapted from Chilcott, J. B., Tappenden, P., Rawdin, A., et al.

(2009). Avoiding and identifying errors in health technology assessment
models. Health Technology Assessment 14(25), i–135, and Robinson, S.
(2008). Conceptual modelling for simulation Part I: Definition and re-
quirements. Journal of the Operational Research Society 59, 278–290.
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documenting proposed model structures, developing mock-up

models in Microsoft Excel, developing sketches of potential

structures, and producing written interpretations of evidence.

For several respondents, the model development process did

not involve any explicit conceptual modeling activity; in these

instances, the conceptual model and implementation model

were developed in parallel with no discernable separation

between the two activities. This is an important distinction to

make with respect to model credibility and validation (as

discussed in Section Definition and Purpose of Conceptual

Modeling) and the processes through which evidence is

identified and used to inform the final implemented model.

Definition and Purpose of Conceptual Modeling

Although others have recognized the importance of con-

ceptual modeling as a central element of the model develop-

ment process, it has been noted that this aspect of model

development is probably the most difficult to undertake and

least well understood (Chilcott et al., 2010; Law, 1991). Part of

the problem stems from inconsistencies in the definition and

the role(s) of conceptual modeling, and more general dis-

agreements concerning how such activity should be used to

support and inform implementation modeling. The definition

and characteristics of conceptual modeling are dependent on

the perceived purposes of the activity. For the purpose of this

document, conceptual modeling is taken as: ‘‘the abstraction

and representation of complex phenomena of interest in some

readily expressible form, such that individual stakeholders’

understanding of the parts of the actual system, and the

mathematical representation of that system, may be shared,

questioned, tested, and ultimately agreed.’’

Although there is inevitable overlap associated with pro-

cesses for understanding the decision problem to be ad-

dressed, conceptual modeling is distinguishable from these

activities in that it is targeted at producing tangible outputs in

the form of one or more conceptual models. In the context of

health economic evaluation, conceptual model development

may be used to achieve a number of ends, as highlighted in

Box 2. Broadly speaking, these roles fall into two groups: (1)

those associated with developing, sharing, and testing one’s

understanding of the decision problem and the system in

which this exists and (2) those associated with designing,

specifying, and justifying the model and its structure. There-

fore it seems sensible to distinguish between problem-

oriented conceptual models and design-oriented conceptual

models; this distinction has been made elsewhere outside of

the field of health economics (Lacy et al., 2001). The charac-

teristics of these alternative types of conceptual model are

briefly detailed below. Both of these types of model may be

useful approaches for informing the relevant characteristics of

a health economic model.

Problem-oriented conceptual models: This form of con-

ceptual model is developed to understand the decision prob-

lem and the system in which that problem exists. The focus of

this model form concerns fostering communication and

understanding between those parties involved in informing,

developing, and using the model. In health economic evalu-

ation, this type of conceptual model is primarily concerned

with developing and agreeing a description of the disease

and treatment systems: (1) to describe the current clinical

Use of evidence and clinical input

Revise and rebuild
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3

5

Modify model design
in light of data

availability

Understanding
decision problem

Iteration between
understanding

decision problem
and defining
the research

question

Generating/confirming agreement
of appropriate structure

Reuse existing model
for multiple decision problems

Conceptual
modelling

Model
implementation

Model
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Engaging with
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Figure 1 Stylized model development process. Reproduced from Chilcott, J. B., Tappenden, P., Rawdin, A., et al. (2010). Avoiding and
identifying errors in health technology assessment models. Health Technology Assessment 14(25), i–135.
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understanding of the relevant characteristics of the disease

process(es) under consideration and important events therein;

and (2) to describe the clinical pathways through which pa-

tients with the disease(s) are detected, diagnosed, treated, and

followed-up. This type of conceptual model is therefore solely

concerned with unearthing the complexity of the decision

problem and the system in which it exists; its role is not to

make assertions about how those relevant aspects of the sys-

tem should be mathematically represented. The definition of

‘what is relevant?’ for this type of conceptual model is thus

primarily dependent on expert input rather than the avail-

ability of empirical research evidence. In this sense, this type of

conceptual model is a problem-led method of inquiry.

Design-oriented conceptual models: This form of con-

ceptual model is focused on the consideration of alternative

potentially acceptable and feasible quantitative model designs,

to specify the model’s anticipated evidence requirements, and

to provide a basis for comparison and justification against the

final implemented model. To achieve these ends, it draws

together the problem-oriented conceptual views of relevant

disease and treatment processes and interactions between the

two. The design-oriented conceptual model sets out a clear

boundary around the model system, defines its breadth (how

far down the model will simulate certain pathways for par-

ticular patients and subgroups) and sets out the level of depth

or detail within each part of the model. It therefore represents

a platform for identifying and thinking through potentially

feasible and credible model development choices before ac-

tual implementation. Within this context, the definition of

‘what is relevant?’ is guided by the problem-oriented models

and therefore remains problem-led, but is mediated by the

question of ‘what is feasible?’ given the availability of existing

evidence and model development resources (available time,

money, expertise, etc.).

Conceptual modeling activity, however defined, is directly

related to model credibility and validation (Sargent, 2004).

The absence of an explicit conceptual model means that a

specific point of model validation is lost. As a model cannot

include everything, an implemented model is inevitably a

subset of the system described by the conceptual model. This

hierarchical separation allows simplifications and abstractions

represented in the implemented model to be compared

against its conceptual counterpart, thereby allowing for debate

and justification (Robinson, 2008). However, in order to make

such comparisons, conceptual model development must be

overt: the absence or incomplete specification of a conceptual

model leads to the breakdown of concepts of model valid-

ation and verification. Without first identifying and con-

sidering the alternative choices available, it is impossible to

justify the appropriateness of any particular model. Further-

more, without first setting out what is known about the rele-

vant disease and treatment processes, the extent or impact of

particular assumptions and simplifications cannot be drawn

out explicitly. Therefore, the benefit of separating out con-

ceptual modeling activity into distinct problem-oriented and

design-oriented components is that this allows the modeler

(and other stakeholders) to first understand the complexities

of the system the model intends to represent, and then to

examine the extent to which the simplifications and ab-

stractions resulting from alternative ‘hard’ model structures

will deviate from this initial view of the system. Figure 2

shows the hierarchical relationship between the real world, the

problem- and design-oriented conceptual models, and the

final implemented model.

Practical Approaches to Conceptual Modeling in HTA

This section suggests how conceptual modeling could be

undertaken and which elements of model development activity

should be reported. Practical considerations surrounding con-

ceptual model development are detailed below with reference

to a purposefully simple model to assess the cost-effectiveness

of adjuvant treatments for a hypothetical cancer area. These

considerations are intended to be broadly generalizeable to

economic analysis within other diseases and conditions. It

should be noted that the illustrative model is only intended to

suggest how the alternative conceptual models forms may be

presented and used. The problem-oriented model is divided

into two separate conceptual model views: a disease logic

model and a service pathways model.

Problem-Oriented Conceptual Modeling – Disease
Logic Models

Figure 3 presents a simple example of a conceptual disease

logic model for the hypothetical decision problem. The focus

of this type of model is principally on relevant disease events

and processes rather than on the treatments received. At each

Box 2 The roles of conceptual modeling in health
economic model development

Problem-oriented conceptual models

• To ensure that health professionals understand how the model will
capture the impact of the interventions under consideration on costs
and health outcomes.

• To ensure that the proposed model will be clinically relevant – that
all relevant events, resources, costs, and health outcomes have been
included and that these reflect current knowledge of disease and
treatment systems.

• To ensure that the proposed model will meet the needs of the
decision-maker.

• To provide a reference point during model implementation.

• To highlight uncertainty and variation between health-care practitioners.

Design-oriented conceptual models

• To provide a common understanding amongst those involved in
model development regarding model evidence requirements before
model implementation.

• To provide an explicit platform for considering and debating alternative
model structures and other model development decisions before im-
plementation (including the a priori consideration of structural
uncertainties).

• To provide a reference point during model implementation.

• To provide the conceptual basis for reporting the methods and
assumptions employed within the final implemented model.

• To provide a basis for comparison and justification of simplifications
and abstractions during model development.
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point in the pathway, the focus should therefore relate to an

individual patient’s true underlying state rather than what is

known by health-care professionals at a particular point in

time. It should be reiterated that this type of conceptual model

does not impose or imply any particular decision concerning

modeling methodology or appropriate outcome measures; it

is solely a means of describing the relevant clinical events and

processes within the system of interest. It should also be noted

that such conceptual models should be accompanied by tex-

tual descriptions to support their interpretation and to capture

and factors or complexities which are not represented

diagrammatically.

The following nonexhaustive set of issues and consider-

ations may be useful when developing and reporting this type

of problem-oriented conceptual model:

Inclusion/Exclusion of Disease-Related Events

• What are the main relevant events from a clinical/patient

perspective? Does the conceptual model include explicit

reference to all clinically meaningful events? For example,

could a patient experience local relapse? Or could the

intervention affect other diseases (e.g., late secondary ma-

lignancy resulting from radiation therapy used to treat the

primary tumor)?

• Can these relevant events be discretized into a series of

mutually exclusive biologically plausible health states?

Does this make the process easier to explain?

J If so, which metric would be clinically meaningful or

most clinically appropriate? Which discrete states would

be clinically meaningful? How do clinicians think about

the disease process? How do patients progress between

these states or sequences of events?

J If not, how could the patient’s preclinical trajectory be

defined?

• Do alternative staging classifications exist, and if so can/

should they be presented simultaneously?

• Are all relevant competing risks (e.g., relapse or death)

considered?

• For models of screening or diagnostic interventions, should

the same metric used to describe preclinical and post-

diagnostic disease states?

• Is the breadth of the conceptual model complete? Does the

model represent all relevant states or possible sequences of

events over the relevant patient subgroup’s lifetime?

Tumor
progresses

Patient suffers
relapse

Progression-free Postprogression Patient dies

Patient undergoes
complete surgical
excision of their
primary tumor

Patient is
disease free

Death from other causes or
metastatic cancer

Patient does not
relapse 

Patient is cured
Death from other causes

Figure 3 Illustrative disease logic model.

Real world

Understanding of parts of real world one is
interested in (problem-oriented)

Systems analysis and design
(design-oriented)

Implemented
‘hard’ model

Understand, debate,
and justify exclusions

and simplifications

Compare
and contrast

Figure 2 A hierarchy of models.
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• What are the causes of death? When can a patient die from

these particular causes? Can patients be cured? If so, when

might this happen and for which states does this apply?

What is the prognosis for individuals who are cured?

Impact of the Disease on HRQoL and Other Outcomes

• Is there a relationship between states, events, and HRQoL?

Which events are expected to impact on a patient’s

HRQoL?

• Does the description of the disease process capture separate

states in which a patient’s HRQoL is likely to be different?

• Does the description of the disease process capture differ-

ent states for prognosis?

Representation of Different-Risk Subgroups

• Is it clear which competing events are relevant for par-

ticular subgroups?

• Does the description of the disease process represent a

single patient group or should it discriminate between

different subgroups of patients?

• Are these states/events likely to differ by patient subgroup?

Impact of the Technology on the Conceptualized Disease
Process

• Have all competing technologies relevant to the decision

problem been identified?

• Can the conceptual model be used to explain the impact(s)

of the technology or technologies under assessment? Do all

technologies under consideration impact on the same set

of outcomes in the same way?

• Are there competing theories concerning the impact(s) of

the technology on the disease process? Can these be ex-

plained using the conceptual model?

• Does the use of the health technology result in any other

impacts on health outcomes that cannot be explained

using the conceptual disease logic model?

Problem-Oriented Conceptual Modeling – Service
Pathways Models

Figure 4 presents an illustrative service pathways model for

the hypothetical decision problem. In contrast to the disease

logic model, the focus of the service pathways model is prin-

cipally concerned with the health-care interventions received

based on what is known or believed by health-care prac-

titioners at any given point in time. Again, such conceptual

models should be accompanied by textual descriptions to

ensure clarity in their interpretation and to retain any com-

plexity which is not or cannot be captured diagrammatically.

The following issues and considerations may be useful

when developing and reporting this type of conceptual model:

Relationship between Risk Factors, Prognosis, and Service
Pathways

• Is it clear where and how patients enter the service? Is it

clear where patients leave the service (either through dis-

charge or death)?

• Does the model make clear which patients follow par-

ticular routes through the service?

• Are there any service changes occurring upstream in the

disease service which may influence the case-mix of pa-

tients at the point of model entry? For example, if surgical

techniques were subject to quality improvement might this

change patient prognosis further downstream in the

pathway?

• Does the model highlight the potential adverse events re-

sulting from the use of particular interventions throughout

the pathway? What are these? Do they apply to all com-

peting technologies under consideration?

• Are there any potential feedback loops within the system (e.g.,

resection-follow-up-relapse-re-resection-follow-up)?

• Which patients receive active treatment and which receive

supportive care alone? What information is used to deter-

mine this clinical decision (e.g., fitness, patient choice)?

Distinction between What Is True and What Is Known

• How does the pathway change on detection of the relevant

clinical events, as defined in the conceptual disease logic

model? For example, at what point may relapse be

detected?

• Is the occurrence of certain events likely to be subject to

interval censoring?

Geographical Variations

• How do the service pathways represented in the model vary

by geographical location or local enthusiasms? What are

these differences and which parts of the pathway are likely

to be affected most?

Nature of Resource Use

• What are the relevant resource components across the

pathway and what is the nature of resource use at each

point of intervention? For example, routine follow-up

dependent on relapse status, once-only surgery (except for

certain relapsing patients), cycle-based chemotherapy,

doses dependent on certain characteristics, dose-limited

radiation treatment, etc.

• Does the conceptual service pathways model include all

relevant resource components?

• Which resources are expected to be the key drivers of costs?

Impact of the Technology on the Service Pathway

• Which elements of the conceptual model will the inter-

vention under assessment impact on? For example, differ-

ent costs of adjuvant treatment, different mean time in

follow-up, different numbers of patients experiencing
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metastatic relapse? What are expected to be the key drivers

of costs?

Box 3 presents recommendations for developing and re-

porting problem-oriented conceptual models.

Practical Considerations – Design-Oriented
Conceptual Models

Figure 5 presents an example of a design-oriented conceptual

model for the hypothetical decision problem (again, note that

this is not intended to represent the ‘ideal’ model but merely

illustrates the general approach). This type of model draws

together the problem-oriented model views with the intention

of providing a platform for considering and agreeing structural

model development decisions. By following this general con-

ceptual approach it should be possible to identify the antici-

pated evidence requirements for the model at an early stage in

model development.

Anticipated evidence requirements to populate the pro-

posed illustrative model are likely to include the following

types of information:

• Time-to-event data to describe sojourn time/event rates

and competing risks in States 1–4 for the current standard

treatment.

• Relative effect estimates for the intervention(s) versus

comparator (e.g., hazard ratios or independent hazards

time-to-event data).

• Information relating to survival following cure.

• HRQoL utilities for cancer and cured states.

• Estimates of QALY losses or utility decrements and dur-

ation data for adverse events.

• Information concerning the probability that a relapsed

patient undergoes active/palliative treatment.

• Survival and other time-to-event outcomes for relapsed

patients.

• Resource use and costs associated with:

J Chemotherapy (drug acquisition, administration,

pharmacy/dispensing, drugs to manage adverse events,

line insertion);

J Resource use and unit costs for follow-up;

J Supportive care following relapse; and

J Active treatments following relapse.

It may be helpful to consider the following issues when

developing design-oriented conceptual models.

Anticipated Evidence Requirements

• What clinical evidence is likely to be available through

which to simulate the impact of the new intervention(s)?

How should these parameters be defined and what alter-

natives are available? Should independent or proportional

hazards be assumed?

• Are all relevant interventions and comparators compared

within the same trial? If not, is it possible for outcomes

from multiple trials to be synthesized? How will this

be done?

• What evidence is required to characterize adverse events

within the model? What choices are available?

• Beyond the baseline and comparative effectiveness data

relating to the technology itself, what other outcomes data

will be required to populate the downstream portions of

the model (e.g., progression-free survival and overall sur-

vival by treatment type for relapsed patients, survival dur-

ation in cured patients)?

• Will any intermediate–final relationships be modeled?

What external evidence is there to support such relation-

ships? What are the uncertainties associated with this

approach and how might these be reflected in the model?

• Which descriptions of HRQoL states are possible and how

will these parameters be incorporated into the final model?

• Will all model parameters be directly informed by evidence

or will calibration methods (e.g., Markov Chain Monte

Carlo) be required? Which calibration methods will be used

and why should these be considered optimal or appropriate?

• What premodel analysis will be required to populate the

model? Which parameters are likely to require this?

Modeling Clinical Outcomes

• Which outcomes are needed by the decision-maker and

how will they be estimated by the model?

• How/should trial evidence be extrapolated over time?

• If final outcomes are not reported within the trials, what

evidence is available concerning the relationship between

intermediate and final outcomes? How might this infor-

mation be used to inform the analysis of available

evidence?

• How will the impact(s) of treatment be simulated? How

will this directly/indirectly influence costs and health out-

comes? What alternative choices are available?

Modeling Approach

• Which methodological approach (e.g., state transition,

patient-level simulation) is likely to be most appropriate?

Why?

• Is the proposed modeling approach feasible given available

resources for model development?

Box 3 Recommendations for practice – problem-
oriented models

1. Develop the structure of the problem-oriented conceptual model using
clinical guidelines and health professionals.

2. Use other health professionals not involved in model development to
provide peer review and to check understanding of the conceptual
models.

3. The precise graphical approach for presenting the conceptual models
is important only in that they should be easily understood by health
professionals and other decision stakeholders.

4. For the sake of clarity, it may be beneficial to present the model in both
diagrammatic and textual forms using nontechnical, nonmathematical
language.

5. Develop the problem-oriented models before developing the design-
oriented model. The feasibility and acceptability of the design-oriented
conceptual model should have no bearing on the adequacy of the
problem-oriented conceptual models.
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• How does the approach influence the way in which certain

parameters are defined? What alternatives are available

(e.g., time-to-event rates or probabilities)?

• Does the proposed modeling approach influence the level

of depth possible within certain parts of the model?

Adherence to a Health Economic Reference Case

• Will the proposed model meet the criteria of the reference

case specific to the decision-making jurisdiction in which

the model will be used? If not, why should the anticipated

deviations be considered appropriate?

Simplifications and abstractions

• Have any relevant events, costs or outcomes been pur-

posefully omitted from the proposed model structure?

Why? For what reason(s) may these omissions be con-

sidered appropriate?

Box 4 Recommendations for practice – design-oriented
conceptual models

• The design-oriented conceptual model should be developed initially
before the development of the final implementation model. It may,
however, be revisited and modified within an iterative process during
the development of the quantitative model.

• Model development involves making a large number of decisions and
judgments. Not every decision or judgment made during model de-
velopment will be important. The key decisions are likely to be those
whereby the implemented model clearly deviates from the problem-
oriented models (e.g., a part of the system is excluded) or whereby
several alternative choices exist but none of which are clearly superior
(i.e., structural uncertainties). These decisions should be clearly
documented and reported.

• The sources of evidence used to inform model structure and the
methods through which this information is elicited should be clearly
reported.

• Where possible, alternative model development choices drawn out at
this stage should be later tested using the quantitative model to assess
their impact on the model results. This will not, however, always be
possible or feasible.

Table 1 Roles and concerns regarding the use of evidence to inform alternative model structures

Existing economic evaluations/ models Expert input (including clinicians and
potentially patients/service users)

Clinical guidelines/
previous TA guidance/
local treatment protocols

Empirical clinical studies and reviews
(e.g., RCTs, cohort studies)

Principal role(s) in conceptual model development

• To apply previously developed
model structure to the current
decision problem under
consideration

• To use existing economic analyses
to highlight key evidence limitations

• To identify possible options for
model development decisions

• To identify relevant treatment
pathways

• To inform problem-oriented
conceptual model development

• To scrutinize the credibility of
alternative model structures

• To elucidate uncertainty regarding
geographical variation

• To identify existing
treatment/management
pathways

• To highlight gaps in the
existing evidence base

• To identify available evidence to
inform relationships between
intermediate and final endpoints

• To investigate what evidence is
available

Issues and caveats associated with use

• Existing models should not be relied
on without considerable scrutiny.

• Publication or other forms of
dissemination of an existing model
does not guarantee that the previous
model was either appropriate or
credible.

• Advances in knowledge may render
an existing model redundant

• There may exist a gap between the
decision problem that the model was
developed to address and the
current decision-problem under
consideration

• Seek input from more than one
health professional to capture the
spectrum of clinical opinion

• Use multiple experts located in
different geographical locations

• There exists a trade-off between
seeking support from individuals
with considerable expertise and
standing (may not have much time
but more experience/knowledge)
and less experienced clinicians (may
have more time to engage but lesser
knowledge of evidence base).

• Health professionals cannot be
completely objectively detached
from the system the model intends
to represent

• May be difficult to distinguish
between conflict and geographical
variations

• Potential conflicts of interest

• Potential ethical restrictions

• Current practice may
have evolved since
publication of guidance

• Such evidence sources
may not provide
sufficient detail to
inform the current
decision problem

• Local protocols may
not reflect geographical
variations between
centers

• Local protocols and
guidelines may not be
evidence-based

• There may exist a gap
between what should
happen and what does
happen in clinical
practice

• Potential reliance on the availability
of evidence rather than the structure
of the problem

• Differences between studies may
suggest competing theories
regarding (1) the nature of the
disease process and (2) the
relevance of particular events. This
is not a problem as such but should
be drawn out during conceptual
model development

• Treatments and comparators may
reflect historical rather than current
or best practice

Abbreviations: RCT, randomized controlled trial; TA, technology appraisal.
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• Are there any parts of the disease or treatment pathways

that have been excluded altogether? Why?

• What is the expected impact of such exclusion/simplifi-

cation decisions? Why?

• What are the key structural simplifications? How does the

design-oriented model structure differ from the problem-

oriented conceptual models? Why should these deviations

be considered appropriate or necessary? What is the ex-

pected direction and impact of these exclusions on the

model results?

Box 4 presents recommendations for developing and

reporting design-oriented conceptual models.

Evidence Sources to Inform Conceptual Models

A number of potential evidence sources may be useful for

informing these types of conceptual model. Although the

evidence requirements for any model will inevitably be

broader than that for traditional systematic reviews of clinical

effectiveness, the task of obtaining such evidence should re-

main a systematic, reproducible process of inquiry. Possible

sources of evidence to inform conceptual models include:

(1) clinical input; (2) existing systematic reviews; (3) clinical

guidelines; (4) existing efficacy studies; (5) existing economic

evaluations or models; and (6) routine monitoring sources.

Table 1 sets out some pragmatic concerns which should be

borne in mind when using these evidence sources to inform

conceptual model development.
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Glossary
Average Product Total output rate divided by the amount

of a variable input used in its production.

Cobb–Douglas production function The Cobb–Douglas

production function has the form Y ¼ AKa Lb, where Y is the

output rate A, a and b are positive constants, A is a variable

broadly representing ’technology’, and K and L are capital

and labour services respectively.

Data envelope analysis A linear programming technique

that uses empirical evidence of the most efficient producers

of outputs to locate an envelope that predicts the maximum

outputs achievable with a variety of different inputs.

Leontief production function A Leontief production

function has fixed input proportions, implying zero

substitutability between the various inputs: There is no

increase in one input rate that would compensate for a

reduction in the rate of use of another (keeping output

constant).

Marginal product The increase in output associated with

a small increase in an input.

Production function A technical relationship between

inputs and the maximum outputs or outcomes of any

procedure or process. Also sometimes referred to as the

’technology matrix’. Thus it may relate to the maximum

number of patients that can be treated in a hospital over a

period of time to a variety of input flows like doctor- and

nurse-hours, and beds.

q-Complementarity Two inputs in a production function

are termed q-complements when an increase in the rate

of one raises the marginal product of the other.

q-Substitutability Two inputs in a production function

are termed q-substitutes when an increase in the rate

of one lowers the marginal product of the other.

Stochastic frontier analysis An empirical method of

estimating the maximum outputs obtainable from

given resources and, hence, the degree to which actual

operations fall short of the most efficient way of

operating.

Translog production function Translog is an

abbreviation of ’transcendental logarithmic’, a form of

production function having greater generality than the

Cobb–Douglas form of the function.

Introduction: Distinction between Production
Functions for Medical Care versus Production
Functions for Health

Production function studies in health economics have taken

three divergent approaches. Some of these studies focus on the

production function for general and regress health (such as

reduced mortality) against a variety of factors. Another strand

examines the technological relationship between medical care

and the inputs that are used to produce medical care. A third

approach examines medical care production efficiency more

specifically through stochastic frontier or data envelopment

analysis techniques. This article describes all three approaches

with a primary focus on production functions and on effi-

ciency analysis.

The production of health approach involves a more general

specification of the production process, including a variety of

societal factors as inputs, such as consumption of medical

care, technology, demographics, and personal health habits.

Findings in this literature include a positive relationship be-

tween medical care and health; demographics (such as edu-

cation and income) and health; and avoiding risky behaviors

(such as smoking and other substance abuse) and health.

One recent example of this approach is production function

estimation for health in the Organization for Economic

Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries, which

postulates that life expectancy at the age of 65 years depends

on health expenditures, medical technology, and lifestyle.

Health expenditures significantly affect life expectancy at the

age of 65 years in OECD countries.

In contrast, two other major strands of production func-

tion estimation have examined the technology and efficiency

associated with production of medical care, which is the pri-

mary focus of this article. One approach examines the tech-

nological relationship between inputs (such as employment of

different types of health care workers, physical capital, and

possibly other inputs) and output or outputs, which can in-

clude client counts (admissions or discharges), relative value

units, or others. More recently, interest has focused on the

relationship between inputs and the quality of output, but this

is an area deserving much greater attention. The outputs have

centered around a variety of different health care services,

ranging from hospitals, to physicians and specialty care

treatment centers.

Hospital Production Functions

The literature on hospital production functions is quite ex-

tensive. In the general hospitals literature on production

functions, researchers examine individual hospitals (or other

medical entities such as practices) which maximize utility ra-

ther than minimize costs, where utility may be defined as a

function of effort and leisure. Effort is defined as the number

of discharges or admissions. The hospitals maximize their

utility, given a budget, labor market conditions, and a
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production function. The production function for each hos-

pital describes the technological relationship between the

capital and labor inputs, and the process by which capital and

labor are translated into output.

A typical hospital production function can be estimated

by least squares regression techniques, after adding an ‘error’

term.

It is noteworthy that ‘output’ can be represented by admis-

sions, discharges, and/or relative value units; the stock of

physical capital can be measured by beds, and/or value of

equipment and structures; the supply of labor can include ei-

ther full-time equivalents, number of total employment hours,

or one of these measures for several separate labor categories

such as physicians, nurses, etc. The labor variable may include

one type of labor and focus on aggregate hours or full-time

equivalents, whereas alternatively separate labor variables can

be included for different types of hospital workers (i.e., phys-

icians, nurses, clinicians, clerical workers, etc.). The latter can be

advantageous in assessing the substitutability of different types

of workers. Often a vector of client mix or client demographic

variables that affect the position of the production function is

included in the statistical estimation.

The derivative of output with respect to each input is de-

noted as the marginal product of the input; it describes how

output changes when there is a small change in the amount of

one input, while holding constant all other factors of pro-

duction. Specifically, in the hospital context, the marginal

product of physicians is the additional patients who can be

treated when there is a slight increase in the number of

physicians. This marginal product is required to be positive,

and the value of output should be zero in the presence of zero

inputs (i.e., if there is only one labor input, hospital full-time

equivalents, then zero hospital full-time equivalents implies

zero patients treated). If there are several labor inputs (i.e.,

physicians, nurses, clinicians, clerical workers, etc.), it is per-

missible that some (but not all) of these labor inputs equal

zero. Also, the production function should increase at a de-

creasing rate – in other words, the marginal product decreases

as more physicians (or nurses) are added.

Functional Forms

Before estimating the medical care production function with

regression analysis, a functional form must be specified. There

are several common functional form assumptions that have been

used in the literature, including Cobb–Douglas, translog, and

generalized Leontief. A Cobb–Douglas production function is

perhaps the most straightforward because of its linear structure

in logarithms. A convenient feature of the Cobb–Douglas is that

the regression parameter estimates are also elasticities. In as-

sessing the marginal product of labor, for instance, this would be

the elasticity of output with respect to labor, times the output

level divided by the employment level.

Although the Cobb–Douglas has some advantages due to

computational simplicity, and it diminishes the potential for

multicollinearity because of a lack of interaction terms, a

disadvantage is that it does not allow the elasticities of sub-

stitution among different types of hospital workers (or among

a particular type of hospital employee and number of beds, for

instance) to be different from unity. In other words, a hospital

production function can generate information on how the

facilities are able to substitute capital for labor by examining

the elasticity of substitution, but the Cobb–Douglas pro-

duction function assumes this elasticity is constant and equal

to one at all levels of input use. For most hospitals, this

assumption is quite restrictive and unrealistic. So, some

researchers have considered an alternative that is more flexible,

known as the translog. The translog production function is a

generalization of the Cobb–Douglas – in other words, it

builds on the Cobb–Douglas by adding interaction terms (in

logarithms) for all of the possible combinations of inputs.

One advantage of the translog, compared with the Cobb–

Douglas production function, is that the translog allows for

the possibility of elasticities of substitution between phys-

icians and nurses to be different from unity, and these elas-

ticities can vary across hospitals. This is a desirable feature of

the translog because it provides valuable information that can

be useful in policy recommendations. But a potential problem

with the translog arises when there is a zero in one or more of

the inputs for some hospitals. For instance, if the labor inputs

in the model include physicians, nurses, clinicians, and

clerical workers, and if some hospitals have no clinicians, then

this will be problematic because the log of zero is undefined.

As an alternative, researchers have considered a generalized

Leontief production function. Typically, the generalized

Leontief hospital production function models admissions

and/or discharges as a function of total labor and capital in-

puts and other shift variables. Alternatively, several types of

labor can be included along with one type of capital and

several shift factors. The generalized Leontief allows for

interaction of the square roots of each variable (i.e., every type

of labor, capital, and other shift variables).

Interpretation of Production Function Estimates

Average and Marginal Products

There are a couple of possible scenarios that may be evident

with the production function estimates. First, hiring add-

itional workers may provide resources for clerical workers to

perform more administrative tasks while allowing physicians

and clinicians to specialize in treating patients, leading to

higher average numbers of patients treated per employee. Al-

ternatively, there may be a sufficiently large number of em-

ployees at clinics so that having additional workers might lead

to office overcrowding, physicians and clerical workers getting

in each others’ way, and possibly more difficulty in getting

reimbursements for treatment because of additional bureau-

cratic layers within these organizations. If the regression esti-

mates of the production function support this second

scenario, having fewer employees at clinics would be expected

to result in higher average number of patients treated per

employee. The marginal product of labor is the additional

clients that can be treated when an additional worker is hired,

while the average number of patients treated by workers is the

average product of labor. If the marginal product of labor is

greater (less) than the average product, then the average

product of labor rises (falls) as more workers are hired.
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Elasticities of Complementarity and Substitutability

Clinicians or physicians may work better when they have ac-

cess to additional equipment, such as computers that may

help with record keeping and billing. If so, the additional

physical capital may allow the physicians to focus on the tasks

they are trained to perform (that is, treating patients), while

physical capital can be used for other tasks. This scenario is

called q-substitutability; else, would physicians be able to treat

greater numbers of patients if the hospitals were to hire add-

itional support workers (such as nurses, clerical staff, or other

employees)? This scenario is called q-complementarity. In

other words, through the production function regressions one

can address the question of whether workers and physical

capital or two individual types of labor, are q-complements or

q-substitutes.

The technological relationships between any two factor

inputs can be assessed by examining the production funct-

ion for q-complementarity. Here, capital and labor will be

q-complements (q-substitutes) if an increase in capital increases

(decreases) the marginal product of labor. More generally, the

Hicks elasticity is defined as the product of output and the

change in marginal product of labor resulting from a change in

capital, all divided by the product of the marginal product of

capital and the marginal product of labor. The Hicks elasticity

measures the relative ease by which one factor can be substi-

tuted for another, while keeping admissions or discharges con-

stant, so if the Hicks elasticity is positive (negative), this implies

capital and labor are q-complements (q-substitutes). Non-

physician labor has been found to significantly impact physician

productivity in the context of hospitals and a translog pro-

duction function. Other translog production function analysis

explains the relationships between physicians and other em-

ployees in health care settings. A common finding is that

physicians and nonphysician employees are q-complements. In

the context of hospital efficiency with a generalized Leontief

production function, capital and physicians have been found to

be q-complements; capital and technicians/aides have been

found to be q-complements as well.

Stochastic Frontier Estimation and Data Envelopment
Analysis

The third type of health production function studies focus

on efficiency analysis. These studies, which also estimate

production functions for medical care, are based on stochastic

frontier models, and data envelopment analysis.

Stochastic frontier models (sometimes referred to as ‘fron-

tier models’) are based on the assumption that the regression

error term distribution does not follow a normal distribution.

Because the production function models described in the

section Hospital Production Functions are actually ideal

production function models when there is no inefficiency,

whenever the error term is nonzero there is inefficiency. In

other words, technological inefficiency for any given hospital

occurs when the error term is nonzero. Also, frontier models are

assumed to have a typical production function functional form

(such as Cobb–Douglas, translog, or generalized Leontief), as

well as two error terms. One of these error terms is because of

‘technical efficiency’ and is assumed to be negative (because of

the inability of a hospital to reach the frontier), and another

error component is because of unobservables and other meas-

urement difficulties. For any individual hospital, the frontier

model can be written as a term that includes the production

function as well as the inefficiency error term, and a separate

error component from unobservables. Each hospital’s deviation

from the mean efficiency can be calculated, to assess how in-

efficiently individual hospitals are operating. The model can be

estimated by assuming the errors follow half of a standard

normal distribution, and then using maximum likelihood es-

timation techniques.

Multiproduct Adjustments

When there are multiple outputs, such as different services

provided in each hospital, a distance function stochastic

frontier approach is appropriate. A stochastic frontier distance

function to assess efficiency in Australian hospitals with sev-

eral outputs has found a range of efficiency scores between

0.7 and 0.75, whereas there were a handful of outliers with

efficiency scores that were close to 1. A distance function ap-

proach is crucial in the context of hospitals because most

hospitals produce many different outputs, including inpatient

and outpatient services. But a more disaggregated approach to

address the efficiency of an array of many different hospital

services necessitates a distance function approach. This can be

done by specifying a ‘netput’ (or net input) transformation

function, where a function of vectors of inputs and outputs are

set equal to zero.

An alternative that can address the multiple outputs issue

is a hospital cost function approach. Duality implies that

profit maximization, through input choice for the pro-

duction function, yields the ‘same’ result as cost minimiza-

tion, where inputs are chosen to minimize costs. The optimal

cost function depends on input prices and outputs, which

can include several outputs. In this respect, a cost function

approach to efficiency can be estimated using least squares

regression techniques, to test for the presence of economies

of scale; or, a cost function approach to represent technology

can also be implemented as part of a stochastic frontier

estimation.

Data envelopment analysis is a nonparametric approach

to measure hospital efficiency, after considering several out-

puts and inputs. It uses the approach of linear programming,

to estimate a model. Here, an ‘expansion factor’ for each

hospital must be chosen so that the ‘expanded’ output of

each type at any hospital must be no greater than the

weighted average of all other firms’ output of that same type.

At the same time, this hospital must use each input in such a

manner that it is no less than the weighted average of all

other firms’ input usage of that same input type. In this ap-

proach, which essentially estimates a production possibilities

frontier, hospitals’ inefficiencies lead to deviations from the

frontier. Some of the advantages of this approach are that no

functional form needs to be imposed, and also it is possible

that in some situations firms can produce outside the pro-

duction possibilities frontier. In other words, if efficiency is

defined as the inverse of the optimal value of this linear
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programming model, then the hospital is efficient relative to

the other hospitals in the sample if the inverse of the optimal

value equals 1. If the inverse of the optimal value is less than

1 for a given hospital, then that hospital is inefficient relative

to the other hospitals in the sample. This measure of effi-

ciency can be obtained by solving this optimization problem

for each hospital in the sample.

Specific Applications: Specialty Care

Although there are few known applications of production

function estimation for substance abuse treatment, there are

more mental health applications. One application evaluates

how changes to mental health workforce levels, composition,

and degree of labor substitutability, affect practice output

(measured as relative value unit’s) at US Department of Vet-

erans Affairs mental health practices. This estimates the q-

complementarity/q-substitutability of mental health workers,

using a generalized Leontief production function, examining

many labor types, including residents, and then estimates the

marginal product for each labor type as well as the substitut-

ability and complementarity of physicians and other mental

health workers. Among 28 unique labor–capital pairs, 17 are

q-complements and 11 are q-substitutes. Complementarity

among several labor types provides evidence of a team ap-

proach to mental health service provision at these providers.

Another application studies the efficiency of nursing

homes in the state of Connecticut, USA, using a data en-

velopment analysis approach and finds that among the 140

nursing homes in the state, nearly 100 are more efficient than

the mean. The mean efficiency score for Connecticut nursing

homes is approximately 0.90, whereas similar studies of

nursing homes in other locations have found a range of effi-

ciency scores approximately from 0.57 to 0.93.

A general practice dentistry application estimates a translog

production function for a sample of approximately 29 000

dentists in the US, and finds that dentists tend to use dental

assistance in practices where they are ‘profitable’ in terms of

their marginal products. Also, dentists in the age range of the

mid-40s tend to be the most productive among all age ranges

in the sample.

Conclusion

Since the 1970s, production functions in efficiency and

productivity studies have been pervasive in a wide variety of

applications. Future research should focus on how to assess

quality of care in addition to quantity. This would be helpful

to practitioners who might rely on marginal product estimates

in compensation decisions and to governments in pay-for-

performance calculations.

See also: Cost Function Estimates
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Glossary
Bureaucrat A bureaucrat is a nonelected government

official, usually a member of an administrative policy-

making group within an institution of the government.

Street-level bureaucracy is the subset of members of a public

agency or government institution who carry out and enforce

the actions required by laws and public policies. It is

accompanied by the idea that these individuals vary the

extents to which they enforce the rules and laws assigned to

them.

Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) An economic

evaluation in which the costs and consequences of

alternative interventions are expressed as cost per unit of

health outcome. CEA is used to determine technical

efficiency; i.e., comparison of costs and consequences of

competing interventions for a given patient group within a

given budget.

Decision-making The process of making a selective

intellectual judgment when presented with several complex

alternatives consisting of several variables, which defines a

course of action or an idea.

Externalities An externality is a cost or benefit that results

from an activity or transaction and that affects an otherwise

uninvolved individual(s) who did not choose to incur that

cost or benefit. For example, if majority of a community is

vaccinated against an infectious disease, the resulting herd

immunity benefits those who have not been vaccinated.

Interest group A voluntary association that seeks to

publicly promote and create advantages for its cause.

Median voter The voter (or pair of voters) in the exact

middle of a ranking of voters along some issue dimension,

e.g. from the most left-wing to the most right-wing.

Priority setting The planning for equitable allocation,

apportionment, or distribution of available health

resources.

Public choice It is concerned with the study of political

behavior. In political science, it is the subset of positive

political theory that models voters, politicians, and

bureaucrats as mainly self-interested. In particular, it studies

such agents and their interactions in the social system either

as such or under alternative constitutional rules.

Public good A good or service is both nonexcludable and

nonrivalrous in which individuals cannot be effectively

excluded from use and when used by an individual does not

reduce the availability to others. Examples of public goods

include fresh air, knowledge or national defense.

Public health The activities that society undertakes to

assure conditions in which people can be healthy. These

include organized community efforts to identify, prevent

and counter threats to the health of the public.

Resource allocation The societal or individual decisions

about the equitable distribution of available resources.

Many public health interventions are extremely good value for

money. Advice from doctors to give up smoking, vaccinations

against communicable diseases, or improved access to clean

water in low-income countries are often relatively low cost

interventions that produce substantial health gains. Where

evidence on cost-effectiveness is available, many preventive

and public health interventions fare very well when compared

with conventional healthcare interventions. So why are not

more public funds invested in public health? And why in

some situations has it been so difficult to implement com-

mon-sense public health interventions such as sewage treat-

ment, vaccinations, or taxes on cigarettes?

The entries ‘Economics of public health: overview,’ ‘In-

fectious disease externalities,’ ‘Health behavior externalities’

and ‘Public health priority setting’ discuss the welfare eco-

nomic theories of public goods and externalities that are

relevant to most public health interventions and that support

the case on theoretical grounds for their public provision. But

these theories also describe the unique characteristics of public

health interventions that inevitably put them at a disadvantage

when compared with other investments, in particular invest-

ments in health care. Although health care is directly con-

sumed by the individual patient and can offer large,

immediate, and certain health benefits, public health actions

to mitigate externalities typically offer only small, delayed, and

uncertain benefits to particular individuals – even though this

may add up to large and certain benefits at the population

level. In summary, as Glied (2008) put it: ‘‘Public health,

economic theory says, is most useful and beneficial when

nobody can observe cash savings because of the actions of

public health; when public health activities don’t even try to

reduce taxes; when the potential benefits of public health ac-

tions are unclear; and when the potential beneficiaries of

public health activities aren’t even born yet!’’ These are the sort

of reasons why robust evidence of causal effects from con-

trolled trials and natural experiments is often not available,

and so it is difficult to demonstrate convincingly the societal

value of public health interventions using conventional eco-

nomic evaluation tools.

The entry ‘Economic evaluation of public health inter-

ventions: methodological challenges’ discusses problems af-

fecting the assessment of the cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA)
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of public health interventions, and how they could be over-

come. But can the authors necessarily conclude that it is poor

evidence on the value of public health interventions that made

policy makers shy away from making these investments? Did

the scientific community fail to produce the kind of evidence

that would convince policy makers to do the right thing? Or

are there more fundamental structural impediments to secur-

ing acceptance of the value of such investments?

The authors argue in this article that it is the realities of the

political decision-making process that militate against polit-

ical backing for public health investments, rather than the

methodological shortcomings of CEA. Although economic

evaluation offers a powerful rational approach to setting pri-

orities, there may be alternative perspectives from which it

is rational for decision makers to disregard the recom-

mendations. The authors use three economic models of public

choice – the interest group, majority voting, and bureaucratic

decision-making models – to explain why it may be rational

even for benevolent social welfare maximizing decision

makers to diverge from the traditional economic evaluation

approach and take into account public choice theory in order

to assess the various political constraints on the decision

options available to them, and the likely unintended

consequences of alternative policies due to the predicted be-

havioral responses of key stakeholder groups, and possibly

even responses of their social decision-making colleagues in

other branches of government who unlike themselves may not

behave like benevolent social welfare maximizer. The models

help us move from the normative approach to priority setting,

based on what should be done to maximize some concept of

social welfare, into the realm of positive approaches that at-

tempt to understand what happens in practice.

Models of public choice assume that the same behavioral

model that can be used to explain decision making in ordinary

markets can also be applied to decision making in the public

sector. Public policy makers are not necessarily benevolent

maximizers of social welfare, but may be motivated by their

own self-interest. Firms seek to maximize profits, consumers

seek to maximize utility, and policy makers seek to maximize

political support or their own personal gain. The models

further assume that, although policy errors are certainly pos-

sible, it is more informative to assume that the intended effects

of a policy can be deduced from the observed effects, espe-

cially when such policies persist over time. In doing so, the

authors do not of course argue that such behavior is desirable,

or that it happens in all circumstances. Of course individuals

have various motivations and the authors acknowledge that

many decision makers will act with predominantly altruistic

and welfare maximizing considerations in mind. The aim is

merely to offer a framework for explaining apparently perverse

actions on the part of decision makers.

Interest Groups

The interest group model is a powerful way of explaining why

policy making diverges from the recommendations of cost-

effectiveness analysis. It demonstrates that some groups of the

population are more successful in promoting their interests

than other groups and seeks to explain the impact this has on

priority setting, resource allocation, redistribution of wealth,

and even the survival of governments. The ‘capture’ theory

describes interest groups as ‘capturing’ the regulatory power of

the state to achieve a redistribution of wealth between differ-

ent groups of the population in the form of transfers that may

be cash or favors (Stigler, 1971). Generally, small groups

with a clearly defined common objective – for example, the

pharmaceutical industry – have lower costs in organizing

themselves, securing cohesion, and effectively lobbying de-

cision makers to their advantage, at the expense of the larger

population whose interests may be more diffuse and experi-

ence higher costs of organizing. Some interest groups have

privileged access to information that gives them a comparative

advantage. The authors shall discuss examples where powerful

minority groups with the interest, means, and opportunity to

organize themselves have influenced political decisions to

their advantage.

In low-income countries (LICs), the interest group model

can explain why expenditures have often focused on health-

care services for richer areas or social groups at the expense of

preventive and public health services for the poor, even where

the latter offers greater cost-effectiveness. Poorer groups and

populations based in rural areas may be less informed, less

literate, and have an underdeveloped infrastructure for the

dissemination of information compared to wealthier groups

or those based in the urban areas where access to information

resources is less limited. Groups in formal employment and

with greater wealth also tend to be concentrated in urban

areas, in particular in low-income Asian countries, see

Figure 1.

Taxpayers represent an important interest group, especially

in LICs with high levels of informal employment and a tax

base that is highly dependent on a small minority of wealthy

citizens. These citizens tend not to suffer to nearly the same

extent from the communicable diseases and chronic con-

ditions suffered by poorer citizens. In a democratic system, as

the proportion of poor in the overall electorate is relatively

large, most tax-financed healthcare expenditure would be de-

voted to illnesses of the poor in order to secure support of the

majority of voters. However, such a policy choice would imply

very large financial transfers, through the tax regime, from the

rich to the poor. In short, the rich may have to make big tax

contributions to public interventions that do not benefit them

greatly. This may lead to resistance among the rich, tax eva-

sion, increased collection costs, or even emigration.

An extreme form of tax evasion is illicit export of capital,

especially prevalent when systems of governance are weak. It is

estimated that the world’s poorest countries lose USD$900 bn

each year through illicit flows of capital. Figure 2 shows the

top 20 developing country exporters of illicit capital in de-

clining order of average annual outflows, with China being the

top exporter by far. Despite these high levels of tax evasion in

some developing countries, however, economic theory of tax

compliance predicts that global tax evasion should be much

greater than it actually is, given the low extent of deterrence in

most countries – conceptualized as the product of the prob-

ability of being detected and the size of the fine imposed.

Empirical studies allude to an effect known as ‘fiscal ex-

change’: the more governments provide public services ac-

cording to the preferences of taxpayers in exchange for a
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reasonable tax price, the more taxpayers comply with the tax

laws. In the mid-nineteenth century Switzerland, a voluntary

school tax in the canton of Glarus provided sufficient revenue

to finance education services, whereas a voluntary welfare tax

to redistribute income in the canton of Appenzell i. Rh. had to

be quickly turned into coercive taxation. This concept of ‘fiscal

exchange’ has important implications for healthcare priority

setting. To limit tax resistance of this kind among the rich, the

government may feel constrained to include some provision

for the healthcare needs of the rich in the essential package of

care in order to retain the viability of the tax base, even when

the associated treatments do not qualify for inclusion on strict

cost-effectiveness criteria.

Even in well-functioning democracies, powerful interest

groups affect resource allocation decisions. Patient associ-

ations have successfully lobbied governments to fund drugs

publicly, even if there is doubt about their cost-effectiveness,

or even clinical efficacy and safety, for example, the breast

cancer drug Herceptin in the English National Health Survey

(NHS). Patients with long-term chronic illnesses such as
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HIV/AIDS have a clear advantage in organizing themselves

over the recipients of public health interventions. As public

choice theory predicts, illnesses with comparably low preva-

lence are at an advantage, at least partly due to the fact that

costs of organizing are lower. The preventive nature of many

public health interventions implies that there is no clearly

defined patient group that is lobbying in their favor, and

public health has to rely on individuals or groups with

altruistic motivation for support. Further, governments often

prioritize sensitive political issues concerning highly visible

aspects of healthcare services, at the expense of investments in

public health. For example, some countries place a high

priority on tackling waiting times for elective surgery, which

affect a relatively small group of patients. This preoccupation

could be interpreted as a response by politicians to the more

media-friendly interests of waiting patients when compared

with interventions aimed at the whole population, or large

and difficult to delineate subgroups of individuals at risk,

such as preventive screening or healthy lifestyle campaigns.

Providers of health services – the healthcare professions –

form a crucial interest group in many countries, and govern-

ments are often wary of alienating doctors who are in a strong

position to mobilize opposition to chosen priorities. For ex-

ample, in the USA, health professionals and their associations

are major lobbyists. In 2012, they have together spent more

than USD$40 M to influence directly or indirectly decisions

made by Congress and federal agencies, an amount that is

nearly 6 times more than the tobacco industry. Although

providers would certainly not want to be seen to actively work

against the interest of patients, it is unlikely that investments

in public health feature prominently among their priorities,

especially if such investments are made at the expense of tra-

ditional healthcare interventions or even reduce demand for

their services.

Doctors may have credible threats that can undermine the

implementation of policy shifts, ranging from overt threats

such as quitting the workforce to subtle noncooperation and

adherence to traditional patterns of care. For example, it has

been argued that the retreat from traditional models of man-

aged care in the USA has in large part been due to pressure

from physician and consumer groups in a backlash against

government and insurers’ attempts to cut costs through lim-

iting access and rationing care. In some LICs, doctors may

have a preference for high-technology medicine and be

alienated by policy changes that seek to develop public health

interventions and cost-effective care in community settings.

Such alienation may have profoundly important con-

sequences, for example, in the form of shifting employment

from the public to the private sector or workforce emigration.

Although migration is of course due to a multitude of reasons,

it is noteworthy that in some LICs more than 50% of highly

trained health workers leave for job opportunities in higher

income countries.

The pharmaceutical industry is another powerful interest

group that may favor healthcare interventions and drug

treatment over public health investments. For example, The

Council of the Europe Assembly quite openly voiced the

suspicion that the pharmaceutical industry has influenced

the World Health Organization’s response to the H1N1 flu

pandemic. The Council accused WHO of exaggerating the

seriousness of the epidemic, which resulted in large amounts

of public funds being spent on vaccines and antivirals that

were never needed. But the interests of the pharmaceutical

industry are not always in conflict with public health or

preventive policies. Modern antiretroviral treatment (ART)

may prevent secondary HIV infections because HIV patients

receiving ART may have a significantly reduced risk of passing

on the virus to sexual partner (treatment as prevention), and

ART given to healthy persons may reduce their risk of

acquiring the virus (preexposure prophylaxis). Using ARTs as

prevention would open up a vast new market for pharma-

ceutical companies, potentially comprising all HIV negative

individuals at risk of infections.

Other commercial companies that are driven by economic

interests have formed powerful interest groups. Table 1

summarizes the – strikingly similar – strategies adopted by

the tobacco and food-producing industries, and historically

water companies, to influence public health decision making

to their advantage. Many of the strategies the tobacco in-

dustry adopted to frustrate public health actions came to

light only when an extensive library of internal tobacco in-

dustry documents was released publicly as a result of the

1998 settlement agreement. For decades before, the tobacco

industry successfully preempted efforts to limit advertising

and sale of cigarettes, by publicly disputing evidence that

smoking cigarettes damages health, for example, with the

infamous ‘A Frank Statement to Cigarette Smokers’, half-

hearted self-regulation such as the Cigarette Advertiser Code,

and public messages and advertising that emphasized indi-

vidual responsibility to deflect blame from the industry.

Table 1 Popular strategies by interest groups to influence political decisions to their advantage

• Emphasizing consumer’s personal responsibility and condemning governmental interventions as autocratic

• Distorting scientific evidence with selective reviews or in the extreme, distribution of false evidence

• Adopting financial tactics including setting up, sponsoring, or otherwise developing associations with foundations or organizations that support the
corporations agenda

• Exerting political influence and lobbying to support politicians favorable to the industry

• Adopting legal and regulatory tactics, for example, engaging in half-hearted self-regulation efforts or getting industry lobbyists appointed to
governmental regulatory agencies

• Adopting legal and regulatory tactics, for example, engaging in half-hearted self-regulation efforts or getting industry lobbyists appointed to
governmental regulatory agencies

• Advertising that connects the image of the corporation with worthwhile or popular causes

Source: Adapted from Brownell, K. D. and Warner, K. E. (2009). The perils of ignoring history: Big tobacco played dirty and millions died. How similar is big food? Milbank

Quarterly 87(1), 259–294.
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Public statements stood in stark contrast to internal com-

munications (Figure 3).

Some public health experts now fear that history will re-

peat itself by comparing the tobacco industries’ strategies

with current efforts by the food-producing industry to deny

the contribution of their products, in particular soft drinks

and highly processed snack food, to the obesity epidemic

(Brownell and Warner, 2009). They accuse the food industry

of following distraction strategies, for example, playing up

the importance of physical activity over nutrition, publishing

biased reviews of scientific studies, or playing up a relatively

harmless health impact (such as tooth decay) to divert

attention from the serious one (such as obesity).

The food industry has made highly visible pledges to cur-

tail children’s food marketing, sell fewer unhealthy products

in schools, and label foods in responsible ways, but has been

criticized for their efforts (Sharma et al., 2010). For example,

the School Beverage Guidelines developed by various charit-

able foundations in a partnership with the soft drink industry

have been found to be implemented with far less restrictions

in high schools, where much of the sugared-beverage intake

occurs, than in elementary schools where little intake occurs

(for more information visit the Clinton Foundation, http://

www.clintonfoundation.org/main/our-work/by-initiative/

alliance-for-a-healthier-generation/programs/industry-initiatives/

school-beverage-agreement.html).

It is telling that while contributions to federal candidates

and political committees from the tobacco industry fell dras-

tically from USD$10.6 M in 1996 when legal battles were

at their peak to USD$3.2 M in 2010; over the same period,

contributions from the food processing and food retail in-

dustry have tripled from USD$10 M to just under USD$30.5 M

in 2010. This is possibly attributable to increased congres-

sional action on issues that affect the industry such as food

safety, labeling regulations, soft drink taxes, and other anti-

obesity initiatives.

There are, of course, differences between food and tobacco

as substances. Unlike smoking, eating is necessary to maintain

health and life. The associated public health messages are

therefore more subtle, seeking to change the types and

amounts of food eaten rather than promote abstinence. There

is overwhelming evidence that smoking is addictive and

damaging to health, whereas research on the addictive prop-

erties of food and its impact on human health is only now

maturing. Smoking imposes harmful externalities on others

through passive smoking, whereas in principle eating an un-

healthy diet only harms the eater. The fight against tobacco

coalesced around a single product made by a few companies,

whereas the food industry is far more complex because it is

fragmented, involving an immense array of products made by

thousands of companies worldwide.

There are also historic examples of how commercial interests

have shaped priority setting in public health. In fact, the public

health movement that developed during the industrial revo-

lution in the nineteenth century did so, at least partly, as a

reaction to the commercial interests of private water companies.

The water companies used their influence to dispute emerging

evidence that the poor water quality they provided was re-

sponsible for the cholera epidemics and other illnesses that led

to the appalling drop in life expectancy in English cities during

the industrial revolution, using similar tactics to the tobacco

industry 150 years later (Szreter, 2003). The development of

germ theory and arrival of microscopic water analysis gave the

public health movement the scientific backing to lobby for the

construction of publicly funded and maintained sanitary infra-

structure (see Figure 4).

Employers form an interest group that has traditionally

supported public health interventions if they improve and pre-

serve the productivity of their workforce. Historically, invest-

ments in public health in low-income countries were driven by

the economic interests of colonial countries, and the need to

guarantee the health of the workforce seconded to work there.

For example, in Britain, in the 1890s, the Colonial Secretary

Chamberlain was aware that the poor health of the native

workers and the officials sent to serve in the Colonies was a

threat to Britain’s growing empire. Mortality among officials in

some parts of the world, particularly the Gold Coast of West

Africa, was soaring and to compensate, salaries were sometimes

100% higher than those of colleagues elsewhere. The economic

significance of the control of tropical disease led to establish-

ment of institutions and schools of tropical medicine, such as

the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (UK) and

the Pasteur Institute (France). Nowadays, some mining com-

panies are providing free Anti retroviral therapy to their HIV

positive employees, for example, Anglo-American. As HIV/AIDS

predominantly affects working age adults, companies are pos-

sibly motivated by a combination of humanitarian interests and

the commercial interest to preserve the human capital estab-

lished in their workforce.

Even organizations seeking purely ‘technocratic’ soluti-

ons to priority setting by providing scientific evidence on

the cost-effectiveness of interventions (e.g., health technology

assessment agencies) may be influenced by interest groups in

the selection of interventions chosen for assessment. Seeking

public involvement in such activities risks capture by interest

groups but can be seen as an attempt to increase political

“We are proud of the industry’s record with respect to cigarette advertising generally and youth in
particular. We submit that the record is one of unparalleled restraint and responsibility” – Horace
Kornegay, Chairman, the Tobacco Institute. From the US Subcommittee on Health and the
Environment’s Report to the Committee on Energy and Commerce ‘Advertising of tobacco products’,
House of Representatives, Serial No. 99−167, 18 Jul, 1 Aug 1986.

“Evidence is now available that the 14 to 18 year old group is an increasing segment of the smoking
population. RJR must soon establish a successful new brand in this market if our position in the
industry is to be maintained over the long term.” – RJR’s Secret planning assumptions and forecasts
for the period 1976−1986 from the RJ Reynolds Tobacco Company Research Department, 18 Mar
1976.

Figure 3 Public statements and internal communications by the tobacco industry. Reproduced from http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/legal.jsp
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support for decisions. The National Institute for Clinical

Excellence in England and Wales has formalized public in-

volvement in technology appraisal and developing interven-

tional procedure guidance, but not without criticism.

Voting Models

Many public health interventions are targeted at conditions that

predominately affect disadvantaged groups of the population.

Indeed, some even have the primary objective of reducing

inequalities in health. This in itself may imply a need to depart

from pure cost-effectiveness criteria, which imply an objective

of maximizing aggregate health outcomes. The median voter

model may explain why such public health interventions often

receive less political backing than others that benefit a wider

spectrum of the population, or why investments into health-

care are favored over investments in public health. The model

focuses on the politician as a maximizer of votes (Hotelling,

1929; Anderson, 1999). The ‘median voter’ theorem shows

Figure 4 Water impurity in London’s commercial supplies, illustrations from The Lancet, 1851. Caption below Figure 3: This engraving
represents the chief animal and vegetable productions contained the water as supplied by the Grand Junction Company. Caption below Figure 4:
The above engraving exhibits the principal animal and vegetable productions contained in the water supplied by the West Middlesex company.
Drawn with the camera lucida and magnified 220 diameters. The microscope enabled water analysts to make precise drawings such as these
depicting the organic contents of the drinking water supplied by London’s increasingly notorious private companies. Some of these companies’
defective systems were clearly implicated by pioneering epidemiological research into the major cholera epidemics of the period. Reproduced
from Szreter, S. (2003). The population health approach in historical perspective. American Journal of Public Health 93(3), 421–431.
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that in a representative democracy, political parties tend to

move toward the political position of the median voter in

order to secure election.

The median voter model highlights the importance to the

government of obtaining the support of crucial electoral

constituencies. In public health, this may explain why policy

makers seek to direct resources toward key population groups

at the expense of others, notwithstanding the apparently rea-

sonable claims of the latter on resources from an efficiency or

equity perspective. For example, median voters are likely to

perceive that they or their family benefit from screening ser-

vices for common conditions such as cancers. Therefore, the

provision of such services is likely to receive widespread sup-

port, even if evidence of cost-effectiveness is weak, or indeed

they might do more harm than good, as has been suggested

for routine mammography. However, policies directed at poor

lifestyle choices (e.g., smoking, alcoholism, and risky sexual

behavior) may receive less popular support because the me-

dian voter does not perceive any personal or family need for

such services. Even if the latter services are very cost effective,

politicians seeking reelection may find it difficult to attach

high priority to them. Similarly, many common healthcare

interventions, such as treatment for acute myocardial in-

farction, hip and knee replacements, or cataract removals, are

likely to be demanded by the median voter at a certain point

in life. Following that line of argument, the median voter

model cannot explain the success of HIV/AIDS interest groups

in lobbying the governments, and it is interesting to note that

for HIV/AIDS it stands in disagreement with the interest

group model.

More generally, economic models of voting in health ser-

vices have received little attention in the literature (Tuohy and

Glied, 2011). In industrial democracies, an ageing population

suggests that older people are becoming an increasingly im-

portant electoral force. Although an ageing population is itself

partly the result of effective public health interventions, per-

versely, the preoccupation of older people is likely to be with

curative rather than preventative interventions, compared with

young people, reinforcing the tendency for politicians to favor

health services over public health.

Bureaucratic Decision Making

The behavior of interest groups and voters can be understood

only in terms of the institutional context in which they occur

(Tuohy and Glied, 2011). Tullock’s (1965) and Niskanen’s

(1971) institutional theories focus on the interests of ‘bur-

eaucrats’ in maximizing their influence and the effect of their

behavior on the level and nature of government output. Here

the concept of the bureaucrat is interpreted broadly to em-

brace all public sector actors with significant influence over the

allocation of resources. The essence of this approach is the

belief that such bureaucrats receive power and remuneration

in proportion to the size of their enterprise, with the impli-

cation that bloated, and inefficient public services emerge if

there is a lack of effective control on the growth of govern-

ment. Under the bureaucratic model, government agencies

will seek to implement policies that maximize the size of their

own enterprises and to undermine activities that are outside

their direct control. They are able to do so because they have

an informational advantage over their political counterparts.

‘Bureaucrats’ may therefore influence the pattern of healthcare

expenditures in ways that do not accord with efficiency and

equity considerations. If this model applies, it would also

suggest substantial inertia in spending, making it difficult for

politicians to change entrenched patterns of services.

It is difficult to find hard evidence, but the tendency of

bureaucrats to maximize their own budgets and sphere of

influence at the expense of others can be observed across

many government sectors. For example, bureaucrats in health

ministries often find it difficult to persuade bureaucrats in

other ministries, such as education, to adopt policies designed

to improve health, because of the reluctance of each sector to

relinquish control. Public health, perhaps more than other

government activities, requires collaboration across sectors

and cross-departmental actions for which responsibilities

cannot be clearly delineated.

Multiple levels of governance add further complexities that

affect variations in spending on public health, although the

direction and magnitude of effects is likely to depend on

specific funding arrangements for such policies (Tuohy and

Glied, 2011). A system under which subnational governments

make policy decisions, but a significant share of the associated

costs is covered by the national government is likely to lead to

higher investments in public health than a system under

which national governments provide a fixed payment to

subnational governments, which then bear the full marginal

costs of the interventions. In a decentralized system of gov-

ernance different levels of government are likely to free ride on

interventions with public goods characteristics that are pro-

vided by other levels. More than 160 years ago implemen-

tation of basic sanitation measures was frustrated by tensions

between central government and councilors of Britain’s large

cities (Figure 5).

In the public sector services, it has also been argued that

‘street-level bureaucracy’ plays a powerful role in the way in

which policy is implemented. The considerable degree of

discretion accorded to healthcare workers (‘street-level bur-

eaucrats’) in determining the nature, amount, and quality of

services provided by their agencies has a powerful impact on

the rationing of resources, and the factors governing their

decisions might not be based on cost-effectiveness or similar

principles.

Conclusion

The authors have considered three economic perspectives on

public choice that help to explain why it has often proven

difficult to obtain political backing for apparently common-

sense public health interventions. The health and societal

implications of many public health interventions can never be

assessed in their entirety in advance of implementation. Even

if they could, however, public health advocates have often

found themselves in conflict with powerful interests groups,

and politicians or bureaucrats who pursue their own object-

ives. This introduces an important and complex set of con-

straints into the priority-setting process, implying that

available funds might be spent in particular areas or on
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specific programs determined by informational advantages or

power structures within society. In general, such constraints

will result in departures from conventional criteria such as

cost-effectiveness rules.

Is it possible to counter those powerful influences? History

has plenty of success stories. From the second half of the

nineteenth century, Britain’s major cities embarked on a re-

form of the municipal social health amenities and social ser-

vices that resulted in significant improvements in health.

Historians believe that a class-bridging coalition between grass

root organizations of the growing urban population, a new

generation of civic leaders with social conscience that origin-

ated from the well-off urban elite, and a strong cadre of public

service professionals, notably Medical Officers of Health, se-

cured these reforms. Similar developments happened in other

European countries and the USA.

There are modern day examples of spirited initiatives by

governments, government departments, or community or-

ganizations that instigated radical improvements in public

health. For example, the outbreak of the plague in the Indian

city of Surat in 1994 led to a decisive reorganization and

introduction of stringent performance management of the

civic waste department, named ‘transformation from AC to

DC’ – making bureaucrats leave their ‘air conditioned’ offices

to the ‘daily chore’ of direct supervision of waste management

on site. The participatory budgeting model introduced in 1989

in the Brazilian city of Porto Alegre was an innovative reform

program that successfully overcame severe inequality in living

standards among city residents. Part of the program was

introduction of participatory budgeting; community members

now decide how to allocate part of the public budget. The

recent decisive ruling of the Australian government on plain

packaging laws for cigarettes is celebrated as a great success in

the fight against cigarette smoking. For decades, the tobacco

industry has successfully prevented such laws, to protect the

value of their brands’ image, which they used more or less

openly to link the brand with popular causes or films – such

as the placement of Phillip Morris brands in Superman I and

II, see Figure 6.

The authors have merely scratched the surface of this

underresearched area of study. There is great scope for a much

better understanding of decision-making behavior – both in

low- and high-income countries – and a range of hypotheses

can be tested by examining the priority-setting process itself

and the resulting patterns of healthcare and public health

expenditure. They would not challenge the desirability of

seeking to maximize the health gains of the health system

through the use of CEA. However, health economists have not

yet taken advantage of the full range of economic approaches

at their disposal. Only by securing a better understanding of

Figure 5 Cartoon about implementation of Chadwick’s Public Health Act in British cities, Punch, June 1848. A cartoon of Lord Morpeth, the
central government’s representative, promoting the bill for Chadwick’s Public Health Act. The legislation is depicted as ‘sanatory’ pearls being
thrown in vain by the enlightened national statesman to the unappreciative ‘swine,’ the councilors of the nation’s cities. Reproduced from
Szreter, S. (2003). The population health approach in historical perspective. American Journal of Public Health 93(3), 421–431.
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the decision-making process can the impact of CEA be en-

hanced. They would argue that this can be achieved by aug-

menting the understanding of the political context of priority

setting, using a variety of well-established models of political

economy.

See also: Advertising as a Determinant of Health in the USA.
Economic Evaluation of Public Health Interventions: Methodological
Challenges. Infectious Disease Externalities. Pay for Prevention.
Priority Setting in Public Health. Public Health in Resource Poor
Settings. Public Health: Overview. Public Health Profession. Smoking,
Economics of
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Glossary
Allocative and technical efficiency A resource allocation

is efficient if it is not possible to reallocate resources so as to

increase one person’s utility (or health, or output) without

decreasing another person’s utility (or health, or output). In

health economics the entity maximized is generally

assumed to be utility, health, or welfare. Technical efficiency

is a part of cost-effectiveness: not using more resources

than are necessary to produce a given set of outcomes.

There may be many allocations of resources that meet this

condition. The least costly of them is the cost-effective

allocation.

Cost-effectiveness analysis A method of comparing the

opportunity costs of various alternative health or social care

interventions having the same benefit or in terms of a

common unit of output, outcome, or other measure of

accomplishment.

Disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) A measure of the

burden of disability-causing disease and injury. Age–specific

expected life-years are adjusted for expected loss of healthy

life during those years, yielding measures of states of health

or, when two streams of DALYs are compared, potential

health gain or loss by changing from one health care or

social intervention to another.

Global burden of disease The DALYs lost through illness

and premature death in all countries of the world.

Gross domestic product or gross national product (GDP

or GNP) The total expenditure by residents and foreigners

on domestically produced goods and services in a year is

GDP. It is the main indicator used to measure the size

or output of an economy. GNP is GDP plus income

earned abroad by residents less income earned in the

economy by foreigners, i.e., GDP plus net property income

from abroad.

National health accounts A record of the resource flows

in a country’s health system by the main elements of health

care financing: resource mobilization and allocation,

pooling and insurance, purchasing of care, and the

distribution of benefits. National health expenditures

include in principle expenditures on activities ’whose

primary purpose is to restore, improve, and maintain health

regardless of the type of the institution or entity providing

or paying for the health activity.’

Overseas development assistance The Organisation for

Economic Cooperation and Development’s term for foreign

aid. Also known as overseas development assistance.

Randomized controlled trial A scientific experiment

conducted to test the effect of an intervention by randomly

assigning participants to a treatment and control group.

Differences between the treatment and control group

participants are interpreted as the causal effect of the

intervention.

Real terms The use of the adjective ’real’ in economics is

to distinguish monetary changes in value that are merely

inflationary from others corresponding to changes in the

flow of goods and services. Index numbers are used to

deflate nominal values and thereby generate real values.

Introduction

This article addresses the distinctive challenges of planning,

financing, implementing, and evaluating public health pol-

icies in low- and middle-income countries. By public health is

meant the ‘science and art of promoting and protecting health

and well-being, preventing ill-health and prolonging life

through the organized efforts of society’ (http://www.fph.

org.uk/what_is_public_health).

A key feature of low- and middle-income countries is a

health discourse that diverges in some key ways from that in

high-income countries. In particular, ‘public health’ in high-

income countries is a recognized and accepted subject area

that is generally formally planned and structured, always with

agencies with specific public health roles and sometimes even

with a government minister for public health. Elsewhere, and

especially in low-income countries, it tends to be assessed and

planned in ways that are more fragmented, and less coherent,

for reasons explored in this article.

What is Distinctive about Low- and Middle-Income
Countries?

Burden of Disease

The global burden of disease (GBD) across the world has been

studied for some time. In 2012, a comprehensive analysis was

published for 2010, including comparison with the original

1990 analysis. It uses the metric of the Disability-Adjusted Life

Year (DALY), which combines years of life lost due to pre-

mature death with years of healthy life lost due to illness and

disability, for specific diseases and conditions. The regional

breakdown is done by 21 geographical regions rather than

broad country income grouping, although the identification

of subregions does largely distinguish lower and higher in-

come groupings within broader regions (e.g., Europe is dis-

aggregated to Western, Central, and Eastern Europe).

Table 1 shows total DALYs and DALYs per thousand

population by the 21 regions and the change between 1990
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and 2010. A full discussion of the data is in the source article.

Key points to note are that in 2010 as in 1990, poorer regions

have a much greater burden of disease per 1000 population,

with the regions with the greatest burden per 1000 being in

sub-Saharan Africa. Note, though that these regions have seen

some of the sharpest reductions in burden per 1000 (although

a marked increase in total burden due largely to population

growth).

Figure 1 shows how the total burden of disease is broken

down by broad cause in these 21 regions, comparing again

1990 and 2010. In 2010, high-income countries (high-income

Asia-Pacific, Western Europe, Australasia, high-income North

America, and central Europe) had only 7% of DALYs due to

communicable, maternal, neonatal, and nutritional disorders.

Cancer and cardiovascular disease accounted for 36% of

DALYs. In contrast, in east, west, and central sub-Saharan

Africa, the former disease groups accounted for 67–71% of

DALYS. Nonetheless, comparing 1990 and 2010, the great re-

duction in common infectious diseases in poorer regions is

evident (the reduction in the light yellow bars), although the

rise in HIV is very visible (in dark yellow) in southern and

eastern sub-Saharan Africa. Even in the poorer regions there is

a significant burden due to noncommunicable diseases and

injuries; hence, the common label of the ‘double burden’ in

low- and middle-income countries – the unfinished agenda of

communicable diseases and the new burden of non-

communicable diseases and injuries. Analysis by age groups

and region can be explored at the GBD website of the Institute

for Health Metrics and Evaluation (http://www.healthme-

tricsandevaluation.org/). For example, the analysis by region

of DALYS in children under 5 shows vividly that disease in

children is virtually absent in high-income regions and is

concentrated in low-income regions (see http://www.

healthmetricsandevaluation.org/gbd/visualizations/gbd-2010-

patterns-broad-cause-groupunit=pc&sex=B&metric=daly&

stackBy=region&year=5).

From a public health point of view, it is important to

understand the risk factors that underlie the burden of disease.

Figure 2 shows the relative importance for the 21 regions of

the risk factors defined in the GBD study. For central, eastern,

and western sub-Saharan Africa, for example, the three leading

risk factors are underweight, household air pollution from

solid fuels, and suboptimal breastfeeding. In South Asia,

household air pollution ranks top, although the changing

pattern of disease is shown by tobacco smoking and high

blood pressure ranking 2 and 3. In high-income regions, top

ranking factors are high blood pressure, smoking, alcohol use,

and high body mass index. This demonstrates visibly how the

pattern of risk factors changes as countries grow richer.

Economic Structure

Economic structures not only help explain the patterns of

burden of disease but also have a strong influence on the

capacity of countries to respond to public health needs.

Key risk factors have their origins in the economic structure

of low-income countries. The overall low level of income, and

high proportions of the population living in absolute poverty,

help explain under nutrition and the unsafe living environ-

ments. ‘Structural’ factors, such as low levels of education and

lack of access to employment and informal employment, also

Table 1 Disability-adjusted life years for 291 causes by region for 1990 and 2010, and the percentage change from 1990 to 2010

Total DALYs (thousands) DALYs (per thousand)

1990 2010 %D 1990 2010 %D

High-income Asia Pacific 38 934 (35 997–42 301) 42 486 (38 842–46 586) 9.1 231 (213–250) 239 (218–262) 3.5
Western Europe 115 151 (106 794–124 174) 113 364 (103 991–123 930) � 1.6 302 (280–326) 272 (250–298) � 9.8
Australasia 5382 (4966–5853) 6101 (5538–6733) 13.3 264 (243–287) 235 (214–260) � 10.7
High-income North America 79 582 (74 150–85 639) 91 073 (84 342–98 239) 14.4 287 (267–309) 268 (248–289) � 6.6
Central Europe 43 442 (40 918–46 341) 38 978 (36 355–41 960) � 10.3 355 (335–379) 327 (305–353) � 7.9
Southern Latin America 14 626 (13 755–15 688) 15 562 (14 458–16 917) 6.4 299 (281–321) 259 (240–281) � 13.5
Eastern Europe 88 654 (84 173–93 891) 93 104 (88 367–98 267) 5.0 400 (380–424) 449 (427–474) 12.3
East Asia 379 565 (355 627–405 991) 332 437 (306 978–358 541) � 12.4 319 (299–342) 238 (220–257 � 25.5
Tropical Latin America 53 824 (50 633–57 102) 56 781 (52 636–61 338) 5.5 349 (329–371) 281 (261–304) � 19.5
Central Latin America 53 375 (50 672–56 555) 57 706 (53 753–61 997) 8.1 321 (305–340) 250 (233–268) � 22.2
Southeast Asia 192 296 (180 655–204 699) 188 512 (175 435–202 574) � 2.0 418 (392–444) 309 (287–332) � 26.0
Central Asia 30 298 (28 853–31 889) 28 539 (26 801–30 395) � 5.8 441 (420–464) 356 (334–379) � 19.3
Andean Latin America 16 513 (15 558–17 564) 14 164 (13 074–15 304) � 14.2 427 (402–454) 265 (244–286) � 38.0
North Africa and Middle East 123 183 (116 867–130 540) 124 617 (115 374–134 555) 1.2 408 (387–432) 279 (259–302) � 31.5
Caribbean 15 582 (14 757–16 483) 26 698 (21 182–39 812) 71.3 437 (414–462) 614 (487–915) 40.6
South Asia 747 529 (705 906–798 664) 680 859 (633 905–727 982) � 8.9 665 (628–710) 422 (393–452) � 36.6
Oceania 4015 (3527–4618) 4779 (3907–5825) 19.0 621 (546–714) 481 (393–586) � 22.6
Southern sub-Saharan Africa 23 794 (22 429–25 299) 44 027 (41 666–46 474) 85.0 452 (426–481) 625 (591–659) 38.1
Eastern sub-Saharan Africa 207 130 (196 459–219 636) 204 526 (193 904–216 317) � 1.3 994 (943–1054) 575 (546–609) � 42.1
Central sub-Saharan Africa 60 702 (56 022–66 082) 77 391 (71 187–83 385) 27.5 1132 (1044–1232) 802 (738–864) � 29.1
Western sub-Saharan Africa 209 023 (196 925–221 795) 248 683 (232 208–266 906) 19.0 1040 (980–1103) 740 (691–794) � 28.8

Data are DALYs (95% uncertainty intervals) or % change. DALY, disability-adjusted life years; %D, percentage change.

Source: Reprinted from Murray, C. J. L., Vos, T., Lozano, R., et al. (2012). Disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) for 291 diseases and injuries in 21 regions, 1990–2010: a

systematic analysis for the Global Burden of Disease Study 2010. The Lancet 380, 2197–2223.
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help explain the prevalence of unsafe sex which encourages

the spread of sexually transmitted diseases (note that lack of

data led to unsafe sex being omitted from the GBD risk factor

list in Figure 2). In middle-income countries, growing afflu-

ence and changing behaviors associated with higher incomes,

global spread of information and the influence of the multi-

national industry on diet and smoking help explain the very

different pattern of risk factors.

The poverty of a country severely affects its ability to fi-

nance an adequate response to public health needs. Figure 3

(taken from the WHO National Health Accounts website)

maps levels of per capita government expenditure on health

across the world in 2010, and Table 2 shows shares of total,

government and private health expenditure by country income

group in 2009.

Many low-income governments in Africa and Asia spend

less than $34 per capita on all health care. Mean total

health expenditure in 2009 in low-income countries was ap-

proximately 5% of GDP and less than half of this was chan-

neled through government. In 2001, the WHO Commission

on Macroeconomics and Health estimated that a set of 49

priority health interventions, largely for personal preventive

and primary care, would cost 6% of the GNP of low-income

countries. Hence, current levels of government expenditure are

inadequate to fund these priority interventions and in addition

are funding many other interventions, which might be seen as

lower priority, notably high level hospital care, which is costly

but benefits relatively few people. Although private out-of-

pocket spending is often at least as high as government

spending, the bulk of this is spent on over-the-counter drug

purchases rather than the high-priority preventive activities

needed to improve the health of the public.

Poverty has another consequence, that of low salaries for

heath workers in the public sector. Professionals have always

been internationally mobile, and improved communications

have made it easier for professionals to move to high-income

countries where salaries are higher. Moreover, in a context

where government physicians often supplement their low

government salaries by private clinical work, public health

practice may be less attractive because it offers less scope to

increase reputation through clinical practice in the public

sector, and postings to the more rural and remote areas limit

the opportunity for profitable private practice.

Low levels of government expenditure reflect another

consequence of the economic structure, the difficulty of raising

adequate taxation to finance public services. Low-income

economies have a large share of their populations in the in-

formal sector, making it difficult to levy direct taxes on a sig-

nificant proportion of the total population.

Political and Social Institutions

A corollary of underdevelopment is that the political and so-

cial institutions needed to underpin an effective government

tend to be weak. These include the institutions of democracy
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Figure 1 Percentage of disability-adjusted life years by 21 main cause groupings and region, 1990 (a) and 2010 (b). Reprinted from Murray C.
J. L., Vos, T., Lozano, R., et al. (2012). Disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) for 291 diseases and injuries in 21 regions, 1990–2010: A
systematic analysis for the Global Burden of Disease Study 2010. The Lancet 380, 2197–2223. An interactive version of this figure is available
online at: http://healthmetricsandevaluation.org/gbd/visualizations/regional
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and representation, of civil society, and of professional group-

ings. One consequence for public health is that the ability to

regulate health-damaging products may be far more limited

than in the rich world. For example, low- and middle-income

countries have come under pressure from the global tobacco

industry, as well as self-interested governments who benefit

indirectly from overseas tobacco sales through domestic tax

revenues and employment, not to impose restrictions on the

sale of tobacco or on cigarette advertising. In the late 1980s, the

US used bilateral trade relations to exert pressure on countries

such as Thailand and South Korea to open up their domestic

markets to cigarette imports. Regulation of pharmaceuticals is
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Figure 2 Risk factors ranked by attributable burden of disease, 2010. Regions are ordered by mean life expectancy. No
data¼attributable disability-adjusted life-years were not quantified. Reprinted from Lim, S. S., Vos, T., Flaxman, A. D., et al. (2012). A
comparative risk assessment of burden of disease and injury attributable to 67 risk factors and risk factor clusters in 21 regions, 1990–2010: A
systematic analysis for the Global Burden of Disease Study. The Lancet 380, 2224–2260.
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also often very weak, leading to widespread and uncontrolled

usage of antibiotics and antimalarials, for example, which can

encourage the development of resistance. Artemisinin, a rela-

tively new antimalarial, is a case in point. WHO has urged

countries to adopt regulatory measures to stop the marketing of

oral artemisinin-based monotherapies and to promote access to

artemisinin-based combination therapies: the effect of the

combination is to protect the individual drug elements from

the development of parasite resistance. But artemisinin mono-

therapy remains widely available in many countries due to both

inability to enforce regulation and the lack of separation of

government and commercial interests.

Management Capacity in the Public Sector

Low- and middle-income countries often struggle to translate

policies into action. For example, their plans usually do give

priority to diseases and conditions that give rise to the greatest

burden of disease, yet in practice coverage rates of

interventions such as immunization, vitamin A, and emer-

gency obstetric care, remain well below universal. Although to

some extent this reflects a lack of prioritization in resource

allocation decisions, it also reflects the limitations of man-

agement capacity. This encompasses not only trained man-

agers but also management and information systems more

broadly and ability to implement programs effectively across

countries with poor communications infrastructure and often

remote and hard to reach populations.

Influence of Agencies External to the Country

On average, external financing makes up 27% of the total

health expenditure of low-income countries (but far less in

middle-income countries). In the last decade or so, official

development assistance for health has increased substantially

in real terms: it amounted to $7331 m in 2003, and $17 856 m

in 2010 (constant 2010 US$). Along with this increase has

come a proliferation of agencies at the global level concerned to

Legend

Not applicable

1.8−4.9

5.0−6.6

6.7−8.8

8.9−20.9
Data not available

Figure 3 Per capita government expenditure on health at average exchange rate (US$), 2010. Reproduced from WHO National Health Accounts
website http://apps.who.int/nha/database/StandardReportList.aspx

Table 2 Government and private health expenditure 2009

THE as % of GDP GHE as % of THE Private expenditure on
health as % of THE

GHE as % of total
government expenditure

Low-income 4.9 38.9 61.1 8.5
Lower-middle income 4.4 39.0 61.0 5.5
Upper-middle income 6.1 54.8 45.1 10.5
High-income 12.5 61.9 38.0 17.1
Global 9.4 59.1 40.8 14.3

THE, total health expenditure; GDP, gross domestic product; GHE, Government health expenditure.

Source: Reproduced from WHO (2012). World Health Statistics Tables. Global Health Expenditure Atlas. Geneva: WHO. Available at: http://www.who.int/nha/atlasfinal.pdf (accessed

03.10.13).
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address specific health issues. Table 3 lists the key ones, starting

with the landmark event of the Alma Ata conference in 1978,

which launched the primary care movement. Since then, the

tendency has been for more and more of the international

initiatives to be focused on specific diseases – known as ‘vertical

programs’ when they are organized and delivered in silos,

separate from general health services. Most prominent have

been HIV, TB, and malaria, but other diseases also feature,

notably vaccine-preventable diseases such as polio and measles

and so-called ‘neglected’ tropical diseases such as filariasis. In

partial response to the attention given to these diseases, and to

the resources they have attracted, other responses have

developed particularly to seek remedy of the relative lack of

emphasis on maternal, neonatal, and child health.

These international initiatives have very important

consequences for low-income countries. Although they may

provide the means to address effectively the needs of certain

population groups, such as AIDs patients, they fragment the

policy and planning environment at country level. Funds

often flow vertically within a particular disease area, from

international donors directly down to regional and local levels

in a disease-specific chain of command and rarely in response

to a systematic and comprehensive cross-disease planning

process at country level. Low-income countries are on the re-

ceiving end of a multiplicity of funder requirements and

procedures, which stretch already limited management cap-

acity. Funders may bypass core government structures, such as

central procurement agencies or indeed the Ministry of Health

itself, rather than strengthening them.

Despite the growing importance of noncommunicable

diseases, there are very few initiatives to address these, the

framework convention on tobacco control being the only one

in Table 3. An advocacy process, which resulted in a UN high

level meeting on noncommunicable diseases in 2011, is gen-

erally considered to have produced very little in the way of

concrete action.

Addressing Public Health in Low- and Middle-Income
Countries

Concerns about the effective functioning of the health systems

of low- and middle-income countries have led over many

years to processes of what in the 1980s and 1990s were called

‘health sector reform’ and now are more commonly referred to

as health systems ‘development’ or ‘strengthening’. Such efforts

can be criticized for focusing primarily on the health care

system, rather than on broader public health. For example,

from the 1980s onward debates have focused on the choice of

policies for health financing. Advocates in international

agencies, such as the World Bank, and the UK, French and

German bilateral aid agencies, have taken up various positions

over time on the appropriate mix of user fees for government

health services, community-based health insurance schemes,

social health insurance, and increased use of private financing

arrangements including private voluntary health insurance.

However, notably absent from the policy proposals until very

recently have been statements on the critical importance of

devoting increased government tax revenue to health. Given

that public health above all concerns services that have the

characteristics of public goods and externalities, it is apparent

that planning for public health will not feature prominently

when the main focus of debate is on how to stimulate sources

of financing beyond government revenue.

The recent attention given by WHO and other inter-

national agencies to the ‘social determinants of health’ can be

seen as an attempt to redress the balance in favor of a com-

prehensive and multisector approach to health. Social de-

terminants are economic and social conditions, and their

distribution among the population, that influence individual

and group differences in health status. A WHO-appointed

Commission on the Social Determinants of Health, set up in

2005 and reporting in 2008, examined the relationship be-

tween a variety of economic, political, legal, social and phys-

ical factors, and health. Although the report has been followed

by a world conference in Rio and a WHO Executive Board

resolution, it is not clear whether any low- or middle-income

country has really embedded the thinking of social

Table 3 International initiatives relevant to public health in low-
and middle-income countries (1978–2011)

1978: International Conference on Primary Health Care, Alma Ata
1979: ‘Health for all’ goal

Eradication of smallpox
1982: Child Survival Revolution
1985: Universal Program on Immunization
1986: Global Program on AIDS
1987: Bamako Initiative

Safe Motherhood Initiative
1988: Global Polio Eradication Initiative
1991: World Health Assembly resolution to eliminate leprosy
1992: Integrated Management of Childhood Illness
1995: International Commission for the Certification of Dracunculiasis

(guinea-worm disease) Eradication
DOTS strategy for TB control

1996: UNAIDS
1997: Lymphatic filariasis elimination
1998: Roll Back Malaria Partnership
1999: GAVI Alliance
2000: Stop TB Partnership

Commission on Macroeconomics and Health
Millennium Declaration and Millennium Development Goals
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation

2001: Measles Initiative
2002: Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria

Clinton Health Access Foundation
2003: U.S. President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR)

3� 5 Initiative (3 m people on antiretroviral treatment by the end
of 2005)

World Bank Report ‘Investing in Health’
Framework Convention on Tobacco Control

2005: Commission on Social Determinants of Health
Partnership for Maternal, Newborn and Child Health

2006: UNITAID
2007: H8 (WHO, UNICEF, UNFPA, UNAIDS, Global Fund, GAVI Alliance,

Gates Foundation, World Bank)
International Health Partnership

2008: High Level Taskforce on Innovative International Financing for
Health Systems

2010: Global Strategy for Women’s and Children’s Health
2011: WHO Commission on Information and Accountability for

Women’s and Children’s Health
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determinants into its government-wide public health plan-

ning. Indeed, cross-sectoral action is hard to achieve across

government departments in rich and poor countries alike.

Thailand offers an innovative approach to financing public

health efforts with a focus on health promotion. Borrowing

from the model of VicHealth in Australia, which was origin-

ally funded by a tobacco levy, The Thai Health Promotion

Foundation is funded by a surcharge on tobacco and alcohol

excise taxes. It spends approximately USD$100 million a year

on health promoting activities and works with a wide range of

multisectoral partners. Its status as an independent public

agency makes it somewhat less bureaucratic and more flexible

than is the case for government departments, and its ear-

marked tax funding gives it important financial muscle. Al-

though it is difficult to identify its specific impact, Thailand

experienced a decline in smoking among more than 15-year

olds from 25.47% in 2001 to 20.7% in 2009; a reduction in

the proportion of heavy drinkers from 9.1% in 2004 to 7.3%

in 2009 (as well as a reduction in household expenditure on

alcohol); and a fall in death rates from vehicle accidents from

22.9 per 100 000 in 2003 to 16.82 per 100 000 in 2010.

The Thai experience is very much an exception in its focus

on broader public health issues. Most of the discussion on

public health in low- and middle-income countries has fo-

cused on interventions which address directly the health needs

of individuals. It is interesting to track the evolution of this

approach. In the early 1990s, there was growing concern

about what was seen as the inefficiency of health expenditure

patterns in low- and middle-income countries. Although

technical inefficiency was a concern, the debate especially fo-

cused on allocative inefficiency, with criticism of the high

share of government health expenditure going on higher level

hospital care when service coverage at the primary care level

remained very poor. The landmark World Development Re-

port of 1993 (WDR 93) introduced the DALY metric and an-

alysis of burden of disease in terms of DALYs and also the

notion of a ‘package’ which would respond to the largest

elements of the burden. Looking back at the WDR 93, it is

notable that not only there was examination of the broader

context of disease which led to recommendations on fostering

an environment that enables households to improve health

(see Table 4), but also two packages were recommended, one

of public health interventions and the other of essential clin-

ical services. The former included public health action beyond

that focused on individuals, including environmental pol-

lution, and addressing drunk driving.

Although the approach of prioritizing a set of interventions

has persisted in global health policy, the importance of en-

compassing both broader public health and clinical inter-

ventions seems to have been forgotten. The subsequent two

developments of this approach, the WHO Commission on

Macroeconomics and Health (2001) and the WHO High Level

Taskforce on Innovative International Financing for Health

Systems (2009), both defined sets of interventions consisting

almost exclusively of those focused on individuals and

households (Tables 5 and 6). The importance for health of

the broader environment appears to have been forgotten. Even

water and sanitation did not feature prominently, on the

grounds that environmental health interventions of this kind

were not considered as cost-effective for health improvement

as health interventions targeting individuals.

It is interesting to reflect on the role that evaluation may

have played in encouraging this development. The WDR 93

developed its dual package through analyzing both the burden

of disease and the cost-effectiveness of interventions. At that

time, the evidence base was weak across all areas, so much of

the analysis was tentative. Since then, there has been a great

increase in the volume of cost-effectiveness analysis but with a

focus on specific interventions. Most commonly, the economic

evaluation studies have been linked to epidemiological trials

of new drugs, diagnostic methods, or more recently health

service improvements. Broader public health measures lend

themselves less readily to what has been perceived as the gold

standard methodology of the randomized control trial.

Table 4 Key messages of the World Development Report 1993

Foster an environment that enables households to improve health

• Pursue economic growth policies that will benefit the poor (including, where necessary, adjustment policies that preserve cost-effective health
expenditures)

• Expand investment in schooling, particularly for girls

• Promote the rights and status of women through political and economic empowerment and legal protection against abuse
Improve government investments in health

• Reduce government expenditures on tertiary facilities, specialist training, and interventions that provide little health gain for the money spent

• Finance and implement a package of public health interventions to deal with the substantial externalities surrounding infectious disease control,
prevention of AIDS, environmental pollution, and behaviors (such as drunk driving) that put others at risk

• Finance and ensure delivery of a package of essential clinical services. The comprehensiveness and composition of such a package can only be
defined by each country, taking into account epidemiological conditions, local preferences, and income

• Improve management of government health services through such measures as decentralization of administrative and budgetary authority and
contracting out of services

Facilitate involvement by the private sector

• Encourage social or private insurance (with regulatory incentives for equitable access and cost containment) for clinical services outside the
essential package

• Encourage suppliers (both public and private) to compete both to deliver clinical services and to provide inputs, such as drugs, to publicly and
privately financed health services

• Generate and disseminate information on provider performance, essential equipment and drugs, the costs and effectiveness of interventions, and
the accreditation status of institutions and providers

Source: Adapted from World Development Report (1993). Investing in health. Washington, DC: Oxford University Press.
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Table 5 Commission on macroeconomics and health: list of interventions

Disease area Nature of intervention

1. Maternity-related interventions Antenatal care
Treatment of complications during pregnancy
Skilled birth attendance
Emergency obstetric care
Postpartum care (including family planning)

2. Childhood disease-related interventions (immunization) Vaccinations (BCG, OPV, DPT, Measles, Hepatitis B, and HiB)
3. Childhood disease-related interventions (treatment of

childhood illnesses)
Treatment of various conditions (acute respiratory infections, diarrhea, causes of fever,

malnutrition, and anemia)
4. Malaria prevention Insecticide-treated nets

Residual indoor spraying
5. Malaria treatment Treatment for malaria
6. Tuberculosis treatment Directly observed short course treatment for smear positive patients

Directly observed short course treatment for smear negative patients
7. HIV/AIDS Prevention Youth focused interventions

Interventions working with sex workers and clients
Condom social marketing and distribution
Workplace interventions
Strengthening of blood transfusion systems
Voluntary counseling and testing
Prevention of mother-to-child transmission
Mass media campaigns
Treatment for sexually transmitted diseases

8. HIV/AIDS Care Palliative care
Clinical management of opportunistic illnesses
Prevention of opportunistic illnesses
Home-based care

9. HIV/AIDS HAART Provision of HAART

HAART: highly active antiretroviral treatment.

Source: Reproduced from Table A5.1 in Annex 5 of the Report of Working Group 5 of the Commission on Macroeconomics and Health (2002). Geneva: World Health Organisation.

Table 6 High-level taskforce on innovative international financing for health systems: list of interventions

Groupings of services Include the following interventions

Maternal and newborn
services

Antenatal care (four visits)
Quality facility births (maternal care during labor, delivery aid immediate postpartum)
Newborn care (care of the newborn at birth and immediate postnatal care, including exclusive breastfeeding)
Postnatal care (care provided to the mother up to six weeks after birth and visits at home for the newborn)
Emergency obstetric and neonatal care (specialized care including treatment of complications during pregnancy, childbirth,

and the postnatal period)
Safe abortion (where legal) and postabortion care
Family planning

Child services Oral rehydration therapy
Case management of pneumonia
Vitamin A supplementation and vitamin A fortification
Zinc supplementation, zinc fortification
Access to processed food, provision of supplementary food and counseling on nutrition
Full and permanent coverage of immunization programs
Exclusive breastfeeding for children under six month

HIV Prevention, treatment, and care programs for HIV
Prevention of mother-to-child transmission

Malaria Preventive and curative interventions for malaria
Tuberculosis Diagnosis and treatment for tuberculosis
Noncommunicable

diseases
Heath promotion and early detection of noncommunicable diseases

Presenting conditions Diagnosis, information, referral, and relief of symptoms for any presenting conditions

Source: Reproduced from High Level Taskforce on Innovative International Financing for Health Systems (2009). Report of Working Group 1. Geneva: World Health Organisation.
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Moreover, because such measures tend to have multidimen-

sional outcomes (both different types of health benefit as well

as benefits beyond health), but only single health outcomes

are usually measured, they appear less cost-effective relative to

interventions focusing on specific groups of individuals.

Figure 4 illustrates the problem that broader public

health measures can appear less cost-effective relative to

specific clinical interventions, using analyses from the Dis-

ease Control Priorities Project. This project produced a book,

which provided evidence on disease burden and intervention

100 000 10 000 1000 100 

Cost–effectiveness ratio (USD per DALY averted) 

10 1

HIV/AIDS: Treatment of Kaposi's sarcoma

Condition: Intervention

Ischemic heart disease: Coronary artery bypass graft

Myocardial infarction: Acute management with tissue plasminogen activator, with aspirin and � blocker
Tuberculosis (endemic, latent): Isoniazid treatment

Diarrhoeal disease: Improved water and sanitation at current coverage of amenities and other interventions

Diarrheal disease: Cholera or rotavirus immunisation
Diabetes, ischemic heart disease, and stroke:  Media campaign to reduce saturated fat
Stroke and ischemic and hypertensive heart disease: Polypill by absolute risk approach

Ischemic heart disease: Statin, with aspirin, � blocker, and ACE inhibitor
Stroke (ischemic): Acute management with heparin and recombinant tissue plasminogen activator

Diabetes, ischemic heart disease, and stroke:  Legislation with public education to reduce salt content

Depression: Drugs with optional  episodic or maintenance psychosocial treatment
Alcohol misuse: 25–50% increase in excise tax rate

Diarrheal disease: Oral rehydration therapy for package costing USD5·50 per episode

Diarrheal disease: Breastfeeding promotion
HIV/AIDS: Antiretroviral therapy

Coronary artery disease: Legislation substituting 2% of trans fat with polyunsaturated fat at USD6 per adult
Ischemic heart disease: Aspirin, � blocker, with optional ACE inhibitor

HIV/AIDS: Home care
Myocardial infarction: Acute management with streptokinase, with aspirin and � blocker

Alcohol misuse: Brief advice by primary health-care doctor
Alcohol misuse: Excise tax, advertizing ban, with brief advice

Myocardial infarction and stroke: Secondary prevention with polypill
Alcohol misuse: Advertizing ban and reduced access to beverage retail

Lower acute respiratory infection (0–4 years): Case management package at community, facility, and hospital levels
Tobacco addiction: Nicotine replacement therapy

Tobacco addiction: Non price interventions*
Tuberculosis (endemic): Management of drug resistance

Tuberculosis (endemic, infectious or non infectious): Directly observed short-course chemotherapy
Haemophilus influezae type B, hepatitis B, diphtheria, pertussis, and tetanus: Pentavalent vaccine

Tuberculosis (epidemic): Management of drug resistance
Tuberculosis (epidemic, latent): Isoniazid treatment

HIV/AIDS: Mother-to-child transmission prevention
Diarrheal disease: Hand pump, standpost, or house connection where clean water supply is limited

HIV/AIDS: Opportunistic infection treatment

Congestive heart failure: ACE inhibitor and � blocker, with diuretics
Stroke (ischemic): Acute management with aspirin

Diarrheal disease: Construction and promotion of basic sanitation where facilities are limited

Problems requiring surgery: Surgical ward or services in district hospital or community clinic
HIV/AIDS: Tuberculosis coinfection prevention and treatment

Emergency care: Staffed community ambulance
Tuberculosis (epidemic, infectious): Directly observed short-course chemotherapy

HIV/AIDS: Blood and needle safety
HIV/AIDS: Condom promotion and distribution

Tuberculosis (endemic): BCG vaccine
HIV/AIDS: Sexually transmitted infections diagnosis with treatment

Coronary artery disease: Legislation substituting 2% of trans fat with polyunsaturated fat at USD0·50 per adult
HIV/AIDS: Voluntary counselling and testing

Diarrheal disease:  Water sector regulation with advocacy where clean water supply is limited
Underweight child (0–4 years): Child survival program with nutrition

Childhood illness: Integrated management of childhood illness
HIV/AIDS: Peer and education programs for high-risk groups

Tobacco addiction: Taxation causing 33% price increase

Malaria: Intermittent preventive treatment in pregnancy with sulfadoxine–pyrimethamine
Malaria: Residual household spraying

Myocardial infarction: Acute management with aspirin and � blocker

Malaria: Insecticide-treated bed nets
Tuberculosis, diphtheria–pertussis–tetanus, polio, measles: Traditional EPI

Malaria: Intermittent preventive treatment in pregnancy with drugs other than sulfadoxine–pyrimethamine†

Emergency care: Training volunteer paramedics with lay first responders

Diarrheal disease: Hygiene promotion
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= Population
= Personal

Target population
All ages
Adults
Adolescents and adults
Pregnant women
Infants or children
Women
Mothers and infants

Intervention category

Numbers on right represent 
burden of underlying 
condition (DALYs)

Figure 4 Cost-effectiveness of interventions related to high-burden diseases (435 million DALYs) in low-income and middle-income countries.
Bars¼range in point estimates of cost-effectiveness ratios for specific interventions included in each intervention cluster and do not represent
variation across regions or statistical confidence intervals. Point estimates obtained from DCP2, calculated as midpoint of range estimates
reported, or calculated from a population-weighted average of region-specific estimates reported. Only interventions with cost-effectiveness
reported in terms of DALYs are included in figure. �Advertising bans, smoking restrictions, supply reduction, and information dissemination.
wChloroquine¼first line drug; artemisinin-based combination therapy¼second-line drug; and sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine¼first-line or second-line
drug. Reprinted from Laxminarayan, R., Mills, A., Measham, A., et al. (2006). Advancement of global health: Key messages from the Disease
Control Priorities Project. The Lancet 367, 1193–1208.
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cost-effectiveness in 73 chapters covering specific diseases

and health conditions, risk factors, consequences of disease

and injuries, and clusters of services including public health,

primary care, hospital care, and surgery. Figure 4 summarizes

the cost-effectiveness of interventions intended to address

conditions causing a high disease burden. It is striking how

few broader public health measures are included in this list,

the only ones being mass media aimed at reducing saturated

fat intake, and legislation to influence salt, fat, alcohol, and

tobacco consumption.

The analysis on communicable disease control undertaken

for the first Copenhagen Consensus (www.copenhagen-

consensus.com/Home-1.aspx) also illustrates the difficulties of

the evidence base. The Copenhagen Consensus examines the

best way to spend aid using the metric of economic evalu-

ation. In terms of benefits relative to costs, and based on the

existing evidence, control of HIV/AIDS and control of malaria

had far higher benefit cost ratios than the strengthening of

basic health services. But it was clear that the nature of the

evidence was highly problematic. First, the available evidence

for costs and effects of specific disease control measures came

mainly from trials, whereas the evidence on strengthening

basic health services came from cross-country analyses, which

explored the relationship between public expenditure on

health care and infant and child mortality rates. One would

expect trials to show higher levels of effectiveness that would

not be replicated in real life. Moreover, the cross-country

studies captured only the health care benefits to children ra-

ther than the population as a whole (partly because the

benefits of multipurpose health services are not easily cap-

tured in a single metric, whereas metrics are readily available

to evaluate disease-specific trials). Thus, it is likely that the

health benefits of basic health care are underestimated.

Another example of the weaknesses of current evaluation

methods, and how they can bias against broader public health

action, comes from the HIV literature. Evidence is now strong

that HIV incidence is declining in Uganda and Zimbabwe, for

example. Yet, given what is known about the effectiveness and

coverage of specific interventions, this is hard to explain. It

may be that there are synergies among interventions that

existing research does not capture; or that there are broader

social influences at work (e.g., much greater individual

awareness of the risk of HIV as a result of knowing close

friends and relatives dying from HIV and behavior change as a

result). These again are difficult to capture using traditional

evaluation methods.

Awareness is growing of the ways in which evaluation

methodologies risk distorting policy choices, especially with the

increasing emphasis on requiring policy makers to base their

decision making on high-quality evidence. Methods for eco-

nomic evaluation need to develop beyond their current focus on

single intervention approaches and single measures of outcome.

Conclusions

This article has sought to examine some of the specific issues

concerned with improving public health in resource poor

settings. Its prime conclusion is that a number of influences

have led to the broader determinants of health, those that can be

addressed by public health action beyond personal health ser-

vices, being grossly neglected. It is critical that planning and

evaluation move beyond their current health care and disease-

specific focus, not least given the looming threat of non-

communicable disease and the need to address its root causes.

This will require innovations in research and evaluation meth-

odology, as well as remedying the current global bias to control

of specific diseases rather than broader health improvement.

A further challenge will be the changing global dynamics of

relations between richer and poorer countries. Already China

and India have graduated from low-income country status. In

Africa, economic growth prospects now look brighter, espe-

cially given Africa’s mineral resources. Traditional financial

development assistance is likely in the longer term to decline

as a source of influence on health policy. Expertise and

knowledge will increasingly be of more use to the developing

world than cash. Public health institutions for generating

knowledge and acting on it will need to develop and evolve

both globally and nationally if past health gains are to be

sustained and new health risks tackled.

See also: Economic Evaluation of Public Health Interventions:
Methodological Challenges. Health Status in the Developing World,
Determinants of. Infectious Disease Externalities. Public Choice
Analysis of Public Health Priority Setting
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Introduction

The origins of public health can be found in ancient Greek

and Roman civilizations. Many of the prominent themes in

the writings of that era, such as Airs, Waters, and Places from

the Hippocratic corpus, have echoes in today’s major concerns

about how one can have health amid both climate change and

an increasing burden of noncommunicable diseases. The

Greeks also developed the concept of city physicians. Their

role, paid for by the city, was to look after the health of the

citizens and to advise on the overall health of the city.

It is a constant difficulty for those working in public health

as to how their specialty should be described. Every public

health professional will be asked repeatedly during his or her

career to explain exactly the meaning of public health. One

useful conceptualization describes it as five different, but

commonly encountered, images:

1. The system and social enterprise.

2. The profession.

3. The methods (knowledge and techniques).

4. Governmental services (especially medical, and for the

poor).

5. The health of the public.

Over the years, many definitions of public health have

been used. These often seem to morphose at times of organ-

izational crisis or reorganization. At these times, a definition is

needed that fits with the prevailing or future circumstances.

But in modern times, whatever definition is used for public

health, there remains a publicly accountable system, which is

staffed by professionals who identify with the task of im-

proving the health of human populations. The question is,

however, sometimes asked as to whether public health is really

a system or a profession. In times past, it was sometimes,

perhaps accurately, referred to as an ‘endeavor.’

The Origins of the Public Health Profession

The history of public health tells us that the major improve-

ments in the health of populations have resulted not through

the efforts of medical systems orientated toward the care of

individuals with specific diseases but through the improve-

ment of general social conditions such as housing, food sup-

ply and quality, water, and sanitation (see Figure 1). Although

this is a historical perspective, being mainly associated with

the nineteenth century sanitary revolution that started in

England in the 1830s and 1840s, the rise in the importance of

noncommunicable diseases globally, including obesity, dia-

betes, and alcohol-/tobacco-related diseases, has underlined

the importance of primary prevention. The modern con-

struction, the equivalent of the sanitary movement, is centered

around the social determinants of health.

In the UK, the history of professional engagement with

public health in a structured way dates back to the mid-

nineteenth century when the post of Medical Officer of Health

(MOH) was created among the English local authorities. The

first MOHs were mostly part-time, who combined the local

authority post with clinical practice. The first formal qualifi-

cation in public health was the Diploma in State Medicine

that was instituted in 1871 by Trinity College in Dublin. The

breath of public health concern was illustrated by the inclu-

sion in the syllabus of subjects such as statistics, meteorology,

and engineering. It was not until the early-twentieth century

that the possession of a professional qualification in public

health became compulsory in Britain for those holding the

MOH post. Other related qualifications, such as those awar-

ded to sanitary inspectors, developed separately but simul-

taneously with the medical world.

In the USA, the first public health structures came in to

being in the second half of the nineteenth century in the port

cities on the East coast. By the 1870s and 1880s, most States

had established their own public health structures. It was in-

dustrialization and rapid population growth that spurred the

development of public health in the big cities, just as it had

happened in England.

It was the inception of the National Health Service (NHS)

across the UK in 1948 that created different strands of medical

engagement with population health issues. The main pro-

fessional public health staffing, and a wide range of public

health services, had remained within the remit of local au-

thorities. The new structures of the NHS, however, required

population health skills, particularly in healthcare planning,

and medical officers were appointed at a senior level within

these new organizations. The skill set however was different

from that required in the traditional public health role, and

the existing professional organizations were not well fitted to

service the future requirements of this new mixture of

professional roles.

The opportunity to reconstruct the profession engaged in

population medicine, in whatever role, came with the 1974

(1973 in Northern Ireland) reorganization of the NHS. It fi-

nally brought together the three key components of hospital

services, primary healthcare, and public health in the NHS.

The transfer of public health from local government into the

NHS was not without its problems. Many of the MOHs op-

posed the transfer and did not appreciate the move of focus

away from issues such as infectious disease, housing con-

ditions, educational medicine, and child health. Instead, they

found themselves deeply engaged in issues of healthcare

management, and were frequently relegated to a purely ad-

visory role with limited command over staff and resources.

This major change in the nature of the profession was the

greatest for more than a century, and it was necessary to re-

construct the organs of the profession to match the new

challenges. In particular, in order to leave behind the historical

baggage of sanitarianism that attached to the title ‘public
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health,’ it was felt that the branch of the medical profession

dealing with population health required a new name of

‘community medicine’ – although this attempted change

of name was short-lived as seen below forthwith. The transfer

of public health functions from the local authority world into

the NHS was not complete however, as environmental health

responsibilities still remained with councils.

Academic Public Health

By the first half of the twentieth century, the development of

the academic endeavor surrounding public health had moved

substantially from its origins in the sanitary revolution. The

decline of infectious diseases in Britain had resulted in a

change in perspective amongst doctors who were interested in

the academic questions surrounding disease prevention and

control. From the 1930s onwards, a clinical perspective, which

was more closely rooted in the practice of bedside medicine

than in sanitarianism, had developed to become the pre-

dominant ethos of the academic public health world. The

individual being most closely associated with this trend, for

leading it in many ways, is John Ryle. Ryle was a political

progressive who moved from his post as Professor of Physics

in Cambridge University to lead the newly created Institute of

Social Medicine at the University of Oxford. He believed that

the new paradigm of social medicine, as it thus became,

should be based on the study of disease causation in popu-

lations of patients. This became the predominant academic

approach that was closely associated with the development of

epidemiological methods in studying noncommunicable dis-

eases. Although academic departments continue to teach

courses leading to the Diploma in Public Health, their

research has actually shifted substantially toward a social

medicine focus.

The academic bedrock in the USA was established fol-

lowing the publication of the Welch-Rose Report in 1915.

Substantial funding from the Rockefeller Foundation in 1916

has enabled the founding of what is now known as the Johns

Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. The subsequent

development of a network of schools of public health across

the USA has set the basis for the system of public health

training that continues even today.

The Creation of Community Medicine

The transfer of public health responsibilities and staff to the

NHS in 1974 was an opportunity to create a unified group

within the medical profession of those whose activities were

orientated toward improving the health of the population.

Thus three strands were brought together; the former Medical

Officers of Health and their staff, the medical administrators

in the hospital service, and the social medicine and epidemi-

ology academics. The new title chosen for this unified spe-

cialty was ‘community medicine.’ The creation of such a

unified professional grouping had already been recommended

by the 1968 report of the Royal Commission on Medical

Education, although it took the restructuring of the NHS to

give it the momentum for producing the necessary organiza-

tional changes.

The Faculty of Community Medicine became the pro-

fessional organization that was created to be responsible for

the training and professional development of the specialty. It

was an unusual creation in that it was a faculty of not one but

three medical Royal Colleges: the Royal College of Physicians

Figure 1 A court for King Cholera.
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of London, the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, and

the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow.

Membership of the new Faculty was restricted to those who

held a medical qualification and, following the period of its

formation, to those who passed its two-part examination. It

was therefore cast in the traditional mold of a medical college

where the training programs followed the well-established

pattern for the training of hospital consultants.

Multidisciplinary Public Health

As the great majority of national public health associations

across the world have a multidisciplinary membership, the

World Federation of Public Health Associations will not admit

into membership an association that draws its membership

from only one professional background. The American Public

Health Association, founded in 1872, has a long tradition of

multidisciplinary public health working and, in its case, it has

been seen to add to the general strength of the professional

group. In the USA, public health training has always been

multidisciplinary. By 1938, federally funded training had been

provided to more than 4000 people in schools of public

health, of whom only approximately 1000 were medically

qualified.

In the UK, although the move toward multidisciplinary

public health was difficult for many of the more traditionally

minded members of the specialty, the way forward was

eventually greatly helped by the example of the Royal College

of Pathologists that had for some time admitted both medical

and nonmedical members. It was the creation of the new

specialty grouping of community medicine in the 1970s that

created the tensions. The very fact that training for senior

positions in the new system was so closely modeled on the

medical training scheme, and that the newly formed Faculty of

Community Medicine only opened its doors to registered

medical practitioners, was regarded as little short of an insult

by many of the distinguished academics from disciplines other

than medicine, who had been making such a substantial

contribution to the various academic departments of social

and preventive medicine across the country. The attempt to

persuade academic departments to adopt the uniform title of

‘Department of Community Medicine’ was a failure. Many

departments continued to operate with their traditional titles,

whereas very few adopted the new title.

As the service component of community medicine found

its footing in the new NHS structures during the 1980s, the

skill mix began to develop in the building of departments.

The multidisciplinary trend was particularly prominent in the

growth of health education units as well as their development

into the new and more progressive approach of health pro-

motion. Similarly, the requirements in the new organizations

for advanced skills in the handling and analysis of large

datasets, accompanied by the development of small and us-

able computers, led to the development of groups of staff with

significant epidemiological and statistical skills. The gradual

opening up of postgraduate courses in public health to stu-

dents from disciplines other than medicine meant that there

was the beginning of a professional development pathway for

nonmedical graduates that would to some extent mirror that

of the doctors.

The steady growth of multidisciplinary working in both

academic and service settings had gradually increased the de-

mands for a proper career structure for nonmedics working in

public health as well as for access to established and recog-

nized training routes. At one point, there was a danger that the

specialty would split into two or more professional groupings.

However, with a great deal of diplomatic activity, it had

eventually become possible to bring together the different

factions. In 1997, the Tripartite Group (the Faculty of Public

Health Medicine, the Royal Institute of Public Health and

Hygiene, and the Multidisciplinary Public Health Forum)

signed the Tripartite Agreement taking forward the develop-

ment of multidisciplinary public health. This formed the basis

for admission into the Faculty, on an equal basis, of public

health professionals from different professional backgrounds.

It also paved the way for equal access to official training posts

in the specialty.

Training in Public Health

Across the world there are various routes of entry into spe-

cialized public health work. The most common by far is

through studying for a Masters level degree in public health at

a University or School of Public Health. In many countries,

such training may be supplemented by further study to obtain

a Doctorate level qualification, which may be obtained

through a taught route or by research. This route is usually

open to graduates from a wide range of disciplines and to

those from vocational backgrounds such as nursing.

The US in particular has a very substantial number of

Masters in Public Health (MPH) courses, and approximately

15 000 students study for a MPH every year. The Council on

Education for Public Health accredits courses in public health

in the USA and has recently started to operate internationally

with accreditation taking place in Canada, Mexico, and France.

Canada in particular has seen what is described by some as an

‘explosion’ in MPH courses.

The growth of academic qualification in public health is

rightly seen as a bedrock for good public health practice in

society. In some countries, however, a longer training period,

that usually includes a MPH component, is regarded as the

norm for those wanting to become specialists in public health.

This is a system that is often based on the British approach to

training, which parallels the system for training of doctors in

clinical specialties. The approaches adopted in Ireland, Aus-

tralia, and New Zealand – all involve a significant period of

work-based training attachment as well as, in some cases,

qualifying examinations.

System Failure

Although community medicine had become embedded within

the NHS systems in the UK during the 1970s and 1980s, this

had meant a substantial move away from the origins of public

health, which were based on the concept of environmental

concerns and infectious disease. The connection with NHS
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management and the involvement in the functions of NHS

administration had meant that public health practitioners had

moved ever further away from their origins, and this was not

without consequence. There were a series of serious failures of

the public health system, resulting in a significant number of

deaths. Notably, these included the major salmonella out-

break in 1984 at the Stanley Royd Hospital in Wakefield and

the 1985 Legionnaires’ disease outbreak at Stafford General

Hospital. The then Chief Medical Officer (CMO) of England,

Sir Donald Acheson, chaired a review of the public health

system and published a report in 1988 entitled ‘Public Health

in England.’ The major thrust of the report was that the spe-

cialty had drifted too far from its roots, neglecting some of the

major risks to the population’s health. Two important out-

comes were that the title ‘public health’ should be restored to

the specialty and that the senior post holder at a local level

should be designated as Director of Public Health (DPH). He

or she was also mandated to produce an annual report on the

health of the respective population in much the same way as

the predecessor, the MOH, had done.

Doctors specializing in the control of infectious disease

became separated from the generalist public health pro-

fessionals in due course, a move that was reinforced by the

incorporation of doctors into a new national body known as

the Health Protection Agency, which itself disappeared in

2013. This separation of communicable disease control from

general public health is contentious, and is regarded as cre-

ating a fault line in the specialty.

The Chief Medical Officer

It is very common for national health systems to have an

individual operating at national level with the key responsi-

bility for the population health aspects of the country’s health.

Inevitably, a range of titles are used to designate such a role,

but internationally, the generic title of CMO is often used – in

the European Union, for example – even though in some

instances, the incumbent may not be medically qualified. A

study of all the counties in the European Union has shown

that CMOs operate in a wide range of roles. This might be

within the central Government Department of health concerns

or within a separate agency in charge of undertaking national

public health responsibilities. The role of the CMO also ranges

from being purely advisory to having substantial executive

powers and numerous staff. Very few European countries do

not have any identifiable CMO-type posts.

In England, the local post of MOH preceded the post of

CMO. The first MOH known to be appointed for a full-time

post in the UK was Dr. William Henry Duncan of Liverpool.

He was appointed in 1847 as a result of a private Act of Par-

liament that preceded the 1848 Public Health Acts. He became

a well-known figure in the city to the extent of sharing with his

contemporary, the famous London physician Dr. John Snow,

the accolade of having a public house named in his honor.

But although MOHs became prominent local figures, it was

indeed the creation of the public health post currently known

as CMO at the heart of Government that had become the most

enduring one.

The first holder of the post of CMO was Dr. John Simon.

He had been an active and outspoken MOH for London, who

became the CMO of the General Board of Health in 1855.

Never one to shy away from controversy, Simon continued to

be a passionate advocate for the health of the population. He

demanded that the post of CMO should be of prominence in

the structure and functioning of the General Board of Health,

and subsequently in the Privy Council. Although he resigned

eventually because of the downgrading of the post – particu-

larly on the issue of allowing direct access to ministers, yet

Simon had firmly established the principle of a chief public

health advisor to the government and the post continues to

this day. Although it is nowhere specified that the CMO has to

come from a public health background, this has in effect been

the position until relatively recently. Only two of the CMOs in

England have come from outside the public health system.

The requirement to publish an annual report on the health of

the population has been a key task of the CMO, which has

been seen as analogous to the duty that fell to the MOH, and

subsequently, to the DPH, at a local level. The CMO post is,

however, under threat in the English system, as the current and

16th incumbent is not only from a nonpublic health back-

ground but is also on a short-term contract, and the post itself

has been merged with the most senior research and develop-

ment post in the Department of Health.

The USA has a similarly long-lived tradition of having a

doctor close to the center of government. The first Surgeon

General of the USA was appointed in 1871 and, unlike the UK

position, is a political appointee. The incumbent holds office

at the pleasure of the President, and although there is a tra-

dition and public expectation that the Surgeon General will

speak out on controversial issues, this at times has led to the

President’s intervention to dismiss him or her. This has been

seen most recently in the dismissal of a Surgeon General by

President Clinton because of her statements on sexual health.

Former Surgeon Generals have complained publicly regarding

political interference in their erstwhile official roles (Figure 2).

As in the UK, there is a presumption that the post of Surgeon

General will be appointed from within the existing public

health medical workforce.

A very significant difference between the public health

workforce in the USA and the UK is with regard to their official

status. In the USA, the Public Health Service Commissioned

Corps is one of the uniformed services of government and its

uniformed staff is therefore subject to a degree of military

style discipline, with the Surgeon General holding the rank of

Vice-Admiral in the service.

Future Directions

The development of international cooperation between or-

ganizations representing public health professionals appears

to be on a steady upward trajectory. The African Federation of

Public Health Associations was launched in April 2012, since

then representing the latest step in the creation of an effective

global, regional, and national network of public health bod-

ies. The basic priority internationally is the development of a

global approach to the public health workforce, which would

recognize that strengthening the training and the role of
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public health professionals are key elements for improving

global health.

In England, the most recent changes to the NHS have

moved public health in a very different direction from the

situation in other parts of the UK. The return of a substantial

proportion of public health functions to local authorities is a

major reversal of the 1974 reorganization. Similarly, the cre-

ation of Public Health England, an executive agency of the

Department of Health, is remarkably a substantial central-

ization of power and authority. This centralization is to a

greater extent than anything seen hitherto in public health in

the UK. Meanwhile, public health in Scotland, Wales, and

Northern Ireland continues to be closely associated with the

NHS. The effect on professional practice of the changes in

England is not yet discernible. The Coalition Government in

England has agreed to implement statutory regulation of the

specialist cadre of the profession, and this may provide some

protection in respect of the laisser faire approach that is likely

to accompany the local control, which will rest with indi-

vidual local authorities.

There is a real opportunity arising from the move to local

government in England. Many of what are now known as the

social determinants of health lie within the remit of local

authorities. The ability to influence planning, housing, leisure

and recreation, education, economic development, etc. is a

prize worth griping. The ability to function effectively within

what is a radically different environment is however likely to

require a different set of skills from those most recently de-

ployed in the NHS. In particular, the ability to deal efficiently

and effectively with, and win the respect of, elected politicians

will be at a premium.

The move of a substantial proportion of the public health

workforce in England into local authorities will give a new

opportunity to rethink approaches to ensuring the quality of

public health practice. The current model that is based largely

on processes such as audit and revalidation, which are drawn

from the clinical world, may well prove to be inadequate in a

world where professional hierarchy is dissolved. Instead, new

approaches that aim to provide assurance regarding the

quality of local public health departments may evolve. This

may well be based on recent experience from the USA, where

they have been trying to cope with a devolved system that

displays significant variation in the quality of public health

practice. The development of USA style accreditation systems

for local public health departments is one way in which pro-

fessional standards and development can be assured at a time

of increased devolution of authority.

One of the important changes in recent decades has been

the way in which doctors in clinical practice have moved away

from engagement with preventative medicine and the major

public health issues of the day. This is in stark contrast to the

successes of the broader medical profession during the later

half of the twentieth century in relation to issues such as

tobacco, seat belts, crash helmets, and car windscreens. There

have however been stark warnings that health services in de-

veloped countries will become unaffordable unless there is a

wholehearted and wholesale engagement with primary pre-

vention. If this is to materialize, stronger links will need to be

forged between clinical medicine in health services and the

operation of local authorities and others with control over the

determinants of health. This has the potential to usher in a

new era of preventative medicine in which the barriers be-

tween clinical medicine and public health that have been

painstakingly erected over the past hundred years can start to

be demolished.

See also: Ethics and Social Value Judgments in Public Health.
Priority Setting in Public Health
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Glossary
Bounded rationality The idea that people may be content

with decisions that are merely satisfactory rather than ideal,

that they operate by rules of thumb, take short-cuts, etc.

Cost-benefit analysis A form of economic evaluation by

comparing the costs and the (money-valued) benefits of

alternative courses of action.

Cost-effectiveness A measure of the cost per desired

outcome or effect of an intervention or course of action.

Whether a given intervention is considered cost-effective

typically depends on how it compares to other relevant

alternatives with similar outcomes; the intervention with

the lowest cost per desired outcome is the most cost-

effective intervention.

Epidemiology The study of the relationship between risk

factors and disease in human populations, including factors

that can change the relationship and the application of such

analysis to the design and management of health care

systems.

Marginal The additional benefit, health, cost, etc.

attributable to a small increase in a factor bringing it about

(other things equal).

Observational data Data from studies that observe ’what

is’ without observer intervention, say, in the form of

creating controls or blinding or randomizing.

Public choice theory Public choice study includes

collective decision-making and political behavior. Analysts

model voters, politicians, and bureaucrats as mainly self-

interested. It also includes the study of constitutions and

constitutional change.

Quasi experimental or natural experiment Comparative

research in which the assignment of subjects to comparator

groups is not random or a control group is not used.

Randomised control trial A scientific experiment

conducted to test the effect of an intervention by randomly

assigning participants to a treatment and control group.

Differences between the treatment and control group

participants are interpreted as the causal effect of the

intervention.

Rent seeking The processes through which individuals

and corporations seek to use government to promote their

own interests and, in particular, to acquire streams of

money (rents). An example is members of a regulated

industry manipulating the regulatory agency.

Introduction

The phrase ‘public health’ can be used to mean (1) population

health, or (2) public policy intervention to prevent ill health.

This article focuses on public health in the latter sense, as used

by the public health profession and the broader public health

community. However, the discipline of economics also has

much to contribute to understanding public health in the

former sense. So by way of background, this introductory

section lists a few of the many contributions that economists

have made to measuring population health and analyzing its

determinants. One can read about these and many other

important economic analyses of population health in other

entries in the encyclopedia.

Contributions by economists to measuring population

health include work by:

• Alan Williams and George Torrance in helping to develop

the quality-adjusted life-year measure of overall health.

• Christopher Murray in helping to develop the Disability

Adjusted Life Year measure of overall disease burden and

the Global Burden of Disease reports, together with epi-

demiologist Alan Lopez.

What is distinctively ‘economic’ about these contributions,

compared with contributions by clinicians, epidemiologists,

psychologists, and others, is the development of overall

summary measures of health that allow diverse mortality and

morbidity outcomes from diverse health conditions to be

compared with one another in terms of a common generic

unit of health.

Contributions by economists to analyzing the determin-

ants of population health include work by:

• Samuel Preston on distinguishing the contributions of in-

come growth and new technology to improvements in

population health in the twentieth century.

• Victor Fuchs on distinguishing the total contribution of

healthcare to population health from the much smaller

marginal contribution of additional health care expend-

iture at the current level of medical technology.

• David Cutler and Mark McClellan on the substantial health

benefits of medical innovation in the latter half of the

twentieth century, building on work by anesthesiologist

John Bunker.

• Angus Deaton on disentangling the relationships between

income, health, and wellbeing, including work addressing

the hypothesis of social epidemiologist Richard Wilkinson

that income inequality is a health hazard.

• David Grossman on the concept of health capital and the

contribution of health capital investments over the life-

course to the production of health.

• James Heckman, Janet Currie, and Robert Fogel on the

contribution of in utero and early childhood circumstances

to health and human capital formation, building on work

by epidemiologist David Barker.
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• Garry Becker on the theory of rational addiction and sub-

sequent empirical work by Frank Chaloupka and others,

confirming some (though not all) of its testable predictions

in relation to smoking and other unhealthy addictive

behaviors.

• Tomas Philipson on economic epidemiology and the role

of prevalence-elastic prevention behavior in determining

the prevalence of infectious disease.

• Don Kenkel on the role of antismoking public sentiment as

a cause of both antismoking public policy and declining

smoking rates, an example of the general issue of ‘en-

dogenous policy’.

• Harold Holder on general equilibrium modeling of alco-

hol consumption (‘SimCom’), including feedback loops

between alcohol consumption and policy formation.

What is distinctively ‘economic’ about these contributions

includes the focus on marginal analysis (since marginal effects

on health are more relevant to decision makers than average or

total effects) and the focus on understanding how the health-

related behavior of individuals and organizations changes in

response to changes in their incentives and constraints.

Other distinctive characteristics of these contributions in-

clude the recognition that individuals and governments have

important objectives other than health improvement, the ex-

plicit modeling of complex causal pathways, and the focus on

seeking robust estimates of effect using experimental and

quasi-experimental methods. However, it is less clear that

these are distinctively ‘economic’ characteristics as opposed to

distinctive characteristics of high quality public health and

social science research, more generally.

The Nature and Scope of Public Health Intervention

Public health intervention is an important topic, for two

reasons. First, preventing ill health is an important objective.

Bad health is not only intrinsically bad but also instru-

mentally bad, as it makes it harder for people to lead flour-

ishing lives and contribute to society by undertaking

productive work, family, and social activities. Second, history

suggests that public health intervention can succeed in pre-

venting ill health. Careful analysis of historical mortality and

fertility records by historian Simon Szreter and others has

shown that the nineteenth century ‘sanitary movement’ and

other historical public health interventions did contribute to

the steady improvements life expectancy seen in the past 200

years, despite earlier findings to the contrary by physician

Thomas McKeown.

Public health intervention is also a broad topic. In a 1920

article in Science, entitled ‘the untilled fields of public health’,

the renowned US bacteriologist and professor of public health

at Yale, Charles-Edward Amory Winslow, defined public health

as: ‘‘the science and art of preventing disease, prolonging life,

and promoting physical health and efficiency through organ-

ized community efforts for the sanitation of the environment,

the control of community infections, the education of the

individual in principles of personal hygiene, the organization

of medical and nursing service for the early diagnosis and

preventive treatment of disease, and the development of the

social machinery which will ensure to every individual in the

community a standard of living adequate for the maintenance

of health.’’ In 1988, the US Institute of Medicine put it more

generally, and more succinctly: ‘‘Public health is what we, as a

society, do collectively to assure the conditions for people to

be healthy.’’

The scope of public health intervention thus potentially

encompasses any kind of population level policy instrument

(see Box 1) implemented by any kind of government or

nongovernment organization or group in any sector of social

or economic policy (see Box 2), which is undertaken with the

(not necessarily exclusive) aim of preventing any kind of dis-

ease, illness, disability or injury, whether physical or mental,

fatal or nonfatal, mild or severe.

Box 1 Public health policy instruments

Eliminate choice through regulation For example, compulsory isolation of patients with highly infectious disease
For example, prohibition of narcotics and prostitution

Restrict choice through regulation For example, restrict the location and timing of alcohol sales
For example, ban smoking in public places

Guide choice through disincentives For example, cigarette sales taxes, alcohol minimum prices
For example, parking and congestion charges

Guide choice through incentives For example, tax breaks for work-related bicycle purchase
For example, payments for stopping smoking in pregnancy

Guide choice through ‘nudges’ For example, regulations requiring ‘nonneutral’ food labeling
For example, changing the default option

Enable choice through public funding For example, public funding of public goods, such as sanitation infrastructure, green spaces, cycle lanes
For example, public funding of private goods, such as primary care, sports facilities, free fruit in schools

Provide information through public
funding and regulation

For example, publicly funded research on health risks
For example, public information campaigns to inform people about health risks and encourage healthy behavior
For example, advertising standards, ‘neutral’ food labeling

Note: The types of policy instrument are listed in ascending order of restriction on individual freedom, based on the Nuffield Council on Bioethics ‘interventions ladder.’
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Public health differs from healthcare insofar as it involves

public policy intervention to reduce the risk of future ill health,

rather than to treat current ill health. The risk reductions caused

by particular public health interventions are often small and

imperceptible at individual level, but can add up to large and

tangible benefits at population level. Indeed, public health

interventions that deliver small reductions in individual health

risk to a large population of relatively healthy people can offer

greater total health benefits than healthcare interventions that

deliver large individual benefits to a small population of rela-

tively unhealthy people. This is known as the ‘prevention

paradox’, a term coined by the epidemiologist Geoffrey Rose.

Two great pioneers of public health in the nineteenth

century were Edwin Chadwick and John Snow. In 1843,

Chadwick’s Report on the Sanitary Condition of the La-

bouring Population of Great Britain helped catalyze the

sanitary movement that substantially contributed to increases

in life expectancy across the globe. Snow is widely considered

to be the father of modern epidemiology, following his classic

1855 treatise, On the Mode of Communication of Cholera.

Among other things, this treatise reports his famous 1848

study that convincingly traces the cause of an outbreak of

cholera in London to the Broad Street water pump by col-

lecting data to test rival hypotheses.

In the nineteenth century, the central task of public health

intervention has been to prevent communicable or infectious

diseases, to which young children are particularly vulnerable.

These ‘infectious diseases of childhood’ are now reasonably

well controlled in most parts of the world, but there is still a

substantial burden of disease among young children in much

of Africa and Asia from cholera and other diarrheal diseases,

lower respiratory diseases, meningitis, tetanus, measles,

tuberculosis, malaria, HIV/AIDs, leishmaniasis, hepatitis, lep-

rosy, and other infectious diseases (Figure 1).

Infectious agents such as viruses, bacteria, and parasites or

fungi can spread directly from person to person, and people can

also shed them into the air or water or onto food or other

surfaces where other people may come into contact with them.

Infectious diseases therefore generate ‘technological external-

ities’: one person can change another person’s risk of infection

through their actions, without bearing any of the costs or

gaining any of the benefits of that change. Externalities provide

a standard economic rationale for government intervention to

prevent infectious disease, for example though investment in

sanitation infrastructure or quarantine regulations. Public in-

frastructure investments to prevent infectious disease – such as

building sewers, or draining malaria-infested swamps – can be

seen as ‘public goods’ in the technical economic sense of being

nonexcludable and nonrival: no one can be excluded from use,

and one person’s use does not reduce the good’s availability to

others. Governments have a role in providing such public

goods, because markets have difficulty providing goods that

customers can easily consume within paying anything.

Since the nineteenth century, much of the world has

undergone a ‘demographic transition’ from high to low rates of

birth and death. This has important implications for public

health in the twenty-first century, which is increasingly focusing

on the prevention of noncommunicable chronic diseases and

disorders to which older people are particularly vulnerable,

such as circulatory diseases, cancers, diabetes, neurological

disorders, and musculoskeletal disorders. The nature of this

prevention task is different, as one of the main ways of pre-

venting (or, at least, delaying) these ‘chronic diseases of old age’

is to encourage people to adopt healthier lifestyle behaviors in

relation to diet, physical activity, smoking, drinking, substance

abuse, and musculoskeletal load. Technological externalities are

largely irrelevant to lifestyle behavior, insofar as an unhealthy

lifestyle only harms the individual’s own health – though of

course, there are exceptions such as passive smoking and drink

driving. So public health interventions to promote healthy

lifestyles are not ‘public goods’ in the technical economic sense.

However, there may be other economic justifications for such

interventions, as discussed below.

In most countries, public health interventions in each of

the policy sectors listed in Box 2 are planned and imple-

mented by at least one and usually many different organiza-

tions. It therefore stretches credulity somewhat to talk about a

public health ‘system,’ as if the organizations in these diverse

areas of social and economic policy were all exclusively de-

signed for the purpose of working together to improve

population health. Nevertheless, most countries do attempt a

degree of coordination between public health interventions in

different policy sectors, in at least two ways. First, though an

officially recognized ‘public health profession,’ such as the US

Box 2 Public health policy sectors

• Preventive healthcare policy – for example, screening, vaccination, oral
health, mental health, child and maternal health; includes secondary
prevention such as medication for heart disease as well as primary
prevention, such as dietary advice for people at risk of developing heart
disease.

• Health education policy – for example, communicating information
about disease prevention and healthy lifestyles via clinics, schools,
workplaces, and social media.

• Health protection policy – for example, disease surveillance, responses
to major incidents, emergency planning, and managing outbreaks of
infectious disease; may involve nonhealthcare professionals such as
fire services, the police, and army.

• Safety policy – for example, workplace safety, transport safety, and
domestic safety.

• Crime policy – for example, policies to prevent homicide and domestic
violence.

• Sanitation policy – for example, sewage, waste disposal, and water quality.

• Food policy – for example, food hygiene and safety, nutritional la-
beling, and food provision.

• Local government policy – for example, policy on housing, green
spaces, congestion, air quality, and social services.

• Family policy – for example, preschool education and child welfare
services.

• Education policy – for example, general primary and secondary
education.

• Employment policy – for example, employment rights, job centers, and
regional subsidies.

• Trade policy – for example, international safety standards and intel-
lectual property.

• Social protection policy – for example, unemployment benefits, dis-
ability benefits, childcare benefits, and pensions.

• Taxation policy – for example, income taxes, property and inheritance
taxes.
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Public Health Service Commissioned Corps and the UK Fac-

ulty of Public Health, whose members implement many dif-

ferent public health functions and lead some of the relevant

public policymaking agencies. Second, through the appoint-

ment of senior policymakers and policymaking agencies with

responsibility for cross-government coordination of public

health policy, such as the Surgeon General and the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention in the US, and the Chief

Medical Officer and Public Health England in the UK.

Economic Arguments for Government Intervention in
Public Health

One can distinguish five types of normative economic argu-

ment for government intervention in public health:

1. Asymmetric information

2. Technological externality and public goods

3. Pecuniary externality

4. Paternalism and bounded rationality

5. Equity

The first two are classic ‘market failure’ arguments, which

show how fully rational and self-interested market partici-

pants can fail to achieve a Pareto efficient outcome due to the

presence of a single distortion or imperfection in an otherwise

perfect market setting. When markets fail in this sense, it may

be possible for government intervention to deliver a Pareto

improvement that makes at least one person better off without

making anyone else worse off – though this possibility may be

constrained by sources of government failure, such as asym-

metries of information between government officials and

market participants, and self-interested behavior by govern-

ment officials. The third type of argument relies on the welfare

economic ‘theory of the 2nd best’ in the presence of more than

one market distortion. The fourth type of argument relies on

Bacteria Virus

FungiParasite

Figure 1 Some microorganisms. These four images are taken from the web from the following four different sites: Bacteria http://
www.universityobserver.ie/2012/02/22/bacterial-arms-race. Virus: http://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/life/cellular-microscopic/light-
virus.htm. Parasite: http://sciencehubb.co.uk/my-enemys-enemy-is-my-enemy. Fungi: http://sharon-taxonomy2009-p2.wikispaces.com/Fungi.
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individuals being less than fully rational and self-interested.

The final type of argument goes beyond market failure in

terms of Pareto inefficiency and analyses distributional con-

cerns for equity or justice.

Asymmetric information refers to a situation in which

one party to a market transaction has better information

than another party. Healthcare markets are pervaded by

asymmetries of information – between doctors and patients,

insurers and insurees, buyers and sellers of new medical

technology, and so on. These asymmetries may help to justify

government intervention in both curative and preventive

healthcare. Information asymmetries are also relevant outside

the healthcare market. For example, sellers may have better

information than buyers about the health risks associated with

consuming their goods and services; and employers may have

better information than employees about the health risks as-

sociated with their working conditions. This asymmetry can

provide a market failure argument for ex ante safety regulation

(e.g., health and safety requirements enforced by licensing and

inspection processes, advertising standards, requirements for

provision of safety information) and ex post tort law com-

pensation claims for health damages caused by transactions

made on the basis of hidden information. Note, however,

that it is the asymmetry of information between market par-

ticipants about health risk that distorts market behavior and

generates market failure, rather than the mere presence of

health risk or the mere lack of perfect information about the

true nature of health risk. For example, asymmetry of infor-

mation about the health risks of smoking in the 1950s be-

tween tobacco company executives and consumers may have

generated market failure. By contrast, continuing uncertainty

and imperfect information among all market participants

about how far smoking will damage any particular indi-

vidual’s health do not generate ‘market failure’ in the classic

economic sense.

In their renowned 1988 textbook on the theory of en-

vironmental policy, William Baumol and Wallace Oates define

a technological externality as follows: ‘‘An externality is present

whenever some individual’s (say A’s) utility or production

relationships include real (that is, nonmonetary) variables,

whose values are chosen by others (persons, corporations and

governments) without particular attention to the effects on A’s

welfare.’’ This definition clearly applies to infectious disease

externality, because individual A’s utility depends on the

number and type of infective microorganisms present in their

living and working environments, which in turn depends on

choices made by other persons, corporations, and govern-

ments. It also applies to passive smoking, drunk driving, and

other cases, in which individual A’s risk factors for non-

communicable disease or injury are directly influenced by

other people’s choices. It is less clear whether it applies to

cases in which individual A’s health risk factors are indirectly

influenced by other people’s choices through their influence

on individual A’s own choices – for example, choices gener-

ating congestion and crime in the local area, which influence

individual A’s choices about physical activity.

As described earlier, an important class of technological

externalities in public health are nonexcludable and nonrival

public goods such as investment in sanitation infrastructure

to prevent the spread of infectious disease. Public investment

in basic universal healthcare and education systems in low

and middle income countries also has public good charac-

teristics. Almost everyone is better off living in a high income

country with a healthy population and a growing economy

(even the super-rich). Yet, the market alone may fail to co-

ordinate this large and sustained infrastructure investment,

precisely because almost everyone benefits, whether they pay

or not. Another important example of a public good is the

creation of new information about health risk through re-

search and development (R&D). R&D is a nonrival and

nonexcludable good insofar as the new information it gen-

erates can subsequently be acquired by potential beneficiaries

at very low cost and is hard to keep secret. These ‘information

externalities’ may help to justify R&D subsidy and govern-

ment regulation of intellectual property rights, such as patent

protection and copyright legislation. It is less clear that in-

formation externalities help to justify public health infor-

mation campaigns, however, because the transmission of

existing information (as opposed to the generation of new

information) often has the characteristics of a private good –

for example, leaflets (as opposed to the information they

contain) are excludable goods.

A quite different form of externality arises in the case of

external costs imposed upon taxpayers due to public ex-

penditure on health and social care. Here, the externality is

monetary or ‘pecuniary’ in nature, and not a real variable

entering into utility or production relationships. According to

the welfare economic ‘theory of the 2nd best’, pecuniary ex-

ternalities can nevertheless cause market failure to achieve a

constrained Pareto efficient outcome in economies with

multiple market imperfections (such as information asym-

metries, taxes, and so on). However, this argument needs to be

used with caution, as policy prescriptions from ‘2nd best’

welfare economic analyses are context-dependent and some-

times counter-intuitive, and it is hard to construct realistic

models of actual economies with multiple imperfections.

Another note of caution is that pecuniary externalities are

ubiquitous, and can be used as a spurious justification by all

sorts of interest groups seeking special favors. For example,

there is a pecuniary externality argument for subsidizing pri-

vate schools, on the grounds that sending a child to private

school may reduce the cost of operating public schools. A

further note of caution is that pecuniary externality arguments

for public health intervention can be a double edged sword.

For example, preventing smoking may reduce taxpayer ex-

penditure on healthcare for lung cancer but may increase

taxpayer expenditure on pensions and long-term care for those

who survive longer. Hence, whether the pecuniary externality

associated with a particular form of unhealthy behavior is

positive or negative is an open empirical question, and will

depend on the context. A final note of caution is that the root

cause of pecuniary externalities on taxpayers is government

intervention – in this case, public programs offering free

health and social care. Some economists argue that limiting

entitlements to free health and social care may be a more

attractive way of reducing pecuniary externalities than intro-

ducing new taxes on unhealthy behavior. Whatever the pros

and cons of the latter argument, policymakers do need to

bear in mind that taxes can have high administrative costs

and unintended behavioral effects. For example, the Danish
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government introduced a tax on saturated fats in 2011 but

rescinded it a year later. According to a newspaper report in

The Economist in November 2012, ‘‘in practice, the world’s

first fat tax proved to be a cumbersome chore with undesirable

side effects. The tax’s advocates wanted to hit things like po-

tato crisps and hot dogs, but it was applied also to high-end

fare like speciality cheeses... Besides the bother and cost of

installing new systems to calculate the extra tax, retailers were

also hit by a surge in cross-border shopping.’’

The fourth argument – paternalism and bounded ration-

ality – rests on the view that individuals sometimes fail to act

in their own best interests, for example, due to weakness of

will or limited information-processing ability. There is by

now plenty of evidence from behavioral economics and

psychology that individual rationality is imperfect in various

ways. For example, people’s choices are often strongly influ-

enced by nonrational ‘cues’ in their decision-making en-

vironment. In their book, ‘Nudge,’ Cass Sunstein and Richard

Thaler use this kind of evidence as an argument for ‘soft’

paternalism, which involves altering the nonrational cues in

order to gently ‘nudge’ people toward choices in line with

their own best interests as perceived by the paternalistic

decisionmaker. However, one can also use evidence of

bounded rationality to make a case for ‘hard’ paternalism

involving traditional public health instruments, such as taxes,

subsidies, and regulations, which alter the incentives and

constraints that people face. In the phrase of Adam Oliver

from the London School of Economics, there may be a role

for interventions that firmly ‘budge’ people toward rational ill

health prevention behaviors as well as interventions that

gently ‘nudge’ them.

Finally, the fifth argument – equity – relates to concerns

about distributional fairness rather than Pareto efficiency.

Some economists take the view that distributional concerns

are not a proper subject for economic analysis (e.g., the great

early twentieth-century economist, Lionel Robbins). However,

other economists (e.g., Tony Atkinson and Amartya Sen)

adopt a more inclusive ‘social choice’ approach to normative

economics based on explicit analysis of social objectives,

which may or may not include Pareto efficiency. Markets may

give rise to substantial social inequalities in health and in ill

health prevention activities, and social decision-makers may

regard the reduction of such inequalities as a policy objective.

This is a ‘specific egalitarian’ objective, rather than the ‘general

egalitarian’ objective of redistributing income. According to

classical ‘1st best’ welfare economic theory, redistribution of

income is the most efficient way to reduce inequality in the

distribution of welfare between individuals, rather than gov-

ernment intervention in specific markets such as the market

for ill health prevention services. However, this theoretical

result does not carry over into ‘2nd best’ economies with

multiple imperfections, and so there is no general economic

case against ‘specific egalitarian’ policy objectives. Neverthe-

less, there are dangers with making egalitarian objectives

overly specific. For example, one would not want to focus

exclusively on reducing social inequality in the uptake of

bowel cancer screening services without setting this in the

context of more important and more general objectives such

as reducing social inequality in bowel cancer mortality and life

expectancy.

Economic Evaluation in Public Health

The previous section reviewed potential normative economic

justifications for government to ‘do something’ in public

health, rather than leave things to the market. However, these

theoretical arguments only go part of the way toward justifying

particular public health interventions. Government inter-

vention in public health often imposes costs on public budgets,

taxpayers and/or businesses, thus requiring an investment of

scarce resources, which could be used for other potentially

beneficial purposes. To justify this investment, evidence and

analysis are needed to show that the particular government

intervention under consideration represents good ‘value for

money’ compared with alternative uses of scarce resources. This

is what the economic evaluation of public health interventions

seeks to establish. Undertaking such economic evaluations –

while being time- and resource-intensive activities in them-

selves – is useful for at least three reasons:

• Improving public policy outcomes: Economic evaluation

can help improve outcomes by helping policymakers

identify potentially worthwhile and potentially wasteful

public health interventions based on the best available

international research evidence.

• Improving clarity of thought: Economic evaluation can

help public policymakers think through systematically the

pros and cons of alternative ways of designing and im-

plementing public health interventions in their own de-

cision-making context.

• Improving public accountability: Economic evaluation can

help hold public policymakers to account by identifying

and publishing the factual assumptions and social value

judgments underpinning their decisions.

The economic way of thinking about the costs and benefits

of public health interventions can be contrasted with two

commonly held but misguided alternative ways of thinking. In

his classic health economic monograph, ‘Who Shall Live?,’

Victor Fuchs memorably dubbed these the ‘romantic’ and

‘monotechnic’ points of view, respectively. The ‘romantic’

point of view denies that resources are scarce and that resource

allocation decisions have opportunity costs in terms of alter-

native beneficial uses of scarce resources. The ‘romantic’ be-

lieves that resources can be found for their own favoured cause

without impinging on other people’s favored causes – for ex-

ample, by making ‘efficiency savings,’ by diverting resources

from disfavored causes (such as defense spending) or by

clamping down on the high pay and tax avoidance behavior of

the super rich. Fuchs criticizes this viewpoint, writing that:

‘‘Because some of the barriers to greater output and want

satisfaction are clearly man-made, the romantic is misled into

confusing the real world with the Garden of Eden.’’ He goes

on: ‘‘Confronted with an obvious imbalance between people’s

desires and the available resources, the romantic-authoritarian

response may be to categorize some desires as ‘unnecessary’ or

‘inappropriate’, thus protecting the illusion that no scarcity

exists.’’ By contrast, the ‘monotechnic’ point of view fails to

recognize the legitimate plurality of individual and social

objectives. The ‘monotechnic’ fixates on a single objective and

is unconcerned if allocating additional resources to this ob-

jective imposes opportunity costs in terms of other objectives.
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According to Fuchs, the ‘monotechnic’ view is ‘‘frequently

found among physicians, engineers, and others trained in the

application of a particular technology.’’ He goes on to write:

‘‘The desire of the engineer to build the best bridge or the

physician to practice in the best-equipped hospital is under-

standable. But to extent that the monotechnic person fails to

recognize the claims of competing wants or the divergence of

his priorities from those of other people, his advice is likely to

be a poor guide to social policy.’’

Various organizations have adopted a systematic cost-

effectiveness approach to evaluating public health inter-

ventions, in line with standard health technology assessment

methods being used to evaluate clinical healthcare sector

interventions. Publicly accessible repositories of this kind of

evidence, each of which assesses the cost-effectiveness of a

fairly wide range of public health interventions using a com-

mon set of methods, include the WHO-CHOICE database, the

US Preventive Services Task Force, the UK National Institute

for Health and Clinical Excellence public health guidance, and

the ACE-Prevention project in Australia.

However, standard cost-effectiveness analyses of this kind

are somewhat less useful in public health than in the health-

care sector, for at least four reasons. First, randomized control

trial (RCT) data are scarce, so it is hard to attribute effects to

interventions, and the exploitation of ‘natural experiments’

using large observational datasets is still in its infancy in

public health. This means that existing repositories of cost-

effectiveness evidence in public health are forced to chart a

difficult course between the Scylla of ‘RCT fetishism’ (i.e., fo-

cusing unduly on clinically-oriented types of intervention for

which RCT data exist) and the Charybdis of ‘practitioner bias’

(i.e., using overly favorable effect size estimates based on the

opinions of a small coterie of policy enthusiasts rather than

robust evidence). Second, important costs and benefits often

fall outside the healthcare sector – including costs on tax-

payers, business and government agencies, and including a

variety of nonhealth benefits such as improvements in edu-

cation, employment, and crime outcomes. This means that

cost-effectiveness analyses focusing on health benefits and

healthcare sector costs only may not be relevant to the most

important decision makers and stakeholders. Third, public

health interventions often have explicit policy objectives re-

lating to inequality reduction. Standard cost-effectiveness an-

alysis does not examine the distribution of costs and benefits,

and hence cannot offer policymakers any guidance on the

existence and nature of potential trade-offs between concerns

for efficiency and equality. Finally, some public health inter-

ventions have long-term benefits that arise decades in the

future – including benefits to future generations. Standard

cost-effectiveness analysis does not explicitly distinguish

effects on current and future generations, and the standard

approach to discounting implies a hefty penalty to health

benefits arising many decades in the future – for example, a

5% discount rate implies that a life-year gained in 50 years

time is valued at only 7.7% of a life-year gained this year; or

0.6 of 1% in 100 years time.

There are public repositories of cost–benefit analysis evi-

dence of social policies, which take a broader approach and

address some (but not all) of these issues – for example, the

Washington State Institute of Public Policy. To date, however,

cost-benefit analyses of social policies tend to focus on non-

health benefits; and if health effects are incorporated at all,

they tend to be based on mortality and the saving of ‘statistical

lives’ rather than more comprehensive analysis of effects on

length of life and health-related quality of life.

As Helen Weatherly and colleagues from the University of

York have argued therefore, more research is needed to produce

more useful economic evaluations of intersectoral public health

policies, including not only the application of existing cost–

consequence analysis and cost–benefit analysis approaches, but

also methodological research to develop new approaches.

Conclusion

In line with most of the existing economic literature on public

health, this article has adopted a standard ‘social choice’ ap-

proach to normative economics, which focuses on providing

analysis and evidence that will be useful to a perfectly be-

nevolent social decision-making institution seeking to achieve

a set of socially desirable objectives in the face of market

failure. However, it is also possible to adopt a ‘public choice’

approach that treats government institutions as economic

agents with nonbenevolent or at least imperfectly benevolent

objectives. Economic models of interest group lobbying, rent

seeking, and bureaucratic incentives, can all help to under-

stand government behavior in relation to public health, why

some public health interventions are more likely to be adop-

ted than others, and why actual decision-making in public

health so often departs from policy prescriptions based on

standard ‘social choice’ analyses of the kind described in this

overview. For an excellent overview of government failure in

public health, and the potential for future research in this

hitherto neglected area, see the article in this encyclopedia by

Hauck and Smith on ‘public choice analysis of public health

priority setting’.

Another important frontier in public health research is the

role of behavioral economic evidence and insights in helping

to design more effective public health interventions. As de-

scribed earlier, global economic growth means that the task of

public health is increasingly shifting away from preventing

the ‘infectious diseases of childhood’ toward preventing the

‘chronic diseases of adulthood.’ This implies a shift in the

nature of the economic problem away from market failures

due to infectious disease externality, toward market failures

due to bounded rationality that generates unhealthy lifestyle

behavior. There is thus an important new role for behavioral

economic research into the nature of bounded rationality and

the potential role of interventions to improve lifestyle be-

havior through appropriate ‘nudges’ and ‘budges’.

Finally, a third important frontier for economic research is

the economic evaluation of cross-sectoral public health inter-

ventions. Compared to the cost-effectiveness analysis of

healthcare technologies, the evaluation of public health inter-

ventions poses additional – or, rather, more severe – challenges

that require the development of new methods. These meth-

odological challenges include (1) estimating health effects

when RCT evidence is scarce, (2) measuring and valuing non-

health benefits alongside health benefits, (3) analyzing costs

falling outside the government healthcare budget, (4) analyzing
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distributional concerns when reducing inequality is an explicit

policy objective, and (5) valuing long-term health and non-

health benefits including benefits to future generations.

See also: Economic Evaluation of Public Health Interventions:
Methodological Challenges. Ethics and Social Value Judgments in
Public Health. Fetal Origins of Lifetime Health. Global Public Goods
and Health. Health and Its Value: Overview. Health Econometrics:
Overview. Infectious Disease Externalities. Pay for Prevention.
Preschool Education Programs. Priority Setting in Public Health.
Public Choice Analysis of Public Health Priority Setting. Public Health
in Resource Poor Settings. Public Health Profession. Unfair Health
Inequality
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Glossary
Checklists A means of assessing the quality of a study,

which incorporates the extent to which existing guidelines

are followed, whereby a set of criteria used to assess the

quality of a study are listed and possibly prioritized.

Cohort models Are used to estimate expected costs and

benefits based on the average experience of a cohort of

identical patients.

Decision trees Represent a systematic approach to

describe a problem faced by decision making under

conditions of uncertainty. They can be used to determine

the costs and outcomes for a hypothetical patient cohort

with the disease of interest when they are treated with

different clinical strategies.

External consistency Requires that the design and

structure of the model makes sense to experts in the field

and that the results make intuitive sense as well. A further

aspect is consistency of the results compared with other

‘independent’ data.

Grading of recommendations assessment, development,

and evaluation An informal collaboration of people with

an interest in addressing the shortcomings of quality

assessment tools of research in health care. It has

developed a tool used to grade both the quality of

evidence and the strength of recommendations (see www.

gradeworkinggroup.org/).

Individual sampling models Allow the behavior of

individuals within a cohort to be tracked separately. Such

models are computationally more demanding than cohort

models but allow greater variability in cost and effects as an

individual’s journey through the events in a model is

described rather than an average journey. Such models

facilitate the modeling of situations where an individual’s

future costs and effects depend on that individual’s history.

Internal consistency Requires that the mathematical logic

of the model is consistent with the model specification and

that data have been incorporated correctly, i.e., there are no

errors in programming.

Markov chains Are used within Markov models to

describe how the health states of individuals change over

time. Within this article the terms have been used

synonymously with the term Markov model.

Markov models Patients with a specific clinical problem

can exist in a finite set of health states (that is: alive in

perfect health, alive with a deficit in HRQOL, or dead)

between which they can move over time. Movement

between these health states occurs during a discrete time

interval, usually yearly (known as a Markov cycle) based on

preset transition probabilities. By attaching resource costs

and health outcome consequences to each Markov state

(which may vary based on use of an intervention), it is

possible to test how such an intervention might influence

clinical outcomes and resource use (on average) for a group

of patients with a clinical problem.

Model structure Describes the underlying disease process

and service pathways under consideration (see also

structural uncertainty).

Parameter uncertainty Relates to uncertainty surrounding

the value that a probability, a cost or a utility may take. It

might be caused by the statistical imprecision (stochastic

uncertainty) or from the existence of multiple conflicting

sources of data, the internal or external validity of the data.

It can be handled within a model by manually varying the

parameter of interest in a deterministic analysis or by

sampling from an a priori defined distribution in

probabilistic sensitivity analysis.

Patient-level simulations See individual sampling

models.

Structural uncertainty (also called model uncertainty)

Includes uncertainty regarding what comparators should be

included in the model; whose costs and benefits are

important and how uncertainty around both the disease

mechanism and pathways of care might impinge on the

design of the model. It also covers uncertainty over how

long a treatment effect might persist and how it might best

be statistically modeled.

Transmission dynamic models Are a class of more

sophisticated individual sampling models that do not

assume independence between the individuals modeled.

Such models can be useful to model infectious disease

where the higher risk of infection is a function of prevalence

of disease in the population surrounding the individual

which may vary over time and, for example, where an

increase in infection rate leads to an increase in risks of

further infection and reduce the number of people

susceptible.
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Introduction

Economic modeling techniques are widely used to provide a

quantitative framework for economic evaluations that aim to

inform policy decisions. Central to the validity of judgments

that are based on the results of economic models is an as-

sessment of the quality of the models themselves. Decision

makers should have confidence that the quality of the models

they are using is sufficiently robust to justify their decisions,

and researchers developing models should demonstrate that

their work meets acceptable quality standards.

Although assessment of the quality of models can be ar-

gued to be important from several different perspectives (in

this article the main arguments are summarized), it is also

necessary to consider what factors determine the quality of

models and how quality might be assessed. To address these

issues several approaches are considered. The article considers

structure, data, and consistency as suggested by Philips et al.

(2004).

In general, the quality of models depends on:

• Its fitness for purpose: relevance to the underlying research

question;

• The methods by which data inputs to the model are

combined (both of which relate to the quality of the model

structure);

• The quality of the source studies from which data are

taken; and

• The model’s internal and external consistency.

The quality of reporting of methods and results of models

are also considered. Finally, key implications for both current

practice and further research are highlighted.

Factors Determining Model Quality

Fitness for Purpose

Although there is no ‘right’ answer and analysts have to ex-

ercise judgment, it is important that the choices made by the

analyst be explained. This includes the choice of the overall

modeling approach. Models developed for economic evalu-

ations can be broadly grouped into cohort models (e.g., de-

cision trees and Markov chains) and individual sampling

models (also known variously as patient-level simulations)

(Briggs et al., 2006).

The choice of appropriate modeling approach depends on

the research question posed. For example, with a treatment for

an acute condition where the question is whether the inter-

vention is ‘effective’ or ‘not effective’ a decision tree model

may be sufficient, whereas chronic diseases, especially those

characterized by periods of relapse and remission, can be

modeled with Markov chains. When individual risks are

contingent on previous events or pathways, individual sam-

pling models may be more appropriate. Similarly, the evalu-

ation of vaccination and screening programs for infectious

diseases may be most appropriately modeled with more so-

phisticated individual sampling models (‘transmission dy-

namic models’) that take account of the changing risk of

infection as the prevalence of disease changes following the

introduction of an intervention as the population begins to

gain the advantages of herd immunity. The modeling ap-

proach and structure must, therefore, reflect the research

question, the properties of the evaluated technologies, the

characteristics of the disease, and the treatment/intervention

setting (Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health care

(IQWiG), 2009).

Structure

What is a ‘good’ structure? One answer is plausibility: Whether

or not the patient pathways and assumptions represented by a

model’s structure are plausible. All models by definition sim-

plify reality. The task of the analyst is to design one that is

sufficiently complex to reflect the nature and subtleties of the

pathway being modeled yet simple enough to be (1) effi-

ciently computed; (2) understood by the intended audience;

and (3) capable of generating the necessary information for

credible and authoritative guidance.

The degree of simplification and compromise is a matter of

judgment, and hence there is no unique model structure that

could be considered objectively ‘correct.’ This introduces a type

of uncertainty within decision modeling termed structural

uncertainty (also called model uncertainty) (Briggs et al.,

2012). This is to be distinguished from parameter uncertainty.

Aspects of structural uncertainty include the overall modeling

approach; choice of comparator(s); scope; duration of treat-

ment effect; the events handled by the model; and any stat-

istical model used to estimate parameters, clinical uncertainty

about the mechanism or pathway of care, and the absence of

clinical (and other) evidence (Bojke et al., 2006).

The most common approach to handling structural un-

certainties like the duration of treatment effect and the scope

of the analysis is through the use of scenarios (Bojke et al.,

2006). A ‘base case’ is commonly recommended, with alter-

native possible scenarios presented for the decision maker to

judge the fit with their setting. Investigating the impact of

more fundamental structural choices, such as alternative

overall designs of the model or selection of different events

such as wider or narrower scopes of costs and benefits may

sometimes be possible: Alternative models could be con-

structed and tested to see if they yielded, or were likely to

yield, different results. They could also be formally combined

using a variant of Bayesian model averaging (Bojke et al.,

2006). As there is a very large number of plausible potential

model variants, such attempts will always have to be restricted

to a reasonable subset of possible models.

Data Inputs to a Model

The quality of data used in model development can impact

directly on the reliability of results. One way in which this can

occur is through the impact of data quality on a model’s

parameters. Each probability, cost, and outcome in an eco-

nomic model is expressed in terms of a set of measurable,

quantifiable characteristics, or parameters. In economic

models, common types of parameters are probabilities, costs,

relative treatment effects, and utilities (Briggs et al., 2006).
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Components of data needed to assign values to these par-

ameters are summarized in Box 1 below.

These data are collected or derived from sources that may

include empirical research studies, routine administrative

databases, reference sources, and expert opinion. In principle,

and often in practice, there is more than one potential source

for each data component. For this reason, and because the

results of economic models may depend in large part on

choices between available sources of data, the processes of

data identification, appraisal, selection, and use need to be

explained and justified.

However, the use of data in model development is not

restricted to the assigning of values to parameters. Data are

also used to support every stage of model development, from

establishing a conceptual understanding of the decision

problem as noted above, through to the choice of sensitivity

and uncertainty analysis (Briggs et al., 2006; Paisley, 2010).

Thus, economic models have multiple information needs,

requiring different types of data, drawn from various sources,

and the factors that determine data quality encompass all of

these uses, types, and sources.

Philips et al. (2004) identify four dimensions of quality

regarding data: identification, modeling, incorporation, and

assessment of uncertainty. Each dimension has a corres-

ponding set of attributes of good practice, or factors that de-

termine quality, and each attribute refers to the quality of

processes used in the identification, appraisal, selection, or use

of data at the different stages of the model development

process.

Data quality is only one of two criteria to be used in

identifying and selecting data in economic models. Before

quality assessment, the available data also need to be assessed

in terms of applicability or relevance. The initial assessment of

applicability may result in a large proportion of potential data

sources being rejected (Kaltenthaler et al., 2011).

Consistency

Assessing the consistency, or as some agencies have termed it

validity (Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in

Health, 2006; Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health

care [IQWiG], 2009), of a model is a subject of debate and

there is no unanimous agreement among experts (Philips

et al., 2004; Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health care

[IQWiG], 2009 and Canadian Agency for Drugs and Tech-

nologies in Health, 2006 all offer different views). Regardless

of how it is assessed it is useful to briefly consider what is

meant by consistency. Philips et al. (2004) identified four

aspects: internal consistency; external consistency; between

model consistency; and predictive validity. Each of these has

been briefly summarized.

Internal consistency
Internal consistency requires that the mathematical logic of

the model is consistent with the model specification and that

data have been incorporated correctly, for example, that there

are no errors in programming. One source of inconsistency

in model specification relates to the conditioning of an ac-

tion on an unobservable event. For example, in a model of

cancer surveillance, decisions to change treatment may be

made as soon as progression or recurrence of the cancer oc-

curs despite the fact that in reality recurrence or progression

would not be observed until some monitoring test has been

performed.

Internal consistency may also be affected by asymmetries

within the model. Such asymmetries may or may not represent

errors but probably serve to highlight areas for further in-

vestigation. An example is when the physiological response of

a patient to a particular event that occurs at several different

points within a treatment pathway is modeled differently in

corresponding areas of the model. It goes without saying that

internal consistency will also be affected by the accuracy of the

model programming and data entry. Errors in the model

syntax or administrative errors (e.g., in labeling of data) are, at

least initially, inevitable in the design and execution of any

model. Proof reading and testing element by element are,

therefore, a critical part of the design process. Ideally, these

tasks would be completed by a researcher who is familiar with

the decision question but who was not involved in the design

and execution of the model and hence is less subject to bias

and to uncritical acceptance of the often implicit assumptions

that the original analysts may have made.

Other checks for internal consistency are to test formulae

and equations separately before they are entered into the

model to ensure that they are correctly expressed and can give

the anticipated results. Sensitivity analyses using extreme or

zero values can be used to identify apparently counterintuitive

results. Likewise, examining the results of known scenarios,

even ones that are unlikely or cannot occur in practice, can

also be useful to identify counterintuitive results. The presence

or absence of counterintuitive results does not necessarily in-

dicate a problem (or lack of one) with internal consistency.

However, when counterintuitive results are identified they

should be explained, which will involve unpicking and

examining the mechanisms that have led to them. A more

elaborate test of internal consistency is to attempt to replicate

the model in another software package and then comparing

the results of both.

Box 1 Components of parameter data (Kaltenthaler et al., 2011; Coyle et al., 2010)

• clinical effect sizes (i.e., relative treatment effects for beneficial and adverse effects)

• disease natural history or epidemiology

• resource use or service utilization

• unit costs

• health state utilities

• survival

• other time to event data

• compliance or participation patterns

• relationships between intermediate and final endpoints
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External consistency
External consistency requires that the design and structure of

the model makes sense to other experts in the field (a process

that can be aided by presenting the model in pictorial form

(Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health,

2006)) and also that the results make intuitive sense. This is

particularly the case where the results of the model run

counter to expectations, and there may be temptation to dis-

believe them. Given that the model is internally valid, it

should then be structured such that a plausible narrative can

be extracted explaining the logic of the results and why, if it

departs from prior expectations, it does so.

Such face validity is only one aspect of external consistency.

A further aspect is consistency of the results compared with

other ‘independent’ data. However, if such independent data

exist it would be more appropriate for them to be included in

the model in the first place. This issue is not addressed in

methods guides produced by some national HTA bodies (e.g.,

Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care (IQWiG),

2009 and Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in

Health, 2006).

Between model consistency
This type of consistency is sometimes also included as an as-

pect of external consistency. It relates to a comparison of a

model’s results with those of other models. The models to be

compared should be developed independently but, because

models might be developed at different times and in subtly

different contexts, interpretation should proceed with caution

as results may legitimately differ so that similarity of result

does not necessarily confer confidence in the robustness or

validity of either, nor does dissimilarity necessarily undermine

confidence. Furthermore, even where two models are de-

veloped for the same purpose and at the same time, con-

vergence of results might not occur because each model is the

product of myriad judgments and assumptions, which might

differ between research teams. This occurs in the multiple

technology appraisals process conducted for National Institute

for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) in England. Dif-

ferent stakeholders (usually manufacturers) can submit their

own models as evidence to NICE. These models may also be

used to inform the development of a further model by an

independent academic group. The stakeholders will each have

access to different data (as commercially sensitive data will not

be shared with other manufacturers) with only the in-

dependent academic model having access to all data. Taken as

a body these models can all be thought of as providing mutual

sensitivity analyses enabling one to identify critical assump-

tions, important parameters, and the sensitive ranges for those

parameters.

Predictive validity
A final form of consistency identified by Philips et al. (2004) is

predictive validity. They noted that some commentators argue

that the predictions of a model should be compared with the

results of a predictive study. On the contrary, they argue that it

is inappropriate to expect a model to predict the future with

such accuracy because it can only use the data and under-

standing that was available at the time it was constructed.

The reason for constructing a model in the first place is the

lack of appropriate data from a single source with which to

make a decision, so it inevitably represents a synthesis of

current knowledge. Once such an appropriate prospective

study has been undertaken, it should surely replace the model.

However, such a comprehensive single study is most unlikely

to exist in practice. Furthermore, the interventions under

evaluation may be implemented under different conditions to

those assumed in the model because of factors such as tech-

nological change. It is notable that consideration of such an

element of consistency is not included in some of the more

recent methods guides from Health Technology Assessment

Agencies (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excel-

lence, 2008; Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health care

(IQWiG), 2009 and Canadian Agency for Drugs and Tech-

nologies in Health, 2006).

Assessing the Quality of Models

Structure

Several tools and checklists have been employed to assess the

quality of economic evaluations in general, and of decision

models in particular. The majority cover different aspects of

the structure, data, and consistency of the model. Philips et al.

(2004) proposed a framework by which models could be as-

sessed. In common with other quality assessment tools, this

framework comprises a series of criteria that capture meth-

odological dimensions which analysts could be expected to

have addressed in the conduct and reporting of their evalu-

ations. These can be assessed with specific yes/no responses

accompanied by supporting commentary. The nine structural

dimensions identified by the Philips checklist are summarized

in Box 2.

A clear statement of the decision problem is essential to

define the entire evaluation: A vague question can either lead

to a vague answer or one that fails to address precisely the

decision problem at hand. Therefore, the objective of the an-

alysis should be stated, along with a statement of who the

primary decision maker is.

Philips et al. (2004) suggested that the scope (analytic

perspective) of a decision model, which crucially affects which

costs and outcomes are included in the analysis, should be

stated and justified. Many decision-making organizations have

adopted specific perspectives for their reference cases.

Box 2 Structural dimensions in the Philips et al.
Checklist

Statement of the decision problem/objective
Statement of scope/perspective
Rationale for structure
Structural assumptions
Strategies/comparators
Model type
Time horizon
Disease states and pathways
Cycle length
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The structure of the model should reflect both the under-

lying disease process and service pathways under consideration.

As noted above, the model type should be ‘appropriate’ to the

decision question. Similarly, the time horizon of a model

should be ‘appropriate,’ i.e., sufficient to capture all important

differences in costs and outcomes between the options.

As again noted above, the model should have a degree of

face validity in that its structure should make intuitive sense.

In principle, every ‘feasible and practical’ alternative treat-

ment strategy should be considered rather than only a subset

of comparators. This is because cost-effectiveness is always a

relative concept (i.e., a treatment is considered cost-effective

relative to another treatment). Therefore, exclusion of relevant

comparators may lead to erroneous conclusions being drawn

about which intervention(s) to invest in or disinvest from.

Current practice should be included among comparators.

Finally, as with the choice of model structure, the disease

states/pathways included and cycle length in a decision

model with discrete time intervals should ideally reflect the

underlying biology of a disease as well as the impacts of

interventions.

Data

Most published guidelines on assessment of quality of data in

economic models focus on the transparency of reporting of

methods and results and on the quality of methods to identify

data to populate model parameters. They do not assess

methodological quality per se, nor do they consider the wider

uses of data in the model development process (Kaltenthaler

et al., 2011). A key reason for the general lack of consensus on

standards for quality assessment with respect to data is that the

scope of data relevant to an economic model is not entirely

predefined, but emerges in the course of the iterative model

development process. As such there is no objectively ‘right’ or

‘wrong’ set of data for use to inform the model development

process, but rather an interpretation of what data is relevant to

the decision problem at hand (Kaltenthaler et al., 2011).

The process of identifying data to inform model develop-

ment is necessarily an iterative, emergent, and nonlinear

process rather than a series of discrete information retrieval

activities, such that the searches conducted and the sequence

in which they are conducted will legitimately differ between

models (Kaltenthaler et al., 2011). Although this process can

still be systematic and explicit, it is also highly specific to each

individual model. Given these issues, recently published

guidelines (Kaltenthaler et al., 2011) have recommended ap-

proaches to data identification that focus on:

• Maximizing the rate of return of potentially relevant data;

• Judging when to stop searching because ‘sufficient’ data

have been identified, such that further efforts to identify

additional relevant data would be unlikely to improve the

analysis; and

• Prioritizing key information needs and paying particular

attention to identifying data for those parameters to which

the results of a model are particularly sensitive. (There is a

potential Catch 22 here in that it is unclear a priori which

data points the model will be sensitive too. In practice, the

analyst relies on experience from other similar models,

although a modeling solution is possible in that running a

model with dummy data can inform this as well.)

Coyle et al. (2010) proposed a hierarchy to rank the quality

of sources of the different components of data used to

populate model parameters. This hierarchy highlights vari-

ation between different components of data in which sources

may be regarded as ‘high quality,’ emphasizing sources that in

principle generate causal inferences with high internal validity

for clinical effect-sizes, and sources that are in principle highly

applicable to the specific decision problem at hand for all

other components.

Although such hierarchies can, with refinement, offer a

useful tool for the quality assessment of data sources, they do

not incorporate assessment of specific dimensions of quality, or

risk of bias, within each source (Kaltenthaler et al., 2011).

Various instruments and checklists have been developed for

assessing risk of bias in both randomized controlled trials and

nonrandomized studies of effects that may be used to populate

parameters in economic models. Perhaps, the most prominent

is the Cochrane Risk-of-Bias tool (Higgins et al., 2011). How-

ever, these instruments are not equally applicable to all the

diverse potential sources of data for model development. The

grading of recommendations assessment, development and

evaluation (GRADE) system offers more promise in this respect.

It provides a consistent framework and a set of criteria for rating

the quality of evidence collected (or derived) from all potential

sources for all data for populating model parameters. Sources

include both research- and nonresearch-based sources (e.g.,

national disease registers, claims, prescriptions or hospital ac-

tivity databases, or standard reference sources such as drug

formularies or collected volumes of unit costs) (Brunetti et al.,

2013). Consistent with the hierarchy proposed by Coyle et al.

(2010), the GRADE system allows flexibility in the quality as-

sessment process to include additional considerations along-

side internal validity. These include, as part of the ‘indirectness’

criterion in GRADE, the applicability of data components to the

specific decision problem at hand.

Reporting Methods and Results

Lack of transparency in the reporting of methods and results

of economic evaluations undermines their credibility and, in

turn, threatens the appropriate use of evidence for cost-

effectiveness in decision-making. The development and use of

increasingly sophisticated economic modeling techniques

may increase the complexity of economic models at the ex-

pense of transparency. It is, therefore, important for analysts to

strike an appropriate balance between scientific rigor, com-

plexity, and transparency, to reduce the ‘black box’ perception

of economic models and provide decision-makers with an

ability to understand intuitively ‘what goes in’ and ‘what

comes out.’ This requires analysts to use and record formal,

replicable approaches at each stage of the model development

process and report these approaches in a transparent and re-

producible way (Cooper et al., 2007).

In the quality assessment checklist based on their 2004

review of published good practice guidelines in economic

modeling, Phillips et al. found that 19 of 42 identified
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attributes of good practice and 33 of 57 questions for critical

appraisal related to the transparency of reporting and the ex-

plicitness of the justification of methods. These attributes and

questions are concerned with transparency and justification of

choices made at every stage of the model development pro-

cess. The key principle underlying checklists for economic

models is that decision-makers should be able to reach a

judgment easily, based on information in the published report

alone, on each of the following:

• Whether analysts have invested sufficient effort to identify

an acceptable set of data to inform each stage of the model

development process;

• That sources of data have not been identified serendipit-

ously, opportunistically, or preferentially; and

• Whether any choices between alternative sources of data,

assumptions (in the absence of data), or adaptations or

extrapolations of existing data, are explained and justified

with respect to the specific decision problem at hand

(Kaltenthaler et al., 2011).

Implications for Practice and Research

As economic models are increasingly used to inform policy

and practice, concerns about whether or not their quality is

‘good enough’ for this purpose come to the fore. Assessing

quality is important for the credibility of the whole process

but it can be time consuming. Sufficient time must be planned

for this work to be undertaken. Given the sometimes pressing

time restrictions that modelers face, policy makers need to be

aware that a full assessment of all aspects of quality may not

be possible. Analysts in such circumstances have to be clear

about what they have and have not done. They can help en-

sure that quality has been maximized within the constraints of

the research process by referring to existing checklists de-

scribed above for assessing the quality of models in general or

of those designed for specific circumstances and stakeholders.

Because no model can be perfect, any limitations should

be explored and if they cannot be rectified or improved

then the limitation should be highlighted in the study report

along with an analysis of its consequences, the direction, and

possible size of any bias and some cautions about external

validity.

See also: Economic Evaluation, Uncertainty in. Problem Structuring
for Health Economic Model Development. Searching and Reviewing
Nonclinical Evidence for Economic Evaluation. Specification and
Implementation of Decision Analytic Model Structures for Economic
Evaluation of Health Care Technologies. Synthesizing Clinical
Evidence for Economic Evaluation
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Introduction

The defining feature of health care markets and the economics

of the health care sector is information structure. Kenneth

Arrow, in his seminal paper, demonstrates the role that ‘missing

markets’ for information play in explaining the existence of the

features of health care that distinguish it from other industries

and markets (Arrow, 1963). Information structure can explain

not-for-profit firms, widespread insurance coverage, and the

role of physician agents who both proffer advice on treatments

and sell those same services, amongst other unique features.

The importance of these missing markets become clear if one

considers a ‘simple’ market for health care services. At almost

every turn a consumer faces a substantial if not (at least pri-

vately) insurmountable level of uncertainty in decision making.

Picking between health insurance plans, in principal, re-

quires a clear sense of the value of a particular plan in the

event that a person becomes ill with a specific disease. What

hospitals and doctors would be available? At what cost? Even

with all of this information in hand the choice of plan re-

quires that each eventuality, and the associated care available,

be weighed taking into account the probability that a par-

ticular disease occurs. Once equipped with coverage, the in-

dividual must then choose a primary care physician. The hope

is that this physician will provide preventive care to manage

the totality of the patients health, skillfully diagnose the uni-

verse of possible ailments and, should the patient require

more specialized care, recommend and support the choice of a

specialist and the assessment of their treatment plan. A specific

physician may differ in skill across each of these margins. As

with insurance, the choice is made without knowing precisely

which health issues even might occur and, therefore, which

skills are most valuable. If the consumer then requires more

intensive treatment, they must choose a specialist. To accom-

plish this they must, under the duress of illness, try to assess

the quality of a particular specialist as well the efficacy of a

given treatment approach.

This stylized depiction makes clear how health care de-

cisions made by the consumer are potentially rife with infor-

mation problems. In light of these informational challenges,

in health care how do we think about the basic building block

of economics: the demand curve? Perhaps more importantly,

from an economists perspective, how do we think about

welfare and market function in a market where demand is

determined in this manner? (Congdon et al. (2011) discuss

issues of decision making in an environment with infor-

mational constraints and decision makers with nonstandard

preferences. They demonstrate the importance of these issues

with respect to the theory of welfare and social choice as well

as their potential role in public policy.)

Moving from theory to practice, information plays a key

role in public policy. Many of the policy approaches to address

the perceived quality and cost issues in the health care market

rely on, either explicitly or implicitly, attempting to address

the information asymmetries in the market. The best known

and most studied of these efforts are the provision of infor-

mation directly to consumers. This article focuses on the ex-

perience of using direct information provision to overcome

market failures in the market for health care services. Specif-

ically, the focus will be on the provision of quality infor-

mation and its impact on demand.

The author begins by developing a simple, stylized model

of supply and demand to demonstrate the role of information

in market function in health care. Then some extensions are

introduced to allow for insurance and uncertainty. With the

simple economics of quality reporting and demand as a

framework, the role of quality information and quality re-

porting in provider choice is then discussed. The choice of

primary care physician is distinguished from specialists and

hospital choice as they are distinct choice environments, each

yielding unique market failures and potential for market based

or policy solutions. Rather than review the complete literature

on quality reporting and demand for specialists, thefocus is on

the experience in the market for coronary artery bypass graft

(CABG) surgery. This market is the oldest and most studied of

the applications of quality reporting. The main issues and

empirical conclusions can be drawn from the experience in

this market. Then the experience of quality reporting in the

CABG market is compared to similar efforts in education. This

comparison demonstrates the similarities between the fields in

the information structure, and its associated market failures, as

well as the impact of quality reporting.

Quality Information and Quality of Care

Baseline Model

To frame the discussion of quality information and demand,

the author begins by developing a stylized model of the

market for healthcare services. Demand is determined by a set

of consumers who choose healthcare providers based on their

utility from a specific provider relative to another as well as the

gain from getting care at all relative to foregoing care. These

consumers care about the price they pay for care and the

quality of care provided. Quality in this context can be

multidimensional. Patients care about the clinical quality of

care they receive (e.g., lower chance of getting an infection

from hospital care or lower probability of mortality from by-

pass surgery) and how satisfied they are with their experience

and nonhealth amenities (e.g., the comfort of their bed, the

quality of food, or the cleanliness of the waiting room).

The supply of healthcare services consists of healthcare

providers who determine the quality of care provided by

making costly investments to enhance care delivery. For sim-

plicity, assume these investments are a continuous, convex

cost function, though the basic intuition holds in different

contexts. In the standard model healthcare providers care only
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about the profit they gain – the price per patient times the

number of patients less the cost of supplying healthcare at a

given quality level.

This stylized model of the doctor, patient relationship is

the workhorse of health economics and adheres closely to the

conventional market model that economists rely on in most

markets. In this setup the quality and price of healthcare are

determined where the supply of care equals demand for care.

Importantly, for the present purpose, this model also provides

insight into the level of quality selected by the doctor. How

this level is determined has both normative and positive im-

plications for the function of healthcare markets and the role

of quality reporting in demand.

To see this, consider a provider choosing a level of quality.

Figure 1 presents this simple example graphically. In the

standard model, the profit maximizing provider chooses his

optimal quality based on the marginal cost of increasing

quality of the good (i.e., time spent with the patient assessing

their ailment or additional surgical nurses to support him

during surgery) and marginal revenue from the improved

quality. This point is q� where the baseline marginal revenue

curve (P�(q)) equals marginal cost. As long as consumers can

ascertain each provider’s quality, they choose the provider that

provides them the greatest gain in utility – quality less the

price of care. The doctors, who observe their own and their

competitor’s quality as well as the response of the market to

quality, then face a simple optimization; the doctors choose a

level of quality investment such that the marginal cost of

quality improvement is just equal to the marginal revenue

associated with that quality improvement – the additional

patients scaled by the profitability of those patients.

This baseline model provides clear positive and normative

predictions for the quality and cost of healthcare. Because the

competitive supply and demand conditions are met both the

first and second welfare theorems hold and the quality and

cost of care cannot be improved on without making some

individuals worse off (Arrow, 1963). That is, the effort to

maximize profit would yield productive and allocative

efficiency in the market for healthcare services. Doctors would

deploy resources to minimize the cost of supplying quality

given the input prices to produce quality (e.g., the wages of

additional surgical nurses). Furthermore, the level of health-

care quality supplied would reflect societies underlying pref-

erences for healthcare quality, relative to other forms of

consumption. (A number of papers have estimated these

preferences and suggest a relatively high willingness to pay for

health improvements (e.g., Cutler, 2003; Murphy and Topel,

2006). With diminishing marginal returns to consumption,

this willingness to pay is also increasing in income (Hall and

Jones, 2005). These estimates can explain much of the high

spending in many developed countries as well the focus on

quality of care and technological improvement. The author

returns to this issue in considering whether demand with

limited information is lower than what the true demand

would be expected to be.) That is, the well documented quality

issues in healthcare as well as the high cost and reliance on

technologically intensive provision of healthcare, particularly

in the USA, would not pose a public policy concern.

There are many reasons to doubt the market for healthcare

services meets these stringent criteria for market function. One

important and pervasive deviation is the presence of adverse

selection – another market failure due to information asym-

metries. Because consumers differ in profitability (difficulty to

treat relative to a fixed payment), even if the respond to quality

information providers have an incentive to distort their

quality investments to attract relatively more profitable pa-

tients. Thus, even with full quality information the equi-

librium may not be a first best (Rothschild and Stiglitz, 1976;

Glazer and McGuire, 2005). (In practice, enhancing consumer

choices can exacerbate adverse selection problems further.

Handel (in press) documents this effect empirically in the

market for health insurance. Alternatively, appropriately

structured information provision can induce first best effort

even in the presence of adverse selection (Glazer and McGuire,

2005; Glazer et al., 2008).) Nevertheless, the author starts with

this stylized benchmark model because it provides a clear

insight into how and why economists and policy makers

might expect quality reporting and associated changes in

demand to correct market failures in healthcare.

Arguably the single largest violation of the necessary con-

ditions in the benchmark model is the information asym-

metry between consumers of healthcare services and

producers. In very few cases does an unaided consumer have a

good sense of the quality of his or her doctor relative to al-

ternate physicians that might be available or even relative to

outside options of a different treatment regime or no treat-

ment at all. Where this is true, a provider who invests in im-

proving the quality of care provided will see few additional

patients and, therefore, little additional profit. This is repre-

sented by the inverse demand curve (P0(q)) in Figure 1 that

maps quality into a price consumers are willing to pay. P0(q) is

below the full information benchmark curve, P�(q). Because

the provider chooses quality based on trading off the cost of

quality improvement compared to the marginal revenue from

quality improvement, the equilibrium quality level will be

lower than it would otherwise be, q0 in Figure 1. This is not

only a positive observation that quality is lower but it also

means that the level of quality is suboptimal in a normative

MC

$
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P0(q)

P1(q)

P*(q)

q0 q1 q*

Figure 1 Equilibrium quality with and without quality information.
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sense. The information problems mean that demand does not

reflect the true willingness to pay for quality and therefore the

market does not supply the socially optimal level of quality.

This can be seen by simply comparing the equilibrium quality

under P�(q) (q�) to the lower level under P0(q) (q0). This basic

concern is, either explicitly or more often implicitly, under-

lying concerns about quality of care provided in most

healthcare markets (IOM, 1999).

Quality Reporting to Address the Missing Market for
Information

Because asymmetric information is at the heart of the market

failure, a natural approach to improving healthcare quality is

to try to supply more information to the market actors who

are at a relative disadvantage, in this case consumers. Infor-

mation provision can occur through market-based inter-

mediaries (e.g., consumer reports for consumer products, Yelp

for restaurants, or Angies List for skilled professionals in-

cluding doctors) or as information-based public policy in

which government agencies or public–private partnerships

gather and disseminate quality information. In both cases, the

hope is that consumers will be able to obtain the necessary

information to determine the quality of each available

healthcare provider and then determine which doctor to

choose, given both the cost and the quality of care they will

receive. The effect of an intervention of this type can be seen in

Figure 1 if the change in marginal revenue from quality after

reporting is taken into consideration, represented by P1(q).

Because the information asymmetry has been reduced, it is

more profitable to improve quality and the demand curve has

rotated upward. As this tracks along the marginal cost of

quality improvement a new equilibrium quality level that is

higher is reached, q1. Whether the information is sufficient to

overcome the universe of information problems depends on

the degree to which P1(q) moves toward the social optimum,

P�(q). In the example depicted, there remains a large gap both

in the incentives (P1(q) versus P�(q)) and, subsequently, the

equilibrium quality, (q1 vs. q�).
One appeal of this approach is that changes in quality of

care are mediated solely through market incentives, rather

than a regulator or payer determining how best to pro-

vide high quality healthcare and requiring that physicians

practice in a particular manner. Instead, the newly informed

consumers will reward the physicians who are best able to

provide the quality of care they demand at the minimum

cost. (Because demand was relatively unresponsive to quality

in the absence of information, such an information inter-

vention is expected to increase the quality of healthcare pro-

vided. To the extent that consumers face the true price of

care, the improved quality will be unambiguously welfare

enhancing.)

Prices and Insurance in Demand

An omnipresent concern in healthcare markets is not merely

the information asymmetries in consumer choices but the fact

that most consumers seeking care will have access to insurance

and, therefore, are unlikely to face the full cost of their care at

the margin (Pauly, 1968; Zeckhauser, 1970). The role of moral

hazard in demand has important implications for quality re-

porting for two reasons. First, providing quality information to

insured consumers need not enhance welfare even if quality

was too low before the information intervention. Because

consumers do not face the full cost of their care, they may

demand too much quality and this could be exacerbated by the

release of quality information. Before quality release the in-

sured consumer was relatively unresponsive to price but could

not distinguish high from low quality doctors. Therefore, profit

maximizing providers set high prices relative to the cost of their

quality, leading to not only inefficiently low quality but excess

expenditures given the quality. Once reporting is introduced,

the rewards for enhanced quality are greater because higher

quality doctors gain more patients. However, because con-

sumers do not face the full price of seeking higher quality care

their demand for quality is even greater (they get all of the

upside of quality but only pay a fraction of the additional cost).

In this case, the introduction of quality information may ex-

cessively reward quality improvement relative to the social

optimum leading to excessively high investment in quality

improvement and, ultimately, quality (Gaynor, 2006; Dranove

and Satterthwaite, 2000).

A related issue is the fact that many healthcare providers do

not set prices in a standard marketplace. Rather they agree

to provide services at an administered set of prices. This is

certainly true for doctors and hospitals providing care to pa-

tients covered by public programs such as Medicare. Medicare

sets prices for hospital services (diagnosis related groups) and

physician services (resource based relative value units) based

on an estimate for the cost of supplying that particular service.

As in any administered price setting, providing appropriate

incentives is a challenge (Newhouse, 2002). Because most

private payers also base their negotiated price on the Medicare

rates these choices not only affect the equilibrium quantity

and quality for government paid patients but for the entire

market. When prices are more than the marginal cost, the

reward for gaining additional patients are large. This leads

to the same phenomenon as with moral hazard among

consumers. There is a greater reward for additional patients

and, therefore, quality improvement. Conversely, when prices

are set lower than marginal revenue, administered pricing can

lead to inefficiently low quality and reduce incentives for

quality improvement associated with shifts in demand. Thus,

the introduction of quality reporting in a market with

administered prices above cost will yield improve quality of

care but may also encourage excess investments beyond the

social optimum and vice versa. Clearly there is a relationship

here between two policy tools: information provision and the

payment rate. If the payer is able to set the appropriate pay-

ment such that reimbursement for the marginal patient is just

equal to the marginal valuation for quality or care and the

marginal cost of quality, the combination of public reporting

and payments can provide the first best quality level. (Deter-

mining the appropriate marginal patient also poses a

challenge. The social planner cares about the average marginal

patient but the optimizing provider cares about the marginal

patient (Spence, 1980). In this case there can be a further

wedge driven between social optimum and competitive equi-

librium quality.)
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Uncertainty

As with much of healthcare (not to mention other markets),

this is easier assumed than done. Distortions to this choice

process arise because consumers are typically insured, face

uncertain tradeoffs between treatment options and, perhaps

most importantly, generally cannot verify the quality of care

they received or the quality of different provider options

available. Although all of these features contribute to market

outcomes in markets for healthcare providers, this article

concentrates on the latter: the role of asymmetric quality in-

formation and the policy options to address this in deter-

mining healthcare quality.

Suppose that consumers (patients) choosing a physician

care about three different attributes: price, clinical quality, and

amenities. This simplifies the discussion but captures the most

salient features of the policy debate regarding cost and quality

of healthcare. Dranove and Satterwaite (1992) and Dranove

and Satterthwaite (2000) demonstrate the key role that un-

certainty plays in determining the level of each attribute and

the interaction of consumer preferences and knowledge about

each. Although both papers develop technical detail necessary

to solve the problem, some simple predictions emerge that

motivate this discussion of quality information. If patients are

uncertain about two attributes, they will tend to overweigh the

observation that is more certain and underweigh the less

certain attribute. Translating this into the incentives facing

suppliers of care, the relatively observed measure is expected to

have excessive investments in improvement and the converse

for the relatively harder to observe provider attribute.

This finding is of particular concern in healthcare markets

where clinical measure of performance are generally charac-

terized by uncertainty but service amenities are far easier to

observe. This is true in the absence of report cards; physicians

and hospitals will invest in amenities excessively relatively to

efforts to improve clinical quality. For example, hospitals have,

for a long time, provided well-appointed entryways and valet

parking but their attention to regular hand washing and in-

fection control is a far more recent effort (arguably brought

about by Medicare payments not demand changes) (Goldman

et al., 2010). It is also relevant in the response to report cards.

If quality reporting includes satisfaction or service metrics as

well as harder to interpret clinical measures, quality reporting

might exacerbate the relative focus on service as opposed to

clinical quality.

Evidence on Quality Reporting and Demand

Quality and Demand for Primary Care Physicians

For most patients, their first point of contact with the

healthcare system is through their primary care physician. The

choice of and role for the primary care doctor distinguishes

this choice when quality reporting and demand is considered.

Specifically, defining high quality primary care is a challenge

and determining what information patients might use to

choose a primary care doctor also poses an issue.

Choice of a primary care doctor exhibits the universe of

choice problems that characterize demand in healthcare.

Quality is highly uncertain and depends on the health of the

patient. Jointness in production is also key. A primary care

doctor is there to treat conditions but, particularly for patients

with chronic conditions, the doctor is likely to suggest com-

plementary behaviors by the patient that are as (if not more)

important for improving health. A high quality doctor treating

a diabetic patient could screen for the level of sugar in the

blood (the HBalC test) but this is not, in and of itself, a

treatment for any of the ailments of diabetes. Instead, this

measure will allow the physician to adjust medications to

manage the disease but also to help council the patients on

how they should change their eating habits.

Even when there is a reasonable measure of disease, as in

the case of a diabetic patient, defining end points the char-

acterize a high quality primary care doctor is a challenge.

Ideally, most patients are healthy and remain so. Attributing

the fact that a patient becomes ill to low quality primary care

though would not produce the right incentives. Everyone will

become ill at one point; death along with taxes are certain in

this life. Furthermore, a patient who is identified as becoming

ill may have received better care from their primary care doctor

because the disease was found.

All of these factors make the introduction of quality report

cards for primary care doctors a particular challenge. Instead,

most quality reporting efforts in the primary care arena have

been focused either on identifying high quality production

and documenting such process measures or paying for those

measures directly (e.g., pay-for-performance). Some forms of

quality information on primary care physicians is becoming

widely available through market-based information such as

Angie’s List. These tools aggregate assessments of physicians

quality from customer responses. This form of quality re-

porting is less studied but presents an important challenge to

providing the appropriate social incentives for quality im-

provement (e.g., whether and how to weigh satisfaction rela-

tive to clinical quality depends critically on the form of the

production function, consumer tastes and own, and cross

quality elasticities with respect to these measures). Recall the

results from Dranove and Satterthwaite (2000) discussed

above. If people can observe patient satisfaction with relative

ease but have a much harder time determining clinical quality

or diagnostic ability, these tools may lead to an excess in-

vestment in patient satisfaction and an underinvestment in

clinical quality. Of course, patients may truly value satisfaction

in which case the emphasis on clinical quality could be un-

founded. There is, however, ample reason to believe that in-

formation problems as well as myriad choice errors

documented in behavioral economics are likely to lead to

suboptimal choices with respect to clinical quality (Frank,

2004).

Quality Reporting and Specialist Choice

The role of quality information and quality reporting in

choice of specialists is the most studied of any of the ways

information might impact demand. Specialist choice is also

the area in which information-based policy could have the

biggest impact on welfare. Specialists perform specific and

often measurable tasks. They also encounter patients when
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they are sick and receiving the most intensive care; precisely

where one might expect quality improvement to enhance

outcomes. There is a voluminous empirical literature focused

on the response to quality information on specialists. Rather

than surveying the literature, a task that has been done in a

number of other settings (see, e.g., Kolstad and Chernew, 2008

and Dranove and Jin, 2010 for recent reviews), the focus here

is on a specific setting: the introduction of quality report cards

in the market for CABG surgery. Though quite specific, the

CABG case is the most studied quality reporting initiative.

Furthermore, the results, methodologies, and issues are, gen-

erally, indicative of the broader findings on the role of quality

reporting and demand.

Beginning in 1988, New York State gathered and reported

hospital-level risk adjusted mortality rates (RAMR) for CABG

surgery. Shortly thereafter, following freedom of information

request, surgeon-specific RAMR was reported beginning in

1991. Pennsylvania followed suit shortly thereafter, initially

introducing quality report cards in 1993, though report cards

were not widely available until 1998 when reports based on

1994–95 data were disseminated. Subsequently, many more

states and countries have begun to provide CABG quality re-

port cards. As of 2006, 47 states and the UK all offered CABG

report cards (Steinbrook, 2006).

There are two broad veins of literature that provide insight

in the CABG surgery experience with quality reporting: survey

based and actual choice based. Mukamel and Mushlin (1998)

find that both hospitals and doctors with better RAMR saw an

increase in market share following the release of quality re-

porting. Culter et al. (2004) also study the New York experi-

ence. Their paper extends the basic test for an effect of market

share in two important directions. They allow for hetero-

geneous response to RAMR depending on whether a hospital

is above or below expected. They also compare the response of

patients who are more likely to be able to switch surgeons,

those that are less severe. Their results suggest a significant

response to hospitals that are flagged as high mortality (lower

quality) than expected. They find a high mortality designation

is associated with an average decline of 5 CABG surgeries per

month, or approximately 10% of a hospital’s volume. Inter-

estingly, they do not find a commensurate increase in demand

for hospitals identified as a lower than expect mortality (high

quality). The response to quality information is almost en-

tirely driven by changes among patients who are relatively

healthy; presumably the patients who have the time and op-

portunity to choose between hospitals. Dranove and Sfekas

(2008) also study the response to the release of quality report

cards. Their model makes an important contribution by ac-

counting for prior beliefs of consumers. That is, if consumers

or referring physicians already know a hospital is of high

quality, one would not expect much effect of releasing infor-

mation on market share. As in Culter et al. (2004), they find

that demand responds more strongly to quality information

after accounting for prior market-based learning. They also

find that there is an asymmetric response with patients more

responsive to learning a hospital is of lower than expected

quality than to learning a hospital is better than expected.

Kolstad (2012) also studies the demand response to quality

reporting for CABG surgery, in Pennsylvania in this case. The

distinction of this model, with respect to understanding

demand, is that it allows for taste heterogeneity among con-

sumers. As with the earlier literature, he finds a significant

response to quality after the release of quality report cards.

This effect varies significantly in the population with a small

share of the population responding very strongly to quality

after report cards.

Survey-based evidence also suggests an effect of report

cards on demand, though these studies generally find little

impact on actual patients with more impact on referring car-

diologists. Schneider and Epstein (1996) address this question

directly by surveying cardiologists in Pennsylvania. They find

that roughly 10% of cardiologists found quality information

very important. In New York State, Hannan et al. (1996)

conducted a similar survey of cardiologists finding a larger

response; 38% of cardiologists report that the report card’s

their referral pattern. A relatively strong responsive of a mi-

nority of referring physicians is consistent with the higher-

level empirical results that find a similar observed response.

Taken together, these results are indicative of many of the

findings in the literature on quality reporting and demand for

specialists. First, quality reporting has a small but significant

effect on demand. Second, this effect is convex in quality –

consumers seem more willing to pay (travel) to avoid low

quality specialists than they are to access high quality spe-

cialists, even though the change in quality is the same in both

cases. Third, there is substantial heterogeneity in the popu-

lation in whether and how patients respond to the infor-

mation. A small minority of patients respond strongly by

switching hospitals and surgeons but there is relatively little

movement by the bulk of the patient population. Fourth,

physician agents and/or existing market-based learning means

that higher quality providers tend to have greater demand

even before the release of report cards. This has the effect both

of muting the estimated response to quality information re-

lease and suggesting that the institutions of the healthcare

market are able to inform consumers somewhat without

intervention.

Quality Information and Supply

The focus of this article is on the role of quality information in

demand. However, the process of gathering, analyzing, and

synthesizing quality information also has the potential to in-

form suppliers, in this case physicians and hospitals. If these

efforts both provide new information and inform suppliers

who care about quality beyond the pecuniary rewards, then

quality reporting can impact outcomes without shifting de-

mand. How and why this process occurs is a new and rela-

tively unexplored area of research on quality reporting and

outcomes. However, Kolstad (2012) demonstrates that, in the

market for CABG surgery in Pennsylvania, the impact of in-

formation provided to suppliers had an effect on quality im-

provement that was four times larger than the impact

mediated through changes in demand, the type of impact

focused on primarily in this discussion. In this model, new

information impacts physicians because they care intrinsically

about supplying high quality care and quality reporting allows

them to better observe their performance relative to their

peers. A detailed case study of the impact of New York State’s
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CABG reporting program also provides anecdotal evidence for

a very similar impact. Dziuban et al. (2008) document the

important role that the release of quality report cards had in

motivating efforts to improve the process of care to lower

mortality at a large community hospital. Interestingly, they

find that the new information led to large changes despite the

fact that the hospital had a detailed data capture and outcome

review process in place beforehand. This underscores poten-

tially important features that usually characterizes quality

reporting: volume and scope of observations and risk adjust-

ment. If quality reporting efforts gather data from across

settings (e.g., hospitals or health systems) and develop state-

of-the-art risk adjustment models they are likely to provide

new information to providers, even if those providers have

local monitoring tools in place (e.g., electronic health records

or ‘morbidity and mortality’ conferences to discuss quality and

errors). These issues are key to understanding the aggregate

role that quality reporting and quality information might play

in market outcomes and quality of care. The precise model of

beliefs and preferences, however, that leads quality infor-

mation to affect supplier behavior remains an outstanding

question.

Another important supply side response to quality re-

porting that has been much discussed is the potential for

providers to try to select healthier patients to improve their

scores. The inclusion of risk-adjustment is intended to address

this issue. With sufficiently good risk-adjustment the in-

centives for selection are eliminated. In practice, however, this

is extremely difficult if not impossible. In the absence of per-

fect risk-adjustment, one must consider the trade-off between

selection incentives and the gains in welfare associated with

quality improvements due to information. This underscores

the fact that the existence of selection against sicker patients

does not, in and of itself, eliminate the value of quality re-

porting efforts. It does, however, raise important welfare trade-

offs and require some consideration of the distributional

impacts of quality reporting across the spectrum of patients.

Despite a great deal of hypothesizing about selection efforts,

there are relatively few empirical studies that document se-

lection in response to report cards. The most prominent is

work by Dranove et al. (2003). They study the impact of New

York’s and Pennsylvania’s introduction of CABG quality re-

porting in the Medicare population. They find evidence that

quality reporting enhanced patient matching to surgeons and

hospitals and that there was selection against sicker patients.

The aggregate impact of quality reporting was to reduce wel-

fare – the losses from selection outweighed the gains from

reduced information asymmetries. This article raises import-

ant issues and also presents a useful methodology for evalu-

ating quality reporting efforts.

Quality Reporting and Demand in Other Markets:
Comparing Healthcare to Education

Healthcare is one of a number of important fields in which

information-based public policy plays a role. It is informative

to compare the experience in other markets as a benchmark

for understanding the impact of quality reporting on demand.

Education provides a useful comparison. There are a number

of similarities between choices of healthcare providers and

choices of schools that both rationalize the reliance on in-

formation-based public policy and make a comparison be-

tween the two fruitful. In both cases, information asymmetries

are a defining feature of demand. In both cases, consumers are

being asked to choose between different suppliers with dif-

ficult to verify differences in skills and quality. Outcomes are

also characterized by joint production. How much students

learn is affected both by teacher effort and student effort.

Similarly, the efficacy of many treatments – particularly those

for chronic conditions – rely on physician effort as well as

patient’s willingness to follow advice and change behavior. In

both cases, there is also an important component of random

noise in outcomes and incentives to teach to the test or select

healthy patients. Finally, in both markets the externalities as-

sociated with providing the good mean that public provision

is preferred and, therefore, most consumers face little, if any,

price variation.

So how does the experience with quality reporting in edu-

cation compare to the CABG market? The main findings appear

to be similar, though it is noted this is far from a complete

review of the education literature (that would require its own

online encyclopedia, let alone section of an article). Hastings

and Weinstein (2006) study the response of parents and stu-

dents to the public provision of information on school quality.

They find a significant response to the information on school

quality, measured by test scores. After information is released

parents are more likely to choose a higher quality school by 5.7

percentage points. They also find that attending a higher quality

school improves student test scores. Glazerman (1998) studies

school choice and finds that consumers are highly responsive

to distance. The effect of quality on choice is diminished

substantially as higher quality schools are further away.

Hanuscheka et al. (2007) study the release of quality infor-

mation for Texas charter schools. They find that the release of

quality information increases the likelihood that low quality

schools exit the market significantly.

Although clearly not a comprehensive review, these im-

portant papers demonstrate some striking similarities to the

role of quality reporting in healthcare markets. First, there

appears to be a substantial response to quality reporting,

though this effect is relatively small. Consider the main esti-

mate from Hastings and Weinstein (2008). They find that

roughly 1 in 20 parents was responsive to quality information.

Comparing this to the response in Culter et al. (2004) this is a

similar magnitude, though smaller, than the response to

quality reporting for CABG in New York State. There hospitals

saw a decline in volume in the year following a high mortality

flag of 10%. Similarly, the findings that distance seems to

weigh very strongly in the choice of schools is quite similar to

healthcare demand. Both industries are characterized by local

markets but it is striking that the healthcare consumers who

generally make far fewer trips to a hospital are so responsive to

distance. It is less surprising, given the daily trips to school,

that distance has an effect. That said, in both cases one would

expect the utility for a good outcome (e.g., lower mortality or

morbidity and improved lifetime earnings) to be very high so

substantial distance effects are surprising and potentially in-

dicative of information problems that limit the response to

high quality.
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Conclusion

In this article the basic theoretical underpinnings for quality re-

porting and demand in healthcare markets have been covered.

The rationale for quality reporting is based on the potential for

asymmetric information on quality that leads to suboptimal

outcomes. It has been seen, in a simple framework, how changes

in demand due to information provision can change equi-

librium quality. Whether these changes improve welfare depends

on a number of features of the market. Ultimately, however, the

normative standard is the full information demand curve that

would exist. The empirical evidence on the impact of quality

reporting on demand suggests small average effects with im-

portant heterogeneity in the population. Comparing the esti-

mates to the impact of quality reporting in education suggests

the impact of quality reporting in cardiac surgery has been larger.

Despite the many simple empirical studies of quality re-

porting and demand, the application of econometric tools and

field experiments to better understand the precise mechanism

by which quality reporting improves quality is an important

next step for research. For example, incorporating the supply

side response into the evaluation of the policy dramatically

alters the way in which quality reporting policies should be

evaluated as well as the way in which these interventions

should be structured (e.g., should information be simplified

to target consumers or made more clinically relevant for

physicians?). As health reforms in the USA and the inevitable

efforts to address cost and quality in all healthcare systems

move forward, there is a key role for addressing information

failures. Further understanding of the impact of quality in-

formation on demand and on market outcomes should be a

key item on the research agenda in economics and health

services research and an area of focus for policy makers for

many years to come.

See also: Advertising Health Care: Causes and Consequences.
Comparative Performance Evaluation: Quality. Competition on the
Hospital Sector. Demand Cross Elasticities and ‘Offset Effects’.
Demand for Insurance That Nudges Demand. Heterogeneity of
Hospitals. Physician-Induced Demand. Price Elasticity of Demand for
Medical Care: The Evidence since the RAND Health Insurance
Experiment. Risk Adjustment as Mechanism Design. Specialists.
Switching Costs in Competitive Health Insurance Markets. Value-
Based Insurance Design
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Introduction

The quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) is a unit of measurement

for valuing health outcomes. The background for it is illus-

trated in Figure 1.

In the diagram, length of life is expressed on the X-axis,

whereas health status is expressed on the Y-axis on a con-

tinuum from dead to full health. The lower line shows the

health of some hypothetical person over time with standard

treatment. The upper line shows the health over time given

some alternative better treatment. The total health gain from

moving from standard to better treatment – represented by the

area between the two lines – consists in gains both in level of

health and length of life. The QALY is designed to capture in

one single measure of value both these types of benefits so that

they are made comparable and also may be added to each

other. How this is done technically, is explained in the section

Definition, Operationalization, and Meaning.

The value of an outcome measured in QALYs may be re-

lated to the cost of achieving the outcome. This is done in a so-

called cost-effectiveness ratio (often called a cost-utility ratio).

Cost-effectiveness ratios are indicators of value for money.

Cost-effectiveness ratios using QALYs allow comparisons of

value for money of different interventions in different areas

of medicine – in which outcomes of different kinds are

achieved – and may thus be an aid in priority setting and

resource allocation decisions.

Definition, Operationalization, and Meaning

In the QALY approach, 1 life year in full health for one person

is used as a basic, reference outcome. For brevity, this is

referred to as ‘1 well-year.’ One gained well-year is assigned a

value of one QALY. The idea of the QALY approach is that any

health outcome, whatever its nature and size, may be valued

relative to the reference outcome, i.e., as equivalent to gaining

some fraction of a well-year or some multiple of well-years.

Health outcomes that include gains or losses in quality of

life are made comparable to outcomes consisting in gained

well-years through the assignment of values to health states

(Figure 2). The values on the Y-axis reflect the quality of life

associated with the states – often called health-related quality

of life. The values are on a scale from zero – corresponding to

being dead or in a state as bad as being dead – to unity –

corresponding to being in full health. They are used to weight

life years in less than full health. For example, in Figure 2,

state A is assigned a value of 0.8. Each gained life year in state

A then yields 0.8 QALYs. This means that the gain is deemed

equivalent to gaining 0.8 of a well-year.

The number of QALYs in an individual’s health scenario

over time is calculated by determining the value of each year in

the scenario and summing these annual values over the whole

time horizon. For example, if a person lives 3 years with values

0.8, 0.6, and 0.5 respectively, the value of the whole scenario is

0.8þ 0.6þ 0.5¼1.9 QALYs. In Figure 2, 10 years gained in

state B yields 6 QALYs (10� 0.6), whereas 12 years in state A

yields 9.6 QALYs. An improvement from state B to state A

lasting 1 year yields 0.2 QALYs (0.8� 0.6). If the improvement

lasts 10 years, it yields 2 QALYs (10� 0.2) and is thus

equivalent to 2 gained well-years. In Figure 2, the total value

of replacing the first scenario with the second one is

10� 0.2þ 2�0.8¼3.6 QALYs.

Values and equivalence of health outcomes may be per-

ceived and judged from different points of view. There is, for

instance, a difference between pure self interest of individuals

Years

Full health

Y

X

Dead

0

Figure 1 Health scenarios without and with treatment.
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and judgments of value by societal decision makers when

concerns for distributive fairness are taken into account. Esti-

mates of value in terms of QALYs are usually meant to express

the personal value of outcomes to the recipients of the out-

comes, without regard to distributive issues. Such personal

value is commonly referred to as individual utility. An approach

to valuing health outcomes from a broader societal perspective

was outlined by Anthony Culyer and colleagues as early as in

1971 and later by for instance Erik Nord in 1992 and 1999.

To calculate the area under each curve in Figure 1 requires

knowledge of the nature of the health states that are experi-

enced, the sequence of these, the duration of each health state

and the value of each health state. The former three kinds of

knowledge require medical (clinical and/or epidemiological)

data. Valuations of health states, on the other hand, is a psy-

chometric task in which health economists have engaged

heavily (together with researchers from other disciplines) with

a view to making the QALY approach workable. Valuations are

generally elicited from samples of the general population by

means of one or more specially designed techniques for

preference measurement, thereafter values are assigned based

on mean or median responses.

Issues

As noted above, estimates of value in terms of QALYs are

usually meant to express personal value. Personal value is

commonly referred to as individual utility. There are a number

of methodological issues relating to the QALY approach as a

way of estimating the individual utility of interventions.

First, health state utilities are usually obtained by asking

representative samples of the general population to judge how

bad it would be for them to be in different states of illness.

This is referred to as decision utility. An alternative is to ask

patients and disabled people to value the states they are

in themselves. This would yield experience utility. Both

approaches have strengths and weaknesses. As noted by

Drummond et al. (2009), a widely held position in current

health economics is that QALYs should be based on decision

utilities elicited from people who are well informed about

experience utility.

Second, for QALY-calculations to be meaningful and valid,

utilities for health states need to have interval scale properties.

That is, a change of a given size on the 0–1 value scale must

have the same importance wherever it occurs on the scale. For

instance, a move from 0.4 to 0.6 must have the same value as a

move from 0.7 to 0.9. Techniques for preference elicitation

vary with respect to their ability to yield utilities with interval

scale properties.

Third, as noted above, the number of QALYs in a health

scenario over time is calculated by determining the utility of

each year in the scenario and summing these annual utilities

over the whole time horizon. This means that the number of

QALYs obtained from spending time in some fixed state is

directly proportional to the length of that time. In other words,

as noted by Bleichrodt et al. (1997) in a paper on ‘risk neutrality

of life years,’ utility measured in terms of QALYs is (by defin-

ition) a linear function of length of time. In the real world,

there is not necessarily a linear relationship between duration

and utility. Individuals may, for instance, have diminishing

marginal utility of length of life in the same way as they nor-

mally have diminishing marginal utility of goods and services.

However, it is customary to discount QALYs in future years to

take account of individuals’ preferences for present con-

sumption over future consumption. The number of discounted

QALYs is less than proportional to the length of time in a state.

Fourth, in the QALY approach, each possible health state is

associated with a single, fixed value. The value of a state is thus

assumed to be constant across all individuals and contexts in

which it may occur. Clearly, this single value convention is a

simplification. Its rationale is a need to prevent valuation in

terms of QALYs from becoming too demanding with respect

to data and thus too complicated and time consuming.

Years

1

Y

X10 12

Quality of life

B: 0.6

A: 0.8

0

Figure 2 Health scenarios with specification of duration and values for health states.
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The convention is reasonable in many circumstances where

QALYs are estimated in groups of people, in which cases in-

dividual deviations from standard health state values to a large

extent cancel each other out. But the simplification does have

some implausible implications that lead to continuous de-

bates about the validity of QALYs. The most salient issues are

noted below. Note that they all refer to valuations from a

personal perspective. Some similar issues may be raised on

grounds of concerns for fairness.

First, the single value convention means that the disutility

of a state is considered to be independent of the gender, age,

and other characteristics of the person who experiences the

state, including the person’s attainable level of functioning.

For instance, it means that dependence on eyeglasses or a

walking stick is counted as equally bad for an elderly person as

for an young person. It also means that inability to walk is

counted as equally bad when it is occurs in a person with a

longstanding incurable disability as when it is due to tem-

porary, curable disease in a person who is normally in full

health. These implications have been challenged on the

grounds that most people have considerable capacity to adapt

to and cope with durable disease and disability. This is par-

ticularly true of impairments resulting from normal ageing. So

even if a person has health problems that people of medium

age and normal health would regard as clearly undesirable,

and if the person’s functional level is the best that he or she

can reasonably hope for, his or her utility will not necessarily

be much lower than that normally associated with full health.

As noted by Erik Nord, Anja Enge, and Veronika Gundersen in

2012, this dependence of utility on what is to be expected and

what one is used to may have important implications for

valuations of gains in both length and quality of life in people

with disability or chronic disease.

Second, the single value convention implies that the utility

of a state to a person is considered to be independent of the

person’s health in the past. For instance, if two people are

dependent on eyeglasses, and one was blind in the preceding

years, whereas the other had normal sight, the two will be

assigned the same utility in their situation with eyeglasses.

Concerns about this assumption led to a proposal by Mehrez

and Gafni (1989) of an alternative to the QALY approach in

which any scenario over time is valued as a whole instead of as

a sum of independent valuations year by year. In the alternative

approach, the unit of measurement is called the healthy year

equivalent (HYE). The disadvantage of this approach is that

valuation must be undertaken on all relevant sequences of

health states, which may be numerous. Thus, there has been

little use of the HYE approach in economic evaluation hitherto.

Third, the single value convention means that the value

assigned to a health state does not depend on the duration over

which the state is experienced. For instance, the utility of a state

in the first year after the onset of a disability is the same as the

utility of that state 5 years later even if the person in various

ways may adapt to the state. At a more technical level, in-

dependence of duration further means that there are implicit

assumptions of so-called mutual utility independence and

constant proportional trade-off between quality of life and

length of life when preferences for health states are elicited.

Fourth, the single value convention means that the utility

of a state is considered to be independent of its cause. For

instance, the utility is the same for a congenital problem as for

a problem caused by hospital negligence.

The concept of QALYs has been linked explicitly to expected

utility theory. In a decision analytic framework, QALYs are used

as the unit of account in expected value calculations for de-

cisions under uncertainty. Expected utility theory dictates that in

order for these expected value calculations to be consistent with

preferences over uncertain streams of health outcomes, QALYs

should fulfill certain requirements of ‘utility’ functions. These

requirements take the form of a set of axioms, formalized by

von Neumann and Morgenstern in 1944. Although much has

been written about empirical violations of the axioms of

expected utility theory and various alternatives have been pro-

posed, expected utility remains an important point of reference

in many discussions of normative decision theory.

Several techniques are available for eliciting health state

utilities from respondents, including the standard gamble, time

trade-off, and the rating scale. Empirical studies have found that

the different techniques produce values that differ systematic-

ally. Debates about the relative merits of the different methods

refer both to economic theory and to comparisons of psycho-

metric properties of the different measurement techniques.

It is clear from the points made above that the interpret-

ation of health state values as estimates of individual utility in

many ways is questionable. It is furthermore a fact that the

second factor in QALY-calculations – the duration of health

benefits – is purely a quantitative factor with no personal value

judgments related to it. For instance, 10 years is simply

counted as twice as much as 5 years, with no value judgment

involved. Altogether, some therefore prefer to regard the re-

sults of QALY-calculations as indicators of the size of health

effects rather than the utility – or personal value – of those

effects. This alternative interpretation does not, however, alter

the basic purpose of QALYs, which is to yield a quantitative

estimate of efficiency in different areas of health care.

The QALY approach has been criticized on ethical grounds

for implying priority to those individuals who have the

greatest capacity to benefit from health care and for not taking

into account concerns for fairness in the distribution of health

care resources. Historically, the critique is understandable,

given the primacy that cost-effectiveness ratios have been as-

signed in most of the health economics literature as guidance

to priority setting. But a distinction needs to be made between

calculations of QALYs and how the calculations are used in

decision making. QALY estimates are essentially estimates of

the aggregate individual utility of interventions. Although such

information may be an important input in decision making

about resource allocation, it does not follow that priorities

should be set such that QALY gains are maximized as this may

run counter to concerns for fairness such as wishes to give

priority to the worse off and wishes to secure equal access to

people in equal degree of need even if they are of different ages

and/or have different potentials for health.

Historical Overview

(Reproduced from the Encyclopedia of Public Health with the

permission of the publisher (Elsevier) and the author, Josh

Salomon.)
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Although the term QALY first appeared in the published

literature in 1976, some earlier precedents may be found.

Herbert Klarman and colleagues in 1968 compared three op-

tions for treating patients with chronic renal disease in terms

of life years gained, with and without adjustments for ‘dif-

ferential(s) in the quality of life.’ In 1970, Sol Fanshel and

James Bush proposed measures of dysfunction-free years in

evaluation of a tuberculin skin testing program. In 1971, An-

thony Culyer and colleagues proposed a scheme for weighting

life years within a social indicator framework. At the same

time, George Torrance and colleagues introduced the index

day and health day. Finally, the term quality-adjusted life-year

was used in two separate publications in 1976, one by Milton

Weinstein and William Stason examining policies for control

of hypertension and another by Richard Zeckhauser and

Donald Shepard in a more general exploration of analytic

approaches to evaluating social policies with life-saving or

health implications. An article by Weinstein and Stason ap-

pearing in the New England Journal of Medicine in the following

year introduced QALYs to a broad medical and public health

audience and is frequently cited as a major milestone in the

development of cost-effectiveness analysis in health and

medicine. In England, a highly influential early paper applying

QALYs to evaluation of coronary artery bypass grafting was

reported in an article by Williams (1985) in the British Medical

Journal.

Researchers have developed a registry of cost-effectiveness

studies that report outcomes specifically in terms of costs per

QALY. Peter Neumann and colleagues reviewed the literature

from 1976 through 2001 and identified 533 original studies

meeting their inclusion criteria. Consistent with the earlier re-

views of the broader cost-effectiveness literature, a major in-

crease in the volume of studies on costs per QALY was evident,

with 228 studies over the two decades from 1976 to 1997,

followed by 305 studies over the 4-year period from 1998

through 2001.

Alternatives to QALYs

The disability adjusted life year (DALY) is a summary measure

much like the QALY, developed by Christopher Murray and

colleagues. The main difference is that it uses a scale of severity

of illness from zero (full health) to unity (as bad as being dead)

instead of a scale of utility from zero (dead) to unity (full

health). The DALY was first developed for the primary purpose

of quantifying the global burden of disease. However, the de-

velopers of the DALY explicitly intended that the measure could

be used also as a metric for health benefits in the denominator

of cost-effectiveness ratios. In the present day, the DALY is

widely used – in fact much more than QALYs – in eco-

nomic evaluation of health programs in developing countries.

The QALY procedure focuses on life years and the quality of

these. In a paper in the British Medical Journal in 1992, Erik

Nord argued that the health care system is concerned with

providing care for people (‘living, breathing, feeling, and

thinking individuals’), not with maximizing numbers of ab-

stract time entities. The health care system is also concerned

with meeting moral claims on treatment. The concept of

claims is related to living subjects. Life years as such are not

subjects and therefore do not have moral claims. Nord thus

suggested the saved young life equivalent (SAVE) as an alter-

native to the QALY that focuses on persons rather than years.

In the SAVE approach, the reference outcome consists in sav-

ing the life of a young person and restoring him or her to full

health. The value assigned by society to this reference outcome

is called a SAVE. In valuations that have a societal rather than

an individual viewpoint, different kinds of health outcomes

may all be valued relative to the SAVE, for instance using the

so-called person trade-off technique. However, there has been

little use of the SAVE in economic evaluation hitherto.
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Glossary
Asymmetry of information A situation in which the

parties in a transaction have different amounts or kinds of

information as when, for example, physicians have a greater

knowledge than patients of the likely effectiveness of drugs

while the patients have greater knowledge of the likely

impact of drugs on their family circumstances, or people

seeking insurance have more reliable expectations of their

risk exposure than insurance companies.

Copayment An arrangement whereby an insured person

pays a particular percentage of any bills received for health

services, with the insurer paying the remainder.

Creaming A form of favorable selection in health

insurance by which the insurer obtains a higher proportion

of good risks (people with a low probability of needing care

or who are likely to need only low-cost care or both) in

their portfolio of clients than is assumed in the calculation

of the insurance premiums. It is also called cherry-picking.

Diagnosis-related group (DRG) Diagnoses grouped

according to their clinical similarity and the cost of

treatment.

Elasticity of demand A measure of the responsiveness of

the consumption of a good or service to a change in its

price.

Fee-for-service A method of remunerating professionals

(especially medical doctors) according to an agreed fee

schedule specifying what is payable for each item of service

supplied.

Marginal cost The additional cost incurred if the output

rate is increased by a small amount.

Moral hazard A risk that can occur when the insurer has

imperfect information on the likely behavior of insured

individuals. There are two main types. Ex ante moral hazard

refers to the effect that being insured has on safety behavior,

generally increasing the probability of the event insured

against occurring. Ex post moral refers to the possibility that

insured individuals will behave in such a way after an

insured event has occurred that will increase the claim cost

to insurers, partly because the user-price of care is lower

through insurance and demand may therefore rise. It is also

often related to insurance fraud.

Oregon experiment In 1989 the US state of Oregon

initiated a controversial reform of its Medicaid program by

simultaneously increasing the number of people it covered

but reducing the number of services that were insured. The

services included were to be based on an explicitly

prioritized list after extensive consultation with the public.

A second experiment occurred in 2008 when 10 000

Oregon residents were randomly drawn from the non-

Medicaid population to join the scheme. This presented an

opportunity for exposing the benefits for these poor

residents of membership. While the results did not show

health improvements, they did show an increased use of

preventive care, increased outpatient visits and increased

utilization of health services. A third Oregon Medicaid

experiment is still (2013) under way: A reorganization that

integrates community services and clinical health care

through ’Coordinated Care Organizations’, which seek to

address the underlying determinants of ill-health in the

community.

Prospective payment A method of reimbursing health

service providers (especially hospitals) by establishing rates

of payment in advance, which are paid regardless of the

costs in actual individual cases.

Skimping It refers to providing less intensive or lower-

quality care than that specified in some standard or

protocol in order to reduce costs in relation to the

reimbursement due to the provider.

Introduction

In the presence of health insurance and limited capacity, an

excess demand for services remains a permanent feature of

several publicly funded health systems. The demand for health

care needs therefore to be rationed in one way or another. This

article describes three different common types of demand ra-

tioning. It distinguishes between (1) direct rationing, (2) ra-

tioning by waiting time and quality, and (3) price rationing.

Direct rationing refers to allocation mechanisms which

explicitly rule out the provision of certain types of care to

patients within the public sector (either by the rules set by the

public insurer and/or because the doctor explicitly tells the

patient when they demand care).

Rationing by waiting or by quality refers to allocation

mechanisms which are implicit: the patient is not explicitly

refused care. It is instead the presence of waiting times or low

quality of care (either clinical or nonclinical), which induces

some patients not to seek care from the public sector and

either to opt for no care or care delivered in the private sector.

Finally, the article discusses price rationing, which in

publicly-funded health systems takes the form of copayments

or coinsurance rates for specific types of care. The article dis-

cusses each of these three types of rationing in turn. Although

each is discussed in isolation, in practice these coexist in many

health systems. The focus is on publicly funded health sys-

tems. Demand rationing within private health insurance

markets is not discussed.
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Direct Rationing

In the presence of complete coverage under public health in-

surance, patients could potentially demand treatment up to

the point where the marginal benefit is zero. In a system with

no capacity constraints, this would induce excessive con-

sumption, the well-known issue of ‘ex-post moral hazard.’

However, most countries do limit the supply of care to a level

below the one required to satisfy all potential demand, which

results in an excess demand. The demand for health care has

to be rationed in one way or another.

The capacity constraint is set by policymakers who decide

on the number of hospital beds and doctors working in the

health sector. The supply of health care can vary significantly

across countries (and even within countries) and so does the

size of the excess demand. Lower supply levels will require more

demand rationing. Organization for Economic Co-Operation

and Development countries vary significantly in their health

expenditure per capita, with National Health Service (NHS)-type

systems spending less than public insurance ones. Rationing is

therefore more prominent in NHS-type systems.

From an efficiency point of view, in the presence of a

capacity constraint, a natural way to manage the excess de-

mand is to allocate care according to the highest benefit–cost

ratio. Policymakers could rank all possible health treatments

by their benefit–cost ratio and assign care to patients in des-

cending order until the capacity is exhausted. To some extent

this is in line with how governments operate. Treatments that

are perceived or shown to have low benefit–cost ratio are not

available within the public-insurance package. This is the case

for some type of dental and ophthalmological care, plastic

surgery, physiotherapy, or alternative medicine. However,

listing all possible treatments to which patients are entitled

and to compare them on the basis of benefit–cost ratios would

be very costly. Public agencies (like National Institute for

Health and Care Excellence) do increasingly encourage an

evidence-based approach to resource allocation (Drummond

et al., 2005), but these still cover only a selection of treatments.

One attempt to rank all possible treatments on the basis of

cost-effectiveness criteria is the Oregon Experiment, which

shows how drawing such comprehensive lists may generate

surprising and counterintuitive results (Tengs, 1996).

Moreover, even if policymakers can exclude certain treat-

ments (rationing ‘across’ treatments), it is optimal for gov-

ernments to pursue rationing also ‘within’ a given treatment.

Consider, for example, all patients who could benefit from hip

replacement. For some patients costs will exceed benefits:

these patients should therefore be optimally rationed. Gov-

ernments could provide a detailed description for each treat-

ment of the criteria to be used by the provider to ration care.

These could be based on severity, patients’ characteristics,

pain, and overall health status. Providing such detailed

descriptions for each treatment would again be very costly.

Although governments do provide guidelines for some treat-

ments, these are unlikely to be comprehensive.

The difficulty for governments in designing detailed ra-

tioning rules both ‘across’ and ‘within’ treatments suggests that

doctors will play a critical role not only in providing health

care but also in rationing care to patients. It is they who ul-

timately decide who should receive treatment. The rationing

function is indeed (implicitly or explicitly) delegated to doc-

tors in most countries. Doctors therefore act as agents on be-

half of governments in implementing optimal rationing rules

(McGuire, 2000). Governments can (and indeed do) outline

the basic principles to health care entitlement and let doctors

implement them. Below, such basic principles are first dis-

cussed and, then, the conditions under which doctors act as

(im)perfect agents and how different incentive schemes may

affect rationing.

Policymakers in several countries often state the general

principle that access to care in publicly funded systems should

based on need. The word ‘need’ can be subject to different

interpretations. Need could refer to current health status of the

patient, expected benefit from treatment, or patient’s severity

(Wagstaff and van Dooerslaer, 2000). For some types of care,

these criteria go hand in hand if patients with worst health

(higher severity) also have high expected benefits. But this may

not be case for other types of care where patients with worst

health (higher severity) have low expected benefits (as for

some types of cancer care). In the first instance, it is high-

severity/benefit patients who are likely to get the treatment. In

the second one, a tension between equity and efficiency arises

(Hauck et al., 2002). On efficiency grounds (health maxi-

mization), patients with higher benefit should receive the

treatment. On equity grounds, the priority may be reversed

and patients with higher severity (and worst health) should

receive the treatment. It is also worth emphasizing that the

principle that access should be based on need offers little

guidance on how costs should be taken into account. If pa-

tients with higher need are very costly, it does not necessarily

follow that those patients should receive the treatment. In

summary, general principles are useful but they are open to

different interpretations by providers. A large body of the

empirical literature suggests that the amount of care offered

can differ to a great extent among doctors (Phelps, 2000).

Even if clear allocation rules could be established by pol-

icymakers, doctors would have an incentive to implement

them only if they act as perfect agents on behalf of the gov-

ernment. Doctors’ behavior may be affected by their own

preferences and the way they are paid. For example, salaried

hospital doctors may put considerable weight on a patient’s

benefit as opposed to costs. In terms of hospital payment,

fixed budgets give strongest incentive to ration because extra

patients do not generate additional revenues. Prospective

payment systems of the diagnosis-related groups (DRG) type

give weaker incentives to ration because additional patients

increase revenues. Providers however may still have an in-

centive to ration high-cost and unprofitable patients (Ellis,

1998). Generous fee-for-service (FFS) systems or cost-

reimbursement rules give weakest incentive to ration patients.

The incentive to ration depends also critically on the

degree of altruism of the doctors, highly altruistic doctors

being more reluctant to ration patients. Altruism, therefore,

plays a critical role in determining the design of incentive

schemes (Ellis and McGuire, 1986; Chalkley and Malcomson,

1998): higher altruism typically requires lower powered in-

centive schemes because highly altruistic doctors paid with

FFS arrangements are unlikely to exert much rationing.

In summary, direct rationing (explicit refusal of treatment

to a patient) is a pervasive feature of many health systems.
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Rationing occurs both ‘within’ and ‘across’ treatments. Some

rationing is implemented through government allocation

rules, which define the ‘package’ covered by the public sector.

However, most rationing is exerted by the doctors and will be

based on their preferences and their payment schemes.

A key issue in devolving the rationing role to doctors, is

that ‘turning patients down’ can be an unpleasant activity.

Without clear rules, doctors may feel reluctant to refuse

treatment to patients with positive benefits. This will be ex-

acerbated when the capacity constraint is tighter. Moreover, it

is the doctors who will need to explain to patients why they

are not offered treatment. They may also be liable for taking

an unfair or unjust decision, and they may be at risk of

breaking laws, which prohibit discrimination among patients.

If doctors are reluctant to explicitly ration patients, they

may instead add the patients to a waiting list so that patients

will have to wait before they receive treatment. This will

generate a different type of rationing, which is described in

Rationing by Waiting Times and Quality.

Rationing by Waiting Times and Quality

If direct rationing is difficult to implement, other forms of

rationing are needed to allocate the limited capacity. If doctors

simply refer for treatment all patients who could benefit (be-

cause they are reluctant to turn down patients with low

benefit), a waiting list of patients authorized to receive care is

likely to build up. If capacity is well below demand, patients’

wait could be long. Demand may exceed capacity in every

period, implying that in the absence of some way of limiting

waiting lists, the length of the list could grow indefinitely.

Waiting times may have a rationing effect if they dissuade

some patients to seek treatment. Instead of waiting, the patient

may opt for the private sector. Longer wait times will dis-

courage more patients. Another possibility is that while wait-

ing the patient may become unfit for surgery or recover. The

empirical evidence from the UK suggests that waiting times do

act as a rationing device to equilibrate demand and supply.

Most empirical studies find that demand for care is inelastic,

and that the elasticity is approximately � 0.1: a 10% increase

in waiting times reduces demand by only 1% (Martin and

Smith, 2003; Iversen and Siciliani, 2011 for a review). The

result that demand is inelastic implies that waiting times exert

only a moderate rationing effect and that low levels of supply

will translate into long waiting times.

Although waiting times eliminate the need for doctors to

explicitly refuse treatment to patients, rationing by waiting

times can be an inefficient form of rationing compared to

direct rationing. Long waiting times impose a cost on patients,

which is not necessarily recovered by anyone else (Gravelle

and Siciliani, 2008). Some (short) waiting times may generate

efficiency savings if they reduce the chance of idle capacity

(i.e., the probability that supply is not used; Iversen, 1997).

However, these efficiencies are fully exploited with short

average wait times (Siciliani et al., 2009). Waiting times are in

the order of months for many procedures, well beyond those

required for such efficiency savings to arise.

To mitigate the cost for the patients generated by waiting,

several health systems prioritize patients on the list so that

more severe patients wait less than less severe one. This is

often done informally by doctors. Some governments have

further reinforced this idea by developing policies (mostly in

the form of guidelines), which encourage doctors to prioritize

patients through the use of formal scoring systems (patients

who score higher points in terms of severity, pain, and need

wait less).

Other governments have discouraged the use of waiting

time rationing through the development of targets or maxi-

mum waiting time guarantees, which introduce penalties for

hospitals having many patients waiting for a long time. These

policies may encourage increases in productivity but may also

induce a switch from waiting time rationing to direct rationing.

Waiting times are not the only factor which induces pa-

tients to opt for the private sector. Other factors, like amenities

and quality of care, also contribute to the choice between the

public and the private sector. Besley and Coate (1991) provide

a theory that suggests that a government (which has con-

straints on distributional tools) may find it optimal to distort

quality downward to encourage the richer subset of the

population to opt for the private sector. The shift of the rich to

the public sector helps to bring the demand in the public

sector in equilibrium with the limited supply as well as to

redistribute income. This theory seems consistent with casual

observation that public hospitals offer lower amenities com-

pared to private one (patients may need to share rooms, have

less privacy, and overall less comfort). This is not necessarily

the case for clinical quality: whether it is higher or lower in

public hospitals is less straightforward. On one hand, im-

proving clinical quality is at the core of policy efforts in many

publicly funded systems. On the other hand, public hospitals

do face large demands, which induce hospitals to keep length

of stay to a minimum, a dimension of lower quality (Barros

and Siciliani, 2011).

As for direct (explicit) rationing, also under nonprice

(waiting time and quality) rationing, the payment rule for

providers may affect the incentive to vary quality and waiting

times. For example, a DRG-type hospital payment system may

induce creaming or skimping, i.e., the incentive to raise

quality for profitable patients and reduce quality for

unprofitable ones (Ellis, 1998). DRG systems also induce

providers to treat additional patients, which should translate

into lower waiting times.

In summary, rationing by waiting and quality is also a

pervasive feature of many publicly funded health systems.

Compared to direct rationing, these are (to some degree) in-

efficient because for a given capacity they reduce patients’

welfare. However, they release doctors from the responsibility

of directly rationing patients.

Price Rationing

Demand for health care can also be rationed through prices.

In many publicly funded systems, this takes usually the form

of a copayment or a coinsurance rate: the patient is asked to

pay a fee or a proportion of the medical expenses. The idea is

to make the patient cost conscious, who in turn demand less

health care and in this way contain moral hazard (excessive

consumption).
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Countries vary in the use and design of copayments with

some countries making more use than others. With few ex-

ceptions copayments remain low in publicly funded systems.

Large increase in copayments would also imply a significant

reduction in the benefit from being insured against the cost of

illness. According to theory, the optimal copayment should be

designed such that it efficiently trades off the risk spreading

benefits of a lower price against the ex-post efficiency benefits

of a higher price (closer to marginal cost; Zeckhauser, 1970).

The theory implies that the optimal copayment is positively

related to the elasticity of demand: copayments should be

higher when the elasticity is higher. Copayments are indeed

observed for dental care, ophthalmology care, and drugs

where the elasticity is arguably larger. They are more rarely

observed for inpatient or surgical care, which is free of charge

in most (though not all) countries, due plausibly to its more

inelastic demand.

Several empirical studies have estimated the elasticity of

demand. Early studies found a wide range of elasticities’ esti-

mates, which could vary between � 0.1 and � 2.1 (Cutler and

Zeckhauser, 2000). These estimates are potentially affected by

selection bias if sicker individuals choose insurance plans with

lower copayments and also demand more care. The Rand ex-

periment eliminates such potential bias by randomizing in-

dividuals in different plans (Manning, et al., 1987). It suggests

that demand is inelastic with an overall elasticity of approxi-

mately � 0.1 or � 0.2. The article by Sinaiko (2012) updates

this literature.

The idea that copayments make patients cost conscious

relies on the belief that patients are able to influence the

choice on the care. Given the asymmetry of information,

which characterizes the patient–doctor relationship, the

choice of care is (to say the least) mediated through the doc-

tor. Copayments may have little impact on demand of care if

doctors base their recommendation only on medical ground

and ignore the financial implications for the patient. Copay-

ments will instead play a role only if patients are well in-

formed (which may be the case for some conditions) or if

doctors internalize patients’ disutility from higher prices. Be-

havior of the doctors will also be influenced by their financial

incentives.

Both waiting times and copayments ration demand.

Compared to rationing by waiting, copayments have the ad-

vantage that the cost imposed on the patient is recovered by

the provider or the insurer in the form of additional revenues.

Furthermore, if consumers accurately appreciate the value of

health care, a price rations out low-value uses. However,

copayments raise equity issues (if they are not income tested)

if poor patients are deterred from demanding care compared

to richer patients, a criticism that is often raised against their

excessive use within publicly funded systems. Finally, the role

played by copayments in rationing demand is mitigated by the

asymmetry of information, which characterizes the patient–

doctor relationship.

Conclusions

Three different types of rationing have been discussed: (1) direct

rationing; (2) rationing by waiting time and quality; and (3)

price rationing. Direct rationing can in principle allocate care

efficiently by giving care to patients with highest benefit–cost

ratio compatibly with the capacity constraint. This could be

implemented by listing explicitly the treatments covered by

public insurance (as well as those not covered) and/or by asking

doctors to ration according to a set of established optimality

criteria (potential health gains, heath status, and costs).

In practice, drawing an explicit list of eligible treatments is a

complex and costly exercise and there are limits to this ap-

proach. Delegating the rationing role to doctors is inevitable.

However, doctors may vary in the application of a set of

rationing rules due, for example, to different interpretation of

such rules, generating variations in clinical practice. Moreover,

doctors themselves may be reluctant to exercise to a great extent

the rationing role because they may find difficult or unpleasant

to turn patients down and they may also be held liable for

mistakes. This generates the scope for other forms of rationing.

If all potential patients who demand care are referred for

treatment, a waiting list will quickly build up with (implicit)

waiting time rationing replacing explicit direct rationing. Wait-

ing times may ration public patients by inducing some of them

to seek care in the private sector. Similarly, offering limited

amenities in the public sector may shift some patients to the

private sector. Compared with direct rationing, these forms of

implicit rationing will however come at the cost of lower welfare

for those patients who seek care in the public sector due to the

waiting time or other costs imposed to them.

An alternative to rationing by waiting is to ration by price

through the introduction of copayments or coinsurance rates.

Its use can be a useful complement to other forms of rationing

but needs to be traded off with the lower insurance coverage

against the cost of illness. Moreover, large copayments (if

not income tested) raise equity issues because poor patients

may be discouraged from utilizing care. This can contrast the

principle that access to care should not be based on the ability

to pay, which is at the core of many publicly funded health

systems.

See also: Demand for and Welfare Implications of Health Insurance,
Theory of. Health and Health Care, Need for. Moral Hazard. Physician-
Induced Demand. Price Elasticity of Demand for Medical Care: The
Evidence since the RAND Health Insurance Experiment. Specialists.
Waiting Times
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Glossary
Asymmetry of information A situation in which the

parties to a transaction have different amounts or kinds of

information as when, for example, physicians have a greater

knowledge than patients of the likely effectiveness of drugs

while the patients have greater knowledge of the likely

impact of drugs on their family circumstances.

Consumer surplus The difference between what a

consumer pays for a good or service and the maximum they

would pay rather than go without it.

Cost–benefit analysis A form of economic evaluation by

comparing the costs and the (money-valued) benefits of

alternative courses of action.

Incidence In epidemiology, incidence is the number of

new cases of a disease identified during a time period. In

economics, incidence concerns who pays taxes and who

bears various other costs, that is, who bears the ultimate

distribution of the burden after all effects in the economy

have been worked out.

Marginal benefit The increase in benefit, or sometimes

willingness to pay, from a small increase in the rate of

consumption or utilization of a service.

Present value The value at a particular point in time of a

future flow of income, health, etc., normally discounted

using an appropriate interest rate or rates.

Introduction

Pharmaceutical regulation is designed to ensure safety, effi-

cacy, and quality of the drugs available to consumers. This is

accomplished through a range of regulatory activities over the

course of a drug’s life cycle including premarket screening and

evaluation of new pharmaceuticals, inspection of manu-

facturing facilities, regulation of drug labeling and promo-

tional activities, and the postmarketing surveillance of drugs

following approval. This regulation extends to drugs and

biologics that are intended for use in the diagnosis, treatment,

prevention, and cure of diseases.

The rationale for pharmaceutical regulation is imperfect or

asymmetric information. Evidence about drug safety and effi-

cacy is difficult to observe and evaluate. As a consequence,

physicians and patients lack information about a drug’s quality.

Information about the benefits, risks, and overall performance

of new drugs is critical for their safe and effective use. Without

accurate information about drug quality, physicians and pa-

tients may make inappropriate drug choices and suffer negative

health consequences. Asymmetric information could also lead

some patients to avoid taking drugs for fear that they are of low

quality. Because firms as the developers of new drugs potentially

know more about their quality than physicians and patients,

particularly before launch, it is possible that firms may under-

invest in developing prelaunch information and/or quality may

be lowered or cheapened without consumer’s knowledge for

economic gain. The adulteration of drug products and detri-

mental effects on public health were motivating forces for de-

veloping early pharmaceutical regulations. Pharmaceutical

products and their effects have become increasingly complex

over time and evaluating those effects requires special expertise.

Expert agencies like the US Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) regulate the

prelaunch data requirements and evaluate the evidence over the

life of a drug, to reduce the effects of informational asymmetries

and uncertainty in the pharmaceutical market.

Regulators strive to protect and advance the public health by

pursuing two goals: ensuring drug safety and effectiveness; and

facilitating access to medically useful drugs. The problem facing

regulators is that efforts to achieve one goal may in fact reduce

the chances of achieving the second goal. Stringent regulations

designed to keep dangerous or ineffective drugs off the market

may delay patient access to new medicines. Alternatively, efforts

to improve drug access by lowering regulatory stringency and

accelerating reviews could lead to the approval of some drugs

that are either unsafe or ineffective. The trade-off between safety

and access is a central one in the regulation of new pharma-

ceuticals. The challenge for pharmaceutical regulators is bal-

ancing an interest for safety and efficacy with an interest for

timely access. Finding the right balance, however, requires

regulators to weigh the costs of unsafe or ineffective drugs

against the costs of delay in the approval of beneficial drugs.

This article begins with an overview of important pharma-

ceutical regulatory legislation affecting the market access of

brand name drugs in the US. It next describes EMA regulation

and discusses some similarities and differences between the US

and EU systems. It then examines evidence about the cost

trade-offs reflected in pharmaceutical policy and concludes

with a discussion of recent reforms in FDA regulation.

Overview of Pharmaceutical Regulation

Drug tragedies and safety concerns have motivated increases in

pharmaceutical regulations over time. In the US, in the early

1900s, adulterated food and drug products and mislabeled

medicines led to the Pure Food and Drugs Act of 1906. This

Act banned the sale of misbranded or adulterated drugs and

prohibited false labeling. It also required an accurate listing of

ingredients on the labels of so-called ‘patent medicines,’ which

were generally unpatented remedies that were heavily adver-

tised and promoted as cures, but did not work as promoted.

Although the Act gave government the power to prosecute
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firms that violated the law, it did not require firms to test

products before marketing.

In 1937, a liquid sulfa drug called Elixir Sulfanilamide,

which contained a poisonous solvent, was sold to consumers

and resulted in more than 100 deaths. This tragedy led to the

1938 Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act, which required firms to

test products for safety before marketing and file that infor-

mation with the FDA. The burden of proof, however, lay with

the agency to reject a drug to prevent it from being marketed.

Drugs could be marketed automatically without approval after

60 days (in some cases 180 days) unless the FDA showed them

to be unsafe. The Act also gave the FDA the power to regulate

drug labels to ensure the accuracy of therapeutic claims and

adequacy of instructions for safe use. However, enforcement

was challenged by the absence of scientific evidence about

drug effects relating to such claims. Because the Act did not

require firms to demonstrate that drugs were effective, an

important aspect of the informational problem facing con-

sumers and physicians was not addressed.

This changed with the 1962 Drug Amendments to the

Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act. The 1962 Amendments were

motivated by the worldwide thalidomide drug tragedy. In

1961, researchers discovered that thalidomide, which was

being used as a sedative for pregnant women throughout

Europe and in Canada, was responsible for thousands of se-

vere birth defects in which infants were born with missing or

truncated limbs. The drug was not being sold in the US be-

cause it was held up by an FDA reviewer as reports began to

emerge. However, samples of the drug were distributed to US

physicians for premarket study. Although Congress was con-

ducting hearings into high prices for drugs of dubious efficacy

before the scandal, the near miss of a US tragedy expanded

their focus to include drug safety.

The 1962 Amendments required firms to provide ‘sub-

stantial clinical evidence’ of safety and effectiveness for all

drugs before they could be marketed. The law eliminated the

prospect of automatic approval by removing the time limit

within which FDA was required to act to reject a new drug.

This shifted the burden of proof to firms to obtain explicit

FDA approval before entering the US market. The law also

required firms to submit their plans for premarket clinical tests

to the FDA and inform the FDA of any serious adverse

drug reactions (ADRs) experienced by patients. The FDA was

also given oversight of prescription drug advertising and

promotion.

Many industrialized countries throughout the world re-

sponded to the thalidomide tragedy with increased safety

standards and regulation for new drug approval. However, most

European countries, with the exception of Norway and Sweden

who already required evidence of drug effectiveness, did not es-

tablish a mandatory efficacy requirement for new drug approval

until several years later. Another way that the US response dif-

fered from other countries is the complex set of procedures and

requirements governing the premarket clinical development,

evidence submission, manufacturing, and approval of new

drugs. These procedures continue to be used today by the FDA in

drug approval. There has also been a convergence in pharma-

ceutical regulation relating to a drug’s clinical development and

good manufacturing processes in recent years as a consequence

of efforts toward international harmonization.

The process begins as firms conduct preclinical studies and

testing in animals to determine which drug compounds offer

promise and are reasonably safe for human testing. In the US,

when firms are ready to begin clinical testing in humans, they

must submit an Investigational New Drug (IND) application

to the FDA. The IND contains the results from toxicology

studies, animal studies, and other preclinical tests, plans for

clinical testing in humans, details of the manufacturing pro-

cess, and results from any clinical studies conducted outside

the US. The IND allows FDA to provide input into planned

clinical tests or reject poorly formulated IND applications. An

IND application becomes effective after 30 days unless the

FDA places a hold on it.

Once an IND is effective, firms may begin premarket

clinical testing with human subjects, which proceeds in three

phases. Phase I studies test for drug safety in a small number

of healthy human subjects (20–80 subjects). Phase II studies

are controlled clinical tests in a small number of human

subjects with the target disease to develop preliminary data

on effectiveness. If the data from the Phase II trials suggest

effectiveness, the firm may begin Phase III studies, which are

large-scale, placebo-controlled randomized clinical studies

used to confirm a drug’s effectiveness (600–3000 subjects on

average). In cases where it may be unethical to put clinical trial

patients on a placebo, Phase III studies compare the target

drug to the current treatment. Clinical studies can take be-

tween 2 and 10 years to complete, during which firms collect

the data and evidence from these studies. These data, along

with samples of the drug, are submitted to the FDA in a New

Drug Application (NDA), which includes all the data and re-

sults from all clinical and preclinical studies. After accepting

an NDA, regulators commence review to analyze the evidence

and determine if the drug’s benefits exceed its risks. The FDA

also negotiates with the manufacturer over the drug’s labeling,

reviews promotional materials, assesses the need for post-

marketing study requirements (i.e., Phase IV studies), and

inspects the firm’s manufacturing facilities. Phase IV studies

expand the safety and efficacy profile of selected drugs in a

large population following drug launch and can include for-

mal therapeutic trials or comparisons with existing medicines.

Phase IV confirmatory studies are required for drugs approved

with limited exposures and/or surrogate endpoints, which are

markers (i.e., blood pressure, CD4 cell count, tumor shrink-

age) used in clinical trials as an indirect measure of clinically

meaningful endpoints (i.e., longer survival or reduced symp-

toms). Phase IV studies are also sought where questions

arise about whether serious adverse events can be attributed to

a drug.

To satisfy the requirement for ‘substantial evidence’ of

safety and efficacy, the FDA has generally required two large-

scale, controlled clinical studies to demonstrate a drug’s

effectiveness. The rationale is that the results of any single

controlled clinical study must be confirmed by a second such

study sufficiently powered to meet the agency’s evidentiary

standard. This requirement for two Phase III trials, sometimes

referred to as the ‘gold standard’ for approval, has been a

subject of debate and controversy over time. Although the

requirement has been waived in some cases in recent years, it

has greatly added to the cost and length of the FDA approval

process. In addition, FDA is the only regulatory authority in
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the world that requires companies to submit the raw data

collected in clinical trials to assure that results reported

by the firm can be replicated from the FDA’s own independent

analyses of the data. These requirements have increased

the size of NDAs as well as the time and effort required to

review them.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the crisis surrounding

Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) and growing

awareness of delays in the FDA’s drug approval process led to

new reforms to improve patients’ access to new drugs. FDA

introduced treatment INDs and a parallel-track program to

give patients with life-threatening diseases early access to

promising investigational therapies before approval. The FDA

also relaxed certain statutory requirements in the testing of

AIDS drugs. For instance, Subpart E procedures allowed for the

elimination of Phase III studies before approval, whereas ac-

celerated approval permitted sponsors to use surrogate end-

points in clinical studies other than survival or morbidity to

demonstrate efficacy. The agency’s success in accelerating ac-

cess to new AIDS drugs led to increased public and industry

pressure to reduce regulatory delays for other drugs. FDA ar-

gued that they needed more resources to combat delays and

Congress responded with new legislation, which introduced

industry funding for new drug review.

The 1992 Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA) initiated

the program whereby drug manufacturers (‘sponsors’) are

required to pay fees to the FDA to help finance its review

of NDAs. In return, firms receive agency commitments to

expedite the review of NDAs and meet a series of performance

goals. Two key goals specify review targets for priority-rated

drugs, which offer a significant therapeutic advance over exist-

ing remedies, and for standard-rated drugs, which offer little to

no therapeutic gain over existing remedies. The goals stated that

FDA should review and act on 90% of priority drug appli-

cations in 6 months and 90% of standard drug applications in

12 months. Another goal directed FDA to eliminate its backlog

of NDAs awaiting approval within 24 months of the estab-

lishment of the program. Before PDUFA, the average review

time was approximately 30 months. To increase accountability,

the FDA was required to report annually to Congress on the

status of meeting its performance goals. PDUFA was enacted

with a 5-year term and its renewal requires new legislation to

extend its term. These features allowed stakeholders to assess

the agency’s performance before renewal and make necessary

adjustments in the program. One interesting provision in

PDUFA, which became a target for later reform, was that fee

revenues could only be used for efforts to accelerate drug re-

views and could not be used for other purposes, such as post-

marketing drug safety surveillance.

Drug review times began to decline under PDUFA, drug

approvals increased, and the program was renewed in the

1997 FDA Modernization Act (PDUFA II) for another 5 years.

PDUFA II increased user fees, raised agency revenue

targets, and lowered the review deadline for standard-rated

drugs from 12 to 10 months. New performance goals were

also added to ensure the timeliness of communications be-

tween the FDA and sponsors during the clinical development

period to further speed-up the process. PDUFA II included

timelines for the FDA to schedule sponsor-requested meetings

before the submission of INDs or NDAs, resolve disputes with

sponsors which arise during clinical development, respond

to sponsor questions about study protocols, and develop

guidances for industry. To further combat delays in drug

development, PDUFA II included a provision allowing

the agency to accept a single, large-scale, controlled clinical

study as ‘substantial evidence’ of effectiveness (instead of two),

but discretion remained with agency to make that determin-

ation. The 2002 Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Pre-

paredness and Response Act (PDUFA III) reauthorized the

program, raised fees and revenue targets, and further expanded

the FDA’s interactions and communication with firms during

testing phases and the review cycle.

Drug industry user fees account for 65% of the agency’s

human drug budget and the time required for the FDA ap-

proval phase has been cut by nearly 60% since the enactment

of PDUFA. Kaitin and Cairns (2003) report that clinical de-

velopment times have also declined from a high of 7.2 years in

1993–95 to 5.5 years in 1999–2001 since PDUFA II. However,

a series of safety-related drug incidents culminating in the

2004 withdrawal of Vioxx – a Cox-2 inhibitor allegedly linked

to thousands of deaths from heart attacks or strokes – raised

concerns about the effects of PDUFA on drug safety and the

agency’s handling of postlaunch drug safety issues. Questions

arose about whether the FDA’s approval process had become

so accelerated that adequate attention was not being given to

drug safety issues, especially postlaunch. Questions also arose

about the timeliness and effectiveness of risk communications

to the public, the transparency of agency decision making, the

handling of internal agency conflicts over approval decisions,

and the failures by firms to complete required postmarketing

safety studies.

Congress responded to these and other safety concerns

with the 2007 FDA Amendments Act (PDUFA IV), which

renewed the user fee program and provided the agency with

new authorities to address drug safety problems that arise after

approval. The Act gave the FDA authority to require Phase IV

postmarketing studies and clinical trials to address important

drug safety questions and power to fine firms that did not

complete their studies. It gave the agency new authority to

require safety labeling changes (such as new black box warn-

ings) when new serious risks emerged after approval, and the

authority to require drug or biologic developers to submit Risk

Evaluation and Mitigation Strategies (REMS) as part of a NDA

(or for an already approved drug) when deemed necessary by

FDA to ensure that the benefits of a drug outweighed its risks.

These and other recent FDA reforms will be discussed in detail

in the final section.

The European Medicines Agency

By the 1980s, most industrialized countries adopted some

form of efficacy regulation in response to increases in the

number, complexity, and toxicity of new pharmaceuticals.

However, a range of different economic, political, social, and

cultural factors in countries resulted in a proliferation of na-

tional drug regulatory systems and processes for marketing

authorization. Concern about the fragmented regulatory sys-

tems in the European Community, uneven drug access among

EU countries, and a desire for a single integrated European
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market to facilitate the free movement of new medicines led to

new policies to standardize the way in which new drugs and

biologics were approved and marketed in the EU.

In 1993, the European Commission created the EMA to

authorize/approve new drugs and biologics in the EU. The

EMA began evaluating new products in 1995 through a cen-

tralized procedure in which a drug receives a single marketing

authorization valid in all EU countries. The centralized pro-

cedure is compulsory for new biotechnology and advanced

therapy medicines (i.e., gene therapy) as well as new drugs

to treat AIDS, cancer, neurodegenerative disorder, diabetes,

autoimmune diseases, viral diseases, and orphan diseases.

Firms have the option to use the centralized procedure for

other new drugs that offer a significant therapeutic benefit or

otherwise serve the public interest. The process has strict

deadlines for timely reviews, which include a limit of 210 days

for the scientific committees to evaluate drug applications and

reach a decision, 30 days for EMA to finalize and then transmit

that decision to the European Commission, who grants the

marketing authorization (within 90 days).

In a second track, firms can seek approval in a limited

number markets through a decentralized procedure based on

a process of mutual recognition. Under this track, the EMA

receives a NDA from a firm, but then forwards it to a single

member country recommended by the firm for review. Fol-

lowing approval, that country refers the drug application to

other member countries designated by the firm. If mutual

recognition or approval is not granted, firms can pursue

arbitration through the EMA.

Both the EMA and FDA share common objectives to

protect public health by ensuring the safety, efficacy, and

quality of new medicines. Both agencies have special pro-

cedures to facilitate the approval of orphan medicines and the

accelerated approval of medicines for life-threatening illnesses

with few therapeutic options. Both the agencies are also fun-

ded by industry user fees. There has been increasing com-

munications, information sharing, and cooperation between

the EMA and the FDA over time as well as increasing con-

vergence in regulatory procedures. Along with their Japanese

counterparts, the US and EU agencies have worked together

with drug firms toward the global harmonization and

improvement of international drug regulations through the

International Harmonization Conference (ICH).

There remain interesting differences between the EMA and

the FDA. (1) Marketing authorization in the EU is valid for

5 years, whereas FDA approval allows firms to market drugs in

the US indefinitely. The EU requires sponsors to submit a

reevaluation of the risk–benefit balance after 5 years to renew

a product’s marketing authorization. (2) Marketing author-

ization is not the final hurdle in the EU because the firm must

negotiate a drug’s price and reimbursement with the govern-

ment before marketing. Unlike the US, which does not ne-

gotiate drug prices with firms, price negotiations in EU

countries can further delay the entry of new drugs into the

market (3) The EMA typically requires comparator-controlled

clinical trials or three-arm studies, which compare the target

drug to a comparator drug and placebo, whereas the FDA is

satisfied with placebo control except when it is ethically un-

feasible. This amounts to a regulatory standard of comparative

efficacy for EU approval and provides one reason why the two

agencies might reach different approval decisions or different

risk–benefit conclusions for the same drug. (4) Assessments in

the FDA are conducted by its own reviewers in a single agency,

whereas assessments in the EMA are conducted by the na-

tional agencies in different Member States. Unlike the FDA,

the EMA is predominantly a coordinating office that depends

on scientific input from a large network outside experts from

different Member States who participate on its scientific

committees. This suggests that differences in culture and

practices among the Member States may potentially influence

drug authorization decisions. (5) Negative approval decisions

along with the accompanying product assessments are pub-

lished in the EU in contrast to the US where such information

is considered proprietary for drugs that are not approved by

the FDA. (6) The FDA is responsible for enforcement of its

policies, whereas enforcement of marketing authorizations,

licensing, control sales, and promotional activities in the EU is

left to the Member States, which could potentially create

problems of coordination with the EMA. Still EMA has his-

torically possessed more authority to deal with drug safety

issues in the postmarket, including the power to suspend

marketing authorization while drug safety issues are investi-

gated, and it has access to a wider range of financial penalties

for issues of noncompliance with EU requirements.

Evidence about the Effects of Pharmaceutical
Regulation

Evaluating pharmaceutical regulation requires evidence about

the cost trade-offs of unsafe or ineffective drugs versus delay in

the approval of useful drugs. The social costs of approving

unsafe or ineffective drugs include deaths or reductions

in health experienced by patients exposed to these drugs,

including the opportunity costs of wasted time and resources

in the ineffective fight against diseases. The incidence of some

of these costs may fall on payers/citizens/taxpayers who

ultimately pay for medical care as well as firms who pay

liability costs. The social costs of delay or increased require-

ments for drug approval include the health benefits foregone

by patients from delayed treatment and any increase in drug

development costs due to increased regulation.

Few studies have examined the health effects of pharma-

ceutical regulation. The social costs of unsafe drugs become

visible when drug-related tragedies occur in which patients are

harmed. The social costs in terms of forgone health benefits of

approving ineffective drugs are also difficult to observe and

assess. With little systematic evidence about the health effects

of unsafe or ineffective drugs, highly visible drug tragedies

have played an important role in shaping pharmaceutical

policy and regulator behavior over time. Quantifying the

social value of drugs delayed or prevented from the market

by pharmaceutical regulation has also proved challenging.

Little research has attempted to estimate the gains in patient

health arising from faster access to a new drug instead of an

older one.

Much of the early research focused on the extent to which

regulation affects the number of new drug approvals, the costs

and length of drug development, and regulatory delays in the

FDA review, with particular emphasis on the effects of the
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1962 Amendments. These Amendments constituted the largest

single change in the US regulatory policy and hence provide a

natural experiment to examine the effects of pharmaceutical

regulation.

Studies showed that the time spent on testing new drugs

increased substantially after the 1962 Amendments. Wardell

et al. (1982) found that the period of preclinical and clinical

testing increased from 30 months in 1960 to 100 months in

1970 to 120 months in 1980. The cost of developing new

drugs also increased since 1962. Hansen (1979) who exam-

ined 1963–75 drug approvals estimated a total capitalized cost

of US$54 million (in 1976 dollars) per new drug approval.

DiMasi et al. (1991) who examined 1970–82 drug approvals

estimated a cost of US$231 million (in 1987 dollars) per new

drug approval. Using more recent drug approvals in

1989–2001, DiMasi et al. (2003) estimated a total cost of

US$802 million (in 2000 dollars). These studies are also

reviewed in this volume. Studies also suggested that the 1962

legislation resulted in a substantial reduction in the number of

US drug approvals, but some questioned the relative role of

regulation versus other factors in explaining that reduction.

Peltzman (1973) argued that all decline in US new drug

approvals following 1962 was due to the new regulations,

whereas others, such as Grabowski et al. (1978) argued that

regulation could explain roughly half of the decline with the

rest attributed to other factors, such as the depletion of

research opportunities and increased industry restraint after

the thalidomide tragedy. Temin (1980) and Wiggins (1984)

found that much of the decline in approvals occurred in a few

therapeutic areas (i.e., central nervous system tranquilizers,

antiinfectives) and concluded regulation may be even less

important than other market factors in explaining the trend.

Temin further noted that demand as well as supply of tran-

quilizers diminished after the public became aware of the

thalidomide tragedy. Because the purpose of the 1962

Amendments was to prevent dangerous or ineffective drugs

from reaching the market, more evidence is needed to con-

clude that fewer new drug approvals necessarily reduced social

welfare.

In one of the first cost–benefit studies of the FDA regu-

lation, Peltzman (1973) used the growth in market shares for

new drugs approved before and after the 1962 law to estimate

the gains in consumer welfare from the efficacy requirement

and compared these to the losses of welfare from reduced drug

approvals. He concluded that gains were far smaller than the

costs of the law. His estimates have been the subject of much

debate and criticism. Peltzman’s analysis did not consider the

welfare benefits from a possible reduction in unsafe drugs.

Temin (1980) argued that Peltzman’s estimate of the benefits

of the efficacy requirement was not fully captured in the an-

alysis, whereas the costs were overestimated because all of the

observed reduction in drug approvals was attributed to the

Amendments.

It is difficult to measure the social value of the drugs that

were delayed by more stringent regulation. Data from the FDA

showed that much of the decline in approvals following 1962

occurred among drugs offering little to no therapeutic gain

over existing remedies, known as me-too drugs, whereas other

data showed little decline among drug approvals offering

important therapeutic gains. Abraham and Davis (2005)

showed that drug withdrawal rates were twice as high in the

UK as in the US between 1971 and 1992. They argued that

more stringent premarket review and testing standards in the

US prevented the approval of some unsafe drugs compared to

the UK and showed that US regulators had identified the same

safety problems upon which drug withdrawal ultimately oc-

curred in the UK. Although the evidence is compelling that

FDA regulation prevented the approval of some dangerous

drugs, questions remained about the social costs arising from

regulatory delays of potentially useful new drugs.

More recent research has examined the effects of PDUFA,

which provides another natural experiment to examine how

increased drug review speed has affected drug safety and social

welfare. Several studies have documented the increase in drug

review speed and approval observed under PDUFA. Other

research has investigated whether PDUFA and increased drug

review speed led to reductions in drug safety.

Measuring drug safety has posed a challenge in research.

Some studies investigated whether the rate of drug with-

drawals changed under PDUFA. Friedman et al. (1999) com-

pared the rates of drug withdrawals by approval year between

1970 and 1999 and found little difference before and after

PDUFA. A study by the General Accounting Office (2002)

examined the rates of safety-related drug withdrawals between

1985 and 2000 and found that drug withdrawal rates in-

creased under PDUFA. Berndt et al. (2005) found no signifi-

cant difference in drug withdrawal rates pre- and post-PDUFA,

but they note results are sensitive to the time periods selected

and potential problem of censoring. They also suggest that as

safety-related drug withdrawals are relatively rare, it is in-

herently difficult to detect significant differences in these rates

pre- and post-PDUFA. Some have noted that studies focusing

on drug withdrawals provide little information about the

possible effects of the reform on the safety or risks of drugs

that remain on the market.

Other research has examined the rates of black box warn-

ings given to the FDA-approved drugs before and after PDUFA

to determine if drug risks have increased. In an National

Bureau of Economic Research working paper, Begosh et al.

(2006) found no significant difference pre- and post-PDUFA

in the rate of new black box warnings received after a drug’s

approval. Carpenter et al. (2008a,b), however, found that the

new drugs approved before their PDUFA review deadlines had

a higher probability of being withdrawn and receiving a

postapproval black box warning compared to other drug ap-

provals. They conclude that PDUFA deadline pressures may in

some cases compromise drug safety. Although more frequent

than drug withdrawals, black box warnings have until very

recently been discretionary FDA actions that must be negoti-

ated with firms. Legislation passed in 2007 first gave the FDA

statutory authority to require such warnings after approval.

ADR data from the FDA have also been used in studies to

investigate the effects of faster FDA drug review times on drug

safety. Most ADR reports are submitted by health professionals

when patients experience serious adverse reactions to drugs,

but anyone can submit an ADR report. ADRs are much more

frequent than drug withdrawals or boxed warnings and they

provide signals of potential drug safety problems. However,

ADRs are generally underreported and the reports do not in-

clude evidence of causation. Olson (2002) examined drug
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approvals in 1990–95 and found that faster reviews were

significantly associated with increased counts of serious ADRs.

A subsequent study by Olson (2008), which included more

data and additional controls, also found that faster drug re-

view times were significantly associated with increased counts

of serious ADRs among the 1990–2001 new drug approvals.

Grabowski and Wang (2008) examined drug and biologic

approvals in 1992–2002 found no significant effect of the FDA

review speed on ADRs. However, Olson (2008) notes that

Grabowski and Wang’s study excluded drugs approved before

the PDUFA, used three annual ADR counts for each drug in-

stead of a single aggregate count, and included ADR reports

listing secondary suspect drugs that were weighted equally

with reports that listed a primary suspect drug, which Olson

argues increases the noise in ADR count measures.

Olson (2004b) assesses the benefits and costs of ther-

apeutically novel drugs, which the FDA targets for faster drug

reviews. She found that therapeutically novel drugs had sig-

nificantly more serious ADRs after approval, including drug

reactions resulting in hospitalization and death. Because pri-

ority review status is granted primarily to drugs that are novel,

there is an inevitable confounding of drug novelty with fast

review. With that caveat and after controlling for a drug’s re-

view time, the results showed that for an average drug, novelty

is associated with a 60% increase in serious ADRs, 45% in-

crease in ADRs that require hospitalization, and 61% increase

in ADRs that result in death in the first 2 years after approval.

To measure the health benefits of novel drugs, Olson draws on

Lichtenberg’s (2005) estimate of the increase in life expectancy

due to increases in the stock of priority (novel) drugs, 292 000

life years per year. The benefits of novel drugs are then com-

pared to the life years lost from increased ADR deaths over the

period. For drug approvals in 1990–95, and assuming no

underreporting of ADRs, results showed that ADR deaths (in

the first 2 years after approval) reduced the net longevity gains

due to novel drug approvals by approximately 8%. This esti-

mate is subject to two potential biases. First, because ADRs are

underreported, the number of ADR deaths may be larger than

predicted. For instance, Olson’s study shows that 30%

underreporting of ADR deaths reduces the estimate of net

longevity gains of therapeutically novel drugs by 11%. Second,

the life years gained from novel drugs may be overstated in

Lichtenberg’s study because he does not control for increases

in the stock of medical devices and other changing health

technologies that may have also increased longevity over time.

Both biases would result in a reduction in estimated net lon-

gevity gains from novel drugs.

Philipson et al. (2008) assessed the benefits and costs of

the PDUFA by comparing the increases in drug sales due to

faster reviews under the PDUFA to ADR deaths reported for

the PDUFA-related safety removals. The reform’s benefits are

measured as the present value of the increase in producer and

consumer surplus due to increased review speed for all ap-

proved PDUFA drug submissions over each product’s 15-year

sales life cycle, whereas the reform’s costs are measured as

the value of the life years lost from reported ADR deaths

among the subset of the PDUFA-related drug withdrawals.

They examine data for all drug and biologic approvals in

1979–2002 to develop their estimates and use data for drug

sales in 1998–2002 and IMS life cycle year to peak percentages

from IMS Health to compute drug sales in all other years. They

estimate the gains in producer surplus due to the PDUFA to be

US$7–11 billion, and the gains in consumer surplus to be

US$7–20 billion depending on assumptions about the

amount of surplus captured by consumers during patent

protection. However, this estimate assumes that the demand

curve for drugs measures marginal benefit and hence con-

sumer surplus, which is likely to lead to a large overstatement

because it ignores the effect of insurance on drug prices. They

also do not account for any offsets in drug sales from the

substitution of newer drugs for older ones, which may further

bias benefits upward. With these caveats, they estimate that the

benefits from faster reviews are 140 000–310 000 life years

gained (assuming the value of a life year is US$100 000),

whereas the costs of ADR deaths among withdrawn PDUFA

drugs are 56 000 life years lost and conclude that the benefits

of PDUFA exceed the costs.

Philipson et al.’s cost estimates are subject to some poten-

tial biases. They assume that all reported ADR deaths among

the subset of withdrawn PDUFA drugs are due to the reform

and that this set of withdrawn drugs have no benefits, which

they argue results in an extreme upper bound on costs.

However, they do not include costs resulting from nonfatal

hospitalizations associated with the withdrawn drugs, which

‘if valued substantially, could potentially lead to offsets larger

than the gains of greater speed induced by PDUFA.’ They also

do not include as part of the reform’s costs any reductions in

life years due to increased ADR risks among the drugs re-

maining on the market, which received faster reviews. Olson’s

(2008) study finds that a 19-month reduction in review time is

associated with an increase of 11 ADR deaths in a drug’s first

2 years on the market, which translates into an extra 131 501

life years lost among the drug approvals in 1990–2001. Both

factors would increase the estimated costs of the reform.

Philipson et al.’s study may also not fully capture the dy-

namic welfare effects of faster drug reviews and increased

producer surplus on pharmaceutical R&D and innovation,

which would increase the estimated benefits of the reform.

Using survey data from seven large pharmaceutical firms,

Vernon et al. (2009) estimated that the PDUFA increased R&D

spending by US$3.2–4.6 billion. By extrapolating to the entire

industry, they predict that pharmaceutical industry R&D

spending increased by US$10.8–15.4 billion from 1992 to

2002. If the additional R&D results in more drug innovation,

then increased R&D could yield additional benefits of the re-

form. The authors note, however, that sample selection bias

could be a serious issue in making industry-wide projections

because of a low survey response rate and incomplete surveys.

In addition, their study does not control for other important

factors that could have increased R&D spending and in-

centives for R&D, such as the development of the EU’s cen-

tralized process for drug approval and increasing competitive

pressures.

Evidence about the welfare effects of pharmaceutical

regulation has increased over time, but important challenges

remain, particularly in the estimation of consumer benefits.

Studies that use drug sales data to estimate the dollar magni-

tude of benefit to consumers are subject to some important

limitations. Although drug sales are a good indicator of pro-

ducer benefit, they convey little information about the actual
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improvements in patient health arising from faster access to a

new drug instead of an older one. Benefits among drugs that

are ineffective, equivalent to existing drugs, or those that have

serious side effects would be overestimated with this measure.

Further, such studies ignore the important effect of third-party

insurance on drug prices. With insurance, consumer demand

will not reflect the marginal benefit to consumers and con-

sequently estimated consumer welfare is likely to be over-

stated. In lieu of these limitations, future research may want

to utilize measures such as life years or other health impacts

of drugs to determine more reliable estimates of consumer

benefits from reform.

Recent Reforms of Food and Drug Administration
Regulation

There continues to be controversy and conflict over pharma-

ceutical regulation. In the US, drug-related tragedies and con-

cerns about conflicts of interest in the FDA and in its advisory

committees have led to increased public and political scrutiny

of the agency in recent years. The withdrawal of Vioxx in

2004 and other controversies, which include those relating to

pediatric antidepressants and suicide risks in children, called

into question various aspects of the agency’s oversight structure

and processes and reduced the public’s confidence in the FDA.

In response to calls for reform, in 2005 the FDA asked the

Institute of Medicine (IOM) to convene a committee of experts

to conduct an assessment of the US drug safety system and

make recommendations to improve risk assessment.

The Institute of Medicine Committee (2007) report iden-

tified important shortcomings in the US drug safety system

including insufficient regulatory authority and tools for ad-

dressing drug safety problems that emerge in the post-

marketing period after approval, chronic underfunding of

postmarketing drug safety activities, organizational and co-

ordination problems among pre- and postmarketing drug

safety teams, limited postapproval drug safety data, insuffi-

cient monitoring and ineffective communication of new risk

information in the postmarket, and insufficient transparency/

public access to a drug’s benefit and risk information. The

committee found that these problems had become more

pronounced over time in part due to the pressures created by

the PDUFA; increases in the number, complexity, and potency

of prescription drugs marketed; increases in drug utilization

for chronic conditions; and other changes that affected the

way in which drugs were being promoted, used, and pre-

scribed. The report noted that as more people were taking

more drugs over extended periods of time, many drug risks

were not becoming known until well after approval. In re-

sponse to these changes, the IOM committee recommended

that the FDA be given new duties, authorities, and resources to

ensure drug safety, especially in the postmarketing period, and

that the agency develop a life cycle approach for the assess-

ment of a drug’s risks and benefits.

Many of the IOM report’s recommendations were included

in the 2007 FDA Amendments Act (PDUFA IV). This Act

reauthorized the user fee program and included numerous

provisions to strengthen and modernize the US drug safety

system. It is interesting to note that the Act does not weaken

the agency’s policies for accelerating drug approval or im-

proving drug access. Instead, the 2007 Act gave the agency new

powers to identify and address drug safety problems that may

emerge after approval including the power to require safety

labeling changes, postmarketing studies, and Risk Evaluation

and Management Strategies. Marking an important change

from the past, the PDUFA IV also allowed the agency to more

user fee revenues to build the agency’s postmarketing drug

safety activities and staff. The Act also contains provisions

to increase the availability of risk–benefit information for the

public, to improve communications of risk information to the

public, and to increase transparency of its decision making.

More specifically, the 2007 Act provided the FDA with the

new authority to require and enforce the Phase IV post-

marketing studies and clinical trials. Before 2007, the FDA

lacked such authority. Although the agency could request that

firms conduct a Phase IV study as a condition of approval to

address unanswered safety questions to help speed up a

product to market, the FDA lacked the enforcement tools

(other than the most extreme action of withdrawal of ap-

proval) to ensure the completion of such studies. Data showed

that the completion rate for Phase IV studies of postapproval

risks or efficacy studies was low. Among the 88 new molecular

entities (NME) approved in 1990–94, Sasich et al. (2005) find

that 87% had not completed their Phase IV studies 5–10 years

after approval by 1999 and none of the 107 NME approved in

1995–99 had completed their Phase IV studies by December

1999. In September 2004, there were 1191 open postmarket-

ing study commitments reported in the Federal Register

(2005) of which only 18% were ongoing, whereas 68% were

pending or not yet initiated. Failure to complete Phase IV

studies, especially those studies agreed to as a condition of

approval or accelerated approval, prevents patients and phys-

icians from receiving necessary information about a drug’s

risk–benefit profile to make informed prescribing decisions.

The 2007 Act allowed FDA to require such studies to identify

or assess potential serious risks before or after approval

and gave the agency power to levy new fines and penalties

against firms who did not complete their study commitments.

Firms could receive a civil penalty of US$250 000 for each

violation and up to US$10 million for an ongoing violation.

The FDA was also made responsible for tracking and reporting

on the status of these studies annually to consumers in the

Federal Register.

The 2007 Act also provided the FDA with new authority to

manage risks among marketed drugs through REMS. The

REMS are developed by manufacturers with the input of the

FDA to ensure that the benefits of a drug or biological product

outweigh its risks. They may be required at the time of

approval or after approval if new risk information emerges.

The REMS may take many forms, but some of the most

common include plans to ensure appropriate risk communi-

cation (Medication Guides), safe use conditions, adequate

prescriber education or training, adequate pharmacy edu-

cation or certification, and required patient monitoring or

patient registries. All REMS must have a timetable for the

submission of assessments to determine if the plan has been

effective. With the increase in REMS following the 2007

Act, concerns were voiced at the subsequent PDUFA stake-

holders meetings about the lack of standardization of REMS.
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Pharmacists sought greater involvement in the development of

these plans and suggested that the growing number of unique

REMS was placing burdens on the health care system. In re-

sponse, the agency is reaching out to stakeholders and moving

toward greater standardization of REMS.

The 2007 Act required FDA to improve its postapproval risk

assessments and the timely communication of those assess-

ments to the public. First, the agency must conduct regular,

biweekly screening of the Adverse Event Reporting System

(AERS) database and post a quarterly report on the AERS

website of any new safety information or potential signal of

serious risks identified through AERS. The first report was

posted in September 2008. Second, the agency must conduct

systematic evaluations of the safety of new drug approvals

since September 2007, 18 months after approval or after a

drug’s use by 10 000 patients. These reviews draw upon a

range of pre- and postapproval data including the drug’s

preapproval safety profile, new adverse event reports, other

sources of new risk information, trends in drug utilization, etc.

to analyze any potential new safety issues involving these

drugs. Summaries of the agency’s findings are posted on its

website to help improve information about emerging drug

risks to patients and physicians.

The 2007 Act required the FDA to increase active post-

market risk identification and analysis as a complement to its

existing passive AERS. In 2008, the FDA launched the Sentinel

program, which is a national electronic system for monitoring

product safety that is linked to automated health care data

systems, such as electronic health record systems, adminis-

trative and insurance claims databases, and registries. The law

required the FDA to work with partners from public, aca-

demic, and private entities to develop this system. The FDA

can use this system to make queries about potential drug

safety issues, which can then be explored quickly and securely

using these broad data networks. The law set a goal of being

able to query data from 25 million patients by 1 July 2010 and

data from 100 million patients by 1 July 2012. The agency

reported that it met its data access goal for 2010 and is on

target to meet the data access goal by 2012 deadline.

In an effort to improve public access to safety data for

drugs involved in premarket studies, the 2007 Act requires

that firms must register within 21 days of the enrollment of the

first patient, all Phases II–IV drug trials in the publically

available National Institutes of Health (NIH) online database,

www.clinicaltrials.gov. The Act also mandates the creation of a

clinical trials results database for approved drugs that, when

fully implemented, will include a set of Internet links to key

FDA documents, summary tables of primary and secondary

outcomes, expanded results, and information about serious

adverse events. Clinical trials results must be submitted within

1 year of the trial completion or within 30 days of drug ap-

proval. There are few studies of the overall compliance of firms

with the new registration requirements although Lester and

Godlew (2011) who examine evidence from NIH and FDA

suggests that there is a high level of noncompliance.

The recent reforms of FDA regulation reflect a new aware-

ness of the fact that even with stringent preapproval evaluation

procedures some drugs that reach the market could potentially

harm consumers. The provisions contained in the 2007 Act

suggest that current policy makers are not willing to sacrifice the

gains made in facilitating drug access to patients under PDUFA

or under accelerated approval or fast-track programs to try to

prevent future drug tragedies. Instead, policy makers have

strengthened the FDA’s authorities and resources for addressing

drug safety problems that emerge in the postmarketing period.

The adoption of REMS, the Sentinel program, and the new

postmarketing authorities allow the FDA to limit or reduce risk

exposure among patients by gathering and acting on post-

launch risk information more quickly than they have in the

past and in some cases by restricting a drug’s distribution

(through REMS) to those patients who are the most likely to

have a positive benefit–risk profile. This appears to be a sig-

nificant shift from the 1962 Drug Amendments, but puts the

FDA more in line with regulators in the EU countries, who

already required risk management plans and risk assessments as

part of the approval process and generally had more developed

postmarketing safety systems and authorities. The success of

these reforms for reducing patient exposure to drug-related risks

will depend on the effectiveness of the agency’s new tools and

programs for identifying and addressing new safety problems

quickly and efficiently in the postmarket and the effectiveness

of the agency’s risks communications to the public. Success will

also depend on firm compliance with the agency’s policies in-

cluding the completion of required postmarketing study com-

mitments, including confirmatory studies for accelerated

approvals. If proven successful, these reforms could allow

regulators to further expand programs used to provide early

access to important new medicines.

The most recent renewal of the PDUFA program, the 2012

FDA Safety and Innovation Act (PDUFA V), takes a step in this

direction with its provisions to stimulate the development

and accelerate approval of new antibiotics and drugs serving

unmet medical needs for life-threatening or rare diseases. PDUFA

V, which also authorizes user fees for medical devices, generic

drugs, and biosimilars, increases further prescription drug user

fees and allows some of those funds to build the scientific cap-

acity of the agency, to develop standardized, fully electronic ap-

plication submissions, to standardize REMS, and to use Sentinel

to investigate drug safety issues. PDUFA V continues the trend of

fostering greater FDA-sponsor communications during the de-

velopment and review process. It calls for new staff and two new

required meetings during the mid and late stages of review to

make sponsors aware of required REMS and advisory committee

issues earlier in the review process to prevent unnecessary delays

later. In a shift from past programs, PDUFA V essentially extends

the review targets for NMEs, NDAs, and original biologics license

applications by 2 months by adding a 60-day filing period before

the review clock begins to give the agency more time to process

increasingly complex drug applications and coordinate its

interactions with sponsors and advisory committees. The rea-

soning is that better coordination up front and communication

with firms throughout the process will prevent unexpected

delays, which might lead to another review cycle, and thus allow

for a shorter overall drug review.

See also: Biosimilars. Patents and Regulatory Exclusivity in the USA.
Pharmaceutical Marketing and Promotion. Pharmaceutical Pricing
and Reimbursement Regulation in Europe. Pricing and
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Introduction

Substantial gains in human health and longevity have been

achieved, especially since the 1930s, through the development

and introduction of new pharmaceuticals into clinical practice,

ranging inter alia from early antibiotics through anti-

choleresterol agents to anticancer medicines. Most of the de-

tailed development of new pharmaceutical entities has been

conducted, at least in capitalist nations, by private enterprises,

typically subject to detailed regulation by government agencies

that monitor clinical testing activities and determine whether a

proposed new drug is safe and efficacious enough to permit

marketing. The pharmaceutical industry is one of the most re-

search intensive of all private industries. During the early years

of the twenty-first century, however, there was evidence of

sharply rising research and development (R&D) costs under-

lying the average new pharmaceutical entity introduced into

commercial use and hence reduced research productivity. This

article explores the evidence and the issues, with a focus mainly

on the US, which has played a leading role in drug develop-

ment and on which the most complete data are available.

Quantitative Overview

Figure 1 presents an overview of inputs and outputs for the

drug R&D process. The solid line traces input trends – notably,

reported R&D expenditures (right-hand scale, in billions

of dollars) by members of the principal US trade association,

the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America

(PhRMA). The data have important limitations. They are ad-

justed to year 2000 average purchasing power levels using the

US gross domestic product (GDP) price deflator, although

R&D cost inflation (measured from US National Institutes of

Health studies) has probably proceeded slightly more rapidly

than general economy-wide price inflation. Most of the lead-

ing pharmaceutical producers are multinational firms, but

Figure 1 includes only the R&D expenditures of PhRMA

members within the US. Counting overseas outlays of the

members, many with home bases elsewhere, would add

roughly 25% to the cost. Not all private-sector company

pharmaceutical R&D outlays are made by PhRMA members. A

particularly important exclusion is for biotechnology special-

ists, many of which do not publicly report their R&D outlays.

Several biotech companies were members of PhRMA in 2008,

so their data are included in the PhRMA tallies. But most of

them joined only after incurring the R&D underlying suc-

cessful drug developments, and it would appear that the re-

ported PhRMA R&D totals were not recalculated backward to

hold membership constant, in which case the addition of new

members overstates actual growth rates. Recognizing these

limitations, one can estimate from Figure 1 that inflation-

adjusted R&D outlays grew between 1970 and 2007 at an

average annual rate slightly below 7.4%.

The dash-dash line in Figure 1 estimates the number of

new molecular entities (NMEs) (left-hand scale) approved

each year for prescription use in the US. The count of NMEs

includes new therapeutic organic chemical molecules – the so-

called ‘small-molecule drugs,’ excluding new uses of already-

approved molecules and different formulations of pre-existing
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molecules, plus the typically much larger molecules derived by

gene splicing and related biological processes (but excluding

vaccines, blood products, and the like). The large molecule

drugs, conveniently called ‘biologicals,’ are also broken out for

separate reporting with the dotted line in Figure 1, beginning

in 1982 with the first such new entry, a synthetic human

growth hormone. Because source counts vary, a slight esti-

mation error cannot be avoided. It is clear with any set of

definitions that the number of new drug approvals varies

widely from year to year. The spike around 1996 is artificial,

resulting from a sharp fee-induced reduction in the Food and

Drug Administration’s backlog of drugs awaiting approval.

When that peak is redistributed over subsequent years, one

finds a modest upward trend of approximately 2.1% per year.

With inflation-adjusted R&D expenditures rising at roughly

7.4% per year and the approval of new pharmaceutical entities

increasing at only 2.1% per year, it appears likely that the

average R&D cost of NMEs has been rising over time.

The R&D Phases

The discovery and testing of potential new drugs follow a fairly

regular sequence of stages characterized in Figure 2. The

horizontal time axis is calibrated at zero for the year when

testing in humans begins. The vertical axis smooths im-

pressionistically annual spending levels in year 2000 dollars,

approximating averages reported by DiMasi et al. (2003) for

drugs emerging mainly during the 1990s. The costs assumed

are those of a project that goes all the way from preclinical

work to regulatory approval. No adjustment is made for un-

completed phases, for example, abandonments or failures.

There is a long discovery period in which basic and applied

research seeks to find and/or synthesize new molecules and

identify through theory and in vitro testing which drugs might

actually work in human beings. In the early years of active

pharmaceutical research, the discovery process entailed pri-

marily a random ‘try every bottle on the shelf’ search, but as

scientific knowledge has advanced, theory has come to play

an increasingly important role. Once a promising mole-

cule has been identified, it is tested on animals for possible

toxicity.

If that hurdle is cleared, a stylized set of human testing

phases begins, with appreciable attrition rates at each phase. In

Phase I, the drug is administered to a typically small sample of

humans to determine the safety of various dosages and in some

cases to secure preliminary insight into whether the molecule

can alleviate the target disease. If those tests yield promise,

targeted Phase II tests for efficacy are conducted in larger co-

horts. Success in Phase II is typically followed by considerably

more extensive Phase III tests carefully designed with double

blinds to infer at reliable levels of statistical confidence whether

the drug is safe and effective relative to placebos or, less often,

relative to the best-accepted approved drug in the relevant

therapeutic category. Phase III tests, typically divided into at

least two distinct protocols, may encompass from a few hun-

dred human subjects (only for diseases with no known cures)

to more than 10 000 individuals. If the results from Phase III

are promising, the drug developer (usually a private pharma-

ceutical company) applies for marketing approval – in the US,

for a new drug approval issued by the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration; and in Europe since 1995, to the European

Medicines Agency. On average, only one-fifth to one-fourth

of the small-molecule drugs entering Phase I testing emerge

approximately 8 years later with marketing approval. For

biological therapies developed during the 1990s, the survival

probabilities appear to be higher – for example, roughly 0.3

from a survey by DiMasi and Grabowski (2007) and even

higher for the earliest approved biologicals, which mainly

emulated naturally occurring substances.

The relevant regulatory agency may after approval insist on

additional tests to clarify remaining uncertainties, in which

case, further trials continue into a Phase IV. Or the company

developing the drug may seek to illuminate more exactly

the differences between its drug and existing competitors,

embarking on its own initiative into further Phase IV testing.
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For wholly new vaccines (as compared to minor vari-

ants adapted annually to new strains of influenza) even

larger human test samples are often needed. The basic prob-

lem is, once a subject acquires the target disease, it may be too

late for vaccine administration. For preventative vaccines, tests

are conducted on populations that might be afflicted in the

future, and to keep trial periods within reasonable time

bounds, given small probabilities that any given sample

member will actually acquire the disease, samples numbering

in the tens of thousands may be required to achieve

acceptable levels of statistical discrimination along with de-

tecting adverse reactions. To ensure accuracy, subjects might

alternatively be injected with the target organism after vaccine

administration, as was done, for example, during the eight-

eenth century in the discovery of the first cowpox-based

smallpox vaccine, but this approach violates medical ethics

and is now avoided.

Estimating R&D Cost per Successful New Drug

Given this broad picture and its many variations, interest

has been focused on the productivity of research and develop-

ment in yielding new pharmaceutical therapies, i.e., the cost

per successful new molecule. There have been numerous

quantitative investigations. The leading efforts, and those most

highly cited in both the scientific and popular literature,

have come from collaborating economists at Tufts University,

the University of Rochester, and Duke University (DiMasi et al.,

2003). Their methodology, which aims to minimize the

proliferation of names will be called the Tufts University

studies, enlisted deep cooperation from a handful of major

pharmaceutical companies (in the most comprehensive

recent effort, 10) operating in the US. The investigators began

by identifying a set of clinical testing programs undertaken by

the cooperating enterprises on 68 so called ‘self-originated’

molecules first tested in humans between 1983 and 1994.

Their sample excluded ‘licensed in’ drugs whose early devel-

opment was performed by companies other than the survey

respondents. Once the molecules entered clinical testing, de-

tailed data on individual test program costs and failure rates

were obtained so that they could be aggregated into estimates of

the average cost per successful molecule, i.e., the actual out-of-

pocket cost of the ultimate successes, into which were loaded

the probability-adjusted estimates of preclinical and clinical

phase failure costs. If, for example, only one molecule out of

five entering Phase I testing ultimately secured marketing ap-

proval, the cost of an average Phase I test, successful or un-

successful, was multiplied by 1/0.2¼5 to obtain the average

Phase I success cost. Similar probabilistic adjustments were

made for later stages. For the most recent of the comprehensive

Tufts University studies, the estimated average out-of-pocket

cost per successfully approved molecule, including the prorated

costs of failed tests, all measured in year 2000 purchasing power

levels, were as follows:

Preclinical $121 million
Clinical testing $282 million
Total cost per approved drug $403 million

The mean clinical testing estimates, which are undoubtedly

more reliable than preclinical estimates, can be compared with

the analogous costs from three earlier studies summarized by

Scherer (2010), each adjusted to year 2000 purchasing power

levels:

Source Test period Average out-of-pocket cost
per approved new drug

Mansfield Late 1950s $5.4 million
Clymer Late 1960s 40.2 million
Tufts I 1970–early 1980s 65.7 million
Tufts II 1983–late 1990s $282 million

It seems clear that the clinical R&D costs of new drugs have

exploded over time. The particularly large multiplier between

the estimates of Edwin Mansfield and Harold Clymer is ex-

plained by the fact that after 1962, constrained by new and

tougher legislation, the US Food and Drug Administration

enforced considerably more stringent rules for the evidence it

would accept before approving new drug applications. The

subsequent sizeable increase between Tufts I and II is now

discussed later.

The estimates of success probability-adjusted preclinical

R&D costs by the Tufts group are more problematic. For

the Tufts II sample, it is seen in the table above, the mean

value was $121 million, or 30% of total estimated mean

cost per successful molecule. For the Tufts I sample (from the

1970s), it was $90 million (in year 2000 dollars), or 57.8%.

The striking reduction over roughly 15 years in preclinical

cost shares, not explained by the Tufts researchers, is probably

attributable to radical changes in the way new drugs have been

discovered. The science of drug action in the human body

advanced by leaps and bounds in the time interval separating

the two studies, leading among other things to so-called

‘rational drug design,’ i.e., the structured synthesis of mol-

ecules targeted to interact in particular ways with known re-

ceptors in the human body. (A detailed chart of biological

pathways is revised and published periodically by the

Boehringer-Ingelheim Co. (Michal, 1993).) Much of the

research underlying such insights was conducted not in drug

company laboratories, but in universities and hospitals

supported by grants, most notably, from the US National In-

stitutes of Health. Between 1983 and 2000, the research

budget of ‘NIH’ rose from roughly $2.7 billion (at year 2000

GDP price levels) to $14.4 billion, or two-thirds of US R&D

outlays by PhRMA member firms in 2000. Additional research

support came from the US National Science Foundation and

private philanthropic institutions. An unknown but un-

doubtedly substantial fraction of such outlays generated basic

knowledge helpful in the design of new pharmaceutical en-

tities and in many cases identified specific molecules eventu-

ally brought into clinical testing by private sector enterprises

(Scherer, 2010; Stevens et al., 2011).

Also, the first drug synthesized using radically new gene

splicing methods was introduced commercially in 1982,

spurring the explosive growth of a new biotechnology indus-

try, mostly in new companies initially financed by venture

capital. Although 90% of the entities comprising the Tufts II

sample were small molecules (as compared to biologics), it
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cannot be ruled out that the sample companies saved some

preclinical R&D expenditures by building on research done

inter alia in biotech enterprises. However, DiMasi and Gra-

bowski (2007) report quite similar constant-dollar R&D cost

estimates for their Tufts II sample and a slightly later sample

covering only biological entities.

Critiques

The Tufts estimates and their predecessors have been widely

cited by pharmaceutical industry advocates to argue that drug

testing is both risky and costly, and, with additional evidence,

that government agencies ought not to intervene in pharma-

ceutical companies’ controversial price-setting process (which

in fact many national governments do through various price

control mechanisms). Given this, the estimates have been

criticized as biased and excessive. Diverse and conflicting cri-

tiques are found in Love (2003), Angell (2004), and Light and

Warburton (2011). The criticisms have several foci.

Capitalization

More widely cited than the out-of-pocket averages presented

above are estimates from the Tufts research of average drug

discovery costs, capitalized to ‘present value’ at the time of

product approval to reflect the cost of capital tied up during

the R&D period. In the 1983–late 1990s estimates presented

above, for example, out-of-pocket costs were capitalized to the

time of marketing approval at an implied 11% cost of capital.

To illustrate, suppose that 10 years before a new drug’s ap-

proval date, for example, at year –2 in Figure 2, out-of-pocket

costs amounting to $5 million (with adjustments for failed

trials) are observed. The capitalized figure becomes $5 mil-

lion� (1.1110)¼$5 million� 2.84¼$14.20 million, which is

the value incorporated into the capitalized R&D cost sums.

Here, 1.1110 is the amount to which $1 grows over 10 years at

compound annual interest. Such adjustments are made for

each year to take into account the ‘opportunity cost’ of com-

panies’ investable funds on the assumption that if the money

were not invested in R&D, investors could allocate it to other

comparably risky assets that over time would yield 11% in-

flation-adjusted annual returns (derived from standard finance

sources using the so-called ‘Capital Asset Pricing Model’). For

years nearer the time of marketing approval, the adjustment is

of course smaller; for example, 5 years out, 1.115¼1.685 rather

than 2.59. When these capitalization adjustments are made,

among other things giving relatively greater weight to pre-

clinical as opposed to clinical testing costs, the $403 million

Tufts II average successful drug development cost reported

above nearly doubles to $802 million. For the earlier Tufts I

study, average out-of-pocket costs (preclinical plus clinical)

rise in year 2000 dollars from $156 million uncapitalized to

$318 million capitalized.

This capitalization assumption, typically reported in the

popular press without explanation, has been criticized by, for

example, Light and Warburton (2011) on both conceptual and

numerical grounds. To ensure correctness, most estimates of

investment outlays for research and development as well as

physical facilities, advertising, and much else, are typically

publicized in unadjusted form for the year of incurrence rather

than with capitalization, and consistency in reporting practice

would argue for avoiding capitalization, unless the rationale is

clearly explained. Nevertheless, it is clear that R&D outlays do

have opportunity costs, and in drug discovery and testing, with

their long time lags between outlay and the return of profits,

the opportunity costs are more significant than for invest-

ments with quicker paybacks. Public controversy over the

capitalization issue became sufficiently intense in the early

1990s that a specially created US government agency study

team focused on it, among other things obtaining consulting

assistance from prominent finance theorists. Its report was in

US Congress, Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) (1993).

The study group concluded that the three most important

components of R&D investment are ‘money, time, and risk’

and that ‘the practice of capitalizing costs to their present

value in the year of market approval is a valid approach to

measuring R&D costs....’ Given the lack of public under-

standing; however, it would undoubtedly be good practice for

journalists to report out-of-pocket costs along with capitalized

cost estimates.

The higher the interest rate used in capitalization, the larger

is the multiple between out-of-pocket and capitalized costs.

Light and Warburton (2011) argue that the 11% interest rate

used by the Tufts group was too high, given that US Govern-

ment Office of Management and Budget guidelines in 2003

called for applying a 3% interest rate in evaluating public

capital outlays. This criticism is clearly wrong. Governments

like in the US (at least up to the year 2012) financed their

deficits with what were widely considered ‘risk-free’ bonds that

indeed often bore quite low interest rates. But the common

stock with which corporations are financed is riskier and bears

considerably higher implicit interest rates. Addressing this

issue, finance experts advising the US OTA found (p. 67) that

the cost of capital (i.e., the implicit interest rate) for estab-

lished pharmaceutical companies in the 1980s and early

1990s was on the order of 8–10% after stripping away in-

flation premia. They also found that R&D-intensive activities

were more risky than ordinary corporate investments, calling

for interest rate premia on the order of 4.5 percentage points,

or approximately 13–14% overall. Recognizing this, the 11%

implicit interest rate used by the Tufts group appeared con-

sistent with broader knowledge and perhaps even conservative

for the time period covered.

Tax Benefits

Some critics have argued that tax savings realized by corpor-

ations as a result of their R&D outlays (treated as current ex-

penses under prevailing tax accounting) ought to be deducted

in estimates of what drug development costs. It is true that tax

offsets exist. Considering first only the corporate income tax,

when a corporation spends an incremental dollar on R&D,

that dollar reduces its current pretax profits by a dollar (as-

suming profits to be positive), and at the 34% US corporate

income tax rate prevailing at the time of the most recent Tufts

study, a savings of 34 cents is achieved. The problem with

adjusting for this saving is that it applies for any incremental

expenditure in a positive-income regime – for the cost of

hiring an additional worker, for the cost of fuel, for the cost of
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environmental cleanup activities, and so on. But to apply such

adjustments for each expenditure requires distinctions be-

tween optional and mandatory outlays and runs into the

difficulty that, if every expenditure were treated as less costly

than its out-of-pocket cost, expenditures could rise to exhaust

the profits against which savings are claimed. Also, multi-

national pharmaceutical companies have been adept at shift-

ing their reported profits to nations with low marginal income

tax rates, so any attempt to offset R&D outlays by tax savings

would have to cope with a multiplicity of savings rates.

A slightly better case can be made for adjusting R&D out-

lays for tax benefits specific to R&D. These were of two main

relevant forms. Under US law since the 1980s, credits against

income tax liability have been offered for increases in R&D

expenditures relative to the amount expended in specified base

years. The provisions of the law have varied from time to time,

so adjustments would be complex. Because the credits apply

only to incremental outlays above a base year value, it would

be difficult to determine which outlays in a large R&D budget

are incremental and which are within the no-credit baseline.

Special 50% federal income tax credits have also been offered

under US law since 1983 for costs incurred testing so-called

‘orphan’ drugs, i.e., those expected to serve small patient

populations. Because the credits are targeted at specific mol-

ecules, adjustments to orphan drug R&D costs would be more

feasible than adjustment for generalized tax savings. Other

complexities of estimating orphan drug R&D costs are con-

sidered later.

More generally, the genuine issues posed by capitalization

and tax benefits are best judged in policy evaluations of

pharmaceutical companies’ aggregate net profitability, not with

respect to specific drug discovery and testing cost estimates.

There too issues arise, although they are beyond the scope of

this article. The OTA study concluded (1993) that established

pharmaceutical firms’ rates of return on net capital averaged

2–3 percentage points higher than their cost of capital, esti-

mated to be roughly 10% after taxes. The OTA group refrained

from rendering a clear value judgment as to whether such a

premium was problematic, given the risks of new drug devel-

opment and the desirability of attracting new investment.

Sample Representativeness

Without doubt the most compelling criticism of the Tufts

methodology is that their samples may not have been repre-

sentative of the entire drug development universe. For the

Tufts II estimates, the unnamed product sample and cost data

came from 10 pharmaceutical firms, 8 of them from the top 20

in terms of sales volume – i.e., the representatives of what

many call ‘Big Pharma.’ It is conceivable that the drugs chosen

for development by those companies differed from those de-

veloped by smaller firms or even misrepresented the re-

spondents’ typical portfolios. In particular, with vast sales

pipelines to fill, the companies may have emphasized candi-

dates with a large sales potential – i.e., with luck, the ‘block-

busters.’ For example, drugs that address widespread health

conditions and that are prescribed for chronic as contrasted to

acute symptoms tend to have better sales prospects than those

targeting relatively rare and/or acute conditions – e.g., those

with the mandate, "Take two tablets per day for ten days and if

the symptoms persist, see your doctor." Higher sales prospects,

both theory and statistical analyses reveal, induce more lavish

R&D outlays (Scherer, 2010).

The testing strategies mandated by the Food and Drug

Administration or favored by the companies may also have

differed. For drugs that will be taken daily for years on end,

regulators tend to be more wary of rare and/or cumulative

adverse side effects and require larger samples to impart

additional statistical confidence on what might otherwise be

seen as clinical testing flukes. And for drugs alleviating chronic

medical problems of long standing, new drugs will often have

to compete with existing therapies that may arguably be less

effective, but the differences are foreseen to be sufficiently

small that tests are authorized not against placebos, but

against established molecules, with unusually large clinical

populations to obtain evidence bolstering marketing claims

that the new drug is in fact superior to existing alternatives.

A case history at the opposite extreme is seen in the first

drugs effective against human immunodeficiency virus/ac-

quired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), recognized as a

threat by physicians only in the 1980s. The lethality of AIDS

was so shocking, and its spread so rapid, that clinicians and

regulators accepted major shortcuts to ensure that weapons

against the disease were immediately available. The first can-

didate, azidothymidine (AZT) (also known as zidovudine),

was approved by the Food and Drug Administration in March

1987 – only 25 months after the start of human testing,

breaking post-1962 speed records. Although comparative

placebo tests were conducted, the decisive trial included only

282 patients, and instead of waiting to see whether or how

long AZT recipients lived, FDA evaluated the drug’s efficacy

mainly on the basis of ‘surrogate endpoints’ – i.e., measures of

retroviral levels in trial subjects’ blood. Clinical trials were

conducted jointly by Duke University, Burroughs-Wellcome,

and the National Institutes of Health, with substantial finan-

cial support from the NIH. Another AIDS drug, Nevirapine,

with the remarkable ability significantly to inhibit transmis-

sion of the disease from infected mothers to newborn chil-

dren, was approved in June 1996 after trials spanning 76

weeks on a total of 549 patients, one branch conducted by the

US NIH in parallel with other tests by the drug’s inventor,

Boehringer-Ingelheim of Germany (Love, 2003).

The initial AIDS drug developments shared two dis-

tinguishing bureaucratic characteristics. First, the early AIDS

population was sufficiently small that the first therapeutic

candidates were ruled at the outset to be ‘orphan drugs’ – i.e.,

mainly targeted toward conditions afflicting 200 000 or fewer

individuals in the US. Second, they were also accorded ‘pri-

ority’ status by the Food and Drug Administration – i.e., for

molecules offering potentially major improvements over al-

ready marketed therapies, as distinguished from ‘standard’

drugs yielding more modest therapeutic gains.

As has been seen, private funds in the US devoted to

orphan drug testing have been accorded in the US especially

favorable tax status, and clinical testing support by Federal

government entities is also common. Recognizing the possibly

small market potential of orphan drugs, the Food and Drug

Administration has tended to accept smaller clinical trial

samples than for drugs targeting wider markets. Also, because
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of the tax implications, data are publicly available on the total

amount spent for orphan drug testing. For 16 new orphan

chemical entities approved in the US between 1998 and 2000,

the average clinical trial cost per approved orphan, prorating

the costs of failed tests, was $34 million (Love, 2003). This is

far below the $282 million out-of-pocket for the most recent

Tufts sample, the bulk of whose testing outlays occurred in

years earlier and hence were less inflated than those gleaned

by James Love. Although DiMasi et al. (2003) do not elaborate

the point, the OTA reported (1993, p. 232) that roughly two-

thirds of orphan drug designations went to companies that

were not PhRMA members.

Orphan drugs are also more likely to obtain priority

rankings from the Food and Drug Administration than

standard drugs. Thus, for new chemical entities approved by

the FDA during the first 5 years of the twenty-first century,

89% of the orphans had priority ratings, as compared to 38%

for the standard drugs (Scherer, 2010). Since the early 1990s,

the Food and Drug Administration has tended to process

nonorphan priority drug approval requests more rapidly than

standard requests. It is also possible that FDA demands fewer

and less costly clinical trials for priority drugs, but on this the

evidence is sparse. DiMasi et al. (2003) report that in their

Tufts II sample, the out-of-pocket clinical testing costs of pri-

ority drugs exceeded the average cost of standard drugs by a

statistically insignificant amount. The difference was even

smaller for capitalized costs, implying that test-to-approval

lags were shorter for the priority drugs. DiMasi et al. (1991)

suggest that priority drugs may have been more costly to test

because they break newer scientific ground, requiring more

learning-by-doing, and also (p. 172) because ‘‘firms have the

incentive to do more wide-ranging and costly testing on drugs

that have the potential to be both clinically and commercially

significant.’’ Whether this inference carries over to the non-

orphan priority drugs tests of smaller companies is unknown.

An Independent Test of the Evidence

There are other fragments of evidence suggesting average out-

of-pocket costs lower for drugs outside the Tufts sample than

for in-group molecules. But now an alternative approach is

explored. Several authors, such as Adams and Branter (2010),

have pursued more aggregative approaches to the problem of

estimating drug development costs. Here the author report the

result of his own broad-brush approach. The methodology is

simple: dividing annual counts of new therapeutic entity ap-

provals in the US into the reported intra-US research and

development spending of PhRMA members. It is bound to be

incomplete and inexact for at least four reasons. First,

PhRMA’s membership includes companies with a home base

outside the US, and by excluding overseas R&D outlays, the

full costs of their drugs approved in the US are certain to be

underestimated. Second, many of the drugs approved in the

US come from non-PhRMA members, and although such

firms’ innovations are included in the denominator of cost/

drug calculations, their R&D outlays are excluded from the

numerator, again resulting in an underestimate. Over the years

2001–05, the non-PhRMA share of approved new medical

entities was 51%, implying a sizeable downward bias. Third,

the R&D expenditures of PhRMA members are focused not

only on developing and testing NMEs but also testing to see

whether existing molecular entities are effective against add-

itional disease conditions, developing vaccines and other

biological products, and reformulating inert binders that

control the timing of a drug’s release into the blood stream.

And much Phase IV research undertaken by major pharma-

ceutical firms is aimed not at complying with regulatory

agency mandates, but to strengthen evidence used in field

marketing of already approved molecules. By excluding such

projects from the denominator count, the cost per drug, new

and old, is overestimated. And finally, as we have seen in

Figure 2, the R&D expenditures underlying new entities pre-

cede by as much as a decade the date of approval. Lags must be

accounted for, but are inherently variable.

Recognizing that perfection is unattainable, the following

methodology was pursued. The Figure 1 time series of NME

approvals for the years 1974–2007, including both small-

molecule drugs and some biologicals (but not vaccines and

the like) was used as the denominator of the cost calculation.

Total reported R&D expenditures of PhRMA members in the

US were used, adjusted with the GDP deflator to constant year

2000 price levels, to measure costs. To reflect the fact that

approvals lag the incurrence of testing costs, the R&D series

was prelagged by 4 years relative to approvals, for example,

approvals in the year 2000 were related to 1996 R&D ex-

penditures. This convention reflects in a crude way the central

tendency of the outlay flow shown in Figure 2, with outlays

peaking 3 years before approval but with early outlays

weighted more heavily because of attrition.

The Tufts II analysis focused on drugs whose clinical test

expenditures were mostly incurred between 1983 and 1999.

Within that restricted sample of years, the computed average

out-of-pocket cost R&D per lagged NME approved, using the

methodology described above, was $306 million in year

2000 dollars (also used as the measuring basis for Tufts group’s

summary estimates). When the exercise was repeated without

the inclusion of biological entities, the average was $390 mil-

lion. The Tufts II estimate, including seven biologicals (10% of

the sample) was $282 million. The difference is small, sug-

gesting that for an intrinsically difficult measurement, the Tufts

estimates are both credible and perhaps even conservative.

For the full 1974–2007 molecular approval series, the

average growth rate of constant-dollar R&D costs per molecule

was found by regression analysis, which smooths year-to-year

variations, to be 6.5% per year with biologicals included and

7.2% per year with them excluded. DiMasi et al. (2003) esti-

mated the growth rate between their Tufts I and II studies,

spanning slightly shorter intervals, to be 7.4%. Again, the

conclusion seems inescapable that there has been substantial

growth in R&D costs per new approved molecule, or in other

words, a decline in research productivity.

Reasons for Change

Several hypotheses vie to explain the apparently continuous

increase in R&D costs per molecule approved. Despite

advances in the technology of preclinical small-molecule

screening, one might suppose that diminishing returns would
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set in after seven or more decades of active discovery, among

other things forcing companies to focus on more difficult

therapeutic targets. During the 1990s it was thought that the

perfection of large-molecule gene-splicing techniques would

reverse any such tendency and usher in a new golden age of

pharmaceutical discovery. However, the observable changes

thus far have been less than revolutionary.

There is definite evidence that clinical trial sizes have risen

over time, partly as a result of tougher standards established by

the US Food and Drug Administration. Also, as individual

therapeutic classes became more crowded, companies may

have elected to increase sample sizes to improve the statistical

significance of results touted in competitive marketing. For

three therapeutic categories studied by the OTA (1993), aver-

age enrollment in Phase I through III clinical trials rose from

2237 for drugs approved in 1978–83 to 3174 for 1986–90

entities, implying a median year growth rate of 4.7%. The

average number of subjects drawn into Phase IV grew con-

siderably more rapidly, from 413 to 2000 (sic), or 21% per

year. Using publicly available data, DiMasi et al. (2003) esti-

mate that average trial sizes in the 1980s and 1990s rose at a

rate of 7.47% per year. In addition, the complexity of trials

rose. DiMasi et al. (2003) report from an outside data source

that the number of procedures administered per trial subject

increased between 1990 and 1997 by 120% for Phase I trials,

by 90% for Phase II trials, and by 27% for Phase III trials.

Weighting the phase growth percentages by the fraction of out-

of-pocket costs incurred per phase, this implies an average

growth of 50% in 7 years, or 5.8% per year.

Clinical trials are mostly conducted in hospitals and

similar medical centers. Over the period 1970–90, a day of

hospitalization costs in the US rose at an average rate of 11%

per year – nearly twice the rate at which the GDP price index

was increasing. It seems reasonable to assume that in-hospital

test costs rose commensurately. There is also reason to believe

that major hospitals view their clinical testing activities as a

‘profit center’ and dump some of their soaring overhead costs

onto the well-heeled pharmaceutical firms sponsoring clinical

trials.

A more speculative hypothesis is that ‘Big Pharma’ com-

panies have allowed organizational slack to accumulate in

their R&D activities, especially after numerous large-company

mergers failed to achieve substantial increases in the output of

new therapeutic entities (Munos, 2009). A correction against

this trend may have begun in the second decade of the twenty-

first century as pharmaceutical giants such as Pfizer and Merck,

acknowledging disappointment over the lagging productivity

of their innovation efforts, cut back their R&D staffs in the

wake of major new mergers.

Conclusion

In summary, the research and clinical testing costs underlying

pharmaceutical innovations have risen considerably over

recent decades to levels measured in hundreds of millions of

dollars per approved new molecule. The most widely publi-

cized estimates of R&D costs, sometimes poorly understood,

are consistent with alternative estimates. There would prob-

ably be less controversy over those estimates if more detailed

data on sample composition were disclosed, but con-

fidentiality constraints imposed in exchange for access to

company microdata may preclude this. It is clear that clinical

success may be achieved at substantially lower cost with al-

ternative models of pharmaceutical development and testing,

but embracing those alternatives requires streamlined regu-

latory and organizational approaches and sacrifices in the

richness of the evidence on the basis of which physicians must

make subsequent prescription choices.

See also: Biosimilars. Health and Its Value: Overview. Pharmaceutical
Marketing and Promotion. Regulation of Safety, Efficacy, and Quality.
Time Preference and Discounting
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Glossary
Actual allocations The allocations Primary Care Trusts

(PCTs) in England receive for the forthcoming financial

year.

Allocative efficiency Producing the maximum output

subject to a constraint.

Department of Health The ministry responsible in

England and Wales for determining PCT allocations for

each financial year.

Disability free life expectancy (DFLE) It is the expected

years of life with no limiting long-term illness or disability.

Market forces factor (MFF) It is an index used to weight

PCTs in accordance to the differing costs of delivering

health care across England.

National Health Service It is the provider of publicly

funded healthcare in the four countries of the United

Kingdom (England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland).

Need Capacity to benefit from additional expenditure,

often proxied by utilisation. Additional need represents

need over and above the age structure of the population.

Legitimate and illegitimate need are often operationalized

as utilization that do/do not reflect need. Unmet need

represents under-utilization of services by groups of the

population. General unmet need affects all groups in the

population proportionately. Specific unmet need affects

particular groups of the population.

Pace of change The rate at which PCTs are moved toward

their target allocations from previous allocations.

Payer The institution or body responsible for distributing

the healthcare budget.

Primary Care Trust The geographic organizations

responsible for the spending of an area of England.

Production possibility frontier It is the maximum

amount of health generated for differing levels of expenditure.

Pure efficiency Allocations made that maximise risk-

adjusted health gains.

Resource Allocation Working Party It was set up to attain

a resource allocation formula that objectively, equitably and

efficiently responded to relative need.

Social welfare function A function that maps from the

levels of utility attained by members of society to the overall

level of welfare for society.

Target allocations Allocations expected to meet the needs

of the PCT in accordance to the PCT population size, age

structure, additional needs (over and above age), MFF, and

DFLE.

Technical efficiency A given output is produced using no

more inputs than are technically necessary – there will

normally be a wide variety of different combinations arising

out of their substitutability.

Weighted capitation Payment per individual, weighted by

risk, more risky populations hence receive higher payments.

Introduction

Publicly funded health care systems require some form of

resource allocation funding principles, usually in the form of

formulae, to enable the payer (typically a government body)

to distribute health care budgets across population groups.

Population groups are typically defined by geography and a

population within each geographic boundary is likely to have

variations across individuals within it both in terms of health

and in the utilization of healthcare services.

To distribute health care budgets efficiently requires

knowledge of how population groups differ, which in turn

relies on up-to-date data on population variations in the need

for health care. Need, taken here as the capacity to benefit, is

difficult to measure. Poor data availability usually results in

need being proxied by service utilization, with the assumption

that populations with higher needs will have higher rates of

health care services use. Precision is therefore not really to be

expected in matching budgets to local needs, because data

on neither can be perfect. Perhaps the best that can be ex-

pected is that formulaic solutions push the system in the right

directions.

Utilization, however, reflects access to care which may be

the product of both demand (influenced by an individual’s

need for care, how affordable care is to the individual and

whether the individual is willing to accept care) and supply

factors (whether the individual has providers of care in their

area and whether care is available). If access varies by geo-

graphic population groups, funding formulae using utilization

measures alone to allocate budgets could reinforce inequal-

ities and inefficiencies in both health and access to health care.

An alternative way of measuring need is to use demo-

graphic and/or health related population characteristics as a

proxy (e.g., a mortality ratio, which assumes populations with

higher needs have higher mortality ratios). Although such

proxies can serve as an alternative to measuring need as util-

ization, they are most frequently seen as complementary

measures, the assumption being that they detect different

aspects of need.

Weighted capitation methods are typically used to apply a

needs-based approach to resource allocation in health care.

These methods weight populations by indices of need and are

used to determine each population group’s share of the health

care budget.

The main challenge in designing resource allocation for-

mulae is that they ought to allocate health care budgets in

accordance with the payer’s objectives. The payer’s objectives

typically relate to efficiency, equity, or more likely, a mixture of
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both. The prime concern lies with whether the funding for-

mulae used to derive allocations is efficient, i.e., pushes the

system toward maximizing the health of society given the re-

sources available, or whether there is potential for inefficien-

cies in the funding formulae such that the push is in the wrong

direction. This article investigates how weighted capitation

approaches, and the payer’s efficiency-equity objective, impact

on the efficiency of the resource allocation funding formulae

used to distribute health care budgets.

The article is structured as follows. First, what is meant by

efficiency in the resource allocation formulae is explained and

examples provided of the conflict between efficiency and equity

in resource allocation using two population groups. Second,

the extent to which the formulae impact or are impacted by

technical efficiency is looked at. Examples of how the resource

allocation formulae have developed since the introduction of

the National Health Service (NHS) in England, and the impacts

of these changes on efficiency are then given. Much of the

discussion presented on the efficiency of using a weighted

capitation approach in England is applicable to other inter-

national settings. While the methods for the financing of health

care in the developed world vary widely, there has been in-

creasing use of capitation payments. The final section provides

the article summary.

Efficiency

A Production Possibility Frontier Approach to Resource
Allocation

Economic efficiency consists of two types of efficiency, allo-

cative and technical efficiency. Allocative efficiency concerns

producing the maximum output subject to inputs, i.e., it is not

possible to increase output simply by reallocating resources,

and it is achieved by equalizing the marginal capacity to

benefit from additional funds across all inputs, while technical

efficiency concerns utilizing a specified combination of inputs

to produce maximum output. From a resource allocation

perspective economic efficiency concerns maximizing the

value of output (health gains and/or prevention) from given

resources.

The problem with measuring efficiency in health care is

that it is not obvious how to define the output of interest: is it

health care use? Access to health care? Or measures of health

gains or outcomes? Further, how can such data be obtained?

Hollingsworth (2008) provides a review of the literature sur-

rounding the measurement of production frontier efficiency in

health care. The answers to these questions are not obvious,

and will likely invoke some normative judgment.

Figure 1 gives a graphical representation of a production

possibility frontier (PPF) for a public service, that is, the plot

of health outcomes associated with spending on a population

group (this example, and what follows is adapted from Smith

(2007)). The aim is to determine the optimum payment for

the population group given the payer’s efficiency and equity

objectives. The PPF relates expenditure (X) on the population

group to the health outcomes (Y), and is a cumulative out-

come for all individuals within the population group. The

more productive the population group is in generating health,

the higher the PPF lies. In this simple example it is assumed

that no historic spend feeds into present health, and that

population groups with zero public health care expenditure

may have a positive health outcome. This may be because of

private utilization of health care services, for example. This

figure, and all subsequent figures are illustrative, and not

much should be read into the intercept.

The PPF for population group i (PPi in Figure 1) represents

outcomes for payments where technical efficiency holds (effi-

cient production of the health care by the providers serving the

population group). Further assumptions are that there are de-

creasing returns to expenditure (the PPF is concave), that there

is only one input (or alternatively that all inputs can be ag-

gregated to one measure, in this example, budget allocations)

and one output (some measure of health such as life-years

gained, whose value is independent of the identity of those in

whom it is embodied), and that other factors such as different

providers, complimentary services, the environment, personal

characteristics, and societal influences are exogenous to the

shape of the PPF. The time period is assumed to be 1 year (that,

in reality, is typically the time frame used for allocated budgets).

The need of population i can be measured as the difference

between the level of health at a particular level of expenditure,

and the maximum health attainable. In the case with unlimited

funds, one may expect to observe expenditure up to the point

where the benefit (additional health) of additional expenditure

is zero (i.e., where further need is zero). This is where the PPF

flattens out (Ymax). Unfortunately, resources are scarce, and the

available budget allocated to health care (which in itself is also

an issue for efficiency at the State level) may not be enough to

ensure that maximum health is attained. With an allocated

health care budget payers have to determine how to distribute

this across geographic populations.

Figure 1 highlights, in this simple example, how deter-

mining the amount of expenditure determines the outcome

achieved. With this in mind, and with knowledge of each

geographic population’s PPFs, the payer can optimize a social

welfare function.

The payer determines the social welfare function and hence

marginal social value (slope of NN in Figure 1), essentially a

N

Pi

P

Ymax

Yi

Xi Expenditure
0

Y

N

Figure 1 Production possibility frontier (PPF). Adapted from
Smith, P. C. (2007). Formula funding of public services. London
and New York: Routledge Taylor & Francis Group.
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cut-off cost above which no more treatment is offered. The

payer provides expenditure up until the point where add-

itional expenditure results in less health produced than is

valued by society. Only at expenditure Xi does the marginal

social value of the payer meet the marginal gain in health

outcome (benefit). Expenditure less than Xi corresponds to a

higher marginal benefit than marginal social value (the slope of

the PPF is steeper than the slope of the welfare function, NN).

Expenditure greater than Xi corresponds to a lower marginal

benefit than marginal social value (the slope of the welfare

function, NN, is steeper than the slope of the PPF).

A steeper social welfare function would have a higher marginal

social value of expenditure, and this would imply optimum

expenditure at a higher marginal gain in health, which would

lie to the left of Xi. To be allocatively efficient the payer should

equate the marginal social value to the marginal benefit, this

would be at expenditure Xi and corresponds to the pure effi-

cient solution to resource allocation. The pure efficient solution

maximizes aggregate outcomes, and is where expenditures are

allocative and technically efficient. Alternative allocations

would result in a reduction in total health produced.

The Divergence from Pure Efficiency

In reality there are two main reasons why the pure efficiency

solution above is never met. First, allocations may not be set at

the point where the marginal capacity to benefit from ex-

penditure equals the marginal social value. This may be be-

cause of inaccurate needs measurement, differences in the cost

of delivering health care across population groups, or as a

result of an alternative equity objective held by the payer.

Second, although the payer may distribute budgets efficiently,

budgets might not be spent efficiently by providers serving the

geographic populations (technical inefficiency). This section

will look at each case.

Inaccurate needs measurement
Where expenditures do not reflect need, the implication is that

populations of equal (risk adjusted) marginal need receive

different budgets. Figure 2 gives a graphical example. In this

case, two populations have equal need and are equally pro-

ductive (the PPFs for the two populations are the same and

overlap), but receive different allocations, Xl and Xh. One

population receives Xl and resulting outcome Yl, while the

other receives Xh and outcome Yh. Allocative efficiency does

not hold here since redistributing funds so each population

group receives the same expenditure would increase outcomes

in total. This is because the increase in expenditure to the low-

resource population (l) results in greater gains in outcome

than the loss in outcome from decreasing expenditure to the

high-resource population group (h). The four main ways in

which inaccuracies arise are described below.

Utilization methods to model need
Utilization data is largely employed in resource allocation for-

mulae to help model the needs of different geographical

populations. This assumes that higher utilization of services

reflects a higher capacity to benefit from expenditure. There are

a variety of methods available to weight geographic populations

based on utilization data. For example, one can weight popu-

lations based on the share of total utilization, or apply average

utilization rates to the age and/or gender breakdown of geo-

graphic populations. Detailed econometric methods can also

be applied, enabling a multitude of population characteristics

to explain variations in utilization across population groups.

This approach regresses geographic population level utilization

on variables thought to identify needs. The estimates from the

regression are then used to weight the geographic population’s

share of the budget to reflect the differences in need across each

geographic population.

Analyzing utilization data to direct budget allocations

poses two potential problems, the first being that only ob-

served (met) needs are modeled. Under- (and over-) utiliza-

tion by population groups will be sustained in this setting. The

second concerns the effect of supply-side impacts on utiliza-

tion. Variations in utilization may be because of differences in

provider provision of services rather than need.

Unmet need
Unobserved (unmet) need can either be general or specific.

General unmet need is nondiscriminatory across all geographic

population groups, such as a lack of health care services for all.

This does not bias the formulae since the unmet need repre-

sents a common proportionate lack of health care meaning

relative needs weights to population groups remain valid.

Specific unmet need is discriminatory, affecting certain geo-

graphic population groups because of their population

makeup. For example, if utilization is lower for minority ethnic

groups, population groups with higher rates of minority ethnic

groups would receive a lower weighting than would be if the

needs of minority ethnic groups had been observed. To control

for specific unmet need, estimates with the ‘wrong’ sign in re-

gressions explaining utilization may be held back from being

part of the funding formulae weights (for example, negative

estimates for minority ethnic groups where no clinical explan-

ation for an ethnic difference is identified).
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Figure 2 Inefficient allocations of expenditure across two
populations with the same PPF. Adapted from Smith, P. C. (2007).
Formula funding of public services. London and New York: Routledge
Taylor & Francis Group.
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Illegitimate supply
Illegitimate supply-side factors are where variations in util-

ization reflect providers’ provision of services rather than the

needs of population groups. For example, utilization ap-

proaches could reinforce any existing inefficiency in main-

taining service provision levels that may in part reflect an

access to health care issue (such as differences in waiting times

for hospital surgery or in the availability of General Prac-

titioners across geographic population groups). Methods to

control for any illegitimate supply-side factors include the

addition of geographic population group dummies in a re-

gression to control for group average variations that are over

and above the observed variations across geographic popu-

lation groups.

Age and gender weighting
Age and/or gender weights may be applied to the resource

allocation formulae, in addition to, or in place of, utilization

modeling. The motive for such an inclusion is the notion that

health needs vary over the life cycle and by gender. To be

accurate these must fully explain variations in need. This,

however, is unlikely, given numerous other factors including

socioeconomic status, education, and sociodemographic

characteristics have been found to explain variations over and

above age and gender.

Incorporating concerns for health inequalities
Geographic populations may differ, in part, because of

demographical or epidemiological factors. Differences in

geographic populations may mean that the same level of ex-

penditure will result in different health outcomes between

geographies. That is, differences in productivity result in dif-

ferent PPFs across geographic populations. How productive a

population group is determines the height and/or slope of the

PPF. Differences in the height of PPFs across population

groups do not alter the allocations made under pure efficiency.

However, differences in the slope of the PPF across geographic

populations have important implications for the pure efficient

allocation. For the payer to maximize outcomes, it has to

adjust expenditure and outcomes by marginal need. Needs

adjustment will make the marginal social benefit from ex-

penditure equivalent across geographic populations, meaning

the same sloped line is applied to all geographic populations,

irrespective of their PPF. Applying the same sloped line means

across each geographic population the marginal social value

and marginal benefit are equal at the allocative efficient levels

of expenditure. At these levels an additional increase in ex-

penditure results in the same increase in benefit (health) for

each geographic population. This can be seen as the pure ef-

ficiency solution. Any variation from this leads to a net re-

duction in the sum of outcomes.

Assuming needs have been fully captured in the resource

allocation formulae, the pure efficient solution is consistent

with different geographical populations attaining different

levels of health. For example, one population may be less

productive, with a lower PPF, shown by P1 in Figure 3. With

no funding formulae, the payer may divide the budget into

two, say X�. At X� the capacity to benefit from expenditure is

greater for the less productive population. Utilization rates

may reveal that the less productive population has higher

utilization because of the population being relatively older

than the more productive population. Weighting X� on the

basis of differences in utilization by age may direct allocations

to X1 and X2. Under the pure efficiency outcome (where N1

and N2 have the same gradient), although the less productive

population group receives a higher budget allocation than the

more productive population, X14X2, there are differences in

health outcomes across the two populations, Y24Y1.

However, differences in health outcomes across population

groups may not be seen as equitable. Policy aims have an

important impact on how this inequality should be targeted.

Figure 4 gives the expenditure required to ensure both

population groups in the example attain the same health, Ye.

The pure efficient solution has differing health outcomes and

payments, so to attain Ye requires increasing allocations to

the less productive population (Z14X1), and decreasing

N2
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Y2

Y1

X1 Expenditure
0

Y

N1

X2

P1

X*

Figure 3 Heterogeneity in PPF across population groups. Adapted
from Smith, P. C. (2007). Formula funding of public services. London
and New York: Routledge Taylor & Francis Group.
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Figure 4 Changes in expenditure to achieve equal outcomes for two
populations with different PPFs. Adapted from Smith, P. C. (2007).
Formula funding of public services. London and New York: Routledge
Taylor & Francis Group.
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allocations for the more productive population (Z2oX2). As

both population allocations are now allocatively inefficient

(but still technically efficient), the allocation is less efficient

(Y1þY242Ye).

Equity versus efficiency
Figure 4 highlights the trade-off in health outcomes when

equity or efficiency are maximized. An alternative way to

present the trade-off is given in Figure 5. The North-West and

South-East quadrants give the PPF for the high productive and

low productive populations respectively; the North-East

quadrant maps the two production frontiers together to attain

total output possibilities between the two populations. The

South-West quadrant gives the budget line, with all points on

the line sum to the total budget available. Weighted capitation

would provide the weight applied to each population. The

total outcomes for the two populations are obtained by: al-

locating expenditure between the two in the south-west

quadrant, mapping these to the PPFs for each population in

the North-West and South-East quadrants, and finally map-

ping these to the production possibility frontier in the North-

East quadrant. The line N in the North-East quadrant gives the

relative marginal social value of each population’s outcome.

Here it is assumed to be symmetric. The payer’s welfare

function (and hence slope of N) will dictate how allocatively

efficient the allocation is (note it is still assumed technical

efficiency holds). The allocations under the pure efficiency

solution, where total outcomes are maximized and the mar-

ginal capacity to benefit from additional expenditure is

equivalent across population groups (W� in the North-East

quadrant), would be point BW. The alternative equal outcomes

objective, where equal outcomes are attained between the two

groups (E� in the North-East quadrant), would be under al-

locations at BE. Total outcomes will be inefficient (lower)

under the equal outcomes solution (E�) than the efficient

solution (W�).

Avoidable inequalities in health
One implication of populations having different PPFs is that

some populations may never be able to attain a state of health

that equals the average across the total population. Figure 6

gives an example where the maximum possible health

achievable is lower for one population than the average of the

two (Ye is above the PPF for the less productive group at all

points). Figure 7 gives the four quadrant representation. In

this example, any attempt to achieve equal outcomes in health

will fail (no amount of allocation could ensure the less pro-

ductive population will reach Ye). The best the payer can hope

to achieve is to ensure the removal of avoidable inequalities in

health outcomes. In terms of Figure 7, this means allocating at

the point where the PPF for the less productive population

begins to flatten (the maximum that population group can

achieve). Note how, compared to the pure efficiency solution

(W�), the equal health outcome (AE�) requires a relatively

45°
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Figure 5 Efficiency-equity trade off. Adapted from Smith, P. C. (2007). Formula funding of public services. London and New York: Routledge
Taylor & Francis Group.
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greater loss in potential health for the more productive

population than the negligible gain in health for the less

productive population.

Differing costs in the delivery of health care
The costs of delivering health care may vary across geographic

population groups, and not controlling for this will inflate

(deflate) allocations for low (high) cost population groups.

Effectively, differing costs mean allocated budgets are worth

more (or less) in different geographic populations. This may

be seen as a reduction (increase) in the budget allocations for

high (low) cost geographic population group, making allo-

cations no longer efficient. This is particularly problematic if

there exists a correlation between costs and productivity. For

example, if less productive population groups face higher costs

then allocations will not be at the level sufficient to reflect the

expenditure required to deliver the health care for the

respective need.

Measuring allocative inefficiency
The issue concerning the resource allocation formulae is one

of determining how to distribute the budget across population

groups. Figure 8 gives the four quadrant representation of

Figure 3, where it is assumed that the payer’s objective is the

pure efficient outcome with the resulting maximization of

output, W�. Assume however, that the weighted capitation

formulae have failed to identify needs of the population

groups accurately. The result is higher payments to the more

productive population (X2A4X2) and lower payments to the
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Figure 6 Avoidable inequalities in health. Adapted from Smith, P. C.
(2007). Formula funding of public services. London and New York:
Routledge Taylor & Francis Group.
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Figure 7 Avoidable inequalities in health. Adapted from Smith, P. C. (2007). Formula funding of public services. London and New York:
Routledge Taylor & Francis Group.
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less productive population (X1AoX1) than would have been if

needs were correctly identified. The resulting outcome is at A�,
where the level of allocative inefficiency is 0A�/0A. The failure

to identify needs correctly results in a lower output of health

A�oW�.
Assuming the more productive population has lower costs

in the delivery of health care, the effect of differences in the

cost of delivering health care across population groups could

also be seen in Figure 8. Here the differences in costs inflate

the budget allocated to the high productive population

(X2A4X2), and deflate the budget allocated to the low pro-

ductive population.

Technical inefficiency
Until now it has been assumed that the budgets allocated to

population groups are spent efficiently, utilizing the budget to

attain the maximum health possible. There is, however, an

ever growing number of studies that investigate the efficiency

of providers. Hollingsworth et al. (1999) provided a review of

methods used to model technical efficiency. The potential for

technical inefficiency arises because of factors within the for-

mulae, within the structure of the health care system, and

external to health care.

Within the formula: Budget risk
A key issue arising with budgeting health care funds is that of

budget risk. Because of uncertainty in the demand for health

care, variations in practice across providers, and potential

errors in the capitation formulae, health care expenditure is

unlikely to match budgets allocated. This may lead to re-

sources being used on the basis of budget availability rather

than need. Budget risks are likely to increase the smaller the

geographical area used, the shorter the time horizon, and for

more limited types of care.

There may be the possibility that the resource allocation

formulae present incentives to be technically inefficient. For

example, if budgets are directed toward high need popu-

lations, this may present an incentive to undertreat popu-

lations to sustain high(er) budgets.

Further complications with the budgets arise since any

budget underspend is not redistributed. There is an incentive

for underbudget providers to behave inefficiently, that is,

spend over and above what they (efficiently) need to provide

health care to use up the budget.

Since most resource allocation formulae incorporate past

usage (as used in utilization models) any inefficiencies in

provision is reinforced. The needs weights will be generated

from utilization that is potentially inefficient and inequitable.

If past allocations were inefficient future allocations based on

these prior allocations will also be inefficient. To ensure in-

efficiencies are not sustained, the causes of the inefficiencies

should be targeted, for example, access to services. A potential

way forward would be to incorporate measures of within-

provider efficiency and equity into the formulae. For example,
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Figure 8 Allocative efficiency in society. Adapted from Smith, P. C. (2007). Formula funding of public services. London and New York:
Routledge Taylor & Francis Group.
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budget allocations may include a weight for relative efficiency

(however this is measured) or for relative equity in health

(however defined), which could penalize providers who do

not channel budgets to target inefficiency and poor access.

Within the health care system: Market failure
The market structure of the health care system could lead to

inefficiencies. For example, in England the NHS is essentially a

monopolistic employer and provider of health care resources.

The NHS is not subject to competitive market forces that may

provide pressure to ensure the NHS system works efficiently, at

lowest cost with most impact. For example, the frequency of

restructuring the administration of the NHS highlights the

struggle to streamline NHS administration and ‘red tape’

present in the system: allocations were originally made to

14 geographic population groups, but this figure has grown

over the years: for 1996–97, to 100; for 2003–04, to 303; and

since 2006, to 152 geographic population groups.

External factors
There are also economic influences that may affect the overall

delivery of health care. The recent recession, for example, has

led to pressure on publicly funded health care systems’ bud-

gets, which have been cut in real terms. The effects of this

could, for example, lead to the encouragement of better

(more) efficient procedures and structures both between and

within the sectors and services of the health care system.

Impact on efficiency
In terms of the example, Figure 9 shows the implications of

technical inefficiency. Now the outcome (T�) in the North-

East quadrant is not on the PPF of both population groups.

Relaxing the assumption of technical efficiency would mean

allocations do not produce the maximum health for popu-

lations. One moves south and/or westwards in the north east

quadrant reflecting reductions in output because of technical

inefficiency.

The Current NHS Resource Allocation Formulae in
England

In England the amount of public funds allocated to health

care from taxation is politically determined. The Treasury sets

aside a total spend on the NHS health care in the annual

Budget. Of this, the Department of Health (DH) then assigns

the total budget for the three largest ‘programmes’ of NHS

service. These are Hospital and Community Health Services

(79% of the budget), Prescribing (11%), and Primary Medical

Services (10%). Within these budgets, weighted capitation

methods are applied to generate a target share of the budget

for each Primary Care Trust (PCT), of which there are currently

152 across England. PCTs receive a lump sum to spend across

the three programmes as they deem fit.

The DH has used variations of weighted (risk adjusted)

capitation payments for distributing budgets for NHS health
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Figure 9 Total efficiency of the resource allocation formulae. Adapted from Smith, P. C. (2007). Formula funding of public services. London and
New York: Routledge Taylor & Francis Group.
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care across England since 1977–78. The aim of the current

formulae used to determine the capitations is to enable PCTs

‘‘to commission similar levels of health services for popu-

lations with similar need, with the further objective, since

1999, of helping to reduce avoidable health inequalities’’

(Department of Health, 2011, p.7).

The services provided by the NHS are not free to the user,

because, while free at the point of consumption, individuals pay

indirectly via taxation. The taxes used to fund the NHS health

care services are substantive: the current weighted capitation

approach is used to allocate some $132 billion to PCTs for the

2011–12 financial year, and the NHS as a whole accounted for

over 8% of UK Gross Domestic Product for 2010–11.

The weighted capitation formula generates target allo-

cations based on PCT populations, adjusted for: the age dis-

tribution; additional need over and above observed age

structure; and differences in costs of delivering the services

across PCTs – the Market Forces Factor (MFF). A separate index

is given to each of these three components, and these are

multiplied together to give a weighted population for each

PCT in each program (see eqn [1]).

PCT weighted population¼ populationð Þ � age indexð Þ
� additional needs indexð Þ

� MFF indexð Þ ð1Þ

These weighted populations are then combined according

to the share of each program to the total budget. The weighted

population for each PCT is then multiplied by the total budget

to give a target allocation. PCT allocations, however, are not

solely determined by weighted capitation methods. Actual

allocations are obtained by taking the difference between

target allocations and the previous year’s allocation (adjusted

for any transfers in responsibilities). A ‘pace of change’ policy

then sets the differential growth in allocations that PCTs

receive in addition to the previous year’s allocation. The

growth component is determined by national and local pri-

orities, and the distance between last year’s allocations from

target allocations.

Different weighted capitation models are used both within

and between each program. Within the Hospital and Com-

munity Health Services program, for example, the measurement

of need is done separately for five sectors: acute care, maternity

services, mental health services, human immunodeficiency

virus and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS)

treatment, and HIV prevention. For prescribing budgets, a MFF

is not required because of nationwide prescribing costs. Util-

ization models account for 90% of each needs index, with the

remaining 10% accounted for by an avoidable health inequal-

ities factor.

Changes in the NHS Resource Allocation Formulae over
Time

There have been significant changes to the England NHS re-

source allocation formulae since the NHS inception in 1948.

Geographic population groups (the population index)
The population index provides the basis of the capitation

formulae. Population size was introduced into the formulae

from 1971, and methods used to obtain these weights have

become increasingly more accurate.

First, the differing administrative boundaries for the allo-

cation of budgets have become more refined, from the original

allocations across 14 Regional Health Authorities in 1971–95,

to: 100 Health Authorities in 1996–02, 303 PCTs in 2003–08,

and now 152 PCTs. A higher level of disaggregation increases

the accuracy in identifying need by providing greater vari-

ations across population groups.

Second, the methods used to obtain population data have

also become more advanced. From 1999 population size

has been derived from ‘constrained’ population data. This cal-

culates the number of people registered with General Prac-

titioner (GP) surgeries and unregistered patients living in the

area. Constrained population data direct budgets to the popu-

lation the area serves, reducing the inefficiency of directing

budgets on the basis of residence (which had been the main

population measure), which may under- or over-estimate the

populations served in the area.

From 2006 population projections from the Office of Na-

tional Statistics (ONS) have been used, which given allocations

are based in advance, are thought to better reflect the popu-

lation served by an area. Population projections incorporate

trends in birth, death, and migration.

The changes in the population index would have meant a

more accurate measurement of PCT populations. It is im-

portant to ensure accurate population modeling since any

inaccuracy can divert allocations away from need.

Need measurement (age and additional needs indices)
There have been a number of reviews of the resource allocation

formulae, where each has mainly been because of develop-

ments in the needs weights. Below the major developments are

picked out.

The UK NHS was introduced in 1948, and at the time there

was no defined procedure in place to allocate healthcare

budgets across the country. The NHS was faced with funding

the hospitals, beds, and staff that it had taken over. The initial

method for resource allocation was to sustain funding of these

services, irrespective of the differing need for healthcare ser-

vices across populations of England. Funding continued in

this way until 1971.

By 1971, a new funding formula, ‘The Crossman Formula’,

was implemented. The formula contained three elements:

population size weighted by average bed days by age and

gender; bed days weighted by a national cost per bed per year;

and cases (inpatient, outpatient and day cases) weighted by

the national average cost per year. The inclusion of a proxy

measure of need such as bed days meant that resources were

being directed toward areas where they were most needed. The

inclusion of bed and case volumes, however, still maintained a

proportion of the budget that was allocated based on current/

inherited supply.

Criticism of the lack of a needs-driven approach resulted in

the introduction of the Resource Allocation Working Party

(RAWP) formula in 1976. RAWP was set up to attain a re-

source allocation formula that objectively, equitably and effi-

ciently responded to relative differences in need. The RAWP

formula was a weighted capitation approach to allocating

resources across the country. The formula now derived
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capitation payments weighted by need. Need was measured by

age and gender, and noting how age and gender alone would

be insufficient to approximate need, ‘additional need’ was

calculated using Standardized Mortality Ratios (SMRs). For the

first time, the resource allocation formulae now contained

non-utilization measures for need.

The RAWP formula was in place until the 1988 review of

the formula was implemented in 1990. For the first time,

empirical estimations on the variations of need factors on

health care utilization were modeled using regression analysis

of hospital utilization. Regression analysis was creating a shift

from value judgments on the weighting of needs and per-

mitted the weights on the needs variables to be adjusted for

supply factors.

With the release of 1991 Census data, a further review was

made in 1994 which was carried out at the University of York

(Carr-Hill et al., 1994). To remove the potential endogeneity

of supply, significant supply variables were removed from the

regression and the regression was then reestimated.

In 1995, a Resource Allocation Group (RAG) was set up to

assess resource allocation in primary care. RAG was replaced in

1997 by the Advisory Committee on Resource Allocation

(ACRA), an independent expert body to ensure resources for

primary and secondary care fully reflect local population

needs. The Technical Advisory Group (TAG) was also set up to

provide technical support.

In 2002, a further review was conducted. The new formula

incorporated more updateable deprivation measures (the In-

dices of Deprivation), and, for the first time, a measure of

unmet need. Unmet need was modeled by maintaining the

coefficients with incorrect signs in the models for the de-

scriptive regression analysis but not using these variables as

prescriptive weights in the weighted capitation formulae.

Supply-side variables were now maintained in the regression

but like those measuring unmet need, were not used to obtain

weights for need.

There are four key factors in the measuring of need:

observing legitimate met and unmet need, controlling for

illegitimate need by the modeling of supply-side factors on

utilization, and the inclusion of a health inequalities adjust-

ment. Econometric techniques and updates in data availability

have improved the accuracy of measuring met need, and the

removal of illegitimate supply-side measures of need have

arguably lead to greater efficiency in the allocation of budgets.

Unmet need was not modeled until 2002, and is in-

trinsically difficult to capture, particularly since most resource

allocation formulae use utilization data to model need. Even if

unmet need is accurately modeled, this may still be inefficient

unless procedures are put in place to target the removal of

under-utilization of these groups. With no stipulation of how

providers should spend their allocated budgets, unmet need

‘premiums’ could implicitly generate technical inefficiency if

these premiums are spent on services that would be relatively

less productive in health.

Differing costs in the delivery of health care (the MFF
index)
The RAWP formula was amended in 1980–81 to weight

capitations on the basis of unavoidable differences in the costs

of delivering health care across the country. The MFF was

applied to account for differences in staff costs. The intro-

duction of this factor removed the inefficiency of under/over

funding because of the differences in the cost of health care by

region. The MFF has been updated and expanded regularly. In

2002, the number of pay zones (used to calculate the MFF

index) increased from 78 to 117 and a smoothing technique

was applied to reduce sharp drops in wage rates for neigh-

boring areas. In 2006, there were further increases in pay

zones to 303. In 2008 ,more up- to- date data were used,

doctors and dentists were given their own weighting, and

further smoothing techniques were implemented. Another

review in 2011 updated the MFF with more recent data.

The MFF aims to correct for differences in the cost of de-

livering services across PCTs. Assuming high cost PCTs serve

relatively more productive (in health) populations, the MFF

moves budgets to a more efficient allocation, through aiming

to be more equitable by adjusting for unavoidable differences

in the cost of delivering health care between PCTs. This diverts

budgets away from less productive populations, which again,

could raise concerns over equity.

Payer’s equity concerns
The Department of Health and Social Security (1976) review

of the resource allocation formulae set the objective ‘‘to secure,

through resource allocation, that there would eventually be

equal opportunity of access to health care for people at equal

risk.’’ This objective is consistent with the pure efficiency so-

lution where equal risk translates to equal marginal benefit

from additional expenditure.

In 1998, ministers announced a new objective of the for-

mulae: that of ‘‘contributing to the reduction in avoidable

health inequalities’’ (Department of Health, 2011). This was

incorporated into the 2002 review of the formula by the

introduction of a health inequalities adjustment (based on

years of life lost, measured as deviations from the average

mortality rate in England). In 2008, ACRA introduced a new

health inequalities adjustment, Disability Free Life Expectancy

(DFLE). The DFLE combines mortality and morbidity (meas-

ured by limiting long-standing illness) data to generate ex-

pected years from birth that are free from disability or limiting

long-term illness, and is compared to a baseline of 70 years.

The formulae have moved from the pure efficiency solution

toward a more equitable solution (from W� to AE� in Figure 7).

The health inequalities adjustment is currently given a weight of

10% in the needs indices, but this has no statistical basis.

Overall Impacts of the Formulae Changes on Efficiency

The improvements in modeling geographic population groups,

need and the incorporation of the MFF are likely to have re-

duced inefficiency in budget allocations enabling a better pos-

sibility of maximizing health (the pure efficient solution: W� in

Figure 7). The inclusion of an avoidable health inequalities

measure from 2002, however, means it is unlikely the pure

efficient solution is met. Rather, the best the payer can hope to

achieve would be somewhere between W� and AE�in Figure 7,

resulting in relatively lower level of health (the point between

W� and AE� will depend on how much weight is applied to the

health inequalities adjustment). In addition, the inclusion of
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past allocations and the pace of change policy to formulate

actual allocations make any movement toward the desired

outcome slower. Including past allocations also creates issues

about technical efficiency, in particular, budget risk. Under

spending providers have an incentive to inflate their spending

and such activities could become self-perpetuating.

Conclusion

The most efficient resource allocation funding formula re-

quires the relative needs of the populations the payer serves to

be identified. Identifying needs accurately enables the weigh-

ted capitation approach (commonly used in developed

countries to allocate health care budgets) to direct budgets to

those areas most efficient in producing health. This approach

is consistent with higher budgets allocated to less productive

populations on the basis of need, but recognizes that the

maximization of health output may lead to inequalities in

output between each population group.

There are a variety of reasons why the funding formulae

may not be efficient. The reliance on accurately measured

needs is a key concern, requiring the ability to disentangle

supply-side factors, and understand and recognize the impacts

of unmet need. Another key issue surrounds the adjustments

that may be included for health inequalities. Equity and effi-

ciency aims do not necessarily have to be in conflict – but they

often are. Perhaps the most striking and complex impact on

efficiency lies in the activity of the providers of health care.

Technical inefficiency may be caused by a number of factors,

and each detracts from the resource allocation funding

formulae being efficient.

See also: Adoption of New Technologies, Using Economic
Evaluation. Efficiency and Equity in Health: Philosophical
Considerations. Efficiency in Health Care, Concepts of. Evaluating
Efficiency of a Health Care System in the Developed World. Health
and Health Care, Need for. Health and Its Value: Overview. Production
Functions for Medical Services
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Glossary
Managed competition A policy toward individual health

insurance markets using both competition among plans

and regulation of premia and benefits. Usually includes

some risk adjustment of plan payment.

Mechanism design A field of game theory in which a

principal tries to motivate an agent by designing a

mechanism for rewarding the agent.

Optimal risk adjustment Refers to a risk adjustment

system in which a regulator finds the form of risk

adjustment of plan payments to maximize some economic

objective, such as minimization of efficiency problems due

to adverse selection, a form of mechanism design problem.

Service-level selection Action by a health plan to provide

more or less of certain services in order to attract or deter

potential enrollees who would lead to profits or losses.

Introduction

In many countries, residents choose a health plan or sickness

fund through which to receive health insurance benefits. These

choices are regulated and at least partially paid for by gov-

ernments and employers. Collective financing of health care

redistributes the burden of cost from the sick to the healthy

and from the poor to the rich. At the same time, societies seek

the virtues of markets: choice, innovation, and price and

quality competition from their health insurance plans. Meld-

ing the desires for both a fair yet controlled and efficient yet

innovative health insurance sector is a central problem facing

all developed nations. A common approach to this problem

consists of national governments collecting the funds to pay

for health care, but then passing responsibility for the pur-

chasing of health care to a local organization, a private in-

surance plan as in the federal Medicare program in the US, a

local government in the UK, Canada and Australia, or sickness

funds as in Germany, Israel, the Netherlands and Belgium.

Governmental involvement aims at a fair distribution of the

cost burden, and competition among the decentralized par-

ticipants is intended to promote efficiency. A critical element

of the policy is paying more for the sick and less for the

healthy as they join plans – the job of risk adjustment.

Defining Risk Adjustment

In this article ‘risk adjustment’ is referred to as a formula re-

lating payment to a provider or a health plan to observable

characteristics of a person (such as age, previous diagnoses).

In the Medicare program in the US, Germany, Netherlands,

Israel, and other countries, risk adjusted payments flow from

governments to health plans when individuals enroll in pri-

vate plans. Large provider groups are increasingly asked to

bear risk, (this is the primary direction of US health policy)

and risk adjusted payments come into play there as well. As

provider payment and risk bearing become more central in

health policies, the statistics and economics of risk adjustment

take on increasing importance.

The evolution of health policy has put new demands on

risk adjustment. This article reviews the two basic methods for

deriving a risk adjustment, one primarily statistical, and a

second introducing an economic objective into the statistical

analysis. In the second method, finding the right risk adjust-

ment is a problem in mechanism design. The authors begin

with the basic model of adverse selection and derive the im-

plications for risk adjustment. They then consider two appli-

cations with a close connection to the empirical methods that

can be used to estimate risk adjustment weights.

The most common approach to risk adjustment is stat-

istical. Conventional risk adjustment sees the goal of risk

adjustment as matching payments to expected cost as closely

as possible. If an older enrollee is expected to be twice as

expensive as a younger enrollee, conventional risk adjustment

would pay twice as much for the older enrollee. Many factors

other than age matter for expected costs. Research on con-

ventional risk adjustment is statistical and data oriented.

Researchers seek to find the right combination of variables

(referred to as risk adjustors) to include in regression models

so that the explained variation in health care costs is high,

without relying on risk adjustors that are difficult to collect in

practice or can be manipulated by providers seeking to in-

crease revenue. There is also discussion of whether certain

variables should be recognized as part of risk adjustment, for

example, if an individual chooses to smoke, whether he or she

should be ‘rewarded’ by a higher risk adjusted payment. The

premise behind this research – sometimes regarded to be so

obvious as to not require justification or analysis – is that the

healthcare market in question will function better, the better

the job the regression model can do in predicting healthcare

costs of enrollees.

By contrast, optimal risk adjustment views risk adjustment

as a set of incentives to address an economic problem. Cal-

culating the optimal risk adjustment begins with an explicit

conception of how the relevant market functions, which re-

lates the risk-adjusted price (e.g., the payment for young and

old) to the behavior of payment recipients. The economic

objective (usually efficiency) is also stated explicitly. Then,

using mechanism design, the optimal risk adjustment is

derived as the prices for young and old which maximize the
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efficiency of the health care market. Optimal risk adjustment

does not refer to particular weights, but rather to a method-

ology by which the optimal weights are obtained. Optimal

risk adjustment also relies on data, however, the optimal

weights are not, in general, regression coefficients but a solu-

tion to a problem of economic maximization.

The Basic Adverse Selection Problem and the Role of
Risk Adjustment

A health plan can underprovide some services and over-

provide others, attracting the low risks and deterring the high

risks. The basic idea draws on the early analysis of insurance

by Rothschild and Stiglitz. Demand for treatment of chronic

conditions, for example, may be much better anticipated, and

more unevenly distributed in a population, than demand for

acute care. In such a case, the health plan has a financial in-

centive to distort the mix of its care away from chronic care

and toward acute illness, in order to deter/attract the high/low

risks. Nearly all writers on the efficiency of health insurance

markets with managed care, acknowledge this effect, though

they vary in the emphasis they put on it. When a plan can set

premia as well as quality, a version of this strategy is to provide

low quality overall, and set a low price, to attract the low-risks.

This quality distortion problem has received a good deal of

attention in health economics literature. The basic adverse

selection model is presented here. Suppose that there are two

types of individuals, L and H, who can contract two illnesses,

a and c. Illness a we call an acute illness and both types of

people have the same probability of contracting this illness,

pa40. The two types are distinguished in their probability of

contracting the chronic illness c. Let pi, iA{H,L} denote the

probability that a person of type i contracts illness c. Then,

pH4pL40. The proportion of H types in the population is l,

0olo1. Let pc�lpHþ (1� l)pL denote the (expected) prob-

ability that a person randomly drawn contracts the chronic

illness. Throughout the analysis it is assumed that each indi-

vidual knows their type. It is also assumed that each individual

must choose one plan.

If a person (of either type) has illness j, jA{a,c}, their

utility from treatment will be increased by Vj(qj), where qj40

denotes the ‘quality’ of the services devoted to treat illness j,

with V0j40 and V00 jo0. If a person has both illnesses, their

utility, if treated, will simply be increased by Va(qa)þVc(qc).

Treatment services are provided by health plans. A health plan

is characterized by a quality pair (qa,qc). Thus, if a person of

type i, iA{H,L} joins a plan with a quality pair ðqa,qcÞ, their

expected utility will increase by:

Uiðqa,qcÞ ¼ paVaðqaÞ þ piVcðqcÞ ½1�

Throughout the analysis it is assumed that each plan gets to

choose its quality pair and a plan can offer only one quality

pair. All plans have the same cost function. A plan’s cost of

treating a person with illness j, jA{a,c} at a quality level qj is Cj

(qj), where C0j40, C00j40. Thus, if a person of type i, i A{H,

L} joins a plan that offers a quality pair (qa, qc), the plan’s costs

are expected to increase by:

Ciðqa,qcÞ ¼ paCaðqaÞ þ piCcðqcÞ ½2�

The ‘socially efficient’ quality pair (q�a , q�c ) equalizes mar-

ginal benefit of treatment to marginal cost, thus solving the

following pair of equations:

V0aðq�a Þ ¼C0aðq�a Þ
V0cðq�c Þ ¼C0cðq�c Þ

½3�

High and low risk types have different probabilities of

becoming ill, but once ill, receive the same utility from treat-

ment. Thus, the efficient level of quality is independent on the

probability of becoming ill and is the same for both types.

It is assumed that the Regulator can enforce an open

enrollment policy. The order of moves in our model is as

follows: First the Regulator/payer announces r�, the premium

(paid by the Regulator/payer) a plan will receive per enrollee.

Next, plans (simultaneously) choose their quality pair (qa,qc),

then individuals choose plans and plans collect a revenue of r�

per enrollee, finally each individual’s health state (whether she

has illness a and/or c) is realized and plans pay the costs of

treatment. A ‘competitive equilibrium’ in this market is a set of

quality pairs such that, when individuals choose plan to

maximize expected utility, (1) no quality pair in the equi-

librium set makes negative expected profit, and (2) there is no

quality pair outside the equilibrium set that, if offered, will

make a positive profit.

Following Rothschild and Stiglitz it is known that if the

proportion of the H types in the population is sufficiently

large, then a competitive equilibrium exists and is character-

ized by two quality pairs. H types choose the plan(s) that offer

the quality pair:

ðqH
a ,qH

c Þ ¼ argmax UHðqa,qcÞ

s:t: CHðqa,qcÞ ¼ r� ½4�

and L types choose the plan(s) that offer the quality pair:

ðqL
a,qL

c Þ ¼ argmax ULðqa,qcÞ

s:t: CLðqa,qcÞ ¼ r�

and UHðqa,qcÞ ¼UHðqH
a ,qH

c Þ ½5�

The equilibrium is described in Figure 1. The curves ri
�,

i¼H, L represent all plans, i.e., pairs of (qa,qc), that break even

if the plan attracts only individuals of type i, when the pre-

mium is r�. The points denoted by qi, i¼H or L, depict the

plan chosen by type i in equilibrium, i.e., qi¼(qa
i,qc

i). Curves

ui, i¼H, L, represent type i’s indifference curves that goes

through the point qi. The curve r� represents all plans that

break even if the plan attracts a random sample of the

population, and the point q� depicts the socially efficient

levels of quality. It can, therefore, be seen that plans will not

offer the socially efficient quality profile in equilibrium.

When the Regulator/payer is using risk adjustment, the

premium paid to the plan (often referred to as ‘capitation’) is

conditioned on observable characteristics of the enrollee.

The capitation payment might be based, for example, on the

enrollee’s age, with older enrollees having higher payments

associated with them because they are expected to cost more.

It can be illustrated how conventional and optimal risk

adjustments are calculated using this model. Assume that the
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Regulator gets a signal s about each consumer’s type. The

signal could be, for example, the consumer’s age. Suppose that

s can take a value of 0 or 1 (‘young’ or ‘old’). The signal

contains information in the sense that type H person is more

likely than type L person to get the signal 1. Let yi, i¼H or L,

be the probability that consumer of type i gets the signal 1.

It is assumed that yH4yLZ0. (Note that if yH¼1 and yL¼0,

the signal is perfect i.e., the Regulator knows the individual’s

type.)

Let ls be the posterior probability the consumer is of type

H given the signal s. Because the signal is informative, using

Bayes’ rule one can show that 1Zl1Zl0Z0. Thus, if a person

got the signal 1, that person is more likely to be of type H than

a person who got the signal 0. Let,

Ps ¼ PHls þ PLð1� lsÞ for s¼ 0,1: ½6�

and

rs ¼ Cðq�a Þ þ PsCðq�c Þ for s¼ 0,1: ½7�

Ps is the probability that a person with signal s will contract

illness c and rs is the expected health care costs of such a

person at the efficient level of quality of care. Clearly P14P0

and r14r0. One can readily confirm that if plans are paid rs for

each person who got the signal s, and consumers are randomly

distributed across plans, plans break even providing the effi-

cient level of care.

The capitation payment rs is what the authors mean by

‘conventional’ risk adjustment. It can be shown, however, that

conventional risk adjustment does not implement the socially

desired outcome, i.e., at the competitive equilibrium, plans do

not provide the socially efficient quality. The same forces that

break the efficient pooling equilibrium when premiums are

not risk adjusted will also break the efficient pooling equi-

librium when premiums are conventionally risk adjusted.

Market equilibrium under conventional risk adjustment will

still be a separating one where the H types and the L types

choose different plans with a different quality profile. This

separating equilibrium is more efficient (i.e., it induces a

higher expected utility) than the one without risk adjustment,

but it is not the best the Regulator can do. As demonstrated

below, an optimal risk adjustment can be constructed to im-

plement precisely the socially desired quality.

Let

C�H ¼ Cðq�a Þ þ PHCðq�c Þ ½8�

and

C�L ¼ Cðq�a Þ þ PLCðq�c Þ ½9�

Ci
� is the expected costs of an individual of type i at the

efficient quality profile.

The authors are now ready to discuss the conditions under

which risk adjustors implement the socially desired contract:

Proposition: Let rs
�, s¼0,1 be solution to the following

system of equations:

yHr�1 þ ð1� yHÞr�0 ¼ C�H ½10�

yLr�1 þ ð1� yLÞr�0 ¼ C�L ½11�

then if plans are paid a premium rs
�, s¼0,1 for each indi-

vidual who got the signal s, all plans will offer the socially

desired quality in equilibrium.

The left hand side of eqn [10] is the expected premium a

plan receives for each enrollee of type H, under the risk ad-

justment scheme rs
�. The right hand side of eqn [10] is the

plan’s expected cost of an enrollee of type H, under the so-

cially desired quality bundle. Equation [10] states the con-

dition for the expected premium for a type H individual to be

equal to the individual’s expected cost. Equation [11] does the

same thing for a type L individual.

It can be easily verified that, if yHo1 and yL40 then

r1
�4r1 and r0

�4r0. Conventional risk adjustment redistrib-

utes some, but not enough, resources from the low-cost to the

high-cost types. In Figure 1 this redistribution would appear

as a shift in the zero-profit curves relative to the curves in the

no risk adjustment case. As the proposition above shows, the

Regulator may shift the zero-profit curves even further than is

implied by conventional risk adjustment, by ‘overpaying’ for a

consumer who got the signal 1, compensated by ‘underpaying’

for consumers who got the signal 0, and by so doing, bring the

market closer to the socially desired outcomes. ‘Overpaying’

and ‘underpaying’ are in comparison to the conventional risk

adjustment premiums. Figure 2 illustrates the equilibrium

under optimal risk adjustment.

Intuitively, this result can be understood as follows: If the

signal is not very precise, the difference in premium con-

ventional risk adjustment pays, for a consumer who got the

signal 1 and a consumer who got the signal 0, will be small.

Furthermore, the proportion of consumers who got the signal

0 among the L-types is not much larger than the proportion of

consumers who got this signal in the entire population. Thus,

by offering a quality profile that attracts only the L-type con-

sumers, a plan can reduce its cost by a significant amount

relative to the reduction in the premium it is expected to re-

ceive. If, however, the premium for an individual who got the

signal 0 is significantly lower than the premium for an indi-

vidual with the signal 1, the plan is severely punished for

attracting only individuals of type L.
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Figure 1 The basic adverse selection result.
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Multiple Services and Maximizing Fit

The analysis just laid out can be made operational in a more

realistic setting in which a plan is providing multiple services

(not just two) and in which the Regulator’s objective in con-

ventional risk adjustment of ‘best fit’ is also recognized.

When a plan decreases the stringency of rationing on a

service, i.e., increases the level of spending on a service, costs

are affected because spending goes up for existing enrollees

and spending is incurred on enrollees newly attracted by the

spending increase. The idea of optimal risk adjustment is to

make sure that for all services a plan is making a decision

about, from those used mostly by the healthy and cheap to

those used mostly by the sick and costly, these cost increases

are balanced against revenue gains to the same degree. This is

done by recognizing that enrollees have a payment made on

their behalf and the terms of that payment are described by

the risk adjustment parameters. There is, thus, a relation be-

tween the marginal cost and marginal revenue for each of the

services in a plan. Balancing incentives across services essen-

tially amounts to an equation for each service, the level of

rationing being the variable and the risk adjustment weights

being the parameters.

To equalize incentives in rationing all services, the covar-

iance of the risk adjusted payment with the use of every service

must track the covariance of the total predicted costs associ-

ated with the increase in use of the service. Intuitively, the

optimal risk adjustment formula must have the property that

by spending on a service, the cost consequences to a plan

relate to the revenue consequences in the same way for all

services. It is important to stress that the result for optimal risk

adjustment says how a given average payment should be risk

adjusted, but does not answer the question of how high or low

on average the payment should be.

The optimal risk adjustment emerges as a set of linear

equations one for each service, with unknowns equal to the

variables available for risk adjustment. An interesting feature

of this optimal risk adjustment scheme is that the number of

parameters available for risk adjustment could be greater or

less than the number of services a plan is deciding about.

(Some risk adjustment systems have scores of weights.) If the

number of available risk adjustment parameters is larger than

the number of services whose quality the plan decides on,

there may be many risk adjustors that achieve optimality in

the sense of incentive balance across services.

This observation raises the question: Among the ways to set

risk adjustment to achieve efficient incentives, which way is

best? A natural way to answer this question is to reintroduce

the original statistical objective of risk adjustment, best fit. In

an earlier paper, the authors show that conditions describing

efficient service provision are linear in the risk adjustment

weights. These can be introduced as constraints on a least

squares risk adjustment regression. This risk adjustor is re-

ferred to as the minimum variance optimal risk adjustment

(MVORA). It is minimum variance by properties of least

squares estimators, and it is optimal because the linear con-

straints on incentives for efficient service provision are

satisfied.

Application to Managed Competition and Enrollee
Premiums

Risk adjustment is recognized as an integral part of managed

competition policy, with the general objective of making sure

plans are willing to accept and serve ailing expensive enrollees

as well as healthy low cost enrollees. Managed competition

policy also relies on premiums paid by enrollees. If com-

petition is to have its desired effects, plans that are able to

provide good care at a lower cost, or provide worthwhile

benefit enhancements, need to transmit incentives to con-

sumers through premium competition. If a plan has a better

product that consumers are willing to pay for, the logic goes

the plan will be able to charge an incremental premium and

attract enrollment.

Premium-based incentives are an integral part of health

plan payment in the US in two important emerging health

policy contexts – the Medicare Advantage (MA) program and

Medicare Part D offering private plans in Medicare, and the

new state-run ‘Exchanges’ created as part of the Affordable

Care Act (ACA) – plan payments come from two sources at

once: risk-adjusted payments from a Regulator and premiums

charged to individual enrollees. Premiums also play a role in

the Netherlands and Germany, though again important insti-

tutional details describe the relationship.

Here the authors consider a general setting of a premium

support policy in which a Regulator has a budget to pay plans,

and has the ability to risk adjust that budget. In addition to

risk adjusted payments, plans must also collect revenue from

enrollees through premiums. How should a Regulator set risk

adjustment weights if only part of the funding for plans is

coming through public budgets and being risk adjusted, and

the balance will be set by plans in a managed competition

market?

Suppose the Regulator collects some public funds to pay

plans, and must risk adjust 75% of costs based on age, gender

and previous diagnoses. Enrollee premiums must cover the

other 25%, and premiums are conditioned on another,

qa*qa

uHuL
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*rL

*rH
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Figure 2 Market equilibrium under optimal risk adjustment.
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possibly overlapping set of variables, age, smoking status, and

geography. The key insight is that the risk adjustment mech-

anism adopted by the Regulator affects premiums, because

what a plan would want to (from profit-maximization) and

would be able to (due to competition) charge enrollees as a

premium depends on how the Regulator sets risk-adjusted

payments. ‘What happens’ in this plan market, from a number

of perspectives, depends on how these premiums work out.

The Regulator needs to consider the effect of the risk adjust-

ment on premiums as part of the answer to how to set risk

adjustment weights. The Regulator’s problem in the case of

premiums conditioned on several variables differs from the

case when the Regulator has the same budget but premiums

are to be the same for everyone.

The first step is to describe how risk adjustment weights

affect premiums. Let the total number of people be N and

health care costs of individual i be xi. People vary in two ob-

servable dimensions, according to health status, the basis of

risk adjustment, and according to another set of characteristics

the authors refer to as personal, the basis of premiums. Health

status is indexed by h, h¼1,y,H; personal characteristics are

indexed by t, t¼1,y,T. For notational simplicity, it is assumed

that each of these categorizations is one dimensional and the

information is mutually exclusive so that each person is

characterized by an (h,t) pair the authors will refer to together

as a ‘type.’

Define xht to be the average cost of person of type (h,t), and

nht to be the number of people of type (h,t). Health care costs

are plan costs (which must be covered by plan payments) and

are fixed (do not depend on risk adjustment or premiums).

The risk adjusted payment by the Regulator can only depend

on h:rh. The premium can only depend on t:pt. It is assumed

that competition among health plans forces premiums to

be zero-profit, meaning, for each premium category, t, the

premium for that category is determined by the following

condition: X
h

nhtðrh þ pt � xhtÞ ¼ 0 ½12�

Equation [12] shows how premiums depend on risk

adjustment weights. There are T of these expressions, one for

each premium category. In each expression there are H par-

ameters, the risk adjustment weights on category h. The

authors now move on to the consideration of a second step in

a managed competition context, choosing the risk adjustment

weights in light of the presence of premiums in plan payment.

There are many applications dependent on the objectives of

the Regulator. The authors begin with the most basic.

Suppose the Regulator seeks to maximize fit of the pay-

ment system with respect to choice of the risk adjustment

weights rh on the H health status factors, subject to a per-

person budget for risk adjustment and subject to how the

market will set premiums to be zero profit conditional on risk

adjustment, described in eqn [12].

In general, maximizing an objective of the Regulator in-

volving premiums subject to eqn [12] can be addressed as a

problem in mechanism design, setting the payment par-

ameters (risk adjustment weights) to maximize the objective

subject to the constraints. The budget constraint on risk ad-

justment is one linear constraint. The set of linear equations in

eqn [12] are also constraints. It is important to note in this

regard that the constraints in eqn [12] are equivalent to the

so-called normal equations in least squares with respect to

premium variables. Thus, a least squares regression in which

premium categories are added as variables and the Regulator’s

budget is added as a constraint will find the risk adjustment

weights that lead to the best fit (by properties of least squares).

One could also change the objective of the Regulator,

introducing concerns for efficient service provision as dis-

cussed in the earlier application. Premium support policies

raise other issues as well. For enrollees to sort themselves

efficiently across plans, the premiums’ differences they face

should be close to the cost differences they would impose on

the plans. This efficiency objective could also be expressed as a

set of constraints on premiums.

Final Comment

The most basic implication of economic analysis of risk ad-

justment is this: When considering design of any mechanism to

deal with problems of adverse selection, the nature of the

underlying inefficiency and an anticipation of how plans and

providers react to the policy should provide the foundation

for the analysis. This observation implies that ‘conventional’

approaches to risk adjustment are not in general optimal, and

encourages researchers and policy makers to consider alter-

natives. To design an efficient risk adjustment payment scheme,

one needs to know how plans/providers/patients will react to it.

Economic theory can help shed light on this question, but ul-

timately, plan behavior is a matter of empirical research.

See also: Risk Equalization and Risk Adjustment, the European
Perspective. Risk Selection and Risk Adjustment
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Glossary
Adverse selection A situation in which high-risk

individuals tend to ’drive out’ low-risk individuals from

insurance when premium averaging leads the former to

detect a bargain and the latter no bargain at all.

Asymmetry of information A situation in which one

party in a transaction has more or superior information

compared to another, for example, physicians have a greater

knowledge than patients of the likely effectiveness of drugs

while the patients have greater knowledge of the likely

impact of drugs on their family circumstances, or people

seeking insurance have more reliable expectations of their

risk exposure than insurance companies.

Classification risk The possibility of being initially

misclassified and later reclassified as high-risk with limited

access to or high premiums for insurance as information is

revealed overtime.

Community rating Setting health care insurance premia

according to the utilization by a broad population (for

example, one defined by employer type or geography).

Coverage mandates Regulations requiring insurance

policies that cover certain health conditions.

Cream skimming A form of selection in private health

insurance markets by which the insurer obtains a higher

proportion of good risks (people with a low probability of

needing care or who are likely to need only low-cost care or

both) in their portfolio of clients than is assumed in the

calculation of the insurance premiums also called ‘cherry-

picking’ and ‘creaming’.

Death spiral The complete unraveling of an insurance

pool by a feedback loop between rising premiums and exit

by the healthiest remaining individuals in the pool that

forms an extreme adverse selection.

Distributional equity in insurance The notion that a fair

insurance system should equalize premiums and insurance

access across higher and lower-risk individuals.

Ex-ante efficiency The best outcome from the point of

view of an individual behind a notional veil of ignorance,

before one knows what risk type or risk class they will

belong to.

Financial equity The notion that two individuals facing

the same risks and the same coverage should pay the same

premium.

Group equity The notion that no identifiable group

should be required to cross-subsidize any other identifiable

group.

Horizontal equity The notion that two individuals

facing the same risks should have access to the same

coverage at the same premium. Treating equally those

who are equal in some morally relevant sense that

commonly meet horizontal equity principles ‘equal

treatment for equal need’ and ‘equal treatment for equal

deservingness’.

Incentive contracting The contracts designed to mitigate

problems arising from informational asymmetries.

Interim efficiency/interim Pareto efficiency The

outcomes that cannot be improved on for any risk type

within a risk class without harming another individual.

Moral hazard There are two main types. Ex ante moral

hazard refers to the effect that being insured has on

behavior, generally increasing the probability of the event

insured against occurring. Ex post moral hazard arises

because being insured reduces price of care to the patient

and hence leads to an increase in demand from insured

persons.

Perfect risk classification A risk classification based on

observable characteristics that generates insurance

premiums that fully reflect the expected cost associated with

each class of risk characteristics.

Risk adjustment A technique for adjusting a payment to

an individual’s risk characteristics usually achieved through

government-run transfers across insurers that depend on

their insurance pool’s risk-related characteristics.

Risk classification in health insurance The use of

observable characteristics by insurers to group individual

risks with expected medical costs while underwriting

insurance policies.

Screening insurance The contracts that are designed to

induce individuals with different private information to

self-sort into distinct contracts.

Underwriting The process of measuring risk exposure

of a potential client and determining the insurance

premium to be charged.

Introduction

Risk classification refers to the use of observable character-

istics, such as gender, race, age, and behavior, to price or

structure insurance policies. Risk classification potentially

has undesirable consequences, including adverse effects on

distributional equity. In dynamic settings, risk classification

can also increase classification risk, which refers to the risk that

an individual faces of being reclassified into a higher-cost class

at a later date.

A perfect risk classification system should, using actuarial

rules and principles, generate an insurance premium that
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reflects the expected cost associated with a given risk. Two

clients with the same risk level should pay the same, actuari-

ally fair premium. This is known as the financial equity cri-

teria. In health insurance, premiums are most commonly

determined by age, sex, and smoking behavior. Current med-

ical conditions (high cholesterol, diabetes, etc.) and medical

histories of older clients are often added as criteria because

they can affect the medical expenses covered by the insurance

plan. Information on lifestyle, diet, and exercise can also be

considered.

Market forces push competitive insurers toward employing

risk classification whenever it is legal (and permissible ac-

cording to social norms) to do so. For example, age is an easily

observable characteristic that is often correlated with expected

health care expenditures. If insurers do not price their insur-

ance products on the basis of age, they will find that, on

average, selling policies to the lower-risk young is more

profitable than selling policies to the higher-risk old. Indi-

vidual firms will therefore have an incentive to cream skim –

to offer a lower-priced insurance product only to the young

and thereby to attract only the most profitable risks.

Selection and pricing activity based on individual charac-

teristics is subject to concerns about social fairness (or equity)

and potential discrimination. This is particularly true in the

medical and disability insurance markets. Policy makers who

dislike the consequences of risk classification may therefore

find it desirable to use regulatory restrictions to limit its use.

Indeed, risk classification is restricted or banned outright in

various markets, for example, via community rating laws that

require insurers to offer all individuals in a given community

the same policies at the same premiums, as the compulsory

public health system in Canada and several US states.

The policy decision to restrict the use of risk classification

often involves a trade-off between financial and social equity.

This trade-off is policy relevant because departures from

financial equity can lead directly to inefficient insurance pro-

vision. For example, risk pooling arising from legal restrictions

on risk classification variables may lead to a situation in which

lower-risk individuals are faced with higher premiums than

those corresponding to their true risk, whereas higher-risk

individuals pay lower premiums. Low-risk individuals may

leave the pool, driving premiums higher and causing even

more individuals to leave the pool. This inefficient market

unraveling is known as an adverse selection death spiral.

Understanding the cost and benefits of risk classification

more generally is challenging for at least two reasons. First,

there are a number of interrelated and overlapping effects of

risk classification that are difficult to disentangle. Second, the

relative importance of these various effects depends strongly

on the institutional details of the insurance market. In some

markets, permitting risk classification facilitates efficient

insurance provision without compromising concerns about

equity. In some others, banning risk classification has bene-

ficial equity effects without imposing any efficiency costs. In

others, the decision to ban risk classification involves a non-

trivial trade-off between equity and efficiency goals.

This article provides a simple framework for identifying the

types of markets in which these three cases arise. One of the

key determinants is the presence or absence of residual

asymmetric information in the market. This article reviews

empirical tests for asymmetric information in health insurance

markets.

Potential Welfare Effects of Risk Classification

Public policy typically involves trade-offs between equity and

efficiency. Public policy regarding risk classification in insur-

ance markets is no exception. It is further complicated by

the presence of several conceptually distinct but overlapping

notions of equity and efficiency.

Equity

There are at least four potential notions of equity in the risk-

classification context: horizontal equity, financial equity,

group equity, and distributional equity.

Horizontal equity refers to the idea that any two indi-

viduals facing identical insurable risks should be treated

identically: they should, for example, have access to the same

policies and at the same prices. Group equity, however, refers

to the idea that each identifiably distinct group (e.g., males,

25-year-olds) should not, as a group, be required to cross-

subsidize other groups. A desire for this type of equity is

sometimes referred to as subsidy aversion. Financial equity is a

special case of group equity in which there is no heterogeneity

within the group.

The goals of horizontal and group equity are frequently in

tension with each other. By way of illustration, consider a

population consisting of otherwise homogenous 30-year-old

men and women seeking individual health insurance policies.

Suppose that there is only one type of policy available; the

only question is, what price individuals will be charged for it?

Suppose further that the expected cost to an insurer of pro-

viding coverage to a woman is higher, on average, than the

cost of providing coverage to a man.

If insurers risk-classify using gender, then women in the

population will face higher insurance prices. Group equity will

be satisfied at the level of gender, as each gender will be charged

an appropriate premium. Insofar as not all women in the group

are identical, however, financial equity will not be satisfied.

Moreover, some women, perhaps those in good health with no

interest in bearing children, are likely to have lower than average

expected costs and, similarly, some men are likely to have higher

than average expected costs. So it is likely that there are some

men and some women in the population with exactly the same

expected costs to insurers. Because insurers are risk-classifying by

gender, these two identical risks will be charged different pre-

miums for identical coverage. This violates horizontal equity.

On the other hand if insurers do not risk-classify by gender, then

horizontal equity will be trivially satisfied. Group equity will be

violated, however, because the lower-on-average-risk men will

be charged the same as women, men as a group will effectively

be cross-subsidizing women as a group.

Group and financial equity are founded on an actuarial

notion of fairness: What is fair to an individual or group

is that they be charged prices in relation to their true cost to

an insurer. Like horizontal equity, distributional equity is a

nonactuarial notion. It refers to the idea that, at least in some
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circumstances, two individuals should be charged the same price

in spite of the fact that they, or groups they are members of, face

different risks. Bans on risk classification on the basis of genetic

conditions such as Huntington’s disease, or on the basis of

preexisting conditions more generally, are primarily motivated

by a concern for distributional equity.

Distributional equity also encompasses attempts to use

policy for the explicit purpose of redistributing from a his-

torically advantaged class (e.g., males) to a historically dis-

advantaged class (e.g., females). This is distinct from

concerns for actuarial group equity – i.e., that one group

should not subsidize another in an actuarial sense. Because

riskiness rather than group membership is the more funda-

mental characteristic vis-a-vis insurance provision, it is not

obvious why providing distinct groups of heterogeneous

risks actuarially equally would be a desirable policy goal.

This article therefore focuses primarily on horizontal, finan-

cial, and distributional equity.

Efficiency

There are at least two distinct notions of efficiency that are

relevant in the risk-classification context: interim efficiency

and ex-ante efficiency. There are two distinct types of interim

efficiency: the efficiency of outcomes and the efficiency of

institutions.

Insurance outcomes in market A are said to be more in-

terim efficient (or interim Pareto efficient) than insurance

outcomes in market B when every individual is at least as

happy with the insurance policy they would get in market A as

with the insurance policy they would get in market B, and

someone is strictly happier. Equivalently, market B’s outcomes

are interim inefficient if nobody would object to replacing the

market with market A’s outcomes, and at least somebody

would strictly prefer the switch.

The notion of interim efficiency of institutions is applied

when there is a range of possible insurance outcomes con-

sistent with different policy institutions. The range of pos-

sible outcomes consistent with a policy regime in which risk

classification is legal, for example, may depend on the extent

to which the government also imposes taxes on the contracts

sold to different risk classes. Similarly, there may be a range

of insurance outcomes consistent with a regime in which risk

classification is banned. Saying that the institution of legal

risk classification is interim efficient means that for every

potential banned classification outcome, there is some legal

classification outcome that makes every individual at least as

happy (and some strictly happier).

Interim efficiency involves evaluating insurance markets

from the point of view of individuals who know their type

(which could include intrinsic riskiness or tastes) and risk

class. Because there are typically many types and classes

within a given population, there will typically be many dif-

ferent possible insurance outcomes which cannot be com-

pared on interim efficiency grounds, as some individuals

would be better-off with one of these outcomes, and other

individuals would be better-off with another.

In contrast, ex-ante efficiency evaluates efficiency from the

point of view of a representative individual behind a veil of

ignorance about their risk type or class. Insurance outcomes in

market A are thus said to be more ex-ante efficient than in-

surance outcomes in market B if a hypothetical individual

who did not yet know what risk type or class they will belong

to would prefer the market A outcomes.

The notions of distributional equity and ex-ante efficiency

are closely related. One might reasonably use the notion of

distributional equity to argue that individuals with the gene

for Huntington’s disease should be able to purchase insur-

ance covering the costs associated with its treatment for the

same premium as someone without the gene. One basic

argument is that it would be unfair to charge an individual

for something entirely out of their control. Alternatively, one

could make the same arguments on the grounds of ex-ante

efficiency: A risk-averse representative individual behind the

veil of ignorance, who did not yet know whether or not they

would be born with the gene, would strictly prefer to be born

into a world in which premiums do not depend on the

presence of the gene.

Distributional equity can potentially be invoked for other

unrelated reasons, but this article focuses on the particular

distributional equity concerns arising from the point of view

of a representative, risk-averse individual behind a veil of ig-

norance about their type and class. In other words, it regards

as beneficial policies which redistribute toward risk types that

are relatively disadvantaged from an ex-ante point of view.

Another way of framing the desire for, for example, gene-

independent pricing is in terms of a desire for insurance

against classification risk. Because individuals are either

born with the Huntington’s disease or not, individuals cannot

directly insure themselves against the risk of having the gene

and being in a bad risk class. Preventing insurers from genetic

discrimination is potentially desirable insofar as it effectively

provides otherwise unavailable insurance against this classifi-

cation risk.

A similar argument potentially applies more generally to

bans on risk classification on the basis of preexisting con-

ditions like cancer or diabetes. The primary conceptual dis-

tinction is that one could, in principle, have insured oneself

against such classification risk by purchasing a long-term,

or guaranteed renewable contract before the condition de-

veloped. Insofar as the market for long-term contracts or

other forms of insurance against classification risk functions

poorly, however, restricting risk classification has potentially

beneficial distributional equity effects insofar as it reduces

classification risk.

It is important to note that interim inefficiency of out-

comes implies ex-ante inefficiency as well. If outcomes in

market A are better than market B outcomes at the interim

stage for each type, then the representative agent behind the

veil of ignorance will necessarily prefer market A. Interim in-

efficiency in the institutional sense implies ex-ante inefficiency

in a somewhat more subtle sense. As a stand-alone policy, for

example, a ban on risk classification might reduce interim

efficiency (in the institutional sense) yet raise ex-ante effi-

ciency through beneficial distributional equity effects. Never-

theless, interim inefficiency in the institutional sense implies

the existence of some alternative intervention, such as gov-

ernment-coordinated risk adjustments, that is even better than

a ban from an ex-ante perspective.
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The Equity and Efficiency Trade-offs of Risk
Classification

Risk classification will typically have implications for both

efficiency and equity. The particular trade-offs between effi-

ciency and equity implied by the decision to allow or ban risk

classification in insurance markets are context-dependent.

Figure 1 provides a simple framework for sorting these

contexts.

Figure 1 depicts the timing of an abstract insurance mar-

ket. At stage 0, a notional representative individual contem-

plates the future from behind a veil of ignorance. At stage 1,

individuals are born and learn both their true risk type and

their class. The diagram depicts a case with two risk types, high

and low risks, and two classes, labeled A and B, which might

represent male and female, white and nonwhite, or Hunting-

ton’s positive and negative, for example.

At stage 2, individuals enter an insurance market and po-

tentially purchase insurance. At stage 3, the health outcomes

are realized, and individuals with insurance receive their

coverage and choose treatment levels. These outcomes result

in a random utility, or well-being, level denoted by ~Uij that

will potentially depend on risk type j and class i.

This framework can be used to explore the consequences

of risk classification in a variety of situations. For example, if

classes A and B are 30-year-old females and males, respect-

ively, then it encompasses the example above illustrating the

trade-off between individual and group equity when there is

a lower but nonzero fraction of high-risk types within class A

and a lower but nonzero fraction of low-risk types within

class B. To capture a situation like classification based on the

presence of the Huntington’s gene in which class is perfectly

predictive of risk type, one would simply take the fractions of

the high-risk types within classes A and B to be one and zero,

respectively.

The framework is best suited for analyzing insurance

decisions that take place at one moment in time. It is less well

suited to addressing fundamentally dynamic issues, such as

the implications of risk classification based on preexisting

conditions like diabetes or heart disease. It can be adapted to

this application if insurance is sold on an annual basis with no

long-term contracting, however. Similarly, it can be fruitfully

applied to analyze the implications of age-based risk classifi-

cation in some contexts.

When this simple framework is applicable, the qualita-

tive implications of risk classification hinge on three basic

questions.

Question 1: Is Risk Classification Perfect or Imperfect?

In some cases, as with the BRCA1/2 breast cancer gene, class is

only imperfectly correlated with risk: There may be women

without the gene who still face a high risk of breast cancer. In

other cases, such as the gene for Huntington’s disease, class is

closer to perfectly predictive of risk type, and all members of

either class will have the same risk type. It may then be said

that risk classification is perfect.

Veil of 
ignorance Class A

Class B

High
risk

Low
risk

Low
risk

High
risk

Insurance 
market 

Time

Stage 0 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

UAH˜

UAL˜

UBH˜

UBL˜

Figure 1 A conceptual framework.
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Whether or not risk classification is perfect is important for

two reasons. First, when risk classification is perfect, classes are

pools of individuals who are perfectly homogenous from the

point of view of health risk. The tension between horizontal

and group equity therefore disappears. Second, when risk

classification is imperfect, insurers who employ risk classifi-

cation still face heterogeneity of risks within each class. Em-

ploying risk classification therefore reduces, but does not

eliminate informational asymmetries. This is important be-

cause, in the face of informational asymmetries, insurers may

find it useful to employ indirect mechanisms to induce self-

sorting of different risks. This is known as screening. Screening

can have important implications for efficiency and equity.

Question 2: Are Policies Uniform or Not?

Screening refers to the deliberate attempt to induce self-sorting

of individuals through contract design. In the canonical ex-

ample of screening, insurers offer two types of policies: An

expensive comprehensive policy and a less expensive and less

comprehensive policy, such as a catastrophic coverage policy

with a very high deductible. Individuals who know themselves

to be in good health are more likely to find the latter an

appealing option, so individuals will be induced to self-sort by

riskiness into distinct policies.

Screening relies on insurers’ ability to tailor menus of sig-

nificantly different policy options: it is predicated on non-

uniform policies. If regulatory restrictions circumscribe

insurers’ ability to design such menus, for example, through

coverage mandates that require all insurance policies to cover

a certain same set of conditions, then screening will be cur-

tailed or eliminated.

To see why the uniformity or nonuniformity of policies

can have important implications for the equity and efficiency

effects of banning risk classification, consider the effects of

banning gender-based risk classification. If insurers find it

much more costly to provide health care to women than to

men then, absent any coverage mandates, it could potentially

circumvent the ban by offering two policies: An expensive and

comprehensive policy, and a less expensive one providing

comprehensive coverage for everything except childbirth,

breast cancer, gynecological examinations, and other gender-

specific health care needs. Women faced with such a menu

would find it worthwhile to pay the higher premium for

coverage of their needs, and men would not. In this case, the

insurer would effectively circumvent the risk classification ban,

which would consequently have neither efficiency nor equity

effects. In contrast, a ban imposed under coverage mandate-

induced policy uniformity would likely have welfare effects.

Question 3: Are Insurance Purchases Mandated or Not?

In markets without purchase mandates, individuals who per-

ceive themselves to have the greatest need for insurance, and

hence the highest expected costs to insurers, will be differen-

tially more likely to purchase coverage, whereas lower-risk

individuals are differentially likely to opt out of buying cov-

erage at all. In this case, the pool of insured individuals is said

to be adversely selected relative to the population. An ad-

versely selected risk pool requires higher premiums for firms

to break even. In the most severe cases, adverse selection can

completely destroy a market via an adverse selection death

spiral.

Because purchase mandates and risk classification are two

different ways to mitigate adverse selection, the presence or

absence of a purchase mandate is crucial for analyzing the

equity and efficiency implications of risk classification.

A Quick-and-Dirty Guide to the Equity–Efficiency
Trade-offs

The eight distinct answers to the set of three questions above

describe eight conceptually distinct institutional contexts. In

practice, however, purchase mandates are typically coupled with

minimum coverage mandates that limit the degree of policy

differentiation: otherwise, individuals could fulfill the mandate

by purchasing a low-priced contract providing essentially zero

coverage. Therefore the two regimes with mandated purchases

and differentiated products are not considered.

Table 1 provides a quick reference guide to the efficiency

and equity effects of risk classification in the six remaining

institutional contexts. It focuses on interim efficiency and

horizontal, financial, and distributional equity, with beneficial

distributional equity effects interpreted as those which would

be desirable from the point of view of the veiled representative

individual at stage 0 in Figure 1.

Consider first environments with a purchase mandate and

a uniform contract. Bans on risk classification are the least

likely to be controversial in these environments, because they

Table 1 Effect of a ban on risk classification

Institutional context Interim efficiency Distributional equity Horizontal equity Financial equity

Effects of a ban on perfect risk classification
Mandated purchase and uniform contract Neutral Beneficial Neutral Detrimental
Optional purchase and uniform contract Detrimental Beneficial/neutral Neutral Detrimental
Optional purchase and differentiated contract Detrimental Beneficial/neutral Neutral Detrimental

Effects of a ban on imperfect risk classification
Mandated purchase and uniform contract Neutral Beneficial Beneficial Detrimental
Optional purchase and uniform contract Detrimental (institutionally) Beneficial/neutral Beneficial Detrimental
Optional purchase and differentiated contract Detrimental (institutionally) Beneficial/neutral Beneficial Detrimental/neutral
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improve distributional equity in a horizontally equitable way

without harming interim efficiency. This is because only pre-

miums, not insurance coverage, are affected by risk classifi-

cation, and banning risk classification beneficially (from an

ex-ante perspective) redistributes from individuals who were

born into the fortunate group with fewer low risks to those

who were unlucky enough to be born into the higher-risk

group.

When risk classification is imperfect, but purchases of a

uniform contract are still mandatory, such a ban also has a

beneficial impact on horizontal equity, because it prevents

individuals with the same true risk from being charged dif-

ferent premiums by virtue of the group to which they happen

to belong. The primary objections to banning risk classifi-

cation in mandatory-purchase uniform-contract contexts

are likely to stem from financial equity effects; some might

feel strongly that individuals should not be forced to cross-

subsidize others. This objection is likely to be particularly

germane for risk classification based on preexisting and

preventable conditions, but it may be present more broadly.

In an optional-purchase institutional context, banning risk

classification may additionally induce efficiency reducing

adverse selection effects. Suppose, for example, that group A

consists of people with an expensive-to-treat preexisting con-

dition and group B consists of healthy individuals. With legal

risk classification, the market will segment and group B indi-

viduals will pay lower premiums. One possibility, if risk

classification is banned, is that all individuals will continue to

purchase insurance at some intermediate premium. In this

case, the welfare effects are exactly as with a mandate. The

other possibility is that the market will suffer from a death

spiral: Group B individuals will find insurance too expensive

at the new premium and will leave the market. Premiums for

the group A individuals will then rise to the same as they were

before the ban was imposed. In this case, the risk classification

ban will be purely efficiency reducing. It will have no bene-

ficial equity effects at all.

Similar adverse selection-driven negative efficiency effects

arise with a richer and more realistic set of individual risk types.

If the adverse selection is mild, so that only a few of

the lowest-risk types are driven from the market by a ban in risk

classification, then policy makers will face a genuine trade-off

between beneficial distributional equity effects of uniform pri-

cing and the efficiency costs of adverse selection. With sufficiently

severe adverse selection, the uniform pricing will have at most

mild distributional equity benefits, and ex-ante efficiency will be

reduced. If a policy maker wanted to ban risk classification and

believed that the adverse selection problem was likely to be se-

vere, introducing a purchase mandate would therefore be es-

sential. This was the primary motivation for policy makers to

include a coverage mandate in the Patient Protection and Af-

fordable Care Act passed by the US Congress and signed into law

by President Barack Obama in 2010.

A similar trade-off between interim efficiency and distri-

butional equity applies if risk classification is imperfect, but

the interim efficiency effects of a ban are detrimental in the

institutional sense rather than in the outcome-based sense. In

particular, one can show that the outcome with banned risk

classification can always be Pareto improved on with legal risk

classification and some appropriate risk adjustments, for

example, through government-administered transfers across

insurers serving different risk classes.

The detrimental interim efficiency effects of banning per-

fect risk classification are also similar when contracts are dif-

ferentiated and insurance is not mandated (bottom rows). The

mechanism is somewhat different, however: Low-risk indi-

viduals will be screened – induced to self-select – into a high-

deductible policy providing worse coverage rather than being

adversely selected out of the market entirely. There is some

disagreement among economists about the precise nature of

screening in insurance markets; some widely used models

of insurance markets predict the same outcomes with and

without risk classification bans, and, consequently, no distri-

butional equity effects. Others predict the potential for bene-

ficial distributional equity effects via pooling of different risk

types or cross-subsidies across distinct contracts.

It is clear that even in the simple analytical framework

depicted in Figure 1, evaluating the welfare consequences of

risk classification is nontrivial and highly context-dependent.

Of the three central questions identified above as being useful

for understanding these welfare effects, the latter two are ob-

servable policy questions. The first question is an empirical

one. It can be understood as a question about the presence

or absence of asymmetric information: Risk classification is

imperfect precisely when there is unused information about

risk within a risk class. In these cases, incentive contracting –

designing contracts to mitigate the imperfections of the

risk classification technology – can play an important role.

Screening is the type of incentive contracting that is particu-

larly important when the relevant asymmetric information

within a risk class is of the adverse selection type, as has largely

been assumed up to this point, but other types are potentially

important with other types of informational asymmetries.

In part because of its central importance for the welfare an-

alysis of risk classification, the presence or absence of infor-

mational asymmetries has been the subject of much recent

empirical work.

Risk Classification and Residual Asymmetric
Information in Health Insurance Markets

Perfect risk classification should separate individual risks and

generate different actuarial insurance premiums that reflect

these risks. With actuarial premiums, full insurance should be

the optimal contract, and there should not be any correlation

between insurance coverage and individual risk. But in the

real life of health insurance contracting, there are numerous

reasons for imperfections in risk classification. Particularly

important among these is the possibility of residual asym-

metric information within a given risk class. Recent empirical

work has therefore focused on searching for evidence for

presence and extent of this sort of residual asymmetric

information.

General Tests for Residual Asymmetric Information

Information problems are common in insurance markets.

Usually, the insured are better informed about their own
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characteristics or actions than are their insurers. The two

best-known information problems discussed in the economics

literature are adverse selection, discussed above, and moral

hazard, where insurance leads individuals to take unobserved

actions either before (ex-ante moral hazard) or after (ex-post

moral hazard) the realization of health outcomes that raise

the costs borne by the insurer. Asymmetric learning over time

is a third information problem. Because similar empirical

patterns are predicted by these three problems, empirical work

on information problems is challenging.

Empirical work has three sequential goals. The first is to

determine whether information problems exist, and, if so, how

severe they are. The second is to identify which information

problem or problems are present when the first test rejects the

null hypothesis that there is no information problem. This is

important for an insurer because it must implement the ap-

propriate instruments to improve resource allocation. A fixed

deductible, for example, efficiently reduces ex-ante moral haz-

ard, but not necessarily ex-post moral hazard. A high deductible

can even have an adverse effect and encourage accident cost

building.

The third goal is to find ways to improve the contracts and

reduce the negative impact of asymmetric information on re-

source allocation. These resource allocation objectives must take

into account other issues, such as risk aversion, equity, and ac-

cessibility of services. This last issue is particularly important in

health care markets. A decrease in insurance coverage may re-

duce ex-ante moral hazard because it exposes the insured person

to risk, but it also significantly reduces accessibility to health

services for sick people who are not responsible for their con-

dition. Although the third goal is ultimately the most important,

this article focuses on the first two goals, which have been

convincingly tackled in the literature only recently.

Well-constructed theoretical models with carefully estab-

lished theoretical predictions are essential for achieving these

goals. Many theoretical contributions were published in

the 1970s which appealed to asymmetric information to

account for stylized facts observed in insurance markets. Not

all of these accounts were readily adapted to formal tests

of information asymmetries, however. For example, partial in-

surance, such as deductible and co-insurance contracts, can be

justified by either moral hazard or adverse selection, but pro-

portional administrative costs can also justify it. So the mere fact

that these are common features of real-world insurance policies

does not imply the presence of asymmetric information.

The following simple question has motivated most recent

empirical work toward the first goal: Do insurers that apply

risk classification techniques based on observable character-

istics in their underwriting policies also find it useful to

employ contract design to further separate risk types within

the risk class? In static or one-period contracts, the answer is

no unless there is residual asymmetric information within the

risk classes. (The reality is, of course, much more complicated

because contract duration between the parties can cover many

periods, and over time the true risks may become known to

both parties.) Finding a residual correlation between chosen

insurance coverage and risk within risk classes is therefore

a tell-tale sign of asymmetric information. Tests for such

a correlation have been the centerpiece of the empirical lit-

erature on information problems in insurance markets.

Econometricians analyze two types of information when

studying insurers’ data. The first type contains variables that are

observable by both parties to the insurance contract. Risk clas-

sification variables are one example. Econometricians/insurers

combine these variables to create risk classes when estimating

accident distributions. They can be used to make estimates

conditional on the risk classes or inside the risk classes. The

second type is related to what is not observed by the insurer (or

the econometrician) during contract negotiations or selections,

but can explain the insured’s choice of contracts or actions. A

typical empirical study looks for the conditional residual pres-

ence of asymmetric information in an insurer’s portfolio by

testing for a correlation between the contract coverage and the

realization of the risk variable during a contract period. Different

parametric and nonparametric tests have been proposed in the

literature.

Finding a positive correlation between insurance coverage

and risk is a necessary condition for the presence of asymmetric

residual information, but it does not shed light on the nature of

the information problem. In insurance markets, the distinction

between moral hazard and adverse selection boils down to a

question of causality. Under moral hazard, the structure of an

insurance contract drives the unobserved actions, and hence the

riskiness, of the insured. For example, a generous health insur-

ance plan can reduce the incentives for prevention and increase

the risk of becoming sick. Under adverse selection, the

predetermined riskiness of an individual drives their contract

choices: Higher-risk individuals will tend to choose policies

providing better coverage. The correlation between insurance

coverage and the level of risk is positive in both cases, but the

directions of causality in the two cases are exactly opposite.

To separate moral hazard from adverse selection, econo-

metricians need a supplementary step. In insurance markets,

dynamic data are often available. Time adds an additional

degree of freedom to test for asymmetric information,

particularly in the presence of experience rating – whereby

future premiums depend on past accident history. Experience

rating works at two levels in insurance. Past accidents

implicitly reflect unobservable characteristics of the insured

(adverse selection) and introduce additional incentives for

prevention (moral hazard). Experience rating can therefore

directly mitigate problems of adverse selection and moral

hazard, which often hinder risk allocation in the insurance

market.

The failure to detect residual asymmetric information, and

more specifically, moral hazard and adverse selection in in-

surance data, is often due to the failure of previous econo-

metric approaches to model the dynamic relationship between

contract choices and claims adequately and simultaneously

when looking at experience rating. Intuitively, because there

are at least two potential information problems in the data, an

additional relationship to the correlation between risk and

insurance coverage is necessary to test for the causality be-

tween risk and insurance coverage.

Testing for Asymmetric Information in the Health Insurance
Market

Many reviews of empirical studies in different insurance

markets have been published, including health insurance and
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long-term care insurance. It is observed that the coverage–risk

correlation is particular to each market. Accordingly, the

presence of a significant coverage–risk correlation has different

meanings in different markets, and even in different risk pools

in a given market, depending on the type of the insured ser-

vice, the participants’ characteristics, institutional factors, and

regulation. This means that when testing for the presence of

residual asymmetric information, one must control for these

factors as well. Up to now the empirical coverage–risk cor-

relation findings have been equivocal. What characteristics

and factors explain the absence of robust coverage–risk cor-

relations in health insurance markets?

Long-term care market and the health care market are

analyzed separately, notably because long-term care insurance

effectively combines both health insurance and longevity

insurance (annuities). It is well documented that private long-

term care insurance is very expensive in the US and therefore

not very popular. Less than 5% of the elderly participate in

this market. Is it due to adverse selection? Those who purchase

this coverage do not seem to represent higher risks than the

average population. This negative result is explained by a

combination of two opposite effects: A pure risk effect and a

risk aversion effect. For a given risk aversion, higher-risk in-

dividuals buy more insurance under asymmetric information,

as do more risk-averse individuals (who are assumed to en-

gage in more prevention to reduce their risk). The net effect on

the correlation between risk and coverage is not significant

because both high-risk and low-risk individuals buy this in-

surance. However, it is not evident that more risk-averse in-

dividuals put forth more effort. Consequently, the absence of

correlation may be explained by factors other than risk

aversion.

Many empirical studies in the literature find a positive cor-

relation between poor health condition and generous coverage,

whereas other studies do not find this correlation. Some do not

reject asymmetric information in the medical insurance market,

but do not find evidence of adverse selection. Their results are

even consistent with multidimensional private information

along with advantageous selection. Indeed, some obtain a

negative correlation between risk and insurance coverage. The

significant sources of advantageous selection are income, edu-

cation, longevity expectations, financial planning horizons, and

most importantly, cognitive ability.

Other studies offer detailed analyses of health insurance

plans. For example, it is shown that when the employer in-

creased the average participation cost of the most generous

plan for the policyholders, regardless of the risk they repre-

sented, the best risks in the pool with lower medical expenses

left this plan for a less generous one with a lower premium.

The new insurance pricing clearly generated adverse selection.

Even if the age of the insured were observable, the insurance

provider did not use this information, and the younger par-

ticipants abandoned the more generous plan. This is a case in

which the absence of a proper risk classification yielded severe

adverse selection. This type of constraint, wherein risk classi-

fication variables are not used, is often observed in the health

care market where the trade-off between efficiency and dis-

tributional equity matters.

One potential reason for not observing a significant cor-

relation between coverage and risk is the absence of insured

private information on the insured’s health status. Young in-

dividuals who may not have experienced any health problems

may think they belong to the low-risk group. The statistical

test should be done within these risk classes, even if the em-

ployer does not use age as a risk classification variable. An-

other reason for the lack of risk–coverage correlation, which

may also apply to health insurance, is policyholders’ failure to

use their private information when selecting insurance pol-

icies. It has been found, for example, that the demand for life

insurance is not sensitive to insurance price and risk.

It has also been documented that insurance consumption

depends on institutions. Moreover, risk classification in the

health care market is heavily regulated in many countries.

Therefore, the empirical predictions based on the implicit

assumption of competitive markets may not be appropriate

for many markets, including health insurance. For further

discussion on particularities other than efficient risk classi-

fication that may generate an absence of correlation between

insurance coverage and risk, see the references in further

reading.

Conclusion

This article has discussed the complex welfare effects of risk

classification in health insurance. The policy decision to

permit or ban risk classification may have consequences

for efficiency, for equity, or for both. The various relevant

notions of efficiency and equity appropriate in health insur-

ance context were reviewed and trade-offs that are likely to

arise in various institutional contexts were qualitatively

characterized. A key question for this characterization is

whether or not there is (or would be) within-class residual

asymmetric information when insurers employ risk classifi-

cation based on observable characteristics. The extensive and

growing empirical works on this question were discussed.

There remains substantial scope for future empirical work

directed toward quantifying the equity–efficiency trade-offs of

risk classification.
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Glossary
Equalization payment The compensation per insured

that an insurer receives from or has to pay to the

equalization fund. For example, the equalization payment

could be equal to the insured’s risk-adjusted predicted

expenses minus the average expenses per person. If the

equalization payment is negative, the insurer has to pay it to

the equalization fund.

Out-of-pocket premium Premium minus equalization

payment.

Premium The price of insurance. In a competitive market

the premiums are risk-rated. An insured’s premium then

equals the risk-adjusted expected expenses of the insured,

plus a loading fee (for administrative costs, the insurer’s

profit, marketing costs, etc.).

Risk adjustment A technique for adjusting a payment to

someone’s risk characteristics.

Risk equalization A technique for compensating insurers

by means of risk-adjusted equalization payments for the

composition of their risk portfolio.

Risk selection Actions (not including risk rating) by

consumers and insurers to exploit unpriced risk

heterogeneity and break pooling arrangements.

Introduction

Since the 1990s an increasing number of European countries

permit periodic consumer choice of insurer in their social

health insurance schemes (e.g., Belgium, the Czech Republic,

Germany, Israel, the Netherlands, Russia, Slovakia, Switzerland,

and Russia). It can be hypothesized that such consumer choice

provides the insurers with effective incentives for efficiency and

innovation. However, an unregulated competitive health in-

surance market also tends toward risk-adjusted premiums and

rejection by insurers of high-risk applicants. Therefore, gov-

ernments in these countries interfered with regulation to make

health insurance accessible and affordable for everyone. Risk-

adjusted equalization payments are a necessary component of

any efficient intervention. Other potential interventions have

unfavorable effects: premium regulation creates incentives for

selection (which may have several unfavorable effects) and ex-

post compensations to the insurers reduce their incentives for

efficiency. However, because risk equalization is technically

complex, policymakers are confronted with a complicated

trade-off between affordability, selection and efficiency.

Risk equalization is discussed from a European perspective.

First its relevance is discussed in the competitive health in-

surance markets and some technical complications (Section

‘Why Risk Equalization, and How?’). Then a historical per-

spective of the European experience with risk equalization

(Section ‘The European Experience with Risk Equalization: A

Historical Perspective’) and future perspectives including its

relevance for provider payments and for countries with a

National Health Service (NHS) such as England is provided.

Finally the conclusions are summarized in the Section

‘Conclusion.’

Why Risk Equalization, and How?

The solidarity principle, which is highly valued in Europe,

implies that high-risk and low-income individuals receive a

subsidy to make health insurance affordable. Therefore a great

challenge for policymakers is: how to combine solidarity with

consumer choice of health insurer? In an unregulated com-

petitive insurance market insurers have to break even, in ex-

pectation, on each contract, because competition minimizes

the predictable profits per contract. Insurers can do so by

(1) adjusting the premium to the consumer’s risk (premium

differentiation), (2) adjusting the product, for example, cov-

erage and benefits designed to attract different risk groups per

product and charge premiums accordingly (product differen-

tiation), or, if the transaction costs of further premium and

product differentiation are too high, (3) by adjusting the ac-

cepted risk to the premium of a given product (risk selection),

for example, by excluding certain preexisting medical con-

ditions from coverage or by not accepting high-risk people.

Given the average expenses per risk group, unregulated com-

petition could result in premiums that can differ a factor of

500 or more once health status and age are taken into account.

Although premium differentiation makes coverage less af-

fordable for the high risks, risk selection (by excluding certain

preexisting medical conditions from coverage or by not ac-

cepting high-risk people) makes coverage less available to the

high risks. In both ways, guaranteed access to affordable

coverage for the high risks is jeopardized.

To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that health insurers

are bound to an open enrollment requirement. This implies

that insurers must accept each applicant for a standard cov-

erage. In practice, open enrollment is required in all countries

with a competitive social health insurance market. As long as

insurers are free in setting premiums, this assumption is

nonrestrictive, because insurers are allowed to risk-adjust the

premium for each applicant and can offer each type of policy

in addition to the policy with the standardized coverage. By

this assumption the problem of unavailability that would

occur in case of rejection or coverage restrictions, is essentially

transformed into a problem of unaffordability (high pre-

miums for high-risk individuals) to be solved by cross sub-

sidies. In this article the author focuses only on the so-called

risk-solidarity, i.e., cross subsidies from low-risk to high-risk

individuals (and not on income solidarity).
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An effective way to achieve risk-solidarity without disturbing

competition among the insurers is to give the high-risk con-

sumers a subsidy out of a solidarity fund that is filled with

mandatory solidarity contributions from the low risks. Ideally

these subsidies are risk-adjusted, i.e., the subsidy is adjusted for

the risk factors that the insurers use. For practical reasons the

subsidy can be given directly to the insurers. In a transparent

competitive market, insurers are forced to reduce each con-

sumer’s premium with the per capita subsidy they receive for

this consumer. By giving risk-adjusted subsidies to the insurers

the different risks that consumers represent for them are

equalized. Therefore this way of organizing risk-adjusted sub-

sidies is referred to as ‘risk equalization.’ In practice, all European

countries that apply risk-adjusted subsidies do this in the form

of risk equalization (see Section ‘The European Experience with

Risk Equalization: A Historical Perspective’).

Sometimes the term risk adjustment is used rather than risk

equalization. However, risk adjustment can also be applied to,

for example, provider payments. The term risk equalization is

used to denote the specific case of ‘risk-adjusted compensations

to (the consumers via) the insurers.’

Complementary Strategies

Although sufficiently risk-adjusted equalization payments can

be an effective strategy to guarantee affordable coverage in a

competitive individual health insurance market, in practice

the risk equalization payments are still insufficiently risk-

adjusted (see below). Therefore, in addition government may

implement one or more of the following strategies:

1. A system of ex-post cost-based compensations to the in-

surers. For example, the insurers are fully or partly com-

pensated by government for an individual’s expenses in

excess of a certain annual threshold. These compensations

will be reflected in premium reductions, in particular for

the high risk-risk enrollees.

2. Premium rate restrictions. An extreme form of premium

rate restrictions is that the premiums must be community

rated, i.e., insurers must charge the same out-of-pocket

premium for the same product to each enrollee, in-

dependent of the enrollee’s risk. All European countries

with a competitive social health insurance market require

the out-of-pocket premiums to be community rated.

However, each of these additional strategies has substantial

drawbacks, resulting in serious trade-offs.

Ex-post cost-based compensations are not optimal because

they reduce the insurers’ incentive for efficiency resulting in an

affordability-efficiency trade-off.

Premium rate restrictions have some major drawbacks as

well. Although the goal is to create implicit cross subsidies

from the low risks to the high risks who are in the same pool,

this pooling creates predictable profits and losses for identi-

fiable subgroups in the pool, and thereby provides insurers

with incentives for risk selection, which may threaten afford-

ability, efficiency, quality of care, and consumer satisfaction

(see Box 1). Therefore, premium rate restrictions confront

policymakers with an affordability-selection trade-off. In

addition it is questionable to what extent premium rate

restrictions are effective in the long term, because product

differentiation may result in indirect premium differentiation.

Insurers may offer special products for various risk groups, for

example, depending on life-stage, lifestyle, or health status.

Such risk segmentation across the product spectrum can be

observed in, for example, Australia, Ireland, and South Africa,

where premiums must be community rated. In this way

‘community rating per product’ results in low premiums for

low risks and high premiums for high risks, which under-

mines the goal of ‘community rating across the market’.

Product differentiation may not only occur in voluntary

health insurance markets, but also in mandatory social health

insurance markets. For example, in the Netherlands a substantial

variation in the health insurance products is allowed. These

products may vary, for example, according to the list of con-

tracted providers, the financial incentives to motivate consumers

to use preferred providers, procedural conditions (e.g., yes or no

preauthorization by the insurer or by the general practitioner)

and the list of covered pharmaceuticals.

The relevance of good risk equalization is that if the

equalization payments are sufficiently risk-adjusted (see

below) there is no need for the other strategies, each of which

confronts policymakers with severe trade-offs. The better the

risk-adjusted equalization payments are adjusted for relevant

risk factors, the less severe are these trade-offs.

Acceptable Costs; S-Type and N-Type Risk Factors

For the calculation of the risk-adjusted equalization payments

it is important to determine the costs and the risk factors on

which the payments should be based. The costs of the services

Box 1 Unfavorable effects of risk selection

1. Insurers have a disincentive to respond to the preferences of high-risk
individuals. For example, insurers with a good reputation for chronic
care would attract many unprofitable patients and would be the victim
of their own success. Therefore, insurers may structure their coverage
to make the plan unattractive to high risks or choose not to contract
with providers who have the best reputation for treating chronic ill-
nesses. This in turn may discourage physicians and hospitals from
acquiring such a reputation.

2. Efficient insurers who do not engage in risk selection may lose market
share to inefficient risk-selecting insurers, resulting in welfare loss to
society.

3. If risk selection generates large predictable profits it will be more
profitable than improving efficiency in health care production. At least
in the short run, if an insurer has limited resources available to invest
in reducing costs, it may prefer to invest in risk selection rather than in
improving efficiency.

4. To the extent that some insurers are more successful than others in
attracting low risks, selection will result in risk segmentation. High
risks will therefore pay higher premiums than low risks, undermining
‘community rating across the market.’

5. Selection may induce instability in the insurance market because low
risks have a permanent incentive to break the pooling of heterogeneous
risks by switching to lower-priced insurers.

6. Selection wastes resources because investments purely aimed at at-
tracting low risks through risk segmentation or selection produce no
net benefits to society.
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and intensity of treatment that are acceptable to be compen-

sated are denoted as the acceptable costs. For example,

acceptable costs may be those generated in delivering a ‘spe-

cified basic benefit package’ containing only medically neces-

sary and cost-effective care. Because the ‘acceptable cost level’

is hard to determine, in practice the equalization payments are

mainly based on observed expenses rather than needs-based

costs. However, observed expenses are determined by many

factors, not all of which need to be used for calculating the

equalization payments. Assume that all risks factors X that

determine observed expenses can be divided into two subsets:

those factors for which solidarity/subsidy is desired, the S-type

factors; and those for which solidarity/subsidy is not desired,

the N-type factors. Then the equalization payments should

only be adjusted for the S-type risk factors and not for the

N-type risk factors.

Decisions about which risk factors should be labeled an

S-type or N-type factor, reflect value judgments that differ

across countries and among individuals. In most societies

health status and gender are likely to be S-type risk factors.

Other risk factors may be open for discussion:

• Characteristics of the individual such as lifestyle, taste, in-

come/wealth, religion, being self-employed, race, and

ethnicity;

• Characteristics of the contracted providers, such as price

level, practice style, utilization review, various health

management strategies, and (in)efficiency;

• Characteristics of the region where the consumer is living,

such as average price and income level, population density,

average distance to hospitals, and whether there is an over-

or undersupply of providers; and

• Characteristics of the contracts and financial incentives

between plans and providers.

All European countries that apply risk equalization use age

as a risk adjuster. This reflects the desired level of inter-

generational solidarity and the desired way of paying health

expenses over the life cycle in these countries. Nevertheless,

age might (partly) be considered an N-type risk factor. Young

people on average have relatively low health expenses and

high expenses on housing, schooling and children, whereas

for the elderly the opposite holds. The Affordable Care Act in

the USA (‘Obamacare’) allows the insurers to differentiate

their premium by a factor 1:3 for age for products sold via the

so-called Exchanges, although the additional age-related vari-

ation in health expenses is compensated via risk equalization.

In other words, age is partly an S-type risk factor and partly an

N-type risk factor.

Region is often a disputable risk factor. It is likely that

region captures differences in health status, which most likely

are to be compensated. However, region also reflects differ-

ences in other risk factors, such as price level, oversupply,

inefficiency, practice style, etc., which might not be compen-

sated. The more health related risk factors are explicitly in-

cluded in the equalization formula, the less will region reflect

regional health differences and the more it will reflect regional

differences in nonhealth factors.

If it is explicitly decided to adjust the equalization pay-

ments only for S-type risk factors and not for N-type risk

factors, a logical consequence is that insurers are allowed to

ask premiums from the consumers that are related to the N-

type risk factors. If not, the insurers have incentives for selec-

tion based on these risk factors.

If the equalization payments are based on observed ex-

penses, as is mostly the case in practice, the calculation of the

risk-adjusted equalization payments could be as follows. As-

sume that E(X) is the best estimate of the expected

expenses in the next contract period for a person with risk

characteristics X. An estimate of the acceptable cost level could

then be E(X) with the values of the N-type risk factors set at an

acceptable level (e.g., the acceptable level of the price or

supply of health care or the acceptable practice style). Because

some components of the vector X have been fixed at some

specific value, the acceptable cost level can be written as a

function that only depends on the nonfixed values. Hence if

X¼ (Xs, Xn) and Xs has the S-type factors and Xn the N-type

factors, then the acceptable cost level would be A(Xs). The

risk-adjusted equalization payment could then be a function

of A(Xs), for example, it could be A(Xs) minus a fixed amount

Y (or a certain percentage of A(Xs), as in the USA Medicare).

Negative equalization payments imply payments from the

insurer to the subsidy fund. If it is assumed that the average

premium (excluding surcharges for administration, selling

costs, profits, etc.) equals the average predicted health ex-

penses, the national average of the consumers’ out-of-pocket

premiums (i.e., premium minus equalization payment) equals

Y. In countries such as Russia and Israel, Y¼0. In these

countries the consumers do not pay any out-of-pocket pre-

miums directly to their insurer. In countries such as Switzer-

land and Ireland, Y equals the average predicted per capita

expenses. The Netherlands has an intermediate position, with

Y equal to 45% of the average predicted per capita expenses.

Criteria for Risk Equalization

The application of risk equalization in practice is hindered

because ideally the following criteria should be fulfilled:

1. Appropriateness of incentives: Insurers should have in-

centives for efficiency and health-improving activities, and

no incentives for selection and for distorting information

to be used for calculating the equalization payments.

2. Fairness: Ideally the risk-adjusted payments should only

compensate for so-called acceptable costs, and depend only

on so-called S-type risk factors. The payments should suf-

ficiently compensate the insurers for their high-risk enrol-

lees (‘distributional fairness’ and good predictive value),

and should be sufficiently stable over time.

3. Feasibility: the required data should be routinely obtain-

able for all potential enrollees without undue expenditures

or time. The data should be resistant to manipulation by

the insurers and government should be able to control the

correctness of the data. There should be no conflict with

privacy and ideally the system should be acceptable to all

parties involved. Information that is routinely collected,

standardized, and comparable across different insurers and

measures that are easily validated have greater feasibility

than measures that require separate data collection, valid-

ation, and processing.
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In practice most potential risk equalization models ap-

pear not to fully fulfill these criteria, resulting in complicated

trade-offs.

Potential Risk Adjusters

Risk equalization research started in the late 1980s. The cal-

culation of risk-adjusted equalization payments requires a

good prediction of each individual’s health expenses based on

the individual’s characteristics, which are called risk adjusters.

Because it is clear that age and gender alone are insufficient

adjusters, the research efforts in the past two decades focused

on developing health adjusters.

The inappropriate incentives related to prior utilization as

a risk adjuster (‘rewarding high prior utilization’) may be re-

duced by combining it with diagnostic information. Widely

known classification systems are the ambulatory care group

system and the diagnostic cost group (DCG) models. Diag-

nosis-based models begin by identifying a subset of all diag-

noses that predict subsequent year resource use. The many

codes are grouped into more aggregated groups based on

clinical, cost, and incentive considerations. Diagnosis-based

risk adjusters tend to do well in predictive accuracy and

feasibility. Although these models outperform a model based

on age and gender only, there still exist subgroups that are

substantially undercompensated.

Health status information can also be derived from the

prior use of prescription drugs. Lamers et al. (1999) de-

veloped the so-called pharmacy cost groups (PCGs). They

classified drugs into different therapeutic classes and further

classified them on the basis of empirically determined simi-

larities in future costs. Although PCGs are good predictors of

future health care costs, a point of attention is that if the

additional subsidy for a PCG-classified enrollee (far) exceeds

the costs of the prescribed drugs that form the basis for PCG-

assignment, the insurer has an incentive to (stimulate the

physician to) overprovide medication in order to ensure an

increase in the future subsidies. To prevent perverse in-

centives, Lamers et al. (1999) used only 10% of all pre-

scriptions to define the PCGs.

Disability and functional health status have been shown to

be relatively good predictors of future expenditures, even after

controlling for demographic factors and prior utilization.

These indicators reflect someone’s ability to perform various

activities of daily living and the degree of infirmity, and seem

to be an almost ideal adjuster.

There are different opinions about the usefulness of mor-

tality as an additional risk adjuster (see e.g., Lubitz, 1987). Van

Vliet and Lamers (1998) argued that mortality should not be

used as a risk adjuster because most of the excess costs asso-

ciated with the high costs of dying are unpredictable. Al-

though cause-of-death information is theoretically attractive,

practical concerns include reliability, validity, availability,

manipulation, auditing, privacy of the data, and perverse

incentives.

The only country with a competitive health insurance

market that applies mortality as a risk adjuster is Belgium. In

countries with a noncompetitive health insurance market it is

not unusual to use mortality as a risk adjuster.

Do We Need Perfect Risk Equalization?

It is important to emphasize that in the case of premium rate

restrictions the predictable profits and losses need not be re-

duced to zero. One should take into account an insurer’s costs

of selection and the (statistical) uncertainty about the net

benefit of selection. A bad reputation resulting from selection

activities such as keeping patients from the highest-quality

care can be a high cost to an insurer. In addition, the infor-

mation that is necessary for risk selection is not for free. So a

‘perfect’ risk equalization formula is not necessary. It should

be refined to such an extent that insurers expect the costs of

selection (including the cost of a bad reputation) to outweigh

its benefits. By making the risk groups in the risk adjustment

algorithm more homogeneous, the costs of selection increase

although on average its profits fall. But it is still an unanswered

question how much ‘imperfection’ is acceptable.

The European Experience with Risk Equalization: A
Historical Perspective

The application of risk equalization in Europe started in the

early 1990s, when several European countries started to rad-

ically reform their social health insurance system. In Belgium,

Czech Republic, Germany, Israel, the Netherlands, Slovakia,

and Switzerland the regulatory regime was changed such that

the consumers have a guaranteed periodic choice among risk-

bearing social health insurers, who are responsible for pro-

viding or purchasing health care for their enrolees. In some

countries the social health insurers are called sickness funds

(e.g., in Belgium, Germany, and Israel). In this article they will

be indicated as ‘(health) insurers.’

Risk Adjusters and Ex-Post Cost-based Compensations

Before 2000 all these countries used predominantly demo-

graphic risk adjusters, in combination with community-rated

out-of-pocket premiums. Some countries used disability and/

or region as an additional risk adjuster(s). A disadvantage of

predominantly demographic risk adjustment is that com-

munity-rated premiums create large predictable profits and

losses for subgroups like the chronically sick, resulting in in-

centives for risk selection.

All European countries experience(d) severe implemen-

tation problems. Especially in the first years there was a serious

lack of relevant data, in particular at the level of the individual

enrollee. All in all the European experience indicates, in ac-

cordance with the experience in the USA that even the simplest

risk equalization mechanisms are complex and that there are

many start up ‘surprise problems.’

Several countries used ex-post cost-based compensations as

a complement to imperfect risk equalization, for example,

Belgium and the Netherlands. In Israel the insurers receive a

fixed payment for each person who is diagnosed with one of

the following ‘severe diseases’: end stage renal failure requiring

dialysis, Gaucher’s disease, talasemia, hemophilia and ac-

quired immune deficiency syndrome. Germany (until 2002)

and Switzerland do not have any form of ex-post cost-based
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compensations. Consequently, the incentives for selection in

Germany and Switzerland are high.

Risk Selection

It is hard to give clear evidence of selection activities in practice.

Even if insurers perform risk-segmenting activities, they may

argue that it is not ‘selection,’ but normal commercial behavior

because they are specialized in certain segments of the market.

In addition, selection activities in the form of ‘not investing in

better care for unprofitable subgroups’ are difficult to detect

because it is not known what would have happened if insurers

had put in place appropriate incentives. Therefore, rather than

hard evidence of selection, the following anecdotal evidences of

selection activities reported in the European countries are cited:

• Selective advertising/using the internet;

• Accessibility problems;

• Health questionnaires;

• Delayed reimbursements;

• Offering health insurance via life insurers who make spe-

cific selections based on health inquiries;

• Selectively terminating business in unprofitable regions, for

example, by closing offices in high-cost areas;

• Opening clinics in healthy regions;

• Employer-related (group) health insurer;

• Via limited provider plans such as health maintenance

organizations and preferred provider organizations;

• Offering high rebates in case of a deductible;

• Information to unprofitable enrollees that they have the

right to change insurer;

• Turning away applicants on the telephone and ignoring

inquiries and phone calls;

• Special bonuses for agents who are successful in getting rid

of the most expensive cases by shunting them off to com-

petitors; and

• Voluntary supplementary insurance.

Acceptable Costs

Belgium is the only country in which the distinction between

S-type and N-type risk factors is a relevant policy issue in

practice. It was decided that medical supply should not be

included in the risk equalization system. Schokkaert and Van

de Voorde (2003) illustrate the nontrivial impact of this pol-

itical decision on the health insurers’ results.

Although the Dutch government formally announced that

the risk-equalization formula should only be based on age/

gender/health, in practice the Dutch risk equalization model

also contains risk factors such as region and being self-

employed. These risk factors partly reflect health status (an

S-type factor) and partly other risk factors (N-type factors). A

correction for the biased weights in the current risk-equal-

ization formula would have substantial financial con-

sequences for the Dutch insurers.

Improvements of Risk Equalization

An effective way to prevent risk selection is to complement the

demographic risk adjusters with health indicators. Then, (1) it

is harder for the insurers to define who the preferred risks are;

(2) on average the predictable profits/losses are less; and

(3) there are less possibilities for insurers to select the pre-

ferred risks, than in the case that risk equalization is only

based on age/gender. Since 2000 the risk equalization systems

in several European countries have been improved by adding

relevant health-based risk adjusters.

In the Netherlands the risk equalization model was ex-

tended with PCGs in 2002, with DCGs in 2004 and with an

indicator of multi prior year high expenses in 2012. In

Germany the incentives for risk selection were reduced by the

implementation of an ex-post risk pooling for high costs in-

sured in 2002, and by implementing a health adjuster in 2003

(yes/no being registered in an accredited disease management

program). In 2009 a health-based adjuster was added that

compensates for 80 severe diseases and costly and chronic

diseases, based on diagnostic information and/or pre-

scriptions. In Belgium risk adjusters based on inpatient diag-

nostic information and information about chronic conditions

based on outpatient prescribed and reimbursed drugs were

added in 2008. In Switzerland prior hospitalization has been

included as a risk adjuster in 2012.

However, all these improvements in risk equalization are

not necessarily a sufficient guarantee that selection will be

reduced. Several arguments explain why selection may not be

a major issue in the early stage of the implementation of a risk

equalization mechanism in a competitive health insurance

market, and why over time selection may increasingly become

a problem. First, in the early stage many players, for example,

consumers, health insurers, managers and providers of care,

may be unfamiliar with the rules of the game. However, over

time they will be better informed and can be expected to react

to incentives for risk selection. Second, in the early stage the

differences among health insurers with respect to benefits

package, premiums, and contracted providers are relatively

small. Over time they may increase. Third, most risk equal-

ization systems have been implemented in the mandatory

social health insurance system. Traditionally these health in-

surers are driven by social motives rather than by financial

incentives. However, over time new insurers and increasing

competition can make the market more incentive driven. As

soon as one insurer starts with profitable selection, the others

are forced to copy this strategy. Finally, one may argue that

selection is not so much of a problem because doctors may be

reluctant to discriminate among risks because of medical

ethics. However, present ethics may change over time if the

entire delivery system becomes more competitive.

How Good are the Risk-Equalization Formulas in Practice?

Currently the most sophisticated risk-equalization formulas

can be found in the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, and the

USA-Medicare. How good are these formulas?

The results of an evaluation of the Dutch equalization

formula 2007 indicates that this formula provides insufficient

compensation for groups defined on health status, prior util-

ization, and prior expenses. These groups can be easily

identified by the insurers. In case of an average premium,

the average predictable losses per adult in these subgroups are
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in the order of hundreds to thousands of Euros per person

per year. For example, given an average community-rated

premium the average predictable loss per adult for 21% of the

population who report their health status as fair/poor, equals

h541. The results also indicate predictable losses for groups of

insured whose disease is included as a risk-adjuster in the

equalization formula, for example, heart problems and cancer.

Clearly not all of these patients fulfill the criteria to be clas-

sified as a patient eligible for a high equalization payment. It

may be expected that other sophisticated risk equalization

algorithms, such as the ones used in Belgium, Germany, and

the USA-Medicare, yield similar results.

Lessons from the European Experience

In totality the European experience indicates, in accordance

with the experience in the USA, that even the simplest risk

equalization mechanisms are complex and that there are

many start up ‘surprise problems.’

In all countries the criterion ‘appropriate incentives’ did

not appear to be a dominant one in choosing among different

risk equalization models. On the contrary, redistributive ef-

fects among the insurers, feasibility (including acceptability)

and fears for complexity were quite dominant criteria. In

addition, one should not preclude, especially in the early days

of risk equalization, an insufficient understanding of the

problem. For example, the decision by the Swiss parliament in

1994 to limit the duration of the risk equalization model to a

period of 13 years only can be easily countered. In autumn

2004 the Swiss parliament prolonged the formula for another

5 years, but voted once more against all propositions to im-

prove the risk equalization formula. This decision reflects the

compromise between the 49% arguing for further improve-

ment and the 51% defending a deregulated liberal social

health insurance.

Another country where risk equalization is a highly polit-

ical issue is Ireland. Over a period of more than a decade there

have been significant obstacles to the introduction of risk

equalization because of political, legal, and implementation

issues.

Another lesson is that even sophisticated risk equalization

formulas currently in practice are not yet sufficiently refined

and do not eliminate all incentives for risk selection that are

caused by the community rating requirement.

Future Perspective of Risk Equalization in Europe

Given that current risk equalization schemes in most countries

are far from perfect, the first priority should be further in-

vestment in improvement. Investment is needed both in better

data and in research and development of better risk adjusters.

In addition policymakers should seriously consider the use of

ex-post cost-based compensation and reconsider the use of

community rating. Policymakers must understand that risk

selection is not inherent to the competitive insurance market,

but is primarily the result of one possible form of regulation

(i.e., community rating), and that alternative forms of regu-

lation result in other outcomes.

Improving Risk Equalization

Current risk-equalization models in Europe can be improved

by adding new health adjusters such as indicators of mental

illness, indicators of disability and functional restrictions,

multiyear DCGs rather than one-year DCGs, multiyear prior

expenses and multiyear prior hospitalization and the enrol-

lee’s choice of a voluntary high deductible. In addition in-

surers might ex-post receive an ex-ante determined fixed

amount for certain high-cost events (e.g., pregnancy) or dis-

eases. New research efforts should in particular focus on in-

dividuals who are in the top 1% or top 4% of health care

expenditure over a series of years because current risk equal-

ization formulas perform worst for these groups.

The more risk equalization is improved, the more chron-

ically ill people are likely to become preferred clients for ef-

ficient insurers, because the potential efficiency gains per

person are higher for the chronically ill than for healthy per-

sons. However, it is still questionable whether in practice a

sufficiently refined risk equalization system is feasible. For

example, approximately 6% of the Dutch population suffers

from one or more of the 5000–8000 rare diseases for which

the current formula does not compensate insurers and for

which it is hard to find suitable risk adjusters. Because of the

small number of people with each of these rare diseases the

coefficients of the risk adjusters may change substantially from

one year to the next, which conflicts with an essential pre-

condition for ideal risk adjusters.

Improving Ex-Post Cost-Based Compensation

Ex-post cost-based compensation can be an effective comple-

ment to imperfect risk equalization, but also involve a selec-

tion-efficiency trade-off because they lower incentives for

insurers to operate efficiently. However, the severity of the

trade-off can be lowered by replacing existing compensation

schemes with other forms of risk-sharing. Countries that cur-

rently have a uniform system in which insurers are retro-

spectively compensated for expenses above a threshold

incurred by any enrollee (e.g., Germany), would be better off

with a differentiated system in which a retrospective com-

pensation is only given for individuals belonging to a small

group of high risks determined in advance, for example, based

on expenditures and hospitalization in the previous years. In

this way it would be possible to increase insurers’ financial risk

without significantly increasing their incentives for risk

selection.

A Better Understanding of the Regulatory Regime

Regulation of a competitive social health insurance market is a

complex issue. Because many policymakers do not have suf-

ficient understanding of the problem and the potential solu-

tions society is often confronted with suboptimal regulatory

regimes. An example is community rating. Most (if not all)

policymakers confuse community rating as a goal and as a

tool. Because their policy goal is that everybody in the com-

munity should pay more or less the same premium, they

use mandatory community rating as a tool to achieve this

goal. However, community rating creates incentives for risk
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selection, which may result in the adverse effects outlined in

Box 1. Therefore, although community rating has some im-

portant advantages (short-term affordability, transparency,

and low transaction costs of organizing cross subsidies), it also

has serious negative effects in the long term, particularly as a

result of insurers’ disincentives to provide good quality care to

the chronically ill. Nevertheless, all European countries with a

competitive social health insurance market require premiums

to be community rated (although this most likely is in vio-

lation with the European regulation).

The major rationale for a competitive social health insur-

ance market is to encourage insurers to be prudent purchasers

of health care on behalf of their enrolees. Policymakers must

understand that a condition sine qua non for achieving this

aim is that insurers are adequately compensated for each

enrolee – that is, they must receive a risk-based revenue related

to each enrolee’s predicted health care expenses, either from

the enrolee in the form of a risk-rated premium or from a risk

equalization scheme. Insurers will then focus on efficiency

rather than on risk selection, and chronically ill people will

become the most preferred clients for efficient insurers, rather

than undesired predictable losses. This will in turn stimulate

insurers to contract with providers who have the best repu-

tation for high-quality well-coordinated care for chronically ill

people.

An alternative for community rating is to allow risk-

adjusted out-of-pocket premiums within a bandwidth, for

example, a factor of two or four, in combination with sub-

sidies for certain groups to improve affordability. Insurers are

then free to charge risk-adjusted premiums provided their

maximum premium does not exceed the minimum premium

per product, for example, by a factor of two or four. With

good risk equalization, the overwhelming majority of the

premiums will be within the bandwidth. Policymakers might

give this strategy a serious thought. Any information surplus

the insurers might have would then be focused on premium

differences rather than on selection. If the insurers are re-

quired to identify any risk factors they use for differentiation

of their premiums, government could try to include the S-type

risk factors in the equalization formula in subsequent years.

(By definition government does not want to subsidize the

N-type risk factors.) In this way the reduction of solidarity that

results from the insurers’ freedom to differentiate their pre-

miums, may well be a short-term sacrifice to a long-term

solution.

A Wider Application of Risk Equalization in Europe

So far most of the risk equalization literature in Europe fo-

cused on the social health insurance markets where consumers

have a periodic choice of insurer. However, risk-adjusted

payments can also be applied to noncompeting purchasers of

care, for example, as risk-adjusted budgets for regions within a

NHS such as in England, Italy, or Spain.

The recently proposed reforms in England to abolish the

primary care trusts, to allocate approximately 75% of the

NHS-budget to new general practitioner (GP)-consortia and to

give the consumers a free choice of GP make the formula on

which resources are allocated in the English NHS even more

complicated. The formula must then be calculated at the in-

dividual consumer level, rather than at the small-area level. If

one individual moves from one GP-consortium to another,

this person’s budget must follow the consumer. Therefore, the

proposed health reforms provide England with a new chal-

lenge: how to prevent risk selection by the new GP-consortia?

A first version of a person-based resource allocation formula

for the NHS has already been developed.

England has a long tradition of research on resource allo-

cation formulas. Therefore, the rich input of this English

knowledge about resource allocation formulas, substantially

enhances the risk equalization knowledge in Europe. A first

issue is the concept of ‘health.’ In the risk equalization litera-

ture traditionally some crude proxies for health are used,

such as DCGs, PCGs and other information derived from

prior utilization, without much discussion about the validity

of these indicators. In England, decades ago the discussion

had already started about the concepts morbidity, need and

demand, and about the difference between health status and

need, or the various concepts of need, such as normative, felt,

expressed, and comparative. Second, England has a long tra-

dition of applying the supply of health care facilities as a

so-called N-type risk factor in the allocation formula. This

English experience may give interesting insights to countries as

the Netherlands, Switzerland, and Germany, where supply of

health care facilities is (still) considered an S-type risk factor.

Third, researchers in England considered supply to be a

function of health care needs and utilization, and applied

econometric techniques to deal with this endogeneity prob-

lem. These insights will enrich the traditional risk equalization

literature, where this endogeneity has been overlooked.

Provider Payment

Risk adjustment algorithms can also be used in the

purchaser–provider relation. The rationale is that purchasers

may give a risk-adjusted capitation payment to (a group of)

providers of care to deliver a defined set of services to their

enrollees and may try to share some of their financial risk with

the providers of care. A simple form of capitation is the pay-

ment to GPs for the services they deliver themselves. If con-

sumers have a choice among capitated providers, which

mostly is the case, risk selection is an issue. It becomes more

complicated if the providers’ capitation payment also includes

an ex-ante determined budget for several forms of follow-up

care, as in the case of GP-fundholders. These follow-up costs

may range from care prescribed by the GP, for example, pre-

scription drugs, laboratory, and physiotherapy, to all follow-

up costs (the so-called total-fundholder). In the latter case, in

fact the GP functions as an insurer.

The functioning and effects of risk-adjusted capitations

may strongly depend on the number of persons per capitated

entity: for example, 2000 (a GP) or 2 000 000 (an insurer). In

case of a small number of persons the conditions of the law of

the large numbers are not sufficiently fulfilled, and the capi-

tated provider may be confronted with a substantial financial

risk because of large deviations from the statistically expected

result. Forms of financial risk-sharing between the purchaser

and the capitated provider of care can then be applied.
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Risk-adjusted capitation payments and forms of financial

risk-sharing (‘bonuses’) are essential elements of so-called

pay-for-performance programmes. In these programmes it is

crucial that the physicians’ payments are sufficiently adjusted

for the case-mix composition of their practices.

It is a great challenge to apply risk adjustment on the level

of the physician and to analyze the consequences of the cru-

cial differences and similarities between capitation payments

for insurers and for primary care physicians.

Conclusion

Some conceptual issues for understanding the complexity of

risk equalization have been discussed and an overview of risk-

adjusted equalization payments in Europe has been provided.

Most of the experience in Europe is with risk-adjusted pay-

ments to insurers in competitive health insurance markets.

However, the relevance of risk adjustment for provider pay-

ment is increasing.

In practice, the risk equalization algorithms in all countries

are imperfect and substantially undercompensate the high-risk

enrollees. In addition, all European countries also imple-

mented premium rate restrictions in the form of community

rating. Consequently, the health insurers are confronted with

incentives for risk selection, which may threaten affordability,

efficiency, quality of care, and consumer satisfaction. There is

evidence that risk selection is a serious issue in European

countries. Some countries reduced the insurers’ incentives for

selection by giving them ex-post cost-based compensations.

But these compensations also reduce their incentives for effi-

ciency, resulting in a selection-efficiency trade-off. An alter-

native option that European countries may consider is to

allow insurers to differentiate their premiums within a band-

width, in combination with subsidies for certain groups to

improve affordability.

The conclusion is that good risk equalization is an essential

precondition for reaping the benefits of a competitive health

insurance market. If insurers are confronted with substantial

financial incentives to be irresponsive to the preferences of the

chronically ill, the disadvantages of consumer choice of health

insurer may outweigh its advantages. However, (also) the

European experience indicates that in practice the imple-

mentation of even the simplest risk equalization scheme is

very complex. This holds even more for the implementation of

health-based risk equalization.

See also: Access and Health Insurance. Health Insurance in
Developed Countries, History of. Health Insurance in Historical
Perspective, I: Foundations of Historical Analysis. Health Insurance in
the United States, History of. Health Insurance Systems in Developed
Countries, Comparisons of. Managed Care. Markets in Health Care.
Pay-for-Performance Incentives in Low- and Middle-Income Country
Health Programs. Primary Care, Gatekeeping, and Incentives. Private
Insurance System Concerns. Risk Adjustment as Mechanism Design.
Risk Classification and Health Insurance. Risk Selection and Risk
Adjustment
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Glossary
Base period The period from which information is used

to predict costs or other outcomes.

Community rating When insurance premiums are not

allowed to vary across individuals.

Concurrent risk adjustment The use of variables

measured in the prediction period to predict outcomes in

the same period.

Conventional risk adjustment Risk adjustment

models that focus solely on unbiasedness and statistical

properties such as maximizing the models explanatory

power (R2).

Optimal risk adjustment Models of risk adjustment that

incorporate behavioral objectives in setting plan premiums

or other outcome targets, potentially allowing biased

predictions.

Prediction period The period for which the regulator

would like to predict an outcome.

Prospective risk adjustment The use of variables

measured in a prior base period to predict outcomes in the

prediction period.

Risk adjustment The use of information to explain

variation in health-care spending or other outcomes such as

resource utilization, mortality or health over a fixed interval

of time, such as a quarter or year.

Risk selection When an individual’s choice of insurance

or a service is correlated with her cost (risk) to the insurer.

Service-level risk selection The act of distorting the level

of services offered in an insurance contract in order to

attract low risks; for example, the exclusion of diabetes

specialists in an insurer’s network to dissuade high-risk

diabetics from enrolling in the plan.

Introduction

The problem of risk-based sorting often referred to as risk

selection, and the use of risk adjustment to offset it are central

concepts in health economics. After briefly defining risk se-

lection and risk adjustment, this article provides an overview

of the theoretical and empirical literatures that analyze these

concepts. The issues covered here touch on numerous entries

in this book, including health insurance, adverse selection,

health plan competition, and death spirals, among others.

What is Risk Selection?

Risk selection occurs in health-care markets whenever con-

sumers differ in expected cost (risk) that cannot be priced and

make choices based on differences in risk, shifting the risk

from the individual to the supplier. This choice can result in

potentially inefficient or unfair sorting by average cost,

quantity of visits, or quality. The most common reason for

unpriced variation in risk is asymmetric information, in which

consumers have private information about their health status,

environment, or tastes for health care that insurers are unable

to use when setting premiums. Incentives for risk selection can

also be created even with full information when pricing is

regulated, such as when regulators restrict the information

that health plans are allowed to use when setting premiums or

benefit features.

What is Risk Adjustment?

Although risk adjustment is defined in many ways, we offer

one broad definition that includes almost all of the myriad

ways the term is used: the use of information to explain

variation in health-care spending, resource utilization, and

health outcomes over a fixed interval of time, such as a quarter

or year. Although it is not discussed, the term risk adjustment

is also used in the health services research literature to refer to

methods of explaining variation in a particular procedure or

episode of treatment.

Theory of Risk Selection

Almost all theories of risk selection center on the choice of

health insurance plans. In the classic Rothschild and Stiglitz

model of risk selection, there are two types of consumers (high

risk and low risk) and two states of the world (healthy and

sick). The consumers differ in their probabilities of realizing

the sick state, resulting in different expected costs in each

potential state of the world. There is no moral hazard, so full

insurance is optimal. Yet, under the assumptions of the model,

a pooling equilibrium is either infeasible (when the low-risk

types are unwilling to purchase the plan priced at a pooled

premium) or inefficient. This model is recreated in graphical

form in Figure 1. The two axes measure available con-

sumption in each of the states of the world. If there is no

insurance, available consumption is lower in the sick state due

to health-care spending; hence, the initial endowment with no

insurance is at a point such as E for both consumers. Because

the two consumers differ in the probabilities of the two states

of the world, their indifference curves between different levels

of spending will diverge, with low-risk types having steeper

indifference curves than high risks at every point. For risk-

averse, utility-maximizing consumers, indifference curves be-

tween income in the two states of the world will be convex,

and efficient consumption requires that insurance be provided

until each type has equalized income in both states of the

world (i.e., is on the 451 line). A possible outcome may be that
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the break-even pooled full insurance point in this framework

is at a point such as C, which is preferred to no insurance by

high-risk types but less preferred than no insurance by low

risks, making it infeasible and inefficient. Moreover, even if a

sponsor (the government or an employer) forces this option

to be offered, the health plan will strongly prefer enrolling the

low-risk types and may either distort plan offerings so as to be

less attractive to high risks (high deductibles or cost sharing)

or take costly efforts to avoid high risks.

Although the Rothschild–Stiglitz model is quite nice for

describing risk selection among traditional indemnity health

insurance plans, selection in the real world is more complex.

In the US, managed care organizations (MCOs) such as Health

Maintenance Organizations (HMOs), and Preferred Provider

Organizations (PPOs) have captured a large share of the

market for health insurance from the traditional indemnity

plans. These plans often offer much lower cost sharing in re-

turn for much more tightly rationed health-care services.

However, because consumer risk is still unpriced due to

asymmetric information or regulation, the incentives for risk

selection by profit-maximizing health plans are still quite

strong, but the methods by which the selection occurs are

likely to be quite different due to the low levels of cost sharing

that are a hallmark of MCOs. The classic model for describing

risk selection among managed care plans was formulated by

Glazer and McGuire.

The Glazer and McGuire model of risk selection moves

away from selection on the level of cost sharing offered by a

plan toward a theory of ‘service-level selection.’ Because high-

cost and low-cost individuals demand different services,

MCOs can induce the high-cost individuals to avoid their

plans by rationing the services demanded by these individuals

more tightly than other plans. Likewise, they can attract low-

cost individuals by rationing the services these individuals

demand more loosely than other plans. For example, a profit-

maximizing MCO may have incentives to ration care for a

chronic condition like diabetes by including few or no dia-

betes specialists in its network. However, the MCO may want

to provide easy access to acute services or alternative medicine

like acupuncture or chiropractic services in order to attract the

low risks. In equilibrium, MCOs offer less than the efficient

quantity of some services and more than the efficient quantity

of others.

Both types of models of risk selection describe inefficient

equilibria due to a correlation between demand and unpriced

risk. These inefficiencies lead to welfare losses. Note that the

correlation does not have to be positive (high risks demand

more, or adverse selection) to induce a welfare loss. If risk and

demand are negatively correlated (high risks demand less, or

advantageous selection), welfare losses still occur, but now the

losses are due to plans offering ‘too much’ of something

rather than too little. Also note that selection does not have

to be limited to selection on cost sharing or to service-level

selection. Selection can occur on any attribute including

health plan quality (or service-level quality), through special

offers such as gym membership discounts, etc. The key result,

however, is that when unpriced risk is correlated with

demand, inefficiencies and welfare losses are likely to occur.

Empirical Models of Risk Selection

Empirical models of risk selection are important for two rea-

sons. First, they help us to determine where selection exists

and on what characteristics selection occurs. If one knows

where selection is a problem, one can implement solutions

such as risk adjustment to fix the problem. If one knows what

characteristics selection occurs on, one can use regulation to

limit its effects. Second, they allow one to measure the welfare

losses from selection. With a measure of welfare loss, one can
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Figure 1 Indifference curves between consumption in two states of the world using the Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976) framework. Reproduced
from Cutler, D. M. and Zeckhauser, R. J. (2000). The anatomy of health insurance. In Culyer, A. J. and Newhouse, J. P. (eds.) Handbook of
health economics I, pp. 563–637. Amsterdam: Elsevier.
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analyze trade-offs between inefficiencies caused by selection

and inefficiencies caused by regulations intended to limit se-

lection such as risk adjustment, reinsurance, and mandates.

A major difficulty involved with developing empirical

models of risk selection is the confounding presence of moral

hazard in health insurance. If there were no moral hazard, one

could compare the average cost of individuals in Plan A with

the average cost of individuals in Plan B and conclude that the

plan with higher average cost is adversely selected. However, if

Plan B has lower cost sharing or looser rationing of services

and higher average cost, it is not clear whether the higher

average cost is due to increased utilization due to the lower

level of cost sharing (moral hazard) or to fundamentally

higher cost individuals choosing Plan B because of the lower

cost sharing (adverse selection). This problem can be solved

with panel data and exogenous variation in health plan pre-

miums, however. Essentially, moral hazard and adverse se-

lection can be isolated by observing shifts in demand and

corresponding shifts in average cost following a price change

(see Einav and Finkelstein, 2011, for a graphical description of

this method). Further complexity arises if adverse selection

and moral hazard interact with one another. Individuals may

choose a plan with lower cost sharing because they have a

higher elasticity of demand rather than due to their higher risk

(Einav et al., 2013)

The method described above nicely allows for straight-

forward estimation of welfare losses. This method has pro-

duced estimates of welfare losses that are surprisingly small.

These estimates are important because they allow researchers

to use simulations to determine the welfare effects of various

regulations such as incremental cost pricing, plan subsidies, or

mandates. However, one strong assumption is necessary for

the estimate of welfare loss to be complete: fixed contracts.

The welfare losses being measured are really only those

stemming from inefficient pricing of contracts. But the theo-

retical models of selection described above focus not just on

pricing but also on the nature of the contracts themselves. The

assumption of fixed contracts is likely valid in the context of

employer provided insurance because the employer often

chooses the plan parameters. However, in the context of a less

regulated (or completely unregulated) market for insurance

where insurers choose the majority of the parameters of the

contracts they offer, the assumption of fixed contracts is likely

to break down. In this unregulated environment, welfare

losses occur not only through inefficient pricing of efficient

contracts but through equilibria where only inefficient con-

tracts are offered.

It is possible (and highly likely) that the welfare losses

from distorted contracts are much larger than losses due to

inefficient pricing. For example, coverage for mental health

care in the US has been highly rationed in many health in-

surance plans because it attracts high risks. This is effectively a

‘death spiral’ that has occurred in a plan characteristic rather

than of an entire plan. When contracts are not fixed, it is

important for empirical models to be able to highlight the

characteristics that selection occurs on because, as the Glazer

and McGuire model of service-level selection points out, these

are the characteristics that will be inefficiently rationed, and,

thus, these are the services that regulators must focus on in

order to achieve efficiency and minimize welfare losses.

However, empirical models that can quantify the welfare loss

due to these inefficient contracts are few in number due to the

fact that these contracts are extremely complex due to the

seemingly infinite number of parameters firms can vary (net-

work size, cost-sharing parameters, in-network hospitals, etc.).

Nevertheless, there is empirical evidence that inefficiencies

such as service-level selection by MCOs exists, just no easy

way to determine how much welfare is lost due to these

inefficiencies.

Instead of trying to quantify welfare losses due to ineffi-

cient contracts, the empirical literature has sought to answer

the question of why the welfare losses due to inefficient pri-

cing are so low. This has resulted in interesting new theories

and empirical evidence for interactions between selection and

market frictions such as imperfect competition and switching

costs and behavioral issues such as inertia and other mistakes.

The discussion of risk selection so far has focused primarily

on the US setting where numerous, diverse health plans

compete in multiple dimensions (premiums, benefit features,

cost sharing, and selective contracting) with an important goal

of attracting profitable enrollees. Similar structures of com-

petition exist in Chile and Colombia. Several other countries

also have multiple competing health plans (e.g., Belgium,

Germany, Japan, Netherlands, Switzerland, and Israel), how-

ever benefit features, cost sharing, and premiums are regulated

much more tightly in these countries, and selective contracting

is relatively rare. Although selection incentives exist in these

other competing health plan settings, the plans typically do

not control providers and have relatively few tools available

for influencing selection. Selection problems are typically even

less of an issue in countries with a single social insurance plan

(e.g., Canada, France, Denmark, Italy, Sweden, and the UK),

although selection issues can still arise through competition

among individual providers or geographically, where con-

sumers get to choose among alternative local market areas.

Selection concerns are also common when there are private

complementary or supplementary insurance policies along-

side of a single, publicly funded plan, as in Australia and

Ireland.

Theory of Risk Adjustment

Remarkably, there is no unified or widely adopted theory of

risk adjustment. Instead, there are models of risk selection that

point to desirable features of risk adjustment models, and

statistical models of risk adjustment that develop empirical

risk adjustment models that satisfy various statistical prop-

erties (unbiasedness, minimum variance, robustness, and fair

payment for subpopulations). One underlying reason why

there is no unified theory of risk adjustment is that an im-

portant motivation for risk adjustment is usually equity, not

just efficiency. With regard to efficiency-based arguments for

risk adjustment, the appropriate risk adjustment model de-

pends on the market and regulations in which competing

health plans (or providers) operate. If premiums, cost sharing,

and benefit plans are allowed to vary across consumer attri-

butes that are observable to the health plan, then there will be

no unpriced variation in costs or selection problems, and only

fairness and equity concerns will remain. Once regulators
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restrict premiums, cost sharing, and benefit coverage variation,

risk adjustment is the classical tool for combatting risk

selection.

Though there is no unified theory of risk adjustment, the

literature has essentially assumed that the welfare loss from

the distortions caused by selection are proportional to the sum

of the squared differences between individuals’ expected costs

and the revenue a plan receives for those individuals. This

assumption leads to the convenient result that the main goal

of any risk adjustment system should be to minimize this sum

of squared differences, or to maximize the fit of the payment

system as measured by the R2 statistic. Other theoretical

models of risk adjustment have built on this assumption.

Glazer and McGuire were the first to develop theoretical

models characterizing ‘optimal risk adjustment,’ which they

distinguish from the existing statistical models that do ‘con-

ventional risk adjustment.’ The central objectives of con-

ventional risk adjustment are unbiasedness (paying each plan

so that predicted costs equal actual revenue for each indi-

vidual) and maximizing predictiveness (minimizing devi-

ations between payments and expected costs). The essence of

optimal risk adjustment is to allow biased risk adjustment

models which optimally correct for identified incentive

problems in health-care markets. Glazer and McGuire, (2000)

choose to model the service distortion selection problem, in

which competing health plans oversupply services that attract

the healthy (e.g., acute care), and undersupply services that

disproportionately attract the high cost, relatively sick (e.g.,

chronic care services). Since the signals used for risk adjust-

ment are never perfect, even with conventional risk adjust-

ment paying the expected costs it will be optimal for health

plans to distort service offerings so as to attract the relatively

healthy within a payment category, and deter the relatively

sick. The solution Glazer and McGuire devise is to overpay on

signals predicting a greater likelihood of being high cost, and

underpay on signals predicting low cost, so as to undo the

incentive to undertreat the high-cost enrollees. For example if

only half of patients with asthma in a plan have their diag-

noses recorded in the base period, and the incremental cost of

the observed asthma patients is $500 higher than expected,

then the plan should be paid twice this increment, or $1000 to

compensate the plan for the under-reported patients with

asthma. Conversely, one should pay less than the observed

average cost for healthy signals in order to keep overall pay-

ments neutral. This twist in payments can in theory undo

incentives to undertreat in capitated payment systems.

The service distortion problem that Glazer and McGuire

model is a particular problem in the US, because many plans

use selective contracting to increase or reduce the availability

of specific types of services or providers, thereby influencing

the attractiveness of their plan. Similar incentives and con-

cerns arise in other countries, such as Australia and Ireland,

where private insurance plans are allowed to choose the extent

of coverage for services or copayments not covered generously

by the public system. Other selection problems can require

different optimal risk adjustment adjustments. For instance, in

the US and several European countries (Germany and Bel-

gium) there are concerns about intentional distortion of the

signals used for paying competing health plans, or ‘upcoding’

the observed severity of patients.

Recent literature has explored risk adjustment in a setting

where enrollee sorting on expected costs may not be as strong

as sorting on the degree of risk aversion or other preferences.

Two recent papers, (Bundorf et al., 2012; and Glazer and

McGuire, 2011) introduce the possibility that the demand for

insurance is determined by both risk and taste and that there is

not a perfect correlation between the two. This is especially

relevant in the current environment in the US where an in-

tegrated HMO may be able to provide care for a chronically ill

patient at a lower cost than a PPO but the chronically ill may

prefer the PPO due to its wider selection of providers. Both

papers show that in this environment consumers will have

different incremental marginal costs, but the only way to get

consumers to sort efficiently across plans is to charge each

consumer her particular incremental marginal cost. Thus, if

premiums are uniform across individuals, individuals may not

sort efficiently across plans, even with perfect risk adjustment.

Glazer and McGuire examine the market equilibria that occur

under different regulatory arrangements, analyzing the trade-

off between efficiency and fairness. They show that if taste can

be used as the basis of payment, both efficiency and fairness

can be achieved using a tax. However, when taste cannot be

used as a basis of payment (because it is not observed) and

health status must be used instead, subsidies and taxes based

on health status are required to achieve both efficiency and

fairness. In other words, a uniform payment along with perfect

risk adjustment is not enough.

Recent theoretical work is beginning to examine how to

implement risk adjustment in the presence of imperfect

community rating, which is to say that insurance plan pre-

miums are allowed to vary within specified limits across cer-

tain individual attributes (such as age and smoking status).

Further work is also examining how risk adjustment models

can accommodate intentional benefit plan variation, such as is

being allowed in the US health insurance exchanges where

substantial variation in cost sharing is being permitted. This

theoretical work is important because, as explained, the wel-

fare loss from the distortions caused by selection incentives is

proportional to the sum of squared differences between in-

dividuals’ expected costs and the total revenues a plan received

for those individuals. In the US, health insurance exchanges

the total revenues can come from multiple sources: premiums,

risk adjustment transfers, reinsurance payments, and risk

corridor payments. It is clear that these sources of payments

will interact with each other and those interactions need to be

identified in order to determine how well they will fix the

problems of risk selection and what other distortions they

may cause.

Empirical Risk Adjustment Models

Early work in developing risk adjustment models focused on

the statistical problem of maximizing the amount of variance

in total spending that can be explained with available infor-

mation (Ash et al., 1989; Newhouse et al., 1989). Even in this

early work it was recognized that if lagged utilization or

spending variables are used as explanatory variables, then the

model is not only capturing the underlying illness burden, but

also consumer taste for treatment, provider practice variation,
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or differences in the underlying efficiency of treatment, which

may lead to incentive problems. European risk adjustment

implementation has been more precise than most US studies

in distinguishing ‘acceptable costs,’ viewed as appropriate for

risk adjustment, and ‘unacceptable costs’ which are viewed as

ineligible for payment differentiation. Early work focused on

self-reported measures from surveys that capture health status,

however these measures are relatively expensive to gather and

update, and not as highly predictive as insurance claims-based

measures. In most modern risk adjustment models, diagnosis-

and pharmacy-based information is used to predict spending.

The extent to which each set of information is used in the

models varies by country. The consensus view among risk

adjusters and policy makers is that diagnoses and pharmacy

signals, although not fully exogenous, are less endogenous

than many other variables (such as health plan, provider type,

access, taste, and consumer lifestyle), justifying their wide-

spread use for risk adjustment.

From the onset, it has been recognized that health status

information (whether self-reported, diagnoses, or pharmacy)

from the base period can either be used to predict out-

comes from the same period or the subsequent period (i.e.,

the future). The former is called concurrent (or sometimes

retrospective) risk adjustment, whereas the latter is called

prospective risk adjustment, and the two vary only in the

prediction period. Most payment systems use prospective risk

adjustment, due to concerns about endogeneity of the signals

as well as the practical reason that it means that risk factors on

which payments are based can be measured a year earlier than

the spending being predicted. Concurrent models always have

higher explanatory power than prospective models. For qual-

ity measurement or normalization of many other performance

or outcome measures, a concurrent framework is widely used.

Careful comparisons of predictive power from the two

frameworks are provided in a US Society of Actuaries study

authored by Winkelman and Mehmud, and in a series of

studies conducted at York University in the UK.

A useful early contribution in the risk adjustment literature

used fixed effects in panel data to calculate a ‘lower bound on

the upper bound’ of what is potentially explainable at the

individual level using time-invariant, prospective information.

This method suggested that between 15% and 20% of the

variance in spending was explainable using prospective

variables. More recent studies suggest that the potentially

achievable prospective R2 is on the order of 25–35% of total

health-care spending and varies with the population, year, and

data quality.

To illustrate the importance of using more information

than just age and gender to predict costs, consider Figure 2,

which plots average 2009 covered health-care costs for each of

the 65 one-year age cohorts in the US Truven MarketScan

commercially insured claims and encounter data. Figure 1

illustrates the importance of using relatively flexible specifi-

cations even for capturing age and sex adjustment of total

health spending. The figure highlights that babies are dis-

proportionately expensive, that women cost more than men

through their childbearing years, and that in childhood males

are slightly more expensive than females. These patterns

are poorly captured by including a linear age term or even

when using third or fourth degree polynomials of age. Most

sophisticated risk adjustment models calibrated on large

samples use 30 or more age–sex dummy variables to capture

this nonlinear pattern.

Rather than only using (exogenous) age and gender, the

most common approach used for risk adjustment is to use the

rich information appearing on insurance claims as a proxy for

individual health status. The most widespread information

used is diagnoses, although pharmacy information is also

common. Utilization measures (e.g., spending, hospital-

izations, and counts of visits) are also highly predictive of

future spending, although they contribute relatively modestly

to the predictive power once a rich diagnostic model is used.

Although claims-based information is only recorded when a

visit to a health-care provider is made, and is potentially

‘gameable’ or amenable to manipulation, its strong predictive

power and availability make it highly attractive.

Careful reviews of alternative risk adjustment models

of total annual spending have been conducted in the US,

Germany, and the UK, and are included in the recommended

further readings section at the end of this entry. Table 1 con-

tains a few highlights of five diagnosis-based risk adjustment

models used for payment by public insurance programs in the

US (Medicare and Medicaid), as well as large numbers of

private health plans. The interested reader can view further

details at the references noted in the table.

A glimpse at the dimensions along which many risk ad-

justment models vary is summarized in Table 2 from a Dixon

et al. (2011) study using UK data. Looking first across the rows,

age and gender alone only explain approximately 3–5% of

total variation in spending at the individual level. Once

diagnostic and prior utilization information are included

in model (b), surprisingly little further variation is explained

by including geographic variation (as captured by 152 geo-

graphical primary-care trust (PCT) dummies), 135 need
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Figure 2 Actual spending by age and gender, 2009. Sample used is
the US 2009 Truven MarketScan commercially insured claims and
encounter data. All plan types and individual with a valid sex and
ageo65 were included, although persons without pharmacy coverage
were excluded. Each point plotted is the 1-year average total covered
health spending per capita (medical plus pharmacy spending,
including deductibles and copayments, but excluding dental and
vision spending) for that 1 year age and gender group.
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variables (e.g., income, education, and prevalence of selected

chronic conditions in the area), and 63 supply side variables

(e.g., numbers of providers of various types and distances).

Explanatory power at the individual level as measured by the

R2 differs only in the third or fourth decimal. The final row

reveals that dropping the four prior utilization variables has a

more significant effect on the model’s predictive power,

reducing the model’s explanatory power by approximately

half. Many would argue that the four lagged utilization vari-

ables are not only picking up health status heterogeneity,

Table 1 Risk Adjustment models used for US public programs

Model feature Adjusted clinical
groups (ACGs)

Chronic-illness disability
Payment system (CDPS)

Clinical risk
groups (CRGs)

Diagnostic cost groups (DCG)/
hierarchical condition categories (HCC)

Episode risk
groups (ERGs)

Background
Model developer Johns Hopkins University of California, San

Diego (UCSD)
3 M Health

Information
Systems

Verisk health (formerly DxCG) Ingenix
(formerly
Symmetry)

Marketplace
introduction

1992 1996 2000 1996 2001

Disease classification
Additive/

categorical
classification

Categorical Additive Categorical Additive Additive

Users:
government
programs

4 Medicaid 10 Medicaid 1 Medicaid Medicare 1 Medicaid 1 Medicaid

Commercial (in
2009)

175 None 7 300þ 60

Prospective R2:
without truncation

(%)
16.60 14.70 N/A 17.80 16.40

Truncated at
$100 000(%)

21.80 20.80 N/A 24.90 24.40

Source: Reproduced from Weiner J. P., Starfield B. H., Steinwachs D. M. and Mumford L. M. (1991). Development and application of a population-oriented measure of ambulatory

care case mix. Med Care 29, 453–472; Kronick R. T., Dreyfus, T. and Zhou Z. (1996). Diagnostic risk adjustment for Medicaid: the disability payment system. Health Care Fin Rev

17, 7–33; Averill R. F., Goldfield N. I., Eisenhandler J., et al. (1999). Development and evaluation of clinical risk groups (CRGs). Wallingford, CT: 3M Health Information Systems;

Ash, A. S., Ellis, R. P., Pope, G. C., et al. (2000). Using diagnoses to describe populations and predict costs. Health Care Fin Rev, Spring 21(3): 7–28; Symmetry Health Data

Systems, Inc. (2001). Episode risk groups: ERG user’s guide; Phoenix, AZ: Symmetry Health Data Systems, Inc; Prospective R2’s are from Winkelman and Mehmud (2007).

Characterization of each system is from Florida Agency for Health Care Administration. (2009). Risk Adjustment Model Comparison. Available at: http://ahca.myflorida.com/

Medicaid/quality_management/workgroups/managed_care/5_rar_model_comparison_050709.pdf (accessed 17.10.11).

Table 2 Results from the UK predicting FY2008 health spending per capita using prior 2 years of data

ID Explanatory variables in OLS models: Number of
parameters

Individual level R2 Practice level R2

Estimation Sample Validation Sample #1 Validation Sample #2
N¼5 206 651 N¼5 205 747 N¼797

a. Age and gender only 38 0.0373 0.0366 0.3444
b. Model (a) plus 152 diagnosis groups and

4 lagged utilization variables
194 0.2656 0.2610 0.7394

c. Model (b) plus 151 geographic dummies 345 0.2659 0.2612 0.8046
d. Model (c) plus 135 attributed need and 63

supply variables
543 0.2662 0.2615 0.8254

e. Model (c) plus 7 attributed need and 3
supply variables

355 0.2671 0.2622 0.8254

f. Age/gender, 152 diagnosis groups, 151
geographic dummies, 7 attributed need
and 3 supply variables

351 0.1272 0.1229 0.7738

Notes: Diagnosis groups use only inpatient diagnoses from a two prior years. Utilization variables include inpatient episode count, outpatient visit count, dummy¼1 if any priority

referral, and dummy¼1 if any outpatient visit; all measures are for prior two years. Estimation sample is a 10% random sample of the UK population. Validation Sample #1

is a different 10% random sample of the UK population drawn without replacement. Validation Sample #2 is a 100% sample of patients at 10% of primary-care practices. All results

are from Dixon et al., 2011, especially Table 7.4 and Appendix 13, Table 9. http://www.nuffieldtrust.org.uk/sites/files/nuffield/document/Developing_a_person-based_resource_

allocation_formula_REPORT.pdf
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but also patient and provider taste variation. (Key ‘need’ and

supply side variables are still included in the model.)

Looking across the columns of Table 2 reveals that with

5 million observations in the estimation sample, there is

no overfitting problem, even with more than 500 right-hand

side explanatory variables. The final column shows that des-

pite having only modest explanatory power at the individual

level, where there is a great deal of individual patient ran-

domness, the models do enormously better at the practice

level where much of this randomness averages out. The third

column sums up patients’ actual and predicted spending to

the level of 797 primary-care practices (averaging 6500 pa-

tients per practice) before using the conventional R2 formula

to calculate predictive power. The explained variation in

spending at the practice level starts at 34% for the age–gender

model, and increases to just more than 80% once geographic

dummies are added in. Even the final model, which does not

use the four utilization variables capturing patient and pro-

vider taste variation, explains 77% of practice-level variation

in spending.

Risk adjustment has been used for more than three decades

for the US Medicare Advantage (Part C) program, which offers

diverse, competing private health plans to elderly and disabled

individuals in the US as a voluntary alternative to conventional

Medicare. The risk adjusted payments to health plans from

1985 to 1999 used only age, gender, Medicaid eligibility, in-

stitutional status (i.e., whether in a nursing home), and the

county of residence of the enrollee to determine the payment

amount. Since 2000 risk adjustment in the US Medicare pro-

gram has used diagnostic information, initially using only

inpatient diagnoses, but since 2004 diagnoses from outpatient

clinician claims have also been used. After considering nu-

merous alternative classification systems for diagnostic infor-

mation, the Medicare program chose to implement the CMS

Hierarchical Condition Category (CMS-HCC) classification

system using 70 diagnostic groups for prediction. As of 2011, up

to 86 HCCs are used, and the system is also used for Medicare

Part D which includes prescription drug plans. Recent research

has suggested that more sophisticated risk adjustment has led

to less risk selection in the Medicare Advantage market, but

insurance companies still have some ability to select low risks.

They show that plans can still select on the individuals’ risks,

given risk adjustment. A more complete risk adjustment model

that compensates plans for the average risk of as many

targetable groups as possible might mitigate this problem.

In the UK, risk adjustment has been used for many years to

allocate funds between geographically defined ‘PCTs’ using

need, utilization, and health status variables, and done at the

group level. More recent efforts in the UK have considered using

individual information for risk adjusting payments not only to

the geographically defined PCTs, but also to individual general

practitioners. The main difficulty of using individual-level

diagnostic information has been the process of obtaining this

information from office-based physicians who are not required

to record diagnoses as a condition of service payments, leading

to exploration of models that use only inpatient diagnoses and

counts of office and facility visits.

Risk adjustment models using a variety of adjusters are also

used in all European countries with multiple, competing

health plans, as well as in Chile and Colombia.

Econometric Issues

Risk adjustment models have been an active area for testing

and developing new econometric methods. Early models used

primarily linear models in part because the very large sample

sizes and large number of explanatory variables made esti-

mation of nonlinear models time-consuming if not infeasible.

Since the 1990s and 2000s, there has been a surge of interest

in building robust nonlinear models that are less sensitive to

the outliers that are common in highly skewed expenditure

data. The two-part log linear model used so widely in the Rand

Health Insurance Experiment has been largely laid to rest by

several studies that demonstrated the severe problems caused

by uncorrected heterogeneity in such models. Among non-

linear models, Cox Proportional Hazard models, and Gener-

alized Linear Models are the most widely used.

A central finding in the recent literature is that although

nonlinear risk adjustment models may be superior for hy-

pothesis testing, by creating test statistics for hypothesis tests

that have well-behaved properties, the nonlinear models

generally do worse than simple least squares models when

used to predict sample and subsample means. Prediction of

dependent variable means in levels in nonlinear models is

seriously confounded by heteroskedasticity, which can be so

multidimensional that it is very difficult to correct in medium-

sized samples, and estimation of rich nonlinear models in

mega samples needed to capture all of this heteroskedasticity

are still hampered by the complexity of estimating precise

models with hundreds (or even thousands) of parameters on

multiple millions of observations. In sum, although nonlinear

models can potentially produce better estimates, this im-

provement only comes through making various parametric

assumptions. When these assumptions are not satisfied (as is

probably often the case because they cannot be tested), simple

least squares estimates are better because they do not require

any parametric assumptions in order to be unbiased.

In recent years there has been a return of support for least

squares models, as signaled by their use by researchers

in Australia, Germany, the UK, and the US as well as for

practical implementation in Belgium, Israel, Netherlands, and

Switzerland. The preferred approach since 2000 for the US

Medicare program has consistently been to use weighted least

squares regressions of annualized spending on the risk ad-

justers, where annualized spending is actual spending divided

by the fraction of the year a person is eligible, and this an-

nualized amount is weighted by the fraction of the year

a person is eligible to generate unbiased means. Such an

approach replicates the mean exactly in disjoint groups, and is

the only demonstrated approach that easily accommodates

individuals with partial year eligibility. The mega-samples of

multiple millions of observations, used to develop Figure 2

and Table 2 in this article, largely alleviate concerns about

overfitting of outliers even with great skewness.

Future Directions in Risk Adjustment

Risk adjustment figures prominently in the US Affordable

Care Act of 2010, notably in the proposals for establishing

insurance exchanges to serve the individual and small group
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insurance markets. To keep insurance affordable, premium

subsidies will be offered by the government, and premium

rate bands will limit premium variations across age and gen-

der groups to be no more than three to one. It is readily seen

from Figure 1 above that in the absence of regulation, plans

would choose to charge 64-year-old males a premium that is

approximately 10 times that of a 10-year-old male. Such

regulated premiums can only be feasible if premium subsidies

to plans are risk adjusted so that plans are paid for enrolling

the aged and relatively unhealthy.

The US Department of Health and Human Services has

developed new risk adjustment models for use in the insurance

exchanges. The biggest changes between the new models and

the CMS-HCC model are separate models for adults, children,

and infants and the use of a concurrent rather than prospective

framework. There are also different weights depending on the

‘metal level’ of the plan due to differing plan liability, which

labels plans according to whether they are expected to cover

90% or more of health-care spending (platinum), 80% or more

(gold), 70% or more (silver), or 60% or more (bronze). Be-

cause plan differences are explicit in terms of what is covered,

selection incentives are strong, and aggressive risk adjustment is

needed, which may explain the use of a concurrent rather than

a prospective framework. The proposed concurrent models

have R2s from 0.289 to 0.360, much larger than the typical

prospective model which typically has an R2 approximately

0.12. The concurrent framework also accommodates the lack of

previous diagnostic data for new enrollees. Although a con-

current framework solves this problem and substantially im-

proves prediction, it also represents a payment system that

begins to look similar to cost-based reimbursement. It will be

interesting to see if it will bring some of the moral hazard

problems (i.e., upcoding and increased utilization) that come

with that type of payment scheme.

The exchanges have also introduced new questions about

how risk adjustment interacts with other forms of plan pay-

ment. In the exchanges, plans will be paid through age-rated

premiums and through risk adjustment, reinsurance, and risk

corridor transfers, so the revenues a plan receives for an in-

dividual will be the sum of these payments, not just the risk

adjustment payment. In the exchanges premiums can vary by

age, and this age-based premium variation can lead to im-

provements in welfare by causing more efficient sorting of

individuals to health plans. However, as risk adjustment and

reinsurance payments compensate plans for age-based differ-

ences in cost, competition will cause the plans to vary pre-

miums less and less. In the extreme (an extreme which is easily

achievable) risk adjustment and reinsurance will fully com-

pensate plans for age-based cost differences and premiums

will not vary by age. This will lead to inefficient sorting. Hence,

it is clear that when premium rating is allowed, there is a

trade-off between minimizing selection incentives by maxi-

mizing the fit of a payment system and inefficient sorting

caused by a lack of variation in premiums. It also remains to

be seen how risk adjustment, premiums, and reinsurance will

interact with taste heterogeneity.

New areas that are also receiving a great deal of attention

are customized risk adjustment models that predict outcomes

other than total spending. Predicting hospitalizations,

length of stay, hospital resource use, readmissions, mortality,

performance measures, and primary-care service needs

are all examples of specific risk adjustment models that

have been calibrated and are increasingly being used. Value-

based payment is another example of a US reform that

benefits from risk adjustment. With the new emphasis on

detecting and rewarding good performance, risk adjustment

is destined to see further expansion in use for these new

outcomes globally.

Another important current area for risk adjustment in

the US is in bundled payments to Accountable Care Organ-

izations (ACOs), which are moderate-size health-care provider

networks willing to receive a bundled payment in exchange

for taking responsibility for providing all care to a panel

of patients. Given the modest size of these panels, risk

adjustment will be critical for ensuring that both healthy

and sick enrollees are welcomed in the ACO. Comparing

actual to risk-adjusted predictions of various performance

outcomes within the ACO is also a key concept in these

organizations.

A final important area for risk adjustment is in bundled

payment for primary care, particularly as part of the Patient-

Centered Medical Home (PCMH). In this CMS initiative, the

Medicare program is encouraging primary-care providers to

take responsibility for providing comprehensive primary care

for patients from all payers (Medicare, Medicaid, and private)

and offering increased primary care ‘base payments’ for

the extra effort this will take (beyond what they will be re-

imbursed for via fee for service). These base payments will be

partial capitation amounts, not fee based. Sizable bonus

payments are also being considered to reward primary-care

practices for achieving specified quality, cost, and patient sat-

isfaction targets. If either the base payments or bonus pay-

ments are not risk adjusted, then primary-care practices could

potentially act like insurance companies, striving to attract the

healthy and avoid the relatively sick, undermining the po-

tential of the PCMH initiative.

To date, risk adjustment models in the US have relied

primarily on demographic and claims-based (usually diag-

nostic) information to adjust payments, utilization, and out-

come measures. Occasionally self-reported information is

used, although the relatively high cost of surveys and con-

sumer input limit the widespread use of such information. A

potentially huge source of information for the future are

electronic health records, which capture not only what treat-

ments are done, but also the results of various biometric and

laboratory tests and imaging procedures. Health records will

be challenging to use, but offer rich possibilities for improved

prediction of diverse outcomes of key interest to researchers

and policymakers.

See also: Health Insurance Systems in Developed Countries,
Comparisons of. Long-Term Care Insurance. Managed Care.
Modeling Cost and Expenditure for Healthcare. Pay-for-Performance
Incentives in Low- and Middle-Income Country Health Programs.
Risk Adjustment as Mechanism Design. Risk Equalization and Risk
Adjustment, the European Perspective. Sample Selection Bias in
Health Econometric Models
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Introduction

This article examines empirical models in health economics

and health services research aimed at providing causal infer-

ence regarding the effect of a particular variable (the causal

variable – X) and outcome of interest (Y). Such models are

typically used to explain (predict) past (future) economic

behavior, test an economic theory, or evaluate a past or pro-

spective policy intervention. Common to all such applied

contexts is the need to infer the effect of a counterfactual ceteris

paribus exogenous change in X on Y, using statistical results

obtained from survey data in which observed differences in X

are neither ceteris paribus nor exogenous. The current article

focuses on a particular survey context in which such lack of

exogenous (and ceteris paribus) control in sampling can lead to

bias in causal inference and prediction. In these cases, values

of the outcome Y are not observable for all members of the

relevant population and sampling preclusion is not random.

Instead, it is governed by a systematic sample selection (SS)

rule which is determined by both observable and unobserv-

able factors. If the unobservable (and, therefore, un-

controllable) factors in the SS rule are common to (or

correlated with) unobservable determinants of the outcome,

then econometric methods that fail to take account of such

correlation will likely produce biased estimates of causal ef-

fects. Selection bias will also plague predictions of the out-

come obtained from such naive methods. For example,

suppose a particular prescription (Rx) drug (henceforth, the

drug) is under consideration for future deregulation and over-

the-counter (OTC) sale, it would be of interest (e.g., to the

producer of the drug) to know the deregulated (OTC) price

elasticity of demand for the drug. In this example, Y is OTC

consumption (demand) and X denotes drug price (or out-of-

pocket (OOP) per unit payment for the drug). Until the drug

is cleared for OTC sales (deregulated), only data on on Rx drug

prices (or OOP payments) and Rx consumption can be ob-

tained. Would-be OTC purchases cannot be observed because,

before deregulation, the drug in question can only be pur-

chased by prescription. In this case, the requirement that a

prescription be obtained from a physician serves as a sys-

tematic selection rule precluding would-be OTC purchasers

from consuming the drug. Suppose that

(a) physicians tend to prescribe the drug in question for the

more severely ill,

(b) illness severity is unobserved and positively correlated with

OTC demand for the drug, and

(c) price negatively affects physician prescribing behavior, then

applying a method that ignores these facts (e.g. ordinary

least squares (OLS)) to a sample of patients for whom

the drug has been prescribed, and who are, therefore,

consuming the drug, will likely produce a price elasticity

estimate that understates the truth (i.e., is less negative

than it should be).

As another example, suppose one seeks to predict the

would-be utilization of a particular type of healthcare by

currently uninsured individuals, if they were to become

insured. One might consider OLS estimation of a health

care utilization regression using a sample of insured indi-

viduals. The OLS results would then be used to predict

utilization for the uninsured as if they were instead in-

sured. Suppose, however, that the following are true:

(d) unobserved health status influences the probability of being

insured (adverse selection or cream skimming)

(e) unobserved health status affects healthcare utilization, and

(f) the true predictor model differs between the insured and

uninsured, then applying a prediction method (e.g., best

linear prediction via OLS) that ignores these facts, to a

sample of insured individuals, will likely be biased when

used as a predictor of healthcare utilization for the un-

insured if given coverage.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In the

following section, a more formal discussion of SS bias is

presented. In Section Using Control Functions to Correct for

Sample Selection Bias, a commonly implemented remedy for

such bias is discussed. The discussion therein begins with

linear models. The role of instrumental variables (IVs) in this

context is also discussed. More commonly, encountered (in

health economics and health services research) nonlinear

models and estimation methods are then considered. The final

section summarizes and concludes.

Sample Selection Bias Because of Unobserved
Confounders

At issue here is the presence of confounding variables which:

(1) serve to mask the true causal effect of X on Y (TCE); (2) or

bias predictions of Y that ignore them. Define a confounder as

a variable that is correlated with both Y and: X; sample in-

clusion (S¼1 if included, S¼0 if not); or both. Confounders

may be observable or unobservable (denoted Co and Cu, re-

spectively – in the current discussion both are assumed to be

scalars (i.e., not vectors)). Here it is also assumed that there are

no unobservable confounders for X (or for Co) – that is, these

variables are assumed to be exogenous. Observations on Co

can be obtained from the survey data, so its influence can be

controlled in the modeling of Y and S and, therefore, in the

estimation of the TCE. Clearly, Co can be directly implemented

in the prediction of Y. It may be assumed, however, that the

correlation between Cu and Y, and between Cu and S cannot

be ignored (e.g., unobserved factors that are correlated with

OTC drug demand are also correlated with physician pre-

scribing behavior). Moreover, one cannot directly control

for Cu because it is unobservable. If left unaccounted

for, the presence of Cu will likely cause bias in statistical in-

ference regarding TCE and prediction. This happens because
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estimation methods that ignore the presence of Cu will

spuriously attribute to X (and Co) observed differences in Y

that are, in fact, because of Cu. Such bias is referred to as SS

bias (or bias because of SS on unobservable confounders). SS

bias can be formally characterized in a useful way. For sim-

plicity of exposition, the true causal relationship between X

and Y can be cast as linear and be written as

Y ¼ Xbþ Cobo þ Cubu þ e ½1�

where b is the parameter that captures the TCE, bo and bu are

parametric coefficients for the confounders, and e is the ran-

dom error term (without loss of generality, it may be assumed

that the Y intercept is zero). The SS rule determining the

observability of Y can be modeled as

S¼ IðXaþ Coao þWaW þ Cu40Þ ½2�

where the a’s are parameters, W is an IV (i.e., an observable

variable that is correlated with neither Cu nor Y – more on this

later), and I(A) denotes the indicator function whose value is

1 if condition A holds and 0 otherwise. In the naive approach

to prediction and the estimation of the TCE (ignoring the

presence of Cu), the ordinary least squares method (OLS)

would be applied to

Y ¼ Xbþ Cobo þ e ½3�

using only observations for which values of Y are observed,

where the b’s are parameters and e is the random error term.

The parameter b is taken to represent the TCE and XbþCobo is

the relevant Y predictor. Correspondingly, b̂ (the OLS estimate

of b) estimates the TCE, and Xb̂þ Cob̂o (with b̂o being the OLS

estimate of bo) is the estimated predictor. It can be shown that

OLS will produce unbiased estimates of b and bo (here and

henceforth, when unbiasedness is referred to it is done so in

the context of large samples). It is also easy to show, however,

that under general conditions

b¼ bþ bXlbu ½4�

and

bo ¼ bo þ bColbu ½5�

where bXl is a measure of the correlation between X and l (a

function of XaþCoaoþWaW – more on this later), and bCol is

similarly defined. As is clear from eqn [4], the bias of the naive

OLS estimate of the TCE (b̂) is bXlbu. Moreover, it can be

shown that the sign of bxl is opposite that of the parameter a
in eqn [2]. Consider the OTC drug demand example discussed

in the introduction. Here, the TCE of price on OTC demand is

b and under hypotheticals (a), (b), and (c), both bu and bXl

are positive (the latter because a is negative). By the law of

demand, b should be negative and, because bXlbu (the bias) is

positive, the OLS estimate of the price effect on OTC demand

will likely understate the true price effect (in absolute value).

By a similar argument, in the insurance coverage and health-

care utilization example discussed earlier, hypotheticals (d),

(e), and (f) imply that the bias of the OLS predictor Xb̂þ Cob̂o

is XðbXlbuÞ þ CoðbColbuÞ.
An approach to estimation is needed that, unlike OLS

applied to eqn [3], does not ignore the presence of, and

potential SS bias because of, Cu. In the following section,

methods that correct for selection bias through the inclusion

of a control function which accounts for Cu are discussed.

Such control functions also exploit sample variation in the IV

(W) to eliminate SS bias because of correlation between Cu

and S (more on this later).

Using Control Functions to Correct for Sample
Selection Bias

As eqn [1] demonstrates, if Cu were observable then unbiased

estimates of b and bo could be obtained by applying simple

OLS to (1) using the selected sample (i.e., the subsample with

observable data on Y). As it turns out, if Cu (albeit un-

observable) is assumed to follow a given probability distri-

bution then, based on eqn [2], it can be shown that the

following is true for the subset of the population with ob-

servable data on Y

Y ¼ Xbþ Cobo þ lbu þ v ½6�

where l is a function of XaþCoaoþWaw and v is the random

error term possessing all of the requisite properties for un-

biased regression estimation. This control function, which

may be more explicitly stated as l(XaþCoaoþWaw), is the l
which is referred to in eqn [4] and eqn [5]. Its direct inclusion

as a regressor in eqn [6] would serve to eliminate the SS bias

plaguing regression estimation based on eqn [3] – made ex-

plicit in eqn [4] and eqn [5] for OLS. Strictly speaking, how-

ever, this is not feasible because l involves the unknown

parameters a, ao, and aW. Remainder of this section considers

feasible linear and nonlinear estimators designed to circum-

vent the nonobservability of l while producing unbiased es-

timates of the TCE of X and an accurate predictor for Y.

Unbiased Estimation of b and bo in Linear Models

Despite the fact that l is not directly observable, the par-

ameters of linear models like eqn [1] can be estimated via the

following two-stage method. First, estimate a, ao, and aW using

the appropriate binary response model for eqn [2]. For ex-

ample, if Cu is standard normally distributed, then estimates

of the parameters of eqn [2] can be obtained by applying

conventional probit analysis to a sample comprising obser-

vations with and without observable values of Y (i.e., both

‘selected’ and nonselected observations). The control function

l can then be estimated as lðXâþ Coâo þWâWÞ, where â, âo,

and âW are the first-stage parameter estimates. In the second

stage, unbiased estimates of b and bo can be obtained by ap-

plying OLS to

Y ¼ Xbþ Cobo þ l̂bu þ u ½7�

using the subsample of observations for whom Y is observable

(S¼1), where l̂ is the first-stage estimated value of the control

function l. If Cu is assumed to be standard normally distrib-

uted, then l will have the familiar inverse Mill’s ratio form and

the two-stage estimator described here coincides with the

Heckman-type SS model.

The inclusion of W (the IV) in eqn [2], and in the for-

mulation of l, warrants some discussion. Note that if the need
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to control for the unobservable (Cu) in eqn [1] could be

eliminated, the main source of selection bias would be neu-

tralized and unbiased estimates of b and bo could be obtained

by applying OLS to

Y ¼ Xbþ Cobo þ e� ½8�

where e� is a random error term that fulfills the conditions for

the unbiasedness of OLS. Note that it would not be required

to control for Cu in eqn [1] if it were, indeed, NOT a con-

founder; in which case one could legitimately set bu equal to

zero. One way to break the confounding link between Cu and

S would be to randomize the SS rule. Unfortunately, in ap-

plied health economics and health services research, as in

other social sciences, explicit randomization (experimen-

tation) is often prohibitively costly or ethically infeasible. A

form of pseudorandomization is, however, possible in the

context of survey (nonexperimental) data. If, for instance, a

variable that is observed as one of the survey items is highly

correlated with S but is correlated with neither Y nor Cu, then

the sample variation (across observations) in the value of that

variable can be viewed as providing variation in S that is not

correlated with Cu – a kind of pseudorandomization for S. The

IV W which was included in eqn [2] serves this purpose.

In the context of the OTC example discussed earlier, any

variable that affects physician prescribing behavior, but is not

correlated with OTC demand for the drug would be an IV

candidate. For example, measures of individual physician

overall preference for prescribing the drug have been used as

IVs in similar empirical contexts. Likewise in the insurance

coverage healthcare utilization prediction example, any ob-

servable variable that influences the likelihood of coverage

that is not directly correlated with the type of healthcare usage

in question can be used as an IV. For example, the existence

and features of state-level government programs aimed at fa-

cilitating the acquisition of health insurance coverage have

been used for this purpose.

It should be noted here that the inclusion of W in eqn [2]

(and by implication in l) is not required for the technical

legitimacy, feasibility, or unbiasedness of the two-stage

estimator described earlier. Notwithstanding this fact, appli-

cations of the two-stage estimator that do not include an IV –

so-called identification solely via functional form – are

generally viewed as lacking.

Unbiased Estimation in Nonlinear Models

The linear model (as specified in eqn [1]) does not conform to

most empirical contexts in health economics. In most applied

settings, the range of the outcome is limited in a way that

makes a nonlinear specification more sensible. For example,

the researcher is often interested in estimating the TCE of X on

whether or not an individual will engage in a specified health-

related behavior. In this case, the outcome of interest is binary

so that a nonlinear specification of the true causal model

would likely be more appropriate. In the OTC drug demand

model discussed earlier, the outcome of interest (drug con-

sumption) is nonnegative. An exponential regression specifi-

cation of the true causal model is more in line with this feature

of the data than is the linear specification in eqn [1]. Another

common example of inherent nonlinearity in health eco-

nomics and health services research, is in the modeling of

healthcare expenditure or utilization (E/U). It is typical to

observe a large proportion of zero values for the E/U outcome.

In this and similar empirical contexts the two-part model

(2PM) has been widely implemented. The 2PM allows the

process governing observation at zero (e.g., whether or not the

individual uses the healthcare service) to systematically differ

from that which determines nonzero observations (e.g., the

amount the individual uses (or spends on) the service con-

ditional on at least some use). The former can be described as

the hurdle component of the model, and the latter is often

called the levels part of the model. Both of these components

are nonlinear – binary response model for the hurdle; non-

negative regression for E/U levels given some utilization.

To accommodate these and other cases, the generic non-

linear version of the true causal model in eqn [1] can be

written as

Y ¼ mðX,Co,Cu; yÞ þ e ½9�

where m(X,Co,Cu; y) is known except for the parameter

vector y. It is very often assumed that m(X,Co,Cu; y)¼
M(XbþCoboþCubu), where M( ) is a known function and

y¼[b bo bu]. In this linear index form the true causal models

corresponding to binary and nonnegative outcomes are

commonly written, respectively, as

Y ¼ FðXbþ Cobo þ CubuÞ þ e ðY ¼ f0,1gÞ ½10�

and

Y ¼ expðXbþ Cobo þ CubuÞ þ e ðY 	 0Þ ½11�

where F( ) is a function whose domain is unit interval. It is to

be noted here that for the generic nonlinear model charac-

terized by eqn [9] the TCE is not embodied in any particular

parameter (e.g., b) as in the linear models defined by eqn [1].

Instead, the TCE will be a nonlinear function of all parameters

(y) and all of the right-hand side variables (X, Co, Cu) of the

model. Moreover, the exact form of the TCE in nonlinear

settings will differ depending on the researcher’s policy rele-

vant analytic objective(s). These issues will not, however, be

discussed here and are the subject of other articles of this

encyclopedia. The current discussion focuses on estimation of

the vector of parameters y.

The nonlinear generality of eqn [9] brings with it con-

siderable, though not insurmountable, complications in the

formulation of the nonlinear analog to eqn [6]. In the generic

nonlinear model, although the SS rule is still defined as in eqn

[1], the relevant control function is implicit and does not have

a closed form, as did l(XaþCoaoþWaw) in the linear case. In

light of this, accounting for the presence of Cu in eqn [9] does

not involve a simple substitution of the control function, as

was the case in moving from eqn [1] to eqn [6]. With these

issues in mind, the nonlinear analog to eqn [6] can be

written as

Y ¼ m�ðX,Co,Cu,W; a�,yÞ þ v ½12�

where m�(X, Co, Cu, W; a, y) is a known function derived from

eqn [9] and a�¼[a ao aw]. Unbiased estimates of the
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parameters of eqn [12] can be obtained via the following two-

stage protocol. First, estimate a� as in the linear case. In the

second stage, estimate of y by applying the nonlinear least

squares method to the following version of eqn [12].

Y ¼ m�ðX,Co,Cu,W; â�,yÞ þ u ½13�

where â� ¼ ½â âo âW � is the first stage estimate of a�. It should

be noted that the only case in which eqn [12] has a closed

form is when it is derived from eqn [11] – the exponential

regression model. In that case, eqn [13] can be written

Y ¼ expðXbþ CoboÞl̂
� þ u ½14�

where the estimated control function l̂
�

is a function of

Xâþ Coâo þWâW.

Summary

Often sample inclusion is not random. Unobservable de-

terminants of sample inclusion may also influence the out-

come of interest. Naive regression estimates that ignore such

latent correlation are subject to a kind of endogeneity bias –

so-called SS bias. SS bias in regression parameter estimation is

also manifested in corresponding causal inference and pre-

diction. In this article the general circumstances in which SS

bias is likely to be a problem is detailed and examples are

given. Most empirical studies that confront potential SS bias

are cast in a linear framework and implement a relatively

simple two-stage method to correct for it. This method, and

also the sources and implications of SS bias in linear models,

are discussed in detail. Linear models and methods are not,

however, compatible with most empirical contexts in health

economics and health services research which often involve

outcomes that are qualitative or otherwise limited in range.

For this reason, a general nonlinear framework for modeling

potential SS is also discussed, and a recently developed two-

stage estimation approach (details of which can be found in

the references for Further Reading) is outlined.

See also: Instrumental Variables: Methods. Modeling Cost and
Expenditure for Healthcare. Models for Count Data. Models for
Discrete/Ordered Outcomes and Choice Models
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Glossary
Bibliographic databases Electronic database of

bibliographic information organized, indexed, and

searchable by subject descriptors, authors, title, and abstract

keywords and other fields. Medline is an example of a

bibliographic database.

Citation pearl growing or snowballing A search method

using as a starting point a single, known, index source of

information. This source is used to find related items (e.g.,

items citing and cited by the index source) and sources with

similar characteristics (e.g., by the same author or

containing similar subject terms).

High yield patch or rich patch Any source containing a

high proportion of relevant information (e.g., clinical

experts, existing economic evaluations).

Indirect retrieval or secondary retrieval Retrieval of

information on one topic while searching for information

on another topic.

Investigative searching A search method whereby

information is identified in a piecemeal fashion rather than

using a single, predefined search query. Sources of relevant

information are used as leads or links to further relevant

sources.

Precision A measure of the quality of a search. It is the

proportion of items identified by a search strategy that is

relevant.

Proximal cues A source of information that prompts a

search for other similar or related, potentially relevant

information.

Reference sources Source of information accepted or used

on the grounds of its authority in the context of decision-

making (e.g., drug formulary, classification of disease, and

clinical guideline).

Routine data sources Source of information compiled

primarily for administrative rather than research purposes

(e.g., prescribing rates).

Search filters A predefined search strategy aimed at

restricting search results to studies with specific

methodological or clinical characteristics.

Sensitivity A measure of the quality of a search. It is the

proportion of relevant items identified by a search strategy

from all the relevant items that exist.

Outline

Economic evaluations in the form of decision-analytic

models draw on many different types of secondary evidence

in addition to costs and effects. The additional types of

information used include natural history, epidemiology,

quality of life weights (utilities), adverse events, resource

use, and activity data. This information is drawn from

different sources which can be research and nonresearch

based.

Methods for identifying and reviewing evidence on ran-

domized controlled trials (RCTs) of clinical effectiveness are

well established. Some methods, many of which have not

been validated, have been developed for other types of re-

search-based information. Little guidance is available on

identifying and assessing nonresearch based sources of infor-

mation. On the whole, searching and reviewing methods have

been developed in the context of systematic reviews and do

not necessarily take into account factors specific to the task of

developing decision-analytic models. This article considers

how evidence is used to inform decision-analytic models and

the implications of this for the methods by which evidence is

identified and assessed.

The article considers the following:

• The types of information used to inform decision-analytic

models for cost-effectiveness analysis.

• How to search for and to locate these types of evidence.

• How to select and to review evidence to inform a model.

• Factors specific to searching and reviewing in the context of

decision-analytic modelling.

Introduction

Decision-analytic cost-effectiveness models aim to inform re-

source allocation decisions in health care. Evidence is assessed

within a framework that reflects the complexity of the decision

problem. A broad range of evidence, in addition to evidence on

costs and effects, is required to support this approach. Im-

portant additional types of information include epidemiology,

quality of life weights, natural history, and resource use. This

information is drawn from different types of study design in-

cluding experimental and observational research and from

nonresearch based sources including routinely collected data,

administrative databases, and experts.

A range of information retrieval methods is required to

identify the diversity of information used to inform a decision-

analytic models. Methods for identifying and reviewing

evidence of clinical effectiveness from RCTs have been

developed by organizations such as the Cochrane Collabor-

ation. To a lesser degree, methods for the identification

and review of other types of study design, such as observational

studies, have been developed, although these have generally not

been subject to validation and are not so well established. Very

little guidance exists to support the systematic identification

and assessment of nonresearch-based sources, including, for
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example, sources of routinely collected data such as prescribing

rates. Such sources can be difficult to locate and to access, and

the navigation and interrogation of their nonstandard, often

complex format, can be challenging.

On the whole, searching and reviewing methods have been

developed in the context of systematic reviews of clinical ef-

fectiveness. As such they have been designed to identify

and to assess experimental evidence with high internal validity

in order to address single, focussed questions on the effects

of treatment. Systematic review search methods require

extensive searching in an attempt to identify all studies that

match the characteristics of the focussed review question

(typically defined by the populations, interventions, com-

parators, and outcomes of interest). The quality of a search is

defined according to its sensitivity (that is, the extent to which it

has identified all studies that match the review question). The

systematic review search approach has become the benchmark

approach to searching in all types of health technology assess-

ment (HTA), including decision-analytic modelling, and the

concept of sensitivity has become the defining characteristic of a

high quality search. Such methods, however, do not necessarily

take into account factors specific to the task of developing de-

cision-analytic models such as addressing issues of complexity,

drawing on a wide range of different types of evidence and

assessing effectiveness in the absence of direct or good quality

evidence. This article explores how evidence is used in models

and the implications of this for the methods by which evidence

is identified and assessed.

Types of Information and Forms of Evidence: The
Classification of Evidence

Types of Information

The need for a range of information to inform model par-

ameter estimates is well understood. Information on clinical

effect size, baseline risk of clinical events, costs, resource use,

and quality of life weights have been identified as the five

most common data elements required in the population of

decision-analytic models.

Information is also used to support a number of modelling

activities in addition to parameter estimation. An analysis of

the sources of evidence cited in the reporting of models

identified a range of different types of information, drawn

from different information sources and used for a variety of

modelling activities (see Table 1). These included, in addition

to model parameters, the definition of the model structure, the

overall design and scope of the model, and various analytical

activities and modelling methods.

The types of information used in models can be grouped

into five broad categories. The first category relates to the

condition or disease area of interest and includes information

on natural history, epidemiology, and prognosis. Typical uses

of such information include the specification of the model

structure through the definition of the disease pathways and of

health states within the pathway. Information is also used to

provide estimates of baseline population characteristics and

baseline risks of clinical events. Some evidence on costs, re-

source use, and utilities will also be included here.

Further information is required to inform the specification

of the available treatment options and the management of the

condition or disease. A range of information including clinical

practice guidelines and policy documents, expert advice, pre-

scribing rates, and other activity data can be used to inform

the definition of management options including relevant

comparators, treatment strategies and procedures, and man-

agement options at various stages of the disease pathway.

Category three relates to the costs and effects of the clinical

interventions of interest. The types of information required

include effectiveness evidence, comprising clinical outcomes,

adverse effects, and quality of life weights. Adverse effects and

quality of life weights often constitute additional, separate

requirements where trials provide no or insufficient evidence

on these outcomes. As such, searches focussing on these types

of evidence might be undertaken in addition to searches for

RCT evidence. Other types include information on the cost

and resource use implications of delivering the interventions.

Some models might take into account factors that affect

the uptake of treatment and that might impact on costs or

effects outside the controlled environment of an experimental

setting. Potentially relevant information includes patient

Table 1 Classification of evidence used in models of cost-effectiveness by type, source, and use of evidence

Types of information Types of source of evidence Uses of evidence within model

Adverse effects Evidence synthesis Design and specification of model framework
Compliance Expert judgment Model validation
Current practice Methodological theory and empirical evidence Modelling and analytical approach
Epidemiology Observational research Population of model parameters
Modelling methods RCT (clinical and economic) Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
Natural history Reference sources
Patient preferences Routine data sources
Prescribing rates
Prognosis
Resource use
Results and methods from other models
Clinical outcomes
Unit costs
Utilities
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preferences, adherence, or acceptance of treatment as a func-

tion of the mode of delivery of an intervention such as

homed-based versus hospital-based delivery, or oral versus

infusional delivery.

The final category provides analytical rather than clinically

related information. This is used to support choices relating to

the modelling approach and analytical methods. It can in-

clude methodological standards and guidelines, empirical,

theoretical methodological research, and modelling ap-

proaches used in existing economic analyses.

Formats of Evidence

The range of information used in decision-analytic models is

drawn from a number of different forms of evidence. Ex-

amples are listed in Table 1. Although it is difficult to devise a

definitive classification of the different evidence formats, it is

possible to identify several study designs and formats which

can be categorized broadly as research-based and nonresearch

based evidence.

Research-based sources take the form of a number of dif-

ferent study designs, reflecting the different types of infor-

mation used in models. These include evidence syntheses,

including meta-analyses, systematic reviews, and cost-

effectiveness models, RCTs, primary economic evaluations and

observational study designs in the form of cross-sectional

surveys and longitudinal cohort studies, and theoretical and

empirically based methodological studies.

The use of nonresearch based sources reflects the need for

models to address real world issues and to take account of the

context of the decision. Such sources include expert opinion,

both published and in the form of expert advice, routinely

collected data and ‘reference sources.’ Routine data sources

cover, for example, national disease registers (although some

disease registers will be classed as observational research), life

tables, and health service activity data. The category of sources

referred to as ‘reference sources’ describes standard sources

often providing generic information, including drug formu-

laries or disease classifications, or sources that have some

inferred authority due to consensus on their reliability or

relevance to the context of the decision. Examples of the latter

might include policy guidance and practice guidelines.

To some extent it is possible to associate the different

types of information with the different forms of evidence.

For example, it is well established that evidence of clinical

effectiveness should ideally be taken from RCTs. Members of

the Cochrane and Campbell Economics Methods Group

(C-CEMG) have devised a useful hierarchy of evidence for

the most important model data inputs, although it should be

borne in mind that this does not cover all the types of infor-

mation used to inform a model.

For those outcomes where there might be insufficient trial

evidence, quality of life weights might be taken from cross-

sectional observational studies, and evidence of adverse effects

can be found in observational cohort studies and post-

marketing surveillance data. Epidemiological information can

be drawn from longitudinal studies, including long-term

routinely collected data. Observational studies can provide

information on factors impacting on the uptake of the

intervention. Information on the latter might also be found in

qualitative studies. This is useful where an issue is considered

sufficiently important to warrant some form of discussion but

where quantitative data for incorporation in a model are not

available.

Evidence to inform the specification and estimation of

costs and resource use can be difficult to categorize. In terms of

the specification of a cost analysis (i.e., the identification and

definition of relevant cost and resource groups) observational

costing studies, previous economic analyses, expert opinion,

and documentation of how a condition is managed, such as

clinical guidelines, are useful. In terms of data with which to

populate a model, routinely collected data such as prescribing

costs and reference sources such as drug formularies and

widely accepted compilations of unit costs are preferable.

Where an overall estimate of the costs and resources associated

with being in a particular health state are required (e.g., the

cost of managing a stroke), it is necessary to use an existing

cost analysis, for example, from a previous economic analysis.

It is important, however, that consideration is given to the

reliability of such a summary estimate.

The type of evidence used to inform the specification for

the management of the condition of interest is also difficult to

categorize. The definition of disease management and the

specification of current practice are complex information

needs requiring information on, for example, treatment op-

tions, disease management pathways, and clinical decision-

making rules or policies. This is unlikely to be satisfied using a

single source of information, particularly when a model is

required to reflect the variations in disease management in

different countries. To represent current practice it is necessary

to draw together a range of different types of information to

form an overall picture or description of how a disease or

condition is managed. The sources from where this infor-

mation can be found might include, but will not be restricted

to, treatment and practice guidelines, activity data, and expert

opinion.

In addition to the different types of evidence used to in-

form a model, it is also important to consider the scope of

evidence, within each type, that will be relevant to the model.

For example, it is likely that the scope of relevant clinical ef-

fectiveness evidence will not be restricted to that which relates

to the intervention(s) of interest. In the absence of direct,

head-to-head trials, evidence relating to the comparator(s)

of interest should also be sought in order that indirect

comparisons can be undertaken. This scope of evidence will

be further extended where mixed treatment comparisons

are undertaken. Here, a network of evidence, including

trials of treatments that are not formal comparators, is re-

quired. The scope of relevant evidence will be further deter-

mined by the breadth or scope of the framework within which

a decision problem is analyzed. Although the purpose of some

models is to assess the cost-effectiveness of an intervention or

interventions at a specific point in the disease pathway, this is

done in the context of the whole of the disease pathway.

Therefore, the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of an inter-

vention may need to be considered in terms of its impact on

the whole of the disease pathway. For example, the effective-

ness of a diagnostic intervention will be considered not just in

terms of its diagnostic accuracy but on the extent to which it
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impacts on the longer term management of a condition and,

ultimately on the clinical endpoints relevant to the condition,

including survival and quality of life. As such, evidence on, for

example, treatment effects, quality of life weights, costs, and

resource use is required not just for the intervention of interest

at the point of the decision but for all important management

options and health states at all stages of the disease pathway.

This is an important consideration in defining the scope and

range of searches to be undertaken.

Searching for and Locating Evidence

Models have multiple information needs that cannot be sat-

isfied by a single search query. A series of focussed, iterative

search activities should underpin the development of a model.

To identify the diversity of evidence required, it is necessary

to access a range of different types of information resources

and to adopt a number of different information retrieval

techniques.

Search methods for the retrieval of RCT evidence of clinical

effectiveness are well documented by organizations such as the

Cochrane Collaboration and are not covered in depth here.

Bibliographic databases remain important sources, particu-

larly for the identification of research-based evidence. How-

ever, given the diversity of information required, the totality of

the evidence base used to inform any single model will be

fragmented. In particular information from nonresearch based

sources is scattered and the location and format of these

sources can make retrieval difficult.

General biomedical bibliographic databases such as

Medline and Embase provide access to a substantial volume of

published information and can be interrogated using subject-

specific keyword search techniques. Search filters, which are

predefined combinations of keywords designed to identify

specific study designs or types of information, are useful in

identifying the individual types of information required for a

model. For example, a number of filters exist for the retrieval

of RCTs and cost information. Filters exist for many types of

information. Most have been designed pragmatically and few

have been validated. Nonetheless, filters are widely used to

improve the relevance of search strategies. The Information

Specialists’ Sub-Group of Inter Technology Assessment Con-

sortium, the UK academic network undertaking HTA for the

National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE),

have developed an extensive resource of critically appraised

search filters. In terms of non-RCT evidence, the Campbell and

Cochrane Economic Methods Work Group provides advice on

searching for economic evaluations and on quality of life

weights. Research on the retrieval of evidence on adverse

events is currently being undertaken at the University of York

in the UK. These sources provide advice both on searching

general biomedical databases and on specialist resources

particular to specific topic areas.

Some useful specialist databases and resources exist for the

retrieval of research-based non-RCT evidence. The Centre for

Reviews and Dissemination at the University of York provides

access to the National Health Service Economic Evaluation

Database (NHS EED) and the HTA database, with the latter

including the register of projects and publications of the

member organizations of International Network of Agencies

for Health Technology Assessment (INAHTA). The TUFTS

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Registry extracts utilities data

from systematically identified cost-utility analyses. The

Health Technology International (HTAi) Vortal is an exten-

sive searchable repository of resources relating to the field

of HTA.

Routine data and reference sources are disparate and can-

not easily be brought together as a single reliable resource that

can be interrogated using a uniform search approach. Com-

pilations of resources have not been developed to any great

degree, although some of the sources aformentioned can

provide some coverage. Part of the value of this type of in-

formation is its relevance to the decision-making process in

terms of geographical context or relevance to a specific de-

cision-making authority. For example, the British National

Formulary, the Office for National Statistics and NHS Refer-

ence Costs constitute three highly relevant sources for in-

forming model parameter estimates in England and Wales, but

do not carry the same authority in other decision-making

jurisdictions. It would, therefore, be difficult to develop an

international, generic, and comprehensive resource. Organ-

izations such as the World Health Organization and the Or-

ganization for Economic Cooperation and Development can

provide access to useful country-specific information. Inter-

national resources such as HTAi and the International Society

of Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) also

provide useful starting points. At a national or more local

level, harnessing knowledge and skills in order to provide

access to compilations of information sources relevant

to specific, local decision-making is an important area for

development.

In the absence of such resources, the systematic identifi-

cation of routine and reference sources of information cannot

rely on the traditional keyword searching approach commonly

associated with systematic review search methods. An alter-

native approach to retrieving information is to follow sys-

tematic lines of enquiry. This investigative search approach is

similar in principle to citation pearl growing and snowballing

references, used as supplementary search techniques in sys-

tematic reviews. Investigative searching does not attempt to

identify everything in one search attempt using a single, catch-

all, search query. Rather, the objective is to retrieve infor-

mation in a systematic, auditable, and piecemeal fashion. This

is done by identifying one or more relevant starting point(s),

to search and to use these to identify relevant leads which can

be followed up systematically and iteratively until sufficient

information has been identified. A search starting point could

be a known publication, advice from an expert or highly fo-

cussed exploratory searches using a bibliographic database

(e.g., Medline) or an internet search engine (e.g., Google). The

repeated following up of leads, known as proximal cues, in the

form of new relevant keywords, references and names of

authors and organizations will form a network of sources for

further investigation. An illustration of a brief investigative

search is given in Figure 1.

In terms of obtaining information from experts, the poten-

tial for bias is high and it is important to demonstrate a trans-

parent and systematic approach to gathering this type of

information. Formal methods of eliciting information from
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experts include Bayesian elicitation methods, qualitative oper-

ational research techniques, and consensus methods. Other

forms of good practice include the use of a range of experts in

order to capture variation in opinion and in clinical practice.

Precautions should also be taken to ensure that the full range of

clinical expertise relevant to the decision problem is represented.

How to Search Efficiently

Searches using a systematic review search approach typically

attempt to achieve a high-level sensitivity. That is, they are

designed to maximize the retrieval of evidence that matches a

prespecified and focussed topic. This often necessitates the

retrieval of a large volume of irrelevant information in order to

ensure that relevant evidence is not missed by the search.

Exhaustive searching, aimed at high sensitivity, is considered

difficult in the context of modelling. Limited time and re-

sources are frequently cited as constraints when undertaking

searches for models. The process of model development gen-

erates multiple, interrelated information needs that have, to

some extent, to be managed simultaneously and iteratively

rather than sequentially. This is very different from the single

focussed question scope of typical systematic review searches.

To progress the process of model development it is neces-

sary to assimilate a broad range of information as efficiently as

possible. Using techniques that focus on precision, rather than

sensitivity, might provide a more efficient approach to

searching. Precision is defined as the extent to which a search

retrieves only relevant information and avoids the retrieval of

irrelevant information. Search techniques that focus on pre-

cision can provide a means of maximizing the rate of return of

relevant information. The objective of such techniques is to

front-load the search process by attempting to capture as

much relevant information as early as possible, and to assess

the diminishing returns of subsequent, broader, search iter-

ations. Such techniques do not preclude further iterations of

extensive searching where a more in-depth approach is re-

quired. All the techniques described aim to maximize pre-

cision. They are suggested with the caveat that when used on

their own without subsequent broader iterative searching

there is an increased risk of missing potentially relevant

information.

A search process aimed at maximizing the rate of return of

relevant information and at minimizing the opportunity cost

of managing irrelevant information can adopt widely used

information retrieval techniques. Restricting searches to spe-

cific fields within bibliographic databases is a commonly

recognized technique aimed at maximizing precision.

For example, searching for relevant terms within the title of

journal articles should minimize the retrieval of irrelevant

information. Depending on the nature and amount of infor-

mation retrieved, a judgment can be made as to whether to

extend the search across other fields, such as the abstract, with

‘Smoking statistics’

Cancer research UK

Office of National Statistics

Department of Health

World Health Organisation

NHS Cancer Plan

International Agency for 
Research on Cancer

General Household Survey

Health Survey for England

Psychiatric Morbidity Survey

Smoking amongst secondary 
school children survey

Doll, 1950 BMJ; Wynder, 1950 
JAMA; Levin, 1950 JAMA

Doll, 2004 BMJ

Other
studies?

Other
policies?

Other
charities?

Other
populations?

Direction of searchGoogle
starting point

1st iteration results 
selected for further 

investigation

2nd iteration results 
selected for further 

investigation

Denotes line of investigation from one source to another

Denotes possible new line of investigation

Figure 1 Example of investigative search.
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a view to increasing sensitivity. A similar technique can be

adopted when using search filters to restrict search results to

specific study designs. Search filters can be designed to maxi-

mize either the sensitivity or precision of this restriction. The

choice of high precision filters, sometimes referred to as one-

line filters, can be used to maximize relevance. The Hedges

project at McMaster University in Canada has developed and

tested a set of filters, including one-line filters.

A highly pragmatic approach is to restrict the number of

sources or databases searched. If a decision is made to extend

the search, the results of the first iteration can be used to select

and follow up highly relevant lines of investigation, for ex-

ample, by carrying out focussed searches of newly identified

keywords or by following up key authors.

Existing cost-effectiveness models in the same disease area

may be important sources of information, and can be used to

gain an understanding of the disease area, to identify possible

modelling approaches and to identify possible evidence

sources with which to populate a model. This can be described

as using a ‘rich patch’ or ‘high yield patch’ of information

whereby one source of information (i.e., the existing eco-

nomic evaluation) is drawn on to satisfy multiple information

needs. The use of high yield patches can provide useful

shortcuts or can help cover a lot of ground quickly in terms of

gaining an understanding of a decision problem. However, it

is important that consideration is given to the limitations or

reliability of a potentially rich source and to ensure that the

weaknesses of existing economic analyses are not simply being

replicated.

It has already been stated that information needs do not

arise sequentially but that multiple information needs might be

identified at the outset of the modelling process or might arise

simultaneously during the course of developing the model. A

useful way of handling multiple information needs is to con-

sider information retrieval as a process of information gathering

alongside a more directed process of searching. The pursuit of

one information need might retrieve information relevant to a

second or third information need. The yield of this secondary

or indirect retrieval can be saved and added to the yield of a

later more directed retrieval process. For example, a search for

costs might also retrieve relevant quality of life information.

This would constitute secondary or indirect information re-

trieval. It could be retained and added to the yield or results of a

later search focussing specifically on quality of life.

Sufficient Searching

There is some debate as to what constitutes sufficient search-

ing in the context of decision-analytic modelling. In particular,

the need to achieve a high level of sensitivity when under-

taking searches is open to question both on practical and

theoretical grounds. The NICE has developed useful principles

for the searching and reviewing of evidence for decision-ana-

lytic models. In terms of searching, this advice states that ‘‘the

processes by which potentially relevant sources are identified

should be systematic, transparent and justified such that it is

clear that sources of evidence have not been identified seren-

dipitously, opportunistically or preferentially.’’ To uphold this

principle it is important to consider the factors that might

influence decisions to stop searching and that might inform

judgments as to whether a sufficient search process has been

undertaken.

This section summarizes some of the factors that could

contribute to a definition of sufficient searching in the context

of modelling and that might be used to support a judgment

that sufficient searching has been undertaken.

In practical terms, it is often argued that there is not suf-

ficient time or resource to undertake exhaustive, systematic

review-type searching for every information need generated by

the model. This supports the need for efficient methods such

as those described in the previous section. It also requires

pragmatic decisions on when to stop searching. Such decisions

should be transparent in order that users of a model can judge

the perceived acceptability or limitations of the scope of the

searches undertaken.

Models are usually required to inform decision-making in

the absence of ideal evidence. A decision to stop searching

might be driven by an absence or lack of relevant evidence. If a

relatively systematic search process exploring a number of

different search options has retrieved no relevant evidence, it

could be considered acceptable to assume that further exten-

sive searching would not be of value.

One-way sensitivity analysis can be used to explore the

implications of decisions to stop searching and of using a

range of alternative sources of evidence on the outputs of a

model. This type of analysis is widely regarded as a useful

means of supporting judgments underpinning the identifi-

cation and selection of evidence and is stated as a requirement

in the Methods of Appraisal issued by NICE.

An extension of this idea would be to undertake some

form of value of information analysis to understand the

impact of uncertainty in the model and ultimately on the

decision-making process. The process of bringing together,

within one framework, multiple and diverse sources of evi-

dence bring with it unavoidable uncertainty that cannot fully

be understood or removed by comprehensive searching on

every information need within the model. On theoretical

grounds, therefore, it could be argued that exhaustive

searching would not fully inform an understanding of un-

certainty. Value of information analysis might be useful in

assessing the value of undertaking further searching for more

evidence and in determining where search resources should

be focussed. It could act as a device to prioritize areas for

further rounds of searching during the course of a modelling

project or to develop research recommendations for more in-

depth searching or reviewing on specific topics to inform

future models. It is important to note, however, that the

usefulness of this approach is dependent on timing and the

extent to which the priorities for searching are revisited

during the course of a project. A particular parameter which

appears unimportant during the early stages of model de-

velopment may become more important as the model is

further refined over time.

Reviewing and Selecting Evidence

Reviewing techniques used in systematic reviews are, in prin-

ciple, applicable in the context of reviewing and selecting
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evidence for decision-analytic models. However, due to certain

factors, gold standard systematic review methods such as those

of the Cochrane Collaboration, are not directly transferable and

consideration has to be given to adapting these useful and well

established methods for modelling. These factors include time

and resource constraints, the need to balance quality of evidence

with relevance to the context of the decision and the frequent

need to accommodate a lack of available, relevant evidence.

Time and Resource Implications

As in the case of searching for information, reviewing the

breadth and diversity of evidence used in models is typically

constrained by limited time and resources. The value of in-

depth reviewing for every information need in the model,

such as the use of strict inclusion criteria, extensive quality

assessment procedures, and independent reviewing by two

reviewers, is also open to question. Various pragmatic rapid

review methods can be applied including reduced levels of

data extraction, quality assessment, and reporting. In addition,

important aspects of the model can be identified and priori-

tized as requiring a greater proportion of the available re-

viewing resource.

Assessing the Quality of Evidence

The systematic assessment of the quality of studies considered

for inclusion in a systematic review is one of the many mech-

anisms aimed at checking for and minimizing the risk of bias.

Quality assessment tools, sometimes in the form of checklists,

exist for many different types of study design including RCTs,

observational studies, and economic evaluations. The tools

provide a series of questions on the conduct and design of

individual studies allowing the systematic consideration of the

strengths and weaknesses in terms of reliability, validity, and

relevance. Many different checklists exist. Organizations such as

the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination at the University of

York provide access to a range of checklists. The Cochrane

Collaboration, however, recommends against the use of

checklists arguing that this leads to an oversimplification of the

quality assessment process. The Collaboration has developed

the Cochrane Risk of Bias tool, which can be applied to both

RCTs and nonrandomized studies.

Given the diversity of information used to inform models

it is highly likely that quality assessment tools do not exist for

every type of evidence used. In such circumstances it might be

possible to generate a number of questions, possibly based on

existing tools, to guide the process of assessment. Members of

the Cochrane and Campbell Economic Methods Working

Group suggest a number of issues for consideration in the

assessment of evidence on quality of life weights. The absence

of standards for quality assessment is a particular problem in

the assessment of routine data sources and reference sources.

The quality of commonly used sources, such as national

statistical collections, classifications of disease, and drug for-

mularies might be regarded as sufficiently authoritative to be

accepted without in-depth quality assessment. The ISPOR has

created a Task Force on Real World Data to consider issues,

including quality, relating to the use in models of routinely

collected data and data not collected in conventional RCTs.

Two tools have been developed that can be used to support

the process of quality assessment specifically in the context of

decision-analytic models for cost-effectiveness. The tool de-

vised by members of the Cochrane and Campbell Economic

Methods Working Group is a series of hierarchies of evidence

for five important model data inputs: clinical effect sizes,

baseline clinical data, resource use, unit costs, and quality of

life weights. Although the hierarchies do not allow the as-

sessment of the quality of each individual study, they form a

useful tool for some form of assessment between studies. The

Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and

Evaluation (GRADE) system provides an ‘economic evidence

profile’; a framework and criteria for rating the quality of

evidence collected from all potential sources relating to all

components that may be used to populate model parameters,

including research-based and nonresearch-based sources.

Assessing the Relevance of Evidence

The relevance of evidence to the context of the decision is a

crucial consideration in assessing evidence to inform decision-

analytic models. This is an important distinction in the as-

sessment of evidence for models compared with assessment

for systematic reviews. Although standard quality assessment

tools used in systematic reviews often include questions re-

lating to relevance, the focus, in reality, is on the assessment of

scientific rigor and internal validity. In its consideration of the

role of routine data sources the ISPOR Real World Data Task

Force emphasizes that ‘context matters greatly’ in determining

the value of available sources. The C-CEMG hierarchies and

the GRADE system both place emphasis on factors of rele-

vance directly alongside the assessment of scientific quality. In

assessing the value or usefulness of nonclinical sources of

evidence, the trade off between contextual relevance and in-

ternal validity is often a particularly important consideration.

The tension between relevance and scientific quality is

highlighted by the role of expert judgment as a source of

evidence. As a basis for parameter estimates, expert judgment

is placed at the bottom of the evidence hierarchy, as in sys-

tematic reviews. However, the role of expert judgment in in-

terpreting the available evidence and in assessing the face

validity or credibility of a model as an acceptable represen-

tation of the decision problem is recognized as an important

source in the validation of the model.

Selecting Evidence for Incorporation in the Model

The assessment of quality and relevance plays an important

part in the selection of evidence for use in a model. Although

some initial form of eligibility criteria might be used to select

references from a list of search results, this does not take the

form of strict, predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria. This

may be for a number of reasons. The incorporation of non-

clinical evidence in a model tends not to involve the synthesis

of data from a number of studies to generate a single pooled

estimate. Rather, a range of estimates may be derived or se-

lected from a number of possible options all of which might
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be relevant for different reasons. In addition, there is often an

absence of ‘ideal’ evidence. Although a clinical effectiveness

review can remain inconclusive due to there being no avail-

able evidence, this is not an option for decision-analytic

models which have to support a decision-making process re-

gardless of the available evidence base. In doing so, the pur-

pose of a decision model is to identify what might be, on

average, the best option and to quantify the uncertainty sur-

rounding the decisions. In the absence of ideal evidence

the application of more flexible selection criteria allows the

identification of the best available evidence from which

the best or closest match can be judged and selected.

Therefore, evidence is not defined as being eligible or in-

eligible. Rather, the various characteristics of individual sour-

ces can be seen as offering different attributes by which

eligibility might be judged. These attributes may be different

to those of another source; that is, sources will be judged as

being useful for different reasons. The quality-relevance trade-

off is an example of this.

The application of more flexible selection criteria allows

the identification of a relatively varied set of potentially rele-

vant or candidate evidence from which final selections can be

made. The selection of evidence for incorporation in a model

is made through a process of weighing up the attributes of

each source against each other. The assessment of quality and

relevance, sometimes supported by some level of data ex-

traction to aid comparisons between studies, supports this

process. This is different to the process of quality assessment

and data extraction in standard systematic reviews which take

place after evidence has been selected for inclusion. Moreover,

the selection of one source of evidence over another does

not necessarily lead to the exclusion of evidence as the im-

plications of selecting alternative sources can be explored

through sensitivity analysis.

The use in a standard systematic reviews of predeter-

mined, strict selection criteria is another mechanism aimed

at minimizing the risk bias in the review. The more flexible

approach used in modelling incorporates choices based on

weighing up and trading off the relative merits of alternative

sources of evidence. This avoids the need to label evidence

as being relevant or not relevant, allows the inclusion and

exploration of a range of sources of evidence and, in the

absence of ideal evidence, permits the incorporation of the

best available evidence. In adopting this approach it is im-

portant that the process of selecting evidence is transparent,

that the choices made are justified and that the extent and

impact of uncertainty caused by possible bias resulting from

the selection process is accounted for through sensitivity

analysis.

A number of procedures can be used to systematize the

process of selection. The use of quality assessment and data

extraction can help systematize the choices being made. The

reporting of the process, including the tabulation of key

characteristics of the candidate sources of evidence, can im-

prove transparency. The process of selection can be done

through systematic discussion within the modelling project

team in order that joint decisions are made. Finally, sensitivity

analysis can assess the impact of uncertainty generated by the

process of selection, including exploration of alternative

sources not used in the base case analysis.

Conclusion

Decision-analytic models assess cost-effectiveness within a

complex analytic framework. A broad range of information, in

addition to evidence on costs and effects, and including both

research- and nonresearch-based information, is required to

inform this approach.

Information retrieval and reviewing methods, developed

for the conduct of systematic reviews of clinical effectiveness,

can be used for the identification and assessment of evidence

used to inform decision-analytic models. To make the best use

of these methods it is necessary to adapt them to the specific

requirements of the task of developing decision-analytic

models. This includes employing a range of information re-

trieval techniques in order to access and exploit diverse for-

mats of evidence and adapting quality assessment and data

extraction procedures to support systematic and transparent

judgments in the selection of the best and most relevant

available evidence.

Decision-analytic models permit an evidence-based ap-

proach to decision-making that takes account of the com-

plexities and factors of specific relevance to the context of the

decision problem. The collective grouping and interplay of

diverse sources of evidence brings with it inevitable uncertainty.

This cannot wholly be addressed by minimizing the risk of

introducing forms of bias that might be associated with indi-

vidual sources of evidence. Searching and reviewing methods

used in the context of developing a model can provide an

efficient means of capturing and understanding a broad range

of information and can be used to address systematically and

transparently the limitations of the best available relevant evi-

dence such that a full account of the uncertainty associated

with that evidence base can be supported.

See also: Observational Studies in Economic Evaluation. Problem
Structuring for Health Economic Model Development. Synthesizing
Clinical Evidence for Economic Evaluation
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Introduction

The literature on the economics of commercial sex in de-

veloping countries has been a burgeoning area of recent

growth for various reasons. First, unprotected commercial sex

is a major human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) transmission

vector. Sex markets play an integral role in the spread of

sexually transmitted infections (STIs) including HIV/acquired

immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). Each day 20 000 people

become infected with HIV (UNAIDS, 2002), and many of

these new infections occur in the developing world. In de-

veloping countries, sex workers play a central role in the spread

of HIV and other STIs as they generally have higher infection

rates and more sexual partners relative to the general popu-

lation. Table 1 displays HIV prevalence for adults, pregnant

women, and sex workers across the developing world. In almost

every country, sex workers have significantly higher HIV

prevalence than the general population. In countries like Kenya,

85.5% of sex workers are HIV positive relative to 8.3% for the

general adult population. Although condoms are an effective

defense against infection, and despite the large amounts of fi-

nancial aid channeled into educating sex workers about the

importance of condom use, many sex workers are risking in-

fection by not using condoms. Research in economics has

sought to understand this issue because HIV/AIDS and other

STIs have potentially devastating implications for economic

development.

Second, the sex market is a large source of employment for

many women in poor countries, which has both micro-

economic and macroeconomic implications. Vandepitte et al.

(2006) estimate the percentage of females who make their

living from sex work to be 12% in Diego-Suarez, Madagascar;

4.3% in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso; 2.8% in Phnom Penh,

Cambodia; 1.4% in Jakarta, Indonesia; and 7.4% in Belize.

Obviously these are significant numbers and constitute a large

number of women earning their living by performing poten-

tially risky work. In addition, these numbers are increasing as

more women enter the sex market due to lack of outside labor

market opportunities in most developing countries. On a

macroscale, the amount of revenue associated with the sex

sector is considerable. For example, revenue from the Indo-

nesian sex sector was estimated at between US$1.2 and 3.3

billion, or between 0.8% and 2.4% of the country’s gross

domestic product (Lim, 1998). In Thailand, close to US$300

million is transferred annually from urban sex workers to rural

areas in the form of remittances (Lim, 1998). Therefore, both

the financial turnover and the sheer number of women in-

volved in the sex industry are strong motivators for further

economics research.

Lastly, from an economics perspective, very little is known

about the commercial sex sector, as demonstrated by the

numerous policy failures. For example, many interventions

aimed at teaching sex workers the alternate skills necessary

to get them out of the sex industry have failed. The simplest

explanation for this failure is that sex work pays well and

most alternative low-skilled jobs do not, so getting women

out of the sex industry is incredibly difficult. As another

example, despite all the international funding that has

been spent on educating sex workers about the risk of di-

seases such as HIV/AIDS, high rates of risky behavior (i.e.,

noncondom sex) are still observed in many developing

countries.

This article investigates the following questions in the

context of developing countries using recent studies from the

economics literature:

1. Why might women enter the sex market?

2. Why do female sex workers engage in noncondom use?

To properly set the stage, this article begins with a brief

description of sex workers’ sociodemographics and transaction

characteristics from three different countries: Mexico, Ecuador,

and Kenya.

Table 1 HIV prevalence (per hundred) among adults, pregnant
women, and sex workers

Country Adult Pregnant women Sex workers

Benin 1.2 0.4 53.3
Burkina Faso 6.7 12.0 60.4
Cameroon 3.0 1.9 21.2
Congo, DR 3.7 4.6 30.3
Congo, Republic 7.2 7.1 49.2
Ivory Coast 6.8 11.6 67.6
Ethiopia 2.5 4.9 67.5
Ghana 2.3 2.2 30.8
Kenya 8.3 13.7 85.5
Malawi 13.6 32.8 78.0
Mali 1.3 3.5 55.5
Nigeria 2.2 3.8 22.5
Rwanda 7.2 25.3 87.9
South Africa 3.2 10.4 3.2
Uganda 14.5 21.2 86.0
Zimbabwe 17.4 35.2 86.0
Argentina 0.4 2.8 4.2
Brazil 0.7 1.7 11.2
Dominican Republic 1.0 2.8 7.0
El Salvador 0.6 0.0 2.0
Haiti 4.4 8.4 41.9
Honduras 1.6 1.0 20.5
Jamaica 0.9 0.7 24.6
Cambodia 1.9 3.2 43.0
China 0.0 0.0 0.3
India 0.4 0.3 51.0
Indonesia 0.05 0.0 0.3
Myanmar 1.5 1.3 18.2
Nepal 0.05 0.0 0.9
Thailand 2.1 2.4 18.8
Vietnam 0.07 0.0 0.24

Source: Reproduced from World Bank (1999). Confronting AIDS: Public Priorities in a

Global Epidemic. New York: Oxford University Press.
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Sex Worker Characteristics

Table 2 presents summary statistics of samples of sex workers

in Mexico, Ecuador, and Kenya. The Mexican statistics are

constructed from the dataset used in Gertler et al. (2005), the

Ecuadoran statistics from the dataset used in Arunachalam and

Shah (2008, 2013), and the Kenyan summary statistics from

data used by Robinson and Yeh (2011). Please see the papers for

more detailed information on sampling techniques and data

collection activities. Interestingly, sex workers across all these

three countries appear to be quite similar in terms of their

sociodemographics. They are on average 28 years old, and the

vast majority can read and write. Almost 50% are currently

married or in civil union partnerships or were married and now

are divorced, and more than 60% have children.

The majority of these women have taken HIV tests (89% in

Mexico, 85% in Ecuador, and 60% in Kenya). In the past year,

17% of sex workers in Mexico self-reported having STI-related

problems, 52% of women in Ecuador reported having an STI

problem in the past, and 34% of women in Kenya reported STI-

related problems in the past 3 months. Although HIV/AIDS

rates tend to be much lower in Mexico and Ecuador (approxi-

mately 1% among sex workers), STI rates are relatively high,

especially compared to the general adult population in these

countries. High STI rates in a population are a risk factor for a

potential HIV/AIDS epidemic because untreated STIs facilitate

easier transmission of the HIV virus. Condom use rates range

on average from 80% to 90% in the last three sexual transac-

tions. The average transaction price varied from approximately

US$45 in Mexico to US$7 in Ecuador to US$6.50 in Kenya.

Why Might Women Enter the Sex Market?

Understanding why women enter the sex market is crucial,

especially if effective policies related to the sex market are to be

implemented. There is obviously no one single reason that

women and girls become prostitutes. Some have hypothesized

that women enter because sex work pays well (Edlund and

Korn, 2002), or because they face economic shocks in a world

of poverty (Robinson and Yeh, 2012), or due to lack of outside

options in the labor market, and of course there are those who

enter due to force, kidnaping, and/or trafficking. Issues related

to trafficking have not been discussed too much in the eco-

nomics literature. This is likely due to the illegal, hidden na-

ture of this market, which makes it difficult to collect good

microdata, as well as the fact that many models in economics

tend to implicitly assume some semblance of free choice.

Without the intention of understating the importance of

trafficking and dangers faced by many girls and women who

enter the sex market via this channel, this article will not cover

this area.

Edlund and Korn (2002) introduce a puzzling stylized fact

that prostitution is ‘‘low-skilled, labor intensive, female, and

well-paid.’’ There is no other occupation like it that is female

dominated and pays so well (although it is low skilled), and

the authors offer a provocative explanation for this puzzle: sex

workers draw a compensating differential due to the foregone

opportunity to sell their fertility in the marriage market.

Edlund and Korn (2002) not only provide the first formal

model of occupational choice involving prostitution but also

draw an intriguing link between the labor market and the

marriage market that holds for only one occupation. When a

woman chooses to become a sex worker, she relinquishes the

compensation she would otherwise receive in marriage, be-

cause taboos prevent prostitutes from marrying. Thus, even in

settings where prostitution is legal, it must draw an earnings

premium. Beyond drawing considerable media attention, the

richness of the Edlund–Korn model has made it the starting

point for economists’ discussions of sex work (e.g., Giusta

et al., 2004). An especially attractive feature of the paper is that

it generates a number of testable predictions.

Table 2 Sex worker summary statistics

Mexico, 2001 Ecuador, 2003 Kenya, 2005–06

Age 27.82 27.9 28.43
Age of first compensated sex 21.79 23.6 18.67
Very attractive (¼1) 0.21 0.27 N/A
Has children (¼1) 0.62 0.86 0.76
Can read and write (¼1) 0.84 0.92 0.88
Had HIV test (¼1) 0.89 0.85 0.60
Had sexually transmitted infections (STIs)/vaginala problems (¼1) 0.17 0.52 0.34

Civil status
Single (¼1) 0.41 0.47 0.44
Married/civil union/cohabitating (¼1) 0.22 0.48 0.13
Divorced/separated/widowed (¼1) 0.38 0.06 0.43
Used condom (¼1) 0.91 0.88 0.82
Average transaction priceb 44.75 7.20 6.40
Number of women 1029 2902 192

aA self-reported STI problem in last 3 months for Kenya, ever for Ecuador, and last year for Mexico.
bDenotes price in 2003 USD.

Note: This table reports the mean characteristics for sex workers from Mexico (Reproduced from Gertler, P., Shah, M., and Stefano, B. (2005). Risky business: The market for

unprotected commercial sex. Journal of Political Economy, University of Chicago Press 113(3), 518–550), Ecuador (Reproduced from Arunachalam, R. and Shah, M. (2008).

Prostitutes and brides? American Economic Review Papers and Proceedings 98(2), 516–522; Arunachalam and Shah, (2013) data), and Kenya (Reproduced from Robinson, J. and

Yeh, E. (2011). Transactional sex as a response to risk in Western Kenya. American Economic Journal: Applied Economics 3(1), 35–64).
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Arunachalam and Shah (2008) test the Edlund–Korn

model. They utilize two large-sample datasets on sex work-

ers, collected in Ecuador and Mexico, which they match to

national labor survey data in the respective countries. They

corroborate the existence of a sizable earnings premium for

sex work, but fail to find support for the marriage-based ex-

planation for this premium. Sex workers are actually more

likely to be married than nonsex workers at younger ages

when the earnings premium for sex work is highest. Further-

more, they find that the premium to male sex work is even

larger than that for women. They hypothesize that the earn-

ings premium would be better explained as a compensating

differential, akin to that observed in other risky professions.

Although Robinson and Yeh (2012) agree that that sex

work pays much better than other available jobs especially in

poor countries and that this level difference in average income

is clearly important, another key consideration is the vari-

ability of consumption. In Africa, as in much of the de-

veloping world, shocks are quite common and formal safety

nets are often missing. In addition, insurance through in-

formal systems of gifts and loans is rarely, if ever, complete

(Townsend, 1994). Robinson and Yeh (2012) show that

women enter the transactional sex market in western Kenya

because clients send transfers in response to negative income

shocks. These women develop relationships with regular cli-

ents who then become the primary source of interperson in-

surance that women receive. For example, transfers from

regulars increase by 67–71% on the days around one’s own

illness and by 125% on the days around the death of a friend

or relative.

Why Do Sex Workers Engage in Noncondom Use?

Much of the health policy literature argues that in many cases

sex workers engage in unprotected sex because they are un-

informed of the risks and that they would protect themselves if

they fully understood the risks (World Bank, 1999; Lau et al.,

2002). In the cases in which sex workers are aware of the risk,

others hypothesize that noncondom use occurs because con-

doms are either very expensive or not available at all (Negroni

et al., 2002), implying there are serious supply-side con-

straints. Alternatively, others have argued that sex workers are

forced to have unprotected sex (Karim et al., 1995; World

Bank, 1999), and because they face physical or economic

threats, they engage in noncondom use.

Although ignorance does exist and the forced exploitation

of sex workers does occur, another possible explanation is that

sex workers are willing to risk infection by not using condoms

with clients if they are adequately compensated. Indeed, eco-

nomic theory has long posited the general principle of com-

pensating wage differentials (Rosen, 1986), and a number of

authors have documented wage differentials that compensate

for risky work activities in other labor sectors such as mining,

police work, and firefighting (Viscusi, 1992; Siebert and Wei,

1998). Although there is anecdotal evidence that sex workers

charge more for sex without a condom (Ahlburg and Jensen,

1998), there was little empirical evidence testing this claim

before research from the economics community. In addition,

it has been widely documented that men have strong

preferences for noncondom sex. Therefore, if men are willing

to pay more for sex without a condom, then sex workers might

simply respond to these market incentives.

Understanding why sex workers do not use condoms is

critical for the development of policy that is effective in

increasing condom use and consequently in reducing the

transmission of STIs, including HIV. The usual policy recom-

mendations are to intervene on the supply side (World Bank,

1999). These policies include (1) educating sex workers about

the risks, (2) increasing access to inexpensive condoms, (3)

reducing environmental barriers to condom use by working

with gatekeepers such as brothel owners and the police, and/or

(4) empowering sex workers by improving their negotiating

skills and fostering self-help organizations. Additionally, gov-

ernments are urged to implement and enforce laws against

human trafficking, rape, assault, and indentured servitude.

However, if some clients are willing to pay substantially larger

sums for unprotected sex, supply-side interventions alone are

less likely to sufficiently reduce unprotected commercial sex.

Even knowledgeable sex workers with condoms, who are free to

turn down clients, might be willing to supply unprotected sex if

the price is right. In this case, complementary interventions on

the client side that reduce the demand for unprotected sex are

also necessary in order to increase condom use.

Gertler et al. (2005) investigate whether sex workers are ra-

tionally responding to market incentives by testing whether sex

workers charge more to take the risk of providing unprotected

services. However, selection is an issue due to both sex worker

heterogeneity as well as client sorting. For example, in terms of

sex worker heterogeneity, better educated sex workers might

charge higher prices and also be more likely to use condoms.

Similarly, better educated, wealthier clients who value condom

use and have a higher willingness to pay may select these sex

workers. This will create a positive correlation between price

and condom use, which is not necessarily causal or related to

compensation for taking a risk. To control for the endogeneity

of condom use, they collect information on the last 3–4

transactions for each sex worker to create a panel dataset. They

estimate a model with sex worker fixed effects to control for

bias from both unobserved sex worker heterogeneity and client

selection where the dependent variable is log price. Addition-

ally, they control for client characteristics using sex worker re-

ports of clients’ looks, wealth, cleanliness, and risk preferences.

Gertler et al. (2005) begin by constructing a simple bar-

gaining model of commercial sex that has a number of em-

pirically testable predictions. The model predicts that a

condom will not be used when the client’s maximum will-

ingness to pay not to use a condom is greater than the min-

imum the sex worker is willing to accept to take the risk.

Surprisingly, however, the model also predicts that when the

client is worried about the risk of infection from unprotected

sex, he may be charged more for using a condom than for

unprotected sex. Similarly, when the sex worker prefers not to

use a condom, the client is given a discount for not using a

condom. The price differential between protected and un-

protected sex is a weighted average of the maximum the client

is willing to pay for not using a condom and the minimum the

sex worker is willing to accept to take the risk of infection by

not using a condom. The weights are a function of the relative

bargaining power of the client and the sex worker.
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Gertler et al. (2005) test these predictions using a panel

dataset collected in 2003 from the Mexican states of Michoacan

and Morelos. They find that Mexican sex workers receive a 23%

premium for unprotected sex from clients who requested not to

use a condom, and this premium jumps to 46% if the sex worker

is considered very attractive. They also find that clients who re-

quested condom use paid 9% more for protected sex, and sex

workers who requested not to use a condom gave clients a 20%

discount. The results are completely consistent with the theore-

tical predictions.

Studies in other developing countries have found similar

results with male clients paying a premium for noncondom

use in India (Rao et al., 2003), Ecuador (Arunachalam and

Shah, 2013), and Kenya (Robinson and Yeh, 2011). Table 3

summarizes the main results from all these studies.

Arunachalam and Shah (2013) and Robinson and Yeh (2011)

use a similar sex worker fixed effects empirical strategy as

Gertler et al. (2005).

Interestingly, Arunachalam and Shah (2013) show that the

premium men pay for noncondom sex in Ecuador is ap-

proximately 12% but that this premium increases in locations

with higher disease rates. A one percentage point increase in

the local STI rate increases the premium for noncondom sex

by 33%. This is the first paper in this literature to have bio-

logical STI outcomes for sex workers. Therefore, the authors

are able to identify this source of the risk premium as directly

linked to STI rates. These results suggest that market forces

may curb the self-limiting nature of STI epidemics exacer-

bating the spread of disease. To a greater extent than other

epidemics, economists argue that the spread of STIs is shaped

by individuals’ behavioral responses. For example, with an

increase in awareness of the risk of contracting disease, indi-

viduals substitute away from risky sex toward abstinence

(Kremer, 1996), toward protected sex (Ahituv et al., 1996;

Dupas, 2011), or away from sex with men toward sex with

women (Francis, 2008). Viewing risky sex much like other

commodities in the market, economists anticipate that de-

mand declines as the expected cost increases (Posner, 1992).

Hence, economists tend to see behavioral responses to STI

prevalence as generating a self-limiting incentive effect of

epidemics (Geoffard and Philipson, 1996). Evidence from the

commercial sex sector, however, suggests that market forces

may dampen the self-limiting feature of STI epidemics be

cause sex workers draw a premium for engaging in risky

unprotected sex.

Robinson and Yeh (2011) use a panel dataset constructed

from 192 self-reported diaries of women who provide trans-

actional sex in Busia, Kenya. They find that women who en-

gage in transactional sex increase their supply of risky, better

compensated sex to cope with unexpected health shocks,

particularly when another household member is ill. More

specifically, they find that women are 3.1% more likely to see a

client, 21.2% more likely to have anal sex, and 19.1% more

likely to engage in unprotected sex on days in which another

household member (typically a child) falls ill. These be-

havioral responses obviously entail significant health risks for

these women and their partners, and suggest that women are

unable to cope with risk through other consumption

smoothing mechanisms. This is an extremely critical issue in a

place like Busia, where the estimated HIV prevalence was 9.8%

in 2004 (CBS, 2004).

In India, Rao et al. (2003) use 2003 data from Songachi,

Kolkata’s oldest and best established red-light district, with

more than 4000 sex workers working in 370 brothels that

service approximately 20 000 clients a day. Rao et al. (2003)

use an instrumental variable strategy to estimate the premium

for noncondom sex and correct for unobserved heterogeneity.

They use exposure to an HIV/AIDS intervention targeted at sex

workers as the instrument because this intervention is highly

correlated with a sex worker’s propensity to use condoms, but

the authors claim it is uncorrelated with a sex worker’s in-

come. They estimate that when sex workers use condoms, they

earn between 66% and 79% less.

The loss in earnings associated with condom use clearly

represents a major disincentive to safe sex. The problem comes

from the fact that clients, most of whom do not want to use

condoms, are able to exploit competition among sex workers.

If a sex worker insists on having sex with a condom, the client

can simply go to the next brothel or another sex worker in the

same location where he will find a sex worker who is more

willing. The solution to this can come either from educating

clients about safe sex or creating an agreement among sex

workers to collectively agree to refuse condom-free sex (Rao

and Shah, 2012).

Conclusion

The scope for research on the sex sector remains large given

how little economics work has been done in this area to date.

For example, still very little is known about how regulating

this market might affect public health outcomes. Different

countries apply distinct regulatory techniques to their own sex

markets. In some countries sex work is illegal, in other

countries it is decriminalized, and in other places it is legal.

However, very little is known about how these different

regulatory procedures affect things like public health out-

comes or the welfare of women involved in the sex industry.

Table 3 Sex worker risk premium for noncondom sex

Risk premium for noncondom sex (%) Noncondom sex (%) Country Source of risk premium

13 10 Mexico Gertler et al. (2005)
12 12 Ecuador Arunachalam and Shah (2013)
66 47.2 India Rao et al. (2003)

Dandona et al. (2006)
9.3 17 Kenya Robinson and Yeh (2011)

Note: This table reports both risk premium for noncondom sex and noncondom sex rates by country from various studies.
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Gertler and Shah (2011) show that regulating the sex market in

Ecuador can have some unintended consequences. They find

that increasing enforcement of regulation in the street sector

significantly decreases STIs. However, increasing enforcement

in the brothel sector increases the probability that a sex worker

will be infected with an STI. This is because increasing en-

forcement in the street shifts sex workers on the margin from

the more risky street into the less risky brothels, thereby in-

creasing street prices and reducing the overall number of street

clients. As a result, overall infection rates fall. In contrast, in-

creasing enforcement in the brothel sector can exacerbate

public health problems by inducing some unlicensed brothel

sex workers into the riskier street sector. This example and this

entire article illustrate that sex workers clearly respond to

economic incentives, which is an important lesson for policy

implementation.

Savings behavior is another area calling for future research.

Unlike most other professions, sex workers earn more at

younger ages and their income decreases with age and ex-

perience (Arunachalam and Shah, 2008). Because of this in-

verted earnings to age profile, saving at younger ages should be

a priority for these women. However, data show that young

sex workers do not save much of their earnings. Whether this

is due to lack of access to banks, lack of demand on their part,

or some other reason is still unclear. This question is a much

needed topic for future research.

See also: HIV/AIDS: Transmission, Treatment, and Prevention,
Economics of. Infectious Disease Externalities
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Glossary
Activities of daily living limitations Limitations in basic

activities in which individuals must engage in their daily

lives, such as bathing, feed oneself, toileting.

Behavioral economics A branch of economics that

incorporates psychological insights into economics.

Commitment devices Various methods individuals use to

be sure that they follow through on prior decisions.

Compensatory behavior Behavioral response to a

regulated outcome, for example, an increase in the tax on

cigarettes increases the amount of the cigarette that is

smoked.

Endogenous Arising from within a system, for example,

in a system describing health and health behaviors, health

may be endogenous to smoking and conversely.

Excise tax A tax on the manufacture or sale of a product.

Forward-looking An individual who considers future

benefits and costs in making a decision.

Marginal utility of consumption The gain in utility from

an increase in one unit of a (composite) good.

Marginal utility of wealth The gain in utility from an

increase in one dollar of wealth.

Over-the-counter Term often used for drugs that are sold

without a prescription.

Price elasticity or elasticity of demand Minus the

percentage change in the quantity demanded divided by the

percentage change in the product’s price.

Randomized controlled trial An experiment in which

subjects are randomly assigned to a treatment or

control group.

Reverse causation A dependent variable influences an

explanatory variable and conversely.

Risk averse A willingness to pay positive amounts to

reduce risk while not changing the expected outcome, i.e.,

tastes when the certainty equivalent (the utility review

obtaining a given amount for sure) exceeds the expected

utility of a gamble, i.e., the sum of products of the

probability of each outcome and the value associated with

the outcome.

Risk tolerant Not risk averse.

Shifting The increase in price of a good following an

increase in the tax imposed on the good.

State Attorneys General The state attorney general in each

of the 50 US states and territories is the chief legal advisor to

the state government and the state’s chief law enforcement

officer.

Utility function A function that represents tastes by

ranking consumption bundles.

What is the Economics of Smoking and Why Should
One Care?

Economists divide markets into demand and supply. Demand

reflects individual preferences, relative prices, income, and

other factors. Supply differs according to market structure;

prices depend on whether the market is competitive or not

and the extent of government intervention in the market. On

the demand side, decisions about whether or not to smoke are

referred to as the extensive margin. Conditional on smoking,

the frequency, and intensity of smoking refers to the intensive

margin. The decision to smoke is particularly interesting given

the addictive properties of cigarettes and the delayed con-

sequences of smoking. Given such consequences, perceptions

of risk of future adverse effects, and the discount rate applied

to the future cost of smoking have a key role in decision-

making. Additionally, government interventions prompt in-

dividuals to take externalities into account in their demand

decisions.

On the supply side, much emphasis is placed on the cig-

arette industry’s advertising practices. Governments seek to

offset such promotion by publicizing the adverse effects of

smoking. In the USA, the Master Settlement Agreement (MSA)

limits the industry’s ability to promote its products and the

settlement has increased production costs in the USA which,

coupled with substantial increases in excise taxes on cigarettes,

has further increased cigarette prices.

The economics of smoking is worthy of attention for several

reasons. First, smoking is among the most harmful behaviors

to personal health and longevity. Considering the combined

cost of internalities and externalities, the societal cost per pack

of cigarettes was US$37 in 2004. The main internalities relate

to adverse health effects to the smoker. This raises a question

about why someone would engage in such behavior. Second,

the topic raises issues of fundamental importance to eco-

nomics, including whether or not people are rational in their

decision-making, the accuracy of risk perceptions, preference

heterogeneity (e.g. in risk and time preference), and the role

of addiction in explaining consumption patterns over time.

Third, from a public policy perspective, the track record in-

cludes some successes, but effects of many public policies are

below initial expectations. Even after decades of policy inter-

vention, in the USA more than 20% of adults continue to

smoke. Fourth, even though the share of the US population

that smokes has declined, in other countries, especially in

lower-income countries, this share continues to increase.

This review will mainly focus on recent economic literature

and focus on the USA, where most studies have been con-

ducted. The authors do not discuss important research con-

ducted outside economics.
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The Section Alternative Frameworks provides an overview

of theoretical frameworks by economists and direct empirical

tests of the implications of these models. In the Section Direct

Empirical Tests of the Alternative Frameworks, other empirical

tests of these frameworks are turned to. In the Section Other

Empirical Evidence to Explain Continued Smoking, the em-

pirical evidence on continuing smoking is reviewed. Sections

Price: Effect of Cigarette Taxes and Effects of Other Cigarette

Demand Determinants review findings on price and other

determinants of cigarette demand. In Sections Effects of

Smoking on Longevity and Health and Other Effects of

Smoking, the authors summarize empirical evidence on the

consequences of smoking on health, wages, labor force par-

ticipation, and expenditures on personal health care services.

The Section Effects of Policy Interventions evaluates evidence

on demand- and supply-side public policies that have the goal

of reducing cigarette consumption.

Alternative Frameworks

At the risk of oversimplification, empirical analysis of the

economics of smoking is guided by three alternative frame-

works: rational addiction, imperfectly rational addiction, and

irrational addiction.

Rational Addiction

At least at first glance, addiction seems to be the last place one

would find rational behavior. By ‘rational,’ economists mean

that agents use all available information to weigh benefits and

costs before making a decision. ‘Available’ does not mean that

the agent has perfect information because the cost of search is

nonzero and not trivial. For decisions with consequences over

many periods, the rational agent considers downstream and

current effects, which are discounted to present value. These

implicit calculations reflect subjective beliefs about prob-

abilities of various outcomes and utilities associated with each

outcome with choices based on relative expected utilities.

Smoking is addictive and addiction has the special prop-

erty that consumption in one period affects future marginal

utility and, hence, future consumption of the good. The

seminal contribution to the theory of addiction using a

rational framework is Becker and Murphy (1988). In this

model, the agent is a rational, forward-looking individual with

stable preferences. Becker and Murphy give precision to the

concept of addictive behavior as consisting of these properties:

Tolerance – higher levels of past consumption reduce the

marginal utility of consumption in the current period; with-

drawal – there is disutility associated with cessation in con-

sumption of the good; reinforcement – higher consumption

of the addictive good yields higher marginal utility which

leads to higher consumption of the good.

In their model, the rational agent maximizes finite lifetime

utility with consumption of the addictive good, a composite

nonaddictive good, and the stock of the addictive good (how

addicted the agent is). The model implies that consumption of

the nonaddictive good is set where marginal utility of con-

sumption of the good equals the discounted marginal utility

of wealth – a standard result. For the addictive good, the

marginal utility of consumption equals the discounted mar-

ginal cost of consuming a unit of the good. Hence the agent

anticipates adverse future health effects of consuming the

addictive good now as well as future prices of the good.

Imperfectly Rational Addiction

In an imperfectly rational addiction framework, some as-

sumptions underlying the rational addiction model are re-

laxed: consistency of time preferences, and accuracy of risk

perceptions about the harms potentially caused by addictive

behaviors or the probability that consuming addictive goods

will lead to the person becoming addicted. Under hyperbolic

discounting the person’s discount rate, which applies to both

gains and losses, increases as the time for implementing the

change becomes closer. The discount rate is constant and ex-

ponential (the usual assumption about discounting in eco-

nomics) for decisions occurring in the future, but is higher for

decisions occurring in the present. Thus, if the person con-

siders quitting smoking in 10 years, they use exponential

discounting. If the issue is quitting smoking today, they use a

higher rate. This has the effect of reducing the present value of

the benefit of quitting, i.e., reducing the future cost of adverse

health effects. To the extent that the expected benefit is lower,

there is less incentive to quit. Because the discount rates

depend on the timing of the decision, this behavior is said to

be ‘time inconsistent.’

Various studies have used this approach and made many

modifications to the basic theory, for example, by dis-

tinguishing between sophisticated and naı̈ve hyperbolic dis-

counters. The sophisticates know that they will be time

inconsistent, so they employ self-control devices, for example,

they may not have cigarettes around the house. Also, people

may favor smoking bans or higher excise cigarettes as methods

of self-control. Others, the naı̈fs, do not realize that they have

time-inconsistent preferences, and so do not consider that at

the later time they will discount the benefits of quitting highly,

and so not quit early.

Irrational, Cue-Triggered Addiction

In an irrational framework, individuals do not base decisions

on objective comparisons of costs and benefits of specific

choices, but rather are swayed by emotions. Addictive goods’

consumption may result from visceral urges provoked by ex-

ternal cues, which lead to impulsive consumption that would

not have occurred in the absence of these cues. More generally,

decision-making often follows pattern matching rather than

an explicit weighting of benefits and costs. Behaviors that cues

elicit are part of the pattern matching process.

Characteristic ‘irrational’ assumptions are that con-

sumption among addicts is considered by the addicts them-

selves as a mistake; that environmental cues based on past

experiences trigger consumption; and that addicts understand

and manage their susceptibility, i.e., they are ‘sophisticates’.

In one model (Bernheim and Rangel, 2004), a person can be

in either a ‘cold’ or a ‘hot’ state. When cold, the person is

rational. However, when exposed to certain environmental
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stimuli, for example, places where the individual has often

smoked in the past, the person switches to the hot state

in which emotions supersede rational decision-making. The

person can control the probability of receiving an environ-

mental stimulus by altering their lifestyle activity. However,

the utility from a lifestyle that provides a high probability

of a stimulus (e.g. attending parties) is higher than the utility

from another activity (e.g. in the extreme, rehabilitation).

Direct Empirical Tests of the Alternative Frameworks

Rational Addiction

Chaloupka (1991) used data on individuals from the second

National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey to test the

rational addiction model. He regressed daily cigarette con-

sumption on cigarette prices, past, present, and future, and

lagged and future cigarette consumption. The price parameter

estimates were not statistically significant, providing weak

support for the rational addiction model.

Becker et al. (1994) used cross sectional data on US states

to test the rational addiction model. A key implication of the

model is that people are forward-looking in making decisions

about consumption of an addictive good. They found that, as

cigarette prices rise, current consumption of the good falls,

which is what the rational addiction model predicts.

Auld and Grootendorst (2004), using annual aggregate

data on milk and the rational addiction model as the under-

lying conceptual framework, found that milk is the most ad-

dictive of all commodities evaluated, including cigarettes! The

literature contains other critiques of the models and tests as is,

perhaps, to be expected given the relative youth of the topic

and its difficult ‘fit’ with standard economics.

Imperfectly Rational Model

Even if people are not rational and forward-looking, they may

be simply forward-looking. Gruber and Köszegi (2001) tested

whether cigarette consumption was negatively related to an-

nounced cigarette excise tax increases. They found that it was,

which they interpreted as evidence for the notion that people

are forward-looking but not necessarily time-consistent in

their preferences.

There is some empirical evidence on hyperbolic dis-

counting by smokers in particular. Indicators of hyperbolic

discounting include: the use of commitment devices, discount

rates that vary according to the time horizon with short-terms

exceeding longer term ones, and actual behavior not matching

stated plans. Odum et al. (2002) evaluated discounting on the

part of small samples of current, former, and never smokers

using two nonlinear decay models, one for exponential and

the other for hyperbolic discounting. They found the hyper-

bolic model provided a better fit between the two. Current

smokers discount health gains and losses more than never

smokers do using both exponential and hyperbolic functional

forms. Several other studies, however, have produced con-

flicting results, and strong empirical support for a key role of

hyperbolic discounting in the smoking decision is not yet

available.

Irrational Mode

There is a large literature on the relationship between adver-

tising and smoking. Two reviews are in the Further Reading

section. However, the vast majority of studies have used

aggregate data, which do permit a direct test of the effect of

cues on smoking. There is some evidence that teen exposure

to TV advertising has a positive and significant impact on

the probability of smoking. However, most direct testing of

the effects of cues has been conducted by noneconomists.

Other Empirical Evidence to Explain Continued
Smoking

Overview

A fundamental reason why some people smoke and others do

not may simply be that their preferences differ. Also, persons

who believe that they have a lower life expectancy may be

more prone to smoke. Persons smoke because they under-

estimate the probability of adverse consequences of smoking.

Now each of these hypotheses will be examined.

Heterogeneity in Preferences

There is empirical evidence that preferences differ between

smokers and others. For example, it seems that willingness to

pay to be in good health is considerably higher for never

smokers than for current smokers, implying that one reason

people continue to smoke is that they value being in good

health less.

Smokers select riskier jobs but receive lower risk-adjusted

compensation than nonsmokers. This seemingly anomalous

result can be predicted from a model in which employers’

offers and workers’ utility depend on wages and the prob-

ability of injury on the job. Smokers and nonsmokers appear

to be segmented labor groups having distinctive preferences

and distinctive labor market curves. Smokers are more risk

tolerant and more impatient. Moreover, heavy smokers tend to

be more impatient and less risk averse than never smokers

whereas former smokers are more patient and risk averse than

never smokers.

Biased Risk Perceptions

Youth risk perceptions are particularly relevant for the initi-

ation of smoking as almost all initiation occurs before age 22,

whereas adult risk perceptions are important for what they tell

us about cessation. A common assumption appears to be that

youths start to smoke because they are overoptimistic about

life outcomes.

The empirical evidence reveals a more complex picture.

Youths are extremely pessimistic about the probabilities of

lung cancer due to smoking or, indeed, dying for any reason

by age 20 (Sloan and Platt, 2011).

Overall, for adults, comparing subjective with objective

risk, subjective beliefs are quite close on average to their ob-

jective counterparts. However, there are differences by smok-

ing status. Even though subjective beliefs about the probability
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of dying tend to be higher for current smokers than for never

smokers, current smokers tend to be relatively optimistic and

never smokers relatively pessimistic in assessments of their

own mortality. However, risk perceptions seem not to be im-

portant in the decision of adults aged 50–70 to continue

smoking. The evidence on relative optimism and pessimism is

consistent with a more general finding that low-risk groups

tend to overestimate and high-risk groups tend to under-

estimate their mortality risks. Overestimation of risk reduces

the probability that a person will be a current smoker, a result

found in several studies from various countries.

Price: Effect of Cigarette Taxes

Another explanation of continued smoking is that although

real cigarette prices have risen, cigarette prices may remain too

low to deter much smoking. There is a basic distinction be-

tween the extensive margin and the intensive margin. The

former refers to a decision to smoke or not to smoke and the

latter refers to the amount, conditional on whether the person

smokes at all.

Extensive Margin

At the extensive margin, the tax responsiveness of youths and

adults depends on two separate types of behaviors – initiation

and cessation. A higher cigarette tax affects initiation decisions

for youths and cessation decisions for adults. The general

consensus is that the price of cigarettes in the USA is negatively

related to smoking participation. However, the magnitude of

these negative price elasticities and whether youth smoking is

more sensitive to price than adult smoking has been the center

of much recent controversy.

Studies alternatively measure price responsiveness with data

on cigarette prices or excise taxes. The effect of a given increase

in the excise tax on prices depends on the amount of shifting

that occurs. The amount of shifting of an increase in a state

excise tax on retail prices of cigarettes might be less near a state

border if state B does not follow state A’s excise tax increase.

Conventional wisdom suggests that youth cigarette con-

sumption is highly sensitive to price and is greater than price

sensitivity for adults. This is not borne out by empirical studies

that control for other determinants, or else only weakly. There

is little evidence that higher taxes prevent smoking initiation

in adolescence but some that taxes influence decisions re-

garding cessation and at the intensive margin. Initiation de-

cisions may, after all, be driven by noneconomic and

unmeasured determinants such as peer acceptance and many

studies have not included direct measures of ‘smoking senti-

ment’ amongst peer groups or in localities, which may be

correlated with taxes and prices.

Carpenter and Cook (2008) used repeated cross-section

data from 1991–2005 and controlled for antismoking senti-

ment, finding that price elasticities for smoking participation

range from � 0.23 to � 0.56. For adults, the general con-

sensus has been that price elasticities for adults fall within the

� 0.3 to � 0.5 range. Higher taxes appear to reduce smoking

participation by older adults, especially for those who are less

educated and from low-income households. Associated with a

$1 increase in the excise tax are participation elasticities ran-

ging from � 0.29 to � 0.31 for the 45–59 age group, just

above � 0.2 for persons aged 60–64. These elasticities appear

to be lower in other countries (e.g. Russia and China). The

price elasticity of smoking varies with other demographic

factors, including education and gender. Among Irish women,

for example, cigarette taxes have the greatest negative effect on

initiation for women with intermediate levels of education.

For cessation, cigarette taxes have the greatest effect for women

with the lowest level of education. However, the pathway

through which educational attainment affects the propensity

to smoke remains unidentified. Although there is no estab-

lished theoretical reason that would explain differences in

smoking by gender, historically men have had higher rates of

smoking than women but the gender gap has narrowed in

recent decades. Research findings on the impact of cigarette

prices on smoking participation by gender are mixed. It seems

that women are nearly twice as responsive to cigarette taxes

as men.

Intensive Margin

At the intensive margin, an increase in the cigarette tax results

in a decrease in the number of cigarettes consumed daily;

however, one study showed that smokers often compensate

either by extracting more tar and nicotine from each cigarette

(Adda and Cornaglia, 2006) or by shifting to a cigarette brand

with more tar and nicotine content (Farrelly et al., 2004) with

the result that tar and nicotine consumption is not reduced

and for one group (18–20) appears to have increased. More

recently, Abrevaya and Puzzello (2012) reexamined Adda and

Cornaglia’s (2006) evidence on the compensatory behavior of

smokers who, facing higher taxes, reduced cigarette con-

sumption although maintaining their cotinine (a biomarker

for nicotine) levels. They used (1) appropriate clustered

standard errors, (2) a larger sample from the same years and

survey than the data in Adda and Cornaglia’s (2006) analysis,

(3) cigarette-prices instead of and in addition to cigarette-

taxes, and (4) sampling weights. Abrevaya and Puzzello

(2012) found that the Adda and Cornaglia (2006) results were

not robust. They find little empirical support for compen-

satory behavior found in subsamples of smokers. Stehr (2007)

reported elasticities of intensity for adult men and women of

� 0.09 and � 0.12, respectively, which implies that most of

the effect of an increase in the excise tax is from a reduction in

the fraction of adults who smoke.

Effect of Cigarette Prices on Smuggling

Cigarette price differentials cause changes in buying patterns,

both across geographic areas, such as US states, and across

selling modes, such as internet sales versus sales from bricks

and mortar stores. Two studies focus on tax avoidance through

internet purchases of cigarettes. Lower cigarette prices for cig-

arettes obtained over the internet have two major potential

effects. First, they may increase aggregate cigarette con-

sumption. Second, they may shift purchases from other re-

tailers to internet vendors. Internet penetration increases the
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negative effect of an excise tax increase on taxable cigarette

packs per capita sold.

Effects of Other Cigarette Demand Determinants

Educational Attainment

Two important stylized facts are pertinent for describing the

relationship between educational attainment and smoking.

First, more highly educated persons tend to be healthier than

others and, second, on average more highly educated persons

smoke less. Although the associations are indisputable, there

is controversy about causation and, if there is causality, the

magnitude of the effect. Moreover, the relative importance is

not clear of the various pathways through which educational

attainment influences smoking.

Although the correlation between education, health be-

haviors, and health is well established, the notion that add-

itional schooling affects health behaviors and causes health

improvements is not. Reverse causality from health in general,

and health behaviors in particular, to years of schooling com-

pleted, and/or the presence of third factors correlated with

schooling and smoking but omitted from the analysis may cause

educational attainment, health behaviors, and health to vary in

the same direction. In high-income countries, but not neces-

sarily in other countries, there is little reason to expect reverse

causation from health to years of schooling because generally

the temporal lag between the completion of formal education

and the time at which health declines is several decades.

Possible omitted third variables is a more likely source of

bias. Among these variables are: native ability, time preference,

including at the time schooling choices are made, genetic

factors, poor health in early life which may be positively

correlated with poor health in adulthood (and which may

also affect educational attainment in early, low income in

early life which similarly may affect educational attainment

and, independently, health in later life (Jayachandran and

Lleras-Muney, 2009).

One’s ability to make valid causal inferences depends on

the quality of the identification strategy. Various strategies have

been used. For example, de Walque (2010) constructed panels

based on smoking histories, finding that among women,

college education has a negative influence on the probability

of smoking and more educated persons’ smoking responded

more quickly to diffusion of information on smoking. He

offered explanations for differences by gender. Other identi-

fication strategies were based on availability of high school

and college openings, draft avoidance during the Vietnam War

and abolition of secondary school fees. In general, studies find

causal effects, but there are exceptions. Most empirical evi-

dence on effects of educational attainment comes from the

USA and other high-income countries. However, empirical

evidence from other countries supports the finding of a

negative effect of educational attainment on smoking.

Peers

Peer effects have different potential roles depending on the

stage of the life cycle. For adolescents, peers may encourage

smoking. In the past, in adult life, smoking may have been

seen as useful in promoting business or social interactions.

Also, spouses may influence a person’s smoking patterns.

Isolating peer effects is difficult in particular because choice of

peers is endogenous. People who enjoy being around smokers

are likely to associate with smokers and conversely for persons

who suffer from being around smokers. The conventional

wisdom is that peer effects are important in influencing

adolescents to start smoking.

Powell et al. (2005) analyzed peer effects on smoking. Peer

effects were measured as behavior of all students in a school

less the student in question. The instrumental variables were

characteristics of other students in the school. They found that

peer effects have an important role in influencing individual

adolescents to smoke. In particular, moving from a school in

which no students smoke to one in which a quarter of the

students smoke increases the probability that a youth smokes

by 14.5% points. Although the specific estimates vary, virtually

all studies in the USA and elsewhere, have found positive ef-

fects of peer group smoking.

One type of peer effect reflects interactions of siblings and

spouses within a household, where the expectation is that the

effect would be strong. The relationship between decisions

about smoking of spouses may reflect several underlying

influences: correlation due to matching in the marriage

market; bargaining within marriage; and social learning.

Health Shocks

Surviving a major health shock, such as a heart attack, may

affect continued smoking for at least two reasons. First, the

shock may reveal inherited susceptibility, i.e., new information

about the personal effects of a life style including smoking.

Second, the person may seek to forestall further health dam-

age to self. However, the health shock may serve to increase

unhealthy behaviors if it leads to thinking that they will gain

little or no benefit from cessation given that they do not have

much time to live. The onset of smoking-related health shocks

other than cancer, nonsmoking related health shocks, onset of

activities of daily living limitations, and onset of fair/poor

health all increase the probability of smoking cessation.

Smoking-related health shocks may generate new information

on the effects of smoking to the individual. But the non-

smoking-related health shocks must be affecting smoking

though another mechanism.

Health shocks to spouses as well as their smoking behavior

may influence an individual’s smoking decision. Among never

smokers, but not for current and former smokers, spousal

smoking has a negative effect on a person’s longevity expect-

ations. Spousal smoking-related health shocks also reduce

longevity expectations of never smokers for reasons that are

not understood because they have no effect on such expect-

ations for current smokers. This might occur through three

channels: Consumption externalities – one spouse’s welfare

affects the other spouse’s welfare; altruism – one spouse re-

duces smoking in response to the other spouse’s bad health;

and learning about risks of smoking from the health experi-

ence of the other spouse. There is some evidence suggestive

that consumption externalities are at work.
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Stress

Even though there is a substantial amount of noneconomic

literature on the effect of stress on smoking, the economic

literature on the topic is quite limited, and only some results

support an effect of stress on smoking. Job-related stress seems

to increase smoking at the extensive margin, but the rela-

tionship is not generally statistically significant at the intensive

margin. Death of a parent within the previous 2 years in-

creases the probability of continuing to smoke. Without fixed

effects, being separated, divorced, widowed in the past 2 years

leads to continued smoking, but with fixed effects included,

these relationships disappear.

Effects of Smoking on Longevity and Health

The effect of smoking on health is well documented in the

epidemiologic literature. Economists have made some con-

tributions as well showing that smoking is very harmful to

personal health. The authors review three types of economic

studies here – effects of smoking on: the smoker’s health,

nonsmoker’s health, and neonate’s health.

Between one third and three quarters of excess US veteran

deaths are attributed to heart disease and lung cancer caused

my military-subsized smoking. Smoking significantly con-

tributes to inequality by income in predicted mortality.

A mother’s decision to smoke involves balancing the utility

of smoking against the disutility of adversely affecting the

health of her child. Agee and Crocker (2007) assumed that a

mother has three arguments in her utility function – her

consumption, her health, and her child’s health. Using data

from the National Maternal and Infant Health Survey, they

found that a mother values the health of her child more than

her own health. The authors conclude that antismoking

messages should mention health benefits to children from

mothers not smoking.

Smoking is particularly harmful when done by pregnant

women. The effect of smoking on birth weight is in the range

of negative 100–150 g.

Compared to the 1950s when epidemiological studies on

the health harms of smoking were just beginning to appear,

people have become far more knowledgeable about the ad-

verse effects of smoking. Thus, women who smoke during

pregnancy in recent years are a much more select group than

women who smoked while pregnant in the mid-twentieth

century. Using data from three sources, the National Child

Development Study, the British Cohort Study, and the Mil-

lennium Cohort Study, approximately half of the reported

effects of smoking on the probability of low birth weight is

due to unobserved maternal characteristics that are correlated

with prenatal smoking.

Other Effects of Smoking

Wages

Empirical evidence indicates that smokers have lower wages

than nonsmokers. The issue is not whether or not there is a

difference in wage rates by smoking status but rather whether

or not the relationship from smoking to wages is causal. In

particular, smoking may be systematically related to omitted

factors that also affect worker productivity.

Expected lifetime contributions to Social Security are

US$3800 lower for smokers than never smokers among men

and approximately US$200 lower among women (US$2000).

A study using Canadian General Social Survey data to deter-

mine the effect of smoking on wages found a loss in earnings

due to daily smoking of 24%. One reason why Social Security

contributions are lower for smokers is that they may have been

out of the labor force for longer periods. For example,

smoking affects labor market participation indirectly through

its effect on diabetes (through its effect on blood sugar levels

and insulin resistance) and cardiovascular disease onset.

Expenditures on Personal Health Care

Although smokers tend to be sicker on average, they also live

shorter lives. The fewer years of exposure to health expend-

itures may offset higher expenditures smokers incur per year

that they are alive. However, it is probably correct to conclude

that, overall, smoking raises expenditures per smoker, though

by a trivial amount. Approaches which evaluate smoking-

related expenditures at a point in time rather than over

lifetimes yield much higher estimates of smoking cost (Sloan

et al., 2004).

Effects of Policy Interventions

Advertising

Cigarettes are one of the most advertised and promoted

products in the USA, at least historically, in spite of the fact

that government-imposed limits on such advertising also have

a long history, beginning with a ban on advertising of cigar-

ettes on television and radio implemented in 1970. The focus

here is on effects of cigarette advertising bans and of promo-

tion of smoking cessation products.

Heckman et al. (2008) criticize much past research that

infers advertising has a causal influence on smoking initiation.

Specifically referring to the Cochrane Review studies, but ap-

plying more generally as well, the authors have three specific

criticisms. First, the studies do not develop adequate models

on which to base the empirical analysis. Second, they do not

adequately account for endogeneity of advertising exposure.

Third, there may be insufficient variation in advertising

exposure to generate statistical differences in responses.

Overall, evidence on the effects of advertising bans is

mixed. Advertising restrictions mainly influence the smoking

rate through their impact on concentration of the cigarette

product market. With fewer sellers, people smoke less. The

effects of both limited and comprehensive bans seem to be

greater in developing countries than in developed countries.

Another strategy to reduce cigarette consumption is to

promote products that reduce smoking behavior. Avery et al.

(2007) investigated a policy in which the Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) allowed all cessation products to be

sold over-the-counter (OTC) immediately. They projected that
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this policy would increase advertising of smoking cessation

products by 80%. In a second simulation, they assessed the

effect of offering each product available OTC a year earlier.

They found that this change would increase advertising of

smoking cessation products by 9%. As the number of com-

petitors in this market increases initially, the effect on adver-

tising is positive. However, the effect of adding competitors

diminishes with entry of new sellers and eventually becomes

negative.

Smoking Bans

Smoking bans may have desirable intentions in terms of

reducing smoking rates and environmental tobacco smoke,

but whether or not in fact they do reduce them is an empirical

question. The evidence from the literature on the effectiveness

of smoking bans is mixed.

Local laws restricting workplace smoking in Ontario,

Canada reduced environmental tobacco smoke for blue-collar

workers but not for other workers. Smoking bans in Norway

have made smokers more considerate of others in areas where

smoking is not banned but it has not been established that the

smoking bans cause changes in social norms.

Poutvaara and Siemers (2008) theorized about the role of

social norms in smoking. If the social norm is that smokers

may smoke at will they argued there would be too much

smoking – nonsmokers are hesitant to ask smokers not to

smoke in their presence even though the disutility of the other

person’s smoking exceeds the utility gain from the social

interaction. In this type of situation, smoking bans may rep-

resent a second-best policy. Others have found that bans

reduce smoking among persons who frequent bars and res-

taurants but not among the population overall.

There is also research on unintended adverse side effects of

smoking bans. One such effect may be that people travel

further to get to locations where they can both smoke and

consume alcoholic beverages, which may increase the preva-

lence of drunk driving and some evidence supports this view.

Another perverse effect may arise in the form of increasing

exposure of nonsmoking family members because bans in

public places increase smoking at home.

Master Settlement Agreement

The MSA reached between 46 state attorney generals and the

four major cigarette manufacturers in November 1998 repre-

sents the largest single public intervention in tobacco control

in US history (Sloan and Chepke, 2011). The MSA settled

numerous lawsuits filed by individual states against cigarette

manufacturers, which alleged that the manufactures had pro-

moted smoking, thereby increasing the smoking rates in the

USA, which in turn increased medical costs incurred by

the states, mainly through Medicaid.

The MSA included an assessment on cigarette companies

that resulted in a substantial increase in cigarette price. The

price increase and MSA antismoking provisions reduced

smoking rates by 13% for persons aged 18–20 and 65þ and

by 5% for others. For the first 15 months after MSA imple-

mentation, the effect of the MSA is estimated to have reduced

prenatal smoking by 2.4%. The MSA appears to have led states

to increase the excise tax on cigarettes, presumably because

the MSA weakened cigarette manufacturers’ political power in

opposing such increases.

Another explanation for the increase in state cigarette ex-

cise taxes post-MSA is that publicity immediately before and

after the MSA was implemented affected voter preferences

about the cigarette companies and issues related to tobacco

control policies with the result that voters were more favorable

to such policies after the MSA was implemented.

Although the MSA imposed costs and various restrictions

on large cigarette manufacturers, it also reduced the un-

certainty about outcomes of legal disputes that existed before

MSA implementation. The MSA led to a decrease in manu-

facturers’ cost of capital by at least 2.2%. Overall, the MSA

has been a mixed success. Cigarette price increases can be

accomplished more efficiently by excise tax increases, which

do not involve the high legal expense of litigation. Moreover,

the MSA was a ‘cash cow’ for states rather than a source of

revenue dedicated to public programs to reduce smoking and

improve population health. Of course, there is no guarantee

that additional excise tax revenue from cigarettes would not

be spent in the same way.

Behavioral Economics Solutions

As indicated in the Section Alternative Frameworks, some as-

pects of smoking are consistent with predictions of behavioral

economics. There is a limited amount of research on policy

interventions whose designs reflect insights of behavioral

economics. An experimental product (CARES) offers smokers

an opportunity to invest in a savings account in which they

deposit funds for 6 months. After this, if they pass a urine test

for cotinine and nicotine, they are returned the money.

Otherwise, the money goes to charity. Although the results

suggest that the program was effective in inducing successful

quitting, the possibility remains that participants were more

motivated to quit. Further, as the authors acknowledge, only a

minority of smokers successfully quit.

Volpp et al. (2009) evaluated a randomized controlled trial

of a smoking cessation intervention at one firm. 878 em-

ployees were randomly assigned to two groups: (1) a group

that only received information about benefits of smoking

cessation; (2) the other group received this information plus

financial incentives to stop smoking. There was an immediate

payment of US$100 for completing the education program,

US$250 for cessation within 6 months, and another US$400

for abstaining from smoking for an additional 6 months. An

insight of behavioral economics is that immediate payments

and implementation of self-control devices are important

motivators for behavioral change. The latter group had sig-

nificantly higher rates of smoking cessation than did the

control group – 14.7% versus 5% quitting after 9–12 months

following enrollment, which was somewhat lower than the

quit rate at 6 months.

In spite of the amount of economic research that has been

conducted, several controversies remain, including the mag-

nitude of effects of cigarette prices and taxes on smoking ini-

tiation and youth smoking more generally and the causal
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effect of educational attainment on smoking. The theory of

rational addiction made an important contribution in show-

ing that smoking and other addictive behaviors may reflect an

explicit choice by informed individuals. A body of empirical

research supports some of the model’s predictions.

However, the introduction of psychological concepts into

economics by behavioral economics has helped explain im-

portant stylized facts about smoking decisions that are not

well explained by the fully rational framework. Empirical tests

of the imperfectly rational and irrational frameworks are still

in their infancy. Furthermore, it is one thing to state that

people derive utility from such behaviors as smoking; but

what really motivates people to smoke in a point in time,

given that they know that smoking is very bad for personal

health? Certainly virtually everyone knows that smoking is

costly in the long run, but many people smoke and continue

to smoke.

In the end, what makes smoking interesting to study is not

only its relevance to human health, but also that under-

standing smoking behavior requires us to draw on a variety of

disciplines as well as fields within economics.

See also: Addiction. Alcohol. Education and Health: Disentangling
Causal Relationships from Associations. Education and Health. Illegal
Drug Use, Health Effects of. Medical Decision Making and Demand.
Multiattribute Utility Instruments and Their Use
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The Concept of Social Health Insurance

Unlike private health insurance (PHI), ‘social’ health insurance

(SHI) is characterized by three distinguishing features:

• Compulsory membership, at least for the great majority of

the population.

• Community rating, i.e., premiums unrelated to individual

risk.

• Open enrollment, i.e., even if the insurance market is

competitively structured, an applicant cannot be denied

coverage by an insurer.

The theory of SHI has two distinct branches. In the nor-

mative branch, the main questions are: (1) What are the ef-

ficiency and equity reasons for introducing and maintaining

such a compulsory institution in a market economy; (2) How

should SHI be designed so as to optimally attain the respective

goals, both with respect to the benefits covered and to the way

how it is financed; and (3) How should a competitive market

for SHI be regulated to achieve its targets? The positive branch

explains why SHI exists in most democracies and why certain

observable features are characteristic.

Normative Theories of Social Health Insurance

Possible Efficiency Reasons for Social Health Insurance

According to neoclassical welfare economics, the violation

of one or more assumptions of the First Welfare Theorem

(Mas-Colell et al., 1995) in a particular market is necessary

(but by no means sufficient) (for sufficiency, it must be shown

that government can create an institution which is suitable to

bring about a better allocation) to justify government inter-

vention in this market on efficiency grounds. In the case of

SHI, the assumptions typically alluded to are market trans-

parency (which may be violated in the cases discussed in the

Sections Asymmetric information in the health insurance

market and Insurance against reclassification risk) and in-

dependent preferences (for violations see Sections Altruism

and free riding and Externalities from medical care).

Asymmetric information in the health insurance market
If competitive insurance markets are best described by the

assumptions of the Rothschild and Stiglitz (RS) model, then

asymmetric information of the ‘hidden information’ type (i.e.,

absence of transparency) may lead to an inefficient market

equilibrium. If the insured has more precise information on

his individual risk distribution than the insurer, the only

possible RS equilibrium is a separating one (a separating

equilibrium is an equilibrium in which each risk type is

offered a contract which is not bought by other risk types.) in

which only the highest risk types are offered complete cover-

age at actuarially fair premiums. Lower risks obtain more

favorable terms but are rationed in terms of coverage. They

would prefer to have more but this would make their contract

attractive to unfavorable risks. Relative to such an equilibrium,

SHI which forces all individuals into a pooling contract with

partial coverage can achieve a Pareto improvement: high risks

are made better off because they pay lower premiums for the

mandated part of their coverage, whereas low risks benefit

from improved total (social plus private) coverage (Newhouse,

1996).

However, several objections can be raised against this

defense of SHI: first, it is unclear to what extent asymmetric

information on health risks is really a problem as medical

examinations can be used and are used to determine the risk

of an insured. Second, the assumptions of the RS model

are highly unrealistic: firms can neither cross-subsidize one

insurance plan by another nor anticipate their competitors’

reaction to their own market entry. If these possibilities are

taken into account, then the inefficiency of the competitive

market equilibrium vanishes and so does the justification

of SHI.

Insurance against reclassification risk
In contrast to the adverse selection by Rothschild and Stiglitz

(1976) model mentioned in Section Asymmetric information

in the health insurance market, private health insurers charge

different premiums according to health status. As this may

change over time in an unpredictable way, individuals face the

risk of uncertain premiums (‘reclassification risk’). As before,

the existence of a problem does not per se justify government

intervention. Indeed, private insurers may cover this risk in

two ways. First, they can offer ‘guaranteed renewable contracts’

that provide a premium guarantee to individuals in exchange

for a prepayment (Pauly et al., 1995). Second, Cochrane

(1995) proposed to insure premium risk by a separate insur-

ance that pays an indemnity to individuals who become a

high risk (‘premium insurance’). However, both of these

market solutions suffer from problems. Guaranteed renewable

contracts lock consumers in, which means that they will be

unable to switch to another insurer in case they are dissatisfied

with the service. (Thus, the case for government intervention

ultimately rests on the assumption of nontransparent product

quality.) Premium insurance contracts are likely to be in-

complete because it is difficult to define the risk type with

sufficient precision. Thus, SHI with community rating may be

the only appropriate solution for the problem of reclassifi-

cation risk.

Altruism and free riding
Altruistic rich members of society may be willing to subsidize

the provision of healthcare to the poor if they are more

interested in the health than in the subjective well-being of the

poor – a case of interdependent preferences. Private charity is

not suitable to achieve an efficient allocation as donations to

the poor, whether in cash or in kind, have a public-good
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characteristic because they increase the utility not only of the

donor but also of other altruistic members of society. The free

rider problem of potential donors could be solved either by a

tax-financed National Health Service or a specific system with

free healthcare for the poor (such as Medicaid) or an SHI with

compulsory membership and contributions according to the

ability to pay.

Externalities from medical care
Besides the ‘psychological’ externalities described in Section

Altruism and free riding, there are physical externalities in-

volved in some types of medical care, in particular in the

treatment and isolation of patients with contagious diseases as

well as in vaccination services. However, given the limited

extent of infectious diseases, it is questionable if these effects

are a sufficient rationale for SHI or if there is a weaker inter-

ference in free markets such as the subsidization of vaccines.

Optimal taxation when health and income are correlated
A related justification of SHI is derived from the theory of

optimal taxation. If abilities cannot be observed by tax au-

thorities, the extent to which income taxation can be used for

redistribution from the high skilled to the low skilled is lim-

ited because the high skilled can always ‘mimic’ the low skilled

by reducing their labor supply. However, if there is a negative

correlation between ability and the risk of illness, a mandatory

SHI with community rating implicitly redistributes between

the ability groups in the desired fashion and thus improves

social welfare. It must be emphasized, however, that this jus-

tification departs from Paretian welfare economics by postu-

lating a specific redistributive goal.

Social Health Insurance and Equity

A further and perhaps the most compelling justification, also

known as the ‘principle of solidarity’ relates to the achieve-

ment of equality of opportunity: people differ in their health

risk already at birth, and some indicators of risk are readily

observable. Moreover, with the rapid progress of genetic

diagnostics and the spread of tests during pregnancy, the

ability to measure individual health risks of newborns will

become more and more pronounced. In PHI, these differences

in risk immediately translate into differences in premiums so

that those persons who are endowed by nature with a lower

stock of ‘health capital,’ and are thus already disadvantaged,

have to pay a higher price for the same coverage on top of this.

Behind the veil of ignorance, one would desire at least an

equalization of the monetary costs of illness.

There are in principle two ways to achieve solidarity in

health insurance. First, PHI premiums can be subsidized for

those who would have to pay excessive contributions. The

transfer could be on a current basis or a lump sum, equal to

the estimated present value of future excess premiums over the

whole expected lifespan of beneficiaries. Both have the im-

portant advantage of permitting full competition in PHI (or

SHI), including insurers acquiring information about true risk.

Besides means testing and the need to define a benchmark

contract to determine the amount of the subsidy, the second

variant has the disadvantage of shifting the risk of longevity to

beneficiaries. The second alternative is a compulsory SHI

scheme with open enrollment and community rating that

prevents differences in health risk from being translated into

differences in contributions but, if combined with a com-

petitive structure, induces cream skimming and therefore re-

quires risk adjustment schemes (RAS; see Section Competition

in Social Health Insurance) as a secondary neutralizing

regulation.

The Design of the Benefit Package of Social Health
Insurance

The efficiency reasons given above for the existence of SHI

with compulsory membership can be convincing only if the

design of the SHI contract is in some sense ‘optimal’ from the

point of view of some ‘representative’ consumer. The most

important design feature is the depth of coverage or, more

precisely, the use of copayment provisions in SHI design. What

are the main reasons justifying deviations from full coverage?

Administrative costs
Copayment provisions can be called for to keep administrative

costs low such as costs of handling claims. For this reason, and

assuming expected utility maximization on the part of con-

sumers, it is optimal to exclude partially or entirely expend-

itures on healthcare items that occur frequently but in limited

amounts such as minor medications. More specifically, if ad-

ministrative costs are proportional to the expected volume of

health expenditures, a feature of the optimal insurance con-

tract is a fixed deductible, which serves to equalize marginal

utility of disposable income in all insured states of the world.

Only in the absence of administrative costs would the optimal

deductible be zero. However, in some SHI systems such as

the German one, doctors and hospitals are paid directly by the

sickness funds and the payment is only weakly related to

the volume of services provided so that the handling of indi-

vidual claims from the insured person by the sickness fund is

not necessary and thus this reason is irrelevant.

Noninsurable loss
Illness typically involves not only monetary costs but also

nonmonetary losses such as pain and suffering. Optimal

health insurance equalizes marginal utility of wealth in all

states of nature but this is not equivalent to full coverage if

there are complementarities between nonmonetary and

monetary losses. In particular, if marginal utility of wealth is

lower in case of illness than in good health (e.g., due to re-

duced ability to enjoy expensive types of consumption), op-

timal health insurance does not fully reimburse the monetary

loss. Although some papers find that marginal utility of con-

sumption is higher in case of sickness, the bulk of the evidence

points in the opposite direction, thus supporting the use of

copayments for this reason.

Ex ante moral hazard
If the insurer cannot observe preventive effort on the part of

the insured, a high degree of coverage reduces the incentive for

prevention. Hence, there is a trade-off between risk spreading

through insurance and maintaining incentives to keep the risk
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of illness low. This trade-off leads to a premium function

which is convex in the degree of coverage, such that full cov-

erage should be particularly expensive. In SHI such a premium

function is nowhere observed, although it could be easily

administered because consumers cannot circumvent the con-

vex schedule by purchasing many insurance contracts with

limited coverage and low premiums. One reason may be that

this type of moral hazard is small due to the nonmonetary

costs of illness. Moreover, empirical evidence suggests that

people with health insurance live healthier lifestyles, although

this may be due to a selection effect. Finally, a system of taxes

on harmful and subsidies on healthy consumption goods may

be a better alternative (Arnott and Stiglitz, 1986).

A different reasoning applies for prevention through

medical services, whose costs can themselves be included in an

insurance contract although their occurrence is not a random

event. Ellis and Manning (2007) showed that it is efficient to

include at least partial reimbursement for preventive services

in SHI coverage to align privately optimal demand for these

services with the social optimum, which considers the effect of

prevention on the premium. In particular, the coverage rate for

preventive services should be higher the lower the coinsurance

is on treatment (so insurance for treatment and prevention are

complementary) and the more risk-averse consumers are.

Ex post moral hazard
If the insurer could observe the health status of the insured, the

optimal type of health insurance would provide indemnity

payments, i.e., the insurance payment would not depend on

the insured’s healthcare expenditure. With asymmetric infor-

mation, however, linking reimbursement to expenditure is in-

evitable. Still, copayment provisions are needed to fend against

overconsumption of medical care. The optimal copayment rate

is higher the more price elastic is the demand for the particular

type of medical services. Empirical evidence, for example, from

the research and development health insurance study, shows

that there is a small, albeit statistically significant, price elas-

ticity of demand for most medical services.

Competition in Social Health Insurance

In an unregulated PHI market, high risks pay higher pre-

miums for the same level of coverage than do low risks.

Community rating in SHI prevents this, making ‘cream

skimming’ attractive, which in turn runs counter to the aim of

open enrollment.

Risk selection can take different forms. Health insurers

perform direct risk selection if they influence directly who

signs a contract. For example, insurers may ‘lose’ the contract

form handed in by a person deemed expensive. Individuals

who can be expected to be profitable for the insurer can be

encouraged to sign a contract by offering them supplementary

services at a discount or, in the extreme case, outright

payments.

Indirect risk selection, however, consists in designing

benefit packages or by contracting with service providers who

are attractive for low risks but unattractive for high risks. In

particular, insurers may design their benefit package to attract

low but not high risk. An example is a contract with a

deductible. This is more appealing for low than for high risks

as they face a lower probability of becoming ill and, therefore,

of having to pay the deductible. The same reasoning applies

to the design of the benefit package in general. For instance, an

insurer who covers only few services for patients suffering

from diabetes can expect these high risks to prefer another

insurer. A straightforward counterstrategy is to impose a

maximum deductible and a minimum benefit package. This

may not be sufficient, however, because insurers can still try to

attract low risks by writing policies with ample coverage of

athletic medicine and well-baby care. If these benefits are

included in the mandatory package, they will also have to be

financed by high risks who have no interest in them (Kifmann,

2002). It may therefore be necessary to specify a maximum

benefit package as well.

There are a number of options for complementary regu-

lation designed to limit risk selection. The first is a central fund

running an RAS, which pays to the insurer the difference be-

tween the expected healthcare cost of the insured and of the

average of the respective population. Ex ante equalization of

expected healthcare expenditures has the crucial advantage of

preserving incentives for cost control but is restricted by the

availability of data needed to determine payments from the

fund. An alternative are cost-reimbursement schemes. These can

be based on total cost, costs by service type, and individual

healthcare expenditure. In the latter case, the individuals whose

healthcare expenditure is reimbursed can be determined pro-

spectively or retrospectively. Various functional forms of re-

imbursement can be employed. For example, regulation may

prescribe a high-risk pool, in which expenditures of the x%

most expensive insured (which are identified on the basis of

past experience) are covered by the central fund (Van Barneveld

et al., 1996). By contrast, Kifmann and Lorenz (2011) found

with data of a Swiss health insurer risk selection can most ef-

fectively be prevented if costs are reimbursed only up to a limit.

Income-Related versus Flat Contributions

A second feature of SHI which is under scrutiny is the base on

which contributions are levied, where the choice is:

1. between income-related and flat contributions, and, in the

first case;

2. on which types of income should be included:

a. only earnings, or

b. income from all sources,

and whether or not an income ceiling shall apply.

Presently, all countries with an SHI system except Switz-

erland levy contributions only on the basis of labor income.

(In the Netherlands, the employer’s share of 50% is levied on

labor earnings, whereas the employees pay a flat fee.) Histor-

ically, this was an application of the principle of equivalence

between contributions and benefits as long as the majority

of benefits consisted of income replacement in times of sick-

ness. In the meantime, with the rise in scientific medicine

throughout the twentieth century the percentage of income

replacement in total health insurance expenditures has drop-

ped to the single digits so that this justification is no

longer valid.
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Nowadays, health insurance benefits are virtually the same

for all members (except for differences in risk discussed in

Section Social Health Insurance and Equity), and thus in-

come-related contributions constitute pure income redistri-

bution between high and low earners. A possible justification

would be the principle of ability to pay. But this is very im-

perfectly measured if only labor income is taken into account,

in particular with the declining share of labor earnings in

national income in recent years. Moreover, wage-related con-

tributions imply a significant additional tax on labor, and

therefore distort the labor-leisure choice as well as the decision

whether to work in the official sector or in the shadow econ-

omy. These important disadvantages have to be weighed

against a single argument in favor of this particular contri-

bution base, viz. the low costs of collecting the contributions

at the source, i.e., as a payroll tax from the employer.

Besides the efficiency reasons just mentioned, there are

additional arguments for uncoupling health insurance con-

tributions from income. In particular, the decision making on

copayments and other features of the benefit package is dis-

torted if contributions are differentiated according to income:

low-income persons have an incentive to opt for ‘too much’

insurance coverage whereas the opposite is true for high-

income voters.

The only European country with flat contributions is

Switzerland, whereas the Netherlands have a mixed system in

which the employer’s contribution is wage related and the

employee’s contribution is flat. However, even in Switzerland,

effective contributions are not completely independent of in-

come from the point of view of the insured, because low-

income households receive a so-called ‘premium subsidy.’ This

subsidy varies from canton to canton and covers that part of

the total premium of household members which exceeds x%

of household income (where x is usually between 7 and 10).

Thus effectively, the total contribution amounts to x% of in-

come up to an income ceiling that depends on the number

and age of household members and can be calculated as total

contribution divided by x. Thus, this system has the same

effects like an income-dependent contribution in which total

income from all sources is taken into account.

It is sometimes argued that the volume of premium sub-

sidies, which have to be financed from general taxation, will

place an enormous stress on the government budget and will

therefore be a constant matter of political debate.

Therefore, a better and politically more stable method for

compensating the losers from a transition to flat contributions

could be a general reform of the tax transfer system, in which

social assistance transfers and child allowances are increased

and the income tax schedule is appropriately changed (higher

initial tax exemption and higher marginal tax rates) so that the

pure income redistribution, which is now implicit in the sys-

tem of health insurance contributions, is performed within the

general budget but now with a broader tax base.

Positive Theory: The Political Economy of Social
Health Insurance

Having discussed normative theories of the design of SHI, it is

important to assess what can be expected from political

decisions in democracies. In particular, the theory should

explain:

1. the apparent lack of generosity of the benefit package of

SHI, characterized by the massive use of nonprice rationing

methods and the simultaneous presence of private finan-

cing of supplementary healthcare services; and

2. the widespread phenomenon of financing SHI with in-

come-dependent contributions (or taxes) and no risk-rated

premiums, in which there is a twofold redistribution from

the low to the high risks and from high to low earners.

As to the first point, several models have been put forward

(e.g., by Breyer, 1995; Gouveia, 1997), which show that under

plausible assumptions on preferences, the majority of voters

will support a two-tier system in which citizens can top up

their SHI coverage with PHI (for an opposite result, cf. Hin-

driks and De Donder, 2003). This is a typical ‘ends-against-

the-middle’ result because the groups of voters who are in

favor of a small SHI system are members of the lowest and

highest income brackets, whereas middle- and high-income

earners end up buying supplementary coverage.

To the second point, Kifmann (2005) showed that there

can be majority support for a system with income-dependent

contributions if the choice of regime is taken at the ‘consti-

tutional stage,’ i.e., before the individuals know their health

risk, whereas the details of SHI are decided at a later stage after

risk types have been revealed. Then even a high earner can

vote in favor of a redistributive SHI if the alternative is private

insurance with risk-rated premiums and no insurance against

a deteriorating risk type over time. This is particularly likely if

individuals are sufficiently risk averse and the premiums in a

system with risk rating sufficiently dispersed, whereas income

inequality in the society should not be too extreme to make

the implicit income redistribution too expensive for the high

earners. This may explain why in many countries with SHI,

contributions are levied only on labor incomes and even on

those only up to a ceiling to limit the volume of income re-

distribution. However, separating ‘pure’ income redistribution

from SHI through flat premiums may be more efficient, but

not politically feasible because in such a system the political

support for SHI with a generous benefit package, which comes

only from the high-risk group, may be too small.

Disclaimer

Part of the material used in this survey is adapted from Zweifel

and Breyer (2006). Valuable comments from the Editors and

Mathias Kifmann are gratefully acknowledged.

See also: Access and Health Insurance. Adoption of New
Technologies, Using Economic Evaluation. Collective Purchasing of
Health Care. Demand for and Welfare Implications of Health
Insurance, Theory of. Health Care Demand, Empirical Determinants of.
Health Insurance and Health. Long-Term Care Insurance. Mandatory
Systems, Issues of. Modeling Cost and Expenditure for Healthcare.
Moral Hazard. Performance of Private Health Insurers in the
Commercial Market. Pharmaceutical Pricing and Reimbursement
Regulation in Europe. Prescription Drug Cost Sharing, Effects of.
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RAND Health Insurance Experiment. Rationing of Demand. Risk
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Glossary
Cross-section dependence This is the dependence among

population units, such as individuals, households, cities,

industries or countries, in a given cross-section.

Panel data A panel data set is one that follows a given

sample of individuals over time, and thus provides multiple

observations on each individual in the sample.

Introduction

Spatial econometrics is concerned with measuring and mod-

eling the correlation of observations generated by the inherent

spatial structure of the data (Anselin, 1988). Such correlat-

ion, known as spatial dependence, may arise from local

interaction of individuals, or from unobserved characteristics

that are concentrated across space and that affect the variable

of interest.

In health economics, spatial dependence may occur, for

example, because individuals seek advice by speaking with

neighbors regarding a variety of decisions concerning their

health: the treatment to be purchased, the hospital wherein to

be admitted, the diet to be undertaken. Local interaction can

thus lead to an emergent collective behavior that empirically

translates into a structure correlation among statistical units in

the data. Spatial dependence may also arise if health providers

engage in some forms of local strategic interactions, perhaps

due to oligopolistic positions or agglomeration economies,

when deciding the price to charge or the quality of health

services to supply. At aggregate level of analysis, spatial correl-

ation is likely to be present in the data if the investigator cannot

observe important risk factors affecting the variable of interest,

such as air pollution, migration, and criminality, which could

be linked to regional rather than simply local trends, influ-

encing prevalence and need across a wide geographical area.

Spatial correlation can also be caused by a variety of measure-

ment problems often found in applied work, or by the

particular sampling scheme used to select units. An example is

the lack of concordance between the delineation of observed

spatial units, such as the region or the country, and the spatial

scope of the phenomenon under study (Anselin, 1988). When

the sampling scheme is clustered, potential correlation may

also arise between respondents belonging to the same cluster.

Indeed, units sharing observable characteristics, such as lo-

cation or industry, may also have similar unobservable

characteristics that would cause the regression disturbances to

be correlated (Moulton, 1990).

This article provides a survey of econometric methods that

are proposed to deal with spatial dependence in the context of

linear panel data regression models. It then illustrates the ap-

plication of spatial econometric methods to tackle problems in

health economics. The discussion on these techniques is con-

fined to linear panels with continuous dependent variable,

whereas spatial discrete choice models will not be reviewed.

Further, owing to space limitations, nonparametric methods for

estimation of spatial models will not be discussed.

The plan of the remainder of the article is as follows. Section

Spatial Weights and the Spatial Lag Operator introduces the

notions of spatial weights and spatial lag. Sections Spatial

Dependence in Panel Data Models, Estimation and Heterogen-

ous Panels provide a review of spatial models and discuss their

estimation under strictly exogenous regressors, whereas dynamic

spatial models are treated in Section Dynamic Panels with

Spatial Dependence. Section Testing for Spatial Independence

introduces testing for spatial independence. Applications in

health economics problems are reviewed in Section Appli-

cations of Spatial Econometrics in Health Economics, and

Section Concluding Remarks concludes the article.

Spatial Weights and the Spatial Lag Operator

In spatial econometrics, the neighbor relation is typically

expressed by the means of a nonnegative matrix, known as

spatial weights matrix. In a spatial weights matrix, often in-

dicated by W, the rows and columns correspond to the cross-

section observations (e.g., individuals, regions, or countries),

and the generic element, wij, can be interpreted as the strength

of potential interaction between units i and j. The specification

of W is generally arbitrary, typically based on some measures of

distance between units, using, for example, contiguity or geo-

graphic proximity, or more general metrics, such as economic,

political, or social distance. To avoid nonlinearity and endo-

geneity problems, spatial weights should be exogenous to the

model, a condition that is not guaranteed when using more

general distance metrics. By convention, the diagonal elements

of the weighting matrix are set to 0, implying that an obser-

vation is not a neighbor to itself. Further, to facilitate the in-

terpretation of estimates in spatial models, W is typically row-

standardized so that the sum of the weights for each row is 1,

ensuring that all the weights are between 0 and 1. Finally, al-

though most empirical works assume that weights are time-

invariant, these can vary over time.

An important role in spatial econometrics is played by the

notion of spatial lag operator. Let zit be the observation on a

variable for the ith cross-section unit at time t for i¼1, 2,y,

N; t¼1, 2 ,y, T. Let zt¼(z1t, z2t,y, zNt)
0, and W¼{wij} be a

time-invariant N�N spatial weights matrix. The spatial lag of

zt is given by Wzt, with generic ith element

XN
j ¼ 1

wijzjt

Hence, a spatial lag operator constructs a new variable,

which is a weighted average of neighboring observations, with
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weights reflecting distance among units. The incorporation of

these spatial lags into a regression specification is considered

in the next section.

Spatial Dependence in Panel Data Models

Spatial Lag Models

Several problems in the social sciences require the inclusion in

the regression model of spatial lags of the dependent variable

among the regressors. Under this specification,

yit ¼ ai þ r
XN
j ¼ 1

wijyjt þ b0xit þ uit , i¼ 1, 2, ::: ,N;

t ¼ 1, 2, :::: ,T ½1�

where xit is a k�1 vector of observed regressors on the ith

cross-section unit at time t, uit is the error term, and r and b
are unknown parameters to be estimated. The group effects,

ai, could be either considered fixed, unknown parameters to

be estimated, or draws from a probability distribution.

Section Estimation will discuss estimation under these two

alternative frameworks. For the time being, it is assumed that

regressors are strictly exogenous, and nonstochastic.

It is often convenient to rewrite eqn [1] in stacked form:

yt ¼ aþ rWyt þ Xtbþ ut ½2�

where yt¼(y1t, y2t,y, yNt)
0, a¼(a1, a2,y, aN)0, Xt¼(x1t, x2t,y,

xNt)
0, and ut¼(u1t, u2t,y, uNt)

0. Under certain asymptotic

conditions on the spatial weights matrix, the correlation

between the spatial lag of the dependent variable, Wyt and

the error term, ut, is nonzero, if ra0. For this reason, con-

ventional estimators of parameters r and b are inconsistent,

and alternative estimation approaches, such as maximum

likelihood (ML) and generalized method of moments

(GMM), are needed.

Spatial Error Models

Another way to incorporate spatial dependence in the regression

equation is by allowing disturbances to be spatially correlated.

Consider the simple linear regression in stacked form:

yt ¼ aþ Xtbþ ut ½3�

where the notation is as above. There exist few main ap-

proaches to assign a spatial structure to the error term ut (as

seen in Section Fixed effects specification, if a is assumed to be

random, then a spatial structure could also be assigned to it);

the intent is to represent the covariance as a simpler and lower

dimensional matrix than the unconstrained.

One way is to define the covariance between two obser-

vations directly as a function of the distance between them.

Accordingly, the covariance matrix for the cross-section at

time t is Eðutu
0
tÞ ¼ f ðy,WÞ, where y is a parameter vector and

f is a suitable distance decay function, such as the negative

exponential. The decaying function suggests that the disturb-

ances should become uncorrelated when the distance separ-

ating the observations is sufficiently large. One shortcoming of

this method is that it requires the specification of a functional

form for the distance decay, which is subject to a degree of

arbitrariness.

An alternative strategy consists of specifying a spatial pro-

cess for the error term, which relates each unit to its neighbors

through W. The most widely used is the Spatial Autoregressive

(SAR) specification. Proposed by Cliff and Ord (1969), the

SAR process is

ut ¼ dWut þ et ½4�

where d is a scalar parameter, and et¼(e1t, e2t,y, eNt)
0, with

eitBIIDð0,s2
e INÞ. Other spatial processes suggested to model

spatial error dependence, although less used in the empirical

literature, are the Spatial Moving Average (SMA) and the

Spatial Error Component (SEC) specifications. The first, pro-

posed by Haining (1978), assumes that

ut ¼ dWet þ et ½5�

where et is as above. According to the SEC specification,

introduced by Kelejian and Robinson (1995),

ut ¼ dWct þ et ½6�

where ct¼(c1t,c2t,y,cNt)
0 and citBIID(0,s2

C). A major dis-

tinction between the SAR and the other two specifications is that

in the first there is an inverse involved in the covariance matrix.

This has important consequences on the range of dependence

implied by its covariance matrix. Indeed, even if W contains few

nonzero values, the covariance structure induced by the SAR is

not sparse, linking all the units in the system to each other, so

that a perturbation in the error term of one unit will be ultim-

ately transmitted to all other units. Conversely, for the SMA and

SEC, the only off-diagonal nonzero elements of the covariance

matrix are those corresponding to nonzero elements in W.

Under certain invertibility conditions, spatial processes eqns

[4]–[6] can all be written as special cases of the following general

form

ut ¼ Ret ½7�

where R is a N�N matrix. For example, for an invertible SAR

process R¼ IN � dWð Þ�1, whereas in the case of an SMA,

R¼ IN þ dW.

Conventional panel estimators such as the fixed effects

(FE) or random effects (RE) estimators of slope coefficients in

eqn [3] with spatially dependent errors are
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NT
p

-consistent

under broad regularity conditions and strictly exogenous

regressors. However, these estimators are in general not effi-

cient because the covariance matrix of errors is nondiagonal

and the elements along its main diagonal are not constant.

Estimation of spatial models is considered next.

Estimation

Maximum Likelihood Estimator

The theoretical properties of quasi-ML estimator in a single

cross-section framework have been studied by Anselin (1988)

and Lee (2004), among others. More recently, considerable

work has been undertaken to investigate the properties of ML
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estimators in panel data, in the presence of spatial dependence

and unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity.

Fixed effects specification
For ML estimation of spatial regression models, it is con-

venient to consider the general case of a spatial lag model

having SAR errors:

yt ¼ aþ rW1yt þ Xtbþ ut ½8�

ut ¼ dW2ut þ et ½9�

where the spatial lags in the dependent variable and in the error

term are constructed using two (possibly different) spatial

weights matrices, W1 and W2. Suppose that the group effects

are treated as fixed and unknown parameters, and that

eitBIIDð0,s2
e Þ Lee and Yu (2010a) propose a transformation of

the above model to get rid of the FE, and then use ML to esti-

mate the remaining parameters, r, b, d, and s2
e . Specifically, the

authors suggest to multiply all variables by a T�(T� 1) matrix,

P, having as columns, the (T� 1) eigenvectors associated to the

nonzero eigenvalues of the deviation from the mean transfor-

mation, M¼ IT � 1T 10T1T

� ��1
10T , where 1T is a T-dimensional

vector of 1. It is easily seen that 10TP ¼ 0 so that such transfor-

mation removes the individual-specific intercepts. After the

transformation, the effective sample size reduces to N(T� 1),

and because P0P¼ IT�1, the new error term has uncorrelated

elements. Under some identification conditions, the estimator

of the unknown parameters, obtained by maximizing the

transformed model’s log-likelihood function, is consistent and

asymptotically normal when either N or T, or both, are large.

Random effects specification
This formulation assumes that the group effects, ai, are

random and independent of the exogenous regressors. In

this case, following Baltagi et al. (2009), a general speci-

fication can be suggested by assuming that spatial processes

apply both to the random group effects and the remainder

disturbances:

yt ¼ rW1yt þ Xtbþ vt ½10�

vt ¼ aþ ut ½11�

a¼ gW2aþ m ½12�

ut ¼ dW3ut þ et ½13�

where m¼(m1, m2,y,mN)0, and it is assumed that miBIID(0,s2
m)

and eitBIID(0,s2
e ). The above model, by distinguishing be-

tween time-invariant spatial error spillovers and spatial spill-

overs of transitory shocks, encompasses a variety of

econometric specifications that are proposed in the literature

as special cases. If the same spatial process applies to a and ut

(i.e., d¼g and W2¼W3), this model reduces to that proposed

by Kapoor et al. (2007); if g¼0, it simplifies to that considered

by Baltagi et al. (2003).

Consistency of estimator for the unknown parameters

based on maximization of the model’s log-likelihood is

established in Baltagi et al. (2009). A set of joint and con-

ditional specification Lagrange Multiplier (LM) tests for spatial

effects within the RE framework are proposed by Baltagi et al.

(2009). These statistics allow testing model (10)–(13) against

their restricted counterparts: the Anselin model, the Kapoor

et al. models, and the RE model without spatial correlation.

Instrumental Variables and GMM

In the presence of heteroskedasticity, the ML estimator for

spatial models under the incorrect assumption of spherical

disturbances is generally inconsistent. As an alternative, in-

strumental variables (IV) and GMM techniques have been

suggested.

In a single cross-section setting, Kelejian and Prucha

(1998) propose a simple IV strategy to deal with the endo-

geneity of the spatially lagged dependent variable Wyt that

consists of using as instruments, the spatially lagged (ex-

ogenous) explanatory variable WXt. The IV approach can be

easily adapted in the context of spatial panel data models with

either FE or RE. Hence, the Hausman’s specification test can be

used to choose between FE and RE specification (Mutl and

Pfaffermayr, 2011).

GMM estimation of spatial regression models for a single

cross-section has been originally advanced by Kelejian and

Prucha (1999). The authors focus on a regression equation

with SAR disturbances and suggest the use of three moment

conditions that exploit the properties of disturbances implied

by a standard set of assumptions. Estimation consists of

solving a nonlinear optimization problem, which yields a

consistent estimator under a number of regularity conditions.

Considerable work has been carried to extend this procedure

in various directions. Liu et al. (2010) suggest a set of moments

that encompass Kelejian and Prucha conditions as special

cases. Kelejian and Prucha (2009) generalize their original

work to include spatial lags in the dependent variable and

allowing for heteroskedastic disturbances. This setting is ex-

tended by Kapoor et al. (2007) to estimate a spatial panel

regression model with group error components and by

Moscone and Tosetti (2011) for a panel with fixed effects. One

advantage of the GMM procedure over ML is that it is com-

putationally simpler, especially when dealing with unbalanced

panels.

Heterogenous Panels

For panel data studies with large N and small T, observations

are usually pooled and homogeneity of the slope coefficients

is assumed. The latter is a testable assumption, which is often

rejected in practice. A recent literature argues in favor of

heterogenous estimates and suggests the following specifi-

cation with heterogenous slopes

yit ¼ a0idt þ bi

0
xit þ uit ½14�

where dt¼(d1t, d2t,y, dnt)
0 is a n�1 vector of observed com-

mon effects (e.g., a time trend), xit is a k-dimensional vector

of strictly exogenous regressors, and bi follow the random

coefficient model bi¼bþ vi, with viB(0,Ov). It is further
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assumed that errors are generated by a spatial process having

form (7), such as SAR, SMA, or SEC, where et follows a cov-

ariance-stationary process. Pesaran and Tosetti (2011) focus

on estimation of the cross-section means of parameters,

b¼E(bi), by conventional FE estimator, and by the following

mean group estimator

b̂MG ¼N�1
XN
i ¼ 1

b̂i ½15�

where

b̂i ¼ X
0

iMDXi

� ��1
X
0

iMDyi

yi¼(yi1, yi2,y, yiT)0, X
0

t ¼ ðxi1, xi2,y, xiTÞ, MD¼ IT�D(D0D)�1

D0, and D0 ¼(d1, d2,y, dT). The authors show that under some

regularity conditions, as N and T tend to infinity, b̂MG, the

asymptotic distribution of b̂MG, (as well as that of the con-

ventional FE estimator) does not depend on the particular

spatial structure of the error, uit, but only on Ov. Robust esti-

mators for the variances of b̂MG can be obtained following the

nonparametric approach employed in Pesaran (2006). One

advantage of this method is that it does not require a priori

knowledge of the spatial arrangement of cross-sectional units.

Indeed, misspecification of the spatial weights matrix may lead

to substantial size distortions in tests based on the quasi-ML

estimators of bi (or b).

Temporal Heterogeneity

Temporal heterogeneity may be incorporated in a spatial ver-

sion of the Seemingly Unrelated Regression Equations (SURE)

approach, as suggested by Anselin (1988). This approach,

suitable when N greatly exceeds T, permits slope parameters to

vary over time, and errors are allowed to be both spatially and

serially correlated. In its more general form, the spatial SURE is

yt ¼ rtW1yt þ Xtbt þ ut ½16�

ut ¼ dtW2ut þ et ½17�

where bt, rt, and dt are time-varying parameters, and et satisfies

Eðete0sÞ ¼ stsIN . Let O be a T�T positive definite matrix with

elements sts. ML or GMM techniques can be used to estimate

the above model.

Dynamic Panels with Spatial Dependence

In the recent years, considerable work has been undertaken on

estimation of panel data models that include both spatial and

temporal dynamics. A variety of spatiotemporal models have

been proposed in the literature. Consider the following gen-

eral dynamic spatial panel:

yt ¼ aþ gyt�1 þ rWyt þ lWyt�1 þ Xtbþ ut ½18�

The above model can be classified into different cases

depending on the eigenvalue matrix of its reduced form. In

particular, eqn [18] is stable if gþ rþ lo1; spatial coin-

tegration takes place when gþ rþ l¼1; whereas under the

explosive case, gþ rþ l41. Under gþ rþ lo1, Yu et al.

(2008) derive the ML of the FE specification, showing that

when T is large relative to N, the estimators are consistent and

asymptotically normal, whereas when N=T40, the limit dis-

tribution is not centered around 0, in which case, the authors

propose a bias correction. Under gþ rþ l¼1, the ML esti-

mator is consistent and asymptotically normal as in the sta-

tionary case, although spatial cointegration yields a singular

asymptotic covariance matrix for the ML estimator. When

gþ rþ l41, the ML is not tractable, although it turns

tractable after applying a transformation that renders stable,

the explosive variables (Lee and Yu, 2010b).

Testing for Spatial Independence

Spatial econometrics literature proposes a number of statistics

for testing the null hypothesis of spatial independence, i.e.,

H0 : E uitujt

� �
¼ 0, ia j in Model (3). The majority of these

tests have been studied only in the case of a single cross-

section. One of the most commonly used is the Moran’s

statistic (Kelejian and Prucha, 2001), which, when extended to

a panel set up, takes the form

CDMoran ¼
PT

t ¼ 1 û
0

tWût

Tŝ4
e

PN
i ¼ 1

Pi�1
j ¼ 1 wij þ wji

� �2
� �1=2

½19�

where ŝ2
e is a consistent estimator for s2

e , and ût is a consistent

estimator of regression errors. The CDMoran is asymptotically

normally distributed.

The information on the distance among units can also be

used to build ‘local’ versions of some statistics as proposed

in the panel literature to test against generic forms of cross-

section dependence. For example, the local CDP test proposed

by Pesaran (2004) is

CDP,Local ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
T

S0

r XN
i ¼ 1

XN
j ¼ 1

wijr̂ij

 !
½20�

where S0 ¼
PN

i ¼ 1

PN
j ¼ 1 wij, and r̂ij is the sample pairwise

correlation coefficient computed between FE residuals of units

i and j. The CDP,Local test is asymptotically normally distrib-

uted. The reader is referred to Moscone and Tosetti (2009) for

a review of this literature.

Applications of Spatial Econometrics in Health
Economics

The methods described in this article have been employed to

study a variety of problems in regional and urban sciences,

geography, economics, crime analysis, environmetrics, epi-

demiology, and public health. The recognition of a marked

geographical concentration for many health indicators

has encouraged a wide use of spatial methods to analyze

health economics issues. This section first illustrates empirical

evidence on spatial concentration for a number of health

indicators, and then considers works on local interaction

among healthcare providers.
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Health Outcomes, Risk Factors, and Health Needs

There exists a growing literature adopting spatial econometric

methods to model geographical clustering of various health

conditions such as health status and mortality, obesity, and

diseases, both communicable, like poliomyelitis, influenza,

and HIV, and noncommunicable, like diabetes, cardiovascular

problems, and mental health disorders. Lorant et al. (2001)

study the impact on mortality of deprivation, measured by the

Townsend index, and of a set of socioeconomic indicators, in

Belgium at municipality level from 1985 to 1993. The authors

estimate a spatial lag model and find evidence of high sig-

nificant spatial effects (r¼0.6) in mortality and of positive

influence of deprivation on mortality. Chen et al. (2010) in-

vestigate the impact of access to chain grocers on body mass

index (BMI) in Indiana (USA) in 2005. The authors estimate a

spatial lag model by ML to control for possible ‘obesity epi-

demic’ effects, allowing the influence of access to chain grocers

on BMI to differ depending on whether or not, a person lives

in a low-income community. Empirical results suggest that

improvement in access to chain grocer access significantly re-

duces the average BMI, in low-income communities. Congdon

(2002) studies geographical variations in mental health out-

comes proxied by hospital and community referrals for a set of

diagnostic categories, using data on people living in a London

health authority over the period 1994–99. Using Bayesian

methods, the author derives an index of needs for mental

health problems that includes spatial dependence and a set of

sociodemographic variables, such as deprivation, community

integration, and ethnicity. Hence, the author compares the

forecasting performance of the developed index with that

of traditional needs indices and shows that the forecast

performance in predicting referrals improves consistently

when accounting for spatial effects. One policy implication of

the above studies is that formulae used to allocate healthcare

resources across geographical areas could be ameliorated by

incorporating spatial correlation.

Health Expenditure

Recent works in health economics and in the medical litera-

ture indicate that one important element explaining variations

in health expenditure is represented by the spillover effect, that

is, expenditure on health services in one locality can have

beneficial or harmful effects across a wider geographical

area. A number of factors can justify such wider effects. For

example, a municipality may choose a particular course of

action so as to persuade individual service users, families, or

indeed service providing bodies, to migrate into or out of their

area. Such flow can be encouraged by ensuring that health

expenditure, clinical activity, or health policy is more (or less)

attractive than that offered in neighboring authorities. Polit-

icians may adopt this strategy as voters perhaps judge them

relative to those in nearby localities. A municipality good (or

bad) performance may encourage neighboring municipalities

to mimic (or avoid) the activities and expenditure patterns

associated with such performance.

A large number of papers have empirically tested the above

hypotheses. One influential example is the work by Baicker

(2005) that explores the extent to which health spending in

one state is influenced by the spending in neighboring states.

The author adopts IV and GMM approaches to estimate a

spatial lag model for 48 contiguous US states, in the years

from 1983 to 1992. One conclusion of this work is that states,

in response to $1 increase in neighbors’ expenditure, raise

their own expenditure by almost a full dollar. The reader is

referred to Revelli (2006) and Moscone et al. (2007) for

studies on the UK. Recent studies investigate the long-run

dynamics of health spending. For example, Moscone and

Tosetti (2010), using a panel of 49 US States over the period

1980–2004, estimate a regression equation for health spend-

ing assuming that errors are spatially correlated and also de-

pend on a set of unobserved common factors. The authors

find evidence of sizeable spatial correlation in health spending

even after controlling for unobserved effects.

A number of works look at healthcare resources con-

sumption and utilization rather than expenditure. For ex-

ample, Filippini et al. (2010) study the demand of antibiotics

in 240 Swiss regions in 2002. The authors estimate a spatial

error model to account for infection spreading and find that

dispensing practices induce higher rate of antibiotic con-

sumption, even after controlling for patient characteristics,

epidemiological variables, access to drug treatment, and

spatial dependence. Joines et al. (2003) investigate the

determinants of hospital admission rates in California and

find significant spatial effects in hospitalization rates.

Hospital Competition and Agglomeration

Mobley (2003) adopts spatial econometric methods to study

hospital competition under managed care in the State of Cali-

fornia in the years 1993 and 1998. The author considers a SURE

model with spatial lags of the dependent variable and estimates

it by ML. Empirical results show that the price charged by a

hospital is affected by the price set by neighboring hospitals,

suggesting that such information may be used to design antitrust

policies. Moscone et al. (2011) study hospital competition ex-

ploring the determinants of patients’ hospital choices, using 144

Italian hospitals in the years from 2004 to 2007. The authors

conclude that the likelihood of choosing an hospital by an in-

dividual is significantly influenced by the experience in utiliza-

tion of health services by patients living in the same postal code.

However, the use of neighborhood information on average does

not seem to lead patients to high quality hospitals. Cohen and

Paul (2008) investigate why hospitals concentrate across terri-

tory, using data on 93 Washington state hospitals during

1997–2002. The authors estimate a system of cost function and

input demand equations, which include an agglomeration

variable as a cost shift factor, measured by the spatial lag of labor

forces in neighboring hospitals. Results show significant ag-

glomeration economies, perhaps due to cost saving generated by

knowledge sharing with adjacent hospitals, labor market pool-

ing, or lower employment search costs.

Concluding Remarks

This article has surveyed the most recent econometric methods

for panel data dealing with spatial effects. Recent develop-

ments in spatial econometrics offer new methods for
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representing the spatiotemporal dynamics of many health

economics phenomena. However, the range of spatial tech-

niques adopted until now in health economics is rather lim-

ited, when compared to the methods developed in the

literature. For instance, only few works have incorporated in

their specification time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity

and/or temporal dynamics. The use of recently developed

techniques in spatial econometrics may offer insights and raise

new questions in several areas of health economics.
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Introduction

Specialists have a unique position in the health system as

they provide health-care services to patients and so are agents

of patients, but in addition, they provide patients to, and

order services from, other health-care providers (e.g., hos-

pitals) and so are agents of other health-care providers as well.

In the economics literature this situation is known as common

agency. These two agency relationships are characterized by

asymmetric information, in that patients have limited medical

knowledge about the type of specialist to visit, the quality of

any particular specialist, or the appropriate treatment, whereas

hospitals have limited knowledge about the preferences of

specialists over income and patient welfare.

In addition to having a unique position in the health-care

system, specialists operate in a unique market. Patients’

health-care expenditures are often covered by public or private

insurance and so the demand for specialists’ services is often

not rationed by price. The payment that specialists receive for

their services is either regulated by the public purchaser, the

private insurer, or a private purchaser such as a Preferred

Provider Organization or a Health Maintenance Organization.

As a result, the quality and the quantity of services specialists

provide depend very much on the incentives contained in

their payment schemes.

In this environment, some interesting questions are:

(1) what factors lead to particular specialty choices by doctors,

(2) how are patients allocated between general practitioners

and specialists, (3) is the quality and quantity of services

provided by specialists efficient, and (4) how are specialists

allocated between hospitals. These questions are addressed

below.

The Allocation of Doctors

An important result in economics is the First Fundamental

Theorem of Welfare Economics that states that competitive

markets are efficient. A fundamental characteristic of com-

petitive markets is free entry. However, entry into the medical

profession is not free as places at medical schools are restricted

by governments and entry into specialties is restricted by

various professional bodies. As a result, the allocation of

physicians between specialties is often inefficient. For example,

in many countries, the market for specialties is characterized

by excess supply, whereas the market for general practitioners

is characterized by excess demand.

These inefficiencies have led researchers to investigate what

factors are important in the specialty choice decision of doc-

tors as these factors can then be manipulated to achieve a

more efficient outcome. A number of US and Canadian

studies have found that graduates of medical schools are more

likely to choose specialties with less demanding workloads

and higher expected income. In the US, the income elasticity

of a particular specialty choice has been estimated to be 1.4,

where the income elasticity of a particular specialty choice was

defined as the percentage increase in the number of medical

students who rank a particular specialty first associated with a

1% increase in expected income. In Canada, the income

elasticity of any specialty choice (relative to general practice)

has been estimated to be 0.2, where the income elasticity of

any specialty choice was defined as the percentage increase in

the number of physicians who chose any specialty (relative to

general practice) associated with a 1% increase in the fee-per-

consultation. Specialty choice is quite responsive to expected

income. Therefore, policy makers can influence specialty and

general practitioner choice through income differentials and

by changing the work environment.

The Allocation of Patients

Patients with a medical condition have limited medical

knowledge and so do not know whether a general practitioner

(GP) or a specialist is needed to treat the condition. Even if

patients knew they need to see a specialist, they do not know

which type, for example, does a patient with chest pain need

to see a cardiologist or a thoracic surgeon? To analyze the first

situation, consider a model in which treatment by a specialist

is more expensive than by a GP, but for some conditions

treatment is only successful if completed by a specialist. In this

latter case, if the GP treats the patient, the patient suffers a

waiting loss as specialist treatment is delayed. To determine

which type of condition the patient has required the GP to

expend effort. In this environment, if specialist costs and pa-

tient waiting costs are high, then a gate-keeping system, in

which patients must get a referral from a GP before seeing a

specialist, is more efficient than a system in which referrals are

not needed. Under gate-keeping, a GP payment scheme, which

involves a bonus for nonreferral and another bonus for not

providing treatment provides GPs with an incentive to

undertake effort and only refer those patients with the con-

dition that only specialists can treat. This saves on patient

waiting costs and ensures that patients with the condition

which is treatable by GPs are not referred to specialists. GP

fund-holding, whereby GPs are given a budget from which

they pay for a range of elective procedures for their patients,

also provides incentives for GPs not to refer patients to spe-

cialists and hospitals as it acts like a bonus for nonreferral.

However, this is at the cost of not referring patients who

should be referred.

The second situation is similar to the first. In a gate-keeping

system the GP makes a diagnosis and makes an informed

decision about which type of specialist the patient should

see. However, in a non gate-keeping system, the uninformed

patient chooses which type of specialist to see and if they

make an incorrect decision, they waste scarce specialist time

and delay appropriate treatment. Where specialist costs are
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high and delay in treatment is costly, a gate-keeping system

dominates a non gate-keeping system.

Specialist Quality and Quantity of Care

The benefit a patient, who seeks diagnosis or treatment from a

specialist, receives depends on the quality of care provided by

the specialist, Q, the quantity of medical services delivered by

the specialist, q, and the quantity of medical services the

specialist orders from other health-care providers such as

hospitals, q0. Let this benefit be given by B¼B(Q,q,q0), where

benefit is increasing in all three variables. Patient benefit also

depends on the quality of the services provided by other

health-care providers, but this is outside the domain of the

specialist. The cost of the specialist providing services is given

by C¼C(Q,q) and the cost of the services provided by other

care providers is C0¼C0(q0). Both these costs are increasing in

all variables. The efficient provision of quality occurs where

the extra patient benefits a unit of quality generates equals the

extra cost of providing that unit. A similar condition applies

for the efficient provision of the quantity of specialist services

and the quantity of services ordered from other health-care

providers.

Illness is an uncertain event and potential patients are

often covered by either private or public health insurance for

any health expenditures they incur. The terms of these insur-

ance contracts affect the decision to seek care from a specialist

and then the specialist determines the quality and quantity of

care once care has been sought. Therefore, the payment

scheme that the public or private insurer offers to specialists

and the incentives it contains will be a major determinant of

the quality and quantity of specialist care.

If quality and quantity were observable and verifiable by

courts, a contract between the public or private purchaser and

the specialist could be written in which payment was con-

ditional on a particular quality and quantity of service.

Competition between private purchasers or maximization of

welfare by the public purchaser would then ensure the effi-

cient provision of quality and quantity of health care. How-

ever, although the quantity of services is observable and

verifiable the same is not true of quality. The quality of a

medical service has many dimensions, for example, the ap-

propriate diagnosis of a patient’s condition, the appropriate

treatment given diagnosis, and appropriate pain management.

These dimensions are likely to vary from condition to con-

dition and from patient to patient and so are not easy to

specify in a contract in a verifiable manner. Therefore, effi-

ciency cannot be achieved by the writing of conditional pay-

ment contracts.

Although quality is not verifiable in courts, it nevertheless

maybe be observable to patients. If patients can observe the

quality of provider care and the demand for a particular pro-

vider is increasing in quality, it is well known that a prospective

payment (a payment per patient) coupled with fee-for-service

(a payment per service) can achieve efficient provision of

provider quality and quantity of service. Essentially the fee-

for-service is set to achieve the efficient provision of quantity

and the prospective payment is set to achieve the efficient

quality as providers compete for valuable patients.

For specialist services, the assumption that patients can

observe quality is problematic. Patients in general have little or

no information concerning what is the appropriate treatment.

In addition, their relationship with specialists is often once-off

and so they cannot use past experiences as an indicator of

quality as they might do with other health-care providers with

whom they have long-term relationships. As competition for

patients cannot be relied upon to ensure efficient quality what

institutions or avenues exist which might?

Institutions

Specialists need to be licensed to practice, but given evidence

from the US that current specialist licensing arrangement

guarantee nothing more than minimum specialist expertise

and little specialist learning postmedical school, licensing

does not provide an indication of specialist quality. In add-

ition, specialist quality is not ensured through selfregulation

as review boards fail to respond to patient complaints, and

when they do, they rarely impose serious disciplinary

sanctions.

Tort law is a vehicle through which specialists who are

negligent are liable for any damage that results from not ex-

ercising due care. This gives specialists an incentive to main-

tain quality, but not a very strong one as evidence suggests

patients are not very good at detecting negligence when it

occurs.

Unlike patients, gate-keeping GPs do form long-term re-

lationships with specialists. As a result, over time, they are able

to monitor many patient outcomes from treatment by par-

ticular specialists and base referral decisions on these out-

comes. This is an imperfect mechanism for ensuring specialist

quality as GP referral decisions are not only based on past

patient outcomes, but on other factors, for example, friend-

ship. Furthermore, where GPs perfectly observe specialist

quality and base their referrals only on quality, specialists have

an incentive to overprovide quality to receive more referrals.

This incentive to overprovide quality is mitigated if specialists

are paid by a combination of a prospective payment and

fee-for-service.

In summary, licensing, tort law, and GP gate-keeping pro-

vide only limited incentives for specialists to provide quality

efficiently.

Specialist Preferences

An avenue for the efficient provision of quality and quantity

exists if specialists not only value income, but also the welfare

of their patients. Such altruism on the part of providers is

thought to be an important characteristic of medical services.

Therefore, it is assumed that specialist utility is given by

U ¼ aBðQ,q,q0Þ þ I� CðQ,qÞ, where a is the weight the spe-

cialist attaches to patient welfare and I is income. Under the

assumption that specialist payments are regulated in most

countries by public or private purchasers, specialist income is

assumed to consists of a prospective payment, P, and cost

reimbursement of r � CðQ,qÞ, where r is the proportion of cost

that is reimbursed, that is, I¼ P þ r � CðQ,qÞ. It is assumed that

cost is observable.
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If the payment scheme involves only full-cost reimburse-

ment, so that P¼0 and r¼1, specialist utility is U¼aB

(Q,q,q0). The specialist maximizes utility by choosing quality

so that the extra benefit the patient gets from an extra unit

of quality is zero. The specialist is not concerned with the

extra cost involved in providing an extra unit of quality as

costs are fully reimbursed. Therefore, relative to the efficient

quality, the specialist provides ‘too much’ quality. Similarly,

the specialist provides ‘too many’ services and orders ‘too

many’ services from other providers relative to the efficient

quantities.

However, if the payment scheme involves only a pro-

spective payment, so that P40 and r¼0, specialist utility is

U ¼ aBðQ,q,q0Þ þ P � CðQ,qÞ. The specialist maximizes utility

by choosing quality so that the extra benefit the patient gets

from an extra unit of quality weighted by a equals the extra

cost of providing that unit of quality. If the specialist values

patient benefit and income equally, that is, if a¼1, then the

specialist provides the efficient quality. However, if the spe-

cialist values patient benefit less than income, ao1, then the

specialist provides ‘too little’ quality relative to the efficient

quality. Similarly, the specialist provides ‘too few’ services

relative to efficient provision, but orders ‘too many’ services

from other providers relative to efficient provision as the spe-

cialist bears none of the costs of the other providers’ services.

Finally, if the payment scheme involves both a prospective

payment and some cost reimbursement, so that P40 and ro1,

specialist utility is U ¼ aBðQ,q,q0Þ þ P � ð1� rÞCðQ,qÞ. The

specialist maximizes utility by choosing quality so that the

extra benefit the patient gets from an extra unit of quality

weighted by a equals the extra cost of providing that unit of

quality weighted by 1� r. If r is chosen so that r¼1� a, then

the specialist provides the efficient quality and also the effi-

cient quantity of services. It is still the case that ‘too many’

services are ordered from other health-care providers.

So even though quality is not observed, a payment scheme,

which is a mix of a prospective payment and partial cost re-

imbursement (supply-side cost sharing) is able to induce the

specialist to provide the efficient quality and quantity of own

services. Having patient welfare in the specialist utility func-

tion provides an incentive for the specialist to provide quality

and reimbursing some of the cost of quality provision re-

inforces this incentive.

The costs of the specialist not only depend on quality and

quantity, but also on the amount of unobservable cost reducing

effort the specialist expends. In this case, specialist costs are

given by C(Q,q,e), where costs are decreasing in cost reducing

effort e. The cost of this effort to the specialist is v¼ vðeÞ and is

increasing in effort. If the specialist payment scheme depends

only on q and contains no cost reimbursement, specialist utility

is U ¼ aBðQ,q,q0Þ þ PðqÞ � CðQ,q,eÞ � vðeÞ and the specialist

has strong incentives for cost reduction, but weak incentives for

quality provision. However, if the specialist payment scheme

involves some cost reimbursement, then specialist utility is

U ¼ aBðQ,q,q0Þ þ PðqÞ � ð1� rÞCðQ,q,eÞ � vðeÞ, and the spe-

cialist has weak incentives for cost reduction, but strong in-

centives for quality provision. The optimal payment scheme

involves some cost reimbursement as long as ao1.

Different specialists have different degrees of altruism,

different a’s. In this case, it is optimal to offer a menu of

payment schemes to specialists and allow each specialist to

choose the one that is best for them. These payment schemes

involve a fixed payment component and a cost reimbursement

component with a greater fixed payment component being

associated with a smaller cost reimbursement component.

Specialists who are more altruistic choose a scheme with a

greater fixed component and a smaller cost reimbursement

component. This has intuitive appeal as more altruistic spe-

cialists have a greater incentive to provide quality and so are

given strong incentives for cost reduction.

The consensus from this theoretical literature is that quality

provision above some minimum amount ensured by licensing

requirements, malpractice liability, or GP referral decisions

requires specialists to value the welfare of patients. If special-

ists value patient welfare equivalently to their own income,

then a prospective payment with no cost reimbursement at-

tains efficient provision of quality and quantity. However, if

specialists value patient welfare less than their own income,

then regardless of whether costs depend on cost-reducing

effort or not, the optimal payment scheme involves some

degree of cost reimbursement. Full-cost reimbursement is not

optimal as ‘too much’ quality is provided and ‘too little’ cost-

reducing effort is undertaken.

Given the specialist values patient benefit, the specialist

orders ‘too many’ services from other health providers. This

is because the specialist bears none of the cost of these

services. However, if the specialist values the welfare of

patients and the other health provider’s profit, then efficiency

can be achieved. To help clarify the exposition, let the other

health provider be a hospital. Assume the hospital is paid

with a prospective payment and some cost reimbursement,

then hospital profit is P¼ P � ð1� rÞC0ðq0Þ. Specialist utility

is U ¼ aBðQ,q,q0Þ þP. If ao1, and if the proportion of cost

reimbursement is chosen so that r¼1� a, then the specialist

orders the efficient quantity of services from the hospital.

Here it is not how the specialist is paid that is fundamental,

but rather how the hospital is paid. Once again, some cost

reimbursement is optimal.

It should be noted that little has been written about an

environment in which insured patients do not know specialist

quality and specialist payments are unregulated.

Empirical Evidence Concerning Specialist Payment
Schemes

Although the theory above suggested that efficiency of quality

provision required at least some cost reimbursement, this

is not how specialists are usually paid. In practise, specialists

are paid in a number of ways including salary, fee-for-service,

and combinations of both salary and fee-for-service. Salary

is similar to a prospective payment in that it does not depend

on the quantity of services delivered to a patient. Theory

suggests it will induce ‘too little’ quality and ‘too few’ services

relative to efficient provision. Fee-for-service involves a pay-

ment for each service delivered so depending on the level of

the fee ‘too little’ or ‘too many’ services will be provided

relative to efficient provision. If the fee is set greater than the

extra benefit of an additional service at efficient provision

weighted by (1� a), then too many services relative to efficient
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provision will be provided. Fee-for-service will also induce ‘too

little quality.’

It is useful to think of Q and q as the amount of time the

specialist devotes to quality and quantity provision, respect-

ively, where quality is increasing in the time spent gaining and

retaining expertise and quantity is increasing in the time spent

delivering services. That is, the specialist devotes time to two

tasks. The time devoted to both tasks in total is Qþ q. Salary

provides ‘weak incentives’ for quality and quantity provision,

whereas fee-for-service provides strong incentives for quantity.

Relative to payment by salary, with payment by fee-for-service

the specialist provides a higher quantity as it is strongly

rewarded and a lower quality as its marginal cost of provision

has increased. Because quantity is higher and quality is lower,

it is not clear whether the patient is better-off.

A number of empirical studies have examined quantity

choices under various payment schemes. The usual finding is

that the quantity of services provided by specialists is greater

under payment by fee-for-service than under payment by

capitation (a prospective payment, where the specialist

receives a fixed payment per patient) or salary.

The predictions of the multitasking framework have also

been examined empirically in an environment in which spe-

cialist have a choice between being paid by fee-for-service or

by a mixed payment scheme (salary plus fee-for-service). As

the mixed scheme has a smaller fee-for-service component,

multitasking theory suggests specialists who choose it will

provide less services (lower quantity), but the services will be

of a higher quality. Empirical evidence indicates that special-

ists who switched from being paid by fee-for-service to the

mixed scheme reduced their volume of services by 6.2%, but

increased the average time spent with patients by 3.8%. This

indicates a substitution from quantity to quality as theory

suggests. The welfare implications of the policy change are

unclear.

Theory and the empirical evidence suggest that pay for

performance initiatives should be viewed with caution if not

all aspects of performance can be measured and rewarded.

This is because specialists will substitute into tasks that are

measurable and rewarded and out of task that are not meas-

urable and not rewarded. In such an environment ‘weak in-

centives’ such as those provided by salary or a mixed payment

schemes can be optimal.

Specialist and Patient Selection

If specialists are remunerated through a prospective payment,

they have an incentive to refuse treatment to patients who

require many services as these services are costly to provide

and these costs are not reimbursed. That is, specialists have an

incentive to ‘dump’ high-cost patients. In addition, specialists

have an incentive to attract low-cost patients and they do this

by overproviding services. That is, specialists have an incentive

to ‘cream skim’ low-costs patients.

In addition to specialists providing services to patients,

specialists provide patients to hospitals and order hospital

services for these patients. If hospitals are paid full-cost

reimbursement plus a profit margin per service, then they have

an incentive to employ specialists that value patient welfare

highly (a high a) as they will order many services for their

patients. However, if hospitals are paid a prospective payment,

then they have an incentive to employ specialists who do not

value patient welfare highly. Therefore, the manner in which

hospitals are paid has implications for the type of specialists

hospitals employ.

It turns out that the way specialists are paid also has im-

plications for the type of specialists hospitals employ and the

type of patients they service. Assume there are two types of

patients who differ in their length of stay in hospital. There are

two types of hospitals, private and public. Private hospital

profit increases with length of stay though at a decreasing rate,

that is, the second day a patient stays in hospital generates less

profit than the first day. Therefore, the private hospital makes

more profit with many short stays than with fewer long stays

and so prefers to treat short length of stay patients. The public

hospital is benevolent and is indifferent between the type of

patients it treats. All specialists value income, but differ in their

preference for fairness, where fairness is defined as treating all

patients equally regardless of type.

In this setting, if private hospitals pay specialists by fee-

for-service and public hospitals pay specialists by salary, then

(1) specialists who place a relatively high value on income

work in private hospitals and treat short stay patients as this

maximizes the number of patients they treat, maximizes their

utility, and also maximizes the profit of the private hospital and

(2) specialists who place a relatively high value on fairness work

in public hospitals as this maximizes their utility and the utility

of the benevolent public hospital. As healthy short stay patients

are treated in private hospitals, public hospitals treat unhealthy

long stay patients. Hospitals have selected the type of specialists

that they employ through the payment scheme offered and this

payment scheme induces these specialists to select the type of

patient the hospital prefers. The result is consistent with the

empirical observation that specialist physicians are paid by ei-

ther salary or fee-for-service, with salary being more common in

the public sector than the private sector.

See also: Competition on the Hospital Sector. Efficiency and Equity
in Health: Philosophical Considerations. Income Gap across
Physician Specialties in the USA. Moral Hazard. Physician-Induced
Demand. Primary Care, Gatekeeping, and Incentives. Quality
Reporting and Demand. Risk Selection and Risk Adjustment
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Introduction

In countries such as Australia, the UK, and Canada, public

funding decisions for health technologies (e.g., pharma-

ceuticals) are based predominantly on cost-effectiveness data.

National reimbursement bodies in these countries, such as the

Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee in Australia and

National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence in the UK,

provide guidance to the government, which form the basis of

decisions around public funding of new health technologies.

Most often, this process involves using decision analytic models

to inform reimbursement approval at the national level.

Decision analytic models are now an expected part of

economic evaluations and are used to synthesize data from a

variety of sources, link intermediate outcomes to final out-

comes (e.g., quality-adjusted life-years), and extrapolate be-

yond the data observed in a clinical trial.

The process of developing a model requires three key

choices to be made regarding (1) model structure (e.g., health

states included in the model, transitions between them, and the

choice of a modeling technique), (2) analytical methods such

as the perspective taken (e.g., government and society) and the

discount rate assumed, and (3) model input values (e.g., inci-

dence of disease and costs of treatment). Recommendations to

address uncertainty around the choice of analytical methods

and model parameterization (values assigned to the model

inputs) (i.e., (2) and (3) above) are generally well established

and continually refined in the guidelines developed by national

reimbursement bodies. Although the impact of uncertainty

around the choice of model structure and making incorrect

structural assumptions on model outputs, and hence on

funding decisions, is acknowledged, relatively little attention

has been paid to address these issues in guidelines.

The article focuses on the processes required to specify a

model structure and on the uncertainty specifically arising

from the choice of a model structure (i.e., structural un-

certainty). The specification of a model structure involves the

choice of health states or events to include in the model, and

the relationships to be represented between those states.

There are a range of issues to be addressed; firstly defining

an appropriate model structure, and subsequent consider-

ations around the feasibility or applicability of the appropriate

structure. Key issues include the transparency of the model

to end users and the potential effects of model complexity on

the process of establishing the internal and external validity of

the model. In some cases, model structure may be amended

on the basis of the time available to implement, validate,

and analyze a model, and/or the data available to populate

a model.

Another key part in the development of a model is

the choice of modeling techniques, which provide an imple-

mentation framework that is used to implement a defined

model structure. Inappropriate choice of modeling techniques

may influence the outputs of a decision analytic model, and

hence needs to be taken into account.

Decision trees are not generally applicable to the process of

extrapolation, and so the major area of choice for models that

estimate long-term costs and benefits is around the use of

cohort-based models (predominantly cohort state-transition

models), and individual-based models (generally, either state-

transition models or discrete event simulation (DES)). Indi-

vidual sampling models allow attributes to be assigned to

patients that reflect baseline characteristics of patients and/or

events experienced within the model. Such characteristics can

only be represented in a cohort model by increasing the

number of health states included in the model structure. In-

dividual-based models require more analysis time as indi-

viduals rather than cohorts are run through the model.

The preceding elements of model-based studies represent

the structural features of a decision analytic model. Although

concerns have been raised regarding assumptions incorpor-

ated into model structures, there is a lack of clarity around the

choice of model structure.

The article unfolds as follows: The first section outlines

issues around the choice of an appropriate conceptual

framework. This framework should reflect the natural history

of the condition under study, and defines the states/events

to be represented, the relationships between them and the

effect of patient characteristics on the probability and timing

of events. The second section discusses the development of

an appropriate modeling technique (i.e., the choice of an

appropriate implementation framework). The third section

briefly provides a guide to the terminology used in defining

different types of uncertainty around decision analytic models

with a focus on structural uncertainty. Then the methods

that can be used to deal with structural uncertainty are ex-

plored. The concept of reference models and their potential

benefits are discussed in section five. Thereafter, the authors

illustrate the application of the proposed framework for de-

fining an appropriate model structure, taking major depressive

disorder as a case study. Conclusions are formed in the final

section.

Choice of an Appropriate Model Structure:
Conceptual Framework

All valid models are based on an appropriate conceptual

framework. The specification of an appropriate conceptual

framework involves two key features, that is, the structural as-

sumptions that inform the choice of health states/events to

include in the model, and the relationships to be represented

between those states (i.e., transitions between clinical

events). The International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and
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the conceptualization of a model provides guidance for the

development of an appropriate model structure.

A realistic model structure should comprise key clinically

relevant events relating to the natural history of the condition

being evaluated. To develop an appropriate conceptual

framework, a thorough review of the clinical literature related

to the condition under study should be undertaken. This re-

view will document the progression of the condition and

summarize a set of main clinical events and their inter-

relationships, as well as relevant patient’s attributes that in-

fluence disease pathways and/or response to treatment. A

review of the existing models should also be undertaken to

inform the importance of identified states/events from the

economic perspective. The clinical events identified will be

disaggregated where there are likely to be important differ-

ences between events with respect to expected disease pro-

gression, associated costs, or associated outcomes (e.g., quality

of life). If the current evidence is conflicting, more than one

plausible model framework can be proposed.

There are additional issues to consider during the specifi-

cation of a model structure. The choice of model structure

should balance the potential value of additional model com-

plexity, that is, increasing the likelihood of identifying im-

portant differences in the costs and benefits of the alternative

health care interventions being compared, against the poten-

tial for reduced transparency, and ease of implementation,

which may affect internal validity (i.e., the likelihood of un-

detected errors in the model). Another issue to consider is the

availability of data to populate and externally validate the

model (e.g., the extent to which predicted model outputs

replicate the observed data, or correspond with outputs from

other models in the same area). These issues are related, and

all concern the credibility of model outputs.

Transparency and Validity of the Framework

Transparency refers to the ability of the end user (or a delegate

of the end user, i.e., an independent reviewer) to understand

and assess the implemented model. Where a specific end user

is identified, the importance of this issue should be estab-

lished in consultation with the end user.

The importance of model transparency may be ameliorated

if the analyst can clearly demonstrate the face validity of the

model. This may take the form of an expert review of the

implemented model by an analyst who was not directly

involved in the implementation of the model, or who was

independent of the entire evaluation. Inputs from experts will

be sought as to whether the proposed model structure(s)

sufficiently reflects the relevant disease process and disease

management pathways. Alternatively, a set of analytic checks

may be defined that demonstrate the internal accuracy of the

model, for example, using extreme parameter values. In de-

fining the final model structure, the analyst should consider

the extent to which they will be able to meet transparency

criteria and/or demonstrate the validity of the model.

More complex model structures generally require the esti-

mation of a greater number of input parameters, which may

preclude the estimation of particular parameter values or re-

quire the use of less reliable data sources, such as data elicited

from experts. Alternatively, more complex models may pro-

vide greater flexibility with respect to identifying targets for

calibration or external validation.

Data Sources for Model Population

A systematic review of the literature and a thorough investi-

gation of relevant data sources (e.g., published literature,

national registries, or patient-level database) should be

undertaken to identify all potentially useful sources of data,

to which appropriate analytic methods can be applied to

populate and validate the model. However, if this fails to

identify relevant and sufficiently valid data to inform the

estimation of all the required input parameters to construct

the model, an expert elicitation process can be undertaken to

explore the possibility of using expert opinion to fill gaps

in data.

It should not be assumed that all missing parameters can

be elicited from experts, as there is evidence that experts are

sometimes unable or unwilling to estimate parameters about

which they are too uncertain.

Expert elicitation is subject to a range of biases; both

intentional and unintentional (e.g., recall bias). Before a de-

cision is made to use elicited parameter values, and thus

maintain the preferred model structure, values elicited from

experts should be validated by asking additional questions in

which elicited parameter values can be compared with em-

pirical data. Elicited parameter values can also be cross-

checked, that is, comparing expert data from independent

sources. It is also important to represent the certainty with

which different parameters can be estimated by experts, for

which established methods can be applied that also provide

transparency.

Missing parameter values may also be estimated using

calibration techniques, by identifying sets of input parameter

values that produce model outputs that are similar to target

values (i.e., observed estimates of the output parameters).

Calibration is a useful process even when empirical estimates

for all input parameters are available, especially for complex

models with many uncertain parameters.

If specific input parameters cannot be directly estimated,

and relevant calibration targets cannot be identified (i.e., tar-

gets that are part-determined by parameters for which direct

data is absent), potential modifications to the model structure

should be considered. Decisions around data-related struc-

tural modifications should be informed by the importance of

the parameters that would be omitted from a modified model

structure.

Ideally, the importance of parameters with missing values

would be established by implementing and populating the

originally specified model structure and testing the sensitivity

of the model’s outputs to extreme values for the missing

parameters. The paradox of this process is that the more

complex model is likely to be used regardless of the outcome

of this testing process – if the model is not sensitive to

these parameters then a less complex model would suffice, but

the analyst has already built the more complex model.
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Time Constraints

In some cases, it may also be necessary to consider the time-

lines for the economic evaluation. If a model is being de-

veloped to inform a national reimbursement body, which has

requested results from the evaluation in a time period that

precludes adequate processes for the population, validation,

and analysis of a preferred model structure, it may be advis-

able to reduce the complexity of an ideal model structure.

In all cases where a preferred model structure is modified

on the basis of any of the above considerations, the process

and rationale for making such decisions should be docu-

mented and reported. Here, the ‘art of modeling’ may be used,

whereby the modeling team use their combined clinical and

analytical experience to consider and report the potential ef-

fects of any structural modifications on the estimated costs

and benefits, and in particular on the differences in cost and

benefits between competing interventions.

Choice of an Appropriate Modeling Technique:
Implementation Framework

There are various modeling techniques that can be used for the

economic evaluation of health care interventions. Full details

of different types of modeling techniques are beyond the

scope of this article and need not be rehearsed here. In this

section, the authors briefly present the key features of the three

techniques commonly being used in the literature, that is,

decision trees, cohort state-transition models, and individual-

based models.

Decision Trees

Decision trees (DTs) are the simplest modeling techniques and

are most appropriate for modeling interventions in which the

relevant events occur over a short time period. The main limi-

tation of decision trees is their inflexibility to model decision

problems, which involve recurring events and are ongoing over

time. In general, DTs are constructed with three types of nodes,

namely decision nodes, chance nodes, and terminal nodes. A

simple illustrative decision tree is presented in Figure 1. The

tree flows from left to right starting with a decision node

(square) representing the initial policy decision (alternative

interventions in Figure 1). Each management strategy is then

followed by chance nodes (circles) representing uncertain

events (i.e., ‘disease free’ or ‘dead’ in Figure 1), which will have

probabilities attached to them. Finally, endpoints of DTs are

represented by a terminal node (triangle) at the right of the tree.

The outcome measures (e.g., utility value) are generally attached

to these endpoints. Costs, however, are attached to events

within the tree, as well as to endpoints. The expected values

(costs and effectiveness) associated with each branch are

estimated by ‘averaging out’ and ‘folding back’ the tree from

right to left.

Cohort State-Transition Models

Cohort state-transition models (CSTM) are the standard

technique used to model the economic impact of health care

interventions over time. Using these models to capture long-

term costs and benefits (e.g., lifetime), disease progression is

conceptualized in terms of a discrete set of health ‘states’ and

the ‘transitions’ between them. In health technology assess-

ment, most state-transition models are discrete-time models in

which the time horizon of the analysis is split into cycles of

equal length (Markov cycles).

A CSTM assumes a homogenous population cohort mov-

ing between states (or staying in the same state) in any given

cycle. Transitions between states during cycles are based on a

set of conditional probabilities (i.e., transition probabilities).

These probabilities are conditional upon the current health

state. The movement between discrete health states (such as

depressive episodes or remission) continues until patients

enter an absorbing state (e.g., ‘death’) or up to the end of the

specified time horizon. Costs and outcome (e.g., utility

weights representing quality of life) are attached to each health

state (i.e., state rewards) and transitions (i.e., transition

rewards if appropriate) in the model. Expected costs and

quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) are estimated over the time

horizon of the model as the sum of the time spent in each

health state multiplied by the respective cost and utility

weights for each health state.

CSTMs, however, suffer from the lack of memory (i.e.,

Markovian assumption) in which transition probabilities are

not influenced by pathways taken to a particular health state.

By creating separate states in a Markov model, it is technically

possible to address the above issues. However, this can result

in an unwieldy number of events/states and may make model

implementation, checking, and analysis difficult.

Individual-Based Models

Individual-based state-transition models
These models are able to carry histories whilst remaining a

manageable size. These models include all the key features of

the cohort Markov family. However, assigning relevant attri-

butes to individuals rather than to health states within a

model means that the effect of the Markovian assumption is

removed. They transit individual patients through the model

rather than proportions of a cohort. If and where the patient

moves during cycles is determined by random numbers drawn

from a uniform distribution. A large number of patients are

run through the model and the mean costs and QALYs gained

across all patients are estimated. The principal advantage of

these models is that patients’ treatment and/or disease history

can be captured, and used to inform subsequent transition

probabilities applied to each patient within the model.

Disease free

Dead

Intervention A

Disease free

Dead

Intervention B

Target population

Figure 1 An illustrative example of a decision tree.
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A limitation of individual-based state-transition models,

however, is that time is managed through a fixed cycle length

(e.g., monthly) by which the model moves forward. This may

not reflect accurately the length of time spent in certain states

as patients can only experience one event within each cycle. It

is possible to address this issue by selecting shorter cycles (i.e.,

weekly) or linking separate models each with different cycle

lengths. However, it may be easier to use a more flexible

individual-based technique, i.e., discrete event simulation

(DES).

Discrete event simulation
DES is a very flexible model that describes the flow of indi-

viduals through the treatment system. In DES, patients can be

assigned attributes such as age, gender, or disease history

which are assumed to influence patient’s pathways through

the model.

DES can accommodate differing cycle lengths more easily

and with greater accuracy than state-transition models. DES

uses a stochastic process to simulate events for an individual

by sampling probabilities from survival distributions. Times

(to next possible events) are sampled and the earliest time

represents the next event for a particular individual. These

events are added to a calendar and probability distributions

are updated conditionally on patient history. This means that

the time spent in a particular state can be estimated exactly.

Uncertainty in Decision Analytic Models: Structural
Uncertainty

Given the lack of complete information about the key aspects

of a decision analytic model (e.g., choice of the health states/

events or true values of costs and effects of a particular inter-

vention in a given population), uncertainty is inherent within

any model-based evaluation. Uncertainty (or sensitivity) an-

alysis is necessary so that policy-makers can incorporate in-

formation on the accuracy of model outputs into decisions

around funding of the competing interventions being evalu-

ated, as well as decisions regarding the need for additional

information.

To illustrate different types of uncertainty associated with

decision analytic models, the authors present a simple state-

transition depression model (Figure 2). The model presented

in Figure 2 consists of three states: ‘well,’ ‘depression,’ and

‘dead.’ The aim is to estimate differences in the time spent in

each state by patients receiving alternative technologies, over a

defined time horizon (e.g., patients’ lifetime). Costs and out-

comes are then attached to the time spent in each state to

estimate the costs and benefits of alternative technologies.

In state-transition models, time progresses in equal increments

(e.g., monthly) known as cycles. The arrows represent possible

transitions between states, for which transition probabilities

are estimated. Relevant attributes (which influence disease

pathways or response to treatment) can be assigned to pa-

tients, and updated during the course of running the model.

For example, the probability of recurrence (i.e.,‘well’ to ‘de-

pression’) increases with the number of previous depressive

episodes that patients experienced.

Three broad forms of uncertainty have been distinguished:

parameter, methodological, and structural. Parameter un-

certainty concerns the uncertainty around the true value of a

given parameter within the model (e.g., probabilities of

moving between ‘well’ to ‘depression’). Methodological un-

certainty relates to the choice of analytic methods such as the

perspective taken (e.g., society and government) with an im-

pact on, for example, the process of identifying resource items.

Issues around parameter and methodological uncertainties are

generally dealt with, for example, by using probabilistic sen-

sitivity analysis and by prescribing a ‘reference case,’ respect-

ively. Structural uncertainty arises from the assumptions

imposed by the modeling framework and refers to the struc-

tural features of the chosen model, that is, the choice of

clinical events represented in a model (e.g., adding a ‘partial

response’ state to the model presented in Figure 2), and the

possible transitions between them.

It is recognized that the choice of model structure can lead

to different results, hence different reimbursement decisions.

Although concerns have been raised regarding assumptions

incorporated into model structures, and that structural un-

certainty may have a greater impact on the model’s results

than other sources of uncertainty, relatively little attention has

been paid to the representation of structural uncertainty.

Different ways to address structural uncertainty are discussed

in Section ‘Uncertainty in Decision Analytic Model.’

Addressing Structural Uncertainty

Like uncertainty around methodological issues and the value

of input parameters, structural uncertainty cannot be elimin-

ated, and needs to be handled appropriately. Different ap-

proaches are used to characterize structural uncertainty.

The simplest approach to representing structural un-

certainty is to implement and analyze a range of alternative

model structures, and to present the results from each model

as scenario analyzes. However, this approach puts the burden

of assessing the relative credibility of the alternative structures

on the end user, which may result in only a superficial and

subjective assessment that will not reflect the full value to the

Well Depression

Dead

Assigning and updating attributes,
for example, the number of
previous episodes  

Figure 2 A simple state-transition depression model.
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decision-making process of implementing multiple model

structures.

For the characterization of structural uncertainty, two

techniques have been identified: model selection and model

averaging. Both techniques involve developing a set of plaus-

ible models using different structural assumptions.

The ‘model selection’ approach ranks alternative models

according to some measure of prediction performance or

goodness of fit, and selecting the single model that maximizes

that particular criterion. This approach does not represent

structural uncertainty, rather it identifies the model that is

believed to be the most likely to be the correct model. The

effect of selecting a single model will depend on the relevance

of the criterion used to select the model and the magnitude of

the difference in the predictive power of the alternative model

structures. Moreover, given the effort required to build and

analyze a range of alternative model structures, it would ap-

pear wasteful to report results based only on a single model

when there is a likelihood that the other models could be a

more correct model.

‘Model averaging’ methods assess structural uncertainty by

assigning weights to a range of alternative model structures

according to some measure of model adequacy. Weighted

model outputs are then estimated across all model structures

included in the model averaging process. The weightings

should reflect the probability that each model is the correct

model, based on some measure of predictive power (e.g.,

Akaike’s information criterion). The main limitation of the

quantitative approach to model averaging is the necessary re-

striction of the process to represent the elements of structural

uncertainty that are linked to outputs for which observed data

are available.

Other model averaging applications have elicited weights

to be applied to each of the defined model structures. Here,

the analyst must consider the potential for biased responses

and superficial assessment of the relative merits of the alter-

native models.

Alternatively, a discrepancy approach has been applied to

represent the uncertainty around an implemented model

structure. Unlike model averaging, the discrepancy approach

does not assess the adequacy of the model structure in relation

to alternative structures. Rather, the joint effects of structural

and parameter uncertainty are estimated, i.e., the estimated

distribution of the costs and benefits of the competing inter-

ventions reflects structural and parameter uncertainty.

The application of the discrepancy approach requires the

identification of points of discrepancy (i.e., structural un-

certainty) within a model structure, and the subjective esti-

mation of the magnitude and variance of the discrepancy

between predicted outputs from the model using true values

for each input parameter and the true values of the predicted

parameters.

Improving the Accuracy and Consistency of Model-
Based Evaluations: The Case for Reference Models

One of the main consequences of structural uncertainty is that

alternative economic evaluations for a specific disease use al-

ternative model structures (e.g., alternative model structures to

evaluate different pharmaceuticals for treating depression). In

addition to the structural uncertainties around each model

structure, indirect comparisons of the cost-effectiveness of

these interventions are further hindered by the diversity in

model structure. Using different model structures in evalu-

ations of alternative technologies for the same condition in

submissions to national reimbursement bodies can lead to

inconsistent public funding decisions because changes in

model structure and analysis can produce substantially dif-

ferent results. This increases the likelihood of incorrectly

identifying a new technology as being cost-effective (and vice

versa).

There is potential for strategic behavior when defining a

model structure, by focusing on aspects of the disease process

that are targeted by particular technologies, for example, if

drug A reduces risk of event X but not event Y and event Y has

significant costs and/or quality of life effects, if the model

structure represents only X then important aspects of the dis-

ease are not included and the results are biased.

To address these concerns, there is a need for a detailed and

transparent framework for developing an appropriate com-

mon model structure (reference models) for specific diseases

(e.g., depression, colorectal cancer, etc.) for economic evalu-

ations to inform public funding decisions. The structure of a

reference model defines the clinical events to be represented,

the relationships between the events, and the effect of patient

characteristics on the probability and timing of events.

The model should accurately represent both the knowledge

and uncertainty about states/events relating to the disease

progression on the basis of the best available evidence.

Reference models can be applied to a wide set of interventions

for a specific disease (e.g., drugs and procedures that may

target alternative mechanisms or stages of disease). For ex-

ample, a reference model for depression could be used to

estimate the costs and benefits of competing antidepressants,

as well as evaluating the costs and benefits of alternative

models of care (e.g., usual care vs. enhanced care).

By reflecting the natural history of the condition under

study more accurately, reference models can improve the ac-

curacy, comparability, and transparency of public funding

decisions for new health technologies. However, we em-

phasize that reference models are not intended to replace

structural sensitivity analyzes, and approaches to address

structural uncertainty might be still required if there is in-

sufficient evidence (or conflicting evidence) to support an

appropriate model structure.

A national reimbursement body could commission the

development of reference models for key disease areas, which

are then developed according to best practice (as outlined in

the preceding sections). The resulting models could be sub-

jected to a thorough process of structural uncertainty analysis,

and would ultimately provide a comprehensive and unbiased

representation of the disease, including all important clinical

and economic aspects (e.g., costs and quality of life effects),

which may affect the long-term estimation of costs and

benefits of the alternative health care interventions being

compared. In terms of the feasibility of using reference mod-

els, one of the possibilities will be, for example, to provide the

reference model to any industry applicant intending to submit

a technology in the relevant disease area by national
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reimbursement bodies. Applicants could update the inputs

used to populate the model, but would be expected to reva-

lidate the model. Likewise, applicants would be free to use an

alternative model structure, but it would have to be fully jus-

tified. The outputs of alternative models can be compared

against the reference model, which provides a basis for con-

firming any claimed advantages of new model structures.

Case Study: Major Depressive Disorder

After reviewing the course of depression, this section discusses

the issues surrounding structural assumptions used to inform

a preferred model structure and the choice of modeling

techniques, using examples from published model-based

economic evolutions of interventions from the treatment of

depression.

Background to the Course of Depression

Major depressive disorder (referred to as depression hence-

forth) is the most common mental health disorder. Depression

is associated with a considerable functional impairment, mor-

bidity, and premature mortality. It is increasingly recognized as

a chronic disease characterized by multiple acute episodes/

relapses.

A common set of terminology describing different stages of

disease progression has been proposed. ‘Response’ represents a

significant reduction (50% or more reduction from baseline

scale scores) in depressive symptoms. ‘Remission’ represents a

period during which the patient is either symptom free or has

no more than minimal symptoms. ‘Recovery’ is defined as an

extended asymptomatic phase, which lasts for more than 6

months. ‘Relapse’ is a flare up of the depressive episode, which

occurs after remission, whereas recurrence is a new depressive

episode that occurs after recovery.

Chronic depression is one of the clinically meaningful

structural aspects of depression and is defined as a persistent

depressive episode, which is continuously present for at least

2 years, or an incomplete remission between episodes with a

total duration of illness of at least 2 years. High-risk patients

and those who have not responded adequately to outpatient

treatment can be admitted to hospitals. Finally, all patients can

die, with an increased risk of death due to suicide while in a

depressive episode.

Patients with depression may be treated with different

classes of antidepressant drugs, including selective serotonin

reuptake inhibitors and serotonin norepinephrine reuptake

inhibitors. After a successful short-term treatment, anti-

depressants need to be continued for a period to prevent re-

lapse (continuation therapy) and to prevent recurrence

(maintenance therapy). Psychotherapy or more commonly a

combination of pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy are

other options in treating patients with depression.

Choice of an Appropriate Conceptual Framework

The choice of health states/events included in the model is

considered as a key part in developing decision analytic

models. An appropriate model structure should reflect a

number of key clinically relevant health states relating to the

course of the disease under study. Over recent years, various

model structures were used in depression studies.

Some model-based studies of depression included only

response as a primary outcome measure in their model. This

model structure is not appropriate as it is likely to bias results

in favor of treatments with higher rates of response, which

may be the more or less effective treatment overall.

In some studies, the possibility of relapse (i.e., remission to

depressive episodes) and/or recurrence (i.e., recovery to de-

pressive episodes) was not considered. By excluding these

clinical events, studies implicitly assume that the incidence of

such is unlikely to differ between competing management

strategies. As a recurring illness, this simplification in the

model structure in depression studies will favor treatments

with higher remission rates. A more appropriate model

structure is to represent both levels of treatment success (i.e.,

response and remission) and treatment failure (i.e., relapse

and recurrence).

Hospital admission for high-risk patients or those who

have not responded adequately to outpatient treatment is

another relevant clinical event. A realistic model of depression

should represent this event as it represents clinical practice

more accurately.

‘Chronic depression’ is another relevant event that is im-

portant from both clinical and economic perspectives. Ap-

proximately 20% of patients with acute episodic illness will

develop a chronic course of depression. It has been noted that

chronic depression, compared with nonchronic depression, is

associated with increased health care utilization, more suicide

attempts, and greater functional impairment requiring a

longer duration of treatment.

Finally, given a baseline increased risk of suicide at rates

10–20 times above general population rates, the omission of

such a state from a depression model will likely bias the

model in favor of less effective interventions.

Accepting the above course of disease, the model structure

and relationships between events are presented in Figure 3. In

this model, depressive episodes represent relapse or recurrence.

Choice of an Appropriate Computational Framework

Some studies of depression used DTs to evaluate costs and

effects of alternative management strategies. Given that de-

pression is a chronic illness with recurrent episodes, the main

limitation of DTs is their inflexibility to model long-term

events. The likely impact of the choice of a DT with a short

time horizon on the cost-effectiveness results, and hence

policy decisions, will vary according to the short-term

cost-effectiveness results. If a more effective treatment (i.e.,

fewer deaths and/or more remission) can demonstrate cost-

effectiveness within a short time horizon, it may be reasonable

to expect that this result would not change over an extended

time horizon. The likely magnitude of potentially under-

estimated cost differences should be considered, but a DT may

be appropriate in this scenario. Where the more effective

treatment is not shown to be cost-effective using a DT, it may

be possible to imply the likely cost-effectiveness over a longer
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time horizon, though a modeled extrapolation provides a

more explicit and transparent process of estimation.

By including recurring events and breaking up a decis-

ion tree to sequential time periods, it is technically possible

to capture recurring events over longer time periods. This,

however, progressively increases the size of the model and

the use of an alternative modeling technique might be

preferred.

To address the above issue, some model-based studies of

depression employed CSTMs. These models allow for an

evaluation of recurring events over a longer period of time, for

example, multiple depressive and recovery episodes. However,

the lack of memory (i.e., Markovian assumption) is con-

sidered as a major limitation of these models. In the case of

depression, the above assumption means that an individual in

the ‘full remission’ state with only one previous depressive

episode has the same probability of experiencing ‘recurrence’

as a patient with a history of multiple depressive episodes.

This, however, does not appropriately represent the natural

history of depression as the risk of recurrence has been found

to increase with the number of previous depressive episodes.

One way to overcome this limitation is to create separate states

to represent differing numbers of previous depressive epi-

sodes, for example, ‘remission, one previous episode,’ ‘re-

mission, two previous episodes,’ etc. As implied, this process

can soon result in an unwieldy number of health states, and

may make model implementation, checking, and analysis

difficult.

By modeling individual patient pathways, individual-based

state-transition models are able to carry patient histories

whilst remaining a manageable size.

Assigning attributes such as the severity of episodes to in-

dividuals rather than to health states within a model means

that the effect of the Markovian assumption is removed. In-

dividual-based models then facilitate the estimation of prob-

ability and timing of experiencing relevant events as a function

of patient-recorded attributes (e.g., age, gender, severity,

comorbidity, and psychotherapy as attributes). By updating

attributes, probabilities can change over time while the model

is running.

One practical limitation associated with the use of indi-

vidual-based state-transition models is the need to define a

fixed cycle length by which the model moves forward in time.

The cycle length should represent a clinically relevant time

span. Modeling studies of depression that use a fixed monthly

cycle length may not reflect accurately the length of time spent

in certain states as patients can only experience one event

within each cycle. It is possible to address this limitation by

selecting shorter cycles (i.e., weekly) or linking separate models

each with different cycle lengths. However, it may be easier to

use a more flexible modeling technique, that is, DES. No

model-based studies of depression using DES were located.

DES can accommodate differing cycle lengths more easily

and with greater accuracy than state-transition models. In a

DES, time does not move forward in cycles, but rather with

respect to the sampled timing of events, for example, if a pa-

tient relapses after 2 weeks, the model moves forward from

time zero (treatment initiation) to time 14 days. If the next

event (e.g., remission) occurs 2 months later, then the DES

would move forward directly to that time point. Using survival

distributions, times (to next possible events) are sampled, and

the earliest time represents the next event for a particular

Recovery

Chronic
depression

Response

Remission

Hospital
admission

Death

Depressive
episode

Recurrence

Relapse

Relapse

Figure 3 The conceptual framework. (a) Bubbles show the states/events included in the model, and arrows indicate the relationships between
the events. (b) There is always a possibility of dying (absorbing state).
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individual. This means that the time spent in a particular state

can be estimated exactly.

Considering disease characteristics, the authors argue that

DES is the appropriate modeling technique for depression

studies to project life-time benefits and resource costs of

management options in patients with depression.

Data Sources

A variety of data sources are used to derive clinical parameters.

Clinical trials and observational studies
Using data derived from clinical trials or observational studies,

it is widely accepted that ‘response’ is defined as at least a 50%

improvement in baseline scores recorded by the most cited

assessment tools, i.e., the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale

(HAM-D). HAM-D is considered as the gold standard to

measure the severity of depression and is used in the majority

of clinical trials of depression. ‘Remission’ is mostly defined as

a score of 7 or less on the 17-item HAM-D. The occurrence of

‘depressive episodes’ is commonly defined when patients meet

the criteria identified by DSM IV.

Retrospective databases
Clinical outcome measures using standard assessment tools

are not typically recorded in data sources such as claims

databases and medical notes. Thus, proxy measures such as

treatment changes should be defined. For example, relapse can

be defined as a subsequent antidepressant prescription less

than 6 months after the antidepressant stop date. Another

form of observational data is claims databases (e.g., US

managed care database).

Expert opinion
Expert opinion is another source of data, which was used in a

few studies to estimate probabilities of clinical inputs such

as dropout rates, reasons for discontinuation, and nondrug-

specific events such as relapse rate after discontinuation. An

elicitation method is intended to link an expert’s underlying

opinions to an expression of these in a statistical form, and is

an appropriate technique to fill gaps in data where no pub-

lished information is available. However, it is important to

have transparent criteria for the selection of participants, and

to recognize the potential for biased estimates that may be in

favor of the participant personal experiences (e.g., more fre-

quent patients with the most severe symptoms) and/or

preferences.

Conclusions

To date, relatively little attention has been paid to the pro-

cesses and issues around the specification of appropriate de-

cision analytic model structures, but better specified decision

analytic models will contribute to more consistent and better

informed decisions for the allocation of limited resources.

This entry has addressed issues around the appropriate

choice of model structure for the purposes of economic

evaluations of health care technologies, including discussions

around the choice of appropriate modeling technique, repre-

sentation of structural uncertainty, and the potential benefits

of the development of disease-specific reference models. The

disease area of depression was used to illustrate the issues

involved in the process of specifying an appropriate model

structure.

See also: Adoption of New Technologies, Using Economic
Evaluation. Information Analysis, Value of. Searching and Reviewing
Nonclinical Evidence for Economic Evaluation. Statistical Issues in
Economic Evaluations. Synthesizing Clinical Evidence for Economic
Evaluation
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Introduction

Insurance markets in the US traditionally have been regulated

at the state level. This tradition was reinforced by the 1945

McCarran–Ferguson Act, which exempted the business of in-

surance from federal antitrust oversight as long as the individual

states regulated the insurance business. Much of the early health

insurance regulation related to reserve requirements and sales

practices although the states did impose premium taxes. The

number and types of mandates proliferated in the past 40 years.

Insurance mandates are defined as state laws that require a

health insurer to include specific categories of individuals,

providers, or services within the scope of coverage provided.

Less restrictive laws only require that the insurer offer specific

coverages to purchasers. Some analysts also have included laws

affecting specific types of insurers, particularly managed care

plans, as insurance mandates as well. The early mandates of the

1950s tended to expand the cohort of covered persons to in-

clude newborns and handicapped children. Thus, if a policy was

to be sold in the state it must include coverage for newborns.

Prevalence of State Insurance Mandates

Most mandates apply to employer-sponsored health insurance

coverage, although nongroup mandates also exist. There were

few statutes until the 1970s when the number of laws began to

proliferate. Although they only consider provider and service

mandates, Laugesen et al. (2006) reported that of nearly 1500

state mandates enacted between 1949 and 2002, 12% were

enacted in the 1970s, 25% in the 1980s, 39% in the 1990s,

and another 16% in the first 3 years of the 2000s.

The Council for Affordable Health Insurance annually

compiles a listing of all state health insurance mandates

(Bunce and Wieske, 2010). Their 2010 edition reports the

presence of 2156 mandates. The states display considerable

heterogeneity in the number of mandates they enact. Idaho

and Alabama have the fewest mandates with 16 and 19 pro-

visions, respectively. Four states (Rhode Island, Maryland,

Minnesota, and Texas) each have more than 60 provisions.

Table 1 reports the most common mandates by category.

Federal Insurance Mandates

It is only relatively recent that the Congress has enacted health

insurance mandates. The first was the 1979 Pregnancy Dis-

crimination Act, which required that pregnancy be covered as

a medical condition in most employer-sponsored plans. The

1986 Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act pro-

vided continuation coverage for 18–36 months for persons

separated from employer-sponsored coverage. In 1996, the

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, (first)

Mental Health Parity Act, and Newborns and Mothers’ Health

Protection Act were enacted. Other federal laws followed. The

enactment of state and federal mandates is not independent of

each other. As Laugesen et al. (2006) noted, 50 jurisdictions

had enacted breast reconstruction legislation by the time the

federal legislation was passed in 1998 and 32 states had

enacted maternal and newborn minimum stay provisions

before or coincident with the 1996 federal legislation. These

patterns suggest a common underlying demand for the legis-

lation and may suggest that the federal legislation is merely a

reflection of extant state practice.

Rationales for Mandates

There are three rationales for the enactment of a mandate. The

first is lack of knowledge. The argument is that individuals and

their employer agents underestimate the value of the coverage.

By requiring coverage people get the coverage they would have

purchased had they been better informed. The second ra-

tionale is adverse selection. The argument holds that both

low- and high-probability individuals would like to buy the

Table 1 Most prevalent health insurance mandates, by category

Health insurance mandates Number of states with
the law

Service mandates (1251 total mandate laws)
Mammography screening 50
Maternity minimum stay 50
Breast reconstruction 50
Mental health parity 48
Diabetic supplies 47
Alcohol/substance abuse 46
Emergency room service 45

Provider mandates (558 total mandate laws)
Chiropractor 44
Psychologist 44
Optometrist 41
Dentist 33
Podiatrist 33
Nurse practitioner 29
Nurse midwife 27

Individual mandates (347 total mandate laws)
Newborn 51
Continuation employee 46
Continuation dependent 45
Adopted children 44
Disabled dependent adult 42
Conversion to nongroup coverage 41
Dependent student/adult 34

Source: Reproduced from Bunce, V. C. and Wieske, J. P. (2010). Health insurance

mandates in the states 2010. Alexandra, VA: Council for Affordable Health Insurance.

Available at: http://www.cahi.org/cahi_contents/newsroom/article.asp?id=1036

(accessed 06.06.13).
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coverage, for, say, in vitro fertilization. However, when a single

insurer offers the coverage those with a high probability of use

are disproportionately attracted to the plan, raising plan pre-

miums substantially. The higher premiums lead low prob-

ability users to forego coverage. Had the coverage been in all

plans, the cost of insurance would have risen only slightly.

Thus, mandating coverage allows low risk individuals who

value the coverage to actually obtain it at premiums they were

willing to pay. The third rationale is one of public choice. The

argument is that advocates of a particular mandate will tend to

be the providers of the particular service who petition the state

legislature for statutes that expand coverage for themselves, the

services they provide, and the people who are most likely to

use their services. Opponents will be individuals and their

employer and/or insurer agents who directly or indirectly face

the costs of the law. There has been no empirical work testing

the first two rationales. The public choice approach enjoyed

some research interest in the 1990s with attention focused on

mental health services and laws affecting the composition of

managed care provider panels, all with results consistent with

the public choice argument (see Jensen and Morrisey, 1999 for

review).

One implication of the public choice model is that op-

position should be reduced when potential opponents are

exempt from the law. The Employee Retirement and Income

Security Act (ERISA) of 1974 effectively made larger employers

exempt from state insurance regulations. From this perspective

it is not coincidental that the growth of state mandate legis-

lation began in the 1970s when key elements of the oppos-

ition no longer benefited by expending political capital to

oppose the laws.

To try to control the proliferation of mandates, half of the

states have enacted mandated benefit review laws, which

provide for a review of factors such as the cost and social

impacts, medical efficacy, and quality of care before the le-

gislature votes on a prospective mandate. There has been no

evaluation of the effectiveness of these laws.

Economics of Employer-Sponsored Health Insurance
and State Insurance Mandates

Maximizing behavior on the part of employees and employers

implies that workers are paid what they are worth, i.e., their

marginal revenue product. Compensation may take many

forms: wages, pensions, vacations, health insurance, etc.

However, adding an element to the compensation package,

other things equal, necessitates taking something else out.

When a mandated benefit is added to the bundle the premium

will increase. If premiums increase, wages or some other form

of compensation must be reduced.

If workers do not sufficiently value the new compensation

package they will seek employment in firms that do not offer

the new costly benefit or may choose compensation that ex-

cludes health insurance entirely. Firms may seek a legal status

that exempts them from the mandate. If wages or other forms

of compensation can not adjust, perhaps because of minimum

wage laws, one would expect reductions in employment. In

the following four sections, the empirical evidence associated

with these hypotheses will be explored.

Cost of Mandates

The key issue in the chain of economic logic is that a mandate

results in higher health insurance premiums. There are three

issues bound up in this straightforward proposition. The first

question is whether a particular benefit raises the health in-

surance premium of a firm that now must provide the new

coverage. Second is the question of the cost of the mandate,

per se. Suppose a chiropractor coverage mandate would raise

premiums by US$10 per worker per month, but employees are

willing to pay US$6. The benefit cost is US$10, but the cost of

the mandate is only US$4 per worker. Finally, if the firm al-

ready offers the coverage that is the subject of the mandate,

then there is no cost to the mandate for the firm or its workers.

The cost of the legislation is the extra burden it imposes, not

necessarily the dollar cost of the benefit.

Many of the cost analyses of health insurance mandates are

actuarial studies. These works draw on a distribution of the

likely claims experience for a health service, such as chiro-

practic care. The expected claims experience per worker is the

additional cost of insurance to a firm that did not offer the

benefit previously. Bunce and Wieske (2010) provided ranges

of actuarial costs for each of the mandates they report. Mental

health parity (e.g., covering mental health illnesses equiva-

lently to physician health illnesses) would increase premiums

by 5–10%, in vitro fertilization by 3–5%, alcoholism/substance

abuse by 1–3%, and most other coverages by less than 1%.

Kominski et al. (2006) used an actuarial model to estimate the

costs of seven proposed mandates in California. The costs of

these relatively small-scale mandates were estimated to in-

crease premiums by 0.006–0.2%. The actuarial approach

overstates the cost of a mandate for two reasons. First, add-

itional services used under the new benefit may offset, some-

what, utilization of other services that were already covered.

Second, workers are likely to have been willing to pay some-

thing for the mandated coverage, and indeed, some may

already have the coverage.

In principle the first problem is easy to overcome. One

could estimate a firm specific hedonic premium regression

that includes various benefits along with a set of control

variables. The coefficients on the specific benefits reflect the

premium cost of adding each benefit, given the coverage

already provided by the firm. Thus, any service substitution is

accounted for. Unfortunately, this is not an estimate of the

cost of a mandate, per se; rather it is the net cost of the benefit

to the firm (see Jensen and Morrisey, 1999 for review).

Acs et al. (1992) were the first to directly estimate the

presence of state insurance mandates on the premiums paid by

firms. Using a cross section of more than 2500 firms in 1989,

they concluded that each additional mandate increased health

insurance premiums for large firms by US$1.50. Although this

is a direct estimate of the cost of mandates, it is not without

problems. First, the count of the number of mandates in a state

forces each mandate to have an equal effect. Almost certainly

some mandated benefits are substantially more costly than

others. Second, the estimate is likely endogenous. That is, it

may be that the legislature enacted particular mandates in their

state because they were already commonly offered by large

employers in the state or because residents of the state were

perceived to benefit from the coverage.
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Wage and Benefit Adjustments to Mandates

If mandates are costly, their inclusion in employer-sponsored

health insurance plans should lead to reductions in wages or

other forms of compensation. This adjustment in the com-

pensation bundle is referred to as ‘compensating differentials.’

There is one particularly strong analysis relating to state in-

surance mandates. In the mid-1990s, 23 states enacted legis-

lation requiring that maternity services be included as a

covered benefit in employer-sponsored health insurance.

Gruber (1994a) examined the effects of the enactment of this

law in Illinois, New York, and New Jersey compared to five

states that had not enacted the legislation. His approach was

to compare: the hourly wages of affected people to those

unaffected, in states that enacted the law to those that did not,

in the periods before and after the date of enactment. Affected

people were employed married women aged 20–40 years, that

is, those potentially likely to use the new benefit. Unaffected

people were defined as employed single men aged 20–40 years

and all employed people aged 40–60 years.

This is the so-called triple-differences model. Gruber’s work

is increasingly the standard approach to addressing the effects

of insurance mandates. Its strength is that it controls for trends

occurring over the period before and after the enactment, for

differences in the states enacting and not enacting the laws,

and for differences that might exist in the average productivity

of people affected and not affected by the law. Gruber found

that the net effect of the maternity mandate was to reduce the

average hourly wages of the affected group, in the enacting

states after passage of the law by 5.4% relative to unaffected

groups in nonenacting states over the same period. This

amount was consistent with the actuarial estimates of the cost

of the coverage. This is very strong evidence that the effect of a

binding mandated benefit law is to reduce other elements of

the compensation bundle. In short, it implies that workers pay

for much of the cost of a mandate.

Self-Insured Plans: Avoiding Mandates

The 1974 federal ERISA legislation exempts self-insured firms

from state insurance regulation. One way to avoid the costs of

unwanted health insurance mandates would be to obtain

coverage through a self-insured plan. Virtually all large em-

ployers offer plans that are self-insured. Even a small employer

could provide self-insured coverage; they would do so by

buying stop-loss coverage (sometimes called reinsurance) that

limits their liability once claims in total or for individual cases

reach a specified threshold. Nearly 60% of insured workers

were in self-insured plans in 2009.

The empirical work on the relationship between state

mandates and the propensity to self-insure comes from the

late 1980s and early 1990s. Jensen et al. (1995) examined the

effects of costly mandates and other factors on the switch from

conventional to self-insured coverage in the 1981–84 and

1984–87 periods. Most mandates had a positive but statistic-

ally insignificant effect on the self-insurance decision. They did

find that state premium taxes and high risk pool taxes were

strongly associated with switching. Subsequent work found no

consistent effects of mandates on the self-insurance decision

and some suggestion that self-insured status was associated

with firms that had multiple locations and who may have

been trying to avoid conflicting state regulation.

Mandates and Coverage Decisions

Jensen and Gabel (1992) were among the first to estimate the

effect of state insurance mandates on the probability that an

employer would offer insurance coverage. Using 1985 data

from small employers they concluded that every additional

mandate in a state reduced the probability that a firm would

offer coverage by 1.5%. Surprisingly, they also found that

some arguably high cost mandates such as alcohol and drug

abuse treatment and continuation of coverage requirements

had no statistically significant effects. Gruber (1994b) exam-

ined the effects of five costly mandates: alcoholism treatment,

drug abuse treatment, mental illness, chiropractic services, and

continuation of coverage using Current Population Survey

(CPS) data from 1979, 1983, and 1988. He found no effects of

the mandates on the probability of having coverage.

Sloan and Conover (1998) examined data from 1989 to

1994 CPS. They measured regulation as a count of the number

of state mandates in effect and concluded that eliminating state

mandates would reduce the number of uninsured in the state by

20% and 25%. In a recent working paper Ma (2007) updated

these analyses using the 1996–2002 CPS. His focus was on two

alternative sets of high cost mandates and unlike the earlier

studies in this section he used state and year differences-in-

differences to control for contemporaneous trends in coverage

and systematic differences across states. He found no statistically

significant effects of mandates on coverage decisions.

This set of work highlights two crucial problems that have

tended to undermine much of the work that has looked

broadly at the effects of state mandates. First, state laws differ

markedly with respect to the likely costs they impose on po-

tential purchasers and the nature of the coverage that they

actually mandate. The research has been rather cavalier with

measuring regulation. Efforts to aggregate state laws via counts

of laws, for example, at best can only obtain an average effect

of an average mandate. It seems increasingly clear that there is

as yet no good empirical way to look at the overall effects of

state mandates. One must look at the effects of mandates in-

dividually and provide some assurance that the laws under

study are homogeneous. Second, state insurance mandates are

not enacted randomly. They result from legislative actions that

in turn reflect issues such as resident preferences, existing

levels of coverage, and the influence of providers. Failure to

account for the endogeneity of the laws is almost certainly

responsible for much of the inconsistency and uncertainty

surrounding a lot of the existing empirical work.

The New Generation of Mandates Research

Several mandate-specific studies have been undertaken in the

past decade. They focus on the careful measurement of a

particular mandate across the states and they rigorously deal

with the endogeneity issue by using differences-in-differences

(or sometimes triple differences) or instrumental variables.
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These studies have not uniformly concluded that the laws have

affected use or outcomes. However, they have given much

greater attention to measuring the law and they employ much

more sophisticated methods to account for the endogeneity of

the legislation. Several examples are noteworthy.

Bitler and Carpenter (2011) examined the effects of mam-

mography screening mandates. They used person-level data

from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS)

over the 1987–2000 period and concluded that the mandates

account for approximately 7% of the doubling of screening

observed over the study period. This conclusion resulted from

a triple-difference analysis that compared screening in states

that did and did not enact the mandate, before and after en-

actment, among women at ages that were and were not rec-

ommended for screening.

Klick and Stratmann (2007) used the 1996–2000 BRFSS

data to examine the effects of mandates that cover diabetes

supplies, treatment, and services on obesity among diabetics.

They too used the triple-difference model (states that did and

did not enact the mandate, before and after enactment, and for

those with and without a self-reported diagnosis of diabetes).

Their hypothesis was that the presence of the mandate lowered

the cost of treatment and, therefore, provided incentives for

individuals to let their health deteriorate. They conclude that

diabetics in states that enacted the coverage mandates, had

greater increases in body mass index (BMI) compared to

changes in BMI for nondiabetics in states without mandates

over the same period. They also found that the results de-

pended on the use of the triple-difference approach. Less rig-

orous models suggest that the mandates lowered BMI. In

related work also focusing on the moral hazard effects of in-

surance mandates, Klick and Stratmann (2006) examined the

effects of mental health mandates (that included substance

abuse treatment) on the per capita consumption of beer in the

state. They argue that the mandate lowers the cost of alcohol

abuse treatment, should it be needed. They explicitly model the

enactment of the law using the enactment of medical mal-

practice damage caps, diabetes mandates, and the number of

nonpsychiatrist physicians per capita as instruments. Their es-

timates suggest that the mandate enactment was associated

with an additional consumption of two cases of beer per capita.

In less controversial work, Liu et al. (2004) examined the

effect of the so-called drive-by delivery laws. These provisions

were enacted to prevent insurers from insisting that women

and newborns be discharged from a hospital too quickly after

a birth. The researchers used hospital discharge abstract data

from 18 states over the period 1995–98. Their differences-in-

differences analysis concluded that the laws resulted in 11%

longer lengths of stay for vaginally delivered newborns. The

effects were larger when the law was a ‘mother’s decision’ ra-

ther than specifying a ‘physician decision.’ The effects were

smaller among patients who were likely to be exempt from the

law due to ERISA.

Summary

State insurance mandates have proliferated since the mid-

1970s. The economics of the laws suggest that they should

increase insurance premiums, reduce coverage, and lead to

greater self-insured status among employers. More generally,

they may affect the use and outcomes of mandated services

and may influence the take-up of health insurance. The em-

pirical work has been inconsistent in its findings. This stems

from measurement issues in classifying and aggregating the

laws and a failure to account for the nonrandom enactment of

laws in the states. The new generation of research, largely

undertaken in the 2000s and building on Gruber’s (1994b)

seminal work on maternity mandates, has used much more

sophisticated techniques and provided much greater con-

fidence in the evaluations of how the laws have affected

behavior.

See also: Health Insurance and Health. Health Insurance in Historical
Perspective, II: The Rise of Market-Oriented Health Policy and
Healthcare. Health Insurance in the United States, History of. Private
Insurance System Concerns
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Introduction

As health economic evaluation has become increasingly

popular, so it has become much more common that indi-

vidual patient data are collected alongside clinical trials. This

has opened up the possibility of using statistical methods to

analyze health economic data with the purposes of informing

health economic evaluation.

In this entry of the encyclopedia, statistical methods for

analyzing health economic data are reviewed. The second

section focuses specifically on issues relating to the analysis

and testing of cost data, including issues related to non-

normality of the data, censoring of cost-data and other forms

of missingness. The third section deals with characterizing

uncertainty in cost-effectiveness (CE) analysis, focusing on the

commonly employed incremental CE ratio statistic. The fourth

section focuses on the net-benefit statistic as an alternative

approach to characterizing uncertainty in CE analyses. A final

section offers some concluding comments and links to other

articles that address similar material, in particular the in-

creasing use of individual data analyses within CE modeling to

address issues of heterogeneity in CE.

Analyzing Individual-Level Cost Data

Where health care resource information has been collected

alongside randomized controlled trials, so the formal stat-

istical testing of cost differences has become possible. Never-

theless, a number of problems plague cost data in particular.

First, that cost data are often highly nonnormal, exhibiting

excess zeros, skewness, and kurtosis. Second, that censoring of

cost occurs, just as it does for other trial endpoints. Third, that

cost data are often missing, due to the nature of the data

collection process.

Non Normality

It is well recognized that statistical analysis of healthcare re-

source use and cost data poses a number of difficulties related

to the distribution of these data: they often exhibit substantial

positive skewness, can have heavy tails and often have excess

zeros representing a proportion of subjects that are not users

of health care resources. In medical statistics, the standard

approach for handling such nonnormal data has been to use

nonparametric methods, such as rank order statistics. How-

ever, in health economics it is widely accepted that it is the

estimated population mean cost that is the statistic of interest

to policy makers – as only the mean cost (when multiplied by

the number of subjects) recovers the total cost of care for the

patient group.

In a recent review of the literature on methods for the

statistical modeling of health care resource and cost data,

Mihaylova and colleagues distinguish two broad areas that

have developed in relation to the statistical analysis of these

data. In the ‘randomized evaluation’ field, healthcare resource

use and cost data are collected alongside randomized con-

trolled trials, in order to study the impact of interventions on

average costs and test mean cost differences. These studies are

used to evaluate the CE of healthcare interventions and guide

treatment decisions. The ‘health econometrics’ field is char-

acterized by the use of large quantities of observational data

to model individual healthcare expenditures, with a view to

understanding how individual characteristics influence overall

costs. Observational data are vulnerable to biases in estimating

effects due to nonrandom selection and confounding that are

avoided in randomized experimental data.

The literature on evaluating costs for the purpose of CE

analysis and that on health econometrics have developed

largely independently. Mihalova and colleagues provide a re-

view of the analytical approaches to estimating mean resource

use and costs with a particular focus on mean cost differences

for evaluative purposes. Although the fundamental interest

relates to the raw cost scale, analysis can be performed on a

different scale for the purposes of estimation providing a

mechanism exists for returning to the original cost scale.

The objective of their review was to examine the state-of-

the-art of statistical analysis of healthcare resource use and

cost data, by identifying the methods employed, their ability

to address the challenges of the data and their ease for general

use. They proposed a framework to guide researchers when

analysing resource use and costs in clinical trials and a sum-

mary of this framework is reproduced in Table 1.

Their review identified 12 broad categories of methods: (I)

methods based on the normal distribution, (II) models based

on normality following a transformation of the data, (III) sin-

gle-distribution generalized linear models (GLMs), (IV) para-

metric models based on skewed distributions outside the GLM

family, (V) models based on mixtures of parametric distri-

butions, (VI) two-part, hurdle and Tobit models, (VII) survival

methods, (VIII) nonparametric methods, (IX) methods based

on truncation or trimming of data, (X) data components

models, (XI) methods based on averaging across a number of

models, and (XII) Markov chain methods. Their recom-

mendations were that, firstly, simple methods are preferred in

large sample sizes (in the thousands) where the near-normality

of sample means is assured. Secondly, in somewhat smaller

sample sizes (in the hundreds), relatively simple methods, able

to deal with one or two of the data characteristics studied, may

be preferable but checking sensitivity of results to assumptions

is necessary. More complex approaches for the analysis of mean

costs in clinical trials that take into consideration the specific

features of the data might lead to gains in precision and to

more informative estimates if correctly specified, but run a risk

of misspecification leading to biased results. Although some

more complex methods hold promise for the future, these are

relatively untried in practice and as such are not currently

recommended for wider applied work.
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One of the areas that Mihaylova et al. (2011) ruled outside

of the scope of their review was the problem of censoring.

However, particularly in the field of health economic evalu-

ation conducted alongside clinical trials, the problem of cen-

sored cost data is highly prevalent. In the past, many analyses

simply ignored this issue and presented analyses that assumed

the data were uncensored. Fenn et al. (1995) argues that such

an approach would lead to biased estimates of the true cost

which, when adjusted for censoring, could be substantially

higher. They went on to propose that standard survival ana-

lyses could be employed using the cost-scale in order to adjust

for censoring. However, although this removed some of the

problem, other authors demonstrated that the approach re-

mained biased as the cost scale and the censoring event were

no longer independent, an assumption required by the

standard survival analysis methods.

Two general approaches have been shown to be capable of

generating unbiased estimates of censored cost data. The first,

known as the Kaplan–Meier Sample Average estimator is

based on estimating a mean cost function over fixed time

intervals based on the cost of the at risk population, then

weighting those mean costs by the proportion surviving (es-

timated from the Kaplan–Meier survivor function) and sum-

ming across intervals to estimate total mean cost for the

follow-up period. The other approach, based on Inverse Pro-

portion Weighting (IPW) takes the inverse of the estimated

survivor function for the censoring process as a weight to

apply to the remaining observed data. Thus, at a given time

point, if the censoring is 50% then each remaining data point

receives a weight of 2 to reflect that the cost observed must

count for both the observed subjects and the additional 50%

that are censored at that point. The weighted costs in each

time period are then summed and averaged to obtain the

mean total cost.

These approaches can be extended into a regression

framework in order to handle prognostic patient character-

istics. Indeed, parameterizing the cost and survivor functions

would also offer a crude approach to extrapolating beyond the

data to estimate total lifetime cost. Although rarely acknow-

ledged, the approach taken to estimating unbiased cost-

estimates shares a common methodology with the estimation

of quality adjusted survival analyses.

Other Forms of Missingness

The problem of missing data is not new and has received

much attention in the statistical literature as to the appropriate

methods for handling missing data. Although in principle,

missing economic data alongside clinical trials is no different

to other forms of missing data; the distributional form of cost

data (as presented above) may provide challenges for the

analyst. Furthermore, because economic evaluation is com-

monly ‘piggy-backed’ onto clinical trials, there is a danger that

economic variables will be considered less important by re-

searchers responsible for data collection which could result in

higher rates of missingness.

Missing data can arise in a number of ways. Univariate

missingness occurs when a single variable in a data set is

causing a problem through missing values, although the rest

of the variables contain complete information. Unit non-

response describes the situation where for some people (ob-

servations) no data are recorded for any of the variables. More

common, however, is a situation of general or multivariate

missingness where some, but not all of the variables will be

missing for some of the subjects. Another common type of

missingness is known as monotone missing data, which arises

in panel or longitudinal studies, and is characterized by in-

formation being available up to a certain time point/wave but

not beyond that point.

Little and Rubin (2002) outline three missing data

mechanisms:

1. Missing completely at random (MCAR): If data are missing

under this mechanism then it is as if random cells from the

rectangular data set are not available such that the missing

values bear no relation to the value of any of the variables.

2. Missing at random (MAR): Under this mechanism, missing

values in the data set may depend on the value of other

observed variables in the data set, but that conditional on

those values the data are missing at random. The key is that

the missing values do not depend on the values of un-

observed variables.

3. Not missing at random (NMAR): It describes the case

where missing values do depend on unobserved values.

The difference between these mechanisms is quite subtle,

particularly for the first two cases of MCAR and MAR. Briggs

and colleagues give the following example related to resource/

cost data. Consider a questionnaire distributed to patients, in

order to ascertain their use of health care resources following a

particular treatment intervention, where the response rate is

less than 100%. The nonresponse is MCAR if the reason for

failure to complete the questionnaire was unrelated to any

prognostic variables in the data set. In practice, however, such

a situation is unlikely. For example, retired patients may find

more time to complete and return a questionnaire than those

of working age. Also, being older on average, retired patients

may make more use of health care resources. If having con-

ditioned on the age and retirement status of the patients

nonresponse is random then the missing data problem is

considered MAR. However, it is possible that one of the rea-

sons for nonresponse is that patients have been admitted to

hospital. Now the missing data are NMAR because the value of

the data that are not observed is driving the reason for

nonresponse.

Note that the case of MCAR is quite rare – indeed the impact

of administrative censoring is a special case of MCAR and

survival analysis techniques employ the assumption that the

censoring mechanism is independent of the event of interest

when adjusting estimates for censoring. However, the case of

NMAR is likely more common but difficult to demonstrate

convincingly by the very nature of the problem of the values

being related to the missing data problem. By far the majority

of missing data methods relate to the attempt to correct stat-

istically for the MAR case – using the observed data to predict

the missing information in order to restore the full rectangular

dataset for analysis. In general, multiple imputation, using a

model-based imputation method is now readily implemented

in most statistical packages and is a straightforward way to
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appropriately correct for the MAR problem. Alternatively, IPW

approaches have been demonstrated to perform well and can

obviate the need for creating multiple data sets to inform

analyses.

Characterizing Uncertainty for Cost-Effectiveness
Ratios

This section focuses specifically on uncertainty in the incre-

mental CE ratio (ICER) statistic, defined as ICER¼DC/DE,

where DE is the per patient mean difference (treatment minus

control) in effectiveness and DC is the mean per patient dif-

ference in cost.

Confidence Intervals/Surfaces for Incremental Cost-
Effectiveness Ratios on the Cost-Effectiveness Plane

This subsection considers the presentation of uncertainty on

the CE plane and the specific issue of calculating confidence

intervals for CE ratios.

The cost-effectiveness plane
The CE plane can be used to show the difference in effect-

iveness (DE) per patient against the difference in cost (DC) per

patient. By plotting the effectiveness difference on the hori-

zontal axis the slope of the line joining any point on the plane

to the origin is equal to the ICER statistic.

One treatment is said to ‘dominate’ another, being less

costly and more effective, if it is located in the northwest (NW)

quadrant or the southeast (SE) quadrant of the CE plane. In

these two circumstances it is clearly appropriate to implement

the dominant treatment and no estimation of CE ratios is

required. However, far more common is for one treatment to

be more effective but also more costly. In such circumstances,

a decision must be made as to whether the additional health

benefits of the more effective treatment are worth the

additional cost. If the ICER of the more effective therapy

(DC/DE) – the slope of a straight line from the origin that

passes through the (DE, DC) coordinate – is less than the

acceptable ‘ceiling ratio’ of the decision maker (representing

the willingness-to-pay for a unit of health gain) then the

treatment should be adopted. This upper limit on CE can be

given a value (Rc) and can be represented on the CE plane as a

line passing through the origin with slope equal to Rc.

The use of the CE plane has previously been used to il-

lustrate the CE of early endoscopy for dyspeptic patients versus

no early endoscopy. In a clinical trial, the early endoscopy arm

cost an additional d80 per patient and resulted in an add-

itional 5% of patients free of dyspeptic symptoms at 12

months. This point is plotted on the CE plane in Figure 1 and

the slope of the line joining that point to the origin represents

the ICER of d1700 per patient free of dyspepsia at 12 months.

Also shown on the CE plane are the standard confidence

intervals for the difference in effect and difference in effect (the

horizontal and vertical I bars respectively that cross at the

point estimate). The box that is defined by these I bars (and

which is also illustrated in Figure 1) represents an early at-

tempt to approximate sampling uncertainty in the ICER.

Nevertheless, subsequent methodological research has dem-

onstrated the utility of two exact methods for confidence

interval estimation – nonparametric bootstrapping or the

parametric Fieller’s approach. These are described and illus-

trated for the dyspepsia trial below.

Fieller’s theorem
Fieller’s approach is based on the assumption that the cost and

effect differences follow a joint normal distribution, rather

than the ratio itself.

The standard CE ratio calculation of R¼DC/DE can be

expressed as RDE�DC¼0 with known variance R2var(DE)þ
var(DC)� 2R cov(DE, DC). Therefore, a standard normally
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distributed variable can be generated by dividing the ex-

pression through by its standard error:

RDE� DCffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2varðDEÞ þ varðDCÞ � 2RcovðDE,DCÞ

p BNð0,1Þ

Setting this expression equal to the critical point from

the standard normal distribution, za/2 for a (1� a)100% con-

fidence interval, yields the following quadratic equation in R:

R2 DE2 � z2
a=2varðDEÞ

h i
� 2R DE � DC� z2

a=2covðDE,DCÞ
h i

þ DC2 � z2
a=2varðDCÞ

h i
¼ 0

The roots of this equation give the Fieller confidence limits

for the ICER.

Figure 2(a) shows the assumption of joint normality on

the CE plane for the early endoscopy example: three ellipses of

equal density are plotted covering 5%, 50%, and 95% of the

integrated joint density. Also plotted are the estimated con-

fidence limits using Fieller’s theorem (d300 to � d1100),

represented by the slopes of the lines on the plane passing

through the origin. Note that the ‘wedge’ defined by the

confidence limits falls inside the 95% ellipse – this is because

Fieller’s approach automatically adjusts to ensure that 95% of

the integrated joint density falls within the wedge.

Bootstrapping
The approach of nonparametric bootstrapping is a re sampling

procedure that employs raw computing power to estimate an

empirical sampling distribution for the statistic of interest

rather than relying on parametric assumptions. A number of

authors have demonstrated its potential use for estimating

confidence intervals for CE ratios. Bootstrap samples of the

same size as the original data are drawn with replacement

from the original sample and the statistic of interest is calcu-

lated. Repeating this process a large number of times generates

a vector of bootstrap replicates of the statistic of interest,

which is the empirical estimate of the statistic’s sampling

distribution.

One thousand bootstrapped effect and cost differences for

the early endoscopy example are plotted on the CE plane in

Figure 2(b). Confidence limits can be obtained by selecting

the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the bootstrapped repli-

cations ordered from most favorable to least favorable CE

ratio – this effectively ensures that 95% of the estimated joint

density falls within the wedge on the CE plane defined by the

confidence limits. As is clearly apparent from Figure 3(b), the

bootstrap estimate of the joint density and the bootstrap

confidence limits (d300 to � d1200) are very similar to those

generated by Fieller’s theorem.

Estimation or Hypothesis Testing?

In practice, the example in Figure 1 is just one situation that

can arise when analyzing the results of an economic analysis

conducted alongside a clinical trial with respect to the sig-

nificance or otherwise of the cost and effect differences. In fact,

Briggs and O’Brien (2001) have argued that there are nine

possible situations that could arise and these are illustrated on

the CE plane in Figure 2 with multiple ‘confidence boxes’.

In situations 1 and 2, one intervention has been shown to

be significantly more effective and significantly cheaper than

the other and is therefore clearly the treatment of choice. In

situations 7 and 8 one treatment has been shown to be sig-

nificantly more costly, but also significantly more effective. It is

in these situations that it is clearly appropriate to estimate an

ICER and where much research effort has been employed to

ascertain the most appropriate method for estimating the

ICER confidence interval.

A potential problem arises in the situations where either

the cost difference (situations 3 and 5) or the effect difference

(situations 4 and 6) is not statistically significant. (The dyspepsia
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Figure 2 Confidence intervals for CE ratios for the early endoscopy study. (a) Parametric Fieller’s theorem and (b) nonparametric bootstrapping.
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example falls into situation 4.) It is common to find analysts in

these situations adapting the decision rule to focus only on the

dimension where a difference has been shown. For example, it

might be tempting in situation 4, as in the dyspepsia example, to

assume early endoscopy has not better effectiveness than the no

early endoscopy option and therefore focus the comparison

only in terms of cost. This form of analysis – known as cost-

minimization analysis – uses the logic that among outcome-

equivalent options one should choose the less costly option.

The problem with this simple approach to decision making

in situations where either cost or effect is not statistically sig-

nificant is that it is based on simple and sequential tests of

hypotheses. But the deficiencies of hypothesis testing (in

contrast to estimation) are well known, and therefore the goal

of economic evaluation should be the estimation of a par-

ameter – incremental CE – with appropriate representation of

uncertainty, rather than hypothesis testing.

Acceptability Curves

Although commentators are now largely agreed on the most

appropriate methods for ICER confidence interval estimation,

such intervals are not appropriate in all the nine situations

outlined in Figure 3 above.

An important problem is that ratios of the same sign, but

from different quadrants, are not strictly comparable. Negative

ICERs in the NW quadrant of the plane (favoring the existing

treatment) are qualitatively different from negative ICERs in the

SE quadrant (favoring the new treatment) yet will be grouped

together in any naı̈ve rank-ordering exercise (note the treatment

of negative ratios in the bootstrapping of the early endoscopy

example above – because the negative ratios were in the NE

quadrant they were ranked above the highest positive ratios to

give a negative upper limit to the ratio). Similarly, positive ratios

of the same magnitude in the SW and NE quadrants have

precisely the opposite interpretation from the point of view of

the intervention under evaluation. This is because the decision

rule in the SW quadrant is the opposite of that in the NE. For

example, an ICER of 500 may be considered as supporting a

new treatment in the NE quadrant if society has set a ceiling

ratio of 1000. However, in the SW quadrant this value of the

ICER would be considered as support of the existing treatment

rather than the new treatment. Again, any naı̈ve ranking exer-

cise could easily conflate ICERs with the same magnitude but

with different implications for decision making.

Acceptability curves have been proposed as a solution to this

problem. If the estimated ICER lies below some ceiling ratio, Rc,

then it should be implemented. Therefore, in terms of the

bootstrap replications on the CE plane in Figure 2(b), un-

certainty could be summarized by considering how many of the

bootstrap replications fall below and to the right of a line with

slope equal to Rc lending support to the CE of the intervention.

Alternatively, using an assumption of joint normality in the

distribution of costs and effects, the proportion of the para-

metric joint density that falls on the cost-effective surface of the

CE plane can be calculated. Because the appropriate value of Rc

is itself unknown, it can be varied in order to show how the

evidence in favor of CE of the intervention varies with the de-

cision rule. The resulting acceptability curve for the early en-

doscopy example and based on the joint normal assumption

shown in Figure 2(a) is presented in Figure 4.

This ‘acceptability curve’ presents much more information

on uncertainty than do confidence intervals. The curve cuts the

horizontal axis at the p-value (one-sided) for the cost differ-

ence (which is po.05 in the early endoscopy example) be-

cause a value of zero for Rc implies that only the cost is

important in the CE calculation. The curve is tending toward

one minus the p-value for the effect difference (which in the

early endoscopy example is p¼ .20), because an infinite value

for Rc implies that effect only is important in the CE calcu-

lation. The median value (p¼ .5) corresponds to the point

estimate of the ICER, d1700 for the early endoscopy example.

As well as summarizing, for every value of Rc, the evidence

in favor of the intervention being cost-effective, acceptability

Northeast
quadrant

Northwest
quadrant

Southeast
quadrant

Southwest
quadrant

New treatment
more costly

New treatment
less effective

New treatment
less costly

New treatment
more effective

8 1

5 9 3

2 4 7

6

Figure 3 Nine possible situations that can arise concerning the significance (or otherwise) of cost and effect differences illustrated on the CE
plane. Boxes indicate the area bounded by the individual confidence limites on cost and effect: statistically significant differences are indicated
where the box does not straddle the relevant axis. Reproduced from Briggs and O’Brien (2001).
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curves can also be employed to obtain a confidence interval

on CE. The limits are obtained by looking across from the

vertical axis to the curve at the appropriate points for the de-

sired confidence level and reading off the associated CE value

from the horizontal axis. For the early endoscopy example the

95% upper bound is not defined (because the curve is not

defined at 0.975) and the 95% lower bound is equal to d300.

Development of Net-Benefit Solutions

This section describes the reformulation of the standard CE

decision rule into one of two possible net-benefit statistics.

The use of the net-benefit statistic to estimate acceptability is

highlighted, and the section goes on to describe regression

approaches that utilize individual-level net-benefits to esti-

mate CE directly.

Net-Benefit Statistics

The algebraic formulation of the decision rule for CE analysis

that a new treatment should be implemented only if its ICER

lies below the ceiling ratio, DC/DEoRc, can be rearranged in

two equivalent ways to give two alternative inequalities on

either the monetary scale (NMB) or on the health scale (net

health benefit (NHB))

NMB : Rc � DE� DC40

NHB : DE� DC

Rc
40

These decision rules are entirely equivalent to the standard

rule in terms of the ICER but have the advantage that the

variance for the net-benefit statistics is tractable and the

sampling distribution of the net-benefits is much better be-

haved. The variance expressions for net benefits on the cost or

effect scales are given by

varðNMBÞ ¼ R2
c � varðDEÞ þ varðDCÞ � 2Rc � covðDE, DCÞ

varðNHBÞ ¼ varðDEÞ þ varðDCÞ=R2
c � 2 � covðDE, DCÞ=Rc

Because both the net-benefit statistics rely on the decision

rule Rc to avoid the problems of ratio statistics, so the net-

benefit can be plotted as a function of Rc. Both formulations

of net-benefit are illustrated in Figure 5 for the early en-

doscopy example: the upper pane shows NMB and the lower

pane NHB as a function of the ceiling ratio Rc. The net-benefit

curves cross the horizontal axis at the point estimate of CE

(d1700 per patient free of dyspepsia). Where the confidence

limits on net-benefits cross the horizontal axis gives the con-

fidence interval for CE and this is shown between the two

panes in Figure 5. The lower 95% confidence limit crosses the

axis at d300, whereas the upper 95% limit does not cross the

axis indicating that an upper 95% limit on CE is not defined

for the early endoscopy example. Note the correspondence

with the Fieller limits – this correspondence is explained by

the fact that the two methods employ the exact same as-

sumption of joint normality in costs and effects.

Acceptability Solutions

The net-benefit statistic provides a straightforward method to

estimate the acceptability curve from Figure 4. The curve can

be calculated from the p-value on the net-benefits being

positive. Note that this gives the acceptability curve a fre-

quentist interpretation, in line with the original paper that

introduced the acceptability curve, although that same paper

also labeled the vertical axis as ‘probability cost-effective.’

Strictly, such an interpretation requires a Bayesian view of

probability, although it is straightforward to show that the

frequentist curve based on the p-values for net-benefit and the

Bayesian curve based on a normal likelihood and un-

informative prior converge.

Regression Possibilities

The Section Net-Benefit Statistics illustrated how the ICER

ratio statistic could be reformulated into a linear net-benefit

statistic, by using the decision rule. Hoch and colleagues went

on to demonstrate how the linearity of the net-benefit
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Figure 4 CE acceptability curve for the early endoscopy examples. Reproduced from Briggs, A. H. (2004). Statistical approaches to handling
uncertainty in health economic evaluation. European Journal of Gastroenterology & Hepatology 16(6), 551–561, with permission from Wolters
Kluwer Health.
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framework can be employed to directly estimate CE within a

regression framework. By formulating a net-benefit value for

each individual patient i as

NMBi ¼ l � Ei � Ci

where Ei and Ci are the observed effects and costs for each

patient. At the simplest level, the following linear model

NMBi ¼ aþ Dti þ ei ðModel 1Þ

can be employed where a is an intercept term, t a treatment

dummy taking the values zero for the standard treatment and

one for the new treatment, and a random error term e. The

coefficient D on the treatment dummy gives the estimated

incremental net-benefit of treatment and will coincide with

the usual estimate of incremental net-benefit obtained by ag-

gregating across the treatment arms in a standard CE analysis.

Similarly, the standard error of the coefficient is the same as

that calculated from the standard approach. However, the

power of the regression approach comes from the ability to

covariate adjust (Model 2) and/or look at interactions between

covariates and treatments to explore potential subgroup effects

(Model 3).

These models are given algebraically below

NMBi ¼ aþ
Xp

j ¼ 1

bjxij þ Dti þ ei ðModel 2Þ

NMBi ¼ aþ
Xp

j ¼ 1

bjxij þ Dti þ ti
Xp

j ¼ 1

gjxij þ ei ðModel 3Þ

where there are p prognostic covariates x.

In the context of an experimental design like a randomized

controlled trial, the randomization process is expected to en-

sure a balance of both observed and unobserved confounding

factors across the treatment arms. In this case, the use of

prognostic covariates will not materially affect the magnitude
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of the estimated CE, but may improve the precision of the

estimate and lead to a corresponding narrowing of the esti-

mated confidence intervals such that Model 2 should provide

a more precise estimate of incremental net-benefit than

Model 1.

The final term is the interaction between the treatment

dummy and the prognostic covariates. The significance of the

coefficients gj on the interaction between the covariates of the

model and the treatment dummy represent the appropriate

test for subgroup effects – although this does not protect

against spurious subgroup effects being detected by chance.

Where treatment effect modification is detected, the fact that

CE varies for different types of patient may have important

consequences for decision making.

Despite the potential of using regression for net-benefit,

the use of bivariate regression, through techniques such as

seemingly unrelated regression, is more powerful, in that the

same explanatory variables do not need to be specified for

both cost and effect part of the equations.

Conclusions

This article has explored the development of statistical tech-

niques for analyzing cost and CE data where individual data

on coat and effect are available, often as a result of collecting

patient-level data alongside a clinical trial. The statistical

techniques for examining mean cost differences require subtle

changes to the often standard approaches recommended in

general (medical) statistics texts. This is due to the focus of CE

analysis on informing decision making and maximizing po-

tential health gain from available resources. Hence the focus

on testing mean differences rather than reliance on rank order

statistics, and the development of adaptations to the

Kaplan–Meier approach to estimate cost in the presence of

censoring. The net-benefit statistic is much better behaved

than the ICER statistic when it comes to statistical analysis and

representing uncertainty in CE estimates. Although most

authors will want to continue to present results to their

audience in terms of traditional ICERs, net-benefit statistics

remain an important tool for the analyst to generate statistical

measures of uncertainty.

Although this article has focused on the analysis of data on

costs and effects generated alongside clinical trials, it is of note

that CE analysis conducted within a decision modeling

framework often employ individual patient data analyses to

inform parameter estimates within the models. By using cov-

ariate adjusted parameter estimates, these decision models can

explore the potential for patient heterogeneity in CE estimates.

Statistical techniques can also be used at the patient level or

study level for synthesizing multiple sources of evidence

through traditional meta-analyses of network meta-analysis

techniques.

The interested reader may also find the following articles of

interest in terms of statistical methods for health economic

evaluation:

• Economic evaluation alongside clinical trials: issues of

design.

• Using observational studies in economic evaluation.

• Reviewing and synthesis of clinical evidence for economic

evaluation.

• Analysis of uncertainty.

• Heterogeneity (including subgroup analysis).

• Value of information.
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This article explores the economic theory and evidence re-

garding supplementary private health insurance in countries

with national health insurance systems. It defines voluntary

health insurance for the purpose of the article, and classifies

the different roles played by voluntary private health insur-

ance. It will then examine the economic literature on volun-

tary private health insurance, beginning with the theoretical

literature before turning to the empirical evidence.

Defining Supplementary Private Health Insurance

Although private health insurance is available in all countries

in the European Union, North America, Australia, and New

Zealand, private insurance plays significantly different roles

depending on the jurisdiction. Almost all the countries in-

cluded above provide near universal statutory health insur-

ance coverage for their citizens. The dynamics and scope of

this statutory health insurance often influence the nature of

private supplemental insurance in these jurisdictions. Thom-

son and Mossialos (2009) provide a useful classification for

the role of private health insurance: supplementary, comple-

mentary, or substitutive. Their classification is adopted here.

Supplementary insurance generally provides access to ser-

vices that are already available within the publicly financed

health insurance scheme (presumably affording faster access,

greater choice, or other amenities). Example jurisdictions in-

clude the UK, Australia, and Sweden. Supplemental private

insurance markets tend to have small market shares. For ex-

ample, the UK market covers approximately 10% of the

population.

Complementary insurance generally offers services that are

not covered under the statutory scheme such as prescription

drugs. Example jurisdictions include Canada and Denmark.

Some systems also allow for complementary private insurance

to cover costs that are typically left outside the public system

(e.g., insurance to cover the cost of user fees). Example juris-

dictions include France. Market share for complementary in-

surance is generally higher given the nature of the insurance.

In France, more than 90% of individuals have complementary

insurance of some form.

Substitutive insurance generally covers people who are not

covered under the statutory scheme. Example jurisdictions

include Germany. Market share for substitutive insurance is

generally smaller (in Germany the market share for private

insurance is approximately 10%).

This article focuses on private insurance that is either

supplementary or complementary as defined above. Further,

the authors focus on private insurance that is voluntary and

not statutory (as in the Netherlands) given that many of the

potential market failures that occur do so in voluntary mar-

kets. It examines both the theoretical and empirical roles that

supplementary private insurance can play and the interaction

between public and private insurance within this context.

Theoretical Effects of Supplementary Private Health
Insurance in National Health Insurance Systems

This section briefly reviews the theoretical effects of a parallel,

privately financed system on the performance of the publicly

financed system. It focuses on exploring the existing research

on the relationship between supplementary private insurance

(either as a substitute or complement as described above) and

the national public insurance system. It is reasonable to as-

sume that a privately financed system improves the welfare of

those who use it as only those forms of private insurance that

are voluntary are being considered. It is therefore possible that

even if the effects on the public system are negative the overall

welfare effects could be positive. However, because this is not a

Pareto improvement, and the empirical evidence cited above

suggests that the take up of privately financed care is generally

small and concentrated among higher income individuals, the

focus here will be on whether supplementary private insur-

ance for health services can exist without harming the public

system.

Economic theory regarding the effect of introducing a

private alternative for publicly financed services is ambiguous.

Models of the interaction between private and public insur-

ance systems approach the problem along various population

dimensions. For example, previous theoretical literature re-

viewed in Zweifel (2011) suggests that Pareto improvements

are possible in models of differentiated risk types (high and

low). Smith (2007) suggests in a two-income type model (rich

and poor) that a first best solution is also feasible with sup-

plementary private insurance but that political economy

considerations and tax base erosion generally prevent the

implementation of such a model.

Depending on assumptions regarding supply of physicians,

demand for services, and the magnitude of the effects of

conflicting incentives on providers, the theoretical effects of

private insurance suggest several possibilities. It is possible

that allowing patients to seek health care outside the public

system would release public resources and lead to shorter

waiting times both for users of the public and the private

sector. Further, it is possible that a parallel private system

could serve as a benchmark against which the public system

could be compared, allowing health care administrators and

political leaders to evaluate the efficiency of the public system

meaningfully. However, a parallel private health care system

may adversely affect the public system, resulting in, at best, no

decline in public waiting lists and, at worst, substantial in-

creases. Under certain assumptions, allowing private health

care would induce a shift in health care resources from the

public to the private sectors resulting in the crowding out of
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public provision. Theoretically, physicians may have an in-

centive to increase waiting lists within the public system in

order to encourage patients to switch to the private system,

where they can bill more than in the public sector. The ex-

istence of a private system with deregulated prices can also

reduce the monopsony power enjoyed by the public system

and result in upward pressure on the prices in the public

system. Cream skimming and dumping of risks by the private

system can further increase the perpatient cost of the cases

remaining in the public system.

Under other assumptions, an increase in supply afforded

by a supplemental private system could be offset by an in-

crease in demand for publicly funded health care, so that

waiting lists could be relatively unchanged. In addition,

introducing private health care may reduce political support

for the public health care system by reducing the size of the

coalition that uses the public system.

Models examining the effects of wait lists on the demand

for private insurance suggest that longer waiting times for care

in the public sector may in some cases increase demand for

supplemental private insurance. The methods used to ration

care within the public system can also have differing effects on

the demand for supplemental private insurance. Private sup-

plemental health insurance markets may be smaller when the

public sector rations according to need versus random allo-

cation of public resources. Income gradients caused by the

introduction of private supplemental health insurance may

also be larger under random rationing of care versus rationing

according to need (Cuff et al., 2012).

If private insurance complements the public system by

covering costs or services not covered publicly such as user

charges on the one hand, or additional health care services on

the other, it may result in an inefficient level of utilization. In

the case where the user charges are meant to help achieve the

efficient level of utilization, it may undo these incentives, and

may also result in cross subsidization from the tax payer to the

user of private insurance. In the case where private coverage

insures health care items not covered under the public system,

an increase in utilization of privately financed care may in-

crease the use of publicly financed care.

Empirical Evidence on the Effects of Supplementary
Private Health Insurance in National Health Insurance
Systems

Empirically evaluating the effects of a supplemental pri-

vately financed system is difficult due to the lack of counter-

factuals and the multitude of differences in the interaction

between publicly and privately financed systems across juris-

dictions. Because identification is difficult, some of the evi-

dence presented below is correlational evidence. This supports

theoretical predictions. Other papers are able to use a variety

of microeconomic strategies to tease out some causal rela-

tionships. Overall, what evidence there is suggests that

there are some potentially negative consequences of pri-

vately financed systems on the public system. Evidence on

those theoretical considerations with empirical support are

presented below.

Public Sector Waiting Times and Demand for Care

Evidence using pooled cross sectional data from the UK

suggests a positive relationship between public waiting lists

and private insurance (Besley et al., 1999). The positive cor-

relation could be in response to long wait lists or because

there is less attention paid to public lists in areas with higher

levels of private insurance. Research from Australia examines

the relationship between waiting times for care among pa-

tients waiting for elective care and the demand for private

insurance using data on individual-specific (vs. average) ex-

pected wait times. The findings suggest that on average there is

little relationship between expected wait times and the de-

mand for private insurance but that for particular sub-

populations, who have high probabilities of long waits, there

is an increase in the probability of buying private insurance

(Johar et al., 2011).

A significant body of evidence reviewed in Thomson and

Mossialos (2009) suggests that, in jurisdictions with both

private and publicly financed treatment, patients in the private

sector wait less than equivalent patients in the publicly fi-

nanced sector. In those systems where doctors are able to

operate in both public and private sectors (e.g., UK, Ireland,

and Austria) evidence suggests that doctors give priority to

private sector patients.

Evidence from the UK in the 1990s suggests that physicians

who operate in both the public and private systems reduce their

hours in the public system significantly and do not heed the

requirement that publicly employed physicians only dedicate

10% of their earnings to private practice. Physicians who had

dual practices earned on average 70% from the National Health

Service (NHS) and 30% from private practice (Morris et al.,

2008). These authors also find a positive association between

mean private income and waiting lists. They note, as above, that

this relationship is not necessarily causal and that the causal

relationship between wait times and physician effort in the

private sector could run in either direction. Evidence from other

jurisdictions is consistent with that of the UK, in that, dual

practice physicians often do not work all of the contracted

hours in the public sector in order to fulfill private sector de-

mand. Evidence on the overall welfare implications of dual

practice in developed health care systems is, however, still in-

complete and is an area for further future research.

The evidence relating to how changes in public sector wait

times impact on the demand for publicly financed service is

inconclusive. For example, McAvinchey and Yannopoulos

(1993) found that the long run elasticity of demand for NHS

acute care with respect to the cost of waiting (a function of

time and forgone income) were quite large. Their results

suggest that a 1% decline in waiting times lead to a 4.79%

increase in the demand for NHS acute care. This evidence

implies that introducing a private system that reduces waiting

times in the public sector may result in an increase in demand

for care in the public sector. However, Francis and Frost

(1979) examined the relationship between the number of

hospital beds and the magnitude of waiting lists in the UK and

concluded that the elasticity of the number of people on the

wait list with respect to beds is 1, suggesting that if the number

of hospital beds in the public system remains constant waiting

lists do not decline regardless of private sector supply.
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Evidence from Germany suggests that individuals with

private insurance use more pharmaceuticals than individuals

in the statutory social health insurance plans (Krobot et al.,

2004). However, Hullegie and Klein (2010) find a negative

relationship between private insurance and visits to the doctor

in Germany among those patients that have at least one doctor

visit. They do not find significant differences in hospital stays.

The authors suggest ‘‘private health insurance either has a

positive effect on investment in prevention, because of the

monetary incentives provided to the insured, or that privately

insured patients receive more intense or better treatment each

time they visit a doctor.’’

Costs

The theoretical evidence reviewed above suggests that sup-

plemental private insurance may either increase or reduce

overall public health care costs depending on the interaction

between public and private financing. Evidence from Aus-

tralia, which has promoted voluntary private health insurance

along with the public system through the use of tax subsidies,

finds that the combination of tax subsidies and the effects of

private systems on the health care input costs (both in the

short and long run) limit the potential cost savings for the

public sector (Hurley et al., 2002). The authors note that there

is no conclusive evidence from Australia that shows a decline

in public waiting times following the introduction of a parallel

private system, nor that public costs were reduced when the

overall cost of the policies are taken into account.

Hopkins and Zweifel (2005) note that an additional effect

of subsidizing private insurance is that it encouraged policy

holders to use more public hospital services and contributed

to the government failing to meet its objective to relieve

pressure on the public system. The evidence suggests that

subsidized private supplemental insurance is a costly way to

relieve public sector pressure.

Cream Skimming

Evidence suggests that private and public providers differ not

only in the type of services they provide but also in the types

of patients treated. Martin and Smith (1996) examined the

determinants in length of stay in the NHS in Britain. They

found that patients in the NHS who had more access to NHS

hospitals were on average likely to experience shorter lengths

of stay. They also found that the level of private health care

facilities in the area has a positive impact on local NHS costs,

suggesting that private health care tends to take the less severe

cases so that those who remain in the NHS tend to have higher

average costs. This result is significant in that not only does it

suggest that the private sector would not serve as an effective

benchmark for the public sector but it also implies that, with

the introduction of private health care, costs in the public

sector would rise.

Demand for Private Insurance

As noted in the introduction, the demand for supplemental

private health insurance in most countries is relatively small,

of the order of 10–15%. Evidence on the distribution of the

demand suggests that, as would be expected, there is a strong

correlation between income and take up of private insurance.

Evidence from Spain suggests a positive correlation be-

tween the demand for private supplemental health insurance

and both wealth and education. Improved coverage, quality,

and timeliness were the main reasons cited in Spain for pur-

chasing additional coverage (Costa and Rovira, 2005). In

Australia before 1998, only 20% of people with an annual

income of less than US$20 000 had private coverage, com-

pared to percentage of people with an annual income of

US$100 000 or more (Tuohy et al., 2004). In New Zealand,

approximately 37% of the total population had private cov-

erage. Approximately 60% of people with above-average in-

comes had private coverage, as compared to only 24% of

people with below-average incomes. In the UK, individual

private insurance is more prevalent among those with higher

income and higher education. In the 1990s, 40% of people in

the wealthiest 10% of the population were privately insured,

whereas only 5% of people in the bottom 40% held private

insurance (Tuohy et al., 2004). Evidence on the relationship

between health and risky behaviors and the demand for in-

surance suggests that both poor self-assessed health and risky

behaviors are negatively associated with purchasing private

insurance (Doiron et al., 2008).

Evidence on the dynamics of using privately financed care

suggests that there is considerable movement in and out of

private care. Propper (2000) noted that although there is

strong evidence of an association between past and current use

of private care in the UK, there is also considerable cross-

sectoral flow with past use of the NHS associated with current

use of private care.

Complementary Private Health Insurance

Evidence on the relationship between privately and publicly

financed services, when private finance is complementary,

suggests that private financing may increase costs in the public

system. In Canada, private insurance complements the public

system by covering items not covered publicly – the largest of

these being pharmaceuticals. Stabile (2001) found that indi-

viduals with private insurance for pharmaceuticals not only

used more drugs but also used more publicly financed services

such as doctors visits. Part of this was due to selection into

private drug insurance but a large component was also due to

the reduction in the cost to the patient of using both private

and public services. Costs to the public system are also in-

creased through tax expenditures used to subsidize the pur-

chase of complementary private insurance. For example,

Canada exempts employer payments for employee health in-

surance from the taxable income of the employee. Tax de-

ductions are also available in Canada for the cost of privately

purchased complementary care. Research examining the ef-

fects of such policies suggests that they increase the quantity of

insurance demanded on the extensive margin and result in

considerable tax expenditures (Smart and Stabile, 2005).

Evidence from France, which allows for private health

insurance to reimburse copayments and charges in the

public system, suggests that the private voluntary insurance
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increases utilization and therefore publicly financed costs

(Buchmueller et al., 2004). Moreover, concern over the

inequitable distribution of private insurance in France has led

to public subsidies for private insurance for lower income

families, further increasing public costs. These measures have

not reduced the strong relationship between income and

private insurance take up.

Conclusions

In summation, private supplemental insurance plays a large

role in supplementing and complementing national health

services. The literature on the effects of a supplemental, pri-

vately financed alternative for services that are also insured

publicly on the overall health care system is ambiguous both

theoretically and empirically. That said, the weight of the

limited evidence available suggests that introducing a private

system may result in a decline in the supply of medical services

in the public system partially through physician time shifting,

and partially through reduced attention to public lists, further

resulting in longer waiting lists for patients who remain in the

public system. There also appears to be a fair degree of un-

certainty surrounding the impact of private insurance through

its affect on waiting times on the total demand for health care

and hence public insurance. This is in part a result of the

difficulty of modeling both the demand and the supply side

responses to changes in waiting times as well as the difficulty

of determining the causal relationship between private insur-

ance and wait times in the public system. There is some evi-

dence that introducing a private health care system may result

in a more complex case-mix in the public sector, resulting in

either higher public costs or longer public waiting lists. The

evidence across most jurisdictions suggests wealthier and

more educated individuals are more likely to take up private

insurance and that this is a stronger predictor than health

status. Finally, there is little evidence that supplemental private

insurance is able to achieve an often-stated goal of reducing

pressure on the public system and reducing public sector costs.

Evidence from jurisdictions that use private supplementary

insurance to complement the public system by covering

charges or services not covered by the public system also

suggests that private insurance increases overall demand – not

only for those services that are privately covered but for those

that are publicly covered as well. In addition, it serves to in-

crease costs in the public sector through additional utilization

and a reduction in the incentives brought about through cost

sharing.

See also: Access and Health Insurance. Demand for and Welfare
Implications of Health Insurance, Theory of. Health Insurance Systems
in Developed Countries, Comparisons of. Private Insurance System
Concerns. Social Health Insurance – Theory and Evidence.
Supplementary Private Insurance in National Systems and the USA
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Introduction

Supplemental Insurance

In many countries with public health insurance coverage,

individuals have the option to purchase additional coverage

from private health insurers to supplement public coverage. This

additional coverage can either duplicate public coverage or

fill in gaps (supplement) in the public plan, such as cover-

ing services outside the public benefit package or filling in

cost-sharing gaps in the public coverage. The Organization for

Economic Co operation and Development (OECD) defines

supplementary coverage as

Private health insurance that provides cover for additional health

services not covered by the public scheme. Depending on the

country, it may include services that are uncovered by the public

system, such as luxury care ,elective care, long-term care, dental care,

pharmaceuticals, rehabilitation, alterative or complementary medi-

cine, etc., or superior hotel and amenity hospital services.

Supplementary policies are commonly held in many OECD

countries, including Australia, Canada, Germany, Ireland,

Switzerland, the Netherlands, the UK, and the US Medicare

population. Although the precise rules vary by country, the key

motivation is that many types of public insurance leave policy

holders with substantial potential liability for out-of-pocket

expenses (Figure 1).

What Does Supplemental Insurance Cover?

Supplemental insurance coverage varies depending on the

rules of the particular country as to what it is allowed to pay

for and what the public program includes. Typically, coverage

may include cost sharing for publicly provided services (e.g.,

France, USA), coverage for services outside the public benefit

package (e.g., Canada, Germany), particularly dental services

(e.g., Australia, Japan, UK), and superior amenities, such as

private rooms in hospitals (e.g., Italy, UK). In some situations,

supplemental coverage may also serve to provide swifter access

to some services (e.g., Norway, UK).

What, precisely, supplemental insurance covers varies not

only across countries but also for particular countries over

time as the rules for what can be covered and the public

benefit packages change. For example, supplements for the

Medicare program in the USA often provided coverage for

prescription drugs before 2006; when prescription drug cov-

erage was added to the benefit package in 2006, supplemental

policies often dropped that benefit. Currently, discussions are

under way in the USA to limit the amount of cost-sharing

supplemental insurers can cover.

Examples of what supplemental insurance policies cover in

different countries are as follows:

• Australia: medications not covered by the public system;

dental services, aid, and appliances; copayments for cov-

ered services;

• Canada: prescription drugs; dental care; nonhospital insti-

tutions (long-term care), vision care, and over-the-counter

medications;

• France: dental and vision services, and copayments for

covered services;

• Germany: uncovered services; access to better amenities and

some copayments;

• Italy: over-the-counter drugs, dental care, access to better

hospital amenities, and improved provider choice;

• Japan: dental services;

• Netherlands: adult dental care;

• New Zealand: copayments and cost sharing, elective surgery

in private hospitals, private outpatient specialist consult-

ations, and faster access to nonurgent treatment;

• Norway: shorter waiting times for publicly covered elective

services.
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Duplicative Coverage

In some situations, coverage can be purchased that effectively

duplicates or replaces the publicly provided coverage. This

then provides a private alternative to the public system. OECD

defines duplicative coverage as

Private insurance that offers coverage for health services already in-

cluded under public health insurance. Duplicate health insurance

can be marketed as an option to the public sector because, while it

offers access to the same medical services as the public scheme, it

also offers access to different providers or levels of service. It does not

exempt individuals from contributing to public insurance.

Examples of this approach to supplemental insurance in-

clude Australia, Ireland, and the UK. Some countries, such as

Canada, explicitly prohibit duplicative coverage.

Duplicative coverage is distinct from supplemental insur-

ance in a number of different ways. Most importantly, dupli-

cative coverage is intended to replace the public coverage – it is

essentially an opt-out from the public system. In contrast,

supplemental insurance is intended to enhance the public

program and improve it by either providing more extensive

coverage, reducing financial risk, or providing better access to

publicly funded services.

Controversies Regarding Supplemental Insurance

Supplemental insurance has been the subject of some criti-

cism. One of the principal criticisms is that if supplemental

insurance provides valuable financial protection, it implicitly

suggests that the public system is inadequate because add-

itional coverage is necessary. If additional coverage is neces-

sary, this then implies that there are important gaps in the

public coverage. Supplemental insurance, because premiums

are not based on income, thus allows higher income indi-

viduals better financial protection than lower income indi-

viduals, which undermines the goal of public coverage for

health care.

Another criticism is that in some cases, the supplementary

coverage can have problematic interactions with the public

coverage. This can involve risk selection, increases in public

costs due to the presence of the supplemental policy, and/or

distortions in terms of access, such as wait times, to public care

that serves to feed the demand for privately insured care. For

example, in both France and the USA, studies have found that

the removal of cost sharing by supplemental insurance leads

to the increased use of services in the publicly funded

program.

Supplemental Insurance in the USA

In the USA, supplemental insurance is most common among

beneficiaries of the publicly funded Medicare program, and is

sometimes referred to as ‘Medigap’ plans. Medicare sup-

plemental insurance can either help pay for Medicare

cost sharing or provide coverage for services not included in

the Medicare benefit package, such as health insurance outside

the USA.

The Value of Supplemental Insurance Plans

Medicare is the largest publicly provided health insurance

program in the USA, with approximately 49 million enrollees

in 2012. Although there are a number of ways to gain Medi-

care eligibility, the most common is through age eligibility,

which occurs at age 65. Although Medicare covers many

medical services, it often does not cover the services in full. For

example, in 2012, Medicare Part A would pay for the full cost

of a hospitalization for days 1–60, with a $1156 deductible

(equal to the cost of the first day of the hospitalization). For

the typical Medicare beneficiary – with a median income of

$22 000 – Medicare cost sharing creates a substantial financial

liability. If a Medicare beneficiary used all of the Part A

(inpatient) covered services in 2012, the total cost sharing

would be approximately $54 910, which includes a $8670

copay for hospital days 61–90, a $34 680 copay for hospital

days 91–150, and $11 560 for skilled nursing facility (SNF) for

days 21–100. For hospital stays beyond 150 days and SNF stays

beyond 100 days, there is generally no coverage.

Medicare gaps are of two different types:

• Cost sharing for covered services

• Benefit limits

For example, for Medicare Part B, there is a $100 annual

deductible plus a 20% copayment for covered services. There

are also many services outside the benefit package, such as

eyeglasses and hearing aids. Supplemental insurance can ad-

dress either of these program limitations.

Sources of Supplemental Insurance Plans

There are two main sources of private supplemental insurance

plans: employers and individual purchase. Individual pur-

chase plans (which are often referred to as the ‘Medigap’

plans) are designed to be integrated with Medicare; in con-

trast, employer supplements are often extensions of medical

insurance provided for active workers and thus not optimally

designed for coordination with Medicare. Employer plans are

provided to retired workers, with eligibility rules that often

mirror early retirement rules. Typically, eligibility is dependent

on the employee’s age and length of service with the firm.

For employer plans, Medicare is considered the primary

payer with the supplemental/employer plan serving as the

secondary payer. Although there are several different methods

used to coordinate benefits, with the most common method

being carve out, beneficiaries still pay some portion of Medi-

care deductibles and thus have higher cost sharing than true

Medigap plans. However, employer supplementary plans are

more likely to include coverage for noncovered Medicare

benefits, such as chemical dependency treatment, vision cov-

erage, dental coverage, and ‘catastrophic expenses’ caps,

whereby the total out-of-pocket liability is capped.

The main alternative for Medicare beneficiaries without

access to group coverage is individually purchased plans, often

called ‘Medigap’ plans. Medigap plans date back to the be-

ginning of Medicare, in the mid-1960s, and have been ex-

tensively regulated since the 1990s. During congressional
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hearings before the Congressional Select Committee on Aging

in 1978, extensive marketing abuses were described. These

abuses by the policy sellers included using high-pressure sales

tactics, misrepresentation by the issuer of the policy, mis-

representation of policy contents and competitors’ policies

and ‘rollover’ of plans, whereby subscribers were forced to

change policies to increase policy commissions.

Subsequent to these hearings, two different regulatory re-

forms of the individual supplemental insurance market were

enacted. The first, in 1980, was the Voluntary Certification of

Medicare Supplemental Health Insurance Policies, commonly

known as the Baucus Amendment (Public Law 96–265, Sec.

507). The Baucus Amendment addressed the abuses of the

market by setting minimum coverage standards, outlawing the

knowing sale of multiple policies, and requiring higher loss

ratios. The amendment was not considered to have successfully

achieved its policy goals. Hearing in the 95th Congress sug-

gested that many of the same issues remained, largely due to the

voluntary nature of the Baucus Amendment requirements. Thus,

a second reform was enacted in the Omnibus Budget Recon-

ciliation Act of 1990 (OBRA-90), Section 1882 of the Social

Security Act. Unlike the Baucus Amendment, the OBRA-90 re-

forms were mandatory and changed the industry significantly.

OBRA-90 increased minimum loss ratio requirements for

the plans, prevented the sale of duplicate plans, established

consumer counseling programs, limited agents’ commissions,

and required a 6-month open-enrollment period. This period

allowed beneficiaries to purchase Medigap policies without

regard to health status, with guaranteed renewal of the policy.

The ‘enrollment window’ opens when the beneficiary initially

enrolls in Part B. After expiration of the 6-month window,

some policies (although not all policies) become experience

rated or medically underwritten. Finally, OBRA-90 required

the creation of model policies, which were the only new

Medigap policies allowed to be sold after 30 July 1992.

Standardization of ‘Medigap’ Plans

The standardization requirement limits the Medigap plans

that can be sold to the approved plans. These approved

plans have precisely the same benefit structure regardless

of seller. Initially, the National Association of Insurance

Commissioners was charged with the development of 10

model policies. The initial model policies provided a range of

options, although all plans were required to cover a set of ‘core

benefits,’ which include coverage for the Part A hospital daily

copayments for days 61 through 150, the 20% Part B coin-

surance on physician charges, and the first three pints of blood

received each year, as well as coverage for an additional 365

days of hospital care. The model policies (typically labeled

policies ‘A’ through ‘J’) originally featured various combin-

ations of eight benefits: the Part A deductible, the Part B de-

ductible, coverage for the SNF copayment, foreign travel,

prescription drug coverage, preventive medical care, and cov-

erage for at-home recovery. Only 2 of the 10 plans covered the

Part B deductible (C and F), but together these two plans

included more than half the market in the 1990s and 50.9% in

1994. The most common benefits originally were the Part A

deductible (included in 9 of the 10 model policies, B through

J) and coverage for the SNF copayment and foreign travel

(both included in C through J).

Congress has amended the model benefits a number of

times, most recently in the Medicare Modernization Act

(MMA) of 2003. After MMA, there are eight different benefits

plus the ‘core’ benefits distributed across 10 plans. The core

benefits focus on Medicare Part A copayments for extremely

long hospitalizations. All of the plans offer some form of

coverage for Medicare Part B cost sharing, the first three pints

of blood during a hospitalization (uncovered by Medicare),

and the Part A hospice care coinsurance. Plans M and N be-

came available for the first time in June of 2010, at which time

plans D and G were modified and Plans E, H, I, and J could no

longer be sold, although beneficiaries with those plans could

continue coverage (Table 1).

Other benefits include the SNF coinsurance (eight plans),

the Part A deductible (nine plans), the Part B deductible (two

plans), Part B excess charges (two plans), and coverage for

emergencies during foreign travel (six plans).

The two most popular plans in 2010 were Plan F (44% of

enrollees) and Plan C (14%) . These are also the most com-

prehensive plans offered. Both Plans C and F will be revised in

2015 to include some cost sharing for Part B services. Partici-

pation in the new plans – Plans K–N – is extremely low.

Combined, Plans K and L account for less than 1% of plan

purchases.

Table 1 Current standardized Medigap plans

Medigap benefits Medigap plans

A B C D F G K L M N

Medicare Part A coinsurance and hospital costs up to an additional 365 days
after Medicare benefits are used up

X X X X X X X X X X

Medicare Part B coinsurance/copayment X X X X X X 50% 75% X X
Blood (first three pints) X X X X X X 50% 75% X X
Part A hospice care coinsurance/copayment X X X X X X 50% 75% X X
Skilled nursing facility care coinsurance X X X X 50% 75% X X
Medicare Part A deductible X X X X X 50% 75% 50% X
Medicare Part B deductible X X
Medicare Part B excess charges X X
Foreign travel emergency X X X X X X
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Premium Levels and Regulation

Federal regulations establish two different time periods when

there is ‘guaranteed issue’ of Medigap premiums, i.e., time

periods when insurers may not decline a beneficiary. The first

is during the first 6 months after initial enrollment into

Medicare Part B. The second time period covers a series of

transitional periods between different types of Medicare cov-

erage, such as between Medicare Advantage (MA) and stand-

ard fee-for-service. Medical underwriting is allowed, but is

generally limited to age, gender, and smoking status.

Premiums are generally regulated at the state level. Seven

states required ‘community rating’ for Medigap policies in

2010. Community rating requires a single premium for all

enrollees in the plan. Four states generally use ‘issue age’ rat-

ing, where the premium depends on the age of initial en-

rollment. The remainder of states use ‘attained-age’ rating,

whereby the premiums depend on the current age of the

policy holder. An ASPE analysis of premiums found wide

variation across states, with premiums in the most expensive

state (New York) nearly double that of the least expensive state

(Michigan). During the decade between 2001 and 2010,

average premiums increased 3.8% per year. In six of those

years, the increase in Medigap premiums was less than that of

total Medicare spending. This trend holds within plan types.

Demand for Supplemental Insurance ‘Medigap’ Plans

Medigap insurance is generally demanded by individuals who

are more affluent. Research has found that those buying

Medigap plans tend to have higher family income and other

financial assets; to be younger, white, and married; and to have

more education and a usual source of care. Evidence regarding

age and health has been mixed, with some studies finding

higher rates of purchase associated with better health and

other studies the opposite. It appears that the relationship

between the beneficiary’s health and supplemental insurance

decision is dependent on knowledge of Medicare. In general,

Medicare beneficiaries are badly informed about both Medi-

care design and insurance. However, chronically ill bene-

ficiaries often have enough exposure to the health-care system

to become well informed about Medicare’s limitations. Thus,

the relatively better informed chronically ill beneficiaries are

more likely to buy insurance, whereas those without chronic

illnesses are not, regardless of self-rated health.

Other Sources of Coverage

There are also several other sources of coverage available to

select groups of Medicare beneficiaries. First, some Medicare

beneficiaries are also eligible for Veteran’s Administration (VA)

benefits. In 2004, 13% of Medicare-only beneficiaries (with-

out supplemental insurance) identified a VA facility as their

primary source of care. The services provided at VA and mili-

tary facilities are generally not charged to either the individual

receiving the services or to Medicare.

Second, some Medicare beneficiaries are also eligible for

Medicaid. There are a number of different Medicaid programs

available, depending on income level, but most at least pay for

Medicare’s cost sharing and some provide coverage beyond the

Medicare benefits package (‘wrap-around benefits’).

Supplemental Insurance and Medicare Advantage
Plans

Medigap enrollment has declined markedly since 2006, when

Medicare Part D came into effect. Part D provides prescription

drug coverage and allows Medicare beneficiaries to select drug

plans. The drug plans can be either ‘stand-alone’ plans or part

of a Medicare managed care product, referred to as ‘Medicare

Advantage’ (MA). MA plans are fully capitated health plans

that serve much the same purpose as Medigap plans in that

they help reduce Medicare cost sharing and provide additional

benefits beyond the standard Medicare benefit package.

MA plans have existed in some form since 1983. The most

valuable benefit offered by MA plans was prescription drug

coverage, the value of which was diluted by MMA and Part D.

However, after 2006, Medicare beneficiaries began switching

in large numbers to MA plans from Medigap plans. Total

Medigap market share declined from 25% in 2003 to less than

20% in 2010, whereas MA enrollment climbed from 11% to

25% in the same time frame.

Effect of Supplemental Insurance Plans on Medicare
Spending

There is an extensive literature on the effect of supplemental

insurance on Medicare spending. The theory is that by low-

ering the out-of-pocket price of medical care, the quantity

demanded of care will increase. This basic application of de-

mand theory has extensive empirical evidence supporting it,

including findings from the RAND health insurance experi-

ment, a randomized controlled trial of the effect of cost

sharing on the use of medical services from the 1970s. Over

the past 25 years, there have been more than 15 studies on

the effect of supplemental insurance on Medicare spending.

The results of these studies vary markedly depending on the

empirical methodology, data, and approach to controlling for

adverse selection.

Adverse selection is a particular problem for the empirical

estimation of the effect of supplemental insurance on Medi-

care spending. Theoretically, one would expect that higher risk

individuals would be more likely to buy supplemental insur-

ance because it holds greater value for individuals at greater

risk of medical events. Showing a positive relationship be-

tween the purchase of supplemental insurance and Medicare

spending thus is consistent with both adverse selection

(higher cost individuals buy supplemental insurance) and

demand (supplemental insurance leads individuals to become

higher cost).

Empirically, studies have found effect sizes varying from

zero (no effect) to a 33% increase in Part A spending and

a 42% increase in Part B spending. The Congressional

Budget Office (CBO) estimates that individuals with Medigap

policies use 25% more Medicare services than those with no

supplemental insurance and 10% more than those with
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employee-sponsored insurance (which has higher cost sharing

than Medigap plans). CBO bases its estimates both on an

analysis of the supplemental insurance literature and on the

results of the RAND health insurance experiment.
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Introduction

A sample survey is a method for collecting data from or about

the members of a population so that inferences about the

entire population can be obtained from a subset, or sample, of

the population members. As an example, it may be desired to

know the average length of stay in a hospital for surgical versus

nonsurgical stays in the US and its territories for the 2012

calendar year. In this situation, a sample of hospital discharges

would be obtained along with the duration of stay for each

discharge. Then estimates of the average length of stays for

surgical and nonsurgical discharges would be calculated and

compared. A properly conducted sample survey will support

inference from the sample that is scientifically valid about the

population. This article focuses on probability sampling and

weighting to support such inference.

The discussion is organized around four major steps: (1)

survey requirements, (2) sampling design, (3) weighting, and

(4) design effect. Although these steps are presented as a linear

process progressing in order, in practice much iteration be-

tween the steps will occur while planning a sample survey. For

example, the initial requirements may prove to be financially

infeasible when determining the sample design and com-

promises will need to be made in the requirements.

Survey Requirements

An important first step is to establish the objectives of the

survey that will drive the design. Major areas to consider

include:

Target Population

The target population is the finite set of all elements or units

about which inferences or conclusions are to be drawn. The

definition of the target population should be exact in terms of

element, place, and time. For the hospital length of stay ex-

ample, the target population is all hospital discharges (elem-

ent) in the US and its territories (place) during calendar year

2012 (time). Various subpopulations are also identified which

will be important in the subsequent analysis. For example, it

may be important to differentiate between urban versus rural

hospitals or public versus private hospitals.

Survey Variables

Associated with each element of the target population are the

survey variables to be measured. A survey is conducted to gain

information about one or more population characteristics or

parameters which are defined in terms of the survey variables.

For example, the survey variables might be the length of stay

for a hospital visit and if it was surgically related or not. The

population parameters of interest might be the average length

of stay, the median length of stay, or the total number of

hospital inpatient days all by type of discharge (surgical vs.

nonsurgical).

Objectives

The objectives of the survey can be either descriptive, analytic,

or both. The objectives are stated in terms of the population

parameters derived from the survey variables. For the hospital

stay example, descriptive objects would include estimating the

average length of stay for surgical and nonsurgical stays. Such

estimates would be important to planners in determining the

number of hospital beds needed in a new hospital or in a

service region. The estimates might also be used to determine

the anticipated total amount of reimbursement a payer might

incur for hospital stays. Alternatively, analytic goals might be

to determine factors related to length of hospital stay so

that best practices can be established to reduce the average

length of stay. For example, average length of stays might

be compared between surgical modalities or condition

treatment plans.

Precision Requirements

The degree of precision required for the survey objectives are

needed to establish the final sample design and the sample

sizes. For descriptive objectives, precision is usually stated in

terms of the maximum standard error of the estimate or in

terms of the maximum length of a confidence interval around

an estimate. For example, estimate the average length of stay

such that its 95% confidence interval is no longer than plus or

minus 0.5 day. Precision for analytic objectives is usually sta-

ted in terms of the power, or probability, of rejecting a null

hypothesis in favor of an alternative hypothesis for a given

value of the population parameters that describe the hypoth-

esis. For example, when testing if average surgical length of

stay is the same as the average nonsurgical length of stay, it

might be required to have an 80% chance to reject the null

hypothesis of equality when the actual, but unknown, popu-

lation values differed by more than 1 day with a type I error

rate of 5%.

Sampling Design

The sampling design consists of the procedures by which

elements are selected into the sample from the population.

The major attributes of a sampling design are presented next.

Survey Population

The survey population includes any modification to the target

population established because of resource limitations or

other feasibility factors on the survey. The survey population
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usually limits the target population in some way so that

the survey is more readily conducted. For example, it might be

cost prohibitive to conduct the survey of hospital discharges

in the US territories and the survey population would limit

the scope of the survey to the 50 states and the District of

Columbia of the US.

Sampling Frame

A sampling frame is an important tool in the process of se-

lecting a sample. The sampling frame is the materials or

methods which identify and provide access to the elements of

the target population. The sampling frame also includes any

auxiliary information required to select the sample or to

analyze the resulting data. A rule must exist that allows enu-

meration of all of the elements of the target population. The

sampling frame can be a simple listing of all of the members

of the target population; for example, a list of all of the hos-

pitals in the US and its territories. More commonly, the sam-

pling frame consists of processes and rules that provide access

to the target population. For the hospital length of stay ex-

ample, a complete listing of all hospital discharges does not

exist. However, a multistage approach can be used where lists

of hospitals can be used to contact selected hospitals each of

which can provide access to a listing of its discharges.

Stratified Sampling

Stratified sampling is one of the major design features used in

almost all sample surveys. Stratification is the process of div-

iding the population into mutually exclusive and exhaustive

groups and then selecting a separate independent sample from

each stratum. When the observations within each stratum are

more homogenous than those between the strata, the variance

of the resulting estimate will be reduced. However, stratifi-

cation is more importantly used to assure that an adequate

sample size is obtained for analysis from the various sub-

populations included in the survey objectives. For example, it

is likely that a nonstratified random sample of hospitals will

not contain enough hospitals from rural areas for analysis

purposes. In this situation, stratifying the sample of hospitals

by urban versus rural areas allows an adequate sample size of

rural hospitals to be selected to support the survey’s analytic

objectives.

Multistage Sampling

Another important and commonly used design feature is

multistage sampling. This is a process by which sampling is

carried out in two or more stages. At the first, or primary stage,

clusters of the sampling elements are formed and a sample of

the clusters is selected. At the second stage, a subsample of the

elements within each of the selected first-stage clusters is se-

lected. In the hospital length of stay example, the discharges

could be clustered by the hospitals where they occurred. A

sample of hospitals would then be selected at the first stage

followed by a sample of discharges from each of the selected

hospitals at the second stage. More than two stages of sam-

pling may be used. For example, a sample of geographic areas,

such as US counties, could be selected at the first stage, fol-

lowed by a second sample of hospitals and then a sample of

discharges at the third stage. As noted when discussing sam-

pling frames, multistage sampling is useful when a sampling

frame must be constructed in stages. It is also used to control

the cost of conducting a survey by concentrating the data

collection effort at a limited, and predetermined, number of

locations. For example, if a random sample of discharges was

selected without clustering, then data collection would occur

at a large number of hospitals across the US leading to high

data collection costs. However, a two-stage sample of hospitals

followed by discharges within selected hospitals would be less

expensive as the data collection effort can be concentrated at a

smaller number of hospitals.

Probability Sampling

Probability sampling is the mechanism through which infer-

ence is extended from the sample to the population. A prob-

ability sampling plan associates a nonzero probability of

selection with each and every member of the survey population

such that the selection probability can be determined for every

member of the sample. A random process is used to select the

sample so that the desired probabilities of selection are

achieved. To demonstrate how probability sampling supports

population inference, assume that a probability sample of size n

is selected from a survey population of N elements. Then let di

be 1 if the i-th element of the survey population is selected into

the sample and 0 if it is not selected. The probability that the

i-th element is selected into the sample is pi¼E(di), where

the expectation is over the random process used to select the

sample. Associated with each survey population element is the

value of a survey variable Yi, with the observed value for each

sample member being yj. The population total is Yþ ¼
PN

i ¼ 1 Yi

with the sample total estimator being yþ ¼
Pn

j ¼ 1 yj=pj :

It follows that EðyþÞ ¼ E½
Pn

j ¼ 1 yj=pj� ¼ E½
PN

i ¼ 1 diYi=pi� ¼PN
i ¼ 1 EðdiÞYi=pi ¼ Yþ showing that the sample total estimator

is an unbiased estimate of its corresponding population total.

Simple random sampling
Simple random sampling is one of the most easily imple-

mented types of probability sampling. The two forms of

simple random sampling are with replacement and without

replacement. Without replacement sampling assigns the same

chance of selection to all N

n

� �
possible without replacement

samples of size n from a survey population of N elements.

With replacement sampling assigns the same chance of se-

lection to all Nn possible with replacement samples. In either

case, the selection probability for any member of the sample is

n/N. Simple random sampling without replacement is more

commonly used and is appropriate when each member of the

survey population is of equal interest or importance.

Probability proportional to size sampling
Probability proportional to size (PPS) sampling is commonly

used when selecting multistage samples. PPS sampling, as its

names implies, results in each sample member having a se-

lection probability proportional to a measure of its size. For
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example, the size of a hospital might be measured by its an-

nual number of discharges or its number of beds. Similarly,

the size of a geographic unit might be the number of persons

living in the unit. The PPS selection probability for a unit is

pi¼nSi/Sþ , where n is the sample size, Si is the size measure

for the i-th unit, and Sþ ¼
PN

i ¼ 1 Si is the total of all size

measures for units in the survey population. When a very large

sampling unit has a size measure such that Si4Sþ /n, then the

unit is called a self-representing unit as its PPS selection

probability is greater than one. In this situation, all self-rep-

resenting units are included in the sample with probability

one and the remainder of the sample is selected PPS from the

survey population excluding the self-representing units.

Equal probability of selection method
Equal probability of selection method (EPSEM) is any sam-

pling design that yields equal selection probabilities for the

ultimate sampling elements used in the analysis. Having equal

selection probabilities for the analysis units is often a desirable

property as it usually reduces the variance of the survey esti-

mates. In multistage sampling, this is achieved by combining

PPS and simple random sampling at different stages of sam-

pling. For the hospital length of stay example, assume that a

two-stage sample of hospitals followed by discharges within

the selected hospitals is planned. A common approach would

be to select a PPS sample of n hospitals, where the size

measure is the number of discharges from the hospital (Si).

This would then be followed by a sample random sample of m

discharges from each selected hospital. The selection prob-

ability for the j-th discharge from the i-th hospital is the

product of the hospital’s selection probability and the con-

ditional selection probability of the discharge from its hos-

pital. This is pij ¼ pi � pj9i ¼ ðnSi=SþÞ � ðm=SiÞ ¼ nm=Sþ and is

the same for all discharges regardless from which hospital a

discharge is selected. In most situations it is not possible to

have a size measure from which exactly equal probabilities of

selections are achieved. However, using a measure of size that

is proportional to the desired measure of size will yield nearly

equal selection probabilities. In the example, the number of

hospital beds or the number of discharges from a previous

year would usually be good measures of size.

Weighting

As was shown above, probability sampling provides a process

for drawing valid inferences from a small sample about the

population parameters of a large population. This is done by

defining a sampling weight for each sample member that is

the inverse of its sample selection probability. Symbolically,

the sampling weight for the j-th sample member is wj ¼ p�1
j

The sampling weight can be roughly thought of as the number

of population members that a sample member represents. The

sampling weights are used to expand the sample members up

to approximate the population. When all of the selected

sample members respond and cooperate with the survey, un-

biased estimates of linear population parameters, like popu-

lation totals, are obtained when the sampling weights are used

to expand the sample data. Nonlinear population parameters

are consistently estimated through functions of weighted

estimates of totals.

To illustrate this process, assume that a probability sample

of n hospital discharges, both surgical and nonsurgical stays,

from a total population of N hospital discharges has been

selected. Two population parameters of interest are the total

number of days spent in hospital and average length of stay,

both for surgical hospital stays. Let Yi be the length of stay

associated with the i-th discharge in the population and let gi

be 1 if the discharge is for a surgical stay and 0 otherwise. The

population total number of days spent in the hospital for

surgical stays is YSþ ¼
PN

i ¼ 1 giYi and the population total

number of surgical stays is NSþ ¼
PN

i ¼ 1 gi. Thus, the popu-

lation average length of surgical stay is AS ¼ YSþ=NSþ. The

unbiased estimators of YSþ and NSþ are the weighted sample

values ySþ ¼
Pn

j ¼ 1 wjgjyj and nSþ ¼
Pn

j ¼ 1 wjgj, respectively. A

consistent estimator of the population average length of sur-

gical stay, AS, is the ratio of the two weighted sample values

as¼ysþ /nsþ . This example demonstrates the general process

of using the sampling weights to expand the survey values

associated with the sample members to unbiasedly estimate

the population totals. The estimate totals are then combined

to consistently estimate other population parameters such as

means, percentages, and regression coefficients.

In almost all surveys some selected sample member will

not respond and their data will be missing. Simply leaving out

the missing data from the sample nonrespondents will bias

the resulting estimates. To mitigate the effect of the missing

data, adjustments to the sampling weights are used to create

analysis weights, which compensate for the nonrespondents

in the analyses. Weight adjustment methods are beyond the

scope of this chapter.

Design Effect

Complex sample surveys rarely result in a set of independent

and identically distributed observations because of sample

design features such as stratification, multistage sampling, and

unequal weighting. Such features affect the variance of survey

estimates and specialized software is needed for the analysis

that allows the sample design to be used when estimating the

variances. For example, survey data analysis software is avail-

able in SUDAANs, SASs, and Statas.

To understand the effect of the design features, the concept

of a design effect is used. The design effect is the ratio of the

variance under the sample design used to collect the data to

the variance of a simple random sample selected with re-

placement of the same sample size. Symbolically, the design

effect of the mean is DEFF ¼ VarðyÞ=ðS2=nÞ, where S2 is the

population variance of the variable in question, and VarðyÞ
and n are the variance of the estimate and the sample size

under the sample design used to collect the data.

The sample design feature that usually most affects the

variance is multistage sampling. When clusters of observations

are selected together, the variance of an estimate is usually

increased because the observations within a cluster are most

often positively correlated. In a two-stage sample design,

where clusters are sampled first followed by individual ob-

servations within each cluster, the amount of increase in the
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variance of the estimated mean is approximately DEFF ¼ 1þ
ðm� 1Þry where m is the average number of observations se-

lected per cluster from the analysis domain and ry is the

intracluster correlation between two observations in a cluster.

In the hospital length of stay example, the clusters are the

hospitals and it would be expected that the length of stays for

discharges from the sample hospital are positively correlated.

For regression coefficients, the inflation, or possible deflation,

in variance is approximately DEFF ¼ 1þ ðm� 1Þryrx, where

ry and rx are the intracluster correlation coefficients for the

dependent variable and the independent variable, respectively.

For certain designs and regression models it is possible for rx

to be negative, resulting in a decrease in the variance of the

estimated coefficient.

A related concept is the effective sample size which is given

by ne¼n/DEFF. The effective sample size is the sample size for

a simple random sample selected with replacement that yields

the same variance of an estimate as that obtained from the

sample design used to collect the data. An enlightening ex-

ample for the mean estimated from a two-stage design illus-

trates the interpretation of the effective sample size. Consider a

two-stage design where 10 (¼m) sampling units are selected

from each of the 50 sampled clusters for a total sample size

of 500. If ry ¼ 1, then DEFF¼10 and ne¼50, the number of

clusters. This is the situation where the observations within a

cluster are perfectly related and no further information is

gained by selecting more than one observation from each

cluster. Thus, the effective sample size is the number of

clusters. However, if ry ¼ 0, then the observations within each

cluster are unrelated, and DEFF¼1 and ne¼500. This is the

situation of independent observations all of which contribute

equal information to the estimate. In most situations, ry is

between 0 and 1, and the effective sample in this example is

between 50 and 500.

The effective sample size can be used to estimate power or

precision when planning a survey. The effective sample size

can be approximated using the relationships described above

using information from previous studies to approximate

ne¼n/DEFF and then used in a power/precision formula or

software package to determine the approximate power or

precision.

See also: Missing Data: Weighting and Imputation
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Glossary
Community-rated premiums Premiums are community-

rated when, within a given insurance company and for a

given type of insurance contract, they are uniform across

enrollees with different health statuses.

Risk selection practices in health insurance

markets Three main types of risk selection practices exist.

‘Dumping’ refers to deliberately losing the sickest clients

(e.g., based on medical information). ‘Cream skimming’

refers to attracting healthy individuals, for example, through

advertisement campaigns targeted at young people.

‘Stinting’ occurs when a company initially tries to and then

continues to keep high-risk individuals away, for example,

by not sending application forms to older patients who ask

for them. In Switzerland, risk selection may occur because

of community rating: Companies expect to make profits on

good risks and losses on bad risks. Dumping is forbidden in

Switzerland, but cream skimming and stinting may occur.

Switching costs (barriers) Costs incurred by consumers

when switching from one supplier to another. Categories of

switching costs include those caused by: Transaction costs

of switching suppliers (e.g., monetary costs and time lost

due to necessary paperwork when switching to a new

provider); uncertainty about the quality of untested brands;

psychological costs such as ‘brand loyalty’; discount

strategies implemented by the current provider; shopping

costs when consumers buy several products from the same

provider. Switching costs may also be related to search costs.

Introduction

Many European countries have social health insurance

where citizens cannot choose between different providers for

basic coverage. While Germany and the Netherlands have only

recently introduced policies giving citizens the freedom to

choose their own health plan, this has been a long-standing

feature of the Swiss health care model. The assumption is that

competition to obtain consumers puts insurance providers

under pressure to increase service quality and/or decrease

premiums. As for any market, however, competition in health

insurance only works if the threat of consumers ‘voting with

their feet’ is credible. In other words, it only works if enough

consumers switch to more competitive insurers.

In this article, the possible presence of switching costs

when consumers are offered the opportunity to change their

basic health insurance carrier is investigated. It is focused on

the specific case of Switzerland as this country, through its

pure form of competition and the period of time which has

elapsed since this system was implemented, offers one of the

best settings to study competition in basic health insurance

markets.

The article is organized as follows. Following this intro-

duction, Section ‘Switching Costs’ provides some insights into

the general theory on switching costs. Section ‘Managed

Competition in Switzerland: The Regulatory Framework’

describes the features of managed competition in basic

health insurance in Switzerland. Section ‘Stylized Facts:

The Ineffectiveness of Competition to Date’ highlights the

persistence of huge premium differences within Swiss cantons,

which may be explained by low-switching rates. Section

‘Possible Barriers to Switching Behaviors’ explores possible

switching barriers. Section ‘Conclusions’ concludes and sug-

gests ways of improving the current system through reducing

switching costs.

Switching Costs

In many markets, consumers incur costs when switching from

one supplier to another. These costs are called switching costs

(barriers).

Categories of switching costs include those caused by:

Transaction costs of switching suppliers (e.g., monetary costs

and time lost due to necessary paperwork when switching to

a new provider); uncertainty about the quality of untested

brands; psychological costs such as ‘brand loyalty’; discount

strategies implemented by the current provider; shopping

costs when consumers buy several products from the same

provider. Switching costs may also be related to search costs.

In a market with switching costs, the rational consumer

will not switch to the supplier offering the lowest price if

the switching costs (in terms of monetary cost, effort, time,

uncertainty, and other elements) outweigh the price differ-

ential between their current supplier and the new one. If this

happens, the consumer is said to be locked-in to the current

supplier. If a supplier manages to lock-in consumers in this

way, it may raise prices to a certain point without fear of losing

these customers. However, the incentive to do so must be

balanced with the incentive to set a lower price to attract new

customers. Despite this second incentive, the first situation is

expected to dominate. Switching costs often do raise average

prices in competitive markets compared with competitive

markets without switching costs. The possible consequence of

this is that consumers may be worse-off. Accordingly, policy

intervention to reduce switching costs may be appropriate.

Empirical studies highlight the importance of switching

costs for a wide range of markets including credit cards, cig-

arettes, computer software, supermarkets, air travel, phone

services, online brokerage services, electricity suppliers, and

automobile insurance. In this article, the presence of switching

costs in basic health insurance markets is investigated.
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Empirical evidence from the Swiss context serves to illustrate

several types of switching costs presented above.

Managed Competition in Switzerland: The Regulatory
Framework

Switzerland (population 7.8 million in 2009) is divided into

26 cantons, each canton being responsible for the organiza-

tion of its own health care system. Overall health care is

regulated by the Federal Law on Social Health Insurance

(LAMal), which has been in force since 1996 after its ratifi-

cation in a popular referendum in 1994.

The main regulatory features of Swiss health insurance

markets are described below.

1. An ‘individual mandate’ requires all residents to have

health insurance coverage. Individuals must take up in-

surance within their canton of residence. Each family

member must contract on an individual basis. Health in-

surance cannot be provided by an employer as a fringe

benefit and so the premium is paid in full by the insurance

enrollee, a situation which should make the latter very

reactive to differences in premium. Cantons are given the

responsibility for ensuring that every resident receives

coverage. The threat of lawsuits ultimately enforces the

individual mandate in cases of noncompliance.

2. The law defines a standardized benefit package in order to

avoid competition on content of coverage. Hence, all in-

surance companies must reimburse the same basket of

goods. Although small variations may exist in the quality

of services provided (e.g., different reimbursement time

frames), these are minimal in nature and do not call into

question the characteristics that the same product has to

be offered by various providers. The level of cost sharing

is also defined by law and is invariable across insurers

(see Box 1).

3. The law authorizes full freedom in terms of choosing one’s

primary physician as well as unlimited access to specialists.

Physicians are paid on a fee-for-service basis. However,

enrollees can voluntarily opt for contracts with limited

choice of physicians and those physicians who provide

services within such contracts are paid on a per capita basis

(see point 4 below).

4. Premiums charged by companies to consumers are com-

munity-rated (see Glossary). This means that although they

can differ between health plans, an insurer must offer

uniform premiums to people who meet all three of the

following criteria: same age group (0–18, 19–25, and 425

years), same geographic area, and same type of coverage.

With regard to geographic areas, there are 78 pricing areas,

i.e., three per canton. Nevertheless, for a given company,

prices turn out to be very similar between the three price

areas within the same canton. Hence it can be considered

that there are effectively 26 areas of price competition.

With regard to the type of coverage, three types of

basic health insurance coverage are available: all com-

panies must offer a contract with a low deductible

which guarantees access to any physician; they can also

offer contracts with higher deductibles (see Box 1) and/or

contracts with a limited choice of physicians. In 2008, the

most frequent choice by enrollees was a 300 CHF deduct-

ible health insurance policy (38.7%), followed by plans

with higher deductibles (31.2%). Insurance covering a

limited choice of providers (Health Maintenance Organ-

izations – HMO contracts) accounted for 30.0% of

enrollees. This latter figure reflects HMOs recently increas-

ing market share, given that only 8.2% of enrollees held

HMO contracts in 2003.

5. Note that premiums paid by enrollees are neither rosk- nor

income-related. Clients on low incomes receive subsidies

from their canton of residence. In 2008, the mean yearly

subsidy was 1511 CHF per subsidized enrollee.

6. A risk-equalization mechanism is enforced at the cantonal

level (see Box 1) so that funds with a higher percentage of

bad risks are compensated in comparison with those with a

higher percentage of good risks and in order to avoid risk

selection practices by health insurers (see Glossary).

7. Health insurers must accept every application for basic

insurance.

8. Enrollees can switch companies twice a year, in June and

December.

Finally, there is clear regulatory separation between basic

and supplementary coverage. For health care services not in-

cluded in the basic benefit package, an individual may sub-

scribe to contracts for supplementary coverage, which cover,

for example, dental care, private or semiprivate hospital

rooms, cross-border care, and alternative medicine. Sup-

plementary insurance is regulated by the Insurance Contract

Law, which allows risk selection by companies and does not

impose any constraint on the coverage supplied. Basic and

supplementary insurance can be purchased from two different

insurers or from the same insurer.

These features suggest that freedom of choice in terms of

choosing one’s insurer is very much encouraged by the regu-

latory framework and in particular that changing health in-

surers for basic coverage involves very low quality-related or

transaction-type switching costs. Indeed, basic insurance cov-

erage is virtually identical from one health insurer to the next,

and generally, the enrollee can remain with the same phys-

ician or hospital regardless of insurer. Furthermore, the

switching procedure is simple: the individual must write a

letter to their health insurer, the templates for which are freely

available on well-known websites. Also, search costs are low.

All premiums are published officially every year by the Federal

Office for Public Health and distributed to households that

request them. Furthermore, the most competitive premiums

can be easily found on the Internet and in newspapers.

If one looks at the market structure, it can be seen that

enrollees have a great deal of choice. Although the number of

health insurers (all nonprofit) offering mandatory health care

insurance in Switzerland decreased between 1996 and 2008

(145 and 86 authorized health insurers, respectively), the

choice set faced by each consumer has increased since the

LAMal was implemented. In 1996, the mean number of health

plans per canton was 39. Consumers could choose from more

than 40 health plans in only two cantons. The mean number

of health plans per canton rose to 57 in 2006, varying between

50 and 69 choices.
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Box 1 The Swiss Basic Health Insurance Regulatory Features in detail

Cost-Sharing Arrangements

All contracts include a deductible on yearly expenditures. Enrollees can choose from 6 possible deductible levels (300, 600, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500 CHF). Once
the deductible level has been reached, enrollees pay a 10% coinsurance rate up to a maximum of 700 CHF. Hence, if the enrollee chooses a 300 CHF deductible,
then the maximum out-of-pocket amount that they may have to pay is 1000 CHF.

Risk Equalization (or Risk-Adjustment)

A retrospective risk-equalization mechanism is enforced by the law at the cantonal level. The ‘Common Institution under the Federal Health Insurance Act,’ a federal
office, regulates the system. Risk adjustment consists in adjusting the premium by redistribution.

Until 2011, only age and gender were used as risk-adjusters. Adult policyholders were classified according to 15 age categories (18–25, 26–30, y, 491)
and gender. Hence there were a total of 30 risk categories. The average value of costs in a given risk category was computed at the end of the calendar year. The
average value of costs within each canton was also determined. The difference between these two averages indicated whether health insurance funds had to pay a
contribution (if the value was o0) or receive a contribution (if the value was 40). Sickness insurance funds had to pay (or receive) contributions for each
policyholder belonging to the risk category concerned. For example, if the difference between the average of costs for females aged 66–70 and the average of total
costs amounted to 1400 CHF over a year in a given canton, then each insurer in this given canton would receive 1400 CHF for each of its female enrollees aged
66–70. Note that the costs used to compute contributions are total health care costs incurred by the patient minus out-of-pocket health expenditures directly borne
by the patient. Also note that the value of money transfers obtained/given back for each enrollee does not depend on whether the enrollee has opted for a low or a
high deductible level.

A third risk adjuster, based on whether the enrollee had an inpatient stay (of at least three days) during the previous year, was adopted by parliament on the
21 December 2007, hence increasing the number of risk-adjusters to three and the number of risk categories to 60. This change came into effect on 1 January 2012
and will be implemented at the end of 2012.

Hence an enrollee brings their community-rated premium to the insurer plus the risk-adjusted money transfer from the ‘Common Institution under the Federal
Health Insurance Act.’ The chart below illustrates this.

Money flows to health insurance companies:

Health insurance companies

Households
Common institution 
under the Federal 
Health Insurance ActCommunity-rated premiums. 

Premiums are uniform for people:
-In the same age group (0–18, 19–25 and >25),
-In the same geographic area (78)
-With the same deductible level or option 
(unrestricted or restricted choice of medical 
providers)

Positive or negative 
contributions per enrollee. 

Enrollees are classified into
60 risk categories based on: 
-Age
-Gender
-Whether the enrollee had an 
inpatient stay during the 
previous year

Sources of Data used in this Article

Data concerning the Swiss health insurance markets come from various sources. Premiums are published officially every year by the Federal Office for Public
Health. Information on consumer health plan choices was collected by two surveys. The Federal Social Insurance Office survey was carried out in 2001 and can be
obtained from the Swiss Information and Data Archive Service. A follow-up survey was carried out in 2007 by the University of Lausanne under the supervision of
Brigitte Dormont, Pierre-Yves Geoffard, and Karine Lamiraud who wrote the questionnaire.
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Stylized Facts: The Ineffectiveness of Competition to
Date

In a health insurance market like the Swiss one, with its

community-rated premiums for each health plan, homo-

genous benefits, open enrollment, and a large choice of in-

surers, one would expect strong price competition within each

area of competition, resulting in small premium differences

across plans and, in turn, cost-containment or at least a

moderation in premium increases.

However, the observed facts are very different. Premiums

have continued to rise. In 1997 the price index for an adult

basic health insurance contract was 92.3. It increased to 100 in

1999 and 142.1 in 2008. Furthermore, there is a great deal of

variability across firms in premiums within a given canton, as

suggested by the box plots of monthly premiums displayed in

Figure 1. For example, in 2011, in the Geneva canton, the

difference between the least and the most expensive yearly

premiums equaled 1665 Swiss Francs, a difference of 39%,

for an adult contract with the lowest deductible, which is very

large, considering it is only for one family member. Moreover,

the within-canton variance has remained quite stable over

time. Hence, moderation in premium increases has not

occurred and premiums have not converged.

Competitive health care plans cannot be held responsible

for the increase in premiums. The rise in premiums mostly

mirrors the rise in health care costs. Indeed health care costs

represent a very high percentage of premiums (administrative

costs are quite low and represent approximately 6% of col-

lected premiums) and premiums are highly correlated to

health care costs in each canton, with Pearson and Spearman

correlation coefficients close to 1. The increase in health care

expenditures in Switzerland can be largely accounted for by

an increase in wealth and in technological developments. It

may also be related to patient behaviors including the moral

hazard effect (i.e., overconsumption because of guaranteed

coverage) and physician behaviors (e.g., incentives to increase

the volume of care in the fee-for-service payment system).

However, the moral hazard effect is not specific to private

health insurance systems, such as the Swiss one. Public

insurance systems can also be affected. Furthermore, as

suggested above, competitive health plans in Switzerland do

not have the means to control health care expenditures

from the supply side. In particular they cannot define modes

of payments for physicians or implement selective contracting

except in HMO options, which have recently started gain-

ing market share. Hence, competitive health care plans can-

not be held responsible for the increase in health care

expenditures.

In contrast, the lack of premium convergence may be re-

lated to the ineffectiveness of competition, and one important

factor for this is low-switching rates. In Switzerland, annual

switching percentages are low despite existing price differ-

entials for identical benefit packages. Health plan switching
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Figure 1 Box plot of adult monthly premium (for a 300 CHF deductible contract).
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rates only averaged approximately 3% between 1997 and

2007, ranging from 2% to 5%.

Now the barriers to switching in the Swiss basic health

insurance market are investigated.

Possible Barriers to Switching Behaviors

How can low-switching rates be explained?

Given the fact that price information is widely available and

that there would seem to be substantial opportunities to take

advantage of lower premiums for what appear to be homo-

geneous health plans, the authors begin by considering how

the standard market model addresses consumer choice. The

model assumes that, under uncertainty, the expected utility of

customers will be maximized. Given a set of N choices, an

individual will choose a health plan if its expected utility is

greater than that of each of the alternatives. After choosing a

plan, a consumer may experience a change in health state or

other personal circumstances (e.g., reduced income) or face a

new set of premium choices due to new health plans entering

the market. The new circumstances may cause the individual

to reassess the expected utility of their current health plan in

light of alternatives, with the result that they may switch.

Since the implementation of LAMal in Switzerland, the size

of the choice set in local markets has grown (see Section

‘Switching Costs’) and the set of plans offering the cheapest

premiums for basic insurance has continued to change. Hence,

low-switching rates may be explained by switching costs.

As already mentioned, the most obvious type of switching

costs, i.e., transaction-type and quality-related switching costs,

can be ruled out in the Swiss context. Consequently others

need to be considered. Now the following three main types

of switching costs are investigated: psychological switching

costs, switching costs related to the multiproduct environ-

ment, and switching costs related to regulatory features.

Psychological Switching Costs

Choice overload
Research in economics and psychology consistently brings up

the issue of whether greater choice is always in the consumer’s

interest, the argument being that too much choice may inhibit

consumers from making any choice.

Two underlying forces may explain such a phenomenon.

First, the information or cognitive overload theory argues that,

as the choice set grows, the cost of the individual’s infor-

mation processing increases. This happens if individuals

continue to consider all alternatives as the choice set expands.

Even if consumers use shortcuts (e.g., eliminating the worst

alternative), information processing costs grow with the

choice set. This leads to the hypothesis that consumers can

be overwhelmed by ‘too great a choice.’ The result is an

inverted U relationship between the size of the choice set and

the quality of decision making.

The second psychological force concerns the fear of making

an incorrect choice or subsequent regret in situations where

decision making is complex, consequential, and uncertain.

One response to such decision-making circumstances,

observed in both experimental and observational studies, is a

tendency toward decision avoidance either by opting for the

status quo or by walking away from the decision entirely.

In the Swiss health insurance context, the large number of

competing health plans may result in information overload,

even though individual health plans can be easily assessed.

Frank and Lamiraud (2009) provide some support for this

phenomenon. A survey focusing on individuals’ health plan

choices in Switzerland together with market price data were

used to study the factors associated with the probability of

switching and, in particular, to investigate the impact of the

number of available plans on the probability of an individual

switching. The results showed a monotonically decreasing

likelihood of switching with increasing choice. Cantons with

more choices had significantly lower switching rates ceteris

paribus. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that consumers

consider all health insurance companies, including fringe

players (i.e., companies with small market shares) when

deciding about insurance cover. These results are consistent

with the inertia in decision making associated with choice

overload.

Status quo bias
Consumer attachment to the status quo (status quo bias)

could also account for low-switching rates. This has been as-

sociated with a tendency to exaggerate the disadvantages of

leaving one’s current situation and to understate the potential

gains of switching, in an environment of uncertainty and

complex decision making.

Three results highlighted by Frank and Lamiraud (2009)

provide further evidence of the existence of a status quo bias

in Swiss health insurance markets. First, people with longer

periods of attachment to a particular health plan were less

likely to express their intention to switch plans. Second,

people making new health plan choices (switchers and those

new to the market) chose to enroll in a different set of health

plans from those who had not switched for some time. Third,

survey respondents explicitly reported that their decision not

to change their health plan was out of habit or because they

were satisfied with their policy.

Switching Costs Generated by the Multiproduct Environment

Another possible barrier to switching behavior is the rela-

tionship between basic and supplementary insurance.

Although a clear regulatory separation exists between basic

and supplementary insurance in Switzerland, in reality, both

types of insurance coverage are strongly linked: Companies are

allowed to operate both in basic and supplementary markets

and most individuals subscribe to the same provider for both.

Of the 88% of enrollees who took out supplementary coverage

in 2007, only 9% subscribed to different companies for their

basic and supplementary contracts.

To analyze the interaction between basic and supplemen-

tary insurance, two characteristics of the Swiss health insur-

ance market have to be considered. First, there are additional

costs when a client’s basic and supplementary contracts are

with different companies (e.g., separately mailed bills). Sec-

ond, risk selection is authorized for supplementary insurance.
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Switching costs generated by the relationship between

basic and supplementary insurance have been shown to

originate both from the consumer (Supplementary Health

insurance as a barrier to switching Basic Health Insurance

provider) and the firm (Pricing Strategies).

Supplementary health insurance as a barrier to switching
basic health insurance provider
Dormont et al. (2009) investigated four possible mechanisms

through which holding a supplementary insurance contract

may act as a barrier to switching one’s basic insurance policy

to another insurer.

1. The first mechanism relies on a ‘pure switching cost effect.’

Given that subscribing to basic and supplementary con-

tracts with two different insurers induces administrative

costs, those planning to switch may have to consider

moving both their basic and supplementary contracts: This

is more burdensome than a single switch.

2. The second mechanism refers to selection practices in the

supplementary insurance market, and to consumer beliefs

about the existence of such a policy. Take for example a

customer who thinks that they are a ‘bad risk’ and believes

that insurers reject applications for supplementary insur-

ance contracts from individuals considered as such. Cur-

rently holding a supplementary insurance contract would

then act as a barrier to them switching basic insurance.

Indeed, the new insurer may reject the application for

a supplementary contract or propose an intentionally

unacceptable offer (e.g., very high premiums).

The third and fourth mechanisms ((3) and (4) below)

refer to selection practices in basic health insurance mar-

kets (see Glossary). In such cases, there is an incentive for

insurers to retain enrollees who hold supplementary con-

tracts and drop the others.

3. Mechanism (3) is simply based on the fact that regulation for

supplementary insurance is less restrictive. Lack of contract

standardization may lead to less competition and profits

may be realized from selling supplementary insurance con-

tracts. In this context, profit-maximizing insurers would have

an incentive to retain supplementary contract purchasers.

4. Mechanism (4) is based on the assumption that holding a

supplementary insurance contract might be correlated with

being a ‘good risk’ vis-à-vis basic insurance, i.e., having a

lower probability of consumption in basic insurance for a

given illness. This conjecture might be relevant for sup-

plementary insurance covering alternative medicine: Indi-

viduals who subscribe to such contracts may be more

reluctant to consume ‘standard’ health care, especially

drugs, covered by the basic insurance. This might also be

true for other kinds of supplementary contracts, perhaps

indicating the subscriber’s greater attention to prevention.

An insurance company can observe the use of health ser-

vices by its enrollees, but the econometrician cannot: only

self-assessed health is observed. If we suppose that sup-

plementary insurance indicates that the individual is a

good risk, then discovering that those with supplementary

insurance and/or good health are less likely to switch,

would in turn suggest that insurance providers try and

succeed in retaining good risks.

Given the prohibition of risk selection in the Swiss market

for basic insurance, mechanisms (3) and (4) raise the question

of what indirect tools are available to insurers in order to

retain certain enrollees. Anecdotal evidence regularly reported

in newspapers suggests that some insurance companies rely on

such commercial practices as offering discounts on sports

items or events.

To disentangle these four possible mechanisms, Dormont

et al. (2009) assessed to what extent the influence of sup-

plementary contracts on switching rates depends on the en-

rollee’s health status. For (1) and (3) to be true, the effect of

supplementary contracts on switching rates would have to be

unrelated to the individual’s self-assessed health. For (2) to be

true, holding supplementary insurance would have to act as a

barrier to switching for those in poor health. For (4) to be true,

holding supplementary insurance would have to act as a

barrier to switching for those in good health.

Controlling for relevant covariates, Dormont et al. (2009)

show that holding a supplementary contract reduces the

probability of switching in basic insurance for those in poor

self-assessed health, but has no effect on the switching be-

havior of enrollees in good/very good health. These empirical

findings suggest that the main mechanism at work is (2): If the

customers think they are a bad risk and believe that insurers

reject applications for supplementary contracts from indi-

viduals considered as such, they might refrain from switching

basic insurance provider. This effect, identified through survey

data covering the period following the implementation of the

reform (1997–2000), was confirmed by behaviors observed

over 2003–07 (Dormont et al., 2013).

Pricing strategies
Lamiraud and Stadelmann (2011) examine the relationship

between basic and supplementary health insurance from a dif-

ferent angle. They analyze firms’ pricing strategies (i.e., pricing of

basic and supplementary products) as a way of reinforcing

consumer inertia. In particular, they investigate whether firms

use bundling strategies or supplementary products as low-price

products in order to capture consumers. Bundling is the sale of

two or more products in a package (i.e., one basic contract and

one supplementary contract). The bundle comes at a discount

with respect to the total price of the individual goods when sold

separately. Another strategy consists in establishing a low price

for a product in order to attract customers who are likely to buy

other products at regular or high prices.

Lamiraud and Stadelmann (2011) do not show any evi-

dence of bundling in the Swiss setting. They do however show

that firms use low-price supplementary products to lock-in

consumers. A majority of firms price one of their products at a

low price. None offer cheap products overall (i.e., in both

basic and supplementary markets). Low-price insurance

products differ across companies. When buying a low-price

supplementary product, consumers always buy their basic

contract from the same firm. Furthermore, those who opt for

low-price supplementary products are less likely to declare an

intention to switch basic insurance companies in the near

future. The latter result is true for each level of risk category.

Hence, pricing strategies seem to generate additional barriers

to switching basic insurance provider, thereby reinforcing con-

sumer inertia.
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Switching Costs Generated by the Regulatory Features

Another possible barrier to switching behaviors is that some

regulatory features may tend to attenuate competition in the

basic health insurance market. In this article it is focused on the

rules for building reserves and the risk-equalization mechanism.

Health insurers are legally obliged to build reserves in

order to protect against unpredictable financial risks associ-

ated with unforeseen catastrophic events, such as epidemics.

Depending on their size, insurance companies are required to

keep between 10% and 20% of collected premiums in reserve.

Reserves per enrollee are not transferable to another company.

Hence, if a subscriber leaves one insurance provider, their re-

serves stay with that provider. Consequently that fund be-

comes richer, whereas the new one is impoverished by the new

entrant. The result is that a firm which attracts many new

enrollees during a given year (because of low prices) would

mechanically have to increase its premium the following year

in order to start creating reserves. If a client expects that

switching plans will ultimately induce a subsequent rise in

premiums (due to the building of reserves as the individual

expects that the low-price plan will attract a lot of new con-

sumers), then the expected utility of switching becomes lower

and this may induce consumer inertia. Hence the rules

obliging reserves creation may result in market failure.

Poor regulation in terms of the previous risk-equalization

mechanism (see Box 1) may have also induced low-switching

rates. When only age and gender were used as risk adjusters,

the incentives for companies to practice risk selection were

very strong. There was an incentive for insurance firms to try to

avoid insuring unhealthy young people, whereas retaining

healthy older enrollees. If such risk selection practices existed,

they may have represented an additional barrier to switching

and consequently may have prevented price competition from

working properly.

Conclusion

Switzerland has implemented a relatively pure form of health

care competition in which a great degree of free choice has been

provided to the consumer. Nevertheless, the persistence of great

variations within cantons in terms of insurance premiums,

together with low-switching rates, raises the question about the

effectiveness of competition in Switzerland in the basic insurance

market. Several barriers to switching were identified, namely

choice overload, status quo bias, the possession of supplemen-

tary contracts for enrollees in bad health, firm’s pricing strategies

based on providing low-price supplementary products, poor

regulation of reserves, and the limitations of the previous risk-

equalization system, which left room for profitable risk selection

practices.

Do such inefficiencies imply that competition should be

replaced by a single health insurance scheme? A referendum

was held on such a proposal in 2007. It called for a merger of

the existing 87 health insurance companies. Final results

showed that 71% of voters opposed the reform. This vote

demonstrated that the Swiss preferred the current system.

The analysis provided in Section ‘Possible Barriers to

Switching Behaviors’ suggests some ways of improving the

current system. First, evaluating an optimal number of insur-

ance companies in the market may be useful, as the results

suggest that having too great a choice effectively inhibits

switching between health plans. Furthermore, economic an-

alysis tells us that having a limited number of firms may be

enough to achieve effective competition. Nevertheless, one

would first need to assess whether, from a supply point of

view, having a high number of firms induces each insurance

company to achieve better efficiency.

Second, reforming the regulation of supplementary insur-

ance could be an option. Our analysis illustrates that con-

sumer choices for basic and supplementary health plans are

not independent from each other. Although both types of

insurance markets are regulated by two different laws and

supervised by two different institutions, they are closely

linked. Managed competition in the basic insurance market

may suffer from a lack of adequate regulation in its sup-

plementary counterpart. The two main policy options are

either to separate these two markets more effectively (i.e.,

preventing firms from being active in both markets) or to

regulate the supplementary insurance market differently, in

particular, by preventing risk selection.

Third, there is probably room for improvement in the

current regulation. Reserves could follow the individual when

they switch.

In this article the focus is on Switzerland. Large premium

variation and consumer inertia rates have also been highlighted

in the Netherlands, which implemented a system sharing many

features of the Swiss one in 2006. Since 2006, switching rates

have been reported to be low in the Netherlands. It has also

been found that the possibility for switching for bad-risk

individuals in the basic insurance market is substantially

reduced by the presence of supplementary insurance.

See also: Private Insurance System Concerns. Risk Equalization and
Risk Adjustment, the European Perspective
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Glossary
Adjusted indirect comparison An analysis in which an

indirect estimate of the average treatment effect between

two treatments is estimated based on the results of

randomized clinical trials that directly compare the two

treatments to a common comparator.

Assumption of consistency The constraint applied in

network meta-analyses such that dAB ¼ dAC � dBC on the

scale of analysis, where dAB is the indirect estimate of the

effect of treatment A compared with treatment B, and dAc

and dBC are the direct estimates of the effects of treatments A

and B compared with the common comparator

treatment C.

Network meta-analysis An extension of pairwise meta-

analysis that provides estimates of the relative effectiveness

of two or more treatments derived from a statistical analysis

of a connected network of clinical trial comparisons.

Introduction

As a vehicle for economic evaluation, model-based cost-

effectiveness analysis offers major advantages over trial-based

analysis. These include the facility of models to widen the set

of options under comparison and to incorporate all relevant

evidence. To achieve these, appropriate clinical evidence needs

to be indentified and synthesized, particularly that relating to

treatment effects on relevant endpoints. Meta-analysis is the

field of clinical epidemiology, which focuses on evidence

synthesis. Recent method development in this field has fo-

cused on the particular needs of economic evaluation to in-

corporate all the relevant evidence relating to all management

options.

Limitations of Pairwise Meta-analysis

Meta-analysis is the process of using statistical techniques to

synthesize the results from separate but related studies in

order to obtain an overall estimate of treatment effect. Tradi-

tionally, randomized clinical trials (RCTs) have been meta-

analyzed by combining results or data from a series of trials

comparing the same two treatments. This has been referred to

as pairwise meta-analysis. This form of analysis has a number

of limitations. For example, it may exclude trials that poten-

tially provide indirect information regarding the treatment

effect of interest. This may lead to it being impossible to es-

timate a treatment effect or to a potentially important infor-

mation being excluded from the analysis. In addition, where

there are more than two treatments of interest it can be hard to

interpret the results and associated uncertainty of a series of

separate pairwise comparisons, particularly where the results

of the individual analyses appear to be contradictory.

Network Meta-analysis

Network meta-analysis is an extension of pairwise meta-

analysis that provides estimates of the relative effectiveness of

two or more treatments derived from a statistical analysis of

the data from a set of RCTs, where the trial comparisons form

a connected network. The estimates of relative effectiveness,

alongside estimates of uncertainty, based on a systematic

synthesis of the available RCT evidence, are potentially an

important component of medical decision-making.

Adjusted Indirect Comparison

The simplest form of network analysis has been referred to as

an adjusted indirect comparison (AIC). In an AIC an indirect

estimate of the average treatment effect between two treat-

ments is estimated based on the results of RCTs that directly

compare the two treatments of interest to a common com-

parator. It is adjusted in the sense that it allows for differences

between trials in the response to the common comparator.

Researchers have suggested the term ‘anchored indirect com-

parison’ as an alternative to adjusted indirect comparison to

differentiate from those analyses in which covariable adjust-

ment is included.

The indirect estimate is obtained by applying the constraint

that dAB ¼ dAC � dBC on the scale of analysis, where dAB is the

indirect estimate of the effect of treatment A compared with

treatment B, and dAc and dBC are the direct estimates of the

effects of treatments A and B, respectively, compared with the

common comparator treatment C.

For example, consider a binary outcome with the con-

straint that dAB ¼ dAC � dBC on the log-odds scale. An indirect

estimate of the log-odds ratio for treatment A compared with

B (LORAB) can be estimated as LORAB ¼ LORAC � LORBC,

where LORAC and LORBC are estimates of the log-odds ratios

obtained from single RCTs or from a meta-analysis of multiple

RCTs. This is equivalent to ORAB ¼ORAC=ORBC, where OR

refers to the odds ratios.

Estimating Uncertainty

The uncertainty in an adjusted indirect estimate can be esti-

mated as the sum of the variances for each of the component

direct estimates as these can be treated as independent
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random variables (coming from separate RCTs). For example,

var LORABð Þ ¼ var LORACð Þ þ var LORBCð Þ. The standard error

and 95% confidence interval can then be derived from the

variance estimate. It should be noted that estimates of un-

certainty calculated in this way only reflect sampling error and

do not take into account the uncertainty as to whether the

constraint LORAB ¼ LORAC � LORBC holds for the particular

set of trial data. Estimates of uncertainty estimated in this way

could be seen as representing the lower bound of uncertainty

associated with an indirect comparison.

More Complex Networks

The constraint imposed in an adjusted indirect comparison

can be applied to more complex connected networks of trial

comparisons in order to obtain consistent estimates of treat-

ment effects. A network is connected if all treatments are

connected via direct or indirect comparisons. For example,

trials comparing treatments A and B, B and C, and C and D

form a connected network whereas trials comparing A and B,

and C and D do not.

In a network meta-analysis, estimates of treatment effect

are made that comply with the constraint dAB ¼ dAC � dBC on

the scale being used for analysis and best fit the observed trial

data. These estimates may be obtained using the Bayesian

Markov chain Monte Carlo or maximum likelihood methods.

Assumption of Consistency

The constraint that dAB ¼ dAC � dBC has been referred to as an

assumption of consistency (direct and indirect estimates are

consistent), exchangeability (e.g., if treatments were ex-

changed between trials the estimated treatment effects would

be the same, allowing for random variation), or transitivity

(the relationship dAB ¼ dAC � dBC is transitive, e.g., dAC ¼ dABþ
dBC).

Although it is common to refer to an ‘assumption’ of con-

sistency in an indirect comparison, it is unlikely that it is believed

that the relationship dAB ¼ dAC � dBC holds perfectly across a

given set of trial data and that direct estimates comparing treat-

ments A and B, if they became available, would conform per-

fectly (allowing for random variation) to indirect estimates.

Rather, the consistency relationship is an approximation that

allows us to make useful predictions based on the available data.

Choice of Scale

The assumption of consistency can be applied on different

scales for the measurement of treatment effect. For example,

on the log relative risk (LRR) scale LRRAB ¼ LRRAC � LRRBCð Þ
or the risk difference (RD) scale (RDAB ¼ RDAC � RDBC). These

assumptions of consistency are mathematical identities for a

single RCT that include treatment A, B, and C (see Figure 1).

However, they are not for independent trials comparing A and

B, B and C, and A and C. For a set of independent trials, the

assumption of consistency may hold on one scale but not

another reflect (see Figure 2).

Network Geometry and Testing Consistency

In some networks both direct and indirect estimates of treat-

ment effects may be possible for one or more comparisons.

Such a network may be referred to as including loops. The

analysis of a network including such loops may be referred to

as a mixed treatment comparison (including a mixture of both

direct and indirect evidence) and an analysis of a network

without such loops as an indirect comparison. The term net-

work meta-analysis is used to refer to any analysis of a con-

nected network of trials evidence including both adjusted

indirect comparisons and mixed treatment comparisons.

If the network of trial evidence includes loops it is possible

to compare the direct and indirect treatment effect estimates

within a network and hence ‘test’ the reliability of the

RR=1.50

AP=0.3

RR=0.30
OR=3.86

RD=0.20

CP=0.1

RR=2.00

BP=0.2

OR=2.25
RD=0.10

RD=0.10
OR=1.71

Figure 1 Consistency of a three-arm trial on various scales. Within this three-arm trial, treatment effects are, by definition, consistent on the
relative risk: RRAB ¼ RRAC

RRBC
; 1:5¼ 3

2

� �
, odds ratio ORAB ¼ ORAC

ORBC
; 1:71¼ 3:86

2:25

� �
, and risk difference RDAB ¼ RDAC � RDBC ; 0:1¼ 0:2� 0:1ð Þ

scales.
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consistency constraint – at least with respect to those com-

parisons for which direct and indirect evidence is available.

The direct and indirect estimates can be compared in using

formal hypothesis tests. It should be noted, however, that even

where the direct and indirect estimates for a given comparison

are consistent, the component treatment effect estimates may

not all be exchangeable; the effect of treatment effect modifiers

may cancel out across the network.

Network Meta-analysis in Practice

Any connected network can be analyzed using the techniques

of network meta-analysis. The confidence in the utility of

analysis will depend on the empirical evidence regarding the

likely deviation of true values of treatment effects from the

consistency constraint. If there are material differences be-

tween trials in terms of study design (including endpoint

definition) or subject characteristics this will reduce the con-

fidence in the analysis.

If there is evidence from subgroup or regression analysis

within individual trials that those factors that vary between

trials modify treatment effects, this will further reduce con-

fidence in an analysis. Conversely, if these factors do not ap-

pear to modify treatment effects within trials this will increase

confidence in an analysis.

If there is sufficient overlap in the range of subject char-

acteristics between trials, it may be possible to adjust for the

effects of treatment effect modifiers based on an analysis of

within-trial variation of response. This may take the form of

stratified or regression analysis. Propensity score methods

have also been used where individual patient level data an-

alysis is available for some trials and aggregate data for others.

If there are sufficient trials meta-regression analysis of the

variation in treatment effects between trials and study charac-

teristics or subject characteristics aggregated at the study level

can also be used to adjust for heterogeneity between trials.

If empirical adjustment for heterogeneity between trials is

possible, this may increase the confidence in the results in an

analysis based on indirect comparisons.

Alternatives

Finally, when considering the utility of a network meta-an-

alysis, it is important to consider the alternatives. Decisions

could be based solely on analyses of direct evidence. However,

the available direct evidence may be contradictory and difficult

to interpret in a piecewise manner. In contrast, a network

meta-analysis will provide estimates that are consistent with

readily interpretable estimates of uncertainty.

In many cases direct evidence may not be available, in this

case the decision could be deferred until direct evidence be-

comes available (although when it does it may be inconsistent

with the existing indirect evidence); some assumption of

equivalent effectiveness might be made; or the response to

treatment in individual trial arms compared. The latter is

termed a naive indirect comparison.

Whereas a naı̈ve indirect comparison will be confounded

by factors that affect the response to treatment in individual

trial arms, an adjusted indirect comparison or network meta-

analysis based on treatment effect estimates from RCTS ana-

lyzed as randomized will only be confounded by factors that

act as treatment effect modifiers. Factors that affect response in

individual treatments arms, but do not alter the average

treatment effect on the scale used for analysis, will not con-

found network meta-analyses. This has led several commen-

tators to recommend network meta-analysis or adjusted

indirect comparisons over naı̈ve indirect comparisons.

It should also be noted that any use of RCT evidence for

decision-making infers some form of exchangeability between

the subjects within the trial and those patients who are the

object of the decision-making process. If multiple trials are

viewed as being relevant to the decision-making process for an

individual patient, this infers some degree of exchangeability

between these trials. Network meta-analysis could be seen as

the formalization of this exchangeability.

Conclusions

Network meta-analysis is increasingly used as a framework

for estimating the effects of the full range of relevant options.

This article has considered the principles of these methods

and, in particular, the underlying assumptions needed for re-

liable estimates.
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Introduction

In recent years there has been an increased interest in the

notion of the health ‘system,’ the ultimate goal of which is to

protect and improve the health of its population. The defin-

ition of the health system is contested, but a frequently in-

voked starting point is the World Health Report in 2000,

which ‘‘... defines a health system to include all the activities

whose primary purpose is to promote, restore or maintain

health’’ (World Health Organization (WHO), 2000, p. 5).

Systems level efficiency is concerned with understanding how

well a specific system is using the resources at its disposal to

improve health and secure related objectives. Identifying in-

efficiencies in either the system or in its component parts is

important as it allows the same objectives to be attained with

fewer resources (or alternatively it enables the system to pro-

duce more with the same resources). As spending on health

care continues to rise remorselessly in all developed countries,

this issue has become increasingly relevant for policy makers

seeking ways to pursue health objectives at the same time as

containing cost pressures.

Although the core idea of efficiency is easy to understand in

principle – maximizing valued outputs relative to inputs – it

becomes more difficult to make operational when applied to a

concrete situation, particularly at the system level. It is, for

example, quite conceivable that there are efficiently func-

tioning components operating within an inefficient broader

health system. Furthermore, efficiency is not strictly deter-

mined by the relationship between the physical quantities of

inputs and outputs, but by the value attached to those outputs.

Indeed, by analogy with the first law of thermodynamics,

which postulates that energy cannot be created or lost, the

ratio of all physical outputs to all physical inputs will neces-

sarily remain unchanged. What will differ, according to the

structures, processes, and systems in place, is the ratio of val-

ued outputs to inputs.

The general assumption in a great deal of the health eco-

nomics literature is that the objective of the health system

and its component parts is to increase the length and health-

related quality of life of the population. This is most famously

embodied in the notion of a ‘quality-adjusted life-year’

(QALY). However, there may be other very important object-

ives attached to a health system, such as reducing disparities

in health, protecting citizens from the financial consequences

of illness, and improving the responsiveness of health services

to personal preferences.

Valuations attached to different health system outputs can

vary because of variations in individual preferences, the de-

cision-making perspective being used, or even because of the

level of analysis being applied. As a result, a number of

sometimes conflicting definitions for ‘efficiency’ exist in the

economics and policy literature, and even within health eco-

nomics itself (Table 1).

Although each definition attempts to clarify the nature

of inputs and outputs, the variety of perspectives illustrates

that there is no consistent approach. In particular, there is

considerable variation as to what the valued outputs are, in-

cluding: Volume of care, quality of care, levels of quality,

‘performance’ and health improvement; and this reflects the

lack of clarity as to the concept of ‘valued outputs.’ Throughout

this article the authors generally adopt the assumption that

‘health improvement’ is the valued health system output.

However, on occasions reference to some of the other legit-

imate objectives that society may attach to the system shall be

made.

One terminological issue needs to be addressed: The

productivity literature usually refers to the products of a pro-

duction process as ‘outputs.’ In health care, it has become

conventional to refer to the physical products (such as an

episode of hospital care) as an output, but to the health

benefits achieved as ‘outcomes.’ Thus, health outcomes can be

thought of as the ‘value’ attached to an output. Throughout

this article the authors use the term ‘outputs’ and where ne-

cessary ‘valued outputs’ unless it is specifically necessary to

refer to the health benefits achieved.

Although there appears to be more consistency regarding

system inputs, specifications are often quite vague, referring

simply to ‘costs’ or ‘resources.’ Only a few of the definitions in

Table 1 identify particular inputs, such as ‘‘The relative

quantity, mix and cost of clinical resources’’ (Pacific Business

Group on Health, 2006, p. 2). The lack of clarity about the

concepts of ‘valued outputs’ and inputs reflects a wider am-

biguity about the organizations and production processes of

the health system. In particular, it is often not clear which

resources and health outcomes are considered to fall within

the responsibility of the health system. This article therefore

begins by discussing the health system definition and its re-

lationship to health system efficiency. Key concepts relating to

efficiency such as productivity, technical and allocative effi-

ciency, and their relationship to the production frontier are

considered. These theoretical concepts are then related back to

health policy to indicate the types of questions that might be

considered in any analysis of technical or allocative efficiency.

What is the ‘Health System’?

To understand and measure efficiency, it is first necessary to

define the scope of the entity under scrutiny. Health is the

product of numerous determinants, some that can be directly

influenced in the short term by factors in the health services

(e.g., improving medical care), others that require long-term

action of factors not directly associated with health services

(e.g., environmental policy), and yet others that depend pri-

marily on the actions of individuals and their families (e.g.,

diet). If the health system is assumed to be comprised only of
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health services, then actions that may have a greater impact on

health are excluded (such as education or employment). Thus

under a narrow definition of the health system, confined to

health services, an analysis of system level efficiency may not

consider the possible efficiency gains that could be secured by

allocating resources differently between areas such as health

care, education, and housing. However, a broader analysis can

rapidly lead to lack of clarity of the boundary of the system,

and associated difficulties with measurement and attribution.

For example, Figure 1 illustrates the potential production

process of a health system, with examples of costs and physical

inputs put into the system and a selection of outputs and

consequent outcomes that are produced. The different shades

represent different boundaries of the health system, starting

from a consideration of only medical care and extended to

consider all factors that influence health. Across these

boundaries, many of the outcomes of the system do not

change – for example, health improvement and risk protection

are outcomes arising from medical care, public health and

health promotion, intersectoral action, as well as from eco-

nomic growth and public sector investment. However, the

physical inputs that contribute to the attainment of these

outcomes will differ markedly depending on the choice of

system boundaries.

In an evaluation of health system efficiency it is important

not only to consider the physical inputs that correspond to

the health system as defined, but also to ensure that the

outcomes being assessed also represent only the contribution

attributable to those particular inputs. For example, if the

efficiency of medical care were to be assessed it would be

crucial to isolate the contribution of medical care to health

improvement, and to adjust for any contribution of other

activities such as public health, development, and education.

A particular issue that sometimes arises is whether to

scrutinize only publicly owned or financed institutions, or to

include also the private and not-for-profit sector in an analysis

of health system efficiency. The position of the World Health

Organization is clear on this – they assign accountability to

the government for the entire health sector, however, organ-

ized (World Health Organization (WHO), 2000). Under this

formulation, the regulation and performance of privately

funded healthcare should be included in any analysis. This

reflects the WHO emphasis on governments as ‘stewards’ of

population health.

In defining the health system, it is therefore important for

analysts to be clear about what allocation of resources needs to

be considered, what parties will be affected, and who will be

making the decisions regarding allocation. Ideally the defin-

ition should be aligned with the factors under the control or

influence of a responsible person or organization, such as the

health minister. The scope of this accountable entity may

therefore vary depending on a country’s institutional arrange-

ments. In other words, the definition of the health system

should reflect a country’s accountability arrangements. What-

ever definition is chosen should then determine the scope and

perspective of the analysis. It is then crucial that all definitions

of inputs, outputs, and exogenous influences on attainment are

aligned with that choice. This may lead to methodological

Table 1 Alternative definitions of efficiency in a health care context

Key concept Definition

Efficiency of care A measure of the cost of care associated with a specified level of quality of care (AQA Alliance, 2006)
Efficiency of care A measure of the relationship of the cost of care associated with a specific level of performance measured with

respect to the other five IOM aims of quality (Institute of Medicine (IOM), 2001)
Efficiency of care A measurement construct of cost of care or resource utilization associated with a specified level of quality of

care (National Quality Forum, 2007)
Efficiency The relative quantity, mix and cost of clinical resources used to achieve a measured level of quality (Pacific

Business Group on Health, 2006)
Efficiency An attribution of performance that is measured by examining the relationship between a specific production of

the healthcare system (also called output) and the resources used to create that product (also called inputs)
(RAND, 2008)

Efficiency A measure of the cost at which any given improvement in health is achieved. If two strategies of care are equally
efficacious or effective, the less costly one is more efficient (Donabedian, 1990)

Efficiency Technical efficiency (or production efficiency), getting the maximum output for money, and allocative efficiency,
producing the right collection of outputs to achieve goals, or being on the production possibility frontier
(Roberts et al., 2008)

Efficient (not wasteful) care Delivery and insurance administration, delivered at the right time and right setting and where new innovations
can be evaluated for both effectiveness and value (Commonwealth Fund, 2006)

Health system efficiency Production efficiency, the combination of inputs required to produce care and related services at the lowest
costs, and allocative efficiency, the combination of inputs that produce the greatest health improvements
given the available resources (Aday et al., 2004)

Health system efficiency Microeconomic efficiency, measured health system productivity as compared to its maximum attainable,
Macroeconomic efficiency, what effect a change in the level of resources would have on the desired level of
health outcomes and responsiveness compared to other goods and services (Hurst and Jee-Hughes, 2001)

Health system efficiency Actual (health system) goal attainment achieved related to what could be achieved given the resources available
(WHO 2000, 2007)

Source: Adapted with permission from Chung, J., Kaleba, E. and Wozinak, G. (2008). A framework for measuring healthcare efficiency and value. Working Paper Prepared for the

Physician Consortium for Performance Improvement. Work Group on Efficiency and Cost of Care; and Papanicolas, I. (2013). Frameworks for international comparisons. In

Papanicolas, I. and Smith P. C. (eds.) Performance comparisons for health system improvement, pp. 31–75. Maidenhead: Open University Press.
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challenges when attempting to compare one country with an-

other where there exists no universal agreed categorization of

diseases, health care procedures, health care organizations, or

even health systems (Cylus and Smith, 2013).

Efficiency at Different Levels

Reflecting the wide range of potential perspectives, economists

and policy makers have adopted different conceptualizations

of efficiency when analyzing different levels of the health

system. At the formal organizational level, definitions usually

refer to the extent to which health service objectives have been

achieved compared to the maximum that could be attained,

given the resources available and the external constraints on

attainment. The conventional concepts of allocative, technical,

and economic efficiency are then used to describe efficiency at

this level (see section The Elements of Efficiency).

However, the concept of efficiency may change if the per-

spective changes. It is possible to take a broader view of sector

level resource allocation, for example, by considering the level

of resources devoted to the health system relative to other

sectors that can also provide a positive contribution to health

or indeed to broader welfare. The Organization for Economic

Cooperation and Development refers to this broader con-

ceptualization of efficiency as macroeconomic efficiency

(Hurst and Jee-Hughes, 2001). In principle, the size of the

health sector should be determined by its marginal contri-

bution to welfare, relative to other sectors. Work on macro-

economic efficiency might therefore examine whether

healthcare expenditure has reached levels where marginal

spending on medical services contributes less to welfare than

if it were directed at other sectors, such as education, housing,

the environment, or private consumption.

At the other extreme, resource allocation can be considered

at the very micro level, for example, by guiding the decisions

of individual clinicians on how to distribute healthcare re-

sources across treatment options in order to maximize valued

outputs. Study of this type of efficiency often takes the form of

a systematic analysis of the effects and costs of alternative

methods or programs for achieving the same objective (e.g.,

improving quality of live, extending year of life lived, or pro-

viding services). These methods include cost-effectiveness an-

alysis (CEA), comparative effectiveness analysis, cost-benefit

analysis, and cost utility analysis. In principle, these techni-

ques can be crafted to reflect different personal preferences,

although in practice they usually produce guidance on the

basis of a uniform set of preferences.

Thus, health system efficiency can be characterized in very

broad terms at different levels of analysis, as adapted from

Chung et al. (2008):

• Physician level: How to distribute resources between

interventions in order to choose a treatment strategy that

maximizes the patient’s value or utility given existing

resources.

• Organizational level: How to distribute resources within a

healthcare organization and across health care processes in

order to maximize aggregate health gain and satisfaction.

• Systems level: How to distribute resources within the broad

components of the health system (such as prevention,

primary care, secondary care) so that production of health-

care maximizes citizen health and welfare.

• Societal level: How to distribute resources between sectors

of the economy (education, health, public goods, etc.)

Costs Physical inputs
Activities / physical

outputs
Outcomes

Tests
Operations
Doctors visits
Prescriptions
Bed days
Patient experience

Better behavioural
awareness
Better environment

Health improvement
Risk protection
Prevention
Awareness

Health improvement
Risk protection
Awareness
Work safety

Health improvement
Risk protection
Improved welfare

Less pollution
Food labels
Helmets
etc.

Schooling
Shelter
Material goods

Personal
medicine

Nurse wages
Doctor wages
Cost of staff training
Specialist wages
Capital costs
Equipment costs
Administrator wages

Nurses
Primary care doctor
Staff training
Specialist physicians
Consultation rooms
Operating theatres
Hospital beds
Medical equipment
Administration

Survival
Health improvement
Risk protection
Appropriateness of care
Safety in health care
Accessibility
Responsiveness

Public health
professionals
Health promotion cost
(advertising,
enforcement, etc.)

Lobbyists  (advocating
for less pollution, food
lebelling, work safety,
etc.)

Education
Housing
Income

Price nonpersonal
Health services
inputs

Price of intersectoral
Action inputs (across
education, environment,
transport, housing, etc.)

Price of physical inputs
for other factors

Non-personal
health services

Intersectoral
action

Other factors

Figure 1 Selected inputs and outputs of the health system at different boundaries.
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such that health and broader welfare within society are

maximized.

These issues are addressed in the section Allocative and

Technical Efficiency as Applied to Health Policy.

The Components of the Health System

The different levels of the health system are profoundly

interdependent, as actions at one level will often influence

behavior and outcomes elsewhere. Bringing together findings

from studies at the different levels can provide fundamental

tools for understanding how an entire system is managed and

sustained. The interconnectedness of the separate areas of

study of a health system can be illustrated by the distinct areas

of health economics set out in Alan Williams’ ‘plumbing

diagram’ reproduced in Figure 2 (Williams, 1987).

Each box in the diagram represents one of the sub-

disciplines of health economics. The various fields are con-

nected to one another by ‘pipes’ with the arrows indicating the

direction of the relationship. Each of the boxes, discussed

briefly in Figure 2 involves both positive and normative issues

and different societal preferences (Maynard, 2007). In relation

to the discussion of efficiency, Boxes A, B, C, and D represent

the key factors that determine the initial allocation of

resources by society and what inputs and outputs are available

and valued within health systems. These factors create the

framework for the analysis of efficiency at the patient, organ-

ization, and system level represented in Boxes E, F, G, and H.

Box A models the determinants of health, focusing par-

ticularly on social and behavioral determinants that lie be-

yond the immediate control of the health system. These will

be important when considering the system boundary issues

discussed in the sections What is the ’Health System’? and

Efficiency at Different Levels. It is important to understand

what is meant by ‘health’ and how it is valued by individuals

and society. Thus, Box B represents the study of perceptions of

health as well as the valuations of its different states and life.

These are important to the study of efficiency in order to be

able to assign value to the outputs being produced at the

patient, organization, system, and society levels, and inform

decisions on the allocation of resources.

Boxes C and D consider the demand for and supply of

health care respectively. In any market, supply and demand

will determine how the market allocates resources from pro-

ducers to consumers. In health services, demand is driven by

patients seeking health care to improve their health status and

longevity. This can be influenced by information asymmetries

between patients and providers, or providers and third-party

payers, barriers to care such as cost, distance or culture, and

externalities of care. Supply of health care considers a wide

A 

B 

C 

D

E F 

G H

What influences health? (other
than health care) Occupational
hazards; consumption patterns; education;
income, etc.

What is health? What is its
value? Perceived attributes of health;
health status indexes; value of 
life; utility scaling of health 

Demand for health care influences of
A + B on health care seeking behavior
barriers to access (price, time, psychological,
formal); agency relationship; need 

Market
equilibrium money
prices, time prices,
waiting lists and non-
price rationing
systems as equilibrating
mechanisms and their
differential effects

Micro-economic
evaluation at treatment
level cost effectiveness and
cost benefit analysis of
alternative ways of delivering
care (e.g., choice of mode, place,
timing or amount) at all phases
(detection, diagnosis, treatment,
after care, etc.)

Supply of health care costs of
production; alternative production
techniques; input substitution; markets
for inputs (workforce, equipment, drugs,
etc.); remuneration methods and incentives

Evaluation at whole system level equity and
allocative efficiency criteria brought to bear on E + F; inter-
regional and international comparisons of performance

Planning, budgeting and
monitoring mechanisms evaluation
of effectiveness of instruments available
for optimising the system; including the
interplay of budgeting, workforce
allocations; norms; regulation, etc. and the
incentive structures they generate

Figure 2 Williams’ Health Economics Plumbing Diagram. Reproduced with permission from Williams, A. (1987). Health economics: The cheerful
face of a dismal science. In Williams, A. (ed.) Health and economics, pp. 1–11. London: Macmillan
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range of factors including the use of private and public sup-

pliers, the behavior of institutions and providers, the skill mix

and structures available to provide health, the financing

structures in place to provide funds, as well as the organization

of service delivery. It is important to understand the factors

that influence demand and supply in order to be able to in-

terpret how the market allocates resources and how this can be

influenced to correct inherent market failures and associated

inefficiencies.

Boxes E, F, G, and H represent the application of core

economic principles, including the study of efficiency at dif-

ferent levels. Box E is concerned with the microeconomic

evaluation at treatment level, and reflects the impact on effi-

ciency of ‘physician level’ decisions outlined in the section

Efficiency at Different Levels. This area of health services re-

search involves conducting microevaluations such as CEA or

cost utility analysis to inform rationing and reimbursement

choices. They require information on clinical effectiveness of

treatments, as well as the measurement of costs and

value added.

Box F addresses the issue of market equilibrium, where

market demand equals market supply. Private and public

markets will in general clear at different levels, depending on

factors such as pricing of goods and services, restrictions of

benefit packages, rationing, and waiting times. This area of

research encompasses issues of organizational level efficiency,

where different production processes, input prices, and will-

ingness to pay influence decisions of what and how much of

different goods and services should be produced.

Finally, Box G represents the evaluation of the whole sys-

tem, concerned with understanding how inputs are used to

achieve the key objectives of the health system. This includes

the area of system level efficiency. Box G will be influenced by

planning, budgeting and monitoring mechanisms represented

in Box H. All three of boxes F, G, and H can embrace regu-

latory mechanisms intended to correct market failures and

maximize the optimum allocation of resources in order to

meet society’s health system goals.

Although each box constitutes a separate area of study, the

‘pipes’ between the eight boxes show some of the linkages

between the different areas, indicating their interdependence.

For example, the operation of the hospital would be best

considered in Box F. Yet the hospital’s market equilibrium in

Box F would be influenced by the supply and demand for

health care (Boxes D and C) as well as the severity of patients

being treated (Box A), and the acceptable forms of treatment

administered (Box B). Moreover, although the hospital could

be perfectly technically efficient at the organizational level, it

could be operating in a very inefficient health system, repre-

sented by Box G, if the overall health improvements made at

the system level are below what could be achieved if current

health expenditures were reallocated – say between hospital

and preventive services. This may be related to the mech-

anisms in place for planning and budgeting, represented in

Box H, for example, if too much money is being allocated to

secondary care as opposed to primary care.

The health system is complex to analyze, because of

people’s heterogeneous health needs, the enormous scope

for market failures, and the interdependencies illustrated in

Figure 2. The assessment of efficiency is therefore also

challenging. In the next section the authors set out some basic

building blocks needed for the successful examination of

health system efficiency.

The Elements of Efficiency

The underlying aim of efficiency analysis is to understand how

inputs are translated into valued outputs. In this section the

authors seek to clarify some of the different general concepts

of efficiency as they apply to the health system.

Productivity and efficiency are often used interchangeably,

but they refer to slightly different concepts. Productivity refers to

the ratio of a (possibly partial) measure of output to a (possibly

partial) measure of input. In contrast, efficiency seeks to assess

the attained level of output in relation to the maximum that can

be produced, given the inputs used, system constraints and

available technology. Efficiency will often be calculated taking

into account constraints (such as scale) that inhibit improved

productivity. Ideally, efficiency will express the outputs being

produced in terms of their value to consumers or society. Thus,

there is an implication that efficiency is a more comprehensive

and normative tool than productivity.

Fundamental to the study of efficiency is the concept of

production function, which models the maximum possible

level of outputs for given levels of inputs, given current tech-

nology. Alternatively, it is sometimes convenient to model

production possibilities in the form of a cost function, which

models the minimum feasible cost of producing a given set of

outputs. In reality, for most production processes, there are both

multiple inputs and multiple outputs, and it is more accurate to

think in terms of a production possibility frontier, which maps

the maximum levels of output attainment for any mix of inputs.

Whether a production function or cost function perspective is

adopted usually depends on the specific focus of the study. In

what follows the focus is mainly on the production function.

Whatever perspective is adopted, efficiency analysis can be

considered broadly as the study of two main questions:

1. Are resources being used so that the maximum level of

chosen outputs is produced given the available inputs? (or

are resources being used so that the minimum level of

inputs are used to produce the chosen outputs?) That is, is

the entity located on the production frontier, rather than

inside it?

2. Is the ‘right,’ or most valued, mix of outputs being pro-

duced, given society’s valuation of those outputs. Or con-

versely, is the ‘right,’ or minimum cost, mix of inputs being

used, given the chosen outputs. That is, is the entity located

at the maximum value (or minimum cost) point on the

production frontier?

These two questions relate respectively to technical and

allocative efficiency, which are now considered in turn.

Technical Efficiency

Technical efficiency indicates the extent to which an entity is

producing the maximum level of output for a given level of

inputs under the prevailing technological process, therefore
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addressing the first question of efficiency analysis posed in the

section The Elements of Efficiency. To identify whether the

health system is technically efficient, it is thus necessary to

determine four key characteristics:

1. What are the inputs of the health system?

2. What are the outputs of the health system?

3. What is the maximum level of health system output that

can be produced for different levels of input?

4. What are the external constraints that may limit the ability

of the health system to be technically efficient?

The discussion in the section Efficiency at Different Levels

illustrated the challenges involved in defining the boundaries

of the system under scrutiny and identifying relevant inputs

and outputs. In particular, the chosen definition of the health

system will determine whether factors such as public health,

health promotion, and socio-economic determinants of

health are considered in the analysis. The choice of boundaries

will be crucial in determining first what resources make up the

health system inputs, and second what are considered un-

controllable exogenous constraints on attainment.

With regard to health system outputs, a key challenge re-

lates to the differences in stakeholder perceptions about what

the health system should be producing. International and

national health system frameworks identify a number of po-

tential health system objectives, some of which are almost

universally recognized (such as health improvement) and

others where views differ (such as the extent to which a system

offers patients choice of provider). Many definitions of effi-

ciency require some measure of quality as well as volume of

outputs (Table 1), yet notions of what constitutes quality of

care are sometimes vague and conflicting (Papanicolas, 2013).

Once inputs and outputs have been identified, it is necessary

to identify the maximum level of health system output that can

be produced for different levels of inputs, using the concept of

the production frontier. Any unit lying on the production

frontier will be technically efficient. Inefficient units lie strictly

within the frontier. In the context of health systems, therefore, a

technically efficient system will be one that produces the

maximum achievable level of valued outputs (in the form

perhaps of health outcomes) given its inputs (or uses min-

imum level of inputs, given its outputs). Although this tool

serves well in understanding the theory of systems level effi-

ciency, it poses many practical challenges in the empirical es-

timation of the production function.

A central concern in estimating the production function is

the identification of external constraints – the uncontrollable

influences on attainment that limit the production of desired

outputs. At the health system level such constraints might

include: the underlying health of the population, the con-

figuration of provider organizations, and the skills and size of

the workforce. In the short term, many of these factors can be

considered genuinely exogenous influences on levels of at-

tainment, and so should be included as constraints in the

analysis. In the longer term, it might be expected that the

health system should be responsible for addressing some of

the constraints. So, for example, an inefficient scale of pro-

viders might be an acknowledged handicap in the short

run, but should not be considered as an ‘excuse’ for poor

attainment in the longer run. However, some constraints, such

as the physical terrain of a geographical area, might be con-

sidered truly exogenous.

A final key consideration that is rarely modeled satisfactorily

is the dynamic nature of the health system. Outputs measured

at one point in time will have been influenced by inputs of a

previous time period, and similarly inputs in a current time

period will to some extent influence outputs in a future time

period. Ignoring dynamic aspects of efficiency may incorrectly

attribute all current performance to current actions and hold

stakeholders accountable for past actions for which they may

not have been responsible. In principle, the proper approach to

longer term investments in (say) disease prevention is to treat

them as a capital investment, the benefits of which accrue over

several time periods. They can either be treated in the same way

as more conventional investments in physical capital, or by

using proxies for the future benefits of current investments (e.g.,

expected QALYs gained per person immunized). By properly

including a time dimension, analysis of efficiency may even

provide improved incentives for policies with long-term effects,

as future benefits will be recognized even in the short term.

Allocative efficiency

Technical efficiency examines the extent to which the unit is

failing to reach the production frontier, as expressed in the

cost or production function. In contrast, allocative efficiency

examines whether production is allocated across either inputs

or outputs so as to maximize the value to society. This prin-

ciple can be interpreted in a number of ways. However, the

common theme is that allocative efficiency refers to the extent

to which a socially optimal point on the production frontier

has been reached. In a conventional market, market prices can

be indicative of the value of goods and services according to

the trade-off consumers or society are willing to make between

them. In input space this is readily transferred to health sys-

tems, where allocative efficiency can be interpreted as the ex-

tent to which the minimum cost of inputs is being used, given

the market prices of those inputs. For example, to what extent

is the right mix of clinical skills, physical inputs and medical

products being used to secure system objectives, given pre-

vailing wage rates, property prices, product prices, and so on.

However, in health systems, there are rarely market prices

for outputs. It therefore becomes more difficult to define the

relative value of outputs, as a guide to identifying the ‘right’

mix of outputs. As a result, in output space a number of def-

initions of allocative efficiency have arisen. Roberts et al.

(2008) are, however, representative in defining allocative

efficiency as whether a nation is producing the right mix of

outputs to maximize attainment of its overall goals.

Thus, technical efficiency refers to the question of how

goods are produced given certain inputs, meaning that a

technically efficient point is one that lies anywhere on the

production possibility frontier. At such a point a provider can

produce more of one output only by reducing production of

another. Allocative efficiency, however, refers to the question

of what inputs are used or what outputs are produced, and

suggests that there is a unique point on the production fron-

tier that maximizes societal values relative to all other
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attainable sets. To do this it is (in principle) necessary to

specify a ‘social welfare function,’ which aggregates societal

preferences into a single measure of the benefits to society of a

social program.

One therefore needs information on the relative value to

society of different health system outputs. There are many

possible approaches to identifying those values, based on

competing theories of justice. Various types of market mech-

anism, technical analysis, and political process seek to address

this challenge. Moreover, even if there is agreement on which

approach to adopt, individuals will always hold different

values about what are the ‘right’ outputs to be produced. This

diversity in normative perspectives and individual values re-

lating to the allocation of health resources often makes it

difficult to agree on a common starting point.

Nevertheless, if policy makers had knowledge of individual

utility functions and preferences, they could in principle specify

a social welfare function that aggregates the utilities across

members of society. One could then examine the problem of

efficiency as one of welfare maximization – that is, finding the

feasible allocation of resources that maximizes a chosen concept

of social welfare. This approach has been labeled ‘welfarism.’

However, in practice construction of a social welfare

function is extremely challenging, and systematic aggregation

of individual preferences is infeasible. Yet – given the im-

portance of health care in society – policy makers must make

allocation decisions, and they have therefore used criteria

other than traditional welfarism to inform resource allocation,

such as potential health gain, need for treatment, demand for

treatment, or simply cost. This approach is often referred to as

extra-welfarism. This school of thought rejects the notion of

using only utility as the outcome of interest, but seeks to

consider broader factors such as an individual’s capabilities:

the goods and services that enable individuals to flourish. The

dominant application of extra-welfarism in health economics

has been concerned with aggregate health maximization, an

approach that allows the aggregation and comparison of

individual benefits.

Allocative and Technical Efficiency as Applied to
Health Policy

To illustrate the points raised in the section The Elements of

Efficiency, Table 2 considers the outputs, inputs, and trade-offs

that might be considered in an analysis of technical or allo-

cative efficiency within the health system. The provider

(micro) level considers an individual seeking treatment where

the inputs being considered are the money spent on treating

the patient, and the output is the heath gain. The most effi-

cient point of provision hinges on the choice of treatment. The

intention is to treat the patient with the most cost-effective

treatment (allocative efficiency), with maximum effectiveness

(technical efficiency), within budget constraints. The choice of

the allocatively efficient point should in principle consider the

patient’s preferences for types of treatment (e.g., attitudes

toward pain and risk aversion), and offer the treatment that

(subject to expenditure constraints) maximizes the expected

value of the treatment to the patient. Given the lack of in-

formation about potential outcomes for many (if not most)

treatments and the practical difficulty of crafting treatment

choices specific to each patient, lack of information, and

knowledge of medical care and types of treatment, clinical

guidelines and payment mechanisms set at a higher organ-

izational level may be very important in ensuring a technically

and allocatively efficient distribution of resources.

At the organization (meso) level, assuming the only goal of

the health system is to maximize health, the technically effi-

cient point would be where expected health gain is maximized

within each organization, by offering an optimal mix of cost-

effective treatments to patients with different conditions. To

achieve the allocatively efficient point mix of outputs, there

needs to be a way to measure health gain across different

potential treatments that the organization could provide,

perhaps in the form of the QALY. Note that the ‘mission’ and

design of organizations may constrain the range of output

options available – for example, a hospital may not be capable

of delivering a health promotion program. To overcome or-

ganizational boundaries, a correct allocation of resources must

be made at the higher (system wide) level.

Macro concerns are represented in Table 2 by the system

level and the societal level. The system level considers how

resource allocation decisions are made to maximize health

within the health system, and the societal level considers

how resources are allocated between health and other sectors

of the economy. For the system, a technically efficient point

might be one that allocates resources across health services

so as to maximize health gain. The allocatively efficient

point is the one that provides the combination of health

services that maximizes aggregate health gain across all

Table 2 Examples of allocative and technical efficiency in health systems

Level of analysis Technical efficiency: How are inputs used to
produced outputs

Allocative efficiency: What mix of
outputs is produced

Decision mechanisms

Provider level Maximizing personal outcomes, subject to
cost constraint

Medical or surgical treatment of cancer Patient consultation

Organizational
level

Maximizing health gain in relation to
expenditure

Providing hip replacements or cataract
surgeries

Priority setting

System level Minimizing avoidable mortality in relation to
health system expenditure

Investing in curative or preventative care Budgetary processes

Societal level Maximizing life expectancy in relation to gross
domestic product

Investing in health or education Elections
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services. At the societal level, the problem is analogous, but

the health gain can be from different sectors of the economy,

such as education or housing. Addressing this intersectoral

allocation problem in principle requires consideration of the

relative value of nonhealth objectives of other sectors, es-

pecially if these are produced jointly with health-enhancing

programs.

Finally, Table 2 also considers possible decision mech-

anisms that can be used to determine what mix of outputs will

be produced. For example, at the provider level the optimal

mix of outputs will be informed by cost constraints within the

system and individual preferences for treatment. The decision

processes at the organizational level, such as a hospital, will be

informed by the priority setting system in place. This priority

setting system may differ across health systems, and may be

based on factors such as the needs of the population being

treated, the costs of inputs, the cost-effectiveness of treatments,

or historical trends in purchasing. At the macro level, the re-

source allocation decision mechanisms in common use at-

tempt to reflect the preferences of society, often through

political processes. At the systems level, where the budget must

be allocated to resources across the entire health system, the

decision mechanism will often be made by bureaucratic pro-

cesses overseen by elected representatives. At the societal level,

decisions arise from a mix of private markets and political

decisions about how to spend public finances, typically arising

from some sort of election process.

Although Table 2 may help to conceptualize what seem

like abstract notions, it takes a highly simplified view. It as-

sumes an extra-welfarist perspective, in the sense that the only

valued output of the health system is health gain. In practice,

the health system often has broader objectives, and in prin-

ciple a comprehensive analysis would examine the impact of

allocations on broader social welfare. The market for health

care makes it inherently prone to inefficiency if left to its own

devices. Key market failures include: The lack of competition,

especially for the provision of health services; the information

asymmetries between patients and physicians, and between

physicians and third-party payers; and externalities that are

not reflected in prices (such as the spillover benefits offered by

vaccinations). These market characteristics may, in the absence

of corrective mechanisms, result in highly inefficient allo-

cations of resources. The last column of Table 2 therefore in-

dicates the sort of mechanisms necessary to promote allocative

and technical efficiency at the different levels of analysis, given

such market failures. This is particularly important for allo-

cative efficiency, where the structure of a particular health

system will determine what potential there is at each level of

analysis for the provider to decide what mix of outputs should

be produced.

Conclusions

There is increasing awareness that the design of the health

system has a fundamental impact on the health and broader

welfare of the population. Improved system efficiency is an

important consideration because it enhances the capacity to

produce valued outputs and the consequent sustainability of

the system. However, the conceptualization of efficiency in

health systems is far from straightforward. The first funda-

mental challenge is assigning ‘value’ to outputs (and also

possibly inputs). Definitions of efficiency differ across insti-

tutions with no consistent reference to valued outputs and

inputs. In practice, different definitions in use cover a range of

valued outputs such as ‘overall’ performance, quality of care,

health gain, or volume of treatment.

The challenge of identifying a set of valued outputs has im-

plications for the conceptualization of both technical and allo-

cative efficiency. To determine the technically efficient points of

production, it is necessary to identify the outputs of the pro-

duction process. Similarly, in order to determine what bundle of

health services to provide, and thus identify the ‘allocatively ef-

ficient’ point of production, it is necessary to understand the

preferences of the population being served. This will require

consideration of whose preferences to consider, whether they

should reflect the utilities associated with consumption of

health care or the capabilities created by the consumption of

health care, and the aggregation of preferences across society.

The second conceptual challenge refers to the difficulties

associated with defining the boundaries of the entities under

scrutiny. Determining the boundaries of a health system is one

of the key areas of debate in health services research. The

central point of discussion arises from the recognition that

health outcomes are the result of numerous determinants,

many of which might lie outside the direct influence of health

policy makers. How narrowly or broadly the boundaries are

set will influence judgments about the causal responsibility for

improving health, thus influencing assessments of the level of

‘efficiency’ of the defined health system. A clear definition of

relevant boundaries will facilitate the specification of object-

ives and the valued outputs and inputs for different areas of

the health system.

The third challenge in conceptualization of efficiency for

health systems relates to the intertemporal nature of the health

system. All health systems are dynamic entities; performance

in one period will influence performance in later periods.

Health outcomes are the result not only of factors in the time

period being measured, but also a product of behavior over

the lifecycle as well as previous efforts of the health system.

The physical resources such as hospitals and medication

available in a current period are a result of investments made

in previous years, and will in part contribute to future at-

tainment. Any definition and metric of efficiency should in

principle attempt to capture the dynamic processes that make

up the health system.

In conclusion, the above discussion summarizes a bur-

geoning literature and policy debate on the theory of health

systems efficiency. The challenges at the system level identified

amount to an extensive research agenda, the purpose of which

should be to create a clearer understanding of the health

system and how it can be used to the best effect in line with

societal objectives. Although these challenges may appear

daunting, considerable progress has been made in addressing

many of these issues at the micro level, through the literature

of CEA. Research in such analyses has secured major progress

both in the theory and use of economic thinking, and has had

a fundamental impact on health policy. It is to be hoped that

similar progress can now be made at the other levels of

analysis.
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See also: Cost–Value Analysis. Efficiency in Health Care, Concepts
of. Evaluating Efficiency of a Health Care System in the Developed
World. Quality-Adjusted Life-Years. Resource Allocation Funding
Formulae, Efficiency of. Welfarism and Extra-Welfarism
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Introduction

Decision making is a fact of life, both for individuals and for

policy makers acting on behalf of society. All decisions result

in costs and benefits. The purpose of economic evaluation is

to compare these and determine whether the costs of a policy

are justified by the benefits.

Economic evaluations comprise two steps. First, a specific

intervention is identified (e.g., a vaccination program), along

with any relevant alternative uses of the same resources (e.g.,

other public health activities). The most desirable of these

alternatives is referred to as the opportunity cost, since it

represents the opportunity forgone by implementing the

intervention. Second, the intervention and its opportunity cost

are each assigned a value. The intervention is considered de-

sirable only if it has greater value than its opportunity cost.

The opportunity cost of an intervention is usually

dependent upon the point in time at which the costs of the

intervention are incurred. For example, a rational decision

maker would prefer to incur a cost of $100 next year rather

than a cost of $100 this year, if this allows the $100 to be

invested for an year and yield a positive return.

Meanwhile, the value assigned to the benefits of the

intervention and its opportunity cost generally depends upon

the point in time at which these benefits will be experienced.

For example, the benefits from a vaccination program due to

be experienced 10 years from now may be assigned less value

by the policy maker than the benefits realized from an alter-

native health intervention this year, even if these benefits are

otherwise identical. This is known as time preference.

To allow for comparability between costs and benefits ex-

perienced across different points in time, it is conventional to

represent all future costs and benefits in terms of their present

value (i.e., their value today), regardless of when they are ac-

tually experienced. Typically, the present value of future costs

and benefits is less than their value at the time they are ex-

perienced. Calculating present values therefore requires dis-

counting of future costs and benefits. Although in everyday

language the term ‘discounting’ is used in a variety of contexts,

in economics it is used almost exclusively to describe the steps

taken to calculate the present value of future costs and

benefits.

Discounting is conducted as follows. First the costs and

benefits are disaggregated into time periods (usually years).

Then the costs and benefits in each time period are assigned

weights, with lower weights assigned to more distant time

periods. These weights are usually given by

1=ð1þ dÞt�1 ½1�

where t represents the time period and d represents the dis-

count rate. Costs and benefits incurred in the current time

period (t¼1) are not discounted. As a result of compounding,

the discount applied to costs and benefits in the distant future

can be substantial. For example, since 2003 the UK Treasury

has recommended that most future costs and benefits be

discounted at an annual rate of 3.5%. This means that a cost

of d1000 incurred 30 years from now has a present value of

d356 [1000/(1þ0.035)29]. Before 2003, the UK Treasury rec-

ommended a higher discount rate of 6%, which would have

resulted in a present value of just d174 [1000/(1þ0.06)29].

The effect of this compounding is demonstrated in Table 1.

In some cases there are further complications to consider.

First, costs and benefits might not be discounted at the same

rate. For example, the Dutch Health Care Insurance Board

recommends discounting costs at 4% per year and benefits

at 1.5% per year. This practice is known as differential dis-

counting, and has recently been the subject of considerable

debate. Second, the discount rate itself might be conditional

upon the point in time at which costs and benefits occur. For

example, the UK Treasury recommends that a lower discount

rate be applied to costs and benefits more than 30 years in

the future, with this rate falling progressively from 3.5% at

30 years to 1.0% beyond 300 years. This is known as non-

constant discounting, of which hyperbolic discounting is a

common form.

Discounting can tip the balance between an intervention

appearing desirable or not. It can also impact upon the relative

desirability of interventions. Interventions with upfront costs

but long term benefits (including many public health activ-

ities) generally appear less desirable following discounting,

whereas interventions with long-term costs sometimes appear

more desirable.

Given the complexities of discounting and its potential

importance, it is the subject of considerable controversy. In the

following article, the rationales for discounting are explained

in greater detail. Some of the more contentious issues in dis-

counting, such as the merits of differential or non-constant

Table 1 The present value of d1000 incurred at different times using alternative discount rates

Discount rate (per annum) Time from the present

1 year 2 years 3 years 5 years 10 years 30 years 100 years

1.5% d985 d971 d956 d928 d862 d640 d226
3.5% d966 d934 d902 d842 d709 d356 d32
6% d943 d890 d840 d747 d558 d174 d3
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discounting, are discussed. Recent papers that have attempted

to determine the appropriate discount rates for health policy

making are then reviewed. The article ends with some sug-

gested further reading.

Conventional Approaches to Discounting

Discounting is founded on considerations of opportunity

cost and time preference. A common way of considering

the opportunity cost of an intervention is to estimate the

‘marginal social opportunity cost of capital,’ which represents

the amount of private investment foregone by adopting the

intervention. Meanwhile, time preference is often considered

by estimating the ‘social rate of time preference,’ which rep-

resents society’s time preference for consumption.

Opportunity Cost

In cases where the resources used for a publicly funded

intervention can otherwise be used in the private sector, the

opportunity cost of the intervention is the value of the best

possible forgone private investment opportunity. In this case,

the intervention should only be funded if its benefits exceed

those of the forgone private investment. In technical terms,

this requires that the rate of return on the intervention exceeds

the marginal pretax rate of return on the forgone private in-

vestment, otherwise known as the marginal social opportunity

cost of capital.

Many economists have proposed methods for estimating

the marginal social opportunity cost of capital. Under strict

assumptions, it is equivalent to the marginal pretax rate of

return on riskless private investments. This is sometimes ap-

proximated by the average real pretax rate of return on top-

rated corporate bonds. However, this may be an over-estimate

if the average rate of return is higher than the marginal rate of

return, or if market distortions affect the rate of return.

Time Preference

It has been widely observed that individuals exhibit time

preference: they prefer to receive benefits sooner rather than

later. Economists have three standard explanations for indi-

vidual time preference, each of which may be extended to

explain time preference at the level of society.

Individual time preference
The first explanation for individual time preference is that in-

dividuals may expect their incomes to increase over time,

allowing them to consume more in the future than they do

today. However, the extra utility that individuals receive from

any additional consumption tends to decline as consumption

increases. As a result, individuals may prefer to consume more

today, at the expense of future consumption, in order to smooth

their lifetime consumption and increase their lifetime utility.

Second, every individual faces some risk of death or some

other catastrophe that would prevent them from consuming

in the future. Offered the choice between consumption today

and identical consumption in 30 years’ time, many individuals

would prefer to consume today on the grounds that they are

not guaranteed to be alive for 30 years’ time.

Third, individuals might prefer to consume sooner rather

than later regardless of their expectations of future con-

sumption. This is referred to as pure time preference, and

reflects the fact that individuals often exhibit myopic or

impatient preferences. Individuals might not appreciate that

they are forfeiting future consumption by consuming more

sooner, or they might regard their future utility as being less

important than their utility today.

Societal time preference
Extending the first explanation for individual time preference

to the societal level is relatively uncontroversial. As the in-

comes of individuals increase over time, the aggregate con-

sumption of society also increases. Policy makers, acting on

behalf of society, may prefer to enact policies which not only

smooth the consumption of individuals over their lifetimes

but also smooth the aggregate consumption of society over

time, so as to maximize aggregate utility (i.e., social welfare)

across generations.

Extending the second explanation to the societal level is

more problematic. Although individuals face a non-negligible

risk of an event, such as death, which prevents them from

consuming in future years, the risk of catastrophe faced by

society is much smaller. Although every year some members of

society will die (or emigrate), others will be born (or immi-

grate) and society can be expected to carry on regardless. Only

a truly catastrophic event would prevent society from con-

suming in future years. Consequently, society has much less

justification than individuals for preferring consumption

sooner rather than later.

The final explanation for individual time preference – that

individuals often have myopic or impatient preferences – is

particularly controversial in a societal context. Although there

is considerable empirical evidence that individuals exhibit

these preferences, many economists, philosophers, and other

thinkers have argued against considering these pure time

preferences in societal decision making. This is discussed fur-

ther in the next section.

The social rate of time preference represents the rate at

which society is willing to postpone current consumption in

exchange for future consumption.

Under strict assumptions this may be approximated by the

after-tax rate of return on risk-free securities (e.g., government

bonds). However, these assumptions require that individuals

express all their preferences within the market. In addition, the

approximation presupposes that individuals do not change

preferences when faced with decisions that affect society rather

than just themselves. Where these assumptions do not hold,

the social rate of time preference is likely to be lower than that

implied by market rates.

An alternative means of estimating the social rate of time

preference is to use a formula attributed to British mathem-

atician Frank Ramsey. According to the Ramsey formula, the

social rate of time preference is given by

mg þ Lþ d ½2�

The formula assigns a separate rate to each of the three

standard explanations for time preference given above – the
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diminishing marginal utility of consumption (mg), the risk of a

catastrophic event (L), and pure time preference (d) – and

sums these to give the social rate of time preference. The rate

assigned to the diminishing marginal utility of consumption is

calculated by multiplying an estimate of the elasticity of the

marginal utility of consumption (m) by the growth rate of real

per capita consumption (g). The UK Treasury used this

methodology in 2003 to derive its current 3.5% discount rate:

citing various sources, it estimated that m¼1, g¼2%, L¼1%,

and d¼0.5%, implying a social rate of time preference of 3.5%

per annum.

Deriving a Social Discount Rate

Conventionally, attempts to derive a social discount rate –

used to discount future costs and benefits in economic

evaluations of public interventions – have focused on recon-

ciling the marginal social opportunity cost of capital with the

social rate of time preference. Under very unrealistic assump-

tions, including complete and undistorted markets, the mar-

ginal rate at which present consumption opportunities can

be transformed into future consumption opportunities is

equal to the marginal rate at which society would choose to

substitute present for future consumption. Under such a

scenario the marginal social opportunity cost of capital and

the social rate of time preference are equivalent. Where these

assumptions do not hold, some economists have advocated

using one or the other as the social discount rate, whereas

others have proposed ways of reconciling the two. These in-

clude the ‘weighted average’ and the ‘shadow price of capital’

approaches.

The weighted average approach holds that the social dis-

count rate should be a weighted average of the marginal social

opportunity cost of capital, the social rate of time preference,

and, in the case of an open economy, the cost of borrowing on

international markets. These weights should reflect the pro-

portion of funds obtained from each source, implying a dif-

ferent social discount rate for each intervention. A limitation

of the weighted average approach is that the benefits of

the intervention are assumed to be consumed immediately.

If these benefits are instead reinvested in the private sector, the

weighted average approach will overestimate the social

discount rate.

The shadow price of capital approach addresses a key

limitation of the weighted average approach by recognizing

that the benefits of an intervention may be reinvested in the

private sector. The benefit of an intervention is given by the

sum of the consumption resulting from the intervention and

any future consumption generated from reinvestment of the

benefit. The cost is given by the sum of the consumption dir-

ectly displaced by the intervention and any future consumption

forgone because of the displacement of private investment.

Although this approach is theoretically attractive, it is more

difficult to implement than the weighted average approach.

Discounting in the Context of Health Policy Making

Conventional approaches to deriving a social discount rate

can be problematic in the context of health policy making.

Health policy makers are often faced with a constrained

budget. In this context, the opportunity cost of adopting a

specific health intervention is typically not forgone private

investment, but rather displaced health care activities else-

where within the health care system. Furthermore, health

policy makers are often concerned specifically with society’s

health, rather than society’s consumption. Since society’s time

preferences for health typically differ from those for con-

sumption, health policy makers may therefore need to instead

consider the ‘social rate of time preference for health.’ Finally,

health policy makers may have reason to adopt different dis-

count rates for costs and health benefits, rather than a single

‘social discount rate’ for both (this is returned to in the final

section). For clarity, the ‘social rate of time preference’ will

hereafter be referred to as the ‘social rate of time preference for

consumption,’ to differentiate it from the ‘social rate of time

preference for health.’

The social rate of time preference for health
The standard explanations for society’s time preference for

consumption also apply to society’s time preference for health.

As society’s health improves over time, it may have a prefer-

ence for earlier health benefits over later health benefits, be-

cause of the diminishing marginal utility of health. Society

may also prefer earlier health benefits because of catastrophe

risk or pure time preference.

The social rate of time preference for health generally dif-

fers from the social rate of time preference for consumption.

One reason is that the relative value of health and con-

sumption might change over time. Dave Smith and Hugh

Gravelle have suggested that the consumption value of health

might grow over time, since it is positively correlated with

increasing incomes.

The social rate of time preference for health may be esti-

mated using the Ramsey formula. It may also be implicitly

revealed by the allocation of health budgets across time (this is

returned to in the final section).

Implications for discounting
Where a health policy maker has a specific concern for

society’s health, and is faced with a fixed budget constraint,

it follows that the appropriate discount rate(s) to adopt

for economic evaluations of health interventions cannot be

derived from either the marginal social opportunity cost of

capital or the social rate of time preference for consumption,

but rather by considering the social rate of time preference for

health and the specific opportunity cost of adopting the health

intervention in question (i.e., the health forgone elsewhere as

a result of displaced health care activities). The final section of

this article reviews recent work demonstrating how the dis-

count rate(s) should be derived in this context.

Contentious Issues in Discounting

Should Benefits be Discounted at All?

Although there is substantial empirical evidence that indi-

viduals prefer earlier benefits to later benefits, there is wide-

spread controversy over whether society should display similar
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time preferences. Some authors have expressed frustration

that discounting health benefits causes many interventions

(particularly public health activities) to appear much less

desirable. Others have raised ethical objections on the

grounds that discounting benefits discriminates against future

generations.

A popular view among contemporary economists is that

social welfare should be determined by aggregating the pref-

erences of individuals, specifically those individuals who are

members of the currently living generation. It follows that if

these individuals prefer earlier benefits to later benefits then

society should too. An exception is sometimes made for those

aspects of individual time preference resulting from myopia or

impatience. Many economists regard economic evaluation as a

means of bringing greater rationality into societal decision

making, and so oppose the consideration of these aspects of

time preference on the basis that they are ‘irrational.’ This view

is not universally shared by economists. For example, the UK

Treasury explicitly considered such preferences in the deriv-

ation of its 3.5% discount rate.

This focus on the preferences of individuals is a relatively

new concept. As Murray Krahn and Amiram Gafni have noted,

earlier thinkers, including Jeremy Bentham, David Hume and

the early utilitarians, had an objective, interpersonal and

intergenerational view of social welfare, in which the sub-

jective preferences of the current generation were given rela-

tively little weight. The time preferences of individuals were

viewed as a failing of human reason, as representing intel-

lectual or moral weakness, and potentially harmful to social

welfare. According to Arthur Cecil Pigou, the government

therefore has a ‘duty’ to ‘‘protect the interests of the future in

some degree against the effects of our irrational discounting

and of our preference for ourselves over our descendants.’’

More recently, John Rawls argued that the principle of inter-

generational justice should guide social decision making, in

which the interests of all generations are given equal

consideration.

However, there are legitimate reasons for individuals

and society to prefer earlier benefits, even if equal regard

is given to the welfare of future generations. First, con-

sumption or health may be expected to increase over time. If

social welfare is regarded as an aggregation of individual

utilities, and if there is diminishing marginal utility to con-

sumption or health, then an equal concern for the welfare of

all generations may require that preference be given to im-

proving the consumption or health of earlier generations.

Alternatively, if intergenerational justice requires that con-

sumption or health be equalized across generations, then an

expectation that consumption or health will increase over time

implies that preference should be given to improving the

consumption or health of earlier generations. Finally, there is

always some risk, however small, of a catastrophe preventing

society from enjoying the benefits of consumption or health

in the future.

It follows that society’s rate of time preference for either

consumption or health is most likely positive but lower than

that for individuals. For these reasons, future benefits generally

should be discounted, regardless of whether society accounts

for myopic or impatient preferences in societal decision

making.

Should Costs and Health Benefits be Discounted at Different
Rates?

Although not a new controversy, this debate was reignited in

2004 by the decision of the UK’s National Institute for Health

and Clinical Excellence (NICE) to no longer recommend the

differential discounting of incremental costs and health

benefits (at rates of 6% and 1.5% respectively) but instead

recommend that both be discounted at a common rate of

3.5%. In a 2011 paper, Karl Claxton and colleagues brought

together the prominent authors from both sides of this debate

and clarified the causes of this disagreement.

The authors identified a number of matters of context

which must be considered before this question can be an-

swered, including the health policy maker’s perspective on

social choice, the specific objective adopted by the policy

maker, and whether the policy maker faces a fixed budget

constraint.

Where the policy maker faces a fixed budget constraint,

differential discounting is justified only if the cost–effectiveness

threshold is expected to change over time. Alternatively, if the

policy maker does not face a budget constraint, and if the policy

maker adopts a welfarist or extra-welfarist perspective on social

choice, then differential discounting is only justified if the

consumption value of health is expected to change over time.

These issues are described in more detail in the next

section.

Is Differential Discounting Logically Inconsistent?

A number of arguments have been made that differential

discounting is logically inconsistent, and so common dis-

counting is unavoidable. These include Emmett Keeler and

Shan Cretin’s paradox of indefinite delay, Milton Weinstein

and William Stason’s chain of logic argument, and William

Kip Viscusi’s equivalence argument. Karl Claxton and col-

leagues also criticized the ‘illogicality’ of differential dis-

counting in a previous paper in the recent debate. In response,

Erik Nord has recently argued that all of these ‘consistency

arguments’ are themselves logically inconsistent.

The paradox of indefinite delay
According to Keeler and Cretin’s paradox of indefinite delay, if

two alternative interventions, X and Y, are identical in every

respect, except that X is implemented today and Y is imple-

mented in 10 years’ time (Table 2), then discounting benefits

at a lower rate than costs will result in Y having a more

favorable cost–benefit ratio than X. Unless benefits are dis-

counted at a rate at least as high as costs, this implies that

policy makers will always prefer to indefinitely delay every

intervention.

A problem with this argument, as noted by Michael

Parsonage and Henry Neuburger, is that the policy relevant

Table 2 Keeler and Cretin’s paradox of indefinite delay

Intervention Current year 10 Years’ time

X $10k, 1 life years
Y $10k, 1 life years
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question is not where in time to locate an intervention, but

rather how to set priorities within a constrained budget in any

given year. There is no reason to discount Y to today’s present

value at all: it can simply be appraised in 10 years’ time, when

it will have the same cost–benefit ratio as X. Nord argues that a

distinction should also be made between start time difference

and benefit time difference: policy makers may not wish to

indefinitely postpone the start time of an intervention, but

they may still have a preference over the timing of benefits in

programs with given start times.

The chain of logic argument
Weinstein and Stason’s chain of logic argument, cited by the

Washington Panel as the ‘consistency argument,’ runs as fol-

lows. Suppose there are two interventions: A costs $10 000

now and saves 1 life year in 40 years’ time, while B costs

$70 000 in 40 years’ time and also saves 1 life year in 40 years’

time. Assuming a discount rate on costs of 5%, A and B are

equivalent. A third intervention, C, is then considered which

costs $70 000 now and saves 1 life year now (Table 3). As-

suming a constant value of a life year, C is equivalent to B and

hence equivalent to A. Since C costs seven times as much as A,

the benefits of C must also be seven times the value of those of

A, implying a discount rate on benefits of 5%. Costs and

benefits must therefore be discounted at the same rate.

However, Nord argues that this is true only if the value of a

life year is constant, which was presupposed in the argument.

Indeed, Weinstein and Stason acknowledged that adopting a

non-constant value of a life year may justify differential dis-

counting of costs and benefits.

The equivalence argument
Viscusi’s equivalence argument considers an intervention that

costs $8 million now and saves two lives in 10 years. The value

of a life in year 10 is V. Costs are discounted at r and benefits at

d. In present value terms, the intervention is worthwhile if

2V/(1þ d)1048. Viscusi suggested that one could instead look

at ‘terminal values,’ with the intervention worthwhile if

2V48(1þ r)10, which can be rearranged to 2V/(1þ r)1048.

Since these equations are equivalent only if d¼r, it follows

that costs and benefits should be discounted at the same rate.

However, as Nord notes, Viscusi made only the trivial

arithmetic point that if one uses the same discount rate for

both costs and benefits then either present values or terminal

values may be used. Viscusi presupposed d¼r in his argument.

The real issue about whether the discount rates should be the

same is not addressed.

Further arguments
An earlier paper by Claxton and colleagues made two further

arguments against the ‘illogicality’ of differential discounting:

first, that support for differential discounting ‘‘must rest on a

claim that health, unlike wealth, is not tradable over time’’;

second, that ‘‘the true cost of health gained is health forgone –

at whatever date these gains or losses may occur. Put in this

fashion, the illogicality of wanting to discount health forgone

at a different rate from health gained becomes plain.’’

The first argument is disputed by Nord, who notes that

differential discounting can be justified even if health is

tradable over time. The second argument is correct in stating

that, faced with a fixed health budget constraint, ‘‘the true cost

of health gained is health forgone,’’ but does not account for

the possibility that the cost–effectiveness threshold might

change over time. This possibility was considered in the more

recent paper by Claxton and colleagues.

Is Non-Constant Discounting Appropriate?

Conventional discounting is consistent with Paul Samuelson’s

discounted utility model, with a key assumption being that

the discount rate remains constant over time. For example, if

the discount rate is 5% then a benefit today is equivalent to a

5% greater benefit in 1 year, whereas a benefit in 10 years is

equivalent to a 5% greater benefit in 11 years. Adopting a

constant discount rate results in time consistent decision

making. This means that if an intervention with distant costs

and benefits appears worthwhile today, then it will also appear

worthwhile if reappraised in 10 years’ time.

However, empirical studies have demonstrated that indi-

viduals rarely have a constant rate of time preference. Indi-

viduals often exhibit strong time preferences for benefits in the

near future: offered a choice between $10 now or $15 next

year, many will prefer $10 now. But this time preference be-

comes weaker in the distant future: offered a choice between

$10 in 20 years’ time or $15 in 21 years’ time, many of these

same individuals will prefer $15 in 21 years. A possible reason

is that individuals have difficulty comprehending differences

between distant time periods. The result is time inconsistent

decision making: although the option of $15 in 21 years ap-

pears more attractive today, if asked to reappraise their de-

cision 20 years from now many individuals will regret their

decision and, if possible, switch their choice.

The issue of how to deal with time inconsistent decision

making remains unresolved. Perhaps as a result, non-constant

discounting (including hyperbolic discounting) is rarely

adopted in practice. Although constant discounting allows

policy makers to avoid this issue, the tradeoff is that society’s

time preferences cannot be fully reflected. An exception is the

UK Treasury, which recommends non-constant discounting

for very distant costs and benefits. The discount rate falls

progressively from 3.0% (between 30 and 75 years), to 2.5%

(76–125 years), to 2.0% (126–200 years), to 1.5% (201–300

years), to 1.0% (beyond 300 years). Even with this declining

rate, costs and benefits in 300 years are given just 0.14% of the

weight of present costs and benefits (under a constant dis-

count rate of 3.5%, this weight would be 0.003%).

Discounting in the Context of Health Policy Making

Over recent years, health policy makers around the world have

made increasing use of cost–effectiveness analysis (CEA) to

Table 3 Weinstein and Stason’s chain of logic argument

Intervention Current year 40 Years’ time

A $10k 1 life years
B $70k, 1 life years
C $70k, 1 life years
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guide their decision making around the adoption of new

health interventions. Typically a CEA compares the costs and

health outcomes associated with a health intervention to each

of its comparators, and a judgment made as to whether its

adoption would be cost-effective. Policy makers, or the agen-

cies which conduct CEAs on their behalf, generally publish

guidance as to the discount rates that should be used. For

example, NICE currently specifies that costs and health bene-

fits should both be discounted at 3.5% per year, whereas

the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technology in Health

(CADTH) recommends that both be discounted at 5% per

year. Such guidance has the advantage of providing consist-

ency and comparability across the variety of CEAs considered

by each policy maker. It has also resulted in considerable de-

bate as to the most appropriate discount rates to use, with

much of this debate focused on the merits of differential

discounting of costs and health benefits.

Recent contributions to this debate have demonstrated that

the appropriate discount rates to use depend on the context in

which health policy is made. This requires consideration of a

number of issues, including the health policy maker’s per-

spective on social choice, the specific objective adopted by the

policy maker, and the existence or otherwise of a fixed budget

constraint for health.

The Perspective on Social Choice

In defining the policy context, the first consideration is the

perspective on social choice adopted by the health policy

maker. This is the subject of a vast literature, and there are

many possible perspectives that policy makers may reasonably

adopt. These can be usefully characterized into two groups:

those that regard the primary purpose of policy making to be

to improve social welfare, as defined by welfarist or extra-

welfarist economics; and those that regard policy making as a

means for satisfying specific and explicit objectives, rather

than improving social welfare more generally.

A welfarist perspective
Traditional welfarist economics assumes that individuals ra-

tionally maximize their utility by ordering the various options

available to them and acting according to their preferences.

Individuals are regarded as the only judges of what contributes

most to their utility. Social welfare is judged to be nothing

more than an aggregation of these individual utilities. This

notion of social welfare is very restrictive: in particular, it

cannot take account of outcomes other than utilities, and it

does not permit the use of sources of valuation other than the

individuals affected by the policy decision.

An extra-welfarist perspective
Over recent decades, these limitations have resulted in the rise

of extra-welfarist economics, in which non-utility information

such as the quality of individuals’ utilities, equity weights, and

individuals’ characteristics and capabilities are considered

alongside individual utilities. This provides substantially more

flexibility in the definition of social welfare. Extra-welfarist

economics otherwise retains many of the features of welfarist

economics: the purpose of policy making is still to improve

social welfare, and individual preferences remain an import-

ant consideration.

Problems with the definition of social welfare
To judge whether policy decisions improve social welfare re-

quires the expression of an explicit and complete social wel-

fare function: a ranking over all conceivable social states.

However, there are many reasons why the expression of an

explicit and complete social welfare function might not be

possible or even desirable. The work of Nobel Laureates

Kenneth Arrow and Amartya Sen demonstrated that it is im-

possible to specify an explicit and complete social welfare

function that satisfies basic requirements while remaining

non-dictatorial and respecting minimal liberty. It is therefore

unlikely that any explicit and complete social welfare function

could be expressed which would carry social legitimacy. Fur-

thermore, policy makers may express no desire in specifying

an explicit social welfare function in any case. This is prob-

lematic if improving social welfare is regarded as the primary

purpose of policy making.

A social decision-making perspective
In response, many economists have advocated for an alter-

native approach. The social decision-making perspective

identifies a more modest role for policy making: satisfying

specific and explicit objectives rather than improving social

welfare more generally. Under this perspective, policy making

agencies (such as NICE) are seen as agents of a socially legit-

imate higher authority (in NICE’s case the UK’s democratically

elected parliament). This higher authority does not specify an

explicit social welfare function, but nevertheless allocates re-

sources among different sectors (e.g., health, education, etc.)

and grants each agent the responsibility to pursue a specific

and explicit objective subject to a budget constraint. In NICE’s

case, this objective may be to improve society’s health, subject

to the budget for health allocated by the UK parliament. Al-

though the higher authority does not specify an explicit social

welfare function, the objectives it delegates to the agents, and

its allocation of resources between sectors and within sectors

across time, represent a partial expression of some unknown

latent social welfare function.

The Objective of the Policy Maker

The second consideration of context is the health policy

maker’s objective. This is influenced by the perspective on

social choice. A recent paper by Karl Claxton and colleagues

considers two possible objectives that a health policy maker

might reasonably adopt: the first under a social decision-

making perspective, the second under a welfarist or extra-

welfarist perspective.

A social decision-making perspective
Under a social decision-making perspective, the health policy

maker may reasonably seek to improve society’s health, sub-

ject to the budget constraint set by the higher authority. So-

ciety may also have a preference for earlier health benefits,

represented by the social rate of time preference for health.
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The health policy maker’s objective may therefore be to

‘maximize the present value of health.’

A welfarist or extra-welfarist perspective
Under a welfarist or extra-welfarist perspective, the health

policy maker instead seeks to improve social welfare. Health

may be considered in consumption terms by weighting it by

the consumption value of health. As Hugh Gravelle and col-

leagues note, if consumption and health are the only argu-

ments in the social welfare function, or are separable from

other arguments, then maximizing the consumption value of

health is equivalent to maximizing social welfare. Society’s

time preferences are represented by the social rate of time

preference for consumption. The health policy maker’s

objective may therefore be to ‘maximize the present con-

sumption value of health.’

The Existence or Otherwise of a Budget Constraint

The third consideration of context is the existence or otherwise

of a fixed budget constraint for health. This has important im-

plications for the opportunity cost of adopting an intervention.

A constrained budget
Where the health budget is constrained, any additional costs

of adopting an intervention fall within this budget. It is

inevitable that one or more other health interventions will

then be displaced, resulting in forgone health. This represents

the opportunity cost of adopting the intervention. A critical

part of appraising the cost–effectiveness of the intervention is

estimating this opportunity cost. Unfortunately, health policy

makers are usually unaware of the specific health interventions

displaced, so the extent of forgone health must be estimated in

some other way.

One such approach is to estimate the slope of the health

production function. This function describes how changes in

the health budget affect the aggregate health output of the

health system, with health output usually considered to be

a positive but diminishing function of the health budget. The

reciprocal of the slope of the health production function at

the prevailing health budget and health output represents the

‘cost–effectiveness threshold,’ denoted as k in Figure 1.

The cost–effectiveness threshold reveals how much health

output is expected to be forgone following a marginal re-

duction in the existing health budget. For example, suppose

that reducing the health budget by $50 000 reduces aggregate

health output by 1 quality-adjusted life-year (QALY). The ex-

pected opportunity cost of adopting a new intervention would

therefore be 1 QALY for every additional $50 000 spent, im-

plying a cost–effectiveness threshold of $50 000 per QALY.

Since the cost–effectiveness threshold represents a matter

of fact – how much health output is forgone, rather than the

value of this health output – its estimation is an empirical

matter. All else equal, the cost–effectiveness threshold will

grow with increases in the health budget and fall with im-

provements in the marginal productivity of the health system.

The possibility of the cost–effectiveness threshold changing

over time must therefore be considered by health policy

makers.

A non-constrained budget
Where the health budget is not constrained, any additional

costs associated with adopting an intervention generally fall

on other sectors or taxpayers. Under a welfarist or extra-

welfarist perspective, the resulting opportunity cost may be

regarded in terms of forgone consumption. To determine the

cost–effectiveness of the intervention, the health benefits can

be weighted by the consumption value of health so that a

comparison may be made in consumption terms. Since

adopting interventions in this context does not displace

health, the cost–effectiveness threshold is redundant.

The Appropriate Discount Rates to Adopt

Recent work by Karl Claxton and colleagues demonstrated

how these matters of context determine the appropriate dis-

count rates for the health policy maker to adopt when ap-

praising the cost–effectiveness of health interventions.

In cases where the health policy maker is faced with a

constrained health budget, the authors assume that the policy

maker determines whether an intervention is cost-effective by

comparing its incremental cost–effectiveness ratio (ICER) to

the current estimate of the cost–effectiveness threshold. Al-

ternatively, where the health budget is not constrained, it is

assumed that this ICER is compared to the current estimate of

the consumption value of health.

According to Claxton and colleagues, where the health

budget is constrained and the policy maker adopts a social

decision-making perspective on social choice:

• Incremental costs should be discounted at approximately

the social rate of time preference for health plus the ex-

pected growth rate of the cost–effectiveness threshold.

• Incremental health benefits should be discounted at the

social rate of time preference for health.

Alternatively, where the health policy maker adopts a

welfarist or extra-welfarist perspective:

• If the health budget is constrained, incremental costs

should be discounted at approximately the social rate

of time preference for consumption minus the expected

Health budget0 B*

Slope = 1/k
H*

Health output

Figure 1 The ‘cost–effectiveness threshold’ (k) is determined by the
reciprocal of the slope of the health production function at the
prevailing health budget (B�) and health output (H�).
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growth rate of the consumption value of health plus the

expected growth rate of the cost–effectiveness threshold.

• If the health budget is not constrained, incremental costs

should be discounted at the social rate of time preference

for consumption.

• Regardless of whether or not the health budget is con-

strained, incremental health benefits should be discounted

at approximately the social rate of time preference for

consumption minus the expected growth rate of the con-

sumption value of health.

In a subsequent paper, Mike Paulden and Karl Claxton

provide an alternative specification for the appropriate dis-

count rates to adopt under a social decision-making per-

spective. The authors argue that, in societies with a single-payer

health system funded by a socially legitimate higher authority

(such as a democratically elected parliament), the social rate of

time preference for health is implicitly revealed by the allo-

cation of health budgets across time. In this context, the social

rate of time preference for health is shown to be approximately

equal to the real interest rate faced by the higher authority

which finances the health system minus the expected growth

rate of the cost–effectiveness threshold.

Combining this result with the findings of Claxton and

colleagues, it follows that:

• Incremental costs should be discounted at the real interest

rate faced by the higher authority which finances the health

system.

• Incremental health benefits should be discounted at

approximately the real interest rate faced by the higher

authority that finances the health system minus the ex-

pected growth rate of the cost–effectiveness threshold.

Intuition and policy implications
Where the budget is constrained, expected growth in the

cost–effectiveness threshold must be accounted for, since

the opportunity cost of adopting interventions also changes

(for higher thresholds, incremental costs result in less

health forgone, and vice versa). However, when the ICER of

the intervention is compared to the current estimate of the

cost–effectiveness threshold, this growth is not accounted for.

The only practical way to account for this growth is to adjust

the discount rate used for incremental costs. This results in

differential discounting.

Under a welfarist or extra-welfarist perspective, if the con-

sumption value of health is expected to change over time, an

adjustment must be applied to the discount rate for incre-

mental health benefits. If the health budget is not constrained,

this results in differential discounting. However, if the health

budget is constrained, the same adjustment must also be made

to the discount rate used for incremental costs. This is because

incremental costs fall on the health budget and result in for-

gone health, and any change in the consumption value of

health also applies to health forgone. Under a constrained

budget, change in the consumption value of health does not

therefore justify differential discounting, but rather a lower

discount rate for both incremental costs and health benefits. In

this case, differential discounting is only appropriate if the

cost–effectiveness threshold is expected to change over time.

Estimating the growth rate of the cost–effectiveness

threshold requires extensive empirical research. With the

exception of recent work in the UK, this research has not

yet been undertaken in any jurisdiction. Theoretically, the

cost–effectiveness threshold should grow with increases in the

health budget but shrink with improvements in marginal

productivity. As such, it may not be obvious in many juris-

dictions whether the cost–effectiveness threshold is growing or

shrinking. As Mike Paulden and Karl Claxton note, it

may therefore be reasonable to assume that the growth rate of

the cost–effectiveness threshold is zero (implying common

discounting of incremental costs and health benefits) until a

reliable empirical estimate of the growth rate of the

cost–effectiveness threshold is available.

The real interest rate faced by a higher authority may be

approximated by the real yield on its long term bonds. As of

November 2012, the real yield on long term bonds issued by the

UK and Canadian governments was in the region of 0.5–1.5%

per annum. It follows that, under a social decision-making

perspective, health policy making agencies such as NICE and

CADTH should discount incremental costs and health benefits

at a lower common rate than currently recommended.
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Glossary
Competitive advantage An advantage that a firm has over

its competitors.

Coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) A type of surgery

that improves blood flow to the heart. Surgeons use CABG

to treat people who have severe coronary heart disease.

Gestational surrogacy Surrogacy is an arrangement in

which a woman carries and delivers a child for another

couple or person and is biologically unrelated to the child.

Intracytoplasmic sperm injection One of the in vitro

fertilization procedures (see the next term) in which a single

sperm is injected directly into an egg.

In vitro fertilization (IVF) Commonly referred to as IVF.

IVF is the process of fertilization by manually combining an

egg and sperm in a laboratory dish.

Medical tourism The travel for healthcare services outside

the main local healthcare coverage area.

Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD) An international economic

organization of 34 countries founded in 1961 to stimulate

economic progress and world trade.

Synergies Where the whole becomes greater than the sum

of the individual parts.

Growth of Medical Tourism

Globalization has inevitably become part of all industries, as

we observe the economy stretch worldwide due to cheaper

travel, better communication methods, and common solu-

tions to problems. Over the past decade a healthcare practice

that has emerged with an unimagined scale of magnitude as a

multibillion dollar industry is the global medical tourism in-

dustry. Privatization and commercialization of conventional

home country or region-based healthcare has been redefined

in a global market. Medical tourism (also often referred to as

international medical tourism) is generally defined as the

travel of patients seeking healthcare services outside the main

local healthcare coverage area.

According to sources, the number of medical tourists

will rise from approximately 10.5 million in 2011 to 23.2

million by 2017. Some predict global revenue appro-

ximately between $40 and $60 billion, with different growth

rates estimated over the next 10 years, some at 20% annual

growth. Some reports estimate specific area growth, such as

worldwide surgical volume at 60 000 patients every year.

The most obvious benefit of medical tourism is cost savings

for consumers, which typically range from 40% to 90%.

For example, heart bypass that may cost approximately

$180 000 in the US can be rendered at $10 000 in India or

Thailand. Including first class air fare and four-star hotel ac-

commodations for recovery, the savings are routinely more

than 60%.

However, one needs to remember that medical tourism is

not a new phenomenon, ancient civilizations and historians

have recorded the travel of patients across regions and coun-

tries searching for appropriate treatment and better care. For

example, Greeks traveled to spas known as ‘Asklepia’ in the

Mediterranean for purification and spiritual healing; for over

2000 years foreign patients have traveled to the Aquae Sulis

reservoir built by the Romans in what is now the British town

of Bath; and Chinese and Indian scholars traveled across

countries to seek more knowledge of diseases and conditions

bringing patients with them. In the early nineteenth century,

sanatoriums attracted tuberculosis patients to pristine moun-

tain air such as Davos, Switzerland.

For the past few decades, outstanding facilities, such as

Cleveland Clinic and Mayo Clinic, have attracted medical

tourists to developed countries such as US, especially wealthy

patrons from the developing world. However, worth noting is

the new pattern of reversed care destination where patients

from developed countries travel to seek medical services in

developing countries such as India, Thailand, Malaysia, Chile,

Argentina, Philippines, Jordan, South Africa, and others

(Figure 1). These countries offer state-of-the-art technology

and facilities, employ US-trained physicians, and concierge

healthcare services at a fraction of costs that would have

otherwise been incurred in the developed countries (low labor

costs and overheads making it affordable). Other factors

contributing to the growth of medical tourism include, but are

not limited to, financial mobility, free trade, technological

advances, cheap transportation, more resources, and rapid

communications. Patients unable to gain prompt access to

services due to a number of reasons, such as restricted insur-

ance policies, long waiting time, and unavailable treatment

options have started traveling beyond their borders to receive

the care of preferences. Additionally, ‘word of mouth’ pro-

motion by recent medical tourists, careful marketing, and

interests from health insurance companies are some other

drivers of medical tourism.

To attract patients from developed countries, medical

tourism packages include procedures (Table 1) with pre-

established prices, air fare, accommodation, ground trans-

portation, concierge treatment, food, recuperation therapy,

and supplementary trips to popular destinations. Often these

packages are well coordinated by medical tourism companies

representing care delivery organizations in the host countries.
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Medical Tourism through a Systems Thinking
Perspective

Systems thinking is an approach that reveals the underlying

characteristics and relationships of systems. It uses com-

prehensive suite of tools and approaches to map, measure,

and understand a system and its dynamics with the environ-

ment. Its utility in understanding and integrating complex,

real-world settings makes it the right strategy for explaining

the growth in medical tourism industry. To understand the

medical tourism industry, it is imperative to understand the

complex effects, synergies, and emergent behaviors of various

stakeholders affecting this economic explosion. Additionally,

researchers have discussed the benefits of using the systems

thinking approach in understanding healthcare systems as

these systems are self-organizing, constantly changing, tightly

linked, governed by feedback, nonlinear, history dependent,

counter-intuitive, and resistant to change.

The main stakeholders in the global healthcare marketplace

include hospitals (private and public), patients, stand-alone

clinics, governments, medical tourism companies, airlines,

hotels, health administrators, and healthcare providers

(Figure 2). However, first, it is important to understand how the

medical tourism industry fits in the healthcare system. World

Health Organization (WHO) defines a health system as,‘consists

South Korea

Thailand

Brazil

Costa Rica

Mexico

Malaysia

Singapore

China
IndiaDubai

Turkey

Hungary

South Africa

Cuba

Figure 1 Medical tourism destinations.

Table 1 Commonly conducted procedures/treatments for medical
tourism and their countries

Common medical tourism
procedures

Countries

Dental tourism Mexico, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Argentina, Thailand, Hungary,
and Poland

Transplant tourism (kidney, heart,
lung, and liver transplant)

Thailand, India, and China

Reproduction tourism (includes
in vitro fertilization, gestational
surrogacy, and intracytoplasmic
sperm injection)

India, Barbados, and UK

Cardiac procedures (coronary
artery bypass graft and bypass
surgery with heart valve
replacement)

India, Thailand, Costa Rica,
Singapore, Malaysia, and
South Korea

Knee surgery India, Thailand, Singapore, and
Malaysia

Hip replacement India, Thailand, Singapore,
Malaysia, and Turkey

Ophthalmic surgery (cataract
surgery, cornea alteration
procedures, and glaucoma
treatments)

Mexico, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Argentina, India, Thailand,
Singapore, Malaysia,
and Turkey
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of all organizations, people and actions whose primary intent is

to promote restore or maintain health.’ The goal is ‘improving

health and health equity in ways that are responsive, financially

fair, and make the best, or most efficient, use of available re-

sources.’ WHO further identifies six systems building blocks that

are used as a framework to apply systems thinking to medical

tourism. These blocks serve as framework for understanding the

medical tourism and effect of stakeholders in the service. The

blocks have been identified as: Service delivery, health work-

force, health information, medical technologies, health finan-

cing, and leadership and governance. These blocks form an

integrated relationship that creates interactions in the medical

tourism industry. Thus, using this framework and systems

thinking approach an attempt is made to understand the world

of medical tourism (Figure 3) (Box 1).

• Service delivery: The most effective medical tourism hos-

pitals are the ones that provide services that are superior

quality, reliable, timely, accessible, cost effective, and

globally identical to some of the best in the world.

• Health workforce: The workforce is well trained, highly

efficient, and reliable. Additionally, the workforce needs to

be affordable to maintain the low cost structure. The

combination of these attributes is commonly found in

healthcare professionals, providing care services in the

medical tourism industry.

• Health information: These hospitals ensure that the

consumers are provided with current, relevant, and non-

asymmetric information. Gaining trust of patients through

transparency is what these hospitals aim to achieve at the

point of interest initiation. The advancement of information

and communications technologies allows consumers to

access health information from various electronic sources at

their fingertips.

• Medical technologies: To build competitiveness and illustrate

advanced medical capabilities, medical tourism providers

have invested in medical technologies that are most

advanced, cost effective, scientifically sound, and safety and

quality focused.

• Health financing: The health financing system is entitled to

providing affordable, necessary medical services to patients.

Evidently, medical tourism ‘provides incentives for providers

and users to be efficient’ simultaneously.

• Leadership and governance: Strong leadership and effective

governance drive strategic thinking to create new care deliv-

ery models that meet consumer demands and to generate an

accountable care environment via policy and regulation

oversight.

Governments

Patients

Clinical and
nonclinical

professionals

Hospitals/
clinical

Transport
industry
(airlines)

Travel industry
(airlines and

tourism
agencies)

Medical tourism
industry

Figure 2 Main stakeholders in the medical tourism industry.

Leadership and governance
(Health administrators, government)

Financing

Service delivery

Healthcare workforce

Medical technology

Health information
+/− Reliable

Growth in
medical
tourism

+/− Strategic

+/− Quality

+/−Cost-effectiveness

Globally standardized

Figure 3 Medical tourism through systems thinking. Reproduced from De Savigny, D. and Adam, T. (eds) (2009). Systems thinking for health
systems strengthening. Alliance for Health Policy and Systems Research, WHO.
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Economic Drivers of Medical Tourism

As mentioned in the section Growth of Medical Tourism,

globalization of markets and services serve as a strong enabler

of healthcare trades between developed countries and de-

veloping countries. Specifically, it forces the global healthcare

markets to be smaller and interconnected and opens oppor-

tunities for the movement of consumers and resources (i.e.,

healthcare professionals, medical and information technology,

pharmaceutical supplies, capital funding, and international

laws and regulations) across national borders. As a result,

medical tourism has influenced the economic discourse of

healthcare services consumption and production. Like other

economic goods, the growth of medical tourism inherently

rests on the fundamental economic principles of demand,

supply, price, and value.

Because a transaction of medical tourism involves a number

of relevant stakeholders, such as patients, providers, insurance

companies, governments of the patient’s countries, and gov-

ernment of the hosting countries (Figure 2), it is complicated to

describe the economic drivers by a stakeholder. This article will

discuss the economic drivers through the demand and supply

lenses in which the multifaceted perspectives of different

stakeholders can be well incorporated. Note that the following

discussions will focus on the outbound medical tourism from

developed countries to developing or hosting countries.

Healthcare systems across countries around the world have

confronted different unique challenges, which fundamentally

result from how the systems are set up.

Multiple US federal mandates and initiatives have been

enacted with the aims of sustainably bending the healthcare

cost curve and improving access and quality of care. Mean-

while, a number of Americans are struggling with their chronic

or acute illnesses every day, requiring necessary medical

treatments, many of whom are uninsured or underinsured.

Healthcare providers, especially hospitals, are under a lot of

pressures caused by reimbursement cuts and new payment

models. The result is increasing operating expenses while

being required by law to stabilize any patients present at their

facilities regardless of their insurance status. Hospitals that

keep taking on the burdens caused by unpaid services are in

financial distress causing some to discontinue their oper-

ations. This results in a negative domino effect on the other

Box 1 Perspective

Perspective on Bumrungrad International
Hospital

Bumrungrad International Hospital based in Bangkok, Thailand, was
founded in 1980 as a 200-bed facility. Since its inception, Bumrungrad has
expanded to a 554-beds facility that delivers over 30 specialty services. It is
the largest hospital in southeast Asia that meets international standards.
Bumrungrad is the first hospital in Asia accredited by the Joint Com-
mission International since 2002 as well as the first hospital in Thailand
accredited by the Institute of Hospital Quality Improvement and Accredit-
ation since1990. Bumrungrad opened its outpatient clinic building in 2008.
Bumrungrad is a for-profit hospital traded on the Stock Exchanges of
Thailand.

Bumrungrad’s vision is to offer ‘world class medicine’ and ‘world class
service’ and its mission is ‘to provide world class healthcare with care and
compassion.’ These vision and mission statements have been the compass
directing Bumrungrad in its venture toward being the top international
hospital of Asia and probably of the world. As an international hospital,
Bumrungrad annually receives an average of 400 000 patients from more
than 190 countries, which comprise 40% of all its patients. It is able to do
so thanks to various factors such as its workforce, office support, infra-
structure, and technologies. The majority of Bumrungrad medical and
managerial workforce pursued education and completed training from
developed countries such as the UK, Germany, Japan, Australia, or the US.
Bumrungrad employs over 1100 physicians and dentists, 200 of whom are
US board certified. Bumrungrad employs over 150 interpreters who fa-
cilitate the communication between foreign patients and the clinical staff. To
better support its foreign patients, Bumrungrad established International
Referral Offices comprising 16 international offices based in 16 countries,
overseas offices through its liaison between Bumrungrad and patients
outside Thailand.

Bumrungrad was designed as a hospital that delivers its services in a
magnificent hotel infrastructure. Its main lobby, which contains five shops
and a bank, is reminiscent of a luxurious and spacious five-star hotel
lobby; its hospital rooms are equipped with bed-side laptop, Wi-Fi, and
interactive television with on-demand movies option. Even the hospital
rooms are classified according to hotel standards such as single deluxe
rooms, premier suites, premier atrium suites, and premier royal suites. Its
51 hospitality suites are self-contained apartments with inside pool and
fitness facility. The top floors of the hospital building contain six inter-
national restaurants as well as a premium member lounge. These kind of
amenities appeal to patients as they feel like they are in a hotel instead of
being sick in a hospital.

Furthermore, Bumrungrad’s infrastructure is equipped with state-of-the-
art medical, pharmaceutical, laboratory, and information technologies. All
these technologies were adopted mainly to improve healthcare quality,
patient safety, and efficiency. Thus, medical staff and technicians spend less
time on routine activities and devote more time on direct patient care.
Bumrungrad uses advanced medical technologies such as digital mam-
mography and image-guided radiotherapy. In addition, Bumrungrad owns a
pharmacy robot, which is a fully automated drug management system.
Bumrungrad’ s medical lab automation is a comprehensive system that
performs medication packaging, storage, and dispensing.

Bumrungrad has partnered with Microsoft for the implementation of
Microsoft Amalga Health Information System, a fully integrated hospital
information system that has streamlined its information processing activ-
ities. Although the Veteran Health Administration has the most advanced
electronic medical record system in the US, its health information tech-
nology specialists were sent to Bangkok to study the Bumrungrad infor-
mation system. In 2008, Bumrungrad received the ‘Best Wireless Project
South East Asia’ award from Motorola’s Enterprise Mobility Business.

In addition to the provision of healthcare, Bumrungrad conducts clinical
research in the Bumrungrad International Clinical Research Center, which

was established in 2001. Its research activities focus on clinical trials on
prescription drugs and biomedical and social science research.

Although Bumrungrad caters for the wealthy locals and foreigners and is
being propelled to its status as a world-class leader in healthcare, it has not
forgotten those who cannot afford to pay for high-cost services. It created a
foundation, the Bumrungrad Hospital Foundation to provide charitable
services for the underprivileged Thai population. Such services included
the provision of 122 pediatric heart surgeries and health education.

Thanks to Bumrungrad’ s continuous strive for hospital wide quality and
excellence, it has been ranked sixth of the top ten Thai companies, named
among the six most admired Thai companies in terms of corporate
reputation, quality, and innovation, and considered one of the best des-
tinations for medical tourists.

Author: Zo Ramamonjiarivelo, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Governor State
University, Chicago, US.
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existing hospitals. In addition, underinsured patients are not

authorized for certain procedures and cannot afford the dif-

ference between the charges and amount their payers

reimburse the provider. As a result, price plays a major role for

uninsured and underinsured Americans to receive proper

treatments, forcing them to search for options overseas where

a similar procedure plus travel and accommodation expenses

cost much less. Lack of cost transparency for the medical care

provided and uncontrolled escalation of medical service and

technology costs add more challenges within the healthcare

market.

Canada and England are samples of other Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries

confronting their own issues of waiting time. Although the

government will take care of sick patients, they are required to

wait a number of weeks or months for certain medical pro-

cedures causing unbearable pains and discomforts. In addition,

some medical services such as fertility and stem-cell treatments

have yet to be legalized or approved in many western countries,

leaving patients with no choice but to seek the treatments

available elsewhere. Given that these medical tourism facilities

are well equipped with the state-of-the-art technologies and

staffed with western-trained providers, some patients perceive

them as providing higher quality of treatments when compared

to local providers. The abundance of information technology

also allows patients to gather information on medical treat-

ment options from various sources, which assist their decision

making process and help protect themselves from information

asymmetry and provider-induced demand. As a result, there

exist unmet demands of medical services among citizens of

these developed countries. Price, unavailable treatment op-

tions, long waiting time, and ability to make a decision based

on alternative preferences are some of the major drivers on the

demand of medical tourism. In summary, price and value in

medical tourism can generally be reflected through the notion

that world-class quality care is rendered to patients from de-

veloped countries at third world prices.

When there is a demand, there will always be an oppor-

tunity for a new market, and those who recognize it and have

capabilities to supply the needs can take the pie. The supply

side of this medical tourism equation is obviously reflected

through the hosting or developing countries that provide

medical services to the patients from developed countries with

unmet needs. Healthcare delivery organizations in developing

countries have quickly grasped on the concept of medical

tourism and these untapped demands, emphasizing on qual-

ity of care and world-class customer services. Some perceive it

as a new business development strategy when domestic private

patients have turned to publicly funded healthcare systems

such as academic health centers where high quality and ad-

vanced care is rendered at a lower price. Some countries have

seen the great economic potential of medical tourism turned it

into the national agenda and supported the provider organ-

izations both financially and policy-wise (e.g., India and

Thailand). For example, opening of more health tourist visa

approvals, more subsidies on ventures encouraging tourists in

the country, and legalization of certain medical procedures

such as surrogacy.

The main competitive advantage that these provider or-

ganizations have over their counterparts in the developed

countries is the cost of labor and supplies. Labor is a major

operating cost for healthcare delivery organizations. Because

labor costs in these developing countries, even for healthcare

professionals, are much lower than those in developed

countries, these organizations are operating at a fraction of the

cost incurred by their western counterparts, allowing them to

develop attractive pricing strategies. In addition, the medical

and pharmaceutical supplies in developing countries are at a

much lower negotiated price, part of which is due to inter-

national trade agreements.

Owing to the dramatic success in the medical tourism

industry within a relatively short timeframe, there is an in-

creasing trend in partnership and investment between health

systems in the developed countries and medical tourism

providers in developing countries, resulting in the flow of

capital funding to accelerate the growth of medical tourism.

Over the years, medical tourism has expanded its client

base from only out-of-pocket individuals to patients with

private or employer insurance because both sides share a

win-win situation. The potential revenue streams from these

groups of patients have led to different types of arrangements

between insurance companies in developed countries and

providers in developing countries. As a result, low operating

costs and increasing capital are two main factors driving the

growth of medical tourism on the supply side.

Health Policy Issues in Medical Tourism

Although medical tourism has created tremendous economic

gains to the hosting countries and health benefits to the pa-

tients receiving care, it at the same time has undergone a

number of legal, social, and ethical criticisms and forfeiting

challenges. The emerging trade of medical services brings forth

a number of regulatory and policy implications at inter-

national and country levels affecting both developed and de-

veloping countries. Given that medical tourism is relatively in

its infancy and merely merits dramatic attention in recent

years, there is no existing law or regulation that specifically

aims to enforce appropriate actions, penalize misconducts in

medical treatments, and prevent future wrongdoing around

this new pattern of medical practice.

Certain regulations and policies aim at supporting the

medical tourism industry. There exist some international

accreditation organizations such as the Joint Commission

International (based in the US) and Trent Accreditation

Scheme (based in UK–Europe) from which medical tourism

organizations seek accreditation to demonstrate their com-

mitment to high-quality care and patient safety. By being

recognized by the world-renowned accreditation bodies, these

care delivery organizations can not only provide a level of

assurance and comfort to patients traveling from developed

countries but also leverage the accreditation as a competitive

advantage that could also attract local patients.

To support the growth of medical tourism, some de-

veloping countries have relaxed their visa process or estab-

lished a special type of visa for patients seeking medical

treatments in the countries. Additionally, with the great at-

tempt to bend the healthcare cost curve, the US Congress
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recently held a Senate hearing on the promise of medical

tourism titled ‘The Globalization of Health Care: Can Medical

Tourism Reduce Health Care Costs?’ while there is also a push

for Medicare and Medicaid to reimburse medical tourism

services. Furthermore, insurance companies have caught on

the trend and started incorporating medical tourism into their

plans, hoping to decrease the cost burdens they would

otherwise have borne should the patients were treated in the

US.

However, medical tourism has incurred unintended con-

sequences for which no laws and regulations have yet been

prepared. Privacy and security of patient information is of

great concern. Although the information created or captured

on the US soil is protected by the Health Insurance Portability

and Accountability Act, healthcare organizations in other

countries are not bound by the law, which in turn makes it

difficult to handle any violations. Not only patients from de-

veloped countries but also the citizens of the hosting countries

could be negatively impacted by medical tourism. The eco-

nomics doctrine was established on the notion of scarcity

where limited resources can never fulfill indefinite wants and

needs. As a result, when resources are redirected to serve the

needs of spillover patients from the developed countries, there

will be negative consequences to the unmet needs of basic

healthcare services among the consumers in the hosting

countries. This poses highly concerned threats to the local

patients, especially among the people with financial con-

straints. Statistics have shown that the ratio of medical pro-

viders to patients in developing countries is much lower than

that of developed countries. In addition, on top of the existing

issue of external brain drain, the heavy recruitment of highly

skilled, experienced, western-trained healthcare practitioners

into medical tourism facilities has driven a more severe inci-

dence of provider shortage in the public health system of the

developing countries (i.e., internal brain drain). Although

there is currently no empirical study that shows that the

magnitude of medical tourism impacts on provider shortage

and healthcare access of consumers in the developing coun-

tries, some anecdotal evidence point to the stark increasing

disparities.

Without an effective policy set forth by home country

governments or international bodies, the issues could

have further implications on social gaps and potentially

threaten the health-related goals put in place by the countries

or international organizations such as WHO and United Na-

tions. To ensure the mitigation of negative effects, home

country governments and international regulatory bodies

must work independently and cooperatively to prioritize an

understanding of these issues and subsequently develop pol-

icies that address these arduous obstacles in both short and

long term.

The Future of Medical Tourism

Medical tourism has generated global competition in the de-

livery of healthcare market. In this competition, the more

expensive and resourceful countries are increasingly dis-

advantaged. However, one cannot remain a nonparticipating

player in this lucrative opportunity. As a result, a number of

frontrunners in the US healthcare have expanded their stra-

tegic coverage to compete for market share in medical tourism.

For example, Philadelphia International Medicine is building

a hospital in Korea; Harvard University has partnered with

India’s Wockhardt Hospital and the United Arab Emirates to

create the Dubai Healthcare City; and The Johns Hopkins

University and Tufts University have opened hospitals in

India. Such collaboration and partnership have propelled the

image of affordable and high-quality care to new heights.

In the long run, medical tourism may also help insurance

providers and employers reduce their costs and provide their

employees with alternatives for satisfactory coverage. Only a

few insurers offer care overseas, but they have already reported

remarkable savings. For example, Blue Cross/Blue Shield of

South Carolina gives customers a medical tourism option

through its Companion Global Healthcare and even offers

coordination of foreign care for preexisting and noncovered

procedures. Employers large and small are beginning to offer

incentives to their employees to have routine care done out-

side the country, observing considerable savings. For example,

Hannaford, a US grocery chain, found that sending its em-

ployees to Singapore for knee or hip replacements lowered the

price from $43 000 to $9000.

Medical tourism challenges the ability of nation-states and

national governments to control affairs within their own jur-

isdiction. The lack of legal options for patients choosing

healthcare overseas, ethical and social justice issues of travel-

ing abroad for organ transplant and reproductive tourism and

concerns about large international hospitals providing level of

care unaffordable for citizens is a concern raised by op-

ponents. To address these concerns new international steps are

taken among a coalition of countries resulting in the Declar-

ation of Istanbul on Organ Trafficking and Transplant Tourism

in May, 2008. Nonprofit organizations promoting inter-

national medical travel vouching for quality healthcare are

also growing; one of such organizations is Medical Tourism

Association that currently has 20 000 members and a slick

website and magazine. Additionally, organizations such as

Joint Commission International – the international division

of The Joint Commission, have been working with healthcare

organizations, ministries of health, and global organizations

in more than 80 countries. Conferences such as the World

Medical Tourism and Global Health Conference are being

held every year and are attended by representatives from major

international medical centers looking for business, Western

firms coordinating medical travel and care, and third-party

payers and insurance companies seeking ways to contain costs.

On a general note, globalization of healthcare in the form

of medical tourism has several advantages:

1. Economies of scale: The production of medical services in

an efficient and standardized format encourages value

creation in healthcare delivery.

2. Better consumer purchasing power: Apart from quality, the

central focus of this industry is cost-efficiency, which gives

consumers (patients) more control of their treatment

options and destinations.

3. Faster adoption of innovative healthcare treatments and

technologies: The presence of innumerable competitors

acts as driver for the early adoption of evidence-based
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innovative treatment plans and options. It additionally also

creates more acceptability of the services that are provided

by hospitals.

4. Emergence of global market segments: As the industry

grows, more clustering of this industry is being observed.

Presently, the Asian region (India, Thailand, Malaysia, and

Singapore) seem to be sprouting medical tourism hospitals

at an exponential speed.

5. Development of synergies: The global scale of the health-

care industry is also an opportunity for transfer of ideas on

healthcare products and treatments from one country to

another. Additionally, the global marketing creates more

experience in operating in multicultural and diverse

environments.

The key to success for medical tourism therefore lies in the

strategic global economic growth, focusing on how revenue

from worldwide patient travel translates into output, jobs, and

income. It will provide an opportunity to both developing and

developed countries. Although developing countries will

benefit from the travel resulting in revenue generation from

the healthcare services provided, developed countries will

benefit from the competitiveness of the market as a stop point

to reflect on their cost, quality, and accessibility issues in

providing their citizens value-driven healthcare. Even though

medical tourism is confronting some social and ethical chal-

lenges, it without a doubt is an explicit example of inter-

national economics in action where the flow of consumers

and resources beyond local boundary promotes an affordable,

accessible, and quality healthcare environment.

See also: Competition on the Hospital Sector. Emerging Infections,
the International Health Regulations, and Macro-Economy. Global
Health Initiatives and Financing for Health. Health and Health Care,
Need for. Health Insurance and Health. International E-Health and
National Health Care Systems. International Movement of Capital in

Health Services. International Trade in Health Services and Health
Impacts. International Trade in Health Workers. Medical Tourism.
Price Elasticity of Demand for Medical Care: The Evidence since the
RAND Health Insurance Experiment. Resource Allocation Funding
Formulae, Efficiency of. Theory of System Level Efficiency in Health
Care. Willingness to Pay for Health
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Glossary
Atkinson inequality index An index of inequality that has

explicit weights attaching to the measured variable (income,

health, etc.) at various levels. This sensitivity parameter

ranges from 0 (indifference about the nature of the

distribution) to infinity (concern attaches only to the

position of the very lowest group).

Capabilities The set of all possible physical and social

functioning for a person.

Concentration index A measure of the degree of income-

related inequality in health. Where there is no income-

related inequality, the concentration index is zero. A

negative value indicates a disproportionate concentration of

ill-health among the poor.

Direct unfairness Inequalities in health or health care

after one has removed the effect of determinants not

considered to be or to lead to unfairness.

Fairness gap The gap between an actual and a

hypothetical distribution of health in which all

legitimate grounds for inequality have been

removed.

Gini coefficient A number between 0 and 1, where 0

corresponds to perfect equality (everyone has the

same income, health care, etc.) and 1 is perfect

inequality (one person has all the income, health

care, etc.).

Lorenz curve A graph showing the cumulative percentage

of income, health expenditures, etc. held by successive

percentiles of the population.

Standardization The adjustment of raw data to

avoid making false inferences arising from confounding

factors.

Introduction

A fair society should give individuals equal opportunities to

realize their own life project. Health is of utmost importance

for the flourishing of individuals. It seems, therefore, self-

evident that inequality in health should get an important

place on the fairness agenda. Yet, this seemingly obvious

statement raises difficult issues. First, is all inequality in health

necessarily unfair? Some health inequalities can be seen as

‘unavoidable,’ because they are due to biological factors or

simply reflect bad luck. Should we not rather target those in-

equalities that are caused by the organization of our society,

and in particular the health inequalities that are linked to

indicators of socioeconomic status such as income, wealth,

education, and social class? Socioeconomic inequalities have

indeed been the main focus of the research, both in the public

health and in the economic literature, and they also

figure most prominently in policy statements. Yet, this raises a

second, similar, question: Are all socioeconomic inequalities

necessarily unfair? What if they are partly caused by individual

behavior, such as smoking and drinking, or by choices about

where to live and what kind of work to pursue? Should people

not be held responsible for their lifestyle choices? And if so,

should our measure of unfairness not in one way or another

take into account this element of individual responsibility?

Third, no matter how important health is for human flour-

ishing, it is not the only important dimension of well-being.

Does it make sense to focus on health only? Should we not

integrate health inequality in an overall view of unfair in-

equality in well-being?

These questions are the main focus of this entry and

therefore other important issues are left aside. First, an explicit

defense of egalitarianism will not be constructed and it will

simply be taken for granted that some form of equality is

necessary for fairness. The real question is: Equality of what?

Second, the possible trade-off between total health and its

distribution will not be considered. If spreading information

about healthy lifestyles leads to an increase in average life

expectancy but at the same time to growing inequality (e.g.,

because different cognitive capacities lead to differences in the

efficiency of processing this information), a complete evalu-

ation of the policy requires trading off these two effects. The

focus here is on the specification of the fairness element in this

trade-off. Third, unfairness is not exclusively a matter of health

outcomes but has also a procedural element: Many will not

accept that unfair health inequalities should be tackled by

introducing explicit discriminatory practices into the process

of accessing health care. Fourth, health can be measured in

many different ways. Mortality is one possible indicator, the

number of chronic conditions another; and much work is

based on subjective self-assessed health, either on a continu-

ous scale or in discrete categories. Different health concepts

may yield different fairness results. Moreover, the level at

which these variables are measured will determine the kind of

inequality measures that can be used. These measurement

issues will be left aside and the focus will be on the conceptual

question: What is unfair health inequality?

Pure Health Inequality

The most straightforward approach is of course to consider

simply all health inequalities as ‘unfair.’ Provided that health

can be measured on a ratio scale, the degree of unfair health

inequality can then be gauged by any of the measures that
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have been developed in the literature on income inequality

(such as the Gini or Atkinson coefficients), and one can also

draw the traditional Lorenz curve with the cumulative share of

the population on the horizontal axis and health on the ver-

tical axis. The closer this curve is to the diagonal, the smaller is

inequality in health. The only difficult issue in this context

is the choice of an adequate measure of health. All the rest is

standard.

However, the question is, whether such pure health in-

equality an interesting concept? Suppose the inter-regional

differences are to be checked in the performance of a health

care system. It is observed that mortality is higher in region A

than it is in region B. Yet, it is also observed that the popu-

lation is on average older in A than it is in B. In that case it

could be highly misleading to derive conclusions about the

relative performance of the health care system in different

regions from the simple differences in mortality. A correction

for age seems necessary. In this spirit, the epidemiological

literature has derived different methods of standardization of

the raw measures by making use of the information from a

reference group (e.g., the overall population in the country).

Direct standardization estimates the mortality rate that would

be obtained in regions A and B in the hypothetical situation in

which they had the same age structure as the reference group.

Indirect standardization first calculates the hypothetical mor-

tality rate that would have been observed in regions A and B if

the mortality rates for the reference population were applied

to the age structure of the respective regions. One then com-

putes standardized mortality rates by taking the ratio of the

observed mortality rates with these hypothetical rates.

Although the use of standardization seems justified in this

application, it has also been advocated for measuring unfairness

in health. The authoritative World Health Organization Com-

mission on Social Determinants of Health has emphasized that

health inequity only arises where systematic differences in

health are judged to be avoidable by reasonable action. Naively

applied, this view implies that age and gender differences in

health should not be seen as unfair because they can be largely

explained by biological factors that are ‘unavoidable.’ One may

deplore these differences, but nature itself cannot be fair or

unfair. Although this is a popular opinion, it is controversial. It

is hard to deny that social and technological developments

interact with this biological background. This is especially ob-

vious for gender: Health inequalities between men and women

are definitely not only caused by biological factors but also by

the position of men and women in society, including the way

they are treated by the health care system and in the labor

market. The rapid increase in male but not female mortality in

the 1990s in Russia and other former Soviet Union countries,

during the transition from a planned to a market economy, is a

striking illustration of how socioeconomic factors can impact

on gender inequalities in health. The same point can also be

made with respect to age: Everybody dies, but health and

mortality among the elderly depend on the way society is or-

ganized. Even the effects of different genetic endowments can-

not really be seen as ‘unavoidable:’ Not only will the rapid

technological developments in the domain of total genome

analysis increase the potential of interventions in the near fu-

ture (e.g., for eradicating diseases caused by genetic defects) but

also it has become clear that phenotypical differences are

almost always the product of interactions between the genetic

endowment and the socioeconomic and natural environment.

The latter can be influenced by policy. Biological differences do

exist, but they do not completely determine the resulting health

situations. The practice of quasi-automatic standardization for

age (and even worse, for gender) may, therefore, hide important

aspects of unfairness that follow from the differences in the

treatment of women and the elderly in different countries or in

different time periods.

Socioeconomic Health Inequalities

Whatever the position taken with respect to the effects of bio-

logical factors, most people would agree that health inequalities

related to socioeconomic status in terms of income, wealth,

education, or social class are particularly unfair. Differences in

socioeconomic status are on their own already an indicator of

injustice – and things get worse if individuals with a better

socioeconomic status also are in better health. Both the public

health and the economic literature have by now produced

overwhelming evidence for the existence of such socio-

economic inequalities in health, with different health measures,

for different countries and in different time periods.

Regression-based measures based on gaps or ratios between

two extreme groups have been especially popular in the public

health literature. These have the advantage of being very simple

to interpret. As an example, Figure 1 shows the ratio of the

estimated death rate from any cause for males at the lowest

level of education over the estimated death rate from any cause

for males at the highest level of education. All measures are

standardized for age. The results are striking. In countries like

Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Poland, mortality differs

between the lower and upper ends of the education scale by a

factor of more than 4. Similar results are found with other

measures of socioeconomic status (such as income and occu-

pation) and indicators of health (such as self-assessed health).

Economists have studied the same phenomenon using the

concentration index. The concentration index is a measure of

the area between the concentration curve and the diagonal,

where the concentration curve is drawn with the cumulative

share of socioeconomic status (e.g., income) on the horizontal

axis and the cumulative share of health on the vertical axis.

Compared with the extreme group measures often used in the

public health literature, the concentration index has the ad-

vantage of taking into consideration the whole distribution.

Here also, standardization for age (and sex) is quite common.

Although their methods differ, the economic and public

health literature concur with each other in finding strong

socioeconomic inequalities in health. This is definitely a

finding with much relevance for evaluating the fairness of the

social arrangements. Yet, from a broader perspective, two

questions can be raised. Are all socioeconomic inequalities

necessarily unfair? And how do socioeconomic inequalities fit

in a broader view on fair health inequality?

Are All Socioeconomic Inequalities ‘Unfair?’

After having observed and measured socioeconomic inequal-

ities in health, a logical next step is its explanation. Different
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factors have been documented in the literature. Health and

mortality inequalities may be caused by differences in working

and housing conditions or by differences in access to good

quality health care (apparently, an important factor explaining

the poor results for the Eastern European countries in

Figure 1). Most people will agree that these are indications of

unfairness. However, socioeconomic differences in lifestyles

are another important cause of the health differences, for ex-

ample, smoking has a huge effect on health. This empirical

finding has led to a sometimes heated debate about the fair-

ness of the resulting inequalities. Should people be held re-

sponsible for differences in lifestyles? A positive answer to this

question would mean that at least a fraction of the observed

socioeconomic inequalities is not unfair.

The debate on the causes of socioeconomic inequalities in

health has recently been considerably enriched and deepened

by the rapidly growing empirical literature on the effects of

childhood circumstances. Childhood circumstances do not

only have a direct effect on adult health but also influence

adult socioeconomic status and adult lifestyles. Different

channels of influence have been documented. First, there is a

direct effect of the prenatal (fetal) environment on adult

health and lifestyle. As an example, it has been shown that the

cohort of children born from mothers who were pregnant

during the influenza pandemic of 1918 had a larger chance of

being physically disabled in 1970. Second, illness and socio-

economic status in childhood may have lasting effects on

adult health and lifestyle. This may be true even if adult in-

come has hardly any effect on adult health. Third, childhood

circumstances may affect the socioeconomic status (including

the level of human capital) of young adults and this then may

influence adult health and lifestyle. The three channels can

work together, but opinions differ about their relative

importance. Such different beliefs may lead to different ideas

about the (degree of) unfairness of the observed socio-

economic health inequalities if the latter are caused by dif-

ferences in lifestyles. This issue will be discussed in the next

Section Unfairness and the Causes of Inequality: A General

Framework.

Other ‘Unfair’ Inequalities

The literature on socioeconomic inequalities in health can

also be seen as too narrow from another perspective. Even

when disregarding age–gender differences (a position that, as

argued, is not beyond criticism), socioeconomic inequalities

are not the only cause of unfair health inequalities. Another

(obvious) example is provided by regional inequalities. Re-

gional inequalities in health may be linked to differences in

economic infrastructure and amenities and the quality of the

overall living environment. They may also be caused by

differences in the relative performance of the health care sys-

tem – a natural indicator of unfairness in an National Health

Service context where a central government decides about the

regional distribution of the available funds. In the US, the

debate on health disparities has mainly focused on the effect

of race, which can certainly be seen prima facie as a case of

unfair health inequalities.

A priori, one might think that it is possible to distinguish

explicitly these different examples of unfair inequalities and to

analyze each of them separately. Although such a separated

approach indeed may generate useful insights, it begs the

question of how these different ‘unfair inequalities’ should be

aggregated in order to obtain an overall measure of unfair

health inequality in a given country at a given point in time.

Moreover, there may be important interactions between the
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various ‘unfair’ inequalities. Focusing only on race in the US

context means that one will tend to neglect the important fact

that socioeconomic status mediates (at least partly) the rela-

tionship between race and health. However, focusing on

socioeconomic status only may lead one to forget the fact that

there may be (unfair) health differences between people from

different races but with the same socioeconomic status. The

choice of perspective may reflect a philosophically different

view of the world and may have political consequences. In-

deed, focusing either on race or on socioeconomic status

alone will inspire different policy measures.

Unfairness and the Causes of Inequality: A General
Framework

The different questions and remarks raised in the previous

sections converge on the same basic idea: there are many

different factors leading to health inequalities. Some of these

explanatory factors point to unfairness (e.g., socioeconomic

status, race, and access to health care); others may reflect in-

dividual responsibility (e.g., lifestyles). Inequalities resulting

from the former may be seen as ethically illegitimate, in-

equalities resulting from the latter may not offer a reason for

concern. If this general and abstract picture of the world is

accepted, a coherent framework is needed that makes it pos-

sible to integrate these different aspects.

Suppose, for simplicity, that the health situation of an in-

dividual is determined by two variables only: income and

lifestyle. Suppose also that the position is taken that health

differences due to income are unfair, whereas due to lifestyle

are legitimate. Two caveats are in order here. The method is

not limited to two variables (it can be applied to any number

of explanatory factors) and the method does not presuppose

that individuals are responsible for lifestyle (it can be applied

for any partitioning of the set of explanatory variables in ‘le-

gitimate’ and ‘illegitimate’ factors). This simplistic example is

considered only to illustrate a more general method.

A first approach is to calculate for each individual the

health status a person would reach with his/her own income

but with a reference value for lifestyle. Because this reference

lifestyle is kept the same for all individuals, the inequality in

the resulting hypothetical values will only reflect income

differences and is, therefore, a measure of unfair health

inequality. Call this measure direct unfairness. A second ap-

proach calculates for each individual the health status a per-

son would obtain with his/her own lifestyle but with a

reference value for income. This can be interpreted as the

health situation a person would reach in a ‘fair’ situation,

because the (unfair) effect of income differences is removed.

The difference (or the ratio) between an individual’s actual

health status and this hypothetical fair health status can be

seen as an individual fairness gap – and the inequality in these

fairness gaps is a measure of overall unfair health inequality.

Note the very close analogy between direct unfairness and the

fairness gap on the one hand and direct and indirect stand-

ardization on the other hand.

In general, the two measures (direct unfairness and the

fairness gap) do not coincide. How then to choose between

them? It seems natural to impose that an adequate measure of

unfair inequality should only be zero if there are no illegit-

imate inequalities left, i.e., if two individuals with the same

lifestyle reach the same health outcome. It can be shown that

the fairness gap satisfies this so-called compensation require-

ment, whereas direct unfairness does not. In this sense, the

former is to be preferred. There is a price to be paid, however:

the compensation requirement implies that if lifestyle affects

health differently in different socioeconomic groups, the re-

sulting health differences are interpreted as unfair. If one

prefers a stricter position on responsibility and considers all

lifestyle effects as fair, one should rather focus on the measure

of direct unfairness.

As emphasized before, the methods sketched are general

and can be applied to any partitioning of the set of explana-

tory variables into ‘legitimate’ and ‘illegitimate’ causes of

health inequalities. Age–gender standardization boils down to

considering ‘age’ and ‘gender’ as legitimate sources of differ-

ences. Focusing on socioeconomic or racial or regional in-

equality means that one interprets socioeconomic status or

race or region as an illegitimate source of inequality, and

(implicitly) all other sources as legitimate. Combinations are

also possible, of course. Even pure health inequality can be

accommodated in this broader framework: it is the extreme

case in which all the causes of inequality are seen as unfair.

One of the advantages of the general method described here is

that it allows for sensitivity analysis, i.e., measures of unfair-

ness can be calculated and compared for different possible

partitionings.

Ultimately, the choice between different interpretations of

unfairness should be made on philosophical or ethical

grounds. Broadly speaking, it is possible to distinguish two

approaches in the philosophical and welfare economic lit-

erature on the topic. The first defines responsibility as control.

In this view, individuals should be held responsible only for

those variables that they in one way or other choose them-

selves. At first sight, this seems a natural approach and it has

also become the most popular. Yet, it raises the difficult

question of what is really under the control of individuals in a

social science perspective with a deterministic view of the

world. If the findings on genetic and prenatal influences and

on childhood circumstances are taken seriously, there does not

seem to be much room left for genuine choice. A second ap-

proach holds people responsible for their preferences, i.e., for

their own life project, even if this life project is not fully under

their control and is (unavoidably) influenced by their edu-

cation and social environment. This latter approach looks less

like a kind of ‘disciplining’ device and can also be formulated

in emancipatory terms as a way to respect the dignity of all

individuals by giving them the freedom to choose their own

lifestyle.

From a pragmatic point of view, one has to come down

from these broad philosophical perspectives to classify the

specific empirical variables. This is not a trivial exercise, and

different observers will have different opinions. Is level of

education a matter of choice? Does smoking behavior under

the influence of social pressure and advertising reveal genuine

preferences about a life project? One cannot give a convincing

answer to these questions – and therefore one cannot con-

struct an adequate measure of unfair health inequality – if one

does not first have a good insight into the different channels
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through which these specific variables affect health outcomes.

Indeed, there is no a priori reason to treat the various channels

similarly in terms of fairness. Consider socioeconomic status.

Its influence on health may reflect a direct effect of genetic

endowment, the prenatal environment, and/or childhood

circumstances; it may capture differences in lifestyles because

of different capacities of information processing as a result of

differences in human capital that for their part may follow

from differences in childhood circumstances or from edu-

cational choices much later in life; it may reflect differences in

health behavior that reflect different ideas about what is im-

portant in life; it may follow from differences in working

conditions, themselves partly chosen but from a restricted

opportunity set. To measure adequately unfair health in-

equality, a good explanatory framework is first needed that

distinguishes between these different channels as well as

possible.

A good explanatory framework is not only necessary to

measure unfair inequality but also it is essential from a policy

point of view: Health and health inequalities are not only

influenced by health care arrangements. Quite the contrary,

certainly if the interest is in the health of the most vulnerable

social groups, labor market status, working conditions, hous-

ing, and education are at least as important. This raises im-

mediately the deeper question about how to fit unfair health

inequality into the broader picture of overall unfairness.

Health and Well-Being

Consider a policy that lowers income support for the most

vulnerable groups in society but makes a huge investment in

their access to health care. The result is a marginal decrease in

unfair health inequality, but a considerable increase in income

inequality. Should it be considered as a move toward a fairer

society? Or what about a policy that improves the labor

market opportunities for the unskilled, leading to a sharp

improvement of their material well-being but at the same time

to a slight increase in health inequality because of the increase

in stress? In both cases, information about unfair health in-

equality is insufficient to evaluate the overall unfairness of

these policies: Well-being has more than one dimension, and

all relevant dimensions have to be taken into account if a

global judgment is to be formulated.

This conclusion seems so obvious that one may wonder

why the bulk of research and policy attention goes to the

partial issue of socioeconomic health inequality. The answer

to this puzzle seems to lie in the kind of results that are

described in the Section Socioeconomic Health Inequalities:

because overwhelming evidence for socioeconomic inequal-

ities in health is found to be at the expense of the poorer

groups in society, there is a cumulative effect and the trade-

offs sketched in the previous paragraph may seem to be of

second-order importance. Yet, this kind of contingent rea-

soning is not sufficient to defend a normative position in

principle. As a matter of fact, tricky issues arise when one

considers only these partial inequality measures. The con-

centration index will always decrease (suggesting a less unfair

situation) if health is transferred from someone who is better

off in terms of socioeconomic status to someone who is

worse off, independently of their own initial health situa-

tion. Moreover, it can be shown that more egalitarian

countries will do worse on the most popular measures of

socioeconomic health inequalities (including the extreme

group measures and the concentration index), if there is a

causal link from health to income. This is a mechanical effect

of the way in which these measures are constructed and it

explains partly why, for example, the Scandinavian countries

do not do very well in Figure 1 (and in similar empirical

exercises). All this strengthens the conclusion that it is ne-

cessary to go beyond such conditional inequality measures

and move to overall inequality in well-being – taking

into account, of course, that health is an essential element of

well-being.

Multidimensional approaches to well-being have grown

in popularity recently, as reflected in the success of Sen’s

capability approach. Techniques for multidimensional in-

equality measurement have now been firmly established.

However, neither of these two approaches offers an attractive

solution to the aggregation problem, i.e., the problem of

weighting the importance of the various dimensions so as to

obtain one overall measure of individual well-being. The

capability approach leaves this question largely open, whereas

multidimensional inequality measures implicitly ‘solve’ the

problem by imposing a functional form in a rather ad hoc

way. Yet, in a democratic society, it seems natural to require

that the weighting of the different dimensions should reflect

the preferences of the individuals themselves. Well-being does

not necessarily coincide with subjective happiness either: it

would be strange to claim that a healthy millionaire who

feels depressed because he is not successful in having his

poems published is worse off than a sick and poor woman

who is reasonably satisfied with her life because she has

learnt to adapt to her fate by lowering her aspirations. The

real challenge consists in formulating a concept of individual

well-being that does respect preferences, although at the same

time correcting for aspirations. Recent developments have

shown that the traditional welfare economics concepts of

money-metric utility and equivalent income offer interesting

perspectives in this respect.

See also: Equality of Opportunity in Health. Fetal Origins of Lifetime
Health. Health and Its Value: Overview. Incorporating Health Inequality
Impacts into Cost-Effectiveness Analysis. Incorporation of Concerns
for Fairness in Economic Evaluation of Health Programs: Overview.
Intergenerational Effects on Health – In Utero and Early Life.
Measuring Equality and Equity in Health and Health Care. Measuring
Health Inequalities Using the Concentration Index Approach
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Overview: Two Main Approaches

For use in cost-utility or cost-effectiveness analysis (CUA or

CEA), evaluations of health outcomes in terms of quality-

adjusted life-years (QALYs) require judgments of the quality of

life in different health states. The quality of life of a state is

often referred to as its ‘individual utility.’ There are two main

sources for estimating a state’s utility. One is people who have

experienced it themselves. For example, people with para-

plegia can evaluate the state of being paraplegic. Utility thus

measured is called ‘experience utility.’ ‘Ex post utility’ and

‘patient value’ are other names for the same. But a score for

quality of life in paraplegia can also be obtained by having

members of the general public, who mostly have not experi-

enced paraplegia, consider a description of its manifestations

and consequences, and imagine what it would be like for

them to be paraplegic. Utility assessed in this way is referred to

by a variety of labels: ‘ex ante utility,’ ‘hypothetical utility,’

‘public value,’ ‘hypothetical patient value,’ or ‘nonpatient

value.’ A further term is ‘decision utility,’ which can include

both ex ante and ex post utilities (see section ‘Decision Utility

versus Hedonic Experience’).

Standard practice in QALY calculations is to use hypo-

thetical (ex ante) utilities, on the grounds that they are more

representative of the values and interests of the population at

large than values from patient subgroups. But the practice has

been challenged by many, and the issue is of more than mere

theoretical interest. It takes on practical importance because of

the empirical fact that health state utility ratings are typically

higher when elicited from patients, particularly those with

chronic illness or disability, than from nonpatients who only

hypothetically imagine themselves in such conditions. Debate

is further fueled by the fact that a major factor accounting for

the discrepancy between patients’ and nonpatients’ values is

patient adaptation to diminished health. Expressing time

trade-off (TTO) preferences, for example, people with para-

plegia, having experienced and adapted to it, may rate their

quality of life as 0.95 (they are willing to trade away only 5%

of their time alive to regain full function), whereas members

of the general public imagining themselves being paraplegic

may evaluate the condition as 0.8 (willing to reduce longevity

by 20%). If these are the ratings for paraplegia, using patients’

adapted values will reduce the value of preventing or curing

paraplegia to a quarter of the value it would have if the general

public’s values were used (1:0� 0:95¼ 1
4 ð1:0� 0:8Þ).

Ultimately, the questions here are normative. Whose ratings

of health-related quality of life should be used? Is it fair to those

who do not yet have paraplegia to assess the cost-effectiveness

of efforts to prevent this condition by using the higher utility

values registered by someone else – patients who have adapted?

Such normative discussion will be pursued explicitly in the later

section Normative Considerations in Choosing an Approach of

this article. The next three sections focus on descriptive and

conceptual issues in experience utility.

The Facts of Variation

The so-called ‘standard story’ of health state valuation data is

that patients, particularly people with chronic illness and dis-

ability, rate their quality of life more highly than do hypothetical

patients who only imagining themselves with those conditions.

For instance, of 39 studies reviewed by de Wit et al. (2000), 23

reported patient values higher than public ones, 2 reported

higher public values, and 11 found no difference. Arnold et al.

(2009) in a review of 32 studies, found the mean TTO value for

all of the disease states evaluated by current patients to be 0.83,

compared to a mean value by hypothetical patients of 0.65.

Moreover, the difference in ratings does not seem due to cog-

nitive flaws; a mood assessment study by Riis et al. (2005) of

hemodialysis patients not only produced higher patient values

but also found that patients were less flawed in their prior ex-

pectations and later recollections than were nonpatients.

Generalization, however, is dangerous. Damschroder et al.

(2005) not only found some of the most extreme differences

in valuing life with new onset of paraplegia, compared to life

with preexisting paraplegia, but also found that when the

nonpatients engaged in a simple exercise virtually all of the

difference with patient values disappeared. In the exercise,

they were merely informed about adaptation and encouraged

to consider their own ability to adapt.

For some conditions, patient ratings may actually be lower

than nonpatient ratings. Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is an

outstanding case. The effects of TBI often involve depression,

and adaptation to depression is extremely difficult. Moreover,

as shown by Wallace and Bogner (2000), nonpatients may

have a very incomplete picture of how low one can sink in

depression, and many of the symptoms of TBI – anxiety,

hostility, distress, etc. – may worsen, not improve, with time

and increased awareness.

Another complicating factor, explored in only a few stud-

ies, is that former recovered patients sometimes provide lower

ratings of quality of life in a given condition than current

patients. In a study by Smith et al. (2006) of quality of life with

colostomy, for example, not only did public representatives

provide lower ratings than patients, but those who had their

colostomies successfully reversed also provided lower ratings.

The finding is notable. Former patients, presumably, are at

least as knowledgeable, if not more, about the comparative

quality of normal life and life with colostomy. Current pa-

tients may not be good judges, repressing or misremembering

how good their previous life without the impairment was.

Still, generally, patient values are higher than public ones.

Reasons for Variation: Knowledge and Adaptation

The difference is due to a number of factors. An obvious one is

simply that patients directly know life in a particular health

state; nonpatients do not. Insofar as nonpatients fear the
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condition because it is different – presumably worse than

pre-illness, ‘normal’ life, and in any case relatively unknown –

they rate their prospective quality of life low. Even if actual and

hypothetical patients were equally knowledgeable about all

the facts about a condition, however, and hypothetical pa-

tients were no more fearful, their ratings would still likely

differ because patients adapt to their condition. Adaptation

has thus attracted considerable attention in accounting for

higher health state utility ratings by patients.

It is a very broad phenomenon, undoubtedly comprised of

many different elements. Although there is no complete

agreement on the elements of adaptation, Menzel et al. (2002)

described eight components:

1. Skill enhancement: People develop skills they previously

did not have or had not developed as much. A person with

paraplegia, for example, becomes very accomplished in

maneuvering a wheelchair.

2. Adjusted choice of activities: Given limitations that make

previous activities difficult, one develops new interests. A

person with congestive heart failure, for example, gives up

the gardening that was her previously quite physically de-

manding hobby and devotes time to watercolor painting.

3. Revision of substantive goals: Not just particular activities

but fundamental goals in life are revised. Instead of am-

bitious career success, for example, a person may shift his/

her most life-defining goals to esthetic appreciation and

personal relationships.

4. Heightened stoicism: A person becomes more patient,

taking events in life as less within his/her control.

5. Lowered expectations: Without significantly changing ac-

tivities or fundamental life goals, and in addition to be-

coming more patient, one does not expect to operate or

perform at the same level.

6. Altered conception of health: A person who previously

thought of paraplegia as diminished health now looks on it

as a limitation not essentially different than previous and

continuing limitations (e.g., not being able to run the high

hurdles); he/she retains a vigorous conception of health,

but one that now does not include some previous physical

capacities.

7. Suppressed recognition of full health: One loses sight of

how someone can be as healthy as one was before.

8. Cognitive denial of a lowered health state: One refuses to

acknowledge that one’s health has diminished, not because

one has adopted a revised conception of health but by ig-

noring the pain or limitation. A variant of cognitive denial is

focusing illusions: People focus more readily on new things

they can do than on the things that they can no longer do.

Several of these elements – lowered expectations, height-

ened stoicism, revision of substantive goals, and altered con-

ception of health – were included but categorized differently

by Schwartz and Sprangers (1999) in a well-known com-

prehensive framework for analyzing adaptation known as

‘response shift.’ In the response shift typical of adaptation,

persons living for a considerable length of time in an altered

state of health make three changes: in their internal standards

of measurement (‘recalibration’), in their values (‘reprior-

itization’), and in their definitions of essential constructs such

as health (‘reconceptualization’).

Different contexts for adaptation may lead to wide vari-

ations in the proportionate influence of these different elem-

ents. There is, in any case, little agreement on their relative

influence. Discerning the different elements of adaptation and

their relative roles may be important to any normative as-

sessment of the proper place of adapted patients’ values in

CUA and CEA. If adaptation is dominantly constituted, for

example, by skill enhancement, adjusted choice of activities,

and revision of substantive goals, it will tend to be accorded

greater respect. In contrast, suppression and cognitive denial

diminish respect for adaptation. In a later section of this entry,

Normative Considerations in Choosing an Approach, the

normative issues about adaptation will be pursued.

Conceptual Issues in Choosing an Approach

Numerous issues arise in choosing between public and patient

values. The two involve distinctions between different con-

cepts and types of value. Articulating these distinctions clearly

lays an important background for more explicitly normative

aspects of the discussion.

Individual Utility and Social Value

In approaching the choice of whose values to use in CEA, it is

important to understand the role that individual utility plays

more generally in the framework for health state evaluation in

health economics. If individual utility’s role is not dominant

but more limited, the question of whose values to employ can

be pursued with an awareness that other dimensions of the

value of health may be available to resolve certain quandaries.

Individual utilities of any sort, including health state util-

ities, contrast with social values for priority setting (also re-

ferred to as ‘societal values’). The former concerns individual

well being, whereas the latter relationship between persons or

the well being of communities, including considerations of

fairness. The difference between individual utility and social

value lies not in who expresses or holds the values but in the

individual versus interpersonal nature of object to which value

is attributed. Both individual utility ratings and social values

get expressed by individuals.

Within the influential ‘welfarist’ utilitarian tradition in

health economics, people can easily lose sight of the difference

between individual utility and social value. In the welfarist

view, only individual utilities are needed to build judgments

about social value; the highest social value just is maximum

aggregate individual utility. In the case of health care pro-

cedures and programs specifically, not only CUA but also

conventional CEA are conducted by measuring and aggre-

gating the individual health state utility gains and losses in-

gredient in the outcomes. In this view, procedures and

programs producing the greatest aggregate net health state

utility have, ipso facto, the greatest social value.

The point here is not to defend or reject such a welfarist

utilitarian position in normative economics or social phil-

osophy. The point is to be aware that other options are

available once the distinction between individual utility and

social value, as categories of value, is recognized. Social values
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do not have to follow welfarist utilitarianism. The paraplegia

example is again illustrative. Person trade-off (PTO) questions

can reveal equal social value in saving the lives of persons with

and persons without paraplegia, even when both rate the in-

dividual utility of life with paraplegia as less than 1.0. It would

appear, then, that a sophisticated model for discerning the

value of health will need to account for the distinction be-

tween social value and individual utility. PTO questions can be

used to elicit social values, but using them does not rule out

the use of visual analog scale (VAS), TTO, or standard gamble

(SG) questions to elicit ratings of health state utility.

Answers to the question of whose values to use may thus

be different for individual utility and social value ratings. One

view on the proper overall structure for health valuation,

proposed by Nord et al. (1999) divides its answer this way: (1)

Patients should be asked questions to obtain quality of life

ratings, (2) public representatives should be informed thor-

oughly of those patient ratings, and then (3) public repre-

sentatives should be asked PTO questions to obtain social

values. Such an architecture for eliciting values illustrates the

possibility that the question of whose values needs answers on

two different levels: whose judgments to use in discerning

health state utility and in discerning social value.

Decision Utility versus Hedonic Experience

Heretofore, the authors have been dealing with ‘experience

utility’ as the quality of life in a state rated by people who have

experienced that state themselves. A different, second sense of

the term used in economics needs to be acknowledged. Ex-

perience utility in this other sense refers to the direct, intrinsic

hedonic experience of an outcome. The opposite of experience

utility in this sense is not utility estimated by people who have

not directly experienced the condition being evaluated, but

what economists and psychologists call ‘decision utility’ –

utility measured by people’s choices about an outcome. Those

choices can be manifested in either actual behavior or ex-

pressed preference. For health states, decision utility is meas-

ured by TTO or SG preferences about that state, whereas

experience utility is measured by direct estimates people make

about their hedonic level in a given state. Over the centuries,

such direct hedonic experience utility has often been referred

to as satisfaction/dissatisfaction, pain/pleasure, and happi-

ness/unhappiness.

If direct hedonic experience judgments are used to rate

health states, they will presumably be made by patients in

those states. Decision utility ratings, though, can be obtained

by asking either actual patients or people imagining them-

selves as patients. Understandably, then, empirical studies of

the difference between patient and nonpatient valuations

usually focus on decision utility discerned through TTO or SG.

Rarely have the direct hedonic experience utility levels of pa-

tients and healthy nonpatients been compared.

With direct hedonic experience ratings of health states thus

being made by patients in those states, whereas decision utility

ratings can be made by either actual or hypothetical patients,

the argument between direct hedonic experience utility and

decision utility has implications for the debate about whose

values should be used in CEA. If direct hedonic experience

utility wins and decision utility loses out, patient values need

to be used. However, if decision utility wins, whose values to

use remains an open question.

For which of these kinds of utility, decision utility or direct

hedonic experience, can the stronger case be made? Decision

utility suffers from three significant disadvantages: (1) Because

it takes choices as basic in discerning and measuring utility, no

independently discerned utility is available with which those

choices can be assessed. By contrast, ‘‘if we equate welfare with

[direct hedonic] experience utilityy, it shouldybe possible

to assess whether people’s choices actually maximize their

own (experience) utility.’’ Such assessment is often seen as

necessary because, as noted by Loewenstein and Ubel (2008),

‘‘behavioral economists have identified myriad ways in which

people take actionsypatently contrary to their own interests’’.

(2) Beyond deficiencies in serving people’s own interests,

moreover, there is abundant evidence that choices and pref-

erences routinely manifest various kinds of inconsistency and

irrationality. This poses a challenge: Is it morally defensible to

be guided in policy decisions by utilities discerned by prefer-

ences that are so frequently flawed? (3) In a number of studies

where the SG and/or the TTO have been used to get self ratings

from patients, a large share of the subjects have been unwilling

to sacrifice any life expectancy in order to become well – even

when symptoms and dysfunctions have been quite severe. As

noted by Nord et al. (2009), this is not necessarily because the

health problems are without consequences for well being, but

because life itself is so highly valued that it takes quite large

health gains to justify any sacrifice of length of life. The

‘nontrading’ subjects automatically receive utility scores of 1.0,

which does not seem helpful in evaluations of programs that

clearly have value in terms of improving health and health-

related quality of life. To obtain usable (policy relevant) values

for health states from patients, one may therefore have to have

recourse to measures of happiness, etc., rather than decision

utility tools like the SG and the TTO.

But the attempt to discern utility independent of choice

and preference may not inspire any greater confidence. To be

sure, processes are available through which people can rank

their state of well being directly, rather than through express-

ing some preference like TTO or SG, for example, the ‘ex-

perience sampling method’ (ESM) proposed by Stone et al.

(1999) and the ‘day reconstruction method’ (DRM) described

by Kahneman et al. (2004). In ESM, electronic devices are used

to ask people at random times during the day how they rate

themselves on certain feelings at the time (happiness, frus-

tration, etc.). In DRM, people are asked to divide the previous

day into episodes and rate them for affective elements on a

specific scale. However, as noted by Dolan and Kahneman

(2008), these methods have their own problems: under-

estimating losses, misremembering, failing to attend accur-

ately to a given moment because of distraction by

other episodes during a day, etc. It is not clear that measure-

ment of direct experience utility is any more accurate and re-

liable than measurement of decision utility through preference

elicitation.

Moreover, playing a role in the larger argument is not just

the fact that direct hedonic experience utility has its own dif-

ficulties as serious as those of decision utility. Decision utility

has its own distinctly positive attractions.
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First, Decision utility/preference questions are compara-

tively clear. Direct hedonic utility, well being, happiness, and

satisfaction, arguably, have a befuddling breadth, abstractness,

and ambiguity. Asked to rate one’s life/day/moment directly in

terms of them, a person may wonder exactly what they are.

‘‘Am I really happy?’’ ‘‘In relation to what desires am I satis-

fied?’’ ‘‘What is my well being? – there are a lot of candidates!’’

Almost any preference question for decision utility is clearer.

‘‘How much of your lifetime would you be willing to sacrifice

to get a cure for your condition?’’ may be difficult to answer,

but its meaning seems clear. Contrast such TTO or SG ques-

tions with the ambiguity of a technique like the VAS that asks

for a direct ranking of health, analogous to direct hedonic

experience utility more generally. ‘‘On this bar that extends

from 0 (dead) up to 1.0 (full health), rate your health.’’ How is

a person supposed to know what a proportion or an amount

of health is? Even if the question is more explicitly focused on

value, not health per se (as in ‘‘On this bar from 0 to 1.0, rate

your health-related quality of life’’), ambiguity persists: what

would living with, say, half the quality of life that living in full

health contains mean (e.g., as distinct from two-thirds)? By

comparison the meaning of any particular amount of decision

utility in health-related quality of life seems clear: one will

trade-off a certain portion of remaining life but not more to

gain a cure, or one is willing to take a certain risk of death but

not more.

Second, within the enterprise of CEA in health care, de-

termining quality of life by eliciting preferences has another

major advantage. The core function within CEA of a construct

like the QALY is to serve as a common unit of value that

incorporates both life extension and quality-of-life enhance-

ment. Otherwise one is comparing apples and oranges and

would not know what total value an array of diverse lifesaving

and quality enhancing outcomes had. TTO and SG questions

are appropriate precisely because they transparently involve a

relationship between quality enhancement and longevity. The

mystery about how the values of life extension and quality

enhancement compare is removed by the very nature of the

question(s) used to measure health state utility. Measurement

methods for direct experience utility – VAS, DRM, and ESM –

leave the relationship murky.

If decision utility has thus not lost in its argument with

direct hedonic experience utility, the question in health eco-

nomics of whose values should be used in CEA remains open

and vital.

Normative Considerations in Choosing an Approach

As a normative question, whose values for health states to use

in CEA may seem naturally weighted toward patient prefer-

ences. Patients presumably know more about living in a given

health state. Because the ultimate nature of utility is subjective

well being, they would seem to hold a privileged position in

health state valuation even if they are no better informed of

objective facts about their condition. As shall be seen, how-

ever, this initial intuitive case for using patient values faces a

number of difficulties. One can begin with what is arguably

the standard defense of the relatively common practice of

using public, not patient values.

The Standard Defense of Hypothetical Patient Utilities

The standard defense has two main points: the societal role of

CEA, particularly its role in a democratic society, and practical

feasibility.

In CEA, the health state utilities at stake in a medical

practice/policy decision are aggregated to generate a picture of

the overall value of expected health changes. The perspective

of CEA as an enterprise, then, is necessarily societal, not

merely individual. CEA is ‘for’ society (or some subgroup,

such as a private or regional insurance plan). Arguably, then,

the perspective on the value of health changes needs to be as

encompassing as possible: everyone in the society (or the in-

surance pool). When CEA is located in a democratic society,

this line of thought is reinforced further by a higher level

societal value that everyone’s perspective should be repre-

sented in any process like CEA whose wide scope affects po-

tentially everyone. The best way of ensuring that every person

potentially affected by a CEA is represented is to elicit health

state values from the public, few of whom will be actual pa-

tients with the conditions they are evaluating.

Supplementing this argument for public values is a further

consideration about fairness. In its 1996 report, after recom-

mending that CEA employ a ‘societal perspective’ for reasons

similar to those just elaborated, the 1996 US Public Health

Service panel on cost-effectiveness in health and medicine (Gold

et al., 1996) proceeded to discuss fairness. Fair decisions are best

made as choices behind a veil of ignorance, where decision-

making parties do not know whether they are advantaged or

disadvantaged by the matter at hand. For CEA, then, they

claimed that ‘‘aggregating the utilities of persons who have no

vested interest in particular health states seems most appropri-

ate.’’ If we have already agreed that whatever values are used, they

should come from perspectives that are informed, rational and

unbiased, a challenge is presented for patient values: patients are

likely to be biased by having a vested interest in treating the

disease they know they have. One skirts this bias by asking

people who express themselves only as hypothetical patients.

Practical considerations also play a role in the standard

defense of hypothetical patient utilities. If utility ratings are

elicited from hypothetical patients, convenience and efficiency

is gained by eliciting ratings for many health states from the

same people at the same time. This advantage is difficult to

dispute factually. Any procedure for eliciting utilities directly

from patients will undoubtedly be more cumbersome and

expensive, especially if CEA is used to compare measures and

programs across a comprehensive range of health states. The

case for using patient values will have to be strong enough to

justify additional expense.

Adaptation

Adaptation raises the utility ratings patients express about re-

duced health-related quality of life. In doing so, it lowers the

value achieved from restorative, quality of life improving

treatments. In this respect adaptation reduces ill persons’ le-

verage in the competition for health care resources. That alone

will make a positive role for adaptation controversial. Critical

normative argument about adaptation, however, cuts different

ways in the debate between patient and public values.
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Epistemic Privilege

A strong first line of argument for using adapted patients’

values amplifies the initial, intuitive case for patient values in

the first place: because patients presumably know more about

living in a given health state and the ultimate nature of utility

is subjective well being, they hold a privileged epistemic

position for discerning health state utility. To see how at-

tractive this claim can be, suppose, for the moment, that we

have adopted the opposite practice and are eliciting health

state valuations not from patients but from representatives of

the general public. People already agree that the states that

public representatives are asked to evaluate need to be de-

scribed in neutral, factually accurate, and sufficiently complete

terms. As part of that, they need to understand what life in fact

is really like in the condition they are evaluating. How actual

patients typically adapt to a condition is part of that under-

standing. It is an objectively real aspect of the lives that pa-

tients in diminished health states actually lead.

Suppose, in turn, that a hypothetical patient challenges this

need to absorb the facts of adaptation and insists that he/she

in particular would never evaluate life with paraplegia, for

example, at so high an adapted level. The insistence would be

suspect. To be sure, a given individual could conceivably be

correct in claiming he/she would not adapt (or adapt much),

but given the empirical evidence, we ought to be skeptical

about what will happen to even such insistent persons when

they actually become paraplegic. Very likely most of them, too,

would end up adapting considerably. But then, when hypo-

thetical patients refuse to accept these prospective facts, they

should be regarded as factually mistaken – they do not

understand the state they are evaluating. Thus, we ought to

enrich the description of a condition provided to hypothetical

patients with information about actual patients’ adapted val-

ues, and we should insist that hypothetical patients truly ab-

sorb those facts. But then why not simply use actual patients’

health state values?

Such an argument for the epistemic privilege of actual

patients is attractive, but it has not been universally accepted.

Brock (1995) argues that because the difference in health-

related quality of life ratings stems significantly from an ad-

justment of substantive goals by adapted patients, they have

become ‘changed persons’. He concludes that the hypothetical

patient’s earlier evaluation is not ‘mistaken.’ If we look back

now as chronically ill or disabled, we ‘view ourselves as having

become very different persons,’ not as ‘having been mistaken

in our earlier aims and values.’

Brock’s (1995) move may or may not be a plausible gloss

on the meaning of ‘mistaken’ in relation to ‘changed person.’

In any case, it is debatable whether it provides a defense for

hypothetical patients if they have not absorbed the essential

facts about actual adaptation. How can they defend the

practice of continuing to evaluate the condition at their own

nonadapted level, it will be asked. In most of their prospective

years in the chronic condition in question, should they ever

experience it, after all, they will likely espouse adapted values.

Why should they now be trying to imagine themselves as

persons who do not adapt to the condition, people they al-

most certainly will not be? We find ourselves pushed back to

the view that the patient, adapted or not, is in a privileged

position in the very enterprise that asking hypothetical pa-

tients involves, imagining what it would be like to be someone

with the condition.

These considerations establish the initial case for using the

values of patients with actual experience of a condition re-

gardless of how much their ratings may be elevated by adap-

tation. That does not, though, end the moral debate. As noted

by Menzel et al. (2002), other arguments can be made against

the use of adapted values. Among them is the problem of

entrenched deprivation.

Entrenched Deprivation

Amartya Sen has focused on this reason to discount adap-

tation in a well-known critique of utilitarian reasoning gen-

erally from 1992. At its very basis, he says, utilitarian ethics is

guilty of excessively depending ‘‘on what people ‘manage to

desire’ y [that neglects] the claims of those who are too

subdued or broken to have the courage to desire muchy. A

thoroughly deprived person, leading a very reduced life, might

not appear to be badly off in terms of the mental metric of

desire and its fulfillment, if the hardship is acceptedy. In

situations of long-standing deprivation, the victims do not go

on grieving and lamenting all the timey. The extent of a

person’s deprivation, then, may not at all show up in the

metric of desire fulfillmenty.’’ Sen concludes that measuring

well being by the fulfillment of people’s actual desires is eth-

ically wrongheaded.

Utilitarianism, as a general moral philosophy, must re-

spond to Sen’s critique. The issue in the context of whose

preferences to use in health state evaluation for CEA, however,

is narrower: does the deprivation factor that renders a general

utilitarian metric of desire fulfillment ethically questionable

also render the ratings of health-related quality of life pro-

cured from adapted patients morally dubious? Adaptation in

contexts of chronic illness and disability often involves

achievement and shrewd and successful control over the tra-

jectory of one’s inner life. Here, the adapted person is anything

but broken. He/she is hardly subdued. If deprivation is han-

dled by people as challenge and achievement, why is not a

metric of actual desire fulfillment appropriate? Sen’s argument

may serve as an appropriate warning about too readily or

generally using adapted patients’ utilities, but it is highly

problematic as a full rejection.

Social Values and Adaptation

Although the argument from entrenched deprivation against

using adaptation influenced values may thus be neutralized,

other arguments may be more successful. Suppose that after

comprehensive assessment we end up thinking that the basic

dilemma posed by adaptation remains unresolved. Here, the

distinction between individual utilities and social values de-

tailed previously may provide constructive help. This would be

the line of reasoning:

The health state utilities of real life with chronic illness

and disability are those expressed by patients. Those are the

real utilities of health states, and we should use them in CUA.

But people also make moral arguments against the use of
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adaptation-influenced values – values that are higher than

public values and which therefore reduce the value of the

health gained by patients from curative/restorative services.

They believe, for reasons of justice or whatever, that those

services should be accorded higher value than their real utility

value for the disabled and chronically ill alone would indicate.

In such beliefs, they are expressing social values. At the level of

individual utility itself, there is no ‘problem of adaptation’ at

all; the real utility of moving from illness/disability back to

full health is just the utility indicated by patient values. The

‘problem of adaptation’ occurs only when social value inter-

sects with this utility. Maximizing health state utility is hardly

the only philosophical choice for social value, and any influ-

ence of adaptation on decision making can be altered at the

level of social value. Hypothetical patients need to know that

real, adapted patients’ health state utility values are higher

than their own, and they must absorb those facts in imagining

prospective illness. Both hypothetical and actual patients,

however, may hold social values that blunt adaptation’s effect

on social decision making.

The Equal Value of Life

The picture portrayed by the discussion so far is incomplete.

We have been wrestling, in part, with the fact that as adap-

tation increases the value of deficient health states, it decreases

the utility gain from restorative, quality of life improving

measures. That, however, is only half the effect of adaptation

in CEA. In increasing health state utility, adaptation also in-

creases the utility gain from life extension. Insofar as these

opposite effects on the utility gain in life-extending versus

restorative interventions balance each other out, adaptation

may leave the total utility gain claimed for health care rela-

tively unaffected. The matter of whose preferences to use

would then be of little consequence.

It would not be correct, however, to conclude that coun-

terbalancing effects rendered the debate about adaptation

unimportant. The aggregate effects in the two types of pro-

grams – restorative and life extending – may not in fact bal-

ance each other out, and specific programs being evaluated

will often be largely life extending, others largely quality of life

restoring. Most importantly, perhaps, adaptation augments a

problem for CEA created by any claim of equal value for dif-

ferent lifesavings. Such equal value for saving the life of a

person back to full health and saving the life of a person who

will continue in chronic illness or disability was cited as a

serious problem for traditional CEA by John Harris already in

1987 and later by Nord (1999). It gives rise to what Ubel et al.

(2000) called the ‘QALY trap.’ If the value of life extension for

the disabled and chronically ill is equal to the value of life

extension for the fully healthy, then the value of curing a

chronic illness or disability (restoring such patients to full

health) is apparently zero. This implication follows given the

very structure of CEA, using as it does a common metric like

the QALY to put life extension and quality enhancement on

the same value scale. However, if restoration and cure retain

value, then the respective life extensions cannot be of equal

value. Yet, they do seem to be of equal value. Meanwhile, the

first option – no value for cures – also seems contradicted

empirically. Virtually everyone, including the disabled and

chronically ill, accord considerable value to restorative meas-

ures. The traditional QALY model for CEA is then trapped

between two propositions – that the different life extensions

are of equal value, and that restorative cures have positive

value – which the model says cannot both be true.

To save CEA against this challenge, one might take one of

two approaches: (1) Use the distinction between social value

and individual utility to rescue CEA from the QALY trap. Call

this the ‘value/utility distinction’ approach. Or (2) give up the

claim that life extensions for the disabled/chronically ill and

the nondisabled/fully healthy have completely equal value but

maintain that they have ‘almost equal value.’ Both approaches

affect how we view the issue of whose preferences to use

in CEA.

In one particular version of the value/utility distinction

approach, Nord et al. (1999) suggested that all gained life

years should count as one as long as they are deemed prefer-

able to death by those concerned. In this and all other versions

of the approach, the claim that the value of life extension for

the disabled and chronically ill is equal to the value of life

extension for those who can be saved to full health is seen as

an expression of a societal value and only societal value. It is

not a claim that the individual utilities of the two life exten-

sions are equal. If as a matter of individual utility they are not

equal, the claim of positive value for quality restoring meas-

ures can be retained. Thus, keeping individual utility and

societal value distinct frees CEA from the QALY trap (see Ubel

et al., 2000).

A second very different approach backs away from the

claim that the two respective life extensions have equal value.

If one pays careful attention to the values expressed by patients

through, for example, TTO preferences, it is clear that quality

of life ratings are not much less than 1.0, but are less than 1.0.

In 1993, Dennis Fryback and colleagues reported results on

the order of 5–8% for arthritis, severe back pain, migraine,

angina, cataracts, ulcers, and other serious conditions and

14–17% for depression, asthma, and chronic bronchitis. This

suggests that the tension between ‘equal value for lifesaving’

and ‘cure has value’ can be reduced by attending to just how

close to a maximum value of 1.0 people with disability or

chronic illness rate their quality of life. We can then adjust the

claim of ‘equal value’ to ‘almost equal value,’ and the claim of

‘cure has value’ to ‘cure has very modest value compared to

lifesaving.’ Again, we are out of the QALY trap, and now in a

way that has not changed the structure of traditional, utility-

focused CEA.

In this approach, one still needs to face front and center the

question of whose values to use. No easy accommodation of

‘use both’ (though in respectively different senses of value) is

possible, as in the value/utility distinction approach. One

must determine whether the higher, adaptation-influenced

values of patients that raise the value gained from life-ex-

tending measures but lower the value gained from restorative

measures ought to be used. The advantage in using the value/

utility distinction approach is that one can keep both of the

key claims that create the dilemma – equal (social) value for

the life extensions, yet significant (individual utility) value for

restorative/curative measures (for further discussion, see Nord

et al., 2003).
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Seeing the claim of equal value for the different life ex-

tensions as only a claim of societal value is the key move in the

value/utility approach. Arguably, however, the equal value

claim may also hold at the level of individual utility. To see

this, unpack the reasoning behind claims of value in a QALY

framework. In responding to SG or TTO questions, patients

are saying that a cure for their paraplegia, for example, has a

certain proportion of the value of saving their very own life. In

saying that, they have not said that their very life itself has less

value than the very life of another person in full health. Menzel

in 1990 noted that, compared to death they very likely believe

that their paraplegic life is as valuable to them as anyone else’s

allegedly ‘better’ life is to him or her. This belief comes sharply

into focus when people attend to the two comparisons in-

volved: the value of their disabled or chronically ill life relative

to death, and its value relative to the same sort of death-

comparative value of another’s life, even a person in full

health. Particularly compelling may be a further step: this very

realization of equal individual utility value will likely be

shared by healthy and nondisabled persons, too, once they

think reflectively about the value of their own very lives

compared to death. Who among them would want to claim

that the value to them of their life is greater than the value of a

paraplegic person’s own life to him or her?

The conundrum of the QALY trap thus continues. If life-

savings have equal value even as a judgment about individual

utility, we face again the trap’s full dilemma: the value of

curing paraplegia has become nothing. It is doubtful we

would ever accept that. The implication of our resistance is

that the QALY trap remains a challenge to the very framework

of CEA, an enterprise whose current form requires a common

unit of benefit like the QALY in which value for life extension

and value for quality improvement are integrated on the same

scale. Whether and how the field of CEA will meet this chal-

lenge remains unclear.

Evaluating Prevention

Is anything different about ‘whose values?’ when preventive

services, not treatments, are evaluated? Actual patients, argu-

ably, hold legitimate evaluative privilege in rating health state

utility. They are the only subjects who experience real life with

chronic illness or disability, and hypothetical patients who are

imagining themselves to be in such conditions must account

for the reality of likely adaptation. The situation is arguably

different in prevention. The real recipient of a preventive ser-

vice’s benefit is the unchanged person who, if the prevention is

effective, will never need to adapt to the illness or disability in

question. It may be suggested, therefore, that while actual

patients should be accorded evaluative privilege for purposes

of prioritizing curative and restorative services, hypothetical

patients retain evaluative privilege for the utility ratings that

help determine the value of preventive services.

This suggestion immediately encounters an objection. The

person whose health will be damaged if preventive measures

are not provided is still a person likely to adapt. The real value

of prevention is presumably the difference between people’s

quality of life before disease and their quality of life with

disease or disability – that is, after likely adaptation to the

conditions, which have not been prevented. The perceived

gains from prevention may be higher than the gains from cure,

but the real gains are not.

This is only one interpretation of ‘real gains,’ however. Most

persons receiving a preventive service do not contract the

condition the service aims at preventing, a fact that is true

regardless of how objectively effective the preventive measure

actually is. Recipients of prevention continue to experience its

benefits from their perspective as healthy persons. Restorative

services, by contrast, are received by persons already experi-

encing both the burdens of illness and disability and the value

raising effects of adaptation. Many lifesaving services also

apply to persons already experiencing the ravages of illness.

One might argue, therefore, that while the utility value of

health gain in the case of treatment services should be deter-

mined by patient ratings, the value of the avoidance of illness

achieved by prevention should be measured from the per-

spective of hypothetical patients. Although adaptation lowers

the value of restorative services, perhaps it should not be

allowed a similar effect on the value of prevention.

Careful analysis of such considerations in comparing how

the value of health benefits should be measured for treatment

as compared to prevention has received little attention in the

literature. An exception is a paper by Nord et al. (2009), in

which the authors side with using the lower public, non-

patient, ex ante values to measure what then becomes a higher

benefit from prevention, while at the same time using the

higher health state utility values expressed by patients to cal-

culate what then becomes a lower value to benefit from

treatment. They claim there is no inconsistency; with different

reference points, the negative value of ill health just is not the

same for these two different parties with their different per-

spectives. Another analysis, by Menzel (2012), of the relative

value of prevention also emphasizes reference point differ-

ences but leans in the opposite direction, a lower value for

prevention.

Summary and Conclusion

Utilities for health states can be measured by values elicited

either from people who have experienced those states them-

selves or by hypothetical patients imagining themselves to

have such conditions. Ratings by actual patients are generally

higher than ratings by hypothetical patients, rendering the

question of whom to ask to measure health state utility for

CEA of practical importance.

Factors that help to explain patients’ higher ratings include

their greater knowledge of the conditions and their adap-

tation, especially to chronic disease and disability. Adaptation

is comprised of numerous different elements, the pro-

portionate influence of which remains unclear.

Two conceptual distinctions affect positions taken on

whom to ask. By distinguishing rigorously between individual

utility and social value, one proposal argues for asking both

patients and the general public but differently: elicit utility

ratings from patients, inform public representatives of those

ratings, and then elicit social values from the public repre-

sentatives. Also affecting the debate is a distinction between

two different senses of utility, direct hedonic experience and
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decision utility expressed through preference or choice. The

latter, measured in health utility analysis by choices between

preserving life and improving quality of life, has the advantage

of yielding a common metric for measuring the value of all

changes in health. With decision utility, unlike direct hedonic

experience, the debate about whom to ask is kept open; either

patient or hypothetical patient values can be sought.

Normatively, the initial intuitive case for patient values sees

patients as having epistemic privilege in understanding what

real life with disease or disability is actually like. On the op-

posite side, the standard case for public values cites both the

societal perspective that is seemingly natural to CEA – and

especially important in a democracy – and practical con-

siderations of convenience and efficiency. The phenomenon of

patient adaptation gives rise to numerous and conflicting

moral arguments. One attempt to resolve the normative de-

bate would elicit utility ratings from adapted patients but

allow societal values elicited from others to discount adap-

tation’s influence on decision making.

The generally higher utility ratings of patients who have

adapted to a diminished health state reduce the value gained

from curative/restorative services, but those higher ratings

have an opposite effect as well: raising the value of life ex-

tension for the chronically ill and disabled. Strong arguments

are available to defend equal value for different lifesavings –

life extension for the disabled/chronically ill and life extension

for people returning to full health. Equal value for these life-

savings, while it can be celebrated as a removal of discrimin-

ation against the disabled and chronically ill, poses a difficult

challenge for the very structure of CEA. A ‘QALY trap’ emerges:

with lifesavings held to be of equal value, restorative care loses

its value. It is unclear whether carefully distinguishing between

social value and individual utility enables CEA to handle this

challenge; if the individual utility, not only social value, of

such lifesavings is also equal, the challenge remains unsolved.

Even if the utility values expressed by patients affected by

adaptation are the appropriate ones to use for evaluating

treatment programs, objections have been made to using them

to evaluate preventive programs. Attempts to resolve whether

the treatment/prevention difference should affect whose val-

ues to use have recently been made; their success is far

from clear.

Most of the moral questions about whose values for health

utility should be used in CEA are well clarified. Some, perhaps,

are even answered, but many are not. Vigorous debate is likely

to continue.

See also: Cost–Value Analysis. Quality-Adjusted Life-Years
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Introduction

Vaccines have been historically hailed as one of the great global

public health success stories. Major infectious diseases with sig-

nificant morbidity and mortality are largely under control in

many parts of the world, or have been completely eradicated, for

example, smallpox. The World Health Organization (WHO), the

United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), and the World Bank

estimate that 3 million lives are saved worldwide each year

through childhood immunization. In the US, routine immun-

ization has been estimated to prevent 10.5 million cases of in-

fection and 33 000 deaths each year. It has been projected that in

the US, diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis (DTP); diphtheria toxoids

(Td); Haemophilus influenzae type b (Hib); inactivated polio

(IPV); measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR); and hepatitis B

(HepB) vaccines were responsible for saving US$42.5 billion

dollars per year from a societal perspective in 2001.

Despite these successes there have been historic signs of

market failure. An estimated 20% of the global birth cohort, 24

million children, remains unvaccinated because they live in poor

countries that lack the resources to invest in vaccines and infra-

structure. More than 2 million vaccine-preventable deaths still

occur annually. Even in highly developed countries, there con-

tinue to be outbreaks of diseases due to declining immunization

rates. For example, cases of whooping cough or pertussis are

rising in the US and the UK because of low DTP immunization

rates. The vaccine market also experiences episodic supply

shortages in both high-income and low-income countries. For

example, in the US, many vaccines have only one or two sup-

pliers, and manufacturing disruptions or regulatory actions can

lead to insufficient supply. UNICEF has historically experienced

periods of potential supply shortages. Several manufacturers

have exited the pediatric vaccine market in both developed and

developing countries, and concerns have been raised that vac-

cines may be undervalued by payers, which may lead to

underinvestment in vaccine research and development (R&D).

This article examines vaccines from an economic per-

spective, highlighting the distinct features of the vaccine market

that affect the demand, supply, and market outcomes for vac-

cines. The article is organized as follows. The first section pro-

vides an institutional background on vaccines and the vaccine

market. The second section discusses the demand for vaccines.

The third section examines supply and market outcomes. The

fourth section summarizes key points and provides concluding

remarks. The analysis and discussion here focuses on pre-

ventative vaccines. The emerging area of therapeutic vaccines,

although interesting, is outside the scope of this discussion.

Background

The vaccine market can be roughly broken down by consumer

age: pediatric, adolescent, adult, and elderly. Pediatric vaccines

have historically represented the largest segment. However,

new vaccines are spurring growth in both adult and adolescent

markets. Globally the recommended vaccines vary by country

and are set based on vaccine availability, available funding for

immunization programs, and differing perceptions of risk/

reward trade-offs. For example, most developed countries use

an IPV because of its lower risk profile. However, in low-

income countries it is more common to use the oral polio

vaccine because it is less expensive and easier to administer,

even though there is a risk of vaccine-associated paralytic

poliomyelitis.

In the US, the Advisory Committee on Immunization

Practices (ACIP) currently recommends that children be vac-

cinated against approximately 15 different diseases. For ado-

lescents, the ACIP recommends that young adults be

vaccinated against five diseases, including yearly influenza.

The adult and elderly markets primarily revolve around an-

nual influenza vaccination, booster shots against tetanus,

diphtheria, and pertussis (Tdap), and herpes zoster vaccines

for the elderly. The WHO recommends vaccinating children

for 11 different diseases, and approximately three vaccines

for adolescents and adults if they are in a high-risk group or

previously not immunized.

Consumers rarely pay directly for vaccines, with the ex-

ception of influenza vaccines. In developed countries, phys-

icians and pharmacists are the primary private purchasers of

vaccines, thereby assuring proper handling of heat labile vac-

cines. Physicians, pharmacist, or other healthcare workers

typically administer vaccines and then are reimbursed for the

cost of the vaccine and its administration by private or public

third-party payers. Physicians can theoretically profit from

both the vaccine and its administration. In the US, estimates

vary on the degree to which physicians profit or take a loss

from vaccinations. A significant amount of public purchasing

occurs for vaccines in all countries, including the US, where

55% of the volume is purchased by federal or state govern-

ments. For less developed countries, UNICEF, the single largest

purchaser of vaccines on a volume basis, purchases 40% of all

vaccines produced globally. The financing for these vaccines is

through the United Nations and the GAVI Alliance (formerly

the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization). Required

copayments or user fees for vaccines are generally discouraged

by the WHO.

In the US there are approximately 43 different types of

vaccines protecting against 19 diseases, supplied mainly by six

large multinational pharmaceutical companies. These manu-

facturers are responsible for the supply of a significant amount

of global demand to high-income countries. For the low-

income markets, there are a total of 30 manufacturers that are

WHO prequalified, meaning that they can supply vaccines to

UNICEF or any other country that accepts WHO pre-

qualification. However, at the antigen level there are very few

to one supplier in most markets (Table 1). For example in
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2012 in the US, most vaccines were supplied by only one or

two suppliers. Additionally, UNICEF relies on anywhere from

one to five suppliers for any given type of product. There has

been some recent entry of new products into the vaccine

market, due to the introduction of newer higher priced vac-

cines such as the human papilloma vaccines (HPV) that pro-

tect against cervical cancer, smaller firms focusing on the

biodefense market, and entry into low-income markets.

Product Characteristics

The vaccine market differs from the traditional pharmaceutical

market for a number of reasons. These differences in product

characteristics have consequences for demand, manufacturing,

research, and the role of the government.

Vaccines are largely preventative in their aim and are

typically consumed only occasionally in a person’s lifetime.

For example, most vaccines are given in childhood and many

confer lifelong immunity or require a booster dose every 10

years. The preventative nature of vaccines means that the

consumption decision is based on preventing a future adverse

health outcome, whereas many pharmaceuticals and biologics

are targeted on treatment, so the consumption decision occurs

only when the consumer is ill. Because vaccines are consumed

only a few times in a person’s lifetime, their demand is con-

centrated and largely limited by the size of the birth cohort.

This contrasts in particular with pharmaceuticals for chronic

conditions that may need to be used regularly on a daily basis

for a patient’s entire remaining lifetime.

Another important distinction is that vaccination may

provide benefits to those that are not vaccinated, a positive

externality. If a person chooses to be vaccinated, that lowers

the probability that an unprotected person will become ill. At

a certain point, but below 100% immunization rate, it does

not make sense to continue vaccinating because the popu-

lation has reached the so-called herd immunity rate. The

proportion of persons that are immune to the disease from

vaccination is high enough that the probability of a disease

outbreak is effectively zero. For example, the herd immunity

for polio is achieved at an immunization rate of approxi-

mately 80%: the remaining 20% of the unvaccinated popu-

lation is still protected. This herd immunity is important for

the protection of those who cannot be immunized, such as the

very young or those with a compromised immune system;

however, the positive externality from one person’s vaccin-

ation decision and herd immunity can also lead to a free-rider

problem. The existence of the free-rider problem is commonly

cited as a justification for government intervention in the

vaccine market through mandates and subsidies.

On the supply side, the research, development, and pro-

duction characteristics of vaccines are distinct from small

molecule chemical pharmaceuticals. These differences influ-

ence a firm’s decision to enter or exit the vaccine market. For

example, vaccine clinical trials are typically larger than

pharmaceutical trials (Table 2). However, there is some evi-

dence to indicate that vaccine development costs are about the

same as that of chemical pharmaceuticals and vaccines have

historically had a slightly higher probability of success once

they have entered Phase I trials. Additionally, vaccines, as

biologics, entail a production process and product character-

istics that are intimately linked, necessitating that the final

phase of clinical development, Phase III trials, is for both the

product and the manufacturing process. This means that in-

vestments in full-scale manufacturing need to be made before

product approval. Thereafter, the biologic nature and the in-

ability to fully characterize vaccines necessitate greater regu-

lation after product approval. For example, changes in the

vaccine production process may require repeating clinical

trials to demonstrate that the production changes did not af-

fect product quality. However, changes in chemical pharma-

ceuticals production process can be demonstrated to not have

affected product quality through bioequivalence testing. Fi-

nally, defining the regulatory pathway to entry following pa-

tent expiry becomes more complex. In the US, for example,

generic pharmaceutical companies need to demonstrate

80–125% bioequivalence to receive marketing approval for

their drug. Although vaccines are biologics, they may be too

complex to currently demonstrate biosimilarity and therefore

follow-on entry will likely be more difficult. For example, in

their guidance on biosimilars, the European Medicines Agency

has stated: ‘‘Vaccines are complex biological medicinal prod-

ucts. Consequently, vaccines have to be considered on a case-

by-case basis.’’

Demand

Consumer demand for vaccines is influenced by price and a

number of other nonprice factors; these have been studied

Table 1 Number of suppliers by pediatric vaccine in 2012 for
UNICEF and the US

Vaccines UN USA

Bacillus Calmette-Guerin
(tuberculosis)

5 n/a

Diphtheria-tetanus toxoid 2 n/a
Diphtheria-pertussis-tetanus 3 2
Measles 3 n/a
Meningitis 3 2
Measles-mumps-rubella 3 1
Measles-rubella 1 n/a
Oral polio 4 n/a
Pneumococcal conjugate 2 1
Rotavirus 2 2
Tetanus 3 3
Tetanus Toxoid 4 n/a
Yellow Fever 2 n/a
Hepatitis B and Hepatitis B

combinations
4 2

Haemophilus influenzae type b
and Haemophilus influenzae
type b combinations

4 2

Human papillomavirus n/a 2
Varicella n/a 1

Abbreviation: UNICEF, United Nations Children’s Fund.

Source: For US figures, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, http://

www.cdc.gov/vaccines/programs/vfc/awardees/vaccine-management/price-list/

index.html and for UNICEF figures, the UNICEF supply division, http://www.unicef.org/

supply/index_57476.html
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extensively in the epidemiological and economic literature.

Examples of nonprice demand factors are herd immunity

thresholds, population heterogeneity around the benefits and

risk of vaccines, how members in a population come in con-

tact with one another, the influence of incentives, and the

availability of other disease avoidance behaviors or treatments.

Finally, policy makers actively try to influence demand for

vaccines by heavily subsidizing them or making vaccination

mandatory.

In general, demand for vaccines has been modeled in the

economic literature using expected utility theory with con-

sumers comparing trade-offs and choosing to remain un-

vaccinated or becoming vaccinated. Inherent in this stylized

model are a number of important factors. First, in the un-

vaccinated state, the consumer is healthy and has a certain

level of utility. The person is susceptible to disease and will

become ill and enter a lower utility state with a given prob-

ability. The risk of getting the disease increases with the

number of people in the population with the disease (preva-

lence), the ease at which the disease can infect a disease-free

person (transmission and infectivity), and the number of ex-

posures a disease-free person has to the disease (mixing). The

utility loss between the healthy and sick states increases with

increasing disease virulence, with the greatest loss coming

from diseases that have high mortality rates or a significant

morbidity burden. For example, before eradication, smallpox

killed an estimated 400 000 people annually with an esti-

mated mortality rate of 30%, and of those that survived, 30%

would suffer blindness.

In this literature the consumer is depicted as comparing the

expected utility from remaining unvaccinated with the ex-

pected utility derived from vaccination. Choosing to vaccinate

will reduce the probability of getting sick and therefore de-

creases the expected utility loss from the disease, but there are

costs to vaccinating. The direct costs are in the form of pay-

ments made by the individual for the vaccine and the ad-

ministration of the vaccine. In actuality, these are typically

small in that governments typically subsidize vaccines or re-

quire private insurance programs to provide first-dollar cov-

erage for vaccines. In the US, for example, the Vaccines for

Children Program provides free vaccinations to all children

below a certain income. Internationally, the degree of coverage

varies depending on the health system, but typically the direct

cost to vaccinate is subsidized to some degree, especially for

pediatric vaccines. But the cost of vaccination also includes the

actual and perceived side effects of vaccinating. As with any

medication, vaccines carry some risk of side effects such as

fever and arm soreness, but in the vast majority of cases, these

side effects are relatively minor. However, the perceived risks

of vaccination are nontrivial in certain groups of consumers

who have expressed a strong dislike toward vaccines and may

overemphasize the risks associated with vaccination. Under-

standing consumer reticence for vaccination is important as

this will ultimately be useful for designing policy interventions

to achieve socially optimal vaccination rates.

Differences in attitudes toward vaccine and vaccine risk

suggest that if a subset of the population views vaccines as

more risky than the majority of the population, vaccination

rates and attitudes toward vaccination can have a wide vari-

ance, and demand may oscillate. Vaccination rates will also be

below the socially optimal level if the perception of the risk of

disease is lower than the actual risk. For instance, consumers

have expressed reticence toward getting the varicella vaccine to

protect against chickenpox because of the perception that the

impact of the disease is minor.

Another potentially important factor influencing vaccine

demand is the prevalence elasticity of demand. Put simply, as

the prevalence of a disease decreases in a population, the de-

mand for the vaccine will decrease because the probability of

becoming ill falls. This has important implications because a

stable equilibrium may not be possible, and instead there can

be dynamic oscillations in the disease prevalence and vac-

cination rates. Therefore, static policies that aim at increasing

vaccination rates may not have the intended effects. Add-

itionally, during disease outbreaks and product shortages, the

prevalence of the disease will rise quickly and may cause

people to vaccinate in self-interest. This may not be optimal

because there may be some in the population who would

derive greater benefits from the limited vaccines. For example

during influenza outbreaks, immunization of the elderly and

children are typically prioritized because the elderly can have

the most severe complications from infection and children are

the primary transmission vectors. However, a healthy adult

may not account for the higher-than-average marginal benefit

of vaccinating these groups and may choose to try to vaccinate

based on maximizing their own expected utility. Evidence

suggests that during periods of vaccine shortages, providers

and consumers do not allocate scarce vaccines optimally.

Free-riding and herd immunity are other demand influ-

encers. A person may decide not to vaccinate if many other

Table 2 Clinical trial enrollment by phase for vaccines and nonvaccines (1999–2011)

Nonvaccines Vaccines

N Mean Standard deviation N Mean Standard deviation

Phase I 6 740 62.7 456.7 343 59.4 74.2
Phase I/II 2 544 80.8 358.3 108 108.1 146.6
Phase II 11 024 154.5 3818.9 269 317.8 659.4
Phase II/III 997 336.0 1700.0 7 1 552.0 1 308.5
Phase III 6 449 706.2 2103.9 114 2 830.2 5 010.3
Phase IV 4 201 330.9 2103.9 58 10 535.6 34 762.6

Source: Data from http://ClinicalTrials.gov. To investigate concerns that nonvaccines trials may have disproportionately smaller trials due to orphan drug or specialty drug trials, the

mean enrollments for vaccine and nonvaccine trials were also examined for trials with enrollment 4100 people and 4200 people. Vaccine trials were still larger in these additional

analyses.
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people have chosen to vaccinate because of the benefit from

having a lower probability of becoming ill. Additionally,

population-level protection can be achieved at the herd im-

munity level, which varies based on disease characteristics but

is approximately 90% for most diseases. Therefore, the mar-

ginal net private and social benefit to vaccinating above the

herd immunity point are strictly less than zero if there is any

cost associated with vaccination.

The demand for vaccine is also influenced by a number of

other factors such as how people share information about

vaccination and a disease, a person’s experience after a health

shock, and the social influence of peers. Models of these fac-

tors predict that vaccination rates will oscillate over time.

Some authors suggest that moral hazard from vaccination

may actually also increase infections. Vaccination provides a

type of insurance against getting a disease and therefore a

person that is vaccinated may engage in other high-risk be-

haviors that could increase their chance of getting a disease

especially if the vaccine is not perfectly effective. For example,

the introduction of a vaccine for Human immunodeficiency

virus (HIV) may actually increase the incidence of HIV or

other sexually transmitted diseases if the vaccine induces other

high-risk behaviors.

Policy Demand Modifiers

Policy makers have a number of tools that have traditionally

been utilized to try to influence vaccination rates. These vary

by country, but in the developed world the use of mandates

and subsidies is common. Mandates raise the cost of not

vaccinating, whereas subsidies decrease the cost of vaccin-

ation. In the US, each state determines its vaccination policies

with regard to mandates and subsidies. The states also vary in

the allowable reasons that a person can express to obtain an

exemption to the mandatory vaccine policy. Exemptions can

be granted for medical, religious, or simply philosophical

reasons. In contrast, the UK does not mandate vaccination but

provides vaccines at no cost.

Mandates
There is a broad base of evidence examining the impact of

mandates on disease incidence and vaccination rates in the

US. School-entry mandates are a requirement that a parent

must document that their child is fully immunized in order to

attend school. A number of studies have found that school

mandates significantly reduced the incidence of disease in the

US. The estimated impact of mandates on vaccination cover-

age varies widely with a median increase of 15% (range:

5–54%). Implementation of a mandate also appears to reduce

racial differences in immunization rates. Many of these studies

were conducted in the US and most did not control for ex-

emptions. It should also be noted that these studies typically

do not control for the potential endogeneity of mandate

strength and underlying population characteristics despite

preliminary evidence that they may be related.

Mandates also appear to have a spillover effect and may be

associated with increased immunization rates for non-

mandated vaccines. For example, one study found that the

implementation of a mandate for the tetanus, diphtheria,

pertussis (Tdap) vaccine increased not only the Tdap im-

munization rate from 29% to 83% but also the tetravalent

meningococcal vaccination rate from 10% to 60%.

Exemptions
A study of exemption rates showed that US states that had an

easy exemption process, or that allowed exemptions from

mandates based on personal beliefs, had an increase in the

number of exemptions between 0.99–2.54% and 1.26–2.51%,

respectively, from 1991 to 2004. Additionally states with easy

exemptions or personal belief exemptions had an increased

incidence of pertussis (incidence rate ratio of 1.53 (ease of

exemption); incidence rate ratio 1.48 (personal belief ex-

emptions)). Interestingly a survey of parents of children who

received a nonmedical exemption reports receiving at least

some vaccinations (75.5%), with the varicella vaccine being

the most common one not being received (53.1%).

Subsidies
There is limited evidence on the effects of direct subsidies on

immunization rates in high-income markets. Providing free

influenza vaccine to elderly patients increased the vaccination

rate by a modest 0.6% from a base of 40.6% in the US.

Additionally, another study estimated that providing free

vaccines increased the overall immunization rate for DTP,

polio, and MMR vaccines by 7% from 76% to 83% (p¼ .03)

based on the implementation of a new insurance program

that provided free vaccines to poorer children. In low-income

markets, vaccines are highly subsidized and there has been a

marked increase in the vaccination rate for older vaccines,

through UNICEF, and newer vaccines, through the GAVI

Alliance.

Many countries provide free vaccination to all children. In

the US there is a mix where some states provide all vaccines to

all children, whereas other states provide them for only low-

income publicly insured or uninsured populations. All other

children receive their vaccine in the private sector. The evi-

dence on the role of US state level insurance policies is mixed.

For example, US states that provide Medicaid coverage to a

larger proportion of their poor residents are more likely to

have residents that are up-to-date with vaccination, but only to

a certain point. States that provide Medicaid coverage to more

than approximately 50% of their poor residents are actually

less likely to have poor and nonpoor residents being up-to-

date with vaccination. Also, children residing in states that

provided a higher percentage of immunizations through the

public sector were less likely to be up-to-date (Mayer et al.

1999). Children residing in states that provide all vaccines for

their entire pediatric population do not appear to be more up-

to-date than those residing in states that provide it only for

their low-income populations (Olshen et al., 2007; Mayer

et al., 1999; Davis et al., 2003). However, in contrast a different

study found that publicly insured children were more likely to

be up-to-date on vaccine requirements compared to their

privately insured counterparts (Blewett et al., 2008).

Finally, in the US, children who are black, reside in an

urban area, are poor, and are the children of young single

mothers who do not have college degrees are more likely to be

completely unvaccinated. In contrast, white children who live

in families with incomes more than US$75 000 and are the
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children of married mothers who have college degrees tend to

have some vaccination but are not fully up-to-date or under-

vaccinated. These findings indicate that policies such as sub-

sidies and mandates may need to be more nuanced with

regard to groups that are completely unvaccinated and those

that are undervaccinated.

Supply

The vaccine industry in the developed world is primarily

comprised of large multinational pharmaceutical companies

that produce vaccines as part of their overall product offerings.

These multinationals typically supply product to most parts of

the world. However, developing world manufacturers now

supply much of the demand in low- and middle-income

countries. In prior decades, governments and universities were

major suppliers of vaccines but few still exist globally with

most of the vaccines being manufactured in the private sector.

The relatively small number of manufacturers and recur-

rent shortages has led much of the economic literature on

vaccine supply to focus on two interrelated areas, causes of

shortages and the impact of sole source suppliers. Shortages

are a recurrent feature in the vaccine market as historically

there have been only a few suppliers for each vaccine in each

market, and because vaccine production typically takes many

months. It is difficult for other suppliers to quickly increase

production to meet unanticipated demand. The causes of the

shortages vary. For example, an increase in demand due to an

early and more severe flu season caused shortages of influenza

vaccine during the winter of 2004–05. Additionally, regulatory

actions have caused shortages of a number of vaccines over

time as manufacturers have either decided to cease production

or needed time to meet compliance requirements. Finally, the

natural uncertainty in biologic manufacturing has also been

associated with vaccine shortages. Supply-side research tends

to examine why there is such limited capacity and few sup-

pliers at the product level. Causes such as demand and supply

shocks, excess regulation, undervaluation of vaccines, greater

profitability of pharmaceuticals relative to vaccines, and fixed

cost competition along with winner-take-all procurement

policies have all been posited as causes for the current market

structure. Analysis of the vaccine supply-side features is im-

portant to understanding these market outcomes.

Firm perspective
From the firm’s perspective a number of considerations are

required to determine whether to enter or exit the vaccine

market. A 2004 survey of vaccine manufacturers by the Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) found that

manufacturers highlighted the regulatory burden, the high

cost of delay between initial investment and sales, and the

higher cost of new technologies for new vaccines as barriers to

entering the vaccine market. However, the manufactures also

noted that they have increased investment in R&D because

new technologies have allowed for the development of vac-

cines previously not thought possible. During the late 1990s

and into the early 2000s there was significant exit from the

vaccine market. For example, in the US during the 1980s there

were 18 vaccine manufacturers and by 2007 there were six. Exit

was not limited to the US market; UNICEF received bids from

10 different manufactures to supply their demand for measles

vaccine in 1996, and only three in 2001. However, more re-

cently firms have entered the vaccine market. The causes for

potential increased entry are multifactorial. For example, more

recent vaccines, like the HPV vaccines, have been priced higher

than traditional vaccines, leading to greater expected revenues.

Additionally, improved technology, such as cell-based influ-

enza vaccines, has also led to new firms entering the market.

Internationally, the GAVI Alliance has substantially increased

the donor base for funding low-income markets, increasing

the overall market size for many vaccines. Finally, manu-

facturers in emerging markets, including India, China, and

South Korea have entered as major suppliers to emerging and

middle-income markets.

Vaccine projects must compete for both internal and ex-

ternal capital that could be dedicated to other innovations.

Within the pharmaceutical firm these are typically other

pharmaceutical or biologic products that may be more prof-

itable. Firms also consider the increased regulatory require-

ments and the need to make significant investments early in

the product life cycle for vaccine projects. Because vaccines are

given to healthy recipients and are complex biologics, there is

a higher level of regulatory proof required to show product

safety, product efficacy, and the reliability of the manu-

facturing process. Clinical trials for vaccines typically enroll

larger number of subjects than pharmaceutical trials because

of the need to prove prevention of a disease rather than

showing treatment effects (Table 2). The clinical trials must

also demonstrate both the safety and the efficacy of the

product and the manufacturing process. This is due to the

biologic nature of the product, requiring that investment and

decisions on full-scale manufacturing be made before product

approval. This increases the opportunity costs of vaccines

relative to pharmaceuticals. Finally, because of the linkage

between the product and the manufacturing process, changes

in manufacturing may necessitate new clinical trials. There-

fore, firms face high sunk costs when entering the vaccine

market relatively early in the clinical trial process and need to

wait longer to recoup their investment. A rational firm will

invest in a higher fixed cost endeavor only if there is a high

enough willingness to pay for the eventual vaccine.

Vaccines also typically tend to have a longer life cycle than

pharmaceuticals because of the uncertain regulatory pathway

to entry for biosimilar vaccines. Firms wishing to enter an

existing vaccine’s market will most likely have to do their own

full-scale clinical trials for both their product and their

manufacturing process. This regulatory barrier to entry means

that firms currently in the market will face less competition

and have longer product life cycles than a typical pharma-

ceutical for which entry is typically very rapid after patent

expiry. It should be noted that although there has been in-

creased entry into the overall vaccine market, competition at

the product level is still limited.

Market outcomes
A distinctive feature of the vaccine market is that for each type

of vaccine there is a limited number of suppliers selling in

most countries (Table 1). Single (or few) suppliers is not ne-

cessarily a bad outcome if the last remaining supplier is the
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lowest cost reliable producer and monopsony purchasing can

balance monopoly market power. Moreover, this may be the

long-run equilibrium for vaccines. However, having few sup-

pliers can cause episodic shortages if there is a regulatory ac-

tion, a manufacturing problem, or some other unexpected

supply shock, especially if storability is limited or costly. For

instance, updated regulations may cause firms to exit due to

increasing regulatory costs and if firms do not have a rea-

sonable expectation of being able to recoup their investment.

Multiple factors may contribute to exit of individual sup-

pliers and/or temporary shortages of vaccines in the vaccine

market. Vaccines have a high fixed cost component. If there are

multiple entrants and competition drives prices to marginal

cost, none of the competitors can recoup their fixed costs and

all but the low-cost supplier will exit the market. Additionally,

demand is relatively concentrated because it is limited to the

birth cohort for many vaccines, in which case economic theory

predicts there will be fewer suppliers. Regulatory actions have

also caused firms to exit the market as well as have led directly

to shortages. Historically, liability risk for adverse events as-

sociated with vaccination was a significant concern as vaccine

recipients are healthy infants; these risks were the impetus for

the Vaccine Injury Compensation Act in the US. In the US,

most vaccine sales have an excise tax, which is used to fund a

Vaccine Injury Compensation Fund. Persons harmed by vac-

cination must go to a special court to seek compensation from

the fund. Finally, some have posited that vaccine prices are too

low due to undervaluation by payers and the large amount of

government purchasing. However, these studies were done

before the introduction of newer and higher priced vaccines.

Additionally, a US study did not find evidence that govern-

ment purchasing led to fewer suppliers and therefore may not

be a contributing factor to shortages.

A number of solutions to combat shortages have been

suggested. In the US, the CDC has established 6-month

stockpiles for all pediatric vaccines. This may be the optimal

solution if fixed-cost competition along with winner-take-all

procurement provisions leads to sole-source supply from the

least-cost manufacturer, as has been hypothesized.

Conclusion

The economics of vaccines are complicated and have a num-

ber of interesting features that can shed light on various

economic phenomena. Vaccines are preventative against con-

tagious diseases, and therefore marginal demand may decline

as immunization rates increase because the risk of infection

decreases. A rational consumer may prefer not to vaccinate

given that the probability of infection becomes very small at

high immunization rates. This creates incentives to free ride.

For related reasons, immunization rates in private markets

may be suboptimal if consumers ignore the positive ex-

ternalities from immunization. On the supply side, vaccines

are distinct from chemical pharmaceuticals due to their

biologic complexity. This complexity leads to greater regu-

latory oversight and more complicated manufacturing pro-

cesses for both vaccines and biologics compared to traditional

chemical pharmaceuticals. Suppliers deciding to enter the

vaccine and biologics market need to demonstrate the safety

and efficacy of both their product and their manufacturing

process because they are intimately linked. This also means

that changes in regulations or manufacturing processes may

necessitate new clinical trials. Therefore, significant invest-

ments must be made early in a vaccine’s life cycle and de-

cisions on capacity may be difficult to modify later. However,

once in the vaccine market most vaccines have traditionally

enjoyed a longer economic life than chemical pharma-

ceuticals, due to the absence of a regulatory pathway for

generic vaccines. Whether this will change in the future

remains to be seen.

Finally, the overall vaccine market has historically experi-

enced shortages and few manufacturers per product. The

possible causes of the shortages and few suppliers range from

prices being below the full social value, changes in regulation

causing manufacturer to exit, fixed cost competition, and high

levels of centralized purchasing, either by national govern-

ments or by groups like UNICEF. Solutions to these problems

range from increasing prices to reflect the full social value of

vaccines, stockpiling vaccines, and reducing regulatory barriers

to increase global competition.

See also: HIV/AIDS: Transmission, Treatment, and Prevention,
Economics of. Infectious Disease Externalities. Macroeconomic Effect
of Infectious Disease Outbreaks. Water Supply and Sanitation
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Introduction

To understand the role of establishing value in practice, one

needs to briefly recap on the role that value can in theory play

in pharmaceutical pricing and use by health systems.

Most industrialized countries have universal coverage with

modest patient copayments. By lowering out-of-pocket prices

to patients, insurance counteracts the impact on patients of

companies using patent protection to charge high prices,

protecting consumers from financial risk and, through cross-

subsidies, making health services more affordable to low-

income consumers. However, because such insurance makes

patient demand highly price-inelastic, insurance creates the

potential and incentives for manufacturer prices that exceed

the level that would result from patents alone. Public and

private insurers use various forms of price regulatory strategies

to constrain this producer moral hazard. These price regu-

latory strategies are generally an ad hoc mix of historical

policies. It is, however, possible to identify five broad types of

measure, often used in combination:

1. Cost-effectiveness requirements: Drugs are assessed for use

or for a reimbursement price by looking at incremental

health-related effects (often measured and valued using the

quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) and incremental costs

relative to existing treatments using cost-effectiveness an-

alysis (CEA). Economists regard the use of CEA for drugs

(which has the effect of regulating drug prices indirectly

through a review of cost-effectiveness) as in theory more

consistent with principles of efficient resource allocation

than other regulatory methods for drug prices. It means

that more effective/safer drugs (delivering more QALYs)

can charge higher prices and still be cost-effective relative to

less effective/less safe drugs. This provides efficient in-

centives for research and development (R&D). In addition,

by using the CEA approach, the indications in which the

use of the drug would be efficient can also be identified and

potentially controlled, thereby encouraging a more cost-

effective use of the drug in the health care system.

2. Therapeutic added value requirements: These typically in-

volve comparison with other, established drugs in the same

class, or with other treatments used in the standard of care

(SoC) with higher prices allowed or negotiated for im-

proved health or health-related effects in the form of effi-

cacy, better side effect profile, or convenience (a form of

internal reference pricing). If internal reference pricing

ignores potential differences between drugs in a therapeutic

group and prices them all at the same price, then it is not

rewarding innovation efficiently. However, if companies

are able to charge higher prices if they can demonstrate

superior effect over other products in a therapy class or over

the SoC then prices are taking account of the value gener-

ated for payers and their patients. This can be done by

using an assessment of relative effectiveness (RE) (the term

used in Europe) or comparative effectiveness (CE), the

term used in the USA.

3. Comparison with the price of the identical product in other

countries (‘external reference pricing’): This involves setting

prices by reference to the prices of the same product in a

basket of other countries. It limits the manufacturer’s

ability to price discriminate across countries. Predicted

effects include convergence in the manufacturer’s target

launch prices across linked markets, with launch delays

and nonlaunch becoming an optimal strategy in low-price

countries, particularly those with small markets. Parallel

trade, which is legal in the EU, has similar effects to ex-

ternal referencing, except that it generally only affects a

fraction of a product’s sales. The welfare effects of regu-

latory pressures for price convergence across countries are

theoretically ambiguous but likely to be negative. Price

discrimination increases static efficiency if volume in-

creases relative to uniform pricing. That differential pricing

increases drug use seems plausible, given evidence of new

drug launch delays in low price countries when there is

external referencing or parallel trade.

4. Cost-based approaches where manufacturers supply pro-

duction and research cost information: Most countries

have now moved away from direct price control based on

costs and profit margins. The difficulties of allocating joint

costs across global markets and taking account of R&D

failures rendered this a particularly inefficient way of

regulating pharmaceutical prices. The United Kingdom

(UK) uniquely among industrialized countries regulates

the rate of return on capital on the whole drug portfolio,

leaving manufacturers free to set the initial launch prices of

individual drugs (but not to increase them thereafter

except in very prescribed circumstances). Indirect price

control is, however, operated via the National Institute for

Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) using a cost-

per-QALY threshold in making recommendations for the

use of drugs in the UK National Health Service (NHS).

Following a 2007 review of the Pharmaceutical Price

Regulation Scheme (PPRS), the UK Office of Fair Trade

recommended that the UK move to a system of ‘value-

based pricing’ regulation, in place of profit regulation. As a

result, the renegotiation of the 2009 PPRS may lead to a

move away from profit regulation to a more uniform re-

liance on the use of NICE’s cost-effectiveness requirements

to constrain pharmaceutical prices.

5. Limits on total spending with various clawback mech-

anisms to penalize companies when revenues exceed the

target set. Controlling expenditure through drug budget

caps is a form of ‘silo budgeting,’ which may create perverse

incentives for cost shifting to less efficient inputs or to curb

sales of products that are delivering a lot of health gain.

The first two approaches (the use of CEA and a ‘therapeutic

added value’ approach involving a comparison with other
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drugs or the SoC) link price to value. There has been a sub-

stantial increase in the number of third party payers using

formal CEA, or pharmacoeconomic approaches for assessing

the value of drugs, vaccines, and other heath technologies

to inform decisions about pricing, reimbursement, and use

within their health care systems. In addition a number of

countries use ‘therapeutic added value’ approaches, in some

cases involving the use of CEA.

The main rationale for using CEA is to limit reimburse-

ment to drugs and technologies that meet specified standards

of value for money or cost-effectiveness. CEA also has the ef-

fect of regulating drug prices indirectly through a review of

cost-effectiveness. This is in theory more consistent with the

principles of efficient resource allocation than other regulatory

methods for drug prices. It means that more effective/safer

drugs (delivering more QALYs) can charge higher prices and

still be cost-effective relative to less effective/less safe drugs.

Australia was the first jurisdiction to adopt such a policy in

1993 and was quickly followed by New Zealand and several

Canadian provinces. The UK established the NICE in 1999 to

review the effectiveness and cost of technologies expected to

have major health or budgetary impact, using cost per QALY,

and to formulate guidance on the use of these technologies in

the NHS in England and Wales. In Sweden, the Dental and

Pharmaceutical Benefits Board (tandvårds- och läkeme-

delsförmånsverket (TLV)) undertakes CEA to inform decisions

on the reimbursement of drugs. Other European countries

requesting economic submissions for some, or all, new

medicines, include Belgium, Finland, Ireland, Norway, The

Netherlands, Portugal, and Germany. Similar policies have

also been recently adopted by some countries in Eastern

Europe (e.g., Hungary), Asia (e.g., South Korea), and Latin

America (e.g., Brazil).

It would be more appropriate to include the new German

pricing system in the second ‘therapeutic added value’ cat-

egory, along with the French system. Both place a strong em-

phasis on the need to demonstrate benefit against an

appropriate comparator in order to demonstrate added value,

before a higher price can be considered. In Germany, if there is

no agreement on the price to be paid for the added value, then

a CEA can be required to help resolve the issue. In France a

CEA is not required at launch, but is required at the point at

which a postlaunch review is conducted.

Both the use of CEA and the therapeutic added value

approach therefore link price to value. Price (P) can therefore

be thought of as a function of the decision maker’s perception

of value (V). This can be characterized as

P ¼ f Vð Þ ½1�

For the decision-maker value (V) is additional benefit (B)

minus additional cost (C). These costs can be thought of as

comprising additional costs associated with using the tech-

nology (excluding acquisition cost or ‘price’) minus cost off-

sets (including the costs saved by the displacement of other

technologies). In addition decision-makers looking at value

are also concerned about the opportunity cost of resources (k).

In the case of payers using CEA this is explicit (although they

may not say what opportunity cost threshold they are using).

In the case of payers rewarding price premiums for value it is

implicit in their willingness to accept higher prices for

additional value. Finally, decision-makers are concerned about

the uncertainty (U) associated with their estimation of value.

Substantial uncertainty is likely to lead to a lower price, delay

in use of the drug pending resolution of the uncertainty with

more evidence, or some form of use linked to the collection of

evidence designed to resolve the elements of uncertainty

(often called coverage with evidence development (CED) or

managed entry). The decision-maker value determination can

be characterized as being a function of these four elements:

V ¼ g B, C, k, Uð Þ ½2�

To understand how value is determined in practice requires

consideration of a number of issues, which are explored in the

remainder of this article:

• the elements of benefit and cost payers are willing to have

included in their assessment of value and how the most

important component, health effect, is assessed;

• the use of opportunity cost in determining price or value;

• how pricing and access decisions are made, given the as-

sessment of value;

• the use of CED to handle uncertainty in decision-making

about value;

• the challenges of getting value decisions implemented in

practice. Do health systems use recommended drugs;

• can poor value be identified using the same approach,

leading to disinvestment from drugs and other treatments

that are not good value; and

• trends in regional collaboration in the assessment of and

decision-making about value.

The Elements of Value to Be Included

What is theoretically included should, in principle, depend on

the perspective of the decision-maker. However, some omis-

sions may be unintended and lead to unintended measure-

ment error. For most decision-makers:

• The health effect is usually the single most important

benefit and hence element of any assessment of value.

• Cost-offsets within the healthcare system are a second key

benefit.

Other elements of value that are sometimes used by

decision-makers fall into three distinct types:

• The ‘value’ of the health gain to society may be higher

or lower depending on who gets it. The severity of the

disease is a particular factor. The UK NICE applies a specific

value weight when appraising end-of-life medicines. Sev-

eral health systems treat drugs for orphan diseases differ-

ently (where a requirement for designation is that the

degree of disease severity is high), allowing higher prices

and/or lower evidence standards for evidence of RE or

therapeutic added value. In the German arzneimittelmarkt-

neuordnungsgesetz (AMNOG) process, orphan drugs are

automatically assumed to be innovative without a con-

sideration of the strength of the evidence, although this is

now subject to review. In the UK, orphan drugs were exempt

from the NICE review process, but this has now changed.
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However, NICE will use a different process to review these

drugs as compared with its conventional CEA approach.

• There may be elements of benefit to the patient that are not

necessarily captured in the measure of health gain,

including:

J Health-related-quality of life aspects not well captured

by a generic measure of health gain such as the QALY

and

J Health-care-process-related aspects such as being treated

with dignity, at a convenient time and location, and

after only a short wait.

• Information for the patient which, for example, enables life

style choices to be made, independent of any health effects.

• Other costs and benefits beyond those to patients and the

health care system. Outside of health care a societal per-

spective is conventionally used by economists, including

all costs and consequences related to the initial inter-

ventions in a cost–benefit analysis. Applying such an

approach would involve expanding the CEA to include

unrelated medical costs, costs incurred outside the health

care sector, and benefits accruing to all stakeholders in

society including those for the patient not captured in the

QALY. Several countries, including Norway, Sweden, and

the Netherlands, already require that economic evaluations

are conducted using a societal perspective.

• Innovative attributes of a technology may be deemed to

have value independently of the health gain generated.

Japan and Italy use a categorical rating to assess the degree

of innovativeness. France uses a categorical rating to esti-

mate the degree of therapeutic added value.

Table 1 is a summary of the ways that value is linked to

medicine prices in a range of eight countries whose third party

payers use either CEA or a variant of ‘therapeutic added value’

to assess price. The authors look at:

• Australia, Canada, England, and Sweden which use CEA to

determine whether at the price sought by the manufacturer

the medicine is deemed cost-effective or not;

• France, Germany, Italy, and Japan – whose approaches

include allocation of new medicines into a number of

pricing categories defined by assessment of the therapeutic

added value of the medicine.

Table 1 sets out the key points to note. For example:

• The Australian approach to medicines pricing is focused

around health gain per dollar, i.e., ‘clinical effectiveness’

and ‘cost effectiveness.’ Official guidance there notes that

cost per QALY is commonly used but does not require it,

meaning that a number of approaches may be acceptable.

The overall assessment of the value of a new medicine, in

the sense of how different aspects of value are weighed up

against price, is opaque. For example, there is no specific

monetary ‘threshold’ value applied to QALYs where some

of the medicine’s benefits are expressed in QALY terms. A

national committee representing the payer engages in a

deliberative process: there is no formulaic derivation of the

price ceiling. Repeat manufacturer submissions are normal

as both sides ‘negotiate’ toward an acceptable price.

• None of the countries has gone so far as to define an

explicit method for aggregating qualitatively different

nonfinancial elements of a medicine’s value, although

three of them group medicines into a small number of

categories before price determination: five categories in

France, three in Italy, and six in Japan.

There is an important division between those markets and

payers who use QALYs and those who do not. Typically payers

using CEA require or prefer the use of QALYs and those

using therapeutic added value do not require it. In the US, the

2010 US Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA)

specifically forbids the use of ‘‘a dollars per quality-adjusted

life-year (or similar measure that discounts the value of a

life year because of an individual’s disability) as a threshold

to establish what type of health care is cost-effective or

recommendedy’’ in public funding decisions (ACA 2010).

The wording of the ACA means that the emphasis in the

public sector in the US is likely to be around assessments of

therapeutic added value (termed CE) that use clinical or dis-

ease-specific patient reported outcome measures. Many private

health plans and pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) require

elements of a CEA submission for drugs to be provided to

them in a standard format agreed by the Academy of Managed

Care Pharmacists (AMCP). This format allows for, but does

not mandate, use of the QALY.

Estimating the Opportunity Cost of Adopting a
Technology

Decision-makers need to know what they are giving up if they

adopt a drug. In the case of a health care system with a ‘hard’

fixed global budget for a specified time period, such as the UK,

the opportunity cost in the short terms is usually displacing

another health care related activity. This is often referred to as

an ‘extrawelfarist’ approach. In the case of (1) a ‘soft’ public

budget system, (2) as spending budgets are varied over time in

‘hard’ global budget countries, or (3) in a private sector sys-

tem, adoption may lead to increases in taxes or premiums and

so reductions in private consumption elsewhere. In this con-

text, the relevant opportunity cost is the expected willingness

to pay (WTP) for health-related value of the covered popu-

lation. This is often referred to as the ‘welfarist’ approach.

Which one is relevant depends on the context. In the case of

countries using therapeutic added value approaches, a rule of

thumb is usually used to estimate WTP for additional value

(e.g., by reference to prices sought elsewhere) or a price is

negotiated. The approach to the threshold is implicit in these

cases and may not reflect either WTP or an estimate of

displaced value.

Setting an appropriate opportunity cost threshold for use

in decision-making by estimating what is ‘displaced’ is difficult

because (1) it is hard to estimate and (2) it is hard to apply in

decision-making as the covered population has usually not

accepted explicit rationing of health care on this basis.

The UK has the most explicit policy in respect of using

a cost-effectiveness threshold for assessing price in relation

to value based on the ‘displacement’ of other health-providing

activities by the NHS within a fixed global budget. In its early

days, NICE denied that it was applying a specific threshold.

However, as the information on the decisions made by
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Table 1 Assessing ‘value’ and linking to price: current practice in selected countries

Country Elements included in
‘value’

How measured How valued, whose
values

How aggregated How converted into price

Australia • Clinical
effectiveness

• Cost-effectiveness

Quality-adjusted
life-year (QALY) and
incremental cost
per QALY are
commonly used but
not obligatory

Not specified Deliberation – opaque Negotiation –
approximately 30%
margin on costs for the
most innovative
products; effectively
therapeutic reference
pricing for others

Canada –
Federal level

• Cost-effectiveness

• Safety

• Effectiveness

• Incremental cost
per QALY, where
possible

• ?

• QALY where
possible

Preferences of
general public
preferred; patients’
preferences may be
acceptable

Not specified Price not linked to value:
max price of
‘breakthrough
drugs’¼median of
prices in 7 other
countries; effectively
therapeutic reference
pricing for others

France • Relative Efficacy

• Safety

• Availability of
therapeutic
alternatives

• Disease severity

• Not specified

• Not specified

• Not specified

• Not specified

Not specified Categorization by
expert clinical
committee into one
of five categories of
incremental health
benefit (ASMR)

Negotiation (on price and
volume, i.e., total
revenue). For drugs with
major therapeutic
improvements,
reference is made to
European prices (in
Germany, Italy, Spain,
and UK)

Germany • Relative efficacy

• Very small or
orphan market

• One of three
categories for
strength of proof

• Yes/no

Not specified Deliberation – opaque Negotiation for products
with additional
therapeutic value. If
negotiations fail use of a
cost-effectiveness
analysis and/or pan-
European reference
pricing. Therapeutic
reference pricing for
others

Italy • Clinical
effectiveness

• Availability of
therapeutic
alternatives

• Disease severity

• Unspecified clinical
end-points leading
to one of the three
categories

• One of the three
categories

• One of the three
categories

Not specified Categorization by
expert clinical
committee into one
of three overall
categories

Negotiation

Japan • Efficacy

• Safety

• New mode
of action

• Indicated for
children

• Small or
orphan market

• Not specified

• Not specified

• Yes/no

• Yes/no

• Yes/no

Not specified Categorization by
Ministry of Health
and Welfare into
one of the six
usefulness and
market size
categories

Negotiation

Sweden • Clinical
effectiveness

• Cost effectiveness

• Cost savings in any
sector: health care,
nonhealth, public,
private, patients,
carers, and
relatives

• Production loss

• QALYs

• QALYs

• Money

• Money (human
capital method)

Preference for ‘QALY
weightings based
on appraisals of
persons in the
health condition in
question’

Not specified Manufacturer selects price
and faces coverage
decision by TLV

(Continued )
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NICE accumulated, it was possible to estimate a revealed

threshold. NICE then stated that it applied a threshold range:

interventions with an incremental cost per QALY ratio below

d20 000 have a high probability of funding; and those with a

ratio exceeding d30 000 have a low probability of funding

although the upper bound of d30 000 can be exceeded, for

example, on grounds of equity. This range is set out in the

NICE Methods Guide. Research in the UK is beginning to

tackle the issue of the value of what might be displaced in the

NHS. One study using case studies found it difficult to identify

what in practice was displaced at the local level. Another series

of studies have attempted to estimate the threshold level im-

plied by a longitudinal and cross-sectional analysis of the

current pattern of expenditure by disease area by geographic

area within the NHS combined with data on mortality and

estimates of morbidity. Their conclusion is that NICE’s

threshold range may be a little too high (i.e., closer to d18 000

than d20 000–d30 000). Yet other evidence analyzing the re-

vealed preference of NICE decisions suggest the actual

threshold used by NICE may be closer to d46 000 per QALY

when other factors are taken into account by the NICE

Appraisal Committees. NICE has commissioned WTP-based

opportunity cost estimates of the social value of a QALY. One

study suggested a distinction in WTP between life-saving

(d70 000), life-extending (d35 000), and quality-of-life-en-

hancing (d10 000) considerations. A second study suggested a

range of d20 000–d40 000 per QALY. The UK Department of

Health currently uses a WTP for a QALY estimate of d60 000

for its own impact assessments, adapted from WTP estimates

used elsewhere in the government.

Evidence from other countries suggest the following:

• In Canada, a revealed preference estimate of the ICERs of

drugs approved and refused by the CDR between 2003 and

2007 suggesting overlapping ICERs indicating other factors

were important (Belgian Health Care Knowledge Center,

2008).

• In Australia, revealed preference estimate of AUS$37

000–69 000 per QALY was derived for decisions in the

1990s (Belgian Health Care Knowledge Center, 2008).

• WTP estimates for the US range between $100 000 and

$300 000 per QALY (Eichler et al., 2004).

• The Swedish TLV uses WTP-based estimates ranging from

h40 000 to h90 000 per QALY (Persson, 2012).

The main arguments for an explicit threshold are that it

may encourage more consistency in decision-making and

lead to a more equitable outcome as a result of public debate.

Manufacturers will know what payers want to reward and

invest in R&D accordingly. There are issues as to whether such

a cost-effectiveness threshold encourages the ‘right’ amount of

innovation. Some have argued that the amount of the social

benefit going to innovators will be too low; others that allow

innovators to price up to the threshold means they can ap-

propriate all of the benefit. The patent system is intended to

provide temporary monopoly rights that can enable innov-

ators to exercise some market power. Arguably, the most dy-

namically efficient outcome is for as much as possible of the

social surplus to accrue to the innovator in that period. Payer

use of cost-effectiveness thresholds will be (second best) effi-

cient if thresholds reflect societal WTP. For a discussion of this

issue, see Danzon et al. (2011).

Making Decisions about Value

Use of CEA and/or ‘therapeutic added value’ requires decision-

makers to assess the evidence of value, use judgement, and

make a decision. A key part of the process of review is the

submission by drug companies of a dossier of evidence to

support their claim for a price based on their estimate of value.

By way of illustration one can look at the process used by the

UK NICE, which is regarded by many as an exemplary process.

It involves the appraisal of a single technology:

• The opportunity for early scientific advice (before Phase 3

trials) as to the health and cost outcomes likely to be of

importance to NICE. This is nonbinding on both parties

and can involve the drug licensing body should the com-

pany wish this.

• A scoping exercise before the preparation of the company

dossier at which both parties (and other relevant stake-

holders) seek to agree the exact scope of the evidence

required.

• The submission of the dossier, which should follow the

Methods Guidance. Other stakeholders (e.g., patient

groups) can also submit evidence.

• Review of the dossier(s) by an independent Evidence Re-

view Group contracted by NICE and preparation of an

assessment report by them.

• Appraisal by the NICE Appraisal Committee of the dossier

and the Assessment Report and a recommendation by the

Committee about the NHS use based on the price offered

by the company.

• Opportunity for comment by the company and all other

stakeholders before reconsideration by the Committee.

• An Appeal option for the company.

Table 1 Continued

Country Elements included in
‘value’

How measured How valued, whose
values

How aggregated How converted into price

England • Health gain

• Health service cost
savings

• Severity/end of life
(cancer only)

• QALY

• Money

• Within 2 years of
expected
death: yes/no

• General population
perspective
de facto

• Market prices

• Appraiser
deliberation

As QALYs (weighted if
‘end of life’)

Manufacturer selects price
and faces coverage
decision by National
Institute for Health and
Clinical Excellence

Source: Adapted from Sussex, J., Towse, A. and Devlin, N. (2013). Operationalising value based pricing of medicines: A taxonomy of approaches. Pharmacoeconomics 13(1), 1–10.
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• The option for the company to apply for a Patient

Access Scheme should its proposed price proves to be too

high. This could involve some sort of price discount or

collection of improved evidence to support the proposed

price.

• The option of a rereview at a later specified time (usually

2 years).

Note that in practice two types of decision are made by

health systems depending on whether (1) the health-

technology-assessment (HTA)/pricing and reimbursement

body, given an assumption about access, is determining the

price or (2) given price, the committee is determining if value

is positive for some/ all groups of patients, in order to list or

otherwise make the product available for the relevant patient

groups. There is inevitably some blurring:

• A company may refuse to accept the price offered and

supply more evidence on value.

• If access is denied, the company can resubmit claiming

higher value or offering a lower price.

Most payer/HTA bodies have a committee similar to the

NICE Appraisal Committee to assess the evidence and make a

decision. The mechanism by which the members of a com-

mittee combine the various forms of evidence with local

context and judgements about interpretation and uncertainty

to reach a decision is a deliberative process. This may be

particularly valuable in circumstances where there is either

uncertainty about technical information (scientific un-

certainty), or where issues relating to fairness and social values

(value judgements) need to be taken into account. Culyer

(2009) defines these as follows:

• Scientific judgment is usually about an effect (positive or

negative), its size, the ways in which it can be achieved, for

whom, for how long, and how much uncertainty there is

about the outcomes;

• Value judgments tend to be in a different territory but they

might be about, for example, how worthwhile a technology

is, how defensible the tough bits of the decision are, how

tolerant of uncertainty the committee ought to be, how

important interpersonal comparisons are (who benefits),

and whether the outcome measure is a good tracker of the

relative health benefits of the interventions that were

compared.

Although NICE appears to be more transparent than other

HTA bodies, some researchers are critical of its failure to for-

mally codify the impact of decision criteria other than cost-

effectiveness, claiming that its statements on these matters

have been vague and uninformative. The importance of social

value judgements and other factors beyond cost-effectiveness

is regularly emphasized, and examples of interventions with

high questionable cost-effectiveness being recommended on

the basis of such factors are given. These are, however, unusual

cases. It is difficult in most cases to understand the extent to

which they have contributed to the final recommendation

decisions and it is not possible from a review of decisions

to find any factors other than the threshold that explain

NICE decisions except when they are in the areas of cancer.

Thus, though in principle NICE’s decision-making fits the

description of a sound deliberative process, the lack of explicit

reporting of this process means that clarity is not always

achieved.

This raises the question as to whether decision support

tools can improve the transparency and effectiveness of a de-

liberative process used by a payer HTA body. Multicriteria

decision analysis (MCDA) methods have been advocated for

use in health care priority setting. MCDA is a methodology for

appraising options on multiple (often conflicting) criteria with

the goal of providing a combined appraisal that includes an

overall ordering of those options. It provides a framework for

explicitly trading off various objectives against each other. It is

particularly useful when these objectives do not share a

common unit of valuation – for example, health care pro-

grams typically involve a mixture of health, monetary, distri-

butional, and political objectives.

Use of MCDA would be attractive if it led to processes

becoming more transparent and systematic, so improving

both the signals sent to patients and drug developers, and the

quality of decision-making. However, it could require a greater

time commitment on the part of decision-makers. The burden

on decision-makers in using this approach would need to be

proportional. To date no HTA body is using formal MCDA

techniques.

Using Coverage with Evidence Development Evidence
to Handle Uncertainty in Decision-Making

Decisions by payers about the adoption of health technologies

are almost always made under uncertainty and on the basis of

limited information. Yet it is not at all clear how decision-

makers handle uncertainty. Most request evidence on the

sensitivity of the evidence to different assumptions or stat-

istical error. NICE asks for probabilistic sensitivity analysis and

the presentation of results in a Cost-Effectiveness Acceptability

Curve, which estimates the likelihood of a decision to adopt

representing good value at different cost-effectiveness thresh-

olds. However, there is no guidance in the Methods Review or

in published guidelines as to how judgements about value

take uncertainty into account.

Health care payers have three options in respect of un-

certainty. One is to adopt the technology and live with the

uncertainty. A second is to refuse to adopt the health tech-

nology in question until the uncertainty is reduced – either

through better evidence or a lower price. The third is to adopt

the health technology, but make this decision conditional on

the collection of further additional evidence. This is usually

termed ‘CED or a Managed Entry Agreement (MEA). Adopting

a drug may make some forms of additional research more

difficult, for example, by reducing the likelihood of enrolling

patients in a clinical trial (although data could be collected in

another jurisdiction if it is likely to be transferable), and there

may be costs of reversing decisions if subsequent evidence

suggests that a drug in use is not cost-effective. Yet payers are

increasingly using MEAs, many of which are forms of CED. In

some cases MEAs are designed to address uncertainty as to

how well the drug will perform or as to the overall budget

impact. Agreements in France, Australia, and New Zealand are
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designed to cap expenditure. In other cases, they are intended

to provide an effective price discount, at least for the period of

the agreement. The dose-capping agreement that NICE entered

into over ranibizumab (Lucentiss) for macular degeneration

could be seen as an effective price discount. Cost-effectiveness

to NICE was only acceptable if the NHS paid for up to 14

injections per eye of eligible patients. Novartis had to bear the

costs of treatment beyond this.

There has been a surge of interest in the use of one particular

form of CED – ‘performance-based risk sharing’ (PBRSA) – that

involves an agreement between a payer and a pharmaceutical,

device, or diagnostic manufacturer, where the price level and/or

revenue received is related to the future performance of the

product in either a research or real-world environment. In

particular, there is an agreement about a program of data

collection to reduce uncertainty about the expected cost-

effectiveness of the drug (or device or diagnostic), and the price

and/or revenue is linked to the outcome of this program of data

collection (Towse and Garrison, 2010). This may be prospective

or retrospective. These may be as follows:

• Tackling outcomes uncertainty: The UK multiple sclerosis

(MS) drugs scheme addresses outcome uncertainty with a

prospective observational study of patient health status

with price linked to a cost-per-QALY threshold. In Aus-

tralia, the agreement for bosentan (Tracleers) linked price

to patient survival using a prospective observational study.

• Tackling subgroup uncertainty, conditional on expected

outcomes: The UK bortezomib (Velcades) example tackles

subgroup uncertainty, ensuring identification of re-

sponders. There is retrospective payer reimbursement for

nonresponders. Responders receive further doses of the

product. The Italian Medicines Agency (AIFA) has estab-

lished several responder-related pay for performance

agreements with discounts for trial periods, and rebates for

nonresponders. For responding patients, the treatments are

reimbursed at full price.

• Tackling subgroup uncertainty via utilization management.

In Australia, expenditure caps can also be viewed as risk-

sharing agreements that have implicitly tied revenue to

outcomes, under the assumption that high volumes mean

cost-ineffective care at the prevailing price.

Evidence to date has been mixed. In the UK, for example,

the MS risk sharing scheme has attracted much criticism.

However, schemes appear to be much more successful in

Australia and in Italy, and the UK NICE does operate a form of

MEA called Patient Access Schemes, which combine options of

effective price discounts and forms of CED including PBRSAs.

Implementation of Technologies Regarded as Good
Value

To help facilitate the implementation of decisions and the

adoption of cost-effective treatments, national and local

health authorities employ a variety of strategies, ranging from

provision of financial planning tools; additional funding to

cover the adoption of new technologies; and information

dissemination. Sweden uses a network of experts to assist

decision-makers in understanding guidance and adopting

recommended technologies into clinical practice. NICE in the

UK takes a similar approach via the use of an in-house Im-

plementation Directorate to ensure that dissemination activ-

ities are targeted to the local NHS. It assesses and reports on

the level of compliance with guidance across the NHS using a

variety of data sources on prescribing and practice patterns,

examining utilization trends in relation to the expected level

consistent with NICE guidance. Reaching local practitioners

may be especially important given their role in the diffusion of

technologies – a survey of HTA initiatives in Europe concluded

that clinicians frequently fail to change their practice in line

with HTA-based recommendations.

Research indicates a range of issues that influence whether

recommended treatments are indeed used in health care sys-

tems. Such factors include insufficient or misaligned policy

aims (i.e., differences in objectives between the HTA process

and the needs of decision-makers – the more decentralized a

given health system, the more this may be an issue); a lack of a

holistic approach to implementation, where not all relevant

stakeholders are informed of decisions or there is poor dis-

semination of guidance; limited use of formal mechanisms to

enforce implementation; and rapidly changing political situ-

ations. In addition, local authorities often deal with different

resource capacities, patient populations, health needs, and

available budgets, which can impact their ability to implement

national decisions or guidance to make treatments accessible

to their populations. In the case of high-cost drugs a problem

often arises if local budget holders are reluctant to make

monies available to fund the prescribing of a drug approved

by the HTA/P&R body.

In the UK, for example, an analysis of public comments on

NICE suggests that there is a significant concern regarding the

patchy and slow implementation of adoption recom-

mendations, with many stakeholders deeming this a key issue

in terms of the Institute’s effectiveness, efficiency, and public

credibility. A study of NICE guidance implementation found

that poor financial planning by local health authorities, in

terms of adequately estimating the costs and resource re-

quirements of implementation, was one of the factors con-

tributing to poor implementation. The UK government has

published an ‘Innovation Health and Wealth Report,’ which

has reinforced the requirement for local purchasers (com-

missioners) to provide funds to enable clinicians to prescribe

NICE-approved drugs.

Although negative guidance will always be implemented,

positive guidance often may not due to the resource con-

sequences and difficulty making disinvestment decisions

elsewhere. It may also reflect a local view that the threshold is

too high. In Sweden, the local authorities who fund health

care are unhappy with recommendations made by the na-

tional drug HTA body (the TLV) because they regard the items

they will have to displace from their budgets are more valu-

able than the drugs approved by the TLV.

Although budget holders may have an incentive to resist

adoption, financial incentives can be created to reward the use

of cost-effective treatments. Several jurisdictions, namely,

Denmark, Germany, and England, have introduced regulatory

levers to make decisions or guidance legally binding, with the

latter also using financial incentives through ‘pay for
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performance’ schemes linked to the uptake of NICE guidance

and standards via NHS Quality and Outcomes Frameworks

(which make additional payments to GPs for achieving health

outcome targets), and a Commissioning for Quality and In-

novation payment framework, which holds back a proportion

of tariff payments from hospitals who fail to achieve pre-set

quality targets and gives the money to those that do

achieve them.

Reassessment after a technology has been used in practice

is also an important mechanism to facilitate effective imple-

mentation and appropriate use of technology. It helps ensure

that assessments of value are up-to-date with changes in a

technology and the availability of evidence. Several countries,

such as France and the UK, have a structured process, conduct

re-evaluation at fixed or variable intervals (e.g., every 3–5

years), whereas other jurisdictions initiate subsequent reviews

if new characteristics of the product emerge or if new or better

clinical and/or economic evidence becomes available.

Disinvestment from Treatments that are not Good
Value

HTA processes often focus on new technologies, giving in-

sufficient attention to existing treatments that may be poten-

tially inefficient or used inappropriately. However, given

increasingly limited resources and growing emphasis on value

for money, several review bodies, such as NICE and the TLV,

are implementing ‘disinvestment’ programs or strategies.

Disinvestment is an explicit process of taking resources from

one service in order to use them for other purposes of better

value. Rather than a sole focus on allocating new resources, it

focuses on eliminating existing ‘waste’ in the system. These

technologies may be effective and hence valued by patients and

clinicians. They may, however, be poor value for money.

The notion of disinvestment makes obvious conceptual

sense to ensure efficient resource allocation. In practice,

however, removing or limiting currently available services,

even if cost-ineffective, raises challenges. There is likely to be

opposition from clinicians, interest groups, and patients if

existing technologies, services, or facilities are no longer made

available. Local citizens may give a higher value to services at

risk, than to technologies they do not yet have, even if the

latter deliver more health care than the former.

A recent HTAi Policy Forum discussion of the issue

(Henshall et al., 2012) concluded that the term ‘disinvestment’

was unhelpful. It was more helpful to think of a process of

reassessment, followed by decisions of optimal use, followed

by implementation of optimal use decisions. Implementation

should be through Managed Exit strategies in the same way as

Managed Entry strategies were considered for the introduction

of new technologies.

Regional Collaboration in the Assessment of and
Decision-Making about Value

As a growing number of jurisdictions request economic data

in support of their decision-making procedures for the pricing

and/or reimbursement of health technologies, demands on

study sponsors and researchers increase, especially as the

various national guidelines may insist on the presentation of

local data, or the use of specific methods that are not required

elsewhere.

There are several reasons (related to benefits, costs, un-

certainty, and opportunity cost), why the value of health

technologies might vary from place to place. The most im-

portant of these are (1) differences in population mix, in-

cluding the incidence and severity (baseline risk) of the

disease in question; (2) clinical practice patterns that may

influence relative or CE by impacting on one or more of

(a) the relevant comparator or existing SoC, (b) the effective-

ness with which the patient is managed with the drug, and

(c) the resources associated with current SoC or use of the new

technology; (3) relative prices, and (4) the willingness of the

health system to pay for the new drug.

However, the requirement that economic evaluations

should use local data, or that particular methods should be

used, means that analyses increasingly need to be customized

for each setting. Transferability is a key issue and there is

guidance on good research practices for dealing with aspects

of transferability, including analytic strategies and guidance

for considering the appropriateness of evidence from other

countries.

As discussed above, methods to assess value can vary. There

are, for example, differences as to (1) how health effects

should be presented, notably in attitudes to the acceptability

of the QALY and (2) the acceptability of evidence using in-

direct comparisons or observational studies. Together with the

scientific issues and different WTP these put bounds on the

potential for regional collaboration.

The most important attempt to date at increasing regional

collaboration is the EUnetHTA project (www.eunethta.net)

promoted and funded by the EU designed to produce a ‘core’

HTA template for an assessment that could potentially be used

by decision-makers in several jurisdictions. Progress will de-

pend on the extent to which there is agreement on common

methods and requirements and on the extent to which evi-

dence in one jurisdiction is relevant to another. In other

words, real benefits from regional collaboration may come not

only from methods of convergence but also if some data is

transferable with little or no adaption required. This is an

empirical issue for which there is currently little evidence. We

might expect, however, the potential for common HTA as-

sessments (using agreed methods and data generalizability) to

be greater in the systematic reviews of the clinical efficacy data

than in the economic evaluation component of assessing

benefits and costs. EUnetHTA is exploring the potential for

single RE assessments to be shared by EU Member State HTA

bodies. The expectation is that (1) the translation of this evi-

dence into an estimate of benefit, (2) prices and resource use

(and therefore cost), and (3) the threshold WTP would vary by

member state. Thus value decisions would remain local.

The final step in regional collaboration could be to make a

common decision, as is currently the case for drug licensing

within the EU. Some have argued for a new body making

decisions on behalf of all EU Member States. There are sci-

entific, practical, and political issues here. As noted, clinical

practice may vary, with implications for the choice of relevant

comparator and resource use. RE will depend on patient mix,
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baseline risk, and the comparator. Cost-effectiveness is likely

to vary between countries. Even where it does not, decision-

makers in one country, faced with the same assessment of

evidence, may still come to a different decision than those in

another jurisdiction about use of the same technology. This is

because countries have different levels of resource to devote to

health care and different priorities. It would be efficient for

prices to differ to increase availability across countries, al-

though the use of reference pricing and parallel trade within

the EU make this difficult. EU countries retain different health

care systems, with the intent that access decisions will differ. It

makes sense, however, to take advantage of economies of scale

in information generation, whilst recognizing this does not

require that the information is used the same way by different

countries.

Regional bodies exist in other parts of the world – notably

Asia (HTAsiaLink) and The Americas (HTA Network of the

Americas (RedETSA)). However, they are at relatively early

stages of collaboration, and there is even greater heterogeneity

between the health systems of countries participating in the

networks than between the member states of the EU. As in the

case of the EU, however, it makes sense to take advantage of

economies of scale in information generation, and to share

institutional learning, whilst recognizing this does not require

that the information is used the same way by different

countries.

See also: Cost-Effectiveness Modeling Using Health State Utility
Values. Health and Its Value: Overview. Quality-Adjusted Life-Years.
Valuing Informal Care for Economic Evaluation. Willingness to Pay
for Health
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Introduction

Value of Information (VOI) is an outgrowth of advances in

Bayesian decision theory and welfare economics that seeks to

quantify prospectively the benefits and costs of research and

development (R&D) activities under uncertainty. VOI allows

for the identification of sources of treatment uncertainty and

provides a method to calculate the incremental value of pur-

suing research to inform clinical practice. This article provides

details of the principles behind its estimation, and the dif-

ferent decisions it can inform. Some practical applications of

VOI in research prioritization are considered.

Before exploring current applications of the method in

detail, it is important for readers to appreciate why the de-

velopment of economic methods to prospectively assess the

value of medical R&D is important. Economists have long

noted that economic growth in advanced economies is driven

by the creation of innovative ways of producing goods and

services, a process that triggers productive investments and

allows its benefits to spill over from one country to others.

Typically, these economies rely on the profit motives of private

enterprises and capital markets to fund innovative efforts. Yet

in some economic sectors, such as biomedicine, there is sub-

stantial public investment in R&D. According to economic

theory, public R&D efforts should act only to complement

private investments, where the expected social value is large,

but expected profit is small. Economic work since Smith has

suggested relief from premature morbidity and mortality

offers significant individual and social value. Recent empirical

work suggests that the spillovers from public investment in

medical R&D to the private sectors’ production of novel

medical therapies and diagnostics are significant. Schumpeter

(1942), Nelson (1959), and Arrow (1962), among others, are

the first to articulate the view that R&D and innovative activ-

ities are difficult to finance in a freely competitive marketplace.

The general argument goes as follows: the primary output of

resources devoted to invention is the knowledge of how to

make new goods and services, and this knowledge is nonrival

so that use by one firm does not preclude its use by another.

Moreover, if that knowledge cannot be kept secret, the returns

to investment in knowledge cannot be captured by a firm

undertaking the research investment, so that firms will be re-

luctant to invest, leading to under provision of R&D in the

economy.

As a consequence, public policies that promote and

underwrite innovation are centerpieces of national economic

strategy. In the US, National Institute of Health (NIH) funding

leads both the public and private sector as the single largest

source of support for medical R&D. Within the NIH’s purview

are direct investments in intramural research, including basic

science, preclinical and clinical medical studies, and extra-

mural grants supporting university research efforts. Other

advanced economies support medical R&D efforts along

similar mechanisms.

And yet, over the past several decades, the unprecedented

increase in healthcare expenditures throughout the world, and

especially in the US, has prompted increasing concerns that

current levels of healthcare expenditures are excessive. It has

been suggested that medical care has been provided not only

beyond where its marginal benefit exceeds its costs, but often

into ranges where there is little or no benefit. The importance

of determining when specific medical technologies are

worthwhile has intensified with the growing recognition that

increases in medical spending have been largely driven by the

development and diffusion of new medical technologies. As a

consequence, controlling healthcare costs will ultimately re-

quire controlling the development and diffusion of medical

technology. In accomplishing this goal, reimbursement sys-

tems that provide both developers and users of new technol-

ogy with the appropriate incentives to control costs and

produce quality healthcare are essential. Similarly, it is critical

to have tools and policies to prioritize investment in public

medical R&D efforts.

Retrospective analysis of previous investments may provide

useful information to inform assessments of future research

endeavors. Recent empirical economic research suggests that

improvements in health have been a major component in the

overall gain in economic welfare during the plast century for

the US, developed, and developing countries. Murphy and

Topel (2006) have used cost-benefit analysis to estimate the

overall value of medical research and the value of R&D for

specific medical conditions. They have found that gains in US

longevity due to advances in medical research since 1970 have

had an aggregate value of $3.2T, a figure roughly equal to half

of gross domestic product. Furthermore, programs aimed to

expand public support for specific types of medical innov-

ation, such as the 1970 declared ‘War on Cancer’ appear to

have produced substantial gains in morbidity and mortality.

For example, pediatric cancer patients in the US and abroad,

and adult patients suffering from breast and prostate cancer,

some forms of leukemias, have experienced substantial gains

in life expectancy over the past 15–20 years and many believe

that such efforts have a great potential to produce more suc-

cess. Philipson and Jena (2005) have used cost-benefit analysis

to estimate the net value of antiretroviral therapies for the

treatment of human immunodeficiency virus infection/ac-

quired immunodeficiency syndrome. They have found that

patients gained substantial benefits (measured in survival)

from the introduction of antiretroviral therapy. In addition,

US patients diagnosed with cancer between 1983 and 1999

experienced greater survival gains than their European coun-

terparts; even after considering higher US costs. These findings

do not appear to have been driven solely by the earlier ap-

plication of diagnostic methods.
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Whether research funds underwriting these efforts are

being allocated to the ‘correct’ opportunities, and whether the

fruits of these investments are valuable at the margin, applied

to specific patients, are important and complementary ques-

tions. For example, novel approaches to cancer have been a

significant focus of public and private sector investment in the

past 30 years. These investments are bearing much fruit – in

2012 alone, the Food and Drug Administration has approved

19 anticancer drugs and over 900 anticancer drugs are in

various phases of preapproval testing, more than the number

for heart disease, stroke, and mental illness combined. Yet,

anticancer drugs also rank first in terms of total drug spending

by therapeutic area: $23 billion in 2011, up from $18 billion in

2007. Global spending on anticancer therapies is projected to

amount to $75–80 billion by 2015, more than any other

therapeutic class of pharmaceutical products. Conti et al.

(2013) have found that commonly used, novel che-

motherapies are more often used onlabel than offlabel in

contemporary practice. Total national spending on these

chemotherapies has amounted to $12 billion (B; $7.3B onla-

bel, $2B offlabel and supported by additional clinical evidence

and expert judgment, and $2.5B offlabel and unsupported by

clinical evidence and expert judgment).

Both Congress and the National Institutes of Health have

faced increasing pressures from disease specific interest groups

in recent years to justify their decisions regarding medical re-

source allocation, and questions such as these have been

sufficient concern to Congress that they have played a role in

recent discussions regarding increased funding for research,

and have led Congress to request the advice of the Institute of

Medicine (IOM) on whether priorities for the allocation of

funds at the NIH have been appropriate. Indeed, although the

resulting IOM report did not conclude that medical expend-

itures to date have been allocated inappropriately, it did

conclude that NIH should pay greater attention to the burden

of illness in assessing research priorities. Building on this,

others have suggested that the NIH could better identify the

most promising projects if it capitalizes on the formal ap-

proaches to assess the burden of illness and opportunities for

research to lessen this burden.

VOI is the most well-developed method based in economic

theory and may have potential as a practical tool to assist

decisionmakers in the process of identifying the value of

specific medical technologies and the most promising avenue

for future research. In the remaining sections, it is argued that

VOI may have the potential to provide important insights into

the value of medical research if applied in the right settings

with methodological rigor and a thoughtful understanding of

its underlying assumptions, strengths, and limitations.

A Review of Value of Information Analyses Applied to
Clinical and Policy Questions

VOI has been increasingly used by researchers to inform

stakeholders whether additional research would be worth-

while, and to demonstrate the benefits and feasibility of using

such analytic methods to inform policy decisions within the

timelines demanded by existing procedures. Illustrations of

the potential value of the methods include applications to

issues of resource allocation in neurology, oncology, and

ophthalmology, clinical areas with high burden of disease

and/or cost of care. For example, in neurology, VOI decision

analytic methods have been utilized to determine the feasi-

bility of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as a cost-effective

approach to treating multiple sclerosis. The analysis was two-

fold. It was first determined that the cost of immediate MRI

exceeded the cost of the expected value of perfect information.

Next, advanced MRI technology had to be shown preferable to

the fallback strategy of waiting, given a reasonable estimate of

accuracy in MRI. A similar study was completed in ortho-

pedics, utilizing VOI analysis to assess technological ad-

vancements in MRI technology to estimate the decision

uncertainty that remained after a randomized control trial was

completed.

VOI has also been proposed to identify and prioritize

medical R&D in a number of clinical areas, where public in-

vestment in the later stages of novel therapeutic development

has been significant. This interest requires VOI analyses to be

calculated for some investment decisions from the public’s

perspective and with available data and a timely manner

consistent with NIH’s decision-making process. The idea is to

incorporate economic decision analytic tools into trial con-

sideration alongside scientific and trial design criteria to help

ensure that public resources are spent efficiently and equitably.

For example, in oncology, VOI methods have been analyzed to

determine phase III clinical trial research prioritization, feasi-

bility, and areas for greater investment into personalized

therapies. Basu and Meltzer’s (2007) analysis suggests that

identifying cost-effective treatments at the individual level

could be greater than 100 times the annual value of identifying

the cost-effectiveness treatment on average for the population.

In ophthalmology, a VOI analysis was completed to inform

governmental health spending and technological priorities.

The results of the analysis suggests that the expected value of

perfect information (EVPI) could be implemented in a timely

fashion to inform the type of research prioritization decisions

faced by any healthcare system.

The current reporting standards in the VOI literature is for

mean estimates of all stochastic and deterministic model

parameters to be described. The uncertainty of the inter-

vention should also be assessed based on the distribution

of the incremental costs and incremental quality-adjusted

life-years (QALYs) in the cost-effectiveness plane. Additionally,

the assumptions underlying the approach should be enu-

merated. Similar to traditional cost-effectiveness analysis

(CEA), typically, main analyses are undertaken with standard

assumptions: the discount rate for benefits and costs accrued

in the future is 3.5%, and the research findings have a 10 year

life span. Sensitivity analysis should be performed to test these

assumptions over a range of possible values drawn from the

literature. For example, CEAs performed for private insurers

tend to use an alternative discount rate that allows for both the

timing of costs and revenues and the risk associated with the

trial. One commonly used metric is to estimate the adjusted

discounted rate based on the capital asset pricing model. The

inclusion and exclusion of benefit and costs outcomes and the

sources of this information in all analyses should be reported.

A critical practical challenge in the application of VOI

methods is that the method has most often been performed by
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constructing decision analytic models, which is very time

consuming and, therefore, costly. More recently, VOI methods

have been developed that use data from existing but often

underpowered clinical trials to develop estimates of the value

of more definitive trials, or an understanding of the con-

ceptual basis of VOI to bound VOI estimates with even more

limited information. Application of practical methods for VOI

such as these will continue to be important in developing and

validating VOI as a tool to provide timely guidance for de-

cision-making with regard to medical R&D investments.

The promising areas of concern for future methodological

advancement in VOI include the following:

1. Individualized care: VOI methods need to be expanded to

understand how costs may be better internalized as to

capitalize on the value of individualized care, utilizing an

expected value of individualized care (EVIC) measure.

EVIC is the expected cost of ignorance of patient-level

preference heterogeneity and represents the potential value

of research that helps to elicit individualized information

on heterogeneous parameters, which can be used to make

individualized decisions. The heterogeneity parameters of

interest are random; hence, rather than larger samples,

individualized elicitation will reveal the true values of these

parameters. This measure is rather different than the EVPI,

in which the parameters of interest have a fixed value in the

population. Individualized care offers enormous cost sav-

ings, as the value of such may far exceed the value of im-

proved decision-making at the group level; however, such

benefits will vary immensely with insurance. EVIC can

provide a guide as to when the high value of individualized

care may make population-level decision-making espe-

cially at risk of providing poor guidance for coverage

decisions.

2. Product lifecycle concerns: Despite advancements, un-

certainty remains sufficiently high in some potential clin-

ical application areas, hampering VOI calculations, and yet

decision-making and research prioritization are required.

Analytic methods must evolve further to address significant

uncertainty in the potential costs and benefits of novel

therapies over the lifecycle of the product. It is believed that

questions regarding how risk and uncertainty should be

assessed in policy decisions deserves more analytic con-

sideration, because preferences concerning these dimen-

sions are critical to decision-making. Meltzer et al. suggest

that it may also be useful to distinguish between un-

certainty in insured and uninsured costs in assessing the

implications of uncertainty in costs in cost-effectiveness

analyses and further characterizations of optimal decision-

making when insurance is not complete. Further questions

of uncertainty include assessments of the changing value of

research due in part to technological or demographic

changes.

3. Technological change: Standard CEA and VOI calculations

assume a general and uniform rate of technological dif-

fusion across technologies and diseases in clinical practice.

However, recent work by Conti, Bernstein and Meltzer

(2012) suggests that diffusion patterns of novel molecular-

based therapeutics may not follow standard diffusion paths

implicit in the standard assumptions of CEA, and may

differ substantially from that of new therapies in other

clinical areas. Progress on understanding the rate of tech-

nological advance across different clinical settings, as well

as the product-level, provider-level, and patient-level de-

terminants of this rate, are important inputs for next

generation CEA analysis and VOI calculations. A priori,

replacing standard assumptions with an empirical based

model of technological diffusion alters the numerator and

denominator of such estimates. How sensitive CEA and

VOI calculations are to actual rates of practice that change

across a variety of acute, emergent, and chronic disease

settings are important subjects for future work.

4. Public versus private investments in research: Finally, future

applications of VOI should explore the validity and ap-

plicability of the method to help guide decision-making in

clinical areas where the public is the main funder of R&D,

and also the major source of funding treatment purchases.

In the US and other countries, funding for medical R&D,

insurance coverage, access to new diagnostic methods and

treatment modalities are not shared under the public

government budget; rather, the presence of private insur-

ance and private funding for medical R&D challenges the

adoption of the social perspective in the widespread use of

VOI to guide investment decision-making. VOI can be ex-

plored as a tool to guide decision-making in the US, where

public monies are a main source of medical R&D, and the

main source of insurance coverage and access, once new

treatments are developed. The developing world are typi-

cally funded by government sources, sometimes in col-

laboration with experts in public health at the World

Health Organization and the Gates Foundation. High

profile and sustained gifts from the Gates Foundation in

recent years have played an important role in vaccine de-

velopment successes and in seeding the pipeline for more

development in the near future. Recent economic work

identifying financing barriers for underwriting R&D in this

area have produced novel insights and new approaches to

public policy incentives to either ‘pull’ R&D efforts from

the private sector through the credible reward of research

activities or to ‘push’ R&D through direct and indirect

underwriting of the perceived costs of R&D and the deliv-

ery of vaccines to relevant populations. In this context, the

use of VOI methods could be seen as an alternative push

mechanism, one that public agencies and public-private

partnerships use as a tool to invest funds wisely in the

development of new vaccines.

Key Empirical Challenges

A number of empirical challenges are encountered in the

practical implementation of VOI, for which practitioners

should be aware of, when implementing these methods. First,

the most fundamental ambiguity is how to best measure the

benefits of a medical intervention. Although disease specific

measures such as the number of cancer cases detected or cured

may be useful in certain circumstances their effects on mor-

tality (as measured by life years saved) have the advantage of

comparability across diseases, they do not capture the im-

portant effects of medical care on quality of life. In some
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empirical applications, analysts assume for analytical sim-

plicity that quality of life is not a concern so that outcomes

may be measured in life-years. This assumption likely provides

a lower bound on the total benefits of treatment for some

diseases. Yet, there are many clinical examples where including

quality of life measurements into a fuller assessment of mor-

tality and morbidity gains could decrease overall benefits of an

alternative therapy; for example, if the side effect profile of a

treatment that provides mortality gains is quite severe. Rec-

ognition of this has led to the development of the concept

of QALYs. Using this approach, each year of life is weighted

by a factor between 0 and 1, intended to reflect the quality of

life in that year, where 0 is equivalent to death and 1 to perfect

health. These quality of life weights are most commonly de-

rived by psychometric techniques based on responses to

hypothetical choices. Two common approaches to assessment

can be fairly readily connected to neoclassical economics;

these describe either choices between life with a given illness

and a gamble involving life in perfect health and death, with

some probability or choices between longer life with illness

and a shorter life in full health.

There are also clinical situations where the benefits of al-

ternative therapies that potentially affect morbidity and/or

quality of life are not available. For example, quality of life

may not be as outcomes in a phase II or phase III trial of novel

therapeutic modalities for the treatment of some cancers. In

these cases, an extensive literature review of other trials may

produce some supportive data. Judgment is required regarding

the likely effect of excluding these outcomes on the magnitude

and direction of bias introduced into the VOI calculation.

Additionally, even when more complete information re-

garding the impact of treatment on morbidity or quality of life

outcomes are available, index QALY weights for these effects

may not be available in the published literature for all illnesses

and treatment modalities. This hampers the analyst’s ability to

capture the full range of potential effects of alternative treat-

ments, and also limits the ability of the analyst to compare the

full potential benefits of research into one area for research

prioritization across alternative uses of supporting funds.

When such values are available, it is important to perform a

sensitivity analysis over a range of plausible values.

Challenges may also be encountered in the analysis due to

the availability of data on the full health costs of alternative

treatments. In many settings, treatment costs for standard of

care and alternative therapies may not be available from

clinical trial data collection efforts, prior studies or estimated

using observational data. In addition, innovative therapies

that alter the bundle of treatments provided to patients, in-

cluding the use of diagnostic tests, the length and use of

inpatient admissions and physician input, may substantially

alter the costs of standard treatment protocols for some ill-

nesses. Validation exercises may need to be performed using

actual per person resource use collected on observation data.

When the availability of short-term and long-term costs of

treatment are lacking, the analyst may choose to ignore costs

or perform sensitivity analyses over a range of plausible values.

It is important to keep in mind that the dropping of costs from

the VOI calculation altogether may be required for analytic

convenience, but it limits the comparability of the analysis for

research prioritization efforts.

Conclusions

This article provides a review of the rationales behind and the

recent practical applications of economic methods to assess

priorities in medical research and development. VOI is the

most well developed set of tools based in economic theory

and advanced cost-effectiveness analysis that could be used by

analysts to construct measures of the potential gains from

investing in further research. Although these methods have

been recently applied to a number of challenging scenarios,

the work required to move from what is theoretically possible

to the practical application of these principles, to produce

valid and reliable estimates of the value of research, involves a

series of methodological and empirical challenges. Methodo-

logical challenges include the measurement of benefits and

costs. Additional issues specific to VOI include developing

meaningful priors concerning the parameters of decision

models. This may often require extensive review of existing

data, primary data collection or even, sometimes, analyses

based on a variety of arbitrary priors. It may be difficult to

determine priors for the likelihood that the research project

will find a meaningful result. Whether it is possible to ad-

equately address these challenges will be resolved through

efforts to address these ideas empirically in a number of

promising areas.

To apply these approaches to prospectively inform medical

research and development decision-making, there are a

number of additional and important analytic considerations.

These include whether and when typical assumptions of uni-

form medical technology diffusion rates and discount rates for

benefits and costs accrued in the future are justified. Future

work in this area needs to empirically grapple with the pos-

sibility that the research may be less valuable over time, as

other technological or demographic changes can arise that

alter the management frequency or natural history of disease

and the unpredictability of how the results of research might

be useful in areas outside the initial areas of inquiry. These

issues imply that the sort of formal analysis suggested here

may be more likely used for evaluating clinical research rather

than basic preclinical work. Such difficulties suggest that the

practical development of VOI for identifying and prioritizing

future research is important as one additional tool in the

current and evolving armentarium of public research and de-

velopment decision-making alongside scientific and biosta-

tistical criteria.

Despite these concerns, the importance of making more

informed decisions regarding the allocation of resources to

medical interventions and medical R&D suggests that work in

this area should be an important priority in health economics.

It is important to keep in mind – even with evidence that

some treatments may have little value at the margin, and with

limited evidence of the connection between research and gains

in health – health is a domain that people value very highly

and at which great strides have been made in recent decades.

There is ample reason to believe that such gains may continue

in the future. Progress on methods, such as VOI, and the ap-

plications for work on the value of medical research and de-

velopment as a complement to existing methodologies for

prospectively evaluating the potential benefits of future in-

vestments, have a critical role in ensuring the sustainability of
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medical spending and gains in mortality and morbidity that

has been conferred by medical science over time.

See also: Information Analysis, Value of
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Introduction

The US healthcare system has widely acknowledged problems

with cost, quality, and access. Medical spending is higher than

that in any other country, at 17.6% of GDP in 2009, and rising

at a rapid rate; such a cost trajectory is unsustainable. Mean-

while, quality is often lacking, and lags behind that of many

other nations (Table 1).

Among the most widely used strategies in recent years to

address spending has been an increase in patient cost sharing.

In addition to shifting the economic burden associated with

healthcare from purchasers to patients, economic theory

suggests that shifting more financial responsibility onto the

patient should reduce wasteful overuse and decrease spending.

Unfortunately, patients have been shown to make poor clin-

ical decisions when faced with higher cost sharing by reducing

the use of both unnecessary and essential services. Infor-

mation asymmetry, time-inconsistent preferences, and the

impact of marketing and cultural values, all contribute to in-

efficiencies created by shifting more decision-making power

onto the patient. Although such programs inevitably lead to

lower spending in the short run, they have been associated

with poor adherence and outcomes, increased disparities

across socioeconomic groups, and possibly higher long-term

spending for some patients.

Value-based insurance design (VBID) was proposed in

2001 as a means to mitigate the negative impact of increased

cost sharing and improve the efficiency of our healthcare

system. VBID refers to insurance packages that align copays

with value, charging patients less for high-value services and

more for low value services. By focusing on value, rather than

cost alone, VBID aims to improve quality, lower barriers to

essential care, and perhaps, if copays are increased for low

value services, to save money. VBID programs recognize that

different services offer differing amounts of benefit for the

money spent. More sophisticated versions can also recognize

that value reflects patient traits and can recognize patient

heterogeneity.

Most commonly, VBID lowers copayments for high-value

services, like diabetes and asthma medications. Cost sharing

for low-value services may be increased to help offset program

costs and discourage use of low-value services, but this is less

common.

Although the concept of VBID is relatively recent, emerging

data point to its feasibility and effectiveness. VBID approaches

have been successfully adopted by numerous employers with

mostly positive clinical results. Both observational data and

more systematic controlled analyses support the idea that

VBID improves medication adherence and clinical outcomes,

and may even lower overall spending. Because its greatest

impact is on low-income individuals, it may also help reduce

the widespread health disparities seen in the chronically ill.

Rather than a cure-all for our system’s problems, VBID is

a tool that should be integrated into other innovative

approaches, including pay-for-performance (P4P), patient-

centered medical homes (PCMH), consumer-driven health

plans (CDHPs), and disease management (DM) programs.

The ultimate objective of VBID is not to save money, but

rather to maximize the health benefit achieved for the money

invested; its goal of maximizing value-based limited resources

is inherently aligned with that of our entire healthcare system.

VBID is growing in popularity among employers, patients, and

policymakers. It was included in the Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act (PPACA) and state legislation healthcare

reform laws, and has been the subject of plans for new pilot

programs within Medicare.

Theory

Consumers seek insurance in order to transfer the unpredict-

able risk of illness to others and gain access to otherwise un-

affordable care. Health insurance helps individuals pool the

financial risk of illness. As consumers are risk-averse, they

would rather pay a certain fixed premium than risk the pos-

sibility of a very high expenditure. In addition, health insur-

ance offers access to treatments that would otherwise not be

obtainable. Regular premiums are generally more affordable

than the large costs associated with major illness. Thus the

benefits of insurance extend beyond risk avoidance to acces-

sibility of care in case of a catastrophic event.

At the same time, insurance introduces moral hazard,

which can reduce social welfare. Because the patient’s cost of

medical treatment is greatly reduced under insurance coverage,

patients will utilize more services than they otherwise would.

The amount of insurance-induced consumption depends

on the price elasticity in demand. The welfare consequences

of the extra consumption depend only on the portion of

insurance induced over consumption due to the distortion

of relative prices. Any extra consumption due to an implicit

transfer of income associated with insurance is not a concern.

Nevertheless, because insurance distorts prices, it induces

greater use of services, necessitates higher premiums, renders

health insurance less appealing, and reduces the value of the

healthcare system.

Cost sharing has traditionally been used to transfer some

risk onto the individual consumer and reduce moral hazard. A

price above zero but below the market level allows some risk

pooling, while reducing insurance-induced overconsumption.

Theory suggests that because of their greater insurance-

induced overuse, more elastic services should attract greater

cost sharing, whereas inelastic services should be fully re-

imbursed. Under standard economic theory, because patients

utilize services for which their perceived benefit outweighs the
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cost, higher price will reduce consumption disproportionately

for low-value services, which will preserve value in the

healthcare system.

Across-the-board copayment increases typically do not take

into account differences in benefit of different treatments. The

expected benefit of a therapy should be inversely proportional

to the elasticity of demand, and thus copayment requirements

prevail. An essential medical service should have an inelastic

demand, and be covered fully by insurance. Most traditional

benefit plans only take into account the cost, not benefit, of a

service when determining the degree of cost sharing. Such

plans also fail to appreciate patient heterogeneity; a single

service might have a different benefit and elasticity for differ-

ent patients depending on the clinical diagnosis. For example,

beta-blocker therapy may play a vital role in the management

of heart failure patients, or be used more electively in the

treatment of anxiety. Differences in risk and outcome prefer-

ences among patients further contribute to patient hetero-

geneity, rendering indiscriminate changes in copayments

suboptimal because too much risk is being transferred for

inelastic services.

Yet, if patients do not make optimal decisions, placing

more risk and decision-making power in their hands may have

detrimental effects. As patients are risk-averse, such increased

cost sharing reduces the value of the insurance plan. In add-

ition, patients often misjudge the costs and benefits of medical

therapies, and make poor clinical decisions. Inherent infor-

mation asymmetry between patient and provider may lead to

underuse of essential services and suboptimal resource allo-

cation. The physician has limited information regarding

patient preferences, values, and history. Likewise, patients

often fail to fully understand medical information, or are

otherwise influenced by external biases like marketing. They

lack the clinical training to completely comprehend under-

lying principles and make objective decisions. Physicians

typically have years of experience and better ability to predict

disease progression. Similarly, patients’ time-inconsistent

preferences may bias their clinical decision-making. Indi-

viduals tend to undervalue future benefits and prospective cost

savings. These phenomena contribute to underutilization of

valuable services, increased overall medical spending, and

poor outcomes, particularly in chronic disease patients like

diabetics or asthmatics.

Higher copayments further tend to have a greater impact

on low-income patients, contributing to healthcare disparities.

These populations already face significant barriers to essential

care, which are only exacerbated by increased cost sharing.

Patients with higher education and better understanding of

their care are also more likely to make better clinical decisions.

The increased responsibility and financial risk associated with

increasing copayments places an unnecessary burden on less

affluent populations, and tends to preferentially worsen their

health outcomes

VBID addresses these problems using a ‘clinically sensitive’

approach to align financial incentives with value in the

healthcare system. It recognizes that if decision-making is

flawed, the amount of cost sharing should depend not only on

the cost, but also on the evidence-based benefit of a therapy.

Defining value in the context of VBID programs is com-

plex. Conceptually, value relates to the cost effectiveness of

a given service for a given patient (health gained per dollar

spent). The growing emphasis on cost effectiveness and

comparative effectiveness research can support efforts to assess

value and implement VBID. But it is unlikely that evidence

will be detailed enough to be tailored to specific patients so

most VBID programs will be applied on average for groups of

patient remain. The crucial assumption is that fully informed

consumers, given the economically efficient income transfer

associated with insurance, would purchase these services even

if they faced the true prices. In cases of high-value (e.g., highly

cost effective) services, increased consumption does not rep-

resent moral hazard, and thus should not be financially dis-

couraged. This principle is also in line with standard economic

theory. Essential high-value care should have price inelastic

demand (once implicit income transfers associated with in-

surance are taken into account), and thus little or no required

cost sharing.

VBID ultimately employs evidence-based medicine to re-

inforce the financial incentives of using high-value care. It

addresses the inherent information gap between patient and

provider, and may even offer benefits beyond those of patient

education for underused services. Lower cost sharing would

increase consumption, improve health outcomes, and pos-

sibly even reduce long-term healthcare costs. Through lower

copays, a value-based benefits design not only encourages

optimal utilization of cost-effective services, but also offers a

greater degree of risk protection to the consumer.

The overall financial profile of VBID initiatives can be fa-

vorable, particularly if cost sharing is increased for low-value

services, and depends largely on the disease state being tar-

geted. Services that have elastic demand and reliably prevent

expensive complications that are highly likely to develop

otherwise, tend to be best candidates for copay reductions.

Increased cost sharing for such services might reduce short-

term spending the form of lower utilization, but will likely

accrue higher long-term costs through increased compli-

cations. Conversely, VBID may save money and improve

outcomes in such cases.

Although VBID may reduce aggregate healthcare spending

by avoiding expensive exacerbations and complications, the

financial impact on the employer is less obvious. Employers

face increased initial spending due to more generous coverage

of high-value services, and greater demand for those services

due to improved adherence. Employers take on increased

medication costs, and might not be able to reap the savings if

they have high employee turn-over rates. As an example,

promoting the use of statins will likely increase short-term

spending for the employer. A significant part of the savings in

the form of avoided complications might go to Medicare

once the patient retires. As long as health insurance is largely

employer-based, there will be an inherent divide between

employer healthcare spending and aggregate spending on a

population level.

Nonetheless, some of these employer costs may be offset

by savings on other medical spending, such as hospital or

emergency department visits. Increased productivity, employee

satisfaction, and decreased disability also contribute signifi-

cant value to the employer. The return on investment will

largely depend on the degree and accuracy of patient targeting.

Programs that offer copayment reductions for very specific
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patient populations and specific medications will tend to have

more attractive financial profiles. Although not a major part of

VBID, increased cost sharing for other, preferably low-value

services, may further help reduce implementation costs. Above

all, it is vital for employers to appreciate the often overlooked

value of improved productivity and lower disability. VBID will

offer greatest financial benefits where the patient population is

responsive to changes in cost sharing and expensive compli-

cations may be reliably prevented using cheap medications.

This is true of many chronic diseases, such as diabetes or

asthma, which have been the first targets of VBID programs.

VBID principles may be extended to other high-value therapies

as well. Nonetheless, it is important to recognize that in-

creasing the use of cost-effective services will not in itself be

cost-saving. The chief benefit will be improved efficiency and

value of the healthcare system, with reductions in spending

possibly requiring increased cost sharing for low-value

services.

By lowering copayments for high-value services, VBID may

support a number of other health system reforms, including

pay-for-performance, patient-centered medical homes, and

CDHPs. Both P4P and PCMHs are supply-side interventions

that encourage evidence-based medicine and improve access

to high-value care. These programs allow clinicians to claim a

portion of savings from reduced medical spending and offer

financial rewards for improving outcomes. Similarly, VBID

offers patients a financial incentive to pursue lower-cost

higher-value therapies in the form of reduced cost sharing.

VBID naturally complements P4P and PCMHs by aligning

patient and provider incentives. DM programs would likewise

benefit from value-based benefit designs. DM utilizes a variety

of strategies, including patient education and coaching, to

encourage high-value care. Patients are often given easier

access to doctor visits and relevant medications. Reducing

copayments for these drugs naturally complements DM ini-

tiatives by reducing the financial barriers to care. Like VBID,

CDHPs emphasize consumer incentives to improve value and

curtail costs. However, CDHPs significantly increase patient

cost sharing for all services below the deductible with likely

reductions in the use of both low-value and essential care.

Implemented together, these programs would promote cost-

conscious decision-making while encouraging use of high-

value care. For example, the use of ‘VBID waivers’ for certain

services would mitigate the negative impact of higher cost

sharing in CDHPs. Applying VBID principles to subsidize

high-value services would increase their use and improve

efficiency within the healthcare system.

Although drug benefits are a very natural application of

VBID, the concept may be extended to other health services. As

an example, it has been proposed that the field of oncology

would be a natural candidate for VBID implementation for

several reasons. Different therapies will offer varying degrees

of benefit for patients; whereas some treatments add years of

life, some might only extend survival by a few weeks. The

benefit of one drug may also depend on the diagnosis. Al-

though the same chemotherapy or radiation might be used for

many different cancer types, some will be more responsive

to the therapy than others. Finally, the expected value of a

treatment often depends on the particular patient. Biomarkers

may be used, as in the case of breast cancer, to identify patients

likely to respond to certain therapies. Oncology would nat-

urally benefit from evidence-based targeting to encourage use

of high-value services. In parallel, gastroenterology has also

been proposed as a possible target for VBID. For example, a

colonoscopy will rather have different value for a high-risk or

elder patient, than for a young patient seeking the same pro-

cedure. The basic principles of targeting and adjusting

copayments according to value of a service may be applied in a

variety of clinical situations, ranging from drug benefit design

to oncology and gastroenterology.

Practitioners

Over the past decade, VBID has grown steadily in popularity,

and by one estimate is currently utilized in some form by

20–30% of large employers. It has garnered significant support

for its adaptability, depending on employer goals and the

patient population. The basic principles of VBID may be

applied for any balance between improved employee health

and reduced spending. In practice, it is impossible to achieve

perfect targeting and evaluate the value of each service for

every patient. A balance must be struck between program

effectiveness and feasibility, often limited by availability of

evidence-based data, accurate assessment of patient’s clinical

condition, and health information technology. To address

these issues, several approaches for implementing VBID have

been used that target patients based on service, condition,

condition severity, participation in other health programs, or a

combination of them.

One approach is to simply reduce cost sharing for certain

drugs and services that are deemed to be of high value. All

employees would face the same copayments, irrespective of

clinical diagnosis or use of the therapy. Pitney Bowes and

Marriot have adopted such a solution for diabetes, hyper-

tension, and asthma medications. Pitney Bowes was among

the most widely celebrated employers of VBID; although there

was no external control, it reported $1 million in savings after

introduction of the program in 2002. Most importantly, the

program has received widespread attention and has demon-

strated that VBID is feasible and may be effective.

Another possibility is to target a specific patient population

and offer reduced copayments for high-value evidence-based

treatment. Patients with a specific condition would be eligible

to participate and receive free or subsidized care. Such programs

typically target chronic diseases with known evidence-based

therapies, including cancer, cardiovascular disease, obesity, re-

spiratory conditions, and diabetes. The University of Michigan,

MI, USA, is among the first to utilize this approach. All

employees with diabetes are eligible to enroll and receive sub-

sidized insulin, beta-blockers, diuretics, and other high-value

medications. Started in 2009, the University of Michigan Focus

on Diabetes Program is the first prospective controlled trial of

VBID, and will likely shed light on its effects on outcomes and

spending. The city of Asheville in North Carolina and United

HealthCare have used a similar approach to target diabetes.

Less commonly used approaches include targeting high-

risk patients either eligible for, or actively enrolled in, a DM

program. These patients would likewise receive reduced or

waived copays for certain medication classes. This design is
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offered by WellPoint, although it has not been widely adopted

by its clients; Gulfstream offers subsidies for utilizing pro-

viders that meet certain evidence-based care criteria. Other

major providers using VBID include Caterpillar, Service Em-

ployees International Union, Mid-America Coalition on

Health Care, and Health Alliance Medical Plans (HAMP). Each

company targets different combinations of chronic diseases,

depending on the employee population and claims data.

Employers may fine-tune their VBID implementation to reach

a desired level of medical costs and employee health. Many

providers had incorporated VBID into more comprehensive

novel healthcare delivery systems. Hannaford Brothers, for

instance, combined VBID targeting certain diseases and min-

imally invasive surgical procedures, with promoting healthy

lifestyle habits and better information technology. All avail-

able results point to improved drug adherence and outcomes,

especially for diabetes and hyperlipidemia.

Finally, there are increasing calls on the government to

promote the adoption of VBID, and include it in any healthcare

reform laws. The American Academy of Actuaries recognized the

importance of VBID and recommended that any new legislation

do not discourage its implementation. The government should

also continue investing in comparative effectiveness research

(CER) and health information technology (HIT) as means to

improve value and clinical outcomes in the healthcare system.

Unlike many other interventions, VBID has garnered bipartisan

support, with 73% of healthcare leaders generally in favor of its

adoption. VBID has the benefit of offering important financial

incentives without limiting patient choice. By targeting pri-

marily high-value services, patients are encouraged to pursue

valuable care, but are given the freedom to access other services

as well. In addition, it avoids placing physicians into the role of

healthcare gatekeepers, and maintains low administrative bar-

riers to care. VBID has gained support from patients, providers,

and payers, by aligning their incentives.

Accordingly, VBID has gained much attention among pol-

icymakers. The PPACA includes language permitting the use of

VBID for high-value preventive services, such as immuniza-

tions and screenings (2010). As required by the new law, the

Department of Health and Human Services has devised a

National Strategy for Quality Improvement in Health Care,

which promotes the use of VBID models at the federal level

(2011). Similarly, there has been interest in using value-based

principles to improve the financial profile of Medicare. There

have been proposals to introduce a VBID pilot program for

Medicare to evaluate its effectiveness. More recently, the

Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) report to

Congress has underscored the importance of using VBID to

steer patients toward higher-value services. President Obama

has likewise included VBID in his Deficit Reduction Plan, and

has called for vesting the Independent Payment Advisory Board

with power to promote value-based benefit designs (2011).

Empirical

Patient cost sharing has been steadily on the rise over recent

years, in an attempt to curtail growing healthcare spending.

Between 2000 and 2009, the average generic, preferred, and

nonpreferred prescription drug cost sharing increased by 25%,

80%, and 59%, respectively. Paradoxically, copayments have

also risen both within DM programs and for services used as

quality indicators. As DM programs implement innovative

approaches to encourage use of essential services and improve

adherence, rising copays discourage the consumption of those

same therapies. Likewise, services accepted as high-value and

used as quality measures for hospitals often lack demand-side

financial incentives. Indicators contained within the Health

Plan Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) have

suffered increases in copayments similar to that of other

services. HEDIS is widely used to evaluate health plan per-

formance and includes measures such as receipt of beta-

blockers after a heart attack and treatment of asthma. Higher

cost sharing for HEDIS services may lower health plan

performance.

Further, there are significant data demonstrating the effects

of greater cost sharing on adherence and outcomes. Many

studies have shown that patients tend to indiscriminately cut

use of both essential and low-value services when faced with

greater copayments. Even vital medications, like those used for

hyperlipidemia, rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes, and asthma,

suffer the effects of increased cost sharing. Doubling of

copayments for diabetes and hypertension drugs has de-

creased medication use by 23% and 10%, respectively. This is

particularly alarming, considering that many crucial services

are widely underutilized by patients. The resulting decreased

adherence often leads to poorer outcomes and higher rates of

complications. This has been particularly evident in the case of

asthma, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease. Under some

circumstances, increased cost sharing may actually raise

long-term costs by increasing the incidence of expensive

and preventable complications. Importantly, the effects of

increased cost sharing have the greatest impact on low-income

patients. These patients are more likely to delay treatment due

to cost concerns; for example, higher out-of-pocket expenses

are also associated with more frequent asthma exacerbations

in children of low-income families. The higher incidence

of chronic illnesses like diabetes and asthma, combined with

the effects of increased copayments, contributes to worse

outcomes in these populations with resulting greater health

disparities.

There is less evidence regarding the effects of lowering

copayments, which is the principle instrument of VBID. The

impact of lower cost sharing might be different than that of

higher cost sharing because of psychological phenomena, but

in practice, it is generally similar in magnitude. Some indirect

data had come from the introduction of Medicare Part D,

which lowered out-of-pocket drug spending for seniors. There

was a 3–13% increase in medication use, with the opposite

effect seen in the coverage gap. This corresponded to improved

outcomes and a 4.1% reduction in hospitalizations relating to

diabetes and several cardiovascular and pulmonary con-

ditions. The effects of Medicare Part D were largest for patients

with previously high copays or no coverage. In this subgroup,

savings on medical expenditures generally offset increases in

drug costs. In other settings, it has been observed that lower

cost sharing for diabetes patients is associated with better

adherence and better glycemic control, as measured by the

degree of hemoglobin glycation. Fixed-effects modeling fur-

ther suggests that lower medication copayments may lead to
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higher pharmacy benefit costs, but significant overall savings

in congestive heart failure, hypertension, diabetes, and dysli-

pidemia patients.

Direct evidence on the impact of VBID programs is rela-

tively recent; the concept of VBID is fairly new, and it takes

years to see long-term outcome and spending effects. The data

are also more heterogeneous because the programs’ impact

largely depends on the particular implementation. Results that

are not peer-reviewed and lack a control group suggest that

the experience has been generally positive. Pitney Bowes

had boasted of one of the first widely celebrated programs.

Caterpillar, Hannaford Brothers Company, United Healthcare,

and others, reported similarly improved outcomes with no

change in, or reduced, spending. Controlled studies and more

systematic analyses are fewer, but offer important, often less

positive insights into the consequences of VBID programs.

Earliest data on the effects of VBID come from several

mathematical models. A very broad implementation targeting

various high-value services throughout the healthcare system

would confer an additional 5–9% health benefit, as measured

in life-years, without increasing overall or out-of-pocket

spending. Better targeting of high-value therapies, such as

angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors or choles-

terol-lowering drugs, offers even more advantages. Simulation

analysis suggests that eliminating cost sharing for ACE in-

hibitors for Medicare patients with diabetes would both im-

prove outcomes and lower costs by up to US$1600 per patient.

Adjusting copayments for cholesterol-lowering therapy based

on the patient’s risk level would offer similar benefits. Thou-

sands of hospitalizations and emergency department visits

would be avoided, with over US$1 billion in annual aggregate

savings. These simulations are particularly sensitive to esti-

mates of the impact of lower cost sharing on adherence.

Nonetheless, even with conservative assumptions, VBID is

expected to confer clinical benefit with little change in

spending.

More recently, there have been emerging data from em-

ployers implementing VBID principles. Analyses of two large

firms with VBID options had demonstrated improved ad-

herence and outcomes, with potentially neutral effects on

aggregate spending. The financial impact on the employers

was somewhat less favorable, but some of the cost could be

offset by improved employee satisfaction and productivity.

Both the State of Maine and the City of Springfield in Oregon

had initiated pilot programs that targeted diabetes patients. In

addition to waiving copayments for drugs and physician visits,

the latter program also provided free individualized pharma-

cist consultations. Compared to randomly chosen controls,

patients in the intervention group in each case had improved

medication adherence and had better glycemic control. Sick

leave had declined and productivity had improved for both

programs. Although Maine reported significant savings,

Springfield’s healthcare costs had actually increased. None-

theless, it is possible that savings in the form of employee

productivity and reduced disability have helped offset any

program costs, and long-term savings are likely to accrue be-

yond the timeframe of the initial study. Both pilot programs

were considered a success, with VBID options becoming more

widely available soon thereafter. Overall, these data demon-

strate the varied consequences of VBID implementation. The

financial profile will largely depend on the level of targeting,

patient population, and other employer-specific parameters.

Nonetheless, there is consistent evidence that VBID improves

clinical outcomes and value of the healthcare system; by

promoting the use of high-value services, it offers improved

employee health and productivity. These indirect benefits are

often overlooked in cost-effectiveness analyses.

VBID has also been applied in the context of DM programs

and patient-centered medical homes, with very positive

results. Although both DM programs and VBID improve

medication adherence, a combination of the two strategies

offers further benefits. Within a single DM program, VBID had

increased medication adherence by 7–14% for statins, ACE

inhibitors, beta-blockers, and diabetes medications. In a sep-

arate study, a combination of DM and VBID to target diabetes

patients had proved to be cost-saving and improved drug use

by almost 7%; these effects were significantly better than

controls in either program alone. Similarly, several employers

have combined VBID with PCMHs. Among others, the City of

Battle Creek in Michigan and the State of Minnesota have

reported positive results using this approach. Various per-

formance measures have greatly increased by at least 20–35%

following introduction of the programs. Patients have received

more preventive care, and have avoided both expensive hos-

pitalizations and emergency department visits. Blood pressure,

glycemic control, and cholesterol levels have improved by

5.7–22%. Other examples further reinforce the benefits of

integrating VBID into innovative payment reform approaches.

Although effective on its own, VBID may be easily and

effectively combined with other strategies.

Conclusion

As the persistently growing healthcare spending is addressed,

it is important to maintain a focus on value and not cost

alone. The purpose of healthcare is not to save money, but to

provide the greatest health benefit given limited resources.

Limiting access to essential care might save money, at least in

the short term, but is not socially desirable. Further, focusing

on shortsighted interventions like indiscriminate increases in

copays may actually have opposite effects on spending in the

long term. Curtailing spending should not be at the expense of

reducing essential high-value care. VBID is an important ap-

proach that aims to improve the value of the healthcare sys-

tem, as well as reduce barriers to essential care and health

disparities.

Nonetheless, there are some challenges that lay ahead of a

more widespread acceptance of VBID. Patients might have

concerns of privacy and fairness. Different patients might be

charged different fees for the same service. Some of the pa-

tients’ clinical data are also used for benefit design. None-

theless, most of these issues may be addressed through patient

education and careful program design. Another major chal-

lenge to VBID implementation is a lack of CER and HIT

infrastructure. VBID relies on CER to identify high-value ser-

vices; there are currently few studies that compare the effect-

iveness of competing therapies. Likewise, HIT is necessary to

incorporate the data from CER into benefit design. None-

theless, there are known high-value therapies for the treatment
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of many chronic diseases, and HIT is adequate for basic tar-

geting. In these areas, VBID could be implemented success-

fully. As there iscontinuous expansion in targeting capabilities,

opportunities for VBID will expand.

Employers have also been cautious in adopting VBID be-

cause of its somewhat uncertain financial impact. The return

on investment profile of VBID largely depends on the par-

ticular implementation. Employers can improve the financial

profile of their program by finer targeting. Reducing copays for

a smaller group of high-risk patients is more likely to reduce

program costs. Employers may also choose to raise copays for

all other services, or preferentially target low-value services,

though it may be difficult to identify low-value services based

on easily identifiable patient characteristics. Few treatments

are low-value for entire patient groups, requiring more so-

phisticated targeting and incorporation of clinical judgment.

Another concern of VBID is that such plans might preferen-

tially attract sickest patients who would receive lower copays

for high-value services targeted at chronic disease.

The success of VBID will require a new mindset of simply

embracing value over costs. After allocating the most efficient

amount of resources to healthcare, the health benefit to pa-

tients will need to be maximized. This will also call for more

comprehensive ways of assessing costs, benefits, and value

than the often shortsighted methods being used today. Such a

new approach to insurance design will require an integration

of clinical medicine, economics, and actuarial analysis. The

feasibility of VBID will grow with continued investment in

CER and HIT. As new data become available on the relative

value of services, it will be crucial to align financial incentives

with the highest-value options. The recent growth of HIT will

also make better benefit design feasible. As communication

between patients, providers, and insurance benefit managers

improves, better plans that align incentives between the parties

will become a reality.

Although not a sole remedy for the healthcare system’s

issues of cost, quality, and access, VBID is a powerful tool that

aligns financial incentives for patients with evidence-based

medicine. By adjusting cost sharing based on the value of a

service in the context of a particular clinical situation, VBID

can facilitate more efficient resource allocation and better

health outcomes. Integrated with other approaches, including

DM, CDHPs, and patient-centered medical homes, VBID may

prove to be a powerful tool for tackling major health care

reform in the coming years.
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Introduction

Cost-effectiveness analyses of health interventions and pol-

icies are often conducted using quality-adjusted life-years

(QALYs) as the metric for quantifying health outcomes. A

related metric called disability-adjusted life years (DALYs)

has been used to assess the burden of disease attributable to

different causes as well as in cost-effectiveness analyses,

especially those in low- and middle-income settings. Both

QALYs and DALYs provide summary measures of health

outcomes that (1) combine information on survivorship and

the health experience among the living; and (2) accom-

modate comparisons across diverse types of health problems

by expressing outcomes in a common ‘currency’. A critical

feature of DALYs and QALYs is that they attach weights to

time spent in different states of health to reflect the relative

severity of these outcomes. These weights have been called,

among other names, ‘health state valuations,’ ‘health-related

quality of life weights,’ and ‘health utilities,’ with some as-

sociated variation in the interpretation of the meaning of the

weights; in this article, these will be referred to as ‘health

state valuations.’ Health state valuations are given on a scale

that ranges from 0 to 1.0. For QALYs, 1.0 implies a state of

optimal health and 0 implies a state equivalent to being

dead, whereas for DALYs, the scale is reversed: 0 implies no

health loss, whereas 1.0 implies severity equivalent to being

dead. For use in QALY and DALY calculations, health state

valuations must have interval scale properties, that is, dif-

ferences between two values on the scale must be meaning-

ful, with a given distance between two scale values having the

same significance, no matter where the points are located on

the scale. For instance, the difference between 0.4 and 0.6

must be understood as equal to the difference between 0.7

and 0.9.

Various methodological and empirical issues relating to

health state valuations have inspired a rich and growing lit-

erature. The focus of this article is on techniques for eliciting

valuations. Where other relevant topics are mentioned, cross-

references are provided to those articles in which these topics

are treated in greater detail.

Overview of Techniques

There are six types of techniques that have been used prom-

inently in eliciting health state valuations.

Standard Gamble

The standard gamble is a method that has its theoretical

basis in the von Neumann–Morgenstern axioms of expected

utility theory. It aims at measuring the ‘disutility’ of a health

state by observing the willingness to accept a certain risk of

death in order to avoid the state. In a typical framing of the

standard gamble, a respondent is asked to consider a choice

between two alternatives. In alternative A, the person would

live with a particular health problem (the one for which the

valuation is needed) with certainty, for the remainder of his

or her life. Alternative B is usually characterized as a risky

treatment, with two possible outcomes: life in a state of

optimal health, with probability p, or immediate death, with

probability (1� p). The measurement objective for the

standard gamble is to identify the probability of optimal

health, p, at which the respondent is ‘indifferent’ between

alternatives A and B, in other words, the point at which

the two alternatives seem equally attractive. Once this in-

difference point is identified, a health state valuation for the

particular health problem of interest is equal to p. The logic

of this inference derives from setting the utility of optimal

health to 1.0 and that of death to 0 and assuming that

at the point of indifference, the respondent considers

the expected utility of alternatives A and B to be the

same. In mathematical terms, the equality is stated as

p�U(optimal)þ (1� p)�U(death)¼U(health outcome),

or p� 1.0þ (1� p)� 0¼U(health outcome), which simpli-

fies finally to U(health outcome)¼p.

Time Trade-Off

The time trade-off is another of the most widely used methods

for eliciting health state valuations. Like the standard gamble,

it invokes the notion of willingness to sacrifice something that

is valued in order to avoid an inferior health state. In the

standard gamble, what is sacrificed is the certainty of survival,

whereas in the time trade-off, what is sacrificed is the length of

life. The time trade-off asks respondents to consider a choice

between two alternatives. The first is to survive for a specified

amount of time, t1, with a particular health problem, followed

by death. Different time trade-off studies have taken different

approaches to defining t1, including using an arbitrary dur-

ation such as 10 years or using the respondent’s estimated life

expectancy (or some rough approximation to this). The sec-

ond alternative in the time trade-off is to survive a (pre-

sumably) shorter amount of time, t2, but in optimal health.

The measurement approach in the time trade-off is usually to

hold t1 constant and vary the amount of time t2 until the

indifference point is identified. A health state valuation may

then be computed as the ratio t2/t1. The logic of this inference,

similarly to the standard gamble, is to equate the overall value

between the two alternatives at the respondent’s indifference

point. In case of the time trade-off, the value of an alternative

is taken to be the product of its health valuation and its

duration. Thus, the indifference point implies the equality

U(health outcome)� t1¼U(optimal health)� t2. Again taking

the valuation of optimal health to be 1.0, this simplifies to

U(health outcome)¼ t2/t1.
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Rating Scale

The rating scale approach comes from psychometrics. In

contrast to both the standard gamble and time trade-off, it

consists in eliciting a numerical valuation for a health out-

come directly, without invoking the notion of sacrifice. A series

of health outcomes are often simultaneously located on a

numerical scale such that a respondent evaluating outcomes A,

B, and C must consider whether A is preferable to B, B pref-

erable to C, and A preferable to C, and also to decide the

strength of these preferences, in other words the distances

between them on the numerical scale. A number of different

ways of operationalizing a rating scale are possible but most

feature a straight line with marked intervals (like a meter

stick), with the endpoints marked with numbers (e.g., 1.0 and

0 or 100 and 0) and labels referring to the best outcome (e.g.,

as ‘perfect health’ or ‘best imaginable health state’) and the

worst outcome (e.g., as ‘worst imaginable health state’ or

‘dead’). Sometimes the marked intervals are accompanied by

numerical labels. Rating scales can also be constructed without

marked intervals, in which case they are called ‘visual

analogue scales.’ In practice, the latter term is sometimes used

in a generic way that includes both marked and unmarked

scales. There has also been variation in practice concerning the

range of the scale. If researchers want to accommodate states

that are regarded as worse than being dead, then the scale

spans from the best to the worst imaginable outcomes, and

respondents are asked to locate ‘dead’ on the scale amidst one

or more nonfatal outcomes. Issues around states regarded as

worse than being dead are mentioned in the Section on Key

Conceptual and Methodological Issues. Typically, health state

valuations are derived from rating scales by taking the ratio of

the distance between a particular state and the point on the

scale assigned to ‘dead’, divided by the distance between the

upper endpoint of the scale (the best outcome) and the point

assigned to ‘dead.’

Magnitude Estimation

Another technique that arose, like the rating scale, from the

direct measurement tradition of psychometrics is magnitude

estimation (sometimes called ‘ratio scaling’). In this approach,

a respondent is given one health state as a reference bench-

mark, and then asked to indicate how many times better or

worse some other states are compared with the reference state.

Sometimes, the reference state has been defined as an end-

point of the scale (e.g., the most desirable outcome), although

other studies have chosen an intermediate state as the refer-

ence. For example, a seminal magnitude estimation study by

Patrick et al. (1973) anchored comparisons to a reference item

describing ‘a day in the life of a person who was as healthy as

possible on that day,’ which was assigned an arbitrary score of

1000. Other days were to be scored in relation to this refer-

ence, for instance, the instructions noted that a day that was

regarded as ‘half as desirable as the standard’ should be scored

at 500. Based on this scheme, results may be rescaled to the

unit interval simply by dividing the scores by 1000. In fact, by

translating the ratios into scores in this way, the oper-

ationalization of the task comes to bear a strong resemblance

to the rating scale. Another influential magnitude estimation

study by Rosser and Kind (1978), anchored the comparison

task with the second best outcome (no disability and mild

distress) as the reference, and asked respondents to indicate

how many times worse other states were compared with this

reference. In this case, rescaling of the results depended on

normalizing the scale, so that the best state had a value of 1.0

and death a value of 0. Thus, if death were regarded as 200

times worse than the reference state, this would result in the

reference state having a value of (1–(1/200))¼0.995; a state

that was considered 10 times as bad as the reference state

would then have a value of (1–10� (1–0.995))¼0.95.

Person Trade-Off

The person trade-off is a technique that has been used less

commonly than many of the other techniques mentioned so

far. Unlike these other techniques, the person trade-off asks

respondents to answer from the perspective of a social

decision maker considering alternative policy choices rather

than as an individual making choices for himself or herself.

The person trade-off has been framed in various ways, but a

typical presentation asks respondents to consider two options,

one that will result in longer survivorship for a group of

people and the other that will result in prevention of a non-

fatal, usually chronic, condition. For example, a respondent

might be asked to weigh an option that would prevent

x1¼1000 deaths in a healthy population versus an alternative

that would prevent x2¼5000 cases of some particular chronic

disease outcome. The measurement approach in the person

trade-off would usually be to hold constant the number of

averted deaths (x1) and vary the number of nonfatal outcomes

averted (x2) to find the indifference point between the alter-

natives. A health state valuation for the nonfatal outcome

being considered would then be computed as (1� (x1/x2)).

For instance, x2¼10 000 would yield a value of 0.9.

Ordinal Response Methods

Finally, there has been renewed interest recently in ordinal

response methods. Over much of the history of measuring

health state valuations, ordinal methods such as ranking have

been deployed primarily as a ‘warm-up’ exercise, for example,

as a preliminary step to eliciting rating scale values for a range

of health states. However, there have been a number of ex-

amples of analyzing ordinal response data in order to infer

latent cardinal values that are consistent with these responses,

and these examples have grown numerous over the past sev-

eral years. Methods for collecting ordinal responses fall into

two main categories: (1) rank ordering of health states and

(2) paired comparisons of health states, residing within the

broader methodological tradition of discrete choice analysis.

Analysis of ordinal response information has been based

largely on a random utility framework operationalized using

regression models for discrete outcomes. These models are

based on the presumption that ordinal responses may be re-

lated to differences between values on an unobserved cardinal

scale. Specifically, regression-based approaches formalize the

intuitive notion that two states that are distant from each

other on some underlying measurement scale are more likely
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to produce agreement in the pairwise ordering of the out-

comes than will two states that are very near to each other. If

distributions of values on the latent scale are assumed to

be normal, then the ordinal responses can be modeled

using probit regression; analogously, the assumption that the

values follow an extreme value distribution leads to logit

regression.

Historical Development of Health State Valuation
Techniques

The development and adaptation of techniques for measuring

health state valuations have occurred mostly since the early

1970s, but historical antecedents for this work may be found

decades earlier. The history of the standard gamble is perhaps

easiest to trace, as the technique debuted alongside the

introduction of the expected utility theorem of von Neumann

and Morgenstern (1944). Following this introduction, various

approaches were proposed to assess von Neumann–

Morgenstern utilities through specific types of standard gam-

ble comparisons. The type of comparison that has been

commonly adopted for use in health state valuations, in which

the respondent chooses between a certain prospect of an

intermediate outcome on the one hand and a gamble with the

best and worst extreme outcomes on the other, was featured

originally by von Neumann and Morgenstern and used sub-

sequently in formulations for general utility assessment (i.e.,

not specific to health) by Frederick Mosteller, Duncan Luce,

Howard Raiffa, and others. In 1968, Arnold Packer explicitly

noted the applicability of the standard gamble to evaluation of

health programs. Torrance et al. (1972) presented what may be

the earliest published example of a comprehensive approach

to measuring effectiveness of health programs with a utility

assessment strategy based on the standard gamble. George

Torrance had previously (in an unpublished dissertation, in

1971) undertaken a pilot test of the standard gamble techni-

que, among others, in the context of a health care program

evaluation.

The time trade-off approach, as currently implemented in

valuing health states, appears to have been devised and named

in the same study comprising Torrance’s dissertation work,

although the basic approach was discussed around the same

time by Fanshel and James (1970), who referred to the notion

as ‘weighting through equivalence in time.’ Torrance himself

described the time trade-off as evolving from the so-called

‘direct measurement technique’ attributed to the psychologist

Stanley Smith Stevens (1959), although the final format of the

time trade-off bears little resemblance to this earlier proposal

to directly elicit ratio assessments for two quantities. The time

trade-off was originally developed to assess values for states

considered better than being dead; another important mile-

stone in development of the time trade-off was the elaboration

by Torrance in 1982 of the method to accommodate states

regarded as worse than dead.

Rating scales in health state valuation draw on a long

history of related scaling approaches used in psychology and

attitude measurement, including work by Louis Leon Thur-

stone in the 1920s. Patrick et al. (1973) applied a ‘category

scaling’ approach to health measurement based on the

method of equal-appearing intervals attributed to work pub-

lished by Warren Torgerson in 1958. Patrick et al. oper-

ationalized this approach by having respondents place cards

labeled with various health outcomes into equally spaced slots

in a desk file sorter, numbered between 0 and 16. In another

study published in the same year, the same authors used a

linear rating scale, which has become the conventional rating

scale approach in health state valuation. Subsequently, George

Torrance adapted the approach with a ‘desirability line’

representing 101 equal interval categories spanning the range

between ‘Death, Least Desirable’ and ‘Healthy, Most Desirable.’

Following these early precedents, numerous applications of

rating scales in health state valuation have introduced a

number of variations on this basic theme.

Magnitude estimation was proposed by Stevens (1951), in

part as a response to the chief limitation he saw in the use of

rating scales, which is that responses on rating scales appear

to be nonlinearly related to the actual underlying scale that is

being measured. Patrick et al. (1973), citing earlier work from

the field of criminology, presented what appears to be the first

application of magnitude estimation in valuation of health

states. Another prominent use of the technique was in the

Rosser and Kind index in 1978.

The person trade-off approach was named by Erik Nord in

1992, but the technique itself was applied already by Patrick

et al. (1973) under the name of the ‘equivalence’ method. A

proposal for ‘weighting by equivalence in population’ had

appeared in the work of Fanshel and Bush (1970), but that

earlier study presented the concept without applying it in

empirical study. The person trade-off gained prominence

through the publication of a review and empirical study by

Nord (1995), which summarized prior applied work using the

person trade-off and related techniques and presented the first

comprehensive assessment of the reliability and possible bia-

ses in the technique. The profile of the method was also raised

by its adaptation in the measurement of disability weights for

DALYs in the Global Burden of Disease Study, as described by

Murray (1996). The DALY study used two variants of the

person trade-off in a deliberative group exercise. One of these

variants – which compared life extension among disabled and

nondisabled groups and thus differed from the typical person

trade-off format described above – inspired criticism from

Trude Arnesen and Erik Nord in 1999 for its potential ethical

implications.

One of the most recent trends in measuring health state

valuations actually relates to one of the oldest methodological

traditions, which concerns estimation of cardinal measures

based on ordinal responses. In the 1920s, Louis Leon Thur-

stone developed the ‘law of comparative judgment’ that pro-

vides the conceptual foundation for most approaches to

deriving cardinal values from ordinal assessments. Following

Thurstone, Ralph Bradley and Milton Terry, Duncan Luce, and

Daniel McFadden further developed the axiomatic basis for

choice models and refined analytic approaches based on a

random utility model. Kind (1982) presented the first appli-

cation of the Bradley–Terry–Luce approach to health state

valuation, and there has been a recent revival of interest in

these methods due to the relative simplicity of eliciting ordinal

responses and a widening range of analytic tools to accom-

modate these responses.
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Key Conceptual and Methodological Issues

There have been various conceptual interpretations of health

state valuations that have produced some amount of ambi-

guity in defining the basis for measuring and understanding

these valuations. When valuations are measured with the

standard gamble, some people refer to these valuations as

‘health utilities.’ In fact, some have suggested that the standard

gamble is the only method that produces ‘utilities,’ according

to the von Neumann–Morgenstern framework. Others are less

restrictive in the use of this term. Richardson (1994) and

others have questioned the primacy of the standard gamble

and challenged the prevailing argument that the standard

gamble is preferred because its inclusion of risk aligns the

technique with the inherently uncertain nature of medical

decision making.

There has also been variation in the use of terms like

‘quality of life’ or ‘health-related quality of life’ in reference to

health state valuations. The term ‘quality of life’ has been used

widely in various social science contexts to refer to the overall

subjective appraisals of happiness or satisfaction experienced

by individuals. In health, the term ‘quality of life’ has some-

times been used in a more particular way to refer to a multi-

dimensional construct relating to symptoms, impairments,

emotional states, and domains of functioning. Because this

use of ‘quality of life’ diverges from more general uses of the

term, health researchers often refer to the distinct construct of

‘health-related quality of life’. To the extent that an individual’s

health-related quality of life is understood in terms of a vector

of levels on ‘health-related’ dimensions of life, it is similar to

the conceptual notion underlying health state valuation,

which can be used to attach an overall scalar value to such a

multidimensional profile. Where health-related quality of

life is viewed in terms of the contribution of an individual’s

health to his/her overall well-being, conceptual problems

emerge from the fact that well-being is not clearly separable

into independent health and nonhealth components (as, for

instance, philosopher John Broome has argued).

In considering empirical differences between the different

techniques for eliciting health state valuations, it is useful to

recognize how the different constructs embodied in the tech-

niques, for example, the ‘utility’ notion reflected in the

standard gamble, may combine judgments about health with

other values such as risk aversion. There has been a general

consistency in the ordering of values (for the same state)

produced by responses to the different valuation techniques,

with rating scale values tending to be lowest (on a scale in

which higher numbers imply better outcomes); standard

gamble and person trade-off values highest; and time trade-off

values tending to fall between these extremes. One interpret-

ation of this typical finding is that the systematic variation

across valuation techniques relates to the specific types of

other values that are invoked by the particular framing of each

technique. For example, a highly risk averse person will answer

standard gamble questions in a way that produces values near

1.0, as the person will be unwilling to entertain even small

probabilities of mortality. Several commentators have sug-

gested that person trade-off responses are susceptible to an

analogous set of values at the population level, which may

be understood in terms of the ‘rule of rescue,’ by which

respondents tend to choose a program that averts a relatively

small number of deaths over a program that averts a very large

number of nonfatal outcomes. Time trade-off responses may

be influenced by a range of factors, such as discounting of

future events, but the net effect of these factors may be rela-

tively modest compared with the impact of risk aversion.

Finally, various possible biases in rating scale responses have

been considered, including a propensity to avoid values near

the extreme ends of the scale, which is consistent with an

overall downward shift in rating scale values.

Some health states are considered to be worse than being

dead. Assignment of values to these has presented some chal-

lenges, especially in the use of the time trade-off. A typical

approach to the time trade-off is first to ask whether a state is

regarded as better than dead or worse than dead, as in the

protocol developed by the Measurement and Valuation of

Health (MVH) Group in 1994. For a worse-than-dead state,

respondents in the MVH study were asked how many years

spent in the health state (t) followed by a period of perfect

health, summing to 10 years, would be equivalent to immediate

death. By assigning values of 0 and 1.0 to dead and optimal

health, respectively, valuations for a worse-than-dead outcome

may be derived from the following equality: U(health out-

come)� tþU(optimal health)� (10� t)¼0, which simplifies

to U(health outcome)¼1� (10/t). In principle, this implies

that the weight for a worse-than-dead state falls in the interval

(–N, 0). In practice, the lowest possible valuation using the

MVH protocol is � 39 (due to reporting of responses in

quarter-year increments). Several studies have observed that

treating worse-than-dead responses as originally intended –

although faithful to the conceptual development of the time

trade-off question – can lead to a large number of health states

having negative average valuations, challenging face validity. In

response, George Torrance, Paul Dolan, Leida Lamers, and

others have considered various transformations of the worse-

than-dead responses, which have prompted some controversy

and a range of alternative proposals.

Conclusions

A large and growing literature on health state valuation has

been directed toward a range of key issues including: the

choice of technique for eliciting valuations; whose values to

elicit; related issues around changing valuations over time

(e.g., due to adaptation to decreased function); how to de-

scribe states for valuation; and the relevance of other values

that may influence responses to health state valuation ques-

tions. This article has introduced six prominent techniques for

eliciting valuations, discussed certain milestones in the his-

torical development and evolution of these techniques, and

mentioned some of the most salient conceptual and meth-

odological issues relating to measurement of health state

valuations.

See also: Cost–Value Analysis. Disability-Adjusted Life Years.
Measurement Properties of Valuation Techniques. Multiattribute Utility
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Instruments: Condition-Specific Versions. Quality-Adjusted Life-
Years. Utilities for Health States: Whom to Ask
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Glossary
Genomics The science of the function and structure of

genomes, i.e., the DNA within a single cell of an organism.

Longitudinal study Any study using time series data.

Meta-analysis Using statistical techniques to synthesis the

results from separate but related studies in order to obtain

an overall estimate of treatment effect.

Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) A framework

for decision makers who need to consider multiple and

sometimes conflicting factors when assessing the

advantages and disadvantages of comparator interventions.

MCDA has been applied broadly to inform health-care

decisions. It has been used for shared decision making

across different health-care stakeholders in the analysis and

selection of interventions and for setting health-care

priorities.

Regression discontinuity A cutoff or threshold above or

below which a discrete intervention is performed or not

performed.

Selection bias A distortion created when using data from

a sample that differs systematically in its characteristics from

the general population due to a feature of the selection

process.

Shadow price The marginal cost or marginal value of a

service as revealed in experiments or estimated by adjusting

market prices.

Introduction

Informal care is the mainstay of support for many people

living in the community, particularly those with long-term

care needs. It refers to the care provided to individuals who

would have difficulties managing without this help, by family

or friends who are unpaid, although they may receive some

nominal payment or state benefits. Some definitions also add

that informal carers spend a significant proportion of their

life providing care and support, however, if the amount of

time spent caring is an important consideration, this requires

specification. Informal care tasks include providing a range

of care and assistance with activities of daily living, such as

support with mobility, social support, personal care, and

domestic assistance. In low-income settings, carers might even

provide support with a broader range of medical-related tasks

which could involve health-related care, particularly where

state funding of health care is highly limited.

The size of the informal care economy, while substantial,

is challenging to quantify and value. On an average one in

nine people aged 50 years or more reported providing care

for a dependent relative across all Organization for Economic

Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries in 2007

(see http://www.oecd.org/health/health-systems/long-termcare.

htm). The World Health Organization predicts that during the

next 40 years the dependency ratio in China and India, in

particular, will increase greatly. There is also a concern that

young carers do not get adequate support. Substantial differ-

ences in informal care can be seen across OECD countries and,

in part, this reflects the input of informal care versus formal,

paid long-term care. For example, the level of informal care is

twofold larger in Italy and Spain as compared to Sweden where

care provision is more formalized. In economic terms, informal

care can be described as a quasi-market commodity as there is

no explicit market where informal care is bought and sold, and

it does not have a directly observable value, such as a price, to

reflect either the resources required to provide care-related tasks,

or the benefits of doing so.

Informal care does not have an explicit value; however, this

does not imply that it is a free resource. From an economic

perspective, there are two key considerations relating to the

carer when considering the value of informal care: (1) people

offering informal care face an opportunity cost in that time

spent on caring replaces other activities, such as education,

employment, and leisure, and (2) there is an opportunity cost

of using informal care as, while generating some potential

benefits, such as the utility gained from caring for a loved one,

being an informal carer is also associated with burden and

disutility, such as reduced quality of life and negative health

impacts. It is worth noting too that carer and care recipient’s

values are interdependent but this article focuses solely on the

value of informal care in relation to the carer.

Informal care is rarely valued for inclusion in economic

evaluation studies. Economic evaluation is increasingly used to

inform national policy decisions about the efficient allocation of

public funds across the economy. It offers a transparent frame-

work to assess the relative costs and benefits of comparator

interventions and has been applied in a range of sectors in-

cluding the environment, health, and care. Many countries have

developed detailed methods guidance for the economic evalu-

ation of health-care interventions and now more attention is

being given to the development of methods for the economic

evaluation of care interventions. For example, from 1 Apr 2013

the remit for the National Institute for Health and Clinical Ex-

cellence in the UK is extending beyond health care to provide

evidence-based guidance on social care interventions. Such

guidance requires a systematic approach to measuring and

valuing costs and benefits, consistent with the perspective cho-

sen and considerably more research is required to identify the

best approach to dealing with informal care in economic

evaluations.

Valuing informal care for economic evaluation might be

important in the following three respects: (1) for evaluating

the cost-effectiveness of interventions or technologies to dir-

ectly support informal carers (and care recipients), such as

carers breaks or use of technologies such as robotic devices
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for house cleaning, (2) to assess interventions in which there

is an indirect impact on informal carers, such as health-related

packages of care in which informal carers contribute, for

example, use of medication for Alzheimer’s disease, in which a

carer is involved in administering the medication, or (3) for

use in testing and redesigning services to evaluate the cost-

effectiveness of different levels of access to more formal input,

for example, from universal access to means-tested access.

Once informal carer input is valued, their contribution is ac-

counted for in an economic evaluation for use in informing

the decision maker. In a scenario in which a new health-care

intervention reduces health-care costs and increases use of

informal care, relative to the comparator intervention, an an-

alysis omitting this might result in a potentially undesirable

shift of resource use from the health-care sector to the in-

formal economy.

A broad range of methods have been developed to value

informal care for economic evaluation but to date no formal

guidance is available. This article reviews the methods for

valuing informal care, including the methods used to measure

time spent on informal care and the monetary valuation of

this time, as well as nonmonetary methods and offers a brief

review of the advantages and issues associated with applying

currently available methods. The entry concludes by considering

the implications of valuing informal care for economic evalu-

ation. The same approach is used to review monetary and

nonmonetary methods (see Figure 1). Four key steps comprise:

(1) conceptualization of informal care, (2) identification of the

caring activities or description of the effects of informal care,

(3) measurement of the time spent on informal care (monetary)

or the effects of informal care (nonmonetary), and (4) valuation

of the time spent caring or the effects of informal care.

This article focuses on the measurement and valuation, steps (3)

and (4).

Monetary Valuation of Informal Care

Informal care can be incorporated within an economic evalu-

ation on the cost side of the analysis. Figure 2 summarizes the

methods involved in monetarily valuing informal care based on

the four above-mentioned steps. Obtaining a clear and consistent

definition of what constitutes informal care is far from straight-

forward. The majority of informal care is provided by one

or more individuals known to the care recipient, such as their

family, however informal care might be offered by individuals

who are friends or who befriend them. As van den Berg et al.

(2004) have discussed, this raises issues about the nature of the

interaction between the care recipient and the carer. Activities

such as cooking and cleaning ordinarily might be provided by a

spouse when neither partner requires care. Typically, only those

activities that take place because the care recipient requires care,

owing to, for example, deteriorating health, should be included

as informal care. These can be less than straightforward to

identify, particularly when caring has taken place over a long

time horizon and, additionally, life styles vary across different

healthy couples. There may be shared benefits or some joint

production involved in the carer undertaking tasks which com-

plicates the ability to distinguish the component that is

categorized as informal care. For example, the carer may provide

informal care while participating in a leisure pursuit with the care

recipient. Another consideration is the multiple tasks that carers

might undertake. Some activities might be health related, such as

supporting the care recipient with mobility and may substitute

the need for health-care assistant input, whereas other aspects of

care such as personal care and support with administrative tasks

or keeping the care recipient company are more likely to impact

beyond narrowly defined health. The impact of the caring task

on the informal carer might be affected by the intensity and

duration of the care provided. All these issues need to be speci-

fied upfront so that assumptions underlying the analysis are

transparent. To aid comparability across economic evaluations

and across settings, a systematic approach is required to con-

ceptualizing, identifying, measuring, and valuing informal care.

Measuring Informal Care

Once tasks are identified as informal care, a method is

required to measure time spent on informal care and four

methods are reviewed next.

Conceptualize
informal care

Identify
activities or
dimensions

Measure time
or levels

Value time or
states

Figure 1 Steps involved in the measurement and valuation of informal care.

Conceptualize
informal care

Identify activities

• Account for:
• Multiple carers
• Joint production
• Household

activities

Measure time

• Time diary
• Recall
• Experience sampling
• Direct observation

Value time
monetarily

• Opportunity cost
• Proxy good
• Well-being valuation
• Contingent valuation
• Conjoint analysis/

discrete choice
experiment

Figure 2 Monetary valuation of informal care.
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Time diary method
Respondents are asked to report the sequence of activities

undertaken as defined by the analyst and the amount of time

spent on each activity over a set period of time, such as every

quarter of an hour. An example of use of the diary method

developed to measure informal care time is found in van den

Berg and Spauwen (2006). Advantages include systematic

collection of data within a brief space of time of the activities

occurring, thus minimizing the recall period. In addition,

respondents can indicate whether they are undertaking

more than one care-related activity at the same time and, in

principle, this allows the analyst to correct for joint pro-

duction. There is, however, no generally agreed method to do

this and in practice there is often no correction for joint

production. Disadvantages of the method include that it can

be very time-consuming to complete the diary and this can put

carers off participating in such studies and completing the

diary can impact on the time spent caring. In principle, this

method might be thought to be the most accurate, but it has

problems with compliance.

Recall method (also known as the stylized or
questionnaire method)
This is probably the most commonly used method of time

measurement. It involves asking respondents to report the

amount of time spent on a particular activity and the fre-

quency of the activity over a set period of time in the past.

Examples of its use include the Carer Activity Survey by Davis

et al. (1997), and the recall questionnaire used by van den

Berg and Spauwen (2006). On other occasions, the recall

method only asks about the amount of time spent on pro-

viding informal care even without referring to any care task.

Compared to the time diary method, the recall method is less

time-consuming to complete. Disadvantages, however, include

that it is more sensitive to recall bias including systematic error

because of differences in the accuracy of reporting past events

by respondents. Although this method might be less accurate

than the diary method, this consideration needs to be weighed

against potentially greater compliance as carers seem able and

more willing to use this method.

Experience sampling method (also known as beeper or
buzzer method)
This has been used in time use and in wellbeing research, but

to date, to the best of knowledge available, this approach has

not been applied to measure informal care time. The method

prompts respondents to register their activity at random in-

stants over a prespecified time using a signal emitted from an

electronic device. As the device beeps, respondents record the

activities they are undertaking at that point in time. Gershuny

(2011) found that on average this method provides highly

accurate weighted sample estimates of time use across the

sample. Experience sampling is less prone to recall bias than

the time diary method because of immediate recording of the

activity. If the respondent records their own responses rather

than being given a closed-ended questionnaire, this method is

likely to record all activity taking place. Disadvantages include

respondent burden. A beeper system can intrude in daily life

and might result in failure to respond. The method does not

record the duration of the activities, nor are activities recorded

sequentially, so there is a lack of context to the activity.

Direct observation method (also known as the continuous
observation or outsider method)
This method involves observers recording activities and as

such might be considered objective, rather than relying on

self-report, and therefore it is considered to be highly accurate.

However, it is very time- and resource-consuming and can also

be very intrusive.

Valuing Informal Care in Monetary Terms

Once the time spent on informal care is measured, a method

is required to attach a monetary value to informal care time.

Examples of studies valuing informal care in monetary terms

are provided in Table 1 and this shows that the monetary

values derived vary considerably by method and by caring

task. There are two broad economic approaches for valuing

time of using revealed preferences or stated preferences, as

described next.

Revealed preference
These preferences are obtained by analyzing individuals’ be-

havior or indirectly via preferences revealed in other markets

such as from datasets recording individuals’ decisions about

services which are close substitutes for activities undertaken

by informal carers. Typically, revealed preference methods

use wages or income data to derive monetary values. Note

that both the opportunity cost and proxy good methods do

not incorporate the full impact of informal care on carers.

However, whether the full impact should be included in

the analysis will depend on the decision problem and the

perspective taken.

Opportunity cost method
This method values informal care as the income forgone by

the carer when spending time on informal care. There are

many examples of how the opportunity cost method has been

used to value informal care time, for example, in van den Berg

et al. (2006). Income forgone is the carer’s current wage rate (if

employed) or can be estimated based on the previous wage

rate if the carer worked in the past. The average (or median)

net wage of people employed in the labor market who have

the same sociodemographics might be used for those who

have never worked. Use of this method is less straightforward

for children and younger people as time spent on informal

care may reduce the time available for education, which can

have consequences later in life. Therefore, this method can

result in different values for informal care, for example, a

person with the potential of higher wages (e.g., a skilled

professional) will have higher income forgone and the value

attached to an hour of informal care will be higher for this

person than for a person with the potential to earn a lower

wage. Another issue is how to account for informal care

activities that replace leisure time or unpaid work. Applying

the wage rate of paid work to leisure time assumes that the

wage rate reflects the marginal value of the time across the

different uses of time. Another issue relates to the implications
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of using net or gross wage rates. The wage rate net of tax

reflects the opportunity cost to the carer, whereas the gross rate

reflects the opportunity cost to society. The choice of wage

rate needs to be consistent with the perspective chosen for the

analysis.

Proxy good method
Also known as replacement cost method, proxy good method

values informal care time use at the price of a close substitute.

The relevant substitute depends on the activities undertaken,

for example, a health-care assistant wage could be used to

value informal care time spent on help with feeding and the

wage of a housekeeper for help with cleaning the house

or doing the laundry. To use this approach the analyst

requires data on caring activities undertaken, time spent on

these activities and proxy values for each activity. This method

assumes exact substitutability between formal and informal

care, including assuming that the informal carer and care re-

cipient are indifferent or have the same preferences for

informal care as compared to formal care. The method im-

plicitly assumes that any prices used are appropriate re-

flections of value.

Wellbeing valuation method
This method estimates the monetary value of providing in-

formal care. It does so by estimating the carer’s wellbeing as a

function of income and time spent caring, among other

things. This allows the analyst to estimate the income required

to compensate the carer for the loss in wellbeing because of

providing informal care. The wellbeing valuation method uses

data directly obtained from carers. The first application of this

approach to valuing informal care time was undertaken by

van Den Berg and Ferrer-i-Carbonell (2007). An assumption

underlying the wellbeing valuation method is that wellbeing

can be measured empirically and some analysts even assume

that this measurable wellbeing is a proxy for utility, more

specifically for experienced utility. An empirical finding is that

providing informal care is associated with wellbeing losses as

Table 1 Examples of studies valuing informal care in monetary termsa

Method Reference Application Unit cost per hour (price year if
stated/country)

Cost converted
to GB sterling
2013a

Opportunity cost Smith and Frick (2008) Average hourly income for all
employed county residents

$17.34 (2004/US) d12.56

Wilson et al. (2009) Average gross hourly wage rate for
both genders

d13.11 (2004/UK) d17.44

Proxy good Dewey et al. (2002) Hourly rate per type of activity Community and domestic services,
A$11.20

d8.53

Personal care, A$13.45 d10.13
All care by secondary carers,

A$11.20 (1997/Australia)
d8.44

Gaugler et al. (2003) Hourly rate for home care services $2.93 (1993/US) d3.38
Wellbeing van Den Berg and

Ferrer-i-Carbonell
(2007)

Extra compensation to maintain
same level of wellbeing after
providing additional hour of care

h8–9 (2001/the Netherlands) d7.13–8.02

Contingent
valuation

Gustavsson et al. (2010) Carers’ monthly willingness to pay
for 1 h per day of reduction in
informal care

UK, d105, Spain, d121, Sweden,
d59, US, d144 (date not stated)

As stated

van den Berg et al.
(2005)

Care recipients’ WTP for an
additional hour of informal care
per week and their and
willingness to accept (WTA) for a
reduction in 1 h of the informal
care received

Rheumatoid arthritis:
Care recipients: WTP h7.84 d6.99
WTA h8.22 d7.33
Carers: WTP h7.80 d6.96
WTA h9.52 d8.49

Carers’ WTA to provide an
additional hour and WTP to
provide one less hour of care

Heterogeneous sample:
Care recipients:
WTP h6.72 d5.99
WTA h8.62 d7.68
Carers: WTP h8.61 d7.68
WTA h10.52 d9.39
(2001/the Netherlands)

Conjoint van den Berg et al.
(2008)

Extra compensation per hour
required to provide 21 h instead
of 7 h of informal care per week

h12.36 (2001/the Netherlands) d11.02
Analysis/
Discrete Choice
Experiment Mentzakis et al. (2010) Carers’ willingness to accept to

provide an additional hour of
care of a number of tasks

Personal care: d0.12–2.29,
Supervision: d0.07–0.81,
Household tasks: d0.25–1.04

As stated

(date not stated/UK)

aThe two websites used to convert the monetary values to GB sterling for the financial year 2012–13 are given in the section Relevant Websites.
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well as a positive association between income and wellbeing.

In cases in which informal care would not be negatively cor-

related with wellbeing, it would not be possible to calculate

the related monetary compensation and in case of a positive

empirical association between informal care and wellbeing

one could argue that the informal carer would be willing to

pay to provide the care themselves: In other words, they may

have a strong preference to provide the care and may benefit

from caring. Although the authors are not aware of any pub-

lished study that has found this positive association, the in-

formation obtained using this method might still be included

in an economic evaluation.

Stated preference
Stated preferences are obtained directly from respondents by

asking them to consider hypothetical situations, typically

using survey methods. The method relies on statements of

preference, and not on actual choices and, hence, may not

reflect the respondent’s actual behavior and are, therefore,

criticized by mainstream economists.

Contingent valuation
Contingent valuation values informal care either in terms of the

maximum monetary amount informal carers would be willing

to pay for reducing caring activities, or the minimum monetary

amount that they would be willing to accept for supplying extra

informal care. Contingent valuation has been used to estimate

the value of informal care in a few studies, for example, Gus-

tavsson et al. (2010) estimated the willingness to pay for re-

ductions in informal care need in Alzheimer’s disease. Although

contingent valuation questions might be relatively simple to ask,

they might not be straightforward to answer as carers might not

be used to thinking about monetary valuation of informal care

time and, therefore, some respondents may be unwilling to

value carer time in monetary terms. This might be especially true

if the question is framed as if the care recipient might pay the

carer. In an attempt to solving this problem van den Berg et al.

(2005) suggested framing the question as if the government was

going to compensate the carers, as sometimes happens via carer

allowances for example. There is a substantial literature on

biases involved in applying this method especially as willingness

to accept values tend to be larger than willingness to pay ones

and this difference cannot be explained based on economic

theory. When van den Berg et al. (2005) explored this issue in

relation to informal care in the Netherlands, the differences were

quite small suggesting this bias is less persistent when applying

the method to value informal care. It might be necessary to

explore this further and to consider whether responses might be

influenced by culture and the health and care system of the

respondents participating in the study.

Discrete choice experiment (although strictly speaking based on
different theories also known as conjoint measurement or conjoint
analysis)
Discrete choice experiment uses survey methods to obtain re-

spondents’ estimation of the relative value of different attributes

of a service which might include health, nonhealth, and process

attributes. In addition, if a cost or a price is included as an

attribute, a monetary value of the other attributes can be de-

rived. Mentzakis et al. (2011), for example, included an attribute

of the amount of money (d0, d4, d10, and d17) a respondent

would receive as compensation per hour for the informal care

they provided and in answering this, respondents were asked to

consider the effect of the caring role on their own health and

wellbeing. The methodology assumes that a service can be

described by its constituent characteristics and that the total

utility, satisfaction, or preference that a respondent derives from

a service is determined by the utility they gain from each of the

constituent parts. Examples using this method applied to in-

formal care, have, to date, mainly included care tasks and care

time and although this method in theory can also take into

account the full impact or value of undertaking informal care on

the carer themselves, including for instance involved health

losses, this has not been contested in empirical applications

so far.

Nonmonetary Valuation of Informal Care

Informal care can also be incorporated in the effect side of an

economic evaluation, rather than on the cost side. As for

monetary valuation of informal care, there are four key steps

(see Figure 3): (1) conceptualize informal care, in a similar way

as described in Section Monetary Valuation of Informal Care,

(2) describe the effect on the informal carer, (3) measure the

effect on informal care, and (4) attach a nonmonetary valuation

to the effect. This section focuses solely on the impact on carers,

however, as noted earlier, there is likely to be considerable

interdependence between the outcomes for the carer and the

care recipient.

Methods to incorporate informal care as an effect comprise

three key measures: Burden, health, and health-related quality

of life and informal care-related quality of life and some

examples of these are provided in Table 2. In practice there

may be some overlap between these measures.

Table 3 compares the dimensions included in three

measures of care-related quality of life, the Carer Quality

of Life Instrument (CQLI), the care-related quality of life

(CarerQoL), and the Carer Experience Scale. As can be seen

from the table, not all measures include the same dimensions,

for example, CQLI and CarerQoL include physical health

and energy, whereas the Carer Experience Scale does not.

Conceptualize
informal care

Identify dimensions
and levels

Measure or score
dimensions by level to

define a care state
Value the care state

Figure 3 Nonmonetary valuation of informal care.
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As different dimensions are incorporated across the three

instruments, this limits their direct comparability and

this complicates synthesis of effects across the instruments.

An additional consideration is to what extent each measure

incorporates the full effect on informal carers.

Measuring the Effects of Informal Care

Burden of informal care
Carer burden is one of the most commonly used indicators of

informal care. It is an attempt to quantify the physical, psy-

chological, social, and financial impacts of caring. Sometimes a

distinction is made between objective and subjective burden

with objective burden referring to observable aspects of informal

care, such as the events and activities, with subjective burden

referring to the perception of the caring experience by the carer,

including feelings, attitudes, and emotions. Both concepts of

burden are complementary as the time spent on caring and the

activities involved (objective burden) also involve the per-

ception of the burden of care by carers (subjective burden).

Several instruments are available to measure burden as, for ex-

ample, reviewed by Deeken et al. (2003). This heterogeneity

adds to the complexity of cross-study comparisons and makes

synthesis of results across studies difficult. Although the concept

of burden traditionally focuses on the negative aspects of caring

and places less obvious emphasis on the benefits or utility ob-

tained by the care from caring, there have been attempts within

the burden literature to incorporate benefits and the Caregiver

Reaction Assessment is an example of such a measure.

Informal carer’s health-related quality of life
Measures of health-related quality of life have been used to

account for the consequences of informal care on carers.

Table 2 Examples of nonmonetary methods for measuring informal care

Constructs of informal care Measures Examples of nonmonetary instruments

Burden of care • Objective burden of informal care in terms
of caring activities undertaken

• Subjective burden in terms of impact of
informal caring on carer wellbeing

Objective burden:

• Carer Activities Time Survey
(Clipp et al., 1996)

• Carer Activity Survey (Davis et al., 1997)
Subjective burden:

• Caregiver Reaction Assessment
(Given et al., 1992)

• Carer Strain Index (Robinson, 1983)
Objective and subjective burden:

• Carer Subjective and Objective Burden
Scales (Montgomery et al., 1985)

• Cost of Care Index (Kosberg and
Cairl, 1986)

Health and health-related quality of life • Health

• Health-related quality of life
Health:

• SF-36 (Hughes et al., 1999)
Health-related quality of life:

• EQ-5D (Dixon et al., 2006)
Informal-care related quality of life • Carer quality of life

• Carer wellbeing
• Carer Quality of Life Instrument (CQLI)

(Mohide et al., 1988)

• The care-related quality of life (CarerQoL)
instrument (Brouwer et al., 2006)

• The Carer Experience Scale
(Al-Janabi et al., 2008)

Table 3 Comparison of the dimensions included in three measures of care-related quality of life

Dimensions CQLI CarerQoL Carer experience scale

Physical health and energy � �
Emotional and mental health � �
Social relationships and other activities � � �
Sleep �
Relationship carer/care recipient � � �
Fulfillment with carer situation �
Financial consequences of carer �
Support (formal and/or informal) � �
Carer’s control over care-giving activities �
Carer’s perception of fulfilling a duty �
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Caring may impact positively and negatively on carers’ health-

related quality of life. Instruments for use in measuring health-

related quality of life include the SF-36 and the EQ-5D. Using

health-related quality of life instruments to incorporate the

impact of informal care on carers has been criticized because it

may not capture the full effects on quality of life and well-

being. However, the use of generic health-related quality of life

instruments is helpful for comparing results across economic

evaluations, including across disease areas.

Informal caregiver quality of life
As discussed by Stull et al. (1994), this concept is broader than

health extending to incorporate all the factors that may impact

on the carer’s life. Three examples of such instruments are

reviewed briefly here including the caregiver quality of life

instrument, the care-related quality of life instrument and the

Carer Experience Scale.

The caregiver quality of life instrument
This was the first carer-specific instrument developed to value

carers’ wellbeing states. Mohide et al. (1988) report the CQLI as

comprising five dimensions which were identified from a review

of the literature and clinical opinion. The dimensions comprise

two social (amount of time to socialize with family and friends

and quality of the interpersonal friendship between the carer

and the care recipient), two physical (adequacy of amount of

sleep and degree of physical wellness and energy), and one

emotional (degree of happiness and freedom from anxiety and

frustration). Each dimension is described using one of four

levels, comprising almost always, most of the time, half of the

time, rarely, or almost never. Four standardized hypothetical

health states are included, that is, the ideal caregiver quality of

life reference state where the caregiver was almost always well on

each of the dimensions, mild, moderate, and severe caregiver

wellbeing states. Twenty-nine family caregivers and ten relatives

of well older people describe their state of wellbeing, relative to

the standardized states, over the preceding fortnight.

The care-related quality of life instrument
CarerQoL was developed to incorporate the impact of in-

formal care on carer’s quality of life for use in an economic

evaluation. Brouwer et al. (2006) presented the conceptual-

ization and first test of the CarerQoL instrument. The

CarerQoL-7D questionnaire measures how satisfied the carer

is with their care-giving situation. The CarerQoL-7D contains

seven dimensions comprising fulfillment, relational, mental,

social, financial, support, and physical and each dimension is

judged on one of three levels; some, a lot of. The dimensions

were identified by selecting those most frequently assessed in

several carer burden scales. To the authors’ knowledge, the

CarerQoL instrument has not been applied in an economic

evaluation in practice.

The carer experience scale
This scale also values the carer experience for possible use in

an economic evaluation. Developed by Al-Janabi et al. (2008),

it has six dimensions comprising the carer-recipient relation-

ship, institutional support, informal support, activities outside

caring, control, and duty. Each dimension is described on one

of three levels, that is most, some, or sometimes, few, little, or

rarely. The dimensions were identified through a metaethno-

graphy of qualitative research in informal care together with

interviews with carers.

Valuing the Effects of Informal Care

Informal carer’s health-related quality of life
Published algorithms are available to convert health state de-

scriptors from generic health-related quality of life instruments,

such as the SF-12, SF-36, and the EQ-5D to HRQoL weights.

Valuation tools include the visual analog scale (VAS), which

strictly speaking does not generate a utility value, and the time

trade-off (TTO) and standard gamble techniques which both

incorporate choice, and standard gamble also includes un-

certainty and for this reason tends to be the most favored

valuation tool. However, VAS and TTO are considered easier to

use and less cognitively burdensome.

It is worth noting that in undertaking informal care, caring

may negatively impact on health-related quality of life but carers

may also have health problems themselves: The causality of

undertaking care and having poor health-related quality of life is

unclear and this presents a challenge to analysts who aim to

separate these issues. If providing care causes health-related

quality of life loss and if carers are happy to take the loss, that is,

the utility function of the carer might be interdependent with

that of the care recipient’s: A key challenge is how to value this

preferred health loss. Further consideration is required on the

role of interdependent utility functions in economic evalu-

ations, particularly if the local context has an influence.

Informal caregiver quality of life
The carer quality of life instrument
CQLI uses the TTO to value states by indicating the number of

years of future life in the ‘burdened’ test state they would

exchange for a year in the ‘ideal’ reference state. The ‘ideal’

reference state refers to the best wellbeing state, in which carers

almost always feel physically well and energetic, almost

always feel happy and free from worry or frustration, almost

always have sufficient to socialize with family and friends,

almost every night get an adequate amount of undisturbed

sleep, and almost always gets along well with the person being

cared for. Drummond et al. (1991) used the CQLI in an eco-

nomic evaluation comparing a support program for carers

of elderly people with dementia with usual care. Quality-

adjusted life-years (QALYs) with and without the support

program were calculated using the CQLI values to inform the

wellbeing experienced by the carers.

It should be noted that this is not the same as standard

QALYs which are solely health-related.

The care-related quality of life
CarerQoL includes a VAS to quantify how happy the carer

feels currently on a scale of 0 (completely unhappy) to 10

(completely happy).

The carer experience scale
This scale was valued using best-worst scaling in an orth-

ogonal main effects design. In best-worst scaling, respondents

compare statements within a profile and select the most and
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the least desirable statement. The best state, i.e., that with the

lowest burden, has the value of 0 (zero), whereas the worst

state, i.e., that with the worst burden and which every di-

mension has the worst level, was set to 100. Each dimension

has different values and together these descriptors define the

health state. For example, the health state with dimensions at

the middle level has the value of 64.58. This provides a car-

dinal scale, however, there is no means of combining it with

length of life to generate QALYs.

Discussion

This section offers an overview of methods to value informal

care in monetary or nonmonetary terms. The choice of method

depends on the research question, the data available, and the

type of research being undertaken. This section has focused on

the application of these methods describing their use in practice

and has not discussed the normative foundations underpinning

different approaches. However, in undertaking an economic

evaluation, assuming a decision is taken to value informal care,

a key issue is how to combine the method chosen with other

methods used in economic evaluation and to ensure no double-

counting. If monetary valuation is chosen, as a consequence of

which the values are included on the cost side of an economic

evaluation, then it could be combined with the cost of other

inputs. A challenge for monetary valuation methods is that the

values obtained are dependent on the individual’s income, as

greater ability to pay will drive up their willingness to pay for a

service and possibly willingness to accept to provide informal

care. Valuing informal care in terms of the effects of health-

related quality of life raises the question on how to aggregate the

values with care recipient’s health-related quality of life, and it is

not clear how to incorporate this formally into economic

evaluation. It has been suggested that multicriteria decision

analysis could be used to get around this issue, although this

approach is not without its detractors.

Stronger guidance for analysts on whether and how to value

informal care would result in greater uniformity in valuing in-

formal care within studies and this would enhance the trans-

ferability and comparability of economic evaluations. Before

this, more conceptual work needs to be undertaken to examine

how to identify, measure, and value informal care. Informal

carers provide a vital service within the community and this

review illustrates that there are many methods available to

quantify the economic value of this essential service.

See also: Cost-Effectiveness Modeling Using Health State Utility
Values. Quality-Adjusted Life-Years. Valuing Health States,
Techniques for. Willingness to Pay for Health
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Glossary
Inpatient waiting time Time between the addition to the

list, following specialist assessment, and the date of

admission for treatment.

Maximum waiting-time guarantee Establishes that no

patient should wait more than a predetermined maximum.

Outpatient waiting time Time between family doctor visit

and specialist visit.

Introduction

Publicly funded systems are often characterized by limited

budgets and free-of-charge (or highly subsidized) access to

healthcare. These two features often translate into an excess

demand which generates a waiting list. Patients may have to

wait for a significant time before accessing health care. Waiting

times generate dissatisfaction for patients as they postpone

benefits from treatment, may induce a deterioration of the

health status of the patient, prolong suffering, and generate

uncertainty. How to deal with or reduce waiting times is often

the subject of debate in political campaigns: it is not surprising

that waiting times have become a key health policy concern in

many Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-

ment (OECD) countries.

This article is devoted to presenting some key ideas on the

role of waiting times in the market of health services. It draws

selectively on the existing health economics literature. The

article discusses: (1) different types of waiting-time measures;

(2) how waiting times can be thought of as a rationing

mechanism which brings together the demand for and the

supply of health services; (3) the potential role of patients’

choice and competition among public healthcare providers to

reduce waiting times; (4) the role of waiting times in allo-

cating patients between the public and the private sector; (5)

the scope for policies based on the maximum waiting-time

guarantees; (6) the equity implications of using waiting times

in the health sector. The Section ‘Technical Appendix’ provides

formal frameworks on waiting-time measurements, waiting-

time dynamics and hospital competition, which are covered

more intuitively, respectively, in the first three sections. The

final section provides references for further reading.

Waiting-Time Measures

Patients in need of health care can experience different types

of waiting. In many countries, the first contact point of the

patient is the family doctor (also known as general prac-

titioner). The family doctor will then refer the patient to a

hospital specialist. Between the visit of the family doctor and

of the specialist the patient will have to wait. This is often

referred to as the outpatient waiting time. Once the specialist

visits the patient and thinks that the patient needs (a medical

or surgical) treatment, then the patient is typically added to

the waiting list. The time between the addition to the list and

the date of admission for treatment is often referred to as the

inpatient waiting time.

For many nonemergency (also known as ‘elective’) treat-

ments, like hip and knee replacement, and cataract surgery,

inpatient waiting times can be substantially long with an

average of 3–6 months. Waiting times are typically shorter for

more severe conditions (e.g. patients in need of cancer treat-

ment). This article does not focus on emergency treatment,

where waiting times are short (and a matter of minutes or

hours).

Waiting times for non-emergency treatments are routinely

collected in many OECD countries (e.g., Australia, Canada,

Norway, Portugal, and the UK) through administrative data-

bases. Each country collects several measures. Definitions,

however, tend to vary across countries. They can refer to specific

procedures (like hip replacement, cataract surgery) or broader

categories (like specialties or all nonemergency patients). Wait-

ing times are often reported according to basic descriptive stat-

istics: the mean or the median waiting, the number or

proportion of patients waiting more than a given time (say 6, 9,

or 12 months) or the waiting times at the 80th or 90th per-

centile of distribution. Given that the waiting-time distribution

is skewed and characterized by a small number of patients with

long wait, the mean is typically longer than the median (up to

20–30% difference). Measures based on the number (or pro-

portion) of patients with a long wait capture only the upper tail

of the distribution. For example if 5% of patients wait more

than 12 months, it could be that the remaining 95% wait for

10 months or 5 months. The reason for reporting such figures

is that the number of ‘long waiters’ are seen as the most

problematic ones.

Regardless of which specific figure is employed to report

waiting times, waiting-time information can serve different

purposes. For example, waiting-time information can be used

to set targets for health care providers, with hospitals reporting

a longer wait being subjected to penalties or a closer moni-

toring. Waiting-time information can be used to enhance

patients’ ability to choose providers: in such cases the

information is provided either to the family doctors or is

publicly available on the internet. Waiting-time information

may also be necessary to establish and enforce maximum

waiting-time guarantees, under which governments state

that no patient should wait more than a predetermined

waiting time.

For a given procedure, condition or specialty, two common

measures of waiting times can be recorded: (1) the waiting
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time of the patients on the list at a point in time (or a census

date) and (2) the waiting time of patients who have received a

treatment (during a predetermined period). The first measure

refers to an ‘incomplete’ measure of waiting time as the

patient is still on the list (all patients are still waiting): there

will be some patients who have just entered the list and some

patients who have been on the list for a long time. The second

measure refers to the full duration of the waiting-time

experience from the time the patient is added to the list to the

time the patient is admitted to the hospital for treatment:

the measure is computed retrospectively once the wait is

terminated.

Figure 1 provides an example which illustrates the differ-

ence between the waiting times of the two distributions. In

each period two patients enter the waiting list, the first waiting

for 1 month and the second waiting for 5 months. In period t

only two patients have their wait completed. One has waited

for 1 month and one has waited for 5 months. The average

wait of patients treated (which is the correct expected wait for

the patient) in period t is therefore three periods. At time

t there are 6 patients waiting on the list: two patients have

waited for one period, one for two periods, one for three

periods, one for four periods, and one for five periods. The

average wait is therefore 2.7 periods. The key difference be-

tween the two distributions is that the distribution of patients

on the list tends to ‘‘oversample’’ long-wait patients. Indeed, in

the example five out of six are long-wait patients at the time of

observation while in fact there is an equal proportion of long

and short-wait patients. The reason why in the example the

average wait of patients on the list is shorter than the average

wait of patients treated is that most of the patients in the list at

the time of observation have not completed their wait yet.

Hence the data on patients on the list suffers from ‘‘inter-

ruption’’ bias. In the present example the interruption bias

dominates the long-wait oversampling bias. In Section ‘Wait-

ing Time of Patients on the List Versus Waiting Time of Pa-

tients Treated: An Example’ differences between the two

distributions are illustrated more formally. An example where

the average wait of the patients on the list is higher is also

provided.

Waiting Times as a Mechanism to Bring the
Healthcare Market to an Equilibrium

A Simple Theoretical Framework

Publicly funded healthcare sectors in many countries are often

characterized by zero or little copayments and simultaneously

by capacity constraints. If capacity is less than potential de-

mand, this generates an excess demand. If patients in ‘excess’

are added to a waiting list, then patients will have to wait a

certain time before receiving treatment.

Economists have argued that waiting times can then be

thought of as a price (a non-monetary one), which patients

have to pay to access healthcare. In other sectors of the

economy, monetary prices bring demand and supply in

equilibrium; higher prices reduce demand by discouraging

some consumers to buy a certain good and increase supply by

encouraging the provider to expand production. Equilibrium

prices are determined where the demand curve crosses the

supply one. The standard economic demand–supply frame-

work can readily be adapted to the health sector. Like mon-

etary prices are determined such that demand is equal to

supply, in the health sector waiting times (the non-monetary

price) are determined to bring demand and supply in equi-

librium. Note that if demand would systematically be larger

than supply, and both demand and supply do not respond to

waiting-time variations then the waiting list and the waiting

time would keep growing over time.

There are different mechanisms through which waiting

times affect the demand for and supply of healthcare (as

measured, e.g., by the number of discharged patients). On the

demand side, patients may opt for care in the private sector if

they are not willing to wait and if they can afford to pay the

(monetary) price charged by the private sector. Some patients

may also simply give up the (public or private) treatment or

opt for a pharmaceutical one. On the supply side, higher

waiting times may induce providers to increase activity either

because waiting times are used as key performance target

(associated with penalties or monitoring) or because providers

(doctors) feel bad about patients waiting for a long time.

Timet

1

2

3 months

4 months

5 months

Patients starting to wait at time t

Patients starting to wait at time (t−1)

(t−4)

(t−5)

(t−6)

Patients starting to wait at (t +1)

Patients starting to wait at time (t−2)

(t−3)

Figure 1 Distribution of waiting time of patients treated and on the list.
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Perhaps, most importantly when waiting times are higher,

policymakers may be willing to allocate more resources to

increase the supply of healthcare (although this may also

generate perverse incentives if providers artificially inflate the

list to attract more resources).

A simple formal model is provided. Define D(w) as the

demand for healthcare which depends on the waiting time w.

If assumed that higher waiting times reduce demand, then

D0(w)o0. Similarly, the supply curve is defined by S(w) with

S0(w)40. In such a market the equilibrium waiting time is

determined such that D(w�)¼S(w�). The equilibrium waiting

time is described in Figure 2 as point A.

Using this framework, the effect of exogenous shifts on the

demand and the supply curve can also be explored. If, for any

given waiting time, demand increases (an upward shift in the

demand curve) then its equilibrium waiting time and activity

will also increase. A higher demand implies that more patients

are added to the waiting list, which ultimately leads to an

increase in waiting time. Providers will respond to such an

increase in waiting time by making more effort to increase

activity (point B in Figure 2).

Similarly, if, for any given waiting time, supply increases

(a shift to the right of the supply curve) then in equilibrium

waiting time will reduce and activity will increase (point C in

Figure 2). This shift may be due to an increase in capacity, as

measured by an expansion in the number of hospital beds and

doctors. A higher supply implies that more patients are taken

out from the waiting list, which reduces waiting times; such a

reduction is offset to some extent by an increase in demand.

Figure 2 also shows that the responsiveness of demand and

supply to waiting times play a crucial role. If demand is very

inelastic (nearly vertical, as drawn in Figure 3) an increase in

supply will lead to a large reduction in waiting times. In

contrast if the demand is elastic (nearly horizontal, as drawn

in Figure 4), an increase in supply will lead only to a small

reduction in waiting times.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate a point which is critical in policy

discussions on how to reduce waiting times. Some policy-

makers argue that increasing supply to the health sector will

not reduce waiting times because the increase in supply will be

offset by an equal increase in demand. As clearly depicted in

Figure 4, this type of reasoning implicitly assumes that the

demand is elastic. Others argue that a higher supply will bring

down waiting times. As depicted in Figure 3, it implies that

the demand is inelastic. Empirical estimates of how demand

responds to waiting times are therefore paramount to decide

whether increasing supply can or not significantly reduce pa-

tient waiting times.

Most of the existing empirical estimates of the demand

curve from England put the elasticity of demand to waiting

time at � 0.1 (a 10% increase in waiting times leads to a

reduction in demand by 1%). This suggests an inelastic de-

mand curve: higher supply will lead to significant reductions

in waiting times (as in Figure 3). It is worth emphasizing

however that the existing empirical studies on demand elas-

ticity have been derived mainly for the English healthcare

system and should therefore not necessarily be transposed to

other countries. One study from Australia, for example, has

observed that demand was elastic to waiting times (with

elasticity greater than one). Estimates of the supply elasticity

even for England vary depending on the study (see discussion

below).

Figures 2–4 also show the critical role of demand and

supply shifts over time in determining the evolution of waiting

times. In the health sector demand tends to increase over time.

This is both due to the aging of the population that increases

the healthcare needs and also due to technologIcal develop-

ment, which makes new treatments available (some patients

can be treated now who could not be treated in the past). This

generates increasing pressures on waiting times. Supply may

also increase over time due to the technological advancement

that allows treating patients safely with less invasive treat-

ments and a shorter length of stay. Whether waiting times

Activity

S(w)

Waiting

A

D(w)

B

C

Figure 2 Demand and supply. A positive shock on demand implies
a higher waiting time. A positive shock on supply implies a lower
waiting time.
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S(w) 

Waiting

A 
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C 

Figure 3 Inelastic demand.
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Figure 4 Elastic demand.
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increase or reduce over time depends on the difference be-

tween the increase in demand and increase in supply. The gap

between demand and supply may also depend on the type of

system, with National Health Services being generally associ-

ated with tighter capacity constraints, and longer waiting

times, than public (or private) insurance systems.

Policymakers have also tools available to influence the

demand and supply of healthcare. For example, on the de-

mand side countries with a gatekeeping system (where the

patient has to see a family doctor before seeing a specialist)

may have lower levels of demand. Moreover, eligibility to

public treatment may be made conditional on certain

criteria (like severity thresholds, benefits, appropriateness, and

cost-effectiveness). More stringent criteria will lead to lower

demand. Policymakers may also control the type of technol-

ogy that is available to hospitals (and e.g. decide not to pro-

vide a certain treatment).

On the supply side, policymakers can influence supply by

deciding the level of capacity in the public sector (the number

of hospitals, doctors, nurses). The payment system for doctors

and hospitals will also influence supply with fee-for-service

rules and activity-based funding possibly being associated

with a higher supply compared with a salary system and fixed

budget rules.

Empirical Evidence

Estimates on demand and supply responsiveness to waiting

times have been the subject of several empirical studies,

mainly with data from England. They have used either a cross-

sectional (i.e., a sample of hospitals or small areas at a point in

time) or a panel-data (a repeated cross section over time)

approach. The cross-sectional approach aims at identifying

whether regions with higher waiting times have lower de-

mand, for a given supply, or have higher supply, for a given

demand. The analysis can be carried out either at a hospital

level (variations across hospitals) or at a small-area level.

One problem with the estimation of demand and supply

responsiveness is that separate measurements of demand for

healthcare and supply are generally not available. What the

researcher can typically observe, say at the hospital level, is

different combinations of waiting times and activity levels.

The researcher cannot tell whether the different activity levels

reflect demand or supply variations.

To disentangle the differential effect of waiting times on the

demand and supply of healthcare more sophisticated ap-

proaches than Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) need to be im-

plemented. Estimating the responsiveness of the demand

function to waiting times by regressing activity on waiting

times and demand shifters (e.g., health needs or population)

will lead to biased (distorted) results. Similarly, estimating the

responsiveness of the supply function regressing activity on

waiting times and supply shifters (e.g., the number of doctors

and the number of beds) will lead to biased results. The

endogeneity of waiting times in determining both demand

and supply is typically addressed through the use of one or

more ‘instrumental’ variables (a variable that is correlated with

waiting times but not the dependent variable). In the demand

equation this entails finding a variable that affects waiting

times but does not affect the demand: a natural choice is a

supply-shifter; for example, more doctors reduce waiting time

but have no effect on demand. Similarly, in the supply equa-

tion the researcher needs to find a variable that affects waiting

times but not the supply. In this case a suitable instrument is

one or more demand shifters; for example, a higher pro-

portion of elderly population will be correlated with waiting

times but not with the supply.

Using a cross-sectional approach, Martin and Smith (2003)

suggest that the elasticity of demand in the English NHS is

between 0 and � 0.2 depending on the year (� 0.2 in year

1991–92, 0 in years 1993–94 and 1996–97, and between

� 0.12 and � 0.15 in the remaining 4 years). The demand

function is therefore inelastic: a 1% increase in waiting time

reduces demand by at most 0.2%. In contrast, the supply

function is rather elastic: between 2.1 and 5.9 depending of

the year considered.

An alternative approach to cross-sectional analysis is the

panel-data analysis, which involves data collection on activity

and waiting times over several years (say approximately 3–7

years). In this case, the analysis tries to exploit how variations

over time for a specific provider affect the demand and supply

of healthcare. The results are very much in line with the cross-

sectional one with an overall demand elasticity of � 0.09 and

a supply elasticity of 5.3. The elasticities also vary for different

specialties; for example, the demand elasticity is higher (in

absolute terms) for general surgery and oral surgery (equal to

� 0.24 and � 0.21, respectively) and smaller for orthopaedics

(� 0.07).

Waiting Times versus Waiting List

The above discussion refers mainly to the duration of waiting

times and not to the size of the waiting lists. This is for two

reasons. First, from the patients’ perspective what matters is

how long they wait, and not necessarily how many patients

are on the waiting list; if each patient waits for 2 weeks the

disutility from waiting is the same regardless of whether there

are 100 patients or 1000 patients on the list.

Second, waiting times and waiting lists do not necessarily

move in the same direction. To illustrate this point, recall

that the number of patients treated in equilibrium is

y�¼D(w�)¼S(w�). Define L as the waiting list. Note that at

steady state (when the waiting time and the waiting list do not

vary over time), w�¼L�/y�. This expression is intuitive; it sim-

ply says that the waiting time for a typical patient is equal to

the number of periods necessary to treat all the patients on

the list. Therefore, if the waiting list has 200 patients and only

10 patients per week are treated, then the waiting time is

20 weeks.

Perhaps less intuitively, the waiting list can be rewritten as

the product of activity and waiting time: L�¼y�w�. Figure 2 can

then again be used to investigate the effect of shocks on the

demand and supply side on the waiting list. Figure 2 shows

that an exogenous increase in demand increases both equi-

librium waiting time and equilibrium activity (compare point

A with point B). As the waiting list is the product of the two,

then the waiting list will also increase. An exogenous increase

in supply instead reduces waiting times and increases activity.
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The waiting list which in the long run is given by the product

of activity and waiting time can then either increase or reduce

in response to an exogenous increase in supply (e.g., due to an

increase in the number of doctors and beds).

Historically, waiting lists have been initially collected by

policymakers as they were more easily available but in recent

years a shift in focus on waiting times has been observed.

This section has used a static framework. The Section

‘Waiting Times Dynamics over Long Periods of Time’ expands

such framework and allows demand and supply to increase over

time driven, for example, by the technological development.

Competition and Choice

Many OECD countries have introduced in the last 20 years

hospital payment systems of the Diagnosis Related Groups

(DRGs) type where a public insurer (or the government) pays

each hospital a tariff for every patient treated with a given

diagnosis. This type of system is also known as activity-based

financing. Patients typically receive treatment free of charge or

are subject to small copayments.

As tariffs are the same across providers (they are regulated),

hospitals have to compete on quality and waiting times to

attract patients. Policymakers often argue that such com-

petition among hospitals can also be beneficial to reduce

waiting times. The intuitive idea is that under a competitive

system, the provider will have an incentive to reduce waiting

times to attract more patients and ultimately increase hospital

revenues.

A prerequisite for implementing such competition policies

is patients’ choice; it is only if patients (or family doctors on

their behalf) actively compare waiting times and quality across

providers that providers will have an incentive to reduce

waiting times to attract patients.

The higher the tariff paid to the hospital, the stronger will be

the incentive to attract patients. DRG prices are normally based

on average-cost rules. However, in some countries, like Norway,

the price can be significantly less than the average cost (between

40% and 50%) in which case the incentive is reduced. More-

over, in some cases even countries that make use of DRG pri-

cing have caps on the number of patients treated; the price can

be significantly reduced once a certain volume of patients has

been reached. In such cases the incentive to compete on waiting

times can be significantly reduced.

Whether the hospital has a financial incentive to attract

more patients by reducing waiting times depends on the dif-

ference between the tariff and the marginal cost. It is only if

the profit margin is positive that the financial incentive is

present. However, even if the profit margin is positive the

provider may still lack the incentive to compete on waiting

times. If the number of doctors is fixed and if the demand for

treatment is high and there are strict targets on waiting times,

doctors may be working at a point where the marginal utility

from treating an extra patient is negative. In such cases, the

introduction of competition may have an adverse effect on

waiting times; intuitively by increasing waiting times, the

provider can shift the cost of an unprofitable patient to an-

other provider, which may generate a spiral towards high

waiting times. Such results can be derived more formally

through the stylized model provided in the Section ‘A stylized

Model of Hospital Competition’.

Empirical Evidence

There are two main empirical approaches to test the model

outlined above. First, one prerequisite for competition to

‘work’ is that patients are willing to move when waiting times

are higher. Empirical studies that model patients’ choice sug-

gest that at least in two countries (England and Norway) pa-

tients do react to variations in waiting time but the elasticity

with respect to waiting time is low. The results are derived by

regressing the hospital’s choice of the patient (measured

through a dummy variable equal to one for choosing a given

hospital) as a function of waiting times in all hospitals in the

catchment area of the patient (e.g., where the patient resides).

A second approach is to focus directly on the relationship

between waiting time and competition, regressing waiting

time of a given hospital on the number of hospital within the

catchment area of the hospital. Using a cross-sectional

framework one empirical study finds that in England an in-

crease in competition by one hospital (from five to six hos-

pitals) has a modest effect on waiting times reducing them by

half week, from 17 to 16.5 weeks. A different study also tested

the effect of competition on waiting times using a natural

experiment framework in England: the control group includes

providers who are ‘local monopolists’ and have no potential

competitors within their catchment area. During 1997–99

competition (the policy of interest) was highly encouraged

whereas during 1992–96 market boundaries were assigned

geographically. The study shows that the introduction of

competition leads to a reduction in waiting times by 0.8

months (see final section for detailed references).

Waiting Times and the Private Sector

Waiting times play a key role in the interaction between the

public and the private sectors. Patients who are not willing to

wait for a free public treatment may opt for the private sector

paying a fee. Higher waiting times will lead to more patients

being treated in the private sector. Anticipating that they will

want care in the private sector, higher waiting times may also

induce more individuals to buy private health insurance to

cover the price charged by the private sector.

The incentive to set waiting times in the public sector may

differ when a private sector is present or banned. Without a

private sector, a public sector incentive to increase waiting

times is such that the probability of idle capacity is optimally

minimized. With a private sector a marginal increase in

waiting times has the additional benefit (from the public

provider perspective) of shifting patients to the private sector,

which reduces costs in the public sector. Waiting times may

therefore be higher in the presence of a private sector.

The incentive of the public sector to increase waiting times

may be reinforced in the presence of ‘dual practice’, that is,

when doctors are allowed to work in both the public and the

private sectors. An increase in waiting times increases revenues

in the private sector and generates a conflict of interest for

doctors working in the public sector.
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When the public and the private sectors interact, and pa-

tients differ in their severity, doctors may have an incentive to

cream-skim the patients in the private sector to gain higher

profits. Which patients are cream-skimmed depends on the

rationing rule used by the public provider and the threshold

severity level over which patients are entitled to public treat-

ment. Intuitively, it would be expected that patients with the

lowest severity to be cream-skimmed in the private sector. This

may not always be the case. Patients with lower severity may

not be willing to pay the price charged by the private sector

and may also not be eligible for public treatment. Incentives to

cream-skim will be highest for patients with middle severity

when the severity threshold required for public treatment is

high; for those patients severity is high enough to be willing to

pay the price in the private sector but not high enough to be

eligible for public treatment.

Maximum Waiting-Time Guarantees

In a number of countries, in response to rising waiting times,

policymakers have introduced maximum waiting-time guar-

antees. In its simplest form, a maximum waiting time guar-

antee says that no patient should wait for more than a

predetermined number of months or weeks. This has been the

case, for example, in England. Such guarantees are ‘uncondi-

tional;’ they hold for every patient regardless of the treatment.

One problem with such unconditional guarantees is that

they may conflict with clinical prioritization. As they refer to a

maximum, the patients who benefit from this guarantee are

likely to be those with a lower priority, who indeed wait the

longest. There is therefore a risk that patients with lower se-

verity may be given priority over patients with higher severity,

who tend to wait less. Empirical evidence from England sug-

gests that this is indeed the case; the probability of being ad-

mitted for treatment increases as it approaches the target but it

decreases after the target.

To address this issue, unconditional guarantees have been

replaced in some countries (like Sweden in the 1990s) with

‘conditional’ ones where the guarantee is given only con-

ditional on having a certain severity. The maximum waiting

time can differ between different severity groups (normally

three or four). The most sophisticated form of conditional

guarantee is one that specifies a ‘personalized’ waiting time

(like in Norway), which depends on several criteria including

urgency, benefit and cost-effectiveness from treatment. In

contrast to unconditional ones, conditional guarantees con-

flict less with prioritization (and can actually be seen them-

selves as prioritization rules). They however suffer from their

own limitations: as the provider has discretion over assigning

a guarantee to a certain group and a provider can use such

discretion to make sure it complies with the guarantee. One

possibility to reduce the scope of such discretion is to develop

explicit guidelines (though developing a guideline is quite a

costly procedure as it involves extensive consultations).

One common problem to maximum waiting-time guar-

antees is how to enforce them. Although it is quite simple to

state that no one or a subset of patients should not wait for

more than a predetermined amount of time, it is not clear why

the provider should have the incentive to respect such

guarantees. The empirical evidence suggests that maximum

waiting times work only when they are in the form of targets

and clear penalties are attached to them. In England, one

study made use of a ‘natural experiment’ to test whether or not

a waiting-time target policy combined with sanctions for

hospital managers resulted in a reduction of hospital waiting

times. Scotland was used as the control group. The study finds

that ‘targets and terror’ policy significantly reduced the num-

ber of patients waiting more than 6 and 12 months by 20%

and 60%, respectively.

Equity Issues

This article has argued in the Section ’Waiting Times as a

Mechanism to Bring the Healthcare Market to an Equilibrium’

that waiting times act as a rationing device that brings about

an equilibrium to demand and supply. It can also be argued

that, despite waiting times generating disutility to patients,

one advantage of rationing by waiting is that such form of

rationing is equitable because the ability of affording such

nonmonetary price does not depend on the ability to pay. This

is in contrast to price rationing, for example, in the form of a

copayment, which can be more easily afforded by richer

individuals.

A recent empirical literature suggests, however, that waiting

times may not be as equitable as they appear because indi-

viduals with higher socioeconomic status (usually measured

by income or educational attainment) tend to wait less, and

therefore pay a lower nonmonetary price, in publicly funded

hospitals, than patients with lower socioeconomic status. Such

gradient is found in separate studies in Australia, England,

Norway, and Sweden and may be interpreted as evidence of

inequity, which favors the rich and more educated patients

over poorer and less educated ones.

One advantage of copayments over waiting times to con-

tain demand, as opposed to waiting times, is that the cost to

patients generated by long waiting times is not necessarily

recovered by anyone else (except from the reduction in idle

capacity that are exhausted quite rapidly). In contrast, copay-

ments raise resources for the provider, which can be recovered

by the government. Moreover, copayments could be income-

tested to address equity concerns though there may be ad-

ministrative costs associated with it.

A final argument in favor of waiting times is in terms of

redistribution. Waiting times induce some better-off patients

to opt for the private sector. Patients who opt for the private

sector pay twice; they pay the price to receive the treatment in

the private sector and also pay taxes, which contribute to the

funding of public health systems. If governments have limi-

tations to the extent to which they can redistribute between

different income groups, the presence of waiting times may

then help to redistribute resources form the rich to the poor

(although indirectly).

Conclusions

Waiting times are a pervasive feature of many public-funded

healthcare systems and increase with the gap between demand
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and supply. In future, demand is likely to grow driven by the

aging population and by the technological advancements. In

contrast, given the current economic climate, there are limits

to the extent to which governments can allocate additional

resources to increase supply or identify significant efficiency

gains. Waiting times may therefore be on the rise. As waiting

times generate a significant dissatisfaction among patients and

the general public, optimal demand management and pa-

tients’ prioritization will play a key role in future policy

developments.

Technical Appendix

Waiting Time of Patients on the List versus Waiting Time of
Patients Treated: An Example

To illustrate the difference in the distribution of waiting times

for the patients on the list versus the distribution in waiting

times of patients treated, a simple illustrative example (based

on Dixon and Siciliani, 2009) is provided. For expositional

clarity, one period is referred to as 1 ‘month.’

Suppose that in each period there is a fixed number of

patients who enter the waiting list, which is normalized to

one, and an equal number who are treated (therefore a steady

state is assumed). Suppose also that the proportion of patients

entering the waiting list at any point in time and waiting more

than 1 month is p1, so that (1� p1) get treated in the first

month. In the second month, conditional of having waited for

1 month, a proportion equal to (1� p2) get treated and p2

keep waiting. By the third month, everyone is treated so that

p3¼0 or (1� p3)¼1: no patient waits for more than three

periods.

The distribution of the patients treated at any point in time

(say in any given month) is the following. There are (1� p1)

patients waiting for 1 month, p1(1� p2) waiting for 2 months,

and the remaining (p1p2) patients waiting for 3 months. The

average waiting time of the patients treated (AWT), measured

in months, is therefore

AWT¼ 1� ð1� p1Þ þ 2�p1ð1� p2Þ þ 3�p1p2 ¼ 1þ p1 þ p1p2

The length of the waiting list at any point in time, denoted

by L, is equal to L¼1þ p1þ p1p2. At any point in time there is

a whole cohort of patients (equal to one) who waits for 1

month (i.e. the minimum wait), plus those who started to wait

the previous period (equal to p1 as 1� p1 were treated in the

previous period) and those who started to wait 2 months

before (equal to p1p2). The average waiting time of the patients

on the list (AWL) is therefore equal to

AWL¼ ð1þ 2�p1 þ 3�p1p2Þ=L
It is straightforward to show that the AWT4AWL if

(p1(1þ p2)2� p2)p140. The comparison is, in general, in-

determinate and depends on p1 and p2.

As a numerical example suppose that p1¼0.2 and p2¼0.8,

which implies that only 20% of the patients keep waiting

to the second month, and conditional on having waiting for

1 month, 80% keep waiting for 3 months. Then, AWT¼1.32

months and AWL¼1.38 months, and the average waiting time

of the patients on the list is higher than that of patients trea-

ted. The opposite holds if p1¼0.4 and p2¼0.8.

As the first measure refers to an ‘incomplete’ measure it

would intuitively be expected to be shorter than the second

measure. This is however not necessarily the case. When

looking empirically at the distribution of waiting time it may

well be the case that the proportion of patients waiting more

than 6 months or the average waiting time for the patients ‘on

the list’ is actually larger than those treated. This arises because

‘long waiters’ are overrepresented (or oversampled) under the

first measure, which causes the waiting time to go up.

Waiting Times Dynamics over Long Periods of Time

This section provides a simple stylized model of waiting-time

dynamics, which illustrates the long-run determinants of

waiting times. The analysis provided above (and in Figures

2–4) is static as demand and supply depend on waiting times

and not directly on time. Changes over time have been ana-

lyzed only through exogenous shocks on demand and supply.

As argued above, both demand and supply can vary over time

possibly at different rates due to the technological develop-

ment and a range of other factors. A simple way to model

time-varying demand and supply function is to assume that

they are linear and, respectively, equal to D(w,t)¼aþ bt� cw

and S(w,t)¼dþ etþ fw, where t is the time and a, b, c, d, e, and

f are positive parameters. Other parameters a and d can be

interpreted, respectively, as demand and supply at time zero

when the waiting times are zero; c and f as the responsiveness

of demand and supply to waiting times; b and e as the degree

at which demand and supply increase over time due, for

example, to technology developments. The waiting time

dynamics can be formally represented by the following dif-

ferential equation:

qw

q t
¼Dðw,tÞ � Sðw,tÞ ¼ ða� dÞ þ ðb� eÞt � ðcþ f Þw

which suggests that waiting times increase over time when

demand is higher than the supply and reduce when waiting

times are lower than supply. The closed-form solution of the

above equation (assuming a¼d to keep the exposition simple)

is as follows:

wðtÞ ¼ w0 þ
b� e

cþ fð Þ2
e�t � b� e

cþ fð Þ2

" #
þ b� e

cþ fð Þ2
t

The first term in the square bracket goes to zero as time

passes. The long-run dynamics of waiting times is then driven

by the difference between b and e, that is, the difference in the

speed at which demand and supply grow over time. Intui-

tively, if demand grows faster than the supply, then waiting

times will increase over time. Vice versa, if supply grows faster

than the demand, then waiting times will reduce and even-

tually disappear. The smaller the growth in waiting times, the

higher is the response of demand and supply to waiting times.

Given the current economic climate, public budgets allo-

cated to healthcare may reduce or stagnate, and therefore slow

down the growth in the supply of healthcare. As a result,

waiting times may be on the rise. Policymakers will have to
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either seek efficiency gains on the supply side or intervene on

the demand side to prevent rapid growth of waiting times.

A Stylized Model of Hospital Competition

Some of the arguments provided in Section ‘Competition and

Choice’ can be illustrated through a simple stylized model

(adapted from Brekke et al., 2008). Suppose that there are

two hospitals i and j. It is assumed that the total demand is

inelastic and equal to 1 (which can be thought of as 100% of

the patients being treated) and every patient receives treatment

in one of the two hospitals. A Hotelling set up is used, which

assumes that the two hospitals are located at the extremes of a

unit line is used. The demand function of hospital i is given by

Di wi,wj

� �
¼ 1

2� ðwi � wjÞ=2t, where wi and wj are, respectively,

the waiting times in hospital i and j. If waiting times are

identical, then each hospital has half of the market. If waiting

times are higher in hospital i, then the demand in hospital i is

less than half of the market. The parameter t is a transporta-

tion (or other) cost parameter, which can broadly be inter-

preted as the extent to which patients are willing to switch

from one provider to the other. Lower transportation costs

imply that patients are more willing to switch from one pro-

vider to the other when waiting times are lower. This par-

ameter can be influenced by policymakers: making, for

example, waiting-time information easily available to patients

is equivalent to a reduction in transportation costs.

Assume that the payoff function of the hospital, defined by

U, is given by the difference between revenues and the sum of

monetary and non-monetary costs, which is given by the

following expression:

Ui wi,wj

� �
¼ T þ pDi wi,wj

� �
� C Di wi,wj

� �
,wi

� �
� k

2
wi

2

where p is the price for each patient treated, T is a fixed-budget

component, C( � ) is the cost function of treating patients

(discussed in more detail below), k is a parameter that is

proportional to the penalties from having long waiting times

(e.g., deviations from waiting-time targets): higher waiting

times imply a higher disutility in the form of more monitoring

and a higher threat of dismissal for senior managers. To keep

the presentation simple assume that the cost function C( � ) is

quadratic:

C Di wi,wj

� �
,wi

� �
¼ F þ c

2
Dið�Þ2 � zwi þ

d

2
wi

2

where F is a fixed cost, and c, d, and z are positive parameters.

Assume also that a higher activity increases costs at an in-

creasing rate ðCDi
ð�Þ ¼ cDiÞ. This cost function captures both

monetary and non-monetary costs. As in public hospitals the

number of doctors is fixed, it is plausible that the marginal

disutility (i.e. the nonmonetary marginal cost) from treating

an extra patient is increasing. This specification also allows for

the possibility that higher waiting times reduce costs by low-

ering the probability of idle capacity ðCwi
ð�Þ ¼ � zþ dwiÞ.

When waiting times are zero, a marginal increase in waiting

reduces costs. However, this happens at a decreasing rate and

there may be a point where higher waiting times increases

costs due to the higher costs of managing the waiting list.

Differentiating the utility function, the following condition

for optimal waiting times is obtained:

p� cDi wi,wj

� �� �
� 1

2

� �
� kwi þ z� dwið Þ ¼ 0

A marginal reduction in waiting times generates benefits

and costs. On one hand, it increases activity which generates

higher revenues and also makes waiting-times target figures

look better. On the other hand, it increases monetary and

nonmonetary costs either directly through higher activity or

indirectly through higher idle capacity. In the symmetric

equilibrium,

w� ¼ zþ p� ðc=2Þð Þ �1=2tð Þ
kþ d

40

which is always positive whenever the price p is not too high

(or the cost c not too low). As expected, stricter targets (higher

k) or higher prices p reduce waiting times, and higher costs (c)

increase waiting times.

Critically, in equilibrium the price-cost margin ðp� ðc=2ÞÞ
can be positive or negative. This depends on the price and the

steepness of the marginal cost. Figure 5 illustrates the two

possible cases with one price p and two marginal cost curves

being characterized by c14c2. When the marginal cost is

higher (lower), the profit margin is negative (positive).

How does more competition affect waiting times? Policies

that encourage competition can be thought of as policies

which reduce the transportation costs or the cost of switching

between providers. Differentiating the equilibrium waiting

time with respect to transportation cost parameter yields the

following:

qw�

q t
¼ p� ðc=2Þð Þ

kþ d

1

2t

� �2

Whether more competition increases or reduces waiting

times depends on the price-cost margin ðp� ðc=2ÞÞ. More

competition (lower transportation costs) reduces waiting times

only if the margin is positive (i.e., the price is sufficiently high).

In contrast, more competition increases waiting time if the

margin is negative (i.e., the price is sufficiently low). The intu-

ition for the latter result is that if providers are working at a

negative margin, then under more competition a marginal in-

crease in waiting times becomes more effective in shifting

Demand D

p

c2 D

c1 D

D = 1/2

Negative 
price-cost
margin
p − c1/2

Positive 
price-cost
margin
p – c2/2

Figure 5 Price-cost margins.
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unprofitable patients to the other provider. In contrast, if it is

positive a reduction in waiting times attracts profitable patients.

The above analysis assumes that providers are altruistic,

which is a realistic and plausible assumption for healthcare

providers. Introducing altruism generates two additional ef-

fects. On one hand, altruism makes the providers even more

willing to work at a negative profit margin, which in turn

tends to reinforce the result that competition increases waiting

times. On the other hand, altruism induces providers to

compete for patients because they can do more ‘good.’ This

effect goes in the opposite direction.

See also: Competition on the Hospital Sector. Interactions Between
Public and Private Providers. Moral Hazard. Primary Care,
Gatekeeping, and Incentives. Rationing of Demand. Specialists
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Glossary
Chlorine Is sodium chloride, used as a disinfectant to

clean contaminated water.

Point of use Is the location or time in which the water is

actually used or consumed.

Sanitation Is the practice of eliminating contact between

humans and urine and feces.

Wells Are an excavation or structure built to provide

access to groundwater at the surface.

Introduction

Water supply and sanitation are at their core a public health

issue. Every year, 2.2 million people die from diarrheal

diseases, a leading cause of which is unhygienic water and

sanitation. Improving health and mitigating diarrheal mor-

bidity and mortality is the underlying rationale for water and

sanitation Millennium Development Goals, which call for

reducing by one half those who lack access to safe and sus-

tainable water and sanitation. In the US, David Cutler and

Grant Miller have shown that piped water, centralized water

treatment, and waterborne sanitation interventions were

jointly responsible for most of the rapid decline in the child

mortality rate in the early twentieth century. Tara Watson has

demonstrated more recently the link between water and

sanitation coverage and substantial health improvements on

Native American Indian reservations.

The outstanding question is not whether water and sani-

tation prevent diarrheal diseases in a biomedical sense, but

what interventions are appropriate and effective in settings in

which piped water and sanitation are unavailable because of

their expense. In much of Africa, rural residents typically live

on their farms rather than being concentrated in villages. In

such circumstances, policy often focuses on providing im-

proved drinking water sources outside the home, such as

communal taps, wells, and protected springs. In developing

countries in rural Asia and Africa, feasible sanitation inter-

ventions are generally latrines of some sort. The health im-

pacts and cost-effectiveness of these interventions and the

urban equivalents of shared standpipes and septic tanks or

shared toilet blocks are less well understood compared to our

understanding of the epidemiological transition in developed

countries. The challenge in identifying appropriate insti-

tutional mechanisms for service provision is also great.

This article critically reviews the evidence on the health and

nonhealth benefits of water and sanitation investments that

are common in developing countries. Evidence on valuation

for these interventions has been explored, and the impli-

cations of the evidence on valuation for government policy to

support improvements in this sector have been discussed.

Some implications for a future research agenda have also been

briefly highlighted.

Water Supply

Water Quantity

This article considers separately how quantity and quality of

water affect health because different water supply inter-

ventions affect water quality and quantity asymmetrically. For

example, adding chlorine to water affects quality but not

quantity. In contrast, providing household connections to

municipal water supplies to households that currently use

standpipes is likely to have a bigger effect on the convenience

of obtaining water, and thus on the quantity of water con-

sumed, than on water quality. Much of the most convincing

nonexperimental evidence on the health impact of water and

sanitation makes it difficult to separate the impact of quantity

and quality because the interventions studied both reduced

the cost of collection and improved quality, making it unclear

which route of disease transmission matters the most in

practice.

In the 1980s and 1990s, nonrandomized studies were

frequently cited as evidence that water quantity was more

important for health impacts than was water quality. Some

researchers argued that these results could be explained be-

cause increased availability and convenience of water facilitate

frequent washing of hands, dishes, bodies, and clothes,

thereby reducing disease transmission. There is indeed strong

evidence that hand washing is important for health. However,

it is difficult to assess the causal impact of water quantity on

hand washing in the absence of randomized evaluations or

other convincing identification. In the Section Water Supply,

numerous randomized evaluations that have shown impacts

of improved water quality on health is discussed.

Although impacts may be heterogeneous across settings,

and caution is warranted in drawing general conclusions, the

one available randomized evaluation finds that increasing the

quantity of water while maintaining unchanged quality did

not lead to significant health improvements. Researchers,

Florence Devoto, Pascaline Dupas, Esther Duflo, and William

Pariente examine provision of piped connections to homes in

urban Morocco previously served by public taps. This in-

creased the quantity of water used by the household, but did

not improve water quality, because the alternative, chlorinated
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water from communal taps was of similar quality to the water

received at home.

As part of a planned piped water service extension in

Tangiers, Morocco, these researchers randomly selected half

the households eligible for a first connection to receive (1)

information about and an offer of credit toward a new con-

nection and (2) administrative assistance in applying for

credit. Take up was 69% (compared with 10% in the control

group).

These researchers compared outcomes of those who re-

ceived this treatment with outcomes for households in the

control group. They found that piped water provision in this

urban Moroccan context had few health benefits. There was no

evidence for an impact of treatment on a subjective ranking of

health of the family or on diarrhea in children under 6 years of

age (although baseline rates were relatively low, with the

average child in the control group experiencing 0.27 days of

diarrhea in the past week). Households in the treatment group

reported increasing their frequency of baths and showers: The

number of times that respondents in the treatment group

washed themselves (through baths or showers) during the past

7 days was 25% higher than in the control group. However,

hygiene practices that required less water, such as hand

washing, were not affected, according to self-reports.

It is not to be concluded that increased water quantity

never yields health benefits. The benefits of increased water

quantity may be context specific and require further research

for a complete understanding. In particular, understanding

when and how increased access to water leads to more hand

washing is a research priority.

In the study mentioned above, having a piped water con-

nection had substantial private benefits, despite the lack of

impact on self-reported diarrhea, consistent with the evidence

that most households that received information and an offer

of credit toward a new connection were willing to pay for it. In

particular, piped water connection saved time, which was

spent for leisure and social activities. Measures of social inte-

gration and overall welfare improved. One year into the pro-

gram and it was noted that, not only did the encouragement

design result in high rates of take up in the treatment group,

but also for these households, their average monthly water bill

more than doubled, from 73 to 192 Moroccan dirhams, or

US$9–24 a month (the previous cost came from households

that took water from their neighbors). Other authors also note

evidence of substantial willingness to pay for water quantity in

observational studies.

Water Quality

Several randomized evaluations find that improvements in

water quality reduce reported diarrhea. One study by Jessica

Leino, Michael Kremer, Edward Miguel, and Alix Zwane

examines source water quality improvements. The researchers

estimate that protecting springs reduced fecal contamination,

as measured by the presence of Escherichia coli bacteria, by

two-thirds for water at the source but by only 25% for

water stored at home. This is likely due in large part to

recontamination in transport and storage within the house-

hold. Despite the incomplete pass-through of the water

quality improvement, mothers reported approximately 25%

less child diarrhea in the treatment group. The importance of

recontamination suggests either to treat water at the point of

use, close to the time of use, or to treat water in a way that

provides residual protection, for example, with chlorine at a

sufficiently high dose to remain at levels that provide dis-

infection for at least 24 h.

Household water treatment at the point of use, for ex-

ample, with filtration or chlorine treatment, also reduces child

diarrhea. The bulk of the evidence suggests that, with take up

rates on the order of 70% (achieved via frequent visits and

reminders to subjects), household water treatment reduces

child diarrhea by 20–40%. There are multiple comprehensive

reviews of this literature. Some question the validity of this

literature because the outcome measure in these studies is

typically mothers’ reports of child diarrhea. Studies with ob-

jective outcomes, infrequently measured, would be preferable.

However, the extent of reporting bias in treatment groups

would have to be very large to explain the reported reductions

in diarrhea associated with cleaner water. To the extent that

reporting bias lowers estimates of diarrhea in treatment and

comparison groups, such bias may make it harder to statis-

tically detect reductions in diarrhea. If the reductions in

diarrhea were even a fraction as large as those estimated, water

treatment would still be very cost-effective.

Because water treatment can be extremely cheap, even a

20–40% reduction in diarrhea makes water treatment ex-

tremely cost-effective. For a sense of how cheap it is to treat

water, a 1.42-Ga generic bottle of bleach with approximately

6% sodium hypochlorite concentration sold at Walmart for

$2.54 as of December 2009 has enough chlorine to treat

163 400 l of water. This corresponds to a price of $0.00002 per

liter of water treated. Actual costs of treatment with chlorine

are higher because chlorine used for treatment is normally at

lower concentrations and the concentration quality has to be

made more consistent. Nonetheless, under the assumptions

that chlorination reduces diarrhea by 20–40% and that mor-

tality reductions are proportional to reported morbidity re-

ductions, the cost per disability-adjusted life year (DALY) of

chlorine provision using the traditional social marketing ap-

proach is less than $40, considerably less than the benchmark

of $100–150 per DALY saved that is typically used in health

planning in low-income countries.

Sanitation

Health Impacts – Diarrhea

The methodology used to evaluate sanitation programs is di-

verse but generally weaker than that which has been used to

identify the impacts of water on health. Many studies are

cross-sectional, some are longitudinal, others compare differ-

ences between two ‘matched’ groups, but very few rely on a

randomized design. Studies of sanitation often try to address

omitted variable bias by controlling for variables suspected of

being confounding or by ‘matching’ subsamples. This method

can only attempt to control for observable characteristics,

such as maternal education or income, but will not control

for unobservable characteristics, such as health attitudes.
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Moreover, controlling for all possible confounding variables

which could plausibly influence an outcome of interest is an

impracticable undertaking.

Two more shortcomings of impact studies in the sanitation

sector is that they neither have adequate sample size nor do

they account for the fact that the interventions are provided at

the community, rather than the household level. A large

sample size is necessary to control for many factors in a

multivariate regression. When interventions are targeted at the

community level, individual households cannot be considered

discrete observations because households within a community

are likely to resemble each other, termed intercluster correl-

ation. This ‘clustering’ means that a statistical test has less

power to determine the existence and size of a treatment effect.

Researchers point out that many early evaluations of sani-

tation compare an intervention village to a ‘control’ village,

but this is tantamount to a sample size of two individuals

because households within a village are not independent units

of observation. Early reviews of health impact studies of water

and sanitation interventions pointed out these methodo-

logical flaws and others.

Although there is broad consensus that improving sani-

tation will have a positive health impact, very few studies have

established this causal effect in practice. In two survey papers,

several authors critically examined the evidence for the health

impacts of water, sanitation, and hygiene interventions alone

or in combination. Despite the limited number of studies on

sanitation interventions, these reviews suggest that sanitation

is effective in reducing diarrheal illness, with a pooled relative

risk estimate of 0.678 (with a 95 confidence interval of

0.529–0.868). Yet, the research on which these reviews are

based has significant shortcomings. Of the four studies iden-

tified as sanitation specific, three were classified by the authors

as poor quality. For example, two of these did not have an

adequate control group and there was not clear or convincing

measurement of confounding variables in two others. The

only intervention studies were not randomized and used

heterogeneous interventions and methodologies that pre-

vented pooling of results. Moreover, nearly all combined

sanitation with water or hygiene interventions, making it im-

possible to determine the contribution of sanitation alone.

In the ensuing years since these reviews, research quality

has not improved dramatically. In a recent systematic review,

researchers stressed the lack of rigorous evidence on the con-

tribution of sanitation interventions to prevent diarrhea in

young children. Others come to the same conclusion after

conducting a Cochrane review of excreta disposal inter-

ventions to prevent diarrhea. A cohort study on the effective-

ness of a city-wide sanitation intervention in Salvador in

Northeast Brazil suffers from several of the methodological

flaws reviewed above. For example, there is no external control

group; the children, aged 0–36 months, are recruited from

households where the intervention took place. The researchers

simply compare the prevalence of diarrhea among two dif-

ferent cohorts of similarly aged children before and after the

intervention and conclude that the intervention reduced

diarrheal rates in children by 21%. Another shortcoming

of the study’s design is that the main outcome of interest is

self-reported diarrhea, which is problematic because of re-

spondents’ recall bias and the bias introduced by frequent

interactions with researchers. The single exception, to our

knowledge, is a randomized-controlled trial of a community-

lead total sanitation campaign (TSC) in 40 villages in Orissa,

India. This study finds that the campaign increased child mid-

upper arm circumference (MUAC) z-scores by roughly 0.25

standard deviations. However, the study lacked sufficient

power to detect effects on diarrheal disease in children.

Health Impacts Beyond Diarrhea – Nutritional Status and
Parasitic Infection

Recently, nutritionists including Jean Humphries have hy-

pothesized that reducing a child’s fecal bacteria exposure

during the first years of life through improved sanitation (and/

or handwashing or water treatment) may improve gut func-

tion (the ability of the gastrointestinal tract to absorb nutri-

ents) and subsequent growth. The prenatal period and the first

2 years of life are a critical window for intervention in growth

and development: infection and poor nutrition during this

window can negatively impact an individual’s long-term cog-

nitive development and lifetime physiologic trajectory. The

new hypothesis is that nutritional supplementation seems to

be necessary but not sufficient to eliminate growth shortfalls

because chronic infection and colonization of the gut by fecal

bacteria, spread via poor conditions, impedes nutrient ab-

sorption and creates low-level immune system stimulation, a

condition called environmental (or tropical) enteropathy.

If the environmental enteropathy hypothesis were to be

correct, this would significantly alter our understanding of

the health benefits associated with sanitation, and increase the

estimated cost-effectiveness of these interventions. The change

would likely be very large, because of the lifetime gains asso-

ciated with better nutrition in early childhood.

Recent rigorous research suggests that avoiding worm in-

fections in childhood brings not only better health outcomes,

because of reduced anemia, but also better nonhealth out-

comes. In an article with the memorable title ‘Worms at Work,’

randomized control trial data show that children without

worms are less fatigued who go to school more and ultimately

have higher incomes as adults. Complete sanitation services

certainly reduce worm loads and infection rates; however, it is

uncertain whether partial sanitation coverage is sufficient to

do this. To the extent that feasible, affordable sanitation

interventions reduce worm infections, the benefits associated

with these sanitation investments may be much greater than

suggested by health benefit calculations alone because of the

associated lifetime schooling and wage increases.

Nonhealth Benefits of Sanitation

Limiting the gains from sanitation to health benefits, however,

ignores a growing body of evidence that indicates that people

realize substantial nonhealth benefits from improved sani-

tation, such as convenience, safety, and dignity. Lack of facil-

ities for defecation is a problem faced by everyone, but

differing norms for behavior and modesty of women can

make this especially problematic for them. Women and girls

may be expected to defecate only when it is dark, which can

increase urinary tract infection rates, chronic constipation, and
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psychological stress. Leaving the home for secluded areas after

dark also makes women and girls vulnerable to physical as-

sault. The challenges of menstrual management and the

symptoms of the postnatal period compound these problems.

Measuring the quality of life benefits for women from reduced

stress or shame when sanitation services are available is very

hard to do. Women and children in particular are targeted as

primary users of sanitation for reasons including their privacy

and security.

Suggestive evidence from the economic and sociological

literature demonstrates that women’s participation is import-

ant for providing and managing local public goods. These

frequent associations between women, sanitation, and public

goods imply a need for a greater understanding and further

research on both women’s and men’s roles in sanitation

provision and behavior change.

Elastic Demand and the Subsidy Debate

This section considers the case for subsidies in the water

supply and sanitation sector, with a particular focus on sani-

tation. Willingness to pay for water quantity has been well

established, including in the setting in Morocco discussed

above. Evidence on valuation of water quality has been sum-

marized elsewhere. Subsidies for sanitation are currently at the

center of a policy debate because of a new push to meet the

MDGs and rethink old ways of doing business in that sector.

Supply-side interventions along with hardware subsidies

have been the typical approach to rural sanitation. Traditional

public finance reasoning supports such an approach on both

efficiency and distributional grounds. Subsidizing sanitation

hardware has been justified on the grounds that the public

benefit far outweighs the private one. In addition, the high up-

front costs of sanitation infrastructure necessitates subsidies

for the credit-constrained poor. Even with hardware subsidies,

the extra transportation and construction costs associated with

latrine building may still be prohibitive for the extremely poor.

One study in Mozambique found that the additional trans-

portation and construction costs for a latrine made the already

subsidized cost (only 5% of the household’s average monthly

income) into a ‘medium’ cost which was too burdensome

majority of the poor population.

Recent funding trends have begun to disavow subsidies in

the sanitation sector. Community-led total sanitation, for

example, is a new participatory methodology for sanitation

behavior change which discourages the use of subsidies and

emphasizes cost sharing by households instead. There are

several nonrandomized, cross-sectional studies that have been

frequently cited in the gray literature as evidence to support

the case for cost recovery, rather than subsidies. One example

of this comes from a report conducted by the Water and

Sanitation Program in South Asia that compiled lessons

learned from eight case studies of rural sanitation programs in

Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan. Six of the eight case studies

examined the TSC in India. The report compares programs

offering full hardware subsidies (e.g., Andhra Pradesh TSC) to

programs offering only partial subsidies (e.g., West Bengal

TSC) and programs with full cost recovery (e.g., Plan Bangla-

desh). The analysis relied on data from interviews with key

stakeholders and observations at selected villages that were

included in the program and villages that were not included in

the program. As emphasized above, such a methodology does

not create a credible counterfactual. The study concludes that

there is an association between high subsidies and poor pro-

gram performance: the two worst performing programs

(Andhra Pradesh TSC and Pakistan’s Lodhran Pilot Project)

had the highest hardware subsidies. The report goes on to say

that high hardware subsidies ‘reduce the sense of ownership

by those that receive the heavily subsidized facilities’ and that

there is ‘increasing evidence that (subsidies) tends to result in

low toilet usage and wasted investments.’ Others also argue

charging a fee for sanitation infrastructure will induce adop-

tion, ownership, and more use.

There are three assumptions underlying the argument that

cost recovery increases usage. First, higher prices may act as a

‘screening’ mechanism for those who most need the product

because households will self-select into purchase. Second,

positive prices are interpreted as a signal of quality. And third,

purchase will increase use because households rationalize

purchases ex post because of a ‘sunk-cost’ effect. The sunk-cost

effect implies that the household pays a psychological cost

whenever it buys a product that it subsequently does not use.

Several researchers use similar methodologies to exploit vari-

ation in offer prices and purchase prices for water treatment

products and bed nets, respectively, to test for evidence of the

screening and the sunk-cost effects. Both studies agree that

cost sharing drastically reduced demand and does not target

those most in need. For bed nets, cost sharing did not reduce

wastage. Higher willingness to pay is associated with a greater

propensity to use the water treatment product. These two

studies add to a growing body of empirical evidence which

refutes the simple claim that a positive price effectively targets

households who are more in need of a produce or makes use

of the product more likely.

Whether and how much to subsidize sanitation falls into a

much broader debate about cost sharing for health products in

general. The empirical evidence points to an income elasticity

of demand for health that is positive and above one in both

developed and developing countries, which implies that even

a small increase in income would result in a very large increase

in the demand for the good.

Another consistent finding in the experimental literature is

that there is a very steep demand curve for preventative health

products, such as bed nets, water treatment, or deworming

pills. The price elasticity of demand around zero is very large

for people in lower income groups, meaning that even a small

change in price can create a very large effect on demand for the

good. For example, it was found that demand for deworming

drugs dropped from 79% to 19% when the price was raised

from 0 to 30 cents. Similarly, others found that raising the

price of bed nets from 0 to 60 cents lowered demand by

60% points in Kenya and that a 13 cent increase in the price

of water treatment lowered demand for the product by

30% points in Zambia. These dramatic findings would seem

to defend full subsidies of health products with positive

externalities for poor households.

The theoretical literature on externalities and the empirical

evidence discussed above would seem to suggest that sani-

tation should continue to be subsidized. Subsidies may also
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have potential downsides, and these drawbacks in the sani-

tation sector need to be rigorously tested. Subsidies may lead

to inefficient allocation in two ways. First, households may

delay their decision to purchase and install sanitation infra-

structure because of the expectation of receiving a future

subsidy. And second, subsidies that follow purchase or con-

struction may lead to overconsumption of the good to benefit

from the subsidy. For example, a review of a sanitation pro-

gress in Andhra Pradesh, India, found that households had

built expensive toilets to receive the subsidy, but abandoned

them soon after. In addition, subsidization of sanitation in-

frastructure has been blamed for distorting the private supply

market and artificially inflating hardware prices. And finally, in

practice, elite capture of construction subsidies has meant that

the transfer is not always received by the intended beneficiary.

Conclusion

Further research on the health externalities of improved

sanitation and water quality would provide policymakers with

the evidence they need to decide on whether and how much

to subsidize these interventions. How subsidies might be best

provided is another area for exploration, so that the pitfalls

identified above can be minimized or avoided. An investi-

gation of households’ valuation for improved sanitation, like

the research that has been done on water quality and bed nets,

would better inform policymakers in this debate.

Understanding how water and sanitation service bundle

public and private benefits is also important in determining

how to provide these goods. The majority of nonhealth

benefits of sanitation, including reduced shame and stress, are

likely what economists call ‘private benefits.’ Water quantity

provides many private benefits, in terms of quality of life,

whereas water quality may have a more public health char-

acter. Sanitation likely combines both attributes. Individuals

are typically considered to be best placed to allocate limited

resources between competing goals, to the extent that they are

the sole beneficiaries of those goods, and thus it is often ar-

gued that donor, or public funds should be reserved for

funding those investments that provide public benefits, not

private ones, no matter how attractive the attributes of the

private goods may be.

However, the case for investment in private goods can be

stronger if a donor values the welfare of women and girls more

than decision-making processes within households might.

Despite the fact that women benefit disproportionately from

sanitation and water services, if they have little ability to

control how resources are spent, unmet demand may persist

even if nominally affordable or seemingly attractive options

are available. A donor may wish to support providing services

that women want as a way of redistributing resources toward

women. Untangling these issues remains a fruitful area of

research.

Disclaimer

Views presented in this article should not be construed to be

those of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation or its leadership.

See also: Infectious Disease Externalities. Peer Effects in Health
Behaviors. Pricing and User Fees. Public Health in Resource Poor
Settings. Survey Sampling and Weighting. Value of Information
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Glossary
Capabilities The set of all possible physical and social

functionings for a person.

Consequentialism The normative tenet that any policy or

action be judged solely in terms of the resulting, or

consequent, effects.

Extra-welfarism A normative framework of economics

which holds the evaluation of a policy or resource

allocation that should be based on a larger set of

information than the utilities attained by members of

society solely.

Functioning A person’s ability to engage in private and

social activities, frequently also taken to include emotional

and psychological states of health.

Individual sovereignty A tenet of welfare economics that

holds individuals are the best judges of their own welfare.

Pareto criterion An efficiency criterion that holds a

resource allocation is efficient if it is not possible to

reallocate resources so as to increase one person’s utility

without decreasing another person’s utility.

Potential Pareto criterion An efficiency criterion in

economics that holds an allocation is preferred to another if

the gains to the winners are sufficiently large to compensate

the losers and still leave the winners better off.

Social welfare function A function that maps from the

levels of utility attained by members of society to the overall

level of welfare for society.

Utility It is variously defined in the history of economics.

Two dominant interpretations are hedonistic utility, which

equates utility with pleasure, desire-fulfilment, or

satisfaction; and preference-based utility, which defines

utility as a real-valued function that represents a person’s

preference ordering.

Welfarism A tenet of welfare economics that holds the

evaluation of a policy or resource allocation should be

based solely on the utilities attained by members of society.

Introduction

Welfarism and extra-welfarism are alternative normative eco-

nomic frameworks for ranking resource allocations. By nor-

mative, we mean economic analysis intended to answer

questions such as, What ‘ought’ we to do? or Which resource

allocation is the best? or Is policy A preferred to policy B?

Normative analysis unavoidably rests on value judgments

regarding, for example, as to what constitutes a benefit. Nor-

mative economic analysis contrasts with positive economic

analysis in that, by answering questions such as, What will be

the effect of policy A on the allocation of resources among the

members of the society?, it attempts to describe what will

happen without making any judgment as to the goodness or

desirability of the predicted effects.

Welfarism is one element of the welfare-economic frame-

work that dominates normative analysis in economics. It

dictates that the only information relevant for ranking alter-

native allocations of resources is the utilities attained by the

individuals in a society.

Extra-welfarism, in contrast, argues that normative eco-

nomic analysis should be based on a larger set of information

than simply the utilities attained by individuals in the society.

Different variants of extra-welfarism emphasize different

types of information to either supplant or supplement utility

information.

As noted, normative economic analysis is conducted to

rank-order policy options. Each policy generates a particular

allocation of goods and services within the society and an

associated distribution of well-being among the members of

the society. The policies considered can be quite narrowly

defined and generate relatively circumscribed effects, such as

would be the case when comparing alternative dosages of a

drug used to treat a relatively rare, minor ailment, or they can

be broadly defined with wide-ranging, profound effects on

resource allocation, such as would be the case when com-

paring alternative systems of health-care finance, which may

affect labor markets, income distribution, health-care con-

sumption, and other economic activities. In either case, the

term ‘resource allocation’ refers simply to who gets what in

society, including health-care goods and services, other gov-

ernment goods and services, private consumption goods

and services, and so forth. Hereafter, we use the terms ‘policy’

and the associated resource allocation created by a policy

interchangeably.

Welfarism and the Welfare-Economic Framework

The mainstream welfare-economic framework is built on four

central tenets: utility-maximization, individual sovereignty,

consequentialism, and welfarism.

Utility-maximization refers to the behavioral assumption

that individuals choose rationally: given a set of choice op-

tions, an individual chooses the most preferred option among

them according to the defined notions of consistency. Utility

has been interpreted variously in the history of economics and

continues to have multiple interpretations. The two dominant

interpretations are hedonistic utility and preference-based

utility. Hedonistic utility, which derives from classical utili-

tarianism, equates utility with the pleasure, happiness, or

satisfaction that an individual derives from a good or an

activity. It is a psychological construct and an individual is

assumed to choose and act so as to maximize his utility.
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In contrast, the preference-based definition of utility eschews a

psychological interpretation and defines utility as a function

that represents a preference ordering: those goods or activities

that an individual chooses are assigned a higher utility value

than those that are not chosen. Utility therefore simply rep-

resents preferences: it makes no assumptions as to the reasons

why one thing is preferred to another. Modern microeconomic

theory adopts this preference-based interpretation of utility.

At times, some have argued that utility is defined only over

goods and services, but in modern economics, utility can be

defined over goods, services, activities, and virtually any phe-

nomenon on which an individual can express a preference.

Individual sovereignty (sometimes referred to as ‘consumer

sovereignty’) is the maxim that individuals are the best judges

of their own welfare. Any judgment regarding an individual’s

welfare should be based on the person’s own assessment. In-

dividual sovereignty explicitly rejects paternalism – the notion

that a third party may know better than the individual what is

best for himself or herself. It dictates that individual prefer-

ences be respected in the process of evaluation.

Consequentialism holds that any policy must be judged

exclusively in terms of the resulting, or consequent, effects.

The motivation for or intention behind the policy does not

matter; ethical imperatives such as duties, rights, and obli-

gations do not matter. All that matters is the effects that flow

from the policy.

As already noted, welfarism holds that the goodness of any

resource allocation is to be judged solely on the basis of the

utilities attained by the affected individuals. No other aspect of

the situation matters. Together, these four tenets require that

any policy be judged solely in terms of the resulting utilities

achieved by individuals, as assessed by the individuals

themselves.

The final ranking also depends on the criterion used to

rank alternative policies based on this utility information.

Early Neoclassical Welfare Economic Theory assumed (like

classical utilitarianism) that utility was cardinally measurable

and interpersonally comparable, and defined the best allo-

cation as the one that maximized total utility (i.e., the sum of

individual utilities) for the population. Modern welfare eco-

nomics assumes that utility is ordinally measurable and

noninterpersonally comparable, and it replaces the utility-

maximizing criterion with the Pareto criteria: an allocation of

resources is judged to be Pareto optimal if it is not possible to

reallocate resources so as to increase one person’s utility

without decreasing another person’s utility. Although many

economists prefer the Pareto criterion to the sum-maximizing

criterion because it makes less restrictive assumptions re-

garding utility and it makes weaker ethical assumptions, the

Pareto criterion suffers some important limitations for applied

welfare analysis. For a given set of resources, each of the many

possible allocations can be Pareto optimal: the Pareto criterion

does not necessarily lead to full ranking that identifies a single

allocation as best. Besides, as nearly all real-world policy

changes hurt at least one individual, organization or group in

a society, strict application of the Pareto criterion leads to

policy paralysis in which no policy can be judged better than

the status quo.

These limitations of the Pareto criterion led to the devel-

opment of the potential Pareto criterion (also call the

hypothetical compensation test), which states that one allo-

cation is preferred to another if the gains to the winners are

sufficiently large to enable them to (hypothetically) compen-

sate the losers while are still leaving the winners better off.

Crucially, however, compensation does not have to be paid to

the losers, so the losers are in fact still worse off. The potential

Pareto criterion is the basis for much normative economic

policy analysis.

Neither the sum-maximizing criteria of classical utili-

tarianism nor the Pareto criterion are sensitive to how utility

is distributed among the members of a society. Welfare

economics has tried to incorporate distributional concerns

through the concept of a social welfare function. A social

welfare function maintains the welfarist assumption that

rankings depend solely on the utilities attained by the mem-

bers of the society, but includes a measure of the society’s

aversion to inequality. Hence, even if the total utility is the

same under both the policies, and if the society is averse to

inequality the policy under which utility is distributed more

equally among individuals would be preferred.

Welfare-economic analysis has been importantly shaped by

the two fundamental theorems of welfare economics. The first

theorem states that a well-functioning market (where this has

a specific meaning) leads to a Pareto optimal allocation of

resources. The second theorem states that, given the right

initial distribution of income in society, any Pareto optimal

allocation (including those judged to be equitable) can be

achieved through market allocation. When combined with

the claim that questions of distribution are fundamentally

political rather than economic, the second theorem has led

economists to focus on issues of efficiency, effectively separ-

ating the analysis of efficiency from the analysis of distri-

bution. In addition, given that any allocation can, in principle,

be achieved through a system of well-functioning markets,

market-based allocation serves as the reference standard for

judging efficiency. Hence, within the welfare-economic

framework government intervention in a market can be jus-

tified by equity concerns (e.g., income inequality) or by mar-

ket failure, a situation in which deficiencies in the market

cause market allocation to be inefficient. The latter, however,

has dominated economic analyses on the role of government

policy. As a corollary, within this framework the objective of

any corrective public policy is to achieve the allocation that

would have resulted from a well-functioning market.

Empirical Welfare Analysis

Using this welfare-economic framework as a guide to empir-

ical normative analysis presents a number of challenges. The

methodology of applied welfare analysis is called cost–benefit

analysis. The goal of cost–benefit analysis is to determine

whether the adoption of a policy will be more efficient than a

specified alternative policy, where efficiency is defined by the

potential Pareto criterion. Within cost–benefit analysis, utility

is measured using a money metric. Benefit to a member of a

society is defined as the amount of money a person is willing

to pay for the effect achieved by a policy (e.g., improved

health). As both benefits and costs are measured in monetary

units, a policy is deemed efficient (relative to the alternative
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against which it is being compared) if the net benefit (incre-

mental benefits–incremental costs) is positive. The goal of

cost–benefit analysis is to mimic for government policies the

allocation of resources that would have resulted from a well-

functioning market.

Extra-Welfarism

At its most general sense, extra-welfarists argue that normative

assessment should be based on a wider set of information

than solely the utilities attained by individuals. Although

utility information may be relevant, it is insufficient and

additional, or extra, information should be incorporated into

the analysis. Extra-welfarism is not strongly prescriptive as to

what this additional information is; indeed, many extra-

welfarists argue that the relevant information depends on the

context. As extra-welfarism is, in part, a reaction against the

dominant welfarist paradigm in economics, it tends to be

more eclectic as different extra-welfarist writers have reacted

against different elements of welfarism and proposed different

ways of addressing welfarism’s limitations. As a result, it is

perhaps easier to articulate what extra-welfarism is not than

what it is. Still, although extra-welfarism continues to develop

within heath economics, it embodies a sufficient set of foun-

dational principles and ideas as to define a coherent nor-

mative framework distinct from welfarism (Hurley, 2000;

Brouwer et al., 2008).

Extra-welfarist ideas have existed within health economics

since long before the term ‘extra-welfarism’ was coined. Much

of the work of extra-welfarists in health economics has been to

integrate these ideas into a framework with deeper conceptual

foundations. The work of Culyer (1990) – who coined the

term ‘extra-welfarism’ – has been particularly important in this

respect. These extra-welfarist tendencies in health economics

arose for a number of reasons:

• Health economists have traditionally worked closely with

noneconomist health professionals, including clinicians,

epidemiologists, bioethicists, decision scientists, and others

not schooled in welfare economics and who found some of

its elements unpalatable. In particular, a primary outcome

of health-care interventions is improved health, and not-

ably, ‘lives saved.’ Many noneconomists objected to as-

signing a monetary value to lives saved. This gave rise to the

use of cost-effectiveness analysis rather than cost–benefit

analysis in the evaluation of health-care interventions.

Cost-effectiveness measures outcomes in natural units (e.g.,

life-years gained and cases detected) and refrains from

assigning a monetary value (or indeed any explicit

social value) to the health gains produced by a health

intervention.

• Government health policy commonly rejects the welfare-

economic view that the desired allocation of health-care

resources is the one that would follow from market forces

based on people’s willingness to pay. The explicitly stated

objective of many governments is to improve population

health based on allocation of health-care resources ac-

cording to ‘need’, regardless of a person’s ability to pay or

willingness to pay. This requires that access to health care

be independent of a person’s income or wealth. Even if the

society could somehow get the distribution of income

‘correct’ (as envisioned in most of the welfare-economic

analysis), it would be very difficult to achieve this objective

through market-based allocation of health care using

prices. Instead, the objective requires allocation based on

nonmarket principles.

• Health economics has been heavily influenced by the ‘de-

cision-maker’ approach to cost–benefit analysis, which

rejects the individualistic, welfarist foundations of tradi-

tional cost–benefit analysis. The decision-maker approach

instead emphasizes the objectives (and weights) of high-

level policy decision makers. This approach has strong

affinities with the view within decision sciences that the

role of the analyst is to assist a decision-maker in achieving

the decision-makers stated goals. Combined with the point

above regarding the stated objectives of most of the health

policies, this perspective led health economists to develop

methods of evaluation in which health – rather than

utility – is the primary measure of benefit.

• The demand for health care derives from the demand for

health. This derived demand for health care means that

health care is an input into the production of health, which

permits normative assessments of health-care consumption

using supply-side notions of efficiency, unlike other sectors

of the economy in which individuals demand goods for

their direct effects on utility. This underlying production

relationship enables a third-party analyst to use evidence

regarding the impact of a health-care service on health

(generated, for instance, by clinical studies) to assess the

efficiency of health-care consumption: it cannot be efficient

to consume a service known to be ineffective in producing

health. This perspective on normative assessment in the

health sector reinforces a focus on health as the main

outcome of interest.

Extra-welfarism in health has been shaped importantly by

the work of the Nobel-Prize winning economist Amartya Sen.

Sen broke sharply with welfarism and has developed an al-

ternative framework based on the concepts of human func-

tionings and capabilities (e.g., Sen, 1999). Sen argued that

welfarism was an insufficient basis for normative economic

analysis because utility focuses too narrowly on people’s

mental and emotional reactions to circumstances and not

enough on what they can achieve with their material and

other resources. Welfarism, for instance, suffers from the

problem of adaptation. A person born into poverty, who ad-

justs his/her life expectations to conform to his/her limited life

possibilities may, as measured by utility, be better off than a

well-off person given every advantage and opportunity in life

but whose expectations exceeded what his/her was able to

realize and who therefore ends up disappointed. Welfarism

also either ignores nonutility aspects of a situation, such as

whether basic human rights are being violated, or, to the

extent that they are captured by the analysis, they enter only

through the metric of utility. In the end, Sen argues that nei-

ther utility – whether defined in traditional hedonistic terms

as desire-fulfillment or pleasure or in modern terms as pref-

erence satisfaction – nor a person’s material possessions can

serve as a proper basis for assessing alternative social policies.
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Sen argued that, instead, evaluation should focus on

functionings and capabilities. The central ideas of his ap-

proach can be briefly summarized as follows. He begins with

commodities – goods and services – that can be under a

person’s command and which have characteristics: a bicycle is

a commodity whose salient characteristic is that it can provide

transportation; health care is a commodity whose salient

characteristic is the potential to improve a person’s health.

Commodities and their characteristics do not depend on fea-

tures of the person who possess them. A functioning is what a

person succeeds in doing with the commodities at his or her

command; it is what the person manages to do or to be.

Bicycling is a functioning. The functionings possible for a

person depend on the commodities at the command of

a person and features of the person and their environment.

A quadrapalegic with a standard bicycle cannot achieve the

functioning of bicycling. Functionings range from the trivial

(enjoy ice cream) to the profound (form meaningful rela-

tionships with others). The set of all possible functionings for

a person, which Sen calls their capabilities, depends on their

feasible set of commodities available and, given their personal

characteristics and social institutions, the feasible set of means

available to them to transform commodities into function-

ings. Alternative states of the world should be evaluated based

on the people’s capabilities in that world; that is, the func-

tionings open to them. Sen emphasizes a nonconsequentialist

perspective that the evaluation be based not on the func-

tionings a person actually achieves, as these may depend on

personal choices not of concern to normative assessment, but

rather on what was possible for the person – the life prospects

that were available to them given the social arrangements and

their place in society. Sen’s framework is commonly referred to

as the ‘capabilities’ approach within extra-welfarism.

As noted, Culyer was one of the earliest health economists

to recognize the potential for adapting Sen’s ideas to the

health sector. The concept of need, for example, is widely used

by health professionals, health scientists, and, historically by

health economists, though it does not fit easily into the in-

dividualistic, welfarist framework of traditional welfare eco-

nomics in which people are characterized only by utility; and

mainstream economics has in fact been hostile to the concept,

seeing it largely as an attempt by some to gain privileged status

for their preferences. Yet, the concept of need for health care

fits easily into the capabilities approach wherein health care

is a commodity that is essential for (and needed by) an

ill-person to become healthy and thereby be able to realize

many different types of functionings.

Within a broad welfarist framework, functionings and

capabilities could, in principle, be valued using a metric of

utility. Indeed, among welfarists who believe that preferences

extend over any aspect of life, there is no concern of extra-

welfarism that could not, in principle, be captured through

preferences. The point of extra-welfarism, however, is that

preferences are the wrong metric by which to value such

outcomes. The extra-welfarist criticism of utility is not that it

can only be applied to a limited range of outcomes; rather the

criticism is that it provides a limited valuation of all those

outcomes to which it is applied.

Though Sen’s capabilities approach is a particularly

influential source of extra-welfarist thought in health economics,

it is only one variant of extra-welfarism. Brouwer et al. (2008)

represents perhaps the most comprehensive attempt to ar-

ticulate the scope and definition of extra-welfarism in the

health sector, and in particular ways in which extra-welfarism

differs from the welfarist normative framework. They em-

phasize four ways in which extra-welfarism differs from the

welfarist framework: (1) extra-welfarism permits the use of

outcomes other than utility; (2) extra-welfarism permits the

use of sources of valuation other than the affected individuals;

(3) extra-welfarism permits the weighting of outcomes (whe-

ther utility or other) according to the principles that need not

be preference-based; and (4) extra-welfarism permits inter-

personal comparisons of well-being in a variety of dimen-

sions, thus enabling movement beyond Paretian economics.

Below we summarize some of the main elements of extra-

welfarism in the health sector, discussing these and other

points related to extra-welfarism.

Extra-welfarism emphasizes the use of nonutility infor-

mation in normative economic analysis. Conceptually, extra-

welfarism does not reject a possible role for utility informa-

tion – it simply argues that utility information alone is

insufficient. The predominant nonutility outcome of interest

within health economics is health status. The focus on health

derives from a number of factors – the influence of the

decision-maker approach and the fact that health policy-makers

emphasize health as the outcome of interest; the fact that

health is observable and, within certain bounds, interpersonally

comparable; and the fact that health can be integrated into Sen’s

capability approach. Extra-welfarism can also accommodate

other types of nonutility information such as rights, dignity,

and other ethical concerns. Indeed, it places no restriction on

the type of nonutility information that can, in principle, be

included in an analysis. Some have argued, however, that a

shortcoming of how extra-welfarism in the health sector

has developed in practice is a near-exclusive focus on health as

the outcome of interest in evaluation. To the extent that this is

true, extra-welfarism has simply substituted one restrictive def-

inition of the outcome space – utility – with another – health.

Health status can be measured in numerous ways

depending on the specific question under consideration, and

the emphasis on health as the outcome of concern has spurred

economists to develop health measures with desirable prop-

erties. The dominant health-related outcome measure for the

evaluation of health programs, services, and technologies is the

quality-adjusted life-year (QALY). The QALY illustrates well that

extra-welfarists do not completely reject the use of utility in-

formation and utility-based methods, but that they often use

utility information in ways not consistent with welfare eco-

nomics. The QALY is designed to capture the effect of a health

intervention on both the quantity and quality of life-years. It is

defined simply as the quality-weighted sum of life-years:
P

iQiYi,

where Yi is the number of years spent in health state i and Qi is a

quality weight for health state i that takes on a value between 0

and 1, where the weight for full health is 1.0 and the weight for

being dead is 0. The quality weights used to construct a QALY

measure are often constructed using methods derived from

utility theory; that is, the quality weights underlying the QALY

are elicited using the methods drawn from utility theory.

This fact has led to considerable confusion and debate re-

garding the interpretation of a QALY, and this debate reflects
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important issues in the debate on welfarism and extra-

welfarism. The confusion stems from the fact that a QALY

can be interpreted differently depending on the auxiliary as-

sumptions one is willing to make. Under certain assumptions

regarding the nature of people’s utility functions, a QALY can be

interpreted as a measure of individual utility or preferences.

These assumptions are restrictive, however, and do not accord

well with evidence on the actual structure of people’s utility

functions. Hence, welfarists – for whom utility is the outcome

of interest – have criticized the QALY because it does not

represent well people’s preferences over health states. Extra-

welfarists, however, have argued this criticism is misguided:

although preference information is used in the construction of

a QALY, the QALY is not intended as a measure of preferences

but instead it is a measure of health, or perhaps as more

commonly stated, health-related quality of life. Hence, the

fact that QALYs do not accurately map preferences over

health states is not a weakness. Finally, some extra-welfarists

have explored the potential for interpreting the QALY as

a measure of the value of an individual’s capability set. Doing

so requires making the rather strong assumption that the QALY

can represent all of an individual’s well-being rather than

making the more traditional assumption that QALY represent

only one component of an individual’s well-being (the health-

related component). Regardless of the specific interpretation

one may adopt, the point is that the QALY illustrates one way

extra-welfarists integrate utility information in unconventional

ways, and, in addition, that one cannot understand certain

debates in health economics without being attuned to subtle

distinctions between welfarist and extra-welfarist approaches.

Unlike welfare economics, extra-welfarism permits sources

of valuation other than the individuals affected by a policy.

Extra-welfarism is comfortable with certain types of paternal-

ism. Acting as agents for the members of the society, decision-

makers are not assumed to act in the way they think

individuals would act, but rather as they think individuals

ought to act. The potential sources of value are many. The

valuation could be based on empirical information drawn

from the general public, but it may include information

other than preferences, it may even include preferences but

aggregated in ways inconsistent with individualistic welfare-

economic analysis, it may gather information in ways in-

consistent with preference measurement such as deliberative

process and consultations of various types, or it could be

responses to questions quite different from preference infor-

mation. Valuation could be reasoned argument that has no

basis in empirical measurement.

Extra-welfarism and welfarism differ importantly in a

number of ways pertaining to the aggregation of costs and

benefits across individuals. Extra-welfarism is more accom-

modating of interpersonal comparisons of well-being. Sen has

argued in particular for frameworks that admit more possi-

bilities than the two extremes of complete rejection of inter-

personal comparability (as in modern welfare economics) and

the assumption of full interpersonal comparability (as in

classical utilitarianism). He emphasizes the scope for limited

degrees of comparability that allow for at least partial order-

ings of the different possible states of the world. Such partial

orderings are all that the analysis requires in many situations.

The shift to nonutility outcomes such as health also provides

greater scope for assuming degrees of interpersonal compar-

ability. Again, even if one recognizes that it is not possible to

conclude which of the two people have greater health in all

situations, it often is possible to make relatively uncontested

judgments regarding relative levels of health across indi-

viduals. The same is true for pivotal concepts such as the need

for health care.

Extra-welfarism provides greater scope than welfarism for

integrating equity concern. Both the Pareto criterion of ana-

lytical welfare economics and the net-benefit criterion on

cost–benefit analysis are completely insensitive to distributional

concerns. Extra-welfarism, however, allows for the integration

of nonunitary equity weights that reflect the fact that society

may value health gains among certain groups in society more

than others. The equity weights constitute a type of nonutility

information that may be derived from a number of sources.

Some examples include differential weighting by age (greater

weight to the young), by one’s role in society (e.g., greater

weight to caregivers, especially those caring for children), by the

extent to which one is responsible for one’s ill-health (lesser

weight to those who are at least in part responsible for their ill-

health), or by baseline health status (greater weight to those

with more severe health conditions). The use of such weights

also implies breaking with the welfare-economic assumption of

anonymity, which holds that no characteristic of an individual

matters for evaluation except their value with respect to the

outcome of interest.

Extra-welfarism is also more accommodating of equity con-

cerns beyond distributional equity, such as procedural equity.

Procedural equity emphasizes fairness in the process by which

resources are allocated, respect for the rights of individuals, and

related matters that may not bear on the actual final distribution

of resources. Although welfarist approaches have developed the

idea of ‘process utility’ to capture some of these types of con-

cerns, such an approach values them only to the extent that they

affect utility, whereas many argue that aspects of procedural

equity lie outside the logic of a consequential calculus.

Empirical evidence consistently demonstrates that among

the general public concerns regarding equity weigh heavily in

judgments on the allocation of health-care resources. People are

willing to reduce the total amount of health produced in order

to achieve a more equal distribution of health among the

members of the society. Moreover, although extra-welfarism can

readily accommodate such attitudes, some analysts have been

critical of the fact that, as a pragmatic matter, a good deal of

extra-welfarist evaluation in health has adopted a health-

maximization criterion: that is, the best option is that which

maximizes the amount of health produced, in a manner

analogous to the classical utilitarian approach within welfarist

economics. As with the concern regarding a near-exclusive focus

on health in the outcomes space, the issue is not what extra-

welfarism embodies in principle, but rather what happens on

the ground in actual practice.

Extra-Welfarism in Empirical Normative Analysis

There is no single ‘extra-welfarist’ approach to empirical nor-

mative analysis. In the area of health technology assessment,

extra-welfarist ideas are incorporated into cost-effectiveness

and cost–utility analyses. In the normative analysis of broader
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health system policies extra-welfarist ideas manifest them-

selves in a focus on health as the outcome of interest rather

than willingness to pay as measured by the demand curve for

health-care services. Two brief examples below illustrate how

selected aspects of extra-welfarism translate into empirical

normative analysis, and especially how these aspects differ

from the welfare-economic approach. The first illustrates, in

the context of health technology assessment, how extra-

welfarism draws on sources of valuation distinct from the

individualistic approach of welfarism. The second illustrates

how a focus on health rather than willingness to pay can

change the normative conclusions regarding the optimal

policy to combat insurance-induced moral hazard in the

health services market.

Sources of valuation in extra-welfarism
Consider the economic evaluation of a new health-care tech-

nology the only effect of which is to reduce the probability of

dying within a given period. Under the welfare-economic

framework, these additional life-years would be valued ac-

cording to the amount each affected individual was willing to

pay to reduce the chance of death, so some (e.g., the wealthy)

would be willing to pay more than others (e.g., the poor). The

new technology would be deemed efficient if the net benefit

was positive. If, instead, a cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) is

conducted, the analyst refrains from placing a value on the

additional life-years produced by the new technology. The

efficiency of the intervention is expressed using the incre-

mental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER), which indicates the

additional cost incurred per life-year gained. Although CEA

allows the analyst to avoid placing a monetary value on a life-

year gained, if the results of the CEA are to be used as the basis

for an adoption decision, the decision-maker must decide

whether the additional cost per life-year is above or below the

amount the society is willing to pay-that is, are the extra

benefits worth the extra costs. The extra-welfarist CEA bases

the decision on the social value of the health benefit (e.g., life-

year gained), which may be set by the decision-maker, by

community consultation, or by some other process. Although,

as noted above in the discussion of equity weights, the social

value of the health gain may differ across the groups of indi-

viduals in a society, the social value does not depend on the

individuals’ own valuation of the health gain.

The evaluation of policies to combat moral hazard
The analytic importance of using health rather than willing-

ness to pay as a measure of social value can be illustrated with

an example adapted from Reinhardt (1998). Consider two

families with identical preferences and full insurance for

physician visits, the Chens, who are wealthy, and the Smiths,

who are poor. Each family has just had a baby. Baby Chen is

healthy but Baby Smith is sickly. With full insurance, the

Smiths demand nine physician visits during the period and

the Chens demand six. To combat moral hazard, the insurer

seeks to reduce total visits by five. To do so, it imposes a

copayment equal to $15 per visit. Under cost-sharing, both

families demand five visits per period, for a reduction of five

visits overall (from 15 to 10). Within the standard welfare-

economic analysis, the reductions of four and one, respect-

ively, for the Smiths and the Chens are the optimal way to

reduce total visits by five because it imposes the lowest welfare

loss as measured by willingness to pay. However, because Baby

Smith is sickly while Baby Chen is healthy, the marginal

health gain of a physician visit is always greater for the Smiths

than for the Chens. If we measure benefit by the health effects

rather than willingness to pay, then to reduce overall visits by

five in a way that minimizes health effects, Baby Chen’s visits

should be reduced from six to two whereas the Baby Smith’s

are reduced from nine to eight. Such a reduction cannot be

achieved by a single user-charge policy. Consequently, this

extra-welfarist analysis indicates that moral hazard should be

combated by an alternative policy that can selectively reduce

the visits that have the least health gain.

Current Issues in Extra-Welfarism

Extra-welfarism continues to develop in health economics,

and we highlight just a few areas of the ongoing development.

One active area of work seeks to translate Sen’s capability

approach into a practical, empirical method. Capability sets,

as noted above, include not only the functionings a person

actually achieves, but all the possible functionings a person

could have achieved. Hence, a major challenge is how to

measure these potential functionings that were not achieved

by an individual, and in particular to distinguish those that

were available but not chosen from those that were not

available due to some social or economic barrier in society.

A second area focuses on the relationship between extra-

welfarism and welfarism. Brouwer et al. (2008) argue that

welfarism is simply a special case of extra-welfarism. Much of

the literature has tended to focus on the two polar cases –

welfarism which limits the outcome space to utility – and

extra-welfarist approaches that ignores utility in the outcome

space (even if it has used elements of utility in constructing

indices such as the QALY). Less well developed is systematic

thinking regarding the rich middle ground that admits both

utility and nonutility outcomes, and in particular, principles

that can guide the role of each in an analysis. The nature of the

outcome information included, for instance, might depend on

the level of aggregation at which a decision is being made. At

high levels of aggregation, such as a central ministry allocating

resources to regional authorities responsible for their respect-

ive populations, the concepts of need and health likely

dominate considerations of possible differences in prefer-

ences. However, in the design of programs at the local level,

the role for preferences may be larger as the program has more

direct dealings with those receiving services. Similarly, it is

natural to ascribe a larger role for preferences (especially

over process aspects of care delivery) in those contexts in

which differences in health and other outcomes are small.

Finally, there is ongoing tension between the emphasis in

extra-welfarism on diversity, flexibility, and adaptability of

methods and standardization of methods both to increase

comparability across studies and to improve quality in those

aspects for which there may be generally recognized ‘better’

methods (e.g., of certain aspects of measurement). This

tension is an inherent feature of extra-welfarism. Only by at-

tending carefully to its demands can extra-welfarism avoid the

pitfalls of, on one hand, lacking sufficient shared, core
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principles required for a coherent, distinct vision and, on the

other, a type of standardized rigidity against which extra-

welfarism is in part a reaction.
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Introduction

Health status improvements over the past 400 years have been

steady, with a surge over the last century that is nothing short

of spectacular, and a period during which economic progress

has soared. Vaccines, antibiotics, and other medical advances

have contributed to reductions in illness (morbidity) and

mortality. Economic growth has shown equally impressive

gains catapulting much of the world into higher income status

with all of the associated consumption and health benefits

that higher incomes allow. Richer people are better educated

and nourished, and can afford investments that improve

population health (3.9 Cutler and Lleras-Muney).

With economic advances and health status moving in

tandem, the question is: Do health improvements spur

growth, or do income increases determine progress in popu-

lation health, or both? The evidence is mixed and hampered

both by the lack of an acceptable and universal measure of

health status and by the empirical difficulties inherent in

controlling for reverse causality as well as nonlinearities.

Measurement of both growth and health pose challenges

for both empirical estimation and for policy implications.

For growth, the measurement is either of a static level of

income, itself difficult to measure, or the dynamic of eco-

nomic growth. Both may drive improvements in health, or

serve as proxies for other achievements of higher-income

countries such as education, effective public health inter-

ventions, or strong institutions, all of which correlate with

improved health status.

The existing health metrics are inadequate to the task of

effectively measuring the links between growth and health. No

single measure exists to capture mortality and morbidity.

Mortality only occurs once and is therefore a rare event.

Common reliance on infant mortality reflects the high con-

centrations of deaths in the first year of life, and the avail-

ability of accessible and comparable data across countries. As

infant mortality effectively captures differences across popu-

lation health it is the measure of choice (1.1 Murray). Life

expectancy serves a similar purpose but fails to capture health

status as effectively, relegating its use to comparing broad

national trends. More recent measures include life satisfaction

and emotional well-being, malnutrition, and stunting (a

measure of long-term malnutrition).

Accumulated evidence on the relationship between health

and growth indicates that both directions of causality are

plausible but neither is definitive. Existing evidence from

cross-country macroeconomic studies analyze country-level

relationships. More heterogeneous, microeconomic investi-

gations provide analytic underpinnings for interpreting the

findings of macroeconomic empirics and offer insights into

some of the causal pathways of the relationships between

health and growth and growth and health. These are

discussed here.

How Have We Become so Healthy?

Mankind has become increasingly healthier over the past four

centuries, and significantly so since 1900. Life expectancy at

birth in the USA rose from 46 years and 48 years for men and

women, respectively, in 1900, to 75 years and 81 years in 2010;

a shift mirrored elsewhere in the industrialized countries, and

observed in many developing countries as well. The major

factors driving progress include improved nutrition, rising

education, and advances in public health (1.7 Sahn). In

contrast, health care investments have had far more modest

effects on population health.

On the basis of his Nobel winning historical research on

food production, malnutrition, and productivity Fogel (2004)

estimates that improvements in the quantity and quality of

food contributed to 40% of observed mortality declines since

1700, much of it during the twentieth century. Better nutrition

raised agricultural output stemming famines and under-

nutrition. Parallel public health investments combined to

steadily raise health status. Together labor productivity rose

spurring economic growth.

Hygiene has also played a major role. In examining the

explanation for mortality declines in England and Wales

during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries historical re-

search finds that immunizations, expanded access to piped

water and sanitation, separation of water and sewerage, and

better nutrition enhanced citizens’ abilities to ward off in-

fections, thereby reducing morbidity and mortality levels.

Scientific knowledge of disease transmission contributed im-

portantly to public health, and led to reductions in trans-

mission of water and foodborne diseases that further

improved health status (4.1 Cookson and Suhrcke, 4.3 Mills).

Again, the evidence shows no measurable effect of medical

interventions on survival.

Over the centuries both health and economic growth have

improved. The question is the possible causal relationship

between them to inform policy on raising both health status

and incomes. One important conclusion is that health in-

vestments have valuable social and household benefits; whe-

ther these benefits translate into faster economic growth is

simply a search for further benefits.

Correlates of Population Health and Income

The first empirical estimation of the relationship of income

and health status was offered by Preston (1975) using life

expectancy as a proxy for health status. More recent data

confirm his finding of a concave relationship between gross

domestic product (GDP) and life expectancy (Figure 1) and

show the same relationship as his original results, with the

relationship becoming stronger over time as poor countries

catch up to the wealthier world in life expectancy.
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For the lowest income countries, small shifts in income

lead to disproportionately higher life expectancies, often re-

flecting the first moves toward the demographic transition, as

well as progress in public health. Preston attributed declines in

mortality less to income and more to public health inter-

ventions and has suggested the combined importance of ad-

equate calories, income, and education, echoing Fogel and

others’ historical conclusions.

Extending Preston’s cross-sectional evidence with longi-

tudinal data Deaton (2006) shows divergence among GDP,

life expectancy, and infant mortality suggesting that the rela-

tionship between growth and health does not hold within

countries over time. Each of the curves in Figure 2 is the

standard deviation of the variable relative to its value in 1960.

Thus, although country-level health indicators have converged

per capita incomes have progressively diverged. If that is in-

deed the case then changes in income appear to be unrelated

to health status measures.

Other researchers have argued for a strong and consistent

relationship between growth in per capita incomes and re-

ductions in infant and child mortality, and life expectancy

based on cross-country, time-series data, and they point to

poor economic performance as a cause of child mortality.

They conclude that causality moves from income to health.

Research examining the impact of income on emotional well-

being in the US drawing on the Gallup-Healthways Well-Being

Index shows that emotional well-being rises with log income

but only to an annual income of US$75 000 after which there

is no association. So income buys increasing well-being but at

the lower end of the income scale.

Macroeconomic studies under the World Health Organ-

ization’s (WHO) 2001 Commission on Macroeconomics and

Health initiative produced evidence of the link between health

and economic growth concluding that health investments will

make countries richer. The evidence affirms correlations, but

causality remains elusive due to the inability to adjust for re-

verse causality, and the problem of omitted variables. There

are a number of variables that affect both health and growth

such as climate and disease prevalence complicating efforts to

measure the effects of one on the other.

Subsequent research on the relationship between health

and changes in income explore the dynamics of health and

income shifts. In a highly controversial study geography is

used as an instrumental variable for health status to address

the endogeneity problem. The study finds a high correlation

between population health and economic growth. Subsequent

research reviewed 13 studies of cross-country regressions and

all repeat the same strong results. Considerable debate and

challenge has ensued on the appropriateness of geography

(distance from the equator) and its importance to growth.

Subsequent empirical studies from multiple researchers show

that once the effect of geography on a country’s choice of

institutions is controlled for, geography has little independent

effect on growth.

Creative efforts were made to address the endogeneity

problem including examination of twentieth-century break-

throughs in science such as drug therapies and insecticides

and new global institutions such as WHO, but none find any

independent effect on income growth though these new

interventions did contribute to increases in population. Recent

efforts to include microeconomic measures on the impact of

health on productivity in a macroeconomic accounting

framework find some modest gains in GDP. Incorporating

general equilibrium effects to account for the diminished re-

turns to labor with rapidly rising population have little effect

as improvements in life expectancy do not lead to increases in

per capita income or worker productivity.

Thus, despite creative approaches the controversy on

whether health spurs growth remains a conundrum.

Individual Health and Productivity

Examining the same sets of relationships between income and

health at the household level allows insights into how the

factors interrelate to produce better health or higher incomes,

and results in more robust findings. The downside of micro-

economic studies is their limited generalizability, given the

importance of different contexts in explaining effectiveness of

interventions.

Morbidity and Income

Illness undermines productivity, in patterns similar to those

Fogel identified between malnutrition and productivity. This

cost-of-illness approach examines the short and longer term

impacts of illness on education, labor productivity, employ-

ment, and economic activity.
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Figure 1 The Preston curve, 2001. Reproduced with permission from World Bank, World Development Indicators.
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A study of hookworm eradication in the American South

tracking the impact of local infection control on education

enrollment, attendance, and literacy suggests the importance

of vector control in both education and incomes over life-

times. The phasing in of hookworm control allowed an as-

sessment of the patterns and extent of responses to

eradication. Areas with higher pre existing infection rates saw

bigger improvements after eradication. A parallel set of studies

for malaria in the US c. 1930 and in Brazil, Colombia, and

Mexico in the 1950s traced the effects of eliminating child-

hood exposure to malaria on adult literacy and earnings. The

study concludes that ‘‘persistent childhood malaria infection

reduces adult income by 40 to 60 percent.’’ Similar but less

dramatic effects emerged from malaria eradication across In-

dian states in the 1950s, where literacy and primary com-

pletion rates rose by 10% in malaria-free areas (1.12 Cohen).

More recent experiments suggest the potential value of

targeted treatment measures on schooling and earnings. In a

study of randomly assigned deworming treatment for school

children in western Kenya a 25% increase in student attend-

ance was found among those receiving medication, although

there was no effect on school performance, possibly due to the

lack of any change in other inputs at the school.

Expanded access to antiretroviral treatment in many

countries of sub-Saharan Africa has offered a laboratory to test

the impact of interventions. In western Kenya those under

treatment are 20% more likely to join the labor market and

increase their weekly hours worked by 35%. In another study

in the tea-growing region of western Kenya human immuno-

deficiency virus (HIV)-positive tea pickers with 6 months on

antiretroviral treatment increased their number of days

worked and therefore their wages. Wage earnings rose from

75% to 89% of the wages of non-HIV-positive workers,

thereby almost regaining the lost earning levels.

The impact of potential and actual parental death from

HIV has shown some unexpected effects. In areas of high HIV

prevalence across southern Africa children are less likely to go

to school, take longer to go through school, and are less likely

to graduate from primary school. More than half of the ex-

planation is attributed to the expectations of a shorter life of

parents, which will affect life chances of children rendering

schooling of marginal benefit to future income. This com-

plements evidence on the life chances of orphans emanating

from an analysis of 10 Demographic and Health Surveys.

Orphans in sub-Saharan Africa are significantly less likely to

be in school as compared with their peers. Similar results

emerge for Indonesia. However, country-level evidence is in-

consistent in Africa. In Tanzania no impacts on schooling of

HIV deaths of parents were found, perhaps because extended

family members take on parenting roles for orphans (1.13 de

Walque; 1.27 Thirumurthy).

A related and dramatic achievement in reducing the cost-

of-illness is the multidonor program in the Niger Delta in

West Africa where since the late 1990s pesticide spraying has

controlled the black flies that had rendered the area un-

inhabitable. A total of 25 million hectares of rich agricultural

land has been recultivated in reclaimed areas demonstrating

yet again the value of public health interventions (1.16

Grépin).

All of these studies document augmented productivity and

impacts on education or output from improvements in health

status, or measure the costs of poor health on these same

indicators. Interventions at the household level as well as

targeted regional investments in public health activities can

have important effects on education and productivity (3.9

Cutler and Lleres-Muney).

Limited evidence exists on the link between income and

health. Analysis of a unique data set for South Africa permits

quantification of the impact of old-age pensions in South

Africa on health status. Where households pool income, in-

cluding pensions, the overall health status of the household

improves through positive effects on nutrition, living con-

ditions, and stress levels of adults. Surveys typically fail to

capture income pooling, and this study allows good insights

into how pooled incomes can influence investments that en-

hance health status.
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Investing in Early Childhood Development and Adult
Performance

Targeted investments and the impact on economic well-being

have received increasing attention with particular focus on

children. Mounting multisectoral evidence from economics,

psychology, and neuroscience makes the case that investments

in disadvantaged young children have profound effects on

learning, earnings, and adult health. Recent overviews point to

factors such as maternal undernutrition, poverty, poor health,

and unstimulating home environments as strongly associated

with adult cancer incidence, mental illness, lower incomes,

and lower birthweight of offspring. A review of micro-

economic studies concludes that nutrition and possibly other

dimensions of health compromise productivity. Heckman

(2007) emphasizes the economic importance of noncognitive

skills and their importance in future economic and social

behavior, which in turn influence productivity and earnings.

The US research suggests that the economic rate of return to

preschool attendance among disadvantaged children dwarfs

returns to other, later academic investments (3.1 Royer and

Bauer; 4.13 Karoly).

Longitudinal studies provide strong evidence of the value of

early childhood interventions. Low birthweight negatively af-

fects long-run adult outcomes such as height, intelligence

quotient (IQ), educational attainment, and earnings. Bolstering

early nutrition interventions translate into greater cognitive

development, physical stature and strength, greater learning,

higher adult productivity, and healthier offspring. A 35-year

longitudinal study in Guatemala traced adult participants who

had received a randomly distributed nutrition supplements as

school children. Women had 1.17 more years of schooling,

their children were 179 g heavier at birth, and their children

were 30% taller as adults compared with the children of those

who had not received the supplement. Men in the treatment

group earned an average wage of 46% above those who only

received the calorie-based supplement (1.3 Soares; 1.7 Sahn).

Consistent, robust evidence on returns to early childhood

investments confirms the importance of targeted interventions

for disadvantaged children. Although often difficult because

many young children remain at home, targeted early childhood

programs have a clear payoff in higher productivity and earnings

over a lifetime and better health in adulthood. They also offer

the possibility of breaking the intergenerational cycle of poverty.

Health-Related Interventions and Health: Implications
for Policy

If economic progress simply solved the problems of mortality

and morbidity, then public policy would no longer be con-

cerned with public health and health care needs would be

met. Similarly, if investments in health provided the needed

impetus for growth resource allocation decisions would be

straightforward. However, circumstances are more complex

and targeted policy decisions influence economic growth and

population health.

Part of the interest in the growth to health link is to de-

termine whether economic progress means more investments

in health. A panel study of all countries in the 2010 WHO

database examines the elasticity of public health spending

with respect to national income controlling for demographics,

source of financing, and other characteristics. A dynamic

model using a lagged dependent variable adjusted for endo-

geneity shows results consistent with earlier studies in that

GDP and public health expenditures move in tandem, but

contrary to other studies finds significant elasticities below 1.0

for all but the lowest income countries, and lower values for

the dynamic model results. So under this specification, in-

come growth does not translate into commensurate increases

in health spending.

If greater health investments could assure both better

health status and rapid economic growth, then spending on

health would need to be a priority given the large social and

economic benefits. However, ample evidence suggests that

spending alone falls short of even achieving health goals. The

link from health spending to health outcomes is weak, and

cross-country evidence shows minimal correlation between

spending and health outcomes. As global access to important

preventive and treatment technologies does not differ dra-

matically and funding is on the rise, it suggests that insti-

tutions and other factors such as education underpin the

divergence between spending and outcomes. Chronic absen-

teeism, inadequate budget execution, illegal payments, and

poor management combined with a severe lack of account-

ability translate into absence of the very technologies that can

save lives at the point of service, such as drugs, supplies, and

equipment, which in turn means low returns on investment.

Poor governance in service delivery suggests government fail-

ure, effectively government interventions that have gone

wrong. Without sound institutions, public health investments

will not improve health, let alone economic growth (1.22

Government Regulation and Corruption – no author).

So despite advances in technology, countries experience

marginal gains where countries lack institutions that can en-

sure effective delivery and financing of health care services.

However, the discrepancy extends to the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries,

where studies of survival rates for specific diseases do not

correlate with either total or public spending.

Debate on the path to better health and economic growth

will continue given the inconclusive nature of the evidence.

Better research and measurement will help to hone the find-

ings and provide stronger policy guidance; but stronger insti-

tutions to ensure effective health care delivery will require

equal attention.

See also: Education and Health. Health Status in the Developing
World, Determinants of. HIV/AIDS: Transmission, Treatment, and
Prevention, Economics of. Intergenerational Effects on Health –
In Utero and Early Life. Nutrition, Health, and Economic Performance.
Preschool Education Programs. Public Health in Resource Poor
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Introduction

The ‘willingness to pay’ (WTP) method was first applied in the

health area in the famous study of WTP to avoid heart attacks,

by Acton (1973). WTP for health is an issue in individual

(personal) and societal (public) decision making about health

care. The term usually refers to individuals’ willingness to

spend money personally, i.e., ‘out of pocket,’ to obtain health

gains for themselves or to avoid health losses or reduce health

risks for themselves. WTP in this sense can be observed both in

actual behavior and in responses to hypothetical questions.

In either case, WTP is interpreted as an indicator of how much

personal satisfaction or well-being (often called ‘utility’) in-

dividuals derive from (or believe they derive from) different

health outcomes. It is thought that aggregate WTP out of

pocket in a group of people benefiting from a program may

be used as an indicator of how much money society should

be willing to spend on the program, although this depends on

the funding arrangements (whether health care is publicly or

privately financed) and who is asked (patients or the public).

The satisfaction and well-being individuals derive from

health outcomes may be measured in different ways. Most of

these, including quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) and dis-

ability adjusted life years (DALYs), aim at measuring the value

of different health outcomes relative to each other with a view

to aiding priority setting within given health budgets. The

special property of measurements in terms of WTP is that they

purport to establish the value of health outcomes relative not

only to each other but also to other goods and services. In

principle, WTP data may thus inform decisions not only about

priority setting within given health budgets but also as to how

much money should be allocated to health services versus

other goods and services.

In the following, the authors’ focus is first on the meaning

and measurement of individual WTP and the aggregation of

this across individuals. Actual WTP for different technologies

and programs in a public health service can be different

from the simple individual aggregate, most notably because

of various concerns for equal access and equity. The authors

return to this important point in the Issues section at the end.

Welfare Theoretical Background and Application
(in Principle) to Health Technology Assessment

What is ‘WTP’?

In standard welfare economics, maximum WTP represents the

theoretically correct measure of ‘strength of preference’ for, or

value of, a commodity. In areas of public-sector activity, such

as health care, in which conventional markets do not exist,

decisions still have to be made about how best to use limited

resources. This requires valuation of both resource costs of

interventions and their benefits (the benefits being health gain

and other sources of well-being). This can be elicited either in

surveys by use of hypothetical WTP questions – essentially, the

contingent valuation approach in which respondents state

values for the good in question – or revealed as a result of

observing real market-based choices. Owing to the rarity of the

latter in health care, the contingent valuation method tends to

be relied on more than revealed preference.

WTP focuses on the valuation of benefits, whereby a health

care option may be described to a respondent and the person

is asked what is his/her maximum WTP for it. In principle,

with this type of information, the combination of inter-

ventions in cash-limited publicly funded systems could be

chosen, which maximizes the value of benefits (possibly dis-

tributionally weighted) to the community. In privately funded

systems, WTP information would more likely be used to assess

whether aggregate WTP for a particular health care inter-

vention exceeds costs; if it does, the implication is that this

intervention can be added to the benefits package. In each of

these cases, WTP is necessarily treated as a cardinal measure of

value, i.e., a measure which captures strength as well as dir-

ection of preference.

It is important to distinguish WTP, as a measure of benefit,

from the price of a good. In many cases, people would be

willing to pay more than the market-clearing price of a good.

For any individual, the difference between benefit, as repre-

sented by his/her maximum WTP for the good, and the price

paid by him/her for the good represents a gain in well-being

from having the good provided at the market price.

WTP and Levels of Decision Making

WTP methods have been used at three main levels of decision

making in health care. The first level is that of patients within a

clinical area being asked to choose between close substitutes

of the sort that might be evaluated within a randomized trial.

It could be argued that when making such choices between

therapies, the people best placed to judge are patients who will

receive the therapies. The second level is that where geo-

graphically defined health authorities have to prioritize across

such clinical areas in a publicly funded system (e.g., as in one

study, by Olsen and Donaldson (1998), comparing helicop-

ters, hearts, and hips). Here, it could be argued that those best

placed to decide are taxpayers (or those who paid taxes in the

past). In more insurance-based systems, where the decision

might be about whether to add a program to the benefits

package, those same people might be asked about their WTP

for that program alone, the decision being based on whether

the aggregate WTP is greater than the costs of said program.

The different scenarios that emanate from these contextual

backgrounds, and the ways that WTP can be used within them,

have been laid out by O’Brien and Gafni (1996) and Shackley

and Donaldson (2000).
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Internationally, the advent of Health Technology Assess-

ment (HTA) agencies has now taken WTP methodology to the

national level. Many of the recommendations made by HTA

organizations involve considerations of the costs and benefits

of single interventions, where there is no obvious basis for a

comparison between alternatives, apart from with the costs and

effects of treatments that constitute current practice or the status

quo. In such cases, the decision about whether to provide the

intervention is not obvious and hence gives rise to the question

of what monetary value to place on a gain of one QALY.

All of the above scenarios also give rise to the question of

whether WTP can be used to value wider benefits of health

care (e.g., location of care and process utility) over which

people have preferences but which might not be captured

easily by narrower, health-focused methods, such as QALYs.

Measurement of Individual WTP and Estimation of
Aggregate Value

In 1963, the first empirical application of WTP, published in a

journal, was in the area of environmental policy evaluation.

During the 1970s, the method was further developed in

studies of the valuation of saving lives, as applied to safety

and transport policies, largely through the work of Jones-Lee

(1974) and Jones-Lee et al. (1985). This latter body of work is

of great relevance to the issues faced currently in health as the

development of methods to elicit a value of saving a life has

strong parallels with the challenge of valuing a QALY (or

‘healthy year’). Therefore, in this section, the authors com-

mence with an introduction to measurement methods by fo-

cusing on lessons learned in area of safety (especially the issue

of how to estimate the value of a prevented fatality, or VPF),

before moving to how these lessons have been built on in

deriving estimates of the value of a QALY.

Revealed Preference versus Contingent Valuation in Safety

Basically, the revealed preference approach involves the iden-

tification of situations in which people actually do trade-off

income or wealth against physical risk – for example, in labor

markets where riskier jobs can be expected to command

clearly identifiable wage premia. By contrast, the contingent

valuation approach applied to safety typically involves asking

a representative sample of people more or less directly about

their individual WTP for improved safety (or, sometimes, their

willingness to accept compensation for increased risk).

The difficulty with the revealed preference approach when

applied to labor market data is that it depends on being able

to disentangle risk-related wage differentials from the many

other factors that enter into the determination of wage rates.

The approach also presupposes that workers are well informed

about the risks that they actually face in the workplace. In

addition, those whose jobs do carry clearly identifiable wage

premia for risk may not be representative of the work force as a

whole, in that such people almost certainly have a below-

average degree of risk-aversion.

The great advantage of the contingent valuation approach is

that it allows the researcher to go directly and unambiguously

to the relevant wealth/risk trade-off – at least, in principle.

However, the contingent valuation approach has the dis-

advantage of relying on the assumption that people are able to

give considered, accurate, and unbiased answers to hypo-

thetical questions about typically small changes in already

very small risks.

Aggregation

So, under what has naturally come to be known as the ‘WTP’

approach to the valuation of safety, one first seeks to establish

the maximum amounts that those affected would individually

be willing to pay for (typically small) improvements in their

own and others’ safety. These amounts are then simply

aggregated across all individuals to arrive at an overall value

for the safety improvement concerned (see example in fol-

lowing paragraph). The resultant figure is thus a clear re-

flection of what the safety improvement is ‘worth’ to the

affected group, relative to the alternative ways in which each

individual might have spent his or her limited income. Fur-

thermore, defining values of safety in this way effectively

‘mimics’ the operation of market forces – in circumstances in

which markets typically do not exist – insofar as such forces

can be seen as vehicles for allowing individual preferences to

interact with relative scarcities and production possibilities to

determine the allocation of a society’s scarce resources.

To standardize values of safety that are derived from the

WTP approach and render them comparable with values

obtained under other approaches (such as gross output – see

Jones-Lee (1994)), the concept of the prevention of a ‘stat-

istical’ fatality or injury is applied. To illustrate this concept,

suppose that a group of 100 000 people enjoy a safety im-

provement that reduces the probability of premature death

during a forthcoming period by, on average, 1 in 100 000 for

each and every member of the group. The expected number of

fatalities within the group during the forthcoming period will

thus be reduced by precisely one, and the safety improvement

is therefore described as involving the prevention of one

statistical fatality. Now suppose that individuals within this

group are, on average, each willing to pay dw for the 1 in

100 000 reduction in the probability of death afforded by

the safety improvement. Aggregate WTP will then be given by

dw� 100 000. This figure is naturally referred to as the

WTP-based value of preventing one statistical fatality (VPF) or

alternatively as the value of statistical life (VOSL). So, for

instance, if w¼d10, VOSL¼d1 000 000 in our example.

Clearly, in the above example, average individual WTP, dw,

for the average individual risk reduction of 1 in 100 000 is a

reflection of the rate at which people in the group are willing

to trade-off wealth against risk ‘at the margin,’ in the sense that

the trade-offs typically involve small variations in wealth and

small variations in risk. Empirical work on the valuation of

safety thus tends to focus on these individual marginal wealth/

risk trade-off rates.

On a somewhat more cautionary note, it is extremely

important to appreciate that, defined in this way, the VPF is

not a ‘value (or price) of life’ in the sense of a sum that any

given individual would accept in compensation for the cer-

tainty of his or her own death – for most of us, no finite sum
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would suffice for this purpose so that in this sense life is lit-

erally priceless. Rather, the VPF is an aggregate WTP for typi-

cally very small reductions in individual risk of death (which,

realistically, is what most safety improvements really offer at

the individual level).

In valuing safety it is also useful to have a valuation of an

averted statistical injury (VSI). The VSI is generally pegged

against the VOSL rather than estimating WTP for an injury. To

do this, a standard gamble exercise can be used to calculate the

marginal rate of substitution (MRS) of an injury against death.

The value of preventing this injury is then the fraction of the

VOSL that is given by the MRS, i.e., if the MRS is 0.09, the

value of preventing this injury will be 9% of the VOSL.

Recent Developments in Valuing Life

Viewed from an historical perspective, both quantitative and

qualitative research have tended to cast doubt on the reliability

and validity of WTP values for safety derived through the direct

contingent valuation method. As well as sequencing and

framing effects, a prominent issue has been the lack of ability

of the method to account for embedding and scope. That is,

respondents tend to view safety improvements as a ‘good

thing’ and, therefore, will often state much the same WTP for

different sizes of risk reduction, whether for fatal or nonfatal

injuries. It may be unreasonable to expect respondents to give

accurate answers to hypothetical questions, which involve

direct trade-offs between wealth and small reductions in risk.

In view of these difficulties with the direct contingent

valuation approach, Carthy et al. (1999) suggested a less-

direct, ‘chained’ approach, which breaks down the valuation

process into a series of more manageable steps. More specif-

ically, respondents are first presented with a question asking

them about their WTP for the certainty of a complete cure for a

given nonfatal road injury and their willingness to accept

compensation (WTA) for the certainty of remaining in the

impaired health state. On the basis of reasonable assumptions

concerning underlying preferences, it is then possible to ob-

tain an estimate of each respondent’s marginal rate of sub-

stitution of wealth for the risk of the nonfatal injury as

a weighted average of his/her WTP and WTA responses.

Respondents are then presented with a ‘standard gamble’ (SG)

question aimed at determining the ratio of individual mar-

ginal rates of substitution of wealth for risk of death relative

to the corresponding marginal rate of substitution for risk of

the nonfatal injury. The monetary value from the first stage

can then be combined with the ratio from the second stage to

obtain a WTP for reduced risk of death.

The approach is, perhaps, more realistic in that most

people can relate to giving a monetary value for avoiding a

nonfatal injury of the sort they are likely to have experienced,

and people are not asked directly to place a monetary value on

a small risk reduction. The method has shown promise in

terms of being subject to less marked embedding effects and

other biases than earlier approaches.

Linking Safety and Health: Modeling the Value of a QALY

As noted, the most common measure of benefits applied in

health economic evaluation is the QALY. Although the cost per

QALY gained for technology ‘A’ can be compared with the cost

per QALY gained of technology ‘B’ (and hence the relative

efficiency of A vs. B can be assessed), weighing up costs

(measured in monetary terms) and health benefits (measured

in QALYs) for a single technology is problematic. As a result,

health care decision makers have tended to invoke decision

rules (such as cost per QALY limits above which technologies

are unlikely to be recommended for adoption). To generate

research evidence to underpin such decision rules, there has

been international interest in the estimation of the monetary

value of a QALY. If such a value could be estimated, then costs

and benefits could be compared using the same metric (i.e.,

money), and one could more readily judge whether benefits

offset costs. Existing evidence from the economics of safety

literature is a natural starting point for such a project.

A straightforward way to combine work on health and

safety valuation is to take the well-established VOSL based on

research into road safety and, from it, attempt to model the

monetary value of an year of life. This can reasonably be in-

terpreted as the value of a healthy year, which is the same as a

QALY. Indeed, this is what was attempted in the UK Social

Value of a QALY (SVQ) project and more recently in the

European Value of a QALY project (EuroVaQ). A simplified

version of the method of transforming the VPF into a value of

a QALY is presented in Box 1. However, the value resulting

from this would reflect a particular QALY type. By QALY type,

the authors mean that QALYs can be generated in at least two

ways, these being by adding years to life expectancy or by

Box 1 Modeling the value of a QALY

A straightforward way to compute the value of a QALY is to start with the
well-established roads VPF for the UK. For example, if a representative
death is taken avoided as being that of a person aged 35 years, assume that
the VPF is d1.4 m (or d1.4� 106) and that the person concerned would
have lived for another 40 years, a rough calculation of the value of a life
year gained by that person would be as follows:

V ¼ d1:4� 106

40

¼ d35000

However, if one were to assume that not all of the 40 years gained
would be spent in full health (especially later years) and a discount rate
applied, the denominator would fall, thus raising the value of a QALY above
d35 000. For example, if the discount rate was taken to be 3.5%, then the
annualized sum that would have a discounted present value of d1.4 m over
40 years would be d77 300.

In SVQ, similar approaches were used to model the value of QALYs
resulting from extending life and from quality-of-life enhancement only. For
example, the latter is based on UK values for four different scenarios of
serious injury. Each health state was broken down into three phases; in
hospital effect (valued at 0.69 or 0.16 on the EQ-5D tariff, depending on
severity of injury and generally modeled as lasting for 1 month), initial after
effects (generally for 2 months and valued at 0.76) and longer term effects
(for remaining life and valued at either 0.76 or 0.3, again depending on
severity). Assuming that any given injury would occur at the mean age of
the UK population, with 26 expected remaining QALYS, an overall total
QALY loss for each scenario has been calculated. The VSI of d150 000
then has been divided by the total QALY loss for each scenario and
computed a weighted average based on probability of each scenario
occurring.
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enhancing the quality of remaining life years without ex-

tending life. The former can be further subdivided into

avoiding immediate threats to life – hereafter called ‘life

saving,’ or adding years to the end of one’s life – hereafter

called ‘life extension.’ The procedure outlined in Box 1 reflects

the first of these, although a more-sophisticated approach,

still using the VOSL as a basis, was also employed to model

the value of a QALY arising from life extension as opposed to

life saving.

Valuing Improvements in Quality of Life

WTP procedures have been used directly by the UK Depart-

ment for Transport to derive the value of preventing a serious

injury (VSI). From such data, the monetary value of health

gains (as measured by instruments in the QALY field) can be

estimated. But one can also combine a monetary value for a

health gain with health state utility scores to achieve values for

different improvements in quality of life. The simplest way to

do this is to use established utility tariffs in instruments such

as the EQ-5D, the Health Utilities Index, the 15-D, etc. For

instance, if a survey respondent was willing to pay a maximum

of d3000 WTP for a move from a more-impaired health state

for 1 year to a less-impaired state for the same period, where

the tariff difference between the states is 0.1, then the WTP for

a QALY implied by this would be d30 000 (i.e., d3000/0.1) for

that individual. If repeated over several respondents and

scenarios, a representative WTP for a QALY could be derived

(Gyrd-Hansen, 2003).

Others have combined WTP questions and utility scores in

the same survey, for example, in the social value of a QALY

studies in the UK and Spain, the feasibility of doing this was

assessed by presenting members of the public with appropri-

ately framed valuation questions in a survey – see Box 2 for

example health states, and Box 3 for example question to il-

lustrate how changes in quality of life and WTP were estimated

and combined (each from the UK study).

From Box 3, it can be seen that any individual respondent

would be faced with a set of WTP and standard gamble

questions, the two sets then being combined in different

ways to arrive at values of a QALY. The reason for having

respondents undertake a health state utility assessment exer-

cise, rather than combine WTP values with a preexisting tariff

(such as that which exists for the EQ-5D quality-of-life sys-

tem), was that the researchers wanted each respondent’s WTP

value to be combined with their own personal health state

utility value for purposes of internal consistency.

Examples of Applications in Safety and Health

Values of Life

Turning to the question of the figures that are actually applied

in practice, WTP-based values of safety are currently used in

road project appraisal in the UK, USA, Canada, Sweden, and

New Zealand, with several other countries employing values

that have been substantially influenced by the results of

WTP studies. More specifically, in the UK, the Department for

Transport currently employs a figure of d1.64 million in

June 2007 prices for the prevention of a statistical fatality

in its roads project appraisal. In turn, the Department’s

values for the prevention of serious and slight, nonfatal in-

juries are d185 220 and d14 280, respectively, again in 2007

prices.

In the USA, the US Department of Transportation currently

values the prevention of a statistical road fatality at US$6 m

(approximately d3.96 m). In turn, Transport Canada applies a

WTP-based value for the prevention of a statistical fatality of

Cdn$ 4 m (approximately d3.22 m) based on a survey of the

literature. The WTP values used in Sweden and New Zealand

were derived under the contingent valuation approach and

in 2010 prices are SEK 18.5 million (approximately d1.8 m)

and NZ$ 3.56 million (approximately d1.7 m).

WTP for a QALY: Estimates from Modeling Studies

Table 1 gives a typical set of values of a QALY that have arisen

from the UK-based modeling study described above (see

Box 1). It would seem that different ‘QALY types’ would imply

different values. Based on WTP for life saving (to reduce the

risks of life-threatening events), values close to d70 000 per

QALY were produced, as compared to values approximately

d35 000 for a life-extending QALY (at the end of life). Esti-

mating gains from improvements in quality of life, with no

increase in number of remaining years, produced a lower

value of approximately d10 000 per QALY. These differences

are striking, and further studies are needed to clarify them.

Box 2 Stomach and head health states

Stomach: 3 months

Initially you will have severe stomach pains, diarrhea, vomiting, and
fever for 7 days, severe enough to interfere with most of your usual
activities.

Things then improve, but for up to 1 year from initial onset you will
suffer an episode of stomach discomfort and sickness every couple of
weeks, with each episode lasting for 2–3 days. These episodes are not so
severe but may interfere with some of your usual activities.

(Half of the respondents were given stomach health state descriptions
of 3 months, 12 months, and lifetime durations.)

Head: 3 months

One will have episodes of throbbing pain across the front of your head and
will feel sick and may occasionally be sick. One will feel like he/she wants
to lie still in a darkened room.

During the next 3 months one will suffer an episode of head pain and
sickness every couple of weeks, with each episode lasting between 8 h and
2 days. These episodes will interfere with many of your usual activities.
After 3 months he/she returns to the current health with no further effects
from this illness.

(The other half of the respondents were given head health state de-
scriptions of 3 months, 12 months, and lifetime durations.)
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The issue of WTP for QALY types has been explored

recently in subsequent surveys on the ‘European value of a

QALY’ (see the EuroVaQ website at http://research.ncl.ac.uk/

eurovaq/). It is also worth noting that the VPF itself is just over

nine times the value of preventing a statistical injury. That

there is no single value of a QALY is in line with other pub-

lished views, the lowest value also being reflective of earlier

published studies, which looked at the value of QALY gains

arising from quality-of-life enhancement only.

A small number of other studies have modeled the value of

a QALY from a Value of a Statistical Life. Using Australian data

Abelson (2003) reported a value of AUS$108 000 (approxi-

mately d59 000). In Sweden, a value of US$90 000 (approxi-

mately d64 000) was reported by Johannesson and Meltzer

(1998), whereas Hirth et al. (2000) calculated a value of

US$161 305 (approximately d115 000).

Values of a QALY from Survey Research

Because the surveys referred to above from the UK and Spain (see

Baker et al. and Pinto Prades et al. in further reading list) were

intended only as feasibility studies, they were based on small

samples not necessarily representative of the population as a

whole. Nevertheless, the work suggests that it is feasible to con-

duct a survey to elicit monetary values for a QALY from a rep-

resentative sample of the public so long as the procedure is

broken down into manageable steps. However, it also became

apparent that the mean estimates produced by such questions

are particularly prone to the influence of ‘outlier responses,’ and

that great care is therefore required in the selection of central-

tendency measures. The most common example of an outlier

was that many people were willing to take only very small risks

of a more adverse outcome to avoid the stomach and head

health states in the standard gamble questions or were even not

willing to gamble at all. As well as such ‘floor’ effects respondents

may also have a WTP ceiling (or budget constraint), an amount

they express whether for a small or large perceived gain. Thus,

when WTP values and health state utilities are combined in such

circumstances, the implied WTP per QALY for such individuals

can be so high as to lead to an implausible population average

WTP per QALY across the whole sample. This was indeed the case

in these studies, with the value running into several millions of

pounds/euros! Other ways of managing the data can be used,

however. For example, if mean WTP and mean QALY loss are

combined (a ‘ratio of means’ as opposed to ‘mean of ratios’

approach), much more conservative values of a QALY emerge.

Issues

WTP and Ability to Pay

On the face of it, it would seem that it is problematic to use WTP

measures to inform decisions about the allocation of resources

for commodities, such as health care, for which such allocation is

supposed to be on the basis of (some notion of) need. This is

because WTP is obviously associated with ability to pay. How-

ever, Government departments in the UK and in other countries

employ WTP-based values for the prevention of a statistical

premature fatality (VPF) that are based on central-tendency

measures (typically arithmetic means) of the population distri-

bution of individual WTP for risk reduction. The fact that these

VPFs are then applied uniformly to all groups in society whatever

the income levels of members of the group clearly entails the

implicit use of inverse-income distributional weights and further

overcomes the challenge of ability to pay influencing WTP.

It would also appear that there is already a precedent in

public-sector decision making for (at least implicitly) applying

distributional weights to individual WTP for reductions in risks

to life in order to arrive at an overall value in the form of a

population mean (or possibly median) of individual values. This

represents the state of the art of dealing with any such biases.

Table 1 Values of a QALY via alternative calculations from
modeling based on VPF and VSI

Basic modeling approach Value of a QALY (d )

Life saving 70 000
Life extending 35 000
Quality-of-life enhancing 10 000

Source: Reproduced from Donaldson, C., Baker, R., Mason, H., et al. (2011). The

social value of a QALY: Raising the bar or barring the raise? BMC Health Services

Research 11, 8. doi:10.1186/1472-6963-11-8.

Box 3 Valuing a QALY via surveying the general public

The value of a QALY is derived via a ‘chaining’ procedure. In the initial part
of the chain, the respondent is asked about whether she/he would be
prepared to pay anything to avoid being in this state, and, if so, what is the
maximum amount she/he is willing to pay.

In the second part of the chain, the respondent would be asked a
‘standard gamble’ question involving a choice between two options. In the
standard way of deriving a QALY index, one option would leave the re-
spondent in the stomach/head condition for certain for the remainder of
his/her life, whereas the other option would involve a gamble with varying
probabilities of a better or worse outcome. ‘Better’ usually means a return to
full health for the rest of one’s life, whereas worse is usually characterized
as immediate death. Visual procedures are used to guide the respondent
through the process, and the index is derived from the point at which the
respondent feels it is difficult to choose between the outcome for certain
and the gamble.

Let us assume that, for one respondent, the probability at which she/he
finds it difficult to choose between the head condition for certain and taking
the gamble is 0.95, and that his/her WTP to avoid a year in the stomach
condition was d1000. Dividing d1000 by 0.05 (which comes from sub-
tracting 0.95 from 1) would give a value of a QALY for that person of
d20 000. This can be done across several individuals to arrive at an
average value of a QALY for a population.

For either head or stomach conditions, each respondent was asked two
WTP questions (to avoid the 3-month state and the 12-month state) and
three standard gamble questions (3 months for certain vs a gamble with
outcomes of return to current health or 12 months in the state; 12 months
for certain vs a gamble with outcome of return to current health or rest of
life in the state; and rest if life for certain vs gamble with outcomes of
current health or immediate death). In fact, slightly more WTP and standard
gamble questions were asked of each respondent, but these are not relevant
to this paper.
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Validity and Scope

A major focus in the environmental WTP literature with re-

spect to validity has been on scope effects: especially whether

respondents are willing to pay more for greater amounts of the

good being valued than for smaller ones, as one would expect.

Carson (1997) showed that most studies (31 of 35 reviewed)

reveal sensitivity to scope. Despite such positive results, doubts

still remain about WTP values elicited through hypothetical

surveys, and scope tests have taken on the status of being the

‘acid test’ for any particular study. As in other areas of appli-

cation, results in health have been mixed (Smith, 2001; Olsen

et al., 2004). Also, this has led to more qualitative methods

being used to examine the thought processes underlying

respondents’ stated values, a trend which will likely (and

justifiably) continue.

Valuing Others

So far only passing reference has been made to people’s con-

cern – and hence WTP – for others’, as well as their own health

and safety. Insofar as people do display such ‘altruistic’ con-

cern, then one would naturally expect that it would be ap-

propriate to augment the WTP-based VPF to reflect the

amounts that people would be willing to pay for an im-

provement in others’ safety. However, it turns out that under

plausible assumptions about the nature of people’s altruistic

concern for others’ safety on the one hand and their material

well-being on the other (the latter being reflected by their

wealth or consumption), augmenting the VPF to reflect WTP

for others’ safety would involve a form of double counting and

would therefore ultimately be unjustified. For example, sup-

pose that individual A is concerned not only about individual

B’s safety but also about the latter’s wealth or consumption.

Furthermore, suppose that individual A’s altruistic concern for

B is ‘pure,’ in the sense that it respects B’s preferences. Al-

though A will then regard a reduction in B’s risk of premature

death as a ‘good thing,’ he/she will also regard the increase in

B’s taxation (or other expenditure) required to finance the risk

reduction as an exactly offsetting ‘bad thing.’ Taking account

only of A’s WTP for B’s safety improvement would therefore

quite literally involve double counting. Thus, the issue of

whether and how people’s concern for others’ safety ought to

be taken into account under the WTP approach hinges on the

essentially empirical question of the relationship between

such concern and concern for others’ wealth or consumption.

Detailed discussions of the issue of altruism and safety exist in

the literature, and it would seem that similar arguments apply

to societal WTP values elicited in the health field.

Actual WTP in a National Health Service with Concerns for
Equity

As noted above in the Section on Valuing Improvements in

Quality of Life, WTP for improvements in quality of life can be

estimated by combining WTP with individual utility scores for

health states (measured on the 0–1 scale used in QALY calcu-

lations). For instance, if a national health service’s WTP for a

gained healthy year is d30 000, the WTP for improving a per-

son’s health (utility) by 0.1 for 1 year may be estimated to be

0.1� 30 000¼d3000. But this presupposes that individual

utilities for health states correctly reflect societal preferences for

priority setting – and hence correctly indicate societal WTP. There

is much evidence that this assumption does not hold in societal

decisions about resource allocation among groups of patients

with different degrees of severity of disease and among groups

with equal interests in treatment but different capacities to

benefit from treatment. Most notably, in several jurisdictions the

general public and societal decision makers have been shown to

value utility gains more the more severe the initial condition is

(Nord, 1999; Shah, 2009). To use conventional utilities from the

QALY field to estimate what would be reasonable for a national

health service to be willing to pay for technologies and programs

that improve quality of life is thus problematic.

To capture concerns for equity, Nord (1999) suggested a

type of priority weights for life years with a structure that is

different from that of utilities normally used in QALY calcu-

lations. In principle, such weights can be used instead of

conventional utilities when combining with a public health

service’s WTP for gaining a healthy year to estimate WTP for

improvements in quality of life. This is an area of continuing

research. There is at present no universal agreement as to what

would be the right alternative weights to use for this purpose.

A similar point about equity can be made regarding WTP

for gained life years. Even if a national health service indicates

a WTP of, for instance, d30 000 for one gained healthy year

(one QALY), it does not follow that N gained years should give

a WTP of N� 30 000. A national health service may for in-

stance consider that this would lead to unjustified age dis-

crimination in priority setting in surgery and other one-time

treatments of life-threatening conditions. It does not follow

that a gained life year in a state of reduced health, say at utility

level 0.8, should give a WTP of only 0.8� 30 000¼d24 000,

as this by many would be regarded as unfair discrimination

against people with chronic disease or disability.

Conclusions

Measurements of individual WTP for health benefits are

potentially useful to examine whether the individual welfare

gains from health programs outweigh their opportunity cost,

i.e., outweigh the welfare gains that could have been ob-

tained by spending the resources on other goods and services

instead. In this, the WTP approach has an advantage over

approaches that use QALYs or DALYs. As with other ap-

proaches to valuation of health care, there are various

methodological challenges associated both with measure-

ment and aggregation of WTP. There is also an important

distinction between estimating aggregate individual WTP and

determining what should be the WTP in a national health

service that strives for both efficiency and equity in health

care. Further research on WTP measurements will help to

clarify the potential and the role of the WTP approach in

health care resource allocation.

See also: Cost–Value Analysis. Multiattribute Utility Instruments and
Their Use. Quality-Adjusted Life-Years
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